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rREli'ACE

THE FIRST EDITION.

THE objects of a Dispens.tory are to present an account of medicinal
substances in the state in which they are brought into the shops, and to
teach the modes in which they are prepared for use. The importance
of these objects, and the general value and even necessity of a work of
this nature, will not be disputed. It may, however, be a. question, how
for the wants of the medical and pharmaceutical community in this
country arc supplied by the Dispensatories already in circulation; and
whether such a deficiency exists as !Q justify the offer of a new one to
the public attention. The great merits of the works severally entitled
"The Edinburgh New Dispensatory," and "The London Dispensatory,'"
the former edited by the late Andrew Duncan, M. D., the latter by
Anthony Todd Thomson, ~I. D., are well known wherever the English
language is spoken. Founded, as they both are, upon the excellent
basis laid by Lewis, they are nevertheless entitled, from the great addition of rnluable materials, and the distinctive character exhibited in the
arrangement of these materials, to be considered as original works:
while the style in which they have been executed speaks strongly in
farour of the skill and industry of their authors. But they were calculated especially for the sphcro of Great Britain, and are too deficient
in all that relates exclusively to this country, to admit of being received
as standards here. In the history of our commerce in drugs, and of
the nature, gro.wth, and collection of our indigenous medical plants; in
the chemical operations of our extensive laboratories; and in the modes
of preparing, dispensing. and applying medicines, which have gradually
grown into use among us; there is much that is peculiar, a knowledge
of which is not to be gained from foreign books, and is yet necessary
to the character of an accomplished American pharmaceutist.
We
lwxc, moreover, a National Pharmacopccia, which requires an explanatory commentary, in order that its precepts may be fully appreciated,
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and advantageously put into practice. On these accounts it is desirable
that there shoul<l be a Dispensatcry of tl1e United States, which, while
it embraces whatever is useful in European pharmacy, may accurately
represent the art as it exists in this country, and give instruction adapte1l
to our peculiar wants. It appears due to our na.tional character, that
such a work should be in good faith an American work, newly prepared
in all its parts, and not a mere edition of one of the European Dispcnsa.tories, with here and there additions and alterations, which, though

they may be useful in themselves, cannot be made to harmonize with
the other materials so as to give to the whole an appearanco of unity,

and certainly would not justify the assumption of a new and national
title for the book. Whether, in the Dispensatories which have been
published in the United States, these requisites have been satisfactorily
fulfilled, it rests with the public to determine. That valuable treatises
on Matcria Medica and Pharmacy have been issued in this country, no
candid person, acquainted with our medical literature, will be disposed
to deny. In offering a new work to the medica.1 and phar·maccutical
professions, the authors do not wish to be considered as undervaluing
the labours of their predecessors. They simply conceive that the field
has not been so fully occupied as to exclude all competition. The
pharmacy of continental Europe is ground which has been almost untouched; and much informa.tion in relation to the natural history, commerce, and management of our own drugs, has lain unga.thercd in the
possession of individuals, or scattered in separate treatises and periodicals not generally known and read. Since the publication of the last
edition of our National Pharmacopooia, no general explanation of its
processes bas appeared, though required in justice both to that work
and to the public. The hope of being able to supply these deficiencies
may, perhaps, be considered a sufficient justification for the present
undertaking.
The Pbarmacoproia of the United States bas been adopted as the
basis of this Dispensatory. It is followed both in its general division
of medicines, and in its alphabetical arrangement of them under each
division. Precedence is, in every instance, given to the names which
it recognises, while the explanations by which it fixes the signification
of these names, are inserted in immediate connexion with the titles to
which they severally belong. Every article which it designates is more
or less fully described; and all its processes, after being literally copied,
are commented on and explained whenever comment and explanation
a.ppearecl necessary. Nothing, in fine, has been omitted, which, in the
estimation of the authors, could serve to illustrate its meaning, or
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promote t he ends which it was intended to subserve. This course of
proceeding appeared to be due to the national character of the Pharmacopoo ia, and to the important object of establishing, as far as possible,
throughout the United States, uniformity both in the nomenclature and
preparation of medicines. In one particular, convenience required that
the plan of the Pharmacopooia should be departed from. The metlicincs
belonging to the department of MATERI.A MEDIC.A, instead of being
arrange d in two divisions, corresponding with the Primary arnl Secondary Catalogues of that work, hav e been trea.ted of indiscriminately
in alphabetical succession; and the plocc which they respectively hold
in the Pharmacopceia is indicated by the employment of the term
Seeondary, in connexion with the name of each of the mcclic:ines inclu<lc<l in the latter catalogue.
But, though precedence has thus been given to the Pharmacopccia
of th e United States, those of Great Britain hn.ve not been neglected.
The nomencbturc adopted by the different British Colleges, and their
form uhe for the preparation of medicines, have been so extensiY ely
followed throughout the United States, that a work intended to represent the present state of pharmacy in this country would be imperfect
without th em ; and the fact that the writings of British physicians an d
su rgeons, in which their own officinal terms and prcparn.tions are c:xclusi\'cly employed and referred to, have an extcnsi\·c circulation among
us, renders some commentary necessary in order to prevent serious
mistakes. 'fhe Pharmacopooias of London, Edinburgh, and Dublin
have, therefore, been incorporated, in all their essential
into the
present work. Their officinal titles are uniformly girnn,
in
subordi nation to those of the United States Pharmacopccia, when they
exp ress the same object; but in chief, when, as often hnppens, no
correspo nding medicine or prep:.iration is recognised by our nationa.l
standard. Jn the latter case, if different names are applied by different
British Colleges to the same object, that one is generally preferred
which is most in accordance with OUl' own system of nomenclature, and
t lic others are given as synonymes. 'l1 he medicines directed by the
British Colleges arc all described, and th eir processes either copied at
length, or so far explained as to be intelligible in a ll essential part icul:irs.
Besilles the medicinal substances recogni sed as officinal by the Pharmacopooias a11ude<l to, some others have been described, wliich, either
from the lingering remains of former reputation, from recent reports in
their favour, or from their important relation to medicines in general
use, appear to have claims upon t~c attent ion of the physician a.n(l
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apothecary.
Opportunity has, moreover, been taken to introduce
incidentally brief accounts of substances used in other countries or in
former times, and occasionally noticed in medical books; and,_ that tb_e
reader mn.y be a.hie to refer to them when desirous of informat10n, their
names have been placed with those of the standard remedies in the

Index.
In the clescription of each medicine, if derived immediately from the
animal, vegetable, or mineral kingdom, the attention of the authors has
been directed to its natural history, the place of its growth or production, the method of collecting and preparing it for market, its commercial history, the state in which it reaches us, its sensible properties,
its chemical composition and relations, the changes which it undergoes
by time an <l exposure, its accidenta.l or fraudulent adulterntions, its
medical properties and application, its economical uses, and the pharmaceutical treatment to which it is subjected. If a chemical preparrttion, the mode and principles of its manufacture are indica,ted in addition
to the other particulars. If a poison, and likely to be accidentally
taken, or purposely employed as such, its peculiar toxicological effects,
together with the mode of counteracting them, are indicated; and the
best means of detecting its presence by reagents are explained.
'l1hc authors have followed the example of Dr. A. T. 'l1110mson, in
giving botanical descriptions of the plants from which the medicines
treated of are deri\•cd. In relation to all indigenous medicinal plants,
and those naturalized or cultivated in this country, the adYantages of
such descriptions are obvious. '11 he physician may often be placed in
situations, in which it may be highly important that he should be able
to recogni se the vegetable which yields a particular medicine; and the
apothecary is constantly liable to imposition from the collectors of
herbs, unless possessed of the means of distinguishing, by infallible
marks, the various products presented to him. A knowledge of foreign
medicinal plants, though of less importance, will be found useful in
various ways, independently of the gratification afforded by the indulgence of a liberal curiosity in relation to objects so closely connected
with our <la.ily pursuits. The introduction of these botanical notices
into a Dispensatory appears to be peculiarly appropriate; as they arc
to be considered rather as objects for occasional reference than for
regular study or continuous perusal, and therefore coincide with the
general design of the work, which is to collect into a convenient form
for consultation all tlrnt is practically important in relation to medicines.
The authors have endeavoured to presen'e a due proportion between the
minuteness of the descriptions, and their value as men.ns of information
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to the student; and, in pursuance of this plan, have generally dwelt
more at length upon our native plants, than upon those of foreign
growth: but, in all instances in which they have deemed any botanical
description necessary, they have taken care to include in it the essential
scientific character of the genus and species, with a reference to the
position of the plant in the artificial and natural systems of classification; so that a person acquainted with the elements of botany may be
able to recognise it when it comes under his observation.
In preparing the DispC'nsatory, the authors hare consulted, in addition
to many of the older works of authority, the greater number of the
treatises and dissertations which have recently appeared upon the
various subjects connected with Pharmacy, and especially those of the
French writers, who stan<l at present at the head of this <lepartment of
medical science. They haYe also endeavoured to collect such detached
facts, scattered through the rnrious scientific, medical, and pharmaceutical journa.ls, as they conceived to be important in themselves, and
applicable to the subjects under consideration; and have bad frequent
recourse to the reports of travellers in relation to the natural and comrnercia.l history of fo reign drugs. The occasional references in the body
of the work will indicate the sources from which they have most largely
drawn, and the authorities upon which they have most relied . In
relation to our own commerce in drugs, and to the operations of our
chemical laboratories, they are indebted for information chiefly to the
kindness of gentlemen engaged in these branches of business, who ha.Ye
always evince<l, in answering their numerous inquiries, a promptitude
an<l politeness which merit their ~ntrm thanks, and which they are
pleased to have this opportunity of acknowledging.*
It bas not been deemed necess"''Y to follow the example of the British
Dispensatorics, by inserting into the work a treatise upon Chemistry,
under the name of Elements of Pharmacy. Such a treatise must necessarily be very meagre and imperfect; and, as systems of chemistry are
in the hands of every physician and apothecary, would uselessly occupy
the place of valuable matter of less easy access.
The authors may, perhaps, be permitted to observe, in relati on t o
themselves, that they haYe expended much time and labou r in the pre-
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paration of the work; have sought diligently for facts from every rc:i<li ly
accessible source; have en<leavourcd, by a comparison of authorities,
and a close scrutiny of evidence, to ascertain the trnth wh enever pra.tticable; and lrn,\•c exerted themselves to the extent of their abilities tu
render the Dispensatory worthy of public approbat ion, both for tli<"
quality and quantity of its contents, and the general accuracy of it:-.
statcments. They arc conscious, nevertheless, that, in so great &. multiplicity of details, numerous errors r!.nd deficiencies may exist, an<l thar
the faults of undue brevity in some cases, and prolixit.y in others, may
not have b~en entirely avoidc<l; but they VC'nture to hope that a can<lid
public will makC' all due allowances; and they take the liberty to invi!<·
from all those who may feel interested in the 1.liffusion of sounrl ph:umaccutical knowledge, the communication of friendly suggcstion.r.:. or
crit icisms in rcl;ttion to the objects a.ntl execution of the work.

PREFACE TO THE TENTH EDITION.
IN the foregoing preface to the first edition of this work, sufficient
has been said of its objects, the plan upon which it was written, and
tho sources whence the materials composing it were originally derived.
A modification of its arrangement was made in the second edition, by
the introduction of an Appendix, containing an account of drugs not
recognised by the American or British Pharmacopooias, yet possessing
some interest from their former or existing re1ations to Medicine and
Pharmacy. Th is Appendix has been so much enlarged by the numerous additions subsequently made to it, that it might well be considered
as a third part of the Dispensatory; so that the work may be said to
consist of three divisions, the first treating exclusi\'e1y of the medicines
included in the l\fatcria Medica catalogues of the Pharmacopooias, the
second of the Preparations, and the last of substances not strictly
officina.l. A precision has thus been given to its arrangement which
was at first wanting. In the several editions which have followed, it
has been the aim of the authors to keep pace with the progress of
Matcria ~lcdica and Pharmacy, making changes corresponding with
those of the oflicinal codes acknowledged by them as authoritative, and
introducing more or less in detail all the new facts, views, and pro-

cesses, as they ca.me to public notice. In the last edition, that, namely,
of 1851, it was necessary to make a thorough revision of the whole
work, and in a considerable degree to rearrange the materials, in consequence of the then recent appearance of new and greatly altered
editions of our national Pharmacopreia, and of those of the London and
Dublin Colleges. We refer to these changes now, in order to call attention to the new division of weights adopted by the Dublin College,
which, though the same in terms as those in general use, differ from
them materially in value, and, therefore, required much caution, on the
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part of the authors, to guard against serious mistakes.

It will be seen,
by consul ting the formulas of the several Pharmacopooias, that care has
been taken, in all cases in which the result would be affected by a misunuerstanding of the denominations of weight employed, to refer wi thin
brackets to their proper sign ification. Thus, the pound and ounce of
the Dublin processes arc designated as belonging to tho avoird'upois
wcig~1t, and the subdivisions of dra.chms and scruples to the IJublin
weights, the value of which is indicated by a table in the Appendix.
'l'hc measures now employed by all >he British Colleges are the Imperial gall on and its subdi,•isions, differing more or less in value from the
similar denominations of the wine measure used in the U. S . Pharma.
coproia.; and it bas been necessary, on this point also, to guard against
error by a particuhu- reference to the fact, in every formula. in which

entire accuracy is essential.
In regard to the present edition, the authors have only to say that
they haYc exercised no less vigil::tnce than on former occasions, to let
nothing escape them which could add to the value of the work, and
make it, what .it aims to be, a. representative of the existing state of
Pharmacy, and a safe guide for the student and practitioner. Within
the three years which have elapsed since the publication of the last
edition, the improvements in Materia l\iedica ::ind Pharmacy have kept
pace with the general progress in other departments of science and art;
and it has been necessary to make many additions and modifications in
the Dispensatory in accordance with these impro\'emcnts. ~I.1he great
difficulty of the authors has been to prevent the work from swelling
beyond the 1imits of a. single volume, a.ncl thus becoming inconvenient
for reference. By discarding, howe\'er, whatever seemed to them to
h:we become useless through the advance of knowledge or change of
opinion, by aiming at the greatest conciseness of expression consistent
with clearness in regard both to the old and the new matter, and by
care to arni<l any waste of space in the method of arranging the materials for the press, they trust that they have succeeded in accomplishing
this object without impairing the usefulness of the work; but they have,
nc,·crtheless, foun<l it necessary somewhat to increase the number of
pages, as well as slightly to enlarge the dim~nsions of the page, by
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which means considerable space has been gained. With these few preliminary explanations, they otfc)' the Dispensatory for the tenth time to
the public, hoping that it may meet with that approval from the medical
and pharmaceutical professions, of which it has always been their aim

to render it deserving.
Ph il<tdelphia, Jul!J, 1854.

ABBREVIATIONS EMPLOYED IN THE WORK.

u. s.-"'l'llE

PnARMAcoP<ErA oF THE UNITED STATES oF AMER1cA.

Dy

authority of the National l\Icdical Convent ion, held at Washington, A . D.

1850."
Lond.-LONDON PnARMACOP<EIA, A. D. 1851.

A. D. 1841.
A. D. 1850.
or the titles employed by the Pharmaco-

Ed.-EDJNllUROll Pt1ARMACOPIEIA,
.Dub.-DUBLIN PIIAiti\IACOPCEIA,

OjJ. Syn.-OFFJCINAL

SYNONYMEs,

proias with the accompanying explanations, when these titles are not given
in chief.
Sex. Syst.-Tbe SEXUAL SYSTEM, or the artificial sys tem of Linnoous, founded
on the sexual organization of plants.
NATURAL On.DER to which any particular genus of plants
belongs. When not otherwise stated, it is to be understood that the natural
orders referred to are those recognised by Professor Lindley, of the University
of London, in his 11 Introduction to the Natural System of Botany."
Gen. Oh.-Thc GENERIC CnARACTER, or scientific description of any particular
genus of plants under cousideration.
OJ): Prcp.-OrFICINAT~ PREPARATIONS; including all the preparations into
which any particular medicine directed by the U.S. Pharmacopooia or the
British Colleges enters. 'Yh en the same preparation has received different
names in the different Pharmacopreias, only one of these names is mentioned,
and precedence is always given to that of the U.S. Pharmacopooia.
Sp. Gr.-SPECIFIO GRAVITY.
Equiv., or E2.-CnE;-.ncAL EQUIVALENT, or the number representing the
smallest quantity in which one body usually combines with others.
Linn., LINN.1'EUS.- Juss. , Juss1Eu.-De Cand., DE CANDOLLE.- Willd. Sp.
Plant., WILLDENOW S EDITION OF THE SPECIES PLAN'rARUM OF LINN1'EUS.
- lJOodv. Med. Bot., Woonvrr.LE's MEDICAL BOTANY, 2d edition.-B.,
BAuMEs Il YDROi\IETER.

Nat. Ord.-Tbc

1

Fr.,

FRENCII.-Genn., GERMAN.-.liaZ.,

ARABIC.

lTALIAN.-Span., SPANISR.-Arab.,
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THE UNITED ST ATES.
PART I.
~1ATERIA

MEDICA.

Tur. )Tateria Mcdica, in its most comprehensive scosc, embraces all those
sub~tanccs which arc eapable of making s::mativc impressions on tbe human
sy:;tcm; but, aR the term is employed in this work, it has a more restricted
~ignification.
'l'hc Pharmacopooia~ of tbe United 8tntcs and Great Britain
very appropriately arrange meJicincs in two distinct divii;,ions, one including
all those which are furoishcd immediately by nature, or thrown into commerce by tLe manufacturer; the other, tbmsc which nrc prepared by the
apothecary, and arc the objects of ollicina l directions . The former arc enumerated under the title of u lllATERrA l\lEDTCA ;" the latter, under that of
"P1tEl',\RATIONs 1" or "J)1u:P;\HA'l'IONS nud CO)ll'O:-:ITIO.\'S."
In Dispcnsatoric8, which may be considered as commcnt:irics on the J>lrnrmacopreia~, the
Ramc arr.rngcmcnt is usually followed; and the authon; of the present work
ndopt it the more willingly, as, independently of the weight of authority in
its favour, it has the recommendation of being the mo:-:.t convenient. By this
plan, all the directions which relate to the practical ope:rat ions of the apotbec:uy are collected in one place, and arc thus more easily referred to than if
mixcJ indi:'criminatcly with other matters, as they mutit be by any mode of
arrangement which makes no distinction between the original medicinal substance.-; and thei r preparations. Under the head of l\btcria l\1ediea, tberef'ure, in this Di5pensatory, we treat of medicines in the state only in which
they nre produced by nature, or come into the hnncls of the apothecary. Of
thc<ie medicines, such as arc rccogni~cd by our National Jlharmacopooia are
mo~t mlnutcly described; Lut we consider also all that a.re induded in tho
oflicin:.d catalogues of the Briti~h Colleges .
. :\n ot her point in which we accord with the Plrnrmacopccias is the alpha-

~e~:~~~Jn,:~~~1~~~~~~~1:o~fr~1;~r~~~:c~~i~~ ~~~ ~!~~~1~:i,'· 1~~;~~~t it~~;~ ;~1~i~;.t~11:1~a~~17t
1

its l'Olltt>nf:'I shou!J be so di:-1po:-;c<l a~ to facilitate tnn.<1ultation. i\lcJicincs, in
a work of this kiucl 1 are cou:siJcrcU. as in<lepea<lcnt objects, to be studied
l
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PART f..

separately, and without any reference to community of source, o: f=imilar ity
of d1aracter. Their scientific classification belongs to works which ~rC'nt of
them rather in their relations than their e!"senti;1\ propcrtic'i; nncl d1.lfcrrnt
systems haYe been acl.0ptcd, according to the set ofrchtions towards '~·h1ch th_c
mind of the nutbor has been <'Specially directed. 'l'bus, the naturali st cla~s1fies them accor<linO' to the affinities of the scwrnl objects in unture from w!J1ch

~~o~~;':~ d'~~c~~c~~:,tl~~c~:~~~!.~tt~~c~~~-ii~)}c;~s t~~~1 ~~1~1~~;~~ttii1:~ \~l~c ~i~~:c~f

health and discas.c . But none of thc~c cfoss1fic:ll10ns 1s without 1mpcrfcct10ns;
and n simple alphabetical :irrangemcnt is decid~dly pi~cfc.raL.k•! in every ~~1se
in which the medicines are con:;:.iclered solely m their md1v1<lual capacity.
1
0
1
8 1
;eJ,
arc nlso the titles of classes to which the medicines belong-, 1t will not be
amiss to present. the reaJer with the outlines of a. system of cla~sifieation, by
eonsultinrr which he will be enabled to ascertain the precise meaning we attach
to the tcr~ns employed to desiguatc the peculiar ~1ction of different medicinal
substances.
Remedies are divided into general and local, the former acting on tlrn whole
system, the latter on particular parts or organs.
I. GJ~NBRAL Rl~.\IEDTNS include 1. AnTERIAL STI'.\IULANTS, sometim es called INCITA'.'.' TS, which, while they raise the actions of Lhe sy:;:.tem
a.Love the sta ndard of health, exh ibit their influence chiefly upon the heart
and arteries; 2. NARCOTICS, which especially affect the cerebral function~,
and are either stimalcmt or sedative according ns they increase or djmiu ish
action; 3. ANTISPASMODICS, which, with a general stimulant power, exert a
peculiar influence O\'Cr the nervous system, exhibited in the relaxation of
!'pasm, the calming of nerrnus irritation, &c., without any special a.ocl decided
tendency to the brain; 4. TO:-JICS, which moderately and permanently cxa.lt
the energies of all parts of the frame, without necessarily producing any
apparent in crease of the healthy actions; and 5. AsTLUNGENTS, which haYc
the property of producing contraction in the living t.isSucs with which tl1ey
may come in contact.
,
lI. LOCAL RE~IEDF)i:S may be divided into four sections: a. Those
affecting the fuwtion of a part, namely, 1. Ei\ll~TlCS, which act on the sto.
mach, producing vomiting; 2. CATilARTlCS, which net on the bowels, pro·
ducing a purgatiYe effect; 3 . DrnRET1cs1 which act on the kidneys, producing
0
4
1
11
11

t~!riatp~~ ~~~!1 '~~!~~' t~~d ~~ :1:~e~~: b7~~{h ~~h~~f1~~e !J~ ~ti; ;.~J;~~~~~~:aJ

;~e~~~t~~~~h~ f~r~:i~.~~e ~f ~al~~~~~~ ~1~~~~=; ;wt~c~;:~1~~R~~~1~:, ::1 1~~fa j ~~

crca_se the cutaneous discharge; G. Ex_P ECTORAN TS, which augment the SC·
cret1on from tlie pulmona1;y mucous membran_c, or pi:omote th e discharge of
the secreted matter; 7. :E:1n1E:-IA OOGUEs, which ex("1tc the menstrual score·
tio~; 8: S11UAGOGU-f:S, which increase th e flow of s::i.liva.; aad 9. ERu.m;-·n:s,
which mcrcase the discharge from the mucous membrane of the noi:;trils:
b. Those o.(fccting tlie oiyanization of a pm·t, including 1. RunEFAClENTS
which produce redness and inflammation of the skin; 2. EP1SPASTICS 0 ;
VES1CATOR1Es, which produce a serous discharge beneath the cuticle forminrt
a blister; and 3. Escu.rnOTICS or CAUSTJCs, which destroy the life of th~
p_ar~ upon which they act: c. 1'.lwse ope!·ating by a mechanical nr;enry, con·
s1st1~g of 1. D1rnuLCENTS 1 which lu~n~ate. the surface to which they arc
applied, and prevent the contact of 1rntatmg substances, or minrtle with
these and diminish their acrimony; and 2. E:-.IOLLIENTS, which ~crvc as
vehicles for the application of warmth :md moisture, at the same time excluding the air: d. Those uhich oct on e.ctrancous matters contained within

Materia Medica.
ilic 01;1ans, in cluding 1. ANTITEL'.\fTNTics, which destroy worms, or ex pel
them from the bowels; and 2. ANTAClDS, which neutralize acid, whether
existing in the alimentary canal, or circulating with the blood.
It is believed that all substances employed as medicines, with the exception
of a very few which arc so peculiar in their action as scarcely to admit of
classification, may be distributed without violence among the above classes.
Some substances, howc•er, in addition to the properties of the classes to which
they are severally attached, possess others in common, which give them
practical value, and authorize their association in distinct groups, not recognised in the system of classification, but constantly referred to in medical
lanf!uage. Thus, we ha\'e REitRlGi':RAN'rS, which, when internally administered, diminish animal temperature; AllrERATIVES, which change, in some
inexplicable and insensible manner, certain morbid actions of the system; and
CARM1NATIVES, which, by promoting contraction in the mu scula r coat of the
stomach and bowels, cause the expulsion of flatus. It is common, moreover,
to attach distinct names to groups of remedies, with reference to certain
effects which arc incident to the properties that serve to arrange them in some
more comprehensive class. Thus, NARCOTICS frequently promote sleep and
relieve pain, and, in relation to these properties, arc called SOPORIFI CS and
ANODYNES; and various medicines, which, by diversified modes of action,
serve to remove chronic inflammation and enlargements of the glands, or
viscera, are called DEOBSTRUENTS. These terms arc occasionally employed
in the following pages, and are here explained, in order that the sense in
which we use them may be accurately uuderstoo<l .
\V.

Absinthium.

PART I.

ABSINTIIIUM. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Woi'mwood.
The tops and leaves of Artemisia Absinthium. U.S.
L and. Th e herb. Ed.

'l'hc herb in flower.

Absinthe, Fr.; Gemciuer Wcrmuth, Germ.; Assenzio, Ital. ; A rtcmi sio Axcnjo, Span.

Sex. Syst. Syngencsia Rupcrfiua.-_Nat. Ord . Compositre
Seuecionideoo. De Oand. Asteracero. Lindley.
Gen. Oh. Receptacle sub-villous, or nearly naked. Seed-down none.
Oa~yx imhricate, with roundish, converging sca les. Corollas of the ray none.
lVilid.
Several species of Artemisia have enjoyed some reputation us medicines.
The leaves of A . Abrotammi, or soiti!teniwoorl, have a fragrant odour, and a
warm, bitter, nauseous taste; and were formerly employed as a tonic, deobstruent, rmd anthclminti c. Similar virtues have been ascribed to A. Suntcmica. ..d . pontica has been occasionall y substituted for common wormwood,
but is weaker . .A. vul9uris, or m119u:otl, formerly enjoyed considerable
reputa.ti on as an emmenngogue, and a. few years since came into notice, .in
consequence of the recommendation of its root in epilepsy by Dr. Bardach
of Germ:my. E'or this purpose, it shoulJ be collected in autumn or early in
the spring, and the side roots only dried for use. These should be powdered
as they are wanted, th e ligneous portion being rejected. 11'he dose is about a
drachm, to be administered in some warm vehicle in anticipation of the paroxysm, and to be repeated once or twice, at intervals of half an hour, till
perspiration is produce<l, the patient being confined to bed. In the intervals,
it may be given every second day . This is merely the revival of an old
pra.cticc in Germa.ny. Dr. Neumeister, of Arneburg, ha s recently used rnugwort, in <:onnexion with :l~safotida, successfully in chorea. Ile a.dds a pound
of tbc tops to a gallon of water, digests for three days, then strains, adds
three ounces of assafetida, and gives a. teacupful for a <lose. The proportion
of assafctida might be reduced to one-third, if well mixed. (Sec .Ed. J.llonth.
ARTEl\IISJA.
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China,
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is said to Le prcp:u·cd from tbe leaves of Artemisia Ohinens·i.5
'.l.'hc medic~u.e known i~ Europe by .t1.1e name of wormseed:
IS probably the pl"Oc.luct of cldJcrcut species of Artcm1sia. (See Wormseed in
the Appendix.) The only species which requires particular description here
is A. AOsinthiuni .
.Arleniil'irt. .Absinthium. 'Yilh1. Sp. Plant. iii. 18-1.l; Woodv. 11!ed. Bot.
p.
t. :2:?. "'ormwood is a pere~nia.l plant, with branching, round, and
1
1 1 1
81
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~nd A. l1Hlica.
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and annually sends up herbaceous shoots, which pcri:::h in the winter. '.l.'h~
radical leaves are triply J)inrratifid, with lanceolate, obtuse, dcntatc divisions·
those o_f _tl~e stem, doubly or simply pinnntifid, with lanccolate, somewhat
acute dm~1ons; the floral leaves are lanccolutc; all are hoa ry. rl'he flowers
are of a browni~h-yellow colour, hemispheri cal, pcdicellcd, noddinO' a nd in
erect racemes. 'l'bc florets of the J.isk arc numerous, those of th;~·ay few.
This plant is a natiYe of Europe, where it is also cultini.te<l for 1 ~edical
use. IL is among our garden herbs, and has been naturalized in the mountainous <listt·ic:ts of New ]~ngland. The lcavrs and tlowcring summits are the
part:5 employed, the Llrger parts of the stalk being rejected. '!'Ley should be

Absinthiurn.-Acacia.
gathered in July or August, when the plant i11 in flower. They preserve
their peculiar sensible properties long when dried.
'Vormwood bas a strong odour, and an intensely bitter, nauseous taste,
which it imparts to water and alcohol. It )'iclds by distillation a. volati le oil
(oleum, ab.~inthii), usually of a. dark-green colour, sometimes yellow or
brownish, having a strong odour of the pl:rnt, an acrid peculiar taste, and
the sp. gr. 0.9i2. It is sometimes adulterated with alcohol, oi l of turpentine, &c., which lessen its specific gravity. 'l'bc other constituents, according
to l3raconnot, are a very bitter, and an almost insipid azotizcd matter, au excessively bitter resinous substance, chl orophyllc, albumen, starch, saJjne
matters, and Jignin. Tbe cold in fu>! ion becomes olive.green and turbid on
the addition of sesqu icbloride of iron, indicating the probable existence of a
small proportion of tannic acid. (Pereira.) Among the saline substances,
Hraconnot found one consisting of potassa, and an acid which he supposed to
be peculiar, and denominated absint!iif· acid, but which is said to be iJcntical
with the succinic. 'This acid may be recognised amon~ the products of the
dry distillation of wormwood. (Annal. der Ohcni. mid Phann. 1 xlYiii. 122.)
'l'be substance formerly called salt o.f 1co1·m1t·ood (sat absintliii) is impure
carbonate of potassa, obtained by lixiviating the :ishes of tLe plant. By pre.
cipitating an infusion of wormwood with acetate of lea<l, separating the excess
of lcn.d by sulphurettcd hydrogen, evaporating the liquor to dryness, digesting
the residue in a mixture of alcohol and ether, and submitting the resulting
tincture to slow evaporation, Caveutou obtained a Yery bitter, imperfectly
crystalline substance, which be consiJcred as the active principle, and for
which the name of absinthin has been prnposed. Dr. E. l.iuck has obtai ned
pure absinth in by a process which may be seen in the .Am. Joum. of Pharm.,
(xxiii. 358.)
llledical Propertif's and Wes. Wormwood was known to the ancients.
It is highly tonic j and its acti-.c prin<'iplcs probably enter the circulation,
as it is said to render the flesh and milk of animals fed with it bitter. It
formerl_y enjoyed great reputation in numerous comphints, attended with a.
debilitated condition of the digestive organs, or of the system generally.
Before the introduction of l>cruvian bark, it was much used in the treatmeut
of iutcrmittents. It has also been supposed to po~scss anthelmintic virtues.
At present, however, it is little used in regular practice on th is side of the
.Atlantic. A narcotic property has bcrn as.cribe<l to it by some writers, in
consequence of its tendency to occasion headache, and, when long continued,
to produce dii:;ordcr of the nervous system. This property is supposed to
depcud on the volatile oil, and 1 therefore, to be less obvious in the decoction
thau in the powder or infusion. In lnrge doses, wormwood irritates the
stomach, and excites the circulation. The herb is sometimes applied externally, by way of fomcntntion, ns an antiseptic and d iscutient. 'l'he dose in
substance is from one to two scruples; of the infusion, made by macerating
'\V.
au ounce in a pint of boiling water, from one to two fluidouuces.

ACACIA. U. 8., Lond., Dub.
Gum Arabic.
'J'he concrete juice of Acacia. vera. and other species of Acacia. US., Lond.
The gum of Acacia vcrn. Dub .
Off. S!Jn. OU~L\II AC...\CUE. Gum of various ~pcc i cs of Acacia. Ed.

Homme _\_rabiquc, Fr.; Arabi~cbes Gummi, Germ.; Gomm!L Arabicn, llal.; Goma
Arnbiga, Span.; Samagh .\.rabe<', Arab.
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Sex. Syst. Polygam ia1'Iouoocia. - Nat. Ord.· Leguminosre. Trib.

l\Iimosere.
T his genus is one of those into wh ich the old genus :Mimosa of Linureus
\~as diyiJcd by "'illtlcnow. 'l'he name of Acacia was employed by tl~e ancient Greeks to designate the ~um-tree of ]~gypt, and has Leen appropriately
applied to the new genus in which that plant is iuclut.lcd.
Gen. Ch. H.ERl\IAPURODITE. Gal!JX fhre-toothed . Coro~la five-cleft, or
formed of five petals. Stamens -!-100. Pist.il one. L~mne bivalve. l\I ALE.
Calyx five-toothed. Corolla five-cleft, or formed of five petals. Stamens
4-100. Willd.
Several species of Acacia. contribute to furnish the gum Arabic of the
shops. Among the most important are A. vera and A. Arabica, confounded
.
together by Linnrous under the title of lifi'mosrt ]{ilotica.
Acacia vent. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 1805; Hayne, Darstel. und Bescli1·etb.
d'..·c. x. 34. This is t~ tree of middling size, with numerous scattered branches,
of which the younger are much bent, and covered with a reddish-brow~ bark.
T he leaves arc alternate and bi pinnate, with two pairs of pinnre, of which the
lower are usually furnisLcd witL ten pairs of leaflets, the upper with eight.
The leaflets arc very small, oblong-linear, smooth, and supported upon very
short foot.stalks. On the common petiole is a gland between each pair of
pinnro. Both the common and partial petiole arc smooth. Two sharp spi nes,
from a quarter to half au inch long, of the colour of the smaller branches,
and joined together at their \Jase, arc found at the insertion of each leaf.
T he flowers are yellow, inodorous, small, and collected in globu lar heads supported upon slender peduncles, which ri!ioc from the :uils of the leaves, in
number from two to tive together. The fruit is a smooth, flat, two-valved
legume, divided by contractions, occurring a.t regular intervals, into several
roundish portions, each containing a single seed. '.l'bis species flourishes in
Upper l~gypt and Senegal, and is probably scattered over the whole intervening portions of the .African continent .
.A ..A1·abica. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv.1805; Hayne, Darstel. ·und Beschreib. x.
32; Carson, llbtst. of Med. Bul. i. 31.-Acacia J..\i:lotica, Delille, lllw;t.. Flor.
del'L!J.1Jpl . p. 79. This species, though often little more than a shrub, attains
in fa.vourable situations the magnitude of a.considerable tree, being sometimes
fo rty foet high, with a. trunk a. foot or more in diameter. 'l'hc leaves are
alternate and doubly pinnate, having from four to six pairs of pinu:.u, each of
which is furni.:;hed with from ten to twenty pairs of minute, smooth, oblonglinear leaflets. 'fhe common petiole h:ls fl gland between the lowest pair of
pinnro, and often also between the uppermost pair. lJoth the common nnd
partial petioles, as well ns the young bri.lnchcs, nrc downy . 'fhe thorns are
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most widely diffused of the gum-bearing species.

It grows in Upper and

Low~r Egypt, Se_ncga!, and other par.ts of .A~rica, flouris?es also in Arabia,

and is abundant m llmdostan, where its gum 1s used for food by the natives.
Besides the two species above describc<l, the following afford eonsi<lerable
quantities of gum :-A. Karroo, of the Cape of Good Hope, formerly considered by some as identical with A. vcra; .A. S1W'[j(d, a small tree, iuhabitinothe hottest regions of Africa, anJ. said to form vast forests in Scnegambia~
A . g1w1m1fem, seen by Broussonet in )forocco near Mogador; .A. Ehren~
beryiona, a shrub six. or eight feet high, named in honour of the German
traveller Ehrenberg, who obserrnd it in tLe cle~crts of Libya, ::,1"ubia, and
Dongola; A. SP!J<d1 _!!rowing in the same countries with the last-mentioned
spet:ics, un<l also iu Upper Egypt ~\n<l 8enegambia.; .A. Aclunsunii of the

Acacia.
Flore de Senegarnbie, which is said to contribute a portion of tLc Senegal
gum; aud A. tortili$1 which sometimes attains the height of sixty-feet, and
inhabits Arabia Felix, Nubia, Dongola, and the Libyan desert. It is highly
probable that gum is obtained also from other species not hitherto described,
grow in~ in the hot latitudes of Africa. .A. decurrens and .A. floribunda are
said to yield it in New Uoll<'lnd. Other trees, moreover, not belonging to
the genus, afford a simila.r product, especially }"eronia elepha11tmn of Hiudostan, the gum of which, nccording to Ainslie, is used for medical purposes
by :ill the practitioners of Lower India.
'l'he gum-bearing Acacias are all thorny or prickly trees or shrubs, calculated by nature for a dry and sandy soil, and flourishing in deserts where few
other trees will grow. "We arc told that camels, attached to the caravans,
cleriYe from them theil" chief sustenance in many parts of those desolate regions
in which Africa. abounds. In these situations, they have a stunted growth,
anJ present a bare, withered, and uuin>iting aspect; but in fa.\'ourable situations, as on tbe banks of rivers, they are often luxuriant and beautiful.
Their bark a.n<l unripe fruit contain tannic and gallic acids, and are sometimes used in tanning. An extra.ct was formerly obtained from the immature
pods of Ji. Jiraliica an<l .A. vera, by expression and inspissatioo. It was
known to the a.ncients by the name of acaci;;e verm succus, and was highly
lauded by some of the Orcek medical writers; but is at present little used.
It is n. sol i<l, heavy, shining, reddish-brown substance, of a sweetish, acidulous, styptic taste, and soluble in water. Its virtues arc prnbably those of a
mild astringent. On the continent of Europe, a preparation is said to be
substituted for it called acacia 11oslras1 obtained by expression and inspissa.tion from the unripe fruit of the Primus spinosa, or wild plum tree.
The gum of the Aca<'ias exudes spontaneou~ly from the bark, and hardens
on exposure; but incisions arc sometimes made in order to facilitate the
exudation. 'l'his is supposed to be fovourcd by d isease; and it is stated by
Jackson tbat, in 1'1orocco, the greatest product is obtained in the driest and
hottest weather, and from the most sickly trees. An elevated temperature
appears to be essential; for in cooler climates, though the tree may flourish,
it yields no gum. According to Ehrenberg, thi! varieties in the characters
of the gum do not depend upon difference in the species oft be plant. '11hus,
from the same tree, it will exude frothy or thick, and clear or darkcoloured, and will assume, upon hardening, different shapes ;md sizes; so
that the pieces, when collected, require to be assorted before being delivered
into commerce.
Commercial liistory and Vitrieties. The most common
this
drug are the 'Purkey, the Barbary, the Suie.r;cd, anJ. the
to
whi<:h may be added the Cape and the Australian Gum.
1. TURKEY Gu:-.i. Gum Arabic was formerly procured, chiefly if not
exdu:sivcly, from Egypt and the neighbouring countries; and much is still
obtained from the same sources. It is collectetl in Upper }~gypt, Nubia,
Kordofan, and Darfur, whence it is bken down the Nile to Alexandria. ·we
obtain it 'in this country through Smyrna, Trieste, l\farscillcs, or some other
cnt.rcpot of the Mediterranean commerce. rrwo varieties haxe long been
noticed, one more or less coloured, the other white, which were formerly distinguished by the titles of ymn yedda and ,r1urn lllric, derived from the ports
of the lted Sea, Ji<lda nnd Tor, from which the varieties were erroneously
supposed to be respectively exported. The gum from Egypt is commonly
known to our druggist.::> by the name of '[urk·ey gum, and is the kiud with
whiC'h apotliccm·iei:. arc u~ually i-;upplied. Though interspersed with roundish pie<:c.::> of various sizes, it con:sists chiefly of small, irregular fragments,
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commonly whiti~h, or sli!?htly tinged with yellow or reddish-yelJow · I.t is,
on th e whole, lighter colourc<l, more brittle, more readily solub~e, and freer
from impurities than the other commercial varieties, aud conh1m!'l rnu?b of
that form of !?Ulll Arnbic, which is clrnractcrizcd by innumerable rnmute
fissures perrnding its sub~tancc 1 nnd impairing its trani:.parcncy.
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bably derived, in part at lc:1st, from Acacia gumniifera. According ~o
Jackson, the natives c:ill the tree which affords it attalch. They g.a.ther it
in July and August, when the weather is hot and very dry. Two kmd5 are
brought to J\lngaclor, one from the neighbouring provinces, the other by car.a.vans from 'l'imbuctoo. 'l'his may account for the.fart, that Barbary gum Ill
part resembles the Turkey, in part tLc Senegal. ·wh.cn firs~ deposit~d in the
warehouses, it has a faint smell, and makes a crackling noise, occasioucd b.y
the rupture of lhc small masses as they become more dry. Barbary gum JS
exported in cash, nnd rcnchcs the United States through English commerce.
3. SENEClAL U~J. This variety was iotro<luccd into Europe by the
Dutch. 'l'hc French afterwards planted a colony on the western coast of
Africn, and took possession of the trade; but since the last g:rcat European
war, it has been brgely sha red by the Jfoglish. St. Louis, at the mouth of
the Senegal, and Portendic, considerably further north, arc the ports in which
the commerce in gum has chiefly centred. Immense forests of Acacia. exist
at some distance in the interior. 'l'bese arc composed chiefly of two trees,
called by the natives verecl.: or newclc 1 :md 1iebuel or nebued, the former yielding a white gum, the latter a red. These arc probably distinct species, the
>ereck being, according to l\l. lbin, .A. vcra, and the ncbuel, A. Senegal.
According lo Adanson, there are several other species in t he neighbourhood
which yield gum. The juice begins to exude in November. The dry winds,
which prevail after the rainy season, cause the bark to crack; the juice flows
out, and hardens in masses, which are often as large as a pigeon's egg, and
sometime~, according to i\l. Rain, as ti.Jc egg of the ostrich.
At this period,
the l\loors and negroes proceed to the forests in caravans, collect the gum in
leather sacks, and convey it to the coast. Senegal gum is imported into the
United States chiefly from Bordeaux. lt is usually in roundish or oval
unbroken pieces, of various sizes, sometim es whitish, but generally yellowish, redcfo:.h, or brownish-red, larger than those of Turkey gum, less brittle
and puh,crizable, and breaking with a. more conchoidal fracture . The
:French give the name of (/unt Galam, ( Gmnmc de Galam,) to a variety
consisting of pieces more irregular in shape, often angular and broken, and
mixed with small fragments, so as to resemble Turkey gum.
4. INDIA GUM. Con~idcrable quantities of gum arc imported into this
country from India. Ainslie states that it is dcrind from A . A1·aliica. ::'If ost
of it is taken to Bombay in Arab \"Csscls from Cape Gardafui a.nd Berbcra on
the north-eastern con.st of Africa, wlv•1:e it is collected, or from the ports of
the Red Sea. It is in pieces of va.nous size, colour, and quality, some
resembling the bro~en fragments. of 'ru.rkcy gum, though much less chinky;
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mg, bes1~cs_ genuine ~um Ara.b1c 1 portions of~ d~ffe~cn.t product, having the
charactenstic properties of Bassora. gum. 'fl11s 1s d1stmguished by its insolubili~y ~n water, with whic~1, howeYcr! it unites, swelling up, and ·forming a
soft v1sc1d mass. It owes its properties to the presence of bassorin. '!'he
pieces of this gum bear a considerable resemblance to those of the genuine
article, and may easily escape detection. Their want of solubility, however,
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is a. ready test. Besides this impurity in the India p-um, there are often
others more readily detected. Anionµ; tlicsc, we have ob~en·ed a yellowishwhite resinous substance, which has the sensible properties of the turpentines. If care be used in a::;sorting this commercial variety, it ma.y be
employed for all the purposes of good gum Arabic . India gum is brought
into this country, partly from Calcutt;L or Bombay, and partly by way of
Englanr.l. lt ur;;;ually comes in la.rge cac;es. 'Ve have seen a parcel said to
have come directly from the Red 8ea1 enclosed in large sacks made of a kind
of matting, and bearing a close resen1blance to the gum from Calcutta, except
that it was more impure, and contained numerous large, irregular, Ycry
brittle masses, not much less than the fist ill s.izc.
5. CAPE GU;\L Pereira. mentions that gum has recently been imported
in to Great Britain from the Cape of Good Hope, where it is collected probably
from Acacia Kcuroo, which grows abunUantly on tbe banks of the U-aricp
and in other parts. Dr. Ptippe, of Cape Town, refers it to .Acaciu lwrrida
of 'Villdcnow. (Ji'lor. Copen.~·. 8.) It is of a pale-yellow colour, in tears or
fragments, and is considered an inferior variety.
6. AuSTRALTAN Gu:u. Consir.lernblequant.ities of gu m have been imported
into England from South Australia. 1t. is ill pieces elongated or globular,
rough and C\'en wrinkled u pon the s urface, and of a violac:eous tint, which
distinguishes it from other varieties. It is not entirely soluble in water, to
which it imparts less viscidity than ordinary gum Arabic.
Geneml Properti"es. Gum Arabic is in roundish or :.nnorphous pieces, or
irregular fragments of various sizes, more or less t ransparent, hard, brittle,
pul veriza.blc, and breaking with a sbining fracture . . It is ustully white, or
yellowish-white; but frequently presents Yarious shades of red, and is sometimes of a deep orange or brownish colour. It is b leached by cxpo;;urc to tbe
light of the sun. ln powder it is always more or less purely white. It is
in odorOu$i, bas a. very fc<'ble, slightly swecti~h taste, and when pure dissolves
wholly away in the mouth. 11 be sp. gr. varies from 1'31 to l·-!8. Gum
Arabic consists essentially of a peculiar proximate principle usually called
gum, but for which the name of aru/.Jin,* originally propose<l by Cbevreul,
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ha~ been adopted .

In describing its chemical rc1ations, therefore,, we de~
scribe those of the principle alluded to. Water, either cold or hot, dtss~lves
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ether, and the oils; and alcohol precipitates it from its ftfJtH:ous solution.
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tores, it. is co nverted into a substance simila r to th e gunnny proJ.uct which
results from the action of the same aciLl on linen rags and sawdust. l!eatcd
with concentrated sulphuric acid, it is decomposed with the cvo~ut1on. of
carbon. 'l'h_c diluted acid, wlH.'ll Loilcd with it, gives ri.se .to th e fo~·mati?n
of a saccharrnc subst:rncc. Strong nitri c aci<l converts it rnto mucic acid,
0
1
0
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Dy the subacctate of lead it is precipitated from its solut ion, in
the form of a white insoluLlc compound of gum and protoxidc of lead; and

a delicate test of it s presence in any liquid is tltus affor<lcJ. It enters into
combination with several salts. A solution of borax co;.igulatcs it. Y{hen
ndded to a. sol uti on of silicate of potai-sa, it precipitates a compound of gum,
pota~~a,

and silica, while a compound of gum an<l potassa. remains dissolved.

l ts solution yields a precipitate with nitrate of mercury, and forms a brown,
scmi -tram:parent jelly, with a stro ng solution of ser.:quichloride of iron. In
solution it unites with sugar; nnd the liquid, when eva porated, yields a.
tran sp:irent, solid substance, insusceptible of crystallization.
0 um Arabic undergoes nu change by time, wbcn kept in a dry place. Its
aqueous solution, if strOng 1 remains for a considerable time unaltered, but
ultimat ely becomes sour, from the production of acetic acid . 'l'he tendency
to become sour is incrcaseJ by employing hot water to dissoke it. ]{ctween
300° and 400°, the gum 1;;oftcns, and may be drawn into t!Jreads. .At a red
heat it is decomposed, yielding, among other substances, a. minute proportion
of ammonia. Wh en burnt, it leaves about three per cent. of ashes, consist.
ing:, according to Guerin, of c:irbonatcs of potasFia and lime, a little phosphate
of lime, chloride of potassium, oxide of iron, alumina, magnesia, and silica.
'l'Le lime exists in the gum combined wirb an excess of mnlic acid, which
gives to its solution the property of reddening litmus p'.tper. In eons<'qucnce
of the presence of lime, oxalate of ammonia occasious a precipitate with the
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lcscence m its solution, several salrne substances, and 16 or 17 per cent. of
uncombiucd water. ( Guerf11) J!ure gum .may be obtained by treating the
compound of gum and protox1de of le:.id w1tb sulphurctted hydrogen. Its
ultimate constituents arc carbon, hydrogen, aml oxygen. Its formula. has
bcC'n variowly given, C 13 ll1 1 0 1"; (\~TI 100 10 ; anr.l C 11ll 11 0 w
'l'lie properties above enumerated belong to gum Arabic generally. There
arc, however, pharmaceutic varieties with differences which deserve notice.
1. Gum, that fa tran.pan-llf 01ul rcculif!J solub!P . '£his constitutes by far
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~olubility, and the comparatively slight degree of thickness and viscidity of
lts solution./ Under this head may be included tho !JOnime blanche fend I/lee
of G uibourt. It is distinguished by the whiteness and deficient transparency
of the pieces, attributable to the minute cracks or fissures with which they
abound, and which render them very brittle and easily pulverizable. 'fhis
peculiar structure is genera ll y ascribed to the influence of solar heat and
light; but is conjectured by llayne to arise from the exudation of the juice
in the frothy sta.te noticed by ~hrenberg. '!'hough the unbroken pieces are
somewhat opaque, each minute fragment is perfectly .transparent and homogeneous. This variety, in cousequenco of its prompt and entire solubility,
is usually p1·efcrred for medical use, and for most purposes in pharmacy.
2. Gwni le:;.~ tran.~pa1·ent and less soluUe. Gu ibourt has proposed for portions of this gum the name of gomrne pellit,-u/ee, from the circumstance that
the masses arc alwflys apparentl.Y covered, on some part of their surface, by
a yellowish opaque pcllicle. Other portions of it h::we a maromillary appearunce on the surface. It is less transparent than ti.le former variety, is less
freely and completely <lissolved by water, and forms a more viscid solution.
It melts with difficulty in the mouth, and adheres tenaciously to the teeth.
It ls found in all the commercial varieties of gum, but least in that from
Egypt. Its peculiarities m:iy be ascribed to variable proportions of bassorin
asiwciated with the soluble ambin. Between these two varieties of gum there
arc insensible gra<lations, so that it is not always easy to classify specimens.
lmpuritie:; and ArlultPrations. In parcels of gum Arabic there arc sometimes pieces of a dark colour, opaque, and incorporated with ligneous, earthy,
01· other illlpurities.
Tbc inforior arc often mixed with or substituted fot·
the better kinds, especially in powtlcr; an<l portions of insoluble gum,
bdellium 1 an<l other concrete juices of unknown origin, arc found among
the genuine. l?lour or starch is sometimes fraudulently added to the powder, but is easily detecte<l by the blue colour which it produces with tincture
of iodine. In consequence of the impurities, and difference in quality, gum
Arabic should generally be assorted for pharmaceutical use. A foreign
substance sometimes adheres to its surface, giving it a bitter taste, from
which it may be freed by washing in water.* Dexll'in broken into small
fragments has been mingled with parcels of gum. It may be known by
yielding in solution, a reddish-purple colour with solution of iodine. It
does not, like gum, produce a yellowish or brownish jelly with solutions of
the sesquisalts of iron .
.Aledic:al Properties ancl Uses. ~t.ihis gum is used in medicine chiefly as a.
demulcent. By the viscidity of its solution, it serves to cover :rnd sheathe
iuflamed surfaces; and, by blending with and diluting irritating matters,
blunts their acrimony. Hence, it is advantageously employed in catarrLal
affections and irritation of the fauces, by beiug held in the mouth and
allowed slowly to dissolve. Internally administered, it has been found useful in inffa.mmations of the gastric and intestinal mucous membrane; and its
employment has e"en been extended to sim ilar affections of the lungs and
urinary organs. ' Vhethcr it is beneficial, in the la,ttcr cases, in :my other manner than by the dilution resulting from its watery Yehicle is doubtful. l3y
some physicians it is thought to possess a positiYely sedative influence over
infhuncd surfaces to wh ich it may be applied in the state of solution. As an
article of diet in febrile cases, and others requiring n. very rigid regimen, it
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is perhaps superior to al most any other substance. If not P?sitivcly scc~ati_ve,
it is certainly not in the least irritating; while it is sufficiently nour1~~ 11.ng
to prevent the injurious action of the organ~ upon themselves. lh; nu~rittve
properties have been denied; but the fact of the ir existence rests on ll~con
t ro,·crtiblc e'•idencc. The 1\Ioors and ncgrocs live on it almost exc lusively
during the period of its collection and conveyance to ma:ket; t be Bushman
H ottentots, in times of scarcity, support thcm~clvcs upon it for days t?gcth~!';
and we are told that the apes of South Africa are ycry fond of it. Six:
ounces a day arc said to be sufficient to susta~n life in a. l~ealthy adult. .Tu
many cases of disease, its solution may constitute, for a t~me, ~he exclusive
drink and food of the 1mtient. It is bcs:t prcp~rcd by d1ss?lvmg au ounce
of the gum in a pint of boiling w~1tcr, and ailnwrn{!; the solution to cool. An
excellent dcnrn leent, called .!Jmn pectv1·al, is nu1dc .1Y dissolving cq.ua l parts
of gum ~rabic and sugar m water, and evaporutmg by !11eans of a. watcrbat b. It is held in the mouth, and allowed slowly to dissolve. ln pharmacy, gum Arabic is extensi,·ely used for the suspenFiion of in soluble sub·
stances in water, and for the formation of pills and troches.
OJl'. Prep. Confectio Amygdalro; )Jisturn Amygdalro; Mistura. Cretro;
Mistura Glycyrrbizm Composita.; l\Iistura Uuaiaci; i\lucilago Acaciro; ~ul
vis Cretoo Compm~itns; P ulvis 'fragacanthro Comp.; 8yrupus Acac1ro ;
'l'rochisci.Acaciro.
W.

ACETUM:. U.S., Lond.
Yinegl!r.
Impure dilute ncctic acid prepared by fermentation. i: S.
gar, prcpare<l by formC'ntation 1 of the sp. gr. 1·019. Lond.

Off. 5:t;n.

ACl~'1'L1~1

British vine-

BRl'l'.\NNlCU:M. British vi11e9ar. Ed. ACETUl\I

G~,1~J:~s2~~: ,.~::;;~i i;·;~/!~1 ~\c~~~·ft~.u;b\·inn~rc, Span.

Vine~ar is a sour liciuid, tho proJuct of the acctous fermentation.
Viewed
chemically, it is a very dilute so lution of acetic aciJ., containing foreign matters. (Sec Aciclmn .A1·ctlcmn.)
The acetous fermentation may be induced in all liqunrs which have undergone or are su.::ceptiblc of the vinous fe rmcnta.tion. Thus sugar and wa.tcr,
saccharine vegct:1ble juice~, infusion of malt, eid('r, and wine, may be converted into vinegar, if subjected to the action of a ferment, and exposed, with
access of air, to a temperature between 75° and !J0°. Sea-weeJs, covered
with water, and heated sufficiently, will undergo the acetous fermentation,
and may thus be made a source of vinegar. (Stcnhouse, Phil. )fog., 4th
series, i. 24.) During the acetous fermentation, a microscopic fungus, ca ll ed
lfJrula ateli1 is developed.
Vinegar is generally made by t110 German prorcss, by which the time con sumed iu its formatio n is greatly abridged. A mixture is prepared of one pnrt
of alcohol of 80 per cent., four or six parts of water, and one-thousandth of
honey or extract of malt 1 to art as a ferment. 'J'his mixture i8 allowed to
trick le through a mn83 of beech shavings, previously steeped in vinegar, and
contained in a deep oaken tub, called a vinegar yenerator. The tub is furni~he<l, near the top, with a. wooden diaphragm perforated with numerous

~1;~~~1;~~~esfr:;!1i~:~P;;~~~~::~~g~1llb~ :i~!~of~1ctk~~~c~~d~bo~~h~i~l~~~~~~ 11~1';~~

tu rc, heated to between 75° and 83°, is J?lnccd on the diaphragm , and slowly
percolates the beech shavings, whereby it becomes minutely divided. It is
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essential to the success of the process that a current of air should pass throuuh
the tub. In order to establish this current, eight equidistant holes are pierc~d
nea~ the bottom. of th? tub, f~rming a horizont~l row, and four glass tubes
arc msertcd vertically m the diaphragm, of sufficient length to project above
and below it. 1fhe air enters by the holes below, and passes out by the
tubes. 'l'he contact of the '.lir with the minutely divided liquid rapidly promotes the acetificatiou, which consists, essentially, in the oxidation of the
alcohol. During th e process, the temperature rises to 100° or 10-1°, nnd
remains nearly stationary while the process is going on favoumbly. The
l iquid is drawn off by a discharge pipe near the bottom, and must be passed
three or four times through the tub, before the acetification is completed,
whicl~ generally occupies from twenty.four to thirty·six hours. Acl!orcliog
to Wimmer, pieces of charcoal, about the size of a walnut, may be substituted
for tl~e beech sha,·ings in the process, with the effect of expediting the aC'e·
tifica.t 1ou. ~I1hc charcoal must be deprived of sal in e matter by diluted
muriatic acid, and afterwards washed with water.
In England, vinegar is at present ma<le from the infusion of malt by the
German process, which is said to ba,·e originated with l\lr. Ham, of l~ristol,
England, as earl y ns 1822. 'l'be fermented wort is made to fall in a shower
upon a mass of fatrgots of birch twigs, occupyin g the upper part of a large
vat., and, after trickling down to the bottoru, is pumped up repeatedly to
the top, to be again allowed to fall, until the aectificatiou is completed. This
mode of oxidizing the alcohol in the fe rm ented wort, has the advantage of
rendering insoluble certai n glutin ous and albuminous principles, which, if
iwt rcmoYcd, would cause a muddiness in the vinegar, and make it liable to
spoil.
In the United States, vinegar is often prepared from cider. "'hen it. is
mnde on a large scale, the cide r is placed in barrels with their bung-holes
open, which arc exposed during the summer to the heat of the sun. The
acetificatiou is completed in the course of :lbout two years. The progress of
the fermeutation, however, must be watched; and, as soon ns perfout vinegar is formed, it should be racked off in to clean barrels. Without this pre·
caution, the acetous fermentation would run into the putrefactive, and the
whole of the vineg<tr be spoiled.
Vinegar may be clarified, without impairing its aroma, by throwing about
a tumbler full of boiling milk into from fifty to sixty gallons of the liquid,
and stirring the mixture. This operation has the effect, at the same time, of
rendering red '"inegar pale.
The series of changes which occur during the nectous fermentation is called
acctijicalion. During its progress, th ere is a disengagement of h e~t; the
liquor absorbs oxygen and becomes turbid; aud fila1ucnts form, wl11cli arc
obser\"'eJ to move iu various directions, until, finally, upon the completion of
the fermentation, they arc clrpositcd in a mass of a pultaceous consistence.
'l'bc liquor now becomes transparent, _its alcohol hng di!:'appcarecl, ;Ln<l acetic
acid has been formed in its place. How then is tLis cha11ge of aluobol into
acetic acid effected? Liebig supposes that it takes place in consequence of
the formation of a new sub!)tance, called ald ehyd, into which the alcohol is
changed by the loss of a. part of its hydrogen. 'l'he alcohol, consisting of
four cqs. of carbon, six of hydrogen, and Lwo of oxygen, loses two cqs. of
liydrogen through the influence of the atmo::ipherc, and becomes aldehy_d,
Mm posed of four eqs. of carbon, four of hyJrngcn, and two of oxygen.
Tins,
t1y th e absorption of two cqs. of oxygen, becomes four cqs. of carbon, fou1· of
b}-dro;:rc11,, and foll ~ Of OXYp.'.,Cll j .tliat iR! hy c.lr;ltCd :l.CCtiC acid. rfhm~ tbc COHyCJ"l"'iUll of ak:ohol mto acetic acid consists m, first, the removal of lwo cqs. of
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hydrogen, and afterwards the addition of two cqs. of oxygen. Aldf'hyd is a
colourless, very inflammable, ethereal liquid, having a p~rn.gent tas.te and
smell. Its density is o·rn. It absorbs oxygen with :1V1<l1ty_, and JS. thus
converted into acetic acid, n.s just stated. Its name alludes to its relation to
alcohol, alcohol deh,ydrogcnatcd. Its aqueous solution is <lcco?1posecl by
caustic potassa, with formation of alt/e!tyd ?·e:;in. Thi::; is a soft light.brown
ma.<:;s, which, when heated to 212°, gives off a very nauseous s?apy smell.
Properties. Vinegar, when good, is of an agreeable pcnetratm~ o~our, and
pleasant acid taste. '.l'he better sorts have ~t gratefol aroma, which is probably due to the presence of an ethereal substance, perhaps acetic ether. The
colour of vinegar vorics from pule yellow to deep red. When Ion~ kept, particularly if exposed to tLe a.ir, it becomes muddy and ropy, acqmres an un.
pleasant smell, putrefics 1 and loses its acidity.
The csscnlia l ingredients of ''incgar arc acetic acid and water; but besides
these it contaius various other substances, derived from the particular vinous
liquor from which it may have been prepared. Among these may be mentioned, colouring matter, gum, starch, gluten, sugar, a little alcoho l, and frequently malic and tartaric acids,_ with a minute proportion of alkaline and
earthy salts. According to the U. S. Phannacopcoia, vinegar should be devoid of free sulphuri c acid, as shown by its yielding no precipitate when boiled
with a solution of chlori de of ca lcium, and of such a strength that a fluidounce would require, for saturation, about thirty-five grains of crystallized
bicarbonate of potassa.
In the Edinburgh Pharmaeopcoia, two kinds of vinegar are offieinal, malt
>inegar aud wine vinegar, under the names of British vinegar and French
vinrgar. The former is stated to vary in density from l ·OOG to l ·019, the
latter from 1·014 to 1·022. Specitic gravity, howe'ter, is not an accurate
index of the strength of vinegar. 'J'hc -Lond on Pbarmacopooia r ecognises
only Uritish vinegar; the Dublin, only the French.
A/alt vinegcir (Acetum l3rit:rnuicum) has a yellowish-red colour. The
strongest kind, ca ll ed proof vinegar, contains from 4·G to 5 per cent. of acetic
acid. That of British manufacture usually contains sulp huric acid, which

~~~u~aannclt~e~~~~~ \a~!~':~~~fo!;:!~ ~~c~~~ ~i~·~p~~~i~:h~:tc~~~::~~n~ ~~::
serve the vinegar; but it is now admitted that, if the vinegar is properly
manufactured, it does not require to be protected by sulphuri c acid. '..L1he
]~diuburgh College does not recognise this imp~rity, although sanctioned by
the ]3ritish laws, auJ, there.fore, rejects the vmegar if it gives evidence of
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o.f barium to a. fluidounce of it, and the sepa.ration of the precipitate by filtration, it deposits nothing on the further addition of the solution.
Wine vinegar (Acetum Oallicum) is nearly one-sixth stronge r than pure
malt vinegar. It is of two sorts, the white aud the red, according as it is
prepared from white or red wine. White wine vineyar is usually preferred,
and ti.mt made at Orleans is the best. Red wine vinegar may be deprived
of its colour and rendered limpid, by being passed through animal charcoal.
According to the Edinburgh Pharmacopcoia, wine vinegar may be distinguished from malt vinegar by the addition of ammonia in sl ight excess which
causes in t~e former ''a ~urplish mucldiuess, ~nd slowly .a. purplish ilrecipitatc,11 and m the latter, either uo effect, or a d irty browmsh precipitate.
Adulterations. 1'he principal foreign substances which vinegar is liable to
contain, are sulp~uric and s?lpburous acids, certai~ a?rid substances, and copper and lead, derived from nnproper vessels used In its manufacture. Muri-
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a tic and nitric acids are but rarely present. ChloriJc of calcium will detect
free sulphuric acid, when boiled with th e vinegar, without causing the least
precipitate with the minute quantity of sulphates, almost always present in
the liquid. (Boefl!Jer.) Chloride of barium is not it ~uitable tc~t here; as it
will cause a precipitate with thc!!.c sulphates, when no free su lpl1uri c ac:i<l is
present. Snlphurous acid may be dctccteJ and estimated, by first precipi·
tatinf? the su lphates and free sulphuri c n.cid by baryta. water, next acting on
the \'l!lcgar with arsenic ncid, which converts ~ulpburous into sulphuric aci<l,
and finally precipitating the newly formed sulphuric acid by chloride of barium. From tbe sulphuric ncid in th e htst precipitate, its eq uirnl cnt of su lphurous acid is easily cnlculated. (Laroque.) Muriatic acid may be discovered by adding to a. distilled portion of the suspected vinegar, a :solution of
nitrate of silver, which will throw down a, curdy white precipitate. If ni tric
acid be prc:-.cut, an improbable impurity, it may be detettcd Uy producing
a. yellow colour, when the suspected \'inegar is boile<l with indigo. 1'hc acrid
substances usually introduced into 1 iuegar are red pepper, lonp; pepper, pe llitory, grniu~ of para<li:o>e, and mustard seed. These may be detecte<l by ev11pomting to au extract, which will have an acrid, bi ting t~ste, if any one of these
sub:sta.nccs be present. l~y far the most dangerous impuri ties in vin egar are
copper and lead. The former may be <letecte1..l by u brownish precipitate on
the addition of fcrrocyanuret of pdtassium to th e concentrated dnegar; the
1attcr, by a. blackish precipitnte with sulphurctte<l by<lrogeu, and a yellow one
with iodide of potaf:;sium. Pure vinegar is not discolonred by sulpb urctted
hydrog,.n. According to Chevallier, wine vinegar, which has been strengt hened with ucet ic acid from wood, sometimes contains a min ute proportion of
arsenic. Jn this case the deleterious meta.I is proba bly derived from ar:scuifcrous ~ulphuric acid, employed in prepari ng the acetic acid.
Aledicfl[ Proprrties. Vinegar acts as a rcfrigernnt and di uretic. "With th is
view it is ad<le<l to diluent drinks iu inflammatory fevers. I t is sometimes
used as a clystcr, diluted with twice or th rice its bulk of water. It bas been
su pposed to be a powerful antidote to tho narcotic poisous, Lut this is a mistake. In the case of op iu m, the best aut horities unit-0 in considering it worse
than useless; as it gi,•cs activity to the poison ratLer than neutralizes it.
Externally it is employed as a. fomentation or lotion in bruises and spra ins.
Di luted with water, it forms the best means of clearing the eye from sma ll
parti cles of lime. Its vapoui· is inhaled in certain states of sore throat; and it
is dilfu~cd through sick rooms under the impression that i t destroys unwholesome cffiuda, though, in fact, it ha.:; uo other effoct than to cornr unpleasa nt
smells. The dose is from one to four .fluidrachms; as a clyster, the quantity
used is one to two Uuiclounces.
Off. PrryJ. Acctum Destilla.tum; Cera.tum Sj_ponis Compositum; Lin imentum .i"Bruginis; Syrupus Aceti ; Tinctura Opti Acctata.
B.
1

ACIDUM ACETICUM. U. 8. , Land.
Acetic Acid.

:o.is.

Acetic acid of the sp. ~r. l·O U. (f. S., l
Lond.
OJj'. S!I'' · AClDUM l'UlOLtGl-iEUM. Pym/igneous Acid. D iluted
acetic acid, obtained by the del"trurf i,·e distillation of wood. Density at least
1·034. Ed. ACIDUM ACETICUM E LIGNO YEN ALE. Acetic Acid
of commerce. Pu1·1ftcd Pgroligncous Acid. Sp. g r. l·0-14. Dub .
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ACIDUM ACETICUM GLACIALE. Dub.
Glacial Acetic Acid.
6

~~~ .~·.S':l_c~~b'~c~~f,.i;~ J~/"~hc density is commonly from 1·063
' to l ·065, but must not exceed l ·0685. Ed.

ACIDUM ACETICUM FORTE. D11b.
Strong Acetic Acid.
The sp. gr. of this acid is I ·066. Dub.
.
.
.
.
Exclu sive of Acidmn Accticuni Dihttum, which will be noticed in the second
part of this work, three strengths of acetic acid .are now o~c in~l in th~ U. S.
and British Pharmaoopooias, asRuming those acids to be 1dcut1cal which n.pproach most nearly to equality in specific gravity. The following table presents ;~ view of the names and densities of the several aci<ls.
U.S.
IJighestolf.
strength.

}

Dub.

_ _ __

Acidum Accticum.

Acitlum AceticumGlacinle.

Sp. gr. 1 ·063 to Sp. gr. l ·065.
1-065.
AcidumAccti·
cum Forte.

l ntermedia.tc }
strength.

Lowest
strength.

}

Sp. g,. 1·066.
AcidumAccticum.

AcidumAceti-

Acidum Pyro·
ligncum.

Sp.gr.1·041.

Sp. gr.

Acidum Aceti·
cum e Ligno
Yenale.

Sp. gr. 1·034.

Sp. gr. 1·044.

1·0~8.

·we shall take up the three grades of acid separately, in the order in which
they are mentioned in the table .
.A.cmuM Ac~:TJCUM GLACIALE, sp. gr. 1·065. lJub. ..·fridum. Aceticum,
sp. gr. 1·063-5. Ed. The following are the processes of the Dub. and Ed.
Colleges for these acids.
"Take of Aceta.te of Lead, any convenient quantit.Y: phce it in ::m oven
at about the temperature of 300°, until it ceases to lose weight, and, having
then brought it by tritur:ition to a. fine powder, let it be introduced into a.
fl.ask or retort, and exposed to an atmosphere of dry muriatic acid gas, until
very nearly the whole of it exhibits a damped appearance. The flask or retort being now connected in tbc usual ma.oner with a Li ebig' s condenser, let
heat be applied by means of a chloride of zinc bath, until the entire of the
&eetic acid shall have distilled over.
"'l'he muriatic acid gas should be slowly disengaged from the materials
directed in tbe formula for Acidum Muriaticum[Purum, Dub.], using eight
ou~ces of salt for every. pou~d of a~hydrous acetate of lead [avoirdupois
weight]; and, t? ~ender 1t quite d1. y, 1t should, before being con<lucted into
the vesse l conta1mng the sugar ot lead, be made to buLble through oil of
vitriol, and then pass through a long tube packed with small fr<l.-rmeuts of
fused chloride of calcium." Dub.
e
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"Take of Acetate of Lead any convem"ent quantity j heat it gradually in a
porcelain basin, by means of a bath of oil or fusible metal (8 tin, 4 lead, 3
bi~muth), to 320° lf. i and stir till the fused mass concretes again: pulverize
this when cold, and heat the powder again to 320°, with frequent stirring, till
the particles cease to accretc. Add six ounces of the powder to nine jfoi.
drachms and a half of pure Sulphuric Acid, contained in a glass matrass;
attach a proper tube and refrigeratory, and distil from a fusible metal bath
with a heat of 320° to complete dryness. Agitate the distilled liquid with a
few grains of ncd Oxide of Lead to remove a little sulphurous acid, allow
the vessel to rest a few minutes, pour off the clear liquor, and redistil it'' Ed.
~I.1hesc processes, when carefully conducted, furnish an acid of the maximum
strength, consisting of one eq. of dry acid, and one of water . The acetate of
lead is first freed from water of crystallization by heat, and then decomposed.
The agent of decomposition is dry muriatic acid gas in the Dublin formula,
and sulphuric :icid in the Edinburgh. When muriatic acid jg used, water
and chloride of lead are formed, and monohyclrated acetic acid distils over;
when sulphuric acid is employed, sulphate of protoxidc of lead is formed.
As a boiling temperature is not sufficient for decomposing the acetate of lead,
a chloride of zinc bath is used iu the Dublin process, and one of oil or fusible
metal in the Edinburgh. On the other baud, the use of a sand.bath would
incur the risk of too high a temperature, which would give rise to a por·
tion of acetone. rrhe red oxide of lead, used in the Edinburgh formula,
removes the sulphurous acid, by combining with it in such a way as to
form sulphate of protoxide of lead, by a transfer of oxygen from the oxide
to the acid.
Acetic acid of maximum strength may likewise be obtained by distilling
binacctatc of potassa, at a heat between 390° and 570°. One eq. of mono·
hydrated acetic ncicl distils over, and neutral acetate of potassa is left. The
binacetate may be formed by distilling the neutral acetate with an excess of
watery acetic acid. In this process, the same acetate of potassa serves re·
pcatedly for conversion into binacctate, and subsequent decomposition.
Acrnu'.\r ACETJCUl\l FORTE, sp. gr. 1·066, Dub. This acid, introduced for
the first time into the Dublin l'harmacopreia of 1850, is prepared according
to the following formula.
"Take of Glacial Acetic Acid six fluid ounces j Distilled Water four ounces.

l\Iix." Dub.
'l'he only use made by the Dublin College of glacial acetic acid is to form
the Acidum Aceticum }forte, as above; and the latter acid enters into two
preparations only, namely, Acetum Cantharidis and Acitlum Aceticum Camphoratum. The reasons which induced the Dublin and EJinburgh Colleges
to introduce glacial acetic acid into their officinal lists are not very obvious.
The acid is too strong even for exterual use.
AcrnuM Ac>:TICUM, U.S., Lond. (sp. gr. 1·041 l:. S., 1·048 Lond.) Acidmn P!Jroligneurn (sp. gr. l '03-:l ), Ed. Aciduni. Aceticwn~ e L~[;no Venale ( sp.
gr. 1 ·0-!4), Dub. 'l'Lis is the acid resulting from the pur1ficat1on o~ the cru~e
acetic acid, obtained by the dcstructiYe distillation of w~od. It I~ the ~c1d
most useful to the apothecary, and which forms the headmg of this article.
The correspondinrr acid of the former U. S. and J. .ondon Pharmacopooias was
placed .among th~ pr~par~tions, b~ing obtained .r1:om the acetate of s~da by
the action of sulphunc acid; but m the new cd1t1ons of those works, it has
been placed in the materia. medica list. As this gra~e of ~ci_d h~s its source
in the iUlpure acetic acid, resulting from the destructive ~1stillat1ou of wood,
it will be proper to premise some account of the crude acid, called crude pyroli912eous acid.
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Wood, when charred, yields many volatile products, n.mong which are nn
acid liquor, un cmpyrcumatic oil, and tar contai ning crcasotc :rnd some other
proximate principles. When the carbonization is performed rn o~ose vessels,
these products, which arc lost in the ordinary process of c:~arrmg1 may be
collected, and, at the same time, a large amount of charco:.i.l JS obtamed .
The carbonization of wood in close vessels, with a view to preserve the
condensible products, was first 1mt ~1 practice by :Jioll~rat in France. The
apparatus employed at Choisy, near Paris, is thus dcscnbcd by '!heuar~. It
consists of, 1st, a furnace with a movable top; 2d, a strong sheet-iron cyh~dcr,
standing upright, sufficiently capacious to contain a cord of w~od, and furnished
with a sheet.iron cover; 3d, a. sheet.iron tube, proceeding horizontally from the
upper and lateral part of the cy linder to the distance of about a foot; 4th, a
copper tube connected with the last, which is bent in such a manner as to
plunge successively to the bottom of two casks filled with w~ter, and, after
rising out of the ~ecoud, is bent back, and made to terminu.te m the furnace.
J .. t the bottom of each cask, the tube dilates into a ball, from the under part
of which another tube procce<l9, which, passing water.tight through the cask,
terminates above a vessel, intended to rcceiYe the condensible products.
The fii10et.iron cylinder, being filled with wood, and closed by luting on its
cover with flre clay, is let down into the furua.ce by the help of a crane. The
fi re is then applied; and, when the process is completed, tbc cylinder is re·
mo,'cd by the same means, to be replaced by another. During the carbon·
ization, the volatile products are received by the tube; and those which are
condensible, being an acid liquor and tar, are condensed by the water in the '
casks, and collect in the lower bends of the tubes, from which they mu into
the several recipients; while the incondcnsible products, being inflammable
gases, arc discharged into the furnace, where, by their combustion, they assist
in maintaining the heat. Eight hundred pounds of wood afford, on an average,
thirty.:fiYe gallons of acid liquor, weighing about three hundred pounds.
'l'his is the crude pyroligueous acid, sometimes called p11roliyneous vinegar.
It is a dark.brown liquid, having a strong smoky smell, and consists of acetic
acid, diluted with more or less water, ttnd holding in solution chiefly tar and
empyrcuruatic oil, with pyroxyEc spirit, and probably a small proportion of
creasotc. It is from tbis crude ticid that the U. S. and London acetic acid,
corresponding to the acetic acid of commerce, is obtained. The purification
is effected ~s follows. i'he acid is saturated with cream of lime, whereby
acetate of lime is formed in solution, and a good deal of the tarry matter
precipitated. The solution of acetate of lime is then mixed with a concentrated solution of sulph ate of soda, and, by double decomposition, acetate of
soda. is formed in solution, and sulphate of lime precipitated. The solution
of the acetate is next to be subjected to evaporation, during which further
impurities that separate on the surface are to be skimmed off. 'l'he solution
being duly concentrated, is set a~ide to cr.ysta\lizc; and the itnpure salt, thu~
obtained, after having been partially pur16ed by solution and rccrystalliza.
tion,. is fuse.d in an .iron vessel! s~ir.recl until i~ dr.ics, and, the hca.t being
carefully raised, subjected to rnmp1cnt carbomzatwn, whereby remaining
empyreumatic matters are carbonized, with little damage to the; salt. The
mass is then dissolved in water, and the solution, being strained and reerys·
talli~ed,.fu,mishe~ pure acetate ?f soda. (See ~'?dro .l!cetas.) Finally, this
.!ialt is .d1st~llc<l with fr01~ 34 .to 35 per cent. of its w?1ght of sulphuric acid,
when it .Y1el~s the acetic acid of co~mcrcc, the r~s1due being sulphate of
soda, wh1c:h 1s reserved for decomposmg fresh poL·tions of acetate of lime.
The acid has still an crnpyreumatic flavour, which is removed by filtering it
'
through animal charcoal.
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. Sometimes the acetate of lime is distilled with sulphuric acid directly,
without having been previously converted into acetate of soda, by which mode
of proceeding [~step in the proce!is is saved. Hut this decomposition is attended with many incomcnicnces, and the acetic acid obtained is apt to be
contaminated with sulphuric acid. 'l'he same step is snvcd, but without this
riiik, by distilling the acetate of lime with hydrochloric acid, as recommended
by Chri~tl; and if the acid be not used in cxcci:;s, the acetic acid ubtaincd
scarcely contains a trace of chlorine.
'l'hc :sp. gr. of the different acetic acids incrcasc!l. with their strength up to
the density of 1·0735 (maximum), after which it decreases until it reaches
l ·OG3, the density of tLe strongest acid (glaciol acid). The following table,
condensed from one given by Pereira. on the authority of l\Iohr, exhibits the
i:;p. gr. of acetic acid of Jiffcrcut strengths, including the officinal Aci<lum
Accticum Dilutum. The ofliciual and commercial acids arc noted opposite
to their several densities, and the corresponding number in the coluum on
the left gives the per ccntage of 11w1wlqpll'(ltcd :lcid in each.
P°'eent.
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l·O.JS .\.ceticacid, Lo11d.
l ·O.J4 { Ac~~~ce~c;_;~b~f com-

Sc~~!~c (~~c~ 0 ,~:csW.m-

~ :&i~
1·008 Diluted acetieacid,J.ond.
1·006 Diluted acetic acid, Dub.
1·0055
1 ·004 Diluted acetic acit.1 1 U. S.

Up to the specific gra,,ity 1·062, the density of acetic acid is a pretty accurate index of its strength; but, above that 8pccific gravity, two acids of
different strengths may coincide in density . Thus, by the table, it is seen
that :ln acid weighing 1 ·063 may be either the strongest possible I.iqu_i<l acid,
or an acid eontaiuiog only 54 per cent. of such ncid. The ambiguity m.ay
be rcmoYc<l by diluting the acid with a portion of water, when, if the ~cns1ty

~:n:~cJ~~!~~y. th;l'f~"~~n:Ft~c~~e~h~s ~~:1~!i~0:~~· s~i~t~~ ;~~tf;·~c~1I'~;~~~~

mel~~si~l~~~:u ~; ;~: ~t~~:~o~::.{t 0{h~rD~:i~·:1st},s;t~·~ng

acetic acid" is au acid
of intermediate strength, containing 59 percent. of monohydrat:<l acid; while
the oflicinal aciJ of commcrce contains variously from ~5 to 3 t per cent. of
the same aei(l; the Edinburgh acid being the weakest, nnU the London the
strongc::;t.
.
.
.
Prupalies oftlte Glw·ial .lcid (Acidnrn _\cet1<'U1ll Glacrn~c,~ub.). TJns
n.ci<l 1 ~omctimes called rmlicttl vi1ieyar, is u. eolo~1rlcss, volatile, mflamma~le
liquid, possessing a corrosive taste, and .au acid, pungent, a?d ref.reshrng
smell. At the temperature of about 40° it becomes a. crystal1rne solid. Its

*
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sp. gr. is I ·063. The anomaly of its having first an increasing a1~d then a
decreasing density, upon dilution with water, has been already noticed. _It
possesses the property of dissolving a number of substances, such ?S volatile
oils, camphor, resins and gum-resins, fibrin, albume?, &c. As it attracts
humidity from the atmosphere, it should be preserved m well stopp?d bottles.
Its combinations with salifiablc bases arc called acetates. It consists of one
cq. of dry acid 51, and one of water 9=60. The dry ac~d has been isolated
by C. Gerhardt, who finds it to be a limpid liquid, heavier than water, and
having a constant boiling point of 2i9°. ( Oltem. Guz., June 15, 1852.) Its

for~1~;;P~~i~"~~i~e

~ceticum,_ s:.,

Acid of Commerce (Acidum
U.
Loncl.).
This acid has similar properties to those of the glacial, but milder rn degree.
It is a colourless, volatile liquid, having a sharp t~stc and pm~gcut smell. It
unites in all proportions with water, and to a certarn extent with alcohol. It
is incompatible with the alkalies and alkaline earths, both pure and ca.i·~on
atcd, with metalli~ oxides, and with mo~t substances ~c~ed on _by other .acids.
It is wholly volatilized by heat, and yields no prec1p1tate with chloride of
barium or nit.rate of silver. Any fixed residue is impurity; and precipitates
by the tests mentioned show the presence of sulphuric and muriatic acids.
Sulphohydrate of ammonia does not discolour it. ~f sulphuretted hydrogen
produces a milkiness, sulphurous acid is present. 'When saturated with ammonia, it gives no precipitate with iodide or ferrocyanuret of potassium,
which proves the absence of lead and copper. If silnr be digested in it, and
chlorohydric acid afterwards added, no precipitate will be produced. The
negative indication of this test shows the absence of nitric acid. Of the U.
S. acid "100 grains saturate 60 grains of crystallized bicarbonate of potassa,
:rnd contain 36 grains of monohydrated acetic acid." This statement does
not agree with that contained in the foregoing table, which gives 31 as the
per ceutage of monohydrated acid, contained in an acid of the sp. gr. J ·041.
~raking the results of l\Iohr, as given in the table, the acids, included under
this head, contain the following per centages of monohydratcd acid. Ed. 25;
U.S. 31; Dub. 33 ; and Lond. 37. '!'bus it is seen that, of the acids here
classed as the acetic acids of commerce, the Edin burgh is the weakest. It
is also somewhat different in properties. 'l'he Ed. acid has a pale straw colour,
and a strong acetic odour, scarcely empyreumatic, if the acid be well prepared. One hundred minims of it neutralize fifty-three grains of carbonate
of soda. When ncid of this strength is diluted with three parts of water, it
forms the ~cood vinegar of the shops, containing 6·25 per cent. of monohydrated acid. As tests of its freedom from copper, lead, and sulphuric acid,
the Ji~diuburgh College directs that it should be" unaffected by sulphurettcd
hydrogen or solution of nitrate of baryta." This acid is used by the College
a.s a chemical agent in preparing iodide of lead.
Uses of Cnule Pgroligneous Acid. This acid having been incidentally
mentioned and described as the source of the acetic acid of commerce, it may
be proper in this place to notice its uses. It has been employed as an application to gangrene and ill-conditioned ulcers. It acts on the principle of an
antiseptic and stimulant; the former property being probably chiefly due to
the presence of creasote. Several cases in which it was successfully employed. arc reported in a paper by Dr. T. Y. Simons, of Charleston, S. C.
(Am. Journ. of Aled. Sci., O. S., v. 310.)
The crude n.cid is advant3geously applie~ to the preservation of animal
food. Mr. William Ramsey (J:.'din. Phil. Journ., iii. 21) made some interesting experiments with it for that purpose. Ilerrings and other fish, simply
.dipped in the acid and afterwards dried in the shade, were effectually pre-
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se.rved, and, wh~n eaten, wcr? foun~ very awee~ble to. the taste. Ilerrings,
slight~ y cured w~th &'l.lt ?Y bemg SJ'.rmkled with it for six hours, then dmine<l,
next imm ersed m pyrohgneous acid for a few seconds, and afterwards dried
in the shade for two months, were found by l\Ir. Ramsey to be of fine quality
an_d flavour. Fresh beef, dipped in the acid in summer for the space of a
mmute, was perfectly sweet in the following spring. Professor Silliman
states that one quart of the acid, added to the common pi ck le for a. barrel
of ham s, at th e time they arc laid down, will impart to them the smoked
flavou r as perfectly as if they had undergone the ordinary process of smoking.
Medical Prope1·ties of Acetic A cid of Conunerce (Acid um Accticum, U.S.,
L ond.). Acetic acid of about this strength acts as a stimulan t and tonic.
When diluted sufficiently, it is refrigerant, diaphorctic, and diuretic. Owing
to its volatility and pungency, its vapour is fr equently applied to the nostrils
as an excitant in syncope, asphyxia, and headache. When employed in this
manner, it is generally added to a small portion of sulphate of potassa., so as
to moisten the salt, and the mixture is put into small glass bottles with
ground stoppers.
Medical Properties of the Glacial A cid. This acid is only used externally,
and acts as n. rubefacicnt, vcsicant, or caustic, according to the length of time
it is applied. Its application req uires caution. It is sometimes employed
as a substitute for cantbaridcs, when a. speedy blister is desired i as, for example, in croup, sorethroat, and other cases of internal inflammation. It
may be applied by mean s of blotting paper or cambric moistened with the
acid. It i5 a good corrosi¥c for destroying warts and corns, and is also a
valuable remedy in sca ldhead.
O.ff. Prep. of Acetic A cid of C01nme1·ce. Acetum Cautharidis; Acctmn
Colchici ; Acetum Seillre; Acidum Accticum Dilutum; Extractum Colchici Aceticum ; Morphire Acetas ; Oxymel; Plum bi Acetas ; Potassre
Acetas ; SodreA.cetas. '
Off. Prep. of Glacial Acetic A cid, 1J1lb., Ed. Acetum Cantharidis, Ed.;
Acid um Aceticum Camphoratum, Ed.; Acidum Aceticum Forte; Mistura
Crcasoti.
Ojj: Prep. of Stroug Acetic A cid, Dub. Acetum Cantharidis j Acid um
Aceticum Uamphoratum .
B.

ACIDUM ARSENIOSUM . U.S., Loncl.
Atsenious Acid.
Sublimed arsenious acid in masses. U.S., L ond.

O.ff. S.vn. AHSENTCUM ALBUM. Ed. ARSENICI OXYDu~I ALBUM VE~ALE. Wh ite O.dde of Arsenic of Commerce. Du~.

• Ar::~~~c' o::~'.~i A~~!~fk:~:i~i.:s~e~:·~~;~hb:a~~Id~r~/sc~~:~:i~~:c1~~~~jta~:·~is.~~~
scnico bfanco, Span.
_\rsenious acitl is prepared chiefly in Bohemia and Saxony, where it is
procured on n. large scale, as a collateral product, during the smelting of
cobalt ores, which arc almost in\•a riably accompanied by arsenic. 1' bese
ores are roasted in reverbcratory furna ces, wi th long horizontal flues. Th e
arsenic is converted by combustion into al'senious acid, which ri ses in vapour, :md condenses on the sides of the flues. In thi s state it is not pure,
a.nd req uires a second sublimation, which is performed in cast iron ''cssels,
fitted with conical heads of the same material, having an opening at the summit. '!1hc vessels a.re placed over a. furn ace, and brought to a. red heat, when
a portion of the impure arscnious acid is thrown in through the opening,
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which is immediately i:;toppcd. This portion bciu~ i::ublimed, a. second portion is introduced in a similar manner. Finally, the vessels arc allowed to
cool; and, upon removing the heads, the purified acid is found attached to
them in vitreous layers, at first as trnnsparent as glass, but gra.J.ually becoming, by contact with the air, opaque at their surface. These arc brokeo
into fragments of a convenient size, and thrown into com~crcc. The ar~e
nious acid which reaches this country is generally packed m ca~ks, contaming from two to five hund red pounds, and is shipped principally from the
ports of II am burg and Bremen.
. .
.
Properties. Arsenious acid, as it occurs in commerce, lS m .masses, ex~1-

~:~~:T1y: ~}~~~0~8c1~~::t\;r~;·~rn!~a~~~{. X~l~\1:~~h~~~bf~~~ed : ~~~c~;~'~f~' ~uat~s ~;
1
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a
transparent; but it gradually becomes white and opaque, the change proceeding progressively from the surface inwards. This c:han~e has no~ been
well explained; but it probably depends upon the absorptlon of m01sturc,
causing a gradual pnssage of the acid from the amorphous to the crystalline
state. (Pereira.) According to Guibourt, the sp. gr. of tho transparent
•ariety is 3·73, of the opaque 3·69. The experiments, boweYer, of Dr. J.
K. I\Jitcbcll and l\Ir. Durand mnke the density of the former variety from
3·208 to 3·333. As it occurs in the shops for medical use, it is often in
the form of a white powder, almost as fine as flour. In this state it is sometimes adulterated with powdered chnlk, or sulphate of lime, a fraud which is
easily detected by exposing the powder to a heat sufficient to evaporate the
arsenious acid, when these impurities will be 1eft behind. In consequence of
the liability of the acid to contain impurit ies when in powder, it is di rected
in the U. S. Pharrnacopooia to be kept in masses. When pure, it is completely dissoh·ed b.Y boiling water. It has been erroneously stated to have
an acrid taste. Dr. Christison asserts that it possesses hardly any taste ; inasmuch as it produces merely a faint sweetish impression on the palate. In
strong, hot solution, it has an austere taste, most nearly resembling that of
sulphate of zinc. (1lfi:tcliell and Durand.) IL has no smell, even in the state
of rnpou r. The garlicky odour, sometimes attributed to it, belongs only to
the Yapour of the metal, and, when apparently arising from the acid itself, is,
in fact, owing to its reduction. Its point of sublimation, according to Berzelius, is at an incipient red beat; but, according to .:\Jitchcll and Durand, it is
lower than that of mehillic arsenic, being only 425° of Fahr. 'Yhcn slowly

J~:t~~:edititc~~~fs~~s~sf ~~1~e~~~;~~a~:~tb~~r~lr:;~;:a~~5,0::c~bi;~~~e ao~p~~~.~~~
24=99.
Arsenious acid is soluble in water.

According to Bussy, at tlie temperature

~~l~~~bo~f~n2t ~;a:~t~f ~~~s~;·~~u~~ ¥1~~1~\~~ ~~:0 :1~~~:~~1:~~~,v:~·i::;\~0;
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being less, as heretofore supposed, is much more soluble than the opaque
variety. The fo ll owing particulars arc given on the same authority. The
trausp~rent ~cid dissolves much more : apidly t~1an the opaque. By prolongeJ..
ebulht1on with water, the opaque variety attums tbe same solubility as the
1

1

!b'~"~~f1 ;~~ttd~~~e~~~~r~~ as;f~J~~~dw~te~~d~~~~~~~~e~Oi!,1~.:i :1°s ~~t~~~h ~~!\~~ic~~

The trans~a.rent variety, in cold saturated solution, gradually lessens in solubilitJ:, unti l it rca~hes the solubility of th_e OJ_laque, no doubt in con~ec1 ucnce
of berng chang~d mto .the latter . . Pulvenzat1ou lessens the solubility of the
transparent variety, mthout affecting tha.t of the opaque. The mixture of
the two varieties of the acid in the same solution seryes to explain tLc anomalies heretofore ohserYcd in its solubility. (Joum. de Pharm., Nov. 1847.)
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In relation to some of these results, Bussy lrn s been anticipated by Taylor.
(See Lond. and Ed. l'liilos. Ma!J. for Nov. 1837.)
Nedical Propcrtirs. Internally, the action of the preparations of arscnie
is a.Iterative and fcbrifuge; externally, for the most part, violently irritant.
".J~hcy bn.vc been cons idered as peculiarly applicable to the treatment of diseases of a periodical character. At the commencement of their exhibition,
th~ dose shou ld be ~mall, and afterwards gradually incrcasccl, the operation
bcrng carefully watched. When the specific effects of the medicine arc produced, it must be imm ediately la.id aside. These arc, a general disposition
to redo.ma,_ especially of .the face and eyelids, a feeling of stiffn ess in these
parts, itching of the skm, tenderness of the mouth, Joss of appetite, and
uneasiness ancl sickness of the stomach. The peculiar swelling produced is
ca lled a:dcma or.~r111i:-alis. Sometimes saliva.lion is produced, and occasionally the hair and nails fall off. The principal preparations now in use arc
the arscnious acid, the substance under com1ideration, and the solution of
arscnite of potassa, or li'owler's soluti on. Th e arseniates of potassa an1l soda
are also occasionally employed. One grain of arseniatc of soda, <lis8olved in
a fluidouncc of water, forms the arsen-ical solution of Pcm·son.
It ma.y be questioned whether the different arsenieal preparatiom::, when
exhibited internally, act precisely in the same way. It is supposed by some
that the selection need only be regulated by tho com•cniencc of exhibition.
The late Dr. l"'hysick held a different opinion i for, with regard to the arsenious acid an<l the solution of arscnitc of potas~a (Fowler's solution), the
resu lt of his experience was that they act differently, nnd cannot be substituted for each othe r. Cases of the efficacy of the metal, in the form of
Fowler's solution, will be noticed under the head of Lirpwr Potns~re .Arst>ni"tis. Ji'or a complete list of the diseases in which arsenic has been tried, the
reader is referred to ~Ir. Hill's paper in tho Erl. Mn/. Joum., '\"Ols. v. and vi.
Some writers ha,•e entirely proscribed the use of the arsenical preparations
in medicine, and have deprecated their introduction into the Pharmacopccias
as a great evil, on the ground of the facilities afforded, by legalizing the medicinal use of the poison, for its employment iu poisonous doses by mistake or
design. '\Ye confess that we do not share the~e opinions. Arsenic is a virulent
poison, and is frequent ly resorted to for criminal purposes; but, when it is
considered how extensively it is used in the arts, it is questionable whether
its exclusion from the i'fateria 1\Iediea would materially lessen the focility of
obtaining it. On the other hand it may be asked, are poisons more dangerou~
:lS medicines than other medicinal substances, if given in their n.pproprintc
doses? We think not; though we admit that dangerous mistakes arc more
apt to occur from their use.
Arsenious acid has been exhibited in a grca.t variety of discai::e!_=:., fbe principal of wliich are scirrhus and cancer, especially c:mcer of lhe lip; anoma lous
ulcers; intermittent feyer; chronic rheumatism, pa1'ticularly that form of
it attended with pains in the bones i disea<:.cs of the bones, especially nodes.
and firm swellings of the small joints of the hands; frontal neuralgia.; and
different painful affections of the head, known un<l<'r the names of hcmicrania
and periodical headache. In some trials made with it, in 18501 by Andral 1
in intermittent fcrnr, its ancient reput,'.'t,tion in the cure of that disease was
fully confirme<l. It was usually gi,·en by him d:iily, or cnry sec011d day,
in the large dor;e of between four and five-tenths of I\ grain in solution, administered in wine, about fi'·e hours before the occurrence of the fit. U:_;;;ually,
nnusca. was produced for se,·eral hours, and sometimes vomiting. 1\lr. Henry
Hunt, of Dartmouth, England, found it u!<cful in mitigating the pain of
ulcerated cancer of thn uterus, and in menorrh::igin j ulso in irritable uterus,
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a~ten~ed with pain nod bearing down in. the erect posture. Il_
c ga.v_e it in
pill, rn the dose of a twentieth of a. grain three times a day. In _tlus dose
the remedy seldom produces unpleasant feelings, and may be contrnuccl f?r
three or four months, for which period it must sometim?s be c~uployed, rn
order to produce the desired effect on the uterus. Arsemous acid has been
extolled as a. remedy in certain cutaneous affections, particularly lepr:t.. ~r.
Pereira f.lays that be has seen it used in a large number of cases of tL1s d isease without a single failure. It is thought highly of by some in the treatment of lupus, and of ill-looking sores of the face, lips, nnd tongue, and

sometimes effects a cure.
The external application of arsenic has been principally restricted to cancer1 and anomalous and malignant ulcers, especially of the kind denominated
noli me tangere. Dupuytren was in the habit of using with advantage a
powder, composed of one part of arsenious acid and twenty-four part.s of calomel, as a topical applicn.tion to herpes exedens, and to the foul ulcers occurring in those who have undergone repeated courses of mercury.
Arsenic is the chief inµ;redient in nearly all the empirical remedies for the
cure of cancer by external appl ication. Plunket's cmtslic was a remedy of
this kind, of grerrt celebrity, and consisted of the Ranunculus acris and
Ranunculus l?lammula, each an ounce, bruised, and mixed with a drachm of
arsenious ac id, and five scruples of sulphur. The whole was beaten into a
paste, formed into balls, and dried in the sun . When used, these balls are
rubbed up with yolk of egg, and spread on pig's bladder. The use of the
vegetable matter is to destroy the cuticle; for, unless this is done, the arsen ic
will not act. Mr. Samuel Cooper thinks tha.t this caustic was never of any
permanent benefit in genuine cancer, but has effected perfect cures in some
examples of lupus, and malignant ulcers of the lips and roots of the nails.
In onychia maligna, Mr. Luke, of London, regards an ointment composed of
two grains of arsenious acid and an ounce of spermaceti ointment as almost
a specific. (Pereira, Mat. liled.)
At Paris, an m·senical paste of the following composition is used as an application to malignant ulcers :-Red sulplrnret of mercury 70 parts; draPon's
blood 22 parts; arsenious acid 8 parts. It is applied, made up into a Paste
with saliva. The pain produced by this composition is very severe, and its
application dangerous . The practice of sprinkling unmixed arsenious acid on
ulcers is properly reprobated, as fraught with the greatest danger. l\Ir. S.
Cooper characterizes it as a murderous practice. The acid may, however, be
used either in .sol utio~, or reduce~ by s?me mild ointment. A lotion may
be formed of eight grams of arscmous acid and the same quantity of carbonate
of potassa, dissolved in_ four fl~idounce~ of distilled water; and a. cerate, of
half a drachm of arsemous acid and six drachms of simple cerate. The
cerate is sometimes formed of half this strength. The lotion is . in cf.feet a
solution of arr::;cnitc of potassa.
Febu_re's r~medy ~or . cancer consisted .of ten grains of arsenious acid, dissolved m n. pmt of distilled water, to which were added an ounce of extra.ct of
conium, three fluidouuccs of solution of subacetate of lead, and a fluidrachm
of tincture of orium. 'With this the cancer was washed every mominrr.
Febure's formula for internal ex}:iibition was, .ar~cnious acid two grains, rh~
barb half an ounce, syrup of chicory, 'l· s., d1st1\lcd water, a pint. Of this
mixture, a tablespoonful, which contained about the sixteenth of a grain of
the acid, was gi\'Cll every night and morning, with half a. fluidrachm of the
syrup of poppies. 'The dose was gradually increased to six tablespoonfuls.
Th~ ave~age dose of ars~nious a~id is th.e tenth of. a grain, three times a
day, g1v.en ID the form of pill. It is sometimes combmed with opium, which
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enables the stomach to bear the medicine better. A convenient formula is to
mix one grain of the acid with ten grains of sugar, and to beat the mixture
~horougbly with crumb of bread, so as to form a pilular mass, to be divided
into ten pills. The .Asi"atic pills, so called, consist of arsenious acid and
black pepper, in the proportion of 1 part of the former to 80 of the latter.
Properties of Arsewious Acid as a Poison. Arsenious acid, in an overdose,
administered internally, or applied externally, acts with very great energy,
and generally destroys life in a short time; but, in some rare cascs 1 no well
marked symptoms are developed until eight or nine hours after the ingestion
of the poison. The symptoms it produces a.re an austere taste; fetid state
of the mouth; frequent ptyalism; continual hawking; constriction of the
pharynx and oosophagus; the sensation of the teeth being on edge; hickup;
nausea; anxiety; frequent sinkings; burning pain at the prrecor<lia; inflammation of the lips1 tongue, palate, throat, bronchi, and oosophagus; irritable
stomach, so as not to be able to support the blandest drinks; vomiting of
matters, sometiites brown, at other times bloody; black, horribly fetid
stools; small, frequent, concentrated, and irregular pulse, but occasionally
slow and unequal; palpitations; sync pc; insatiable thirst; burning heat
over the whole body, or a sensati of icy coldness; difficult respiration;
cold sweats; suppression of uri , scanty, red, bloody, and sometimes albuminous urine; change in the
ntcnance; a livid circle round the eyelids;
swelling and itching of the b By; livid spots over the surface, and occasionally a. miliary eruption; pros < tion of trength; loss of feeling, especially
in the feet and hands; delirium; ~onv sions, often accompanied with insu·p·
portable priapism; falling off of t
hair, detachment of the cuticle, &c.
Sometimes there exist inflammaf and burning pain in the urino-geniral
organs. It is very rare toA· serve all these symptoms in the same
iutlividual Sometimes, indeed, they are nearly all wanting, death taking
place without any pa.in or prominent symptom. Occasionally the symptoms
have a perfect resemblance to those of Asiatic cholera, in the stage of colla.pse. After death, the morbid appearances are various. In some cases,
no vestige of lesion can be discovered. The appearances, however, in the
generality of cases, a.re the following. The mouth, stomach, and intestines
are inflamed ; the stomach and duodenum exhibit spots resembling cschars,
and perforations of all their coat.s; and the villous coat of the former is in
a manner destroyed, and reduced to the consistence of a reddish-brown
pulp. In cases of recovery, it has been a question how long it takes for the
poison to be eliminated from the system. In a case, reported by Dr. D .
.Maclagan, in which about two drachms of the poison were swallowed, and
in which magnesia was used successfully as an antidote, a1·senic was detected
in the urine by l\Iarsh's test as late as the twentieth day. (Ed ..Monthly
Journ. of Med. Sci. for Feb. 1852.)
In view of the numerous accidents and crimes, caused by the use of arsenious acid, its sale should be regulated by law in all the States of the Union.
In 1851, an act for this purpose was passed by the British Parliament.
Dr. Christison divitles the poisonous effects of arsenious acid into three
orders of cases, according to the character and violence of the symptoms. In
the first order, the poison produces symptoms of irritation. an~ inflammation
along the course of the alimentary canal, and commonly kills m from one to
threo da.ys. In the second, the signs of inflammation arc moderate, or CHU
altogether wanting, a.nd death occurs in five or six hours, at .a period too early
for inflammation to be alwa.ys fully developed. In the tlmd order of cases,
two stages occur, one in which inflammatory symptoms are dernlopcd, as in
the first order; the other, marked by symptoms referable to nervous irritation,
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such as imperfect palsy of the arms or legs, epilepsy, tctan~s, hptcrica~ atfectionf:l, mania, and coma. It is a general character of tins poison to rnduce
inflammation of the stomach in almost all instances, provided death docs not
tnke place immediately, whatc1cr be the part to which it is applied. 'l'h~s
the poison, when applied to a fresh wound, will give ri se to the same morbid
appearances in the stomach and intestines, as when it is swallo.wecl. In s01~e
cases, observed by Drs. l\Iall and Bailie, the rectum was much rnflame<l, while
the colon and small intestines escaped.
.
'I1hc precise rank which should be assigned, in the sc?le of poisons, to
arscnious acid when applied externally, is sti ll unclctermmcd. O_nc set of
obsen•crs contend that its external application is not atten?e<l with ~reat
danger; while another party conceives that it acts as a virulent. poison.
Hunter, Sir Everard Ilome, Jregcr, Brodie, Dr. Ca~pb~ll, of . ~Jclmbur-!?h,
Smith, and Orfila, have all adduced experiments on the mfcnor annnals, which
JH'O\e that arsen ious acid, inserted into a recent wound 1 causes death after a
longer or shorter period. Indeed, some obsen•ations go ~o pr~ve that its
poi-..onous cflCcts are developed by a smaller amount, used Ill this way, than
when taken into the stomach. Nor arc there wanting many well authenticated
facts of its deleterious effects, externall'y appli ed, on the human constitution.
Houx reports the case of a young woman under his care, whose death was
caused, after agonizing suffe rings, by the appl,ication of an arsenical paste to
a cancerous breast. A case is related of d~th from the application of an
arscnical paste to a soft tumour of the temple; the poisonous effects o_n the
i:.ystem at large being the cause of f.be fatal result. (.AYchives Gt!nfrales, ii
1
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the safety of the external application of thiB poison. Mr. Blackadder applied
it in large quantities to sores, and never witnessed a single instance in which
it acted constitutionally. 1'he late Dr. Randolph, of this city, stated tba.t
Dr. Physick frequently and successfully employed arsenic by external appli·
cation, without its being productive of the injurious consequences which have
been attributed to it. (North Amer. Med. a.nd Sm·g. Jnurn., v. 257 .) In
weighing such confl icting testimony, we arc constrained to believe that the
circumstances of the different experiments and observations must have been
different; and we think that the observations of Blackadder and Harles show
in what this difference consists. It seems to depend entirely on the circum·
stances of the npplication, as being farnura.ble or otherwise to absorption.
Blackad<lcr attributes his very success to the large quantities of the arsenic
which he employs, and which, he contends, kills the part without being ab·
sorbecl; and this is probably the fact. Ilarles's observations may be explained
on the same principle. He contended that the outward application of arsenic
is comparati\'Cly safe to ulcers, either common or malignant; but is dangerous
to parts recently wounded and pouring out blood. Here the difference would
fleem to consist in the greater lia.bili ty to absorption in the latter than in the
former case. The very dilution caused by the blood ma.y be an efficient promoter of absorptiou; for the experiments of Dr. Campbell show that arsenic
acts with more energy when dissolved in water, than when in the solid state.
The ease in which Dr. llandolph employed this mineral, by the advice of Dr.
Physick, was on.e of ulcerated scrotum, ~n which it acted by pro<lucing the
death of the d1scasecl part, a state evidently unfavourable to absorption.
The formula. employed was one part of arsenious acid to five of sublimed
sulphur.
Arscnious acid, when it produces the death of a pnrt, docs not act, strict]y
speaking, as an escbarot ic. According to Liebig and other physiologists,
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it destroys the vitality of the organized structure, by entering into combina.
tion with it. 'l'be true cscharotic produces the decomposition of the part to
which it is applied, a. state in compatible with life.
Upon the whole, new facts are wanting to clear up this difficult subject.

.Judging from the light:;; we possess, the external application of nrscnious acid,
in case it is absorbed, is attended with \'Cry great danger; and the conditions
of a part, and of the system at large, fayourablc or otherwise to absorption,
are too little understood, to make it warrantable to use this poison externally
without the greatest caution.
'l.'realm1>-11l of Poisoning Uy Arsenious .Arid. Before the antidote, to be
menti oned presently, cnn be obtained, the poison should be dislodged as far
as possible by free vomiting, induced by the finger, the feather part of a 11uill,
nnd the administra.tion of nn emetic of sulphate of copper, or sulphate of zinc.
Tbe same ohject is promoted by the use of the stomach.pump. Demulcent
drinks sliould at th e same time be freely given, such as milk, wl1itc of eggs
and water, or flour aud water, which serve to encourage the vomiting and
envelope the poison.
The antidote above referred to is the l1ydratecl scsquioxiclc (peroxide) of
iron in the moist or pulpy state. As soon as it is ready, it must be given in
closes of a tablespoonful to au adult, of a dessertspoonful to children, every
five or ten minutes, until the urgent symptoms arc relieved. It is calculated
tha~ the quantity taken shou ld be at Jeast twelve times the supposed amount
of the poison swallowed; but, as the antidote is perfectly innocent, it is prudent to giYe it in larger quantities. According to the experiments of E.
Riegel, one part of arscnious acid in solution is so folly precipitated by ten
of the dry oxide, that, after its action, not a trace of the poison can be detected, eve n by iHarsU's test. (Chem. Ga::., Aug. 1, 18-li.) Its efficacy is
of course greater, the sooner it is administered after the ingestion of the
poison; but, even after dchiy, its use will prove adrnntageous, so long aS
there is reason to believe that a portion of the poison still remains in the
stomach. The antidote acts by producing with the poison, by a tra nsfer o.
oxygen from the oxide to the acid, an insoluble, and therefore inert, sub.
arseniatc of protox idc of iron (2Fe 20 3 andAs03 =4Fe0,AsOs)· The manner
of preparing the antidote will be given under another head. (See Ferri
Oxidum, lf!Jdratum, U.S.) It should be kept by all apothecaries ready
for use.
Thi s antiUote for arscnious acid was disco>ercd by Drs. Bunsen and Ber.
thold, of Gi.ittingen, in 1834; and its efficacy hus been abundantly confirmed
by experiments on inferior auimals, aud by its successful application to numerous cases of poisoning in the human subject. Among others, the reader is
referred to the following:-!. The case of i\I. Blondel, in which two drachrns
of arsenic had been swa llowed. (Amer. Journ. of Pharm ., new series, i. 350,
from the Jouni. de Chim,. Ned.) 2. Two cases treated by Dr. Buzoriui .
(Prench Lancet, NoY. 17, 1835.) 3. A case reported by lUr. John llob.
son, in which more than a drachm and a half of the poison bad been swal low ed, and the antidote was not administered until two hours after the poison
bad been taken. In the last.m entioned case, about an hour after the ingestion
of the poison, the stomach.pump was used, but unsuccessfully, on account of
the instrument beeoruin!l' choked with the remains of food. (Amer. Jonrn. of
the Med. Sci., xx. 522, fr~m the London Jlled. Gazette, Nov. 5, 1836.) 4. Case
rcla.ted by Dr. Thomas, of Baltimore, in which twenty grains of the poison
bud been swall owed. (.Amer. Jfecl.Lib1-ai"!lanrllntelligencer, ii. 205.) 5. Case
of Dr. l\Iacclonalcl in the ]{Cw Yori.: J oun1. of-Ucdicine and S1o:qery, ii. 205.
6. Case reported by Dr. Gerhard. (.lied. bXam., iii. 250.) 7. Cases related
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by_ Drs. Smiley and Wallace, of this city. Eight persons in.one family _were
po1sonccl, of whom six recovered and two died. In t he fatal cases, the pa.Uents
could not retain the antidote. (.Med. Exam., iii. 679.)
.
.
Sncral valuable obsen•at ions have been latterly made m relation to the
0
0
8
0
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clrous scsquioxiclc (colcothar), the dry hydrated sesquioxide (rust of iron, and
the subcarbonate of iron of the U. S. Pharmacopooia, which are both essentially hydrated oxides), the hydrated oxide in the sta.tc of pulp or magma,
and the same oxide kept under a stratum of water. 9rfila_has shown ~hat
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antidote to arscnious acid; but, as it js much Jess powerful than the pulpy
hydrate, it should be used only in the absence of the latter, and until it can
be procured. Orfila agrees with Von Specz as to the degree of efficacy of
the rust, and attributes its inferior power to its inability completely to neutralize the arscnious acid. According to the French tox icologist, it forms
with the acid a subsalt which is poisonous, though much less so than the
free arsenious acid. .All the best authorities unite iu considering the hydrated
oxide in the state of pulp or magrna to be the best form of the antidote;
but opinions are divided as to the necessity of its being freshly prepared as
well as moist, and as to the relative advantage of much or little water, to
maintain it in the moist state. An able paper, published by Prof. William
Procter, jun., of this city, appears to have sett led these disputed points.
(Amer. Journ. of Pltarm.acy, xiv. 29, April, 18-!2.) He has proved that
the moist oxide gradually decreases in its power of neutralizing arsenious
acid, the longer it is kept; and that this decrease in power is more rapid in
the oxide, when mixed with much water, than when in the form of a thick
magma. The cause of this diminution of neutralizing power, on the part of
the moist oxide by being kept, is explained by the experiments of G. C.
Wittstein. This chemist finds that the hydrated oxide of iron, recently precipitated, dissolves readily in acetic and other vegetable acids iu the cold,
but becomes nearly insoluble when kept for some time under water. This
change in solubility is a.ttributed by 'Vittstein to two causes, t he gradual
change of the oxide from the amorphous to the crystalline state, and its partial dehydration; for, after being kept a. long time, the oxide loses half its
water. From these considerations, ·wittstein prefers the more recent oxide
as an antidote for arsenic, and recommends that the preparation should be
re-made every six mouths or year, by dissolving the old oxide in muriatic
acid, and re-precipitating with ammonia. (Junrn. de Phann., FCv. 1847,
from B~tclmer's Re.pert., xliii. 366.) In the latf.er remnrks, Wittsteiu has
only confirmed what bad been previously observed by Procter.
It follows from the above facts and observations, that the forms of sesqui-

~~~<~~n~~~r~~t~r:h:~~~c~~:i~1~ :~~i~~~~ets ~~::1:~~t ~~./~;J~!i~di~~id':~e2:
hydrated oxide, long kept an.cl mixed with much water; 3, the same, long
kept, and in the form of a. thick magma.; 4, the same just precipitated and
still pulpy. 'l'he form of antidote which can be obtained first must be used
first, although not the best, and may be replaced by a better as soon as it
cn.n be procured. The apothecary should, therefore, al ways keep the oxide
in the form of thick magma, and be prepared, at a. moment1 s warnin"'
to
0
make the antidote. When applied to for it, he must instantly furnisb 'the
magi;na, or,, if unprovided with this, the ru~t or pre~ipitated subcarbonate,
and 1mmedmtely proceed to prepare the antidote, which may be done in ten
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or fifteen minutes, if the proper solutions are always kept ready for cffcctinn"
0
the precipitation. (See Ferri Oxidurn Hydratum.)
'l'he antidote having been faithfully applied, the subsequent treatment
consists in the administration of mucilaginous drinks. Should the patient
survive long enough for inflammatory symptoms to arise, these must Le combated on general principles. Accordingly, venesectiou and leeches may become necessary; and, in the course of the treatment, emollient enemata,
antispasmodics, and narcotics will often prove useful in mitigating pain and
allaying nervous irritation. Convalescence hi generally long and distreRsing;
and hence it is of the greatest importance to attend to the diet, which should
consist exclusively of milk, gruel, cream, rice, and similar bland articles.
Bussy has proposed light magnesia, or the kind which has not been too
strongly calcined, as well as recently precipitated gelatinous magnesia, as an
antidote for arsenious ac id; and a. case is given by him in which it provet.l
efficacious. (Jourii. de Pltarni., x. 81.) 'J'he dense kind Las very little cffiCflcy. Dr. Christison also saw a case in which this antidote seemed very
serviceable. A successful case is also reported by Cadet-de-Gassicourt
(Ji;rnrn. de Phann., Mars, 1848); and another by Dr. }.J. Bissel, of Norwa lk,
Coon. (Am . Journ. of Med. Sci. for July, 1848.) For the full precipita-
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efficacy, as antidotes, of the sesqu ioxide and magnesia, and gives the preference to the latter. For the salts of the acids of arsenic, the snbacetatc of the
f!csquioxide of iron has been suggested as an anti<lote by Duflos. In poisoning by these salts, the sesquioxide is said to be without effect.
Reagents for detecting .Arscnious Acid. As arsenic is so frequently employed for criminal purposes, it becomes important to detect its presence in
medico-legal investigations. '.l'he tests for it may be di,,idecl into, 1st, those
which indicate indirectly its presence; anJ 2d, those which demonstrate its
1nescnce incontestably, by bringing it to the metallic state. The former
embrace all the liquid reagents, so called; the latter, the different processes
for metallization.
The most characteristic reagents, according to Dr. Christison, arc s1tlphuretted liydroge~i, ammoniacal nitrate of silver, and anmwniacal sulplwte
of copper. In the opinion of that writer, the concurrent indica.tious of these
three tests are all-sufficient for detecting, in an infallible manner, the presence of arsenious acid; but we think that, in questions involving life, the
met..'lllization of the poison should never be omitted.
In using sulphurettcd hydrogen, the solution must be neutral. An excess
of alkali may be neutralized with acetic aci<l; and an excess of nitric or sulphuric acid by potassa. A alight excess of acetic acid is not hurtful, but
rather favours the subsidence of the precipitate, ,i,hich is the tcnmlphurct of
ar::.enic. According to Dr. Christison, this test is so exceedingly delicate,
that it detects the poison when dissoh,ed in one hundred thousand parts of
water. 'fhe colour it produces is lemon or sulphur-yellow; but the presence
of ngetablc or animal matter commonly gives it a whitish or brownish tint.
t-:ome medical jurists recommend the use of sulphurctted hydrogen water;
but the gas is far preferable. It can be applied with much eournuicnce by
using one of Dr. Hare's self-regulating gas generators.
'J'hc ammoniacal sulphate of copper is a. test. of Ycry ~reat delicacy. 'l'he
precipitate occasioned by it is the arscnitc of cop1)er, of au apple-green or
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grass-green colour. Its operation is prevented by muriatic, nitric, sulphuric,
acetic, citric, and tartaric acids in excess; as also by ammonia.
Of the three tests mentioned, perhaps sulphurettcd hydrog~n. is the most
delicate; and it has the advantage of yielding a precipitate elig_1blc for subsequent reduction. But they are all liable to the objection of berng obscured
in their indications, where the amount of poison is minute, by the prci;;cucc of
organic principles; a compl ication constituting the most difficu~t probl_em that
can be presented to the attention of the medical jurist. As ti.us case mcl_ud~s
all others of more easy solution, we shall suppose it to occur, and shall md1catc the steps which arc to be pursued.
Ilaving obtained general indications of the presence of arsenic, the first
step will be to se1mrate the organic matters; the F.econd, ~o throw clown the
arsenic by means of sulphurettcd hydrogen; aml the third, to reduce the
precipitate obtained to the metallic state.
The following arc the directions given by Dr. Christison for separating the
organic principles. Boil the suspected matter with distilled water for half
an hour, ~md filter, first through gauze to 8Cparate the coarser particles, and
afterwards through paper. 1'o the transparent solution thus obtaiued, add
acetic acid, which will coagul~ate
time animal principles. To ascertain
whether the solution has been su iently freed from animal matter by this
measure, neutralize with ammo , a I test a small portion of it with the
th. gives a characteristic precipitate, the
ammoniacal nitrate of silveL-.
solution is sufficiently deprived
a ima1 matter i if not, another measure
must be adopted to separate it. This consists in first rendering the solution
neutral or slightly alkali ne, next faintly acidulating with muriatic acid, and
then adding an excess of nitrate of silver. This salt precipitates the animal
matter in combination with oxide of silver. After this step, the excess of
silver is thrown down by a. slight excess of chloride of sodium, and the solution filtered.
The solution having in this manner been disembarrassed of organic matter,
the free nitric aci<l is neutralized by potassa in slight excess, and the solution
acidulated with acetic acid. A stream of sulphuretted hydrogen is then
passed through it, which will th row down the arsenic as the tersulphuret.
If the proportion of arsenic be very small, a yellowishness only will be produced, owing to the precipitate being soluble in an excess of the precipitant.
In this case it is necessary to boil, to drive off the excess of sulphuretted
hydrogen. The precipitate is then collected and dried . If it be very
minute, it must be allowed to subside, and, the clear liquid having been with-
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an rnstrument employed for wash mg scanty prec1p1tates. The filter is then
gently pressed between folds of bibulous paper, and the precipitate removed
with the point of a knife before it dries, and then dried in little masses on a.
wateh~glass. In this manner, Dr. Christison sta.tes that it is easy to collect
a portion of th~. tem~lpburct 80 small a~ the twenty-tifth part of a. grain.
·when the prec1p1ta.te 1s small and not easily separa.ted, Dcvergie recommends
to dissolve it in a. small quantity of ammonia, to filter the solution and then
evaporate it in a watch-glasS, when the tersulphuret will be left. ' '!'he precipitate is then to be reduced by means of a. flux, which this author recommends to consist of two parts of ignited carbonate of soda. and one of charcoal, as preferable to black flux. '!'he best flux for arsen ious ucid is freshly
ignited cLarcoal.
Some years ago, it occurred to. Dr. Clarke, of Aberdeen, that arsenic might
be separated and detected by takmg advantage of the volatility of its chloride.
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Following up this iJca, Dr. Andrew Fyfe, of A berdcen, has applied it to the
separation of arsenic when mixed with organic matter. For th is purpose 1
be heats the arsenical liquid with sulphuric acid in a fl.ask, to which a. bent
tube and cooled receiver are adapted. When the mixture is brought to

the boiling point, a little dried sea-salt is added, the receiver is connected,
and the distillation is continued for some time. Ilydrochloric acid is evolved,
which, by reacting with the arsenious acid, produces terchloride of arsenic,
which distil8 over free from organic matter. The terchloridc of arsenic is
then t o be precipitated by a stream of sulphurcttcd hydrogen, to obtain the
yellow Lcrsulphuret of arsenic . (Philos. Mag., 4th series, ii. 487.)
'l'hc general formula for reduction is as follows. 'l'hc operation is performed in a. small glass tube. If the matter to be operated on is small, it is
introduced to the bottom of the tube, and then a little of the flux is added to
cover it, care being taken that the materials are conducted to the place they
arc to occupy, by means of a small glass funnel with a slender stem, without
soiling the empty part of the tube. The heat is applied by means of a spirit
lamp, the upper part of the material being first heated with a small flame,
and afterwards the lower part with a larger flame. A little water, disengageJ
at first, should be removed by a roll of filtering paper, before sufficient heat
bas been applied to sublime th~ metal. When the dark crust begins to form,
the tube should be held quite steady, and in the same part of the flame.
'J.1his crust is the metallic arsenic, having the surface next the tube resplendent
and polished, and the interior surface crystalline. Its characters are quite
distinct, even when it does not amount to more than the three-hundredth
pa.rt of a grain. If any doubt should be felt as to the nature of the crust, it.
may be driven up and down th e tube, so as to eon\•ert it into sparkling octobedral crystals of :irsenious neid, the triangular facets of which ma.y be seen
with a magnifying glass. l?inally, the crystals may be dissolved in a drop
or two of distilled water, and the solution will react characteristically with
the liquid tests.
Another method of testing for arsenic has been proposed by Mr. Marsh.
(Edin. New. Phil. Journ. for Oct. 183G.) It consists in taking advantage
of the power, which nascent hydrogen possesses, of decomposi ng the acids of
arsenic, with the result of forming water and arseniurettcd hydrogen. The
liquid from the stomach, or obtained from its contents by boiling water, is
mixed with some dilute sulphuric acid, and placed in a sclf-regula.tiug generator of hydrogen, in which a piece of zinc is suspended. The materials are
here present for the production of hydrogen; but if the liquid from the stomach contain arsenic, the nascent hydrogen will combine with the metal, and
the nature of the corupound gas formed may be ascertained by burning a. jet
of it frnm a fine jct-pipe connected with the generator. The flame will have
a characteristic blue colour, and, by holding a porcelain plate over it, a thin
film of metallic arsenic will be deposited. J.Jiebig and .i\lobr bear te~timony
to the delicacy of this test; but, to remove every source of falbcy, i t is nee:c:;sary to be sure of the purity of the apparatus by a preliminary trial of the
hydrogen, before the suspected liquid is added; as zinc and sulphuric acid
arc both liable t o contain a minute proportion of arsenic. The pieces of ziuc
employed should be changed after every experiment. ...:\ modification of
)farsh's apparatus, which is praised by Berzelius for the certainty and di8tiuctness of its results, is figured in tho 54th No. of the Chern. Gazette.
l\lnrsb's test bas been objected to by )Ir. L. 'l'bompson, who alleges thaL
antimony forms a compound with hydrogen, very simi lar to arscniurcttc<l
hydrogen, both in the colour of its flame, and in the metallic spot which it
deposits during combustion on cold surfaces. Still, the two metals may be
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discriminated by ac ting on the metallic spot with a drop or tw~ of fuming
nitric acid, with the aid of bea.t. Arsen ic will thus be conyerted mto solubl e
arsenic acid, precipitable brick.red by nitrate of sil ver; antill1:on.y, o_n ~he
other hand, into in so luble antimonic aci<l. Another way of d1stmgmshmg
them, is to apply to th em a solution of bypochlorite of soda, which in stantly
dissoh•es the arscnical spots, without affecting those of anti1.11ony:
Another mode of discriminating between arsenicfll and antnn onwl crusts or
spots, dep~ndent on the difference of temperature at which the tw.o metals
are sublimed, has been recently proposed by Dr. D. i\faclagan, of Edmburgh.
I t consists in subjecting the metallic spot to about the temperature of 500°,
by means of a bath of oliv e oil; when it will be totally volatilized, if arsenic,
but remain unc1rnnged, if antimony. (Ed. Jllonth. J om'n., Nov. 1848.)
Profe!'sor Reinsch has proposed a new method for detectin g arsenic in
organic liqui ds, which is praised by Dr. Christison as having the advantage
of leaving uone of the metal in the subject of analysis. It also has the merit
of facility and celerity. It consists in acidulating the suspected liquid with
muriatic acid, and boiling in it, for ten minutes, a slip of copper foil, on which
th e arsenic is deposited as a white alloy; and then se paratin g it in the state
of arsenious acid, by subj ecting the copper, cut into small chips, to a low red
heat in the bottom of a small glass tube. The peculiar crystalline appearance
of arscnious acid , menti oned in the last prige, is conclusi ve of its presence .
'l'he form of copper, preferred by Dr. l\lac1agan, is that of copper wire, No.
24, made bright by being rubbed with sand.paper, and rolled into a loose
spiral, about an in ch long, by being twisted round a small pencil. In this
form, the copper is easily removed from the organic mix t ure, and affords an
ex tensive surface for the deposition of the arsen ic. Th e merit of R cinsch's
test is not that it gives a characteristic deposit on the copper; for bism uth,
tin , zinc, and antimony g ive a similar deposit; but th at the copper collects
all the arsenic from the organic liquid, and presents i t in a conyeni ent forru
for applying the liquid and subliming tests.
It has been show n by .i\IM. 1\Ialaguti and Sarzeau that, for the detection

~;e~~~1~u~~ ;~~~:~c~~~sg oi~ ~~s~?~~il itlrn~ew~~~c~c~~f r:~i~~:~~~eb~~i:ixti~~ ~c:!
part of nitric with three of hydrochloric acid. Th e animal matter (the liYer
fo.r example)! cut into small pic_ces, is dried by a. gentle heat, and mixed
with a quantity of the aqua rcgia, equal to the weight of t he matter before
bein~ dried. 'l'he mixture ~s distilled~ and t.he arsenic, if prese nt, comes
over m the form of the volatile terchl oride, which may be converted into the
tersulphuret in the usual manner. (Journ . de Plwrm. 1 xxiii. 27, Jan. 1853 .)
Prep: ~cid~m Arscnios um Puru~; Arscnicum Purum; Liquor Arsemc1 Cblond1 ; Liquor Potassre Arscn1ti s.
B.
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ACIDUM CITRICUJVI. U. S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Citric .Acid.
Achlum limonis, Lat. ; Acidc ci triquc, Fr.; Citroncnsilurc, Germ.; Acido citrico,
Ital. Span.

Citric acid is the peculiar acid to which lim es and lemons owe their sourness. It is present also in the juice of other fruits; such as the cranberry
the red ""hortleberry, the berry of the bitterswe.et, the red gooseberry, th~
curr~nt, the strawberry, the raspberry, t~e tamarm d, and the rc<l elderberry
(fruit of Sa mbucus racemosa rubra). '.Ihe latter bc1Ty contains citric acid
so abundantly, that it has been proposed as a .source of the :l.cid by l\I.
Thibierge, of V crsaillcs.
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The acid is extracted from 1emon or lime juice by a very simple process,
for which we arc indebted to Scheele. 1'hc boiling juice js first completely
saturated with carbonate of lime (chalk or whiting) in fine powder, and the
ci~rutc of lime formed is a.llowed to subside. 'l'his is then washed repeatedly
with water, and decomposed by diluted su lphuric acid. An insoluble sul phate of lime is immediately formed, and the disengaged citric acid remains
in the supernatant liquor. This is carefully concentrated in leaden boilers,
until a pcllicle begins to form, when it is transferred to other vessels in order
to cool and crystallize.
Preparation on the Large Scale. The juice is placed in a large vat,
closed at the top, and saturated with whiting (carbonate of lime). Carbonic
acid gas is evolved, which passes out by a.n exit-pipe, aud may be used ia
the manufacture of bicarbonate of soda; and citrate of lime precipitates. The
supernatant liquor, containing much extractive matter, is draw n off; and the
citrate of lime is decomposed by dilute sulphuric acid, liberating the citric
aeid 1 nud precipitating the lime as a sulphate. The mixture of citric acid
and sulphate of lime is run off into a woodeu filter back, furnished with a
perforated false bottom, and lined throughout with lead, covered with stout
twilled flannel. The solution of citric acid passes off through a pipe, leading
from the bottom of the back, to suitable reservoirs. The sulphate is washed,
until it becomes t~istcless, and the washings are run off into the same reservoirs. 'l'he filtered a('id soluti on is then concentrat('d by e,·aporation in
wooden vessels linod with lead, through which steam is made to pass by
means of coiled lead pipes. As citric acid is liable to decomposition, if
subjected to too high a temperature, the use of the vncuum pan is highly
ad\·antageous in concentrating the solution. 'Vhen the liquor is sufficiently
concentrated, it is t.rausfcrred to cylindrical sheet-lead vessels, placed in a.
warm situation, to crystallize. 'l'he ('rysta.IF, as first obtained, arc colvured.
In order to purifJ them, they arc redissolved in a small quantity of water,
with the assistance of heat, and the solutio n is digested with purified animal
charcool, filt.crc<l, and recrystallized. The crystals, after having been Wa!:ihed
and drained, are dried on wooden trays, lined with sheet-lead, placed in a
room heated by steam.
The citrate of lime of the above process should be decomposed without
delay; for, if kept, it will undergo a true fermentation, with the effect of
destroyiug the citric acid. According to Pcrsonne, the product!!! of this
fe rmentation are acetic and butyric acids, while carbonic acid and hydrogen
are evolved.
According to the late l\Ir. Parkes, a gallon of good julce, if the process be
well conducted, will yield eight ounces of white crystals. But tl.rn product
Jepcuds very much on the proportion of citric acid in the juice, which is very
variable. The more recent the juice the better the quality. That which is
stale will sometimes be quite sour, without containing aoy citric acid, in consequence of its baving undei:gone the acetous feru;icut~tion ..
It is desira.ble to harn a slight excess of sulphunc acid; as 1t rather favourii
than otherwise the crystallization of the citric acid. It. is found necessar.y,
also, to add occasionally a. small proportiou of sulphuric acid to the citric acid
liquor, during the progress of its concentration.
.
.
Citric acid is properly pbced in the Matcria. l\fed1cn. hst of the United
States, ]~ondon, and Dubliu Phann.acopceias, a~ an article ~urchased from the
manufacturing chemist. 'l'bc Edmburgh C.ollet?e places 1.t a~ong the preparationd, aud .makes it by a pro.ce.ss of whi ch tl~c follow1~g 1s au outline.
Boil eigbty flu1dounccs of lemon 1u1ce, and all ow it to rest, m order that the
mucilage and other impurities may subside. Pour off the clear liquor, :.i.nd,
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having brought it to the boiling point, add by de~rces four and a ha_lf ounces
of prepared chalk, or as much as may be sufficient to saturate the acid. Col-

lect th e precipitate, and wash it with hot water until the w:~tcr p_asses .colou rless. 'l'ben subject it to a powerful press, an d, ha\'in~ mixed it uni'.orm~y
with forty fluidounces of distilled water, add officinal diluted sulphnnc acid
by degrees, in th e proportion of eight fiuidounccs fo~ e,·ery ounce of chalk
expended in the saturation, constantly stirring the m1~t.urn. Scp<iratc n?w
the clear liqu or by subsidence or filtration, wash the rnsoluble matter with
cold water, add the washings to the liquor, concentrate it with a ge ntl e h.eat
un ti l crysta ls form on the surface, and set it aside to cool and Cl')'S!alh_zc.
The crystals are then to be subjected to repeated sol ution anti crystal11zat1on
until th ey are colomlcss.
.
.
.
If t he citrate of lime be exactly decomposed by the sulphu ric ac 1~, without
th e latter being iu excess, the citric acid set free will no~ be ~onta mrnat:d. by
sul phuric acid. In order to determine whether the acid liqu or, remammg
after the subsidence of the su lph ate of lime, is all citric acid, the ]~diubu rgh
College di rects that u small filtered portion of it should be tested with nitrate
of baryta. If the acid liciuor contain only citric acid, th e precipitate will be
citrate of baryta, and wholly solu ble in nitric ac id; but if sulph uri c acid be
present also, it will be a mixture of citrate and sulphate of baryta, and not
wholly soluble in nitric acid , the sulph ate not being soluble in that acid.
Accordingly, if the precipitate be not wholly solubl e in ni tric acid, citrate
of lim e must be added to the acid liquor until the sulphuric acid is almost
entirely removed.
The preliminary boili ng of the lemon juice, directed by the Edinburgh
College, is intended to render the mucilage and other impmities insoluble,
whereby they are got rid of by subsidence. According to Dr. Christison,
the juice may be advantageously clarified by albumen.
Properties. Citric acid is a white crystalli zed soli d, often ln large crystals,
having the form of rhomboidal prisms with dihedral su mmits. lt is perma·
neut in a dry air, but becomes moist in _a damp one. lts sp. gr. is 16. Its
taste is strongly acid, and almost caus ti c. When heated, it dissolves in its
'"!ater of cr;rstallization, and, at a hi~h er .temperature, un dergoes dccomposi.
t10n , becoming yellow or brown, and form mg a very sour syrupy liquid , which
is uncrystallizablc. By destructive clistillntion, it gives ri se to water, erupy·
reumat1 c oil, acetic and carbon ic acids, carb uretted hydrogen, and a number
of pyrogenous acids, among which is th e acon·itic. A voluminous coa l is left.
Citric acid dissol~cs in three-fourths of its weight of cold, and half its weight
of boiling water. lt is also solub le in alcohol. A weak solution of it has an
agreeable taste, but c.annot be kept, as it undergoes spontaneous decomposi·
tion. ~tis incon~paub~e with alkalin~ soluti ons, whether pure or ca rbonated,
converting them mto c1t ~ates; also with the earthy and meta llic carbonates,
most acetates, t he alkaline sulphu rets, and soups. It is characterized by
its taste, by the sha pe of its crystals, and by forming an insoluble sa lt with
lime! ~nd a deliquescent one wit.~ potassa. 1.f sulphuri c a?id be present, the
prec1p1tate by. aceta~e of lead will not be entirel_Y soluble m nitric acid ; the
msoluble portion bemg sulphate of lead. Sometimes large crystals of tartaric
acid are substituted for or mixed with the citric, a fraud which is read ily
de_tected by ~dding a.solu~ion of carbonate of pot~ssa to o_n~ of the suspected
acid; when, 1f tartanc acid be present, a crystallme prec1p1tate of bitartrate
of potassa (c_rea_m of ~artar) will_be ~armed . Lime ~r other fixed impurity is
detected by mcmeratmg the ac1d 1 either alone or with red oxide of mercury
when th e fi xed matter will be left. According to the U. S. P harmacopooia'
100 grains of citric acid saturate 150 grains of bicarbonate of potassa.
'
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Tbe formula of this acid, considered dry, as it exists in th e
~itratc of silver, is c1JIH5011. When crystallized from its solution by cooling,
1t contains four eris. of water, three of which are basic.
Medical Properties. Citri c acid is principally employed for making a ~u b 
stitute for lemonad e, and in the composili on of cffcn ·escing draughts. It is
u sed also for preparin g th e neutral mixture. (Sec Liquor Potas~re Oitratis.)
\Yheu add c<l in the quantity of nin e drnchms and a half to a pint of di st illed
water, it forms a solution of the average st rength of lem on juice. Of thi s
solution, or of lemo n juice, a scruple of bi ca rbonate of p ota~ sa sa turates three
fluidrachm s and a half; a scruple of carbonate of potassa, four fiuidrachm s;
and a scrupl e of carbonate of ammonia, six fluidrachms. Half a fiuidoun ce
of lemon juice, or of an equ ivalent solution of citric acid, when saturated , i~
considered a dose. An agreeable substitute for lemonade may be made b.r
dissolving from two to four pnrf.8 of the acid, mixed with sugar and a little
oil of lemons, in nine hundrc~ parts of water; or a sc ruple of the acid may
be dissoked in a piut of w, er, and swce teneJ to the taste with sugar which
bas been rubbed on fresh lemon peel.
OJ!. Prep. F erri Amm oni o-citras ; F erri Citras; Liquor Ammonire Citratis; J.iqn or l\lagn esire Citratis; ]_.iquor Pot:.u~s::e Citratis; Potassre Citras;
ll.
Pukercs Effervesccntes Citrali; Syrupus Acidi Uitrici.

Composition.

ACIDUi'.I MURIATICUM. U.S.

111 uriatic Acid.
An aqueous solution of chlorohydric acid gas of the specific gravity I ·IG.

cs.

Off 81111. ACIDUM IJYDROCITLORTCmJ. L ond. ACIDUM MCRIATICUM PURUM. Erl., Dub. ACIDUM MURIATTCUM. H11dro·
cltloric .Acid of Commerce. Ed. ACIDUM MUlUAT!CU)l YENALF..
Cornmercial M1lriat£c Acid. D ub.

Spirit of sen-sn it, l\lariuc ncid, ll ydroehl oricncid,Ch lorohydricncid ; Acidehyd rochlorique, Fr.; Snlzs:iure, Koch.:inlz!;i~urc, Germ.; l\cido murintico, i tal. , Span.

'fhe muriatic acid of pharmacy and the arts is a solut ion of muriatic acid
gas in water. It is sometim es ca lled liquid muriatic acid, but more properl~
aqucous muriatic acid. Th e acid is officinal in it s pure form in the U. R.
and London Pharmacopce ia s, and both in its pure and commercial forms in
the Edinburgh and Dublin. Th e sp. gr. of th e pure acid is directed to be
1·16 in the U.S. and Lond on l?harmacopoo ias, 1·17 in the Edinburgh, and
1·176 in th e Dublin. Th e ]~dinburgh and Dublin Colleges give processei;:
for th e preparation of th e pure acid; while, in the United 8tatcs and Londot:t
Pharm acopccias, it is placed exclusively in the li st of the ..'latcria i\Icdica, a~
an article to be procured from the manufacturing chen1ist.
Prepnralion. l\luriati c acid is obtained by th e action of sulphuri c acid on
chloride of sodium or com mon salt. Th e comm ercia l acid is procured, on a
large sca le, by di stillin g the salt with an equal weight of sulphuri c neid, some·
what diluted with water, from iron still s furni sLcJ with earthen beads, into
earthenware receivers containing water. Wh en thus obtained, it is contaminated with iron and other impuriti l!s, and is not fit for medi cinal purposes.
Commercial muriatic acid is now procured in large quantities in En~land ,
during tbe decomposition of com mon salt for the purpose of making sulphat e
of soda, from whi ch soda-nsh and carbonate of soda are afterwards manufuc·turcd in imm ense quantities. 'Yb en the obj ect is to obtain sulphate of soda.
th e decomposition of the sea salt is performed in se mi-cylindrical ycssels, the
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curved part, next the fire, being made of iron, and th~ upper or flat surface,
of stone. If the acid be saved, it is conveyed by a pipe ~o a double-n_ec~ed
stoneware receiver, half filled with water, and connected mth a row of s1m1lar
receivers, likewise coutaioing water.
.
'l'he acid, when required to be pure, is generally prepared b,r: saturatmg
distilled water with the gas in a Woulfe's apparatus. A quaot1t.v of pure
fused* common salt is introduced into a retort. or matrass, placed on a sandbath. The vessel is then furnished with an S tube, and connected with a
series of bottles, each two-thirds full of water. A quantity of sulphuric acid
is then graduall y added, equal in weight to the common s?lt employed, and
1
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gas slackensi heat is to be appliedi and gradually increased u~ttl the water m
the bottles refuses to absorb any more, or until no more gas 1s found to come
over. As soon as the process is completed, boiling water shou ld be added to
the contents oft.be retort or m:itrass, in order to facilitate the removal of the
residue. During the progress of the saturationi the water in the several
bottles increases in temperature, which lessens its power of absorption. It
is, therefore, expedieut, in order to obtain a strong acid, to keep the bottles
cool by means of water or ice. The connecting tubes need not plunge deeply
into the acid.
The rationale of the process for obtaining this acid is very simple. Common suit is a compound of chlorine and sodium; muriatic acid, of chlorine
and hydrogen; and liquid sulphuric acid, of dry sulphuric acid and water.
The water is decomposed; its oxygen, combining with the sodium of the
common s:ilt, generates soda, which unites with the sulphuric acid to form
sulphate of soda; while the hydrogen and chlorine, being both in the nascent
state, combine and escape as muriatic acid gas. 'l'he residue of the process is
consequently sulphate of soda, or Glauber's salt. It is reserved by the ]<Jdinburgh College to be dissolved and crystallized, in order to form the offi.cinal
sulphate of soda. (See S0<lre Sulphus.)
ln making pure muriatic acid, the Ediniurgh College directs equal weights
of purified and well dried salt,1Jure sulph uri c acid, and w:~tcr. The following
is the Dublin process, the ounces employed being avoirdupois ounces. Pour
upon 48 ounces of dried salt, previously introduced into a globular flask having
the capacity of at least a gallon (11np. meas.), 44 fluidounces (equal to about
81 t ounces) of sulphuric acid of commerce, diluted with 32 ounces of water,
and allowed to cool before being added. 1'hen, applying a gentle beat, conduct the muriatic acid gas into a bottle, containing 44 ounces of distilled
water, by means of a bent tu.be dipping about half an inch beneath its surface,
anJ continue to distil until 3 pints (Imp. meas.) of product are obtained.
Throughout the operation, the temperature of the distilled water must be
prevented from rising by the application of cold.
In the process for muriatic ::i.cid, theory calls for a. little Jess than 82 parts
of liquid sulphuric acid to 100 of common salt. Thus it appears that the
Edinburgh College, directing JOO of acid to 100 of salt, uses a considerable
excess ot' the former, w.b!ch to this extent may, perhaps, be useful, to insure
the complete decompos1t10n of the salt; but the excess of acid, used by the
Dublin College, is so great as to create a suspicion that the quantity presci:ibed is a. misprint. _The quantity. of acid, chrected by the College, is sufficient to decompose twice the quantity of common salt taken.

* Ac~o rding to Thenard, the fusion of the common salt will very much facilitate the
con<luchng of the process.
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. 'fhe .common salt is directed to be purified by the Edinburgh College by
dissolving it in boiling water, concentrating the solution, skimming off the
crystals as tLcy form on the surface, drai.ning from them the adhering sol ution, and subsequently washing them slightly with cold water. Dr. Christison states that the object of this trcatu1cut is to separate nitrate of soda,
which is almost always present in the common salt of commerce. It will
also separate nitrate of potassa. if it happen to be present. The same College
directs .pure sulphuric acid, on the ground that the commercial usually contains mtrous acid. (See Acidnm Sulphuricum Pururn.)
Properties of the Pure Acid. l\Iuriatic acid, when pure, is a transparent
colourless liquid, of a suffocating odour and corrosive taste. Jl~xposed to the
air it emits white fumes, owing to the escape of the acid gas, and its union
with the moisture of the atmosphere. When concentrated, it blackens or·
ganic substances like sulphuric acid. Its sp. gr. varies with its strength.
When as highly concentrated as possible, its density is l ·21. Tbe medicinal
acid has the sp. gr. 1·16, and 100 grains of it saturate 132 grains of crysta1lized carbonate of soda.. When of this strength, it contains rather more
than 33·9 per cent. of muriatic acid gas. (Plu'llips.) It freezes at -60°.
When exposed to heat, it continues to give off muriatic acid gas, with the
appearance of ebullition, until its sp. gr. falls to l ·094, when it properly
boils, and distils over unchanged.
As it is dcsira.ble to know, on many occasions, in chemical a.ud pha.rmaceu·
tical operations, the quantity of strong aqueous acid, of acid gas, nnd of ch lo.
rine, contained in samples of acid of different densities, we subjoin a table
by Dr. Ure, containing this information.
Table of the quantity of Aqueous .J1!uriatic Aci'd of sp. gr. J ·2, of .Mnriatic
Al'id Gas, and of Chlorine, i1i 100 parts of .Aqueous .Acid of different
densities.

.

Sp. gr.

I .

Acid Gas. Chlorme.

I Sp. gr.

AcidGas. Chlorine.
sp.gr.

- -100- -40·ii7
- -39·675
- -1-1102
----2::!·4::!6
55
21·822
1·2000
1·1910
1-1822
1-1721
1·1701
1-1620
1'1599
1·1515
1·1410
1·1308
1-1206

95
90
85
84
80

rn

75
70
65
60

38·738
36·700
34-660
34·252
32621
32-213
30·582
28·544
26·50<
24-466

37-692
35·707
33·724
33·328
3l·H6
31·343
29'757
27·772
25-789
23·805

1-JOOO
1·0899
1·0798
1·0697
1·0597
1·0497
1·0397
1·0298
1·0200
1·0100

50

4o

40
35
30
25
20
15
JO
5

20·388
18·348
16·310
14·2il
12·233
10·194
8·155
6·116
4·078
2·039

19·837
17·854
15·870
13·887
1M03
9·919
7·935
5·951
3·968
1·984

Muriatic acid is characterized by forming, on the addition of nitrate of
sih·er, a white precipitate (chloride of silver), which is in soluble i_n nitric acid,
but readily soluble in ammonia. It is incompatible with a.lkahes and most
8
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and solution of subaceta.tc of lead.
Adulterutions. 'fhis acid, when pure, will evaporate without rei:;idue in a
pfa.tiuum spoon. Ir sulphuric acid be present, a. solution of chloride of barium
will cause a precipitate of sulphate of baryta. in the acid, previously diluted
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with distilled water. Iron may be detected by saturating th~ dilute a?id wi~h
carbonate of soda, and then adding ferrocyauuret of potass_rnm, which w!ll
strike a blue colour if that metal be present. Free chlormc may be. discovered by the acid having the power to dissolve gold-leaf.. Any mm~te
portion of the leaf which may be dissolved, is detected by addmg a. solullon
of protochloridc of tin, which will give rise to a. purplish tint. The free c~lo
rine is derived from the reaction of nitric or nitrous acid on a. small portrnn
of the muriatic acid, which is thus deprived of its hydrogen. _Hence _it is
that, when free chlorine is present, nitrous acid, or some other oxide of mtrogen is also present as an impurity. The nitric and nitrous acids are derived
from nitrates in the common salt, and from nitrous acid in the commercial
sulphuric acid, employed in the prep_arntion of the muriatic acid. .
Nurialic Acid of Commerce. This acid has the general properties of the
pure aqueous acid. It has a. yellow colour, owing to the presence of scsquichloride of iron, or of a minute proportion of organic matter, such as cork,
wood, &c. It usually contains sulphuric acid, and sometimes free chlorine and
nitrous acid. llut the most injurious impurity, to those who consume it in
the arts, is sulphurous acid. Mr. '!1. II. Savory analyzed three samples of
commercial muriatic acid, each having a ~p. gr. of between 1·16 and 1·17,
and found them to contain from 7 to ueady 11 per cent. of sulphurous acid.
To detect this acid, 1'1. Girardin has proposed a very delicate test, namely,
the protoch loride of tin . '!'he mode of using the test is io take about half an
ounce of the acid to be tested, a.nd to add to it two or three drachms of the
protochloride. The mixture having been stirred two or three times, as much
distilled water as of the protochloridc is to be added. If sulphurous acid be
present, the muriatic acid becomes turbid and yellow immediately upon the
addition of the protochloride j and, upon the subsequent addition of the water,
a slight e\·olution of sulphuretted hydrogen takes place, perceptible to the
smell, and the liquid assumes a brown hue, depositing a powder of the same
colom. 'l'he manner in which _the test acts is as follows. lly a transfer of
chlorine, the test is converted rnto bicbloridc nnd metallic tin, the latter of
which, by reacting with the sulphurous acid, gives rise to a precipitate of the
deutoxide and protosulphuret of tin. In case the sulphurous acid forms but
one-half of one per cent. of the commercial acid, the precipitate may not be
perceptible. Under tl!es~ circm_nstances, a solution of sulphate of copper
must be added to the hqmd prevrnusly warmed, when a. brown precipitate of
sulphuret of copper will be immediately formed. (Heintz.) l\I. Lembert has
proposed the following, which he considers as a more delicate test of sulphurous acid. Saturate the suspected muriatic acid with carbonate of potassa.
Then add successively a little weak solution of starch, one or two drops of a
solution of iodate of potassa, and sulphuric acid, drop by drop. If sulphurous .acid be present, it w.ill be set fr~e a.long wi.th io~ic acid, and these, by
reactmg on each other, will develope iodme, which will cause a blue colour
with the starch.
Auoth~r i~purity ?cca~iona~ly pre~ent in ihe connne.rcial acid, as shown by
Dupasqu1er, 1s arsemc. The 1mmeUiatc source of this impurity is the sulphuric acid used to prepare the muriatic acid. 'fhe sulphuric acid derives
the arsenic from the sulphur used in its manufacture, and th is last from
pyrites containing a little of the poisonous metal: The arsenic, when present
is in the form of a chloride, and, from its volatility in this state of combina~
tion, is transferred to the muriatic acid, distilled from the commercial acid.
This impurity .is separated . by diluting the acid with an equal volume of
water, :.tnd passmg through it sulphuretted hydrogen, which throws down the
arsenic as a sulphuret. Where leaden vessels are used in preparing muriatic
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acid, it is apt to conta.in chloride of lea.cl, whicL may be detected by sulphu.
retted. hydrogen. This impurity, being fixed, may be got rid of by distilling

the acid . (Dr. A. Yogel, Jr.)
Muriatic acid of commerce is offici nal only in the Edinburgh and Dublin
Pharmacopooias. The density of the Edinburgh acid is directed to beat least
l ·180. Dr. Christison states that it varies in th is respect from l ·180 to
l ·216. Thus the commercial is stronger than the pure acid of the Edinburgh
Ph::irmacopooia, and consequcntl.v more fuming. Mr. Phillips states that he
has ne\'er found the commercial acid nearly so strong, and suspects that,
when of this spec ific gravity, it must contain a very large admixture of su}.
phuric acid. The commercial acid is defined by the Edinburgh Collej!;e to
be ahva.ys yellow, atld common ly to contain a little sulph uric acid, oxide of
iron, and chlorine.
Properties of .AlilriaticAcid Gas. 1\Iuriaticacidgas isa colourless elastic
fluid, possessing a pungent odour, and the property of irritatin_g the organs
of rc~piration. It destroys life and extinguishes flame. It reddens litmus
powerfully, and has the other properties of a. strong acid. Its sp. gr. ls 1 '269.
Subjected to a. pressure of 40 :~tmospheres, at the temperature of 50°, it is
condensed into a transparent liquid, to which alone the name of liqnid mur·iatic cicidproperly belongs. It absorbs water with the greatest a\'idity, and,
according to the temperature and pressure, unites with a.greater or less quan ·
tity of that liquid. Water, at the temperature of 69°, takes up 46-1: times
its volum e of the gas, increasing one-third in bulk, and about three-fourths in
weight. \Vater thus satura ted constitutes tlie strong aqueous acid already
described.
Composition. Muriatic acid gas cons ists of one cq. of chlorine 35·42, and
one of hydrogen 1 = 36·42; or of one volume of chlorine and one of hy<lro·
gen, uniteJ without condensation .
.Medical Properties. 1\iuriatic acid is tonic, refri gerant, and antiseptic.
It is exhibited, largely diluted with water, in low fevers, some forms of syphil is,
and to counteract phosphatic deposits in the urine. Dr. Paris bas given it
with success in malignant cases of t.yphus and scarlatina, administered in a.
strong infusion of quassia.. It proves also a good adjunct to gargles in
ulcerated sorethroat and scarlatina. maligna. The dose for internal exbibi·
tion is from ten to twenty minims, in a sufficient quantity of some bland
fluid, as barley water or gruel. In the compo~ iti on of gargles, it may be
used in the proportion of from half a fluidrachm to two fluidrachms, mixed
with six fluidounccs of the vehicle. (See .Aciduni JJluriaticmn Dilutmn.)
Toxicological Prope1·ties. Muriatic acid, when swallowed, is highly irri·
fating and corrosive, but less so than sulphuric and nitric acids. lt pro·
duccs blackness of the lips, fiery redness of the tongue, hiccough, violent
efforts to vomit, and agonizing pain in the stomach. There is much thirst,
with great restlessness, a dry and burning skin, and a small concentrated
pulse. If the acid has been recently swallowed, white vapours of a pungent
smell are emitted from the mouth. The best antidote is magnesia, which
acts by saturating the acid. Soap is also useful for the same reason. In
the course of the treatment, bland and mucilaginous drinks must be freely
given. \Vhen inflammation supervenes, it must be treated on general
principles.
Plwrm. CSe.~. 1\Iuriatic acid is used as a chemical agent in the prepara·
tion of Acid um Tartaricum i .Antimonii et Potassm 'l'artras; Antimonii Ox·
idum; Ca leis Phosphas Prrecipitatum; Carbo Animalis Purificatus; Hydrar·
f!:_yrum Purum; Potassro Bicarbonas; Quinire Sulphas; Sodoo Bicarbonas;
Strycbnia.; Sul phur Prrecipitatum; Vcratria.
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OJ!. Prep. of Muriatic Add. Acid um Ilydrocyanicum Dilut.mn; Acidu~
Muri~ticum Diluturu; Acidum Nitromuriaticum; Barii ~b~or1d_um i Cale~~
Chlondum; Ferrum Ammoniatum; J.,i'luor Arscnici Chlon~1 i J.. 1c{uor Calcn

Chloridi; .l\lorphire !llurias; Tinctura. ~'crri Cbloricli; Zinc1 Chlo:1~ur~.
Off Prep. of Mun'ati"c .Acid of Commerce. Antimonii Tcrchlond1 IJl<"fUOr;
Calcis Murias; Chlorinii Liquor; I?erri Murintis Tinct.ura; Zinci Chloridi

Liquor.

B.

ACIDUM NITRICUM. U.S., Land.
Nitric Acid.
Nitric acid of the specific p:ravity 1·42. U. S., Lond.
.
Ojj: Sy,.. ACIDU~I )llTJUCUM. NitricAciclv/Commerce,sp.gr.1·38
to 1·39. Eel.; ACIDU~l NITHICUM VEN ALE. Commercial Nitric Acid.
Dub.
1

7

1

Oe~~:~~t ~~1;~%~~u~,u~t~:~~~t:~.c~:t~~~iiukc~d !·~~t:r,a ~~~:· f~i:io s:i fr~!~~s~~:t:

Span.

Nitric acid is now officinal in four forms; the pure acid of the sp. gr. I ·5,
the pure acid of the sp. gr. I ·42, the cpmmercial acid, and the diluted. The
acid of I ·42 and the commercial acid, bein& placed exclusively in the l\Iateria.
Mcdica list, will be notice~he'l'e, nd the other two, for which formulre are
given, will be described under lbe preparations. (Sec Acid'U1n Nitricum
Purum and Aciclum ]{itricmn JJilutum.)

adl~~ :~~~i!~~~:st:~~~p~~d )~ar~~c ~~~i ~ r~ ~~n~~n~~t~~n:~et~i1~t, a~~d,e~u~~
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weight of strong sulphuric t.cid, pourc.d in by means of a tube or funne l, so
as not to soil the neck. The materials should not occupy more tban twoth ircls of the capacity of the retort. A receiver being adapted, heat is applied by means of a spirit-lamp, the ntlked fire, or a sand-bath, moderately at
first, but afterwards more strongly when the materials begin to thicken, in
order to bring the whole into a. st.ate of perfect fusion. Red vapours will at
first arise, and afterwards disappear in the progress of the distilh~tion. To·
wards its close they wlll be reproduced, and their reappearance will indicate
that the process is completed.
The proportion of equal weights, as above given, corresponding nearly to
one eq. of nitrate of potassa, and two of monohydrated sulphuric acid, is the
best for operations on a small sc~le in the laboratory. 'l'his proportion is
preferred by Thenard. In operat10ns on a large scale, where an iron vessel
is used, a strong heat applied, and water placed in the receivers to condense
the acid, less sulphuric acid may be advanttlgeously employed .
. ..A~01t0~1y~rat~tt Nitric A<'id. Nitrate of Water. 'l1bis is the strongest
bqmd mtr1c acid that can be procured, and may be supposed to be obtained
by distilling one eq. of pure and dry nitre, with two eqs. of ruonohydrated
sulphuric acid . One eq. of monobydrated nitr ic acid distils over, and one
1
1
1
0

(~O:s 0:)~1fitWg5b~!~ pi~~2~c{~1iO.re.~~~~ ~; N~\~· st!~g~ is a~!r;

difficult to get, and reqmres for its preparation the most elaborate attention
to separate _the superabundant water. ~cco~diug to l\Ir. Arthur Smith, of
London, acid, dehydrated as far as possible, is perfectly colourless, boils at
184°, has the sp. gr. 1~517 at .60°, and nearly approach~s! in composition,
to a. monohy~rate . A~td of t~1s st~ength, eve.n at the boiling temperature,
has nottheslightestaction on trn or iron. (Plttl. Jlfag., Dec.1847.) According to l\Iillon, the true monohydrate has asp. gr. as higb. as l '521.
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Nitric Acid (sp. gr. l ·42). Quadrihydrated Nitric Add. This is the acid,
newly adopted in the U. S. and J. .ondon Phanuacopooias, in the place of the
acid weighing 1 ·5. Acid of the density 1 ·5 was not found in any of the
shops, and ~rnch pains were required to get it of that strength. Besides, acid
of the density 1 ·5 was not necessary for any process of the Pharmacopooia.
Considerations of this kind induced the revisers of our national standard of
1850, to lower the strength of otlicinal nitri c acid to 1·42, its purity in other
respects remaining the same. To satisfy the tests given in the U. S. Phar·
macopooia, it must be colourless, entirely volatilized by heat, and, when diluted
with distilled water, not precipitable by nitrate of si lver or chloride of barium.
Acid of the density 1·42 is the most stable of the hydrated compounds of
nitric acid, and boils at 250°. When either stronger or weaker tban this, it
distils over at a. lower temperature; and, by losing more acid than water in
the first case, and more water than acid in the second, constantly npproaches
to the sp. gr. l ·42, when its boiling point becomes stationary. Tbese facts
in relation to quadribydrnted nitric acid were first obserYed by Dalton, and
have since been confirmed by Mr. Arthur Smi th, of London. (PMI. Mag.,
Dec. 1847.) Th is acid consists of one eq. of dry acid and four of water.
(4HO,N05 .) But, as only one of the eqs. of water is basic, the other three
being constitutioual, the true formula is HO,N05 +3HO.
C01nmercial Nitric Acid, .E'd., Dub. The Edinburgh commercial acid is
stated to hrwe a density varying from l "38 to l ·39. It is colourless or nearly
so, and, if diluted with distilled water, precipitates but slightly, or not at all,
with soluti on of nitrate of baryta. or of nitrate of silver. The Dublin commercial acid is not defined, either as to specific gravity or grade of purity.
According to l\I. Lembert, the nitric acid of commerce sometimes contains
iodine, probably derived from the native nitrate of soda, in wbich he found
that element. It may be detected by saturating the su!:=pected acid with a.
carbonated alkali, pouring in a little clear solutio n of starch, and then adding
a few drops of sulphuri c acid. If iodine be present, the sulphuric acid will
set it free, and the starch solution will become blue.
]{1."tric Acid of tlw A?·ts. Two strength s of this acid occur in the arts;double aquafortis (sp. gr. 1 ·36), which is half the strength of concentrated
nitric acid, and si119le aquafortis (sp.gr. 1·22), which is half as strong as the
double. Aqua fortis is sometimes obtained by distilling a. mixture of nitre
and calcined sulphate of iron . By an interchange of ingredients, sulphate of
potassa and nitrate of fron are formed, the latter of which, at the distilling
heat, readily abandons its nitric acid. 'rhc su lphate of potassa is washed out
of the residue, and the sesquioxide of iron which is left, is sold, under the
nam e of colcothar, t.o the polishers of metals. The distillation is performed
in large cast.iron retorts, lined on the inside with a thick layer of red oxide
of iron, to protect them from the action of tbe acid. The acid is received in
large glass vessels containing water. A considerable portion of the acid is
decomposed by the heat into reddish vapours, which subsequently dissolve
in the water, and absorb the oxygen which had been disengaged. The acid
thus obtained is red and tolerabJy strong, but is diluted with water before
being thrown into commerce.
In France, nitric acid is manufactured on the large scale from nitre and
sulphuric aci<l in cast.iron cylinders. The cylinders arc disposed horizontally
across a furnace, and are strewed in ternally throughout their whole length
with nitre. Two circular cast-iron plates, each pierced with a. bole, serve to
close the ends. At one encl, the sulphuric aci<l is puured in, and, by means
of a. stoneware tube connected with the other end, the nitric acid is conJucted
to receivers. The sulphate of potassa is removed after each operation. The
iron cylinders are acted upon by the acid; yet, notwithstanding this disad-
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vantage, the process, when conducted in such vessels, is attended with a
great saving of expense.
In England, nitric acid is generally procured for the purpo~es of the ar.ts,
by distilling the materials in earthenware retorts, or cast-iron pots with
earthen heads, connected with a series of glass or stoneware receivers containing water. The proportion of sulphuric acid, employed by the manufacturer, is between one and two equivalents to one of the sul~; and he~ce the
product has an orange-red colour, which is removed by heat1~g the. a?1<l.
In the United States, nitric acid is made, on the large scale, rn a d1stillatory
apparatus, haYing the same general arrangement as in France a?d Eogla~d.
Sometimes a cast-iron cy linder is used as in France, and sometimes a thick
cast-iron pot, with an earthenware head. The pot is set in brick-work over
a fire-place, and the materia ls having been placed in it, the head is luted on
with a fat lute, and made to communicate with two receivers, either of stoneware or glass, connected together by means of a tube. Large demijohns of
glass answer the purpose of receivers very well. 'l'he incondensible products
are made to pass by means of a tube into a portion of water. The quantity
of sulphuric acid, employed in different establishments, varies from one-half
to two-thirds of the ~eight of the nitre. Nitrate of soda (cubic nitre),
imported into the United States from Peru, is used by some manufacturing
chewists to obtain nitric acid. One objection to this salt is that it often
• contains much common salt. Supposing it pure, it yields ten per cent. more
acid for a gi~en weight than nitrate of potassa; but the rcsi<luum, sulphate
of soda, is less valuable than sulphate of potassa. The latter salt, under
the name of sal enixum, is sold to the alum makers.
Mallet, of Paris, has proposed to obtain nitric acid from nitrate of soda,
by distilling it with dried boracic acid. l n this case, biborate of soda or
borax is the residue.
General Properties of Nitric Acid. Nitric acid, so called from nitre, is a
liquid, extremely sour and corrosive. It was discovered by Raymond J_.ully,
in the 13th century, and its constituents, by Cavendish, in 1784. When
perfectly pure, it is colourless; but, as usually obtained, it ha.s a straw colour,
owing to the presence of nitrous acid. 'l'be concentrated acid, when exposed
to the air, emits white fumes, possessing a. di~agreeable odour. By the action
of light, it undergoes a slight decomposition, and becomes yellow. It acts
powerfully on animal matter, causing its decomposition. On the living fibre
it operates as a strong caustic. It stains the skin, and most an imal substances of an indelible yellow colour. On vegetable fibre it acts peculiarly,
3:bstracting hydrogen or water, a.ad combining with its remaining clements.
'Vhen diluted, nitric acid converts most animal and vegetable substances into
oxalic, malic, and carbonic acids. The genera l character of its action is to
impart oxygen to other bod ies, which it is enabled to do in consequence of
the large quantity of this element which it contains in a state of loose combination. It acidifies sulphur and phosphorus, and oxidizes all tbc metals,
except chromium, tuugstcu, columbium, cerium, titanium, osmium, rhodium ,
gold, platinum, and iridium. In the liquid sta.tc 1 it always contains water,
which is essential to its existence in tha.t state. It combines with salifiablc
bases and fo rms nitrates. When it is mixed with muriatic acid, mutual clccomposi~ion tak.es. plac~, and a 1iqui.d is formed,_ capa.bl; of dissolving gold,
called mtromunat1c acid or aqua regm. (Sec Aculum, l\1tromuriaticwn .)
As a nitric acid below the standard strength is necessarily employed in
many chemical and pharmaceutical operations, it often becomes important to
know the proportion of dry acid, and of acid of the strength of I ·f>, contained
in an acid of any given specific gravity. The following table, dra.wn up
from experiments by Dr. Ure, giyes information on these points.
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'I'aU~ s~owin.g the Qu,antit!/ of Hydrated Nitric Arid {sp. gr. 1·5), and of

Dry Nitrtc Acul, contained rn 100 parts of the .Acid at .Different JJensities.
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Tests. Nitric acid, when uncombined, is recognised by its dissolving cop·
per with the production of red vapours, and by its forming nitre when
eaturn.tcd with potassa. When in the form of a. n!tratc, it is detected by its
action on gold.leaf, after the addition of mm·iati~ acid, in consequence of the
evolution of rhlorinc; or it may be discovered, according to Dr. 0'8haugh·
nessy, by heating the supposed nitrate in a test tube with a drop of sulphuric
acid, and then adding a crysta l of morphia. If nitric acid be present, it will
be set free by the sulphuric acid, and reddened by the morphia. The same
effect is produced by brucia; as also by commercial stryehn ia, on account of
its contain ing brucia. To prevent all ambi~uity, arising from the accidental
presence of nitric acid in the sulphuric acid employed, the operator shou ld
satisfy himself by a separate experiment, that the latter acid has no power
to produce the cbnracteristic colour with morphia. Another test for nitric
acid, is to add pure sul phuric acid to the concentrated liquid, suspe1Jtcd to
contaiu it, together with a. little concentrated soluti on of tho sulphate of
protoxidc of iron. 'l'h e smallest trn.ce of nitric acid affords, when the mix.
ture is warmed, a. pink.red colour; and, if it be present in considerable
amount, the liquid becomes almo::;t black.
The most common impurities in nitric acid are sulphuric acid and chlorine;
the former deriYcd from the acid used in the process, the latter from common
salt, which is not an unfrequcnt impurity in nitre. 'l'hey may be detected
by ad<ling a few drops of the solution of ch lorid e of barium and of nitrate of
silver to separate portions of the nitric acid, diluted with three or four parts
of distilled water. If these reap:cuts shou ld produce a precipitate, the chloride
will indicate sulphuric acid, and the nitrate, chlorine. These impurities may
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be separated by adding nitrate of silver in slight excess, "'.hi?l~ will precipi·
tate them as sulphate and chloride of si lver, and then d1f.lt1llmg n~arly to
dryness in very clean vessels. The sulphuric acid may also be got rid of by
distilling from a fresh portion of nitre. The chlorine may ~e scp?rnted,
without the use of nitrate of silver, by distilling the commerc1al acid, a.nd
rejecting the first eighth or fourth which comes over, according to. the. f!Uahty
of t.hc acid, and reserving that which passes subsequently, which is. absolutely pure. (Ch. Barreswil.) These impurities, however, do not lll the
least affect the medicinal properties of the acid.
Compo.~itirm. The compo~ition of the officinal acid of the density I ·42
has already been given. It contains about 75 per cent. of nitric acid of the
sp. gr. l ·5. The composition of the officinal commercial acid is necessarily
nriable. The Edinburgh commercial acid contains from 67 to GS per cent.
of nitric acid of the density of l ·5. The strength of the Dublin commercial
acid is left indefinite; as no Sp. gr. is assigned to it. Anhydrous nitric acid
consists of one eq. of nitrogen 14, and five eqs. of oxygen 40 =5-l; or, in
volumes, of one volume of nitrogen and two and a half Yolumcs of oxygen,
supposed to be condensed, to form nitric acid vapour, into one volume. In
1849, the interesting discovery was made by M. Deville, of Besm11;on, of the
means of isolating anhydrous nitric acid. The method pursued was to pass
perfectly dry ch lorin e ove r nitrate of silver. Th e anhydrous acid is iu the
• form of colourless, brilliant, limpid crystals, which melt at 85° and boil at
113°. In contact with water, they form a colourless soluti on with e\·olution
of heat, without the disengagement of gas. (Jounz. de Pliarm. et de ()him.,
March, 1849, p. 207.)
JUedical Properties. Nitric acid is tonic and antiseptic. Largely diluted
with water, it forms a good acid drink in febrile diseases, especially typhus.
In syphilis, and in the chronic hepatitis of India, it is highly extolled by Dr.
Scott, formerly of Bombay. It bas occasionally excited ptyalism. It cannot be depended upon as a remedy in syphilis, but, in worn-out constituti ons,
is often au excellent adjuvant, either to prepare the system for tbe use of
mercury, or to lessen the effects of that metal on the economy. Externally,
jt has been used with advantage as a lotion to ulcers, of the strength of
about twelve minims to the pint of water. This practice originated with Sir
Everard Home, and is particularly applicable to those ulcers which are superficial and not disposed to cicatr.ize. In sloughing phagcdoona, strong nitric
acid is one of t~e best remed ies, applied by means of a piece of lint, tied
round a small stick. As nitric acid dissolves both uric acid and the phosphates, it was supposed to be applicable to those cases of grave l in which the
uric acid and the phosphates are mixed; but experience has not confirmed
its efficacy in such cases. Nevertheless, when the sabulous deposit. depends
upon certain states of disordered digestion, this acid may prove se rvi ceable
by restoring the ton.e of the stomach. 'rhe dose is from five to twenty
minims in three flu1dounees or more of water 1 given three or four times
a-day. The diluted acid .is more convenient for prescribing. (See Acidun~
Nio·icum. Dilutunt.)
Nitric acid, in the state of vapour, i ~ considered useful for destroyinO' con tagi on, and hence is employed for purifying gaols, hospitals, ships, anu°other
infected places. It is prepared for use by the extemporaneous decomposition of nitre by sulphuric acid. Half an ounce of powdered nitre is put into
a saucer, which is placed in au earthen dish containing heated sand. On
the nitre, two drachms of su lphuric acid are then poured, and the nitric acid
fumes are immediately disengaged. The quantities just indicated are considered to be sufficient for disinfecting n. cubic space of ten feet. Fumigation in this manner was first introduced by an lfoglish physician, Dr. Car-
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michael Smyt11, who received from the l3ritish Parliament, for its disco'\'"ery,
a reward of five thousand pounds. It may be well doubted whethel' the
nitric acid, as a disiufectcr, is at all comparable to ch lorine; and, since the
introduction of ch lorinated lime, and the solution of chlorinated soda as disinfecting agents, thi s gas has been brought into so manageable a form, that
its use may very well supersede that of every other agent employed with
similar intentions. (Sec C:alx Cldorinata and Liqiwr Sodre Oldorinalre.)
Properties as a Poiwn. Nitric acid, in its concentrated state, is one of
the mineral poisons most frequently taken for the purpose of self-destruction.
Immediately after swa llowing it, there are produced burning heat in the
mouth, ccsophagus, and stomach, acute pain, disengagement of gas, abundant
eructation s, nam~ea, and hiccough. These effects arc soon followed by repeated and cxces:;:.ive vomiting of matter having a. peculiar odour and taste,
1
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pulse, horrible anxieties, cont.i.nual tossings and contortions, and extreme
thirst. The breath becomes extremely fetid, and the countenance exhibit.a
a complete picture of suffcring.t The cases are almost always fatal. The
best remedies <~re repeated dose f yrngnesia as an antidote, mucilaginous
drinks in large quantities, p1i,·e o · mood oil in very large.doses, emollient
fomentations, and clysters. Until magnesia can be obtained, an immediate
resort to a solution of soap in large amount will be proper.
P!ta'l'm. Uses. Nitric acid is used a.8 a che mical agent to prepare Acidum
Phosphoricum Di lu tum; Antimonii ct Potassoo 'l1artras; Ferri l?errocyanuretum; Ferri Oxidum Ilydratum; Hydra.rgyri Oxidum Rubrum; Ziuci
Chloridum.
0.D: Prep. of N 'itric Acid. Acid um Nitricum Dilutum; Acidum Nitro-

Li~1~~!i~~=l~ ~:fr:~~! ~~~~i~u~ ~~~~1fsit;:i~r~~~;utin~~:~t~~~i J~~~~~~~ri
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Nitrntis.
Off. Prep. of Cornmercial Nitric Acid. Acidum Nitricum Dilutum; Bismuth um Album. The commercial acid is used chemically to prepare Fer~
rugo, Ed., and Zinci Sulphas, Dub.
B.

ACIDUM SULPHURICUM. U. 8., Lond.
Sulphuric Acid.
Sulphuric Acid of the specific ~ravity 1·845. U. S., Lond.
Off. Syn. ACID UM SlJLPJIURJCUM. Sulp/m,.ic Acid of Commerce.
Ed.; AClDUM SULPIIURICUM VENALE.
Commercial Sulphuric

.Acid j Oil of Vitriol. })ub.

Oil of vitriol; Acidc sulfurique, Fr. ; Vitrio!Ol, Scbwefelsiiure, Germ.; Aeillo sol~
forico, i tal.; Acido sulfurico, Span.

Sulphuric acid is placed in the l\fateria Medica list of all the Pharmacopooias noticed in this work, as an acid to be obtained from the wholesale
manufacturer. Its officinal sp. gr., as given in the U. S. and London Pharmacopooias, is l '8-15; in the Edinburgh, I ·840 or near it. In the Dublin
Pharwacopreia, no specific gravity is given for the commercia l acid .
Prf'J>aration. Sulphuric acid is obtained by burning sulphur, mixed with
one-eiglith of its weight of nitre, over a stratum of water, contained in a.
chamLcr lined with sheet lead. If the sulphur were burned by itself, the
produc:L would be sulphurous acid, which cont.a.ins on ly two-thirds as _much
(1.xygcn as sulphuric acid.
~'he object of tile nitre is to furnish, by its decowposition, the rcqui::.itc additional quantity of oxygen. 'l'o understand the
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process, it is necessary to bear in mind that nitric acid c~ntains fi~e, sulphuric
acid three, sulphurous acid two, nitric oxide two, hypomtrous acid t~rcc, and
nitrous acid four equi,-a}cuts of oxygen, combined with one eq. _of their scv_cral
radicals. One eq. of sulphur decomposes one cq. of nitric acid of the rntrc,
and becomes one eq. of sulphuri c acid, which combines with t~c _pota_.'!!sa of
the nitre to form sulphate of potassa. In the mean time, t~e mtric acid,_ by
furnishing three eqs. of oxygen to form the sulphur ic acid, IS _c~nvert~d iuto
one eq. of nitric oxide, whic:h is C\'okcd. 'l'bis gas, by combrnmg with two
cqs. of the oxygen of the air, immeiliatcly becomes nitr~us acid vapour,
which diffuses itself throuirhout the leaden chamber. While these changes
are taking place, the rem~inder of the sulphur is undergoing c~mbustio~,
and filling the chamber with sulphurous acid gas. One eq. of mtrous acid
gas, and one eq. of sulphurous acid gas, being thus intermingled in the
chamber, react on each other, by the aid of moisture, ~o as to form a crystalline compou nd , consisting of one eq. of sulphuric acid and one eq. of hypouitrous acid, uni ted with a portion of water. 'l'hi s compound falls into tbe
water of the chamber, nnd instantly undergoes decomposition. Th e sulphuric acid dissolves in the water, and the byponitrous acid, resolved, at the
tnomcnt of its eE.trication, into nitrous
id and nitric oxide, escapes with
effencsccnce. The nitrous acid thus
free, tmd that reproduced by the
nitric oxide uniting with the oxygen o the atmosphere, again react with
sulphurous acid and humidi ty, nnd give ri se to a second portion of the crystalline compound, which undergoes the same changes as the first. In this
manner1 the nitric oxide pel'forms the part of a carrier of oxygen from tho
air of the uhamber to the Sul phurous acid 1 to convert the latter into su lphuric
acid. The residue of the combustion of the sulphur and nitre, consisting of
sulphn.te of potassa, is sold to the alum makers.
PrqJaration on tile Large &ale. The leaden chnmbers vary in size 1 Lut
nre gt!nerally from thirty to thirty-two feet square, and from sixteen to
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are se,·eral modes of burning the mixture of su lphur and nitre, and otherwi se conducting the process; but that pursued in li'rancc is as follows. Near
one ~f the sides of the chamber, a~d about:~ foot from its bottom, a cast-iron
tray 1s plaued over a furnace, rcstmg on the g round 1 its mouth opening externally, nnd its chimney having no communication with the chamber. On
thi s tray the mixture is place~, _being introduced by a S(1uare opening, which
may be shut by means of a. shdmg door, and the lower side of which is level
with the surface of the tray. 'l'he door being shut, the fire is gradua1ly
raised in the furnace, whereby the sulphur is inflamed, antl the products
al:cady spoken of are generated. When the combustion is over, the door is
ra1 sed 1 and the sulphate of potassa removed. A fresh portion of the mixture is then placed on the tray 1 and the air of th e cL::uu ber is renewed by
opening a door and valve situated at its opposite side. Next the several
o~enings.are cl?sed, and the _fire is renewed. These operations ~re repeated,
with fresh portions of the mixture, every three or four hours 1 unti l the water
at tbc bottom of the chamber has reached the sp. gr. of about I ·5. It is
then drawn off aud transferred to leaden boilers, where it is boiled down
until it has atta_ined the sp. gr. I ·7. . At this density it begins to aet on lead,
and,. therefore, its furthe: c?ncentrat1on must be conducted in large gla.Qs or
platinum retorts, where it 1s e''aporatcd as long as water distils O\'er. 'l'his
water is slightly acid and is thrown back into the chambe r. When the acid
is ~ull_v: co~centratcd, opaqu? grayish-white vapo~_;s arise, the appearance of
which rnd1cates the completion of the process. I he acid is allowed to cool
and is then transferred to large demijohns of green glass, called cnrboys;
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which, for greater security, arc surrounded with straw or wicker-work, and
packed in square boxes, enclosing all the carboy except the neck.
As, in the manufacture of sulphuric acid, the nitre is the most expensive
material, many plans have been resorted to for the purpose of obtaining the
necessary nitrous acid at a cheaper rate. One plan is to procure it by treating molasses or starch witl1 common nitric acid . In this case, the manufacturer obtains oxalic acid as a collateral product, which serves to dimin ish his
expenses.
In some manufactories of sulphuric acid, nitrate of soda is substituted for
nitre. The advantages of the former salt are its greater chcap11ess, and the
circumstance of its containing a larger proportional amount of nitric acid.
A new method is now practised by some manufacturers for making sul~
phuric acid. It consists in filling the leaden chamber with sulphurous acid
by the ordinary con1bustion of sulphur, and afterwards admitting into it
nitrous acid and steam. The nitrous acid is generated from a mixture of
sulphuric acid with nitrate of potassa or nitrate of soda, placed in an iron
pan, over the burning sulphur in the irnlphur furnace, where the draught
serves to conduct the nitrous acid fumes into the chamber. As, under these
circurustunces, sulphurous and nitrous acids, and the vapour of water are
intermingled in the chamber, it follows that all the conditions necessary for
generating the crystalline compound, already alluded to, are present. Of •
course, the rationale of this new process is the same as that already given.
l\Jr. Thomas Bell, of England, obtained a patent in Dec. 1852 for the use
of ozonizcd ai r,* eitlicr produced by electricity or by the slow combustion
of phosphorus, in order to ca.use the union of sulphurous acid with the re·
quisitc oxygen, without t bc use of nitre, in the leaden chamber, in manu.
factoring sulphuric acid. The specification of his patent is given in the
Plwrnutccutical Journal for l\larch, 1853.
What is said above relates to the mode of preparing common sulphuric
acid; but there is another kind known on the continent of Europe by the
name of the fuming 1Sulphuric acid of }{ordhauscn, so called from its proper.
ties, and a. place in Saxony where it is la.rgely manufactured. This acid is
obtained by distilling dried su lphate of iron in large stoneware retorts, heated
to redness, and connected with receivers of g lass or stoneware. The acid
distils over, and sesquioxide of iron is left in the form of colcothar.
The process for making sulphuric acid by the combustion of sulphur with
nitre was first mentioned by Lemery, and afterwards put in practice by an
English physician of the name of Ward. As practised by him the com bus.
tion was conducted in very large glass vessels. About th e year Ii.JG, the
great improvement of leaden chambers was introduced by Dr. Iloebuck, an
eminent physician of Birmingham, where the first apparatus of this kind
was erected. In consequence of th is improvement, the acid immediately
foll to one.fourth of its former price.
Properties. Sulphuric acid, or as it is commonly called, oil o.f vitriol, is a
dense, colourless, inodorous liquid, of an oleaginous appearance, and possessing
strong corrosive qualities. Ou the living fib re, it acts as a powerful caustic.
In the liquid form, it al ways contains water, which is essential t? its existence
in tha~ form. When pure and as highly concentrated as possible, as mauu• Ozonizcd nir is nir containing SchOnbeio's ozone. Ozone is 11. peculiar form of
mnttcr, produced by electrical discharges in the uir, by the electrolysis of wo.ter, and
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facturcd in the leaden chambers, its sp. f!_r. is 1·845, a ftuidounce weighing a
small fraction over fourteen drachms . When of this specific gravity, it contains about 18 per cent. of water. Whenever its density exceeds this, the
presence of sulphate of lead, or of some other impu~ity is indicate~ .. Tb.e
commercial acid is seldom of foll strength. Accordmg to :Mr. Ph1lhps, it
has generall y a. sp. gr. of only 1·8-1-33, and contains 22 per cent. of .water.
The strong acid boil~ at 620°, and freezes at 15° below zero. When diluted,
it s boiling point is lowered. ·when of the sp. ~r. 1 ·78, it deposits crystals
of the bi hydrated acid at about 28°; and hence it is lrnzardou s for manufacturers to keep an acid of that strength in glass vessels in cold weather, as
they are liable to burst. With salifiu.ble bases, it forms a numerous class of
salts, called sulphates. It acts powerfully on organic bodies, whether Yegctable or animal, dcprivinp; thew of the elements of water, developing charcoal, and turning them black. A snwll piece of cork or woocl dropped into
the acid, will, on this priuciple, render it of a. dark colour. It absorlJs water
with a"idity, and is used as a. desiccating agent. It has been ascertained
by Professors W. B. and R. K Uogers to be capable of absorbing 9+ per
cent. of carbonic acid gas, an interesting fact having an important bearing
on analytic operations. When diluted with distilled water, it ought to
remain limpid, and, when heated sufficiently in a platinum spoon, the fixed
residue should not exceed one part in four hundred of the acid employed.
When present in srnall quantities in solution, it is detected un erringly by
chloride of barium, which causes a precipitate of sulphate of baryta. The
most usual impurities in it are the sulphates of potassa and lead, the former
derived from the residue of t he process, the latter from the leaden boilers
in whicb the acid is concentrated. Occasionally nitre is added to render
dark samples of acid colourless. This addition will give ri se to the impurity
of sulphate of pot.assa. 'l'hcse impurities often amount to three or four per
cent. The commercia l acid cannot be expected to be absolutely pure; but,
when properly manufactured, it ought not to contain more than one-fourth
of one per cent. of impurity. 1'he fixed impurities arc discoverable by
evaporatiug a. portion of the suspected acid, when they will remain. If
sulphate of lead be present, the acid will become turbid on dilution with an
equal bulk of water. 'fhis impurity is not detected by sulphurctted hydrogen, unless the sulphuric acid be saturated with an alkali. If only a scanty
muddiness arises, the acid is of good commercial quality.
Other impw·ities occur in the com mercial sulphu ric acid. Nitrous acid is
always present in more or less amount. It may be detected by gently pouring a solution of green vitriol over the com mercial acid in a tube; when the
solution, at the line of contact., will acquire a deep red colour, due to the
scsquioxidation of the iron by the nitrous acid. 'l'he commercial acid is not
to be rejected on account of the indications of this test, unless it shows tbe
presence of nitrous acid in unusual quantity. For the mode of removing this
impurity by means of sugar, see Acidum. Sulphu,ricurn Pu.runt. 'Vhcn sulphate of potassa is fraudulently introduc~d in.to the acid ~o increase its density,
it ID:l~ be dete~ted by saturatmg the acid with ~m~on1:i and heating to redness rn a crucible; when sulphate of ammoma will he expelled, and sulphate of potassa left behind. The dangerous impurity of arsenic is sometimes
present in sulphuri c acid. In consequence of the high price of Sicilian sulphur in the market some years ago, several of the J!~nglish manufacturers
employed iron pyrites for the purpose of furnishing the necessary sulphurous
acid in the manufacture of oil of vitriol. As the pyrites usually contained
arsenic, it lrnppencd that the sulphurous acid fumes w.erc accompanied by
th.is metal, and thus the sulphuric acid became contanunated. From 22 to
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this impurity, the acid, previnm:ily diluted with distilled water, must be
examined by Marsh's test. (Sec Acidmn Aneniosum.) According to Dupasquicr, tLe arsenic is present in sulphuric acid in the form of arstnic acid,
and is not fully precipitated by sulphurettcd hydrogen; but it may be completely separated by the sulpburct of potassium, of sodium, or of barium,
and preferably by the last. The same chemist statc1:1 that tin is sometimes
present in commercial sulphuric acid, derived from the solderings of the leaden
chambers. It may be discovered by su lphu retted hydrogen, which produces
a precipitate of sulp huret of tin, convertible by nitric acid into the white
insoluble deutoxidc of tin. If the precipitate should be the mixed sulphurets
of ar:::.enic and tin, the former is converted by nitric acid into arsenic acid and
dissolved, and the fatter into insoluble dcutoxide and left.
Al:i sulphuric ucid is often under th e st:i ndard strength, it becomes important
to know how much hydrated sulphuric acid of tbe standard specific grav ity,
and of dry acid, is contained in an acid of any given density. '.l'hc following
table, drawn up by Dr. Ure, gives this information.

Taite of the Q11antity of H!Jdrated Sulphm·ic Acid of Sp. Gr. l ·8.J.85, and
of Dry .ikirl, in 100 pccrts of .Dilute Ar.:id at Di.!Jereut Densities.

1·8485 100 181·;)4
1 ·8·H5 ~J!-J 80·72

1·8460
1·8·11HJ

1·8110
l·S.'HG
1·833/j
1·8:WO
1·823:l

1·817!)
1-8 11 :;
1·8043

l· il'ilJ2
1·7870
1·7774
1-i6n
1·7570

1:;~~g,
1·7245

1·7120,

J·G5:W
!·U415

98
9i

i9·90 l-U321
i9·09 ]·620·1
DG 78·28 1·6000
% ii·':Hi l·5!J75
9.1 ii.HD l·5soe
!l3 75·83 1·5760
92 75·02 l ·5t.i48
91 i4·20 1·5503
no 73.30 1·5soo
80 i2·57 1-;)280
88 71 ·i5 1·5170
87 70·(14 1·50GU
86 70·12 1·4\JGO
SJ
84

60·31
08 ·40

1·48ti0
i·47CO

81
80

66·05 1·4460
U.3·23 1·4300

i7
7G

HW30

I

61'15 1·3884
G0·34 1·3i88
5!:1·611 ·30\.ij'

.58·71

1·3612

~6 i~~:~~ !:~~~i

:i iff~i u~gi

66 53·82 1·3080
65 53·00 1·2'.)[19

(l4
63
62
61
GO
59

62·78 1·4073
Gl·07

l·3~t77

56
55
54
53
52
5l

50 40·77 HH.12
49 3tH)5 1'1700
48 39· 14 1·1020

H~H~ I LH~g
44 3H8 11·1330
43 35·0jj

1·1~40

:~ :~:~~ 1 :::~~g

40
39
38
37

3Hil
31·80
30·98
30· 17

,1·1019
11·0\J5S
1·0887
1·0809

52·18 1·2!113
5UH 1·2826
50·5[i J·2i40
,49·74 1·2054 1
!
4Hl2 1·257:!
·48·111·2-100 34 27-72 1·06J.t
33 2£i·'Jl 1·0544
32 2G·0!) 1·04i7
45·66 1·22001 3125·281 ·0405
44·85 1·21 84 30 24·4(j 1·0330
4·1·03 1·2108 2'J 23-El5 1·0:!68
43·22 1·20321 28 ~2·83 I ·0206
42·40 1·1!1!)6 27 22·01 1·0140
l41·58 j l ·187GI 26 21·20 1-0074

~~ ~~:~~ ~ :!~~g ~~ ~~:~~ ~:~;~~I

~ :~~~gl ~~ ~::~~ ~ ::~~g
1-()750

75
74
73
72

;~ ~~ :~~ 1:i~~~

2;) :!0·38
24 J!l·57
23 18 ·/;')
22 li·!l4
21 li-12
20 16·31
19 15·49
1814-68
17 J3·8G
]ti 13·05
15 1:!·23

14 11-41
13 IO·GO
12 9·78
11 8·!.!7
10 8 ·1 5
9 7·34

8

0·52

7
6
5
4
3

5·7J
4-89
4-08
3·26

2

1-63
0·1854

I

1-G~G

The only way to obtain pure sulphuric acid is by distillation. Owing to
the high boiling point of th is acid, the OJ?cration is rather precarious, in consequence of the danger of tbc fracture of the retort, from the sudden concussions to which the boiling acid gives rise. Dr. Ure recommends that a. retort
of the capacity of from two to four quarts be used in di;,tilling a pint of acid.
i
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This is connected, by means of a wide glass tube three or four feet long, with
a receiver surrounded with cold water. All the vessels must be perfectly
clean, and no luting is employed. The retort is then t~ be cautiously heated
by a small furnace of charcoal. It is useful to put into the. retort ~ f?w
sharp-pointed pieces of glass, or slips of platinum foil, with th~ v.1ew of d11nmishing the shocks produced by the acid vapour .. '.l'he d1st1~led product
ought not to be collected until a dense gn1y1sb-wh1te vapour 1.s ~encrat.cd,
the appearance of which is :i sign that the pure concc~tratcd aC1Cl is com1~g
over. If this rnpour should not immediately appear, it sho_w~ that the acid
subjected to distilla.tion is not of full strength; and the d1st1l~e~ pr?duct,
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which act by their asperities in breaking the shocks which the bo1hng vapour
would otherwise occasion. After a time the fragments get worn, and must
be changed. (Jonra. de Plwrm., Sept. 18+7.)
Tbe }~din burgh anU Dublin Colleges give forruulrc for purifying ~he. commercial acid. (See Adduni.. Sulplmricum Purmn.) The strong ac1U is not
convenient for medicinal use; m1d hence a formula for a diluted acid is given
in the Unit.eel States Phannacoproia, following the example of the British
Co1lcgcs. (See Acidmn Sulpll'luicmn Dihtt1rni...)
Composition. Tbe hyJrated acid of the s.p. gr. 1·8J5 consists of one cq.
of dry acid 40, and one eq. of water 9=4?; and the dry acid, of one eq. of
sulphur l 6, and three eqs. of oxygen 24-l,0. The ordinary commercial acid
(sp gr. 1·8433) consists, according'. to- i\I Phillips, of one eq. of dry acid,
and one and a quarter eqs. of water. Th hydrated acid of Nordhausen has
a density as high as 1·8£) or l ·D, and con ts of two cqs. of dry acid, and one
eq. of water. 'J'bis acid is particularly adapted to the purpose of dissolving
inJigo for dyeing the Saxon blue. When heated gently in a retort, con·
nected with a. dry and refrigerated receiver, dry or anhydrous sulphuric acid
distils over, and the common protohydrnted acid remains behind. The dry
acid may also be obtained by the action of dry phosphoric acid on concentrated
sulphuric acid according to the method of Ch. Barreswil. The mixture must
be made in a refrigerated retort, and afterwards distilled by a. gentle beat
into a refrigerated receiver. Anhydrous sulphuric acid under 64° is in the
form of small colourless crystals, resembling asbestos. It is tenacious, difficult to cut, and may be moulded in the fingers like wax, without acting on
them. Exposed to the air, it emits a thick opaque vapour of an acid smell.
Above 64° it is a liquid, very nearly of the density of 2.
Mcclical Properties. Sul_p~uric <icid is tonic, untiseptic, and refrigerant.
Internally it is always adm1111stercd in a dilute state. For its medical properties in this form, the reader is referred to the title, Aeidmn Sulplrnrif·um
.Dilutuni. Externally it is sometimes employed as a caustiu; but, from its
liquid form, it is very inconvenient for that purpose . It is employed also as
an ointment, mixed with lard, in the pr0portion of a drachm to an ounce,
in swellings of the knee·joiut and other affections. Charpie, corroded by it,
forms a good application to gangrene. When mixed with saffron to the con·
sistcnce of a ductile paste, Velpcau found this acid to form a convenient caustic, not liable to spread or to be absorbed, and giving rise to an cschar which
is promptly detached.
'lbxic:ological Properties. The symptoms of poisoning by tLis acid arc the
following :-Burning heat in the throat <ind stomach, extreme fetidness of
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uvula, palate, tonsils, and other parts of the fauces are covered with black or
white sloughs. 'l'be treatment consists in the administration of large quantities of magnesia, or, if th is be not at hand, of a solution of soap. The
sa.fety of the patient depends upon the greatest prom ptitude in the application of the antidotes. After the poison has been neutralized, mucih1ginous
and ?ther bland drinks must be taken in large quantities. After death, accord1ng to Dr. Geoghegan, the acid may be detected in the blood and parencbymatous viscera, especially in the liver. It is found, not as a sulp hate,
but combined severally with the colouring matter and tissues.
IJses in tlte Arts. Sulphuric acid is more used in the arts than any other
acid. It is employed to obtain many of the other acids; to extract soda from
common salt; to make alum and sulphate of iron, when these salts command
a. good price, and the acid is cheap; to dissolve indi go; to prepare skins for
tanning; to prepare phosphorus, chlorinated lime or bleaching salt, sulphate
of m:ignesia, &.e. 'l'he arts of bleaching and dyeing cause its principal con·
sumption.
Plwrm. Uses. Sulphuric acid is used as a chemical agent, in one or more
of the Pbarmacopooiafo! commentcJ on in this work, for preparing the following
offi cinals :-Acid um Gallicum i Aciclum HyJrocyanicum Dilutum; Acid um
Muriaticum Purum; Acid um ~itricum Purum i JEtbcr i Ammonia:: Hydro.
sulphuretum; Antimonii Potassio-Tartras; Aqua Ac:idi Carboni('i; Argen ti
Cyanurctum; Cblorinei Aqua; Collodium; Feni li'enocyanuretum; Feni
Oxidum Hydratum; Ferri Oxidum Nigrum; lfytlrarµ:yri Chloridum Corrosivum; Hydrargyri Chloridum l\Jitc; Liquor Sodro Uhlorinatre; Potassm
Bicarbonas; Qui nm Sulphas; Sodro Bicarbonas; Sodro Phosphas; Sodm Valcrianas; Spiritus JEtheris Nitrici; Strycb nia; Veratria.
O.tJ: Prep. Acid um Sulphuricum Aromaticum; Acid um Sulphuricum Dilutum; Acid um Sulpburicum Purum ; ]'crri Sulphas; l•'erri Sulplias Granulatum ; Hydrn1·gyri Sulplrns; IIydrarp-yri Sulphas Flavus; Oleum Mtbereum;
Pota.ss::e llisulphas; Potassre Sulphas ; Quin ire Sulphas; Spiritus Mthcrcus
Oleosus; Unguentum Sulphuris Compositum; Zinci Sulphas.
B.
A~IDUM

TARTARICUM. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Ta?'laric Acid.

Acidc t!lrtrique, Fr. ; Wcinsteinsliurc, Germ.; Acido t:u-tarico, Ital., Span .

'Tartaric acid is placed among the prepar:.itions by the Etliuburgh Coll ege ;
but stands more properly, in the London, Dublin, and United States Phar·
macopooias, in the l\la.teria i'lcdica list, as an article to be purchased from the
manufacturing chemist. It is extracted from torlflr, a peculiar substance
which concretes on the inside of wine-casks, being deposited th ere during the
fermentation of the wine. Tartar, when purified and reduced to powder, is
the cream of tartar of the shops, ancl is found to consist of two equivalents of
tartaric acid united to one of potassa. (See PotaS$W Bi"tartras.)
'Tartaric acid was first obtained, in a separate st:tte, by Scheele in 1770.
The process consists in saturating the excess of acid in the bitartrate of potassa.
or cream of tartar with carbonate of lime, and decomposing the resulting insoluble tartrute of lime by sulphuric acid, which precipitates in combination
with the lime, and liberates the tartaric acid. 'The equi,·alent quantities are
one cq. of bita.rtrate, and one of carbouate of lime. The _process, when thus
conducted, furnishes the second equivalent, or excess of amd only of the bitartratc. 'l'be other equivalent may be proc ured by decomposing the neutral
tartrate of potassa, remaining in the solution after the precipitation of the
tartrat c of liwe, by chloride of <:alciu m in excess. By <louble decomposition,
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chloride of potassium will be formed in solution, and a second porti?n o~ ta_rtrate of lime will precipitate, which may be decomposed by sulphuric acid rn
the same manner as the first portion. The process, when thus conducted,
will, of course, furnish twice as much tartaric acid, as when the excess of

acid only is saturated and set free.
Preparation on the Large Scale.

The process pu_r~ued on the large ~cale

The dccompos1t1ons are effoctcd rn a
wooden vessel, closed at the top, called a generator, of the ~apa~ity of ab~ut
2000 gallons, and furnished with an exit-pipe for ca:b~mc acid, and with
pipes, entering the sides of the generator, for the adm1ss1on of steam and. of
cold water respectively. Into the ,rcncrator, abot1:t one-fo~rtb filled with
water, ] 500 pounds of washed chalk (carbonate of lune) _are mtroduce~, and
the whole is heated by a jct of steam, and thoroughly mixed by au ag1~ator,
until a uniform mass is obtained. About two tons of tartar are now introduced by degrees, ancl thoroughly mixed. The carbonate of lime is decomposed, the carbonic acid escapes by the exit-pipe, and the lime unites wi_th
the excess of turtaric acid to form tartrate of lime, which precipitates; while
the neutral tartratc of potassa remains in solution. 'l'he next step is to decompose the tartrate of potassa, so as to convert its tartari? acid into tartrate
of lime. This is effected by the addition of sulphate of lnne in the state of
paste, which, by double decomposition, forms a fresh portion of tartrate of
lime, while sulphate of potassa remains iu solution. The solution of sulphate
of potassa, when clear, is drawn off into suitable reservoirs, and the remaining tartrate of lime is washed with several charges of cold water, the washings being preserved. The tartrate of lime, mixed with sufficient water, is
now decomposed by the requisite quantity of sulphuric acid, with the effect
of forming sulphate of lime, and liberating the tartaric acid, which remains
in solution. '!'be whole is now run off into a wooden back, lined with lea.d,
furnished with a perforated false bottom, and covered throughout with stout
twilled flannel. Through thi::i the soluti on of tartaric acid filters, and the
filtered liquor passes through a. pipe, leading from the bottom of the back to
su itable reservoi rs. 'l'he sulphate of lime is then washed until it is taste·
less, and the whole acid liquid is evaporated, in order to crystallize. The
evaporation is effected in wooden vessels, lin ed with lead, by means of steam
circulating in coils of lead-pipe, care b('ing taken tha.t the heat does not ex·
eeed 1G5°. The vacuum-pan is used with advantage in evaporating the acid
solution; as it furnishes the means of concentnttion at a. lower temperature.
When the acid liquor has attained the sp. gr. of about 1500°, it is drawn off
into sheet-lead, cyl~ndrical, crystaJlizin_g vessels, capable of holding 500
pounds of the solution. 'l'hesc crystallizers are placed in a. warm situation,
and, in t.hc course of three or four days, a crop of crystals is produced in
each 1 avernging 200 pounds. 'fhese crystals, being somewhat coloured, are
purified by redissolving them in hot water. 'l'he solution is then digested
with purified animal charcoal, filtered, again concentrated, and crystallized.
The crystals, having been washed and clrained, arc finally dried on wooden
tmys, lined with tLin sheet-lead, placed in a room heated by steam. The
mother liquors of the first crystallization are again concentrated, and the
crystals obtained, purified by animal charcoal as before. ·when the residu·
ary liquors_ are no longer ~rystallizable, they are satura ted with chalk, and
converted mto tartrate ?f lnne, to be added to the product of a new operation. ln order to obtam fine crystals of tartaric acid, it is necessary to use
a slight excess of sulphuric acid in decomposing the tartrate of lime. (Pharrn.
Journ. and 1'ra11s., Feb. 1851.) 1.'hc merit of the above process is the
greater economy of sulphate of lime O\er chloride of calcium for decomposing the neutral tartrate of potassa.
is different from tba.t above given.
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ProP_e1·t1~es. Tartaric acid is a white crystallized solid, in the form of irregular s1x-s1ded prisms. Sometimes two opposite sides of the prism become
very much enlarged, so as to cause the crystals to present the appearance of
tables. As found in the shops, it is in the form of a fine white powder,
prepared by pulverizing the crystals. It is unalterable in the air, and possesses a. strong acid taste, which becomes agreeable when the acid is suffi..
cicntly diluted with water. It is soluble in a little less than its wci,cd1t of
cold wa.ter, and in half its weight of boiling water. It is also soluble in
alcohol. A weak solution undergoes spontaneous decomposition by keeping,
becoming covered with a. mouldy pelliele. In the form of crystals, it always
contains combined water, from which it cannot be separated without the
substitution of a base. In uniting with bases, it has a remarkable tendency
to form double salts, several of which constitute important medicines. It
combines witli several of the vegetable organic alkalies, so as to form salts.
'V"hcn subjected to heat it gives rise to three peculiar acids, described in
systematic chemical works. It is distinguished from all other acids by
forming a crystalline precipitate, consisting of bitartrate of potassa, when
added to a neutral salt of that alkali. Its most usual impurity is sulphuric
acid, which may be detected by the solution affording, with acetate of lead,
a prceipita.te only partially soluble in nitric acid. lt sometimes contains a
minute quantity of lime. 'VhCn incinerated with red oxide of mercury, it
leans no residuum, or a mere trace.
Tartaric acid is incompatible with salifiable bases and their carbonates;
with salts of potassa, with which it produces a crystalline precipitate of
bitartrate; and with the salts of lime and lead, with which it also forms precipitates. It consists, when dr,y, of four eqs. of carbon 24, two of hydrogen
2, and fi,·c of oxygen 40=66; and, when crystallized, of one eq. of dry
acid 66, and one of water 0 = 7 5.
Racemic acid, otherwise called parntartaric or uvic acid, is isomeric with
tartaric acid. It exists, naturally, in small proportion, in the juice of grapes,
growing in particular localities, and was obtain~d art.ificially, in 1853, by 1\1.
Pasteur. By combination with certain organic alkalies, l\l. Pasteur has
resolved racemic acid into two acids which form distinct salts with the
alkali. The acids in these salts have the power of turning the plane of
polarization of polarized light in contrary directions, one to the right, the
other to the left, which has ca.used them to be distinguished as dextro- and
lrevo-tartaric acids. Ordinary tartaric acid is dextro-tartaric aci<l, which
may be converted into racemic acid, by exposing it, in the form of tartrate
of cinchonia, to a heat of 338° for several hours. At the same time, a por·
tion of tartiuic acid is fo rmed, which has no action on polarizcll light, and
which is, therefore, called inactive tartaric adrl. This acid, like racemic
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acid); lawo-tartaric acid; racemic acid, consisting ?f dextro- and .Imvo-tartaric
a.cids; and inactive tartaric acid. llaceruic acid differs from ordmary tartaric
acid in being much less soluble in water, and in its want of action on polarized
light. When crystalliz.ed it contains one eq .. more. of water _than tartaric
acid. 'fhe 1·acemates ddfer from the tartrates m their crystallme form, and
in their less solubility in water.
Jlfcdical Properties. 'fartaric acid, being cheaper than citric acid, forms,
when dissolved in water and sweetened, a good substitute for lemonade. It
is much used in medicine to form acid refrigerant drinks and effervescing
drauO"bt s. It is also employed in making soda p ou·ders, a. preparation which
is officinal in the Edinburgh and Dublin Pharmacopooias. Tartaric acid is a
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constituent in the gentle apcricnt called Seidlitz powders. These consist of
a. mixture of two drachms of tartrnte of potassa. and soda. (H.ochclle s~lt),
and two scruples of bicarbonate of soda, put up in a blue pa.per, an<l th1rtyfirn grains of tartaric acid contained in a. white one. The contents of the
blue paper arc dissolved in about half a. pint of water, to which those of the
white paper are added; and the whole is taken in a. state of effervcsc~n.ce .
In these powUers the tartaric acid is in excess, which renders the m~d1c1!1e
more pleasant, without interfering with its apcri ent quality .. Ta~taric acid,
chied by a. gentle hea.t, aud then mixed in due proportion with ~1carb~natc
of soda, forms a good effervescing powder, a teaspoonful of wh1ch,. stirred
in to a tumbler of water, forms the dose. '.l'he mixture must be kept Ill wellstopped vials. 'l'bc neutralizing power of tart...1rie aeiJ. is about the sa me as
tba.t of citric acid. Tartaric acid, in au over-dose, acts as a poison. After
dcatb, it may be detected in the blood and liver, from which it should be extracted by absolute alcohol, to avoid the error Clf mistaking the tartrates for it.
O.fj: P1·ep. PulYcres Elfen·esceute8; Troehisci Addi 'l'artarici.
H.

ACONITI FOLTA. U.S.
Aconite Leaves.
The leaves of Aconitum Napellus. U. S.
O.ff: S!Jn . ACONITI FOLIUM. Aconitum Napcllus. Fol ium recens et
cxsiccatum. Lond.; ACO.NI'l' Ul\I . Leaves of Aconitum Napellus. Ed.

ACONITI RADIX. U.S., Land.
Aconite R oot.
The root of Aconitum Napellus . U.S., Lond.
Ojj: Syn, . ACONITU~l. Aconitum Napellus. The root. Dub.
Aconit, Fr.; Eisenhut,
Span.

~JOnch sko.ppe,

Germ.; Aconito, Napcllo, Ital.; Aconito,

Sex. S!Jsl. Polyandria. Trigynia.. -.Not. Ord. Ranunculacere.
Gen. Ch. Oa(IJ:t none. Petals five, the highest arched. l!tlectaries two,
peduncled, recurved. Pods three or five. 1Vil/fl.
'l1he plants belonging to this genus are herbaceous, with divided leaves,
and violet or yellow flowers, diRpose<l in spikes, racemes, or pan iclcs. In
the French Codex three species are recognised as officinal, .A. Anthora, .A.
Canimm·um, and A. J(i.q~clhts . The U.S. and British Pharmacopooias unite
at present in acknowledging only A. Napellus. There has been much difference of opinion as to the plant. originally employed by St.Orck. Formerly
thought to be A. l\~1pellus, it was afterwards generally believed to be A.
ncom.ontanum of \Villdcnow, and by De Candolle was determined to be a
varietl of his A. panicufot111!i, designa ted a~ StOnl;~·anurn. But, according
to Oe1ger, A . neom.onlanum JS possessed of little acmnony; and Dr. Christison states t~at A. vanicu~atum, r:ised at EUinburgh from slldR sent by De
Candolle himself, was quite destitute of that property. Nei ther of these
therefore, could have been StOrck's plant, which is represented as extraordi~
narily acrid. It is, however, of little consequence which was used by StOrck ·
as many of the species possess similar virtues, and one is frequently sub~
stitutcd for another in the shops. ':L1hosc are probably the best which arc
most acrid . Among these certainly is .A. L!Jcoctonum. Dr. Christison
found .A. Napellas, A. Sini'11se, A. Tauricum,, A. uncinatwrn, alld .A. /erox
to have intcu::::c acrimony; and Geiger states that he has found none equal,
AcONITU!\J.
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in th~s rc~pcct, to A. Nnpellus. .A. 1mci11atum is the only species indigenous m this country. Most of the others arc natives of the Alpine regions
of J<:urope and Siberia. Those employed in medicine appear to be indiscriminately called by Enµlish writers u:olfabane or mon/,;s/wod.
.Aconilwn 1Yapellus. Linn. Flor. S11cc. ed. li65, p. 168.-A.. neubergense. De Candollc, Prodrom. i. G2.-A . t•ariabile nrnbergeuse. Hayne,
Darstel. witl BeschreiU. &c., xii. 14. This is a. perennial herbaceous plant,
with a turnip-shaped or fusiform root, ~eldom exceeding at top the thickness
of the finger, three or four inches or more in length, brownish externally,
whitish and fleshy within, and sending forth numerous long, thick, fleshy
fibres. 'Yhen the plant is in full growth, there arc usually two roots joined
together, of which the older is dark-brown and supports the stern, while the
younp;er is of a lip;ht yellowish-brown, and is des.tined to furnish the stem of
the following year Tb stem is erect, rounJ, smooth, leafy, usually simple,
and frnm two to six or even eight feet high. The leans are alternate, petiolate, <livided almost to the base, from two to four inche~ in diameter, deep
greeu upon their upper surface, light green beneath, somewhat rigid, and
more or less smooth an<l shining on both si<les. 'rLose on the lower part of
the stem have long footstalks and five or seven di\·isions; the uppe r, short
footstalks and three or five divisions. The divisions are wedge-form, with
two or three lobes, which extend nearly or quite to the middle. The lobes
are cleft or toothed, and the laciuim or teeth are linear or lincar-lanccolate
and poiutecl. The flowers are of a dark vio1et-blue colour, large and beautiful, and are borne at the summit of the stem upon a thick, simple, straigLt,
erect, spike-like raceme, beneath which, in the cultivated plant, several
Rmallcr racemes arise from the axils of the upper leaves. Though without
calyx, they have two small calycinal stipulcs, situated on the peJuncle with in
a few lines of the flower. The petals are five, the upper helmet-shaped and
beaked, nearly hemispherical, open or closed, the two lateral roundish and
internally hairy, the two lower oblong-oval. They enclose two pediccled
uectarics, of which the spur is capit<tte, and the lip bifid and rcvolutc. The
fruit consists of three, four, or five pod like capsules.
'l'he plant is abundant in the mountain forests of France, Switzerland, and
Germany. It is also cultivated in the gardens of Europe, and has \Jccn in troduced into this country as an ornamental flower. All parts of it are ac:rid
and poisonous. The leaves and root are used. 'l'he leaves should be collected when the ffowen; begin to appear, or shortly before. Aftel' the fruit
ha.s formed, they are less efficacious. The root is more active. It should
be gathered in the autumn after the leaves have faUcn, or in the spriug
before they appear. It is not perfect until after the second year's growth.
(Phann. Journ . and T1·ans., x. 171.) T!1e seeds u~so arc very acrid. .
p, opcrties. The fresh /t>,tves ha,·e a famt narcoue odour, most sens ible
when they are rubbed. 'fheir taste is ~t first bitterish and l~crb~ccous,
aftcrwar<ls burning and ucrid, with a feelrng of numbness and tmglmg on
the in:;ide of the lips, tongue, and fauces, which is very duruble, lasting
sometimes many hours. '\'hen long chewed, they infi~me the tongue. 'l'bc
di·ie<l leaves have a similar taste, but the acrid impression commences later.
'r hcir seusible properties and medicinal activity arc impaired by long keeping. '.They should be of :i green colour, and free from mustiness. The 1·oot,
thou(Th sweetish at first, has afterwards the same effect as the leaves upon
the ~wuth and fauees. It shrinks much in dryinj?, and becomes darker,
but docs not lose its acrimony. Those parcels, whether of leaves or roots,
should always be rejected, which arc destitute of this property. The analysis
of aconite, though attempted by several chemists, has not been satisfactorily
accomplished. Bucholz obtained from the fresh herb of A. neomontanum,
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resin, wax, gum, albumen, extractive, 1ignin, malatc and cit!·ate of lim~ ~nd
other saline matters, besides 83·3S per cent. of w~ter. During the h:u1~mg
of the herb, he experienced headache, vertigo, &c., though water d1st1lled
from it produced no poisonous effect. It has been rendered. probable ~y
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line, and capable of exerting a powerful narcotic influence. Fo: the. latter
the name of acom·lin or aconitia Las been proposed. Hesse obta~n ed 1t fr~m
the dried leaves by a procci::s similar to that employed in procurmg ~tropia..
(Sec Belladonna,.) The U.S. Pharmacopcei:t gives a process for its preparation. (See .Aconitia, in the second part of this work.) P~schicr discovered a peculiar acid in aconite, which he called aeon/tic add. Messrs.
T. and H. Smith, of Edinburgh, have ascertained the existe~ce of maonite
in the root. (Pharm. Journ. and 'l'rans., x. 124.) It cont::uns a]so a fatty
matter soluble in alcohol.
Afedical Pr0JJerties and Use.~ . Aconite was well known to the ancients as
a powerfu l poison, but was first employed as a medicine by Baron Storck, of
Vienna, whose experiments with it were published in the year 1762. In
moderate doses, it has been said to excite the circulation, and to increase the
pcn1piratQry and urinary discharges; but these effects are doubtful, and certainly not constant. According to Dr. Fleming, it is a. powerful sedative to
the nen•ous system, reducing also the force of the circulation . In moderate
doses, it produces warmth in the stomach and sometimes nausea, general
warmth of the body, numbness and tingling in the lips and fingers, muscular weakness, diminished force and fre<iucncy of the pulse, and djminisbed
frequency of respiration. From larger doses, all these effects arc experienced
in an increased degree. The stomach is more nauseated; the numbness and
tingling extend over the body; headache, vertigo, and dimness of vision
occur; the patient complains occasionally of severe neuralgic pains; the
pulse, respiration, and muscular strength a.re greatly reduced; and a State
of general prostration may be induced, from which the patient may not quite
recover in less than two or three days. The effects of remedial doses begin
to be felt in twenty or thirty minutes, arc at the height in an hour or two,
and continue with little abatement from three to five hours. Jn poisonous
doses, besides the characteristic tingling in the mouth and el sewhere, it
occasions burning heat of the rosophagus and stomach, thirst, violent nausea,
vomiting, purging, severe gastric and intestinal spasms, headache, dimness
of vision with contracted or expanded pupil, numbness or paralysis of the
limbs, diminished sensibility in gc~iera1, stiffness or spasm of the muscles,
great prostration of strength, pallid countenance, cold extremities, an extremely feeble pulse, and ~eath in a few hours, sometimes preceded by
delirium, stupor, or convulsions. All these effects are not experienced in
every case; but there is no one of them which has not been recorded as
having occurred in one or more instances. Dissection reveals inflammation
of the stomach and bowels, and engorgement of the brain and lungs. Life
may usually be s~ved by a tim~ly ?nd thorough evacuation of the stomach,
anrl the use of stimulant remedies mternally and externally; and it is wonderful how rapidly tl~e patient passes from a state of imminent danger to
perfect health. _l!ere1ra. stat~s that,. when dogs are OJ?~ncd immediately after
death from acomte, no pulsations of the heart are v1s1ble. Applied to the
skin, aconite occasions a feeling o~ heat and prickliug or tingling followed
by numbness, and, if' in contact with a wound, produces its peculiar constitutional effects. Applied to the eye, it causes contraction of the pupil. In
relation to its mode of action. it appPar8 to be locally irritant, and, at the
same time, entering the system, to operate powerfully on the brain, spinal
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heart feels also this paralyzing influence, and hence proceeds the great depression of the pulse under the full action of the medicine.
Aconite has been employed in rheumatism, neuralgia, gout, anginose and
catarrhal affections, scrofula, phthisis, metastatic abscess and other cases of
purulent infection, secondary syphilis, carcinoma, certain cutaneous diseases; ,
hooping-cough, amaurosis, paralysis, epilepsy, intermittent fever, clropsie87
ancl hypertrophy of the heart. It has long enjoyed, in Germany, a high.
reputation as a remedy in rheumatism i and has recently come into great
"Vogue elsewhere in the treatment of that disease, especially in its chronic
and neuralgic forms. By some practitioners it is considered as one of the
most effectual remedies in neuralgia., in which it is used both internally and
as a local application. Dr. Fleming considers it highly useful as an antipblogistic remedy, and especially applicable to cases of acti,·e cerebral congestion or inflammation; while it is contra-indicated in the headache of
anromia, and in all cases attended with a torpid or paralytic condition of the
muscular system. Cazenave has found it very useful in cutaneous eruptions
with excessive sensibility of the skin. It may be administered in powder,
extract, or tincture. ']'be dose of the powdered leaves is one or two grains,
of the extract from half a grain to a grain, of the tincture of the leaves
twenty or thirty drops, to be repeated twice or three times a-day, and gradually increased till the effects of the medicine are experienced. The preparation now most employed is probably the strong tincture of the root, a
process for which is given in the U. S. Pharmacopooia, under the name of
1'inctm·a Aconiti Radicis. Of this, from five to ten drops may be given
three times a-day, and gradually increased till its effects become obv ious.
It is very important to distinguish between the tincture of the leaves and the
strong tincture of the root just referred to.* Few patients will bear a,t first more
than ten minims of the latter. Aconite may be used externally in the form
of the saturated tincture of the root, of extract mixed with lard, of a plaster
or liniment made with the extract, or of aconitia. (See E.clractum, Acon-iti,
Extractum Aconiti Alcolwlicum, and Aconitia.) The tincture may be
applied by means of a soft piece of sponge fastened to the end of a stick.
Off Prep. of tlte Leaves. Extractum Aconiti; Extractum Acouiti Alco-holicum ; Tiuctura. Aconiti Foliorum.
OJl Prep. of tlte Root. Aconitia.; Tinctura Aconiti Radieis.
W.

ADEPS. U.S., Loncl.
Larel.
The prepared fat of Sus Scrofa, free from saline matt:r. lI. S ., Lond.
Off'. Syn. AXUNGIA. Fat of Sus Scrofa. Ed. ; iL'l:UXGIA. ADEPS
SUILLUS. 'l'hc fat of Sus Scrofa. Dub.
A:o::ongc, Grnisse, S:1indonx, Fr.; Schwclncschmalz, Germ.; Grasso di porco, Lardo,
Ital.; ).ln.ntecade puerco, Lardo, Span.

Lard is the prepared fat of the hog. The Dublin College gives a. process
fo r its preparation; but in this country jt is purchased by the druggists
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already prepared. The adipose matter of the omentum and mescntcry, and
that around the kidneys, arc usually employed; though the subcu_tancous .fat
is said to afford lard of a firmer consistence. In tbc crndc state it cont:uns
1
1 1
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fat, ha,,ing been deprived ftS far as possible by the hand of membranous
matter, is cut into pieces, washed with water till. the liquor c~ascs to be
coloured, and th en me1ted 1 usually with a small portion of water, Ill a c?pper
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and the absence of crepitation wh en a small portion of it is thrown i~to the
fire. Care should be taken that tbe heat is not too great; as otherwise the
lard might be partially decomposed, acquire a yellow colour, anc~ become
acrid. The process is completed by straining the liquid through hncu and
pouring it into suitable ve:isels, in which it concretes upon cooling.
Lard , as offered for sale, often contains common salt, which renders it u~fit
for pharma ceutic purposes. 'J'o free i t from this, it may be melted with
twi ce its weight of boiling water, the mixture well agitated and set aside to
cool, and the fat then separated. American lard is said to be adulterated,
ln England, with water, starch, and a small proportion of alum and quicklime, which render it whiter, but unfit it for medical use.
Properties. Lard is white, inodorous, with little taste, of a soft consistence
at ordinary temperatures, fusible at about 100° If., insoluble in water, partially soluble in alcohol, more so in ether and the volatile oils, dissolved and
decomposed by the strongei· acids, and converted into soap by reaction with the
alkalies. When melted, it readily unites with wax and resins. According
to Braconnot, it contains, in 100 parts, 62 of oze·in or the liquid principle of
oils, and 38 of slearin or the concrete principle. Dut M. Le Canu ascertained that the stearin of Braconnot consists of two distinct substances, dif.
fcring in fusibility and solubility. For the least fusible of these he retained
the name of stea riu, and to the other applied that of m.myarln, from its resemblance to the principle of the same name in ngctable oils. i\lost fats
and oi ls of animalorigiu are composed of these ingredients, upon the rclati,,e
proportion of which their consistence respectively depends. The liquici and
concrete principles may be obtained scp:1rnte by the action of boiling :i.lcohol,
whi ch, on cooling, deposits the latter, aud yieh]s the former upon evaporation.
Another method is to compress fat, or oil congealed by cold, between the
folds of bibulous paper. The olein is absorbed by th e paper, and may be
separated by compression under water; the stearin and margarin remain .
Oleio, stcarin, and margarin are now generally considered as componnds
respectively of oleic, stearic, and margaric acids with glycerin and waler.
Olein, originally denominated cta.-in, resembles oil in appearance, is colourless when pure, congc:::ds at :wo l?., bas little odour and a sweetish taste, is
insoluble in wat er, but soluble in boi ling alcohol, and consists of carbon,
hydrogen , and oxygen. Its present received formula. is one eCJ. of glycerin
C6H705 +two eqs. of oleic aci<l CssH7s08 +two cqs. of water II202= cl» u!:l70LS.
(Kane'~ Ghernistry.) Th e olein of lard has been introduced extensively ~nto
use for burning in lamps. Vast quantities of it arc prepared in Cincinnati,
Ohio, and much is exported. In France it is said to be largely used for
adulterating olive oil. (Pharm . J ourn. and 1'rans., x. 132.)
Steadn is white, concrete. of a crystalline appearance like spermaceti, pul·
verizable, fusible at about 1-13°, soluble in alcohol and boiling ether, in.<10Ju.
hie in cold ether and in water, and compose~, like the former principl e, of
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Its formula. is one eq. of glycerin C6 Il70 5
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+two eqs. of stcarie acid Cwell 13 ~0 10 +two eqs. of water 11!l0!l=C112TI 111 0 17 •
It may be separated from the concrete matter of lard by trcatiog: it with cold
ether so long as any thing is dissolved . The stearin is left behind, auc.1. the
ethereal solution yields mar~ario by c\·aporation.
'The rnm·garin of animal fats resembles stearin very closely, differing only
in its melting point, which is about ll8°,and in being soluble ill cold ether.
It is said to consist of one cq. of ,irlyeerin C11 1lp5 +two eqs. of margario
acid C~ll 116 0 6 +one eq. of water 110=C 7~R 74 0 1 !l. Dr. Heintz, of Berlin,
infers from his experiments that margaric acid is a mixture of stearic and
palmitic acids. lf this view is correct, margarin must be a mixture of
stearin and palmitin, the latter of which is the peculiar fatty principle of
palm oil. ( Olurn. Gaz., xi. 43.) Very good candles are now made out of the
concrete constituents of lard.
Exposed to tho ai r, lard absorbs oxygen and becomes rancid. It should,
therefore, be kept in well closed vessels, or procured fresh when wanted for
use. In the rancid state, it irritates the skin, and sometimes exercises an
injurious reaction on substances ruixccl with it. Thus, the ointment of
iodide of potassium, which is white when prepared with frei:;h lard, is said to
be more or less yellow when the lard employed is rancid. Rancidity in lard
and other .fats is prevented by digcstinf! them with bcnzoin or poplar buds.
Medical Proprrties aml Cscs. ]_Jard is emollient, and is occasionally employed by itself in frictions, or in connexion wirh poultices to preserve their
soft consistence; but its chief use is iu pharmacy as an ingredient of oint,..
'\V.
meats and cera.tes. It is fre<1ucutly ac.l.dcd to bxu.tive enema.ta.

ALCOIIOL. U.S.
Alcohol.
Rectified spirit of the specific gravity 0·835. U.S.
()_fl'.. Sil"· SPUUTUS HEUTl E'ICATUS. Lmu/., Ed, Duu.

S1,int of wine; Alcohol, Esprit <le ,-in, .Fr.; Hcchficirter Weingcist, Germ.; Alcoolc1
Acqua\'ite rcttificnta, Ital.; Alcohol, .Espiritu rcctificallo de vino, Span.

'l'he Pbarmacopooias have rccog:nised SC\'cral pharmaceutical strengths of
the liquid, which, in its anhydrous state, is named by the chemist alcohol or
aUsulute alcohol. 'l'he Dublin J>l.iannacopccia has admitted four strengths of
alcoholic liquid, the Edinburgh three, and the J.ondon and Uuitcd St:ttcs
}lharmacopooias only two. The followin~ table presents a view of the names
and strengths of the alcohol according to these different authorities; assuming
those spirits to be identical, the specific gravities of which approach to equality.
Ed.

U.S.
- -

Alcohol.
.\lcohol.
- - Sp. gr. 0·7!H-6. Sp. gr. 0·795.
Spiritua Fortior.

Second do.

}

- \l

Third do.

Lowest do.

}

l I

- -

- - Sp.g,.0·818.

Spiritus ncctifi- Spiritus Rcctifi- Spiritua Rcctifi-

SP~0g1r~ ·0·835. s~~t~:~ 0·838. s~~t~:: 0·838. s~~t~:: 0·840.

Alcobol Dilutum Rpi1·itus'fcnnior ISpiritusTenuior. SpirituaTenuior.
Sp. gr. 0·920.
tip. gr. 0·912.
} Sp.
gr. 0·935, .Sp. gr. O·U20.
I
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Dy the table it is perceived that the officinal "Alcohol" of . the United
States Pharmacopccia is a, rectified sp irit of the sp. gr. O·S35 ; whi1e the same
name is applied by the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges to a.bsol~t ~ alcohol.
It is certainly to be regretted that the same name is appli ed to spmt ?f suc.h
different strengths, as it leads to confusion. Our object, howevc~, Ill this
article, is to describe the Alcohol of the U nitcd States Phar macopcern, corresponding to the British Spiritus Rectfficatus. 'l'he Spfritus F01·tior of the
Dublin College, the AU:olwl of the Edinburgh and Dublin Coll~gcs, and tbe
Alcohol nilutmn will be considered in their appropriate place m the second
part of th is work. (See Preparations of .Alcohol.)
Alcohol, in the chemical sense, is a peculiar liquid, generated fo r the most
part in vegetable juices and infusions by a ferrnentation, ca lled the vinous
or alcoholic. The liquids which have undergone it are ca ll ed vinous liquors,
and are of various kinds. 1'hus, the fermented juice of the grape is called
wine; of the apple, cider; and the fermented infusion of malt, beer.
'With regard to the nature of the liquids susceptible of th e vinous fermentation, however various they may be in other respects, oue general character prevails; that, namely, of containing sugar in some form or ot her. It
is found, further, that, after they have undergone the vinous fermentation,
the sugar they contained has either wholly or in part disappeared, and that
the only new products are alcohol, which rema ins in the liquid, and carbonic
acid, which escapes during the process; and these, when taken together, are
found to be equal in weight to the sugar lost. It is hence inferred that
sugar is the subject-matter of the chan ges that occu r during the vinous fermcntation1 and that it is resoh·ed into alcohol and carbonic acid. Additional
facts in support of this view will be adduced under th e head of the composition of absolute alcohol. (See Alcohol, Ed., Dub., under the head of P1·eparations of Alcohol, in the second part of this work.)
Sugar, however1 will not undergo the vinous fermentation by itself; but
requires to be dissolved in water, subjected to the influence of a ferment, and
kept at a certai n temperature. Accordingly, sugar, water, the presence of a
ferme nt, and the maintenance of an adequate temperature, may be deemed
the prc-reriuisites of the vinous fermentation. The water acts by giving
fluidity, and the ferment and temperature operate by commencing and maintaiuiug the chemical chauges. 'l'hc precise manner in which the fe rm ent
operates in commencing the reaction is not knowu; but the fcrrnentatii;e
change seems to be intimately connected with the multiplication of a microscopic vegetable, in the form of diaphanous globules, contained in the fe rment, and called tonda cerevisfrc. 'l'he fer ment is generall y considered to
contain a peculiar uitrogenous prin ciple, having a close analogy to albumen
and C<"i$Cin, although it has not as yet been isolated. r.rhe proper temperature for conducting the vi nous fe rmentation ranges fr om G0° to 90°.
Certain vegetable infusions, as those of potatoes and rice, thourrh consisti ~g al most cntir~ly of starch, arc, ~everthelc~, capable of unde~going the
vmous fcrmen tat10n, and form seemmg exceptions to the rule, that sugar is
the only substance susceptible of this fermentation. The apparent exception
is explained by the circumstrmcc, that starch is susceptible of a spontaneous
change which coll'\"erts it into sugar. How this change takes place is not
well known, but it is designated by some authors as the saccharine fermentation. Thus1 Kirchoff proved tha.t, if a mixture of gluten from flour
and starch from potatoes be put into hot water, the starch \vill be converted
into sugar. When, therefore, starch is apparently converted into alcohol by
fermentation, it is supposed that, during the change1 it passes through the
intermediate state of sugar.
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. Alco~o1, bei.ng tbe product of the vinous fermentation, necessarily exists
m all vmous liquors, and may be obtained from them by distillation. Formerly it was supposed that these liquors did not contain alcohol, but were
merely capable of furni shing it, in consequence of a new arrangement of
their ultimate constituents, the result of the heat applied. Brande, however, di sproved this idea, by showin g that alcohol may be obtain ed from all
vinous liquors with out the application of heat, and, therefore, must pre-exist
in them. Ilis method of separatin g it consists in precipitating the acid and
colouring matter from each vinous liquor by subacetn te of lead, and rem oving the water by carbonate of potassa. Gay-Lussilc and Donovan have proved
the sa me fact. According to the former, litharge, in fine powder, is th e best
agcut for prcripitating the colouring matter.
In vinous liquors, the alcohol is diluted with abundance of water, and
associated with colouring matter, volat.ile oi l, extractin, and V'arious acids
and salts. In purifying it, we take adYantagc of its Yolati lity, which enables
us to separate it by distillatiou, combined with some of the principles of the
vinous liquor employed, and more or less water. The distilled produ ct of
Yinous liqu ors form s the different arden t spirits of commerce. 'When obtained from wine, it is called brandy; from fermented molasses, rum; fr om
cider, malted barley, or rye, whisky; from malted barley and rye-meal with
hops, an d rectified from juniper berries, H olland gi n; from ma lted barley,
rye, or potatoes, and rectified from turpentine, common gin; and from fermented ri ce, arrack. Th ese spirits are of different strengths, that is, contain
different proportions of alcohol, and have vari ous peculiarities by which they
arc di stinguished by the taste. 'l'bcir strength is accurately judged of by
t he specific gravity, wh ich is alwa.ys less in proporti on as th eir concentrati on
is greater. When they have th e sp. gr. 0·920 (0·9 1984, Dn"nkwater), they
are designated in commerce by the term proof spirit. If lighter than thjs,
they are said to be above proof; if heavier, below proof; and the per cent.
age of water, or of spirit of 0·825, necessary to be added to any sample of
spiri t to bring it to the standard of proof spirit, in dicates the number of
degrees the given sampl e is above or below proof. ':l.1!rns, if 100 volumes of
a spi rit require 10 volumes of water to reduce it to proof spirit, it is sa id to
be "10 over proof." On the other hand, if 100 volumes of a. spirit req uire
10 volumes of a spirit of 0·825 to raise it to proof, the sample is sai d to be
11
10 under proof."
l.)roof spirit is still very far from being pure; being a dilute alcohol, containing about half its weight of water, toge ther with a peculiar oil and other
foreign matters. It may be further purified and strengthen ed by redi stilhti on, or nctification as it is called. Whisky is the spirit usually employed for
this purpose; and from every hundred gallons, between fifty-seven and fiftyeigbt may be obtained, of th e average strength of rectified spirit (sp. gr.
0·835), corresponding to th e Alcohol of the U. S. Pharruacopooia, and the
Spiritus R cctificatus of the British Colleges. When this is once more cautiously distilled, it will be further purified from water, and the sp. gr. attained
will he about 0·825, which is the lightest spirit that can be obtained by
ord inary distillation, and is the pure spirit of the British system of excise.
It still, however, contains ele'f"en per cent. of water. In the mean while,
the spirit, by these repeated distilla.tions, becomes more and more freed from
the contaminating oil, called grain oil or fusel oil. (See Alcohol Amylicmn.)
Properties. Al cohol, using thi s term in a. generic sense, is a colourless,
transparent, volatile liquid, of a penetrating, agreeable odour, and burning
taste. It should be wholly free fr om foreign odour, which, when present, is
probably owing to grain or fuscl oil. When free from water, it is called
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anhydrous or absolute alcol1ol. (See Alcoltol, Ed., Dub., in the second part
of this work.) It is inflammable, and burns without smoke or residue, the
products being water and carbon ic acid. Its flame is of a bluish colour when
strong; but yellowish when weak. It combines in all proporti?ns with
wa.ter and ether; and, when diluted with distilled water, preserves its transparency. Its density vari es witli the proport ion of w:1tcr it contai ns. 'Yhcn
of the sp. gr. 0·820, its boiling point is at 17 6°. Its value depend~ upon
the quantity of absolute alcohol contained in it; and, as this is greater Ill proportion as the sp. gr. is less, it is fo und convenient to take the density of
a sample in estimating its strength. This is done by instruments with bulbs
and long stems, called hydrometers, which, by being allowed to float in the
spiri t, sink deeper in to it in proportion as it is lighter. Any given hydrometer st rength correspond s to some particular specific graYity; and, by referring to tables constructed for the purpose, the per ceutagc of absolute alcohol
indicated in each case is at once shown. The followi ng table, constructed by
Lowitz and improved by Thomson, is of this kind. We have placed in
notes, referring to their respectiYc specific gravities in the table, the names of
the different officinal spirits, whereby the per centage of absolute alcohol is
indicated which they severally contai n.
Table of the Specific Gravity of dffl"erent Jlli."Clures by TTC(ght of .Absolute
Alcolwl and .Distilled Hltter, at the Temperatw·e o/60°.
100 Parls.
Ale.

Sp. Ch.
at60°.

Wat.

100Pur/s.
Ale.

llal.

Sp.G,.1 lOOParts. Sp. Gr.
at60°.
at60°.
Ale. Wat.
I

100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91
90
89
88
87
86
85
84
83
82
81
80

rn

78

77

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

·796*
798
·801
·804
·807
·809
·812
·815
817t
820
·822
·82.3!
·827
·830
·8'32
·835!

:~:~~
·843
·846
·848
·851
·853
·8J5

76
75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
07
66
65
64
63
(i2

61
60
59
58
57
56

55
54
53

24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
3.j
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47

·857
·860
863 I
·805 !
·8G7
·870
·871
·874
·875
·879
·880
·883
·886
·889
·891
·898
·8!)6
·898
·900
·903
·904
·906
·908
·910

-52- -4851
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32

31
30
29

49
50
51
52
53
54
5,)

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
(ii)

66
07
68
69
70
71

·912**
·915
·917

~~~tt
·024
926
·tl28
930
·9'33
·935jt
·937
·939
·9'1
·943
·945
·947
·949
·951
·\):)3

·055
957
·958
·960

IlOOPa'"·.
Ale.

Wat

28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

Sp.Gr.
atG0°.
·962
·963
·965
·967
·968
·970
·972
·973

·974
975
·Oii
·078
·Qi9
·981
·IJ82
·984
·986
·987
·988
·989
·990

.OUl
·992

Alcohol is capable of dissolving a great number of substances· as for
example, sulphur and ph osphorus in small quantity, iodine and ;mm~nia.
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freely, and potassa, soda, and lithia iu the caustic state, but not as carbonates.
0
1
1
1

~~a~ t~n~1 i~a~~i~,s~!~~~-: ~::~~~ti:, ~as~l;~~:, ~~s~~:, ~~~~~s~~go~~~~l: ~i I~~l!~sJ

soap. It dissolves the fixed oils sparingly, except castor oil, which is abund.
antly soluble. It acts on most acids, forming ethers with some, and effecting
the solution of others. All deliquescent salts are soluble in alcohol, except
carbonate of potassa; while the efflorescent salts, and those either insoluble
or spari ngly soluble in water, are rnost.ly insoluble iu it. It dissolves muriate
of ammonia, and most of t he chlorides that arc readily soluble in water; also
some nitrates, but none of the metallic sulp hates.
Officinal alcohol, though of standard strength, may sti ll be impregnated
w.ith an essential oi l, called grain or /ascl oil. 'l111is is usually removed by
digesting the alcohol with charcoal, especially auiuml charcoal. It may be
deLected by adding a little of the solut.ion of nitrate of silver to the alcohol,
and then exposing it to a bri~ht light. If the oil be present, it will be con·
verted into a black powder by the action of the oxide of si lver upon it.
ficinnl alcohol will not withstand this test; as the best contai ns a little of th e
foreign oi l. '.l'he Bdinburgh Coll ege tests its rectified spirit, corresponding
to the U. S. alcohol, in the followin.c; w:ty. Four fiuiclounces (Imp. meas.),
treated with twenty-five minims of a solution of one part of nitrate of silver
in forty of dist.illed water, exposed to a bright lig ht for twenty.four hours,
and then freed from the black powder which forms by being passed through
a filter, purified by weak nitric acid, undergo uo farther change when again
exposed to light with more of the test. Here a limited degree of contamina.
tioa by fuse! oil is allowed .
.Medical Properties, &c. Alcohol is a very powerful diffusible stimulant.
It is the intoxicating ingredient in all spirituous and vinous liquors, including
under the latter term, porter, ale, and cider, and every li<1uid in short which
has undergone the vinous fermentation. In a diluted state, and taken in
sm:)ll quantity, it excites the system, renders the pulse full, communicates
additional energy to the muscles, and gives temporary exaltation to the mental
faculties. In some states of acute disease, characterized by excessive debility, it
is a valuable rem edy. In ch ronic diseases, physicians should be cautious in pre.
scribing alcoholic remedies, whether alone or in the form of tinctures, for fear
of begetting intemperate habits in their patients. Externally,alcohol is some.
times applied to produce cold by evaporati on; but, when its evaporation is repressed, it acts as a stimul!mt. A mixture of equal parts of rectified spirit

or.

1

0

1

::~x:::i~ti~~sef~o~s ;~:~~~r:,~n~ ~c~h:~:lt~s~~g~~ o~~:r~·i~1~ f~ ~~~:1~~~~~j'~fs~
eases. It is to be applied frequently by a fine brush or feather, and renewed
as it dries, un til an albuminous coating is formed over the excoriated surface.
As an article of daily use, alcoholic liquors produce the most deplorable
consequences. Besides the moral degradation which they cause, their habitual U!-;e gives rise to dyspepsia, hypochondriasis, visceral obstructions, dropsy,
.
.
.
paralysis, and not unfrequently mania. .
In the arts alcohol is used to form drymg varmshes, and m chem1st.ry, as
an important analytic agent. Being a powerful antiseptic, it is very useful
in preserving anatomical preparations:
.
.
.
Eff"ects as a Poison. When taken rn large quantity, alcohol, m the vanous
forms of ardent spirit, produces a. true apoplectic state, and occasionally
speedy death. The face become5 livid or pale, the respiration stertorous,
and the mouth frothy; and sense aucl feeling arc more or less completely
lost. \\'here the danger is imminent, an emetic 1~ay bcaJministered, or the
stomach pump used. The affusiou of cold water 1s often very useful. An
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enema of two tablespoonfuls of common i::alt in a. pint of warm water is said
t o di ssipate rapidly the more serious symptoms of intoxication. A s :t couutcrpoison, acetate of ammonia bas been found to act wi th ad\•!l.ntagc . After
death, abund:mt evidence is furnished of the absorption of the alcohol. By
Dr. Percy it was detected by chemical analysis in the brain, and by others
in the ventricles. Dr. 'V right has detected it in the urine, after tLe use of
whisky. l\Ir. R. D. 'l'homi'ion has propoRcd the following test fo r minute
quantities of alcohol. Distil one-thi rd of the suspected liquid, an d to the
distillate add a crystal or two of chrom ic acid, and stir. If the sma ll est
quantity of alcohol be present, green oxide of chrom ium 1 and aldchyd perceptible to the smell, will be developed. In stead of chromic acid, a few
grains of powdered bichromate of potassa, acted on by a few drops of su lphuric ncidi may be used.
"Ill
Pharmaceutic [.,..ses. Alcohol is very extensively employed as a. pharmaceutic agent. Either in its rectified sta.te or diluted wi th water, it is used in
the preparation of collod ion, etherea l oil , morphia, so me o_f the sy rups, and
all the tin ctures, spiri ts, ethe rs, and resinous extracts. It is added to the
vinegars, some of t he medic:ttcd waters, and one or more of the decoctions
and infusions, to assist in thei r preservation, and serves as a vehicle or diluent
of certain acti\"e medicines, as in Spiritu.~ ..Anwwnim, Spiritus Ammonia!
A romaticus, and Acidum S1dphuricuni A1·omati"cmn. It is also em ployed for
vari ous ineidcnta.l purposes conn ected with its so lvent power.
Ojf. Prep. Alcohol, Ed.; Alcohol Dilutum; Spiritus Fortior; Spiritus
Tenuior.
Il.

ALETRIS. U.S., Scconclal'!J.
Star G,.a,ss.
The root of Aletris forinosa. U. S.
ALETUlS. Sex. S9sl. Ifoxand ria l\Ionogynia. - l{at. Ord. Liliaccre.
Gen. Ch. Corolla tubu lar,six-cl eft, wrinkled, persistent. Stamens inserted
into tile base of the segments. Style triangular, separable into tliree. Capsule opening at the top, three-celled, many seeded. B(qclow.
Aletris farinosa. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii . 183; Bigelow, Am. A.fed. Bot.
iii. 92. This is an indigenous peren nial plant, the leaves of wliich spring im mediately fr om t he root, and 8pread on the ground in the form of a star.
llence have origi nate~ t?e. popular ~a~es of star grass, blazing star, aud
mealy starzcort, by which 1t 1s known m different parts of the country. Th e
le~ves are sessil e, lance~late, entire, point_ed, very s moot~, longitudinally
vemed, and ?f uneq ual size, the larges: bemg a.bout four mches in length.
From th~ midst of them a flO\:er stem ~1ses, one or two feet in height, nearly
naked, with remote scales, which sometun cs become leaves. It terminates in
a slender se~ttered spike, the flowers of, which st~nd on ~ery short pedicels,

~~~u~:r:eo~~~~~ d~:~~~~ ~~ t~~ee b:~~;m~h;n~~l~fx1ss~vr~~~~~ s;~~~c~ot1~~l~~

i:

white colour, and, when old , of a mealy or rugose appearance on the outside.
The plant is found in almost all parts of the United States, growing in fields
and abou t tlie borders of woods, and flowering in June and Jul y.
PropertiPs. .The root, which is the_ of?cinal J?Ortion, is small , crooked,
branched, blacki sh t!xternally, brown w1 t hrn , and rntensely bitter. The bittcn~css is extracted by alcohol, and the tincture becomes turbid upon the
<1-dd1tion of water. The decoction is moderately bitter; but m uch less so
than the tiueture. It affords no precipitate with the salts of iroo. (Biyeluw .)
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Medical Properties. In smnll doses the root appears to be simply tonic:
and may be employed advantageously for similar purposes with other bitters
of the same class. WLen freely gi,·cn it is apt to occasion nausea. In
very large doses, it is said to be cn.thartie and emetic, and to produce some
nrircotic effect. It has been employed, with asserted benefit, in colic, dropsy,
and chronic rheumatism. The powder may be administered as a tonic in
W.
the dose of ten grains.

ALLIUM. U.S., Ed.
Gai·lic.
Tho bulb of Allium sativum. U.S., EJ.
Ail, Fr.; Knob\:l.uch, Germ.; Aglio, Ital.; Ajo, Span.
ALLIUi\L
S"x. S'yst. Hexandria Mouogynia.-.Nat. Ord. Liliacere.
Gen. Ch. Corolla siir-parted, spreading. Spathe many-flowered. l)mbel
crowded. Capsule superior. Willd.
This is a very ex.tensive genus, including more than sixty Fipecies, most of
wliicb are European. Of the nine or ten ind igenous in this country, none are
officinal. Dr. Griffith states that the hulb of A. Canarleni;e has been substituted for the cultivated garlic, and found equally efficient. (.Alcd. Bot., p. 653.)
Of tLe European species several have been used from a very early period, both
as food and medicine. A . sativum, or garlic, is the only one at present officinal; and to this we shall confine our observations in the present place, simply
stating that few genera present a greater resemblance in sensible and medica l
properties, among the various species that compose them, than the present.
l•'or an account of A. Oepa, or onion, and A. Pon·um, or leek, which lia\'e
recently been disclrnrgcd from the British Pharmacopooias, see the Appendix .
.A/limn sativmn. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. GS; Woodv . .Med. Bot. p. 749, t.
256. '.l'bis is a perennia l plant, and like all its congeners, bulbous. The
bulbs arc numerous, and enclosed in a common membranous covering, from
the base of which the fibres that constitute the proper root descend. Tbe
stem is simple, and rises about two feet. The leaves are long, fl at, and
grass-like, and sheath the lower half of the stem. At the termination of
the stem is a cluster of flowers and bulbs mingled together, and enclosed in
a pointed spathe, which opens on one side and withers. 'l'he flowers are
small and white, and make their :ippearance in July. This species of garlic
grows wi ld in Sicily, lt:dy, and the south of France; and is cultivated in all
civ ilized countries.
The part employed, as well for culimi ry purposes as in medicine, is the
bulb. The bulbs arc dug up with a portion of the stem attacLed, and, having
been dried in the sun, arc tied together in bunches, and thus brouglit to
market. They are sai.d to lose by drying nine parts of their weight ~ut of
fifteen, with little dimrnution of their sensible properties. 'fhis species of
Alli um is commonly called English garlic, to distinguish it from those which
grow wild in our fields nod meadows.
Properties. Garlic, as found in the shops, is of a shape somewhat spheri-

~a~o~~~~~~dt~~ ~~~n~ 0s~~:~f ~:ct~,~~ ~~;;~isp~of:~~s~ at I~hfs ~~~e~~j ;·i~~r~
white, dry, membranous envelope, consisting of scveraldclic:i-tc laminre, within
which the small bulbs are arranged around the stem, havmg each a distinct
coat. These small bnlbs, which in common language are called dove.~ of
rrarlic, are usually five or six in number, of an oblong shape, somewhat
~urrcd, ;nd in their interior are whitish, moist, and fleshy. They have a
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disagreeable pungent odour, so peculiar as t.o h:i.vc rccei'>'ed the name of
alliaceous. 1-'hcir taste is bitter and acrid. The peculiar smell unJ taste,
though strongest in the bulb, arc found to n. greater or Jes~ extent in a.II parts
of the plant. They depend on an essential oll, wLich is very_ volat1.lc, and
may be obtained by distillation, passing over with the first porhons~f water.
As first obtained, the oil is of a dark brownish-yellow colour, hcav1.c: than
water, and decomposed at its boiling tcmpcra.turc. It may be purified by
repeated distillation in a salt-water bath, and is then lighter than water, of
a pale yellow colour, and not decomposed by boiling. According to ''.rcrthei.m,
it consists of a peculiar organic radical called allyle (C6ll5), combmcd with
one equinlcnt of sulphur. 11'rom one hundred weight of garlic 'Vertheim
obtained from three to four ounces of the iinpurc oil, and about two-thirds
as much of the rectified. (Chem. Gaz., iii. 177.) 'l'he impure oil has an
exceedingly pungent odour, and strong acrid taste; and, when applied to
the skin, produces much irritation, ancl sometimes even blisters. ]3esidcs
this oil, fresh garlic, according to Cadet-Gassicourt, contains, in 1406 parts,
520 of mucilage, 37 of albumen, 48 of fibrous matter, and 801 of water.
l3ouillon-Lagrangc mentions, among its constituents, sulphur, a saccharine
watter, and a small quantity of fccula. The fresh bulbs yield upon pressure
nearly a. fourth part of juice, which is highly viscid, and so tenacious as to
require dilution with water before it can be easily filtered. When dried, it
sen·cs as a lute for porcelain. It has the medical properties of the bulbs.
Water, alcohol, and vinegar extract the virtues of garlic. Boiling, however,
if continued for some time, renders it inert.
Medical Properties and [/ses. The use of garlic, as a. medicine and cond iment, ascends to the highest antiquity. When it is taken internally, the oil
is 8pcedily absorbed, and 1 pervading the system, becomes sensible in the breath
and ,·arious secretions. }~ven externally applied, as for example to the soles of
the feet, it imparts its peculiar odour to the breath, urine, and perspiration,
and, according to some writers, may be tasted in the mouth. Jts effects
upon the system are those of a general stimulant. It quickens the circulation, excites the nervous system, promotes expectoration in debility of the
lungs, produces diaphorcsis or diuresis according as the patient is kept warm
or cool, and acts upon the stomach as a tonic and carminative. It is said
also to be emmcnagoguc. Applied to the skin, it is irritant and rubefacient,
and morCO\'er exercises, to a. greater or less extent, its peculiar influence upon
the syhtcm 1 in consequence of its absorption. Moderately employed, it is
beneficial in enfeebled digestion and flatulence; and is habitually used as a.
condiment by many who have no objection to an offcnsi,·e breath. It has
been gi\'en with advantage in chronic catarrh, hurnoral asthma, and other
pectoral affections in which the symptoms of inflammation ha\'e been subdued, ?nd a feeble cond~tion of the v.es.<;cls rcm~ins .. w? use it habitually,
and WJth great benefit, rn such affections occurring m ch ildren, as well as in
the nervous and spasmodic coughs to wh ich patients of this class are peculiarly liable. Some have recommended it iu old atonic dropsies and calculous
disorders; and it has been employed in the treatment of intcrmittents. It
is thought also to be an excellent anthclmintic, especially in cases of ascaridcs, in w.hich it is given both by the. ~out~ and the rectum. The juice is
s:1id sometimes to ch?Ck n~rrnus vom1tmg, m the dose ?f. a few drops. If
taken too largely, or m excited l'tates of tbe system, garlic is apt to occasion
galilric irritation, flatulence, hemorrhoids, hcndache, and fever. As a medicine, it is at present more used externally than inwardly. Ilruised and
npplied to the feet, it acts very beneficially, as a revulsi,·e, in disorders of
tlie head; and is especially useful in the febrile complaints of children, by
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quieting restlessness and producing sleep. In the same state, it is used to
resolve indolent tumours. Its juice mixed with oil, or the garlic itself
bruised and steeped in spirits, is frequently used as a. liniment in infantil~
convulsions, and other cases of spasmodic or nervous disorder among children.
The same application has been made in cases of cutaneous eruption. A
clove of garlil', or a. few drops of the juice, introduced into the ear, are said
to prove efficacious in atouic deafness; and the bulb, bruised and applied in
the shape of a. poultice above the pubes, has sometimes restored action to
the bladder, in cases of retention of urine, from debility of that organ.
In the same shape, it has been recommended as a resolvent in indolent
tumours.
Garlic may be taken in the fo rm of pill; or the clove may be swallowed
either whole, or cut iuto pieces of a. convenient size. Its juice is also frequently administered mixed with sugar. The infusion in milk was at one
time highly recommended, and the syrup is officinal. 'fhe dose in substance
is from half a <lracbm to a <lracbm, or even two draehms, of the fresh bulb.
That of the juice is ha.If a. fluidrachm .
O.ff'.Prep. Syrupus Allii.
W.

ALOE. U.S.
Aloes.
The inspissa.tcd juice of the leaves of Aloe spieata, Aloe Socotrina, and
other species of Aloe. fJ.8.
Ojj: Syn. AI.. OE BARBADENSIS. Aloe vulgaris. Fdii resccti succus
spissatus. ALOE IlEPA'l'lCA. Aloes species incerta. Polii succus spissatus. ALOE SOCOTlUNA. Aloes species incerta. Polii resecti succus
aiire induratus. Lond. ; ALOE BARB AD ENS TS. ALOE INDICA.
ALOE SOCO'l'ORINA. From undetermined species of Aloe. Ed. j ALOE
Hl£PATICA. Extract or -inspissa.teclJuice, from the leaves of one or more
undetermined species of Aloe. Dub.
Sue d'nloCs, .Fr.; Aloe, Gen11., Ital.; AloC, Span.; Musebbcr, Arab.

Most of the species belonging to the genus Aloe are said to yield a. hitter
juice, which has all the properties of the officinal aloes. It is impossible,
from the various and sometimes conflicting accounts of writers, to determine
exactly from which of the species the drug is in all instances actually derived.
Aloe .~picata, however, is generally acknowledged to be an abundant source of
it; and .A. vulgaris an4 A. Socotrina are usually ranked among the medicinal
species. In Lindley's li'lora :Mcdica, A. purpurascens, A. arborescens, A. Comnielyni and A. mull1forrnis, all natives of the Cape of Good Hope, are enumerated a's yield ing aloes; and others a.re, without doubt, occasionally resorted
to. \Ve shall confine ourselves to a. description of the three following species,
which probably yield most of the aloes of .commerce.
..
ALm~. Sex. S.vst. llexandria. Monogynia..-Nat. Ord. L1hacem.
Ctn. Ch. Corolla erect, mouth spreading, bottom nectariferous. Filaments
inserted into the receptacle. Willd .
.Aloe spicala. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 185. This species of aloe was first
described by Thunberg. The stem is round, three or four feet high, about
four iuchcs in diameter, and leafy at the summit. The leaves are spreading,
sub,·erticillate, about two feet long, broad at the base, gradually narrowing to
the point, channeled or grooved upon their upper surface, and with remote
teeth upon their edges. The flowers a.re bell-sbape.d, and spread horizontally
in very close spikes. They contain a large quaut1ty of purple honey juice.
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Beneath each flower is a broad, O\"ate, acute bracte, of a white colour, with
three green streaks, and nearly ns long as the corolla. or the six petals, the
three inner are ovate, obtuse, white, wit Li three green lines, and broader than
the outer, which otherwise resemble them. The stamens are much longer
than the corolla. The spik:ell aloe is a nati\·e of Southern Africa, growing
near the Cape of Good Uope, and, like all the other species of this genus,
prcfeniug a sandy soil. In some districts of the colony it is fouu~ in great
abundance, particularly at Zwellendam, near l\lossel llay, where it almost
covers the surface of the country. Much of the Cape aloes is said to be derived from this Eipccies.
A. Socotrina. Lamarck, E11c!Jcl., i. 85; De Cand. Plantes Grasses, fig.
85; Curtis' Bot. J.llag., pl. 472; Carson's lllusl. of .Afed. Bot. ii. 48, pl. 92..A. vera. l\liller, Diet., ed. 8, 110. 55. The stem of this species is erect, a
foot and a half or more in height, woody, and leafless below, where it is very
rough from the remains of former leaves. At top it is cm braced by green,
sword-shaped, ascending leaves, somewhat concaYc on their upper surface,
convex: beneath, curved inward at the point, with numerous small white scrratures at their edges. The flowers, which are in a cylindrical, simple raceme,
are scarlet near the base, pale in the centre, and greenish at the summit, and
Lave uaequal stamens, of which three are longer than the corolla. The plant
received its name from the island of Socotra, of which it is said to be a native;
and is supposed to be the source of the Socotrine aloes.
A . vulyaris. Lamarck, Encyd., i. 86; De Canel. Plantes Crasses,fi!J. 27;
Carson's lthlsl. of .Aied. Bot. ii. 46, pl. DO. This species has a very short
woody stem, and lanceolate embracing leaves, which arc first spreading, then
ascending, of a glaucous.green colour, somewhat mottled with darker spots,
flat on the upper surface, coavex beneath, and armed with hard reddish
spines, distant from each other, and perpendicular to the margin. 'l'be flowerstem is axillary, of a glaucous-reddish colour,t\ud branched, with a.cylindricalovate spike of yellow flowers, which are at first erect, then spreading, and
finall~· pendulous, and do not exceed the stamens in length. A . vulgaris is
a nat1\"e of south-eastern Europe and the north of Africa, and ir:1 cultivated
in Italy, Sicily, Malta, and especially in the West Indies, where it contributes
largely to furnish the llarbadocs aloes.
The proper aloetic juice has generally been though~ to exist in longitudinal
vessels beneath the epidermis of the leaves, and readily flows out when these
are cut transversely; but, according to M. E<lmond Robiquet, who has made
elaborate researches in relation to this drug, these vessels arc air-ducts, and
the juice flows in the inter-cellular passages between them. 'l'hc liquid obtained by expression from the parcnchym:t is mucilaginous, and possessed of
little medicinal. virt.ue. The quality. of ~he drug depends much upon the
mode of prepart~g 1~. !he finest kmd 1s that obtained by exudation, and
subsequent m!ip~ss~tion m the sun. .1'!ost of. the better sorts, howernr, arc
prepared by arttficw.lly hcat1~1~ t.h~ JU1Ce which ~as i::pontancou:-.ly exuded
from the cut lca.ves. The chict d1s:\d~antagc of this process is the con\•ersion
of a. portion of the soluble active principle into an insoluble and comparatively
inert s.u~stancc, througl~ the influence of an e~c.vated temperature. 'l'he plan
o~ bru1s111g an~ expyessmg the leaves, and bo1l!ng do~n the resulting liquor,
yields a much mfenor product; as a large portion of 1t must be derived from
the mucilaginous juice of the parenchyma. The worst plan of all is to boil
the leaves themselves in water, and evaporate the decoction. The quality
of the dn~g is als? ~ffected by the c~reless or fraudulent mixture of foreign
matters with the JU1ce, and the unskilful ruo.nageruent of the inspissation.
Commercial History and Varieties. llour chief varieties of aloes arc
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know? in commerce, that of the ~ape of Good Ilope, the Socotrinc, the
hcpn.110, and the Barba.does, of which the first two arc most used in this
country.
1. CAPE ALots, which is by far the most abundant, is imported from the
Cape of Good Hope, either directly, or through the medium of English com·
mercc. It is collected by the llotlcnto ts and Dutch boors indiscriminately
from A. spi'ccaa and other species, which grow wild in great abundance.
Dr. J.J. Pappe, of Cape 'fown, states that the best aloes is derived from Aloe
ferox (La.rn.) growi ng at Swcllendam, and a weaker product from A. Afri·
c~na and A . plicatilis of Miller. (Flor. Capens. 28.) The process is very
simple. According to Ilallbcck, a l\Ioravian missionary who resided at the
Cape, a hole is made in the ground, in which a sheep skin is spread with the
smooth side upward. 'fhe leaves are then cut off near the stem, and arranged
around the hole, so that the juice which runs out may be received into the
skin. '£he juice flows most freely in hot weather. ( u·n. Breth. Mission. Intelligencer, N. Y, vi. 436.) When a sufficient riuantity of the liquor has been
collectccl, it is inspissatcd by artificial heat in iron cauldrons, care being taken
to prevent its burning by constant stirring. \Vh en sufficiently concentrated,
it is poured into boxes or skins, where it concretes upon cooling. The finest
kind is collected at the :rilissionary Institution at llcthelsdorp, and hence
calleJ B elhelsdorp aloes. Its superiority is owing exclusively to the greater
care observed in conducting the evaporation, and in avoiding the intermixt~rc
of earth, stones, and other impurities. (D1rnzterville, in Pereira's .A/at ..Afed.)
Cape aloes has someti mes been confoun<lcd with tlte Socotrine, from which,
h owenr, it differs very considerably in appearance. lly the German writers
it is called shim·ng aloes. When freshly broken, it bas a very dark olive or
greenish colour approaching to black, presents a. smooth bright almost glassy
surface, and, if held up to the ligh t, appears translucent at its edges. '!'be
small fragments also arc semi-transparent, and have a tinge of yellow or red
mixed with the deep olive of the opaque mass. 1'bc same tinge is sometimes
obscryable in the larger pieces. The powder is of a fine greenish-yellow
colour, and, being generally more or less sprinkled over the surface of the
pieces as they are kept iu the shops, gives them a somew hat yellowish appearance. 'l'he odour is stron g and disagreeable, but not nau seous. It has not
the sl ig htest mixture of the aromatic. Cape aloes, when perfectly hard, is
very brittle, and readily reduced to powder; but, in very hot weather, it is
apt to become somewhat soft and tenacious, and tltc interior of the pieces is
occasionally more or less so even in winter. It is usually imported in casks
or boxes. Dr. Pereira sa.y!:I that a variety of aloes is sometimes imported into
England from the Cape, of a reddish-brown colour like hepatic aloes.
2. SocOTRJNE ALOES. The genuine Socotrine aloes is produced in the
Island of Socotra., which lies in the Straits of Babelmandel, about forty
leagues to tlte cast of Cape Guardafui; but we are told by Ainslie that the
gre:tter part of what is sold under that name is prepared in the kingdom of
Melinda, upon the eastern coast of Africa; and Wellsted states that the aloes
of the neighbouring parts of Arabia is the same as that of Socotra.. rrl1e
commerce in this variety of aloes is carried on chiefly by the maritime Arabs,
who convey it either to India, or up the Red Sea. by the same channel through
which it reached Europe before the discovery of the southern passage into
the Indian Ocean. l\Jr. Vaughan states tha.t nearly the whole product of
the island is carried to l\Iaeulla, on the southern coast of Arabia, and thence
transhipped to Bombay. (Pharm. Joum. and 'l'rans., xii. 268.) 'l'hc
species of aloe which yields it is not certainly known; but is probably the
A. 8ocotriua.. According to WcHstcd, the plant grows on the side!:! anU
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on the western portion, where the surface is thickly covered with it for miles.
It appears to thrive best in parched and barren places. l\Iuch less of the
drug is collected than formerly, and in the year 1~33 only two ton~ were exported . The whole produce was formerly monopolized by the Arabia.n Sultan
of Kisseen; but at present the business of collecting the drug is entirely free
to the inhabitants. The lciwcs are plucked at any period of the year, and
arc placed iu skins into which tbc juice is allowed to exude. In what '~ay
the inspissation is effected we are not informed by Wellsted; but, accordmg
to Ilcrruann, it is by exposure to the heat of the sun. The aloes is exported
in skins. Its quality differs much according to the care taken in its preparation. (lYellsted's lO!Ja[JC lo the coast of.Arabia, and Tour in tlte I~land of
Socotra.) A portion ascends the lled Sea, and through Egypt reaches the
ports of Smyrna anJ. Malta, whence it is sent to London. Another portion
is carried to Bombay, and thence transmitted to various parts of the world.
The little tha~ reaches this country either comes by special order from London, or is brought by our India traders. '\Ve have known of two arrivals
directly into the United States, said to be from the Island of Socotra, and have
in our possession parcels of aloes brought by both. They are identical in
character, an<l correspond with the following description.
Socotrinc aloes is in pieces of a yellowish or reddish-brown colour, wholly
different from that of the former variety. Sometimes the colour is very light,
especially in the fresh and not fully hardened parcels; sometimes it is a. deep
brownish-red like that of garnets. It is rendered much darker by exposure
to the air; and the interior of the masses is consequendy much lighter
coloured than the exterior. Its surface is somewhat glossy, and its fracture
smooth and conchoidal, with isharp and semi.transparent edges. The colour
of its powder is a bright golden yellow. It has a peculiar, not unpleasant
odour, and a taste, which, though bitter and disagreeable, is accompanjcd with
an aromatic flavour. '!'hough hard and pulverulent in cold weather, it is
somewhat tenacious in summer, and softens by the heat of the hand.
Under the narne of Socotrine aloes arc occasionally to be met with in the
market, small parcels beautifully semi-trnnsparent, shining, and of a yellowish, reddish, or brownish-red colour. 'fhesc, howe\'Cr, are very rare, and do
not deserve to be considered as a distinct variety. They arc probably portions
of the juice carefully inspissate<l in the sun, and may accompany the packages brought from any of the commercial sources of aloes.
·when in mass, as imported from the ]~ast, Socotrine aloes is fmft and
plastic, and of a very light yellowish-brown colour in the interior. It becomes
hard and brittle when broken into pieces; and the J~ondou dealers hasten the
result by exposing it to a very gentle heat, so as to evaporate the moisture.
Pereira. tells us that impure and dirty pieces of the drug are melted and
strained, and that the skins from which the best portions have been removed
are washed with water, which is then evaporated. No inconsiderable portion
of the Socotrine aloes received from London has probably undergone such
processes.
Occasionally the juice has been imported into J~ondon in casks, not
thoroughly inspissated. In this state it is of the consistence of molasses, of
an orange or yellowish colour, and of a strong fragrant odour. It separates,
upon standing, into a transparent liquid, and an opaque, lightcr·coloured
granular portion which subsides. Pereira found the latter portion to consist
of innumerable minute prismatic crystals, and believed it to be identical
with or closely analogous to the aloin of the l\Icssrs. Smith. When the
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juice. is heated, the deposit dissolves, and the whole being evaporated yields
a solid, transparent product, having all the properties of fine Socotrine aloes.
(Phann. Journ. cmd Trans. 1 xi. 439.)
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of superior value, to those parcels of the drug, from whatever somce they
may have been derived, which have been prepared with unusual Cflre, and are
supposed to be of the best quality. '.l'hus, both in Spain and the West Indies,
the juice which is obtained without expression, ancl inspissated in the sun
without nrtificial heat, has been called Socotrine aloes; and is probably little
inferior to the genuine drug.
Socotrinc aloes has been very long known unJer this name, and in former
times held the same superior ity in the estimation of the profession, which it
still to a certain degree retains.
3. HEPATIC ALOES.
l\luch confusion and uncertainty have prevailed in
relation to this kind of aloes. The name was originally applied to a product
from the East Indies, of a reddish-brown or liver colour, which gave origin
to the desig-nation. From a supposed resemblance between this and the aloes
from the "'est Indies, the name was very commouly applied also to the latter
variety, and was also extended to portions of the drug collected in Spain nod
other parts of the south of J;~urope. But the West India aloes is decidedly
different from any now brought from the East, and deserves the rank of a
distinct variety, with the name of Barbadoes aloes. In this country, we
se!Jom meet with :iloes bearing the name of the hepatic, although much that
is so!J as Socotrine probably deserves it. Iu the drug commerce of J.. onJon,
it is still recognised as a distinct variety. It is imported into England chiefly
from Bombay; Lut, according to Ainslie, is not produced in llindostan, being
taken thither from Yemen in Arabia. It is probably obtained from the same
plant or plants which yield the Socotri ne, but prepared with less care, or by
a somcwliat different process.* In relation to the Socotrine and hepatic aloes,
we should probably not be far wrong in considering the former as embracing
the finest, and the latter the inferior parcels of the same variety; and it is in
fact stated that they sometimes come togcthc 1·, a large mass of the hepatic
being crossed by a vein of the Socotrinc. They are both embraced by the
Edinburgh College under the title of AWE INmCA-an improper desi~na
tion; as the aloes produced in India. is altogether inferior, and is seldom or
never exported from that region. Tbc variety which the ]~din burgh College
designates as Socotrine aloes, and defines to be "in thi n pieces tra nslucent
and garn et.red, almost entirely soluble in spirit of the strength of sh~rry,"
may possibly merit the title; but certainly the Jescriptiou is not applicable
to the drug as usually brought from Socotra.
.
Hepatic uloes is reddish-brown, but darker tllld less glossy than the Socotrme.
Its odour is somewhat like that of the Socotrinc, but less agreeable, auJ is
wholly different froru that of Cape aloes. The taste is nauseous, and intern:ely
bitter. '.l'Le fracture is not so smooth, nor the edges so sharp and transparent as in either of the first-mentioneJ varieties. It soft.ens in the hand, and
becomes adhesive. The powder is of a. dull yellow colour.
4. llARDADOES ALOES. 'l'his is the name by which the aloes produced in
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the West Indies is now generally designated. The aloes plants .are largely
cultivated in the poorer soils of Jnmtiica and Barbadoes,_ especially o_f the
latter island. The species from which most of the drug 1s procured HI .A.
vu(qm-is; but .A. Socotrina, .A. pmpurascens, and .A. urborescens, are. also
said to be cultivated. The process employed appears to be somewhat d1~cr
e~1t in different places, or at least as describetl by ~iffe~ent.authors. ~ ?ne
l:md was formerly prepared by the spontaneous msp1ssation of the JUiee,
placed in bladders or shallow vessels, and exposed to the sun. The common
Barbadoes aloes, however, is now made, either by boi ling the juice toa proper
t.:lonsistence, or by first forming a dccoction of the le~ves, chopped ~nd suspended in water in nets or baskets, and then evaporating the decocllon. In
either case, when the liquor has nttained such a consistence that it will hnrden
on cooling, it is poured into calabashes and allowed to concrete. It is imported
into England in gourds weighing from. 6~ to 70 ,vounds, or .eve~ more. In
consequence of the great demand for it m vetermary practice, it commands
a high price in Great Britain; and Yery little is consumed in the United States.
'l'he colour of 13arbadoes aloes is not uniform. Sometimes it is dark-brown
or almost black, sometimes of a reddish-brown or liver colour, and again of
some intermediate shade.
It has usually a dull fracture, and is almost
perfectly opaque, even at the edges, and in thin layers. It is also distinguishable by its odour, which is very disagreeable and even nauseous.
The powder is of a dull olive-yellow colour.
Besides these varieties of aloes, others arc mentioned by authors. A very
inferior kind, supposed to consist of the dregs of the juice which furnished
the better sorts, almost Llack, quite opaque, hard, of a rough fracture and
very fetid odour, and full of various impurities, wns formerly sold under the
name of caballi'nc, fetid, or hone aloes. It was used exclusively for horses;
but, ju consequence of the cheapness of better kinds, has been banished from
veterinary practice, and is not now found in the market. Aloes has been
imported from l\luscat, and a considerable quantit,y came over in a vessel sent
by the Sultan to the United States. Some of a. similar origin has been called
M0clta, aloes in London; but it is nothing more than an inferior sort of hepatic. Several inferior kinds produced in different parts of T:Jindostan have
been described by Pereira under the name of India aloes; but they arc not
brought., unless accidentally, into the markets of Europe or this country.
General Prupe1·lies. 11be odour of aloes is different in the different varieties. The taste is in all of them intensely bitter and very tenacious. 'l'he
colour aud other sensible properties have already been sufficiently described .
Several distinguished chemists have investigated the nature :md composition
of aloes. Braconnot found it to consist of a bitter principle, soluble in water,
and in alcohol of 38° 13., which he considered pecu liar and named resinoamer; and of another substance,_ in much snrnller proportion, inodorous,
and nearly tasteless, very soluble m alcohol, and scarcely soluble in boiling
water, which he designated by the name of flea-colountcl principle. These
results we.re essentially confirmed by tlie experiments of 1'rommsdorff, llouil·
Jou-Lagrange, and Vogel, who considered tbe former substance as extractive
matter, an<l the latter as having the chief characters of resin. Besides these
principles, Trommsdorff discovered, in a variety of hepatic aloes, a proportion
of insoluble matter which he. considere~l as album~u) an.cl Bouillon·Lagrange
and Vogel fo.und that Socotnne aloes yicl~s, by d1st1llat1on, a small quantity
of volatile 011, which they could not obtam from the hepatic. The proportions of the ingredients were found to ,·ary greatly in the different varieties
of the drug; and the probability is, that scarcely any two specimens would
affor<l precisely the same results. Braconnot foun<l about 73 per cent. 0£ the
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bitter 7Jri11ciple, and 2G of the flea-coloured pl'inci'ple. Trommsdorff obtained
from Socotriuc aloes about i5 parts of extractive, and 25 of resin; and from
the hepatic, 81 ·25 of extractive, 6·25 of resin, and 12·50 of albumen, in 100

pa_rts. The former variety, ~ccording to Bouillon-Lagrange and Vogel, con~
tarn s GS per cent. of extractive and 32 of resi n; the latter 52 of extractive,
42 of resin, and G of the albuminous maltcr of Tromms<lorff. 'Ye arc not
aware that any analysis has been published of the Cape aloes as a. distinct
variety.
Berzelius consid ers the resin of Trommsdorff and others, to belong to that
form of matter which he calls apotheme (see Extracts), and which is nothing
mol'C than extractive, altered by the action of the air. It may be obta in ed
separate by treating aloes with water, and digesting the undissolved portion
with oxide of lead, which unites with the apothCme forming an insoluble
compound, and leaves a portion of unaltered extract ive, which had adhered
to it, dissolved iu the water. The oxide of lead may be separated by nitric
acid very mucl.1 diluted; and the apothCme remains in the form of a brown
powder, insoluble in cold water, very slightly soluble in boiling water, to
which it impatts a ye1lowish-brown colour, so luble in alcohol, ether, a.nd alkaline solutions, and burning likEf tinder without flame and without being
melted. According to the same author, the bitter extractive which constitutes
the remainder of the aloes, may be obtained by treating the watery infusion
of the drng with oxide of lead, to separate a portion of apotbCme which adh eres to it, and evaporating the liquor. It is a yellowish, translucent, gumlik c substance, fusible by a gentle heat, of a bitter taste, solubl e in ordinary
alcoho l, but in sol ubl e iu that fluid when anLydrous, and in ether.
A more recent analysis of aloes has been made by 1\1. Edmond Robiquet.
A portion of hyacinthinc, transparent aloes, considered as genuine Soeotrine,
was found by bim to consist, in 100 parts, of 85 of aloesin, 2 of ulmate of
potassa, 2 of sulphate of lim e, 0·25 of gallic aci<l, 8 of albumen, and traces
of carbonate of potassa, carbonate of lime, and phosphate of lime. To get
pure aloesin, M. Robiquet exhausted aloes iu powder with cold water; evaporated the infusion one-half; added a.n excess of acetate of lead, which
precipitated the gallate, ulmate, and albuminate of that metal; poured into
the clear liquor solution of ammonia; sepa.ra.ted tbe yellowish-orange colourca.
precipitate, consisting of oxide of lead combined with aloesin, washed it with
boiling water, and then decomposed it by a current of Rulphuretted hydrogen
with the exclusion of atmospLeric air. Sulphuret of lead was deposited,
and a colourless lic1uid floated above it, which, being decanted, and evaporated in vacuo, yielded aloesin in slightly yellowish scales, without any sign
of crysta.ll ization. 'l'hus procured, aloesin is very soluble in water and alcohol, but slighty soluble in ether, and quite in soluble in the fixed and volatile
oils. It is entirely dissipated at a reel heat. If exposed to the air, during
desiccation, it becomes intensely red, in consequence of the absorption of a.
minute proportion of oxygen, wlJich, however, scarcely affects its properties in
other respects. It posscssm1 in a high degree the bitter taste and purgative
property of aloes, and might be used as a substitu.te; 8 parts of it representing
10 parts of Socotriue and 50 of Cape aloes. (Joum. de Pltarm., 3e ser., x.

173.)

.Aloin. The bitter substances noticed above, viz., the resino-amer of l3raconnot, the Litter extrcictive of Berzelius and others, and the a/oesinofRobiquet,
probably contain the acti\•e principle of aloes, but combined with impurities
which render it insusceptible of crystallization. l\lcssrs. T. and 11. Smith,
of ]~din burgh, have succeeded in obtaining it quite pure and in crystals, and
name it a/(Jin. This has been examined by :Jlr. 8tcubouse, and fouu<l, whcu ·
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<iuite free from water, to have a definite composition, rcprcse~ted by t~c formula. C 3 ~UL.,Oi~· There can be no doubt that it is the nc~m~ pnnc1plc of
aloes; as it bas been found to operate invariably as a cathartic rn the dose of
one or two grains, and occasionally in that of half a grain.
.
.
It is obtained most rcadil.Y from Barba.docs aloes. ~'he _pro~css consists m
mixing this 1 previously powdered, with sa.nd, exhaustrng 1t with cold w;t~er,
evaporating tbe infusion in -vacuo to the consistence of syrup, and allowmg

the residue to rest in a cool place.

In two or three days the co!lccntrated

liquid becomes filled with a brownish-yellow granular mass of minute cryst:lls, which is impure aloin. This is separated, by prcssm:e betw.een folds of
bibulous paper 1 from a greenish-brown matter that con tam mates 1~, and then
repeatedly crystallized from hot water, the temperature of wh1c.h should
not exceed 150°, as aloin is rap idly oxidized at the boiling point. By
dissolving it in ho.t alcohol, and allowing the solution to ~ool, it is .obtained
in the shape of mmutc ncedle·shapcd cryst.als, arranged m a star.like form.
These arc pale.yellow; at first sweetish to the taste, but soon intensely bitter ;
combustible without residue; slightly soluble in cold water or alcohol, but
readily dissolved by these liquids when moderately heated; soluble also rca·
<lily in alkaline solutions, which arc rendered of an orange· yellow colour, and
become rapidly darker, especially when heated, in consequence of the oxida·
tion of the aloin, and its conversion into resin. By the action of strong nit ric
acid it is com·erted into chrysammic acid. It is neither acid nor alkaline;
but with strong solution of subacetate of lead is precipitated in combination
with the oxide of that meta.I. (See Ed ..A.fonthly Journ. of Ned . Sci., xii. 127,
}"'eb. 1851, and Phann. Journ. and 'l'rans., xi. 458.) There can be uo doubt
that aloin exists also in Socotrine and Cape aloes; and the l\Iessrs. Smith,
though they at first failed in obtaining it from these varieties, have subse.·
queutly succeeded with the Socotrine. (Ed . .Monthly, xiv. 581.)
Aloes yields its active matter to cold wa.ter, and when good is almost wholly
dissolved by boiling water; but the inert portion, or apothCme of Berzelius, is
deposited as the solution cools. It is also soluble in alcohol, rectified or di·
luted. Long boi ling impairs its purgative properties by oxidizing the aloin
and rendering it insoluble. The alkalies, their carbonates, and soap alter in
some measure its chemical nature, and render it of easier solution. It is
inflammable, swelling up and decrepitating when it burns, and giving out a
thick smoke which has the odour of the drug.
'Those substances on ly are incompatible with aloes which alter or precipitate
the sol uble matter ; as the insoluble portion is without action upon the system.
Amo.ng t~ese is the infusion. of galls, :"'?ich w~ have found, probably through its
tanmc acid, to afford a cop10us precipitate With an aqueous solution of aloes.
It is said that such a solution will keep a long time, even for several mouths,
without exhibiting mouldiness or putrescency, t bough it becomes ropy .
.Aledical Properties a11d fhes. Aloes was known to the ancients. It is
mentioned in t.he works of Dioscorides and Celsus, t he former of whom speaks
of two kinds. The varieties are similar in their mode of a.ction. '!'bey arc
all ~a.thartic, opern~ing ~cry slo!vlJ'. but. certain ly, and having n. peculiar
affimty for the large mtestmes. 'lhe1r act10n, morem·er, appears to be di rected
rather to the muscular coat than to the cxhala.nt vessel~; and the discharfies
which they produce are, therefore, seldom very thin or watery. In a full
dose they quicken the circulation, and produce general warmth. When fre.
queutly repeated, they are a.pt to irri.tatc the rectum, gi,ing rise, in some
instances, to hemorrhoids, and aggnwatmg them when already existing. Aloes
bas als? a decided tendency to the uterine system. Its emmenagogue effect,
which lS often very considerable, is generally attributed to a sympathetic ex..
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tension of irritation from the rectum to the uterus; but we can sec.no rca!':on
why the medicine should not act specifically upon this or~an; and it~ iafiu.
ence in promoting menstruation is by no means confined to cases in which
its action upon the neighbouring intestine is most con~p i cuous. A peculiarity
in the action of this cathartic is, that an increase of the quantity adminil!tcrcd,
beyond the medium dose, is not attendcc.l by a. corrc.!lponding increa!<e of
effect. Its tendency to irritate tbc rectum may be obviated, in some mt'asurc,
by combining it with sonp or an al kn line carbonate; but it docs not follow,
as supposed by some, that this modification of its operation is the result of
increased solubil ity; for aloes gi,·en in a liquid state produces tlic same effect
as when tu ken in pill or powder, except that it acts somewhat more speedily.
Resides, when externally applied to a blistered surface, it operates exactly in
the same manner as when internally administered; thm1 proving that its
peculiarities arc not dependent upon th e particular form in which it may be
given, but on specific tendencies to particular parts. (Gerhard, .N Am. Jl/nl.
a11d Sury. Jouni., x. 155.) With its other powers, aloes combi11cs the property of !'lightly stimulating the stomach. It is, therefore, in minute doses,
au excellent remedy in habitual costiveness, a ttended with torpor of the digestive org<rns. lt has been supposed to stim ulate the hepatic secretion; and
certainly acts sometimes very Lappily in jaundice, producing bilious stools
even after calomel has failed. From its special direction to the rectum, it has
been found peculiarly useful in the treatment of ascarides. In amenorrhooa.
it is perhaps more frequently employed than any other remedy, entering into
almost all the numerous empirical preparations which arc habitually resorted
to by fema les in tLat compla int, and enjoy ing a no less favourable reputation
in regular practice. It is, moreover, frc<1uently given in combination with
more irritating cathartics, in order to regulate their liability to cxce~si>e
action. In the treatment of amenorrhrea, it is said to be peculiarly efficacious when given, in tLe form of enema, about the period when the menses
should appear. Aloes is contra.indicated by the existence of hemorrhoids,
and is ob,·iously unsuitable, unless modified by combination, to the treatment
of inflamnmtory diseases.
The medium dose is 10 g rain s; but as a laxative it will often operate in
the quantity of 2 or 3 grains; and, when a decided impression is 1·equired,
the dose may be aup;mented to 20 grains. In consequence of its excessi,·ely
bitter and some what nauseous taste, it is most conveniently administered in
the shape of pill.*
OJJ: Prep. Dccoctum Aloes Composituru; Enema Aloes; Extractum Aloes
AquQsum; Ext. Aloes Barbadensis; Ext. Aloes Socotrinre; Ext. Colocynth.
Comp.; l.>iJulreAloCs; Pil. Aloes Comp.; Pi!. Aloes et Assafootidm; Pil. Aloes
et J;'erri; Pi!. Aloes et l\Iyrrhro; Pil..Cumbogire Comp.; Pil. Colocynth.
Comp.; Pi!. Rhei Comp.; Pulvis AloCsCompositus; Pulvis Alo~s et Unncllro ;
Tinctura Aloes; 'l'in ct. Aloes ct l\Iyrrhm; 'l 'iuct. Bcnzoini Comp.; '.I'inct.
W.
l\hei et Aloes; Viuum Aloes.
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ALTH.iEJE FLORES. U.S.
Marshmallow Flowers.
The flowers of Ahhroa. officinalis. U. S.

ALTilfEJE FOLIA. EJ.
Marshmallow Leaves.
The leaves of Althrea officinalis. Ed.

ALTII1E1E RADIX. U. S, Ed.
J'ifurshmallow Root.
The root of Althrea officinalis. U. S. 1 Ed.

Ojf. Syn. ALTH.lEA. Althrea officin:llis. Radix. Lond.
Guimam·e, Fr.; Eibisch, Germ.; Altca, ital.; .i\ltca, Malva.visco, Span.
ALTUlEA.
Sex. Sysl. l\Ionadclphia Polyandria.-Nat. Or(l. l\falvacere.
Gen. Cit. Calyx double, the exterior six: or nine-cleft. Capsules numerous, one-seeded. lV"illd.
Althrea o.-fficinalis. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 770; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 552,
t . 198. l\larshmallow is an herbaceous perennial, with a perpendicular
branching root, and erect woolly stems, from two to four feet or mere iu
height, branched and leafy towards the summit. The leaves arc alternate,
petiolate, uearly cordate on the lower part of the stem, oblong.ovate and
obscmely three-lobed above, somewhat angular, irregularly serrate, pointed,
and covered on both sides witb a soft down. rl'he flowers are terminal and
axillary, with short peduncles, each bearing one, two, or three flowers . The
corolla has five spread ing, obcordate petals, of a pale purplish colour. rrhe
fruit consists of numerous capsules united in a compact ci rcu lar form, each
containing a single seed. The plant grows throughout Europe, inhabiting
salt marshc:s, the banks of rivers, and other moist places. It is found also
in this country on the borders of salt marshes. In some parts of the Continent of Europe, it is largely cultivated for medical use. The whole plant
abounds in mucilage. The flowers, leaves, and root are officinal; but the
last only is employed to any considerable extent in this country.
The roots should be collected in autumn from plants at least two years
old. They are cyli ndrical, branched, as thick as the finger or thicker, from
a foot to a foot and a half long, externally of a yell owish colour which becomes grayish by drying, within white and fleshy. They are usually prepared for the market by remoYing the epiderm is. Our shops are supplied
chiefly if not exclusively from Europe.
•
Properties. Marshmallow root comes to us in pieces three or four inches
or more in length, usually not so thick as the finger, generally round, but
sometimes split, white externally and downy from the mode in which the
epidermis is removed, light and easily broken with a short somewhat fibrous
fracture, of a peculiar faint smell, and a mild mucilaginous sweetish taste.
'fhose pieces arc to be preferred which are plump and but slightly fibrous.
The root contains a. large proportion of mucilage, besides starch and saccharine matter~ which it yields readily to boili~g water. 'l'he mucilage, without
the starch, 1s extracted by cold water, which thus becomes ropy. A prin-
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ciple _was discovered in the root by l\f. Bacon, which he supposed to be
peculiar to the marshmallow, but which has bf'en ascettained to be identical
MM. Boutron-Charlard and Pelouze
with the af{parayin of Robiquet.
found it to belong to that class of organic principles, which are convertible
by strong acids, and other agencies, into ammonia and peculiar acids, and
which are designated by the termination amide. Thus asparagin, which in
this view should be called asparawide, is converted into ammonia and aspannic, or, as it was formedy named, a.<:partic acid; and one atom of the
resulting asparmate of ammonia is equivalent to one atom of asparamide and
one of water. (Journ. de Plwrm., xix. 208.) It is found in various other
plants besides the marshmallow, as in the shoots of asparagus, in vetches
grown in the dark, in all the varieties of the potato, and in the roots of the
comfrey and liquorice plant. According to Professor Piria, asparagin has
acid properties. It bas no therapeutical value. l\Iarshmallow is said to
become somewha.t acid by decoction. Those pieces should be rejected which
are woody, discoloured, mouldy, of a sour or musty smell, or a sourish taste.
The roots of other Jlfalvacere are sometimes substituted for that of marshmallow, without disadvantage, as they possess similar properties. Such are
those of Althxa rosea or lwllylwclc, and Jlfcdva. Alcea.
rrhe leaves, which are recognised by the Edinburgh College, are without
smell, an d of a mucilaginous taste, and are used for the same purposes as
the root .
.Afedicol Properties and Uses. The virtues of marshmallow are exclusively
those of a. demulcent. 'l'hc decoction of the root is much used in Europe in
irritation and inflammation of the mucous membran es. The roots themselves, boiled and bru ised, are sometimes employed as a. poultice. The
leaves and flowers are applied to similar uses. In France, the powdered
root is much used in the preparation of pills and clcctuarics. Some prefer
it to powdered liquorice root in the preparation of the mercurial pill.
Ojj: Prep. l)Jistura Althrere; Syrupus Althrere.
W.

ALUMEN. U.S., Land., Eel., Dub.
Alum.
Sulphate of alumina and potassa. U.S.

Alun, Fr., Dan., Swed.; Alnuo, Germ.; 1'.\llume, llal.; Alumbrc, Span.

'1.'be officinal alum is a double salt, consisting of the tersulphatc of alumina,
united with su lphate of potassa.
Alum is manufactured occasionally from earths which contain it ready
formed, but most generally from minerals which, from the fact of the!r ~on
taininl'l' most or all of its constituents, arc called almn ores. The prmc1pal
alum ~res are the alurn stone, which is a native mixture of subsulpbate of
alumina and sulphate of potassa, found in laq:~? quantities a~ Tolf~ and Pi?mbino in Italy, and certain natural mixtures of b1sulphuretof iron with alumma,
silica, and bituminous matter, called almnJnous sdiist or f!lurn-slat~.
It is particularly at the Solfaterra, and other places ~n ~he kmgdom of
Naples, that alum is extracted from earths whi_ch contain it ready formed.
The ground being of volcanic origin, and having. a. temperature ?f .rtbout
104°, an efflorescence of pure alum is formed upon its. surface. This 1s c_ollected and lixiviatcd, and the solution made to crystallize by slow evapora.t10n
in leaden vessels sunk in the ground.
. .
'l'he n.lum stone is manufactured into alum by calcmat1on, and subsequent
exposure to the air for three month~; the mineral being frequently sprinkled
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with water, in order that it may be brought to the state of a soft mafis. This
is lixiviated, and the solution obtained crystallized by evapor:ition. The
alum stone may be considered as consisting of alum, unite? w!th a certa.in
~iu:mtity of hydrate of alumina. This latter, by the calcrnatwn, loses its
water, and becomes incapable of remaining united with the alum of the
mineral, which is consequently set free. .Alum of the greatest purity is
obtained from this ore.
Alum-slate, when compact, is first exposed to the air for a month. It is
then stratified with wood, which is set on fire. The combustion which ensues
is slow and protracted. The sulphur is in part converted into sulphuric acid,
which unites with the alumina; and the sulphate of alumina thus formed
generates a portion of alum with the potassa derived from the ashes of the
wood. The lron, in the mean time, is almost wholly converted into sesquioxide, and thus becomes insoluble. The matter is lixiviated, and the solution crystallized into alum by evaporation. The mother-waters, containing
sulphate of alumina, are then drawn off, and made to yield a further portion
of alum by the addition of sulphate of potassa, or chloride of potassium.
When the alum-slate is easily disintegrated, it is not subjected to combustion, but merely placed in heaps, and occasionally sprinkled with water. The
bisulphuret of iron gradually absorbs oxygen, and passes into sulphate of
the protoxidc, which effioresces on the surface of the heap. Part of the
sulphuric acid formed unites with the alumin a; so that, after the chemical
changes are completed, the heap contains both the sulphate of iron and the
sulphate of alumina. At the end of about a year, the matter is lixiviated,
and the solution of the two sulphates obtained is concentrated to the proper
degree in leaden boilers. The sulphate of iron crystallizes, while the sulphate of alumina, being a. deliquescent salt, remains in the mother-waters.
These a.re drawn off, and t reated with ~ulpbate of potassa in powder, heat
being at the same time applied. 'l'he whole is then allowed to cool, that
the alum may crystallize. 'l'hc crystals are then separa ted from the solution,
and purified by a second solution and crystftllization. They arc next added
to boiling water to full saturation, and the solution is transferred to a cask,
where, on coolin g, nearly the whole concretes in to a crystalline mass . 'fhe
cask is then taken to pieces, and the salt, having been broken up, is packed
in barrels for the purposes of com merce.
Alum is sometimes manufactured by the direct combination of its constituents . With this view, clays are selected as free from iron and carbonate
of lime as possible, a.nd calcined to scsquioxidize the iron, and render them
more easily pulverizable; after which they are dissolved, by the assistance of
heat, in wea~ sul~huric acid. The sulp~1~te of' alumina thus generated, is
next crystallized mto alum by the add1t1on of sulphate of potassa in the
usual manner. Alum is made in this way from the. ashes of the Boghead cannel coal, which occurs near Edinburgh, according to the patent of
Messrs. Barlow and Gore. 'fhese ashes contain a large proportion of alumioa, and form the residue of the combustion of the coke, derived from the
coal, when used for gas-making.
Besides the officinal alum , which is sometimes called polassa-almn there
are several varieties of this s11lt, in ~hich the potassa is _replaced b). some
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wher~ it is formed by ~d~ing_ p~trid uri?e to a. solution of the sulphate 0
alumrna. In Great l3ntam it is sometimes made by addiug sulphate of
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~lum resembles so exactly the potassa-alum, that it is impossible by simple
mspection to distinguish them; and in composition it is perfectly analogous
to the potaRsa salt. It may, however, be distinguished by subjecting it to a
strong calcining heat, after which alumina will be found as the sole residue;
or by rubbing it up with potassa or lime and a little water, when the smell
of ammonia. will be perceived.
Properties. Alum is a white, slightly efHorescent sal t, crystallized in
regular octohedrons, and possessing a sweetish, astringent t.astc . lt dissolves
in between fourteen and fifteen times its weight of cold, nnd three-fourths of
its weight of boiling water. Its solution is precipitated by ammonia and
potassa and their carbonates, which throw down a gelatinous subsulpbatc of
alumina, of variable com.position, dependent upon the proportion of the precipitant employed. (H. Bley.) Alum is insoluble in alcohol and brandy.
Its sp. gr. is 1 ·71. It reddens litmus, but changes the blue tinctures of the
petals of plants to green. It cannot, therefore, be properly said to coutain
an excess of acid. 'Vhcn heated a little above 212°, it undergoes the
aqueous fusion ; and, if the heat be continued, it lo~es its water, swells up,
becorucs a white, opaque, porous mass, and is converted into the officinal
preparation, called dried atwrn. (Sec Alwmen Ex.siccalwrn.) Exposed to a
red heat, it gives off oxygen, together with sulphurous and anhydrous sulphuric acids; and the residue consists of alumina. and sulphate of potassu.
When calcfoed with finely divided charcoal, it forms a spontaneously inflamma.ble substance, called Ilomberg's pyroplwrus, which consists of a mixture
of su!phuret of potassium, alumiaa, and charcoal.
Several varieties of alum arc known in commerce. Roche alurn, so called
from its having come originally from Roccha in Syria, is a sort which occurs
in fragments about the size of an almond, and having a pale rose colour,
which is given to it, according to Dr. Perei ra, by bole or rose-pink. Romm&
alum also occurs in small fragments, covered with a rose.coloured efliorescencc, derived from a slight covering of oxide of iron.
A ll the alums of commerce contain more or less sulphate of iron, varying
from five to seven parts in the thousand. Roman alum is among the purest
varieties, and is, therefore, much esteemed. 'l'be iron is readily detected by
adding to a solution of the suspected alum a few drops of the fcrrocyanuret
of pot~'lssium, which will cause a grecniilh-blue tint, 1f iron be present. It
may be detected also by precipitating the alumina as a subsulphatc with a
solution of pot:lssa, and afterwards adding the alkali in excess. '.l1his will
redissoh-e the precipitate, with the exception of any iron, wbich will be left
in the sta.te of sesquioxide. The proportion of iron usually present, though
small, is an iajurious impurity when the salt is used in dyeing. It may,
however, be purified, either by clissoking it in the smallest quantity o.f boiling
water, and stirring the solution as it cools, or by repeated solut10ns and
crystallizations.
Incompatibles. Alum is incompatible with the alkalies and their carbonates, lime and lime.water, magnesia and its carbonate, tartratc of potas8a,
and acetate of lead.
Composition. Alum was regarded as a sulphate of ah.~mina, until it was
proved by Deseroizilles, Vauquelin, and Chaptal to contam also sulphate of
potassa, ~ulphat? of ammonia, ~r both these salts. When its. secon_d base is
potassa, 1t consists of one eqmvalent of tersulphate of alum1~a 111·4, one
of sulphate of potassa. 87·2, and twenty-four ot water 2.16=414·6. In the
ammoniaeal alum, the equivalent of sulphate of potassa is replaced by one of
sulphate of oxide of ammonium. Alumina is classed by the chemist as an
earth, and may be obtained by subjecting ammoniacal alum to a strong cal-
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cining heat. It is essential to the constitution of true alum, as it cannot
be replaced by any other base. It consists of two cqs. of a. metallic radical
called aluminium, 27 ·4, and three of oxyp;en 24=51·4. It is, therefore, a
sesquioxide.
JJledical Properties, &c. Alum, iu ordinary doses, is astringent and antiRpasmodic; in large doses, purgative and emetic. It is employed as a.n
astringent fo passive hemorrhages, colliquativc sweats, diabcte~, and chronic
dysentery and diarrhooa; also in glect and Jcucorrbcea, in which diseases it
is sometimes combined with cubcbs. It has been recommended by Krcysig
and Dzondi in dilatation of the heart, and in aortic ancurism. Its efficacy
as an antispasmodic in hooping-cough has been much insisted on by Dr.
Davies, editor of Undenvood on Children. As a purgative, it has been
employed in colica. pictonum . The practice was introduced by Grashuis, a
Dutch physician, in li52, and imitatC'd by Dr. Percival wj.th great success.
Its use in this disease has been latterly revived, and its efficacy fully sus·
taincd, by Kapeler and Gcndrin of Paris, and Copland of London. It allays
nausea ancl vomiting, relieves flatulence, mitigates the pain, and opens tbe
bowels with more certainty than any other medicine. Sometimes it is ad.
vantagcously conjoined with opium and camphor. It is also efficacious in
nervous colics. Sir James l\lurray has found it a very useful remedy in the
peculiar affection of the st.omach, attended by the frequent vomiting of a
large quantity of glairy fluid lle gave it in doses of ten or twelve grains
three or four times a day, mixed with an equal quantity of cream of tartar
to pre,·ent constipation, and a little ginger to obviate flatulence. By Dr. C.
D. Meigs, alum has been strongly recommended, after :m experience of more
than twenty years, as an excellent emetic in pseudo-membranous croup. In
these cases it has the merit of acting with certainty and promptness, and
without producing that extreme prostration which freciuently follows the use
of antimonials. (Jlfed. Exarn. for 1838, i. 414.) His son, Dr. J . F. Meigs,
has also borne testimony to its value as an emetic in this dangerous disrase.
In a case in which an ounce of opium had been swallowed, Dr. C. D. 1\leigs
found alum a very efficient emetic. After thirty grains of sulphate of zinc had
been given without effect, half an ounce of alum was administered, followed by
copious vomiting. After a short interval, a. second half ounce was given,
with the effect of renewing the vomiting; and the result was that the patient
entirely recovered. (Trans. of the Col. of Physicians of Philad., N. S., ii . 47.)
In various anginose affections, alum is found highly useful, applied topic-a.Hy either in powder or solution. 'Vben the affection is attended with mem·
branous c~ud~tion, it~ efficacy has ~en _particularly insisted on by Breton·
neau, apphe~ rn sol~t10n. prepared with vm~gar and honey for adults, and iu
powder, by insu.lfl.atwn, m the cases of children. ·when used in the latter
way, a drachm of finely powdered alu~1 may be placed in one end of a tube,
and then blown by means of the breath mto the throat of the child. Velpcau,
in 1835, extended the observations of Bretonncau, and has used alum suc·
cessfully, not only in simple inflammatory sore·throat, but in those forms of
angina. dependent.on small-po~, scarlatina, &c. In these cases, the powdered
alum may be applied several times a clay to the fauces, by means of the index
finger. Iu relaxation of the uvula, and in the beginning of sore-throat a
solution of alum is one of our best gargles. It forms al:;o a. useful astrin.
gent wash in certain states of mercurial sore.month. In gleet :md Jeucor·
rhoo.a the solution is an approved remedy, either alone or conjoined with sul·
phate of zinc. ~Se? L1·~uor ~luminis Oompositus.) It is frequently applied
as a. local styptic, m ep1sta.x1s, by means of a. plug soaked in a sa turated solution, and pressed up Lhe nostril, and in menorrhagia, by the aid of a sponge,
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soaked in a ~imibr solution, and introduced into the vagina. In the latter
i;tages of conjun cfrrnl inflammation it is often proper, and in the puru lent
op bthalmia of infou1s1 it forms the most efficacious remedy we possess. In
these case~, it is usually applied in the form of the obtm cataplasni, made
by coagulating tbe whites of two eggs with a drachm of alum.
rl11w ordinary dose of nlum is fr om ten to twenty grains, repeated every
two or thl'ee hours1 mixed with sy rup or molasses. Sir James l\lurray objects to its administration in sol uti on, and greatly prefers the form of an
implllpable powder, mi xeJ with molasses, as furni shing the means of presentin g the remedy slow ly to the surfaces in tended to be acted upon. Jn
hooping-cough the dose is from two to ten grains, according to the age of the
child, repeated three times a day. As a purge in coli ca pictonum, from
half a drachm to two draebms may be given every three or four hours. In
croup the dose, as an emetic, is a teaspoonful of the powder, mixed with
honey, syrup, or molasses, and repeated every ten or fifteen minute:::;, until
free vomiting is induced. An elegant mode of gi,·ing alum in solu tion is
in the form of alwn whey, made by boiling two drachms of alum with a
pint of milk, and then stra iuing to separate the curd. The dose is a wineglassful, con t<lining about fifteen grains of alum. As a eollyri um, the solution is m:ide of various strengths; as four, six, or eight grain s to the fluidounce of water. A soluti00 contai nin g fr om hal f an ounce to an ounce of
alum in a pint of water, and sweetened wit.Ii honey, fo rm s a convenient gargle. Solutious for glcct, lcucorrbcca, ulcers, &c., mus.t vary in strength
accordi ng to tbe state of the parts to wLich they are applied.
OJt: Prep. Alumen Exsiccatum; Liquor Aluminis Compositus; Pulvis
ll.
Alumiuis Uompositus.

AMMONIA.

Ammonia.
All the ammoniaca l compounds owe their disti nctive properties to the presence of a peculiar .e;aseous substance, composed of nitrogen and hydrogen,
called arnrnonia. 'fh is is most easily obtained by the action of lime on
muriate of ammonia or sal ammoniac j when the lim e unites with the mur iatic acid, so as to form chloride of ca lcium and water, and ex pels the amm o·
nia. It is transparent and colourless, like common air, but possesses a hot
and acrid taste, and an exceedi ngly pungent smell. It has a powerful alkaline reaction, and, from this property and its gaseous nature, was called the
volatile al!.·ali by the earl ier chemists. Its sp. gr. is 0·59. It is irrcspirable, the glottis closing spa~modica lly when the attempt is ma.de to breathe ~t.
It consists of one cq. of u1trogcn 14, and three of hydrogen 3 =17; or, rn
volume~, of one volume of nitrogen and three volumes of hydrogen, condensed into two volu mes. Its symbol is NII 3 •
The salts of ammonia may be divided into hydracid salts and oxacid sa lts.
Thus, when muriatic acid unites with ammonia, we ha\'C the hydracid salt
called muriate of am mon ia, which is usually considered to be a compound of
muriatic acid and ammonia, with the e.ymbol N H 3 ) -fCI. Bu.t Berzelius
suppose~ that, in the act of uniting, the hydrogen of the muriatic acid is
traut:ifcrred to the elements of the ammonia, and that the compound thus
formed, uniting with the chlorine, gives rise to. a. sal.t, represented by Nil 4 CI.
To this hypothetical compound (N IJ 4 ) Bcrzclms gives the name of ammom·wn, and con!iequcntly to muriatc of amru onia, the appellation of chloride of
amm rm~im..
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Applying the same view to the oxacid salts of ammonia, Berzelius con-

ceives that they are compounds of oxide of ammonium (Nil,0) with their
several acids. It is fo und that the true oxacid salts of ammonia always contain one eq. of water , which cannot be separated from them without destroying their i<lent ity; and it is supposed that the elements of this eq. of water,
united with the elements of one eq. of ammonia, form oxide of ammonium.
To apply llerzelius's \"iew to sulphate of ammonia, this salt is usually considered a rnonohydrated sulphate of ammonia. (NlI3 ,S08 ,IIO); but Le makes
it the sulphate of oxide of ammonium, without water (NII,.0,808 ).
The atmosphere contains a minute proportion of ammonia, probably in
the form of carbonate.
Ammonia and its compounds net variously on the economy. 'Vhcn un.
combined, and merely dissolved in water as a vehicle, its local action is that
of a rubefacient, vcsicant, or caustic, according to the strength of the solo·
tion, and the length of jts application. Internally, it acts variously as a
stimulant, antispasmodic, antacid, and alexipharmic. In saline combination,
its t herapeutic effects arc much modified; but these will be most appropriately
noticed under the head of each salt.
The following table contains a list of the principal officinal preparations of
ammonia, with their synonymes.

I.

I N AQUEOUS SoLUTJON.

Liquor Ammonire ]'ortior, U.S.; Ammonire Liquor Fortior, Loncl.,
Dub.; Ammonire Aqua Fortior, Ed.-Stron9er Solution of

.Amrnonia.
Linimcntum Ammoniro Compositum, Ed.
Liuimentum Ca111pborre Compositum, Lond., Dub.
Tinctura Ammonire Composita, Lond.
Liquor Ammonire, fJ. S . Ammonire Liquor, Lond., Dub.; Ammoniro
Aqua, Ed.- Solnlion of Ammonia. Water of Ammonia.
Ilyclrargyrum Ammoniat~m,
S.; Hydrargyri Annnonio-Cblo.
ridum, Loncl. 1 Dub.; Bydrargyri Pr::ccipitatum Album, Ed.-

u:

Amrnoniated illercury.

lVhite Precip'ilate.

Linimentum Ammonioo, U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.-Liniment of

Amnwnia.

Volatile Liniment.
Lond.; Linimentum Ilydrargyri Com po-

Lin~mentu m Hydrargyri,

s1tum, Dub.

II. IN

SPIRITUOUS SOLUTION.

Spiritus Ammonire, U. S., Ed. - Spfrit of .Amnwnia.
'finctura Castorci Ammou iata, }.:d.
Tioctura Gu3iaci Ammouiata, Ed.
Tinctura Opii Ammoniata, Bd.
'l'inctura. Valerianm Ammoniata, Ed.
Spiritus Ammonim Arom;\ticus, lJ. S., Lond., Ed., Dttb. - Aromatic

Spirit of Ammonia.
Tinctura Colch ici Composita, Lond.
Tinctura. Guaiaci Ammoniata, U.S.; Tinctura Guaiaci Composita,

Lond.
Tinctura Valcrianre Ammoniata, U. S.; Tinctura Valerianro Com·
posita, Lond.
Spiri::,~:.monioo Footidus, Lond., Ed., .Dub.- Fetid Spfrit of Am·

III. IN

SAUNE COMBINATION.

Ammonioo Muria~, U.S., Ed.,. Dub'/ Ammonire IIydrochloras,

Loml.-.Alunate of .Anunonta .

Sal Ammoniac.

Ferrum Amruoniatum, U.S.; Ferri Amruonio-Chloridum, Lond.
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Ammoniro Carbonas, U.S., Ed.; Ammonire Sc~quicarbonas Lond
.,
Dub.-CarLonate of Ammonia. llft1cl Volatile .Alkali.
Cuprum Ammoniatum, U.S., Ed.; Cupri Ammonio-Sulphas
'
Loud., .Dub.
Liquor Am111oniro Sesquicarbouatis, L ond. ; Arumouire Carbon a.tis Aqua, Ed.

~i1~~:~:i~'Bi~~.:~:~~:~~uicarbonatis,

L ond.

Liquor Amm on iru Acetatis, l}. S., L ond.; Ammonire Acetatis
Aqua, Ed.; Ammoni::c Acetatis Iiiquor, lJub.- Sobttion of
Acetate of Am.monia. Spirit of .Afindt>rerus.
Liquor Ammoniro Citratis, L on<l.-Solittion of Citrate of .Am1monia .
.Am monim Ilydro-Sulphuretum, IJub.
li'crri Arnmonio-citras, L ond., Dub.-Ammonio-citrate of Iron.
The ammonia in the spirit of ammonia of th e U.S. anti Ed. Pharrnaco-

f1:i:~~!1i~st~=u~~~stii: :~l;~t~~di!~u~~~ a~~.:~:t1~:t~:1~s,f~~~ ~~~~~~~da~nm~~~:~

of the other Pharmacopreias. It is seen by the table that th e ammo11iated
tin<'lures a.re made in the J;~tlinburgh Pharrnacopreia with the simple spirit of
ammonia; in the U.S. an<l Loudon Phannacopc.c ias with the aromatic spirit.

B.

LIQUOR Al\1MONilE FORTIOR. U.S.
Stronger Solution of Ammonia.
An aqueous solution of ammonia of the speci fic gravity 0·882. 'l~ S.
0./t: fi.9•i. Ai\DIONIJE LlQUOH FORTlOR. L ond. ,.D1tb.; A~IMONL'E
.AQUA FORTIOR E<t.
'l'his preparation is too strong for internal exhibition, but forms a con ,·enient ~m11non i aca l solut ion for reduction, with distilled water, to the
stnmgth of ordinary officina l solution of ammo11ia. ( Liquor Ammonire), 01·
fo r preparing strong rubcf:u.: icnt and vesicating lotions and liniments. (See
Linimenlum. Ammonire Oomp()sif1tm.)
'l'be United States and L ondon Pharmacopceia~ inclu<le thi s solution in th e
li st of the )laterin )fedico.; but in the Edinburgh rind Dublin Plrnrmacnproias
a formula is given for it~ pre1mration. Tbe Edinburgh formula is as fo ll ows :
" Take of ~luriate of .A mmonia, thirteen 01mces; Quieklimc, thirteen ouuces;
" ' utcr, sevrn jluid(Junres a11Cl a ltolf; Oi!:itill ed Wa te r, fu;cb•e jluidounce:>.
Shike the Lime with the Water, cover it up till it cool, triturate it well an<l
qu ickly with the Muriate of A nnnoaia previously in tine powder, and put the
mixtu re iuto a glass retort, to which is attached a receiver with a snfcty-tube.
Connect with a receiver a bottle also provided with a safety-tube, and containing four ounces of the .D istilled Water, but capable of holding twice as
much. Connect this bottle with another l oo~ly corked, and containing tLe
remaining eight ounces of .Distilled Water. The eo111muuicati ng tubes must
descend to the bottom of tbe bottles at the further end from the retort; and
th e receiver and bottles mu ~t be kept cool by snow, ice, or a running stream
of very cold water. Apply to the retort a gradually in creasing heat till gas
ceases to be evolved; rcmo,·e the retort, cork up the aperture in the receiver
where it was connected with the retort, and apply to the receiver a gentle and
gradually increasing heat, to drive over as mu.ch of the gas in the liquid contained in it, but as little of the water as possible. Should the liquid in the
la~ l bottle not have the density of 960, red uce it with some of the Stronger
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Aqua Ammoniro in the first bottle, or rai~e it, with Distilled Water so as to
form Aqua Ammonire of the prescribed density."
In this process tbe ammonia is disengaged in the usual manner from
muriate of ammonia by the action of lime, as explained under the head of
Li'quor Amnumire. But it is perceived by the details of the process, t hat
the Edinbmgh College proposes to obtain both the stronger .and ordinary
solution of ammonia at one operation. This is done by connectmg th? retort
with two bottle~ through an in tervening en~pty receiver, and _charg1?g. the
bottles severally with one-third and two-thirds of the prescribed d1:til.led
water. The receiver between the retort and the bottles serves to det:un impurities. '.l'hc water in the first bottle becomes nearly saturated with ammonia,
a. result which is favoured by the application of cold. After the gas has
ceused to be dii:;engaged from the retort, this is removed; and any ammonia
which may have been condensed with water in the receiver, is saved by being
d riven over with a gentle heat. As the wa.ter in the first bottle will not take
up all the ammonia. disengaged, the balance is allowed to pass into the second
bottle, where it impregnates the waler to a greater or less extent, forming a
weak aqueous ammonia. The aqueous a1umonia in the first bottle is the
Edinburgh Ammonia? .Jiq11a Portior, and that in the second is converted into
I~iquor Ammonim of the proper officinal strength, by t he addition of ar1ueous
11mmonia. from the first bottle, if too weak, or of distilled water, if too strong.
Prope1·ties of Aqueo1ls Ammonfrt of .Ma:"Cirnmn Strength. It is a colourl ess
liquid, of a caustic, acrid taste, and very pungent smell. It is strongly alkalin(>, and immediately changes turmeric, when beld over its fumes, to reddish brown. Cooled down t.o 40° below zero, it co ncretes into a gelatinous mass,
and at the temperature of 130° enters into ebu llition, owing to the rapid di~
engagcment of the gas. Its sp. gr. is 0·875 at 50°, when it contains 3'.:U)
per cent. of ammonia.
Properties of the Opicinal Str011ger Solution of Ammonia. This has similar
properties to those nbove mentioned. Its ofticin al sp.gr. is 0·882, U.S.,
.Lond., 0·880, Ed., and 0·900, Duh. WLcn of the density 0·882, it contains
about 29 per cent. of ammonia. '.J.'he liquor auunonire fortior of the shops is
usually deficient in strength, commonly ranging in density from O·fJOO to
o·9:W . :Even though of proper officinal strength at first, it generally becomes
~radually weaker by the escape of ammonia. To prevent its deteriorating, it
:;houl<l be kept in closely stopped bottles in a cool place. If precipitated by
lime.water, it contains carbonic acid. After having been saturated with
nitric acid, a ~recipitatc ]Jroducecl by carbonn.te of ammonia indicates earthy
impurity, by nitrate of silver, achlonde, and by chloride of barium, a.sulphate.
Liquo; Ammon£re .Fo1:tiOr i~ a co~v~nient preparation for making LiqwJr
Ammo~zue b.r due dilution with d1st1llc<l water; and the Pharmacopooias
have given <lireC'tions for this purpose. In the U.S. and London Pha.rma.copccias, the stronger solution is directed to be diluted with two measures of
distill ed water; in the Edinburgh, with two and a half measures. By dilution in these proportions, the stronger preparation is reduced to the streno-th
0
of Liquor Ammoniro, U.S., Lond., Ed. (sp.gr. 0·960).
When pmchasing or maki1~g th~ Stronger Solution of Ammonia, the
apothecary shou ld not trust to its bemg of the officinal strength; but should
asce rtain the point by taking its density, either with th e specific graYity bottle
or the hydrometer. Another method of ascertaining the density, is by the
wmmonfo-nicter of Mr. J. J. Griffin, of l ..ondon, described and figured in tbe
Pharm. Journ. and 1.'ra_ns., x. 413. In reducing it to make Liquor Amrnouire, the same prccaut10n should be used ; anJ, if the mixture should not
h_ave the sp. gr. O·DGO, it should be Lro~ght to that density by the addition
either of the stronger solution or of distilled water, as the case may require.
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.Medical Properties a11d Uses. This solution is too strong for medical employment in its unmixed state. Its rubcfacient1 vcsicating, and caustic properties, when duly reduced by admixture with tincture of camphor and spirit
of rosemary, will be noticed under the head of Lininienlwm Ammionire l'ompositum,, When a solution of ammonia of 25° (sp . gr. 0·905) is mixed with

fatty matter in certain proportions, the mixture forms th e vet.it·aling ammonia.ail ointment of Dr. Gondret. The amended formula. for this ointment is
as follows. Take of lard 32 parts, oil of sweet almonds 2 parts. l\Ielt them
together by the !Jentle heat of a candle or la.mp, and pour the melted mixture
into a bottle with a wide mouth . 'l'hcn add 17 parts of solution of ammonia,
of 25°, a.ml mix, with continued agitation, until the wliole is cold. The
ointment must be preserved in a bottle with a ground stopper, and kept in a
cool place. 'Vben well prepared it vesicatcs in ten minutes.
Pluum. ·cses. 'l'he officinal stronger solution of nmmouia is used as a
chemical agent to prepare two Edinburgh officinals, Ferrugo and .Ferri Oxi.
duin N(r;rum.
OJ!. Prep. Linimentum Ammonire Compositum; Linimentum Camphorre
Compositum; Liquor Ammoniro i Spiritus Ammonioo Aromaticus, .Dub. j
B.
Spiritus Ammouiro Footidus, Dub.j 'l'inctura Ammoniro Composita.

Al\'IllfONIJE l\'IURIAS. U S., Ed., Dub.

Muriate of Ammonia.
Chlorohydrate of Ammonia. C. S.
Ojf Sgn. A)Dl0N[ 1}~ IIYDBOCIILORAS. Lonrl.

S1il nmmoniac, llydrocblorate ofnmmonia; Jlyclrochlornte tl':immoniaque,Selammo·
niac. _Fr.; Snlmink, Germ.; Sale nmmoniaco, Jlal.; Si1\ nmmoni11co, Span.

This 1-1a\t is placed in the l\lateria l\Iedica list of all the l'harmacopooias
commented on in this work. It originally came from Egypt, where it was
obtained by sublimation from the soot, resulting from the burning of camels'
dung, which iij used in that country for fuel.
Prtpanttion . At present muriate of ammonia is derived from two prin·
eipal sources, the awmooiaeal liquor, called gos liquor, found in the condensing vessels of coal gas.works, and the brown, fetid ammoniacal liquor, known
under the name of bone spirit, which is a secondary pro<luct, obtained, during
the destructive distillation of bones, by the manufacturers of animal charcoal
for tbe use of sugar-refiners. These two liquors ure the chief sources of the
ammonia.cal compounds; for they are both used to procure muriate of ammonia, and this salt is employed, directly or indirectly, for obtaining nil the other
salts of ammonia. Other sources are stale urine, coal soot, guano, peat, and
bituminous schist.
Gas liquor contains carbonate, Lydrocyanate, hydrosulphate, and sul·
phate of ammonia, but principally the carbonate. It is saturated with
due evaporation, furnishes
sulphuric acid, and the solution obtained, after
1
brown crystals of sulphate of ammonia. '1 hese are th en sublimed with
chloride of sodium in iron pots, lined with clay and furni shed with a leaden
dome or head . By the mutual action of the sulphate 1 chloride, and water,
there arc formed muriate of ammonia which sublimes into the head, and sul.
phate of soda which remains behind. Thus NH,,S0,,110 and NaCl become
NJI 8 ,llCI and NaO,SO:r Sometimes, instead of the ammonia. of the gas
liquor being first couve!ted into the sulphate, it is made at once into mmiatc
of ammonia by the adJ1tion of muriatic acid or chloride of calcium. When
chloriUc of c:tlcium iA cmployctl, the chief reaction takes place between car.
Louate of ammonia and tlie chloride, with the result of forming muriatc of
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ammonia in solution, and a precipitate of carbonate of Jime. Th~ solution
is duly evaporated, whereby brown crystals of muriate of am1.norn.a a:e ob6
1

{~~~e~~bl~~\~;' ;~i~ ~o~~~~~n! i~l~e~i i~~~:~s~~·~oif u:t! :1~y~~a~d~l~~~t'~ha ;.~o~~

and covered with a dome of lead. These pots are somctnncs suffic~cn_tly
Jarge to hold 500 pounds. "A gentle fire is kept up under the subhmmg
pot for seven or eight days, when the dome having cooled d?wn, and the s~l
ammoniac somewhat contracted, so as to loosen from the sides, the ~ome is
thrown off from the iron pot, and about two or three hundred weight of
white, semi-transparent sal ammoniac are knocked off in cakes.'' (Pereira,
1
distillation of bones for making animal charcoal, tbe dis.
tilled products arc the bone spirit already mentioned, being chiefly an aqueous
solution of carbonate of ammonia, and au empyreumatic oil, called animal oil.
'.l'hese products all result from a new arrangement of the ultimate constituents
of the animal matter. Thus, hydrogen and oxygen form the water; carbon
and oxygen, the carbonic acid; uitrogen and hydrogen, the ammonia; and
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, the animal oil.
l\luriate of ammon ia may be obtained from bone spirit in the manner just
described for procuring it from gas liquor. Sometimes, howe\•er, the sulphate
of ammonia is not made by direct combination, but by digesting the bone spi·
rit with ground plaster of Paris (sulphate of lime). Ily double decomposition,
sulphate of ammonia and carbonate of lime arc formed. The sulphate of am·
ruonia is then connrteU into the muriate by sublimation with common salt,
in the manner just explained.
Other processes, besides those given above, have been proposed or practised
for obtaining muriatc of ammonia. For an account of the manufacture of
:immoniacal salts, and for a list of the patents, issued in Great Britain, since
1827, for their preparation in different modes and from various materials, the
reader is referred to the Pharm. Journ. and Trans., xii. 29, 63, and 113.
Commercial Ilisto1"!J. All the muriate of ammonia consumed in the United
States is obtained from abroad. Its commercial varieties arc known under
the names of the crude and ~·e.fincd. The crude is imported from Calcutta in
chests, containing from 350 to 400 pounds. This variety is consumed almost
exclusively by coppersmiths and other artisans in brass and copper, being
employed for the purpose of keeping the metallic surfaces bright, preparatory
to brazing. '.l'he refined comes to us exclusively from England, packed iu
casks containing from 5 to 10 cwt.
Prope1"ties. l\Iuriate of ammonia. is a. white, translucent, tough, fibrous
salt, occurring in commerce in large cakes, about two inches thick, convex on
one side and concave on the other. It has a pungent, saline taste, but no
smell. Its sp. gr. is l '45. It dissolves in three parts of cold, and one of
boiling water, and cold is produced during its solution. It is less soluble in
rectified spirit than in water, and sparingly so in absolute alcohol. This salt
is very difficult to powder in the ordinary way. It.s pu lverization, however,
may be effected readily by making a boiling saturated solution of the salt,
a.nd stirring it as it cools. The salt may thus be made to granu late, and in
this state, a.fter having been drained from the remaining solution and dried,
ma.y be readily powdered. l\Juria.te of ammonia, at a red heat, sublimes
without decomposition, a~ its mode of preparation shows. Exposed to a. damp
atmosphere, it becomes slightly moist. It has the property of increasing the
so~ubility ~f corrosive sublimate .in water. I~ is decomposed by the strong
mmeral acids, and by the alkultes and alkalmc earths; the former disen gaging muriatic acid, the latter ammo11ia, both sensible to the smell. Moria.le
of ammonia is the Ealt usually employed for obtaining gaseous ammonia,

. lIJ.t~ f£~dd e~:.~c~~~
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Thouuh neutral in
wliich is conveniently disengaged by means of lime.
\rith acetate of
composition, it slightly reddens litmus. lt is iucomp:Ltible
former of chloride
the
with
precipitate
a
producing
silver,
of
lead and nitrate
of lead, with the latter of chloride of silver.
is uot
ammonia
of
muriate
According to the J~tlinburgh Phanuacopccia,
by heat and soluble in
subject to adulteration. If it be not entirely volatilized
it contains iron
water, it contains impurity. Still, as ordinarily prepared,
by boiling a small
in the slate of protochloride. The metal may be detected
two of nitric acid, and
portion of a saturated solution of the salt with a drop or
blue colour,
th co adding ferrocyanurct of potassium, when the characteristic
If the salt be entirely
occasioned by iron, will be produced. (lknrg Jl'urtz.)
chloride of bu.rium, the
volatilized by beat, and yet produce a precipitate with
presence of sulphate of ammonia is indicrited.
of muriatic acid
Composition. 1\Iuriate of ammonia is composed of one cq.
constituents, of one
36·-n, and one of ammonia 17 =53·42 ; or, in ultimateViewed
as ch!on'de of
eq. of chlorine, one of nitrogen, and four of hydrogen.
ammonium (NH..CJ) .
amm.oninni, it consists of one eq. of chlorine and one of
on the alimentary
.Medical Properties. l\luriate of ammonia. acts primarily
in small ones. Its secanal, purging in large doses, but rather constipating
capillary, glandular,
condary action is that of a stimulating alterative on the
fibrous tissues, the
and lymphatic systems, and on the mucous, serous, and
been recommended in
nutrition of which it is supposed to improve. It has
dysentery, and other
eafarrhal and rheumatic fevers; in plcuritis, peritonitis,
after the first violence
inflammations of tbc serous and mucous membranes,
en largement. of the
of the disease has abated; in chronic inflammation and
dependent on dethoracic and abdominal viscera.; and in amcnorrhooa, when
disease, simulating
ficient action of the uterus. Several cases of pectoral
salt in Otto's Bibincipient phthisis, arc reported to have been cured by this
efficacious remedy
lioth ck for 1834. According to ])r. Watson, it is a very
with this remedy in
ia hemicrania. In 1851, Dr. Arau reported his success
ha\ing cured eleven
interm ittent fever to the Academy of l\1cdiciue, of Paris,
recommende<l this
1821,
out of thirteen cases. M. l?ischer1 of Dresden, in
then, several German
salt in chronic enlargement of the prostate, and since
is from five to thirty
practitioners have confirmed his statement. The dose
in powder mixed
grain.!!, repeated every two or tbrec hours, an<l given either
or mucilage. 'Vhcn
with powdered gum or sugar, or dissolved in syrup
every two homs, gragiven in enlarged prostate, the dose is fifteen grains
When the dose
dually increased until nearly half an oun ce is taken daily.
digestion, a
is greater than the system can bear, it produces disordered
It is very little
symptoms.
scorbutic
and
sweats,
profuse
eruption,
miliary
a. good deal employed
used as an internal remedy in the United States; but is
deemed a
is
it
where
Germany,
on tlie continent of Burope, especially in
powcl'ful altcrative and rcsokcat.
as a stimulant nnd
Externally, murintc of ammoni:l. is used in solution
of the solution
resolvent in contusions, indolent turnClurs, &c The strength

o~~ ~~e~~~oh~~ f~~~l~ea. !oi~ ~:: !f
~~:!1 ~d"~~i~~n:c;~~g~~~c!~ ;;~.~~e~~~:~
solution is to be used as a wash for ulceri::,
11

0

1

1

convenient strength. 'Yhen the
more than from one to
or an injection in leueorrbooa, it should not contain
four drachms of the snit to a pint of water.
j Ferrum AmOjj: Prep. Ammoniro Aqua l?ortior; Ammonire Carbonas Spiritus Am.
]3ichloridi;
liydrargyri
Liquor
monia tum; I~iquor AmmClni::c;
j Spiritus Ammonire
moniro; Spiritus Ammon ire ..A1·ornntieus, l~ S., Land.
B.
Fretidus,

Lond.
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AMMONIACUl\f. U. S,, Loncl., Ed., Dub.

Ammoniac.
The concrete juice of Dorema Ammoniacum. 7I S. Gum-resin from the
stalk and pedicel. Lond. Gummy-resinous exudatiou. E(?., Dub.
Gommc nmmoninque, Fr.; Ammonink, G~rm.; Gommn nmmomaco, ital.; Gomma
amoninco, ,Span.; Ushek, .Arab.; Semugh bclshereen, Pusia11.

n

l\Iuch uncertainty long existed as. to the ammoniac plant.
was g_cnerally believed to be a Fcrula, till W1lldenow raised, from some seeds mixed
with the gum-resin found in the shops, a plant which he ascertained to be a
Heradeurn, and named If. gumrn1/er-urn, uuder the impression that it must
be the source of the medicine. On this authority, tho plant was adopted by
the British Colleges, and recognised in former editions of our nationa,I Pharmacopccia . Willdenow expressly acknowledgf'd that he could not procure
from it any gum-resin, but ascribed the result to the influence of climate.
'!'he lleradeuni, however, did not correspond exactly with the representation~
gi\'en of tLe .:immoniac plant by travellers; and Sprengel ascertaiucc.l that it
was a native of the Pyrenees, and never produced gum. l\Ir. Jackson, in
his account of 1\lorocco, imperfectly described a. plant of that country, supposed to be a JJ'enda, from which gum-ammoniac is procured by the natives.
This plant was ascertained by Dr. Falconer to be Faufa. Ti11gita11a (Royle's
Jlfut . .Med.), and its product is thought to be the ammoniacum of the ancients,
which wns obtained from Africa.; but this is not the drug now used under
that name, which comes ex.elusively from Persia. l\I. l?ontanier, who resided man_y year~ in l'ersia, saw the ammoniac plant growing in the province
of Fars, and sent a drawing of it with !:!pecimells to J>aris. From these it
was inferred to be a !l-pecies of Ferub; ancl l\lerat and De J_.ens proposed for
it the name originally given to it by Lemery, of F. om·monifera. It was
subsequently, howe,·er, ascertaillccl, from specimens obtailled in Persia by
Colonel ·wright, and examined by Dr. David Don, that it belonged to a genus
allied to l?erub, but essentially different., and named by :'.Jr. Don, Dorerna.
It is described in the 16th Yolume of the Liunreau Transactions, under the
name of Dorema Ammoniacum. 'l'his is now acknowledged by all the
officinal nutborities. The same plant has been de:3cribecl and figured by Jaubert and Spach in their ''l/lusl1'alions of Orienta/ Plcmts" (Paris, 18-!2, t.
40, p. 78), by the name of JJi'serneston gummlfernrn, under the erroneous
impression that it belonged to a previously uudescribe<l genus.
The ammoniac plant is umbelliferous, and belongs to the class and order
Pentandria Digynia of Linnreus. It grows spontaneously in Farsistan, hauk,
Chorassau, and other Persian provinces. Dr. Grant found it growing abundantly in Syghan near Bameean, on the northwest slope of the Hindoo Coosh
mountaius. It attaius the height of six or seven feet, and in the spring aud
early part of summer abouud~ in a. milky juice, which flow,,. out upon the
slightest puncture. .From_ the. accoun.ts ~f travellers, it appears that, in the
month of l\Iay, the plant is pierced m rnnumerable places by an insect of
the beetle kind. The juice, exuding through the punctures, concretes upon
the stem, ~nd when quite dry is collected by the natives. i\1. FontaniCr
states tha.t the juice exudes spontaneously, and ti.at the han'est is about the
middle of June. According to Dr. Grant, the drug is collected iu Syrrban,
like assafetida, from the root of t!ie pbnt. The gum-resin is sent to Bu~hire,
whence it is transmitted to India, chiefly to Bombay. A small portion is
said to be taken 10 the ports of the Levant, and thence distributed. The
name of the drug is thought to have been derived from the temple of Jupiter
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is sa. id to
Ammon in the J..ibyan desert, where the ammoniac of the ancients
have been collected; but Mr. Don considers it a corruption of Armeniacum,
imported
originating in the circumstance that the gum-resin was formerly
into Europe through Arm enia.
Properties. Ammoniac comes either in the state of tears, or in aggregate
of the
masses, and in both forms is frequently mixed with impurities. That
picked out
tears, however, is preferable, as the purest rnay be conveniently
or less
aud kept for use. These are of an irregular shape, usually more
homocompact,
within,
whit.ish
globula1·, opaque, yellowish on the outside,
fracture.
geneous, brittle when cold, and brcakiug with a couchoidal shining
when
'fhc masses are of a dal'ker colour and less uniform structure, appearing, in a
broken, as if composed of numerous white or whitish tears, embedded
mat<lirty gray or brownish substance, and frequently mingled with foreign
We
earth.
other
or
sand,
and
ters, such as seeds, fragments of vegetables,
have seen massC's composed of agglutinated tears a.lone.
in the
1'he smell of ammoniac is peculiar, nnd stronger in the mass than
The sp.
tears. The taste is sli ghtly sweetish, bitter, and somewhat acrid.
adhcs i,•e,
gr. is 1·207. 'YI.ten heated, the gum-resin softens and becomes
emitting a
but docs not melt. It burns with a white flame, swellin g up, and
in
soluble
p;lrtly
is
It
smoke of a strong, resinous, sli ghtly alliaceous odour.
w:iter,
water, alcohol, ether, vinegar, and alkaline solutions. Triturated with
standi ng.
it forms an opaque milky em ulsion, wh ich becomes clear upon
addition
The alcoholic solution is transparent, but is rendered milky by the
of gum,
of water. Bucholz obtained from 100 parts of ammoniac, 2~·4 parts
los.CJ.
i2·0 of resin 1 1·6 of bassorin, and 4·0 of water including volatile oil and
gluten-like
a
Braconnot obtained 18·.J. per ce nt. of gum, 70·0 of resin, 4·-1 of
H agen
substa11ce (bassorin), and 6·0 of water, with l ·2 per cent. of loss.
distillasucceeded in procuring the volatile oil in a separa.te state by repeated
at first
tion with water. It has a penetrating <lisa_greeable odo ur, and a taste
dissolved.
rnild 1 but afterward.s bitter and nauseous. 'l'hc resin of ammoniac is
two
into
ether
by
by alcohol, and the fixed and volati le oils; hut it is divided
in that menstruum.
re~ins, of which ouc is soluble, the other insoluble
Jlledit'al Properties and Cses. This gum-resin is stimulant and expectorant,
as
in large do~es cathartic, and, like m:rny other stimulants, may be so given
has been
occusioually to prove diaphorctic, diuretic, or emmcnagoguc. I t
in the
employed in medicine from the highest antiquity, bciHg mentioned
used
writings of UippocrJ.tes. The comp la.iu ts in which it is most frequently
with defiare cbroniccatanb, asthma, and other pectoral aff0ctions, attended
secretion
cient cxpcctomtion without acute inflammation, or with a too copious
vessels.
from the bronchial mucous ml'tnbrane, dcpcnU~nt upon debility of the
in_ ch loroand
amcuorrhooa,
of
cases
lt i.s thought to have been useful in some
It
tio and hysterical conditions of the system arising out of thatcomplamt.
of the ablrns also been prescribed in obstructions or chronic engorgements
Any good
dominal viscera, uudcr the ,·ague notion of its deobstrueut power.
its revulwhich it may do in these affoctions, is more probably ascribable to
of its
sivc action upon tbe alimentary mucous membrane. Authors speak
in the
utility in long and obstinate colics dependent on mucous matter lod~ed
mucous
inte:stines; but it would be difficult to ascertn.in in what cases such
it was a
matter existed, and, even admitting its presence, to decide whether
rause or n resu lt of the diseased action. Ammoniac is usually administered
It is
iu combination with other expectorants, with tonics, or emmenagogues.
plaster,
a
of
shape
the
in
much Jes~ used than formerly. Externally applied
of the
it is thought to be useful as :t discutient or resoh-cnt in white swellings
It i3
joinrs, and otLl'r indolent tumoms. (:Sec J.:mplu:slrum .Ammo11iw.:i.)
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given in substance, in the shape of pill or emulsion. Tl.le latter ~orm is
ferable. (See Jllistura Animoniaci.) The dose is from ten to tlurty grarns.
Off Prep. Ammoniacum Prroparatum; Emplastrum Am~1oniaci; Empla"t. .Ammoniaci cum Hydrargyro; Emplast. Gummosum; M1sturaAmmoniaci; Pilulro Ipecacuanhre cum ScilH1; Pil. Scilhc Compositoc.
W.

AMYGDALA AMARA. US., Ed.
Bitter Almonds.
The kernels of the fruit of Amygdalus communis-variety arnara. U.

S.,

Ed

i\mn.nde nmCre, Fr.; llittere Mandcln, Germ; Mandorle nmare, Ital.; Almendra.
umarga, Span.

AMYGDALA DULCIS. US ., Ed.
Sweel Almonds.
The kernels of the fruit of Amygdalus cornmunis-variety dulcis. C. S.,

Ed.
Off. Syn. Ai\IYGD.ALA (Jo1·danica). Amygdalus communis, var. dulcis.
Sernen. Lond. Al\lYGDAJ_,A. Amyg<lalus communis. Variety .Dulci:;.
The kernels of the fruit. lJub.
Amande <louce, Fr.; Slisse Mandeln, Germ.; M:rndorle dolci, Ital.; Almendra dulce,
Span.
AMYGDALUS. Sex. Syst. lcosandria ~Ionogynia.-Nat. Ord.Amygdalere.
Gen. Oh. Calyx five-cleft, inferior. Pf'lals five. Drupe with a nut perfora.ted with pores. lVitld.
Amygdalus ('onimum·s. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 982; Woodv. 1lfed. Bot. p.
507, t. 183. 'fhe almond tree rises usually from fifteen to twenty feet in
height, and divides into numerous spreading branches. The leaves stand
upon short footstalks, arc about three inches long, and three-quarters of an
inch broad, clliptica.1, pointed at both ends, veined, minutely serrated, with
the lower senatures and petioles glandular, and arc of a. bright green colour.
'l'he flowers arc large, of n. pale red colour varying to white, with very short
peduncles, and petals longer than the calyx, and are ll!m<lily placed in numerous pairs upon the branches. 'l'he fruit is of the peach kind, with the outer
covering thin, tough, dry, and marked with a longitudinal furrow, where it
opens when fully ripe. Within this covering is a rough shell, which contains the kernel or almond.
There are several varieties of this species of Amygdalus, differing chiefly
in the .size and shn.pc of the fruit, the thickness of the shell, and the tasle of
the kernel. 'l'Lte two most important arc Am,lJgdalus (comnwnis) dulcis and
Amygdalus (commmiis) mnara, the former bearing sweet, the latter bitter
almonds. Another variety is thefragilis of De Candolle 1 which yields the

soft-shelled almonds.

The almond tree is a native of Persia, Syria. and Barbary, and is very
extensively cultivated in various parts of the South of Europe. It has been
introduced into t.he United States; but in the northern and middle sections
the fruit docs not usually come to perfection. 'Ve are supplied with sweet
almonds chiefly from Spain and the Soulh of France. They are distinguished
into the soft-shelled and hard-shelled, the former of which come from )larseiUes and Bordeaux, the latter from Malaga. From the latter port they are
sometimes brought to us without the shell. In British commerce, the two
~hief varieties are the Jordan and Valentia almonds, the former imported
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~~:~1~~~ th~~~l~~~~~~r ~re,A~~~f;~e;~~::ieJ~
~;~~ ~!f!'~;~; ~~~ ~l!~.:rbf;~~~
Morocco, and are exported from i\Iogador.

are obta in ed chiclly from
are too well known to
Pro1)erties. 'l'he shape and appearance of almonds
two white cotyledons, enclosed
require dei;cription. Each kernel consists of
is easily separable after immerin a thin, yellowish-brown, bitter skin, which
covering, theyarecall edUanc/1cr l
sion in boiling water. When deprived of this
apt to become ran cid; but, if
ulmonds. On exposure to the air they are
vessels, they may be preserved
thorough ly dried and kept in well closed glass
require each a separate notice.
unaltered for many years. The two ''arieties
These, when blanched, arc
J. AltYODALA DuLCIS. Sweet .Almonds.
taste, which has rendered
with out smell, and have a. sweet, very pleasant
where they are readily
couutries
all
almost
in
diet
of
article
them a favourite
of difficult digestion .
attainable. They are, howe,·er, generally considered
contain in 100 parts, 5
they
By the analysis of M. Boullay, it appears that
6 of uncrystalli zablc sugar,
parts of pelliclc, 5-! of fixed oil, 24 of albumen,
0·5 of acetic acid comprising
3 of gum, 4 of fibrous matter, 3·5 of water, and
is called emulsin. lt may be
Joss. 'fbc albumen is somewhat peculiar, and
almonds with ether, allowing
obtained separate by treating the emulsion of
a clear fluid separates at
until
stand
the mixture, after frequent agita.tion, to
a syphon, adding alcohol to it
the bottom of the \'essel, dra.wiug this off by
the precipitate with fresh :1lcoso as to precipitate the emulsin , then washing
air-pump. In this state it is a
hol, and drying it under the recei\·cr of an
in water, and in soluble in ether
wbitc powder, inodorous and tasteless, soluble
and, if heated to 212°,
nnd alcohol. Its solution has an acid reaction,
a snow-white precipitate,
becomes opaque and milky; and gradually deposits
employed. (Am.. Journ.
amounting to about ten per cent. of the cmulsin
Its distinguish ing property
of Phann., xxi. 354, from Liebif/s .. lmwlen.)
noticed, in amygda lio,
be
to
hereafter
changes,
certain
is that of producing
though not by exposure
whi eh property it loses when its solu tion is boiled,
357.) It consists of nitrogen,
in the solid state to a heat of 212°. (JOfrl.,
Jlroportion of sulphur, and is
carbon, hyrlrogen, and oxygen, with a minute
llobiquct proposed the name
probably identical with the principle for which
the head of Oleum Amygunder
described
is
oil
fixed
'l'he
of S,IJnaplase.
when rubbed with water,
dulre, to which the reader is refe rred. Almonds, suspended by the agency
being
form a milky emu lsion, the in soluble mattcn1
rin e principles.
of the albuminou s, mucilaginous, and sac<'ha
'These ure smaJ ler than the
2. A:11YGDAL A AMARA. Bitter Alnwnds.
taste of the peach-kern el, anJ,
preceding variety. 'l'hey ha.vc the bitter
when triturntcd with water,
hrwe,
so,
nearly
or
though when dry inodorous
contain the same ing-rC'dicnts as
the fras;mrnce of the peach blossom. They
emulsion with water. lt was
sweet almonds, and like thew form a milky
c acid and volatile oil,
formerly supposed that they also contained bydrocyanipeculi<lr operati.on upon
their
to which their peculiar taste and smell, and
by l\ll\I. lfobiquct
ascertained
however,
was,
It
a.scribed.
the eystem were
in the almond, but result
nod lloutron that these principles do not pre-exist
Liebig proved, what was susfrom the reaction of water; and " 'Ohler and
out of a substance of peculiar
pected by Robiquet, that they arc formed
is the characteris tic constituent
properties, denominate d am,IJ,qdalin, which
discovered by Uobiquet and
was
which
substance,
']'his
almonds.
of bitter
of a sweetish bitter taste, unalBoutron, is white, cryst.allizab lc, inodorous,
bot alcohol, very sl ightly soluteruble in the air, freely soluble ln water and
lts elementary constituent s are
ble in cold alcohol, and insoluble in ether.
it is supposed to be an mnide}·
njtrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen; and
and a. peculiar acid which
ammonia.
yield::;
it
alkali,
an
with
reated
t
as, wl.ieu
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Liebig and Wiihler recommend th_e fo_I~
lowin~ process for procuring it, in which the object of the fermentat_rnn JS
to destroy the sugar with which it is a!!sociated. Ilittcr almonds! prcv1o~sly
deprived of their fixed oil by pressure, are to be boiled in succcs_s1ve portions
of alcohol till they are exhausted . From the liquors thus obtarncd, all the
alcohol is to be drawn off by distillation; care being taken, near the end of
the process, not to expose the syrupy residue to too great a heat 'l'bi~
residue is then to be <liluted with water, mixed with good yeast, and placed
in a. warm situation. After the fermentation which ensues bas ceased, the
liquor is to be filtered, e,·aporated to the consistence of sy1:up, a~d mixed
with alcohol. The amygdalin is thus precivitatt!d in ?on~cx10~ .with a por·
tion of gum, from which it may be separated by solut10n m boilrng alcohol,
which will deposit it upon cooling. If pure, it will form a perfectly trans·
parent i-olution with water. Any oil which it may contain may be separated
by washing it with ether. One pound of almonds yields at least 120 grains
of amygdalin . (Amwle~i dcr f!harm., xxii. und xxiii. 320.)*
.
.
Amygdaliu, when mixed with an emulsion of sweet almonds, g1yes rise,
among other products, to the volatile oil of bitter almonds and hydrocyanic
acid-the emulsin of the sweet almonds acting the part of a ferment, by
setting on foot a reaction between the amygdn.lin and water; and the same
i·esult is obtained wbcn pure c11mlsin is added to a solution of amygdalin. It
appears then that the volatile oil :rnd hydrocyauic acid, developed in bitter
almonds when moistened, result from the mutual reaction of amygdalin,
water, a.nd emulsin. Certain substances have the effect of preventing this
reaction, as, for example, alcohol and acetic acid. (See Ani. Journ . of Pltunn.,
xxi. 353.) It is asserted thatemulsin procured from other seeds, as those of
the poppy, hemp, and mustard, is capable of producing the same reaction
between water and amygdalin, though in a less degree than that of the sweet
or bitter almonds . (Anncd. der Pltai·m., xxviii. 290.) Amygdalin appears
not to be poisonous when taken pure into the stomach; as there is nothing in
the human system capaLle of acting the part of emulsin. Ncvcrt.hele~s,
large quantities given to a dog ha.Ye produced narcotic effects.
Hitter almonds yield their fixed oil by pressure; and the '\"'o}atile oil,
impregnated witU hydrocyanic acid, may be obtained from the residue by
distillation with water. (8ce Olewn .Amygdalre amm·m.)
Confectioners employ bitter almonds for communicating flavour to the
syrup of orgeat. (See Synrpus .1.hn!J9clali£.) '!'he kernel of the peach pos·
sesses similar properties, and is frequently used as a substitute. It has been
ascertained that bitter <llmond paste, and other substances which yield the same
volatile oi l, such as bruised c:heny-laurel leaves, peach leaves, &c., have the
property of destroying the odour of mu sk, camphor, most of the volatile oils,
ereasotc, cod-liver oil, the balsams, &c. ; and l\I. l\lahicr, a French phannaceu·
tist, bas employed them successfully to free mortars and bottles from the odour
of assa.fetida, and other substances of disagreeable smell. All that is necessary
is fir;:;t to remove any oily substance by means of an alkali, and then to apply
the paste or bruised leaves. (hn. Journ. of Plia1·m., xviii. 209.)
N.ulical Properties and (]:;es. Sweet almonds exercise no otl1er influence
upon the system than that of a demulceut. rl1 he emulsion formed by t1·itu·
rating them with water is a. pleasant Ychicle for the administration of other
medicines, anJ. is itself useful in cases of catarrhal affecti,:m. Bitter almonds
has been named amygdalic acid.
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are more encq!;etic, and, though uot much in use, might undoubtedly be employed with advantage in ca!:es to which hydrocyanic acid is applicable. Au
emu lsion made with them has been beneficially prescribed in pectoral affections attended with cough, ancl is said to have cured intermitteuts. It probably operates by diminishing the excitability of the nervous system. Dr.
A. 'r. Thomson sa.ys that be has found it useful as a lotion in acne rosca and
impetigo. Bitter almonds arc said by Ilufeland to have been imcccssfully
employed for the expulsion of the tape worm. In some persons they produce

urticaria, in the smallest quantities.
proved deleterious.

Largely taken, they have sometimes

·wo hler and J.,iebig propose, as a substit ute for chcrry-1aurel water, which
owes its effects to the hydrocyanic a.cicl it contains, but is object ion able from
its unequal ~trcngth , an extemporaneous mixture, consisting of 17 grains of
amygdalin, and one fl.uidounce of an emulsion made with two drachms of
sweet almonds, and a sufficient quantity of water. This mixture contains,
according to the above named chemists, one g rain of anhydrous Lydrocyanic
acid, and is equivalent to two fluidounces of fresh cherry-laurel water. If
found to answer in practice, it will ha\'C the advantage of certainty in relation
to the dose; as amygdalin may be kept any length of time unaltered. If the
calcu lation of \~'Ohler and l.iebig be correct as to the quantity of aeid it contains, not more than a tluidrachm should be given as a commencing dose.
Off. Prep. of Swee.t Almonds. Confcctio Amygdalre; Mistura Acacire;
l\listura. Amygclalro; l\listura Camphorre; Syrupus Amygdalre.
Ojj: Prep. of Bitter Almouds. Syrupus Amygdalre.
W.

AMYL UM. U. S., lnnd., Ed., Dub.
Stai·ch.
Tbe fecula of the seeds of Triticum vulgare. U.S., Lond., Ed.
from the seeds of 'l'riticum CJ<Jstivum. D ub.

Starch

Amidon, Fr.; Stiirkmchl, Germ.; Amido, ital.; Almidon, Span.

Starch is a proximate vegetable principle contained in most pbnts, ancl
especially abundaut in the various grains; such as wheat, rye, barley, oats,
rice, maize, &c.; in other seeds, as peas, beans, chestnuts, acorns, &c.; and
in numerous tuberous roots, as those of the potato (Solanurn tuberosum), tho
sweet potato ( Cowvolvulus Bat<1tas), the arrow-root, the cassava plant, and
different species of Curcuma.. The process for obtaini ng it consists ess.entially
in reducing the substances in which it exists to a state of minute division,

::~~t~~:~~f~~v~s:n~~~dn~i~rj:~ecfi~de r:!~;~ s~~:~~nft 0~0~3~1r~~gs~~!~:i~~~~~
subsided. 'l'his, when dried, is starch, more or less pure according to the
care ta.ken in conducting the process. The starch of commerce is procured
chiefly from wheat, som~times also fr0m potatoes. Our space will not .allow
us to enter into details 111 relation to the particular steps of the operation to
whicb those substances are suLjectecl; and the omission is of less conseq uence,
as starch i~ never prepared by the apothecary.
Starch is white, puh·eruleut, opaque, and, as found in the shops, is usually
Jn columnar masses, haying a somewhat crystalline aspect, and producing a
peculiar sound when pressed between the fiogers. Its specific gravity isl ·53.
\\'hen exposed to a. moi~t air, it absorbs a considcr<lblc quantity of water,
which may be driven off by a gentle beat. It is insoluble in alcohol, ether,
nnd cold water; but unites with boiling water, which, on cooling, forms with
it <l. soft sewi-tramparent paste, or ii gelatinous opaline solution, according to
the proportion of st:trch ernploycd. 'l'be paste, placed on folds of blotting
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paper, renewed as they become wet, abandons its water, contract~, and assumes
the appearance of born. If the proportion of starch be very smal l, the solution, after slowly depositing a very minute quantity of insoluble matter, continues permanent, and upon being evaporated yields a semi-transparent ma:'!,"1 1
which is partially soluble iu cold water. '11he starch has, therefore, been
modified by the combined agency of water and heat; nor can it be restored to
its original condition . Exposed, in the dry state, to a temperature somewhat
above :212°, it undergoes, according to a~wentou, a simii<lr modification; and
a degree of heat sufficient to roast it slightly converts it into a substance
soluble in cold wa.ter, called Briti:sh gurn, and applicable to the same purposes
as gum in the arts. 'l'he same change in regard to solubility is, to a certain
extent, produced by mechanical means, as by trituration in a. mortar; and
that the effect is not the resu lt of heat evolved by friction is evinced by the
foct, that it takes place when tbe starch is triturated with water.
'rLie views uow generally entertained in relation to starcb, by which the
above mentioned phenomena may be most conveniently explained, are those
originally presented by llasp:iil, and subsequently confil-med and extended by
Guibourt, GuCrio, and others. According to these views, starch consists of
organized grauuJes, which, examined by the microscope, appear to be of various
form and size. These granules consist of a thin exterior coating, and of an
interior substance, the former wholly insoluble, the la.tter soluble in water.
The former constitutes, accordi ng to .i\I. Payen, only 4 or 5 thousandths of the
weight of starch. In relation to the interior portion, different opinions have
been held. l\I. GuCrin supposed that it consisted of t.wodistinctsubstanccs, one
soluble in cold water, the other soluble at first in boiling water but becoming
insoluble by evaporation. 'l'bus, when one part of starch is boiled for fifteen
minutes in one hundred parts of water, and the liquid is allowed to stand, a.
small portion, con sisting of the broken tcgumcnts, is gradually deposited. It
the ~olution be now filtered and evaporated, another portion is deposited which
cannot afterwards be dissolved. When wholly deprived of thi~ portion, and
evaporated to dryness, the solution yields the part soluble in cold water. According to MM. Payen and Persoz, the interior portion of the globules consists
only of a. single substance, which is converted into the two just mentioned by
the agency of water j and Thenard is inclined to the same opinion. An appropriate name for the interior soluble porti.on of starch is arnidin, which has
been adopted by some chemists. Starch, m its perfect state, is uot affected
by cold water, because the exterior insoluble teguments prevent the access of
the liquid to the interior portion j but., when th.e pelliclc is broken by the
agency of heat, or by mechanical means, the fluid 1s adm itted, and the starch
partially disso.lved. :Another vi.ew of the structure of the starch granule,
founded on m1croscop1c observation, bas been advanced by Schleiden. According to this view, it consists of couccntric byers, all of which have the
~ame chemical c_omposition; .hut the outer layers, having been fil'St formed,
have more cohcs10n than the rnner, and are consequently more difficult of solubility. 'fhe rings observed upon the surface of the granules, in some varieties,
are merely the edges of these layers; aud the point or hy lum a,bout which the
rings arc concentrically placed, is a minute hole, t.brough which probably the
substance of the interior layers was introduced. (Phann. Central Blau 18..J..!
P· 401.). MM . Payen and Guibou:t at present ~dmit that the starch granul~
1~ organize~ throug~?ut, a.ad cons~sts of but a smgle·chemical principle; the
differences m solub1hty bcmg ascribable to the more compact orO'anization of
the exterior lriyer, which enables it to resist the action of water~ (Journ. de
Phaon., 3e slr., ix. 193.)
Iodine forms with ~tarcb, wh~th?r i? its original state or in solution, a blue
compound; and the tmcture of iodme is the most delicate test of its presence
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in any mixture. 'l'he colour varies somewhat according to the proportions
employed. When the two substances are about equal, the compound is of :i.
beautifu l indigo-blue; if the iodine is in excess, it is blackish-blue; if the
starch, violet-blue. A singular property of the iodide of starch is that its
solution becomes colourless if heated to about 200°, and afterwards recovers
its Llue colour upon cooling. By boiling, the colour is permanently lost.
Alkalies unite with starch, forn:iing soluble compounds, which are decomposed
by acids, the starch being precipitated. It is thrown down from its solution
by lime-water and baryta-water, forming insoluble compounds with these
earths. The solution of subacetate of lead precipit.ates it in combination with
the oxide of the metal. Starch may be made to unite with tannin by boil in g
their solutions together; and a compound results, which, though retained by
the water while hot, is deposited when it cools. By long boiling with diluted
sulphuric, muriatic, or oxalic acid, it is con\'erted first into dextrine,* and
ultimately into a saccharine substanc~ similar to the sugar of grapes. A
similar conversion into dcxtrine and the sugar of grnpes is effected by means
of a principle called dt'astase, discovered by Ml\1. Payen and l'crsoz in the
seeds of barley, oats, and wheat, after germination. (See llordeuni.) Strong
muriatic and nitric acids dissolve it; and the latter, by the aid of heat, con·
verts it into oxalic and malic acids. Concentrated sulphuric acid decomposes
it. Mixed with hot water, and exposed to a temperature of 70 or 80°, it
undergoes fermentation, which results in the formation of several distinct
principles, among which are sugar, a gummy substance (perhaps dextrine),
and a modification of starch which De Saussure called amidine.
The tcgumentary portion of starch, for which the name of amJJlin has been
proposed, when entirely freed from the interior soluble matter, is wholly insoluble in water even by prolonged boiling, is insoluble in alcohol, and is
said to suffer no change by the action of diastase. The acids, however, act
upon it as they do upon starch. It approaches nearer in properties to lignin
than to any other principle.
Starch, as obtained from different substances, is somewhat difforent in its
cha.racters. lVlteat starch, when examined with a microscope, is found to
consist of granules of various sizes, the smaller being sphero idal, the larger
rounded and flattened, with the hylum in the centre of the flattened surface,
and surrounded by concentric rings, which often extend to the edge. 'l'he
granules are mixed with loose integurucnts, resulting from the process of
grinding. This variety of starch has a certain degree of hardness and ad·
bcsiveness, owing, according to Guibourt, to the escape of a portion of the
interior substance of the broken granules, which attracts some moi~ture from
the air, and thus becoming glutinous, acts as a bond between tbose which
remain uubroken . Another opinion attributes tLi is peculiar consistence to
tho retention of a portion of the gluten of the wheat flour, which causes the
granules to cohere. Potato stanh is employed in various forms, being prepared so as to imitate more costly amylaccous substances, such as arrow-root
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and sago. In its ordinary state 1 it is nl(lrc pulverulent tha~ wheat _starch,
h.as a somewhat glistening appearance, and urny be distingu1shctl, w1th the
aid of the microscope, by the size of its granules, which arc hll'gcr than those
of any other known fccula, except cauna or tous les mois. '.l'he.y are exceedingly diversified in size and sll1Jpe, though their re~ular form is th o~g ht to
be ornte. '!'hey are chamcterized by coucentric rmgs or rugro, which are
most readily distinguishable in the fresh starc h, and a1~e said by llaspail to
disappear upon desiccation. ~'hcsc surround a minute circular Lolc or by Ium
upon the surface of the granule. In some in stances there are two of tbesc
holes, one at ench end, or both at the same end. The cha ra cters of other
kinds of fccula wi ll be given under the heads of the several offieinal substances of which they constitute the whole or a part. Starch consi:;ts of
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen; it.8 formula, from whatever source it may be
derived, being, according to the latest opinions, CnHrnOlO'
According to Che"\"allie r, starch
sometimes adulterated with carbonate
and sulpllilte of lime, and the fraud is al so practised of saturating it with
moisture, of which it will absorb 12 per cent. without any obvious change.
Medical Properlies, d\:. Stnrch is nutritive and demulcent, but in its
orcliuar.v form is seldom administered internally. Powdered and dusted upon
the skin, it is sometimes used to absorb irritating secretions, and prevent ex coriation. Dissolved in hot water and allowed to cool, it is often employed
in encmata, either as a vehicle of other substances, or as a demulcent application in irritated stn.tes of the rectum. It may be med as an antidote to
iodin e taken in poisonous quantities.
O.ff. Prep. Decoctum Amyli; Enema. Opii vel Anodynum; l\lucilago
Pulvis Tragacanthro Compositus; Trochisci Acacire.
W.

is

Amyli;

ANETHUM. Lond., Ed.

Dill &eds.
Fruit of Anethum µravcolens . Lond., Ed.
Anetb U. odeur forte, Fr.; Viii, Germ.; Ancto, ital.; Encldo, Span.
ANETHU;\1.

Sa. Syst. l'cntandria Digyuia.-Nat. Ord.

Umbellifera~

or Apiacere.

Gen.,. Ch. Fniit nearly o"'atc, compressed, striated. Petals involutcd,
entire. 1Villd .
.Anethurn gra_v,,~lcns. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1469; Woodv . .Merl. Bot. p.
125, t. 48. Dill
an annual plant, three or four feet high, with a long,
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spin<lle-sh.a~ed root; an erect, striated,. jointed, branching stem; and bipin-
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termrnal umbels, d<'st1tute of mvolucre. The plant a na.t1ve of Spain, Por·
tugal, and the South of France; and is found growing wild in various parts of
Africa and Asia. It is cultivated in all the countries of .Europe, aud has
been introduced into our gardens. 'fbe seeds, as the fruit is commonly called,
are the only part. use.cl. 1'bey are usually rather mo:e than a. line in length,
and Jess than ~ line m breadth, of an oval shape, thm, conca.vc on one side,
convex and striated on the other, of a browu colour, and surronnded by a yellowish membranous ex_ransioo. 'l'hc i~· smell is strong and aromatic, but less
aprceable tha°: that of fennel-seed; ~hen: taste,. moderately warm and pungent.
'lber.c properties depend on a vola.t1le OJI, which ma.y be obtninc<l ii{'parnte hy
dist.illation. It is of a pale yellow colour, and of the sp. gr. O·SSL. The
bruised seeds impart their Yirtucs to :ilcohol and to boiling water.
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Dill seeds have the properties common to the aromatics, but arc very seldom used in this country. 'l'hey may be given in
powder or infusion. 'l'he dose is from fifteen grains to a dracLm.
W.
Off Prep. Aqua Ancthi ; Oloum Auethi.

Mediral Properties.

ANGELICA. U.S. &condary.
Angelica.
"Tbe root and herb of Angelica atropu rpurca." r;: S.
Sex. S!Jsl. Pent:rndria Digynia. -Xat. Ord. Vmbclliferre
ANG1':L1CA.
or Apiacere.
Gen. l'A. Fruit elliptic, comprc~sed , somewhat solid and corticate 1 rid~eB
three, dor.f.lal acu te, intervals grooved, margin alated. Gen. involucre none.
(·'-ii>re11:;rl.) r.:rnbel large, many-rayed, i;:pread iug; urnbel/rtdcnse, su1hemispheric; involucell about eight.leaved. Calyx five-toothed. Petals inflected.

l\-uurdl.
Anfrlim atropurpttr('a.

' Vill d. Sp. I'lcmt. i. H 30. This indigenous
species of Angelica, sometimes ca ll ed mastenc01·t, has a. perennial purpli sh
root, and a smooth herbaceous stem, the dark colour of which has given rise
to the specific name of the pl:mt. The lca."es are ternate, and supported by
Tery hu·gc inflated petiole~. 'J'he partitions of the leaf are ncal'iy quinate,
with ovate, acute, deeply l'ierrate, so mewhat lobed leaflets, of which the three
terminal arc confluent. The flowers are g reenish-white.
The purple angelica extends throughout the United States from Canada to
Caroliut1 1 growing in meadows nor.I marshy woods, and flowering in June and
July. It is Fmnller than ~I. .Artlw11gclica, with a less succulent stem. The
whole phtnt is officinal. I t hns a strong odour, and a. warm aromatic taste.
'!'he juice of the recent root is acr id, and is sa id to be poisonous; but t he
acrimony is dissipated by dry ing .
.MN/iml Pmperties, cfT. The medical virtues of the plant are simi lar to
those of the garden angelica of }:urope, for which it has been proposed as a
substitute. l t is, howe,·er, little employed. An infusion is occasionally
use<l in flatulent colic; and we are told that the stems are sometimes candied
W.
by the couutry people.

ANGELICA.

Ed.

Garden Angelica.
Root nf Angelica Archangel ica. Erl.
J\ ngcliq n C', f<'r.; J~ngclwurzel, Germ.; Arcongclicn, Ital.; Angelica, Span.

ANct:l. ICA. Sec ANGELICA. C. S.
.11191/ira.lrcluwyf'lira. Willd. Sp. Plant.i. 14'28; Woodv. Med. Bot.p.
R6, t. 35.-.trclwnJf'lirci 0J}iri11alis. lloch, De Cand., &e. Garden angelica

has a Ion~, thick, fleshy, biennial root, furnished with many fibres, and send ing up annually a hollow, jointed, round, channelled, smooth, purplish stem,
whic.:b ri~es fi,·c feet or more in height, an<l <liYi<les into numerous branches.
The leans, which stand upon round fistulous footstalks, nre very large, doubly
pinnate, wilh o\·ate l:rn<:cvlatc, pointed, acutely serrate leaflets, of which the
terminal one is threc-lobc<l. 'l'he flowers are small, greenish-white, :m<l d ispo:,.ied in wry larg<'i many-rayed, terminal umbels, composed of numerous
dcni;:c, hcmi:::pherical umbcllcts.
1'bi!3 plant is a. native of the north of Europe, and is found in the high
i
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mountainous regions in the southern section of that continent, as in Switzerland and among the Pyrenees. It is cultivated in various parts of l~urope,
and may be occasionally met with in the gardens of this country. It flowers
during tho summer. The whole plant has a fragrant odour and aromatic
properties; but the root and fruit only arc officinal.
1. The root should be dug up in the autumn of the ~rst Y.ear, as it is then
least liable to become mouldy and worm-eaten. It 1s spmdle-shaped, an
inch or more thick at top, and beset with long descending ra.dicles. The
fresh root has a ye11owisb-gray epidermi~, a. fleshy yellow purenchyma, and
when wounded yields a honey-c@loured j uice, having all the aro~rntic properties of the plant. The dried root is grayish-brown and much wrmklcd externally, whitish and spongy within, and breaks with a starchy fracture, exhibiting shining resinous points. It is very apt to be attacked by worms, and
is said to keep best, in the state of powder, in full and well closed vessels.
The smell is strong and fragrant, and the taste at first sweetish, after wards
warm, aromatic, bitterish, and somewhat musky. These properties are extracted by alcohol, and less perfectly by water. The constituents of the root,
according to the younger l3uchner, are volatile oil, a volatile acid which he
calls angelicic acid, a wax-like substance, a crystallizable sub-resin, a brittle
amorplious resin, a bitter principle, tannic acid, malic acid, sup;ar, starch,
albumen, pectic acid, fibrin, and various salts. (Joum. de Phann., 3e sfr.
i i . 124.) l;'ive hundred parts yield nearly four parts of volatile oil.
2. 'l'hc seeds, as the fruit is commonly called, arc two or three lines long,
oval, obtuse or somewhat notched at the ends, flat and marked with a longitudinal furrow on one side, convex with three augular ridges on the other.
They are ash-coloured, and have the same smeH and taste as the root. They
are said to keep well.
J.l!edical Properti'es. Angelica. is an elegant aromatic tonic, but is little
employed in the United States. The Laplanders, in whose country it flo u.
rishes, are said to esteem it highly as a condiment and medicine. Iu Europe,
the stems arc frequently made into a preserve, and used in desserts in order
to excite the stomach. 'l'he dose of the root or seeds is from thirty grains
toadrachm.
W.

ANGUSTURA. US.
Angustum Earl•.
The bark of GaJipea officinalis. liancocl.:,. l!. S.
Off S!ln· CUSPARTA. Gulipea Cusparia. Cortex. Lond.; CUSPARIA.

Bal~g~~tfi.:, r:.~ fn~:::::~-h~~1

Germ.,- Corteccia dell' Angusturn, Ital.; Corteza
de Augosturn, Span.
The subject of Angustura bark, in its botanical relations, has been involved in some confusion. The drug was at first supposed to be derived
from . a. species of Magnolia, and was referred by some to J.Vognolia glauc(t
?f this country. Humboldt and l3onpland were the _first t? throw light upon
its true s?urce. '~hen at Angustur~, a South American city on the Orinoco,
they received specimens of the foliage of the plant from which the bark
~as obtained; ~nd ~ftenrnrd_s . b~l icvcd that they had found the same plant
m a tree growmg m the v1cm1ty of Cumana. This latter they had the
opportunity of personally inspecting, and were therefore enabled to describe
accurately . . Unabl~ to attach it t? any known gen?s, they ercctcJ. it into a
new one, with t~1? title of G_usprina, a. _name of Indian origin, to which they
added the specific appellation of febrif11:1a . Ou their authority C11sporia
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febrifuga was generally believed to be the true source of the medicine, and
was recognised as such by the London College. A specimen having iu the
meantime been sent by them to Willdenow, the name of Bonplandia, was
imposed on the new genus by that celebrated botanist; and was subsequently
adopted by Humboldt and Bonpland themselves, in their great work on equi.
noctial plants. llcncc the title of Bonplandia trifoliuta, by which the tree
is described in many works on Materia lHedica. De Candolle, howc"cr, having found in the description aJl the characters of the genus Grd1jJea of
Aublct, rejected both these titles, and substituted that of Galipeu 011sparia,
whi ch has been adopted by the London College. But, after all these commutati ons, it appears from the researches of Dr. Hancock, who resided for
scYeral months in the country of the Angustura bark tree, that the plant.
descril;cd by Humboldt and Uonplaud is not that which }'ields the medicine,
but probably another species of the same genus. Among other striking
differences between them is that of their size; the tree described by Hum boldt and Bonpland being not less than sixty or eighty feet in height, while
that from which the bark is obtained is never more than twenty feet.
Ilaucoc:k proposes for the la.ttcr the title of Galipea offichialU, which has
been adopted in the U.S. and J~:dinburgh Pharurncoproias.
GALil'f:A. Sex. Sgst. Diandria 1ilonogynia.-Not. Ord. Rutace::c.
Gen. Gli. Uorolta inferior, irregular, four or five cleft, hypocrateriform.
Stamnis four; two sterile. Loudon' s Enc11c.
Gabj1ea oj/iciurdis. llancock, Trans . .Lond. .MedicQ-Bot. Soc. This is a
small tree, irregularly branched, rising to the medi um height of twch-e or
fifteen feet, with an erect stem from three to five inches in diameter, and
covered with a smooth gray bark. 1'he lca\'CS are alternate, pctiolate, and
composed of three leaflets, which are oblong, pointed at eacli extremity, from
six to ten inches in length, from two to four in hrca.dth, and supported upon
tLc common petiole by short leafstalks. '!'hey are very smooth and glossy,
of a. vi,·id green colour, marked occasionally with small whitish round spots,
and, when fresh, of a strong odour resembling that of tobacco. The flowers
are numerous, white, arranged in axillary and terminal peduncled racemes, and
of a peculiar unpleasant odour. The fr uit con~ i sts of five bivalve capsules, of
wbich two or three are common ly abortive. 'l'he seeds, two of which are con tain ed in each capsule, one often aborfo·e, are round, black, and of the size of
a pea. The tree grows abundantly on the mountains of Carouy, between the
7th and 8th degrees of .N. Latitud e; and is well known in the mi ssions, near
the Orinoco, upwards of two hundred miles from tbe ocean. It flourishes at
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and September, add great ly to the beauty of the scenery.
1'hc bark is gcn~raily brought from the West Indies packed in casks; but,
according to i\lr. Brande, the original package, as it comes from Angustura,
consists of the leaves of a species of palm, surrounded by a network of sticks.
Properties . 'l'he pieces are of various lengths, for the m o5t part slightly
curved, rarely quilled, sometimes nearly flat, from half a line to a. line or more
in thi ckness, pared away towards the edges, covered externally with a light
yellowisL-grny or whitish wrinkled epidermis, easily scraped Ly the nail, and
internally of a. yellowish-fawn colour. '!'hey arc very fragile, brcilking with
a short, resinous fracture, and yield, on being puh-erizeJ, a. pale yellow powder; but, when macerated for :~ short time iu w;itcr, they become soft and
tenacious, and ruay be cut into strips with scissors. 'l'Lc smcE of Angu:stura
bllrk is prculiar and disrigrecablc when fresh , but becomes fainter with age;
the taste is bitter and slightly aromatic, lca"ing a. sense of pungcnc:y at the
cuJ uf the tongue. According to Fi~cher, it contains rnlatilc oi l, bitter
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cxt~active, a hard and bitter res.in, a soft resin, a su?sta~ce a~a.logous t.o
1 5
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;i:~;' ~~ 3Sa~~d~~ t:~t~~ a;~~~~~~c~hdc~o~~;c~f i~h~c~:.~:~~dr~t~.7sl~1 :, t~~~:: ~:
infusion of the bark is treated with absolu te alcohol, at common tempera·
lures, and allowed to evaporate spontaneously. I~ is n~utral , fusibl~ at a
gentle heat, by which it loses 23·09 per cent. of it~ weight, soluble rn 2.00
parts of cold and 100 parts of boi ling wntcr, !:loluble in the concentrated amds
and in the alkalies, and precipitated l.iy the infusio~ of.galls . (J. (?eP~iann.,
xxii. 662.) Tb e virtues of the bark probably reside rn the volatile 011, and
bitter principles. They are extracted ~y water and alcohol.
Dr. A. T. ~L1homson states that precipitates are produced with the infusion
by th e so lutions of sulphate of iron, tartrate of antimony and potassa, su lphate
of copper, acetate and subacetate of lead, bicbl oride of mercury, nitrate of
silver, and pure potassa; by nitric and sul phuric acids; and by the infusions
of galls and yellow cinchona; but how far these substances are medicinally
incompatible with the bark, it wou ld be difficult_to determine.
li'A LSF. ANGUSTURA.
Under this title, the European writers on Materia.
~lcdiea describe a bark which was introduced on the continent mixed with
uue Angu~tura bark, and possessing poisonous properties, producing in some
instances unpleasant effects when prescribed by mistake for that medicine.
It is distinguiflbcd by its greater thickness, hardne!<S 1 weight, and compactness; by its resinous fracLure; by the appearance of its epidermi s, which is
sometimes covered with u. ferruginous efflorescence, sometim es is yellowishgray, and marked with prominent white spots; by the brownish colou r and
::mootlm ess of its internal surface, which is not, like that of the genuine
bark, separable into laminre; by the white sligh tly yellow powder which it
yields; by its t otal want of odour, and its iol-cnse tenacious bitterness.
When steeped in water, it docs not becornc soft like the true Angustura.
Anal1zed by Pelletier anJ Cave utou, it was found to contain a peculiar
alkalin e p1fociple which they called brucia, and upon which its poisonou~
operati on depends. (Sec JY11x Yvmica.) In conseq uence of the presence of
this principle, a drop of nitric acid upon the internal su rface of the bark
produces a deep blood-red spot. The sa me acid, applied to the extern;ll surface, renders it emerald.g reen. In true Angustun\ bark, a dull red colour
is produced by the acid on both surfaces. Tbe false A ngustura was at first
:-;upposed to be derived from Brucea antidyse11terica.; and was afterwards referred to some unkn ow n species of. Strychn os, in consequence of containinrT
bruci~, ~hich i.s a characte ri stic in~rcdient .of that gen us of plants. At pri
sent, it i,s ascribed to Stryclm()S ]\ ux i:omic:t.1 the bark .of. which, according
to Dr: 0 ~haugh?cssy, ex.actly c?rre8poncl~ with the dcscriptwn of An gustura,
and like 1t cont arns brucia. I~1ttlc of this bark reaches the United State's .
•yedical Propertie.s and 'U:le.~ .. Angustura. bar~ had been long used Ly the
natn·es of tbc country wh ere it growr;, before it beca me kn own elsewhere.
Fron;i the con.tinent its empl ~ymcnt extended to the \rest Indies, "here it
acquire? c.,on s1dcn~blc reputation. It was firs.t tak.e~ to Europe a.bout seventy
years smce. It JS now ranked among the officmal remedies throughout
Euro_pe. :ind Amer~c;l; but it bas no~ sustained its c~rly reput::ition, and in
the United States is not mu ch prescribed. Its operation is that of a. stim u·
l:rnt tonic. In large doses it also evacua.Ws the stomach and bowels an <l is
often employed for this purpose in Sout h America. It was at one ti~rn con :;iderably used a8 a fcbrifug~ iu the. place .of Pcrui•ian bark; but ha s not. been
found generally successful rn the mtcrnuttcnt s of northern latitudes. It is
said to b2 peculi:il'ly cffieac.:ious ia bilious lliarrhoons au<l <lyscuterics ; and
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has been recommended in dyspepsia, and other d.iscascs in which a tonic tr~at
ruent is demanded. The testimony, however, of practitioners in Europe and
the United States, is not strongly in its favour; and it is probably better
adapted lo tropical discuses than to those of temperate climates. lfancoc:k
employed it extensively in the malignant bilious intermitt ent fevers, dysenteries, and dropsies of Angustura. and l>cmcrara; and speaks in strong terms
of its efficacy in these complaints. Ile used it in the form of fermented
infusion, ns recommended by the uali\'e practitioners.
It may be gi,·en in powder, infusion, tincture, or extract. The dose in
substance is from teu to thirty grains. In larger quantities it is apt to produce nausea. From five to fifteen grains is the dose of the extract, which,
however, according to Dr. Hancock, is inferior to the powder or infusion. To
obviate nausea, it is frequently combined with aromatics.
,V.
Off. Prep. Infusum Augusturoo; 'l'inctura Cusparire.

ANISUM. U.S., Lond., Eel., Dub.
Jlnise.
The fruit of Pimpinella Anii:.um. U.S., Lonrl., Ed., Dub.

Graines d'anis, Fr.; Anissnme1 Germ.; Semi d'uniso, Ital.; Simientc de a.nis, Span.;
Anison, Arab.
PJl\U)INELLA.

Apiaccro.
Orn. Cit.

Sex. S!Jsl. PcntandriaDigynia. -Nat.Ord. Umbcllifermor

Petals inferior. St(qnianearly globular.
Willd.
Pirnpinel!aAnismn. Willd. Sp. Plant. i.1473; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 135,
Fruit ovate oblong.

t. 52. This is an aununl plant, about a foot in height, with an erect, smooth,
and branching stem. The leaves arc petiolate, the lower rouudish-corda.te,
lobed, incised-serrate, the middle pinnate-lobed with cuneat.c or lauceola.te
lobes, the upper trifid, undivided, linear. The flowers are white, and in terminal compound umbels, destitute of involueres.
'!'be anise plant is a. mtti"·e of Egypt and the Levant, but has been introduced into the south of :Europe, and is cultivated in various parts of that
continent. It is also culti\'ated occasionally in the gardens of tbi!!: country.
1.'hc fruit is abundantly produced in l\laltaand Spain. The Spanish is smaller
than the German or French, and is usually preferred.
Anise seeds (botanically fruit) are about a line in length, oval, striated,
somewhat downy, attached to their foot.stalks, and of a light greenish-brown
colour, with a shade of yellow. Their odour is fraJ!rant, and increased by
friction; their taste warm, sweet, and nromatic. These properties, which
depend upon a peculiar volatile oil, are imparted sparingly to boiling water,
freely to alcohol. 'l'be vol:ttilc oil exists in the envelope of the seeds, and is
obtained separate by distillation. (Rec Oleum .Anisi) '!'heir internal substance contains a. bland fixed oil. By expression, a greenish oil is obtained,
which is a mixture of the two. The seeds arc sometimes adulterated with
small fragments of argillaceous earth, which resembles them in colour; and
their aromatic qualities arc occasionally impaired by a slight fermentation,
which they are apt to undergo in the mass, when collected before maturity.
A case of poisoning is on record from the accidental admixture of the
fruits of Conium rnnculatum, which bear some resemblance to those of anise,
but may be distinguished by their crenatc or notched ridges. 1.'hcy are, moreover1 broader in proportion to their length, aud arc generally separated iuto
half-fruits, while those of anise arc whole.
The Star aniseed, the badiane of the }'rench writers, though analogous in
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sensible properti es to th e common aniseed , is derived from a different plant,
being the fruit of Jlticimn a11isaturn, an evergreen tree growin~ in. China,
Japan, and Tartary. 'rhe fruit consists of from five to ten browrnsb ligneous
capsules, fo ur or five lines long, united together in the fo rm of a sta.r, each
containing a brown shining seed. I t is much used in France to fiav?u~ liquors;
and the volatile oil, upon which its aromatic properties depcn~, 1s im ported
into this country from the East Indies, and sold as common 011 of anise, to
which , however, it is thought by some to be much superior .
..Afedical Properties and l:scs. Anise is a gra.teful aromatic carminative;
and, like several other fruits of a. similar character, is supposed to ha.ve the
property of increasing the secretion of milk. It has been in use from the
earli est times. In ]~urope it is much employed in flatulent colic, and as a
corrigent of griping or unpleasant medicines; but in this country ~enneJ.seed
is usually preferred. An ise may be given bruised, or in powder, m the dose
of twenty or thirty grains or more. The infusion is less efficient. The volatile oil may be substituted for the seeds in substance. l\Iuch use is made of
this aromatic for imparting flavour to liquors.
Ojj: Prep. Oleum A ni si.
W.

ANTHEMIS. U. S, Land., Eel., Dub.
Chamomile.
The flowers of Anthemis nobilis. U.S., Land., Dub.

The simple flowers.

Ed.
Camomille Romaine, Fr.; llomische Kamillc, Germ.; Camomilla Romana, Ital.;
)lo.nz:milln.Romuna, Span.
ANTHEMIS.
Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Superflua. - Nat. Ord. Compositre
Senccionidcre. De Cand. Astcracere. Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Rel'eplacle chnffy. Seed down none or a membranaceous margin.
Ca(IJX hemispher ical, nearly equal. Florets of the ray more than five. TVilld.
Several species of Anthem is have been employed in medicine. .A. nobilis,
which is the subject of the present article, is by far the most important. A.
Cotula, or l\Iay-wced, is also recognised by the U. S. Pharmacopccia. (See
Ootula,.) A. P!Jretlirum, whi ch affords the pellitory root, is among the officinal plants. (See P1p·ethr1l'ln.) A. arvensis, a native of this country and of
Europe, bears flowers which have :rn acrid bitter taste, and possess medical
properties analogous though much inferior to those of common chamomile.
'fhey may be distinguished by their want of smell. L. tinctorir.i is occasionally employed as a tonic and vermifuge in Europe.
Anthemis nobilis. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 2180; Woodv. N ed. Bot. p. 47,
t. 19. '!'his is an herbaceous plant with a perennial root. 1'he stems are
from six inches to a foot long, round, slender, downy, trailing, and di>ided
into branches, which turn upwards at their extremities. The leaves are bipinna.te, the leaflets small, thread.like, somewha t pubescent, acute, and generally
divided into three segments. The flowers are solitary, with a yellow convex
disk, and white rays. The calyx is common to all the florets, of a hemispherical form, and composed of several small imbricated hairy scales. The
receptacle is convex, prominent, and furnished with rigid bristle-like palere.
The florets of the ray are numerous, narrow, and terminated with three small
teeth The wh1'lc herb has a peculiar fragrant odour, and a bitter aromatic
t:iste. rl'he flowers only are oilicina.L
.
This plant is a native of Europe, and grows wild in all the temperate
parts of that continent. It is also largely cultivated for medicinal purposes.
ln France, Germany, and Italy, it is general ly known by the name of Roman
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rliamomile. By cultirnlion the yellow disk florets a.re often con~erted into
the white ray florets. 'l'hus altered, the flower!; arc said to be doublr while
may
thooc which remain unchanged are called single; but, as the convcrsi~n
be more or less complete, it generally happens that with each of the varieties
there are intermingled some flowers of the other kind, or iu different stages
the
as
though,
preferred;
of the change. The double Rowers arc generally
sensible properties are found_ in the greatest degree in the disk 1 the single are
cxclu!<iively
t~c most powerful. On this account, the latter were formerly
d1rooted by the London College, and still are so by the Edinburgh College.
radial
It is rather, however, in aromatic flavour than in bitternel's, that the
the
florets arc surpassed by those of the disk. If not well and quickly dried,
wbich
flowers 1C»1e tbeir beautiful wbitc colour, and arc less efficie nt. 'l'bo~c
oil,
are whitest should be preferred. The seeds yield by expression a fixed
which is said to be applied in Europe to various economical uses.*
of
'!'hough not a native of America, chamomile grow'5 wild in some parts
tho
this country, an<l is occasionally cultivated in our gardens for family use,
whole herb being employed. The medicine, as found in ou r shops, consists
chiefly of the double flowers, and is imported from Germany and England.
of
From the former country arc also occasionally imported , under the name
the
chamomile, the Bowers of Alatricaria Clumwmilla, a plant belonging to
same family n.s Anthem is, and possessing similar properties. (See Alatricm·ia.)
large,
arc
shops,
the
in
PropeNies. Chn.momi lc flowers, as usua lly found
almost spheri cal, of a dull-white colour, a fragrant odour, and a. warmish,
was
bitter, aromatic taste. 'When fresh, their smell is much stronger, and
name
fancied by the ancients to resemble that of tbe n.ppla. Hence the
is someclwmtcmf'ftwi (,ta,u:u on the grouud, and µ17?-.0v au apple); and it
similar
a
has
apple)
little
(a
manzanilla
what singular tlmt the Spanish name
aml
significtttion. 'The fio\Vers impart their odour and taste to both water
onealcohol, the former of which, at the boiling temperature, extracts nearly
resin,
fourth of their weight. They contain a volatile oil, a bitter principle,
gum, a small quantity of tannin, and various salts. Tbe first two are probably
their active in~redients. (See Oleum Antltem.idi~.) A volatile acid, iu
minute proportion, has been obtained from them by Schcndler, said greatly
to resemble, if it he not idcnticn.l with valeriauic acid.
1lkdirnl Propertit!s and l~~es. Chamomile is a mild tonic, in small doses
of
acceptable an<l corrohorant to the stomac h, in larger quantities capable
acting as an emetic. In cold infusion it is often advantageously used in
or
cases of enfeebled digestion, whether occurring as an original affection,
con·
consequent upon some acute disease. It is especially appl icable to that
dition of general debility, with languid appetite, which often attends couvafollowing
* To those who ms.y be disposed to cult.ivntc. the flowers for the shops, the
nt Mitcham,
sta.tementsmade by Mr. Jacob Bell, from observations attbc flower gardens

~~~,,::r~::~.::~»:::::~ri:;;i;.~~·~:pi~.?~.~~;,~:~r~s::~f~~.~~:.~:
~l~t~::~';,(;:~:~:~~
plantat
a yartl
rows

apart,

intcnals of n.bout. eighteen inches.

The prO}ll'r period for

c~;i~il~j~!i~~s art~~:
~~o~~l~~!~ctl;,~ s~ ~~o~l~e ~~~~:1ei;~!~ oi.e:!~~!~~l;nd~~~;·~n~J 1 !rghtsantl)'SOil,ori
n
11

1

crop. ltismoreprodnctiv cinsratherhcnvylo nm.thnncithcrinli
Ovcr-nrnnnretiffclay. It requires little manure, but rittention to wcc<lingis necc<;sary.
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x. 118. )-...,~ote to ninth
1

1

..

value of the crop js about the snwe. ( Pharm. Journ. and Truru.,
edition.
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le8e:ence from idiopathic fevers . As a febrifuge i~ )ms al~o acquired mu~h reputation, having been employed with advantage in rnternuuen.ts and rcn~1t~cnts;
but we have remedies so rnuch more efficient in these affcct1on'S, that 1t is now
seldom if C\"Cr employed. 'J'he tepid infusion is very often ~iven. to.pro~notc
the operation of emetic medicines, or to assist the stoma~h JO rehc~·mg itself
when oppressed by its contents. 'l'he flowers arc sometime~ applied _externally, in the form of fome:ntntion, in cases of irritatinn o~ mflam_n~nt10u of
the abdominal viscera, and as a gentle incitant in flabby, 11l-cond1t1oned ulcers. The dose of the powder as a tonic is from half a. drachm to a drnchm
tliree or four ti rues a day, or more frequently, according to the end proposed.
'l'bc infusion is usually preferred. The dec0ction and extract. cannot exert
the full influence of the medicine; as the volatile oil, upon which its \'irt.ues
partly depend, is driven off at the boiling temperature.
OJ[ Prep . Extractum Anthemidis; Infusurn Anthemidis; Oleum An themidis.
W.

ANTIMONIUM.

Antimony.
Stibium, Lat.; Antimoine, Fr.; Antimon, Spiessglanz, Germ.; Antimonio, Span.,
Ital.

Metallic antimony, sometimes called regulus of antimo11y, is not officinal
in the British or United States l)hannacopooias; but., as it enters into the
e;ornpo::.:ition of a number of important pharmaceutical preparations, we have
thought it proper to notice it under a distinct head.
Antimony exists in nature, 1. uncombined; 2. as an oxide; 3. as a tersulphurct.; and-!. as a sulplrnretted oxide. It is found princ ipally in France
and Germany.
b'xtractfon. All the antimonv of commerce is extracted from the natil'e
tcrsulphuret. The ore is first sep;rated from its gangue by fusion. It is theu
reduced to powJcr, and placed on the floor of a reverberatory furnace; wbere
it is subjected to a gc1)tlc heat, being constantly stirred about with an iron
rake. 1'be heat should not be sufficient to cause fusion. 'This procei'ls of
roasting is known to be completed, when t he matter is brought to the state
of a dull grayish-white powder, called antimony ash. By this treatment
the antimony is partly teroxidizcd, and partly converted into antimonious
acid; while nearly all the sulphur is dissipated in the form of sulphurous
acid gas: a portion of tersulphuret, however, remains uudecomposcd. 'J'he
matter is then mixed either with tartar, or with charcoal impregnated with a
concentrated solution of carbonate of soda, and the mixture heated in crucibles, placed in a melting furnace. The charcoal reduces the teroxide of
antimony, :vhile the nlkal_i unite.s with the undecomposed tersu lphurct, and
forms with it melted seoriro, which cover the reduced metal, and diminish
its loss by rnlatilization .
. A11ti 1:iony i::i imported ~nto . the Unit~d States prin:ipally from France,
packed m casks. A p~rt10u is also slu~pcd from Trieste, from Holland,
and occasionally from Cadiz. The Spamsh antimony is generally ln the
form of pigs; the French, in circular cakes of about ten inches in diameter,
flat on 0110 side and convex on tbe other; the English, iu cones. The
li'rench is most esteemed.
Prop:rties1 &c: The time of the disc?Yery of antimony is not known;
b~it Ba~il V~lentme was the _first to ?cscri?e th~. meth?d of obtaining: it, in
lns work entitled Ourr1ts 'l'riumplwbs A11lm10nu, published towards the end
of the fifteenth century. It is a brittle, brilliant metal, ordinarily of a la-
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ish-white ns it
mellatcd lexlul'c, of a. i;:ilvcr-whitc colour when pure, but blu
n sensible
occurs in commerce. \\"hen rubbed between the fingen;, it imparts
and fu!:ling
odour. Its equivalent number is 120, sy mbol Sb, sp . gr. G-7,
assumes an appoint 810°, M about a red heat. On cooling after fusion, it
\Yheu
leaf.
fern
a
to
resemblance
some
bearing
pcal'ancc on the surface
ofterstr0ngly bea~d, it burns with the emission of white vapours1 consisting
portion being
oxidc, for merl y called argcntine flowers of antimo11y. A small
cfo·ides
fused 1 and then thrown from a moderate height upon a fiat surface,
It forms
into numerous globu les, which burn rapidly as they move along.
and two
three combinations with oxygen; one oxide-tcroxide of antimony,
antithree,
contains
teroxide
'fhc
aciJs-antimoni ous antl antimonic acids.
combined with
rnonious acid four, and antimonic acid five eqs. of oxygen,
exist, which,
one of the metal. In addition to these, a suboxide is said to
formula 1 Sb9 0".
aecorJing to Marchand, has a composition represented by the
Grove's
It nrny be obtained by decomposing a solution of tartar emetic by aO.tidum
.
battery. The teroxidc will be noticed under the head of .Antimonii
by oxipreparl'd
.A nlimonic acid is a Jemon-colou rcd powder, which may be
off the excess
dizing the metal by di gestion in n itric acid, and then driving
to a red heat,
of nitric acid by a heat not exceeding 600°. When exposed
a white
it parts with oxygen, and is converted into antimonious acid. 'fhis is
vroportion
powder, and, though medicintllly inert, frequently forms a large
Antimoni<di$.)
Pulvis
(See
of the preparation called antimouial powder.
Antimony is officinal in the following states of combination :-

I.

SULP ll URETT ED : -

.

Antimonii Sulphuretum, U.S., Ed., Dub.; Antimonii Tersulphuretum, Lo11d.
Antimonii Su lphurctum ])rc:eparatum, Dub.
OxyAntimqnii Sulphuretum Pr::ccipitntum, U.S., Dub.; Antimonii
sulphu rctum, Lond.; Antimonii Sulphurctum Aureum, Ed.

II. OxmrzED :-

1'eroxide. Antimonii Oxidum, Eel.; Ant imonii Oxydum, D1ib.
et
Tero.l·ide combined u·ith tartaric acid and J>Ofassa. Antimonii
Potns!:lre Tnrtras, U.S.; Ant imonii Potassio-Tartras , Lond.; Antimonium 'rartarizntum, Ed., lJub. Dl.~solved in winf'. Vinum
Antimonii, U. S.; Yinum Antimonii Potassio-Tartrat is, Lond.;
Vin um Antimoniale1 Ed. Dissofred in dilttte akolwl. Antimonii
Mixed with lard. Ungucntum .Anti~'artarizt!li Liquor, Dub.
monii, T.I. S.; Ung. Antimonii Potussio-Tartrat is, Lond.; Ung.
Antimoniale, Bd.; Ung. Antimonii Tartarizati, Dub.
Teroxide and a11limon·io11.q m·id, ml.1.:c1l with pho."'}Jliate o/lim.e. Pulvis
Antimonialis, Ed., D1tb.; Pulvis Antimonii Compositus, Lone/.
III. CoMmN.ED w1 T11 Cu LORINE:Antimonii Tcrchloridi Liquor, D1tb.
solubility in
The antimouial preparations arc active in proportion to their
which coutaiu
the irastric jn ice. According to l\lialhe, all those antimonials
active. Hence
tbe hydt·nted trroxide, or arc easily con verted into it, are most
energy. The
metallic antimony in fine powder, and tartar emetic act with
in the dry
tcroxide is much more active when prepared in the moist than
except tartar
way. .A ccording to Serullas, all the antimonia] preparations,
proportion of
emetic and butter or terchloridc of antimony, contain a minute
this chemist,
arseni c. Tartar emetic is an exception, because, according to
portion of
it separa.tes entirely, in the act of crystallizing, from any minute
metal being
ar.!leni c in the materials from which iL is prcpMed; the poisonous
B.
left behind in the mother-waters of the process.
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AKTLi\IONil SULPIIURETUM:. U. 8., Ed., Dub.

Sulphuret of Anlimony.
Na live tcrsulpburet of antimony, purified by fusion . l:.

S.

0.tt: Syn. ACl'Tli\IONII T~cRSULPHURETUM. Lond.
fel~;·~!~~~:;~~:,tpg:r~~-~· o~~1r~~i1?~0~1.~ 1;t(~~~~1~:i~~a:.~1~~~~L~;;;;os;;~~~:·e1~~~~on, Sch wc-

Prrpai-a t ion, &c. The sulphurct of antimouy of the Pharmacopccias is
obtained from the native sulphuret, technically called antimon.IJ ore, by different processes of purification; tlw following being an outline of tha.t ge11erally
pursued. 'fhe ore is placed in melting pots in a circular reYcrbcratory furnace, and these are made to connect, by means of cmvcd earthen tubes, with
the receiving pots, situated outside the furnace. This arrangement affords
faci iities for removing the residue of the operation, and allows of the collection of the melted sulphuret, without interrupting the fire, and, consequently, without loss of time or fuel.
Pmpatics, &c. Sulphu rct of antimony is mostly prepared in France and
Germany. It is called in commerce, antimony, or crude antirno11,1;, and
occurs in fused roundish masses, denominated loaves. These arc dark-gray
externally, and exhibit internally, when broken, a brilliant steel-gray colour,
and a striated crystalline texture. Their goodness depends upon their compactness Und weight, and the largeness and distinctness of the fibres. The
c1ual ity of the sulphurct cannot well be judged of, except in mass; hence it
ought nc\·er to be bought in powder. It is entirely soluble in muriatic acid,
by the aid of heat, with the ernlution of sulphuretted hydrogen . The muriatic solution, when added to water, is decomposed with the production of a
white powder (oxycldoride of crntimony). lf the muriatic acid should have
dissolved some lead or copper, the filtered solution, after the precipitation of
the white powder, will give a dark-coloured precipitate with sulphuretted
hydrogen; but if t.hesc metals should be absent, it will yiel<l, with the same
test, an orange-coloured ]Jrccipitate, derived from a small qmrntity of antimony, not thrown down by the water. Arsenic may be detected by the
usual tests for that metal. (See .Acidmn Arseniosmn.)
G'o11171osition. The officinal sulphuret of a11timony is a tersulphuret, consisting of one cq. of antimony 129, and three of sulphur 48= 177.
Sulphuret of antimony requires to be levigated in order to fit it for medicinal use. (See .A11limom'i SuJplmretuni Pl'<eparatmn.)
O.ff. Prep. Antimonii et Potassre '.l'artras; Antimonii Oxidum i Antimonii
Sulpburctum Prrocipitatum; Antimonii Sulpburctum Prropa1·atum; Pulvis
Antimonialis.
B.

APOCYNUM ANDROS1EMIFOLIUJ'\L U.S. &condary.
Dog's-bane.
The root of Apocynum audrosmmifol ium. U.S.
APOCYNU!\I. ::)ex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.. -Nat. Ord. Apocynacero.
Gen. Cit . Cal!JX Yery small, fi~c-cleft, persistent. . C01·olla. campanulate,
half fiv~·clcft,. lobes revolute, furnished at tb~ base wt~h five dentoicl glands
alternatmg with the stamens. A?1tltas conn1vcnt, i:.ag1ttate, cohering to the
stigma. by the middle. Style obsolete. Stigma thick and acute. Follicles
long and linear. Seed comose. Nitltrdl.
Jpoc!Jnum androscemifolium. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1259; Bigelow, Am.
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llC'rhaceous
Afed. Bot. ii. 148. Dog's-bane is an iudigenous1 perennial,
a. milky juice,
plant, from three to six feet in height, and abounding in
smooth, simwhich exudes when the plant is wounded. 'l'he stem is erect,
to the sun, and
ple below, branched above, usually red on the side exposed
petiolate, ovate,
covered with a tough fibrous bark. 'l'he leaves are opposite,
1.'he flowers
acute, entire, smooth on both sides, and two or three inches long.
or axillary
are white, tinged with red, and grow in loose, nodding, terminal
of tl1e coroll;\
cymes. 'fhe peduncles have very small acute bractes. The tube
consists of a.
is longer than the calyx, and its border spreading. The fruit
seeds,
imbricated
numerous
containing
follicles,
pair of long, linear, acute
lon~ seed-down.
attarhed to a central receptacle1 and each furnished with a
Canada. to the
'l'he plant flourishes in all parts of the United States from
and flowers in
Carolinas. It is found along fences and the skirts of woods,
June and July. 'l'he root is the part employed.
milky juice.
'l'his is large, and, like other pasts of the pfont, contains a
from his
inferred
Bigelow
Its taste is unpleasant and intensely bitter.
matter soluble
experiments that it contained bitter extractive, a red colouring
in water and not in alcohol, caoutchouc, and volatile oil.
acts as an
.Medical Properties. The powder of the recently dried root
employed by
emetic in the dose of thirty grains; and is said to be sometimes
it is conpractitioners in the country for this purpose. By Dr. Zollickoffcr ]3igclow
Dr.
grains.
sidered a useful tonic, in doses of from ten to twenty
by keeping.
states that its activity is diminished, and eventually destroyed
W.
It is among the remedies employed by the Indians in lucs vencrea.

APOCYNU J\I CANNABI NUl\f. U.S. Secondary.

Indian Hemp.
The root of Apocynum eannabinum.

APOCYNU.II

u: 8.

ANDROS1E~IIFOT,ru~r.

Sec
_·Im. Jlfe<l.
AJ>orynum camwbill1mi. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1259; Knapp,
bears a close
Rev. iii.107. In g1:mcral appearance and character, this species branching,
erect,
resemblance to the preceding. The stems arc herbaceous,
arc opposite,
of a brown colour, and two or three feet in height; the leaves
the cymes
oblong-ovate, acute at both ends, and somewhat downy beneath;
small and greennrc paniculate, many-flowcretl,and pubescent; the corolla is
the internal
ish, with a. tube not longer than the calyx, :rncl an erect border;
in similar situaparts of tbe flower are pinkish or purple. 1.'hc plant grows
and bears a
tions with .A. androsreni(folimn, flowers a.bout the same period,
fibrous bark,
similar fruit. It abounds in a milky juice, and has a tough
circumstance
this
From
hemp.
for
which, by maceratio11 1 affords a substitute
its common name was derived.
feet in length,
The root, which is tbo officinal part, is horizontal, frre or six
branches which
nbout one-third of an inch thick, dividing near the cud into
but dark-chestterminate abruptly, of a yellowish-brown colour wlien young,
acrid, permasomewhat
nuuseous.
a
and
odour,
nut when old, of a strong
tc and
ncutly bitter taste. The internal or ligneous portion is ycllowish-whi 1
when wounded,
less bitter tha.n the exterior or cortical part. '.l'hc fresh root 1
caoutchouc.
emits a milky juice, which concretes into a substance resembling
affording a powder
]n the dried state, it is brittle and readily pulverized,
bitter principle,
like tha.t of ipccacuanha. Dr. Knapp found it to contain a
lignin, and a
extractive, tannin, gallic aC'id, resin, wax, ca.outchouc, fccula,
(~tm. Nrd. Repeculiar active principle which he proposed to cnllopocynin.
similar
iii. 197.) Dr. Griscom, by a subsequent analysis, obtained
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results, with the addition of gum. The root yields its vi rtues to water and
alcohol, but, according to Dr. Griscom, most readily to the former. .
Jlicdical Properties and Uiies.-lndian hemp is powerfully emetic and
cathartic, sometimes diuretic, and, like other emetic substances, promotes
diaphoresis and expectoration. It produces much nausea, diminishes tbe frc.
quency of the pulse, and appears to induce dl'Owsiness in<lc~end~ntly of the
exhaustion consequent upon vomiting. '!'he disease in which it has been
found most beneficial is dropsy. An aggravated case of ascites, under ~he
care of the late Dr. Joseph Parrish, was completely cured by the decoct1on
of the plant, which actetl as a powerful hydragogue cathartic. Dr. Knapp
also found it useful in a case of dropsy. Other instances of its efficacy in
this complaint have been published by Dr. Griscom of New York. (.Am.
Juur1t. of J1led. Sdences, xii. 55.) i:irom fifteen to thirty grains of the powdered root will generally produce copious vomiting and purging. The
decoetion is a more convenient form for administration. It may be prepared
by boiling half an ounce of the dried root in a pint and a half of water to a
pint, of which from one to two fiuidounces may be given two or three times
a day, or more frequently if requisite. The watery extract, in doses of three
or four grajus three time:; a day, will generally act on the bowels.
W.

AQUA. U.S., Ed.
Wate1".
Natural water in the purest attainable state. U.S. Spring water. Ed.
Of/: ,S'.vn. AQUA FONTANA. Spring Water. Dub.
"T~411:,

Gr.; Eau, fi'r.; Wasser, Germ.; Acqu:l., flal.; Agua, Span.

Water has always been included, as au officiual, in the United States Pharmacopccia, on account of its great importance as a medical and pharmaceutical
agent. It was not admitted into the officinal lists of tho British Pbarwacopreias until the year 1839, when it was first recognised by the Edinburgh
College. Since then it ha.s been made oflicinal by the Dublin College, in its
revised Pharmacopccia of] 850. It is more or less concerned in almost all
the changes which take place in inorga ni c ma.tter, a.nd is essential to the
growth and existence of living bcin,[!S, whether animal or vegetable. In
treating of a. substance of such diversified agency, our limits will a.llow only
of a sketch of its properties and modifications. We shall speak of it under
the Reveral heads of pure twter, common water, and mineral waters.
PURE WATER. ·w ater, in a pure state, is a transparent liquid, without
colour, taste, or smell. Its sp. ,[!'!.. is assumed to be unity, and forms the
term of comparison for that of all solids and liquids. A cubic inch of it, at
the temp. of 60°, weighs Yery nearly 252·5 grains. It is compressible to a.
small extent, as was proved first by Canton, and afterwards, in an incontestable manner, by l>erkins. Reduced in temp. to 32°, it becomes a solid or
ice; and raised to 2l:Z 0 , an elastic fluid called ~team . In the state of steam
its bulk is increased nearly 1700 fold, and its sp. gr. so far diminished as not
to be much more than half that of atmo:;phcric air. At the temp. of 39° its
density is at the maximum; aud consequently, setting out from that point,
it is increased in bulk by being either heated or cooled. It has the power of
dissolving more or less of all the gases, including common ai r, the constituents
of which arc always present in natural water. It is uniformly present in the
atmosphere, in the form of an invisible vapour, even in the driest weather.
\Yater consists of one equivalent of hydrogen 1, and one of oxygen 8=9;
or, rn volumes, of one volume (lf hydrogen and half a volume of oxygen,
condensed into one volume of aqueous vapour or steam. On these data, i~ i,s
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(sp. gr.
easy to calculate the sp. gr. of steam; for its den sity will be o·0689
o[ hydrogen )+Q·5512 (half the Sp.gr. of oxygen)=Q·6201.

it is obCo;-.oios \V ATER. l?rom the extensive so\\cnt powers of water,
with
vious that, in its natural state, it mu st be more or less contaminated
the nature
foreign matter. This is found to be the case; and, according to
of the strata through which it percolates, it becomes variously impregnated.
as not
\Vhen the foreign substances present are in so small nn amount
the
materially to alter its taste and other sensible qualities, it constitutes
different ''arictics of common water.
as obdifference,
of
shades
Common water posResses almost innumerable
con
be
may
tained from different localities and sources, but all its varieties
1caler i.i
veniently arranged under the two heads of soft and hard. A soft
uRed in
one which contains but inconsiderable impurities, and which, when
a variety
wa shing, forms a. lather with soap. By a liard ualer is understood
curdles
of water which contains one or more salts of lime, and, therefore,
convenient
soap, and is unfit for domestic purpoRcs. Tincture of soap is a
water it
and useful test for ascertaining the quality of water. In distilled
in har<l
pro<luccs no effect; in soft water, only a. slight opalescence; and
formation
water, a milky appearance. This laLter a1Jpearance is due to the
the lime
of an in.-:oluble compound between the oily acids of the soap, and
of the calcareous nit.
ancl
'fbc nwst usual fo reign substances in common water, besides oxygen
carbonic
nitrogen, and matters held in a state of mechanica l suspension 1 arc
salt).
acid, sulphate and carbonate of lime, and chloride of sodium (common
before
Carbonic acid is detected by lime-water, which produces a prncipitate
this acid.
the water is boiled, but not afterwards, ns eb ullition drives off
by
The presence of sulphate of lime is shown by precipitates being produced
first test
nitrat e of baryta, and, after ebullition, by oxitlate of ammonia. 'l 'he
not held in
shows the presence of sulphuric acid, auU the latter indicates lime
by an
solution Ly carbonic acid. Carbonate of lime, when held in solution
ich cau."es it
exceRs of carbonic acid, may be detected by boiling tLe water, wh
will rcta iu
to prccipitale; but, e\·cn after ebullition and filtmtion, the water
according
enough carbonate of lime to give a. precipitate with acetate of lead,
arises from
to the experimen ts of Prof. Connell, of St. Andrews. This result
Nitrate
the fact that carbonate of lime is to a minute extent soluble in water.
and,
prci=eut;
be
chloride
soluble
any
if
precipitate,
a
(Jf silrcr will produce
salt.
ordinarily, the particular one present mny be assumed to be common
natural
in
It is generally supposed th:Lt the oxygen and nitrogen present
most part
waters are in the same proportion as in atmospheric air; but for the
amounts
the oxygen is in larger proportion. In atmospheric air, tLc oxygen
expelled
to a.bout 20 per cent. in \"Olume; but the usual gaseous mixture,
gas.
this
of
cent.
per
32
from fresh water by boiling, coutuins about
Thus
source.
its
Common water is also di,·i<led into Yarietics according to
we h;n·c rain, snow, spring, rirnr, well , lake, and marsh wate r.
in
Raiii and s111Jw waters are the purest kinds of natural water, being,
ed as pure
effect, produced Ly a. natural distilfotion. Hain water, to be obtain
a distance
as po::-~iblc, must be collected in large vcss<:ls in the open fields, at
otherwise
falling;
from houses, an<l some time after the min haR commenced
and
it will be contaminated with the dust which floats in the atmo~JJbcre,
contain..,
other impurities dcriYed from roofa. The ra.iu water of large cities
burning the
nitrot?Cnized organic matter, as shown by the odour 0produced Ly
s.
<lrync
to
e'°apora.tcd
is
residue, left when the water
1
1f://t'. 1~1ur~~r a~~:~:~~.rii/~~~~:~:~~~;l~ ~:~~i~i>:e~-;~r~:~; ~~~~::~;~dt:~nt~1~~1\~~ii~:

a
;. -.· iolent
wnllc l·y M. ~farlin, cif rniu wato..:r whicl1 fell at l\larsciltcs during
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storm, 1000 parts by weight contained O·OOJ parts of chlorin e, and 0·003
parts of ammonia. Not a tnce of iodine or of nitric acid was discoYered.
(Gheni. Caz., Nov . 1853.) Snow water has a peculiar taste, which was
formerly supposed to depend on the presence of air more oxygenous than that
of the atmosphere; but in point of fact, when newly melted, it contains no
air, and this accounts for its vapid taste. Both rain and snow water are
sufficiently pure for employment in most chemical opemtions.
Spring wate1· (aqua foutana) depends entirely for its quality on the strata.
through which it flows; being plirest when it passes through sand or g_rav el.
It almost always contains a trace of common salt, and generally other 11npuritics, which vary according to the locality of the spring.
River water (aqua. fluvialis), generally speaki ng, is less impregnated with
saline matter than spring water, from its being made up in considerable part
of rains, and from its volume bearing so large a. proportion to the surface of
its bed. On the other hand, it is much more apt to h:we mechanically SUS·
pended in it certain insoluble matters, of a vegetable and earthy nature,
which impair its transparency.
ll'ell u:aler, like that from springs, is liable to contai n various impurities.
As a general rule, the purity of the water of a well will be in proportion to
its depth, and the constancy with which it is u:Secl. Well water in large
cities always contains nitrutes. (Dr. R. A. Smilh.) 'l'hey arise from the
rapid ox idat ion of nitrogen izcd organic matter, filtering through the soil.
The presence of nitrates in water prevents the formation of any vegetable
matter, which cannot be detected by the microscope, even after it ha s been
long kept. .AJ·tesian or ove1flowin!J wells, on account of their great depth,
generally afford a. pure water.
Lal~e wate1· cann ot be characterized as having any invariable qualities.
In most of the lak es in the United States, it is a pure and wholesome water.
JlJarsh water is generally stagnant, and contains vegetable remains under·
going decomposition. It is an unwholesome water, and ought never to be
u sed for medicinal purposes.
Common waters arc apt to contain organic matter in solu tion, of the nature
of ulmin or gein . In order to ascertain whether its amount exceeds the
minute quantity usually present in good wa.ter, Dupasquier has proposed
chloride of gold as a test. From one to two fluidounces of the water to be
tested, is put into a small flask, and a few drops of solution of chloride of
gl)ld, free from excess of muriatic acid, are added, so as to give the water a
slight yellow tint. The liquid is then boiled . If the water contain the ord i·
~ary pro~ortion of organic matt~ r, the y~ll~w tint remains unchanged; but if
its quantity be greater t han this, the hqwcl at first becomes brownish and
afterwards violet or bluish, in consequence of the red uction of the gold~
'!'he term Aqua, in the U.S. Pharmacopceia, may be considered as desig.
nating any natural water of good quality. ln th~ Erunburgh Phannacopccia
it means spring water, "so far at least free of Mime matter as not to possess
the quality of lrnrdne::is, ?rcon.tain .abo~e a GOO~th of sol id matter." A good
water may be known by its berng limpid and without smell. It answers well
for tho cooking of vegetables, and docs not curd le soap. Upon the addition
?f nitrat~ of baryta, nltratc of silver, ?r oxalate of ammonia, its tran sparency
is but slightly affected; and, upon berng ernpornted to dryness, it lea res but
an in considerable residue.
\Vater should never be kept in l eaden cisterns, on account of the risk of
l ts dissolving a small portion of lead. 'rhis risk is greater in proportion to
the softness and purity of th e water; for it i::i fouu<l that the presence of a
minute proportion of saline ma.tter, as for ex.amylc of a chloride or sulphate,
protects tb.c water from tbc slightest mctall1c impregnation. l\Ir. It Phil·
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lips, jun., attributes the presenativc power to sulphate of lime, and not to a
chloride, which would give rise to chloride of lead, which is slightly soluble.
'fbc protection is afforded by an insoluble film on the surface of the lead,
formed by the decomposition of the sa li ne matter.
Tbe Schuylldll u:atcr, introduced into Philadelphia, possesses all the characteristics of a good water, except that it is occasionally turbid after heavy
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one.half of which is carbonate of lime. It is perfectly free from lead, even
after st~mding in leaden pipes for thirty-six hours. (Prof B. N. lJorsford.)
'l'bc Croton water of New York is also a good water. A brackish or hard
water ought never to be employed in compounding prescriptions. For some
pharmaceutical processes, however, no natural water is sufficiently pure; and
hence the necessity of resorting to distilled water. (See Aqua JJestillala.)
Matters, mechanically suspended in a natural water, may be removed by
filtration through sand. Ou a large scale they may be separated by causing
the water to percolate a bed of gra,•el and sand. Rest, causing subsidence,
effects the same purpose, but in a less perfect manner, and requires time.
·when natural waters are so far impregnated with
lHINEUAL " ' A'rEns.
foreii:;n substanceR as to have a decided taste and a peculiar operation on the
economy, they arc called mineral waters. These are COll\'eniently arranged
under the four heads of carbonated, sulphuretted, clialybeate, and saline.
1. Crubonaled water.~ arc characterized by containing an excess of carbonic
acid, which gives them a sparkling appearance, and the power of reddening
litmus paper. These waters frequently contain tbc carbouates of lime, magnesia, and iron, which are held in solution _by the excess of carbonic acid.
The waters of Seltzer, Spa, and Pyrmont in Europe, and of the sweet springs
in Yirginin, be loni:; to this class.
2. Sulphurettetl waters arc such ri.s contain sulphuretted hydrogen, and
are di s tingui~hed by the peculiar fetid smell of that gas, and by yielding a
brown precipitate with the sa lts of lead or silver. Examples of this kind
arc the waters of Aix La Clrnpellc and IIarrowgate in ~ufope, and those of
the white, red, and salt sulphu r springs in Vi rginia.
3. Chalybcote waters are characterized by a strong inky taste, and hy
striking a black colour with the infusion of galls, and a blue one with fcrro cyanuret of potassium. The iron is generally in the state of carbonate of the
protoxide, held in solution by excess of carbonic aci<l. By standing, the carbonic acid is given off, and the protox icle, by absorbing oxygen, is prec ipitated
as a hydrated sesquio1:ide of an ochreous colour. 1.'bc principal ehalybeate .
waters arc those of Tunbridge and Brighton in England, of Wies-baden in
Germany, and of Bedford, Pittsburg, and Brandywine in the United States.
The sediments of many of the eha.lybeate springs of Germany have been
ascertajned by Walchner to contain both arsenic and copper in minute quantities. ':L1hesc results have been confirmed by Dr. H. ' Vill, who finds in some
of these springs a minute proportion of tin, lead, and antimony, in addilion to
the arsenic and copper. In three springs Will found the ratio of the sesquioxide of iron to tbe other metals to be, on au aYerage, as 48 to 1. According to :'\ !. Lai:;saignc, these arseniferous sediments exert no poisonous action
on the inferior animals, a result which he attributes to the antidotal power
of the iron.
4. Sali11e 1mtrrs are those, the prcdominnnt properties of which depend
upon s;1 linc imprcgtrntion. 1.'hc salts most usually present are the sulphates
and cnrhonatcs of !JOda, lime, and nrngncsia, and the e:hlorides of sodium, calcium, and magnctiium. Potassa is oeca.:sionally present, and lithia has been
detected by llerzclius in the spring of Carlsbad, in Gcrmauy. llromiue ex-
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ists in considerable quantity in the 8alinc at Thcodor~halle, in Germany, as
also in the salt springs of western 1..1ennsylvania. The m!nerol .sp~ing~ at
Saratoga, in the State of New York, contain a small proportion of 1odrnc and
bromine. The principal saline waters are those of Seidlitz in B ohemia,
Cheltenham and Bnth in ]~ngland, and Harrodsbu rg nnd Saratoga in th e
United States. To these may be added, a most importa.ut saline water, that
of the ocean.
'Ve subjoin a. summary view of the composition of most of the mineral
waters enumerated under the foregoing heads.
1. CARBONATED. Seltzer. In a wine pint. Carbonic acid 17 cubic inches.
lS<Jlirl contenl~ ;--carbonate of soda. 4 grs.; carbonate of magnesia 5; carbonate of lime 3; chloride of sodiu m 17. Tota.I 29 grs. (Bergmann.)
Spa. In a wine pint. Carbonic acid 13 cubic in ches. Solid contents;carbonate of soda. l·.5 grs.; carbonate of magnesia 4·5 i carbonate of lime J ·5i
chloride of sodium O·:l; oxide of iron 0·6. 1'otal s·a grains. (Bcrymann.)
J:Yrmont. In a wine pint. Ca rbonic acid 26 cubic inches. Solid conten ts;carbonate of magnesia. 10 grs.; carbonate of lime 4·5 i sulphate of mag.
nceia. 5·5; sulphate of lime 8·5; chloride of sodium 1·5; oxide of iron 0·6.
'l'otal 30·6 grs. (Ber2nw1111.)
2. f4ULl'llURE1'TED . • li2· la Clwpelle. In a.wine pint Sulphurettcd hydro.
gen 5·5 cubic inches. Solid contents ;-carbonate of soda 12 grs.; carbonate
of lime 4·75; chloride of sodium 5. Total 2l·75 grs. (Bergm.cinn.)
llarrou·gateold wdl. In u wine gallon. Oasco1.1s tonlents;-sulpburctted
hydrogcu 14 cubic inches; carbouic acid 4·25; nitrogen 8; carburetted hy.
clrngcu 4·15. 'l'otal 30·-t cubic inches. Solid content,.;;--chloride of sodium
752 grs .; chloride of calciun1 65·75; chloride of magnesium 29·2; bicarbonate
of soda 12·8. Total 85!)'75 grs . (D19lish ll 'CRl. <J1111rl. JQurn.)
ll"ltite sulphur. Ga scou,.; contents in a wincgallon;-sulphuretted hydrogen
2·5cubic inches; carbonicae;i<l2; oxygen J·.J..J.8; nitrogen 3 ·552. Total U·5.
~rwtid conlcnls in a pint;-su lphate of' magnesia 5 ·588 grs.; sulphate of lime
7·7-t.J; carbonate of lime l ·150; chloride of calcium 0·204; chloride of sodium
0·180; oxide of iron a. trace; loss O·.UO. Total 15·27G g1·s. (Prof H'iUim1~

B.R09ers.)
3. UuALYBEATE. T1t11bridge Inn wine ga llon. S(Jlid conlcnts;-cbloridc
of sodium 2·46 grs. i ch loride of calcium 0·3D; chloride of magnesium O·Z!);
sulphate of lime I·.U; ca rbonate of lime 0·:27; oxi<lc of iron 2·22i traces
of manganese, vegetable fibre, silica, &c. 0·44; loss 0·13. Total ?·GI grs.

(/::kudumore.)
JJri!Jltton. In a wine pint. Carbonic acid 2·5 cubic inches. Solid co11tr-ntR;1mlphate of iron 1·so µ;rs.; sulphate of lime -t·OO; chloride of sodium 1·53;
chl oride of magnesium 0·75; silica O·J4; loss O·JO. Total 8·5 grs. (..MarC(l.)
Ultdte11/u11n (cltal!Jbcole). In a wine pint. Gwicous f'Onlents ;-carbonic acid
2·5 cubic inches. Solid conlt>1lls;- carbonate of soda 0·5 grs.; su lphate of
soch 22·7; sulphate of magnesia. ti; sulphate of lime 2·5; chloride of sodium
4·1·B; oxide of iron O·S. 'l'otal 73·8 grs. (Brande and Pm·!.:es.)
lJNljord. lu a wine pint. C.:1rbonic acid not estimated . /~/olid contents;car~onutc of lime 2·120 g_rs.; ~ulphate _of ~ime 1.1 ·2.i-i; sulphate of mag nesia
:J·tJ 1-1; sulphates of alununa. and sesqutox1dc of iron l '280; sulphate of soda
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Rod.-bridye altim spring. Tn a wine gall on.

Carbonic acid 7·536 gr~.
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pburic acid 15·224. Total 49·331. (D1·. lla!J<S.) In this analysis a free
acid nnd free bases arc made to coexist.
4. SALINE. Seidlitz. In a wine pint. Solid contents;-carbonatc of magnesia. 2·5 grs. ; carbonate of lime Q·S; sulphate of magnesia 180; su lphate of
lime O; chloride of magnesium 4·5. Total 192·8 ws. (Bergmann.)
l'/1dtenlwm, (pure saliue). In a wine pint. /'.)'olid contenls;-sulpLatc of
soda. 15 grs.; sulphate of magnesia 11; !"ulphatc of lime 4·5; chloride of
sodium 50. Total 80·5 grs. (Par/.-Ps and Bru.ndr.)
Buth. King's well. Sp.gr. 1·0025; temp. 115° . In an Imperial gallon.
Solid contcnts;--carbonate of lime 8·820 grs. j carbonate of IDllb'lles ia o·3:W;
carbonate of iron I ·06-1; sulphate of lime 80·052; sulphate of potassa4'(i.U;
rmlpl.rntc of soda. 1!)·229; chloride of sodium 12·6..J.2; ch loride of magnesium
H·581 i silica 2·!)82; with tr:1ees of iodine and oxide of mauganese. Total
144·:J4 grs. (Merck a11d Gallou·o.y, Chem. Gaz. for 184G, p. 496.)
Balston iSJ>a. Sans Souri spring. In a wiue gallon. Solfrl conlPnls ;cblori<lc of sodium 1-13·73;1 grs. ; bicarbonate of soda 12·66; bicarbonate of
mugncsia 39·1; carbonate of lime 43·40i; carbonate of iron 5·95; iodide of
sodium 1·3; silica 1. Total 247· 15 grs. (Steel.)
Saratoga. Iodine spriuy. In a. wiue gallon . Gaseous contents ;---carbonic
aci<l 33G cubic inches; atmoephcric air -l-. Total 340 cubic inches. Sr;lid
contnits ;-chloride of so<lium 187 grs. ; carbonate of magnesia 75; carbonate
of lime 26; carbonate of soda 2; carbonate of iron 1; iodine 3·5. 'l1otal
2!)-l-·f) grs. (Prof .E'nunons.)
f:h.ra(t)ga,. Pavilion tpring. fo a wine gallon. Gmeous contents ;---carbonic
acid 359"05 cubic inches i atmospheric air 5·03. 1'otal 364·08 cubic inches.
Srilid <'011lc11ls ;-chloride of t:.odium 187·68 grs.; carbonate of soda 4·92; carbonat<:> of lime 5~·84; carbonate of magnesia 56·92; carbonate of iron 3·5 t ;
sulphate of soda. I ·JS; iodide of sodium 2·59; alumin:L 0·42; silica I ·16;
grs.
phosphate of lime 0·19; bromide of pot..'lssium a trace. Total
(Dr.JR. Uhillon.)
Saraloya. G'nion spri119. In a wine gallon. Gaseous contents ;-carbonic
acid 314·16 cubic inches; atmospheric air 4·62. Total 3 18·78 cubic inches.
Solid cunlmits;-chlorido of sodium 243·620 grs.; cnrbona.te of magnesia.
84·205; carbonate of lime ..J.l·GOO; carbonate of soda. ]2·800; carbonate of
iron 5·452; iodide of sodium, or iodine 3·600; silica and alumina 1·570;
bromide of potassium a trace. Total 3!)2·907 grs. (Dr. J. R. Chiltou.)
Saratoga. Con!Jress spri119. Gaseous co11tc11ts in 100 cubic incbcs;-carbonic acid 114 cubic inches. 8fJlid contents in a. pound 'l'roy;---chloridc of
ammonium 0 0326 grs.; chloride of potassium l·G25G; chloride of sodium
19·UG53; iodide of sodium 0·0046; bromide of sodium O·IG13; carbonate of
sodn 0·8261 ; carbonate of lime 5'8531 ; carbonate of magnesia 4·1155; carbonate of strontia 0·0672; curbonate of protoxide of iron O·Ol 73; carbonate
of protox.ide of manganese 0·0202; sulphate of pot.assa. 0·1379; nitrate of
magnesia 0· 1004; alumina 0·0069; silica O·ll t 2. Total 32·7452 grs.

su·n

(Sdw:eilzer.)

S ea l•U.tcr. Engfi.~h Clian11el. In a thous:ind grains. Water ~64•7+4 grs.;
chloride of sodium 27·059; chloride of potassium O·iG5; chloride of m:igne8ium 3·667; bromid e of magnesium 0·029; sulphate of magnesia 2·29G;
'l'otal lOOO·OOO grs.
sulphate of lime l ·407; carbonate of lime 0·033.
(Scl1tceitzcr.) The proportion of chloride of sodium is from 36 to 37 parts
in 1000 in the ocean, at a distance from land. Its amount is small in the
interior of the B:.lltic. It is perceived that bromine is present in very mjuutc
amount. 100 pounds of sea water yield only 3! grains of this element. According Jo Balard, iodine exists in the water of the Mediterranean; but it
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hila not been detected in the water of the ocean, the bromine being supposed
to mask its presence. Besides these ingredients, others are alleged to exist
in minute proportion in seawater; as fluorine by Dr. G. Wilson; lead, copper,
and silver, by MM. Malaguti, Durocher, and Sarzcau; and iron and manganese by M. Uziglio. These results, except in regard to fluorine, are doubt.
ful, and should be confirmed before being admitted. Anterior to Wilson's
researches, :Mr. Middleton and Prof. Silliman, Jun. had inferred the existence of fluorine in sea water, from its presence in marine animals. The lead
and copper, mentioned abo,,c, were found in certain fuci only; the silver, in
the sea water itself. Schweitzer's analysis gives a smaJl proportion of carbonate of lime; but Ilibra could not detect any. Dr. Jolin Davy's examinations of sea water go to show that carbonate of lime docs not exist at a. great
distance from land, except in very minute proportion; but becomes quite e~i
dent in water, taken at a distance of from fifty to a hundred miles from coasts.
Sea. water, filtered, and charged with five times its volume of carbonic acid,
forms, according to Pasquier, a gentle purgtttive, which keeps very well, and
is not disagreeable to take. The dose is from half a pint to a pint.
Medical and .Dieteti"c Properties of Wate1'. \Valer is a. remedy of great
importance. When taken into the stomach, it acts by its temperature, by
ita bulk, and by being absorbed. When of the temperature of about 60°,
it gives no positive sensation either of heat or cold; between 60° and 45°,
it creates a. cool sensation; and below 45°, a decidedly cold one. Between
60° and 100°, it relaxes the fibres of the stomach, and is apt to prod uce
nausea, particularly if the effect of bulk be adUed to that of temperature.
lly its bulk and solvent powers, it often allays irritation by diluting the
acrid contents of the stomach and bowels, and favouring their final expulsion; and by its absorption, it promotes the secretion of urine and cutaneous transpiration. Indeed, its influence is so great in the latter way, that
it may be safely affirmed, that sudorifics and diuretics will not produce their
proper effect, unless assisted by copious dilution.
Water externally applied as a bath, is also an important remedy. It may
act by its own specific effect as a. liquid, or as a means of modifying the heat
of the body. It acts in the latter way differently, according to the particu lar
temperature at which it may be applied. When this is above 97°, it constitutes either the vapour or hot bath; when between 97° and 85°, the warm
bath; between 85° and 65°, the tepid bath; and between 65° and 32°, the

cold b"Lh.
The general action of the vapour bath is to accelerate the circu lation, and
produce profuse sweating. It acts locally on the skin by softening and rcla.xing its texture. In stiffness of the joints, and various diseases of the
skin, it has often proved beneficial.
The hot bath, like the vapour bath, is decidedly stimulant. By its use the
pulse becomes ful~ a~d freq?ent, the veins turgid, the face flushed, the skin
red, ~nd .the resp~rat1?n qm~kcncd .. If the temperatu.rc be high, and the
con~t1tut1on pecuh?r, 1t3 .use 1s not w1~hou~ danger; as 1t is apt to produce a
fechng of suffocation, vtolcnt throbbmg m the temples, and vertigo with
tendency to apoplexy. When it acts favourably, it produces profuse perspiration.
The warm bath, though below the animal heat, nevertheless produces a
sensation of warmth; as its temperature is abon that of the surface. h
diminishes the frequency of the pulse, rend~rs the respiration slower, lessens
the heat of the body, and relaxes the skm. 'fhc warm bath cannot be
deemed, strictly speaking, a stimulant. By relieving certain diseased actions
and st.ates, accompanied by morbid irritability, it often acts as a soothing
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remedy, producing a. disposition to sleep. It is proper in febrile and exanthematous diseases, in which the pulse is frequent, and the skin preternaturally hot and dry, and where the general condition is characterized by restlessness. It is contra-indicated in diseases of the head and chest.
'l'he tepid bath is not calculated to have much modifying influence on the
heat of the body. Its peculiar effects are to soften and cleanse the sk in , and
promote insensible perspiration.
The cold Lath acts differently according to its temperature and manner of
application, and the condition of the system to which it is applied. When
of low temperature and suddenly applied, it acts primarily as a stimulant, by
the sudden and rapid manner in which the caloric is abstracted; next as a
tonic, by condensing the living fibres; and, finally, as a sedative. It is often
useful in diseases of relaxation and debility, when practised by atfusiou or
plunging. Ilut it is essential to its efficacy and safety, that the stock of
vitality should be suffic ient to create, immediately after its use, those general
sensations of warmth and invigoration included uuder the term reaction. I t
was used with advantage by the late Dr. Currie, of Liverpool, in the form
of affusion, in certain febr ile diseases, especially typhus and scarlatina. To
make it sa.fe, the heat must be steadily above the natural standard, and the
patient must be free from all sense of chilliness, and not in a state of profuse
perspiration.
Cold water is frequently applied as a sedative in local inflammations, and
as a means of restraining hemorrhage. Its use, however, is inadmissible in
infiannuations of the chest.
Plwrm. Use:-,. Water is employed in a vast number of preparations, either
as a meustruum, or as a means of promoting chewical action by its solven t
power.
Off Prep. Aqua Destillata.
B.

ARALIA NUDICAULIS. U.S. Seconda1·y.
False Sai·sapai·illci.
Th e root of Aralia. nudicaulis. U.S.
ARA LIA. Sex. Sgst. Pentandria Pentagynia. -Nat. Ord. Araliacere.
Gen. Oli. Flowers um belled. Calyx five-toothed, su.perior. Petals five.
Stijpnci sessile, subglobose. Berry five-celled, fi.\·e-sceded. Torrf'y.
Aral/a nudicwdis. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1521; Rafiaesque, Jlled. Flor. i.
53. The false sarsaparilla, wild sarsaparilla, or small spik.enm·d, as this
plant is variously called, is an indigenous perenuial, with one leaf and one
flower-stem, springing together from the root, or from a very 8hort stalk, and
seldom rising two feet in height. 'l'he leaf, which stands upon a long footstalk, is twice ternate, or once and quinatc, with oblong-ovaJ, acuminate
leaflets, rounded at the base, serrate on the margin, and smooth on both surfaces. The scape or flower-stem is naked, shorter than the leaf, and terminated by three small umbels, each consisting of from twelve to thirty small
yellowish or greenish flowers. The fruit consists of small round berries,
about as larµ;c as those of the common cider. The plant grows throughout
the United States, from Canada to the Carolinas, inhabiting shady and rocky
woods, and deli ghting in a rich soil. It flowers in ~lay and June.
The root, which is the officiual portion, is horizontal, creeping, sometimes
senrul feet in length, about as thick as the little finger, more or less twisted,
externally of a yellowish-brown colour, of a fragrant odour, and a warm, aromatic, sweetish taste. It has not been analyzed.
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)fe<lical Properties and Uses.

False sarsaparilla. is a gentle stimulant and
diaphoretic, and is thought to have an alterativ~ influen.ce analog?us to t.hat
of the root from which it derived its name. It is used m domestic practice,
and by some practitioners in the country, in rheumatic, ~y philitic, a~d cuta-

~~~~~ ~!~~~i~~~ ~~s t::a::~:s~lu~~~~ aa~t~mdu~~~:~0g~~du~~~~~~sapar1lla ..
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The root of AraHa racemosa, or American spik.enard, though not officmal,
is used for the same purposes as A. nudicaulis, which it is said to resemb!c
in medical properties. Dr. Peck strongly rccommc~ds ~h~ root of Araha
hispida, called in Massachusetts dwarf elde·r, as a dmret1c m dropsy. He
uses it in the form of decoction, and finds it pleasanter to the taste and more
acceptable to the stomach than must other medicines of the same class. (.Am.
Journ. of Med. Sci., xix. 117.)
W.

ARALIA SPINOSA. U.S. Secondai·y.
Angelica-tree Bark.
The bark of Aralia spiuosa. U.S.
ARALIA. See AllALIA NUDICAULIS .
.Aralia spinosa. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1520. This is an indigenous arborescent sh rub, variously called m1gelica-tree, toothachr-tree, and prickly ash.
The last name, however, should be dropped; as it belongs properly to Xanthoxylum fraxinF1mi, and if retained might lead to confusion. 1'he stem is
erect, simple, from eight to twelve feet high, armed with numerous prickles,
and furnished near the top with very large bipinnate or tripinnate leaves,
which are also prickly, and are composed of oval, pointed, slightly serrate
leaflets. It terminates in an ample pauicle, nry much branched, and bearing numerous small hemispherical um bels, in each of which are about thirty
white flowers.
'l'his speci€s of Aralia is found most abundantly and of the largest growth
in the Southern States, where it is said sometimes to attain a height of from
thirty to sixty feet. It grows also in the Western States, and as far north
as New York. It is sometimes cultivated in the gardens of the north as
a curious ar ornamental plant. lt fl ourishes in low, fertile woods, and
:flowers in August and September. rrhe bark, root, and berries are medicinal; but the first only is directed by the Plrnrmacopceia.
The bark, as in the shops, is usually in small quills or half-quills, from
two or three lines t.o half. an inch in diameter, thin, fibrous, grayish exter·
nally, and armed with prickles or the remains of them, yell owish within, of
an odour somewhat aromatic, and a bitteri.:ih taste, which becomes slightly
acritl on chewing, and leaves a lasting sense of puugency upon the tongue.
It yields its virtues to boiling water.
J}fediccd Properties and Uses. The virtues of Aralia spinosa are those of
a stimulant diaphorctic. According to Elliot, an infusion of the recent bark
of the root is emetic and cathartic. The remedy is used in chronic rheumatism and cu taneous eruptions; and in some pa1-ts of the South has been
employed in syphilis. Pursh states that a vinous or spirituous infusion of
the berries is remarkable for relieving rheumatic pains; and a similar tincture
is ~aid to be employed in Virginia with advantage in violent colic. The
pungency of this tincture has also been found useful in relieving toothache.
'llhc bark is most conYenieutly administered in dccoction .
W.
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ARGENTUM. U. 8., Loncl., Eel.
Silver.
Off. Syn. ARGENTUM PUIUFICATU)I. Rejine<l Silver. Dub.

Argent, Fr.; Silber, Gtrm.; Argento, Ilal.; Pln.tn, Spun.

Silver is occasionally found in the metallic state, sometimes crystallized or
in the form of vegetations, at other times combined with gold, antimony,
arsenic, or mercury; but ruore usually it occurs iu the state of sulp huret,
either pure, or mixed with other sulpburets, as those of copper, lead, and
antimony. It is sometimes found as a chloride.
The most productive mines of silver are found on this continent, being
those of l\Icxico and J>cru; the richest in Europe arc those of Norway, Ilungary, and ':J.1ransylvania. The principal ore which is worked is the sulphurct.
The mineral containing silver which is most disseminated, is argentiferous
galena, which is a sulphuret of lead, containing a little sulphurct of silver.
Argentiferous galena exists in several localities in the United States. A
mine of silver was opened about the year 1841, in Davidson County, North
Carolina. 'rhe ore is an argentiferous carbonate of lead, yielding about onethird of its weight of lend, from which from 100 to 400 ounces of silver are
extracted per ton. (Ecl.j'eldt and Du Bois, .Mainwl of Coins.)
Extraction. Silver is extracted from its ores by two principal processes,
orna(qamatio11, and cupellation. At Freybcrg, in Saxony, the ore, which is
principally the su lphurct, is mixed with a tenth of chloride of so<l ium (common
salt), and roasted in a revcrbcrntory furnace. Tho sulphur becomes acidified,
and combines with sodium and oxygen, so as to form sulphate of soda, while
the chlorine forms a ch loride with the si lver. The roasted mass is then reduced to very fine powder, mixed with half its weight of mercury, one-third
of its weight of water, and about a seventeenth of iron in flat pieces, and subjected, for sixteen or eighteen hours, to constant agitation in barrels turned
by machinery. The chlorine combines with the iron, and remains in solution
as chloride of iron, while the si lver forms an amalgam with the mercury. The
amalgam is then subjected to pressure in leathern bags, through the pores of
which the excess of mercury passes, a solid amalgam being left behind. 'l'bis
is then subjected to bent in a distillatory apparatus, by means of which the
mercury is separated from the silver, which remains behind in the form of a
porous mass. In Peru and l\lexico the process is somewhat simi lar to the
above, common salt and mercury being used; but slaked lime and sulpburet
of iron arc also employed, with an effect which is not very obvious.
Wbcn argentifcrous galenas arc worked for the silver they contain, they arc
first reduced, and the argentiferous lead obtained is fused on a large shallow
eupcl called a. test, and exposed to the blast of a bellows, whereby the lead
is oxidized, half vitrified, and driven off U10 test in scales, forming the substance called litlta'l'ge. ]Jut, the operation being continued, the whole of the
lead is separated, and tLe silver, not being oxidizable, remains behind as a
brilliant fused mass. The time required for the separation is much abridged
by the process of l\Jr. Pattinson, of Newcastle, Englnud. This consists in
allowing the melted alloy to cool slowly, and scparnting the crystals which
first form, and which are much richer in silver than the original mass, by
means of a perforated ladle. 1'he crystals are then subjected to cupellation,
for the separation of the lead which they still contain.
Properties. Silver is a white metal, yery brilliant, tenacious, malleable,
n.nd ductile. In malleability and ductility, it is inferior only to gold. It is
harder than gold, but softer than copper. Its equivalent number is 108,
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symbol Ag, and sp.gr. about 10·4. It forms but on? well c~ara.cter~zcd
oxide, which is a protoxide. Exposed to a. full red heat, it enters rnto fusion,
and exhibits a brilliant appearance. It is not oxidized i_n the air, but contracts a superficial tarnish of sulphuret of silver by the action of sulphurette_d
hydrogen, which always exists in minute quantity in the atmosphe~e . . It 1s
entirely soluble in diluted nitric acid. If any gold be present, it will remain undissolved as a. dark-coloured powder. From the nitric solution, the
whole of the silver may be thrown down by chloride of sodium, as a white
precipitate of chloride of silver, characterized by being completely soluble
in ammonia. If the remaining solution contain copper or lead, it will be
precipitated or discoloured by sulphurctted hydrogen.
Phann. Uses. The only officinal preparations of silver are the oxide, nitrate, and cyanuret . The chloride will be noticed in the Appendix.
Ojj: Prep. Argenti Nitras; Argenti Nitras Fusus.
B.

ARMORACIA. U. S., Loncl., Ed.
Horse-mcli,sh.
The fresh root of Cochlearia Armoracia. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Raifort sauvage, Fr.; Meerrettig, Germ.; Rafano rnsticano, Ital.; Rabano rusticano, Span.

COCllLEARIA.

Sex. Syst. Tetradynam ia Siliculosa.-Nat. Ord. Brassi-

cacero or Cruciferm.

Gen. Ch. Silicula emarginate, turgid, scabrous, with gibbous, obtuse
valves. lVilld.
.
CochleariaArm.oracia. W illd. Sp. Pla11t. iii. 451 ; Woodv. llled. Bot. p.
400, t. 145. The root of this plant i!:I perennial, sending up numerous very
large leaves, from the midst of which a. round, smooth, erect, branching stem
rises two or three feet in height. The radical leaves are lance-shaped, waved,
scalloped on the edges, sometimes pinnatifid, and stand upon strong footstalk:;. Those of the stem are much smaller, without footstalks, sometimes
divided at the edges, sometimes almost entire. The flowers are numerous,
white, pcduncled, and form thick terminal clusters. The ca lyx bas four
ovate, deciduous leaves, and the corolla an equal number of obovale petals,
twice as long as the calyx, and inserted by narrow claws. 'I1he pod is small,
elliptical, crowned with t he persistent stigma, and divided into two cells,
each containing from four to six seeds.
The horse-radish is a native of western Europe, growing wild on the sides
of ditches, and in other moist situations. It is cultivated for culinary purposes in most civilized countries, and is said to have become naturalized in
some parts of the United States. Its flowers appear in June.
The root, which is officinal in its fresh ~late, is long, tapering, whitish externally, Yery white within, fleshy, of a strong pungent odour when scraped
or bruised, and of a hot, biting, somewhat sweetish taste. Its virtues are
imparted to water and alcohol. They depend upon a volatile oil, which is dissipated by drying; the root becoming at first sweetish, and ultimately insipid
and quite inert. Its acrimony is also destroyed by boiling. The oil may be
obtained by distillation with wa.ter. It is colourless or pale yellow, heavier
than water, very volatile, excessively pungent, acrid, and corrosive, exciting
inflammation and even vesication when applied to the skin. Hubatka considers it as identical with the volatile oil of mustard. (Journ. de Pharrn.,
3 e ser., v. 42.) According to Gutret, only 6 parts of it are obtained from
10,000 of the root. Besides this principle, the fresh root contains, according to the same chemist, a. bitter resin in minute c1uantity, sugar, extractive,
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gum, etarch, albumen, acetic acid, acetate ancl sulphate of lime, water, and
lignin. From observations made by F. J_J. Winckler, it may be inferred that
rnyro11lcacid exists in the root combined with potassa, and that it is from the
reaction between this acid, rn!Jrosine also existing in the root., and water, that
the volatile oil is produced, in the same manner as oil of mustard from mustard Reed. (See s:11a1n's.) Horse.radish, when distilled with alcohol, yields
none of the oil. (Journ. fifr Prald. Pltarm., xviii. 89.) The root may be
kept for some time without material injury, by being buried in sand in a
cool place .
.Medical P1·operties and lSes. Horse.radish is highly stimulant, exciting
the stomach when swallowed, and promoting the Eiecrctions, especially that
of urine. Externally applied, it is rubefacicnt. Its chief use is as a condiment to promote appetite and invigorate digestion; but it is also occasionally
employed as a medicine, particularly in dropsical complaints attended with
an enfeebled condition of lhe digestive organs, and of the system in general.
It has, moreover, been recommended in palsy and chronic rheumatism,
both as an internal and external remedy; and iu scorbutic affections is highly
esteemed. Cullen found advantage in cases of hoarseness from the use of a
syrup prepared from an infusion of horse.radish and sugar, and slowly swal.
lowed iu tbe quantity of one or two teaspoonfuls, repeated as occasion demanded. The root ma.y be giYen in the dose of half a drachm or more,
either grated or cut into small pieces.
Off. Prep. Infusum Armoracioo; Spiritus Armoracioo Compositus. W.

ARNICA. U. S. Secondary.
Leopard's-bane.
The flowers of Arnica. montana. U. S.

Arnique, Fr.; Berg Wolvcrly, Ge1ueiocs J.chtes Fallkraut, Germ.; Arnico. monW.na,
llal., Span.

AnNICA. S ex . S.11st. Syngenesia Supcrftua.-Nal. Ord. Composit::c.Scnccionidero. De Cand. Astcracero. Lindley.
Gen. Git. Ccd!JX with equal leaflets, in a double row. S eed.down hairy,
sessile. S eeds both of the disk and ray furnisLcd with seed.J.own. Receptacle hairy. Hayne.
Amica montana. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 2106; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 41,
t. 17. This is a perennial, herbaceous plant, having a. woody, brownish,
horizontal root, ending abruptly, and sending forth numerous slender fibres
of the same colour. The stem is about a foot high, cylindrical, striated,
hairy, and terminating in one, two, or three peduncles, each bearing n. fl ower.
The radical leaves arc ovate, entire, cili ated, aml obtuse; those of the stem,
which usually consist of two opposite pairs, arc lance.shaped. Both are of
a brigbt green colour, and somewhat pubescent on their upper surface. The
flowers arc very large, and of a. fine orange.yellow colour. The calyx is
greenish, imbricate<l, with l:rnccolatc scales. 'l'hc ray consists of about fourteen ligulatc florels, twice as long as the calyx, striated, three-toothed, and
hairy a.t the base; the disk, of tubular florets, with a. five-lobed margin.
This plant is a native of the mountainous di stricts of Europe and Siberia,
and is found, according to Nuttall, in the northern regions of this continent,
west of the :Mississippi. It has been introduced into ~~ngland, and might no
doubt be cultivated in this country; but it is very little used, and in the U.S.
Pharruacopwia. has been placed in the secondary list. The flowers, lea.yes,
and root arc employed; but the flowers are usually preferred.
Properties. The whole plant, when fre.sh, has a strong, disagreeable odour,
which is apt to ex.cite sneezing, and is diwinished by desiccation. The taste
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iug matter, an odorous resin, and a bitter principle which ~hey comndercd
identical with cytisin, discovered by them in the seeds of C,~ttsw; Lal.Jurnu~n.
This substance is yellow, of a bitter :md nauseous taste,_delique~ccnt, readily
soluble in water and diluted alcohol, but with difficulty m strong alcoh?l, and
in soluble iu ether. In the do.se of five grains it is powerfully emetic and
1
0
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from the root a volatile oil, an acrid resin, extractive, gum, and 11gnrn. lUr.
Wm. Bastick, of Loudon, has separated an organic alkali from the flowers,
and names it ar11ici11a. It ls solid, slightly bitter, but not acrid, of the
odour of castor, sligh tly soluble in water, and much more soluble in alcohol
and ether. (Pliarni. Jowr11. 011d Trans., x. 389.)*
J1fedical Prope1·ties and Uses. Leopard's-bane is a stimulant, directed
with peculiar energy to the brain and whole nervous system, us manifested
by the headache, spasmodic contractions of the limbs, and difficulty of respi·
ratiou, which result from its use. It acts also as an irritant to the stomach
and bowels, often producing au emetic and cathartic effect, and is said by
Bergius to be diuretic, dinphoretic, and emmenagogue. It is much used by
the Germans, who prescribe the flowers and root with advantage in amaurosis,
paralysis, and other nervous affections. It is said to prove serviceable in that
disordered condition which succeeds concussion of the brain from falls, blows,
&c.; and from tLis circumstance has received the title of panacea lapsonan.
It has also been recommended in paralytic affections, chronic catarrh of the
old, intermittent fever, dysentery, diarrhooa 1 nephritis, gout, rheumatism,
dropsy, ch lorosis, and various ot her complaints, in most of which it seems to
hm'e been empirically prescribed. It is peculiarly useful in diseases attended
with a. debilitated or typhoid state of the system. The powdered ftowcrs and
leaves are employed fill a sternutatory; and the inhabitants of Savoy and the
Vosges are said to substitute them for tobacco. In France the flowers of
Arnica are occasionally used, though much less than in Germany. In England and the United States they are little employed. 'fhey are best given
in substance or infusion. The close of the powder is from five to twenty
grains frequently repeated. 'l'he infusion may be prepared by digesting an
ounce in a pint of water, of which from half a fluidouncc to a fluidounce
may be giYen every two or three hours. It shou ld always be strained
through linen, in order to separate the fine fibres, which miU'ht otherwise
irritate the throat. 'l'be poisonous properties of the plant a~c said to be
best counteracted by the free use of ''incgar or other dilute vegetable acid.
A tincture JJrepared from the flowers has receutly come in to use in this
country as a domestic remedy in sprains, bruises, &c. It is employed externally. The Prussian and other German Pharmacopooias direct it to be made
by digesting the flowers for four dayS in diluted alcohol, in the proportion of
about two ounces to a pint. (Pharm. Univers., i. 284.)
W.
*Mr. Bastick obtained the nlkaloid by the followi ng process.

The flowers were

~:~:~~~t~v~~~ca~~~}~\;~~~~~~~e~~,·~~~a~~1~~l~~~i~t~~~ ;ti:~,~~~~~\~~: ;;1:~ ~\~:~:~i,
the filtrate trcatcdw1tb sulphuricnc1d
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slight excess; the acid solution wns filtered
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liquor was saturated with carbonate of potnssa, and after filtration wus mixed with a
considerable excess of cnr?onateofyotnssn; fin11~ly, the liquid was agitated with successive porti.onsofether until this fluid ceased tod1ssoh·canything,nndtheethcrcnlsolutiou obtl\\ued waslcft.tospoutaneouscvaporntiou . ..Aruicinaremained.
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ARSENICUM. U. 8.
A?'Senic.
O.ff. S!J"·

ARSE:<ICmI PURmL Dub.

Arsenic, Pr.; Arsemk, Grrm.; Arsenico, I/rd., Span.

'J'his metal was made officina.l in the U.S. and Dublin Pbarmaeopooias of

1850, for the purpose of being used to form the iodide of arsenic, and the
solution of the iodide of arsenic antl mercury, two new officinal s of those
works. It is placed in the Matcrin. Modica of the U.S. Pharmacopooia, but
amon:? the preparations in the Dublin, with the following formula.
"Take of \\'bite Oxide of Arsenic of Commerce two drachms [Dub.
1ve1f1hl]. Place the Oxide at the sealed end of a hard German glass tube 1 of about
Lalf an inch in diameter and eighteen inches long, and, having covered it with
a.bout eight inches of dry and coarsely pulverized charcoal, and raised the por·
tion of the tube containing the charco11l to a red heat, let a few ignited coals
be placed bcncatU th e Oxide, so as to effect its slow sublimation. When
this has been accomplished, the mctttllic arsenic will be found attached to
the interior of the tube at its distant or cool extre mity .
"In conducting this process, the furnace used in the performance of an
organic analysis should be empl oyed, and the fuel shou ld be ignited charcoal.
It will be proper also to connect the open extremity of the tube with a flue,
for the purpose of prcvcntio~ the possible escape into the npartmcnt of ar·
seoical vapours; and, with the view of keeping it from being plugged by
the metal, to introduce occasionally into it, as the subl im ation proceeds, au
iron wire through a cork, fixed (but not air-tight) in its open extremity."
In the above process, the white oxide (arscnious aciJ) is reduced by the
agency of ignited charcoal, which attracts the oxygen of the acid, and re·
vi,·cs the metal. On the large scale, metallic nrseoic is generally obtained
by heating arscnical pyrites (FcAs,FeS9) in earthen tubes; when the metal
subl imes, and two eqs. of 11rotosulphurct of iron are left as a residue.
Propalies. Arsenic is a brittle 1 crystalline metal, of a steel-gray colour,
and possessing much brilliancy when recently broken or sublimed. Exposed
to the air,, its surface becomes dull and blackens. Its texture is granular,
and someti mes a little scaly. Rubbed on the hands, it communicates a pe·
culiar odour; but it is devoid of taste . Its sp.gr. is about 5·8. When
heated to about 356° of Fahr., it sublimes without fusing 1 gh·ing rise to
white vapours having an alliaccous or garlicky odour. Its equi\'alcnt number is i5. It forms two combinations with oxygen, both having acid pro·
pertic::, called arsenious and arsenic acids, and three with sulphuri namely,
bisulphuret of arsen ic or rcalgar, tcrsulphurct or orpiment, corresponding
in composition with arsenious acid, and quinto-sulphurct, correspou<ling with
arsenic acid. (See .Acidum, Arseniosumj also 1·ealgar and orpimenl in the
Appendix..) .Arse1lic add is obtained by boil in g arsenious acid with nitromu·
rintic acid, and evaporating to dryness. It is a white, crystalline substance,
soluble in water. It forrus with nitrate of :silver, a brick-red precipitate of
arseniatc of sih-er. It consists of one eq. of arsenic and fi,·c of oxygen (As05 ) .
Arsenic is much diffused. llcsides being present in a great many mine·
rals, it bas been detected, in minute proportion, in the earth of graYe yards
by Orfila; in certain soils and mineral waters by ?IL Wttlchucr; a.nd in
the ashes of \•arious plants by .L\l. Stein.
Arscnicisofficinal:-

I.

J~ TllE ME1'AM,TC STATK

.Arscnfo.um, i-. S.

j

Arsenicum Purum, Dub.
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C0Mn1:"1'ED w1Trr OXYGEN.

Acidum Arseniosum, U.S., Lond.; Arsenicum Album, Ed.;
Arscnici Oxydum Album Vcoalc, Dub. Purified L!J re~ublima
tion. Acidum Arscniosum Purum, Dub.

III.

COMBINED WITII CllLOHINE.

IV.

COillBINED WITH IODINE.

Liquor Arscnici CLloridi, Lond.
Arsenici Iodidum, U. S.

V.

COMBINED WITH IODINE AND MERCURY.

Liquor Arseoici et Hydrargyri Iodidi, U.S.; Arsenici ct Hydrargyri llydriodatis Liquor, Dub.

VJ. lN

SAL!Nl: COMBINATION.

Liquor Potassre Arsenitis, U.S., Lond.; Liquor Arsenicalis, Ed.,
Dub.
B.

ARUM. U.S. Secondary.

Dragon-1·oot.
The cormus of Arum triphyllum. U.S.
ARU:'ll. S ex. Sgsl. i'Ionc:ccia Polyandria. -Nat. Ord. Arace::e.
Gen. CA. Spathe one-leafed, cowled. Spadix naked above, female below, stamineous in the middle. Willd.
The root or corruus of Arunimaculatmn is occasionally used as a medicine
in Europe, and formerly held a place in the Dublin Pharmacopccia. Its
properties so closely resemble those of our A. tripl1,yllum, that the substitution of the latter in our Pbarmacopccia was obviously proper, independently
of the consideration that tbe root is efficient only in the recent state .
...frmn triphylluni. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 480; Bigelow, Am. fifed. Bot. i.
52. 'l'he dragon-root, Indian turnip, or wa!.·e-robin, as t.his plant is variously
called io common language, has a perennial root or corwus, which, early in
the spring 1 sends up a large, ovate, acuminate, variously coloured spathe,
convoluted at bottom, flattened and bent o,·cr at top like a hood, and supported by an erect, round, green or purplish scape. \\'ithin the spathe is
a club-shaped spadix, green, purple, black, or variegated, rounded at the
end, and contracted near the base, where it is surrounded by the stamens
or germs in the direcious plants, and by both in the monrecious, the female
organs being below tl~e male. Tbe spa.the and upper portions of the spadix
gradually decay, while the germs are converted into a compact bunch of
shin ing, scarlet berries. The leaves, which are usually one or two in number, and stand on long sheathing footst.a.lks, arc composed of three ov~ttc
acuminate leaflets, paler on their under than their upper surface, and becoming glaucous as the plant ad,1 anccs. There are three varieties of this species,
distinguished by the colour of the spathe, which in one is green, in another
dark purple, and in a t hird white. rrbe plant is a native of North and South
America, and is common in all parts of the United States, growing in damp
woods, in swamps, along ditches, and in other moist sha:'tly places. All parts
of it a.re highly acrid, but the root only is officinal.
1'his is roundish, flattened, an inch or two in diameter, covered with a
brown, loose, wrinkled epidermis, and internally white, fleshy, and solid. In
the recent st:tte, it has a peculiar odour, and is violently acrid, produciHg,
when chewed, an insupportable burning and biting sensation in the mouth
and throat, which continues fo r a long time, and leaves an unpleasant sorenee:i behind. Acconling to Dr. Bigelow, its action doe~ not readily extend
through tL.e cuticle, as the bruised root may lie upon the skin till it becomes
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dry, without producing pain or redness. The acrid principle is extremely
volatile, and is enti rely driven off by heat. It is not imparted to water, alcohol, ether, or olive oi l. The root loses nearly all its acrimony by drying,
and in a short time becomes quite inert. It was found by l\Jr. D. S. Jones
to contain, besides the acrid principle, from 10 to 17 per cent. of starch,
albumen, gum, sugar, extractive, lignin, and salts of potassa and lime. (Am.
Jou,rn. of Phann., xv. 83.) ':L1hc starch may be obtained from it as white
and delicate as from the potato. In Europe, the dried root of A. maculatum
is said sometimes to be employed by the country people, in times of great
scarcity, as a substitute for bread; and an amylaceous substance is prepared
from it, in small quantities, in the Isle of Portland on the south coast of
England, and called Portland arrow.root, or Portland sago. The Indian
turnip ma.y be prcser\•ed fresh for a year, if buried in sand. (Thatclier.)
J.lledical Properties and Uses. Arum in its recent state is a powerful local
irritant, poRsessing the property of stimulating the secretions, particularly those
of the skin and lungs. It has been advantageously given in asthma, pertussis,
chronic catarrh, chronic rheumatism, and various affections conn ected with a.
caehectic state of the system. As immediately taken from the ground, it is
too acrid for use. The recently dried root, which retains a porti on of the acri.
mony, but not sufficient to prevent its convenient administration, is usually
preferred. It may be given in the dose of ten grains, mixed with gum arabic,
sugar, and water, in the form of emulsion, repeated two or three times a.day,
and gradually increased to half a drachm or more. The powder, made into a
paste with honey or syrup, anJ placed in small quantities upon the tongue, so
as to be g1·adually diffused over the mouth and throat, is said to have proved
W.
useful in the aphthous sore-mouth of chi ldren.

ASARUi\II. U. 8. Secondary.

Canada Snakemot.
The root of Asarum Canadense. U. S.
Sex.Syst. Dodecandria.l\Ionogynia.. -Nat. Ord. Aristolochiacero.
Gen. Cit. Calyx three or four-cleft, sitting on the germen . Corolla none.
Capsule coriaceous, crowned. lVilld.
Asarum Uanadense. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 838; Bigelow, Ani. Afed. Bot.
i. 149; Barton, Med. BfJt. ii. 85. 'l'his species of Asarum very closely rci;;em bles A. Em·opmurn or asarabacca, in appearance and botanical character. It
bas a long, creeping, jointed, fleshy, yellow ish root or rhizoma, furnished with
radicles of a similar colour. The stem is very short, dividing, before it
emerges from the ground, into two long round hairy leafstalks, each of which
benrs a. broad kidney-shaped leaf, pubescent on both surfaces, of a ri ch shining
light green above, nined and pale or bluish beneath . A single flower stands
in the fork of the stem, upon a hairy pendulous peduncle. 'l'h e flower is orten
concealed by the loose soil or decayed vegetable m:itter; so that the leaves
with their petioles are the only parts that appear. There is no corolla. The
calyx is very woolly, and divided into three broad con caYe acuminate segments,
witb the ends reflexed, of a deep brownish-purple colour on the inside, and of
a dull purple, inclining to greenish externally. 'fhe filaments, which are
twelve in number, and of unequal length, stand upon the germ, and ri se with
a slender point above the anthers attached to them. Near the divi sions of the
calyx are three filamentous bodies, which may be considered as nectaries . .The
p istil co nsists of a. somewhat hexagonal germ, nnd a. conical grooved sty le,
surmounted by six revolute stigmas. '.l'hc capsule is six.celled, coriaceous,
and crowned with the adhering calyx.
ASAR UM.
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Asclepias Incarnata. - Asclepias Syriacri.

PART I.

Canacla snakeroot, or wild ginger, is an indigenous plant! inhahi_tin~ woods
and shady places from Canada to the Carolinas. Its flowerrng_ period is fr?m
April to July. All parts of the plant have a grateful aromatic odour, which
is most powerful in the root. 'l'bis is the officinal portion.
As we have seen it in the shops, it is in long, more or less contorted
pieces, of a thickness from that of a straw to that of a goose.quill, brownish
and wrinkled externally, whitish within, hard and br~ttlc, an~ frcqu~ntly
furnished with short fibres. Its taste is agreeably aromatic and s_Iightly ~1tter,
said to be intermediate between that of ginger and serpentana, but Ill our
opinion bearing a closer resemblance to that of cardamom. The taste of t~ie
petioles, wbich usually accompany the root, is more bitter and ~css aromatic.
Among its constituents, according to D r. Bjgelow, are a. h ght-colourcd,
pungent, and fragrant essential oil, a. reddish bitter resinous matter, starch,
and gum; in addition to which l\lr. Hush ton fo und fatty matter, cbl oropbylle,
and snits of potassa, lime, and iron. :Mr. Proctor found the resin to be acrid
as well as bitter, and without aromalic properties. The root imparts its
virtues to alcohol, and less perfectly to water.
/l/cdit:ol Properties and Uses. Canada snakeroot is an aromatic stimu lant
tonic, with diaphorctic properties, applicable to similar cases with serpcntaria,
which it re:<embles iu its effects. It is said to be sometimes used by the country people as a substitute for ginger. From the close botanical aualo~y of the
plant with the European Asarum, it might be supposed, like that, to possess
emetic and cathartic properties; but such docs not appear to be the case, at
least with the dried root. It would form an elegant adjuvant to tonic infusions and decoctions. It may be given in powder or tincture. Tbe dose in
W.
substance is twenty or thirty grains.

ASCLEPIAS INCARNATA. U.S. &condai·y .
Flesh.coloured .Asclepias.
The r oot of Asclepias incarnata. U. S.
ASCLEl'IAS. See ASCLEPIAS TUBElWSA.
Asd,.pias btcarnata. Wi \l d. Sp. Plant. i. 12G7 . This species has an erect
downy stem, branched above, two or three feet high, aod furnished with opposite, nearly sessile, lanceolate, somewhat downy lca.ves. '£he flowers are red,
sweet.scented, and disposed in numerous crowded erect umbels, whic h are
generally in pairs. The nectary is entire, with its horn cxserted. In one
variety the flowers are white.
The pla_nt grows in all parts of the United States, preferring a wet soil,
and flowermg from June to August. Upon bcin,.,. wounded it emits a milky
juice. 'fbe root is the officinal portion. Its proPerties are probably similar
to those of A . ~!Jriaca; but th~y have not, so far as we know, been fully

~~~e~Peae~f ?tr~~~:;:;~~ !~ae\i ~ ::~ =~~a~:!. (Jo~~~ :jvt~;~tjr,!:ri~~~~!/
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Pharrn., iv. 283._) Dr. Tu.11.y, of New Haven, has found it useful in catarrh,
,V.
asthma, rheumatism, syph ilis, and worms.

ASCLEPIAS SYRIACA. U.S. Seconda1·y.
Common Silk-weecl.
The root of Asc1epiai:i Syriaca. U. S.
A •CLEPIAS. Sec ASCL!ll'I AS 'l'UBEROSA.

PART I.

Asclepias Syriaca.-Asclepias Tube>·osa.
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A. Syriaca. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 12G5.

The silk-weed has simple stems,
from three to five feet high, with opposite, lanceolate-oblong, pctiolatc leaves,
downy on their under surface. The flowers are large, of a pa.le purple
colour, sweet-scented, and arranged in nodding umbels, which are two or
three in number. The nectary is bidentate. 'fhe pod or follicle is conred
with sharp prickles, and contains a large quantity of silky seed-down, which
has been sometimes used as a substitute for fur in the manufacture of hats,
and for feathers in beds and pillows.
This species of Asclepias is very common in the United States, growing in
sandy fields, on the road sides, and on the banks of streams, from New England to Virginia. It flowers in July and August. Like the preceding species, it gives out a white juice when wounded, and has hence received the
name of rnil/o,-weed, by which it is frequently called. 'l'his juice has n. faint
smell, a sub-acrid taste, and au acid reaction. According to Schultz, 80 parts
of it contain 69 of water, 3·5 of a wax-like fatty matter, 5 of caoutchouc, 0·5
of gum, 1 of sugar with salts of acetic acid, and 1 of other salts. (Pltarm.
Central Blatt, 1844, p. 302.) Dr. C. List has found the chief sol id ingrcdientof the juice to be a peculiar crystalline substance, of a resinous character,
closely allied to lactucone, and which he proposes to call asclepione. To obtain it, the juice is coagulated by heat, filtered so as to separate the liquid
portion, and then digested with ether, which dissolves the asclcpione, and
yields it by evaporation. To purify it, the residue must be treated repeatedly
with anhydrous ether, which leaves another substance undissolved. It is
white, crystall in e, tasteless, inodorous, fusible, insoluble in water and alcohol,
soluble in ether, oil of turpentine, and concentrated acetic acid. A strong hot
solution of potassa. does not affect it. Its constituents are carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen, and its formula. C"°Ha..00 . (List, Liebiy's Annalen, Jau. 1849.)
Dr. Hichardson, of l\Iassacbusetts, found the root possessed of anodyne
properties. Tie gave it with advantage to au asthmatic patient, and in a case
. of typhus fever attended with catarrh. In both instances it appeared to promote expectoration, and to relieve pain, cough, and dyspnooa. He gave a
drachm of the powdered bark of the root, in divided doses, during the day,
and employed it also in stl'ong infusion. In a letter to one. of t?e authors
dated Jan. 22d, 1850, Dr. A . E. Thomas, of Hocky Spring, i\11ssiss1ppi, stated
that he had employed the root in scrofula with great success, and in dyspepsia
with advantage. He found it cathartic and altcrative, but observed no anodyne property. He was induced to try it by having noticed that it was much
used by the planters in scrofula. and other diseases, and by the recommenda.tion of Dr. l\lcLean, of Kentucky, who had employed it in scrofula. for twenty
W.
years, with the most satisfactory results.*

ASCLEPIAS TUJ3EROSA. U. S. Secondary.
Butte1jly-weed.
The root of Asclepias tubcrosa.. U: S.
AsCLEPIAS. Sn:.. Syst. Peutaudria Digynia.-1Vat. Ord . .Asclcpiadacec:c.
Gen. Ch. Galyx small, five parted. Coro/fa rotate, five parted, mostly
reflexed. Staminal crown (or nectary) simple, fi,•e-lcavcd; leaflets opposite

* In a letter subsequently received from Dr. i\lcLcnn himself, this account of the
virtues of the asclcpias root is confirmed. Dr. i\lcJ~can has also found it an excellent
a\tcratil'cin hepatic affections; but he seems to be of the opinion that the root he
~~Jsl:~~~~·.w~-:;;~ ~h~i~~~~ue~~S::~)s of Asclepias, :ind one not described in this Dis-
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.Asclepias Tuberosa.-.Assafmtida.

the anthers, with a subulate averted process at the base. Sli'gmas with the
five angles (corpuscles) opening by longitudinal chinks. Pollinia five distinct pairs. Torre!J .
.Asclepias tube.rosa. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1273; Bigelow, Am. Med. Bot. ii .
59; Barton, 11/ed. Bot. i. 239. The root of the butterfly-weed or pleurisy-root
is perennial, and gives origin to numerous stems, which are erect, ascending,
or procumbent, round, hairy, of a green or reddish colour, branching at the
top, and about three feet in height. The leaves arc scattered, oblong lanccolate, Tery hairy, of a deep rich green colour on their upper surface, paler
beneath, rmd supported usually on short footstalks. They differ, however,
somewhat in shape according to the variety of the plant. In the variety with
deeumbcnt stems, they arc alm ost linear, and in another variety cordate. The
flowers are of a beautiful reddish.orange colour, and disposed in terminal or
lateral corymbose umbels. The fruit is an erect lanceolate follicle, with flat
omte seeds connected to a longitudinal receptacle by long silky hairs.
This plant differs from other species of Asclcpias in not emitti ng a milky
juice when wounded. It is indigenous, growing throughout the United StateA
from l\lassacbusetts to Georgia, and, when in full bloom, in the mouths of
June and July, exhibiting a splendid appearance. It is most abundant in the
Southern States. The root is the only part used in medicine.
This is large, irregu larly tuberous, branching, often somewhat fusiform,
fleshy, externally brown, internally white and striated, and, in the recent
state, of a. sub-Mrid nauseous taste. When dried it is easily pulverized, and
its taste is bitter, but not otherw ise unpleasant.
Medical Properties and Uses. The root of Asclepias tuberosa is diapboretic and expectorant, without being stimulunt. In large doses it is often also
cathartic. In the Southern States it bas long been employed by regular practiti oners in catarrh, pneumonia, pleurisy, consumption, and other pectoral
affections; au~ appears ~o be decidedly usefu_l, i~ applied in the early stages,
or, after sufficient depletrnn, when the complarnt 1s already formed. Its popu·
lar name of plew·isy root expresses the estimation in whi ch it is held as a·
remedy in that disease. It ha~ also been. used advantageously in diarrhrea,
dysentery, and acute and chrome rheumatism. Dr. I~ockwood speaks highly
of its efficacy in promoting the eruption i~ exanth~matous fe\•ers. (Bu.fialo
)fed. Jow·n., March, 1848.) Much testimony might be advanced in proof
of its ])Osscssing very consid erable diapboretic powers. It is said also to be
gently tonic, and has been popularly employed in pains of the stomach arising
from flatulence and indigestion.
From twenty grains to a drachm of the root in powder may be given several times a day; but as a diaphoretic it is best administered in decoction or
infusion, made in the proportion of an ounce to a quart of water, and g iYCO
in the dose of a teacupful every two or three hours till it operates.
W.

ASSAFCETIDA. U. S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Assafetida.
The concrete juice of the root of Narthex Assafretida. U. S. The gum·
resin from the sliced root. Lond. The gum-resi nous exudation. Dub. Gummy·
resin ous e_x:udat.iou o~ Femia Assafretida, and probably ll'erula pcrsica. Ed.

Spa~~~-a~~~~~~cf~·~;',t;::;~~~~'ec~,e1:~~~rcck,
NARTIJEX.

bellifcrro.

Germ.; Assafctida, Ital,; Asafclida,

Sc:c. Sgst. Pcntandria Digynia. - J..f.tt. Ord. Apiaccro or Um-

Assafcetida.
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Gen. Clt. Urnbels compound. Involucres none. Calyx obsolete. Pruit
thin, compressed at the back, with a dilated border. Ridges three only, dor·
sal. Viure one to each dorsal furrow, and two to the laterals. Atlmrnen
thin, flat. Lhu1ley.
l\7tirlhex .Assafmtirla. Falconer, Royle's Mat. 11/ecl. Am. ed., p. 407. - Fe~
rula .As.-::;afretirla. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1413; Koompfer, Amanitat. Exotic.
535, t. 5D6. This plant was first described by Koompfor, who wrote from actual
observation. By him and others after him it was considered as belonging to
the genus Ferula; Lut Dr. Falconer, from a careful examination of the plant
in its native site, as well as of specimens cultivated in tbe Sabarunpore Botanic Garden, came to the conclusion that, though allied to FP.rula, it belongs
to a distinct genus 1 which he denominated Narthex, and which is now generally admitted by botanists. The root is perennial, fleshy, tapering, simple
or divided, a foot or more in length, about three inches thick at top, where
it is invested above the soi l with numerous small fibres, dark-gray and transversely corrugated on the outside, internally white, and abounding in an
excessively fetid, opaque, milky juice. The leaves, wh ich spring from the
root, are numerous, large and spreading, nearly two feet long, light-green
above, paler beneath, and of a leathery texture. They are three-parted, with
bipinnatifid segments, and oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, entire or Yariously sinuate, clecurrcnt lobes, forming a narrow winged chann el upon the divisions of
the petiole. li'rom the midst of the leaves rises a luxuriant1 herbaceous stem,
from six to nine feet higb, two inches in diameter at the base, simple, erect,
round, smooth, striated, solid, and terminating in a large head of compound
umbels, with from ten to twenty rays, each surmounted by a roundish partial umbel. The flowers are pale yellow, and the fruit oval, thin, fl.tt, foliaceous, and reddish-brown. Tbe plant is said to differ, both in its leaves and
product, according to the situation and soil iu which it grows.
It is a native of Persia, Affghanistan, and other neighbouring regions; and
flourishes abundantly in the mountainous provinces of Laar and Ohorassan,
where its juice is collected. Burns, in his travels into Bokhara, states that
the young plant is c:1ten with relish by the people, and that sheep crop it
greedily. Some suppose, but without proof, that otber species of Ferula
contribute to the production of the assrifetida of commerce; and F. Pers-lea
is admitted among its probable sources by the Edinburp:h College. Th is
plant grows ::ilso in Persia, and has a strong odour of the drug.
'l'Lc oldest plants arc most productive, and those under four years old are
not considered worth cutting. At the season when tLe leaves begin to fade,
the earth is removed from about the top of the root, and the leaves and stem,
being twisted off near their base, are thrown with other vegetable matters
over tile root, in order to protect it from the sun. After some time the
summit of the root is cut off transversely, and the juice which exudes having
been scraped off, another thin slice is removed, in order to present a fresh
surface fo r exudation. This process is repeated at in tervals till the root
ceases to afford juice, and perishes. During the whole period of collection,
which occupies nearly six weeks, the solar heat is as much as possible excluded. 'l'be juice collected from numerous plants is put together, and
allowed to harden in the sun. The fruit is said to be sent to India, where
it is highly esteemed as a medicine by the native practitioners.
A ssafet.ida. is brought to this country either from India, whither i t is connyed from Bushirc and down the Indus, or by the route of Great Britain.
It sometimes comes in mats, but more freriucntly in cases, the former con.
taining eighty or ninety, the latter from two hundred to four hundred pounds.
It i::; sometimes also imported in casks.
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Assafretida.

PART I.

Propf'rties.-_\_5 found in the show~, assafctiJa is in irregular masses, softish
when not long exposed, of a yellowish or reddish.brown ~ol?ur externally, ~x

Libiting when broken an irregular whitish, somewhat sbmmg surface, winch
soon becomes red on exposure, and ultiurntcly p:isscs in~o a dull .yello""'.ishbrown. 'This change of colour is characteristic of assafet1da, and 1s ascribed
to the influence of air and light upon its resinous ingredient. The m~sscs
appear as if composed of distinct portions agglutinated together, somct1m?s
of white, almost pearly tears, emb<-d<lecl in a darker, softer, and mor~ fetid
paste. Occasionally the tears are found separate, though nry rarely rn the
commerce of this country. 'fbcy arc roundish, oval, or irregular, and generally flattened, from the size of a pea to that of a large almond, sometimes
larger, yellow ish or browni:.;h externally and white within, and no.t unlike
ammoniac tears, for which they might be mistaken except for thcu· odour,
which, however, is weaker than that of the masses.
The odour of :i.ssafctida is alliaccous, extremely fetid, and tenacious; the
taste, bitter, acrid, and durable. ']'he effect of time and exposure is tQ render it more hard and brittle, and to diminish the intensity of its smell and
taste, particularly the former. Koompfer assures us, that one drachm of
the fresh juice diffuses a more powerful odour through a close room than
one hundred pounds of the drug as usually kept in the stores. Assafetida
softens by heat without melting, and is of difficult puh-crization. Its sp. gr.
is 1·3~7. (Berzelius.) It is in{fommable, burning with a clear, lively tl;1mc.
It yields all its virtues to alcohol, and forms a clenr tincture, which becomes
milky on the addition of water. l\laccratcd in water it produces :i turbid
red solution, :ind triturated with that fluid givC>s a white or pink-coloured
milky emu lsion of considernhlc permanence. In 100 parts, Pelletier found
65 parts of resin, 19·44 of gum, 11·66 of bassorin, 3·60 of volatile oil, with
traces of superm<llatc of lime. Brandes obtained 4·6 parts of volatile oil,
47·25 of a. bitter resin soluble in ether, J ·6 of a tasteless resin insoluble in
ether, l·O of extractive, 19·4 of gum containing traces of potassa and lime
united with sulphuric, phosphoric, acetic, and malic acids, 6'4 of bassorin,
(i·2 of sulphate of lime, 3·5 of carbonate of lime, 0·4 of oxide of iron and
alumina, 0·4 of malate of lime with resin, 6'0 of water, and 4·(i of impurities consisting chiefly of sand and woody fibre. The odour of the gum-resin
depends on the volatile oil, which mny be procured by distillation with miter
or alcohol. It is lighter than water, colourless when first distilled, but becoming yellow with age, of an exceedingly offensive odour, and of a taste at
first flat, but afterwards bitter and acrid. lt contains, according to Stcnhouse,
from 15·75 to 23 per cent. of sulphur. lllasiwetz considers it as a. mixture
in variable proportions of the sulphuret and bisulphurct of a compound
radical, consisting of carbon and hydrogen (CuU 1,). It boils at about 280°,
but suffers dc~on~position, yie~ding sul_phurctted b~·drogen. 'Vh en long exposed to the air 1t becomes slightly acid, and acqmres a somew hat different
odour. (l'hcm. Gaz., No. 178, p. 108, from Lie/Jig's Annalen.) TLe volatile
oil and the bitter resin are the active principles.
Impurities an~l Adulln·ntions. Ass:~fetid_a is proJ:>ably not often purposely
adulterated, but 1t frequently tomes of mfcnor quality, and mixed with vnrious impurities,. such _as sand and stones. l~ort~ons which are Yery soft, dark
brown or blackish, with few or no tears, and md1sposcd to assume a red colour
when freshly broken, should be rejected. 'Ve have been informed that a.

~~:;~~d~:~~i~he: i:~~~~u;r~~~;.:io~~

lel: i~f50\~i~,:~~e;i~~r ~~:!:~~da,C~:~c!.a~~

lier states th:it a factitious substance, made of garlic juice and white pitth
with a little assafetida., bas oct.:urrcd in commerce. ·

Assaf11!tida.-A·urantii Cortex.
Medical Properties and u-ses.
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The effects of assafetida on the system are

those of a moderate stimulant, powerful antispasmodic, efficient expectorant,
an<l. feeble laxative. Some consider it also emmcnagogue :md anthclmintic.
Its volatile oil is undoubtedly absorbed; as its peculiar odour ruay be detected
in the breath and the secretions. As an antispasmodic siruplj', it is employed
in the tretttmcut of hysteria, hypocliondriasis 1 convulsions of Ya rious kinds,
spasm of the stomach and bowels unconnected with inflammation, and in tlio!'e
numerous irregular nervous disorders which accompany derangement of the
different oi·gans, or result from mere debility of the ncrYous system. From
the union of expectorant with antispasmodic power s, it is highly useful in
spar:.modic pectoral affcctionr:., such as hoopini:r-cough, a$tbma, and certain
infantile coughs and catarrhs, complicated with nervous disorder, or with a
disposition of the system to sink. In catanhus senilis; the seconJa1·y stages
of peripneumoni:t notha, croup, mea!"les, and catarrh; in pulmonary consumption; in fact, in all cases of disease of the chest in which there is want of
due nervous energy, and in which inflammation is absent or has been 8uf.
ficiently sub<lue<l, af:safet.ida. mny be occasional ly prescribed with ad\·anti.1ge.
In the form of enema, it is useful in typho id diseases with inordiuate accu.
mulation of air in the bowels, and in other cases of tympanitie abdomen.
'fhc same form is most convenient in the hysteric paroxysm, and other kinds
of convulsion. In most cases its hixative tendency is a.dvantagMus, but
sometimes must be counteracted by opium. It may often be usefully com·
bined with puqz:ative medicines in constipation with flatulence.
It nppears to bnxe been known in the .l~ast from very early ages, :rnd, notwithstanJing its repulsive oJour, is at present much used in l ndi:L and Persia.
as a condimeut. Persons soon habituate themselves to its smell, which they
even learu to associate pleasantly with the agreeable C'ffects experienced from
its interna l use. Children with hooping-cough sometimes become fond of it.
The medium dose is ten gn1ins, wbiuh m:iy Le given in pill or emulsion.
(See Ali.stura Assofa:tidm.) The tincture is officinal, and is much used.
When given by injection 1 the gum.resin should Le triturated with wnrm water.
From half a<lraclnn to two druchms may be administered at once in this way.
As assafctida is not apt to affect the brain injuriously, it may be g iven very
freely when not contra-indicated by the existence of infla1.nmatory action.
O.Q'. Prep. Assafcctida Prreparn~a.; Emr.l.astrum Assafcc~1d::e; ]~ncma Af:safcctidre; l\Ji stura Assafcctidm; P1lulre Aloes et Assafccti<lre; 1-'ilulre Assa~
fcctidro; Pilulm Gal bani Compositro; Spiritus Ammonim Fcctidus; Tinctura
Assafooti<lre; 'l'ioct. Castorci Ammoo iata.
W.

AURANT II CORTEX. U.S., Loncl.
Orange Peel.
The outer rind of the fruit of Citr1t.~ Vll~qm·is or Citrus Aurantiurn. [i~ S.
The outer rind of the fruit of Citrus l3igaradia. Lond.
QO: S!Jn. AURANTII COR'J'};X. Rind of the fruit ?f Citrus Yulgar is .
AUH.ANTII OJ.. EU111. Vplatile oil of the flowers of Citrus vulgaris, au<l
somctimesofCitrusAurantium . Ed.j Cl'l'H.U:S AURA~TlUM. The fruit.
AURAN'l'lUM. Citrus lligara<lia.. 'l'he rind of t!tefniit. The 'Volatile oil.
Dub.

Ecorce d'ornnge, Fr.; Pomeranzenscbale, Germ.; Scorze del frutto dell'arancio, llal.;
Corteza.de naranjn, Span.
CITRUS. Sex. S!Jsl. Polyadelpbia Icosaudria. -Nat. Ord. Aurantiaccre.

9
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Aurantii Cortex.

Gen. Cli. Calyx five-cleft. I'Ptals tfrc, oblon~. Anthers twenty, the filaments united into different parcels. Ben'!/ nine-celled. Willcl.
This very interesti ng genus is composed of small C\'Crgrccn trees, with ovate
or ov::i.1-lanceolate, and shining lc:.wes, odoriferous fl.o\rnrs, and fruits which
n1tually combine beauty of colour with a fragrant odour and grateful taste.
'l'hey are all natives of warm climates. Thonp;h the species are not numerous,
great diversity exists in the character of the fruit; and many varieties, founded
upon this circumstance, arc noticed by writers. In the splendid work on the
natural history of the Oitns by Ris.so and Poiteau, 169 v;1ricties are described
under the eight following hrads :-1. sweet oranges, 2. bitter and sour oranges,
3. bergamot.s, 4. limes, 5. sha<ldocks, 6. lumes, 7. lemons, and 8. cit.rons. Of
these it is difficult to decide which have just claims to the rank of distinct
:;::pecies, and which must be considered merely :1s >arieties. 'l'bose employed
iu m('dicine may be arranged in two sets, of which the orange, l'. Aurantium,
and the lemon, 0. 1V<'dt.ca, are respectively the types, the former characterized
by a winged, the latter by a naked or nearly naked petiole. The form and
character of the fruit, which arc not entirely constant, ser>e as the basis of
the subdivisions. C. Decmnana, which yields the sbaddock, agrees with C .
.Aw·antium in the form of its petiole.
Citrw; Aunrnlium. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1427; Woodv. !lied. Bot. p. 5~,
t. 188. The orange tree grows to the height of about fifteen feet. Its stem
is round, ''cry much branched, and coYe red with a smooth, shining, grf'cnishbrown bark. In the wild state, and before inoculation, it is often furnished
with nxillary spines. 'l'he leaYCR are ovate, pointed, entire, smooth 1 and of
a sLining; pale-green colour. \Vben held between the eye and the light,
they exhibit numerous small transparent vesicles, filled with essential oil;
and, when rubbed between the fingers, are highly fragrant. Their footstalks
are about an :ncb long, and have wings or lateral appendages. The flowe rs,
wh ich have a de lightful odour, a re large, white, and attached by short peduncle~, singly or in clusters, to the smallest branches. The calyx is saucershaped, with pointed teeth. 'l'hc pet:ds are oblong, concave, white, and beset
with numerous small glandii. The filaments arc united at their base i n thre-0
or more distinct portions, :rnd support yellow anthers. The germen is roundish~ a1!d bears a. cylindrical style, terminated by a globular stigma. The
fruit is a spbencal berry, often somewhat flattene<l at its base and apex,
rough, of a. yellow or orange colour, tmd divided internally into nine vertica l
cells, each containing from two to four seeds, surrounded by a pulpy matter.
'J.1be rin_d of the fruit consists of a. thin exterior layer, abounding in vesicles
filled with a fra;;rant essential oil, and of an iuterior one wLich is thii:k,
white, fungous, 10sipid, and inodorous. '!'here arc two varieties of U. A11ra11tium, considered by some as distinct species. They differ chiefly in the
fruit, which in one is sweet, in the other sour and bittcrish. The tirst retains
the original title, the second is culled Citrus vul!Jaris by De Candolle and Citrus
B iga radia. by Risso. The Seville orange is the product of the latter .
This beautiful evergreen, in whic h the fru it is mingled, iu every stage of
its growth, with the blossoms and foliage, is one of those productions of the
trOJJICS which have been. applied to the most numerous purpo:-;es both of utility
and ornament. A native of China. and India., it was introduced into Europe
a.ta. very early period, was transplanted to America soon after its first settlement, a.ud is now found in every civilized country where tlie climate is favourable to its cultivation. In colder countries, it is one of the most cherished
ornaments of tl~e hot·l.1ousc, though i~ this situ~tion its beauties arc not fully
developed, and its frmt <locs not at tam perfcct10n. It flou rishes in the most
bout!..tcrn portions of our own country, especially near St. Augustine in l"lorida,
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where very fine oranges are produ ced. The tree also grows in the gardens
about. New Orleans, but is sometimes dest royed by frosty winters. The fruit
is brought to us chiefly from the South of Europe and t he West Indies.
'!'he H avana. oranges have the sweetest and most agreeable flav our.
Various parts of the orange tree are used in med icine. Th e leaves, wh ich
are bitter and aromatic, arc employerl in some places in the state of infu sion
as a gently stimulantdiaphoretic. 'l'h e fresh flowers impart to water disl.illed
fr om th em th eir peculiar fragrance ; and the preparation thus ob tained is
much esteemed in the South of Europe for its antispasmodic virtues. It is
recogni sed as offi.ciual by the London and I~dinbur gh Collcµ-es .
AUHANT I! l ?LOR l-1S AQUA. L rmd. AURAN'l'll A QUA. E d. Orange-flower
water is not prepared in this part of the United States, though the flow ers
mi g ht be imported for th~ purpose, if previ ously in co rporated with one-third
or one-quarter of their weight of co mmon salt. It is made in Italy and
France, and the fl owers of th e bit ter orange arc preferred, as yielding the
IHQst fragrant produ ct. It is nearly colourless, I bough usually of a pale
ye llowiSli tint. From being kept in copper bottl es, it sometimes contains
metalli c impurity. Thi s is chiefly carbonate of lead, derived from the lead
used as:~ sold er in making the bottles. The Edinburgh Coll ege, th erefore,
<lirects tho.t it should not be affected hy su lphuretted hyd rogen, whir h, if
eith er lead or co pper were present, would ca use a dark precipitate. Much
colour, an offensive odour, or m<rnldin uss, indi cates impuri ty derived from th e
fl owers in distillation. Or:rnge-flower wat er is used cxclm!i\'dy as a perfun'le.
An oil is also ob tain ed from tbe flo1Vers by distillation , which is called
neroli in France, and is mu ch used in perfum ery, and in the composition of
Uqueun It is an ingredient of th e famous Colr1gnc water. 'l'b<tt obtained
from tbe flowers of t he Sev ille or bitter orange ( 0. vti l!fm·i.~) is deemed the
sweetest. I t was introduced into th e EJinburgh Pliarmacopooia, with the
titl e of Aurantii Ole1im, to serve for the preparation of orange-flower water.
Soubcira n cousiders tbis oi l rather as a prod uct of the di stillati on, than as
pre-ex ist in g in the flowers. Th e fa ct may thus be exp lained, that orau geffowcr water, made by di ssolving even th e finest ncroli in water, Las not the
precise odo ur of tlrnt procured by distillation from the flowers .
'l 'hc fruit is applied to several purposes. 811Jal1 unripe oranges, about. the
size of a cherry or less, previously dried, and rendered s1Moth by a turning
la t he, arc sometim es employed to maintain the discharge fr oru iss ues. They
nre prefe rred to peas on account of their agree:lblc 01.fo ur1 and by some am
thought to swell less with tLe moistu re ; but thi s is denied by others, and it
is asserted that t hey require to be renewed at th e encl of twenty-four hnurs.
Th ese fruits are so metimes kept in the shops under the name of omnye berriPs. They <lrC of a g rayi sh or greenisb-Lrown colom, fra grant odou r, and
bitter taste, and are said t o be used for fta\'ouring eorJial s. A n1latilc oi l is
ob tain ed from them by clistillatio1J, known to th e French by the name of
P.'1.'1ew·e de petit yrain, and e mployed for similar pui·poses wi th that of the
fl owers. ~'b e oil 1 boweYer, whi ch now goes by thi s name, is Raid t o be distilled chi efly from the 11.!a\"es, and those of the bitter ora Hge yield th e best.
'J' Le Dublin College recogn ises the ripe fruit. 'J'h e juice of th e Sevi ll e orange
is so ur and bitterish, and forms with wate r a. refres hing and grate ful drink in
febrile diseases. It is empl oyed in the sa me man ner as lemon-juice, whi ch
it resembles in containing citric acid, th oug h in rnu t;h small er propor ti on.
The sweet Or:l.n ge is more plcasirnt to the t aste, and is extensively used as a
]i~ht refrigeraut arti cle of diet ii) inflammatory cli sense1', care being taken to
. rPjcct the membranous portion. Th e rind of the mature fruit is the only
part directed in the U. 8 Pharmacopreia. 'l' be outer portiou is that con-
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sidcrcd offi.cinal; as t he inner is destitute of activity, and by its affinity for
moistu re renders the peel liable to become mouldy. 'rh.e best mod.c of ~cpa·
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apple. When the object is to apply the fresh rmd to certam pharmaceutic
purposes, as to the preparation of the confection of 01·an.'Je p eel, it is bC'st
sepai·ated by a g rater. The dried peel, sold in the shop~, is usually that
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of
taste, which depend upon the volatile oi l contained in its vesicles. 'l'he .rmd
of the Sevi ll e orange is much more bitter than that of the other variety.
Both yield their scnsiLlc properties to water and alco hol. Th e oil may be
obtained by expression from the fresh grated rind, or by distillation '~'ith
water. It is imported into the United States in tinn ed copper cans. It has
properties resembling those of the oil of lemons, but spoils more rapidly on
exposure to the air, acquiring a tercbintbinate odour. The perfumers use it
in the preparati on of Cologne water, and fo r other purposes; and it is also
employed by the confectioners. This oil is recognised by the Dublin College.
JI/edit-al Propc1·tics and u~~es . Orange peel is a mild tonic, carminative,
and stomachic, but is sel dom used alone. It is chiefly employed to communicate a plea::;ant flavour to ot her medicines, to correct their nauseating properties, and to assist their stimulant impression upon the stomach. It is a
frequent nnd useful addition to bitter infusions and dccoctious, as those of
gentian, quassia, columbo, and especiall y Peruvian bark. I t is obviously
improper to subject orange peel to Jong boiling; ns the volat il e oil, on wbich
its virtues chiefly depend, is thus driven off. 'l'he dose in substance is from
half a <lracbm to a dra<:hw three times a day. Large quantities are sometimes productive of miscliief, especially in children, in whom violent colic
and even convu lsions are sometinws induced by it. "\Ve have known the ense
of a chi ld, in which death resulted from eating the rind of an orange.
"\Yhcn orange peel is used simply for its agrccaLle flavour, the rind of the
sweet orange is preferable; as a tonic, tha.t of the Seville orange.
OJF Prep. Confeetio Aurautii Corticis; Infusum Aurnutii Compositum;
Infu sum Gentiam:c Comp. i. Spiritus An_uoraciro Comp.; Syrupus Aurantii
Corticis; 'finetura. AurantJi; Tinct. Crnchonre Comp.; 'l'ioet. Gent.inure
Cowp.; Vinum Gcntianre.
W.

AVEN1E FARINA. U.S.
Oatmeal.
1\fe~l prepared from the seeds of Arena sativa. l1. S.
OJJ. SJJn. AVB~A . Avena sativa . _S1>men funicis nwlatmn. Lond.;
AVBNA. Seeds of Avenn sativa. l!,,(l.; AVENA SATIVA. ~'he i:;eeds. Dub.
Sp;,i:'.rine d'n:\""Oine, Fr.; Hufermehl, Germ.; Farina <lell'o.vcna, Ital.; U;irina tle 11.veua,
AVENA .

Sex. S!Jsl. Trian<lriaDigynia . -J.lat.Ord. Graminaeere.

Gen. Oh. Calgx two-valved, many flowered, with a twisted awn on the
back. IVi//d.

Avena sa.liva. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 446. The common oat is so well
k.no.wn !lrn.t a m~nu~? dcscripti?n w~uld be superflu ous. It is specifically
d1strngu1shed by .its . loose pa!~1cle, its two.seeded glumes, nnd its smooth
seeds, one of wb1ch is awned.
It was known to the anc·ients and is now
cultirnted in all civilized countries; but its original locality };as not been
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satisfactori ly ascertained. It 1?;rows wi lcl in Sicily, and is said to have been
seen by Anson in the hlancl of Juan Fernandez, on the coa~t of Chili.
This grain, though cultivated chiefly for h o rse~, is very nourishing, and is
largely consumed as food by the inhabitants of Scotland, the North of Ire-

land, ]3rittany, and some other countries. The seeds deprived of thei r husk
are called groot.~, and are directed by the London College; but are not officinal on this side of the Atlantic. It is only the meal, prepared by grinding

the seeds, that is kept in our shops.
O.ttmcal contains, according to Vogel, in 100 parts, 59 of starch, 4·30 of
a grayish substance resembling rather COUj:!;U}atecl albumen than gluten, 8·25
of sugar and a bitter principle, 2·50 of gum, 2 of fixed oil, and 23·95 of
fibrous matter including loss. An elaborate analy~is of oats, deprived of the
husk, made by Professor J. P. Norton, of Yale College, gave as the average
of four varieties of the grnin, 65·1 l per cent. of starch, 2·2-! of sugar, 2·23 of
gum, G·55 of oil, 16·51 of a nitrogenous body analogous to casein, though
differing from it in some respects, 1·42 of albumen, 1·68 of gluten, 2·17 of
epide rmis, and 2·09 of alkalin e salts, with allowance for loss and error. Professor Norton thinks there may have been some error in the proportion of the
nitrogenous compounds, in consequence of the difficulty of separating them
from starch; and concludes, from the quantity of nitrogen obtained by ultimate analysis, that these compounds must amount to at least 8 per cent.
(Am.. Journ. of Sci. and Arts, 2d ser., iii. 330.) Oatmeal has no smell, is
very sl ightly but not unpleasantly bitter, and yields most of its nutrith·e
matter with facility to boiling water.
Gruel made wit,h oatmeal affords a. nutritioufl, bland, and easily dige~ted
alimen t, aJmirably adapted to inflammatory diseases; and, from its somewhat
laxative tendency, preferable in certain cases to the purely 01ucilagi11ous or
amylaccous preparations. It is very often administered after brisk cathartics,
in order to render them easier, and a.t the same time more efficient iu thei r
action. It is sometimes also used in the form of enema; and the meal, boiled
with water into a thick paste, forms an excellent emollient cataplasm. Oatm eal :;ruel mu.y be prepared by boiling a.n ounce of the meal with three pint:::i
of water to a qua.rt, st1·aining the clecoction, allowing it to stand till it cools,
and then pouring off the clear liquor from the sediment. Sugar ancl lemon juiee may be added to improve its fla.vour; and raisins are not unfrequently
boiled with the meal and water for the sawe purpose.
W.

AZEDARACH. US. &condw·y.
Azedcirach.
'l'he bark of the root of Melia Azedarach. U.S.
MH TA. Ser. Syst. Decandria l\lonoµ:ynia.- 1\1C1t.Ord. 1\leliaccm.
Oen. Ch. Ca~IJ.G five-toothed. Petals five. N ectary cylindrical, toothed,
bearing the a11thers in the t\Jroat. Drupe with a five-celled nut. Willrl.
Nelia, A zedarach. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 558; Michaux, N. .Am.. 8ylv. iii.
4. This is a beautiful tree, rising thirty or forty feet in height, with a trunk
fifteen or twenty inches in diameter. When standing al one, it attains less
elc\'ation, and ~p reads itself out into a capacious summit. Its leaves are
large, and doubly pinna_te, consisting of smooth, 11cuminatc, denticulate, dark
green leaflets, whid1 nre disposed in pairs with an odd one at the end. The
flowers, ,vhich arc of a lilac colour and delightfully fragrnnt, are in beautiful
axillary clusters near the extremities of the brnu cbes. The fruit is a round
drupe, about as large as a. cherry, and yellowish when ripe.
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This species of Melia. is variously called pride of India, pride of China,
and common bead tree. It is a na.tive of Syria, l'ersia, and the North of
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the streets of cities, und the environs of dwellings, and in some places h as
become naturalized . North of Virgin ia it does not flourish, though small
trees may sometimes be seen in sheltered situations. Its flowers appcnr early
in tbe spring. The fruit is sweetish, and, though said b.Y some to be poison·
ous, is eaten by children without inconvenience, and is re_puted to be power.
fully vermifuge . But the bark of the root is the part chiefly employed. It
is preferred in the recent state, and is, therefore, scarcely to be found in the
shops at the North. It ha:s a bitter, nauseous taste, and yields its virtues
to boiling water.
lllerlical Properties an(l USes. This ba rk is cathartic and emetic, and in
large doses is :said to produce narcotic effects sim ilar to those of spigelia,
especially if gathered at the season when the sap is mouutiug. It is con·
side red iu the Southern States :rn efficient anthelmintic, and appears to enjoy,
in some p laces, an equal degree of confidence with the piukroot. It is thought
also to be useful in those infantile remit.tents wliicb resemble verminose fevers,
without being dependent on the presence of worms. The form of decoction'
is usually preferred. A qua r t of water is boiled with four ounces of the
fresh burk to a pint, of which the dose for a child is a tablespoonful every two
or three hours, till it affects the stomach or bowels. Another plan is to give
a dose morning and evening for several successive days, and then to admiu.
isteranactivccathartic.
W.

BALSAMUM PERUVI ANUM. U.S., Lond., Eel.
Balsam of Peru.
The juice of l\Iyro~permum Peruifor um. U.S. Ba lsam prepared from the
bark. Land. Fluid balsamic exullation. Ed.
Baumc de Perou, Fr.; Pcr uviuuischcr lluls:un, Germ.; Balsamo dcl Peru, Ital.;
Balsumoncgro, Spa11.

i\l YROSPERM Ui\I. Sex. Syst. Dccandria Monogyniu. -Nat. Ord. Legumi.
nosre. De Cm1d.
Gen. Uh. C(Jfyx campanula.te, five-toothed 1 persistent. P etals fi,•e, the
upper one largest. Stamens ten, free. 01.101?! stipitate, oblong, membranous,
with from two to six ovules; the style origina.ting near tbe apex, filiform,
Literal.. L_ry1wi~ with the stalk uakcd at the base, broadly winged above,
samaro1d, mdehiscent, one-celled, one or two seeded, laterally somewhat
pointed by the style. Seed covered over with balsamic juice. Oot!Jledo11s
thick, flat. IJe Omulolle.
Botanists now agree in uniting the g~nera ill!JrOX!Jlon and Tofoifera of
J_,imncus, and M!Jro.~permwm of Jacquin, mto one, and follow De Candolle in
a~opting the last me ntioned title . . fo ~elation to the particu lar species which
yields the balsam now uuder cons1derut10n 1 there has been much uncertainty.
A.fter the death ?f Linnreus, specimens of .a plant we.re sent to the younger
Lmureus by l\lutis, from New Granada, which was said by thiR botanist to
yield the balsam of Peru. A description of the plaut was published in the
S1tpplement1~m Pfontw·urn with the name of Jl/yro:cylon Pnuiferurn ; and
pharnrncolog1sts have generally referred the balsam to it. But considerable
doubt has existed as to t he .identity of the speeies; nnr have theRe doubts
been satisfactorily settled up to the present tirue. Specimens of a plant were
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received by Dr. Pereira from Central America, which, there is no reason to
doubt, is the real source of Pcru\·ian balsam. Upon comparing these with
the ~pecimcn of Mutis's plant preserved in the llerbarium of the Linnroau
Society, he found a rnfficiently close resemblance in the leaves; but unfortunately thi~ specimen is not perfect; and a cert.tin conclusion does not seem
to be attainable. A !-pcc.:ics of l\lyrospermum was described by Ruiz in h is
Quinolni:!ia, as the true Peruvian halsam plant, which he believed to be identical with ~lyroxylon Pcruiferum of J.. inn., and na n1ed accordingly. llut
this identity is denied by Kuntli and De Candolle. who consider Ruiz's p}1mt
to be the .1f.1Jrospernmrn pul.Jescens. (Prodrom. ii. 95.) Lambert, in his lllaslrations of the Genus Cinchona, tra.uslatcd tlic description of Ruiz, and gave
a figure of tLe plant (p. 97); but, accor<linµ: to Dr. Pereira, he drew tile figure
from Pa.von's specimens contained in the Brili::;h Museum, which were not
those of Ruiz's plant, and were marked in Parnn's own hand writing M9ro.i;.
ylonbcdsam{fermn. With this figure tho real plantc:orn::.spoatls mostclo.;ely j
and it woultl appear, therefore, not to be the Al. Perm/erwn of Ruiz, the
M. pul.Jescens of Kun th and De Cantlolle. In this uncerta.inty, we shall give
a brief account of the plant described and figured by Percin1, with the designation of" My rospermum of Sonsonate," lea\•ing its proper botanical place
to be determined by further observation.
The l\Iyrospermum of Sonsonate, fo r which Dr. Royle proposes the name
of ll.lyro.'-7Jermuni Pereira, in honour of the late Dr. Perei ra (Jllanuctl of .Mat.
Med., 2d ed . p. 414), is n. handsome tree, with a straight, round, lofty stem,
a smooth ash-colou red bark, and spreading branches at the top. The lca,·es
are alternate, petiohte, and unequally pinnate. The leaflets arc from five to
eleven, shortly petiolate, oblong, oval-oblong, or ovate, about three inc hes
long by somewhat less tLan an inch and a. Lalf in breadth, rounded at t he
base, and contracting abruptly at top into an emargioate point. ' Vlien he ld
up to the light, they exhibit, in lines parallel with the primary veins, beautiful rounded and linear pellucid spots. The common and partial petioles
aod midribs are smooth to the naked eye, but, when cx:imined with a mi·
croscope, are foun<l to be furnished with short hairs. 'rhe fruit 1 includiug
the winged foot-stalk, varies from two to four inches in length. At irs
peduncular extremity it is rounded or slight ly tapering; :tt the top is enlarged, rounded, and swollen 1 with a small point n.t the side. 'l'hc mesocarp,
or ma.in investment of the fruit, is fibrous, and contuius in distinct receptacles
a balsamic juice, which is most abuudant in two long receptacles or vittre,
one upon each side.
This tree grows in Central America, in the St.ate of S;tint Sah•ador, upon
the Pacific Coast. The b..dsam is collectetl from it exclusively by the :tborigines, within a. ~mall district denominated tbc Balsam Coast, exlcndiug
from Acajutla to Port Liberbd. Incisions are made into the bark, which
is slightly burned, so as to cause the juice to flow. Cotton or woollen rags
are t.Lcn inserted i11to the apertures, and, after saturation, arc removed ao<l replaced by others. Wheu sufficient is collected, the rags are boiled in water
in large jars, and the liquid allowed to stan<l; whereupon the water rises to
the top and is poured off, leaving the bu lsam, which is put into c:.dabashes or
bladders. (l'hw·m . JoJtrn. a.11d '1'1·ans., xi. 205.) It is then taken for sale
to the neighbouring town of Sonsonatc, wben~ it is purified by subsidence and
strainiug, anJ put into jars for exporta.t.iou. The annual average produce is
said to be :ibout. 25 1000 pounds.
A substance called 1chite balsarn is procured from the fruit by expression.
This h:is been Mnfounded by some with the balsam of Tolu, but is wLolly
distinct. IL is of a scmifiuid or soft solid consistence, sorucwha.t granular,
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from that of tbe balsams of Tolu and Peru, is not disagreeable. Dr. Stenhouse has obtained from it n. peculiar resinous body, readi ly crystallizable,
and remarkably indifferent in its chemi ca l affinities, which he denominates
rnyroxocarpin. (Phai·ni. Journ. and 'Prans., x. 290.)
.
Another substance obtained from the same tree, and much used rn Central
Am erica, is a tincture of the fruit, made by digesti ng it in rum. It is ca lled .
ball>amilo by the inhabitants, and is said to be sti mulant, a.nthelmintic, and
diuretic. It is also used as an extcrnai application to gangrenous or indolent
ulcers, and as a wash to the face to remove freckles. Neither tbe wbite
bal s.1m nor the balsa mito reaches the mark ets of this country.
The balsam of Peru was named from its place of cspo rtation; and it was
long: thought to be a product of Peru. It is now shipped partly fr om the
Pacific coast, and partly from Balizc or other ports 011 th e Atlantic side, whither
it ia brought across the country. It was Guibourt who first made known the
fact of its exclusive production in Central America. As imported it is usually
in tin canisters, with a whitish scum upon it.s surface, and more or less deposit, whi ch is dissolved with the aid of heat.
It is said to be adulterated in .Europe with cnstor oil, copaiba, &c. (see
Phann. Jouni . and 'l'rans., xii. 5-!9); and a factitious substance has been
sold in this country for the genui ne balsam, prepared by <li ssolving balsam
of Tolu in alcohol. '!his may be distiugui5hed by takin7 fire readily, :ind
burning with a blue flame. (N. Y Jom·n. of Plwnn., i. 133.)
Properties. Balsam of Peru is viscid like syrup or honey, of a dark reddi.shbrown colour, a fr:1grant odour, and a warm bittcrish taste, leaving when
swallowed a burning or prickling sensation in the throat. Its sp.gr. is from
I ·14 to I ·16. Wh en exposed to flame it takes fire, diffusing a white smoke
and n fragrant odour. Containi ng res in , volatile oil, and either benzoic or
cinnamic acid, it is properly considered a balsam, though probably somewhat
altered by heat. Alcohol in large proportiou euti roly dissolves it. ]3oi ling
water extracts the acid. l''rom 1000 parts of tbe habarn, Stolze obtai ned
2-1 parts of a brown nea rly insoluble resinous matter, 207 of resin readily
solubl e, 690 of oil, 64 of benzoic acid, G of extractive matter, and a small
propo rtion of water. The oi l he considers to be of a. peculia r nature, differing from the volatile, tho fixed, and the cmpyreumatic oils. l~rGmy giYes
the following views of the composition of the babam. The acid is cinnmnic
a.nd not benzoic acid. Tbc oily substauce is narned by him cimiameine. It
is decomposed by caustic potassa into ci nnamic acid, which unites with the
alkali, an<l a light oily ilui<l called pauvh1c. 'l'bc resin is a hydrate of ciu.
nameine, and increases at the expense of the latter principle as the balsam
harJens. Cinnumeinc often bo!Js in solution a crystalline substance ca lled
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of :.1stbma, phthisis,_aud other pectoral complaints attended with debility. It
bas also been used m gonon hcca, leucorrhcca, amenorrhooa, chronic rheumati sm,. ~nd palsy. At present, h?we.ver,_ it is liLllc employed by American
physicians. As an external appltcat1on 1t has Leen found beneficial in duonic
indolent ulcers. The dose is half a. ftuidrachm. It is best administered
diffused in water by means of sugar and th e yolk of eggs or gu m .Arabic.
OJ: Pl'ep. 'fiucturn ilenzoini Cornposita.
W.
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BALSAMUM TOLUTANUl\L U.S., Lo11d., Ed., Dub.

Balsam of Toln.
The juice of Myrospcrmum Tol uiferum. U.S. Concrete balsam, from incisions in the bark. Lrmd. Concrete balsamic ex udation. Ed., Dub.
Baume de Tolu, Fr.; 'l'olubalsnm, Germ.; 13alsamo del Tolu, Ital.; Balsamo de Tolu,
Span.

MrnosI'ER>IUM. See BALSAMUM PERUVIANUM.
},or a long time the tree from which this balsam is derived retained the
name of Toluifera Balsamurn, given to it by Linnreus; but it is now admitted
that tLegenus 'l'oluifera was formed upon insufficient grounds; and botanists
agree in referring the Tolu balsam tree to the genus Mgro.rylon, or, as it is
now denominated, Myrosperrnmri. lluiz, one of lhc authors of the Flora PeruYiana, considered it id entical with J.ll!Jroxylon Pe1·111fermn; but M. Achille
Riclrnrd determined that it was a ciistinct species, and gave it the appropriate
specific name of 'l'olu1/erum, which is now recognised by the Pharmacopooias.
Sp renp:el and Humboldt also consider it a distinct species of l\fyroxylon.
AccorJing to Richard, who had an op portunity of ex::nnining specimens
brought from South America by Humboldt, the leaflets of JJf. Peruiferum
are thick, coriaceous, acute, blunt at the apex, and all equal in size; while
those of Jll. 7'ofoijerum, are thin, membranous, obovate, with a lengthened
and aeuminate apex, and the terminal one is longest. Jlf Peru'ifentm is
foun<l in Peru and the southern parts of New Granada; .Af 'l'oluiferumgrows
in C11rtbagena, and abounds especially in the neighbourh ood of •rolu. 'l'he
woo<l of the latter species, according to Humboldt, is of a deep-red colour,
has a <ldightful balsamic odou r, and is mucli used for building.
The balsam is procured by rMking incisions into the trunk. Th e juice
is receiYe<l in \'essels of various kin<ls, in which it concretes. It is brought
from Cartbagemt in calabashes or baked earthen jars, and sometimes in glass
vessels. G . L. Ulex giYes as a tc~t of the purity of the balsam that, if
healed in sulph uric acid, it dissolves without disen~agement of sulphurous
acid, and yields a cherry-red liquid. (ArcAi1J . der Plwnn. , Jan. 1853.)
P1opert'ies. As first imported, balsam of 'rolu bas a soft, tenacious consistence, which varies considerably with the temperature. By age it becomes
bard and brittle like resin. It is shinin g, translucent, of a reddish or yellowish-brown colour, a highly fragrant odour, and a warm, somewhat sweetish
and pungent, but not disagreeable taste. Exposed to heat, it melts, inflames,
anJ diffuses an agreeable odour while burning. It is entirely di8solved by
alcohol and the volatile oils. Boiling wate r extracts its acid. Distilled with
water it affords a small propprtion of volatile oil; and, if the heat be continued, an acid matter sublimes. l\Ir. llatchett states that, when dissolved
in the smallest c1uantity of sol uti on of potassa, it losPs its own characteristic
odour, and acquires that of the clove pink. Its ingredients are resin, cinnamic acid, aud volatile oi l, the proportions of which vary in different specimens. The acid was formerly tbought to be benzoic; but was proved by
l;'r(:my to be the ciunamic. The existence of the former acid in the balsam
w:1s denied by that chemist; and, though Deville subseriuently obtained
benzoic aci<l from it, yet, according to Kopp, this JiJ not pre-exist in the
balsnm, but resulted from changes produced in the resin by heat, or the reaction of strong alkaline sol uti ons. The pure volatile oil is a hydrocarbon
(0 10 U 8), which is d<:nominated by Kopp tolene. According to the same
chemist, the resinous watter is of two kinds, one very soluble in alcohol, and
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the other but slightly so. (Journ. de Pli'!rni., 3e ser. xi . 426.) Guibourt
observed that the balsam contains more acid, and is less odorous in the solid
form; and thinks that the acid is increased nt the expense of the oil.
Tromm:::dorff obtained 88 per cent. of resin, 12 of acid, and only 0 ·2 of volatile oil. .According to Mr . Heaver, the balsam yields by d is_till ation ubout
one-eighth of its weight of pure cinnamic acid. The acid distils over in the
form of a heavy oi l, wh ich condenses into a white cryst.alline n~aRs. It may
be freed from empyreumatic oil by pressure between folds of bibulous paper,
and subsequent solution in boiling water, which dcposiLs it in minute colourless crystal:-;, upon cooling. (Sec Am. . Journ. of Phai·ni ., xv. 77 .) Accordto Fn~my, the constitution of this balsam is closely analogous to that o~ the
b~lsam of Peru, being composed of cinn ameine, cinnamic acid, and resm.
Aledicul Properlie.~ and Uses. Balsam of Tolu is a stimu lant touic, with
a peculiar tendency to the pulmonary organs. I t is given with some advantage in ch ronic catarrh and other pectoral complaints, in which a gently stim ulating expectorant is demanded; but should not be prescribed uutil after the
reduct ion of inflammatory action. Imlependeutly of its medical virtues, its
agreeable flavour renders it a popular ingredient in expectorant mixtures. Old
and obstinate coughs are sa id to be sometimes greatly relieved by the inh.alation of the vapour, proceeding from an ethereal solution of this balsam. From
ten to thirty grnins may be given at a dose, and frequently repeated. '.l'he
best form of aJministr;1tion is that of emu lsion, made by trituratiug the balsam with mucilage of gum Arabic and loaf su .~ar, and afterwards with water.
Off P1·ep. Syrupus 'l'olutanus; Tiuctura. Beuzoini Composita; 1'inctura
Tolutuni.
W.

DARIUM:.
Bu1'iuin.
This is the metallic radical of the earth baryta, and the basis of several
officinal compounds. It was ~rst obtai ned in 1808 by Sir II. Davy, who
describes i~ :.ls a difficultly fusible metal, of a dark-g,ray colour, cffer\'cscing
violently with water, and considerabl.Y heavier than ~ulphu ri c acid . lts eq.
is 68·i, a?d symbol Ba.. When exposed to the air, it instantly becomes
covered with a crust of baryta, and, when ge~tly heated, burns with a deep

~:~ l~~~t~~r~~~~~:~1 ~~~\'~~~a~~n~~o~hned~~:t~~1;~~n(~::~yt~:~).chloridc of barinm 1
Ba1:1Jta may be obtained from t he native carbonate by intense ignition with
car?onaceous ma.t~r; or from the nati\'e. sulphate, by ignition wilh charcoal ,
which converts 1t rnto sulphuret of Lanum, subsequent solution of the imlphuret iu nitric acid, and stro1 1g ignition of the ni trate for med to dissipate
the acid . As thus obtain ed, it is an anhydrous solid , caustic, alkaline diffi cultly fusib!e 1 and of u. grayish-white coltiur. I ts sp. gr. is about!.
acts
on the animal economy as a poison. When sprinkled with water it slakes
like lime, becomes hot, and is reduceJ to the state of a white pulverulent
hydrate, containing ouc eq .. of wate~-. The same .hydrate is fo rm ed in mass,
when the an hydrous earth JS made mto a. paste with water, and expo~cd to a
red hc:lt in a platinum crucib le. The excess of water is expelled, and the
hydra~e, u1H.le1·.going fu::;ion, t~rny be poured out. and allowed to er.mg:eal. Baryta dissolves rn W<l.ter 1 and f11r111s the re-agent called l.Jm:1Jta-U;afer. A boil ing saturated sol.ution, as it cools, yields crystals of baryta, coutaiuing much
W<.lft'r of crystallization.
Kiryta. c?nsists of one e41. of barium 68·7, and one of oxygen 8=76·7.
Its :symbol is, therefure, Ba.O.
13.

it
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BARYT1E CARBON AS. U.S., EJ., D,,b.
Carbonate of Baryla.
Carbonate de ht1ryte, Fr.; Kohlensaurer Baryt, Germ.; Barile carbonate, Ital.;
Curhonaw cle barito. Span.

'l'he officinal carbonate of bnryta. is the native carbonate, a mineral discovered in 17 83 by Dr. Withering, in honnur of whom it is called Witherite.
It is rather a rare mineral. It is found in Sweden and Scotland, but most
abundantly in the lead mines of the North of England. It occurs usually in

p;rayish, or pale yellowish-gray, fibrous massci;:, but sometimes crystallized.
Its sp. gr. vttrics from 4·2 to 4:4. It is generally translucent, but sometimes
opaque. It effervesces with acids, and, before the blowpipe, melts into a
white enamel without losing its carbonic acid. It is distinguished from the
carbonate of strontia, with which it is most liable to be confounded, by its
l!rcater specifio gravity, and by the absence of a reddish flame upon the
burning of alcohol impregnated with its nrnriatic s:olution. 1f the carbonate
of baryta contain strontia, the test of the reddish flame will detect its pre·
sence. On the animal economy it acts as a poison.
1''ben pure., carbonate of baryta is entirely soluble in muriatic acid. If
any sulphate of baryta be present, it will be left undissolved. If neither
ammonia nor sulpliuretted hydrogen prvduce discoloration or a precipitate in
the muriatic solution, the absence of alumiua, iron, copper, and lead is shown.
J,ime may be detected by adding to . the muriatic solution an excess of sulphuric acid, which will throw down the baryta as a sulphate, and afterwards
testing the clear liquid with carbonate of soda, which, if lime be pl'esent, will
produce a, precipitate of carbonate of lime.
Carbonilte of baryta consists of one cq. of carbonic acid 22, and one of
baryta 76·7=98·7. Its only officina.l use is to make the chloride of barium.
OJ!: Prep. llarii Cbloridum.
ll.

BARYT 1E SULPIIAS. Ed., Dab.
Sulphate of Bary/a.
Heflvy sprir, Brirosclenite; Sulfate de ba.ryte, Fr.; Schwefelsaurer Bttryt, Germ.;
Bttritesolfat:1, ital.

The native sulphate of ba.ryta. is used in pharmacy with the same view as
the uati,·e carbonate; namely, to obtain tbe chloride of barium. 'l'he U. 8.
J'harnrncopooia. directs for this purpose the ca1·bonate of baryta.; while the
]~d. and Dub. Colleges give a separate formula for tbe use of either the e<lrbona.te or sulphate, at the option of the operator. (See Barii Uldoridum.)
Sulphate of baryta is a heavy, lamellar, brittle mineral, varying in sp. gr.
from 4·4 to .J;G. It is generally tra.nsluceut, but sometimes transparent or
opaque, and its usual colour is white or ftcsh"..red. \Vhcn cr,rstallized, it is
u~ually in very flat rhombic prisms. Before the blowpipe 1t slrongly decrepit.<ttes, and melts into a white enamel, which, in the course of ten or t.weh-e
hours, falls to powder. It is thus partially converted into sulphurct of barium,
and, if applied to the tongue, will give a. taste like tb:.it of putrid eggs, arising
from the formation of sulphurct.ted hydrogen. This salt, on account of its
great insolubility, is uot poisonous. When ground to fine powder, it is sometimes mixed with white lead; but it impairs the quality of that pigment. It
consists of one eri. of acid 40, and one of baryta. 7tJ·7=116·7.
OJ!: Prep. llurii Chloridum.
B.
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BELLA.DONN A. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Belladonna.
The leaves of Atropa. Belladonna.

U. S., Lo11d., Ed.

The leaves and

rooJ~nfc1~?i~.

Fr.; Gemeine 'l.'ollkirschc, Wotrskirschc, Germ.; Belladonnn, Ital.; Bella·
dona, Belladuma, Spon.

ArnoPA. Se.'t.S!fsl. Pentandria 1\Tono7ynia.-.Nat.Ord. So1anace::e.
Gen.Ch. G'urolla bcIJ.slwped. Starnens distant. B erry globular, twocelled. lVilld.
Atropci B elladonn a. Willd. Sp. Plant. i.1017 ; Wooclv. Jlfed. Bot. p. 230,
t. 82. Carson, lllusl. of Med. Bot. ii. 19, pl. lxv. 'l'hc belladonna, or deadly
n(9ht:;Jwde, is an herbaceous perennial plant, with a fleshy creeping roo~, from
wbicli rise several erect, round, purplish, branching ste ms, to the height of
about three feet. The leaves, which are attached by short footstalks to the
stem, arc in pairs of unequal size, oval, pointed, entire, of a dusky green
colour on their upper surface, and paler beneath. The flowers arc large,
bcll-sbaped, pendent, of a. dull reddish colour, and supported upon solitary
peduncles, which rise from the axils of the leaves. The fruit is a roundish
berry with a longitudinal furrow on each side, at first green, afterwards red,
ultimately of a. deep purple colour, bearing considerable resemblance to a.
cl1crry, and containing, in two distind cells, numerous seeds, aud a sweetish
violet-coloured juice. The calyx adheres to the base of the fruit.
'!'he plant is a native of Europe, where it grows in shady places, along
wall s, and amidst rubbish, 'flowering in June and July, and ripening its fruit
in September. It grows ,-igorously, under cultivation, in this country, and
retains all its activity, as shown by the observations of l\Ir. Alfred Jones.
(Am. Journ. of Phann., xxiv. 106.) All parts of it are active. 'l'he lea.yes
are the only part directed by the Un ited States, London, and Edinburgh
Plrnrmacopreias; lhe root also is ordered by the Dublin College. 'The fo rm er
should be collected in June or July, the latter in tL.e autumn or early in the
spring, and from plants three years old or more.
Properties. 'The d1·ied leaves arc of a dull greenish colour, with a very
faint, narcotic odour, and a sweetish, subacricl, ~light l y nauseous taste. The
root is long, round, from one to several in ches iu thickness, branched and
fibrous, externally when dried of a reddish.brown colour, internally whitish,
of little odour, and a feeble sweetish taste. Both the leaves and root, as well
as all other parts of the plant, impart their active properties to w1lter and
alcohol. Brandes rendered it probable that these properties reside in a peculiar alkaline principle, wbich he supposed to ex ist in the plant combined with
an exce~s of mali fl acid, and approp riately named atropia . Beside!'\ ma late of
atropia, Brandes found in the dried herb two azotized principles, a green resin
(ch lorophylle), wax, gum, starch, albumen, lignin, and various salts. 'l'be
alkaline principle was afterwards detected by .:\I. Runge; and the fact of its
existence '\-as established beyond riuestion by Geiger and Hesse, who obtained
it from an extrnct prepared from the stc1~1s and leaves of the plant. lt was
first, howe,·cr, procured in a state of purity by J\Icin, a German apothecary,
who extracted it from the root. Ltibckind bas described, under the name
of belladonnin, a volatile alkaline pl'iDci~lc, wholly distinct from atropia,
wbi1.:h Le obtained from belladonna; but it yet remains to be seen wliether
~llf i~a;.)not the product of the process. (Sec Am.. Jour 11 • of P!tarm.,
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ATROPIA is placed by the London College in its l\Iateria l\ledica calalo<rue.
It crystallizes in white, silky prisms; is inodorous and of a bitter taste; t-d issolves easily in absolute alcohol and ether, but very sli ghtly in water, and
more freely in all these liquids hot than cold; melts at 194° F., and at 284°
is volatilized, a portion being unchanged, but the greater part destroyed. It
restores tL e colour of litmus paper reddened by acids; forms soluble and uncrystallizablc salts with sulpLuri c, nitric, muriatic, and acetic acids; and, in a
very dilute soluti on, produces, when a]lplicd to the eye, a. speedy and dunible
dilatation of the pupil. Like the other vegetable alkali es, it consists of nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, its formula being NC,~U~0 8 • *
tiledital Properties ancl i:w's. The action of belladonna is that of a powerful narcotic, possessing also diaphoretic and diuretic prope rties, and somewhat disposed to operate upon the bowels. Among its first obvious effects,
wh en taken in the usual dose, and continued for some time, are dryness and
stricture of the fauces and neighbouring parts, with slight uneasiness or gid-
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delirium, colic:ky pains and purp:ing, and a scarlet cffioresecncc on the skrn;
but this last effect is very rare. The practitioner should watch for these
symptoms as sil?nS of the activit_y of the medicine, and should ;?radually increase tbe dose till some one of them is experi enced in a slight degree, unless
the object at which he aims should be p1·cviou~ly attained; but so ~ooo as
they occur, the dose should be diminished, or tbe use of the narcotic suspended for a time. In large quant ities, belladonna is capable of producing
the most deleterious effects. ]tis iu fact :L powerful poison, and many instances are recorded, in which it has been accidentally swallowed or purposely
administered with fatal consequences. All parts of the plant arc poisonous.
It is not uncommon, in countries where the belladonna grows wild, for children to pick and cat the berries, allured by their fine co lour and sweet ta ste.
Soon after the poison has been swallowed, irs peculia r iufluenc-e is experienced
in dryncs.'i of the mouth and fauces, burning in tbe throat and stoma<:l1, great
thirst, difficult dcglutition, nau<:ea and ineffectual retching, loss of vision,
vertigo, and intoxication or delirium, attended witb violent gcsturrs and sometimes with fits of laughter, and followed by a comatose state. 'J'l1e pupil is
dilated and insensible to light, the face red and tumid, the mouth and jaws
spasmodically affected, the stomach and bowels insusceptible of impression~,
iu fact the whole nervous system prostrate aucl paralyzed. A feeble pulse,
cold extremities, subsnllus tcndinum, deep coma. or delirium, and sometimes
convulsions, precede the fatal termination. Dissection discloses appearances
of inflammation in the stomach and intestines ; and it is said that the body
soon begins to putrefy, swel ls, and becomes covered with li\•id spots, while
dark blood flows from the mouth, nose, and ears. The poisonous effects of
utropia are of the same char:ictcr, but more quie:kly induced, showing themselves violently in fiftee n or twenty minutes, while those of the belladonna
itself arc seldom experienced in less than half an hour. In a. case recorded
by Dr. J:lmes .Andrew~ two-thirds of a grain oc<:asioned the most alarming
symptoms, winch coutrnued for several days, though the patient ultimately
reco"ere<l under treatment. (Erl. J/Qnth. Journ. of .Aled. Sci., xiv. 34.)
Se\'erc poisonous effects are said to have followed the administration of onct cnth of a /!rain; and the npplication of a solut ion to the conjuudiva h11s
cam;ed alanning constitutional symptoms. 'l'o obviate the poisonous influence
of belladonna, the most effectu:tl method is to e\·acuatc the stomach ns speedily
M po!!sible, by means of emetics or the stomach pump, and afterw~ll'tls to cleanse
tLe bowels by purgatives and cnernatn. 'l'be shocks of an clcctro-maffnctic
battery have been found useful in the comatose state. (,N: Y .Io11m. o/~llcd.,
N . S._, ,~. 172.) .The infusion of galls may pos~ibly be useful as an a~t idote;
and, if the experiments of M. Runge can be relied on, lime-waler or the alkaline solutions would render the poisonous matter which might remain in the
stomach inert.
Bellad onna hns heen used as a medicine from early ti nm~. The lea,'cs were
first employed externally to discuss scirrh ous tumours, and hen! ca ncerous and
other ill-conditioucd ulcers; .and wer~ af~erwar?s a<lm!uistcred internally for
the same purpose. Much evidence of their usefulness rn these affC"ctions is on
record, and .e~en Dr. 9ullen. bas 8J.>0ken in tl~eir favour; but this application
of the med1cme bas fallen rnto disuse . It ll:I at present more esteemed in
nervous diseases. lt. bas. b~en highly recommcn_ded in hooping·congb, in the
'.'cl~·anced stages of which 1t is undou~tcd.ly son1 et11nes beneficial. In neuralgia.
1t is one of the mnst effectual remedies m our po!!!scssiou; und it may be eru-
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ployed to give relief in other painful affection~. Ilufeland recommends it
in the convulsions dependent on scrofulous irritation. It has been prescribed
also in nervous colic, chorea, epilepsy, hydrophobia, tetanus, mania, delirium
tremens, paralysis, amuurosis, incontinence of urine, rheumatism, gout, dysmenorrhrea, obstinate intcrmittents, scarl:\tina, dropsy, and jaundice; and,
in such of these affections as have their seat chiefly in the nervous syste m,
it may sometimce do good . It is said to have been effectually employed in
se\·eral cases of strangulated hernia. It La s acquired conside rable cred it as
a preventive of scarlatina; au application of the remedy first suggested by
the fom<rns author of the lwrnccopathic doctrine; but its efficiency in th is way
is a.t best doubtful.
A pplicd to the eye, belladonna. has the property of dilating the pupil ex·
ceedi11gly, and for this purpose is employ 0d by ocufo1ts previously to the operation for cataract. Dilatation usually comes on in about an hour, is at its
greatest height. in three or four hours, and continues often for one or two
days, or even longer. In cases of partial op~city of the crystalline lens, confined to the centre of that body, vision is temporarily improved by a similar
use of the remedy; and it may also perhaps be beneficially employed, wben,
from infhmmatinn of tbc iris, there is danger of a permanent closure of the
pupil. li'or these purpo~es, a strong iufu~ion of the plant, or a solution of the
extract, mily be dropped into the eye, or a little of the extract itself rubbed
upon the eyelids. 'l'he same npplication bas been recommended in morbi<l
sensibility of th e eye. The dceoction or extract, applied to the neck of the
ut erus, is asserted to ha,·e hastened tedious labour tlepcnJ.cnt on rigi dity of the
os ti 11 cre; and spasmodic stricture of the uret hra, neck of the blarldcr, and
epliinctC'r ani, anal fissures, and painful uterine affections, have been relieved
by the local use of the extract, either smeared upon bougies, or admin istercJ
by injection. In the latter mode it has relieved strangulated hernia. It is
ns~crted also to be useful in paraphimosis. The inhalation of the vapour from
~ decoction of the leaves or extract has been recommended in spasmodic
asthma. For this purpose, two drachms of the leaves, or fifteen grains of the
a(jue<ius extract are employed to the pint nf water. Hclief is sa id to have been
obtained in phthisis by smoking the learns, infused wbeu fresh in a strnng
solution of opiumi and 1,hen dried.
Belbdonn:l. may be gi,·en in substance, infusion, or extract. The dose of
the powdered leaves is for children from the eighth to tl.ie fourth of a grain,
for adults one or two grains, repeated daily, or tw ice a dayi and gradually
iucrca~ed till the peculiar effocts of the medicine arc experienced.
Au infusion may be prepared by adding a scruple of the drieJ. leaves to ten tluidounces of boiling water, of which from one to two fluidouoc:cs is the dose for
an adult. 'l'he extract is more used in the United States than any other
preparation. (See .LJ::.traf'lmn Belladonnm.)
}'rom its quicker action, more uniform strength, and greater clean liness,
atropia has been recently substituted for extrnct of belladonna for extern.ti
use . Of a solution made by dissoll'ing one grain in four iluiclrn.ehms of distilled water, by means of a fow drops of acetic acid, a single drop applieJ to
the inner surface of the lower lid, causes dilatation of Lbe pupil in fifteen or
twenty minutes. As an application in neuralgia, one grain may be mixed
with a. drachm of lard. The dose fo r in ternal use, to begin with, is about
one-thirtieth of a grain , which mny be g raJunlly inercasecl. llut it is almost
too powerful for prudent employment in this w3y; especially, as the effects
of belladonna can be readily obLaincd from the extract.
OjJ'. Prep. Atrnpire Sulphas; K'l.":tractum Belladonnro; Extract. Belladonu:.c Alcvbolic:un1; 'l'inct.ura 13cllaUonmc.
,Y,
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BENZOI:\TUJ'\f. U. 8., Loncl., Eel., Dub.
B enzoin.
The concrete juice of Styrax Bcnzoin . [;~ S . The bal sa m from in cisions in
the bark, hardened in the air. LfJnd. Concrete balsamic exudation. Ed. The
concrete exudation. Dub.
Bcnjoin, Fr.; Be111.oc, Germ.; Bclzoino, Ital.; llenjui, Span.

'l'he botanical source of benzoin was long un ce rtain. At one time it was
generally supposed in ]~urope to be derived from the Laurus Benzoin of this
country. This error was corrected by Linn reus, who, however, committed
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first who ascertained the true benzoin tree to be a Styraxj and Li s description, published in the 77th vol. of the }Jnglish Philosophica.l '.l1rausactions, has
been copied by most subseq uent writers.
STYUAX.
Sex. S!Jsl. Decandria J\IonoJ!ynia.-Nat. Ord. Styraccre.
Gen. Ch. Cul!JX inferior. Corolla funn el- shaped . DntpP. two.seeded. Willd.
St!J1'11X Be11zoi11. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 623; Woodv . ..Aled. Bot. p. 294, t.
102. 'l' his is a tall tree of quick growth, sendin g off many strong round
branches, co\•ered with a whitish downy bark. lt~ leaves arc alternate, entire,
oblong, pointed, smoot h a born, and downy beneath. The flowers are in com·
pound, axillary clusters, nearly as long as the leaves, and usually bang all on
the sa me sid e upon short sleuder pedicels.
'l' hc benzoin, or lic11j111nfo tree, is a native of Sumatra, J ava, B orneo, Laos,
and Siam. (Ainslie.) By wounding t he bark nea r th e origin of the lower
bran ches, a juice exud es, which hard ens upon exposure, and constitutes the
benzoln of commerce. A tree is thought of a proper age to be wounded at
six years, wh en its trunk is nbout seven or eight inches in diam ete r. The
operation is perform ed annually, and the product on each occasion from one
tree never exceeds three pounds. rrh e juice which first fl ows is the pureist,
and afford s the whitest and most fragrant benzoin. It is exported chiefly
from Achecn in Su matra, and comes in to the western markets in large ma sses
packed in chests and casks, and presentin g externally the impression of the
r eed mats in whic\1 they were originally contain ed.
'l'wo kind s of benzoin are distingui:: . hablc in the market, one consisting
chiefly of whitish tears united by a reddi sh.brown connecting medi um, the
other of brown or biJ.ckish masses, without tears. The first is the most
valuable, and has bee n called lienzot" amyydaloides, fr om the resemblan ce of
the wl1ite grains to fragm ents of bl anched nlmonds; th e second is sometimes
called benzoi in.~ortis- benzoin in sorts- and usually contains numerous im·
purities. Between these two kind s there is every gradation. We have seen
specimens consisting exclusive ly of yellowish-white homogeneous fragments,
which, wh en broken, presented :l smooth, white, shinin g surface. These
were no doubt identica l in constituti on with the ten rs of the larger masses.
P1·opcrties. Benzoin has a fra grant odou r, with very little taste; but, when
chewed for some time, leaves a sense of irritation in the mouth and fauccs .
It breaks with a resinous fracture, and presents a mottled surface of white
and brow.nor reddish-brown ; _th e whi~c .spots being smooth and sLinin g, while
th e rem:under, though sometimes shmm g and even translucent, is usually
more or less rough and porous, and often ex hibi ts impurities. In the iufc rior
kinds, the white spots are very fe w or enti rely wanting. B enzoin is easily
pulverized, and, in tLe process of being powdered, is apt to excite sneez ing.
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of bcnzoic acid. It is wholly soluble, with the exception of impurities, in
al cohol, and is pr~cipi tatcd by water from the solution, renderin g the liquor
milky. It imparts to boiling water a. notable proportion of benzoic acid .
J_.im e-watcr and the alkaline solutioris partially dissolve it, forming bcnzoa tcs,
from which the acid may be precip itated by the addition of another, having
stronger affinity for the base. ] ts chief constituents are resi n and bcnzoic
acid; and it therefore belongs to the balsams. 'fhe white tears and the brownish connecting medium arc said by Stolze to contain very nearly the same proportion of aci<l, wbicb, accor<ling to Bucholz, is 12·5 per cent., to Stolze 19·8
per cent. In a more recent examination by Kopp, the white tears were found
to contain from 8 to 10 per cent. of acid 1 and the brown 15 per cent. (Journ.
de Phann,., 3e ser., iv. 46.) T he resin is of three different kinds, one extracted
from the balsam with the benzoic acid by a boiling solu tion of carbonate of
potassa. in excess, another disso lved by ether from the residue, and th e thirJ.
affected by neither of these solvents. Besides bcnzoic acid and resi n, tbc
bal sa m cont3.ins a minute proportion of extracti\'e, and traces of volatile oil.
Benzoin is stated to ban~ the property of retarding the oxidation of fatty
matters, and thus prc' 'enting rancidity.
1lfedi«al Properlie.~ and l.11Je:1. neuzoin, like the other balsams1 is stimulaut and expectorant, and was formerly employed in pectoral affections; but,
except as an ingredient of the compound tincture of bcnzoin, it has fallen into
almost entire disuse. Trou sseau and Pidoux recommend it strongly, in the
way of fumiJr.Llion, in chronic laryngitis. Either the air of the chamber may
be impregnated with its vapour by placing a small portion upon some liv e
coals, or the patient may inhale the vapour of boiling water to which the
It is employed in pharmacy for the preparation of
b~1l sa m has been added.
benzoi c acid (see A cidU1n Benzoicwn) i and the milky liquor resulting from
the addition of water to its a lcoholic solution is sometimes used as a cosmetic,
under the impression that it renders the skin soft. In the East Indies it is
burnt by the Hiudoos as a perfume in their temples.*
0,9: Prep. Aeidum Bcnzoicum. Tinctura. llcnzoini Composita. W.

BISMUTHUM. U.S., Lond., El., Dub.
Bismuth.
Eh.in de glacc, Ilismuth , Fr.; Wissmuth, Gtrm.; Ilismutte, Ital.; Bismut, Spa11.

:Bismuth occurs usually in the metallic state, occasionally as a. sulphuret,
and rarely as an oxide. It is found principally in Saxony . It occurs also in
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~:~:a~~tfr~~y ~~~n~~~~ !~~i~,~ ~i~~~~h:~h~~h ~~~~~~~u~~ ~!a~s ~~t~,~~~~
~~o~~~~;~o~1~~ bli1:~e:J1 t~~c c~:~~~ 1~~ef~~:c:'~~o~~PS~~~~/rom its ganguc. AlBismutb was first distinguished as a meta l by Agricola in 1520. Before
that period it was coufounclcd with lead. It is a brittle, pulverizable, brilliant
metal, of a crystalline texture, and of a white colour with a ~lig ht red_di~!1 tint.
Its crystals are in the form of cubes. It undergoes but a slight tarnish m the
air. I ts sp. gr. is 9·8, melting poiut 4i6°, cq. number 2 13, and symbol Bi.
At a Li.di tcluperature, in close nssels, it volatilizes, and may be distilled
over. Wh en heated in the open air to a full red heat, it takes fire, and burns
with a faint blue flame, forming an oxide of a yellow colour. Thi s is the
leroxidr, and consists of one cq. of bismuth 2131 and three of oxygen 24=237.
Formerly the equivalent of this metal was deemed to be 71; but. the best authorities now make it three times that number, and, consequently, the former
protoxide becomes a tcroxide. Bismuth is acted on feebly by muriatic acid,
but \ iolently by nitric acid, which dissolves it with a copious extrication of
red fumes. Sulphuric acid when cold bas no action on it, but at a boiling
Ji eat effects its solution with the extrication of sulphurous acid. As it occurs
in commerce, it is generally eoutaminated with a little arsenic. It may be
purified from all contaminating metals, by dissolving the bismuth of comme rce
in diluted nitric acid, precipitating the clear solution by adding it to water,
and reducing the white powder thus obtained with black flux. 'l'be same precipi tate is obtained by adding ammonia to the nitric solution ; :rnd, if the
supe rnatant liquor be blue, th e presence of copper is iudica.ted. If the precipitate be yellowish, iron is present.
Pharmaceutical C11e.'f, &c. Dismuth, in an uncombined state, is not used
in medicine, but is employed pharmaceutically to obtain the subnitrate of bismuth, the only medicinal preparation formed from this metal. In the arts
it is used to form a white paint for the complexion, called pearl wkite j and
as an ingredient of the best pewter.
B.
Off. 1-'rep. Bismuthi Subuitras.
1

IlROMINIUM. U.S.
Bromine.
Brome,Fr.; Brom, Germ.; Uromo, Ital.

Bromine is an element.try body, pos!'=e~sing many analogies to chlorine and
iodine. It was discovered in 1826 by Balard, a chemist of Montpcllier, in
the bittern of sea-salt works, in which it exists as a bromide of magn esium.
Since then it has been found in the waters of t he ocean, in certain marine
animals and yeg~tablcs, in . variou_s aquat ic pbuts, as the water-cress, in
i1umerous salt sprmgs, and, rn two mstances, in _the mineral kingdom - in an
ore of zinc, and in tLe c.-idmium of Si lesia. It has also Leen detected by
i\l. l\ICne in the coal-gas liquor of the Paris gas-works. In the United States
it was first obtain ed by Professor Silliman, who found it in the bittern of the
salt works at Salina, in the State of New York. It was discovered in the
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of the s..ilt ~prmgs of tins locality is said to afford nine dracbms of bromine
to the gallon. Bromine bas been detected also in tbe waters of the Saratoga.
Sprin gs.
Prepciration. llrominc may be prepared by passing a current of chlorine
through bittern, an<l then agitating it strongly witb a portion of ether. '!'he
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chl orin e decompoS('S th e bromide of magn esium pr4'.lscnt in th e bittern , forming a chloride of m;ign esium; and th e di se ngaged bromin e di ssolves in the
c t.h er1 to which it communi cates a. hyacinth.red colour. Th e etherea l so lution
of bromin e is next decanted, and treated with a concentrated solution of ca usti c potasea., wh ereby the bromin e is converte(i into bromide of pota ssium and
bromate of potassa. Iu th e mean t.im e th e et.hPr loses its colour and becomes
pure, a ud may be again cmpl oyct! for di!lsol ving fresh portions of bromin e.
A suffi cient quantity of the salt.s abo\'e mentioned ha\ in g been obtain ed in
thi s way, their solution is e\•aporated to dryness, nnd th e dry ma ss calcin ed at
a red heat, in order to convert the brom ate of pota ssa in to bromid e of potas:;i. ium . The bromide is next decomposed by di slilling it with sulphuri c ncid
and deutox i<le of manganese, from a re tort furui shed wi th a bent tube plun ging
in to water contain ed in a bottle. Tb c ncid combin es with potassium, and with
oxygen derived from the dcutoxide of manganese, so as to form sulphate of potassa , anti t he li berated bromine distil s over, and condenses und er th e wa ter.
Prop erties. Bromin e is a Yohtile liquid, of a dark-red colour when vi ewed
in ma ss, but hyacinth-red iu thin laye rs. Its taste is \'cry cau sti c, and its
smell s tro n~ an d disagreeable, having: so me resemblan ce to that of chl orine.
Its density is very nearly 3 . At 4° below zero it becomes a, bard , bri ttl e,
crystallin e soli d, having a Jark leaden colour, and a lustre nearl y metalli c. lt
boi ls at about ll7°, fo1·min g a rcdtlish vapour rese mbling that.of nitrous acid,
and of th e sp. gr. 5·39. It, C\'aporat cs readily, a singl e drop bciu g sufficient
to fill a large flask with it~ pec uliar vapour.
l {romin c is sparingly solul.il c in water, to which it communi catl!S an oran ge
colour, more so luble in al coh ol, and still more so in ether. Its al co holi c and
eth ereal solution s lose th eir colour in a. few days, and become acid fr om the
generation of hytlrobromi c acid. It bl eaches vege tabl e substances lik e chl orin ci destroys the colour of sulphate of indi go, and decomposes organi c matters.
Its combiuati on wit.h st.arch lias a yell ow colour. I t co rrodes tbe skin and
gives it a dee p yell ow stain. Bromin e is interm ediate in it s affiniti es betwee n
chl oriu c and iodin e ; sin ce its co mbin :.Lti ons arc decomposed by chl oriu ci while,
in it s tum , it decomposes th ose of iodiuc. I ts eq. number is 78·-1- and its
sy mbol Br. It form s acid s with both oxygen and hyd rogen, called bromic
and hydrobromi c acidsi wliicb arc anal ogous in propt! rtics and composition
to the co rresponding co mpounJ s of chlorin e and iodin e.
Comm ercial bromine sometimes contain s as rnuch a.15 6 or 8 per cent. of
bromide of e«rlxm 1 as asccrt:.1incd by 1\1. P osclger. Ue disCO\"Cred th e im purity by submit tin g some bromine to distillati oni during t he progrcfls of which
the boilin g point rose to 248°. TL e residuary liqu id at this temperat ure was
colourl ess, and , wh en freed fr om a little bromin e, proYed to be the bromi de
of carbon in th e form of an oily, aromatic liqui d.
In testing for bromine in mineral or salin e watersi th e water is evaporated
in order to crystallize most of the salts. Th e soluti on, after ha, ing been
fil tcredi is placed in a narrow tube, and a few drop:; of strong chlorin e water
are added. lf thi s addi tion prod uces an orange colou r, bromin e is present.
The water examin ed, in ord er th at th e test may succeed, mu st be free from
organ ic matter, and tLc chlorine not added in excess. Bromine may be detected in marin e Yegetables by ca rbonizi ng th em in a co vered crucible, exhaustin g the charcoal , previ ously pulverized, wi th boilin g distilled water,
preci pita tin g any alkalin e sulphurct prese nt in t he solution by sulphate of
zinc, and th en adding successively a fe w drops of nitric acid and a portion
of ether, shakin g the wh ole togeth er. If brom in e be present, it will be set
free and dissolve in th e eth er, to which it will communica te an oran ge co lour.
( D 11pasq_1tier.) Accordiu g to Ueyn oso, a more delicate test is furni shed by
oxidized water, which liberates bromin e from its com pounds, wi t hout reacting
1
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on it when free. The mode of proceeding is as follows. Put a piece of deutoxide of barium in a test tube, and add to it successively distilled water, pure
muriati c acid, and et her. The materials arc here present for generating
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gether. If a bromide be present, the murrnt1c will give n se to hy~robro1~1c
acid, and the oxidized water acting on this, will set fre e the bromme, which
will dissolve in the ether, and give it a ycllo\v tint.
Jlledical Propel·ties. Bromine, from its analogy to iodine, was ea rly tried
as a remedy, and the resu lt has demon strated its Yaluc as a th erapeutic
agent. It acts like iodine, by stimulating the lymphatic syste m and promoting absorption. It has been empl oyed in bronchocele, scrofulous tum ours
and ulce rs, amenorrhooa, chroni c di:;;eases of the sk in, and hypertrophy of
the ventricles. For a li st of the diseases in wh ich bromine and its preparation s hase been tried, the reader is referred to the :b~ssay of Dr. Glover in the
Ed. Med. and SU1·g. Journ. for Oct. 18.!2, an abstract of which is given in
the N td. Exam. v. 71 2. .l\lagend ie recommends it in cases in which iodine
does not operate with sufficient acti,·ity, or has lost its effect by habit. The
form in which it is employ ed is aqueous solution, the dose of which, containing one part of bromine to forty of distilled water, is about six drops taken
severa l times a day . 'Vhcn used as a wash for ul cers, from ten to forty
minim s of bromine may be added to a pint of water. or its compounds the
bromides of potassium, iron, and mercury, have been chiefly tried as medicines.
Uromiue, in :m O\'Crdose, acts as an irritant poison. 'l'he best antidote,
according to Mr. Alfred Smee, is ammonia. A case of poisoning by this substance, which proved fatal in seven hours and a half, is related by Dr. J. R.
Snell, of Long Island, N. Y. 'l'hc amount swallowed was about an ounce,
and the symptoms generally were those produced by the irritant poisons, such
as violent inflammation of th e lips, mouth, tongue, and oosophagus, a.ttendcd
with incessant burning pain, and followed, in two Lours and a balf, by prostration, whic~ became more and more extreme until the patient expired.
(New ro,.k Joum. o/ llled. for Sept. 1850.)
OJ}: Prep. Potassii l3romidum.
B.

BUCHU. U.S,Loncl., Dub.
Buchu.
The leaves of Barosma crenata, and other species of llarosma. [;~ S. The
leaves of Barosma. crcuulata, and B. serratifolia. L (md . The leaves of Barosma crenata. D ub .
OjJ'. S!Jn. BUCKU. Leaves of various species of Barosma. Ed.
This medicine consists of the leaves of different plants growing at the Cape
of Good Hope, formerly ranked in thegenusD iosm.a, but transferred by botanists to the genus Barosma, so muued from the strong odour of the leaves
(i$a~vs and oa,u71). B. crrnata, B. crenulata, and B. serratifolia arc described by L indley as medicinal species. The leaves of these and other
Barosmas, and of some Aya_thosmas, are collected by the Ilottcntots, wh o
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IlARO S:'!lA.
Sex. S!Jsl. Pentandria. l'\Ionogyn ia.-Nat. Ord. Rutace::c.
Gen. Ch. Calyx fi\ c-cleft or five-parted. Dirik lining the bottom of the
calyx gene.rally with a short scarcely ~rominent rim. P etals five, with short
claw8. Pdamen ts ten; the five opposite the petals sterile, peta loid; th e other
five longer, subulate. Btyle as long as the petals. Stiyma, minute, fi,•e·lobed.
1
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Fl"l.dt composed of five cocci, covered with glandular clots at the back. (Condensed .from Lindle_1;.) 'l'bese plants are all sma ll shrubs, with opposite
leaves and peduncled flowers.
Baros1na aen(lltJ.. Lindley, Flor. 1lled. p. 213.-Diosm.a C1"enata De Cand .
P1·odroni. i. 71.f; Wood,·. Med. Bot. 3d ed."· 52. '.l'his is a slender sLrub,
with smooth, somew hat angular brancbes, of a purplish colour. The leaves
arc opposite, oYatc or obovatc, acute, serrated and glandular at tbe edge,
coriaceous, and full of small pellucid dots on tbe under surface. Th e flowers
a.re white or of a reddish tint, and stand solitarily at the end of short, lateral,
leafy shoots. '£Le leaves of this species are now most largely imported.
Properties. 'l'he leaves, as found in the shops, arc from three quarters of an
inch to an inch long, from three to five liucs broad, elliptical, 1anceolate-ovate,
or obovate, sometimes sligh tly pointed, sometimes blunt at the apex, very
finely notched and glandular at tLe edges, smooth and of a green colour on
the upper surface, dotted and paler beneath, and of a firm consistence. 'l'heir
odour is strong, diffusive, and somewhat aromatic; their taste bittcrisL, and
nnalogous to tha.t of mint. 'l'b ese properties will distinguish them from senna,
with which they might be confounded upon a careless inspection. They are
sometimes mixed with portions of the stalks and fruit. Analyzed by Cadet
de Gassicourt, they were fouud to contain in 1000 parts, 6·65 parts of a light,
browni:,;h-yellow, and highly odorous volatile oil, 211·7 of gum, 51·7 of extractive, 11 of chloropbyll e, and 21·51 of res in. Water and alcohol extract
their virtues, which probably depend on the volatile oil and extractive. The
latter is precipitated by infusion of galls.
Jlledical Properties mHf USrs. Buchu is gently stimulant, with a peculiar
tendency to tbe urinary organs, producing diure:?is, and, like all similar medicines, exciti ng diaphoresis wh en circumstances farnur this mode of action.
The Hotteutots Lave long used it in a variety of diseases. From these rude
practitioners the remedy was borrowed by the resid ent English and Dutch
physicians, by whose recommendation it was employed in Europe, and has
come into ge neral Ufle. It is gi,,en chiefly in c·omplaints of the urinary
organs, such as gra.vcl, chronic catarrh of the bladder, morbid irritation of
the bladder and urethra, disease of the prostate, and retention or incontinence
of urine from a loss of tone in the parts concerned in its evacuation. It has
also been reco mm ended in dyspepsia, chronic rheumatism, cutaneous affections, and dropsy. !from twenty to thirty graius of the powder may be given
two or three times a day. 'l'he leaves are also used in infusion, in the proportion of an ounce to a pint of boiling water, of which the dose is one or
two fiui<lounces. A tincture has been employed as a stimulant embrocation
in local pains. A fluid extract may be prepared by a process similar to that
for fluid extract of valerian (see Extructa Ff'lli.da), eight ounces of the
coarsely powdered lea\·es being used for procuring a pint of the extract. The
odour of mint becomes very strong in this fluid extract when kept for some
months. 1'he dose is about a fluidrachm.
Oj: P1·ep. Infusum lluclm; Tin ctu ra Duchu.
,Y.

CALAMINA. U.S.
Calamine.
Native impure carbonate of zinc. U.S.

Lnpis cofaminaris, Lat.; Calamine, Fr.; Gnlmei, Germ.; Gia\1111ninn, Pietracalnminarin, Jut!. ; Calnmina, Span.

The term colmnine is applied by mineralogists indiscriminately to two
minerals, scarcely distinguishable by theil· external characters, the carbonate
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and silicate of zinc. The term, however, in the pharmaceutical sen&e, refers
to the native impure carbonate on ly. The si licate is sometimes called electric
calamfoe.
Propertfr.~, &c. Calamine is found in various localities, bu_
t occurs most
abundantly in Germany and }~ngland. It is found also in the United States.
It usually occurs in compa ct or earthy masses, or concretions, of a dull appearance, readily scratched by the knife, and breaking with an earthy fracture;
but sometimes it is found crys tallizccl. Its colour is very variable; being, in
different specimens, grayish, grayish-yellow, reddish-yellow, and, when impure,
brown, or brownish-yellow. It s sp. gr. vnries from 3·4 to .J:J. Before the
blowpipe it does not melt, but becomes yellow and subl im es. When of good
quality, it is almost enti rely soluble in the dilute mineral acids; and, unless
it has been previously calcined, emits a few buLblcs of carbonic acid. If
soluble in sulphu ri c acid, it can contain but little ca rbonate of lim e, and no
sulphate of baryta. Ammonia, added to the sulphuric solution, throws down
a precipitate of the oxide, mixed with the subsulphate, and takes it up again
when added in excess. If copper be present, the ammonia will give rise to
a blue colour; and, in case of the presence of iron, the alkali will throw down
the sesquioxicle, not soluble in an excess of the precipitant. 'l'he officiual
calamine is distinguished from the electric calamin e, which is a silicate of
zinc, by dissolving in warm nitric acid without gelatinizing, and by not being
rendered electric by beat.
lmpm·ities. According to l\Ir. Robert Brett, calam ine, a.s sold in the
English shops, is frequently a spuri ous mixture conta ining only traces of
zinc. 1-Ie analyzed six specim ens, and found them to contain from 78 to
87·5 per cent. of su lphate of baryta, the rest consisting of sesquioxide of
iron, carbonate of lime, sulphate (sulphuret?) of lead, and mere traces of
zinc. When acted on by muriatic acid, the spurious calamine, in powder,
evolved sulphuretted hydrogen, and was only in small part dissolved, the
p.-reat bulk of it remaining behind as sulphat e of baryta. (.Ame1· . .lourn. of
Phann., ix. 173, from the Brit. Annals of .Afed.) 11hc results of )Jr. Brett
have been confirmed by Dr. It D . Thomson, l\lr. D. Murdock, and i'\lr. E.
1\1oore. Dr. Thomson thinks the spurious calamine is manufactured of su}.
pbate of baryta. and chalk, coloured with Armenian bole. (Phann . .Journ.
and Tran.q., iv. 31.) l\lr. Jacob Bell, of London, holds the more probable
opini on that it is the native sulphate of baryta, somewhat coloured with iron,
which is a mineral having some resemblance to calam in e. i\fr. l\lidgloy
states, _indeed? tb~t the miners in England distinguish two calamines, bross
calarnmc, which. ts sold to the makers of bras~, and bmyta calamine, which
is really the native amorphous su lpha te of baryta, and which is furnished to
the druggists in the place of the genuine native carbonate of zinc. Even the
genuine calamine of the shops is impure, contain in g iron and copper, and
various earthy matters. That which bas been c<ileined to render it more
rea.d ily pulvcrizable, conta in s little or no carbonic acid. In view of these
fac!s, the re\·iscrs of the U .. s. Pharmacopceia. of 1850 have deemed it proper
to introduce, as a new officma1, the pure carbonate of zinc, obtained by precipitation. {Set! Zi11ci l'm·bonas P retipitalus.)
Uomposition. 'Th e crystallized varic-ty is anhydrous, and consists of one eq.
of carbonic acid 22, and one of protoxiJe of zinc 40·3=G2·3. 'l'he compact
and earthy varieties arc said to contain one ec1. of water.
Ca!amine ~n.ust be brou~ht to tl~e st<ite of impalpa,ble powder before being
used ~n med~crne. In t.h1s s~ate 1t f~rrns prPpw·ed calarnine, under which
head its medical properties will be noticed. (Sec Calamina Prwparata.)

Off Prep. Calawiua Pr:rparata.

B.
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CALAMUS. US. Secondary.
Sweet Flag.
The rhizoma. of Acorns Calamus. U. S.
Off Syn . CALA~IUS AR031ATICUS. Rhizoma of Acorns Calamus,
var. a., vulgaris. Ed.
Acorus \'rai, Acorusodorant, Fr.; Kalmuswurzcl, Germ.; Calamoaromatico,Ital.,Span.

Acoaus. Sex. S.1Jst. Hex:anclria Monogynia. - Nat. Ord. Acoracem.
G'en. l'lt. Spadix cylindrical, covered with florets. Corolla six-petalled,
naked. S(1jle none. Copsule three-celled. ll'illd.
Acorus Ualmnus. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 199; Barton, Med. Bot. ii. 63.
The sweet flag, or calaruus, has a perennial, horizontal, jointed, somewhat
compressed root (rhizome), from half an inch to an inch thick, sometimes
several feet in length, sending off numerous round and yellowish or whitish
radicles from its base, and bunches of brown fibres resembling coarse hair
from its joints, internally white and spongy, externally whitish with a tinge
of green, variegated with triangular shades of light brown and rose colour.
The leaves are all radical, sheathing at the base, long, sword.shaped, smooth,
green above, but, near their origin from the root, of a red colour, variegated
with green and white. The scape or fiower·slem resembles the leaves, but is
longer, and from one side, near the middle of its length, sends out a cylindrical spadix, tapering at each end, about two inches in length, and crowded
with greenish-yellow flowers . These are without calyx, and have six small,
concave, membranous, truncated petals. The fruit is an oblong capsu le,
di,·ided into three cells, and containing numerous oval seeds.
'l'his is an indigenous plant, growing throughout the United States, in low,
wet, swampy places, and along the sides of Jitcbes and streams, and flowering
in May auJ June. It is also a native of Europe and Western Asia; and a
variety is found in India. The European plant differs slight ly from the
American. The leaves as well as root Lave an aromatic odour; but the
latter only is employed. It should be collected late in the autumn, or in the
spring. After removal from the ground, the roots are washed, freed from
their fibres, and dried with a moderate heat. Ily the process of drying they
lose nearly one-half their diameter, but are improved in odour and taste.
Properties. The roots, as found in the shops, are-in pieces of various
lengths, somewhat flattened, externally wrinkled and of a. yellowish-brown
colour, and presenting on their under surface numerous minute circular spotf-1,
indicating the points at which the radicles were inserted. Their texture is
light and spongy, their colour internally whitish or yellowish-white, and
their fracture short and rough. A variety imported from Germany consists
exclusively of the interior portion of the root. The pieces are usually
long, slender, irregularly quadrangular, and of a grayish.white colour; and
are prepared by paring off the outer coat with a knife.
The odour of calamus is strong and fragrant; its taste warm, bitterisb,
pungent, and aroma.tic. Its active principles are taken up by boiling water.
From 100 parts of the fresh root of the :European ·plant, 'l'rommsdorff obtained O·l of volatile oil, 2·3 of a. soft resin, 3·3 of extractive with a little
chloride of potassium, 5·5 of gum with some phosphate of potassa, l ·G of
starch analogous to inuliu, 21 ·5 of lignin; and 65·7 of water. Sixteen ounces
of the dried root afforded to Neumann about two scruples of volatile oil.
The oil is at first yellow, but ultimately becomes red, and has the smell and
taste of cal::nnus. The extractive matter has an acrid and sweetish taste.
The root is soruetimes attacked by worms, and deteriorates by keeping.
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The root of the Indian variety is said to be less thick than the European,
and to have a stronger and more pleasant taste and smell.
Medical Properties and Uses. Calamus is a stimulan~ tonic, possess~ng t1.ie
ordinary virtues of the aromatic~. It may be taken with advantage_rn pam
or uncasi11ess of the stomach or bowels arising from flatulence, and i s_~ useful adjuvant to tonic or purgative medicines, in cases of t01:por or deb~hty of
the alimentary canal. It was probably known to the ancients, and is s_upposed to have been the Bxopov of the Greeks; but the calarrws aromat1cu$
of Dioscorides was a different product, Laving been derived, according to Dr.
Royle, from a species of Andropogon. 'l'he medicine . is at present much
neglected, though well calculated to answer as a substitute for more c?stly
aromatics. 1'hc dose in substanr.e is from a Rcruple to a drachm. Au rnfusion, made in the proportion of au ounce of the root to a pint of boilinJ! water, is sometimes given in the <lose of a wiueglassful or more.
\V.

CALCIUM.
Culcium .
This is the metallic radical of lime (protoxicle of calcium), and, consequently, forms the basis of all calca.reous substances. It is obtained by electrolyzing lime ·in contact with mercury, and distilling off the mercury from
the amalgam of calcium formed; or by passing the vapour of potassium at
a red heat over lime, contained in an iron tube, filled with hydrogen. It is
a white metal, rc:;;cnibling silver in colour, aud requiring a high temperature
for its fusion. When sufficiently heated it burns with a white li ght, unites
with oxygen, and forms lime. Its sp. gr. has not been exactly ascertained,
but is known to be greater than that of sulphuric acid. Its equiva lent number is 20·5, and symbol Ca.
Calcium is a very abumlant element in nature, existing in the mineral
kingdom, chiefly as a carbonate, in the form of limestone, marble, chalk,
and calcareous spar; and as a phosphate and carbonate in organized beings,
as an essential part of the bones and shells of animals. It is officinal, in
combination, as lime and chloride of calcium, and as a carbonate, phosphate,
and hypochlorjte of lime.
B.

CALCII CHLORIDUM. U.S., Land., Dub.
Chloride of Culcium.
Off Syn. CALCIS

~!URIAS.

Ed.

~Iuriate of lime, 11 ydrochlorate of lime; Chlorurc de calcium, Ilydrochlornte de
chaux, Fr.; Chlorcalcium, Sn.lzsrrnrcr Kalk, Germ.

Chloride of calcium consists of chloriue, united with calcium, the metall ic
radical of lime. It is placed in the List of the Materia l\Icdica in tbe U. S.
and London Pharmacopreias; but processes for preparing it are giYen by the

~~~i:b:~~~ ~~cE1~~l~~ ~~~~b~~s~va;o~:~fn!et~~~;;~~~r~~~d l~~:i'~;~~t~~8n~s~~
1

The muriatic acid, by reacting with the lime, forms chloride of calcium and
water, the latter of which is dissipated at a red heat. In makin~ this preparation, the Edinburgh College uses white marble in fragments, and obtains
tbe chloride in crystals, by e\·aporating the solution resulting from the saturation to one-half, and setting it aside in a cold place. 'l'he process of the
Dublin Pharmacopreia. of 1850 is as follows, Imperial measure being used.
"Take of Chalk, in small fragments, two pounds[avoinl.]; Pure Muriatic
Acid two pints and a half; Distilled Water six pints; Slaked Lime, as much as
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is sufficient. Into the Acid, first diluted with the Water, intro<luce the Chalk
in successive portions, and when the efforvcscence bas ceased, boil for ten
minutes. Add now, stirring well, a very slight excess of slaked Lime, and
throw the whole upon a calico filter. Acidulate the filtered solution slightly
by ::idding a few drops of muriatic acid; then evaporate to dryness, and expose the residuum to a low red heat. in a Hessian crucible. li'inally, reduce
the product rapidly to a coarse powder in a warm mortar, and enclose it in
a well stopped bottle."
Properties. Ch loride of calcium, in the fused or anhydrous state, as it is
directed or understood to be in the U . S., London, and Dublin Pharmacopccias,
is a. colourless, slightly translucent, hard and friable solid, of an acrid, bitter,
i;;;aline taste, extremely deliquc~cent, \'Cry soluble in water, and readily soluble in rectified spirit. On account of its avidity for water, the fused salt is
used for drying gases, and for bringing alcohol to its highest degree of concentration. The crystallized salt, as directed by the Edinburgh College, is
also very deliquescent, and has the fvrm of colourless, transparent, striated,
six.sided prisms. The crystals, on exposure to heat, first dissolve in their
water of crystallization, and, after this has evaporated, undergo the igneous
fusion. With ice or snow they form a powerful frigorific mixture. Solution
of ch loride of calcium, when pure, y ields uo precipitate with ammonia, chloride
of barium, or ferrocyanuret of potassium dissolved in a large quantity of water. 'l'he non-action of these test:i severally shows the absence of magnesia,
sulphuric acid, und iron.
C!Jloride of calcium exists in solution in the water of the ocean and of many
springs. It is usually associated with common salt and chloride of magnesium, from which it is separated wilh difficulty. It consists of one eq. of
chlorine 35·-!:2, and one of calcium 20·5 = 55 ·92. When crystallized, it
contains six eqs. of water =5+.
Chloride of calcium is used medicina.lly in solution only. In this state it
is named officinally Liquor Calcii Ohloddi, under which title its medicinal
properties arc given. As a chemical agent it is employed by the F.dinburgh
College for purifying ether and spirit of nitric ether, by the Dublin for preparing morphia, and by the London in ma.kin~ chloroform.
Off Prep. Calcis Carbonas Prrecipitaturn; Liquor Calcii Chloridi; MorB.
phim l\lurias; Pulvis Antimouialis, Dub.

CALX. U.S., Lond., Eel.
Lime.
J. irne recently prepared by calcina.tion . U.S., Lond.
O.ff: S11n. CALX RECENS USTA. Fresh-burned Lime; Q«icl.-lime.
Dub.
Quicklime; Chaux, Clurnx vh•e, Pr.; Kalk, Germ.: Calce, Ital.; Cnhivn, Span.

Lime, which ranks among the alkaline earths, is a very important pharmaceutical ag-ent, :md forms the principal ingredient in several standard preparations. The Edinburgh College gives a process for its preparation; but in
the United States, London, and Dublin Pharmacopooias, it is placed exclusively in the list of the i\fateria 1\Iediea.
J_Jime is a very abundant natural production. It is never found pure, but
mostly combined with acids, as with carbonic acid iu cha lk, marble, calcareous spar, limestone, and shells; with sulphuric acid in the different kinds of
gypsum; with phosphoric acid in the bones of animals i and with silica in a
great variety_of minerals.
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Preparation. Lime is prepared by caJcining, with a strong heat, some f?rm
of the nafrrn carbonate. The carbonic acid is thus expelled, and the lune
remains behind. When the lime is intended for nice chem ical operation~,
it should be obtained from pure white marble, or from oyster sliells. For the
purposes of the arts it is procured from common limestone, by calcining it in
kilns of peculiar construction. When obtained in this way, it is generally
impure, being of a grayish colour, and containing alumina, si li ca, sesquioxiJe
of iron, and occasionally a little magnesia. and ox ide of manganese.
'I.1he officinal 1ime of the Un ited States, London, and Dublin Pharmacopreias is the lime of commerce, and, therefore impure. That obtained by the
process of the Edinburgh College is purer. The Edinburgh directions are
to expose white marble, broken into small fragments, in a covered crucible,
to a full red heat for three hours; or till the residuum, when slaked and sus
pended in water, no longer effervesces on the addition of muriatic acid.
Propei·ties. Lime is a grayish -white solid, having a strong, caustic, alkaline
taste, and the sp. gr. 2·3. It is very refractory in the fire, having been fused
only by the compound blowpipe of Dr. Hare. Exposed to the air, it absorbs
moisture au<l carbonic acid, and falls into a white powder. In this state, it
is a. mixture of carbonate ancl hydrate. On account of its liability to change
by being kept, lime intended for pharmaceutical purposes shou ld be recently
burnt. It acts upon vegetable colours as a strong alkal ine base. Upon the
addition of water, it cracks and falls into powder, with the evolution of heat.
If it dis~olve in muriatic acid without effervescence, the fact shows the absence
of carbonic acid, and that the lime has been well burnt. If any silica. be pre
sent, it will remain undissolved by the muriatic acid. If the solution give
no precipitate wjth ammonia, the absence of iron and alum ina. is shown.
Lime is but sparingly soluble in water, requiring at 60° about se•en
hundred times its weight of that liquid for complete solution. Contra ty to
the general law, it is less soluble in hot than in cold water. The soluti on is
called lime.water. (Sec liiqu01· Calcis.) ·when lime is mixed in excess with
water, so as to form a thick liquid, the mixtme is ca.lied rnill,; of lime.
Lime is the ,protoxide of ca lcium, and consists of one eq. of calcium 20·5,
and one of oxygen 8=28·5. (See l'aldmn.) It is distinguished from the
other alkaline ea1tbs by forming a. very deliquescent salt (cltloride of calcium)
by reaction with muriatic acid, and a. spari ngly solumc one with sulphuric
acid. All acids, acidulous, ammoniacal, and metallic salts, borates, alkaline
carbonates, and astringent vegetable infusions are incompatible with it.
Medical Properties. Lime acts externally as an escharotic, and was formerly
app.Jied to ill-conditioned ulcers. .l\lixed with potassa, it forms au offici ual
caustic. (See Potassa cuni Culce.) As an internal remedy it is always a<l
ministered in solution. (Sec L1·quor Calcis.)
Phann. Uses. J"'ime is used aR a chemical agent to prepare JEtber Sulphuricus, Dub.; Alcohol, Ed., Dub.; Ammonire Aqua l?ortior; Cbloro
formum; l?erri Pulvis; Liquor Ammonim; J"'iriuor Potassro; Liquor Sodro;
Potassre Sulphas i Quiniro Sulphas; Spiritus JEtheris Nitrici; Spiritu~
Ammoniro; Strychnia.; Sulphur Prrecipitiltum.
Off. Prep. Calcii Chloridum; Liquor Calcis; Potassa cum Calce.
4

4

4

4

B.

CALX CHLORINATA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Chlorinated Lime.
A compound resulting from the action of ch lorine on hydrate of lime, and
containing a.t least twenty.five per cent. of ch lorine. U.S.
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ch~l;!~~i~~ ~In~~~ei.~¥!ct~~!-~;,it1~~.~inC~i~~~~~~;act~:!!:m}e~.~l~~~~:.~:lk~wg:~.~a6~!~
rurode cnlce, Ilal.

This compound was originally prepared and brought into notice as a bleach~ng agent, in 1798, by the late l\Ir. Tennant of Gla:;gow. Subsequently
wa~ found to have valuable properties as a medicine and disinfectant, and,

it

accordingly, it has been successively introduced into the London, Edinburgh,
United States, and Dublin Pharrnacopooias.
'fhc following is an outline of the process for preparing chlorinated lime
on the large scale. An oblong square chamber is constructed, generally of
siliceous sandstone, the joints being secured by a cement of pitch, rosin, and
dry gypimm. At one end it is furnished with an air-tight door, and on each
~i<le with a. glass window, to enable the operator to inspect the process during
its progress. The slaked or hydrated lime is sifted, a.nd placed on wooden
trays eight or ten feet long, two broad, and one inch deep. These are piled
within the chamber to a height of five or six feet on cross-bars, by wbich
they arc kept about an inch asunder, in order to farnur the circulation of the
gas over the lime. The chlorine is generated in a leaden vessel nearly spherical, the lower portion of which is surrounded with an iron case, leaving an
interstice two inches wide, intended to receive steam for the purpose of producing the requisite beat. In the leaden vessel are five apertures. The first
is in the centre of the top, and receives a tube which descends nearly to the
bottom, and through which n. vertical stirrer passes, intended to mix: the
materials, and furn ished, at the lower end, with horizontal cross-bars of iron,
or of wood sheathed with lead. The second is for the introduction of the
common si1lt and manganese. 'l'be third admits a syphon-shaped funnel,
through which the sulphuric acid is introduced. 'l'hc fourth is connected
wit
pipe to lead off the chlorine. The fifth, which is near the bottom,
re
•es a. di~charge pipe, pa~sing through the iron case, and intended for
drawing off the residuum of the operation. '.l'he pipe leading off the chlorine
terminates under water, in a leaden chest or cylinder, where the gas is
washed from muriatic acid. From this intermediate vessel, the chlorine
finally passes, by means of a pretty large leaden pipe, through the ceiling of
the chamber containing the lime. The process of impregnation generally lasts
folll' days, this time being necessary to form a good bleaching powder. If
it be hastened, heat will be generated, which will fa\•our the protluction of
chloride of calcium, with a proportional diminution of chloride of lime.
The proportions of the materials employed for generating the chlorine
vary in different manufoctories. 'l'hose genemlly adopted arc 10 cwt. of
common salt, mixed with from 10to14 cwt. ofdcutoxide of manganese; to
which are added, in successive portions, from 12 to 14 cwt. of strong sulphmic acid, diluted before being used until its sp. gr. is reduced to about
1 ·65, which will be accomplished by adding about one-third of its weight of
water. In rnanufactories in which sulphuric acid is also made, the acid
intenJe<l for this process is brought to the sp. gr. of 1·65 only, whereby the
expen!'e of further concentration is sa\'ed.
Properties. Chlorinated limo is a dry or but slightly moist, grayish-white,
pulrnrulcnt substance, possessing an acrid, hot, bitter, astringent taste, and
an odour resembling tbat of chlorine. It possesses powerful bleaching properties. When perfectly saturated with chlorine, it dissolves almost entirely
in water; but, as ordinnrily prepared, a large proportion is insoluble, consisting of hydrate of lime. 'Yhen exposed to heat, it gives off oxygen and
some C'hlorine, and is converted into chloride of calcium. It is incompatible
with the mineral acids, with carbonic acid, and the alkaline carbonates. 'l'he
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acids cvoh'e chl orine copiousl_y, and the alkaline carbonates cause a precipitate
of carbonate of lime. (See liiquo1· Sodre OJdori11atr.e .)
.
Chlorinated lime acts as a. powerful oxidizing agent, the oxygen bemg
derived from decomposed water, the hydrogen of whi.ch unites with tl~e
chlorine to form muriatic acid. It has a. powerful action also on organic
matter, converting sugar, starch, cotton, linen, and similar substances into
formic :.1cid, which unites with the lime. ( W Bastic!.:.)
Conipo.~ition. AccorJing to Dr. Ure, the bleaching powder consists of hydrate of lime and chlorine, united in variable proportions, not correspondent
to cquirnlent quantities. According to Brande, Grouvclle, a~d Phillips, the
compound obtained when chlorine ceases to be absorbed, c01msts of one cq.
of chlorine and two of hydrate of lime, resolvable, by water, into one eq. of
h_ydrated chloride of lime which dissolves, ancl one of hydrate of lime which
is left. Dr. Thomson, however, asserts that the compound has been so much
improved in quality, that good samples consist of single equ iv:1lcnts of chlorine and lime, and are almost entirely soluble in water. Its ultimate constituents, exclusive of the elements of water, may, therefore, be considered to
be one Cf!· of chlorine, one of calcium, and one of oxygen. Three views are
taken of the manner in wh ich these elements are united to form the bleaching powder. The first makes it a chloride of lime, the second, hypocbloritc
of lime with ch loride of caJcium, and the third, oxychlorid e of calcium. By
doubling tl.ic clements present, it is easily shown by symbols, that the severa l
views taken do not change the ultimate composition of the compound; for

g

2(CaO,Cl)=CaO,CIO+CaCl or 2Ca { 1.

The simplest view of the nature of the bleaching powder is that whi ch
supposes it to be a compound of chlorine and lime. The Yicw which makes
it a hypochloritc is that of Halarcl, and is supported by the fact that th
mpound smells of hypochlorous acid. Ou the other hand, if it contain ch Olide
of calcium it ought to deliquesce; unless it can be shown that the metallic
chloride is in such a state of combi nation as to prevent this result. The third
view, that it is an oxychloride, which assimilates its nature to t.hat of the
deutoxide of calcium, is hchl by 1\lillon. According to th is chemist, tbe
quantity of chlo rine, taken up by a metallic protoxide, is regulated by the
nature of its peroxide. 'l'be peroxide of calcium is a deutoxidc (Ca0 2 ); and
l\Iillon contends that, in forming the bleaching powder, the lime takes up but
one eq. of ch lorine, corresponding to the second eq. of oxygen in the dcutoxide, thus generating the compound Ca {

g.

Again, the peroxide of potas-

sium is represented by K0 3 , and l\Iillon states that the bleaching compound
which potassa (KO) forms with chlorine, is K {

g~·

If further observation

should show that the number of equ ivalen ts of ch lorine, necessary to convert
a protoxide in to a bleaching compound, is always equal to the number of
equirnlents of oxygen required to convert it into a peroxide, it will go far to
prove tbc correctness of .l\lillon's views.
On tbe supposition that tlie bleaching powder is a hypochloritc of lime
with chloride of calcium, the mode of its formation is thus explained. 'fwo
eqs. of chlorine, by uniting separately with the clements of one ('q. of lime,
form one cq. of chloride of calcium, :md one of hypochlorous acid, the latter
of which combines with au additiom)l eq. of lime, to form hypochlorite of lime.
impurities a111l 'J'e.~ts. Cb lorinatcd lime may contain a great excess of
lime, from imperfect impregnation with the gas. This defect will be shown
by the larl!c proportion insoluble in water. If it contain much chloride of
calcium, it will be quite moist, which is alwa.ys a sign of inferior quality. If
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long and insecurely kept, it deteriorates from lbc gradual formation of chloride of calcium and carbonate of lime. Several methods have been proposed
for determiuin~ its bleaching power, which depends solely on the proportion
of loosely combined chlorine. Walter proposed to add a solution of the
bleaching powder to a standard solution of sulphate of indigo, in order to
ascertain its decolorizing power; but the objection to thi~ test is that the
i ndigo of commerce is very variable in its amount of colouring matter. Dr.
Ure has proposed muriatic acid to disengage the chlorine over mercury; but
this test is liable to the fa ll acy that it will disengnge carbonic acid as well ao
chlorine; and it Las been shown by some unpubl ished experiments of Prof.
Procter of this city, that the amount of disengaged gaseous matter is not in
proportion to the decolorizing power. Dalton proposed, as a test, to add a
solution of the bleaching powder to one of the sulphate of protoxide of iron,
slightly acidulatcd with muriatic or sulphuric acid, until the odour of chlorine
is perceived. Chlorine is not di!'lcngaged unti l the iron is sesquioxidized, and
the stronger the bleaching powder, the sooner this will be accomplished. A
more delicate way of ascertain ing when all the iron is sesqu ioxidized, is to
test a drop of the liquid with one of a solution of ferridcyanuret of potassium
{red prussia.te of potassa). So long as any protoxide of iron remains in the
liquiJ 1 this salt wi ll occasion a blue precipitate (Turnbull's Pruss/an blue),
but not afterwards. This test for chlorinated lime has been adopted in the
U.S. Pha rmacopceia.of 1850 1 and is applied as follows. "Wlien 40 grains of it,
triturated with a Ou idounce of distilled water, are well shaken with a solution
of 78 grains of crysta ll ized sulphate of protoxide of iron, and 10 drop!:! of
sulphuric acid, in two fluidounces of distilled water, a liquid is formed wliich
does not yield a blue precipitate with fe rridcyanuret of potassium (red prussiate of potassa)." 'l1be ch lorinated lime of tbc ..U. S. Pharmacopreia is
directed to contain at least twenty.five per cent. of ch lorine. If it be to this
extent chlorinated, 40 grains wi ll contaiu enough chlorine to cause the sesquioxidation of all t he protoxide of iron in 78 g rains of crystallized sulphate of
i ron; but if impregnated with ch lorine to a less extent, some of the protoxide
will remain unchanged, and, consequent ly, a blue precipitate will be formed
with the ferridcyan uret.
The fo llowing is t he test given by the Edinburgh College. "Fifty grains
are nearly all soluble in two fluiclounces of water, form ing a solution of the
density 1·027, and of which one hundred measures, treated with an excess of
oxalic acid, give off much chlorine, and , if then boiled and allowed to rest
twenty.four hours, yield a precipitate which occupies nineteen measures of the
liquid." The principle of this test is to infer t he amount of lime, and, there ·
fore, of chlorine present from the bu lk of the oxalate of lime precip itated;
and assuming the chlorinated lime to be dry, and, therefore, free from chloride
of calcium, it would follow that the quantity of oxalate of lime, thrown down
by oxalic acid from the part of the powder soluble in water, would be P.roportional to the lime present, und, therefore, to the chlorine combined with it.
13ut it is well known that chloride of calcium is a common impurity in chlorinated lime; and, whenever present, the precipitated oxalate of lime would
be increased in amount, without indicating a proportional increase of ch lorine
u nited with lime.
Medical Propetties and l/ses . Chlorinated lime, externally applied, is a
desi ccant and disinfectant, and has been used with advantage, in solution, as
an application to ill-condit ioned ulcers, burns, chilblains, nnd cutaneous eruptions, especially itch; as a. gurgle in putrid sorethroat; and as a wash for the
mouth to disinfect the breath, and for ukerat ed gums. Internally, it is a
stimulant anrl astringE"nt. It has Leen employed by Dr. Reid in the epidemic
typhoid fever of Ireland; by the same practitioner in dysentery, both by the
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mouth and injection, with the c!Teet of C'Orrccting: lhc fctor, and improving
tbe appearance of the stools; by Cima, both internally and externally in
scrofula; and by Dr. Varlez of Brussels in ophthalmia. Dr. Pereira has

used a weak solution \"cry succc::!sfu lly in the purulent ophthalmia of infants.
In the fcbrilecasesDr. llcid found it to render the tongue cleaner and moister,
to check diarrhrea, and induce sleep. 'J'he do~c internally is from three to
six grains, dissolved in one or two ftuidounces of water, filtered, and sweetened with syrup. ltshould ne\'cr be given in pills. ~sit occurs of variable
quality, and must be used in solution more or less dilute, according to the
particular purpose to which it is to be applied, it is impo~sible to gi"e :my
Yery precise directions for its strcogth as an external remedy . From one to
fonr drachms of the powder added t(l a. pint of water, and the solution filtered,
will form a liquid within the limits of strength ordinarily required. l?or the
cure of itch, l.\I. Derheims has recommended a much stronger solution-three
ounces of the chloride to a pint of water, the soluti on being filtered, and applied se\"cral times a. day as a lotion, or constantly by wet cloths. When
applied to ulcers, their surface may be covered with lint dipped in the sol ution. When used as an ointment, to be rubbed upon scrofulous enlargements
of the lymphatic glands, it may be made of a drachm of the chloride to an
ounce of lard. CL!orin atcd lime is Jes~ eligible for some purposes than the
solution of cLloriuatcd soda. (See Li91101· Srxhe Ohlorinatre.)
la consequence of its powers as a disinfectant, ebloriuatcd lime is a very
important compound in its application to medical police. It possesses the
property of preventing or nrresting animal and vegetable putrefaction, and,
perhaps, of destroying pC"stilential and infectious miasms. It nrny be used
with advantage for preserving bodies from exhaling an unpleasant odour be.
fore interment in the summer season. Jn juridical exhumations its use iH
indispensable; as it effectually removes the disgusting and insupportable fetor
of the corpse. 'l'he mode in which it is appli<!<l in these eases, is to envelop
th e body with a sheet compl etely wet with a. solulion, made by adding about
a pouad of the chloride to a bucketful of water. It is employed also for
disinfecting dissecting rooms, pri\'ies, common sewers, clocks, and other places
which ex hale offensin effiu\'ia. In destroying contagion and infection, it
nppears to be 11igbly useful. Hence hospita ls, alms-houses, jails, ships, &c.,
may be purified by its means. In shMt, all places deemed infectious from
having been the receptacle of Yirulent disease, mas be more or less disin·
focted by its use, after h:wing undergone the ord inary processes of cleansing.
Ch.lorinn_ted _lime acts exclusi,:ely by it~ ~~lorine, whi~li, being loosely
combrned, is chsengaged by the slightest affimt1cs. All acids, enn the carbonic, dis_e~gage it~ and, as t~1is acic~ is a product of animal and vegehiblc
decompos1t1on, noxious c:fJluvrn furnish the mcnns, to ii certain extent, of
their own disinfection. Ilut the stronger ncids disengage the chlorine far
more readily, and, nmong these, sulphuri c acid is the most conven ient. Accordingly, tbe po~vder may be_dissoh-ed in a >cry dilute solution of this acid,
or a small quantity of the acid may be added to an aqueous solution ready
formed, if a more copious evol uti on of ch lorine is desired thnn that which
takes place from the mere action of the enrboni c acid of the atmosphere.
Chlorinated lime may be ad>antageously applied to the purpose of purifyinµ;
offensive water, a proJlCrty which makes it invaluable on long voyages. ·w hen
used for this purpose, from one to two ounces of the cbloride may be mixed
with about sixty.five gallons of the water. After the puri6cation hns been
effected, the water must be exposeJ for some: time to tLe air and allowed to
settle, before it is fit to drink.
op: Pi·ep. Calcis Chlorinatro Liquor; Chloroformum i Liquor Sodre Ch lo.
~~
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CAMPHORA . U.S., Loncl., Eel., Dub.
Camphor.
~ peculiar c?ncr?tc substance derived from Camphora officinarum, and
punfied by subl11nat1on. U. S., Lf"Jnd. Th e camphor. Ed., Dub.

Cumphrl!, Pr.; Kamphcr, Oerm.; C:mfora, ftal.; Alcunfor, Span.

'l'h c nam e of camph or ha s been applied to vari ous concrete, white, odorous,
volatile products, found in different aromatic plants, and resulting probably
from some chemi ca l change in th eir volatile oil. But commercial camphor is
derived exclusively from two plants, the 0flmpltora offidnarum of Nees or
L ow·us Carnplwra of J~innreu s , and the Dryobalanops Uamphor-a; the former
of which yields our officinal camphor, the latter, a product much valued in the
East, but unknown in the commerce of thi s country and of Europe. A coni;iderable quantity of camphor, said to be identi cal with the officina1, was a
few years since obtained upon the Tenasserim coast, in further India, by subliming the tops of an annual plant, growing abundantly in that regi on, and
thought to be a species of Blumia. Thi s produ ct, however, has not yet been
introduced into gencml co mmerce. (Am. Journ. of Pltarni., xvi. 56.) The
Rev. 1\Ir. l\Iason, an American mi ssionary at Burmab, states in a letter to
l\Ir. Vaux of Philaclclpbi a, t.h at some of the Chinese settlers inform ed him
that th e sa.me plan t abound s in China, and that C'ampbor is made from it
there. (Proceed. of the.Acarl. of Nat. Sci. of Pk;/., May 13th, 1851, p. 201.)
'fh e following observations apply to the officinal camp!ior.
CAMPllORA. Sex. Sy.~f. :bnneandria l\lonogynia. - Nat. Ord. L auracere.
Gen. Oh . F/01ccrs hermaphrodite, panicled, naked. Calyx six-cleft, papery,
with a deciduous limb. Fertile stmnens nine, in three rows ; the inner with
two stalked, compressed glands at the base; anthers four·cclled; the outer
turned inward s, the inner outwards. Three sterile stumcns shaped lik e th e
first, placed in a whorl alternating with the stam ens of the second row; three
others stalked 1 with an ontte gla ndular head. Fruit placed on the obcon ical
base of the calyx. L eaves tripl e-nerved, glandular in the axils of the principal Ycins. L eaf buds scaly. ( Lindl ey, F lora Aled;ca, 332.)
Am ong th e species composing th e genus Lauru s of Linn., such striking differ ences have been observed in the struct ure of tb e Hower and fruit, that
botani sts have been indu ced to arrange them in new genera. '!'he campl10r,
cinnamon, and sassafra s trees have been sepa rt\ted from the proper laurt'! ls by
Nees, and made the types of distinct genera, wbi c:h Lave Leen adopted by
most rece nt writers, and may be considered as well established.
Camp!tora ojjicinorwrn. Nees, Laurin. 88 ;. Ca rson, I/lust. of Med. B ot.
ii. 20, pl. lxxiv. -Laurus Campltora . Willcl. Sp . P lant. ii. 478; Woodv .
.Afed. Bot. p. 681, t. 236. Th e ca mphor tree is an evergreen of cons id erable
size, havi ng the aspect of the linden, with a tr1111k straight below, but divided
aboYe into many branches, which arc covered with a smooth, grecnisli bark.
Its leaves, which st:rnd al ternate ly upon long footsta lk s, arc ovate.lanceolate,
entire, smooth and shining, ribbed, of a bri ght yellowish-green colour on th eir
upper surface, paler on the und er, and two or three inches in length. The
flowers arc small, white, pcd ice.ll cd, and collected in clustersi which are supported by long axillary ped un cles. The fruit is a red berry resembling that
of the ci nuamon. Th e tree is a native of Chi na, Japan, and oth er parts of
eastern Asia. It has been introd uced into the botanical gardens of Europe,
and is occasionally met with in our own cousernttories.
The }caves have when bruised the odour of camphor, which is diffused
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through all parts of the plant, and is obtained from the root, trunk, and
branches by sublimation. The process is not precisely the same in all places.
'l'he following is said to be the one pursued in Japan. The parts mentioned,
particularlj' the roots and smaller branches, are cut into chips, which arc
placed, with a little water, in large iron vessels, surmounted by earthen capitals, furnished with a. lining of rice-straw. A moderate heat is then appl ied,
and the camphor, volatilized by the steam, rises into the capital, where it is
condensed upon the straw. In China, the comminuted plant is said to be
first boiled with water until the camphor adheres to the stick used in stirring, when the strained liquor is allowc<l to cool; and the camphor which
concretes, being alternated with layers of earth, is submitted to sublimation .
Commei·cial History. Camphor, in the crude state, is brought to this country chiefly from Canton. It comes also from Batavia, Singapore, Cal cutta, and
frequently from London. All of it is probably derived originally from China
and Japan. 'I1wocommcrcial varieties arc found in the m~rket . 'l111C cheapest
and most abundant is the Chinese cam.p hor, most of which is produced in
the island of Formosa, and thence taken to Canton. It comes in chests lined
with lead, each containing about 130 pounds. It.is in small grains or granular masses, of a dirty white colour, and frequently mixed with impurities. It
has occurred in commerce adulterated with muriatc of ammonia. The other
variety is variously called Jopan, Dutch, or tub camphor, the first name
being derived from the place of its origin, the second from the people through
whom it is introduced into commerce, and the third from the recipient in
which it is often contained_. It comes usually from :Batu.via, to which port it
is brought from Japan. 1.-ike the former variety, it is in grains or granu lar
masses; but the grains are larger and of a pinkish colour, and there arc
fewer impuri ties, so that it yields a. larger product when refined.
Crude camphor, as brought from the }}i.st, is never found in the shop of
the apothecary. It must be refined before it e:tu be used for medicinal purposes. 'l'hc process for refining camphor was first practised in Europe by the
Venetians, wbo probably derived it from the Chinese. lt was afterwards transferred to the Dutch, who long enjoyed a monopoly of this business; and it is
only within a. few years that the process has been generally known. It is now
practised largely in this country, and the camp hor refiued in our domestic
establishments is equal to any tbat was formerly imported. Crude camphor
is mixed with about one-fiftieth of quicklime, and exposed, in an iron vessel
placed in a sand-bath, to a gradually increasing heat, by which it is melted,
and ultiu.iatel.y converted _in~o vapour, ~vbich coudenses in asuitnblc recipient.*
1
1
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Prop?rtics. Camphor has a peculiar_,
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stron~, penetrating, fragrant odour;

and a bitter, pungent taste, attended with a slight seusc of coolnesi::. It is
beautifullJ white and pellucid, somewhat unctuous to the touch, friitblc, and
yet possessed of a. degree of tenacity which renders its reduction to a fine
powder very difficult, unless the cohesion of its particles be overcome by the
addition of a minute proportion of alcohol, or other volatile liquid for which
it Las an affinity. It m3y be obtained in powder also by precipitating its
alcoholic solution with water, or by grating and nfterwards sifting it. The
fracture of camphodsshiniug,and its texturecrystalliuc. Its sp. gr. varies from
O·!J857 to O·O!--J6. When thrown in small frri gments on the surface of writer, it
assumes ~ingular circulatory movements, which cease upon the addition of a
drop of oil. Its volatility is so great that, even at ordinary t emperatures, it
is wbolly d issipated if left exposed to the air. When it is confined in bottles, the vapour condenses upon the inn er surface, and, ·when allowed to
stand for a long time in large bottles partially filleJ, sometim es forms large
and beautiful l:rystals. It melts at 288° F. and boils at 400°. ('l'urner.)
In close Yesacls it may be sublim ed unchanged . When allowed to concre te
slowly from the sta te of Yapour, it assumes the form of hexagonal plates. It
is not altered by air and light. It readily takes fire, and burn s with a brilliant flamr, gi'\"'iug out rnucb smoke, and leaving no residue. "\Vatcr triturated
with camphor dissolves, according to Berzelius, not more than a thousandth
]JD.rt; which, however, is sufficient to impart a decided odour and taste to
the 'solvent. By the intervention of sugar or magnesia, a much la.rger propor-

~~~~ci~ t<~~s~~~co~· ,\S~~~. Ab:.dirS~.;~~~t:~·:~{ w?i~rt~~~:icu ;~:ve~!~;-~~~r~~~e~e~~t~
of its weight of camphor, which is precipitated upon the addition of water.
Berzelius states that 100 parts of alcohol, of the sp. gr. O·SOG, dissolve 120
parts a.l 50° J?. It is soluble also without change in ether, the volatile and
fixed oils, strong acetic acid, and diluted mineral ncids. It is extremely soluble in ch loroform. By means of the spirit of nitric ether, it is rendernd somewhat more soluble in water. By strong su lphuric and nitric acids it is decomposed; the former carbonizing and couvcrting it into artificial tannin, the latter, with the aid of repeated distillation, giving rise to a pcculinr acid called
r,tmplio 1·ic. Alkalies produce very litt!e effect upon it. llcsins unite with it,
fo rming a soft tenacious mass, in wbic~1 the odour of the camphor is sometimes
almost extinguished, and frequently diminished; and a similar softening effect
results when it is triturated with the concrete oils.*. Exposed to a strong
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heat in cl ose >essels, camphor is resolved into a volatile oil and charcoal. It
is closely analogous in character to the essential oi ls. According to Dumas,
it consists of a radical called camphene united with oxygen. Camphene, which
is r~prcscntcd by pure oi l of turpentine, is composed of lcn eqs. of ca rbon 60,
and eight of hyd rogen 8=68. Witli one eq. of .oxygen it forms camphor,
with four eqs. of the same body, hydrated campli oric acid, and with half an
eq. of hydrochloric acid, artificial camphor.*

PART I.
~~ft.dical
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Properties and Uses. Camphor does not seem to have been known
to the ancient Greeks and Romans. Europe probably derived it from the
Arabians, by whom it was employed as a refri gerant. Much difference of
opinion has prevailed as to its mode of :i.ction, some maintaining its immedi·
ate sedative influence, others considering it as a direct ancl decided stimulant.
Its operation appears to be primarily and chiefly directed to the cerebral and
ner\'OUS systems; and the circulation, though usually affected to a greater or
less extent, is probably iuvohe<l, for the most part, through the agency of the
brain. It acts, also, to a certain extent, as a direct irritant of the mucous
mcmbrnncs wilh which it is brought into contact, and may tlrns in some
mcasmc seconda rily excite' the pulse. 'fhe effec ts of the medicine vary with
the quantity administe red. In moderate doses it produces, in a. healthy indiv idual, mental exh ilaration, inC'reased heat of ski n, and occasional diaphoresis. The pulse is usually increased in fulness, but little, if at all, in force
or frequency . AccorJ.ing to the experiments of certain Italian physicians,
it has a. tendency to th e urinary and genita l organs, producing- a burning
sensation along the urethra, and excitin g voluptuous dreams (1V. 1hn. llled.
and Surg. Journ., ix. 442); and these experiments have been confirmed by
the observations of Dr. Reynolds in a. case of poisouing by camphor (Brit .
.Arn. Jonni. of Jli:.d., June, 18-lG). Cullen, howc\'er, states that he has employed it fifty times, eve n in large <loses, without having ever observed any
effect upon the urinary passages. ]~y many it is bclieYcd to alla.y irritations
of the urinary and genital apparatus, and to possess antapbrodisiac proper·
ties. In its primary operation, it allays uen·ous irritation, quiets restlessness, and produces a. genera l placidity of feeliag, which renders it highlj
usefu l in certain forms of disease attended with derangement of the ner\'ous
functions. In larger doses, it displays a. more decided action on the brain,
producing more or less giddiness and mental confusion, with a. dispo::-ition to
sleep; and, in morbid states of the syste m, rclie\'ing pain and allaying ~pas
rnodic action. In irnmodera.tc doses it occasions nausea, vomiting, anxiety,
faintness, vertigo, deliriumJ insensibility, coma, and convulsions, which rn~y
end in death. Th e pulse, under these circumstances, is at first reduced m
frequency and force (Alexander, .L';i.pc1·imental Essoys, p. 227); but1 as the
action advances, it sometimes happens that symptoms of st rong sanguineous
determination to the head become evide11t, in the flushed countenance, inflamed and fiery eyes, and highly excited pul:<<' (Quarin). In three C~lses of
poisoning by camphor, reported by Schaaf of Strasburg, the symptoms produced were violent and incessant co1wulsions, paleness and coolness of the
surface, vomiting and frequent micturition, and finally stupor or coma. The
patients were children, <iud the youngest, a. girl of about eighteen months, died
from the effects of the poison, of which she took about ten grains. (flfo11thly
J. of J1!ed. Sci., Oct. 1850, p. 377.) 1'bere can be no doubt that camphor
is absorbed; as its odour is observed in the breath and perspiration, an<l,
according to Dr. Ueynolds, in the urine also, though the contrary has been
asserted.
By it.s moderately stimulating powers, its diaphoretic tendency, and its in·
fiuence over the ne1·vous system, camphor is admirably .adapted to the treatment of diseases of a. typhoid character, which combine with tLc enfeebled con·
dition of the system, a. frequent irritated pulse, a dry ski a, and much nervous
derangement, indicated by restlessness, watchfulness, tremors, subsultus, and
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With a. view to its anodyne and na~cotic influ~ncc,

it is also used in diseases of an inflammatory character; as m our ordmnry
rernittents, and the phlegmasiro, particularly rlumnrntism, when the increased
\""U!'Cular action is complicated with derangement of the nervou8 system .. In
such cases, however, it should never be given until after proper depletion,
and cYcn then should be combined with such medicines as may obviate the
~light stimulation it produces, and increase its tendency to the skin; as, for
instance, tartarizcd antimony, ipccacuanha, or nitre. In a great number of
spasmodic and nervous disorders, and complaints of irritation, camphor has
been ,·cry extensh·ely employed. The cases of this nature to which experience has proYed it to be best adapted, are dysmeuorrhooa, puerperal convulsions and other nervous affections of the puerperal state, and ecrt.:iin
forms of mania, particularly J1ympbomania, anJ that arising from the abuse
of spirituous liquors. In some of these cases, acl\'antage may be derived
from combining it with opium. Camphor has also been employed internally to allay the irritation of the urinary organs produced by cantharides.
lt is much used locally as an anodyne, mmally dissolved in alcohol, oil, or
acetic acid, and frequently combined with laudanum. In rheumatic and
gouty affections, and yarious internal spasmodic and inflammatory cornplai11ts, it often yiclJs relief when applied in this way. 1.'he ardor urinm of
gonorrhcca. may be alleviated by injecting au oleaginous solution of camphor
into the urethra; and the tcnesmus from ascarides and dysentery, by ad ministering the same solu tion in the form of enema. 'l'wcnty or thirty grains
of camphor, added to a poultice, and applied to the perineum, allays the
'chordce, which is a p;:iinful attend<int upon gonorrbcca.. The vapour of enmpbor bas been inhaled into the lungs with benefit in asthma. and spasmodic
cough; and a. lump of it held to the nose is said to relieve the coryza. of
commencing catarrh. It has been employed for the same purpose, and for
nervous headache, in the form of powder bnuffcd up the nostrils. It enters
into the composition of certain tooth-powders; but is asserted, when employed
in this way, to injure the enamel of the teeth.
Camphor may be p;iven in substance, in the form of bolus or pill, or diffused in water by trituration with various suLstanecs. '!'he form of pill is
objectionable; as in this state the camphor is with difficulty dissoh·e<l in the
gai:;trie liquors, and, tioating on the top, is apt to excite nausea, or pain and
uneasiness at the uppe1· orifice of the stomach. Ortila st;1tes that, when given
in the solid form, it is capable of producing ulceration in the gastric mucous
membrane. The emulsion is almost always preferred. This is made by
rubbing up the camphor with loaf ~ugar, gum Arabic, and water; and the
suspension will be rendered more complete :rnJ permanent by the addition of
a little myrr~. Milk is sometimes usc<l as a Yehicle, but is objec:tionablc,
from its Jiab1lity to become speedily sour. The aqueous solut ion is often
8
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lution effected by simply pouring boiling water upon a lump of camphor,
which is sometimes prescribed under the name of camphor tea. 'Yhcn chloroform is .not ina~mi~sib.le, an elegant preparation may be made by dissolving
camphor Ill that liquid, m the proportion of two druchms of the former to n.
fiuidracbm of the latter, and then mixing tbe solution with water by tbc
inten·ention of the yolk of an egg, as suggested by l\Ie!:lsrs. '£. and IL Smit h.
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Off Prrp. Acitlum .\.ccticum Camphoratum; Aqua Camphorro; 'Cera.tum

llydrargyr i Compositum; Ccratum Plumbi Subacetatis; J,inimentum Cam-
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Camphorro; Mist. ~amphorro ct11n ~Jap:n esifLj 1'iuctura. Camphorro; 'finct.

W.

Opii Camphorata; 'l'inct. Saponis Camphor•lla.

CANELLA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Canella.
The bark of Canella alba. CS., Lond.,

C;~ncllc

hli1nchc, Fr.; Weisser Zinunt, Candi,

Dui.

Cane\I:~

binnca, Ital.; Canela

blu.nca, Spa1t.
CANE l,LA.

Sex.S,11st. Dodc:canUriaMonogynia.-Nat.O rd. l\Icliaccro. De

Cand. Cancllcm. Lindlfy.
Gen. ('ft. Culyx three-lobed. Pctul.'i fin. Antlur.i; sixteen, adhering to
an urccolatc nectary. Ben:IJ one-celled with two or four seeds. Willd.
Cane/{,, ai&u. Willcl. Sp. Plant. ii. 851; Woo<lv. Ned. Bot. p. 694, t.
237; Car11on, Jllust. of 1lled. Bot. i. 2-l, pl. 16. This is the ouly species
of the genus. It is an erect tree, rising sometimes to the height of fifty
feet, branching only at the top, and covered with u whitish bark, by which
it is easily distinguisl.ied from other trees in the woods where it grows. The
lca>es arc alternate, pctiolatc, oblong, obtuse, entire, of a dark green colour,
thick and shining like those of the laurel, and of a. simi lar odour. The flower~
arc small, of :i violet colour, and grow in clusters upon divided footstalks, at
the extremities of the branches. The fruit is au oblong berry, containing
one, two, or three black, shining seeds.
Canella alba is a native of Jamaica and other West India I slands. The
bark of the branches, which is the part employed in medicine, having been
removed by an iron instrumcnt 1 is <lepri\·cd of its epidermi s, and dried in the
shade. lt comes to us in pieces partially 01· completely quilled, ocea~iona lly
somewhat twisted, of ntrious sizes, from a few inches to two feet in length,
from half u line to two or e\'en three lines in thickness, and, in the quill,
from half :m inch to an inch and a half in diameter.
Properties. Canella is of a pale orange-yellow colour externally, ycllowishwhite on the inner surface, with an aromatic odour somew hat resembling that
of c lO\' CS, and a. warm, bitterish, \'Cry pungent. taste. It is brittle, breaking
with a sh'Jrt fracture, and yielding, when pulverized, a yellowish-white powder. Boiling water extracts nearly one-fourth of its weight; but the infusion, though bitter, has compara.ti\'cly little of the warmth and pungency of
the bark. It yields all its vi rtues to alcohol 1 forming u bright yellow tincture, whid1 is rendered ruilky by the addition of water. By distillation with
water it nffords a. large proportion of a yellow or reddish, frt1grant , and very
acrid \'Olatile oil. I t contains, moreover, according to the analysis of f!Df.
Petroz and Robinet, manuite, a peculiar \'cry bitter extractive, resin, l?Um,
starch, albumen, and various saline substances. ::){eyers and Reiche obtained
twelve drachms of the volatile oil from ten pounds of the bark. 'l'hey found
it to cou~ist of two di·4inct oils, one lighter and tLe other heavier than water .
..;\ccorcliug to the same chemists, the bark contains 8 per cent. of ma.unite,
and yidJs G per cent. of ashes. (See .Am. Jmtm. of Pharm., X\'i. 7f>.) Canel In. has been sometimes confounded with \\'inter's bark, from which, howc,·er, it differs both in sensible properties and composition. (See Wintera.)
Jfulical Properties and Cses. Canella is possessed or the ordinary properties of the aromatics, acting as a local stimulant and gentle tonic, and pro-
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<lucing upon the stomach a warming cordial effect, which renders it useful as
an ~ddition to tonic or purgative rncdj~iucs in dehi.litated _stat~s of the digestive organs. It is scarcely c•cr prescribed except rn combrnat10n. In the
West Indies it is employed by the negroes as a condiment, and has some reputation as an antiscorbutic.
Op: Prep. Pulvis Aloes et Cancllro; TincluraGentfaure Composita; Vinum
Aloes; Viuum Gcntianro; Vinum llhci.
W.

CANNA. Ed.
Canna Sta,.ch.
Fccula of the root of an imperfectly determined species of Canna. Ed.
O./f: S.vn. "CAN.\fA EDULIS. The root is supposed to furnish the
fecnhtcallcd l01lslesmois." D1tb.
Under the French name of taus les mois 1 a variety of focula was a few years
since introduced into the markets of ]~urope and tliis country. It is said to
be prepared in the West lndia. island of St. Kitts, by a tedious and troublesome Jlrocess, from the root or rhizome of Uanna cocchiea, although this
botanical origin is altogether uncertain.
Canna starch is in the form of a light, beautifully white powder, of a
shining appearance, very unlike the ordinary forms of fecula. Its granules
a.re said to be larger than those of <my other Yariety of starch in use, being
from the 300th to the 200th of an inch in length. Under the microscope
they appear ovate or oblong, with numerous regular unequally distant rings;
and the circular hylum, which is sometimes double, is usually situated at the
smaller extremity. (Pereira.) This fecu la has the ordinary chemical properties of starch, and forms, when prepared with boiling water, a nutritious
and wholesome food for infants and invalids. It may be prepared in the
same manner ;is an·ow-rool, and is said to form even a stiffer jelly with boiling water. (Sec Maranta.)
W.

CANTIIARIS. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Spanish Flies.
Cantharis Yesicatoria. (l 8., Lond., Ed:, Dub.
Cnntharide, Fr.; Spanischc Flicge, Kantbal'l(lc, Germ.; C:rntarellc, Ital.; Cantliaritl::is, Spa11.

'l'bc term Oantharis was employed by the ancient Greek writers to designate many colcopterous insects. Linnrous gave the title to a genus in which
the officinal blistering fly was not included, and placed this insect in the
genus Neloe·. This latter, however, has been divided by subsequent naturalists into severa l genera. Geoffroy made the Spanish fly the prototype of a
new one which he c:tllecl Cantltari·s, substituting Uicindela as the title of the
Linnroan genus. Fabricius altered the arrangement of Geoffroy, and substituted Lyua for Canthm·is as the generic title. 'The former was adopted by
the London College, and at one time was in extensive use; but the latter,
having been restored by Latreille, is now recognised in the European and
American Pharmacopooias, and is uni\'ersally employed. lly this naturalist
t~e vesica~i.ug insects were gro~ped in ~l s_mall_ t ribe corrcsp~uding ve1:.v nearly
with the ]_Jmnroan genus 1\leloe, and distmgu1she<l by the title Cantlwride::e.
~l'his tl'ibe he divided into elcn~eu genera, among which is Canthal'is. 'l'wo
others of these genera, lJ1eloiJ properly so called, and Jllylabris, have been
employed as vesicatories. M!Jlabris ciclwtii is thought to be one of the in-
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and
~ccts dc.scribecl by Pliny ~ud nioscorides under the name of cautlrnridcs,
anis to this ~ay employed m Italy, Greece, the Levant, and Egypt; and
spcc1cs, Jll pustulatri, is applied to the same purpose in China. Jlrloil

other
proscaruUams and M. rnoj(llis have been occasionally substituted for cantha1·hlcs in l~urope, and Ji/. triantltemre is u~ed in the upper provinces of Tiindostau. Severa l species of Cantharis, closely analogous in medical properties,

:.u·e f0l.1:nd in Yarious parts of the world; but C'. usiculoria is Urn only one
rccogmsed by the Pharmacoproias of France and Great Britain. A second
and
spcciC's, C. vitlata, hns been introcluccd into that of the United States,

obserwill be noticed under a distinct head. At present we shall confiae our
vations to 0. vesirntoria., or the common Spanish fly .
Trache. 0ASTT1ARIS. ('lass Insecta. Order Coleoptera. Linn.-Fu.m,i/y
l1des. 'l'rihe CauthariJcro. Latreill1>.
Gen. Ch. 1'arsi entire; nails bifid; head not produced into a rostrum;
u·in9s
rlyti-a flexible, CO\'ering the whole abdomen, liaear semicylindric;
acute
perfoct; maxillre with two membranous lru.:inim, the external one
within, subuucinate; anlennre longer than the bead and thorax, rectilinear;
larger
pab>i
first_joint largestJ lhe second tran sverse, very short ; rnaxillwy
at tip. Srty.
Omtltw·is t•csicatoria. J_Jatreille, Gen. C1·u.~l. ct Insect., tom. ii. p. 220. This
and
in sect is frow six to ten lines in length, by two or three in breadth,
heartof a beautiful shinin~ golden-green colour. '!'he head is large an<l
a:id
sbaped, bea ring two thread-like, black, jointed feelers; the thorax short
memquadrilateral; the wing-sbeaths long and flexible, covering brownish
branous wings. ·whcu alin, the Spanish flies have a strong, penetrating,
be
fetid odour, compared to that of mice, by which swarms of them may
to
detc<:ted at a. cons id erable distance. 'fhcy attach thcmsekcs preferably
lilac,
certain trees and shrubs, such as the white poplar, privet, ash, elder, and
most
they
upon the leaves of which they feed. The countries in which
to a
abound arc Spain, Italy, and the South of France; but they are found
Y{cst
greater or less extent in all the temperate parts of Europe, and in the
roots
of Asia. In the state of b.rrn, they live in the ground and gnaw the
in
trees
the
upon
swarms
in
appearance
their
of plants. They usually make
l\Iay and June, when they arc collected. 'l'hc time preferred for the purpose
is in the morning at sun-ri se, when they are torpid from the cold of the night,
and eas ily let go their hold. Persons with their faces protected by masks,
and
and their hands with gloves, shake the tree~, or beat them with poles;
the insects arc recei\·cd as they fall upon linen cloths spread underneath.
~icves
They are then plunged iuto vinegar diluted with water, or exposed in
are
to the vapour of boiling vinegar, and, h.'.1.vinp; been thus deprived of life,
of
dried eithe r in the sun, or in apartments heated by stO\'es. This mo<le
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them
burning brimstone. It has beeu proposed by ~I. l~utrand to destroy
by t!t c ,·apour of chloroform. \Yh en perfectly dry, they are introduced into
much
casks nr boxc~, lin ed with puper an<l carefully closed, so as to exclude as
as possible the atmospheric moisture.
the
Uantlrnricles come chiefly from Spain, lt:1ly, Sicily, and other parts of
Mediterranean . ConsiJerablc fjUantities arc abo brought from St. Pcter.,burg,
derived orip;inally, in all prnbabilit_y, from the southern pro,·inccs of Ru<:;sia,
thau
where the insect is very abundant. The Hus:oiau flies are more esteemed
size,
those from other sources. They may be <listinguishcJ by their greater
and their colour approaching to that of copper.
ccr.
a
to
and,
colour,
:rnd
form
the
prcscn·c
l'ropcrtfrs. Dried Spanish flies
acrid,
an
ban
tain cxtcut, the disagreeable odour of the living iusect. 'l'hey
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burning, and urinous taste. Their powder is of a. g rayish-brown colour,
interspersed with shining green particles, which are ~he fragments of the
feet, head, ancl wing-cases.
If kept perfectly dry, m w~ll-stopped gl~ss
bottles, they will retain their activity for a great length of time . A port10n
which had been preserved by Van Swieten fo r thirty years, in a. glass vess:l 1

was found still to possess vesicating properties. But, exposed to a damp ~1r,

they quickly undergo putrefaction; and this change takes place more speedily
in the pow<lcr. Hence, the insects should either be kept wholci and 11owdered
as tbey are wanted for use, or, if kept in powder, should be well dried immediately after pulverization, and preserYed in air-tigli t YcsscJs. They should
never be purchased in powder, as, independently of the consideration just
mentioned, they may in this stale be more easily adulterated. But, however
carefully managed, c:rntlrnri<les are apt to be attacked by mites, which feed
on the interior soft parts of the body, reducing them to powder, while the
harder exterior parts arc not affected. An idea wns at one time pre\'alent,
that the vesicating property of the insect was not injLLrcd by the worm, which
was supposed to devour only the iuacti\•e portion. llut this has been pro~ed
to be a mistake. 1\1. Fariues, an apothecary of Perpignan, has satisfactorily
shown that, though the hard parts left by these mites possess some ''esicating
power, and the powder produced by them still more, yet the sound flies arc
ruuch stronger than eit her. Camphor, which bas been recommended as a
preservati,·c, docs not prc\'cnt the destructive agency of the worm.* It is
also stated bj l\l. Farines that, when the flies are destroyed by tbe Yapour of
pyroligneous acid, instead of common vinegar, they acquire an odour which
contributes to their preservation. Cantharides will bea r a Ycry considerable
heat without losing the brilliant colou r of their clytra; nor is this colour
extracted by water, alcohol, ether, or the oils ; so that the powder might be
deprived of all its active principles, and yet retain the exterior characters
unaltered. The wing cases resist putrefaction for a long time, nnd the shining
particles have been detected in the hum an stomach mont!Js after interment.
So early a.s 1778, Tho1wencl attempted to analyze cantharidcs, and the
attempt was repeated by Dr. Beaupoil in 1803; but no >cry interesting or
Yaluable result was obtained till tlic year 1810, when H.obiquet cliscovcrcJ in
them a crystalline substance, which appen rs to be the YCsicatiug principle of
the insect, and to which Dr. Thomson gaYc the name of canthm·idin. The
constituents, ~tccording to H.obiquct, arc, 1. a green oil, insoluble in water,
soluble in alcohol, and inert as a vcsicatory ; 2. a black matter, soluble in
water, in soluble in alcohol, and in ert; 3. a yellow viscid matter, soluble in
water and alcohol, and without vesicating: powers; 4. cantharidin; 5. a fatty
matt~r insoluble in alcohol; 6. phm;ph.'.ltes of lime and matrucsia, acetic acid,
and 111 tl1c fresh insect a small quautity of uric acid. Orfila afterwards disco\•ered a. volatile principle, upon which the fetid odour of the fly depends .
It is separable by distilb.tiou with water. Canthw·idin is a white substance
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in the form or crystalline scales, of a shining micaceous appearance, in~oluble
in water, nearly so in cold alcohol, but sol ubl e in ether, ch loroform, the oils,
and iu hot alcohol and acetic acid, which dcpo!!!it it upon cooling.* It itt
fusible and volatilizablc by hc:it without decompos iti on, and its "<)pour condenses in acicular crys tals. lt is obtained by macerating powdered flies in
ether for several days; introdu cing the mixture into a. percolation apparatus; adding, after the liquid bas ceased to pass, fresh portion!\ of et lier, till
it comes away nearly colourless; displacing the whole of the rnenstruurn still
remaining in the mass by pouring water upou it; distilling the filtered liquor
so as to recover the ether; then allowing the residue to cool; and, finally,
purifying the cantharidin which is deposited, by treating it with boiling alcohol
and auimal charcoal. Alcohol of 3-1°, or a mixture of alcohol and etber 1 may
be substituted for tbe ether itself; but the last-mentioned fl.uid ii; preferable,
as it dissolves le8s of the green oil, the separation of which from the cantliaridin is the most clillicult part of the process. ]3y tliis plan 1 1\l. Thierry
obtained from 1000 parts of powdered flies, 4 parts of pure c:mthariclin.
Notwithstanding the insolubility of this principle in water and cold alcohol,
the decoction and tincture of cantharides have the peculiar medicinal properties of tbc insect; and T..1Cwis ascertained that both the aqueous :uHl alcoholic extracts acted us effectually in exciting vesication as the flies themselves,
while the residue was in each case in ert. Cantharidin conseq uently exists in
th e insect, so combined with the yellow matter as to be rendered soluble in
water and cold aleol101. It has been found also iu Oantharis vittata, .Mylabris
cicLorii, and different species of l\leloc.t
Adulterations. '.l'besc arc not common . Occasionally othe r in8ects arc
added, purposely, or through carelessness. These may be readily distinguished by their different shape or colour. li'lies exhausted of their eantharidiu by ether are said to have been substituted for the genuine. An
account has been published of considerable 11uantities of variously coloured
glass beads having been found in a parcel of the drug; but this would be
too coarse a fraud to be extensively practised. J:-ereira states th<tl powdered
flies are sometimes adulterated with euphorbium.
Jllcdfrrtl Propertie.~ and Uses. Internally administered, cantharicles arc a
powerful stimulant, with a peculiar direction to the urinary and genital organ!§.
In moUcratc closes, this medicine sometimes acts as a. diuretic, and general ly
excites some irritation in the urinary passages, which, if its use be perseverctl
in, or the dose increascU, often amounts to violent strangury, attendc<l with
excruciating pain, and the discharge of bloody urine. lo still brger quan·
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ti tics, it produces, in addition to these effects, obstinate and painful priapism,
vomiting, bloody stools, severe pains in the whole abdominal region, excessive sali\ ation with a fetid cada,·erous breath, hurried respiration, a hard and
frequent pulse, burning thirst, exceeding difficu lty of dcglutitiou, sometimes
a dread of liquids, frightful convulsion3, tetanus, delirium, and dc_ath .. Orfila
lias known twenty-four grains of the powder to prove fatal. D1ss?ct1on. reveals inflammation nod ulceration of the mucous coat of the whole rntcs trnal
canal. According to l\I. Poumct, if the intestines be inflated, dried, out
in to pieces, and examined in the sun between two pi eces of glass, they will
exhibit small shining yellow or green points, strongly contrasting with the
matter around them. (Journ. de Phann. , 3e ser., jii.167 .) The poisonous
effects arc to be counteracted by emetics, cathartics, bleeding, and opiates
by the stomach and rectum. Dr. i'IIulock, of Dublin, recommends the offi.
cinal solution of potassn. as an antidote, having found thirty drops given every
h our an effectua l remedy in strnngury from blisters. (Dublin Quart. Journ.
of Jll('d. Sci., N. S., vi. 222.) Notwithstanding their exceeding violence, can·
tharidcs have been long and beneficially used in medicine. Either these or
other nsicating insects appear to have been gi,•cn by Hippocrates in cases of
dropsy nnd amenorrhrea, in the latter of which complaints, when properly
prescribed, they are a highly valuable remedy. In dropsy they sometimes
prove beneficial, when the system is in an atonic condition, and the vessels of
the kidneys feeble. They are aho useful in obstinate gleet, leucorrhooa, and
eeminal weakness; and afford one of the most certain means of relief in
i ncontinence of urine, arising from debility or partial paralysis of the sp hinc·
tor of the bladder. A case of diabetes is recorded in the N. Am. Archi\'CS
(vol. ii. p. 175), in which rcco·rnry took place under the use of tincture of
cantharides. They arc used also in certain cutaneous eruptions, especially
those of a scaly character, and in cltronic eczema. Dr. IrYen has employed
them jn scurvy (Ann . de 'l'Mrap., 18-15); and they ha.ve been found useful
intcmally administered in obstinate ulcers. Their unpl easant effects upon
the urinary passages arc best obviated by the free use of diluent drinks; and,
when not consequent upon great abuse of the medicine, may almost always
be reli eved by an anodyne injection, composed of laudanum, with a small
quantity of mucilaginous fluid. The dose of Spanish flies is one or two
grains of the powder, whi ch may be given twice a. day in the form of pill.
The tincture, however, is more frequently employed.
Extemally applied, cantharides excite inflammation in the sk in, which
terminates in a copious eccretiou of serum under the cuticle. EYen thus em·
ployed, they not unfrequeutly give rise to str:rngury or tcncsmus; and this, in
fact, iS' one of the most troublesome attendants upon their operation. It
probably results from the absorption of the actiYe principle of the fly. For
Yfi:rious methods which have ~e~n employeJ. for obviating strangury from
blisters, see Ceratmn Cantlta,richs.
T~1e blistering fly may be em_ployc~l eith er as a. rubefacient, or to produce
a blister. In the former capacity 1t 1s seldom used, except in low states of
disca s_e, wh?r~ c~ternal stimulation is required to support the system; but as
an ep1spast1c it is preferred to all other substances.
Blisters arc calculated to answer numerous indications. Their local effect
is attended with a general excitement of the syste m, which renders them
1
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remedies arc inadmissible. The powerful impression they make on the sys·
tern is sufficient, in many instances, to subvert morbid associations, and thus
to allow the re-esta.blish mcnt of healthy action. Hence their application to
the cure of rcmittent and intermittent fevers, in which they often prove
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effectual, when so employed as to be in full operation at the period for the recurrence of the paroxysm. On the principle of revulsion, thcypro,·c useful in a
vast variety of complaints. Dra,,·iog both the 11crvous enerp:yan<l the circulating fluid to the scat of their immediate action, they relieve irritations and inflammations of internal parts; and are employed for this purpose in every disease
attended with these derangements. In such cases, howc\'Cr, arterial excitement should always be reducc<l by direct depletion before the remedy is resorteJ to. Blisters are also capable of substituting their own nct ion for one
of a morbid nature, existing in the pr.rt to which they are directly applied.
llcnce their use in tinca. capitis, ob:stinatc herpes, and various cutaneous
eruptions. '!'heir local stimulation renders them useful in some cases of
threatened gangrene, and in partial paralysis. l:.'rom the serous discharge
they occasion, much good results in erysipelas and v~uious other local inflammations, in the immediate vicinity of which their action can be established;
and tLc effects of an issue may be obtained by the continued application of
irritants to the blistered surface. Perhaps the pain produced by blisters may
be useful in some cases of nenous excitement or derangement, in which it is
desirable to withdraw the attention of the patient from subjects of agitatiug
reflection. On some constitutions they produce a poisonous impression, attended with frequent pulse, dryness of the mouth and fauccs, heat of skin,
subsultus tcndiuum, and even conrnlsions. \\'hat is the precise condition of
system in which these effects result, it is impossible to determine. '!'hey pro·
bahly arise from the absorption of the active principle of cantbarides, and depend on individual peculiarities of constitution . In this respect Spanish flies
are analogous to mercury; and any argument drawn from this source against
the use of the one wou ld equally apply to the other. The general good resuJt.
-:ing from their use far overbalances any partial and uncertain evil. l?or some
rules relath c to the n.pplieation of blisters, the reader is referred to the nrticle
l'uatmn Cantlwridis. Under the same head will be noticed the blistering
preparations from cantbaridcs, and among them one recently introduced under
the name of canlharidal or blistering coll~Jio11.
OJ}'. l'rrp. Acetum Cantbnri<lis; Ceratum Cantharidis; Dccoctum Cantharidis; ]~mp l astrum Cantharidis; Emplast. Cnntbaridis Compositum; Linimentum Cantharidis; 'l'inctura. Cantharidis; Uuguentum Cauthariclis; UnW.
guent. Infusi Cantharidis.
1

CANTIIARIS VITTATA. U.S.
Potato Flies.
Cantharis vittata.. U.S.
Within the 1imits of the United States arc se~eral species of Cantharis,
which barn been employed as substitutes for C. vesicatoria, ttnd found to be
equally efficient. Of these, only C. vitlala has been adopted ns_officina!;
but, as others may be more abundant in particular districts~ or JU c~rtam
seasons, and arc not inferior in vesicating powers, we shall bncfly notice all
that haxe been submitted to experiment.
1. ('m1tlwris vittata. J.Jatreillc, Gen. Crust. el Insect.; Durand, Joum. of
tlte Phil. Col. of Plwrm., ii. 274, fig. 4. 'J'he pol(ito fl!I is ra_ther small?r
than l'. vesicatoria, which it resembles in shape. Its length is about six
lines. The head is of a. light red colour, with dark spots upon the top; the
feelers arc black; the elytra or wing cases arc black, with a yellow longitudinal stripe in the centre, and with a. yellow margin; the thornx is also black,
with three yellow lines; and the abdomen and legs, which hrLYc the same
colour, arc corcrcd with a. cincreous down. It inhabits chiefly the potato
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plant, and makes its appc::mmce about the end of July 01· beginning of August,
in some iieasons Yery abundantly. It is found on the plant in the morning
1

1

1
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afterwards ca refully dried in the sun. They are nat1Ycs of lhc l\l11Jdlc aud
Southern States.
This i::pccies of Canthariswas first described by Fabricius in the year 1781;
and was introduced to the notice of the profession by Dr. Isaac Chapman, of
Bucks county, l'lcnnsylvania, who foun<l it equal if not s uperi or to the Spanish
fly as a. yesicatory. Tbe testimony of Dr. Chapman has been corroborated

by that of many other practitioners, some of whom have even gone so far as
to assert, that tbc potato By is not attended in its action with the inconvenience of producing strangury. But this statement bas been ascertninC'd to
be incorrect; and, as the Yesicating property of all tbcse insects probably
depends upon the same proximate principle, their operation may be considered
as identical in other respects. If the potato fly bas been found more speedy
in its effects than the Ca nthari s of Spain, the result is perhaps attributable
to the greater freshness of the former. It may be applied to the same purposes, treated in the same manner, an<l given in the s:tmc dose as the foreign
insect. l'rofcssor Procter bas obtained cantharidin from this species.
2. Cantharis cinerea. Latreille, Gen. Crust. et lnsect.j Durand, Journ. of
the Phil. Col. of P!tarni., ii. 274, fig. 5. The ash-coloured ca11than·s closely
resembles the preceding r5pecies in figure and size i but differs from it in
colour. Th e elytra and body arc black, without the yellow stripes that characterize C. vittata, and are entirely covered with a short and dense ashcoloured down, which conceals the proper colour of the insect. 'rhc feelers
are black, and the first and second joints a.re \'Cry large in the male. This
species also inhabits the potato plant, and is occasionally foun<l on other plants,
as th e English bean and wild indigo. It is a native of the Northern and
Middle States. All the remarks before made upon the potato fly, as to the
mode of collection, properties, and medical use, apply e<]ually well to that at
present under consideration. Illiger in 1801 discovered it:s vesicating properties; but Dr. Gorham was the first to call public attention particularly to
the subject, in a communication addressed, in the year 1808, to the 1\ledical
Society of ~lassachusctts. 1'his species is often confounded with U. vittala .
3. Ca11tharis nwrgi11ata. Latreille, Gen. C1·ust. et Insect. j Durand, Jo1m1.
of the Phil. Col. of Pl1 arm., ii. 274, fig. G. This is somewhat larger than
G. viUala, and of a different shape. The elytra arc bhtek, with the suture
and margin ash-coloured. 1'he bead, thorax, and abdomen are black, but
nearly covered with an ash.coloured down; and on the upper part of the
abdomen, under the wings, are two longitudinal lines of a bright clay colou r.
1'his species is usually found, in the latter part of summer, upon the dif.
forent plants belonging to the genus Clematis, and frequents especially the
lower branches wbicb trail along the ground. Professor Woodhouse, of Phi·
la.delphia, first ascertained the vcsicatiug properties of this insect; but it had
previously been described by Fubricius as a native of the Cape of Good Hope.
Dr. Harris, of l\Iassachusctts, found it equally efficient as a vesicatory with
any olher species of this genus.
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the indigenous species already described; but resembles the C. rnmyinata in
figure. Its l7ngth is only four or five lin es. It is distinguished by its size,
ancl by its ulllfonn black colour. It frequents more c.specially the different
species of Aster and Solidago, though it is found also on P r wulla vulgaris, Ambrosia trifida, and some other plants. l\lr. Durand met with con·
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si<lcrable numbers of this insect near Philadelphia, in the month of 8cptcm·
bcr, and they continued to appear till the middle of October. They are
common in the Northern and Middle States, but nrcuot confined cxclusi\·cly to
this country, being found also in Barbary. Drs. Oswoo<l and Harris, of New
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house, under the name of .Mr.:loe: ni'ger.
Scnral other species ha\·c been disco"Vcred in the United States, but not
yet practically employed. Among these :ire C. amcas, a natiYe of Pcnnsyl.
rnnia, discovered by Mr. Say; 0 . politus and C. aszdianus, which inhabit the
Southern States i ('. ]{uttolli, a large and beautifu l insect of Missouri, first
noticed by l\lr. Nuttall, and sa id to surpass the Spanish fly in magnitude and
splendour; and U. olbida, another large spe1.1ies, found by l\lr. Say near the
Hocky Mountains. Of these(). .Ni1ttalli (L!JUa]{uttalli, Say, Am. Entomof.,
i. 9) bids fa ir, at some future period, to be an object of importance in the
western section of thi 8 country. The head is of a deep greenish colour, with
a. reel ~pot in front; the thorax is of a golden green; the elytra, red or golden
purple and somewhat rugosc on their outer surface, green and poli.shed beneath; the feet black : the thighs, blue or purplish. The exploring party
uuder Colonel Long ascertained the vesieating powers of this insect. It. was
found in tbe plains of the Missouri, feeding un a scanty grass, which it sometimes covered to a considerable extent. In one place it was so numerous
and troublesome, as to be swept away by bmhels, in order that a place might
W.
be cleared for encamping.

CAPSICUM. U.S., Loncl., Ed., Dub.
Cayenne Pepper.
The fruit of Capsicum :mnuum, and of other species of Capsicum. CS.,
1

1
.E<~~i'''~~i~uci~?if119~i.p~~~~!1~: cf,:;~1~~~.ia;~~ Sp~~;f;er

Pfeffer, Gtrm.; Pcpperonc, Ital.,·

Pimiento, Span.

CAPSJCU.'11. Sex. S!Jsl. Pr.ntandria 1'Jonogynia.-Nat. Ord. Solanacere.
Oen . l'lt. Corolla wheel-shaped. BerJ'!J without juice. Willd.
Numerous species of Capsicum, inhabiting the East ln~ies and tropical
America, are enumerated by botanists, the fruit of which, d1ffcring simply in
the degree of pungency, may be indiscri~inately_ employed. l'. batratmn
or bir<l pepper, and C. .fr1ttes<"ens, _are ~aid to yield rn~st of the ~fay_cn_ne
1
1 1
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most extensively cultivated in }:uropc :111d this country, is that recognised as
ofliciual by the J>harmacopoo ias, nam ely, U. wmnum. '!'h e first two arc
sh rubby plants, the last is annual and herbaceous.
l'ap:.·irmn annumn. Wi\ld. Sp. Plant. i. 10~2; Woodv. J!ed. Bot. p. 22G,
t. 80. The stem of the annual capsicum is thick, rounJish, smooth, and
branching; rises two or three feet in hei~ht; and supports ovate, pointed,
smootb, entire leaves, which are placed without regular order on long footstalks. The flowers arc solitary, white, aud stand on long peduncle's at the
axils of the leaves. The calyx is pc::r~istent, t~bular,.a~1d fh~-clef~; the cor~lla,
monopetalous and wheel-shaped, with the limb d1n<led i_nto fa·c sprca~lmg,
pointed, and plaited segments; the filaments, sh~rt, tapermg, and furn_1shc_d
with oblong authers; the germen, o_,·utc, s~pportmg a ~lender ~t! l c wh.1c~ 1s
1
1 1
31
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orange, or sometimes yellow colour, with two or three cells, containing a. dry,
loose pulp, and numerous flat, kidney-shaped, whitish seeds.
The plant is a. native of the warmer regions of A sia and Amerira, and is
cultivated in ttlmost all parts of the world . It is abundantly produced in this
country, both for culinary and medicinal purposes. The fiow ens appear in
,July ancl August, and the fruit ripens in Qctober. SeYeral varieties arc cultivated in our gardens, differing in the shape of the fruit. The most abundam
is probably that with a large irregularly OYate berry, depressed at the extremity, whi ch is much used in the green state for pi ck ling. Th e medicinal
vari ety is that with long, conica l, generally pointed, recurved fruit, usually
not thi cker than the finger. Sometimes we meet with small, spherical,
slightly compressed berries, not greatly exceeding a large cherry in size.
Wlien ~rfcctly ripe and dry, the fruit is ground into powder, and brought
into market under the name of red or Cayenne pepper. Our markets are
also partly supplied from the West Indies. .:\..variety of capsicum, consisting of '\'Cry small, conical, exceedingly pungent berries, is imported from
Liberia. In }~ngland tbe fruit of C. annuum is frequently called chillies.
Powdered capsicum is usually of a more or less bright red colour, which
fades upon ex posure to light, and ultimately disappears. The odour is peculiar
and somewhat aromatic, stronger in the recen t than in the clriecl fruit. The
taste is bittcrish, acrid, and buruinJ?', producing a fiery sensation in the mouth,
whid1 continues for a long time. 'l'he pungency appears to depend on a peculiar principle, which was obtained, though probably not in a perfectly isolated
state, by llraconnot, and named capsicin. Tlie fruit, freed from the seeds,
was subm itted to the action of alcohol, and the resulting tincture e''aporated.
During: the evaporation a red-col oured wax separated, and the residuary liquor
by farther evaporation afforded an extract, from which ether dissolved the
capsicin. This was obtained by evaporating the ether. It resembles an oil
or soft resin, is of a yellowish-brown or reddish-brown colour, and, when
tasted, thoug~1 at first balsamic, soon produces an insupportably hot and pun gent impress10n over the whole interior of the mouth. Exposed to heat it
melts, and at a. hi gher temperature emits fumes, which, even in very sma ll
quantity, excite coughing and sneezing. It is slightly soluble in water and
Yinegar, and very soluble in alcohol, ether, oil of turpentine, and th e caustic
alkalies, which it renders reddish-brown. lt constitutes, according to Braconnot, 1'9 per cent. of the fruit.* The other ingredients, as ascertained by
th? same chemist, ~re eol ourin~ matter, an <1zotize~ substance, gum, pectic
acul (probably pcetrn), and salme matters. Hed oxide of lead is somet im es
added to the powdered capsicum sold in Europe. It may be detected by
diges_t ing the suspected powder i1~ dilu~ed nitric acid, filtcri~g, and add ing a
solution of sulp_bate of soda, which will ~hrow.dow.u a white precipitate if
there be any oxide of lead present. Capsicum 1s s:ud to be sometimes adulterated with coloured saw-dust. It is occasionally attacked by insects.
, J1/ed!·cal Propaties and lSes. Cayenne. pepper is a powerful stimulant,
producmg '~hen ~wallowed a sens~ of heat m th~ stomach, and a. general glow
1
1
1
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ploy t:d as a condiment, and proves highly useful in correcting the flatulent
tendency of certain vegetables, and aiding their digestion. Hence the advantage derived from it by the natives of tropical climates, who live chiefly on
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Yegctable food. In the East Indies it has been used from time immemorial.
From n passage in th e works of J)liu y, it appears to have been hown to tbe
Romaus . As a. medicine it is useful in cases of enfeebled and languid stomach,
and is occasionally prescribed in dyspepsia and atonic gout, particularly when
attended with much ffotulenec, or occurring in person!' of intemperate habits .
It has also been gi\'en as a stimu lant jn palsy and cert ::iin lethargic affcctious.
'l'o the sulphate of quinia it forms an excellent nddition in some cases of intermittents, in which there is a great want of gastric susceptibility. l'pon
the l'ame principle of rousing the RusceptiLility of the stomach, it may prove
useful in low forms of fever as an :iJjulant to tonic or stim ulant medicines. Its
most important appl ication, howe\'er, is to the treatment of malignant sorcthroat aud searlet fever, in which it is u!l.ed both internally and as a g,1rglc.
'l'hc followin~ formula was employed in malignant scarlatina, with •grcat ad vantage, in the West Indies, where thi s application of the remedy originated.
Two table:::poonful.s of the powdered pepper, with a tcu~poonful of common
salt, are infused for an hour in a pint of a boiling liquid composed of equal
parts of water and vinegar. 'This is s tr:iinccl when cool through a fine liueu
cloth, and gi>e n in the dose of 3. tablc~pOODfol ClCry half hou r. 'J'hc t:ame
preparation is also used as a gargle. I t is, howeYCr, only to the worst cases
that the remedy is applied so energetically. In milder ca~es of scarlatina,
with infl amed or ulcerated throat, much relief and positiYe advantage often
follow the employment of the pepper in a more diluted state. Capsicum ha~
also been advanrngcously usecl in sea sickness, in the dose of a teaspoonful,
gi\·en in some convenient vehicle on the first occurrence of nausea.
Appli ed externally, Cayenne pepper is a. powerful rubefacicnt, very U8Cful
in local rheumatism, and in low forms of disease, where a stim ulant impres~ion
upon the surface is demanded. It has the advantage, under these circumstances, of acting speed ily without endangering vcsication. It may be appliCll
in the form of cataplasm, OL' more conveni ently and efficiently as a lotion,
mixed with heated sp iri t. 'l'he powder or tincture, brought into contnct with
a relaxed uvula, often acts very beneficially. The tincture has al:so been u!'led
udvantageoul'ly in chilbl ain. The ethereal extract, which has a fluid consistence, is powerfully rubefacicut.
The dose of the powder is from file to ten grains, which may be most
com·cnicntly given in the form of pill . Of an infusion prepared by aJtling
two Jrachms to half a. pint of boiling water, the dose is about hal f a. fluid.
ounce. A garg le may be prepared b.Y infusing ha!f a. drachm of tl~e powder
in a pint of boiling water, or by addrng half a fim<lounce of the trndure to
eight fluidounccs of rose-water.
W.
O,Q: Prep. Infusum Capsici; 'l'inctura Capsici.

CARBO.
Caroon.
Pure clmrconl; Carbone, Fr., ltal.; Kolilem;toff, Germ.; Cnrbon, Sp1m.
Carbon is an elementary substance of great importance, an<l very cxten si,ely diffused in nature. It ex ists in large quantity in the mincr<ll kingdom,
sud forms the most abundant const ituent of animal an<l vegetable matter. lu
3 state of perfect purity and crystallized, it constitutes the diamond, and, more
or lcs:; pure, it forms the substances known under the names of plumbago or
black lead, anthracite, bituminous coal, coke, animal. char~oa.1, a.nu ~·cgetable
chnrcoal. Combined with ox_ygcn, it forms cod.10111c acid, which is a. .cou-
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it forms the carbonatcs 1 among others carbonate of lime, which is one of the
most abundant mineral spec ies.
'l'bc diamond, or crystallized carbon, fa found principally in India and
13razil. Within a few years, several diamonds hnvc been found in the gold
region of Georgia. 'This gem is perfectly transparent, ~rnd the hardest and

most brilliant substance in nature. Its sp gr. is about 3·5. It is fixed and
unalterable in the fire, provided air be excluded; but i8 combustible in a ir
or oxygen, the product being the same as when charcoa l is burned, namely
carbonic acid.

ca1~~~~ t~~t~~~~~~~' i~ ~1~~~~i~t~~~ca~~ :~~~~~~ ~r~cth1~~~~~:tc~~~~r~~S ;~~~i~:
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arc made. It is found in greatest purity, perhaps, in the mine of Borrow·
dale, in 1i:ngland; but it also occurs ycry pure in t his country, cspetially near
Bustlcton, in Pennsyh·ania. It was formerly supposed to be a carburct of
iron ; but, in ,·ery 1rnre specimens, it is nearly free from iron, which must,
thcr<>forc, be deemed an accidental impurity. A11thracile occurs in different
parts of tbc world, but particularly in the United States. Immense beds of
it exist in Pcnnsyh•atJia. Bituminous cool i!i a form of the carbonaceous
prin<:iplc, in which the carbon is associated with \'Olatilc matter of a. bitumin.
ous nature. When this is driven off by the process of charring, as in tbe
manu facture of coa l gas, a. kind of mineral charcoal, called col.::e, is obtained,
very useful in the arts as a. fuel.
Carbon may be obtained artificially, in a. state approacbing to purity, by
severa l processes. One method is to expose lampblack to a full red heat in
a close Ycsscl. It may also be obtained, in :t very pure state, by passing the
vapour of vob.tile oils through an ignited porcelain tube; whereby the hyclrogcn and oxygen of the oil will be dissipated, and the charcoal left in the
lube. A pure charcoal is procured by expos ing sup;a r, or other vegetable
sub:;:tan<:cs which lca.,·c no ashes when burnt, to ignition in close '>CS!'\C:ls.
l'ropU'ties. Carbon in its crystallizc<l form has alrnady been described as
diamon<l. In its uncrystallized state it is an insoluble, infu&iblc soliJ, generally of a black colour, and without taste or smel l. It burns when sufficient ly
heated, uniting with the oxygen of the air, and generat ing a gaseous acid,
called carbonic acid. Its sp. gr. in the solid state, npart from th e pores which
it coutains when in mass, is 3·5; but with the pores included, it is only 0·44.
It is a very unalterable and indestructible substance, and bas great power in
resisting au<l correcting putrefaction in other bodies. 'Yh en in a state of
extreme division 1 it possesses the remarkable power of destroying the colouring and odorous principles of most liquids. ( Sec Curbo ..Animali.-:.) Its other
physical propcrti.cs differ accordi~1g to its S?llrcc, and peculiar state of aggrc·
gation. lts cqutvulcnt number is 6, and its ~ymbol U. As a chemica l clement, it cnj1)ys a very cx tensi\'C range of combination. It combines in five
proportions with oxygen, fo rming ca rboni c oxide, and carbonic, oxalic, rncllitic,
and croconic acids. (Sec Aqua .Acirli Carboni('i and Oxalic Acid.) With
11 ydrogcn it form!; a. number of compounds, called car/.iohydrogens, of which
the most intere:-ting, excl uding hypothetical radical~, arc light carburcttecl
1
0
1
0
1
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the compound radical of hydrocyanic or prussic acid; and united with iron
in minute proportion it forms stee l.
To notice all the forms of th e carbonac~ous prin ciple would be out of place
in this work. " 'e shall, therefore, restrict ou rselves to the cons id eration of
those which are officinal, namely, animal charcoal and u:ood charcoal. These
B.
are described in the two following articleR.
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CARBO ANIMALIS. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Animal Charcoal.
Charcoal prepared from bones. U. S.

Charcoal prepared from ox btood by
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The animal charcoal employed in pharmacy and the arts is usu.1Hy obt::iincd
from bones, by subjecting them to a. red heat in close vessel~, and is cLietly
employed ns a. decolorizing agent. The residue of the ignition. is a bbck
matter, which, when reduced to powder, forms the substauce properly called
bo11e-blac/1,, but familiarly known under th e incorrect name of ivory-black.
Ivory by carbonization will furnish a black, which, on account of its fineness
and intensely black colour, is more esteemed than the ordiuary bo:i.ic.black;
but it is much more expensive.
Animal charcoa l, in the form of bone-black, is extensively used by sugar
rcfi11ers and otbers as a decolorizing agent; and ill ammoniacal liquor, calJed
&.me spirit, is obtained as a secondary product, aU<l sold to the makers of sal
ammoniac. The bones are subjected to destructive distillation iu irou. ret.orts
or cylinders, and, when the bone spirit ceases to come over, the resid\lium is
charred bone, or bone-black. Bone cons ists of animal matter with phosphate
:md earbonate of lime. In consequence of a. new :urrangement of tLe eleme nts
of the animal matter, the nitrogen and hydrogen united as ammonfa, aud '1
part of the charcoal in the form of carbonic n.cid, distil over; while the re·
mainder of the charcoal is left in the retort, inter.mingled with the calcareous
salts. Jn this form, therefore, of animal charcoal, the carbon is mixed with
phosphate and carbonate of lime; and the same is the case with the true
i\•ory.black.
Properties. Animal charcoal, in the form of bone-black, called ivory.black
in the shops, is a black powder, possessing a sUgbtly alkaline and bitterish
tnste, and havin g a general resemblance to powdered vegetable charcoal. It
i.1: 1 howe\1er, more dense and less combustible than vegetable cbareea l; from
which, moreover, it may be distinguished by burning a small portion of it on
a red hot iron, when it will leave a residuum imperfectly acted 011 by sulphuric
acid; whereas the ashes from vegctaWe charcoal ·will readily dis.1:olve in this
acid, for min g a. b~tterish solution.
Animal charconl by no means necessarily posscsscR the dccolnrizing property; as this depends upon its peculiar state of aggregation. If a piece of
pure animal matter be carbonized, it u:;ually enters into fusion, and, from the
gaseous matter which is extricated, becomes porous and cellular. The char.
toal formed bas generally a. metallic lustre, and a colour resembling that of
black lead. It bas, however, little or uo decoloriiiog power, even though it
may be finely pulverized.
Natio11ale of the E'jfrcts of Clw'fcoal as a Decolorizing Agent. The decolorizing power of charcoal was first noticed by Lowitz of St. l:'ctersburg;
und the subject was subs<'quently ably investigat.etl by ]3ussy, Payen, and
Dc~fo1!scs. 1t is generally communicated to cbarcoa.l by igniting it in close
vessels, but not a.lwaJS· The kind of charcOJ.I, for example, obtained from
substance~ which undergo fu~ion durin~ carbonization, does not possess the
property, cv~11 though it may be aftenvinds finely pulverized. 'l'he property
in ciucstion is posse~scd to a certain extent by wood charcoal; but is deYelopcJ it~~t in a much greater degree by burning it with some chemical sub..
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stance, which may Lave the effect of reducing it to an extreme degree of
fineness. The most powerful of all the charcoals for disch,wging colours are
those obtainc<l from certain animal matters, such aschie<l bloocl 1 bair,horns,
hoofs, &c., by first carbonizing them in connection witL carbon:Lte of potussa,
and then washing the product with water. Charcoal, thus prepared, i:eems
to Le reduced to its finest possible particles. The next most powel'ful decolorlzing charcoal is i11ory or lione-bla.clr.:. 1 in which the separation of the carbonaccom~ particles is effected by the phosphate of lime present in the bone.
VcgctaLlc substances also may be made to yield a good ..::barcoal for destroying colour, provided, before carbonir.atiun, they be well comrui~u~cd 1 and
mixed with pumice stone, chalk, flint, calcined bones, or other s11mlar substance in a pulverized state.
It results from the foregoing facts, that the <lf'colorizing power of charcoal
depends upon a pecul iar mode of aggregation of its partideR, the leading
character of whic h is that they arc isolated from one another, and thus
enabled to present a greater extent of surface. It is on this principle that
certain chemical substances act in developing the property in question, when
they :ue ignited, in a slate of intimate mixture, with the substance to be
charred. Thus, it is percei\'ed t.Lat there is no necessary connection betwren
animal charcoal and the decolorizing power. Bone-black, for instance, Las
this property, not because it is an animal charcoal, but because, in con~e
quence of tbe phosphate of lime present in the bone, the favourable state of
agwegation is acquired.
The following table, abridged from one drawn up by Ilus~y, denotes the
rel:itive <lecolol'ir.ing power of different charcoals.

ggj!f

KINDS OF CHARCOAL.
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:;:;,;

~Boue~
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Bone charcoal trentedwithnnncid, Lnmpblack, notignited, CJm1·conlfrom ucetutcof potassn,
Blood ignited with phosphnte of lime,
Lampbh1ck ignited with carbonate of potassn,
Illooi..I ignited with chalk, White of egg ignited with carbonate of potassa,
Glue ignited wit\i..carbouateof potassa,
_
_
llone ehnreoal, formed by depriviug the bone ofphosphn.tc of lime

m~~/i~i~ict~J ~:.~~hs~:~;~~d~'~~et. ~i·11~~~~1s:~~h carbounte ~f potassu,

•

1
H
3·3

1
1·8
4
5·6
12

H
10
10·6
11
15·5
15·;)

18
31
•6

20
20

45
50

H.2

E. Filhol has shown that ~harcoal is not tbe only decolorizinn agent· but
that many substances, ho.th snnple. and compound, such as iro~ reduc~d by
hydrogen, sulphur, arselllc, deutox1dc of manganese, su lphate and artificial
~ulp~uret of lead, posse.ss the s~me property. Tbe property rnries not only
rn different substances m rebt1011 to the s~me colouring matter but in the
same substance in respect to different· colourrng matters. ( Uhem 'Gaz Apr

15, 1852.)

.

.,

.

. Animal ~harcoal is capa~le of taking th~ bitter principles from bitter infu.
s1ons a~d _tmctur~s, accord.mg. t~ the cx~ernnents of Wcppen; as also iodine
from hrimtls wb1ch co~tam 1t .rn ~olut1on, us obs~rved by Lassaigne. Its
power, h?wev_Pr,. of act.m g on solutions and chemical compounds, is much
more ~ec1ded 1_u its punfied state, as shown by both .Warrington and Wcppcn .
In tins state, it takes a number of salts from their aqueous solutions, aud
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e,·en converts chromate of potassn. into the carbonate. (See CadJo .Animalis
Pur1ji1·rtfns.)
Bunc-black cou~ists, in the hunrlrcd parts, of eip:hty-cight parts of phosphate and carbonate of lime, ten of cbar.:oal, and two of carburct or silicurut
of iron. (Dumfls.) The proportion of charcoal here- givcu is small.
l'hannaceutiml U!it>fl., tC:c. Animal charcoa l is used iu pharmacy for dccoloriziug \'cgetable principles, such as gallic acicl 1 quinia, morphia, ver:i.tria,
&c., and in the arts, principally for clarifying syrups in sugar refining, and
foL· depri\'iug Rpirits <li:stillc<l from grain of the peculiar vohtilc oil, called
~1rai11 or ji1sel oil, which imparts to them an unpleasant taste as first distilled.
'l'he manner in which it is used is to mix it with the substance to be dccolorized, and to allow the mixture to stan<l for some time. The charcoal unites
with the colouriug matter, and tbe solution by filtration is obtained white and
tram=parC'nt. It» use, however, in clc<'olorizing the 01·ganic alkalies and other
vegetable principle.::, no doubt, cau>;es a loss by absorption; since it has been
shown by the experiments of M. Lcbourdais, mentioned under the head of
purified aniui;\l charcoal, that several of these principles may be separated
by the sole aC'tion of charcoal. ]"or most pharmaceutical operations, and
when U!'=ed as :rn antidote, animal charcoal must be purified Ly muriatic acid
from pho:sph<1te ao<l C;ll'Lonate of lime. (See l'arl.o .Animalis Purifin1tus.)
In the U. S. and Dublin fo1:mul::c for sulphate of quinia, however, it is u~cd
without purification. (See Qaini<e ~~·utplias.) Accordiug to Gutbc, a German
chemist, bone ch:m·oal, without purification, is to be prcft<rrcJ as a decolorizcr,
in all Cll!-'('8 in which tbe calcarcnu~ salts exert. no injurious effect.
B.
0.U: l'rep. Carbo Ani1uu!is Purificatus.

CARBO LIGNI. U. 8., Ed.,Dttb.
Charcoal.
Ojj: S.9"· C'.\llBO. Lond.

Vl'getnhlc charcoal; Charbon de bois, Fr.; 11olzkohlc 1 Germ.; Carbone di lcgno,
Ital.: ('nrhou •le l<!na, Spa11

Billets of wood arc piled in a conical
Pr1par(lfiou Ott the La rye Scoff..
form, and tovercd witb earth and sod to pre\"ent the free access of uir; se\"cral
holes bcinµ- left. at the bottom, and one at the top of t.he pile, in orrler to
produce a draught to commPnce tlic combustion. The wood is then kindled
from the hottom. In a little while, tlie hole at the t11p is clDsed, and, after
the ignition is found to pervade the wLolc pile, those at the bottom are
stopj>cd also. The combustion taking place with a smotbereJ flame and
limited access of air, the ,-olatile portions of the wood, consisting of hy<lrogtJu
and oxygen, arc dissipated; while the carbon, in the form of cha1·coal, i:S left
behind.
Ia this process for the carbonizn.tion of wood, all the volatile products nre
lost; nud a portion of the charcoal itself is dissipated by combustion. Wood,
thus carbonized, yields not more tlwn 17 or IS per cent. of charcoal. A
better mc1hod is to char the wood in iron cylinders, wben it yields from 22
to 23 pnrts in 100 of excellent charcoal; and, at the same time, the means
nrc afforded for collecting the volatile products, consisting of pyroligneous
acid, empyrcumatic oil, and tar. This process for obtaining charcoal ha~
been dc:icriLed under another head. (See A<"idum. .Aalir·um.) A method

of preparing charc·oal by gul:>jccting wood to O\'er.hcntcd i-.tcum ha been in\"entcd by ~I. Yioli:llc. When the temperature of tho steam is 5i2° :P., the
wood is con\crtcd into a peculiar charcoul, called rtd charcoal, which is
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intermediate in its qualities between ":ood_ a~1d ordinary charcoa~. When
the temperature is lower, the carbouizat10n is rnc_omplcte; .wLen higher, t~1e
product is black ch:nconl. The steum process yields a umform charcoal for
a. given temperature, which may be easily regulated, and a. product ab~ut
double that obtained in closed cylinders. Charcoal, prepared 1~ clo~ed cyhn-

~~~-C~~~t~~~~ati~~ t!~17~~:,s ii~l~~-~p~~~~~~~ ~~a~~~a~eembP::;~~::~~~1i:;1i~l:o~:s~~

formed; from 65 per cent. when made at 4.82° li'., to. 80 per cent. when made
at i52: 0 11'. The gaseous matter present JS always mversely as the temperature of carbonization. Thus, for charcoal made at 572° F., it is one-third
its weight; at 662° li'., one.fourth its weight. ll'or an abstract of the import·
ant results of 1'1. Violette, the reader is referred to the Journ. de Pltw"1n. for

uJ::.e~~~~;;~;i ~t

11/edical lSe. l\I. Belloc recommends charcoal for this
purpose to be obtained from poplar sboots, cut at tbe time the sap rises, and
deprived of thei r bark . The carbonization should be performed in cast-iron
vessels at a. red·wLite beat. The product ls a light and brilliant cha rcoal,
which must be purified by being macerated for three or four days in water,
fre quently renewed. It is tben dried, powdered, and placed in bottles which
should be well stopped . (Journ. de Pharrn., xvii. 355.) The cb:ircoal moht
esteemed in Philadelphia. for medieal purposes is that prepared by the Messrs.
Dupont, near Wilmington, Delaware, fo r the manufacture of gunpowder. It
is made from young willow shoots of two or three years' growth.
Propertie.<:,. Charcoal is a. black, shining, brittle, porou~ substance, taste·
less and inodorous, :rnd insoluble in water. It is a good conductor of elect ri·
city, but a bad one of beat. It possesses the remarkable property of absorbing
man y times its own bulk of certain gases. When exposed to the air after
ignition, it increases rapidly in weight, absorbing frorn twelve to fourteen
per cent. of moisture. As ordinarily prepared, it contains the incombustible
part of the wood, amounting to one or two per cent., which is left in the form
of ashes when the charcoal is burnt. These may be removed by digesting
the charcoal in diluted muriatic acid, and afterwards washing it thoroughly
with boiling water.
JledU:al Properti'es, &c. Powdered charcoal is antiseptic and absorbent.
I t is employed with advantage in certain forms of dyspepsia, attended with
fetid breath and putrid eructations; and has been exhibited in dysentery wit Li
the effect of correcting the fetor of the stools. l\1. Hclloc recommends it
strongly in gastralgia, and espec ially pyrosis; and, where it fails to remove
the disease, he finds it to abate the pain, naul!-ea., and vomiting. As a remedy
in obstinate constipation, Dr. Daniel, of Savannah, speaks of it in high terms.
He also found it useful in the nausea. and eonlined state of the bowels which
usually attend pregnanc.-y. D~. Newman recommends it as a dressing to
wo~nds and ulcers o'. various kmds. lts use as an ingredient of poultices is
noticed under the title of Cataplnsrna Uar!Jonis. Several of its varieties
constitute the best tooth powder that can be used . Those which are generally preferred are the charcoals of the cocoa-nut shell and of bread . The
dose of charcoal >aries from one to four teaspoonfuls or more. Dr. Daniel
gaYe it, i~ his cases of constipation, in doses of a. tablespoonful, repeated
every half hour.
l\leat, embedded in cha!coal in close vessels, is kept perfectly sweet for
many ~o.nt.hs; .and water mtended for long Yoy:tges is equally preserved by
the add1t10n of its ~owder. Th.c power of so~1.e of_ its varieties in destroying
colours and odours 1s very ?ons~de~·able. Schon?ern has observed the power
of charcoal to absorb chlorme, iodrne, and brommc, both in tLe gahcous and

J
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vaporous state, and when in aqueous solution . Ile has also noticed its deoxidizing effects whea !}hakca wit.h certain salts of peroxides, reducing them
to snits of protoxides.
B.
Off. Prep. Cat.1plasma Carbonis.

CAlWAMOMUM. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Canlamorn.
The fruit of Elettaria Cardamomum. U.S.
of ll(_•ne.ilmia Cardamomum . .Ed.

The seeds. Lond., Dub. Fruit

Petit cnrdnmome, Fr.; Kleine Curdamomen, Germ.; Cardnmomo minorc, Ital.;
1
g:~ j~;~ 1:~fin:Zn~l~~:1~~i,,~=~~'.; Ebil, Arab.; Kakelab. seghnr, Pmian; Capalaga, 1Jalay;

1 1

The subjC'ct of cardamom has been involved in so me confusion and uncertainly, both in its commercia l :md botanical relations. 'l'be name has been
applied to the aromatic capsules of various Indian plants bclougini:; to the
family of Scitaminere. Three varieties b:we long been designated by the
several titles of the lesser, niiddle, and la'ryer, the cardarnonwni m.inns,
t1wdi1l'm,, and '11wjus of older authors; but these terms lw.\ e been used diffe rently by different writers, so that their precise signification remained
doubtful. Pereira., whose po~ition, in the midst of the greatest dru~ market
in the world, gave him excellent opportunities of investigating the commercial
history of Jrugs, has enabled us in great measure to clear up this confusion.
It is well known that the lesser cardamom of JU08t writers is the variety
recognised by the Pliarmacopooias, and generally kept in the shops. The
other varieties, t hough circulating to a. great.er or less extent in .E uropean and
Indian comn1ercc, are li ttle known in this country. A sketch of the nonofficinal cardamoms, chiefly condensed from the account of Pereira, is given
below.* '!'he following remarks have reference exclusively to the genuine
i\lalabarorofficioalcardamom.
1

* 1. Ct.11lon. Cardrimorn. This !ins been denominrtted m riously by different authors,
cardamomuni medium, cardamomum rrwju$, and cardamonium fonyum, and is sometimes
termed in .English commerce wild cardamom. It is the forge cardamom ofGuibourt. ln
tl1c f;ast it is sometimes called grailia of paradiu, : but it is distinct from the product
known with us by thn.t name. It is deri\"ed from n. plnnt cultivated in Cnndy, in tl1e
islnmlorCeylon, which belongs to the same genus ns th:l.t producing the ofliciuu.l cardamom, and is specificfl.l!y designn.ted by Sir James .Ed1Vnrd Smith, El~tlaria ma,for.
'J'h is plant w11.s descrii:>ed by Pereirn in the Phfl-rm:tceutical JournaJ nnd Trnnsactious (vol. ii. p. !-l88). 'l'he fruit is r~ hmceolate-oblong, flCutely trinogulnr capsule,
somewh:ttcurvecl, n.boutan inch and n lmtf loug and four lines broad, with flat and
ribbed sides, tough :uul coriaceous, brownish or yellowish ash-<:oloured, l1a\' ingfrequcntly at.one cuJ. the long, cyliiu.lriclll, three lobed cnl_yx, and at the other tl1e fruit
st:tlk. ilis three-celled, nod contains ungu\:tr, rugged, yellowish-red seeds. of a. peculi:ir fragrant odour. :md spicy llL!'ite. lts effects 1Lre n.nnlogou!! to those of the officinal cardarnom," which, however, commands tl1ree times its price.
1
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ingin Sunrntra,Jnfl'I., nndotbcr Eflst lndi:lislands. 'l'hecapsulesnre usunllysmaller
tliflnn cherry, roundish or somewhat ovate, with tlireo com•ex sides, more or less
1
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They fl1·e E>imil:lr in medicinnl propcrdcs to the officin:il cardamom, but are
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Linnrous confounclcil, under the name of Amonwm Carrlamomum, two
different vegetables-the genuine plant of l\lalabar, ,a nJ another growing in
.Java. These were i-<'paratccl by Wil!dcnow, who conferred on the former
eonncrat's title of _lmom11m ?'f'}Jen.~, while be retained the original name for
the latter, though aot the true cardamom plant.. In the tenth volume of the
Linn. 'l'ransactions, A. D. 18 1 l, l\lr. White, a British Army Surgeon in India,
publitihed a very minute description of the i\lalabar plant, which he had enjoyed frequent opportunities of examiuing in its native state. From this description, Dr. i'llaton infened that the plant, according to Roscoe's arnmgcmcnt of the Scitamincm, could not be considered an .Amommn; and as Le was
unable to attach it to a.ny other known genus, he proposed to construct. a new
one with the name flf Eleflarln., dcri,·cd from elettari, or t>latari, the i\blabnr
name of this \'egetable. Sir James Smith afterwards suggested the propriety
of naming the new genus 1Jluto11la, in hnnour of Dr. Maton; and the latter
title, having been adopted by H.oseoc, obraine<l a place in former editions of
the I ..ondon and United States Pharmucopreias. The celebrated Dr. Rox·
burgh described the Jllulabar cardamom plant as an.Alpinia, with the specific
appellation of Cardamommn. As doubts were entertained of the necessity for
the new genus proposed by 1Jaton, tbe Lontlon College anJ tlie framers of
the U.S. Phanuaeopreitt followed tbc authority of Uoxburgh in their cdi·
tions antecedent to the latest, and referred the fruit to Alpinia Cardamomum.
This decision, however, has been revised in th~ receut editions of these
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worlo!, in whi ch th e plant is recognised with the t itle of l~lettaria CardaFinally, Uoscoc bas arranged the plant with th e abandoned
m onium.
~c n us Reneahnia, of Linn:.cus, which he has restored; and the Edinburgh
College has recogni sed this arran gement.
1':1,Jo~ TTAIUA. Sex. Sjjsf. J\lonandria JHonogyn ia .- Nat. Ord. Scitaminero.
Brown. Zingiberacere . .Lindley .
Gen. Uh. Corolla with the tube Oliform and the inner limb
A1ither naked. Capsule often berried, three-celled, three-vah-cd.
merous, arillate. Btnrne.
Bletla1·ia, Cm·d01nom,1rni. Maton.-Alpi11ia Cordamommn. Roxburg h.Amonwm Repens. Son nernt; 1fil\d. Sp. Plant. i. 9 - Reneahnia Cw·damomuni. lloscoe, 11!0 11011dmlls Plants. Figured in Linn . Traus. x. 248, and
Can1on's l/lu.~t. of .Aled. B ot. ii. 55. The cardamom plant has a tuberous
h orizo nta l root or rhizoma, furni shed with num erous fibres, and sending up
from eight to twenty erect, simple, smooth, green and shining, perennia l
stems, which ri se from six to twelve fe et in height, and bear altern ate sheathing lea\'CS. These are fr om nin e in ches to two feet long, from one to five
inches broad, ell iptical-lan ccolatc 1 pointed, entire, smooth and dark-green on
the upper surface, glossy and pale sea-green beneath, with strong midribs,
and short footstalks. The scape or flower-stalk proceeds from the base of the
stem, and lies upon th e g round, wi t h th e fl owers arranged in the form of a
panicle. 'l'hc calyx is monop hyllous, tubular, and tooth ed at the margi n; the
corolla monophyllous and funn el-shapc.- d, with the infer ior border uuilabiate,
three- lobed, and sp urred at tbe base. The fruit is a three.celled capsule, coutaiuing num erous seed:;.
'fhi s valuable plant is a native of t he mountains of Malabar, wh ere it
springs up spontaneously in the forests after the removal of tbe undergrowt h.
From ti me imm emorial , great numbers of th e natives have derived a livelihood fr om its cultivation. It begins to yield frui t at the end of the four th
year, and continu es tu bear for se veral years afterwa.rds. 'l1he capsules wh en
ri pe arc picked from tbc fruit ste ms, dried over a gentle fire, and sep<tra.tcd
by rubbing with the hands from the footstalks a.nd aJhering calyx.
Thus prepared, th ey arc ovate-ob long, fr om three to ten lin es long, from
two to fo ur thi ck, three. si ded with rnu nJcd angles, obtu se ly pointed at both
ends, longitudin a.lly wrinkled, and of a. yellowi$h -white colour. The seeds
which they contain arc small , angular, irregu lar, rou gh as if embossed upon
th eir su rface, of a brown colour, eas ily reJ uccJ. to powder, and thus scparnble
from the c:1ps ul es, which, th ough slightly aromatic, arc much less so than the
seeds, and should be rcj ce;ted whm the medicine is gi\·cn in substance. 'l1hc
Reeds co nstitute about 74- parts by weight in the hundred. According to
Pereira, three varieties arc distinguished in British co mm erce :-1. the shorts,
fr om tliree to six. lin es long, from two to th ree broad , browner and more
coarse ly ribbed , and more hi g hly esteemed than th e other varieties; 2. the
1011:;·/rmgs, from seven lines to an inch in length by two or three lin es in
breadth, elongated, and somewhat acumina.tc; and 3 . the short-longs, whi ch
differ from the second variety in being somew hat shorter and less pointed.
Th e odo ur of cardamom is fra g rant, th e taste warm, sli g htly pungent., and
highly aro mati c. These properties are extracted Ly wa.tcr and alcohol, but
m ore rca.clily by the latter. Th ey d epend on a volatile oil which rises with
water in di stillation. The seeds conta in, according to 'l'rommsdorff, 4·6 per
cent. of vola.tile oil, 10 ·4 of fixed oil, 2·5 of a sa.lt of potassa mixed with a
colouring principle, 3·0 of starch, 1·8 of azotizcd mucilage, 0 ·4 of yellow
colouring matter, and 7·73 of ligneous fibre. The rnlati le oil is coloudess ,
of a.n agreeable and very peuetraLing odour, and of a. strong, aromatic, burn-
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ing, camphorouf!, and slightly bitter taste. Its sp. gr. is 0·945. It ca.nnot
be kept long without undergoing change, and finally, «.wen tbough excluded
from the air, loses its pec uli ar odour and taste. ('l'rommsclorff, Annal. der
Plwrm., July, 1834.) If ether be allowed to percolate through the powdered
seeds, and the liquor obtained be deprived of t be ether by evaporation, a. light
greenish-brown fluid remains, consisting almost exclusively of the volatile and
fixed oiis. It has the odour of rardamom and keeps better than the oil
obtained by distilhtion. (Am . Journ. of Pltami..,_ xxi . 116.) 1-'hef seeds
ii.houlcl be powdered only wLen w;Lntcd for immediate use; as they retain
their aromatic properties best while enclosed within the capsules .
.Jllodicnl Properties and Uses. Cardamom is a warm and grateful aromatic,
less heating and stimulating than some others belonging to the class, and very
useful as an adjuvant or corrective of cordial, tonic, and purgati,·e medicines.
'fhroughout the East Indi es it is largely consumed as a condiment. It was
known to the ancients, and derived its name from the G reek language. In
this country it, is employed chiefly as an ingredient in compound preparations.
OJ! Prep. Confectio Aromatica; Extractnm Colocynthidis Comp.; Pilula
Colocynthidis Comp.; Pulvis Aromaticus; Pulvis Cinnamomi Comp.; 'finctura Cardamomi; '.l'inct. Cardamomi Comp.; 'l'inct. Cinnamomi Comp.;
'l'inct. Gentianm Comp.; Tinct.. Quassire Comp.; 'l'inct. Rhei; Ti net. Rhei
Comp. ; Tiuct. llhei et Aloes; Tiuct. Sennro Comp.; Tinct. Sennre et Jafopre;
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CAROTA. U.S. &conclary.
Carrot Seed.
The fruit of Daucus Carota. U.S.

DAUCI RADIX. Eel.
Gct?·clen Car1'0t Root.
Root of Daucus Carota, var. Sativa. Erl.
Off. 81Jn. CAROTA. Daucus Carota, var. Saliva. Rad?°x recens. !And.

DAUCUS CAROTA. J'he roof. Dub.
Carotte, Ji'r .; Gemeine i.\lohre, Gelbe Rube, Germ.; C:irotn, Ital.; L11na.bori:i, Span.
DAUCUS. Sex . Syst. Pentandria Digynia.-Nat. Ord. Umbelliferro, or
Apiaceoc:.
Gen. Ch. 001-olla somewhat rayed. Flo1·ets of the disk aborfr>e. Fruit
hispid with hairs. lVitld .
.Daucus Carota. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1389; '"'loodv. llled. Bot. p. 130, t.
50. The wild cai·~·ot has a bi~nnial. ~pind~e-shaped root, and an a.nnual,
round, furrowed, hairy stem, which d1V1des rnto long, erect, flower-bearing
branches, and ri ses two or th ree feet in height. The leaves a.re hairy, and
stand on footsta.lks nerved on their under si<le. The lower are lar«e and
tripinna.te, the upper, smaller and less compound; in both, the leafl~ts arc
cl!vided i~1to narrow pointed segments . 'l'he .flowers are small, white, and
disposed m many-rayed compound umbels, which are at first flat on the top
and spreading! but, when the see~s are formed, contract so as to present a
concave cup-like surface. A sten le flower of a. deep purple colour is often
observable in the centre of the umbel. The general involucrum is composed
of several lea..vcs, divided into long narrow segments; the partial is more
simpl e. The petals arc five, unequal, and corcbte. The fruit consists of two
plano-convcx hispid portions, connected by their fiat surfaces.
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Daucus Carota. is exceedi ngly common in this country, growing along
fences, and in neglected fields, which, in the month s of June anJ July, are
sometimes white over their whole surface with its flowers. It grows wild
also in Europe, from which it is su pposed by some botanists to have been
introduced into the United States. The well-known ga rd en carrot is the
sa me plant, somewhat altered by culti,·ation. The officiua.l portions arc the
fruit of the wild, and the root of the cultivated variety.
1. CARROT SEEDS:. Strictly speaking, these should be called the fruit.
They are very light, of a. brownish colour, of an oval shape, flat on one side ,
convex on the other, and on their convex surface presenting four longitudinal
ridges, to which stiff1 whitish hairs or bristles are attached. Th ey have an
:tromatic odour 1 and a warm, pungent, and bitterish taste. By distillation
they yield a pale-yellow volatile oil, upon which their virtues chiefly depend.
lloilinp: water extrncts their active properties.
Medical Properties and (jses. Carrot seeds are moderately cxcit:mt and
diuretic, and are empl oyed, both in domestic practice and by physicians, in
chron ic nephritic affections, and in dropsy. As they possess to a certain
extent the cordial properties of the aroma.tics, they are especially adapted to
cases in which the stomach is enfeebled. They arc sa id to affo1·d relief in
the strnngury from blisters. From thirty grains to a dracbm of the bruised
seeds ma y be given at a dose, or a pint of the i11fuRion, contain ing the virtues
of half an ounce or an ounce of the seedfl, may be tak en during the day.
Tb e whole umbel is often used instead of tbe seeds alone.
2. CARROT nooT. 'l'hc root of the wild carrot is whitish, hard, coriaceous,
branched, of a strong smell, and an acrid, disagreeable taste; that of the cultivated variety is reddish, fleshy, thick, conical, rarely branched, of a pleasant
odour, and a peculiar sweet, mucilaginous taste. The constituents of the
root are crystallizable and uncrystallizable sug11r 1 a. little starch, extractive,
gl uten, albumen, volatile oil, vegetable jelly or pel'lin, malic acid, saline matters, Jignin, and a peculiar crysta llizabl e, ruby-red, neuter principle, without
odour or taste, called camtin. The substan ce called VPyetaU,e jelly was by
some considered :t modification of gum or mucilage, combined with a vc,gctablc acid. Braconnot found it to be a peculiar principle, and gave it the
name of pectin from the Greek (n"lx't'~~), expressive of its characteristic property of gclatinizing. It ex.ists more or less in all veg-etabl cs, and is abundant in certain fruits and roots from which jellies are prepared. I t may be
separated from the juice of fruits by alcohol, which precipitates it in the fo rm
of a. jelly. This being washed with weak alcohol and dried, yields a semitran!<parcnt substa nce bearing some resemblan ce to ichthyocolla. lmmerscd
in 100 parts of cold water, it swells lik e bassorin, and ultimately forms a homogeneous jell_y. With a larger proportion it exhibits a mucila~inous cnn~is~
ence. lt. is less acted on by boiling than by cold water. When perfectly
pure it is tasteless, and has no effect on vegetable blues. A strik ing peculiarity is that, by the agency of a fixed alkali or alkaline earthy base, it. is
instantly converted into pectic acid, which unites with the base to form a
pcctate. This may be decomposed by the ad<lit.ion of an aciJ, which unites
with the ba~c and separates the pectic acid. (Braconnot, .Amudes de C'hi1nie,
Juillrt, 1831.) Petlic acid thus obtained is in the form of a colourless jelly,
slightly acidulous, with the property of rccldcniog litmus paper, scarcely sol uble in cold water, more soluble in boiling water, and fonuin~ with the latter
a solution, which, though it docs not become solid on cooling, is coagulated
by the addition of alcohol, lime-water, acids, or salts, and even of sugar if
allowed to stnnd for some time. With the albli es the acicl forms salt::;, whiC" h
arc also cnpable of assuming the consistence of a. jelly. With the earths and
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metallic oxides it form11 in i:.olublc sa lts. Braconnot thinks that pectic acid
exists in many plants already fo rm ed . ]\[. !i'rCmy found that pectin results,
in fruit s, from th e reaction of :lCids upon a peculiar in sol uble substa nce th ey
con tai n wlicn immature, c:1llcd by him J>ectose; and that pecti n is cLangcd
into pectic acid not onl y by alkali es, but a lso by vegetable :1lLumcn.
N ed ical Properties cwd a~es. The wild roo t possesses th e sa me properti es
with the seeds, and may be used for the s..1 mc purposes. 'l'hat of tbc garden
plant has acquired much reputation as an external application to phagedcnic,
~lou~hing, and cancerous ul ce rs, the fctor of which it is SUJ)~osc<l to c?n cc t,

~:,~~i~~l i~~ot1;::1~1';~~~sc~'.~ni~hs f~ll1~o!h;;,~~::.r oi'l~~er~~~cit~s~~~:~;~'\o tfl~ ;r~~~

consistence by scra ping. Jn thi s sta te it reta in s a. portion of the active princi ples of tlw plant, whi ch render it somewhat stimulant. B oil ed and mal:lhecl,
as usually recommended , the root is perfectly mild, and fit only to form
\V.
emollient cataplasms.*

CARTIIAi\IUS. US. &concla r!J.
D!Jers' Sajfi·on.
Th e flowers of Carthamns tin ctorius.

u: S.

Flcurs de c:1rtl111..mc, Safran b:Hard, Fr.; Farber Saffor, Ccrm.; Cn rt:im o, I tal.. Span.

C AHTllAM US. Sex. Syst. Sy ngenesia.1E.1ualis.- . Nut.01·d. Compositre Cynarere. lJe l'wul. Cynarncca~. Lindley.
CPn. Ch . Rc<·cptacle palcaccou~, St:tosc. Calyx ovate, imbricatecl 1 with
o,·ate scal es, lcn fy a.t the end. Serd-dou:n palcnccous, bai1·y, or non e. Wil.td.
Carthmnus tinrtori.1ts. Will<l. :S'p. Plant. iii. 1 i06. Th e dgPrs' S<{/frfJn or
saJ/fou:cr is an annual plant, with a smoot h erect ste m, somewhat branched at
top, and a foot or two in height. Th e leaves arc a lternate, sessile, ovate,
atute, entire, and furni shed with spiny teet h. 'l'he flowers are compound, in
large, terminal, solitary Leads. 'l'he fl orets arc of an orange-red colour, with
a funnel-shaped corolla, of whi ch the tube is Jong, slender, und cy lindrical,
and th e border <li\ id cd int o fire equal ,_lan ceolute, narrow seg ment s.
The plan t is a native of India, the Levant , and E~ypt 1 n.nd is cult.ivated
in tho~e countries, as well as in ,·arious parts of Eu rope and Ameri ca. The
fl orets arc the part employed. 'l'h cy are brought to us chiefly from the ports
of th e i\Icditcrr:mcan. Considerable quantilics are produced in this country,
and sold as American saffron.
Safflower in mass is of a red colour, di>crsificd by the yellowness of the
filam ents contained within th e fl oret. lt has a peculiar sligh tly aromatic
odour, and a. scarcely perceptible bitterness. Among its ingredients a re two
colouri ng su bstances--one red, insoluble in water, sl ightly soluble in alcohol,
YCry soluble in alkaline liqu id s, and called cartlwmine, or cartlwmic acid by
J)Obc rci ner, wh o found it to possess acid properties; the other yellow, and
solub le in wate r. It is th e former whi ch reud crs sufl:lo wer U8efu l as a. dyc~tuff. Carthamine, mixed with fin ely powtl.ercd talc, fo rm s the cosmetic powder ca ll ed rOU!Jf' . li'or more detailed information in relation to these principles, the reader is referred to th e J ouroal de l >harmacie (3c sCr., iii. 203).
1
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These fl owers arc sometimes fraudulently mixed with Raffron, which th<'y
resem ble in colour, but fl'(;nn whi ch they may be clist ingui id1 ed by thei r tubular for m, and by the ycllowisli s t.yl e and filam ents whi ch they en close.
Jl/Pr/iml P1·oprrtir:s . In large d oses curt.ham us is said to be laxative; and
ndmini stc rcd in th e state of warm infu sion it prove~ somewhat diaphnretic.
hi s u~c<l in domestic practi ce, as a substitute for saffron, in measles, scarlatina, and other cx:rnt.hematous disca~es, in order to prom ote the erupti on.
An infusion made in t il e proporti on of two drachms to a pint of boiliug water
is usually empl oyed, anti given without restriction as to quantity.
W.

CARUi\L U.S.
Carawa,y .
Th e fruit of Carum Cim1i. CS
0.fl'. 8.!fn . CAHUL Carum

Carui. The fruit. L onrl., Ed.

Th e seeds. Dttb.

f'arvi, Fr., I tal.; Gcmciner Kummcl, Crrm.; Alcaravett, Sp(in.
CARU;\J.

Sex. Sgst. l)entan<lria Digynia.-.Nat. 0!'d. Umbcllifcrre or

Api ace::c.
Gf'n. Oh. Friiit ovate-nblong, striated. ln volucre one-lea.fed. Petcds keeled,
inflexed.e marginatc. l V/llrl.
Um·um, lhrui. Wi!ld. Sp. Plant. i. 1..170; 'Yoodv. ilff'd. Bot. p. 102, t.
41. 'J'hi s plant is bi en nial :ind umbellifcrous, with a spindl e-s haped, fies Ly,
whiti !i h roo t, and an ('rCct ste m, about two feet in h eight, bran ch ing above,
and furni s hed wiLh doubly pinn·1te, deeply incised leaves, th e seg ments of
which arc linear and pointed . The fl owers arc snHlll and whi te, and te rminate tbe branches of tlie stem in erect umbels, which arc accompanied with
an involucrc, consisting sometim es of three or four leaflets, sometimes of one
only, and are destitute of partial involu cre.
The caraway plant is u, native of ]~ur o p e, growing wild in mc:ldows and
pa stures, and cultivated in many places. It. has bc<'n introduced int o thi s
country. TLe fl owers appear in l\Iay and June, and the scedi<i, which are
n ot perfected till the second year, ripen in Aug ust. The root, when improved by culture, rese mbl e~ the parsnip, and is used as food by t he inhabit an ts of the ::-forth of Europe. rrhe seeds are th e parL U'1Cd iu medicine.
Th ey arc collected by cut.ting down the plant, an d thresh ing it Oil a clotb.
Our markets arc supplied partly fr om Europe, partly from our ow n gardens.
The American seeds arc us unlly ra t her small er than th e German.
Caraway seeds t half.fruits) are about two lines in lcn,!! th , slip:htly cu rn}d,
with five longitudinal ridges, which are of a li ght yellowish colom, whi le th e
intervening s pa ces a re dark brown. Th ey have a pl ea:;::ant aromillie s mell,
and a swceti!l;b, warm, spi cy taste. Th ese properti es Jcpentl on :111 esse ntial
oi l, which th ey afford large ly by distillation. Th e rc!l;iduc is in!olipid. They
yield their Yirtues read ily to alcohol, and more slow ly to water .
.ilhdic·(d Proprrtics and Cscs. Caraway is a plcas<1nt stomaehie and carminat i\'C, occas ionally usCd in fl atul ent coli c, and as an adjtH-:rnt or cor rective
of ot her medicines. Tbc dose in s ubstance is from <l seruple to a Jrachm.
An infu~ion may be prepared by adding two drnchms of the i;;ccds. to a pint
of boiling water. Th e volatile oil, however, is most empl oJcd. (See Oleu1n
l'ru·i.) 'J'he seeds are baked in cakes, to which they communicate an agreeable fhwour, while they sti mu late the digestive organs .
Op: Pnp. Aqua Carui; Confcct io Opii; Confeetio Ru tro;

Emplnstrum
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CARYOPIIYLLUS. US., Ed., Dub.
Cloves.
The uncxp::rndcd flowers of Caryophyllus arcnnaticus. U.S., Erl., Dub.
Off. Syn. CARYOPHYLLUi\1. Caryophyllus aromaticus. Flos nondum

eXJ~lt~0~1:sC1~~n~l~

GiroHes, Fr.; Gewurznelken, Germ.; Garofnni, Ital.; Cln.vos de
cspicia, Span.; Crra.vo dn. ludin, Portuguese; l\ruidnngcl, Dutc/1; Kerunf<'l, .!lrab.
CARYOPITHLUS. Sex. Sgst. Icosamlria i\lonogynia.-Nat. Ord. l\Iyrtaccoo.
Gen. Uh. Tube of the calyx cylindrica l; limb, four-parted. Petals four, adhering by their ends in a sort of calyptra. Stmnens distinct, arranged in four
parcels in a quadrangular fleshy hollow, near the teeth of the calyx. Ovary
two.celled, witli about twenty ovules in each cell. B erry one or two-celled, one
or two-seeded. Seeds cylindrical, or ha.If-ovate. Ootylnlons thick, fleshy, convex externally, sinu ous in \•arious ways internally. Lindlr-;i; . .De Cand.
Oar!Jopl1,'ll/us aromaticus. Linn. /S'p . 735; De Caud. Procfrmn. iii. ~62;
Carson, flbtst. nf 1lfed. Bot. i. 43, pl. 37.-Euyenia car!Jopliyllata. W1lld.
Sp. Plant. ii. !)G5; 'Yoodv. Jlfed. Bot. p. 538, t. 193. This small tree is one
of the most elegant of those which inhabit the islands of India. It has
a. pyramidal form, is always green, and is adorned throughout the year with a
succession of bea.utiful rosy fl owers. '11110 stem is of bard wood, and covered
with a f:mooth, grayis h bark. The leaves are about four inches in length by
two in breadth, obovate~oblong, acuminate at both ends, entire, si uuated, with
many parallel n::ins on each side of the midrib, supported upon long footstalks,
and nppo:;:itc to each other upon the branches. Thes ha\'C a firm consistence,
a 8hining green colour, and when brnised are highly fragrant. The flowers
are disposed in term inal corywbose paniclcs, and exhale a strong, penetrating,
and grateful odour.
'l'he natural geographical range of the clove-tree is extremcl_v limited. I t
was formerly confined to the Molucca. islands, io most of which it. grew abundantly before their conquest bs the Dutch. Hy the monopolizing policy of that
com mercial people, the trees were ext irpated io nearly all the ishnds except
Amboyna and 'l'ernate, which were under their immediate inspection. Notwithst.111diog, however, the jealous \ igilance of the Dutch, a. French governor
of the Isle of France and of Bourbon, named Poivre, succeeded, in the year
1770, in obtaining plants from the Moluccas, and introducing them into the
colonies under his control. l~ive years afterwards, the clove-tree was introduced into Cayenne and the West Indies, in 1803 into Sumatra, and in 1818
into Zanzibar. It is now cultiv<lled la1·gely in these and other places; and
commerce has ceased to depend on the Moluccas for supplies of this spice.
'l'he unexpanded flower buds arc the part of the plant employed under the
ordinary name of cloYes.* They are first gathered when the tree is about six
years old. 'l'he fruit has similar aroma.tic properLies, but much weaker. The
buds are picked by the hand, or separated from the tree by long reeds, and
are then quickly dried. In the l\loluecas they are said to be some times immersed in Loiling water, and afterwards exposed to smoke and artificial beat,
bcfor~ Lcing spread out in the sun. Iu Cuyenne and the West Indies they
arc dried simply by solar heat.
Clo\·es appear to have been unknown to the ancients. They were introduced into Europe by the Arabians, and were distributed by the Venetians.
1

* Tbe peduncles of the flowers lrn.;e been sometimes emplo.red. They possess the
o.dour aud ta~te of the cloves, though in 11. less ~~gree, nnd furnish 1~considerable quantity of essential oil. The .French call tbem griffc1 de Girofles.
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After the discovery of tbe southern passage to India, the trade in this spice
passed into the hands of the l)ortugucsc; but was subsequently wrested from
tl1cm by the Dutch, by whom it was long monopolized. Within a few year~,
h owe\1 er, the extended culture of the plant has thrown open the commerce in
cloves to all nations. '!'he United States derive much of th ei r supply from
the W est ladies and Guiana. 'l'be Molucca. cloves are saiJ to be thicker,
darker, heav ier, more oily, and more highly aromatic than th ose of the cola~
nicli to which the clove~trec has been tran splanted. '!'bey arc known by the
immc of .Amlioyua cfoves. Th e B encoolen cloves, from Sumatra, arc deemed
e<1ual if not superior by the J~ngli s h druggi sts.
1-'rupf'rtir>s. Uloves m;;emble a nail in sh:.ipe, are usually rather more than
half an inch long, and have a round head with four spreading points beneath
it. '!'heir colour is ex ternally deep brown , internally redJi sh; tlieir odour
strong and fragrant; their taste hot, pungent, aromatic, and ' 'c ry pcrmilncnt.
'!'he best clo\•es arc large, heaYy 1 brittl e, and exude a small quantity of oil on
being pressed or scraped with tbe nail. "\\'hen light, soft, wrinkl ed, pale, and
of feeble ta ste and smell, they arc inferior. 'Ve are told that those from
whi ch the essential oil bas been distilled arc sometimes fraudulently mixed
witli th e genuine.
Trommsdortf obtained from 1000 parts of cloves 180 of volatile oil, liO
of a peculiar tannin, 130 of gum, GO of resin, 280 of vegetable fiLre, and] 80
of water. l\I. J..iodibert aftcnvards di scovered a fixed oil, aromatic and of a
green colour, and a white resinous substance which crystallizes in fasciculi
composed of very fine dinrging silky needl es, without ta ste or smell, soluble
in ether nnd boiling alcohol, and exhibiting neither alkaline nor acid reaction.
This substance, called by l\I. Bonastre co1'!Jophylll11, was found in the cloves
of the Moluccas, of Bourbon, and of Barbadoes, but not in tL ose of Cayenne.
:Berzelius considers it a stcaroptene, and probably identical with that deposited
by the oil of cloves when long kept. To obtain it, the ethereal extract of
cloves is treated with water, nnd the white substance formed is separated by
filtration, and treated repeatedly with ammonia to deprive it of impuritie~.
'Thus procured, Dr. Muspratt found it to consist of carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen, in the proportion represented by tbc formula. C10 Us07 • (P!tarm.
Juurn. aml Tmns., x. 3-±3.) l\I. Dumas has discoYcred another crystalline
prin ciple, which forms in the water di stilled from cloves, and is gradually
deposited . Like caryopbyllin, it is soluble in alcohol and ether, but differs
from that substa.nce in becoming red when touched with nitric acid. 1'11.
Bonastrc proposes for it the nnm e of e1111enin. (Joum. de 1-'lwnn., xx. 565.)
"rater extracts tbe odour of clo,·cs with comparatively little of th eir taste.
All their sensible properties are imparted to alcohol, and th e tincture wheti
evaporated lea.ves an excessively fiery extract, which becomes in sipid when
deprived of the oil by distillation with water, while the oil which comes over
is mild. Hence it bas been inferred that the pungency of tLis aromatic depends on a union of the csscnti<d oil witli the resin. F or an account of the
oil, sec Olemn CarlJopl1.1Jtli. 'l'h e infusion and oil of cloves are rc<l<lened by
i1itri c ncid, and rendered blue Ly tincLure of chl oride of iron j facts of some
iut,e rest, as morphia. affords the same results with th ese r eagei~t s.
Jlledical Properties m1£l Cses. Cloves nre among the most st11nulant of the
aromatics; but, like others of this class, act less upon the syste m at large than
on the part to whicli. they are immecliatdy applied. 'l'b cy are sometimes
n.dmi11i ::;te red in substance or infusi on to relic \·e nausea and YOmiting, correct
flatul ence, and excite languiJ digestion; but th eir. chief use is to assist or
modify th e action of other med icin es. Tl.i cy enter rnto Se\'eral offici ual prep:1rat ions. 'l'b eir dO!<iC in suLst:rn ce is fr rom fiYe lo ten g rains.
'!'be French Codex directs a tincture of duvcs to be prepared by digesting
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CASCARILLA. U.S., Land., Eel., Dttb.
Cascai·illa.
The bark of Croton E leuteria. U.S., Lond., Dub.

Bark probably of

Cr~~~~a~\\~~j~~~j;\~~~~~r~i7:i~:~~~ J!~;:.~: 6;~:1~i:ifa,t~~nt i~1~:~~=: /;~~.
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CHOTON. S ex. S!Jlil. l\lonoocia. l\lonaJclphia. -.Nat. Ord. Enphorbi:1ceoo.
Ge1i. Uh. l\IAr,E. Gu~IJ.r cylindrical, five-toothed. Corolla five-petalled.
StomeHs tell to fifteen. F.E:i.IALI~. Calyx many-leaved. Corolla none. Styles
three, bifid. C"p.~nle t.hrcc-.ccl!ed. S~ed one. 1Villd.
Cascarilla ha::; been ascribed by chffercnt writers to different f=pecies of
Croton j but authorities now generally <igrce in referring it to a. J,,'(Pllleria .
It is not impos:::iblc that C. C'ascai·illa of l.inn::eus contributes a portion of
the druf!, but we ha\ e no proof of the fact. '!'he London College has cor.
rectcd the error, committed in a former edition of its Pharnrncopceia, of
recoguising: the ('_ l'astcn·ltfo of Dou as the somcc of it. This botanist mis·
took the Uvpotd1i lmrlt- of l\lcxico, wLich is produced by the Croton Pseudo-.
Chin!l of Scbicdc, and bears some resemblance to cascarilla 1 for the genuine
bark, and bence proposed to transfer tho speciGc name of Cascarilla to the
Mexican plant; an unfortunate error, to whicL the London College formerly
gave authority by its sanction. No fact is better ascertained than that the
proper cascarilla bark is a 'Vest India product, and is never brought from
Mexico. The Copalcbi Lark has been mistaken also for a variety of cinchona.*
Croton Eteutn·iri. Willd. Sp Plant. iv. 5-15; Carson, llZ.Ust. of Med. Bot.
ii. 34, pl. 78. This species of Croton is a small tree or shrub, said by Browne
to be four or five fr.ct in height, but as seen by Dr. 'Vright in Jamaica, rising
to twenty feet, a11d brauchiug thickly townrd8 the summit. The leaves arc
entire, ovate or cor<latc-lanccolatc, and elungalcd towiucls the apex, which is
blunt. 'J'bey are of a lwigbt grccu co lour upon their upper ~urfac-e, and
stand alternately upon short footsta.lks. The f:l.owers, which are of a whitisb
colour, arc di>:poseJ in axillary and terminal racemes. This shrub grows
wild in the West Indies, especially the Bahama island.:., in one of which,
the sm:.1ll islaud of 1£\cutltcria, it i$ fou nd so i\bunJ:.1ntly ns to ba\'e received
its name from that circum::.tance. It is called by Browne seu·side Val.mm.
1
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Croton ('m:carillff.. Willd. Sp. Plont. iv. 531; Woodv. 11.ful. Bflt. p. 629,
Thio is still smaller than the precedin/! species, and is called by
Drowne the snuill f:ea-side balsam,. The ste m is branched :rnJ covcrcd with
brown ba1·k, of which the external coat is rough and whitish. Th e leaves
arc long-, very narrow, somewhat point ed, entire, (If a bright green colour on
th e upper su rfa ce, downy and of a silvery wbitenes8 on the under. They are
placed alternately on short footstalks . Tbe flowers Ure small, p:reenish, aud
di sposed in long terminal spikes. Thi s plant is a nati,·c of the Balwmas, hao
Leen found abunda ntly in Hayti, and is said also to grow in Peru and l )araguay. Browne describes it as hot and pungent to the taste. The l'roton
lineu re of Jacquin, considered by Willdcnow as a variety of C. Cnscarilla, is
mt1de :~ di_.::;tinct $:pecics by Sprengcl. It is the wild rosemary of Jamaica,
and is said by nr. Wrigl1t to have non e of tbe sensible qu;1lities of (;UScarilla.
Casc-arilla. is bro ught tO this market fr om t!J c West ludies, <ind cbiefiy, as
we have been illformed, from th e Bahamas. I t comes iu bup;sor casks. \Ve
lrnvc observed it in the shops in two forms, so distinct as almost to deserve
the title of vnrieties. In one, the bark is in rolled pieces of every size, from
tlu·ee or four iachcs in length and half an iuch in diameter to the smallest
fragment~, covered externally with a dull whitish or gnlyish-w bite epidermis,
which in many portions is partially, some tim es wholly removed, leaving a
clark-browa surface, while the inner surface bas a c:Locolatc colour, and the
fractme is rcddi.s h-brown. The small pieces arc solllcti mcs curled, buL have
a distin ct abrupt edge as if broken from th e bran ches. Tlie second variety
consists enti re!y of very small pieces not more than <HI inch or two in length,
YCry thin, without the while epidermi s, not regu larly quill ed , but cm·vcJ more
or less in the direction of their length, often having a small portion of woody
fibre attached to their inner surface, nod presenting an appearance precisely
as if shaved by a knife from the ste m or brane;hes of the sh rnb. Wh et her
th e_.::;e two varieties are derived from distin ct species, or differ only from the
mode of collection, it is difficult to dete nniu e.
Pmpr1·ties. Cascarilla has an aromatic oJour, rendered much more distinct
by friction, and a warm, spicy,. bitte~ taste. It is brittle, breaking wit~ a
short fracture. Wlicn burnt 1t eu11ts a pleasant odour, closely resembling
that of musk, but weaker and more agreeable. This property serves to distinguii;ih it from all other barks. It was analyzed by 'J'r o u11u sJorft~ and more
recently by l\1. Duval, of Liseux, in l?ran cc. The constituents found by the
fatter were id Lumen, a peculiar kind of tannin, a bitter crystalliznb!c pri11ciple
called C"ascco-1'Uin, a red colouring matter, fatty matter of it nauseous odour,
wax, gum, volatile oil, resin, starch, ~ectic add, cl il oridc of potai;::sium, a salt
of lime, and lignin. 'l'he oil, accordrng to Tl'Omm sdorfl~ constitutes l ·G per
cent., is of a greenish-yel low colour, a penetratiug odou'r aualogous to that of
tLe bark, and of tLc sp. gr. 0·938. To ob tain cascal'illin, J\I. Duval treated
the powJcre<l bark with water, added acetate of lea<l tothesolution,scparnted
the lead by sulphurettecl hydrogen, filtered, evaporated with the addition of
animal <:harcoal, filtered :1gain 1 evaporated again at a low tempcrat11re to the
consistence of a sy rup, allowed tliis to h:inlcn Ly cooling, anJ purified the
matter tlius obtained by twice succe:.si,·ely trc;:1ting it, first with a liLtle cold
alcoh ol, to separate the colouring and fatty matters, and afterwards with boil-

t. 222.
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inodorous, of <t bitter taste, very slightly soluble in water, soluble in al cohol
and et Ler, neuter in chemical relations, and without nitrogen. (Ji1~trn. de
P!tar111., 3e .sb-., viii. 96.) Either alcohol or water will partially extract the
active matters of cascarilla; but diluted alcoLol is the proper meu~truum.
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PART I.

J.U. tlical Pmperties and Uses.

This bark is aromatic and tonic . It was
knon-n in Germany so early ns the ycilr 16901 and was much used as a substitute for Peruvian bark by those who were prejudiced against that fobrifugc
in the treatment of rcmittent and intermittent fevers . It has, howc\·cr, lost
much of its reputation, and is now employed only where a. pleasant and ~cntly
stimulant tonic is desirable; as in dyspepsia, chronic diarrhcea. and dysent_ery,
flatulent colic, and other cases of debility of the stomach or bowels. ] t is
ElOmctiuics a<lvautngcou~ly combined with the more powerful bitters. It may
be given in powder or infusion. '!'he dose of the former is from a scruple to
half :i dr:H:hm, which may be repeated several times a cl:ty. ln ronsequence
of its plcasant odour when burnt, some smokers mix it in small quantity wilh
their tobacco; but. it. is said whrn ti.ms employed to occasion vertigo aad
int0xication .
OJ}: Prep. Iufusurn Cascarillro; Tinctura Cascarill:n.
W.

CASSIA FISTULA. U.S.
Pui·ging Cassia.
The fruit,ofCassial?istula. U.S.
OJ!: R!J"· CASSIA. CaS>ia Fistula. Fructus. Lond.; CASSIA;: PULP A.
Pulp of the pods of Ca~gia Fistula. Ed.
Cn~£ie, Fr.; ROhreuknssic, Germ.; Polpi di Cnasia, Ital.; Cana Fistuln, Span.
CASSIA. Sr:x. S!Jsl. lJecandria l\Iouogyaia.-.Nal. Ord. ]'abacea:: or Legumino~::e.

Gen. ('It. Ca~yx fi'Vc-leavecl. Petals five. Antlrers, three upper 8tcrile, three
lower beaked. }.J()mPnlmn. Wi!ld.
The tree which yields the purging cassia is ranked by some botanists in a
distinct genus, s~paratcd from the Cassia an<l dcnomi11ated Outltw·l.ocurpus.
(See _Lindl<>_l/s Plor. Jllrd., 262.)
Cu1'sin Fistula . Willtl. Sp. Plant. ii. 518; Woodv. Jl/erl. Bot. p. 445, t.
lGO; Carson, }/lust. of Jll<'d. Bot. i. 24, pl. 26.-Cutlwrtocarpus Pistula.
Persoon, Sy11opx. i. 459. Thi s is a large tree, ri sing to the hcigbt of forty
or fifty feet, with a trunk of hard heavy wood, dividing towards the top into
num erous Rpreacliog br:mchc:i., and covered with a smooth ash.coloured bark.
'l'h~ leaves nre co1111~1 only composed of five or six pnirs of opposite leaflets,

~~~.~~1 t~r:v~vi~t:l1i~o\'~~~;,' ~nnJl~l~~~~rt!do~~~~ o!h~ria~t~1;:~ e~~~eu~o~~~
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lous pods, which, when agitated by the wind, strike against each otht!r1 and
produce a. sound that may be heard at a considerable distance.
Thi~ i-zpecies of Ca!IBia is a native of Upper Egypt and lndi.1, whence it is
generally supposed to have been trani-zplanted to other p:lrts of the world. It
is at prescut '·.eryext('o~ivel~ diffu~ed through the tropical region~ of the old
and new contments, being touucl m Insular n.ud Contiuentn1 ln<lia CochinChina, J•;gypt, Nubia, the West Indies, aud the warmer parts of America.
'l'he fruit is the officinal portion of the plant. It is imported from tbe East
and Wefit ludics, chiefly the latter, and from South America .
. Properties. Cuss_ia J>.ocla arc a foot or .more . in ~cngtb, straight or but
l)l1ghtly curved, cy hndrical, less than an inch m diameter, with a. woody
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proximity, appearing to con~titute a. single baud, and the third is on the opposite side of the pod. These bands mark the place of junction of the val\'cs
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of the leµ;umc, and are represented as sometimes excavated in the form of fur.
rows. There are also ci rcular depressions at unequal distances. Internally
the pod is divided in to numerous cells by thin transverse plates, which arc
covered with a soft, black pulp. Each ecll contains a single, oYal, shi ning
iieed. The pods brought from the East In dies are small er, smoother, h:ive a.
blacker pul p, and are more esteemed than those from the W est Indies.
We have seen a quantity of pods ln this market sold as casiiia pods, which
were an inch and a half in diameter, flattened on the sides, exceedingly
rough on the outer surface, and marked by three longi tudinal very elevated
ri dges corresponding to the bands or furrows of the common cassia. The
pulp was rather nauseous, but in other respects see med to have the properLics
of the officinal purging cassia. They corref;lpondcd exactly with a specimen
of the fruit of Ua.~.">ia Brar.itiana brought from the W est Indies, and were
probalily derived from that plant.
The heaviest pods, and those which do not make a. rattling noise when
shaken, are to be preferred; as they cont..'\in a larger portion of the pulp,
which is the part employed. This should be black and sh inin g, and have a
sweet taste. It is apt to become sour if long exposed to the ai r, or mouldy
if kept in a damp place. The pulp is extracted from th e pods by first bruising
them, then boiling th em in water, and afterwards evaporating the dccoction;
or, when the pods arc fresh, by opening t.hem at th e sutures, and removing
the pulp by a spatula. (Sec Gossire FiHtul<£ Pulpa.)
Cassia pulp has a sli~ht rather sickly odour, and a sweet mucilaginous taste.
From the analysis of 1\1. Henry it appears to contain sugar, gum, a. substance
analogous to tannin, a colourin g matter sol ubl e in ether, traces of a principle
resembling gluten, and a small quantity of water.
MPdical Prope1·ties a11Cl Uses. Cassia pulp is generally laxative, and may
be advantageously given in small doses in cases of habitual costiveness. In
quantities sufficient to purge, it occasions nausea, flatulence, and griping. In
this country it is very rarely prescribed, except as an ingredient iu the con·
fection of sen na, which is a highly pleasant and useful laxative prei)aration.
'l'hc dose of the pulp as a laxative is one or two drachms, as a purge one or
two (lUnccs.
Off. PJ·ep. Cassire Flstuloo Pulpa; Cassia Prreparata.
W.

CASSIA MARILANDIQA. U.S.
American Senna.
The ]eaves of Cassia Mariland ica. U. S.

CASSIA. See CASSIA FISTULA.
Oossia Mar1'landica. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 524; Bigelow, A·m-. A.fed. Bot.
ii. 11 6; Barton, .Aled. Bot. i. 137. This is an indigenous perennial plant, of
vigorous growth, sending up annually num erous rounrl, erect, nearly smooth
sterns, which are usually simple, and rise from three to six feet in height.
'l'hc leaves are alternate, and composed of fr om eight to ten pairs of oblong
lanccolatc, smooth, mucronate leaflets, green on their upper surface, pale
beneath, and connected by short petioles with the common footstalk, which
is compressed, channeled above, and furnished near its base with an ovate,
stipitate gland. The flowers, which nre of a beautiful golden yellow colour,
grow in short axilla ry racemes at the upper part of the stem. The calyx is
composed of five oval, obtuse, unequal, yellow leaves; the corolla of the same
number of spatu late concave petals, of which three are ascending, and two
descending and larger than the others. 'l'he stamens are ten , with yellow
4
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filaments and brown anthers, which open by a termint1.l pore. The three
upper stamens bear short abortive anthers; th~ three 1owern~ost are long,
curved and t;1pering into a beak. 'l'he germ, which descends with the latter,
bears ;n erect style terminating in a. hairy stigma. The fruit is a. pendulous
lep;ume, from two to four inches long, lineiu 1 curved, swelling at the seeds,
somewhat hairy, and of a blacki:sh colour.
'l'hc American senna, or wild senna as it is sometimes called, is very corn·
mon in all parts of the United States south of New York, and grows as far
northward as the southern boundary of Massachusetts. It prefers a low,
moist, rich soil, in the vicinity ?f water, and, though freq~eutl.r found in
dryer and more elevated places, JS most abundant and luxuriant m the flat
ground on the borders of rivers and ponds. It is sometimes cultivated in
gard ens for medical use. In the months of July and August, when in full
bloom, it has a rich and beautiful appearance. The leaves should be collected
in August or the beginning of September, and carefully dried.
rl'l1ey are sometimes brought into the market, compressed into oblong cakes,
such as those prepared by the Shakers from most. herbaceous medicinal plants.
'fhe leaflets are from an inch and a half to hvo inches long, from one-quarter
to half an inch in breadth, thin, pliable, and of a p~tle-grecn colour. 'l'hey
have a. feeble odour, and a. nauseous taste somewhat analogous to tlia~ of
senna. ·water and alcohol extract their virtues. They were analyzed by
Mr. Martin, of Philadelphia, and found to contain a principle analogous to
mlharti11 1 albumen, mucilage, starch, cblorophylle, yellow colouring matter,
volatile oil, fatty matter, resin, and lignini besides salil:I of potassa and lime.
(Ani. Journ. of Phann., i. 22.)
Medical Properties and Uses. American senna. is a.n efficient and safe
cathartic, closely re8embling the imported senna in its action, and capable of
being substituted for it in all cases in which the latter is employed. It is,
however, less active; and, to produce an equal effect, must be administered
in a do&e about one-third larger. It is habitually used by many practitioners
in the country. Like senna it is most conveniently given in the form of infusion, and should be similarly combined in order to obviate its tendency to
produce griping.
W.

CASTANEA. U.S. Secondary.
Ghinquapin.
The bark of Castanea. pumila. lJ. S.
CASTAN~A.
Sex. Sysl. .i\Ionrecia Polyandria. -Nat. Ord. Cupulifcrre.
Gen. Oh. MALE. Ament naked. Oalyx none. Om·olla five-petalled. Stamens ten to twenty. FEMALE. l'aly:c five or six le~n·cd, muriuate. Corolla
non.c. Germs thre~. Sligmas penci l-formed. N'UU three, included in the
ecbmated calyx. W./ld .
... Oasta~ca pu~n£la. - ~illd. _Sp: Plant. h•. 461; Michaux, N . .Am. Sylv.
1
1
1
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Curolma, Georgia, and Louisiana, sometimes attains 1tn elevation of thirty
or forty feet, with a diameter of trunk equal to twelve or fifteen inches. The
leaves are oblong, ~cute, ruucronately serrate, and d istinguished from those
of the chestnut, which belongs to the same genus, by their whitish and downy
under s?rface. 'l'b e barren fl?wers are group~d ~pon axillary peduncles three
0
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a brown nut, which is sweet and edible, but differs from the chestnut in being
much smaller, and convex on both sides.
The tree extends from the banks of the Delaware southward to the Gulf
of Mexico, and south-westward to the Mississippi. It is most abundant in
the southern portions of this tract of country. The bark is the part used.
It is astringent and tonic, and has been employed in the cure of intcrmittents; but has no peculiar virtues to recommend it, and might well be spared
even from the secondary catalogue of the Ph;trmacopooia.
W.

CASTOREUJ\I. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Gasior.
A peculiar concrete substance obtained from Castor fiber. U.S. The follicles of the prepuce filled with a peculiar secretion. Lond. A peculiar secre·
tion in the pr::cputial follicles. Ed., Dub.
Castoreum, Fr.; Uibcrgeil, Germ.: Castoro, Ital.; Castoreo, Span.

In the beaver, Castor .fi&er of naturalists, between the anus and external
genitals of both sexes, are two pairs of membranous follicles, of which the
lower and larger are pear-shaped, and contain an oily, viscid, highly odorous
substance, secreted by glands which lie externally to the sac. This substance
is called castor. After the death of t.he animal, the follicles containing it
are removed, and dried either by smoke or in the suu; and in this state
are brought into the market.
This drug is derived eith er from the northern and north-western parts of
the American continent, or from the Hussian dominions; and is distinguished,
according to its source, into the Canadian or American, and Russian castor.
It is supposed by some that the American and Russian beavers are Jistinct
species, the former being a building, the latter a burrowing animal ; aod additional ground for the supposition is afforded by the fact, that the products
of the two differ considerably. Of the Russian but a very small portion
reaches this count ry. That which is brought to Philadelphia is dcriv{:d
chiefly from Missouri.
Castor comes to us in tbe form of solid unctuous m::isses, contai ned in sac!
about two inches in length, larger at one end than at the other, much flattened and wrinkled, of a brown or blackish colour externally, and united in
pairs by the excretory ducts·which connect them in the living animal. In
each pi!.ir, one sac is generally larger than the other. They arc divided inter·
ua1ly into numerous cell:-; containing the castor, which, when the ~mes are cut
or torn open, i:s exhibited of a brown or re<ldish-brnwn colour, intermingled
more or le~s with the whiti1-h membran e forming the ce ll s. Those brought
from Russia are hlrgcr, fuller, he.-wier, a.ud less tenacious than the Ameri·
can; and their contents, which arc of a. rusty or li\'er colour, ha\'e a stronger
taste and smell, and are co11sidered more valuable as a medicine. A variet y
of Rus~ian castor, clcscribtd by Pereira under the name of r/wl!.y Rmsfon
costar, is in smaller and rounder sacs than the American, has a peculiar cm·
pyreumatic odour very different from that of the other varieties, breaks like
starch under the teet11, and is cha ra cterized by effe rvescing with dilute muri.
atic acid. In <l i-ipecimen exam ined by 111i.iller, .1Q·G.t6 per cent. of carbonate
of lime was found. (.A11i. .Juurn. of f'lwnn., xviii. 276.) In the castor from
Missouri, Lhc contents of the sac are sometimes almost white, and evidently
inferior. According to Janoarch, castor varies with the time of year at which
it is collected, beiug lighter coloured, more fluid, and less copiou8 in the foJ.
Jicles from }'ebruary to J"uly, 1han in the remainder of tho year. (Phorrn.
Cent. Blatt, Mai, 1847, p. aIS.) It is sai<l by 1\1. Kohli th<tt the Canadian
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~:-:!~~h~:a:~ :~tt~c~i:~i~~~:n~~t\~~ }~:ma~:i:i~i:~o~~de~~i~~~rg~r!~~~~~
is white.
Properties.

Good castor has a strong, fetid, pec~liar od?ur; n bitte:,

:~r~d,s~~~rn:ru~~~~!rt~~~s~s~~nn~c~ ~~~~~di~;~~s 0~t ]:s~~~:c:r }~!~ ;l~~;ou~~I;
1

dried.

When perfectly desiccated, though still somewhat un~tuous to _the

~~t:~;~;:0i;~~~~~ ~~~t!Jc~,"!h0:seaa~e;t;~~ 8i:~~c:~~~st ;::e~t:;~c!~1~~;i! ~W~
1

a resinous matter; albu men; a substance resembling os1.11azome; mucus;
uratc, carbonate, bcnzoatc, phosphate, and sulphat e of lun e; aceta te and
muriat c of soda; muriatc, su lphate, and bcnz.oatc of potassa;, ca.rbonate ~f

~~~ 1;0~:~jov~:e~ b~;nf\~~B~~i~~t:~; I~~~1na ch~~~i1~:,r a~~i°~~·n~~e t;~~~P~:s~;:~:~
1

Thi!:! principle crystall izes in Jong, diaphanou s, fasciculated prisms, has the
smell of castor, and a coppe rish ta ste. It is in sol uble in cold water and cold
al cohol; bnt is dissolved by one hundred parts of the latter liquid at the
boiling temperature, and by the essential oils . It possesses neither alkaline
nor acid properties. It may be obtained by treating castor, minute ly divided,
with six times its weight of boiling alcohol, filtering the liquor while hot,
and :1 llowi ng it to cool. The castorin is slowly deposited, and may be purified by the action of cold alcohol. It has been t hought to be the active principle of castor; but its claim s are at best very doubtful. l1be volutile oil may
be separated by rcpe:1tcd disti llation with the same portion of water. It i3
pale yc> llow, and has the sme ll and taste of castor.
F. Wohler bas ascertained the ex istence of salicin in castor; also th at it
contains a small quantity of carbolic acid, one of the products of the distillati on of coa l-tar, to which he ascribes its odour. Thi s acid is poisonous, and
has a. special action on the nervous system. ( Cl!eni. Gaz., No. 149, Jan. 1,
1849, from Lirbi'g's Annalen.)*
Dr. Pereira found that a. portion of water distilled fr om American castor
gradua lly lost its own peculiar odour, and acq uired that of the flowers of
Spin.ea ulrnaria, and afterwards presented no trace of the presence of oil of
castor. Upon testing it, he ascertain ed the ex istence in it of l1ydrurel of
solicyle (oil of Spin~a tdnwria), and concl ud ed that the oil of castor had been
converted into that prin cipl e. H e farth er inferred that the oil is probably a. volatile product of the salicin of the castor, and ascribes the carbolic acid to the
s1.1mc source. ( Plwrm. Jouni. mid T rans., xi. 200.) The sal icin of the castor
probably proceeds from the willow and poplar on which the beaver feeds .
Al cohol and eth er ex tract the virtues of castor. An infusion made with
boilin g water bas its sensible properties in a. slight degree ; but the odorous
principle of the drug is dissipated by decoction.
1

* Under the name of Dyractum, n. substnnce has recently been taken to Europe
from the Cape of Good Hope, and introduced to the notice of the profession as a substitute for castor. It is the product of Hyrax Oapm3i.!, an animal of South Africa,

:~~~~J~: :;z~:~t~~~~~ ~~~b~~ pr~~~~1~ai~1 !o e~~~:~~~~e~fi~1 ;:1~~\~i8e1~es 1oti~h;8~~:;

JH1rd, tenacious, of11. blackish-brown colour, and of a tastennd smell not unlike those
of castor. It. is inflammable, and yields portions of il.s constituents to ~·11.terand alcohol.

~~~:, i;:~d~~~~dt:fo~~f;;~:;t~~1~ s~:~1~::~e~~~~~sl~rc:~l~.in ;cel~:~~~;e ht!:s~:~:1 ~~~~~
1

1

:~:~~:~ ~;:i~~~:.~1;~~~~!:::i,~;~~;~~~:~ ~:;;; ,E~:t:~.:· ::!~~!~ ;1,::;r~;::a~~~:~
0

1

aider s it worthless ns a thcrapcuhcal agent, though in physiologicfll effeots it is s:iid
exactly to resemble American castor. (Pl.arm. Journ. and Trani., :x. 123.)
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The virtues of castor are impaired by age; and the change is more rapid
in proportion t-0 the elevation of lemperature. Moisture promotes its speedy
decomposition. It should not, therefore, be kept in damp cellars. In a
dry cool place it may be kept for a long time without material detcriorat.ion.
When quite black, with little taste or smell, it is unfit for use. A factitious
preparation is sometimes sold, consisting of a mixture of various drugs,
scented with genuine castor, intermingled with membrane, and stuffed into
the scrotum of a goat. The fraud may be detected by the comparatively
fcl!ble odour, the absence of other characteristic sensible properties, and the
want of the smaller follicles containing fatty mutter, which are oftea attached
to the reul bags of castor.
11/ediral l'roperlies and Uses. Castor is moderately stimulant and antiThe experi ments of Thouvenel prove that, in large doses, it
~pasmo<lic.
riuickens the pulse, increa!!es the heat of the sk in, nod produces other symptoms of general excitement; but its force is directed chiefly to the nervous
system, and in small doses it scarcely disturbs the circulation. It has also
enjoyed a. high reputation as an emmenagogue. It was employed by the
ancients. Pliny and Dioseoridcs speak of it as useful in hysteria. and amenorrhooa. In Europe, especially on the continent, it is still fre<1uently prescribed in low forms of fever attended with nervous Rymptoms, iu spasmod ic
disease!:!, such as hysteria. and epilepsy, in many anomalous nervous affections,
and in di!ieases dependent on or connected with suppression or retention of
the menses. The practitioners of this country rarely resort to it. The dose
in substance is from ten to twenty grains, which may be given in bolus or
emulsion. The tincture is sometimes employed.
W.
Off. Prep. Tinctura Castorci; 'l'inctura Castorei Ammonia.ta.

CAT ARIA. U 8. &condary.
Catnep.
The lca"'cs of Ncpe~a Cataria. L~ S.

Cntnire, Pr.; Katzeumtinzc, Germ.; Cattnra, Ital.; On.tern, Span.

NEPETA. Sex. Sysl. Didynamia Gymnospermia.-Nat . Ord. Lamiaccreor
Labiatro.
Gen. Cli. Oal!JX dry, striate, five-toothed. Corolla with the upper lip
undivided, the under lip three-parted, the middle di,·ision crena.te. Stamens
approxima.te.
NPpcla Cataria. The catncp or catmint is a. perennial herbaceous plant,
with a quadnrngular, branching, somewhat hoary stem, from one to three feet
high, and furnished with opposite, pctiolate, cordate, dentate, pubescent leaves,
which are green abO\·e and whitish on their under surface. The flowers are
whitish or slightly purple, are arranged in wh orled spikes, and appear in
July and August. 'l'be plant is abundant in the United States, but is supposed to have been introduced from Europe.
'fhc whole herb is used; but the leaves only are recognised in the U. S.
}lharmaeopreia. 'l'hey lmYe a strong, peculiar, rather disagreeable odour, and
o. pungent, aromatic, bitterish, camphorous taste. They yield their virtues
to water. 'l'he active constituents arc volatile oil, and tannin of the kind
which produces a. greenish colour with the salts of iron.
In its operation upon the system, catncp is tonic and excitant, bearing considerable resemblance to the mints. It has bad the reputation also of being
antispasmodic and cmmenagogue. Ca.ts are said to be very fond of it, and
it has been asserted to act as an aphrodisiac in these animals. I t is employed
as a. domestic remedy, in the form of infusion, in amenorrhcea, chlorosis,
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11ysteria1 the flatulent colic of infants, &c.; but is scarcely known in regular
practice. Some of the older writers speak favourably of its powers. The
lca\'CS are said to relieve toothache if cbeweil 1 or held for a few minute~ in
contact with the diseased tooth. Two drachms of the dried leaves or herb
may be given as a dose in infusion.
,V.

CATECHU. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Catechu.
The extract of the wood of Acacia Cateclrn. U~ S., D11b. Extract of the
inner wood of Acacia Catechu; or of the leaves of Uncaria Gambir . .Land.
Extract of the wood of Acacia Cntechu, of the kernels of Arecn. Catcchu, and
of the leaves of Uncaria Gambir, proba?l.Y too from other plants. Ed. _.
Cilchou, .Jt"r.; Catechu, Germ.i Catecu, Cntcm, Catto, Ital.; Catccu, Span.; Cutt, Ilzndoostanee.
AcACJA.

See ACACTA.

Acacia Catechu. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 10i9 i Woodv. Afed. Bot. p. 433, t.
157; Carson, lllust. of .Med. Bot. i. a2, pl. 2-t According to l\1r. Kerr,
who~c description has been followed by most subsequent writers, Acacia
Catechu is a small tree, seldom more tlrnn twelve feet in height, with a trunk
one foot in diameter, dividing towards the top into many close branches, and
covered with a thick, rough, brown bark. The lea\•es, which stand alternately
upon the younger branches, are composed of from fifteen to thirty pairs of
pinnre nearly two inches long, each of which is furnished with about forty
pairs of linear leaflets, beset with short. hairs. At the base of each pair of
pinn::c is a. small gland upon the common footstalk. Two short recurved
spines are attached to the stem at the base of each leaf. The flowers are in
close spikes, which arise from the axils of the leaves, and arc about four or
five inches long. 'l'he fruit is a bnceolate, compressed, smooth, brown pod,
with an undulated thin margin, and contain$ six or eight roundish flattened
seeds, which when chewed emit a nauseous odour
Thi$ species of Acacia is a native of the East Indies, growing abundantly
in various provinces of Hindostan, and in the Burmnu empire. Pereira. says
that it is now common in Jamaica. Like most other$ of the same _genus, it
abounds in astringent matter, which may be extracted by decoction. Catechu
is an extract from the wood of the tree.
'l'his drug had been long known before its source was disco\'ered. It was
at first called terra. Japoniw, under the erroneous impression that it was an
earthy substance dcri\•cd from Japan. When ascertained by analysis to be
of vegetable origin, it was generally considered by writers on the l\Iateria
Medica. to be an extract of the betel-nut, which is the fruit of a species of
p<llm, denominated Areca Catf'c/m. Its true origin was made known by l\Ir.
Kerr, assistant.surgeon of the civil hospital in Bengal, who had an opportunity
of examining the tree from which it was obtained, and of witnessing the pro·
cess of extraction. According to .Mr. Kerr, the manufacturer, having cut off
the exterior white part of the wood, reduces the interior brown or reddish·
coloured portion into chips, which he then boils in water in unglazed earthen
vessels, till all the soluble matter is dissolved. The decoction thus obtained
is evaporated first by artificial heat, a.nd afterwards in the sun, till it has
assumed a thick consistence, when it is spread out to dry upon a mat or cloth,
being, while yet soft, divided by means of a string into square or quadrangular
pieces. The account more recently gi\•en by Dr. Royle, of the preparation
of the extract in Northern India, is essentially the same. The process, as
he ob:ierved it, was completed by the pouring of the extract into quadrangular
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earthen moulds. Our own countryman, the Rev. Howard l\fol co1m, states,
in his "'!'ravels in South JtJastern Asia," that catechu is ltirgcly prepared from
the wood of Acacia Catechu in the vicinity of Prome, in Hurmah. Two kinds,
he observes, arc prepared from the same tree, one blacl.·, which is preferred in
China, and the other red, which is most esteemed in Bengal. According to
some authors, the unripe fruit and leaves are also submitted to decoction.
The name catechu in the native language signifies the ;'ufrc of a tree, and
appears to have been applied to astringent extracts obtai ned from various
plants. According to th e United States and Dublin Pharmacopooias, however, the term is properly rest.rioted to the extract of Acacia Catechu; as it
was not intended to recognise all the astringent products which arc floating
in Asiatic commerce; and those from other sources than the Acacia, though
they ma.y occasiona lly find their way into our shops, do so as an exception to
tbc general rule. A minute account of the diversified forms a.nd exterior
characters, which the officioal catechu presents as produced in different locali ties, would rather tend to perplex the reader than to serve any good practical
purpose. These characters arc, moreover, frequently changing, as the drug
is procured from new sources, or as slight variations ma.y occur in the mode
of its preparation. Commerce is chiefly supplied with catechu from Bahtir,
Northern India, and Nepaul through Calcutta, from Canarn through Bombay,
and from the Burman dominions . We derive it directly from Calcutta, or
by orders from I"'ondon, and it is sold in our markets without reference to its
origin. It is frequently called cutch by the English traders, a. name derived,
no doubt, fr om the Hindoostanee word cull.*

1. OJlicirwl Catechu3. U.S.
The following, so far as we have been nble to distinguish them, are thevnrieties of
officinal catechu to be found in the rnarkets of Philadelphia.
I. PlanQ-cQ11vex Carcchu. Cake Catcchu. This is in the form of circular cakes, fl.nt
on one side, convex on the other, and u su:1llysomewhut rou11ded at the edge, as if the
soft extract had been placed in saucers, or,,esselsof a.simiforshape, to harden. As
found in the reto.il shops, it is generally in fr::i.gmcnts, most of which, ht>WeYer, exhibit
someevidenecsoftheoriginnl form. The cakes ureof,'arioussize,from two or three
to six inches or more in diarneter, :ind weighing from a few ounces to nearly two pounds.
Their exterior is usually smooth :rnd dark brown, but we have seen a specimen in wbich
the tlat surface exhibited impressions as if produced by coarse matting. The colour
internnlly is always brown, sometimes of a light yellowish-brown or chocoln.to colour,
but more frequently dark reddish-brown. anJ sometimes almost blfl.Ck. Th e cakes are
nlmostalwaysmoreorlesscollulnrin their interior; but in this respect great diversity
exists. Sometimes the.y :lre '·ery porous, so as almost to present a spongy appearance,
sometimes compact nnd nearly uuil'orm; and this difference may be observed even in the
same piece. The fracture is sometimes rough nnd dull, but in the m?re compact p~rts
is usw11\y smooth nud somewhat shining: rind occasionally n piece split in one direction
wH\ exhibitu.spongyfrncture,whilein another it will beshiningn.ndresinous, indicnting the consolidation of the extrnct in layers. This vnrietyofcatechu is often of good
quality. It is common at present in our market; but we have been unable to truce its
origin nccurntely. There can belittle doubt, from its internalchn.mcter,thn.titcomes
from the .Enst Lndies, and is the product of A. cat~chu: but no n.ccounts that we have
seen of the prepar11tionofthe drug, in p11rticulnr geogrnphicnl sites, indicate this particulnr slmpe; nnditisnotimpossible thntportionsof itmi~y be formed out of other

''rte1;e~i~f~:1~:~~t~ b?:i;~; :~~u~;~~~~t ~~~l~~:~t~~~~

the ]forman dominions, and
named from that section of the country 'vhence it is exported. It enters commerce,
probn.bly in ~eneral t~rough Caleutb., in Jorge musses, sometimes of n. hundred weight,
consistiugof!Rycrsof flntcn.kes,en.chwra.ppedin \envessnidtobethoseoftheNaucleu
JJrurlQniJ. In lhis form, however, we do not sec it in ti.to shops; but almost always in
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Properties. Ctiteclm, as it comes to us, is in masses of different shapes,
some in balls more or less flattened, some in circular cakes, some saucer-

2. Cattclwa not ruogniaed aa officinal in. the U. S. PharmacoptXia.
1. G11mbir. J'erra Japonica. An astringent e-xtr:lct is o,bundantly prcpnred in certnin
parts of the East Indies, untler the narue of 9ambir or .Qambeer, and imported into Europe
and America under that of terrn Jnponica. The plant from which it is obtnined, called
b.~· Mr. Hunter, who first minutely described it., Nauclea Gombir, but by Roitburgh,
Do Cnndolle and others, Uncaria Gambir. is a climbing shruh, belongii1g to the class
nnd order Penta11dria ./1!0110.7ynia, nnd to the natltra\ 011ier Rubiart:e of Jussieu, Cincho·
1iace:e of Lindley. It is a lltlli\'e of Mal:\Ccn, Sumntrn, Cochin-Chinn., nnd other varts
of Ea stern Asia, and 1.s largely cultivated in the islands of llintang, Singapore, and
l'l'ince of Wales. 'l'he gambir is p~·epiu·~d by boiliug the lea.ves nnd young shoots in
w;tler, and evaporating the decoct1011 either by artificial or solar heat. Wbenof a.
p:roperconsistcncc, it is. lipread out into flat cakes in moulds or other wise, and then
cut into smnll cubes, whi ch 11.rcdried in the sun. Sometimes these cohere into a mass,
in consequence of being packed together before they are verfcctly dry.
Gambiris in cubes, with sides nboutnn inch square, is light and porous so that it
floats when thrown in wnter, is of a deep yellowish or reddi sh-brown colour externally,
but mttch p:\ler within, presents a dull enrthy surfo.ce when broken, is inodorous, nnd
has a strongly astringent, bitter, nnd subsequently sweetish taste. It softens nnd swells
up 'fheo heated, nnd leaves IL minute proportion or ashes when burnt. It is pnrliully
soluble in cold water, and almost wholly so in boiling water, which deposits a portion
upon cooling. Duhamel, Ecky, and Procter dissolved 87·5 per ceut. of it in cold w11ter
by means of percolation. (Am . Journ. of Plwrm., xvi. 166.) Nees von Escnbeck found
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shaped, others cubical or oblong, or quite irregular, and of every grade in
size, from small angular pieces, whicb arc evidently fragments of the original
it to consist of from 30 to 40 percent. oft.·rnuic acid, a peculiar principle, called caleclutin or calecliuie acid, gum or gummy extracth·c, fL deposit like the cinchonic red, and
two und a hlllf per cent. of lignin. Cntccliuic 11cid, when perfectly pure, is s11ow-wbite,
ofnsilkyappcnrnuce,crystnlliz a.blein fine needles, unaltcrablcifd1·yiu the nir,fusible
by heat, very bligb tly soluble in cold wntcr with which it softens and swells up, soluble
in boiling water which deposits it on cooliug,nnd sol uble also in alcohol nnd ctlier. It
very 1digb tly reddens litmus paper , irnd, tbougl1 it colours the solution of eliloride of iron
grecu,1U1dprocluceswith itagrayish-g1·ceuprccipit11.te ,itcliffcrsfromtannieacidinnot
affecting a solution of gelatin. It bcnrs considerable tumlogy to gnllic acid in its reln.tionstothemctnllics:llts. To prepare it, theprecipitatewbich falls upon the cooling
of the decoction of gnmbir, is welt wiLshed upon a filter with cold water, and again
di Asolvcd in boiling water with a little purified animal charcoal. The solution, bei ng
filtered and allowed to stand, gradually deposits the acid, of a snow-white colour. 1'o
obtainitperfcctlywhiteintbe drylitate,itmustbedriedunde rane1bausted reeeinr
with sulphuri c acid. ( Wackerirodtr, Jl1111a{. dtr Phllrm., 1.u:i. 72.) The sweet taste of
gambiristhought to depend on thi 11 constituent.
Several vn rieties of gambi r are described. Sometimes it is in oblong instend of
cubical p ieces, without differing in other i-espect!:I from the ordinary kind; sometimes
insmnllcirculnrcakesorshortc ylindriculpieces,hca''ierthanw ater,ofapalerecldh;byellow colour, moderately astringent, gritty under the teeth, and quite imJJUre; sometimcR invcrysm1dl cubcs,dii;tinguishab\ebythebl ack colourtheyoffordwithtincture
of iodine, indicnting thcnJmixtureof sngo or othe r amyl11ccous ma.tter; and, tinnily,
iu circulnrcakcsof the size of a smttll lozenge,tluton one side,andsomewlrnt co1n·e1
on the ot.he1· 1 of n pale pinkish yellowish-white colour, nn<l n clrnlky feel. This is mosi
highly esteemed by the natil·es in I ndia. (Pcrtira.) None of these \'arieties occur to
nn.r ex tent in our commerce, and we luwe met with none of them in U1e shops.
Gnmbirwus probably the substa nce first brought fr(Jm tl1eJ::n 11tu11dcr the nnmeof
turttJdp<mica. It is lnrgelyconsumed in thefaist hy the betel-chewers. Greatqu:mtities 11.re imported into Europe, where it is usedfortan11i11g,enlico printing, dyeing, &c.
lu this country, it is also l:1rgely consumed by the calico printer. Thou@:h a strong
ustriugeut, nm! npplicable to the same purposes us the offici ual cntechu, it is seldom
medicinnllyemploycd in the United States.
2. Artca Cattchu. This is obt11ined from the artca 1111t or bctel nut. which is the seed
of Artca Catt.diu, n. pt1.lm cult ivat ed in !\II pt1.rts of lndin . (Sce.Rppendix.) I tis prcp11red
by boiling the nuts in wutcr, and e\·npornting the decoction. 1'here Rre two ,·nrie1ie11;
oueof n.bluckcolour, vc ry11st.ringc nt 1 mixed with paddy hu sks and oth er impurities,
nnd obtnined by evaporating the firi,;t decoction; the other, yellowish-brown, of nn
cart.hyfrncture,andpu.re, resulting from the e\014.porntionof a decootionof the nuts
theothe.r
which hn.d been submitted to the previous boiling. The first is called
cour!f. ( Utynt, 7'racr1J, J·c., on India.) They are prepn red in Mysore, nnd Ainslie states
thntboth varieties nrc sold in th e bnzarsof Lower Lndia, nnd used for the snme purpose as the otEcinnl cntechu hy the native and Europenn practitioners. Th ey nre also
much used for chewing by the nath·es. But they arc i;eldom exported, and it is uncertain whetlier they find their way into Europen n or Americnn commerce. Pereira.
thinks he bns identified the kas3'U with n \·nri ety of catecl.Ju dcrh'ed from Ceylon, where
li e hns been informed that nne...~trnctofthcorecn uut is J)repured. lt is in circular Hat
cake!!:, from two to tbreeinel1esindiumeter,sci1rce lynn inch thick,eovered on <111eside
with paddy liusks, ond'internnlly blnckish-brown and shining, like Pegu catechu.
Guibourt nndJ)ereirn descl"ibc other \'1lrieties, which we hn.\'e not met with, and which
n.reprobubly rare. One of these is the Siam cattchu, in co11 icu.l miwses shnpcd like a.
betel nut, nnd weighing about a pound aod a bfl.lf. Its fra ctu re is sl1iuing and li\•er-

kauu.
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niop;, nnd its taste
hnlfiu length , by nn inch in breadth.

lnternnlly it.is black andi.:hi
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with an irregular surface, dark or blackish-brown c:r.ternnlly, very pale and dull
internally, and of a bitter, astringent, and sweetish taste, with a smoky fin.vow-. It.
isunknowniucomwerce.
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cakes, to lumps which weigh one or two p~unds. The colour is externally of
a rusty brown, more or less dark, internally varyin~ from .a pale reddish or
yell owish-brown to a dark l iver colour. In some spccnnens 1t JS almost black,
in others somew hat like the colour of Port wine, and in others aµ;ain, though
rarely, dull red like annotta. 'l'bc extract has been distinguished into the
pale and dark vari eties; but there does not appear.to Le imffi_cient groun~ for
retaining this distinction. Catcchu is inodo~ous, .with an astringent :md bitter
taste, followed by a sense of sweetue!'ls. It IS brittle, and. breaks w.1th a fracture which is rough in some specimens, in others uniform, resinous, and
shining. 1.1hat which is preferred in our market is of a dark colour, easily
broken into small angular fragments, with a smooth glossy surface, bearing
some resemblance to kino. Catccbu is often mixed with sand, sticks, and
other impurities. Its ch ief chemical constituent~ arc tannic acid, extractive,
and mucilage. Out of 200 parts of Bombay catechu, Sir II. Davy obtained
109 parts of tannic acid, 68 of extractive, 13 of mucilage, and 10 of insoluble
residue. The same quantity of Bengal catechu y ielded 97 of tannic acid , 73
of extractive, 16 of mucilage, and 14 of insoluble residue. Other experimenters have obtained results somewhat different. The proportion of tannic
acid, which may he considered tlic efficient principle, varies from about 30 to
55 per cent. in the different \arietics of the drug. The portion des ignated
by Davy as extractive is said to contain, if it do not chiefly consist of, a principle discovered by Buchner, and now called catcclmic acid. (See note, page
~0 1. ) The tannic acill is of the vatiety which precipitates iron of a g reenishblack colou r. I t precipitates gelatin, but not tartar emetic. (Kane.) Catechu
is almost entire ly solu ble in a large quantit.y of water, to which it imparts a
brown colour. 'l'he extractive is much less soluble than the astringent princi pl e, which may be almost enti rely separated from it by the frequent application of small quantities of cold water. B1Jiling water dissolves the extractive
matter much more readi ly than cold, and deposits it of a reddish-brown colonr
upon cooling. Both principles are readily dissoh·ed by alcohol or proof spirit.
Ether dissolves the tannic acid, and with it whatever catechuie acid may be
contained in t he drug. For the Important reactions of ca.techu 1 see .Acidmn

Tannitum..

.Akdical Properties mid Uses . Catecbu is gently tonic, and powerfully
astringent. The dark coloured has the latter p roperty in a somewhat g reater
deg ree thun the light, au<l is therefore usually p referred. The latter, being
rather sweeter, is preferred by tbc l\fabys, Ili ndoos, an d other Indians, who
consume vast quantities of this extract hy chewing it, mixed with aromatics
and a small proportion of lime, and wrapped in the leaf of the Piper Betel.
C:itech u may be advantageously used in most cases where astringents urc
indicated, and, th ough less employed in t his country than kino, is not inferior to it in virtues. The complai nts to which it is best adapted are diarrhrea.
dependent on debility or relaxation of the intestinal e:xhalants, and passive
hemorrhages, particularly that from the ut.eruiJ. A sma ll piece, held in the
mouth and allowed slow ly to dissolve, is an excell ent remedy in relaxation of
the uvula, and the irritation of the fauces and troublesome cough which depend upon it. Applied to spongy gums, in the state of powder, it sometimes
proves useful; and it has been recommended as a dentifrice in combination
wi th powdered charcoal, Peruvian bark, myrrh 1 &c. Sprink led upon the
surface of ind olent ulcers, it is occasionally beneficial, anJ. is much used in
India. for t he same purpose, in the fo rm of an ointment. An infusion of
catecbu may be used as an injection in obstinate gonorrbooa, gleet, and leucorrhooa, and we have found it highly beneficial, wbeu thrown up the n ostrils,
in arresting epistaxis. The dose is from ten grains to half a. drachm, which
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should he frequently repeated, and is best given with sugar, gum Arabic, and
water.
Off. Pr'?J· ]~lectuarium Catechu; Infusum Catechu Compositum; Pulvis
W.
Catcchu Uompositus; Tinctura Catechu.

CENTAURIUi\f. Ed.
Common Elt?'Opean Cenlau,.y.
The flowcrinl?; bcarh1 of Er.vthrrea Centaurium. Erl.

J>ctite ccntaurc, .Fr.; Ta.usenc;iiklenkrnut, Gtrm.; Ccataurea mioorc, Ital.; Ccntaura
min-Or, Spm1.
EnYTHll:l~A. Sex. S.11Rt. Pentandria Monogynia.-.JVat. Ord. Oentianaccre.

Gm. Ch. ('ap.mle linear. C'a~IJ:r five-cleft. Corolla funnel-shaped, with a
short limb withering. A11thers often bursting, spiral. Stiymas two. Loudon's
Bnf'yc.

l!Jrythrreal'entam·illm. London's Enc.IJc. of Plants, p. l 30.-ChhoniaCn1tauriurn. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1068; Wooclv. Med. Bot.p.275, t. OG. This
is n small, annual herbaceous plant, ri sing ab0ut a foot in height, with a.
branching ~tem, which divides above into a dichotomous paniclc, and bears
(lpposite, sessil e, ovate-lanccolatc, smooth, and obtusely pointed leaves. The
flowers are of a beautiful rose colour, standing without peduncles in the axils
of the stems, with their enlyx about half a:<i long as the tube of the corolla.
The plant grows wild in most parts of };urope, adorning the woods and pasture8, towards tbe close of summer, with its delicate flowers.
The herb, though without odour, has a strong bitter taste, which it imparts
to water and alcohol. Tlic flowering sum mits are the officinal part. The
name of cenla11rin bas been proposed for its bitter principle .
.Afcdical Properties and Uses . The common centaury of Europe has tonio
properties very close ly resembling those of gentian , with which it is associated
in the same natural family. It is employed on the other side of the Atlantic
in dyspeptic complaints, and formerly had considerable reputation in the treatment of fever. lt was one of the inp;rcdicnts 0fthcPortland powder. In the
United States it has hecu superseded by the Sabbatia angulari.'f, or American
ceutatwy. 'l'he dose of the powder is from thirty grains to a drachm. Another
species of Erythrrea (£. Cliiln1sis) possesses similar properties, and is employed
W.
to a. considerable extent in Chili as a mild tonic.

CERA ALBA. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
White Wax.
Bleached yeJl ow wnx:. U.S., Lonrl., Ed., Dub.

Circ blanche, P'r.,· Weisses Wachs, Germ.; Cern bi1111co, Ital.; Cere blanco.1 Span.

CERA FLA VA. U.S., Ed., Dub.
Yellow Wax.
A peculiar concrete substance prepared by A pis mellifica. i~ S. Waxy
concretion of Apis mellifica. Er/ A !'eerction of Apis mellifica. Dub.
09: ~l/n. CERA. Apis mcllifiea. 'J'he prfpared cmnb. Lmul.
Cirejounc, Fr. ; Oelbes Wachs, Germ.,. Ceru gialla, ital. ; Ccrn. nmarilla, Span.
'Vax is a product of the common bee, Apis mclli.fica of natural.ists, which
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con structs with it the cells of the comb in whi ch the honey and larl're are deposited. It was a.tone time doubted whether th e insect elaborated the wax
by its own organs, or merely gathered it fr om veget~bles. The question was
set at rest by Iluber, who fed a swarm of bees excl usively on .honey and water,
and found t hat they formed a comb consisting _of wax. This, therefore, is a
proper secretion of the insect. It is pro~u ccd m the fo:rm ~ f sca_lcs u~der the
rings of t he belly. Bu t wax also ex ists m plants, bearing Ill this, as Ill other

~~?~~\j ~h~~~~ ~:;~~;1s~~ ~; tt~ei~!~~ac~~:ia~~w~l~~r~ ~~~i~:~~:;ti~f t\~~

forms: 1. that of yellow wux procured imm ediately from the comb; and 2.
that of white wax prepared by bleaching th e form er. We shall consider
these separately, and afterwards give an account of vegetable wax.
1. Cm.A FLAVA or Yellow lVax. This is obtained by sli cing the comh
taken from th e hi ve, draining and afterwards exp ressing the honey, and melting the residue in boiling water, which is kept hot for some time in order to
allow the impurities to separate, and either subside or be di ssolved by the
water. When the liquid cools the wax concretes, and, havi ng been removed
and again melted in boiling water, is strained and poured into pans or other
suitable vessels. It is usually brought t.o market in round fhtt cakes of COD·
sid erabl e th ickness. Th e druggists of Philadelphia are supplied chiefly from
the Western S tates and North Carolina, especially the latter, and from Cuba.
Some of inferior quality is imported fr om Africa.
In this state, wax ha ~ a yellowish colour, an a.greeable somewhat aromatic
odour, and a sl ight peculiar taste. 'l'o the touch it i!! rather soft and un ctuous,
though of a firm solid consistence and brittle. It has a. granular fracture;
but when cut with a knife presents a smooth glossy surface, the lu stre of
which is so peculiar as, wh en met with in other bodies, to be ca lled waxy.
It does not adhere to the fiugcrs, nor to tbe teeth when chewed, but i/\ softened and rendered tenacious by a moderate heat. Its point of fusion is 142°
11'. ; its specific gravity from 0·960 to 0·965. The colour, odour, and taste of
yellow wax depend upon some associated prin ciple or principles.
Various adulteratiou s have been practised, most of which may be readily
detected. Meal, earth, and other insoluble substances are at t he same time
discovered and se p;irate<l by melting and strainin g th e wax. ·w hen the fracture is smooth and shining instead of being granular, the presence o~resin
may be suspected. 'fhis is dissolved by cold al cohol, while th e wax is left
untouched. Tallow and suet are detected by the softn ess they communicate
to the wax:, and its unpl easant odour when melted.
Yellow wax is used in medicine chiefly as an ingred ient of plasters and
cerates.
2. CERA AtnA or White W<rx. Th e colour of yell ow wax is discharged
by ex posin g it with an extended surface to the combin ed influence of air,
light, and moisture. The process of bleaching is carried on to a considerable
extent in the vicinity of Philadelphia. The wax, previously melted, is made
to fall in streams upon a revolving cylinder, keptconst.rntly wet, upon which
it co ncretes, forming thin riband-like layers . 'fhcse, ba.ving been removed,
a.re spread upon linen cloths stretched on frames, and exposed to the air and
11ght; care being taken to water and occasionally turn them. In a "'fow days
t11cy are partially bleached; but, to deprive the wax co mpletely of colour, it is
necessary to repeat the wh ole process once, if not oftener. Wh en sufficiently
white it is melted and cast in to 1miall circular cakes. The colour may also be
discharged by chlorine i but the wax is said to be somew hat altered. White
wax sometimes contai ns one or more fre e fatty acids, conseq uent probably upon
the employment of alkalies in bleaching it, which render it an unfit ingre·

Oera Alba.-Oera F/ava.
dient in the unctuou~ preparations of certain su.lts.
deprived by means of alcohol. (Joum. de Pharm.,
J>crfec tly pure wax is white, shining, d iaphanous
insipid, harder and less unctuous to the touch than
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Of these acids it may be
3e ser., i\'. 205.)
in thin laj·ers, inodorous,
the yellow, soft and duc-

tile at 95° F. 1 and fusible at about 155°, retaining its fluidity at a lower temperature.

According to Saussure, its specific g ravity in the solid state is

0·966, at 178° F. 0·834, and at 201° 0·8247.

By a great beat it is partly

volatilized, part ly decomposed; and, when flame is applied to its vapour, it
j_, insoluble in water, and
takes fire and burns with a clear bright light.
in cold alcohol or ether, but is slightly soluble in boiling alcohol and ether,
which deposit it in a great measure upon cooling. The essential and fixed
oils dissol\'e it with facility i resin readily unites with it by fu!lion, and soaps
arc formed by the action of soda. and potnssa in solution. It is not affected
by the acids at ordinary temperatures, but is converted into a black mass
when boiled with concentrated sulphuric acid. Its ultimate constituents are
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Dr. John found it to consist of two distinct
principles, one of which he called ceri11, the other myrici71. According to
cent. of
~HI. Boudct. and lloisscnot, the former constitutes at. least 70 per
wax, melts at about l·:l3°, dissolves in 16 parts of boil ing alcohol, and is
saponifiable with potassa, yielding margaric acid, a little oleic acid, and a fatty
149°,
at
melts
latter
the
cer(lin;
ed
ll
ca
matter insusceptible of saponification
is dissolved by 200 parts of boiling alcohol, and is not saponifiablc by potassa.
M. Lewy inferred from bis experiments that ceriu and lll)' ricin arc isomeric
with each other and with wax; that by a boiling solution of potassa. wax is
wholly saponified, without tbe format ion of glycerin; that botL wax and cer in
are com·crtcd into slearie acid by saponification; and tbat thi s, by a further
oxidation, is changed into margaric acid. (Journ. de Phann., 3e sfr. , iii.
3 15.) Messrs. Warrington and :F rancis, however, have found tLat the substance supposed to be stcaric acid, though similar to that body in appearance, is wholly different from it in propert ies and composition, and is isomeric,
if not identical, with the ccrain aboYc referred to. (PltiWsoph. Jltag., Jan.

n

18H, p. 20. )*

* New views ha.ve been put forth n.s to the constitution of wax. in communications
he
from B. Collins Brodie to the Royal Society or London. Ctrin, when quite pure,

9
u\~i~~l~r:e~~nm:; 1~~~~~
~~;~id~;.~ii~ u: ~~~~~::s n~~dPr~:~!~t~t\~,~ ~o~~~~~~~~\7c~~~l~~·?~i
the precipitated ccrotnte of lead by

ofn.11 alcoholic eolution ofncetnteofleo.d, treating
witl1
hot. nJcohol and ether until everything soluble is removed, then decomposing it
and
concentrated ncctic ncid, washing the lleparntcd ccrotic acid with boiling water,
1'he
slill further purifying it by solution in boilingnbsolutenlcobo l and refrigerti.tion.
'·crycrysa
into
concretes
acid is deposited pure. 1t melts at 172° F.,andon cooling
wbcreunchangcd;
itpasscs
tnllincmnss. When distilled alone, thcgrenterportionof
decomposed; nnd ilis,
llS, if mixed with the other constituents of wnx, it i~ wholly
consequently, not found in the results of the distillation ofwnx itself. It.i s a singular
that
fuct that cerotic acid was not found in some beeswax brought from Ceylon, showing

:~=~·~~;i~::;~~;~rc:::!:'~~o~~ ~ :1: c~;~~::~~n~:~~sisu~:;~·n7~~~~~.itb:~tP~f~~ud';~cul~;;i~~J
1

ft;}~l;:;;ff,:~~:~;~~:~f{~f.~f~!i~~}~~~l;!~~f~~~.;1:~rl:iJi1:.f~ltfJ1~;:~

into
called by him ctrotint (CMll !.102), which he reg11rds ns the 1llcohol of ccrotic ncid,
is by
\vbich it was convertible by los:sof hydrogen and gn in of oxygen as aboTc, that

ox~~~~~~l 0t;~ 0e~~~:: ~.~~\~t!r1~~::r~~ii:~ ~7 ;:~tc:r~ c ~~;;~~°;ci of substances
11
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having
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White wax bas been adulterated with white lead, tallow, suet, spcrmaceti,

:~:a~~xa~~d~:ft~<~.tar~~~tty~:t~:a!~:~ :~~~!rt~~~~w:~~t:~:1~J'. ~~:~s~~i7~~:d

1

with it and allowed to stand. For the detection of stearin and stearic ncid,
M. Lebel dissolves the suspected wax in two parts of oil, beats the cerate thus
formed with its weight of pure water, and then adds a few drops of solution of
subacetate of lead. If stearin be present, there is an immediate decomposition, and the mixture acquires an extraordinary solidity from the formation
of stearat11 of lead. (Juurn. de Pharm. et de Chim,., xv. 302.) Vogel proposes chloroform as the means of detecting the adulteration with fatty matters.
'l'hat liquid disRolves only 25 per cent. of wax, but stearin and stearic acid
completely. If, therefore, wax, treated with 6 or 8 parts of chloroform, loses
more than one-quarter of its weight, it may be considered as impure. (lliid. 1
xvii. 3i4.) Overbeck detects stca.ric acid by the abundant effervescence produced, in consequence of the escape of Cilrbonic acid, when a small portion of
the suspected wax is boiled in a. solution composed of one part of carbonate
of soda and fifty of distilled water. (Pharin . .fount. and Trans., xi. 128.)
Starch remains behind wl1cn the wax is dissolved in oil of turpentine, and
produces a blue colour with iodine added to water in which the wax has been
boile<l. l-'ereira says that pure wax is yellowish-white; and that the white
wax in circular cakes always contains spcrrnaceti, which is add~d to improve
its colour.
Mediml Properties mid [hes. ".,.ax has little effect upon the system.
Under the impression that it sheathes the inflamed mucous membrane of the
bowels, it has been occasionally prescribed in dianhooa and dysent.ery; and it
is mentioned by Dioscoridcs as a remedy in the latter complaint. By Poerner
it is highly recommcndeJ in excoriations of the bowels, attendeJ with pain
and obstina.te diarrbrea. His mode of using it is to melt the wax with oil
of almonds or olive oil, and, while the mixture is still bot, to incorporate it
by means of the yolk of an egg with some mucilaginous fluid. The dose is
half a. drachm three or four times a day. Another method is to form an
emulsion by means of soap; but it is evident that the soap would be the most
energetic ingredient. "rax is also used to fill cavities in carious teeth. Its
chief employment, however, is in the formation of ointments, cerates, and
plasters. lt is an ingredient in almost all the officinal ccrates, which owe
their general title to the wax they contain.
3. VE01<;TABLE WAX. l\fany vegetable products contain wax. It exists
in ~be pollen of n~mero~s plants; and forms the bloom or glaucous powder
whtch covers certam frmts, and the coating of varnish with which leaves are
sometimes supplied. In some plants it is so abundant as to be profitably
extracted for use: Such is the Ceroxylon Andicola, a lofty palm growing in

~~e t~~u:a~l ~t:h~c~,n~~~'~:s~ co~~~~ oti ~v!~~l ~te !:i~~~,t·:~~u~~~~~si~~~hg~/: :
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inch thick, which is removed by the natives, anJ employed in the manufacture
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of tapers. It contain s, according to V auqucl in, two-thi rds of a resin ous substan ce, and one- third of pure wa x. ( Fee.) Two kinds of wax are coll ected iu
llraz il , one ca lled canwulia , from th e lea ves of a palm growin g in th e proYin cc of Cca ra, t he other <X'uba, from the frui t of a shrub of the province of
)lam. (Juurn . de Pltm·m. et de C him. , 3e sir. , v. 154. ) But th e form of
V<'getabl e wax best known in thi s coun t ry is th at deriv ed from .Alyrita ceri/rra , and comm onl j' called myrtle v:a.c. Tbe lrax myrtle is an a romati c
shrub, from one to twclYc feet hig h, found in alm ost all parts of th e U nited
St<ttes from New Eng land to Loui s iana. Th e fruit , which j?T OWS in cl usters
closely a ttac hed to th e stems and branch es, i ~ mutll 1 g lobular, and CO\'ered
wi t h a whiti sh coat of wa x, whi ch may be sc parnted for use. Other pal'ts of
tbe p lan t are sa id to possess medical vir tues. 'l'h e bark of the root is acrid
nod astringent, and in large doses emeti c, and has been popularly empl oyed
as a remedy in j nu ndi ce. Th e process fo r co ll ecting th e wa x is si mple. The
ber ries arc boil ed in water, and th e wax , meltin g and ft oa ti11g on the snrface,
is either skimmed off and strained , or all oweJ to concrete as th e liquor cool!=.,
nnd removed in th e solid state. 'l'o rende r it pure, it is again melt ed and
strain ed, an d th en cast in to htrge cak es. It is collected in N ew J t.:rscy,
N orth Carolina, and New England , and par t icul arl y in Rhod e lsla1H.l.
M!p·tle wax is of a pale g ra.vish-green eolour, so mewhat di aphan ous, more
bri tt le ~m d un ctuous to th e touch th an beeswax, of a feeb le odour, and a
s lip:htly b itteri sh taste. It is about as hca\"y as wat er 1 and melt s at 109° F.
It is in solu ble in water, scarce ly solubl e in cold alco Lol, soluLlc, wi1h th e except ion of abou t thirteen per cent., in twenty parts of bo iling :1lcohol, whi ch
dcpns its th e g reater porti on upon coolin g, solubl e al so in boilin g ether, and
sli g htly so in oi l of turpen tine. I t is sai<l to consis t , like beeswax , of cerin
and my ricin , containing 87 parts of th e form er and 13 of the latter in the
100. 'l'b e g reen colour and bittern ess depend upon a. di stin ct principl e,
whi ch may be se para ted by boiling th e wax with et her. On coolin g, the wax:
is d epos ited colourless, wliilc th e eth er remain s g reen.
Mcdit'(ll Properties and U-scs.- Thi s va riety of wax has bee n popularly
ern ployt>d in the U nited States as a remedy fo r dyse ntery ; and we are told
by D r. F ahn estock that h e found g reat advanta ge from its use in num erous
caocs, du ring an epidemic pre \•alcnce of th at complaint. H e gave th e powdered wax in d oses of a teas poonful frequent ly repeated , mixed with mucilage
or sy rup. (Am. Jo urn. of 1Jh,d. & ·ien., ii . 313.) lt is occasionally substituted
by upot hecarics fo r beeswa x in th e form a tio n of pl asters, and is used in th e
preparati on of tnpers and c:mdl es. It is somewhat frag rant when burning,
W.
bu t em its a less brilliant lig h t than common lamp oil.

CEREVISL'E FERMENTUJI I. Lond., Dllb.
Yeast.
Levurc, Fr.; llicrbefen, Gtrm. ; Fermento di cer\·ogin, I tal.; Espumn de cervcza,
Sprm.

Th is is th e subs tan ce whi ch l'i Hcs, in th e form of froth 1 t o th e surface of
beer, and subsid es d uri ng tbc process of fe rmenta ti on. A simil ar su bstance
i s prod uced during th e fe rmentation of other saccharine liquids.
l t is fl oeculen t, frothy, somewhat visc id, semi-fluid, of a. dirty y ell owi sh
colour, a sou r \"i nous odour, and a bitter taste . A t a temperatu re of 60° or
70°, io n cl ose vessel or dam p atmo.sphcrc, it soon unde rgoes putre fa cti on.
E xposed to a moderate heat, it loses its liq uid porti on, beco mes dry, Lard
and brittle; aud may iu th is i;tate be preser Yc<l for a long t ime, thoug h wi t h
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the loss of much of its peculiar power. In France it is brought to t.h~ Mli_d
slate by introducing it into sacks, washing it with water, then subm1ttrng it
to prei:;;sure, and ultimately drying it.
Yeast is insoluble in alcohol or water. It was analyzed by 'Vestrumb,

and found to contain in 15,1-12 parts, 13 of potassa, 15 of carbonic acid, 10
of acetic acid 1 45 of malic acid, 69 of lime, 240 of alcohol, 120 of extractive,
240 of mucilage, 315 of saccharine mat.tcr, 480 of gluten, 13,505 of water,
besides traces of silica and phosphoric acid. Its bitterness is attriLutabl.e to
a principle derived from the hops. The property for which it is chiefly
00
1
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gredient; for, if separated from this, it loses its powers as a ferment, a_nd
re-acquires them upon its subsequent addition. It is also rendered ineffective
by the agency of strong alcohol, of several of the acids, as sulphuric and
concentrated acetic acid, by various other substances, and by a heat of 212° .
..At an elevated temperature it is dccomposcJ, affording products similar to
those which result from the decomposition of animal matters.
Examined with a. microscope, yeast is seen to abound in minute transpa·
rent vesicles, which appear to contain one or more granules. These arc now
believed to Le a fungous plant, which has the power of propagating itself at
the expense of organic proximate principles with which it may be brought
into contact; and attempts have been made to solve th'e mysteries of fermentation by the conjecture, that the sugar or other fermenting substance, while
contributing to the nourishment of the fungus undergoes a decomposition
resulting in the formation of new products. Another theory, originally put
forth by Liebig, is that fermentation is merely a. chemical movement, excited by a. mo,·ement of decomposition going on in the ferment. Mulder
considers the cell-wall of the yeast plant to consist of a substance analogous
to cellulose, and its contents to be a protein body, differing in some respects
from gluten and albumen, and probably a superoxide of protein. Du ring
fermentation, this protein body makes its way through the vesicular coat, Ull·
dergoes decomposit.ion by the agency of heat, and, in the act of decomposition, sets on foot the changes in sugar which result in the formation of alcohol and carbonic acid. ( Uhem. Gazette, li'eb. 15 1 18-15.)
Alediml Properties a11cl Ul>es. Yeast has been highly extolled as a remedy
in low fevers of a typhoid character, and is said to have been given with ad.
vantage in hectic. lt is, however, little employed; as its somewhat tonic and
stimulating effects, ascribable to the bitter principle of hops, the alcohol, and
the carbonic acid which are among its constituents, may be obtained with equal
certainty from more convenient medicines. The late Dr. Hewson, of Philadelphia, informed the author!:! that, in a case of typhoid fever, attended with
great irritability of the stomnch, the patient was benefited and sustained by
taking a pint of yeast daily for five days, during which period no other
remedy was employed. We have used it with apparent advantarre in diabetes.
(Sec 'l'rans. of Col. of Ph!JS. of Phil., N. S. i. 390.) It has~'llso been recommended int.crnally in boils. ·when largely taken, it generally proves
laxative; and it. ma~ s?metimes be n7eessary to obviate this effect by opium.
Ex!-Crn.ally applied, 1.t is. ver.y useful m foul ~nd sloughing ulcers, the fetor of
which 1t corrects, wlule it aftords a gentle stimulus to the debilitated vessels.
It is usually employed mixed with farinaceous substances in the form of a
cataplasm. The dose is from half a fluidounce to two fiuidounces every two
or three hours.
Off Prep. Cataplasma Fermenti.
W.
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CETACEUM. U.S., Land., Ed., Dau.
Spermaceti.
A peculiar concrete substance obtained from Pbyseter macroceph:ilus.

U. S., Dub. A concrete ~ub~taucc prepared from the oily matter of the
hcarl. Loud. 'J'he cctinc nearly pure. Ed.

Blanc de bnleiuc. Rperrnaceti, Cetine, Fr.; Wallrath, Gum.; Spermaceti, Ital.; r:~
perma. tie bcllerrn, Span.
The spcrmaceti whale is from sixty to eighty feet l,ong, with an enormous
head, not less in it! hr_gest part than thirty feet in circumference, and con&titut ing one-thi rd of tho whole length of the body. The upper part of the
h ead is occupied by largo cavities, separated by cartilaginous partitions, and
containing au oily liquid, which, after the death of the animal, concretes into
a white spOUf!Y mas!l, consisting of spermaceti mixed with oil. ']'his mass is
removed, and the oil allowed to Reparate by draining:. The quantity of crude
spermaceti, obtained from a whale of the ordinary size, is more than sufficient
to fill twelve large barrels. It. st ill contains much oily matter and other
impurit.ies, frotu whirb it i1-1 fre ed by expression, washing with hot water,
melting, F-lraining:, and lastly by repeated washing with a weak boiling ley of
potash. Common whale oil and tbe oil of other eetaeeous animals coutai n
small quantities of spermaceti, which they slowly deposit on stantlioµSpermaceti is in white, pearly, !'iemitransparcnt masses, of a crystalline
foliaceous texture; friable, soft, and somewhat unctuous to the touch; slightly
oJnrous; iusipid; of the sp. gr. o·9-J.3; fu sible at 112° F. (Bostod.:); rnbtilizu.ble at a hi~hcr temperature without clrnnge 1'n co1·1w, but partially <lccompo~ed if the air i.:1 admitted; inflammable; insolubie iu water; soluble in
small proportion in boiling alcohol, ether, and oi l of turpentine, but deposited
as tLc lif1uids cool; rC'adily soluble in the fix.eel oil~; not affect('d by the
mineral acids, except the sulphuric, which decomposes and dis!'olvcs it; rcndereJ yellowish and rancid by long exposure to hot ttir, btit capable of beinp;
again purified by washing with a warm Icy of potash. lly the ap:en<'y of the
alkalies, it is with difficulty saponifir<l, )'ielding an acid, call('d by l\IM. Dumas
and Stass cllwlic a<·id, and a peculiar pri11ciplc named elhnl by Chevreu l.
l~'rom a. more recent analysis, howC\'Cr, by Dr. I feintz, it would appear that
the etbalic acid of Dumas aud Stass is a complex substance, con~i~ting of
not less tlrnn five distinct acids, ,·iz. the mari:,.raric, palmitic, cetic, myristic, and
cocinic, and tl:iatcouscquently pure s pcnnatcti is a mixture of the salts which
th ese acids form with cthal. (8ce Chem. Caz., x. 32 1 .) The name of cetin
was propo:,:cd for it in this state by CLevreul. As found in the flhops it is not
entirely pure, containing a fixed oil, and often a peculiar colomiog principle.
l;rom these it is separated by boiling in alcohol, which on cooling deposits
the <'f'lin in crystalline scal('S. ~'bus puriiied, it does not melt under 1:20 F.,
i!:I soluble in 40 par~s of boiling alcohol of the sp. g r. o·S:H ( 'l'lwnard), and
is harder, mnre s hining, and less unctuous than ordinary spermaccti. lt::;

ult~;J1c~~~~·c~lo~~1~~1~~~.~1!,~ ';;,~dc<~·~:.~ ~' h£~~:~eb~ ~~~d ~~1~: ~pcrmnceti
1

0

0

haR been
g i,·en :1:5 a dcnllllccnt in irritations of tlie pulmonary and intestinal mucous
rncmbr:rncR; but it po.ssesscs no peculiar virtues, aud its internal use has
been gc aer111ly abandoned. It ma.y be reducetl to powder by the nddition of
:t little alcohol or almond oi l, or suspended in water, by mcanR of mucilage,
or the yolk of eggs and sugt11·. A convenient mo<le of forming an C'mulsiou
with spermaccti, is to mix: it first with half its weight of oli,·e oil, then with

u
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powdered gum Arabic, and lastly with water gradually added. Externally
it is much employed as an ingredient of ointments ::ind CCJ"atcs.
Off. Prep. Ceratum Cetacci; Unguentum Aquoo Rosa:::; Unguentum CanW.
tbaridis; Unguentum Cctacei.

CETRARIA. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Iceland Moss.
Cctraria Isbn<lica. C S., Lond., Ed.
Off. S!Jn. LlCilllN JSLANDLCUS. Cctraria Islan . a., Dub.

.

Lichen d'1slande, l"r.; lslnm.liches :'!loo.":, Germ.; L1clicue L <mt11co, ital.; L1quen
lslo.ndico, Span.

Sex. Sysl. Cryptogamia Licbcncs.-Nat. Ord. Lichenaccro.
Gen. Oft. Plant cartilagino-membranous, a~cending or SJlrcading, lobed,
smooth, and nuked on both sides. Apotltecia sbicld-like, obliquely adnale
CETRA IHA.

with the margin, the disk coloured, plano-concaye; border inflexed, deriveJ
from the frond. (Loudon's Encyr .)
'l'be genus Liclten of l~innmus has been divided by subsequent botanists
into numerous genera, which ba,·e been raised to the dignity of a distinct
order, both in tbe natural and artificial systems of arrangement. 'l'be name
l'etraria has been conferred on the genus to which the Iceland mo8s belongs.
l'etraria Jslandica. Acharius, Liclumog. C11iv. 512.-Liclten blandfrus.
Woodv. Nal. Bol. p. 803, t. 271. Iceland moss is folia.ceou~, erect, from
two to four inches high, with a dry, coriaceous, smooth, shining, laciniatcd
frond or leaf, the lobes of which are irregularly subdivided, channeled, and
fringed at their edges with rigid hairs. Those divisions upon whirh the
fruit is borne arc dilated. The colour is oJi,'e-brown or greenish gray abo,·e,
reddish at the base, and lighter on the under than the upper surface. 'l'he
fructification is in flat, shield-like, reddish-brown receptacles, with elevated
entire edges, placed upon the surface of the frond near its border.
'l'he plant is found in the northern latituJcs of the ol<l and new continents,
and on the elevated mountains further south. It received its name from
the abundance in which it prevails in Iccl;ind. It is also abundant on the
mountains and in the sandy plains of New .England.
The dried moss is of diversified colour, grnyish·white, brown, and red,
in different parts, with less of the green tint than in the recent state. It is
iuodorous, and has a m~cilaginous, bitter taste. Macerated in water, it absorbs rather more than its own weight of the fluid, onrl, if the water be warm,
renders it bitter. Boiling water extracts all its soluble principles . 'l'he cJc.
coction thickens upon cooling, and acquires a gelatinous consistence, resembling that of starch in appearance, Lut without its viscidity. After some
time the dissoh'cd matter separates, and when dried forms semitransparent
masses, insoluble in cold water, alcohol, or ether, but soluble in boi lin g water,
and in solution forming a. blue compound with iodine. This principle resembles star_ch in its ~en.cral. characters, b~t di~ers from i~ in some re8pects, and
has received the d1strnchve name of hchenm. Berzelius found in 100 parts
of Iceland. moss 1·6 of chlorophyllc, 3·0 of a peculiar bitter principle, 3·6 of
uncrystalhzable sugar, 3·7 of gum, 7·0 of the apotheme of extractive, 4:1·6
of the peculiar starch-like principle, l ·9 of the.bilichenates of potassa and
lime mixed with phosphate of lime, aud 36·2 of amylaceous fibrin - the
excess being 1·6 parts. ('l'raite de Ohim,., vi. 251.)
The name of cetrarin has TJeco conferred on the bitter principle. The
following process for obtaiuing it is that of Dr. llerberger. 'l'bc moss,
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coarsely powdered, is boiled for half an hour in four times its weight of
alcohol of 0·883. The liquid, when cool, is expressed and filtered, and
treated with diluted muriatic acid, in the proportion of three drachms to
e,·ery pound of moss employed. Water is then added in the quantity of
about four times the bulk of the liquid, and the mixture left for a night in a
closed matrass. Th e deposit which forms is collected on a filter, allowed to
drain as mu('b as possible, and submitted to the press. To purify it, the
mass, while still moist, is broken into small pieces, washed with alcohol or
ether, and treated with two huJldred times its weight of boiling alcohol, which
dissolves the cetrari n, leavin~ the other organic principles by which it has
been hitherto acco1 anied. 1'he greater part is deposited as the liquor cools,
and the remainder lay be obtained by evaporation. By this process one
pound of moss yielded to Dr. Hcrbergcr 133 grains of eetrarin. This prin ciple is white, not crystalline, light, unalterable in the air, inodorous, and
exceedingly bitter, c~pecia lly in alcoholic sol uti on. Its best solve nt is absolute alcoho l, of which 100 parts ilissol""e 1·7 of retrarin at the boiling temperature. Ether also dissoh-cs it, and it is sli ghtly soluble in wat<:r. Its
solutions are quite neutral to test paper. I t is precipitated by the acids, and
rendered much more soluble by the alkalies. Concentrated muriatic acid
changes its colou r to a bright blue. It precipitates the salts of iron, copper,
lead, :rnd silver. In the dose of two grainfl:, repeated C\'ery two hours, it has
been used successfully in intermittent fe,•er. (Journ . de Plwrm,., xxiii. 505.)
Drs. Scbnedcrmann and Knopp have ascertained that the cetr:1rin abo'*c rrfcned to con~ists of three distinct substances; 1. cetraric acid, which is the
true bitter principle, is crysta llizable, and intensely bitter; 2. a sub8tancc
resembling the fatty acids, called tirhstearic acid; and 3. a green colouring
substance, which they name thallocltlm·. 'l'hese principles are obtained perfectly pure with great difficulty. (Ann. der Plwnn. 1 lv. H4.)
'l'hc gum and !starch contain ed in the moss render it sufficiently nutriti,·c
to serve as food for the inhabitants of Iceland and Lapland, who employ it
powdered and made into bread, or boiled with milk, having first partially
frce<l it from the bitter principle by rrpeatccl maceration in water. The bitterness may be ent irely extracted by maceratin g the powdered moss, for
twenty.four hours, in twenty.four times its weight, of a solution formed with
I part of an alkaline carbonate and B75 parts of water, decanting the liquid
at the end of this time, and repeating the process with an equal quantity of
the solution. The powder being now dried is perfectly sweet and highly
nutritious. This process was suggested by Berzelius.
Jlfcdical l'ropertle.~ and lSes. Iceland moss is at the same time demulcent,
nutritious, and tonic, and well cnle:nbted foi· affections of the mucous membrane of th e lungs aod bowels, in which the local disease is associated with
debility of the digcsti\'C organs, or of tbc system generally. Hence it has
been found usefol in chronic catarrh$ 1 and other chronic pulmonary affections
attended with copious puruloid expectorati on ; as also in dy~pepsia! ~bronic
dysentery, and cliarrhcca. It has, moreover, been given in the debility succeeding acute disease, or dependent on cop ious purulent discharge from external ulcers. But it has acquired most reputation in the treatment of pulmonary cousumpt ion. It had long been employed in this disease, and in
hremoptysi.:i, by the Danish physicians, before it became known to the profesil-iou at large. Io the la.tier half of the last century it ca~e into extensive
use, and numerous cures supposed to have been effected by 1t are on record.
But now that the pathology of phthisis is better understood, physicians ha Ye
ceased to expect material advantage from it in that disease; and there is reason
to believe tliat the cases wLich have recovered under its use, were nothing
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more than chronic bronch itis.
8

It act!'! only as a. mild, nutritiou~, demulcent

ton;~ a;:u~f1; !~e;f~;:crfn i1~~i~o0r1~~~~~~:~~~:~. t~Sc~~;;~~~,~ ~~~~~i;i:.)

;is
By some writers it i!'! recommended to dcpn~·e it of the b1 t.te~ prmc1plc by
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of diet, in which rc!'ipect it is not supcr1or to tU? ordma.ry far1~uce~us or
µ:ummy substances used in medicine. The powder 1~ sometunes _given m. the
dose of thirty grains or a drachm; and a p~cparat10n at ~ue time obtamcd
some repute, in which the ground moss was mcorporated with chocolate, and
used at the morning and C\'Cning meal as an ordinary beverage.
Off Prep. Decoclum Cetrariro.
W.

CHENOPODIUM. US.
Worm seed.
'fbc fruit of Chenopodium anthclminticum. U.S.
CuENOPODlUM.
/S'e:r. S!Jsl. Pentandria Digynia. - }lal. Ord. Chenopodiacere.
Gen. Ch. Caly:r five-leaved, five-cornered. Corolla none. Seed one, lenticu lar, superior. Will</.
Ohenopodiurn a11lhelminticmn. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1304; Barton, Med.
Bot. ii. 183. This is an indigenous percnoial plant, with an herbaceous,
erect, braoching, furrowed stem, which rises from two to five feet in height.
The leave!i are alternate or scattered, sessile, oblong-lanceolate, attenuated at
both ends, ainuated aud toothed ou the margin, conspicuously veined, of &
yellowish-green colour, and dotted on their under surface. The flowers arc
very numerous, small, of the same colour with the leaves, :rnd arranged in
long, leafless, terminal panicles, which arc composed of slender, dense, glomerate, alternatinA'spikes.
This species of Ohenopodium, known commonly by tlic names of worrnsee<l
and Jerusalem. oaf.-, grows in almost all parts of the United States, but most
'Vigorously and abun<lantly in the southern sect ion. It is usually found in
the ''icinity of rubbish, along fences, in the streets of villages, and in open
grounds about the larger townR. It flowers from July to September, nnd
ripens its seeds successiHly through the autumn. The whole herb has a
~trong, peculiar, offensive, yet somewhat aroma.tic odour, which it retains
when dried. All parts of the plant arc ocea:sionally employed; but the fruit
only is stricll'.f offieinal. 'J'his should be collected in October.*
Wormseed, as found in the shops, is in ~mall J!rains, not larger than the
bead of a pin, irrcirularly spherica l, very light, of a dull, greenish-yellow or
brownish colour, a bitterish, somewhat aroma lie, pungent taste, an<l po8sesscd
in a. high degree of the peculiar smell of tbe plant. These grains, when
deprived, by rubbing them in the band, of a capsular covering which in\"CSI~
• C. nnthclmintieum is eultivnted ton eonsiclernhle extent in Mn~·foml, twenty or
thirty miles north of Unltimore. 'fbe seeds :ire sown in small beds of rich mould early

§D1§[:f;~;~§r~.~~~~~~f}:~~~J,ij~:~
the oil. and the produce of an acre will yield 20 pounds. (Sec .Jlm. Jottrn. fJ/ Pliarm. 1
xxii.301.)
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the proper seed, exhibit a shining surface of a very dark colour. They
abound in a volatile oil, upon which their sensible properties and medical
virtues depend, and which is obtained by distillation. (See Oleum Oltenopodii.) 'l'he same oil impregnates to a greater or less extent the whole plant.
The fruit of Clienopodiuni arnbrosioidcs, which is also an indigenous
plant, and very prevalent in the l\liddle States, is said to be used indiscrim inately with that of 0. anthelminticurn. It may be distinguished by its odour,
whicL is weaker and less offensi,·e, and to some persons agreeable. The plant
itself is often confounded with the true wormseed, from which it differs in
having it~ flowers in leafy racemes. This species of Chenopodium Las been
employed in ]~urope as :l remedy in nervous affections, particularly chorea.
li'ive or six cases of this disease, reported by Plenk, after ha.viug resisted
the ordinary means, yielded to the daily use of an infusion of two dracLms
of the plant in ten ounces of water, taken in the dose of a cupful morning
and evening, and a.r;sociated with the employment of peppermint.
C. Bolr!Js, known by the vulgar name of Jerusalem oak, is another indigenous species, possessing anthelmintic virtues. It is said to have been used
in France with advantage in catarrh and hurnoral aathma.
Jl/edical Properties aml (/Ses. ·wormsced is one of our most efficient indigenous anthclrnintics, and is thought to be particularly adapted to the expulsion of the round worms in children. A dose of it is usmilly given before
breakfast in the morning, and at bed time in the evening, for three or four
days successi\•ely, aud tbcn followed by calomel or some otber brisk cathartic. If tLc worms arc not expelled, tbe ~arue plan is repeated. The medicine is most cooveuiently admiuistt>red in powder, mixed with syrup iu the
form of an electu;lry. 'l'Le dose for a child two or three years old is from
one to two scruples. The volatile oil is more frequent.ly given than the fruit
in subHtancc; though its o-ffcnsi'\"e odour aud taste sometimes render it of
difficult administration. TLe dose for a child is from fiye to ten drops,
mixed with sugar, or iu the form of emulsion. A tablespoonful of the expressed juice of the leaves, or a wineglassful of a decoction prepared by
boiling an ounce of the fresh plant in a pint of milk, with the addition of
orange.peel or other aromatic, is sometimes substituted in domestic practice
for the ordinary dose of the fruit and oil.
O./f: Prep. Oleum CheuopoJi i.
W.

CHIMAPHILA. US., Land.

Pipsissewa.
The leaves of Chimaphila umbellata. U. 8. The herb. Lond.
qg: S!Jn. PYROLA. llcrb of Chimaphila nmbellata. Ed., Dub.
C11DIAPll1LA.. Sex. :S!;st. Decandri:L l\lonogynia. -1Vat. Oi·d. Pyrolacere.
Gen. l'/i. l'al!JX five-toothed. Petals five. St,ijle very short, immersed in
the germ. St1:111na annular, orbicular, witb a five-lobed disk. Filaments
stipitate; stipe discoid, ciliate. l'apsules five.celled, opening from the summits, margins unconnected. l{uaaU.
This genus was separated from P.1Jrola by Pursh. It embraces two species,
C. nmbcllata and U. maculata, wliich are both indigenous, and known by the
common title of winter green. 'l'he generic title was founded upon tbe vulgar
name of the plllnts. lt is formed of two 0 reek words, XHP.~ winter, a-lld
4''M~ a friend.
0. umbellalct only is offidnal.
('hinwphila 1tmbelhita. Barton, ~Uecl. But. i. 17; Carson, ll!ust. of .lled.
Bot. i. G:?, pl. 53. -l!Jrula 1imf.J,,llata. Will<l. Sp. Plant. ii. 022; Bigelow,
.Am.•Ued. Bul. ii. l;). The pipsissewa is a. &mall evergreen plant, with a.
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perennial, creeping, yellowish root (rhizoma), which
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simple, erect or semi-procumbent stems, from four to eight rnches m height,
and lirrncous at their base. The leaves are wedge-shaped, somewha.t lanccolatc, ~rratc, coriaceous, smooth, of a shining sap-green colour 0~1 t?e upper
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disposed in a. small terminal corymb, and stand upon noddmg peduncles.
The calyx is small, and diYided at its border in to fi\'~ teeth or segm~nts . The
corolla is composed of fire roundish, concave, spreading petals, which are of
a white colour tinged with red, and exhale an agreeable odour. ~l.'l~e stamens

~~~e~ , pu:~\~ ~~~~=~~s ~~~~·~:r~l~~~ ~l~t~l~tt:!l~;~ndde;:::s~~~~~p~~~:1i~~'a~;;~k
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and apparently sessile stigmai the style being short and immersed rn the germ .
The seeds arc numerous, linear, cLaffy, and enclosed in a roundish, depressed,
fh•e-celled, five-valved cupsule, having the persistent calyx at the base
This humble but beautiful evergreen is a native of the northern latitudes
of America, Europe, and Asia. It is found in all parts of the United States,
and extends eve n to the l:>acitic Ocean. It grows under the shade of woods,
and prefers a loose sandy soil, enriched by decaying leaves. The flowers
appear in June and July. AJl parts of the plant are endowed with active
properties. 'l'hc leaves and stems arc kept in the shops.
U. rnaculata, or spotted winter green, probably possesses similar virtues.
The character of tLe leaves of the two plants will serve to distinguish them.
1'hose of C. maculata arc lanceolate, rounded at the base, where they arc
broader than near the summit, and of a deep olive-green, Yeined with green·
ish·white; those of tLe officinal species arc broadest. near the summit, gra·
dually narrowing to the base, and of a. uniform shinin g green.
I>ipsissewa, when fresh and bruised, exhales a peculiar odou r. The taste
of the lerwes is pleasantly bitter, astringent, and sweetish; that of the stems
and root unites with these qualities a considerable degree of pungency. Boiljng water extracts the active properties of the plant, which arc also imparted
to alcohol. 'l'hc constituents, so far as known, are bitter extractive, tannin,
resin, gum, li gnin, and saline matters. 'l'he active principle has not been
isolated, though probably contained in the substance called bitter extractiYe.
Medical Prf)pcHie.~ and lScs: This plant is diuretic, tonic, and astringent.
It was employed by the aborigmcs in Yari0us complaints, especially scrofula,
rheumatism, and nephritic affections. From their bands it passed into those
of the European setd ers, and was long a popular remedy in certain parts of
the country, before it was n<lopted by the profession. 1'he first regular trea.
tise in relation to it that has come to ou r knowledge, was the thesis of Dr.

~~~~~~~!'c:~~lits~:~~;e;h:rYD~~ ~~~~~e1~~i1ei,t l~atb~i~t~~ ~~fuu~~tofftl~~l!L~~~

don Medico-Cbirurgical Tram•actions. lly this writer it was highly recom mended as a remedy in dropsy; and Lis fa...,ourable report has been sustained
by the subsequent statements of many respectable practitioners. It is pnrticulurly useful in cases a,ttendecl with disordered digestion and general debility, in which its tonic properties aud usual acceptability to the stomach prove
hi~hly useful auxiliaries to its diuretic powers. Nevertheless, it can not be
relied on exclusively in the treatment of the complaint; for, tliough it generally
produces an increased flow of urine, it has seldom effoetcd cures. Other dis~
orders, iu which it is said to have proved useful, are calcul ous and nephritic
affections, and in gene ral all those complaints of the urinary pnssages for
which uva. ursi is prescribed. It is highly esteemed by some practitioners
as a remedy in scrofula, both before and after the occurrence of ulceration;
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and it haa certainly pro'\""ed high ly advantageous in obstinate ill-conditioned
ulcers and cutaneous eruptions, supposed to be connected with the strumous
diathesis. In these cases it is used both internally, and locally as a wash.
The decoction is the preparation usua lly preferred, and may be taken to
the amount of a pint in twenty-four hours. 1'be watery extract may be given
in the do1•c of twenty or thirty grains four times a clay. Prof. Procter prepares n, sy rup by macerating four ounces of the lea,·cs, fin ely bruised, in
eight fluiJouuccs of water for thirty.six hou rs, and then subjecting the mass
to percolation till a pint of flllid is obtained, which is reduced one- ha.If by
evaporati on, and incorporated with twelve ounces of suga r. One or two tablespoonfu ls may be giYcn for a dose.
Ojj: Prep. Decoctum Chimaphilre.
W.

CH TRETT A. Ed., Dub.
Chiretla.
ITerb and root of Agatbotes Chirayta. Ed. 'l'be herb. D ub.
Sl'x. f:J'yst. Pentandria.Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Gentianaccre.
Gen. Oh. Corolla withering, rotate, in restivation twisted to the right; with
glandular hollows protected by a fringed scale upon the segments. Anthers
not changing. Stiynw.s sessile. CapsulPs conical; one-cellcd, with spongy
placcntre upon th e sutures. Serds indefinite, minute . (Lindle,y)
A,qatlwtes Cltim.IJla. Don, Lond. Phil. Jl!ag. 183G, p. 70. - Gentiana Clii'rayta. Flemi ng, Asiat. Research. xi . ]67.-0phelia Ohirata. 01·isebacb.
The clti1·ayta or diirrtta is an annual phmt, about three feet high, with a.
bran ching root, :md an erect, smooth, round stem, branching into an elegant
leafy paui cle, and furnished with opposite, embrac ing, lanceolate, very acute,
entire, smooth, three or ffre-nerved leaves. The flowers are numerous, pedunclcd, yellow, with a fou r-cleft ca.lyx having liuear acute divis ions, the limb
of the corolla. spreading and four pa rted, four sta mens, a. single style, and a
two-lobed st igma. The capsules are shorter than the permanent ca lyx and
coroll<t. The plant is a native of Nepaul, and other parts of Northern India.
The whole of it is officina l. It is gathered when the flowers bep;iu to decay.
1'he dri ed plant is imported into Europe in bund les, consii?ting mainly of
the stems, with porti ons of th e root atta.d1ed. 1'be stems arc as above described, and contain a yellowish pith. All parts of the plant have a very
bitter taste, wbicb is strnngest in the root. It is without odour. It imparts
its Yirtucs to water and alcohol; and they are retained in t he extract. Ac·
cording to ]~assaigne and Boisse!, the stems contain resin , a yellow bitter
substance, brown colouring matter, gum, and various salts .
.Afedirn.l Properties and Uses. Chiretta. has long been used in India, where
it is a favour ite remedy with both the native and guropcrrn practitioners. It
has been introduced into Europe, and appears to be highly esteemed; but has
not been employed to any consitle r:ible extent in tliis country. Its properti es arc those of tlie pure Litt.er~, and probably do not diffe r from those of
the other members of the family of Ocntiauacero. (See Gentiana.) Like
these, in 0verdoscs it nauseates and oppresses the stomach. Some h:n-e supposed that, in addition to its tonic properties, it exe rts a peculiar influence
over th e liver, promoting the secretion of bile and correcting it when deranged, and restoring health y evacuations in cases of habitual costirnness.
Dut it may well be doubted whether it produces any _o ther effects of this
kind than such as are incid ent to ]ts tonic power. It has been used in
dyspepsia, in the debility of convalescence, and generally in cases in which
AOATUon;s .
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corroborant measures arc indicated. In fodia it has been successfully employed in intcrmittents rind rcmittents, combined with.the ~ecds ~f Cuilandi11n Bonduc. It may be administered in powder, mfus1011, tmcture, or
extract. The dose in substance is twenty grams.
Off. Prep. Infusum Chiretta::i; 'l'inctura Cbirett::c.
W.

CIIONDRUS. U.S.
Irish ]foss.
Chondrus crispus.

CS.

C110:\DRUS. Se:c. S!Jsl. Cr.rptogamia Algro.-Xat. Ord. Algacero.
Ont. Oh. .Fro11(l cartih1µ;inous, dilating upwards into a flat, nerYcless,
dichotomously div ided frond, of a purplish or livid-red colour. Fructification, ~ub~pherical capsules in tbe substance of the frond, rarely supported on
little stalks, and containing a mass of minute free ~ec<ls. (Greville.)
(' /1rmcfrus crispus. G rcville, Alg. Brit. 1 "29, t. l 5. - Splixrococws rrispus.
Agardh. -Furus cri:pus. I.Jinn. 'l'he Irish m~.~s, _or carrageen as it is frcqucndy called, consists of a flat, slender, cart1'3gmous frond, from two to
tm·h·c inches in length, dilated as it ascends until it becomes two or three
lines in width, then repeatedly and dichotomously divided, with linear, wedgeshaped segments, and more or Jes.-; curled up so as to diminish the apparent
]cugth. The capsule8 arc somewhat hem ispherical, aud are embedded in the
<libk of the frond. 'l'he plant grows upon rocks and stones on the coasts of
]~mope, and is eP:peciall_y abumbnt on the southern and western coasts of Ireland1 where it is collected. It is said also to be a native of the United States.
WLen collected, it is washed and dried. In the recent state it is of a purplish culour1 but, as found in tLc shops, is yellowi.sb or yellowish-white, with
occasionally purplish portions. It is translucent, of a feeble odour, and nearly
tastcle:-;s. h swells in cold water, but does not di~solve. Boiling water dissolves a large proportion of it, and, if the solution be sufficiently concentrated,
gclatinizes on cooling. AecorJ.ing to Feuchtwaog:er, it, contains starch and
pcctiu, with compounds of sulphur, chlorine, and bromine, and some oxula.te
of lime. llcrbcrger found 79·1 per cent. of pectin, and 9·5 of mucus, with
fatty matter, free acids, ch lorides, &c. 1 but neither iodine nor bromine. M.
Dupasquier discm-ere<l in it both of these principles, which had generally
Cl:icapeli attention in consequence of their reaction, as soon 3S liberated, upon
the sulphuret of sodium resulting from the decomposition of the sulphate of
soda of the moss when charred. (Jo1tm. de Plwrm., 3e sb-., iii. 11 3.) 1'he
pectin Pereira thinks pe<:uliar, and proposes to call carrogeenin. It is distingui.c.;hcd from gum by affo rding, when dissolved in water, no precipit<tte
with alcohol i from starch, by not becoming blue with tincture of iodine i from
pectin, by yielclin_!!; no prc<:ipitate with acetate of lead, and no mucic aoid by
the action of nitric acid.
Cunagecn is nutritive and demulcent, and, being easy of digestion and not
unpleasant to rhe t..1ste, forms a useful article of diet in cases in whic:h the
farina ceous preparations, such as tapioca, sago, barley, &c., are usually employed. lt has been particularly recommended in chronic pectoral affections,
scrofulous complaints, dysentery, diarrhcea, an<l di.,.orders of the kidneys and
bladder. Il may be u:-ed in the form of dreoction, ma.de by boiling a pint
and :l half of water with half :rn ounce of the moos down to a pint. 8ugar
and lemon juice may u~ually be added to improve the flavour. .M ilk may be
substituted for water, when a moro nutritious preparation is required. 1t is
recolllwent.lcd to macerate the moss for a.bout ten minutes in cold water before
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submitting it to decoction. Any unpleasant flavour tLat it may have acquired
from the contact of foreign substances is thus removed .
W.

CIMICIFUGA. U.S.
Black Snakeroot.
'fbe root of Cimicifuga racemosa.. U. S.
01;.uCJE'UOA. Sex.S!f1>t. Polyaudria Di-Pentagynia.-Nat. Ord. Rauunculacere
Gen. C!i. Calyx four or fh•e-leaved. Petal.~ four to eight, deformed, thickish,
sometimes wnnting. Cazn'1tlei; one to five, oblong, many-seeded. Seed$ squamose . JY11ttafl.

Cl711ic1ji1ya racemosa.. Torrey, Ji'lor. 219; Carson, Illusl. of Aled. Bot. i.
9, pl. 3.-0. Serpentarici. Pur~h, Flor. Am. S,.pl. p. 372.-Actrea racenwsa.
Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. ll39.-illucrot9s racenwsa. Eaton's Afanual, p. 288.
'l'his is a tall stately plant, having a perennial root, and a simple herbaceous
stem, which rises from four to eight feet in height. 'l'he leaves arc large,
and ternatcly decomposed, 1.ia,·ing oblong-ovate leaflets, incised anJ toothed at
their edges. 'l'he flowers arc small, white, and disposed in a long, terminal,
wand-like raceme, with occasioually one or two shorter racemes near its base.
"J'Le calyx is white, fo ur-leaved, and deciduous; tbe petals are minute, and
sborter than the stamens; the pisti l consists of an oval germ and a sessile
sti:?;nl<L '.L'hc fruit is an ovate capsule containing numerous fl.at seed~.
The Um:/.: snakeroot, or cohosh as this plaut is sometimes called, is a native
of the United States, g rowing in shady and rocky woods from Canada to
:Florida, and flowering in June and July. The root is the part employed.
This, as found in the shop.'!, consist:; of a thick, irregularly bent or contorted body or caudex, from one-thin! of an inch to au inch in thickness,
often several inches in length, furnished with many slender radicles, and rendered cxccediogly rough and jagged in appearance by the remains of the
stems of sucees.:oive years, wl.iieh to the length of an inch or more arc frequently attached to the root. The colour is externally dark brown, almost
black, internally whitish; the odour, though not strong, is very peculiar and
rather di$agrecablc; the taste i.'! bitter, herbaceous, anJ somewhat astringent,
leaYing a slight sense of acrimony. The root yields its virtues to boiling
water. It was found by l\lr. Tilghman, of Philadelphia, to contain gum,
starch, sugar, resin, wax, fa.tty uia.tter, tannic and gallic acids, a black colouring matter, a green colouring matter, lignin, and salts of potassa, lime, magnesia, and iron. (Journ. of PMl. Uol. of Pharni., vi. 20.)
.Medical Propetties and U~es . The effects of cimicifuga. in health hrwc not
been fully iuve.~tiµ-ated. lt was at one time considered a mild tonic, with
the property of stimulating the secretion.s, particularly those of the skin,
kidneys, and bronchial mucous membrane; anJ has been thought by some to
have an especial affinity for the uterus It undoubtedly cxerci~es considerable influence over the nervous system, probably of a sedati\•e character;
but this influence, so fur as our observation bas gone, is shown more in
morbid !:it:ttcs of that system than in health. Dr. llildrcth, of Ohio, found
it, in large doses, to produce vertigo, impaired vision, nausea and vomiting,
and a reduction of the circulation; lint from very l11rgc quantities obsen'ed
no abnning narcotic effects. Dr. N. S. Davis uniformly found it to lessen
the force nnd frequency of the pnl.o:.e, to soothe pain, and allay irritability.
('l'rcl/lS. of Am. Ned. Assoc., i. 352.) Its common name was probably derived from its suppo~ed power of curing the <liseaso arising from the bite of
the rattlesnake. It was originally employed iu domestic pracLicc in rheu-
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mntism, dropc;y, hysteria, nnd Yarious affectioM. of the l~ngs, P?rlicular~y
those resemblir:1r:r consumption. 'l'bc first published notice of it~ use 111
~'homas J. Garden, of Charlotte, Virginia. (Am . ./lf('r{,
phthisis was by

Dr.
1
1
2
~~;~o~·r~~~,~~tf~~i1i~~ {t:):ffe~:~c~~~recsatc:u~ftl~~o:~t~o~r:f r~~~ ~~:!. tz11 ?,~:

of the .Med. Sci. states that he was informed by Dr. Pbysick that he bad
known it, in the dose of ten grains every two hours, to pro\·e successful in
the cure of this complaint in several inst.'mces. Dr. Young g:we a teaspoonful of the powdered root three times a day. (~1m. Journ. of Jlfed. Scientf'.~,
ix. 310.) \Ve haxe administered the medicine in chorea with complete
succes:s, and ba\'e dcri\'ccl the happiest effects from i_t in a case of periodical
con\'ulsions, connected with 11 terine disorder. Dr. Ilildretb has found it, in
combination with iodine, very advantageous in the early stages'of phthisis.
(JMd., NS., iv. 281.) Dr. R N. J ohnson hus employed it with extraordinary success in ncutc rheumatism; the disease generally yielding completely within eight or ten d11js. ( 'l'rans. of Ani. Jlfed . ...lssoc., i. 352.)
It m:ly be given in substance, clecoctioa, or tincture. 'l'hc dose of the
powder is from a scruple to a drachm. The decoction has been much used 1
but is thought by some not to contain all the virtues of tbe root. An
ounce of the bruised root nrny be boiled for a short time in a pint of water,
and one or t\VO fluiciounccs given for a dose. F rom half a pint to a pint of
the dccoction ma_v be taken without inconYeniencc during the day. 'fhc tincture may be made in the proportion of four ounces to the pint of diluted
alcohol, and gi\'en in the dose of one or two flu id rachms. In acute rheumati:m1, tbe remedy is recommended by Dr. Da.vi:i, in the dose of from thirty
to sixty drops of the tincture, or twenty graina of the powder, repeated tl\'ery
two hours, till its effocts arc observed. (ibid., p. 35G.) Dr. Brundige spcah,
in the strongest terms, of the efficacy of a saturated tinctu re of the dried root,
as an application about the eye a.nd to the outer surface of the eyelids in oph·
, V,
thalwia.. (.Ued. Exani.,.N S., vi i.809; frrm thcN J~ Jlled. Caz.)

CINCHONA. U.S.
Peruvian Bai·k.
The bark of different species of Cinchona from the western coast of South
America. C:S.

T'"a riel iea.
CINCHO~A

FLAVA. l'. S., Land., EJ., D1tb.

Yellow Baik

The

variety of Peruvian Bark derit·"d from Cinchona Cafo~aya, and called in commerce Calii;oy(J, barli:. fl S. The bark of Cinchona. Cal isaya. Lond. Bark
of an unnsccrtaincd ~pcc i cs of Cinc·hona. Erl., Dub.
Cn~·cnON"A P~ L LlO.\. _C. S., Land. ! -'ale Bm·l.:. The variety of
Peruvian Bark dent·cd fro111 Crnchona. Condammea and Cineliona micrantha,
and called in commerce Loxa anU Lima bar!.-. C. 8. Bark of Cinchona
Conclamine3. Lo11d. CINCllO~r A COH.0.~,.T,,E. l'rou·n Bod.:. Bark of Cinchona Condaminea. CLNUUOXA CL\'glu~.\. Cray Bari.:. Silt,.er Bark.
Bark of Cinchona mi('rrmtha. Erl. ClNC IIO.NA CO~ DAMlKEA. l'J·o1rn or
Loxa, B«rl.:-. C l~CHON.\ flllCRA~THA . Gray or lfurmuco Burl.:-. J)u/;.

2l0
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CINCITON A RURRA. C 8., Lend., Ed., Dub. Red Rark. The variety
of Peruvian Bark called in commerce 1·rd bark. U. S. 'l'be bark of an undetermined species of Cinchona. Lond, Ed., Dub.
Quinquina, Fr.; China, Pcrul·ianische llinde, Germ.; China, Ital.; Quinn, Span.

Botanical Hislo1'y.
Though the use of Peruvian bark was introduced into Europe

fl.O

ellrly as

16!0, it was not till the yenr 1737 tbat the plant producing it was known to
naturalists. In tliat year, La Condamine, on a journey to J,;ima, through
the proYiuce of Loxa, had nn opportunity of examining the tree, of which,
upon his return, he published a description in the ~lemoirs of the French
Academy. Soon afterwards J.,innreus gave it the name of Ginthona ojficinalis,
in honour of the Countess of Cinchon, who is said to have first taken the
hark to Europe; but, in his description of the plant, he united the species
discovered by I.a Conclamine with U.1mLescen.~, a specimen of which had been
sent him from Santa m:; de Bogota. For a long time it was not known that
more than one ~pecies existed; and the C. officinalis continued, till a com·
paratively recent period, to be recognised by the Pharmacopc:cias as the only
source of tbe Peruvian bark of commerce. But a vast number of plants
belonging to the genus Cinchona, as constructed by Unnoous, were in the
course of time discO\·ered; and the list became nt length so unwieldy and
heterogeneous, that botanists were compelled to distribute the species into
several ,!'.!l'Oups, each constituting a distinct genus, and all associated in the
natural family of Cinchonaccro. Among tbese genera, the Cincluma is that
wliicb embraces the proper Peruvian bark trees, characterized by the pro·
duction of the three alkaloids, quinia, cinohonia, :-ind quinidia, as well as by
certain botauical peculiarities, among which the most distincti>e is probably
the debiscence ol' the capsule from t.he base towards the apex, or from below
upward. The new genera bXo.~t,,mma and Buena embrace species which
have been, perhaps, most frequently referred to as Cinchonas; but they are
sufliciently characterized, the former by the projection of the stamens beyond
the cornlla, a. peculiarity which has gi,·en name to the genus, the latter by
the cliffcreut sh;1pe of the corolla, the separation of the calyx from the fruit
at maturit.v, and the opening of the capsule from above downward. Very
recently Weddell has separated se,·era.l generally a.dmitted species from Cinchona, and instituLed a new genu~, wbi('b he proposes to name Cascarilla.
This incluJcs the former Cinchona mogn1folia of Ruiz and P.won ( G. ob·
long((nlia of i\Iutis), the G. stcnocarpa of Lambert, the G. acutifolia of Ruiz
::ind Pavon, the 0. oblong1/olia of ]~ambert, t.be G. mricrocm·pa of Y;1hl, and
the U. aua of Pavon, which differ from the true Cinchona in htiving the
dehiseencc of the capsules from the apex towards the base, or from above
downward, and the barks of which contain neither of the alkaloids above
referred to. (Weddell, Hist. Nat. des Quiuqufoqs, p. 77 .) With this brief
preliminary notice, we shall proceed to consider the true Cinchonas. It may
be proper, however, first to say, that the botanists who lnwe personally
ob:)erved these plants, besides La Gondmnin", of whom we ha\'C before
spoken, arc chiefly JosPph de Jussie-u, who in the year 1730 explored the
country about Loxa, and gathered spe.-;imens still exi~ting in the cabinets of
]~urope; Jlfuti.~, who in the year 1772 disco,·ered Cinchona trees in New
Granada, and afterwards, airJ.cd by his pupil Z ea,, made further investigations
nnd disco,·cries in the snme region i Ruiz and Pavon, who in the year 1777
began a course of botanical inquiries in the central portions of Lower Peru,
and disco,·ered several new species; l!urnlioldt and Bonpland, who visited
several of the Peruvian bark districts, and published the results of their
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observations after 1792; POppig, who travelled in Peru as late as 1832, :rnd
published an account of his journey about the year 1835; and finally Weddell, whose recent researches in Bolivifli arc 80 well kuow1~, and have been so
productive of valuable information in relation to the Cnhsaya bark.
CD.'CFIONA. Sex. Sg,:,f. Peutandria.1\Jonogynia..-Nat. Ord. Cinchonacere.
Gen. Cli. Ca(1p:, with a turbina.te tube, and a persistent five-toothctl lim?.
Corolla with a round tube, a five-parted limb, 'and o?long lobe.s valvate rn
restiYatiou. Stamens with short filaments inserted rnto the middle of the
tube, and linear anthers entirely enclosed. Stigma bifid, subclavate. Capsule ovate or oblong, somewhat furrowed on each side, bilocular, crowned
with the c<ilyx, scpticiJa,l-dehiscent, with the mcricarps_ loosened from the
base towards the <ipex, the introilexed part disjoined. Placenta: elongated.
Seeds numerous, erect, imbrica.ted upward, compressed, winged, with a membranous margin, and a fleshy albumen.-Thc plants composing this genus are
trees or shrubs. Tbe leaves are opposite upon short petioles, with flat margins, and arc attended with ovate or oblong, foliaceous, free, deciduous stipules.
The flowet's are terminal, in corymbose paniclcs, and of a white or purplish
rose colour. (De Cando/le.)
'J'he genuine cinchona trees :ire confined exclusively to South Americn.
In that continent, however, they are widely diffused, extending from the 19th
degree of south latitude, considerably south of La Paz, in Bolivia, to the
mountains of Santa l\fortha, or, according to Weddell, to the vicinity of Caracas, on the northern coast, io about the 10th degree of north btitude.
Tbey follow, in this distance, the circuitous course of the groat mountain
ranges, and for the most part occupy the eastern slope of the second range
of the Cordilleras. Those which yield the bark of commerce grow at various
elevations upon the Andes, scldolll less tLan 4000 feet above the le·rnl of the
sea; and require a temperature considerably lower than that which usually
prevails in tropical countries.
There has been much difficulty in properly arranging tbe species of Cinchona. One source of the difficulty is stated by llumboldt to be the varying
shape of the lea\'es of the sai;ne species, according to the degree of elevation
upon the mountainous decliv1ties, to the severity or mildne::is of tbe climate,
the greater or less humidity of the soil, and to v<irious circumstances in the
growt~ of individual plants. .11ven the same tree often produces foliage of a
diversified character; and a person, not aware of this fact, might be led to
imagine that he had discovered different species, from nn examination of the
leaves which had grown upon one aud the same branch. 1'be fructificatiou
partakes, to a certain extent, of the same varying character. Lambert, io
his "Illustration of the genus Cinchona," published in the year 1821, after
admitting with Humboldt the idcutity of several varieties which had rccei\'ed
specific names from other botanists, described nineteen species. De Candolle
enumerated only sixteen. Liudley admits twenty-one known species, and five
dou~tful. Weddell describes twenty-o~e species, including ei~ht new ones
of his own, and two doubtful, and excludmg several before adu11ttcd by other
'niters, which he joins to his new genus Cascarilh.
Until Yery recently, it was impossible to decide from which species of Cinchona the SC\'cral \'arieties of bark we;:re re~pectively derived. 1'he former
references of the yellow bark to 0. conlifolia, of the pale to O. luncij'olia,
aud of the red to U. 0Mo~1gifolici, ha\'e bew very propel'iy abandoned 'in all
the Pb~nnacopreias. It is now.uni\'ersally admitted that theofficinal barks,
k.nown m th~ market by these titles, are not the product of the species mentioned. J t is stated by II~111boldt, th_at the property of curinir arrues belongs
to the barks of all the qrnchonas with hai1·y and woolly bk,ss~ms, and to
these alone. All those with smooth corollas beloug to the genus Cascarilla
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of W eddell. Within a few years much light has been thrown upon the bo~
tanical history of tbe different varieties of bark, and at present most of them
can he traced to their somces, though someth ing in this respect rrmains yet
to be learned. Tbe following species are acknowledged by the Pbannaco·
pooiai; of th e United States and Great Britain.
1. Uinchona Calisfrya. '\Yeddcll, Ilist. Nat. des Quinqui•nas, p. 30, t. 3.
This is a lofty tree, with a trunk often two feet or more in diameter, and a
summit usually ri sing above the other trees of the forest. The leaves are
petiolatc, ob long or lanceolate-obovatc, from three to six inches long, and one
or two in breadth, obtuse, acute or slightly attenuated at the base, softis b,
above smooth, of a velvety aspect and obscurely g reen, beneath smooth and
of a pale emerald hue, with scrobiculi at the axils of the veins, but scarcely
visible on the upper su rface. 'fbe stipu les are about as Jon g as the petioles,
oblong, Ycry obtuse, and very smooth. The flowers arc in ovate or subcorymbosc paniclcs. The calyx: is pubescent, witb a cup.shaped limb, and
short triangular teeth; the corolla is rose-coloured, with a cylindrical tube
about one-third of an inch long, and a laciniate limb fringed at the edges;
the stamina are concealed in the tube, and ha,·e anthers more than twice as
Jong as the filam ents. The fruit is an ovate capsu le scarcely as long as the
flower, enc1osing elliptical lanceolate seeds, the margin of which is irregularly toothed, so :is to have a fimbriated appearance . Tbe tree grow~ in tbc
foresl'!, upon the decli, itics of the Andes, at the height of six or seven thousand feet above tl1e ocean, in Bolivia and the southernmost part of Peru.
A variety of this specie:o:, described by '\Yeddell under the name of Josepltfrtna is a mere shrub, not more than twelve feet high, with fl. slender stem,
E>rect branches, and a bark strongly adherent to the wood. 'l'his variety is
found in some places covering extensive surfaces, destitute of forest trees.
W edde ll supposes that these tracts had once been covered with forests, which,
having been destroyed by fires, ha\'e been succeeded by this stunted growth
i-:pringiug up from tbe roots, and prevented from rece iving its natuml development by the want of protection from ot her trees.
By tbe disco>ery of this species the long unsettled point of th e botanical
source of Cal isaya bark bas been determined. The immense consumption of
that bark, and the wasteful methods pursued by the bark gatherers have
caused the rapid destruction of the tree; and already it has disappeared from
the neig:hbomhood of inhabited places, except in the form of a shrub. Weddell was compelled to make long journeys on foot through the forests 1 hy
paths scarcely opened, before he could get a sight of the tree in its full vigo ur
2. Gincho11a Oondarninea. Ilumb. and Uonpl. Plant. .E'quin. i. p. 33, t.
10; Lindley, .Flor . .ilfcd. 41-1; Carson, Illitst. of Afccl. Bot. i. 53, pl. 45. This
tree, when full grown 1 has a stem about e ighteen feet high aod a foot in
thickness, with opposite branches, of which the lower are horizontal, and the
higher rise at their extremities. The bark of the trunk yields when wounded
a bitter astringent juice. 'l'he leaves arc of variable shape, but generally
ovatc-lanccolate, about four inches in lenAth by less than two in breadth,
smooth, and scrobicula.te at the axil s of the veins beneath. Th e flowers are
jn axillary, downy, corymbose panil.!lcS. The tree grows on the declivities
of the mountainR, at :m elevation of from about a mile to a mile and a half,
and in a mean temperature of 67° F. It was seen by Humboldt and Bonpland in the neighbourhood of Loxa, and is said also to grow near G u:lorabamba. and Ayavaca in PE:'ru . lt is now admitted to be the source of the
crou:n bad;. of Lo.i:a. Weddell considers as varieties of this species, though
with some hesitation, as he has never seen them a.li\·e, the following; 1.
Gandollii (C. maerocalyx of Pa\•on and De Candolle); 2. lurnmre.foli'a (C.
lueumrefolia of Pavon and Lindley); 3. lancifolia (C. lancifolia of l\1utis),
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hereafter referred to as a distinct species; and -!. Pitayensis, growing in New
G1·;rnada.
3. 0. rnicrantha. Ruiz and Pavon. Fl. Peruv. ij. 52, t. 19-!; Lindley,
Flor. Med. 412; Carson, fllust. of Jled. Bot. i. 52, pl. H. This i_s a large
tree, forty feet high, with oblong lea,·es, from four to twelye_ inches in length
and from two to six in breadth, scarcely acute, smooth, shmrng on the upper
surface, and scrobiculate at the axils of the veins beneath. The flowers are
in terminal, loose, leafless panicles, and are smaller than those of any oth er
species except C. laucifolia. (Lindlr,IJ.) 'l'hc tree grows, according to Ruiz
and Pavon, in the mountains near Chicoplaya, l\Ionzon, and J:lueLla. de San
Antonio, according to POppig, at Cuchero, and, accordiug to ·weddel! 1 in the
Peruvian province of Carabaya, and in Bolivia. Ruiz states that its bark
is always mixed with that sent into the lll<lrket from the provinces of Panatahuas1 Huamilies 1 and Huanuco. The Ji:<lioburgh and Dublin Colleges
nscribe to it the cinchona cinerea 1 the yray or silvc1· bad.; of British commerce; :md the U. 8. l'ba.rmacopreia recognises it as one of the sources of
pale bark, as it undoubtedly is.
Besides the foregoing species, several others deserve a bl'ief notice, either
as contributing to furnish the bark of commerce, or on account of the attention they have received from plrnrmacologists.
•
4. C. scrobicu(ata. Bumb. and Bonpl. Plant. Equin. i. p. 165, t. 47;
'Veddell, IIist. Nat. des Qu.iriquina.~, p. 42, t. 7. This species was united
by Lindley with C. micrantba; but Weddell, who has had the amplest opportunities of forming a just conclusion, considers it as one of the best characterized species of the genus. According to this author, the scrobicul i at the
axils of the veins on the under surface of the leaf, wliich a.re one of the most
prominent of its peculiarities, are not usually found in C. micrantha, as stated
in its description; but that what have been taken for them, in the la.tter species, are simply small bundles of hairs. The tree was seen by Humboldt
and llonplan<l forming large forests near the city of Ja.en de llracomoros;
and Weddell states that it is met with also in the Peruvian provinces of Cuzco
and Carabaya.. Large quantities of tlrn bark were formerly col lected at Jacn,
and sent to the coast to be shipped for Lima. At present the traders in this
bark arc said by Weddell to be chiefly at Cuzco. rrhe bark of the younger
branches has been rank?d with the pale or gray barks; that of the larger
branches has been sometuncs employed to adulterate the Calisaya.
5 . C. lancVolia. l\Iutis, Period. de Santa Ji'e, p. 465; J~indlcy, J?for. Med.
415. 11'bis 1s one of the species discovered by l\lutis in New Grana.Ja, and
by the disciples of that botanist was considered as embraciug many trees
which had received distinct specific designations. By the London College it
'vas long recognised as the source of one of the officinal barks, under the
impression, probably, that it was identical with U. Condaminea, which was
known to yield one of the most highly valued varietiC's. It is, however, a
natiV"e of New Granada; and, as none of the barks recoO'nised by the
Pharmacupreias come from C~rthagcna, its .Product, which m~st be shipped
from that port, cannot be cons1Clered as ranking among thern. It yields the
Or(('nge bm·k of Mutis, or fibrous Ou1·tlwgcna bad,; of present pharmacologists.
6. C. cord1/olia. :Muus, in llumb. Jllagaz_. Berlin, 1807, p. 117; Lindley,
Flor. flfed. 839; Cmson, lll!tsl. of Mu:l.-?Jot.1. 51, pl. 43. '!'his isa~preading
tree, fifteen or twenty feet l~1gb, with a smgle, erect, round stem, covered with
a smooth ba1,k 1 of a browmsb-gray colour. It was first discovered by l\Iutis
in the. mountai1.1s a~out Santa Fe ~e ]3~gota in New Granada, and grows at
elevations varying from 5800 to 9::>00 feet. It was \ormcrly cousid ered by
the British Colleges as the source of their yeltow barl,;j but has been ascertained not to produce the ofliciual bark, which never comes from the region
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where it is known to grow. Guibourt found that the quina amm·illa, or
yellow barf.; of Santa Pe, which is prob~1bly produced by O. cordifolia, is
identical with ltard Oartlwgena barl.;. \Veddcll states that the tree grows
also in Peru, n.n<l yields the white and ash-coloured barks of Loxa.
7. l'. Boli'IJiana. -Weddell, llist ...Nat. des QuinquinQs1 p. 50, t. 9. This
tree was discovered and named by 'Weddell, who fouud it growing in Bolivia
and Peru, extending somewhat fu rther northward than 0. Oal isaya, but no~
so faf towards the south. In the northern parts of Bolivia the two species
frequently grow together. The bark of C. lloliviana i~ generally mixed in
commerce witL the proper Oalisaya, from which it cannot always be easily
<listinguished. This i1:1 less to be regretted, as, according to Wed<lell, the
properties of the two barks are not et:isentially different.
In addition to the specie!:! above mentioned, the following, for a description
of which we refer to Lindlcy's Flora Mcdica, yield barks possessing febrifuge
propcrties.-8. 0. nitidci of tLe Flora Peruviana, incorrectly confounded,
according to Lindley, with C. lanceolata by De Candolle, and 0. Oondamine<\
by Lambert, grows in groves, in cold situations upon the Andes, in the PeruTiau provinces of Huanueo, 'l'anua, Huamilies, and Xuaxa, and is probably
the source of the finest variety of commercial Llrna Lark- 9. 0. lucu:mre}Olia of Pavon, confounded by Lambert with C. Condaminea, grows near Loxa,
and probably coutributes to the Loxa or pa le barks.-10. 0 lanceolata of the
l,'Jora Peru viana is found at Cuc: hero, and various other places fifteen or
twenty leagues distant from Tluanueo, where it forms groves in lofty cold
situations upon the Andes. Its bark is said by Ruiz and Pavon to be called
yellow 1.Jm1•, from the colour of its inner surface, and to rc8emble Oufomya
burk in fla\·our.-11. G. oval1/olia of 1lumboldt an<l Honpland, the O. ll11ml,r;/Jtiwia of Romer and Schultes, and of De Oandollc, is a shrub from six
to niue feet high, inhab iting the province of Cuenca, where it forms consitleraLle forests. It probably contributes to the Loxn barks, although its product
is saiJ to be of inferior quality.-12. 0. ovcrw, of the Fl. Peruv. 1 grows in
close groves, in warm situations at the foot of the Andes, near Pozuzo and
J>anao, about ten leagues from Huanueo. J,indley considers it quite distinct
from the U.pul.JPsceusof Yahl, and U. corcliJOlia of l\lutis, with both of which
it has been confounded. Ruiz calls its hark cascaritlo pa/lido or pale bark,
and states that it was not to be found in commerce. Von Bergen, however,
upon comparing a F-pecimen of the cascarillo pa/lido in the collection of lluiz
with the Jaen bark, found them identical. From \Ycddell's statements it
would seem tbat this species is widely diffused in Peru and Bolivia, and varies exti·emely in the character of its bark in different :situations. In the
parts visited by him, the finer qualities pass for Calisaya burk; and in the
Peruvian province of Carabaya, bordering on Bolivia, it is habitually employed
to sophisticate that bark. He believes also that much of the quilled hark of
Loxaand Huanuco must be referred to thisspecies.-13. O.pubesccnsofVahl,
considered by Lindley as identical with 0. pm·pw·ea, of tbc l;-1. Peruv., is a
tree of considerable magnitude, distinguished by the violet tint of its large
leaves, and the purple colour of its flowers. It occurs in groves on the lower
mounlain ridges in the provinces of Loxa, Juen, Panatahuas, &e., was seen
by POppig at Cuchuo, and is stated to grow also in New Granada. The bark
is inferior, and is said to be employed for adulterating the better kinds. A
specimen taken to Europe by J'Oppig was found by lleicbel to he identical
with the Iluamilies bark. By Weddell it is stated to be tbe bark known in
llrench commerce as Cusco barl.·, and very closely to resemble that of 0.
cordifoli:t.-1-!. r. hirsuta of the Fl. Peruv. grows on wooded mountains in
the prod nee of Panatabuas near lluanuco, an<l is said to yield a. good bark,
c·all etl formerly quina de!gadillu or ddyada, but now scarcely collected.-15.
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C. glandttl1fera of the FL Peruv. is a shrub of about twehe feet, flourishing
on tbe high mountains N. W. of Huanuco, and Jiclding an exccllcut bark,
unknown iu commerce, called by the inhabit<rnts crisrorillo neyril!o from its
blackish ~pidermis. In its flowering !leai-on, it perfumes the forest by tbe
strong scent of its blossoms.-16. l'. J/uti~ii of J.ambert ( 0. 9lan~lul1/era
of Lindley) is considered nmoug the best characteri zed species. It grows
in Loxa, but its bark is unknown.
Besides the above species, Lindley enumerates, 17. 0.rnlunrliful/a of Ruiz
and Pavon, growing in the province of Loxa; 18. l'. vi{fosa of Pavon (C.
Ilumboldtianaof J. .ambert), growing at Jaco ofl_Joxa; and 19. U. codu.ciflora
of Bonpland, growin g near Jacn de Bracomoros; not, to mention the 8-pecies
joined by Weddell to his now admitted gcuus of Cascarilla. None of the
species referred to in this para~m1pb arc known to yield bark to com merce.
'110 these must now be added, 20. C. amygdal1foliaof Bolivia and Peru; 21.
C. australis of Boli\'ia, the most southern of all the known species, growing
as far south as the 19th degree of la.titnde; 22. a. pmpurascens; 23. u.
Olwmeliana; 24. 0. a.perifoh'a, also of BoliYia; and 25. C. Garaboyensis
of the Peruvian province of Carabaya; all of which were discovered and described by 'Veddcll i but from none of which is commercial bark procured.
C. diclwtoma of the Flom Peruviana, l'. 11wc1·oc(l(1JX of De Can<lolle, U.
cras..~1Jolia of Pavon in De Can<lolle's Prodromn~, 0. Pelatia of the same ·
authority 1 and 0. Jlfuzonew;is of Goudot in De Candolle's Prodromus, are
consid ered Ly Lindley as uncertain species.
Perhaps too much importance has been attached to the study of particular
species of Cinchona. 'fhe character of the product of any one species varies
much accordiug fo tbe part of the plant decorticated, and the ci rcumstances
of its growth. ·Weddell has made some observations on this point, which, if
confirmed, may lead to important practical results.*
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Co1mnercial History.
For more than a centmy after Pernvian bark came into use, it was pro·
cured almost exclusively from the neighbourhood of J.. oxa. In a memoir
published A. D. 1738, La. Condamiue speaks of the ba1·k of Rhiobarnbo,
Cuenca, Ayiwaca, and Jnen de Bracomoros. Of these places, the fin:t two,
together with J.. oxa, lie within the ancient kingdom of Quito, at its soutbcru
extremity; the others arc in tbe siune vicinity, within tLe borders of Peru.
The drug was i-:hipped chiefly at Paj ta, whence it was car ri ed to Spain, and
thence spread oYer 1£urope. Beyond the limits above mentioned, the Cin·
chona was not supposed to exist, till , in the year 17 53, a gentleman of Loxa
discovered it, while on a journey to Santa F C de Bogota, in num ero us situn.·
tious along hi s route, wherever, in fact, the elevation of the country was
equal to tbat of Loxa, or about 6,500 feet above the 1cYel of the sea.. This
discovery extended through Quito into New Grana<la, as far as two degrees
and a half north of the equator. But no prnctiC.'lll advantage was derived
from it; and the information lay buri ed in tlte archives of the vice-royalty,
till subsequen t events brought it to light. To l\lutis belongs the credit of
making known the existence of the Uinchona in New Granada. Ile first
discovered it in the neighbourhood of Bogota, iu the year 1772. A botanical
exped iti on was afterwards or~imizcd by the Span ish goYcrnmcnt, with the
\'iew of explor ing tbis part of their dominions, and the direction \ms giYcn
to Muti s. It s n•srn1"Chcs eventuated in the Ji ~co very of seve ral species of
Cinchona in New Or:rnada.; and a commerce in the bark soon comrocnc:cd,
which wi1s canicd on th1·ough the ports of Cartlrngcna and Santa Martha.
To these soui·ccs another wa s added about the stnne time, A.D. 177G, by
the discO\'Cry of the Cinchona in tbo centre of Peru, in the mountainous
region about the city of Huanuco, whi ch li es on the eastern declivity of the
Andes, north .east of Lima , at leas t six degrees south of the province of Loxa.
'l'o explore tbis new locality, another botauici~l expedition was set on foot, at
the head of wbich were Huiz and Pavon, th e distinguished author!!! of the
Ii'lora J'cruviana. 'fhcse botauists spent se,•era l years in this region, during
which time they discovered numerous species. Lima became tile cntrepot
for the barks collected around Huauiico; and hence probably originate<l tlie
name of Lima bark, so often conferred, in common language, not only upon
the varieties received through that city, but also upon the.i:ne<licine generally .
Soon after th e la st-m entioned discovery, two additional loca lities of the
Cinchona were found, one at the northern extremity of th e continent near
Santa l\lartha, the other very far to the south, in the provin ces of La ]Jaz
and Cochabamba, then within the vice-royalty of Buenos Ayres, now in tbe
republfo of Bolivia. '!'L ese latter places became the source of an abundant
eupply of excellent bark, which received th e name of Calisaya. It was sent
partly to the ports on tl.ie Pacific, partly to Buenos Ayres.
The conseque nce of these JiscovCries was a \'<l.St increase in the supply of
bark, whicb was now sliippcd fr om the ports of Guayaquil, l'ayta, J.,ima,
Arica, Buenos Ayres, Ci1rthagena, and Santa. 11.lartha. At the sa me time,
th e aycrage quality was probably deteriorat ed ; for, though many of the new
v1.1rictics were possessed of excellent properties, yet eq ual cn rc in supcrin.
tending the collection an<l assortiug of the bark could scarcely be cxerc:i:-:cd,
in a field so much more extended. The nu·ictics now poured into the market
soon became so numerous as to burthcn the memory, if not to defy th e dis.
criwination of the druggist; and the bcsL phanuacologists found th cwseh'cs
at a. loss to discoYer uuy permanent pcculiMitics which might serve as the
1
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ba~is of a proper and useful classification.

This perplexity has continued
more or less to the present time; though the discovery of the alkalin~ prin·
ciplcs has presented a ground of distinction before unknown. 'l'he restnctions
upon the commerce with South America, by directing the trade into irregular
channels, had also n, tendency to deteriorate the character of .th~ drug.
Little attention was paid to a proper assortment of the several varieties; :rnd
not. on ly were the best barks mixed with those of inferi?r species and less
carefu l preparation, but the products of other trees, beurrng no resemblance

!~ ~~c d~~~f~.1:~a~.~:f:.~:o~~~;::~. ad~~~ ~:~.~!t8b~~ntl~i1~ti:i~~1:;/~:;.:r;~c-~~

liarly ill furnished. The supplies, being derived chiefly, by me~ns of~ contraband trade, from Cartha gena and other ports on the Spamsh l\lam, or
indirectly through the Ifavana, were necessarily of an inferior character; and
most of the good bark which reached us was imported by our druggists from
J. .ondon, whither it was sent from Cadiz. A great change, however, in this
respect, took place, after the ports on the Pacific were opened to our commerce. The best kinds of bark were thus rendered directly accessible to us;
and the trash with which our markets were formerly glutted is now in great
me<isure excluded. Our ships trading to the Pacific run along the American
coast from Valparaiso to Guayaquil, stopping at the intermediate ports of
Coquimbo, Copiapo, Arica, Callao, Truxillo, &c., from all which they probably receive supplies. l\Jucb good bark has of late also been brought from
Carthagena, and other ports of the Caribbean Sea..
The persons who collect the bark are called in South America Oasrarilleros.
Considerable experience and judgment <ire requisite to render an individual
well qualified for this business. He must not only be oble to distinguish the
trees which produce good bark from those less esteemed, but must also knolv
the proper season and the <ige at which a branch should be decorticated, and
the marks by which the efficiency or inefficiency of any particular product is
indicated. 'l'he bark gatherers begin their operations with the setting in of
the dry season in May. Sometimes they first cut down the tree, and afterwards strip off the bark from the branches; in other instances, they decorticate the tree while standing. The former plan is said to be tlie most economical; as, when the tree is cut down, the stump pushes up shoots which in
the course of time become fit for decortication, while, if deprived of its bark,
the .who!~ r.l~nt pe:ishes. The o~erator separ~tes the bark .by making a longitu<lmal rnc1s10n w1U1 a sharp kmfo through its whole thickness, and then
forcing it off from the branch with the back of the instrument. Other means
n.re resorted to when the trnnk or larger limbs arc decorticated. According
to POppig, the bark is not separated until three or four days after the tree is
foiled. It must then be speedi ly dried, as otherw ise it becomes deteriorated.
For this purpose it is taken ?ut ?f the woods i~to some open place, where it is
expos<'d to the sun. In drym~ it ro~ls up, or m technical la.uguage becomes
quilled; and the degree to which this effect takes place, is proportionate directly to the thinness of the bark, and inversely to the age of the branch
from which it was derived. In packing the bark for exportation, it often
happens that several different kinds are introduced into the same case. The
packages arc, in com mercial langu<ige, called seroons. As found in this

~ttJ·1~~t ~;°[ :;~/:~:;!! ~~~~~e~p;~~~n~l;a~co~!ntl~~~ :r°~o~~f\~:dh~~eg;~~:~

'l'hc Cmchona forests, _hci~f? in very thinly inhabited districts, do not, for
the most part, bcl?ng to md1v1~uals, but are open to the enterprise of all who
choose. to engage m. the col1~ct1on of the bark. The consequence is, that the
operat10ns are earned on mthout reference to the future condition of this
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important interest; and the most wasteful modes of proceeding are often
adopted. Nevertheless, the great extent to which the Cinchona forests prevail, spreading, as they do, with some interruptions, over thirty degrees of
latitude, and occupying regions which ean ne,'er be applied to agricultural
purposes, almost precludes the idea of their even remote extinction.
'l'he bitterness of the Cinchona is not confined to its bark. The leaves and
flowers also have this property, which in the former is associated with acidity,
ju the latter with a delicious aroma, which renders the air fragrant in neighbourhoods where the trees abound. '!'he wood is nearly tasteless; but the
bark of the root has the same virtues as that of the trunk; and rich mines
of underground treasure m:ty await future explorers, in regions which have
been stripped of their trees either by fire or the axe.

Classification.
To form a correct and Jucid system of classification is the mClst difficult part
of the subject of bark. An arrangement founded on the botanical basis,
is liable to the objection, that the product of the same species may vary
according to the age of the bark and the situation of the tree; and, besides,
is at present out of the question; as, though our knowledge of the source of
the several varieties h:ls much extended, it is by no means complete.
The Spanish merchants adopted a classification, dependent partly on the
place of growth or shipment, and partly on the inh erent properties, or supposed r'11ative value of the bark . So long as the sou rces of the drug were
very confined, and the number of varieties small, this plan answered the purposes of trade; but at present it is altogether inadequn.te; and, though some
of the names originally conferred upon this principle are still retained, they
arc often uncertain or misapplied. 'l'hus, it is said that, by the traders in
South America, the young slender gray barks are called by the name of Loxa,
froi:n whatever source they may be derived; while those somewhat larger and
ol<lcr receive their appellation from Lima.
Perhaps, on the whole, the best arrangement for pharmaceutical and medicinal purpose~ is that founded upon difference of colour. It is true that
dependence cannot be placed upon this property alone; as barks of a simi lar
colour have been found to possess very different virtues; and, between the
various colours considered characteristic, there is an insensible gradation of
shade, so that it is not always possible to decide where one ends and the
other begins. Still it has been found that most of the valuable barks may
be arranged, according to their colour, in three divisiom~, which, though
mingling at their extremes, are very distinctly cha racterized, in certain specimens, by peculiarity not only in colour, but also in other sensible properties,
antl even in chemical constitution. The three divisions nlluded to are the
pale, the yellow, and the red. This arrangement has been adopted in the
U. S. and London Pharmacopreias, and, with slight variation, in those also
of the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges; and as, until recently, almost all the
highly esteemed barks were brought from the Pacific coast of South America,
and those from the northern coast were deemed inferior, it was only the
former that were recognised under the three divisions referred to. In describing, therefore, the different kinds of bark, we shall treat first, under the
officinal titles of pale, yellow, and retl, of those brought from the porb~ of the
Pacific; while those coming to us from the northern ports of New Granada
and Venezuela will be subsequently considered under the heading of nonofficinol or Cartha9e-na bark<;, by the latter of which names they have been
generally known in commerce. The commercial name will be gi\·en in all
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dcci<ling upon the character of a seroou, the drui:rg;is.t is .gu.ide~ rather by_ tho
predominance than the exclusive exi.!:itence of certam d1stmctive properties.

1.

PALE BARIL

The epithet pale applied to the barks of this ?ivis_ion is ~erived from tbe
colour of the powder. The Frencl.1 call them q~rnqu111(lS gru, o_r gra.f ba~ks,

from the· colour of the cpiJcrmis.

1

l'l:iey come rnto the market m cylmd!1cal

pieces of variable length, from a. few inches. to a foot ~nd a. hal'., somctuncs
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generally bcc11 deemed the finest are about the size of a goosequill.

1
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surface, in the finer kinds, is smooth; in the co:.irscr, occasionally rough and
somewhat ligneous. Its colour is a brownish-orange, sometimes inclining to
red, sometimes to yellow 1 and, in some inferior epccirnens, of a. dusky hue.
The fracture is usually srnooth, with some short filaments on the interna l
part only. In the coarser barks it is more fibrous. The colour of the powder
ii a pale fawn, which is of a deeper hue in tlie inferior kind:s. 'l'he taste is
moderately hitter auJ. somewhat astringent, without being disagreeable or
nauseous. Authors speak also of an acidulous and aromatic flavour, which
is less evident. The better kinds bve a. feeble odour, which is di::.tinct and
agreeably aromatic in the powder and decoction. The pale barks are chemically characterized by containing a, much larger proportio1i of cinchmiiri
and guinidia than of guinia; and their infusion docs not yield a prccipit<ite
with solution of sulphate of soda. Their appearance generally indjcates that
they were derived from the sniallcr branches. 'fhey are collected in the
provinces a.bout Loxa, or in the country which surrounds the city of lluanuco,
northeast of Lima, and are probably derived chiefly from Cinchon::i Coud:.i.minea, C. niti<la, and C. micrantha.
'J'hcre are scvCral commercial varieties of pale bark, obtained from different soUrces, and differing more or Jess in their properties. 'l'he most highly
esteemed of these is the Loxa bor/1. 1 the finest specimens of which arc sometimes called crown bar/.; of Lo.ra, from the impression that they have the
same origin and ?haractcr with the bark formerly selected with g reat care for
the use of the Krng of Spain and the royal family. The pale bark collected
about ll uanuco is either named Linia bw·I.:, because taken to that city for
commercial distribution, or 1Jua11uco bark, from its place of collection. The
former n.amc ~as been more common in tbis country, \~here, indeed, this
commercial variety has not unfrcquently been confounded with the Loxa OOrk.
Other pale barks are the Jue1t and lluamilies barks, which arc scarcely
known as distinct varieties in the United States.*
*The following description of lhescvcrnl vnrietiesof pale bark bns been derived

t~It:tt~f~:I1~::f~f:~!.:~~.;gg~:ig;0r~~:~~i1~~i·i~f~l~;t.l.::Jl;gJ~~
of London, \vho hnscnrefullycxnmincd the rich collection of Pu..vondcpositeJ in tlic
Dritish .Museum, and compared the specimens wiLl.i the barks of commerce. Ow- re-
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In th is country, the pale bnrk hns fall en into disuse. As it yields
q1iinia, it is not employed in the manufacture of the sulphate of that alkali,
e,·arictics
mnrksnreputin theformof a note; nstbeinformntio n inrelationtothes
nofthcdrul!l!iSt.
can be of little use to the studcut, though it may aid thcdiscriminatio
some idea of the
Fora properunderstan dingofthesubjcc t, the reader should have
four foyers, viz.: 1. the
gcnernl s tructure of the bn1·k. ln the young bnrks there are
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liber, or inn~r-coat, which is more
coal or green layer, often containing resin, and 5. the
or less fibrous.
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Ge~;n~_::_;~li~afo~io~~~;~sB~~~; Bc?;~~?su~:Sc~~~~
titler ,l/onogrophit dt r China, published in
1

splcntlid work upon bark. entitled l'trsuch
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of which nre somewhat elevated. In the
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the b:uk, and divide it into rings, the edges
tbeyaredistnnta nJ.
snrnllei!tquills these fissuresnrenotve ryobvious; in the larger,
very rouirh and even
npt to be interrupted. ln tholiu·gost tho surface is sometimes
almost hl~1ck,
l\":lrty: Tho proper colour of the epidermis_ i~ d:ITk grny, som~times
frequently dh·enuficd
sometnnes nsh-coloured, nnd occilsiona.lly i11cl1111ng to fawn; but
ns to cove1· almost tho
by whiti1.<h lichen1t, which are in some instfl.nccs so numerous
'l'heinnersurfoce
'vholeexteriorof thebark,nndtogi veitalight-wn.y 11ppenrance.
occns.ionallya reddi:.h
is smooth nnd uniform, nnd of the colour of cinunmon, with
somewhat
'l'he fracture in the smaller quills is quite smooth, in the lnrger
tin~e.
i:hibits
fibrous. 1'hcbnrkisofara thcrfirmconsist cncc, trndwhen cuttrons,·e1-selyein llamp
thnl perceived
a resinous chnr:\Ctf'r. l ts odonr is comp1tred Uy Guibou rt to
null billerisb.
woods, by Von Ber~en to thi1t of rn.n. Its t:lste is acidulous, astringent,
'.l'he powder isofn dull cinnamon colour.
18,)(), describes four
Guibourt, in the edition of his ili&loire des J)rog1tcs. published in
Quttiq11.ina de Loxa 9rU
chief vurieties of Loxa bnrk, under the names se,·crnlly of ].
de Loz(t rouge jibreui; de
comparft, 2. Quinquina dt Loxa brun complfcft, 3. Qui11/jui11a
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;7,~~~~;~~ v~! ~:~-~~~~e ~,~~ !1~;~d i~~fi~~
~:; b~ ~~~~~:~er! ~11? :;::~;i;~ti:: ~:~~,.!
h.''itseminenll.vf ibrous taxt.ure, 1111d it.sslight
3

tinc:;ui;;;hcd from the common J~oxrt bark
'.l'he fourth i11 almost
n<;trinf.(cncy to the tflste. I t is scurcely to be found in comm~rce.
is iu (juills, very thin,
the only variety of l~oxn. hnrk known in the Fre11cb market. 1t
with minute tr:rns,·erse
and usually ver:r much rolled, but sl.i~htly rough cxterunll.v.
it n. l.ight-grny colour,
fi;.,;nres, generally covered with a. thi11 whitish cont which p;ives
fmctu.re. Its toHe is
r<"ddish :u1d ,·ery smooth internally, and of a. very finel.Y fibrQus
pieces from the trunk
n"Striugent nnd bitter, nnd its odour sufficiently m:irkecl. The
with some rosemblunce
nre much larger, nnd m:\y en-en hnvc a thickness of two lines,
longitudi1rnlly wdnkled,
to the Cnlisayn; but its outer surface, scarcely rough. and often
readily distinguish
the fineness of its texture, 11.nd tho srnoothne9's or its inner surface
it. Guibourt.hasno hcsitntionin referring it to 0. marrora/yi·.

~~ :;,~::~:~:~~;:~~i~~:t:~~~;~~!~1~~~·~1;;.:;'.1~;:~~:;z;;H:::fr~~:~:£~:::~v~E~::
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§;f~~r@g§J~~~ffu~~~gN~
come in the seroons of eommcrcinl crown b:uk.

'l'liis b1trk is belieYcd to hnxc been
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former l.ml'ing 11.
1171ilt Oro11•n Bark. This is in smnll nnd larp;e quills: the
exhibiting numerous
silvery nppearrince from tile presence of crustaccous lichens, and
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which has almost superseded the bark as a remedy in intermittents; and the red
or yellow bark is preforred by physicians when it is necessary to resort to the

rt1i~~~t~{1.~r~~~
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it identical with the bark, in Pavon'scoHection, ascribed to the O.rotundifoliaof thut
botnnist, the C. cordifolia., vnr. rotu11difolia of Weddell. It is stated to be imported from
Li nm; and, according to ]\fr. Howard, large quantities are now used for pharmaceutical
1

6

1

fn~~;.~~~~j s(~~ ~lhi~~ ~~d:;o,~;:~~1f:::i~;ri;~es ~~~~~\~n ~~~;, ~~~~~oc~t ~~~e~~~ea~dil~~:
most destitute of transverse fissures. J\Jany of the quills ure lined within with a thin
shaving of pale-yellow wood. The fracture is short and resinous. '.l'he taste is very
astringentnndbutslightlybittcr,and,nsthc bark isalmostdestituteofalknloids, it is
very nearly worthless. It is brought from Pnyta; but its botanical source is unknown.
'fhe earlier analyses gM'C as constituents of the Loxa barks cinchonia and quinin,
generally with a predominance of the former alkaloid. Since the discovery of quinidia,
this also bu s been found, sometim es, in considernble propo1·tion. The Jiffercntvari etiesvnrymuch in theiryieldofnlkaloids;thelnrgerbnrks,innllthevnrieties,nffording more than the sma.ller. An average of several results, stiited by Geiger, gives
about0·48percent.ofcinchonia,and0·06ofquinia. In the thickest pieces,
Thiel found ]·Opercent.of cinchonin, and 0·03 of quinin. According to Soubeir:rn,
one pound of Loxa bark yields from a dracbm and n half to two drnchms of sulphate
of ci nchonia .From some fine old Loxa bnrk, not now in the market, Mr. ll ownrd obto.ined O·il4 per cent. of quinin, 0514 of quinidia, nnd 0·04 of cincbonjn.
From the[/, 0. crown hark, which is at present the vnrieiy usually found in commer..:e,

~~o~o:/~1~: r~~~~~ ~~i~I~~gozr~~~ ~:~t~,~~~~~!~~i~~~ g~6;~i~~ne~~o(1~~·r::~~.f1;~~-1~~;;,
3d ed., p, 163'J.) From the asli.11 crown bark the same chemist got 0·418 per cent. of
quinia and quinidia jointly, nnd 0·914 of ciuchonin. (Phann. Journ. and 1rm1t., xii.
126.) From these results itwouldappcareitbcrthri.ttheolderLoxa. bnrks con tninetl.

~=,r~~::~~~::~:~~~!;t~i~~:~r~r~ :~;~:::~::!;;~r~~~~~:,~i~~~~~F~~~:i::i~~!:r
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through the ci~yof Lima, th.o seco~d was .derived from the nnme of the city ( Hmmuco
or Guanuco), m the more 1mmed1ate neighbourhood of which the trees were found.

tf~'.;;::t!}fl~~~i::~:~;it~~~~~~\;r;i:f~~~~:~{BJ?.~:~~i~r~:~:g~
.F'int Gray Bark. -Quinqui11a Rouge dt Lima. Guibourt. The dimensions of this
do ~ot matc.riall.r differ from those of the preceding. nlthough in the largest
pieces the diameter 1s somewhat greater. Mo.ny of the smaller quills ho.,·e a more or

v~riety
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medici ne in substance. There is no doubt, however, that cinclwnia possesses febrifuge properties little inferior to tLose of quinia; and the same is
less spirnl form. At the edge of most of the complete quills, n sharp oblique cut with
is
a knife is observable. The epidermis is usunlly adherent. The exterior surface
marked with longitudinal wrinkles or furrows, which in the thick pieces often penetrate
lly
quitcthroughtheou tercontingofthebnr k. 'l'mnsverse fi ssuresnrealsogcnt"ra
obscnnble; but. t11 ey uevcr run wholly r ound the quill. often not more th im n. qunrtcr
ii:1
or half round, nnddonote:i:hibitelcv ntcd borders. In some pieces the epidermis
rubbed off, either wholly or in spots; and in a few the entire thickness of the external
h1yers is here and there remo\•ed, exhibiting the proper bark in patches. The colour

~~~~~~;: ~oit~ ~1~;:r1~ii~:~~e~:ty\\~~~~~s:h~ ~\~;~~h~~~·s;,~.\~ ic~1cf.~1s~~~:; rbi~ ~\~fti~:~n~ol~~~
esofa.
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iswrmting, thesurface isgrayish-fawnorre<l dish-gray, andinthethiekerpiec
dark cinnamon colour. The inner surface, th ough in the smnller quills sometimes
in
tolcrubly uniform, is generally more or Jess uneven, fibrous, or splintery, especially
the larger pieces, in which mny often be obser,·ed adhering yellowish-white splinters
of wood. The colour is u suully a. rusty brown inclining somewhat to red, with oeca.or
sionidly a purplish tinge. 'fhe transverse fra.ctun~ is smooth exteriorly, fibrou s
spli ntery interiorly. The longitudinal fra ctun is u sually somewhat uneven, without
being splintery, aud exhibits here nnd there minute shining spots. The inner layers
of the ba.rk nre usually so ft nnd frinble. The colour of the powder is a full einnamonbrown. 'l'he odour of the bark is like that, of clny, an(l in thi s respect different from
tly
that of nil other varieties. The tnste is nt first acidulous, astringent, nnd sligh
nromatic, nud ultimately bitteraud adhesive.
Coar&e. or b~frrior Gray Bark. The cha.rncters of this bark as a. di stinct vnricty were
l.Li 8
first gh•en by Guibourt, who calls it. quinqui11a de. Lfoui gri8 lmm. Th e following is
to
description. ·•It is in the form of long tubes, well-rolled, from thesizeofn quill
that of the little finger, offering ''eryofteu longitudinul wrinkle!!-, formed by desiccnof
tion. The exterior surface is, moreover, mod era ~ely rugose, often nenrly cle~titute
tmnsverse fissures, lrn.,•i ng a. general deep-gray tint, but with black or white spots.
of
n.n<l bearing here a.nd there the snmelichc11s o.s thcLoxa barks. 'l'he inner bark is
fibres ." (H Ut. de&Drogues,
:t deep brownish yellow, and formed as it were of agglutinated
its
4c ed., iii. 108.) )Ir. Howard says of this bark that its predominnnt feature is
the
genern.l u·ood.I/ texture, 1ifeatnrc,·cry observable on 1·educing it to powder, while
only ha.rd portion of tlicformer vari ety is n.resinouscircle existing between the inner
the
and outer cont. He further states, nsdistinctionsbetwee n the two varieties, that
inone now described is thinner than the former; thatits prevailiug superficinl colour,
bdcpcndentlyofthewhit clichenouscoveriug,is glauco11$9reen, andthccolourofitssu
tl1e inner surfa ce,
sta.nccru&ly~yellou:, while ilicfi11e.9ray ,·aries su perficially, ns regards
the
from a mflroon colour to rust., nnd as regards the outer is brown. the substance of
bark being red; tha.t n, decoction of the former is pale, aud gives a smnll flocculent
deposit on cooling, while one of the latter is brown, nnd lets fall a. copious sediment.

(I'~~~~.;d{~~:~g~C'ol~;;;';~f~~~ ri;~ ~f;:~~r~.'

which it denominates Cinchona cinma
obor Gra.11 bark, to C. micrantlia. 'l'hcrc is nt present little room to doubt , from the
servations of Guibourt, Perci rn , and IJo,va.rd , that it is only the coane. or inferfor variety
that belongs to that species; while th e finr gray bark must be ascribed to C. 11itida,
1 1
1
n.lknloids,
the
of
proportion

wl~~1 ~ u~~~~r~~vs1 ~~ 3 1~ :c~e~~~~~u~~::i~fal ~~~,~~~f~~nble
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do not differ much in size from
0

collccteJ.

The Ju.en bark is nlWnys in quill s, which
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probably the ca11e with quinidia; so that, should the so urce of quinia begin
to fail, the pale bark 1w,1y come into more extensive use fo r the prepa ration
of the two other alkaloiJs.

Cinchona.
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YELLOW BARK.

The officina} term yellow bark is appli cable only to the mnst vrtluable
variety of the drug having this colour. 'J'bis is kaown in commerce by the
name of Calisrq;n, which has been said, though erroneously, to be deri\·cd
from a province in Bolivia, ncnr the cit.r of La P<iz, where the bark is collected.* By the drnggists, Calisaya b:uk is arranged in two sub.varieties,
the qulllccl and the flat 1 which sometimes come mixed together in the same
scronn, ~ometimes scparu.tc. They are called by the l?rench g1ti11gui11ajmme
royul (roya l yellow bark), from their resemblance to a ntriety of bark formC'rl.Y collected for the Rpauish king.
'l'l1c quilled C~tli!W,1/ll ( ('a{ii;a!Ja arrolrtda of the Spanish Americnm1) is in
pieces from three inches to two feet long, from a quarter of an inch to two
or three inches in Jiameter, and of equally variable thickness. The epiderm is
ls of a brownish colnur, diversified or concealed by whitish or yellowish
lichens, is mark ed by longitudina.l wrinkles and transverse fissures, and is
often partially separated, and generally easi ly separable from the proper bark.
In the larger kinds, it is thick, rough, deeply indented by the transverse
fi~sure~, which often surrou nd the 'luills, and is composed of several layer,,,
separated from each other by a rcJdbsb-brown membrane. Th e epidermis
yields a dark-red powder, :rnd is tasteless and iner t. It is desirable, therefore, to get rid of it before the bark is powdered, as the medicine is thus
procured of greater strength. Th e bark itself, without the epidermis, is
from one to two lin es in thickness, compact, of :i short-fibrous texture, and
when broken presents shining points, apparently the termination of small
fibres running lollgitudinally, wLid1 1 examined by the mi croscope, are found,
when freed from a salmon-coloured powder tLat surrounds them, to Le yellow
and transparent. They readily sepa rate, when the bark is powdered, in th e
form of !"picuht, wliid1, like those of cowhage 1 insinuate thcmseh-cs into the
skin, and produce a disagreeable itching an<l irritation . 'l'hc colour of the
bark is brownish-yellow with a tinge of orange, the taste less astringent than
that of the pale bark, but much more bitter; and the bitterness is somewhat
peculiar. The external part of the proper bilrk is more bitter and af"tringent,
and consequently stronger in medicinal power, than the internal. The odour
is faint, but, when the bark is boiled, resembles that of the pale nnieties.
1'he small quills closely rese mbl e some of the pale barks in appearance,
but may be distiuguished by their very bitter taste .
The flat l'alisa!Ja ( Oalisaya plantha of the Spaniards), which is derived
from the large branches and trunk, is in pieces of various lengths, either <iuitc
fb.t, or but slightly curved, and generally destitute of the epidermis, which
Las been obviously rcmovcll from its own want of adhesiveness to the proper
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pi eces; the outer is irregular, marked with con flu ent lonµ:1tudmal furrows
and ridges, and somcwLat darker coloured than the inner, being of a. brownish
fawn, frequently diversified with da rker stains. 'l'be bark i8 of ~n~form frac-

f~;: ~~:~~~~~~ul~s~e~~~:lt~; :!i~ckpe:s!~:s~~b~( }~~l:d1;1~;i~~nfia~r~~~::r ~ts ~~~!~~t
weaker than the proper bark of the quills, it is usually, in eq ual weight,
more valuable than tLat va riety, because free fr om th e uselcf's epi dermi s.

The offic inal yellow bark is characterized by its strongly bitter taste, with
li ttle astringency; by its fine brownish-yellow, some.what orange colour, which

is still brighter in the powder; and by containing a la1ye proportion of q1tinia
with very li.ltle ci'nchom·a . The salts of quioia aod lime arc so abunda.nt,
that a strong infusion of it insta ntly affords a precipitate when crystals of
sulphate of soda are added. (Guibourt, H ist. des Drogues, 4e ed. iii. 131.)*
1

K;n(~=l~ZZ:i. ba~;e ~re:~~c;:~~1:f a~~~-a~~:~e~isudne~~~i~~~o1~,a:~i~~n~Jit ~: t~;~aa:~
dimensions, which are given in the text. The ephl ermis,twliich iu mauy ofthesmnll
quills is partly wanting, in the fiat pieces usually quite wanting, is very thick and
b1·ittle, constituting from a third to one·lrnlf of the bark, and, in some of the largest
quillsorp:1rtially quilled pieces, eve n two-thirds. ln thelattercnsc, it often consists
of six or eight different layers. The quills are gcncr:•lly marked with longitudiunl
wrinkles nud furrows, and always with transverse fi ssm·es. 'l'hese fissures, which
ofteu form complete circles round the quills, lnn·e u sually an elevated borJer, and
sink so deeply in muuy of the larger pieces, th:tt they nre obscn •nble upon the proper bark. [u the smn.ller pieces they arc often faint, but us unlly crowded. The
colour of th e epidermis vnrics fro m whitish-grny tobluish·grny; but it is very much
diversified by lichens, sons to present yel!owisL-white, ash·grny, and blackish spots.
When the outer layer of the epidermis is w1tnting,ns isnot un frcqucutly the case to~
greater or less extent, the colour i::i somewhat sooty-brown or almost liver-brown. The
outer surface of the pieces without epidermis is of a colour between cinnamon-brown
and dark rusty-brown. 'l' heinn ersurfncc, in tl1 epicccsof all dimensions, is uniform
and almost smooth, but exhibits fin e longitudi1rnl fibres closely compressed. Splinte~s
of wood are never found adheri ng to the inner surface. The prevailing colour of this
surface is a r:1th ~r dnrk or full cinnnmon-brown, P.i•ss!ng so meti1~1c s i.nto :l- rust1'.·brown,

~~~ ~~~~~-n~;r~~~~~~~hi'~i~~~;~~h:~::::.:1·~~~~11e;~:~1'. i: ~~~o;~~:~~~~~!r~~~e~~ ~1~e t! 1~i~
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dermis, a more or less dark ciimnmon-brown in tli at answering to the proper bn1·k.
Thetrnnsvcrst>.fracture ofthcepidcrmisis rathcre,,en, that of the inner part fi brous,
or splintery. A resinous layer nrny be seen beneath the epidermis, which usually remnins when the latter is removed, a.nd communicntes to the 6nt pieces the dark colour
which distinguislies their exter~al surface. Small sharp splinters, which in the longitudiua1fracttlreappeu rlike shin111gpoi nts,nrea,pt to insinuatethcmselves intotheskin

~~::~~\;~:;~s£~i~;:~~l~~~~e:~~~:fn~f!~~~~'.~~~~~~~· f~l~~l~t~~~r~~=~!~ ::~d:;~~:~
Weddell speaks of a ''!lriety of Cal isny:i bark havin g adark·coloured exter nal surface, which is often wholly of a.vinous black, and of nnother which has a. less uneven

~~~~~~~f~~~~r1~~~~~~1~
should yield from 3 to 3·<> per cent. of officrnal sulphate of quinia.
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Uoti l the recent most vnluable researches of Weddell, nothing wa s known
with certainty as to the particular species which yields Calisaya bark. At
present there is no variety of which, in this respect, we have such accurate
Fu.lit. or Spurioua Caliaaya Barh.
The grcntvalueofCalisnya ba1·k hnsled to the substitutionforit,orfrauc lulentadmixture with it, of otht'r varieties bearing a more or Jess close rescmbhmcc to it in
ch1trncteror nppcnrnnce. Some of th ese are probably not much inferior in \'irtues to
the genuine bark, others of littlevnlue; and it is highly important thnt they should
be distinguished. We give below a brief notice of such as are described in pharnmcological works, or ha,·e comc under our own observation. Wcd<.lcll states tbattbc

~'.•t~~11~c!~1~~~;c;~h~c/~t~e6t~'::s~:~li:::~t:1;; ~~~~~:c: b:;~~i~~~1;5~=!~:d {;:::un;!,o~~~~scn}:~

cility with which these may be separtLtcd, 3. the uniform fawn colour, without any
white marking in its thickness, 4. the great doi&ily of the bark, which is s uch tLilt
when the uni\ is drawn across it, a shining track is often left, 5. the depth of tl1c de~

~·~~s=or~~n~~.~~sr:~::rto ~~~a~~·t ~~~i:~~ pi;~~ ~~~f1: ~~e"~:;~~g~:s~:;~i:~i~1~:i~~!~t=~
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in compactness, spurious Calisnya. barks are called by the French Oali.111ya liger or
U9!1t Cali&a!/O.
J . Bark of 0. Oafoaya. vnriety Joupl1iana of Weddell. This is not known as n. di!!·

!;;~c~;·,~~\~1~ ~: ~ui:oro1 ~~:~~si~o~:i\\?;~. bu:ti~svi~~~~r~~.a~~l~m~;~g~~~ ;:o;:a;~i~~~~i:!~:
lichens. '.l'hc

or slate colour on the outer surface, which is ulso covered with pnle
inner surface is irregular, in consequence of the difficulty with which it is scpnrraed
from the wood. From the root& of tlie Mme varie(I/, which nrc probubly the rcuwins or
formerforcsttrecs,isobtn ined nnotherkindofbark,insh ortpieces,fiattish,undul nr,
or more or less contorted, destitute of epidermis, i11tcrnnlly fibrousorulmos tsmoo1h,
slightly cellulurexternally, ofn uniform ochrcous yellow, aud ofa decided bittcrnc i>s,
th ough notsostrongnsthatofgo od Calisnyn,which it resem bles in its internal structure. The Peruvians co.II iticlw-ca&carilla. (Weddell.) These barks can scarcely be
cousidercd as ad ulterations, ns they hrtl'C the virtues of the genuine.
2. Bark of C. B olfoia11a. Weddell states that this is almost u\wnys mixed in commerce
with the genuineCa.lisaya,from 'vhich it is often difficult to distinguish it. 'This is of
the less consequence, nsitis probably not mucl1 iufcriorin virtue. '!'he followi ng is
Weddell'!! description. 'fhe quilled is in all points similar t o the quilled Cnlisny11..
'l'hc fi:1t consists exclusively of the inner bark. It is generally not so thick as the
C11\is.1ya, but.of equal density. The furrow s on the outer surface are not so deep,
and the ridges which scparnte tl1em more rounded. The colour of this surface is a
brownish-yell?w fawn, with here Hnd there greenish shndes; of the inner a somewhat
reddi sh or orange fnwn. The fracture is like thnt of the Ca.lisnyn, but exhibits spots
of alightnlmostwhite colour. which nrc never seen in thatvn.ricty. The ta ste is o.
the Cnlistlyn..
stron~ and n~rceablc bitter, which is developed more quickly thnn in
8 . .Bark of 0. 011ota, ,· iir. rufi11erviiof Wed<lcll. Th is '''lriet_r of C. ovntii iohnbits
B olivia. and the Southern pro,·ince of Peru call"d Oarabn!/a, where the bark is said by
Weddell to be largely employed for adulterating the C•llisnp.. It is known in Peru by
the mm1eof Oa1.carilla Oar11b·1yn. It sometimes so closely resembles Cillisnyn as to be
with difficulty distinguished. In the quilled, the outer con ting 1:101oetimcs dilfers only
iu being somewhat less U1ick. In other im;tnnces it hns but a few nnnulnr fissures, is
finely wrinkled longitudinally, nnd v11ries in colour from n light grny ton deep brown,
being often completely covered with mo!lscs nnd lichens. It is ge11ernllycasily se parable
from the inner cont, the uncovered surface of wliid1 is of n ligl1t brownish fawn, nml
smooth, or marked with longitmlinnl depressiouscorrespondiug to rents in the outer
1

1
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nnd nstringent. The flat kind is of ''nriable form, often closely ~sembling
lisaya, but generally much lighter. Sometimes it consists solely of the inner bark,
but more frequently hl\s n. portion grcl\tcr or less of 1hc cellulnr cont attnchcd. The
outer s urface is sometimes smooth, with a few linear trnn s,·erse depressions, and wholly
ccllulnr; in other instiinces nne,·en, with roundish depre~sions . fibrous nt bottom; Rnd
is of a grayish·fawn or reddi::.h colour, sometimes marbled with darker shades. The
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knowlcrlgc. The genuine bark is derived from .the newly desc~ibcd spec i~s,
named 0. Calisaya; bul the b:irk of O. Bolivwna, another ot the species
discovered by Weddell, is sometim es mixed wit h it in t he si\me scroons. I t

~~~cc~;:1:1r:~.~:1?s!8 f~~c~u~~ 1!sg,:~.~ 1~/f~~~:·o~~/~~~!1:.~:rf)~~~~~· fi'~:~hus~~~ri~~;\~~~l~:~~c;;

of the hitter character in the whole thickness.

It ho.s considerable hittcrncl!s, which
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t
consi<:tof the liber alone, or of t his with a portion of thecellu\nr cont. '.l'heoutcr
surf'itccofthe libcr, in someoftheuncoutcd pieces, is blnckh1h with rusty round tlntfr,h w;~rts. Sometimes it looks as ir dustc<l o•er with a yellowish powder. 'l'hc liher
it-;elr is more or less ornn.a;c; but some pieces rc:'!emblc red biuk in colour. Whether
tl1isi'itheprorluctorO. or>afa is uncertain; but, takingitssoureeintoconsidcr11tion,
nncl the fact stnted by Wetlde\1 that the bnrk or that species is gathered largely in
t'urab:iyn, nnd known hy the same unme in Peru, the probabilities seem to be p:rcatly
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b:\rk. nnd is less valuable than the Cnlisnya, only been.use the predominnnt alkaloid
iscinehonil\,
A v.iriety or flat bark imported into the U. States ns 011rabu.71a, is in irrcgulnr pieces,
somc;crysnmll,the largc!-ltabout!)inchrsin length, g:enernllyvcrythin; for the most
p~1rt dc-;titute or epidermi!l, but sometimes with portions of the outer cont nttnched;
on theouferaurfact, when unconted, ofn dull cinn::unon hue, with spots or a different
cn\011r sometimes much <lnrkcr, more or Jes~ irrep:ulur from slight elevi1tion~ and
:ooh,1\10\'v depressions, somcwlint furro"·ed lonµ:itudinally, seldom so trnns,·ersel.v; on
the ir111rr aurfact, or n. lightcr Imo thnn on the outer, smooth nnrl somewhat shining
'vhen ,-iewed obliquely, with fine compnct strnight fibres; with n. decided fihrous fracture, sometimes smooth town.rd the outer edge; nnd, wl1en h:indled, renclily yielding
epic11l11, which penetrate the fingers like those of C1\lis:-iyl\. Jn one specimen ~how n
Ui hy ' fessrs. Powers & Wei~l1tmri.11, the outer surf:\CC w:u1 nlrnost completely covered
oYer with the sub-epidermic \11-ycr, witl1 litL\e or none or the cpidcrm i!l itself, nnrl was
rem11rlrnhl.v uniform in its n<;pect, though sometimes presentinµ: numerous slip;ht longitmlinid wrinkles from di·yini;\'. nnd a few !<hn.llo'v tr:rnsve rse impres:iions. We 11re informe•l thntthisvarietycontnins more cinehonia.than quinin; nmlhn.velittledoubtthnt
it is the bnrk referred to by Weddell ns the product of 0 . ovata, ;nr. rufintrria.
4. B 1rk of C. acrobicufottJ.. 'l'he younger bark of this tree hns, we think, undoubtedly
hceu imported among the pale or gray barks. The lnrger or tint pieces have been
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ing: to Weddell, is tl1e centre or its commerce.
c~pecially

[t is the kind to which Guibourt hns
nttnched the nnmc of light Calisaya. Weddell thus describes it: "Less
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in other
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froui 0·3 to 0·4 of sulphate of quinrn.. " (lIUt. 1\fut. de1 Quinquinaa, pp. 4.J, 4:>.)

Oincliorta.
is produced exclusively in Bolivia, formerly Uppe r Peru, ;ind in the southern
portion of the adjoining Peru\•ian }ll'Ovince of C.:arabaya. Before these coun~
tries were separated froru Spaiu, it was shipped as well from Buenos .A) res
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as from the porls on the Pacific; but at present it comes only from the latt er.
As first announced in this work, from information derived from merchants
long personally engaged in commercial trans.~ctio~s on the l'acific coas~ of
South America, the bark is brought from the interior to t.hc P.ort of Arica,
'vhence it is sent to various other ports on the coast. The mtenor commerce
in the drug Las its centre chiefly in th.c town of La Paz. A.t ~n:scnt the
trade in this bark is much dit\linished, m con~cqucn ce of restn ct10ns by the
Bolivian government, which issued a de?rce fo rbidding the cutting of it entirely for three ycarfl, from the first of January, 1851.
It. is generally sup1>0sed to have been first introduced into commerce towards
the end of the last century, and it was probably not known by its present name
till that period; but La. Condamine states that the Jesuits of La Paz, at a
period anterior to the discovery of the febrifuge of Loxa, sent to Uome a very
bitter bark by the name of quinaguina, which, though supposed hy tlrnt travclJcr to have been derived from the Peruvian balsam tree, was very probably, as
conjectureJ by Guibourt, the true cincLona.. Besides, Pomet, in his History
of Dru:Js, published in 169.J., speaks of a bark more bitter than that of Loxa,
obtained from the pro,·incc of l'otosi, which borders upon that of J..a. Paz; and
Uhomel also states that the cinchona tree inha.bitecl the mountains of Potosi,
and produced a bark more esteemed than that wLich grew in the province of
Quito. (Guibourt, Joun1. de Pltarm., xvi . 235.) It is possible that, tLough
known at this early period, it may ba,•e gone ou t of use; and its re-introduction
into notice, towards the end of the last century, may have been mistaken for
an original discovery.*
Pelletier supposed thnt he had found a new alknli in this bnrk, which he named
aricina; buttl1esubstnnce heobtn in ed is now thought to have been some modificntion
ofoneoftheothcrnlknloids. 'J'h echicfnlkaloidinthebark iscinchonia. Fr11nkobtai11ed 48ouocesofitfrom 100\bs. of the bark, nnd only a trnceofquinia; Winkler,
:.!5G grnins from 16 ounces of a good specimen, nnd only i7 grains from the same quantity of nn inferior one. Guibourt estimates the proportion at a drachm for e\•ery
1>ound, and ob~enes that the bark is rich in cinchonic red.
6. Bark of 0. micra111ha, var. rotundtf<>lia of Weddeil. As this variety of Cinchona
grows in Bolivia, and the tint bnrk derived from it simulates Cnlisayu, it is very proL:Lble thatits product has been somctimcs used toadulterate the latter bilrk. Weddell
says of it thnt it has littledensity, and consists of the libernloue, orofthisnnd thecelJulnr eon.ting, which is genernlly semi-fungous and imperfectly exfolinted. The txftrnal
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pince, inorilertorenchtheforcstswhereit is foundol' n sizenndinnumbcrswhich
will repay the trouble of gathering the bark. 'l'heCascal'il\eros a.repersonseduented
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BARK .

The nnme of thi!?- variety is >ery appropriately applied; as the colour is
usually distinct both in the bark and the powder. In South America it is
called cascarilla roxa and co"lorada. Some writers have divided it into several
sub-varieties; but in relation to the true red bark there does not seem to be
ground for such division in any essential difference of properties. Like the
Colisoya, it comes in quills and flat pieces, whi ch are probably derived from
different parts of the same tree. It is imported in chests.
Some of the pieces arc entirely rolled, some partially so, as if they had
been taken from half the circumference of the branch; others are nearly or
quite fiat. 'l'hcy vary greatly in size, the quill being sometimes less tban
half an inch in diameter, sometimes as much as two incbes; while the fiat
pieces arc occasionally very large and thick 1 as if derived from the trunk of
a tree. They are covered with a reddish-brown or gray, sometimes whitish
epidermis, which is ragged, wrinkled longitudinally, and in the thicker pieces
marked with furrows, which in some places penetrate to the surface of the
proper bark. In many specimens, numerous small roundish or oblong eminences, ca lled warts, may be observed upon the outer surface. Beneath the
epid erm is is a layer, dark-red, brittle, and compact, which possesses some
bitterness and astringency, but much less than the interi or parts. These are
woody and fibrous, of a more or less lively brownish-red colour, which is
u sually very distinct, but in some specimens passes into orange and eve n
yellowish-brown; so that it is not nlways possible to distinguish the variety
by this property alone. The taste is bitter and astringent, and the odour
similar to that of other good barks. Red bark is chemically distinguished
from infancy to the business. Severn\ of them nre engnged in the service of a merchant or smri.11 company, by whom they nre sent, nt auy period of the yenr except
t..uringthern.ins,uponnnexpedi tionunderthechnrgeofn leadercnlledai\layordomo.
Ha,' ing previously r ecei\'ed i11formation which goYerns tl.ie direction of their journey,
theyprocced tothe,,icinityof their intended operations, and esta.blish n. ca.mp in a.
convenient position. Henceforward the neighbourhood is considered nsbelongingexclusively to the party, and no ot her bark-gatherers pretend to interfere. From the
camp the Cnscarillerosnredespatched,singlyorin small bunds,in different directions
into the forests, through which they hnvetomukc their way often with great labour
and fatigue. Each man carries with him proYisions for n long absence. 'l'he trees do
not form forcstsofthemselves,butarescatteredsinglyorin groupsmoreorlessclose.
}'romsomecom·enientpointof view the explorer scans the top of tl1eforest,nnd is
able to recognise, atn.great distnncc, from the peculiarity of its nspect, not only one
of tbe Cinchonas, but the pnrticulnr species of which he is in senrch. Sometimes he
is directed by the nppenrance of the dry leaves upon the ground. Having found a
suitnbletrec,hefirstfellsit,cut.tingasnenrthe soila spossible,thentopsoffthe
brunches, nnd separntes by blows with a. wooden mallet, or the back of his 11.xe, the
outer or dead layers of the bark, whicb easily separate. lie next makes incisions
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branches are decorticated without sepnrating the epidermis. The pieces obtninerl
from these nre simply allowed to dry in the sun, nnd, rolling thf'mse\vcs up, fo rm tbe
quilled ''aricty. The pieces of the trunk nredisposcd in squnre pile!'.', one bei ng placed
O\'er the other, and the whole kept down by some bca\'_y body. They are thus prevented fromrolliugnstheydry. When sufficiently dried theynrecnrriedtothecnmp
onthebnckofthegatherer,who often consumes several days in his returning journey,
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enrth. sons to prevent the growth of sprouts, which wonlJ otherwi:;e spriog up from
the old roots, and in t.he course of time afford another Cl'Op.-Nole to the ninlli tdition.
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by containing considerable quandties l.ioth o.f quinia und of cinclwnia.* It
yields a turbid salmon-coloured decoction with water.
'l'he ~pecies of Cinchoua which produces red bark is unknown; the notion
derived from i\lutis, and formerly generally prevalcL1t, tha.t it was obtained
frorn the 0. obtcmgifolia of that botanist, having been demonstrated to be

iucorrect.

For the proofs upon this point, which have now ceased to haxc
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any practical importance, the reader is r:fcrred to the article CrNcnONA,
scctiQn RED BARK, in early editions of this work. It Las been supposed that
red bark may be derived from the same spec ies wiU1 one or more of the pale
barks, but taken from the larger Lranches or the trunk. Thi s opinion receives
some s upport from a statement made by La. Condaminc, in his memoir upon
cinchona . We are told by this nuthor that t.brcc kinds of bark were known
at J_Joxa; the white, th e yellow, and the red. !)'he wbite, so named from the
co lou r of tbc epidermis, scarcely pos:se.sseJ any medi ci nal vi r tue, anJ was obtain ed from a. tree entirely distinct from that which yielded the two other
' 'aricties. Th e red was superior to the yellow; but he was assurcd 1 on t.he
very best authority, that the trees producing them g rew together, aud were
not distinguishable by the eye. Of the three varieties mentioned by La Condam iue, the white, which wa s probably one of the in fer ior barks with mi caceous epidermis, does not reach us; and that which be calls yellow is probably
i<lrnticul with the pale variety of th e Pliarmacopooias, as this grows abundantly
about L oxa.. Should it be admitted that the red bnrk is furnished by the
same tree which yields the pal e, we hav e :i ready explanat ion of the diffe rence
in size of the two varietic~. W edde ll seems to be of this opin ion ; as he observes that the pale ba r ks arc aJm()St constantly nothing else than the young
barks of the sa me trees which yield the yellow and red barks.
NO.\'·OFFICJ N.U OR CARTll AOENA BARKS .

Under this head may be classed nil the Cinchona barks Lrought from the
northern Atlantic ports of Sout h Arneric:t. ln commerce, they are variously
called Pito/ja1 Bogota, Cartlwynia, Naracctybo, and Santa Nartha Larks,
according 10 the pla ce in th e vicinity (I f which they are collected, or tbe
particular port at. which they may be shipped. F ormerly these barks were
fo r the ru ost part of inferior quality, an<l were th erefore not recQgui!$ecl iii
t he Pliarmacoproias; but th e deficient supply and consequent high ·pri ce of
Calisaya. buvc directed enterpr ise into other quarters; and within a few years
large quantities of very good bark ha\·e been irnported from New Granada,
deriYed chiefly from the neighbou rh ood of Bogota and Popayan , and brought
down the river ~lagdalena. '!'here can be li ttle doubt that tL e. commerce in
these bark!5 \yill continue and increase; as some of them are inferior in thei r
y ield of alkaloids only to th e Cnlisaya, and tho regi on from which th ey are
procured is almost ''irgin soi l. It ha s appeared to us1 fro m an ~xnmination
of suc h of them as have come under ou1· notice, t hat they may all be referred
without Yiolence to some one or auother of tbe varieties of Carthageoa. bark
already recogoisc<l : but these better kind s formerly seldom reaehed the
market; beenuse, partakiug of the general reputation of the inferior barks
from the same country, it wn s feared that tbcy m ight not pa.y the cost of
importation. Mos:t of tbe Cartb:igcna barks ure charncterizcd by a soft ,
whitish or yellowish-wbitc, micaceous epide rmis, which may be easily scraped
by the nail, nod wliitL 1 though often more or less complete ly rcmo\'cd, almost
alw<iys leaves behi nd traces sufficic oL to indicate its chu ractcr. Those of
them which may, in ot her re!<pects, bear so me resemblance to Calisaya, nm
in genera l readily di::tin_;uishablc by tbis ch arac ter of the epidermis when it
remains, and 1 when it is wanLing, by tLc peculiar <ippearaucc of the outer
surface, showing that the exterior coati ng has been sc1·apcd off, or shaved off
with a. knife. '!'hey all contain the alk<i loids in g ren ter or less proporti on,
though they differ much in this respect. In reference to the relati,·e proportion of t he three alknloids, they ha\'e nothing in common, except perhaps
that they yiel<l proportionably more cincbonia und quin.iJia tha n the C:..Iisaya,
resembling, in tLis rC'spcct, the pale and red barks. Similar barks arc fouuU.
lti
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on the Western coast of South America, where they are known as white
barlGs j but they seldom reach us. In th~ state of po~der, the iaferi?r
Carthagena barks were formerly, and are still to a certarn extent, kept m
the shops, and sold for tooth-powder, &c., under the name of comrnon bark.
They have not unfrcquently been substituted, either fraudulently or by mis.
take, for the better kinds.
The Cartbagena barks were formerly classific?, according ~o _thei_r colour,
into the yellow, orange, red, and b1·own; but this mode of d1strnch~n must
now be abandoned; for all these varieties of colour may be found m barks
identical in other respects, and derived from the same species of Cinchona .
The well characterized Carthngeua barks may all be referred to one of the
three following varieties.
1. Hard Ca1·tlwyena Bark. Hard vellow Cartlw9e11a Bari;,. Yellow Bark
of Santa F6. Common yellow Carthagena Bark-l'hinajhwa durn. Von
Bergen. - Quinqui11a de Carthagenejamie pale. Gu ibourt. 'fhis is in pieces
of various size and form, sometimes wholly or partially quilled, and sometim es fl.at; and the fl.at pieces present the appearance of ha.ving been warped
in drying, being frequently curved longitudinally backward, and sometimes
also in the tran~ve rse direction or spirally. The quills are from three to
eight lines in diameter, from half a lin e to a line and a half thick, and from
fiy e to nine and rarely fifteen inches long. The flat piece~ arc thicker, from
half an inch to two in ches broad, and from four to eight and sometimes twelve
inches in lengt h. As found in this market, the bark is sometimes in small,
irregularly square or oblong, flattish, and variously warped pieces, from one
to four in ches long, aml from one to three lines in thickness, mixed with
small qu ills or fragments of quilla; the former appearing as if chipped from
the trunk or large branches, t ho latter evidently derived from the small
branches. In this shape it was treated of in some for mer ed iti ons of this
work, as a distinct variety, under the name of Santa Jlfartha barlc, which it
at one time held in the market; but a closer exam ination has convinced us that
it is the sa me bark as the one above described, though collected in a different
manner. The quills are generally more covered with the white epidermis than
the flat. pieces, in which it is often nearly or quite removed. 'l'hc inner surface of the latter, though sometimes smooth, is often rough and_splintery, as
if forcibl.v separated from the wood. The colour of the proper bark is a.
pale, dull, brown ish-yellow, darker in parcels which hayc been long kept;
11.nd the surface ofte n appears as if rubbed o\·er with powdered bark. The
texture is rather firm and compact, and the fracture abrupt, without being
smooth or presenting long splinters. The taste is bitter and nauseous. 'l'Lis
yaricty of bark is now universally ascribed to the C. cordifolia of l\lutis.*
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2. Fibrous C'arllwgcna Barl(,, Fibrous fellow CartlwgenaBml<.. Spongy
Om·tlwgena Barie. 130,90/a. Bari.:. CoguPtla Bark. - Qu.ina nurarijanclu..
Muti s.-Q1tinguina Orange. Ilumboldt.- Olt. inajlavofibrosa. Von llcrgcn.
- Qninq11i1w Uartlwyene :;pmigieux. Guibourt. 'l'bis is in quills or balfCjuills, or is slightly rolled; and there are comparatively few pieces whi ch are
quite flat, even am ong the hugest barks.

to

•lll

'l'be quill s are from half an in ch

inch and a half in diameter, and of extremely variable length, with a

ye ll owish-brown epidermis, often covered with crustacco us lich ens so as to
render th e surface of the bark whitish and smooth, and exhibiting not unfrequently longitudinal and transverse fissures. 'l'b c larger bark s, whic:h are
much t he most frequent in commerce, are usually from six. to twelve in ches
long, from one to two in ches broad, and from two to fiv e lin es in thi ck ness ;
but they often vary much fr om these dim ensions, being sometimes in th e
small est fragments, and someti mes forming semi-cylinders four or five inches
in diameter, a foot and a half long, and nin e in ches thi ck. Th ey arc u!lually
with out epidermis, which bas bee n scraped off, or pared off wi t li a knife,
havin g the surface smooth antl uniform in th e former case, and somew hat
angular in the latter. So metim es, howe ver, the epidermis eith er partially or
wholly remain s, when it generally ex hibit s the whithil1 micaccous surface
character ist ic of most of the Ca rtbag:cna barks. 'J'ltc bark i:i Yery fibrous,
presenting generally, wh en broken, long, someti mes strin gy splinters, tb ougl1
th e outer edge of the fracture is occas ionally short from the ccllular,or rema ins
of th e subcrous coat. Its texture is loose, soft, a nd spo ngy untlcr tbe teetb,
and the b<lrk itse lf is usually ligh t. The colour bot h on the trimmed outel'
surfocc, and the inn er, and of the bark itself, vari es from an oc breous or light
brownish-yellow, to orange, and reel; but, for the most p;1rt, it prese nts more
or less of the orange tint, which induced l\Iutis to µ;ive it the title of oran:1e
ba1·k. '.l'be red colour is found cspeciully in the largest barks. The larger
pieces are sometim es markc<l on th e outside with a dee p sp iral impress ion,
produced probably by a climbing plant winding around the :.tern of the tree.
The colour of the powder is yellowish, with not uufreq ucntly an orange t int.
Th e taste is more or Jes:; bitter; but rarics in this res pect extremuly; so me
ba rks being almost in si pid , wh,il e others La,·e a very decided taste. There
ca n be li ttle doubt that these bark s are all derived from the Cinchona lan ci~
fol ia of .1'Iutis. It is asserted that the red variety of the bark is obtained
fr om trees which grow side by side with th ose which yiel~ t he yellow or orange.
The producliYcncss of the fibrous bark in alkal o1ds varies greatly in
the clifforcnt specim ens. 'l'Lus, whil e so me have scarcely yi eld ed any pro·
duct , olherii have been found to afford more than three per cent. They
probably all con tain quinia , quiui d ia , a~1d ciochon ia; but som e have been
fuund more abundant in one, and others JO another of th ese alkaloiJs. 'f bu s,
the red is said to be especially ri ch in quiniJia (Pereira); a Pitaya bark
whic11 we belic\•e to belong to di e fibrou :i Carthagena. has yielded a. very large
product of quiaia; whil e, in not a few specimens which have bee n examined,
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the cinchonia predominates. (Am. Journ. of Plwrrn.,_xxv. 308.) It is probable that the richness in these principles depends m some degree on the
natural position of the plants; those growing in low situations being less
.
productive than those higher on the mountains.
A specimen labell ed yellow bark of Loxa, brougl1t from .South Amen~a
13everal years si nce by Dr. Dillard, of the U. S. Navy, and said to be used rn
Loxa. for making extract of bark, pref.lcnts characters dQsely ana~ogous to
those of fibrous Uarthagena bark, and sufficient to justify the supposition that
it was derived from the same species of Cinchona; and we have recently
seen a specimen sent hither from Onayaquil, wbic~l has the same character,
and is sufficiently rich in alkaloids to be worked with advantage.*

* Fibrous Cartlwge.na Bork. The follo':ing is a.n abb1·evintion of Von Bc~gen's description of this vnriety. Jn shape nnd d1mens1ons, it does not mnterinlly differ from
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ochre yellow. Where the whole thickness of the outer coat is wanting, ns happens
here itnd t.herein spots, the surface is dark cinnamon, or dark ochreycllow,:rndcommonly dull or powdery. '!'he inner surface is usually e'·en, but sometimes frreg:ulnr
and i;pliutery, nnd ;-:dw11ys lrnrsh to t\1e fingers, leaving small splinters sticking: in the
,;kin when drawn o,·er it. Jt is of n. nearly pure ochre-yellow colour, and is very powdery. The fracture di<>tinguishes this variety fJ:om the preceding, nnd from nll others.
'l'helongitudinal fracture is htrikinglyfibrous,and in tb eflatpieces tbefragmentssti!l
hung together hy connecting fibres. 'l'he b1u·k, moreover, bre;tksobliquely, ond the
frnctureevcuof the outer cont, which in othcr,·aricties is almost nlwuys smooth, is
hel"eune,·enorrough -grnineJ. 'J'hetro ns,·ersefracturecxhibitsverylong 11ndthin
splinters or filncs, whiclt nre ''cry flexible and m[ly almost be said to be soft. No truces
ofn. resi11ousnppca1·nuceflreobscnablcinthefraeture. 'fheodourisfeeble,thetnste
:<t first woody and flat, aftcrw:lrds slightly bitt er and astringent, nnd weaker in this
tlrnn in any other nll'iety of b:irk. Tl1e colour of ti.Jc powder is intermediate between
that of' cinnamon nud yellow ochre. 'J'he highest product of this bark in idkaloids wns
about0·59 per eent. ofcinchonia , and 0·52 of sulphate ofquinia.
The above description docs not embra ce nil the varieties of this bnrkwhicb ha.,·e
since been int.roduced into commerce; nor docs it by any means represent the finest
specimens. 'l'he ltigltly [Wrous clwrocler of lite bark, il.8 looselleu of texture, relative lighlnus, and spongine~s undc:r tlu teetli, are properties common to nil the specin~en_s; but in
appearance nnd virtues th ey viny considerably; so much so, indeed, that it 1s only of
l~te that they have been uuited under one llitme, and traced to one source.
lo the edition of this work fo1· 1843 we described n. kind of bark of whichlnrge

t£~;:~:~~~~:7r~~·1~;g~p~~~~gr.~:~{~~#g~~~~~~~~~1~~:11~~g!~~
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and which we propose briefly to describe, in conncxio11 with n. statement derived from
the s"n.me highly respect.able source of their yield of these valuable principlca.
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3. !Iard Pitaya Bark. -Pi.toya Condmwinea Bari.;. Pereira.-Qui-r1quina
brun de Cartltayene. Q1ihupdna Pita ya, ou de la Colombia, ou d' Antioquia.
GuiboUl't. Thi s bark, th ough seen by Guibourt so long since as 1830, has but
recently become genera lly kn own. l\lany scroons of it have within a short time
bc:en imported into Philadelphia, and th e following description is drawn from
an examina tion of the bark contain ed in several that have come und er our
noti ce.
It is in small irregular pi eces, frnm less than an in ch to about
fou r inches long, which are obvious ly the fra gmenh1 of larger pieces both
quilled and flat. Dr. Pereira sta tes that he had pi eces more than a foot iu
length . In thickness it varies fr om less than a line to four or five lines.
Most of the fragments arc covered wi tL th e whitish , soft epidermi s, characteristic of the Ca rth agena. ba.rk s ; but some of them have a. dark-brown epidermis,
ru gosc with innumerable cracks in all directions; aud others are partially
or wholly destitute of the outer covering, presenti ng generally, in the denuded
part., a. dark uni form or somewhat wrinkled surface. The iuuer surface is
fin ely and compactly fibrous, and of a <lull yellowish-brown colour with a.
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reddish tinge; and the whole of the Ji her o.r ~rue bark l.ias tlie same ~o!our
an<l texture. ]Jut outside of the liber there is m many preccs a. Ycry d1strnct
resinous layer,. which .i~ sometimes of. considerable. t~ickness, aud 11 ~rhen ~ut
across by a. kmfe, exh1b1ts a dark reddish-brown shrnrng surface. lbc resm·
ous layer is the most striking peculiarity of the bark, though not present
1
1
8

~~r~ ~ 8°{0 ,~~~d~i~~: in'~~i~l~ :~~~~~~i~e~r~~~:i::,:,ifrJ! ~h~i~6:tc~~~~:fte~~~1:~~1~:

in con~cquence of tLe layer just referred to. The whole. bark is rather hard,
compact, and heavy; differing in this respect very dcc1dcdly from tlic last
mentioned variety. It has more resemblance to the Lard _Curthagcna, from

~vc~~~~1d hr~:i~,~~~~ i:o~!~:~sclbi)~sit:c~::i~~~ila~~a ~~~~~f~ec:~~~r:1~~s~u~1~u~::tedf~
1

very bitter, rind the yield in alkriloids cons id erable. l\lr. Weightman informed
us that he had obtained from it :rn a.veragc product of 1·6 per cent. of sulphato
of quinia, and 0·3-1 of sulphate of cinchonia, indcpendenlly of the amorplrnu
or uncrystallizablc alkaline matter. It must, therefore, be ranked amoDg tl•e
efficient barks, though not so productive as the fine variety of fibroDs bark
denominated soft Pitaya. It contains also a. large proportion of resin.
This bark comes from the Mountain of Pita ya near Popriyau, and the particular seroons examined by ourselves were said to have been brought dow n
the Magdalena. Uiver from the town of Ilonda. It is referred by Dr. l'ercira
and Mr. lloward to the Cintlwna Co11damineo, var. Pitayn1.~is of W'cddell,
of which that author has more recently made a distinct 8pccies, under the
name of Uinclw11a Pita!Jeusis. (Ann. des Sci. l'l'ut. 1 l\lay, 1849.)*
FALSE BARKS.

Before dismissing the subject of the -varieties of cinchona, it is proper to
observe that numerous barks ha,·e at various times been introduced into the
mal'kct, and sold as closely resembling or identical with the febrifuge of Peru,
which experience has proved to differ from it materially, both in chemical
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procured frnm
composition and medicinal virtues. These barks arc gcnernlly
in other
trees formerly ranked nmcing the Cincbonas, but now arranged
the absence
genera. 'l'b<'y are distingui"hed from the true Peruvian bark by
known to the
bark
a
1.
are
them
of quinin, quiuidia, and cinchonia. Among
which,
liar!.·,
Fren<;h pharmaccutists by the name of quinquina nova or new
been proved
though at one time thought to be posses.r.:cd of some virtues, has
of the C.
to be worthless, and was ascertained by 0 uibourt to be the produce
2. the Ca.
oblonylfulia of ~lutis, now ranked in Weddell's genus Cascarilla;*
ribrean Uarlr:, from Exostcmma Caribmn; 3. the St. Ludo iark, or qui1lqui11c1
bark of
11iton of the French, derived from Bxostemma fioribuoda; and 4. a
and in Italy
uoccrtain botanical origin, called in !?ranee q1ti11quina bicolore,
these
china bicolorata, and sometimes erroneously named Pitaya bar!.-.. Of
it was some
the last only is known in this country. A considerable quantity of
this city.
time since imported into New Orlean!'.l, wLencc a portion reached
in
but
singly,
The specimen in our possession is in quills, for the most part
to more than two feet
~ome instances doubly rolled, from eight or ten inches
in length, and from a quarter of an inch to an inch or more in diameter.
large oval
The outer surface is of a dull grayi~h-olive colou r, with numerous
slightly
or irregular spots much lighter coloured, sometimes e,~en whitish, and
had
depressed beneath the general surface, as if a layer of t he epidermis
bark owes the
fallen off within their limits. It is to this appearance that the
brown or
name of bicolo1·ata. '!'he colour of th e internal surface is deep
'l'he bark is
almost blackish; that of the fresh fracture, brownish.red.
anJ breaks
hard, compact, and thin, seldom as much as a lin e in thickness,
taste not
with a short rough fracture. It is inoclorous, and has a very bitter
unlike tLat of some ~of the inferior kinds of cinchona..t

Chemical Ilislory.
first
In the analysis of Peruvian bark, the attention of chem ists was at
and to the
directed exelusinly to t l1e action of water :rnd alcohol upon it,

and resin·
determination of the relative proportions of its gummy or extractive
earthy salts
ous matter. The presence of tannin and of various alkaline or

* This wns formerly cnllcd rct/ Carthagtna barlr, but. must not be confounded with
o~~~
~l~:ng~~'~i~:fy i:~lti~~d~bn~~n~e~~1i·~~dw~~e~t~~~~:;:, :~ i~I;~ ·{:f;:~~ :iC~~~~u~~n~~::~dl
cylindricnl, with

rolled wbcn small, open or nenrly flat when hJTgcr, in genc1·11l perfectly nnd but 3, few
a whitish, thin, uniform epidermis. l"howing scarcely nny CrJpto(!'nmin,
three lines thick with·
trnnsvl'rse fi.~sures '"h ich nre sometimes entirely wanting; onl' to
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in minu te quantities was afterwards demonstrated .. F?urcr?y made an el~bo
rate analysis, which proved th e ex istence oth er prmc1ples m the bark besides
those previously ascertained. Dr. Wcstrm g was th~ firs~ who a~tempt~d the
di scornry of an acti,·c prin cipl e in the bark, on wh ich it s fcbnfu gc nrtues
mi g ht depend; but he was not successful. Seguin afterwa:ds pursued the f:i<U~le
track, and endeavoured, by observing the effects of various rci~gents, to .dis-

o!

cover the relative value- of different v:trieties of the clru~; but Lis conclus1ons
have not. been supported by subseq uent experim ent. l\[. Deschamps, an upothecnry of Lyons, obtain ed frorn bark a. crystallizablc sa_lt_ of li_rnc, the acid of
which Vauquel in afterwards sepa ratet.l, and called lmnc acul. Th~ latter
chemist also pushed to u much further ex tent the researches of Segum, as to
the influence of reagents ; and arrived at the conelusion that those barks were
most eilicient which gave preci pitates with tannin or the infu::i ion of galls.
lleuss, of i\I oRcow, succeedeJ in isolating a peculiar co louring m3tter fr om
red bark, which be dcsigMted by the nnme of cinchonic red, and obtilined a
bitter substan ce, which probably consiste<l in part of the peculiar alkaline
principles subsequently clisco\'ered. The first step, however, towards the
disco\'ery of ci nchonia and quinia. appears to li:n-c been taken by th e late Dr.
Dun can, of ~dinburgb, so early as 1803. He belieYe<l the precipitate afford ed
by th e infusion of cin chona with that of galls, to be a peculiar vegetable prin·
ciple, and accordingly denominated it ti11dwnine. Dr. Gomez, a Portuguese
phy sician , convinced that th e active pri1J ciple of bark resided in tbia cin cho.
nine , but mi xed with impurities, in stituted ex perim ents upon so me pale bark,
which result('d in the separation of a white crystalline subst.an ce, considered
by him to be the pure cinclumine of Dr. Dun c:rn. It was obtained by the
action of potaRsa upon an aqueous infusion of the alcoholic ext ract of the
bark 1 and was undoubted ly th e priuciple now universa lly known by the name
of t:indwnine or cindwnia. But Dr. Uomcz was ign orant of its precise nature,
considering it to be analogous to resin. 1\1. Laubert afterward s obtained the
same prin ci pl e by a difle rent process, and describe d it uucl er tbe name of
1
w!tite matter, or pure white resin. 1 0 P elletier and Caventou was reserved the
honour of crow ning all these ex periments, and applying the results which
they obtained t o important practical purposes. Jn 1820, they demonstrated
the alkaline character of the principle discovered by Gomez and LauLert, and
gave it defiuiti\•ely th e name of dnclwnine. Th ey discovered in the yellow or
Calis:lya. bark another :llkalinc prin ci ple which they denominated quinl11e.
B oth tLcsc bases they proYed to ex ist in the barks, combined with the kinic
acid, in the state ~f kin ate of cindwni11e rrnd of gnini11e. It was, morco\'er,
established by th eir labours, that the fe brifuge proper ty of ba rk depends upon
the presence of these two principles. In 1833, l\JM. 0. Ileu ry and DclonJre
discoYered a. new alkaloid , but afterwards findin g its composition in its an·
hydrous stat e the sa me a.<; th at of quinia, concluded that it was a hydrate of
tha,t b:1!';e. About 18..t.-l, Winck ler ann ou nced anew the ex istence of the s1tme

;i~~~f'. ~ ~itr~h!~h ~t~n~~/~:~i~ei\e~s d~~~n~~n~~~11;a:d~ ~:~z~ i;~·,~e ~l ~~:~ ~~:~~ ~t:
1

g
i
cin chona alkal oi ds. As the tc1:mination a or 'ilt has been generally adopted
by Et1gli:-h und A~wricun chemi sts to distin i:;ui:-:h the organic alkaloids fr om
01her organi c proximate principles, the name~ of which terminate in in or 'hie,
the terms quinine and cin chonin e bf t he French writers haye been cbau"cd
with us in to guinia and cinclwnia. On the sa me principle, qu inidine sh o~ ld
be called guiuidio. Thi s met hod of design:1ting the vegetable alkal oids is
uniformly fo ll owed in the present work. Other views have been put forth
in relation to th e alkaline principles ?f Peruvian bark , which buve much
interest; but as they cannot yet be considered as establis hed, and their detail
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in lhe text might embarrass the learner, we shall notice them in a foot-note,
wb<'n treating of the three admitted alkaloids above referred to.*
It has before been stated, on more than one occasion, that the three officina l
varieties of bark are distinguished by peculiarities of composition. We give
the rcRult of the analysis of each \"ariety, as obtained by Pelletic1· and Caventou. (.Journ. de Phann., '·ii. 70. 89 . 92.)
Pale Wrk of Loxu contains, 1. a fatty matter; 2. an insoluble red colouring matter; 3. n yellow colouring matter; 4. tannin, or solubl e red colouring
matter; 5. gum; 6. starch; 7. lignin; 8. kin1ltc of lime; 9. ki11a/e of cindicmia, with ct ter!J mlrwte proportion of ll:iuate of giii11ia.
l"el/011; Calisaya bark contains tbc fatly matter, th e cinchonic red, the
yellow colouring matter, tannin, starch, lignin 1 kinate of lime, and kinate of
quinia, with a compc1ralively smaU proportion of l.·inate ofri11clio11ia.
R('(/ fmrll: contains the fatty matter, a lurge quantity of the ciuchonic red,
the yellow colouring matter, tunnin, starch, lignin, kinate of lime, and a lcirge

proportion lioth nf ki11ale of guinia 1 and of l.:inale of cinchmi.ia.

Cartlwyenci bark contain~ the S;J.me ingredients with the red bark, but in
· different proportions. It has less of the :ilkalinc matter, whicb it also yields
with much greater difficulty to water, in consequence of the abundance of
insoluble cin<;honic red which it contain s, and which either inrnhes the salts
of quinia and cincboni:.l so as to prevent the full contact of water, or retains
thf'se alkalies in combination. (.Joum. de Phann., vii. 105.)
Besides quinb and cincl1onia, there can be no doubt thrit at }cast one
ot her alk:1loid 1 guinidici, as it is denominated in this work, exi::.ts in Pcrm·ian
bark; and it is higlily probaLle that, th ough found most abund:rntly in the
pale, and some of the Cartlrn gcna barks, it is cout:.l.iucd occasionally ut least
t o a greater or less extent in all.
Another bitter principle has been extracted fr om Calisaya bark by Winek~
lcr. Il e namcJ it l.:i?wvic bitter; but, hu\'ing been found to possess acid
properties, it is now dcnowinatcd l.·inovi·cacid. It is thought to exist in the
bark in u free state. (Sdnva!'tz, Phann. l'l"ltt. Blau, ] 852, p. 194.)
13y the experiments of Ilenry, Jun., and Plissou, it may be considered as
established, that the alkalies of the different varieties of bark are combioctl
at tLc ~:i.me time with kinic acid, and with one or more of the colouring matters, which, in relation to these substances, appear to act the part of acids.
1'bis idea. was originally suggested by Uobiq uct. (Journ. de Phann., xii. :282.
au9.) The compounds of quinia and cinchon ia with the ClJlouring matter
are sca rcely soluble in water, while their kinatcs are \'Cry 8oluble.
From these st:.\temcnts it appears that the three officiual Yarictics of bark
differ little except in the proportion of their constituents. All coutain quin ia.
nnd cinchoni11; the yellow burk most of the first, the pale of the second, and
the red a considerable quantity of Loth. All probably contain quinidia.

* Hercrcnf'C hns been made in n note to the di~covery by Pelletier nncl Coriol or an
A.lka\i Cflllcd an'cfoa in the Aricn or Cusco b:lrk. 1twrH1 obt:lincd by the snme process
that cmploycJ in thecxtraction of quinin from yellO\V bark. lt is'\\hite, crystalby
liu1ble, 11.nd distinguishable from cinchonin, which it in muny respects resembles,
exhibiting n.greencolourundcrth eaction of nitric acid, andbytlic pr.:ipcrty,possessed
the
by its sulphate, or forwing a tremulous jelly when a saturated boiling solution of
ich
s:tlt is ul\owcd to cool. ;\lanzini obtained fromJai!n b11rk un nlk1lii11esubstnuc<'wh
he !;opposed to be peculiar, nml nnmcd dnrho1•01i11; but the same had been obtnined
with
by Bouchnrdnt. anti con;..idcred by him, us well 11~ by Pelletier, to be identical

11..;
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new
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)lr. Jlowunl it i:. thought wo:.t probably to have
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Gum was found in tlJe pale, but not in the red or yellow. Kinovic acid,
though first di~covered in the yellow, probably exists i1.1 oth~rs. .
.
The odour of bark appears to depend on a 1Jolati/,. oil, winch Fabroni and
Trommsdorff oLtained by distillation with water. The oil fl oated on the surface of the water, was of a thick consiste nce, and had a bitterisL, acrid taste,
with the odour of bark.
Th e fatty matter, which was first obtained pure by M. J. . aubcrt, is of a
greenish colour as obtained from tbc pale bark, orange.yellow from the yellow.
It is insoluble in water, soluble in boiling alcohol, which deposits a part of it
on cooling, \'cry so lubl e in ether even cold, and saponifiable with the alkali ~s.
The cindumic red of Reuss, t.he in.~oluUe red colouring -matter of Pelletier
and CaYentou, is reddish-brown, iusipid, in odorous, largely soluble in alcohol,
especially when hot, and almost insoluble in et h er or wa.ter, though the !utter
dissolves a litt le at the boiling temperature. 'l'he acids promote its solubility
in water. It precipitates tartar emetic, but not gehtin; but, if treated with
a cold solution of potassa or soda, or by ammonia, lime, or baryta, with heat
and then precipitated by an acid, it ac<{uires the property of forming au
insoluble com pound with gelatin, and seems to be converted into tannin
It is precipitated b_y subacctate of lead. It is most abundant in the red
bark, and least so in the pale. ncrzelius supposed it. to be formed from
tannin by the action of the ai r. According to Schwartz it resultd from the
absorption by the tannin of 3 eris. of oxygen, and the elimination of 2 eqs. of
carbonic acid, and 1 eq. of waLcr. (Phann. Cenl. Bl11lt, 1852, p. 194.)
The yellow rolourlny matter has little taste, is soluble in water, alcohol,
and ether, precipitates neitLcr gelatin nor Lartar emetic, and is itself precipitated by subace tate of lead.
The fan11ic add, tannin, dnclw-tannic acid, or sofoblc red cnlouring niatter
of Pelletier and Cave atou, has been considered as po~se~sing all the properties
which cha racte rize the proximate vegetable principles associated toget.hcr
under the name of tannic acid. It has a brownish-red colour and austere
taste, is soluble in water i:ind alcohol, combines wit.b metallic oxides, and vroduces precipitates wi!h the sa lt s of iron, wliich vary in colour according to
the variety of bark; being dCcp green with the pale bark, blackish-bi·own
with the yellow, and reddish-brown with the red. l t al~o fo rm s white precipitates with tartar emetic and gclatini and readily combines with atmospheric oxygen, becomiag insoluble. It must, however, differ materially from
the tannic acid of galls, which cou ld not exist in aqueous soluti ons containing
ci nebonia and quinia without forming insoluble compounds with them.
lluL the most, interesting and important constituents of P eruvian bark are
the alkaline and acti,·e principles quinia, cin chon ia, and quinidia, and the kinic
a nd kino,·ic acids, with the former of which these principles arc combined.
In relation to the~c, therefore, we sh all be more minute in our detuils.
Qninia, as usually prepared, is whitish, ruther Hocculcnt, and not. crystalline; but it may be crystallized from its nleoholi c solution by careful management in pearly silky needles; and Liebig obtain ed it from a somewhat
ammoniacal watery soluti on in tbe same form. It is inodorous and very
bit.ter. At about. 300-> F. it melts without chemicul change, and on cnoliug
becomes brittle. It is soluble in about 400 p:u-ts of cold and 250 of boiling
water, is nry soluble in alcohol and ether, and soluble also in the fixed
a.nd >olatile (Jils. The alcoholic solution is intensely bitter. Quinia. is
unalterable in the air. It. forms salts with the acids which readily crys·
tallize. The tann;itc, tartrate, and oxalate, are said to be insoluble or
nearly s0 1 but are ciissolved by an excess of acid.
Quinia and its salts
may be distinguished from all other vegetable alkalies and their salts, by
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solution is
the beautiful emerald-green colour whi ch results, when th eir
and which
treated first with solution of chlorine and then with ammonia,
'l'h e leai.t
changes to a white or violet upon satur:ition with a dilute acid.
suppo~ed to
quantity of quinia may be det ected by powdering the substance
tests just
contain it, th en shaking it with ether, and adding suCC('~Sivcly the
and
menti oned. lts salts arc precipitated by th e bichlorides of mercury
of c1uinia.
platinum, and of a buff colour by that of gold. The composition
nitrogen, 20
is differentl_y gi\'Cn. According to l~i e big , it consists of 1 eq . of
combining
of carbon, 12 of hydrogen, rrnd 2 of oxygen (NC 00 IInO<i), and its
of the two
number is Hi2 . This formula is based on the suppositi on that,
the fi milll cst
salts whi ch quinia forms with most acids, th e one containing
uci<l, and
of
1
and
base
of
eqs.
2
of
consisting
di-salt,
a
is
propr,rtion of acid
i~ , that the
the other neutral, consisting of 1 cq. of each. Another Yiew
this be adfirst of these ~alts is neutra l, and the second a bi-sa ltj and, if
the lattn
rnit.t cd, th e abo\·c rombining n~mbcr 1.nust be doubled. Upon
tl..ie comsupposition, th e formula, accordmg to Laurent, is N~C 39 TI2'.,0,. and
bining number 370.
withuncrystallizablc
become
may
There is reason to believe that quinia
out change of co mposition, and impart to its ~alts the same uncryst.:11\izable
is always
character. In thi s state it is called omorpli ous qu.inia. 'l'ilis
of
among the substan ces left in the mother waters afier the crystallization
will be said
sulphate of quinia, in its prcparnti on from Calisayn. bark. More
of thi s under su lphate of quinia in the second part of this work.
i,
nlkal
an
of
solution
the
Quinia i'l obtained by treating its sulphate with
ta steless,
collecting th e preci pitate, washing it till the wat er comes away
solution.
then drying it , dissolving it in alcoh ol, anJ slowly evaporating tbe
for
Th e most important artificial sa lt of quinia is tbe sulphate, the process
ribed . 'fhe
procuring which, as well as its properties, will be hereafter desc
which
muriate and valcrianate have been adopted by the Dublin College,
the
among
gi,·es processes for their preparati on. (Sec Quiuire Sulplws, &c. 1
and trmpreparations.) The plwflpltatP, acetate, citrate, la ctate, fi.:rrocyanate,
t none of th em has yet
t/Ole have alo:o been employed aud reco mm end ed; bu
or to
superi
is
probably
none
and
,
Plrnrmacopooias
e
tli
into
gained admiWmce
a solusaturating
by
pr('pared
be
the offic:inal sulphate. 'l'hc first four may
so luti ons.
tion of th e acids respectively with quinia 1 and cvuporating the
o parts of' sul'fb eferrocyo11ate is directed to be made by boiling together tw
littl e water,
pha te of quinia and three of fcrrocya nuret of pot assium in a ve1·y
oi ly consistence
poul'ing off the liquor fr om a greeuish-yellow subst<rncc of an
di ssolving
then
water,
distilled
with
latter
whi ('h is precipitated, washing the
s eva poit in strong alcohol at 100° ll'., filtering imm ediately, and afterward
however,
rating the soluti on. (Am.. Journ. of Phann., xii. 351..) 1\1 . Pcl ouze,
ss i:.m blue.
found this preparation to be pure quinia, mixed with a little l)ru
by prec ipi( Archives G'en., 3e sCr., xv. 236.) The tamwte may be prepa red
the infu sion
l<lting the infusion of b:uk, or solu tion of sulphate of quinia, by
the precipiof galls or sol ution or tannic acid, and th en washing and drying
ce has
tate. I t has tbe advantage of possessing little taste, wbilc experien
sulph ate;
ehown that it is little if at all inferi or in an ti per iodic power~ to the
on. .Either
but its amorphous condition renders it more li able to adulterati
Ar~enitt> of
of th ese Sjlts may be gi\'cn in th e sa me d('!se as the i;:u\pltate.
cubtncguillin ha s been recommended by Dr. H.ingdon , especially in chronic
aeid 1 with
ous affections. H e prepares it by boiling 6-J grai ns of arsenious
water,
half the quant ity of carbonate of potassa, in four fluidounces of distilled
fou r fluidun til dissoh·ecl, adding water enough to make the sol ution meaE'ure
scruples of
ounccs, and th en mixing 6\·e dracluns of this soluti on with two
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sulphate pf quinia, previously dissolved in boiling distilled water. Tbe arsenite (diarsen itc) of quinia is throw n down in tbe form of a white curdy precipit.atc, wliich is to be 1vashed on a filter and dried . . It is u~crystallizab.le,
1
5
0

~~!~~u~ie fii~t~~~~~ =~da.:~!1~1~ a~~e;~.:~~~\hr!:~~% ;o~~ ~r~·:! ~dd:;. a(~r,~~~'.

1lled. & Surg. Jo1m1., Aug. 25, 1847.)
C'inchonia when pure is white, crystallizable from its alcoholic solution
in four-sided prisrus with obli~ue terminal facets, solubl e. in 2500 parts of
boiling water, :\\most insoluble m cold watcr1 soluble in boiling alcohol whicU
deposits a portion upon cooling, scarcely sol uble in ether, and but s~ight!y
so in tLc fixed and volatile oils. Its bitter taste, at first not very obvious 111
consequence of its difficult solubi lity, is developed after a short time by the
solutiou of a. minute portion in the sal iva. Its alcoholic, ethereal, and oleaginou s sol uti ons are very bitter. By heat it. is melted and partially changed,
and, if tlic heat be cautiously increased, sublimes into n. matted tissue of fine
crystals, which have the same formula. as the pure nlkuloid. ( Hlasiwctz,
Ohem. Gaz ., ix. 90.) Its alkaline character is very decided 1 as it neutralizes
the strongest acids. Of the salts of cinehonia, the su lphate, nitrate, muriate, ph osphate, and acetate are soluble in water. The neutral tartrate, oxalate, and gallate are insoluble in cold water, but soluble in hot water, alcohol,
or au excess of acid. Winckler has shown that cinchonia. is rendered uncrystallizablc or amorphous by su lphuri c acid in excess, aided by heat; a fact
ef importance in the preparation of the sulphate of this alkali. (Chem.
Gaz., l\fare:Li 15, 18-18.) Se\'eral processes have been employed for the prcparntion of cinchonia. One of the simplest is the following. Powdered pale
bark is submitted to the action of sulphuric or muriatic acid very much diluted, and the solutio n obtained is precipitated by an excess of lime. 'l1110
precipitate is collected on a filter, washed with water, and treated with boiling
alcohol. The alcoholic solu ti on is filtered while hot, and deposits the cincbonia
when it cools. A further quantity is obtained by evaporation. If not perfectly white, it may be freed from colour by conve rting it into a sulphate
with dilute sulphuric acid, then treating the solution with animal charcoal,
filtering, precipitating by an alkali 1 and redissolving by alcohol in the manner already mentioned. It may also be obta ined from the mother waters of
sulphate of quinia by diluting them with water, precipitating with ammonia,
collecting the precipitate on a. filter, washing and drying it, and then dissolving it in boiling alcohol, which deposits the cinchonia in a crystalline form
upon cooling. It may be still further purifi ed by a second solution and
crystallization. The same remarks in relation to equi\'alcnt composition
apply to cinchonia, as those already made in rPforence to quinia. _'\ccording
to th.e view which considers the salts as basic and neutral, cinch onia consists
of 1 eq . of nitrogen, 20 of carbon, 12 of hydrogen, and 1 of oxygen (NC00
H 1 ~0); and its combin in g number is 15-t The other view would require
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nia confirmatory of those stilte<l. (Chem. Caz. , ix. 91.) Exposed to the air,
cinchonia does not suffer decomposition, but \·cry slowly absorbs carbonic acid,
aud acquires the property of effcn·esci11g sl ightly with acids. It is precipit ated of a su lphur-yellow by the perchloride of gold. Chlorine water dissolves it or any of its salts without ch.rngc; but if ammonia be now added,
a white precipitate iii produced. It is thus distinguished from the other
cinchon ia alkaloids.
Suljlhate of clnclwnia (disuljJha!c), the only snit of this base which has
been employed to any extent in a separate st.ate, may be prepared by heating ciuchouia with a little water, addiug dilute sulphuric acid gradually till
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alkalies, their carbonates, and bicarbonates throw down pukerulent precipitates not soluble in an excess of the precipitaut. With phosphate of soda,
nitrate of silver, and bicLloride of mercury it forms white, with chloride of
gold light-yellow, and with chloride of platinum orange-yellow precipitates.
It may be obtained pure by first precipitating it from the solution of one of
its salts by au alkali, and then repeatedly di ssolving in alcohol and crystallizing, until it is entirely freed from a greenish-yellow resinous suLstance
which is apt to attend it. l~rom ciuinia it may be separated by repeated
washing with ether, until the ethereal solution no longer affords C\'idcnce of
the presence of quiuia. by the test of chlorine and ammonia.
Sulpltate of quinidia is 1 according to one view, neutral, consisting of I cri.
of quinidia. 282, 1 of sulphuric acid 40, and 1 of water 9; according to another, basic,coutaioing 2 eqs. of base, 1 of acid, and 1 of water, an<l therefore
a disulphate. It is in long, shining, silky aeicular crystals, soluble in 130
parts of water at 62° F., in 16 parts at :2 12°, reutlily soluble in alcohol, but
almost insoluble in ether. It is obtained from the quinidia. barks by the
same prO<:('SS as that by which sulphate of quinia is procured from the Calisnya. \VLen the two alkaloids are contained in the same bark, the sulphate
of quinidia remains in the mother waters in consequence of its greater solubility. By the addition to its solution of a quantity of sulphuric acid equal
to that which it contains, it is converted into the bisulphatc (sulphate on the
basic view), crystallizable in fine acicular crystals like asbestos.*
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Kinic Acid (calletl also Oinchonic or Qninic .Acid), mid tlte K i"m:r.tes of
Cinclwnict mid Quinio.-H may be desirable to procure the alkaline prin cipl es in the state of saline combination in which they exist in the bark; as it
is possible that they m:iy exert an influence over the system in this state,
somewhat different from that produced by their combinations with the sulphuric or other mineral acid. As it is impossible to procure the kinates
imm ed iately from the bark in a pure state, it becomes necessa ry first to obtain
the kinic acid separately, which may thus become of some practical importance. W e shall, therefore, briefly describe the mode of procuring it, and its
characteristic properties. By cvnporating the infusion of bark to a solid
consistence, and treating the extract thus obtained with alcohol, we ha,,e iu
the residue a Yiscid matter consisting chiefly of mucilage with kinate of lime,
which is insoluble in alcohol. If an aqueous solution of this substance be
forum.I, and allowed to evaporate at a gentle beat, crystals of the kinate arc
deposited, wbidi may be purified by a second crystallization. 'fhe salt thus
obtained, being dissolved in water, is decomposed by means of oxalic acid,
which precipitates the lime, and leaves the lcin:ic acid in solution. This may
be procu red in the crystalline state by spontaneous evaporation, though, as
usually prepared, it is in the form of a thick syrupy liquid. The crystals arc
transparent and colomless, sour to the taste, and readily soluble in alcohol
and in water. Tlic kinates of cinchonia and quinia may be obtained either by
tlic direct combination of their constitucntR, or by the mutual decomposition
of the sulphates of tbose alkalif's and tlie kinate of lime. Tlie lduate of cin~
chonia has a bitter and astringent taste, is very soluble in water, is soluble
also in nlcohol, nml is crystallized witli difficulty. The kinale of quim'a is
also very sol uble in water, bu~ l~ss so in rectified alcohol. lts taste is very
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bitter, re!'embling exactly that of yellow bark.

It, crystallizes in crusts of

a rnammillatecl form, and opuque or semitransparent. 'J'he salt is with difficulty obtained free from colour, and only by emp!oyinf! the ingreclient:1 in a

state of extreme purity. (Ann. de Chim. et de Ph.fJs., Juillet, 1829.)*

Kinovic Acid. This is white, uncrystallizable, almost insoluble in writer,
but readily dissoked by alcohol nnd ether. It is very bitter, and, as it is
asserted to h~Ye no febrifuge Yirtues, may on this account mislead the judgment in relation to the activity of the bark in which it may be found. It
consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen; its formula. being CnU 90 3 • It
forms salts with the acids; and a solution of kiuovate of magnesia precipitates
80lutions of acetate of lead, bichloride of mercury, and the sa lts of cin chonia..
Winckler gives as a CE'rtain test of its presence in any bark the sulphate of
copper, which is indifferent to infusions of burk containing none of this prin.
ciple, but discovers the smallest proportion of it by producing a dirty-green
colour, soon followed by the deposition of a fine similarly coloured powder.
Tb is is kinovate of copper, and has a very bitter and metallic taste. (Sec Am.
Journ. of Plwrni., :xxv. 343.)
Of the relations of bark to the i::everal solvents employed in pharmacy
we shall speak hereafter, under the head of its infusion, decoction, and tine·
ture; where we shall also have an opportunity of mentioning some of th e
more prominent substances which afford precipitates with its liquid prepara..
tions. It is sufficient at present to state, that all the substances which pre·
cipitate the infusion of bark do not by any means necessnrily affect its virtuC's';
as it contains several inert ingredients wbieb form insoluble compounds with
bodicf: that do not disturb its acti\'C principles. As tannic a«id forms with
tbe alkaloids compounds insolub le in water, it is desirable that substances
containing this acid, in a free state, should not be presc ribed in connexion
with the infusion or dceoction of bark; for, though these insoluble tannates
might be found efficacious if administered, yet., being precipikltcd from the
liquid, they would be apt to be thrown away as dregs, or at any rate would
communicate, if agitated, an unpleasant turbidness.
It ii:; evident, from what has been ::::.rid, that an infusion of bark, on account
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or other alkalo1d m its compos1t10n; and that consequently any infcreuce as
to its value, drawn from these chemical properties, would be fi11\acious · but
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of this substance.
It is i1Upossible to dete1:rninc, with accuracy, the relative proportion of the
active ingredien_ts in t_he ~i~crent var~eties of cin chona; as the quantity is
by no means uniform Ill d1flcrent specimens of the same variety. 'l'he refmlts
of the most recent experiments have been already stated under the bead of
the several.varieties of bark described. Uut it is hi~hl~ important, in relation
to any part1eular sample of bark, to be able to ascertaiu its medicinal efficiency,
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which is measured by the quantity of the peculiar cinchona alkaloids it may
contain. Tbe following is Wincklcr's process, which he prefers to all others.
In determining the value of a large quantity of bark, it is necessary first to
ascertain whether it. may not consist of more than one variety, and if it do,
to assort it, and act on each kind separately. The pieces are to be reduced
to a fine powder, of which 1000 grains are to be digested with 6 ounces of
alcoLol of 80 per cent., by means of a water-bath, until completely exhausted.
The tincture, when cold, is to be strained through thin but close linen i and
the residue to be again digested with 3 ounces of alcohol and strained as
before. 'l'he residue now obtained is to be once more treated in like manner
with alcohol. The tinctures are then to be united , filtered, and treated, at
common temperatures, with a. mixture of equal parts of fresh slaked lime
and rrucle well-burnt animal charcoal, of which about 500 grain8 will be
required. The mixture is to be frequently shak en, and the maceration to be
continued until the supernatant liquid is rendered colourless. In most of
the geuu ine barks the decolorizatiou is soon effected; but in those cont:tin.
ing kino\'ic acid it is imperfect. The decolorized liquid is to be separated 1 and
the resi<lue to be repeatedly shaken with smH ll quantities of a\cobol, washed
on a filter with the same liquor, and dried. r.l'be alcoholic liriuicls are to be
mixed, and t he alcohol distilled off. 'fhe whole of th e allrnloid~ is contained
in the residue, with a peculiar fatty matter, cinchonie red, and any kinovic
aci<l which may have existed in the bark. To remove these, the matter is to
be transferred to a small e\•aporating basin from the distilling vessel, which is
to be washed with a little water aciclulated with sulph uric acid, and the liquid
thus obtained to be added to the rest. A slight excess of sulphuri c acid is
now to be dropped into the mixture, which is to be heated, allowed to cool, and
then filtered, so as to remO\'C the precipitated kinovic acid and other impuri~
tics. From the filtered acidulated solution, tbc alkaloids arc to be precipitated
by a slight excess of mnmonia, and the mixture eYaporatcd by a gentle heat
to dryness. The sulphate of ammonia is to be removed from the residue by
a small quantity of very cold water, and the resiJual alkaloid matter dried
and weighed. Though not absolutely pure, it is sufficiently so for the pur~
poses of the investigation.* (Am,.Journ. ofPharm., xxv. 343.) Winckler states
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that the barks will ,yield to the manufacturer quite as much as is obtained in
this way, and generally from one-eighth to one-quarter of one per cent. more,
in consequence of the loss in working being less on a large scale ..
'l'he quantity of alkaloid matter obtained .by the ~hove .Pr~cess w1l1 n~easu~e
the efficacy of the bark; for all the organic alkalme prmc1ples con tamed m
it arc efficient as medicines, and in all probability in a nearly equal degree.
llut for manufacturing purposes, it is nece~sary to push the investigation
further, and ascertain the proportion of the several alkaloids in the mixture.
This is most conveniently clone by means of ether. Cinchonia is scarcely
soluble in ether, c1uinidia is soluble in small proportion, quinia is freely
soluble. When, therefore, a mixture of these alkaloids is treated with that
rnenstruum, quinia and quiuidia are dissolved, and ciuchonia left. '.l'he two
former may be separated by allowing the ethereal solution to evaporate.
Quinidia crystallizes from the solution, and quinia is obtained uncrystallized
as the last product of the evaporation of the ether.*
'fhe Edinburgh Pharmacopccia gives the following mode of testing the value
of yellow bark. " A filtered decoction of 100 grains in two fluidounces of
distilled water gives, with a fl.uidouncc of concentrated solution of carbonate
of soda, a precipitate, which, when heated in the fluid, becomes a fused mass,
weighing when cold two grains or more, and easily soluble in solution of
oxalic acid."
From the most recent and carefully conducted experiments, it appears that
the best officinal yellow Calisaya bark, the finest red bark, and the finest. fibrous
Cartbagena bark from Pitaya, are about equal in their amount of alkaloids,
each containing from 3 to 4 per cent.; while between these and the barks of
lowest value there is every grade of productiveness, down to a mere trace of
alkaline matter.
~Jfedical

P,·operlies and Vises.

This valuable remedy was unknown to the civilized world till about the
middle of the seventeenth century; though tbe natives of Peru are generally
8uppm!ed to have been long pr~viously a~quainte~ with its febrifuge powers.
llumboldt, however, is of a different opmiou. In his l\Iemoir on the Cin-

* Mr. Robert Hownrd employs the following method of ascertaining the presence or
absence ofthescnlkn.loidsseverally in any mixture of their sulphates, founded on the
fact that ten grains of sulphate ofquiniadissolve in sixty drops of ether, but only one
grainofsulphateofquinidia. Ten gruinsof the saltnrcputinton.strongtesttube,teu
dropsofdilutesulpbul'icncid(oncofaeidnndfivcofwater)withfifteendrops ofwater
nreadded,nndamoderatehen.tnppliedtillthesnlt is dissolved. When the solution
1
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chona. forests, be states that it is unknown as a remedy to the Indians
inha.biting the country where it grows; and, as these people adh ere pertinaciously to the habits of their ancestors, he concludes that it never was
employed by them. 'l'hey have generally the most >iolcnt prejudices ag:iinst
it, considerin g it poisonous, and in the treatment of fovcr prefer the milder
indigenous remedies. II umboldt is disposed to ascribe the discovery of the
febrifuge powers of the bark to the J esuits, who were sent to Peru as missionaries. As bitters had Leen chiefly relied on iu the treatment of intermittent fevers, and as bitterness was observed to be a predominant property
in tLe bark of certain trees which were felled in clearing the forests, the
rui~sionaries were naturally led to give it a trial in the same complaint.
'l'hey accordingly administered an infu sion of the bark in the tertian ague,
then_ prevalent in Peru, and soon ascertained it s extraordinary powers. A
tra.d1ti on to this effect is said by llumboldt to be current at J. . osa.. lluiz
and Pa.Yon, however, ascribe the di scO\'e ry to the lndinns; and Tschudi
states, in bis 1'ra.vels in Peru (Am... ed., ii. 280}, that the inhabitants of tbe
Peruvian forests drink :m infusion of the green bark as a remedy iu intermittCut fever.* The Countess of Cincbon, wife of the Viceroy of Peru,
havin g in her own person experienced the beneficinl effects of the bark, is
said, on her return to Spain in the year lG-10, to ha.ve first introduced the
remedy into Enrope. Hence the name of pulvis Commitissre, by which it
was first known. After its introduction, it was distributed and sold by the
Jesuits, wbo are said to ha>e obtained for it the price of its weight in silver.
From this circu mstance it was called Jesuits' powder, a. title wl.iich it long
retained. It had acquired some reputation in England so early as the year
1658, but, from its high price, and from the prejudice excited against it, was
at first little used. At th is early period, however, its origin and nature do
not seem to have been generally known; for we arc told that Sir John Talbot
(Sir Robert Talbor, Pereira), au .Englishman, having employed it with
great success in l?rance, in the treatment of intcrmittents, under the name
of tbe English powder, at length, in the year 1679, sold the secret of its
origin and preparation to Louis XIV ., by whom it was divulged.
When taken into the stomach, bark usually excites in a. short time a sense
of warmth in the epigastrium , which often diffuses itself over the abdomen
and even the breast, aud is sometimes attended with considerable {!:astric
and intestinal irritation. Nausea and vomiting arc sometimes produced, especially if the stomach was previously in an inflamed or irritated state.
Purging, moreover, is not an unfrequent attendant upon its action. After
some time has ela psed, the circulation oft en experiences its influence, as
ex hibited in the somew hat increased frequency of pulse; and, if th e dose be
repeated, the whole system becomes more or less affoeted, and all the functions undergo a moderate degree of excitement. Its action upon the nervous
system is often evinced by a sem:e of tension or fulness or slight pain in the
head, si nging in the cars, and partial deafncfl-s, which are always experienced
by many individuals when brought completely under its influence. The
effects abO\'e mentioned entitle bark t.o a place among the tonics, and it is
usually ranked at the very head of this class of medicines. But, besides
the mere excita.tion of the ordinary functions of health, it produces other
effects upon the system, which must be considered peculiar, and independent
of its mere tonic operation. The power by which, when administered in the
intervals between the paroxysms of intermittent disorder~, it interrupts the

*

Tschmli also observes thntliehas found the fresh hark more efficacious than the

dried; ns,in lcssth:tn hnlfthcmmnldosc,ituotonlyetfcctscurcsiuashort time,lmt
insures the patient 11g1tiust the rl!turn of the disease.
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progress of the disease, is something more than what .1s usually un<lerstood
by the tonic property; for no other substa.nce be1ong1.ng ~o the class, however powerful or permanent may be the excitement which it produces, ~x.er
cises a control over intermittents at all comparable to that of the med1cme
under considcrntion . As it is probable that, in the intervals of tliesc complaints, a train of morbid actions is going on out of our sigl1t, within the
recesses of the nervous system; so it is also probable that bark produces, in
the same system, an action equally mysterious, which s~pe rsedcs that of the
malady, and thus accomplishes the rest.oration of the patient. From the possession both of the tonic, and of the anti-inlcnniUent property, if we may be
allowed so to designate it, bark is capable of being usefully applied in the
treatment of numerous diseases.
It may usually be employed with benefit in all morbid conditions of the
system, whatever may be the peculiar modifications, in. which a permanent
corroborant effect is desirable, provided the stomach be m a. proper state for
its reception. In low or typhoid forms of disease, in which eithe r no inflammation exists, or that which does exist has been moderated by proper measures,
or bas passed into the suppurative or the gangrenous stage, this remedy is
ofteu of the greatest advantage in supporting the system till the morbid action
ceases. Hence its use in the latter stages of typhus gravior; in malignant
scarlatina, measles, and small-pox; in carbun cle and gangrenous erysipelas;
and in all cases in which the system is exhausted under la.rge purulent discharges, and the tendency of the affection is towards recovery. As a. tonic,
bark is also advantageously employed in chronic diseases conucctcd with debility; as, for example, in scrofula, dro~sy, passive hemorrhages, certain
forms of dyspepsia, obstinate cutaneQuS aflections, a.menorrhooa, chorea, hysteria; in fact, whenever a corroborant influence is desired, and no contra.indicating symptoms ex ist. But in all these cases it greatly behooves the
physieian to examine well the condit ion of the system, and, before resorting
to the tonic, to ascertain the real cxistc11ce of an enfeebled condition of the
functions, and the absence of such local irritations or inflammations, especially of the stomach or bowels, as would be likely to be aggravated by its
use. In doubtful cases, we ham been iu the habit of considering the occurrence of profuse sweating during sleep as affording an indication fo r its use,
and under these circumsta~1ces, have prescribed it very advantageously, in
the form of sulphate of qu1uia, in a.cute rheumatism, and in the advanced
stages of protracted fevers.
llut it is in the cure of intermi ttent diseases that bark displays its most
extraordinary powers. It was originally introduced into notice as a remedy
in fever and ague, and the reputation which it acquired at an early period it
has e\·er since retained. Very few cases of this disease will be founcl to resist
the judicious use of bark, or some one of its preparations. 'l1his is not tho
place to !oipeak of the precise circumstances under which it is best administered.
It will be sufficient to say that physicians generally conc·u r in recommending
it~ early employment, in divided doses, to tbe extent of one or two ounces,
during the intermission, and the repetition of this plan till the disease is subdued, or the remedy is found insufficient for its cure. Other intermittent
diseases have been found to yield with almost equal certain ty to the remedy,
particularly those of a neuralgic cha racter. Hemicrania. and violent pains in
the eyes, face, and other p<wts of the body, occu rrin g periodically, are often
almost immediately relievf'd by the use of bark. Some cases of epilepsy, in
which the convulsions recurred nt regular intervals, have also been cured by
it; and even the hectic intermittent is frequently arrested, though, as the
cause still generally continues to opernte, the relief is too often ouly tempo-
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rary. Diarrhooa and dysentery sometimes put on the intermittent form,
especially in miasma.tic districts; and under these circumstances may often be
cured b_y bark. Nor is it necessary tha.t, in the various diseases which have
been mentioned, the intermission should always be complete, in order to justify a resort to the remedy. Rcmittent fevers, in which the remission is very
decided, not unfrequcntly yield to the use of bark, if preceded by proper
cleplcti11~ measures. But, as a general rule, the less of the diseased action
there is in the interval, the better is the chance of success.
Some obscrntions are requisite as to the choice of the bark, and the forms
of administration. In the treatment of intcrmittcnts, either the best red or
the yellow (Calisaya) bark is decided!.y preferable to the pale. The pale bark
may, in its finest forms, be superior for the purposes of a general tonic; as
it is less liable to offend the stomach, nnd perhaps to irritate the bowels.
Where the object is to obtaiu the full influence of bark, it may in some
instances be advisable to administer it in substance. 'Ve arc not absolutely
certain that the alkaloids are the on ly active ingredients; and, even supposing
them to be so, we are equally uncertain whether they may not be somewhat
modified in their properties, even by the therapeutically inert principles with
which they are associated. In fact, bark in substance has been repeatedly
known to cure intermittents when sulphate of quinia bas failed. It is best
administered diffused in water or some aromatic infusion. Experience has
proved that its efficacy in intermittents is often greatly promoted by admixture with other substances. A mixture of powdered bark, Virginia snakeroot, and carbonate of soda, was at one time highly esteemed in this city ;
and another, consisting of bark, confection of opium, lemon-juice, and port
wine, has in our own expericnce 1 and that of some of our friends, proved
highly efficacious in some obstinate cases of fever and ague.*
But, notwithstanding the supposed superior efficacy of the bark iu substance,
in the same relative dose, it is in tbe ~reat. mnjority of in stances sufficient to
resort to some one of its preparations; and in many cases we are compelled to
this resort by the inability of the stomach to support t.hc powdcr 1 or the unwillingness of the patient to encounter its disagreeable taste. 'I1he best substitutes, in intermittent diseases, are the sulpha.tes of its alkaloids. Sulphate
of quinia has until recently been used almost to the exclusion of the others;
but sulphate of cinchonia. is now considerably employed, and with nearly equal
effect; and there is every reason to believe that sulphate of quinidia. will be
found scarcely less efficient than either. 'l1 be advantage of these prepamtions is their facility of administration, and the possibility, by their employment, of introducing a large quantity of the active matter, with less risk of
offending the stomach. (See Qninfre SuljJlws.)
Though the alkaloids possess the anti.intermittent power of bark, they have
not been certainly ascertained to exert all the peculiar influence of that medicine as a tonic; but, as bark in powder can seldom be supported, by a
delicate stomach, for a sufficient period to insure the necessary influence of
the medicine in chron ic disease, it is customary to resort, in this case, to some
one of its preparations in which the alkaloids arc extracted in connexion
with the other principles; as the infusion, deeoction, tincture, and extract.
Each of these will be particularly treated of amon,g the preparations. lt is
here only necessary to say that their use is mostly confined to chronic cases,
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or to those of a malignant character, as typhus gravior, &c, ia which the
whole virtues of the bark are desired, but tLe stomach is unable to bear the
powd er. Should bark or its preparations produce purging, as they occasion·
ally do, they ought to be combined with a sma ll portion of laudanum.*
ft is sometimes desirable to introduce bark into the system by other :l\'Cnues
than the stomach; as it exercises its peculiar influence to whatever part it is
applied. Injected into the rectum, in conn~x i on with op~u.m to prevent
purging, it has been employed succes~f~Hy m the cure of mtcrm1tt~nts;
and the use of bark jackets, made by quilting the powder between two pieces
of flannel or muslin, and worn next the skin, and of bark baths made by
infusing the medicine in water, has pro,·ed serviceable in cases of c;hildrcn.
But the best preparation of bark for injection, or external use, is sulphate of
quinia, which, thrown with a little laudanum into the rectum, or applied to
a blistc.red surface denuded of the cuticle, pro<luccs on the system effects
scarcely less decided than those which result from it when swal lowed.
The medium dose of bark, as administerct.l in intermittcnts, is a drachm 1 to
be repeated more or less frequently according to circumstances. ·when given
as a tonic in chronic compl<tints, the dose is usually smaller; from ten to
thirty g rains being su fficient to com mence with.
Off. Prep. of Yellow Bad.;. Decoctum Ci uchonre Flavro; Extractum Cinchonre Flavre; Infusum Cinchonre J'iavre; Infus. Cinch. Flav. Spissatu m;
Quinire Sulphas; Tinctura. Cincho nre ; Vin um Gentianre.
Off. Prep. of Pale Bark. Decoct. Cinebonro Pullidre; Extract. Cinchonre
Pallidre; lnfusum Oinchonre Pallidre; Infus. Cinch. Pallid. Spissatum; l\listura l?erri Aromatica; Tinct. Ciochonre Pallidre i Tinct. Cinchonre Com p.
Op: Prep. of Red Barf.;. Dccoct. Cinchon. Hubrro; Extract. Cinchon. Rub.;
Infus. Cinchon. Uub.; Infus. Cinchon. Comp.; Tinct. Cinchon. Comp. W.

CINNAMOMU1I. U.S., Lond., Dub.
Cinnamon.
The bark of Cinnamomnm Zeylanicum and of Cinnamomum aromaticum.
S. Bark of Cinnamomum Zcylanicum. Lond., Dub.
OJ!. Syn. CINN.AltJO.JJUl\I. Bark of Oinnamomum Zeyhnicum. Oi11nanwn.-CASSI1E COHTEX. Bark of Ciunamomum Cassia. UassiaBar/.;. Ed.
i~

l{uCr~~~dAu~~£,;2~~~11~:;~~~ ~~~~~;: ~::~~~l.Zirnmt, Germ.; Canella, Ital.; Canela, Span.;
CASSLA.-Cnssia lignea; Cnssc, Fr.; Cussienzimmt, Germ.; Canncll.i.1111, Ital.; Cnsia,
Span.
5 11

th:t:r~~~tfa~~:~~o~~~~n~~~~.~~~ 1h~ ~~~n~1 ~ji~l:yf!n~i~i~~u~f:~ 3i~t ::l!.

mcrcia~ cassia, ~vhich. is import.c<l from C~ina; and as the two products, though
very d1~ercnt rn pnce, and somewhat m flavour, possess identical medical
properties, and are used for the same purposes, there seems to be no necessity
for g iving them distinc~ officinal designations. Indeed, the barks of all the
species o~ the genus Cmnamomum, poss~ssing analogous properties, arc as
much entitled to the common name of crnnamon as those of the Cinchonas
have to the name of cinchona, and the juice of different species of Aloe to
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that of aloes. Varieties may be sufficiently distinguished by an appropriate
epithet. Both cinnamommn and cassia were terms employed by the ancients,
but whether exactly as now understood, it is impossible to determine. Tho
to
term cassia, or cas.~ia liynca, has been generally used iu modern times
first
dcsignat~ the coarser barks analogous to cinnamon. It was probably
applied to the barks from ~lab.bar, and afterwards extended to those of China
and other parts of Eastern Asia. It has been customary to ascribe cussia
li!Jnf'ct to the Laurus l'assia of Linnreus; but the specific character given by
that botanist was so indefinite, and based on such imp~rfcct information, that
the species has been almost unanimously abandoned by botani!:l-ts. 'J'hc fa.ct
appears to be, that the barks sold as cinnamon and cassia. in different parts
of the world arc derived from various species of Cinnamomum. Dr. Wight,
the
who was commissioned by the British Inrlian Government to inquire into
botanical source of "the common cassia bark of the markets of the world,''
to
expresses his belief, th:it the list of plants yielding this product extends
the
on
nearly every species of the genus, including not less than six plants
l\Ialabar coast and in Ccyloa, and nearly twice as many more in the l~astern
of
part of Asia, and the islands of the Etistern Archipelago. (AladrasJourn.
Literal. ancl Sci., 1839, No. 22 .) 'We shall describe only the two species
recognised in the U. S. Phannacopccia.
L1uracere.
Ord.
Q.t.
N
.
C 1NNA;>.lOMUi\L Sex. S11se. Enncandria i'1onogynia. Gen. Oh. Flowers hermaphrodite or polygamous, panicled or fascicled,
in
naked. Cal11x. six-cleft, with the limb deciduous. Fertile stamens nine,
three rows; the inner three with two sessile glands a.t the base; anthers fourccllcd, the three inner turned outwards. 'J'hrce capitatc abol'live stamens
Leaf
ribbed.
Leaues
next the centre. Fruit seated in a cup-like calyx.
/;uds not Rcaly. (Lindley.)
1. Cinnamom.um. Zq;lanicum. Nees, Lm1rinere, 52; Lindley, ..lied. Flor.
32!); llaync, Darstel. und Bcsclireib. &c. xii. 263.-Laurus Uim1amomum..
J...iinn. This is a tree about twenty or thirty feet high, with a trunk from
tweh•e to eighteen inches in diameter, and covered with a. thick, scabrous
and
bark. The branches are numerous, strong, horizont:il and declining;
the young shoots are beautifully speckled with dark green and light orange
colours. The leaves arc opposite for the most part, coriaceous, entire, ovate
or ovate-oblong, obtusely pointed, and thrce.nervecl, with the lateral nerves
'•anishing as they approach the point. There arc also two less obvious nerves,
the
one on each side, arising from the base, proceeding towards the border of
leaf, and then c1uiekly vanishing. The footstalks arn short and slightly chan
neled, and, together with the extreme twigs, arc smooth and without the least
appearance of down. In one variety, the Jcat""es are very broad, and someupper
their
upon
green
shining
a
of
arc
they
mature,
what corchtte. When
ar surface, and lighter-coloured beneath. The flowers are small, white, and
ranged in axillary and terminal panicles. 'The fruit is an oval berry, which
and
adheres like the acorn to tbc receptacle, is larger than the black currant,
when ripe has a. bluish.brown surface cliversified with numerous white sp~ts.
'The tree emits no smell perceptible at any distance. 'l'hc bark of the root
this
has the odour of cinnamon with the pungency of camphor, and yields
and
principle upon distillation. The leaves have a spicy odour when rubbed,
a. hot taste. The petiole has the flavour of cinnamon. It is a singular fact,
thnt the odour of the Bowers is to people in general disagreeable,1 being comhas
pared by some to the scent exhaled from newly sawn bones. '.1 be fruit
of
a tcrebinthinatc odour when opened, and a taste in some degree like that
jnnipcr berries. A fatty substance, called cinnamon.suet, is obtained from
when ripe, by bruising aud then boiling it in water, and removing the
i~
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ol eagin ous matter whi ch ri ses to the surfacc 1 and concretes upon cooling. It
is the prepared bark that constitutes the gcnu.inc cinnamon.
.
'l'his species is a native of Cey lon, wh ere 1t has long been cultivated for
th e sake of its bark. It is sa id also to be a nnfrre of the l\Ialabar Co:1st, and
has :1t various peri ods been iutroduccd into Jam, th e Isle of l~ra~Jc, Bour-

~~~' ]~l~~~~p!nd: i~~odi!'c]3~~z~~c~:~~~;ec; ~~v:~ail~~ ~li\~~\~~~U;~~~~l:t1;~:~

1'b is is particularly the case in Ca.yen nc, where th e plant was flourisl_ung so
early as 1755. l t is exceedingly influenced, as rega rds the aromatic character of its bark, by the circumstances of soi l, climate, and mode of culture.
Thus, we are told by Marshall that in Ceylon, beyond th e limits of Negombo
and Matura , in the western and southern aspect of the isl~nd, the bark is
neve r of good quality, being g reatly deficient in the aromattc flavour of the
cinnamon; and that cveu within these limit s it is of un equal value, from the
vari ous influence of exposure, soil, shade, and ot her circumstances.

£~~.;~- ~1~;;:;~~::~~;;:;,r~i~~;,,E~~-~;il~t?E~:.~~;!~:f!;2L~
2

This is of about the sa me magn itude as the former species, and like it Las
nc>arly oppos ite, short ly pctiolate, cor iaceous, entire leaves, of a. shining green
upou the upper surface, lighter coloured beneath, and furni shed with three
nerves, of which the two lateral vani sh t owards the point. The leaves, however, differ in being oblong-lanecolate and pointed, and in exhibiting, under
th e microscope, a very fine down upon the under surface. 'l'be footstalks and
extreme tw igs arc also downy. '.I'he flowers are in narrow, silky paniclcs.
Th e plant grows in China, Sumatra, and other }Jarts of Eastern Asia, and is
said to be cu hivated in Java. It is believed to be th e species which furnishes,
wholly or in part, the Chinese ci nn amon or cassia brought from Canton, and
is supposed to be the source of the cassia buds.
Besides the two species above described , others have been thought to contribu te to the ci nnamon and cassia found in co mm erce. The opinion of Dr.
'right has Leen already state<l. 0 . Loureirii of Nees, growing in the mountain s of Cochin-china toward s Laos, and in Japan, affords, aooording to Loureiro, a ci nnam on of whi ch the fin es t kind is superior to that of Ceylon. 0.
nithlum, growing in Ceylon, Ja\'a, and upon the continent of India, is said
t o have been the chief source of the drug, know n formerly by the name of
P olia .J.l!afa'1at!tri, a nd cons i:; ting of the lcnves of different species of Cinna.momum mixed tog-ether. 'l'bc leaves of C. 'J'amola of Hiudostan ha\·e been
sold under the same name. U. l'11/ilau:an of the 1\loluccas yields the aromati c bark called culilawa11, noticed in the Appendix; and similar barks are
obtained from anoth er species of the sa me region, denominated (}. rubrum,
and from C. 1Si11toc of J ava.
Culture, Collection, CtJrnmerce, d'.:c. Our remark s under this head will
fi rst be directed to tbe ci nnamon of Ceylon, in relati on to which we have more
precise information than concerning tbe aromatic obtain ed from other sources.
'l'be bark was ~riginally co llected excl usively from tl10 tree in a wild state;
~ut the ~utch mtro? ~ced th e ~rnctice of c~ ltivati u g it, which has been eon·
t~nucd srnce the Bntu~.h came .11~t? possession of the I sland. Th e principal
crnnamon garde ns arc Ill the ncrn1ty of Columbo. The seeds are planted in
a prepared soil aL certai~ distances i .and , as fo ur or fiyo arc placed iu a spot,
tb e plants usually grow 111 clusters like the hazel bush. lo favourabl e situati ons they attai.n the bcip;ht of five or six feet in six or seven years, nnd a
healt hy bush Will th en a~ord two or three shoot s fit for pcclingi and every
second year afterwards will afford from foui· to seven shoots in a good soil.
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The cinnamon harvest commences in May, and continues till fate in October.
TLe first object is to select shoots proper for decortication, and those are
seldom cut which are less than half au in ch, or more than two or three inches
in diameter. The bark is divided by longitudinal incisions, of which two
are made in the smaller shoots, several iu the larger, and is then removed in
st rips by means of a suitable in strument. The pieces are next coll cctccl in
bundles, and allowed to remain in this state for a short time, so as to undergo
a degree of fermentation, which facilitates the separation of the epidermis.
This, with tLe green matter beneath it, is removed by placing the strip of
bark upon a convex piece of wood, and scraping its external surface with a.
curved knife. Th e bark now dries and contracts, assuming the appearance
of a quill. 'l'be peeler introduces the smaller tubes into the larger, thus
forming a. congeries of quills which is about forty inches long. When suf~
ficiently dry, these cylinders are collected into bundles weighing about thirty
pounds, and bound together by pieces of split bamboo. '11be commerce in
Ceylon cinnamon was formerly monopolized by the East India Company;
but the C'ultivation is now umestricted, and the bark may be freely exported
upon the payment of a fixed duty. It is assorted in the island into three
qualities, distinguished by the designations of first, second, and third. The
inferior kinds, wl.iich are of in sufficient value to pay the duty, are used for
the preparation of oil of cinnamon.
Immense quantities of cinnamon are exported from China, the finest of
which is little inferior to that of Ceylon, though the masg of it is much coarser.
It passes in commerce under the name of cassia, and is said by Mr. Reeves
to be brought to Canton from th e pro,·ince of Kwangse, where the tree producing it grows very abund;rntly. ('Trans. Jlfedico·Bot. Soc., 1828, p. 26.)
Jt has already brcn stated that this tree is supposed to be the Cinnamomum
armnaticumj but we have no positive llroof of the fact. 'l'ravcllcrs inform
us that cin nam on is also collected in Cochin-china; but that the best of it is
mon opolized by the sovereign of the country. It is supposed to be obtained
from the Cinnam01nuni Lrm.reiriiof Nees, the Lcmrus Cinnamonwm of Lou·
reiro. According to Siebold, the bark of the large hranches is of inferior
quaJity and is rejected; that from the smallest branches resembles the Ceylon
cinnamon in thickness, but bas a very pungent taste and smell, and is little
esteemed; while the intermediate branches yield an excellent bark, about a.
line in thickness, which is even more highly valued than the cinnamon of
Ceylon, and yields a sweet.er and less pungent oil. (Annul. der Pharm., xx.
280.) Cinnamon of good quality is said to be collected in Java, and con·
sidcrable quantities of inferior quality have been thrown into commerce, as
cassia lif;nea, from the Malabar coast. 1\Ianilla and the Isle of ll'ranec are
also mentioned as sources whence th is drug is supplied. Little, however,
reaches the United States from these places.
CRycnnc, and several of the West India I slands, yield to commerce considerable quantities of cinnamon of various qualities. That of Cayenne is of
two kinds, one of which closely resembles, though it docs not quite equal, the
aromatic of Ceylon; the other resembles the Chinese. The former is suppoEed to be derived from plants propagated from a. Ceylonese stock 1 the latter
from those which have sprung from a tree introduced from Sumatra.
By far the greater proportion of cinnamon brought to this country is imported from China. lt is entered as cassia, at the custom house, while the
same article brought from other sou rces is almost uniformly entered as cinnamon. Much of it is afterwards exporteJ .
From what source the ancients dcri\·ecl their cinnamon and cassia is not
certainly known. Neither the plants nor their localities, as described hy
Dioscorid es, Pliny, and 'l'heophrastus, correspond precisely with our present
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knowledge; but in this respect much allowance must be made for the inaccu·
rare geography of the ancients.

It is not i1~pro~able _th?t the J;lr~bian

navigators, at a very early period, conveyed th1~ spice withm the limits of
Phoonician and Grecian, and subsequently of Roman commerce.
Prope·rties. Ceylon cinnamon is in long cylindrical fasciculi,_c?mpos~d of
numerous quills, the larger enclosing the smaller. In the or1gma~ st~cks,
which are somewhat more than three feet in length, two or three fasc1cuh are
neatly joined at the end, so as to appear as if the whole were one couti~uous
piece. The finest is of a light brownish-yellow colour, almost as tlun as
paper, smooth, often somewhat shining, pliable lo a comiderable extent, with
a splintery fracture when broken. It has a. pleasant fragrant odour, and a
warm, aromatic, pungent, sweetish, sl ightly astringent, and highly agreeable
taste. When distilled it affords but a small quantity of essential oil, which,
however, has an exceedingly grateful flavour. It is brought to this country
from England; but is very costly, and is not generally kept in the shops.
The inferior sorts are browner, thicker, less splintery, and of a less agreeable
flavour, and are little if at all superior to the best Chinese. The finer variety
of Ooyenne cinnamon approaches in character to that above described, but is
paler and in thicker pieces, being usually collected from older branches. 'l1hat
which is gathered very young is scarcely distinguishable from the cinnamon
of Ceylon. It is not recognised in our markets as a distinct variety.
Ckinese cinnamon, or cassia, is in tubes from the eighth of an inch to
an inch in diameter, usually single, sometimes double, but very rarely more
than double. In some instances the bark is rolled very much upon itself, in
others is not even completely quilled, forming segments more or less extcusive of a hollow cylinder. It is of a redder or darker colour than the finest
Ceylon cinnamon, thicker, rougher, denser, and breaks with a shmtcr fracture. It has a stronger, more pungent and astringent, but less sweet and
grateful tastei and, though of a similar odour, is less agreeably fragrant. It
is the kind alm ost universally kept in our shops. Of a similar character is
the cinnamon imported directly from various parts of the East Indies. .But
under the name of cassia have also been brought to us very inferior kinds of
cinnamon, collected from the trunks or large branches of the trees, or injured
by want of ca.re in keeping, or perhaps derived from inferior species. It is
said that cinnamon from which the oil has been distilled, is sometimes fraudulently mingled with the genuine. 'l'hese inferior kinds are detected, independently of their greater thickness, and coarseness of fracture, by their
deficiency in the peculiar sensible properties of the spice.
From an analysis made by Vauquelin, it appears that cinnamon contains a.
peculiar essential oil, tannin, mucilage, a. colouring matter, an acid, and lignin.
'l1he tannin is of the variety which yields a greenish-black preeipit:.ttc with
the salts of iron. The oil obtained from the Cayenne oinna10on, he found to
be more biting than that from the Ceylonese, and at the same time to be
somewhat peppery. Bucholz found in 100 parts of cassia lignea, 0·8 of volatile oil, 4·0 of rci;in, H·6 of gummy extractive (probably including tannin),
(i-!·3 of lignin and bassorin, and 16·3 of w:tter including loss. This aromatic
yields its virtues wholly to alcohol, and less readily to water. At the tempernture of boiling alcohol very little of the oil rises, and an extract prepared
from the tincture retains, therefore, the aromatic properties. For an account
of the essential oil, see Ole1on Oinnarnonii.
.Medical Properties and Uses. Cinnamon is among the most grateful and
efficient of the aromatics. It is warm and cordial to the :;;tomach, carminative, astringent, and, like most other _substances of this class, more powerful
a.s a local than general stimulant. It is seldom prescribed alone, though,
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when given in powder or infusion, it will sometimes allay nausea, check
vomiting, and relieve flatu lence. It is chiefly used as an adjurnnt to other
less pleasant medicines, and enters into a great number of officinal preparations. It is often employed in diarrhooa, in connexion with chalk and
astringents. The dose of the powder is from ten grains to a scruple.
Cassia Buds. This spice consists of the calyx of one or more species of
Cinnamomum, surrounding the young germ, and, as stated by Dr. l\lartius on
the autb ority of the elder Nees, about one quarter of the normal size. It is
produced in China; and Mr. lleeves states that great quantities of it are
brought to Canton from the province which affords cassia. The species
whicb yields it is in all probability the same with that which yields the
bark, though it has been ascribed by Nees to Cinnamom.u,m .Loureirii. In
favour of the former opinion is the statement of Dr. Christison, that C. aromaticurn, cultivated in the hot.houses of Europe, bears a. flower-bud which
closely resembles the cassia-bud when at the same period of advancement.
Cassia.-buds have some resemblance to cloves, an<l are compared to small nails
with round heads. 'l'hc enclosed germen is sometimes removed, and they a.re
then cup-shaped a.t top. 'l'bey have a brown colour, with the flavour of cinnamon, and yield an essential oil upon distillation. Though little known in
this country, they may be used for the same purposes as the bark .
Ojj'. P1·ep. Acidum Sulphuricum Arorna.ticum j Aqua. Cassire; Aqua Cinnamomi; ConfcctioAromatica.; Decoctum IIromatoxyli; Electuarium Catcchu;
Infusum Catecbu Comp.; Pulvis Aroma.ticus; Pulvis Catechu Compositus;
Pulvis Cinnamomi Comp.; Pulvis Cretre Comp.; Pulvis Kino Comp.; Spiritus AmmonireAromaticus; Spirit.us Cassire; Spiritus Cinnamomi; Spiritus
J_Javandulre Comp.; Syrupus Rhci Aromaticus; 'l'inctura Cardamomi Comp.;
i'inctura Cassiro; 'riuctura Catechu; 'l'inctura. Cinnamomi; Tinctura Cinnamomi Comp.; Tinctura. Quassire Comp.; Vinuru Opii.
W.

COCCULUS. Ed.
Cocculus !adieus.
Fruit of Anam irta Cocculus. Ed.
<.:oque du -Levant, Pr.; KokkelskOrncr, FischkOrncr, Gtrm.; Galla di Lcvante, ftal.

The plant which produces cocculus Indi.:ns wns embraced by Linnrous, with
several others, under the title of Jllenispennmn Cocculus. These were referred
by De Candolle to a new genus, denominated Cocculus. From this the particul::ir species under consideration has been separated by Wight and Arnott,
and erected into a distinct genus with the name of Ananiirtci.
ANAi\IJRTA. Sex. ,S.1Jst. Dicccia.Dodecandria.-.Nat. Ord. tlfonispermacere.
Gen. Uh. Flowers direcious. Cu(IJ."C of six sepals in a double series, with
two close-pressed bracteo les. Corolla none. MALE, Stamens united into a
central column dilated at the apex. Antlters numerous, covering the whole
globose apex of the column. li'EMALE. FltJWers unknown . Drupes one to
three, one-celled, one-seeded. Seed globose, deeply exca\'ated at the hilum.
Al&wmen Hesby. Ootyledons very thin, diverging. ( Wi.ght and Arnott.)
.Anamfrla <.:occulus. Wight and Arnott, Flor. Peni11s. l11d. Orient. i. 446;
Lindley, Plor. llled. 371.-.illenispermmn Cocculus. Linn.-Oocculus suberosus. De Cand. 1-'rodrom. i. 07. This is the only species. It is a climbing
shrub, with a subcrosc or corky bark; thick, coriaceous, smooth, shining,
roundish or cordate leaves, sometimes truncate at the base; and the female
flowers in lateral compound racemes. It is a native of the Malabar coast, and
of Eastern Insular and Continental India. 'l'hc fruit is the officinal port.ion.
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This plant was proved to be the source of cocculus Indicus by Roxburgh,
who raised it from genuine seeds whieh he had rcceiveJ from Malabar. It
is believed that other allied plants, bearing similar fruit, contribute to furnislt
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known to the Arabian physicians, and for a long time was imported into
:Europe from the Levant, from which circumstance it was called coccttlus
L evanticus. It is now brought exclusively from the East Indies.
Properties, &c. Cocculus Iudicus, as found in the shops, is roundish, somewhat kidney-shaped, about as large as a pea.; having a thin, dry, blackish,
wrinkled exterior coat, within which is a ligueous bi\"'alvular shell, enclosing
a whitish, oily, Yery bitter kernel. It is without smell, but has an intensely
and permanently bitter taste. It bears some resemblance to the bn.y berry,
but is not quite so large, n.nd may be distinguished by the fact that in the
cocculus Indicus the kernel never wholly fills the shell. When the fruit is
kept long, the shell is sometimes almost empty. The Edinburgh College
directs that "the kernels should fill at leai;1t two-thi.rds of the fruit. 11 l\I.
Boullay discovered in the seeds a. peculiar bitter principle which he denominated piaotoxin. This i ~ white, crysta.llizable in quadrangular prisms, sol uble
in 25 parts of boiling and 150 of cold water (Glover), and very soluble in
alcohol and ether, but insoluble in the oils. Its composition is C1i;il1,05 • It
is poisonous, and, given to strong dogs in the quantity of from firn to ten
wains, produces death, preceded by conv ul sions, which, according to Dr. R.
l\L Glover, are very simi lar in character to those produced by ·Flourens by
section of the corpora. quadrigcmina. a.nd cerebellum; being attended with
backward and rotatory movements, and tetanic spasms. It also greatly increases the animal beat. (Ed. Monthly Journ. of Med. Sci., N. S., iii. 303.)
To procure it, the watery extract of the seeds is tl'iturated with pure magnesia,
and then treated with hot alcohol, which dissolves the picrotoxin, and yields
it upon evaporation . In this state, however, it is impure. To obtain it colour.
less it must be again dissolved in alcohol, and treated with animal charcoal.
After filtration and due evaporation, it is deposited in the crystalline fo rm.
Besides picrotoxin, coccu lus Indicus conta ins a large proportion of fixed oil,
and other substances of less interest. Tbe active principle above described
is sp.id to reside exclusively in the kernel. In the shell l\Il\I. Pelletier and
Coucrbe di~covered two distinct principles, one alkaline and named meni·
fi~Jennin (menisperm ia), the other identical with it in compositi on, but distrnguishable by its want of alkalinity, its volatility, and its solubility aud
crystall ine form, and denominated paramenispermin. 'l'hey also found, in
the same part, a new acid, which they called hypopicrotoxic. TLe picrotoxin
of l\I. Boullay they beliend to possess acid properties,, and proposed for it
the name of 7>icrotoxic acid. (Jouni. de Phw·m., xx. 122.)
Meilical Propertieg, &c. Cocculus Indicus acts in the manner of the acrid
narcotic poisons, but is never given internally. In India it is used to stupefy
fishes in order that they may be caught; and it has been applied to the same
purpose in Europe and this country. It is asserted that the fish thus taken
a.re not poisonous. In Europe, it is added to malt liquors in order to !rive
them bitterness and intoxicatmg properties; although the practice is forbidden
the .Ia,~, in England,. under heavy pc~alties. 'J'he powdered fruit, mixed
with 011, 1s employed m the East Indies as a local application iu obstinate
cutaneous affections. An ointment made with the powder has been used in
tinea capitis, and to destroy vermin in the hair. Picrotoxin has been successfully substituted by Dr. J eager for the drug itself. Rubbed up with lard
in the propo1tion of ten grains to the ounco, it usually effected cures of tinea
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capitis in less than a month. A case is recorded by W. B. Th ompson, of
New Yorki in which death in a. child six years old, preceded by tetaui c spasms,
and extremely contracted pupil, resulteJ from the application of a strong tincture of the fruit to the scalp. (.lied. Exam., N. S ., viii. 227.)
OJ!. 1-'rcp. Unguentum Cocculi.
W.

COCCUS. U. S., Lond.
Cochineal.
CoC'cus Cacti. fl S., Lond.
Ojj: Syn. COCCL Coccus Cacti. Ed.; COCCUS CACTI. Dub.
Cochenillc, Fr., Germ.; Cocciniglia, It al.; Coehin illn, Span.

'!'h e Coccus is a. genu s of hemipterous insects, having the snout or rostrum
in the breast, the antcnnro filiform , and the posterior part of the abd omen
furnished with bristles. 'fbe male has two erect wings, the female is wingless. 'l 1 he 0. Uacti is characterized by its depressed, downy, transversely
wrinkled body, its purplish abd omen, its short and black legs, and its subulate antennc:e, which are about one-third of the length of th e body. (Rees's
C!Jclopredia.) An other species, U. l licis1 wbich inhabi ts a species of oak, is
collected in the mountainous parts of the 1\lorea, in G·reece, and used as a
dye-stuff in the East. (Landerer1 Pluinn. Journ. and 1'rans., xi. 56-l.)
Th e Coccus Cacti is found wild in Mex ico and the adjoining countries, in habitin g different species of Cactus and allied genera. of plants; and is said to
h:we been di scovered also in some of the " 'est India islands, and the southern parts of the United S tates. In l\lex ico, particularly in the provinces of
Oaxaca and Ouaxaca1 it is an important obj ect of culture. The Indians form
plantations of the noput ( Opwitia cocMnillefcra), upon which the insect feeds
and propaga tes. During the rainy season, a number of the females are preser ved under CO"f"er upon the branches of th e plant, and, after the ressation of
th e rains, arc distributed upon the pl ants without. 'l'hcy perisb quickly
after having deposited th eir eggs. Th ese, hatched by th e heat of th e sun,
give origin to innumerab le minute insects, which spread themsel\'es over the
plant. Th e males, of wh ich, according to )fr . .l!:llis, the proportion is not
greater than one to one hundred or two hundred fe males, being provided with
wings and very active, approach and fecundate the latter. After this period,
the females, whicb before moved about, attac h themselves to the leaves, and
increase rapidly in size; so that, in the end, their legs, antennro, and proboscis
are sca rce ly discoverable, and they appear more like excresce nces on the plant
than distinct animated bei ngs. Th ey are now gathered for use, by detaching
them by means of a blunt knife, a quill, or a foathcr, a few being left to con tinue the race. Tbey ~re destroyed either by dipping them enclosed in a
bag into boiling water, or by the heat of a stove. Iu the former case they
are subsequently dried iu the sun. Th e mal es, which are much smaller than
the full grown females, arc not collected. It is sa id that of the wild insec t
there arc six generations every year, furnishing an equal number of crops;
but the domestic is collected only three tim es annually, the propagation
being suspend ed during the rainy season, in consequence of its inability to
support the inclemency of the weothcr. 'l'h c insect bas been t~:ken from
l\l cxieo to the Canary I slands; and considerable quantities of coch rneal have
been delivered to comm erce from the island of 'l'eneritfc. Th e culture has
also been successfully introd uced in to J aya by the Dutch; and atte mpts have
been made to introduce it in to Spain, Corsica, and Algiers.
As kept in the shops1 the finer coc hineal, yrana Jina of Spanish commerce,
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is in irregularly circular or oval, somewhat angular grains, about one-eighth
of an inch in diameter, convex on one side, concave or flat on th e other, and
marked with several transverse wrinkles. Two varieties of this kind of cochineal are known to the druggist, distinguished by thei r ex tern:il appearance.
One is of a rcddislqrr<iy colour, formed by an intermixture of the dark colour
of the insect with the whiteness of a powder by which it is almost covered ,
and with patches of a rosy tinge irregularly interspersed. From its diversified appearance, it is call ed by th e Spaniards cO<'hinilla jospcada. It is the
variety commonly kept in our shops. The other, <'OChinilla rencyrirla, or
grana n(gra, is dark coloured., alm ost black, with only a minute quantity of
tbe whiti sh powder between the wrinkles. The two arc distinguished in our
mark ets by the names of sitver grains and blm1,; grains. Some suppose the
differen ce to ari se from the mode of preparation; tb e gray cochineal consisting of the in sects destroyed by a, dry heat; the black, of those destroyed by
hot water, which rem oves tL e external whitish powder. According to l\lr.
Faber, who derived his iuformation from a merchant resident in th e neighbourhood where th e cocl1incal is collected, the silver grains consist of the
impregnated female just before she has laid her eggs, the black of the female
after th e eggs have been laid and hatch ed. (.Am. J oun1 . of P!tann., xviii.
47.) 'J1hcrc is little or no difference in th eir <1uality.
Another and much inferior variety is the grana syluestra or wild cochineal,
consisti ng partly of very sma ll separate insects, partly of roundish or oval
masses, which exhibit, under the mi croscope, minute and apparently new
born insects, enclosed in a white or reddish cotton-like substance. It is
scarcely kn own in our drug market.
Cochioeal bas a faint hca,·y odour, and a bitter slightly acidulous taste.
Its powder is of a purplish ca rmin e colour, tinging the saliva intensely red .
According to P elleti er and Cavcntou, it consists of a peculiar colouring principle, a peculiar animal matter constituting the skeleton of the insect, stcarin,
olein, an odorous fatty acid, and Yarious sa lts. It was also am1lyzcd by John,
who called th e colouring principle co<:hi11ilin . This is of a brilliant. purplered colour, unalterable in dry air, fusible at 122° }"'. , very soluble in water,
soluble in cold, and more so in boiling alcohol, in solubl e in ether, and with out nitrogen among its constituents. It is obtained by macerating cochineal
in ether, aod trea ting the residue with successive portions of boiling alcohol,
which on cooling deposits a part of the cochiniliu, anti yields th e remainder
by spontaneous evaporation. It may be freed from a small proportion of
adh?ring fa tty matter? by dissolving it in alcohol of 40° BaumC, and then
addrng an ec1ual quantity of su lphuric eth er. Th e pure cochinilin is deposited
in the course of a few days . '!'he watery infusion of cochineal is of a Yiolctc.rimson colour, ~hich is b~ighten~cl by t_h~ acids, and deepened by the alkalies. '!lie colouring mat~er 1s rea~ 1~y prec1p1tated. T~le salts of zinc, bismuth,
and mckcl produce a lilac prccipltatc, and thoso of iron a dark purpl e approa?l~ing to black .. '!'he sa lts of tin, .especially th e nitrate an d chloride,
prec1p1tate the colourmg matter of a bnlhant sca rl et, and form the basis of
those splendi d scarlet and crimson dyes, which have rendered coch ineu l so
'\"aJuablc in the arts. With alumina. the colouring matter forms the pigment
called lake. 'fh c fin est la!.:es arc obtained by mixin g the clecoction of cocbi~eal with fr~shly prepared p;ela~inous alu.m.ina. The pigment C'alled carmi11e
is the colo~r1.n g matter o~ cochineal. prec1p1tated from the dccoction by acids,
the salts of tm, &c., or ::m11nal gelatm, and when properly run.de is of the most
intense and brilliant scarlet.
Cocbinc:.d has been adulterated by causing certain heavy substan ces, such
as powdered talc and ca.rbona.te of lead, by shaking in a bng or othcnvisc, to
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adhere to the surface of the insects, and thus increase their weij?ht.
fraud may be detected by the absence, under the microscope, of a woolly
appearance which characterizes the white powder upon the surface of the
unadulterated insect. Metallic lead, which is said frequently to exist in fine
particles in the artificial coating, may be discovered by powdering the cochineal, and suspending it in water, when the metal remains behind. .Grains
of a substance artificially prepared to imitate the dried insect have been mixed

~~~hn::.e r;;~;~~ :1~ ]~~:?~~., ~ ~~~~~ j~n.s~;~~)n will

serve to detect the dif-

Medical Properties, &c. Cochineal is supposed by some to possess anodyne
properties, and has been highly recommended in hooping-cough and neuralgic
a.ffections. It is frequently ai:isociatcd 1 in prescription, with carbonate of potassa, especially in the treatment of hooping-cough. In pharmacy it is employed to colour tinctures and ointments. 'fo infants with hooping-cough,
cochineal in substance is given in the dose of about one-third of a grain three
times a day. The dose of a tincture, prepared by macerating one part of the
medicine in eight parts of diluted alcohol, is for an adult from twenty to
thirty drops twice a. day. In neuralgic paroxysms, Sauter gave half a tablespoonful, with the asserted effect of curing the disease.
Off. Prep. Syrupus Cocci j Tinctura Cardamomi Composita; Tinct. Cincbonre Comp.; Tinct. Cocci Cacti; Tinct. Gentianre Comp.; Ti net. Lavandulre Comp.; Tinct. Quassire Comp.; Tinct. Ser1Jcntarire.
W.

COLCHICI RADIX. U.S.
Colchicurn Root.
The Cormus of Colchicum autumnalc. U.S.
Off. Syn. COLCJIICI CORM US. Colchicum autumnalc. The recent and
dried corrnus of the wild herb. Lond.; COLCIIICI CORM US. The cormus
of Colchicuru autumnalc. Ed.; COLCIIICUM AUTUM.\'ALE. Thecornius.

Dub.

COLCHICI SEMEN. U.S., Land.
Colchicurn Seed.
The seeds of Colchicum autunmale. U.S., L and.
Ojj: Syn. COLCIIICI S1'~ll;\'A. Seeds of Colchicum autumnale. Ed.;
COLCil!Cml AUTmJNALE. The seeds. Dub.
Cokhique, Fr.; Zeitlosc, Herbst-Zcitlosc, Germ.; Colcbico, Ital" Span.
COLCIIICU;\I. Sex. S/jst. Ilexandria 'l'rigynia.-Not. 01·d. 1\Iclanthacero.
Geu. Ch. A spathe. C01·olla six-parted, wilh a tube proceeding directly
from the root. Uapsules three, connected, inflated. Willd.
Colchirwn autumnale. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 272; W oodv. )led. Bot. p.
759, t. 258. This species of Colchicum 1 often called meadow-sa.fti'011, is a
perennial bulbous plant, the leaves of which appear in spriug, and the flowers
in autumn. Its manner of growth is peculiar, and deserves i1oticc as connected in some measure with its medi cina l efficacy. In the latter part of
summer, a new bulb, or cormus as the part is now called, begins to form at
the lateral inferior porti on of the old one, which receives the young ofiShoot
in its bosom, and embraces it half round. 'l'be new plant sends out fibres
from its base, and is furnish ed with a radical spathe, which is cylindrical,
tubular, clove~ at top on one si~e, :ind half under ground. In September,
from two to six flowers, of a lila c or pale purple colour, emerge from the
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spat be, unaccompanied with leaves. 'fhe corolla consists of a tube five inches
Icing, concealed for two-thirds of its length in the ground) and of a limb
divided into six segments. 'l'be flowers perish by the encl of October, and the
rudiments of the fruit remain under ground till the following spring, when
they ri se upon a stem above the surface, in the form of a three-lobed, threecelled .capsule. 'l'he leaves of the new plant appear at the same time; so that
in fact they follow the flower instead of preceding it, as might be inferred from
the order of the seasons in which t hey respectively show themselves. The
leaves are radical, spear-shaped, erect, numerous, about fh- e in ches long, and
one inch broad at the base. In the mean time, the new bulb has been increasing at the expense of the old one, which haviug performed its appoiutccl
office perishes; while the former, after attaining its full grow th , sends forth
shoots, and in its turn decays. The old bulb, in its second ~pring, and a
little before it perishes, sometimes puts forth one or more small bulbs, which
sep:nate from the parent, and are supposed to be sources of new plants
C. autumnale is a native of the temperate parts of Europe, where it grows
wild in moist meadows. Attempts ha ve been made to introduce its culture
into this country, but with no great success; though small quantities of the
bulb, of apparently good quality, have been brought into the mark et. The
officinal portions are the bulb or corm us, and the seeds. The root, botanically
speaking, consists of the fibres attached to the base of the bulb. The flowers
possess simi lar virtues with the bulb and seeds.

1. CoLCBICr RAmx.
The medicinal virtue of the bulb depends much upon the season at which
it is collected. Early in the sprin g, it is too young to have fully developed
i ts peculiar properties; and late in the fall, it bas become exhausted by the
nourishment afforded to the new plant. The proper period fo r its coil<'ction
is from the early part of June, when it has usually attained perfection, to the
middle of August, when the offset appears.* It m:.iy be owing, in part, to
this inequality at different seasons, that entirely opposite reports have been
given of its powers. Krapf ate whole bulbs without inconvenience; [laller
found the bulbs entirely void of taste and acrimony; and we are told that in
Carniola the peasants use it as food with impunity in the autumn. Ou the
other hand, there can be no doubt of its high ly irritating and poisonous nature,
when fully developed, under ordinary circu mstances. Perhaps soil and climate
may barn some i nfluence in modifying its character.
The bulb is oft~n used .in the fresh state in the countries where it grows;
as it is apt to be rnjured m drying unless the process is carefully conducted.
The usual plan is to cut the bulb, as soon after it has been dug up as possible,
into thin transverse slices, which arc sp!'ead out separately upon paper or perforated trays, and dri ed with a moderate heat. The reason for drying it quickly
after removal from the ground, is that it otherwise begins to yegctate, and a.
change in its chemical nature takes place; and such is its retentiveness of life,
that, if not cut in sli ce~, it is liable to undergo a partial vegetation even during
til e drying process. Dr. Iloulton recommends that the bulb should be stri pped
of its dry c~ati n g., carefully d?priv~d ~f the bud or young bul b, and then dried
whole. It is owmg to the high vitality of the bud that the bulb is so apt to
vegetate. l\Iuch loss of weight is susta ined by exsiccatiou. l\lr. Bainbridge
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obtained only two pounds fifteen ounces of dried bulb from eight pounds of
the fresh.
Propaties. The recent bulb or cormus of 0. auturnnale resembles that of
the tulip in shape and size, and is covered with a brown membranous coat.

Internally it is solid, white, and fleshy; and, when cut transversely, yields,
if mature, an acrid milky juice. 'l'here is often a small lateral projection
from its base, particularly noticed by Dr. J . R. Coxe, wh ich appears to be
merely a connectiug process between it and the new plant, and is not always
present. When dried, and deprived of its external membranous covering,
the bulb is of an ash-brown colour, convex: on one side, and somewhat fbt- ·
tened on the other, where it is marked by a deep groove extending from the
base to the su mmit. As found in our shops it is always in the dried state,
SOltJCtimcs in sf'gmcnts made by vertical sections of the bulb, but generally
iu transverse circ:ular slices, about the eighth or tenth of an inch in thickness, witli a notc:li at one part of their ci rcumference. 'l'he cut surface is
white, and of an amy laceous aspect. The odour of the recent bulb is said
to be hirci11e. It is diminished but not lost by drying. 'fhe taste is bitter,
hot, :i.ncl acrid. Its constituents, according t.o Pelletier and Caventou, nre a.
Yegetable alkali combined with au excess of gallic acid; a fatty matter composed of oll~in 1 steari n, aud a peculiar volatile acid a.nalogous to the cevadic;
a yellow colouring matter; gum; starch; ioulin in large quantity; and liguiu.
'l1 be active propertie~ are ascribed to the alkaline principle, which wns belieYed
by its discO\'Crcrs to be identic:1l with verat,-ia, but Las been subseciuently
found to be peculiar, and has received tbe appropriate name of co(diicia. *
\Vine and "ri11egar extract all the virtues of tl1e bulb. Dr. A . T. Thomson
sbte~ that the 1uilky juice of fresh colchicu m produces <l fine blue colour, if
rubbed with th e tiucture of gun.iae; and that the same effect is obtained fro1n
an acetic soluti 0n of the dried bulb. H e co asiders the appeamnce of this
colour, when the sl ices are rubbed with a little d istilled Yincgar ;_rnd tincture
of guaiac 1 as a proof that the drug is good and has betn well dried. Dr. J.
l\I. Maclagan has shown that this change of colour is produced with the
albumeu, which is not affected if previously coagulated; so that the value of
the test consists simply in proving that the drying has not been effected at
a heat above 180°, or the temperature at which albumen coagulates. (Eel.
Monthly Jouru. of Med. &i., N. S., iv. 507.) A very deep or large notch
in the circuf'lfcrcnce of the slices was considered by Dr. Thomson an unfavourable sign; as it indicates that the bulb has been somewh at ex hausted
in the nouri!'=hmcnt of the offset. The decoctiou y ields a. deep blue precipitate with solution of iodine, white precipitates with acct;lfc and s•1hacetate
of lead, nitrate of protoxi<lc of mercury, and nitrate of silver, and a slight
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precipitate with tincture of galls. The value of colchicum is best tested by
its bitternc:3s .
.Medical Properties and Wes. Colchicum root is beli.eved to act upon the
nervous system, allaying pain and producing other sedative effects, e_ven when
it exerts no obvioos influence over the secretions. Generally spcakmg, when
taken in closes sufficiently large to affect the system, it gives rise to more or
less disorder of the stomach or bowels, and sometimes occasions active vomit.
ing and purging, with the most distressing nausea. When not carried off by
the bowels, it often produces copious. diaphorcsis, and ?CC'nsiona~ly :~cts as a
diuretic and expectorant; and a case 1s on record of a v10lcnt salivation supposed to have resulted from its use. (N Am ..Med. and Sury. Jour11., x. 20.f.)
It appears in fact to have the property of stimulating all the secretions, while
it somewhat dimi ni shes the action of the heart. In an overdose, it may produce dangerous and even fatal effects. Excessive nausea and vomiting, :1bdomina.l pains, purging and tenesmus, great thirst, sink in g of the pulse,
coldness of the extrem ities, and general prostration, with occasional symptoms
of nervous derangement, such as headache, delirium, and stupor, are among
the results of its poisonous action. It was well known to the ancients as a
poison, rmd is fl.aid to have been employed by them ::is a remedy in gout and
other diseases. Storck rC\'ived its use among the moderns. He gave it as
a diuretic and expectorant in dropsy and humoral asthma; and on the continent of Europe it acquired considerable reputation in these complaints i but
the uncertainty of its operation led to its general abandonment, and it had
fallen into almost enti re neglect, when Dr. Want, of London, again brought
it into notice by attempting to prove its identity with the active ingredient
of the ean rnedicinQle d' lius.~on, so highly celebrated as a cure for gout. In
James1 s Dispensatory, printed in 1747, it is said to be used in gout 35 an
external applica.tion. The chief employment of the meadow-saffron is at
present in the treatment of gout and rheumatism, in which experience has
abundantly proved it to be a highly valuable remedy. l\Te have, within our
own observation, found it especially useful in these affections, when of a
shifting or neuralgic character. It sometimes produces relief without obviously affecting the system; but is more efficient when it evinces its influence
upon the skin or alimentary canal. Professor Chclius states that it changes
the chemical constitution of the urine in arthritic patients, producing an evident increase of the uric acid. (N. Am. Ned. and Sm:;. Joun1., xi. 234.)
Dr . .l\laclagan had found it greatly to increase the proportion both of urea
and uric acid in the urine, and, where these previously existed in the blood,
to separate them from it. (Ed ..ilfonthly Jom·n. of Ned. Sci., N. S., v. 23.)
Dr. lWiotson successfully treated a case of prurigo with the wiue of colchicum, given in the dose of half a drachm three times a day, and continued
for three weeks (Med.- Cliir. Rev., Oct. 1827); and it has been found useful
in urticaria and other cut~meous affections. Dr. Smith, of Port au Prince,
employed it advantageously in tetanus both traumatic ancl idiopathic. Re
gave it in full doses, repeated every half hour till it produced an emetic or
ca.thartic effect. (..thn. Jo'urn. of the Med. Sci., xvii. 66.) Mr. Uitton found
the powdered Lulb an effectual remedy in numerous cases of leucorrhrea.
(Ibid., vi. 527.) Colehicum has also been recommended in inflammatory and
febrile diseases as an adjuvant to tho lancet, in diseases of the heart with
excessi:v-e _action, _in vario~s ncrvou? comph~nts, as chorea, hy steria, and hypochondr1as1s, and rn chronic bronchial afiect1ons. It is generally given in the
state of vinous tincture. (See Yinmn C'olc!tici Radicis.) ln this form it has
Leen used externally in rheumatism. The dose of the dried bulb is from two
to eight grains, which may be repeated every four or six. hours till the effects
of the medicine arc obtained.
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2. C0Lcmc1 SEMEN.
The seeds of the meadow-saffron ripen in summer, and should be coll ected
about the end of July or beginning of August. They never arrive at maturity
in plants cultivated in a dry soil, or in confined gardens. ( Wi'llioms.) They
are nearly 8pherical, about the eighth of an inch in diam eter, of a reddishbrown co lour externally, white within, and of a bitter acrid taste. Their
active properties are th ought to res ide in the testa or husk, and they should
not, therefore, be bruised in the preparation of the wine or tincture. Dr.
' Yi lli ams, of Ipsw ich, in England, who first brought them into notice, recommends them in th e warm est terms in chronic rh eumatism, and considers them
~npe ri nr to the bulb, both in the certainty of their effects and th e mildness of
t h1;ir operation. Th ere is no doubt that they possess virtues analogous to
those of the bulb, and have this ad\•antage, that they are not liable to become
iuju rcd by drying; an advantage of peculiar value in a. country where the
plant is not cultivated, and the frc ::;h bulb cannot be read ily procured. A
wine of the seeds is directed in the United States Pharmacopooia. Their
dose is about the same with that of the bulb.*
Off Prep . of the R oot. Ace tum Colchici; Extractum Colchici; Extractum
Colehic:i Aceticum; Vin um Colcbici Uadi cis.
Ojf'. Prep. of the Sml. Tio ctura Colchici Composita ; Tinct. Colchici
W.
Semi ni s ; Vinum Colchici Seminis.

COLOCYNTHIS. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Colocynth.
The frui t of Citru1lus Colocynthis, deprived of its rind.
of tb e fruit of Cucumis Colocynthis. Ed., JJub

L~

S., Lond. Pulp

Coloqui ntidn; Coloquin te, Fr.; Coloquintc1 Coloquintennpfc l, Germ.; Coloquintida,
I tal. , Span.

Se.-c. Syst. l\Ionoocia. Monadclpbia.-.lla t. Ord. Cucurbitacero.
Gen. Cit. MALE. Calyx fhe-toothed. Corolla five-parted. Pilamenl.~ three.
Calyx five-toothed. Corolla five-parted. Pi~til three-cleft. &eds of
the gonrd with a sharp edge. Witld.
011mrnis Coloc!Jn lhis. Willd. Sp. Plant . iv. 611; Woodv . .Afe d. Bot. p.189,
t . 71.-Citrullus Colocyntliis, R oy le's l\fat. Med. The bitter cucumber is an
annual plant, bearing considerable resemblance to the common watermelon.
The stems, which are herbaceous and be!tet with rough hairs, trail upon the
ground, or rise upon neighbouring bod ies, to whi ch they attach th emselves
by their numerous tendrils. The leaves, which stand alternately on long
petioles, are triangular, many-cleft, variously sinuated, obtuse, hairy, of a
fine green colour on th e upper surfa ce, rough and pale on the under. The
fl owers are yellow, and appc~r sin gly at the axils of the leaves. '!'be fruit
i.s a. globular pcpo, of the size of a small orange, yellow, and smooth when
CucU MlS.

FEMALE.

* Th e following description of the seeds is given by Mr. Gray in the L0?1d. Afed. Re-

1;!~I\t~!t~~~J~~}{,~~~til:;~~t~~~~~:~~~1~~i~~i:;~~t~{~f;Jf:

or that p:irt where the seed is affixed to the pnrentplnnt, but out of the nx1s of the
set>d. ll11se pointing to the hylum, slender. Apex very obtuse." An :icqunintnnce
with the chnructer!lof the seeds is the more nect>ss:.i.ry, U!! tb.e seeds of other plants
hn.ve been sold for them.
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ripe; and contains, within a hard , coria ceous rind,, a white spo~gy medullary
matter, enclosing numerous ovate, compressed, wl~1te or _brownish seeds. .
The plant is a native of Turkey, and abounds m the Jslandfl of the Arch1pela0'0. It grows also in various parts of Africa and Asi~. Burkhardt, in
his ~avels across Nubia, found the country covered with 1t; ~rhunberg met
with it at the Cape of Good Hope; and Ainslie says that it grows in many
parts of J.,ower India, particularly in sandy places near the sea. It is said
to be cultivated in Spain. 'fhe fruit is gathered in autumn, when it begins
to become yellow, and, having been peeled, is dried quickly, in a stove or
by the sun. 'l'hus prepared, it is imported from the Levant. Small quantities are said to be imported into England from Mogador unpeeled.*
PropcrtiP..~. As kept in the shops, colocynth is in the sLapc of whitish
balls about the size of an orange, very light and spongy, and abounding in
seeds which constitute three-fourths of their weight. 'l'he seeds are somewhat bitter; but possess little activity, and, according to Captain Lyon, arc
even used as food in ~orthern Africa. When the medicine is prepared for
use, they are separated and rejected, tbe pulpy or medullary matter only
being employed. This has a very feeble _odo1:1r, but a uauseou~ nnd i~tensely
bitter taste. \Vuter und alcohol extract its virtues. Vauquelm obtamed the
bitter priuciple in a separate state, ancl called it colocy11thin. Accordin~ to
~Ieissncr, 100 parts of the dry pulp of colocynth contain 14'4 parts of colocynt hin, IO·Q of extractive, 4·2 of fixed oil, 13·2 of a resinous substance insoluble in ether, 9·5 of gum, s·o of pectic acid (pectin), 17 '6 of gummy
extract derived from the li gni n by means of potassa, 2·7 of phosphate of lime,
3·0 of phosphate of nrngnesia, and 19·0 of lignin, besides water. Coloc:ynthin is obtained by boiling the pulp in water, evaporating the decoetion,
treatinp; the extract thus procured with alcohol, evaporat ing the alcoholic solution, and submitting the residue, which consists of the bitter principle and
acetate of potassa, to the action of a little cold water, which dissolves the
latter, and lea\•es the greater part of the former untouched. Mr. Bnstick
obtains it by exhausting the pulp with cold water, heati ng the solution to
ebullition, adding subacetate of lead so lon g as a precipitate iis produced,
filtering the liquor when cold, aJding dilute sulph uric acid gradually until it
no longer occasions a precipitate, boiling to expel free acetic acid, filtering
to separate sulphate of lead, evaporati ng cautiously nearly to dryness, extracting the colocynthin from the res iduum by strong alcohol which leaves the
salts, and finally evaporati ng the a ~coh olic solution. Colocyntbin is yellowishbrown, somewhn'.t translucent, br1tllc and friable, fu:;ible by a heat below
212°, inflammable, more soluble in alcohol thau iu water, but capable of
rendering the latter intensely bitter. It il5 neither acid nor alkaline; bu.t
its aqueous solution gives with infusion of galls a. copious white precipitate.
Au infusion of colocynth, made with boiling water, gelatinizes upon cooling.
Neumann obtained from 768 parts of the pulp, treated first with alcohol and
then with water, 168 parts of alcoholic anJ. 216 of aqueous extract.

* Tn a letter from Mr. R. W. Pelhnm, of the Shakers' Village, near New Lebanon,
Ohio, the nuthor was informed ~hat n. l.iybrid pl11.nt between the colocynth and watermelon had bceu succcssfullycultn'nted m that place, and yielded a bitterfruitha\'iug
themedicinnlvirlue1sofcolocynth. Withthelcttercnme11lsosomeseedsoftheplni1t,

~.i~iil~g~~:~f;~i.?f.i~Pl~r~~~;!~;;r~:.f~U{~fl·~YJ};~~~ilg:fFf.{~~~~1~

r::!~1~ k~i;~~~ ~:stt~:mc~o;oe;~:~~~:i ih:~~\ ;~,;:: 3~t:J ;0~~~rll~:bee:~.~~~· p~~~u0:e:1}1·~~~
1
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it was found to have the riropcrucs of the extr:ict.of colocynth.
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MN7iralPmperlirs and Usl'S. The pulp of colocynth is a powerful drastic,
bydragogue catbnrtic, producing, when given in large doses, violent griping,
and sometimes bloody discharges, with dangerous inflammation of the bowels.
Death has resulted from a teaspoonful and a half of the powder. (Christison.)
Even in moderate doses it sometimes acts with much harshness, and is, therefore, seldom prescribed n.lone. By some writers it is said to be diuretic.
It was frequently employed by the ancient Greeks and the Ara.bi ans, though
its drastic nature was not unknown to them. Among the mflderns it is occasionally used, especially by the German practitioners, in obstina.te cases of
dropsy, and in various affections depending on disordered action of the brain.
In combination with other cathartics it loses much of its violence, but retains
it:i purp-ative energy; and in this state is very extensively employed. The
compound extract of colocyuth is a favourite preparation with many practitioners; and, combined with calomel, extract of jalap, and gamboge, it forms
a highly efficient and safe cathartic, especially applicable in congestion of the
portal circle and torpidity of the liver. (See Pilulm Catharlicm G01npositre.)
'l'he dose of colocynth is from fi,•e to ten grains. It is best administered in
minute division, effected by trituration with gum or farinaceous matter.
Thunberg states that the fruit of C. Colocynthis, at the Cape of Good
Hope, is rendered so mild by being properly pickled, that it is eaten both by
the nath•es :rnd colonists; but, as it is thus employed before attaining perfect
maturity, it is po5sible that.the drastic principle may not have been developed.
OJ'. Prep. Extmctum ColocynthiJis; Extractum Colocynthidis Compositum; Pilulre Colocynthidis Uompositoo.
W.

COLOMBA. U.S.
Columbo.
The root of Cocculu1' palmatus. U.S.
O.ff. S!Jn. CA LUMBA. Root of Cocculus palmatus. Ed., Lond., Dnb.
Colombo, Fr.: Columbowurzel. Germ.; Columba, Ital.; Raiz de Columbo, Span.; Kalumbo, Porl.; Calumb, .Mozambique.

The columbo plant was imperfectly known till within a recent period.
Flowering specimens of a plant gathered by Commerson, about the year 1770,
in the garden of 1\1. Poivre in the Isle of France, and sent to Europe with
that botanist's collection, were examined by Lamarck, aud dcscribe>d under
the name of Alenispermnm J>almalu,ni. But its original locality was unknown,
and it was only conjectured to be the source of columbo. In the year 1805,
M. Fortin, while engaged in purchasing the drug in Mozambique, obtained
possession of a living offset of the root, which, being taken to .l\Iadras, and
planted in the ga1·den of Dr. Anderson, produced a. male plant, which was
figured and described by Dr. Berry. From the drawing thus made, the plant
was referred to the natural family of the Meuispermero; but, as the female
flowers were wanting, some difficulty was experienced in fixing its precise bot:tnical position. De Candolle, who probably bad the opportunity of ex:amininp;
Commerson's specimens, ga.ve its generic and specific char:wter; but confessed
that be was not acquainted with the structure of the female flower and fruit.
The desidera.tum, however, has been supplied by ample drawings sent to
:England by l\Ir. Telfair, of Mauritius, made from pla.nts which were propagated from roots obtained by Captain Owen .in 1825, while prosecuting bis
Eun·cy of the Eastern coast of Africa. (Curtis's Bot. 1lfag., vol,. 4,pl. 2970.)
'l'he genus C0<xulw:, in which the plant is now placed, was separated by
De Candolle from .i1lem·sperniurn, and includes those species which have six
stamens, while the 1'lenisperwum is limited to those with twelve or more.
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CoccuLUs. Sex. Sgst. Direcia Hexandria. -_Nat. Orel. M~nispermacero.
Gen. CA. S epob; and Petals ter1rnte, usually JD two, ra.re1y m three rows.

~~~::8r=~~fo~~:i~:1~c~;,~:tic~mt~1~e~~~~1 ~nc-~~d~d~ ~~:t~~e~o!~~'is7~~~~·a!Jfe
..

Caml.
C'occulus 1wlmatus. De Cand. Syst. Veg. i. 52a; Wo~v. Med. B~t.. 3d
ed. vol. 5, p. 21. This is a climbing plant, with a. pcrcomal ro~t, cons1strng

~l~:~~~~~l0 ~~~c~~u~a~ei~f:~:~~o:•:~~om;bveb~:e:;,''~~' ,:J:~cie:::n::nt~~u::o~;:J

from the same root, are twining, simple in the mnle plant, branched in the
female, round, hairy, and about as thick as the little finger. 'l'he I.eaves,
which stand on rounded, glandular-hairy footstalks, are alternate, distant,

f~b~:,t;ndi!~ ~:~~,n~~:~~s~rel~~~e:r c~~f:h n:~i:it;;~~~' ~~~v?f ~~~r~~:~~ ~ ~!~~
1

flowers are small and inconspicuous, and arc arrnnged m sohtary ax11lury
racemes, which, in the mule plant, are compound, in the female, simple, and
in both, shorter than the leaves.
Thi~ ~pecics of Cocculus is a native of Mozambique, on the south-eastern
coast of Africa, where it grows wild iu great abundance in the thick forests
extending from the sea. many miles into the interior. It is not cultivated.
The root is dug up in ~larch, when dry weather prevails. From the base of
the root numerous fusiform offsets proceed, less fibrous and woody than the
parent stock. These offsets are separated and cut into transverse slices, which
arc dried in the shade. 'l'he old root is rejected.
Columbo is a staple export of the Portuguese from their dominions in the
soutb-east of Africa. It is taken to India, and thence distributed. It was
formerly supposed to be a product of Ceylon, and to have derived its name
from Colombo, a city of that Island, from which it was thought to be exported. It is possible that, when the Portuguese were in possession of Ceylon, Colombo may have been the entrepot for the drug brought from Africa,
and thus haYe given origin to its name. Some, however, consider a more
probable dcri\•ation to be from the word calumb, which is said to be the
Mozambique name for the root. Dr. Christison has been misinformed in
relation to the culti,·ation of the trufl columbo plant in this country. (Sec
Christison's Dispensatmy, .Am.. ed.,p. 304.)
Properties. '11 he root, aa it reaches us, is in flat circular or o\•al pi eces,
from the eighth of :m inch to near an inch in thickness, and from one to two
inches in diameter. Along with these are sometimes a few cylindrical picc.-es
an inch or two in length. The cortical portion is thick, of a bright yellow,
slightly greenish colour internally, but covered with a brownish, wrinkled
epidermis. The interior or medullary portion, which is readily distinguishable from the cortical, is light, spongy, yellowish, usually more or less
shrunk, so that the pieces ar<:: thinnest in the centre; and is frequently
marked with concentric circles and radiating lines. Those pieces a1·c to be
preferred which have the brightest colour, are most compact and uniform iu
their texture, and least worm-eaten. 'l'he odour of columbo is slightly aro·
matic. The taste is very bitter, that of the cortical much more so than that
of the central portion, which is somewhat mucilaginous. 'fhc root is easily
pulverized. The powder has a greenish tinge, which becomes browner with
age, and deepens when it is moistened. As it attracts moisture from the
air, and is apt to undergo decomposition, it should be prepared iu small
quantities a.ta time.
1\1. Planche analyzed columbo in 1811, and found it to contain an azotizcd
substance, probably albumen, in large quantity, a bitter yellow substance not
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precipitated by metallic salts, and one-third of its weight of starch. Ile
obtained also a small proportion of essential oil, salts of lime and potassa,
oxide of iron, and silica. Wittstock, of Berlin, afterwards isolated a peculiar
crystallizable principle, which he called colombin, and which appears to be
the bitter yellow substance of Planche, deprived of a portion of colouring
matter. UolontLin crystallizes in beautiful transparent quadrilateral prisms,
is without smell, and is extre mely bitter. It is but very sligh tly soluble
in water, akohol, or ether, at ordinary temperatures, and yet im parts to
these flniJs a strongly bitter taste. It is more soluble in boiling alcohol,
which deposits it upon cooling. ~'he best solvent is diluted acetic acid.
It is taken up by alkaline solutions, from which it is precipitated by acids.
It has neither acid nor alkaline properties, and its alcoholic and acetic
solutions are not affectet.l by the metallic salts, or the infusion of galls.
It is obtained by exhausting columbo by means of alcohol of the sp. gr.
0·835, distilling off three-quarters of the alcohol, allowing the residue to
stn.nd for some days till crystals arc deposited, and lastly treating these
crysta ls with alcohol and animal charcoal. 'l'he mother waters still contain
a considerable quantity of colombin 1 which may be separated by evaporating
with coarsel.Y powdered glass to dryness, exhausting the residue with ether,
distilling off the ether, treating the residue with boilin~ acetic acid, and
evaporating the solution so that crystals may form.
From the researches of Dr. BO<leker, it appears that another bitter principle ex i l3t~ in columbo, which corresponds in composition and chem ical relations with bcrberin, the active principle of B c1·beris v11lyaris, and is assumed
to be identi cal with that subst<rnce. It was obtained by exhausting columbo
with akobol of 0·889, distilling off the alcohol, allow in g the residual liquor
to stand for three days so as to deposit its columbin 1 evaporating the supernatant liquid together with tbe aqueous washings of the columbin to dryness, exhausting the residue with boiling alcohol of 0·863 1 treating th e solution thus obtained as the former one, submitting the residue to the action of
boiling water, filtering and adding muriatic acid, collecting the precipitate
thus formed on a filter, drying it with bibulous paper, and finally, in order
to separate adhering acid, dissolving it in alcobol, and precipitating with
ether. Tlie result was an imperfectly crystalline, bright yellow powder, of
a disagreeable bitter taste, supposed to be a rnuriate of berberin. It is stated
that berberin is present in columbo in much larger proportion than eolombin,
and, being abundantly soluble in hot wate r and alcohol, whi le colombin is
but slightly so, is probably more largely extracted in the ordinary liquid
preparations of the root. (See .Am.. Juum. of Pluuin., xx. 322 .) It is
thought tbat berberin exists in columbo combined with a peculiar acid denominated (:<1fombic acid; and that, while the colornbin occurs in the cells
of the root in a. crystalline state, the columbate of berberin is deposited in
the thickening layers of the cell-membranes. (Chem. Gaz., vii. 150.)
It is probable tha.t both eolombin a.nd bcrberiu contribute to the remedial
effects of columbo. The virtues of the rnot are extracted by bo iling water
and by alcohol. Precipit.atcs are produced with the infusion and tincture by
the infusion of galls, acetate and subacetate of lead, corrosive chloride of
mercu ry, and lime-water; but the bitterness is not affected.
Adulterations. It is said that the root of white Li·yony, tinged yellow
with the tincture of columbo, has sometimes been fraudulently substituted
for the genuine root; but the adulteration is too gross to clec.:ciye tho!=e acquainted with the characters of either of these drugs. American columbo,
which is the root of F1·aser<i H'i'dteri, is said to be sold in some parts of Europe for the genuine. Independently of the sensible differences between the
two roots (see .1'/-asera), )I. Stolze of Halle states that, while the tincture
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of columbo remains unaffected by the sulphate or ~esquichloride of iron, and
gin~ a. dirty p:ray precipitate with tincture of gtllls, the ti?oturc of frasera.
ncquirC's a clnrk.grceu colom with the forme r rca,l!ent, and 11' not affected by
the latter. (Du11ca11.) Under the name of 1-olwmbo 'lcoocl, or firl.~e columbo,
the wood of Coscinimnfenestratmn, a plant of f,he fam ily of l\lcnispermaceoo,

f~~"aii~u~~ \~2~~~~n(J;~: 1:~~)~~;.1~~·t:~aiT::o~~,g~~n~~tn,~11 ~f~~~d1 ~i.)ale
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1lkdicol Pl'oprrfies and Faes. Columbo is among t~JC most useful of the
mild tonics. "'Without astringency, with ycry little s~1mulating power, a1~d
gencr<llly acceptable to the stomaeh, it answers adnmably as a remedy rn
simple dyspepi;:in., and in tho5e stat.cs of debility which are apt to attend con.
valcscencc, cspecinlly when the alimentary canal is left eufoebleJ. llence,
it is often prescribed in the dcc:liuing stuges of remittent fever, dysentery,
diarrlHxrn, cholera morbus, and cholera iufautum. 'J'Le absence of irritating
properties renders it abo an appropriate tonic in tbe hectic fever of phthisis,
and its kindred affections. lt has Leen highly recommended in vomiting,
unconnected with inflamnrntion of the stomach, as in the sickness of preg.
nant women . It is fre,:iuently adniinisterecl in combination with other tonics,
nromutics, mild cathartics, and antacids. The remedy which we ha\'e found
most effectua l in the pe rmanent cure of a dii;:position to the accumulation of
flatus in the bowels, is an infusion made with half an ounce of columbo, half
an ounce of µingcr, a drachm of senna, and a pint of boi ling waler, and
given in the dose of a wiueglassful three times a day. Columbo is much
used by tbe na.ti,·cs of Mozambique in dysentery and other disc:ises. (Beu!J .)
It was first introduced to the notice of the profession in ]~urope by Fran9ois
Redi, in the year 1685.
It is most commonly prescribed in the state of infusion. (Sec lnfu.mm
Cofomire.) The dose of tbe powder is from ten to thirty grains, and may be
repeated three or four times a day . It is frequently combined with powdered
ginger, subcarbonate of iron, and rhubarb.
Ojj:Prep. Infusum Colombre; Mistura Ferri Aromatica; Tinctura Colombre.

w.

CONII FOLIA. U.S.
Hemlock Leaves.
The leaTes of Conium maculatum. U.S.

Ojj: /S'!Jn . CONIUl\l. Coninm maeulatum.
the wild herb. Lund.

The fresh and dried leaf of

The leaves. Ed. D11b.

CONII SEMEN. U.S.
Hem loclc Seed.
The fruit of Conium ma.C"ulatum. U~ S.

~i;~~~~~'.rn~~~-0£~~~.e ~:~~~~~~;:i~e~i~j~~1i,~.c~~~7_' g;;z··;~~:~d~ta~~: t~:~
belliferw.
Gen. Ch. Partiul hwolurre 1rnhed, usually three.leaved. Fruit nearly
globular, five.streaked, notched on both sides. Willd .
Con ium maculrtturn. Will cl. Sp. Plant. i . 1395; Bigelow, Am. 1lled. Bot.
i. 113; Woodv. JlJi>d. Bot. p. 104, t. 4:2. This is an umbellifcrous plant,
having a biennial spindle.shaped whitish root, and an herbaceous branching
ste!n, from three to si~ feet hi~h, round, hollow, smooth, shining, slightly
stnated, and marked with brown1sh~purple spots. The lower leaves are tri·
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pinnate, more than a foot in length, shining, antl att3ched to the joints of the
stem by sheathing petioles; the upper are smaller, bipin0:1te 1 and inserted at
the division of the branches; both have channeled foot-stalks, nnd incised
Jeaflets, which are deep green on their upper surface and paler beneath. The
flowers a.re very small , white, and disposed in compound terminal umbels .
Tbe general i1l\•olucre consists of from three to 8evcn lanccolate, reflected
leaflets, whitish at their edges; the partial involucre, of three or four, oval,
pointed, spread in~, nod 0 11 one sid e only. The petals are cordate, with their
points inflected, five in number, and nearly equal. The stamens are spread·
in g, and about as long as the corolla; the sty les diverging. 1'he fruit, commonly ca lled seeds, is roundish-ovate, a lin e and a half or ra.ther lci;s in length
by a. line in breadth, striated, and compnse1l of two pbnn-convcx, easily
separable parts, which Lave on their outer su rface five cremlted rib8.
'l'be hemlock is a native of Europe , and has become naturalized in the
Unite<l States. It grows usually iu clusters along th e road sid es, or in waste
grounds, and is found most abundantly in the neighbourhood of old scttlemeuts . It flowers iu June an<l July. The whole plant, especially at this
period, exhales a fetid o<lour, compared by some to that of mice, by others
to that of the urine of cats; and narcotic effects result from breathing for a
long time air impregnated with the cffiuvi,l. rrhe plant varies in narcotic
power according to the weather and the cli mate, being most active in hot and
<lry seasons , and in warm countries. The hemlock of Greece, Italy, and
Spain is said to be much more energetic tha11 that of the North of Buropo.
As a general rule, those plunts are most active which grow in a sunny ex
posurc. 'J'b e term cic11ta, whit.:11 has often been applied to this plant, belongs
t o a different genus. Both the leaves and fruit are officinal.
The proper season for gathering the leaves is wben the plant is in flower;
and Dr. Fothergill asserts, from experi ment, that they are most acti,·c about
the time when the flowers begin to fade. The footstulks should be rejected,
!tnd the leaflets quickly dried, cit.her in the hot sun, on tin pbtes before a.
fire, or by a stove heat not exceeding 120° l?. 'l'heyshoul<l be kept iu boxes
or tin cases, excluded from the air and light, by exposure to which they lose
their fine gree n colour, and becmne deteriorated in medical l'irtues. The
e.nme end is answered by pulverizing them, and preserving the powder in
opaque and well stopped bottles. But little reliance can be placed on the
drietl leaves; as, even when possessed of a strong odour and a fine green
colour, tbey arc sometimes destitute of the narcotic principle. When rubbed
with caustic potassa they shou ld ex hal e the odour of conia. '.l'he fruit retnins
its activity much longer than the leaves. Dr. Christison found it to have
sustained no <liminution of power, aft.er having been kept eight years.
Prope1'lies. 'l'bc dried leaves of the hemlock ha.ve a. strollg, heavy, n::ircotic odour, less disagreeable than that of the recen t plan t. Their taste is
bitterish and nriuscous; their colour a dark green, which is retained in the
powder. A slight degree of acrimony possessed by the fresh leaves is said
to be dissipated by drying. The seeds have a yellowish-gray colou r, a feeble
oJour, and a biUerish taste. Their form ha:-i already been described. 'Yater
distilled from the fresh leaves has the odour of hemlock, and a nauseous taste,
but does not produce narcotic effects. '.l'he decoction has little taste, anJ the
extract resulting from its evap?ration is nearly inert. From these fact~ it is
iufcrrible that the active priuc1ple 1 as it exists in the plant, is not volatile at
212°, and, if soluble in water, is injured by a boiling heat. .Alcohol and
ether take up the nnreotic properties of the leaves; and the ethereal extract,
which is of u. rich da1·k green colour, is stated by Dr. A. r11 • Thomson to have
the smell and taste of the pbnt in perfection) and in the dose of half a grain
4
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to produce headache and vertigo. Upon destructive distillation, the leaves
yield a very poisonous empyreumatic oil. We have no satisfactory analysis
of hemlock. Schrader found in the juice of the leaves, resin, extractive,
gum, albumen, a green fecula, and various saline substances. Brandes obtained from the plant a very odorous oil, albumen, resin, colouring matter,
and salts.
So long ago as 1827, Giseke o?tai.ncd an alkalin_e liquid by dis~illi_ng h~m
lock leaves with water and caustic lim e; but be did not succee<l rn 1solatmg
the substance in which this alkalinity resided. Geiger was the first who
obtained the active principle in a separ:Lte sta.te, and proved it to be alkaline.
It appears that there are two volatile substances in hemlock~ One of them an
oil, which comes over by simple distillation, and upon which tbe odour of
the plant depends, and the other an alkaline prfr1ciple, which, as it exists in
the plant, is so combi ned as not to be volatilizable, but which, when separated
by one of the mineral alkalies from its native combination, rises readily in
distillation, and may thus be procured separate. The latter substance is the
active principle, and has received the name of con'ia. It probably exists in
the plant united with an acid, as it is separated by the alkalies. l1l1is acid
Peschier believed to be peculiar, and named coniic acid. Geiger obtained
conia by the following process. He distilled fresh hemlock with caustic
pot.'lssa and water, neutrnlizcd with sulphuric acid the alkaline liquid which
came over, evaporated this liquid to the cons istence of syrup, added auhydrous al cohol so long as a precipitate of sulphate of ammonia was affo rded,
separated this s;1\t by filtra.tion, distill ed off the alcohol, mixed the residue
with a strong solution of caustic potassa, and distilled anew. The conia.
passed over wit.h the water, from which it separated, floating on the surface
in tbe form of a yellowish oil. According to Dr. Christis0n 1 an easier process is to dii-;ti l cautiously a mixture of a strong solution of potassa and the
alcoholic extract of the unripe fruit. As obta.ined by the above processes,
conia is in the st:tte of a hydrate, containing one-fourth of its weight of water
and a little ammonia. From the former, it may be freed by chloride of calcium; from the latter, by exposin~ it nuder au cxhaus.ted receiver till it ceases
to emit bubbles of gas.
'l'he fresh leaves or seeds should be employed in the preparation of conia;
as the alkali undergoes decomposition by time and exposure. The seeds
contain most of this principle; but even in these it exists in very small proportiou. From 6 pounds of the fresh and 9 of the dried seeds 1 Geiger obt11incd about an ounce of couia; while from 100 pounds of the fresh herb he
got only a dra.chm, aud from the dried leaves noue. Christison recommends
the full grown fruit while yet green, a.nd states that 8 pounds will yield half
an ouucc of hydrate of conia, anJ contains much more .
Conia is in the form of a. yellowish, oily liquid, lighter than water, of a very
acrid taste, and a. strong penetmting odour, compared to that of the urine of
mice, and recalling the sm ell of fresh hemlock, thouO'h not identical wit.h it.
In volatility it resembles the essential oils, readily ri~ing with the vapour of
boiling water, but, when unmixed, requiring for ebullition, according to Christison, a t~mp~rature of.370°. ~t is freely soluble in alcohol, ether, the fis:cd
and volat1lc oils, and slightly so m water. lt unites with about one.fourth its
w~ight of water to form a hydrate. It reddens turmeric, and neutralizes the
ac1ds 1 forming with them soluble salts, some of which arc crystallizable.
'Vi th tannic acid it forms an insoluble compound. Like ammonia it occasions
a wliitc cloud, when approached by a rod moistened with muriatic acid. It
coagulates albumen, and precipita.tes the salts of aluminium, copper, zinc,
manganese, and iron. It also precipitates nitrate of silver, but in excess
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r edissolves the precipitate. Mos t of its salts are dC'composed by evaporation.
is
'Vb en ex posed to the air, it speedily assumes a deep-brown colour, and
.
ul t imately converted into a rcsiu ous matter, and in to amm oni a wh ich escapes
ty.
U nder the influence of heat thi s change take8 place with much greater rapidi
of
The presence of conia may be detected in an ex tract or oth er preparation
odour .
Lem lock by r ubbin g it with potass.'l, which in stantly developes its pecu liar
iven,
I t consists of nitrogen, carboa,and hydrogen ; it s formul a bein g variously g
NCw II 1.s (Gerhardt), NQ 16 U 18 ( Orti!Josa.), and NC 17 Il 17 ( B ljjthe). (Am . J ourn.
of Phann., xx iii. 73.)* lu its effects on t be system it closely resembles
heml ock itself. Dr. Christison fo un d it, cont rary t o the ex peri ence of Geiger,
ti c
more acti ve in the saline state, than when uncombined . It is a most energe
al in
poison ; one drop of it inj ected in to the eye of a rabbit killing the anim
when
nin e minutes, and three drops killing a. stout cat in a minu te and a half
similarl y applied. Dr. Christison, fr om wh ose paper these facts are derived
( T rans. Ro!J. Soc. l,,(1. 1 1836), thinks that it acts upon the spinal marrow,
ntary
d irectl y prostrating the nerv ous power , producin g paralysis of th e volu
not
mu scles, and destroy ing life by arrestin g respirati on. The brain docs
seem to be es peciall y a ttacked ; as t he ani ma l, wht: n it dies slowly, preserves
from
its senses unimpaired so long as it brea th es. Jn cases of sudden death
and its
. t he poison, th e hea rt does not cease to act ti ll afler apparent dea th;
up
acti on may be sustain ed, after the animal has cea!:ed to hr('a the, by keeping
ly
artificial respiration. A recently prepa red ext ract of hem lock acted precise
irritant.
an
as coni a. J_Jocally the alkali appea rs to act as
_1fedical P ropertie$ and Uses. llcml ock is narcot ic, and rath er sedative
ts
t han otherwise to t he circul ation. :Ur. Judd in fo rre<l fr om his experimen
tl ni t it directly diminishes th e action of th e heart, an<l when it prod uces death,
ity of
contrary to the results obtained by Ch rist ison, ex hausts the cont ractil
to
y
full
as
so
gi,·en
When
4.)
pt.
i.
th at organ. ( illcdico-B ot. 1'rans., vol.
affect th e syste m, it prod uces more or less vertigo, d inrne::;s of vision, nausea,
fa intn ess, sensations of numbn ess, and general muscular debili ty. In larger
doses it occasions dilated pupil s, d ifficul ty of speech, delirium or stupor,
tremors and pttralys is, and ultima tely convulsions and death . Sometimes
vulit produces fat<1l effects, throu:z:h paralysis al one, wi t hout co ma or con
d, if
sions. I ts operati on usuall y commences in less than half an hour, an
moderate, seld om continues longe r tha n twenty-fo ur hours. I t is supposed
mn ~d
to be the narco tic used by the A t henian s to destroy th e life of c o nd e
by
i ndiv id uals, and by whi ch Socrates an d Phocion died. I t was also used
aga in
th e ancients as a. medi cin e, bu t fe ll in to ent ire neglect, and was not
employed
ch
mu
was
it
Lrought in to notice t ill t he ti me of Storck, by whom
am ple
and extravagantly praised. Since th at tirue it has been su bmitted to
still
tri al, and, th oug h its origin al reputati on bas not bee n full y susta ined, it
retai ns a. place in th e catalogue of usefu l med ici nes. A nodyne, soporific,
been
have
properties
iuretic
d
and
dcobstrucut,
isiac,
nnt i s p a~ m od ic, antaphrod
scirrhus
in
remedy
a
a3
Storck
by
ascr ibed to it. It was hig hl y recommended
in
a n<l cance rous ulcers, but at pn:sent is on ly tonsidered a useful pallia.tiyc
Hea ted in &
* Or filngives thefollo,vingadditi onal chemi cnl characters of conin. 1trine
of mice.
cnpsulc, it. fo rms white '' apours, luwing a. l'llron9 1Jmcll of celery and oj t!u
excess of t he
Wenk tincture of iodine gh·cs 11. white 1:.recipitate, becoming olive wit h the
mixture is
tincture. l'ure conce11trattd 1ulphuric acid dottl 1wl aller it; but , when
acid impar/a
hented, it becomes first brown, t hen blood-red, anti finally blitck. Ritricgold
gh·e yela top az colour, not. changed by heat. 'l 'he chlorides of pln tinuTI and of
of potassa.
low prccipib1.tcs, and corrosh·e sublimate o. white one . lted permanganate
nor docs the
isi nuncd iutelydecolo1·ized. Neutral acelafe of leadgive11wprecipit 11te;

~·;~~~~'\~fkat~~~ef;o:t:f:o~~!~ ~Scneg~~/~ahr~~ ~~:;;~. i:~~~:a~!:~, 1:.11~~) of distinguish-
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those :iffcctions. In mammary tumours and chronic enlargements of the liver
and other abdominal Yifl.ccra; in painful scrofulous tumours and ulcerl'l; in
various diseases of the skin, as leprosy and elephantiasis; in the complicated
derangements of health attendant upon sc~ondary s_yphilis; i!1 cb~onic rhcu1_11atism and neuralgic affections; in cxc~SS\\'e scc.rct10~ of milk; ~n pertussis,
asthma, chronic catarrh, and consumpt10n; and m various other disorders connected with nervous derangement, or a gonna! depraved state of the he-alth 1
it is occasionally employed with the effect of relieving or palliating the symptoms, or favournbly modifying the action of remedies with which it is com·
binecl. Dr. Gib!;on, of the University of Penpsykania, considers it efficacious
iu the cure of g;oitn•.
The powdered leaves, and the in!;pissated juice (the extract of the Pharma.
coproias), arc the forms in which it is usually administered. Either of these
may be ~i"en in t.he dose of three or four grains twice a day, gradually in.
crca.sed till the occurren<'e of slight vertigo or nausea indicates that it has
taken effect. To maintain a given impression, it is necessary to increase the
dose even more rapidly than is customary with most other narcotics; as the
system becomes \·cry speedily habituated to its influence. In some instances,
the quantity a<lmioistered in one day has been augmented to more than two
ounces. The strength of the prepara.tion!'l of hemlock is exceedingly unequal; .
and caution is therefore nccess;iry, when t.lie medicine is given in very large
quantities, to employ the same parcel, or, if :i ch:rngc be made, to commence
with the new parcel in small doses, so as to obviate nny danger which might
result from its grcate1· power. Unpleasant consequences have followed a.
JlCglcct of this precaution. There is also an officinnl tincture nnd an alcohnlic
extract, both of which, whm properly made, a.re efficient preparations. The
fresh juice of the plant has been recommended by liufeland in the dose of
from twch•e to forty d1·ops. The powdered seeds should be gi,•en in a dose
considerably smaller than that of the leaves.* The fresh leaves are some·
timc:J used externally as an anodyne cal:lplasm; and the extract, and anoint.
mcnt prepared from the lca,·es, arc applied to the same purpose.
Conia has been occasionally employed both internally and externally, with
asserted advantage, as an anodyne :ind resolvent. lt has been particularly
recommended iu hooping-cough. Dr. Spengler, of llcrborn, gave it to an
infant a year old in the dose of one-sixteenth of a grain every six hours, with
the effect of curinf.? the disease in ten days. (Ann. de 1'1tfrap., 1853, p. 73.)
Acco1·ding to the formula. of .M illll"r, two drops are dissoked in twenty-four
drops of alcohol, and three drops of the ~olution arc given, e.-ich on a pie<'C
of sugar. (A1-ch. Ge11., 4e sfr., xxiii. 22G.) A solution of one part in 100
of very dilute alcohol ha~ been u~ed with a<l, nntage in certnin cases of srro·
folous ophtbalmia with pbotophobia, applied several times daily by friction
about the eyelids. (.four1i. de Phann., ae ser., xix. 219.)
Thou~h fatal to some animals, hemlock is eaten with impunity by others,
as horses, goats, and sheep. ~rhe best method of rclil:ving its poisonous
effects is the speedy evacuation of the stom:HJh.
0.D'. Prf'p. of the LMves. Extraetum Couii; Ex.trnct. Conii .Alcobolicum;
Tiuctura Conii; Uugucntum Couii.
W.
1

* From their grenter strength, permnnenoy, nnd unirormity, the seeds might well
supersede the lc:n-esforint.ernal use. 'l'hcyshould be pulverized nnd mndeintopills

:::~ s~~r~Rl ~~~i;i;~~ci~~ ~I~: :~;;;~ennc~~l d~,~~,l~ro::~ry nnn~ubn~ilWc:i~o~n~)~:~;r~11~
1

from the seeds, mndc by exhausting 10 pnrts or them with 60 purl!! of nlcohol
of28°,nnd aJdingthe tincture to 3,000 parts of syrup "aromatised lfdlibilum." One
or two fluidrn~l.uns mny be taken o.t first. (Ann. de TMrap., pour 1853, p. 54.)-Note
to tlie luitlt edition.
1J11rup
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CONTRAYERVA. U.S. &condai·y.
Contrayena.
The root of Dorstenia Contrayena. U.S.
Co11t1·:1yerv1l, Fr.; Giftwurzcl, Germ.; Contrnjl'rrn, Ital.,· Contrnyerbn, Span.
Doll8'1'ENIA. Sex. 89st. Tet randria 1\louog)'nia.-Nut. 01·d. Urticaccro.
Gm. l'h. Re<'f'ptacle common, ouc-lcu.fed, fleshy, in which solitary seeds
arc nestled. ll'illd.
The root known by the name of conlm!Jt>rvo is bclic, ed to be derived from
f'Cveral species ofDorstenia, among whic:h, besides D. C'untroyervci, two others
are mentioned Uy ])i-. H ouston, .D. llu1t1Jfonia, and D. lJrakena, tbe former
?rowing near Campcachy 1 the latter near Vern Cruz. It is referred by Dr.
l\Iartius also to JJ. BrwJilie11sis, growing in Jamaica, Trinidad, and Brazil.
D. Contraycrva is the only one recognised in the J>harmaeopreias.
D01·stmia Cunlrayerva. Willd. Sp. Plmit. i. 68:2; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
705, t. 240. 'J'bis plant bas a perennial, fusiform, branching, rough, compact root or rhizoma, which sends up .-;eyeral le:n·es of an irregular shape,
ab<l ut four ine:bcs in length, lobed, serrated, pointed, and placed upon long
radi(;al footstalks, which are winged towarJs the leaves. The scapes or flowerstems are also radical, rise several incLes in height, and support irregular
<1uadr:rngular rcccpt~teles, which contain male and fe male flowers, tbe former
having two stamcus, the latter a single style. The capsule, when ripe, possesses
an elastic po\ver, by which the seeds are thrown out with considerabl e force .
The plant grows iu Mcxic·o, the West Indi es, :md P eru. Th e root (rhizourn)
is the otlicinal portion. According to Pereira, however, the.contrayerrn of the
shops is the product of D. Brnsiliensis, :md is Urought. from l3raz.il. 'l'be term
cont ra yerba, in the language of the Spa nish Americans, signi fies coimtupois<m
or autidote, :rnd was applied to this root under the impression that it had the
property of countcractiug all kinds of poison.
Properties. The root, as found in our shopr;, is oblong, an in ch or two in
length, of Yarying thie:kness, very Lard, rough, and sol id , of a recldit-:h-brown
colou r exte rnally, and pale withiu; and has numerous long, slender, yellowish
fibres attached to its in ferio r part. Th e odour is aromatic; the taste warm,
slightl y bitteri~h, and pungent. The fibres Lave less taste and smell than
the tuberous portion. The sen::;iblc properties arc extra cted by alcobvl and
Loiling water. The dceoction is bighl~' mucilaginous. Th e tincture reddens
infusion of litmus, and lets foll a precipitate OlJ the additi on of water. The
root has not yet beeu analyzed, but contains starch and a volatile oil.
.Afedical Properties a11d Ci;es. Contraycrva is a st imulant tonic and cliaphoretic, and has been given in low stateJ.< of fever, ma lignant eruptive disease!!, some forms of d)·~entery and Jiarrhooa, and other diseases requiring
gentle stimulation. It is ' 'e1·y seldom used in this country. The <lose of the
·w.
powdered root is about half a. draclnn.
1

CONVOLVULUS PANDURATUS. U.S. Secondary.
Wild Potato.
The root of Convolvulus panJuratus.

[.~

S.

CoNVOLVULUS. See SCA,DIO'.'<IU"l.
Gowvofrulus panduraf111>. Willd. ~jJ. Plant. i. 850; Barton, Ned. Bot. i.
249. The wild pot<ltO has a perennial root, and n round, purplish, procumbcnt or climbing stem, which twines arouuJ neighbouring oLjects, and grows
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sometimes twelve feet in length. 'l'be leaves, wl~ich stand alternately_ on l ~ng
petioles, are broad, heart-shaped at the base, entire, or lobed on the sides like
a guitar or Yiolin, somewhat acuminatc, deep green on the upper surface nnd
paler beneath. Tlie flowers are in fascicles, upon long axillary peduncles.
'l'he calyx is smooth and awn less; the corolla, tubular campanulate, \'cry
laq?c, white at the border, but purplish-red at the base.
'J'hc plant is indigenous, growing throughout the United States in sandy
fields and along fences, and flowering from June to August. A variety with
double flowers is cultirnted in the gardens fo1· t.Lie sake of ornament.
'l'hc root, which is the officinal part, is Hry large, two or three feet in
length, about three inches thick, branched at the bottom, cxternully of a
brownish-yellow colour, and full of longitudinal :fissures, internally whitish
and milky, and of a somewhat acrid taste. J>ursh says that he has seeu a
root as thick as a man's thigh.
Medical Propn·ties. The wild }Jotato is feebly cathartic, and bas been proposed as a substitute for jalap, but is scarcely used. It is tbought also to be
diuretic, and has been employed, with supposed ad>antagc, in strangury
and calculous complaints. Dr. G. M. J\Jaclcan considers it one of the best
diuretics he has used, when given in infusion. (N. Y Journ. of Ned., x. 375.)
Forty grains of the dried root are said to purge gently.
W.

COP AIBA. U. S., LonJ., Ed.
Copaiba.
The juice of Copaifera officinal is and other species of Copaifera. U. S.
Copaifcra. multijuga and other species. The oleo-resin from incisions in the
trunk. Lond. 1i"Juid resinous exudation of various species of Copaifera. Ed.
0.0'. S1;n. COPAIV A BALSAM. The bal•am of Copaifera ol!ieinalis and
other species. Di.:b.
lhli<nm of Copnn·n; Ilnume de copnbu, Fr.; Copaivn-Balsam, Germ.; Balsamo di
copaibn, ital.; llalsamodecopnyYn, Span.
CoPAIF.EltA. Scx.S!JM. Dccandrial\fonogynia.-.Nat. Ord. Legumio0!00 1
Amyridacere. Li1ull".IJ·
C£11. Ch. Cu(IJX none. Petals four. Legume ovate. Seed one, with an
ovate arillus. ll'illd.
'!'he first notice to be found of the copaiba plant is tlrn.t by lnarcgrav and
Piso in the year 10-18. Jacquin in 1763 described a species of Copaifera,
growing. in the Island of ~l::trtiniqac, ~hich he named 0 . o.fJicinalis. A~ this
"-'US belieYcd to be tbe same plant with the one observed by l\larcgrav in
Brazil, it was adopted in tLc l'Larmacopooias; but their identity is now denied; and Dcsfontaines has proposed for Jacquin's species the title of 0.
J(t<:quini, in honou_r of that botanist. It is now known that many species
of Copaifcra. exist rn Br?zil a_nd other. pMts of South America; and all of
them, accor<lrng to Martrns, yield copmba. Besides C. officinalis or C. Jacquini, the following arc described by Hayne j-G. G1iianensis, C. Lang.~d01jjii,
U. t·m·iocea, C. Be!Jricl1ii, (J. .Martii, l'. biJu.1rt, C. nitidrt., G. la:r:a, 0 . co,.difol~a, C. Ju&ieui, __C. Sellowii, C. oUonyi/olia, and (}. multiJuga. Hayne
believed that C. b1.iuga. was. the plant secu by l\Iarcg:rav and Piso.
Gupwfero ojficinulis. W11ld. Sp. Pk~?1t. ii. 630; Woo<lv. Aled. Bot. p. 609,
t. 216. _G. Jacguini. ~e~fo.ut. Jllem. d·1i J11us. _vii. 376; Ilaync, J)arstel. 1md
Beschreil.i. d:c. x. H. lh1s 1sanclcgant tree, with a. lofty stem much branched
at the top, and cr?wncd by a. thick canopy of foliage. Tlic '1e: 1ves are alternate, large, and pmnate, composed of from two to five pairs of O\'ate, entire,
obtusely ::i.cuminate leaflets, two or three inches in length, rather narrower
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on one side tban the other, smooth, pellucidly punctate, somewhat shininrr,
and on short footstalh. 'l'he flowers are whitish, and in terminal brancL:d
s~ 1 ikes. The frult is an oval, two-vaked pod, containing a single seed.
'!'his species of Copaifera is a native of Venezuela, and grows in the province of Cartbagena, mingled with the trees whi(;h afford the bnlsam of
Tolu. It grows also in some of the West India islands, particularly Trinidad and Martinique, where it is said to be naturalized. Though recognised
in the United States Pbannacopreia as one of the sourcc>s of officinal copaiba,
it probably yields little of that now in use . Accord ing to Dayne, the species
from which most of the copaibu. of commerce is dcri'i·c<l, is U. nwltijuga,
growing in the province of ]>ara. It is probable that C. Gu/a11crisis, which
inhabits the ueigbbouring province of Guiana, especially in the vicinity of
the Rio Negro, affords also considerable qmmtitie8,; and U. L011ysdo1:ffii and
U. coriacea, which are natives of Santo Paulo, arc thought to yield most of
the juice collected in the last-mentioned province.
The juice is obtained by making deep incisions into the etems of the trees;
and the operation is said to be repeated several times in the same season.
As it flows from the wound, it is clear, colourlef:S 1 an<l ''cry thin, but soon
acquires a. thicker consistence, and a yellowish tinge. It is most largely
collected in the provinces of Para and l\laranbarn, in Brazil, and until re.
cently was brought to this country c~icfly from the port of Para, in small
casks or barrels. But large quantities of it arc now brought from l\lara·
caibo, in Venezuela, and from other ports on the Ca ribbean sea, whence it
comes in casks, demijohns, cans, jugs, &c. Copaiba is also exported from
Angustura. on the Orinoco, fro m the li'rcnch South American province of
Cayenne, from Uio Jnneiro, and from some of the West India il5lunds.
Properties. Cop.aiba is a clear, transparent liquid, usually of the con.
sistcnce of olive oil, of a pa.le.yellow colour, a peculia r not unpleasant odour,
aod a bitterish, hot, nauseous taste. Its specific gravity varies ordinari ly
from 0·950 to I ·OOO; but has been known to be as low as 0·016. (Procter,
Am. Journ. of Phann .1 xxii. 292.)* Jt is insoluble in water, but entirely
soluble in absolute alcohol, ether, and the fixed and volatile oils. Strong
alkaline solutions dissol..-c it perfectly; but the resulting solution becomes
turbid when lal'gely diluted with water. With the alkalies and alkaline
earths it forms snponaceous compounds, in which the resin of the copaiba
nets the part of an acid. It dissoh·cs magnesia, especially with the aid of
heat, and even disengages carbonic acid from the carbonate of that earth. If
tritur:ited with a sixteenth of its weight of magnes ia and set aside, it gra-.
dually as:rnmes a solid consistence i und a similar change is produced with
hydrate of lime. (See Pilulre l'opailH.e.) I ts essential constituents ar~ volatile oil and resin, with a minute proportion of an :icid which appears to be
the acetic. (Durand, Jouni. ef the Phil. l'ol. of Phann., i. 3.) As it con·
taiDs no bcnzoic acid, it cannot with propriety retain its old title of balsam of
copciiva. '!'he substances which it most closely resembles, both in composi·
tion and properties, are the turpentines. Tlie volatile oil will be treated of
among the preparutions. (See Oleum, C'opaibce.)

* The Y11ricty of copuibn found by Prof. Procter to have this low sp. gr. was of
uncertain origin, but supposed to be from Para. It was of a light st.nl.w·cotour, ,·cry
tluid,nndpossesscdofthepurecop11ibaodour. ltco11tai11edbOpcrcent.of,·olntile

:~'.~::~\',; ~~~~i1:;~~;~~~c~~,:;;:;;:~~r~;f~i.~~:~·~~~~::;~~~3,~~1}:,'~i~,~;'.·r{:~;;
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i!! the pro<luctof young trees in wliich the juice h:i.!S not become fullyclnborntcd is
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The resinous mass which remains after the distillation of the oil is hard,
brittle, translucent, of a. grecnif;h-brown colour, and nearly destitute of smell
and taste. By mixing it with the oil in proper _proportion, we may obtain a
liquid identical or nearly so with the original juice. Wheu trcn.teJ with the
oil of petroleum 1 it is separated into two distinct resins, one of which is dissolved, and may be obtained separate by evaporation, the other is left bcbin<l.
The firtit is yellowish, hard, and brittle., and constitutes by far the largest
proportion of tho residuum of the distillation. It appears to possess acid
properties; ns its alcoholic solution reddens litmus, and it forms definite
compounds with the :dkalies. It has tLereforc received the name of copaivic
acid. The second resin is yellowish-brown, soft, unctuous, and without acid
reaction; and is supposed by Berzelius to re!.'ult from the resinification of
the volatile oil, as it is more abundant in the old than in the recent juh·c.
llccent copaiba examined by Gerber yielded 41 per cent. of YOlatile oi l, 51 ·38
of the hard und brittle resin, 2·18 of the soft resin, and 5·44 of water; while
an older specimen gave 31 ·07 per cent. of oil, 53·68 of bard resin, 11·15 of
soft resin, and .f·JO ofwa.ter.
Copaiba1 upou exposure to the air, acquires a deeper colour, a thicker con·
sistence, and greater density, and, if spread out upon au extended surface,
ultimately becomes dry and brittle. This change is owing partly to th!! vola·
tilizatiou, partly to the oxidation of the essential oil. As it is the soft resin
that results fr(lm the oxidation of the oil, it follows that the proportion of
this resin must increase with age. Consic.ler:1ble diversities must, therefore,
exist in the drug, both in pliyi;:ical properties and the proportion of its ingredient~, necordi11g to its age and degree of exposure. Similar differences also
exist iu the copaiba procured from different sources. 'l'Lus, that of the West
Indies, when comparec.I witL the Brazilian, which is tLe \'ariety above de·
scribed, and in common use, is of u. thicker consil-!tcnce, of a deeper or darker
yellow colour, less transparent, nnd of a less agreeable, more terebinthinate
odour; and specimens obtained from the ports of Venezuela or New Grenada.
were founJ, upon ex:uni 1mtion by 1\1. Vigne, to differ from each other not
only in physica l properties, but also in their chemical relations. (Jvurn. de
Pltarni., N. S., i. 52.) lt is not impossible tha.t differences may exist in the
juice according to the circumstances of its collection. The age of tbe tree, its
position, and tLe Sl'ason of collection may also have some influence over the
product. It is hi~hly probable that the resinous matter results from oxidation of the oil in the cells of the plant, and that the less elaborated the juice
may be, the larger proportion it will oontain of the oil. It is sa id that a.
volatile oil flows abundantly from a tree near Bogota, which is employed to
adulterate the copaiba collected in th.it neighbourhood, and shipped from !llu.racaibo and other neighbouring ports. (Am. Jouni. of Phann., xviii. 2-10.)

ren~~~zt;~·c~~~~~~abl~ 1~~\~:r i:o ~;~i: !~n~~t~r~(u~~,~~peu~b~~;r~~e~1~seb~} !t:
0

United States* The fixed oils are the most frequent addition, especially
castor oil, which, in consequence of its solubility in alcohol, cannot, like tLc
others, be de tected bj'. the agency of that fluid. Various phns ha \'O been
proposed for asccrt.uinmg the pre~cncc of castor oil. 'l'he simplest is to boil
a. dra.chm of the copaiba in a pint of water, till the liquid i~ wholly cvapo~
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rated. If the copaiba contain a fixed oil, the residue will be more or less soft,
according to the quantity present; otherwise it will be hard. Another mode,
proposed by l\I. P lauche, consists in shaking together in a bottle one part of
solution of ammonia of the sp. gr. 0·9:212 (22° Baum6) with two and a half
parts of copaiba, at a temperature of from 50° to 60° F. The mixture, at
first cloudy, quickly becomes transparent if the copaiba is pure, but remains
more or lt:ss opaque if it is adulterated wilh castor oi l. According to J. E.
Simon, howe,•er, a variety of genuine copaiba sometimes occurs in commerce ,
in which this test fails (.Am. Joum. of Phcirrn., xvi . 236); and it Joos not
apply to the variety containing 80 per cent. of volatile oil described by Professor Procter. ( 1ee note, p. 287.) Carbonate of magnesia, caustic potassa,
and sulphuric acid have also been proposed as tests. In the Edinburgb Pbarrnacopccia, it is stated that copaiba "dissolves a. fourth part of its weight of carbonat e of magnesia, with the aid of a gentle heat, and continues translucent."
'..L'be pres:ence of a small proportion of any fixed oil renders the mixture opaque.
One part of potassa dissolved in two of water forms a. clear solution with nine
parts of pure copaiba, and the liquid continues clear when moderately diluted
with water or alcoh ol; but th e presence of one-sixth of fi~ed oil in the copaiba
occasions more or less opacity in the liquid, :rn<l half the quantity causes the
precipitation of white flakes in a fow hours. (Stolze.) Turpentine, which is
said to be sometimes added to copaiba 1 may be detected by its smell, ef'pecially if the copaiba be heated. According to Mr. Hedwood, most of the
proposed tests of the purity of copaiba arc liable to fallacy; and the best
measure of its activity is tbe quantity of volatile oil it affords by distillation.
Jl/edical Propnties and l.,~es. Copaiba is gently stimulant, diuretic, laxative, nnd in very large doses often actively purgative. It produces, when swal lowed, a sense of heat in the throat and stomach, and extends an irritant
action, not only throughout the alimentary canal, but also to the urinary passages, aud in fact, in a greater or less degree, to all the mucous me1ubranes,
for which it appears to have a strong affinity . 'l'hc urine acquires a peculiar
odour during its use, and its smell may be detected in the breath. It sometimes occasions an eruption upon the skin, resembling that of measles, and
attcntlcd with a disagreeable itching and tingli ng seu~at i on . Nausei\ and
vomiting, painful purgation, strangury and bloody urine, nnd a general state
of fever are among th e morbid results of its excessive action. As a remedy
it has been found most cfiicieut in diseases of the mucous membnmcs, pnrticularly those of a chronic character. 'l'hus, it is given with occnsionul
ad\·antage in leucorrhcca, glcet, chronic dysentery and dianhrea, painful
hemorrboiJal affections, and chronic bronchitis. lly Dr. I.a. lloc:he, of PhilaJelpbia, it is highly recommended in catarrh of the bh\dde1· 1 and in chronic
irritation of the same organ. (Am.. Jollm. of Mf'd. Sci., xiv. 13.) It has
been given in dropsy, and is said to be used as a vermifuge in Brnzil. The
complaiut, howc\"er, in which it is most employed is gonorrhrea. It is given
in all stages of the disorder; but caution is requ i:site when the inflammatory
symptoms are high. Even in health, if taken largely, it s:ometim cs produces
very unpleasant irritation of the urinary passages, aml, by sympathy, of tbe
testicles. It was formerly much esteemed as avulncn1ry, and as an application to ulcers; but is now seldom used exkroally. Dr. Jl:uschenberµ-cr recommcnd::i it as a local application in chilbla ins. (Jlled . .bXaminf'r, i. 77.)
The Jorn of copaiba is from twenty drop!-! to a tiuidracbm three times 1.i clay,
or a smaller quantity repeated more frcquenL!y. lt may be given dropped on
sugar; but in this form i~ often so exceedingly offensive, ns to render some
concealment of its nauseous qualities necessary. It is sometimes gi,·cn floating on the surface of au aromatic watcri or ruixe<l with an equal measure of
19
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spirit of nitric ether. A less disagreeable form is that of emulsion, prepared
by rubbing the copaiba fir5t with mucilage or the yolk. of an ~gg, and su~r,
and afterwards with some aromatic water, ns that of mrnt or cmuamou.

lbe

1·olatile oil, which is the active ingredient of copai~a, may be given in . the
do~c of ten or fifteen drops, either upon sugar, ?r Ill t_h c form o.f ernul s1~n.
Tbc resin, which has been propose~ as a substitute, is ~early mert. 'lhc
pills made with magnesia. may sometimes be res?rted to with adrnn~agc; a_nd

it is customary to administer copaiba enclosed m capsules of gelatm 1 which

co~er the taste, while they readily d issolve in the stomach .. (S~e Glue, in the
.Appe1uli:J'.) Vclpcau has found the ffi:st effects fron~ cop~1ba m the form of
en~ma. Ile giYes two dracbms made mto an e~ml~1on. with the yolk of an
egg, twenty or thirty drops of laudanum, a.nd eight fimdouuces of water.
OJ!. Prep. Olcum Copaibre; Pilulre Copaibre.
W.

COPTIS. U.S. &condary.
Goldthreacl.
The root ofCoptis trifolia. F. S.
COPTIS. Se:r. S!J.~l. Polya1v:lria Polygynia.-Nat. Ord. RanunculacC're.
Geri. l'/i. Calyx none. Pduls fiye or six, ca.ducous. 1Vectaries five or six,
cucullate. CopR1tlf's fi,•e to eight, stipitate, stcllately diverging, and rostrate,
many-seeded. N1.tttall.
Uoptis triful/a. l3igelow, Am. 11Ied. Bot. i. 60 j Barton, Med. Bot. ii. 97.
This little evergreen has a perennial creepinp; root, the slenderness and bright
yellow colour of which have gi,·en rise to nic name of 9ofdt1Lreacl, by which
the plant is C'oromonly known. The caudcx from which the petioles and
flower-stems proceed, is invested wil.b ornte 1 acuruinate, yellowi sh, imbricated
i:-cales. The leaves, which stand on Ion~ slender footstalks, are ternatc, with
firm, rounrled or obovate, sessile leaflets, having an acute base, a. lobed and
acuminately crenatc margin, and a smooth nined surface. The scape or
flower-stem is slender, round, rather longer than tbe leaves, and surmounted
by one small white flower, with a minute mucronate bracte beneath it. 'The
petals are oblong, eonea,·e, and of a. white colour; the nectaries inversely
conical, hollow, and yellow at the top. The stamens have capilhtry filaments
and globose anthers. The germs are from five to eight, stipitate, oblong,
compressed, and surmounted by short ~ecur•ed sty les, with acute st igmas.
The capsules, which diverge in a star-like form, are pcdicelled, compressed,
beaked, and cont.tin numerous black i=.eeds attached to the inner side.
The goldthread inhabits the northern regions of this continent and of Asia,
and is found in Greenland and Iceland. lt delights in the dark i=.hady swa mps
and cold morasses of northern latitudes and Alpine regions, and abounds in
Canada, and in the hilly districts of New England. lts blossoms appear in
~Jay. All parts of the plant possess more or less bitterness; but this property is most iutenRe in the root, which iH the only offieinal portion.
Dried goldthrc:id, as brought into the market, is in loosely matted ma~ses,
consisting of the long, threa<l·likc, orange-yellow roots., frequently interlaced,
and mingled with the leaves and stems of the plnnt. It is without smell,
and has a purely bitter tar-tc, unattended with aroma or astringency. It im parts its bittern_ess rm~ ye~low colour t~ water and alcohol, but most perfectly
to the latter, with which 1t. forms a bnght yellow tincture. The infusion is
precipitated by nitrate of silver :rnd acetate of lead . (Bigelow.) It affords
no evidence of con taining either resin, gum, or tannin.
JledJ.°<"al PropatiPs aud l:·u:s. _O~ldthread is a simple tonic bitter, bearing
a close resemblnnce to quass1a m its ruoclc of action, and applicable to all
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cases in which that medicine is prescribed; though, from its higher price,
not likely to corue into general use as a. substitute, In New l~ngland it is
much employed as a local application in aphthous ulcerations of the mouth;
but it probably has no other virtues in this compl aint than such as are
common to the simple bitters. It may be given in substance-, infusion, or
tincture. 'fhe dose of the powder is from ten to thirty grains, of a tincture
m ade with an ounce of the root to a pint of di luted alcohol, one fl.uidruehm.
Another species of Coptis has been described by Dr. Wallich, under th e
name of Coptis 1'eeta, whid1 grows in the mountainous regions bordering
on Assam, and is much used as a tonic by the people of that country and by
the Chinese. It appears to be closely analogous in properties to C. trifolia.
(Ani. Journ. of Pharrn., ix. HJ6.)
W.

CORIANDRUi\L U. S, Land., Ed.

Coriander.
Th e frui t of Coriandrum sativum. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Off: Sy1i. qoR~NDER. The seeds of Corianclrum Sativum . .Dub.
Coriaudre, Fr.; Komrndcr, Germ.; Coriandro, Ital.; Cilantro, Span.
CORTANDRU:\I. Sex. B!Jsl. Pentandria Digynia.-Kat. Ord. Apiacere or
Umbellifcrro.
Gen. Ch. Corolla radiate. Petals intlcx.emarginate. Cnfre1·sal involucre
one-leafed. Partial 1·nvolucre.~ hah'ed. .F1·uit spherical. Wilk!.
Coria11dnmi. .~ativmn. 'Villd. Sp. Plant. i. 1448; \Yoodv. Jfed. Bf)t. p.
137, t. 53. 'l'his is an annual plant, with an erect, round, smooth, branching
stem, which ri::es about two feet in height, and is furnished with compound
Jcav~s, of which the upper are thrice ternate, with linear pointed leaflets, the
lower pinnate, with the pinnro cut into irregular serrated lobes, resembling
those of common parsley. Tbe flowers are white or rose-coloured, and disposed iu corupound terminal umbels. 'fhe fruit is globular, and consists of
two conc::we hemispherical portions.
0 . sativurn is a natiYe of Italy, but at present grows wild in most parts of
]~urope, having become natmalized in consequence of its extended cultivation.
'l'he flowers appear in June, and the fruit ripens in August. It is a singular
fact, that all parts of the fresh plant are extremely fetid when bruised, wbile
the fruit becomes fragrant by drying. This is the officinal portion. It is
brought to us from Europe.
'l'h e fruit of th e coriander, as found in tlrn shops, is globular, about the
eighth of an inch in rliameter, obscurely ribbed, of a grayish or brown isbycllow colour, and separable into the two portions (half-fruits) of which it
consists. It has the persistent calyx at its base, and is sometimes surmounted
by the adhering style. The smell and taste are gratefully aromatic, and depend on a volatile oil, which may be obtnined ~cparate by distillation, and is
said to belong to the camphene family. (Am. Jowrn. of Phrtrm., xxv. 131.)
They arc imparted to alcohol by mnccration, and less readily to water.
Jlfedical Properties and Cses. Corirmcler has, in a moderate degree, the
ordinary medicinal virtues of the aromatics. It is almost exclusively empl oyed in combination with other medicines, either to cover their taste, to
rcntlt:r them acceptable to the stomach, or to correct their griping qualities.
It was well known to the ancients. The close is from a scruple to a drachm .
OJj: Prep. Confcctio Scnnre; Infusum Gentian::e Con1positum; Infusum
Scnnre j Infusum Senna:: Compositum; 'l'iuctura nhei ct Senn::e; 'l'in<'IUra
Sennro ct Jalapre.
W.
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CORNU. Lond., Ed.

Hartshorn.
Ilorn of Ccrvus Elaphus. Ed., Lond.

Corne decerf, Fr.; llir!:.clihorn, Oerm.; Corno di ccrvo, Ital.; Cuerno de cicrvo, Span.
The stag or hart-Ghvlls J:,'loplws - the horns of which arc ~lirectcd by
the British Colleges, inhabits J~urope, Asia, and the north of Africa. Th ose
of our own common decr-Chvus l 7q1inia11w~-though employed in the

arts, arc not officinal. IlartsLorn is usually imported into this country from
Germany, in the state of sha~1 ings 1 but is very little e1~1ploycd.
.
ll art:::.horn shavin~s are without smell and taste, ]Jl1ublc, and of an ivory
yellow colour. According to M. l\le1_·at-Ouillot, they contain .in 100 parts,
27 of gelatin, 57·5 of phosphat~ ?f lane, 1 of cutbonat.c of hi;ne, and .14·5
of water including the loi::s. Boil mg water extracts their gelatm, formmg a
traneparent, colourless jelly, which may be rendered palatable by the addition
of sugar, lemon or orunge juice, and a lilt le wine. 11'0 prcp..1re it, two pints
of water are boiled with four ounces of the shavings to :l pint, and the residue
strained while hot. The liquiJ gelatinizcs upon cooliug. By dcstructi\'c
distillation, the shav in gs y ield an impure solution of ca rbonate of ammonia,
which was formerly called spirit of hartslwrnj and the sa me name has been
applied to similar ammoniacal solutions from other sources.
CORNU UsTUM. Lond. Bumt Hartshorn. The directions formerly given
by tho London College for the prcp:iration of this suLstance were, to "burn
pieces of llartsborn in an opeu vc8se1 until they arc thoroughly white; then
powder them, and prepare them ln the manner directed for Ubalk." The
horn must not only be heated, but also burnt, in order tha t the animal matter
may be entirely consumed. Tbe operation may be performed in a common
furnace or stove, the air being freely admitted. Care shoulJ be taken that
the heat be not too great; as otherwise the external surface of the horn may
become vitrified, and pre"ent the complete combmition of the interi or portion,
while it is itself rendcre<l less fit for use. Burnt hartshoru consists of bone·
pho~ph a te of lime, with about one per cent. of free lime derived from the
carbonate contained in the horns. Calcined bone is usually sold in the
shops for burnt hartshorn. For the chemical characters of bone·phosphate
of lime, sec Galcis Phosplws Praxipitatwn .
.Medical Properties aml Cl;es. 'fbe opinion formerly entertained that burnt
hartshoru was antacid, bas been abandoueJ. since the di::;covery of its chemic:ll
nature. Its composition suggested its application to the cure of rachitis and
rnollities ossium, of which lhe prominent character is a deficiency of phosphate
of lime in the bones; and it is sa id to ha.vc been employed in some c:.ises, in
connexion with phoephate of soda, with apparent succef:s. Bxpericncc, how·
ever, ha::i not contirmed th e first report in its favour. It i.s probably altogether
inert. 'fbc dose ls twenty gra ins or more. 1'hc jelly prepared from the shav·
iugs of hartshorn has been thought to possess medical Yirtues; but it. is only
nutriti\·c and demulcent, and i~ probably not superior to ealf~foot jrlly. 'l'be
shavings themselves are used rn the preparation of the J!ulvis Antimonialis.
Off. Prep . Pulvis Antimouialis.
W.

CORNUS CIRCINATA. U.S. Secondary.
Row1d-lecwed Dogwood.
The bark of Corn us circinata. lp. S.
Sex. s!J~t. Tetrantlria :Monogynia.- .N(it. Ord. Coruaceoo.
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Gen. Oh. l11 rolurre usually four-leaved.
with a two-celled nut. 1Vi"lld.

Petals superi or, four.
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"'e have ten indigenous species of Cornus, all of which are su pposed to
possci-s si milar medica l properties; and threc-0'. Florida, C. circinata,
and 0. sericea-are noliced in the Pharmacoproiaof the United States. 1'he
last two are placed in the secondary li st, not because they are esteemed less
efficient than the first, but because Lhey have hitherto less attracted the attention of the profession.
l'or11us circiiiutci. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 663. This is a shrub from six to
ten feet high, with warty branches, large, roundish, pointed lea\'es, waved
on their edges and downy beneath, and white flowers disposed in depressed
cymcs. The fruit is blue. 'l'lie plant is a. native of the United State.':!, ex·
tending from Canada. to Virginia, and growing on hill-sides and the banks of
rivers. It fl owers in June and July.
~l1be bark, wh en dried, is iu quill s of a whitish or ash colour, and uffords
a powder resembling th at of ipccacuanha. Its taste is bitter, astringent, and
aromatic. In chemical composition, so far as this has been ascertained, it is
analogous to Cornus Florida. It possesses also similar medical virtues, and
may be em ployed in the same doses. It has bee n mu ch used as :1 tonic and
nstrin~cnt in Connecticut., and was highly extolled by the late Dr. hes, of
New York, who recom mended , as the most eligible preparation, an infusion
made by pouring a pint of boiling water on an ounce of the coarsely powJ ered
bark. ~'he dose of this is from one to two flui<lounces.
·w.

CORNUS FLORIDA. U. 8.

Dogwood.
The bark of Cornus Florida. U. S.

Co1rnus. See COllli"US CIRCrNATA.
C01·11us Florida. Willd. Sp.Plant. i. 661; Bigelow, Am. Mf'd. Bat. ii.
73 ; Barton, Med. Bot. i. 4.,1.. Thi s is a. small indigenous tree, usually about
fifteen or twenty feet in height, th ough sometimes not less than thirty or
thirty-five feet. It is of slow grnwth; and the stem, which generally atta ins
a. diameter of four or five in ches, is compact, and CO\'ered with a brownish
bark, the epidermis of which is minutely divided by num erous superficial
cracks or fi...~ures. The branches are spreading, and regularly disposed, some·
times opposite, sometim es iu fours nearly iu the form of crosses. 'l'h e le;l\"es
arc opposite, oval, about three inches long, pointed, dark.green and sulcated
on the upper surface, glaucous or whiti sh beneath, and marked with strnng
parallel veins. 'Towards the close of summer they arc speck led with black
spots, and on the approach of cold weath er become red . The proper flowers
nrc small , yellowish, and coll ected in heads, which are su rrounded by a large
conspicuous involucre, consisting of four white obcorclate lea>es, lia,·ing the
notch at. tlieir summit t.ingcd with red or purpl e. rrliis iuvolucre constitutes
tLe chief beauty of the tree when in flower. The calyx is four-toothed, and
th e corolla. composed of fou r obtuse reflexed petals. '11li e fruit is an oval <lrupe
of a vivid glossy redness, containi ng a two-celled and tw o-seeded nucleus.
'l'b e dru~es are usually associated together to lhc number of three or four,
and rcnuun on the tree till after the early fr o:::ts. They ripen in September .
'l'he dogwood is found in all parts of the United St.~tes, from i\fa:::sachusetts
to the l\li~~issippi and the Gulf of Mex ico; but is most <lbunJant in the l\liddle
States. In lhe month of )lay, it is clothed with a profusion of large white
blossoms, which rende1· it oueof the most conspicuous ornaments of the American forests. The bark is the officinal portion, and is derived for use both
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from the stem and br:mches, and from the root. The bark of the root is preferred. It is brought into market in pieces of various sizes, usually more or
le~s rolled, sometimes invested with a fawn-coloured epidermis, s?mctimes
partially or wholly deprived of it, of a reddish-gray colour, very brittle, and
affording, when pulverized, a .grayish powder tin7ed with red. r:r~e odour of
dogwood is feeble, its taste bitter, astringent, and slightly aromatic. Water
and alcohol extract its virtues. It has not been accurately analyzed; but,
from the experiments of Dr. ·walker and others, appears to contain extractive
matter, gum, resin, tannin, and gallic acid. A peculiar biLter principle, for
whieh the name of cornine was proposed, was announced as an ingredient
by l\lr. Carpenter; but we need more definite information on the subject.
The flowers of 0. Florida, huve the same bitter taste as the bark, and,
though not oiliciual, are sometimes employed for the same purposes.
J!t'dirnl Properties ancl Uses. Cornus Florida is tonic and astringent. By
Dr. Walker it was found, when taken internally, to augment the force :rnd
frequency of the pulse, and inm·ease the beat of tLe body. It is thought to
possess remedial properties an:1logous to those of Peruvian ba1·k, for which
it has occasionally been successfully substituted in the treatment of intermittent fevers; but the introduction of sulphate of quinia, into use has nearly
banished this, as well as many other substitutes for cinchona, from regular
practice. 'fbc do~wood bas also been employe<l in low fevers, and other complaints for which Peruvian bark is usually prescribed.
It may be given in powder, deeoction, or extract. The dose of tbe powder
is from a scruple to a dracbm, repcaterl, in cases of. intermittent fever, so that
from one to two ounces may be taken in the interval between the paroxysms.
'l'be decoction is officinal. (See Dccoctum Gorntls Floridre.) 'l'be dried bark
i~ said to be preferable to the fresh; as it possesses all the activity of tho
latter, without being equally liable to offend the stomach and bowels. An
extract might probably be used with advantage in iotermittents in large doses.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Coruils Floridre.
W.

CORNUS SERICEA. US. Secondary.
Swamp Dogwood.
The bark of Corn us scricea.

ConNus. Sec

COl~NUS

U.S.

CIRCINATA.

Cornu.~sericea. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 663; Barton, .Med.Bot. i.115. This
species of Corn us is usually six or eight feet iu height, with numerous erect
stems, which are covered with a shining reddish bark, and scud out opposite
spreading branches. 'l'ho young shoots are more or Jes;, pubescent. The leaves
are opposite, petiolate, ovate, pointed, entire, and on the under surface covered
with soft brownish hairs. Tbc flowers are small, white, and disposed interminal cymcs, which are depressed and woolly. 'l1he fruit consists of globular,
berry-formed drupes, of a cerulean blue colour, and collected in bunches.
The swamp tlogwood inhabits the Unitetl States from Canada to Carolina,
and is found in moist woods, in swamps, and on the borders of streams. It
flowers in Juue and July. 'fhe bark was ascertained by Dr. Walker to have
the same me<lical properties as that of Cornus Florida. It may be given in
the same doses, and administered in a. similar manner.
VY.

COTULA. US. Secondary.
!Jfayiceed.
The herb of Autbcmis Cotula. U. S.

Ootula. -Oreasotum.
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mi\T:7c~~~~ccfo~~~t~,l!l~;o~1t:~;.~;;; 1 ~~~~1:,·~;:::'.le, Stinkende.Kamille, Germ.; Camo·
ANTUEi\IIS. See ANTHE~IIS.
Antliernis G'otula. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 2181; Barton, Med. Bot. i. 161.
The mayweed is a.n annual plant, with a fibrous root, and an erect striated
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with pomted lmear leaflets. The flowers stand singly upon the summits of
the branches, and consist of a central, convex, golden yellow disk, with white
radial florets, which spread horizontally during the day, but are reflexed or
bent towards the stem at night. The calyx, which is common to all the
florets, is hemispherical, and composed of im bricated hairy scales. 'l'he re.
ceptacle is conical or nearly Cj'lindrica1, and surmounted by rigid, brjstle·
shaped palere, shorter than the florets. 'l'he seeds arc naked.
This plant grows abundantly both in the United States and in Europe. In
thi s country it is found in the vicinity of inhabited places, grow ing among
rubbi sh, along the sides of roads, and in waste grounds. Notwithstanding
its extensive diffusion, it is generally believed to be a naturalized, not an in.
digenous plant. It is frequently ca.lied wild cltanwniile. It flowers from
the middle of summer till late in autum n.
TLe whole plant has a. strong, disagreeable smell, and a warm, bitter taste,
and imparts these properties to W•tter.
The medical properties of this species of Anthemis are essentially the same
as those of chamomile, for which it may be employed a.s a. substitute; but its
disagreeable odour is an obstacle to its general use. On the continent of
Europe it has been given in nervous diseases, especially hysteria, under the
impress ion, probably derived from its peculiar smell, that it possesses anti·
spasmodic powers. It has also been thought to be cmmenagogue. It is said
to have the property of vesicating, if applied to the surface fresh and bruised.
In tbis country it is scarcely employed, except as a domestic remedy. The
whole plant is active; but the flowers, being less disagreeable than the leaves,
are preferred for internal use. The remedy is best administered in the state
W.
of infusion.

CREASOTUM. U. S., Loncl., Eel., Dub.
Creasote.
A peculiar substance obtained from tar. U.S. An oxy-hydro.ca rburet,
prepared from pyroxylic oil. Lond.
'l'h is is a substance of the nature of the volatile oils, discovered in 1830
by Dr. Reichenbach in the products of the distillation of wood. l\I. Deville
conceives tba.t it is a '\'"Olatile oil, derived by heat from the resin of wood, and
isomeric with the original volatile oil, from which the resin is supposed to have
been formed by a slow alteration occurring in the vegetable. lt may, there.
fore, be classed with the volatile oils which are rC;?;tmeratetl by distillation.
In the products of the distillation of organic substances generally, whether
vegetable or animal, Reichenbach also discovered five other principles, called
paraffine, eupione, pica.mar, capnomor, and pittacal, which, as b.C'ing associated
with crcasote, will be here briefly described. Parajfin e is a. wh ite, crystallin e,
soft solid, devoid of taste auJ sme11, and characterized by its feeble affinity
for other bodies, as is indicated by its name, from parum a.Dinis. Eupio11P
is an in odorous, insipid, limpid, and colourless liquid, of the sp. gr. 0 ·740,
obtained most abundantly from a11i1m.l tar and Diprel's animal oi l. Doth
the~c substances are composed exclusiyely of carbon and hydrogen. Picamar
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is a colourless, oily liquid, l1eavier than water, of n. peculiar odour and Ycry
bitter taste. It is prcscot in the hea.vicst portion of the rectified oil of tar,
and constitutes the bitter principle of that substance. Copnomor, so called
from its being one of the ingredients of smoke, is a colourless liquid, ~ight~r
than water, having a pleasant odour and a pungent taste, and occurrmg m
the heavy oil of tar. It has the property of dissolving caoutchouc, and is :m
1

1

1

0
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a sol id of a. beautiful blue colour, differing from the other substances above
noticed in containing nitrogen as one of its elements.
Preporation. Creasote is obtai ned either from wood tar or from crude pyroligneous acid. Wben wooU tar is used, it is di~tilled unti} it has attained the
consistence of pitch. The distilled liquid divides itself mto three layers, an
aqueous between two oily layt>rs. The inferior oi ly layer, which alone contains the crcasote, is. sepa ra ted, and saturateU with carbonate of potassa to
remove acetic acid. The liquid is allowed to rest, and the new oi l which
separates is decanted from it. This oil is distilled, and yields products li ghter
than water, and a liquid heavier. The latter alone is preserved, and, having
been agitated repeatedly with weak phosphoric acid to neutralize ammonia,
is allowed to remain at rest for some time. It is next washed as Jon~ as
acidity is removed, and then distilled with a fresh portion of weak phosphoric
acid, care being taken to cohobate from time to time. The oily liquid thus
rectified is colourless, and contains much creasote, but also a. portion of eupione.
To separate the latt.er, the liquid is mixed with a soluti on of caustic potassa
of the density of I ·12, which dissolves the creasote, but not the eupionc. The
eupione, which swims above from its levity, being separated, the alkaline
solution of the creasote is exposed to the air, until it becomes brown in consequence of the decomposition of a foreign matter, and is then sa.tu ra.ted with
sulphuric acid. This sets free the crcasote, which is decanted and again distilled. The treatment by solution of potassa, sulphuric acid, &c., is to be
repeated until the creasote no longer becomes brown by exposure to the air,
but only slightly reddish. It is then dissolved in a. stronger solution of pot:issa
and distilled again, and finally reclistillcd for the last time, rejecting tbe first
lion which_ comes O\•er on account of its containing much water, collecting
nexJ; poruon 1 and :woiding to pusb the distillation too far . The product
collected in this distilla tion i.s pure creasotc.
·when crensote is extracted from pyroligncous acid, the first step is to dissolve sulphate of soda in it to satu ration. The oil which sepa rates and swims
above is decanted, and, having been allowed to remain at rest for a few days,
is saturated by carbonate of potassa with the assii::tauce of heat, and distilled
with water. The oleaginous Iiriuitl obtained is of a pale-yellow colour, and
is to be treated witb phosphoric acid, &c. &c., as above detailed with respect
to the treatment of the corresponding oil obtained from tar.
According to M. Kocne, the tar of the pine furnishes but little pure creasote; while coal tar yields uearly five Urachms to the pint. Some object to
the_ use of eoal tar, a.s affording a pro<luct, mentioned further on, called phenyhc acid, w?ich clos~ly re:<;cm~les creasote, or, at least, as furnishing a creasotc, contammated with th1::; acid.
Propaties. C_reasotc, when pure, is a. cplou rless oleap;inous liquid, of the
coni,istcnce of OJI of almonds, slightly greasy to the touch 1 vol:1tili zable by
1

1
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a brownish tmge. It burns with a sooty flame. Applied to the skin in
a conceutrated state, it corrugates aud then destroys the cuticle. Ou
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paper it lcaYCS a grcttsy stain 1 which dis~ppears in a. few hours, or in trn
minutes when exposed to a heat of about 212°. Its i;:;p. gr. is 1 ·037 (l ·OJ.6
L1Jnd., 1·066 Ed., lJ1tL.). It boils at 307°, and retains its fluidity at 17°
below zero. It is a non-conductor of electricity, and a powerful rcfractor of
light. It is devoid of acid or alkaline reaction. Mixed with water, it forms
two solutions - one consisting of 1 part of creasote in about 80 of water, the
other, or 1 part of water in 10 of creasote. (BPrzeli1ts.) It unites in all proportions with alcohol, ether, napbtha.1 and bisulpburet of carbon. It is capable
of dissolving a large proportion of iodine and phosphorus, and a considerable
amount of sulphur, especially when assisted by heat.
Creasotc forms two combinations with potassa; one anhydrous, of au oleaginous consistence, the other, hydrated, and in the form of sma\1 1 white, pctuly
sca les. It forms sim ilar compounds with soda. From these combinations
a.nd its elementary analysis, its formula is deduced to be C29 H 160 4 • Creasote
instantly dissolves ammonia, and retains it with great force. Stroug: nitric
and sulphuric acid s decompose it; the former giving rise to reddish vapours,
the latter to a red colour, wbich becomes black on the addition of more of the
acid. ])ilute nitric a.cid converts it into a. brown resin, which, treated with
ammonia, and then dissolved in boiling alcohol, gives, Ly evaporation, certain
salts of ammonia, two of which contain new acids, discovered by Laurent.
l\Juriatic acid produces no change on it. Acetic acid dissolves it in all proportions without decomposing it. Crcasote dissolves a large numbrr of metallic salts, and reduces a few to the metallic state j as, for example, nitrate and
acetate of silver. It acts powerfully in coagulating albumen.
Of all the properties of creasote, the most remarkable is its power of preserving meat. It is this property which bas suggested its name, derived from
"'{EO.~ jlPs/1, and aW'w I save.
lm.pw·ities and Adulter(ftions. Crcasote is apt to contain eupione, pica.mar,
and capnomor, and is sometimes adulterated with rectified oil of ta.r, and the
fixed aud volati le oils. All these substances are detected by strong acetic
acid, which dissolves the creasote, a nil leaves them behind, floating above the
creai:;ote solution. Fixed oils are also discovered by a. stain on pt1per, not
discharged by heat. Any trace of the matter which produces the browni sh
tinge (sec page 296), is detected by the liquid becoming discoloured by
posure to su nsh ine.
Crcasotc, when obtained from coal tar, is apt to be contaminated with
'Jhc11.ylic acid (cm·bolic acid, hydrated oxide of phcnyle, CnlI 5 ,0+ IIO), one
of the products of the distillation of the oil of coal tar. Indeed, it is said
that phcnylic acid has been sold for creasote, which it closely resembles in
properties. rrhis !mhstitution may be discovered by the lower boiling point
of phenylic acid (368° F.). The presence of phenylic acid in creasote is
detected by the addition of sesquichloricle of iron, which rauses a. violet.blue
colour, if this impurity be wesent. .According to l\lr. Edward N. Kent, of
New York, phcnylic acid from coal tar, and creasote from wood tar are essen tially the same; the former being a purer state of tho fatter. (l{ew Y url.·Jounwl
of Pharnwcy, Oct. 1853.) This view is contradicted by the results of GorupBesauez, who obtained crcasote which did not respond to the tests of pLenylic
acid .
.Jlfediml Properties, &c. Creasote is irritant, narcotic, styptic, antiseptic,
a.ncl ruodcratcly ci::charotic. Internally it bas been e_mployed in_a number of
disea~cs; externally, fo r the most part, as an ripplicah~n to eruptions, wounds,
nnd ulcers, and as an injection and gargle. Dr. R. Dick, of Glasgow, recommends it as an internal remedy iu chronic J!:Onorrhc:ea and gleet. Dr. Elliotson,
of London, considers it an important remedy in arresting nausea and vomit-
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ing, when not dependent on inflammation or structu ral disease of the stoma('h,
as in hysteria and pregnancy. B oth he and l\lr. A. B. Maddock, of London,
recommend it as a. preyeative of sca.-sick uess. Mr. Kesteven, of England,

found it a. very useful remedy in diarrbcca; and Dr. T. :in. Woodson, of ':I.1enn. 1
and Mr. B. W. Uichardsou, of Glasgow, confirm this statement. Dr. D. J.
Cain used it with advantage in cholera. morbus and cholera in fantmn, either
alone, or conjoined with charcoal, chalk, or bicarbonate of soda.
0
0
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insisted on, especially iu those attended with excessive suppuration a~d ~un
gous granulations. In chilblains also it is stated to be a usefu l application.
Wh en applied to wounds it acts as a styptic, stopping the capi llary hemorrhage, but possesses no power to arrest the bleeding from large vessels.
Accordin gly, ereasote water has been applied locally to arrest uterine hemorrhage, and the bleedi ng from leec h-bites. The ulcers, in the treatment of
which it has been fo und most useful , arc those of an indolent and gangrenous
character, in which its seve ral properties of escbarotic, stimulant, and antiseptic are usefully brought into play. It is also praised as au application to
syphil itic, scrofulous, and cancerous ulcers. In all th ese cases, the remedy
should be applied with judgment; and, in case it shou ld irritate, its use
must be suspended, or alternated with that of emollient and soothing applications. Injected into fistulous ulcers, it proves a usefu l resource, by exciting the callous surfaces and disposi ng them to unite. Dr. Ilildrcth, of
Zanesvi lle, Ohio, found it efficacious, mixed with mercurial ointment, in the
proporti on of ten to thirty drops to the ounce, in scroful ous op hth almia, and
scrofulous ulceration of t he cornea. A small portion of the ointment is
introduced under the upper eyelid, morning and evening, and rubbed over
the whole globe. The a.pplication should be strong enough to produce a
smarting pain for a.bout five minutes. The local must of course be combined
with constitutional treatment. (Am.. J onrn. of iiled. Sci., Oct. 1842, p.
• 362.) Iu cases of putrid sorethroat, in which the use of a stimulant and
antise ptic is required , a gargle of creasotc acts beneficially; and in chronic
suppuration of the external meatus of the car, the same properties make it
luable as au inj ection. In deafness arising from deficien t cerumen, i\Ir.
urti s has found it useful. The meatus is first well clea nsed, and afterwards
brushed over, night and moroin,!!;, with a mixture of a drachm of creasote to
fo ur drachms of oil of alm onds, by means of a camel's hair brush. Dr.
Partridge, of th is city, ha.s found the sa me treatment advantageous in several
cases of deafness. ':l1he mcatus may be cleansed by dropping into the ear at
night a few drops of olive oil, and syringi ng it out the next morning with a
weak and warm solution of castile soap, to which a sixth of Cologne water
bas been added. This may be repeated five or six days, until the ear is
thoroughly cleansed. (1lled. E.carn., iii. 3J7. ) ln toothache, depen<ling on
destruction of the tooth and exposure of the nerve, creasote often acts promptly
and radically in th e removal of the pain. One or two drops of the pure substance mu s~ ?e carefully i~tr oduce d into the hollow of the tooth, on a little
cotton, avo1<lrng contact with the tongue or cheek. To render the remedy
effectua l, the hollow of the tooth must be well clcaucd out before it is applied.
Creasote is employed in the pure state, in mi xture or solution, and in the
form of ointment. {See JJ.listura Oreasoti and Unyuentum O·easoti.) In the
pure stare, it may be brush~d over indolent or ill couclitioned ulcers, or applied to them by means of lin t, to arouse th ei r sensibility, or to create a new
action. Internally it is giycn in the dose of from one to two drops or more,
repeated several times a. day, diluted with weak mucilage, in the proportion of
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half a fluidounce to the drop. When used as a lotion for eruptions, ulcers, or
burns, or as a gargle or injection, it is employed in solution, containing two,
four, or six drops to the fluidounce of distilled water; the strength being
determined by the circumstances of each particular case. In some cases the
solution of creasote is used externally, mixed with poultices.
Crcasotc, in an overdose, acts as a poison. It produces giddiness, obscurity of vision, depressed action of the heart, convulsions, and coma. No
antiJotc is known. 'fhc medical treatment consists in the evacuation of the
poi:-ion, :rn<l the administration of ammonia. and other stimulants.
The addition of three or four drops of creasotc to a pint of ink is said
effectually to prevent its becoming mouldy. Dr. Christison finds that creasote water is as good a preservative of some anatomical preparations as spirit,
with the advantage of not hardening the parts. It is to crcasote that the
antiseptic properties of wood-smoke and of pyrol igneous acid are probably due.
OJ!. l'rcp . .i\listura Creasoti; Unguentum Creasoti.
B.

CRETA. U. S., Eel., Dub.
Cha/le.
Native friable carbonate of lidle. U.S., Ed.
Craie, Fr.; Kreide, Germ.; Crctn., Ital.; Grcda, Span., Port.

Carbonate of lime, in the extended meaning of the term, is the most abundant of simple minerals, constituting, according to its state of aggregation and
other peculiarities, the different ''arietics of calcareous spar, common and
shell limestone, marble, mad, and chalk. It occurs also in the animal kingdom, forming the principal part of sJ1~1ls, and a small proportion of the bones
of the higlicr orders of animals. It is present in small quantity in most
natural water8, being held in Rolutioa by the carbonic acid which they contain. In the waters of limestone diRtricts, it is a very common impregnation, and ca.uses purging in those not accustomed to their use. In all such
cases, boiling the water, by expelling the carbonic acid, causes the carbonate
to be deposited. (See page 109.) Besides being officinal in the state of chalk,
carbonate of lime is also ordered as it exists in marble and oyster-shell, and
as obtained by precipitation. (See Alarmor, 'Testa, and Oalcis Cm·bonas Prredpitatum.) Iu the present article we shall confine our observations to chalk.
Localities. Chalk occurs abundantly in the South of England and North
of },ranee. It has not been found in tbe United States. It occurs massive
in beds, and very frequently contains nodules of flint, and fossil remains of
land and marine animals.
Properties. Chalk is an insipid, inodorous, insoluble, opaque, soft solid,
generally white, but grayish-white when impure. It is rough to the touch,
easi ly pulverized, and breaks with au earthy fracture. It soils the fingers,
yields a white trace when drawn across an unyielding surface, and when
applied to the tongue adheres slightly. Its sp. gr. yaries from 2·3 to 2·6. It
is never a perfectly pure carbonate of lime; but contains, besides gritty siliceous particles, small portions of alumina and of oxidized iron. If pure it
is entirely soluble in muriatic acid; but usually a little silica is left. If the
muriatic solution is not precipitated by ammonia, it is free from alumina. and
iron. Like all carbonates it effervesces with acids. Though insoluble in
water, it dissolves iu an excess of carbonic acid. It consists, like the other
varieties of carbonate of lime, of one eq. of carbonic acid 22, and one of lime

2 ·5=50·5.
Plwnn.. Use.~. Chalk, on account of the gritty particles which it contains,
is unfit for medicinal use, until it has undergone levigation, when it is called
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and bicarbonate of soda.
Oji'. /'rep . Annnonim Carbonas; Calcii Chloridum; Crcta Pr::eparata; Po.
tassre Bicarbonas; Sod~ llica rbonas.
B.

CROCUS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
&Jfron.
Th e sliJ!mas of Crocus sati vu s. U. S. , L ond., Ed., Dub.
Safran, Fr., Germ.; Zaffcruno, llal.; Arnfran, Spa n.

S,.,x. S'.1Jsl. Triandria Monogyoia.- .N at. Ord. Iridacere.
Orn. Uh. Coro/hi six parted, equal. Stiymw; con,·olutcd. Willd .
('rocus sativus. Willd. Sp. P lan t. i. 194; Woodv. Jl fed. B ot. p. iG3, t.
25U. The comm on cultivated saffron is a. perennial plant, with a rounded and
depressed bulb or corm us, from which the flower ri se.!t a. little above the ground
upon a long, slender, white, and succul ent tube. 'l'he fl ower is large, of a
be:iutiful lilac or bluish-purple colour, and makes its appea rance in September
or October. Th e lea\·es are radical, linear, s1ightly rc\•olutc, dark-green upon
th eir upper surface wilh a white longiludinal furrow in th e centre, paler underneath with a promin ent flatr ened midrib, and enclosed at their base, together
with the tube of the corollai in a membranou s sheath, from which they
emerge soon after th e appearance of th e fl ower. 'J'he sty le hangs out on one
side between two segments of th e corolla, and terminates in three long convoluted stigmas, which are of a ri ch orange colour, highly odorous, roll ed in
at the edges, and notched at the summit. These stig mas are the offidnal
part of the plant.
C. Rativus, or autumnal crOfus, is a native of Greece and Asia Minor1
where it has been culli\•atcd from the earliest ages. It is also cultivated for
med icinal use in Sicily, Spai n, France, England, and other temperate countries of J~ urope. 1.. arge quantities of saffron arc rnisecl in Egypt , P cr1.ia 1
nn<l Cushmerc, wh ence it is sent to India. \Ve cultivate the plant in this
country ch iefly, if not solely, as a !!arden flower. It is liable to two diseases,
whicb someti mes in terfere with the success of its cu lt ure ; one dependent on
a parasitic fun gus whieh attaches itself to the bul b, the other called by the
cultivators in France t1tco11 1 by which the bulb is converted into a. blackish
powder. (Journ. de Pharm,. <:t de Chirn., xviii. 41.)
In England the Bowers appear in October, and the leaYes continue green
through the wint er; but th e plant does not ripen it s seed, and is propaga ted
by offsets fr om the bulb. ~' h ese fi re planted in grounds prepared for t.he purpo~e, and are arranged either in rows, or in ~mall patches at certain distances.
'l'he fl owers are gathered SOl)n afte r they show themselves, as the period of
flowering is very sliort. Tb e stigmas, or summits of the pistils, toget her with
a portion of the style, nre separated from the rem:l indcr of the flower, an<l
carefu lly dried by artificial heat, or in the su n. During this process, they
arc sometimes made to a~sume the form of a. cake by pressure; but the fin es t
e;affron is that which bas been dried loosely. The two forms are distinguisl1cd
by the names of hay-sa.ffron :l!Hl ral.·e-sujj'ron. :F ive pounds of the fresh stigmas )'icld one pound of the dried. (Dtuu·an.)
'.I'he English saffron, formerly most hi ghly esteemed in thi s counlry, has
cliF:.:1ppcnrcd from ou r market. \Vha.t may be sol<l und er that nam e is prnbably dcrirc<l from other sources. Much of the drug is imported from Gibral(;nocu8.
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tar, packed in canisters. Parcels of 1t arc also brought from Trieste and other
ports of the Mediterranean. The Spanish saffron is generally considered the
best. Genuine calo:P-so.D'ron is at present seldom found in commerce. According to Landerer, the stigmas of several other species besides those of C.
sativus are gathered and sold as safft'on in Greece and Turkey.
PrfJperlies. Saffron has a peculiar, sweet ish, aromatic odour, a warm, pungent, bitter taste, and a rich deep orange colour, which it imparts to the sali va.
when chewed. The stigmas of which it consists are an inch or more in length,
expanded and notched at the upper extremity, and narrowing towards the
lower, where they terminate in a slender, capilbry, yellowish portion, forming
a. part of the style. Analyzed by Vogel and Bouillon-Lagrange, it afforded
65·0 pc1· cent. of a. peculiar extractive matter, and 7·5 of an odorous volatile
oil, together with wax, gu m, albumen, saline matter, water, and lignin. The
ext ractive was named pol!Jchoue, from the changes of colour which it undergoes by the actiun of reagents. They prepared it by evaporating the watery
infusion to the consistence of honey, digesting the residue in alcohol, filtering
the tincture, and evapor:iting it to dryness. 'l'hu~ obtained, it is in the form
of a reddish-yellow mass, of an agreeable smell, slightly bitter, soluble in
water and alcohol, and somewhat deliquescent. Its solution becomes grassgreen by the action of nitric acid, blue and then violet by that of sulphuric
acid, and loses its colour altogetlicr on exposure to ligbt, and by chlorine.
M. Henry, sen., found it to contain about :20 per cent. of volatile oi l, which
could be separated only by an alkal i. l\I. Qu:ldrat obtained it pure by
exhausting saffron with ether, then treating it with boiling water, precipitating with subaeetate of lead, decomposing the compound of oxide of lead
and colouring matter thus obtained with sulpburetted hydrogen, treating the
precipitate with boiling alcohol, evaporating the solution, dissolving the residue in water, and lastly evaporating by means of a water-bath. TLus procured,
it is of a brilliant re<l colour, inodorous, slightly soluble in water which it
renders yellow, much more soluble by the lea st addit ion of an alkali, readily
soluble in alcohol, but sparin gly in ether. Its formula is CroHL'.10 11 • M.
Quadrat found also in saffron, a fatty matter, glucose, and a pcculia1· acid.
(Ann. dcr Uhcni. 101d Phann., ls.xx:. 3-±0.) AC'cording to M. Henry, the
colouring principle co nsti tutes 42 per cent. of saffron, anJ. the essential oil
10 per cent. It is to the latter that the medicine owes its activity. It may
be partially separated by distillation. It i8 yellow, of a hot, acrid, bitterish
taste, and heavier than water, in which it is slightly soluble.
Adultn·ations. 'l1hc high price of this medicine gives rise to frequent
adulterations. Water is said lo be very often acl<led in order to increase its
weight. Oil is also added for the same purpose, or to improve the appearance. Sometimes the flowers of other plants, particularly of Curtlwmus linclorh1s or safflower, and of Calenduta officinalis or officinal marygold, are
fraudulently mixed with the genuine stigmas. 'l'bey may be kn own by their
shape, which is rendered obvious by throwing a portion of the suspcdecl mass
into hot water, which causes them to expand. (See Carthamus.) Other
adulterations are the f:ibrcs of dried beef, the stamens of the Crocus distin·
guishable by their yellow colour, the stigmas previously exhausted in the
prcpanitiou of the infusion or tincture, and various mineral substances easily
detected upon close examination. J. 1\lUller recommends concentrated sul·
phurie acid as the most certain test of saffron. It instantly changes the CO·
lour of pure saffron to indi go blue. (Chem . Gaz. 1 l\lay, 18-15, p. 197.)
O!toice of Sofi'ron. Saffron shou ld not be very moist, nor very dry, nor
easily pulverized, nor should it emit an offensive !llmell wlrnn thrown upon
live coals. TLe freshest is the best, and tbat whi ch is less than a year old
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should, if possible, be selected. It should possess in a high degree the cha.
ructeristic properties of colour, taste, and smell. If it does not colour the
fingers when rubbed between them, or bas an oily feel, or a musty flavour, or
a black, yellow, or whitish colour, it should be rejected. In tLe purchase of
this medicine in cakes, those shou ld be selected which are close, tough, and
firm in tearing; and care should be taken to avoid cr.d.:~s o.( safflo.wer.
As its activity depends, partly at least., on a volatile rngrcchcnt, saffron
should be kept in well stopped vessels. Some recommended that it should
be enclosed in a bladder, and introduced into a tin ca~c.
Medical Properties and Uses. Saffron was formerly considered higbJy
stimulant and antispasmodic. It has been alleged that, in small doses, it
moderately excites the different functions, exhilarates the spirits, rclie''es pain,
and produces sleep; in large doses, gives rise to headache, intoxication, delirium, stupor, and other alarming symptoms; and ShrOder asserts that, in the
quantity of two or three dru.chms, it proves fatal. It was thought also to act
powerfully on the uterine system, promoting menstruation. The ancient9
employed it extensively, both as a. medicine and cond iment, under the name
of croclt.~. It was also highly esteemed by the Arabians, and enjoyed considerable reputation among the physicians of modern Europe till within a
comparatively recent period. On the continent it is still much used as a
stimulant and emmeuagogue. But the experiments of Dr. Alexander have
proYed it to possess little activity; and in Great Britain and the United Stale9
it is seldom prescribed. By ol<l women and nurses saffron tea is frequently
used in exanthematous diseases, to promote the eruption; a practice introduced by the humoral pathologists, but afterwards abandoned by the profession. 'l'he chief use of saffron at present is to impart colour and flavour to
officinal tinctures. From ten to thirty grains may be given for a dose.
O.ff. Prep. Acetum Opii; Confcctio Aromatica; Dccoctum Aloes Compositum; Pilulre '.Aloes ct ~lyrrhre; Pilula Styracis Compo~ita; Syrupus Croci;
Tinctura Aloes et l\fyrrhre; Ti net. Cinchonoo Comp.; 1'inct. Croci; Tinct.
W.
Opii Ammoniata; Tinct. Rbei Comp.; 'l'inct. llhci ct Sennre.

CUBEBA. US., Land., Dub.
Cubebs.
The berries of Piper Cubcba. U.S. The unripe fruit. Lond. The berrie:i
of Cubeba oflicinalis. Dub.
Off: Syn. CUBEBI°E. Fruit of Piper Cubeba. Ed.
(;ubebe, Pr.; Kubcbc11, Germ.; Cubcbc, Ittil.; Cuhcbmi, Span.; Kcbabch, Arab.

Sex. S.!Jst. Diandria Trigynia..-Nat. Ord. Pipcracere.
Gen. Ch . Calyx none . Corolla none. B en:!/ one-seeded. Willd.
Piper Cuoeoa. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 159; Woodv. Aled. Bot. 3d ed. v. 95.
This is a climbing perennial plant, with a smooth 1 flexuous, jointed stem, and
entire, petiolate, oblong or ovate-oblong, acuminate leaves, rounded or obliquely cordate at the base, strongly nerved, coriaceous, and very smooth. 'fbe
flowers arc dioocious and in spikes, with pedun cles aLoutas long as the petiole.
'fhe fruit is a globosc, pedicellcd berry.
This species of Piper is a native of Ja>a, Penang, and probab1y other parts
of the East Indies. It grows wild in the woods, M1d does not appear to be
cultivated. 'l'hc dried unripe fruit is the officinal portion. Dr. Blume thinks
it probable tbat the drng is derived chiefly from anothf'l' species, the P. caui1rnrn, inhabiting the same countries; but Dr. Lindley could discover no
difference between the fruit of P. Gu.bcba and ordinary cubebs.
P1rER.
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Properties. Cubcbs are round 1 about the size of a sma ll pea, of a blackish
or grayish-brown colour, and furnished with a short stalk, which is continuous
with raised veins that run over the surface of the berry, and embrace it like
a. netwod:. 'J'he f'hell is hard, almost ligneous, and contai ns within it a single
loose seed, covered with a blackish coat, and internally white and oleaginous.
'l'he odour of the berry is agreeably aro matic; the taste warm, bitterif'h, and
camphorous, leaving in the mouth a peculiar eensation of coolucss, like that
produced by the oil of peppermint. The powder is dark coloured and of an
oily aepect. From 1000 parts of cubebs 1'1. Manheim obtain ed 30 parts of
a ceruminous substance, 25 of a green volatile oil, 10 of a yellow volatile oil,
45 of cubcbin, 15 of a balsamic resin, 10 of chloride of sodium, GO of extractive, and 650 of lignin, with 155 parts lost. According to MM. Capitaine
and Sou Lei ran, cnLebin is best obtained by expressing cubebs from which the
oil has been distilled, preparing with them an alcoholic extract, treating this
with a solution of potassa, washing the residue with water, and purifying it
by repeated crystall izations in alcohol. Thus prepared, it is white, inodorous,
and insipid, not \'olatilizable by heat, almost insoluble in water, slightly solu ble
in cold alcohol, freely so in that liquid when hot, and solu ble also in ether,
acetic acid, and the fixed and volatile oilfl. It bears a close resemblance to
piperin, but materially differs from it in composition, as it contains no nitrogen. (.Joum . de J>harm., xxv. 355.) The volatile oil is officinal. (See Olcuni
Oubebm.) Cubebs gradually deteriorate by age, and in powder become rapidly weaker, in consequence of the escape of their volati le oil. 'rh ey should
be kept whole, and pulverized wllf'n disr.cnscd. The powder is said to be
sometimes adulterated with that of pimento.
1Jledical Properties ancl Uses. Cubcbs are gently stim ul ant, with a special
direction to the urinary organs. In considerable fluantitics they excite the
circulation, increase the heat of the boJy, and someti mes occasion headache
nnd giddiness. At the same time they frequently produce an augmented flow
of the urine, to which they impart a peculiar odour. Among these effects are
also occasionally nausea. and moderate purging; and they are said to occasion
a sense of coolness in the rectum during the passage of the feces. 1Ye
have no ev idence that they were known to t he ancients. They were probably
first brought int0 J~urope by the .Arabi ans, and were formerly employed for
similar purposes with black pepper; but they were found much less powerful
and fell in to disuse. Some years since they were again brought into notice
in England as a remedy in gonorrhooa.. This applica.tion of cubcbs was derived from India, where they have long been used in gononhrea. and gleet,
and as a. grateful stomachic and ca rmin ative in disorders of the digestive
organs. 'l'hcy are said to have sometimes pro?uced swelled testicle, when
given in gonorrhrea; and, though recommended mall its stages, will proLably
be found most safe and effectual in cases wbere the inflammation is confined
to the mucous membrane of the urethra. If not speedi ly useful, they should
be discontinued. 'l'hey have been given also in leuconhooa, cystirrhrea, abscess of the prostate gland, piles, and chronic bronchial inflammation. 'l'hey
are best administered in powder, of which the dose in gonorrhooa is from one
to three drachms, three or fou r times a day. }'or other affections, the dose
is sometimes reduced to ten grains. 'l'he volatile oil may be subst ituted , in
the dose of ten or twelve drops, suspended in water by means of sugar. An
ctherc~l extract is directed by the U. S. Pharmacopooia, and considerably used.
(See Extraclmn Oubcbre Fluidmn.) An infusion, made in th e proportion of
an ounce of powdered cubebl:i to a pint of water, has been employed as au
injection in discharges from the Yag:iua, with asserted ad\'antage.
OJ]: Prtp. Extractuw Cubebre Fluidum; Oleum Cubcb::e; Tinctura. Cubeboo.
W.
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CUPRUllf.

Copper.
Cuine, Fr.; Kupfer, Germ.; Rame, Ital.; Cobre, Span.

'!'his metal is very generally diffused in nature, and exists principally_ in
four states; as native copper, as au oxide, as a imlphuret~ and as n salt. Its
princip:d native salts arc the sulphate, carbonate, arsematc, and pliospbate.
In the United States it occurs in various localities, but es pec ially in the neighbourhood of J_Jakc Super ior, where a mass of metallic copper, ·weighing more
tlrn.n 3000 pounds, has been found. The principal copper mines of ~uropc are
those of the Pyrenees in li'rancc, Cornwall in England, and Fahlun 111 Sweden.
Propalies. Copper is a brilliant, sonorous metal, of a recldisb colour, aacl
very ductile, malleable, and tenacious. It has a. slightly nauseous taste, and
emits a disagreeable smell when rubbed. Its texture is granular, and its fracture hackly. Its sp. gr. is 8·89, and its fusing point 19%° F., according to
Daniell, being intermediate between that of si lver and tha.t of gold. It~ equivalent number is 31·6. Exposed to the air it undergoes n. slight tarnish. Its
combinations arc numerous and important. With oxygen it forms two well
characterized oxides, a red subox idc or dioxide, cons isting of two cqs. of copper
and one of oxygen, and a. black protoxide formed of one eq. of metal and
one of oxygen. 'l'he latter oxide, which alone is salifiable, forms witb acids
several salts, important in medicine and the arts. ·with metal.'1 1 copper forms
num erous alloys, of which that with zinc, called brass, is the most useful.
l'hw·acteristics. Copper is recognised by its colour, and the effect of tests
on its nitric solu ti on. '!'bis solution, with potassa, soda, and amrnonia, yields
a blue precipitate, solubl e in excess of the latter alkali, with which it for ms a
deep blue liquid. l~crrocyanuret of potassinru occasions a brown precipitate
of ferrocyanuret of copper; and a bright plate of iron, immersed in the solution, immediately becomes covered with a film of metallic copper. 1'he ferrocyanuret of potassium is an exceedingly delicate test for Jetccting minute
portious of copper in solution. Another test, proposed by :M. Verguin, is to
precipitate the copper in the metallic state on platinum by electro.chemical
action. For this purpose a drop of the liquid to be examined is placed on a
slip of platinum foil, and a slip of bright iron is brouglit in contact with the
platinum and the liquid. If copper be present, it will be instantly precipitated on the surface of the platinum.
Action on the Animal l,(:onomy. Copper, ln its pure state, is perfectly inert,
but in corubina.tion is highly deleterious. Nevertheless, a minute portion of
the metal, so far as researches have extended, is always present iu the healthy
body. According to l\lillon 1 the copper in the blood, like the iron, is attacheJ.
to the reel corpuscles. To bring the copper into a. state favouraLle for ready
detection, he advises that blood, as it escapes from a. \•ein, be received in about
three ti rues its bulk of water, and the mixture poured into a bottle of chlorine
and agitated. Tlie whole, upon being rapidly filtered, furui~hes a liquid in
which copper is readily detected. (Ohem. Gaz., JuuC 1, 18-18.) Its combi·
nation,s, when taken in J?Oisouons doses, produce a coppery taste in the mouth;
nausea and vomiting; vJOlent pain of the stomach and bowels; frequent black
:md bloody stools; sllall, irregular, sharp, and frequent pulse; fain tings; burning thirst; diffieulty of breathing; cold sweats; paucity of urine; violent headache; cramps, convulsions, and finally death. 'fhe best treatment in cases of
poisoning by copper, is to administer white of eggs, diffused iu water, iu lt1.rge
and repeated doses. If this remedy be not at Land, the patient must in the
mean time be gorged with warm water or with milk, and the throat irritated
by the finger or a feather, in order to excite vomiting. Should rnmiting not
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take place by tl1csc means, the stomach-pump may be emplnyed. Magnesia
has been proposed as an antidote to the poisonous effects of the salts of copper
by M. lloucher. (Sec pnge 308.)
In medico-legal exami nations, where eupreous poisoning is suspected, Orfila.
recommends that the viscera be boiled in distilled water for an hour, and that
the matter obtained by evaporating the filtered decoction to dryness, be carbonized by nitric acid. 'l'be matter thus treated will contain the copper. B.v
proceeding in this way, there is no risk of obtaining the copper naturally
existing in the animal tissues . This method of proceeding is preferable to
that of examining the contents of the stomach and intestines, from which
copper may be absent, while yet it may have penetrated the different orgaut-t
by absorption, especially the abdominal viscera.
Vessels of copper should be discontinued in al1 operations connected with
pharmacy and domestic economy; for, although the metal uncombined is
inert, yet the ri:.ik i~ great that the vessels may be acted on i in which eyent,
whatever may be contain ed in it would be rendered deleterious.
'l1 hc following is a. list of all the preparations containing copper in the U.S.
and British Pharmacoproias.
Cupri Subacctas, U.S., Dub.; .1Erugo, Lond.,Ed.; AnglieC, YerJigris.
Cupri Subacctas Prropara.tum, JJub.; AnglicC, Prepm·ed verdi!Jris.
Unguentum Cupri Subacetatis, lJ. S., Dub.; Ung. JEruginis, Ed.
Linimeutum ~ruginis, Land.
}Jmplastrum Cantharidis Compositum, Ed.
Cupri Sulphas, US., Ed., Dub.; Cupri Sulphas Vcnalis, Lond.
Cupri S ulpbns, Lond.
Cnprum Ammonia tum, U.S., Ed.; Cupri Ammonio-Sulphas, Lond.,

Dub.
Cupri Arumoniati Solutia, Ed.; Liquor Cupri Ammonio-Sulphatis,

Lond.
Pilulro Cupri Ammoniati, Ed.

B.

CUPRI SUBACETAS. U.S., Dub.
Subacetate of Copper.
Impure subacctate of copper. U.S.

0.fl S,vn. lERUGO. Lond., Ed.

Verdigris; Acetate decuine brut, Vert-de-gris, Fr.; Grlinspan, Germ.; Verderame,
Ital.; Cardcnillo, Span.

Preparntion. V crdigris is prepared in large quantities in the Sou th of
li''rance, more particularly in the neighbourhood of l\Iontpellier. It i~ also
ruanufoctured in Great llritain and Sweden. In France the process is con·
ducted in the following manner. Sheets of copper are stratified with the
refuse of the grape which is left after the expression of the juice in making
wine, and arc allowed to remain in this state for a month or six weeks. At
the end of this time, the plates are found coated with a considerable quantity
of verdigris. This is scraped off, and the plates are then replaced as at first,
to be further acted on. The scrapings thus obtained form a paste, which is
afterwards well beaten with wooden mallets, and packed in oblong leathern
sacks, about ten inches in length by eight in breadth, in which it is dried in
the sun, until the luaf of Ycrdigris, as it is called, attains the proper degree
of hardness. The rationale of the process is easily understood. The grapercfuse contains a considerable quantity of juice, which, by contact with the
air, undergoes the acctous fermentation. 1l'he copper becomes oxidized, and
20
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Oupri Subacetas.-Ottpri Sulpltas.
1

!~: re~~~~~~i~:,i~~~!~ ~~: :~~~~i:t~t:i!!~ c~~~e~c~;i:e~~\~rfs~ne~~;c~n~l:~~~
a purer verdigris is prepared by !llternatiug copper plates with pieces of woollen
cloth steeped in pyroligneous acid.
Verdirrris co mes to this country exclus ively from France, being imported
principafiy from Bordeaux and l\larseilles. The leathern packages in which
it is put up, called sacks of verdigris, weigh generally from twenty-five to
thirty pounds, and arrive in casks, eaeh containing from thirty to forty sacks.
Propcrtie,s. Verdigris is in masses of a p<llc-green colour, and composed
of a mult.itude of minute si lky crystals. Sometimes, however, it occurs of a
bright blue colour. Its taste is coppery. It is insoluble in alcohol, and,
by the action of water, a portion of it is resolved into the neutral acetate
wLicb dissolves, nud a trisacetatc which remains behind in the form of a
rlnrk green powder, gradually becoming black. It is Lenee evide nt that,
when verdigris is prepared by levigation with water, as was formerly done
by the Dublin College, it is altered in its nature. The neutral acetate is the
crystaJlizcd acetate of copper, or crjjMals of Venus. When verdigris is acted
on by sulphuric acid, it is decomposed, vapours of acetic acid being evoked,
easily recognised by their vinegar odour. It is soluble almost entirely in
ammonia, and dissolves in muriatic and dilute sulphuric acids with the
exception of impurities, which shoulJ not exceed five per cent. When of
good quality, it has a liYely green colour, is free from black or white spots,
and is dry and difficult to break. 'l'he grecu rust, called in popular language
Terdigris, which copper vessels are apt to contract when not kept clean, is a
carbollate of copper, and should not be confounded with real verdigris.
Cornposition. Verdigris, apart from its impuriti es, is a variable mixture
of the subacetates of copper; the basic sesquiacetate prcdomim:iting in the
green variety, the diacetate in the blue. The London College defines it to
be a diacctatc of copper; the Edinburgh, the commercial cliacetate. ·when
acted on by water, two eqs. of the portion consistinJ?; of diacetate are converted into one eq. of soluble neutral acetate, and one of insoluble trisaeetate .
.Afedicol ProJJCriies and Uses. Verdigris is used externally as a detergent
and esc·harotic, and is occasionally appli ed to chronic eruptions, foul and indolent ulcers, nnd venereal warts. The special applications of it will be
mentioned under it_s preparations. For it.:. effects as a poison 1 see Gupr111n.
Ojj'. Prep. Cupn Subacetas Prreparatum; Empb.strum Cantharidis Composituru; Linimentum ~ruginis; Ungucnturn Cupri Subacetatis.
B.

CUPRI SULPI-IAS. US., Eel., Dub.
8ulp1wte of Copper.
OJ!

Sy~1.

CUPRI SULPIIAS VRNALIS. Lo»d.

bl~},u;r~'.-t ~~i;~~~:~~~~1;~~-i~J~~~~-~ :~; f~~,,ft~~~:~:~1;:u~~~~~~~~l~ri~~0~e~-1 e0~1?t~:~:;e~~:
1

1

Germ.; Jlame solfato, Vitriolo di ramc, ital.; Sulfato de cobre, Vitriolo nzul, Span.

Preparation, &c. Sulphate of copper occasiollally exists in nature, in
solution in the water which flows through copper mines. In this case the
salt is obtai.ned by mere!~ ~\·ap?r~ting the waters which naturally contain it.
Another method for obtammg 1t 1s to roast the native sulphuret in a reverberatory furnace, whereby it is made to pa-es, by absorbing oxygen, into the
state of sulphate. The roasted mass is lixiviated, and the solution obtained
is evaporated that crystals may form. The salt, procured by either of these
methods, contains a little tersulphate of the sesquioxide of iron, from which it
may be freed by adding an excess of protoxide of copper, which hns the effect
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of precipitating the sesquioxide of iron. A third method consists in wetting,
aud then sprinkling with sulphur, shee ts of copper, whi ch arc nex t heated to
re<lncs!I, and afterwards plunged into water while hot. The samC' operation
is repeated until the sheets are entirely corroded. At first a sulphurct of
the metn l is formed, whi ch, by the action or heat and air, g-radually passes
into the state of su lphate of the oxide. This is di ssolved in the water, and
obtained in crystals by evaporation. A fourth method is to di ssolve copper
sca les to saturation in sulphuric acid, contained in a wooden vessel, lined
with sheet lead. rl'l1c scales consist of metallic copper, mixed with oxide,
and arc obtained in the process of annealing sheet copper.
Sometimes l'u lphat e of copper i!" obtained in pursuing one of the method s
for sepa rating sil ver from go ld. The si lver is dissolved by boiling tbe alloy
in su lphuri c acid. The sulp hate of si lver formed is then decomposed by the
imm ersion of copper plates in its solution, with the eflect of forming sulphate
of cop per and precipicating the sih"Cl'.
Properties. S ulphate of copper bas a. rich deep-blue colour, and strong
metallic sl.J ptic ta ste. It reddens vegetable blues, and crystallizes in large,
tran spareot, rhomboidal prism!", which effloresce slightly in the air, and are
soluble in four parts of cold, and two of boiling water, but insoluble in alcohol. When heated it first melts in its wat er of CrJStallization, and then
dries and becomes white. If th e beat be increased, it next undergoes tbe
ign eo us fusion; and finally, at a high temperature, loses its acid, protoxide
of copper being left_ P otassa , soda, and ammonia. throw down from it a
bluish-white preci pitate of hyd rated protoxide of Mpper, which is imm ed iately dissolved by au excess of the la::.t-ruentioned alkali, forming a ri ch deep·
blue soluti on, c11lled ogua soppltfrina. It is ulso clecnmposed by the alkalin e carbonates, and by borax, acetate and subacetatc of lead, aeetate of iron,
nitrate of si!Ycr, corro::;ive chloride of mercury, tartrate of potassa , and chloride of calcium; and it is precipitated by all astringent >egetable infusions.
If it beco ine \'e ry green on the surface by the action of the air, it shows the
presence of scsquioxidc of iron. This oxide may also be detected by ammonia, whi ch will tbrnw it down along with ~he oxide of copper, without taking
it up wh('n added in execs~. When su lphate of copper is obtained from the
dippin~ lifJuid of ma11ufacturcrs of brass or German i:::il-.cr ware, it is alwayd
contnminat~d with sulphate of zin c, as pointed out by Mr. S. Pi esse.
This
liquid is at first a mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids, but becomes, at last,
nearl_y sat urated with copper. When zinc is present in sulphate of copper,
it will be taken up by solution of potas:m., added in excess, from whi ch it
may be thrown clown, in white flocks, by a e.olution of bicarbouated alkali.
8ulpbate of copper consists of one cq. of sulphuric aci<l 40, one of protoxidc
of copper 39·6, and fi'fe. of water 45=124·6.
111tdical Properties. Sulphate of copper, in small doses, is astringent and
tonic; iu large ones a prompt emetic. With a view to its toni c effect it has
been given in intermittent fovcr, as well as in epilcp!"y and other spasmodic
diseases; and as an emetic, for discharging poisons from the stomach, espeC'ially op iuru. In croup it has been employed as an emetic with encouraging
success. I t bas also been highly recommended in chronic dianh cca. Externally it is employed in solutio11 as a stimulant to ill-condition ed ulcers, as an
escb:iroti c for destroying warts, fungous granulati ons, and ca llous edges, and
as a stypti c to bleeding surfaces. It is found, in not a few in stances, to pro·
mote tbe cicat rizati ou of ulcers, and is not unfreq ucntly employed, with that
view, as a wa!:lh fo r chancres. In weak solution, eit her al one or associated
with other sub~tan ces, it forms u. usefu l eollyrinm in th e chronic stages of
some forms of opbtbnlmia. Ei g ht grains of it, mixed with an C<] ual weigh t
of .\.rmeuiau bole and two grains of camphor, and added to half a pint of
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boiling water, forms, _nfter becoming limpid by res~, a ~ollyrium strongly
1
recommended by Mr. ·ware in the purulent op~tbalm1:1 of m!ants. The dose,
as au astringent or to11ic, is a quarter of a gram, gradually mcrea~ed; as an
emetic, from two to five grains . As a. stimulant wash, the soluhon may be
made of the strength of two, four, or eight grains to the fiuidou~ce_ of water.
Orfila cautions against giving large doses of this salt a~ an emetic rn ~ase~ of
poisoning; as it is apt, from its poisonous e~ects, to mcreasc the m1sch1e~,
when it happen~ not to be expelled by vomitrng. Upon the whole, such HI
the activity of the sulphate of copper, that it should be exhibited with caution. li'or its effects as a poison, sec Ouprmn.
l\'I. RoucLer, from the results of some experimental trials, has proposed
magnesia as an antidote for sulphate of copper. rro be efficacious, the earth
must be administered in a short time after the ingestion of the sulphate, and
in a riuantity, at least, eight times its amount. From the manner in whi?h
magnesia reacts with the other salts of copper, 1\1. Roucher infers that it will
prove an antidote to all of them.
OJ!. Prep. Cupri Sulphas, Lond. j Cnprum Ammoniatum.
B.

CURCUMA. U.S. Secondary, Ed.
Turmeric.
The rhizoma of Curcuma longa. U.S., Ed.
Safran des lndes, Fr.; Rllrknmu, Gclbwurz, Germ.; Curcumn, Ital., Span.; Zirsood,
Arab.; lluldie, lfindoo.
CuRCOMA. Sex. Syst. Monandria l\Ionogynia..-Nat. 01·d. Zingiberacere
Gen. Cit. lloth limbs of the corolla three partite. A11ther with two spurs
at the base. Seeds with an arillus. Loudon's E11cyc.
Curcuma longa. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 14; Wood\"'. Jlled. Bot. p. 737, t.

252. The root of this plant is perennial, tuberous, palmate, and internally
of a deep yellow or orange colour. The leaves are rndical, large, lanceolate,
obliquely nerved, sheathing at their base, and closely embrace each other.
The scape or flower.stem, which rises from the midst of the leaves, is short,
thick, smooth, and constitutes a spike of numerous imbricated bracteal scale$,
between which the flowers successively make their appearance. The plant is
a native of the East Indies and Coch in-china, and is cultivated in v:nious
parts of Southern Asia, particularly in China, Bengal, and Java, whence the
root is exported. The best is said to come from China..
The dried root is in cylindrical or oblong pieces, about as thick but not as
long as the finger, tuberculated, somewhat contorted, externally ycllowishbrown or greenish-yellow, internally deep orange-yellow, hard, compact, breaking with a fracture like that of wax, .and yielding a yellow or orange-yellow
powder. Another variety, comparatively rare, is round or oval, about the
size of a pigeon's egg, and marked externally with numerous annular wrinkles.
Sometimes it comes cut into two transverse segments. It is di$tinguished by
the name of c1ircuma rotunda, the former being called cm·cuma lo11ga. The two
varieties have a close resemblance in sensible properties, anJ are thought to be
derived from the same plant, though formerly ascribed to different species of
Curcuma. The odour of turmeric is peculiar; the taste warm, bitterish, and
feebly aromatic. It tinges the saliva. yellow. Analyzed by Pelletier and
Vogel, it was found to contain ligoin, starch, a. peculiar yellow colouring
matter called cunwnin, a brown colouring matter, gum, an odorous and
very acrid volatile oil, and a small quantity of chloride of calcium. Curcumin is obtained, mixed with a little Yolatile oil, by digesting the a.lcoholic
ext.ract of turmeric in ether, and eyaporating the ethereal tincture. It
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may be procured perfectly pure by separating it /from its combination with
oxide of lead. It is brown in mass, but yellow in the state of powder,
without odour or taste, scarcely solubl e in water, but very soluble in alcohol, ether, and the oils. The alkalies rapidly change its colour to a reddishbrowu; and paper tinged with tincture of turm eric is employed as a test
of their presence. Berzelius, however, states that its colour is changed to red
or brown ish-red by the concentrated mineral acids, by pure boracic acid, especially when dissolved in alcohol, and by numerous metallic salts; so that its
indica ti ons ca.nnot be certainly relied on. Its alcoholic solution produ ces
coloured precipitates with acetate of lead , nitrate of silver, and other salts.
1' urmeric is used for dyeing yellow; but the colour is not permanent.
Medical P roperties, &c. This root is a stimulant aromatic, bearing some
resemblance to gi nge r in its operation, and is much used in India as a condiment. It is a. constant ingredient in the curries so generally employed in
the East. In former times it bad some reputation in Europe as a remedy in
j aundi ce and other visceral diseages; but at present it is employed only to
impart colour to ointments, and other pharmaceutic preparations.
1'unneric paper, u ~ed as a test, is prepared by tingin g white un sized paper
with a tin cture or decoction of turmeric. Th e tincture may be made with
one part of turmeric to six parts of proof spirit ; the decoction. with one J)<trt
of the root to ten or twelve of water. 'l'he access of acid or alkaline vapours
should be carefully avoided.
W.

CYDONIUM. U.S. Secondary, Lond.
Quince Seed.
Th e seP.ds of Cydonia vulgaris. U.S., Lo11d.
Seme11 ccs de coings, .Pr.; Quittenkerue, Oerm.; Semi di cotogno, I lal.; Simicnte de
mem brillo, Spun.

The quinCe tree has been separated from the genus Pyrus, and erected into
a new one with th e titl e C!Jdonici, which is now generally admitted by bota.
nists. It differs from Pyros in the circumstance that the cells of its fruit con·
tain m:rn y seeds, instead of two only as in t.he latter.
CY DON lA. Sex.S!Jsl. Icosandria Pcntagynia.- .Nat.Ord. Pomaccro.
Gen. Ch. Cul!JX five-parted, with leafy divisions. .Apple closed, many·
seeded. l'esta muc ila .~:6 nou s . Loudon's E nq;c.
Ogdonia vu(garis. P ersoon, E nchir. ii. 40. -P!Jrus C'ydonia. Willd. Sp.
P lwd. ii. 1020; Woodv. N ed. Bot. p. 505, t.. 182. The common quint c
tree is characterized as a species by its dow ny deciduous lea\'es. It is supposed to be a nati\'C of Crete, but grows wild in Au stria, on tbe banks of I.be
Danube. It is abundantly cultivat ed in thi s country. The fruit is about
the size or a. pea r, yellow, down y, of ~n a~reeable odour, and a. r ough, astringent, acidulous taste ; and in each of its five cells contain s from eight to four.
teen seeds. Though not eaten raw, it forms a very pl easant confection; and
a sy rup prepared from it may be used as a. grateful addition to drinks in sickn ess, especiall y in loosenef.ls of the bowels, which it is supposed to restrain by
its astriug:eucy. 1'he seeds are the officinal portion.
They are ovate, angled, reddish-brown exte rnally, white within, inodorous,
and nearly insipid, being sli ghtly bitter when long chewed. Their coriaceous
enve lope abounds in mucilage, wLich is extracted by boil ing water. 'l'wo
drachrns of the seeds will render a pint of water thick and ropy. It has been
proposed to evapo rat e the decoction to dryness, and powder the resid ue.
'l 'hree gra ins of this powder form a sufficiently consistent muci lage with an
ounce of water. According to l\I. Garot, one part communicates to a thou-
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sand parts of water a (;:emi-syrupycon~istence. (Jou~·n. de Pl/(lr!n.el df' Chim.,
3c sfr., iii. 298.) Dr. Pereira conside rs tbe muc1lage ~r. quince .seeds . as. a,
peculiar substance, and proposes to cull it cydonin. It diffors from ar~bm rn
not yielding a precipitate with silicate of potassa, and from bassorm and
ccrasi n, in being soluble in water both hot an~ cold.
Medical Properties, &c. The mucilage of qumcc seeds may be used for the
same purposes as other mucilagiuou.~ liqui ds. It is pr~ferred. by s.ome prac~
titioners as a local application in conjunctiva! ophthalmia, bu~ m tlus country
is less used for that purpose than the infusion of sassafras pith.
OJ!. Prep. I>ecoctum Cydoui i.
W.

CYiVIINUM. Lond.
Cumin Seed.
Cuminum Cvrninum. The fruit. Lond.
Off Syn. C\Jl\lINU M. Fruit of Cuminu.m Cyminum. Ed.
Cumiu, }t"'r.; ROmischer K1immcl, Germ.; Commo, Ital., Span.

CuM JNU:-.I. Sex. S!Jsl. Pentaudria Digyuia.-Nat. Ord. Apiacere or Umbelliferre.
Gen. Ch. Fi'uit ovate, strinted. Partial nmbels four. lnvolucres four-cleft.
Curninwm. Cyniimm1. 1.Villd . Sp. Plant. i. 1440; 'Yoodv. Med. Bot. p.
1-12, t. 56. This is au annua l plant, about six or eight in ches high, ha\'iug
a round, i:;lcndcr, hl'anching stem, with numerous narrow, linear, pointed,
smooth, grass-like leaves, of a. deep green colour. The flowers are white or
purple, ::ind disposed in numerous terminal umbels, which have \'cry few rap.,
and are attended with general and partiai involucres, consisting of three or
four linear leaflets. The fruit consists of two oblong plano-com·ex half-fruits,
common ly called seeds, united by their flat sides. The plant is a natire of
Egypt, but is cultivated for its fruit in Sicilyi l\lalta, rind other part~ of Europe.
1'he cumin seeds of the shops arc e1\ipticnl 1 flat on one sid e, Convex, furrowed, and rough on the other, about one-sixth of an inch in length, and of
a light-brown colour. Each has set·en longitu dina l ri dges . Two seeds are
sometimes united together as upon the plant. Their odour is peculiar, sirring,
and heavy; thei r taste warm, bittcrish, aromatic, and disagreeable. 'l'hey
contain much essential oil, which is lighter than water, yellowish, and has
the sensible properties of the seeds. According to Schweitzer and VOlckel,
it consists of two distinct oil s, one called tarvcne, contain in g no oxygen, and
isomeric with oil of turpentine, the other consisting of ca rbon, hydro~cn,
and oxygen, and named carvole. (Ann. dcr Gliem. unclPlwrni., lxxxv. 246.)
.Medical Propatirs ond [ises . la medical properties cumin seeds resemble
the other aromatic fru!ts of umbellifcrous plants, but arc more stimulating.
They are seldom used m the United States, and appear to ha\'C been retained
by the London College merely as an ingredient in a stimulant and discutieut
plaster. The dose is fr om fifteen grains to half a. dracbrn.
Off. Prep. Emplastrum Cu mini.
W.

DELPIIINIUM. U.S. Seconda1·y.
Lw·lcspw·.
The root of Delphinium Consoli<la. U.S.
}lied d'alloucttc1 Fr.; Fel<l-Rillcrsporn, Oerm.

Sex. Syst. Polyandria Trigynia.-Nat. Ord. Ranunculacere.
Gen. Ok Cu(IJX none. Petals five. Nectary bitid, horned behind. Pods
three or one. l l't'/lr.t.
DELPHTNJUM.
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Delphinfom Co11sQ/iJn. Willd. Sp. Plm1l. ii. 1226; J..ioudon's Enryc. of
Plants, p. 4i3, 7832. 'l'be larkspur is a showy annual plant, with an erect,
branched, slightly pubescent stem. Its leaves are Jivided into linear segments, widely separated, and forked at the summit. The flowers arc usually
of a beautiful. azure-blue colour, and disposed in loose terminal racemes, with
peduncles lon~cr than the bractes. The nectary is one-leaved, with an ascending: horn nearly equalling the corolla. 'l'he seeds are contained in smooth,
solitary capsules. This species of larkspur has been introduced from Europe
into the United States, where it has become naturalized, wowing in the woods
and fields, and flowering in June and July.
Various parts of tbe larkspur have been employed in medicine; and the
plant is said to ba\•e properties closely analogous to those of Delphinium Strtphisagria. (See Stoplu,"sogrici.) 'The flowers are bitter and acrid, and, having
form erly been supposed to possess the power of healing wounds, gave the name
of conHolida to the species. '!'bey were considered diuretic, emmenagogue,
and vermifuge; but. are not now used. The seeds are very acrid, are esteemed
diuretic, and in large dosef.l produce vomiting and purging. They were analyzed by ~Ir. '1.'homas C. Ilopkins, of Baltimore, and found to contain delp!th1ia, volatile oil, fixed oil, gum, resin, chlorophylle, gallic acid, and salts
of potassa, lime, and iron. (Ani. Joum. of Phm·m., xi. 8.) A tincture prepared
by macerating an ounce of the seeds in a pint of diluted alcohol, has been
found usefu l in spasmodic asthma. and dropsy. The dose is ten drops, to be
gradually increased till 1"1ome effects upon the system are evinced. 'l'hc remedy
has been employed both iu America. and England; and the seeds of an indigenous species, D. exaltatum, have been applicJ to a. sim il ar purpose. The
root probably possesses the same properties as other parts of tlie plant i but,
though designated in the Phannacopcoia, is little if at all used.
W.

DIGITALIS. U. 8., Land., Ed., Dub.
Foxglove.
The leaves of Digitalis purpurca. U. S., Ed., Dub . The fresh and dried
leaf of the ~tem of the wild herb. IJOnd.
Digitale pouqH'ee, Doighticr, Pr.; Purpurrothcr Fingerhut, Ge:rm.; Digitale purpurea,
Ital.; Ded:tlcra, Span.
DroITALJS. Sex. SJst. Didynamia.Angiospcrmia..-Nat. Ord. Scrophular-

iacere.
Gen. Oft.

Cal!JX fivc·p~•rted.

'
Corolla bell-shaped, five.cleft, ventricose.

Capsule ovate, two-ecllc~. lVi:tld.
JJi'gitalis p1Lrp10-ea. Will<l. Sp. Plant. iii. 383; Woodv. lJJed. Bot. p. 218,
t. 78. The foxglove is a beautiful plant, with a. bienni:Ll or perennial, fibrous
root, which, in the first year, sends forth large tufted leaves, and in the following summer, a. single erect, downy, and lea.fy stem, rising from two to five
feet in height, and terminating in an elegant spike of purple flowers. The
lower leaves arc ovate, pointed, about eight inches in length and three in
breadth, and stand upon sbort, winged footstalks; t.he upper are alternate,
sparse, and lanceolate; both arc obtusely serrnted at their edges, anrJ have
wrinkled velvety surfaces, of which the upper is of a fine deep -green colour,
the under paler and wore downy. 1I111e flowers arc numerou.s, and attacLed
to the upper part of the stem by short peduncles, iu such a. manner as
generally to hang down upon one side. At the base of each ~edu1.10le is a
flornl leaf, which is sessil e, ovate, and pointed. Tbe calyx: is divided rnto five
segments, of which the upperm ost is narrow er than the others. The corolla.
is monopctalous, bell-form, s welling on the lower side, irregularly divided a.t
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the margin into short obtuse lobes, and in shape and size bearing some resemblance to the end of the fin O'er of a. rrlove, a. circumstance which has suggested
most of the uame::i by which the Plant is designated ii;i d.iff~rent languages.
Its mouth is guarded by long soft hairs. Externally, it is rn general o~ a.
bright purple colour; internally, is sprinkled with black spots upon a white
ground. There is a >ariety of tlie plant in which the flowers are white . The
filaments are white, curved, and surmounted by large yellow anthers. 'l'be
style, which is simple, supports a bificl stigma. The seeds are very small,
numerous, grayish-brow~, and contained in a. pyrami~al, two-celled .capsule.
The foxglo\'C grows wild in the temperate parts of burope, where 1t flowers
in the middle of summer. In this country it is culti\·ated both as an ornamental plant and for medicinal purposes. The leaves are the part usually
employed. i\Iuch care is requisite in selecting, preparing, and preserving
them, in order to insure their activity. They should be gathered in the second year, immediately before or during the period of inflorescence, and those
only chosen which are full-grown and perfectly fresh. (Geiger.) It is said
that those plants are preferable which grow spontaneously in elevated places,
exposed to the sun. (.Duncan .) As the leaf.stalk and midrib are comparatively inactive, they may be rejected. Withering recommends that the leaves
should be dr ied either in the sunshine, or by a gentle heat before the fire;
and care should be taken to keep them separate while drying. Pereira states
that a more common, and, in his opinion, a preferable mode, is to dry them
in a basket, in a dark place, in a drying stove. It is probably owing, in part,
to the wa.nt of proper attention in preparing digitalis for the market, that it
is so often inefficient. Much of the medicine kept in our shops is obbincd
from the settlement of the Shakers in New York, and is in oblong compact
masses, into which the leaves ha\'e been compressed. In some of these cakes
the digitalis is of good quality; but we have seen others in which it was quite
the reverse, and some which were mouldy in the interior; and, upon the whole,
cannot but consider this mode of preparing the drug as objectionable. 'l'he
dried leaves should be kept in tin canisters, well closed so as to exclude light
and moisture; or they may be pulverized, aud the powder preserved in wellstppped and opaque phials. As foxglove deteriorates by time, it should be
frequently renewed, a.c; often, if possible, as once a year. Its quality must
be judged of by the degree in which it possesses the characteristic properties
of colour, smell, and especially taste.
The seeds cOt\tain more of the active principle than the leaves, are 1ess apt
to suffer in drying, and keep better; and might, therefore, be substituted for
them with propriety.
•
Properties. Foxglove is without smell in the recent state, but acquires a
faint narcotic odour when dried. Its taste is bitter and nauseous. The
colour of the dried leaf is a dull pale green, modified by the whitish down
upon the under surface; that of the powder is a fine deep green. Digitalis
yields its virtues both to water and alcohol. These virtues reside in a peculiar bitter principle, which was first isolated by i\I. Homolle. In the extracti~n of th!s. principle, called d(qi"talfo, be emp!oyed the agency of taunic
acid, as ongrnally proposed by 1\J. 0. Henry. 'lbe latter chemist has somewhat simplified the process of l\I. Homolle. _\n alcoholic extract is first
prepared. This is treated with distilled water acidulatcd with acetic acid,
and heated to about 110° F., a little animal charcoal being added. 1'o the
liquor, filtered, and partially neutralized by ammonia, a. fresh concentrated
infusion of ~alls is gradually added, so long as a precipitate is produced.
'l'his precipitate, which is tannate of digitalin, is obtained separate by decanting tLe liquid, is washed with pure water, mixed with a little alcohol, and then
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rubbed in a mortar with one.third of its weight of very finely powdered lith-
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animal charcoal, filtered, and evaporated at a very gentle heat. The residue
is acted on twice or three times with cold sulphuric ether, which removes irripurities, and leaves the digitalin. This may be powdered, or obtained in
small scales by dissolving it in the least quantity of alcohol, and allowing tbei
concentrated solution to evaporate in a stove upon plates of glass. From 1000
parts of the leaves, l'II. Ilenry obtained between 9 and 10 parts of <liµ'italin.
(Jou,rn. de Pharm,., 3e sfr., vii . 462.) This substance is white, inodorous,
crystallizable wit,h difficulty, of an inte nse bitterness, sternutatory when
powdered, slightly decomposed at a boiling heat, soluble in about 2000 parts
of cold water, more soluble in boiling water1 which retains one part iu ] 000
when it cools, very soluble in alcohol cold or hot, very slightly soluble in ether,
incapable of precipitating salts, without alkaline or acid reaction 1 and destitute of nitrogen. It forms an insoluble compound with tannic acid. It has
the characteristic property of giving a fine emerald-green colour to concentrated muriatic acid. In the plant, it is rendered soluble in water by means
of saline or extractive matters. It bas the effects of digitalis on the system.
In the dose of about one-thirteenth of a grain, three times a day, continued
for three days, it lessened the frequency of the pulse to 50 in the minute,
produced headache and other unpleasant effects on the brain, and sensibly
increased the urine. The effect continued for two days after the suspension
of its use. (ibid., vii. 65.) Besides the bitter principle, digitalis contains
a volatile oil, a fatty matter, a red colouring substance analogous to extractive,
chlorophyllc, albumen, starch, sugar, gum, ligniu, and salts of potassa and
lime, among which, according to Rein and Haase, is superoxalate of potassa.
l\l. Mor in, of Geneva, has discovered in the leaves two acids; one fixed, called
digi"talic acid, the other volatile and resembling valerianic acid, which he
proposes to name antfrrhinic acid. (Ibid., vii. 294.) Dr. ~lorries obtained a.
narcotic empyreumatic oil by the destructive distilbtion of the leaves.
MediCol Properties and i:~es. Digita li s is narcotic, sedative, and diuretic.
When administered in quantities sufficient to bring the system decidedly
under its influence, it is apt to produce a sense of tigbtnc~s or weight with
dull pain iu the bead, vertigo, dimness or other disorder of vi~ion, and more
or le.'3s confusion of thought. At the same time, it occasionally gives rise
to irritation in the pharynx and resophagus, which extends to the larynx and
trachea, producing hoarseness j and, in more than one imstance, pt ya I ism has
been observed to result. It sometimes also disturbs the bowels, and excites
nausea, or even vomiting. Another and higbl.Y important effect is an augmented flow of urine. This bas been ascribed by some to the increased ab~
sorption which digitalis is supposed to produce; and 1 in support of this opinion,
it is stated that its diuretic operation is observable only when dropsical effusion exists j but the fact seems to be, that it is capable of augmenting the
quautity of urine in health, and it probably exerts a dircctl_y stimulating
infiue~ce upon the secretory function r,f the ki<lnC'.vs. Thi::; in.fluence is Raid
sometimes to extend to tbe ~enital organs. BesiJcs the eflects above detailed, digitalis exerts a remarkab ly sediltive operation upon the heart. 'l'his
is exhibited in tLc reduction both of the force and frerplCDCJ of the pulse,
which sometimes sinks fom the ordinary standard to 50 1 -!O, or even 30
strokes in tlie minute. In some instances, however, it unJergoes little rhange;
in others only becomes irregular; and we a.re told that it is C\'CD occasionally
increased in frequency. It was observed by .Dr. Baildon that the effects of
digitalis ur,ou the circulation were very much influenceJ by posture. TL us,
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in his own case, the pulse, wLich had been reduced from 110 to 40 in the
recumbent position, w:is increased to 72 when he sat, and to 100 when he
stood. 'Ye do not discoYer anything remarkable in tl1i~ circumstance. It
is well known that the pulse is alwuys more frcriucnt in the erect than in the
horizontal posture, :md the difference is greater in a state of debility than in
health. Digitalis diminishes the frequency of the pulsations of the heart by
a directly debilitating power; and this very debility, when any exertion is
made which calls for in crensed action in that organ, cam~es it to attempt, by
an increase in the number of its contractions, to meet the demand which it
is unable to supply by an increase in their force. According to Dr. Traube,
it directly diminishes :rninrnl temperature iu febrile and inflammatory diseases,
without antecedent effect on the ci rculation. (See Arcliives Gen., 4esfr., xxviii .
338.) Dr. A. Buchner states thatdigilaliuarrestsvinous fonnentation,and consequently poisons the yeast plant. (See Am. Journ. of Plwrm., xxiv. 154.)
'l'be effects abo\·e detailed may result from digitalis given in remcdiate
doses. In larger quantities its operat ion is more violent. Nausea antl vomiting, stupo r or delirium, cold sweats, extreme prostration of strength, hiccough,
conrnlsions, and syncope, are :imong the alarming symptoms whicb indicate
its poisonous character. These effects are best counteracted by stimulants,
such as brandy, the volatile alkali, and opium. Should any of the poison be
suspected to remain, it. would be proper, before employing other measures, to
evacuate the stomach by the free U8C of warm liquids. From the experiments
of 1\l. Bonjean, it appears that powdered digitalis may be given to fow ls, in
lar~e quantities, with entire impunity. (Joum. de Phann., 3e sir., iv. 21.)
A peculiarity of digitalis is that, after having been given in moderate doses
for several days, without apparent effect, it sometimes acts suddenly with an
accumulated influence, endange ring e\'en life. It is, moreover, ve1:y perma.
neut in its operation, which, having once commenced, is maintained like that
of mercury, for a considerable period, without any fresh accessions of the
medicine. 1 he practical iuferenccs deducible from these properties of digitalis are, first, that, after it bas been administered for some time without
effect, great care should be taken not to increase the dose, nor to urge tbe
medicine too vigorously; and, secondly, that, after its effects ban begun to
:ippcar, it should be suspended for a time, or exhibited in smaller doses, lest
a. dangerous accumulation of its influence should be experienctid. In numerous in~tances death has resulted from its incautious employment.
Digitalis has been long known to possess medicinal powers; but it was never
regarded as a standard remedy, till after its application by Withering to the
treatment of dropsy, about t.he year 1775. lt is at present employed very
extensively, both for its diuretic power, and for its sedative influence over the
e ircula tiou. The former renders it highly useful in dropsical tliseascr-, though
lik e all other remedies it \'ery frequently fails; the latter adapts it to the
treatment of cases in which the action of the heart requires to be coutrolled.
'l'hc idea. was at one period entertained, that it might ser ve as a substitute
for the lancet in febrile and inftarumutory complaints; and it has been much
employed for this purpose by the advocates of the cont1·a-slimulant doctrine
in ltal.v; but experience has proved tLa.t it is a. very frail support in any case
in which the symptoms of inflammation are such as to call for the lo~s of
blood. As an adjuvant to the lancet, and in cases in which circum:-tances
forbid the eb:iploymcnt of that remedy, it is often useful. 'fhough it certainly has not the power, at one ti.me ascribed to it by some, of curing
phthisis, it acts beneficially as a. pa.lha.ti,·e in that complai nt by depressing
the excited movements of the heart. In the same way it proves ad,·antageous in aucurbm, hypertrophy and dilatation of the heart, palpitations from
1
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rheumatic or gouty irritation, and in variomi forms of hemorrhage, after action
has been 8ufficieutly reduced by the lancet. It has :ilso been prescribed in
mania, epilepsy, pertussis, and spasmodic asthma; and highly re~pf'etable
testimony can be adJuced in favour of its occasional efficacy in these com.
plaints. In delirium trcmcns it has been recommended as a 8pecif:ic, given
in the form of infusion, in the full dose, repeated c\·cry two hours till Rymp·
toms or narcoti!l;m are induced; but the practice is somewhat hazardous, un·
less the patient be carefully watched . (Am.. Jouni. qf .iJ.led. Sci., xvii. 501.)
'l'he medicine, externally applied, is said to act speedily and powerfully ns a
diuretic, and to have been useful in dropsy. For this purpose the fresh
lenves brui.~ed, or the tincture may be rubbed over the abdomen, and ou the
inside of the thighs. (Revue Nedi('(lfe, )Jay, 1834.)
Digitalis is admini5tercd in 8ubstance. The dose of tlic powder is one
µ;rain,. rcpea.ted twice or three times a clay, and gradually increasNl ti ll some
effect is produced upon the bead, stomacb, pulse, or kidneyR, wben it should
be omitted or reduced. 'fhe infusion and tincture are officinal preparatinns
often resorted to. (£-lee !11/usmn /)igitrdi.~ and 1.'inrtura Digitalis.) The extract has also been employed; and Orfila. found it, whether prepared with water
or alcobol, more powerful than tLe powder. Enormous doses of this medicine
have heen given with asf:erted impunity; and, when they occasion full vomiting, it is possible that they may scimefimcs prove harmless; but, when the
alarming effects sometimes experienced from comparati\•ely moderate doses
arc con sidered, the practice must be condemned as exceedingly hazardous.
Digital in bas been used internally, but itscmploymcat requi resgreatcaution.
It appears to have all the powers of digitalis, and poi:.scsses the advantuge of
more equable strength, and conscqucatly greater precision and certninty in
regard to the dose. It may be used for any of the purposes to which the
l<'avcs arc applicable; and may be administered in pill, or alcoholic solution.
The do!l;C to begin with should not exceed the fortieth or fiftieth of a grain,
aad should not be carried beyond the twelfth .
O.f/: Prep. Kxtraetum Digitalis; Infusum Digitalis; Pilulre Digitn lis et
W.
Scillro; Tinctura Digitalis.

DIOSPYROS. U. 8. Secondary.
Persimmon.
The unripe fruit of Diospyros Virginiana. CS.
DY08PYROS . Sex . S911/. ])irocia Octandria.-Mtt.Ord. Ebenaccro.
Gen. Git. l\J.H.E. Calyx four to six.deft. Corollll urceolate, four to six.
cleft. Stamens eight to sixteen; filaments often produciug two anthers. l?f;.
MAr,r.. Flower as the male. Stigmas four to five . Berry eight to twelve~
seeded. ]{uttall.
n1;o.~p.11ros Yirgiuirma. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 1 107; i\licbaux, N Am.
Rylv. ii 2Hl. The persimmon is an indigenous tree, rising sometimes in the
Southern States to the height of sixty fpct, with a trunk twenty inches in
diameter; but seldom nttaining more than half that size near it~ northern
limits, am! often not higher than fifteen or twenty feet. 'fbestem is straight,
and in the old tree covered with a furrowed blackish bark. The branches
arc ~preading; the lem'CS ovate·obloag, acuminatc, entire, smooth, reticulately
mined, alternate, and supported on pubescent footstalks. The buds are
smooth. The male and female flowers arc on different trees. They are
lateral , nxil\ary, !l;Olitary, nearly ses!l;ile, of a pale orang-c colour, and not con spicuous. 'l'hc fruit is a p;lobulur berry, dark-yellow when perfectly ripe, and
contaiuing numerous sccd:J cmbeJded in a soft yellow pulp.
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This tree is very common in the l\Iiddle and Southern State!'!; but, according to l\lichaux, does not flourish beyond the forty-second degree of north
latitude. 'l'be flowers appear in l\Iay or June; but the fruit is not ripe till
the middle of autumn. While green, the fruit is excessively astringent; but,
when perfectly mature, and after having been touched by the frost, it is sweet
nnd palatable. Michaux: states that, in the Southern and Westero States, it
is made into cnkes with bran, and used for preparing beer with the adJition
of water, hops, and yeast. A spirituous liquor may be obtained_ by the distillation of the fermented infusion. The unripe fruit was examined by Mr.
B. R. Smith, of Philadelphia, and found to contain taunic acid, sugar, malic
acid, colouring matter, and ligain. (Am,. Joum. of Phann., xv iii. 167.) It
has been used by Dr. Mcttauer, of Virginia, in diarrhooa, ch ronic dysentery,
and uterine hemorrhage. He gave it in infusion, syrup, and vinous tincture,
prepared in the proportion of about an ounce of the bruised fresh fruit, to
two fiuidounccs of the vehicle, and admin istered in the dose of a fluidraehm
or more for infants, and half a £1.uidounee or more for adu lts. The bark is
astringent and very bitter, and is said to have been used advantageously in
iutermittents, and in the form of a gu.rgle in ulcerated sorethroat.
,Y.

DRACONT IUM. U.S. Secondary.
Slcunlc Cabbage.
The root of Dracontium footidurn-Ictodes footidus (B(gelow)-Symplocarpus footidus (Barton, .Afed. Bot.) U. S.
Botanists have had some difficulty in arranging tl1is plant. I t was attached
by Willdenow to the genus Dracoutiwrn, by Michaux and Pursh was considered
a Putlws, and by American botanists has been erected into a new genus, which
Nuttall calls Sym.plocarpus after Salisbury, and Dr. lligclow proposes to
name Ictodes, expressive of the odour of t he plant. 'l'he term S!Jmplocarpus,
thougJ.1 erroneous in its origin, was first proposed, and, having been adopted
by several botanists, should be retained.
SYMPLOCARPUS. Sex. S!Jsl. Tetrandria Monogynia. - Nat. Ord. Aracero.
Gen. CA. Spathe hooded. Spadix covered with perfect flowers. Calyx with
four segments. Petals none. Style pyramidal. Seeds immersed in the spadix·. Biye'low.
S!Jmplocarpusfcctidus. Barton, Med. Bot. i. 123.- lctodesfcctidus. Bigelow, Am. Med. Bot. ii. 41. The skunk caLbage is u. very curious plant, and
the only one of the genus. T li e root is perennial, large, abrupt, and furnis hed
with numerous fleshy fibres, which penetrate to t he depth of two feet or more.
'l'he spathe, which first appears, is ovate, acuminate, obliquely depresse<l at the
apex, auriculated at the base, folded inwards at the edges, and of a brownishpurple colour, varied with spots of red, yellow, and green. Within the
spathe, the flowers, wl1ich resen~ble it in colour, are placed in great numbers
upon a globose, pedunclcd spadix, for which they form a compact covering.
After the spathe has decayed, the spadix continues to grow, and, when the
fruit is ma.tu re, bas attained a size exceeding several times its original dimensions. At the base of each sty le is a. roundish seed, immersed in the i-padix,
about the size of a pea, and speckled with purple and yellow. 'l'he leaves, which
rise from the g round after the flowers, ure numerous and crowdedi oblong.cordate, acute, smooth, stronp;ly veined, and attached to the root by long prtioles, which are hollowed in front, and furnished with coloured shcathinp; stipules. At the beginning of May, when t l~e le:wes are fnlly de\•eloped, they are
very large, being from one to two feet rn length, and from nine inches to a.
foot in breadth.
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This plant is indigenous, growing abundantly in meadows, swamps, and
other wet places throughout the whole northern and middle sections of the
Union. Its flower~ appear in March and April, and in the lower latitudes
often so early as lfebruary. The fruit is usually quite ripe, and the leaves are
decayed before the end of August. The plant is very conspicuous from its
abundance, and from the magnitude of its leaves. All parts of it have a
disagreeable fetid odour, thought to resemble that of the offensive animal after
which it is named. This odour resides in an extremely volatile principle,
which is rapidly di ssipated by heat, and diminished by desiccation. '!'he root
is the part usually employed in medicine. It should be collected in autumn,
or early in spring, and dried with care.
The root, as found in the shops, consists of two portions; the body either
wh ole or in transYerse slices, and the scpar.1ted radicles. The former, when
whole•, is cylindrical, or in tbe shape ofa truncated cone, two or three inches
long by about an inch in thickness, externally dark brown and very rough
from the insertion of the radicles, internally white and amylaccous. The latter are of various lengths, about as thick as a hen's quill, \'cry much flattened
and wrinkled, white within, and covered by a yellow ish reddish-brown epidermis, considerably li ghter coloured than tlie body of the root. l\Iore or less of
the fetid odou r remains for a. considerable period in the dried root. The taste,
though less decided than in the fresh, is still acrid, manifesting itself, after
the root bas been chewed for a short time, by a pricking and smarting sensation in the mouth and throat. The acrimony, however, is dissipated by
l1Cat, and is quite lost in decoction. It is also dimini shed by time and exposure; and the root should not be kept longer than a single season. According to l\lr. Turner (Am. Journ. of Pltonn., \'iii. 2), the radicles have less
acrimony than the caudex. '!'he seeds are very acrid, nnd, though inodorous
when whole, give out strongly, when bruised~ tbe peculiar odour of th e.plant.
Medical Properties and u:~es. This root IS stimulan t, antispasmodic, and
narcotic. In large doses it occasions nnusea aud vomiting, with headache,
vertigo, and dimness of \'i sion. Dr. Bigelow has witnessed these effects from
thirty grains of the recently dried root. 'l'hc medicine was introduced into
notice by the llev. Dr. Cutler, who recommended it highly in asthma; and it
has been subsequent ly employed with apparent advantnge in chronir catanh,
chronic rheumatism, hysteria, and dropsy. Dr. Heintzelma n thinks it expeetorant as well as antisp:mnoclic, and has used it beneficially in hoopingcough, and pulmonary consumption. (NJ .Aled. Rryorter, iv. 310.)
It is best gi\'CH in powder, of which the dose is from ten to twenty grains,
to be repeated three or four times a day, and gradually increased till somo
evidence of its action is afforded. A strong iufu sion is sometimes employed,
and the people in tho country prepare a sy rup from the fresh root; Lut the
latter preparation i,"l very unequal. The root it:::clf, as kept in the shops, is
of uncertain strength, in consequence of i ts deterioration by age.
,V.

DULCAMARA. lJ. S., Lone/., Ed., Dub.
Bittersu;eet.
The stalks of Solanum Dulcamara. l~ S., L ond. , Ed., Dub.
l.loucc-nmere, Fr.; llittcrsi.iss, Alprnukcn, Germ.: l)ulcnmru·u, ital., Span.
So1.ANU)l. Sex. Sust. Pentandria Monogynia.-.Nut. Ord. Solanacere.
Gc11. Ch. Corolla, wheel-shaped. A11tl1er.~ somew hat coalescing, opening by
two pores at the apex. Berry twcrcc ll cd. ffil!d.
TU.is genus incl udes numerous species, of wLich several have been used in
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medicine. Besides S. Dulcamara, which is the only officinal specie~, two
ot hers merit not ice. 1. S11/a-r1um 11i'grum, the com111011.gardrn or Uarl.· 111f1/itslwde1 is an annual plant fr om one to two feet hi g~ , with an un?rm cd herbaceous stem 1 O\'atc, anp-ular-dentntc le:wcs, and wlute or pale violet flowers,
arranged in peduncle<l noddi ng umbel-like racemes, and followed by clusters
of sp her ical black berries, about the size of peus1 '!'h ere arc num erous vari eties of this species, one of which is a native of the U nited States.

leaves are the p:1rt employed.

Th e

They are said to produce diaphoresis, some-

times diuresis and moderate purging, and in large doses nausea and g iddi ness.

As a medicine they have been used in cancerous, scrofu lous, and srorbutie
diseases, and other painful ulcerous affections, being given internally, nnd
applied at the same time to the parts affected ln th e form of poultice, oint...
ment, or decoction. A gra in of the dried le:ivcs may be gi"en every nig ht,
and gradually in cr<'ascd to ten or twelve grains, or till some se nsible effect is
experienced. TLe medicine, hnwever, is sca rcely used at present. By .!!Ome
1 1e r~nns the poisou0u!:\ prnpcrtics ascri bed to the common nightshade are
doubt eel. l\l. Dunal, of Montpellicr, states as the result of numerous expe1·i·
men ts, that the berric:,: arc not poisonous to man or the inferior animah1j and
the leaves are said to be cousumed in large quantities in the Isles of lt'rance
and llourbnn as foo<l, lun i11g been previously boiled in water. Iu the !utter
ca~e. the acti,·e priuciple of the plant must have been extracted by dccoction.
2. Th e leaves 1 stalkF, and unripe berri es of Solanmn tuberosmn, or the common
1
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act lik e npium. (Uo:qer.) From half a grain to two g rain s may be g iven
us a do~c. Dr. Latham, of London, fou nd the extract to produce fuyou rablc
effects in protrilcted cnu,d1 1 ehronicrheumatisru,angi napcc toris,ea nccrof th e
uter us, &c. It~ iuflucnee upon the nervous system was strongly marked, and,
in many instances, the dose co uld not be increased above a few grain s without
giving r i~e to thrcatl'ning i::ymptorns. I t appeared to Dr . Latham to be an.
alogous in its operation to digitalis. His experim ents were repeated in ]' bila·
delpliia by Dr. Wor~bam with different results. Tb e extract was fo und, in
the qu:rnti ty of nearly one liunclrrd grains, to produce no sensibl e effect.
(PA/lod. J1J1rr11. oftlu> ft/f'd . and Phys. Sciewes, vi. ~:2.) We can reconcile
th ese oppo~itc statements onl y upon the supposition, that the propcrtiC:i of the
plant ,·ary with the S('a~o 11 , or with the place and circu mstances of cult ure.
Dr. Julius Otto fuunJ solcmia, in tbc germs of tbe pCltato. He was induced
to make the investigation by observing that catt le were destroyed by feeding
on the rei,i<luc of germiuatecl potatoes, used fo r th e manufacture of brand \•.
Solanurn f!ulnmw1·a. Willd. Sp. P font. i. 1028 ; Woodv. Ned. Bot.
237, t. 84; ~31gclow, Am,. Jllerl. Bot. i. 169. The Oillen;u·epf or wood!/ m!Jl1l~
sl1 adt> i.~ a cltmbing i;. hr ub 1 with a slender, rounJi ~ h , br:rnching, woody stem,
which, in fovoun1btc situations, rises six orl.)iµ:ht feet in height. The leaves
arc alternutc, pctio!ate, ovate, pointed, veiuccl, soft, f.lmooth, and of a dull
green colour. 1'Jany ne11r the top of the stem arc furnished with lateral pro·
jcc·tions at their ba::;e, giving them a hastatc form. Some ha Ye the pn1j1·e:tion
only m1 one side. .Most of them are quite t'! ntire, some eordatc at the base.
'l'hc flowers are diRposcd iu elegant cJu . . tC'rS, somewhat analogous to cy mcs,
a~d !'tanding opposite to the leaves. The calyx is very i,ma ll, purplii,h, and
d1vided iuto five blunt persistent segments. 'J'he corolla is wbcel-shapecl, with
fi\•e.point('(I reflected ecgmentfi, which are of a violet-blue colour, with a darker
purple vein runuing lougitudinally through their centre, and two shining
grcc ui:ih spots at the base of each. 'The filaments arc very short, and t-uppo1·t
large erect Jernon·j'cllow anthers, TI"hich cohere in th e form of a cone arou ud
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the style. The berries are of an O\'al shape and a bright srarlct colou r, aud
continue to hung in bea.utiful bunches after !lie leaves have fallen.
This plant is comm on to Europe and North America. It fiourilihCf:! mni-t
lu xuriantly in damp and sheltered places, as on the banks of rivulets, and
amnng tbc thiC'kcts wliich border out· n:ttural meadows. It is also found in
higher and more exposed situat ionil, and is frequently cultivu.ted in gardens .
In the United States it extend s from New Bngland to Ohio, and i8 in bloom
fr ornJune to August. The root and sta lk have medicinal properties, though
the latter only is officinal. The berries, whiclt were formerly esteemed poisonous, and thought to act with great severity on the stomach and bowels, are
n ow saiJ to be itinox.ious. Bi ttersweet should be gat bered in autumn, after
the fall of the leaf; and th e extreme twigs should be selected. That grown
in high trncl dry s ituations is sai<l t o be the best.
'l'he dried twigs, as brought to the s hops, arc of various length s, cylindrical,
a.bout as thick as a. goose.qui ll, extern ally wrinkled und of agrayi~h-asb colour,
consisting of a thin bark, an interior ligneous portion, and a centra l pi th.
'fhey arc inodorous, though the stal k in the recent state emits, when brui sed,
a peculiar, rather nauseous smel l. Their ta:ste, whicb is at first. bitter, and
afterwards sweetish , has giveu origin to the nam e of the plaut. lltJi ling water
ex t mcts all th ei r virtues. Th ese are su ppo!'ied to depend, at least in pa rt,
upon a peculiar alkaline principle calleJ snlanin or sulania, which was originally di~coverc<l by 1\I. Desfosses, of Bcsanyon, in the Lorries of Suhmum
mfp·urn, and has sub~equently been fountl in the sta lks, lea._ves, and berries of
S. D1dt·m1wra and S. tubcrosurn. It is supposed to ex ist m the bittersweet
combine<l with malicaciJ.* Sohrnia. is in tlle form of a white opaque powder,
or of df'licaLe acicu lar crystals, somew hat lik e those of sulphate of quiuia,
thougl1 finer arnl sho rter. It is in odorous, of a bitter taste, fu:siblc at a. little
abo\·e 212°, scarcely soluble in wa.ter, solu ble in alcohol nnd eth er, and capable
of neuLr:.dizing the acids. It is distinguislrnd by the deC'p-brow n, or bl'ownish yellow colou r wllich iodi ne imparts to its solution, and by its reaction with
sulphuric acid, which becomes first reddish-yellow, then purpli.c; h-vi olet, then
brown, and last ly again colou rless, with the deposition of a brown pow<ler.
(Plwrm.. Cent. Blatt, A. D. 1843, p. 177.) Given to a cat, it was found by
M Desfosses to operate at first as an emetic, and afterw;:uJs as a narcotic. Dr.
J. Otto observed , :unong its most striking effects, a paralytic conditiou of the
posterior limbs of animals. On e g rain of the s ul.p!Jate of solania w~s sufficient
to destroy a rabbit in six hours. Besides sohrn1a, the stalks of S. Dulcamarn.
contain, according to Pfaff, a. peculiar principle to which he gave the name of
picroylyclou, in<licatiYe of the taste at once bitter and sweet, which it is said
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to possess. This liaR been obtained by Blitz, in tbe following mnnncr. The
watery extract is treated with alcohol, the tincture evaporated, the residue
dissoked in water, the solution precipitated with subacetate of lead, the excess of this salt decomposed by sulphurettcd hydrogea, the liquor then evaporated to dryness, and the residue treated with acetic ether, which yields the
principle in small isolated crystals by spontaneous evaporation. ])faff found
also in dulcamara a vegcto-animal subtance, gummy extractive, gluten, green
wax, resin, bcnzoic acid, starch, lignin, and various salts of lime.
Nediral Prope1·lies and Uses. Dulcamara possesses feeble narcotic properties, with the power of increasing the secretions, particularly that of the kidneys and skin. 'Ye have obst:rved, in several instances, when the system was
under its influence, a dark purplish colour of the face and hands, and at the
~ame time considerable languor of the circulation. Its narcotic effects do uot
become obvious, unless when it is taken in large quantities. In ovcrdoi;es it
produces nausea, vomiting, faintnelis, 'i'ertigo, and convulsive muscular movements. A case is recorded in Casper's ll'odienscltrift, in which a. man took, in
one forenoon, from three to four quarts of a. decoction made from a peck of the
stalks, and wasa.ttacked with pain in the joints, numbness of the limbs, dryness
of the mouth, and palsy of the tongue, with consciousness unimpaired, the pulse
quiet, but small and rather hard, and the skin cool. The symptoms disappeared
under the use of stimulants. (Land. Jl/ed. Gaz., Sept.1850,p.5-18 .) Dulcamara
has been recommended in various diseases, but is nowncarlyconfined to the treatment of cutaneous eruptions, particularly those nf a scaly character, as lepra,
psoriasi>1, and pityriasis. In these complaints it is often decidedly beneficial,
especially in combination with minute doses of the antimonials. Its influence
upon the secretions is insufficient to account for its favourable effects. Perhaps
they may be ascribed to its sedati,•e influence on the capillary circulation. It
is said to have been beneficially employed in chronic rheumatism and chronic
catanh. Antaphroclisiac properties are ascribed to it by some physicians. We
have seen it apparently useful in mania connected with strong venereal propensities. 'l'he usual form of administration is that of dccoction, of which two
fluidounces may be taken four times a day, and gradually increased till some
::ilightdisorder of the head indicates the activity of the medicine. (SecDecoct1mt
Du/w.marce.) .An extract may also be prepared, of which the dose is from five
to ten grains. That of the powder would be from thirty grains to a drachru.
In cutaneous affections, a .strong decoc~ion is often appliecl to the skin, at the
same time that the medic1ue is ta.ken mternally.
Ojj: Prep. Decoctum Dulcamarre; Extractum Dulcamarre.
W.

ELATERIUM. U. 8., Ed., Dub.
ltlaterium.
A subi;tancc deposited by the juice of the fruit of 1\Iomordica Elatcrium.

l~~~~ l~~~u~~~J:f:~t~; {~~c~ 1 ~:.h~:~'.t. Bd.

Ecbalium agreste.

qui~!~i~~~i. ~~~1~~WJ~i 1~~~~,~~~~~ltffil~~~cl~m.

The fecu-

The recent fruit, not

Elatcrion, Fr.; Ehltcrium, Germ.; Eb1tcrio, ital., Span .

1-'lOi\IORDICA. Sex. R,1jsl. Monceeia 1\lonadelphia.. -Nat. Ord. Cucurbitaccro.
Gen.Uh. l\IALE. Oa~IJX five-cleft. G'o1·0/la the-parted. F'i/aments three.
FEMALE. Ca~IJX

five-cleft. Corolla five-parted. Style trifid. Gourd bursting
elastically. ll'illd.
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Monwrdit·a Elotaimn. W'illd. Sp. Plant. iv. G05; W0ock Ned. Bot. p. 192,
t. 72.-E<'!Ja.liian Ct!Jresfe. Richard; Lindley, Med. and <Econ. But. p. 95Ecbalimn Elateriuni. French Codex, A D.1837. 'l'bewild or $9uirti11q rncmnber is a perennial plant, with a laq~e fleshy root, from which proceed several
round, thick, rough stems, branching and trailing like the common cucumber,
but without tendrils. The leaves rtrc petio1ate, large, rough, irregularly cordate,
and of a. grayish-gr~n colour. 'l'he flowers are yellow, and proceed from the
axils of the leaves. 'The fruit has the shape of a small oval cucumber, about an
inch and a. half long, an inch thick, of a greenish or grayish colour, and covered
with stiff hairs or prickles. 'Vheu fully ripe, it separates from the peduncle,
and throws out its)uicc and seeds with considerable force through a~ opening
at the base, where 1t was attached to the footstalk. The name of sqmrtrng cucumber was dcriYc<l from this circumstance, and the scientific and officinnl title
is supposed to have had a similar origin; though some authors maintain that
the term elater1:1im was applied to the medicine, rather from the mode of its
operation u~on the bowels, than from the projectile property of the fruit.*
This species of l\fomordica is a native of the South of ]£urope; and is cultivated in Great llritain, where, however, it purishes in the winter. Elaterium is
the substance spnntaneously deposited by the juice of the fruit, when separated
and allowed to stand. From the experiments of Dr. Clutterbuek it has been
supposed that only the free juice about the seeds, which is obtained without
expression, affords the product. Tbe substance of the fruit itself, the f<Cedf<, as
well as other parts of tbc plant, liave been thought to be nearly or quite inert.
From the statements made by lHr. Bell (see nole, page i122), these opinions 111ust
be somewh<1t modified; but there is no doubt that strong expression injul'es the
product. \\"hen the fruit is sliced and placed upon a siere, a perfectly limpid
and colourless juice flows out, which after :t short time becomes turbiJ, :rnd in
tlic cour~c of a few boul's begins to deposit a seJimcnt. This, when collected
and cnrefully dried, is very light and puh·erulent, of a. yellowish -white colour,
slightly tini!!cd with green. It is the genuine elatcrium, and was found by Clutterbuck to purge violently in the dose of one-eighth of a grain. l3nt the quantity contained in the fruit is >ery small. Clutterbuck obtained only six p:raius
from forty cucumbers. Commercial ebtcrium is often a weaker medicine, owing
in part, perhaps, to achiltcration 1 but much more to the mode in which it is prepared. In order to increase the product, the juice of the fruit is often expressed
with great force; and there is reason to believe that it is sometimes evaporated
so as to form an extract, instead of being allowed to deposit the active matter.
The Fren~h eb.tcrium is prepared by expressing the juice, clarifying it bJ'. rest
and filtration, and tben evaporating it to a. suitable consistence. .As the liquid
remaining afLer the deposition of the sediment is comparatively inert, it will be
perceived that the preparation of the French Codex must be relati\'ely feeble.
'.J.1he following arc the directions of the London College, with which those of the
Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges essentially correspond. "Slice the fruit, express the juice very gently, and pass it through a. very fine h:lir sie\'C; the_n set
it a~ide for some hours until the thicker part has subsided. Reject the thmner
11
supernatant part, and dry the thicker part with a. gentle heat.
As the process
is executed at Apothecaries' Ilall, the juice, after expression, is allowed to stand
for about two hours, when the supernatant liquor is poured off, and the matter
deposited is carefully dried, constituting the finest elatcrium. Another portion,
of a paler colour, is clepo~ited by the decanted liquor. (Pcrefra.) Tbe slight
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pre~sure directed is necessary for the extraction of the juice from tl10 somewhat
immature fruit employed. The perfectly ripe fruit is not used; a~, in conse-

quence of its disposition to part with its contents, it cannot be carried to market.
'l'he medicine is incorrectly denominated by th e London College 1.J.traflum
Elaterii; being neither an extract, strictly speak ing, nor an_ in ~pissated juice.
'l'he Edinburgh College calls it Elaterium in the l\Int(>ria Med1ca li st, but inconsistently admits the name of Extracturn Elalerii in the prepa rat ions. In the
U.S. and Dublin Phnrmacopceiai:i, it is named simply Blaterhnn. As the plant
is not cultivated in this country for med icin al purposes, our Pha rm aropooia very
properly ad0pts, as offici ual, the medicine as it is found in commerce. It is
brou ght chiefly from England; but it is probable that a portion of the elatcrium,
of which Dr. Pereira. speaks as coming from l\Ialta, reaches our market also.*
Properties. The beM elatC1·ium is in thin flat or sligh tl y curled cakes or fragm ents, often bearing the impression of the mu slin upon which it was dri('d, of
a. greenish-gray colour becoming yellowii::h by exposu re, of a feeble odou r, and
:i. bi tte r some wh at acrid taP:te.
It is puh1 crulcnt and infl ammable, and so light
that it swi ms when thrown upon water. "\Yhen of ?·11/erior quality, it is so metim es dark-coloured, much curled , and rather hard, either brc:iking with difficulty, or presenting a. resinous fracture. The Naltese elateriurn. is in larger
pieces, of a pale colour, sometimes without th e least tinge of green, destitute of
odour, soft, and friable; and not uufrequently gives evidence of having been
mix ed with chalk or starch. I t si nks in water.
Dr. Clu tterbuck first obser ved that the activity of ehterium resided in that
p ortion of it whi ch was "°l uLl c in alcohol and n ot in water. This fact wa~ aft erward s confirmed by Dr. Paris, who fou nd that the alcoholic extract, t reated with
boilin g distilled water, and afterwards dried, had the property of purging in
very minute doses, while the remaini ng portion of the elatcrium was inac1i,·e.
'J.1he subsequent exper im ents of the late l\lr. H enn e], of L ondon, and )fr. !\lorries, of Ed inburg h, which appear to ha,~e been n early si multaneous, demonstrated
the existence of a erystallizable matter in elaterium, which iE probably the active

* The following notice of the culti\•nticm of the clntcrium plnnt. nnd the preparation of
the drug at Mitch•1m, in Surrey, Englnnd, condenseU from n p:1per by i\lr. Jacob Bell in
the Phnrm. Journ. nnd Trnus. for October. 1850, moy hnvc some interest for the :\ mericnn
reader. The seeds are sown in ;\larch, nnd the seedling.splnuted in June. I n t11elu:rnriant plants, the stem sometimes acquires nnextrnordin:\rybrcndth. Inoue instance,
tboughnol thicker thnnth eforetingerwl1 ere it issued from theenrth,itwasinit-sbro11dest
part four inches wide and half nn inch thick. A wet scnson interfere" with 1he productiveness of the pl:mt. Atthespontaueousscpnration of the fruit, it throws out its juice
sometim.es to the distance of twenty ynrds; and bnza~·d of injury to the eyes is incur!'ed
by walking nmong the pln nts nt their pel'iod of maturity. A bushel of the fruit weighs 40
pounds, nud the price varies from i to lO sh illings sterlin g. In the m1umfncture of clnterium, which begins early in September, the fruit, h:u-ing been washed, if neces!'nry. to
cleanse it from enrthy matters, is sliced longitudinally into halves, and then submit ted to
expression, wrapped in a. hempen clotli, in a common screw-press. Considernhle force is
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dried

twelve hours, nfter which it is removed by a knife, spread o,·er smri.11 cloths, ri.ud
on
canv11.sframesin the dryingstin'e. About half an ounceoffineelrtterium isobtninedfrom
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principle of the medicine, and for which Mr. I\forries proposed the appropriate
name elatnin. According to 1\lr. Hennel, 100 parts of elatcrium contain 44 of
elaterin, l 7 of a €!Teen resin (ch lorophy lle), 6 of starch, 27 of lignin, and 5 of
saline matters. The alcoholic extract, which Dr. Paris called elatin, is probably
a mixture of elaterin and the green resin or chloropbylle. *
E'lalf'rin, according to ~lr. ~lorries, crystallizes when pure in colourless micro~
scopic rhombic prisms, having a silky appearance when in mass. It is extremely
bitter and somewhat acrid to the taste, insoluble in water and alkaline solutions,
soluble in alcohol, ether, and bot o]i,·e oil, and sparingly soluble in dilute acid:s.
At a temperature between 300° and 400° it melts, and at a higher temperature
is dissipated in thick, whitish, pungent vapour, having an ammoniacal odour.
It has no alkaline reaction. IL may be easily procured by evaporating an alco~
holic tincture of elaterium to the consistence of thin oil, and throwing the residue
while yet warm into a weak boiling solution of potassa. The potassa bolds the
green resin or cbloropbylle in solu tion, and the clatcrin crystallizes as the liquor
cools. .Mr. IIenncl obtained it by treating with ether the alcoholic extract pro~
cured by the spontaneous evaporation of the tincture. This consists of elaterin
and the green resin, the latter of which being much more soluble in ethe r than
the former, is completely extracted by this fluid, lcav~ng the ela.tcrin pure. But
as clatcrin is also slightly soluble in ether, a portion of this principle is wasted
by 1'J r. Hcnnel's method. By evaporating the ethereal solution, the green resi n
is obtained separate. l\lr. Hcnnel says that this was found to possess, in a concentrated state, the purgntive property of the elaterium, as it acted powerfully
in a dose less than one-third of a grain. ]~ut this effect was probably owing
to the presence of a portion of elateriu which had been di~solved by the ether.
The late Dr. Duncan, of Edinburgh, ascertained that the crystalline principle or
elaterin produced, in the quantity of 1 ' 2 or 1 \ 1 of a grain, all the effects of a dose
of elaterium. '!'he proportion of clatcrin varies exceedingly in different parcels
of the drng. ?11r. fllorries obtained 26 per cent. from the best British clatcrium,
15 per cent. from the worst, and only 5 or G per cent .. from the French; while a
portion, procured according to the directions of the London College, yielded to
l\Ir. B enne! upwards of 40 per cent.
Olioice q( Elaterium. Th e inequality of elaterium depends probably more on
diversities in the mode of preparation than on adulteration . It should posses8
the sensible properties above indicated as charac terizing good elaterium, should
not effen·esce with acids, and should yield, as directed by the ]~dinburgh College, from onc- seYenth to one-fourth of elateriu.
Jledical Properties and f!ses. Elatcrium is a powerful hydragogue cathartic,
and in a large dose generally excites nausea and vomiting. If too freely admi.
nistered, it operates with great violence both upon the stomach and bowels, producing inflammation of these organs, which has in some instances eventuated
fatally. It also increases the flow of urine. The fruit was employed by the
anuieuts, and is recommend ed in the writings of Dioscorides as a. remedy in mania and mebncholy. Sydenharu and his contemporaries considered elaterium
highly useful in dropsy; but, in consequence of some fatal results from its inc:au.
tious employment, it fell into disrepute, and was generally neglected, till again
brought into notice by Dr. Ferriar. [tis now considered one of t.~e most e~cient
bydrauogue cathartics in the treatment of dropsical diseases, m which 1t has
somet~ncs proved successful after all other remedies have foiled. The ~ull dose
of commercial ela.terium is often from one to two grains; but, as in tlus quan.
tity it generally rnmits, if of good quality, the best mode of administering it is

* The subst:rnce to which Pelletier gave the nnme of chlorophylle, under the impression
thntitwus n peculinrprox imnteprinciple, has been ascertained by t.hat chemist to be a
mixture of w1u:, and a grccu fixed oil. (Journ. dePharm., xix. lO!J.)
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in tbe dose of a quarter or half a grain, repeated every hour till it operates. 'rhc
dose of Clutterbuck's elaterium is the eighth of a grain. That of elatcrin is from
the sixteellth to the twelfth of a grain, and is best given in solutio_n .. On? grain
may be dissolved in a fluidounce of alcohol with four drops of mtnc ac1d 1 and
from 30 to 40 minims may be given diluted with water.
W.

ELEM!. Lond., Ed., Dub.

Elemi.
Concrete turpentine of an uncertain plant. Lond. Concrete rt'sinous exuda.
tiou from one or more unascertainecl plants. Ed., Dub.
l~Csine

Clemi, Fr.; Oelbaumho.rz, Elemi, Germ.; Elcmi, Ital.; Goma de limon, Span.

AMYHIS. Sex. Syst. Octandria Monogynia. -Nat. Ord. Terebintacere,Juss.;
Amyridea:, R. Brown, hindle.IJ.
Gen. l'h. Calyx four-toothed. Petals four, oblong. Sl1"uma four-cornered.
Berry drupaccous. lVilld.
Some botanists separate from this genus the species which have their fruit in
the form of a capsule instead of a nut, and associate them together in a distinct
genus with the name of Jcica. This is recognised by De Candolle.
Most of the trees belonging to these two genera yield, when wounded, a resinous juice analogous to the turpentines. It is not improbable that the drug
usually known by the name of elemi, is derived from several different trees. That
known to the ancients is said to have been obtained from Ethiopia, and all the
elemi of commerce was originally brought from the Levant. The tree which
afforded it was not accura.tcly known, but was supposed to be a species of Amyris.
At present the drug is said to be derived from three sources, namely, Urazil,
Mexico, an<l l\Ianilb. The Brazilian is believed to be the product of a plant mentioned by Marcgrav under the name of icicoriba, and denominated by De Caudolle
Jcicci li:icariba. It is a lofty tree, with pinnate leaves, consisting of three or five
pointed, perforated leaflets, which are smooth on their upper surfi.1ce, and woolly
beneath. It is erroneously stated in some works to be a native of Carolina. 'l'he
elemi is obtained by incisions into the trees, through which the juice flows and
concretes upon the bark. The 1\lexican is said by Dr. Royle to be obtained from
a species of Elaphrium, which that author has described from dried specimens,
and proposes to name E . elernifen1rn. (JJiateria Afedico, Am. ed., p. 330.) '.l'he
l\lanilla elemi is conjecturally referred to CanariUm commune. (lLid., p. 340.)
Elemi is in masses of various consistence, sometimes solid and heavy like wax,
sometimes light and porous; unctuous to the touch; diaphanous; of diversified
colours, generally greenish with intermingled points of wbite or yellow, sometimes greenish-white with brown stains, sometimes yellow like sulphur; fragile
and friable when cold; soft~ni?g by the beat of the hand; of a terebint_hinate
somewlia.t aromatic odour, d1mrnish1ug with age, and said, in some varieties, to
resemble that of fennel; of a warm, slightly bitter, disagreeable taste; entirely
soluble, with the exce~tion of irnpurit.ies, in boiling alcohol; and affording a
volatile oil by distillation. A variety examined by JU. Bonastre was found to
consist of 60 parts of resin, 24 of a resinous matter :iOluble in boiling alcohol,
but deposited when the liquid cools, 12·5 of volatile oil, 2 of extractive, and 1·5
of acid and impurities. M. Ba.up has found the resin to be of two kinds, one
amorphous, the other crystallizable; for the latter of which he proposes the name
of eleniin. (Juurn. de Pltann., 3e ~er. , :xx. 331.) Elemi is sometimes adulterated
with colophony and turpentine. 1'be Manilla elemi is said to be in masses of a
light-yellowish colour, internally soft, and of a strong odour of fennel. (Ro!Jle.)
\Ve have been iuformed that a considerable amount of elcmi is used in this
country by the hatters.
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liledir({lProperties ancl llses. Elemi has properties analogous to those of the
turpentines; but is exclusively applied to external use. In the United States
it is rarely employed even in this way. In the pharmacy of Europe it enters
into the composition of numerous plasters and ointments. We are told that it
is occasionally brought to this country in small fragments, mixed with the
coarser kinds of gum Arabic from the Levant and India.
Off Prep. Unguenturn Elerni.
W.

ERGOTA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Ergot.
'l'he diseased seeds of Secale cereale. U.S. The seed injured by a parasitic
plant. Lond. An undetermined fungus, with degenerated seed of Secale
cerea:le. Ed. A peculiar excrescence supposed to be caused by a parasitical
fungus. Dub.
Spu.rred rye; Sccale cornutum; Siegle ergote 1 Fr.; ]l.Jutterkorn, Germ.
In all the Grarninacere or grass tribe, and in ,. some of the Cyperacere, the
place of the seeds is sometimes occupied by a. morbid growth, which, from its
resemblance to the spur of a. cock, has received the name of ergot, adopted from
the l1'rench. This product is most frequent in the rye, Sccale cereale of botanists,
and, having been found 1 as occurring in that plant, to possess valuable medicinal
properties, was adopted in the first edition of the U.S. Pharmacopooia under the
name of secale cornutwni or spurrt'd rye. In the edition of 1840, this name was
changed for Eryota, in conformity with the nomenclature of the London and
Edinburgh Colleges, by whom the medicine had in the mean time been a<lopted.
Considerable difference of opinion has existed in relation to the nature of this
singular subst<lDCe. It was at one time thought to be merely the seed altered
by disease; the morbid condition being ascribed by some to the agency of :in
insect, by others to excess of heat and moisture. A second opinion considered
it a parasitic fungus, occupying the place of the seed. This was entertained by
De C.mdolle, who called the fungus Sclerotiurn Olavus. According to a third
and intermediate opinion, the ergot is the seed, diseased and entirely perverted
in its nature by the influence of a parasitic fungus, attached to it from the very
beginning of its development. Th is view was put fo rth by l\I. Leveille, in a
memoir published in the Annals of the Linm:ean Society of Paris for the year
1826. lie gave to the supposed fungus the name of Splwcelia segeturn j but
his observations as to its characters have not been sustained. To the late 1\Jr.
E. J. Quckctt, of London, belongs the credit of having fully investigated this
subject; and of having satisfactorily establ ished the last mentioned view of the
nature of ergot. According to Mr. Quekett, the beginning of the growth of the
ergot is marked by the appearance, about the young grain and its appendages,
of multitudes of minute filaments like cobwebs, which run over all its parts,
cementing anthers and stigmas together, and of a white coating upon the sut:face
of the grain, from which, upon immersion in water, innumerable minute particles
separate, and after a time sink in the fluid. 'l'hese particles, when examined
by the microscope, prove to be the reproduoti\•e agents, germs, or sporidia of a
species of fungus, and m:ty be observed to sprout and propagate in various ways
under favourable circumstances. Their length, upon the average, is about the
four-thousandth of au inch. The filaments are the results of the growth of these
siup:ulal' germs. The i;poriclia and filaments do not increase with the increase
of the ergot; and, when this has projcct~d beyond the pa.lere and become visible,
it has lo::.t a portion of its white coating, and presents a dark violet colour. It
now increases with great rapidity, and attains its full size in a few days. When
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completely developed, it exhibits very few of the filaments or sporidia. upon its
surface. But Quekctt believed that the germs of the fungus em it their filaments
through the tissue of the ergot when young and tender, a.od t.ha.t, as this increases,
it is made up partly of the diseased structure of the grain, and partly of the fungous matter. The fungus was named by Quekctt E1:qoiretia abort1/acie11s; for
which title Dr. Pereira, at the suggestion of the Rev.1\1. J. Berkeley, substituted
that of Oidiurn abortifaciens. '.J~bis view of the nature and cause of ergot is
strongly supported by the asserted facts, that the microscopic fungus has au existence independent of the morbid grain, being found in various other parts of
the plant, and growing even when entirely separated from it; and that the sporidia
or white dust upon the surface of ergot, if applied to the seeds of certain Graminacero before germination, or sprinkled in the soil at the roots of the plants after
they have begun to grow, will give rise to ergotizcd fruit. That the ergot is not
itself a peculiar fungus, but the perverted grain, is evinced by the frequent remains of the stigma upon its summit, by the scales at its base, and by the circumstance that in some instances only a portion of the seed is ergotized. llow
far its peculiar mcdic:1l properties may depend upon the morbid substance of the
grain, and how for on tbe fungous matter associ:tted with it, has not been determined. (Sec .Am. Joum. of Phann., xi. 116 and 237.)
The ergot usually projects out of the glumc or husk beyond the ordinary outline of the spike or car. In some spikes the place of the seeds is wholly occupied by the ergot, in others only two or three spurs are observed. It is said to
be much more energetic when collected before than after harvest. Rye has
generally been thought to be most subject to the disease in poor and wet soils,
and in rainy sea.sons; and intense heat succeeding continued rains is said to fa.
vour its tlcvelopment, especi:.1Jly if these circumstances occur at the time the
flower is forming. It is now, however, asserted that moisture has little or nothing to do with its proJuction.* It shou ld not be collected until some days
after it has begun to form; as, according to i\l. Bonjean, if gathered on the first
day of its formation, it does not possess the poisonous properties which it exhibits when taken on the sixth day. (See Plwrm. Jo1mi. and Tran$., Jan.18-l2.)
Properties. Ergot is in solid, brittle yet somewhat flexible grains, from a third
of an inch to an inch and a half long, from half a line to th ree lines in thickness,
cylindrical or obscure ly triangular, tapering towards each cud, obtuse at tbe extremities, usually curved like the spur of a cock, marked with one or two longitudinal furrows, often irrcguhrly crJ.cked or fissured, of a Yiolet-brown colour and
often somewhat glaucous externally, yellowish-white, or violet-white within, of
an unpleasant smell when in maRs, resembling that of putrid fish, and of a taste
which is at first scarcely perceptible, but ultimately disagreeable and slightly
acrid. Under the microscope, the surface appears more or less covered with
sporidia, which occasion its glaucous aspect; and the interior structure is found
to be composed of minute roundish cells, containing, according to Quekett, p:i.rticles of oil. :Ergot yields its virtues to water and alcohol. '!'he aqueous infusion or decoctiou is claret.coloured, and has un acid reaction. It is precipitated
by acetate and subacetatc of lead, nitrate of silver, and tincture of galls; bur.
afford.s with iodine no ~~idence of the presence of starch. Loug boil ing impairs
tLcv1rtnesofthemcd1cme.
Ergot bas been analyzed by Vauquclin, Winckler, Wiggers, 'Vright, Legrip,
and several others. The analysis by :M. Le/?rip is among the most recent and
complete. That chemist obtained from 100 parts of ergot 3-:1:50 parts of a thick,

*

Mr. J. Price Wetherill informed the author that, in two seasons, he bad found rye,
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very fluid, fixed oil, of a fine yell ow colou r; 2·75 of starch ; I·OO of albumen;
2·25 of inulin ; 2·50 of gum; 1·25 of uncrystallizable sugar; 2·75 of a brown
resin; 3·50 of fungfo; 13·50 of vegeto-animal matter; 0·75 of osmazome: 0·50
of a fatty acid; 24·50 of lignin; 0·50 of colouring principles; au odorous principle not, isolu.tcd; 2·25 of fun gate of potassa; 0·50 of chloride of sodium; 0·50 of
sulphMe of lime and ma{!nesia; 1·25 of subphosphate of lime; 0·25 of oxide of
iron; 0·15 of silica; and 2·50 of water, with 2·35 loss. (Ann . de 'Pherap., .A. D.
18-15, p. 4.4.) Wiggers obtained a. peculiar principle, which he denominated e?·yotin, under the impression that it:. was the active ingredient. It was redd ishbrowu, of a eeculiar nauseous odour and a bitter slig~tly acrid taste, soluble in
nlcobol, but rnsoluble in water or ether. lt was obta med by digesting ergot in
ether and afterwards in alcohol, evapo rating the alcoholic solution, and treating
the extract thus obtained with water, which left the ergotin undisso!Yed. It was
given with fatal effects to a hen. Dr. Wright supposed the virtues of ergot
to reside in the fix.cd oil, which he therefore rcC'omrneuded as a. substitute for
the medicine. The oil of ergot, when obtained from grains recemly collected,
is, according to D1·. \\11ight, often quite free from colour; but, as usually
prepared, is reddish.brown. It has a disagreeable, somewhat acrid taste, is
lighter than waler, and is solubl e in alcohol and alkaline solutions. It is prepared by forming an ethereal tincture of ergot by the process of displacement,
and evaporating the ether with ~L gentle heat. (Ed . Jlled. and Surg. Journ.
for 1830-JO.) Experience seems to have shown that, though the oi l thus prepared with ether uHty have produced effects analogous to tbosc of ergot, they were
to be ascribed rnther to some principle extracted along with the oil by the menstruum than to the oil it~clf; for, when procured by simple expression, this has
been founJ to be inactive. (Jourr1,. de Pltarm., N. S., i. 183.) 'l'hc opinion of
1'1. Bonjeun, that there are two actirc principles in ergot, the oil which is poisonous, and another resident in the watery extra.ct, and possessing anti-hemorrhagic
properties without being in the least degree poisonous, requires confirmation.
That writer is certainly nut warranted in giving to hi s extract, however purified,
the name of ergotin, uutil he can show that it is a charncterist.ic principle.
Dr. 11'. L. Wi11ckler has recently found in ergot a. volatile allrnloid, which be
calls set·alin, and believes to exist in that substance combined with the ergotin
of Wiggers, to which he ascribes acid properties. But the accounts which we
have seen of his investig:ations arc too indefinite to permit any precise statement
of results. He seems disposed to ascribe the virtues of the medicine to this
compound, which he denominates ergotafe C!,f secalin, or to one of its components.
Ile also found in ergot a peculiar red colouring matter, analogous if not identical
with hcmatin. (See Pharrn. Journ. and J'rans., xiii. 86.) 'l'Ue same chemist,
by distilling the watery extract of ergot with potassa, obtai ned a. vohtile albloid,
which be considered to be identical with propylam,in, the odorous principle of
herring pickle, previously obtained from narcotina by the reaction of potassa.
(See Am.. Joum. of Pltarm., xxiv. 3-16.)
Ergot, when perfectly dry and kept in well-~topped bottles, will rota.in its virtues fur a. considerable time; but, exposed to air and moisture, it speedily undergoes chemical chan ges and deteriorates. It is, moreover, apt to be attacked by
a minu1e worm, which consumes th e interior of the grain, leaving merely the
exterior shell and an cxcrcmentitious powder. This insect is sometimes found
in the ergot before removal from thl! plant. In the state of powder, the medicine still wore readily deteriorates. It is best, as a general rule, to renew it
e\'cry year or two. l\1. Viel recommends that it should be well dried at a ge ntle
heat, and incorporated with doudfe its weight of loaf sugar, by means of which,
if protected from moisture, it will retain its virtues for many years. Camphor
is said to pre\'ent injury from worms.
Medicat Propertie.s and Uses. Given in small doses, ergot produces, in the
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system of the male, no obvious effects; but, in the fcmnle, exhibits :\ strong
tendency to the uterus, upon the contractile property of which it operates with
great energy. In the quantity of half a drachm or a. drnchm it often occasions
nausea or vomiting, an<l in still larger doses produces a sense of weight and pain
in the head, giddiness, dilatation of the pupils, delirium, and even stupor, proving that it possesses narcotic properties. lt is said also to excite febrile symp-
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produced by it in a rcmarbblc degree, even without nau:.iea. Dr. Hardy, of the
Dublin J,.,yiug-in-IIospital, found it to diminish the pulsations of the fc.etal heart.
Its long-continued and copiou.s use is highly d~ngero~1s, e~·cn ~vhc~ no immediate
effects are perceptible. 'l'ernble and devastatmg cp1dcm1cs m different parts of
the continent of Europe, particularly in certain provinces of France, hnve long
been asr1·ibe<l to the use of bread maUe from rye <.:ontuu1inated with this degenerate grain. Dry gangrene, typbus fever, and disorder of the nervous system
attended with convulsions, are the forms of di~ease which have been ob!ierved
to follow the use of this unwholesome food. h is true that ergot has been deniC<l to be the cm.tsc; but accurate investigations, made by competeut men upon
the ~pot where the epidemics have prevailed, together with the result of experiments made up1m inferior animals, lea\'e no room for reasonable doubt upon the
subject. Very large quantities are required for immediate poisonous effects.
l;'rom two to eight Jrachms have been given at one <lose to a man without Ycry
serious results, and three ounces, according to Dr. ·wright, were required to kill
a email dog. De;;itb from siugle doses, in inferior animals, is preceded by symptoms indic11.ting irritation of the stomach and bowels, great muscular prostration,
loss of sensation, and sometimes slight spa.sn1s. A case of acute poisoning from
ergot is recorded by Dr. Pratschkc, in which uneasiness in the head, oppression
of stomach, diarrhrea, urgent thirst, burning pains in the feet, tetunic spasms,
violent conrnlsions, and death ensued upon eating freely of ergotized grain.
(Lo1<d. Ned. Gaz., Oot. 1850, p. 579.)
Ergot has been mucL used for promoting the contraction of the uterus. On
the continent of Europe, in Gennuny, France, and Italy, it has long been cmpiric;ll\y employed by midwiYcs for this purpose; audits German name of muuerJ.·orn implies a popular acquaintance with its peculiar powers. But the attention
of the medical profession was first called to it by a letter from Dr. Stearns, of
Saratoga. county, in the State of New York,acJ<lre~.sed to Dr. Ackerly, A. D. 1807,
and published in the eleventh volume or the New York Medical Hcpository. 'l'he
journals afterwards teemed with communications at.testing its efficacy iu facili tating parturition; and, though it sometimes failed, the general opinion was so
decidedly in its favour, that it soon took a place among the established articles
of the materia medica. When it proYeS wholly inefficient, the result is ascribable
to peculiarity of constitution in the individual, or inferiority in the particular
parcel employed. In its operation upon the pregnant uterus it produce::; a const:iut unremitting contraction :rnt.1 rigidity, ratbCr than that alternation of spasmodic cfi()l't and relaxation which i8 observable in tl1e natural process of labour.
Hence, unless the os uteri anJ external parts arc sufficiC'utly relaxed, the medicin~ is apt to produce injury to the fcctus by the incessant pressure which it
maintains; aud the death of tbe child is thought not unfrequently to have resulted from its injudicious employment. 'l'he case!:' to which it is thought to be
especially adapted are those of lingering labour, when the os uteri is suffiuiently
dilated, and the external pas~:mgcs sufficiently relaxed, when no mechanical impediment is offered to the passage of the child, an'lt the deh1y is ascribable solely to
want of energy in the uterus. Other cases are those in wl.iich the death of the
frotus has been ascertained, and when great exhaustion or dangerous constitutional irritation imperiously calls for speedy delivery. '.l'be medicine may also be
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gi"en to promote the expulsion of the placenta, to restrain inordinate hcmorrbarre

11ftcr Uclivery, and to hasten the discharge of lhe footus in protracted cases of aboc;.tion. In women subject to dangerous flooding, a dose of ergotgi"cn immediately
Lefore deli>ery is said to have the ha'ppiest effects. h has also been recommended
for the expulsion of coogula. of blood, polypi, and hydatids from the uterine cavity.
It bas been accused of producing puerperal convulsions, hour-glass contraction of
the uterus, and hydroccplrnlus in the new-born infant. (Dr. Catlett, Ed. Aled.
cwd Stay. Joun~., Jan. 18-12.) In uterine hemorrhage, unconnected with pregnanc:y, the medicine is deemed highly useful; and its employment bas been ex
tcn<led to other hemorrhages with asserted advantage. "·e have seen it promptly
cHCctual in pulmonary hemorrhage, after all the usual means had failed. May
it uot have the power of producing contraction of the capillaries in general, or of
interfering in some other way with the circulation of the blood in these vessels,
us by the exertion of a direct sedative or paralyzing influence upon them? We
miµ:ht in this way account for the dry gangrene which results from its abuse, as
well as for its influence in restraining hemorrhage . It has also been employed
in amenonhrea, but not with encouraging success. Gonorrbc.ca, gleet, leucorrhooa,
dy:;menorrhc.ca, chronic dysentery and diarrhooa, paraplegia, paralysis or debility
of the bladder and of the rectum, spermatorrhooa, hysteria, and intermittent·
fever, arc among the complaints in which it has been recommended.
Ergot is usually given in substance, infu sion, or decoction. The dose of the
powder to a woman in labour is fifteen or twenty grains, to be repeated every
twenty minutes till its peculiar effects are experienced, or till the amount of a
<lrnchm has been taken. Of an infusion made in the proportion of a drachm of
ergot to four fiuidounccs of water, one-third may be given for a dose, and repeated
with the same intcn-al. For other purposes the dose of the medicine is ten or
fifteen grains, repeated three times a day, and gradually increased, but not continued for a great length of time. In urgent cases of hemorrhage, the do.se may
be repeated every two hours, or oftener if necessary. A wine of er~ot is directed
by tbe United States Pharmacopmia. (Sec Vinirni b'ryotre.) The oil of ergot,
prepared by means of ether, as already described (page 327), was given by Dr.
Wright in the dose of from twenty to fifty drops, diffused iu cold water, warm
tea, or weak spirit and water.
Under the name of ergotin, Bonjean's purified extract is sometimes nscd in
the dose of from fi.\•c to ten grains. It is made by exhausting ergot with water,
evaporating to the consistence of sy rup, precipitating the albumen, gum, &c.,
by a large excess of alcohol, decantiug the clear liquid, and evaporating to the
con.;;istence of a soft extract.
.i\Jr. Laidl cy, of Richmond, Va., proposes a fluid extract, made by exhausting
ergot successively with ether, alcohol, and wnter, allowiug the ethereal solution
to evaporate spontaneously, C\"aporating the tincture aud infusion till they measure as many fluidounc:cs as there were troy ounces of ergot employed, tben
adding enough sugar to preserve tbe liquid, incorporating with it the ethereal
extract or oil, and finally adding so much water as to cause a fl.uidrachm of the
preparation to represent forty gm.ins or two closes of the ergot. (Am.. Journ. of
Plwrnt., xxiv. 160.)
Ergot has been employed externa l1y. Dr. Miiller found it to check the bleeding
from large di\"idcd arteries; an<l Dr. Wrightstutcs that either in powder or infusion
it bas a. prompt cffi::ct in arresting hemorrhage. 1t is recommended by the latter
practitioner as :tn injection in uterine hemorrhage. It should be used, however,
with some caution; as the powder applied to abraded surfaces has produced sloughing in the lower animals.
J~rgot should he powdered only when wanted for use.
Oj/: Prrp. Infusum Brgota::; '.fiuctura Ergot a::; Tinctura Ergot re lEtberea;
W.
Yinuw l:;rgot<l!.
4
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ERIGERON CANADENSE. U.S. Secondary.
Canada Fleabane.
The herb of Erigeron Canadeusc. U. S.
ElUOERON.
Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Superflua..-..i\i'i:tt. Ord. CompositroAsteroidero, De Cand. Asteracere, Lindlry.
Gen. Ch. Calyx imbricated, sub- hem ispherical, in fruit often reflected. Florets
of the rag linear 1 very narrow, numerous. Receplatl!] naked. Pappus double,
exterior miuute 1 interior pilose, of few rays. Nuttall.
E1·i1rron Canadense. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii.1954. This is an indigenous annual
plant, witb a stem from two to six feet high, covered with stiff hairs, and divided
into numerous branches. The leaves are lincar-lanccolatc, and edged with hairs;
those at the root are dentate. The flowers are very small, num erous, white, and
arranged in terminal panicles. They differ from those of the other specie"s of
Erigeron in having an oblong calyx, the rays very minute and more numerous
than the florets of the disk, and the seed-down sim ple. Hence by some botanists
·the plant is placed in a sub-gen us with the title Cc:enotus. Another vari ety of
E. Oanadense, which Mr. Nuttall makes a distinct species, with the title E. pu·
silum, is not more than from four to six inches high, and has an erect smooth
stem, less branched than the preceding, with all its leaves entire, and scabrous
-011 the margin. The paniele is simple, and the peduncles filiform, nearly naked,
<lirnricate, each bearing two or three flowers.
Canada fleabane is very common throughout the northern and middle sections
of the United States, and has become naturalized in many parts of Europe. It
abountls in neglected fields, and blooms in J ul.Y and August. 'fhe plant, all parts
of which are medicinal,should be collected while in fl ower. The leaves and flowers
are said t.o possess its peculiar virtu~s in greatest perfectiou.
This species of Erigeron has an agreeable odour, and a bitterish, acrid, some·
what astringent taste. Among its constituents, according to Dr. De Puy, are
bitter extractive, tannin, gallic acid, and volatile oil. Both alcohol and water
extract its virtues. Its acrimony is diminished by decoction, in consequence,
probably, of the escape of the oil.
.Jlledical Propc;·lies and Uses. l?rom the observations of Dr. De Puy, it appears
to be diuretic, tonic, and astringent; and has been found useful in dropsical complaints and diarrhrea.. It may be p:iven in substance, infusion, tincture, or extract.
The dose uf the powder is from thirty grains to a drachm; of an infusion prep::ircd
in the ~roportion of an ounce of the plant to a pint of boiling water, from two to
four Hu1douncesi of the aqueous extract from five to ten grains. In each case,
th'e dose should b~ repeated every two or three hours.
W.

ERIGERON HETEROPHYLLUM:. U.S. Secondary.
Tarious-leaved Fleabane.
The herb of Erigeron heteropbyllum. U.S.

ERIGERO~

PHILADELPHICUM:. U.S. Secondary.
P!iiladelpltia Fleabane.

The herb of Erigeron Pbiladelphicum. U.S.
EnrnERON.

See ERIGERON CANADENSE.
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1. Erigeron heteropl1yllum. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1956; Barton, Am.. :A!ed.
Bot. i. 231.-E. annuum. Persoon, Sgn. ii. 431; Torrey and Gray, Flor. of N
Am,. !i.175. ':L1his is a biennial herbaceous plant, belonging both to North America
nnd Europe. It has a branching root, from which proceed several erect, roundish,
striated, pubescent stems, much divided near the top, and rising two or 1.bree feet
in height. 'fhe lower leaves are ovate, acute, deeply toothed, and supported upon
long winged footstalks; the upper are lanceolate, acute, deeply serrate in the
middle, and s~ssile; the floral letwes are lanceolate and entire; all, excPpt those
from the root, are ciliate at the base. 'fhe flowers are in terminal corymbs. The
florets of the disk are yellow; those of tbc ray numerous,. very slender, and of a
white, pale-blue, or pale-purple colour. The flowering period is from June to
October.
Eri:geron Philadelpldrum. Barton, .Med. Bot. i. 227.-E. strigosurn. Willd.
Sp. Plant. iii. 1956; Torrey and Gray, Flor. of N Am. ii. 176. '!'he I)hiladelphia. flea.bane is perennial and herbaceous, with a branching yellowish root, and
from one to five erect stems 1 which rise two or three feet in height, and are much
brnnched at top . Tb e whole plaut is pubescent. The lower leaves are ovatelanceolate, nearly obtuse, ciliate on the margin, entire or marked with a few serratures, and supported on very long footstalks; the upper are narrow, oblong,
somewhat wedge-shaped, obtuse, entire, sessile, and slightly embrace the stem;
the floral leaves are small and lanceola.te. '£be flowers are numerous, radiate, and
disposed in a panicled corymb, with long peduncles bearing from one to three
flowers. They resemble those of the preceding species in colour, and make their
appearance about the same period.
\Ve include these two species under one head, because they grow together, possess identical medi cal properties, and arc indiscriminately employed. They are
found in various parts of tbe United States, and abound in the fields about Philadelphia., where th ey are known and used under the common though inaccurate
name of scabious. 'l'hc wll(l!c herb is used, and shou ld be collected while the
plants are in flower. It has a feebly aromatic odour, and bitterish taste, and imparts
its propel'ties to boiling water.
Jl/ulical Properties and Usrs. Fleabane is diuretic, without being offensive to
the stomach. lt bas been a favourite remedy with some highly respectable practitioners of Philadelphia. in gravel an<l other nC'phritic diseases, and has been
employed with advantage in dropsy. Dy the I.ate Dr. \Vist<i r it was recommended
in hydrothorax eompliciited witb gout. It cannot be relied on for th e cure of
dropsy; but may be employed as an adjuYaut to more efficient medicines. It is
most conveniently administered in infusion or decoction,of which a pint, containing
the Yirtucs of au ounce of the herb, way be given iu twenty-four hours. ,V.

ERYNGIUM. U.S. Secondary.
Button Snakeroot.
The root of Eryngium aqua.ticum. U.S.
l~RYN OJUM. Sex. Syst. Pcutandria. Digynia..-Nat. Orel. Apia.cero or Umbcllifor::e.
Gen. Ch. Flowers capitate. lnvolucrmn many-leaved. Prnper Cal!JX fivcpartcd, superior , persistent. Corolla of five petals. Receptacle foliaceous, ~egments
a.cute or cuspida.tc. Fruit bipartite. ]\..,.uttall.
Er!Jngimn aguaticmn. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1357. The button snakeroot or
water er!Jn!lo is an inJigenous herbaceous plant, with a. pcrcuuial tuberous root,
and a. stem two or three feet high, sometimes, according to Pursh, six feet, generally branching by forks, but trichotomous above. '!'he leaves are very long,
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lincar-lanceolate on the upper part of the stem, sword-shaped below, with bristly
spines at distant inten'als upon their margin. '..I.1he floral leaves arc lanccolate
and dentate. rl'he flowers are white or pale, and disposed in g lobose heads, with
the leaflets of the involucrum shorter than the head, and, like the scales of the
rccepta6le, entire. This plant is found in low wet places, from Virginia to Carolina.
Its period of flowering is August
The root, which is the medicinal portion, has a bitter, pungent, aromatic t.istc,
provoking, when chewed, a flow of saliva. It is cliaphoretic, expectorant, in large
doses occasionally emetic; and is u!:'ed by some physicians in decoction as a substitute for sencka. (Bigelow.) We are told in Barton's Collections, that it is
nearly allied to the contrayerva of the shops.
W.

ERYTHRONIUi\'I. U.S. Secondai·y.
Erythronium.
The root and herb of Erythronium Americanum. U.S.
ERYTntlONIUM . Sex. Syst. Hcxandria Monogynia. - Na.t. Qrd. Liliacere.
Gen. Oh. Calyx none. Co1·olhi inferior, six-petalled; the three inner petals
with a callous prominence on each edge near the base. Bigelow.
Er.1Jlhroni1un Americaimm.. l\luhl. Catalogue, 8-!; Bigelow, Am. Med. Bot.
iii. 151. -E. lanceolatmn. Pursh, p. 230. This is an indigenous pera;unial bulbous
plant, sometimes called, after the European species, dog's tooth violet. The bulb
(cormus) 1 which is brown cx:tcrnally, white and solid within, sends up a single
naked slender flower stem, and two smooth, lauceola.te, nearly equal leaves, sheathing at their ba.se 1 with an obtuse ca.llous point, and of a brownish-green colour
diversified by numerous irregular spots. The flower is solitary, nodding, yellow,
with oblong-laoceolate petals obtuse at the point, a club-shaped undivided style,
and a three-lobed stigma..
The Erythroniurn grows in woods and other shady places throughout tbe
Northern and Middle States. It flowers in the latter part of April or early in
l\Iay. All parts of it are active.
lu the dose of twenty or thirty grains, the recent bulb acts as an emetic. The
leaves are said to be more powerful. 'l'be activity of the plant is diminished by
drying. So far as we are at present acquainted with its virtues, it may be considered a useless addition to the l\lateria l\ledica.
W.

EUPATORIUM. U.S.

Thorough wort.
The tops and leaves of Eupatorium perfoliatum. U.S.
.S ex. S!Jst. Syngcnesia hJqualis.-Nat. Ord. CompositreEupatoriacere, De Oand. Asteracere, Lfoclle!J.
Geu. Ch. Caly:r: simple or imbric;itc, oblong. Style long and semi-bificl. Receptacle naked. Paprts pilose 1 or more commonly scabrous. Seed smooth and
glandular, quiuquestriate. Nuttall.
or this numerous genus, comprising not less than thirty species within the
limits of the United States, most of which probably possess analogous medical
properties, E.pe1folialum alone now holds a _place in our national Pharmacopceia.
E. purpureum, and E. teucr1/olium, were originally in the Secondar!J List, but
were di sca rded at the revision of 1840. They merit, however, a brief notice here,
if only from their former officinal rank.
Eupatorium purpureum, or gravel root, is a. perennial herbaceous plant, with
EuPA'l'ORIUi\f.
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a purple stem, five or six feet in height, and furnished with ovate-lanceolate,
serrate, rugoscly veined, slightly scabrous, pctiolatc leaves, placed four or five
together in the form of whorls. 'l'he flowers are purple, and consist of numerous
florets contained in an eight- leaved calyx. It grows in swamps and other low
grounds, from Canada to Virginia, and flowers in August and September. The
root has, according to Dr. Bigelow, a bitter, aromatic, and astringent taste, and
is said to operate as a diuretic. Its vulgar name of gravel root indicates the
popular estimation of its virtues.
Eupalor'htm teuc1"ifolium (Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1753), E. pilosum (Walt.
Flor. Car. 199), E. verbenre/ol;um (Mich. Flor. Am. ii. 98), commonly called
wit<l ho1·ehound, is also an indigenous perennial, with an herbaceous stern 1 which
is about two feet high, and supports sessile, distinct, ovate, acute, scabrous leaves,
of which the lower are coarsely serrate at the base, the uppermost enti re. The
flowers are small, white, composed of five florets within each calyx, and arranged
in the form of a corymb. The plant grows in low wet places from )few England
to Georgia, and is abundant in the Southern States. It is in flower from August
to No\'emher. The whole herb is employed. In sensible properties it corresponds with E. pn·foliaruni, though less bitter and diimgreeable. It is said to
be tonic, dia.phoretic, diuretic, and apericnt; and in the South has been much
employed as a domestic remedy in intcnuittent and remittent fevers. Dr. Jones,
formerly president of the Georgia Medical Society, was the first to makC its propertiel'! known to the profession. It is usually adm inistered infused in water.
One quart of the infusion, containing the virtues of an ounce of the plant, may
be given in separate portions during the day.
E. eam1al.Jinum, of Europe, the root of which was forme rly used as a purgati,·e, and E. Aya-pana, of Brazil, the leaves of which at one time enjoyed a
very high reputation, have fallen into enti re neglect. The Aya-pa1w is au
aromatic bitter, like E. pe1foliat1tm, but weaker.
Eupat01·imn pe1/ulialMn. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1761; Bigelow, Am. Jlled.
Bot. i. 33; Barton, Med. Bot. i.i. 125. Tlwroughwort, or boneset, is an indigenous perennial plant, with numerous herbaceous stems, which arc erect, round,
hairy, from two to fi\-c feet high, simple below, and trichotomously branched
near the summit. The leaves serve to distinguish the species at the first glance.
Tbey may be considered either as perforated by the stem, pe1jOliate, or as consisting each of two leaves joined at the base, connate . Considered in the latter
point of view, they arc opposite and in pairs, whicli <lccussate each other at
regular diatances upon the stem j in other words, the direction of each pair is at
right angles with that of the pair immediately above or beneath it. They are
narrow in proportion to their length, broadest at the base where they coalesce,
p:radually t;1pering to a point., serrate, much wrinkled, paler on the under tlrnu
tbe upper surface, and beset with whitish hairs which give them a grayish.green
colour. Tbe uppermost pairs are sessile, not joined at the base. The flowers
are white, numerous, supported on bairy peduncles, in dense corymbs, wbich
form a flattened sum mi t. The calyx, which is cylindrical and composed of imbricated, lanceolate, hairy scales, encloses from tweke to fifteen tubular florets,
having their border divided iuto five spreading segments. The anthers arc five,
black, and united into a tnbe, through which the bificl filiform style projects
above the flower.
This species of Eu pa.tori um inhabits meadows, the banks of streams, and other
mobt places, growing generally in bunches, and abounding in almost all parts
of the United States. It flowers from the middle of summer to the end of
October. All parts of it are active; but the herb only is officinal.
It has n. faint odour, and a strongly bitter somewhat peCuiiar taste. The virtues of the plant are readily imparted to water and alcohol. Mr. W. Peterson
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found it to contain a. peculiar bitter prin«iplc, chlorophyllc, resin, a crystalline
matter of undetermined character, gum, tannin, yellow colouring matter, extractive, lignin, and salts. (Am. Journ. of Plwnn., :xxiii. 210.)
.Medical Properties and USes. '}'borough wort is tonic, diaphorctic, an_d in large
doses emetic and aperient. It is said to haxc been employed by the lndians in
intermittent fever, and has proved successful in the Lands of several regular
practitioners. The general experience, however, is not in its farnur in that
complaint. 'We have seen it effectual in arresting iutermittents when f:irnn
freely in warm dccoction, immediately before the expected recurrence of the
paroxysm; but it operated in this insfanee by its emetic rather than its tonic
power. The medicine has also been used as a tonic and diaphoretic in rcmitteut
and typhoid fevers, and is said to Lave been productive of advaut<1gc in yellow
fever. Qi,·en in warm infusion, so as to produce vomiting or copious pcrspira.
tion, nt the commencement. of catarrh, it will frequently arrest t lw.t complaint;
and has been especially recommended in the treatment of influenza. It has
also been recommended as a dii1phorctic in acute rheumatism; and may prove
serviceable in the absence of high arterial excitement. As a tonic it is given
with adrnnt.igc in dyspepsia, general debility, and other cases in which the
&imple bitters are employed.
'Vith a ''iew to its tonic effects, it is best administered in substnncc, or in
cold infusion. The dose of the powder is twenty or thirty grains, that of the
infusion a fluidouncc, fre<]uCutly repeated. (Sec h1/11surn Eupalorii.) '.l'hc
nqueous extract bas been used with advantage. When the diap horetic operation
is r<>quired in addition to the Ionic, the infusion should be administered warm,
and the patient remain co\·crccl in bed. As nu emetic and catbartie, a strong
dccoction, prepared by boiling an ounce with three half pint:; of water to a pint,
may be i:riven in doses of one or two gills, or more .
Off. Prep. lnfusum Eupatorii.
W.

EUPilORBIA COROLLA TA. U.S. Secondary.
Large-flowering Spurge.
The root of Eupborbia. corolla ta. U. S.
Bui>nORBIA. S"x. Syst. Dodeeandria Trigynia, Linn.; l\Ioncccia l\lonadel·
phia, .Alirhoux.-l\ral. Ord. Euphorbiaceoo.
Gen. Ch. lnvolucrmn caliciform, eight to ten toothed, exterior alternate dentures glanduloid or petaloid. Stomi1w indefinite, twelve or more, rarely lees;
filaments articulated. Ra:f'ptade !<quamosc. .Fl.mule jfower solitary, stipitate,
naked . C(fpsule three-grained. Nuttall.
In the flower of the Euphorbi::c, tbe stamina. are arranged two or more together, in distinct parcels, which corrc!=pond in number with the inner segments
of the calyx. These pa rcels were considered by .l\licha.ux as distinct male florets;
whi le tLe central stipitate germ, with its three bifid styles, was considered us a
distinct female floret, and the calyx took the name of nn involucrc. He accordingly placed the genus in the class and order J.l!onacia 1lfonadelpl1ia, and
in this respect has been followed by most American botanists. '.l'he genus
}~uphorhia ~ontains numerous species, which have the eommon propcriy of
yielding a milky juic~. 'l'hcy arc herbaceous or i:ihrubLy, wi1h or without leaves;
and the lcafl.c.ss l"pec1cs, which are chiefly confiucd to the African dcscru~, have
fleshy, naked, or spiny stems, resembling the genus Cactus. They nearly all
afford products which act powerfully as emetics nnd cathartics, and in over-doses
give rise to dangerous if not fatal prostration, with symptoms of inflamed gastro·
intestinal mucous membrane. Their milky juice, which concretes on expo:.ure
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to the air, usuall y possesses these pr?perties in a high degree, and, in addition,
that of powerfully irritating the skm when externally applied. Two species
only are acknowledged in our national Phurmacopooiu, .E. corolla.ta and E. Ipecarua11lw, which are both indigenous. E. ltyperfrifolia, which is also indigenous,
Jias been very highly commended as a remedy in dysentery after due depletion,
diarrhrea, menorrhagia, rmd lcucorrhooa, by Dr. ·w. iollickoffer. He infuses half
an ounce of the dried lc>aves in a. pint of boiling water, and gives half a fluidounce
every hour in dysentery till the symptoms bep;in to yield, the same quantity
after every erncnati ou in diarrhcca, and two fluidounccs, morning, noon, and
night, in menorrhagia and fluo r al bus. The herb, according to Dr. Zollic·koffer,
is at first sweetish, afterwards h~1rsh and as tringent to the taste, and from his experiments appears to cont:.iin tannin. Its effocts upon the sy8tem are those of an
astringent and feeble narcotic. It differs, therefore, consiJerably, both in 1eosiblc and medicinal properties, from most of tlrn other species. (Am.. Journ. of the
Jlfed. Sciences, xi. 22.) In a subsequent communication by the sa me author, it
is stated that£. nwC'l.data possesses similar properties. (Ii1:d., N. S., iii . 125.)
Euphort..iacorollata. Willd. Sp. Plrtnt. ii. 916; Bigelow, Am. Med. Bot. iii.
11 9 .. 'l'he Oloo11u'n9 or large-flowering purge, frequently called 1nilk-weed, is a.
tall erect plant, with a large, perennial, branching, yellowish root, which sends
up several stems from two to fi\·e feet in height, round and generally simple.
'l'he leaves, which stand irregularly upon the stem, and without foot-stalks, are
oblong-obovatc, wedge-form or linem·, flat or revolute at the margin, smootL in
some plants, and hairy in others. Tbe flowers are di$posed upon a large terminal
umbel, with a five- leaved invohicrum, and five trifid and dichotomous rays, at
each fork of which are two oblong bractes. Th e culyx is large, rotate, white,
with five obtuse segments closely resembling a. corolla, from which tlie species
has been named. At the base of these divisions are five interior smaller segments, whid1 a.re de~c:ribed as nectaries by many systematic writers, while tbe
larger nre considered ns belongi11g to a rea l corolla. The stamens arc twehe,
evolv ing gradually, with double anthers. .l\lany flowers ha Ye onl y stame ns. The
• pistil, when existing, is stip itatc, nodding, rounded, with three bifid styles. 'l'he
fruit is a. smooth, three-celled, three-seeded caps ule.
The plant grows in various parts of the United States, from Canada to Florida,
and abounds in 1Vestern l'en nsykania, l\raryland, and Virginia.. It prefers a.
dry, barren, and Fandy soil, seldom growing in woods or on the borders of streams.
Its flowers appear in July and August. The root is the only part used.
This, when full grown, is sometimes an inch in thickness, and two feet in
length. ]t is without unpleMant taste, producing only a sense of heat a short
timeafteritlrnsbecn taken. 'l'hemcdicalvirtuesaresaid to reside in tbecortical
portion, which is t hick, and constitutes two-th irds of the whole root . They are
taken up by water and alcohol, and remain in the extract formed by the evaporati on of the decoct ion or tincture.
Jl/e<lic:al Propern·e.~ and Uses. In a foll dose, the root of E. corollata operates
actively and with sufficient certainty as an emetic, producing ord inarily several
discharges from the slornacb, and not unfrcquently acting with considerable en ergy upon the bowels. ln quantit~es insufficient to vomit, it excites nausea,
almost alwaJS followed by brisk purgmg. ln still smaller dose::i it is diapborctic
and expcc.toran t. lt cannot, hoWC\'Cr, like ipecacuanha, be given largcl.y in cases
of insensibility of stomach, without endangering hypcrcatLar:::is with rnflammation of the mucous coa.t. of the stomach and bowels. lt is in fact greatly iuferior
to this emetic in mi ldness, while it is no less inferior to the tartarized antimony
iu certainty. It is objectionable as a purge, in consc>quence of tbe nausea which
it occasions, when given in cathartic do~es . Dr. Zollickoffer was the first to introduce it to ti.Jc particular notice of the medical profession. It is little prescribed,
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and seldom kept in the shops. The close of the dried root as an emetic is from
ten to twenty grains, ns a cathartic from three to ten grains. The recent ro1)t 1
bruised and applied to the skin, produces vesication.
W.

EUPHORilIA IPECACUANIIA. U.S. Secondary.
Ipecacuanlw Spurge.
The root of Euphorbia. Ipecacuanba. U.S.

EurnoRBlA. See EUPHORBIA COROLLATA.
Euphorbia lpecacuanha. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 900; Barton, .Afed. Bot. i. 211;
Bigelow, Am ..Aled. Bot. iii. 108. lpecacuanha spurye, or, as it is ometimes
called, American ?'pecacuanha, is a singular plant, varying so much in the !-=hape
and colour of its leaves, and in its whole aspect, that mere individual peculiarities might without care be attributed to a specific difference. 'rhe root is perennial, yellowish, irreguln.r and very large, penetrating sometimes to the depth of
six or seven feet in the sand, and in its thickest part, when full grown, from
three-quarters of an iuch to au inch and a half in diameter. The stems are
numerous, herbaceous, erect or procumbent, smooth, dichotomous, jointed at the
forks, white under the ground, red, pale-green, or yellow a.hove, sometimes almost
buried in the sand, usually forming thick low bunches upon its surface. The
lea.ves are opposite, sessile, entire, smooth, generally ontl, but sometimes round,
obovate, or even bnceohte, or linear. '.rbey are small early in the spring, and
increase in ~ize with the age of the plant. Their colour varies from green to
crimson. The flowers arc solitary, on long axillary peduncles. The calyx is
spreading, witb five exterior obtuse segments, and the same number of inner,
smaller segments. The fertile flowers have a roundish, drooping, pedicelled
germ, crowned with six revolutc stigmas. The capsule is three-celled, and con·
tains three seeds.
E. lpcrncncwha is indigenous, growing in pine barrens and other sandy places
in the Middle and Southern States, especially along the sea~board, and abundantly in New Jersey, on the banks of the Debware. It blooms from May to
August. 'l'he root, which is the officinal portion, is, according to Dr. Barton,
equally efficacious at whatever period collected.
rrhe dried root is light and brittle, of a. grayish colour externally, white within,
inoclorous, and of a sweetish not unpleasant taste. Its active principle has not
been isolated. Dr. Bigelow inferred from his experiments that it contained
caoutehouc, resin, gum, and probably starch.
Medical Properties and l7ses. Ipecaeuauha spurge iR an energetic, tolerably
certain emetic, ra~hcr milder than E. Corollata, but like it, di1•poscd to act upon
the bowels, and liable, if given in over-doses, to produce excessive n:rnsea and
vomiting, general prostration, and alarming hypere:1tharsis. It is, therefore,
unfit to supersede ipecacnanha. In small doses it ii:; diaphorctic. 1.'he specific
name of the plant indicates that the emetic p:o~erty of the root has been long
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Medical Botany. The late Dr. llewson, of Philadelphia, informed us, that tbis
emetic was the subject of an inaugural essay by Dr. Royal, and that experiments,
conducted with it amo~1g the convicta in the Walnut Street prison, proved it to
be advanta~eously available for all th~ purposes of an emetic; while, in con~c
quence of its want of nauseous ta!3te, it seemed to answer even better than ipeca.cuanha as au expectorant and diaphoretic. 'The dose of the powdered root is
from ten to fifteen grains.
W.
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EUPHORBIUM. Ed.
Euplwrbium.
Concrete resinous juice of undetermined species of Eupborbia. Ed.
Euphorbc, F-r.; .Euphorbium, Germ.; Euforbio, ital., Span.

Eumo1tBIA. See EUPllORB!A OOROLLAT A.
1£uphorbium is obtained from one or more species of Euphorbia; but its precise
sou rce is somewhat uncertain. H bas been a~cribed to E. ojjicino1"1tm, growing
in tLe North of' Africa. and at the Cape of Good Hope, l:J. canariensis, a native
of the Canary Islands and Western Africa1 and E. antiquorurn, inhabiting Egypt,
Arabia, and the .East Indies, and supposed to be the plant from which the ancients derived this resinous product. These species of Euphorbia bear a considerable resemblance in their general form to the Uacl1ts, having leafless, jointed,
angular stems, divided into branches of a similar structure, and famished with
double prickles at tlie angles. When wounded, th ey yield an acrid milky juice,
which concretes on the surface of the plant, and, being removed, constitutes the
cuphorbium of commerce.
This occurs in the shape of tears, or in oblong or roundish masses, about the
size of a pea or larger, often forked, and perforated with one or two small con ica l
holes, produced by the prickles of tbe plant, around which the juice has concreted,
and wbich sometimes remain in tbe holes. The masses are occasionally large
and mixed with impurities. 'l'he surface is dull and smooth, bearing some resemblance to thu.t of tragacantb; the cons istence somewhat friable; the colour
li ght yellowish or reddish; the odour sca rcely perceptible; the taste at first sli g ht,
but afterwards excessively acrid and burning. The colour of the powder is yellowish. The sp. gr. of euphorbium is 1·12-:1:. 'l'riturated with water it renders
the liquid milky, and is p<l rtially dissolved. Alcohol dissolves a larger portion,
forming a. yellowish tincture, wbich becomes milky on the addition of water.
Its constituents, according to Pelletier, are resin, wax, ma late of lime, malatc of
potassa, lignin, bassorin, volatile oil, and water. .Hrandes found caoutchouc. It
contaius no soluble gum. 'l'h e proportions of the ingredients are variously stated
by different chemists, and probably vary in different specimens. The most
abundant is resin, and tbe remainder consists chiefly of wax and rnalate of lime.
Tbe resin is excessively acrid, is soluble in alcohol, and, when exposed to heat,
melts, takes fire, and burns with a brilliant flame, diffusiog au iigreeable odour .
.iUedita.l Properties «lld USes. Euphorbium taken iutcroally is emetic ancl
cathartic, often acting with great violence, and iu large doses producing severe
ga:;tric pain, excessive heat in the throat, and symptoms of great prostration. In
cousequeuce of the severity of its action, its internal use has been entirely a ban·
doncd. Applied to the mucous membrane of the nostrils, it excit~s violent
irritation, attended with incessant sneezing and sometimes bloody discharges.
They wbo powder it are under the necessity of guardiug their eyes, nostrils, and
mouth against the fine dust which rises. Largely diluted with wheat flour or
starch, it may be used as an errLine in amaurosis, deafness, and other obstinate
atfcctious or the bead. Bdernally applied, it iufiames the skin, often producing
vcsication; and ou the contiuent of .l!:urope is sometimes used as au ingred ient
of cpispastic preparations. It is employed iu veterinary practice, with a view to
it.s vesicatiog power. As an article of the materia medica, however, it might
well be dispeused with.
Off. Prep. Acetum Cantharidis.
W.
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EXTRACTUM: CANNABIS. U.S. Secondary.
Extract of Hemp.
An alcoholic extract of the dried tops of Cannabis sativa, variety lndica. U. 8.

Off Sil"· EX'l'RAC'l'U)l CANNABIS INDICJE. Caooabis lodica.

The

extract. Dub.

Sex.S!Jsl. DioociaPentandria.-Nat.Ord. Ca.nnabinacere.
Gen. Ch. MALE. Ca(IJX five parted. Stamens five. F.EMALE. Calyx Olle-lcavcd,
rolled up. Styles two. Lindie}/·
Cannabis saliva. Linn. Sp. Plant. ]457; Griffith, Aled. Bot. p. 572. ITernp
is an annual plant, from four to eight feet or more in height, with an erect,
branching, angular stem. The leaves are alternate or opposite, on long, lax
footstalks, roughish, and digit.ate with linear-lanceolate, serrated segments. The
Rtipulcs are i-ubulate. 'fhe flowers are axillary; the male in long, branched, drooping racemes; the female in erect simple spikes. The stamens are five, with long
pendulous anthers; the pistils two, with long, filiform, glandular stigmas. '.l'he
fruit is ovate, and one-seeded. The whole plant is covered with a very fine pubescence, scarcely visible to the naked eye, and is somewhat viscid to the touch.
The hemp growing in India, from which the medicine is derived, has been considered by some as a distinct species1 and named Cannabis Indica; but the most
observant botanists, upon comparing it with our cultivated plant, have been
unable to discover any specific difference. It is now, therefore, regarded merely
as a variety, and is distinguished by the epithet lndica. Dr. Pereira states that,
in the feruale plant, the flowers are somewhat more crowded than in the common
hemp; but that, in comparing the male plants of tbe two varieties, be found them
in all respects the same. It is unfortunate that the n;1me of Indian hernp has
been attached to the medicinal product; as, in tbc United States, the same name
has long been appropriated to Ap0<y1mrn cannabimmi; and some confusion bas
hence arisen.
C. sati\•a is a native of the Caucasus, Persia, and the hilly regions in the North
of India. It is cultivated in many parts of Europe and Asia, a,nd largely in our
Western Sta.te~. It is from the Indian '\"ariety exclusively that the medicine is
obtained; the heat of the climate in Hindostan apparently favouring the develop·
ment of its active principle.
The seeds, though not now officinal, have been used in medicine. They are
about the eigb.lh of an inch long, roundish-ovate, somewhat compressed, of a shining ash.gray colour, inodorous, aud of a disagreeable, oily, sweetish taste. They
yield by expression a considerable quantity of fixed oil, which has tbe drying property, and is used in the arts. '1'hey contain abw uncrystallizable sugar and
albumen, and w~1en rubbed with water form an emulsion, which may be used advantaf!eously in rnfbmmationsoftbe mucous membranes, though without narcotic
properties. 'l'he~' are much used as food for birds, which arc fond of them.
In IJiudostan 1 Persia, and other parts of the East, hemp has long been habitually employed as an intoxicating agent. The parts used are the tops of the plant,
a.nd a r~sinous product obtained from it. '!'he plant is cut after flowering, and
formed mto bundles, about two feet long by three incbes in diameter, which are
sold in the bazaars under the name of gunjali. ~'he hashish of the Arabs is
essentially the same. 'fhc name bang is given to a. mixture of the larger lea\'es
and capsules without tLe stems. 'l'Lere is on the surface of the plant a resinous
exudation to which it owes its clammy feel. l\len clothed in leather run through
the hemp fields, brnshing forcibly against the plants, and thus separating the
resin, wbic.:h i.'i subsequently scraped from their dress,· and formed into balls.
CANNABIS.
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These are called clmrrus. In these different states of preparation, the hemp is
smoked like tobacco, witb which it is said to be frequently mixed. An infusion
or decoction of the plant is also sometimes used as an exhilarating drink.
The medicinal 1·csin or e.T.tract. of hnnp, directed by the U.S. Pharmacopooia,
is made by C\"aporating a tincture of the dried tops. Dr. O'Sbaughncssy directs
it to be prepared by boiling the tops of the gunjah in alcohol until all the resin
is dissolved, and C\'aporatin g to drynci:=s by me:ins of a water-bath. Mr. Robertson, of the Ca lcutta Medical College, prepares it. by passing the vapour of boiling
alcohol from tLe boiler of a sti ll into the dried plant contained in a conven ient
receptacle, and evaporati ng tLe condensed liquor by a heat not exceeding 150° F.
The l\lessrs. Smith, of Edinburgh, obtain a purer resin by the following proce~s.
Bruised gunjah is digested, first in successive portions of warm water, till tbe
expressed liquid comes away colourl ess; and afterwards, for two days, with a
moderate he:lt, in a solution of carbonate of soda, containing one part of th e salt
for two of the dried herb. It is then expresse<l, washed, dried, and exhausted
by percohLtion with alcohol. The tincture, after being agitated with milk of
lime containing one part of the earth for twelve of the gunjah used, is filtered;
the lime is precipitated by sulphuric acid; the filtered liquor is agitated with
animal charcoal, and again filtered; most of the alcohol is distilled C'lff, and to
the residue twice its weight of water is added; the liriuid is then allowed to
evaporate g radually; and, finally, the resin is washed with frc!'h water until it
ceases to impart a sour or bitter taste to the liquid, and is then dried in thin
layers. 'fhus obtained, it retains the odour and taste of the gunja h, of which
100 pounds yield 6 or 7 pounds of the extract
The Dublin College purifies the commercia l extract, Ly trealing it with alcohol, allowing the drc,e:s to subside, decanting lhe clear liquor, and evaporating,
by means of a water.bath, to the consistence of a soft. extract. The preparation
is denomin:ttcd 11 Ex·rRAC'11Ul\1 CANNAIHS lNDICiE PuRIFlCATUl\L" From this
the College prepares a. tincture. (See 'J'inclura Cannabii; Iud'ic·m.)
Pmpertles. Fresh hemp has a peculiar narcotic odour, which is said to be
capable of producing vertigo, headache, and a species of iutoxication. It is much
less in the dried tops, which ha,·e a feeble bittcrish taste. According to Dr.
Royle, the churrus is when pure of a. blackish.gray, blackish-green, or dirty olive
colour, of a fragrant and narcotic odom, and a sl ightly warm, bitterish, and acrid
taste. Schlesinger found in the leaves a bitter substance, cb loropby ll c, green
resinous extractive, colourin g matter, gummy extract, extractive, albumen, li gnin,
and salts. Tbe plant also contains volatile oil in ''ery small proportion. The
resin is probably the active principle, and hn.s recciYed the name of cawnabiu.
lt is soluble in alcohol and et.her, and is separated from th e alcoholic solutio n
by water, as a. white precipitate. I ts taste is warm, bittcrish, acrid, somewhat
bahiamic, and its odour fragrant, especially when heated. It is not possessed of
acid properties .
.Medir·al Properties. Extract of hemp is a powerful narcotic, causing exhilaration, intoxicat.ion, delirious hallucinations, a.ad, in its subseqllent action, drowsiness rind stupor, with little cfiCct upon tbe circulation. It is a.::scrted also to
act as a. decided aphrodisiac, to increase the appetite, and occasionally to indllce
the cataleptic state. In morbid states of the systemi it has been found to· produce sleep, to alluy spasm, to cornpose nen'ous inquietude, and to relieve pain.
In the::::c respects it resembles opium in its operation; but it differs from that
narcotic in not diminishing the appetite, checking the secretions, or co n ~tipating
the bowels. It is much less certain in its effects; but 111ay sometimes be preferably employed, when opium is contraindicated by its nauseating or constipating
effects, or its disposition to produce hcacbche, anJ. to check the brond1ial secretion. '!'be cow plaints in which it has been specially recommended arc neuralgia,
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gout, rheumatism, tetanus, hydrophobia, epidemic cholera, convulsions, chorea,
hysteria, mental depression, insanity, and uterine hemorrhage. Dr. Alexander
Christ ison, of Edinburgh, bas found it to have the property of hastening and
increasing the contractions of the uterus in delivery, und bas employed it with
advantage for this purpose. It acts very quickly, and without anrostLctio effect.
It appears, however, to exert this influence only in a certain propurtion of cases.
(.Bd. JVonth. Journ. of Jlled. Sci., xiii. 117, and xv. 124.) '!'he strength of the
extract varie:o1 much as found in commerce; and therefore no definite dose can
be fixed. When it is of good quality half a. grain or a. grain will affect tho sys~
tem. 'l'he 1\lcssrs. Smith found two-thirds of a grain of their extract to produce
powerful narcotic effects. In some instances it will be necessary to gi~c as much
as ten or twelve grains of the extract; and half an ounce of it has been taken
without sensible effect. 'rhc proper plan is to begin with a grain, repeated at
intervals of two, three, or four hours, and gradually inq.reased until its influence
is felt, and the strength of the parcel employed is thus ascertained. A tincture
is prepared by dissolving six drachma of the extract in a pint of alcohol. rl'hc
dose of this, equivalent to a grain of the extract, is about twenty minims, or
forty drops. Dr. O'Shaughnessy gave tea drops every half hour in cholera, and
a fluidrachm every half hour in tetanus. As the re!:iin is precipitated by water,
the tincture should be administered in mucilage or sweetened water. Alarming
W.
effects have been produced by over-doses.

EXTRACTUM GLYCYRRIIIZ.A!:. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Liquorice.
The extract of the root of Glycyrrhiza. glabra.

U~S.

Extl':lit de reglisse, Fr.; Siissho\z!)a.ft, Germ.; Sugo di liquirizia, Ital.; Regaliza en
bollos, Spmi.

For an account of 9lyc:yrrhiza ylabra, sec article GLYCYRRHIZA..
The British Colleges give directions for prcp.'lring this extract; but, as it is
seldom made in this country, it is very properly placed, in the U.S. Pharwacopreia, in the catalogue of the l\Iateria. Medica.
Liquor ice is au article of export from the North of Spain, particularly Catalonia, where it is obtained in the following manner. The roots of tLe G. ylabra,
having been dug up, thoroughly cleansed, and half dried by exposure to the air,
are cut into small pieces, and boiled in water till the liquid is saturated. The
dccoction is then allowed to rest, and, after the dregs ha\•e subsided, is de<:anted,
and evaporated to the proper consistence. The extract thus prepared is formed
into rolls from fixe to six inches long by an inch in diameter, which are dried
in the air, and wrapped in laurel leaves.
Much liquorice is also prepared in Calabria, according to l\f. Ft!e, from the
G. echinatawhic:b abounds in that country. The process is essentially the same
a.s that just described, but conducted with greater care; and the Italian liquorice
is purer and more valuable than the Spanish. 'Ye have been informed that
most of the extract brought to this country comes from the ports of Leghorn nnd
Messina. It is in cylinders generally somewhat smaller than the Spanish, and
sometimes stamped with the manufacturer's nnmc.*
Onide liquorice is in cyliudri?al rolls, somewhat flattened, and often covered
with bay leaves. We hJYeseeu tt in the London market in large cubical masses.
When good, it is r-ery black, dry, brittle, breaking with a shining fracture, or a

* We ha,·e been informed that n. very good extract is prepared in New York, IUI black
s.s the imported, but less llry n.nd hn~d, more soluble in wntc1·, um.I. having niore of the
tBSleoftherool.-lfotetot/1e1w1ll1. editio11.
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\cry sweet, peculiar, slightly acrid or bittcrish taste, and almost entirely soluble
in water. It is frequently, however, very impure, either from adulteration or
improper preparation. Starch, sa nd, the juice pf prunes, &c., are sometimes
added; and carbonaceous ma.tter, and even particles of copper are found in it,
the latter arising from the boilers in which the deroctiou is evaporated. Four
pounds of the extract Lave yielded two clrachms and a half of metallic copper.
(Fee.) It is rarely quite solubl e in water. Neumann obtained 460 parts of
watery extract from 480 of Spanish liciuorice. A bitter and empyreumatic taste
nre signs of inferior quality . Before being used internally it generally requires
to be purified.
The rejinetl liquorice, kept ln the sh ops in small cylindrical piecefol not thicker
than a. pipe stem, is prepureJ by dissolving the impure extract in water without
boiling, straining the solution 1 and evaporating. 'l'he object of this process is
to separate not only t.be in:::oluble jmpurities, but also t.he acrid oleo-resinous
substance, whicL is extracted by long boiling from the liquorice root, and is necessarily mixed with the unrefined extract. It is customary to add during the
process a port.ion of sugar, and sometimes perhaps mucilage or glue; and flour
or st.arch is a frequent adulteration. The preparation is sometimes attacked by
small worms, probably in consequence of t.hc farinaceous additions. Excellent
liquorice is prepared, in some parts of England, from the root cultivated in that
country. The Ponle/ract takes arc sma II lozenges of liquorice of a very superior
quality, made in the vicinity of Pomfret .
.Aledirnt Propatiesaud Uses. Liquorice isa useful demulcent, much em1Jloyed
as an addition to cough mixtures, and frequently added to infusions or decoctions,
in order lo cover the taste or obtund t he acrimony of the principal medicine. A
piece of it hcl<l in the mouth and allowed slowly to dissol\•e, is often found to allay
cough by shca!h io g: the irritated membrane of the fauces. It i::: used in pba.rmacy
to impart consistence to pills and trochcs, and to modify the taste of other medicines.
Off: Prep. Decoctum AlOesCompositum; l\ri stura Glycyrrhizre Compo... ita i PiJulre AIOes cum Sapone; 'l'inctura. AIOes; Tinctura Rhei et Sennm; 'l'roebi <;ci
Glycyrrhizre; 'l'rocbisci Glycyrrhizre ct Opii; 'frochisci L actucarii.
W.

FARINA. Land., Ed., Dub.
Wlieat Flow-.
Triticum vulgarc. The flour of the seed. Lond., Ed. Triticum restivum. The
flour from the seeds. Dul.i.
Farine cle froment, Fr.; Wnizenmehl, Germ.; Fa.rin:i. <li frumento, Ital.; Flor del trigo,
Acemite, Sp!m.
'.l'RITI CUl\I. Sex.S!Jsl. Triandria Digynia.-Nat. Ord. Graminacem.
Gen. Ch. Calyx two-valved, solitary , transverse, many-fl owered, on a flcxuose1 toothed receptacle. llees's lYdopmdio.
Tdtic1wi h.1Jber111trn. Willd . Sp. 1..1lant. i. 477.-T. vu~qa1·e, var. fl. hyiernnm.
Kuutb, Gram,in. -138. 'The commo11 winter whrat has a fibrous root, and one
or more erect, rouml, smoolh, j ointed stems, which rise from three to five feet
in height, and arc furnished with linear, pointed, entire, flat, many-ribbed, rough,
somewhat glaucous leaves, and jagged bearded stipules. The flowers arc in a.
soli tary, terminal, dense, smooth spike, two or three inches long. The calyx
is four-flowered, tumid, imbricnted, abrupt, with •~short compressed point. In
the upper part of the spike it is more elongated; and in this situation the
corolla. is more or Jess awned. 'The grain is imbrieated in four rows.
The native country of wheat is unknown; Lut its cultivation is supposed to
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have spread from Sicily o,·er Europe. It is now an ~bjcct of culture .in almost all
countries which enjoy a temperate climate. Sown rn the autumn, it _st:~nds the
winter, and ripens its seeds in the followiug summer. Numero~svar1ct1e~ ~ave
been produced by cultivation, some of which are usua lly doscnbed as d1shnct
species. Among these nwy pc1·haps be ranked '1 1• restivmn, or ~pring wheat, <l_ist iuguishcd by its Ion~ beards, and 'l.'. compositurn, or Egyphan _wl~eat, by, its
compound spikes. The seeds arc too well known to need descr1pt10n. 'Ihcy
are prepared for use by grinding and sifliug, by which the interior farinaceous
part is separated from the busk. 1'he former i_s divid~d nccordi_ug to its fineness
into different portions, but so far as regards its medical rel~tions may be considered under one head, that of farina or flour. The latter JS called bmn, and
conf'titutes from 25 to 33 per cent.
Flo11r is white, iuodorous, and nearly insipid. Its chief constituents arc starch,
gluten, albumen, saccharine matter, and gum, the proportions of which are by no
mcaui'I constant. Vauquelin obtained, as an average product, from eight varieties of flour which he examined, 10·25 per cent. of water, 10·80 of gluten (including coagulated albumen), 68·08 of starch, 5·61 of sugar, and -1·11 of gum .
•\ccorJing to Christison, subsequent experiments have gi\·en an average of lG or
17 per ccut. of gluten and albumen. The ashes of wheat, which amount only
to about 0·15 per cent., contain, uccording to llenry, superpbosphates of soda,
lime, and magnesia . rl'he gummy substance found in wheat flour is not precisely identical with ordinary gum; as it contains nitro~cn, and does not yield
mucic acid by the action of uitric acid. The starch, which is by far the most
abundant ing redient, is much employed in a separate state. (See Am/1lwn.) '.l'he
gluten, however, is not less important; as it is to the large proportion of thi)I
principle in wheat flour, that it owes its !!'uperiority over that from other grains
for the preparation of bread. 1'he gluten here alluded to is the substance first
noticed as a. distinct principle by 13cccaria. It is t.bc soft viscid fibrous mass
which remains, when wheat flour, enclosed in a. linen bag, is exposed to the action
of a stream of water, and at. the same time pressed with the fingers till the liquor
comes away colourless. But this has been ascertained to consist, in fact, of two
different suLstances. When boiled in alcohol, one portion of it is dissolved, while
another remains unaffected. Einhof ascertained that the part of the glutinous
mass left behind by alcohol is identical with vegetable albumen, while the dis50\vcd portion only is strictly entitled to the name of glutrn, which had been pre''iously applied to the whole mass. As these two principles are contained in
numerous ngetable products, and as they arc frec1uently referred to in this work,
it is proper tbat they should be briefly noticed. 'l'hcy both contain nitrogen,
and both, when left. to themselves in a moist state, undergo putrefaction. From
these circumstances, and from their close resemblance to certain proximate animal
principles in chemical habit.udes aud relations, they ure sometimes called, in works
on chemistry, 1:1'9efo.animal su.Lstances. They arc separated from each other by
boiling the gluten of Beccaria, above referred to, with successi\·c portions of alcohol, till the liquid, filtered whi le yet hot, ceases to become turbitl on cooling. 1l 1he
proper gluten dissolves, and may be obtained by adding water to the solution, and
distilling off the alcohol. Large cohering Oakes float in the li11uor, which, when
removed, form a viscid ela~tic mass, consisting of the substance in question with
some slight impurity. 'l'he part left behind by the alcohol is coagulated albumen.
Pure yluten, now called Vl'!Jciablefilirin, is a pale-yellow, adhesive, elastic substance, which, by drying, becomes of a deeper yellow colour and translucent. It
is almost insoluble in water, and quite insoluble in ether, and in the oils both
fixed and volatile . llot alcohol dissolves it much more readily than coldj and
from its solution in ordinary alcohol, at the boiling temperature, it is deposited
unchanged when the liquor cools. It is soluble in the dilute acids, and iu caustic
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alkaline solutions, in consequence of forming soluble compounds with the acids
aud alkalies. With the earths and metallic oxides it forms nearly insoluble compounds, which are precipitated when the earthy or metallic salts are added to the
solution of gluten in liqui<l potassa. Corrosive sublimate precipitates it from its
acid as well as alkaline solutions, and, added in solution to moist gluten, forms
with it a. compound, which, when dry, is hard, opaque, and incorruptible. Gluten
is al1:10 precipitated by infusion of galls. Its name originated in its adhesive property. It exists in most of the farinaceous grains, and in the seeds of some
leguminous plants.
Yegetal.ile ctlbmnen is destitute of adhesiveness, and, when dried, is opaque, and
of a white, gray, or brown colour. Before coagula.tion, it is soluble in water, but
insoluble in alcohol. By heat it coagulates and becomes insoluble in water. It
is dissolved by tbe solutions of the caustic alkalies. Most of the acids, if added
to its solution in excess, precipitate compounds of the acids respectively with the
albumen, which, though soluble in pure water, are insoluble in that liquid wheu
acidulated . It is not, howeVer, precipitated by an excess of phosphoric or acetic
acid. Its relations to the earthy and metallic salts are similar to those of gluten.
Corrosi,·c sublimate precipitates it from it.a solutions, except from those in phosphoric and acetic acids, aud, when added in a state of solution to moist albumen,
forms with it a hard, opaque compound. It is also precipitated by infusion of
galls. '!'his principle derived its name from its very close resemblance to animal
albumen. It is associated with gluten in most of the farinaceous grains, is a constituent of all the seeds which form a milky f:mulsion with water, and exists in
all the vegetable juices which coagulate by heat.
The mixture of vegetable fibrin and albumen which constitutes the gluten of
Beccaria, exercises au important influence O\'Cr starch, which, with tbe presence
of water and the aid of a moderate heat, it converts partly into gum and partly
into sugar. 'l'hc production of saccharine ma.tter in the germination of seeds, and
in the formation of malt, which is an example of germination, is thus accounted
for. The gluten itself becomes acid in the process, and loses the property of
reacting on starch.
It is now thought by many chemists that vegetable albumen is identical in all
respects with anim,al albumen, and the yluten of vegetables with animal fibrin;
and that both these principles, as well as another named casein, found also both
in the animal and vegetable kingdoms, consist of a principle named prote'in, combined with a very small proportion of mineral substances, such as sulphur anU
pbo~phorus. Protein consists of nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen; and
its formula, according to Liebig, is N 60 4111-I 360w It is procured by dissolving
any one of the substances above named in a strong solution of potassa., keeping
the solution for some time at a. heat of 120°, and precipitating with acetic acid.
(Tw·iw·'s Ohemistry, 7th Lo11d. ed.)
It is scarcely necessary to state that bread is formed by making flour into a
paste with water, with the addition of yeast, setting it aside to ferment, and then
exposing it to the heat of an oven. The fermentation excited by the ;reast is
accompanied with the extrication of carbonic a.cid gas, which, beiug retamed by
the tenacity of the gluten, forms innumerable little cells throughout the mass, and
thus renders the bread light.
JJ/i;dical P1·operties and Uses. Wheat flour in its unaltered state is seldom
used in medicine. It is sometimes sprinkled on the ~kin in erysipelatous in.
flammation, and various itching or burning eruptions, particularly the nettle-rash;
though rye flour is generally preferred for this purpose.
Bread is more employed. Au infusion of toasted bread in water is a nutritive
drink, well adapted to febrile compla.ints. Within our experience, no drink has
been found more grateful in such cases than this infusion, sweetened with a. little
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molasses, and flavoured by lemon-juice. Boiled with milk\ bread forms a good
emollient poultice, which may be improved by the addition of a little perfectly
fresh lard. Slices of it steeped in lead-water, or the crumb mixed with tLe fluitl
and confined within gauze, afford a con\·enieut mode of applying this preparation
to local inflammations. The crumb-micapcwis- is, moreover, frequently used
to give bulk to minute doses of very active medicines, administered in the form
of pill. It should be recollected that it always contains common salt, which is
incompatible with certain substances, as, for example, the nitrate of silver.
Bran is sometimes used in dccoction, as a demulcent in catarrhal affections
and complaints of the bowels. When taken in substance, it is Jaxative, and may
be used with advantage to pre,·ellt costiveness. Bran bread, made from the
unsifted flour, forms an excellent hlxative article of diet in some dyspeptic cases.
The action of the bran is probably mechanical, consisting in the irritation produced upon the mucous membrane of the bowels by its coarse particles. Bran
also forms an excelleut demulcent bath.
Oj): Prep. Cataplasma Fcrmenti.
W.

FERRUM.

Iron .
Fer, Fr.; Eisen, Germ.; Ferro, Ital.; Hierro, Span.

Iron is the most abundant and usefnl of the metals, and so interwoven with
the wants of mankind, that the extent of its consumption by n nation may be
taken as an index of its progress in civilization. It is uni\•ersally diffused throughout nature, not only in the mineral kingdom, but also in vegetables and animals.
There arc very few minerals in which traces of it may not be found, and it is an
essential constituent in many parts cif animals, but particularly in the blood. It is
one of the few metals which arc devoid of deleterious action on the animal economy.
Iron occurs, 1. 11ativc; 2. sulphurctted, forming magnetic and cubic pyrites;
3. oxidized, embracing the mngnetic, specular, red, brown, and argillaceous oxides
of iron; 4. in saline combination, forming the carbonn.te 1 sulphate, phosphn.te, and
arseniate of iron. Those mincrnls of iron which :.1dmit of being worked to advantage are called iron ores. '.l.'hese include the different native oxides, and the
carbonn.tc (sparry iron). The best iron is obtained from those varieties of the
native oxide, usually called m:1gnetic iron Me and i:.pecular iron ore. These occur
Yery abundantly in Sweden, and furnish the superior iron of that country. As
a general rule, those ores yield the brst iron which occur in primitive formations.
Extraction. The mode of extracting iron from its ores varies somewhat with
the nature of the ore; but the general principles of the operation are the same
for all. 'l'he ore, previously broken into small pieces and roasted, is exposed to
the action of an intense heat, in contact with carbonaceous matter, such as charcoal, coke, or anthracite, and in connexion with some flux:, ca.pable of fusing with
the impurities of the ore. The flux varies with the nature of the ore, and is
generally either lim estone or clay; limestone being employed when the ore is
argillaceous, clay when it is calcareous. 'l'hc flux, whatever it may be, enters
into fusion with the impurities, and ~orms what is called the slag; while the car·
bonaceous matter, acting on the oxide of iron, reduces it to the metallic state.
The reduced metal, from its density, occupies the lower part of the furnace, and
is protected from the action of the nir by the melted slag which floats on its
surface. 'Vhen the reduction is completed, the sing is allowed to run out by a
hole in the side of the furnace, and the melted metal by an aperture at its bottom;
the latter being recei,,ed into long triangular moulds, where it sol idifies in masses,
known in commerce by the name of pig or cast iron. In this state the metal
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is brittle and fa~ from being pure; as_ it con.tains carbon, silicon, phosphorus, sulphur, and somctunes manganese. It JS purified, and thus brought to the state of
ruallcnblc iron, by being fused, and subjected, while stirred, to the action of a
current of air on its surface. By these means the carbon is nearly burnt out,
and tLe other impurities are oxidized and made to rise to the surface as a slag.
As the metal approaches to purity, it becomes tough and less liquid, and its particles agglutinate, so as to form semifused lumps, though the temperature of the
furnace continues the same. 'l'hcse lumps arc then taken out of the furnace, and
their particles, by means of ponderous hammers, moved by steam or water power,
are beaten together, so as to form one tenacious mass. The metal is 6nally rolled out
into bars of a convenient size, when it constitutes the malleable iron of commerce.
Iron mines occur in most countries, but more particularly in northern ones.
In Spain, the principal mines furnish sparry iron, and the red and brown oxides.
i'he chief iron ores of France are the sparry iron, and the specul<1.r, brown, and
ttrgillaceous oxides; of Germany, the sparry iron and brown oxide. The island
of J~lba is celebrated for its rich and abundant specular iron ore. 'l'be ores wbich
furnish the celebrated Swedish iron have already been indicated.
In the United States iron is abundant. The principal ores that arc worked are
the magnetic, brown, and argillaceous oxides. They occur in the l!reatest abundance in the States of New Hampshire, Thb.ssachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. The ores of the three last-mentioned
States rival the best Swedish in quality.
Propalies. Iron is a. hard, malleable, very ductile and tenacious metal, of a.
grayish-white colour and fibrous texture, and having a slightly styptic taste, and
a sensible odour when rubbed. Its sp. gr. is about 1·1, and its fusing point very
high. It possesses the magnetic and welding propcrtie~. It is combustible, and,
when heated to whiteness, burns in atmospheric air, and with brilliant scintilla.lions in oxygen gas. At a red heat, its surface is converted into black oxide, a.nd
at common temperatures, by the combined agency of air and moisture, it becomes
covered witlt a reddish matter, called r·11Rt, wltich consists of the hydrated scsquioxidc. It combines with all the non-metallic elements, except hydrogen and
nitrogen, and witlt most of the metals, its equivalent being 28 . It forms three
principnl combinations with oxygen, a protoxide and sesquioxicle, which, by their
union, form the native black oxide, and a teroxide, possessing acid properties,
called ferric acid. The protoxide is of a. dark-blue colour, attracted by the magnet,
and spontaneously combustible in the air, being converted into sesquioxide. It
is the base of green vitriol, nod of the green salts of iron generally. It is very
prone to absorb oxygen, and hence the salts which contain it are soon partially
converted, when in solution, into salts of the sesquioxicle. It consists of one eq.
of iron 28, and one of oxygen 8=36. The sesquioxide is readily obtained pure
by dissolving iron in nitromuriatic acid, precipitating by ammonia, and igniting
the precipitate. It is of a. red colour, not attracted by the magnet, and forms
salts, which for the most part have a reddish colour. It is composed of two eqs.
of iron 56, and three of oxygen 24=80. 'l'he r10ti11e Uacl.: oxide, the magnetic
oxide of mineralogists, is officinal with the Dublin College under the name of
Ferri Oxidurn Magneticmn. It consists of one eq. of protoxide 36, nnd one of
sesc1uioxide 80=116. The medicinal black oxide of the Edinburgh College has
a different composition. (See Ferri Oxidum Nigrum.) The teroxide or ferric
of'id1 discovered by FrCmy, may be formed, in union with potassa, by passinK
chlorine through a. very concentrated solution of the nlkali, holding hydrated
scsquioxide of iron in suspension. It has :ilso been obtained by Poggendortf by
a galvanic combination of platinum in nitric acid, and cast iron in a solution of
potassa. It forms as a forrate of potassa, of a. fine winc·rcd colour, becoming
darker, around the cast iron. '.l'his acid consists of one cq. of iron 28, and tbreo
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of oxygen 24=52. Iron, combined with a minute proportion of carbon, and
perhaps of the radicals of silica. and alumina, forms steel, a modi6cation of iron
formerly used in medicine, but now very properly laid aside. It also forms a.
number of important salts, several of which, as the sesquicbloride, iodide, ferrocyanuret, acetate, carbonate, subcarbonate, citra.te, ammonia-citrate, nitrate, phosphate, sulphate, tartrate, and valcrianate, are offi.cinal.
Iron is readily detected, even in minute quantities, by bringing it to the state
of sesquioxidc in solution, and adding ferrocyanuret of potassium or tincture of
galls; the former of which will strike a deep blue, the latter a black colour.
The object of bringing it to the state of sesquioxide is readily effected by boiling
the solution containing it with a little nitric acid.
Medicnl Properties. The preparations of iron are powerfully tonic, raising the
pulse, promoting the secretions, and increasing the colouring matter of the blood.
They are useful in diseases characterized by debility and a languid circulation,
more especially when the con~equencc of inordinate discharges. The diseases
in which they are usually employed are chronic anromia or chlorosis, hysteria,
fiuor albus, gleet, scrofula, rickets, chorea, and all pttssiYc hemorrhages. Chalybeates are also proper in pal sy after the inflammatory excitement has subsided,
in dyspepsia dependent upon deficient energy of the digestive functions, and in
neuralgia. They are contra.indicated in all inflammatory diseases, producing, when
injudiciously employed, heat, thirst, headache, difficulty of breathing, and other
symptoms of an excited circulation. The medicinal effects of iron, as modified in
its different combiqations, will be noticed under the head of each preparation.
'l'he following table embraces all the preparations of iron to be found in the
United States and British Pharmacopreias, together with the syuonymes.
Iron isofficinal-

I.

lN TUE METALLIC STATE.

Ferri Filum, U.S., Ed.; Ferrum in fila tractum, Lond.; Ferrum.
Iron ·wire, Dub.
Ferri Ramenta, U. S.; Ferri Lirnatura, Eel.; Ferrum. Turnings and
}i'ilings, JJub.
1\listura. Ferri Aromatica, Dub.
Ferri Pulvis, U. S., Dub.

II.

0XJD1ZED.

Ferri Oxidum Nigrum, Ed.
Ferri Oxydum l\lagneticum, JJub.
Ferri Peroxy<lum, Du.b.
}Jmplastrum Ferri, Dub.
Feni Oxidum Ilydratum, i~ 8.; Ferrugo, Ed.; Ferri Peroxydum
Ilydratum. Dub .

III.

SuLPTIURETTED.

Ferri Sulphurctum, Ed., JJub.

IV.

IN SALINE COl\lllTNATION.

Tiuctura

1~~1. 71~~~~~\E~~~{s ~.\~~~~~~,F~~~

Sesquichloridi, Lond.,

Ferri Iodidum, U. S., Ed., Dub.
Liquor Ferri Iodidi, U. S.
Syrupus Ferri lodidi, Lond., JJub .; Ferri Iodidi Syrupus, Ed.
Piluloo :Ferri lodidi, U. S .
Ferri Ferrocyanuretum, f!· S. AnglicC, Pure Prussian. blue.

i;~~~~ud~r~~~:~~ ~~~~a~;cg~;~, Lond.;
EJ.,Dub.

Ferri Carbonas Saccharatum,
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S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Mistura Ferri Composita,
J>~Julro Ferri Carbonatis, F. S., Ed.; Anglie~, lrallet' sferruginouspills.
Pduke Ferri Compositre, U. S., L ond.
I?erri Subcarbonas, [/. S.; Ferri Sesquioxydum, Lond.; Ferri Oxidum U.ubrum, Ed.; Ferri Carbonas, .Dub.; AnglicC, Prec1jn'tatecl suLcarUonale of iron.
Emplastrum l1'erri , U.S., L ond., Ed.
Ferrum Ammoniatum, U.S.; Ferri Ammonio.Chloriduru, Ifl>nd.
Tin ctura Ferri Ammonio-Chloridi, Lond.
Ferri Citras, U.S.
J'erri Ammonio-Citras, Lond., Dub.
Liquor Ferri Nitratis, U. S.; Ferri Pcrnitratis Liquor, Dub.
l~'e rri Pliosphas, U.S.
1''eni Sulplias Venalis, L ond.
l?erri Sulphas, fJ. S., L ond., Ed., D1lb.
Pilulro AlOcs et Ferri, Ed.
Ferri Sulphas F.xsiecatum, Ed.
Rilulro Ferri Sulphati s, .Bd.
Pilulm Ilhei et l?er ri, Ed.
Ferri Sulphas Granulatum, D11b.
Ferri Sulpha s Siccatum, Dub.
};'erri et P otassro Tartras, U. S.; Ferri Potassio.Tartras, Lond.;
Ferrum Tartarizatum, Ed., Dub.
Vinum Ferri, Lond.
B.
:Ferri Valcrianas, Dub.

FERRI FILUM. U.S., Ed.
Iron Wire.
FERRI RAMENT A. U.S.
Iron Filings.
0.[}'. S.vn. FERRUM in filo troctum. Lend.; FERRI LTMATURA. Iron

fi1inp;s, Ed.; FERRUl\I. Ilod Iron .i Iron Wire; Turnin gs and ll'ilings. Dub.

Fil <le fer, Fr.; Eisendraht, Germ .,· Fil di Ferro, flal .; llilo de hicrro, Span.
J~imo.illes de fer, J'r.; Eiscnfcilicht, Gtnn.; Limntur:idi ferro, Ital.; Limaduradehierro,
Span.

I ron, when employed in pharmaceutical operati ons, should be of the purest
kind; and hence the differe nt Pharmaeopreias generally direct it, when wanted
in small masses, to be in the form of iron wire, which is necessarily made from the
~oftest and most ductil e iron, and is readily cut into pieces of convenient size.
The filin gs are sometime~ used internally.
Jlledil·a/ P roperties qf fr(Jn Filin!Js. I rnn, in its uncombined state, has no action
on the anima l economy; and hence iron filings would prove inert, were it not that
they meet with acid in the stomach, or some other agent, whereby they become
oxidized anJ diss('llved. During the solution of iron in the stomach, the oxygen
furni shed to the metal is derh•cd from water, the hydro~en of which, by heing
disen~aged, gives ri~e to unpleasant eructritions. lron filings arc generally obtained from the workshops of th e blacksmith; but, as furni shed from this source,
they arc generally very impure, and unfit for medicinal use. Neither can they
be purified by the magnet; as they often have attached to them certain impurities, wbic:h arc carried up with them. The only way to obtain pure iron filiugA,
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is to file a piece of pure iron witb a clcn.n file. The French codex directs iron
in an impalpable pou:der, prepared by f>orphyrizing bright and clean iron 61ings
without water. A dull black powder is formed, which must be carefully preserved from moisture. An impalpable powder of the metal, obtained by reducfog the sesquioxidc by hydrogen, bas been made officinal in the U.S . and Dublin
Pharmacopreias of 1850. (Sec F1;rri Pulvis.)
The dose of iron filings is from five to twenty grains, girnn in molasses or
honc_y, or made into pills with some bitter extract.
Plwrrn. i·ses. Iron wire is used as a chemical agent in preparing iodide of
potassium, BJ., Dub., and iron filings, in preparing bromide of potassium, li S.
Off. Pre-p. 11'erri Iodidum; Ferri Sulphas; 11'erri Sulphas Granulatum; Ferri
Sulpburetum; Liquor Ferri Iodidi; Liquor Ferri Nitratis; Mistura Ferri
Aromatica; Syrupus l"erri Iodidi; 'l'iuctura. l"erri Sesquichloridi; Vinum
Ferri.
B.

FERRI SULPHAS VENALIS. Land.
Commercial Sulphate of Iron.
Sulfate de fer, vitriol de fer, couperose, Fr.; ScliwefelsanresEisenoxydul, GriinerVitriol,
Germ.; Vitri olo verd c, Copparosn verde, flal.; Vitriolo verde, Span.

Commercial sulphate of iron, under the name of green vitriol or copperas, is
manufactured on a large scale, for the purposes of the arts, from the nati\•e sulphuret of iron, or iron pyrites, by roasting, oxidation by exposure to air and
moisture, and lixiviation. 'l'he constituents of the mineral become sulphuric
acid and protoxide of iron, which, by their union, form the salt ln question.
This sa lt is also obtained in many cbemicaJ processes as a collateral product; as
in the manufacture of alum, in the precipitation of copper from solutions of su l.
pbatc of copper by scrap iron, &c.
Properties. Commercial sulphate of iron is far from being pure. Besides
containing some scsquioxide of iron, it is generally contaminated with metallic
and earthy salts; such as those of copper, zinc, alumina, and magnesia. Two prin cipal kinds occur ill the urnrk et; one ill large grass.green crystals, the surface of
which is studded with ochrcons spots; the other, of a blui!'h·green colour, and
ordinarily mixed with the powder of the cflloresced salt. The commercial sulphate should ne,•cr be dispensed by the apothecary, until it has undergone a

f:~:~~l (s~~i5p:;:~n~~~~~s~~:~~~ ~~1~:c~~dp~!t ~f\t~n;~~k.)nd Edinburgh

Col-

Commercial sulphate of iron has been newly introduced into the I~ondon Phar.
macopreia, not as a medicine, but as a material from which the pure sulphate
may be made. The properties and composition of sulphate of iron will be given
under Ferri Sulpltas, to which article the reader is referred.

Off Prep. llerri Sulphos. Lond.

B.

FICUS. U.S., Lond.
Figs.
The dried fruit of Ficus Garica. U.S. The prepared fruit. Loud.
Off S.rn. FlCI. Dl'ied fruit of Ficus Carica. Ed. FICUS CARICA. The
dried fruit. Dub.
Figues, Fr.: Peigen, Germ.; Fichi, Ital.,· Higos, Span.

Fwus. Sex.S!Jsl. Polygamia Direcia.-Nat.Ord. Urticacero.
GNI. Ch. Uonnnon receptacle turbinate, fleshy, converging, concealing the
:florets either in the same or di~tinct individuals. MALE. Cal!fX three.parted.
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Uorolla none. Stamens three. FEMALE. Calyx five-parted. Corolla none.
Pi'stil one. Seed one, covered with the closed, persistent, somewhat fleshy calyx.
Wi/ld.
Ficus Garica. Willd. Sp . Plant. iv. 1131; Wood<. Med. Bot. p. 714, t. 244.
Tli.e fig-tree, though often aot more than twelve feet high, sometimes rises in warm
climates to twenty-five or even thirty feet. Its trunk, which seldom exceeds seven
inches in diameter, is divided into numerous spreading branches, covered with
a brown or ash-coloured bark. It::i large, palmate lcaxes, usually di\·jdcd into
five obtuse lobes, are deep green and shining above, pale green and downy beneath, and stantl alternately on strong round footstalks. The flowers are situated
within a common receptacle, placed upon a short peduncle in the axils of the
upper leaves. This receptacle, the walls of which become thick and fleshy, constitutes what is commonly called the fruit; though this term is, strictly speaking,
applicable to the small seeds found in great number.:i on the internal su rface of the
receptacle, to which they are attached by fleshy pedicels. Cultivation bas produced in the fig, as in the apple and peach, a great diversity in shape, size, colour,
and taste. It is usually, however, turbinate or top-shaped, umbilicate at the
large extremity, of the size of a small pear, of a whitish, yellowish, or reddish
colour, and of a mild, mucilaginous, saccha rin e taste.
'l'he fig-tree is supposed to have come originally from the Levant. It was introduced at a very early period into various parts of the South of .Europe, and is
now very common throughout the whole basin of the i\Jediterrancan, particularly
iu Italy and France. To hasten the maturation of the fruit, it is customary to
puncture it with a sharp-pointed instrument covered with olive oil. The ancient
process of caprificati.cn is still practised in the Levant. It consists in attaching
branches of the wild fig-tree to the cu ltivated plant. The fruit of the former
contains great numbers of the eggs of an insect of the genus Cynips, the larv:.u
of which as soon as they arc hatched, spread tbemscl\'CS over the cultivated fruit,
and, by conveying the pollen of the male organs over which they pass to the
female florets, hasten the impregnation of the latter, and cause the fig to come
quickly to perfection, which mi ght otherw ise ripen very slowly, or wither and
drop off before maturity. Some authors attribute the effect to the piercing of
the fruit by the young insects.
Th e figs, when perfectly ripe, are dried by the heat of the sun or in O\'ens.
Those brought to the United States come chiefly from Smyrna, packed in drums
or boxes. 'fhey are more or less comp ressed, and are usually covered in cold
weather with a whitish saccharine efilorescence, which melts in the middle of summer, and renders them moist. 'l'he best are yellowish or brownish, somewhat
translucent wl.ien held to the light, and filled with a. sweet ''iseid pulp, in which
are lodged numerous small yellow seeds. They are much more saccha rin e than
the fresh fruit. Their chie f constituents are sugar and mucilage.
11/rdical Properties and Uses. Figs are nutritious, laxative, and demulcent.
In the fresh state they are considered in the countr ies where they grow a. wholesome and agreeable aliment, and have been empl oyed from tirue imrnemori~l.
As we obtain tbem, they are apt, when eaten freely, to produce flatulence, pam
in the bowels, and diarrhcea. Their chief medical use is as a laxative article of
diet in cases of constipation . They occasionally enter into demulcent decoctions;
and when roasted or boiled, and split open, are sometimes applied as a. suppu rative' eataplasm to parts upon which an ordi nary pouitice cannot be couveuiently
retained.
Off. Prep. Confcctio Scnnro; Decoctum Ilordei Compositum.
W.

...
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FILIX MAS. US. Secondary.
JJ!r.tle Fem.
The rhizorna of Aspidium Filix mas.

U.S.

0.ff. Sil"· FILIX. Rbizoma of Nephro<lium Filix mas. (Richard.)
Shield Fern. Ed.

Nale

J.'ougCre male, Fr.; Johnnniswurzel, Germ.; FC!ce mascbio, Ital.; Helccho, Spa11.

Sex.Sys!. Cryptogamia l?iliccs.-Nat. Ord. Filiccs, Jussieu. Filicales, Lindlry.
Gen. Ch. Fructlfication in roundish points, scattered, not marginal. lnvofocre
umbilicated 1 open almost on every side. Smith.
A.y>idfom. Filix mas. Willd. Sp. Plant. v. 259; Smith, Flor. Britan.-Nephrodiuni Fili.I:, mas. Lindley, Flor. ilfed. 619 .-Polypodiurn Filix nw.~. Lino.;
Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 795, t . 267. 'fhe male fern bas a perennial, horizontal
root or rhizoma, from which numerous annual fronds or leaves arii:ie, forming
tufts from a foot to four feet in height. The Rtipe or footstalk, and midrib, are
thickly beset with brown, tough, transparent scales; the frond itself is OYul, lanceolate, acute, pinnate, and of a bright green colour. The pionre or leaflets are
remote below, approach more nearly as they ascend, and run together at the
summit of the leaf. They are deeply divided into lobes, which are of an oval
shape, crenate at the edges, and gradually diminish from the base of tbe pinna
to the apex. Tbe fructification is in small dots on tlie back of each lobe,
placed in two rows near the base, and distant from the edges. The plant is a
native of J~urope, Asia, and the Nor th of Africa. It is said also to be indigenous,
growing in shady pine forests from New York to Virginia; but it may bedouLted
whether the American plant is identical with the European.
The proper period for collecting the root is during the summer, when, according to l\I. Peschier, of Geneva, it a.bounds more in the active principle than at
any other season. 'l'he same writer informs us that it deteriorates rapidly when
kept, and in about two years becomes entirely inert. The roots of other species
of fern are frequently substituted for the offi.cina.I; and in the dried state it is
difficult to distinguish them.
Properties, &c. As taken from tbc ground, the root consists of a. long cylindrical caudex, around which are closely arranged, overlapping each other like
the shingles of a roof, the remains of the lcafst.tlks or stipes, which are an inch
or two in length, from two to four lines thick, somewhat curved and directed
upwards, angular, brown, shining, and surrounded near their origin from the
root with thin silky scales, of a light-brown colour. l?rom between these remains
of the footstalk8, emerge numerous small radical fibres. '!'he whole root, thus
constituted, pre:;ents a somewhat flrxible, cylindrical mass, one or two inches
thick, and a foot or more in length. In this form, howe•er, it is not usually
found in our shops. The whole is ordinarily broken up into fragments, consisting
of the separated remains of the leafstalks before described, with a. small portion
of the substance of the root attached to their base, where they are surrounded
by the silky scales. These fragments, as ordinarily found in our shops, present
the appearance of having been long kept, and are probably, as a general rule,
much deteriorated by time. The following observations are made by Geiger in
relation to the collection and preservation of the root. The inner part of the
fresh root, and of the portions of stalk attached lo it, are fleshy and of a light
yellowish-green colour. In collecting them, a.II the black discoloured portions
should be cut away, the fibres and scales separated, and only the sound green
parts preserved. These should be i'mmediately but carefully dried, and then reAsPIDJUl\L
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duced to powder; and the powder should be kept in small we1l stopped glass bottles. _'!'he powder t~1us prepared has a pale-yellowis~ colour with a greenish tinge.
Dried fern root ts externally of a brown colour, mtcrnally yell owish-white or
reddish, with a peculiar but feeble odour, which is most obvious in the powder
and decoction, and a sweetish, bitter, astringent, nauseous taste. 'l'he most recent
analysis is tb:tt of II. Bock, who gives as its constituents, volatile oil, fixed oil, resin,
starch, 'fegcta.blc gelatin, albumen, gum, sugar, tannic and gallic acids, pectin,
lignin, and various salts. (Sec Am.. J cmrn. of Pharrn., xxiv. 6-1.) Pcschicr
ascertained that its active properties reside in the ethereal extract, which is the
fixed oil in an impure state, containing volatile oil, resin, colouring matter, &c.
It is a thick dark liquid, having the odour of the fern, aud a. nauseous, bittcrisb,
somewhat acrid taste. Dr. E. I~uck bas found in the ethereal extract a peculiar
acid, which he denominates filicic acid, and has extracted from the root two
others which he names lmmaspidic and pterita.nnic acids. ( C!te:ni. Gaz., ix. 407
and ~52.)
jfedical Properties and [iscs. l\Iale fern is slightly tonic and astringent; but
produces, when taken internally, no \Tery obvious effects upon the system. It
was used by the ancients as a '\'ermifugc; and is mentioned in the works of
Dioscoridcs, Theophrastus, Galen, and .Pliny. Its anthelmintic powers were also
noticed by some of the earlier modern writers, among whom was Hoffornnn. But
it does not appear to haYe been generally known to the profession, till attention
was attracted to it, about the year 1775, by the publication of the mode of treating trenia, employed by Madame Nouffor. 'l'bis lady, who was the widow of a
surgeon in Switzerland, had acquired great celebrity in the cure of tnpe-worm
by a secret remedy. Her success was such as to attract the attention of the
medical profession at Paris; and some of the most eminent physicians of that
city, who were deputed to examine into the subject, having reported favourably
of the remedy, the secret was purchased by the King of France, and published
by his order. The outlines of her plan were to give a dose of the powdered root
of the male fern, and two hr.mrs afterwards a powerful cathartic, to be followed,
if it should not operate in due time, by some purging salt; and this process was
to be repeated, with proper intervals, till the worm should be evacuated. A German physician, of the name of Hcrrenschwand, had used the male fern in a manner
somewhat similar, before l\Iadame Nouffor's secret was known. Different opinions
have been held of the value of this anthelmintic; but the accounts of its efficacy
in the treatment of tape-worm are too numerous and authentic to admit of any
reasonable doubt on the subject. Dr. Peschicr stated that, in the co11rse of nine
months, one hundred and fifty tape-worms had been expelled by the ethereal
extract of the male forn root. Dr. Ebers found the same preparation completely
successful in eight cases. 1!1110 testimony of Brera is also strnngly in farnur of
the remedy, which he found effectual even against the armed treoia. 1\1. Ronzel
cured with it more than a hundred cases of trenia., and never found it to fail.
(Joum. de Pluvm., 3e sir., iv. 474.) Perhaps the different results obtained by
different practitioners may in part be ascribed to the variable strength and character of the root employed. It is said that the remedy pro\•es more effectual
against the tape-worm of the Swiss(Bothrioceplwlus latus) than against the Tcenia
soliwm, which is more frequent in France and England. (Bn'msa.) It appears
to act as a poison to the worm, which it destroys, and thereby enables it to be
expelled by the ordinary peristaltic movement of the bowels, or by purgatives.
The medicine may be given in powder, or, as recommended by Dr. Pcschier,
in ethereal extract. The dose of the powder is from one to three drachms, to
be given in the form of electuary or emulsion, and repeated morning and evening
for one or two days successively. M . l{onzel gives half an ounce to adults, made
into boluses, and swallowed within the space of fifteen minutes, in the morning,
on an empty stomach. 'l'he dose of the ethereal extract (oU of f ern) is from twelve
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to twenty-four grains. Dr. Mayor, of Geneva, recommends it in the dose of from
thirty to fifty drops, one-half to be taken at night, the other half in the morning,
and followed, at the interval of an hour, by an ounce and a half of castor oil.
The decoction has also been employed, in the proportion of an ounce of the root
to a pint of water. It is customary to follow the medicine by some brisk

cathartic, though Dr. Peschier docs not consider this essential.

W.

FCENICULUM. U. S, Lond., Ed., Dub.
Fennel-seed.
The fruit of Freniculum vulgare. [.,~ S. Fooniculum dulce. The fruit. Lond.
Fruit of Fccniculum officinale. Ed. The seeds. Dub.
Fenouil, Pr.; Fcocbcl, Gtrm.; Fiunocchio, Ital.; llinojo, Span.
Tbc plant producing fennel-seed was attached by J_Jinnrous to the genus Anetlmm, but was separated from it by De Candolle, and placed, with three or four
others, in a new genus styled Focniculum, which has been generally adopted by
botanists. The ..Anethum. Fa:niculu.rn of Liunreus embraced two varieties, the
common or wild fennel, and the sweet fnmel, the latter being the plant usually
cultivated iu the gardens of Europe. These arc considered by De Candolle as
distinct species, and named respectively Faniculurn vulga1·e and Fa:nicul1m1t
dulce. In the U. S. Pharma.copceia., the former of these is recognised as the
source of the medicine; the J_Jondon College adopts the lat.ter; the Edinburgh
College, the P. o.Ui<:inale of Allioni. The last mentioned plant De Candolle con siders as belonging to hisF. vul!Jare (see Prodromus, iv. 142); while l\lerat treats
of it as a distinct species, differing both from the F. vulgare and F. dulce of De
Candollc (.Diet. de .iJlat. 1ll&l.); and Dr. Christison, in his Dispensatory, is disposed to unite it with the last-mentioned plant. In this confusion it is impossible
to arrive at any definite and satisfactory conclusion as to the botanical history of
the drug under consideration. One thing, however, is certain, that there are two
kinds of fennel.seed found in the shops; and it is highly probable that these are
derived, if not from d istinct species of fennel, at least from marked varieties of
the plant. One of them corresponds closely with the description given of the
fruit of li'. vulgare, while the other is undoubtedly produced by the plant cultinted under the name of sweet fennel, whether that be the F. dulce of De Candolle, or F. officinalc of Allioni and Mcrat.
l?CENICULUM. Sex. Sysl. lJentaudria Digynia.-Nat. Orel. Umbelliferro or
Apiacere.
Gen. Oh. Calyx a tumid obsolete rim. Pftals roundish, entire, involute, with
a. squarish blunt lobe. .F,.uit nearly taper. Ho.lffntils wilh fi,·e prominent
bluntly keeled ridges, of which the lateral are on the edge, and rather broadest.
Vittm single in the channels, two on the commissurc. Involucre none. (Lindlc!J.)
.Fa:,m.'culum. vu/gate. De Cand. Prodrom. iv. 142.-Anethum Fawiculum.
Linn.; Woodv . llfcd. Bot. p. 1~7, t. 49. Commonfennel has a biennial or perennial tnpcring root, and an annual, erect, round, striated, smooth, green, and
copiously branching stem, which usually rises three or four feet in height. 'l'he
leaves, which stand alternately at the joints of the stew, upon membranous
striated sheaths, are many times pinnate, with long, linear, pointed, smooth, deepgrcen lcaflets. The flowers are in large, flat, terminal umbels, with from thirteen
to twenty ra.ys, anJ destitute both of general and partial iuvolucres. The corolla
consists of five petals, which, as well as the stamens, are of a golden yellow colour.
'J'be fruit is ovate, rather less than two lines in length by about a line in breadth,
and of a dark colour, especially in the channels. The plant is a native of Europe,
growinµ- wild upon sandy and chalky l!l'Ound throughout the continent.
F. o.fiidnale. Mcrat and De Lens, Diet. de Mat. Ned. iii. 270; Allioni, Ed.
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Phann. This, wliich is sometimes called s1ceet fi11nel, is also perennial, with
shorter lea,·es and less elongated leaflets than the con1mon fennel, but res:cmbliog
it very closely except in the character of the fruit. This is twice as long as that
of tbe foru_lCr plant, a liule cn:vcd, of a less dark colour, _with prominent, ridges,
and a per."ISlent peduncle. lt 1s sweeter and more aroma.tic than common fennel.
seed. The plant is a native of the South of Europe; but is culti\·ated elsewhere
in gardens, and is probably the source of much of the fenncJ.seed of the shops.
·whether it is a distinct species, or a mere rnriety of l?. vulgare, is not deter·
mined. Some confound it with the following.
P. dulce. De Cand. Prodrom. iv. 142. This plant is eminently entitled to the
name of sweetfeunel. It bears a general resemblance to F . V«lyare, but differs
in baving its stem somewhat compressed at the base, its radical leaves somewhat
distichnus, and the number of rays in the umLe l only from six to eight. It is
also a much smaller plant1 being only about a foot in height; its flowers appear
earlier; and its young shoots or turiones arc sweeter and edible. It is la. native
of Portugal, Italy, and perhaps other parts of Southern Europe; and is cultivated
]argely in ltaly and Sicily for the sake of the shoots, which arc eaten raw, or in
salad, or boiled as potherbs. The fruit is described Ly Merat and De ]~ens as
"beiug globular-orntc, twirc the size of that of common fennel, and with prominent ridges." This description docs not answer to the character of' any of the
fennel-seed we Lave seen in the shops.
·
In all these species or varieties, the whole plant has an aromatic odour and
taste, dependent on a volatile oil by which it ii:J pervaded. The roots were
formerly employed in medicine, but arc greatly inferior in virtues to the fruit,
which is now the only officinal portion. Our shops are partly supplied from our
own gardens; but much the larger portion of the medicine is imported from
Europe, and chiefly, as we have been informed, from Grrmany. '.l'lic fennel-seed
cultivated here is sweeter and more aroma.tic than that from abroad, probably in
consequence of its greater freshness.
Ft:nnel seeds (half.fruit:s) are oblong-oval, from one to three or four lines in
Jength, flat on one side, convex on the other, not uufrequently connected by their
flat surfaces, straight or sl ightly curved, of a dark grayish-green colour, with
longitudinal yellowish ridges on the convex surface. There are two varieties,
one of them from one to two lines long, dark-coloured, rather fiat, almost uhn~ys
8eparate, aml witb(lut footstalks; the other three or four lines, sometimes even
five lines in length, lighter-coloured, with much more prominent ridges, often
conjoined by their ffat surface, and very frequently provided with a footstalk.
~L1hry do not differ essentially in aromatic properties. The odour of fennel-seed
i8 fragrant, its taste warm, sweet, and agreeably aromatic. It imparts its vi1tues
to hor water, but more abuo<lautly to alcohol. The essential oil may be sepa·
mted by distillation with water. (See Oleum Frcnicub".) The 8ee<ls contain aJso
fixed oil. From 960 parts of them, .Keumanu obtained 20 parts of the former

and 120 of the latter.
Medical P1·opertiei; and Uses. Fennel-seed was used by the ancients, is among
our most grateful aromatics, and in this country is mucll empl~yed as a curminap
live, and as a corrigcnt of other less pleasant medicines, partH.:ularly senna and
rl~ubarb. It is recommended for these purposes by the abs~nce of any very
highly excitaat property. The infusion, prepared by introducrng two or tbree
drRchms of the seeds iuto a pint of boilin~ water, is the form usually preferred.
']'Le dose of the bruised or powdered seeds is from a. scruple to half a dracbm.
In infantile cases, the infusion is frequently employed as an enema to produce
the expulsion of flatus.
Op: Prep. Aqua li'ccniculi i Confectio Pipcris; Oleum Foonic.:uli; Sp!ritus
Junipcri Compositus; Syrupus Scnnre; rriact.ura Hhei et Sennm.
W.
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FRASERA. U.S. Secondary.
American Columbo.
TherootofFrascra. Walteri. U.S.
FRASF.RA. Sex. Syst. Tetnmdria l\Ionoizyuia. -l\~at. Ord. Gentianacere.
Gen. Ch. Gulyx derplyfour-parted. Corolla four-parte<l,spreading; segments
oval, with a ~earded, orbicufar gland in the m_iddl~ of each. l"op-~u!e ~ompre.ssed,
partly margmated, one-celled. Seeds few, m1bncated, large, ellipt1cal, with a
membranaceous margin. ]{uUall.
Frasem 1VC1lteri. l\Jichaux, Flor. Bor. Amcric. i. 96; Barton, Jlled. Bot. ii.
103.-F. lhrolinensis. Walter. This is among our most elegant indigenous
plants, n.nd the only one of its genus. Froru the root, which is tl'iennial, long,
spindle-shaped, horizontal, fleshy, and of a yellow colour, a strong, i:mcculent,
solid, :-mooth stem rises, from five to ten feet in height. The lea\'es are sessile,
entire, glabrous, of a deep-green colour, and disposed in whorls, which commence
at the root, and ascend to the summit with successively diminishing intervals.
The radical leaves, from five to twelve in number, are elliptical, obtuse, a foot
or more in length by about four inches in breadth, and lie upon the ground in
the form of a star. '.l'hOse constituting the whorls upon the stem arc successively smaller as they ascend; the lowest oblong-lanceolatc, the upper lanccolate
and pointed. 'l'he flowers arc numerous, large, of a yellowish-white colour, and
disposed in a Lea.utiful terminal pyramidal pauicle, from one to five feet long,
the. branches of which spring from tbe axils of the upper leaves. The segments
of the calyx are lanceolate, acute, and somewhat shorter than those of the corolla.
'l'he filaments are inserted into the base of the corolla, between its segments,
which they do not equal in length. '.rhe anthers arc oblong and notched at the
1a..se. The germ is oblong-ovate, compressed, and gradually tapers into the style,
which terminates in a bifid stigma. '!'he fruit is an oval, acumiuate, compressed,
two-valved, one-celled, yellow capsule, coutaining from eight to twel\'c flat, elliptical seeds.
The Frasera flourishes in the southern and western portions of the United
States, and in many situations is very abundant, especially in A1·kansas and .Missouri. It prefers rich woodlands and moist meadows. The period of flowering is
from l\lay to July; but the sterns and flowers are produced only in the third year,
the radicul leaves being the only part of the plant which previously appear above
ground. From this manner of growth, it is inferred that the root should be collected in tile autumn of the second, or the spring of the third year. :Be.fore being
dried, it should be cut into transverse slices.
As formerly found in the market, frasera was in pieces irregularly circular, an
eighth of an inch or more in thickness, about an inch in diameter, somewhat
shrunk in the middle, consisting of a central medullary matter and au exterior
cortical portion, of a yellowish colour on the cut surfaces, with a light reddi:;hbrown epidermis. In appearance these pieces bore some resemblance to columbo,
but were easily distinguishable by the greater uniformity of their internal structure, the absence of concentric and radiating lines, and their purer yellow colour
without a greenish tin~c. We have met with a parcel of the root sliced longitudinall_y, so as somewhat to re:;emble gentian, though uot likely to be confounded
with it by an experienced person. It was called .American gentian. The taste
of frasera is bitter and sweetish. Water and diluted alcohol extract its virtues,
and the tincture lets fall a precipitate upon the addition of water, but is not
disturbed by tincture of galls; thus affording additional means of distinguishing the root from <.'olumbo.
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Medfral Properties and f]Ses. Frasera is a mild tonic, calculated to meet the
same indications with the other simple bitters. It has been thought to resemble
columbo in me<lical properties as well as in appearance, and hence has rccei>ed
the popular name of Jlmericon rolmnUo j but experience has not confirmed the
high estimate which was at one time formed of its virtues; and though, perhaps,
still occasionally employed in some parts of the country, it has foiled to 1mpplant
the tonic of Mozambique. It may be given in powder or infusion. The dose
of the former is from thirty grains to a dracbm; that of an infusion, made in the
proportion of an ounce of the bruised root to a pint of boiliug water, is one or
two ftuidounces, to be repeated seYer:1l times a. day. The fresh root is suit!. to
operate as an emetic and cathartic, and has been given with a view to the latter
effect.
W.

GALBANUM. U.S., Lund., Ed., Dub.
Galbanum.
The concrete juice of an unknown plant. u: 8. Galbanum officinale. Tho
gum-resin. Lond. Concrete gummy-rci:;inous juice of an imperfectly ascertained
umbclliferous plant, probably a. species of OpoiJ.ia. Ed. Opoltl.ia galbanifera.
The gum.resinous exudation. Dub.
·
Gt1.lbllnum, Pr.; 1-luttcrhnrz, Germ.; Galbnno, Ital., Span.
lt is uot certainly known from what plant gal ban um is derived. At one time
it was supposed to be the product of Bubon Galbanurn, an umbelliferous plant
growing on the eastern co;lst of Africa. It has also been referred to the Ferulc1,
ferulago of Linnreu~, the Penda g,tlbamfera of J..1obel, which inhabits the coasts
of the .i\Iediterranean, and is found also in Trnnsylvania and the Caucasus. But
no part of either of these plants possesses the odour of galbanum; and it is, therefore, scarcely probable that they yield the drug. ~Jr. Don, having found the
seeds taken from a parcel of gal ban um to belong to an undescribed genus of umbellifcrous plants, and conc:luding that they came from the same source as tho
gum-resin itself, gave the title of Galbanum to the new gerrns, and named the
species Galbanum oj]icinale. This has been rather hastily adopted by the London
College; as it is by no means certain th:i.t the same plant produced the !:!Ceds and
the gum.resin. Specimens of a plant were received in .Kngland from Persia,
having a concrete juice adhering to them, which was tilkcn by Dr. Lindley for
galbauum; and tbat botanist, finding that the plant belonged to an undcscribed
genus, named it Opol.dia, with the 8pccific name yall.Jan1fcru. Dr. Pereira, however, found the subst;ince to be unlike galbanum, or any other product of the
l;mbellifcrm. This supposed origin of the drug, therefore, though admitted :13
probable by the Edinburgh College, and recognised by the Dublin, must be considered as more than doubtful. A German traveller, F. A. Bukse, who bas
resided in Persia, states that, in 1848, he met with the galbanum' plant on the
declivities of the Dcmawend, near the southern coast of the Caspian . Ile saw
the gum-resin cxudin~ spontaneously from the plant, and was informed by the
natives that the drug was collected from it. 'l'hc plant is n Verula, and bears
n close resemblance to the F. erul.Jes('(ms of Boissier (Ann. des SfiP-uces, 184-l,
p. 316), if not identical with it. (Pharrn. Of'ltt. Blatt, .March 17, 1852, p. 206.)
OalLanum is said to be obtained from the plant by making incisions into the
stem, 01· cutting it off a short distance above the root. A cream-coloured juice
exudes, which concretes upon exposure to the air. A portion of juice also exudes
spontaneously from the joints, and hardens in the shape of tears. The drug is
brought from India and the Levant.
l'roperlies. Galbnnum usually appears in the form of masses, composed of
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whitish, reddish, or yellow ish tears, irregularly agglutinated by a. darker coloured
yellowish-brown, or gret:nish substance, more or less translucent, _and generally
mixed with pieces of stalk, seeds, or otber foreign matters. Tt is also found,
thouO'h
rarely in our markets, in the state of distinct round ish tears, about as
0
large as a pea, of a yellowi:sh-white or pale brownish-yell ow colour: shiuing externally as if ''arnished, tran~l uccnt, and often adhering together. Galbauum
has in cool weather the consistence of firm wax; but soft.ens in summer, and by
the heat of the hand is rendered ductile and adhesh·e. At 212° F. it is sufficiently liquid to admit of being strained; and it generally requires to be strained
before it can be used. A dark-brown or blackish colour, a consistence always
soft, the absence of whitish grains, a deficiency in the characteristic odour and
taste, and the int~rmixture of earthy impurities, arc signs of inferiority.
'fhe odour of galb:mum is peculiar and disagreeable; its taste bitterish, warm,
and acrid; its sp. gr. I ·212. Triturated with water, it forms an imperfect milky
!:!Olution, which upon stnnding deposits the greater portion of what was taken up.
\Vine nncl vinegar act upon it in a similar manner. Alcohol dissolves a considerable proportion, forming a yellow tincture, which has the smell and taste of
galbanum, and becomes milky by the addition of water, butatfords no precipitate.
In dilute alcohol it is wholly soluble, with the exception of impurities. Ether
dissolves the ~renter portion. Pelletier fouud in 100 parts of it 66·86 parts of
resin, 19·28 of gum, 6 3.t of ' 'Olatile oil including the loss, 7·52 of wood and
impurities, with traces of supermalate of lime. A small proportion of bassorin
was found by Meissner. The medicine is, therefore, a ywn.rcsin. By distillation at the temperature of about 250° F., the essential oil is obtained of a. fine
indigo blue colour, which it imparts to alcohol. Procured by distillation with
water, it is colour l e~s, and becomes yclk1w ish by age. It is lighter than water.
According to Ludewig, a ~um-resin, designntcd as Persimt galbanum, is received in Ilussia by the wtiy of Astrncan or Orenburg, and is the kind used in
that country. It comes enclosed in skins, and is in masses of a reddish-brown
colour with whitish strraks, of a disagreeable odour somewhat like that of a:i.safetida, and of an unpleasant, bitter, resinous t:lste . It is so soft as to melt with
a. slight elevation of temperature. It differs fron--....common galbanum in its
odour, in its colour which is nevc1· greenish, and in the absence of ten rs, and iR
probably derived from a different plant. It abounds in impurit ies. (JOuni. de
Pharrn., N. S., i. 117.)
Medical PropeJ·tles and Fses. Ga lbanum is stimulant, expectorant, and antispasmodic; and may be considered as intermediate in power between ammoniac
and assafetida.. It is, however, much le!"s employed than either of these gumresins, and in the United States is seldom prescribed internally. The complaints
to which it was formerly thought applicable, were chiefly chronic affections of the
bronchial mucous membnrne, amenonhcca, and chronic rheumatism. It is occasionally appli~d externally in tbe shape of plaster to indolent swellings, with the
view of promoting resolution or suppuration. Galbanum was known to the ancients. The dose is from ten to twenty grains, and may be given in pill, or
trituratcd with gum Arabic, suga r, and wat.cr, so as to form an emulsion.
Off. Prep. ]foiplastrum As~afretid::c; Emplastrum Galbaui Compm:itum;
Emplastrum Gummosum; Galban um Prreparatum; Pilul;:c Gal bani Compositre.
W.

GALLA.

u. s., Lona.
Galls.

Morbid excre8cenccs upon Quercus infectoria.
produced by Cynips Gallro tinctoriro. Lond.

U.S.

Swelling of the bud
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Off: Syn. G-ALL..iE. Excrescences of Quercus infcctoria, formed by Diplolepis _gallm tinct<:>rum. !!cl., Dub.
No1x de g;ille, Fr.; Gull:lpfel, Germ.; Galin, Ital.; Agallns de Lern"nte, Span.
Many vegetables, when picrce<l by certain insects, particularly those of the
genus (./1J111J>s, are affected at the points of puncture with a morbid action, resulting in the production of excrescences, which~ as they arc <lerived from the proper
juices of the plant, partake more or less of its predominant chemical character.
Most of the oaks are suscep tible of this kind of action i and the resulting excrescences, having in a high degree the astringency of the plant, hase been employed for various practical purposes. They are known by the nam e of yalls, a.
term which, as well as their employment in medicine, has been handed down to
us from the nncients. Que1·cus infectoria,, Q. .LEyilops, Q. excel.~a, Q. I lex, Q.
Oerris, and Q. robw·, have been particularized aR occasionally affording this product; but it is now generally admitted, upon the authority of Olivier, that the
officioal gall s arc deriveJ chiefly, if not exclusively, from Q. i?ifeclorlaj and this
is recognised as their sou rce iu the U.S. and llrit.ish I_)barmacopooias.*
Qu>:Rcus. See QURRCUS ALBA.
Quercus infectoria. WillJ. Sp. Plaut. iv. 436; Olivier, lOy. Orien.t. t.1-1 ct l5;
Carson, lllust. of Jl!ed. Bot. ii. 40, pl. 85. The dyers' O(lk is a small tree or shrub,
with a. crooked stem, seld om exceeding six feet in height. The leaves are obtusely toothed, Sr!lOOt h , of a bright.green colour on both sid es, and stand on short
footstalks. The acorn is elongated, smooth, two or three times longer than the
cup, which is sessi le, somewhat downy, and sci~ly. 'l'bis species of Qucrcus grows,
accordin~ to Olivier, throughout Asia i\lin or, from the A rchipelago to the confines of Persia. Captain l\l. Kinn eir found it also in Armenia and Kurdistan;
General IlarJwicke observed it growing in the ucighbourhood of Adwanie; a.ud
it probably pen·adcs the middle latitudes of Ar.;ia..
The ga ll originates from the pun<.:tnre of the C!;rn'ps quercii..'folii of Linnreus,
the D1jJtolepis galla?. tiitclorim of Geoffroy, a. hyi;nenopterous insect or fly, with a.
fawn.coloured body, dark antenore, and the upper part of its abdomen s hining
brow11. The in sect pierces the s}loot s and young boughs, unc~ deposits its egg
in the wound. This irritates the part, and a small tumour quickly rises, which
is the result of a morb id growth, exhibiting various cells under the microscope,
but no proper vegetable fibre. 'fhe egg grows with the gall, and is soon conYCrted into a larva, which feeds upon the vegetable matter around it, anJ thus
forms a cavity in the centre of the excrescence. The insect at lengt h assumes
the form of a fly, and escapes by eating its way out. The galls 3re in perfection
when they have attained their full size, and before the egg has been hatched, or
the fly has escaped. Collected at this period, tht:y arc called, from their dark
colour, bltte, yree~1, or blaclc yalls, and are most highly estee med. Tho~e whi~h
arc gathered later, and which have been injured by the insect, are called wlute
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galls. They are usually larger, less heavy and compact, and of a Jigbter colou r
th:m the former; and arc considered much inferior.
The galls collected in Syria and Asia Minor are brought to thi s country chiefly
from the ports of Smyrna and Trieste, or from London. As they are produced
abundantly near Aleppo, it has been customary to designate them by the name
of that town; though the designation, howe,·cr correct it may formerly have
been, is now wholly i1rnpplicable, as they are obtaiued from many other p1accs,
and the produce of different. pa rts of Asiatic Turkey is not capable of being discriminated, at least in our markets. Great quantities of galls, very closely r~ 
sembling those from the i\Icditcrrancan, have been brought to tlie United States
from Calcutta. Dr. Royle states that. they are taken to Bombay from llussorah
through the Persian Gulf. ·we are, neverthelesi;, informed that they are among
the products of l\loultan. The galls of France and other southern countries of
Europe ha\'e a smooth, shininp:, reddish su rface, are little esteemed, and are
seldom or neyer brought to the United States.
Properties. Galls arc nearly round, from the size of a pea to that of a very
large cherry, with a surface usually studded with small tuberosities, in the in ter.
vals of which it is smooth. 'l'he best are externally of a dark.bluish or lead
colour, sometimes with a green ish tinge, internally whitish or brownish, hard,
solid, brittle, with a flinty fracture, a stri:tted texture, and a small spot or cavity
in the centre, indi cating the presence of the unJeveloped or decayed insect. Their
powder is of a light yellowish-gray. Those of inferior quality arc of a lighter
colour, sometimes reddish or nearly white, of a loose texture, with a large cavity
in the centre, communicating externally by a small hole through which the fly
has escaped. Galls arc inodorous, and have a bitter, very astringent taste. From
500 parts Sir II. Davy obtained 185 parts of matter soluble in water, of which,
according to his a.nalysis, 130 were tannic..acid, 31 gallic acid with a little extractive, 12 mucilage and matter rendered insoluble by evaporation, and 12 saline
matter and calcareous eartb. Braconnot discovered the presence of a small
quantity of an acid to which he gave the n:une ellagic, derived from yalle, the
ll'rench name for galls, by reversing the order of the letters. According to ~1.
Pelouze, howeYer, neither gallic nor ellag:ic acid pre-exists in galls, beinp; formed
by the reaction of atmosphe1·ic oxygen upon their tannin. (Jm.mi. de Phann.,
xx. 359.) Galls also yielded to Professor llranchi, by distillation with water, a
concrete volatile oil. Gu ibourt found 65 per cent. of tannic acid, ] Q·5 of lignin,
5·8 of gum, sugar, and starch, 4·0 of gallic, cllagic, and luteo-gallic acids, and
11 ·5 of water, besides extracti,·e, chloropbylle, Yo!atile oil, albumen, and salts.
All the soluble matter of galls is t.1ken up by forty times their weight of boiling
water, and the residue i~ tasteless; alcohol dissolves seven parts in ten, ether
five parts. (Thomson's Di.;pensatfJry.) A saturated decoction deposits upon
cooling a copious pale.yellow precipitate. 'l'he infusion or tincture affords pre·
cipitates with sulphuric and muriatic acids, lime-water, carbonate of ammonia,
and carbonate of potassa; with solutions of acetate antl subacetate of lead, the
sulphates of copper and iron, the nitrates of silver and mercury, and tartrate of
ant im ony aud potassa; with the infusions of Peruvian bark, columbo, opium,
ant.l many other vegetables, especially those containing alkaloids, with most of
which tannic acid forms insoluble compounds. The solution of gelatin also pro·
duees a precipitate. 'J'he infusion of g<\lls reddens litmus paper, is rendered
orange by nitric acid, milky by the corrosive chloride of mercury,an<l has its own
colour deepened by ammonia; but yielJs no precipitate with either of these
reagents. Sulphat.e of zinc was said by Dr. A. T. Tl11rn1son to occasion a slow
precipitate, but this result was not obtained by Dr. Duncan .
.Medical Properties and l~~cs. Galls are powerfully astringent. 1'hey are
little employed as an internal remedy, though occasionally prescribed in chronic
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diarrhcca and chronic dysentery. They have been recommended as an antidote
to tartar emetic, and those vegetable poisons which depend for their activity
upon organic alkalies; but, though the insoluble compounds which these prin·
ciples form with galls may be less active than their soluble native compounds,
they cannot be considered as inert. In the form of infusion or dccoctiou, made
in the proportion of half an ounce to a pint of water, galls may be advantage·

ou!=!.ly used as an aStrin gcnt gargle, lotion, or injection; and, mixed with simple
ointment, in the proportion of one part of galls, in very fine powder, to eight
parts of the unguent, they are frequently applied to the anus and rectum in
hcmorrhoidal affections. The dose of powdered galls is from ten to twenty
grains, to be repeated several times a day.
Off Prep. Acid um Gallicum; Acid um Tannicum; Dccoctu m Galloo; Tine.
tura Gallre; Uoguentum Gallre; Unguentum Gallre Compositum.
W.

GAMBOGIA. U. S.

Gamboge.
The con crete juice of an un certain tree. U. S.
0.f}: S'!Jn. CAi\Il30GlA. Gum.resin of an uncertain plant. Land. ; Ilebradendrou gambogioidcs. The gum.resinous exudation . .Dub. j CAMBOGLA
(81AMENSIS). Gum-resin from an unascerta.incd plant inhabiting Siam, probably a spec ies of llcbradendron. CAM BOG [A. (Z t:YLANI CA). Gummy-rcsiuous
exudation of llebra.dcndron cambogioidcs. b'd.
Gomme gutte, /?r.; Gummigutt, Germ.; Gomma,.gotta, Ital.; Gutta g11.mb11., Span.
Several plant;; belonging to the natural family of the Guttiferm, growing in
the equatorial regions, yield on in cision a. yellow opaque juice, which hardens
on exposure to tile air, and bears a close resemblan ce to gamboge; but it is not
certainly known from which of these plants the oflicina1 gum.resin is procured.
Until recently the United Sta.tes and all th e British Pbarmacopooias ascribed it
to Stalagrnfri.~ CamlJogioides. This genus and species were established by Murray of Gottingen, in 1788, from dried specimens belouging to Konig, procured
in the i~land of Ceylon; and, from information deri,•ccl from the same sou rce,
it was conjectured by l\Iurray that the tree yielded not only the gamboge of
Ceylon, but t hat also collected in Siam . It was on this authority that the British
Colleges made the reference alluded to. But it has been ascertained by Dr. Graham, of Edinburgh, that there is no such pbnt as the Stalagmi tis Cambogioidcs;
the description of Murray having been drawn up from accidentally con.ioinetl.
specimens of two distinct trees belonging to different genera; one being the
Xa.11thorhyn111s orabfolius of Roxburgh, and the other, tLe llc&radendron GcL'rnbO!Jioides of Graham. By several botanists the gum-resin has been ascribed to
Garciuin Cmn&ogia1 also a tree of Ceylon belonging to tho family of Gutti.
ferro, :rn<l yielding a yellowish concrete juice; but a specime u of the product of
this tree, sent to li:dinburgh, was found by Dr. Christison to be different from
gamboge both in composit ion and appearance, being of a pale lemon.yellow colour.
Thus it appears that neither of tLcse references is correct; and, besides, the im·
portant fact seems to have been overlo0ked, that commercial gamboge is never
obtained from Cey lon, but exclusively froni Si:tm and Cocbin·chin:t. A gum.
resin from Ceylon ha\·ing been found similar in composition to the ~ambogc of
commerce; and Lhe tree which produced it having been referred by Dr. Graham
ton. new genus, and named by him Jiel.Jraden<fron Gambogioides; the Edinburgh
College, in the last edition of their Pharmacopceia, was induced to adopt this
Ceylon gambogc as officinal, and to recognise the name proposed by Dr. Graham
for the tree from which it is obtainetl. But as this variety is never found in
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western commerce, and exists only in the cabinets of the cu rious, or the bazanrs
of India, it was scarcely worthy of a place in an offieinal catalogue; and the
sufficiency of the grounds upon which the new genus H ebradend ron was separated from Garcinia is not universally admitted. 'i'be decision of the Ediuburgh
College would, therefore, seem to have been somew hat prematme; though, from
inform ation received by Dr. Christison, there is some reason to believe that the
Siam gamboge is really deri\·cd from a tree bclonµ-ing ~o th? same genus a~ the
H ebradcndrou Cambogioidcs of Graham, but of a species hitherto undcsrribed.
Oambogc is col lected in Siam and Cochin-china. Similar products arc ohtaiued
in Ceylon; but they do not appear to be sent out of the island. l\Jilburn does not
mention gamboge among tho ex ports. It is said to be _procur~d .in ~iam ~y break·
iug off the leaves and young shoots of the tree, from wli1ch tbe JUJCe issues in drops,
and, being received in suitable vessels, gradually thickens, and at length becomes
solid. Portions of it, when of the rcriuisiteconsistenee,are rolled into cylinders,
and wrapped in leaves. The juice is sometimes received into the hollow joints
of the bamboo, which give it a cylindrica l form; and, as it contracts during the
process of s.olidification 1 the cylinder is often hollow in the centre. '.l'he name
!JUrnmi ,quit.a, by which it is generally known on the continent of Europe, pro-.
bably originated from the circumstanee that the juice escapes from the plant by
drops. The oflicinal title was undoubtedly derived from the province of Cam·
bodia, in which the gum.resin is eollected. It was first brought to Europe by
the Dutch about the middle of tbe sevent eenth century. \Ve import garuboge
from Uanton and Calcutta, whither it is carried by the native or resident mer·
chants. There is no difference in the appearance or C'baracter of the drug as
brought from these two ports; an evidence that it is originally derived from
the same place.
Ya:rieties. The best gamboge is in cylindrical rolls, from one to three inches
in Ji;_11ueter, sowetimes hollow in the centre, sometimes flattened, often folded
double, or agglutinated in masses in which the original form is not alwoiys readily
distinguishable . 'l'he pieces sometimes appear as if rolled, but are in general
st riated longitudinally from the impression made by the inner surface of the
bamboo. They arc externally of a dull orange colour, which is occasionally di;s.
plaeeJ. by greenish stains, or concealed by the bright yellow powder of the drug,
which slightly adheres to the surf:1C'e. ln this form the drug is sometimes called
)Yipe r;amho!Je. Another variety is imported under the name of cal.-e or lump
!Jand..109e. lt is in irregular masses w1::ighing two or three pounds or more, often
mix ed with sti cks and other impurities, containin g many air cells, less dense, less
uniform in texture, and less brittle than the former val'icty, aud breaking with
a dull and splintery, in stead of a shining and conchoidal fracture. The worst
specimens of this variety, as well as of the cylind1·ical 1 are Mmetimes called by
th e J_Jondon Jrn7gists toarse gamboge. Tl1ey differ, however, from the preceding,
only iu eoutainiug a greater amount of impurities. Im.Iced, it would appear, from
1he experiments ot'Uh l'i stison, tliatall thecommereialvarietiesof this drug have
a common origin, a11d that ct1ke or lump gamboge differs from the cylindrical
on11 from the circum st~nce that the latter i~ the pure concrete juice of the plant,
while in the former farmaceous matter and ot her impurities h;n-e been addeJ for
the purpos.e of adulteration. Tlie inferior kiuds of gamboge may be known by
their we:itcr hardness and coarser fracture; by the brownish or grayish colour
of their broken surface, which is often mMkcd with black spots; by their obvious
impurities; and by the green colour which their dccoetion, after having been
cooled, gives with tincture of io<line. \\"hen pure, tlie gum-resin is completely
di~soh,ed by the successive action of ether and water.*

*

Cl'lffongmn.boge. derived
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shi~;;~~e;::~~~r?;a~n~1°~~~ i~ai~~~~~: ;~:~fi~t~~t:1~:;1;i·~~~nat ~1;~~~~1; ~:~~-oi~~~
colour of the mass when broken is a uniform reddish.orange, which becomes a.
beautiful bright yellow in the powder, or when the surface is rubbed '"ith water.
From the brilliancy of its colour, gamboge is highly esteemed as a pigment. It
has no smell, and little taste; but, after remaining a short time in the mouth,
produces an acrid sensation in the fa.uces. Its sp. gr. is 1·221. Exposed to heat
it burns with a white flame, emitting much smoke, and leav ing a light spongy
charcoal. It is a gum.resin, without volatile oil. In 100 parts of it Bracoonot
found 19·5 parts of gum, 80 of resin, and 0 5 of impurities. John obtained
10·5 per cent. of gum, 89 of resin, and 0·5 of impurities. Christison bas shown
that the proportion of gum and resin varies in different specimens even of the
purest drug. In one experiment, out of 100·8 parts he obtained 7J·2 of resin,
21·8 of gum, and 4·8 of water. 'l'be gum is quite soluble in water, and of the
variety denominated arabin. In a specimen of cake yamboge he found 11·2 per
cent. of fecula. and lignin, and in a. very bad sample of coarse gamboge, no less
than 4 l per cent. of the same impurities. In addition to gum and resin,
Ph. Biichner fouml a small and variable proportion of a peculiar reddish-yellow
colouring matter, soluble both in alcohol and water. (Joum. de Pharrn., 3e ser.,
iii. 303.) Gamboge is readily and entirely diffusible in water, forming a yellow
opaque emulsion, from which the resin is very slowly deposited. It yie!Js its
resinous ingredient to alcohol, forming a golden yellow tincture, which is rendered opaque and bright yellow by the addition of water. Its solution in ammoniated alcohol is not disturbed by water. Sulphuric ether clissolns about fourfifths of it, taking up only the resin. It is wholly taken up by alkaiine solutions,
from which it is p.irtial!y precipitated by the acids. 1'he strong acids dissolve
it; but the solution when Jiluted with water deposits a yellow sediment. The
colour, acrimony, and medicinal power of gamboge, reside in the resin. This
has the neutrnlizing property of the acids, and has been named ,qarnliogic acid.
It is obtained by evaporating an ethereal tincture of the gum-resin. In mass it
is of a cherry-reJ colour, but becomes of a deep-orange in thin layers, and yellow
when powclcred. So intense is its colour, that one pn.rt of it communicates a
perceptible yellowness to ten thousa.nd parts of wa.ter or spirit. It is insoluble
in water, but soluble in alcohol, and ''ery soluble in ether. It forms with the
aikalies dark-red solut.ions of gambogiates, from which the acids throw dowu
garnbogic aciJ of a yellow colour, and the soluble salts of lead, copper, and iron,
gambogiates of those metals respectively; f.Le salt of lead being yellow, that of
copper brown, and that of iron dark-brown. Its eomposit.ion is given by Johnston
<J.S C.wU~08 • (Lond. Philos. 'l.'1·cws. 1 1839.) In the dose of five g 1·aius it is said
to produce copious watery stools, with little or no uneasiness. If this be the
case, it is probable that, as it exists in the gum-resiu, its purgative property is
somewhat modified by the other ingredients.
Jl/edfral Properties und [;iies. Gamboge is a powerful, dra~tic, hydragogue
catbartic, very apt to produe;e uausea and \'Omitiug when given in the full dose.
In large qu:rntities it is capable of producing fatal effects, aud death has rcsul~ed
from <L drachm. It. is mue;h employed in the treatment of dropsy attended w1tli
torpid bowels, generally in combinution with bitartratc of potassa or jalap. It
is also prescribed in cases of obstinate constipa.tion, and has frec1uently been found
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effl.'clual in the expulsion of the tape.worm.

It is often combined with other

and milder cathartics, tbc action of which it promotes and accelerates, while its
own is moderated. The full dose is from two to six grain~ 1 which in ca~cs of
ta.?ni;t bas been raised to ten or fifteen grairns. As it is apt to occasion much
Eickncss and griping, the best plan, und er ordinary circumstances, is to give it
in small do!'=cs, repeated at Rhort intervals till it operates. It may be gi\'Cn in
pill or emulsion, or di.;isoked in an alkaline solution. 'J'hc last method of adminiRtration has been recommended in dropsical complaints.

Off.Prep. Pilulre Catbarticre Compositre; l'ilula Cambogire Comp.

W.

GAULTIIERIA. US.
Pw·tridge-be,.,.y.
The l ea~es of Gaultheria procumbcns. U.S.
GAULTHERJA. Sex. S.1Jsl. Decandria. Monogsnia.-1Yat. Ord. Rricacero.
Gen. Cit. Ualyx fi\'e-dcft, bi bracteate at the base. Corolla ovate. Caps11le
five-celled, in\'estcd with the berried calyx. Pursh.
Cattltltrria prornmbn1s. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. GlG; Bigelow, Am. JIJ,.d. Bot.
ii. 27; Barton, Jkd. BfJt. i. l7l. 'l'his is a small, indigenous, shrubby, C\'Crgrcen pbnt, with a long, crecpin,!!, horizrmtal root, which scndo; up at intcn·al~
one and sometimes two erect, slender, round, rcdJish stems. These al'e naked
below, leafy at the summit, and usually lef's than :i span in height. The lcrn•c:;
arc ovate or obovate, acute, rcvolutc at the edges with a. few mucronate scrratmcs, coriaceous, shinin)!, bright-green upon the upper surface, paler bencnth,
of un<"qual size, and supported irregularly on short red petioles. The flowers,
of which not more than from three to five are u<:.ually found upon each stem,
stand on eur'\"ed, drooping, axillary peduncles. The calyx is white, fi\·e-toothcd,
and furni~bed at its base with two coneave eord:tte brartes, wltich arc by some
authors de~cribed as an outer calyx. The corolla is white, ovate or urccolatc,
contracted at its mouth, and di,·ided at its border into five ~mall acute segment:-.
Tbe stamens consist of cur,·ed, plumose filaments, and oblong orange-coloured
anthers opening on the outside. '!111e germ, wbich rests upon a ring h:t\'ing ten
teeth altcrnatinj! with the ten stamens, is roundish, r..lcpressed, and surmounted
by an erect filiform style, terminating in an obtuse stigma.. The fruit is a small,
five-celled, man,y-seeded capsule, enclos€cl in a flcsh.v coverin g, formed by the
enlarged calyx, and presenting the appearance of a hright sca rl et berry.
The plant extends from CanaJa to Georgi:i, growing iu large beds in moun·
tainous tracts, or in dry barren~ and :-andy plains, b<'neath the sbarle of shrubs
and trees, p'1rticularly of other cnr.~reens, as th<' Knlmire and llhododendra. It
is abundant in the pine barrens of New Jersey. In different parts of the country,
it is known by the various names of prirlridge-herr!J, deer-Lerrlf, rea-berr!J, 1cintr-r9reen, :md nwunlain·tNi. The flowers appear from 1\Iay to September, and the
fruit ripens at corresponding periods. Thou,zb the leaves only are officinal, all
parts of the plant areendowe<l with the peculiar tln,·our for which these are employed, and which is found in se,·cral other plantf', particularly in the bark of
Bet11la le11trr., ?"sweet h!rch._ The fruit posses.1:.cs it in a. high degr<>e, and, being
at the same t1111e sweetish, 1s much relished by some persons, a.ud form~ a favourite article of food with partridges, deer, and other wil~l animals. To the
,rery peculiitr aromatic odour aud ta:-te which belong to the whole plant 1 the
leave~ add a marked astring:eney. The aromatic propcrtirs ref'ide iu a volatile
oil, which may be separateJ by distillation. (Sec Oleum Grrnltherire.)
AfNliNd Properties aml Uses. Gaultheria. has the usual stimubnt operntion
of tLc aroruaticd, united with astringency; and ma.y, therefore, be used with ad-
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' 'a ntnge in some forms of chronic diarrhrea. Like other substan ces of the sa me
class, it ha s been employed as an emmcnagogue, and with the view of increasing
the secret ion of milk; but its chief use is to impart an agreeable flav our to mixtures and other preparations. It may be conveniently administered in th e form
of infu ~ ion , which, in some parts of the country, is not unfrequently med at the
tables as a sub~t itute for comm on tea. Th e oil, however, is more U!::>ed in regular
pra ctice tlmn th e l e~wes. In stances of death are on record, resu lting- fr om the
takin g of the oil, by mistake, in th e quan tity of abo~t a fluid ouu ce. Ou examinat ion after death, strong marh of gastric inflammation were discovered. (Joum.
of Plii/. Col. qf Pharm., vi. 290.)
Off. J',·ep. Olcum Gaultherire.
W.

GEN TI AN A. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Gentian.
Th e root of Gcntiana lutea. US., Lonrl., Ed., Dub.

Sp(1n.
Sex. Syst. Pentandria Di~ynia.-Na t. Ord. Gcntianaccre.
Gen. Oh. Gorollci one-petall ed. Capsule two-vah·cd, one-celled, with two longitudinal receptacles. ll'illd.
Gcntiana lntea. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1331; Wood>. J.ft,d. Bot. p. 2i3, t. 95;
Carson, fl lust. (!(.A.fed. B ot. ii. 12, pl. 60. Y cll ow gentian is among the mos t
Gen ti:tne jaune, Fr.; Rother Enzian, Germ.: Genzinn1t, Ital; Genciana,
GENT I ANA.

remarkabl e of the species whi ch compose thi.'l genus, both for its bcanty and
great comparative si ze. From its tl1ick, long, bran ching, perennial root, an
erect, round stem ri ses to the hcif!Lt of tbree or four feet, bearing opposite,
sessile, oval, acute, fivc- uerve<l leaves, of a bright-green colour, aud some what
glaucous. The lower leaves, which spring from the root, arc narrowed at their
base into the form of a petiole. 'fl10 flowers arc brge and beautiful, of a. yellow
colour, pcdunclcd, and placed in wh orl s at the axils of the upper leaves. The
calyx is monophyllous, membmn ous 1 yellow ish, and se mi-tran sparent., splitting
when the fl ower opens, and refl ected wh en it is full y ex panded; th e corolla is
rotate, and deeply divid ed into five or six lanceola.te, acute segments; the sta mens
are fi\'C or six and flhorter than the co rolla. Th is plant grows among the Apennines, the A lps, the Pyren e:cs, and in other mountainou o; or elevated regions of
Europe. Th e root is the only part used in medicin e. It is imported into this
country from Germany.
Several other species possess annlogous med icinal properties, and :1.l'e used for
similar purposes. Th e roots of G. pm1n1rea and G. puwtata, growing in the
same reg ions as G. lutea , and of G. Punnonica, growin g in Austria, :lre said to
be fre<pteotly minp:l ed with the offici nal gentian , fr om which they are scarcely
distinguishable. Th e G. 1na<Topliyllci of Pallas is used in Siberia; and one indigenous species, G. CatesOrei, has found a pl ace in the secondary catalogue of
thC U. S. Pli arm acopccia.
Prt?perties. As found in th e shops, gentian is in pieces of various dimensions
and sha pe, usually of consid erable lengt h, co nsisti ng sometimes o'f lungi tudin:i.l
sli ces, sometim es of the root cut trans>crsely, twisted, wrinkled extem t'l lly , sometimes marked with cl m~e trnnsverse rings, of a grayish-brown colou r on the outsi de, yellowish or reddis h wi thin , and of a soft spongy texture. rl'he odou r is
feeble, Lut decided nnd peculiar. Th e taste is sli ghtly sweetish and il3tensely
bitter, without bei ng n:rnscous. The powder is of a yellow ish ro lour. 'Yater and
nlcohol extract th e taste and med ical virtues of th e root. Examined by l\DI.
H en ry and Caventou, it was found to conta in , 1. n peculiar crysta llizabl e principle which they su pposed to be the chief active ingredient of the root, and,
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therefore, named gentianin, 2. a volatile odorous principle, 3 . a substance identical with birdlime (gfo), 4. a greenish fixed oil, 5. a free org;rnic acid, 6 . uncrystallizable sugar, 7. gum, 8. yellow colouring matter, and D. lignin. 1\Jr.
Denis has since detected in the root the existence of pectic acid; and the gcntianiu of Henry and Caventou has been proved by '.l'rommsclorff and by l\1. Leconto
to be, when quite pure, wholly destitute botb of bitterness and of medicinal power;
so that it would appear no longer to merit the name given to it. 1\1. Leconte
proposes, accordingly, to call it gentishtj and, as it poss.esses the property of neutralizing the alkalies, it has received also the name of gentisic acid. It is obtained by treating the alcoholic extract of gentian, previously exhausted by water,
with sulphuric ether, filtering the ctbereal solution, and allowing it to enporate
spontaneously. It is in needle-shaped crystals, pale-yellow, insoluble in water,
and soluble in alcohol. The same chemist believes that be has ascertained tho
birdlime or 9fo of Henry and Caventou to be a mixture of wax, oil, and eaoutchouc. When distilled with water, gentian yields a minute proportion of a con crete oil, having a strong odour of the root. Professor Dulk, of Konigsberg,
gin~s the following process for isolating the bitter principle. The alcoholic extract
is macerated in water, and the solution, ha\'ing been subjected to the vinous
fermentation in orJer to separate the sugar, is treated first with acetate of lead,
and then, after filtration, with subacetate of lead and a very little ammonia, in
order to precipitate the combination of the vegetable principle with oxide of lead i
care being taken not to use too much ammonia, lest by its stronger basic powers
it should separate the vegetable principle from the oxide. The precipitate thus
obtained is washed with a little water, then mixed with a lar~e proportion of the
same fluid, and decomposed by hydrosulphuric acid. The liquid, having been
filtered, is evaporated with a gentle heat to dryness, and the residue treated with
alcohol of O·S20. The alcoholic solution, being evaporated, yields the bitter
principle, which is the proper _qentiam"n. It is a brownish-yellow, uncrystalliz able substance, having in a high degree the bitter taste of the root. It is almC'lst
insoluble in absolute alcohol, but soluble in ordinary alcohol, and Yery soluble
in water. It reddens litmus, and appears to possess acid properties. (Journ . de
Pluirm., xxiv. 638.) When gentian is maceratcJ in cold water, it undergoes
the vinous fel'lncntation, in consequence of the sugar contained in it. From the
fermented infusion a. spirituous liquor is obtained by distillat.ion, which, though
bitter and unpleasant to the smell, is said to be relished by the Swiss antl
'l'yrolese.
Medical Prope1·ties a_ncl Uses. Gentian possesses, in a high degree, the tonic
powers which cbaractcr1zc the simple bitters. It excites the appetite, invigorates
digestion, moderately increases the temperature of the body and the force of the
circulation, and operates in fact as a general corroborant. of the system. In ,·ery
large doses, however, it is apt to load an<l oppress the stomach, to irritate the
bowels an<l even to occasion nausea and vomiting. It has been known as a medicine from the highest antiquity, and is said to have derived its name from
Gcntius, a king of lllyria. Many of the complex preparations handed down
from the Greeks and Arabians contain it among their ingredients i and it f'nters
into most of the stornachic combinations employed in modern practice. It may
be used in all cases of pure debility of the digci:;tive org~rns, or rcciuiring a general
tonic impression. Dyspepsia, gout, amenonhooa, hysteria., scrofula, intermittent
fever, diarrbcca 1 and worms, arc among the many forms of disease in \"Cbich it bas
proved useful; but it is the condition of the stomach ancl of the system generally,
not the name of tho disease, which must be taken into consideration in prescribing it; and thc1·c is scarcely a single complaint in which it can be advanta/!eously
admiuistercd under all circumstances. Its powder bas been npplicd externally
to malignant and sloughing ulcers. It is usually given in the form of infusion
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or tincture. A syrup may be prepared by forming a saturated infusion by means
of percolation, and i~~orporatin~ this_at a .boiling temperature with simple syrup;
or, perhaps more el1g1Lly , by d1ssol\'mg first two dracl:nns of the extract of gentian, and afterwards fifteen ounces of sugar in half a pint of water. The dose
of the powder is from ten to forty grains.
Off. PrryJ. Extractum Gcntianre; Infu sum Genti:rnre Comp.; Tin ctura GenW.
tiaure Comp.j Tinct. Rhei ct Gentianre; Vinum Gentianre.

GENTIAN A CATESBiEI. US. Secondary.
Blue Gentian.
The root of Gentiana Catcsbrei. lf. S.
G.ENTlANA. Sec GENTlANA.
Several indigenous species of gentian approach more or less nearly t0Gc11tia11a
lut1'Q. in the bitterness and medicinal ,·irtues of their roots; but G. l'ute.'lbre i,
which resembles it most closely in these respects, is the only one wbich has
attracted the particular attention of the medical profe~sion.
Cntliana Catcsbrei. \Valtcr, Flor. Car. 109 ; Uig:clow, .Am. Med. Bot. ii. 137.
The blue gentian has a perennial, branching, somewhat fleshy root, and a i:;imple,
erect, rough stem, rising eight or ten inches in height, and bearing opposite lca\'eS,
which are O\"atc- lanccolate, acute, and rough on their margin. The flowers, which
arc of a palish-blue colour, arc crowded, nearly sessile, axillary, and terminal.
The divisions of the calyx are linear- lanccolatc, and longer than the tube. 'l'he
eorolla is large, ventrieose, plaited, and di\•ided at. its border into ten segments,
of which the five outer arc more or less acute, the five inner bifid and frinp:;ed.
'l'Le number of stamens is five, and the two stignrn s are ~eated on thegcnn. Tbe
capsule is oblong, acuminatc, with two Yalvcs, and a singl e cell.
G. Catcsbroi p;rows in the grassy swamps of' .North and South Carolina, where
it flowers from September to Deecmber. It wa~ n:rn1cd by \Yalter and Elliot
in honour of Catesby, by whom it was delineated more than ninety years ago.
Pursh confounds it with G. Soponaria, to which it is nc:irly allied.
Properties. By Dr. Bigelow we are told that th e dried root of this plant has
at first a mucilaginous and sweetish taste, which is soon succeeded by an intense
bitterness, approaching nearly to that of tlie offi cinal gentian. Alcohol and
boiliug water extract its 'i'irtues, and the tincture and decoction arc even more
bitter than the root in substance .
.Afccliwl Properties. As a medicine it is littl e inferior to the European gentian, and may be employed for similar purpo~es. In the ~orthern and Middle
States it is not used; but it is said to be occasionally pre~cribed by the practitioners of the South in dyspepsia, and other cases of stomachic and ireneral debility. It may be given in powder in the dose of from fifteen to thirty grains,
or in the form of ext ract, infusion, wine, or tincture, which may be prepared iu
W.
the manner directed for the similar preparations of foreign gentian.

GERANIUM. Us.'
Cra1lesbill.
The rhizoma of Geranium macul:ttum. U~ S.
0EltAN1U)L Sn:.. Sy.~t . .Monadelphia Deeandria..-Nat. Ord. Gcraniacere.
Gen. C/1. Col!JX five-leaved. Curo/la five-petalled, regular. J.tectar!J five mellifcrous glands, united to the base of the l on~cr fibmcnts. Ari/fi five, onesceded, awned, :it the base of a. beaked receptacle; awns simple, naked, neither
spiral nor bean.led. lrilM.
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Ger011ium m.aculat111n. WillJ. Sp. P lant. iii. 705; Bigelow, A111 . ..lli>d. Rot.
i. 8-l; Harton, Med. B ot. i. 1-19. Thi s plant has a perennial, horizon tal, fleshy
root, whi ch is furnished with short fibres, and se nds up :mnually an herbaceous
stem, with several radical leases. Tl.ie stem is erect, round , dichoto111ou~ly

branched, from one to two feet hig h, of a grayish-green colour, :rnd thi c: kly
covered, in comm on with the peti oles and pcd uuclcs, with reflexed hairs. 'l'hc
leaves a re deeply di,1ided into three, fiv e, or seven lobes, which arc variously
incised at their extremities, hairy, and of a pale-_gr('cn colour, mottled with sti ll
paler spots. Tl.i ose which rise immedia tely from the root are su pported on foot.
stalk s eight or ten inches long; those of the ste m are o ~posite, the lower petiol:tte, the upper nearly sessi le, with lanceolate or linea r st1pules. The flowers arc
large, and usually of a purple colour. Tlie ped uncles spring from the forks of
the s tem, and se ,•erally support two flowers upon short pedicels. The calyx is
composed of fi\'e obl ong, ribbcll, cuspi<latc lea \'es; the petals are fiv e, obovate,
and cutirc; the stameus tcu, wi th obl ong, deciduous anthers, th e five alternate
fi!tun eut s being longer than the others, and havin g glandf; at th eir base; the germ
is ovate, supporting a st rai ght styl e as long as the ::;tamens, and surm ounted by
fi\' e stigmas. The fruit con~ists of fi \'e aggregate, one-seeded ca psules, attached
by a beak to the persistent style, curling up and i;cattering the seeds when ripe.
'fh e crancsbi ll is indigenous, growing t hroughout the United States, in moist
wood!!, thi ckets and hedges, and generally in low grounds. It flowers from )Jay
to July. The root should be coll ected in autumn.
Thi s, when dried, is in pieces from one to three inches long, from a quarter
to half an inch in thi ckness, so mewhat flattencJ, contortc<l, wrinkled, tuberculated, :rnd bese t with slender fibres. It is ex ternally of au umber-brown colour,
internally reddish-gray, compact, inodorous, and of an astringent taste, without
bittern ess or other unpleasa nt flavour. ' Yater and alcohol ex.tract its virtues.
'Tannin is :l n abundant const ituent.
Geranium is one of our most powerful indi~M diful Properties a11d Cses.
genous a!:itringcnts, and may be employed for all the purposes to which these
medicines arc applicable. The absence of unpleasunt taste, and of ot her offen ~ivc
qualities, renders it pecu liarly serviceabl e in the cases of infants, anJ of persons
with very clclica tc stomachs. Diarrhcea, chronic dy sent ery, cholrra iufautum in
the lattc1· slo1 ges, and the various hemorrhages, arc the forms of disease in which
it is most comm only used, an<l with greatest advantage; but ca re should be
taken, before it is admini~tercd, that tb e conditi on of the system and of the part
affected is suc h as not to contra-iu dicate the use of astringents. As au application to indolent ulcers, an injection in gleet and leucorrbrea , a ga rgl e in relaxation of t~e uvula and apLtbous ulC'eratious of the throat, it auswers the sa me
purpose as kmo, catec hu, and otber medicines of tbe Ramc c:las8. I t is a popular
1
dom esti c remedy in va rious parts of tLc l nited States, and is !:'aid to be employed
by the Indian s. It may be given in substance, decoction, tiucture, or ext rnet.
'l' hc dose of the powder is tw<'nty or thirty g rain s, that of a dctoction, ll)ade by
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GEUl\I. US. &condary.

lYaler .dvens.
The roo t of Geum rivale. U.S.
Bcuoitc aquiltiquc, Pr.; Wiesen Beoediktcnwurzel, Germ.

Se.r.S9st. IcosanJria P olygynia.-Nat. Ord. R osacea::.
G'en. Oh. Cal!JX ten-cleft. Petals ti\'C. S eedii with a beut awn. lVilld.
Sc\'Cral species belonging to tLis genus have been medici nally employed; but
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two only are deserving of particular noticc- Geum rillale, which bas a place in
the secondary list of the United States l)harmacopceia, and G. nrbanurn, fo rm erly
recognised by the Dublin Coll ege.
Gemn w·Owumt, or avens, is a native of Europe, where it grows wild in woods,
and other shady places. 'fhc root, which is the part used, consists of a short
oblong body or caudcx, from a quarter to hal f an inch in thickness, externally
brown, iutcrnally white towarJs the circumference and reddisb at the centre,
and furnished with numerous long descending ti bres. When quite d ry it is
nearly inodorous; but in the recent state has a smell like that of <:loves, whence
it is sometimes C<illed radi.r ctwyophyllat<.e. 'l111c taste is b ittcrish and astringent. It imparts its medical Yi rtues to water and alcohol, which it tinges red.
Distilled with water it yields a t hick, greenish.yellow vofo tile oil, and gives a
pleasant flavour to the liquid. It contains, according to Tromms<lorff, besides
tannic acid, which is an abundant cons titu ent, a tasteless resin, gum, hassorin,
and lignin. I t has been much used on the continent of Europe as a tonic and
astringent, in chron ic and passive hemorrhages, chronic dysentery aud Jia nh cca,
leucorrhooa, abdomina l congestion, intermittent fever, &c. The dose is from
thirty grains to a drachm of the powdered root three or four times a day, or an
equivalent quantity in decoction.
Gtmn riuale. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1115; Engl. Bot.106. H'a1e1· ai·ens ha.s
a percnniul, horizont..il, jointed, scaly, tapering root, about six inches long, of a.
reddish-brown colour externa lly, white internally, and furnished with num erous
descending yellowish fibres. One or more ste ms rise from the same root, which
also sends up numerous leaves. The stems are about a. foot nn<l a. half high,
simple, erect, pubescent, and of a. purpli!<h colour. The radical lca\'eS are iatcrruptcdly pinnate, with large terminal leaflets, and long, h:1iry footstalks; those
of the stem are pctiolate, and divided into three serrate, pointed segments. 'l'he
flowers are few, solitary, nodding, yellow ish.purple, and supported on axillary
and terminal peduncles. The colou r of the stems and flowers gave rise to the
name of purple rll"cns, sometimes applied to the plant. The ca lyx is inferior, with
ten lanccolate pointed segments, of which th e live alternate are smaller thun the
others. The petals are five, and of the same length as the ca lyx. The secJs
are oval, with plumosc awns., minutely uucinate, and nearly nuk ed at the sum mi~.
This spec ies of G-eum is common to Europe and the United States; though
the plant of this country has smaller flowers, with petals more rounded on the
top, and leaves more dccplJ incised than the European. It delights in wet b11,ggy
meadows, and extends from Canada into New Englund, New York, and l)cuuSytvania. Its flowers appear in June and July. 'l'he dried root is hard, brittle,
easily pulrerized, of 1\ reddish or purplish colour, without smell, and of un
aiitringcut, bitterish taste. Boiling water extracts its \'irtues.
JUr"Clical Properties and Uses. ·water aveus is tonic and powerfully astringent.
It may be used with ad,•antagc in ch ronic or passi,•e hemorrhages, lcucorn,hrea,
and dia rrbrea; :lad is said to be beneficially emploJed, in tLe Eastern Sta.tes, as
a pop ul ar remedy in the debility of phthisi~ pulmonalis, in simple dyspeps ia,
and in visceral diseases consequent on disorder of the stomach. In Europe it is
sometimes substituted for the root of the common avens, or Gcum urban um, but
is less esteemed. The dose of the powdered root is from a scrnple to a d1·achm,
to be repeated three times a day. The dccoct.ion, which is usually preferred,
may be made by boiling an ounce of the root in a pint of water, and given in
the quantity of one or two fluidounces. A weak decoction is sowetimea used by
invalids in New England as a. substitute for tea and coffee.
W.
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GILLENIA. U.S.
Gi/lenia .
The root of Gillcnia trifoliata and Gillenia stipulacea. i~ S .
Indian physic. Amcricon ipcct1cuanhit.
GJLLENIA. SPX. Syst. lcosandria Pcntagynia.-JVat. Ord. Uosncc::c.
Gen. Ch. Calyx tubular campanulate, border five-toothed. Corolla partly
unequal. Petals 6\-c, lanccolate, attenuated at the base. Stamens few, includc<l.
Styles five. (}opsules five, counatc at the base, opening on the inne r side, each
two-seeded. 'l'orrey.
This genus was separated by Moench from Spin.ea. It is exclusively North
American, and includes only two discove red spccies-G. trifoliata an<l G. stipulacea-both of which arn recognised in our l'barmacopccia.
1 Gillenia frifuliaf(l. Bigelow, Am. Jlfcd. Bot . iii. IO; Bart.on, Jl[Nl. Bot. i.
65; Carson, 11/ust. of .Afed. Bot. i. 40, pl. 34. 'fbis is an herbaceous plant with
a perennial root, consisting of numerous long, slender, brown branches, pro<·eediug
from a thick, tuber-like head. The stems, se,·era~ of which usually rise from the
same root, are two or three feet high, erect, slender, smooth, flexuose, branched,
and commonly of a reddish colour. The leaves arc tcrnate, with very short
petioles, and sma ll linear-lanceolatc stipules. The leaflets are ovate-lanceolate,
sharply serrate, and acuminate. The flowers grow in a loose terminal nodding
panicle, with long peduncles. The calyx is tubu lar campanulate, ventricose, and
terminates in five pointed segments. 'l'he corolla is compose_d of five lincar1aneeolate, rceunTed petals, the t wo upper separated from the three lower, white,
with a reddish tinge on their border, and of three times the length of the calyx.
The stamens are twenty, the filaments sbort, the anthers small and yellow. Each
flower is succeeded by five capsules, connate at their base, oblong, acuminate,
gibbous without, acute within, two-valved, one-celled, opening inward, and containing eacb one or two oblong seeds.
This species of Gillenia grows throughout the United States, e!lst of the Alleghany ridge, and in Pennsylvania may also be found abundantly west of these
mountains. Pursh found it in Florida, and it extends as far north as Canada.
It frequents light soils, in shady and moist situations, and flowers in J unc and
July. The root shou ld be gathered in Sept.ember.
2. G. stipulacea. Harton, Med. Bot. i. il. This species is also herbaceous and
perennial, though much taller, and more bushy than the preceding. The stems
are brownish and branched. The upper leaves are tcrnate, lanceol:llc 1 serrate;
the lower more deeply incised, becoming towards the root pionati6d, and of :~
reddish-brown colour at the margin. 'l'he stipules are ovate, acuminate, deeply
serrate, resembling leaves, and nrnrking the species a.t the first glanc:e. The
~ower s are smaller than those of G. trifoliata, and grow on long slender 1mluncles
rn n. lax corymb.
In the valley of the l\Iississippi, this plant occupies the place of G. trif01iatn,
which is not found beyond the Muskingum. It grows as far north as the State
of New York, extends througb Ohio, lnd iaua, Ill inois, and Missour i, and probably into the States south of the Oliio, as it has been found in Western Vi rginia. Its root is precisely similar to that of tbc eastern species, and is reputed
to possess thr same properties.
~rhe d ried root of Gillenia is not thicker than a quill, wrinkled longitudinally,
with occasionnl transveri::c fissures, and in the thicker pieces presenting in ~ome
places an irregular undulated somewhat knotty appearance, ari::iing from inden·
tations on one side corresponding with prominencrs on the other. lt is externally
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of a light-brown colour, and consists of a thick, somewhat reddish, brittle, cortical
portion, with an interior slender, tougher, whitish ligneous cord. The bark, which
is ea:;ily separable, has a bitter, not disagreeable taste; the wood is nearly insipid
and c~mparntivcly inert, and should be rejected .. ·T.he powder is of a light
brownish colour, and possesl'>es a feeble odour, wh ich is :;:carcely pcrccptihle in
the root. The bittcrnes:; is extracted by bo iling water, which acquires the red
colour of wine.
Nedfral Prop~rties and lSes. Gillenia is a mild and efficient emetic, and, like
most other substances belonging to the same .clasl'>, occasionally acts upon the
bowels. In very small <loses it has been thought to exert a tonic influence. It
is much med by some pract.itioners in the country as a substitute for ipecacuanha,
which it is said to resemble in its mode of operation. It was employed by the
Iudians, aud became known as an emetic to the colonists at an early period.
Linn:.uus was aware of its reputed virtues. The dose of the powdered root is
from twenty to thirty grains, repeated at intervals of twenty minutes till it
vomits.
W.

GLYCYRRHIZA. US., Lond., Dub.

Liquoi·ice Root.
The root of Glycyrrhiza l!labra. U.S., Dnb. Recent and dried root. Lond.
0.tJ: 81Jn. GLYCYJUllllZ.!E RADIX. Root of Glycyrrhiza glabrn. Ed.
Bois de reglisse, Pr.; SUsshoh:wurzel, Gtrm.; L 1<1mrizi:l., llal.; Regnliza, Span.

a

LYCYLHUJ1ZA . Sex. Sust. Diadelphia Dcca.ndria..-...\~tl. Ord. Leguminosre or
Fabacere.
Gen. Ch. Co(lf.'"C. bilabia.te; upper lip three-cleft, lower undi,•idcd. Legurne
ovate, compressed. Wil/rl.
G~ljt'J/l"l·hiza ylabra. \Yilld. Sp. Plant. iii. 11-1-!; ·woodv. Med. Bot. p. 420,
t. 15:2; Carson, ltlusl. of Med. Bot. i. 38, pl. 32. The liquorice plant has aperennial root, which is round, succulent, tough and pliable, furnished with sparse
fibres, rapid in its growth, and in a sandy soi l penetrates deeply into the ground.
The stems are herbaceous, erect, and usually four or five feet in height; have
few branches; a.nd are garnished with alternate, pinnate leaves, consisting of
several pairs of ovate, blunt, petiolute leaflets, with a single leaflet at the end,
of a pale-green colour, and clammy on their under surface. The flowers are
violet or purple, formed like those of the pea, and arranged in axillary spikes
supported on long peduncles. The calyx is tubular and persistent. 'fhe fruit
is a compressed, smooth, a.cute, one-celletl legume, containing from one to four
small kidney-shaped seeds.
~L1his plant is a native of the South of Europe, Barbary, Syria, and Persia;
and is culti,•atcd in England, the North of France, auU Germany. Much of the
root imported into this country comes from the ports of Messina. and Palermo in
Sicily. It is also largely produced in the northern provinces of Spain, where it
forms an important article of commerce. It is not improbable that a portion of
the liquorice root from Italy and Sicily is the product of G. cthinato, which
grows wild in Apu lia. This species is also abundant in the South of Russia,
where, according to Hayne, sufficient extract is prep<ircd from it to supply tbe
whole Russian empire.
A ~pccies of Glycyrrhiza, G. lepidotrr, grows abundantly about St. Louis, in
tl1e State of Misf;.Ouri, and flourishes along the banks of the :.'llissouri river to its
source in the mountains. It is probably the same with the liquorice plant men ·
tioned by l\l"ackcuzic as growing on the northern coast of this continent. ~Ir.
:L4
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Nutta11 states that its root possesses in no inconsiderable degree the taste of
liquorice.
Properties. The liquorice root of the shops is in long pieces, varying in thickness from a few lines to ri:Jorc than an in ch, fibrous, externally grayish-brown
and wrinkled by desiccation, internally yellowish, without smell, and of a sweet
mucilaginous taste, mingled with a slight degree of acrimony. It is often worm.
eaten and more or less decayed. Tbc best pieces are those which have the brightest yellow colour internally, and of which the layers are di~tinct. 1'hc powder
is of a ,grayish-yellow colour, when the root is pulverized withont being deprived
of it s epidermi s, of a pale sulphur. yellow, when the epidermis bas been removed
llobiquet found the following in gredients in liquorice root: 1. a peculiar transparent yellow substance, ca ll ed ylyty1·rhizin or gl!)cion, of a sweet saccharine
taste, sca rcely soluble in cold water, very soluble in boiling water with which it
gelatinizes on cooling, thrown down from its aqueous solution by acids, readily
soluble in cold alcohol, iasusceptible of the vinous fe rm entation, yielding no
oxalic acid by the action of the nitri c, and therefore wholly distiact from sugar i
2. a. crystallizable principle, named ayedo:Ue by Robiquet, but subsequently proved
to be identical with asparag1:n; 3. starch; 4. albumen; 5. a brow a acrid resin;
6. a brown azotizcd extractive matter; 7. lignin; 8. salts of lime and magnesia,
with phosphoric, sulphuric, and roalic acids. llobiquct prf'parcd .r1lycyrrhizin by
subjecting a strong cold infusion of the root to ebullition, in or<ler to separate
the al Lumen; then filtering, prccipitatiag with acetic acid, and washiug the precipitate with cold water to remove any adherin g acid. It may be still further
purified by solution in absol ute alcohol, and eniporation at a very gentle heat
According to Dr. 1'. Lade, glycyrr bizin, as it exists in the root, is rendered
soluble in water by combinat ion with inorganic bases, sucb as lime and ammonia,
from which it is separated by the addition of an acid. From the observations
of Dr. Lade, it is to be iuferred that tliis principle has no affinity for the acids,
but combines with salifiable bases, forming salts of various degrees of solubility
Its sweetness is retained in the comµonnds which it forms with the alkalies. It
consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. (Chem,, Gazette, No.100, from Lie.Mg's
Annolen, Aug. 18-16.)
Au extract of liquorice root is brought from Spain anR Italy, and much used
under the name of liquorice. (See Extractum Glycyrrhizre.)
Jfedical Properties a11d Uses. Liquorice root is an excellent demulcent, well
adapted to catarrhal affectio ns, and to irritations of the mucous membrnne of the
bowels and urinary passages. It is best given in the form of decoction, either
alone, or combiacd with other demu_lc~nts. It is frequently employed as an addition to the decoctions of acrid or irritating vegetable substances, such, for example, as seneka and mezcreon, the acrimony of which it covers and conceals,
while it renders them more acceptable to the stomaeh. Before being used, it
should be deprived of its cortical part, which is somewhat acrid, without possessing the peculiar virtues of tLe root. The decoctiou may be prepared by boiling
an ounce of the brui:;;ed root, for a fow minutes, in a pin t of water. By long
boiling, the acrid resinous principle is extracted. Iterhaps, howernr, to this
principle may in part be ascribed tbe therapeutieal virtues of liquorice root in
chronic bronchial diseases. The powder is used in the preparation of pills, either
to give them due consistence, or to cover their surface and prevent them from
adhering together.
Ojj: J->rep. CoufcctioPiperis Nigri; ConfeetioSennro; ConfeotioTerebinthinro;
Decoctum Guaiaci i Decoctum Hordei Compositum; Decoctum 1.Jini Comp.; Decoctum Mezerei; Dec:octum Sarsaparillre Comp.; Electua.rinm Pipcris; .Extrac·
tum Glycyrrhizoo; Extraetum Sarsaparillre lfluidum; lnfusum Lini Cornpositum i
Pilulre l•'eni Sulphatis; Pil. Hydrnrgyri; Pil. Saponis Corup.; Syrupus San:apurillre Comp.; Tinctura B.hci Uomp.
W.
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GOSSYPIUM. U.S., Eel.

Cotton.
A filamentous substance separated from the seeds of Gossypium herbaccum,
antl other spec ies of Gosi:iypium. l~ S., Ed.
Coton Fr.; Bu.umwolle, Germ.; Cotone, Ital .; Algodon, Span.
GossYPIUJ\T. Sex. Syst. Monadelphia })olyandria.-Nat. Ord. Malvacero.
Gen. Ch. Calyx cup-slrnped, obtusely five-toothed, su rrounded by a threepartcd in\•olucel, with dentate-incised, cordate leaflets, cohering at the base.
St1:qnws three to five. Capsule three to five-celled, many-seeded. Seeds surrounded by a tomcntose wool. De Cand.
la consequence of changes produced in the plants of this genus by cultivation,
botanists have found great difficulty in determining which are distinct speC'iC!:!,
and which merely varieties. De Oanclolle describes thirteen species in his Prodromus, and mentions six others; but considers them all uncertain. Royle describes eight and admits others. Swartz thinks they may all be referred to one
original species. The plants inhabit different parts of tropical Asia and Africa,
and many of them are cultivated for their cotton in cl imates adapted to their
growth . The species from which most of the cotton of commerce is thought to
be obtained, is the one indicated by the U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopccias.
Gos8!fplum lierbaceum. Linn. Sp. 975; De O:rnd. Prodrom. i. 456. Thi!'! is
a biennia.l or triennial plant, with a branching stem from two to six feet high,
and palru:ite hoary leaves, the lobes of which are .somewha.t lanceolatc and acute.
The flowers are pretty, with yellow petals, havin g a purple spo t near the claw.
The leaves of the involucel or outer calyx are serrate. The capsule opens when
ripe, an<l rl.isplays a loose white tuft of Jong slender filaments, which surround
the seeds, and adhere firmly to the outer coating. 'l'hc pla.nt is a. native of Asia,
but is cu ltivated in most tropical countries. It requires a certain Jurntion of
warm weather t o perfect it$ seeds, and in the United States cannot be eult.ivatcd
adnntageously north of Virginia.
The herbaceous part of the plant contains much mucilage, and ha s been U!'led
as a demulcent. The seeds yield by e~pression a fixed oil of the drying kind,
which has been occasionally employed . The root has been supposed to possess
medical virtues. But the only offic inal portion, and that for which tbe plant is
cultin1tcd 1 is the filamentous substance surrounding the seeds. '!'his when separated constitutes the cotton of com merce.
Cotton cons ists of filaments, wbich, under the microscope, appear to be flattened tubes, with occasional joints indicated by transve rse lin es. It is without
smell or ta ste, insoluble in water, alcohol, etLer, the oils, and vegetable acids,
soluble in strong alkaline solutions, and decomposed by the concentrated mineral
acids. In chemical character, it bears a close analogy to liguin. By nitric acid
it is converted into that remarkable explosive substauue denominated gun-cotton,
for :rn account of wbicb, as well as of a ,·aluablc adhesive preparation made by
dissolving it in ether, the reader is referred to the article Gullodimn in the
scc011d purt of this work. For medical use it should be carded into thin sheets;
or th e wadding of the milliners may be employed, consisting of sheets somewhat
p;tiffonc<l and glazed on the surfoce by starch. In the fatter case, the shee ts
should be Rp lit open when applied. ·
Jllulical Pr11pnlies 1 d:c. Uotlon has been used from time immemorial for the
fobril'ation of cloth; but it is on ly recently that it has entered the catalogue of
medicines. It is chiefly employed in the treatment of recent burns and scalds;
nn orplication of it adopted from popular practice. It is sa id to relic\'C the pain,
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diminish the inflammation, prevent vesication, and nry much to hasten the cure.
Whatever advantages result from it are probably ascribable to the ~bsorption of
effused liquid~, and the protection of the part affected from the air. 1t is applied in thin and successive layers; and benefit is said to resu lt from the application of a bandage when the bkin is not too mucL inflamed. ·we have, however,

seen cotton do much harm in

burn~,

by becoming consolidated over a vcsicated

surface, and acting as a. mechanical irritant. Such a result may be prc>entcd
by first dressing the burn with a piece of fine linen spread with simple ointment.
It is also recommended in erysipelas, and as a dressing for blisters; and we have
found it useful, applied in a. large batch over parts affected with rheumatism,
especially in lumbago.
'The root of the cotton plant has been empl oyed by Dr. Bouchelle, of Mississippi, who believes it to be an excellent ewmeuagogue, and not inferior to
ergot in promoting uterine contraction . Ile states that it is habitually and
effectually resorted to by the slaves of the South for producing abortion; and
thiuks that it acts in this way, without injury to the geneml health. To assist
labour, he employs a. decoctiou made by boiling four ounces of the inner bark
of the root in a quart of water to a pint, and gives a wineglassful every twenty
or thirty minutes. (West. Journ. of Med. and Surg ., Aug. 18-!0.)
Cotton seeds have been employed in our Southern States with great asserted
success in the treatment of i11termiltents. In a communication from Prof. IL
H. Frost to the Charleston .Alcdical Journal for May, 1850, it is stated, on the
authority of Dr. W. K. Davis, of Monticello, that this application of the cotton
seed originated with a planter in Newberry D ii:;trict, S. Carolina, who had often
used the remedy in intenuittcnts, and never failed to effect a cure. A pint of the
seC'ds is boiled in a quart of water to a pint, and a. teacupful of the decoetion is
given to tlie patient in bc<l, an hour or two before the expected return of the chill.

Off. Prep. Collo<lium.

W.

GRANATI FRUCTUS CORTEX. U. 8.
Pomegranate Rind.
S.

The rind of the fruit of Puniea Granatum. U.

O.f!: Syn.

GltANATU~L

Puuica Grauatum.

Rind of the fruit. Lo1td.

GRANATI RADICIS CORTEX. U. 8.
Ba.rk of Pomegmnate Root.
The bark of the root of Puniea Grana.tum. U. S.

Ofl: $vn. GRANA'l'l llADIX. Punica Granatum . The bark of the root.
Lo11d., Rd.; PUNICA GJtANATUM. The bark of the root. Dub.

It,,T.~C~:t~:ag~~u~~ c~{a'~;· 2;;~:'.utiipfcl-.Echalin, Gum.; Mulicorio, Scorza.dcl mclogr:mnti,

3

Se.c. S!Jsf. lcosaudria. Itfonogynia.-.i\1<1t. Ord. l\Iyrtaeero.
Gen. Ch. Cal!Jx five-cleft, superior. Pacds five. Pume many.celled, many-

PUNJCA .

secdcd. Jl'il/d.

Pitnica Granalmn. Will<l. Sp. Plant. ii. 981; Woodv. Ned. Bot. p. 531, t.
190; C:uson,lllust.of ,,.llcd. Bot. i. -15, pl. 38. The pomegranate is a small shrubby
tree, nttaiuing in favourable situations the height of twenty feet, with a. very
unequal trunk, and numerous branches, which sometimes bear thorns. The lca,•cs
are opposite, entire, oblong or lance-shaped, pointed at cacli encl, smooth, !'hining,
of a bright green coluur, and placed ou short footstalks. 'l'he flowers arc large,
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of a rich scarlet colour, and stand at the end of the young branches. The petals
arc roundish and wrinkled, and arc in<1crtcd into the upper part of the tube of
the calyx, which is reel, thick, and fleshy. 1'he fruit is a globular berry, about
the size of an orange, crowned with the calyx, covered with a reddisb-yellow,
thick, coriaceous rind, and di\·idcd internally int-0 many cells, which contain an
acidulous pulp, and numerous obloug, angular seeds.
1'his tree grows wild upon both shores of the :t\Icditerranea.n, in Arabia., Persia,
Bengal, China, and Japan, has been introduced into the }Jast and West Indies,
and is cultivated in all civilized countries, where the climate is sufficiently warm
to allow the fruit to ripen. In higher latitudes, where it does not bear fruit, it
is raised in gardens and hot-houses for the beauty of its flowers, which become
double, and acquire increased splendour of colouring by cultivation. Doubts
haYe been entertained as to its original country. 'l'he name of ic Punicum malum," applied by the ancients to itl'i fruit, implies that it was abundant at an
early age in the neighbourhood of Carthage. The fruit of the pomegranate, for
which the plant is cultivated in tropical elimates, varies much in size and Ba,•our.
It is said to attain greater perfection, in both these respects, in the West Indies
than in its native country. The pulp is red, succulent, pleasantly acid, and
sweetish, and is used for the same purpose as the orange. The rind of the fruit,
and the bark of the root arc the parts indi c<'lted in the United States Pbarmacopooia. The flowers also are recognised by the Dublin Colle~e, and the seeds
are officinal in France.
Rind of the .Pruit. This is presented in commerce under the form of irregular
fragments, hard, dry, brittle, of :L .vellowish or reddish-brown colour cxtc~m11ly,
paler within, without smell, und of nn astrinp-cnt slightly bitter taste. It contains a. large proportion of tannin, and in countries where the tree a.bounds bas
been employed for tanning leather.
Plou:crs. The flowers, sometimes called balmlslincs, arc inodorou~, have a bitterish astringent taste, and impart a. violet-red colour to the saliva. 'l'hey contain
tannic and gallic acids, and were used by the ancients in dyeing.
Barli. of the Root. 'The roots of the pomegranate are hard, heavy, knotty,
]igneous, and co"ered with a. bark which is yCllowish.gray or ash-grtty on the
outer surface, and yellow on the inner. As found in the shops, the bark is in
quills or fragments, breaks with a. short fr:::icture, bas little or no smell, colours
the saliva. yellow when chewed, and leaves in tbe mouth nn astringent taste
without disagreeable bitterness. It contains, according to M. J.Jatour de Trie,
fatty matter, tannin, gallic ncid, a saccharine substance having the properties of
mmrnite, resin, wax, and chlorophylle, besides insoluble matters. The name of
punicin has been given by Giovanni H.ighini to a peculiar principle which lie
extracted from the bark. It has the aspect of an oleo.resin, affects the nostrils
somewhat like medicinal veratria, and is of an acrid taste. It may be obtained
by rubbing a. hydro-alcoholic extract of the bark with one-eighth of bydra.te of
potassa, heating the mixture with ei~ht parts of pure water grndua.Jly added, and
thcu dropping in dilute sulphuric acid to S.'ltura.te the potassa. 'J'be punicin
subsides, and ma.y be separated by filtration. (Journ. de Plwrni., 3e ser., v. 298.)
The infusion of the bark yields a deep blue precipitate with the salts of iron, and
a yellowish-white precipitate with a. solution of gelatin. The inner surface of
the bark, steeped in water and then rubbed on paper, produces a yellow stain,
which by the contact of imlpbatc of iron, is rendered blue, antl h.Y that of nitric
acid acquires a slight rose tint, which soon vanishes. (ibid., xvi1. 438.) 'l'hese
properties serve to distinguish this bark from those of the box root and barberry,
with which it is said to be sometimes adultcmted. When used it should be
separated from the li!!neous portion of tbe root, as the latter is inert.
..Jlu/ical Properties and C1>cs. 'l'he rind of the fruit is astringent, and in the
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form of decoction is sometimes employed in diarrhooa and co11iquative sweats,
and, more frequently, as an injection in leucorrbooa, and as a gargle in sorethroat
in the earliest st.ages, or after the inflammatory action bas in some measure sub-

sidetl.

1:1.1he powdered rind has also been recommended in intermittent fever.

The flowers have the same medical properties, and are used for the ~ame purposes as the rind. The bark of the root was used by the ancients as a vcrmifuge, and is recommended in the writiogs of A'•icennu; but was unknown iu
modern practice till brought i11to notice by Dr. }1'. Buchan:in, who learned its
powers in India. The l\Iahometan physicians of Ilindostan consider it a specific
against tapeworm. One of these practitioners, having relieved an English gentleman in 1804, was induced to disclose his secret, which was then made public.
Numerous cures were subsequently effected in ]~urope; and there can be no doubt
of the occasional efficacy of the remedy. 'l'hc French writers prefer the product
of the wild pomegranate, growing on the borders of the l\Icditerranean, to that
of the plant cultivated in gardens for ornamental purposes. The bark may be
administered in powder or decoction; but the latter form is usually preferred.
The decoction is prepared by macerating two ounces of the bruised bark in two
pints of water for twenty-four Lours, and then boiling to a pint. Of this a wineglassful may be given every half hour, hour, or two hours, until the whole is
taken. It often occasions nausea and vomiting, and usually purges. Portions
of the worm often come away a short time after the last dose. It is recommended
to give a dose of cast.or oil, and to diet the patient strictly on the day preceding
the administration of the remedy; and, if it should not operate 011 the bowels,
to follow it by an e11ema 1 or a dose of castor oil. If it should not succeed oo the
first trial, it should be repeated every day for three or four days, until the worm
is discharged. It appears to have been used by the negroes of St. Domingo
before it was introduced into Europe.
The dose of the rind and flowers in powder is from twenty to thirty grains.
A dccoction may be prepared in the proportion of an ounce of the medicine to a
pint of water, and given in the dose of a. fl.uidouace. The seeds are demulcent.
OJJ: Prep. of the Rind. Decoctum Granati.
Off Prep. of the Barlt- of the Root. Decoctum Granati Radicis.
W.

GUAIACI LIGNUM. US., Lond., Ed.
Guaiucum lVooJ.
The wood of Guaiarum officinalc. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Off. S!!"· OUAIACUM OFFW!NALK

The wood. Dnb.

llois de gn.yac, .Pr.; Pockc11bolz, Germ.; Lcgno guaiaco, Ital.; Guayaco, Span.

Sex. Sy.~t. Decandria. l\lonogynia..-.Nat. Ord. Zygophyllncere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-cleft, unequal. Petals five, inserted into the calyx. Capsule angular, three or five-celled. lViUd.
GuaioC:um o.fficinale. Willd. Sp. Plmie. ii. 538; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 557,
t. 200; Carson, IUwst. of 1lled. But. i. 25, pl. 17. This is a. large tree of very
:;low growlh. When of full size it is from forty to sixty feet high, with a trunk
four or five feet in circumference. The branches are knotted, and coYercd with
an nsh-coloured striated bark. That. of the stem is of a dark-gray colour, variegated with greenish or purplish spots. 'fhe Jeans are opposite, and abruptly
pinnate, consisting of two, three, and sometimes four pairs of leaflets, which are
obovate, veined, smooth, shining, dark-green, from a.n inch•to un inch and a. half
long, and almost sessile. The flowers are of a. rich blue colour, stand on long
pedun cles, and grow to the number of eight or ten at the axils of the upper
leaves. The seeds arc solitary, hardi and of an oblong shape.
GUAJACUM.
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G. officinale grows in the West Indi es, parti cularly in Ilayti and Jamaica, and
is found al'10 in th e warmer parts of the neighbouring continent. All parts of
the tree are posscssc<l of medici nal properties, but tU e wood and the concrete
juice only arc officinal. Th e Lark, though much more efficacious than the wood,
is not kept in the slrnps . It is sa id tbat other species of Guaiacum contribute
to the suppli es brought into the market. T he G. sanctum, of Linnreus, and G.
arl1orr1m1 of De Candollc, arc parti<:ulurly specified. Th e former, howeve r, is
sail.I by W oodvi lle n ot to be sufficiently characterized as a distinct species from
G. oj/icinalc. FCc states that the wood of G. sanctltm, is paler, and less heavy
and bard than the officinal.
Ouaiacu m wood is imported from H ayti and other 'Vest India island s, in the
shape of logs or billets, covered with a thick gray bark, which presents on its inner
surface, and upon its edges when broken, num ero us shining crystalli ne points.
Th ese are supposed by Guibourt to be benzoic ucid, by ot hers a resin ous ex udation from the vessels of the plant. The bi ll ets arc u ~ed by the turners for the
fabrication of ''arious instruments and uten si ls, for which the wood is well adapted
by it s extreme hardnesa and density. It is kept by the d ru ggista and apothecaries in the state of shavings or raspings, which they obtain fr om t he tu rn eri;1.
I t is commonly called lignum vitre, a. name which ob\'ionsly originated from the
supposition that the wood was possessed of extraordinary remed ial powers.
P roperties. The colour of the sap-wood is yellow, t hat of the older and central J;1yers greenish-brown, that of the shavings a mixture of the two. It is said
that when tbc wood is brough t into a. state of minute d ivision, its colour is rendered green by exposure to the a.ir (Richm·d), a.ad bluish-green by the action of
nitric acid fumes; and the latter change may be considered as a. test of its
genuineness. (Duncan .) An easier test is a solution of corrosi\'e sublimate,
wbi('h , added to the sha\'ings, and sli ghtly healed, d evr:lopcs a bluish-green colour
in t he genuine wood . ( Olwn. Gaz., No. 80, Feb. 1846.) Guaiacum wood is
almost without ~mcll unless rubbed or heated, when it becomes odorous. When
burnt. it emits an agreeable odour. It is bittcrish and sli ghtly pungent; but
requires to be chewed for some time before t he taste is developed. It contai ns,
according to Trommsdorff, 26 per cent. of resin, and O·S of a bitter pungent extractive, upon both of whi ch, probably, t houg h chiefly on the former, its medical
virtues depend. (Sec Guaiaci ReRina,.) It yields its vi r tues but pa rtially to
water. One pound of the wood afforded to Geiger two ounces of extract. In
this extract i\J. Thierry discovered a. volati lizable acid, which he supposed to be
pecul iar, and named !JUOiacic acid (ncidegayucique). H e obtai ned it by treating
the extract with ether, e-.aporating the ethereal tincture, and carefully subliming
th e residue. 'l'he acid co ndenses in small, brilliant needles. If the heat be
pushed too fu r, an oi l is also produced which colours the crystals. Il e procured
th c~ameaciJ from theguaiac of the shops. (Jount. de. Pha nn., xx vii. 381.) According to Jahn, however, this substance is nothing more than benzoic acid,
rendered impure by obstiuatcly adhering volatile oil and resin. (Phann. Cen tral

Blo11, 1843, p. 309 .)

.A11dical Properties and DScs. Guaiacum wood ranks among the stimulant
diaphoretiC's. lt is said to ha.vc been introduced to the notice of European practition ers by the natives of lli spaniola, soon after the d iscovery of America. It
was used in Europe so early as 1508, and att:1ined great celebrity as a. remedy for
lues venerca; but more extend ed ex perience has proved it to be wholly inadequate
to the cure of tbat di&ense; and it is now employed siu1ply to palliate the secondary symptoms, or to assist the operation of other an<l more efficient remedies.
It is tb ought to be useful aha in chronic rheumatism and gout, scrofulous affections, certa in eutancouserupt ion o:, oza.rna, anJ. other protracted diseases dependent
on a depraved or vitiated coudition of the systew. It is always exh ibited in
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decoction, and generally ia combination with other ~nedieincs, as i.n the ~om pound
decoction of sarsaparilla. As but a. small proportion of the guaiac which 1t contains is soluble in water, the probability is th:it its virtues base been greatly o,·errated; and that tile good which has often followed its ~mployment resulteU rather
from the more active medicines wilh which it was associated, or from the attendant
regimen, than from the wood itself. 'l'he simple decoction may be prc:pareU by
boiling an ounce in a pint and a half of water down to a pint, the whole of which
may be administered in divided doses during the twenty-four hours. An aqueous
extract is directed by the French Codex.
O.ff: Pi·ep. Decoctum Guaiaci; Decoctum Sareaparillro Compositum; Syrupu11
Sarsaparillre Comp.
W.

GUAIACI RESIN A. U.S.
Guaiac.
The concrete juice of 0-uaiacum officinale. U.S.
op: Syn. G UAIACUi\I. llcsinoid substance prepared from the wood by heat.
L01id., Ed. The resin. Dub.
llCsine de gayac, Fr.; Guajakho.rz, Germ.; Rcsinn de guajaco, Ital.; llcsina. de guayaco,
Span

For a description of Guaiacmn officinale, see GU.tUACI J.JIGNU:\L
Ouaiac is the conc1·ete juice of thi.s tree. It is obtained in several different
modes. The most simple is by spontaneous exudation, or by incisions made into
the trunk. Another method is by sawing the wood into billets about three feet
long, boring them longitudinally with au auger, then placing one end of the billet
on the fire, and receiving in a calabash the melted guaiac, which flows out through
the hole at the opposite extremity. But the plan most frequently pursued is
probably to boi l the wood, in the st.ate of chips or saw-dust, in a solution of common salt, and skim off the matter which rises to the surface. Guaiac is brought
to this market from the West Indies. It is usually in large irregular pieces of
various size, in which small fragment:3 of bark, sand, and other earthy impurities
are mixed with the genuine guaiac, so as to give to the mass a diversified appearance. Sometimes we find it in small roundish homogeneous portions, separate or
agglutinated together; sometimes in homogeneous masses, prl.'pared by melting
and straining the .drng in its impure sta.te. It is probable tbat the guaiac, obtained from the billets of wood in the manner above described, is of uniform
consistence.•
Properties. The pieces arc of a. deep greenish-brown or dark-oli-ve colour on
their external surface, and internally wherever the air has been able to penetrate.
The predominant hue of those parts not exposed to the air is reddish-brown Ol'
byacinthine, diversified, however, with shades of various colours. The odour is
feeble but fragrant, an<l is rendered stronger by beat. The taste, which is at
first scarcely perceptible, becomes acrid after a short period, and a permanent
sense of heat aud pungency is lefo in the mouth and fauces. Guaiac is brittle,
and when broken presents a shiuin_!! glass-like surface, conchoiJal or splintery,
with tLe smaller fragments more or less translucent. It is readily pulverized;
a_ncl the powder, :.it first of a ligbt-gn1y colour, _becomes green on exposure to the
light. lts sp. gr. varies frorn 1 ·2 to l ·13. It softens in the mouth, and melts
with a. mo<leratc heat. According to i\Jr. Brande, it consists of 91 per cent. of
a peculiar substance analogous to the resins, and 9 per cent. of extractive.
Bu<:lrner found 79·8 parts of pure resin, aad 20·1 of bark consisting of 16"5 of
Jiguin, 1·5 of p:um, and 2·1 of extracti\'"e; but he must have operated on the
unstrained guaiac. An acid discovered by 1\1. Thierry is asserted by Jahn to
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be benz?ic acicl. W~ter di~olve~ a small prop?rtion of guaiac, not exceeding
9 parts Ill 100, forming an mfus1on of a greemsh-browu colour and sweetish
taste, which, upon evaporation, yields a brown substance soluble in hot water
and alcohol, but scarcely so in ether. Alcohol takes up the whole with the exception of impurities. The tincture is of a deep-brown colour, is decomposed by
water, nnd affords blue, green, and brown precipitates with the mineral acids.
0 uaiae is soluble also iu ether, in alkaline solutions, and in su lphuric acid . The
solution in sulphuric acid is of a ri{;h claret colour, deposits, when diluted with
water, a lilac precipitate, and, when heated, evolves charcoal. Exposed to air
and li ght, guuiac absorbs oxygen and becomes green, and the change takes place
rapidly in the sunshine. Either in substance or tincture, it imparts a blue colour
to glu ten and imbstances containing it, to mucilage of gum Arabic, to milk, and
to various freshly cut roots, as the potato, carrot, and horseradish. The tincture
is usually coloured blue by spirit of nitric ether, and a similar change of colour
takes place when it is treated successively by dilute hydrocyanic acid, and solution
of sulphate of copper.
Guaiacin is a name given to the pure rcsinoid principle of guaiac. It is in.
soluble in water, but is dissolYed readily by a~cohol, and less readily by ether.
It combines with the alkalies, forming solubl e cbmpounds, which are decomposed
by the mineral acids and by seYeral salts. Hence it has been called guaiacic
acid. It differs from most of the resins in bcinir converted by nitric acid. into
oxalic acid instead of artificial tannin. It is also peculiar in the chan ges of cplour
which it undergoes under the influence of various reagents, and which have been
already mentioned. lly nitric acid and chlorine it is made to assume successi,·ely
a green, blue, and brown colour. These changes arc ascribed by ~Ir. Brande to
the absorption of oxygen, which forms variously coloured compounds according
to tbc quantity absorbed. According to Jahn, guaiac resin consists of three distinct bodies, viz: 1. a soft resin soluble in ether and ammonia, and constituting
18·7 per cent. of the guaiac; 2. another soft resin, soluble in ether, but with
difficulty dissolved by ammonia, amounting lo 58·3 per cent., and 3. a hard resin
insoluble in ether, but soluble in ammon ia, in the quantity of 11 ·3 per cent. The
same chemist found in guaiac traces of benzoic acid, and 11 ·7 per cent. of impurities. (Phann. Cent. Blau, 18!3, p. 317.)
It will be inferred, from what has been said, that the mineral acids are incom.
patiblc with the solutions of guaiac.
This drug is sometimes adulterated with the resin of the pine. The fraud may
be detected by the terebinthinatc oJour exhaled when the soph isti(·ated guaiac is
thrown upon burning coals, as well as by its partial solubil ity in hot oil of turpentine. This liquid dissolYes resin, but lea,·es pure guaiac untouched. Amber
is said to be anotber adultt:ration. Nitric acitl affords an excellent test of gua iac.
If paper moistened with the tincture be exposed to the furucs of this acid, it
speedily becomes blue.
Jlfcdical Properties and lSes. Guaiac is stimulant and alterati,·e, producing,
when swalloweJ, a sense of warmth in the stomach, with dryness of the mouth
and thirst, and promoting various secretions. If g iven to a. patient when covered
warm in bed, especially if accompanied with opium and ipecacuauha or the antimonials, and assisted Ly wa.rm drinks, it often excites profm~e perspiration; and
hence has been usually ranked among the diaphorctics. If th.e patient be kept
cool during its ndmiui~tration, it is sometimes directed to the k1dn eys, the action
of which it promotes. In large doses it purges; and it is thought by some practitioner~ to be possessed of emmenagogue powers. The complaint in which it
has been found most beneficial is rheumatism. In the declining stages of the
acute form of this disease, after due depiction, it is given in combination with
opium, ipecacuanha, nitre, and the antimonials; and in the chronic form is frc-
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quently useful without accompaniment. It is also advantageously prescribed in
gouty affections, and is occasionally used in secondary syphilis, scrofulous dis.
cases, and cutaneom• emptions; though the gu:liacum wood is more freriucntly
resorted to in these latte r complaints. It was much r<:lied upon by the late Dr.
Dewees in the cme of amenorrhcea and dysrncnorrhcca.
The medicine is gi\'Cll in substance or tincture. The dose of the powder is
from ten to thirty grains, which may be exhibited in pill or bolus, or in the shape
of an emulsion formed with gum .\rabic, sugar and water . .An objection to the
form of powJer j_, that it quickly aggregates. Guaiac is sometimes administered
in combination with alkalies, with which it readily unites. Several of the European Pharmacopreias direct a soap of gnrdac, under the name of sapo yuaiacinus,
to be prepared by diluting the Liquor Potassre with tw ice its weight of water,
boiling li_!!htl.y, then adding guaiac gradually, with continued agitation, so long
as it continues to be dissolved, and finally filteriDg, and evaporating to the pilular
consisteuce. Of this preparation one scruple ma.v be taken daily in divided doses.
OJ]'. Prep. )fo,tura. Guaiaci; Pilulm Calomelanos Compositre; Pulvis Aloes
Comp.; 1'inctura Guaiaci; Tinctura Guaiaci Awmoniata.
W.

ILlEMATOXYLON. U.S., Eel.

Logwood.
The wood of Ifa:mrntox.ylon Ca.mpechianum. U. S., Ed.
OJ!. S.1;11. HlE.IIATOXYLUM. ilrematoxylon Campechianum. The wood.

Lond., Dub.
Bois de C:unpCche, Fr.; Blutholz, Kumpcschcnholz,
Palo de Cnmpcche, Span.

G~rin.;

Legno di Cnmpcggio, Ital.;

11.iE~IATOXYLON. Sex.Syst. Dccandria l\fonogynia. - .Nat. Ord. Fabacere or
LcguminO!'=re.
Gm. Oh. Calyx five.parted. Petflls fi're. Capsule lanceolate, one-celled, twoval vcd, with the valves boat.form. lVillJ.
lfremato:r.IJlon Campr.chianurn. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 547; Woodv. Med. Bot.
p. 455, t. 163; Carson, lllust. fJj Ned . Bot. i. 33 1 pl. 25. This is a. t ree of middle
size, usually not more than twenty.four feet high, though, under favourable circumstances, it sometimes attains an elevation of forty or fifty feet. 'l'he trunk,
which seldom exceeds twenty inches in diameter, is often very crooked, and is
covered with a dark rOUJ.?;h bark. 11 he branches are also crooked, with numerous
smaller ramifications, which are beset with sharp spines. The sap-wood is yellowish, but t.bc interior layers are of a deep-red colour. The leaves are alternate,
abrnptly pinnate, and composed of three or four pairs of sessile, nearly obcordate,
obliquely nerved leafiets. The flowers, which are in axillary spikes or racemes
near the ends of the branches, have a brownish.purple calyx, and lemon.yellow
peta ls. rrhey exhale an agreeable odour, said to resemble that of the jonquil.
The tree is a. native of Campeachy, the shores of Honduras Bay, and other
parts of tropical America.; arnl has been introduced into Ja.maica, where it has
become naturalized. 'l'hc wood, which is the part used in medicine, is a valuable
article of commerce, and largely employed in dyeing. It comes to us in logs,
deprived of tbc sap.wood, and having a blackisli-brown colour externally. For
nrndical use it is cut into cbips, or rasped into coarse powder, and in these states
is kept in the shops.
Properlie.s. Logwood is hard, compact, heavy, of a deep.red colour, becoming
dark by exposure, of a slight peculiar odour, and a sweet, somewhat astringent
faste. It imparts its colour to wate r and to alcohol. The infusion made with
cold wa.tcr, though red, is less so than that with boiling wuter. It affords pre-
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cipitatcs with sulphuric, nitric, muriatic, and acetic acids, with alum, sulphate
of copper, acetate of lead, and sulphate of iron, striking a bluish-black colour
with the last-mentioned salt. (J'lwmson's Di11pe11sotory.) Precipitates arc also
produccJ with it by lime-water and gelatin. Among the constituents of logwood, according to Che,'reul, are a volatile oi l, an oleagiuous or resinous matter,
a brown substance the solution of which is precipitated by gelatin (tannin),
another brown substance soluble in alcohol but insolulile iu water or ether, an
azotizcd substance resembling gluten, free acetic add, various saline malters, and
a peculiar principle, called hernalOX!Jlin or hematin, on whid1 tLe colouring pro·
pcrtics of the wood depend. This is obtained by digesting the aqueous extract
in alcohol, evaporating the tincture till it becomes thick, then adding a liuJ....
water, and sublllitting the liquid to a new hut gentle evaporation . Upon allowing
it to rc~t, hcmatoxylin is deposited in the state of crystals, which may be purified
by washing with alcohol and drying. Thus procured, the crystals are shining,
of a yellowish-rose colour, bitteri:;b, acrid, and slightly astringent to the taste,
readily soluble in boiling water1 forming an orange- red solution wbich becomes
yellow on cooling, and sol uble also in alcohol and ether. According to Erdman,
who obtained hematoxylin by the process of Chev reu l, substituting ether for
alcohol, its crystals, when quite pure, are yellow without a tinge of redness; its
taste is sweet like that of liquorice, with out either bitterness or astringency; and
of itself it is not a colouring substance, but affords beautiful red, blue, and purple
colours, by tbe joint action of an alkaline base and the oxygen of the air. It
c_ousiats of ca_rbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. (Jourii. de P!utrm., 3e sfr., ii. 293.)
It. is sometimes found in distinct crystals in the crev ices of the wood.
J~ ogwood is a mild astrin gent, devoid of irri-~fultcctl Properties and [/ses.
tating properties, and well adapted to the treatment of that relaxed condition of
bowels which is apt to succeed cholera infantum. It is also occasionally used
with advantage i11 ordinary ch ronic diarrhcca and chronic dysentery . It may
be given in decoctiou or extract.
W.
Off. Prep. Decoctum IIrematoxyli; Extraetum Hrematoxyli.

IIEDEOMA. U. S.
Pennyroyal.
TI crb of Iledeoma pu legioicles. U. S.

'!'Lis herb, first attached to the genus llfelissa, and afterwards to Cu11ila, is at
present uni\·crsally considered by botanists as belonging to the llf'cleonw of }Jersoon. It has been ''cry erroueously confou nded by some with Jl/entlw, Pule9ium,
or European pennyroyal.
II EDEOMA. Sex. Sy st. Diandria l\Ionogynia. - .iYut. Ord. Lamiacero or Labiatm.
Gen. Ch. Calyx bilabiatc, gibbous at the base, upper lip three-toothed, lower
two; dentures all subulatc. Corolla ringcn~. Stum('1lS two, sterile; the two
fc!'tile stamens about the length of the corolla.. l\""uttall.
llafronw pulegioides. Harton, Jlh-d. Bot. ii. 165. - l'wu?a pulegioides. Willd.
This is an indigenous annual ~lant, from nine to fifteen
11\i_p. Plr.11t. i. 122.
inches Ligh 1 with a small, branching, fibrous, ycllow1sh root, nnd a pubescent
stem, which scuds off numerous slender erect branches. ri'hc lenvcs are opporemotely
~itc, oblong-lanceola.te or ornl, nearly acute, allcnuated at the base,
J<.crrate, rough or pubc.scent, and prominently \'cincd on the under surface. The
flowers :1re very small, of a pale-blue colour, supported on short peduncle:;, and
urra.ngcd in axillary whorls, along the whole length of the branches. The plant
is common in all parts of the United States, preferring dry grounds and pastures
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and, where it is abundant, scenting the air for a considerable distance with its
grateful odour.
Both in the recent and dried state it has a pleasant aromatic smell, and a
warm, pungent, mint-like ta5te. It readily imparts its virtues to boilin~ water.
1-'he volatile oil upon which they depend may be separated by distillation, and
employed instead of the herb itself.
Jlfr;dical Properties ancl [J"ses. Pennyroyal is a gently stimulant aromatic, and
may be given in flatulent colic and sick stomach, or to qualify the action of other
medicines. Like most of the aromatic herbs, it possesses the property, when
administered in warm infusion, of promoting perspiration, and of exciting the
menstrual flux when the system is predisposed to the effort. Hence it is much
used as an emmenagogue in popular practice, and frequently with success. A
large draught of the warm tea is given at bed-time, in recent cases of suppression of the menses, the feet having been previously bathed in warm water.
Off. Prep. Oleum Hedeomro.
W.

HELIANTHEMUM. U.S. Secondary.
Frostwort.
The herb of Helianthcmum Canadensc. U. S.
Sex. Syst. Polyandria Monogynia.-Nat.Ord. Cistacere.
Gen. Ult. Oulyx five-leaved, the two exterior sepals bract-like, smaller, or
wanting. Petals five, rarely three, sometimes abortive. Sti'unia capitate, sometimes subsessile. Capsule triangular, three-valved, with the dissepiments in the
middle of the valves. S eeds nngu lar.
Helia11the1nmn Oanadense. 1\lichaux, Flor. i. 308; Torrey & Gray, Flor. of
N. A1n. i. 151.-0istus Ganadensis. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 11D9. Tbe fro~t
wort, frosl weed, or rocl;; rose, as tbis plant is variously called, is a herbaceous
perennial, from six to eighteen inches high, with a slender, rigid, pubescent
stem, oblong, somewhat lanceolate leaves about an inch in length, and large
yellow flowers, the calyx and peduncles of which, as well as the branches, are
covered with a white down. 1'1.ie flowers which first appear are terminal, few
or solitary, large, on short peduncles, with erosely ernarginate petals about twice
as long as the calyx. J...a.tcr in the season, or on different plants, other flowers
appear, very small, o.xillary, solitary or somewhat clustered, nearly sessile, sometimes destitute of petals, and usually W<tnting the two outer sepals of tbe calyx.
The fruit is a capsule, smootb and shining, with brown, scabrous pnnctate
seeds. Ea.ton states that, in the months of November and December, he has
seen hundreds of these plants sending out, near the roots, broad, thin, curved
ice crystals, about an inch iu breadth, wbicb melted in the day, and were r1.mewed
in tbe morning. (Manual of Botany, it!t ed., p. 246.)
Frostwort grows in all parts of the United States, preferring dry sandy soils,
and flowering in June in the l\liddle St.ates.
J.lledical Properties and Uses. 'I111e herb has an astringent, slightly aromatic,
and bitterish taste; and appears to possess tonic and astringent properties. Attention basonlyrecently been attracted to it as a medicine. We have been told that
it was first introduced into regular practice by Dr. Ives, of New Ifavcu, Connecticut, who considers it a. valuable remedy in scrofula. The late Dr. Isaac Parrish,
of Philadelphia, informed us that he had employed it with much apparent benefit,
Mau internal remedy, in scrofulous affections of the eyes. In a pamphlet upon
the frost-weed, by Dr. D. A. Tyler, published at New llaven, A.D. 1846, it is
stated that
corymboswn possesses similar properties, and is indiscriminately
cmplo_ye<l with 1I. Oanadense. lie found both useful in scrofula, diarrhooa, and
I-lELIAN'fllEMUi\1.
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secondary syphilis, and loeally as a gargle in scarlatina, and a was.b in prurigo.

:~~ Ei':;tb~a;i~:~u r~e :1~ i~i:~e i~~~~i~;.roDc~~r,r11:~~c~~~~~!~~~t~;:, ~~~"7~r~~~
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strong dccoction and the extract to produce vomiting.
of the latter as a full dose for an adult.

He considers two grains
'V.

IIELLEBORUS. U. 8., Lond., Ed.
Black Hellebore.
Root of Helleborus niger. U.S., Ed. Rliizoma. and root. Lond.
Sp~:.\Cbore noire,

Fr.; Schwarze Niesswurzcl, Germ.; El!ebo1·0 ncro, Ital.; Ueleboro negro,

lh:UEBORUS . Sex. S!fsl . Polynndria Poiygynia.-.Nat. Ord. Ranunculacero.
G'en. Ch. Ouly:r, none . Petals five or more . .Nectaries bilabiate, tubular. Capsules many-seeded, nearly erect. Willd.
llelleborus m!Jer. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1336; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 473, t.
169; Carson, Ilfost . of Med. Bot. i. 8, pl. 1. 'l'bc root or rhizoma of the black
hellebore is perennial, knotted, blackish on the outside, white within, and sends
off numerous long, simple, depending fibres, :which arc brownish-yellow when
fref'b, but become dark-brown upCln drying. The leaves are pcdate, of a. deepgrcen colour, and stand on long footsta.lks which spring immediately from the
root. Each leaf is composed of fi,·e or more leaflets, one terminal, and two,
three, or four on each side, supported on n. single partial petiole. The leaflets
are O\'atc.lanccolate, smooth, shining, coriaceous, and serrated in their upper
portion. The flower-stem, which also rises from the root, is six or eight inches
high, round, taperjug, and reddish towards the base, and bears one or two large,
pendent, rose-like flowers, accompanied with floral leaves, which supply the place
of the calyx. '!'be petals, five in number, arc large, round ish, concave, spreading, aud of a white or pale-rose colour, with occasionally a. greenish tinge.
There are two varieties of the plant-hum,ilifulius and a{t1fuli·u s-in the former
of which the leaves are shorter than the flower stem, in the latter longer. It is
a native of the mountainous regions of southern and temperate Europe, and is
found in Greece, Austria, Italy, Switzerland, France, and Spain. It is cultivated in gardens for the beauty of its flowers, which expand in the middle of
winter, and have thus given it the name of U(iristmas rose.
'.l'ill tbc publication of Tourncfort's travels rn the Levant, th is species of hellebore was regarded as identical with that so well known, under the same title,
to the ancient Greeks and Romans. But in the island of Anticyra., and Yarious
parts of continental Greece, in which it appears from the testimony of ancient
writers that the hellebore abounded, this traveller discovered a. species entirely
distinct from those before described, and particularly from JL niger. Ile called
it 1f. orientalis, and reasonably inferred that it was tlie true hellebore of the ancients; and but.anists at present generally coincide in this opinion . But as H .
n!grr is also found in some parts of Greece, it is not impossible that the two were
indiscriminately employed. It is, indeed, highly probable that they possess
similar properties; and a. third, li. viridis, which grows in the west of l~urope,
is said to be frequently substituted for H. n(1Jer, which it closely resembles, if
jt does not equal in medicinal power. 'fbe roots of various other plants not
belonging to the same genus are said to be frequently substituted
the black
hellebore. '!'hey may usually be readily distingui:shed by attendmg to the
charautera of the genuine root.*

fo:
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The medicine of which we are treating is sometimes called melampodium, in
honour of !\lelampus, :m ancient shepherd or physician, who is said to hn"e cured
the daughters of King Prretus by giving them the milk of goats which bad been
fed on hellebore.
Properties. Though the wh ole root is kept in th e shops, the fibres arc the portion usually recommended. 'l'hey arc about as thi ck as a straw, when not broken
from four inches to a foot in Jengtb , smooth, brittle, externally black or deepbrown, internally white or yellowish-white, with littl e smell, and a bittcrish,
nauseous, acrid taste. In their recent state they are extremely acrimonious,
producing on the tongue a burning and benumbing irnpre~sion, like that which
resu lts from taking hot liquids into the mouth. This acrimony is diminished by
drying, and ::;till further impaired by age. l\IM. Feneu lle and Capron obtained
from blac:k hell ebore, a volatile oil, an acrid fixed oil, a resinous substance, wax,
a volatil e acid, bitter extractive, gum, albumen, gal late of potassa, supergal!ate
of lime, a sa lt of ammon ia, and woody fibre. Mr. William Bastick has succec<led
in separating from black hellebore a peculiar crystalline principle, which be pro.
poses to call helleborin . I t wa s ob tained by diluting with water a strong tinct ure
of th e root, expelling the alcohol by beat, filt ering to separate the resin, adding
carbonate of potassa in excess, and agitating the mixture with three or four times
its volume of ether. The ethereal ~o luti on thus formed was separated, and on
evaporation yielded the helleboria, which wa s purified hy solution in alcohol and
crystallization. It is in white, tran slucent crysta ls, of a bitter taste with a tingling
effCct on the tongue, not rnlatilizaLle, slightly so luble in water, more so in ether
and alcohol, and wore readily in these li11uids hot than cold. Though nitro·
genou s, it is neither acid nor alkaline. It probably exists uncombined in the
root. (Phann . Journ . and 'l'raris., xii. 274.) Water and alcohol extra.ct the
virtues of th e root, whi ch are impaired hy long boiling.
1U<'dical Properties and c~ws. lllack hellebore is a drastic hydragogue cathartic,
possessed of emmcnagogue powers, which by some are ascribed to a specific tend·
eu cy to the uterus, by others arc supposed to depend solely on the purgative
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property. In overdoses it produces inflammation of tbe gastric and intestinal
mucous membrane, with violent vomiting, hypercatharsis, vertigo, cramp, and
convulsionsi which sometimes end in death. 'I'be fresh root applied to the skin
produces inflammation and even vcsication. The medicine was very highly
esteemed by the ancients, who emp loyed it in mania, melancholy, an1cnorrhcea,
dropsy, epilepsy , ''arious ('ulaneous affections, and venninose diseases . By the
earl ier modern physicians it was also much used. Bocltn"spills, celebrated for
the cure of dropsy, consisted chiefly of black hellebore. lt is at pre::;cnt little
employed, excep t as an crnme1rngogue, in which capacity it is highly esteemed
by some practitioners. Dr. Mead considered it superior to all other medicines
belonging to this clC1ss. It may be given in substa.nce, extract, decoction, or
tincture. 'l'he dose of the powdered root i:; from ten to twenty grains as a drastic
purge, two or three grains as an alterative. 'fb e decoction is prepared by boi ling
two drachms in a. pint of water, of which a fluidounce may be given every fou.r
hours till it operates. Tbe extract and tincture are officiual.
Off. Prep. Extractum Ilellebori; Tinctura Bellebori.
W.

IIEMIDESMUS. Dub.
ladian Scmapa1·illa.
Ilcm idesmus Indicus. The root. Dub.
Sex.Sgst. Pentaudria Digynia.-Kat. Ord. Asclepiadacere.
G(.'11.. Oh. l'o1·olla rotate. Filaments connatc at the base, not united above,
inserted into the tube of the corolla. Antlwrs cohering separate from the stigma,
with twenty pollen-masses. Stigma flattisL, pointless.
llemidesm1ts lndicus. R. ]~rown, llurt . Keu·. ii. 75; Lindley, Flor . .1.lled. p.
543.-PmjJloca l1ulica. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1251. This is .:l climb in g plant,
with twining, woody, slender stems, and opposite petiolate lea\'eS, wLich are entire,
smoo th , shining, and of a firm consistcnee. 'rhc lea\'es va1·y much in size and
shape, some being linear and acute, others broad-lanceolate, and others again
oval or ovate. Tbe flowers are sLOall, green on the outside, purple within, and
disposed in axillary racemes. The calyx is five-parted, witb acute divisions; the
coroll a flat , with oblong, pointed divisions. 'l'Le fruit consists of two long, slender
spreading follicles.
Thi s plant is common over the whole peninsula of Hindostan. The officinal
portion is the root, which has long been used in India as a. subst itute for sarsa·
parilla. IL is long, slender, tortuous, eyl indri cill, and littl e branched, consisting
of a ligneous cen tre, and a brownish, corky bark, which is marked with longi·
tudinal furrows and transverse fissures. It has a peculiar aromatic odour, and
a bitter taste. Mr. Garden obtai ned from it a peculiar \'Olatilizable principle,
with acid properties, which he named srn1:la$peric acid, under the erroneous im.
pression that the root was derived from Sniilax a:;pera. Pereira proposed to call
it lieniidesm.icacid .
.Medical Properties and l,~ses. Indian sarsapa rilla is said to be tonic, diuretic,
and altcrati\•e. It was introduced into Great Britain from India, and was employed for some time under the name of smi/a.x; a.<;pera. It is used for the same
purposes as sarsaparilla. In some instances it is said to have proved successful
in syphilis when t hat medie:ine had failed; but it cannot b.c relied on. The
native practitioners in luJia are_said to employ it in ncphrit1~ complaints, and
in the sore mouth of children. It is used in the form of infusion or clecoction,
maJe in the proportion of two ounces of the root to a pint of water. A pint
may be given, in wineglas~fuJ doses, in the course of the day. A syrup is directed
by the Dublin College; but it is a weak preparation. (See Sgt11,pus Jlcmidesmi.)
W.
Off. l'rC'p. Syrupus Hcmidesmi.
Rt.:MIDF;SMUS.
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HEPATICA. U. 8. Secondary.
Liverwoi·t.
The 1ca'\'"CS of Hepa.tica. Americana. ll. S.
HEPATJCA. Sex. S!fsl. Polyandria Polygynia.-Nat. Ord. Uanunculacc:n.
Gen. Ch. Calyx three-leaved. Petals six to nine. Seeds naked. Nuttall.
Hepalfra .Americana. De Cand.; Eaton, Mmmat of Botany, p. 241.-ll
triloba. Willd. EnU?n.; Figured in Rafinesque's llfed. Flor. i. 238. Ilotanists
generally admit but one species of Ilepatica, II. triloba, and consider as accidental the difference of structure and colour observable in the plant. Pursh
speaks of two varieties, one with the lobes of the leaf oval and acute, the other
with the lobes rounded and obtuse. These are considered as distinct species by
De Candolle, and the fatter is the one which has been adopted by the Plrnrmacopooia, and is popularly employed as a medicine in th is country, under the name
of livencorl. Both have a perennia l fibrous root, with three-lobed leaves, cordate
at their base, coriaceous, nearly smooth, glaucous and purplish beneath, and supported upon hairy footstalks from four to eight inches long, which spring t.lirectly
from tLe root. 'l'he scapes or flower-stems are several in number, of the same
length with the petioles, round, hairy, and terminating in a single white, bluish,
or purplish flower. The calyx is at a little distance below the corolla, and is
considered by some an iavolucre, while the corolla takes the name of the calyx.
In JI. acuti:loba the leaves are cordate, with from three to five 1::ntire, acute lobes;
and the leaflets of the calyx arc acute. In IL Americana the leaves are cordatereniform, with three entire, roundish, obtuse lobes; and the leaflets of the calyx
are obtuse. Both are indigcnom~, growing in woods upon the sides of hills and
mountains; the former, according lo Eaton, preferring the northern, the latter
the southern exposure. The leaves resist tbe cold of the winter, and the flowers
make their appearance early in spring. The whole plant is used.
It is without smell, and bas a. mucilaginous, somewhat astringent, slightly
bitterish taste. Water extracts all its active properties.
-~ledical Properties and Uses. Liverwort is a very mild, demulcent tonic and
astringent, supposed by some to possess diuretic and dcobstruent virtues. It
was formerly used in :gurope in various complaints, especially chronic hepatic
affections; but hns fallen into entire neglect. In this country, some years since,
it acquired considerable popular reputation, which, however, it has not sustained,
as a remedy in ha::moptysis and chronic coughs. It may be used in infusion,
and taken ad libitum. 1'he term liverwort properly belongs to the cryptogamous
W.
genus Marchantia.

HERACLEU;\I. U. 8. Seconclm·y.
jJfasle1"wort.
The root of Hcracleum lanatum. U. S.
IIERACLEU'.\I. Sex. Syst. Pcntandria.Digynia.-Nat. Ord. Apiace::c orUm-

belliferre.
Gen. Ch. Prm·t elliptical, cmargina.te, compressed, striated, margined. Corolla
difform, inflexed, emarginatc. Invohtcre caducous. lVilld.
Jleradeum, lmiatum . .Michaux, Flor. Boreal. Am. i. 166. Th is is one of our
largest indigenous umbellifcrous plants. The root is r.erennial, sending up an nua.lly a hollow pubescent stem, from three lo five feet h1gb, and often more than
an inch in tL.icknc.ss. The leaves are ternate, downy on their under surface, aud
supported on downy footstalk!-!; the le[lflcts petiolate, roundi:-;IJ .cordatc, and
lobed. The flowers arc white, in large umbels, and followed by orbicular seeds.
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Like the European species this is sometimes called cow-parsnep. It grows in
meadows and along fences or hedges, from Canada to Pennsylvania, and flowers

in June.
The root, which is the officiual part, bears some resemblance to that of common parsley. It has a strong disagreeab le odour, and a.very acrid taste. l3otli
the leaves and root excite redness and inflammation when applied to the skin.
Dr. Bigelow considers the plant poisonous, and advises caution in its use, especially when it is gatber~d from a damp situation .
Medical Properties, &:c. l\Iastcrwort appears to be somewhat stimulant and
carminative, and was used successfu ll y by Dr. Orne, of Salem, Massachusetts,
in cases of epilepsy, attended with fla.tu lence and gastric disorder. He directed
two or three dracUms of the pulverized root to be taken daily, for a. long time,
and a strong infusion of the leaves to be drunk at bed-time.
W.

IIEUCHERA. U.S. &condai·y.
Almn-root.
The root of Hcuchera Americana. U. S.
Hr.UCAERA. Sex. S!Jsl. Pentandria Digynia.-Nat. Ord. Saxifragacere.
Gen. Oh. Uol!JX five-cleft. Petals five, sntal l. Oaps~de bi-rostrate, hi-locular,
many-seeded. Nuttall.
Ifeuchera Americana. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1328; Ilarton, Med. Bot. ii. 159.
-If. cortusa. Michaux, Flor. Boreal. Am. i. 171.-II. viscida . Pursh, Flor. Am.
Sept. p. 187. The alitrn-root or .American sanicle is a perennial, herbaceous
pla.nt, the leaves of which are all radical, petiolatc, cordate, with rounded lobes,
furnished with obtuse mucronate teeth . There is no proper stem; but numerous
scapes or flower-stems are sent up by tUe same root, from one to three feet in
height, very hairy in their upper part, and terminating in long, loose, pyramidal,
dichotomous pa.nicles. The calyx is small, with obtuse segment~; the petals
lanceolatc, rose-coloured, and of tLe same length with the calyx; the filaments
much longer, yellowish, and surmounted by small, red, glohose anthers. The
whole plant is covered with a visc id pubescence.
It is found in shady, rocky situations, from New England to Carolina, and
flowers in June and July. The root, which is the officinal portion, is Lorizontal,
somewhat compressed, knott.y,irregular,yellowish, and of a strongly styptic taste .
.Medicrd Properties. Alum-root is powerfully astringent, and may be em ployed iu similar cases with other medicines belonging to the same class. It
has, hitherto, however, been little used. We arc informed in Dr. Barton's
"Collections," that it is applied by the Indians to wounds and obstinate ulcers,
and that it is the basis of a powder which, when the author wrote, enjoyed.
some reputation as a cure for cancer.
W.

HIRUDO. Land.
The Leech.
Sanguisuga mcdicinalis, and S. officinal is. Lo11d.

Ojj'. S,yn. RIRUDO MEDlCINALIS. Dub.
Sangsue, Fr.; lllutegel, Germ.; Mignattn, Ital.; So.uguijueln, Spafl.

IIm.uno. Oluss 1, Annclides. Order 3, Abrauchiatre. Family 2, Asetigeroo.

OulJier.
The leech belongs to that class of invcrtebrated articulated animals called

An11elides. This class contains the worms with red blood, having soft retractile
bodies composed of numerous segments or rings, breathing generally bJ. means
~

.
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of branchi::e, with a nervous ~ystem consisting ia a dnublc knotted cord, destitute of feet, and supplying their place by the contractile power of their segments
or rings. The third order of this class-Abrm1cltiatre-comprehends those
worms which have no apparent external organ of respiration. This order is
tlgaiu divided into two families, to the second of which-tbe .Asetigerre, or those
not having setro to enable them to crawl-the leech belongs.
It is an aquatic worm with a flattened body, tapering towards each end, and
terminating in circular flattened di!Sks, the hinder one being the larger of the
two. It swims with a vertical undulating motion, and moves when out of the
water by means of these disks or sucker!', fastening itself first by one nnd then
by the other, and alternately stretching out and contracting its body. The mouth
is placed in the centre of the anterior disk, and is furnished with three cartilaginous ]ens-shaped jaws at the entrance of the alimentary canal. These jaws are
lined at their edges with fine sharp teeth, and meet so as to make a triangular
incision in the flesh. The head is furnished with small raised points, supposed
by some to be eyes. Respiration is carried on through small apertures ranged
along the inferior smface. The nervous system consists of a cord extending the
whole length, furnished with numerous ganglious. The intestin;:.l canal is
straight and terminates in the tlnus, near the posterior disk. Although hermaphrodite, leeches mutually impregnate each other. Tl.icy are oviparous, and the
eggs, varying from six to fifteen, are contained in a sort of spongy, slimy cocoon,
from half an inch to an inch in diameter. These are deposited near the edge of
the water, and hatched by the heat of the sun. The leech is torpid during the
winter, and casts off from time to time a. thick slimy coating from its skin. It
can live a. considerable time in sphagnous moss, or in moistened earth, and is
frequently transported in tliis manner to great distances by the dealers.
Savigny has divided the genus Ilirudo of Linu::cus into several genera. The
true leech is the Sanguisuga of this author, and is clrnractcrized by its three
lenticular jaws, each armed with two rows of teeth, and by h:wing ten ocular
poiuts. Several species arc used for medicinal purposes, of which the most common are the gray and the green leech of Europe, both of which are varieties of
the Hintdo rnedfrinalis of Linnreus; and the H -irudo dec01·a of this country.
1. lfil-udomedicinalis. Linn. Ed. Gmel. I. 3095.-Sangnisu,qrt officinalis. Savigny, Jllon. Iltr. p. 112, t. 5, f. 1. 1 1he green leecli.-Sm19nisn:1a medicinalis.
Savigny, .Alon. llir. p. 114, t. 5, f. 2. The gray leP-fh. l\Iany of the best zoologists regard the Sanguisuga ojjicinalis and S. rn<>dicinalis of Saviguy as mere
varieties. They are both marked with six longitudinal dorsal ferruginous stripes,
the four lateral ones being inferruptedor tessclated with black spot~. The colour
of the back varies from a blackish to a grayish-green. 'l'hc belly in the first
variety is of a yellowish-green colour, free from spots, and bordered with longitudioal black stripes. In the second it is of a. green colour, bordered and maculated with black . This leech varies from two to four inches in length. It inhabits marshes and running strcams 1 and is abundant tbronghont Europe.*
The great use ma.de of leeches in the modern practice of medicine has occasioned them to become a considerable article of commerce. Tbcy are collected
in Spain, France, Italy, and Germany, and carried in large numbers to London
and Paris. They are also frequently brought to this country; as the practitioners
in some of our large cities use only the foreign leech, although our own waters
furnish au inexhaustible supply of this useful worm.

~1c:·~~:2;~~:~ :::~~'.\~;~'~f.:k~;~\!~~i:i~:~H~,~~~,~~.~:~~;r,;;~~:::;:d~ir~~·:,~:;~
yellow, which n.re blnck tow11rds the abdomen.

'l'hey correspond perfectly with the San-
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2 .. lllrudo decora. S~y, Colonel Long_'s Second Expedition, ii. 268. The
mechc:ioal leech of Amcnca has been described by Say under the name of Ilirudo
0

~e~of ·~,die~;~~s~;~h~:~~:e~ :~ l~~r~ ~~~ ~:Yc:d i~~;i t~d i~~i0;:,~ s1~o0f0;~ ua~!ss~~~:
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'l'hcse spots arc placed on every fifth ring, and are twenty-two in number. The
laternl rows of spots are black, and the middle range of a. light brownish-orange
colour. The belly ls of tLc same colour, variously and irregularly spotted with
black. '!'he American leech sometimes attains the length of four or five inches,
although its usual length is from two to three. It docs not make so large and
deep an incision as the European leech, and draws less blood.
'!'he indigenous leech is much useJ. in the city of Philadelphia. The practitioners of New York and Boston are supplied ch iefly from abroad. The lecchP~
employed in Philadelphia arc generally brought from Bucks and Berks county
in PcnnsylYania, and occasionally from other parts of the State.
The proper preservation of leeches is an object of importance to the practitioner, as they are liable to great and sudden mortalit.y. They arc usually kept
in jars, in clear, soft water, which should be changed twice a week in winter, and
every other da.y in summer. The jar must be covered with a linen cloth, and
plrtced in a situation not liable to sudden changes of temperature. They will
live a long time and continue active and healthy, without any other attention
th:m tlmt of frequently changing the water in which they are kept. l\I. Derheims has proposed the following excellent method of preserving them. Io the
bottom of a large basin or trough of marble he places a bed, six or seven inches
deep, of a mixture of moss, turf, and fragments of wood. He strews pebbles
above, so as to retain them in their place without compressing them too much,
or preventing the water from freely penetrating them. At one end of the trough
and about midway of its height, is placed a thin slab of marble or earthenware,
pierced with numerous holes, and covered with a bed of mos! which is compressed
by a thick layer of pebbles. The reservoir being thus disposed is half-filled with
water, so that the moss and pebbles on th e shelf shall be kept constantly moist.
The Lasin is protected from the light by a linen cover stretched over it. By this
arrangement the natural habits of the leech aTe not counteracted. One of these
habits, essential to its health, is that of drawing itself through the moss and roots
to clear its body from the slimy coat which forms on its skin, and is a principal
cause of its disease and death. l\Ir. James Banes recommends that, when kept
in jars, they should be cleansed by means of a whir:.k of very fine broom or willow,
when the water is changed.*
.Alfdical Uses.-Leecbes afford the least painful, and in many instances the
most effectual means for the local abstraction of blood. 'l1hey are often applicable to parts which, either from their situation or their great tenderness when
iufiame<l, do not admit of the use of cups; and, in the case8 of infants, are under
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all circumstances preferable to that instrument. They are indeed a powerful
therapeutic agent, and give to the physician, in many instances, a control over
disease which he could obtain in no other way. Their use is in great measure
restricted to the treatment of local inflammations; and, as a general rule, they
should not be resorted to until the force of the circulation has been diminished
1
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there be any, and to have the part well cleansed with soap and water, and afterwards with pure water. If the leech does not bite readily, the skin should be
moistened with a little blood, or milk and water. Sometimes the leech is put
into a. large quill open at botb ends, and applied with the head to the skin until
it fastens itself, when the quill is withdrawn. If it be desirable that the leech
shall bite in a particular spot, this end may be attained by cutting a small hole
in a piece of blotting paper, and then applying this moistened to the skin, so that
the hole shall be immediately over the spot from which the blood is to be taken.
Leeches continue to draw blood until they are gorged, when they drop off.* The
quantity of blood which they draw varies according to the part to which they are
applied, and the degree of inflammation existing in it. In the loose and vascular
textures they will abstract more than in those which are firm and compact, and
more from an inflamed than a healthy part. As a general rule our leechers a.pply
six for every fluiclounce of blood. A single European leech will draw from half
an ounce to a.n ounce. The quantity may often be much increased by bathing
the wound with warm water. Leeches will continue to suck after their tails are
cut off, which is sometimes done, although it is a barbarous practice. It is said
that they will draw better if put into cold beer, or diluted wine, and allowed lo
remain until they become very lively. They may be separated from the skin at
any time hy sprinkling a little salt upon them. After they drop off, the same
application will make them disgorge the blood they have swallowed. Some
lcechers draw the leeches from the tail to the head through their fingers, and
thus squeeze out the blood, after which all that is necessary is to put them in
clean water, and change it frequently.t Leeches which are gorged with. blood
should be kept in a vessel by themselves, aa they are more subject to disease,
and often occasion a. great mortality among the others. They should not be
again used until they have recovered their activity. In cases where the bleeding
from leech-bites continues longer than is desirable, it may be stopped by con*As a ve.ry e~cient mode of applying leeches, it is re~ommended, after having moistened the skrn with pure warm water, to put the leeches mto a tumbler half full ol' cold
water, nnd by nn adr~it mo,·ement invert it upon the part. If it is desired to confine the
leeches to a single pornt, the object may be effected by covering the part previously with
apiece of paper, hal'inga.ho\e of the required size in tl1e middle. The leechesinesaid
to attach themselves so rapidly that it seems to the p:Hient as though they made but a.
single bite. When they are all attached, the glnss is to be carefully removed, the water
being absorbed as it runs off on one side by n.spouge or linen cloths.
Another method of increasing the efficiency of leecbea, recommended by Dr. C.R. Slonn,
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offittmgthegorgedleechesforuse.ugam,cametothcconclusion,tho.tacnrcfullymnnaged
pressure is the best. 'l'wo conditions, however, are necessary to succes8; one that they
should be disposed to disgorge the blood, and U1e other thnt they should be immersed in
warm water previously to the stripping. Tho first object is effected by common salt. The
followingplnnisrccomrnendcd. 'fheleechcsnre to be thrown into asolutionof16parts
of common salt in 100 of water, .from ~hich they nre to be taken out one by one, and,
being held by the tail, are to be chpped mto witter which feels bot to the hand, but yet can
be borne by it, and then passed lightly between the fingers. Thus treated, they easily give
up the blood. After being stripped, they should be placed in ''essels containiug fresh water,
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tinued pressure, with the application of lint, or by touching the wounds with
lunar caustic.* It may sometimes be necessary, in the case of a. deep bite, to
sew the wound, which is readily done with a single stitch of the needle, that
need not penetrate deeper than the cutis.t
D. B. S.

IIORDEUM. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Barley.
Th e decorticated seeds of Hordeum distichon. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Orge, Fr.; Gerstengraupcn, Germ.; Orzo, Ital.; Cebada, Spart.
lioRDEUM. Sex. Sgst. Triandria Digynia.-Nat. Ord. Gram inaccoo.

Gen. Ch. Ca l!JX lateral, two.valved, one-flowered, three-fold. 1Y17ld.
Several spceics of Hordeum are cultivated in different parts of the world. The
most common are the H. vulyare, and IL disti'chon, both of which have been
introduced into the United States.
1. Il()l'rleum vitlgare. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 472; Loudon 1 s Emyc.of Pla11ts,
p. 73. 'rhe cul m or stalk of common barley is from two to four feet in height,
fistular, and furnished with alternate, sheathing, lan ceolate, roughish, and pointed
lea.\'eS. 'l'he flowers arc all perfect, and arranged in a close term inal spike, the
axis of which is dentate, and on each tooth supports three sessile flowers. The
calyx: or outer chaff ha)! two v-alvcs. The corolla or inner chaff is also composed
of two valves, of which the exterior is larger than the other, and terminates in
a long, rough, serrated awn or beard. The seeds are arranged in four rowl:l.
2. II. distidwn. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 473; J.,ondon's Encyc.o.f Plants, p. 73.
This species is distinguished by its flat sp ike or car, which on each flat side has
a double row of imperfect or male florets without beards, and on each edge, a
single row of bearded perfect or hermaphrodite florets. The seeds therefore are
in two rows, as indicated by the speci.fic name of the plant.
which should be renewed once a day. At the end of eight or ten days, tbcy nrc fit for
reapplication. (Joum. dePharm., 3esir., xi. 343 and 350.)
1t has been sh.led that, if tbe leeches, nfter being stripped, be put into water sweetened
with a little white sugar, and tbe solution be renewed several times, at intcn•nls of six or
twelve hours, tlicy will speedily reco,·er their activity, and may be reapplied two or three
times in the course of a few days. Immersion in camphor water, for ti few moments, is
said by Mr. Boyce to cause them to vomit the blood. Th ey s hould afterwards be put into
clean water, to be changed in brtlfan hour. (Phann. Jouni., Jan. 1845.)
M. Granat, a French military pharmnceutist, bas found the natural process of disgorging
prefcrnble to all others. lie placed some gorged leeches in wooden tubs containing at bottom
a little clay and water, and renewed the water every forty-eight hours. After eight days,
thelecchcs,nowingoodbenlth,weretransferredtoapondpreparedforthepurpose,wbere
they propagated. lie put.1000 leeches in the pond, nnd ntthecndofayearbad taken out
850 fit for service, without interfering with the r eproduction. (Journ. de Pharm., 3e air.,
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operation nt the Central Pharmacy of the Hospital&.
W.
* A little cotton, impregnated with a saturnted solution of f\lum lo boiling~hot water, and,
afterit.hasOOcoruesufficientlycool,nnd bcfore tbe alum has begun to crystallize, pressed
upon the wound, will often prove effe?tual. Another mode of repressing the hemo~rbnge
is to press upon tbe bite a piece of t.Jun eaoutchouc, previously softened upononesuleby
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may be mnde by pinching tbe wound between the fingers.
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t An instrument has been invented called the mecl1~nical leecl1, by wliicb the attempt has
been mnde to imitate the action of the leech in dmwmg blood. It consists cssentinlly of
two parts, one for making the puncture, nnd the other for nbstrnctiug blood through t.be
0
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leech. Foran account of thcirutrument, seethe Ani. Joitrn. o/theMed.ScimceJ, xvi. 207. W.
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The original country of tL.e culti\'atc<l barley is uukno~n. The plant hns
bcr.n found growinp; wild in Sicily, and various parts of the llll<'rior of A~i:l. If.
v 1l:l"re is saiJ by Pur~h to grow in some parts of the UniteJ States, apparently
rn a. wild state. 'l'he seeds are med iu various form.r.i.
1. In their natural Stolte they are oval, ohlon~, pointed nt one end, obtuse at
the other, marked witl1 a l011gitudinal furrow, of a yellowish colour externally,
white within, having a faint odour when in tnaf's, and a mild tSWcetish h"istc. They
contain, according to Proust, in l 00 parts, 3:2 of bt:irch, 3 of gluten, 5 of sugar,
4 of gum, l of yellow resin, and 55 of lto1Ylein, a principle closely aucilogons to
lignin. Berzelius suggests that hordcin may be :111 mtimatc mixture of vegetable
fibre witb gluten and starch, which :ue very difficultly ~cparable as they exist in
this grain. Einhoff found in 100 parts G7·]8 of st;1rd1, 5·21 of. uncryst:illiz.able
sug.1r 1 +·62 of gum, 3·52 of gluten, l '15 of albumen 1 0·24 of phosphate of lune,
an<l 7·29·of vegetable fibre; the remainder being water and loss.
2 . .lllalt consists of the seeds made to germinate by warmth and moisture, and
then baked so as to deprive them of vitality. By thjs process the sugar, starcli,
and gum are increased at the expense of the lwrdein, as shown by the analysis
of Proust, who found in JOO parts of malt, 5G of st.arch, 1 of glu ten, 15 of sugar,
15 of gum, 1 of yell ow tcsin,ancl only 12 of lwrdein. Berzelius attributes tLe
diminution of the hordein to the separation, during germination, of the gluten
or starch from the fibrous matter with which hr suppuse8 them to be associated
in that substance. It is in the form of malt tbat barley is so largely consumed
in the manufacture of malt liquors.
An interesting substance, called dioMase, was discoY£!red by l\li\l. Payen and
Persoz in the seeds of barley, oats, and wheat, and in the potato. It is fount!,
howe,•er, only after germination 1 of which process the production of it appears
to be the first step. Germinated barley seldom contains it in larger proportion
than two parts in a thousand. It is obtained by bruising freshly germinllte<l
barley 1 adding about half its weight of w:tter, expressing strongly, treating the
viscid liquid thus obtained with sufficient. alcohol to destroy its ''iscidity, then
separating the cnnguhl.teJ. albumen, and adding a fresh portion of alcobol, which
]>recipitatcs the diastase in an impure state. To rendcl' it pure, it must be re~
dis!,lolved as often as three t imes in water, and precipitated by alcohnl. It is
solid, white, tasteless, soluble in water and weak alcohol, but insoluble in t.he
latter fluid in a. concentrated state. 'f l10ugb without. action upon gum and sugar,
it bas the extraordin:u-y property, when mixed, in the proportion of only one
part to 2000, with starch suspended in water, and maint:.1ined at a temperature
of about 160°, of converting that princ iple into dextrine and the flugar of grapes.
The whole of th0 starch nnUcrgoes this change, witb the exception of the tcµ;uments of the granules, amounting to about 4 parts in 1000. The change which
barley undergoes during germination, and in the process of malting, is of a.
similarch::nactcr.
3. D11llcd barley is merc1y the grain deprived of its husk, which, according to
Einhoff, amounts to 18·75 parts in the hundred.
4. Barley menl is formed by grinding the seeds, preYiously deprived of their
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phosphate of lime and magnesia, silicu 1 :ind iron. It may be made into a coarse,
hca\•y, hard bre:lJ 1 which in some countries is much used for food.
5. Peco·l barle.1J-lwrdeum pedatu.m.- is the seed deprived of all its investments, and afterwards rounded and polished in a mill. It is in small round or
oval grains, having the remains of the longitudinal furrow of the seeds, Md of
a. pearly whiteness. It is wholly destitute of hordein, and abounds in starch,
with some gluten 1 sugar, and gum. This i:i the properofficinal form of h'-l.dcy,
and is kept iu the shops alwost to the exclusion of the others.
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Aff)diral Prof>P1·fi,,s. Barley is one of the milde.st and least irritating of farinaceous substances; and, thouµ;b not medic::ally used in its solid st;ite, forms by
<lecoction with water a drink admirnbly adapted to febrile an<l intl:uumatory eomplaint::;i., and much employed frou1 the times of Ilippoerate:; and Galen to the
present. Pearl barley is the form usually preferred for the preparntion of the
<lecoction, though tbe hulled grain is sometimes used, and malt a.fforr.ls a liquor
more demulcent and nutritious. (See Decoctmn Ilordei.) The<lecoction of malt
:i1a-s be pr_cpared by boiling from two to four ounces in a quart of water and straiomg the liquor. Whe n hops are added, the decoction takes the name of wort,
aud acquires tonic properties, which render it useful in debility, especially when
attended with suppuration.
Off. Prep. Decoctuw llordei; Decoctum Ilordci Compositum.
W.

HUMULUS. US.

Hops.
The strobil es of Ilumulus J_..upulus. U.S.

Off S!I"· LUPUJXS. Uumulus Lupulus. The Amcntum. Lond. The Catkin. Ed. TlUMULUS J.UPULUS. 'l'he d.. ied strobiles. Dub.
lfoub!on, Fr.; ll opfcn, Germ.; Luppolo, Ital.; Lupulo ll ombrccillo, Span.
IlUMULUS. Sf)x. S!Jsl. Dioocia l"cut<tn<lria.-.Nat. Ord. Urticace::e.
Gen. C/1. MAr.E. Calyx five-leaved. Corolla none. FEMALE. Calyx one-leafed,
obliquely spreading, cu tire. Corolla none. St!lles two. Seed one, within a leafy
calyx. ll'illd
Hwm11l11s Lupu/It.~. Willd. Sp . Plant. iv. 769; Bigelow, Am . .llled. Bot. iii.
163. 1-'hc root of the hop is perennial, and sends up numerous annual, angular,
rough, fl exible stems, wLicb twi11c around neigLbou 1·ing objects in a spiral direction, from left- to right, and climb to a. great height. The leaves are opposite,
and E\t:tud upon long footsta\ks. The smaller arc sometimes cordatc; the larger
h:Lve three or five lobes; all arc serrate, of a deep-green colour on the upper surface, and, top;ct.her with the petioles, extremely rnugh, witL minute prickles. At
the base of the footstalks arc two or four smoo th, ovate, reflexed stipulcs. The
fiowe1·s are numerous, axillary, and furnished with bractes. '.l.1l.1e male flowers
are yellowish-white, and arranged in paniclcs; the female, which grow on a separate plant, arc pale-greeu, and disposed in solita ry, pedunclcd amen ts, composed
of membranous scales, ovate, acu te, and tubular at the base. Each scale bears
near its base, on its inner surface, two tlowcrs 1 consisting of a roundi sh compressed
germ, au<l two sty les, with loug filiform stigmas. The amen ts are converted into
ovate membranous cones or strobilcR, tLe scales of which contain each at their
base two small scc<ls, surrounded by ;L yellow, _!.!rnrrnlar, res inous powder.
The hop is a native of Nortb America and }~:nope. It is occasionally found
g rowing wild in the Eastern Stat.cs, anJ, according to )Ir. Nuttall, is abundant on
the banks of the i\Ji.,sissippi and Missouri. In paits of ~cw ]~ngla.nd and New
York it is extcusi\·ely cultin.ted, and moc;t of the hops consumed in the Unitccl
States arc supplied by those districts. The part of the plant used, as well in
the prcp;lration of malt liquors as in medicine, is the fruit or strob ilcs. 'l'hese
when fully ripe arc picked from the plant, dried by artificial heat, packed in
bales, and sent into the mark et umlcr the uarne of hops.
'l'hey consist of' numerous thin, translucent, veined, leaf-like scales, which are
of a pale grccni11h-yellow colour, and contain near the base two small, round,
bl:tck sce<ls. '!'hough brittle wlien quite dry, tiley are pulverized with greatdif-
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astringency are imparted to w:ater by dccoction; but the first-mentioned property
ls dissipated by long boiling. The most active part of hops is a substance secreted by the sea.Jes, and in the dried fruit existing upon their surface in the
state of very small granules. This substance was called b1pulin by the late Dr.
A.
Ives, of New York, by whom its properties were first investigated and
made generally known; though it appears to have been previously noticed by
Sir J. E. Smith, of ]~ngland, and l\:I. Plauche, of France. The scales themselves, however, are not destitute of virtues, and contain, as shown by l\JM. Payen
and Chevalier, the same active principles as the lupulin, though in less proportion.
LuPULINA. Lupulin. U.S., JJub. This is obtained separate by rubbing or
threshing and Rifting the strobiles, of which it constitutes from one-sixth to onetenth by weight. It is in the state of a yellowish powder, mixed with minute
particles of the scales, from which it cannot be entirely freed when procured by
a mechanical proceRs. It has the peculiar flavour of hops, and appeared to )11\f.
Lebaillif and Raspail, when examined by the microscope, to consist of globulrs
filled with a yellow matter, resembling in this respect the pollen of vegetables.
It is inflammable, aucl when moderately heated becomes somewhat adhesive.
~UI. Chevalier and Payen obtained from 200 parts, .1 05 of resin, and 25 of a.
peculiar bitter principle, besides volati le oil, gum, traces of fixed oi l, a small
quantity of an azotized substance, and various salts. Dr. Ives found in 120
grains, 5 of tannin, 10 of extractive, 11 of bitter principle, 12 of wax, 36 of
resin, and 46 of lignin. The virtues of the powder probably reside in the volatile oil and bitter principle, and are readily imparted to alcohol. l3y boiling in
water the bitterness is extracted, but the aroma is partially driven off. The
volatile oil, which may be obtained by distillation with water, is yellowish, of
tbe odour of hops, of an acrid taste, and lighter than water. It was formerly
supposed to be narcotic, but this is denied by Dr. Wag:ncr, who gave twenty drops
of it to a rabbit, with no observable effect. (Chem. Gaz., July 15, 1853.)
'l'be bitter principle, which has been named litpulite or lupuline, but ought to
be called hurnulin, may be procured by treating with alcohol the aqueous extract
of lupulin previously mixed with a little lime, evaporating the tincture thus
formed, treating the resulting extract with water, evaporating the solution, and
washing the residue with ether. When pure it is yellowish or orange-yellow,
inodorous at common tempcfaturcs, but of the smell of hops when heated, of the
pecuUar bitter taste of hops, slightly soluble in water ~hich takes up five per
cent. of its weight, readily soluble in alcohol, almost insoluble in ether, neither
acid nor alkaline in its reaction, and destitute of nitrogen. It is scarcely affected
by the weak acids or alkaline solutions, or by the metallic salts. It is probably
the tonic principle of the medicine.
Medical Properti'es ancl Fses. Ilops are tonic and moderately narcotic, and
have been highly recommended in diseases of genera.I or local debility, associated
with morbid vigilance, or other nervous derangement. They have some tendency to produce sleep and relieve pain, and may be used for these purposes in
cases where opiates, from their tendency to constipate, or other cause, are inadmissible. Diuretic properties have also been ascribed to them, but are by no
means very obvious. 'fhe complaints in which they have been found most useful
are dyspepsia, and the nervous tremors, wakefulne~s, and delirium of drunkards.
Dr. Maton found the extract aclvant.agcous in allaying the pain of articular rheumatism. Dr. W. Y. Goclberry, of Benton, Miss., has found hops efficacious in
intermittents, and considers them inferior in an ti periodic powers only to quinia.
()lest. Jburn. Jlled. and Sur.g., March, 1853.)
'rhe med'icine may be given in substance, infusion, tincture, or extract. From
three to twenty grains arc mentioned as the dose of the powder; but the quantity is too small to produce any decided effect; and this mode of administration
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is in fact i::carccly ever rcsorterl to. An infusion prepared wilh half an ounce
of hops and a pint of boiling wnter, may be given in the dose of two fluidounces
three or four times a. day. In iutermittents Dr. Gadberry g ives, in the interva1,
a pint of the infusion made with an ounce of the hops. The extract and tincture
arc officinal. (Sec &tractum, Lupuli and Tinctura ll1im1di.) A pillow of hops
h?s been found useful in allaying restlessness and producing sleep in nervous
disorders. They should be moistened with some spirituous liquor, previously
to being placed under the head of the patient, in order to prevent their rustling
noise. Fomentations with hops, and cataplasms made by mixing them with
some emollient substnncc, are often beneficial in local pains and tumefactions.
An ointment of the powder with lard is recommended by l\lr. Freake as an
auodyne application to cancerous sores .
.All the effects of the preparations of hops may be obtained, with greater certamty and convenience, by the use of lupulin. Dr. Wm. l3yrd Page, of Philadelphia, has found this substance very effectual as an antapbro<lisiac, iu the treat,..
meut of gonorrhooa, and other irritated conditions of tbe urinary passages. The
dose of l.upulin in substance is from six to twelve grains, given in the form of
pills, which may be made by simply rubbing the powder in a warm mortar till
it acquires the consistence of a ductile mass, and th en mou lding it into the proper
shape. There is an officinal tincture. (See 1'incturci L upulinre.) 1\lr. Livermore proposes an alcoholic extract of lupulin, prepared by exhausting commercial lupulin with alcohol by th e process of percobtion , and exposing the tincture
thus formed to spon taneous e''aporation. The <lose will be about one-third less
than that of lupulin itself. (Am. Jouni. of Pharni. , xxv . 294.) I_Jupulin may
be incorporated with poultices, or formed into an ointment with lard, and used
ex ternally for tLe same purposes as hops.
Off. Prep. of I/ops. Extractum Lupuli; Infusum Ilumuli; Tinctura Ilumuli .
Ojj'. Prep. of Lupulin. Tinctura Lupulinre.
W.

IlYDRARGYRUM. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
lilercnry.
Quicksilver; Mercurius, Lal.; Mercure, Vif argent, Fr.; Quccksilber, Germ.; Mercurio, Ital.; AzOgue, Span. and Port.

1'his metal is found pure, combined with sulphur, united with silver, and in
the form of protochloride ( native calomcl); but, of all its combinations, the
most abundant is the bisulphuret, or native cinnabar. Its most importnnt mines
are found at Almaden in Spain, at ldria in C<irniola, in the Duchy of Deuxponts, at Durasno in l\Iexico, near Azogue in New Gronada, and near Iluanca·
velica in Peru. A rich mine of cinnab:lr was discovered in 1844, at New Almad en, in Upper California, about midway between San Francisco and :Monterey;
but the working of it only commenced in 1848, when it prov ed very productive,
a.lthouf!h the app:trat us employed was extremely defecti\'C . (Sillinwn 1 s Jonrn.,
Sept. 1848.) li'rom analyses made of the cinnabar from this mine, it appears to be
much richer in mercury thun that of Almaden in Spaiu, by reason of its containing
less impurity. In 1852:, the product of the mine was i5,000 pounds of mercury
per month. A mine of cinnabar, nearly pure, was discovered in Corsica in 1850.
(Juur11. dP Phann., 3e sfr., xix. 216.) Mercury also occurs in the Philippine
Islands and China. 'l'Le most :rncient and productive mine is that of Almaden .
Extraction. Nearly all the mercury consumed in medicine nud the arts is
obtained from the bisulphurct, or native cinnabar. It is extracted 1"- two prin cipal processes. .According to one process, the mineral is picked, pounded, and
mixed with lime. 'I1be mixture i ~ then introduced into cast.iron retorts, which
nrc placed in rows, one above the other, in an oblong furnace, and connected
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Ilcat being applied, the

lime combines with the sulphur, so as to form snlphnret of calcium an<l :rnlphate
of lime; while the mercury distils over, and is condeuscd iu tL.c rceci,•crs. 'l'be
other process is practiseJ_~t Almaden in Spain . Here a. s.:1uare f.urnace is employed, the floor of whid1 is pierced with many boles, for the passage of tlic flame
from the fireplace beneath. In the upper an<l lateral part of the furnace, holes
arc made, communica.ting with SC\'Cral rows of aludds, which terminate in a.
small chamber that serve::; both as conJcnser a.nd receiver. The mineral , having
been picked by band and pulverized, is kneaded with clay, and formed into
small masses, which are placed on the floor of the furnace. 'l'he heat being applied, the sulphur undergoes combustion; while the mercury, being volatilized,
passes through the aludcls to be condensed in the chamber.
Oom:rnercial l1llstory. 1\lcrcmy is imported into this country generally in
cylindrical wrought-iron bottles, called fla:.ks, each conta ining HH pounds, and
comes principally fr om the Atlantic ports of Spain, particularly C•tdiz. A portion also is received from the Austrian port of Trieste, from which it generally
comes tied up in whole skins of white leather, forming bags, each containing 31
pounds, and four of which are usually packed together with straw in a rough
flattened keg. lu both Spain and Austria, the produce of the quicksilver mines
is a go\•ernrnent. monopoly. In Spain all the metal is brought from the mines
to Seville, whence, after paying au export duty, it is carried by small ves::els
down the river 0-uadalquiver to Cadiz und Gibraltar, which are the chief places
of its depot fo r foreign conunerce. Tbc quantity imported into the United Sta.tes
varies iu different years. It~ chief consumption is in the ext raction of silver
and gold from their ores, in the prepara.tion of vermilion, in making thermometers and barometers, in silvering looking.glasses, and in preparing various pharmaceutical coJ.npounds.
Properties. i\lercul'y is a very brilli:rnt liquid, of a. silver-whi te colour, and
without. t<1stc or smell. When perfectly pure it. undergoes no alteration b_y the
action of air or water, but in its ordinary sta.tc suffors a slight tarnish. "'\\'hen
heated to near the boiling point, it gradually combines with oxygen, and becomes
converted iuto deutoxide; but at the temperature of ebullition it parts with the
oxygen which it had absorbed, and is reduced again to the metallic state. Its
sp. gr. is 13·5, and its equivalent 202. It boils at 662°, and freezes at 39°
below zero, forming when frozen a m111leable solid resembling lead. It is a good
conductor of caloric, and its specific heat is small. It is not attacked by muriatic
acid, nor by cold sulphuric acid; but boiling sulphmic acid, or cold nitriu acid
dissolves it, generating a bisulpLate or binitratc of the Jcutoxidc, with the extrication, in the former case, of sulphurous acid, in the latter, of nitric oxide becoming nitrous acid red fumes. Its combinations arc numerous, and several of them
co1lstitute important medicines. Itfonns two oxides, two regular sulpburets, two
ch lorides, three iodides, and one cyanu ret, all of which, excepting the protosu!phuret and sesquiodiJe, are offieinal, and will be noticed elsewhere uudcr separate
beads. Both the oxides a.re capable of uniting with acids so as to form S;tlt.s, of
which the binitrate, sulpliate, and bisulphate of the deutoxide a.re officinal, or
enter into oflicinal combinations.
:Mercury, as it occurs in commerce, is in general sufficiently pure for lJharmaccutieal purposes. Occasionally it contains forci:rn metals, such as lead, bisiuuth,
and tin. ;\lr. llrandeinforms us that, in examining large quantities of this uictal
in the London market, he found it only in une instance intentionally adulterated.
When impure, the met:.tl has a dull appea rance, leaves a. trace ou w~1ite p<1per,
is deficient- in due fluidity and mobility, as shown by its not formrng perfect
globules, is not totally dis~ipated by beat, and, when shaken in a glas!i bottle,
coats its sides with a pelliclc, or, if very impure, cleposiis a bbck powder. If
agita.tcd with strong sulphuric acid, the adulterating wetals become oxiJized and
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dii::.solvcd, and in this manner the mercury may in pa.rt be purified. Lead is de~
tccted by Rha~i ng the suspected metal with equal part s ?f acetic acid :rnd water,
and then testin g the acic.1 Ly· 1rnlphatc of soda, or iodide of potass mm. The
fo.rmcr will proUucc a. white, the latter a yellow precipitate, if lead be present.
B!s muth is discoYcred by dropping a nitric solution of the mcrcur)'., prepared
wu.liout be:tt, into di stille<l water, when the subuitrate of bismuth mil pree;ipi~
fat e .

The solubility of the metal in nitri c aci<l s bows that tin is not present;

and if sulph urettcd hydrogen <locF- not act upon muriatic acid previously boiled
upon the metal, the absence of the usual ccintaminating metals is shown .

Mercury nrny be purified, according to Berzeliu s, by dige5ting it with a small
portion of weak nitric acid, or with a solution of bichloride of mercury (corrosive
sublimate); whereby all the orJinary contaminating metals will be removed. M.
Ulex ree.ommcnds its purification by trituratiug, for ten minutes, a pound of the
metal w1tb an ounce of the solution of sesquichloride of iron (sp. gr. I ·48),
diluted with an equal measure of water. 'I.1110 mercury is thus divided to a very
great extent, and the contaminating metals are separated as chlorides; thesesquichlorid e of iron being, in the meantime, reduced to protochloride. After
deca nling the iron soluti on, and washing with water, th e mercury is dried by a
gentle becit, and subjected to trituration, when the greater portion of it runs together. l\lercury, however, is usually purified by distillation. (See flyd1·argyrum P urmn.)
Jff'llical Properties. l\Icrcury, in its un combin ed state, is deemed in~rt; but
in a state of combination, it acts as a peculiar and uni\·cnml stimulant. When
cx Li bited in a state of minute diYision, as it ex i$tS in several preparations, it
produces its pecu liar effects; but this does not prove that the uncombin ed metal
is actirn, but only that the coo<lition of minut e di"ision is favourable to its entcrin g intocombination in the stomach. Its co mbinati ons ex hibit certain _general
medioo l propertie.s and effects, whi ch belong to th e whole as a class; while each
in dividua l preparation is characterized by some pec uliarity in its operation. Our
business, in the presen t place, is to consider µ-cucrall.Y the pby$iological action
of mercury, and the principles by which its aJministrntion should be regulated;
while its effects, as modi fied in its different combinatinns, will be more properly
noti ced under the bead of each preparation indi,·idua\ly.
Of tile modus Opf'randi of mercury we kn ow nothing, except that it probably
acts through the medium of the circulation, and tliat it possesses a pec uliar
ultel'<ltive power O\Cr the vital fun ctions, wLich enables it in many cases to subvert diseased actions by substituting its own in their stead. This a Iterative power
is some tim es exerted, with out being attended with auy oth er vital phenomenon
th:rn tbe removal of di~case; while at other times it is attended with certain obvious effects, indicative of tbe agency of a pot ent stimulu s. In the lattiJr case,

tt; ~~ i ~:ict;.~~s!~ ::~~~~~~, ~1~;a~~~ic~kt; .~1~ tc~~:c:C :.\~!~1~ ,'.ybi~~~~:~;:~~:;;r!ie~.:1~~rr~~~:~
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of the salivary glands and the li\'Cl', by un ex,dt<ttiou of ucrvous scns1b1hty, and,
in F. hort, by u general excitat.ion of tb c orga nic act ions of the syste m.
When mercury acts insensibly as nn t~lteralive, tLer~ is not the least appa:ent
di sturbance of the circulati on. When 1t opera tes clecid~dly :rnd obviously, it is
very prone to let the brunt of its action fall upon the s:tli,'ary glanJs, causing,
irt rnany instances, an immoderate flow of sn lin1 1 anJ cc111.-;cituting the condition
denomin;.lteJ pt yal ism or sal ivation. Under these circumstances, to tLe alterativc effi..:cts of the mineral are added those of depleti on and rev ul sion. In the
salinl discharged as a cousequence of its action, mercu ry has bee n detected by
chemi e:1l tests. Occar;;ioually its depletory action is exhibited in an in creased
secretion of urin c1 or an imrnodt:rate flow of th e bile; aml, where ptya lism cannot be induced, and either of these secretio ns becomes cousiderably augmented,
the ci rcum staucc may be held eq ually com:lusive of the constitutional irnpres-
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aion of the mercury, as if the mouth had been affected. Mercury has been found
in the urine of those under the influence of corrosive sublimate, by M. Audouard.
It has, indeed, been detected in most of the solids and fluids of the body, including the blood. When in the blood it cannot be detected by the ordinary
tests, on account of its intimate union with the organic matter of that liquid. 'l'o
discover it the blood must be subjected to destructive distillation. '!'he liver is
the organ which retains mercury the longest. It has been detected in that
vise.us, though absent in the lungs, heart, bile, and spinal marrow, in the body
of a person who bad long worked in mercury, but had desisted from the occupation for a year Lefore death, on account of the occurrence of mercurial cachcxy.
Mercury has been used in almost every disease, but too often empirically, and
without the guidance of any recognised therapeutic principle. Nevertheless, its
eJJicacy in certain classes of diseases is universally acknowledged. In functional
derangement of the digestive organs, mercurials in minute doses often exert a
salutary operation, subverting the morbid action, and that too by their insensible
alterative effect, without affecting the mouth. In these cases no decided disturb·
ance of the vital functions takes place; but the al vine discharges, if clay-coloured,
are generally restored to their natural hue, a certain proof that the remedy is
stimulating the liver, and promoting the secretion of the bile. Indeed, there is
no fact better established in medicine than that of the influence of the mercurial
preparations over the hepatic system; and, whether the liver be torpid and ob.
structed as in jaundice, or pouring out a redundancy of morbid bile as in melrenn,
its judicious use seem! equally efficacious in unloading the viscus, and restoring
its secretion to a healthy slate. In the acute and chronic hepatitis of India. it is
considered almost a specific; but here its use must be generally preceded by
bleeding, and carried to the extent of exciting ptyalism . In chronic inflamma.
tion of the mucous and serous membranes, the alterative effects of mercury are
sometimes attended with much benefit. In many of these cases effusion has
taken place; and under these circumstances the mercury often proves useful, as
well by promoting the absorption of the effused fluid, ns by remo\•ing the chronic
inflammation on which the effusion depends. llence it is that this metal is often
given with advantage in chronic forms of meningitis, bronchitis, pleuritis, pneu·
mania, dysentery, rheumatism, &c., and in hydrocephalus, hydrothorax, ascites,
an cl general dropsy.
Mercury may also be advantageously resorted to in certain states of febrile
disease. In E!Omc forms of the remittent fever of our own country, a particular
stage of it~ course is marked by a parched tongue, torpor of the bowels, scanty
urine, and dryness of the surface. Here depletion by the lancet. or leeches is
oft.en inadmissible, and the measure most to be relied on is the judicious employ·
ment of mercury. It acts in such cases by increasing the secretions and stimu·
lating the cxhalant capillaries, and, perhaps, by producing a new impression,
incompatible with the disease.
In syphilitic affections, mercury, until of late years, was held to be an indispensable specific. Of its mode of action in these affections we know nothing,
except tbat it operates by substituting its own peculiar impression for that of the
disease. Without entering into the question of the necessity or non.necessity
of mercury in venereal complaints, as out of place in this work, we are free to
admit that the discussion which has grown out of it has 8hown that this remedy
has sometimes been unnecessarily resorted to in affections resembling syphilis,
though of a. different character; and that the disease in question ought to be
treated less empirically, and more in accordance with the general principles of
combating morbid action in other parts. Mercury exerts a peculiar control over
the deleterious effects of lead; and hence, in colica. pictonum, it is accounted by
some writers to act almost as a specific.
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For inducing the specific effects of mercury on tbe constitution, blue pill or
ca.lomel is generally resorted to. In order to produce what we have called the
insensible a.Iterative effects of the metal, from half a grain to a grain of blue pill
may be given in the twenty.four hours, or from a sixth to a fourth of a grain of
calomel; or if a gentle ptyalism be our object, two or three grains of the former,
or a grain of the latter, two or three times a day. Where the bowels arc peculi~rly irritable, it is often necessary to introduce the metal by means of frictions
with mercurial ointment; and where a speedy effect is desired, the internal and
external use of the remedy may be simultaneously resorted to.
Tbe first observable effects of mercury in inducing ptyalism are a coppery taste
in the mouth, a slight soreness of the gums, and au unpleasant sensation in the
sockets uf the teeth, when the jaws are firmly closeJ. Shortly afterwards the
gums begin to swell, a line of whitish matter is seen along their edges, and the
breath is infected with a peculiar and very disagreeable smell, called the mer-curial fetor. The saliva at the same time begins to fl.ow; and, if the affection
proceeds, the gums, tongue, throat, and face are much swollen; ulcerations attack
the lining membrane of the mouth a,nd fauccs; the jaws become excessively painful; the tongue is coated with a thick whitish fur; aud the saliva flows in streams
from the mouth. It occasionally happens that the affection thus induced iu the
mouth proceeds to a dangerous extent, inducing extensive ulceration, gangrene,
and even hemorrhage. The best remedies are the various astringent and detergent
gargles, used weak at fi rst, as the parts are extremely tender. In cases attended
with swelling and protrusion of the tongue, the wash is best applied by injection,
by rueans. of a large syringe. We have found lead-water among the best local
applications in these cases; and dilute solutions of chlorinated soda or of chlorinated lime, while they correct the fetor, will be found to exert a. curative influence
()n tbe ulcerated surfaces.
While the system is under the action of mercury, the blood is more watery
than in health, less charged with albumen, fibrin, and red globules, and loaded
with a, fetid fatty matter. (Dr. S . TVnflht, quoted by Clirislison.) 'Yhen drawn
from a vein, it exhibits the same appearance as in intlammation.
In the foregoing observations we have described the ordinary effects of mercury;
but QCCasionally, in peculiar constitutions, its operation il'I quite different, being
productive of a dangerous disturbance of the vital functions. The late Mr. Pearson has given a detailed account of this occasional peculiarity in the operation of
mercury, in his work on the venereal disease. The symptoms which characterize
it are a. small frequent pulse, anxiety about the prmcordia, pale and contracted
countenance, great nervous agitation, and alarming general debility. Their
appearance is the signal for discontinuing the mercury j as a further perseverance
with it might be attended with fatal consequences. Mercury also produces a
peculiar eruption of the skin, which is described by systematic writers under
the various names of h!Jdrargyria, eczema mercm·iate, and lepro rnercun·alis.
'Those who work in mercury, and are therefore exposed to its vapours, such as
water-gilders, looking-glasssilverers, and quicksilver miners, are injured seriously
in their health, and not unfrequently affected with shaking palsy, attended with
vertigo and other cerebral disorders.
~lercury is i:iomctimes_given in the metallic state, iu the quantity of a pound
Qr two, in obstruction of the bowels, to a.ct by its weight: but the practice is of
doubtful advantage.
l\Jercury in solution is detected with great delicacy by the use of Smithson's
battery, which consists of a plate of tin, lined with one of gold, in the form of a.
spiral. When immersed in a mercurial solution, this galvanic combination causes
tLe precipitation of the mercury on the gold, which consequently contracts a white
stain. Iu order to be sure that the stain is caused by mercury, the metal is volatilized in a small tube, so as to obtain a characteristic globule. Mlll. Danger and
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Fland in have improved on Smithson's process. (Sec Clu:rn. Gaz.,No. 61, p. Hll.)
A minute portion of any of the preparations of mercury, either in the solid stat-0
or in concentrated solution, being placed on a bright plate of coppcr1 and a drnp
of a stron,g solution of iodide of potassium added, a silvery characteristic stain
will immediately appear on the copper. (Arthur Jliorgan, of Dublin.)
Plwrm(lreutical P1·cpam.lions. Mercury is officinal :-

!.

JN THE l\IE'rAI,f,lC STATE.

llydrargyrum, U.S., Loncl., Ed., Dub.
TiyJrargyrum Purum, Dub.
Emplastrum Hydrar~yri, U. S., lflJntl., Ed., Dub.
Ewplastrum Ammoniaci cum llydrargyro, U. 8., Lond., Dub.;

Emplastrum Ammoniaci et l_f.ydrarg.vri, Ed.

II.
III.

Hydrargyrum cum Crct:'t, U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Ily<lrar~yrum cum l\ IagnesiO., Dnb.
Pilulro lly<lrargyri, lJ. S., Ed., Dub.; Pilula llydrargyri, Loml.
AnglicC, Blue pill.
Unguenlum llydrargyri, U. S., L01ul., Ed., Dub. AnglicC,
..lfercurialointment.
Ceratum Ilydrargyri Compositum, Lond.
Linimenl'llll llydrargyri, Lond.; Linimcntum Hydrargyri
Compositum, DuL.
PnoToxrn1zEn.
IIydrargyri Oxidum Nigrum, U.S.
DEUTOXID IZED.

Hydrar,1?yri Oxidum Rubrum, U.S., Ed.; Uydrargyri NitricoOxidum, Lond.j llydrargyri Ox yd um Hubrum, .Dub. AnglicC, R('(l precipitate.
Ungueut.um llydrargyri Oxidi Rubri, U.S. j Ungucntum Ilydrnr.
gyri Nitrico..Oxidi, Lond. j Unguentum Oxidi llydrargyri,
Ed j Unguent.um llydrargyri Oxydi Hubri, .Dub.

IV.

SULPHURETT.t:D.

Hydrargyri Sulphuretum Nigrum, U.S. An~lice, Ethiops mineral.
Bydrargy ri Sulpburetum Rubrum, U. S j Hydrargyri Bisulpburct.um, Lortd.; Cinnabaris, Ed. AnglicC, Chwabar.

V. As

A PROTOCIJLOLU DE.

Ilydrargyri Cblori<lum Mite, U. S.j Tiydrargyri Cbloridum, Lond.j
Calomelas, Ed., Dub. AuglicC, Ualomel.
Pilulre Calomelanos Composit::e, 1,C1., .Dub. j Pilula Hydrargyri
Chloridi Composita, Lo11d.
P ilulre Calomcbnos ct Opii, Ed.
Pilulre Catbarticre Compositoo, U. S.
Pilulro Ilyclrargyri Ch loridi Mitis, U. S.

VI . As

A mcIILORIDE.

llydrargyri Chloridum Corrosivum, U. S.; Hydrargyri Bichloridum, Lond. j Sublimatus Corrosivus, Ed. j Sublimatuw Uorrosivum, JJub. AnglicC, (}orrosii.;e sublimate.
Liquor Ilyclrargyri Bicbloridi, .Lond.
Hydrar,£?yrum Ammoniat.um 1 C /5'. j Ilyclrnrgyri Ammonio-Chloridum, Lond., Dub.j Hydrargyri Prccipitatuw Album, Ed.
AuglicC, While precipitate.
Unguentum Hydrargyri Ammoniati, [". S.; Ungucntum ITydrargyri Ammonio.Chlori<li, Lond.j Ungucntum Prccipitati

Atbi, Ed.
Uugueutum Sulphuris Composituru, L~ S.
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CoMBTNED ·w1Trr rnurNE.

llydrnrj:!yri lodidum, [!. S., Lond.; llydrargyri Iod.idum Viride,
Dub.
Ungueutum Ilydrar~yri Iodidi, Lond.
Ilydraqryri Iodidum Rubrum, [!. S., Dub. Hydrargyri Biniodidum, Bd.
Liquor Ar::;enici et Hydrnrgyri Iodidi, U.S.; Arsenici et Ilydrargyri llydriodatis Liquor, IJnb. AnglicC, Donovan's solution.
Unguentum Hydrargyri Iodidi Rubri, Dub.

VlII.

C0'.'1B1N1':J) WITU CYANOGEN.

Hydntrgyri Cyanuretum, U.S.
IX. OxrnJZED AND CO;\IBfNED w1Trr ACrns.

Ilydrargyri Pernitratis l.iiquor, Dub.
Unguentum Hydrargyri Nitratis, U.S., Lonil.; Unguentum Citrinum, b1.l.; Unguentum J-Tydrargyri Nitrntis, vel Unguentum
Citriuum, Dub. AnglicC, Citrine oi11lment.
Ungucutum Uydrar~yri Nitratis l\litius, Lond.
Hydrargyri Sulpbas, Dub.
llydrargyri SulpLas Flavus, U. S. Anglice, Turpeth mineral.

B.

HYOSCYAl\H FOLTA. U. 8.
IIenbane Leaves.
The leaves of Ilyoscyamu~ niJer. U.S.
Oj('. S.vn. IJYOSCYA~IUS. 'l'be recent an<l dried cauline leaves of the
biennial herb. Lond. The leaves. Ed., .Dub.

IIYOSCYAMI SEMEN. U. 8.
IIenbane &eel.
The seeds of Ilyoseyamus niger: ll. S.
Jusquiame noi1·e, Pr.; Scl.iwnrzes llilsenkraut, Gerin.; Giusquiamo nero, Ital.; Ileleno,
Spm1.
llYOSCYA:'IJUS. Sex. Sy$t. Pentan<lria 1\1onogynia.-1Vat. Ord. Solanacere.
Gen. Ch. Coroltrt fmmcl-form, obtuse. Stumens inclined. Capsules covt:red
with a lid, two-celled. Wittel.
1l!JOScJJmnu~ m'ger. l\\l'ilJd. Sp. Plant. i. 1010; Woo<lv. Med. Bot. p. 204, t.
76; Bigelow, .Am. Jlled. Bot. i. 161; Carson, Illu1>t. of Jlled. Bot. ii. 19, pl. 66.
llenbane is usually a. biennial pbnt 1 with a. long, tn.pering, whitish, fleshy, son11::.what branching root, bearing considerable resemblance to that of parsley, for
which it Las been eaten by mistake. The stem, which rises in the second year,
is erect, rouod, branching, from one to four feet in height, and thickly furnished
with leaves. These are huge, oblong-ovate, deeply sinuated, with pointed scgmcnh~, undulated, soft to the touch, and at their b;ise embrace the stem.
The
upper kaves are generally entire. Both the stem and lcll\'C'S arc hairy, viscid,
and of a sea-green colour. The flowers form long, one-sided leafy spikes, which
terminate the Lraoches, and hang downwards. '.l'hcy are composed of a calyx
with fi\'c pointed divisions, n. funnel-shaped corolla, with five unequal, obtuse
segments nt the border, five stamens inserted into the tube of the corolla,
a11d a pistil with n blunt, round stigma. Their colour is an obscure yellow,
beautifully variep;atccl with purple veins. The fruit is a globular two-celled capsule, con:!rc<l with a li<.l, inve::ted with the pcr:;isteut calyx, aud containing nume-
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rous small seeds, which are discharged by the horizontal separation of the lid.
The whole plant has a rank offensive smell.
The H. n~ger is susceptible of considera.blc diversity of character, causing
varieties which have by some been cousideretl as distinct species. Thus, the pb.nt
is sometimes annual, the stem simple, smaller, and less downy than in the bien·
nial plant, the leaves more deeply incised and less hairy and viscid, and the
flowers often yellow without the purple streaks. It .is not known whether any
difference of medical properties is connected with these diversities of character;
but the London College directs the biennial variety.
The plant is found in the northern and eastern sections of the United States,
occupying waste grounds in the older settlements, particularly graveyards, old
gardens, and the foundations of ruined houses. It grows in great abundance
about Detroit, and we have seen a specimen brought from the ruins of Ticonderoga. It is rare, however, in this country, of which it is not a native, having
been introduced from Europe. In Great Britain, and on the continent of Europe,
it grows abundantly along the roads, around villages, amidst rubbish, and in uncultivated places. Both varieties are cultivated in England. The annual plant
flowers in July or August, the biennial in May or June.
The U. alb1ts, so named from the whiteness of its flowers, is ·used in France
indiscriminately with the former species, which it resembles exactly in medicinal properties.
All parts of Hyoscyarnus n(qer are active.
The leaves are usually employed, but both these and the seeds are recognised in th e U.S. Pharmacopceia.
l\Iucb of the efficacy of hen bane depends upon the time at which it is gathered.
The leaves should be collected soon after the plant has flowered. In the biennial plant, those of the second yenr are said to be greatly preferable to those of
the first. The latter, accordi ng to Dr. Houlton, arc less clammy and fetid, yield
less extractive, and arc medicinally much less efficient. It is said that the plant
is sometimes destroyed by severe winters in l~ngland, and that no leaves of the
second year's growth are obtainable. 'l'his is, perhaps, one of the causes of the
great inequality of strength and uncertainty of the medicine as found in the
shops. 'l'he root also is said to be much more poisonous in the second year than
in the first.
Properties. The recent leaves ha'f"e, when bruised, a strong, di~agreeable,
narcotic odour, somewhat like that of tobacco. Their taste is mucilaginous and
very slightly acrid. When dried, they have little smell or taste . Thrown upon
the fire they burn with a.crackling noise, as if they contained a nitrate, and at the
same time emit a strong odour. Their virtues are completely extracted by diluted
a lcohol. 'l'he watery infusion is of a pale-yellow colour, insipid, with the narcotic odour of the plant. 'l'he leaves were analyzed by Lindbergscn, who obtained
from them a narcotic princip_lc. The seeds are very small, roundish, compressed,
2omewhat kidney-shaped, a. little wrinkled, of a gray or yellowish-gray colour, of
the odour of the plant, and an oleaginous bitterish taste. Analyzed by Brandes,
they yielded 2-!·2 per cent. of fixed oil, 1·4 of a solid fatty substance, traces of
sugar, l '2 of gum, 2·4 of bassorin, I ·5 of starch, 3·4 of a substance soluble in
water, insoluble in alcohol, a.nd precipitated by infusion of galls (phytcumacolla,
Brandes), 4·5 of albumen, 26·0 of vegetable fibre, 24·1 of water, and 9·7 of
salts, including the rnalate of an alkaline principle ca.lied l1!JOSClJarnin or liyos~
cycirnia. But the process employed by Brandes for separating this principle has
not succeeded in other hauds; and it is doubtful whether the substance obtainccl
by him was really what he supposed it to be. Geiger and Hesse were the first
to demonstrate the existence of au organic ulkali in hyoscyamus. Its extraction
from the plant is somewhat difficult, in conser1uencc of its tendency to undergo
change by the contact of alkaline solutions, which render it very soluble in water.
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'I11ie follow ing is the process of these chemists. The seeds arc macerated in alcohol; the tincture obtainerl is evaporated by a very gentle heat, decolorized by
repeated additions of lime and sulphur ic acid, with filtration after each addition ,
and then still further concentrated by evaporation; an excess of powdered carbon~te of ao<la is added, and the precipitate produced is separated, aH l'peedily as
poss1ble, fr~rn the alkaline cal'bonate by expre~sing and treating it with absol ute
alcohol, while the mother waters arc at tbe same time treated with ether; the
alcoholic and ethe real liquors are united, again treated with lime, filtered, decolorized with animal cha rcoal, and evaporated by a very gentle hea.t. If the
hyoscyamia now deposited should !'till be coloured, it will be necetisary to combine it anew with an acid, and to treat as before, in order to obtain it quite pure.
Tile product is very small.
lf!JOS('ymnili crystall izes in colourless, transparent, silky need les, which are
without odou r, of an acrid disagreeable taste, slightly soluble in water, very soluble in alcohol aud et her, and volatilizable with little change if carefully distilled.
It is quickly altered by contact with water and an alkal i, and when heated with
potas~a. or soda is completely decomposed, with the di~cngagement of ammonia.
It neutralizes the acids, forming witli them crystallizable salts, and is precipitated
by the infusion of galid. Both the alkali and its sa lts are very poisonous; and
the smallest quantity, introduced into the eye, produces a dilatation of the pupil,
which continues a. lonp: time.
Henb:rne leaves yield, by destructive distillation, a very poisonous empsreumatie oil.
1'1elh'<·al Properties and U"se.r;. H yo!=!cyamus ranks among the narcotics. In
moderate quantities it gently accelerates the circulation, increases the genera l
warmth, occas ions a' sense of hea.t in tltc throat, and after a short period induces
sleep. This action is sometimes attended with veitigo, pain in the head, and
dilated pupils; ao<l the medicine occasionally acts as a. diaphoretic or diuretic,
anJ even produces a pustular eruption. It docs not constipate like opium, but,
on the contrary, often proves laxat ive. In over-d oses it powerfully irritates the
brain and aliment.ary caual, causing dilatation of the pupil 1 disordered vision 1 loss
of speech, delirium or stupor, convulsions, paralysis, pain in the bowels, diarrhcea, great arterial prostration, petechiro, and other alarming symptoms, which
sometimes end in death. Dissection exhibits marks of inflammation of the
stomach and bowels. The poisonous effects a re to be countera.eted in the same
manner as those of opium. Numerous instances mi~ht be adduced from
authors to prove the deleterious influence of all parts of II. niger, when largely
taken. The seeds are said to be most powerful. Upon inferior a,nimals its
effects are not always the same. Though fatal to birds and dogs, the leaves are
ca.ten with entire impunity by horses, cows, sheep, g<Htts, and swine. Jt is not
impossible that injury Las in some cases resulted from the use of milk, derived
from cows or goats wbich had been feeding on henbanc.
~l1he remedial operation of hyo!'cya.mus is anodyne aud soporific.
The medicine was known to the ancients, and was employed by some of the ea.rlier modern
practitioners; but had follen into disuse, and was nlmost forgotten, when B:iron
Storck again introduced it into notice. Dy this celclmitcd physician and some
of his succe!'l.sors it was prc!'l.crihed in numerous diseases, and, if we may credi t
their testimony, with the happiest effects; hut subsequent experience of its operation has been such as very much to narrow the extent of its application. Jt is
at present used almostexc:lusively to relieve pain, procure sleep. or 9uiet irregular nervous action; and is not supposed to exercise any specific curative influence
over particular diseases. Even for the purposes whicli it is calculated to answer,
it is infinitely inferior to opium or its preparations; and is generally resorted to
only in cases in wLich tho latter remedy is from peculiar circ um stances deemed
26
.
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inadmissible. IIyoscyamus has one great advantap;e over opium in cl'rtain cases,
that it has no tendency to produce constipation. '1'hc diseases to wliich it is applicable it would be useless to enumerate, as there arc few complaints in which

circumstances might not be such as to call for its employment. Neu ralgic and
spasmodic affections, rheumatism, gout, hysteria, and rnrious pectoral diseases, as
catarrh, pertussis, asthma, phthisis, &c., a rc among those in which it is most frequently prescribed. It is also much used in connexion with griping purgative
med icines, the disagreeable cfftJcts of wLich it is thought to counteract. The
Edinburgh pills of colcx:!Jnlh w1d henbane arc formed upon this principle. In
:Europe, where the fresb leaves are readily obtained, it is often applied externall y
in the shape of lotion, cataplasm, or fomentation, to allay p•1in and irritation, in
scrofulous or cancerous ulcers, scirrhous, hcmorrhoidal, or other painful tumours,
gouty and rheumatic ~wellings, and nerrnus headache. 1'he smoke of the leaves
or seeds has also been used in toothache; but the practice is deemc<l hazardous.
H enbane is used by European oculists for dilating the pupil, previously to the
OJX!raliou for cataract. For this purpose an infusion of the leaves, or a. solution of
the extract, is dropped into the eye. '!'b e effect is usually greatest at the end of
fou r hours from the time of application, and in twelve hours ceases entirely.
Vision is not impaired during its continuance. Reisinger recommends a. solution of byoseyamia in the proportion of one grain to twenty-four of water, of
which one drop is to be applied to tbe eye.
llenb.rnc may be given in substance, extract, or tincture. The dose of the
powdered leaves is from five to ten grains; that of lhe seeds somewhat smaller.
'l'he common extract, or inspissated juice of the fresh leaves (J:..Xtractwn llyoscianii, ll S.), is exceedingly variable and precarious in its operation, being
sometimes active, some tim es almost inert~ 'l'h e uflual dose j9 two or tbree grains,
repeated and gradually increased till the desired effect is obtained. Cullen rarely
procured the anodyne operation of the medicine till be bad carried the dose to
eight, ten, or even fifteen or twenty grains. Collins pushed it to thirty-six
grains; and Professor li'ouquier, who experimented largely with byoscyamus in
the lLOpital de la Cha.rit e, gave two bunJred and fifty grains of the extract during
twenty-four hours, without any specific or i:::urativc irnpression. (Richard, Elem,.

{~~ir~~~~1~1fJ;;s1;~,~-:~~~o~!~~i:1~1~~:\ci.PS~~~:c~a\~ ~ot~~ :~~~~~:r~:;it~da~e;veef~
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fectual. '!'he dose of this to begin with is one or two grains, which may be
increased gradually to twenty or thirty grains. The dose of the tincture is one
or two ftuidr aebms. A fluid extract is recommended by l\lr. C. A . Smith, of Cinci nnati, p:epared in the u~ual method with alcoho~ and s~gar, aud of such strength
that a flu 1drachm shall represent from four to six. grams of the extract. (..Am.
J-0urn. of Phann., xxv. 410.) A good plan in ad mini stering :my of th e preparation s is to repe:it the dose every hour or two till its influence is felt.
OjJ: Prep. Extractum Ilyoscyami .i Ex.tractum Ilyo~cyami Alcoholicum; TiucW.
tura llyoscyami.

I CHTHYOCOLLA. U. 8.

Ioinglass.
The swimming bladder of Acipcuser Huso, and other species of Acipenser.

U.S.

Fish-glue; Ichthyocolle, colle de poisson, Fr.; IIausenblo.se, Fischleim, Germ.; Colla
di pescc, Ital.; Colo. de pescado, Span.

Isinglass is a gelatinous substance, prepared chi efly from the sounds or swi mming bladders of fi~hes, especiall y those of different species of sturgeon. Though
no longer retained by the British Colleges in their officiual catalogues, it still
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ha~ a place in the U.S. Pharmacopceia, and, being universally kept in the shops,
claims a brief notice in the present work.
In most ffahes there is a membranous bag, placed in the anterior part of the
a~domcn, communicating frequently, though not always, by means of a duct,
w.1th the ccsophagus or stomach, and containing usually a mixture of oxygen and
rntrogen gases iu various proportions. li'rom t.he supposition that it was intended
by its expans ion or contraction to enable the fish to rise or sink in the ";lfer, it
has been denominated swimrning bladder. It is of different shape in different
fii-Lcs, and consists of three coats, of which the two interior are thin and del icate,
tLe outer tough and of a sih-ery whiteness.
The Acipenser lluso, or beluya of the Russians, is particularly designated by
the Plrnrmacopccia. as the species of sturgeon from which isinglass is procured;
but three others, the A . Ruthenu$, or sterlet, .A. sturio, or common sturgeon,
and .A. ~tellatus, or starred sturgeon, also furnish large fJuantities to commerce.
All these fisli inhabit the interior waters of Russia, especially the Wolga, and
other streams which empty into the Ca:-;pian Sea. Immense quantities are an nually taken and consumed as food by the Russians. The air-bags are removed
from the fish, and, having been spl it open and washecl in water in order to separate tl.ic blood, fat, and adber in g extraneous membranes, are spread out, and
when sufficiently stiffened are formed into c.v lindrical rolls, the ends of which are
brought together and secured by pegs. The shape given to the roll is that of
a staple, or more accurately that of a lyre, which it firmly retain::i when dried.
'l'bus prepare<l it is known in commerce by the name of staple isinglass, and is
distinguished into the long and slwrl stop/~. Sometimes the membranes are
dried in a flat state, or simply folded, and then receive the name of leaf or book
1·sin,qlass. 'l'he scraps or fragments of these varieties, with Yarious other parts
of the fish, are boiled in water, which dissolves the gelatin, and upon evapora.
tiou leaves it in a. solid state. This is called cake 1'singlass, from the shape
which it is made to assume. It is sometimes, however, in globular masses. Of
these va.rieties, the tony staple is said to be the best; but t.he finest boo!;;, -isinglass
is not surpassed by any brought to tLis country. It is remarkable for its beau.
tiful iridescence by transmitted light. One hundred grains of this isinglass dis·
solve in ten ounces of water, forming a tremu lous jelly when cold, and yield but
two grains of membranous insoluble residuum. That in cal~es is brownish, of an
unpleasant odour, and employed only in the arts. Inferior kinds, with the same
commercial titles, are said to be prepared from the peritoneum and intestines of
the fish. An inferior Russian product, known in .Bnglish commerce by the name
of Smnovey isinglass, is procured, according to Pereira, from the Silunt.'i Glonis.
It comes, like the better kind, iu the shape of leuj~ boo!t·, and short staple. (.Am.
J o1im. of Plw.nn., xvi ii. 54.)
Isinglass, little inferior to the Russian, is made in Iceland from the sounds of
the cod and ling
We receive from Brazil the air.bladders of a. large fish, prepared by drying
them in their distended state. They are oblong, tapering, and pointed at one
end, bifid with the remains of their pneumatic duct at the other, and of a firm
consistence. The Brazilian isinglass is inferior to the Russian.
Considerable quantities are manufactured in New England from the intestines
of the cod, and of some of its allied 6.$hes. Tbis sort is in the form of thin
ribbons several feet in length, and from an inch and a. half to two inches in
width. One hundred grain::i dissolve almost entirely in water, leaving but two
grains of insoluble membrane, and form a tremulous jelly when cold with eight
ounces of water. It is, therefore, as pure and nearly as strong a gelatin as the
Hussian isinglass, but retains a. fishy taste and odour, which render it unfit for
culinary or medicinal purposes.
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Isinglass of a good quality has also been made in New York, from the sounds
of the weak fish- Otolttlws 1·egalis of Cuvier (Sto rer, R ep. 011 Fisltt>.~ of .A/ass.,
p. 33) -and perhaps of other fishes caup;ht in the nei ghbo urh ood.

Th e sounds

arc dried whole, or merely split open, aud vary much in size and texture, weigh ing from a drachm up to an ounce.
An article called "1·cfined 01· tra'11sprn·pnt ·i"singlass," is made by dissolving the
New England isinglass in hot water, and sp reading the soluti on to dry on oil ed

muslin. It is in very thin transparent plates, and is an excellent glue, but retains
a strong fishy odour.
A prepara.tion called Cooper's gelatin bas been introduced as a substitute for
isinglass in making jellies. It appears to be the dried froth of a solution of
pure hone glue.
Most oft.he aborn facts, in relation to Am erican isingfass, were derived from
papers by D. B. Smit.h, in the Journ. of the Phil. Col. of Pharm. (iii. 1i and 92) .
Isi u g l a~s is sometim es kept in the shops cut into fine shreds, and is thus more
easily acted on by boiling water.
Prope1'ties. In its purest form it is whitish, semi.transparent, of a shining,
pearly appearance, and destitute of sme ll and taste . '!'h e inferior kinds arc yellowish and more opaque. In cold water it softens, swells up, and becomes opalescent. Boi ling water entirely dissolves it, with the exception of a. minute
proportion of impurities, amounting, according to i\lr. Hatchet, to less than two
per cent. 'fhe solution on cooling assum es the form of a. j elly, which consists
of pure gelatin and water. I siuglass is in fact the purest form of gelatin with
which we are acquainted, and may be used whenever this principle is required
as a. test. It is in soluble in alcohol, but is dissolved readily by most of the
diluted. acids, and by alkaline solutions. It has a strong affinity for tannin, with
which it forms an in soluble compound. Boiled with concentrated sulphuric acid,
it is converted into a peculiar saccharine matter, called glycocoll, or sugar of
gelatin. Its aqueous solution speed ily putrefies.
An ingenious adulteration of isi ngla ss has been practised in J_,ondon, apparently
by rolling a layer of gelatin between two layers of the genuine substance. This
may be detected by the disagreeable odour and taste of the adulterated drug, and
by the effect<; of water upon it. Genuine isingl ass, cut into shredr; and treated
with water, becomes opalescent and more opaque than before; while the shreds,
though they soften and swell, remain unbroken, and, when examin ed by the
microscope, are seen to be decidedly fi brous. Gelatin, on the contrary, when
similarly treated, becomes more transparent than before, the shreds are disintegrated, and the structure appears amorphous under the microscope. In the
adulterated article, both these characters are presented in layers more or less
distinct. ( Phann. Journ. a11d Trans., ix. 505.)
A fal.o;e isinglass bas been imported into ~;ngland from Para, in Brazil, consisting of the dried ovary of a large fish. It ha s somewhat tbe forru of a bunch
of grapes, consisting of ovoid or roundish masses, atta<;hed by a footstalk to a
central axis. It is not gelatinous, and is unfit for the purpose~ to which isinglass
is applied. (See Am.. J ourn . of Pharm., xxv. 144.)
.Medical Properties and Uses. Isinglass has no peculiar medical properties. It
may be given internally, iu the form of j elly, as a. highly nutritious article of
diet; but it has no adva.ntages over the j el ly prepared from calves-feet. Three
drachms impart sufficient consistency to a. piut of water. It is employed for
clarifying liquors, and imparting lustre to various woven fabrics. Added in
small quantit.ies to vegetable j ellies, it gives them a. tremulous appearance, which
they want when unmixed. As a test of tannin it is used in solution, in th e
proportion of a drach m to ten fluitlouu ccs of distilled water. It forms the basis
of the English court-plaster.
W.
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INULA. U.S. Seconda1·y, Land.
Elecarnpane.
The root of Tnula. IIe1enium. r:.S., Lond.
Annee,Pr.; Alnntwurzel, Germ.; Enulaeampana, Ital., Span.
IN ULA. Se:i.~. ~'.IJSl. Syngenesia Supcrflua.-Nat. Ord. Compositre-Asteroidere,

De l'and. Asteracere, Lindl"!J·
Gen. Cit. R.P<:P-ptade naked. Seed-down simple. Antliers ending in two bristles
at the base. lVillrl.
lnula IMenimn. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 2089; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 64, t . 26.
l~lecampane has a perennial root, and an annual stem, which is round, funowed,
villous, leafy, from t,hrce to six feet high, and branched near the top. The leaves
are large, ovate, serrate, crowded with retieula.r ''cios, smooth and deep·green
upon the upper surface, downy on the under, and furui~hed with a fleshy midrib.
Those which spring directly from the root are petiolate, those of the stem sessile
and embracing. The flowers are large, of a goltlcn-yellow colour, and stand
singly at the ends of the stem and branches. 1'be calyx exhibits several rows
of imbricatetl O\Tatc scales. The florets of the ray are numerous, spreading,
linear, and tridentate at tbe apex. The seeds arc striated, quadrangular, and
furnished with a simple somewhat chatfy pappus.
Tbis large and handsome plant is a native of Europe, where it is also calti.
vatcd for medical use . It has been introduced iuto our gardens 1 and has become
ua.turalizcd in some parts of the country, growiug in low meadows, and on the
roaJsi<lcs, from New Engbnd to Pennsylvania. It flowers in July anU August.
'fbe roots, which arc the officinal part, should be dug up in autumn, and in the
second year of their growth. When older they are apt to be stringy and woody.
The fresh root of elecampane is very thick and branched, having whitish
cylindrical ramifications, which are furn ished with thread-like fibres. It is externally brown, internally whitish and fleshy; and the trarnn-erse sections present
radiating lines. The dried root, as found in the show~, is usually in longitudinal
or transverse slices, and of a grayish colour internally. The smell is slightly
camphorous, and, especially in the dried root, agreeably aromatic. 'l'he taste,
at first glutinous and said to resemb le that of rancid sonp, becomes, upon chewing, warm, aromatic, and bitter. Its medical virtues are extracted by alcohol
and water, the former becoming most strongly impregnated with its bitterness
and pungency. A peculiar principlP, resembling starch, was discovered in cle.
campane by Valentine Rose, of Berlin, who named it alwllin; but t.he title
butlin, proposed by Dr. Thomson, has been generally adopted. It ddfers from
starch in being deposited unchanged from its solution in boiling water when the
liquor cools, and in giving a yellowish instead of a blue colour with iodine. It
has been found in the rooti:i of several other plants. Besides this principle,
elecampane contains, according to John, a white, concrete su1stance, called
!tde11i11, intermediate in its properties between the essential oils and camphor,
and sepnrable by distillation with water; a bitter extractive, soluble in water
and alcohol; a soft, ncrid, bitter resin, having an aromatic odour when heated;
gum; albumen; iignin; traces of volatile oil; a little wax; and Ynrious saline substan ces. If water be added to a tincture made by boiling th e fresh root in alcohol,
the liquid becomes turbid, and, in twenty-four hours, long white crystals of pure
hclcniu are formed, lea.Ying very little in solution. ( .. lrchiv. der Phann., Ix. 30.)
JVrdical Properties ancl Cses. ]~lccampane is tonic and gently stimulant, and
has been supposed to possess diaphoretic, dimetic, expectorant, and cmmenagogue properties. Dy the ancienLs it was much employed, especially in the com-
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plaints peculiar to femal es; and it is still occasionally resorted to in omenorrhrea.
In this coun try it is chiefly used in chronic diseases of the lungs, and is sometimes
beneficial when the affection of the chest is attended with weakness of the digestive
organs, or with general debility. From a belief in its deobstrucnt and diuretic
virtuosi it was formerly prescribed in chronic engorgem ents of the abdominal
viscera, aud the dropsy to which th ey so often giviJ ri se. It has also bee n highly
r ecommended both as an internal and external remedy in letter, psora, and other
diseases of the skin. Th e usual modes of adwiuistration are in powder and
decoction. The dose of the former is from a scruple to a drachm. 'fbe decoction may be prepared by boiling b::ilf an ounce of the root in a pint of water,
and given in t he do~e of one or two fiuidounces.
Off. Prep. Conf'ectio Pipcris.
W.

IODINIUM. U. 8., Lond., Dub.
Iodine.

l~l, ~;. ,~·J!~~:~E:~~!inE'ilat., Span
1

Iodine is a non-metalli c element, discovered in ] 812 by Courtois, a soda manufacturer of Paris. It exists in certain marine vegetables, particularly the foci
or common sea-wreds, and in some fresh-water plant::i, among which are the
water-cress, brookliurn, and fine-leaved water-h eml ock. ( Glwlin.) It has also
been detected in tbe beet-roo t of the Grand Du.cLy of Baden. (Lamy.) l\I.
Cbatin announced the presence of iodine in the atmosphere and in ruin.water;
but the negative resu lts of l\Jr. S. Macad1un, obtained in some carefully conducted experiments, disproYe the assertion of l\I. Cbatin, wbo was misleU by the
use of fixed alkalies conta ining iodine. Similar negative res ults hav e been obtain ed by Dr. J_Johmeyer, of GOtt.ingcn. I odi ne is also found in the anim::il kingdom, as in the sponge, the oyster, v-arious polypi, a Yd cod- liver oi l; and in tLe
mineral kingdom, in sea-water in minute riuantity, in certain salt sprin gs , united
with silver in a rare Mexican mineral, and in a zinc ore of Silesia. It has been
detected by l\I. Oenteles in the aluminomi schi sts of Sweden, by Prof. Sigwart
in bituminous slate, by M. L embert in limestones, rich in fossil remains, and
by l\I. llussy and 1'1. ]Jufios in coal. l\f. lfo ssy has recen tly obtainC'J iodine,
in the proport ion of one pctrt in five thousand, from the coal.gas liqu or of the g;1s
works of Paris. It was first discovered in the United States in the water of
the Congress Spring, at Saratoga, by Dr. William Usher. It was detected in
the Kenhawa salin e waters, by the late Professor Emmet; and it exists in the

~:.~\~sn ~: ~\~: s;;~-l~~~ksJ~t :e~~~~d~e~l~~~yl::i~i~l, 1;~o~~b1~~~~:t~ ~~~~~us~~;\~~
iod ide of sodium. In different countries, sea-weeds arc burned for th e sake of
their ashes; the product being a dark-coloured fu sed mass called lr.elp. 'l'his
substance, besides carbonate of sod a and iodide of sodium, contains more or less
co mmon salt, chloride of potassium, sulphate of soda , &c. The deep.sea. fu ci
contain the most iodi oe; and, when th ese are burned at a low t emperature for
fuel, as is the case in the island of Guernsey, their ashes furnish more iodine
than ordinary kelp. (Graham.) The F u('us.palmatus of Linorous (Rltodymenla
palmata, Greville) is particularly ri ch in iodme. According to Dr. Geo. Kemp,
the laminarian species, especially the Laminaria. digitata, L, saccharina, and ].J.
bulbosa, which are deep-water sea-weeds and contain more potassi um than sodium,
are particularly rich in iod ioe. In a paper on the extraction of iodi ne from seaweeds, Dr. Kemp makes rna,ny useful suggestion s, having chiefly in yicw the
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prevention of the waste of t11c clement, which takes place in the ordinary kelp
process. (See his paper in the Client. Ga.?., July 1, 1850.)
PrepC11·ation. It is from kelp that iodine is obtained, und that procured in
Great Britain is chiefly manufactured in Glasgow. The kelp, which on an average contains :t 2:24th part of iodine, is lixivia€ed in water, in which about half
dissolve!'. '£he i;:olution is concentrated to a pellicle, and allowed tb cool, whereby
nearly all the S11lt,.; 1 exc<'pt the iodide of sodium, are scpnrated, they being less
sol ubl e than the iodide. The remain ing lif1uor, which is dense and dark-coloured,
is rendered sour by sulphuric acid, whereby carbonic acid, sulphnretted hydrogen
and sulphurous auid a.re evolved, and su lphur is deposited. The liquor is now
introduced into a leaden sti ll, and distilled with deutoxide of manganese into a
scriec;i of glass rec>civers, in serted into one another, in which the iodine i ~ condensed. ln this process the iodide of sod ium is decomposed, and the iodine
evolved; and the sulphuric acid, deutoxide of manganese, and sodium unite, so
as to form the su lphate of protoxidc of manganese, and sulphate of soda.
i\I. Emile Hechi has proposed the following method CJf extracting iodine from
springs which contain it in small quantity. Th e water contained in a large vat
is acidulated with a mixture of one pa.rt of sulphuri c and two of nitric acid, to
set free the iodine, and then passed through a large wooden filter, containing
calcined lampblack, which absorbs the iorlinc, :ind allows all other matters
to pass through. 'fhe io<lurcttcd lampblack is then mixed into a. paste with
freshly precipitated byJrated protoxide of iron, and exhausted by water in a displacement apparatus. A 80lution of ioclit.le of iron is thus obtained, which is
trcatet.l with sulphate of copper, to precipitate iodide of copper. This is then
heated, in the ui;:ual manner, with sulphuric acid and deutoxide of manganese, with
the effect of disengaging t he iodine. 'J.'Lie lampblack, after hav in g been used, is
washed with weak muriatic acid, to separate any remai ns of iron, and, thus purified, is fit fo r a new operation. (Journ. de Pliarni., 3e sir., xx. 5.)
Properties. Iodine is a soft, friable, opaque substance, in the form of crystalline scales, having a bluish-black colour and metallic lustre. It possesses a
peculiar odour, somewhat resembling that of chlorine, and a hot acrid taste.
Applied to the skin, it produces an crnnes-::ent yellow stain. Its sp. gr. is 4·9.
It is a volatile substance, and evaporates even at common temperature~. " 'hen
heated itevnporatcs more rnpi<lly, and wlien the temperaturcrcachcs225°, it melts
and rises in a rich purple vapour, a property which suggested its nam e. Its
vapour bas the sp. gr. 8·7, and is the heariest aCriform substance known. If
inhal ed mixed with air, it excites cough and irritates the nostrils. W'hen it comes
in contact witl.i cool surfaces, it condeuses in brilliant steel-gray crystals. Iodine
is freely soluble in alcohol and ether, but requires 7000 times its weight of water
to dissolve it. Its solution in water has no taste, a feeble odour, and a li ght-brown
colour; in alcohol or etber, a nearly black hue. I ts soluLility in water is very
much increased by the addition of certain salts, as the chl oride. of i;:od ium, nitrate
of ammnnia, or iodide of potassium; and the sa111c effect is produced, to some
extent, by tannic acid. In chemical habitudes iodine rei:;cmblcs chlorine, but
its affinities are weaker. Its equivalent number is 126·3. It combines with
most of the non-metallic, and ncurly all tlie rnetallic elements, forming the class
of compounds called ·iodides. Some of these arc ofiicinid, as the iodides of iron,
mercury, lead, potassium, and sul phur. It forms with oxygen one oxide, o:r,id(J; of
iodine, and three acid:i, the iodow;, iodic, and ltyperiodic acids, and with hydrogen, a. gaseous acid, called liydriodic acid.
. .
Iodine, in most cases, may be recognised by its characteristic purple vapour;
but where this cannot be made e\·ident, it is detected unerringly by starch, which
produces with it a. deep-blue colou r. This tc8t was discovered by Colin and
Gaultier de Claubry, and is so dclica.te, that it will indicate the presence.of iodine
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in 450,000 times its weight of water. In order that tbe test may succeed, the
iodine must be free and the solutions cold. 'l'o render it free when in combination, a little nitric acid must be a<lded to the solution suspccte<l to contain it.
Thus, in testing urine for iodine, the secretion is mixed with starch, anti a.cidulatcd with a drop or two of nitric a.cid, when, if iodine be present, the colour
produced will vary fr om a li ght purple to a deep indigo blue, riccording to the
amount of the element present. As a test for iodine, l\1. Hubourdin has: proposed
chloroform; by the use of which he suppo~cs that the element may not only be
detected in organic substances, but approximatively estimated. Thus, ifl50grains
of a solntiou, containing one part in one hundred thousan<l of its weight of iodide
of potassium, be treated with 2 drops of nitric and 15 or 20 drops of sulphuric
acid, and afterwards shaken with 15 grains of chloroform, the latter acquires a
distinct violet tin t. l\l. Rabourdin applies his test to the detection of iodine in
the sevcru.l varieties of cod-liver oil. .For this purpose he incinerates in an iron
spoon 50 parts of the spec imen of oil with 5 of pw·e cau8tic potassa., dissolved
in 15 of water, and exhausts the cinder with the smallest possible quantity of
water. The solution is filtered, and acidulated with nitric and sulphuric acids,
and ugitate<l with 4 parts of chlornform. After a. time the chloroform subsides,
having a. violet colour more or lesM deep according to the proportion of iodine
present. l\I. Lassaif!HC considers the starch test more delicate tban that of chlorofonu. For detecting iodine iu the iodides of the metal.s of the alkalies, he
consider.;;; tlrn bicbloride of palladium as extremely delicate, producing brownish
flocks of bi niod ides of palladium . According to 1\1. l\loridc, benzine is a good
test for free iodine, which it readily dissolves, forming a solution of a bright red
colour, which is deeper in proportiou to the nmount of the iodine diesolvcd. As
benzine docs not dis::;olvc either chlorine or bromine, jt furnishes the means of
separating iodine from these elements. Mr. D. S. Price has pointed out the
nitrites as exceedingly sensi ti ve tests of iodine, when in combination as an iodide.
The suspected liquiJ is mixed with starch pai:;te, acidulated with muriatic acid, and
treated with a. solutiou of nitrit e of potassa. The iodine is ~ct free, nnd a. blue
colour appears, more or less deep, accordin g to the proportion of the iodine present.
By this test iodine, forming the 1-400,000tb part of an aqueous solution, may
be detected. A similar test had been previously proposed by i\f. Grange .
.Adultuations. Iodine is said to be occasionally adulterated with mineral coal,
charcoal, plumbllgo, and black oxi<lc of manganese. They are easily detected by
tbeir fixed nature, while pure iodine is wholly vaporizablc. Hcrberger found nafr,e sulphuret of antimouy in one sarnple, and plumbago in another; and Righin i
bas detected as much as twenty-five pc~ cent. of chloride of calcium. The pre·
scnce of iodide of cyanop:en bas been not.iced by F. l\Ieyer and by T. Klobach. (See
Iodinimn Paruni.) When present it rises a.t the commencement of the subli·
mat.ion of the iodine in the form of white crysta.1s 1 ha,·ing a pungent odom. An
impurit y which is frc<1ucntly present in commercial iodine is water. Before 18-!0,
Dr. Christison bad not met with any British iodine which did not contain from
fifteen to twenty per cent. of moisture. If considerable, it is easily detected by
the iodin~ adhering to t?e ius~de of the bottle. The :Edinburgh College bas given
a tc~t wbH:h detects all nnpurity beyl)nd two per cent. I t is founded upon the
fact that pure iodine, diffused in water, forms a colourless solution of iodide of
calcium and iodate of lime with a certain proportion of quicklime. Accordingly,
an amount of qui(;klime is directed which is uot quite suflicicnt to fo rm a. colo1trless solution with iodine, containing only two per cent. of impurity; an<l, hence,
if the sample contain more impurity, the lime is competent to produce a soln1 1
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be
grains of quicklime and three ounces of water, when hea.te<l short of ebullition,
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slow ly form n. perfect solution, which is yellowish or brownish if the iodin e be
pure, but colourless if there be above two per cent. of water or other impurity."
llfcdical Properl1'es. Iodine was first employed as a mediciue in 1820, for the
cure of goitre, by Dr. Coindet, Senior, of Geneva. It operates as a general excitant
of the vital act.ions, but particularly of the absol'bcnt and glandular systems. Its
specia l effects are varied by its degree of concentration, state of combination,
dose, &c.; aud hence, under different circumstances of the remedy and of the
system, it is deemed capable of acting as a corrosive, irritant, desiccant, tonic,
diuretic, diaphoretic, and emmcnagogue. It probitLly acts by passing into the
circulation; at least it !ms been pro,'ed by Dr. A. Buchanan, of Glasgow, and
other obscrYcrs, that it enters into a uumber of the secreti ons, particularly the
uriue and sa liva, not, however, iu au uocombioed state, but in that of hydriodic
acid. Caotu detected it not on ly in the urine and saliva, but also in the sweat,
milk, and blood, and a\w:1ys as hydriodic acid or au iodide. According to Dr.
John C. Dalton, J-r., of Boston, iodine, taken in a single moderate dose, appears
in the urine in thirty mioutes, and may be detected for nearly twenty.four hours.
In two cases in wbid1 large doses of iodide of potassium had been taken for six
or eight weeks, and tLe medicine intermitted, all trace of iodine disappeared from
the mine in eighty.four hours. From th e latter observati on , Dr. Dallon infers,
as Becquerel bad preYiously done, that iodine does not accumulate in the system, and that the constitutional effect of moderate doses is probably equal to that
of large ones, the excess of the remedy constantly passing off by the kidneys.
'The tonic operation of iodine is evinced by its increasing the appetite, which
is the most cons tant effect of lts use. S:1livation is occasiomtlly produced by it,
and sometimes soreness of the mouth only. In some cases, pustular eruptions
and coryza. have been produced; effects mo~t apt to occur when the remedy is
given in ihe form of iodide of pota ssium. When taken in an over-dose it acts as
tUl irritant poison.
In doses of two dracbms, administerPd to dogs, it produced
irritation of th e stomach, and death in se\·en days; and the stomach was found
studded witL numerous little ulcers of a yellow colour. In the do:;:;e of from four
to six grains in man, it produces a sense of const1·iction in the throat, sickness
and pain at the stomac h, and at length vomiting and colic. Even when given
in medicinal closes, it sometimes produces alarming symptoms; such as restlessnesR, palpitation, a sense of burning along the gullet, excessire thirst, acute pain
in the stomach, vomiting and purging, violent cramps, and frequent pulse. The
cond ition of the system, in which the poisonous effects of iod ine are developed,
is called iodisnt. Though this conJition 1111ty be produced by incautious doses
of tLe medicine, too long continued; still it sometimes ari~es, under other circumstances, from causes not well explained. On the other band, large doses
have been given for a long time with perfect impunity. 'l'bis variable operation
of iodine may in some measure be accounted for by the variable condition of ~he
stomach, and by the more or less amylaccous character of the food; starch havmg
the power of uniting with iodine and rendering it mil<.1 . Upon the appearance
of the lin;t 11ymptomf.l of fover or g~ncral nervous disturbance, the rem~dy should
be laid aside . Dr. Lugol, of Paris, has never observed these alarm10$ effe~ts
to ari!:le from the remedy, given in tbe doses and in the state of dilution m which
he prescribed it. lle bas not found it to cause emaciation, hremoptysis, pulmonary tubercles, or other bad effects. On the contrary, many of his patients
gained flesh and improved in general health.
Notwithstan<ling this testimony, we have evidence that emaciation is sometimes produced by iodine; and tb<lt a long course of the remedy has in some
instances occasioned absorption of the mammre, and wasting of the testicles. In
a. case of obesity in a woruan, reported by Dr. Betz, in which the mammre were
enormously enlarged, a. cure was effcctedJ in two months, under the <laily use of
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twenty drops of tincture of iodine. On the oLbcr hand, Dr. T. TI. Sih•estcr,
who had the opportunity of making ex.tensive observations in St. 'l'homas1 i; Hospital, London, on the effects of iodine in the form of iodide of potassium 1 did not
meet with a single instance of a.trophy or absorption of the glands. Numerous
cases of syphilitic peritonitis were successfully treated, enlarged testicles from a
syphilitic cause were reduced, and chronic indura.tion of the inguinal glands was
removed; but in no case was atrophy or absorption of the breast or testicle observed. It would thus appea r that iodine, as a general rule, does not affect the
he:tlthy glands, but acts upon morbid material, such as tumours, enlargements,
and thickenings.
Iodine bas been principally employed in diseases of the absorbent. and glandular systems. In ascites 'it has been used with success by Dr. Buron. It is said
not to act efficaciously while the abdomen is tense, and the absorbents conse quently compressed, but operates after tbis condition is removed by tappin~ .
Dr. Bardsley recommends it in that form of ascites which is connected with
diseased liver. It bas been used successfully by some Briti~h practitioners in
ovarian t.umours, but failed in the hands of others. In glandular enlargements
and morbid growths, its use has proved more efficacious than, perhaps, in any
other class of diseases. Dr. Coindet discovered its extraordinary power in promoting the absorption of the thyroid gland in bronchocele; and it has been used
with more or less success in en largements of the liver, spleen, mammro, tcstes 1
and uterus. In iuduration and enlargement of the liver, where mercury has
f._1iled or is inadm issible, iodine forms our best resource. In chronic diseases of
the uterus, attended with induration and enlargement, and in hard tumours of
the cervix, and indurated puckerings of the edges of the os tincm, iodine has
occasionally effected cures, administered internally 1 and rubbed into the cervix:
in the form of oin tment for ten or twelve minutes every night. 'l'he emmenap;ogue power of iodine has been noticed by Se\"eral practitioners; and Dr. Lugol
mentions instances, among his scrofulous patieuts, in which it cu red obstructed
and painful menstruation. It !ms been recommended in gleet, and a.\so in gonorrhcea.and leucorrhrea,after the inflammatory symptoms havesuhsided. In pseudosyp hili s, and in cachexy arising from the abuse of mercury, it is one of our best
remedies, gi,•eu in the form of iodide of potassium. In chronic rh eumatism it
is a favourite remedy with some, particularly in the form of iodide of potassium;
and by Gendrin it has been employed in the acute forms of gout, with the effect,
as he supposed, of cutting short the fit..:;. Dr. l\lanson, as early as 1825, recorded cases of its efficacy in several nervous diseases, such as chorea and para.·
lysis. In various scaly eruptions, the internal and external use of the preparations of iodine is very much relied on.
It is in :;;crofulous discm;cs that the most interesting results have been obtainf'd
by the use of iodine. Dr. Cointlet first directed public attention to its effects in
scrofula, and Dr. l\hm;on reported a number of cases of thi s complaint in the form
of enlarged glands, ulcers, and ophthalmia, iu a large proportion of which tbe
disease was either cured or meliornted. But we arc indebted to Dr. J..;ugol fo r
the most extended researches iu relation to the use of iodine in the different
forms of scrofula. This physician began his trials in t he hospital Saint Louis
in 1827, and made known his results in three memoirs published in 1829, 1830,
and 1831. 'fhese memoirs give the detail of a success which would stagger belief, were not the results substant iated by committees of distinguished physicians
of the French Academy of Science:"!. 'l'he scrofulous affect.ions in the cure of whid1
Dr. Lugol succeeded by the administration of iodine were glandular tubercles,
ophthalmia, ozoona, noh me tangere (dartre rongeante scropbu leuse), and fistulous and ca.l'ious ulcers. In connexion with Dr. Lugol's results, it may be proper to mention LI.tat Dr. Manson derived benefit from the use of iodine in white
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swelling, hip-joint disease, and distortions of the spine, diseases generally admitted to be more or less connected with the scrofulous taint.
Iodine is employed both internally and externally. Internally it is sometimes
used in the form of tincture; but Dr. Lugol objects to this preparation on account of its unequal strength, and of its being liable to have the iodine precipitated by water; and, when swallowed with the solid iodi.ne diffused through it,
injurious irritation of the stomach is apt to occur. It has been found, however,
by Guibourt tLut the latter objection to the tincture applies in its full force,
only when it is freshly prepared. (See 'l'indura lodinii.) Dr. Lugo] prefers to
tlrn tincture, a mixed solution of iodine and iodide of potassium in distilled water.
He.employs th ree strengths, namel_y, thrce-fourtl~s .of a grain, one grain, and a
gram and a quarter of iodine to half a pint of d1slilled water;..,the quantity of
iodide of potassium in each solution being double that of the iodine. These
solutions are permanent, perfectly tranr:pafent, and of au oran~e colour. '!'be
J_Jondon College has imitated thi s combination in an officin al formula. (See
Liquor Pota.~sii Iodidi Oompositus .) The mode of administration, employed by
Dr. Lugol for bis f!olut ions, is to give two-thirds of the weakest solution, or half
a grain of iodine daily, for tbe first fortnight; the weakest solution enti re for the
secon<l and third fortnight; the medium solution during the fourth and fifth
fortnight; and lastly, in some cases, the strongest solution for the remainder of
the treatment. Ile gives half the daily quautity in the morning fasting, and
the other half, an hour before dinner; eacL portion being sl ightly sweetened at
the moment of taking it. I?or the convenience of making tLe weak iodine sol ution, or of administeri ng the remedy by drops, Dr. Lugo! prepares a concentrated
solution, consisting of a. scruple of iodine and two scrnples of iodide of potassium
dissolved iu seven fluidrachms of water.* Of this solution the dose is i:;ix drops
twice a day, given in tbe morning fasting, and an hour before dinner, in a glass
of sweetened water, gradually increasing weekly Uy two drops at a time, until
the dose reaches thirty or thirty-six drops. For children under seven years, the
dose is two t.lrops twice a day, gradually increased to five. This solution is
officinal in t he United States J-'harmacopLCia. (See Liquor Iodinii Oompositus.)
The externa l treatnient by iodine may be divided into local and general. By
its use in this way it does not merely create a topical effect on the ski n; but by
its absorption produces its peculiar constitutional impression. Dr. Lugol has
gi'\'en the following formulre fo r preparation!'! for the local use of iodine. His
i'odi11e oinlme11l varies in strength from six to twelve grains of iodine, mixed
with from two to four scruples of iodide of potassium, to the ounce of lard. (See
i-u:;ue11tum lodinii Oompositmn.) It has a mahogany colour, and is employed
in frictions to scrofulous tumours, and as a dressing to scrofulous ulcers . '!'he
ointment ofprotiodide of mercmy which he recommends consists of from one to
two scruples of the mercurial iodide to an ounce of lard. (Sec U11fpw1tmn IIJJdr01·,qyri loditli.) Its proper colour is canary yellow; but occasionally it has a
dcc·idcd greenish tint, derived from the presence of protoxide of mercury, or an
oran ge colour, when it contains the biniodide. 'l'his ointment, which has tbe
adv:mtage of pro<lueing very lirtle pain, is used by Dr. J.,ugol in uoli me t:rn~cre,
and in scrofulous ulcers which have a syphilitic aspect. The ointment of bin iodide
of mcrcwy, which is much more powerful, h:1s also been used witl1 advuntage in
similar cases. (See C11ywnt11.rn ll!Jdrm·r;yri lodirli Rubri.) Dr. Lugol's 'iodine
lotion consists of from two to four grains of iodine to a pint of di!:ltilled water,
the solution being rendered complete by the addition of double the quantity of
iodide of potassium. 'l'his is used, as a wash or injection, in scrofulous oph ~
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thalmia 1 ozrona, and fistulous ulcers. His rnbr/acient solution is formed by dia.
solving half an ounce of iodine and an ounce of iodide of potassium in six
fiuidounces of distilled water. 1'his is useful for exciting scrofulous ulcers, for
touching the eyelids, and as an application to recent scrofulous cicatrices, to
render them smooth. A certain quantity of the rubefacient solution, added to
warm water, makes a. gonvenient local bath for the arms, legs, feet, or hands;
and, mixed with linseed meal or some similar substance, it forms a cataplasm,
useful in particular cases, especially where the object is to promote the falling
off of scabs. The only remaining preparation for local use is wlmt Dr. Lugo!
calls iodine caustic. lt consists of iodine and iodide of potassium, each an
ounce, dissolved in two ounces of distilled wa.ter, and is used to stimulate or
destroy soft, and fungous granulations. Its employment in this way has been
attended with dCcided benefit in uoli me t:rngerc .
Iodine injections of appropriate strength have been repeatedly used by Velpcau in by<lrarthrosis with success; and where tbc operation failed no bad conseciUences followed to the joint. The abdomen also has been injected with iodine,
after tapping, fo r the radical cure of ascites, and several cases are reported of
success by I~'rench surgeons.
The external application of iodine, whep general, consists in the use of iodine
baths, a mode of applying the remedy which originated with Dr. Lugo!. This
mode is cousidere<l very valuable by that physiciau, on account of the grea.t extent
of the skin, which furnishes the means of introducing a considerable quantity of
iodine into the circulation without deranging the digestive functions, an objPct
of great importance, where the medicine disagrees with the stomach. 'l'he iod ine
bath for adults should contain from two to four drachms of iodine, with double
tha,t ciuantity of iodide of potassium, dissolved in water, in a wooden bath tub,
the proportion of the water being about a gallon for every three grains of iodine
employed. 'fhe quantity of ingredients for the baths of children is one.thi rd as
much as for adults, but dissolved in about the same proportional quantity of
water. Tbe quantity of ioJine and iodide for a, bath haYing been determined
on, it is best to dissolve them in a small quantity of water (ha lf a pint, for
example), before they :ire added to the water of the bath; as this mode of proceeding facilitates their thorough diffusion.
The iodine baths, which may be directed three or four times a week, usually
produce a slight rubefacieot effect; but, occasionally, a st.ranger impression,
causing the epidermis to peel off, particularly of the arms aud legs. The skin
at the same time acquires a. deep.yellow tinge, which usually disappears in the
interval between the baths.
Iodine is much used as a local application in erysipelas and chilblains. In
these cases the tincture is brushed over and a little beyond the seat of inflammation, by means of a. camel's hair pencil. In cutaneous scrofula, the tincture has
been found beneficial by Dr. Pereira, applied in the same way, having the effect
of drying up the discharge and promoting cica.triza.tion. The same topical application has been found useful in various scaly cutaneous diseases, such as lepra,
psoriasis, &c.
Iodine, when externall y applied, is freely absorbed, and passes out of the system principally in the urine. .According to l\I. Bonnet, when iodine is applied
to ulcers or blistered surfaces, or injected into the cavities of abscesses, it is
largely absorbed, and quickly eliminated; a.ad during its elimination it carries
with it morbid deposits, such as effused lymph, &c. &c. In illustration of his
views, M. llonnet states that. scrofulous ophthalmia may be cured by dressing
a blister, applied at a. distance from the eycR, with an ointment of iodine. A.
suitable ointment for a dressing may be ma<le of one part of iodine, two of iodide
of potassium, :.rnd thirty of lard.
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Sir Charles Scudamore, Sir James Murray, and Dr. Corrigan have recommended the inhalation of iodine npour in phtbisis. The plan of Sir Charles is
to inhale, from a glass inhaler for ten minutes, two or three times a day, a small
portion of a solution of ioduretted iodide of potassium, mixed with a saturated
tincture of conium. 'fhe ioduretted solution is made by dissolving six grains,
each, of iodine and iodide of potassium, in five ounces and three-quarters of distilled water and a quarter of an ounce of alcohol. 'l'he dose for each inhalation
is from half u. clrachm to a drachm of the iodine solution, gradually increased,
with half a drachm of the tincture, added to a portion of water of the temperature
of 120°, nearly sufficient to half fill the inhaler. l\J. Huett has used the inhalation of iodine, in the form of hydriodic ether, in phthisis, and reports the cure
of one case with cavities at the top of the left lung.
S ince the publication of Dr. Lugol's memoirs, bis practice has been imitated
and extended by several practitioners. Dr. Bcnnond, of Bordeaux, has succeeded
with the iodine treatment in enlarged testicle from a venereal cause, scrofulous
ophtbulmia of six years' duration, and scrofulous ulcers and abscesses of the
cervical and submaxillary glands. In numerous other cases of i:icrofula under
his care, the iodine treatment proved beneficial; though, before its commencement, the cases underwent no improvement. The only peculiarity in Dr. Hermond's treatment, was that, in some cases, he associated opiate preparations with
the iodioe. In the case of ophthalmia. which he treated, the collyrium employed
consisted of tincture of iodine thirty drops, laudanum thirty-six drops, to four
fluidounces of distilled water. "When the local application of the iodine created
much pain or rubefaction, he found advantage from combining extract of opium
with it. A plaster which proved efficacious as au application to an enlarged
parotid, in one of his cases, consisted of lead plaster (diachylon) aud iodide of
potassium, each, four parts; iodine and extract of opium, each, three parts. In
confirmation of JJr. llcrmon<l's views, 1\1. JJem::isson, one of the home pupils of
the hospital St. Louis, Las published a number of c::iscs, proving tbe efficacy
of a combination of iodine and opium in the local treatment of scrofulous ulcerations. One of the combinations which he employed consisted of .fifteen grains
of iodine, a drcu·lnn of iodide of pot...'lssium, and tu;o dracluns of llousscau's
laudanum, made up into an ointment with two ou11ces of fresh lard.
'!'he results obtained by Dr. Lugo! and others in the treatment of scrofulous
diseases by tLe iodine preparations are so diversified, as to leave no doubt of
their great efficacy in these affections. To judge fairly, howe>er, of Dr. JJugol 1 s
results, it is not sufficient to give iodine; but it should be given in the manner,
and with the observance of all the rules, which are laid down by that physician.
'Ve can readily conceive that a dilute aqueous solution of iodine may act differently from tbe tincture j and that a therapeutical agent may in one form be introduced gradually into the current of the circulation, and thus produce important alterativc effects; while in another, it may create irritatiou of the stomach
without being absorbed, and thus prove mischievous. A case in poiut is furnished
by n:ltural mineral waters, which, though generally containinjZ a minute proportion of saliuc matter, often produce remedial effects which cannot be obtained by
their constituents given in larger do~es.
'!'he views here presented are supported and extended by the ob:.:ervat~ions ~f
Dr. A. Buchanan, of Glasgow, who contends tlia.t iodiue is dinsted of its irritant quuJjties in certain states of combination, in wbich it may be giYen in large
doses without risk, and with the effect of pervading nearly all the secretions.
Tbc combinations which he prefers, are iodide of starrh, which is the best, hydriodic acid, and iodide of potassium; the first and bst of which be supposes to
act as hydriodic acid, the iodine in them being, agreeably to his view, converted
into tha.t acid in tbe stomach and bowels. (See Potossii Iodidurn in Part II.,
and H!Jdriodic Acid and Iodide of Btarclt in the Appendix.)
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l\L Marchal (de Calvi), acting unrler the impression that cod-liver oil owed
its chief virtue to the presence of iodine, proposed, in 18-18, to prepare an 1"odurcttecl o'il, formed of one part of iodine to fifteen of sweet almond oil, and incorporated with an almond emulsion. Following out this proposal, l\I. Pcrsonne
devised the following formub for making :m ioduretted oil. Five parts of iodine
are mixed with a thousand parts of sweet almond oil, and the mixture is subjected to the action of a j et of steam, until it is decolorized. Th e same operation
is repeated with five additional parts of iodine. The oil is then waslictl. with a.
weak alkaline solution, to remove hydriodic acid which is developed in the process. By this mode of proceeding, it may be presumed that the iodine is iatirnately united with the oil , thu s finding easier entrance into the system; and
that, while a part of the iodine is lost as hydriodic acid, the remainder t;1kes the
place of the hydrogen eliminated from the oil. In 1851, the li'rench Academy
appointed I\li\l. Guibourt, Soubeiran, Gibert, and Ricord, to report upon the
therapeutic value of a definite combination of iodine and oil. ~J.1bc reporter
(Ouibourt) approves of 1\1. Persoune's process; and i\l:M. Gibert and Ricord report favourably of the therapeutic effects of the iodurcttcd oil. i\I. G ibert deems
it to possess eionsidcra.ble resolvent power in certai n chronic erupt ions and glandular enlargements; and M. llicord, after trial for a yca1·, obtained satisfactory
results in a variety of scrofulous affections, t.J1e ioduretted oil acting more
promptly than the cotl-liver oi l. M. Pcrscmue's ioduretted oil differs little in
appearance and taste from almond oil, and may be easily taken eitlicr alone or
in emulsion. rrl1e usual dose is about two fluiclounces du.ily, which mny be increased to three fl.uidouuces or more. (Sec Am. Journ. of Jlled. Sci., N. S.
xxiii. 502.)
In cases of poisoning by iodine, the stomach must be first evacuated, and
afterwards drinks administered, contaieing au amylaceous substance , such as
flour, starch, or arrow-root.
lodiue is officinal:I. IN TUE PURJFIED STATE.

lodiuium Purum, .Dub.

II. IN

SOLU'f lO N lN ALCOUOL.

'finctura. Iodiuii, U.S.j Tinctura Iodinei, Ed.

III. IN

SOLUTION JN ALCOHOL WlTn JODIDE Ol' llO'J'ASSlUM.

'l'inctura. Iodinii Composita, U.S., Loncl., Dub.

IV. I N TllE

FOB.M OF OINTMENT.

Unguentum Iodinii, U.S.
V. IN THE 1''0B.M OF OINT !\IEN'l' WITII JODlDE OF POTASSIUM.

Unguent um lodiuii Composituru, U.S., Lond., .Dub.
Iodinei, Ed.

VI. IN

j

Unguentum

SOLUTION lN WATER WlTll lODID.E OF POTASSJU)f.

Liquor lodinii Compositu~, U.S. j lodinci Li41uor Compositus, Ed.
Liquor Potassii Iod1di Compositus, L ond. j Potassii Iodidi Liquor
Compositus, Dub.

VII.

CoMmNED WITIT su 1,pnuu..

Sulphuris Iodidum, U. S., Lond. j Sulphur Iodatum, Dub.
Unguentum Sulphuris Iodidi, U.S., Lond.

VIII.

COMBINED WITH METALS.

Arsenici lodidum, U.S.
Liquor Arscnici et IIydrargy ri Iodidi, U.S. j Arsenici ct Hydrargyri Hydriodatis Liquor, Dub.
Ferri Iodidum, U.S., Ed., lJub.
Liquor Ferri Iodidi, U.S.
Syrupus Ferri Iodidi, L ond., Dub. j Ferri Iodidi Syrupus, Ed.

Piluloo Ferri Iodidi, U.S.
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Ilydrarp:yri Iodidum, U. S., Loncl.; Hydrargyri Iodidum Viridc,
Dub.
Unguentum Hydrargyri lodidi, Lond.
II ydrargyri Iodidum Uubrum, U.S., Dub.; Ilydrargyri Biniodidum, Ed.
Ungucntum llj'drargyri Iodidi Rubri, Dub.
Plumbi Iodidum, U.S. , Low!., Ed., D1tb.
Ungucntum Plumbi Iodidi, Lonrl., D11b.
1-'otassii lodi<lum, U.S., Lnnd., E(l., Dub.
Emplastrum Potassii Ioclidi, Lond.
Uugucutum Potassii Iod idi, U.S., L onrl. 1 Dub.
B.

IPECACUANHA. U 8., Land., Ed., Dub.
Ipecacuanha.
Tbe root of Cepbaelis Ipecacuan ba. U.S., Lo11r7., Ed., D1d1.
lpecacuanba, Fr.; ilrcchll'urzel, Ipecucuanba, Germ.; Ipccncunna, Ital., Span.

'!'he term 1pecacuanha, derived from the language of the aborigines of Brazil,
has been applied to various emetic roots of South American origin.* 'l'he l3ritish
Colleges arnl our national Pharmacopooia recognise only that of the CephaC'lis
lpecucua11Aa; and no other is known by the name in the shops of this count ry.
Our chief attention will, therefore, be confined to this root, and the plant which
yiel<ls it; but as others are emp loyed in Sout!J America, are occasionally exported,
nnd may possibly reach ou r markets mingled with the genuine drug, we shall,
in a note, give a succinct account of those which haye attracted most attention.
The botanical character of the genuine ipecacuanha was long unknown. Pison
an<l 1'Jarcgrav, who were the first to treat of tbi'3 medicine, in their work on the
natural history of Brazil, published at Amsterdam, A. D. 1648, described iu
general terms two plants; one producing a whitish root, distinguished by the
uame of white ipecacuanha, the other, a brown root which answers in their description precisely to t he officinal drug. llut thei r account was not sufficiently
defiuite to enable botanists to decide upon the character of the plants. Th e
mc<licinc was generally t hought to be derived from a species of Viola, which
Linuc:eus designated by the title of V. Ipecacuanlia. Opinion afterward s turned
in favou r of a plant sent to Linnams by the celebrated i\lutis from New Granada,
as affording the ipceacuanha of that country and of Peru. This was described
in the Suppleme11tuni of the younger Liunreus, A. D. 1781, under the nu.me of
Psyclwtri(i emf:ltica, and was long erroneously considered as the source of the true
ipecacuanha.. Dr. Gomez, of Lisbon, was the fin;t who accurately described and
figured the genu ine plant, which be had seen in Brazil, and i:peci mens of which
he took with him to Portugal; but Brotero, professor of' llotany at Coimbra,
with whom he had left specimens, havin g drawn up a description, and had it
inserted with a figure in the Linnrean Tran sactions without acknowledgm ent,
enj oyed for a time the credit due to his follow countryman . In the paper of
Brotcro the plant is nam ed lhlticocca Ipecacuanlw; but the term Callicocca,
having been applied by Schreber, without suffici ent reason, to the genus already
established and named, has been universally abandoned by botanists for the
Uephaiflis of Swartz; though this, also, it appears, is a usurpation upon the
previous rights of Aublet.
CEPUAELIS. Sex. S!Jst. Pentandria l\Ionogynia. - Nat. Ord. Rubiacere, Juss.
Cincl10nacero, Lindley.

*

M. Weddell states that the word ipecacunnha is nowhere in Brazil used to designate
the CepbaCtis, which is generally calledpoaya. (Journ. de PhaNn., 3e $[r., xvi. 34.)
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Gen. Ch. Fl0tccrs in an involucrcd head. Corolla tubular. Sti'gma two-parted.

Berry two-seeded. Reteplade chaffy. Willd.

Ceplwiilis lpecacua11lm. Richard, flisl. lperar·. p. 21, t. i.; 1'.lartiu~, Sper.
Mat. Meil. Brazit. p. 4, t. i.; Cw·tiis Bot . .Mug.~- S. vol. xvii. pl. 4063, A. D.
1844.-Gallicocrn lpecac11anlw. Ilrotcro, hiun. 'Prons. vi. 137. This is a small
shrubby plant, with a root from four to six inches long, about as tbirk as a.Jl:OOsc<1uill, marked with annular rugro, simple or somewhat branched, desce~diug obliquely into the ground, and here and there sending forth slender fibrils. The
stem is two or three feet long; but, being partly under ground, nnd often procumbent at the base, usually rises lees than a foot in height. It is slender; in
the lower portion leafless, smooth, brown or ash-coloured, and knotted, with
radicles frequently proceeding from the knots; near the summit, pubescent., green 1
and furnished with leaves seldom exceeding i:;ix in uumber. rrheseare opposite,
pctiolate, oblong-obovate, acute, entire, from three to four inches Jong, from one
to two broad, obscurely green and somewhat rough on their upper surface, pale,
downy, and veined on tbe under. At lhe insertion of each pair of leaves arc deciduous stipules, embracing the stem, membranous at the base, and separated above
into numerous bristle-like<liYisions. The flowers are very small, white, and collected to the number of eight, tweh-c, or more, each accompanied with a green
bracte, into a semi-globular head, supported upon a round, solit<lry, axillary footstalk, and embraced by a monophyllous involucrc, deeply divided iuto four, sometimes five or six obovate poinled segments. ~.L1he fruit is an ovate, obtuse berry,
which is at first pUl'plc, but becomes almost black when ripe, and contains two
small plano·couvex seeds.
The plant is a nati,·c of Brnzil, flourishing in moist, thick, and shady woods,
and abounding most within the limits of the eighth and twentieth degrees of
south latitude. According to Humboldt, it grows also in New Granada. It
flowers in January and February, and ripens its fruit in May. The root is
usually collected during the period of tiowering, though equally good at other
seasons. By this practice the plant is speedily extirpated in places where it is
most eagerly sought. Were the seeds allowed to ripen, it would propagate itself
rapidly and thus maintain a constant supply. Weddell, however, states that
the remains of the root, often left in the ground when it is collected, serve the
purpose of propagation, each fragment giving rise to a new plant. The root is
collected chiefly by the Indians, who prepare it by separating it from the stem,
cleaning it, and hanging it up in bundles to dry in the sun. The Uraziliau
merchants carry on a very brisk trade in this drug. According to Weddell, most
of it was, at the time he wrote, A. D. 185 l, collected in the interior province of
Matto-Gros~o, upon the upper waters of the J>araguay, where it was first discovered in the yeur 1824. 'l'hc chief places of export are Rio Janeiro, Bahia, and
}>crnambuco. It is brou.ght to the United States in }urge bags or bales.
Genuine ipccacuanha 1s in pieces two or three lines in thickness, variously
bent aud contorted, simple or branched, consisting of an iuterior slender, ligl1t
strnw-coloured, ligneous cord, with a thick cortical covering, which presents on
its surface a succession of circular, unequal, prominent rings or rugre, separated
by very narrow fissures, frequently extending nearly down to the central fibre.
'l' his appearance of tbe surface has given rise to the term an11rle or nrrnulated,
by wluch tLe true ipecacuanha is designated in the .French works on Pharmacy.
'l'Lc cortical part is hard, horny, and semi.transparent, breaks with a resinous
fracture, and easily separates from the tougher ligneous fibre, which possesses
the medicinal virtues of the root in a much inferior degree. Attached to the
root is frequently a smoother and more slender portion, which is tbc base of the
stem, and should be separated before pulverization. Pereira has met, in the
English market, with distinct bales composed of these fragments of stems, with
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occa~ionally

portions of the root attached. Much stress has been laid in works on
the materia mcdica upon the c:olour of the external surface of the ipecacuanha.
root; and diversity in this respect bas even led to the formatiou of <listinct varieties. Thus, the epidermis is sometimes deep-brown or even blackish, somNimes
reddi~li-brown or reddislt-gra.y, _and sometimes light-gray or ash-coloured. Hence
the distinction into bl'Oum, 'red, and f]l'OJ/ 1pecacurmha,. But these are all derived from the same plant, are essen tially the same in properties ·and compositio n,
and probably differ only in consequence of tlifiercnce in age, or place of growth,
or mode of <lcsiccntiou. The colou rs in fact are often so intermingled, that it
would be impossible to decide in which variety a particular speci men shoul<l be
placed. 'l'hcbrou:n is the most abundant in the packages which reach our market.
1'hc red, besides the colour of its epiderm is, presents a rosy tint when broken 1
and is sa id to be somewhat more bitter than the preceding variety. The gra.IJ
is much li ghter coloured externally, usually ratbcr larger, with less prominent
rings and wider fissures, and is stilt more:: decidedly bitter. l\lany years since
we i-aw in this market bales of gra_y ipecacuanha, with very imperfectly developed
rings, which were said to have come from Caracas. Tbis commercial variety
afterwards quite disappeared; but, under the name of Cm·tha!Jeua ipecocuaidia,
it would seem to h:we been of late imported into New York. (Am.. Joum. of
Pluo·m., xxv. 47-L) \\'hen the bark in either variety is opaquc 1 with a dull
awylaceous aspect, the root is less active as a medicine. As the woody part is
nearly inert., and much more foiifficult of pulverization than the corti cal, it oft.en
happens that, when a particular p<ucel of the root is 1)owderc<l, the portion which
remains last in the mortar po~sesses scarcely any emetic powel'; and care should
be taken to provide against any defect from this cause. 'l'be colour of the
powder is a, light grayish-fawn.
Ipecacua nlrn bas little smell in the aggregate state, but when powdered has a
pecu!iu r nauseous odour, which in some perso ns excites violent sneezi ng, in others
dyspncca resembling an attack of asthma. 1' he taste is bitter, acrid, and very
nauseous. \Yater and alcohol extract its virtues, wltich are injured by decoction. Its emetic property resides in a peculiar alkaline principle called emttia ,
discovered by Pelletier in the year 1817. 'fhc cortic:.d portion of the brown
ipecacuauha, analyzed by this chemist under the erroneous name of P.~yclwtria
enutica, yielded in the hundred parts 1 16 of an impure salt of ernetia, which was
at first considered the pure emetic principle, 2 of an odorous fotty matter, 6 of
wax, 10 of gum, 42 of starch, 20 of lignin , with 4 parts loss. 'The woody fibre
was found to contain onl y 1·15 per cent. of the impure crnetia. i\L A. Hidiard
detected in the cortical part traces of gallic acid. The bark of red ipecacuanha
was found by Pelletier t.o contain but 14 per cent. of impure c1uetia. In addition
to thei-e principles, Bucholz has found extractive, sugar, and resin; and Erwin

;~;~~,i~~dm:r;c~:cl~~:l~~itda~~~i:~· ~l~i~:ag~~~b~;e:~~~~:~~/~ic"~~~·!';:ea~~' ~t~~1h~~3
previouSly been mistaken for tbe gall ic. It would seem to belong to the tanuic
acid group. (See Am. Jouni. of Plwrm., xxiii. 352.) Good ipecacuanha. contains about 80 per cen t. of cortical and 20 of ligneous m;~tter.
Enutin when perfectly pure is whitish, inocloroui-, slightly bitter, pulverulent,
unalterable in the air, ,·ery fusible, sparingly soluble iu cold water and ether,
more soluble in hot water, arid very soluble in alcohol; it is not rctldencd by nitric
11
1
1
1 5
s
i
i
It is, however, ''ery ddlicult to procure it in this state of purity, and the proportion afforded by the root is exceedingly ~mall. A s oriµ-inally obtained it was
very impure, probi1bly in the condition of a salt, and in this state is directed by
the l?r,m oh Codex.. Impure emetia is in transpul'ent scales of a brownish-red

:~~ft~t~~n~~ ~:7;~f~ ~~~1b ~1 ~~~ i~ :~-~~l~ tl;i~o: ?t~r~~1~,~~~:1s~ ~n~c~~~cta~~~d ~ !:o:.~·~~
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colour, almost inodoroui:;, of a bitterif"h acrid taste, deliquescent, very soluble in
water and alcohol, insoluble in ether, precipitated from its solutions by g:illic
acid and the acetates of lead, but not by tartar emetic or the salts of iron.
The Codex directs it to be prepared by cn1porating a filtered aqueous solution of
an alcobolic extract of ipecacuanba. Accordin~ to the original method, it was
obt.1ined by treating powdered ipccacuanha with ether to remove the fatty matter,
exhausting the tesidue with alcohol 1 evaporating the aicobolic solution to dry·
ness, and f'uhjccting the extract to the aetion of cold wate1·, which dissolves tbc
cmetia with ROmc free a('id 1 and leaYes the wax and other matters. To separate
the acid, the watery solution is treatetl with carbonate of magnesia, filtered, aud
then evaporated. If pure emetfo i~ required, magnesia is used instead of the
carbonate. The salt is thus decomposed, and the organic alkali, being insoluble,
is precipitated witl.1 the excess of the earth. The precipitate is washed with
cold water, and digested in alcohol, whirb dissolves the emelia; the alcoholic solution is then evaporated, the residue redissolved in a dilute acid, and the alkali
again prccipit.itcd by a salifiable biw~. To deprive it of colour it is necessary to
employ anirnal clrnrco<il. Berzelius has"Obrnined emetia. by treating the powdered
root. with very dilute sulphuric acid, precipitating with magnesia, and treating
the prccipit,a tc in the manner above directed. Pure emctia has at least three
times the strength of tlie impure.*
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J.frdiml P1·opn·tif'.<;anrl u:~es. Ipecacuanha is in l~rp;c doses emctir, in smaller,
cliaph oretic and expectorant, and in still smaller, stimulant to tbe stomach, exciting appetite and facilitating digestion. In quantiti es not quite sufficient to
vomit, it pro<lu ccs nausea, :rn<l frequently acts upon tlie bowels. As au emetic
it is mild bu t tolerably certain in its operation 1 and, being usually throw n from
the stomach by one or two efforts, is Je s~ apt to produce dangerous effects when
taken in an O\'CrJo~e than so me other ~ubstanccs of the sa me elaRs. It is al so
recornrn cudcd by thl' absence of corrosive and narcotic properties.
It was employed as an emetic by the natives of Brazil, when that country was
first settled by the Portugue~c; but, thoup;h described in the work of Pison, it
was not known in ]~urope till the year 1672, and did not come into use till some
years afterwards. Joho J lel\'eti us, grandfather of the celebrated author of that
n:uue, ba.viu~ been associated with a men:hant who had imported a large quantity
of ipccacuanha into J>ari8, employed it as a r-;ecret remedy, and with so much ~UC·
cess in dyeentery and other bowel affections, that general attention was attracted
to it; and the fortunate physician received from Louis XIV. a \arp;esnm of money
and public honours, on the !"Ole condition that he sbould mak e the rem edy public.
As an emetic it is pec·uliarly adapted by its mildness and efficiency to cases in
which t!Je object is merely to evacuate I.he stomach, or a gentle impres$iOn only
is dN~ ired; aucl, in most other cases in which emetics a.re indicated, it may be
adYant;igeously combined with the more energctie medicines, which it renders
safer by in~uring their diRchargc. It i ~ especially useful where narcotic poisons
have been swal lowed; ns, under theRC circumstances, it mny be given in almo8t
indefinite doses, with little compa rative risk of injury to the pati ent. In dysen ·
tery it lws been Fupposed to exernise peculiar powers. As n. na.u seating remedy
it is used in astbrua, hooping.cough, and the hemorrhages; as a diaphorctic,
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combined with opium, h1 a wide circle of diseases. (See Pulvis Ipecac11011l1re et
Opii.) Its expectorant properties render it beneficial in catanhal and other pulmonary affections. lt has been given, also, with supposed advantage, in very
minute doses, in dyspeptic cases, and in chronic disease of the gastro-iutestinal
mucous membrane.
Ipecacuanha is most conven iently adm ini stered, as an emetic, in the form of
powder suspended in water. The dose is about tweut.v grains, repeated, if necessary, at intervals of twenty minutes till it operates. In some indivi<luals much
smaller quantities prove cmetic,:rnd we know one person who is gencrnl!J vomited
by the fraction of a grain. The operation of tbe medicine may be facilitated,
and rendered milder, by copious draugLts of warm water, or warm chamomile
tea. An infusion in boiling water, in the proportion of two drachms of the
powder to six fluidounccs of mcnstruum, may be given in the dose of a fluidounce repeated as in the former case. With a view to the production of nausea,
the dose in substance may be two grains, repeated more or les8 frequently according
to circumstances. As a diaphorctic it may be given in the quantity of a grain;
as an alterative, in diseases of the stomach and bowels, iu that of a c1uartcr or
half a grain two or th ree times a day.
Emctia has been used on the continent of Europe as a substitute, but with no
great advant:lge. Its operation on the stomach is apt to be more violent and
continued than that of ipecacuaul.ia; and, if given in over-doses, it may produce
dangerous and even fatal consequences. From the experiments of ~Jagendie, it
appears to have a. peculiar direction to the mucous membranes of the alimentary
canal and the bronchial tubes. Ten grains of th e impure alkali, administered to
dogs, were generally found to destroy li fe in twenty-four hours, and the mucous
membranes mentioned were observed to be inflamed throughout their whole
extent. The same result. took place when emetia was injected into the veins, or
absorbed from any part of the body. The dose of impure emctia is about a
grain and a half, of the pure not more than half a grain, repeated at proper intervals till it vomits. In proportional doses, it may be applied to the other purposes for which ipecacuan ba is used. It will exci te vomiting when applied to a
blistered surface ofter the removal of the cuticle. Magendie found that dogs
slept much after being vomited with emetio, and concluded that the mediciuc
was narcotic; but other emetic medicines produce the same effect, which is to
be ascribed rather to exhaustion than to any direct operation on the brain.
Dr. Turnbull recommends the external use ofipecacuanha as a counter-irritant.
An oint ment made with one part of the powder, one of olive oil, and two of lard ,
rubbed once or twice a day for a few minutes upon the sk in , proJuces a copious
eruption, which continues out for many days, without pain or ulceration. (London
Lancet, May, 1842.) It bas, however, been found by others of little effic acy in
the great majority of cases.
OJ}'. Prep. Pilula Conii Composita; Pulvi s Jpecacuanhoo ct Opii; Syrupus
Ipecacuanhre; Trochisci Ipccacuanbre; 'l'rochisci Morphire et lpceacuanhre;
Vinum Ipecacuan bre.
"\V.

IRIS FLORENTINA. U.S. &conda,.y.
Florentine Orris.
The rhizoma. of Iris Florentina. U. 8.
iris de .Florence, Fr.; Florentinische \iolcnwurzcl, Germ.; Jreos, llal.; LiJ'io Florcn-

tiM, Span.

IRIS. Sex. S!Jsl. Triandria Monogynia.-.Nat. Ord. Iridacero
Gen. Oh. Co1·otla six· parted; tbe alternate segment reflected. Sti'gmas pctalshaped. lYiild.
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In all the species belonging to this gcnm;, so far as examined, the roots are
more or lc!'s acrid, and possess.ed of catliartic and emetic properties. Ii;i F.urope, .
L·is fatidissima, L Florentina, L Gennanica, l ]Meudo-aconts, and 1. tu/.ie1·osa
have at various times been admitted into use . Of these L E'lorentinci is the
only ouc officinal in thi!) country.
iris Flo1·rnti11a. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 220; Woodv. Jlfed. Bot. p. 7i6, t. 262.
'l'be root(rhizomu.) of the Florentine Iris is perennial, Lorizontal, fleshy, fibrous,
and CO\'crcd with a brown epidermis. rl'be leaves spring directly from the root,
are sword-sbaped, pointed, nerved, and shorter tkm the stem, which rises from
the midst of them more than a foot in beigbt, round, smooth, jointed, and bearing
commonly two large white or bluish-white tenniu;il flowers. 'l'he calyx is a spathe
with two valves. The corolla <li\'idcs into six segments or petals, of which th ree
stand erect, and the remaining three are bent backward, an<l bearded within at
their base with yellow.tipped white hairs. The fruit is a. three-celled capsule,
containing many seeds.
This plant is a, native of Italy and other parts of the South of Europe, where
it is also cultivated. The root, which is the officiual portion, is dug up in spring,
and prepared for the market by the removal of its cuticle and fibres. It is brought
from Le~horn in large casks.
Properties. l?lorentine orris is in pieces of \'arious fol'm and size, often branched,
usually about as thick as the tLumb, knotty, flattened, white, heavy, of a rough
though not fibrous fracture, an agrcea.ble odour 1·cscmbling that of the violet, and
a bitterish acrid taste. The acrimony is greater in the reccut than in the dried
root; but the peculiar smell is mo.re decidedly developed in the latter. The pieces
are brittle and easily powdered, and tl1c powder is of a dirty white colour. Vogel
obtained from Florentine orris, gum, a brown extract ive, fccula, a bitter and acrid
fixed oil or soft resin, a. volatile crystallizable oil, and yegetablc fibre. According
to J_,anderer, the acrid principle is volatile, scpa.rating in the form of a stearoptcnc
from water distilled from the root. (.trch. de1· Phann., !xv. 302.)
A!tdical Propt>1·ties. This medicine is cathartic, and in large doses emetic, and
was formerly employed to a considerable extent on the continent of Europe. It
is sa id also to Ue diuretic, and to ha Ye proved useful in dropsies. .At present it
is valued for its agree.1Ule odour. It is occasionally chewed to conceal an offensive
breath, and enters into the composition of tooth-powders. In the form of small
round balls, about the size of a pea, it is used by the French for maintaining the
di::ichurge from issues, a purpose to which it is adapted by its odouri by the slight
acrimony which it retains in its dried state, and by the property of swclliug \'Cry
much by the absorption of moisture.
W.

IRIS VERSICOLOR. U.S. Secondc11·y.
Blue Flag.
The rhizoma of Iris versicolor. U.

!R1s. See

nus

S.

FLORl,NTINA.
iris versiL·olor. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 233; Bigelow, Am. Ned. Bot. i. 155. This

indigenous species of Iris has a perennial, Hesby, horizontal, fibrous root or rLizoma,
and a. stem two or three feet high, round on one siJe, acute on the otber, and
frequently branehing. 'l111e leaves arc sheathing at the base, sword-shaped 1 and
striated. 'l'Le flowers are from two to six in 11umbcr 1 and are usually blue or
purple, though varying much in colour. 11'hc capsul e Las t_Lree \'alves, is divided
iuto three cells, and when mature is oblong, three.sided, with obtuse angles, and
contaius numerous fht seeds.
'!'be blue ting is found in all parts of the United States, flourishing in low wet
p1accs, iu ruea<lows, aml on the borders of swamps, which it serves to adorn with
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its large and beauti ful flow ers. Th ese make their appeara.ace in J unC'. Th e root
is the medici u:.11 portion. 'l'hc flowers afford a. tin e blue infusion, which serves
asatestofacidsandalkalies.
The recent root is without odour, and has a. nauseou._, acri d taste, which is
imp11rted to water by decoctiou, and sti ll more perfectly to alcohol. The ac rimony as well as medicinal actidty is impaire(l by age. If cut wbcn fresh into
sli ces, dried at the tempcra1urc of about 100°, and th en powdered and kC'pt in
bottles excluded from the air, the root retains .its virtues uuilupairc<l for a considerable ti me. (And!'f'ws.)
Blue flag possessc~ the cathartic, emetic, and diuretic properties common to
most of its congeners. Tt. was said by Mr. Bartram to be much esteemed by the
Southern lnJian s ; and Dr. Bigelow states that be li as fouu<l it etlicac:ious as a
purgative, though inconvenient from the distressing nausea auJ prostration which
it is apt to occasion . Dr. 1'1. I L Andrew::;, of Michigan, has employed it freq uently as a cathartic, and found it, when combined with a grain of Cayenne
pepper, or two grains of ginger, not less easy and effectual in its operation than
the ordinary more active cathcntics, nn<l p1cforable on account of its less disagreeable taste. (1V.
Jvurn. of Jlled., ix. 129.) Dr. l\Jac.bride found it useful
ju dropsy. lt is, how ever, little use<l by the professiou at larp;e, and seldom if
ever kept in the shops . Jt mtiy be g iv en in substau(·e, dccoction, or tinct ure.
The dose of the dried root is from ten to twenty graius.
W.
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J ALAP A. U.S., L ond., Ed., Dub.
Jo lop.
The root of lpomrea.Jabpa (Coxe, Am .•.TrJum.of Jlfed. St'if'ures). "CS. Exo-

1

go~;1i1~11~. ~~~~:~~; ;!~~~~e!i~~e;z~.0G~:~:~b~:~~~!i>ifa:'~;al.7 r:Fu7.~~~: ];~~~a . The root. Ed.
The prec ise botani(·al origin of jalap remained long unknown. It, was at first
ascribed by Linnrous to a lilirnbilis,n nd afterwa rds to a new species of Convolvulus,
to whi ch he gave the name of l'. ./,.tl('lpa. 'J'be correctness of the latter reference
was gei:icrully admitted; and, as tbe Jpomrea nwc1·or?1iza of i\Jichaux, µ-ro~ving
in Flomla and Bcorgia, was believed to be id entieal with th'c C. Ja.lapa of .L.mn.,
it was th ought that this valnable drug, which bad been obtained exclusi"ely from
Mexico, might be collected within tbe lirnit s of the Cnited ~t:ites. But the error
of thi s opini on was soon demonstrated; and botanists now universully concur in
t lie beli ef, that jah1p is the product of n plant first made kn ow n to the scien tific
world by Jk J 'ohn R. Coxe, of Philadelphia, and described by l\Jr. Nuttall under
the n<lme of lpomcea Julopn. Wlien this Dirpens<ltory was first pubfahed, opinion
ln relation to th e botuoical hi st ory of th e drng was un se ttl ed, and it was deemed
proper to enter at some length into the consideration of the ~object; but tb e subsequent general ad mission of the views then at.lvocatcd rende rs an eq ual degree
of minuteness now u1rncceR:::;ary. .It is su ifo:icnt to state that Dr. Coxe received
living ro0tr-; ofjalap from 2\Jexico in the year 182 7, am.l succcedc1 l in producing
a perfect flowe ring plant, of whi ch a description, by ?ill·. Nuttall, was published
in tb e .Ani . ./tn1n1. of JllcdlMl Scic11ce.'1 for Ji1nuary, 1830; that the same plant
wa s af1er wards cu\tiYated in }'ranee and Germany from roots tran smitted to those
count ri es from Mexico; and that one of the authors of this work has produced,
from roots 0Lt:.1ined in the Yiciu ity of Xabpa, nnd sent to him by the late D r.
:\Ian11adukcJ3urrougb, then Un ited States consul at Vera Cruz, luxuriant plants,
whirh he was eMbled to compare with others descended from the plant of Dr.
Uoxe, and found to be iclentica l with them. In the United States and all the
llritish Pharurncopceias, this origin of ja!ap is now admitted; but the Edinburgh
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College has :tdoptccl U ayne's and 'Vendcroth's name of I. Purga, thus overlookiatt
the prior claims of the American autliorities. J. U. Balfour, in the number Of·
Curtis's .Magazine for l?ebruary, 18-H, states that the plant belongs to the ~enus
E..royonium of Choisy, as defined in De Candolle's Prodromus, being distinizui~hed
from Ipon~roa. by it~ exscrted ~tameus; and the Loudon an<l. Dublin Colleges
endorse this refcrnnce.
]PO.\I.iEA. Sr.c. Sy1'1. Pentandria. l\ Tonogynia.- .Nut. Ord. Convolvulaccre.
Gen. Oh. Srpals five . Corolla campanubtc. Stamrns included. ,','t!Jle one .
Sti[pna two-lobed i the lobes c.:ipitate. Ovary two-celled; cells two-seeded. Capsule two-celled. LindlP!J.
lpom<£.a, Julapa. Nuttall, Am. Jonrn . of Med. Science.<::, v. 300; Carson, 11/uR!.
of Med. But. ii. 13, pl.. 61.-!pomreo Purya. Hayne, Darfl-tet. mul Bescltrt>ib.
&c. xii. 33 ilnd 3.t; Lindley, Flor. Med. 396. -E.co!Jonium, J->urga. lhlfour, C1trtis's Bot. Jlfag. Rd ser. \'OI. iii. tab. 4280. The root of this plant is il rou ndish
somewhat pear-slulped tuber, externally blackish, internally white, with long
fibres proceeding from its lower part, as well as from the upper root-stalks. A
tuber produced by Dr. Coxe was, in its lhird year, between two and tLree inches
in diameter. The stem is round, smooth, much di8posed to twist, and rises to
a considerable height upon neighbouring objecb1, about which it twines. The
leaves are beoll't-shaped, enti re, smooth, pointed, deeply sinuated at the base,
prominC'ntly veined on their uuder surface, and supported upon long footstalks.
'l'he lower le:tve:-; arc nearly hastatc, or with diverging angular points. The
flowers, which are large and of a lil<ic·purple colour, sta nd upon peduncles about
as long as the petioles . Each peduncle supports two, or more rarely, three
flowers. The c;i]yx is without bractcs, five-leaved, obtuse, with two of the di,·isions external. The corolla is funnel.form. The stamens are fiyc in number,
with oblong, white, somew hat exserte<l antliers. The stigma is si mple and capitatc. '.l'he above description is tilken from that of Mr. Nuttall, published in Dr.
Coxc's paper in the American Journal of tlte Jfedical 8l'le111.:es.
'l'he jalap plant is a native of Mexico, and derived its name from the city of
Xalapa, in the state of Vera Cruz, in the neighbourhood of which it grows, at the
hci,!!ht of about 6000 feet above the oce<'lll. The drug is brought from the port
of \'crn Cruz in bags, containing usually between one hundred and two hundred
pound:s.
Properties. The tuber comes either whole, or divided longitudinally into two
parts, or in tramwerse circular slices. 'l'be entire tuber::; arc irregularly roundish,
or ovate and pointed, or pear-shaped, usually much smaller tlrnu the fist, und
marked with circu lar or Yertical incisions, made to facilitate their drying. 'l'he
root is preferred in this state, as it is less apt to Le d<.:fective, and is more easily
distinguished from the a<lultt!rations than when sliced. A much larger proportion comes entil·c than formerly, indicating :i greater scarcity of the older roots,
which it is necessary to slice in order to <l.ry them properly. '.l'bc tuber is heavy,
compact, hard, brit.tlc, witli :L shining undulated fracture, exhibiting numerous
resinous points, distinctly visible with the microscope. It is externally brown
and wrinkled, internally of a graj'i~h colour 1 divcr~ificd by c·onccntric darker
circles, in which the matter is denser and harder than in the intervening spaces.
Ju lap i;; always kept in the shops in the state of powder, wbicb is of a yellowisbgray colour, an<l when inhaled irritates the nostrils and throat, and provokes
sneezing aud coughing. 'J'hc odoUl' of the root, when cut or broken, is heavy,
swecti:-.h, and rather nauseous; the taste is swecti!'.\h, somewhat acrid , and disagreeable. It y_iclds its active prnpcrties partly to water, partly to alcohol, and
completely to diluted alcohol. M. Cadet <le Gassicourt obtained from 500 parts
of j:d,1p, :2-! of water, 50 of resin, 2:30 of gumrny extract, 1:2·5 of fccula, 12 5 of
albumen, 1-!5 of lignin, 16·3 of saline matters, ;_y_.7 of silica, with a loss of li
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parts. Buchner and Hcrberger supposed that they bad discovered a basic substance, which they callcdjafopin.. G. A. Kayser found that the resin of jalap
consists of two port.ions, one of which, amountin~ to seven parts out of ten, is
liard and insoluble in ether, the other is soft and soluble in that rnenstruum.
Th e hard resin be named rhodeoreth1, and fouud to be identical with the jalapin
of Buchner and llcrbcrgcr. By re•\Ction with the alkalies it is converted into
an acid , called 1·lwdeo1·ft init acid. Rhodeoretin is slightly soluble in water, freely
so in alcohol, and insoluble in ether; and ti)e alcoholic solution is precipitated
both by ether and water. It is dissolved by solutions of the alkalies, more
quickly if hen.ted, and is not precipitated by acids, haYing become soluble by
conversion into the acid above rcforrcd to. It µurges violently in the dose of
three or four grains, and is supposed to he t he active principle of jalap. l\Jayer has
confirmed and extended the obscrvat,ions of Kayser. The formula of rhodeorctin,
according to the latter chemist, is C 42 TI 33 0~, according to the former, 0 7 ~)1 60 01'16.
(See Gheni. Gn.z., iii. 15, and xi . 21.) The proportion of rc~in to the other .ingredients of the root vari es considerably in different specimens. According to
0-erbcr, the root contains 7·8 per cent. of hard rc~in, 3 2 of soft resin, ]7·9 of
extracti\"e, 14•5 of gummy ex tract, s·2 of a colouring substance which becomes
red under the influence of the alkaline carbonate..:.:, 1·9 of uncrystallizable sugar,
15·6 of gum mixed wi!h some saline matters, 3·2 of bassorin 1 3·9 of albume n,
6·0 of starch, 8·2 of lignin 1 with some water, and various salts. l?or the method
of obta ining the resin of jalap pure, see E.xtractwn sive Resina, Jalap::e.
Jalap is apt to be attacked by worms, which, howe,·er, are said to devour the
amylaccous or softer part:-i, and lo leave the resin; so that the worm-eaten drug
is more powerfully purgative than tba.t which is sounrl. Thus, out of 397 parts
of the former, 1'1. Henry obtained 72 parts of resin, wbile from an equal quantity of the latter he procured only 48 parts. Hence worm-eaten jalap should be
employed for obtaining the resin, but should not be puherized, as it would afford
a powder of more than !he proper strength. The drug is also liable to various
adulterations., or fraudulent substitutions, which, howe ver, can usually be de-
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whitish colour internally, of a. dull fracture, spon,!!:y, or friable. Powders of
calomcl and jalap, taken on long voyages to southern climates, are said, when
brought bac.k, to have become ('Onsolidated, and so far chcmicaJ!y altered as
plninly to exhibit globules of mercury. ~l1his chn.uge is ascribed by Schacht and
Wackenrodcr to a fungous growth. (Arch. dcr Phann., xxxiv. 289.)
Nediad Propertie1; and l./:;es. J:ilap is an active cathartic, operating briskly
and sometimes painfully upon the bowels, and producing copiou~ watery stools.
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'.J'hc aqueous extract purges moderately, without mueh griping, and is said to
mcrease the flow of urine. The portion uot taken up by water J!ripcs seve rely.
The watery extract obtained from jalap prc,•ioui:;ly exhausted by rectified sp irit,
is said to b:ive no cathartic effect, hut to (lpcrafe powerfully by urine. (Dum'(t1i.)
The alcoholic extract, usually calle<l resin of jafop, purges acti\'cly, and often
produces severe gr ipin ~. J'rom these facts, it woulJ. appear that the virtues of
this cathartic do not depend exclu~i"ely upon any one principle. Jah1p was
introduced into Eu rope in the hitter part. of the sixteenth, or bcginnin~ of the
seventeenth century, and now ranks among the purgative medicines mo!:>t extensively employed. It is applicable to most cases in which an nctive cathartic is
require\!, anti from its hydragogue powers is especially a<laptcd to the treatment
of drop~y. It is generally given in connexion with other medicine~, which assist
or qualif)' its operation. ln dropsical corupla.iuts it is usually cowbincd with
bitartratc of votossa; and the same mixture is much t!mployed in the treatment
of the hip disease, and l)Crofu lous affections of other joints. \Vith calo ni cl it
forms a. cathartic compound, which bas long been hi~bly popular in the United
States in bilious feyer, and other complaintli attended with congestion of the
liver or portal circle. In 9vcr-closcs it may produce dangerous bypercatbarsis.
lt i.'l said to purge when applied to a wound.
The <lose of jubp in pow<ler is from fifteen to thirty grains; of the resin, or
alcoholic extra.ct of the Edinburgh College, from four to eight grains; of the ex.
tract of the U.S. and London l>Jiurmacopooias, from tcu to twenty grains. The
fatter ext ra.ct is preferable to tbc alcoholic, as it more completely rep resen ts the
jabp itself. The dose of calomcl a.ad jalap is ten grains of each ; that of bitartra.te
of potasi:.a. und jabp, twodracbms of the former anti ten or fifteen grains of the latter.
OJT Prrp. J ~xtract um Ja lapre; Extractum sive Rosina. J -alap:u; Pulvis Jalapoo
\\' .
Compositus; '.l'jnctur:i Jalapa::; Tiuctura. Scuuro et Jalapc:e.

JUGLANS. U.S.
Bullerniil.
The inner bark of the root of Juµ;lans ciocrea.. U. •~·.
JuOL1\NS. Sex. S!Jsi. J\loncecia. Polyandria.-_N(zl. Ord. Juglnndacero.

Fig;~:::,1;~/tfo:.!~L:ig~Jt~~~'.tu;:.~;1 ~~~~.ca~.~tc:~xl;:~~~c~~~·~~pc;i·~::~ll(,,o~·~i~af~~~~
1

cleft. St!Jlei:t two. Drupe coriaceous with a. furrowed nut. lVi'lld.
Severa l products of Juylans reyia, or cou11unu European walnut, are used
medicinally in Europe. The hull of the fruit Lias been employed as a Yermifuge
from the times of Ilipp11crates, and has been recommended in syphilis and old
ulcers. The expressed oil of tbe fruit is deemed by some practitioners efficacious
against the tape-worm, and is also usc<l as'' laxatirn inj ection. 'l'he leaues 1 long
occa.::.ionally employed for various purposes both in regular and domestic practice,
have been foun<l by Profc~l"Or :NCgrier, of Angers, in the highest degree cffica·
ciom1 in scrofula. Ile ga.Yc to cbi!Jrcn a Wacupful of a pretty strong infusion,
or six grains of the aqueous extract, ?ran cquira.lcnt dose of :t !lyr~p prepared
from the extrad, two, three, or four tunes a day; an<l at the same time applied
a. strong decoction to tLe ulcers, and as a collyrium when the eyes were <li~Ca!"ed.
No injury ever resulted from a l on~-continuc<l use of the remedy. lt appears to
act as a. moderately aromatic bitter and astringent. (~lrdiives Gen., 3e sb-ir, x.
390 and xi. 41.) The lca...es of our J. niyra or common Ll:1ck walnut, or those
of J. ci11erca, the only officinal spccics, would probably answer as good a. purpose.
Jl)ylans ci11Nect. Willd. Sp. Pla11t. iv. i.f>G; Bigelow, Am. J/d. But. ii. l lf.i;
Carson, lllui:il. (If .Med. But. ii. -12, pl. 8G.-J. catlu.t1·tica, l\licbaux, N An•.
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Rylva. i. 160. This is an indigenous forest tree, known in different ~ections of
the country by the ,·arions names of butlernul, oil1rnl, and u:h(t1i wobrnt. In
favouraLle situations it attains a great size, rising sometimes fifty feet in height,
with a trunk three or four feet in diameter at the distance of five feet from the
ground. 'J'he stem divides, at a sma ll di:-tance from the ground, into numerous
nearly horizontal branches, which sp read widely, and form a large tufted bead.
Th e young branches are smooth and of a grayish colour, which bas given origin
to the specific name of the plant. The leaves are very long, and eonsist of
~even or eight pairs of sessile leaflets, and a single petiolatc leaflet at the end.
'l'ht>sc arc tw o or three inches in len,irth, oblong-lanceolate, rounded at the base,
a.cuminate, finely serrate, and somewhat downy. The male and female flowers
are distinct upon die same tree. Tb c former are in large amcnts, four or five
inches long, hanging down from the sides of the shoots of the preceding year's
growth near their extremity. rrhe fertile flowers arc at the end of the shoots of
the same spring. 'flie germ is. surmounted by two large, fcatber_y, rose-coloured
stigmas. The fruit is sometimes single, suspended by a thin pliable peduncle;
someti1Ucs SC\'eral are attached to the sides and extremity of the same peduncle.
'l'he drupe is oblon g-oval, with a terminal projection, hairy, viscid, green in the
immature state, but brown when ripe. It contains a hard, dark, oblong, pointed
nut, with a rough, deeply and irregularly furrowed surface. 'The kernel is thick,
oily, and plea:-;ant t o the taste.
The butternut grows in Upper and I.Jower Canada, anrl throughout the whole
northern, ea~tern, and western sections of the United Rtatcs. In the )fiddle
States, the flowers appear in 1\Jay, and the fruit ripens in September. The tree,
if pierced immediately before tbe leaves unfold, yields a richly saccharine juice,
from wbicb su~a r may be obtained, nearly if not quite equal to that from t.he
sugar maple. The wood, though neither strong nor compact, is useful for some
purposes on account of its durability, and exempti on from the attacks of worms.
'l'he fruit, when half.grown, is sometimes made into pickles, and, when ripe,
affords in its kernel a gratefu l article of food. The bark is used for dyeing wool
a, dll!'k·brown colour, though inferior for this purpose to that of the black walnut.
It is said, when applied to the skin, to be rubefacient. 'The inner bark is the
medicinal portion, and that of the root, being considered most efficient, is directed
by the national 1-:>harmacopooia.. It should be eollccted in l\Iay or J unc.
On the living tree, tbc inner bark when fii·st uncovered is of a pure white,
which becomes immediately on exposure a beautiful lemon colour, and ultimately
changes to deep brown. It has a fibrous texture, a feeble odour, and a peculiar,
bitter, somewhat acrid taste. Its medical virtues are extracted by boiling water.
Dr. Bigelow could detect no resin in t he bark; and the presence of tanniu was
not evinced by the test of gelatin, though a brownish.black colour was produced
by the sulphate of iron .
Medical Properties and Cses. Butternut is a mild cathartic, operat~ng w~thout
pain or irritation, and resembling rhub:1rb in the property of e\·a:uatmg without
debilitatiup: the alimentary canal. It w:is much employed, durmg our rernl~·
tionury war, by Dr. Hush and other physici1'.us attached to the army. ~t IS
especially applicable to cases of habitual costiveness an<l otlicr bow.el aff0ctions,
particularly <lysenter1, in which it bas :.wquired consid~rablc ~cputnlion. I~ connexion with calomel 1t has sometimes been used in our rntermittent and rem1ttent
fo'\"crs, and otlier complaints attended with congestion of the abdominal viscera.

rt j~:f~~"::1~:~,~!s1i~~~;f~:~:~i~:~::~~:-~::::1l~~~O::X~~~~~~j:c~l:OU;'J:~:~:;a~~
Off. Prep. Bxtraclum Juglaudis.

W.
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JUNIPERUS. U.S., Lond.
Juniper .
The fruit cif .Juniperns communis. [T. S., Lond.
qg: Syn. JUNTPERI OAOUMl.~A. 'J'ops of Juniperus communis.

NilJJnU FRUCTUS.

JUBerries of Junipcrus communis. Ed. JU.NIP.!1:HUS

The tops nn<l b~rries. Dub.
Gcncvricr commun, lhies de Ge111Cvrc, Fr.; Gemcincr Wnchholder, Wuchholdcrbcercu,
G'erm.; Gincpl'O, Ital.; Encbro, B:l)'tl.S de encbro, Span.

COJ1Ml'Nr8.

JuNirtnus. Sex. S,1;.~t. Diooda .Jionadelphia.- .Not. 01·d. PinaccmorConiferm.
Gen. Oh. MALE. Ame11t1tm OYatc. C'al!JX a scale. Corolla uone. Stamens
three. FE'.\T.ALE. Ca~yx three-parted. Petal.~ three. Styles three. Berry thrceseeJcd, irregular, with the three tubercles of the calyx. Willd.
Jm1ipen1s comrmtnis. 'Willd. 8p. Plant. iv. 853; \Vood\' . .Jlfed. Bot. p. 13,
t. 6. 'l'his is an erect evergreen ~hrubi usually small , but sometimes attaining a
height of twelve or fifteen foet, with mmrnrous very close branches. The le:wcs
urc narrow, longer than the fruit, entire, sharply pointed, channeled, of a deep·
green colour, somewhat glaucous on their upper surface, spread in g, and attached
to the stem or branches in threes, in a vcrticillatc manner. The flowers arc dioo.
ciou~, and disposed in small, ovate, axillary, sessile, solitary amen ts. 'l'hc fruit is
formed of the fleshy coalescing scales of the ament,and contains threean~ulars~cds.
The common juniper is a native of :Europe; but bas been introduced into this
country, in some parts of which it Lias become naturalized. It is not uncommon
in the neip:hbourhood of 1 1biladclphirt. The plant described in ]3igelow's Ame.
riean 1\Ie<lical Botany, under the title of J. communis, and very common in ccr·
tain parts of ~cw England 1 deserves, perhaps, to be considered a distinct species.
It is a trailing sbrnb, seldom more than two or three feet in height, spreading
in all directions, t in-owing out roots from its branches, and forming beds which
are often many rods in circumfcrnnce. The name of J. dl'p1«>.ssa has been proposed for it. The common juniper flower.'! in Ma_y; but does not ripen its fruit
till late in the following yea r. All parts of the plant contain a volatile oil, which
imp<lrts to them a peculiar f:lavcmr. The wood has a. slight aromatic odour, and
was formerly used for fumigation. A terebintbinate juice exudes from the tree
and hardens on the bark. 'J'!Jis has been erroneously considered as identical
with scmdarach. The peasantry in the South of France prepare a sort of tar,
which they call "lwile decade," frcnu the interior reddish wood of the trunk
and branches, by a distill ation per dc.~censuni. (See oil of cade in the Appcn·
dix.) The fruit and tops of juniper are the only officinal parts.
The berries, as the fruit is commonly e11llcd, arc sometimes collected in this
country, and parcels are occa~ionally brought to the Philadelphia market from
NcwJer~ey. llut, though equa l to tbe European in appearance, they are inferior
in strcngtb, and are not much used. The best corue from the South of Eu rope,
prtrtic:ularly from Trieste and the Italian ports. They arc globular; more or less
shri,·eled; about as large as a pc:~; marked with three furrows at the summit,
and with tubercles from the persistent calyx a.t the base; and covered with a.
glaucous bloom, beneath which they are of a shining blackish-purple colou r. They
contain a brownish-yellow pulp, and three angular seeds. They have an agree.
able somewhat riromatiu odour, and a. sweetish, warm, bitterish, slightly tere·
bintliinatc taste. '.l'he:1e prope1tics, as well as their medical virtues, they owe
cLiefly to a. ''obtile oil. (Sec OlemnJim1jJc1·i.) Tbe other ingredients, according
to Tr<1mmsd0rff, arc re~in, sugar, gum, wax, ligniu, wa.tcr, rind Yarious saline sub.
stances. The prnportion of these ingre~ient~ varies according to the greater or
less ma.turity of the berries. The volatile 011 is most abundant in those which
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have altained their full growth and are still /!rcen, or in those which arc on the
point of ripening. In the latter, Trommsdorff found one per cent. of the oil. In
those whicb are perfectly ripe it has been partly changed into resin, and in those
quite black, completely so. The berries impart their virtues to water and alcohol. They arc very largely consum e<l in the preparation of g;in.
The tops of Juniper are directed.by the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges. Their
odour is balsamic, their taste resinous and bitterish; and they possess similar
virtues with the berries.
JlJedical P1·operlics and i-ses. Juniper berries are gently stimulant and diuretic,
imparting to the urine the smell of violets, and producing occasionally, when very
largely taken, disagreeable irritation in the urinary passages. They are ch iefly
used as an adjuvant to more powerful diuretics in dropsical complaints; but have
been recommended also in scorb uti c and cutaneous diseases, catarrh of the bladder,
and atonic conditions of the alimentary canal and uterus. They may be given
in substance, trituratcd with sugar, in tbe dose of one or two drachms repeated
three or four times a. day. But tbe infusion is a more convenient form. It is
prepared by macerating an ounce of the bruised berries in a, pint of boiling water,
the whole of which may be taken in the course of twenty-four hours. J~xtra.cts
nre prepared from tbc berries, bot.b bruised and unbruised, and given in the dose
of one or two drachms; but, in consequence of the evaporation of the essen tial
oil, they are probably not stronger than the berries in substance.
OjJ: Prep. Decoctum Scoparii Compositum; lnfusum J uniperi; Olcum J uniW.
peri; Spiritus Junipcri Compositus.

JUNIPERUS VIRGINIAN A. U.S. Secondary.
R ed Cedar.
The tops of Juniperus Virginiana. U.S.

JuNll'Etrns. See JUNIPERUS.
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Juni'perus Virginiana. Willd. Sp. Plant. fr. 853; Bigelow, Ani. 1lfed. Bot.
iii. 40; .Michaux, .N. .Am. S/jfr. iii. 221. 'l'his species of Juniper, known commonly by the name of ?·etl cedar, is an enrgrcen tree of slow growtb, seldom
attaining a very large size, though sometimes rising forty or fifty feet in beight,
with a. stem more than n foot in diameter. It has numerous very clo.se branches,
wbich, in the young trce1 spread out horizontally near the ground; but, as tbe
tree advances, the lower branches slowly decay, leaving the trunk irregular with
knots nnd crevices. The leaves are very small, fleshy, ovate, concave, pointed,
glandular on their outer surface, either ternate or in pairs, and closely imbricated.
'fhose of the young shoots are often much longer, and spreading. 'l'hc lea.vcs
closely invest the extreme twigs, increasing with their growth, till ultimately lost
in the encroachments of the bark. c. The barren flowers are in oblong amen ts,
formed by peltatc scales with the anthers concealed within them. The fe rtil e
flowers have a proper perianth, which coalesces with the germ, and for.ms a. s~a ll,
roundish berry, with two or three seeds, co>cred on its outer surface with a. bnght
blue powder." (Rigel.ow.)
1'he red cedar grows in all latitudes of the United States, from that of Durliugton, in Vermont, to the ~ulf of l\lc:xico_; but is .most abuu~ant and most
vigorous in the southern section. The rnter1or wood is of n reddish colour, and
hirrbly valuable on account of its great durability. Small excrescences which
ar~ sometimes found on the branches of the tree, arc popularly used as au anthelmiutic, under the name of cedar opples, in the dose of from ten to twenty grains
three times a day. The tops or leaves only are officinal.
'fbcy han a peculiar not unpleasant odour, and a stro ng, bittcrish, somewhat
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pungent taste. These properties reside chiefly in a vofatile oil, and arc readi ly
imparted to alcohol. 'fbe lea Yes, analyzed by 1\Ir. Wm. J. Jcnkii, were found to
contain volatile oil, gum, tannic acid, albumen, Uitter extractive, resin, ch lorophyllc, fixed oil , lime, and li gnin. (Am . .fmtrn. of Plwrm., xiv. 235.) They
bear a close resemblance to the leans of .Jum"perus Sabina, from which they ca n
be certainly distinguished only by the differcn~c of odour .
.Medical P r()perties arid [;~~e.,. The resemblance of red cedar to savine is ~aid
also to extend to their medical properties; the former being considered, like the
latter, stimulant, emmcnagogue, diuret.ic, and, under certa.in circumstances, <liaphoretic. It is, howeve r, much less energetic; and, though advantage m:ty, as
has been asserted, ha\"e accrued from its use in amenorrhooa, chronic rheumatism,
and dropsy, it bas not acquired the confidence of the profession generally.* ]~x
ternally applied it acts as an irrit:rnt; and an oi ntment, prepared by boiling the
fresh leaves for a short time in twice their weight of lard, with the addition of
a little wax, is employed as a substitute for sasiue cerate in maintaining a. purulent discharge from blistered surfaces. Sometimes the dried leaves in powder
are mixed with six tim es their weight of resin cerate, and used for a similar
purpose. But neither of these preparations is as eflCctual as tbe analogous preparation of s:1vinc.
W.

KINO. US., Land., Ed., Dub.

Kina.
The in:::pi i::sated juice of Pterocarpus )farsupiu m, and of other plants. TI. S.
Ptcrocarpus .Marsupium. Jui ce from incisions in the bark, hard ened in the sun.
L&11d. Concrete exudatio n of l::iterocarpus erinaceus 1 an<l of other undetermined
genera and species. b(I., D.11h.
Kino, Fr., Germ., Ital.; Qumo, Span
The term kino was originally applied to a. vep:efnl;ile extract or inspissated juice,
taken to ].Jondon from the western coast of Afric;L1 and introduced to tbe notice
of the profession by Dr. Fothergil l. Vegetable products obtained from various
other parts of the world, resembling kino in their appearance and properties, afterwards received the sa me name; and much confusion and uncertainty have existed,
and in some dc~ree still exist, in relation to the botanical and commcreial history
of the drug. 'Ve shall first giYe an account of the general properlies of the
medicines denomin ated kino, and sha ll then treat of the sneral va riet ies.
General l'rqpcrties. Ki no, as found in the i:bops, is usually in small, irregular,
angular, shining fragments, seldom so large as a pea, of a dark reddish-brown or
blackish colour, very brittle, easily puh-erizable, aud affording a reddish powder,
much lighter coloured than the drug in its aggregate state. If in larger masses,
it may Le reduced witho~t difficulty into these miuute fragments. It is without
odour, and bus a bitteni)h, highly nstringent ta:,te, with a somewhat sweetish
after-taste. It burns with littl efiame,and does not soften with heat. It imparts
its virtues and a deep-red colour to water and alcohol. Cold water forms with
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it a clear infusion. Boiling water dissolves it more largely; and the saturated
dccoction becomes turbid on coolin:r, and deposits a reddish sediment. T he
tincture is not disturbed by water. When long kept it often gelatinizes, and
loses its astringency . (Sec 'l'inctura Ki110.) Kino has been supposed to consist
chiefly of a modification of tannic acid or tannin, witl.i extractiYe, gum, and sometimes probably a little rc:-.in; but we need a careful analysis of the differeIJt wclla<1certained varieties. The nqueous solution is precipitated by gelatin, tLc soluble
salts of iron, silver, lend, and antimony, bichloride of mercury, :ind sulphuric,
nitric, and muriatic acids. The precipitate with iron is of an oli,.,.c or greeoish black colour. The a\lrnlics favour the solubility of kino in water, but essentially change its nature, and destroy its astriugency.
1. Eosi India Kino. 'l'his is the variety at present probably most used, and
most highly esteemed. Its origin was long unknown. It is now ascertained,
through the unitell researches of Drs. Pereira., Royle, 'Vight, and others, to be
the product of Ptrrocorpu.~ Morsupium, a lofty tree, growing upon the mountains
of the J\lalabar coast of Ilindost:1n. Kino is the juice of the tree, extmcted
through longitudinal incis ions in tLe bark, and afterwards dried in the ~mo. Upon
drying it breaks into small fragments, and is put into wooden boxes for exportation. It is collected near 'l'ellicherry, and exported from l3omba.y. It is some·
times imported into this country directly from the East Indies, but more
commonly from J_,ondon. From a communication in the J0urnal of the Asiatic
Society of Bcng:1l,, by the Rev. lj'. ;\Jason, it appears t.bat kino is nlso collected
in the 'Jenasserim provinces, in further India, and h:1s been exported from I\laul niain to Europe. lt is produced by a tree c:1lled Pa-rlo1lk, which is supposed to
bc> a species of Pterocarpus; but its precise character was not certainly known .
(Am. Juuni. of Phann., xxi. 13±.) Dr. Cliristison has subsequently recognised, in a description of this tree furnished to him by Mr. Bcgbie, of 1\Iaulmain,
the precise characters of Pterocarpus l\Jarsupium; so that this kino has the
same origin with that from Malabar.
East lodia kino is in small, angular, glistening fragments, of a uniform consistence, appearing as if formed by the breaking down of larger ma:::.ses. 'l'be
larger frugments arc opaque and nearly black; but minute splinters arc sometimes
trnasluccnt, and of n. deep ~arnct rcdnc:'is wben viewed by transmitted light.
'I'his \·ariety of kino is very brittle, readily breaking between the fi11gers 1 im<l
easily pulverized, affording a. dark reddish p11wder, a portion of which, resultin~
from the mutual attrition of the fragments, is often found inter~pcrsed among
them. When chewed, it softens in the mouth, adheres somewhat to the teeth, and
tinges the saliva of a. blood.red colour. ] n odour, taste, and chemical rebt.ions,
it corresponds with the account already gi,·en of kino in general. According
to Vauquclin, it contains 75 per cent. of tannin and peculiar extractive, 2-1 of
red gun1. and 1 of insoluble matter. But ne"· views ba\'e recently been advanced
as to its co1nposition. When kino is boiled in water, the decoct ion deposits ou
cooling <t bright-red substance; a~d a. similar deposition takes place wheu a co.Id
filtered aqueous solution of kino 1s long exposed with a broad surface to the air.
Dr. Gerding considers this clepo.r.;it as the result of the combination of oxygen
with kino-tannic acid, and calls it kino-red . (Chem.. Uaz., ix. 260, from J_,iebig's

~~';/~l~~i~ ki~:~~~g;sW~l~ol~~~·i :;~i:it~~~ i t~£i,~t\ n~~;~ ~0~1i1r~~n:~it:n s~:~\~ ~l~t~e;a.~~~~
acid, which he is disposed to think identical in its pure state with tarrn_ic acid of
galls; and he extends the same views to the other forms of this _astringen.t pr_inciplc which give greenish pr~cipitales with the se~quisalts of Jr.on, and which
are generally belie\•cd to be somewhat different, as they occu.r in difforcnt plant~.
Findiug this re<l colouring matter to possess acid propertll's, he has named 1t
ki11o(c add. According to Hennig, kino consist~ of tannic acid with a trace of
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salts with excess of

2. JVest lndiri 01· Jumcn'co Ki110. Thi s is believed to be the product of the
Coccolobo 1w/'era, or sea-side yrope, a. tree twenty feet or more iu hcigLt 1 bearing beautiful broad shining leaves, and large bunches of purple berries, to which
it owes its vernacular name. It grows in the W est Indi es and uei,!!hbouring
parts of the continent. Tbe kino is said to be obtained by en1porating a decoction of the wood and bark , which are ''ery astringent. l\Jany years since, a
thi ck redd ish- brow n liquid was imported into Philadelphia. from th e West Indies,
which, when dried by ex posure to th e air in shallow vessels or by beat, afforded
an ex tra ct Laving all the properti es of kino, for wLich it was sold by th e druggists. Thi s has been long ex hausted; but so me years since, a COll:'iderable
quantity of West India. kino was brought into this market, whi ch may still enter
into the consump tion of the country. lt was contained in large gourds, into
which it was evidently poured while in a liquid or semi-liquid state, and then
allowed to harden. "\Ve have speci mens of this kino in our possession.
"When tak en from th e gourd, it brea ks into fragm ents of various sizes, upon
an avernge about as large as a, hazelnut, and having some tendency to the rectangular form . 'l'he consistence of these frap:ments is uniform, their sm·fo.ce
smooth anJ shining, and their colour a dark reddish-brown, approaching to black.
They are, Lowe\'er, not so glistening, nor so black as the Ea st India kin o. In
mass th ey are quite opaque, but in thin splinters 11re translucent anrl of a ruby
redness. They are readily broken by the fingers into smaller fragment!':, arc
easily pulverized, and yield a dull-reddish powder, considernbly lighter-coloured
than that of the former variety. The West India kin o is without odour, and bas
a. very astringent bitterish taste, with a sca rcely observable sweetish after-taste.
It adheres to th e teeth when chewed, though rather less than the Ea st llldia
vari ety, and colours tbe saliva red. Th e solubility of Jamaica kino was very
carefully examined, at our m1uest, by Dr. Robert Bridges, of this city, wlio found
that cold water di~solvcd 89 per cent., and ordinary officinal alcohol 94 per cent.
1'be portion dissoked by alcohol and not by water was Jlrob,lbly of a resinous
nature; as it nppearcd to be viscid, and very much impeded the filtration of th e
watery soluti on. Considering th e nature of this substance, the form of kino in
which it was found is probably, like that from the Ea st Indies, a11 in spissated
juice. Guibourt, who states that Jamaica kino is but slightly dissolved by cold
water, must have operated on a different product.
3 . South AmericanKino.-Corocus l\.iM. In 1839, when the fourth edition
of this Dispcusatory was published, an astringent extract was described, which
had recently been introduced into our market, derived, as we were informed, from
Caracas, and known by that name to the druggists. Since that period it hus
come much more exten sively into use. It is probably the sa me as that clc~cribeJ
by Guibourt 1 in the last edition of hi s IJi story of Drugs. as the kin o of Columbia.
As importeJ, th is variety of kino is in large ma sses, some weighing severa l pounds,
covered with thin leaves, or exhibiting mark s of leaves upon thei r unbrok en surface, externally very dark, and internally of a. deep reddish-brown or d;U""k port·
wine colour. It is opariue in th e urnss, but translucent in thin splinters, very
brittle, and of a fracture always shining, but in some masses wholly rough and
irregular, in others rough only in the interior, while the outer portion, for an
inch or two in depth, breaks with a rather smooth and uniform surface like that
of the '\Vest Tndia kino. Thi s outer porLi on is cal"l ily L1·okc n into fine angular
fragments, while tLe interi or crumbles quite irregu larly. 8ome of the masses
are very impure, containing pieces of bark, wood, leaves, &c-.; othe1·s are more
homogeneous,. and almost free fro1~ impurities.. '!'L e mMses rire broken up b.y
means of a mill so as to resemble East India kino, from which, howe,er, this
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variety differs in being more irregular, less sharply angular, more powdery, and
less black. Ou comparing tb e finer and more angular portions of the masses with
the West India kiuo, we were strongly struck with their resemblance ; and in fact
cou ld discover no difference between the two varieties either in colour, lustre,
taste, the colour of the powder, or other sensible property. South An1crican
kiuo was found by Dr. Bridges to yi<'ld 93·5 per cent. to co ld water, and 93 per
cent. to alcohol; so t hat, whi le it has almost the same solubility as Jamaicil kino
in alcohol, it is somewhat more soluble in cold water. The aqueous solution, in
this case, was not embarrassed by the adhesive matter which impeded the filtra.
tion in the former variety; and the want of a. minute proportion of res inous
matter in the South American kino is the only difference we have discovered he·
tween the two drugs. It is not improbable that they are deri ved from tbesame
plant; and there is no difficulty in supposing that thi s may be the Coccoloba.
uvifora 1 as that t ree g rows as well upon the continent as in the islands.
· 4. ~ I Ji·lcan Klno. The original kino employed by Dr. Fothergill was known
t o be the produce of a t ree growing in Senegal, and upon the ba nks of the Gambia,
on the western coast of Africa; but the preci se chara cte r of the tree was not ascer·
tuinC'd, until a specimen, sent home by Mungo Pa rk during his lastjoumcy, enabled
the Engli sh botanists to decide that it was the Pterrx:arpus eri"nm:eus of Lamarck
and J>oi ret. The ]~din burgh and Dublin Colle~es accordingly refer kiuo in chief
to thi s plant; but in so doing ha\'e overlooked tLe fact that not one of the varieties
now useJ is brought from Africa. The importaLion of African kino has long
cea$ed; and the most experienced pLa r macologist cannot speak with certainty of
ha\'ing seen a specimen. 'l'hat described by Guibourt Las turned out to be the
Buteti 9um;* and the description in the first edition of Christison's Dispcnsatory
ev idently appl ies to the common }~ast India kino. A specimen given to Dr. A.
T. Thomson as African kino, and descr ibed in his Dispensatory, is certainly not
the drug spoken of by Fothergill, bnt rather rcsP-mbles the Butea gum.
As described by Fothergi ll, the African kino, for which he proposeJ the name
of gummi rubrmn astri11gens Gambinense, was in lumps of about the size of those
of gum Senegal or dragon's blood, and so similar in appearance to the latter that
a gooJ judge might easi ly be deceived. 'l'hese lumps were bard, brittle, opaque,
:md almost black; but minute fragments were reddish and transparent like garnet.
The drug was inodorous, of a strongly astringC'nt and sweetish taste, and soluble
in water to the extent of about five or six parts out of seven, forming a deep-red
astringent infusion. There can be little doubt that this variety of kino is a con·
crete juice, which exudes either spontaneously or from wounds in the bark, and
harden~ in the air. (Sec Med. Obs. cind fnq., i. 358.)
5. Botany Bay Klno. This is the concrete juice of the Eucu.lyptus resimfera,

* Butea gum is the concrete juice of the Buteafrondo$a or Dha!~-tree of llindostnn. The
juice flows from naturnl fissures, nnd from wounds nrnde in the bnrk of the tree, and quickly
hnrJens. ltisin sma\lclong11.ted tenrs, orirregulnrangulnrmnsses, less in size tlinn:t
grain of bnrlcy, nppnrently blnck nnd opaque, but tnrnslucentand of a ruby-red colour,
when examined in smnll frngments by trnnsmitted light. i\lnny of the tcar::i hn\•e small
portions of bark ndbcring to them. 'l'hey nre very brittle, and re:.nli ly pulvcriznble, yieJrJ..
ing a reddi sh powder. 1'hey nre very astringent to the taste, do notarlhcre t o the teeth
wbeu chewed, nnd tinge the snl i\·a red. The relations of' this product to water, alcohol,
nndo1hcrcheiuicnlrengcntsarencarlytbesnmcasthoseof orditmrykiuo. Whcufreed

~i~~·~·:;~1::~;;. :~:~;!~~~ [!;~~:~:~ \:·;; ,~;:~~:~·:·::: ~'.~f :~~f~~!~.~;~.~:~:~~t,:~~,3~~~~!;:~;
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be employed as kmo in merlicine. 1tio;1 however, \'Cry schlom imported into Englund, and
ne\•er, nt present, into this country. Dr. Pereira. found 3. qu::i.ntit.y in au old drug stflfe in
London, nnd scu t n. portion to Guibourt, from which thnt writer drew up his description
of .\Menn kino. ltispossiblctbattheki uowhi chf'ormerlyre1tcbed us,fullofsnullpieces
of wootl. bnrk, &c., m:-iy hin·c been the Butea 9u111.
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or brown gum tree of New Holland, a lofty tree, belonging to t11e cfoss and ord~r
lcosandrio Manog!Jnia, and the natural order Jll!Jrfacece. ·when tl~e bark is

wounded the juice flows very freely, and hardens in the ai r . Accord1_ng ~o Mr.
White, a !:l'ingle tree is capable of furnishing five hundred pounds of kmo m one
year. (White's l'o!fage.) Duncan states that specimens of the juice have reached
Great Britain in the fluid form , and that when be first examined kino in 1802,
it was common, and was the finest kind in commerce. According to information
received by Dr. Thomson, its importation into Great Britain must ha, e ceased
soon after that period (Thornson's Di.\petzsatory, 1826, p. 506); but Dr. Pereira
speaks of it as imported in boxes, and has him self met with a parcel of it from
Van Dieman 1 s Land. Ainslie informs us thut he has seen it in the markets of
Hindostan. 'Ve have never met with it in this country.
'fhe specimen examined by J:lcreira was in irregular masses, many of them in the
form of tears as large as those of Senegal gum. "The purer pieces were Yitrcous,
almost black in the mass, but transparent and of a beautiful ruby-reel in small and
thin fragments. Some of the pieces, howeYer, were opaque and dull, from the intermixture of wood and other impurities." 'This \'ariety of kino is brittle, with a
resinous unequal fractme, and yiel<ls a reddish-brown powder. It is infusible,
without odour, of an astringent taste followed by sweetness, and when long chewed
adheres to the teeth. (Dm1ca11.) lt swells up and becomes gelatinous with cold
water, yielding a red solution, whicl1 p:ives precipitates with lime-water, gelatin,
a.nd scsciuich loridc of iron, but not with alcohol or tartar emet ic. With rectified
spirit it also becomes gelatinous, and forms a reel tincture which is not precipi·
tated by water. (Percir(t.) White states that only one-sixth of this kino is soluble
in water; Guibourt found it wholly soluble with the exception of foreign matters;
and Dr. Thomson informs us that water at G0° dissolves more than one-half. These
writers must have experimented with different substances. According to Dr.
Duncan, alcohol dissoh·es the whole except impurities; and the tincture, with a
certain proportion of water, lets fall a copiou1:1 red precipitate, but with a large
proportion only becomes sli ghtly turbid.
lt is said that catechu, broken into small fragments, ha s sometimes been sold
as kino. }'ortunatcly little injury can rrsult from tbe substitution, as the medical
virtues of the two substances are very nearly the same.
Medical Properties and Cses. Kino is powerfully astringent, and in this country
is much used for the suppression of morbid discharges. lo diarrhcea not attended
with febrile excitement or inflammation, it is often an excellent adjunct to opium
and the absorbent medicines, and is a favourite addition to the clulk mixture.
It is also used in chroni c dysentery when astringents arc admissible; in lcucorrhrea
and diabetes; ;ind in passiYe hemorrhages, particularly that from the uterus. 1t
was formerly used in intermittent fe,·cr.
It may be given in powder, infusion, or dissolved in diluted alcohol. The dose
of the powder is from ten to t.hirty grains. The infusion, which is a ''ery convenient form of adm inistration, may be made by pouring eight ftuidounccs of
boiling water on two drachms of tbe extract, and straining when cool. Aromatics
may be added, if deemed advisable. The dose is a fiuidouncc. 'fhc proportion
of alcohol in a d.ose of the tincture renders it fre~ncutly an unsuitable preparation.
Locally applied, kino is often productive ot benefit. Its infusion is useful
as au inj ection in leucorrhcea and obstinate gono rrh(.Ca, and thrown up the nostrils we have found it \ery efficacious iu suppressing epibtaxis. A case of obst inate hemorrlrngc from a wound in the palate, a.fter resisting varioue means,
yicldeJ to the application of powdered kino, which was spread thickly on lint,
and prcs::ed .igainst the wound by the tongue. The powder is also a very useful
application to indolent and flilhby ulcers.
Ojf.Prr'p. l~lcctuarium Cutechu; Pul,·is Aluminis Compositus; Pulvis
Catcchu C'omp.; Pu!Yis Kina Comp.; Tinctura Kiuo.
W.
1
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KRAJ\IERIA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Rhatany.
The root of Kramcrla triandra. CS., Lond., .Bd. , Dub.
Rutanhie, Fr.; Hntanhiawurzel, Germ.; Rntania, ital., Spo11.
KnAM .t-:RIA. Se:r. S.1Jst. Tctrnndria. Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Polygalere, De
Ca11d. Kramcriacere, Lindfry
Gen. Oh. C«lyx none. Corolla four-petalled; the superior nectary three-parted,
and inferior two-leaved. Berry dry, echinated, one-seeded. Willd.
Ki·omeri'u. triandru. Ruiz :rnd Pavon, Flor. l'eruv. i. 61. 'fhe rhatany plant

is a s hrub , having a long 1 much branched, and spreading root, of a blackish-red
colour; with a round, procumbcnt, very dark-coloured stem, divided into numerous branches, of which the younger are leafy and thickly covered with sofL hairs,
giving them a. white, silky appearance. The lea>es are few, Fessile, oblong·o\·ate,
pointed, entire, presenting on both surfaces the same silky wbitenes2 with the
young branches, on the sides of which they are placed. The flowers arc lakecoloured1 and stand singly on short peduncles at the axils of the upper leaYes.
There are only three stamens. The nectary consists of four leaflets, of which
the two upper are spatulate, the lower roundii::h and much shorter: it does not
correspond with the generic character of Willdenow, which was drawn from the
K1·ameria lxina. The frnit is globular, of the size of a pea, surrounded by stiff
reddish-brown prickles, and furni slied with one or two seeds. 'l'he name rlwlany
is said to express, in tLe language of the I>eruYian Indians, the creeping character of the plant.
'l'his Fpecics of Krameria is a native of Peru, growing in dry argillaccous and
sandy pbccs, and abundant about tl.te city of lluanuco. lt flower!! at all seasons,
but is in the Leight of its bloom in October and November. The root is dug
up 11ftcr the rains. Tschudi states that most of the rhatany now exported is
obtained in the Southern provinces of Peru, particularly iu Arica and I slay.

(Trav. in Peru, Am. ed., p. 214.)
~'h e K Ldna, growing in Hayti, and in Cumana on the South American continent, is said to afford a root closely analogous in appearance and properties to
that of the Peruvian species; but the latter on ly is officinal.
'Ve receive rhatany in pieces of varjous shapes and dimensions, some being
simple, some more or less branched, the largest as much as an inch in lhicknc>ss,
derived from the main body of the root, the smallest not tliicker lhan a. sma ll
quill, consi!:;ting of t.bc minute ramifications. The pieces are oftt:n nearly cylin.
drical, and as much as two or lluee feet in lengtb. Sometimes many of the
radicles arc united in a common head, which is short, and from half rm inch to
two inches or more in diameter. 'l'Le roots are compm:ed of a dark reddish·
brown, slightly fibrous, easily separable bark, and a central woody portion, less
coloured, but sti ll reddish or reddish-yellow. l~hatany is without smell, but ha s
a. bitter, rnry astringent, slightly swee tish taste, which is connected with its
medical \'irtucs, and is much stronger in the cortical than the ligneous part.*
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~be smallest pieces are therefore preferable, as they contain the largest propor-

tion of the bark. The powder is of a reddish colour. The virtues of the root
arc extracted by water an<l alcohol, to which it imparts a deep reddi sh-brown
colour. From the researches of Vogel, Gmelin, Peschicr, and Trommsdorff, it
appears to contain tanuin 1 lignin, and minute quantities of gum, starch, saccharine matter, and an acid which PcschiCl' considered as peculiar, and named laameric acid. The tannin is in three states; 1st, that ('If purity, in which it is
without colou r; 2d, that of apothemc, in which it has lost its astringency, and
been rendered insoluble by the action of the air, and 8d, that of extractive, which
is a soluble combination of tannin and its apotheme, and is the substance which
imparts to the infusion and tincture of rhatany their characteristic reddish-brown
colour. (Soubeiran, Journ. de Plumn., xix. 506.) The proportion of red astringent matter obtained by Vogel was JO JlCr cent. The mineral acids and most
of th e metallic salts throw down precipitates with the infusion, decoction, and
tincture of rhatany, aud are incompatible in prescription.
Cold water, by means of displacement or percolation, extracts all the astringency of rhatany, forming a clear deep red infusion, which, upon careful evaporation, yields an almost perfectly soluble extract. The root yields its virtues
also to boiling water by maceration; but the resulting infusion becomes turbid
upon cooling, in consequence of the deposition of apotheme taken up by the
water when heated. By boiling with water a still larger proportion of the apotheme is dissolved, and a considerable quantity of the pure tannin becomes insoluble in cold water, and medicinally inert, either by combin in g with tbe starch
which is also dissolved, or by conversion into apothemc through the agency of
the atmosphere. The dccoction is, therefore, an ineligible preparation, and the
extract resulting from its eva.poratiou, though greater in weight than that from
the cold infusion, contains much less solubl e and active matter. Alcohol dissolves a larger proportion of the root than water, but this excess is owing to the
solution of apothernc; and the alcoholic extract contains little if any more of the
astringent principle than that prepared by cold water, while it is encumbered
with much inert matter. (See B-ctractwrn Kramedx.)
Medical Prope1·ties and U:;es. Rhatany is gently tonic and powerfully astringent; and may be advantageously given in chronic diarrhooa, passive hemorrhages, especially mcnorrb;\gia 1 sorue forms of leueorrhooa 1 and in all those cases
in whi ch kino and catechu are beneficial. It has long been used iu Peru as a.
remedy in bowel complaints, as a corroborant in cases of enfeebled stomach, and
as a local application tospougy gums. R.uiz, one of the authors of the Peruvian
Flora, first made it known in Europe. It was not till after the year 1816 that it
began to come into general use. It has the adt·antage over the astringent extracts imported, that, being brought in the state of the root, it is free from adulteration, and may be prescribed wilh conficlencc.
The dose of the powder is from twenty to thirty grains; but in this form the
root is little used. The infus~on or decoction is more con'\'enient. The proportions arc an ounce of lhe brmscd or powdered root to a pint of water, and the
dose one or two fluiclouuces. 'l'hc extract, tincture, and syrup are officinal preparations; and ma.y be given, the first in the dose of fifteen or twenty grains,
the second in that of two or three fiuidrachms, an<l the third in that of half a
fluid ounce for an adult. In the form of infusion, tincture, and extract, rhatany
has been highly recommended as a local remedy in fissure of the anus, prolapsus
ani, and leucorrhooa.
OJ!: Prep. Extractum Kramcrire; lnfusum Krarncrire; Syrupus Kramcrire;
Tinctma Krameria}.
W.
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LACJ\IUS. Ed.
Litmus.
A peculiar colouria~ matter from lloccclla. tiuctoria. Ed.
'J'm·11i;ol C'; '.f'Olm1esol,Fr.; Ln.k1nus,Oerm.

'l'brcc purple or blue colouring substances are known in commerce, obtained

from lichenous plants.

They are called severally litm11s 1 01·chil, and cudbrar.

~'he lichens employed are difterent species of Roccella, LPcanor<J, Yariolan'a, and
others. 'l'hcy grow on alpine or maritime r ocks, in nrious parts of the w~rld,
and for commercial purposes are collected chiefly upon the European and African
co..1sts 1 and the neighbouring islands, as the Azores, l\Iadcira, C<1n::irie!l, and
Cape de Verds. The particular spP.cies most employed arc proba.bly /Jfl'(lnora
tartarea or Tartcirean ?n-;s.~, g rowing in the North of :Europe, and Roccella tinctoria or orchilla weed, which abounds upon the A fri can and insular coasts, and
is called comm ercially, in comnlon with other species of the same genus, A11gola,
weed, Canm:; weed, &c., according to the place from which it may be brought.
The principles in these plants upon which their valuable properties depend,
arc thcmsch-cs colourless, and yield colouring substances by the reaction of
water, ai r, and ammon ia. '.I'bcy arc generally acids, and are nam ed lecwwric,
orscllic, er!Jtlt?-ic, &c., according to their use or origin . -W hat is the exact chemical
change by which the colouring matters are de,·eloped is not determined; but the
original body, in some instances at least, und ergoes a series of changes, before
the ultimate result is obtained. Dr. Sten hou:se proposes that the principles
should be extracted from the plants at th eir place of collection, so as to diminish
the cost of carriage. l?or this purpose the lichens, having been finely di,·ided,
are to be macerated with milk of lime, th e infusion thus obtained to be precipitated with muriatic or acetic acid, and the precipitate to be dried with a gentle
heat. Almost the whole of the colouring principles are thus extracted, and obtained in a. small bulk. 'fo test the value of the plants as 4ye-stuffs, they may
be macerated in a we;ik solution of :immonia, or a solution of hypochl oritc of
lime may be added to their alcoholic tincture . In the former case, a rich ,·iolctred colour is produced; in the latter a deep blood-red colour instantly appears,
but soon fades. All the three colouring substances above referred to may be
obtained from the same plants.
Lacmus or Litnws jg prepared chiefly if not exclusively in Ilolland. The process consists in macerating the coarsely powdered lichen, in wooden vessels under
shelter, for SCYeral weeks, with occaf'iona.l agitation, in a mixture of urine, lime,
and potash or soda. A fermentation ensues, and the mass, becoming first red
a nd ultimately blue, is after tlie last change rcmoYe<l, mi xed with calcareous or
eilicious matter to give it consistence, and with indigo to deepen the colour, and
then introduced into small moulds, where it hardens. It comes to us in rectanj!ulm· cakes from a quarter of an inch to an inch in length. light, friable, finely
granuhlr, of :m indigo-blue or deep-violet colour , and scattered over with white
saline points. It has tL e combined odour of indigo and \Tiolcts, tinges the saliva
of a dee p blue, and is somcwlia.t pungent and sa line to the taste. From most
other •egctable blues it differs in not being rendered green by alkalies. It is
reddened {.,y acids, and restored to its original blue colour by all.·alies.
Its chief use in medicine i!'l as a test of acids and alkalies. For this purpose
it is employed either in infu sion or in the form of litmus.paper. 'J'hc infusion,
usually ca lled ti1u-ture of litnws, may be made in tLe proportion of one part of
the litmus to twenty of distilled water, and two parts of alcohol may be added
to prcscrYe it. Litmus-paper is prepared by first forming a strong clear infusion
witU one pJrt of litmus to four of water, and either dipping slips of white unsized
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paper into it, or applying it by a brush to one surface only of the paper. 'l'he
paper shou~d then be carefully dried, and kept in well-stopped vessels, from
which the hght is excluded. It should have a uniform blue or slightly purple
colour, neither very light nor very dark. As a test for alkalies, tl~e paper may
be stained with an infusion of litmu s prc\•iously reddened by an acid.
Orchil or archil, as prepared in ]~ngland 1 is in the form of a thickish liquid,
of a deep reddi~h-purple colour, but varying in the tint, being in one variety
redder than in the other. The odour is ammouiacal. It is made by macerating
1ichcns, in a covered wooden vessel, with an ammonia.cal Iiriuor, either consieting
of stale urine and lime, or prepared by distilling an impure salt of ammonia with
lime and water. (Pereira.)
Uudbear is in the form of a purplish-red powder. It is procured in the ::mme
manner as orchil; but the mixture, after the development of the colour, is dried,
and pulverized.
The difference in the preparation of these colouring substances and litmus ap.
pears to be, that fJOtash or soda is added, in the latter, to the ammoniacal liquid
used. Orchil and cudbear are employed as dye-stuffs, and sometimes in like
manner with litmus as a test of acitls :md alkalies.
W.

LACTUCA. Lone/.

Lettuce.
J.Jn ctuca, sativa. 'rhe leaves. Lond.
Off Syn. LACTUCA SATIVA. Th e leaves. Dnb.
L .. itue, Fr.; Gu..rten Lattig, Germ .; Lattuga, Ital; Lechuga, ..f:jpan.

LACTUCARIUM. U. 8., Ed., Dub.
Lactucm·ium.
The inspissated juice of Lactuca saliva. u: S. InspissateJ juice of Laetuca
virosa and saliva. Ed., Dub.
LACTUCA. Sex. ~:vst. S)•ngenesia JEqualis.-.N at. o.,.d. Compositm Cichora.·
cero, De Oand. Cichoracere, Llndh·y.
Gen. Oh. Receptacle nuked. Calyx imbri cated, cylindrical , with a mem·
brnnous margin. Pappu.~ simple, stipitate. Seed smooth. lVilld.
The plants of this genus yield when wounded a milky juice, to which, indeed,
they owe their generic name. In some of them this juice possesses valuable
narcoti c properties. 'l'his is the case, among others, with L. saliva, L. vfrosa,
and L. alt1:ssima. The two former are officinal, and arc here described. It was
supposed that our native L. ekmgata or wild lettuce might have similar virtues;
o.ml Dr. Bigelow was informed by physicians who had employed it, that it acts
as an an odyne, aml promotes the secretion from the skin and kidneys. But,
according to iH. Aubergier, who experimented with different species of J..iactuc:L
in order to ascertain from which of them lactucarium might be most advantageously obtained, the milky juice of this plant is of a flat and swecti:;h taste
without bitterness, contains much rnannite, but no bitter principle, and is des.
titute of na.rcotic properties. (Ann. de Tlhap., 18-13, p. 18.) The probability
is that it is nearly or quite inert. It was, therefore, discarded, at the fa.st rcvi.
sion, from our national Pharmacopooia.
Laclttca sativa. Willd. Sp. Plaut. ii. 1523. The garden lettuce is an annual
plant. The stern, which rises above two feet in height, is erect, round, si mpl e
below, and brunching in its upper part. The lower leaves arc obovate, rounded
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at the end, and undulating; the upper arc smaller, sessile, cordate, and toothed;
both are shining, and of a yellowi~h-green colour. Th e flowers are pale-yellow,
small, and disposed in an irregular terminnl corymb. Before the fl ower-stem
begins to shoot, the plant contains a bland, pellucid juice, has little taste or smell,
and is much used as a sa lad for the table; but during the period of inflorescence
it abounds in a milky juice, which readily escapes from in cisions iu the stem, and
has been found to possess decided medicinal as well as sensible properti es. This
juice is more abundant in the wild than in the cultivated plants. That of L .
.~ativo, inspissated by exposure to the air, bas been adopted as officinal in the
U.S. and British Pharmacopreias, under the name of Lactucar/·1im. The Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges admit also .L. virosa as a source of it.
Th e original native country of the garden lettuce is unknown . The plant has
been cultivated from time immemorial, and is now employed in all parts of the
civi lized world. It fl ouri shes equally in hot and temperate latitudes. Some
botan ists suppose tLat L. virosa of the old continent is the parent of all the
vari eties of the cultivated plant.
The milky juice undergoes little alteration, if confined in closely stopped bottles
from which the air is excl uded. But, when exposed to the air, it concretes, and
assu mes a. brownish colom somewhat like that of opium. The following mode
of collecting it was recommended b:y l\lr. Young, of }~ din burgh. When the stem
is about a foot hig:h, the top is cut off, and the juice which exudes, being absorbed
by cotton or a. piece of sponge, is pressed out into a cup or other small "t"essel,
and exposed till it concretes. In order to obtain all the juice which the plant is
capable of affording, it is necessary to cut off five or six successive ~!ices of the
stem at short intervals, am! to repeat th e process two or three times a. day. The
juice may al so be collected by the fin.(!Cr as it flows from the incisions.
A plan proposed by l\Ir. Probart, of Loudon, is to collect the milky juice on
pieces of woven cotton about half a.yard square, to throw these when fully charged
into a vessel containing a small fjuantit.y of water, and allow the water thus im.
pregna.ted to evaporate in shallow dishes at the ordinary atmospheric temperature.
'l'h c lactucarium is left in the form of an exh·act.
Another method of extracting the virtues of the lettuce has been recommended
by ~fr. Probart. When the plant begins to assume a. yellow hue, the white juice
concretes in the bark of the stem, and in the old leaves, which become very bitter.
These parts being separated, arc macerated for twenty-four hours in water, then
boiled for two hours; and the clear decocti on, after having beeu allowed to drain
off through a sieve without press ure, is evaporated in shallow vessels by simple
exposure. The resulting extract, according to l\Ir. Probart, bas half tLc strength
of lac:tuca rium, and may be obtained at one-sixth of the cost.
The J-1ondon College directs an extract to be prepared by inspis sat in~ the ex·
pressed juice of the lea,•es; but this mu st be exceedingly uncertain, from the
variable quantity of the milky juice contained in the plant; and, as the young
leaves, wbirh contai n little or none of it, are often employed, the preparation is
liable to be quite in ert. The thridoce of Dr. Frarn;ois, at one time supposed to
be id entical with lactucarium, is in all probability nothing more than the inspissated expressed juice, and, indeed, is directed a.s such in the last French Codex,
the leaves being rejected, and the stalks alone, near the flowering period, being
subjected to pressure.
l\I. Anbcrp;ier, of Clermont, in a treatise presented to the French Academy of
Sciences in X ovember, 1842, states that lactuca rium , identical with that nf the
garden lettu ce, is yielded by se\·eral other species of Lactuca, and can be abundantly and cheaply procured from L actuca al11·sslma, which is a large plant with
a. sl<'m more than nine feet high, and an inch and a half in <liawetcr. (Annua'ire
de 1'1.Crap., 1843, p. 18.)
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Lacfllcarium is in ~mall irregular lumps, of a reddish-brown colour externally,

and of a narcotic odour and bitter taste. As prepared near Edinburgh, it is commonly in roundish, compact, and rather hard masses, weighing several ounces.
(Christison.) In colour, taste, and sd:ie11 it bears considerable resemblance to
opium 1 and has sometimes been called lettuce opi'Uni. It does uot attract moisture
from the air. It yields nearly half its weight to water, with which it forms a
deep-brown infusion. From its resemblance in scn~ible properties and thcrapeutica l effects to opium, i t was conjectured to contain morphia, or some :rnalogous principle; but this conjecture bas not yet been realized. Buchner, Aubergier,
and "'nlz claim severally to ha\·e discovered the active principle, which has been
named lact1tci11 j but the substance obtained by these different chemists is not
exac tly identical in properties; and the lactucin of Walz and Aubergier is con·
si<lered by M. Lenoir as owing its bitterness to impurities, separated from which
lt is without taste and inert. It is at least doubtful whether the constituent upon
which the medical \'irtues of lactucarium depend bas yet been isolated. We give
in a. note the results of various analyses of this medicine. They all relate to the
lactucarium obtained from the Lactuca. virosa. *
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That lettuce poRsesses soporific properties, is a
fact which was known to the aucients; but Dr. J. R. Coxe, of Philadelphia, enjoys
the credit of having first proposed the employment of its in spissated milky juice
as a medicine. From experiments with a tincture prepared from Jactucarium,
Dr. Coxe obtained the same results as usually follow the administration of lauclamun. Dr. Duncan, sen ior, of l~dinburgh, afterwards paid particular attention
to the subject, and, in his treatise on pulmonary cousu mption, recommended
lactucariuru as a substitute for opium, the anodyne properties of which it possesses, without being followed by the same injurious effects. In consequence of
this recommendation, the medicine came into extensive use, and was adopted as
ollicinal in SCYeral of the I >harmacopooias. Dr. Franc;ois, a French pbysiciau,
also investigated tLc medicinal properties of tbe in.::pissated juice of lettuce.
Accordiug to that author, it is i::edatin•, diminishing the rapidity of the circulation, and conAcquently the temperature of the body, without producing that disturbance of the functions which often follows the use of opium. The general
infer~nce which may be drawn from the recorded experience in relation to l.actucanurn is, that it ha ~, in a much inferior degree, the anodyne and calmmg
properties of opium, without its disposition to excite tbe circulation, to produce
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headache and obstinate constipation, and to derange the digestive organs. In
this country the medicine is occasionally employed to allay cough, and quiet
nervous irritation. It may be giYen in all cases in which, while opium is indicated

in reforenc.-e to its anodyne or soothing influence, it cannot be administered from
idiosync rasy of the patient. It is, however, very un certain. The dose is from
five to fifteen or twenty grains. An alcoholic extract would be u good preparation.
It may be gi\'CD in the dose of from two to five grains.
Water distilled from lettuce (eau de laitue) is used in !?ranee as a mild seda~
tive, in the quantity of from two to four ounces. The fresh leaves boiled in water
are sometimes employed in the shape of ca.ta.plasm. It is said tLat in .Egypt a
mi ld oil is derived from the seeds, fit for culinary use.
0.ff'. Prep. of Lactuca. Extract.um Lactucce.
OJ]'. Prep. of Lactucariwni. Tinctu ra. Lactucarii; Trochisci Lactucarii.

w.

LACTUCA VIROSA. Dub.
Acrid Lettuce.
Laitue vireuse, Fr.; Gift-Lattig, Germ.; Lattuga sa\vnticn, Ital.

LACTUCA. See LACTUCA.
Lactuca vfrosa. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii.1 526; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 75, t. 31.
The acrid or strong-scented lettuce is biennial, with a stem from two to four feet
high, erect, prickly near the base, above smooth and divided into branches.
'l'h e lower leaves are large, oblong-obovate, undivided, toothed, commonly prickly
on the under side of the midrib, sessile, and horizontal; the upper arc smaller,
clasping, and often lobed i the bractes arc cordate and pointed. The flowers arc
numerous, of a. sulphur-yellow colour, and disposed in a panicle. The plant is
a native of l:urope.
L. ''irosa is lactescent, and has a strong disagreeable smell lik e that of opium,
and a bittcrish acrid taste. The inspissa.tcd exp ressed juice i~ the part usually
employed in medicine. It should be prepared while the plant is in flower; as
tl1e milky fluid, upon which its virtues depend, is then most abundant. Lactu·
carium may be advantageously prepared from this species, which is said to yield
it in greater quantity, and of better quality, than the garden lettuce. ~Ir. Schutz,
of Germany, obtained only 17 grains, on the aver:.1ge, from a single plant of the
garden lettuce, while a plant of L. virosa yichle<l 56 grains.
Jlledical Properties and Uses. The extract or inspissatcd expressed juice is a
sedati,·e narcotic, said also to be gently laxative, powerfully diuretic, and some·
what diaphorctic. It is employed in Europe, particularly in Germany, in the
treatment of dropsy, and is ci::pecially recommended in cases attended with visceral
obstruction. It is usually, however, combined with squi ll , digitalis, or some
other diuretic; and it is not easy to decide how much of the effect is justly ascribable to the lettuce. The medicine is never used in this country. The dose is
eip;ht or ten grains, which may be gradually increased to a scruple or more.
Lactuca Scariola, another European species, possesses similar properties, and is
used for the same purposes.
W.

LAPP A. U.S. Secondary.
Burdock.
The root of Lappa minor. lf.

S.

Bard:1ue, Fr.; Gemcinc Klette, Germ.; Ilnrdnnn, Ital., Span
AHCTJUU.

Sex. S!Jsl. Syngcnesia lEqualis.-.Nat. Ord. Compositre Cinarere,

lJe Cand. Cynaracere, Lindley.
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Gen. Ch. Receptacle chaffy. Ca(IJX globular; the scales at the apex with inverted hooks. Seed-down bristly, chaffy. lVilld.
ArctitirnLapprr,. Willd. Sp. Plmit. iii. 1631; Woodv. Jlled.Bot. p. 32, t.13.Loppa rnoj01·. De Cand. Prodrorn. ''i. 661. Burdock is a biennial plant, with a.
8implc spindle-shaped root, a foot or more in length, brown ext~rmdly, white
and spongy within, furnished with thread-like fibres, anJ. having withered scales
near the summit. '.l'he stem is succulent, pubescent, branching, and three or four
feet in height, bearing very large cordate, dcnticulate leaves, which arc green on
their upper surface, whitish and downy on the under, and stand on long footstalks.
'l'he flowers arc purple, globose, and in terminal panicles. Tbe calyx consists of
imbricated scales, with hooke<l extremities, by which they adhere to clothes, and
the coats of animals. 'fhe seed-down is rough and prickly, and the seeds quadranp:ular.
'.l'his plant, which is the one intended to be desil'.!;nated in the Pharmacopre ia,
is a nati\·e of Europe, and is abundant in the United States, where it grows on
the roadsides, among rubbish, and in cultivated grounds. Pursh thinks that it
was introduced. The root, whit.:h shou ld be collected in spring, loses four-fifths
of its weight by drying.
The odour of the root is weak and unpleasant, the taste mucilaginous and
sweetish, with a slight degree of bit.terness and astringency. Among its constituents, inulin bas been found by Ouibourt, and sugar by FCe.
The seeds are aromatic, bitterish, and somewhat aurid.
llfcdical Propc1·tt.es and UScs. 'fhe root is considered apericnt, diaphoretic, and
sudorific, without irritating properties; and has been recommcmled in gouty,
scorbutic, venereal, rheumatic, scrofulous, leprous, and nephritic affections. To
prove effectual its use must be persevered in for a long time. It is best admi11istered in the form of dccoction, which may be prepared by boiling two ounces
of the recent bruised root in three pints of water to two, and given in the quantity
of a pint during the day. A syrup has also been prepared from it. The seeds
are diuretic, and have been used in the same complaints, in the form of emulsion,
powder, and tincture. The dose is a drachm. The leaves have also been employed both externally and internally in cutaneous eruptions and ulcerations.

w.

LAURO-CERASUS. Ed., Dub.
Cherry-Laurel.
Leaves of Pnmus buro-cerasus. Ed. Ccrasus Laurocerasus . The leaves. Dub.
Lauriercerise,Fr.; JGrschlorbccr, Germ.; J,auroct!raso, Ital.

CERA SUS. Sex. S9st. Icosanclria l\lonogynia.-Nat. Ord. Amygdalero.
Gen. Ch. Differing from Prunus only in its fruit being destitute of bloom,
with the stone round instead of acute, and the leaves when in bud folded fl.at,
n0t rolled up. (Lindley, Flur. 11/ed., 232.)
Cerctsus Lauro-cerasus. De Cand. Prodrorn. ii. 540. -Prunus La1tro-cerasus.
Willcl. Sp. Plant. ii. 988; Woodv. !Jed. Bot. p. 513, t. 185.-This is a small
evergreen tree, rising fifteen or twentyfoct in height, with long spreading branches,
which, as well as the trunk, are covered with a smooth blackish b:irk. The leaves,
which stand alternately on short strong footstalks, arc oval-oblong, from fiye to
seven inches in length, acute, finely tootbcd, firm, coriaceous, smooth, beautifully
green ::tml. shining, with oblique nerves, and yellowish glands at the b::i.se. The
flowers are small, white, stronµ:ly odorous, and disposeJ in simple axillary racemes.
'!'he fruit consists of oval drupes, very similar in shape and structure to small
black cherries.
'l'he cherry-laurel is a natire of Asia l\'Iinor, but has been introduced into
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Europe, throughout which it is cultivated, both for medical use and for the

~eauty of its shining evergreen foliage.

Almost all pa.rt.s of it arc more or less

impregnated with the odour supposed to indicate the presence of hydrocyanic
acitl. The lea\·es only are officinal
In their recent and entire state they ba,·e scarcely any smell; but, when bruised,
they emit the clrnracteristic odour of the plant in a high degree. '!'heir taste is
somewhat astringent and strongly bitter, with the fbsour of the peach kerl'lCl.
13y drying they lose their odour, but retain their bit.terness. '.l'hey yield a peculiar Yolatile oil and hydrocyanic acid by distillati0n with water, which they
strongly impregnate with tlicir flavour. The oil resembles that of bitter almonds,
for which it is said to be sometimes sold in Europe, where it is employed to flavour
liquors and various culinary preparations; but, as it is highly poisonom~, danger
may result from its careless use . It has not been determined how far the mode
of production oft.his oil resembles that of bitter almonds. (SeeArnygdala.Amnra.)
Chemists have failed in obtaining amyg<laliu from the leaves. '.l'hat the oil exists
already formed, to a certain extent, in the fresh leaves, is rendered probable by
the fact, statecl by Winckler, that they yield it in considerable quantity when
distilled without water. (.fourn. de Phann., xxv. 195.) ~,he fresh leaves arc
used to flavour milk, cream, &c., and more safely than the oil; though they also
arc poisonous when too largely employed.
A!edical Pr&perties and Cses. 'l'bc leaves of the cherry.laurel possess pro.
perties similar to those of hydroeyanic acid; a.nd the water distilled from them
is much employed in Yarious parts of Europe for the same purposes as that active
medicine. But it is deteriorated by age; and, therefore, as kept in the shops,
must be of variable strength. Hence, while Ilufelancl directs only twenty drops
for a dose every two hours, to be gradually increased to sixty drops, I\I. };'ouquicr
1Ht5 administered several ounces without effect. Another source of inequality of
strength must be the rnriable quality of the leaves, according to the time they
h<n-e been kept after separation from the tree, and probably also to their age ancl
degree of de\'elopment. It is not, therefore, to be regretted, that the want of
the plant in this country has prevented the introduction of the distilled water
into our shops.
OJ: Prep. Aqua Lauro-cerasi.
W.

LA URUS. Land.
Bay Berries.
Lamus nobilis. The fruit. Lrmcl.
Laurier, Fr.; Lorbcer, Germ.: Allorg, Tlal.; Ln.urel, Span.
LAURUS. S ex . S:1st. Enneaudria 3Ionogynia. - .Nat. Ord. La.uraccoo.
Gen. Oh. Ploirers diceciousor hermaphrodite, involucratcd. Co~y:c four.parted;
segments cqual 1 deciduous. Fu·tile stamnis twelve in three rows; the outer al lei·
natc with the segment" of tbe calyx; nll with two ~lands in the middle or above
it. A11thers oblong, two-celled, c11l looking inwards. Fertile flowers with iwo
to four eastra.ted males surrounding the o,·a1·y. St1:qnia capita.te. Prnit sue<:n·
lent, seated in the irregular base of the calyx. Umbels axillary, stalked. (Lind·
ley, Flo,·. ;)[,d., 340.)
Lrmrus noliilis. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 4i9; Wooclv. Med. Bot p. G78, t. 235.
This Rpecies of laurel is an evergreen tree, attaining in its native climate the
height of twenty or tbirty feet. It:- leaves n.re alternate, on short petioles, oval·
lanceolate, entire, sonrntimes wa.,·y, veined, of a. firm texture, smooth, shinini!Z,
deep.green upon their upper rnrface, paler beneath. The flowers are dicocious,
of a ycllowish·wliite colour, anJ. placed in small clusters of three or four together
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upon a common peduncle in the axils of the leaves. The corolla is divided into
four oval segments. The fruit is an oval berry, of the size of a small cherry,
anti when ripe of a dark purple, nearly black colour.
The b.iy tree, so famous among the ancients, is a nati,,e of the countries bordering; on the Mediterranean. Its leaves and fruit, aud au oi l expressed from

the latter, are the officinal parts.
The leave.~ have a fragrant o<lour, especially when bruised, and a bitter, aromatic, flOmcwhut astringent taste. They yield by distillation a greenish-yellmv
volatil e oil, upon which their properties chiefly depend. Water distilled from
them has their peculiar odour. The !Jerries wlien dried are black and wrinkled,
and contain two oval, fatty seeds witbin a thin, friable envelope; or tbey may
be CQnsidercd as drupes, with a. kernel divisible into two lobes. '!'hey have the
same aromatic odour and taste as the leaves, but arc more pungent. Besides
an esseut ial oil, thc:y contain also a fixed oil, which may be sepa rated by expression or dccoction. Th e e;ipres.~ed oil, which is obtained from the fresh fruit, is
concrete, of a grecni::ih colour, anJ retains a portion of the volatile oil, which
renders it agreeably aromatic. LarJ, impregnated with the oJorous principle
of the berries, and coloured green, is said to be often substituted for the genuine
exp ressed oil. The soph istication may be detected by means of boiling alcohol,
which dissolves the laurel oil.
Jlffdical Properties aml USes. The leaves, berries, and oil of the bay tree
possess exciting and narcotic properties; but at present are never used internally
as medicines, and in this country are scarcely employed in any manner. '!'heir
chief use is to communicate a pleasant odour to external stimulant remedies.
Dr. A. T. Thomson says that be has found an infusion of the berries useful in
impetigo.
Ojj: Prep. Confectio lfotre; Emplastrum Cumini.
W.

LA VAN DULA. US., Land., Ed., Dub.
Lavender.
The flowers of Lavandula vera. C 8., Lond., .Dub. The flowering heads. EJ.
Lavamle, J/r.; Lavnndclblumen, Germ.; Lavnndoln, Ital.; Esplicgo, a\hucema, Span.

J. . AVANDUJu\ . Sex. S!Jst. Didynarnia Gymuosperrnia.- . Nut. Orel. Lamiaeero
or L:.1biatre.
Gen. Uli. Cul!Jx OYatc, somew hat toothed, supported by a bracte. Corolla resupi nc. Stamens within the tube. lVi'lld.
Lavm1dula vera. De Canel. Plor. Fr. Sup. p. 398.-L. Spica. Willd. Sp.
Pkmt. iii. 60; Woodv . .Aled. Bot. p. 321, t. 11-t-The Lavandula Spica of
Linnreus includes two distinct species, which were considered by him merely as
varieties of the same plant, but have been separated by subsequent botanists. Of
these, the officinal plant, the narrow-leaved variety of Linmcus, has been denominated by De Candolle L. ,,;era, while the broad-leaved variety still retains
the title of L. Spica. 'l'he latter is scarcely cultivated in Great Britain or tbe
United States.
'l'hc common lavender is a small shrub, usually not more than two or three
feet high, but sometimes as much as six feet. Tbe stem is woody below, aud
CO\'cred with a brown bark i above, is divided into numerous, slender, straight,
herbaceous, pubescent, quadrangular branches, furnished with opposite, sessile,
narrow, nearly linear, en~ire, and green or glaucous leaves. The flowers are
small, blue, and di~posed rn interrupted whorls around the young shoots, forming terminal cylindrical spikes. Eac:h whorl is accompanied with two bractes.

~~1~e t~~;~l;:~!~~~1~~~~ ~~itl~ab~~te~ ~t~!~~~~9 1~~:c~vt~hi:i'~~=~~b!~ three segments,
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The plant is a. native of Southern Europe, and covers vast tracts of dry and
barren land in Spain, Italy, and the South of France. It is cultivated abund.
antly in our gardens, and in this country flowers in August. It is said that in
fields, when too thickly phrntcd, it is apt to suffer from a disease consequent on
the noxious influence of its own aroma, which is relieved by thinning the plant:;.
(Phann . Journ. rrnd Trans., x. 119.) All parts of it are endowed with aromatio
p roperties; but the flowers only are officinal. The spikes should be cut when
they begin to bloom.
Lavender flowers have a strong fragrant odour, and an aromatic, warm, bitteritih taste. They retain their fragrance long after drying. Alcohol extracts
their Yirtues; and a volatile oil upon which their odour depends rises with that
liquid in distillation. 'l'heoil may be procured separate by distilling the flowers
with water. (See Oleimi Lava11dulm.) Ilagan obtained from a pound of the
fresh flowers from half a drachm to two dracbms of the oil.
Medical Properties anri l~es. J_,avcndcr is :rn aromatic stimu lant and tonic,
esteemed useful in certain conditions of nervous debility, but seldom given in its
crude state. The products obtained by its distillation arc much used in perfumery, aud as adjurnnts to other medicines, which they render at the same time
more acceptable to the palate, and cordial to the stomach.
op: Prep. Oleum Lavandulre; Spiritus Lavandulre.
W.

LIMON. US.
Lemons.
The fruit of Citrus I,imonum (De Candolle). lI S.
OjJ: S!Jn. Ll1'10~ ES. l''ruit of Citrus meclica and Citrus Limonum. Lemons

and Lirne.s. Ed.
Limons, Citrons, Fr.; J.imonen, Citronen, Germ.; Limoni, Ital.; Limones, Span.

LIMONIS CORTEX. US.
Lemon Peel.
The outer rind of the fruit of Citrus Limonuru. U. S.
Ojj: S!Jn. Lil\JONUl\l CORTEX. Citrus J,imonum. The recent and dried
exterior rind of the fruit. L0111l. Rind of the fruit of Citrus :Medica. Ed.
LIMONES. CITRUS LIMONUM. The fresh rind of the fruit. Du&.

LIMONUM SUCCUS. Land.
Lemon Ju ice.
The juice of the fruit. Lnnd.
O.D: Syn. LlMONES. CITRUS LH!ONu;lf. The juice of the fruit. Dub.
For some general remarks on the genus CITRUS, see Am·anlii Oortex.
Citrns medica. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1426; Woodv. Ned. Bot. p. 582, t.
189. 'l'his tree closely resembles in its general nspcct the C. Aumnlimn before
described. 1'hc leaves, however, are larger, slightJy indented at the edges, and
stand upon foot.~t::tlks which are destitute of tbP. winged appendages that characterize the other species. 'Ihe flowers, moreover, have a purplish tinge on
their outer surface, and the fruit is entirely different in appearance from the
orange. 'fhere arc several varieties of Oilms medica, which some botanists coo·
sider as distinct species, but which scarcely differ except in the character of their
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fruit. Those particularly deserving of notice are the citron, lemon, and lime.
1. In the citron, C'. rnedica of Itisso, the fruit is very large, sometimes six inches
in length, ovoidal with a double rind, of which the outer layer is yellowish, thin,
unequal, rugged, with innumerable vesicles filled with essential oil; the inner
is white, very thick, and spongy. It is divided in the interi or into nine or ten
cells, fill ed with oblong vesicles, which contain an acid juice precisely like that
of the lemon, and used for the same purposes. The rind is applied to th e pre~
paration of conserves, to which it is adapted by its thickness. 'l'his fruit is called
cedrat by the l?rcnch. 2. The lemon-G. medica, variety lirnon of Linna::usthe Citrus Limonium of Risso--is smaller than tLe preceding variety, with a
smoother and thinn er rind, a pointed nipple-shaped su mmit, and a very juicy and
acid pulp. In other respects it closely resem bles th e citron, to which, howenr,
it is usually preferred in conseq uence of the greater abundance of its juice.
3. The lime is st ill smaller than the lemon, with a smoother and thinner rind,
oval, round ed at the extremities, of a. pal e-yellow or greenish-yellow colour, and
abounding in a very acid juice, wbicL renders it highly useful for all the purposes
to which the lemon is applied. It is the product of the variety C. acris of Miller.
'l' he Citrus medico, like the orange-tree, is a nati,Tc of Asia. It was introduced into Rurope from Persia or l\Jedia, was first culti'\"ated in Greece, afterward s in Italy, i:::o ea rly as the second centm·y, and has now spread O\'er the
whole civilized world, being raised by artificial beat, where the climate is too
cold to admit of its exposure with safety during winter to the open air.
We are suppli ed with lemons and limes chiefly from tbe West Indies and the
Mediterranean. Though the former of these fruits only is directed by the United
States J->lrnrmacoproia, both kind s arc employed indiscriminately for most medicinal purposes; and the lime affords a juice at least equal in proportional quantity,
and in acidity, to that obtained from the lemon.
Prope1·ties. The exterior rind of the lemon has a frngrant odour, and a warm,
aromatic, bitter taste, somewhat similar to that of the orange, though less agree:ible. It conta ins a bitter principle, and yields, by exp ression or distillation, an
essential oil which is much used for its flavour. .Both this and the rind itself
arc recognised as offici oal in all the ])hannacopreias. (Sec Olemn Lirnonis.)
Lcinon peel yields its virtues to water, wine, and alcohol.
But the juice is the part for which thi s fruit is most esteemed. It is sharply
acid, with a peculiar grateful flavour, and consists chiefly of citric acid, mucifogc, and extracti,•e, dissolved in water. As lemons cannot always be obtained,
tbe juice is often kept in a separate state; but, fr om its liability to spontaneous
decomposition, it speedily becomes unfit for medical use; and, though various
means ha.\'e been resorted to for its preservation, it can nenr be made to retain
for any length of time its original flavour unaltered. 'The best medicinal subfl.litutc for lemon juice is a solution of crystallized citric acid in water, in the
proportion of about au ounce to the pint, with the addition of a little oil of
lem ons.* One of the most effectual methods of preserving the juice is to allow
it to stand for a short time after expression till a coagulable matter sepa rates,
then to filter, and introd uce it into glass bottles, with a strn tum of alm ond oil or
other sweet oi l upon its sUl'facc. It will keep still better, if th e bottles containing the filtered juice be suffered, before being closed, to stand for fifteen minutes
in a vessel of boiling water. Another mode is to add one-tenth of alcohol, and
to filter. Th e juice may also be preserved by concentrating it either by e,·aporation with a gentle heat, or by exposure to a. frcezin.~ temperature, which congeals the watery portion, and leaves the acid mucL stronger than before. When
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wanted for use it may be diluted to the former strength; but, though the acid
properties are retained, the ffo.,1our of tbe juice is found to ba.\'C been deteriorated.
Lemon syrup is another form in which the juice is preserved.
Aledicat Properties and Uses. The rind of the lemon is sometimes used to
qualify the taste and increase the power of stomachic infusions and tinctures .
The juice is refrigerant, and properly diluted forms a. rcfresliing and agreeable
beverage in febrile and inflammatory affections. It may be given witL sweetened
water iu the shape of lemonad e, or may be added to the mildly nutritive drinks,
such a.s gum-water, barley-water, &c., usually administered in fevers. It is also
much employed in the formation of those diaphoretic preparations known by the
names of neutral mixture and rjfi'rcescing draught. (See Liquor Potcmm Git rat is.)
One of the most beneficial applicatio11s of lemon juice is to the prevention and
cure of scuny, for which it may be considered almost a specific. For this purpose, ships destined for long voy:1gcs should always be provided with a supply
of the concentrated juice, or of erystallizcd citric acid with the oi l of lemons.
I ..emon-juice is sometimes prescribed in connexion with opium and Peruvian
bark, the effects of which it is thought in some instances to modify favourably,
by substituting the citrate of their re~pectiv~ alkal ies for the native salts. It
has recently been employed with great supposed advantage in tbe treatment of
acute rheumatism, ha.ving been given in fJU<lntities vary ing from one to four flu idounces, from four to six times a day. It has been used with advantage as a local
application in pruritus of the scrotum, and in uterine hemorrhage after delivery.
Off. Pnp. of the Peel. lnfusum Aurantii Compositum; lnfusum Gentianro
Comp.; Spiritus Ammoniro Aromaticu.:i; Tinctura Limonis.
Off. Prep. qft!te J1ticc. Acidum Citricum; Liquor Potassre Citratis; Syrupus
Limon is.
W.

L IN UM. US, Dub.
Flaxseed.
The seeds of Liuum u:;:itatissimum. U.S., Dub.
0.ff'. Syn. J. lNI SEMEN. Linum usitatissimum. The seed. Lond.; LINI
SE.JHN.\.. Seeds of Linum usitatissimum. J,.,INI },ARIN.A. Meal of the seeds
deprived of th~ir fixed oil by expression. Ed
Linseed; Grnius de Jin, Jr'r.; Lcinsame, Germ.; Semi di lino, Itol.; Linn'lll, Span.
LlNUi\f. Sex.Bust. Pentan<lria. Pentagynia.-_
N at. Ord. J_.inacero .
Gen. l'lt. Calux five-leaved. Petals fi\•c. Capsule five-vaJvcd, ten.celled. Seeds
sol itary. lVilld.
Linum ·usitatissirnurn. Willd. Sp. Plrrnt. i. 1533; WooU.v . Med. Bot. p. 565,
t. 202. Common flax is an annual plant with an erect, slender, round stem, about
two feet in height,, branching at top, and, like all other parts of the plant, entirely smooth. 'f he leaYcs arc small, lanceolate, acute, entire, of a pale-green
colou r, sessile, and scattered alternately over tbe stem and brnuchcs. The flowers
are term inal and of a. delicate blue colour. The ca.lyx is persistent, and composed of five ovate, sharp·pointed, three-nerved leaflets, which arc membranous
on their border. The petals are five, obovate 1 striated, minutely scolloped at
their extremities, and spread into funnel-shaped blossoms. 'l'hc filaments are
also five, united at the base; and the germ, which is ovate, supports five slender
styles, terminating in obtuse stigmas. The fruit is a globular capsule, about the
size of a. small pea, having the persistent calyx at the base, crowned with a sharp
spine, and containing ten seeds in distinct cells.
This highly valuable plant, now almost everywhere cultivated, if! said by some
to have been originally derived from _E gypt, by others from the great elevated
plain of central A.ski.. It flowers in Juue and July, and ripen~ its sce<ls in
.August. The seeds, and an oil expressed from them, are ofiic.:inal.
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'fbe seeds are oval, oblong, flattened on both sides with acute edges, somewhat
pointed at one end, about a line in length, smooth, glossy, of a. brown colour
externally, and yellowish-white within. They are inodorous, and have an oily
mucilaginous taste. Meyer found in them fixed oil, wax, resin, extractive, tannin, gum, azotized mucilage, starch, albumen 1 glutcn 1 and various salts. 1\1 .
Meurein could find no starch, but dctccteJ phosphates which had escaped the
notice of Meyer. (Journ. de Plainn., Se s6r., xx. \)7.) Their investing coat or
hu!-ik abounds in a peculiar gummy matter or niucilage, which is readily imparted
to hot water, forming a 1,.hick viscid Huid, wLich lets fall white flakes upon the
addition of alcoh0l 1 and affords a copious dense precipitate with subacetate of lead.
lly llerzclius the term 'lnitcifofJf. is applied to a prox.imate vegetable principle,
distinguished from gum by being insoluble in cold, and but slightly soluble in
boiling water, in which it swells up and forms a, mucilaginous, viscid body, wh ich
loses its water when placed upon filtering paper, or other porous substance, and
contracts like starch in the gelatinous state. 'l'lic namc 1 however, is unfortunate; as it is generally applied to the solution of gum, and must inevitably leu.cl
to confusion. Nor is it strictly a distinct proximate principle; as it embraces<\
uumber of different bodies, such as bassorin, cerasiu, &c. According to Guerin,
the mucilage of fhu.:l:!eed, obtained at a temperature of from 120° to 1-1-0°, and
evaporated to dryne8~, by means of a salt water bath, cont<tins in 100 parts,
52·70 of a principle soluble in cold water , 29·89 of a principle insoluble in that
liquid, and 10·30 of watcr 1 and yields ?·11 per cent. of ashes. 1'he soluble part
lie believes to be arabin or pure gum; the insoluble he found not. to afford mucic
acid with the nitric, and tberefore to differ from both bassorin and cerasin . There
was also a small proportion of azotized m:ttter wL ich he did not isola.te. (Ann .
de Chim . et de Pli!Js., xlix. 2G3.) Vauqllclin found n.mong its constituents free
acetic acid, silica, and various salts of potassa and lime. l\leurcin discornred in
the mucilage extracted by cold water, alLumen, and a. very small proportion of
an oleo-resiu 1 which resides in the coat~ of the seed, and to which they owe their
pecu liar odour and taste. (Jv11rn . de Pliann., 3e ser., xx. 98.)
1'be interior part of the seed, or nucleus, is rich in a peculiar oil, which is separated by expression, and very extensively employed in the art.~. (See Olemn
Lini.) The ground seeds are kept in the shops unde1· the name of flaxseed rneal.
Tb is is of a dark-gray colour, hi@:hly oleaginous, and when mixed with hot water
forms a soft adhesive mass, which is much employed for luting by practical chemists. 11'he cake whicb remains after the expression of the oil, usually called
oil-calte, still retains the mucilaginous matter of the envelope, and affonls a.
highly nutritious food fo r cattle. This is the Lini Fa'rina of the Edinburgh
Pharmacopccia.
li'Jaxseed is sometimes accidentally or fraudulently mixed with other seeds,
e8pecially of plants wbich grow among the flax. 'Ve haxe seen a parcel containing a considerable proportion of the seeds of an indigenous species of gadic.
Medic:al Properties an.cl u:'ies. Flaxseed is demulcent and emollient. The
mucilage obtained by infusing the enti re seeds in boilinp; water, in the proportion of half an ounce to the pint, is much and very advantageously employed in
catarrh, dysentery, nephritic anJ ca lculous complaints, strangmy 1 and other in flammatory affections of the mucous membrane of the lungs, intestines, and
urinary pa!'s;:iges. By clecoctiou w:tter extracts also a portion of the oleaginous
matt.er, which rende rs the nrneib;re le-:;s fit fo r administration by the mouth, but
superior as a laxative enema. 'l'he meal mixed with hot water forms an excel.
Jent emollient poultice.
OJ!.Pr1p Cataplasma Carbonis; Cataplasma Conii; Cataplasma Lini; Cuta.
plasma Siuapis ; Cataplasma Sodro Chlorinatro; Infusum Lini Compo!:oitum
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Linum Catharticum.-Liriodendron.

LINUM CATHARTICUi\I. Ed.

Purging

Fla~·.

Herb of Lin um catharticum. Ed.
Lin cathurtique1 Fr.; Purgirfhcks, Germ.; Lino purgativo, Ital.; Cantilagua, Span.

LINUM. Sec LlNUM.
LiMmncatharticmn. Willd. Sp. Pla.nt. i. 15-ll; Smith, Flor Brit. 3-14. This
is an annual plant, about six or eight inches high, having erect, slender stems,
dichotomous near the summit, furnished with opposite, ohovate-lanceolate, entire leaves, and bearing minute white flowers, the petals of which are obovate
and acute. It is a. native of ]~urope, and not found in the United States, where
it is never err:ployed as a medicine.
The wbote plant is ''ery bitter and somewhat acrid, and imparts its virtues to
water, which acquires a yellow colour. It. appears to owe its rictivity to a pecu]iar drastic principle, which bas received the name of Zin in, and which is afforded
most largely by the plant after the flower has fallen. (Plwrni.' l'enlral Blatt,
184-!, p. 110.) Purging flax formerly enjoyed some reputation in Europe as a.
gentle cathartic, but bas fallen into disuse. Attention has been recently called
to it as an excellent remedy in muscular rheumatism, catarrhal affections, and
dropsy with disease of tbe liver. From four to eight grains of the extract, given
twice or tbiice daily, are said to operate as a purgative and diuretic, without inconvcnien\:e to the patient. (ilfedical Tim. es, July, 1850.) A drachm of the
powder, or an infusion containing the virtues of two or three draehms of the
herb, may be t.'l.kcn for a dose.
W.

LIRIODENDRON. U.S. Secondciry.
Tulip-tree Bark.
The bark of Liriodcndron tulipifera. U.S.
faRroor:NDRON. Sex. S!Jsl. Polyandria Pol.vgynia.-Nat. Ord. l\Iagnoliaeere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx thrce-leavet.1. Petals six. Samaroo sublanceolate, one or twosceded) imbricated in a cone. Nuttall.
Liriodendron tuli'pifem. Wi\ld. Sp. Plant. ii. 125-l:; Bigelow, Am . .Med. Bot.
ii. 107; Barton, JJfed. Bot. i. 92. This noble tree is the boast of American landscape. Rising on an erect, straight, e:ylindrical stem, which is often of nearly
equal thickness for the distance of forty feet, it attains, in favourable situations,
an elevat.ion seldom less than fifty and sometimes more than one hundred feet,
with a. diameter of trunk varying from eighteen inches to three feet; and indi·
viduals are occasionally met with which greatly exceed these dimensions. Tho
bark is of a brown or grnyisb-brown colour) except in the young branches, on
which it is bluish or of a reddish tinge. The leaves, which stand on long footst::ilks, are alternate, somewhat fleshy, smooth) of a beautiful shining green colour,
and divided into three lobes, of which the upper one is truncated and horizontally
notched at its summit) so as to present a two-lobed appearance, and the two lower
are rounded at the base and usually pointed. In the larger leaves, the lateral
lobes have eacb a tooth.like projection at some distance below their apex. This
peculiar form of the leaf serves to distinguish the tree from all others inhabiting
the American forests. On isolated trees the flowers are very numerous. They
are large, beautifully variegated with different colours, among which yellow predominates, and in their general appearance bear some re.11emblance to the tulip,
wLich has given a name t.o the spcdcs. liach flow'Cr stands on a distinct terminal
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peduncle. The calyx is double, the outer being two-leaved and deciduous, the
inner consisting of three large, ovnl, concave leaves, of a pale-green colour. 1'be
corolla is composed of six, seven, or more obtuse, concave petals. The ~tamcns
are numerous, with short, filaments, and long linear anthers. The pistils are
collected into the form of a cone, the upper part of whil:h is covered with minute
stigmas. The fruit consists of numerous long, narrow scales, att<lched to a common axis, imbricated in a conical form, and containing each two seeds, ouc or
both of which arc often abortive.
~'h e tulip-tree extends from New England to the borders of Florida, but is
most abundant and attains the greatcl'lt magnitude in the l\Iiddle and ·western
States. It delights in a rich strong soil, and luxuriates in the exhaustless fer.
tility of the banks of the Ohio and its tributary streams. Through out the United
States it is known by the inappropriate name of poplar, for which that of tulipli"ee is sometimes substituted. When in full bloom, about the middle of l\lay,
it presents, in its profusion of flowers, its rich, shining, luxuriant foliage, its
elcrntcd stature, aud elegant outline, one of the most ma~mificcnt objects which
the vegetable kingdom affords. The interior or heart wood, which is yellowish,
of a fine gru.in, and compact without being heavy, is much employed in the
making of furniture, carriages, door·pancls, and for other useful purposes. It
is recommended by its property of resisting the influcuce of atmospheric moisture
and the attacks of worms. The bark is the officinal portion. It is taken for
use indiscriminately from the root, trunk, and branches; though that derived
from tbcrootisthoughtto-bethe mostacLive.
Deprived of the epidermis, it is yellowish.white; the bark of the root being
somewhat darker than that of the stem or branches. It is very light and brittle,
of a feeble, rather di sagreeable oJour, st.rongest in the fresh bark, and of a bitter,
pun gent, and aromatic tas.tc. These properti es are weakened by age, and we
ham found specime ns of the bark long kept in the shops, almost insipid. The
peculiar properties of liri odc ndron appear to reside in a vob.tile principle, which
partially escapes during decoction. The late Professor Emmet, of the University
of Virginia, belie\'Cd that he had isolated this principle, and ga.\'e it the name of
lirloden drin. As descl'ibed by Professor Emmet, it is, in the pure state, solid,
white, crystallizablc, brittle, in soluble in water, soluble in alcohol anJ ether,
fusible at 180°, volatilizablc and partly decomposed at 270°, of a slightly aromatic odour, and a. bitter, warm, pungent taste. It is incapable of uniting with
alkalies, which precipitate it from the infusion of the bark by combining with
the matter which renders it soluble in water. Neither does it unite with acids.
'Yater precipitates it from its alcoholic solution. It is obtained by macerating
the root in alcol..101, boiling the tincture with magnesia till it assumes aa olivcgrecn colour, tlil."n filtering, concentrating by distillation till the liquid becomes
turbid, and finally precipitating the liriodemlriu by the addition of cold water.
(Jaunt. of the P/iil. Oat. of Pharm., iii . 5.) The virtues of the bark arc extracted by water and alcohol, but are injured by long boiling.
Aledicul Properties. Liriodendron is a stimula nt tonic, with diaphoretic properties. h has been used :ls a substitute for Peruvian bark in intermittent
foven•, and has proved serviceable in chron ic rh eumatism, dyspepsia, and other
complaints in which a gently stimulant and tonic impression is desirable. The
do:-:e of the bilrk in powder is from half a drachm to two dracLms. The infusion
and dccoct inn arc :il~o used, but are lass efficient. They may be prepared in the
proportion of an ounce of the bark t.o a pint of water, aud given in the quantity
of one or two Huidounces. The dose of the ~atura.ted tincture is a fluidraebm.
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LOBELIA. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Loielia.
C: S., Ed., D11b. The berb in flower. Lond.
J.onEr,lA. Sex. S,1Jsl. Pent.rnrlria l\lonogynia.- .N(1 t. Ord. l~obcliaccoo.

Ilerb of J_,obclia inflata.

Gen. Ch. Calyx five-cleft. Corolla irregular, five-parted, cleft on the upper
side nearly to the base. Anthers united into a. tube . S11:qma two-lobed. Copsule
inferior or semi-superior, two or threc-ccllcd, two-valved at the npex. 1'orrry
Lobelia inflata. Willd. Sp . Plant. i. 946; Bigelow, .Am. Aled. Bot. i. 177;
Barton, Med. Bot. i. 181; Carson, fllust. of 11/ed. Bot. i. 60, pl. 51. This
species of Lobelia, commonly called lndicm toLJarco, is an annual or biennial indigenous plant, usually a foot or more in beigbt, with a fibrous root, nnd a solitary, erect., angular, >ery hairy stem, much branched about midway, but ri~ing
considerab ly above the summits of the highest brancl1es. The leaves are scattered, sessile, oval, acute, serrate, and hairy. The flowers are num erous, small,
disposed in leafy terminal racemes, and supported on short axillary footstalks.
The segments of the calyx :we linear and pointeJ.. 'rhe corolla, which is of a.
delicate blue colour, has a labiatc border, witb the upper lip divided into two,
tho lower into three segments. Tbc united anthers are cur ved, and enclose the
stigma. The fruit is an oval, striated, inflated capsule, crowned with the persistent calyx, and containin:r, in two cells, numerous very small, brown seeds.*
J... obel ia inflata is a very common weed, growing on th e road-sides, and in
neglected fiehls, throughout the United States. Its flowers begin to appear
towards the end of July, and continue to expand in succession till the occurrence
of frnst. All parts of it arc medicinal; but, according to Dr. }jbcrle, the root
and inflated capsules are most powerful. The plant s hould be collected in August
or September, when the capsules are numerous, and should be carefully dr ied.
It may be kept wbolc, or iu powder. As found iu the shops, it is often iu oblong
compressed cakes, prepared by the Shakers.
Dried lobelia ba s u. sligh t irritating odour, m~d when chewed, though at first
wit bout much taste, soon produces a burniug acnd impression upon the posterior
parts of th e tongue and palute, very .closely resembling tbat occasioned by tobac·co, and attended, in like mauner, with a tlow of saliva and a nauseating effect.
The powder is of a greenish co l o~r. 'l'lie plant y ields its acti,·e properties readily
to water and alcohol. Water d istilled from it, according to I:>rof. Procter, has
the odou r of the plant, witiJout its acri1uony. Prof. Prueter found tlie pbnt to
contain an odorous volatile principle, probably volatile oil ; a. peculiar alkaliuc
principle nam ed lobelina.; a peculiar acid, first noticed as distinct by l:>creira,
called lobelic acid j besides gu1.u, resin, cbloropl1ylle, fixed oil, lig~iu, salts of
lime and potassa, and oxid e of non. The seeds conta.in at least twice as much
of lobelina, in proportion, as the whole plant, which yield ed only one part in
fi\·e hundred. They contain also thirty per ccot.. of a nearly colourless fixed oil,
having the drying property iii an exlruordinury degree. J;0belina was obtaiucU
by Prof. Procter by the following process. The seeds were treated witL alcohol
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acidulated with acetic acid, until deprived of their acrimony, and lhe tincture
was evnporated; the resulting extract was triturated with magnesia and water,
an<l, after repeated agitation for several hours, the liquor, holding lobcliua in
solution, was filtered i this was then shaken repeatedly with ether until depri,·ed
of acrimony; and the ethereal solution, having been decanted, was allowed to
evaporate spontaneously. 'l'be residue, which had a reddish-brown colour, and
the consistence of honey, was deprived of colouring matter by dissolving it in
water, adding a slight excess of sulphuric aeid, boiling with animal cha rcoal,
saturating with magnesia, filtering, agitating with ether until this flu id had deprived the water of acrimony, and finally decanting, and allowing the ether to
e\'aporate. Thus obtained, lobeb·na is a yellowish liquid, lighter than water, of
a somewhat aromatic odour, and a very acrid durable taste. I t is soluble in
water, but much more copiously in alcohul and ether, and the latter fluid readily
removes it from its aqueous solution. It has a decided alkaline reaction, t1nd
forms soluble and crystalliza.ble sults with sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic aci<ls,
and a very soluble but not crystallizable salt with acetic acid. I t forms au insoluble compound with tu.unic ucid, which instantly precipitates it from its solution. By a. boiling heat it is entirely decomposed, losing all its acrimony i but,
when couibincd with acids, it may be subjected to ebullition with water without
change. Prof. Procter introduced a grain of it diluted with water into the
stomach of a cat, which became immed iately prostrate, remained for an Lour
nearly motionless, with dilated pupils, and had not wholly recovered at the end
of fifteen hours. It did not occasion vomiting or purging. There can be little
doubt that it is the narcotic principle of lobclia. (Am . Jouni. of Pliann., ix.
105, and xiii. 1.)* The late J)r. S. Colhoun, of Phi!:lJelphia, was the first to
unnouuce Lbe existence of a peculiar p rinciple in lobelia, capable of forming salts
with the acids; but he did not obtain it in un isolated state. An important inference from the effects of heat upon lobelina. is, that, in any of the preparations
of lobclia, the plant should nernr be heated in connexion with a. sal ifiable base.
Jlcdicul Properties and Uses. J.,obelia is emetic, and, like other medicines of
the same class, is occasionally cathartic, and in small doses diaphoretic and expectorant. It is also possessed of narcotic properties. rl111e leaves or capsules,
chewed for a short time, occasion giddiness, headache, general tremors, a.nd ultimately nausea and \'Omiting. When swallowed in the full dose, the medicine
produces speedy and severe rnmiting, attended with continued and distressing
nausea, copious sweating, and 17rcat general relaxation. Its effects in doses too
large, or too frequently repcateJ, are extreme pro;:;tration, great anxiety and distrcs8, and ultimately death preceded by convulsions. Dr. ].,ethcby found llO
grains of it in the stomach of a. patient killed by this poison, and sta.tes that he
bas known much less to cause death. (Lo11d . .Aled. 'J'irnes and Caz., i\larc:h,
1853, p. 270.) From experiments made by ?ilr. Curtis and Dr. Pearson on
hedgehogs aud ca.ts, it would appear tbat the poison produces inflammation of
the ulimcllt;ny mucous membrane in those animals, but Lhat death mainly results
from the suspension of reRpira.tion; the hcart('ontinuing to act after that process
h<1S CC<)SC<l.
IL b probable that it paralyzes, by a directly rleprcs:::ing influence,
the respiratory centres iu the medulla oblongata. (Lond. Jlled. Caz., xiv. 285.)
Dt:ath bas often resulted from its empirical use. Its poisonous efl€cts are most
apt to occur, when, as sometimes happens, it is not rejected by vomiting. In
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its operation upon the system, therefore, as well as in its sensible properties,
lobelia bears a close resembla.nce to tobacco. It is among the medicines which
were employed by the aborigines of this country; and was long in the hands of
empiri cs before it was introduced into regular practice. The Rev. Dr. Cutler,
of l\lassachusetts, first attracted to it the attention of the profession.
As au emetic it is too powerful, and too distressing as well as hazardous in its
operation for ordinary use. The disease in which it has proved most useful is
spasmodic asthma, the paroxysms of which it often grca.tly mitigates, and some·
times wholly relieves, even wben not given in doses sufficiently large to produce
Yomiting. It was from the relief obtained from an attack of this complaint in
his own person, that Dr. Cutler was induced to recommend the medicine. It
has also been used in catarrh, croup, pertussis, and other laryngeal and pectoral
affections; an<l we ha ve seen it apparently advantageous in some of tbesc corn·
plaints, especially in severe croup, nnd in chronic bronchitis with dyspnrea;
but it should always be used with caution. Administered by inj ection it pro.
duces the same distressing sickness of 8tomach, profuse perspiration, and uni·
versal relaxation, as result from a similar use of tobacco. Dr. Eberle admi·
nistered a strong decoction of it successfolly by the rectum, as a substitute for
this narcotic in a case of strangulated hernia. It has been employed effectually,
in small doses repeated so as to sustain a slight nausea, for producing relaxati on
of the os uteri. (Am.. Journ. of .Med. Sci., xv ii. 248.)
It may be given in substance, tincture, or infusion. The dose of the powder
as an emetic is from fh•e to twenty grains, to be repeated if necessary. The
tincture is most frequently administered. The full dose of this preparation for
au adult is half a fluidounce; though in asthmatic cases it is Letter admin istered
in the quantity of one or two fluidrachms, repeated every two or three hours till
its effects are experienced.*
Two other species ofL.,bel ia. have attracted some attention from medical writers.
L. ca?·dinalis or cw·diri.al flower, distinguished for its showy red flowers, is supposed to possess antbelmintic properties; hut is seldom or never used. L ..wphilllica is said to have been used by the Indians in the cure of the venereal disease, but has upon tri:ll been found wholly inefficacious in that complaint. It
is emetic a'nd cathartic, and appears also to possess diuretic properties; whence
it has been conjectured that it might h;1ye pro,·ed sen·iceable in gonorrhcea. Dr.
Chapman states that it has been employed, as he has been informed, by some
practitioners of the western country in dropsy, and not without success. '.l'he
root is the part used. Both these species of Lobclia are indigenous. For a
more detailed account of them, the reader is referred to Dr. \V. P.O. Barton's
Medical Botany.
Off. Prep. 'l'inctura. Lobeliro; Tin ct. Lobc1ire JEtberea.
W.

LUPULINA. U.S., Dub.
Lupu/in.
The powder attached to the st~obiles of Rumulus Lupulus. U.
Lupulioa is describ-Od uoder H UJ\IULUS, p. 392.

S., Dub.

'* Professor Procter prepares a 8uid extract by macerating eight ounces of finely bruised
lobelia rnixed with t1.fiuidounoeof acetic acid, in apintuud I\ half of dilutcdnlcohol, for
twenty-four hours; then percolntingwitb an equnl <1u1rntityof diluted nlcohol, nndnfter·
wards with wn.ter, until three pints of liquor nre obtained; next evnpornting to ten fluid·
1
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rcprcscntsnbout30graius of the powder. (Am. Journ. of Pltarm., xxiv. 207.)-ll"ote to tlle
tenth edition.
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LYCOPUS. U.S. Secondary.
Bugle-weed.
Tlie llCrb of J.Jycopuc; Virginicus. U.S.
LYCOl' Uti.
Sa; . S':;st. Diaudria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Lumiaccoo or Labiat:c.
Gen. Oli. Cu(IJX tubular, fh·e-cleft, or five-toothed. Corolla tubular, four-lobed,
nearly equal; the upper segment broader, and emarginate.
Stamens distant.
Seeds four, naked, rctusc. Jr{uaall.
Lycopm l 'irginicw;. Michaux, Flor. Bo1·eal1 Americ. i. 14; Rafinesque, llfed.
Flor. vol. ii. 'fhe Ltl[Jle-wee<l is an indigenous herb, with a perennial creeping
root, which sends up an erect, nenrly simple, obtusely quad rangular stem, from
twelve to eighteen inches Ligh, and furnished with opposite sessile leaves. These
are broad-lanceolatc, attenuated and entire at both extremities, remotely serrate
in the mid<ll e, somewhat rough, purplish, and beset with glandular dOLs on their
under surface.
The flowers are minute, in small axillary whorls, with two
small subulate bractes to each flower, and a white corolla. The seeds are longer
than the calyx, which is spineless.
This plant grows in shady and wet places throughout the greater part of the
United States. Its flowering period is August. The whole herb is used. It
has a peculiar odour, and a nauseous slig htly bitter taste, and imparts these
properties, as well as its medica l virtues, to boiling water.
Lycopus Eurup:.eus is said to be frequently collected and sold fo r L. Virgim_'c~tS.
The former may be distingui8hed by its acutely quadrangular stem, its narrow
lanceolate leaves, of which the low"r are somewhat pinnatifid, its more crowded
flowers, and the acute segments of its calyx, armed with sL.o rt spines. It has
been employed in }jurope as a subst itute for quinia.
Medital Properliescmd Uses. According to Dr. A. W. hes, the bugle-weed is
a very mild narcotic. It is said also to be astringent. It was introduced into
notice by Drs. l'en<lleton and Rogers, of New York, who obtained favourable effects
from its use in incipient phthisis and hemorrhage from the lungs. (N. Y Afed.
and Phys. J ourn., i. 179.) lt prnves useful by diminishing tho frequency of
the pulse, quieting irritation, and allaying cough. The use of it has been extended with adv:rnltlge to the hemorrhages generally. (Transaf.'t. of Am..Afed.
Assoc., i . 34i.) It is most conveniently employed in the form of infusion, which
may be prepared by macerating an ounce of the herb in a pint of boiling water.
From half a pint to a pint may be taken daily.
W.

MAGNESIJE CARBON AS. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Carbonate of .1.lfc1gnesi<t.
Mngnesio. alba,. Lot.; Carbonate de m::ignesie, Fr.; Kobleosaure Magnesia, Germ.; Cnr 4
bouato di mnguesrn., Ital.; C:l.rbono.to de magnesia, Span.

Carbonate of magnesia. sometimes though rarely occurs as a native mineral.
That which is sold in the shops is prepared on a large scale by the uwnufacturer i
and the arti cle is, therefore, ''ery propcrl.v placed in th e li:St of l\Iateria Medica of
the United States Pharmacopceia. The British Colleges still retain it among the
preparations, and direct it to be prepared by decomposing the sulphate of magnesia.with carbonate of soda. 'fheLondonCollege dissolves four pounds nine ounces
of carbonate of soda, and four pounds of sulphate of magnesia, separately, in two
gallons (imp. meas.) of distilled water; then mixes the solutions, boils for two
hours, constantly stirrjng with a spatula, and adding a little distilled water now
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and then so as nearly to preserve the measure; and , lastly, pours off th e liquor,
washes the precipitate with boiling distilled water, and dries it. The Erliulmrgh
and Dublin processes diHCr from the above mainly in the shorter peri od of boiling, which in th e former is fifteen or twenty minutes, in the latter only ten.
Under the name of MAON1'~Sl.:E CARBONAS l'ONDEROSU:'il or lleuvy l'orbonate
of .Magnesia, the Dublin College also directs the Sftlt t? be prepared in the follow-
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(Imp. meas.) of boiling cli.<;tilled water, and twelve oun ces of crystallized carbonate
of sod;t in a pint, the sol ution s are mixed and evaporated to dryness. 'l'h e residue
is digested for half an hour with two pints (Imp. mea$.) of boiling distilled water;
the undissolved matter is collected on a calico filter, and treated repeatedly wit.h
warm distilled water un ti l the washings cease to Jield a precipitate with nitra.tc
of baryta; and, finally, the product is dried at. a heat not exceeding 212°.
The carbonate of potassa. is less eligible than the carbonate of soda. for the prepaniti on of carbonate of magn esia . It is difficult to separate the b st portions
of sulphate of potllss:L fr om the precipitate, and the carbonate of potas!'a usually
contains silica, which is thrown down with the mag nesia. Tbc consequence is
that, wLen prepared with that salt, tbe carbonate of mag nesia ls liable to be g ritty
to the touch, and to have a sa lin e taste. The following is said to be the method
pursued by some of the best manufacturers. To a saturated solution of one hundred parts of sulphate of magn esia, a. solution of 011e hundred and twenty-five
p:lrts of crystallized carbonate of soda is grad ually added, the solutions being
constantly stirred. The mixture is then hl'ated to ebullition, to complete the
precipitation of the magnesia, which is afterwards wa shed with tepid and finally
with cold water, until the washiugs no longe r give a precipitate with the binj•tic
salts. Wh en it is su fficiently washed, th e carbonate i~ allowed to drain for one
or two clays on forge linen filters, and is then placed in wooden moulds with a
porous bottom of brick or gypsu m, and subjected to pressure ln order to give it
the square and compact form into which it is usual ly wrought.
The density of carbonate of magnes ia is said to depend upon the strength of
the solutions from which it is first precipitated, and its fineness and softness to
the touch, upon the use of carbonate of soda. in ]ts prepar:lti on.
The principal part of the carbOD<)te of magnesia. nded in thi s country is imported from Scotland. In the New J~ngland ::ita.tcs it is prepared fr om tbe bittern
of salt works, which consists chiefly of sulp hate of magnesia and cb loridcof magne2ium; audit is manufactured in B:l.ltimore from the sulphate of rnagucsia. prepared
in that city. 'J'he Scotch magncdia is generally put up in cases of one hundred
and twenty pound s c:1ch, the American in boxes contain ing fifty pounds.
'W hen made from the bittern of salt works, carbonate of magnesia. is contam inated with carbonate of lim e, salts of that earth being coutained in sea -w:tter;
and when it is prepared from mag nesia, or from magnc::;ian schist, iron ii> almost
always present. The only way in whicb these impurities can be avoided, is to
prepare pure sulphate of magn esia by rcpe:~ted crystallization, and to use a pure
carbonate of soda. It is also uecessary that the w:iter with which the precipitate is washed should be free from eurt by salts, which would be dccomposcU and
contaminate the magnesia.
·
Properties. Carbonate of magnesia is imidorous, nearly in sipid, perfectly
white 1 smooth to th e touch, and nearly insoluble in w:ltcr, requiring 240~ parts
of cold, antl 9000 part s of hot water for soluti on. It is decomposed by strong
hca.t, by all the acids, by potassu, soda, lime, baryta, and strontia, and by acidulom~ and metallic salts.
Two kinds of C:lrbonatc of magnesia arc distinguished, the light and the heavy.
The {iylit carbonate is the kind manufactured iu 8cotlaud. The Dublin proce:;;s
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for the ltrm'!J has been already givrn . It may also, according to Dr. Pereira,
be prepared as follows. "Add one volume of a cold saturated solution of car-
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ceased, const~ntly ~tirring with a spatula. Then dilute 'Yi~h boili_ng water, set
aside, pour off •tb e supernatant liquor, aud wash the precipitate with hot water
on a linen cloth: afterwards dry it by heat in an iron pot." D1·. Pereira states
that the li:;ht No·!JfJnrtfP, wben examined with the mic.roscope, is seen to consist
of au amorphous powder, more or lci:.s intermingled with slender prismatic crystuls, which appear as if they were eroded or efflo rescent; the heavy carbonate
C'Om~ists of granules of various sizes} without any traces of the prismatic cryst:1ls
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tion of this nature. According to Dr. Cbristi!=on's analysis, it contains only nine
grains of carbouate in the fluidounce, though it is alleged to contain twice that
quantity. Its taste is more disagreeable than that of tbe undissolved earbonate.
Arlulteratfom~ and J'csts. Carbonate of m:1gnesia may con tu in an alkaline carbonate, or an alkaline sulphate, or both, from insufficient wa$hingj also chloride
of sodium, alumina, and carbonate of lime. lf' water boiled on it changes turmeric, au alkaline carbonate is indicated. If chloride of barium produces a precipitale in the water, tbe presence of a sulphate or carbonate, or both, is shown;
and if nitrate ofsih-cr produces the sameetfcct,a chloride is indicated. 'Yhen
dissolved in an exce::is of muriatic aeid, an excess of ammonia will throw down
alumina, wl1ich is scarcely C \'C r absent in minute qu:rntity; and oxalate of amrno11ia, afterwards added to the filtered muriatic !:mlution, will throw down lime
as oxalate of lime, if that eart h be present. If the same solution, nearly neu~
trali zcd, be rendered blue by ferrocyanuret of pottlssium, the presence of iron is
indicated.
Om1positi'on. According to Berzelius, the cnrbonate of magnesia of the shops
(mogne.'-u'a alba) is a combination of three eqs. of carbonate of magnesia with one
of hydrate of magnesia. Each eq. of carbonate contains an cq. of water, and
the compos iti on of the salt may be thus stated :- three eqs. of carbonate (acid
66, magnesia 60, water 27) = 153 + one cq. of hydrate (magnesia 20, water
9) =:W =182. This theoretic composition agrees nearly with the an:dysis of
Dcrz.clius, who fixes it at 44·75 mag11esia 1 35·77 acid , and 19'-!8 water. Accordmg to Phillips, whose analysis agrees witL the subsequent one by George
Fowncs, four eqs. of the carbouate arc combined with one of the bibydratc, and
four of water. ( Pharm,. Journ. and 'l'rrrns., iii. 480.) The composition of this
salt varies with the mode of preparation. Thus Bu<:holz, by decomposing the
sulphate of magnesia with 170 per cent. of carbonate of soda, and using only
cold water throughout, obtained a very light, i::ponJ!y 1 somewhat coherent. carbonate of magnci-.ia, containing 32 acid, 33 base, aud 35 water. By using 120
per cent. of the carbonate, and Loiling the water for fifteen minutes, he obtained
a heavy granular, precipitate, containing 35 ac:id, 4:2 base, and 23 water.
N('(ficul Pr~j)(:1·f/es and i·:;es. Ca rbonate of magnesia is antacid, and, by combining with acid in t.hc stomach, becomes generally cathartic. When it undergoes 110 c:bange in the ulimentilry canal, it produces no purgati•c effo;t.. Under
tbcsc circumstance!?- 1 it may usually be nrndc to operate by following it with
dn.1ughts of lemonade. It is usefuriu all cases which require a laxatiYe antacid;
and, though apt to produce flatulence iu consequence of the extrication of its
carbonic acid in the stomach and bowels, and therefore in on.linary ca!;es inferior to calcined magnesia, it sometimes operates favourably, iu consequence of
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this very property, in sick stomach atten<led with acidity.

Carbonate of mag-

nesia is also au excellent antilitltic in those cases in which uric acid is secreted
The dose is frnm half a. dracbm to two drachrns, which
rnay be given suspended in water or milk. In otder that it m:i_y be accurately
diffused through water, it should be previously rubbed down with simple syrup
or ginger syrup.*
•

in too great abundance.

Carbonate of magnesia is a useful agent for diffusing camphor and the volat ile
oils through water, in preparing sc\·eral of the medicated wate~·s.

Mi~~~.~->Q!1~~;1~~~t~~~u~~a~n~Si~g:}~.~i:~i!~iiq)~~g~~~1~~sireC1tratis; ~.afi~S.ia;
MAG~ESIA<:

SULPIIAS. U.S., Loncl., Ed., Dub.
Sulphate of !Jfagnesia.

Epsom snlt: Sulfate de mngnCsie, H-.; Schwefclsaure :\fognesia, Germ.; Solfato <li magnesia, Ital.; Sulfnto de magucsi:i, Span.

Sulphate of magnesia is one of the constituents of sea-water, and of some st:iline
springs. It also occurs native, either crystallized in long, slender, prismatic,
adhering crsstals, or as an effiorcsccncc on certain rocks and soils, whicli contain
magocsiu. and a sulphate or sulphuret. In the United States it is found abundantly in the great caverns, so numerous to the west of the Alleghany mountains .
Io one of those caves, near Corydon in Indiana, it forms a stratum on the bottom
several inches deep; or appears in masses sometimes weighing ten pounds; or is
disseminated in the earth of the cavern, one bushel of which yields from four
to twenty-five pounds of this sulphate. It also appears on the walls of the cavern,
and, if it be removed, acicular crystals again appear iu a few weeks. ( O/eavelond.)
Sulphate of nrngncsia. was originally procured by c\·aporating tlw waters ofsome
saline ~prings at Epsom iu l~nglaud. Dr. Grew prepared it in this manner in 1675.
It was afterwards discovered that the brine remaining after the crystallization of
common salt from sea.water, furnished by careful evaporation precisely the same
salt; uud, as this was a much cheaper product, it superseded the former. This
residual brine or bittern consists of sulphate of magnesia, and the chlorides of
magnesium and calcium. As the sulphate of magnesia crystallize:;; first, it may
with proper care be obtained nearly pul'C 1 although most frequently the salt prepared in this way is deliquescent from being contaminated with the chloride of
magnesium. It ma.y be freed from this impurity by washing the crystals with
its own saturated solution. It was from this source that the greater part of the
Epsom salt of commerce was long obtained in Europe. The salt works of New
England supplied our own market~ with an impure and deliquescent sulphate.
'Vith the impro,·ements of chemistry, other and better processes have latterly
been adopted. In the neighbourhood of Genoa and Nice, sulphate of magnesia.
is prepared in large quantities from a scbistose rock, which contains magnesia and
sulphuret of iron. 'l'be mineral is roasted and exposed in heaps for some mouths
to the combined action of air and water. It is then lixiviateJ, the sulphate of
iron decomposed by lime-water, and the salt is obtained pure by repeated solution
and crystallization.
'Villiam Henry, of Manchester, whose calcined magnesia has become famous
throughout the world, took out a patent for a mode of preparing magnesia and
its salts from the double carbonate of magnesia and lime-the dolurnile of mine-
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ralogists. Ilis process was to drive off the carbon ic acid by heat, and to convert
the remaining earths into hydrates. Ile treated tbese with a sufficient q~antity
of muriatic a.cid to dissolve out the lim e, and then converted the magncsm into
a sulphate either by sulphuric acid or sulphate of iron.
This s::i.lt is cxtcnsirnly manufactured in Baltimore and Philadelphia. from the
silicious hydrate of magnesia, or maynesiie. This mineral occurs in veins in the
serpentine and other magnesian rocks which a.bound in the neighbourhood of
Haiti more, and in the southern counties of Pennsylvania. The adrnntilgc which
it. possesses over the dolomite, in the preparation of this salt, is the almost entire
absence of lime, owing to which circumstance there is li ttle or no waste of acid,
aud tlie operation is much simplified. The mineral is reduced to a fine powder,
and satumted with sulphuric acid. The mass is then dried and calcined at a red
heat, in order to convert the sulphate of iron, which m'l.y be present, into red
oxide. It is then dissolved in water, and sulpburet of lime added to separate
any remaining portion of iron. 'l'be salt is crystallized and di.c:soh·e<l a third
time, in order to purify it. 'l'he sulphate prepared at the Baltimore work:; by
this process is generally very pure an<l clean, although it sometimes contains
sulphate of iron.
PMpe,.ties 1 &c. Sulphate of magnesia is a colourless transparent salt, without
smell, and of a bitter, nauseous, saline taste. lt crystallizes in quadrangular
prisms, terminating in a four-sided pyramid or in a dihedral summit. It usually
occurs in small acicular crystals, which arc produced by agitating the solution
while crystallizing. It slowly effiorcsccs in the air. At 32° }( 100 parts of water
dissolve 25-76 parts of the anhydrous salt, and, for every increased degree, 0·8597
parts additiona l are taken up. The crystals contain 5 l ·22 per cent. of water of
crystallization, and dissolve in their own weight of watcratG0° ,and in three-fourths
of tbei r weight of boiling water. They melt in their w._a.ter of crystallization, un<l
at a high temperature fuse into nn ename l. (Berzelius .) This salt eonsist.s of
one cqui\·alcnt of acid 40 1 one of base 20, and SC\·cn of water 63 = 123.
Sulphate of magnesia is completely decomposed by potassa, soda, and their carbonates; by lime, buryta, and strontia, and their soluble safts. Ammonia parti1tlly decomposes it, and fo rm s with the remaining salt a double sulphate. The
bicarbonates of potassa and soda do not decompose it, except by the aid of heat.
Sulphate of magnesia is liable tn contain iron ancf chloride of magnesium, the
former of wbicb imly be detceted by ferrocyanurct of potassium, and the latter
by its rendering the salt moist. If the addition of sulphuric acid produce no
extricution of muriatic a.ci<l gas, the fact proves the absence of all chlorides. One
hundred grains of the 'salt in ariueous solution should yield, when completely
decomposed by a boiling solution of carbonate of soda, thirty-four grains of dry
carbonate of magnesia. If the dry precipitate be less, the specimen tested is not
all sulphate of magnesia, and probably contains sulp ha te of soda..
J.lf,.dical Properties and Uses. Sulphate of magnesia is a mild and safe cathartic,
operating with little pain or nausea, and producin~ watery stools. It is more
acceptable to the stomach than most medicines of its class, and will often be
retained when others are rejected . Like many of the other neutral salts it is
refrigerant, and may be made to act as a diuretic, by keeping the skin cool, and
walking about after it has been taken. It is well adapted to the treatment of
fc,·ers and infl amruatory affections, especially after a preYious thorough evacuation
of the bowels by a more energetic cathartic. It is aJso useful in colic :md obstinate constipation, and may be employed in most ca!:'=es which require the use of
a cathartic, without being attended with debility or relaxation of the stomach and
bowels. The medium dose is an ounce; but ackantage often results from its
administration in divided doses frequently repeated. lt is often gi•en in combination with other medicines, especially with senna, the griping effect of which it
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tends to obviate. The mo~t ag-reeable form for administering the salt, and that in
wLich it usually agree~ best with the stomach, is a solution in carbon ic acid water
with lemon syrup. By Dr. Henry, of Dublin, it is highly recommended in con.
ncxion with su lplrnric acid. 'fo seven ounces of a sat urated aqueous solution of
th ' salt be adds an ounce of the diluted sulphuric add of the Pbarmacopccias,
and gives a tablespoonful of the mixture for a. dose, in a wineglassfu l of water.*
O.ff Prep. Enema Ciitharticum; .l\Jagnesiro Carbonas; l\lagnesire Carbonas
Ponderosum; Pulvis Salin us Compositus.
D . B. S.

MAGNOLIA. U.S. Seconda ry.
Magnolia.
i~

The bark of ftlagnoiia glauca 1 Magnolia. acuminata, and l\fognolia tripetala.

s.

::\IAGNOLIA.

Sex. Syst. Polynndria Polygynia.-Nat. Ord. l\Jagnoliaccre.

Gen. Ch. Calyx three-leaved. Petals six or more. Cap.~ute.~ two-valved, one·
seeded, imbricated in a cone. Seeds berried, pendulous. Biqelow.
The medicinal properties which have rendered the bark of lhe Magnolia offici·
nal, are common to ru ost, if not. all of the species composing this splendid genus.
Among the numerous trees which adorn the American landscape, these are most
cou~p i cuous for the beautiful richness of their foliage, and the mngnific:eucc as
well as delicious odour of their flowers; and JJ. grand/flora of the Southern
States rivals in magnitude the largest inhabitants of our forests. Tbe Jllrnrma.
coproia clesi?nates Af. ylauca, .JI. acwmili.ata1 aud _,Jf. tnjJP-tala, each of which
we shall briefly describe.
1. 1Vagnolia ghwca. Willd. Sp. Planl. ii. 125G; Bigelow, Am... llled. Bot.
ii. G7; Barton, Jlfed. Bot. i. 77; Michaux, N Am. S!Jlv. ii. 8. This ~pecics
of 31ugnolia, which in the Nort.bcrn States is often nothing more than a shrub,
sometimes attains in the South the height of fo rty feet. The leaves arc sent·
tcred, peti0late, oval , obtuse, entire, glabrous, thick, opaque, yellowish-green on
th eir upper surfilCc, and of a beautiful pale glaucous colour beneath. The flowers
are !urge, terminal, solitary, cream-colou red, strongly and gratefully odorow::;,
often scen ting the air to a considerable cli~tance. The calyx is composed of three
leaves; the petals, from eight to fourteen in number, are obovate, obtuse, con.
ca Ye, and contracted at the ba~c; the stamens arc very numerous, and inserted
on a conical receptacle; the germs are collected into a cone, and each is surmounted by a linear recurved _.§.tyie. The fruit is eouical, a.bout an inch in
length, consisting of numerous imb1:icated cells , each contain ing a single :;:earlet
seed. This escapes through a longitudinal opening in the cell, but remains for
some time suspended from the cone by a i;}ender thread.
:'IL gluuea extends along the seaboard of the United States, fr om Cape Ann,
in l\fassachusetts, to the shores of tbe Gulf of :Mexico. It is abundant in the
l\licldle and Southern Sta.tes, usually growing in swamps i and is seldom met
with in the interior, west of the mountains. It begins to flower in .l\lay, June,
or July, accorJing to the latitude. It i!< known by the name of rn11:1nolia
simply in the .Northern and 1\Jiddlc States, by that of white Lo.'IJ or s1ceet Uoy in
the South, aud is occa~i~nally called swamp .~as.c.(lfras, beaver tree, &c.
2. 1lf. acuminata. Willd. Sp . Plant. ii. 1257; Michaux, 1\~ .Am. Sylv. ii.12.
'l'bis species is much larger than the preceding, often growing to the height of
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seventy or eigllty feet. The lea,'es are six or seven inches long, by three or
four in breadth, ornl, acumiuate, and pubescent on their under surface. The
flowers ::i.re fh e or six inches in diamctel', bluish or cream-coloured, slightly odorous, with obovate rather obtuse petals from six to nine in number. iiiuglcd
with the splendid foliage, they give a. magnificent aspect to the tree when large
1

and in full bloom. The tree grows in the interior mountainous regions of the
United States, extending along the Allcghanies from the State of New Y 01_·K to
their termination in Georgia, and seldom existing in the low country far either
to the east or the west of that range . It is called cucumber tne, from the
resemblance of its fruit jn shape and size to the common curumber.
3. llt. tripef(da. 'Vill cl. Sp. Plant. ii. 1258 ; Michaux, 1\"'. .Am. Sglv. ii. 18.
Thi::. is a. small tree, sometimes though rarely reaching a.n elevation of thirty
feet, and almost always having an inclined trunk. lt is remarkable for the size
of its leaves and flowers. 1'he former are eighteen or twenty inches long by
seven or eight in breadth, thin, obovatP, somewhat wedge-shaped, entire, acute
at both cxtre·mities, pubescent when young, and often disposed in ra ys at the extremity of the shoots, di splaying a surface tLirty inches in diameter. Hence has
arisen the name of mn&rella free, by which this species is distinj!uished . 'l'he
flowers are terminal, seven or eight inches in diameter, white, witli from fixe to
twcl\•e oval acute petals, of which the three outer are reflexed. Tliis species extends
from the northern parts of New York to the sout!tern limits of the United States.
It is found only in shady situations, with u strong, deep, ancl fertile soil.
The b:ll'k and fruit of all the species of Magnolia a.re possessed of
medicinal properties; but the bark only is officinal; and that of the root
thought to be most efficient. It has an aromatic odour, and a bitter, pungent,
spicy taste. The aromatic property, which resides in a volatile principle, is
diminished by desiccation, and entirely lost when the bark is long kept. The
bitterness, howc>er 1 remains. 'l'he bark is destitute of astringency. The bark
of l\fagnolia grandifiora, examined by Dr. Stephen Procter 1 was found to contain
volatile oil, resin, and a principle anal0gous to the liriodendrin of Professor
Emmet. (Am. Jou.ni. of Phann., xiv. 95.)
Mediml PMpertieR and Uses. :Magnolia is a gently stimulant aromatic tonic
and diaphoretic, useful in chronic rh cumati<nn 1 and capable, if freely gi\'CD, of
arresting tbe paroxysms of intermitt ent fever. It has been used ad\'antageously
in these complaints, and in remittents, especially of a typh oid character. The
dose of the recently dried bark in powJer is from half a drachm to a dracLm,
frequently repeated. TLe infu sion may also be used, but is less efficient.
Diluted alcoLol extracts all the virtues of tbe medicine; and a tincture, made
by maccmting the fresh bark or fruit in brandy, is a pnpular remedy iu chronic
rheumatism.
\Y.

MALVA. Ed.
Cummon JJfallow.
Ilcrb of Maka :::ykcs.tris.

]~fl.

Ma.uve SilUYngc, F1·.; Wnldmo.lvc, Germ.; Mn\vn, Ital., Spa11.

Sa. Sysl. 1\lonadelphia Polyandria.-.Nut. Ord. Mah-acere.
Cw. Oh. lhlg:t double, the exterior three-lea,·ccl. Cupsules YCry many, oncseedcd. lri/lc/.
Mafra, .rwb.:estris. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 787; Woodv. Mal. B ot . p. 55J, t.
l!.n. '.l'Lis is a perenuial, hcrb11ccous plant, with a round, hai ry, branching,
usually erect stem, fr om one to three feet high, Learintt alternate, petiolnte,
i\lALVA.

cordate, roughi s h leaves, which are divided into fh-e or seven crenate lobes, and
on the upper part of the ~tern arc almost palmate. Th e fl owers are large, pur-
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plish, and placed from three to five together at the axils of the leaves, upon long
slender peduncles, which, as well as the petioles, arc pubescent. The petals are
five, inversely cordate, and three times as long as the calyx. The capsules arc
disposed compactly in a circular form.
This species of mallow is a native of Europe, where it grows abundantly on
waste groun J s and by the way-sides, flowering from l\lay to August. It is sometimes cultivated in our g:irdcus. Other species, indigenous or naturalized in
this country, are possessed of the same properties, which are in fact common to
the whole genus. Alalva rotund1folia is one of the most common, and may be
substituted for JJf. $.!Jlvestris.
•
The herb aud flowers have a weak, herbaceous, slimy taste, without odour.
They abound in mucilage, which they readily impart to water; and the solution
is precipitated by acetate of lead. The infusion and tincture of the flowers arc
blue, and serve as a test of acids ancl alkalies, being reddened by the former, and
rendered green by the latter. The roots and seeds also are mucilaginous.
Jlkdical Properties aud Uses. Commo n mallow is emoll ient and demulcent.
'The infosion and decoction are sometimes cmploscd in catarrhal, clysenteric, and
nephritic complaints; and arc applicable to all other t.:ascs which call for the usc
of mucilaginous liquids. They are also used :ls an emollient injection; ant! the
fresh plant forms a good suppurative or relaxing cataplasm in externa l inflawruation. It was formerly among the culinary herbs.
W.

M{\NGANESII OXIDUM. Ed.
Oxide of Manganese.

s,;n.

MANGANESII BINOXIDUM. Lond.; MANGANESII PEROXYDUM. Dub.
Off

Manganese, Peroxide of m11nganese, Deutoxide of mnngnnese, Black oxide of mn.ngancse, Pyrolusite; Oxide noir de manganese, Fr.; Braunstein, Germ.; !\lnngituesc, /lal., Span.

The officinal oxide of manganese is the deutoxide or binoxidc of a. peculiar
metal properly called manganese; though this name is commonly applied to the
oxide itself. .Afctallic manyanei;c was discovered by Scheele and Gahn in 1774,
and is obtained from the native black oxide by inten se ignition with charcoal. It
is h:ird, brittle, granular, and of a. grayish-white colour. It oxidizes readily by
the action of the air, first tarnishing, then assuming a yellowish or violet co lour,
and finally becoming converted into a black powder. It~ i::p. gr . is 8, melting
point 160° of Wedgwootl, and equirn lcnt number 27·7 . With oxygen it forms
five combinations, three regular oxides aud two acids. 'l'he protoxide is of a light
green colour, and is the oxide present in the salts of manganese. The sesquioxide is black or dark-brown, and the deutoxide black. The two acids arc formed
by the :lCtion of potassa. on the dcutoxitle, and are called 11ia11ganic and hyperrnangan ic acid.~. Assuming one eq. of manganese in each of these combinations, the protoxide contains one, the scs'}uioxidc one and a half, the deutoxide
two, manganic acid three, and hypermunganic acid three :lncl a half equi\'alents
of oxygen.* (Berzelius.) Besides these, there exists a double oxide, of a brownishrcd colour, called tile red oxide, consisting of one eq. of protoxide, and one of
sc~quioxide, and invariably formed when any one of the other oxides of m:rnganese is exposed to a white heat; and a native oxide, called rorvicite,composc<l of
two eqs. of deutoxitle, and one of sesquioxide. Metallic manganese is an occasional constituent of organic matter. It was detected in minute quantity in
bones by Fourcroy and Vauquelin, and bas recently been found by Millon and
*In order to nvoid frnctionnl equivalents, the scsquioxide is genernllyst.'ltcd to consist
of two eqs. of mebi.l and three of oxygen, and the hype;mang:rnic a1:id, of two cqs. of
mctalaudscvenofoxygen.
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otl1ers in the blood. It is often present in the ashes of plants. In the mineral
kingdom, it occurs sometimes as a sulphnret 1 rarely as a phospbate, but very
abuuJuotly as the black or deutox.iJc 1 called pyrolusite. It is the latter mineral
which constitutes the officinal oxide.

ft;o;);~~'~::~ne~eu~ot~i~~.~r.~·~~fe~n:i~~al·~::~~~~ inl~~!"fo ~ni~ :~~!e~~~~bil~
0

in
brilliant needle-sbapeJ crystals, often in compact masses having tile metallic lu stre,
but far more frequently in the form of a dull earthy-l ooking substance of a black
or brown colour. It is purest when crystallized. As it occurs in commerce it is
usually iu the form of powder, of a black colour, insoluble in water, and containing as impu rities more or less oxidized iron, carbonate of lime, sulphate of baryta,
and earthy matter. Iron, which is rarely absent, is detected by the prodL1ctiou
of a grcenif;b or blue tint on the aJdition of fcrrocyanurct of potassium to its
muriatic sol uti on. When C::'l:posed to a red heat it yields half an equivalent of
oxygen, and is reduced to the state of se!iquioxide. H ence its use in obtaining
that gas. \Vhen dried, and afterwards heated to whiteness, good samples lose
twelve per cent. of oxygen. It i:S clistin,guishcd from the sulphurct of antimony
b~ its infusibility, and by its caui:. in g the C\'olution of chlorin e on bein~ heated
with muriatic aciJ . \\'hen of a brown colour, it is not of gooJ quality. Its
composition has been gi\'en above.
But few mines of deutoxide of manganese exist, though the metal itself is very
generally diffuse<1' .hroughout the mineral kingdom. It occurs most abundantly
in Dobemia,Saxony, tbe Hartz, Prance, :ind Great Uritain. In the United States
no mines have been opcneJ, except in V f'r mont, from which State an inferior
brown fcrruginous mangauese is supplied through Boston . llesidcs this source of
supply, tbe mineral is received from Nova. Scotia, France, Germany, England,
and occasiona lly ScotlanJ. It comes packed in casks or barrels, generally in
lump, and coa rse powder, just as it is dug out of the mines; though occasiona lly
it is received from England ready pul\'erizcd. It is a good rule to buy it unpowdered; as its quality can be better juJged of in that state. A dark shini ng crystalline appearance may be taken as an inJication of good quality. 'l'he Nova Scotia.
mangane::;e is better than the Vermont; but tha.t received from Ge rmany and
England is the best, and commands the highe::;t }Jrice. The Scotch manganege
is al::;o of good quality.
11/eJical Propertt'es awl lSes. Dcutoxidc of manganese is Jeemed a ton ic by
some experimenters. '\'hen slowly introduced into the s.ystem , as happens to
those engaged in grinding the mineral, it acts, according to Dr. Coupar, of Glasgow, as a cumulati,·e poi::;on, inducing a disease which first shows itsel f by a staggel'ing gait, and ends in paraplegia.. It has been used in syphilis, chlorosi.!I,
scurvy, anJ various skin diseasf'S1 especially itch and porrigo. The dose is from
three to twenty grains, three times a day, given in the form of pill. For external
us.c, an ointment may be made of one or two drachms of the oxide to an ounce of
lard. For a notice of other compounds of manganese which have been tried as
medicines, see the article 1lfa119unese in the Appendix.
Thi s oxide is used in the arts fo r obtaining chlorine in the manufacture of
blc<iching powdf'r, for giving a black glazing to pottery, and for freeing glass
from the colour which it derives from the sesquioxide of iron. According to
Berzelius, a. fow poumls of it added to each cask of water intended for sea-voyages, will preserve it sweet. In the luboratory, it is employed to obtain oxyge n
and chlorine, and to form the salts of manganese. In pharmacy it is used for
liberating chlorine from muriatic acid and from common :;alt, and iodine from
iodide of sodium, contained in kelp.
Plwrm. CSes DcutoxiJe of manganese is used in preparing Chlorinii Liquor;
Chlorofor1uum, Dub.; Liquor Sod::e Chlorinatro.
n.
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MANNA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
lifanna.
The concrete juice of Ornus Eurora:-a. CS. Fraxinus rotundifolia, and Fn:i:i:-.:inus Ornus? The juice obtained by incision, hardened in the air. Lond. Swert
concrete exudation, probably from several species of Fraxious and Urnus. Bd.
Fraxinus Ornus. Au exudation from this an<l other specie::!. D11b.
Manne, Fr.; l\lanuu, Germ., ltol.; ;\bua, Span.
Manna is not the product of one plant exclusively. Besides Ornus E1m1pa!a
indi cated by the U . S. Pharmacoproi:1, it is said to be obtained nlso from senrul
other trees, belonging to the gcuera Or11w; and Fraxinus, among which O. ro-

tunrbfolia, F.

excel.~io1·,

and F

pm·v~'/lorti

have been particularly designated.

Burckhardt states th.it a species of manna, which exudes from the tam:1risk of
the North of Africa ( 'l'omarl:r Galliw, El1renbcrg), is used by the Bcdouiu .Arabs
of the neighbourhood of l\J ount Sinai with t.beir food. This substa nce, hn·we\'er,
according to 1'litscherli<:h, contains no mannite, but con.:iists wholly of mucilaginous
sugar. rl'hc mauna used in ]ndia is said to be the product of l/('(~ljsanni Alha!Ji
of Linn., Allwgi 1llaurorum of De Cnndolle, a thorny shrub which grows abund:rntly in the deserts of Persia and Arabia. It is, however, much inferior to that
obtained from the Ornus. A substance do~cly resembling man11a is procured by
exudation from a species of E1u:a(1jptus, called E. mam11fera, growing in New
South Wales. It has been shown to contain a sacdrn rin c matter different from
mannitc, and, though isomeric witl..i glucose, differing from it as well as from
other varieties of sugar in properties. Another m.:inna found in New I follaad
is produced by exudation from the leaves of Bucal9ptu.~ dumuw, when ver.r small,
and sometimes appears spread OYcr large extents of' country like a kind of snow.
The nati\·es use it for food. lt is :1 complex body, cont ainill,!? sugar, guru, st~1rch,
iuulin 1 aud lignin. (Journ. de Chim,, et de Phonn., x\·i. 2.J.O.) The substance
known in France by the name of Brimu;rm riwmw, is an exudation from the
common l~u ropea n larc,;h-Lrn·ixEurop:;ea or PinusLari.c-and differs c:hcmically from ordinary m:rnna in containing no mannite. A substance resembling
manna, of a sweet, slightly bitter, and tcreLintliiuate taste, and actively purgative, exudes from inci:..ions in the Pim1s Lambcrti'anrt, of Southern Oregon, and
is used by the inhabitant s. (Nm·. of U.S. B.1pl ..Exped., v. :232.)
0RNUR. Sex. S!Jsl. Diaudria Monog.ynia.-1Vut. Ord. Oleacc;~.
Gen. Ch. Cal!JX very ~mall, four-cleft. lbrolla divilled to the base in to linear
segments. Paic:c11p a winged key not dcliiscing. Lindlr~IJ·
r_]_'his genus was separated by Pcrsoou from tl..te Fraxinus of J... iunmus, a.nd is
now admitted by the best botanists.
Onms E1.u·o1uea. Persoon, S!Jnops. i. 9; J,indley, Flf}r. Jl/f'J. 547; Carson,
I/lust. of .Al1,d. Bot. ii. 81 pl. 61.-Praxi11us O~·mt.~. Witl d. Sp. Plant. iY.110.t;
\Vood\·. Ned. Bot. p. 589, t. 209. Th eflowerhiy ash* is a tree of woJerate height,
usually from twenty to twenty.five feet, very brunching, with opposite, petiolatc,
pinnate leaves, composed of three or four pairs of leafl ets, anJ an odd one at the
end. The lcufl.cts are o\·al, acuminate, obtusely serrate, about :m inch and a half
ln length, smooth, of :i bright-green colnur, and supporte<l on short footbtalks.
The fluwcrs are white, and usually expand with the leaves. They grow ia clo:;c
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paniclcs at the extremities of the young branches, and have a very short calyx
with four teeth, and four linear-lanceolate petals.
Both this species of Ornus and the O. trotundifolia are natives of Sicily, Calabria, and Apulia; and both contribute to supply the manna. of commerce. The
former is culfrrnted in Sicily, yields manna. after the eighth year, and continues
to yield it for ten or twelve years, when it is usually cut down, and young sprouts
allowed to grow up from the root. (Stettner, ArcMv. der Pltarm., 1iii. 194.)
During the hot months the juice exudes spontaneously from the bark, and concretes upon its surface; but, as the exudation is slow, it is customary to facilitate
the process by making deep longitudinal incisions on one side of the trunk. In
the following season these are repeated on the other side, and thus alternately for
the whole period during which the trees yield manna, extending sometimes, it
is said, to thirty or even forty years. Straw or clean chips are frequently placed
so as to receive the juice, which concretes upon them. The manna varies in
its character according to the mode of collection and nature of the season, and
the period of the year in whlch the exudation takes place. That procured iu
Sicily is said to be the best. Three varieties are distinguishable in cemmcrce.
1. 'l'he purest is that usually known by the name of jlak:e manna, called also
•manna camiulala. It exudes spontaneously, or by incisions, during the hottest
and dryest weather in July and August. According to Stettner, it is furnished
by the upper incisions upon the trunk; while the lower incisions yield the infe.
rior: varieties. It is in irregular, unequal piece>s, often several inches long, re·
semblinp; stalactites, rough, light, porous, brittle, whitish or yellowish-white, and
frequently concave on the surface by which they were attached to the trunk, and
which is often soiled by impurities, sometimes by adherent fragments of the bark.
When broken, these pieces exhibit a crystalline or granular structure. This
variety is sometimes in small fragments, generally less than an inch in length.
2. lOmnion manna-nianne en sorte of French pharmacy-is next in quality,
and is collected in September and the beginning of October, when the heat of
the weather bas begun to moderate. The juice docs not now concrete so readily,
and a portion, falling on the ground at the root of the tree, becomes more or
less mixed with impurities, and forms imperfectly Rolid masses, which require
to be further dried in the sun. The common manna consists of whitish or yel.
lowish fragments similar to the pieces of flake manna, but much smaller, mixed
with a soft, viscid, uncrystallized brownish matter, identical with that which
constitutes the following variety.
3. F(tf manna. is collected in the latter part of October and November, when
the weather is cooler and rains more common. The juice is now still less dis·
posed to concrete, and flowing down the trunk is received in a small excavation
at its base. As found in commerce, it is in the form of a soft, viscous mass,
containing few crystalline fragments, of a brown or yellowish-brown colour, and
full of impurities.
Manna may be found in the shops of every grade, from the most impure of
the third variety to the purest of the first; but the worst kind is not often im~
ported into this country.
Attempts bave sometimes been made to counterfeit manna; but the facility of
detection renders frauds of this kind unprofitable, and they are not often pracfo1ed.
Dr. R. P. Thomas has described in the Am. Journ. of Pharm. (xxiv. 208) a
sophisticated drug, which was not long since brought into our markets under
the name of manna, but which differed from the genuine drug both in sensible
:iad chemical properties, not even containing mannite. Baume describes a
method in which common manna is purified so as to resemble flake manna. It
consists in dissolving common manna. in a. little water, allowing the liquid to
settle, tOanting it in order to separate the impurities, then iuspissating it 80
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that it will congeal on cooling, and immersing threads in the inspissated 1iquid
several times succe!'sively in the manner practised by candle.makers. It may
be still furtber purified by the u!:le of animal charcoal. Thus prepared it con·
tains less rnannite than flilkc manna, and less of the nauseous principle; but is
said not to operate leas effectively as a laxative.
Properties. Manna. has a slight, peculiar odour, and a sweet taste, which in
the impure kinds is also very nauseous, but in the finest flake manna, scarcely
so much sons to be disagreeable. It melts with heat, and t.1kes fire, burning
with a blue flame. When pure it is soluble in three parts of cold, and in its
own weight of boiling water. From a boiling saturated aqueous solution, it
separates in partially crystalline masses. Alcohol also dissolves it, and, if saturated by means of heat, deposits upon cooling a large proportion of the manna
in a beautifully crystalline form. Analyzed by Fourcroy and Vauquclin 1 manna
was found to consist of, 1. a peculiar cry!itallizable sweet principle, called mannite, which constitutes seventy-five per cent. ; 2. true sugar; 3. a yellow nauseous
matter, upon which the purgative property is thought chiefly to depend; and 4.
a small quantity of mucilage. I.ieuchtwciss obtai ned from 105 parts of manna
11 ·G of waler, 0·4 of insoluble matter, 9·1 of suga r, 42·6 of mannite, 40·0 of a
mixture of mucilaginous matter containing manniw, with resin, an organic acid,
and a nitrogenous substance, and 1·3 of ashes. (Ann. der Oheni. und Phann.,
liii. 124.) It is owing to the presence of true sugar that manna is capable of
fermentin11:. Manni'te is white, inodorous, crystallizable in sem i-transpar.ent
needles, of a sweetish taste, soluble in five parts of cold water, scarcely soluble
in cold alcohol, but readily dissolved Ly tliat liquid when hot, and deposited
when it cools. Unlike sugar, it is incapable of undergoing the vinous fermentation. It may be obtained by boiling manna in alcohol, allowing the solu tion to
cool, and redissolving the crystallin e precipitate. Pure mannite is now deposited.
This principle has been found in numerous vegetables. It is said to be gently
laxative in the dose of one or two ounces.*
l\Ianna, when long kept. acquires a deeper colour, softens, and ultimately deJiquesces into a liquid, which, on the addition of yeast, undergoes the vinous
fermentation. This is probably owing to its conversion into sugar by the absorption of enough oxygen to neutralize the slight excess of hydrogen, which
constitutes the only essential difference in composition between it and proper
sugar. (See .A m. Journ. uf Pharm,., xxv. 32.) 'l'hat which is dryest resists this
cbunge the longest. It is said that manna, recently gathered, is less purgative
than it afterwards becomes.
Medical Properties and [,~~es. Manna is a gentle laxative, usually operating
mildly, but in some cases producing flutulence and pain. Though peculiarly
adapted to childreu and preµ:nant women, it may be given with advantage in
ordinary cases of piles from constipation, unatt;ended with dyspeptic ~ymptoms.
It is usually, however, prescribed with other purgatives, particularly senna,
rhubarb, magnesia, and the neutral salts, the taste of which it conceals, while it
adds to the purga.ti\·c effect.
1.'hc dose for an adult is from one to two ounces; for children, from one to
fourdrachms. It is usually gi\'en<lissolved in water or soruearou1atic infusion;
but the best flak e manna may be administered in substance.
Off Prep. Confectio Oassire; Syrupus Sennre.
W.

*

G. Ruspini prepares ma.nnite more econQmically from common manna, by first melt-

::~i~~PH~~~i~;'. ~:!~~~J:~~~~~,:~E~;~~'.£:~~!~1~~~;i::~:~~·~:l~~~~:~:~;::11~~~~~f

residue in boiling water with animal c.hnrcoal, liltering the liq~id ~oiling hot, o.nd, lastly,
evaporating ton.pellicle. The manmte scparutes, upon cooling, m beautiful truncated
quadrangular prisms, perfectly white, and transparent. (J: de Plwrm., 3e alr., x. lli.)
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MARANTA. U. 8., Land., Ed.
A1·row-1·oot.
The fecula of the rhizoma of ~faranta arun<linacea. U.S. Fecula.of the tuber.
Lond. Fecula of the t.ubers of i\Jaranta. arundioacea and Maran ta indica. Ed.
O.ff: S.¥>'- MA RANTA ARUNDINACEA . .iii-row Root. Fecula of the tu.
hers. Ditb.
Arrow-root, Fr.; Ameriknnisebes St.irkmehl, Arrowmeb\, Germ.
MARANTA. Sex. S!Jst. Monandria. i\lonogynia.-Nat. Ord. 1\iarantacere.
Gen. Ch . .Anther attached to the petal-like filament. Style petal-shaped.
Sti'gma three-sid ed. Plowers panicled. Loudon's Encyc.
.!llm·anta arundinacea. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 13; Carson, Illus!. of Med. Bot.
ii. 53, pl. 97. 'l'hc root (rhizoma) of this plant is perennial, tuberous, fleshy,
horizontal, nearly cylindrical, scaly, fr om six inch es to a foot or more in length,
and furnisbed with numerous long white fibres. Jt sends forth several tuberous,
jointed, curved, white, scaly stoles, the points of which sometimes rise above the
ground, and become new plants. The stems, of which several proceed from the
same root, are annual, slender, branched, j o inb~d , leafy, and about three feet
in height. The leaves are O\'ate-lanceolate, about four inches long, alternate,
a.ad supported solitarily at the joints of the stem upon long, sheathing footstalks.
The flowers arc in a long, loose, spreading, terminal panicle, at each ramification
of which is a. solitary linear bracte. The calyx consists of three small lanceolate
leaves. The corolla is white and monopetalous, with a tube lon ger than the
calyx, and a double border, of which the three outermost 8cgments are smallest,
and the two inner obovate, and slightly emarginatc.
The arrow-root plant is a. native of the '\\Test Indies, where it is largely cultivated. It is cu ltivated also in the East Indies, Sierra Leone, the South of
Africa, and our Southern States, especially Georgia and Florida . The plant is
easily propagated by cuttings of the root. The foc ula. is prepared in the following manner. The roots are dug up when a year old, washed, and then beaten
into a. pulp, which is thrown into water, and agitated so as to separate the amylaceous from the fibrous portion. The fibres are removed by the hand, and the
sta rch remains suspended in the water, to which it gives a milky colour. This
milky fluid is strained through coarse linen, and allowed to stand that the fecula
may subside, which is then washed with a. fresh portion of water, and aftcrwa.1·ds
dried in the sun. We o'btain tbe officioal arrow-root from the West Indies, and
the Southern Atlantic States. That from the Bermudas bas in general been
most highly e8teemed.
Other plants contribute to furnish the arrow-root of commerce. Lindley stat.es
that it is procured in the West Indies from .Maranta Allouya and .Ai. ?Wbilis,
besides JlJ. arundinacea. Under the name of 111. lndica, Tu~sac describes a. distinct species, which be says was originally brought from the East Indies, and is
now cultivated in Jamaica. 'l'hi i:;, bowe\•er, is generally considered as a mere
variety of .i\l. arundinacea, from which it differs ch iefly in having leaves more
elongated at the point, and smooth on both sides. Very fine arrow-root is obtained in the ]~ast Indies from the root of Uurcuma crnyustf(ulia, of Roxbnrgb,
which is cultivated in Travancore . But the product is lighter than the maranta
arrow-root, and docs not so qui ckly make a jelly. Ainslie states that J1J. anmdinacea, has been introd uct'd from the 'Yest lnd ies into Ceylon, where good
nrrow-root is prepared from it. A fecula, closely rese mbling that of the .Ma.ranta, is said by Guibourt to be prepared in the West Jndi es from the root of
the cassava plant, J11111j1!ta illa11ilw1 i and it is not improbable that a variety of
arrow-root brought to this country from Brazil has a si mihi.r origin . In fact, it
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often contains small lumps, ns large as a pin' s head, identical with tapioca, which
is a product of J. Mani/wt. A variety of arrow-root has been imported from
the Sandwich Islands. Mr. Nuttall, during a visit to these islands, found
that it was the product of a species of 'l'acca, which be has described under the

name of Tacca oceanica. (Am . Jonrn. of Pharm., ix. 305.) It is._said that
a similar product is obtained from Tacca pim1atijida, growing in the Eiu~t India
province of Arracan. (P!tar-m. Jouni. and '1.'ra11s. 1 vi. 383.) Arrow-root bas
been brought into the market from l?lorida, prepared in the neighbourhood of
St. Augustine from the root of Zami'ci fotegrifolia, by a process similar to that
employed in the preparation of the fccula of the l\laranta (Dr. Joseph Carson,
Am. J ourn. of Phann., xiv. 22); but care must be taken not to confound this
with the genuine maranta from the same State. Attempts have been made to
substitute finely prepared potato starch for arrow-root; and there is no doubt
that iu nutritive properties it is quite equal; but patients complain of an
unpleasant taste of the potato which it is apt to retain.
Arrow-root is in the form of a Jight white powder, or of small pulverulent
masses, without smell or taste. It has a firm feel when pres~ed between the
fingers, and produces a faint crackling sound when rubbed. It is a pure starch,
corresponding in chemical properties with that of wheat and the potato. It is
very apt to be musty, and should then be rejected. The odour and taste are the
best criteria of its purity. It should be perfectly free from smell und unpleasant
fiavour. Prof. Procter has rendered musty arrow-root quite sweet and fit for
use by washing it thoroughly with two successive portions of cold water, and
then drying it upon frames of muslin in a warm place. (Am.Journ. of Pharm.,
xiii.188.) Arrow-root is said to be sometimes adulterated with common starch,
and that of the potato. These may be detected by the aid of the microscope.
:Muriatic acid has been proposed as a test of their presence. A mixture of equal
parts of that acid and of water, rubbed with about half its weight of potato or
wheat starch, very quickly forms so thick a mucilage thai the mortar in which
the trituration is effocted may be raised by the pestle i while the same result
does not take place with rice flour or arrow-root under 25 or 30 minutes. So
small a proportion as from four to six per cent. of the impurity may, it is
asserted, be detected in this way. (Jvm'n. de Plwrm., 3e sir., ii. 246.)
As the microscope affords the best means of distinguishing the different varie·
ties of fecula sold as arrow-root, or used for its adulteration, it is proper to indi·
oate the form of their granules as exhibited by this instrument. Those of the
proper officinal or .ftfaranta arrow-root are rarely oblong, somewhat ovate.oblong,
or irregularly convex, with very fine riugs, a circular hilum which cracks in a
linear or stellate manner, and small mammillary processes occasionally projecting
from them. (Perefra.) 'fhe largest are the 750th of an inch, hut many not
more than the 2000tb of an inch long; and their breadth is generally two-thirds
of their length. (Christison.) 'l'he granules of the East lndia arrow.root ~ne,
according to Pereira, of unequal size, ovate or oblong-ovate, flattened, and often
furnished with a very short neck or nipple-like projection. The rings are nume·
rous, close, and very fine; and the hilum, which is situated at the narrow extremity, is circular, small, and indistinct. 'l'he microscopic appearance of the
tapioca fecula will be described under the head of 1'apioca, to which the reader
is referred. The 'l'acca fecula from the South Sea Islands, examined by Pe·
reira, consisted of circular, muller-shaped, or polyhedral granules, with few and
not very distinct rings, and a. small, circular hi I um, which cracked in a linear or
stellate manner. 'l'he Florida arrow-root was found by Dr. Carson to consist of
granules, forming the half, the third, or the quarter of a solid sphere. 'l'he potato
starch granules are of various shape and size, but generally ovate or elliptical,
au.cl from the 7000th to the 300th of an inch in length, the largest being inferior
in size only to the largest of the cnnna starch or tous-les-mois. (See Oanna.) 1l'hey
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are strongly marked with concentric rings, and have a circular hilum, from which
usually proceed the cracks observable in some of the larger grains. (Pereira.)
MerlicalPrcpetl"ies and Uses. Arrow-root is nutritious and demulcent, affording a light, very mild, and easily digested article of diet, well adapted for the
sick and convalescent, and peculiarly suited, from its demulcent properties, to
bowel complaints and diseases of the urinary passages. It is much used as food
for infants after weaning, or when the mother's milk is insufficient. It is prepared by di ssolving it in hot wa.ter, with which it forms a pearly gelatinous solution, and, if in sufficient quantity, a jelly-like mass on cooling. A tablespoonful
will communicate sufficient consistence to a pint of water. It should first be
formed into a paste with a little cold water, and the boiling water then gradually
added with brisk agitation. The preparation may be rendered more palatable
by lemon-j11ice and sugar, or in low forms of disease by wine and spices, if not
contra-indicated. l?or children, arrow-root is usually prepared with milk.
OJ)'. P1·ep. Trochisci Ipccacuanhre.
W.

MARMOR. U.S., Ed.
Mai·ble.
White granular carbonate of lime. U. S.
lime. Ed.

l\IassiYe crystalline carbonate of

g{it;5'~:~~b~I;~~~!?e~F~LJ!~!!;, g~!:,. Marmo, Ital.; ?ifarmol, Span.
l\Iarblc is used for obtaining carboni c acid, and for making several officinal
preparations. For the former purpose, common marble is sufficiently pure; but
for the latter, the purer varieties must be selected.
The officinal marble is a white granular substance, having a specific gravity
varying from 2·7 to 2·8. It is britt le, puh-erizable, and insoluble in water. It
is wholly dissolved by dilute muriatic acid with effervescence. If magnesia be
present, the neutral muriatic solution will be precipitated by ammonia; and if
baryta or stront~a be an _impurity, a. similar effect will be produced by a solution
of sulpba.te of lime. When marble is exposed to a full red beat, it loses about
44 per cent. of carbonic acid, and is converted into lime. (See Calx.) In composition it agrees with chalk.
'l'be purest kind of marble is that of Carrara, sometimes called statuary
marble; but it is not necessary that this kind should be obtained for pharmaceutic operations. l\Iarble, sufficiently pure for these purposes, is found in
various parts of the United States. It is necessary, however, to reject the
do"lomitU; marbles, which contain a considerable proportion of magnesia..
Marble is used by the Edinburgh College, merely to get rid of excess of acid
by saturating it, in the processes for preparing muriate of morphia, and the sulphates of potassa. and soda.
Off. Prep. A(1ua Aeidi Carbonicii Calcis 1\Iurias; Calx; Liquor Calcii Chloridi; Potassre ll1carbonas; Sodro Bicarbonas.
U.

MARRUBIUM. U.S. Secondary.
Horehound.
The herb of 1\Iarrubi1:1m vulgare. U. S.
Marrubc blnnc, Fr.; Weisser Andorn, Germ.; Mnrrubio, Ital., Span.

?!lAnnun1uM. Sex. Syst. Didynamia Gymnospermia. -Nat. Ord. Lamiaccoo
or Labia.he.

Gen. Ch. Oal!JX salver-shaped, rigid, ten-streaked.
lip bifid, linear, and straight.

Corolla with the upper
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.Afarrubiurn vnlgm·e. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 111; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 332,
t. 118. W/u'te ltoreltound bas a perennial fibrous root, and numerous annual
stems, which are quadrangular, erect, very downy, and from twelve to eighteen
inches high. The leaves are roundish.ovate, dentate or deeply serrate, wrinkled,
veined, hoary on the under surface, and supported in pairs upon strong footstn.lks.
'l'he flowers are white, and in crowded axillary whorls. '1.'he calyx is tubular,
and divided at the margin into ten narrow segments, which are booked at the
end. The corolla is also tubular, with a labiate margin, of which the upper lip
is bifid, the under reflected and three-cleft, with the middle segment broad and
sligh tly scolloped. 'l'hc seeds are four, and lie in the bottom of the calyx. The
plant is a native of Europe, but has been naturalized in this country, where it
grows on the roadsides, and flowers in J l1ly and August.
Tbc herb has a strong rather agreeable odour, which is diminished by drying,
and is lost by keeping. Its taste is bitter and durable. The bitterness is extracted by water and alcohol. It contains a volatile oil, bitter extractive, resin,
tannin, and lignin.
lllt dical Properties and CSes . Horehound is tonic, in large doses laxative, and
may be so given as to increase the secretion from the ski n, and occasionally from
th e kidneys. It was formerly considered a valuable deobstruent,and recommended
in chronic hepatitis, jaundice, menstrual obstructions, phthisis, and various cachcctic affections. Dy its gently tonic powers it may undoubtedly have proved
advantageous in some of these complaints; but it exerts no speci6c influence over
any; and has now passed almost entirely from the Lauds of physicians into
domestic use . It is employed chiefly in catarrh, and other chronic affections of
the lungs attended with cough and copious expectoration . The infusion made
in tbe proportion of an ounce of the herb to a pint of boiling water may be gi\'eU
in wineglassful doses. The dose of the powder is from thirty grains to a. drachm.
The medicine is also much used in the shape of syrup and candy.
W.
1

MASTICHE. Lone/., Ed., Dub.
Maslich.
Pistacia. Lentiscus. The resin flowing from incisions in the bark. Lond.
crete resinous exudation. Ed., Dub.

Con-

l\lastic, Fr.; l\lnstix. Germ.; Masticc, Ilal.; Almastign, Span.; Sakes, Turk.; Arnh, Arab.
PISTACIA. Sex. S!Jsf.. Dioocia. Pentandria..-.Nat. Ord. Anacardiaccre.
Gen. Cit. l\IALE. Culy:r five-cleft. Corolla none. Ji'EMAJ,E. Calyx three-cleft.
Coi·olla none. Styles three. Drupe one.seeded. ll'illrl.
Pistacia Len.tiscus. WillJ. Sp. Plant. iv. i53; Woodv. Ned. Bot. p. 26, t. 11.
The l@tisk is a. shrub or small tree, seldom rising more than twelve feet in

height, much branched towards the top, and furnii;:;hecl with petiolate, abruptly
pinnate leaves. The leaflets are from eight to twelve in number, usually alter·
nate, with the exception of the two upper which are opposite. They are ovatelanceolate, entire, obtuse, often mucrouate, anJ. sessile upon the common footstalk, which has a narrow foliaceous expansion on each side. The flowers are
dioocious, aucl >ery smal l. The male are in an axillary ament; the female are
arranged alternately upon a. common peduncle, which is also axillary.
'£his tree is a native of tbe countries which border upon the Mediterranean;
but does no~ yield mastich iu all places. The island of Scio in the Grecian Archipelago is th e place whence tbe drug is chiefly obtained. Incisions are made
in the trunk and principal branches, from which the juice slowly exudes, and
either hardens in te:irs upon the bark, or drops on t he ground, where it is sometimes received upon cloths, sometimes upon the bare earth 1 and concretes in
irregular masses. The tears are most esteemed. They are of various sizes, oval
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or roundish, often compressed, smooth, semi-transparent, of a. pale-yellow colour,
of a. sh ining fracture, friabl e, and usually covered with a whitish powder, occasioned by their friction against each other. The masses consist of yellowish
agglutinated tears, with others of a darker colour and less translucent, and often
fragments of wood, bark, or earthy matter intermingled.
l\fastich is nearly ino<lorous, unless rubbed or heated, when it becomes fragrant.
Its taste is weak but agreeably tcrebint.hinatC', and, after long chewing, very
sJightly acrid. It is at first friable ui1der the teeth, but soon becomes soft
and duC;tile, and acqu ires a white opaque appearance. Its sp. gr. is I·07J. It
is fusible and inflammable by heat. Alcohol dissolves about four-fifths of it,
leaving a viscid substance which becomes brittle when dried, and for which the
name of masticin has been proposed. This substance, though not dissolved by
alcohol, softens and swells up in it, as gluten does in water. According to Berzelius, it possesses the same general properties as copal, and should be considered
as a variety of resin. l\Jastich i.~ wholly soluble in ether, chloroform, and oil of
turpentine, scarcely soluble in the fixed oils, and insoluble in water. It consists
chiefly of resin, with masticin, and a. minute proportion of >olatilc oil, which
can scarcely be said to have been obt.3ined in a separate state, though it imparts
flavour to alcohol and water distilled from the mastich, especially wh en this has
been prev iou sly triturated with an equal weight of carbonate of potassa.
Mastich is occasionally adulterated with olibanum, sandarach, and other resinous bodies; and, in seasons of scarcity, with sea-salt.
ll.lcdical Properties and [J.~es. Mastich was formerly thought to possess properties analogous to those of the turpentines, aod was used in debility of the
stomach, hromoptysis from ulccration 1 Jeuconhrea, chronic diarrhrea, &c.; but
its virtues were overrated; and it is at present scarcely ever given internally. It
is sometimes employed to fill the cavities of carious teeth, for which purpose it
is well fitted by its softness. Great quantities of it arc consumed in Turkey,
where it is habitually chewed by the women, under the impression that it sweetens
the breath, and preserves the gums and teeth. The alcoholic solution has been
employed as a styptic in bleeding from the nose, leech-bites, &c., being applied
by means of a camel's hair pencil directly to the bleeding vessel. Dissolved in
alcohol or oil of turpentine, it forms a brilliant varnish. A solution made by
macerating half an ounce of mastich and fifteen grains of caoutchouc in two
fluidoun ces of chloroform, and filtering in close vessels, forms a varnish highly
esteemed by some microscopists.
rl'he following mode of applying it to carious teeth is highly recommended .
Dissolve four parts of mastich in one part of ether, in a bottle well stopped. With
the soluti on thus formeJ 1 which is of a yellow colour and oily consistence, saturate a small piece of cotton of the size of the carious cavity, and, having well
cleansed and dried the cavity, introdnce the cotton, without painful pressure, so
as to fill it exactly. The et.her is soon evaporated, and the resi n, remaining soft
and adhesive, attaches itself to the diseased surface of the tooth, which it protects
from the action of the air, and of the food taken into the mouth.
Op: Prep. 'l'inctura. Ammoni:.e Composita.
W.

M:ATICO. Dub.
J.fatico.
Artanthe elongatn. The leaves. Dub.
PrPER.

See CUBEBA.

Piptr onyn.~l1folimn. Ruiz and Pavon, Flor. Peruv.-Piper elongalum.
Ynhl.-Artauthe elonyala. l\liquel; Dub. Pharm.; J.1indley, JJ/ed. and 0.!J'conorn.
Bot. p. 133, fig. 195. This i~ a shrub with a jointed stern, about twelve feet
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in height. In a dried specimen presented by Dr. Ruschenberger, of the U. S.
Navy, to one of the authors, the leaves are sessile or very shortly petiolate, oval·
lanceolatc, acuminate, two or three inches long by about an inch in breadth, bright
green on the upper surface, paler and downy beneath, crenate, minutely and
strongly reticulated, of an agreeable aroma.tic odour, nnd a strong spicy taste.
The spikes are solitary, opposite the leaves, and cylindrical. The bractes are
pell ate or cucullatc; the flowers hermaghroditc. The plant is a native of Peru.
The leaves, spikes and stalks are mixed together, and more or less compressed,
in the packages of the imported drug; and are all possessed of activity, though
the leaves only are recognised by the Dublin College. Their shape and general
aspect have been described above, as well as their smell and taste. They are
readily pulverized, forming a. light, greenish, ab.sorbent powder. According to
Dr. Ilodges, they contain chloropby ll e, a soft dark.green resin, brown and yellow
colouring matters, gum, salts, lignin, a light.green, thickish volatile oi l, and a
peculiar bitter principle, soluble in water and alcohol, but not in ether, which
he calls niaticin. (Phi/os. Mag., Sept. 1844, p. 206.) The volatile oil and maticin are probably the active ingredients.
Nedical Properties and Uses. l\Iatico is an agreeable aromatic tonic and
stimulant, having a tendency, like cubebs, to act on the urinary passages. It
has long been known as a medicine in Peru. Dr. Martius speaks of its use by
the natives externa lly as a vulncrary, and internally as aphrodisiac (Pharm. Cent.
Blau, 1843, p. 12); and, according to Dr. Scrivener, who practised medicine at
Lima, it is much employed in Peru locally for arresting hemorrhage, and in the
treatment of ulcers. (Am . Journ. of Plwrm., xviii. li5.) In I S;:m it '~as introduced into England, and was prescribed by Dr. Jeffreys, of Liverpool, with
advantage, in diseases of the mucous membranes, as gonorrhrea, leucorrhrea,
menorrhagia, catarrh of the bladder, hemorrh oids, and epista xis. Others have
employed it.with benefit in similar cases; and it is said to have proved useful in
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useful internal application is probably as an alterative stimulant to the diseased
mucous membranes. If efficient as a. hremostatic, it must be on principles similar to those upon which the oil of turpentine acts; for it is not astringent. As
a local styptic it probably acts mechanically in the same manner as agaric. The
dose of the powder is from half a drachm to twodrachms three times a day. The
infusion and tincture are officinal. (Sec lnfu.Htm Matico and 11inctura Afatico.)
'l'he root of another species of Piper, P. rnethisticmn (illncropiper metliyslicmn,
Miquel), is used in the Sandwich Islands to form an intoxicating drink, under
the name of {iva or /t,a,va. See an article by l\Jr. l\lorson in the PhaT"m,. Journ.
and Tra.ns. (i ii. 472), where the plant is figured.
Off: Prep. Infusum l\Iatico; Tinctura l\fatico.
W.

MATRICARIA. U.S. &condary.
German Chamomile.
The flowers of l\fatricaria Chamomilla. U.S.
l\IATRJCAHIA.
Sex. Syst. Syngcnesia Superflua. -Nat. Ord. CompositroSenecionidere, JJc Cand. Asteracere, Li11dley.
Oen. CA. Ca(yx flat, imbricate, with scales having scarious margins. Receptacle naked, tercte. Pappus none.
Afatricaria Clwmomilla. Linn. Sp. 1256. This is an annual plant, with a
branching stem a foot or two in height, bearing alternate le:wes about two inches
long, the lower ones tripinnate, the upper bi pinnate or simply pinnate, and all of
them very green, and nearly or quite smooth. ~he leaflets are linear and very
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small. The flowers appear singly at the ends of the stem and branches. They
are about three-quarters of an inch in diameter, with the ray spreading. The
scales of the calyx are obtuse, green in the middle, and whitish, membranous,
and translucent at the margin. The ray florets are white, at first spreading, and
ultimately reflected. 'l'be disk is of a deep-yellow colour, at first fl.at, but in the
end convex., and even somewhat conical.
The plant is a native of Europe, and is occasionally cultivated in our gardens.
All parts of it are active; but the flowers only arc offi<.:inal. These shrink in
drying, so that they are Rcarccly half as large as in their recent state. Those
found in our shops arc imported from Germany.
The dried flowers of the l\Iatricaria are consider3bly smaller than common
ch3momile, and exhibit a larger proportion of the disk florets compared with those
of the ray. They have a strong, peculiar, rather unpleasant odour, and a disagreeo.ble bitter taste. Their active constituents are volatile oil and bitter cxtracti"e,
which are readily extracted by water and alcohol. The oil, which is obtained
by distillation with water, is thick, somewhat tenacious, of a dark-blue colour
becoming brown by age, and almost opaque in mass.
Jlledical Properties and Uses. l\Iatricaria is a mild tonic, very similar to chamomile in medical properties, and, like it, capable, in large doses, of producing
an emetic effect. It is esteemed also in Europe antispasmod ic and anthelmintic.
It is much employed in Germany; but in this count ry scarcely at all, unless by
some German practitioners. lt may be given for the same purposes and in the
an.me manner as chamomile.
,V.

MEL. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Honey.
A liquid prepared by A pis rnellifica. U.S. Juice of flowers depm1ited in the
comb, clarified. Lond. A saccharine secretion. Ed., Dub.
J\liel, Fr.; Honig, Genn.:

~lielc 1

Ital.; Miel, Span.

Naturalists have not yet determined whether honey is a secretion of the bee,
.A.pis melllji.ca, or whether it exists already formed in plants. It is certain that
the nectaries of flowers contain a saccharine matter, which is extracted by the
in~cct, and the fact is well known that the flavour a~1d character of honey are
very much affected by the nature of the plants which predominate in the vicinity
of the hive; so much so, that when these plants are poisonous, the fluid some·
times partakes of their noxious qualities. SHeral cases of poisoning, from eating
honey from a particular source, are recorded in the ]{cw Jersey Neel. Reporter
for November, 1852 (p. 46). Still, it probably undergoes some chanp:e in the
organs of the bee; as the saccharine matter of the nectaries, so far as it has been
possible to examine it, wants some of the characteristic properties of honey.
The finest honey is tha.t which is allowed to drain from the comb. If obtained from hives that have never swarmed, it is called virgin lwnf'y. An inferior kind is procured by submitting the comb to pressure; and, if heat be employed previous to expression, the product is still more impure.
Honey is collected in different parts of the United States; but much also of
that used in the shops is imported from the West Indies.
In the recent state honey is fluid; but, on being kept, it is apt to form a crystalline deposit, and to be ultimately converted into a. soft granular mass. In
the shops it is found of every consistence, from that of a viscid liquid like thin
syrup or oil, to that of lard or soft suet. Its colour is sometimes white, but
usually yellowish, and occasionally of a brown or reddish tinge. It has a peculiar agreeable odour, varying somewhat with the flowers from which it was collected, and a very sweet feebly aromatic taste, which is followed by a slight prick-
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ling or sense of acrimony in the fauces. Its sp. gr. is about I ·333. (Duncan.)
Cold water dissoh•es it readily 1 alcobol with less facility. It contains crystallizable sugar aualogous to that of grapes, and, accor<ling to Soubeirau, two other
kinds of sugar, one of which is changed by acids, and has the property of turning

to the right the rays of polarized li,ght; and the other, not acted on by acids,
and possessed of a strong left.handed rotating power.

'l'be first of these two

sugars is not always present in honey; as there is reason to believe that it is iu
time wholly changed by acid into ~ranular sugar. It is especially abundant in
the honey taken from the comb. The second variety is very similar to the uncrystallizable sugar produced by the reaction of acids on cane sugar, being identical with it in composition, and like it incapable of crystallizing, and Yery sensiti\'C to the action of alkalies. But it is distingui:;bed by the impossibility of
converting it into granular sugar, and by Laving nearly twice tbe rotating power
of common uncrystallizable sugar. (Joum. de Pharm., 3e ser., xvi. 252.) Honey
contains, besides these saccharine principles, an aromatic principle, an acid, wax,
and, according to Guibourt, a. little mannite. 11 he crystalline sugar may be obtained by treating granular Loney with a small quantity of alcohol, which wheu
expressed t.akes along with it the other ingredients, leaving the crystals nearly
untouched. The same end may be attained by melting the honey, saturating
its acid with carbonate of lime, filtering the liquid, then setting it aside to crystallize, and washing the crystals with alcohol. Inferior honey usually contains
a larger proportion of uncrystallizable sugar and vegetable acid. Diluted with
water, honey uudergocs the vinous fermentation.
In warm weather, honey, if not very pure, sometimes ferments, acquiring a.
pungent taste and a deeper colour. Starch is said to be occasionally added to
the inferior kinds to give them a. white appearance. The adulteration may be
detected by dilution with water, which dissolves the honey and leaves the starch
at the bottom of the vessel. The nature of the deposit may be tested by the
tincture of iodine. Water is said to be sometimes added to honey to increase
its bulk. Its presence may be suspected from the greater thinness of the liquid,
and its want of disposition to crystallize .
.Medicat Properties anrl DSes. Honey possesses the same medical properties
with sugar, but is more disposed to run off by the bowels, and to occasion griping
pain. Though largely consumed as an article of fooJ, it is seldom employed
medicinally, except as the \•ehicle of more active substances. Its taste and demulcent ciualities render it a. useful addition to gargles; and it is sometimes cmployeJ as an :ipplication to foul ulcers, and in the form of enema.
OJ)'. Prep. Confcctio Piperis; Confectio Rutoo; Linimentum £'Eruginis; Mel
Boracis; Jnel Dcspumatum; Mel Rosa:i; Oxymel; Oxyruel Sci lire; Piluh.e Quin ire
Sulphatis.
W.

MELISSA U.S. Secondary, Eel.
Balm.
The herb of Melissa officioalis. U.S., Ed.
l\le\issc, Jr'r.; Garten-1\Ic\isse. Uerm.; i\lelissn, Ital.,· Torongil, Sprm.
l\fELISSA . Sex. S!Jsl. Didynamio.. Gymnospermia..-Nat.Ord. Lamiacere or
Labiatoo.

Gen. Oh. Oal!JX dry, nearly flat nbove; with the upper lip sub-fo.stigiate.
Co1·olla, upper lip somewhat arched, bifid; lower lip with the middle lobe cordate. ll'illd .
.ftfelissa ojjfrinalis. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 146; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 334, t.
110. Bairn has a. perennial root, which sends up annually several erect, q.uadraugular stems, usually branched towards the base, and a. foot or two in height.
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The leaves are opposite, ovate or cordate, deeply serrate, pubescent; the lower
on long footstalks, tbe uppermost nearly sessile. The flowers _are white or yellowish, upon short peduncles, and in axillary whorls, su rrounding only half the
stem. 'l'he ca lyx is tubular, pentangular, and bilabiate, with the upper lip tridentatc and flattened, the lower cut into two pointed teeth. The corolla. is also
tubular and bilabiate, the upper lip less convex and notched, the lower threecleft. The plant is a native of the South of Europe. It has been introduced
into this country, where it is cuhiYated in gardens, and grows wild along the
fences of our roads and Janes. For medical use the herb should be cut before
the appearance of the flowers, which begin to expand in July.
In the fresh state, it bas a fragrant odour very sim ilar to that of lemons; but
is nearly inodorous when dried. The taste is somewhat austere, and slip:htly
aromatic. The herb contains a minute proportion of a yellowish or reddishyellow essential oil, which has its peculiar flavour in a very high degree. It
contains also tannin, bitter extractive, and gum.
llledicat Properties and Uses. Balm scarcely produces any remedial operation
upon the system. 'l'he quantity of oi l which it contains is not more than sufficient to commun icate an agreeable flavour to the infusion, wh ich forms an
excellent drink in febr il e complaints, and wLen taken warm tends to promote
the operation of diaphoretic medicines.
W.

MENTHA PIPER I TA. U.S., Loncl., Eel., Dub.
Peppermint.
The herb of J\Ientha piperita. U.S., Eel., .Dub.
and dried. Lond.

The herb in flower, recent

Mcnthe poiuee, Fr.; Pfcfformiinze, Germ.; Menta piperita1 Ital.; Pimenta piperita,
Span.
MENTBA. Sex. Syst. Didynamia Gymnospermia.-Nat. Ord. Lamiacere or
Lab iatro.
Gen. Cli. Corolla nearly eq ual, four.c left; the broader segment ewarginate.
Starnros uprig ht, distant. lViltd.
JJfentha p1jJerita. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 79; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 336, t.
120; Carson, Iltusl. of Jlfed. Bot. ii. 16, pl. G3. Peppermint is a perennial
herbaceous plant, with a creeping root, and quadrangular, channeled, purplish,
somewhat hairy stems, which arc branched towards the top, and about two feet
in height. The leaves are opposite, petiolate, ovate, serrate, pointed, smoother
on the upper than the under surface, and of a dark.green colour, which is paler
beneath. '.l'he flowers are small, purple, and disposed in terminal obtuse spikes,
which are interrupted below. The calyx is tubular, furrowed, and five.toothed;
the corolla is also tubular, with its border divided into four segments, of which
the uppermost is broadest, and notched at its apex. The anthers are concealed
within the tube of the corolla; the sty le projects beyond it, and terminates in
a bifit.l stigma. The four.cleft germ is converted into four seeds, which arc
lodged in the calyx.
Tb is species of mint is a native of Great Britain, whence it has been conveyed
to the continent of Europe and to this country. In some parts of the United
States, especially in New England, the western part of New York , Ohio, and New
Jersey, it is largely cult ivated for the sake of its volatile oil. We occasionally
find it growing wild along the fences of ou1· vilh1ges. The culti,·ators of this herb
have observed that, in order to maintain its flavour in perfection, it is necessary
to transplant the roots every three years. It should be cut for medical use in dry
weather, about the period of the expansion of the flowers. These appear in August.
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For some interesting remnks in refation to the cultivation of peppermint in
England, the reader is referred to the A1n. Journ. of Pltann. (xxiii. 239).
The herb, both in the recent and dried state, has a peculiar, penetrating,
grateful odour. The taste is aromatic, warm, pungent, glowing, camphorous,
bitterish, and attended with a sensation of coolness when air is admitted into
the mouth. 'l'hcsc properties depend on a volatile oil, which abounds in the
herb, and may be separated by distillation with water. (See Ole.um, .Alentlue
Pi]>eril:e.) The leaves are said to contain a little tannic acid. 'l'he virtues of
the herb are imparted to water, and more readily to alcohol.
Medical Propei-lies and Fses. Peppermint is a very grateful aromatic stimula.nt, much used for all the purposes to which medicines of this class are applied .
To allay nausea, to relieve spasmodic pains of the stomach and bowels, to expel
flatus, to cover the taste or qualify the nauseating or griping effects of other medicines, are among the most common of these purposes. The fresh herb, bruised
and applied over the epiga.strium, often alht.ys sick stomach, and is especially
useful in the cholera of children. The medicine m_ay be given in infusion; but the
volatile oil, either alone, or in some state of preparation, is almost.always preferred.
Off Prep. Aqua l\Ienthre Pipcritre; Oleum Menthro Piperitro; Spiritus

·~
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l\fENTHA VIRIDIS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Spea1·mint.

The herb of l\Ientha. viridis. U.S., Ed., Dub.
and dried. Lond.

The herb in flower, recent

Men the a epi, Pr.; Grune l\li.inze, Germ.; i\fenta. Romana, flal.; Ycrba buena puntiaguda,

Span.
MENTHA.

Sec MENTHA PIPERITA.

Nentha ·viridis. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 76; Woodv. Ned. Bot. p. 338, t. 121.
Spearmint, sometimes called simply mint, differs from M. piperita chiefly in
having sessile, or nearly sessile, lanceolate, naked leaves; elongated, interrupted,
panicled spikes; setaceous bractes; and stamens longer than the tube of the
corolla. Like the two preceding !:1pecies 1 it is a. native of Europe. In this country
it is cultivated in gardens for domestic use, and in some places more largely for
the sake of its oil. It also grows wild in low grounds in parts of the country
which ha.ve been long settled. Its flowering season is August. According to
'l'homson 1 it should be cut in very dry weather, and, if intended for medical use,
just as the flowers appear; if for obtaining the oil, after they have expanded.
The odour of spearmint is strong and aromatic, the taste warm and slightly
bitter, less pungent than that of peppermint, but considered by some as more
agreeable. These properties are retained for some time by the dried plant.
~1.1hey depend on a volatile oil, which rises on distillation with water, and is
imparted to alcohol and water by maceration. (See Oleum Jl!enthm Yin'.dis.)
Medical Properties. The virtues and applications of this plant are the same
as those of peppermint.
Off. Prep. Aqua Menthro Viridis; Iofusum Menthoo Viridis; Oleum Menthre

Viridis.

W.

MENY ANTHES. Ed.

Buckbean.
Leaves of )Jenyanthes trifoliata. Ed.
Bog~be1l!l;

'.\lenyanthe, Trl:fle d'cau, Fr ..- Ilitterklee, Germ.; Trifogolio fibrino, Ital.;

Trifolio pa.lustre, Span.
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P en tandria l\Ionogynia.-Nat. Ord. Gentianacere.
Gen. Oh. Corolla hirsute. Stigma bifid. Capsule one-celled. Wald.
1lfPnya11rltrs trifoliata. Willd . Sp. P lant. i. 811; Bigelow, Am. ilfed. Bot.
iii. 55 . The buclcbean or marsh trefoil has a perennial, long, round, jointed,
horizontal, branching, dark-coloured root or rhizoma 1 about a.s tbick as tbe finger,
and sendi ng out numerous fibres from its under surface. The leaves are ternatc,
MENYANTilES. Sex. S!Jsl.

and stand upon long stalk s, which proceed from the end of the root, and are

furni shed at their base with sheathing stipul cs. Th e leaflets are obornte, obtuse,
entire or bluntly denticulate, very smooth, beautifully green on thei r upper surface, and paler beneath. The scape or fl ower stalk is erect, round, smooth, from
six to twelve inches high, longer th an the leaYes, and terminated by a conical
raceme of whitish some wh at rose-coloured flow ers. 'fhe calyx is five-parted;
the corolla funnel-shaped, with a short tube, and a five-cleft, revolute border,
co,·ered on the upper side wi t h num erous long, fl eshy fibres. 1'he anthers are
red and sagi ttate; the germ ovate, supportin g a. slender style longer than the
stamens, and terminating in a bifid stigma. The fruit is an ovate, two-valved,
one-celled capsule, containi ng numerous seeds.
This beautiful plant is a native both of Europe and North America, g rowing in
boggy and marshy places which are always moist, and occasionaJly overflowed
wi th water. It prevails, in the United States, from the northern boundary to
Virginia. In this country the fl owers appear in May, in England not till June
or July. All parts of it arc efficac ious, but the leaves only are officinal.
Th e taste of buck bean is intensely bitter and somewhat nauseous, the odour
of the leaves faint and disagreeable. Its virtues depend on a bitter principle,
denominn.ted menyanthin, which may be obtained sufficiently pure for use by
treating the spirituous ex tract of t he plant with hydrated ox id e of lead, removing
the lead by byclrosulphuric acid, filtering and evaporating the liquor, exhausting
the residue with alcohol, and again evaporating with a gentle heat. It has a
pure bitter taste, is solubl e in alcohol and water, but not in pure ether, and is
chemically neuter. ( Pharm. C'ent. Blatt, A. D. 1843, p. 24.)
MedicalPropertiesandUseF.. With the ordinary properties of the bitter tonics,
menyanthes unites a. cathartic power, and in large doses is apt to vomit. It was
formerly held in high esteem in Europe as a remedy in numerous complaints, among
which were ioterm ittents, rheumatism, scrofula, scuny, dropsy, jaundice, and vari ous cach ectic and cutaneous affections. In most of these it was administered
under a vague impression of its a.Iterative pow ers. It is little employed in this
country; but, as it is a native plant, and applicable to cases where a com bined
tonic and pttrgative effect is demanded, it is desirable that ou r country practitioners should be aware of its properties.
The dose of the powdered leaves or root as a tonic is from twenty to thirty
grains; of an infusion, prepared with half an ounce to a pint of boiling water,
from one to two fluid ounces; and of the ex tract ten or fifteen grains, to be repeated
three or four times a day. A drachm of t.he powder, or a gill of the strong
decoction generally purges, and often occasions vomiting.
W.

l'vIEZERE;UM. U.S., Lond.
Mezerean.
The bark of Daphne Mezereum and Daphne Gnidium. U.S.

Daphne Meze-

reum. Bark of the root. Lond.
OjJ: S!I"· MEZEREON. Root..bark of Daphne Mezereon. Ed., Dub.
Bois geutil, F'r.; Ke\lerbals, Gtrm.; Mezereo, I tal.; Mecereon, Span.
DAPuNE. Sex. S!fsl. Octaudria M onogynia. - Nat. Ord. Thywelacere.
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Gen. Ch. Calyx none. Corolla four-cleft, withering, enclosing the stamens.
Drupe one-seeded. Willd.
All the species of Daphne are possessed of active properties; but two only are
officinal-D. Meze1·e1tm. and D . Gnidium-the former of which is recognised
in the British Pharroacopooias, the latter in the French Codex, and both in the
Pharmacopooia of the United States.
1. Daphne .Alezerewrn. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 415; Woodv . .Med. B ot. p. 717,
t. 245; Carson, lllust. of Med. Bot. ii. 26, pl. 72. This is a very hardy shrub,
three or four feet hi gh, with a branching stem, and a smooth dark-gray bark,
which is very easily separable from the wood. The leaves spring from the ends
of the branches, are deciduous, sessile, obovate-lanceolate, entire, smooth, of a
pale-green colour, somewhat glaucous beneath, and about two inch es long. They
are preceded by the Bowers, which appear "cry early in spri ng, aad sometimes
bloom ev<:n amidst the snow. These are of a pale rose colour, highly fragrant,
and disposed in clusters, each consisting of two or three Bowers, forming together
a kind of spike at the upper part of the stem and branches. At the base of
each cluster arc deciduous floral leaves. The fruit is oval, shining, fleshy, of a
bright red colour, and contai ns a single round seed. Another Yariety produces
white flowers and yellow fruit.
'l'his species of Daphne is a native of Great. Britain p.nd the neighbouring
continent, in the northern parts of which it is particularly abundant. It is cultivated in };urope both for medicinal purposes and as an ornamental plant, and
is occasionally found in our own gardens. It flowers in February, i\larch, or
April, according to the greater or less mildness of the climate.
2. D. Grddiurn. Willd. Sp. Plcint. ii. 420. In this species, called garou or
sain-bois by the French, the leaves are linear-lnuceolate, acute, entire, smooth,
and irregularly but closely set upon the branches. The flowers are white, downy,
odoriferous, and disposed in terminal panicled racemes. '!'he fruit is globular,
dry, at first green, but ultimately black. D. Gnid~um grows in dry uncultivated places in the South of Europe, and flowers in June. In France its bark
is used indiscriminately with that of the former species.
Besides the officinal species above dcscribcJ, Daphne Laureola or S')JU'r!Je laurel,
is said to furnish a portion of the mezereon of commerce; but its product is inferior in acrimony, and consequently in medicinal activity.
The bark of the root was the part formerly directed by the U.S. Pharmacopreia,
as it now is by the British Colleges; and it iR said to be exclusively employed in
Great Britain. Rut the mezercon with which our markets are now supplied is
evidently the bark of the stem; and the Pharmacopooia at present, thercfure,
very properly directs the bark, without designating the part from which it, must
be taken. ]~ritish writers state that the bark of the root is the most active.
The berries and leaves of the plant are also active; and the former have sometimes proved fatal to children who b:ive been attracted by their beautiful colour.
Pallas states that they are used as a purgative by the Russian peasantr1 1 and that
thirty berries are required ~o produce this effect. The French authors ots~rve
that fifteen are sufficient to kill a Frenchman. l\Iezereon is brought to us chiefly
from Germany.
Properties. J\lezereon, as it comes to us, is usually in strips, from two to four
feet long and an inch or less in breadth, sometimes flat, sometim es partially
rolled, aud always folded in bundles, or .wrapped in the shape of balls. It is
covered externally with a grayis h or rcdd1 sh-browu wrinkled epidermis, very thin
and easi ly separable from the bark. Beneath the epidermis is a soft greenish tissue.
1'he inner bark is tough, pliable, fibrous, striated, and of a whitish colour. When
fresh it ha s a nauseous smell, but in the dry state is nearly inodorous. Its taste
is at first sweetish, but afterward s highly acrid and even corrosive. It yields its
virtues to water by decoction. Vauquclin ascertained the presence of a peculiar
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principle in the bark of DaplweAlpina. This bas subsequently been disco't'ered
in other species, and has received the name of doplmin . Gmelin and Bur found
it in the bark of D. Mev•rr:um, associated with wax, an acrid resin, a yellow
colouring matter, a l'cddish-brown extractive matter, an uncrystallizable and fermentablc sugar, a gummy matter containing azote, ligneous fibre, malic acid, and
several malates. Daphn'in is in prismatic crystals grouped together, ~olourless,
transparent, brilliant, slighlly soluble in cold water, very soluble in boilmg wat,er,
ether and alcohol, without odour, and of a bitter, somewhat austere taste. It is obtained by treating the alcoholic extract of the bark with water, decanting the
solution, precipitating with subacetate of lead, filtering, decomposing the excess
of the subacetate by sulphuretted hydrogen, again filtering, evaporating to dryness, submitting the residue to the action of anhydrous alcohol, and evaporating
the alcoholic solution to the point of crystallization . 'l'hough dapbnin is probably not inactive, it is not the principle upon which the virtues of mezereon
chiefly depend. Vauquclin thinks that in the recent plant these reside in an essential oil, which by time and exposure is changed into a resin, without losing its
activity. 'l'he acrid resin observed by G-melin and Bar is probably the characteristic principle to which the bark owes its vesicating properties. It is obtained
separate by boiling mezercon in alcohol, allowing the liquor to cool in orJer that
it may deposit some wax which it has taken up, then distilling off the alcohol,
and treating the resi<lue with water, wLich leaves the resin. This is of a. darkgreen, almost black colour, hard and brittle, and of an exceedingly acri<l and permanent taste. In the isolate<l state it is sl ightly soluble in water, and much
more so when combined with the other principles of the bark. It appears, howenr, not to be a pure proximate principle, but rather a resinoid combination of an
acrid \'esicating fi.xed oil with another substance. '.l'he acrid principle of mezercon is partially given off by <lecoction with water, as proved by the irritating
character of the vapour when inhaled; ~ut none of it appears to escape when
the bark is boiled with alcoho l. (Squire, Plim·m. 11ransacl. i. 395.)
.Medical Properties and IJses. The recent bark applied to the skin produces
inflammation followed by vcsication, and has been popularly used as an epispastic from time immemorial in some of the southern countries of Europe. The
dried bark, though less active, is possessed of a simi lar property, and is occasionally employe<l in France by regular practitioners for the purpose of forming
issues. A small square piece of the bark, moistened with vinegar, is applied to
the skin, and renewed twice a day till a blister is formed, and occasionally afterwards in order to maintain the discharge. It is slow in its operation, generally
requiring from twenty-four to forty-eight hours to vesica.te. An irritant ointment
is prepared from mezercou, wbich answers for application to blistered surfaces
in order to maintain tLe discharge, and may be applied advantageously to obstinate, ill-con<litioned 1 indolent ulcers. (See Uuguentmn .Afezerei.) 'l'bc alc:oholic
extract of mezcrcou has also been employed to communicate irritant properties
to issue peas.
Internall.v administered, mczereon is a stimulant capable of being directed to
the skin or kidneys, and in large doses apt to excite purging, nausea, and vomiting. In overdoses it produces the fatal effects of the acrid poisons; and a.
case of apparently severe narcotic effects has been recorded. (Am. Journ.of .lfed.
Sci., xxi. 518.) lt had at one time much reputation as a remedy in the secondary stages of the venereal disease, and still enters as an ingredient into the
officinal compound dccoeliou of sarsaparilla. lt has also been thougbt to act
favourably as an altcrati,·e in scrofulous affections, chronic rheumatism, and
obstinate diseases of the skin. For this purpose it is usually admini11tered in
decoction. (See Dccoctum llfezaei.) Dr. Withering cured a case of difficult
swallowing, ari~ing from paralysis, by directing the patient to chew frequently
small pieces of the root. '!'he affection, which bad continued three years, was
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removed in a month. 'l'he dose of the bark in substance may be stated at ten
grains, though it is seldom used in this way.
Off. Prep. Decoctum l\lezcrci; Decoctum Sarsaparillre Compositum; Extractum Sarsaparillre Fluidum; Ungucntum Mezerei.
W.

MON ARDA. U.S.
Horsemint.
The herb of Monarda punctata. U. S.
MoNARDA. Sex. Sgi>l. Diandria l\lonogynia.-Nat. Ord. Lamiace:.e or La.biatm.
Gen. Oh. Calp:, five-toothed, cylindric, striate. Corolla r ingcnt, with a long
cylindric tube; upper lip linear, nearly straight and entire, involving the filaments; lower lip reflected, broader, three-lobed, the middle lobe longer. N1.tllall.
Monanlapunctata. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 126; hn. Ned. Recorder, vol. ii. p.
496. This is an indigenous perennial or biennial plant, with herbaceous, obtusely
angled, downy, whitish, brauching stems, which rise one or two feet in height,
and are furnished with oblong-lanceolate, remotely serrate, smooth, punctate
leaves. The flowers are yellow, spotted with red or brown, and are disposed in
numerous whorls, provided with lanceolate, coloured bractcs,louger than the whorl.
'!'be borsemint grows in light gravelly or sandy soi ls from New Jersey to
Louisiana, and flowers from June to September. 'l'he whole herb is employed.
It has an aromatic smell, and a warm, pungent, bitter ish taste; and abounds in
a volatile oil, which may be separated by distillation with water .
.Medical Prope1·ti'es and Uses. Horsemint is stimulant and carminative; but ie
seldom used in regular practice. In the state of infusion it is occasinually employed in families as a remedy for flatulent colic rmd i:.ick stomach, and for other
purposes to which the aromatic herbs are applied. It was introduced into the
primary catalogue of the United States Pbarruacopceia on account of the ·rnlatile
oil which it affords. (See Olewm, ~illonardre.)
Off. Prep. Oleum Mouardre.
W.

MORI SUCCUS. Lond.
Mulber·ry Juice.
l\Iorus nigra. The juice of the fruit. Lond.

,

Mures, Fr.; Schwarze Maulbeeren, Gn·m.; Morone, Ital.; Mor!ls, Span .

Sex. S!Jsl. l\loncecia Tetrandria.-.Nat. Ord. Urticacere.
Gen. Ch. MALE. Calyx four-parted. Corolla none. FEMALE. Cal11x fourleaved. Corolla none. Sl.1Jles two. Calyx berried. Seed one. lVilld.
.MORUS.

Jllorusnigra. Willd. Sp.Plant. iv. 36; Woodv.Ned. Bot. p. 712, t. 243. Thi•
species of mulberry is distinguished by its cordate-ovate or lobed, unequally
toothed, and scabrous leaves. It is a. tree of middle size, supposed to have been
brought originally from Persia into Italy, and thence spread over Europe and
America. Its leaves afford food for the silk-worm; and the bark of the root,
which is bitter and slightly acrid, has been employed as a vermifuge, especially
in cases of the tape-worm, in the dose of t.wo drachma infused in eight ounces
of boiling water. The juice of the fruit is the officiual portion.
The fruit is oblong-oval, of a dark reddish-purple almost black colour, and
consists of numerous minute berries united together and attached to a common
receptacle, each containing a single seed, the succulent envelope of which is
formed by the calyx. It is inodorous, has a sweet, mucilaginous, acidulous
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taste, and abounds in a deep-red juice. The sourish taste is owing, according
to Ilermbstadt, to the presence of tartaric acid.
Jfl1dira l Properties and Wes. 1\Iulberries are refreshing and laxative, and
serve to prepare a grateful drink well adapted to feb rile cases. A syrup is made
from their juice, and used as a.n agreeable addition to gargles in inflammation
of the throat. They are, however, more used as food than medicine. Our native mulberry, the fruit of Norus rubra, is quite equal to that of the imported
species. Morus alba,, originnlly from China, an<l now extensively cultivated
as a source of food for the silk-worm, bears a white fruit, which is sweeter and
less grateful than the others.
OJJ'.Prcp. Syrupus Mori.
W.

MOSCHUS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
lJiusl~.

A peculiar concrete substance obtained from l\Ioschus moschifcrus. U.S. A
concrete s ubstance found in the follicle of the prepuce. Lond. Iuspissated secretion in the follicles of tbc prepu?e· Ed., Dub.
Muse, Ji'r.; llisrun, Gtrm.; i\luscluo, lial.; Almizcle, Span.

Mosc11us. Ulass Mammalia. Order Pecora.
Gen. l'h. Horns none. Fore teeth eight in the lower jaw. Tu.~l<.s one on each
si<lc in the upper jaw, projecting out of the mouth .
.Arose/ms moschifcrus. Gmclin, S!Jsl. Nat. i.172; Reese's lj;cloprecUa. This
:rnimal bears a close resemblance to tLe deer in shape and size. It is usually
lel"'S than three feet in length, with Launches considerably more elevated than the
8houldcrs. l?r.om its upper jaw two tusks project downwards out of the mouth,
eac h about two in ches long, cun·ed backwards, and servin g to extra ct the roots
which arc used as food by the animal. The ea rs are long and narrow, and the
tail very sho rt. 'l'he fleece, which consists of strong, elastic, undulated hairs,
"arics in colour with the season, the age of the animal, and perhaps the place
which it inhabits. Th e general colour is u deep iron-gray. The individual hairs
are whitish near the root, and fawn·coloured or blackish towards the tip. The
musk is contained in an oval, hairy, projecting sac, found only in the male,
situated between the umbilicus and the prepuce, from two to three inches lon g,
nod from one to two broad, communicating externally by a small hairy orifice
at its anterior part, and marked posteriorly by a groove or furrow which corresponds with the openiug of tLc prepuce. It is lined internally by a smooth membrane, which is thrown into a number of irregular folds forming incomplete
partitions. In the vigorous adult animal, the sac sometimes contains six: drachms
of musk; but in the old seldom more than two dracbms, and none in the young.
1'hc musk is secreted by lbc lining membrane, and in tlie living animal forms a
consistent mass, which, ou the outside, is compact, and marked with the fo lds
of tbc membrane, but is less firm towards the cent re, where there is sometimes
a vacant space. As first secreted it is probably in the liquid state, and a portion
is occasionally forced out by the animal, to which it. communicates its odour.
The musk deer int1abits tbe vast mountainous regions of central Asia., extending from Iudia to Siberia, and from the country of the Turcomans to China.. It
is an acti\•e and timid animal, springing from rock to rock with surprising agility,
and frequenting the snowy recesses, and most inaccessible crags of the mountain1:1.
Concealing itself during the day, it chooses the night for roaming in search of
food; and, though said to be abundant in its native regions, is taken with difficulty. It is hunted for its hide, as well as for the mu~. .As soon as the
n.nimill is killetl, the sac is cut off, and dried with its conteuts; and in this state
is sent into the warkct.
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:Musk varies in qua1ity with the country inhabited by the animal. That procured from the mountains on the southern borders of Siberia, and brought iuto
the market through Russia, is comparatively feeble. 'l'he best is imported from
China, :md .is said to be the product of Tonquin. A variety intermediate between these is procured in the Himalaya Mountains and Thibet, and sent to
Calcutta. We derive our cLief supply from Canton, though portions arc occasionally brought hither from Europe.
Two varieties are distinguished in the market, the Chinese and Russian. Both
come in sacs, convex and hairy on one side, flat and destitute of hair on the other.
The hairs arc brownish-yellow, grayish, or whitish, stiff and short, and arranged
concentrically around the orifice of the sac. 'l'he Chinese, which is the most
highly valued, is in bags of a rounder shape, covered with brownish-yellow or
reddish-brown hairs, and containing at most a drachm and a half of large-grained,
dark, strong-scented musk, having an ammouiacal odour. The Russian, which
is contained in longer and larger bags, is small-grained, of a light yellowishbrown colour, of a weaker and more fetid odour, with less smell of ammonia.
Properties. l\f usk is in grains or lump.'1 concreted togetber, soft and unctuous
to tbe touch, and of a. reddish-brown or ferruginous colour, resembling that of
dried blood. Some hairs of the pod are generally mixed with it. The odour
is strong, penetrating, and so powerfully diffusive, that one part of musk communicates its smell to more than 3000 parts of inodorous powder. (Fie.) In some
delicate individuals it produces headache and other disagreeable symptoms, and
has even given rise to conrnlsions. The taste is bitter1 disagreeable, and somewhat acrid. The colour of the powder is reddish· brown. Musk is inflammable,
burning with a white flame, and lca\'iug a. light spongy charcoal. It yields,
upon analysis, a great number of proximate principles. Guibourt and Blondeau
obtained water, ammonia, stearin, olcin, cholestcrin, an oily :icid combined with
ammonia, volatile oil, muriate of ammonia, chlorides of potassium and calcium,
an uncertain acid combined with ammonia, potassa and lime, gelatin, albumen,
fibrin, a highly carbonaceous matter soluble iu water, a soluble calcareous salt with
a combustible acid, carbonate :ind phosphate of lime, hair, and sand. (.Annal. de
Chirn. et de Ph!Js., ix. 327.) Bes.ides these principles, Geiger and Rcinmau
fouud a peculiar bitter resin, osmazome, and a peculiar substance in part combined witb ammonia. According to Guibonrt and Blondeau, it contains 4 7 per
cent. of volatile matter, thought by some to be chiefly ammonia, by others to
be a. compound of ammonia and \'Olatile oil. Tbcimann obtained only from 10
to 15 per cent. But the quantiLy of volatile as well as of soluble matter varies
exceedingly in different specimens. Thus, Theimann found from 80 to 90 per
cent. o( matter soluble in water, l3ucbner 1 only 5-1·5 per cent., and oth('r chemists
intermedlate proportions. 'l'he proportion soluble in alcohol, as ascertained by
different experimenters, varies from :l5 to 62 per rent. Ether is a good solvent.
The watery infusion has a yellowish-brown colour, a bitterish taste, a strong
smell of musk, and an acid reaction. 'l'he alcoholic tincture is transparent, and
of a r~ddish-brown colour, with the peculiar odour of the medicine. The action
of pqtassa upon mu.sk is accompanied with the extrication of ammonia, and au
increase of its peculiar odour. By the influence of beat antl moisture long continued, ammonia. is developed, which acts upon the fatty matter, producing a
substance resembling adipocire 1 but, according to Guibourt, without diminishing
the activity of the medicinal principles. 'l'he correctness, however, of this
opinion, is perhaps questionable; and it is advisable to preserve the musk as
much as possible. unaltered. "\\·Len kept in glass bottle~, in a situation neither
moist nor very dry, it remains for a great length of time without material change.
'fhe odour of musk is very much diminished by mixing it with emulsion or syrup
of bitter almond!f1 or cberry-burcl water. From the experiments of Wimmer,
it appears that mui<k loses its odour when rubbed with kermes mineral, or golden
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sulphur of antimony, and reacquires it on the addition of a little solution of
ammonia to the mixture. (Phann. Cent. Blatt, A. D. 1843, p. 406.) Camphor
rubbed up with musk is also said to have the effect of destroying its odour. (..lm.
Joum. of Phann., xxiii. 85.)
Adulterations. The price of this medicine is so high, and its sources so limited,
as to offer strong temptations to adultera.tion; and little of the genuine unmixed
musk is to be found in the market. '£be sophistication commences with the Chinese, and is completed in Europe and this country. A common practice in the
East is to open tLe sac, and to supply the place of tbe musk with an adulterated
mixture. Sometimes the scrotum of the anima.l is filled with this mixture, and
not unfrequently the sacs are manufactured out of the skin. Dried blood, from.
its resemblance in appearance to musk, is among the most common adulterations;
but, besides this, sand, lead, iron-filings, hair, animal membrane, ·tobacco, the
dung of birds, wax, benzoin, storax, asphaltum, and other substa.ndes are introduced. 'fhese arc mixed with a. portion of musk, the powerful odour' of·which
is diffused through the mass, and renders the discovery of the frautl sometimes
difficult. It is said that the CLiucse sometimes mix the mnsk of Tonquin with
that of Siberia. The Lags containing the drug should hase the characters before
described as belonging to the natural sac, and should present no evidence of
having been opened . 'l'he slit is sometimes carefully sewed up, sometimes glued
together. The former condition may be discovered by close inspection, the latter
by immersion in hot water. 'Vhen the bag is made from any other portion of
the skin, the difference may be detected, according to Mr. Neligan, by a microscope which magnifies 300 diameters. The genuine hairs exhibit innumerable
cells, which arc wanting in the spu rious. ( Olwrn. Caz., Feb. 1846, p. 79.) Musk
which burns with difficulty, which has a feeble odour, and a colour either pale
or entirely black, which fee ls gritty to the finger, is \"ery moist, or contains
ob"'ious impuritic>s, should be rcjccteJ. The Russian musk is said nev~ to be
adulterated before leaving Russia.
Jledicctl Propaties and lScs. l\Iusk is stimulant and antispa~modic, inCi'C~sing
the vigou r of the circulation, and exalting the nervous energy, without producing,
either as an immediate or secondary effect, any considerable derangement of the
purely cereb ral functions. Its medical uses are such as may be inferred from its
general operation. Iu almost all spasmodic diseases, so far as mere relaxatiou
of spasm is desirable, it is more or less efficacious; but peculiar advantage may
be expected from it in those cases iu which a. prostrate condition of the system,
atteuded with great nerYous agitation, or irregular muscular action, calls for the
united influence of a highly diffusible stimulant and powerful antispasmodic.
Such are very low cases of typbous disease, accompanied with subsultus tendinum,
tremors, and singultus. Such also arc many instances of gout in the stomach,
and other spasmodic affections of that organ. In very obstinate hiccough we
have found it more effectual than any other remedy; and ha>e seen great advantage from its use iu those alarming and dangerous convu lsions of infants
which ha.vc their origin in spasm of the intestines. I t is said to have done much
good, combined with opium, and administered. in very laq:re doses, in tetanus.
Epilep~y, hysteria, asthma, pertussis, palpitations, cholera, and colic, arc among
the numerous spasmodic affections in which circumstances may render the employment of musk desimble. 'l'Lc chief obstacles to its general use are its high
price, and the uncertainty in regard to i t.:i purity. Musk was unknown to the
ancients. ACtius was the first writer who noticed it as a medicine. It was
introduced into Europe thYough the Arabians, from whose language its name
was derived.
It may be givnn· in the form of pill or emulsion. The medium dose is ten
grains, to be repeated every two or tLree hours. In the cases of children it may
W.
be gilen with great advantage in the forru of enema:
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MUCUNA. U.S. &condai·y, Lonrl., Ed.
Cowhage.
The bristles of the pods of Mucuna pruriens. U.S. Bristles of the fruit. Land.
Hairs from the pod. Ed.

~! f~~~tt~?F~:Cli?h~·r:~~~r~~~n~:l~!fi~~· Sc~~~ 1!::.ir;;01.own

of the pod. Dub.

1\IucuNA. &x. S!fst. Diadelphia Dccaudria.-Nat. Ord. Fabacero or Legumin osro.

Gen. Ch. Calyx carnpanulate, bilabiate; the lower lip trifid, with acute segments, the middle one longest; the upper lip broader, entire, obtuse. Corolla
with the vcxillum ascending, shorter than the wings and keel i the wings oblong,
equa l to the keel in length; the keel oblong, straight, acute. Stamens diadelphous,
with five anthers oblong-linear, and five ovate, hirsute. Legume oblong, torose,
bivalvular, with cellular partitions. S eeds roundish, surrounded circularly by
a linear hilum. (De Candolle.)
Mi.tcuna prm·iens. De Cand. Prodrorn. ii. 405; Lindley, Flor. :Alrd. p. 25-1. Doliclws pruriens. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 10-11; Vl'oodv . .Aled. B ot . p. 422. Stizolobiwn prnriens. Persoon. This is a perennial climbing plnnt, with an
herbaceous branching stem, which twines round the trees in its vicinity, and
rises to a considerable height. The leaves arc pinnately trifoliatc, aml stand on
long footstalks, placed alternately on the stem at the distance of a foot from
each other. The leaflets arc a.cuminate, smooth on their upper surface, and
hairy beneath. The later:ll leat!ets are oblique at the base, the middle one some·
what rhomboidal. The flowers, which resemble those of the pea in form, are
large, of a red or purplish colour, usually placed iu t.hrees on short peduncles,
and hang from the ax ils of the leaves in pendent spikes about a foot in length.
The fruit is a coriaceous pod, shaped like the Italic letter J, about four inches
long, n.nd covered with brown bristly hairs, which easily separatir, and when
handled stick in the fingers, producing an intcn~e itching sensation. 1'hc plant
is a native of the West Indies, and other parts of tropical A rnerica. It has been
supposed to grow also in the }iast Indies; but the plant of that region is now
considered a. distinct species, and entitled .Mitcuna vrurita. 'l'he part usually
imported is the pod, of which the hn.irs are the officinal portion .
.Medical Properties and Uses. The s:picula are said to be possessed of powerful

~e:i~i!'~ge1Pi1r:r:~~~sd:~~t~~ t~~~g~~nt1~c:c[s ~~f~~~~ic:;'~;c~Yb~ 0~he~r~!~:1tt~~
direct experiment upon worms out of the body, as by the fact that neither the
tincture nor decoction is in the slightest degree anthelm in tic. The medicine
was first employed as a vermifuge by the inhabitants of the 'Vest Indies, and
thence passed into British practice. The testimony in its favour is too strong
to admit of any reasonable doubt as to its efficiency. It has been chiefly employed against the round worm; but all the different species which infest the
alimentary canal have been expelled by its use. It is best administered mixed
with some tenacious vehicle. 1'he usual mode of preparing it is to dip the pods
into syrup or molasses, and scrnpe off the hairs with the liquid, which is in a.
proper st:tte for administration when it has attained the consistency of thick
honey. The dose of this preparation is a tablespoonful for an adult, a. teaspoonful
for a ch ild three or four years old, to be given every morning for three days, and
then followed by a. brisk cathartic. M. 13latin has proposed to employ cowhage
as an external irritant; seven grains being mixed with an ounce of lard, and
seven or eight grains of the ointment rubbed for ten, fifteen, or twenty minutes
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on the skin. A stinging and burning sensation is produced, followed by white
elevations, whicb soon disappear, leaving no unpleasant effect. (See Am.. Jouni.
of Aled. Sci., N. S., xxvi. JDL)
The root of M. pruricns (1U: prm·ita) is said by Ainslie to be employed in the

East Indies in tLc treatment of cholera.; and both this part and the pods have
been thought to possess diuretic properties.

W.

lliYRISTICA. U.S., Land., Eel., Dub.
Niitmeg.
The kernels of the fruit of l\Iyristica rnoschata. U.S., Dub. Myrist.ica officinalis. Tbc seed deprived of the testa. Lond. Kernel of the fruit of l\Iyristica
officinalis. Erl.
Nob' musc:idc, Fr.; Muskatnuss, Germ.; Noce moschata, llal.; Nuez moscada, Span.

MYRISTIC.iE ADEPS. Ed.
Concrete Oil of Nutmeg.
Concrete expressed oil from the kernel of the fruit of Myristica officinali~. Ed.

OJl

·~~n.

MYlUSTIC.tE

OLEU~l. ~Iyrislica

oflicinalis. Concrete oil ex-

pressed from the seed. Lone!.

MACIS. U.S. Secondary.
Mace.
The arillus of the fruitofl\Jyristica moschata.. U.S.
l\Jacis, Fr.; i\tuskatblilthc, Germ.; )lacis, Ital.; 1\l acias, Span.
MYRl~TICA. Sex. Syst. Dirocia JJonadelphia.-Nat. Ord. l\fyristicaccro.
Gen. l'!t. JlALE. Calyx none. Corolla bell-shaped, trifle!. Pilanient columnar.
Anthers six or ten united. l?Ei\IALE. Calyx none. Corolla bell-shaped, trifid,
deciduous. Style none. Sti'gmas two. Drupe with a nut involved in an arillus
with one seed. Willd .
.Myristica mo.~cltata. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 869 j Woodv. Ned. Bot. p. 698, t.
238.-Jf. ojjicinali~ . Linn. Suppl. 265; Lindley, Flor. Jlled. p. 21. 1'he nutmeg tree is about thirty feet high, with numerous branches, and an aspect somewhat resembling that of the orange tree. The leaves stand alternately on short
footstalks, arc oblong-oval, pointed, enti re, undulated, obliquely nerved, bright
~rcen and somewhat glossy on tLeir upper surface, whitish beneath, and of an
aromatic taste. The flowers are male and female upon different trees. The
former are disposed in a.xil lary, peduncled, solitary clusters; the latter arc single,
solitary, and axillary; both are minute and of a pale-yellowish colour. 1'he fruit,
which appears on the tree mingled with the flowers, is round or oval, of the size
of a small peac h, with a smooth surface, at first pale-green, but yellow when
ripe, and mark ed with a longitudinal furrow . 'l'he external covering, which is
at first thick and fleshy, and abounds in an austere, astringent juice, afterwards
becomes dry and coriaceous, and separating into two valves from the apex, discloses a sca rlet reticulated membrane or arillus, commonly called 11iace, closely
in vesting a thin, brown, shining shell, which contains the kernel or 1mtrneg . .Not
less than eight varieties of this species are said hy Crawford to be cultivated in
the E:lst InJics.
JlJ!Jr istim mo1_1.clwta is a nafrrn of the Molucc:ts and otlrnr neighbouring islands,
and abounds c~pccia lly in that small cluster distinguished by the name of Banda,
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whence the chief supplies of nutmegs were Jong derived. But the plant is now
cultimted in Sumatra, Java, Singapore, Pcnang, and other parts of the ]~a.st
Indies; and has been introduced in to the Isle of France and Bourbon, Cayenne,
and Rome of the West India islands.
The tree is produced from the seed. It docs not flower till the eighth or
ninth year; after which it bears flowers and fruit together, without intcrmi~sion,
and is said to continue bearing fo r seventy or eighty years. Little trouble is rer1uisite in its cultivation. A branch of the female tree is grafted into all the
young plants when about two years old , so as to insure their early fruitfulness.
In the }[oluccas the tree yields three crops annually. The fruit is gathered by
the hand, and the outside covering rejected . The mace is then ca refully separated, so as to, break it as little as possible, is flattened, and dried in the sun,
and afterwards i:.prinkled with salt water, with the ''iew of contributing to its
preservation. Its fine red colour is much impai red by drying. The nuts are
dried in the sun or by ovens, and exposed to smoke, t.ill the kernel rattles in the
shell. They are then broken open; and the kernels, having been removed and
steeped for a short time in a mixture of lime and water, probably in order to
preserve them from the attack of worms, are next cleaned, and packed in casks
or chests for exportation. Dr. Lumsdaine has found them to keep better if
rubbed over with dry lime than when prepared in the moist way. (See .Am.
Journ . of Sci. and Arts, Nov. 1851.)
Nutmegs are brought to this country either directly from the East Indies, or
indirectly through England and Holland. They are also occasionally imported
in small quantities from the West Indies.
Propertt'es. The nutmeg (nux moschata) is of a roundish or oval shape, obtuse at the extremities, marked with vermicular furrows, of a grayish colour, hard,
smooth to the touch, yielding readily to the knife or the grater, but not very
puh·erulent. When cut or broken it presents a yellowish su rface, varied with
reddish-brown, branching, irregular veins, which give to it a marbled appearance. 'l'hese dark veins abound in oily matter, upon which the medicinal properties depend. The odour of nutmeg is delightfully fragrant, the taste warm,
aromatic, and gratefu l. Its virtues are extracted by alcohol and ether. M.
Bonastre obtained from 500 parts, 120 of a white insoluble oily substance, 38
of a coloured soluble oil (olein), 30 of volatile oil, 4 of acid, 12 of fccula, 6 of
gum, 270 of lignin; and 20 pa'rts were lost. The 1:olatih~ oil is obtained by distillation with water. (See Ql~um Myristi.cre.) By pressure with heat an oily
matter is procured from th~ kernels, which becomes solid on cooling, and is commonly though erroneously c;llled o(l '?,fmace.
It is said that nutmegs.q.re often punctured and boiled in order to extract their
essential oil, and the orifice afterwards closed so carefully as not to be discoverable unless by breaking the kernel. The fraud may be detected Ly their greater
]evity. They are also apt to be injured by worm~, which, however, attack prefcrably those parts which arc least impregnated with the ,·olatilc oil. We arc
told that t11e Dutch heat them in a stove in order to deprive them of the power
of germinatin g, and thus prevent the propagation of the tree. 'The small and
round nutmegs are preferred to those which arc large and oval. They should
be rejected when very light, with a feeble taste and swell, worm eaten, musty,
or marked with black veins.
A kind of nutmeg is occasionally met with, ascribed by some to a variety of
JL rnosclw.ta, by others to a different species, which is distinguished from that
just described by its much greater length, its elliptical shape, the absence of the
dark.brown veins, and its comparatively feeble odou r, and disagreeable taste.
] t has been called male or wUd nutmeg, the other being designateJ as the female
or cultivuted nutmeg.
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0Lt:u:-.I, L and.), commonly called oil of mace, is obtained by bru ising nutm eg~,
exposing them in a bag to the vapour of water, and then compressing them
strongly between heated plates. A liquid oil flows out, which becomes solid
when it cools. Nutmegs are said to yield from 10 to 12 per cent. of this oil.
The best is imported from the East Indies in stone jars. It is solid, soft, unctuous to the touch, of a yellowish or orange-yellow colour more or less mottled,
with the odour and taste of nutmeg. It is composed, according to Schrader, of
52·09 per cent. of a. soft oily substance, yellowish or brownish, soluble in cold
alcohol and ether; 43·75 of a white, pulverulent, inodorous substance, insoluble
in these liquids; and 4·16 of volatile oil. The pulverulent constituent, which
recc i\•ed from Playfair the name of rnyrillticin, bas a silky lustre, melts at 88°,
and yields iu saponification glycerin and myristicic acid. An inferior kind is
prepared in Il olland, and sometimes found in the shops. It is in hard, shining,
square cakes, lighter coloured than that from the East Indies, and with Jess
smell and taste. It is supposed to be derived from nutmegs previously deprived
of most of their volatile oil by distillation. An artificial preparation is sometimes sold for the genuine oil. lt is made by mixing various fatty matters,
such as suet, palm oil, spermaceti, wax, &c., adding some colouring substance,
and gidng flavour to the mixture by the volatile oil of nutmeg .
.Mace (i\IACJS, U. S .) is iu the shape of a flat membrane irregularly slit,
smooth,. so ft , flex ible, of a reddish or orange·yellow colour, and an odour and
taste resem bliug those of nutmeg. It consists, according to l\I. Henry, of a
volatil e oil in small quantity; a fixed oil, odorous, yellow, soluble in ether, insoluble in boiling alcohol; auother fixed oil, odorous, red, soluble in alcohol and
ether in every proportion; u. peculiar gummy matter, analogous to amidin and
gum, constituting one-third of the whole; and a small proportion of ligneous
fibre. l\lace yields a volatile oil by distillation, and a fixed oil by pressure.
Neumann found the former heavier than water. The latter is Jess consistent
thau the fixed oil of nutmeg. Mace is inferior when it is brittle, less than
usually divided, whitish or pale-yellow, or with little taste and smell.
.Aledical Prope:rties and U£es. Nutmeg unites with the medicinal properties
of the ordinary aromatics, considerable narcotic power. In the quantity of two
or three drachms it has been known to produce stupor and delirium; and dangerous if not fatal consequences are said to have followed its free use in India.
It is employed to cover the taste or conect the operation of other medicines, but
more frequently as an agreeable addition to farinaceous articles of diet, and to
vari ous kinds of drink in cases of languid appetite and delicate stomach. It is
usua lly gi\'Cll in substance, and is brought by grating to the state of a powder .
.Mace possesses properties essentially the same with those of nutmeg; and, like
that medicine, has been known, when taken in excess, to produce alarming sensorial disturbance. (G. C. Watson, Prov. Med. and S1trg. Jouni., Jan. 26, 1848.)
It is, bowe\•er, less used as a medicine. The dose of either is from firn to twenty
gniins. As the virtues of uutmeg depend chiefly if not exclusively on the volntile oi l, the latter may be substituted, in lhe dose of two or three drops. The
expressed oil is occasionally used as a gentle external stimu lant, and is an ingredient in the .F)mplast1·um Picis of the London and Edinburgh Pharmacoproias.
Th e ancients were wholly unacquainted with the nutmeg; and Avicenna is
said to be the first author by whom it is noticed.

Ca~!;rOic;(~ ~~;~~Yi.cro ~c;~~~s ~i~~a~~~~~ct~ul~i:°C::!~~~ ~~:~~:;~~~

1

Pu I vis Crctre Compositus; Spiritus Armoracire Comp.; Spiritus Lavandulre
Comp.; Spiritus .Myriaticre; Syrupus Hhei Aromatieus; Trochisci Cretre; Trochisci l\Iagnesiro.
Off. Prep. of the Concrete Oil. Emplastrum Picis.
W.
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l\IYRRHA. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Jlyrrh.
Tbe concrete juice of Ilalsamodendron l\fyrrha. U~ S. Gum-resin exuded
from the bark. Lond. Gummy resinous exudation. Ed.~ Dub.
?ilyrrhe, Fr., Germ.;

~lirm,

Ilal., Span.; l\lurr, Arab.; llowl, llmdoo8t.

Though myrrh Las been employed from the earliest periods of history, the
plant which yields it was not certainly known till a very recent date. 1'he
Amyris Kalaf of Forskhal, seen by that traveller in Arabia, was supposed by
him to be the myrrh tree, but without sufficient CYidence. More recently Ehrenberg, a German traveller, met on the frontiers of Arabia, Felix with a plant, from
the bark of which he collected a gum-resin precisely similar to the myrrh of
commerce. From specimens of the plant taken by Ehrenberg to Germany,
Nees von Esenbeck referred it to the genus Balsamodendron of Kunth, and
named it Balsamodendron Myrrlia. This genus was formed by KuntL from
Amyris, and includes the Am.yris Kata/ of li'orskhal, which may possibly also
produce a variety of myrrh. 'l'he new genus differs from Amyris, chiefly in
having the stamens beneath instead of upon the germ. It was not thought by
De Candolle sulficiently distinct.
Balsanwdendron lifyrrha. li'Ce, Gours d'liist. }lat. Pharm.. i. GJl; Carson,
Itlust. of JVed. Bot. i. 28, pl. 20. This is a small treei with a stunted trunk,
covered with a whitish-gray bark, and furnished with rough abortive branches
terminating in spi nes. The leaves are ternate, consisting of obovate, blunt,
smooth, obtusely denticulate leaflets, of which the two lateral are much smaller
than the one at the end. The fruit is oval-laDccolate, pointed, longitudinally
furrowed, of a brown colour, and surrounded at its base by the persistent caJyx.
The tree grows in Ambia Felix, in the neigh1ourhood of Gison, in dwarfish
thickets, interspersed amoDg the Acacire and Euphorbh:e. ~l1he juice exudes
spontaneous ly, and concretes upon the bark.
Formerly the best myrrh was brought from the shores of the Red Sea by way
of Egypt and the Levant, and hence received the name of 'Turl~ey myrrh; while
the inferior qualities were imported from tbe ]~ast Indies, and common ly called
lndi<t myrrh. ~l1hese titles ha Ye ceased to be applicable; as myrrh of all qualities is now brought from the East Indies, whither it is carried from Arabia and
the north-eastern coast of Africa. Aden in the former region, and Berbcra in
the latter would appear, from the statemeuts of Mr. James Vaughan, to be the
chief entrepots of the trade. (Phami. Jouni. and 1'rans., xii. 226.) It is usually
imported in chests containing between one and two hundred weight. Someti mes
the different qualities are broup;ht separate; sometimes more or less mingled.
Only the best kind should be selected for medical use.
Properties. Myrrh is in small irregular fragments or tears, or in larger masses,
composed appan:ntly of agglutinated portions differing somewhat in their shade
of colour. The pieces are exceedingly irregular in sha.pe and size, being sometimes not larger than a pea, a.nd sometimes, though rarely, almost as large as the
£st. They are often powdery upon the surface. When of good quality, myrrh
is reddish-yellow or reddish-brown and translucent, of a strong peculiar somewhat fragrant odour, aull a. bitter aromatic taste. It is brittle and pulverizablc,
presenting, when broken, a shining surface, which in the larger masses is very
irregular, and l!-Ometimes exhibits opaque whitish or yellowish veins. In powder
it is of a light yellowish colour. Under the teeth it is at first friable, but soon
softens and becomes adhesive. It is inflammable, but does not burn vigorously,
and is not fusible by heat. Its SJ?. gr. is stated at 1·36. 'l'he inferior kind,
common ly called India rnyrrh, is m pieces much darker than those described,
more opaque, less odorous, and often abounding with impurities. We have seen
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pieces of India myrrh enclosing large crystals of common salt; as if the juice
might base fallen from the tree al'.ld concreted upon the ground, where this

mineral abounds.

Pieces of Ldelliurn, and other gummy or resinous substances

of unknown origin, are often mixed with it. Among these is a product which
may be called /ulse mynh. I t i~ in pieces of irregular form, of a dirty reddish·
brown colour, a vitreous brownish.yellow fracture, semitransparent, of a faint
odour of myrrh, and a bitter balsamic taste. It is best to purchase myrrh in
mass; as in powder it is very liable to adulterations not easily detected.
1\Jyri·h is partially soluble in water, alcohol, and ether. 'rriturated with water
it forms au opaque yellowish or whitish emulsion, which deposits the larger portion upon standing. Its alcoholic tincture is rendered opaque by tbe addition
of water, but throws down no precipitate. According to Neumann, alcohol and
water se,,erally extract the whole of its odour and taste. By distillation a volatile oi l rises, having the peculiar flavour of myrrh, and leaving the residue in the
retort simply bitter. The gum· resin is soluble in solu tions of the alkalies, and,
when triturated with them in a crystalline state, forms a tenacious tiquid. Hence
carbonate of potassa may be used to facilitate its suspension in water. Braco11not found 2·5 per cent. of volatile oil, 23 of a bitter resin, 46 of soluble, and 12
of insoluble gum. (Ann. de Gliirn., lxvii. 52.) 1-'elletier obtained 34 per cent.
of resin, with a small proportion of volatile oil , and 66 per cent. of gum. A
more recent analysis by Ruickoldt gave in 100 parts2·183 of volatile oil, -!4·760
of resin, 40·818 of gum or arabin, 1 ·475 of water, and 3·650 of carbonate of
lim e and magnesia, with some gypsum and sesquiox.ide of iron. The resin, which
he calls rnyrrhin, is neuter, but acquires acid properties when kept for a short
time in fusion. In tLe latter state, M. Ruickoltlt proposes to call it myrrMc acid.
(.Ardiiv. der Phann., xii. I.) According to l\li\I. Bley and Diesel, myrrh which
contains little volatile oil always has an acid reaction, which they ascribe to the
oxidation of the oil. They found formic acid in the specimen exa.mincd by
them. (ibid., xliii. 304.)
The same writers give as a test of myrrh the production of a transparent dirty~
yellow liquid with nitri c acid; while false myrrh affords a bright yellow solution
in the same fluid, and bdellium is not dissolved, but becomes whitish and opaque.
(See Am. Journ. of Pharrn., xviii. 228.) According to 1\1. Righini, when vowdered myrrh is rubbed for fifteen minutes with au equal weight of mmiate of
ammonia, and fifteen times its weight of water gradually added 1 if it dissolve
quickly and entirely it may be considered pure. (Jo11n1. deOhi1n.Med., 184-1, p. 33.)
Medical Properties and Uses. l\Iynh is a stimulant tonic, with some tendency
to the lungs, aud perhaps to the uterus. llence it, is employed as an expectorant an<l emmenagogue in debilitated states of the i:1ystem, in the absence of
febrile excitement or acute inflammation. 'l'he complaints in which it is usually
administered are chronic catarrh, phthisis pulmonalis, other pectoral affections
in which tbe secretion of mucus is abundant Lut not easily expectorated, chlorosis,
amenorrhooa, and the various affections connected with this state of the uterine
function. It is generally given combined with chalybe;:i,tcs or other tonics, and
in amcnorrhooa very frequently with aloes. It is used also as a local application
to spongy gums, the aphthous sore mouth of chi ldren, and various kiuds of unhealthy ulcers. The dose is from ten to thirty grains, and may be given in t.he
form of powJcr or pill, or suspended in water, as in the famous antibectic mixture of Dr. Griffith, which has become officinal Ly tho name of .Jllistura .Perri
Compvsita. The infusion is also sometime~ given, and an aqueous extract has
been recommended as milder than myrrh in substance. The tincture is used
chiefly us an external application.
A pfostcr of 'Yll!J?"rh is made by rubbing top:ether powdered myrrh, camphor,
and Lalsam of Peru, of each au ounce and a half, then adding the mixture to
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32 ounces of lead plaster previously melted, and stirring well until the plaster
thickens on cooling. It is then to be formed into rolls. This plaster may be
emp\0yed in all cases where a gentle and long continued stimulant or rubcfacient effect. is desired.
Off Prep. Decoctum AIOcs Compositum; Dccoctum l\Tyrrhre; Mistura Ferri
Comp. i Pilulre AIOcs et Myrrh::e; Pil. Assafcetidoo, Ed.; Pil. Ferri Comp.;
Pil. Galbani Comp.; Pil. Rhei Comp.; Tinctura Myrrboo.
·w.

NUX VOJ\IIICA. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Nux Vomica.
The seeds of Strychnos Nux vomica. U.S., Lond., Ed., .Dub.
Noix vomique, Fr.; Krd.henaugeu, llrccbniissc, Germ.; Nocc vomicn, Ital.; Nuez vomica,, Span.
ST&YCTINOS. Sex. Syst. Pentandria l\Ionogynia. -Nat. Ord. Apocynaceoo.
Gen. Oh. Corolla five-cleft. B en·y one-celled, with a ligneous rind. Willd.
81J-ydwosNuxv01nica. Willd. Sp. Plnnl. i.1052; Woodv. lifed. Bot. p. 222,
t. 79. This tree is of a moderate size, with numerous strong branches, covered with
a smooth, dark-gray bark. The young branches are long, flexuous, very smooth,
dark-green, and furnished with opposite, roundish-oval, entire, smooth, and shining lcave@. 1 having three or five ribs, and short footstalks. The flowers arc small,
white, funnel-shaped, and disposed in terminal corymbs. The fruit is a round
berry, about as lar!!:e as an orange, covered with a smooth, yellow or orangccolourcd, bard, fragile rind, and containing many seeds embedded in a juicy pulp.
'fhc tree is a native of the East Indies, growing in Bengal, :Malabar, on the
coast of Coromandcl, in Ceylon, in numerous islands of the Indian Archipelago,
in Cochin-china, and other neighbouring countries. The wood and root are very
bitter, and are employed in the East lndie!'l for the cure of intermittents. The
radices colubrinre and li[Jnum, colubrinmn oft.he older writers, which have been
long known in Europe as narcotic poisons, ha\•e been ascribed to this species of
Strychnos, under the impression that it is identical with Slryclmos Golubrina, to
which Linnreus refers them. They have been ascertained by Pelletier and Cavcntou to contain a large quantity of strychnia. The bark is said by Dr. O'Shaugbncssy to answer exactly to the description given by authors of the false angustura, and, like that, to contain a large quantity of brucia. The identity of
the two barks bas been confirmed by Dr. Pereira, from a comparison of i;pccimens. (See Angustu1·a.) The only officinal portion of the plant is the seeds.
These arc circular, a.bout three.quarters of an inch in diameter, and two lines
in thickness, flat, or slightly convex on one sid e, and concave on the other. They
are thickly CO\'ered witU fine, silky, shining, ash-coloured or yellowish-gray hairs,
attached to a thin fragile coating, which closely invests the interior nucleus or
kernel. This is very hard, horny, usually whitish and semitransparent, sometimes d'l.rk-coloured and opaque, and of very difficult pulverization. The powder
is yellow ish-gray, and has a faint sweetish odour. The seeds are destitute of
odour, but have an acrid very bitter taste, which is much stronger in the kernel
than in the investing membrane. '!'hey impart their virtues to water, but more
readily to diluted alcohol. Nux voruica has been analyzed by several chemi~ts,
but most accurately by Pelletier and Ca.\·entou, who discovered in it two alkaline
principles, slryclrnia and brncia, united with a peculiar acid which they named
·igrisuriC.. Its other constituents are a. yellow colouring matter, a concrete oil,
gum, starch, bassorin, and a. small quantity of wax. M. Dcsnoix hae recently
announced the disco,·ery of another alkaloid, which he denominates 1!Jasuria.
'fhcse alkaloids are the active principles of nux vomica.
Slrychnia was discovered by Pelletier and C:lYcntou, A. D. 1818, both in the
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nux vomica and bean of St. I gnatius, and receive/ its name from the generic
title of the plants (Sl1'!JCli'Tlos) 1 to which these two products belong. According
to these chemists, it exists much more abundantly in the bean of St. Ignatius
than in the nux vomica, the former yielding l '2 per cent., the latter only 0·4
per cent. of the alkali. For an account of its properties and mode of preparation,
see Str,yclmia, in the second part of this work.
B1·ul'ia was discovered by Pelletier and Caventou, first in the bark called.
false 0119uslura, in combination with gallic acid, and subsequently, associated
with strychnia in the form of igasurates, in the nux vomica and bean of St.
Ignatius. It is crystallizable; and its crystals are said to contain 18·4] per
cent. of water. It is without smell, but of a permanent, harsh, very bitter taste;
soluble in 850 parts of cold, and 500 of bo ili ng water; very soluble in alcohol,
whether hot or cold; but insoluble in ether and the fixed oils, and only slightly
dissoked by the volatile oi ls. It is permanent in the air, but melts at a. temperature a little above that of boi ling water, and on cooling congeals into a mass
resembling wax. It forms crystallizable salts with the acids. Concentrated
nitric acid produces with brucia or its salts an intense crimson colour, which
changes t.o yellow by heat, and upon the addition of protochloride of tin becomes
Yiolct. These effects are peculiar to brucia, and, if produced with strychnia,
evince the presence of the former alkali. According to i\JM. J.;arocque and Thibierge, the ch loride of gold produces, with solutions of the salts of brucia, precipitates at first milky, then coffee-coloured, and finally chocolate-brown. (Journ.
de Chim,, .llfed., Oct. 18-!2.) Brucia. is analogous in its operation to strychnia,
but possesses, according to M. Andral 1 only about one-twelfth of its strength,
when the !utter principle is entirely pure. It is therefore seldom employed. It
may be procured from false Angustura bark, in a rn<inner essentially the same
with that in which strycbnia is procured from nux vomica; with this difference,
that the alcoholic extract, obtained from the precipitate produced by lime or
magnesia, should be treated with oxalic acid, and subsequently with a mixture
of rectified alcohol and ether, which takes up the colouring matter, leaving the
oxalate of brucia. Thi.3 is decomposed by magnesia, and the brucia. is separated
by alcohol, which, by spontaneou::i evaporation, yields it in the state of crystals.
.According to Dr. }i'uss and l)rofcssor J ~rdmann, brucia is not a distinct alkali,
but merely a compound of strychnia and resin.
lyasurfo is found in the mother waters from which strychnia and brucia have
heen precipitated by lime. It is read ily crystalliza.ble; more soluble in water
and weak alcohol than the two other alkaloids; reddened by nitric acid even
more intensely than brucia.; rendered by sulphuric acid at first rose-coloured,
and afterwards yellowish and greenish-yellow; dissolved by the diluted acids,
which form with it easily crystallizable salts; precipitated from its solution by
the alkalies, and redissolved hy them in excess, especially by potassa; precipitated yellow by bichloride of platinum, and white by tannic acid; slowly precipitated by iodide of potassium in light reddish-yellow crystals; and thrown down
as crystalline needles by bicarbonate of ~ocla, in the presence of tartaric acid, in
which propert.y it rrsembles strychnia, but differs from brucia. 1\1. Desnoix inferred from his experiments on animals that it is intermediate in power between
the two other alkaloids of nux vomica. (See .Am. Joun1. nf Pharm., xxvi. 31.)
Jl/edicol Properties and [Sf's. Nux vomica is very peculiar in its action. Iu
very small doses, frequently repeated, it is tonic, and is said to be diuretic, and
o<:casionally diaphoretic and laxative. When it is given in larger doses, so as
to bring the system decidedly under its influence, its action appears to be directed
chiefly to the nen-0::1 of motion, probably through the medium of the spinal marrow. Its operation is evinced at first by a feeling of weight and weakness, with
tremblings in the limbs, and some rigidity on attempting motion. There seems
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to be a tendency to perman:nt involuntary muscular contraction, as in tetanus;
but at the same time frequent starts or spasms occur, as from electric shocks.
These spasms are at first brought on by some exciting cause, as by a slight blow
or au attempt to move; but, if the medicine is persevered in, they occur without
extraneous agency, and arc sometimes frequent and violent. In severe cases
there is occasionally general rigi<lity of the muscles. A sense of beat in the
stomach, constriction of the tLroat and abdomen, tightness of the chest, and
1·etention of urine are frequently experienced, to a greater or less extent, according to the quantity of the medicine administered. It sometimes, also, produces
pain in tbe head, vertigo, contracted pupil, and dimness of vision. Sensations
on the surface analogous to those attending imperfect palsy, such as formication,
ften experienced. The pulse is not materially affected, though
tinglin
someti
accelerated. In over-doses, the medicine is capable of pros. Given to the inferior animals in fatal doses, it produces
ducin
great anxiety, difficult and confined breathing, retching to vomit, universal
tremors, spasmodic action of the muscles, and ultimately violent convulsions.
Death is supposed to take place from a suspension of respiration, resulting from
a spasmodic constriction of the muscles concerned in the process. Yet it poisons
animals which have no lungs. (Am. Jour-ii. of fl/eel. Sci., N. S., xviii. 369.)
Upon dissection, no traces of inflammatory action are observable, unless large
quantities of the uux vomic.i have been swallowed, when the stomach appears
inflamed. A division of the spinal marrow near the occiput does not prevent
the peculiar effects of the medicine, so that the intervention of the brain is not
essential. That it enters the circulation, and is brought into contact with the
parts upon which it acts, is rendered evident by the experiments of Magendie
and others. Cbloroform has been recommended in cases of poisoning from nux:
vomica. In an instance recorded by Dr. Dresbach, of Tiffin, Ohio, two drachms,
administered to a patient alarmingly ill from the effects of three grains of
strychnia, produced complete relief in less than fifteen minutes. (Ibid., xix. 5-!6,
from the He.stern Lancet, Feb. 1850.) Strychuia, given to the inferior animals,
has been ob~ervcd strikingly to lessen the bulk of the spleen. (Ibid., xviii. 373.)
Nux vomica has long been employed in India, and was known as a medicine
to the Arabian physicians. On the continent of ]~urope, it has at various times
been recommcudcd as an antidote to the plague, and as a remedy in intermittents,
dyspepsia, pyrosis, gastrodynia, dysentery, diarrhooa. of debility, colica pictonum,
worms, mania, hypochondriasis, hysteria, rheumatism, and hydrophobia. It is
said to have effectually cured obstinate spasmodic asthma. Its peculiar influence
upon the nerves of motion, to which the public attention was first called by l\lagendie, suggested to l\l. Fauquier, a French physician, the application of the
remedy to paralytic affections; and his success was such as to induce him to
comruuuicate to the public the result of his e:i::perience. Others have subsequently employed it with variable success; but the experience in its favour so
much predominates, that it may now be considered a standard remedy in palsy.
It is a singular fact, that its action is directed more especially to the paralytic
part, exciting contraction in this before it is extended to other muscles. 'l'~e
medicine, however, should be administered with judgment, and never given 1n
cases depending ou inflammation or organic lesion of the brain or spinal marrow,
until after tLe removal of the primary affection by bleeding or other depletory
measures. It bas beeu found more successful in general palsy and paraplegia. than
in hemiplcgia, and has fre<p1ently effected cures in palsy of the bladder, incontinence of urine from paralysis of the sphincter, amaurosis, and other cases of
partial palsy, and has been employed with asserted success iu prohipsus ani,
sperma.torrhooa, and impotence. Upon the same principles it is 1:mid to have
proved useful in obstinate constipation from deficient contractility of the bowels j
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and is thought to promote the action of ca.thartics, when added to them in small
proportion. It has recently been recommended iu neuralgia, in chorea, and in
atonic dropsy.

Nux vornica. may be given in powder in the dose of five grains, repeated three
or four times a day, and gradually increased till its effects are experienced. In
this form, however, it is very uncertain; and fifty grains have been given with

little or no effect.

It is most readily reduced to powder by filing or grating, and

the raspings may be rendered finer by firnt steaming them, then drying them by
stove heat, and lastly rubbing them in a mortar. 'fhe E<linbnrp;h College directs
that the seeds should be first well softened with steam, then sliced, dried, and
ground in a coffee-mill. It bas been recommended that, before being puh-erized,
they should be deprived of their exterior coating, which is easily done when they
are exposed for a short time to the action of hot water.
The alcohol ic extract is more convenient and more certain in its operation.
From half a grain to two grains may be given in the form of pill, repeated as
above-mentioned, and gradually increased. (Sec Extractmn flucis Vomiu:c.) The
watery extract is comparatively feeb le.
Str.1Jchnia has recently been much used, and possesses the advantage of greater
certainty and uniformity of action. Its effects are precisely similar. With the
exception of prussic acid 1 it is perhaps the most violent poison in the catalogue
of medicines, and should, therefore, be administered with great caution. The
dose is one-twelfth of a grain, repeated twice or three times a day, and gradually
increased. Even the quantity mentioned sometimes proclures spasmodic symptoms, and these generally occur when the dose is augmented to half a grain three
times a day. The system is not so soon habituated to its impression as to that
of the narcotics generally; so that, after its effects are experienced, it is unnecessary to go on increasing the dose. Strycbnia has been applied externally
with advantage in amaurosis. It should be sprinkled upon a blistered surface
near tbe temples, in the quantity of half a grain or a grain, morning and evening; and the quantity may be gradually augmented. The best form of administration is that of pill, in consequence of the excessive bitterness of the solution.
Strychnia may, however, be given, dissolved in alcohol, or in water by the intervention of an acid.
Brucia may be used for the same purpoAes with strychuia in the dose of one
grain twice or three times a day. Dr. l3ardsley fuund that tbe quantity of two
grains, three or four times a day, was seldom exceeded without the occu rrence
of the characteristic effects of the rucdiciuc. i\Jagcndie has found this alkali
very useful in small doses as a. tonic. Ile e~1ployed for this purpose one.eighth
of a grain frequt:ntly repeated. It is very rn1portuul, in reference to the dose,
that it should contain no strychnia.
Off. Prep. Extractum Nucis Vomicre; Strychnia; Tinctura Nucis Vomirre.

w.

OLEA.

Oi/8.
These are liquid or solid substances, characterized by an unctuous feel 1 inflammability, and the property of lea.ving a. grea.sy stain upon paper. '!'hey a.re
dirided into two classes, the fixed and volatile, distinguished, as their nameA
imply, by their different habitudes in relation to tbc vaporizing influence of
caloric.

l . OLEA FIXA. Pixed Oils.
These are sometimes termed expressecl oils, from t.he mode in which they are
procured. Though existing in greater or less proportion in various parts of
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plants, they are furnished for use exclusively by the fruit; and, as a general
rule, arc most abundant in the dicotyledonous seeds. They arc obtained either
by subm ittin g the bruised seeds to pressure in hempen bags, or_hy boiling them
in water, and skimming off the oil as it rises to the surface. When pressure is
employed, it is customary to prepare the seeds for the press by exposing them
to a moderate heat, so as to render the oil more liquid, and thus enable it to
fl.ow out more readily.
The coush!tence of the fixed oils varies from that of tallow to perfect fluidity;
but by far the grcatcr-0.umber are liquid at ordinary temperatures. They arc
somewliat visciJ, transparent, and usually of a yellowish colour, which disappears
when they are treated with animal charcoal. When pure they have little tnste
or smell. They are li ghter than water, varying in speci fic gravity from 0·913
to 0·936. (Berzelius.) 'l'bcy differ very much in their point of congelation, olive
oil becoming solid a little above 32° F., while lin seed oil remains fluid at 4- 0
below zero. They are not vola.tilizable without decomposition. At about 600°
they boil, and arc converted into vapour, which, when condensed, is found to
contain a. large proportion of olcic and margaric acids, together with benzoic
acid, another volatile acid, and an empyreumati c oil. Exposed to a red heat, in
close vessels, they yield, among other products of the destructive distillation of
vegetables, a large quantity of the combustible compounds of carbon and hydrngcn. Heated in the open air they take fire, burning with a bright flame, and
producing water and carbonic acid. When kept in air-tight vessels, they remain
unchanged for a great length of time; but, exposed to the atmosphere, they
attract oxygen, and ultimately become concrete. Some, in drying, lose their
unctuous feel, and arc convcrtPd into a transparent, yellowish, flexible solid.
These are calle<l dr!Jiny oils. Others, especially such a.s contain mucilaginous
impurities, become rancid, acquiring a sharp taste and unpleasant smell. This
change is owing to the formation of an acid, from which the oil may be freed
by boiling it for a short time with hydrate of magnesia and water. The fixed
oils arc insoluble in water, but are miscible with th at fluid by means of mucilage,
formiug mixtures which are called emulsious. They arn in general vrry spa ringly soluble in alco hol, but readily dissolved by ether, which serves to separate
them from other vegetable proximate principles. By the aid of heat they dissolve
sulphur and pho~phorus. Chlorine and iodine arc converted by them into mu.
riatic and hydriodic acids, which, reacting upon the oils, increase their consistence, and ultimately render them as bard as wax. 'fbe stronger acids decompose
tLcm, j!iving rise, among other products, to the oleic and margaric acids. Boiled
with diluted nitric acid, they are converted into ma.lie and oxalic acids, besides
other substances usually resulting fr om the action of this at·id upon vegetable
matter. Several acids are dissolved by them without producing any sensible
change. '..l'hcy combine with salifiable bases; but at the moment of combination
undergo a change, by wbi.ch they are resolved into a. peculiar substance called
glycerin, and into the oleJC and margaric acids, which unite with the base cm·
ployed. The compounds of these acids with potassa and soda are called soaps.
(Sec Sa po and Emplastrum I'lwmbi.) The fixed oils dissolve many of the orµ:anic
alkalies, tbc volatile oils, resin, and other proximate principles of plants. Th ey
consist of two distinct substances, one of which is liquid at ordinary tcmper:itures,
and therefore called olein, the other solid, and ea lied rna1yw·in. The more solid
ingredient of the vegetable oils was originally called stearin, the name applied
to the analogous ingredient of the animal oils, with which it was supposed by
Chevrcul, the discoverer of this complex constitution of oleaginous substances,
to be identical. It bas, however, been found to be essentially different, yielding
margaric acid in the process of saponifica.tion, while stearin yields stearic acid.
For the mo<le of separatiug the liquid from the solid principles of oils, as well
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as for an account of their distinctive properties, the reader is referred to the
article Adeps. l\largariu is distinguished from stearin by its greater fusibility,
and by its solubility in cold ether; and the two principles may be separated by
the action of boiling ether, which dissolves both, but deposits the stearin upon
cooling, wUile it retains the margarin, and yields it by ev;lporation. 'fhcsc principles, however, are thought by Berzelius not to be absolutely identical_ in the
different oils, as they ba,-e different points of congelation and liquefact10u, according to tbe substance from which they arc deri\'cd.* By the action of nitric
acid or nitrous acid fumes, olein is converted into a deep-yellow butyraceous
mass. If this be treated with warm alcohol, a deep oraage-red oil is di~solvcd,
and a peculiar fatty matter remains, called cl«idin. It is white, fu sible at 97°,
insoluble in water, i::paringly soluble in alcohol, readily soluble ia ether, and
converted, in lhc process of saponification by the alkalies, into a peculiar acid,
denominated ela.Ulic al'icl, and into glycerin. (Kane's Ohe1nisl1'!J.) The view now
taken of the nature of olcin, margarin, stcarin, elalJio, and other sim ilar fatty
matters, is that they are compound! of the oleic, margaric, stearic, elaidic acid.'l,
&c., with glycerin; and in the process of saponification, the alkali takes lhe oily
acid aud sets glycerin free. 'l'hc ultimate constituents of the fixed oils are carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen; the hydrogen b{:ing in much larger proportion than is
necessary to saturate the oxygen. Those which arc least fusible contain most
carbon and least oxygen; aqd, according to De Saussure, their solubi lity in
alcohol is greater in proportion to their amount of oxygen. (Berzelius.) Some
of them contain a very minute proportion of nitrogen.

2. OLllA VOLATILIA. Vola1ile Oils.
These arc sometimes called distilled o-ils, from the mode in which they are
u:rna.lly procured; sometimes essent1:uloilJ;, from th e circumstance that they possess,
in a couceotr:ited state, the properties of the plants from which they are derived .
'!'hey exist in all odoriferous vegetables, sometimes pervading the wh ole plant,
sometimes confined to a single part; in some instances contained in distinct ccllulcs, and ptcserved aft('r desiccation, in others formed upon the surface, as in
many flowers, and exhaled as soon as they are formed. Occasionally two or
more are found in different parts of the same plant. '!'bus the orange tree produces one volatile oil in its leaves 1 another in its flowers1 and a third in th e rind
of its fruit . • In a fow instances, when existing in distinct cellu lcs, they may be
obtained by"'pressure, as from the rind of the lemon and orange ; but they are
generally procured by distillation with water. (See Olea De.stiUata.) Some volatile oils, as those of bitter almonds and mustard 1 are formed during th e process
of distillation, out of substa,nccs of a different nature pre-existing in the plant.
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The volatile oils are usually yellowish, but often brown, red, green, or blue,
and occasionally colourless. There is reason, however, to bclieYe that, in all instances, the colour depends on foreign matter dissolved in the oils. They hat"e
a strong odour, resembliug that of the plants from which they were procured,
though generally less agreeable. Their taste is hot and pungent, and, when
they a.re diluted, is often gratefully aromatic. The greater number are li1?htcr
than water; some are heavier; and their sp. gr. varies from O·S-!7 to] ·17. They
partially rise in vapour at ordinary temperatures, diffusing their peculiar odour,
and are completely volatilized by heat. Their boiling point is various, g~nerally
as high as 320° F., and sometimes higher; but most of them rise readily with
the vapour of boiling water. When distilled alone, they almost always undergo
1ni.rtial decomposition. rrhey differ also in their point of congehtion. A few
;ire solid at ordinary temperatures, several become so a.t 32° F. 1 and many remain
liquid considerably below this point. Heated in the open air, they take fire, and
burn with a bright flame attended with much smoke. Exposed at ordinary tem peratures, they absorb oxygen, a~sume a deeper colour, become thicker and less
odorous, and are ultimately converted into resin. 1'bis change takes place most
rapidly under the influence of light. Before the alteration is complete, the
remaining portion of oil may be recovered by distillation. Some of them form
well characterized acids by combination with oxygen.
The volatile oils are very slightly soluble in water. Agitated with this fluid
they render it milky; but separate upon standiug, leaving the water impregnated with thrir odour and taste. Thi8 impregnation is more complete when
water is distilled with the oils, or from the plants containing them. 'l'riluration
with magnesia. or its carbonate renders them much more soluble, probably in
consequence of their minute division. The intervention of sugar also greatly
increases their solubility, and affords a. convenient method of prcpa'ring them
for internal use. Most of them are very soluble in alcohol, and in a degree
proportionnte to its freedom from water. The oils which contain no oxygen arc
scarcely soluble in diluted alcohol, and, aoeording to De Saussure, their solubility generally in t.his liquid is proportionate to the quantity of oxygen which
they contain . They are readily dissolved by ether.
Tbe volatile oils dissoh-e sulphur and phosphorus with the aid of heat, and
deposit them on cooliug. By long boiling with sulphur they form brown, unctuou~, fetid substances, ~orrnf"rl~ called balsams o.fsulpl~ur. They_ ab:orb c~ 1 lorine,
which converts them mto resm, and then combmes with the rcsm. • Iodmc produces a similar effect. TLey arc de(;omposed by the stTong mineral acids, and unite
with several of those from the vegetable kingdom. When treated with a caustic
alkali, they arc converted into resin, which unites with the alkali to form a kind
of soap. Several of the metallic oxides, and \'arious salts which easily part wit.h
oxygen, convert tLcm into resin. The volatile oils dissolve many of the proximate principles of plants and animals, such as the fixed oils and fats, resins,
ramphor, and several of the organic alkalies. Exposed lo the air and light
they acquire a decolorizing property, analogous to that of chlorine, which is
ascribed by Faraday to tLeir combination with the ozone of the atmosphere . For
some interesting observations on this property of the volatile oils tlie reader is
referred to papers by Dr. J. L. Plummer, of R ichmond, Indiana, in tLe A1n.
Joum. of P!tann. (xxv. 398 and 508).
The volatile, likr. the fixed oils, consist of distinct principles, which are congealed at different temperatures, and may be separated by compressing the frozen
oil between fo lds of bibulous paper. 'l'hc solid matter remains within the folds;
and the fluid is absorbed by the paper, from which it may be separated by distillation with water. The name of Mem·optene has been proposed for the formrr,
that of eleoptene for the latter. '1'he solid crystalline substances deposited by
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certain volatile oils upon strmding are ali::o called stcnroptcncs. Some of these
arc isomeric with the oils in which they arc formed, others are oxides. Some
oils, under th e iufluencc of water, deposit crystalline bodies which appear to be
hydrates of the respccti,·e oils.
Tltc ultimate constituents 0f the volatile oils are usually carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen. Some, as the oils of turpentin e and copaiba, in their purest state, con tain only carbon and hydrogen. Several have nitrogen in their composition;
and the oils of bor~e-radi:sli and mustard contain sulphur.
The volatile oils are oflen sophi~ticated. Among th e most common adulterations are fixed oils, resinous substances, and ulcohol. Th e presence of the fixed
oi ls may be known by the permanent grea1-;y sta in which they leave on paper,
whil e that occasioned by a pure volatile oil disappears entire ly when exposed to
heat. TLey may also in genera l be detected by their compara ti\•e insolubility in
alcohol. Both th e fixed oils and resins arc left behind when the adulternted oil
is distilled with water. If alcohol is present, the oi l becomes milky when agitated
with wafor, and, after the separation of' the liquids, the water occupies more space
and tl..ie oi l less th an before. The following method of detecting alcohol has
been proposed by 1'11. Beral. Put tweh-e drops of the suspected oil in a perfectly
dry wutd1-glass, and add a piece of potassium about as large as the bead of :l pin.
If t he potassium remain for tweh-c or fifteen minutes in the midst of the liquid,
there is eitber no alcohol present, or less than four per cent. If it disappear in
five miuutes, the oil con tams more thnn fou r per cent. of alcohol; if in less than
a minute twcnty-fi\'c per cent. or more. )J. Borsarelli employs chl oride of calcium for the same purpose. This he introduces in small pieces, well drie<l and
perfectly free from powder, in to a small cylioJrica l tube, dosed at one encl, and
about two·tbirds filled wit h the oil to be examined, and heats the tube to 2: 12 °,
occasionally sh:1king it. If there be a co n ~iderablc proportion of :1lcohol, the ch loride is entire ly dissolved, forming a solution which sinks to th e bottom of the
tube; if only a very sm:11l quaut ity, th e pieces lose their form, and col lect at tba
bottom in a white adhering mass; if none at all, they remain unchanged. (Jouri1.
de Phann., :xxvi. 429.) .J. J. Bernoulli proposes as a test dry acetate of potassa, whic h remains unaffected in a pure oil, but is dissoh-cd if :ilcohol is present, :md forms a distinct liquid. (See .Im. Journ. of Pli r1nn ., XX\'. 82.) Sometimes volatile oils of little Yaluc are mixed with those which arc c0stly. The
taste and smell afford in this case the best me:ms of detect ing the fraud. The
specific gravity of the oils may also serve as a t est of thei r purity. \Yhcn two
oils, of which one is lighter aud the other heavier than watc1·, are mixed, they
are sepa rated by lon g agitation with thi s fluid, and will take a place corresponding
to their rcspcctiYe specific graxities; but it sometimes happens that an unadu lterated oil may thus be separated into two portions. Th e difference of cipparent
effect produced by iodine with the several oils has been proposed as a test. According to J.Jiebig, when this element is made to act on it volatile oil, a port ion of
it corubincs with the hydrogen of the oil forming hydriodic acid , while another
portion takes the place of the lost hydrogen. Oi l of turpentine may be detected
by remaining in part undissoh ed, when 1he suspected oil is treated with three or
four times its vol ume of alcohol of the s.p. ~r. 0 8-t; or, according to }II. Mero,
by causing the su::pectcd oil, when agitated with an cqu:ll measure of poppy oil,
to rcmuin transparent, iustead of bec:.oming milky, as it would do if pure. The
latter test will not apply to the oil of rosemary. (Jo1m1. de Plwrm., 3e sfr.,
1

vii. 303.)
Volatile oil s may be ~resen·ed without change in small well-stopped bottles,
W.

entirelya6Jied with 1he or l, and excluded from the light.
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OLEUM AMYGDAL.lE. US.

Oil of Almonds.
The hed oil of the kernels of the fruit of Amygdalus communis. U. S.
Off S.1Jn. AMYGDA.L.iE OLEUM. Amygdalus communis, ·i:ars. ama1"a et
duk:is. The oil expressed from the seed._ Lmul.
Huile d'awaudes, Pr.; MundelOI, Germ.; Olio Oi mandorle, Ital.; Aceyte de almcudra!!,
Span.

See AMYGDALA.

This oil is obtained equally pure from sweet and bitter almond.~ . In its preparation, the almonds, after haviug been deprived of a reddish-brown powder
adhering to their surface, by rubbing them together in a piece of coarse linen,
are ground in a mill resembling u. coffee-mill, or bruised in a stone mortar, and
then submitted to pressure in canvas sacks between plates of iron slightly heated.
The oil, which is at first turbid, is clarified by rest and filtration. Sometimes
the almonds are steeped in very hot water1 deprived of their cuticle, and dried
in a stove previously to expression. The oil is thus obtained free from colour, but
in no other respect better. Bitter almonds, when treated in this way, are said to
impart a smell of hydrocyanic acid to the oil. 1\1. Boullay obtained 5! per cent.
of oil from sweet almonds, Vogel 28 per cent. from bitter almonds.
Oil of almonds is clear and colourless, or slightly tinged of a greenish-yellow,
i$1 nearly inodorous, and has a bland sweetish taste- It remains liquid at tam·
peraturc ... considerably below the freezing point of water. Its sp. gr. is from
0·917 to 0·92. From the statement of llraconnot, it appears to contain 76 per
cent. of olein and 24 of margarin.
It ruay be used for the same purposes with oliYe oil; and, when suspended in
water by means of mucilage or the yolk of eggs and loaf sugar, forms a very
pleasant emuls ion, useful in pulmonary affections attended with cough. From
a fluidrachm to a flu idounce may be given at a dose.
Ojj'. Prep. Unguentum Aqua:: Rosoo.
W.

OLEUM AMYGDAL.lE AMAR.lE. US.

Oil of Bitter Almonds.
The oil obtained by distilling with water the kernels of the fruit of Amygdalus
communis-varicty amaro. lT. S.
When bitter almonds arc expressed, they yield a bland fixed oil; and tLc re·
siduary cake, reduced to powder by grinding, and submitted to distillation with
wate r, gives over a volatile oleaginous product, commonly called oil of bitter
almonds. Th is docs not pre-exist in the almond, but is produced by the react.ion
of wa.ter upon the amygdalin contained in it, through the intervention of another
of its constituents denominated emulsin. (Sec Am!J9dala Amam.) It is obtained
also by the distillation of the leaves of the cherry.laurel, and of vnrious products
of the genera Amygdalus, Cerasus, Pru nus, and others. (See 110te, pa9e 92.)
Mr. Whipple obtained, as an average of twenty operations, from t.be ground
bitter almond cake 1·35 per cent. of the oil. (Plwrm.J01wn.and 'Trans., x. 29i.)
Oil of bitter almonds has a yellowish colour, a bitter, acrid, burning taste, and
the peculiar odour of the kernels in a high degree. It is heavier than water,
soluble in alcohol and ether, slightly soluble in water, and deposits, upon stand.
ing, a. white crystalline substance consisting thieUy of benzoic acid. Besides a.
peculiar volatile oil, it contains also h)'tlrocyaoic aciU, with a small proportion
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of benzoic acid, and of a concrete principle called benzo"inc. It may be obtained
pure by agitating it strongly with hydrate of lime and a. solution of protochloridc
of iron, submitting the mixture to distillation, nnd drying the oil which comes
over by digestion with chloride of calcium . Thus purified it is colourles:;, but
still retains its peculiar odour, with a burning, aromatic taste; and is dei::titute
of the poisonous properties possessed by the oil in its original state, dependent
on hydrocyanic acid. 'l'he odour of the oil of bitter almonds has been erroneously
ascribed to this acid, which, on examination, will be found to smell very differ·
cntly and more feebly. Like most other volatile oils, it is capable of protlucing
deleterious effects if taken in very large quantities. llippuric acid is found in
tbe urine of animals to which it has been given freely. (Ghent. Caz., vi. 230.)
'l'he sp.gr. of the crude oil varies from 1·052 lo 1·08:2, and is greater when the
oil is distilled from salt water than in the ordinary mode. (Redwood, Pharm.
Jrmrn and 'Trans., xi. 486.) That of the purified oil is l·OJ3, and its boiling
point 356°. Wohler and J...iebig have shown that it probably consists of a compound radical called benz!Jle (C 14 ll s0"') with one eq. of hydrogen, and is therefore a ltydruret of /.;e11z,1Jle. 'l'his radical is capable of uniting with other bodies,
and formi11g a long series of compounds. 'l'he benzoic acid which the oil of bitter
nlmonds deposits on standing does not pre-exist in the oil, but results from the
:\b.".!orption of oxygen. The concre te substance above referred to by tLe name
of bn1zo'ine is iisomeric with the oil, crystallizable in colourless shining prisms,
without i::mell or taste, fusible at 2-1-8°, and volatilizable unchanged at a highe1·
temperature. It is fornrnd abundantly in the origin:il impure oi l by the reaction
of a lkalies; but cannot be produced in it when deprived of hydrocyunic acid.*
Zeller mentions as characteristics of the officinal oil, by which its genuineness
and purity may be known, its peculiar odour and high specific gravity; its ready
solubility in sulphuric acid, with the production of a. reddish-brown colou r, but
without visible Jccomposition; the slow action of nitric acid; tLe slow and partial solution of iodine without further reaction; the want of action of chromate
of potassa upon it; and the production of crystals when it is dissolved in an
alcoholic solution of pota.<•sa. (See Plui1·m. Joun1. and 'Pron.~., ix. 575.) Mr.
Redwood states that a very small proportion of alcubol may be detected in the
oi\ 1 by the elfervesccnce, with disengagement of nitrous V<lpours, which ensues
when the oil , thu s contaminated, is mixed with an equal volume of nitric acid of
the sp. gr. l ·5. 'Vi th pure oil no other effect is obv ious than a slight change of
colour. (Jbid., xi. 486.) If ~mlphuric acid produce with the oil a bright-red, instead of a brownish.red colour, it indicates that the oil has probably been distilled
with salt water, in which case it is apt, acrording to i\lr. Jos. :Ferris, to depo~it
a, blood-red matter, occasionally complained of by druggists. (IMd. 1 p. 565.)
Afed(cal Prope1·ties <.md T./ses. 'l'Le unpurified volatile oi l of bitter :ilmond,q,
which is the }Jroduct directed by the Phannacopooia, operates upon the system in
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a. manner closely analogous to that of hydrocyanie acid. A single drop is suffi cient to destroy a bird, and four drops have occasioned the death of a dog of
middle size. It might probably be substituted with advantage for medicinal
l1ydrocyanie acid; as the acid contained in the oil is much less liable to decomposition, remaining for severa l years unaltered, if the oil is preserved in well
stopped bottles. Accordin~ to Schrader, 100 parts of the oil contain sufficicut
acid for the production of 22·5 parts of Prussian blue. From this fact it may
be inferred that the oil is about four times as strong as our officiual hydrocyanio
acid, and may therefore be given in the do~e of from a quarter of a drop to a
drop, to be gradually and cautiously increased till some effect upon the system
is observed. It may be administered in emu lflion with gum Arabic, loaf suµ;~tr ,
and water. It ha s been employed externally, dissolved in water in the proportion
of one drop to a £1.nidounee, in prurigo seni lis and ot.Ler cases of troublcsou:e
itching. To facilitate the solution in water, the oil may be previously dissolved
in spirit.
Op: Prep. Aqua Amygdalro Amarre.
W.

OLEUi\I BERGAMII. US.
Oil of Bei·gamol.
The volatile oil of the rind of the fruit of Citrus Limctta. (De Ca11dolle.) l'.S.
op: Syn. BERGAMOTAi: OLEU.\I. Volatile oil of th e rind of the fruit of
Citrus Limctta. Ed.
Jluile de berg11mottc, Fr.; Il<'rgrimottOl, Germ.; Oleo di bcrgamotta, Ital.

Cmrns. See AURAN'l'Jl COH'l'EX.
Uitrus Lirnetta. De Gand. Prodrorn. i. 539. The bcrgamot tree has been
ranked by botanists generally among the lemons; but is now considered as a
variety of the Citrus Limetta of Risso, and is so pl:1ccd by De Candolle. It has
oblong-ovate, dentate, acute, or obtuse leaves, somewhat paler on the under than
the upper surface, and with foottttnlks more or less winged or margined. The
flowers arc white, and usually small; the fruit pyriform or roundish, terminated
by an obtuse point, with concave receptacles of oil in the rind.
Th e pulp of the fruit is sourish, somewhat aromatic, and not disagreeable to
the taste . 'J'he rind is shining, and of a. pale-yellow colour, and abounds in a.
''ery grn.teful volatile oil. 'l'his may be obtained by exprc8sion or distillation.
In the former case, it preserves the agreeable tla\•our of the rind, but is somewhat
turbiJ; in the latter, it is limpid but less sweet. The mode of procuring it by
expression is exactly that u8ed for oil of lem ons. (See Olcum Limonis.) It is
brought from the South of ll'rance, Italy, and Portugal.
TLe oil of bcrgamot, often called essence of /Jergcnnot, has a sweet, ''ery agreeable odour, a bitter aromatic pungent taste , and a pale greenish-yellow colour.
Its sp. gr. is 0·885, and its compositi on the same as that of the oil of lemons.
It is distinguished from the lemou aml oran ge oil s by readily dissolving in liquor
polossre, ~nd forming with it a clear solution. (Z<llrr.) Though possessed of the
cxcitant properties of tbe volatile oils in general, it is employed chiefly, if not
exclush·cly, as a perfume.
Off Pr<p . Uuguentum Sulphuris Compositum.
W.

OLEU;\I BUBULUl\I. US.
Neats-foot Oil.

ri~fie0:11e ~~~g~:~~~~,";r~~~t~?s~~j.u~~e~~~ ~~~~~st.icus.

U. S.
Neats.foot oil is obtHined by boiling in water for a long time the feet of the
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ox, previously deprived of their hoofs. The fat and oil which rise to the surface
arc removed, and introduced into a fresb portion of water heated nearly to the
boiling point. The impurities. having subsided, the oil is drawn off, and, if
req uired to be very pure, is again introduced into water, which is kept for
twenty-four hours sufficiently warm to enable the fat which is mixed with the
oi l to separate from it. The liquid being then all owed to cool, the fat concretes,
and the oil is removed and strained, or filte!'ed through layers of small fragments
of cbarconl free from powder.
The oil is yellowish, and, when properly prepared, inodorous and of a bland
taste. It thickens or congeals with great difficulty, and is, therefore, very useful
for greasing machinery in orJer to prevent friction.
lt was introduced into the officinal catalogue of the United States Pharmacopoo ia. as an ingredient of tbe ointment of nitrate of mercury. It Las recently
been used as a substitute for cod-liver oil in scrofulous diseases, and, according
to Dr. C. U. Hall, of England, with very happy effects, especially in cases in
which the latter does not agree with the stoma.ch. It is apt to be laxative, and
in certain cases proves use ful in this way. It is given in the same dose as the
cod-liver oil. {Sec Am. Journ. of .Med. Sci., N. S., xxiv . 498.)
Off. Prep. Unguentum llydrargyri Nitratis.
W.

OLEUM CAJUPUTI. US. Secondary.
Oajeput Oil.
The volatil e oil of the leaves of l\lelaleuca Cajuputi. U.S.
0,{f. S.1n. CAJUPUTI. J\fefaleucaminor. Oil distilled from the leaves. Land.;
CAJUPU TI OLJWM. Volatile oi l of the leaves of Melaleuca. minor. J!,'d.;
Melaleuca. Cajcputi. Volatile oil of the leaves. Dub.

CAJJ~PUTUl\I.

lluilc de ctijCput, Pr.; K:ljeputOl, Germ.; Olio di cajcput, I tal.; Kayuputieh, Malay.

MELALEUCA. Sex. Syst. Polyaclelphia Icosaudria. -Nat. Ord. Myrtacere.
Gen. Oli. ()alyx five-parted, semi-superior. Corolla fi\'e-pctalecl. Slamens a.bC'ut
forty.five, very long, conjoined in five bodies. Style single. Capsule three-celled.
Seeds numerous. R oxburg/1 .
Tt was long supposed t.Lat the oil of cajeput was derived from 1lfelaleuca leucadeudron; but from specimens of the plant affording it, sent from the 1\Ioluccas,
and cultivated in the botanical garden of Calcutta, it appears to be a. distinct
species, which has received the name of 111. Ccu"uputi. It corresponds with the
arbor al/Ja 1niuor of Rumphius, and is a smaller plant than Al. lntcadendron.
It is possible, however, that -the oil may be obtained from differcut species of
Melaleuea; as M . Stickel, of Jena, succeeded in procuring from the leaves of
JJ/. h!Jpericifulia, cultiv<lt.ed in th e botanical garden of that place, a specimen of
oil not distinguishable from the c:1jeput oil of commerce, except by a paler green
colour. (Annal. der Phann., xix. 2:2-1.)
Jllelaleuca Cqjup11ti. Rumphius,lierbar. Aniboinense, tom. ii. t:ib. 17; Roxburgh, 'l.'rans. Lrmd. Med. Bot. Soc. A. D. 18:29; Journ. of the Phil. Col. of
Plmrm. vol. i. p. 193. -..lleluleuca rni11or. De Cundolle. This is a small tree,
with an erect but crooked ste m, and scatte red branches, tbe slender twigs of
which droop lik e those of the weeping willow. 'The ba1·k is of a whitish-ash
colour, very thick, soft, spongy, a'ud lamellatcd, throwiag off its exterior layer
from time to time ia Hakes, like the birnb tree. 'l'he lea.vcs have short footstalks; are alternate, lan ceoht te, when young scriceous, when full grown smooth,
deep-green, three and fi,·e-nerved, slightly fa\ca.te, entire, from three to fiye
inches lon g, from one-half to three-quarters of an inch broad; and when bruised
exhale a, strong aromatic odour. The flow ers, which are small. 1 white, in odorous,
and i:;cssilc, are disposed in terminal and axillary downy ~p ikes, with solitary,
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la.uceolate, three-flowered bractes. Tbe filaments are three or four times longer
than the petals, and both are inserted in the rim of the calyx.
This species of 1\Ielaleuca. is a native of the l\Ioluccas, and other neighbouring
islands. The oil is obtained from the lca,·es by distillation. It is prepared
chiefly in Amboyna. and Bouro, and is exported from the East Indies in glass
bottles. The small proportion yielded by the leaves, and the extensive use made
of it in India, render it Yery costly.
•
Properlie.~ .
Cajeput oil is very fluid, transparent, of a fine green colour, a
lively and penetrating odour analogous to that of camphor and cardamom, and
a warm pun~ent taste. I t is very volatile and inflammable, burning without any
residue. The sp. gr., according to Dr. Thomson, varies from 0·914 to 0·9274.
Tbe oil is wholly soluble in ;i.lcohol. Wbcn it is distilled, a light colourless
liquid first comes over, and afterward s a green and denser one. The green colour
has been ascribed to a. salt of copper, derived from the vessels in which the distillation is performed; and Guibourt obtained two grains and a half of oxide of
copper from a pound of the commercial oil. But neither Brande nor Goortner
could detect copper in specimens which they examined; and M. Lesson, who
witnessed the process for preparing the oil at Bouro, attributes its colour to
chloropbylle, or some analogous principle, and states that it ir. rendered colourless by rectifica.tion . Guibourt, moreover, obtained a g reen oil by distilling the
leaves of a l\lelaleuca cultivated at Paris. A fair inference is that the oil of
cajeput is na turally green; but that, as found in commerce, it sometimes con tains copper, eith er accidentally present, or added with a view of imitating or
maintaining the fine colour of the oil. The proportion of copper, however, is
not so great as to interfere with the in ternal use of' the oi l; and the metal may
be readily separated by distillation with water, or agitation with a solution of
ferrocyanuret of potassium. (Guibonrt.)
'l'hc high price of cajcput oil bas led to lts occasional adulteration. The oil
of rosemary, or that of turpentine, impregnated with camphor and coloured
with the resin of milfoil, is sa id to be employed for the purpose. The best test,
according to Zeller, is iodine, which, after a moderately energetic reaction, with
little increase of temperature, and but a. !-i light development of orange vapours,
occasions immediate inspissation iuto a loose coagulurn, which soon becomes a
dry, greenish-brown, briulc mass.
Jl/edicat Properties aml Use~ . Thif-1 oil is l1ighly stimulant, producing when
swallowed a sense of heat, with an increased fulncss and frequency of pull:!e,
and excitin g in some instances profuse per!'=piration. It is much esteemed by the
Malays and other people of the .East, who consider it a uni,·ersal panacea. They
are said to en1pl0y it with great success in epilepsy and palsy. (.Ainslie.) The
complaints to which it ls best adapted are prob<ibly chronic rheumatism, and
i<pasmodic affections of the stomac'h and bowels, unconnected with inflammation.
It Las been extolled us a. remedy in spasmodic cholera, and has been used also as
a diffusible stimulant in low fevers. Diluted with an equal proportiC1u of olive
oil, it is applied externally to relieve gouty and rh eumatic pains. Like most
other highly stimulating esscutial oils, it relieves toothache, if introduced into
the hollow of the ca rious tooth. The dose is from one to five drops, giYcn in
emulsion, or upon a lump of suga r.
W.

OLEUM CINN AM0111I. U S., Dub.
Oil of Cinnamon.
The volatile oil of the bark of Cinnamomum Zeylanicum, and Cinnamomum
aromaticum. {] S. Of Cintrnmomum Zcylanicum. Dub.
Ojj: Sy11. ClNNA:lIOMI OLEU~I. CinnamomumZeylanicum. Oil distilled
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from the bark. Lend.; CINNAMOMI OLEUM. Volatile oil of the bark of
Cinoa.momum Zeylanicum. CASSli'E OJ.. EU.M. Volatile oil of the bark of Cin·
namomum Cassi.i. Bd.
Jluile de cnnnelle, Fr.: ZimmtOI, Germ.; Olio di cnnnella, Ital.; Aceyte de cnnnefo., Span.

Ree CINNAM03Jt;)L
~'he U. S. l'hannacopccia includes, under the name of Oil of Cinnamon, both
tbe oi l procured from the Ceylon cinnamon, and that from the Chinese cinnamon
or cassia. As these oils, though very different in price, and slightly in flavour,
have the same medical properties, are used for the same purposes, arc often sold
by the same name, and are not unfrcquently mixed together, there does not
seem to be suffic ient ground for maintaining any oflicinal distinction between
them. Nevertheless, the F.dinburgh College has given them distinct nameA,
designating the one as oil of cinnamon, and the other as oi l of cassia.
Oil of cimiamon of Ceylon is prepared in that island from the inferior kinds
of cinnamon, whicb arc of insufficient value to pay the export duty. Th e followin g account of the method of extraction is given by l\Iarshall. Th e bark,
having been coarsely powdered, is macerated for two days in sea-water, and then
submitted to distillation. A light and a heavy oil come over with the water,
the formel· of which separates in a few hours, and swims upon the surface, the
latter falls to the bottom of the rcceirnr, and continues to be deposited for ten
or twelve days. In future distillations, the saturated cinnamon water is em·
ployed in connexion witb sea-water to macerate the cinnamon. Eighty pounds
of the freshly prepared bark yield about two and a half ounces of the ligh t.er oil,
and five and a hnlf of the hea\"'ier. From the same quantity kept for several
years in store, about half an ounce Jess of each oil is obtained. 'fbe two kinds
are proba.bly united in the oil of commerce.
Rcceutly prepared oil of cinnamon is of a light-yellow colour, becoming deeper
by age, and ultimately reel . .Pereira states that theI..ondon druggists redistil the
red oil, and t hu s obtain two pale yellow oils, one lighter and the other heavier
than wa.ter, with a loss of about ten per cent. in the process. The oil has the
fhvour of cinnamon in a concentrated state. When applied undiluted to the
tongue, it is cxcessi,•cly hot and pungent. According to Dr. Duncan, it some.
timei; has a peppery taste, ascribable to an admixture of the leaves with the bark
in the preparation of the oil.
Chinese oil of cinnamon (oil of cassia) is imported from Canton and Singapore.
Like the former \"'ariety it is pale-yellow, becoming red with age. Its fbvour is
similar to that of the Ueylon oil, though inferior; and it commands a. much less
price. Zeller states that it is heavier, less liquid, :iud sooner rendered turbid
by a. reduction of temperature; thnt in the Ceylon oil iodine dissolves rapidly,
with a considerable increase of heat, and the production of a tough residue, like
extra ct; while in oil of cassia the reaction is slow, quiet, and with little heat, and
the rcEidue is soft or liquid. The following remarks npply to both oils.
Oil of cinnamon has the sp. gr. of about I ·035. Alcohol com pl etely dissohes
it; and, as it does not rise in any considerable quantity at the boiling tempera.
ture of that liquid, it may be obtained by forming n. tincture of cinnamon and
distilling off the menstruum. 'Vhcn exposed to the air, it absorbs oxygen, and
is said to be slowly converted into n. peculiar acid denominated cin.wnnic or cin·
ttamonic acid, two distinct resins, and water. Cim1mnic ctcid is colourless, crys.
talline, of a.sourish taste, volatilizable, slightly soluble in water, re;idily dissolved
by alcohol, and con,·ertible by nitric acid with heat ioto bcnzoic n.cid. It is
sometimes seen iu crystals in bottles of the oil which have been long kept. Like
bcnzoic acid, it is said when swallowed to occasion the elimin ation of hippuric
acid by urine. (Juurn. de Plirirm., 3e sir., iii. 64.) It may be obtained by dis.
tilling: the balsam of 'l'olu. Of the two resins, one is soluble both in hot and
cold alcohol; the other readily in the former, but sparingly in the latter. Oil
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of cinnamon is almost wholly converted by nitric acid, slowly added, into a crystalline mass, which is supposed to be a compound of the oil and acid. The researches of Dumas and J.>diaot ha\e led to the opiuion, that there exi~ts in the
oi l a compound radical, nam~d cinnample (C,8 ll7 0i), which unites with one eq.
of hydrogen to form oil of cinnamon, aud witb one of oxygen to form anhydrous
cinnamic acid . Cryi-tallized cinnamic acid contains, in addition, one eq. of water.
Oil of cinm1mon is said to be frequently adulterated with oil of cloves, wh ich,

accord ing to Ulex, cannot be detected by the smell or taste. When tbu~ sophist icated, it is stated, on the same authority, to evolve a very acrid Yapour when a
drop is heated on a watch-glass, to swC'll up and evolve red \'a pours if treate<l with
fuming nitric acid, to rCJU<lin liquid with concentrated caustic potassa, and to
assume an ind igo-blue colour when protocbloride of iron is added to its alcoholic
solution; none of which events happens when the oil is pure. (.Ardtiv. der
Plwrrn., Jun. 7, 1853.) It is snid also to be frequPntly adulterated witb alcohol
and fixed oil, for the mode of detect ing which, sec the general observations on
''olatilr oils (7Ja9e -191).
11/alical Properties and Uses. This oil has the cordial and carminatil'e proper·
ties of ci unamon, without its astringency; and is much employed as an aJjuwmt
to other medicines, the tast.e of which it corrects or conceals, wbile it concili:.1tes
the stomach. As a. powe rful local stimulant, it is sometimes prescribed in gas.
trodynia, fi<ttuleut colic, and languor from gastric debility. 'l'bc dose is one or
two drops, and may be most conveniently administered in the form of emulsion.
Mitscherlich found six drachrns to ki ll a moderate-sized dog in five hours, aud
two drachms in forty hou rs. I nflammation und corrosion of the gastric and
intestinal mucous membrane were observed after death.
o_p: PFPp. Aqua Cinnamomi j Essentia Cinmunomi; lUistura Spiritlls Vini
Gall ici; Spiritus Ammonioo Aromaticus; Spiritus Cinnamomi.

"r·

OLEUM L I MONIS. U.S.
Oil of Lemons.
The volatile oi1 of the rind of the fruit of Citrus I"'imonum. U.S.
Ofl:S!Jn. LIMON UM OLEU:M. Citrus Limonnm. Volatile oil expressed from
the riu<l of the fruit.. Lond. Volatile oil of tbe rind of the fruit of Citrus medica.
Ed.; CITRUS LIMONUM . 'l'he volatile oil. Dub.
lluile de citron, .fr.; CitronenJI, Gtrm.; Olio di limoue, Ital.; Aceyte de limon, Span.

See LDION.
The exte rior rind of the lemon abounds in an essential oil, which, as it is contained in distinct cel\ules, may be separated by simple expression. The rind is
first grated from the fruit, antl then submitteJ to pressure in a bag of fine cloth.
'l'Le oil thus obtained is allowed to stand till it becomes clear, when it is de.
canted, and prcscned in stopped bottles. Ily a similar process, the oil called
by the 11'rcnch }mile de cedrat is procured from the citron. (See Ole-urn Bergarnii
and Lim rm.) These oils may also be obtained by distillation; but thus procured,
though clea rer, and, in consequence of the absence of mucilage, less liable to
chunge on keeping, they have less of the peculiar flavour of the fruit.; au<l the
mode by expression is generally preferred. 'l'Ley are brought originally from
ltaly, Portugal, or the 8outh of l•'r:mce.
Pruperties. Oil of lemons is. a. very rnlatile fluid, ha.\'ing the odour of the fruit,
and a warm, pun:zent, aronrntlc taste. As ordinarily procured it is yellow, and
has tLe specific gravity 0·8517; but by distillation it. is rendered colourless, and,
if three-fifths only are distilled, its sp.gr. is reduced to Q·S.J.7, at 71° I?. It is
soluble in nil proportions in anhydrous alcohol. When pure, it rons ists exclu.
sively of carbon and hyd rogen, and is identici\I in composition with pure oil of
turpentine, or camphene; its formula being C10H 8 • In this state it is capable
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of ubsorbinrr almost half its weight of muriatic acid gas, by which it is converted
into a crys~.Jline substance, and a yellow oily fuming liquid. The crystalline
substance is analogous to the artificial camphor produced by ~he actio~ of muriatic acid upon oil of turpentine, and is a compound of the 011 and acid. The
oi l of lemous is said to consist of two isomeric oils.
It is often adulterated by the fixed oils und by alcohol. (Seepage497.) But
in this country the most frequent sophistication is with the oil of turpenti.ne,
which is difficult of detection from its similar composition and specific grav ity.
Perhaps the best means of ascertaining the presence of this oil is the terebinth inate smell produced when the adulterated oil is evaporated from heated pr1pcr.
Oil of lcwons, procured by expression, is apt to let fall a deposit, and to undergo
cliemic:1\ change. Mr. J. S. Cobb has found no method so effectual to obviate
this result, and a.t the same time to retain unimpaired the flavour of the oil, as
to shake it with a little Loilin~ water, and allow the mixture to stand. A mucilaginous matter separates and floats on the surface of the water, from which the
purified oil may be decanted. (Annals of Pharrn. , ii. 86.)
Med/cal Properties and lSes. Oil of lemons has the stimulant properties of the
aromatics; but is chiefly used to impart a pleasant flavou r to other 1ueJ.icines. It
has been commended as an application to the eye in certain cases of ophthalmia.
Off. Prep. I~iquor Potassm Citratis; Spiritus Ammoni~ll Aromaticus; Syrupus
Acidi Citrici ; 'froc bisci Acid i 'l'artarici; Ungucntum Veratri Albi.
W.

OLEUM LINI. U S.
Flaxseed Oil.
Tl1e oil of the seeds of J.,ioum usitatissimum. CS.
O.!T S!Jn. J..IN I O Ll~Ul\I . Linum usit:i t i ~simum. Oi l expressed from the
seeds. Loud., Ed. L l NUJI US1TATISSIMU3I. The Oil expressed from the
seeds. Dub .
.Linse<'doil; Huiledelin,Jl-.; LcinOI, Germ.; Olio di lino, Ital.; Accytedelinaza, Span.
Sec LINUM.
'l'his oil is obtained by expression from the seeds of L£num us1'tatissirnurn, or
common flax. In its preparation on a large scale, the seeds are usually roasted
before being pressed, in order to destroy the gummy matter contained in t heir
exterior coating. Tbe oi l is tbus obtained more free from mucilage, but more
highly-coloured and more acrid than that procured by cold exp ression. ] 1or medical use, therefore, it should be prepared without heat; and, as it is apt to become
rancid quickly on exposure to the air, it should be used as recently expressed
as possible. It may, however, be rcndere.d sweet again ?Y agitation with wa1~m
water, rest, and decantation. Flaxseed 011 bas a yellowJSL-b rowu colour, a disagreeable odour, and a nauseous somewhat acrid taste; is of the ~p. gr. 0·932; boi ls
at G00° J?.; does not congeal at zero; dissoh·cs in forty parts of cold and five of
boiling alcohol, and in one part and a half of ether ( CAristison's Di.~penMtforg);
and has the property of di·ying, or becoming soliJ. on exposure to the air. Its
acrimony is owing to tbc presence of a small proportion of an acrid oleo-resin.
Ou account of its drying property, it is highly useful in painting, and the forma·
tion of printers' ink .
.Alulica.L Propertie.~ and D'ses. It is laxative in the dose of a fl.uidounce; but
on account of its disagreeable taste is se!Jom gi\'Cn inter.nally. It has, however,
been bigbly recommended as a cure for piles iµ the dose of two ounces of the
fresh oil morning and cveni11g. It is sometimes added to purgative enema.ta;
but its most common application is externally to burns, usually in combination
with lime-water.
Ojj: Prep . Ccratum Resinre Compositum; Lioimentum Calcis.
W.
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OLEUM MORRIIUJE. U.S., Dub.
Cod-liver Oil.
A fixed oil obtained from the li\·er of Gad us 1'forrhua. U.S. l\forrhua vulgaris. The oil ob tained from the liver. Dub.
Oj'. S1pt. MORRIIU.E OLEU~l. Gadus Morrhua. The oil obtaioed from
the liver. Lond.
O!eum jecoris Ascl\i; Ifoile de morue, fi'r.: Stockfiscblebcrthmn, Germ.

GADUS. Ulass Pisces. Order J ugulares. Linn. i\lalacoptcrygii Subbracl1ia ti.
Forni(y Gadidre. Cuvier.
Gen. Ch. Recognised by the ventrals attached under the throat, and attenuated to a point.
Gad1ls Morrlrna. I,inn. Syst. Nat. ed. Gmelin, i. p. 1162; Cuvier, Reyne
Anirnale, ii. 212; Bloch . lclttliyologie, pl. lx:iv.-Alorrhua vulgaris. Storer.
S!pwps. of l"il'>ltes of .N. Am. p. 216. The com:mon cod is usually between two
and three feet long, with brown or yellowish spots on tbe back. 'J'be body is
moderately elougatcd and somew hat compressed, and covered with soft rather
small i::cales, of wbieh tbe head is destitute. Of the fins, which are soft, there
are three on the back, two anal, and a distinct ca.udal; and the fin under the
throa.t is narrow and pointed. The jaws are furnished with pointed irregular
teeth, in several ranks . 1'be gills a.re large with seven rays. This species of
cod inha bits the Northern Atlantic, and is especially abundaut on the banks of
Newfoundland, where it finds food adapted to its wants.
Besides the common cod, several other species of Gudus, frequenting the seas
of Northern Europe a.ad America, contribute to furnish tile cod-liver oil of com·
merce. Among these De Jongh mentions Garhls cullarias or dorsch (Aforrlwa
Americana. of Storer), G. ca1·bonariu.~ or <:oal:fi.~h, and G . poUachius or pollock,
as affording the oil on the coast of Norway; while, from information obtained
by Professor Procter, there is reason to believe that, on our own coast, in addition
to the pollock nbove mentioned, it is obtained also from the hake ( G. merluccius)
a.nd the harl</t;cl.:. (G . .LEylijinus).
Preparation. Fisbenncn ba,·e long been in the habit of collecting this oil,
which is largely consumed in the arts, particularly in the preparation of lent her.
Upon the coasts of Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and New England, the boats
which fish near the shore, being small, soon obtain a load, and running in to
land, deliver their cargoes to persons whose business it is to cleanse and salt the
fish. '.1.1he oil is prepared either in the huts of the foshcrmcn, or more largely at
establishments to which the livers arc conveyed in quantities. 'l'hese are put
into a. boiler with water, and heated until they are broken up in to a pultaceous
mass, which is thrown upon a strainer covering the top of a cask or tub. The
liquid portion passes, and upon standing separates into two parts, the oil rising
to the surface of the water. rrhe oil is then drawn off, and, havin g been again
strained, is prepared for the market. Another and improved method, which has
come into use since the extensive employment of the oil a~ a mcdiciae, is to hca.t
the livers iu a. lar~e tin vessel by means of steam externally applied. The pultaceous mass resulting is drained as before mentioned; the livers themseh·es
containing, besides oil, a considerable portion of watery fluid, which passes off
with it in tbe form of emulsion, and separates on standing. 'fhc oil thus procured is called shore oil, and is the purest kind. The crews of the larger boats,
which fish upon the banks far ~rom land, clen.nse the fish on board, and throwing
the offal into the sea, put the livers inlo barrels or other receptacles, where they
uudcrgo a gradual putrefactive decomposition, the oil rising to the surface as it
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escapes from the disintegrating tissue. The oil w~ich ~rst rises, before putre¥
faction has very decidedly commenced, approaches rn purity to the shore oil, but
is somewhat darker and less sweet. This is sometimes drawn off, constituting
the .~traits oil of the fishermen . The remaining mass, or the whole, if the portion
which first rises be not separated, remains exposed a variable length of time to
the heat of the sun, undergoing putrefaction, until the boat, ha.ving completed
her cargo, returns to port. The contents of the casks are then put into boilers,
heated with waler, and treated as already described. Before being finally put
into barrel!'!, the oil is heated to expel all its water. Thus prepared, it is denominated /Jonl.:s oil, :rnd is of the darkest colour, and most offensi\'e to the taste and
smell. l\lucb of tLe oil prepared by the fisherman is collected by the wbolcsale
dealers, who keep it in very large reservoirs of masonry in their cella rs, where
it becomes clarified by repose, and is pumped into barrels as wanted for sale. By
.tbe further exposure, however, which it tbus undergoes, it acquires a still more
offensive odour ; while th:1t which has been orignally introduced into barrel~, and
thus kept excludecl from the air, is better preserved. The above facts in relation
to the collection of cod.liver oil have been mainly Jerived from a very interesting
paper by l'rofessor Procter in the Am.. Jour11. of Plwrni. (xxiii. 97). To the
same journal (xxvi. 1) the reader is referred for an acrount h.v Dr. E. I-I: Itobin soo, of Nova Scotia, of the method in which the oil is prepared by the fishermen
of that Province.
•
The oil is sometimes procured by expression. Mr. Donovan recommends the
following plan, which affords a very fine oi l. Tbe livers, perfectly sound and
fresh, are to be pluced in a clean iron pot over a slow fire, and stirred until they
assurne the condition of a pulp, care being taken that tbe mass be not heated
beyond 192° . 'Vhen this temperature is attained, the pot is to be removed
from the fire, and its coutents introduced into a canvas bag, through which
w:lter and oil will flow into a vessel beneath. After twenty.four hours, the oil
is to be decanted and filtered through paper. In this state it is pale.yellow, with
little odour, and a Lbnd not disagreeable taste.
Properties. Three varieties of cod.liver oil are known in t.he market, the
tDhite or pale·!Jeltow, the brownish·,yel{ow, and t he d01·k.brown, corresponding to
the three commercial varieties already alluded to. These differ in no essential
character, but simply from the mode of preparation i the pale being prepared
from fresh sweet livers, the dark.brown from Jiyers in a state of putrefaction,
and tlie brownish.yellow from those in an intermediate state; and the three
varieties run to~cther by insensible shades. 'I1he colour of the pale is from the
sligbtcst tint. of transparent yellow, to a fine golden yellow, that of the lightbrown w~ry similar to the colour of l\lalaga. wine, that of the dark.brown what
its name implies, with opacity in mass, but transparency in thin layers. 1'hey
are of the usual co n ~istence of lam p-oil, and have a peculiar odour and taste by
which they may be distinguished from all other oils. This smell and taste are
familinr to most persons, being ''cry similar to those of shoe.leather, at least as
prepared in tliis country, where the curriers make great use of the cod.liver oil.
'Ve regard these sensible pr0perties as the n10st certain test of the genuineness
of the oil. They arc much less distinguishable in the pale than in the darkbrown var ieties, but we have met with no specimen which did not possess them
in some degree. Jn the purest they arc scarce ly repulsive, in the dark-brown
they are ''ery much so. When a. decided smell of ordinary fish-oil is perceived,
the medicine may always be suspected. It is quite distinct from that peculiar
to the cod-liver oil. The taste of all the var ieties is mo re or less acrid, and in
the most impure is bitterish and somewhat empyreumutie. The sp. gr. at 72°
11'., as ascertained b_y Prof. Procter, \'aried from 0·915 to 0·9195; the first being
that of the !take oil, the second tLat of the haddock, while the sp. gr. of the
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purest oil from the common cod was 0·917. De Jongh found the sp. gr., at
63° F., of the pale 0·923, of the light-brown 0·92-l, of the dark-brown 0·929.
l?rom au analysis of the oil by De Jongb, it appears to consist of a peculiar
substance named gaduin; oleic and margaric acids with glycerin; butyric and
acetic acids; \·arious: biliary principles, as felliuic, cholic, and bilifellinic a(;ids,
and bilifulvin; a peculiar substance soluble in alcohol; a peculiar substance
insoluLle in water, alcohol, or ether; iodine, chlorine, and traces of bromine;
phosphoric and sulphuric acids, phosphorus, lime, magnesia, soda, and iron.
'l'hcse were found in all the varieties, though not in equal proportion in all i yet
it is qujte uncertain whether the difference had any relation to their degree of
efficacy. Gaduin is obtained by saponifyiug the oil with sorla, decomposing the
soap by acetate of lead, and treating the re5ulting lead soap with ether, which
dissolYes the olcate of lead and gaduin, leaving the margarate of lead behind.
'l'he ethereal solution, whic:;h is dark-brown, is decomposed by sulphuric acid,·
which liberates the brown oleic acid. This owes its colour to gaduin, to separate
which soda is added in excess; the resulting oleate of soda, which is insoluble
in an excess of the alkali, is dissohed in alcohol; and the alcohol ic solution is
cooled below 32°, by which means the oleate of soda is separated, the gnduin
remaining in solution. This is precipitated from its solution by the addition of
sulpliuric acid. Gaduin is a dark-brown substance, brittle and pulverizable
when dry, without odour or taste, quite insoluble in water, and in great measure
soluble in ether and alcoliol. It is insoluble in nitric and muriatic acids, but is
dissolved by sulphuric acid, giving a blood-red colour to the solution, from which
it is precipitated by water ant.I the alkalies. It is soluble in alkaline solutions.
Chlorine decolorizes it. Its formula. is C85 Hir,Ou· Gaduin itself is yellow, but
becomes brown by exposure to the air. It has not been ascertained to be in
any degree connected with the virtues of the oil. It is not improbable that the
biliai·y principles assqciatcd with the oil are concerned in its peculiar influences;
as it is by their presence mainly that this differs from other oils. It has been
thought that gaduin itself is of biliary origin. Winckler has inferred from his
researches that cod-liver oil is au organic whole, differing from all other fixed
oils. Thus, it yields no glycerin upon saponificatiou, but, in place of it a pecu·
liar body which he denominates oxide of propyle. 'l'be fatty ncids generated are
the olcic and margaric. By reaction with ammonia in distilbtion, the oil yields
a peculiar volatile alkali, called prop!Jlamin, which has a i.trong pungent odour,
recalling thnt, of herring-pickle, of wliich the same alkali is an ingredient. No
othC'r officinal fatty oil _yields a. similar produet. (See Am. Journ. of Plwrm.,
xxiv . 343.) Some Lave been dii>posed to ascribe the virtues of the oil to its
iodine and bromine; but these are iu too small proportion for much effect, and the
oil has produced results which have never been obtained from iodine and bromine
themselves. The presence of iodine cannot be detected Ly the usual tei;ts. It is
necessary to convert the oil into a soap, and to carbonize this before it will give
eviJence of iodine. '.l'bc proportion never exceeds 0·05 per cent. or 1 part in
2000. The oil is capable of dissolving a hrger proportion; and, if any specimen
contain more, there is reason to i::upposc that it has been fraudulently added.
J.'esls of Purity. In consequence of the great demand for this oil it has not
unfrequently been adulterated with other fixed oils, and occasioually others have
been fraudulently substituted for it. The importance, therefore, is obvious of
ascertaining some mode of testing its purity and genuineness. There is reason to
believe that all the oils from the livers of th~ Gadidre have analogous properties.
'llhey have been indiscriminately used; and upon the results of their employment is based, in pnrt, the present reputation of the medicine. They may, therefore, be considered as in fact one oil 1 so far as their medicinal use is concerned.
Unfortunately chcmist1·y has yet discovered no perfectly reliable test. The
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furthest that it has yet gone is to point out certain reactions which may be considered as evidences of the presence of biliary principles in the oi l, thus indicating its hepatic origin. Among these probably the most characteristic is that
of sulphuric acid, a drop of which, added to fresh cod-liv er oil 1 causes a fine
violet colour, soon passing into yellowish or brownish-red. Sometimes, instead
of assuming the violet hue, the colour immediately becomes a clear red, or dark
brownish-red. 'l'bis is said to be especially the case with t.hose specimens of the
oil which have been prepared by boiling the livers with water. Strong nitric
acid produces instantly, when agitated with the oil, a pinkish colour 1 which soon
becomes brown. According to Winckler, the oil should afford the smell of herringpickle when heated with potassa, lime, and muriate of ammonia. But the most
reliable tests are tbe sensible properties of odour and taste. If there be none
of the peculiar shoe.leather smell and taste, or if a strong lamp-oil o9our is perceptible, the oil may be suspected. Little of importance can be inferred from
the colour. Some have been disposed to prefer the dark offensive oil; but our
own experience accords with that of those who have found the pale or lighthrown equally efficient; and for facility of administration and acceptability to
the stomach the latter is greatly preferable.
It is important that the oil should be secluded from the air, which effects a
gradual change, no doubt impairi11g its efficiency. Hence, the nssds containing
it should be full; and apothecaries ought to keep it in bottles well stopped, holding about the quantity generally wanted for use at one time .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Cod-l iver oil has been long popularly employed
in Northe rn ]!;urope in rheumatic and strumous diseases. It was first brought
to the notice of the profession generally by German practitioners, aud had
acquired great reputation on the continent before it was used to any extent in
Great Britain. At i\Ianchester, in England, it was employed by tbe medical
profession in the treatment of cbrouie rheumatism and gout, as early as 1766.
But it was not until the appearance of the treatise of Professor Bennet, of Edinburgh, in 1841, that it came into general notice in Great. Britain and the United
States. It is at present one of the mo:.t esteemed remeJies in the catalogue
of the Materia Mediea. The disea:;:e~ in which it bas proved most efficient :ire
chronic rheumatism and gout, and t he Yarious morbid affections conn ected with a
scrofulous diathesis, such as external glandular scrofula, diseases of th e joints
and spine, carious ulcers, tabcs mescnteric:i, rickets, and phtbisis. I t has been
found useful also in chronic cutaneous eruptions, lupus, ul cers of the mouth, some
varieties of palsy, chronic pectornl complaints not tuberculous, obstinate constipation, intestinal worms, and incootinence of urine; and may be empl oyed with
the hope of good in all chronic cases in whieh tbe disease appeal;$ to con::;ist
mainly in impaired digestion, assimilation, and nutrition. In another publication,
one of lhe authors has stated that he bad employed the oil occasionally in phthisis,
Lut with no other observable effect than to nauseate the stomach . This unf:n'Ourable experience was owing to a too hasty abandonment of the medicine,
after a trial in each case of only two or three weeks. His opinion of its virtues
haA since cbanged; and he is now prepared to say that it has far exceeded in
efficacy, in his hands, any other remedy or combination of remedies that he has
hitherto employed in phthisis. It is uccessary, howc\'er, to persevere for four
or six weeks before looking for any decidedly favourable result, though the
change docs often begin earlier. In most cases remarkable temporary relief is
afforded; in many, the disease is favourably modified, and its fatal termination
postponed; and iu some, cures appear to ba.ve been effected. Time, however, is
yet wanted fully to determine its merits.
As to its mode of action, there b:\s been much difference of opinion. Some
consider it merely as a nutritiye agent, having the advantage over other oleagi-
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nous substances of a readier entrance into the system, and more easy assimilation.
]~ut we cannot agree with this opinion. Other oleaginous substances, certainly
not less nutritious, have not been equally efficient, though taken in much larger
quantities. If this be the true explanation, persons living chiefly on milk which
abounds in oil, or on fat pork, ought to show a special exemption from scrofulous
complaints. 'l'be probability appears to us to be that, in consequence of some
peculiar principle or principles it contains, it exercises 3 stimulant and altcrative
impression on the processes of assimilation and nutrition; thereby causing the
production of healthy tissue, instead of that abortive material whid1 is deposited
by the blood-vessels in scrofula and phthisis. With our views of tbe modus
operandi of cod-liver oil, it would of course be contra-indicated in all cases where
there is existing plethora, or a strong tendency to it. The medicine bas been
accused of having occa5ionaily produced serious congestion of the lungs.
'l'he dose is a tablespoonful tbree or four times a day for adults, a teaspoonful
repeated as frec1ucntly for children, which may be gradually increased as tbe stomach will permit, and continued for a long time. It may be taken alone, or
mixed with some vehicle calculated to conceal its taste, and obviate nauseating
effects. For this purpose recourse may be had to any of the aromatic waters, to
the arom<itic tinctures, as the tincture of orange peel, diluted with water, or to a
bitter inful:iion, as that of quassia. It may be giYen floating on the vehicle, or
mixed with it by means of gum and sugar, iu the form of an emulsion. Perhaps
the best vehicle, when not contra-indicated, is the froth of porter. Let a tablc~poonful of porter be put into the bottom of a glass, upon the surface of this the oil,
and over all some of the froth of the porter. It i::; recommended to chew a small
piece of orange-peel before and after taking the medic:iue. The oil is sometimes
applied externally by friction, and, in cases of ascarides or lumbricoides, is injected into the rectum. It. has been recommended locally in chronic articular
:.dfcc:tions, paralysis, various chronic cutaneous eruptions, and opacity of the
cornea, after the subsidence of inflammation. In the last-llleotioned :-iffection,
one or two drops of the oil arc applied by means of a pencil to the cornea, and
diluted, if found too :::;timulating, with olive or almond oil. It is said, when long
used internally, to occasion sometimes an exanthewatous or eczematous erup~
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OLEUM MYRISTIC.LE. U. S., Dub.
Oil of Nttlmeg.
The vola.tile oil of the kernels of the fruit of Myristica moschata. l!. S.
the seeds or fruit. Dub.

Off. SJJn.

~JYRISTIC.1E

OJ,EUM.
fruit of Myristicaoflic:inahs. E,l.
See )JYR!STICA.

From

Volatile oil from the kernels of the

This oil is obtained from powdered nutmegs by distillation with water. It is
colourless or of a pale straw colour, limpid, lighter than water, soluble in alcoh11l
and ether, with a pungent spie:y taste, and a stroug smell of nutmeg . It consist.a
of two oils, which may be separated by agitation with water, one rising to the sur*
face, the other sinking to the bottom. Upon standing it deposits a crystalline
stearoptcne, which is called by John rnyri1Jtidn. 'l'he oil may be u~ed for the
same purposes as nutmeg, in the dose of two or three drops; but is uot often

employed.

OJ: Prep. Spiritus Ammonioo Aromaticus.

W.
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OLEUM OLIY lE. U. 8., Dub.
Olive Oil.
The oil of the fruit of Olea Europrea. i~ S. Oil obtained from the pericarp.
Dul.J.
Off. Syn. OLIY JE OLEU~I. Olea Europrea. Oil expressed from the fruit.

Lo;~~~ile~~Ji~~~s~'~..~gli~·~!~l~ g~;;~rbiio~~ile olive, Ital.; Aceyte de olivas, Span.
OcEA. Sex. S'.vst. Diandria. Monogynia. -Nat. Ord. Oleacere.

Gen. Ch. Corolla four-cleft, with subovate segments. Drupe one-seeded.
Wi/ld.
Olea Europ<ra. Willd. Sp. Plcrnt. i. 44; Woodv. ~Afed. Bot. p. 280 1 t. 98.
This ~aluable tree is usually from fifteen to twcnt. feet in height, though it
sometimes attains a much gn:ater size, particu larly m Greece and tlie Ltwant.
It has a solid, erect, unequal stem, with numerous straight branches, covered
with a grayish bark. 'fhe leaves, which stand opposite to each other on short
footstalh, are e\•erµ::rccu, firm, lanceolate, entire, two or three jnches .in length,
with the edges somewhat reverted, smooth and of a dull-green colour on their
upper surface, whitish and almost silvery beneath. The flowers are small, whitish,
and disposed in opposite axillary clusters, which are about half as long as the
leaves, itnd accompanied with small, obtuse, hoary bractcs. 1'be fruit or olive
is a smooth, oval drupe, of a greenish, whitish, or violet colour, with a fleshy
pericarp, and a very hard nut of a similar shape. Clusters of flowers containing
not less than thirty yield only two or three ripe olives.
'fhe olive tree, though bclieve<l by some to have been originally from the J.Jevant, flourishes at present in all the countries bordering on the ,;\lediterranean,
and has been cultivated from time immemorial in Spaio, the South of France,
and Italy. It begins to bear fruit afrer the second year, is in full benring at six
years, and continues to flourish for a century. There are sercral varieties, distinguished by the form of the !cares, and the shape, colour, and size of the fruit.
The variety lonyifolia of Willdenow is said to be chiefly cultivated in Italy and
the South of France, and the lal1/utia in Spain. The latter bears much larger
fruit than the former; but the oil is less esteemed.
'l'he leaves and bark of the oli ve t ree have an acrid and bitterish taste, and
have been employed as substitutes for cinchona, though with no great succe~s.
In hot countries, a substance resembling the gum-resins exudes spontaneously
from the bark. It was thought by the ancients to possess useful medi ci nal properties, hut is not now employed. Analyzed by Pelletier, it was found to con tain resin, a little benzoic acid, and a peculiar principle analogous to gum, which
has received tbe name of olivile. But the fruit is by far the most useful product
of the tree. In the unripe state it is hard and insupportably acrid; but, when
macerated in water or an alkaline solution, and afterwards introduced into a.
solution of common salt, it loses these properties, and becomes a pleasant and
highly esteemed article of diet. Tlie pericarp, or fleshy part of the ripe ol ive,
abounds in a fixed oil, which constitutes it.s grea.test value, an<l for wbich the
tree is chiefly cultivated io the South of Ellrope. The oil is obtained by first
bruisillg the olives in a mill, and then submitting them to pressme. The product varies much, according to the stute of the fruit, and the circumstances of
the process. The best oil, called vi1·gin oil, is obtained from the fruit picked
before perfect maturity, and immediately pressed. It is distinguished by its
grecui ~ h hue. The common oil used for culinary purposes, and in the manufacture of the finest soaps, is procured fr om very ripe olives, or from the pulp
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of those which have yielded the >irgin oil. In the latter rase, the pulp is thrown
into boiling water, and the oil remo\·erl as lt rises. An inferior kind, employed
in the urts, especially in the prcpara.tiou of the coarser soaps, plasters, ttuguents,
&c., is afforded by fruit which has been thrown into heap;i, anJ allowed to ferment fo r several days, or by the mare left after tbe exp ression of the finer kinds

of oil, broken up, exposed to the ferme nting process, and again in troduced into
the press.
Olive oil is imported in glass bottles, or in flasks surroun ded by a kind of network made of g rass, and usually called l\lorence Basks. Tb e best comes from
the South of lfrance, where most r:-ire is exe rcised in the selection of t.he fruit.
Propaties. The pure oil is an unctuous liquid , of a pale-yellow or g reeni1<hyellow colour, with sca rcely any smell , and a. bland, slightly sweetish taste. Its
sp. g r. is 0·9153. It is soluble in twice its volume of ether, but is only partially soluble in alcohol, at least unless this liquid be ia very large proportion.
It begins to congeal at 38° fl'. At a freezing temperature a part of it becomes
solid, and the remainder, retaining the liquid consistence, may be sepa rat ed by
pressure, or by the agency of colt!. alcohol, which di ssoh·cs it. 'l'h e concrete
portion ba s been found by )11\1. Pelouze and Boudet to be a definite compound
of marg:uin and olein; the liquid portion is un co mbi ned olei n. According to
Braeonnot, the oil contains 72 per cent of olein, and 28 of marp;ari n. Olive oi l
is solidified by nitrous acid and by nitrate of mercury, and converted into apeculiar fatty substa nce, which has receired the name of ela'idin. Th e olein of all
oils wllicb have not the drying property undergoes the sa me change, when acted
on by nitrous acid; and the sin gu lar fact is stated by :riDI. Pclouze and B ouclet,
tbat the margarin of oli rn oil, co mbin ed as it is with olei u, is converted by that
acid into elaidin, while t he sa me principle, in a. state of purity, is not aftf!cted
by it. (Joun1 . de Pliann., xs.iv. 39 1.)
Olive oi l, when exposed to the air, is apt to become ran cid, acquiring a disagreeable smell, a. sharp taste, a thi cker consistence, and a deeper colou r; and
the cha nge is promoted by heat. It is frequently adulterated with the cheaper
fixed oils, especially with that of poppies; bu t the adulteration may be ea~ily
detected by reduciug the temperature to the freezing point. As ot her oils are
less readily congealed than the olive oil, the degree of its purity will be indicated
by the degree of concretion. Another mode has been indicated by i'I. Poulet,
fouudecl on the property possessed by the supernitrate of mercury of sol idi fying
the oil of olives, without a similar influence upon ot her oil s. Six parts of mercury are dissolved at a low temperature in seve n and a half pnrts of nitric acid
of the sp. gr. 1 ·35 i and this solution is mixed with the suspected oil in the proportion of one part to twelve, tbe mixture being occasionally shak en. If the
oi l is pure, it is converted after some hou rs into a yellow solid mas~; if it con~
t ains a minute proportion, even so small as a twentieth of poppy oil, the resulting mass is much less firm i and a tenth fJTe>ents a greater degree of consistence
than oils usually acquire when they concrete by cold. :JI. Gobel bas invented
au in strum ent which he calls the ehiomctcr, by which the smnllcst quantity of
poppy oil can be detected. (See Am. Journ. of Plwnn., xv i. 24.) ~\J. Diesel states
that pure oliYe oil is coloured green by com mon nitric acid i whereas, if mixed
with ra pe oil, it is rendered of a ye ll owii;;h-gray colour. (Arch. der Pluirm.,
xlvi. 287.) According to M. Behrens, whose statement is confirmed by :)l;\1.
Guibourt and Reveil, t he presence of oil of scsamum is known by t he benutifol
deep-green colour immediatel y produced, when the suspected oil is added, iu
equal weight, to a mixture composed of equal pnrts of i::ulph uri e and nitric acids;
which acids cause with the pure oil, at first, a. bright-yellow colour. (Journ. de
Pharm., 3e sb-., xxiv. 351.) Imm ense quantities of lard oil :H"C said to be exported from this country to France, and employed in the adu lt eration of olin
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oil. The reaction with nitric acid would probaby ~erve to detect this adulteration, which, however, in a pharmaceutical point of view, is of little inconvenience.
Medical Prope1·ties ancl Cses. Ol_ive oil is nutritious and mild!~, laxative, and
is occa~ionally given in cases of irritable intestines, when the patwnt objects to
more di5tagrccnble medicines. Taken into the stomac::h in larp:e quantities, it
se rves to invnlve a<:rid and poisonous substances, and mitigate their action. It
bas also been recommended as a remedy for worms, and is a very common ingredient in laxative en<>mata. Externally :ipplieU, it is useful in relaxing Lbe
skin, and sheathing irritated surfaces from the action of the air; anJ. is much
emp loyed as a vehicle or diluent of more active r-:ubstances. In the countr ies
Lordering on the l\lediterrunean, it is thoughti when f.mcared Cl\'er the ski n, to
afford some protretion against the plague; and applieJ warm, by means of fric.
tion over the surface, is said to be useful as a. remedy in the early stages of that
complaint. l3ut the most extensive me of oli" e oil is in pbarma<:yi as a eonsti·
tuent of linim euts, ointments, cerates, aml plasters.
The dose as a laxative is from one to two fluidounces.
Ojj: Prep. Enema Catharti cum.
W.

OLEUM RICINI. U.S., Dab.
Castor Oil.
Tbe oil of the seeds of Rici nus cnmmun is. U.S., Dnb.
Off. Syn. H.JUIN[ OLEU.\J. Rici11us cnmmunis. Oil obtained from the seeds
by heat or pressure. Lond. Exprer-:.o;:ed oil of the seeds. Ed.
Jlui lc de ricin, Fr.; Ricinui:Ol, (/erm; Olio di ricino, Ital.; Aceyte de 1·icino, Span

Sex. S!Jsl. :Horn.cc:ia l\lonndclphia.-Nat. Orel. Euphorbi:icere.
Gm. Ult. )lALE. Uul!JX fire-parted. l'urolln none. Stomf'11s numerous. FF.·
J\BLF;. l'ol!J..c three-p<1rted. Uorolht none. Styles thrPe, bificl. Copsules three·
ce ll ed. Seed one. IVilld.
Richws comm1mis. Willd. Sp. Phrnt. iv. 564 ; "Woodv . .lfed. Bot. p. G2-l,
t. 22 l. 'The castor oil plant, or palma Cltr/sti, attains in the East Indies nnd
Africa the chu racter ofa tree, and rises sorncti mc5 tbirtyor forty feet in height.
ln the temperate latitudes of Xorth America and Europe it is 11n annual plant;
though it i!i stated by M. Achille llichard that, iu the So uth of France, in the
vicinity of Nice 1 ou the seacoast, he saw a small wood consistiug entirely of tliis
species of Hicinus. 'J'be following description applies to the plant as cultivated
iu cool latitudes. The stem is of vigorous growth, erecr, round, hollow, ~moot h,
glaucous, somewhat purvlish towards the top, branching, and frnm three to eight
feet or more iu height. 'l'he leaves nre alteruate, peltate or supported upon
footstalks inserted iutu their lower disk, palmate with seven or nine pointed ser·
rate lobes, sruooth on both sides, and of a bluish-green culou r. The flowers arc
monrecious, stand upon juiuted peduncles, and forw a pyramida.l terminal raceme,
of which the lower portion is oc-cupie<l by the m<de flowers, the upper by the
female. Both are destitute of corolla. In the male flowers the calyx is di\'iclcd
into fi\'e O\'a.I, conca\'e, pointed, reflected, purplish ~egments; and encloses numerous stamens, which are united into fosciculi at their base. In the female the
ca lyx bas three or five narrow lanceobte segments; and the ovary, which is
rounJisb anJ t.brec-sitlcd, supports three linear, reddish stigmas, forked at their
apex. 'l'he fruit is a rounJisb glaucous capsule, with three projecting sides,
co,·cred witb tough spines, and diviJed int o three cells, each contain in g one
seed, whicb is expelled by the bur~ting of the capsule.
'!'Lis r.:.pecics of H.icinus is a nati\'e of the East lnllics nnd Northern Africa,
has become nilturalized in the West Indies, n.ud is culti\'atcJ in various parts of
lt1CJNUS.
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the world, in no country perhaps more largely than in the United States. New
Jersey, Virginia, No1th Carolina, and the States upon the right bank of the
Ohio, are the sections in which it is most abundant. 'l'Le flowers appear in
July, and the seeds ripen successively in August and September. A decoction
of the leaves is said to be employed effectively, in the Cape Verde Islands, as a
local application to the breast, for the purpose of promoting lactation. The
officinal part is the fixed oil extracted from the seeds.
1. THE Sr:EDS. These are about as large as a small bean, oval, compressed,
obtuse at the extremities, very smooth and shining, and of a grnyish or ash
colour, marbled with reddish-brown spots and veins. At one end of the seed is
a small yellowish tubercle, from which an obscure longitudinal ridge proceeds
to the opposite extremit.y, dividing the side upon which it is situated into two
flattish surfaces. In its general appearance the seed is thought to resemble the
insect called the tick, the La.tin name of which has been adopted as the generic
title of the plant. Its variegated colour depends upon a very thin pelliele,
closely investing a hard, bl'ittlc, blackish, tasteless, easily scpnrablc shell, within
which is the kernel, highly olenginous, of a white colour, and n sweetish taste
succeeded by a slight degree of acrimony. The seeds easily become rancid, and
are tben unfit for the extraction of the oil, which is acrid and irritating. In
100 parts of the seeds Geiger found, exclusive of moisture, 23·8:} parts of CD·
velope, and 6!J·O!J of kernel. These 69·09 parts contained 46·19 of fixed oil,
2·±0 of gum, 20·00 of starch and lignin, and Q·f>O of. albumen.
Taken internally the seeds arc powerfully cathartic, and often emetic. Two
or three are sufficient to purge, and seven or eight act with great violence. This
property depeuJs upon an acritl principle, which has by some been thought to
exist exdusively in the int.eguments, by others in the embryo. But it is now
satisfactorily ascertained that. the integuments arc inert; and Guibourt maintains that the principle alluded to pervades the whole kernel, in connexion with
the oil. This principle is considered by sonrn as volatile, and is said to be dissipated by the heat of boiliug water. According to l\Dl. Soubeiran anJ :t\lialhe,
it is ofa. resinous character. (Jo1mi. dePltm·m.,3e sb-. 1 '\"i. 225.) )l. Calloud 1
however, considers it neither oily nor resinous; having found the residue of the
seeds, after expression of the oil, and treatment with pure alcohol, to he power·
fully emetic in the quantity of thirty grains, taken in two doses. (Ibid., xiv. l!JO.)
)I. Parola. states that ether also is incapable of extracting the acrid emetic principle from the seeds. At a. temperature much a.hove 212° the oil itself becomes
altered, and acquires acrid properties.
2. TnE O t t. This may be extracted from the seeds in three ways; 1. by
decoction, 2. by expression, and 3. by the agency of alcohol.
The process by decoction, which has been practised in the Ea.st and West
Indies, consists in bruising the seeds, pre, iously deprived of their husk, and
then boili11g them in water. Tbe oil, rising to the surface, is skimmed or strained ·
off, and afterwards again boiled with a small quantity of water to dissipate the
acrid principle. To increase the product it is said that the seeds are sometimes
roasted. 'l'he oil is thus rendered brownish and acrid; and the same result
takes place in the second boiling, if cnre is not taken to suspend the process
soon after the water has been evapornted. Hence it happens that the West India
oil has generally a brownish colour, an acrid tnste, and irritating properties.
The oil is obtained, in this country, by expression. The following, as we have
been informed, nre the outlines of the process usually employed by those who
prepare it on a large scale. 'l'bc seeds, ha>ing been thoroughly cleansed from
the dust and frngrucnts of the cap•rnles with which they are mixed, arc conveyed
into a shallow iron reservoir, where they are submitted to a gentle heat insufficient
to scorch or decompose them, nod not greater than ran be readily borne by the
1
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hand. 'J.1lrn object of this step is to render the oil sufficiently liquiJ for easy
expressioll. The seeds are then introduced into a powerful screw press. A
whitish oily liquid is thus obtained, which is transferred to clean iron boilers, sup~
plied with a considerable quantity of water. The mixture is boiled for some
time, and, the impurities being skimmed off as they rise to the surface, n. clear
oil is at length left upon the top of the water, the mucilage and starch having
been dissolved by this liquid, and the albumen coagulated by the heat. The
latter ingredient forms a whitish layer between the oil and the water. The clear
oil is now carefully removed; and the process is completed by boiling it with a
minute proportion of water, and continuing the application of heat till aqueous
vapour ceases to rise, and till a small portion of the liquid, taken out in a \•ial,
preserves a perfect transparency when it cools. The effect of this last operation
is. to clarify the oil, and to render it less irritating by chiving off the acrid Yolatile
matter. But much care is requisite not to push the heat too far, as the oil then
acquires a brownish hue, and an acrid peppery taste. After the completion of
the proces::, the oil is put into banel.-:i, and thus sent into the market. 11hcre is
reason, howe,·er, to believe that much of the American oil is prepared by merely
allowing it to stand for some time after expression, and then drawing off the
supernatant liquiJ.. One bushel of good seedl:i yields five or six quarts, or about
twenty.five per cent. of the best oil. If not very carefully prepared, it is apt to
deposit a sediment upon standing; and the apothecary often finds it aecessary to
filter it through coarse paper before dispensing it. Perhaps this m::iy be owing to
the plan just alluded to of purifying tl.ie oil by rest and decantation.* We have
been told that the oil in barrels occasionally deposits a copious whitidh sediment
in cold weather, which it redissoh•cs when the tcmper:tture rises. A large proportion of the drug consumed in the e-astcrn section of the Union is deriYed, by
way of New Orleans, from Illinois and the neighbouring Stutes, where it is so
abundant that it has sometimes been used for burning in lamps.
The proce.\ls for obtaining castor oil by means of alcohol has been practised in
li'rance i but the product is said to become rauciJ. more speedily than that procured in the ordinary mode. Such a prep:iration has been employed in Italy, and
is asserted to be less disagreeable to the taste, and more cffccti\·e than the common
oil oLtaincd by expression. According to l\I. Parola, an ell1ero-alcoholic extract,
and an ethereal or alcoholic tincture of the seeds, operate ln much smaller doses
than the oil, and with less disposition to irritate the bowels or to cause vomiting.
(Sec Am. Joum. of 11/ecl. Sci., N. S., xiii. 1-!3.)
P1·fJperties. Pure castor oil is a thick, viscid, colourless liquid, with little or no
odour, and a mild though somewhat nauseous taste, followed by a slight sense of
acrimony. As found in the shops it is often tinged with yellow, and has an
unpleasant smell i and parcels arc sometimes though rarely met with, of n. brownish
colour, and hot acrid taste. It does not rca~ily congeal by cold. When exposed
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to the air it slowly thickens, without becoming opaque, and it ranks among the
drying oils. It is heavier thau most of the other fixed oils, from which it differs
also in being soluble in all proportions in cold absolute alcohol. Weaker alco.

ho!, of the sp. gr. 0·8425, takes up about three.fifths of its weight.

It has

been supposed that adulterations with other fixed oils might thus be detected, as
the latter are much less soluble in that fluid; but Pereirn has shown that castor
oil has the property of rendering a portion of other fixed oils soluLle in alcohol;
so that the test cannot be relied on. (Phni·m.. Joun1. and 1'rans., ix. 408 .) Such
adulterations, however, are seldom practised in thi s country. Castor oi l is also
soluble in sulphuric ether. Its proximate composition is but imperfectly under.
stood. When distilled, it yield s, acconling to i\11\1. Bussy and J.1ecanu, 1. a co·
l ourless, highly odorous YOlatile oil, which crystallizes by cold, 2. two oleaginous
acids, denominated ricinic and ri cin-oleic, which are excessively acrid and nearly
concrete, and 3. a solid i:pongy' residuc, amounting to two-thirds of the oi l em.
ployed. Supposing these acids to be de,·eloped by hear; we can readily account
for the in,iurious influcnc:~ of too high a. temperature in the preparation of the
oil. By the action of nitrous ;lcid, it is c:ouvertcd into a. peculiar oleaginous
substance called palmin, which yields zmhnic acid and glycerin when sapouified.
Alkalies unite wit.h castor oil forming soaps, and determine the formtttion of
three acidfl, the 1·frin.ic, ricin-o1el£·, and 'ricino-sl('<Jrlc acids, which can be obtained
separate. H enC'e it has been inferred that the oil consists of three principles.,
for which the names of ri.cin, 1·i.ci11vlei11, and rici110-slearin have been proposed.
(Kane's Chem.iMry.) These principle~, howc,·er, have not beeu iso lated. i\I.
Lefort gives the formula C56 l-1 520s as representing the composition of castor oil.
(Journ. de Phann., 3e 11Cr., xxiii. 3-18.) Its purgative property is supposed by
MM. Bussy and Leeann to belong cs.se ntially to the oil itself, and not to reisiJe
in any distinct principle whid.1 it may hol<l in solution.
Castor oi l which is acrid to the taste may sometimes be rendered mild by
boiling it with a small proportion of water. Jf turbid, it should be clarified by
filtration through coarse paper. On exposure to the air, it is apt to become
rancid, and is then unfit fvr use.
Aftdfrul Properties a1td Cses. Good castor oi l is a mild cathartic, speedy in
its action, mma!ly opcrnting with little grip in g or uneasiness, aud evacuating the
contents of the bowels wi1hout much increasing the ulvine secretions. llence, it
is particulurly applicable to cases of constipation from collections of induratcd
feces, antl to those cases in which acrid substance~ ha\·e been swallowed, or ac rid
secretions h<weaccumulated in the bowcla. From its mildness it is also e.~pccially
adapted to diseases at.tended with irritution or inflammation of the bowels, as
colic, diarrhreu, dysentery, anrl cuteritis. It is habitually resortcd to in cases of
pregnant and puerperal women; and is decidedly, as a general rule, the best
and safest cathartic for children. Infants usually require a larger relative dose
than adults, probably because they digest a large r proporti on of the oil.
The close for au aJult is abouta.f:luidounee,for un iufantfrom one to three or
four iluidrachms. It is sometimes of exc:ecdingly difficult administration, not so
much from any peculiarly disagreeable taste, as from the rPcollection of former
nau sea, or otla.: r uneasiness whid1 it may Lian produced, and from its clamminess
and unpleasant adhesiveness to the mouth. ln a few cases, the dif:gust which it
excites is utterly unconquerable by any effort of resolution. It is desirable, there·
fore, to obviate this inconvenicucc as for as pos.sible by the moJe of exhibition.
A common mi;tbod is to ,l!ive it floatin~ on tbc surface of mint or ciuuamon water;
but that which we have found upon 1hc wliole the leastoffeusive, is to mix it with
a cup of hot sweetened coffee, by which it is reudcred more fluid, and its taste
consider<Lbly Ji:.:guised. Some tako it in wine, or spirituous liquors, or the froth
of porter; hut 1Lcsc are oftcu contra-iuJicated in the cases to wbich the medicine
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is applicable. When the stomach is unusually delicate, the oil may be made
iuto an emulsion with mucilage or the yolk of an egg, loaf sugar, and some aromatic water. 'l'ragacanth has been recommended as protlucing a. better emuhlion
than gum Arabic. Laudanum may be added to the mixture in cases of intc~tinal
irritation. M . De Rudder proposes to gi"e the oil in the air-bladders of fi~he111,
which ma.y be preserved in alcohol for the purpose. Castor oil ma.y also be beneficially used as an enema, in tbc quantity of two or three fluidounces, mixed with
some mucilaginous liquid. It bas been recommended as a local application to
the breasts of nursing women, to promote the seeretiou of milk.
'fhough apt to become rancid by itself, it loses much of this susceptibility when
mixed with lard; and some apothecaricfl are said to use it as a substitute for
oli\"C oil in unguents and cerates. But tbe slightly irritating properties of even
the mildest castor oil render it unfit for those preparations which are intended
to all eviate irritation.
OJ!. Prep. Pilulre Culomelanos Composit33.
W.

OLEUM: ROSJE. U. S., Dub.
Oil of Roses.
The volatile oil of the petals of Rosa. centifolia. u:. S., Dub.
OjJ'. S!Jn. ROSJE OLBUi'l. Volatile oil of the petals of Rosa centifolia. Ed.

See ROSA CENT!FOLIA.
This is commonly called atf(Jr; otto, or e.~sence of roses. It is prepared on a
large scale in }:gypt, J>ersia, Cashmere, India, and other countries of the East,
by distilling the petals of the rose with water. The oil concretes and fl.oats upon
the surface of the water when it cools. The precise species of rose from which
the oil is extracted is not in a.II instances certainly known i but it is said to be
obtained from R. daniascena in Northern India, R. moschata in J:lersia, and R.
ccntifolia (ptovi'ncialis) iu the North of European Turkey. It is fumished iu
very minute proportion; not more than thr~e dra.chms having been obtained by
Colonel Polier, in I-Iindostan, from one hundred pounds of the petals. It is
usually imported in small bottles, and is very costly.
Oil of roses is said to be prepared in l\Iacedonia by crushing the petals in mills,
expressing the fluid part, filtering it, and then exposing it to the i:;un in small
glass vessels. The oil gradually collects on the surface of the liquid, and is
removed. (Phann. Cent. Blatt, 1847, p. 783.)
]~anderer states that, at Damascus and other parts of Asia Minor, the oil is
prepared by dry distillation. The buds L>cing collected before sunrise arc placed
in a glass retort; and the distillation is effected by a.. salt· water bath, care being
taken so to regulate the heat as not to scorch the petals. The water oft.he fresh
roses and their oil come over together, and the latter, floating on the top, is sepa·
rated in the usual mode . (See Am. Journ. of I'lwrm., xxiii. 336.)
Oil of roses is nearly colourless, or presents some shade of green, yellow, or
red; but, according to Polier, the colour is no criterion of its value. It is COD·
crete below 80°, and becomes liquid between 84° and 86°. Its odour is very
powerful and diffusive. At 90° its sp. gr. is 0·832. Alcohol dissokes it., though
not freely wben cold. It consists of two oils, nne liquid, the other concrete at
ordinary temperatures. ~'hcse mny be separated by freezing tbe oil, and com.
pressing it between folds of blotting pnper, which absorbs the liquid oil or eleop.
tenc, and lcm•es the concrete or stcaroptcnc. Tbe latter consists exclusively of
carbon and hydrogen; tbc former, of these and oxygen.
Sandal-wood oil, other vol:ttile oils, fixed oils, spermaccti, &c., arc said to be
added as adulterations. 'l'he volatile additions may be detected by not being
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concrete; the fixed, by the greasy stain they leave on paper when heated. Ouibourt has offered certain tests by which be thinks the purity of the oil may be
determined. The reader may find an account of them in the Am.e1·ican Journal
qf Pharmacy (xxi. 318). It is said that the oil of one of the sweet.scented
Pelargoniums, perhaps the ros,,·geraninrn, is much employed in Turkey for the
purpose of adultemtion, to which it is adapted by its odour, and by the circumstance that it concretes like the oil of roses. (N Y Jouni. of Phm·m., i. 47.)
Oil of roses may be added, as a very grateful perfume, to various spirituous
preparations for .internal use; and to cerates and ointments.

Off: Prep. Aqu., Ros.,.

W.

OLEUM SESAMI. U. 8. Secondary.
Benne Oil.
The oil of the seeds of Sesamum Indicum and Sesamum oricntale. U.S.

See SESAMI FOLIA.

OLEUM TEREBINTHIN .lE. U. 8., Dub.
Oil of Tui7Je11tine.
The volatile oil distilled from the turpentine of Pious palustris and other
species of Pi nus. U.S. From the turpentine of Pin us syh·estris. Dub.

OJ!. Syn. TEREBINTHIN.IE OLEmT. Pious palustrls, and P. Tooda?
Oil distilled from the turpentine and rectified. Lond. Volatile oil of the liquid
resinous exudation of various ,species of Pin us a.nd Abies. Ed.
lluile volatile de tlfrfbcntbiuc, Fr.,- TerpenthinOI, Germ.; Olio dclla trcmentina, Ital.;
Aceytecie trementina,Span.

See TEREBJ.i\'TUINA.
This oil is commonly called spfrits or .ipfrit o_f turpentine. It is prepared by distillation from our common turpentine, though equally afforded by other varieties.
It may be distilled either with or without water; but in the latter case a. much
higher temperature is required, and the product is liable to be empyrcumatic.
To obtain it absolutely pure it should be redistilled from a. solution of caustic
potassa. The turpentine of the Pinuspufostris is said to yield about 17 per cent.
of oil; while the common turpentine of Europe affords 2-1 per cent. Large
quantities of the oil are distilled in North Carolina for exportation.
Pure oil of turpentine is perfectly limpid and colourless, of a strong, penetrating, peculiar odour, and a hot, pungent, bitterish taste. It is much lighter
than water, having the ~p. gr. 0·86 at 72° F.; is highly volatile a.nd infiamurn.blc;
boils at a temperature somewhat higher than 300°; is very slightly soluble in
water, less soluble in alcohol than most other volatile oils, and readily soluble in
sulphuric ether. Boiling alcohol dissolves it with facility, but deposits most of
the oil upon cooling. One hundred parts of alcohol of o·s-:1: dissolve 13·5 parts
of the oil at 72°. As found in commerce, it always contains oxygen i but, when
perfectly pure, it consists exclusiYely of carbon and hydrogen, and is thought to
be isomeric with the radical of camphor. llence it has been denominated ca.mpbene. (See page 162.) According to Blanchet and Sell, it consists of two
distinct ii5omcric oi,ls, which, by the absorption of oxygen, a.re converted into two
distinct resins, corresponding to those found by Unverdorben in colophony.
(Joum. de Phann., xx. 226.) l3ut there is re:tson to believe that these oils
are the results of chemical reaction j as, when isolated, they have boiling points
higher than tb:.tt of the original oil. lleated in close vessels to 482° li'., oil of
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t.urpentinc undergoes certain changes in properties, without any discoverable
change of composition. (Ibid., 3e ser., xxiv. 428.) I t absorbs muriati c acid,
forming with it two compounds, one a red den se liquid , the other a white crystalline substance resembling cam phor, an d hence call ed m·tificial carnphor. Th e
latter consists of the unaltered oi l (camphene) combined with the acid, and is
therefore muriate of camphcne. In the former the oil appears to have undergone some molecular cha.n ge, being converted into an oil isomeric with the oil
of turpentin e, but differing from it in its action on polarized li ght, and in form ing a liquid compound with muriatic acid. If the muriatc of camphenc be distilled with lim e, the acid is retai ned, and an oil comes ove r, differing from pure
oil of turpentine in having no action on polarized light, and from the oil just
mentione<l in forming a solid compound with muriatic acid. 1.'hese three oi ls
are said to be isomer ic. (Soubeirau and Capitainc, Journ. de Phann., xxvi. 11.)
Nitric aciJ convert s oi l of turpentine into re1'in , and by loug boiling into lltrpen~
tinic acid. Mixed witb water and chloride of lim e, anJ sub mitted to distillation,
the oi l yields a liqui d which 1'1. Chautard found to be id entica l with chlorofo rm.
(Jonrn. de Pharrn., 3e ser., xx i. 88.) On ex posu re to the air and light, it deposits a white solid matter in acicular crystal s, which are without taste or smell,
insoluble in cold water, but soluble in ether and alcohol. (Boissenot, Journ. de
CMrn. Jll&l. 1 ii. 1-"3.) White crystals of stca.roptcne, heav ier than water and
fusible at 20°, separate fr om the oi l at the temperature of 18° below zero. These
are probably a. hydrate of the oil.
Exposed to the air the oil abMrbs oxygen, becomes thicker and yellowish, and
loses much of its activity, owi ng to the formation of resin . A small proportion
of formic ac id is said al~o to be gene rated. H ence t he Edinburgh College directs
a process fo r the rectification of the oil, consistin g in distilling it with about four
measures of water. But the process is difficult, in consequence of the great inftaunuabilit,y of the vapour, aud its rapid formation, wbich causes the liquid to
boi l over. In t his country it is scarcely necessary; as tho recent oil cnn be obtained at an expense less than that which would be in curred by its rcdistillat ion
on a. sma ll scale. Another mode of purifying the oi l is to agitate it with onee ight h of alcohol, which dissolves the resinous portion. About one-fifth of t he
alcohol is retain ed by the oil, but is readily ~epa rated by agitation with water.
Aledical Proz1erties and l~~es. Oil of turpentine is stimulant, diuretic, occasionally diapliorctie, anthelmiutic, in large doses cathartic, and externally rubefacieut. When swallowed iu moderate quantities it produces a sense of warmth
in the stomach, accelerates th e circulation, and increases the heat of the sk in,
without especially affecting the functions of the brain. In small doses, frequently repeated, it stimulates the kidneys, augm enting the secretion of urine,
and often producing, especially if long con tinued, painful irritation of the urinary
paseages, amounting sometimes to violent strangury. At the same time it im parts the od0ur of violets to the urine; and thi s effect is also produced by its
external appli cation, or even by breathing the air of an apartment imprcg11atcd
with its vapours. Jn large doses it occasions slight vertigo, or a. sense of fulness
in the bead, sometimes amount.ing to intoxicatio n, attended frequently with
nausea, and succeeded generally, though not always, by spee<ly and brisk catharsis. 'Vh eu this effoet is experienced, the oil is carried out of the bowels,
and, no time being allowed for absorption, is less apt to irritatu the kidneys and
bladder than when takeu in small and repeated doses. In some constitutious it
produces, even when taken i11ternally, an erythematic eruption on the !Skin.
Persons who inhale its 'fapour are liable to strangury and even bloody urine.
The :.n1thor has seen cases of Lrematuria in seamen from on board vessels loaded
with turpentine.
The oil is employed in numerous diseases. As a. stimulant it is useful in low
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forms of fenr, particularly in cases where there is reason to suspect ulceration
of the mucous membranes .

There is a particular state of fever usually attend ed

with much <lnngcr, in wbich we have found this remedy almost uniformly successful. Tbe cOndition of thiugs alluded to, is oue whieh occurs in the latter
stages of typhoid fever, or linger in g rcmittents, in which tlie tongue, having
m ore or less completely thrown off its load of fur iu patches, bus suddenly become dry and brownish. The f'ki n is at the same time dry, the bo\\·e ls tlistcndcd
with flatus, and the patient someti mes affected witb stupor or delirium. Under
the use of small doses of oil of turpentine frequently repeatctl 1 the tongue becomes
moist and ag:iin coated, the tympanitic state of the bowels disappears, and the
patient goes ou to recover as in a favourable case of fever. We lrn.ve also found
it extremely useful in the aJ\1 anee<l stages of typhoid fever when the tongue is
dry, independently of the specia l condition referred to j and are disposed to
ascribe the effect to a healthy change produced by tbe oi l in the ulcerated surface
of the intestines. 'fb e medicine has been recommended as a. counter-irritant iu
yellow and puerperal fevers; and may undoubtedly be given with advantage in
the latter s tages of these diseases, and in other instances of gastric and enteric
inflammations, which require a resort to stimulation. In chronic rheumatism,
particularly sciatica and lumbago, the oil ha!.'1 often Leen given with great benefit.
It has also been much ex tolled as a remedy in neu ralgia 1 in epilepsy rrnd tetanu::i,
in passive hemorrhages, particularly from the bowels, in disordered conditions
of the alimentary canal attended with sallow countenance, foul tongue, tumid
abdomen, sour or fetid eructations, and general depravation of health, in obstructions of the bowels, in chronic dysentery and diarrbcca, in obstinate gleets
:.tnd lcucorrLcea, in suppression of urine and retention and incontinence of urine
from debility, and in chronic nephritic and calculou:o1 affections. lo certain cases
of dyseutery whether acute or chronic, when the tongue is quite dry, and s mooth
as if fr om defect of the papillary structure, n o remedy has proved so efficien t in
our hands as oil of turpentine. W e have seen it also very benefici;1} in hromoptysis. As a Yenuifuge it is highly esteemed, especially in cases of trenia. It
appears, by its poisonous operation, to destroy or debilitate the worm, which,
losing its bold upon the bowels, is then easily discharged. ln cases of worms in
the stomach it is often very useful. The worms, in this instance, are destroyed
and digested as any othe r dead animal matter. In dropsies with feeble action
the oi l may sometirnes be advantageously given as a diuretic; and in amenorrhcea from torpor of the uterine ,·essels it is occasionally useful. As a locnl stimulan t or carminati\•e it may be given beneficially in some instances of flatulent
colic, and go ut in the stomach.
'fbe dose for ordinary pu1·poscs is from fi ve to thirty drops, repeated every hour
or two in acute, and three or four tirucs a day in chronic diseases. In rbcumatism it is recommended by some in the dose of a. fluidrachm every four hours.
As a. remedy for the tape.worm it is given in the quantity of one or two fluiduunces, and should be followed by castor oil if it <lo not operate in three nr four
hour::.. I t has also proved successful in tarnia in the close of Lalf a. drachm, twice
a day, continued for a consiJcrablc time. In ordinary cases of worms, the usun l
Jose may be given. It may be a<lministercU ou sugar, or in emulsion with gum
.Arabic, loaf suga r, anJ ci nnamon <II" miut water.
fo the form of enema, tLe oi l has been cmplo_yecl in nmenorrbcca, and to ]Jromote uterine {;Ontrnction iu child.birth, aud is highly useful in cases of ascarides,
obstinate constipati on, and distension of the bowels fro111 accumulation of' air.
~o remedy is more effectual in tympanites than injections of the oil of turpentine. From half a fiuiJounce to two tluidounces may be administered i.n thiil
way, suspeu<lc<l by the yolk of eggs in half a pint or a pint of water, or some
muuilaginous fluid.
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Externally applied, the oil of turpentine irritates and speedily inflames the
skin; and, in low forms of fever with coldness of the surface, is when heated
cine of the most efficacious rubcfacieuts. It is also U);ed as a liniment in rheu·
matic and paralytic affections, and various internal inflammations. IL should
generally, in mild cases, be diluted with olive oil; and in some constitutions,
even in this state, produces such violent inflammation of the skin, with extensive
eruptions, as to r('nder its external use in ~:my shape improper. l\lixed with
some mild oil and io!roduced on cotton into the ear, it is sometimes beneficial
in deafoe~s arising from a deficient or unhealthy secretion of wnx. Applie~ to
recent burns, it is thought by some to be highly useful in allaying the bur?rn.g
pain, aud promotin1? a disposition to heal. }"'or this purpose, however, lt 1s
usually mixed with the resin cerate (basilicon fJinlmenl), so as to form a liniment
capable of being sffread upon linen rags. {See Linimentmn J'ereliinlhinm.)*
Oil of turpentine has been recommended in the form of bath, in affections in
which its constitutional impression is desired. }"or this purpose Dr. 'f. Smi th,
of Cl1eltenharu, :h:agland, employs from five to ten fiuid ounces of the oil, with
half a. fl.uidounce of the oil of rosema ry , and two pounds of carbonate of soda in
each ha.th. 'l'he breath becomes strongly impregnated with the lcrebinthinate
odour. (Bmitlncaire's Retrospect, xxi. 355.) Bathf-l of the vapour of turpentine
are sta.tcd to be very beneficial in chronic rh eumati sm. They a rc said to be
borne well, for twenty-five minutes, at a temperature from 140° to 1()0° F.
(Ard~. Gen., 4e ser., xxviii. 80.)
OjJ: Prep. Coufcctio Terebiuthinre; Emplastrum Ilydrargyri; ]~ncma 'ferebintbinro; J~inim entum Cantbaridis; Linimentum Crotonis; Liuimeutum Terebintbinre; Oleum Terebinthinre Purificatum.
W.

OLEUM TIGLII. U.S.
Croton Oil.
The oil of the seeds of Croton 'J'iglium. li. S.
op: S!Ju. 'l'IGLll OLEU)I. Croton Tiglium. Oil expressed from the seeds.
Lond.j CltOTONlS OLEU~l. Expressed oi l of the seeds of Croton Tiglium.
Ed.; CllOTO~ OIL. Croton Tiglium. 'l'be expressed oil of the seeds. Dub.
lluile de Croton, Fr.; CrotonOl, Germ.; Nervalum lllmay, Tamool.

S(•e Cascari lla.
Croton T1'.qlimn. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 5-13; Woodv. Me(l. Bot. 3d ed., Yol.
5, p. 71. This species of Croton is a small tree or sbrub, with a few sprcadiag
braaches, be:i.ring alternate petiolate l ea\"e~, which are ovate, acuminate, serrate,
smooth, of a dark-green colour 0 11 the upper surface, paler beneath, and furnished
with two glands at the b:lse. The flowers arc in erect terminal racemes, scarcely
as long as the leaf-the lower being female, the upper male, with stl'aw·coloured
petal3. 'l'he fruit is a smooth capsule, about the size of a filbert, with three
cells, each containing a sin,!!le see<l.
'!'he tree is a native of llind ostan, Ceylon, the l\Ioluccas, and other parts of
continental and insular India. It is perrnded throughout by au acrid purgative
}Jrinciple, which is probably analog-ous to that found in other plants belonging
to the family of Euphorbiacem. Rumphius says that the root is employed iu
Amboyna, iu the dose of a few grains, as a drastic purge in dropsy; and, aeCROTON.
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cording to the same author, the leaves are so acrid that, when chewed nud swallowed, they excite inflammation in the lips, mouth, throat, and along the whole
course of the alimentary canal. The wood is said in small doses to be diaphorctic, in larger, purgati\•e and emetic. But the seeds a.re the most active portion
of the plant. These have been long employed iu Iu<lia. as a powerful purgative,
and were introduced so eal'ly a.;; the year 1630 into Europe, where they were
known by the names of Grnna .Alolucca and Grn.na Tiylia. But in consequence
of their Yiolcut effects they passed into neglect, and had ceased to be rnnked
among medicines, when, at a recent perioU, attention was again called to them
by the writings of some English physicians in India. 'l'hey arc now imported
for the sake of their oi l, which is the only product of the plant considered oft:icinal.
These seeds are rat her larger than a grain of coffee, of an oblong form, rounded
at the extremities, with two faces, the external considerably more convex than
the internal, separated from each other by longitudinal rid~es, and each divided
by a similar longitudinal ridge, so that the whole seed presents an irregular
<1uadrangular figure . Sometimes, as in the grain of coffee, their internal surface
iR fiat with a longitudinal groove, owing to the presence of only two seeds in the
cap~ule, the groove being produced by the central column or axis. 'l'he shell
is covered with :t soft yellowish-brown epidermis, beneath which the surface is
black anU smooth; and, as the epidermis is often partially removed by friction
duriug their carriage, the seeds as they come to us arc frequently of a mottled appcarauce, and sometimes nearly black. Tbe kerne l or nucleus is of a yellowishbrown colour, and a.bounds in oil. In India. the seeds are prepared for use by
submitting tbem to slight torrefaction, by which the shell is rendered more easily
separable. In the dose of one or two grains the kernel purges with great nctivity.
The oil is obf.aincd by expression from the seeds, previously deprived of the
shell. It may also be separated by decoction in water, or by the action of ether,
which dissolves the oil, and leases it behind when evaporated. Guibourt recom mends, after the first expression, to digest the residue with alcohol at a temperature of 120° to 140° F., and then submit it to a new expression. The
aJi.;Q\iol is to be separated by distillation from the oil, which is then to be mixed
with the first product. According to Dr. Nimmo, the seed!:! con8ist of G-! parts
of kernel, and 36 of em·clope in the hundred. Erom the seeds imported into
England, about 22 per cent. of oil is obtained by simple expression. Guibourt,
by his process, obtained 52 per cent.. from the kernels, equivalent to about 35
per cent. of the seeds. Croton seeds yielded to B randes upon analysis, independently of the shell, traces of a. volatile oil, fixed oil, a peculiar fatty acid ..
called crotonic acid, an alkaloid which he called crotonin, resin, stearin, wux,
extracti\·e, sugar, starch, gum, albumen, 1rluten, lignin, and salts. The crotonin
bas been subsequently found to be nothing more than a magnesia a soap with au
alkaline reaction. 'l'hc crolonic acid is the most interesting ingredient, ls thought
to be the active principle of the seeds, and is separated along with the oil in
expression. It may be obtained by treating the oil with solution of potassa,
decomposing the resulting soap by tartaric acid, filtering and distilling tLe solution, neutralizing tbe product with baryta. water, evaporating to dryness, decomposing the salt of b:tryta with strong phosphoric acid, and again distiUing.
( Chri".~ti.~on's Dispensatory.) rl'he acid solidifies at 23° .F., is highly volatile, has
u very acrid taste, is very irritating to the nostrils, and forms salts with alkaline
bases called crotonates. It is this principle, probably, which ca.uses the dust
and exh alation from the croton secd3 sometimes to excite excessive irritation in
the mucous surfaces of those who prepare them for expression, or otherwise
work among them.
Propu·ties. Croton oil, as found in the sh?ps, varies from a pale yellow to a
dark rnUdish-brown. That imported from India. is usually pale, that expressed in
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Europe dark like the deepest coloured sherry. Its consistence ii;i rather viscid,
and is increased by time. Its smell is faint, but peculiar, its taste hot and acrid,
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to pure alcohol differ somewhat with the variety of the oil. That obtained by
expression in England is wholly and readily soluble, forming a solution which is
pcrmauent at ordinary temperatures; while the India. or pnle oil forms uu opaque
mixture, which becornes clear and uniform upon being heated, but separates on
standing into two portions, one consisting of alcohol somew hat diminished in
bulk, the other of the oil correspondingly increased in bulk by retaining a portion of the alcohol. It is probable that the difference in colour, and in their
relations t.o alcohol, between the India. and English oils, is owing to a. change in
the kernels from being kept.
Some croton oi l examined byl\I. Dublanc,of Paris, when agitated with ten times
its weight of alcohol, was separated into two parts, one of which amounting to 6
per cent. was dissolved by the alcohol, the other remained undissolved, but retnined 50 per cent. of alcohol. 'fhe latter, upon being repeatedly treated with
alcohol, lost all its acrimony; while t.be portion dissolved was extremely acrid.
From these observations it would appear that the acrid and probably active principle of t.he oi l is di ssolved by the alcohol; while a. bland fixed oil, which constitutes the chief part of it, is not taken up by that liquid. (See Am. Joum. of
Phann., xxv. 56.) It is difficult to reconcile the different results here stated,
without 1mpposing that different kinds of oil were employed .
It is thougUt that croton oi l is often adulterated with otbcr fixed oils. The
Edinburgh College gives the following test of its purity. H When agitated with
its own volume of pure alcohol and gently heated, it separates on stand ing, without having undcr!!onc any apparent din1inutiou." 'l'his, howcveri is not true of
the oil expressed in England. 'l'Lc test was iutcnded to detect the presence of
castor oili wbich would be dissolved by the alcohol, and thus occasion a. diminution of the bulk.
'Ve were told by the late Dr. :M. Burrough, who was for some time in India., that
much of the oil there prepared for exportation, under the name of croton oil, is
derived from the :::cecls of a. plant different from the Croton 'l'igli um. From a
parcel of these seeds presented to him by Dr. Burrough, Dr. R. E. Griffith produced a plant which proved to be th e Jatropha Curcas, t.hc seeds of which are
known by the name of Barbadoes nuts. (Sec 1"opioca.) This oil, though weaker
than the genuine, was said by Dr. Burrough to be an efficient cathartic in the
dose of three or four drops. It is stated by Dr. Hamilton that croton seeds are
afforded by the Croton Pavana, growing in Ava. and the Eastern parts of Bengal;
and it is highly probable that a portion of the croton oil of commerce is obtained
from tbese seeds. (1.'rcrns. Lin. Soc., xiv. 257 .) These facts may cxpfo.in some
of the discrepancies in reference to the effects of alcohol above mentioned.
llfedir·al Pi·opcrtiesand USe.s. Croton oil is a powerful hydragogue purgative,
n.cting, for the mo:-st part, when given iu modera.te dosesi with ease to th e pMient,
but in large closes apt to excite vomiting and severe griping pain, and capable,
if immoderately taken, of producing fatal effects. lt acts with great rapidity,
frequently evacuating the bowels in less than an hour, and generally exciting a
rumbling sensation iu half that period. lt possesses also great advantage in the
minuteness of the dose, on account of which it may frequently be given when
we should foil with more bulky medicinesi as in mania, comai and the cases of
children. A drop placed on the tongue of a comatose pri.tient will generally
operate. Though long used in India, and known more than a cent ury ago to the
Dutch physicians, it did not attract general notice till about 1820, when it was
introduced into ~ngland by I\lr. Conwell. It is chiefly employed in CflSes of ob-
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stinate constipation, in which it often produce~ the happiest effects aflcr tl1e failure
ofothcr medicines; hut it may also be ach·antagcouslycmployed in almost all cnscs
in which powerful and speedy purging is demanded. Drop~y, apoplexy, mania,
and vi~ceral obstructions, are among tbe complaints in which it has been }JUrticuhrly recommended. It has recently been employed with great asserted benefit
in neuralgia, epilepsy, and spasm of the glottis, and has been supposed to Lave
powers in these affections independent of its puq;rative property. Tbc seeds
are said to have been used with great success in India. in amenorrhroa. Applied
externally, tlic oil produces inflammation of the skin, attended with a pustular
eruption, and has been used in this way in rheumatism 1 gout, neuralgia, glandular
aud other indolcutswellings, and iu larJngcal and r,ulmonary diseases. It should
be <liluted with three parts of olive oil, soap liniment, oil of turpentine, or other
convenient vehicle, and applied as a liniment twice or oftener in the twenty-fou r
hours. Sometimes the insusceptibility of the skin is such as to require its application undiluted. For further information on this subject the reader is referred
to the Amer. Journ. of Med. Sdences, xv . 2-10. 'l'hc oil may also be npplicd
externally, in the form of a plaster, made by incorporating one part of it with
four parts of lead plaster melted by a very geutlc heat. Somet.imes it appears
to produce inflammation in parts distant from those to which it was directly applied. It has been said that four drops of the oil, appl ied externally by friction
around the umbilicus, will produce a purgative effect; but tbis is denied by Dr.
Barlai, of Tuscany, who states that it is only when the oil is applied to the skin
divested of the cuticle that it will operate upon the bowels. (Sec Jouni. de
Plwrm., 3e sCr., xx. 298.)
'l'be dose for an adult is one or two drops, and is most conYeniently administered
in the form of pill. A very safe and convenient plan is to make two drops into
four pills with crumb of brcaJ, and to give one evei·y hour till they operate. The
oil may also be given in f!mulsion. Tbe form of tincture may be advantageously
resorted to when a minute quantity of lbe medicine is reguired; as it affords the
means of readily dividing the dose.
Off. Prep. J,inimentum Crotonis.
·w.

OPIUM. US., Land., 1.cl., Dub.
Opinm.
The concrete juice of the unripe capsules of Papa>er sonrniferum. U. S, Ed.,
Dub. Juice emitted from the unripe incised fruit, hardened in the air. Lond.
Opium, Pr.: Opium, i\lolmsaft, Germ.; Opp\o, Ital.; Opio, Span.; Aflioni, Turk.; Ufyooo,
Arab.; Shccrikhtlska.sh, Persian; Ufeem, llindoo.
PAPAVlut. Sex. S!Jst. J>olyandria l\Ionogynia.-1V(1t. Ord. Papavcracero.
Gen. Oh. Corolla four-petaled. Cal!JX two-lea.Yed. Capsule one-celled, opening by pores under the persistent sti~ma.. Willd.
Opium is at present generally belicnd to be derived exclusively from the
Papm·e1· sornmfawn; though every species of poppy is capable of yielding it
to a greater or Jess extent, and ~ome authors have indicated the Papavcr orientale as its real source. 'l'hc 13r1tish and }l'rench Phannacopceias unite with our
own in recognising only the first-mentinned specie:-.
l'apw1er sonwijermn. Will~. SJ>.Plont. ii. 1147; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 376,
t. ] 38. Thrrc arc several vaneties of this species, of which tbc two most prominent are distinp;uishcd by the titles of the white and black poppy, derived from
the colour of their seeds. It is the former which is usually described as the
proper opium plaut. 'l1be white poppy is an annual plant, with a round, smooth,
erect, glaucous, often branching stem, rising two or three fee~ in heigLt, and
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sometimes attaining five or even six feet in favourable situations. Th e leaves
:ne large, variously lobe<l and tootbccl, and alternately <li."lposed upon the stem,
whi(;h th ey closely embrace. Th e flowers arc terminal, very large, and of a white
or si lver gray colour. In India. they appear in February, in }Juropc and the

Un ited States not earlier than June, July, or August.

11 he calyx is smooth,

and composed of two leaves, which fall when the petals expand. These arc
usually fou r in number; but there is a. variety in which the flower is double.
The germen, which is smooth an<l globular, supports a radiated stigma, and is
surrouuJcd by numerous short and slender filam ents, with erect, oblong, com pressed anthers. 'l'he capsule is smooth and glaucous, of a roundcJ. shape, frum
two to four i11 ches in diameter, somewhat flattened at the top ant.I. bottom, an cl
crowued with th e persistent stigma, the diverging segments of which are a rranged
in a circle upon the summit. I t contains numerous mi11ute white seeds, which,
when perfectly ripe, escape through small openings beneath the stigma. In the
black ])Oppy, the flow er, though sometimes white, is usually violcc:t coloured or
red, the capsule is somewhat smaller and more globular, and the seeds are of a
brown or blackish colour.
A ll parts of the poppy contain a white, opaque, narcotic juice; but the leave~,
when analyzed by l\l. Blondeau, yielded none of those active prin ciples by which
opium is tharacteriied. (Journ. de Phann., vii. 2 14. ) I t is in the cap~ule that
the juice wost abounds, and the virtues of the plant chieAy resi.-Ie. H ence
this pltrt is so metimes employed med icinal ly. (See l'apaver.) The seeds are
destit ute of narcotic properties, and are even used as food in many parts of the
world. 'l'he Romans employed them in the preparation of rnrious dainties.
'They abo und with a bland oil, whi ch may be extracted by expression, and bas
mo~t of th e use ful properties of oli\'e oil. It ii:! an article of much importance
on the conti nent of E•Jrope, purticulilrlyin li'rancc, in the northern departments
of whi ch the black poppy is very extensive ly cultivated for Lhe see<l al one. The
oi l is employed fo r culinary and pl111rmaceutic purposes, in painting, and tbe
manufacture of soap, and in other ways as a substitute for oJi,·e oil, which is
said to be frequ en tly :u.lu\Lerated with it. The poppy docs not appear to elaborate the milky fluid in which its narcotic properties resitle, before a certain period
of its growt h; for we are told that, in Per.sia, the young plants wh ich are pulled
up to prevent too thick a crop arc used as pot.-herbs; and the µ 71 xwv of the Grcck8,
which is believcJ. to be idcn tie:al with the Papaver somniferum, is saiJ. by Hippocrates to be nutritive.
Thougb generally believed to bea native of Asia, this species of poppy grows
wild in the South of Europe, anU even in 1~11 gla ncl, whither its sec<l.s are supposed to have been brought at a very early period. lt was cultivated by the
ancient (;reeks, and is mentioned by H orne r as a garden plant. It is at present
culti\ utcd very extensively in India, P ersia, E~ypt, and Asiatic Turk ey, for
opium; and in sc,·eral parts of Eur<•pe, c::=pecially iu France, not only fo r tliis
pro<luct, but also for the seerl irnd capsules. In tliis country it is fouud only in
our ga r<l c n~ as au ornamental Bower.
Th e procc::is fo r procuring opium from the poppy, as practised by the modern
inhabitants of Ind ia an<l Persia, according to the reports of Kerr and of Kccmpfcr,
is very nea rl y the sa me with that described by Diosco rides as empl oyed in his
ow n times, about eig hteen hundred years since; and the accounts of Belon,
O li,·ier, and Tcxier, as to the modes of collection in Asia ~linor, are not materially different. _\.s the capsules abound most in the narcotic juice, it is from
these that the opium is procured. According to Tcxier, a. few days after the
fall of the flower, men a1JJ. women proceed to the fields, and make horizontal
iuci::iions in the cap.sule, taking care not to penetrnte its cavity. A wh ite juice
exude!!', aud appc:ir:3 in the form of tea.rs upon the edgC's of the incisions. The
1
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field is left in this state for twenty-four hours, after which the juice is scraped

fsffa~?o :.~e~~~c Ji ::~~e c~~us~;t~~~~~r:~outoEZ~~~:~ ~f~; ~~~1~:~~~~~~i~1~~~J~~. ca~~~~~
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poppy-h ead affords opium but once. Thus collected, the opium is in the state
of an adbcsivc and granular jelly. It is pbccd in small earthen \'cssels, where
it is beaten, and at the same time moistened with S[diva. Wh en of a proper
consistence, it is wrapped in leaves and sent into the market. (Ju1m1. de Phann.,
xxi. 196.) Considerable quantities of good opium btwe been obta in ed iu England by scarifyiug the cap!:iules of the poppy.* Similar success has been met
with in _France; and the drug obtained by incisions, in both couutries, has beeu
found nearly if not quite equal to that imported from the East. In the JJic·
tiomwirl' des Drogues it is stated that a specimen of opium, collected in this
wa.y in the vicinity of Provins, gave sixteen per cent. of the acti,·e principle,
wbilc a good commercial spcciwen, cxaruincd by ~I. Petit, afforded only.eight
per cent.
Another method of extracting tlie \'irtues of the capsules is to select such as
have ceased to yield their juice by exudation, to be:lt them with a small propor·
tion of water, and inspissatc the liquid thus obtained by artificial heat. The
ancient Greeks were acquainted with both processes, as appears from the writings
of Dioscoridcs. Tbe term oino11 1 derived from Mo~, juice, they npplicd to the
substance procured by incisions, which answers precisely to the modern opium.
1The inspissated exp ressed juice they called ,ur,:ci:.mov, from .u.1'/:cw,,, the name of
the plant. 11ournefort states that it is the latter preparation which is exported
from Turkey as opium, the former being much more valuable, aud therefore
retain ed in the cou ntry for the use of the grea,t and wealthy. This error bas
been ..:opied by m:l.ny writers on the matcri<l medica; and, till within a compauu.
tiY ely few years, opium was generally bclie,·ed to be an extract obtained by
cvaporatiug either the expressed juice, or a decoc ti on of the capsules.
Commercial f/i:;tory. Commerce is supplied with opium chiefly from Hin.
dost<tn, Persia, }~gypt, and the Asiatic dominions of Turkey. lmmcnse quan·
titi es arc producer! in the Indian provinces of K1har and llenarcs, and in the
more interior province of ?tlalwa. The opium of IlinJost:m is distributed CX·
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tcnsivcly through continental and insular India, where it is habitually employed
in the t,lace of spirituous liquors. Great quantities are also sent to China, into
which it finds an easy entrance, notwithstanding probi?itory laws. )[uch was
formerly imported by the East India Company into England, through whicb a
~mall portion reached ou r own country; but it was so far inferior to that from
1.'urkcy, that it wus at length excluded from the market, and none is now brought
directly from the Kast. The great demand for it in the India1:1 Archipelago and
in China, and its consequent high price, have probably contributed even more
than its reputed iu fcriority to this result. Indeed, Ainslie explicitly states that
India opium is inferior lo none; and it is probable that the specimens from which
the de~cription was drawn up that was formerly current among authors upon the
mnteria niedicu, were the refuse of the Eastern market. We know that the
drug was formerly very much and variously adulterated by the natives. Among
the impurities mentioned by authors are the extract of the poppy procured hy
deeoetion, the powdered leaves and stems of the plant made into a paste with
mucilage, oil of sesamum 1 catechu, and even cow-dung. ]3ut a more careful
superintendence by the officers of the Company has resulted in a great improvement of the India opium. Of that produced in Persia, very little is brought to
this country; and it is scarcely known in our market as a distinct variety. l\luch
was formerly produced in Upper Egypt, especially in the district of ancient
'Jhebes, which was supposed to y ield it in greates t perfection. It was in fact for a
long time generally known by the name of Opium Tlwboicum, and laudanum
is still frequently directed in prescriptions as J'inclura T!tebai.ca. Its cultivation has recently been again introduced into Egypt; and considerable quantities
are now exported.
'I'urkcy opium is produced in Anatolin 1 and shipped chiefly from the port of
Smyrna. It is brought to th e Uriited States, either directly from the Levant,
or indirectly through different J~uropcau ports. From the treasiuy returns for
the years from 1827 to 1845 inclusive, according to a. table prepared by Dr. J.
B. lliddle, and published in the Am<'rinin Journal of Pluirmacy for April, 184 7,
it appears that the average \•aluc of the annual importations for the period referred
to was from Turkey 128, 137 dollars, from England 13,H-!, from Prance 4,470,
aud from all othe r places 6,607 dollars. Of this amount so much was exported
as to leave for the average annual consumption of the country the value of 66 809
dollars. Turkey opium usually comes to us in masses of irregular size and tihape,
generally more or le.:;;s flattened, covered with leavcs 1 or the remains of leaYes,
and with the reddish capsules of some species of R1miex, which are said to be
absent in the inferior kinds, nod may therefore be considered as affording sorue
indication of the purity of the drug. 'Ve may account for this circumstance
upon the very probable supposition 1 tha.t these ~apsules nre remo>c<l during the
operation which the ma sse~ sometimes und ergo rn the hands of the merchants,
after lca\'ing those of the cultivators. We nre told by the French writers that
extensive frauUs are practised at Marseilles in this branch of commerce. The
opium taken thither from the J_.evant is first softened, and then adulterated
with various matters which are in corpora.ted in its substance. ':I1o use a strong
expression of ::u. Guibourt, they make the opium over again at l\larscilles. Our
traders to the Mediterranean would do well lo bear this assertion in mind.
According to Dr. A. 'f. Thumson, one.fou rth part of 'furkey opium generally
consists of impurities. Sand, ashes, the seeds of different plants, extracts of
the poppy! Lacluca ·virosa, Gl!Jcyrrhizci ylabra, and Chelido1~inm glcmcurn,
gum Arabic, tragacanth, salep, aloes, even small stonm1, and mmute pieces of
lend and iron, arc mentioned among the substances employed in the sophistication
of the drug. i\lr. Lauderer, of Athens, was informed by a person who had been
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engaged in the extraction of opium, that grapes free<l from their seeds and
cruslicd, were almost universally mixed with the poppy juice, and that another
adulteration consisted of the epidermis of the capsules and stem of the plant,
pounded in a. mortar with the white of eggs. (See Am. Journ. of Pharm., xv.
238.) In England a sophisticated opiu m was a few years since prepared, so
nearly resembling good Turkey opium in appearance, that by the eye alone it
was difficult to detect the fraud, anJ yet whnlly destitute of the acti\•e princ:iplc
of this drug. Portions of it were seut into the markets both of France and this
country. It was probably the genuine drug, deprived of its morphia by some
process which did not m<llerially disturb lhe \'isible arrangement of its part.ides.*
(Am . Journ . of Phann., x. 261.)
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Opium is regarded as inferior when it has n blarkisl1 colour; a weak or empyreumatic smell; a sweet or slightly nauseous and bitter taste; a l'lOft, viscid,
or grea:iy con~istcncc; a dull fracture; or an irrep;ular, heterogeneous texture,
arising from the int.ennixture of foreign substances. lt should not impart a.
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deep-brown colour to the saliva, nor leave a dark uniform trace when drawn
over p<iper, nor form with water a thick viscid solution.
Properties. Good opium bas a peculiar strong narcotic odour, an? a bitter,
somewhat acrid taste. When long chewed it excites much irritation rn the lips
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and tongue, and even blisters the mouth of those unaccustomed to its use. Its
colour is reddish.brown or deep-fawn; its texture compact; its sp. gr. I ·336.
When dra.wn ove r paper it usually leaves an interrupted tra.ce of a li ghtbrown colour. It is often soft in the interior of the mass, and in this state is
tenacious; but when exposed to the air it gradually hardens, and ultimately
becomes brittle, breaking with a shining fracture, and affording, when pulverized,
a. yellowish-brown powder, which becomes adhesive upon a slight elevation of
temperature. It readily infbm es upon the application of a lighted taper. It
yields its virtues to water, alcohol, and diluted acids, but not to ether. To all
these menstrua it impart11 a deep-brown colour. Alcohol dissolves about fourfiftbs of it. )JclJetie r states that the proportion taken up by water varies iu all
~pecimens. He never found the c1uantity of extract prepared with eo]d water
to exceed 12 parts out of 16. (Journ. de Pharm., Nov. 1832.)
Much attention has been devoted to the chemical constitution of opium; and
very interesting results have been obta.incd. It was by their researches into
the nature of this substance that chem ists were led to the discovery of tliose
vegetable alkaloids, which, as the active prin ciples of the plants in which they
a!'c found, have attracted so much attPntion, and been applied so advant<'lgeously
in the treatment of disease. To Serttirner, an apothecary at Eimbcek, in Hanover, certain ly belongs the credit of having opened this uew and mo::>t important
field of experiment. In the year 1803, M. Derosne ru<tde known the existence
of a. crystallizaLlc sub~tance which he bad discovered in opium, and which he
erroneously believed to be the active principle. In the following year, Seguin
dise.:wcred another crystallizablc body, which subsequent experience has provecl
to be the trne narcotic principle of opi um; but he did not fully investigate its
nature, and no immediate practica l ad>antagc was derived from his excel lent
analysis. About the same time Sertiirn er W:lS engaged in a simi lar invest igation, the results of whi<'h, very analogous to those obtained by Seguin, were
published in a. German journal, wi1hout, however, attracting ge neral attention .
In this state the subj ect remained till the year 1817, when Sertiirncr announced
the existence of a saline compound in opium, consisting of a pecu~iar alkaline
principle unite<l with a peculiar acid, and clearly demonstrated the precise nature
of a substance, which, though before discovered both by Seguin and by himself,
had been hitherto but vaguely known. To the alkaloid, in which he conectly
conceived th e narcotic powers of tl.:ie opium to reside, he gave the name of morpltiuni, which has been subseq\Iently changed to morpltin, in order to render it
annlogous to the titles of th e other alkalies. The acid he called mr:conic, a. term
derived from the Greek name of the poppy. The correctness of the statements
of Serttirner was confi rm ed by Hobiquet, who alfio sati~fac t orily demonstrnted
that the substance obtained by Demme, and called by him the salt of opium.,
w~s a prinl.!iple altogether di::>tinct from morphia, though supposed to possess
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very considerable influence over the system. In the belief Of its narcotic powers,
Robiquet denominated it narcotin, a title which it still retains. Scvcru l otbcr
peculiar principles have since been discovered; though it is difficult to resist the
impression, that some of them may be the result of the processes to whic:h opiu m
is submitted for their extraction. According to the views of its constitution at
present admitted, opium contains, 1. morphia; 2. narcotin or narcotinaj 3. codcia; 4. paramorphia; 5. narcciu; 6. meconin; 7. porphyroxin; 8. mcconic and
sulphuric acids; 9. a peculiar acid, not yet fully iu\'estigated; 10. extractive '
matter; 11. gum; 12. bassoriu; 13. a peculiar resinous body insoluble in et her
and containing nitrogen; H. fixed oil; 15. a suLsta uce resembli ng caoutchouc;
16. an odorous \'Ola tile principle; besides lignin , a.nd a small proportion of acetic
acid, sulphate of lim e, sulphate of potassa, alumina, and iron. Besides these
principles, Pelletier announced the di scovery of another which he called pseudo~
morphia, but which appears to Le only un occasional constituent of opium. (See
Journ . de Phann., xxi. 575.)* In relation to their optical properties, all the
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organic bases of opium have the property of deviating to the left the rays of
polarized light. (MM . Bouchardat and Felix Boudet, Journ. de Phann., 3e sir.,
xxiii. 294.)
or the principles above mentioned moryhia is by far the most important. It
is generally admitted to exist in opium united with meconic acid in the state of
mecona.te, and to a certa in extent also as a sulphate. Of morph ia and its preparations we shall treat at large under another bead. (See Morphia.)
Narcotina or 'l1.<11·cotin receives one or the other of these names according as
it is considered alkaline or neuter; th ey who rank it among t he alkalies giving
it the former name, they who deny it such a position, the latter. H exists in
opium, chiefly, at least, in the free state, and is left behind in considerable quantity when the drug is macerated with water. It is white, tasteless, and inodorous; and cry stallizes in silky flexible needles, usually larger than the cry~ta l s
of morphia, fusible at a moderate elevation of temperature, insoluble in cold
water, soluhle in 400 parts of boiling water, in 100 parts of cold and 24 of boiling alcohol which deposits it upon cooling, and very soluble in ether. The fixed
nnd volatile oils, and the diluted acids a lso dissol\'c it. As it exe rts no alkaline
reaction upon vegetable colours, and does not prevent the acids from reddening
litmus paper, there would appear to be some reason for denying it, the rank of
an alkali. But it unites with some of the acids forming definite compounds,
which may be procured in a separate state i and Robiquct obtained the su lphate
and muriate of narcotina well crystallized. (Journ. de Phann., xvii. 639, and
xix. 50.) Hence many chemists, among whom is Berzeliu~, consider it alkaline;
and, perhaps, this view of it is the most conveni~nt. It must be admitted, however, to have a. very feeb le neutralizing power. With acetic ncid it does not
appear to form a permanent combination; for, though dissolved by cold acetic
acid, it is separnteJ by heating th e solution. Narcotina. consists of nitrogen,
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen; and its received formula is NC 411 U~4 0u· It may
be distinguished from morphia. by its insipidity, solubility in et.her, and insolubility in alkaline solu tions, by not affecting vegetable colours, by assuming a.
yellowish instead of a blood-red colour under the action of strong nitric acid, by
not decomposing iodic acid, and by not producing a blue colour with the salts
of iron. It is however, reddened by a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids.
Ilence, if to a. mixture of it with strong sulphuric acid a small piece of nitre be
added, a. deep blood.red colour is produced; while morphia, under the same circumstances, yields a brownish or oli"e-greeu colour. It gives a greasy stain to
paper when heated upon it over a candle. Heated with an excess of su lphuric
acid and deutoxide of manganese, it is converted into an acid called opianic acid,
and into a substance of feeble alkaline properties, which has rcceh eJ the name
of cotarnine (cotamia). (Journ. de Plwnn., 3P, sir., \'i. 99.) 'Vhcn subjected to
distillation with potassa, it yields a colourless volatile liquid having alkaline properties, with the strong smell of herring+pickle together with that of ammonia.
~J.1bis is thou:?ht to be a. peculiar alkaloid, and has recei\ ed the name of propylamine. (Wertheim, Phann. Genl . Blatt, June 1, 1850, p. 421, and Dec.
17, 1831, p. 9 l8.)* Water extracts narcotina partially from opium, in consequence of the acid which the latter contains, either free or combined with
1

1

• There woul<l seem, from the obser\'ations of Wertheim rand Hintcrbergcr, to be fom·
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byJrogcn i11cre1~se by 2 eqs. in rcgulnr progression. Thus 1. normal narcotilla (Uinterbergcr) hns the formula. NC 42 T1 21 0 14 ; 2. m~tliylic narcotina (Wertheim) NCuM!30 14 ; 3. :£lhylic
1
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4
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with potassn; and thcsc"ernl prollucts bcnr tocnch other the samechemicul relntion ns
exi~ts between the fixe<l nlkaloitls from which tlrny are deri\'Cd. They are ammonia from
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the narcotina. It is usually obtained mixed with morphia in the processes for
procuring that principle; and may be separated by the action of sulphuric ether,
which dissolves it without affecting the morphia, and yields it upon evaporati on.
It may also be obtained by digesting opi um in sulphuric ~ther, a~d slowly evaporating the ethereal solution, which deposits crystals of narcotma. Another
mode of procuring it is to treat opium, which h::1s been ex hausted by previous
maceration in water, with dilute acetic acid, to filter the solution, precipitate by
an alkali, wash the precipitate with water, and purify it by solution in boiling
:\lcobol, from which it crystallizes as the liquid cools. Should it still be impure,
the solution iu alcohol aud crystallization may be repeated.
'l'be proportion of this pri nciple found in opium varies extremely in the different, varietiei;:, and in different specimens of the same Yariety. Thus in Smyrna
opium it has been found, according to different observers, in quantities varying
from 1·30 per cent. (Schindler) to 9·36 per cent., iu one of the specimens examined by i\Julcler.
Though nareotina itself is tasteless, its salts are very bitter, even more so than
those of morphia. (Benelius.) Their solution reddens litmus, and affords precipitates with the alkalies and infusion of galls. Tbey have not been very accurately investigated. It has already been stated that Robiquet obtained the
sulphate and muriate crystallized.
D ifferent opinions have been advanced relative to the action of nareotina. on
the system. Derosnc believed it to be the actil'e principle of opium; though,
upon experimenting with it, he obtained effects but little stronger thon those prod uced by an equal dose of opium itself. J\lagcndie found it to ac t powerfully
upon dogs. One grain dissoh·ed in oil was sufficient to throw the animal into
a state of stupor, terminating in death in twt?nty-four hours. 'l'his stupor was
wholly different from the composed sleep pi~odul'ed by morphia and its preparations. Ile inferred that, while the latter prmciple exercises the remedial, ano<lyne, and soporific virtues of opium, the injurious excitant operation of the
medicine is ascribable to the narcotina. Both Derosnc and l\Iagendie found its
unpleai;:ant effects to be modified or prevented by it s conjunction with acetic acid.
According to l\Jagcndie, twenty-four grains, d issolved in vinegar1 may be given to
a dog without destroying life. l\I. Baily prescribed it in the dose of sixty grains,
both in the solid state and dissolved in muriatic acid , without observing from it
any sensible effect. In th e same sta.tc, Orfila foµnd that it might be taken by
man in \ery large doses with impunity; and thi1·ty grains of it, dissolved in acetic
acid, produced no effect upon Se\•eral patients to whom it was administered. Upon
dogs 1 he informs us that it is without action when dissolved in nitric or muriatic
acid; but held in solution b.v acetic or sulphuriu acid, or by olive oil, tbirt.y or
forty grains of it were sufficient to produce fatal effects. A singular circumstance noticed by the same experim enter wai;:, that the solution in acetic or sulphuric acid occasioned violent. excitement; while the contrary coudition uniformly
rc~nlted from the use of the solution in olive oil.
On the whole, we may conclude that narcotina 1 either in the solid form or dissolved in acids 1 is not pos~essed of any considerable narcotic powers; and that the effects of a. uarcotic
character which ha.ve been attributed to it, have probably ari5en from the employment of a. preparotion not entirely freeJ from other principles contained in
the opium. Dr. O'Shaughnessy, Professor of Chemistry in the i\Iedical College
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re~ommcnds

narcotina. very highly in intermittent fenr, and believes
that he has discovered in it eYen stronger an ti periodic properties than those of
quinia. In the cases reported Ly him, it was employed in combination with
muriatic acid. Qi,'en in this form, though powerfully febrifuge, it was found
of C:ilcutL'l,

not to prorlucc nflrcotic effects, not to constipate the bowels, and never to occasion

that distressing headache and restlessness which sometimes follow the u~e of
quinin. lt proved, moreover, powerfully sudorific. h was given in doscf-l of three
grains, three times a day.

Dr. O'Shaughnessy was induced to recommend its

employment to his medical friends in India, from a knowlcdp;e that it bad proved
effectual in mild agues, in the bands of Dr. Roots and Mr. Jctson in England.*
Codeia was discovered in 1832 by Robiquet in the muriate of morphia prepared according to the process of Gregory. It exists in opium combined like
morphia with mcconic acid, and is extractt:!d along with that alkali in the preparation of the muriatc. (Sec Aforphia.) When the solution of the mixed muriates
of morphia and co<leia. is treated with ammonia, t he former alkali is precipitated,
and the codcia, remaining in solution, may be obtained by evaporation and crystallization. It may be purified by treating the crystals with hot ether, which
dissolves them, and yields th e code ia in colou rl ess crystals by spontaneous e\'aporation. This alkaline product melts at 300° without decomposition. It is soluble in water, which takes up 1·26 per cent. at 60°, 3·7 at 110°, and 5·9 at212°.
1Vheq. addcd in excess to boiling water, the undissolved pnrtion melts and sinks
to the bottom, having the appearance of au oil. It is soluble also in alcohol and
ether, but is insoluble in alkaline sol utions. Hence, it mri.y be separated from
morphia by a solution of potassa. or soda, which dissolves the morphia, and leaves
the codciu. It has an alkaline reaction on test paper, and combines with acids
to form salts, some of which arc crystallizablc, particularly the nitrate. Its cnpacity of saturation is almost identical with that of morphia. According to Robiquet,
1 part of muria.tic acid is satu rated by 7·837 of codeia, and by 7·88 of morphia.
It is distinguishable, however, from the latter principle, by the diffcreut form of
its crystals, which arc octahed ral, by its solubility in boiling ctLcr, greater solubility in water, and insolubility in alkaline solutions 1 and by not assuming a red
colour with nitric :icid, nor a blue one with the salts of the sesqu ioxide of iron.
(.Jour11. de Phann., xix. 91.) Tincture of galls precipitates from its solutions
a tannate of codeia. Crystallized from a watery solution, it contains about six per
cent. of water, which is driven off at 211°. 'l'he crystals obtained from a solution
in ether contain no water. l . . ikc most of the other organic alkalies, it cousi!itS
of nitrogen, c::irbon, hydrogen aud oxygen; its received formula being NCssH 21 >05 ,
and its combining number consequently 28-1:. According to Dr. Anderson, however, the formula of the anhydrous alkaloid is NC36H 21 0 6 , witl.i the addition of
two eqs. of water in the hy<lrate. (Month. Jonrn. of .Med. ~Sci., .l\Iay, 1850, p.
492.) Dr. Gregory tried the effects of nitrate of codeia, upon himself auJ several of his pupils, and found that, in a close of three grains or less, it pro<luced
no obvi1)US effect, but, in the quantity of from fou r to six grains, acceleraled the
pulse, occasioned a sense of heat in the head and face, and gave rise to an agree.
uble excitement of Lhc i:;pirits like that rnsultinµ; from intoxicat.ingdrinks, wLieh
was attended with a sense of itching upon the skin, and, after lasting fo r several
hours, was followed by an unpleasant depression, with n:lusca and sometimes
vomiting. No tendency to sleep was observed, except in the state of depre:-sion.
In two or three cases the medicine produced a slight purgative effect; but in
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others it appearrd to exercise no peculiar influence on the bowels. l\I . Barbier,
of A.miens, administered code ia uncoml..ined iu numerous cases, and observed
tbat, in the dose of one or two grains, it acted on the nervous systcru, and appeared to be directed especially to the great sympathetic; as it rclievPd painful
affections ha\ ing their origin apparently in disorders of this nerve, while it exerted no influence ayer pains of the back and extremities supplied by nerves from
the spinal marrow. lie tlid not find it to affect the circulation, to disturb digestion, or to produce constipation. In sufficient quantity, it i11<luccd sleep, without
occasion ing those marks of cerebra l congestion occ:LSioucd by opium. Dr. Miranda, of 1hvana, employed it with great advantage io several bad cases of
dyspepsia. On the whole, there can be no doubt that this principle bas a decided
action on the animal economy, and is among those upon wbjcb opium depends
for its peculiar powers.
Pm·u11w17J!iiet (thebaino) is tho name given by Pelletier to a principle, discovered by him in the precipitate thrown down from au infusion of opium treated
with milk of lime. The precipitate being washed with water till the liquid came
:i.way colourless, and then treated with alcohol, instead of affording morphia. to
this solvent, as was anticipated, yielded a new alkaline principle, which was
obtained separate by e\'aporating the alcohol, acting on the resiJue with ether,
allowing the ethereal solution to evaporate spontaneously, and then purifying the
resulting crystalliue mass by di ssolvi ng it in an acid, precipituting by ammonia,
and recrystallizing by means of alcohol or ether. lJcJleticr named it para morphia,
from its close ana logy in composition with morpLia, from which, however, it is
quite distinct in properties. It is white, crystallizable in needles, of an acrid
and styptic rather than bitter taste, fusible at about 300°, scarcely soluble iu
water, Yery soluble in alcohol and ether even when cold, and still more so when
heated, and c:1pnble of combining with the ncids, with which it forms salts not
crystallizable from their ac1ueo us solution. Alkalies prccipitute it from its acid
solution~, and, unless in Yery concentrateJ solution, do not dissolve it when added
in excess. It is not, like morphia, reddened by nitric acid, nor tloes it become
blue with solutions of the salts of sesquioxide of iron. :From eodeia it differs
in never Leing in large crystals, in not forming crystallizable s..1lts 1 in being
always precipitated from its acid sol utions by ammonia, and in not melting in oily
drops. li'rom narcotina, which it most resembles, it may be distingubhed by its
shorter crystals, which want the pearly appearance of tbose of narcotina, by its
different taste, by its much greater solubility in cold alcohol, of which 10 parts
will dissolve 1 of tbis prineiple, while narcotiua. requires JOO parts, and by the
action of nitric acid, which converts it into a resin.like matter before dissolving
it, while the same acid instautly dissolves narcotina. It corn~i::;ts of nitrogen,
carbon, hydr0gen, and oxygen, its formula being NCw;IT,"03 (Km1e), and its combining number consequently 202. DI'. Anderson gives the formula. NC 38 IT~11 0 6 •
(Sec .Journ. d" Phann., 3e ser., xx iv. 233 .) The name of tltclmhi was proposed
for it by M. Coui.lrbc, who w:1s disposed to give the credit of its disco,·ery to M.
'l'bib<tumery, the director of ])elletier's laboratory . According to Magendic, it
is closely analogous, in its effects on the sygtem, to strychnia. and brucia, producing tetanie ~pasms in the dose of a grain. (Sce.Am.Jultrn.of Plwrm., viii. 69.)
NUrcei11 1 discovered by Pelletier in 183:2, is white, in silky acicula.r crystals,
inodorous, of a sli ghtly bitter taste, fu!:iiblc at 107° F., soluble in 375 parts of
cold and :2:20 of boiling water, soluble also in alcohol, and insoluble in ether. It
forms a blui~h compound with iodine, the colour of which is def,troyed by heat
aud the alk:tlics. lt is rendered blue by the action of mineral acids so far diluted
a~ not to decompose it; but docs not, like morphia, become blue by the action
of the salts of iron, nor red by that of nitric aciJ. It is dissolved by the acids,
but does not neutralize them, and, though at first thought to be alkaline by Pelle1
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tier, is not so considered at present. H resembles the organic alkal ies, however, in its eon~titution, consisting of nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.
Its formula. is NCgslJ~iOm or, according to Dr. Anderson, NC..all~0 18 • Pelletier
obtained it in the course of his analysis of opium. Ha.ving formed an aqueous
extract of opium, he treated it with distilled water, precipitated the morphia by
ammonia, concentrated the. solu ti on, filtered it, threw down the meconic acid by
baryta. water, separated the excess of baryta by carbonate of ammonia, drove off
the excess of the ammouiacal salt by Leat, evaporated the liquor to the consistence
of syrup, set it aside till a. pulpy matter formeJ containing crystals, separated and
expresse<l this pulpy matter, tLen treated it with alcohol, and concentrated the
a lcoholic solution. This, upon cooling, deposited cryst.als of narcdn, which were
easily purified by repeated !50lution and crystallization. When mixed with mcconin, which often crystallizes with it, the latter may be separated by the agency
of ether. It has not been ascertained to ha.ve any influence upon the system.
Two grains of it ha Ye been introduced into the jugular vein of a dog without any
observable effect.
Afeconin, the existence of which was announced in 1832 by l\I. Couerbe, is
identical with a. substance discovered severa l years previously by l\I. Dublanc,
jun., but of which no account was published. It is perfectly white, in the form
of acicula.r crystals, soluble in about 2G5 parts of cold and 18 of boiling water,
very soluble in ether, alcohol, and the essential oi ls, fusible at 195°, volatilizable
without change, and possessed of a. degree of acrimony which favours the suppo·
siti on that it may not be without action upon the system. It is neither acid nor
a\lrnlinc, and contains no nitrogen. Mcconin is obtained by precipitating the
aqueous iufusion of opium with ammonia, washing tLe precipitate with watcir
until the latter nearly ceases to acquire colour, mixing the watery fluids, evapo·
rating them to the consistence of molassefS, setting them aside for two or three
weeks, Juring which a mass of granular cry stals is formed, then decanting the
liquid, expressing the mass, and drying it with a gentle heat. 'fhe meconin may
be separated froru the mass by treating it with boiling alcohol of 36° Baume,
evaporating so as to obtain crystals, dissolving these in boiliug water with animal
charcoal, filtering the liquid while hot, and subjecting the crysta ls which form
upon the cooliug of the solution to the action of ether, whie;h dissolves the me·
conio, and yields it in a state of purity by spontaneous evaporation. (Journ. de

Phann., Dec. 1832.)
Po1plt!Jroxin (opine, Berzelius), according to Merck, may be obtained by
trea.ting powdert:d opium (previously exhausted by boiling ether, and then made
iuto a pulp by means of water) with carbonate of potassa, agitating it with ether,
evaporating tbe ethereal solution, dissolving the residue in dilute muriatic acid,
and precipitating with ammonia. }Jaramorpbia and porphyroxin are thus ob.
tainccl together. TLcsc arc to be dissolved in ether, which, by spontaneous
evaporation, deposits the former in crystals, and the latter in the form of resin.
The porpbyroxin is separated by the cautious use of alcohol, and is obtained by
the eyaporation of the alcoholic solution. It is neuter, crystallizablc in shining
needles, insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol and ether, and characterized by
the property of assuming a purple-red or rose-colour when hcateJ in dilute
muriatic acid. (Journ . de Pluirm., 3e sir., xiv. 187.)
Of pse1ulomorphia, as it is found in opium only as an occasional ingredient,
and is not generally present, it is scarcely necessary to treat in detail. An
interesting fact, however, in relation to it, and one of some toxicolog ical im.
portance, is that it possesses two properties considered characteristic of morphia,
those namely of being reddened by nitric acid, and of striking a bluo colour with
the salts of ir.on, and yet is without any poisonous influence upon the animal
economy. (See _!m. Journ. of Plwrm., viii. 77, or JouJ'Ji. de PAurm., xxi. 575.)
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B~t it differs in not forming salts with the acids, and in not decomposing iodic

acid. It consists of nitrogen, carbon, hydrogco, and oxygeu .
.Afeconic acid is in white c1·ystalline scales, of a sour taste followed by bitterness, fusible and volatilizable by heat, soluble in four parts of boilin~ water,
soluble also in cold water and alcoboli with the pr('lpcrty of reddening vegetable
blues, and forming salts. Its compounds with the etlrths :rnd heavy met::illic
oxides are generally im;oluble in water. Its characteristic properties are, that it
produces a blood-red colour with the salts of sesquioxide of iron, a green precipitate with a weak solution of ammoniated sulphate of copper, and white prec ipita tes soluble in nitric acid, with acetate of lead, nitrate of sih·er, and chloride
of barium. It is obtained by maf'erating opium in water, filtering the infusion,
and adding a solution of ·chloride of calcium. l\lcconate and sulphate of lime
arc precipitated. The precipitate, having been washed with hot water and with
alcohol, is treated with dilute muriatic acid at 180°. 'l'be meconate of lime is
taken up, and, upon the cooling of the liciuid, bimeeonate of lime is deposited.
Tliis is dissolved in warm couccn!rntcd muriatic acid, wbicb deposits pure meconic
acid when it cools. It may be freed from colouring matter by neutralizing it
with potassa, decomposing the crystallized mcconate thus obtained by muriatic
acid, and again crystallizing. 1\lcconic acid has little or no action on the system,
and is not. used separately in medicine; but its natural relation to morphia requires
that it should be understood.
lncompatiUes. All the substances which produce precipitates with opium do
not neces~arily affect its medical virtues; but the al/,;olies, and all vegetable
infusions coatainiog taonic and gallic acids, are strictly incompatible j the former
separntiag aad precipitatiag the active principle, the latter fonniag with it. an
im;oluble compound.
T!tc proportion of morphia which any particular specimen of opium will
furnish, may be cousidered as the best test of its value, except that of actual
trial upon the system. Goorl opium should yield ten or tweh·e per cent. of the
impure morphia precipitated from the infusion Ly ammonia with alcohol, according to the process of the United States Phannacoproia. (Sec 1llo171kfo.) The
Edinburgh College gives the following tef'!t. 11 A solution from JOO grains of
tiae opium macerated twenty-four hours in two fluiclounces of water, filtered, and
strongly squeezed in a cloth, if treateJ with a cold solution of half an ounce of
carbonate of soda. in two waters, yields a precipitate, which weighs, when dry,
at least ten grains, and dissolves entirely io solution of oxalic acid."
l\I. Guilliermoud gives the fo ll owing mode of estimating the strength of opium ,
as tested by the amount of morphia which it will yield. Take 15 parts of opiumJ
cut it in pieces, rub it up with 00 pa rts of alcohol at 160°' drain the mixture
on linen a11d express, treat the residue with 40 parts of alcohol at the same temperature, unite the tinctures in a vessel with a large mouth into which 4 parts
of solution of ammonia (22° Cartier) have been in troduced, and allow the mixture to stand 12 hours. The crystals which form arc to be put upon linen, washed
repeatedly with water to separate the meconate of ammonia, and then introduced
into a small vessel of water. 'l'hc crystals of narcotina. being very light, remain
suspended in tile water, and may be decanted along with it, while tho~e of morphia, remaining at the bot.tom, may be collected and weighed. Good opiu m
trca.ted in this way will yield for the 15 parts employed from 1·25to1·75 parts
of the crystals of morphia. (Jo1lrn. de Ghitn. et de Pharm., xvi. 18.)*
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It is sometimes highly important to be able to

the presence or absence of opium in any suspected mixture. As ":1ceouic acid
and morphia have been found only in the products of the poppy, 1f either or
both of tbem be shown to exist in any substance, very strong evidence is afforded
of the presence of opium in that substance. Our test~ should, therefore, be applied in reference to the detection of these two principles. If an aqueous infusion of the substance examined yield a red colour with the tincture of chloride
of iron, there is presumptive evidence of the presence of meconic acid. Greater
certainty may be obtained by the following process. Add in excess to the filtered
liquor a f'lolution of acetate of lead. If opium be present, there will be a precipitate of mcconatc of lead, and the acetates of morphia and lead will remain iP.
solution. 'J'he precipitate is then to be suspended in water, and decomposed,
eith er by adding a little diluted sulphuric acil1 1 which forms the sulphate of lead
and lea\'eS the meconic acid in solution, or by passing through it a stream of
su lphuretted hydrogen, removing by filtration the precipitated sulphuret of le~d,
and heating the clear liquor so as to drive off the su lpburetted hydrogen. With
t.he clear liquor thus obtained, if it contain meconic acid, the tincture of chloride
of iron will produce a striking red colour, the ammoniated sulphate of copper a.
green precipitate, and acetate of lead, nitrate of silver, and chloride of barium,

~vcl~~t:dr;~c~~i~:.e,;~~hb;,ei~na;\t:~:~~~l·c c~nu;l~~:~:~~rseatli~~ (f}:~~· :a~:~~t~
1

ii. 6), produces a red colour with the salts of sesquioxi dc of iron, resembling
that produced by meeonic acid; but, according to Mr. Everitt, this colour is
entire ly and at once destroyed by a solution of cor rosive sublimate, which has
no effect on the red colour of the mcconatc of iron. (See Am. Jo11rn. of Pharm.,
xii. 88.) On the contrary 1 chloride of gold reddens a solution of hydrosulphoeyanic acid or a sulpb ocyauu ret, but not of mecouic aciJ. J.>ereira says tbe acetates also redden the salts of sesqu ioxide of iron; but they do not afford the
results nbove mentioned with acetate of lead and ch loride of barium. To test
the presence of morphia, the liquid from which the meconate of lead has been
precipitated, and which may be supposed to contain the acetates of morphia and
lead, must be freed from the lead by a. stream of flu lpburetted hydrogen, and
then from the sulpburettcd hydrogen by heat i nftcr which, the following reagents may be applied :-viz. 1. nitric acid, which colours the morphia reel i 2.
iodic acid, which is dccomposcrl by the morphia with the extrication of iodi ne,
which colours the liquid reddish-brown, and, if sta rch is present, unites with it
to form a. blue compound; 3. sol uti on of ammonia, which, if carefully addcll so
as not to be in excess, throws down a precipitate of morphia. solnble in a great
excess of that alkali or of potassa i and 4. fannic acid, which precipitates an
insoluble tannate of morphia. lf the precipitate thrown down by ammonia
afford a deep-red colour, becoming yellow, with nitric acid, and a. blue colour
with the sesquichloride of iron, the proof may be consiJ.ered as complete.*
ti;i;,
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Opium is a stimulant narcolic. Taken by a
healthy person, in a moderate dose, it increases the force, fu\ne8s 1 and frequency
of the pulse, augments the temperature of the skin, invigorates the muscular
system, quickens the senses, animates the spirits, rmd gives new energy to the
intellectual faculties. Its operation, while thus extending to all parts of the
system, is directed with peculiar force to the brain, the functions of which it
excites sometimes even to intox ication or delirium. In a short time this excitation subsidesj a calmness of the corporeal act.ions, and a delightful placidity of
mind succeed i and the individual, insensible to painful impressions, forgetting
all sources of care and anxiety, submits himself to a current of undefined and
unconnected, but pleasing fancies; and is conscious of no other feel ing than
that of a quiet and vague enjoyment. At the end of half an hour or an hour
from the administration of the narcotic, all consciousness is lost in sleep. The
soporific effect, after having continued for eight or ten hours, goes off, and is generally succeeded by more or less nausea1 headacLe, tremors, and other symptoms
of diminished or irregular nervous action, which sobn yield to the recuperative
energies of the system; and, unless the dose be frequently repeated, and the
powers of nalmc worn out by over-excitement, no injurious consequences ulti mately result. Such is the obv ious operation of opium when moderately taken;
but other effects, very important in a. remedial point of view, are also cxperiencecl. All the secretions, with the exception of that from the skin, are either
suspended or diminished; tbe peristaltic motion of the bowels is lessened; pain
and inordinate muscular contraction, if present, are allayed; and general nervous
irritation is compQscd, if not entirely relieved.
In doses insufficient to produce the full :soporific effect, the stimuli:int influence
upon the mental functions continues longer, and the subsequent calming effect
is sustained for hours; sleep being not unfrequcntly prevented, or rendered so
light tind dreamy that, upon awaking 1 the patient will scarcely admit that he bas
slept at all . . When large doses arc taken, the period of excitement and exhilaration
is shorter; the soporific and anodyne effocts are more intem;e and of longer duration; and "the succeeding symptoms of debility are more obvious aud alarming.
From quantities sufficient to destroy life, after a brief excitement, tbe pul:se is
reduced in frequency though not in force, muscular strength is diminished, and
feelings of lctnguor and drowsiness supervene, which soon eventuate in a deep
apoplectic sleep. A stertorous respiration; a dark suffusion of the countenance;
a full, slow, and labouring pulse; an almost toti:i l insensibility to external impressions; and-when a moment of consciousness is obtained by violent agitation, or irritating applications-a confused state of intellect, and an irresistible
dispos ition to sink back into comatose sleep, are symptoms which, for the first
few houri!, attend the operation of the poison. Though not signs of an elevated
condition of the bodily powers, neither do they imply a state of pure, unmixed
debility. The pulse is, indeed, slow; but it is often so full and strong as even to
call for the use of the lancet. In the space, however, of a few hours, varying
according to the quantity of the narcotic taken, and the powers of the patient's
constitution, a condition of genuine debility ensues; and thi::i condition will be
hastened in point of time, though it will be more under the control of rem edies,
if the opium be evacuated from the stomach. Called to an individual labouring under the influence of a fatal dose of opium, at a period from six to eight
hours after it has been swi:illowed, t.he practitioner will generally find him with
a cool, clammy skin; cold extrCmities; a pallid countemmcc; a feeble, thread-
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like, scarcely perceptible pulse; a slow, interrupted, ali~nst gasping respiration;
and a torpor little short of absolute, death-like insensibility. Death soon foll ow~, unless relief is afforded.
No appearauces are rcYcaled by the dissection of those who ba.vc died of the
immediate effects of opium, which can he considered as affording satisfactory
e'·idcnce of its mode of operation. The redness occasionally observed in the
mucous membrane of the stomach is not constantly present, and is ascriba.ble
as much to lhe irritating effect of remedies prescribed, or to the spirituous
vehicle in which the poison has been swallowed, as to the action of the poison
itself. Such at least is the inference drawn by Nysten from his expenmcnts
and observations; and Orfila. states that the stomachs of dogs which he had
killed by opium, internally administered, did not present tbe slightest >cstige
of inflammation. The force of the medicine is directed to the cerebral and nervou!' functions; a.nd death is produced by a. suspension of respiration, arising from
the want of due influence from the brain. The section of the par yagum on both
sides has not been found to preYent or retard the death of animals to which
large doses of opium have been ginn, nor even materially to modify its narcotic
effects. (N!Jsien, quoted l.Jy Orfila.) It would seem, therefore, that the active
principle is conveyed into the circulation, and operates upon the brain, and probably upon the nervous system at large, by immedia te contact. It is an error
to attribute the anodyne, sedative, and sopori6c effects of the medicine to the
previous excitement. They arc, as much as this very excitcment 1 the direct results
of its action upon the br:tin. It is in the state of exhaustion and collapse which
ensue after tbe peculiar influence of the opium has cea::;ed, that we nre to look for
an illustration of that principle of the system, by which any great exaltation of
its energies above the natural standard is followed by a corre;.ponding depression.
'Ve may be permitted to ad\'ancc the conjccturc 1 that the excitement which almost
immediately supen·enes upon the internal use of opium, may be in some degree
produced by means of nervous communication i while the succec<liug narcotic
effects are attributable to its absorption and entrance iuto the circulation i and the
prostration of all the powers of tbe Rystem which ultimately takes place, is a.
necessary consequence of the previous agitation of tbc various organs.
On i-:ome indi\'iduals opium produces very peculiar effects, totally differing from
the ordinary resul~s of its operation. In VCl'y small quantities it occasionally
l?;i"cs rise to exces~1ve sickDcss and vomiting 1 and even spasm of the stomach; in
other cases it produces restlessness, headachc 1 and delirium; and we have known
it, even in large doses, to occasion obstinate wakefulness. 'fhe headache, want
of appe~ite, tremors, &c., which usually follow, in a slight degree, its narcotic
operation, <lre uniformly experienced by some individuals to such an extent, as
to rC'nder the use of the medicine very inconvenient. It is possible that some
of t.hese disagreeable effects may arise not from the meconate of morphia con tained in the opium, but from some other of its ingredients, and those which do
result from the meeona.te may not be produced by other salts of morphia. It has,
indeed, been found that the operation of opium may often be favourably modified
by clrnnging the state of combination in which its active principle naturally exists.
Dissolved in Yinegar or lemon juice, it had been known to act in some instances
more pleasantly and effectually than in substance, or in the state of tincture, long
before physicians had learned to explain the fact by referring it to the production
of an acetate or citrate of morphia.. When upon the subject of morpliia, we
shall take occasion to treat of the medical properties of this principle in its va·
rious combinations.
An orcasional effect of opium, which has not yet been alluded to, is a disagreeable itching or sense of pricking in the skin, which is sometimes attended
with a species of 111iliary eruption. We have found the effect to result equally
from all the preparations of this narcotic.
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The general operation of opium may be obtained by injecting it iuto the rectum,
or applying it to the surface of the body, especially upon a part denuded of tbe

cuticle.

It has appeared to us, when thus applied, to produce less general ex-

citement, in proportion to its other effects, than when administered by the mouth;
but we do not make the statement with entire confidence. It is Sit.id that, when
introJuced into the cellular membrane, it acts with great energy; and, when
thrown into the cavity of the peritoneum, f'peedily produces convulsions and

death.

Injected into the cavity of the heart, it impairs or altogether destroys

the powers of that organ.
The local effects of opium are similar in character to those which follow its
general operation. Au increased action of the part is first observable; then a
diminution of its sensibility and contractility; and the latter effect is more
speedy, more intense, and of longer continuance, the larger the quantity in which
the narcotic is applied.
Ia all parts of the world, opium is habitually employed by many with a view
to its exhilarating and anodyne influence. 'l'bis is particularly the case among
t.he Mabomc<lans and Hindoo:;:, who find in this narcotic the most pleasing substitute for those alcoholic drinks which are interJicted by the precepts of their
religion. In India, Persia, and Turkey, it is consumed in immense quantities;
and many nations of the East smflke opium as those of the 'Vest smoke tobacco.
This is not the place to speak of tLe fearful effects of such a practice upon bolh
the intellectual and bodily faculties.
The use of opium as a medicine can be clearly traced back to Diagoratt, who
was nearly contemporary with Hippocrates; and it was probably employed before
h is time. It is at prm;ent more frequently prescribed than perhaps any other
article of the materia medica. It.s extensive applicability to tile cure of disease
will be rendered evident by a. view of the indications which it is calculated to
fulfil. 1. It is excitant in its primary actiou. lo low or typhoid complaints,
requiring a supporting treatment 1 it exalts the actions of the arterial and nen'ous
!ly:st.em~, anJ, in moderate doses frequently repeated, may be employed witb adv;rntagc io conjunction or ultcrnatiou with 01her stimulants. 2. It relieves pain
more speedily and effectually than rrny other known medicine, with tbe exception
of ether and chloroform. If possessed of no other property than this, it would
be entitled to high consideration. Not to mention cancer, and other incurable
affections, in which the alleviation afforded by opium is of incalculable v:1lue, we
have numerous instances of painful Jifieases which are not only temporarily
rclie\"'ed, but entirely cured by the remeJy; and there is scarcely a complaint
in the catalogue of human ailments 1 in the treatment of which it is not occas ionally demanded for the relief of suffering, which, if allowed to continue, might
aggravate the disorder, and protract if not prevent a cure. 3. Another very
important indication, which, beyond any other narcotic, it is capable of fulfi!liog,
is the production of sleep. 11'01· this purpose it i:; given in a great variety of
d iseases; whenever, in fact, morbid \'igilauee exists, not depeudent on acute
inflammation of the brain. Amonp; the complaints in which it prO\'es moi!t
serviceable in this way is delirium tremens, or the mania of druokards, in whie:h
it is frequently sufficient of itself to effect acme. Opium produces .!Sleep iu two
ways; first, by its direct operation on the bruin, secondly, by allaying tLat
morLid nervous irritation upon whicb wakefulness generally depends. Jn the
latter case it may frequently be advantageously combined with camphor or Hoffmanu's anoJyne. 4. Opium is powerfully anti~pasmodie. No medicine is so
efficient in relaxing spasm, and in controlling those irregular muscubr movemeuts which depend on unhealthy uerrnns action. Uence its great importance
as a remedy in tetanus; colic; spasm of tlie stomach attending gout,dy~pepsia,
and cholera; spasm of the ureters in nephritis, aud of the Lilial'y ducts <luring
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the pai<S:lgc of calculi; and in Y:uious convulsi-re affcctio~s. 5. Probably depen~
ent upon a simi lar influence over the nervous system, is the ~ropcrty wL1ch 1t
pos~c.s~es of allaying general and local irritations, whether exhibited in the nerves
or blood vessels, provided the action do not amount to positive inflammation;
and even in tLis case it is ofte n prescribed with advantage. Hence it s use iu
compo~ing restlessness, quieting couAh, and relieving nausca 1 tene.::mus, aud
straugury. G. In suppressing morbid discharges, it answers another indication
wl1ich fits it for the treatment of a long list of diseases. This effect it is, perhaps, enabled to produce by diminishing the nerrnus energy upon which secretion
und muscular motion depend. Upon this principle it is useful in diarrhrea, when
the complaint consists merely in increased secretion into the bowels, without high
action or organic deran~cment; in consumption, chronic catarrh, hurooral asthma,
and other cnses of morbidly increased expectoration; in diabete8, and in certain
forms of hcmorrhage 1 particularly that from the uterns, in combination with other
remedies. 7. It remains to mention one other indication; that, namely, of produc~
ing perspiration, in fulfilling which, opium , conjoined with small dm;cs of e metic
medicines, is pre-eminent. No di:1phoretic is so powerful as a combination of
opium and ipccacnanha; and none is so extensively employed. W e shall ~peak
more fully of this npplication of the remedy under the head of P11/11is lpecacuwd1a~
et Opii. It is here sufficient to say, that its beneficial effects are Nipecially experienced in rheumatism, the bowel affections, and certain pectoral discuses.
From this great diversity of properties, and th e frequent occu rrence of those
morbid conditions in wbicb opium :dfords relief, it is often prescribed in the ~amc
disease to meet numerous in<licati ons. Thus, in idiopathic fevers, we frequently
meet with morbid vigilance and great nervous init:1tion, comb in ed with a low
condition of the system. In typhous pneumonia, there is tbe !?ame depression
of the vital powers, com Lined often with SC\'erc neuralgic pain!l, nnd much nervous
irrit:irion. Ju diarrhrea, besides the indications presented by the spasmodic pain
nud increased discharge, there is a. strong call for the di<lphoretic operation of
the opiu m. It is unnecessary to multiply instances. There is hardly a complaint wbich docs not occas ionally present a complication of symptoms demandiug
the use of this remedy.
llut a medicin e possessed of such extcnsi\'e powers may do much i11jury, if
improperly directed; and conditions of the system frcqucnily occur, in which,
th ough some one of the symptoms calls for ils use, otl1ers, on the coutrary 1 are
incompatible with it. Thus, op ium is contra-indicated by a high state of i11Hamrnatory excitement, wLid1 should be reduced before we can with propriety venlure
upon its employment; aud when there is any doubt as to the sufficiency of the
reduction, the opium should be given in combination with tartarized antimony or
ipcc:lcuanha 1 which modit}' its stimu lant operation 1 and give it a more dcciUet.l
tendency to the skin. lt is also contra-indicated by iuflammation of the bruin,
or s trong determination of blood to the head , by deficient sec retion from iufl itmed
mucnu~ membranes, as in 1l1e early s tages of brouchiti~, and generally by constipation of the bowels. Wh en, hoWC\ er, the constipation depends upon intestiual
!putim, as in coli c, it is ~ometimcs relieveJ. by the antispasmodic action of the
opium; and the binding effects of the medicine m;1y generally be counteracted
by t lte use of laxati,·cs.
Opium is usually administered in substance or in tincture. In the former
state it is gi\'en in tbe shape of pill 1 wLich, as a ~encral rule, should be formed
out of powJ.ered opium, us it is tLus more rc<1di ly dissolved in the liquorf'l of the
stomach, :md therefore operates more speedily und effectually than when made,
as it sometimes i~, immediately from the plastic mafj8. There is uo medicine of
whirh the Jose is more vnriable, according to the h abit~ of the patient, tho nature
of bi~ complaint, or the purpose to be effected . Wliile in catarrh au<l diarrhooa
we often prescribe not more than one.fourth or one-third of a grain, in tetan us
1
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and some other nerrnus affections, it has been administered, witlrnut abating the
violence of the symptoms, in the en<mnous quantity of two dracLms in twcntyfour hours; and in a case of cancer of the uterus, under tile care of the late Drs.
l\Ionges and La.Roche, of this city, tbc quantity is stated to have been gradually
increased till the nmount taken during one day, either in the Rhnpc of tincture or
in substance, was cq\livalent to more than three ounces. The medium dose, in
ordinary cases of disease, to prodace the anodyne and sopori6c effects of the medicine, is one grain.
Experience has shown tha.t the action of opium is sometimes ftnrourably modified by employing on ly those of its constituents which are soluble in water .
• Hen<-e the watery extract is sometimes advantageously subst ituted for the drug
itself, and an infusion for the tincture.* (See E:t:tractnrn Opii".)
Opium may often be admin iste red with great advantage by the rectum. In
this way it operates most ndvirntagcously iu cases of obstinate vomitin~, of pain·
ful nephritic and uterine affections, of strangury from blisters, and of dyscnteric
tenesmus. It m:ly be employed as a suppository, or in tbe form of enema made
with laudanum and a sma ll quantity of viscid liquid, as flaxseed tea 1 mucilage
of ~um Arabic, or starch prepared with hot water. The quantity, as a general
rule, m:1y be three times that admin istered by the mouth; but the relative sus.
ceptibility oft.be stomach and rectum in different persons is not always the same;
and the effects produced by the narcotic, given by injec rion, are somet im es much
greater than was anticipated . 'I'lie practitioner, moreover, should take into con·
sideration the previous habits of the pnticnt. In an individual who has long
been accustomed to take opium internally, and whose stomach will receive large
doses with impunity, it is possible that the rectum :i~ny not have lost, in a pro·
portiooate deJ?;ree, its ab~orbing power or susceptibility; and that serious consequences might result by adhering, in such a case, to the general rule as to the
relat.ive quantity to be given in the w:iy of enema or supposito ry.
It1 some one of its liquid preparations, opium is often used externally as an
addition to collyria in ophthalmia, to injections iu gononhrea 1 :rnd to lotions
and cataplasms iu various complaints of t he skin, and external pains, as those
of gout and rheumatism. I t is also employed in substance as a local anodyne,
in t!te form of a pltlster or catnplasm made from the powder. But its external
use rP<juires some caution, e~prcially when the skin is deprived of the cuticle.
Death is ~aid to have resulted from a cataplasm, containing a large quantity of
laudanum, applied to the epigastrium. (Aim. de TMrap., 18-1:3, p. 5.)
\Vheu opium has been taken in an overdose, the only effectual mode of relief
is immediately to evacuate the stomach, either by means of the stomach-pump,
or, wben tliis is not atlaiuable, by the more active emetics 1 such as tartarized
antimony, sulphate of zinc, or su lphate of copper, conjoined with ipecncuanha.
Emetics are preferable to the stomach-pump, when opium has been swallowed
in substance; as the capacity of the tube is insufficient to admit of the p:1ssage
of the masses in which the poison is sometimes taken. The operation of the
emetic should be promoted by a. very free use of warm drinks, by irritating the
fauces with a feather, by keeping the patient in motion, and, if the insusceptibility to the action of the remedy is very great, by dashing cold water upon the
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head and shoulders, thus counteracting, for a moment, the narcotic influence of
the opium.upon t~e brain, and enabli~~ this o.rgau to receive and transmit the
necessary impressions. Advantage will sometimes accrue from a moderate loss
of blood, which tends to diminish the cerebral congestion, and thus not only
awaken susceptibility to the impression of the e metic, but obviate also the ·
daugcr of hemorrhagic effusion; but the bleeding should not be carried far, in
consequence of danger from the subsequent debility. For the same purpoi::fc of
favouring the emetic action, it has beeu recommended to pass a current of
electricity through the brain. After the e\·acuation of the poison, the chief
indication is to obviate the debility which geuerally supervenes, and which,
when the quantity of the narcotic has been hirge, or has remained long in the
stomach, is sometimes :ilarming and even fatal. For this purpose the carbonate
of ammonia, or the aromatic spi rit of ammonia, with wine whey, may be employed internally, and sinapisms and stinrnbnt frictions applied to the surface.
The practitioner should not despair even if called at the last moment. The
stomach tube may be applied ot any period; ond it is possible that, even without
evacuation of the stoma.ch, a little aid may enable the system to resist the prostrating influence of the poison, if not taken in au overwhelming dose. The
electro-magnetic battery was employed with great advantrige in a case of prostration of this kind by Dr. Page, of Valparaiso; and the practice has been
imitated in Europe and this country. Strong coffee, under these ci rcumstances,
has been found useful, and is obYiously suggested in all cases by its powerful
i11flueuee in producing wakefulness. Should other measures fail, re!:IOrt may be
h:iJ to artificia l respiration, by which the functions of the lungs and heart may
possibly be sustained till the brain has struggled through its conflict with the
narcotic, and is enabled to resume its healthful action. Brodie has demonstrated that death from many of the narcotics results from a suspension of the
cerebral influence necessary to sustain the respiratory function, and that the
heart ceases to act in consequence of the cessation of respiration. If this cnn
be restored artificially before the cont ractions of the heart have entirely ceased,
the circulation may cont inue, and life be supported for a time without aid from
the brain, which now recei\·es a supply of arterial blood, and is thus better
enabled to rise a.hove the repressing action of the opium. As this narcotic
does not produce a structural derangement, but operates chi efly upon the nervous power, a. favourable result is more likely to be experienced than in cases of
poisoning from some other artic;.les of the same class. SeYeral eases are on record,
in which pa,tients, apparently in the very last
wne saved by a resort to
artificial respiration. (~ee N. Am,, Jled. a'Tl.d
Jouni., iii. 277, and Am.
Jouni. oftAe 'Afed. Sci., xx. 450.)
Ojf'.Prr-p. Acetum Opii; Confectio Opii; Electuarium Ca.techn; Emplastrum
Opii; Extrnctum Opii; Liuirnentum Opii; l\lorphia; J\lorphire Murias; Pilulre
Calomelanos et Opi1; Pil. Opii; Pil. Plumbi Opiatre; Pil. Sapon is Compositre ;
Pil. St.yracis Com~.; Pulvis Cretro Compositus cum Opio; Pulvis Ipecacuanhre
ct Opii; Pulvis Krno Compositus; Tinctura Opii; Tinct. Opii Acetata.; 'finct.
Opii Amrnoniata; Tinct. Opii 01nnphorata; 'l'rochisci Glycyrrhizrc et Opii; Unguentum Gallre Cornpositum; Unguenturn Opii; Vinum Opii.
W.

ORIGANUi\1. U. 8., Ed.
Q,.iganum.
T~e her~ of Origanum nilgar_e. U.S., Ed.
.
Ong:rn, }r.; Gemerner Dosten, Wohlgemuth, Germ.; Ongano, Ital.; Oregano, Span.
ORIGANUM.

Labiat""
35

S ex. i:':J!fst. Didynarnia G-ymnospcrmia. - Nat . Ord. Lamiacere or
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Gen. Ch. Strobile four-cornered, spiked, collecting the calyces. Corolla with
the upper lip erect and flat, the lower three-parted, with the segments equal.

Willd.
Two species of Origanum have been used in medicine, 0. Ma}orana or sweet
marjoram, and 0. vu~r;are or rommon marjoram. The former, howernr, having
been discar<lcd from the Dublin Pharmac0preia, which wa~ the last to retain it,
is no longer officina l. It. grows wild in Portugal and Andalusia, and is culti~

vated as a garden herb in other parts of Europe, and in the United States.
Some authors, however, consider 0. Jllajorano'ides, which is a native of Barbary, and closely allied to 0 . .MoJorana, as the type of the sweet marjoram of
our f!Urdcns. Sweet 'flw1jormn has a pleasant odour, and a warm, aromatic,
bitterish taste, which it imparts to water rmd alcohol. By distillation with water
it yields a. volatile oil, wbich is directed by the Edinburgh College among their
preparations, probably by mistake, as the plant bas been r<'jected. It is tonic
and gently cxcitant, but is used more as a condiment in cookery than as a medicine. In domef'ltic practice, its infusion is much employed by the vulgar to
hasten the tardy eruption in measles and other exanthematous diseases.
Ori!Jiarium, vulym·e. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 135; Woodv. JJied. Bot. p. 344,
t. 123. Origanum or common marjo~·am is a perennial herb, with erect, pm·plish, downy, four-sided, trichotoruous stems, which rise about eighteen inches
high, and bear opposite, ovate, entire, somewhat hairy leaves, of a deep ycllowishgreen colour. The flowers are numerous, of a. pinkish-purple or rose colour, disposed in roundish, panicled spikes, and accompanied with o,·ate reddi sh bmctes,
longer than the calyx. '.l'h is is tubular and five-toothed, with nearly equal seg.
ments. The corolla is funnel-shaped, with tbe upper lip erect, bifid, and obtuse,
the lower trifid, bl unt, and spreading. The anthers are double, the stigma bifid ,
and reflexed.
'.l'hc plant is a native of Europe and America. In this country it grows along
the road Eiides, and in dry stony fields and woods, from Pennsylvania to Virginia, aud is in flower from June to October i but it is not very abundant, and
is seldom collected for use . It. has a peculiar, agreeable, aromatic odour, and a
warm, pungent taste. These properties it owes to a. volatile oil, which is the
part chiefly employed. It m<ly be separated by distillation; but is mostly imported from Europe. (See Oleurn Ori!Jani.)
..Uedical Properties and Dses. Origanum is gently tonic and excitant, and
has been used in the form of infusion as a diaphoretic and emmenagoguc, and
externa ll y as a fomentation i but it is at present scarcely employed.
OjJ: Pre-p. Oleum Origani.
W.

OS. U.S.
Bone.
Off Syn. OSSA.

Bones of the ox, or Bos Taurus. Dub.

Os, Fr.; Knochen, Germ.; Ossu, Itol.; lluesos, Span.

Bones are employed in several pharmaceutical processes, and those derived
from the domestic quadrupeds, especially tLe ox, are the kind intended for
officinal use. They have been expunged from the officinal list of the Edinburgh
College, though used by the College for preparing phosphate of soda..
Properties, &c. They are solid, white, and of a lamellated texture, and constitute the skeleton of the superior orders of animals, of which they :ire the
hardeAt and densest parts. They consiRt of a cellu lar gelatinous tissue, the cavities of which are filled up with certain earthy salts, to be mentioned presently.
When subjected to destructive distillation, iu close vessels, they are decomposed
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without alteration of shape, lose about three-sevenths of their weight, become
brittle, and are converted into a black carbonaceous substance, containing the
earthy salts of the bone, and constituting the species of animal charcoal called
bonc-Ulad.:.. (See Carbo Animalis.) The portions whi ch di sti l over consist of
the u:;ual ammouiacal products dcrivt::d from animal matter. (Sec .Anrnw11ire
JIJurias.) 'Vh en calcined in open vessels they lose more of their weight in consequence of the dissipation of the charcoal, and arc converted into a white friable
sub stance, consisting of the incombustible part., and commonly called Lone-erirlh,
or {;one-ash; and a simiiar rcsitluc is obtained by calcining horn. (Sec Oornu
[}slum,.) 'l'rcatc<l with boiling water, a f:rnall portion of the gelatinous matter
is dissolved; but, when acted on by water in a. Papin's cligeste1·, the whole of it
is taken up, and the earthy salt!:,, deprived of their cement, crumble into powder,
and become diffused through the solu tiou. Wh en subjected to t.hc action of
dilute muriatic acid, th e earthy Ralts arc dissolved, and the bone softens without
losing its shape, and becomes semitransparent <lnd flexible. The portion re·
maining unattacked by the acid is the gelatinous ti ssue, which may be converted
into ge latin by long boiling. Thi s portion of bone is nutritious, and has been
prepared so as to form a wholesome aliment by M. cl' Arcet. IIis process for
obtaining it consists in digesting bones in weak muriatic acid for seven or eight
days, occasionally renewing th e acid, plunging them for a few moments in boiling
water, an d then subjectin g them to a strong current of cold water. The pure
animol matter, thus procured, is made into cakes, called 7Jortable soup (tabletles
de Louillon), by <lissolving it in water, concentrating the solution until it gela.
tinizcs, and drying the mutter obtained.
l'omposition. The bones of different animals, and of the same animal at dif.
fcrent ages, vary somewhat in their composition. Dry ox-bones, occording to
Berzelius:, consist of bone.gelatin (cartilage of bone) 33·3, bone-phosphate of
lime with a little fluorid e of calcium 57•35, carbonate of lime 3·85, phosphate
of magnes ia 2·05 1 soda. with a very little chloride of sodium 3·-l5=100. li1ourcroy and Vauquelin's results gi"e a larger proportion of animal matter and car.
bonate of lime, and a smaller of bonc-phosphotc. Fossil bones have the same
general composition. llumon bones differ somewlrnt in the proportions of their
constituents, and in contoining traces of iron and manganese. According to Dr.
,V. lleintz, however, bon es exhausted with water, so as to remove the colouring
matter of blood, contoin not a trace of iron. l\larchand found one per cent. of
fluoride of calcium in human bone. B one1_Jlt0.phate of lime consists, according
to l\litscherlich, of one eq. of acid and t bree of lime. This analysis makes it a
tribasic phm;phate, and the s<1me composition bas been assigned to it by Dr.

Heintz. ( Chnn. Caz., June 15, 1849.)
L",.ses. Bones arc applied to numerous uses. Burnt to whiteness, they furnish bone-phosphate of lim e, from which phosphol'us and all its compounds are
either di rectly or indirectly obtained. (SeeP!w.plwrus.) Subjected to destructive
distillation in close vessels, they yield impure c(l1·bo11ate of ammonia and empy·
reumatic oi l ; and a. corbonaccous residue is left, called bonc-Uacl.;. Calcined,
pulverized, and washed, they form the material of which cupcls arc made. As
bone.dust, they form an excellent manure. Dep rived of their eortby salts by
weak acids, they furnish a nutritious article of diet. By proper treatment with
water they furnish gelatin, applicable not only to the purposes of size and com.
moo glue, but also to those of the finer sol'ts of gelatin, called isinglass, in
making animal jellies 1 and fol' th e fining of wines. (See lchth.vocolla and Cornu.)
The hoof bones of the ox, when boiled with water, furnish a peculiar oil, ca1led
neats-foot oil. (See Olemn Bubulum.)
Off. Prep. Calcis Ph osph as Pn~cipitatum; Sodre Phosphas.
B.
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OVUM. U.S., Ed., D!tb.
Egg.
The egg of Phasianus Gallus. U.S., Ed., IJub.
OjJ: S!Jn. OVI ALBUMEN. Gallus Bankiva, var. dom.est1·cus. The white of
the egg. OVr VITELLUS. The yolk of the egg. Loncl.
ffiuf, Fr.; Ei, G'erm.; Q,·o, Ital.; H uevo, Span.

The common dunghill fowl is supposed to have come originally from India,
where it is found in a wild state. It is now domesticated in almost all parts of
the globe.
The egg, which is the only officinal product, consists of 1. an exterior covering
called the shell; 2. a white, semi.opaque membrane, lining the internal surface
of the shell; 3. the white; 4. the yolk. Other distinct parts are recognised by
the comparative anatomist, but they have no peculiar interest for the practical
physician or pharmaceutist.
1. 'l'hc sbell-testa ovi or putamen ovi-consists, according to Vauquclin,
chiefly of carbonate of lime, with animal matter, and a minute proportion of
phosphate of lime, carbonate of magnesia, oxide of iron, and su lphur. When
exposed to a high degree of heat in the open air, the carbonic acid is driven off,
the animal matter consumed, and lime is left nearly pure.
2. The meru brane lining the shell appeal's to be of an albuminous nature.
3. 'l'he wbite-alb1imen 01•i-is a glairy viscid liquid contained in very deli·
cate membra nes, without odour or taste, readily soluble in water, coagulable by
the stronger acids, by alcohol, and by a heat of 1G0° }t,_ J1Jxposcd in thin luyers
to a current of air, it becomes solid, retaining its transparency and solubility in
water. By coagulation it is rendered sapid, white, opaque, and insoluble. At a.
temperature of 212°, one part of it renders one thousand parts of water in which
it ha s been dissolved opaque. It contains, according to Dr. l3ostock, in one
hundred parts, 85 of water, 12 of pure albumen, 2·7 of mucus or uncoagulable
matter, and 0·3 of saline substan ces, including soda with traces of sulphur. The
white of egg is precipitated liy chloride of tin, chloride of gold, subacetate of lead,
sulphate of copper, corrosive sublimate, and tannin. 1Yhen kept in the fluid state
it soon putrefies; but, if carefully dried without coagulation, it may be long pre·
served without change, and may be applied iu a state of solution to the same
purposes as in its original condition.
4. The yolk-vileltus ovi-is inodorous, of a bland oily taste, and forms an
opaque emulsion when agitated with water. By heat it is coagulated into a gra·
nular solid, which yields a fixed oil by expression. According to M. Gobley, 100
parts of it contain 51·486 of water, 15·760 of a peculiar albuminous principle
denominated vitellin, 21 ·304 of margarin and olein, 0·438 of cholesterin, 7·226
of oleic and mar~aric acids, I ·200 of phosphoglyceric acid, 0·034 of muriate of
ammonia) 0·277 of chlorides of sodium and potassium and sulphate of potassa,
I ·022 of phosphates of lime rrnd magnesia, O·-!OO of animal extract (extraite de
viande), and 0·553 of colouri~g matter, traces of iron, traces of lactic acid, &c.
(Joum. de Phm·m., 3e ser., Xii. 12.)
.Medical Properties and T.lses. J~ggs arc applied to various purposes in medi.
cine and pharmacy. Th e shells, powdered and levigated, may be used beneficially
as an antacid in diarrhrea. In common with oyster-shells, they possess the ad.
vantage of uniting intimately animal matter with carbonate of lime, the parti·
cles of which are thus more thoroughly isolated, and prom more acceptable to
the stomach than chalk, in the finest state of division to which the latter can be
brought by mechanical mean s. The dose and mode of preparation are the same
with t.bose of oyster-shell. (See Z'esta,)
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The wkitc of the e~g is used chiefly for the clarification of liquids, which it
effects by involving, during its coagulation, the undis~olvcd particles, and rising
with them to the surface or subsiding. It is highly recommended as an antidote
for corrosive subl imate and sulphate of copper, with which it forms insoluble
and comparatively inert compounds. It is someti mes also used for the suspension of insoluble substances in water, but is inferior for this purpose to the yolk,
and even to mucilage of gum Arabic. Agitated briskly with a lump of alum it
coagulates, at the same time dissolving a portion of the alum, and thus forming
an astringent poultice, which may be advantageously applied between folds of
gauze OYer the eye, in some states of ophthalmia.
The .11071.; in its raw state is thought to be laxative, and is a. popular remedy
in jaundice. If beneficial in this complaint, it is probably in comequence of
affording a mild nutritious diet, acceptable to the stomach and easily digested.
In dyt.;pcpsia it is, from this cause, highly useful. The late Dr. Jos. P arrish, of
PhilaJelphia, found great advantage in that complaint from tLe habitual use of
the yolk of C$!g. beat up with water and a little ginger. In pharmacy, the yolk
is highly useful as an intermcdium between water and insoluble substances,
such as the balsams, turpentine, oil s, &c. It is a mistake to employ the white,
instead of the yolk of eggs, in preparing emulsions.
Off. Prep. Enema. 'l'ercbinthinro; Mistura SpiritU.s Vini Gallici.
W.

PANAX. U.S. Secondary.

Ginseng.
The root of Pirnax quinqu~folinm. U.S.
Giu.:ieng, Fr., Germ., Spa11.; Gmsen, Ilal.
PANAX. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia. (Polygamia. Dioocia, Limi.)-Nat.
Ord. A.rali accre.
Gen. Ch. Plowers polygamous. U1nbel simple. Calyx fi•e-toothed. Cm·olla of
five petals. Berr.y inferior, subcordatc, two, sometimes three-seeded. Ualyx in
the male flower entire. }lu!tall.
Pmwx qm'nguefolium. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 1124 ; Woodv. Aled. Bot. p.
149, t. 58; Bigelow, Am,..Med. Bot. ii. 82. The ginseng has a. perennia l root,
which sends up annually a smooth round stem, about a foot high, :.lnd divided at
the summit into three leafstalks, eat:h of which supports a compound leaf, consisting of five, or more rarely of three or seven pctiolate, oblong-obovate, acuminate, serrate leaflets. The flowers arc small, greenish, and arranged in a simple
um bel, supported by a. peduncle, which rises from the top of the stem in the
centre of the petioles. 'l'he fruit consists of kidney-shaped, scarlet berries,
crowned with the styles and calyx, and containing two and somet imes three seeds.
'l'he plant is indigenous, growing in th e hilly regions of the Northern, ?diddle,
and Western States, and preferrjng the shelter of thick, shady woods . The root
jg tlie part employed.
This is collected in considerable quantities in Ohio and
Western Virginia, and brought to Philadelphia and other cities on the sea-board
fo r the purpose of exportation to China, where it is highly valuetl. Some suppose th~ ginseng plant of Chinese Tartary to be the same as ours; others believe
it to be the Paiwx Schinseng of Nees Von Eseubeck; while by others, again,
though acknow ledged to be a Panax, it is t hought to be a different species from
either of those mentioned. 'Vhile supplied with this drug exclusively from their
own native sou rces, which furnished the root only in small quantities, the Chinese entertained the most extravagant notions of its \'irtues, considering it as a
remedy '.or all diseases, and as possessing almost miraculous powers in preserving
health, 10,•igoratiug the system, and prolonging life. It is said to have bceu
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worth its weight in gold at Pekin; and the first shipments ma.de from North
America to Canton yielded enormous profits. But the subsequent abundance of
supply has greatly diruinislicd its value.
'l'he root is fleshy, somewhat spindle-shaped, from one to three inches long,
about as thick as the little finger, and terminated by several slender fibre~. ]'rcquently there :tre two portions, sometimes three or more, connected at tbc1r upper
extremity, and bearing a supposed, though very remote resemblance to the human
figure, from which circumstance it is said that the Chinese name ginseng originated. When dried, the root is yellowish-white and wrinkled externally, and
within consists usually of n. hard central portion, surrounded by a soft whitish
bark. It has a feeble odour, and a sweet, slightly aromatic taste, somewhat
analogous to that of liquorice root. It has not been accurately nnalyzed, but is
said to be rich in gum and starch. It is sometimes submitted, before being
dried, to a prOC<'SS of clarification, which renders it semitransparent and horny,
and enhances its value as an article of export. 'l'he extraordinary medical vir·
tues formerly ascribed to ginseng had no other existence than in the imaginations
of the Chinese. It is little more than a demulcent, and in this country is not
employed as a medicine. Some persons, howe,·cr, arc in the habit of chewing
it, having acquired a relish for its taste; and it is chiefly to supply the wants of
these that it is kept in the shops.
W.

PANlS. Land.
Bread.
Wheaten Bread. Land.

See FARINA.
Off Prep. Cataplasma Curbonis.

PAPA VER. U. 8., Land., Ed., Dub.
Poppy-heads.
The ripe capsules of Papaver somnifcrum. U.S.. The ripe fruit. Lond. Cap·
sules not quite ripe. Ed. '.l'he dried capsules. Dub.
Ca~:z~~u~~s aC::::i~~t;p::·; Knpseln des we1ssen Molrns,
Co.pidel pnpavero,

Germ.;

Ital.;

See OPIUM.
In England the poppy is cultivated chiefly for its capsules, which are gathered
as they ripen, and taken to market enclosed in bags. The Edinburgh College
directs them to be collected before they are quite ripe, as they then contain more
of the active milky juice j but, cut at this period, they are apt to lose their juice
through the wounded surface, unless carefully kept inverted upon their crown
when drying; and, even when thus treated, they are, according to the obscrYa·
tions of Buchner, less active tha.n the capsules collected after perfect maturity,
while they contain more of useless sacdrnrine anJ mucilaginous matter. (Bu.cli-.
ner's Reperl., 3 H., viii. 289 and 326.) M. l\leurein states, as the result of
his expcriment'i, that the richest are those collected just before the maturity
of the seeds, when the capsules have passed from their glaucous.green to a.
yellowish-green colour. (Journ. de Pharrn., Re .~er., xxiii. 341.) They are occa·
sionally imported into this country; but as no effect is produced by them which
cannot be as readily obtained from opium, or some one of its preparations, they
are little employed.
'l'he dried poppy capsules vary in size from the dimensions of a smrill egg to
those of the fist. They differ also in shape aeeording to the variety of the poppy
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from which they are procured. On the continent two sub-varieties of the white
poppy rtrc recognised, the long, and the round or depressed. Of these, according
to Aubergier, the long a.re richest in morphia, and his conclusions arc confirmed
by l\Icurei n, who has also found the largest capsules most efficient. Those com monly found in our shops arc of a spheroidal shape, flattened below, and surmounted by a crown-like expansion - the persistent stigma- which is marked
by numerous diverging ra.ys that ri se somcw Lat above its upper surface, and
appear to be prolonga.lions of partial septa, or partitions, proceeding along the
interior circumference of tbe capsule from the top to the bottom. In the recent
8tate, the sncds, which arl! very numerous, adhere to these septa.; but in the
dried capsule they arc loose in its cavity. 1'he capsules of the black poppy are
small er and more globu lar than those of the white, and contain dark in~tead of
light-coloured seeds. TherQ appears to be no essential difference in their propertii;s. lloth kinds, when fresh, are glaucous, but when dry, as directed in the
Pharmacopooias, are of a dirty white or purplish-brown colour, have a consistence
somew hat like that of paper, are without 13mell, and have little taste, unless long
chewed, when they a.re decidedly bitter. Submitted to analysis, they arc founcl
to contain principles simi lar to those of opi um, which they yield to water by
decoction. They have been em pl oyed in France for obtainiog morphia .
.Medical P1·opcrlie4> and Uses. Dried poppy-heads, though analogous to opium
in medical properties, arc exceedi ngly feeble. They are sometimes employed in
tlie form of dccoction, as an external emollient and anodyne application; and, in
the shape of emulsion, syrup, or ext ract, arc often used internally by ]~urnpean
practitioners to calm irritation, promote rest, aod produce generally the narcotic
effects of opium.
OJ!. Prep. Decoctum P:1pavcris; Extractum Papaveris; Syrupus Papa•eris.

\V.

P AREIRA. U.S. Secondary, Land., Ed., Dub.
Rl>'eirci BMva.
The root of Cissampelos Parcira.. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
C1sSAJ\IPELOS. Sex. S!Jsl. DioociaMonadelpbia.-Nat. Ord. l\fonispcrmaccre.
Gen. Ch. MALE. Cr.t(lJX four-leaved. Corolla none. .Nectary rotate. Stamens four, with connate filaments. li'E:i.IALE. Cal!JX one-leaved, ligul:.tte roundish. Corolla none. St!Jles three. Berry one-seeded.
Ci.~sarnpel.os Pareira. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 86 1; Woodv. Med . Bot. 3d eel.
p. IG7, t. 65. 'l1bis is a climbing plant, with numerous slender, sb mbby stems,
and roundish, entire leaves, indented at the mp, covered with soft hair upon their
under surface, and supported upon downy footstalks, which are inserted into the
back of the leaf. 'l'he flowers are very small, and disposed in racemes, of which
those in the fcmulc plant are longer than the leaves. The plant is a native of
t he West Indies and South America, and is supposed to be the source of the root
brou_!!~lt from l3razil, under the name of pareira /Ji·rt,va. According to Auguste
St. H1l:tire, howe\'er, the true pareira. is obtained from another species of the
same genus, growing in 13razil, and denominated 0. gla/Jerrimaj while by Aublet
it is referred to a species of Abuta, belonging to the same natural family.
'l'he root comes in pieces from the thickness of the fin ger to that of the arm,
from a. few inches to two or more feet in length, cylindrical, sometimes contorted
or forked, and covered with a. thin, firmly adheriog, gray ish-brown bark. The
outer surface is marked with longitudinal and anoular wrinkles, and sometimes,
in the larger pieces, with knotty excrescences. 'l'lie interior is ligneous, yellowish, very porous, marked by irregular concentric circles, inodorou>i, ancl of a
swecti>ih, nauseous, bitter taste. 'fhe root imparts its virtues readily to water. M.
Feneulle found in it a. soft resin, a. yellow bitter principle, a. brown substance,
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au ~zotized substance, fecula, acidulous malate of lime, nitrate of potassa, and
various other salts. He considers the yellow bitter substance as the active principle. It is soluble in water aud alrohol, and precipitated from its solution by
tincture of galls. Wiggers announced, in 1838, the existence in_ pareira brava
of au organic alkali, for which he proposed tLc name of cissmnpeliua. Ile procured it by boiling the root with water acidulated with sulphuric acid, precipitating by carbonate of potassa, dissolving the precipitate again in water acidulnted
with sulphuric acid, treating the solution with animal charcoal, precipitating anew
with carbonate of potassa, drying and pulverizing tho precipitate, treating it
repeatedly with ether, and evaporating the ethereal solution. The alkali thus
obtained may be rendered entirely pure by clissohing it in diluted acetic acid,
precipitating with carbonate of potassa, and washing and drying the precipitate.
(Annal. der Phann., xxvi i. 29.) Wiggers did not describe this alkali. It is
probably the chi ef ingredient of the bitter substance obtained by Feneulle. Peretti of Rome and Pelletier afterwards separated an alkali from the root, which
was characterized by assuming a beautiful purple colour by contact with strong
nitric acid. (Journ. de Pltarm., xxvi. 162.) In Christison's Dispensatory it is
stated to be uncrystall izable, insoluble in water, soluble in ether, alcohol, and the
acids, and of an intensely bitter and sweetish taste .
.i.lfedical Properti'es and Uses. Hueira brava is said to be tonic, aperieut, and
diuretic. It was introduced into European practice so long ago as 1688, and at
one time enjoyed considerable reputation as a lithontriptic. lt has been recommended in ca lculous affections, chronic inflammation and ulceration of the kidneys
and bladder, leucorrhcca, dropsy, rheuma.tism, and jaundice. The purpose for
which it is at present chiefly employed is the relief of chron ic diseases of the
urinary passages. Sir Benjamin Brodie found it very useful in chronic inflammation of the bladder, in allaying irritability of that organ, and correcting the
disposition to profuse mucous secretion; and it has eubseq uently come into general use in the same affections. Advantage may often be derived from combining it, in this complaint, with oue of the narcotics, as opium or byoscyamus.
In Brazil, it is used in the cure of the bites of poisonous serpents; a vinous infusion of the root being taken internally, while tlie bruised leaves of the plant
arc npplied to the wound. 'I1lie dose of pareira brava in substance is from thirty
grains to a <lrachm. '.l'be infusion, however, is more convenient. (See !11/usum
Pareirre.) A tincture, made by macerating one part of the root in five parts
of alcobol, has been giYen in the dose of n fluidracbm. '.l'he rtqueous extract.
may be given in the dose of from ten to thirty grains.
Off Prep. Decoctum Pareirre; Extrnctum Pareirre; Infusum Pareirre. W.

PETROLEUM. Lond., Ed.
Petroleum.
A blackish liquid bitumen, flowing spontaneously from the earth. Lond.
Biirbadoes tar, Rock oil; Pi;trole, 1-luilc de Gubian, .Fr.; SteinOI, Germ.; Petrolio, Ital.;
Petrolco, Span,

Petroleum belongs to the class of native inflammable substances, called bitu,mens. 'l,hese arc liquids or readily fusible solids, which em it, when heated, a
peculiar smell, burn easily, and leave a very small carbonaceous residue. They
are of two kinds, one liquid, called naphtha, the other solid, denominated aspbaltutu. J.Yaplttha is a transparent, yellowish-white, very light and inflammable, limpid liquid, which is found abundantly in 1-'crsia.. It has been used with
asserted advantage in Asiatic cholera, particularly by Dr. Andreosky, of the
~~ussian army. '.l'he dose is from ten to twenty dl'ops, given in half a glass of
white wine, or in mint.water. It consists exclusively of carbon and hydrogen.
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As OXJIZE'O docs not enter into its composition, it may be advantageously employed for preserving potassium. From the tar formed in the manufacture of
coal ga:-:, an artificial nrJpht/ia. is obtained, which by rectification is rendered
equally light and limpid with the natural substance. Tbus purified, it was
found by Mr. James Syrue, of Edinburgh, to possess the property of dissolving
caoutchouc; and the solution has been usefully applied to the purpose of forming
various surgical instruments of that material. This solu tion bas also been employed, at the suggestion of ~Ir. Mackintosh, of Glasgow, for rendc1fog cloth and
other fabrics water-proof. They are varnished with the solution on one side, and
the varui~h cd surfaces are applied to each other, and made to adhere by powerful pressu re. Aphaltmn is solid, black) dry) friable, and insoluble in alcohol.
These two Yarictics of bitumen often exist in a state of mixture in nature. When
the a~phalturu predominates it takes the name of rnullha or niineral tar j when
the naphtha. is in the larger proportion it is called petroleum.
Localili°es. Petroleum is found principally at Amiano in Italy) at Gabian in
France) upon the borders of th e Caspian Sea) near Rangoon in the Birman Empire, and in ]3arbadoe~, Trinidad, and other West Iudia Islands. An interesting
account of the pitch lake of Trinidad, by l\Ir. Darling) is contained in the ninth
rnlume of the P!tarrn . .Jotunal and Transactions. The wells of petroleum in
llirmab are said to produce four hundred thousand hogsheads annually.
In the United States) petroleum is found in various localities, the principal of
which are on the Kenhawa in Virginia; near Scottsville in Kentucky; in Western
Pennsy lvania; on Duck Creek in Ohio; and on the shores of Seneca Lake in
New York. That found in tbe latter locality is usually called in this country
Seneca oil; and si milar varieties of petroleum from other domestic sources are
known by the same name.
Br.o·badoes petroleurn is a. black) nearly opaque, inflammable liquid, of the
consistence of molasses, unctuous to the touch, and possessing a bituminous
taste) and strong and tenacious odour. Its sp. gr. varies from 0·730 to O·S78.
When subjected to distillat ion, it yields naphtha, and leaves a solid residue of
asphaltum. It is little affected by alcohol, acids, or alkalies, but dissolves in
ether and in the fixed and volatile oils. It consists ch iefly of carbon ant.1 hydrogen, associated with a little nitrogen and oxygen. Rcmyoon petrolcMm has a
reddish-black colour) a strong, rather fragrant odour, and the consistence of lard
in summer. When heated to 00°, it becomes a reddish-brown very mobile liquid.
Dr. Christison obtai ned from it by distillation, first) a. large quantity of naphtha,
and afterwards a crystalline principle) which he ascertained to be identical with
paraffin. In the naphtha Dr. Gregory subsequently discovered cupione. It is
probable, as Dr. Christison remark s, thu.t this petroleum is more active than the
Barbadocs.
Oil of turpentine may be detected in petroleum, according to M. Saladin, by
triturating the .s:uspectcd sample with iodide of potassium and water, when, if
the oil be present, the petroleum will instantly acquire a. yellow colour, which
i~ of a deepe r tint, in proportion to the quantity of the adulterating oil.
Jfedicol Properties and Cses. Petroleum is accounted a stimulating anti::::pasmodic and suclorific. It is occasionally given in disorders of the chest, when
not attended with inflammation. In Germany it has been extolled as a remedy
for tape-worm. Schwartz's formula. in such cases was a mixture of one part of
petroleum with one aud a half parts of tincture of assafetida, of which forty
drops were given three tim es a clay. Externally, petroleum is employed in
chilblains, chronic rheumatism) affections of the joints, paralys is, and diseases of
the skin. It is an ingredient in the popular remedy culled Britisli oft. (See
note, page 521.) The dose of petroleum is from thirty drops to a. small teaspoonful, given in any convenient vehicle.
The "'Yew Torl.: petroleum, called Seneca oil, is used to a considerable extent
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an c~ternal application in domestic practice. It is lighter coloured, thinner
m cons1stcucc, and less sapid and odorous than the Barbadocs petroleum, and
probably contains more naphtha.
Il.

PETROSEL1NUM. U.S. Secondary.
Parsley Root.
The root of Petrosclinum sativum. U. S.
Pcrsil, Pr.; Pctcn;ilic, Germ.: Prczzcmolo, Ital.; Pcrcxil, Span.
P.ETROSEl.1!\UM.

Sex. S!Jsl. Pentandria Digynia. - Nat. Ord. Apiaccm or

Umbelliferm.
Gen. Oh. Frnbels compound. Involncres, partial of many,general of few bractes.
Calyx obsolete. Pru·it ovate, contracted at the sides. llidp:es five, narrow, equal,
the lateral on the edge. Vittoo one to each furrow. Albumen plano-convcx.

Lindley.
Petroselirmrn $alivmn. Iloffmann, [;1nb. i. t. 1 1 f. 2; J_Jindley, Flor. Med. p.
35.-Apium. J>etroselimnn. 'Villd. Sp. Plant. i. 1475; Woodv . .Afed. Bnt. p.
118, t. -15. Parsley has a biennial root, with an annual, round, furrowed, jointed,
erect, branching stem, whicL rises about two feet in height. 1rhe radical learns
are compound, pinnated in ternaries, with the leaflets smooth, diYided into three
lobes, and notched at the margin. In the cauliue leaves, the segments of the
leaflets are linear and entire. The flowers are Emall, pnle-yellow, and di1'posecl
in terminal compound umbcl8, with a. one or two.IeaYcd general involucrc, and
partial ones composed of six: or ei~ht leaflets. The petals arc fh•e, roundish, and
inflexed at their apex. The seeds (half fruits) are small, ovate, fiat on one side,
convex on the other, of a. dark-green colour, and marked with five longitudinal
ridges. They have a strong, terebinthinate odour, and a. warm aromatic taste.
The plant is a nati,•c of Sardinia, and other parts of Southern Europe, and is
cultivated everywhere in gardens. All parts of it contain an essentia l oil, to
which it owes its medicinal virtues, as well as its use in seasoning. l\I. JI. Brn.connot obtaioed from the herb a peculiar gelatinous substance, resembling pectic
acid in appearnnce, which he named apibt. It differs from pectin in being more
soluble fn alcohol than cold water, in not being precipitated by alcohol from its
watery solution, and in being separated by acids from its alkaline solutions unaltered, whereas pectin is under these circumstances converted into pectic acid.
(Journ. de Pharrn., 3e ser., xix. 448.) It is procured by boiling the herb in
water, straining the liquor, and allowing it to cool. The apiin then forms a
gclatinouo; mass, which requires only to be washed with cold water. (Philos . ..lfag.,
:xxiv. 155.) 'l'he seedR are said to contain a peculiar principle, which has been
named apiol, upon which their medicinal activity depends. (See Journ. de
Phann., 3e sfr. 1 xxii. 84.) 'fhe root is the part directed by the Pharmacopccia,
though the fruit is u.t least equally efficient.
The root is spindle.shaped, about as thick as the finger, externally white, and
marked with close annular wrinkles, internally fleshy and white, with a. yellowish
central portion. It has a pleasant smell, and a. sweetish slightly aromatic taste;
but loses these properties by long boiling, and by the action of time. It should
be employed in the recent sta.te.
Medical Prope1·lies aud lises. Parsley root is said to be a.perient and diuretic,
and is occasionally used in nephritic and dropsical affections, in connexion with
more active medicines. It was highly recommended by Professor Chapman. The
usual form of administration is that of strong infusion . The juice of the fresh
herb has been employed as a substitute for quinia in intermittents; and the
seeds, as well as their supposed active principle, ha.ve been employed with ,great
asserted effect in the same complaint.
W.
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PIIOSPHORUS. Lond.
Plwsphorns.
Phosphore, Fr.; Phosphor, Germ.; Fosforo, Ital., Span.

This non-metallic clement was discovered in 1669 by Brandt, :tn alchemist
of Hamburg; and the process by which it was made remained a .secret until
li37. At first it was obtained from putrid urine, and was exceedrngly scarce
and costTy. In 17G!J, Galm discovered it in bones, and shortly afterwards published a process by which it might be extracted from them; and his method has
been followed to the present time.
Prrparalion. l)owdere<l calcined bones, which consist principally of bone-phosphate of lime, are digested for twenty-four hours with two-thirds of their weight
of strong sulphuric acid, prev iously diluted with twelve times its weight of wate~'.
The sulphuric acid separates the greater port of the lime from the phosphonc
acid, and precipitates as sulphate of li me; while a supcrphosphate of lime remains
in solution. The liquid is thea strained through a linen cloth to separate the
sulphate of lime, and afterwards submitted to ernporation, wh ich causes a fresh precipitation of su lpha.le, requiring to l>e separated by a. new stl'aining. The strained
solution of supc1·pho~phate is evaporated to a sy rupy consistence, and then thoroughly mixed with half its we ight of powdered charcoal, so as to form a soft
mass, wbicL is dried by being heated to dull redness in an iron pot. The mass
when cool is quickly transferred to a coa.ted earthenware retort, furnished with
an adopter of copper, bent downwards at right angles, so as to enter a bottle with
a large neck containing water, which should rise about two lines ahoYe the orifice
of the adopter. '!'he bottle is closed round the adopter with a cork, which is
traversed by a small glass tube, to give exit to the gaseous products. 'f he retort
is heated in a furnace, furn ished with a dome, in the most gradual manner, so
as to occupy about four Lours in bringing it to a red heat. Afterwards the heat
is pushed vigorously, so long as any phosphorus drops into the water; and this
takes place generally for from twenty-four to thirty hours. During this part of
the process, the excess of acid in the superphosphate is decomposed; its oxygen
combining with the charcoal, and the liberated phosphorus distilling over. A
quaotity of the materials sufficient to fill a quart retort will yield about a pound
of phosphorus. The calcined bones of the sheep are preferred; as they contain
most phosphate of lime, and arc more readily acted on by the acid.
Mr. Donovan recommends the following process, in which the calcining of the
bones is a.voided. Digest ten avoinl. pounds of bones, broken into small pieces,
in six of commercial nitric acid, diluted with five gallons (Imp. meas.) of water,
for a few days. Strain the liquor, and add eight pounds of acetate of lead, dissolved in water . There resu lt acetic acid and nitrate of lime in solution, and
phosphate of lead which precipitates. Wash and dry the predpitate, and reduce
its bulk to one-half, by heating it red. hot in a crucible. Mix the ignited powder
with one-sixth of its weight of fine charcoal powder, and distil from a. coated
earthenware retort in the usual way . 'fhc bones, in this process, ha Ying the phosphate of lime dissolved out of them by the nitric acid, are reduced to Roft, flexible,
cartilaginous masses, which may be manufactured into size or glue. The process
may be conducted on a smaller scale with unburnt hartshorn shavings, which
contain twice as much phosphate of lime as bone, by using the following proportions: shavings a pound avoirdupois, nitric aci<l seventeen ounces in a gallon
of water, and of acetate of lead twenty-four ounces. li'rom the residue of the
shavings in this process may be obtained a. nutritious jelly. (See an abstract of
llr. Donovan's paper in the Am. Joum. of Pharm., xx.iv. 16i.)
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Prope1·ties. Phosphorus is a semitransparent solid, without taste, but possessing
an alliaceous smell. Wben perfectly pure it is colourless; but as usually prepared it is yellowish orreddish-yel\ow. It is flexible 1 and when cut exhibits a waxy
lustre. It is insoluble in water, but dissolYes sparingly in alcohol and the oils,
and more freely in ether and bisulphurct of carbon. Its sp. gr. is I ·84, and its
equivalent number 32 (31·02 Schroetter). It takes fire at 100°, melt:; at 108°,
and boils at 550°, air being excluded. During its com bust.ion, it combines with
the oxygen of the air, and forms dry phosphoric acid. Ou account of its great inflammability, it must be kept under water. \ Vhen exposed to the air it undergoes
a slow combustion) emitting white vapours, which are luminous in the dark. It
was found by "Wohler, in one instance, to contain one-half of one per cent. of
arsenic; and, therefore, when used in forming medicinal preparations, shoult.l be
tested for that metal. It also occasionally contains antimony and sulphur. The
latter impurity renders it brittle.
Prof. Schroetter) of Vienna, has discovered an allotropic form of phosphorus,
which he calls 1·ed anw1phous phosphorus. It is formed when ordinary phosphorus is kept for a long time at a temperature between 419° and 482° I~., in
atmospheres which have no action on it, or in closed glass tubes. Ued phosphorus
is much more indifferent than the ordinary substance, and is more dense. It is
not acted on by the a.ir, and is insoluble in bisulphuret of ca rbon, alcohol, and
ether, in which ordinary phosphorus is soluble. When solidified from the fused
state, it is brittle, and breaks with a. conchoid a.1 fracture. Its hardness is considerable. 'Vhen obtained by distillation in a non-acting gas, it is mixed with
ordinary phosphorus, from which it may be freed by bisulphuret of carbon, which
dissolves the ordinary pbo:;phorus, and leaves the modification as a deep-red
amorphous powder. Amorphous phosphorus is not poisonous. It is applicable
to the manufacture of lucifer matches, and, as it does not take fire by friction at
ordinary temperatures, may hr, transported with the greatest safety.
Phosphorus forms with oxygen the hypophosphorous, phosphorous, and phosphoric aciJs, and threO varieties of the latter acid, distinguished by their containing, severally, three, two, and one equi,•alents of water. The only officin al
combinations containing phosphorus are the "diluted phosphoric acid" of the
London College, and the phosphates of iron, lime, and soda.
11/et:lical Properties. Phosphorus, exhibited in small doses, acts as a powerful
general stimulant; in large doses, as a violent irritant poison. Its action seems
directed particularly to the kidneys and genital organs, producing diuresis, and
excitation of the venereal appetite. The latter effect has been conclusively proved
by the experim ents of Alphonse Leroy, Cbcnevix, and Bertrand-Pelletier.. :From
its peculiar physiological action, it is considered applicable to diseases attended
with extreme prostration of the vital powers. It has been recommended in dropsy,
impotency, typhoid and t.yphus fevers, phthisis, marasmus, chlorosis, paralysis,
amaurosis, mania, &c. Those who work in phosphorus, us the manufactmers of
lucifer matches, arc liable to necrosis of the jaw-bones, the consequence of periostitis. The affection is probably produced by the long-continued breathing of
air contaminated with phosphorus vapour, which has a local action on the teeth,
gums, and jaws, and a general deteriorating effec~ on the blood.
The usual form for exhibit.ing phosphorus is in 01ly solution. ':L1he Olewm Phosphoratum or plwsphorated oil of the Prussian Pharma.copceia is made as follows .
Take of phosphorus twelve grains; almond oil, recently prepared, an ounce.
Melt the phosphorus in the oil by the hea.t of warm water, and agitate until it
appears to be dissolved. 'rhe ounce of oil takes up a.bout four grains of phosphorus; and the dose of the solution is from five to ten drops, mixed with some
mui;ilagiuous liquid. An aromatic flavour may be given to the phosphorated oil
by the addition of a few drops of oil of bcrgamot. Dr. R M. Glover has pro-
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posed to give phosphorus, dissoked in chloroform or cod-liYer oil. Chloroform
furnishes <t non-inflammable solution, containing one-fourth of its weight of phosphorus. Of thi5 solution Dr. Glover ga.ve four or five minims, twice a day, with
a dracbm of ether in a wineglassful of port wine, in typhoid fever. The solution in the cod-liver oil is effected by adding the phosphorus in chips, to the oil
contained iu a bottle, in the proportion of half a grain to the ounce. Tli e bottle
is then immersed in hot water, and the solution effected by shaking. This mode
of giving phosphorus was used by Dr. Gl°''er in strumous cases. (See Braithwaitc's Retl'ospect, Arn. eel., xxvii. 2-±G.)
Great caution is necessary in the exhibition of phosphorus, and i ts effects
should be closely watched. It ought never to be gi>en in substance; as, when •
thus administered, it is apt to produce violent irritation of the stomach. When
taken in substance in a poisonous dose, two or three grains of tartar emetic
shou ld be given to dislodge it. If swallowed in the sta,tc of solution, copious
draughts of cold water, containing magnesia in suspension, should be administered, in order to prevent tbc combustion of the phosphorus, and to neutralize
any acid which may ha\'e been formed. Dufios has proposed, as an antidote, a
mixture of one part of magnesia and eight of ch lorine water. From experiments
made on rabbits by A. Bcchert, it may be inferred that this mixture would prove
useful. In a case of chronic poisoning from the copious inhalation of phosphorus vapour, the principal results were n gradual decay of the sexual function,
paralysis, and death at the end of three years. (Arch. Gen., Feb. 1853.)
Off: Prep . Acidum Phosphoricum Dilut.um .
B.

PHYTOLACCJE BACC}]i). U.S. Seconcla1·y.

Poke Be1Ties.
The berries of Phytolacca decandra. U.S.

PHYTOLACC}]i) RADIX. U. 8. Seconclm·y.

Pol;e Root.
The root of Phytolacca decandra. l/ S.
PnYTOLACCA . S ex . S!Jsl. Decandria Decagynia. - Nat. Ord. l'hyto1acccre.
Gen. Oh. CCllyx none. Petals fi\"e, calycine. Berry superior, ten-celled, tenseedcd. ffilld.
Pliytolacca decandrci. \Yilld. Sp. Plant. ii. 822; Bigelow, Am. Merl. Bot. i.
39; Harton, 11/ed. Bot. ii. 213. This is an indigenous plant with a very large
perennial root, often fi>e or six inches in diameter, divided into two or three
principal branches, soft, fleshy, fibrous, whitish within, and covered with a
brownish cuticle. The stems, which are annual, frequently grow to the height
of six or eight feet, and di,·idc into numerous spreading branches. They are
round, very smooth, green when young, but purple after the berries have ripened.
The lca,Tcs are scattered, ovate-oblong, entire, pointed, smooth, ribbed beneath,
and supported on short footstalks. The flowers are numerous, small, and grow
in long racemes, which are sometimes erect, sometimes drooping. The corolla
consists of five ovate, concave petals, fo lding inwards, and of a whitish colou r.
The germ is green. There are ten stamens, and the same number of pistil~.
The raceme of flowers becomes a cluster of dark purple, almost black, sh ining
berries, flattened a.born and below, and divided into ten cells, each of which
contains one seed.
1
l'hc poke is abundant in all parts of the United States, flourishing along fences,
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by the borders of woods, and especia lly ln newly-cleared and uncultivated fields.
It also grows spontaueou:;ly in the Korth of Africa and the South of J~uropc,
where, however, it is supposed to have been introduced from America. It:-; flowers
begin to appea r lD July, and the fruit ripens in autumn . The nrn guitud~ of the
poke-weed, its forge rich lea Yes, and its beautiful clusters of purple berries, often
mingled upon the same branch with the gl'een unripe fruit, and the flowers still
in bloom, rendl:'r it one of the most striking of our native plants. The young
shoots are much used as food early in the spri ng, boiled in the manner of spinagc.
The ashes of the dried stems and lca\•es contain a very large proportion of
potassa, yielding, accordi11g to Braconnot, not less than forty-two per cent. of
the pure caustic alkali. In the plant thl:l potassa is neutralized by an acid
closely resembling the malic, though differing from it in some respects. 11.'be
leaves, berries, aud root arc used in medicine, but the two latter only al'c mentioned in the Pharmacopooia. 'The root is most actiYe. It should be dug up
late in November, cut into thin transverse slices, and dried with a moderate
heat. As its virtues are diminished by keeping, a new supply should be procured every year. The berries should be coll ected when perfectly ripe, and the
leaves about the middle of summel', when the footstalks begin to redden.
'!'be berries contain a succulent pulp, and yield upon pressure a large quantity
of fine purplish -red juice. They have a sweetish, nauseous, slightly acrid taste,
with little odour. The colouring principle of their juice is evanescent, and c:rnnot
be applied to useful purposes in dyeing, from the difficulty of fixing it. Alkalies render it yellow; but the original colour is restored by acids. Tbe juice
contains saccharine matter, and, after ferme nting, yields alcohol by distillation.
':.L1be d1·ied root is of a light yellowish-brown colour externally, very much
wrinkled, and, when in transvcr::.c slices, exh ibit s on the cut surface numerous
concentric rings, formed Ly the projecting ends of fibres 1 between which the
intervening matter ha s sh runk in drying. The structure internally in the older
roots is firm and al most ligneous; the colour yellowish-white, alternating with
darker circular layers. There is no smell; the taste jg slightly sweetish, and at
first mild, but followed by a seni-e of acrimony. The active mn.tter is imparted
to boiling water and alcohol. 1''rom the analysis of ~Ir. Edward Donelly, the
root appears to contain tannic acid, starch, gum, sugar, resin, fixed oi l, and
lignin, besides various inorganic principles. (Am . Joum. of Phann., xv. 169.)
11/edical Properties and Uses. J>oke is emetic, purgative, and somewhat narcotic. As an emetic it is ,·ery slow in its operation, frequently not beginning
to vomit in less tlum one or two hours after it has been taken, and then continuing to act for a long time upon both the stomach and bowels. The vomiting
produced by it is sa id not to be attended with much pain or spasm; but narcotic
effects have been observed by some physicians, such as drowsiness, vertigo, and
dimness of ''ision. In over-doses it produces excessive vomiting and purging,
attended with great prostration of strength, and sometimes with convulsions. A
case is recorded in the Stetlwscupe, for l\larch, ] 852 (ii. 13J), by Dr. Geo. F.
Terrill, of Hanover Co., Va. 1 in which death was produced in a woman by eating
a double handful of the benics. Free purgation followed upon the first day,
after which coma. set in, with great prostration 1 though death did not occur until
after the sixth day. Poke has been proposed as a substitute for ipecacuanha;
but the slowness and long continuance of its action, and its tendency to purge,
wholly unfit it for the purposes which that emetic is calculated to fulfil. In
small doses it acts as an a.Iterative, and bas been highly recommended in the
treatment of chron ic rhcum:lti!:im. 'l'he dose of the powdered root, as an emetic,
is from ten to thirty grains; as an alterativc, from one to five grains. A saturated tincture of the berries, prepared with diluted alcohol, may be given in rheumatic cases, in the dose of a fluidrachm, three times a day. A strong infusion
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An ointment, prepared

by mixing a drachm of the powdcre~ root o~ ~eaves with an ounc? of lard, has
been used with advantage in psora, tmea cap1t1s, and some otl~er t_orms of cutaneous disease. It occasions nt first a. semic of heat and smarting rn the part to
which it. is applied. An extract made by evaporating the expr~ssed juice of.the
recent leaves has been u!:'>cd for the same purposes, and acquired at one time

considcmblc repute as a remedy in cancer.

'V.

PIMENTA. U.S., Lond., Eel., Dub.
Pimento.
'l'Uc unripe berries of l\fyrtus Pimenta., U.S.
fruit, Lond. The unripe berries, Ed., Dub .

Eugenia Pimenta.

'l'hc unripe

.Allspice, .Jnmnica pepper; Piment, Poinit de la. Jamaique, Fr.; Nelkcnpfeffcr, Gtrm.;

Pimcnti, ital.; Pimienta, de lti Jum:iica, Span.
l\lYRTUS. Sex. Syst. lcosandria Monoµ:yn ia.-Nat. Ord. l\Iyrtacem.
G"1i. Oh. Culyx five-cleft, superior. Petals five. Berry two to five-celled,
many-seeded. lViltd.
N!Jrlus Pirnentci. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 073; Woodv. lt/ed. Bot. p. 541, t.19-!.
-Enyenio Pimenta. De Cand. Prodroni. iii. 286; Lindley, Flor. Jlle!l. p. 76.
'J'his is a beautiful tree, about thirty feet high, with a straight trunk, much
branched abo,·e, and covered with a very smooth gray bark. Its dense and evcrvcrdant foliage gives it at all time.':! a refreshing appearance. The leaves, which
are pctiolatc, vary in shape aud size; but are usually about four inches long,
elliptical, entire, blunt, or obtusely pointed, veined, and of a deep shinillg green
colour. The flowers are small, without show, and disposed in panicles upon trichotomou-, stalks, which usually terminate the branches. The fruit is a. spherical
berry, crowned with the persistent calyx, and when ripe is smooth, shining, and
of a black or dark.-purple colour. The tree exhales an aromatic fragrance, especially during the summer months, when it is in Hower.
It is a native of the "'est Indies, l\lexico, and South America, and is abundant in Jamaica, whence its fruit receiYed the name of Jamaico, P"pper. 'fhe
berries arc the offici1rnl part. They :ire gathered after having attained their full
size, but while yet green, and are carefully dried in the sun. When sufficient ly
dry, they are put into bags and casks for exportation
Properties. The berries, as they reach us, are of different sizes, usua1\y about
as large as a small pea, round, wrinkled, umbilicate at the sumnlit, of a brownish
colour, rmd when broken present two cells, each containing a. black hemispherical
seed. They have a fragrant odour, thought to resemble that of a mixture of cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg. Hence the name of allspi·ce, by which they are best
known in this country. Their taste is warm, aromatic, pungent, an<l slightly
astringent. They impart their fla.vour to water, and all their virtµes to alcohol.
The infusion is of a. brown colour, and reddens litmus paper. '1111cy yield a volatile oil by distillation. (See Ole1.tm, Pirnentce.) By a minute analysis, Bonastre
obtained from them a vola.tile oil, a. green fixed oil, a fatty substance in yellowish
Hakes, tannin, gum, resin, uncrystallizable sugar, colouring m:ltter, malic and
gallic aci<ls, saline matters, moi8ture, and ligniu . The green oil has the burning
aroma.tie taste of pimento, and is supposed to be the acrid principle. Upon this,
therefore, together with the volatile oi l, the medical propertie!I of the berries depend; an<l, as these two principles exist most la.rge\3 in the shell or cortical portion, this pnrt is most eflicient. Accordiug to llonastre, the shell contains 10
per cent. of the volatile, and 8 of the fixed oil, the seeds only 5 per eent. of the
former, anJ 2·5 of the latter. Berzelius con!'li<lers the green fixed oil of Bonastre
as a mixture of volatile oil, resin, fixed oil, and perhaps a little ehlorophylle.
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Jlcdi'.cal Properties anrl USes.

Pimento is a warm, aromatic stimulant, used
in medicine chiefly as an adjuvant to tonics and purgatives, the taste of which
it serves to covcl', while it increases their warmth, and renders them more acceptable to the stomach. It is particularly useful in cases attended with much
flatulence. It is, bowe,·er, much more largely employed as a condiment than as
a. medicine. The dose is from ten to forty grains. A tincture of pimento bas
been recommended as a local application in chilblains.
Of/:I'rrp . .Aqua Pimentre; Olcum Pimentro; Spiritns Pimentre; Syrupus
Rhamni.
W.

PIPER. U.S.
Black Pepper.
The berries of piper nigrum. L~ S.
op: Syn. PIPEH NIGltUM . P iper nigrum. The unripe fruit. Lond. Dried
unripe berries. Ed., Dub
Pohrc, Fr.; Schwarzer Pfeffer, Germ.; Gemcine pcpcr, D11tcl1 i Pepe nero, I tal.: l'i·
micnta ucgra, Span.; Fifi! nswud, Arab.i Lada, ;]/alay; l\laricha, Javan.; Saban, Palembang.
PIPER.

See CUBEBA.

P1jJer m!Jru;rn. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 159; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 721, t. :!46;
Carson, llhisl. of llled. Bot. ii. 38, pl. 83. The pepper Yine is a perennial plant,
with a round, smooth, woody, articulated stem, swelling near the joints, branched,
and from eight to twelve feet or more in length. rrhe leaves are entire, broadovate, acuminate, seven-n erved,, coriaceous, very smooth, of a dark-green colour,
and attached by strong shcatL-hke footst.alks to the joints of the branches. '.l'he
flowers are small, whitish, sessile, covering thickly a. cy lindrical spadix, and
succeeded by globular berries, which are of a red colour when ripe.
The plant grows wild in Cochin-china and various parts of India. It is cultivated on the coast of Malabar, in the peninsula of :Malacca, in Siam, Sumatra,
Ja;va, Borneo, the Philippines, and many other places in the East. We are told
by Crawford, that the best pepper is produced in Malabar; but Europe and Amer ica derive their chief supplies from Sumatra and Java. The plant is propagated by cuttings, and is supported by props, or by trees of various kincls planted
for the purpose, upon which it is trained. In three or four years from the periocl
of planting, it begins to bear fruit. The berries are gathered before they are
all perfectly ripe, and, upon being dried, become black and wrinkled.
lVMte pepper is the ripe berry, depriYecl of its skin by maceration in water
and subsequent friction, and afterwards dried in the sun. It ha8 less of the
pecuJiar virtues of the spice than the black pepper, and is seldom employed in
this country.
P roperties. The dried berries are about as large as a small pea, externnlly
blackish and Wrinkled, internally whitish, of an aromatic smell, and a hot, pungent, a.lmost fiery taste. They yield their '"'irtues partially to water, entirely to
alcohol and ether. Pelletier found them to contain a peculiar crystalline matter
call ed piperin, an acrid concrete oil or soft resin of a green colour, a bal:-amic
volatile oil, a coloured gummy substance, an extractive matter like that found
in leguminous plants c.-ipable of being precipitated by infusion of galls, a portion
of bassorin, uric and malic acids, lignin, and various salts. Pij>erin was discovered by Professor <Ersted, of Copenh.-ige~, who considered it an organic
alkali, and the active principle of pepper. Pelletier, however, utterly denied
its alkaline nature and medical activity, and ascribed all the effects, supposed to
haYe been obtained from it, to a portion of the acrid concrete oi l with which it
is mixed when not very carefully prepared. ·when perfectly pure, pipcrin i~ in
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colourless tr::rnsparcnt crystals, according to Pelletier without taste, fusible at
212°, insoluble in cold water, slightly soluble in boiling water which deposits it
upon cooling, soluble in alcohol, ether, and acetic acid, decomposed by the c?ncent rated mineral acids, with the sulphuric becoming of a. bloo<l-re<l colour, with
the nitric, first of n. greenish-yellow, then orange, and ultimately red. Christison,
however, states, in his Dispensatory, that the whitest crystals he had been :ible
to obtain were still acrid, and emitted an irritating vapour when thrown on
heated iron. As ordinarily procured the crystals arc yellow. Pipcrin consist~ of
nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen i and its formula, according to Wertheim,
is N 2 C70 H 370 10 .* It is obtained by treating pepper with alcohol, evaporating the
tiucturc to the consistence of an extract, submitting the extract to the action of
au alkaline solution by which the oleaginous matter is converted into soap, w~sh
ing th e undissolved portion with cold water, separating the liquid by filtratwn,
treating the matter left on the filter with alcohol, and allowing the solution thus
obtained to ev<iporate spontaneously, or by a gentle heat. Crystals of piperin
arc deposited, and may be purified by alternate solution in alcohol or ether, and
crystallization. The taste and medicinal activity of pepper probably depend
mainly on the concrete oil or resin, and on the Yolatile oil. The concrete oil is
of a deep-green colour, very acrid, and soluble in alcohol and ether. The volatile
oil is limpid, colourless, becoming yellow by age, of a strong odour, and of a taste
less acrid than that of the pepper. It consists of 10 cqs. of carbon and 8 of
hydrogen, an cl forms a liquid, but not a concrete compound with muriatic acid.
Medical Properties and Cses. Black pepper is a. warm ca.rminative stimulant,
capable of producing general arterial excitement, but acting with greater proportional energy on the part to which it is applied. From the time of Hippocrates
it has been employed as a condiment and medicine. Its chief medi cinal application is to excite the languid stomach, and correct flatulen ce. It was long since
occasionally administered for the cure of intermittents; but its employment for
this purpose had passed from the profession to th e vulgar, till a few years since
revi,•ed by an Italian physician, to be again consigned to forgetfulness. Piperin
has a.1.~o been employed in the sa me complaint, and has even been thought superior
to sulpbate of quinia; but experience has not confirmed this favourable opinion.
That, in its impure state, when mixed with a portion of the acrid principle, it will
occasionally cure intermittents, there can be no doubt; but it is not comparable
to the preparations of bark, and is probably less active than the alcoholic extract
of pepper. In intermittent fever, when the stomach is not duly susceptible to the
action of quinia, as sometimes in druukar<ls, pepper may ho found a useful adjuyant to the more power ful fcbrifuge. rrhe dose of pepper is from five to twenty
grains. It may be gi, en whole or in powder; but is more energetic in the latter
state. l 1 iperio bas been gi,·en in doses varying from one to six or eight grains.
OjJ'. Prep. Confoctio Pipcris; Confcct.io Rutre; Emplastrum Cantbaridis Compos itum; ~xtrnctum Piperis Fluidum.
W.
1

* An interesting chemicnl investigation into the nature of piperin hos been made by
Wert heim, the result of which is that it. probably consists of a ''OIMile :dknline principle
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PIPER LONGUM. Lond., Ed.
Long Pepper.
Piper longum. The unripe fruit. IAnd.
Po1vre longue, Fr.;
PrPElt.

Sec

L1rn~er

'fhe dried spikes. Ed.

Pfeffer, Germ.; Pepe lungo, Ital.; Pimientn. largn, Span.

CUB~;BA.

Piper longum. Wi!ld. Sp. Plant. i. 161; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 724, t. 24 7.
This species of Piper differs from its congeners in having its lower leaves cordate,
petiolate, seven-nerved, its upper oblonµ;-cordate, sessile, and five-nerved; its
flowers in dense, short, terminal, and nearly cylindrical spikes; and its fruit,
consisting of very small one-seeded berries or grains, embedded in a pulpy matter.
It is a native of South-eastern Asia, ~md is produced abundantly in Bengal and
gtber parts of Hindostan. The fruit is green when immature, and becomes red
as it ripens. It is gathered in the former state, as it is then hotter than when
perfectly ripe. The whole spike is tuken from the plant and dried in the sun.
Long pepper is cylindrica l, au inch or more in length, indented on its surface,
of a dark-g ray colour, a weak aromatic odour, a11d a pungent fiery taste . M.
Dulong found its chemica l composition to be closely analogous to that of black
pepper. J.. ike that it contains p'iperin, a concrete oil or soft resin upon which
its burning acrimony depends, and a volatile oil to which it probably owe~ its
odour. Its medical virtues are essentially the same as those of black pepper;
but it is considered inferior to that spice, and is seldom used.
Off.Prep. Confect.io Opii; Pulvis Cinnamomi Compositus; PulvisCretre Com·
positus; 'l'inctura Ciunawomi Composita.
W.

PIX. Lond.
Pitch.
Dry bitumen prepared from tar. Lond.
Off. Sgn. PIX AIUDA. Pitch: from various species of Pinusaud Abies. Ed.
This is the solid black mass left after the evaporation of the liquid part~ of
tar. It was formerly called pix mf;ra or Uad~ pitch. It has a shining fracture,
softens and becomes adhesive with a moderate heat, melts in bo iling water, and
consists of the resin of the pine unaltered, and of various empyreumatic resin·
ous products which ha, e received tbe name of pyrctin. (Berzelius, J'ra-it. de
Chirn., vi. 641 and 680.) It appears to be very gently stimulant or tonic, and
has been used internally in icbthyosis and other cutaneous diseas.es, and recently
with great advantage in piles. '!'he dose is from ten grains to a drachm given
in pills. Pitch is also used externally in the form of ointment.
Off Prep. Ungueutum Picis.
W.
1

PIX BURGUNDICA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Burgundy Pitch.
The prepared concrete juice of Abies excelsa. U. S. Impure resin prepared
from the turpentine. Lond. Concrete resinous exudation, probably in a great
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The genus Pin us of Linnreus has been divided into three genera, viz., Pimts,
Abies, and Larix; the fir!it including the pines, the second the firs and spruces,

Pix Burgundica.
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and the third the larches. We follow the Pharmacopreias in adopting this divi-

sion.
AmES. Sex. Syst. 1\Ionrecia Monadelphia.-Nat. Ord. Pinacere or Coniferro.
Gen. Oh. MALE FLOWERS. Oatl.-ins solitary, not racemosc; Scales staminiferous at the apex. Stam.ens two, with one-celled anthers. F1D1Ar,t;s. Clitldn.~
simple. Ovaries two. Stivmas glan<lular. Cone with imbricated scales, which
are thin at tbe apex:, and rounded. Uotyledous digita.te-partite. Leaves solitary
in each sheath. De Gand.

Al.des excelsa. De Candolle.-A.

conununi.~.

Loudon's Encyc. of Plants.-

J>iuus Al.ies. Willd. Sp. Plaut. iv. 506; 'Voodv. Jlfed. Bot. p. 4, t. 2. The
]{orwa;1; spr·uce is a very lofty tree, rising someti mes one hundred and fifty feet
in heig;ht, with a trunk from three to fiv e feet in diameter. 'l'be leaves, which
stand thickly upon the branches, are shor t, obscurely four-cornered, often curved,
of a. dusky green colour, and shining on tLe upper surface. 'l'he male aments
are purple and axil1ary, the female of the same colour, but usually terminaJ.
The fruit is in pendent, purple, nearly cylindrical strobiles, the scales of which
are O\'a.l, pointed, a.nd ragged at tbe eJges.
'L'his ll'CC is a native of Europe and Northern Asia. Though designated as
the source of Burgundy pitch, it furnishes but a part of the substance sold under
that name by the druggists. Tingley asserts that the real Burgundy pitch is
obtained from tbc .Jl[..ies picea, or J£uropcan silver fir tree; and the same fact is
stated by FCc. According to Geiger, who is probably correct, it is procured from
both species. '.l'o obtain the pifrh, portions of the bark are removed so as to Jay
bare the wood, an<l the flakes of eouerete resinous matter which form upon the
surface of the wound, haYiug been detached by iron instruments, are melted
with watrr in large boiicrs, and then ~traiued through coarse cloths. It is called
Burp;undy pitch from the province of that name in the East of France. 1\'e are
told that the g re;lter portion is collected in the neighbourh ood of Neufchatcl.
From Yarious species of pine, in different parts of Burope, a similar product
is obtai ned and sold by the same name . It is prepared by removing the juice
which concretes upon the bark of the tree, or upon the surface of incisions,
called galipol by tUc French, and purifying it by melting and straining, either
tl.:irougb cloth or a layer of straw. A J(lcfitious Burgwuly pitch is made by
melting together common pitch, resin, and turpentine, and agitating the mixture
with water, wbich gives it the requisite yellowish colour. Its odour is different
from tl.:iat of tbe genuine.
As brought to this country, Burgundy pitch is generally mixed with impurities,
which rer1uire that it should be lUelted and strained before being used. In its
pure state it is hard, brittle, quite opaque, of a. yellowish or brownish-yellow
colour, and a weak tcrebiuthinate taste and odour. It is \'ery fu~ible, aud at the
beat of the body soflcns and becomes adhesive. It differs from turpentine in
containing a smal ler proportion of >olatile oil.
T11us. Fra11/.:,incense. Under the name of Thus. the London and Dublin
Colleges direct the concrete juice of the .~prucefir, ~s taken immediately from
the bark of the tree without any preparation. 'fhe London College recognises
also l)inus palustris as one of its sources. As sold in J.Jondon it is in all probability derived chiCtly if not exclusively from the latter tree, being in fact nothing
more than our common turpentine, perfectly dry and brittle. (See'l'erebintldna.)
lt is in solid, brittle tears, of a. yellow ish or brownish-yellow colour on the outside,. and paler within, and emits an agreeable odour when burned. It softens
and becomes adhesive at the temperature of the body.
1lledical Properties and 'lSes. Appl ied to the sk in in tbc shape of a plaster,
Burgundy pitch acts as a gentle rubcfacient, producing a sligh t degree of inflammation and serous effusion without separating the cuticle. Sometimes it excites
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a. pnpillary or vesicular eruption; and we ha:rn known it to act upon the surface
as a violent poison, giving rise to seYcre pain, swelling, and redness, followed by
vesicati on ;ind even ulceration. It is used chiefly in slight chronic pains of a
rheumatic character, or in chronic affection s of the chest or abdomen, wbi cli call
for a gentle but long-continued revulsion to the ~kin. Th e res~n ous exudation
of the spruce fir (thus 01· ji·wtl.·incense) is used only as an ingredient of plasters.
0.fj: Prp. of Binyundy Pitch. Emplastrum Caulh.aridis Composit.um; ]~m
plast. Ferri; Emplast. Galbani Comp.; Emplast. Opii; Empl:tst. Picis; :Emplast. Picis Burgundi.c::.c; Emplast. Pici s cum Cantharide; l)ix Burgundica Prreparata.
Off Prep. of Franldnccnse. Thus Prreparatum.
,V,

PIX CANADENSIS. U.S.
Canada Pitch.
The prepared concrete juice of Abies Canadensis. [/

S.

Anrns. See PIX BURGUNDIOA.
AMes Canadeusis. Michaux, 1'l. Am.. S!Jlv. iii. 185 .-I'inus ConC1densis.
Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 505. Tbisis the h.emloc:k .~pruce of tb e United States and
Canada. When of foll growth it is often seventy or eighty feet high, with a
trunk two or three feet in diameter, and of nearly uniform dimensions for twothirds of its length. Tbe branches arc slender, and dependent at their extremities. The leaves arc very numerous, six or eight lines long, flat, dcnticulatc,
and irregularly arranged in two rows. The strobilcs are ovntc, little longer than
the lenves, pendulous, and situated at t.hc ends of the branches.
The tree is abundant in Canada, No\'n Scotia, and the more northern parts of
New l~ngland i and is found in the elevated and mountainous regions of the
Middle States. Its hark abounds in the astringent principle, and is much used
for tanning in the north ern parts of the United States. It contains much less juice
than some other o"f the Pinaccre; and very little fl ows from incisions made into
its trunk. But in the trees which have attained their full growth, and arc about
or have begun to decay, the juice exudes spontaneously, and hardens upon the
bark, in consequence of the partial evaporation or oxidation of its volatile oil.
The bark thus incrusted is stripped from the tree, broken into pieces of convenient size, and boi led in water. The pitch melts, rises to the surface, is skimmed
off, and is still further purified by a second boiling in water. It is brought to
Philadelphia from t.be north of l'cnn sy lvania, in d:lrk-coloured brittle masses,
which, on being broken, exhibit numerous minute fragm ents of bark, interspersed
through their substance. From these it is purified in the shops by melting and
straining through linen or canvas. (Ellis, J ouni. of PMt. Col. of Pharm., ii.18.)
Thus prepared it is hard, brittle, quite opaque, of a dark yellowish-brown
colour, which becomes still darker Ly exposure to the air, of a weak peculiar
odour, and scarcely any taste. It softens and becomes adhesive with a moderate
heat, and melts at 198° F. Its constituents arc resin and a minute proportion of
volatile oil. It is commonly known by the incorrect name of liemlock gum.
Medi'cal Properties rrml fJ:;cs. Canada pitch is a gentle rubefacient, closely
analogous to Burgundy pitch in its properties, and employed for precisely the
same purposes. lt is, however, more readily soft.coed by heat, and is sometimes
almost too soft for convenient application at the temperature of the body. A
volatile oil obtained from Abies Cauadcusis, and ca.lied oil of hemloclc, baa been
employed to produce abortion, with the effect of endangering the life of the
female. (J. S. Paige, N. Y. Journ. of 1Jfed., viii. 184 .)
W.
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PIX LIQUIDA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
'll:tr.
The impure turpentine procured by burning from the wood of Pi nus palustris
and other species of Pinus. U.S. Pinus sylvestris and other species. Liquid
bitumen prepared from the wood by fire. Lond. 'l'ar from various species of
Pinus and Abics. Ed. 'l'ar from Pinus sylvestris . .Dub.
Goudron, Fr.; 'L'hcer, Germ.; Pece liquidn, Ital.; Alquitran, Span.
The tar used in this country is prepared from the wood of various species of
pine, parlicularl_y 1-'lnm pa71lslris of the Southern States, the P. australis of
Michaux. (See J'erc!Jinthina.) Tbe dead wood is usually selected, because,
when vegetation ceases, the resinous matter becomes concentrated in the interior
layers. 'l1hc wood is cut into billets of a convenient size, which are placed
together so as to form a large stack or pile, and then covered with ea1tb as in
the process for making cl1arcoal. 'l'hc stack is built upon a small circular mound
of earth previously prepared, the summit of which gradually declines from the
circumference to the centre, where a small cavity is formed, communicating by
a conduit with a shallow ditch surrounding the mound. Fire is appli ed through
au opening in the top of the pile, and a slow combustion is maintained 1 so that
the resinous matter may be melted by the heat. This runs into the cavity in
the centre of the mound, and passes 1hence by the conduit into the ditch, whence
it is transferred into barrels. Immense quantities of tar are thus prepared in
North Carolina and the south.eastern parts of Virginia, sufficient, after supplying
our own consumption, to afford a large surplus for ex portation.
Considerable quantities of tar have also been prepared in the lower parts of
New Jersey 1 in some portions of New England, and in Pennsylvania west of the
Alleghany mountaius, from the Pinus 1·t[Jida, or pitch pine, and perhaps from
some other species.
Properties. Tar has a peculiar cmpyreu ma tic odour, a bitterish, resinous,
somewhat acid taste, a colour almost black, and a tenacious consistence iuterme<liatc between tLat of a liquid and solid. It consists of resinous matter,
united with acetic acid, oil of turpentine, and various volatile crnpyreumatic
products, and coloured with charcoal. By distillation it yields au acid liquor
called pyroligneous acid (see .Acidmn Aceticwn), and an empyreuruatic oil caJlccl
oil of tar; and what is left behind is piU:h. 'l'he empyreumatic oil has been
ascertained by Dr. Reichenbach, of Mornvia, to contain, besides oil of turpentine,
Eix distinct principles, which he has named pm·offine, euplone, creosote, picamar,
cap11omor, and plaacol. Of these, only picamar and creasote merit particular
attention; the fonuer as tLc principle to which tar owes its bitterness, the latter
as the one upon which it probably depends chiefly for its medical virtues. (See
Creasotmn.) Tar yields a small proportion of its constituents to water, which
is thus rendered medicinal, and is employed under the name of tm· water. It
is dissvlvcd by a.lcobol, ether, and the volatil e and fixed oils.
J.llrdital P1·operlies and {;~.,es. The medical properties of tar are similar to
those of the turpentines. It is occasionally u~ed with aJvantage in chroni c
catarrhal affections, and complaints of the urinary passages. Li~tlc benefit can
be expected from it in genuine phthisis, in the treatment of wb ich 1t was formerly
recommended. Dr. Rttema1~ employed it advantageously as an internal remedy
in ichthyosis. Its Yapour, rnhaled into the lungs, bas been found serviceable
in numerous cases of bronchial disease. Its effects in tbis way are most con"reniently obtained by placing a cup containing tar or oil of tar in a small watcrba.tb, over a common nurse-lamp, and thus imprcgua.ting the air of the chamber.
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Externa1ly applied, in the state of ointment, tar is a very efficient remedy in
tinea capitis or scaldhead,an<l in some cases of psoriasis; and has been used with
advantage in foul or judolent ulcers, and some other affections of the skin.
It may be used in the form of tar water, or in substance made into pills with
wheat flour, or mixed with sugar in the form of an clectuary. The dose is from
half a drachm to a drachm, and may be repeated so as to a.mount to three or
four dracbms daily.
Tar 1cater (Aqua Picis Liquld;;e) may be prepared by stirring a pint of tar
with half a gallon of water for fifteen minutes, then allowing the tar to subside,
and straining the liquid. \Valer takes from tar a. small portion of acetic acid,
empyreumatic oi l, and resinous matter, acquiring a sharp empyreumatic taste,
and the colour of )laclcira wine. Thus impregnated it is stimulant and diuretic,
and ma.y be taken in the quantity of from one to t.wo pints daily. It is also
used as a wash in chronic cutaneous affections, and ls said to have proved beneficial, by injection into the bladder, in some cases of chronic cystitis.*
Off Prep. Unguentum Picis Liquid::c.
W.

PLUMBUM.
Lead.
Plomb, Fr.; Blci, Gtrm.; Lood, Dutch; Plombo, Ital.; Plomo, Span.; Chumbo, Port.

J"ead is not officinal in its metallic state; Lut enters into a number of important
medicinal preparations. It occurs in nature in tbrcc principal states-as an oxide,
as a sulphuret called ,galena, and in saline combination, forming the native sulphate, phosphate, carbonate, chromate, molybdate, tungstate, and arscniateof lead.
The oxide is rare, but galena is cxcccdin[!ly abuudant and diffused, and is the
ore from which nearly :ill the lead of commerce is extracted. The process of
extraction consists in melting the ore in contact with clwrcoal. l\Iines of galena
occur in different parts of the world, but the richest and most extensive are found
in this country. The lead region of the United States extends in length from
the Wisconsin in the north to the Red riYer of Arkansas in the south, and in
breadth about one hundred and fifty miles.
Properties. J"ead is a. soft, bluish-gray, and very malleable metal, presenting
a. bright surface when newly melted or cut. It has a perceptible taste, and a.
peculiar smell when rubbed. IL undergoes but little change in the air, but is
acted on by the combined influence of air and water, which give rise to a hydrated protoxiUc, wliich is afterward!) changed, in part, into carbonate, by absorbing carbonic acid from the atmosphere. 'l.'his chemical effect on the metal
is greater in proportion as the water is purer. (Sec pa.rye 110.) Its sp. gr. is
11 ·4, melting point about 612°, and eciuivalent number 103·6. l~xposed to a.
strea m of oxygen on ignited charcoal, it burns with a blue flame, throwing off
dense yell ow fow.es. The best solvent of lead is nitric acid; but the presence of
sulphuric acid dcst'roys, and that of muriatic acid lessen., its soh•ent power, on
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account of the in solubility of the sulphate and chloride of lead. Lead forms
five oxides, a dioxid e, protoxide, ses.quioxide, deutoxide, and red oxide. The
dioxide consists of two equivalents of lead and one of oi:ygen. Tb c protoxide,
called in commerce massicof, may be obtained by calcining, in a platinum crucible, the subnitrate of lead, formed by precipitating a solution of the nitrate by
ammonia. On a. large scale it is manufactured by exposing melted lead to the
action of the air. lts surface becomes encrusted with a grriy pelli cle, which,
bein g scraped off, is quickly succeeded by another; and th e whole of the 1_netal,
being in this way successively presented to the air, becomes converted mto a
greenish-gray powder, consisting of protoxide and metallic lead. Tbis, by exposure to a moderate heat, absorbs more oxygen, ancl is converted entirely into
protoxide. '!'his oxide bas a yellow colour, and is the only oxide of lead capable
of forming salts with the acids. It consists of one eq. of lead 103·6, and one
of oxygen 8= 111 ·6. A variety of the protoxide called litlwrge is very much
used in pharmacy, and is oflicinal in all the Pbarmacopooias. (See Pturnbi
Oxidum, S ernivi.treurn.) The sesguioxide, discovered by Winckelblech, is unimportant. 'l'he deutoxide, called also puce oxide from its flea-brown colour, may
be obtained by treating red lead with nitric acid. The acid takes up the protox.ide and leaves the clcutoxidc, which may be purified by washing with boiling
water. It is a tasteless powder, of a dark-brown colour. When heated to redness it loses half its oxygen and becomes protoxidc. It consists of one eq. of
lead 103·G, and two of oxygen 16= 119·6. The 1·ed oxide 1 called in commerce
niiniwm or red lead, is described under another head. (See Ptumbi Oxidwrn
Rulmon.) Lead combines with iodine, forming tbe officinal iodide of lead.
1.'be acetate, carbonate, and nitrate are a l:so officiu.il.
'l'h e best tests of lead are sulphuretted hydrogen, and a. solution of iodide of
potass ium. Tlie former produces a black precipitate of sulphuret of lead, the
latter, a yellow one of iodide of lead.
Jlledicat Properties and Uses. ~J.1be effects of lead in its various combinations
are those of a sedative and astringent. It is used internally for the purpose of
reducing vascular action, and restraining inordinate discharges; and externally
as an abater of inflammation. VVbcn introduced into the system in a gradual
manner, either by working in the metal, or by t<lking it in small and frequently
repeated doses, it acts injuriously on the nervou~ sys tem, producing a peculiar
colic, called le(id colic, sometimes apopl ectic symptoms, and occasionally palsy,
which is almost always partial, and affect~ for the most part the upper ex.trcmi~
ties. In some instances salivation is produ ced, and, according to Dr. Henry
Burton, the constitutioll<ll effects of the metal arc indicated by a. narrow leadblue lio c at the edge of the gum, round two or more of the teeth, as a constant
and early sign. According to Mialh e lead gai ns access to the circulation by
means of th e cblorides of the alkalifiable metal:s in the alimentary canal, which
form witb the lead, a soluble doubl e chloride of lead and potassiu m or of lead and
sod ium. The treatment necessary in lead colic is given under carbonate of lead.
Lcud palsy is usu ally attended with dyspcp8ia, constipation, tendency to colic,
lassitude, and gloominess of mind; and is b('st treated by tonics, aperients, ex.e1·cise, and avoidance of the cause of the disease. The poisonous effects of an
over-dose of tbe lead preparations are to be co mLated by emet ics, if free vomiting bas not previously occu rred, by the ex hibition of sulphate of magnesia or
sulphate of soda, and by opium. The sulphates mention ed as purgatives have
been recommended, under the impression tb:.tt they acted as antidotes by forming
sulp Lnte of lead. lt is probable that they lessen the poisonous effects of the
soluble salts of lead; but the sulphate, though insoluble in water, may be, to
Forno extent, soluble in the gastric juice; and, so for as its external use in the
form of ointment is ccmccrned, it bas been found by .Fbndin to prove poisonous
to the inferior animals.
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In ch ronic poison ing by lead, warm sulpburettcd baths, formed by dissolving
four ounces of sulpburet of potassium in thirty gallons of water, in a wooden
tub, are useful. 'l'hese baths cause discoloration of the skin, from the formation
of sulphuret of lead, and should be repeated every few days, unti l this effect
ceases to be produced. During each bath, the patient should be well rubbed
with a fiesb.brnsh, and soap and water, in order to remove the discoloration. By
proceeding in this way, the lead on the skin, or in its pores, is rendered insoluble and inert, and at the same time removed. Dr. l\Ielsens praises iodide of
potassium in chronic lead poisoning, the med icine having the effect of rendering
the lead soluble, and of eliminating it from the system principally by the urine.
Orfila has determined, by experiments on dogs, tLe appearance exhibited by
the mucous membrane of the stomach, after the use of small doses of the salts
of lead. After the action of such doses for two hours, dull wh ite points are
visible on the membrane, sometimes in rows and sometimes disseminated, and
evidently consisting of the metal, united with the organic tissue. If the animal
be allowed to live for four days, the same spots may be seen with the magnifier ;
and if sulphurcttcd hydrogen be applied to the surface, they arc instantly black.
ened. (Anhives Gen., 3e serie, iv. 2..J.4.)
According to 1H. Gendrin, sulphuric acid, prepared like lemonade, and used
both internally and externally, is a prophylactic against the poisonous effects of
lead, especially the lead colic. It m:1y be supposed to act by forming the com.
paratively inert sulphate of lead with the poison. l\ir. Benson, a manager of
white lead works at Birmingham, has tried this acid, and finds it a preventive
of lead colic in his establishment, where it was exceedingly prevalent before its
employment. He uses it as an addition to ginger beer, to which bicarbonate
of soda is also added to render it brisk, but not in sufficient quantity to prevent
a considerable portion of the acid remain ing in excess. (London Lancet, Dec.,
1842.) On the other hand, the powers of sulphuric acid in preventing the poisonous effects of lead are positively denied by Dr. A. Grisolle, Dr. Melsens,
and other authorities. Dr. Grisolle recommends tha.t workmen employed in
lead manufactories should use frequent batLs, avoid intemperance, and always
eat before they enter upon their work in the morning. He supposes that, in a
great majority of cases, the metal is introduced into the system through the
stomach by means of the saliva or food. After acute poisoning by lead, the
metal has been found in the li\"cr and brain. Indeed, it may be detected in all
the organs, a long time after the ingestion of the poison.
The following table embraces all the officinal preparations of lead.
P lumbi Oxidum Rubrum. Ed.
Plumbi Oxidum Semivitreum, i: S .; Plumbi Oxiduru, Lond.; Lithargyrum,
Ed., .Dub. AnglicC, Litharge.
Emplastrum Plum bi, li. S., Lond.; Emplastrum Lithargyri, Ed., JJub.
Angl ice, Lead plaster. Litharge plaster.
Unguentum Plumbi Compositum, Lond.
L iquor l'lumbi Subacetatis, U.S.; Liquor Plumbi Diacetatis, Lond.;
Plum bi Diacetatis Solutio, Ed.; Plum bi Subacetatis Liquor,
JJnb. AnglicC, Goldarcl's extract .
Liquor Plum bi Subaccfatis Dilutus, U.S.; Liquor Plum bi Diacetatis Dilutus, Lond.; Plmnbi Subacetatis Liquor Composit.us,
JJub. Anglict'!, Leod..u:ater.
Ceratum Plum bi Subacetalis, U.S.; Ceratum Plumbi Compositum,
Land. Anglice, Goulard's cerate.
Ccratum Saponis, U.S.; Cera tum Saponis Compositum, Loud.
Plumbi Iod idum, U.S., Lond., Bil., Dub.
Unguentum Plumbi Iodidi, £ond., Dub.
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Plumbi Acetas,
S., Lmul., Ed., Dub.
Cera.tum Plum bi Acctatis1 Lond.}· Unguentum Plurubi Acetatis, Ed., Dub.
Pilukc Plumbi Opiatro, Ed.
Plum bi Carbonas, U.S., Ed., D11b.
Uogucnlum Plumbi Carbonatis, U.S., Ed., Dub.
Plumbi .Nitras, CS., Ed., Dub.
B.

PLU~1BI

ACETAS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dllb.
Acetate of Lead.

Sugar of Lend: Sriceharnm Snturni, Ccruss:i acctnta, Lat.; AcCtnte de vlomb. Sucre de
plomb, Sci de Saturnc, Fr.; .Essigsaurcs Blcioxy<l, B\eizucker, Germ.; Zucchcro di Snturuo,

Ital. ; Azucnr de plomo, Span.
Of the Phannacopooias commented on in this work, the Edinburgh alone gives
a formula for preparing this salt. In the other Pharmacopooias it is more properly place<l in th e crital0gue of th e Materia. .M cd ica
Preparcrtion. Sugar of lcaJ is obtained by two methods. Ily one method, thin
plates of lead arc placed in shall ow vessels filled with distill ed vinegar, i11 such
a. manner as t o have a part of each pla.le rising above the vinegar; ancl these are
turned from time to time, so as to bring different portions of tLe metallic surface
in contact with the air. '£lie metal, after becoming protoxidized, di ssol\'es in the'
vinegar to saturation, and the sol ution is evaporated to th e point of crsstallization.
'!'his process is a slow Ol1e, but furni shes a. sa lt which is perfectly !l('utral. The
other method consists in di sso lving, by the assistance of heat, lithurgc, or the
protoxide of lead ob tain ed by c<.1l cinatioa, in an excess 9f di stilled Yinegar or of
purified pyrolig11eous acid, contained in leaden boil ers. The oxide is quickly
dissolved, and, when the acid bas become saturnted, the solution is transferred
to other vessels to cool and crysta llize. 'l'be crystals having formed, the mother
waters are decanted, and, by a new eyaporat.ion, mad e to yield a new crop. These
arc generally yellow, but may be rendered white by repeated solutions and crystallizations.
Sugar of lead i ~ extensively manufactured in Germany, Tiolland, France, and
England, as well as in the United States. It is principally consumed in the arts
of dyeing and calico-printin:?:, in wbi ch it is emplosed to form with alum the
acetate of alumiua, to act as a mordant..
Properties. Acetate of lead is a white salt, crystallized in brilliant needl es,
whi ch have tbc sh.:ipe of long prisms, terminated by dihedral summits. It s hlst.c
is at fir st sweet and afterwards astringent. Exposed to the air it eflloresces
slciwly. It dissolves in four tim es its weight of cold, ttnd in a much smalleL·
quantity of boiling water. It is ~oluble also in alcohol. It s solution in common
water is turbid, ia consequence of the formation of carbonate of lcaJ with the
carbonic acid which such water always contains. Thi s turbidncss may be remoYed
by the addition of a small proportion of \'inegar, or of dilut e acetic a('id. In
pure di st illed water, free from carbonic acid, it. ought to dissolve entirely, and
form a clear solution. Sulphuric acid, wh en added to a solution of acetate of
lead , produces instantly a precipitate of sulphate of lead; and th e disengaged
acetic acid gives rise to vapours having the smell of vinegar. Th e sa lt, when
heated, first fuses and pal'tS with its water of crystallization, and afterwards is
decomposed, yield ing acetic acid :ind pyroacetic spirit (acetone), and lca.viug a
resid ue of cha rcoal and reduced lead. Au important property of SUf!;\1' of lead
is its power of dissolving a large quantity of protoxide of lead. (8ee Liquor
Plum bi S11bacetat£s.) lt consists of one eq. of acetic acid 51, one of protoxide
of lcaJ. 111 ·6, and three of water 27=189·6.
I ncompatibles. Acetate of lead is decomposed by all acids, and by those soluble
salts, the acids of which produce with protoxido of lead insoluble or spa ringly
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soluble compounds. Acids of this character are the sulphuric, muriatic, citric,
and tartaric. It is also decomposed by lime-water, and by ammonia, potassa,
and soda; the last two, if added in excess, dissolving the precipitate a.t first
formed. It is decomposed by hard water, in consequence of the su lphate of lime
and common salt which such water usually contains. With sulphurettcd hydrogen, it gives a black precipitate of sulphuret of lead i with ioJide of potassium,
a yellow one of iodide of lead; and with a carbonated alkali, a white one of carbonate of lead .
.llJ,1di(·al Prope1·ties arid l./ses. Acetate of lead, in medicinal doses, is a powerful
astriugcnt and sedative; in over-doses, an irritant poison. It has sometimes been
given in pretty large doses in regular practice without any bad effects, and cases
are on record where a quarter of an ounce has been swallowed without proving
fatal. On the other baud, it sometimes produces colica pictonum when given in
medicinal closer.;, though taken with acetic acid to ward off its deleterious effects.
It is proper to remark, however, that the imm ediate effects of an over-dose are
often escaped by prompt and spontaneous vomiting; and that the remote consti·
tutional effects arc not apt to occur, so long as the evacuations from the bowels
are not materially diminished. The principal dir.;eascs in which it has been
exhibited are hemorrhages, particularly from the lungs, intestines, and uterus.
Its effect in restraining the discharge of blood is admitted to be very powerful.
·It has also been used with advantage in certain forms of dysentery and diarrhcca,
and has been recommended in particular stages of cholera. infantum. Combined
with opium, it is well suited to the treatment of the diarrhooa occurring in phthisis.
It some tim es proves a valuable remedy in checking vomiting. Dr. Irvine, of
Charleston, recommend it to compose the irritability of the stomach in yellow
fever; and Dr. Davis, of Columbia, S. C., used it with benefit in tbe irritable
stomach attendant on bilious fever. It bas been much extolled by the German
practitioners in dothinenteritis, or the typhoid fever attended with ulcerations of
the intestines. In some of these cases it was radvantageously combined with
carbonate of ammonia. The same practitioners have strongly recommended it
in ancurism of the aorta, and Dupuytren, on their report of it.s efficacy, tried it
in several cases, and with marked effect in diminishing the size of the aneurismal
tumour. (A1·chives Gen., 3c sir., v. 4-15.) One of the authors has imitated the
practice in anemism of the aorta, and in enlargement of the beal'L, and with
encouraging results. It has been employed by Drs. ~euhold and Ilasserbronc,
with l'euiarkable success, in strangulated hernia, used in enemata, containing ten
g:rains of the salt dissolved in six fiuidounces of tepid water, and repeated every
two homs. In mercuri<1l sal ivati on, M. Brachet, of I.yous, found sugar of lead
very efficacious, admini!:ltered in grain pills, night and morning. Several cases
of severe salivation of several mouths' duration, which had resisted tbc use of
op ium , purgati\·es, &c., were speedily relieved by the remedy. The solution is
frequently use<l as a collyrium; and, applied by means of cloths, or mixed with
crnmb of bread, it forms a good application to superficial inflammation. It is
sometimes advant.ageous to associate opium with the solution, in which case the
mcconate of morphia of the opium is decomposed, with the result of forming
acetate of morphia, in solution, and mceonate of lead which precipitates. A convenient lotion, containing an excess of acetate of lead, may be fanned by a<l.ding
four grains of the acetate and four of opium to a f:luidounce of water.
When employing this medicine, the practitioner should always bear in mind
that, wheu long continued in small doses, it is apt to produce dangerous constitutional effects. 'l'Lese are chiefly of two kinds; 1. an affection of the ali·
rnent<lry canal, attended with severe pain and obstinate constipation, called cc.lica
pittonum, or lead colic; 2. a. ch ronic affection of the muscles, especially of the
extensors of the upper extremities, cliaracterized by au ex.cessi\'e wasting of
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these organs, and denominated lead 1>alili!J. Doth these affections are apt to be
excited in those artisans who work in lead. The approach of these dangerous
constitutional symptoms is said to be ind icated by a narrow lead-blue line at the

edge of the gums. (Sec page 567.)
The dose of sugar of lead is from one to three grains, in the form of pill,
repeated every two or three hours. It is generally given combined with opium .
The solution for external use may be made by dissolving from two to three
dracbms in a pint of water; and if it be wanted clear, a fluidrachm of vinegar,
or of dilute acetic acid may be added, which immediately dissolves the carbonate
of lead, to which its turbidncss is owing. 'Vhen the skin is denuded of the
cuticle, the solution should be weaker. rl'11e usual strength of the solution as a
collyrium is from one to two grains to the fluidounce of di.stilled water.
Ojj:Prf'p. Acidum Accticum; Acidum Aceticum Glaciale; Liquor Plumbi
Subacetatis; !Ji!ulre Plum bi Opiatro; Plumbi Io<lidum; Ungueutum Plum bi
B.
Acetatis; Zioci Acetas.

PLU.iVIBI CARBONAS. U.S., Eel., Dab.
Cw-bonate of Lead.
White lend, Ccru~e: Cerusc, Cnrbonnte de plomb, Blanc de plomb, ll\anc de ceruse,
Fr.; Ulciwciss, Ctrm.; Ccrussn, Lat., Ital.; Albuyaklc, Span.

Pr,.paratfon. Carbonate of lead is prepared by two principal methods. By
one method it is obtained by passiog a.stream of carbonic acid through a solution
of subacetatc (trisacetate) of lead. 1'bc carbonic acid combines with the excess
of protoxide and precipitates as carbonate of lead, while a neutral acetate remains
in solution . This, by being boiled with a fresh portion of protoxide, is again
brought to the state of subacctatc, when it is treated with carbonic acid as before.
In this way tbe same portion of acetate repeatedly serves the purpose of being
converted into subacetatc, and of being decomposed by carbonic a.cid. The carboon.tc obtained is washed, dried with a gentle Leat, and thrown into commerce.
This process, which produces white lead of the fh:.t qunlity, was invented and
made public by Thcnarcl 1 about the year 180::'!, and is that which is usually pursued in France and Sweden.
A modification of the process of Thcnard is now pursued by some manufacturers iu Eoglaud. It consists in mixing Jitbarge with a hunU.redth part of
acetate of lea.cl, and subjecting: the mixture, previously moistened with '\'Cry little
:wnter, to a stream of carbonic acid. (Pelouze.)
TLc other method, which consists in expos i n~ lead to the vapours of vinegar,
originated in Ilolland, and is usualty pursued in ]~nghmd und the United States;
but in England, with some modifications which are not well known. 'Ve shall
describe this proness as pursued by our own manufacturers. The lead is cast
into thin sheets, made by pouring the melted lead over an oblong sheet-iron
shovel, with a fiat bottom, and raised edges on its sides, which is held in a slanting direction orer the me lting· pot. As many of these sheets arc then loosely
rolled up as may be sufficient to form a cylinder fi\•C or six inches in diameter,
and seven or eight high, which is placed in an earthen pot containing about half
tl. pint of ''inegar, and having within, a few inches from the bottom, three equi distant projecting portions in the earthenware, on which the cylinder of lead is
supported, in order to keep it from contact with the vinegar. 'l'hc pots thus prepared are placed side by side, in horizontal layers, in a building roughly constructcc.1 of boards, with interstices between them. The first layer is co\·ered with
board8 1 on which a stratum of tan or refuse straw from the stables is strewed;
and fresh layers of pots, boards, and straw are successively placed until the wbole
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bui lding is filled. The sides also are enclosed with straw. The layers of pots
contained in one building, called a. stack, arc allowed to remain undisturbed for
about six weeks, at the end of which time they arc unpacked, and the cylinder
of sheet.lead in each pot, though still retaining its shape, is found almost entirely
converted into a. flaky, white, fr iable substance, which is tLe white lead. This
is separated from the lead yet remaining in the metallic state, gl'ound in water 1
whereby it is washed and reduced to fine powder, and finally dried in long !3hallow reservoirs, heated by steam.
Pelouze has succeeded in expbining a.II these procCS!;CS on the same general
principles. In 'rlicnard's process, it is admitted that the same portion of acetate
of lead repeatedly unites with protox.ide, and gives it up again to carbonic acid to
form the carbonate. In the modified English process, referred to abo\·e, he supposes that the one per cent. of acetate of lead combines with sufficient litharge
to convert it into subaceta.tc, which immediately returns to the state of neutral
acetate, by yielding up its excess of base to form the carboua.te with the carbonic
acid. 'l'be acetate is now ready to combine with a. fresh portion of litharge, to
be trau~fcrrcd to the carbonic acid as before; and thus this small proportion of
acetate, by combining with succcssi\'e portions of the litharge, finally causes the
wbole of it to unite with the carbonic ncid. In the Dutch proccs.<i, l)elouze has
rendered it almost certain, that none of the oxygen or carbonic acid of the carbonate is derived from the vinegar. llere he supposes that the heat, generated
b.v the fermentation of tbe straw or tan, volatilizes the Yinegar, the acetic acid
of which, with the assistance of the oxygen of the air, forms wit.h the lead a small
portion of subacetate. TLi.::, by reacting with the carbonic acid resulting from
the decomposition of the slraw or tan, or derived from the atmosphere, forms
carbonate of lead, and is reduced to the state of neutral acetate. 'I1l1e Mutral
acetate returns again to the state of subacetate, and, by alternately combining
with and yielding up the protoxide, ca.uses the whole of the lead to be finally
converted into carbonate
The temperature of the stacks of pots in the Dutch process is about 113°. If
it fall below 95°, a part of the lead escapes corrosion, and if it rise above 12:! 0 ,
the product is yellow. The form of acetic acid usunlly employed in this process
is common Yinegar; but the va 1·iable nature of that liquid as to strength nnd
purity is an objection to its use; and, accordingly, other forms of the acid ha\'e
been substituted for it with advantage, as, for example, the purified acetic acid
from wood iu :1 diluted state. Por further information in relat.ion to the different
processes proposed or pursued for making white lead, the reader is t·eferred to a
paper by Prof. J.C. Booth, in the Journal of the F1·anldin Institute for Jan.18-!2·.
Properties. Carbonate of lead is a. heavy, opaque substance, in powder or
friable lumps, insoluble in water, of a fine white colour, inudorous aud nearly
insipid. It.s beauty a.::1 a. pigment depends in a great measure on the purity of
the lead from which it is ruanufoctured. It is wholly soluble, with cffen•escencc
in dilute nitric acid. Exposed to heat it becomes yellow, and with charcoal is
reduced to the metallic state. It is sometimes adulterated with the sulphates
of baryta, lime, and lead, particularly the former. l\l. Louyet has examined
samples of French white lead, containing considerably more than half their
weight of sulphate of baryta. 'l_'hese sulphates, if present, are left uudissohed
by nitric acid. Chalk or whiting is another adulteration. This may be detected
Ly adding to the nitric solution of the white lead an excess of potassa, which
will redissol\'O the protoxide of lead first thrown down, but leave a white powder
of lime. Neutral carbonate of lead consists of one eq. of carbonic acid 22, and
one of protoxide of lead IU·6=133·G. Comwercial white lead is a compound
of the carbonate and hydrate of lead. 1Hu1Jer and llocbstctter make its formula.

to be 2(l'b0,CO,)+PL0,ll0.
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Medical PtoperliPs and Uses.

White lead is ranked in the materia medicn..
as an astringent ancl sedative. It is employed externally only, being used, in
the form of ointment, as an application to ul cers, and to inflamed and excoriated
surface::;. (See li11guentwrn l'lumlii C'w·!Jonatis.) ., It is recommended in scalds
and burns by Pl'Df. Gross, and Dr. H enry, of 'Iowa, bears testimony to its
efficacy. The white lead is first brought to the consistence of cream by linseed
oil, and then brusheJ over the inflamed surface. (Boston .llled. and Sury. Joum.,
xlvi. 73.) Its extern:ll use, however, is viewed by many practitioners as dangerous, on account of the risk of absorption; bu t the danger is certainly overrated,
as we have the testimony of rcspccr:ible physicians that they frequently employ
it in this way, without the least unpleasant resu lt.
Of the different preparations of lead, the carbonate is considered to be the
most p()isonous. Being extensively manufactured for the purposes of the arts,
it is that preparation which, by slow absorption , most frequeutly produces the
peculiar spasmodic colic, called colica pictonmn. This disease is characterized
by pain about the region of the navel, and by obstillate constipalion, attended
with a frequent desire to evacuate the bowels, and is supposed to depend upon
a spasmodic constriction of the intestinal tube, particularly of the colon. The
principal indications in the treatment arc, first to relax: the spasm, and then tQ
evacu:1.te the bowels by the gentlest means. Opium and mild aperients, used
alternately, are accordingly the best remedies, and among the latter castor oil
and sulphate of magnesia arc to Le preferred. Indeed, the latter appear~ peculiarly adapted to the case; for, while it acts as an aperient, it operates to some
extent :\.Sa countcrpoison, by formi ng the sulphate of lead with any soluble compound of the metal which it may meet with in the Lowels. Calomel is often
useful; and, if it happen to induce ptyalism, the complaint immediately yiehls.
By some practitioners alum is deemed almost a specific in colic:a pictonum.
Off. Prep. Unguentum Plumbi Carbonatis.
B.

PLUMBI NITRAS. U. 8., Ed., Dub.
Nitrate of Lead.
Thi s salt has been introducer! into th e l\Iateria i\fcdica of the U. S. Pharmacopooia, chiefly as one of the substances employed in the preparation of iodide of
lead. 'l'bc .E dinburgh and Dublin Colleges gi\'c processes for its preparation.
''Take of J.Jitharge/our ounces rrnd a !talfj Diluted Nitric Acid a pi11l [Imperial measure]. JJissolYe the LitLargc to saturation with the ai<l of a gentle
heat. }i'ilter, and set the liquor aside to crystallize. Concentrate the residual
liquid to obtain more crystals." Ed.
"Take of Lithargc, in fine powder, five ounces [avoirdupois]; Pure Nitric
Acid tu:o jluidounces; Distilled Wa.ter three pints [imp. meas.]; Dilute .Kitric
Acid, a £ufficieut quantity. 'l'o the litharge, placed in a porcelaiu di~h, add tLe
acid with a pint and a balf of the water, and, applying a. sand h~at, and occasionally stirring the mixture, evaporate tLc wbolc to dryness. Upon the residue
boil the remainder of the water, clear the solution by filtration, and, having
acidulatcd it by the addition of a few drops of the dilute nitr ic acid, evaporate
until a pelliclc begins to form. 'l1hc beat being now withdrawn, crystals will
form on the cooling of the solution, which should be dried on blotting paper iu
a warm atmosphere, and prcserYecl in a close bottle." Dub.
In these processes the nitric acid unites di rectly with the protoxide of lead to
form the nitrate. This is in beautiful white, nearly opaque, tetrahedral or octohedral crystals, which are permanent in the air, of a. sweet astringent taste,
soluble in seven and a half parts of water, and in alcohol, and compo~ed of one
eq. of acid 54, and one of protoxide 111 ·6=165·6, without water of crystallization.
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The following characteristics al'e gi\·en in the U. S. Pharmacopooia. 11 Its
solution is precipitated black by sulphohydrate of ammonia, wbite by fcrrocy~
anuret of potassium, and yellow by iodide of potassium. When nitrate of lead
is triturated with sulphuric acid, the mixture colours morphia red, and if heated
·
evolves nitrous fumes."
Nedical Properties) &c. The effects of this salt upon the system are the same
as those of the other soluble salts of lead; but, though formerly c~ploycd, it is
now quite out of use as an internal remedy . .Externally it is occasionally applied
to excoriated surfaces; and a solution made in the proportion of ten grains to an
ounce of water, and coloured probably with alknnet, has been used on the con.
tinent of Europe, as a. secret remedy, in sore nipples, chopped bands, cracked
lips, &c. It bas recently been found useful in the correction of fetid odours
dependent on the presence of sulphuretted hydrogen or hydrosulpLate of am.
mania, which it decomposes. It is employed for this purpose in solution, which
may be sprinkled in apartments, or applied to putrescent ulcers, or mixed with
offensi\"e discharges, the odour of which it is desirable to correct. It will not
prevent the putrefaction of animal substances; and there is no reason to suppose
that it is capable of rendering contagious or marsh miasms inuoxious. Ledu.1Jen's
disinfecting .fluid is a. solutiC1n of nitrate of lead in the proportion of a Urachm
to an ounce. Should tlie !':alt be used internally, the dose would be from the
fourth to the half of a. grain.
Dr. Ogier 'Yard has found a solution extremely useful as an injection and
lotion in cases of fetid discharges from the uterus and Yagina, in gleety discharges
from the urct.hrn., in sloughing and indolent ulcers, and in chronic impetiginous
affections of the skin. He prepares the solution extemporaneously by di!'lsolving
a scruple of carbonate of lea<l in sufficient diluted nitric acid for solution, and
a.ddiug a pint of distilled water. The application is to be made twice or three
times daily. (Prov. JJled. and Surg. Jouni ., Oct. 15, 1851.)
Off Prep. Plumbi Iodidum:
W.

PLUNfBI OXIDUi\I RUBRUM. Ed.
}led Oocide of Lead.

80

Ge~i:~ l~~~~i~~i~::t : : ~~'.toxide de plomb, Oxide rouge de plomb, ){inium, Fr.; Mennig,

Preparation. Hed lead is prepared on the large scale in a furnace, with the
floor slightly concarn and the roof arched, presenting a general resemblance to
a baker's oren. 'l'he lead is placed on dlC floor, and gradually raised to a red
hea.t, whereby it meltR and becomes covered with a pcllicle of protoxide, which
is removed by means of a. long iron scraper; and the pellicles, as they successively
formi are scraped off, until the whole of tbe metal has been conYerted into them.
The product is subjected to further c::il<:ination with occasional stirring, for sorne
time, with a view to oxidize any particles of metallic lead. It is thus rendered
yellow, and constitutes the proloxide of lead or mass·icot. 'l'his is taken out of
the furnace and thrown upon a level pavement, and cooled by being sprinkled

~:it:d ;v:~~~ .in :hii~ ~:.~xt~ ~:di~~:~ ~::d ~n fiJa~~~'bii1~}~~~;,a ~~~::i ::~i ~e~~;~!~~l~i~~
1
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are placed in another furnace, closed from the air, and heated nearly to redness;
tbe heat being allowed gradually to foll during a period of from twenty .four to
thirty hours. At the end of this time the protoxide of lead will have combined
with an additional quantity of oxygen, and become the red oxide. This is taken
out, and having been passed through a fine wire sic\"e, is packed in barrels for
the purposes of commerce.
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The above is an outline of tbe French process for making reel lead. In Eugb.nd
and the United States, the calcinatiou of the protoxide is not performed in tin
box.es, hut by returnin.e; it to the furnace in which it was first calcined. 'l'o save
the first calcination, litharge is generally used for making the red lead of commerce, which consequently is liable to contain the impurities of that substance,
consisting of iron, copper, a little silver, and silica. Copper is hurtful in red
lead when used for making _glass, to which it communicates colom~. In order to
have red lead of good quality, it should be made in large quantiti es at a time.
It is also importaut that it be slowly cooled; for, as the absorption of oxygen by
which it is formed takes place during a particular interval of temperature only,
it is necessary that the heat within that interval should be maintained sufficiently
long to allow all the protoxide to absorb its appropriate dose of oxygen.
Properties, &c. Red lead is in the form of a heavy, scaly powder, of a bright
red colour, with a slight shade of orange. Its sp. gr. is about 9. Wh en exposed
to heat it gives off oxygen, and is reduced to the state of protoxide. It is so metimes adulterated with red oxide of iron, or red bole, substances which may be
detected by treating the red hmd with nitric acid, and testi ng the nitric !!Olution
with tincture of galls. This reagent will produce a black precipitate, in consequence of the iron being dissolved by the nitric acid. If brick-dust be present,
it will be left undissolved upon boiling the suspected specimen in water, .with
sugar and a small quantity of nitric acid. When fre e fr om impuritit.:s, it is completely reduced on charcoul, by means of the blowpipe, into a globule of metallic
lead. It is com pl ete ly soluble in highly fuming nitrous acid. (JJ:d. Phann.)
When treated with nitri c acid, it is resoh-cd into protoxide which dissolves, aud
deutoxide which remains in the form of a dark-brown powd er.
The red lead of commerce may be considered as a. mixture of whnt may be
called the true red oxide, and variable proportions of protoxide. That this is its
nature is proved by the action of cold dilute acetic acid, not used in excess, wbich
takes up a variable quantity of protoxidc, leav ing a portion un chan ged in colour,
which may be deemed the pure red oxide. This latter, when analyzed by nitric
acid, has been pro,·ed, by the coinciden t results of Dalton, Dumas, and Phillips,
to consist of three eqs.of lead, and four of oxygen, equal to 21:'b0Yb02 (Dumas),
or Pb0,Pb20 9 ( Winckelblcc b). According to ~lulder, red lead has mmally the
following composition: Pb~0.;=3 Pb0,Pb0~, or 2Pb0,Pb1i03 • (Chem. Caz., Jan.

15, 185 1.)

Red lead enters into no officinnl preparation. It is employed by the Ediuhurgh
College in preparing Acidmn Aceticum and Chlori1iei .Aqiw.. ln the arts it is
used chiefly as a p:iiot, and as an ingredi ent of fl.int glass.
B.

PLUMBI OXIDUM

SEMIVITREU~I.

U.S.

Semicitrified Oxide of Lead.
Off. S.~n. PLUMBI OXIDUM. Plumbi Oxidum semivitreimi. Lond.
THARG YRU~l. Ed., D11b.

Ll-

Litharge; Oxide de plomb foodu, Litharge, Fr.; Blciglattc, Germ.; Litnrgirio, Ital.;
A\martaga. Span.

When the protoxide of lead is rendered semi-cryistalline by incomplete fusion,
Almost all the lit barge pf com merce is obtained, as a. secondary product, in the process for extracting silver from
argentifcrous galenas. .After extracting the argentiferous lead from the ore, the
alloy is calcined in the open ~ir; whereby the lead becomes oxidized, and by
fusion passes into the state of ht.barge, while the silver remains unchanged. The
following is an outline of the process. The lead containing the silver is placed

it becomes the semi\'itrifiecl oxide, or litharge.
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upon an oval slightly excavated dish, about three feet long and twenty inches
wide, called a. test, made by beating pulverized bone-ash, made into a paste with
water, into a mould, the sides of which arc formed of an elliptical band of iron,
and the bottom of strips of sheet iron, placed at short distances apart. Tbe test is
of such a size as exactly to fit an opening in the floor of a reverberatory furnace,
where it is placed and adjusted to the level of the floor. Oo one side of the test
the fire-place is situated, and exactly opposite, the chimney; while at one extremity
of it the pipe of a strong bellows is placed, aud at the other a vertical hole is made,
communicatiog with a gutter leadiug from the centre of the test. The furnace
is now lighted, and shortly <iftcrwards the bellows is put in motion. 1rhc lead
fuses and combines with oxygen, and the resulting oxide, melting also, forms a
stratum which swims on the surface, and which is driven by the blast of the
bellows, along the gutter and through the vertical hole, into a recipient below,
where, upon solidifying, it crystallizes in small scales, which form the litharge.
In proportion as the lead is oxidized and blown off the test, fresh portions are
added, so us to keep it <ilways sufficiently full. The process is continuc<l for eight
or ten d;1ys, after which no more lead is added. The operation is now con6ncd
to the metal remaining on the test; and, the oxidation proceetling, a p<'riod at
last urri\'CS when the whole of the lead has run off as lithargc, and the l:iilvcr, known
to be pure by its brilliant nppearance in the ful:ied state, alone remains. This is
then removed, uud the proce~s repeated on a fresh portion of argcntiferous lead.
Propertie.~.
Lith<wgc is in the form of small, brilliant, vitrified scales, some
presenting a red, and others a yellow colour. In mass it hus a foliaceous structure. It is devoid of t.a.stc or smell. It slowly attracts carbonic acid from the
air, and contains more of this acid the longer it has been prepared. It is on
this account that it commonly effervesces slightly with lhe dilute acitls. It has
the propel'ty of decolorizing wines, when agitated with them. 'Vhen heated
with the fats and oils, in conncx_ion with water, it saponifies them. (See Ern1i!aMrum. Plitrnhi.) In dilute nitric acid it should be almost entirely soluble.
As it occurs in commerce, it. usu.Illy contains iron, copper, :rnd a litt.le !'liker and
silica. The ]~nglish litharge is most esteemed; that from Germany being generally contaminated with iron and copper. In choosing litharge 1 samples should
be selected which arc free from copper, and from fragments of \'eget:iblc matter.
Copper is detected, if, upon adding ferrocyanuret of potassium to a nitric solution
of the litharge, a brown instead of a white precipitate is produced. Two varieties of litharge :ire distinguished in commerce, named from their colour, and
dependent ou differences iu the process for making it. Sometimes it has a pale
yellow colour and sih·ery appearance, and is then denominated ~ilrer litharge or
yellowl1:tlwrge; at other times it is of a red colour, and is known under the name
of gold lit/iarye or red litlwrye. The latter has been said to owe its colour to
the presence of a portion of retl lead; but :M. J. .cblanc hai:i shown that the two
varieties of litharge differ in colour, structure, <ind density only, and not in
chemical composition. In composition, litharge is essentially identical with the
protoxide of lead. (Sec Plumlmrn.) The carbonic acid wLich it contains is variable; but its average amount is about four per cent.
Phw·nwceutical Uses, (C:c. Lithargc is uever used internally, but is employed
in several pharmaceutical operations, and forms au ingredient in various external
applications, used for abating inflammation, and for other purposes. By reaction with olive oil it forms the Emplaslrurn Plmnbi, which is the basis of many
of tLe Plaste1·s. (See Ernplustr'!'.) In the nrts it is employed in the glazing of
pottery, in painting to render 01ls drying, and as an ingredient iu flint glass.
Off Prep. Ueratum Saponis Compositum; Emplastruw Plum bi; Liquor
Plumbi Subacetatis; Plumbi Acetas; l'lumbi nitras.
B.
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PODOPHYLLUM. U.S.
]!fay-apple.
The rhizoma of Podopbyllum peltatum. lJ.
PooOPllYJ.LU)L Sex. S.1Jsl.
Ju.~s.; Podophyllcre, Lindie!).

S.

Polpndria lHonogynia.-lfat. Ord. Rauunculi,

Gt n. GA. Calyx three-lctwcd. 001·olla nine-petalled. Ben:; one-celled,
crowned with the stigma. Willd.
Podo)J'19llmn peltotmn. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1141; Barton, 1lfed. Bot. ii. 9;
Car~o u 1 1 llu1;t. of llled. Bot. i. 18, pl. 11. The may-apple, known also b:v the
nume of mandral.·e, is an iudigenous herbaceou:) plant, and the on ly sper1es of
the genus. The root (rhizoma) is perennial, creeping, usually several feet in
lenp:lh, about one-quarter of an inch thick, of a brown colour externally, smooth,
joiutcd, and furnished with rudic:les at the joints. The stem is about a foot
high, eroct, round, smooth, divided at top into two petioles, and supporting
at the fork a. solitary one-flowered peduncle. }~ach petiole bears a large, peltate,
palmate leaf, with six or $C\·en wedge-shaped lobes, irregularly incised at the
extremity, yellowish-green on their upper surface, paler and slightly pubesceot
beneath. 'l'be flower is nodding. The calyx is composed of three oval, obtuse,
corn:ave, deciduous lea\·es. 'l'hc corolla has from six to nine white, fragrant
petal~, which arc obovate, obtuse, concave, with dclicute transparent ''cins.
The
stnmens are from thirteen to twenty, s borter than the petals, with oblong, yellow
antbers, of twice the length of the filaments. 'fhe stigma is sessile, and rendered irregular on its surface by numerous folds or convolutions. The fruit is
a large ova.I berry, crowned with the persistent stigmti, and contain ing a. sweetish
fleshy pulp, in which about twelve ovate seeds are embedded. It is, when ripe,
of a. lemon-yellow colour, diversified by round browuish spots.
The plaut is extensively diffused throughout the United States., growing luxuriantly in moist shady woods, nnd in low marshy grounds. It is propagated by
its creeping root, and is often founcl in large patches, The flowers appear a.bout
the end of May and beginning of June; and the fruit ripens in the latter part
of September. The leaves arc sa id to be poisonous. The fruit has a subaciJ,
sweetish , peculiar taste, agreeable to some palates, and may be eaten fr eely with
impunity. From its colour and shape, it is sometimes called wild lemon. Tbc
root is the officimil portion, and is suid to be most efficient when collected after
the falling of the leaves. It shrink s considerably in drying.
Properties. The dried root is in pieces about two lines in thicknesfi, with
swelling, broad, flattened joints at short intervals. I t Ss much wrinkled lengthwise, is yellowish or redJish-brown externally, and furnished with fibres of a
sini ilar, but somewhat paler colou r. The fracture is short and irregular, aud
the internal colour whitish. The powder is light yellowish-gray, resembling
thnt of jalap. The root in it s aggregate state is nearly inodorous; but in powder
has a sweetish not unpleasant smel l. The taste is at first sweetish, afterwards
bitter, nauseous, and sl ightly acrid. Both the decoction and tincture are bitter j
but alcohol is said to be the best solvent of the acti,,e matter. A bitter sub sta1He was extracted from the root hy Willi am llodgsou, jun., of Philadelphia,
by bt iling it with quicklime in water, straining the dccoction, precipitating the
lime with sulphate of zinc, evaporating the clear solution to the consistence of
an ext met, trnating this with cold alcohol of O·Sl i 1 filtering and evaporating the
alcoholic solution, and treating the residu e with boiling Jistill od water, which
depositeJ the substance referred to on cooling. (Joun1. of tlie Phil. Col. of
l'harm~~ii. 2i3.) Though th e alcoholic solution of this substance is "\"ery bitter,
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it has upon trial been found not to be the purgative principle of the root Analyzed Ly Mr. John R. Lewis, podophyllum yielded albumen, gum, st11rch, extractive, lignin, gallic acid, fixed oil, traces of volatile oil, salts of potassa and
lime, aud two resinous principles, one soluble in alcohol and ether, and the
other soluble in alcohol only. Both rc1'ins were found to possess the active properties of the root. Six grains opera.te<l as a drastir. cathartic, with some emetic
effect. (.Am. Joum. of Plwnn., xix. lti5.) Dr. l\lanlius Smith recommends
that the resin should be prepared by forming an alcoholic tincture of the root.,
evapomting the tincture till most of the alcoliol is driven off, and tbrowiug the
residue into water, by which the resin is precipitated. The concentration should
not be carried too far; as othl!rwise the resin separates in clots, wbicb cannot be
easily washed. According to JJr. Smith, the resin, when pure, is white, and purges
actively in the dose of two or three grains. It is called by some podoph!Jltin.
(Ibid., xxi v. 306.)
JVedical Prope,.tie.~ and (./ses. Podophyllum is an active and certain cathartic,
producing copious liquid discharges without much griping, or other unpleasant
effect. ln some eases it bas given rise to nausea and even vomiting, bnt the
same result is occasionally experienced from every active cathartic. Its operation resembles that of jalap; but is rather Alower, and is thought by some to be
more drastic. lt is applicable to most intiammatory affections which require
brisk purging; and is much employed in various parts of the country, especially
combined with calomel, in bilious fevers and hepatic congestions. lt is also frequently used in connexion with bitartrate of potassa. in dropsical, rheumatic, and
scrofulous complaints.
The dose of the powdered root is about twenty grains. An extract is prepared
from it posse8sing all its virtues in a smaller bulk. (See Extractwni Pvdoph!JUi.)
In ruioutc doses, frequently repeated, podophyllum is said to dimiui81.i the frequency of the pulse, and to relieve cough; and for these effects is sometimes
used in hremoptysis, catarrh, and other pulmonary affections.
O.ff: P,·ep. Extractum Podophylli.
W.

POLYGALA RUBELLA. U.S. Secondary.
Bitter Iblygala.
The root and herb of Polygala rubella. U.S.
Por,YGALA. See SENEGA.
Pol!J!Jala 1·u/;ella. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 875; Bip;elow,·Arn. Merl. Bot. iii.
129.-P. 1>of!Jyama. 'Yalter, Flt/I'. Om·. 179; Pnrsh, Plor . .Am. Srpt. 465.
This species of Polygala is an indigenous, perennial plunt, witb a. branching,
somewhat fusiform root, which sends up annually numerous simple, smooth, and
angular stems, from. four to eight inches in height. The leaves arc scattered,
sessile, obova.te or hnear-lanet~olate, attenuated towards the base, obtuse, and
mucronatc. The flowers are purple, and in elongated terminnl racemes. Fr<1m
the base of the stem proceed otLer racemes, which lie upon the ground, or are
partially buried under it, and bear incomplete but fertile flowers, the calyx of
which is without wings.
This plant is found in many parts of the United States, preferring a. dry !.landy
or gravelly soil, and flowering in Juue and July. The whole plant is officinal.
It has a strong and permanent bitter taste, which it yields to water and alcohol.
Jllrdical Prope1·ties mul Use.<>. In small do~es bitter polygala is tonic, in l11rger,
hxa.ti\·e and diaphoretic. The infusion of the dried plant has been usually employed to impart tone to the digcsti\·e organs. (Bi!Jelow.) It nppears to be
closely analogous in mrdical virtues to the Polygala arnura of Eurupe, which
is used for a similar purpose.
W.
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POTASSIUM.
Potassium.
Potnssium, Fr.; Knlium, Knlimctnli, Germ.. ; Potasf!io, ltnl.; Potasio, Span.

Pota$sium is a peculiar metal, formin g the radi ca l of a number of important
medicinal preparations. It wai:. di!'!covcred in 1807 by Sir H . Davy, who obtained
it by decomposing hydrate of potassa by galvanic electricity. It was afterwards
procured in larger quantity by Gay.J.iuss:1c and Thenard, by bringing tbe fused
alkali in coutac·t with white-hot iron, which attracted the oxygen and set free
the metal. Tbe best proceFs is that of Brunner, ~s modified by WOhler1 which
consist~ in dccomposinf! potaFsa. in the state of carbonate, mixed with charcoal.
'.l'hc mixture of carbonate and charcoal is obtained by heating cream of tartar to
redness in a covered crucible. For an account of some improvements in Brnnner's process by l\JM. l\Jareska and Donny, see Ani. Jotirn. qf Phurm., xxv. iO.
Potassium is solid, softer and more ductile than wax, ea;;ily cut witb a knife,
and of a silver-white colour. A newly cut surface is brilliant; but the metal
quickly tarni~hes by combining with the oxygen of the air, and assumes the
appearance of lead. It possesses a remark:ibly strong affioity for oxygen, and
is capable of taking that element from every other substance. On account of
this property it must be kept in liquids, sucb as naphtha, which arc devoid of
oxygen as a con:::tituent. Its sp. gr. is 0·865, its melting point 136°, its criuivalcnt number 39·2, nnd !'iymbol K. When thrown upon water it swims, takes
fire, :rnd burns with a ro.se-coloured flame, combining with oxygen, and generating pot:lr.::sa which dissolves in the water. It forms numerous combinations,
unitin~ with most of the non-metallic elements, and with se,'eral of the met.tis.
It combines in two proportions with oxygen, forming a protoxide (dry potass<i)
of a. gray, and a tero.'tide of a. yellowish-brown colour. lt also unites with chlorine, and forms officinn.I compounds with iodine, bromine, sulphur, cyanogen,
and ferrocyanogen, under the names of iodide, bromide, sulphuret, cyauuret,
and ferrocyanuret of potassium. Its protoxide (dry pota~sa) is a. strong sa lifiable base, existing in nature always in combination, and formin,g with acids
a numerous and important class of salts. Of these, the acetate, bichromate,
carbonate, bicarbonate, rhlorate, citrate, hydrate (caustic potas~a), nitrate, sulphate, ~ulpburetted su lphate, bisulphate, tartrate, and bitartrate are ofl:ic.inal,
and will be described under their respective titles, to which, for their properties,
the reader is referred.
ll.

POT ASS;E BICHROMAS. Dub.
Bichromate of Potassa.
Red chromnte of pot:lSM: l\:ili cbromicum rubrum, Lat.; llichrOmate de potasse, Fr.;
Zwcifochchromsaure!!kt11i,Oerm.

This salt is most convenicuUy prepared from the neutral or yellow chromate
of potassa, by :icidulating its s(lluti on with sulphuric acid, aud setting it asiJe
for a. day or two. 'l'be acid withdraws one eq. of potassa. from two of the neutral
chromate, thus generating one cq. of tile bichromate, which separates in orangered crystals. The yellow cbrom;:ite is obtained by igniting four parts of pow.
dered cbromc-iron ore (FcU,Cr 2 0 3 ) with one part of nitre, and lixiviating the
resulting mass with water. The solution, by evaporation, yields the yellow salt
in cryslals. In this proce~s, the nitric acid of the nitre furnishes oxygen to
eonn:rt the sesquioxide of chroniium into chromic aciJ, which then unites with
the potassu of the same salt. 'l'hc iron, in the mean time, is sesquioxiJ.izcd and
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rendered insoluble. Sometimes impure carbonate of potassa (pcarlash) is sub.
stituted for part of the nitre in the calcination. It is said that, recently, lirne
has been used with economical results, iustend of the nitre and pearlash, in pl.'rformiug the ignition. When lime is employed, chromate of lime is formed,
which is extracted by lixiviation, and decomposed by a soluble salt of potassa.
When desired, the bichromate may be obtained directly from the solution of
chromate of potassa, derived from the treatment of the ore, by acidulating it
with sulphuric acid, without first crystallizing it.
Bichromate of potassa is in the form of orange-red, anhydrous, prismatic
crystals, soluble in ten parts of cold and much less boiling water, but insoluble
in alcohol. Its taste is cooling and bitter. Exposed to a red heat, it fuses,
without decomposition, into a red liquid, which congeals on cooling into a crystalline mass, and then falls to powder. It consists of two eqs. of chromic acid
and one of potassa, and its formula is K0,2Cr0 3 •
Jlledical Properties, d:c. Bichromate of potassa, in small dosea, is alterative,
in larger emetic. :Bxternally it acts as an irritant and caustic. It was first
used interna.lly, in 1850, by i\I. Robin, who gave it in secondary syphilis; and
Prof. Ileyfelcler, of Erlangen, afterwards employed it in the same disease with
encour:.1ging results. It acts like the mercurials On the !1-)'philitic poison, but
without producing salivation. It was recommended, in 1827, by Dr. Cumin, in

:~~ir~~~~s~o;~~o~~~e ar~~~~~;~ a&~l~~)ti~~· ~.tu;~~f1~lai~ c~~~a~;~1~~ ~xe~=~:i:~~~

It caur-es the morbid parts to shrivel and fall off. The dose as an altera.tive is
one.fifth of a grain daily, in lhe form of pill made with extract of gentian, to
be increased gradually to five or six pills a day. As an emetic the do~c is three
quarters of a grain. It may be used as a caustic in the form of powder.
J3ichromate of pot.assn is an energetic poison. When the stomach does not
relieve itself by vomiting, bicarbonate of soda, magnesia, or a solution of soap
should be immediately given as au antidote.
IJichroma.te of potassa. is manufactured largely for the use of calico-printers.
The workmen engaged in making it are li:1ble to painful ulceratious of the
hands. It was introduced into the Dublin Pharmacopooia of 1850, not as a.
therapeutic agent, but to be used in forming artificial valel"ianic acid by reacting
with fusel oil (Alcohol .Amylicmn), as a step in the process for preparing valerianatc of soda. (See Soda: Valerianas.)
B.

POTASSJE BIT ART RAS. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Bitartmte of Potassa.
Supertartr::i.te of potassn, Crystnls of turtar, Cream of tartnr; Cremor tartnri, Lal.;
Tartrate ucide de potnssc, Cr~ruc de tartrc, Fr.: Doppclt weinsaui·es Kali, Weinstcinrahm,
Germ.; Crcmore di tartaro, Ital.; Cremor de tnrtul'o, Span.

During the fermentation of wines, especially those that arc tart, a peculiar
matter is deposited on the bottom and sides of tLc casks, forming a. crystalline
crnst-, called crude la1·tar or arvol. '!'hat deposited from red wines is of a red·
dish colour, and called in commerce red tartw·; while that derived from white
wines is of a. dirty white colour, and denominated u·hite tartar. Both kinds
cousi::;t of potassa, united with an excess of tartaric acid, forming bitartrate of
pota~sn, rendered impure by tartrate of lime, ruore or less colouring matter, and
tile lees :rnd other matters which are deposited during the clarification of tbe
wine. The deposition of the tartar is thus explained. '.l.'hc bitartrale exists
ua.tura1ly in the juice of the gr11pe, held in solution by saccharine matter. When
the juie;e is subwitted to fermentation in the process for converting it into wine,
the ::.ugur disappears, and is replaced by alcohol, '' hkb, not being competcn~ to
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dissolve the salt, allows it to precipitate as a crystalline crust. It is from this
substance that Litartrate of po!as:si\ is obtained by a process of purification.
'l'hc process is conducted on a large scale at :\Iontpellicr, in France, and is
fouudcd upon the greatn solubility of bitartrate of potassa in hot tlllln in cold
water. The tartar, prcYiously pulverized, is boiled with water in copper boilers.
The sDlution, when :5aturnted, is transferred to earthen pans, where it Jcposits
11
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of pipe.clay, is C\'aporated ton. pclliclc. The clay precipitates with the colouring
matter, and the clc<11·solution,as itcnols, clepositswbitecrystalsin crusts, which,
upon being exposed to the air on linen for several days, acquire an increased
degree of whiteness. These constitute the cry.~tals of tartar of pharmacy. The
salt, h owever, as met wit h in the shops, is izenei·ally, for greater convenience, in
the form of powder, to wlii<:h the name of cream, of tartar is properly applied.
Properties. ]3itartrate of potassa occurs in commerce in white cryf'it<1\line
crusts, or mns~es of aggregated cryRtals, and is received in that state fr om Frauce
by our wholesale druggists, who procure its pulverizatiou for the use of the
apothecaries. In Cr)'Stals it is bard and gritty between tbe teeth, and dissolves
slowlY. in the moulli; iu poWlfor it has a white colou r. It is a pcrmancut sa lt ,
of an acid not ungrateful ta~tc, and acid reaction, soluble in 184 parts of cold,
and ] 8 of boiling water, but insoluble in alcohol. Wh en exposed to a. red heat
it is decomposed, exhales a peculiar odour, gives ri se to a solid pyrogcnous acid,
and the us11al products of tbc destructi\'C distillation of vegetable matter; and
curbonate of pot:u:s;l 1 mixed witL charcoal, is left. Its solution is precipitated
by solutions of b;1ryta, strontia, :rnd lime, which form insoluble tartrates, and
by acct:ite of lead, for min g tartr:llc of lead. With salifiablc ba~cs which fo rm
soluble tarlratcs, it gi,·es rise to double salts, consisting of neutral tartrate of
potasi::a, :m<l the tartrate of the base added. Several of them 11rc important
me<licinca, nnd will Le described under their respccli\'C titles. Cream of tartar,
thougl.t sparingly soluble in water, becomes almudautly so by the addition of
boras: or boracic acid. (Sec Sod;;e Borus.)
The cream of tartar of commerce is not a pure bitartrate of potassa. It usually
contains from two to five per cent. of tart rate of lime, which should not be viewed
:is an adulteration. But it is said to be purposely mixed with various substances, arnoug: which are sand, clay, gypsum, flour, chalk, alum, and su lphate
of potassa. Sand, clay, and gyp.-mm ma.y 4e detected by their insolubility in a.
Lot. solution of potassa; fl our, by st riking a blue colour with iodine; chalk, by
its effc n 'esciug with dilute aci<ls; alum, an unlikely sophistication, probably by
its astringcut taste; and any soluble sulphate, by a precipitate being produced
by cllloride of barium, not entirely soluble in nitric acid. The action of the
last mentioned test is explained by the fact, that the tartrate of baryta is so luble
in nitric acid, but not the sulphate. The best security against fraud is to purchase the crystals, which arc not subjcC't to the same a<lultcrntions as the powder.
Cmnpvsilion . Cream of tartar consists of two eqs. of tartaric acid 182, oue
of potassa, .J.7·2, and one of water 9=188·2. The water cannot be expelled
without dceompo~ing the salt, and is supposed to act the part of a. bnse.
Jlkdical Properties wul C:ses. Bitartrate of potassa is cathartic, diuretic, and
refrigenmt. lu small closes it acts as a cooling apcrient, in large onf's as a. hydra.gnguc cathartic, producing copious watery stools; and from this latter propeny,
as well as its tendency to excite the action of the kidneys, it is very much used
ju dropsical affections. It is frcque11tly prescribed in combination with senna,
su lplrnr, or ju lap. (SecPulvisJalapm l'ompo.~itus.) Its solution in boiling water,
sweetened with sugar and allowed to cool, forms au acid, not unpleasant, refrigerant drink, adraut:1gcou:;Jy use<l iu some febrile affections, and frequently
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employed as a domestic remedy. Tbe beverage called imperial (potus lmpcrialis)
is a drink of this kind, made by dissolving lrnlf an ounce of tho salt ia three
pints of boiling water, and adding to the solution four ounces ~f white sugar,
am) half an ou nce of fresh lemon peel. Cream, qf tartar 1clte!J lS prepared by
adding about two drachm s of the bitartrate to a. pint of milk. It may be gi\•en,
di luted with water, in dropsical complaints. Th e J ose of cream of tartar is a.
drachm or two as an aperient; and from half an ounce to an ounce as a hydr<1gogue
cathartic, mixed with molasses or suspE'n<led in water. As a diuretic in dropsical cai\es, it may be given in the dose of a clrachm and a half or two drachms,

several times a day.

In pharma cy, cream of tartar is employed to obtain the neutral tartrnte of potassa (soluLlc tartar), tartratc of potassa and soda (Roche lle salt), tartratc of
antim ony and pota:::sa (tarta r e metic), and tartrate of iron and potassa ( tartarized iron). Ddl.ag rated with nitre, or in cit1 crated alone, it is converted into a
pure form of carbonate of potassa, called salt of tartar. (See PotassaJ Corbonas
Pu1· 11s.) In the laboratory it is used to procure potassa in a pure state, and for
making black and white flux. Blacli-flux is prepared by deffograting cream of
tartar with half its weight of nitre; and white flux, by defl.agrating it with twice
its weight of the same salt.
.
Off. Prep. Acidum Tartaricum; Antimnnii et Potassro Tartras; Confectio
Sulphuri11; Decoctum Scoparii; Ferri et Potass::c Tartras; Potassre Carbonas
Purus ; Potassoo Tartras; Puhis Jalapre Compositus; l'ulvis Scammonii ComB.
positus; Sodro et Potas!::!ro Tartras.

POTASS.<E CARBONAS IMPURUS. U.S.
Impure Carbonate of Putassa.
The impure carbonate of potassa. known in commerce by the name of pearl·

ash. U.S.
O.(j: Syn. LIXIVUS CTNIS.

Impure Potash; P earlash. Dub.

i>earlfl.Sh, Peal'lasbes, Impure potassa, Impure subcnrbonfl te of pot;1ssa; Pot!tsse du
commerce, Pr.; llohe Pott:i schc, Germ..; Potasch, Dulc/1; Potaske, Da11.; Porn.ska, Su:etl.;
Porn ;;s:i. <lei commercio, flul.; Ccnizns cluvcl;t~las, Span.

The albli potassa., using this term in its strict sense, is the protoxide of the
metal potas.8ium. (See Potassium.) It exists in various states of combination
and purity. In it.s most impure state, it is the common potash of commerce.
'I.1his, !::!uLjccted to calcinatiou, becomes somewhat purer 1 antl is then called pearl.
ash, the form of the alkali intended to be designated by the officinal name at
the hcatl of this article.
N1t1w·ol Stale ond Preparation. Potash and pearlash of commerce are procu red from the ashes of wood by lixiviation, nod the su bseq uen t evaporation of
the .solution obtained. 'The alkali exists in th e wood, prin ci pally in the state of
acetate; and, being of a fixed and incombustible nature, is left behind after the
incineration. 'l'he wood is burnt on the ground, in a place sheltered from the
wind. 'l'he ashes consist of a so luble and insoluble portion . 'l'h c soluble part
i,:1 m3dc up of carbonate of potassa, together with the sulphate, phosphate, and
silicate of potassa, and the chlorides of potassiufn and sodium; the in soluble
portion, of carbonate and subphosphate of lim e, alumina, si lica, oxidized iron
and manganese, and a little carbonaceous ma.tter that ha s escaped combustion.
Th e ashe~ are lixiviatcd in barrels with the addition of a portion of lime, and the
soluble subs tances above mention ed are taken up. The lixivium is then evapo·
rated in large iron kettles, whi ch for severa l days are kept constantly full. 'l'hc
e,·a porati on is continued until the mass ha s become of a. black colour, and of the
cou~istence of brown sugar. It is now subjected to as powerful a heat as can be
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raised by the best wood fire for a number of hourfl, by which it is fused. During
the progress of the fusion, the combustible impurities arc for the mo$t part burnt
out, and a gaseou~ matter is emitted, which agitates the more fluid part. ·when
the fusion is complete, the liquid becomes quiescent, and looks like melted iron.
It is now transferred, by means of large iron ladles, to iron pots, where it con·
geals in cakes. These are broken up and packed in tight barrels, and constitute
the pota.~h of commerce. (Dr. G. A . Ro[Je1·s 1 in Si lliman's .Journal.)
If it be intended to make p(>arltJRh, the procc.~s is varied. In this case the
black matter, above mentioned as of the consistence of brown sugar, called Mack
salts by our manufacturers, instead of being fused, is transferred from the kett !es
to a large oven-shaped furnace, so constructed that the flame may be made to
play over the alkaline mass, which in the mean time is stirred by means of an
iron rod. The ignition is in this way continued, until the combustible im purities are burnt out, and the mass, from being black, becomes of a dirty bluishwhite colour. (Rogers.)
'l'he ashes of plants amount generally to not more than a few parts in the
hundred; and of these a. portion only consists of potassa. 'l'hc different parts
of the same vegetable, and, for a. stronger reason, different plants, furnish variable
qu:mtitics of ashes. Ligneous plants yielrl less than herbaceous, the trunk less
than the branches, and the branches less than the leaves. rrhc bark yields more
ashes t ban the wood; and the leaves of trees which drop their foliage in winter
more than the leaves of evergreens. '.l'hc following table gives the quantity of
potassa. contained in the ashes of one thousand parts of the undcruamcd plants:
Pine

Poplar
Birch
Beech
Ouk
.
011k bark

Bo'

Willow
Lin<lcu
Elm

l\lnple
.
Wbentstraw
Fliu
Ru~h
•

•

Common thistle
Vine branches.

Cmnme1'Cial llir;tor!J. Potash and pearlash are made in those countries in
which forests abound. Accordingly, tbc alkali is extensively manufactured in
Canada and the United States, and constitutes a very important export of this
country. It is prepared chiefly in the State of New York, which is supposed
to furnish three-fourths of our exports of this alkali. It is also produced in
considerable c1uantities in t he northern countries of Europe, especially in ltussia,
and on the shores of the Baltic. It. is of different qualities as it occurs in com merce; and is di~tinguished by the country or place of manufacture, as Ame'ricm1, Russian, Dantz ic pola$lt, &c.
P1·opertics. Pvfosh is in the form of fused masses of a stony appearance and
hardn ess, and caustic burning taste. I ts colour is variegated; but reddish and
dark-brown are the predominant hues. When exposed to the air it absorbs
moisture and deliquesces; and, if sufficiently long exposed, finally becomes liquid.
Pearlash is of a white colour, witL usually a tinge of blue. As it occurs in cum U1crc(', it is in tight casks, containing about three hundred and fifty pounds, in
which it forms one entire, hard, concrete mass. In the shops it is found in coarse
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powder, intermingled with lumps as dug out of the casks, presenting an opaque
granular appearance, like table salt or ]farnna sugar. It is a. deliquescent salt,
and has a. burning alkaline t:1ste. I t is soluble in water, with the exception of
impurities. 'l'hc sulublc matter in one hundred grains of the salt of medium
quality will peutralize about fifty-eight grains of sulph uri c acid. It differs from
potash principally in containing Jes~ combustible impurities, and in being less
caustic and deliquescent. The colouring matter of both these forms of alkali is
derived from carbonaceous impurities, nud small portions of iron and manganese.
Oompo~ilion. The basis of both pot and pcarlash is carbonate of pota~sa; but
this is associated with certain salts, and with insoluble impurities. Several varieties of potush found in comu1erce were analyzed by Vauquelin, whose principal
results are contained in tLe following table. 'l'he quantity examined of each kind
was 1152 parts.

,~"~~~;:~~ I ~;::;:~:;,:,' \;'.,";:~~· c:~~·;;~~~;,

~~~s~~~~~ 1~~lt~~-~-

~~~

l'e.nr\a sh . .
D:1ntzicpotash

i5-l
603

-

l~~
80
152

,-~
4
14

-J
6
79

§i~ 308
304

Th ese results, calculated for 100 parts, show that the American potash contains H per cent. of pure hydrated alkali, and the Russian 67 per cent. Pearlash, it is seen, is more rich in carbonic acid than potash; and this result of
:inalysis corresponds with tlie qualities of the two substances as prepared io tlie
United States; potash being known to be far more caustic than pearlash. Besides the impurities shown by the ta,ble, silicate of potassa is present. According
to Mr. Stevenson l\facadam, the potashes of commerce contain iotlinc and a trace
of bromine, which shows that the forest trees from which the alkali is obtained
mu st contain a very minute proportion of these non-metallic elements. (Chem .
Gaz., Ang. 2, 1852, p. 28-1.)
As the potash of commerce is valuable in the arts in proportion to the quantity of real alkali whirli it contains, it is important, in so variable a substance,
to possess an easy method of ascertaining its quality in that respect. The process by which this is accomplished is called all.-ulimetry, and the instrument
used au alkalimeter. The best mode of proceeding, wliicb is applicable to the
commercial forms of soda as well as those ofpotassa, is that proposed by Faraday,
and described by Turn er as follows. Take a cylindrical tube, sea led at (Jue eud,
nine and a half inches long, and three-quarters of an inch in diameter, and pour
into it one thousand grains of water, marking with a file the point at whicL the
water stands. Divide the space occupied by the water into one hundred ci1ual
parts, graduating from :lbovc downwards; and, opposi te to the numbers 23·4J,
48·96, f>-!·G3, and G5, severally write the word~ soda, potassa, carbonate of soda,
n.ud carbonate of potassa. Then prepare a dilute sulphuric acid having the spe~
cific gravity I ·127, which may be formed by mldiug to the strong acid about four
tirncs its volume of distilled water. An acid of this strengt h, if added to tbe tube
so as to rcacb to any one of the heights denoted by the above numbers, will be
just sufficient to neutralize one bund1_-ed grnins of the alkali written opposite to
it. Suppose, for example, that the dilute a.ci<l be added until it stand:3 opposite
to the word carbonate of pot:lS~a, we shall then have the exact cp1autity necessary to neutralize one hundred grains of that carbonate; and if wc ntld pure
water, until the liquid reaches to 0 1 or the beginning of the scale, it is evident
that the aci<l has been !Jrought to the bulk of a. hundred measures, each of which
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would be competent to neutralize one grain of the carbonate in 'JUestion. All
that is now necessary, in order to ascertain the quality of any commercial i::ample
of lhi s carbona.tc, is to dissolve one hundred grains of it in warm w;i.ter, filter
the solution to remove insoluble impurities, and add by degrees t li e dilute at:id
from t.he tube until the solution is exactly neutr:.dized, as shown by litmus paper.
'l'hc nuwhcr of divisions of acid, expended in attaining this point, ma_y be read
off from the tube; and fo r each di\'ision one g rain of pure carbon:itc i:5 rndicatcd.
This rnethod of testing the pota~h of commerce indicates its alkaline .strength,
assumiug tLis to be dependent solely on potnssa.; but sod<i, a cheaper alkali, urny
be prcscut as an <idulteration, audits proportion is important to be known. To
solve thi.:i problem, M. 0. Henry proposes that the sarnrating power of a gi,·e11
weight should be first determined in relation to ~ulphuric <icid, and afterwards
the proportion of carbonate of potassa in an equal weight, by first converting it
into an acct:.1tc, and thcrf precipitating the potasba by by perchlorate (oxytl1!111"a.te)
of soda, the reacting salts being in alcoholic solution. The precipitated hypcrchlorate of potassa indicates the proportion of rnrbonate of potassa. The amount
of the latter determines bow much of the sulphuric acid was expended in saturating the potassa; aud the soda is indi cated by the <imount of this alkali, equivalent to the remainder of tbe acid. (Juurn. de Plwrm., vii. 21-+.) Another
method of detecting soda in the potash of connncrce, proposed by Pagcnstccber,
is to convert tbe suspected alkali into a sulphate, and wast.. the sulphate fo rm ed
with a f:!aturated solution of sulphate of potassa. If the whole of the saline
matter be sulphate of potassa, the wa~Ling will cause nn loss of weight; but if
part of it be sulphate of 8oda, this will be washed away, on account of its solubility in a sal,uratcd solution of sulphate of potassa. (Journ. de Plwrm., Mars,
1848, 230.) FrCmy has proposed the mctantimoniatc of potai:;sa as a test for soda.
in pota~h. In applying thil"! test,1 the potash is conYCl"tcJ into a neutral chloride
of potassium, an<l treated with a receut.::olution of t\Je metantimouiate. Uthe
alkali examined contain two or three pc1· cent. of soda, a precipitate is almost
iustantly forrned. If a le~s proportion of soda be present, time and agitation will
he necessary to effect the precipitation. Fr~my states that, by this test, he can
detect the half of one per cent. of soJa in commercial potaslL (Phil. Jlug., Oct.

1848, 325.)
Plwrmrt.cezliical "lSes. Pearlash is never used as a medicine, being considered
ns too impure. It is directed to be purified in the U.S., Edinburgh, and Dubliu
}Jharmacopccia..~, in order to form the carbonate of potassa.
Off'. Prep. Potassre Carbonas.
B.

POTASS.1E CIILORAS. US., Lond., Dub.
Chlorate of lbtassa.
Jl.rperoxymurinte of potnssa; Chlorate de potnsse, Fr.; Chlorsnures l\ali, r:erm.
Ch lorate of pot~ssa. may be prepared by passin~ an execs~ of chlorine through
a solution of caustic hydrate or carbonate of potassa. Atfirsttwoeqs. of chlorine
react with two eqs. of potassa, so as to form one eq of chl oride of potassium,
and one eq. of hjpochlorite of potassa (2Cl and 21\0= KCI and KO,CIO). Afterwards, by the further action. of the chlorine, more e:hlot"ide of potas!.ium is formed,
:rnd the oxygen separated from the pota~~i~ co1wcrt.3 the bypocblorous acitl into
the chlori_c, aud con~equently the bypochloritc into chlorate of pota~sa. Thus,
4C1 1 rc:wtrng with 4 KO and KO,CIO, will form -lKUI :ind K0,0!0 5 • The chlorate,
being but sparingly soluble in water, ii;; sC'paraletl from tbe chloride of potassium by priority of crystalliz·itiou. 'Yhcn carbonate of potassa is used, the
carbonic aeid is first trnn~forrcd from a part of the alkali to the remainder, and
fiunlly c\'ol\'cd.
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Graham has devised an improved process for obtaining this salt. It cnnsists
in mixing the carbonate of potassa with an cquiYalent<1uantit.y of hydrate of lime,

before submitting it to the action of chlorine.

The gas is absorbed with :n·idity,

and the mass becomes h ot, while water is given off. The lime converts the
carbonate into caustic pot<1ssa, and the reaction then t<lkcs place between six
eqs. of potassa and six of chlorine, with the result of forming five eqs. of chlo-

ride of potassium, and one of chlorate of potassa.. (6KO and GCI =5KCl and
KO,Cl0 5 .) 'J.1lie products are, therefore, carbonate of lime, chloride of potassium, anrl chlorate of potassa. The chloride and chlorate are separated from the
carbonate by solution in hot water, and the chlornte from the chloride by priority
of crystallization as before.
In the aboYe process, a large proportion of the potassa is lost by being cooverted into ch loride ofpotassiuru . Prof. F . C. Calvert, of Manchester, has almost
entirely avOiJed this loss by his new process, in which be reacts upon one eq. of
caustic potassa, mixed with five and a half cqs. of lime, with a stream of chlorin e. The potassa. is dissolvt:d in sufficient water to form a solution, containing
10! per cent. of the alkal i (sp. gr. I·UO), and mixed with the lime; and the
mixture, after having been gradually heated to 122°, is subjected to a rapid
current of chlorine to saturation, the reaction caused by which raises the temperature to about 19-! 0 • The produ ct is then evaporated nearly to dryness, the
residue dissolved in boil in~ water, and the solution filtered and set a.side to crystallize. The strength of the solution of potassa and the temperature, employed
in ·Prof. Calvert's process, determine the combination of part of the chlorine
with calcium, instead of potassium; and the oxygen from the lime converts the
rem a.iniog chlorine iuto chloric acid. .A high er or lower density of the potasSi\
solution was found not to give as favourable results. This process has been used
on a large scale, and is said to have perfectly succeeded. 'Yhile the old process
gives but 43 parts of chlorate to 100 of aobydrous potassa, the new yields 260
parts.
Propaties. Ch lorat e of potassa is a white anhydrous salt, of a cooling and
slightlyaee rb taste. Tt crystallizes in rhomboidal plates of a pearly lust.re. lt
is soluble in 16 parts of \Mt.er at G0°, and in two and a half parts of boiling water.
'Vh co tbrown on burning coals, it augments thei r combustion remarkably. This
property is due to the presence of oxygen, which may be evolved from the salt
in the proportion of nearly 39 per cent., by heating it a little above its point of
fu sion. The residue is ch lorid e of potassium.
Chlorate of potassa is characterized by gil'ing out oxygen upon fusion, and
leaving a residue of chloride of potassium; by becoming first yellow, and then
red by admixture witb a littl e sulphuri c acid, and by t.he actiou of that acid
evolving chlorous acid gas (quadroxidc of chlorine), known by its yellow colour,
and explosi,·e prope rt.y when heated; by its bleaching power when mixed first
with muriatic acid and then with water; and by its property of exploding violently when tri~urated with a small portion of sulphur or phosphorus. Its usual
impurity is chloride of potassium, which may be detected by a precipitate of
chloride of silver being produced on the addition of nitrate of silver. This test
does not precipitate the chlorine of the chloric acid. Chlorate of potassa consists
of one eq. of cbloric acid 15·42, and one of potassa 47·2 = 122·62.
Jlledical Proprrtif's ancl Uses. Chlorate of potassa is ranked as a refrigerant
and diuretic. From experiments made by Dr. O'Sbaugbncssy and others, it
gives a. bright scarlet colour to the .venous bl ood, and passes undecomposed into
the urine. rrhe first trials made with it as a medicine were founded upon the
supposition that it. would pro,1 e an ox idizing remedy; and hrnce it was employed
in scurvy, which was supposed to depend upon a deficiency of oxygen rn the
system, aud in syphilis and liver complaint as a substitute for mercury, which
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mineral was held by some to act in these affections by impartiag oxygen. In
scurvy it appears to hayc acted beneficially, but not on the principle which in·
duced its trial; as it would seem not to be decomposed in the system. h has
been employed by Dr. Stevens and others as a remedy for certain fevers, and for
maliµ-nant cholera, to supply a. supposed deficiency of saline matter in the blood.
Dr. Henry IIunt recommends it strongly in cancrum oris, gi,Ten in solution, in
divided doses, to the amount of from twenty to sixty grains in twenty.four hours,

~~c~~~i~¥s!~~~~~~9ep~~n~~~e:l~;~~. gra~~ u\:s~~~~so~h~:e:~;e~ • ( ~~~; ~t~tt1~~ i1:,t:~~~~~~
1 11

spP(·t, viii. 1-18.)

1

A similar practice in this disease was followed by Dr. J. ~

Uabington, of Ireland, with weat success. (Sec Am. Journ. of Jled. Sci., April,
1853, p. 491.) Dr. R. L. Scruggs, of Germantown, Tenn., praises its effects,
used iutcrnally and ns a mouth.wash, in the crysipela.tous inflammation of the
mouth and fauce:;:, which occurs in the disease called Mac!.· tm1yue. (Jled. E.r,01n.,
April, 18-!9.) The dose of chlorate of potassa is from ten to thirty grains. 'l'he
mouth-wash may be made by dissolving a teaspoonful of the salt in four fiuidounccs of water.
Chlorate of potassa is used to obtain pure oxygen; to make matches which
take fire by frietion, or when dipped in sulphuric acid; and to prepare priming
for cannon and fire-arms.
B.

POTASS.iE NITRAS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Nitmle of Fbtassa.
Xitrc, Saltpetre; Nitrnte de potnsse. Azotate de potnsse, SaltpCtrc1 Fr.; Salpetersnurcs
Knli, Snlpctcr, Germ., Dutcli, /Jan., Swed.; l\itro, ital., Span., Port,
Nitre or s;1]tpctre is both a natural and artificial production. It is found ready
formed in rnauy countries, existing in tbe soil on wbich it fol'ms a saline efHo.
re~ccucc 1 in tbe fissures of calcareous rocks, and in caves.
It has been found in
different parts of Eul'ope 1 in Egypt, and in Peru i but tbc country in whicb it is
most abunJantly produced is India, whence the priucipal part is furnished for
the demands. of commerc.c. In the United States it is found, for the most part,
in cnvcrns situated in limestone rock, called saltpetre cm cs, and is associated
with nitrate of lime. The earths contained in them are lixiviated, and yield,
according to their richness, from one to ten pounds of crnde nitre to the bushel.
Thc.!le caves arc particularly numerous in Kentucky, and furnished a large P.ro.
portion of the nitre consumed in the United States during the last war with
England. It exists also in the vegetable kingdom, having been found in borage,
tobacco, bugloss, p:uietaria, hemlock, and the suu-ffower. The o.rtificial sources
of nitre are certain mixtures of animal and vegetaLle substances with wood-ashes
and calca1·cous matter, callcJ nitrc-bed13; and cert1Lin materials, impregnated with
saltpetre, consisting principally of plaster rubbish, derived from the demolition
of old buildings.
.
Pn'paralio1L //'()rn 1'ts lit"atural Soui·rn;, In India the saline earth, which on
an average co~tains seven. parts of nitre in a tbo~1sancl, is lixiviated in large
mud filters, lrncd with stiff clay, and furnished with false bottoms of bamboo,
cm·ered with gra.:.:s mats, on whicb wood-ashes are luid. The filters being then
filled with the saline earth, water is aclJed, and the solution filters through the
wood-ashes, with the effect of converting tiny uitrate of lime present, which
amounts to nl'arly one per cent., into nitrate of potassa. The solution obtained
is eyaporatcd iu earthen pot~, filtered, and set aside to crystallize. The impure
nitre thus obtained contains from 45 to iO per cent. of the pure salt. It is
redissolved and cryst:tllized by the native merchants, and thrown into commerce
un<lcr the name of crude nitre, or cru<le saltpetre.
1
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. A~tificiol Preparation. The plan of forming saltpetre in artificial nitre-beds
prmcipally practir.:ed in Germany i wliile the methoJ of obtaining it from old
plaster rubbi:-.h is followed in France. A rtijieial nitrr-bNls arc formed of animal
an1I Y_egctable remains, together with ashes and calcareous earth, which arc mixed
up with a portion of loose soil and placed under sheds, to shelter the mixture
fnm1 the rnin i while the sides are left open to permit tlic free arcess of air. The
liS

m ixturc is di«p(lscd in little ranges or heaps, which are frequently turned over

with a spade, and sprinkled with urine, as a substance containing a large quantity of nitrogen. At the end of two nr three years the nitrogen is eo1n·ertccl
il)lO nitric acid, and this, by uniting with the potassa existing in tbe vegetable
remains, forms nitre. When the contents of the bed con tail) about four ounces
of the salt for ercry cubic foot of the materials, they are deemed fit to be lixiviated. The lixivia.tion is performed with boilin~ water, which is repeatedly
thrown upon fresh portions of the mass, until the solution obtained is sufficiently
strong. The lixivium is of a brown colour, and contains chiefly the nitrate of
potassa; but at the same time more or less of the nitrates of lime and magnesia,
and of common salt. 'l'he earthy nitq.tes are then decomposed by a solution of
wood-ashes, the potassa of which converts them into nitre, nud precipitates the
earths. The solution being further evaµoi·atcd, the common salt rises to the
surface as a scum, and is removed. The solution is then allowed to cool, and
the nitrate crystallizes in dirty white crystals, called crude nitre.
Nitrate of lime may be converted into nitre Ly adding it to a solution of sulphate of potassa.. Sulphate of lime is precipitated, and uitru.te of potassa remains
in solution.
When obtained from old plaster rubbish, the material is reduced to powder
and lixivijted, in order to exhaust it of everytbing soluble. 'l'he solution is
found to contain the nitrates of potassa and lime, and common salt, and is treated
with wood-aslie~, which c01wc1·t the nitrate of lime into nitl'ate of potassa, with
precipitation of the earth aS; a. carbonate. The liquor is separated from the precipitate and conccntrnted by heat; an<l the common salt, as it rises to the surface,
is skimmed off. 'Vhcu the solution is so strong a~ to mark ·:15° of BaumC's areometcr, it is ;_\IJowe<l to cool and cryst:11lizc; and the.crystals form the crude
nitre of this process. The salt obtained in this way gcuerally contains from 85
to 88 per cent. of pure nitre; the reinaindcr bein,g made up of chloride o( sodium 1
and certain deliquescent salts. 'l'he details of this process, as practised in Paris,
.
arc gi\·ea by Thenar<l.
The artificial preparation of saltpetre is ca rried on to a considerable extent in
Iluugary. Prof. Sz1tbo, of Pesth, describes three kinds :--gay saltpetre, obtained Ly washing the earth 1 dug from the earth floors of the huts of the poorer
classes; plantation saltpelr(', gellcratcd in uncovered heaps, composed of twothirds wa:-hccl gay earth, and one.third ashes; and la'lir saltpetre, which is formed,
in certain districts, in the surfa<;c soil, prepa red by strewing it, from time to
time, with ash<'s. (Clwn. Guz., Feb. 2, 18521 p. 47.)
Th('ory of .J._Yltnfirntion. It is now generally admitted that the continuous
fomrn.tiou of nitre iu oitre cartbs, and in artificial nitre-beds, depends upon the
oxidation of the nitrogen of ammoni:.i, thus genera.ting nitric acid, the formation
of which is facilitated by the presence of alkaline and earthy bases, with which
the acid unites. 'l'lie ammonia. is dcrivcd 1 for the most part, from the organic
remains in the nitre earths, and from the animal matter which is 3.n essential
inc:redient in the artifici.~I mixtures .
. . .1-'urijiuLliun. Nitrate of potassa, as first obtained, either from natural or
artificial sources, iii c:i1llecl in commerce crude saltpetre, and requires to be purified or refined before it can be used in medicine, or in most of the art~. 'l'hc
prncc~s, which is founded principally on the fact that nitre is more soluble than
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common salt in hot water, is conducted in the following manner in Fr:mcc.
TLirty pa1·ts of the ~altpctrc are boiled with E-ix pnrts of water, and ~he portion
wLich remains unJissolvcd, or is deposited, consir:;ting of common salt, is carefully
rcmo\'Ctl. As the ebullition procccd;:i, a little water is added from time to time,
to hold the nitre in ~olution. 'Yhcn common salt ceases to be separated, ti.Jc
solutiou is C'larifie<I with glue, and more w<1ter is added at intervals, until the
whole amounts, including that prcviou!i'ly addeJ, to ten parts . . ?'he ?lear FO~U·
tion is now transferred to large, shallow copper coolers, where ~t 1s ag1tateJ w1.th
wood(;ll instruments to ba~tcn the cooling, and to cau::e ~he nitre to ~rystall1ze
in small grains. The purification is completed b.Y washmg the salt with water,
or a snturatcd solution of nitre, in a kind of wooden hopper, with holes in the
bottom stnpped with pegs. 'l'he liquiJ employed is nt\owcd to remain in cootact with the nitre for se"eral hours, at the end of wLich time it is permitted to
drain off by taking out. the pegs. The salt being now dried, its purification is
completed.
In Sweden, tLe process of purification is conducted in a different manner. The
solution of the crude nitre is boiled, until a saline crust (common salt) forms on
it~ surface, and until it. is so for concentrated that a small portinn of it crystal·
lizes upon cooling. The crust being removed, the solution is filtered, an<l diluted with l_ •..(.81h of water, with a \'iew to retain in solution the common salt,
which, being somewhat less soluble in cold than in boiling water, would otherwise be in part. precipitated on refrigeration. The solution is now allowed to
cool, anJ, at the moment crystals begin to form, is stined constantly to cause the
salt to crystullize in small grains. The granular salt is then washeJ after the
l;--rc1wh method, as abO\·e described, driOO, and, being fuscJ, is cast in sheet irou
moulds so as to form masses, each weighing from ten to twenty pounds. The
preparation of nitre in this manner by fusion is, according to Berzelius, attended
with several advantages; such as its occupying less space, its losing nothing by
wa~te in transportation, and its p1·esenting, in this state, :rn ob\·ious index of
its quality. This index is the clrnracter of its fracture. When the salt is per·
fc<:tly pure, the fracture is rndiated, the radii being gcner:1lly large. The pre.
sence of 1-SOth of common salt renders the radii smaller; and of 1-::1.0th, or a larger
quantity, produces a zone in the substance of the mass, dc\'oid of the r:.1Jiuted
structur·e, or causes this strncture to disappear entirely. On the other hand,
the process by fusion bas the Jisadvantage of con\'Crting the salt in part into
hyponitritc, when heated too high, and of rendering it difficult to pulverize.
l'ommercial llistorg. Nitre is received in this country from Calcutta in the
state of crude ::ialtpetre, packed in grass cloth bags, containing from one hundred
~nd fifty to one hundred and seventy-five pounds. Tbe greater portion of it
nrri\'eS in l3oston. Its quality varies considerably. That which comes in dirty
yellow cryst;tls is called crude saltpetre; while the finer lots, in small, com para.
tivclyclcar crystals, a.pproaching to white, are called Easth1diorejined. Yery
little crude saltpetre is at present obtained from native sources in the UnitcJ.
StrLtcs, on account of the low price of that from India. The ufined scdtptlre is
almost exclusively prepared by our own chemi:;ts; and a considerublc portion of
it is exported.
As con11ectcd with the subject of 8altpetre, it m3y be proper in tLis place to
notice wh3t is incorrectly called S~uth Americall sultpr1re, considerable quan.
tities of which Lave Leen received within a few years from Peru aud Chili. It
is 11ilrole of soda, ~od come:s in bags contuining about two hundred and seYcnty
pnunJ:, of the salt in the crude state. This nitrate is coming into use with Ol\,t'
m1urnfacturi~1g chemists, and is better suiteJ than nitre for preparing nitric and
sulphuric acids, on account of the greater proportional quaotity of acid which
it con1ain:.. .It is, however, not appl_ic,1Llc to the purpose of waking gun.
powder, from its tendency to absorb moisture.
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Nitrate of soda may be decomposed, so as to yield nitre, by means of caustic
American potash (red potash of commerce), by l\Ir. Rotch's pa.tented process.

This process gives a nitre equal in purity to the East India refined. For the
details see the Phann. Jouni. and 'l'runs., xi. 36. 'fbe same salt will furnish
nitre by double decompoHition with carbonate of potassa (pearlash). (Ibid., xi.
236, from Phurni. Cent. Blau.) Mr. Hill decomposes nitrate of so<la by means
of chloride of potassium, forming, by double decomposition, nitrntc of potassa and
chloride of sodium. The latter is got rid of, in the usual manner, by the cvnporation of the solution of the mixed salts.
Properties. Nitre is a white salt, possessing a sharp, cooling, and slightly
bitterish taste, and generally crystallized in long, striated, semi-transparent, sixsided prisms, with dihedral summits. It. dissolves in four or fi\·e times its weight
of cold, anJ in about two-fifths of its weight of boiling water . It is sparingly
soluble in rectified spirit, but insoluble in :tbsolute alcohol. It undergoes no
alteration in the air, unless this be very moist. It yields a yellow precipitate
with chloride of platinum, showing that pot.assa forms its base. It contains no
water of crystallization; but is apt to hol<l a portion of liquid, meclianically
lodged within the substance of the crystals. 'l'his is particularly the case with
the lm·ye crystals, and, according to :Berzelius, is a source of impurity; as the
liquid in question is a portion of the mother-waters in which they were formed .
It is on this account ti.iat l3erzelius recommends that the solution of the purified
salt should be stirred during crystallization, so as to cause it to shoot into small
crystals. When exposed to heat, nitre fuses without losing weight at about 662°.
'l'hc fused mass, when cast in moulds, or formed into lit.tie circular cakes, constitutes that form of nitre, kept in the shops under the name of i;rystol rnineral
or sat pnmelle.
If the lieat be increased, the salt is decomposed, evolves pure
oxygen, and is reduced to the state of hyponitrite, which, when rubbed to powder, emits orange-coloured fumes of nitrous acid and nitric oxide, on the addition
of sulphuric acid. Upon a further con~inuancc of the heat, the L;ponitrous acid
itself is decomposed, and a large additional quantity of oxygen JS evolved, contaminated, however, with more or less nitrogen. On account of the large proportion of oxygen which it contains, nitre increases the combustion of many
substances in a renrnrbble degree. When thrown on burning coals, it deflagra.tcs
with b~ight scintillations. ~itre may be readi ly recognised by its effect in
increasing the combustion oflive coals, when thrown upon them i and by evolving
white or reddish vapours on the addition of sulphuric acid. Its most usual
impurity is common salt, wbich is seldom entirely absent, and which inju.res it
for the manufacture of gunpowder. The presence of this salt or of chloride of
potassium will cause a precipitate with nitrate of sil\'er. If a sulphate be present,
a precipitate will be formed with chloride of barium. One huudred grains of the
pure and dr.y salt, treated with sixty grains of sulphuric acid, and the whole
ig11ited until 1t ce'.1ses to lose weight, yield eighty.six grains of sulphate of potassa.
If the residue weighs less, part of it is probably sulphate of soda, and tbc nitre
tested niuy be assumed to have contained nitrate of soda. 'l'he refined or purified saltpetre of co.mrnerce is sufficiently pure for medical use. Ne\'ertheless, the
Dublin Uollcgc, with needless refinement, has given a formula. for its purifica.tiou.
(See Potos.~re Kitras Purmn.) Nitrate of potassa is composed of one eq. of nitric
acid 54, and one of potassa. 47·2=101·2.
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Medical Properties. Nitre is consillered refrigerant, diuretic, and diaphC1retic,
a.nd is much used in inflammatory diseases. It is known to be a powcrfnl antiseplie. It generally promotes the secretion of urine and sweat, lessens the heat
of the body and the frequency of tLc pulse, and has a tendency to keep the bowels
in a soluble condition . 'Yhen taken in health, in quantities increasing gradually
from one to five dracbms daily, for the space of from eight to twelve cl<l.ys, it was
found by F. LOfiler to produce general weakness, lowness of spirits, cou:-:tant disposition to sleep, and slow and weak pulse. 1'owards the end of the experiment,
the pulse several times fell to twenty beats in the minute. During the use of
the mcJicinc, the appetite and digestion continued good, and lhe bowels were
regular; thoup;b, occasiouully, s0me pain was experienced in the abdomen, followed by purging. 'l'he blood, drawn at the end of the period, resembled cherry
juie~ in colou r, exhib ited paler blood corpuscles than in health, coagulated very
quickly, forming a clot of diminished firmness, was more watery t.ha.n natural,
and dimiaisbed in the proportioa of its fat. (Am.Joum.of ~led. Sci., xviii. 204,
from Schmidt's Jukrb.)
Nitre is very frequently prescribed with tartar emetic and calomcl, forming a
combination usually called the nitrous powder, whi0h promotes most of the
secretions, particularly those of tLe liver and skin, and which in many cases is
advantageously employed in lessening and modifying febrile excitement. TLe
formula usually preferred is eight or ten grains of nitre, the eigLtb of a ~rain
of tartar emetic, and from the fourth to the half of a grain of calomel, exhibited
every two or three hours. Nitre is frequently given in active hemorrhages, particularly hremopty:;is, and is a. useful iugredient of gargles, in certain stages of
inflammatory sorethroat. Dr.11'risi, aa Italian physician, found it very efficacious
in a. ease of ob1,tiua.te spasmodic asLhma, in affording speedy relief, and cutting
short the attack as often as it was repeated. In the same disease, nitrous fumigation Las been found useful, performed by inhaling for a quarter of an hour
the fumes from burning touch paper, prepared by dipping blotting }Japer in a
saturated solution of nitre, and afterwards drying it. In the form of sal prullcllc,
it is rubbed on chapped lips. The dose is from ten to fifteen grains, di!:1solvcd
in water or some mucilaginous liquid, and repeated every two or three hours.
From one to three drachms may be exhibited in the course.of the day. If given
too freely, or for too long a period, it is apt to excite pain in the stomaeh. In
an overdose (half an ounce to an ounce or more), taken in concentrated solution ,
it causes heat and pain in the stoma0h, vomiting and purging of blood, great
prostra.tion, convulsions, and sometimes death. On dh;section, the stomach and
intestines are found inflamed. The treatment consists in the speedy remtH'al of
the poison from the stomach, and in th e administration of mucilaginous drinks,
laudanum to alby pain and initation, and cordials to sustain the system. No
antidote is knowu
Notwithstanding the tox ical propert ies of nitre when taken in a large dC1se in
concentrated solution, it may be given, in div ided doses, to the extent of one or
two ounces iu twenty.four hour~, pro\·ided it be largely diluted with water. It
is principally in acute rheumatism that large doses of this salt have been µ:iven ;
and both i\I. Gendrin and f\l. i\lartin·Solon bear testimony to its remarkable eflicucy in that disease, after ample experience with its use in two of the ho!':pitals
of Paris. Dr. Henry Bennett, of London, also speaks highly of its cfli('acy in
the same disease. It may be given in quantities, varying from six to sixteen
drnchms in twenty.four hours, dissolved in sweetened barley water, in the proportion of half an ounce of the s:1lt ro a pint and a half or two pints of the liquid.
A<lministered in tbis way, the principal act ion of tbc salt is that of a se<lative on
the circulation, dccreasi11g the force and frequency of the pulse.
P!tannaceulical Ci;es, &c. In pharmacy nitre is employed to form crocus of
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antimony, and to procu re nitric acid. It if' also used in the formula of the U.S .
Phanuacopooia for obtaining sweet spirit of nitre. It enters into the composition
of moxa, and is employed in prcp:.iring the sulphate of potussa with sulpl.tur of
t he J;Jdinbu rgh College. I n tbe laboratory it is used as au oxidizing agent, and
to yield oxygen at a red heat. In the arts it is employed in the prnduction of
<lqua fortis (common nitric acid), the manufacture of sulphuric acid, and the
fabrication of gunpowder.
OJ! Prrp. Acid um Nitricum Pu rum; Collodium; . Pota.ssre Nitras Purum;
Potassre Sulphas cum Sulphure; Spirit.us 1Etheris Nitric1; Unguent.um Sulphuris Compositum.
Il.

POTASSJE SULPHAS. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Sulphate of Putassa.
Yilri olnted tnrtnr: Tnrt11rum ' 'ilriolatum, Arcnnum dnplicntum, Sal de duobus, /,at.;
Sulfate de potnsse, Potnsse vitriol6e, Fr.; Schwefelsaurt:s Kali, Vitriolisirtir Wciustcin,
G.:rm.; Solfatodi potnssa,ltal.

Several chemical p rocesses gi\•C rise to sulphate of potassa as a. secondary product. Tlius, it is produced in the distillation of nitric acid from a mixture of
nitre with sulphuric acid; in the decomposition of sulphate of magnesia by carbonate of potassa, ju one of the processes for prcparinJ:!: carbonate of ma~nesia;
during the combustion of the mixture of nitre and sulphur in the manufacture
of sulphu ric acid; and in the decomposition of tart rate of potassa by sulphate
of lime. (See Acidmn 1Yitricuni, .A.cidmn S1dphw·icurn, and A cidum Tartar/cum.) "rheu nitric acid is obtaineJ by calcininii a mixture of nitre and sulphate of iron, the res idue consists of sesquioxicle of iron and sulphate of potassa,
the latter of which, being aloue soluble, is separated by means of water, and
crystallized from its solution. The residue of the comhustion of sulphur and
nitre, in making sulphu ric acid, is an impure sulphate of potassa mixed with
sulphur, which is sold to the alum makers.
rthe U. S. and J.. ondon Pharmacopreias place sulphate of potassa in the 1ist
of the l\lateria l\Icd ica; the l~dinburgh and Dubliu, among the preparations,
obtaining it from the salt which remains after the distillation of nitric acid.
TLis salt is a supersulpliate of potassa, and must be so treated as to bring it to
the neutral state. The Edinburgh College brings it to that state by remo\·ing
the excess of acid by the addition of white marble, whicli converts it into an
insoluble sulphate of lime. The Dublin College saturates the supersalt in boiling
sol u tion with slaked lime; strains the solution to sep:mite the l'iUlph;ite of lime;
adds carbonate of potassa at the boiling temperature, to remove lime a.nd sulphate of li me; straius agaiu; exactly neutralizes the strained liquor with diluted
sulphuric acid; and, finally, having evaporated it to a pellicle, sets it aside for
twenty-four hours to crystallize.
The manufacturer of tartaric acid who avails himself of sulphate of lime to
decompose the tartrate of potassa, forms sulphate of potassa as a collateral product. For the manner in which the latter salt may be economically crystallized
for use in the arts, see .Am•. Joun1. of Phann., xxii i. 3-13.
Properties. Sulphate of potassa is a white, anhydrous salt, in the form of
small, aggregated, transparent, ve ry hard crystals, permanent in the air, haring
the shape usually of short six-sided pr isms, terminated by six-sided pyramids,
and possessing a nauseous, somewhat bitter taste. Insoluble in alcolwl 1 it is
slowly soluble in about nine and a half times its weight of col<l, and in less than
four times its weight of boiling water. (Gay-Lussar;.) Its solution is precipitatcJ yellow by cLloridc of plalinum, a11J white by chloriJe of barium. Added
to a solution of sulphate of alumina, it generates alum, recognised by the o<:to-
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hedral shape of its crystals. It is decomposed by tartaric acid, which form~
bitartrate of potassa, and by the soluble salts of bar)' ta, stroutia, lime, silver,
and lead, forming insoluble or sparingly sol uble sulphates. This salt is not
subject to adulteration. It consists of one eq. of sulphuric acid 40, and one of
potassa 47·2=87·2.
Jlft,dical Prope1·tie.'> and Csrs. Sulphate of potassa. is a mild purgatiYc, ope·
rating with out beat, pain, or other symptoms of irritation. In sm:ill dosei" of
from a scrnplc to half a dracbm 1 it operates as an aperient, and is useful in
removing obstructions; in larger doses, of four or five drachms, it acts slow ly
as a purge. Combined with rhubarb, in the proportion of about a. dracbm of the
salt to ten grains of tlic root, Dr . .llordyce found it an excellent alterative cathartic
in the visceral obstructions of children, characterized by a tumid abdomen, and
defective digestion and nutrition; and we can bear testimony to its efficacy in
these cases. The late Dr. A. T. Thomson found this salt, in combinat,ion with
rhubarb or aloes, "more useful than any of the other saline purgat ives, in jaundice and dyspeptic affections." On the continent of .E urope it is fr ef)uen tly
given as au apcricnt after delivery, and for the purpose of drying up the milk.
It enters into the composition of Dover's powder.
Notwithstanding the general sentiment of practitioners as to th e mi ldness and
safety of !lulpbate of potassa. a.s a. purgative, several cases have been reported in
the Journals of supposed poisoning from its use. M. Moritz attributed the
poisonous effects of the salt, in the case which came under his notice, to the presence of a. notabl e quantity of sulphate of zinc; but his explanation cannot be
admitted as adequate. In other cases, the salti though found to be pure, seemed
to act as a poison. Still, we are not disposed to admit that sulphate of potassa.
is poisonous. In the c-uses in which it apparently acted as such, its effects ruay
be attributed sometimes to the largeness of the dose in which it was administered, and perhaps also to the insufficiency of the water use<l to dissolve it; at
other tim es, -where the dose used was moderate, to the existence of a predisposition to gastric iuflammation. For further information in rcbtion to this
subject, the reader is referred to a. paper by Dr. ~I.1. R omeyn n eck, in the Amer.
Journ. of the Jfed. Sci., N. S., vii. 88.
O.ff. JJrep. Pilulre Colocynthidis Compositre; Pilulre Opii sive Thebaicoo;
Potassre Bisulphas; Pllh•is Ipecacuanhre et Opii; Pulvi s Salin us Compositus.

B.

POTASSII FERROCYANURETUM:. U.S.
Ferrocyanui·et of Potassium.

o.o: S!Jn.

POL~SSTI

FERROCYANIDUM. Lond., Ed., Dub.

Fcrrocynnide of potasi.ium. J.'crrncy111u1tc of potnssa, Ferroprussiutc of pofassn, Prussi11te of potassn; Proto-c.'·;11mrejau11e Je fer ct de potassium, Pr.; Cyaneiscnkrtlium, Ge.rm.

This ia the yellow double cyan urct of potassium and iron, the salt from which
the cyanurct of pota!lsium is obta ined by calcination at a low red heat. (See
Potassii C!Janm·etum..)
Ferrocyunurct of potassi um is prepared on a large scale by calcining animal
matters, such as dried blood, hoof.~, chips of hom, woollen rags, old leatlier, the
refuse of tallow·chandlcrs, called yreavcs, and other substances ri ch in nitrogen,
with the pearlash of commerce, in an egg-shaped iron pot, called a shell, dissolving the calcined mass, after cooling, in water, and evaporati ng the solution so
tha..t crystals may form . Tbe requisite iron for forming the salt is derived from
the pots and stirrers used in the proce~s . Occasionally iron filings arc added.
A new process for manufacturing this salt., carri ed into succcs~ful operation
at New Castle.on.Tyne by )Dl. Possoz and BoissiOre, dispenses with tUc u.se of
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animal matters; the necessary nitrogen being obtained by a current of atmospheric air. In this process fragments of charcoal, impregnated with thirty per
cent. of carbonate of potassa, are heated to white redness in a cylinder, through
which a current of air is drawn by a suction pump. For further details in relation to this process, see the paper of l\Ir. Ambr(ISC Smith on the manufacture

of this salt, contained in the Arn. Journ. of Phannacy, for July, 1848, p. 178 .
Prope1·ties. lferrocyanuret of potassium is in large, beautiful, transparent,
permanent, four-sided, tabular crystals, of a lemon-yellow colour, devoid of odour,
but possessing a sweetish, yet somcwb:tt bitter, saline taste. h dissolves in
between three and four times its weight of cold water, and in about its own
weight of boiling water, but is insoluble in alcohol. It acts but sliglitly 1 if at
all, on turmeric paper. The alkaline reaction, when it occurs, is probably owing
to the presence of a little free potassa. retained by the water of crystallization.
'Vhen heated to 140° it loses its water of cry~tallization, amounting to 12·6
per cent., and becomes white. When ignited, the insoluble residue amounts to
18·7 per cent. of sesquioxide of iron, resulting from the oxidation of the iron of
the salt. It is characterized by striking a deep blue colour with the salts of
sesquioxide of iron, a deep brown one with the salts of copper, and a white one
with those of zinc, the several precipitates formed being ferrocyanurets of the
respective metals. Heated with eight or ten times its weight of concentrated
sulphuric acid, a large quantity of pure carbonic oxide is evvlved. (Fownes.)
When boiled with dilute sulphuric acid, it emits the smell of hydrocyanic acid.
:u'crrocyanuret of potassium consists of two eqs. of e;yanuret of potassium 130·4,
one of cyanuret of iron 54, and three of water 27 = 211 ·4. rrhe water present
is just sufficient to convert the iron and potassium into protoxides, and the cya.
nogen into hydrocyanic acid. Apart from the water present, it is generally
considered to consist of a. compound radical, called fen·ocyanogcn, formed of
three eqs. of cyanogen and one of iron (tercyanuret of iron), united with two
eq8. of potassium. Hence its officinal name . This salt is remarbbly pure as
it occurs in commerce .
.Medirat Properties, &c. Judging from the experiment.s of the German physi.
cians, this salt possesses but little activity. Callies, as quoted by Pereira, found
the commercial salt slightly poisonous, but tbe pure salt unproductive of harm
in the dose of several ounces. It should be borne in mind that it is the commercial salt which is used medicinally. Westrumb and llering proved that it
passed with rapidity into the blood and urine.
Notwithstanding these statements, the late Dr. Burleigh Smart, of Kennebec,
Maine, found this salt to possess active medicinal powers. (A1n. Jow-n. of .!lfed.
Sci., xv. 362.) Its primary effect was that of a scdatin:·, diminishing the folness
and frequency of the pulse, and allaying pain and irritation. It acted also, under
fa,•ourable circumstances, as a diaphorctic and astringent. Dr. Smart used it
with success in a. case of chronic bronchitis in a. child, with tbe effect, in a few
days, of diminishing tbe frequency of the pulse, and of lessening the sweating,
congh, and dyspncca. It sometimes acted as a. diaphoretic 1 but only in cases
a.ttended with excessive vascular action and increased heat of skin. As an
astringent its power was most conspicuous in the colliquativc sweats of chronic
bronchitis and phthisis. 'The same power was evinced in several cases of leucorrhre:i cured by its use. It sometimes produced ptyalisrn, unattended, how·
ever, by swelling of the salivary glands or fotor of the breath. Its properties
a.s an anodyne and sedative rendered it applicable to cases of neuralgic pains and
whooping cough, in whie;h diseases, especially the latter, Dr. Smart found it
useful. When given in an overdose he stated that it occasioned vertigo, colJncss,
and numbness, with a sense of gastric sinking.
'fhe form of administration which Dr. Smart preferred was that of !'Olution, in
the proportion of two dracbms to the fluidounce of water. Of this the dose for an
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adult was from 30 to 45_ drops, equivalent to from 10 to 15 grains of the salt,
repeated every four or six hours.
Tbis salt is manufactured on a large scale, chiefly for the use of dyers and
calico~printers . In pharmacy it is employ~d to prepa~ diluted hydrocyanic acid,
Prussian blue, and the cyanurets of potassmm and silver.
Off. Prep. Acid um 1-Jydrocyanicum Dilutum; Argenti Cyanurctum; Ferri
Fcrrocyanurctum; Potassii Cyanuretum .
.
B.

PRINOS. U.S. Secondary.
Black Alder.
The bark of Prinos verticillatus. U.S.
P1uNOS. Sex. Syst. Hexandria i\Ionogynia.-Nat. Ord. Aquifoliacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx small, six-cleft. Corolla monopctalous, subrotate, six-parted.
Ben'!! six-seeded; seeds nuciform. Nuttall.
Pri'IWS vertU:illatus . Willd. Sp. Plarit. ii. 225; Bigelow, Am. Med. Bot. iii.
141; Barton, Med. Bot. i. 203. '!'he black alder is an indigenous shrub, with
a stem six or eight feet high, furnished with alternate, spreading branches, and
covered with a bluish-gray bark. 'l'hc leaves, which stand alternately or irregularly on E'hort petioles, are oval, pointed, tapering at the base, acutely serrate,
of a dark.green colour, smooth on their upper surface, but downy on the veins
beneath. 'l'he flowers arc small, white, nearly sessi le, and grow three or four
togethe1· at the axils of the leaves. They are often dioocious. 'J'he calyx is persistent; the segments of the corolla obtuse; the stamens usually six in number,
and furnished with oblong anthers; the germ large, green, roundish, and sur.
mounted by a. short style, terminating in an obtuse stigma. The fruit when
ri pe consists of glossy, scarlet, roundish berries, about the size of a pea, containing six cells and six seeds. Seve ral of these berrie..;; are clustered together
so as to form little bunches at irregular intervals on the stem. In the latter
part of autumn, after the leaves have fallen, they st.ill remain attached to the
stem, and render the shrub a. striking object in the midst of the general nak ed.
ness of vegetation. Hence the plant bas received the name of winter-berry, by
which it iti frequently designated.
It grows in all parts of the United Stutes, from Canada to Florida, frequenting
low wet places, such as swamps, and the borders of ponds, ditches) and streams.
Its flowers appear in June. The berries, which h:n·c a bitter, sweetish, somewhat acrid taste, arc sometimes used medicinally for t.he same purposes with the
bark, wbich is the officinal portion.
The dried bark is in slender pieces, more or less rolle<l, brittle, greenish.white
illternally, and covered with a. smooth epiderm is, easi ly separable, and of a.
whitish-ash colour, alternating or mingled with brown. It has no smell, but a.
bitter and sl ightly astringent taste. Builiug water ext.racts its virtues.
J}/Pdical Properties and Uses. Black alder is usually considered tonic and
astringent; and is among the remedies proposed as substitutes for Peruvian bark,
witb which, however, it has very little ana logy. It Las been recommended in
intermittent fever, diarrhc:ea, and other diseases connected with debility, especially gangrene and mortificu.tion. It is :L popular remedy in gangr~nous ?r flabby
and ill.conditioned ulcers, and in chronic cutaneous eruption!:l, m which it is
given int ernally, ancl ~pplied locally in the form of a wash or pou ltice. It may
be used in substance or decoction. 'l'bc dose of the powder is from thirty grains
to a drachm, to be repeated several times a day. 'fhe decoction, which is usually
preferred both for internal an~ external use, may be p'reparcd by boiling two
ounces of the b:uk wit.h three pmts of water to a quart, aud given in the dose of
two or three fl.uidounces. A saturnted tincture, as well of the berries as of tbc
W.
bark, is sometimes employed.
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PRUNUM. US., Lond.
Prunes.
The dried fruit of Prunus domcstica. U.S. The prepared fruit,. Lond.
Off: Syn. PRUNA. Dried fruit of Pruuus domestica. Ed., Dub.
J>runeaux, Fr.; Pf:laumen, Germ.; Pruni, Ital.; Ciruelas secas, Span.

PRUNUS. Sex. S9st. Icosandria 1'lonogynia.-Nat.Ord. AmygdaJero.
Gen. Oh. Ca(11x inferior, bell-shaped, deciduous, with five obtuse, concave
segments. Petals five, roundish, concitYe, spreading, larger than the segments
of the calyx, into the rim of which they al'e inserted. Filarnents awl-shaped,
nearly as long as the corolla, from the rim of the calyx within the petals. .Anthers short, of two round lobes. Ova?'!J superior, roundish. Style of the length
of the stamens. Sti'gma orbicular, peltate.. Dru7Je roundish or elliptical. N1tt
hard, somewhat compressed, of one cell, and two more or Jess distinct sutures
with an intermediate furrow. Leaves rolled up when young. (Li:ndleJJ.)
Prumtsdomestic:a. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 995; Woodv. Med . Bot. p. 520, t. 187.
The cultivated prune or plum tree is so well known as to render a minute Qescription unnecessary. ·we merely gi\•e the specific character. 0 Peduncles subsolitary; leaves lanccolatc-ovate, convolute; !Jranches not spiny." The varieties
of the tree produced by cultivation are very numerous. Nearly one hundred are
to be found in the British gardens. Though at present growing wild in vnrious
parts of Europe, it is thougbt to have been hrouµ;ht originally from Asia l\linor
and Syria. lt is the dried fruit only that is officinal.
The prunes brought to our market come chiefly from the South of France, the
best from the port of Bordeaux. 'I111ey are derived from the variety of the tree
named Juliana by Linoreus. The fresh fruit, called P1-une de Saint Julien by
the l?rench, is of an O\'Ul shape, nearly an inch in length, and of a deep violet
colour. lt is prepared by drying in the sun, after having been exposed to the
heat of an o,·en. The finest prunes, used on lhe tables in France, a.re prepared
from the larger kinds of plums, such as the Safot Uatharine and Reine-Glmtde
or green-gaye. An inferior 8ort is brought from Germany.
Prunes have a feeble odour, and a sweet mucilaginous taste, which is generally
also somewhat acid. They contain uncrystallizable sugar, malic acid, and mu·
cilaginous matter. In Germany there is obtained from this frllit a kind of brandy,
which in some districts is largely consumed. l3onncberg, a German chemist, has
extracted from prunes crystallizable sugar, equal to that of the cane.
}ifedical Propm·ties and Uses . Prunes :;ire laxative and nutritious, and stewed
with water form an excellent diet in costiveness, especially during convalescence
from febrile and inflammatory diseases. Imparting their laxative property to water
in which they arc boiled, they serve as a pleasant and useful addition to purgative
dccoctions. Their pulp is used in the preparation of laxative confections. Too
largely taken in a debilitated state of the digestiYe organs, they are apt to occasion flatulence, and griping pain in the stomach and bowel~.
Off.Prep. Pruni Pulpa.
W.

PRUNUS VIRGINIAN A. US.
Wild-che·rry Bw·l,.
The bark of Cera.o;us serotina. (De Oand.), Cerasus Virginiana (J!ichaux). U.S.

CERASUS. See LAURO-CEllASUS.
This genus, which is now generally admitted 1 includes a large number of

~pecies former ly embraced in the genus Prunus of Liuntt>us.
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l'uasus seroti1ia. De Cando1le. Prodroni. ii. 540; Torrey and Gray, Flora of
.N America, i. 410.-Cerasus Vi1:qiniana. Michaux, N Am. Sylv. ii. 205. According to rl'orrey aad Gray, the aame Prunus Virginiana, which has frequently
been applied to this species, was ~iven by Unnrous to the chol.:c-cl1c1'1'!J 1 a small

tree or s hrub, g rowing in the Northern States, and bearing a dark-red, globular,
astringent fruit, about as large as that of the wild-clier1:1/· 'fhis is described in the
!flora of N. America of these authors, under the name of Cerasus Vir:;iniana. '.l'hc
officinal species, or wild-cherry trce 1 i~, according to l\Jichaux, one of the largest
productions of the American forest. Individuals were ~een by that botanist on the
banks of the Ohio from eighty to one hundred feet high 1 with trunks from twelve
to fifteen feet in circumference, and undivided to the height of twenty.fi\·e or
thirty feet. J3ut, as usually met with in the Atlantic States, the tree is much
smaller. In the open fields it is less eleva ted. than in forests, but sends out more
numerous branches, which cxpnnd into an elegant oval suu1mit. The trunk is
regularly shaped, and covered with a. rough blackish bark, which detacbes itself
semicircularly in thick narrow plates, and by this peculiar character ser\'eS as n.
distinguishing mark of the tree, wbrn the foliage is too high for inspection.
'l'he leaves arc oval·oblon~, or lanceolate-oblong, acuminate, unequally serrate,
smooth on both sides, of a beautiful brilliant green, and supported alternately
upon petiole.~, which are furnished with from two to four reddish glands. The
flowers are small, white, and collected in long erect or spreading racemes. '!'hey
appear in May, anti. are followed by globular drupes about the size of a pea, and
when ripe of a shin in g blackish-purple colour.
'
'.l'his tree grows throughout the U nion, flourishin g most iu those parts where
the soil i::i fertile and the climate temperate, and abounding in the "Middle Atlantic
States, and in those which border on the Ohio. In the neighbourhood of Philadelphia., it affects open situations, growing solitarily in the fields and along
fences, and seldom aggregated in woods or groves. lt is highly valued by the
cabinet-makers for its wood, which is compact, fine-p;rained, susceptible of poli~h,
and of a light.red tint, which deepens with age. The fruit has a sweetish, astringent, bitter taste; and is much employed in some parts of the country to impart
flavour to spirituous liquors. The inner bark is the pal't employed in medicine,
and is obta ined indiscriminately from all parts of the tree, though that of the
roots is thoup;ht to be most active. :Mr. J. S. Perot bus ascertained that it is
much stronger when collected in autumn than in the spring. Thus, from a portion gathered in April he obtained ·0-178 per cent. of hydrocyanic acid, and
from another in October ·1436 per cent., or about three times as much from the
latter as the former. The parcels tried were taken from the same tree, and the
same part of the tree. (Am. Joum. of Pltarm., xxiv. 111.) The bark should
be preferred recently dried, as it deteriorates by keeping.
Properties. " -.ild.chcrry bark, as kept in the shops, is in pieces of various
sizes, more or less cu rved laterally, usually destitute of epidermis, of a. lively
reddish.cinnamon colour, brittle, and pulveriza.blc, presenting a reddish-gray
fracture, and affording a fawn-coloured powder. In the fresh state, or when
treated with water, it emits an odour resembling that of peach leaves. Its taste is
agreeably bitter .and aromat.ic, with the p~culiar flavour of the bitt~r almond. It
imparts its sensible properties to water, either cold or hot, producrng a clear reddish infusion, closely resembling i\Iadeira wine iu appearance. Its peculiar flavour
as well as medical Yirtucs arc injured by boiling, in consequence partly of the
volatilization of tbc principle upon whicb they J{'pcud, partly upon a chemical
change effected by the heat. From an analysis by Dr. Steph~n Procter, it appears
to conta in starch, resin, tannin, gallic acid, fatty matter, hguin, red colouring
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sively from several different portions of the b:irk. Thi s oil was of a. Jight-straw
colour, and very analogous in its properties to tbc volatile oil of bitter almonds.
In the quantity of two drops it proveJ fatal to a cat in le3s than five minutes.
Journ. of the Pliil. Cul. of Pltann., vi. 8.) Prof. "Wi lliam Procter proved that,
as ill' the case of bitter almonds, the volatile oil and hydrocyanic acid do not exist
ready formed in the bark, but are the result of the reaction of water upon amygdalin, which he ascertained to be one of its constituents. In order, however,
that this change may take place 1 the agency of another principle, probably analogous to if not id entical with enmlsin, or the synaplaseof Robiquet, is also essential;
and, as this principle becomes inoperu.ti\ e at the boiling temperature, we can
understand bow decoction may interfere with the virtues of the bark. (Am. Jou,rn.
of Plwrm., x. 197.) The conjecture was advanced, in former editions of this
work, that wild-cherry bark might conta.in also pldoridzin, a bitter principle
proved to ex ist in the bark of the apple, pear, cherry, and plum trees. (See
Phloridzin in the Appendix.) But Mr. Perot sought for this principle, without
success, in specimens of the bark of different ages, and taken from different parts
of the tree; so that th e tonic property, which is undoubtedly possessed by the
bark, must reside either in the portion of amygdalin which may remain undecomposed, in the pure volatile oil resulting from its reaction with water, or in some
yet undiscovered principle. The sedath·e properties of the bark depend upon
the bydrocyanic acid which it yields. (Ibid., xxiv. 111.)
Medical P1·operties and Uses. This bark is among the most va1uable of our
indigenous remedies. Uniting with a tonic power the property of calming irritation and diminishing nervous excitability, it is admirably adapted to the treatment of diseases in which debility of the stomach, or of the system, is united
witb general or local irritation. When largely taken it is said to diminish the
action of the heart, an effect ascribable to the hydrocyauic acid. Dr. Eberle
found copious draughts of the cold infusion, taken several times a day, and continued for nearly two weeks, to reduce his pulse from seventy-five to fifty strokes
in the minute. 'l'he remedy is highly useful, and has been much employed
iu this country, in the hectic fever of scrofula and consumption. In the general
debility which often succeeds inflammatory diseases, it iFS also advantageous; nnd
it is well adapted to many cases of dyspepsia. It has been given successfully in
intermittent foyer, but is much inferior to cinchona.
It may be used in powder or infu8iou. Tbe dose of the powder is from thirty
grains to a drachm. The infusion is properly directed by our national Pharmacopreia to be prepared with coltl water. (See fnju.rnrn Pruni Vir.'linia11re.) A
syrup of wild-cherry bark wa~ introduced into the last edition of the Pharmacopreia, and is considerabl y used. (See Sjjl''l.']ntS P1·uni l'irginian;;e.)
Off Prep. Infusum Pruni Virginianre; Syrupus Pruni Virginianro. W.
7

PULEGIUM. Land., Ed,., Dub.

E111·opean Pennyroyal.
Montha Pulegium.

The herb in flower, recent and dried. Lond. The herb.

Ed., Dub.

J\lenthe-pouliot, Pouliot, Fr.; P ole:i.'mi'mze, Germ..; Puleggio, Ital.; Polee, Spa11.

~iF:N'rnA. See MENTHA PlPBR!TA.
Mentlia Pulegi1im. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 82; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 3..J2, t.
12i. 'l'his species of mint, is distinguished by its roundish prostrate stems, its

ovate, obtuse, somcwhn.t erenatc leaves, nnd its verticillatc flowers. It is a native
of Europe, and neither cultivated nor employed in this country. Our native
pennyroyal belongs to a.different genus. (See .Jiedeoma Pulegioides.) Puleginm
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possesses similar properties:, and is employed for the same purposes with the
other mints.
OJ!. Prep. Aqua Pulegii; Oleum Pulegii.
W.

PYRETIIRUU. US. Seconda1·y, Lond., Ed.
Pellilory.
Th e root of Anncyclus Pyrethrum. U.S., Lond., Ed.
PyrHhre, Fr.; Bertram Wurzel, G'erm.; firctro, Ital.; Pelitre, Span.
A~ACYCLUS. Differing from Anthcm is by its winged and obcordate Aclumfo.
Lindley. See ANTHEMIS.
Anatyclus Pureth1·mn. De Cand. Prodrom. vi. 15.-Anthemis Pvrethrum.
Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 218J; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 50, t. 20. The root of this
phnt is perenuial, and sends up numerous ste ms, usually trailing at the base,

erect in their upper portion, eight or ten inches high, and terminated by one large
flower. 'l'he le:ives are doubly pinnate, with narrow nearly linear segments of a
pale.green colour. The florets of the disk arc yellow; tLe rays white on their
upper surface, and reddish or purple beneath and at their edges.
The plant is a native of the Le,·ant, Barbary, and the Mediterranean coast of
Europe. 'l'he root is the part used und er the name of pellitory, or pellitory of
Spain. Accordjug to Hayne, the pcllitory of the shops is derived from the
.Anac.yclus officinarurn, a plant cultivated in 1.'huryngia for medical purposes.
':I.1his remark, however, can apply only to Germany.
Properties. The dried root of A. Pyrethrum is about the size of the little
finger, cylindrica l, straight or but sl igh tly curved, wrinkled longitudinally, of
an ash.brown colour externally, whiti;;;h within, hard and brittle, and sometimes
furnished with a few radicles. It is destitute of odour, though, when fresh, of
a disagreeable smell. Its taste is peculiar, slight at first, but afterwards acidulous, salin e, and acrid, attended with a burning and tingling sensation over the
whole mouth and thro11t, which continues for some tiiuc, and excites a copious
flow of sal iva. Its analysis by Koene gives, in 100 parts, 0·59 of a brown, very
acrid substance, of a resinous appearance, and insoluble in caustic potassa.; 1 ·GO
of a dark-brown, very acrid fixed oil, soluble in potassa; 0·35 of a yellow acrid
oil, also soluble in potassa; traces of tann in i 9·-!0 parts of gum; inuliu; 7·60
parts of sulphate and carbonate of potassa, chloride of potassium, phosphate and
carbonate of lime, alumina, silica, &c.; and 19·80 of lignin, besides loss. (See
.Am. Jo1mi. of Pharrn., viii. 175.)
.Jfeclical Properties and Uses. Pcllitory is a powerful irritant, used almost
exclusively as a. sialagoguc in certain form s of headache, rheumatic and neuralgic
affections of the face, toothache, &c., or as a local stimulant in palsy of the tongue
or throat, and in rclax<ttion of the uvula. For these purposes it may be chewed,
or employed as a gargle in decoction or vinous tincture. The dose as a m_asticatory is from tLirty grains to a drachm. An alcoholic extract is sometimes
employed by dentists as a. local application to carious teeth, with a view to its
W.
benumbing effect before plugging.

QUASSIA. US., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Quassia.
The woocl of Simaruba exeelsn. U.S. Picrrona excelsa. The wood. Lond.,
Dub. \\7ood chiefly of Picrrona. excelsa, seldom of Quassia. amara. Ed.
Bois de quassie, Fr.; Quassienholz, Germ.; Legoo della qua.ssi::i., Ital.; Leno de quassia,

Span.
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QuASSTA. Sex S!Jsf Decand11a Monog;nia -Jifot. 0Hl S11narnb.lCere
Gen. Ch. Calyx fi\e-lea\ed Petals five 1Yec1ary five-leaved Drupes five,
distant, bivalve, one-seeded, iaserted into a fleshy receptacle. Willrl.
Of the species included by ]~innrous in this genus, some, as Quassia amara,
are hermaphrodite; others, as Q. excelsa and Q. Simaruba, are monoocious or
polygamous. The latter have been associated together by De Candollc, in a
distinct genus, with the title :Si'i:maruba. This has been again divided by Lindley
into Slrnaruba with monrocious, and Picrama with polygamous flO\-rcrs. To
the last-mentioned genus the proper quassia plant, the Q. excelsa of Linnrous,
belongs.
The medicine was forme rly thought to be obtained from Quassia amara; but
more than twenty years since, Lamarck stated that, in consequence of the
scarcity of this tree, Quossia, excelsa had been resortctl to as a. substitute, and
the Pharmacoproias nt present agree in acknowledging the latter as the officinal
plant. 1\Jartius, however, thinks that the genuine quassia plant of Surinam is
the Q. amaro; and we shall, therefore, give a brief description of both species.
Quassia excdsa. Willd. Sp. Plunt. ii. 569.-Simaffiba e::rrelsa, De Cand.
Prodrorn. i. 733; llayne, Darstel. 'tmd Beschreib. &.c. ix. 16.-Picrrena excelsa.
Lindley, Ptor. Afed. 208. As its name imports, this is a lofty tree, attain ing
sometimes not less than one hundred feet in height, with a. straight, smooth,
tapering trunk, which is often three feet in diameter near its base, and covered
with a smooth gr:ly bark. 'l'bc leaves a.re pinnate, with a naked petiole, and
oblong pointed leaflets standing upon short footstalks, in opposite pairs, with a
single leaflet at the end. The flowers are small, of a yellowish-green colour, and
disposed in panicles. They are polygamous and pentandrous. The fruit is a.
small black drupe. This species inh abits Jamaica and the CariLbean islands,
where it is called bitte1· ash. The wood is the ofticinal portion.
Quassia. wna1·a. \Villd. Sp. Plo11t. ii. 567; Woodv. itlf'd. Bot. p. 574, t.
204. The bitter quassia is a small branching tree or shrub, with alternate leaves,
consisting of two pairs of opposite pinnre, wirh an odd one at the end. The leaflets
are elliptical, pointed, sessile, smooth, of a deep-green colour on their upper surface, and paler on the under. 'fhe common footstalk is articulated, and edged
on each side with a leafy membrane. The flowers, which are hermaphrodite
and decandrous, have a bright-red colour, and terminate the branches in long
racemes. The fruit is a. two-celled capsule, containing globular seeds. Quassia.
amarn is a native of Surinam, and is said also to grow in some of the 'Yest
India islands. Its root, bark, and wood were formerly officinal. They are excessively bitter, as in fact arc all part.s of the plant. It is uncertain whether
any of the produce of this tree reaches our markets.
Quassia, comes in cylindrical billets of various sizes, from an inch to near a
foot in diameter, and several feet in length. These are frequently invested with
a. whitish smooth bark 1 brittle, and but slightl.Y adherent, and possessing in at
least an equal degree the virtues of the wood. Their shape and structure clearly
ev ince that they are derived from the brnnches Ol' trunk, and not, as some have
supposed, from the root of the tree. Ju the shops they arc usually kept split
into small pieces, or rasped.
Properties. The wood is at first whitish, but becomes yellow Ly exposure. It
is inodorous, and has n. purely bitter taste, surpassed by that of few other subsfances in intensity and permanence. It imparts its active properties, with its
bitterness and yellow colour, to water and alcohol. Its virtues dcpend upon a
peculiar bitter crystallizablc principle, denominated guassin, which was first discovered by Winckler. It may be obtained pure by the following process of
'Yiggers. A filtered clecoction of quassia is evaporated to three·q.uarters of the
weight of the wood employed, slaked lime is added, and the mixture having
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been allowed to stand for a da.y, w.itli occasional agitation, is again filtered. A
considerable quantity of pectin, besides other substances, is tLus separated. The
clear liquor is evaporated nearly to dryness, and the resulting muss exhausted
by alcohol of the sp. gr. O·S35, which leaves behind gum, common salt, nitre,
&c., in large amount, and dissolves quassin with some common sah and nitre,
and an organic substance of a brown colour. In order to separate the quas.5in
from these la.tter principles, which arc soluble in water, the solution is evaporated to dryness, the resulting mass is dissohed iu the least possible quautity of
absolute alcohol, a large proportion of ether is added, and the liquor, previously
scpara.ted by filtration from the brown mass which the ether has thrown down,
is evaporated to dryness; and this process is repeated till the quassin remains
Lehind quite colourless, and affords no eviJence of the presence of the abovementioned salts. Lastly, in order to obtain it in a crystalline form, to which it
is not strongly cli~posed, pour the alcoholic solution mixed with ether upon a
little water, and allow it to evaporate spontaneously. Quassin is white, opaque,
unalterable in the air, iuodorous, and of an intense bitterness, which in the solutions of this principle is almost insupportable. TLe bitterness is pure, and resembles that of the wood. When heated, quass in melts like a resin. It is but
slightly soluble in wa.te1· 1 100 parts of which at 54° d issolve only 0·-!5, and that
slowly. lly the addition of salts, especially of those with which it is associated
in qunssin, its solubi lity is strikingly increalled. It is also but slightly soluble
in ether, but is very soluble in alcohol, more so in that liquid hot than cold, and
the more so the purer it is. Quassin is perfectly neuter, though both alkal ies
and acids increase its solubility in water. It is precip itated by tannic acid from
its aqueous solution, which is not disturbed by iodine, chlorine, corrosive subl imate, solutions of iron, sugar of lead, or eYen the subacetate of lead. Its ultimate constituents arc carbon, hydrogen, aud oxygen.
JlfedicC1l Properties and Use.~. Quassia has in the highest degree all the properties of the simple bitters. It is purely tonic, invigorating the digestive organs,
with little excitement of the circulation, or increase of animul heat. It has not
been very long known as a medicine. About the middle of the last century, :1
negro of Surinam, named Quussi, acquired considerable reputation in the treatment of the malignant fevers of tbat country, by a secret remedy, which he was
induced to disclose to Mr. Rolander, a Swede, for a. valuable consideration.
Specimens were taken to Stockholm by this gentleman in the year 1756; and
tbe medicine soon became popular in Europe. The name of the negro has been
perpetuated in the gener ic title of the plant. llut t he quassia of Surinam is
not now in use, having been superseded by the product of Quassia excelsa, from
the West Indies. 'l'his medicine is useful whenever a simple tonic impression
is desirable. It is particu larly adapted to dyspepsia, and to that debilitated
state of the digestive organs which sometimes succeeds acute disease . It may
also be given with advautage in the remission of certain fevers in which ton ics
are demanded. Noone at present would expect from it any peculiar controlling
influence over malignant fevers. It is said to be largely employed in England
by the brewers, to im_rart bitte rness to their liquors.
It is most convcn1cntly administered in infusion or extract. (See Infusum
Quassic:e and B"Ctraclwrn Quassic:e.) 'l'hc Jiflicult.y of reducing the wood to powder
is an objection to its use in substance. It may, however, be .employed in a doso
varying from n. scruple to a drachm, rep~ate<l tbrec or four times a day. Some
dyspeptic patients, who have become habituated to its bitterness, chew the wood
occasionally with benefit.
Off Prep. Ex~ractumQuassiro; lufusumQuassia:::; TincturaQuassire; Tiuctura
Quassiro Compos1ta.
W.
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QUERCUS ALBA. U. 8.
White-oak Bai·k.
The bark of Qucrcus alba. U.S.

QUERCUS TINCTORIA. U.S.
Black-oak Bark.
The bark of Quercus tinctoria. U. S.
Off. Syn. QUERUUS. Qucrcus pedunculata.

The bark. Lond., Dub.;

Q~~o~~g~
c~2!~:Ei!~:~i~~e~G~~~~~ b~~t~~c~~l~;1a ~:~rein, Ital.; Corteza de
roble, Span.
Qu1mcus. Sex. Sg.~t. l\Ionoocfo. Pol.vandria. -Nat. Ord. Amentaccro, Juss.;
Cupuliferre, Richard; Corylacere, Lindley.
Gen. Oh. MALE. Calyx commonly five-cleft. Corolla none. Stamens five to
ten. FEMALE. Oafy.-c one-leafed, entire, rough. Corolla none. Styles two to
five. Nut coriaceous, surrounded at the base by the persistent calyx. lVilld.
This extensive genus comprises not less than eighty species, of which between
thirty and forty a.re within the limits of the United States. l\Iany of these are
applied to important pra<'tical purposes. In the northern hemisphere, the oak
is the most valuable, as it is the most widely diffused of all forest trees. Notwithstanding the great number of species, few, comparatively, have found a place
in the officinal cahdogues. Q. robur, or common European oak, was formerly
reco~niscd by the British Colleges; but at present they admit only Q. p edunculata, or 1'~uropcan white oak. As these do not grow in the United States, and
their' products are not imported, it is unnecessary to trea.t of them particularly
in this work. .A.ccordi 11g to Michaux, they grow in the same countries, frequently together, constituting tbe greater part of the forests of Europe, and
spreading O\'er almost the whole northern section of Asia, and the northern
coast of Africa. Q. pedunculata is the common British oak, celebrated as well
for its majestic growth and the venerable age which it attains, as for the strength
and durability of its timber. Our own Pharmacopooia recognises only Q. alba
or white oak, and Q. ti11cloria or black oak; but se\'eral other species afford barks
which are equally useful, and perhaps as much employed. Such are Q. falcata
or Spanish oak, Q. 2n·inus or white chestnut oak, and Q. m,onturia, or rock
chestnut. oak. 'fhc remarks which follow in relation to the white-oak bark, will
apply also to that of the three last.mentioned species. The bafk of Q. tinctoria
is somewhat peculiar.
1. Quercus alb(t. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 448; Michaux, N Am,. Sylv. i. 17.
Of all the American ~pecies, the while oalc a.pproaches nearest, in the cba.racter
of its foliage, and the properties of its wood and bark. to the Q. p ed1wculata of
Great Britain. When allowed to expand freely in the open field, it divides at
n short distance from the ground into numerous widely spreading branches, and
attains under favourable circumstances a magnificent size. Its trunk and large
branches are covered with a whitish bark, which serves to distinguish it from
most of the other species. The le:wes are regularly and obliquely divided into
oblong, obtuse, entire lobes, which are often narl'Owed at their base. When full
grown, they are smooth and light green on their upper surface, and glaucous
beneath. Some of the dried leaves remain on the tree during the whole winter.
Th e acorn s arc large, odte, contained in rough, shallow, grayish cups, and suppor ted singly or iu pairs upon peduncles nearly an inch in length.
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The white oak abounds in the l\Iiddlc States, and extends also through the
whole Union, though comparatively rare in the northern, southern, and western
sections. It is the most highly valued for its timber of all the American oaks,
with the exception of the live oak ( Q. vire11s), which is preferred in ship-building.
1'he bark is sometimes use<l for t~·muing, but that of the retl and Spanish ooks
is preferred for this purpose. All parts of the tree, with the exception of the
epidermis, are more or less astringent, but this property predominates in the
fruit and bark.
lVhite-oalc [)(lrlc, deprived of its epidermis, is of a light-brown colour, of a.
coarse fibrous texture, and not easily pulverized. It has a feeble odour, and a
rough, astringent, an<l bitterisb taste. "\:Yater and alcohol extract its active properties. The cbief soluble ingredients are tannin, gallic acid, and extractive
matter. It is upon the tanniu that its medical virtues, as well as its use in the
preparation of leather, chiefly depend. The proportion of this ingredient varies
with the size and age of the tree, the part from which the bark is derived, and
e,·en the season when it i!'l gathered. It is most abundant in the young bark j
and the English oak is said to yield four times as much in spring as in winter.
Sir II. Davy found the inner bark most abundant in tannin, the middle portion
or cellular integument much less so, and the epidermis almost wholly destitute
as well of this principle as of extractive.
Gerber has discovered, in European oak bark, a peculiar bitter principle upon
which he has conferred the name of q~terrin . It is obtained by boiling tbc bark
with water acidulated with one hundredth of sulphuric acid, adding first milk of
lime until the sulphuric acid is remond, and then a solution of carbonate of
potassa so long as a white precipitate is produced, filtering the liquor, en1porating
to the consistence of a tbin extract, adding alcohol, and finally evaporating the
spirituous solution down to a small volume, and allowing it to rest for some days.
Yellow crystals form, which may be obtained colourless by repeated crystnllizations. Quercin thus obtained is in small white crystals, inodorous, very bitter,
readily soluble in water, less so iu alcohol containing water, insoluble in absolute alcohol, ether, and oil of turpentine, and without acid or alkaline reaction.
(Arch. der Phann., xxxi\·. 167.)
2. Quercus tiw·toria. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 4.J.±; 1'1ichanx, N. Am. Sylv. i.
91. The blacli. oalc is one of our largest trees, frequently attaining the height
of eighty or ninety feet. Its trunk is covered with a deeply furrowed bark, of
a black or dark-brown colour. The lea•es are ovate-oblong, pubescent, slightly
sinua.ted, with oblong, obtuse, mucronate lobes. 'fhe fruc:tification is biennial.
The acorn is globosc, flattened at top, and placed ln a saucer-shaped cup.
Black-ool~ ba1·k has a more bitter taste than that of the other species, and
may be distinguished also by staining the saliva yellow when it is chewed. Its
cellular integument contains a colouring princ::iple, capable of being extracted by
boiling water, to which it imparts a brownish-yellow colour, which is deepened
by alkalies and rendered brighter by a.cids. Under the name of quercilron, large
quantities of this bark, deprived of its epidermis and reduced to coarse powder,
are sent from the United States to Europe, where it is used for dyeing wool and
silk of a. yellow colour. The colouring principle is called <j1tf'rcitrin, or, from
its property of combining with salifiable bases, querciu·ic acid. When quite
pure it is colourless, but beC'omes yellow by absorbing oxygen. It is sweetish,
with a bitter after.taste, and is very soluble in water, aleohol, and ether. 1\1 .
Preisser obtained it by precipitating the tannin or a decoction of the bark by
means of gelatin, filtering the liriuor, adding a nry little hyclrnted oxide of lead,
which produced a brown precipitate, deeantin~ the golden-yellow liquid left, precipitating with an additional quantity of the hydrated oxide, and decomposing
the resulting quercitrate of lead by hydrosulphuric acid. A colourless liquid re-
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mained, which, e'·aporated in mcuo, yielded white needle-shaped crystals of
pure quercitrin. (Jo1mi. de Pharrn. et de Ch/trn., v. 251.) Besides this principle, the bark contains also much tannin; but it is lcsg used in tanning than
the other barks, in consequence of the colour which it imparts to the leather.
Jlfedical Propulies and Usf's. Oak bark is a.stringent and somewhat tonic.
It has been gi\'en with advantage in intermittent feyer, obstinate chronic diarrhooa, autl certain forms of pass ive hemorrhage; but it is not much employed
as au internal remedy. Externally applied it is often productive of benefit. The
decoction may be advantageously used as a. bath, particularly for ch ilJ.rCn, when
a combin ed tonic and astringent effect is desirable, and the stomach is not di sposed to receive medicines kindly. It has been employed in this way in marasmus, scrofu la, intermittent fevers, chronic diarrhcca, and cholera. infantum. As
au injection in lcucorrhcea, a. wash in prolapsus ani and hemorrhoidal affections,
and as a gargle in slight inflammation of the fauces, attended with prolapsed
uvub, the dccoction is often highly useful. It has also been recommended as
an injection into dropsical cysts. Reduced to powder and made into a poultice,
the bark was recommended by the late Dr. Barton as an excellent application
in cases of external gangrene and mortification; and the infusion obtain ed from
tanners' vats has been used beneficially as a. wash for flabby, ill-conditioned
ulcers. The bark may be given internally in the form of powder, extract, or
clecoction . 'l'he dose of the powder is from thirty grains to a.drachm, of the extract
about half as much, of the decoction two fluidounces. (See .Decoctum Querc-U.s.)
Black-oak bark is considered inferior to the white-oak bark as an internal
remedy, in consequence of being more disposed to irritate the bowels.
Acorns, besides the bitter and astringent principles of the bark, contain also
a peculiar sncchariue matter, which is insusceptible of the vinous fermentation.
(Joum. cle Pltann. 1 3e sfr., xx. 335.) They are sometimes used as a. tonic or
astringent; and a decoction made from roasted acorns has been long employed
in Germany as a remedy in scrofula. Before roa sting they should be deprived
of their shells i and tbe cotyledons, according to Dausse, should lose, during
the process, 140 parts of their weight out of 500. (Plwrni. Cent. Blau.,
Oct.. 9, 1850, p. 687.) From half an ounce to an ounce may be prepared as
coffee, and the whole taken <lt breakfast with cream and sugar. (Nichter.)
OJ}: Prep. Decoctum Quercils Albro .
W.

RANUNCULUS. U.S. &condary.
Crowfoot.
The cormns and herb of Ranunculus bnlbosu~. U.S.
HANUNCULUS. Sex. S!Jsf. PolyanJria Polygyni:l.-Nat. Ord. Ranunculacere.
Gm. Ch. Oalyx five-leaved. Petals five, having the inner side of each claw
furnished with a mellifcrous pore. Seeds naked, numerous. ]{11.ttall.
l\Iost of the plants belonging to this genus have the same acrid properties.
Several of them grow together in our fields :rnd pastures, and, from their close
resemhlan<'e, arc confounded under the common name of butler-cup, applied to
them from the colour and shape of their flowers. Those which are most abundant
arc belie\·cd to have been introduced from ]~urope. Such are R.. b1tlbosus1 R.
acri~, and R. repe11s, which, with R. sceleratus, may be indiscrimiuatcly used.
In Europe, R. S<.;elcratus appears to have attracted most attention; in this coun~
try, R . bulboS11s. The latter is the on ly one designated by our PharnrncClpooia..
it. acris and R. Flanmwla were fo rm erly directt!d by the Dublin College, but
were disc~rded from their Pharmacopooia at the last revision.
Ronunculits '11tlbosus. Wille!. Sp. Plant. ii. 13:24; Bigelow, .Am. Jlled. Bot.
iii. GO. This species of crowfoot is perennial, with a solid, fleshy root (cormus),
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which sends up annually se,·eral erect, round, and branching stems, from nine
to eighteen inches high. The radical leaves, which st:rnd on long footstalks,
nre tern ate or quinate, with lobed and dentate lenflets. The l ea,~es of the stem
are sessile and ternate, the upper more simple. Each stem supports several
solitary, bright-yellow, g lossy flowers, upon furrowed, angular peduucles. The
leaves of the calyx are reflexed, or bent downwards against the flowerstalk. 'l'hc
petals are obcordate, and arranged so as to represent a small cup in shape. At
the inside of the cla w of each petal is a small cav ity, which is coverf'd with a
minute wedge-shaped emarginate sca le. The fruit consists of numerous naked
seeds, in a spherical head. The stem, }caves, peduncle~, and calyx arc hairy.
In the months of 1\lay and J uue our pastures are everywhere adorrrcd with
the rich yellow flowers of this species of llanuncnlus. Somewhat later R. acris
and R. r epens begin to bloom, ~md a 8-uceession of similar flowers is maintained
till September. The two latter 8pec ies prefer a moister ground, and are found
most abundantly in meadows. R. sceleratus is found in ponds and ditches. In
all these species, the whole pla.ut is pervaded by a volatile acrid principle, which
is dissipated by drying or by heat, and may be separated by distillation. Dr.
lligelow found that water distilled from the fresh plant had an acrid taste, and produced when swallowed a burning sensation in t he sto mach; and tliat it retained
these properties for a long time, if kept in closely stopped bottles. The plant
itself, when chewed, excites violent irri tation in the mouth and throat; iuflami ng
and even excoriating the tongue and inside of the cheeks and lips, if not quickly
discharged. Both the root and herb of R. bul/Josul} are officiual.
.Medical Prope1·ties and l/J('s. Crowfoot, when swallowed in the fresh state,
produces heat and pain in the stomach, aud, if the quantity be considerable,
may excite fatal inflammation. It is, however, never used internally; though
the jt1ice and distilled water of some species of Ranuuculus arc said to act as a
prompt and powerful emetic. The property for which it has attracted the attention of physicians is that of inflaming and vesicating the skin; and, bc,forc the
introduction of the Spanish fly into use, it was much employed for this purpose.
But the uncertainty and occasional violence of its action have nearly banished
it from regular practice. While on some individuals it appears t.o produce
scarcely any effect, on others it acts very speedily, excitin g extensive and troublesome inflammation, which sometimes terminates in deep and obstinate ulcers .
It probably varies in strength with the season; and, in the dried state, or boiled
with water, is wholly inert. 'fhc decoctiou, moreover, is inert in consequence
of the escape of the acrid principle. Nevertheless, the plant ha:i been very
properly retained in the Pharmacopooia, in the catalogue of medicines of secondary importance; as occasions may occur when tbe practition er in the country
may find advuntage in having recourse to its powerful rubefaci ent apd epispastic
opera.lion.
\V.

RESIN A. US., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Resin.
Tbe residuum after the disti ll ation of the volatile oil from the turpentine of
Pin us palu.stris and other species of Pinus. U.S. TJ.e 1:cRidue of turpentine
after the oil has been distilled. Lond. Residue of th e ch ...;t illation of the turpentines of various species of Pin us and Abies.
of

~!~i~: ~!~~~~:i~lesfi~~·aune, Fr.;

Ed. Res in from the turpentine

Fichtenharz, Gtrm.; Rn geo. di 11ino. ltal.; Resina

depino, Span.

After the distillation of the volatile oil from the turpentines (see Ter,,bintliina),

a. resinous matter remains, which on the continent of Europe is called •·?lopltony,
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but in our language is commonly known by the name of rosin. It is the RESIN A
of the U.S. and llritis~ PUa.rmacopooias. It is sometimes ca.lied res.Ina flava or
,yellow resin. ·when this, in a state of fusion, is strongly agitated with water, it
acquires a distinct appearance, and is now denominated resina alba or white resin.
Defore describing tbis officin al substance, it may be proper to enumerate the
characteristic properties of the proximate principles denominated resins.

Resi'llS are solid, brittle, of a smooth and shining fracture, and generally of a
yellowish colour and semitransparent. When perfectly pure, they are probably
inodorous and often insipid i but, as usually found, they have a slight odour, and
a somewhat acrid or bitterish taste. Their sp.gr. varies from 0·92 to I·2. 'l'hey
are fusible by a moderate beat, decomposed at a hig her temperature, and in the
open air take fire, burning with a yellow flame and much smoke. Insoluble in
water, they are dissolved by ether and the volatile oils, and generally by alcoh ol; and thei r alcoholic and ethereal solutions afford precipitates upon the addition
of water. With pure potassa and soda they unite to form soaps, which are soluble
in water; and the sa.me result takes place when they arc heated with solutions
of the alkaline carbonates. Concen trated sulphuric acid dissolves them with
mutual decomposition; and nitric acid convert s them into artificial tannin. They
readily unite by fusion with wax and the fixed oils.
Common or yellow resin, in its purest ~.tate, is beautifully clear and pellucid,
but much less so as comm only found in the shops. I ts odour and taste are usually
in a slight degree tercbinthinate; its colou r yellowish.brown with a tinge of oli ve,
and more or less dark according to its purity, and the degree of heat to which it
has bceu exposed in its preparation. Sometimes it is almost black. It is rather
heavier than water. At 276° li'. it fuses, is completely liquid a.t 306°, begins
to emit bubbles of gas at 316°, and is entirely decomposed at a red heat. I ts
ult,irnate constituents arc carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, in variable proportions.
It appears, from the researches of Unverdorben, to contain three distinct resinous
bodies, two of which, denominated pinic and .wlvic acids, pre-existed iu the turpentine, and the third, called coluphonic acid, is formed by the agency of the
hea.t in the process of d istillation. Tbe pinic acid is dissolved by cold ~pirit of
the sp. gr. 0·865, and is th us separated from the sylv ic acid. I t is obtained pure
by adding to the solution a spirituous solution of acetate of copper, dis::olving
the precipitated pinate of copper in strong boiling alcohol, decompos.iog this salt
with a little muriatic acid, and adding water, which throws down the pin ic acid
in the form of a resi uous powder. Tbe .wtvic acid is obtained by treating the
residue of the common re::;in with boiling spirit of 0·865, which dissolves it, and
lets it fall upon cooling. Both of these resinous acids are colourless. Pinic acid
is soluble in weak cold alcohol j sylvic acid is insoluble in the same menstrumn
when cold, but is dissolved by it when boili ug Lot, and by strong alcohol a.tall
temperatures. The salts whid1 they form with the alka li es are soluble, those
with the earths and metallic oxides, insoluble in water. l'oloplwnic acid differs
from the others in having st ronger aci<l properties, and in being less soluble in
alcohol. I t is of a brown colour; aud common resin is more or less coloured in
proportion to the quantity of th is acid which it contains. (Kane's Chemistry.)
'rhc experiments of Unverdorben were made with European colop hony. It is
somewhat uncertain whether exactly the sa.rue results would be afforded by the
common resin of this country, wh ich is oht:1inc<l from a different species of pine.
lly the destructive distillation of resin an oleaginous product is obtained, called
resin oil, which in various degrees of purity is empl oyed in currying leather,
lubri cating machinery, preparing printers' ink, &c.
White resin differs from the preceding only in being opaque and of a whitish
colour. 'l'hese properties it owes to the water wiLh which it is in corporated, and
which gradually escapes upon exposure, leaving it more or less transparent.
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Af_edical Cses. ~esin is important a~ au ingredient of ointments an d plasters,
but 1s never used rnternally. Accordmg to Professor Olmsted, it has the property of ~rcventing the oxidation of fatty substances, and thus contributes to the
preservation of oin tments. (Am.. Jou r'"n. of Pharm., xxii. 325.)
Off. Prep. Ceratum Cantharidisj Cera.tum R esinre; Ceratum R esinre Cornpositum ; Emplastrum Cantharidis; Emplastrum Cautharidis Comp.; Emplast.
Ferri; Emplast. Hydrargyri; Emplast. Picis; Emplast. Resinre; Emplast. Saponis; Emplast. Simplex; Ungucntum lnfusi Cautharidis; Unguent. Picis.

w.

RHAMNI BACC.iE. Ed.
Buckllwrn Ben·itM.
Fruit of Rhamnus eatharticus. Ed.

RHAMNI SUCCUS. Lond.
Buclctlwrn Juice.
R~amnus

catharticus. 'l'he juice of the fruit. Lond.

de ~~\~~ d~n7:;.~~~~:s::~: Krcutzbcercn, Germ.; Jhcchc del spino cervino, Ital.; Bayas

0

Sex. S,1pt. Pcntandria l\Ion ogy nia.-.Nat. Ord. Rhamnacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx tubular. Corolla scales defe nding tbe stamens, inserted into
the calyx. B erry. lVilld.
Rlwmnus catharticus. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1092; Woodv. Ned. B ot. p. 594, t.
210. The purging buckthoro is a shrub seven or eight feet bigh 1 with branches
terminating in a sharp ~pine. Th e leaves are in fasc icl es, on short footstalks,
ovate, serrate, Yeincd. The flowers arc usually dioocious, in clusters, small,
greenish, peduucled, with a four-cleft calyx, and founcry small scale- like petals,
placeJ in the male flower, behind the stamens, which equal them in number.
The fruit is a four-seeded berry.
The shrub is a native of :Europe, and is sa id to have been found growing wild
in this country. It was first discovered in the Highlands of New York by Dr.
Barratt. (Eaton's Jlfanual.) It fl owers in l\lay and Jun e, and ripens its fruit in
the latter part of September. The berries and their juice are otficinal. Wh en
ripe they arc about th e size of a pea, round, somewhat flattened on the summit,
black, smooth, shining, with four seeds, surrounded by a green, juicy parenchyma. Their odour is unpleasa nt, their taste bitteri sh, acrid, and nauseous.
The ex pressed juice has the colou r, odour, and taste of the parcucbyma. It is
reddened by the acids, and from deep-green is rend ered light-green by the alkalies. Upon stand ing it soon begins to ferment, and becomes red in consequence
of the formation of acetic acid. :Evaporated to dryness, with the addition of
lime or an alkali, it form s the colour called by painters sap green. The dried
fruit of another spccies1 R. hifectorius, yields a. rich yellow colour, for which it
is much employed in the arts under the name of Fre:nch berries.
Vogel obtained from the juice of the berries a peculiar colouriag matter, acetic
acid, mucilage, sugar, and a. nitrogenous substa nce. Hubert found green colouring matter, acetic and malic acids, brown g ummy matter, and a b~tter substa1~ ce
which he considered as the purgative principle. i\1 . Fleury obtarned a peculiar
crsstallizable prin ciple, which is contained both iu the ex pressed juice and the
residu e remaining after ex pression, and for whi ch he proposed the name of
rliamnin; but be did not ascertain whether it possessed cathartic properties.
(See J ounL de Phann., xx vii. 666.) Winckler obtained from tLe ripe fruit a
R11Al\INUS.
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principle which he called cathartin, and believes that the rbamnin of Fleury,
which was obtained from the unripe berries, is converted into that principle and
j!;rapc sugar as the fruit matures. ( C!trni. G(lz., viii . 232) T he ca.t!tartin of
Winckler, which must not be confounded with the substance of the sume name
at one time supposed to be the purgative principle of senna, may be produced by
evaporating the expressed juice of the berries to the ccmsistencc of syrup, treating
this repeatedly with boi ling absolute alcohol till it ceased to yield bitterness
to the menstruum, mixing the tinctures, allowing the liquor to become cold,
filte ring, adding a large excess of ether, allowing the mixed liquids to stand,
then filtering, evaporating in a watcr-b::ith, and repeating the process with the
residue. '!'Le cathartin thus obtained is :i pale-yellow powder, very bitter, soluble in water and alcohol but not in ethe1·, and actively cathartic in a dose of from
one to three grains. (See N. Y. Jount. uf Phm·m., Apri l, 1853, and Ani. Jouni.
of Pharm., xxv. 526.)
.Alrdical Properlii.:.~ and Uses. Both the berries and the expressed juice are
actively pur~ati ve; but, as they arc apt. to occasion nausea and SC\'ere p:riping,
with much thirst and dryness of the mouth and throat, they are now little emvloyed. rrhey formerly enjoyed considerable reputation as a hydragogue cathartic in dropsy; and were given also in rheumatism and gout. The ouly shape
in which they are used in this country is that of the syrup, which is sometimes,
though rarrly, added to bydragogueordiuretic mixtures . (See Syrupus Rham,ni.)
'J'bc dose of the recent berries is about a scruple, of the dried a. drachm, and of
the expressed juice a flu idounce.
Under the 1wme of cortex frcwgulx, the bark of Rharnnus Frangula is sometimes used in Germany as a cathartic. Buchner found in this bark a. peculiar
yellow volatile colouring principle which he called rhamnoxanthinj and which
may be obtained by subjectin~ the alcoholic and ethereal extract to distillation.
(Journ. de Phann., Be sfr., xxiv. 293.)
Off J',·ep. Syrupus llhanrn i.
W.

RHEUM. U.S., Loud., Ed., Dnb.
Rlw.barb.
The root of Ilbeum palrua.tum, and other i::pecies of Rheum. [.,~
an undetermined species of R heum. Ed., Loncl.: DUb.

S.

Root of

Rlmbarbnrum; Hhttbll.rbe, Fr.; Rlwbnrber, Germ.; Rabarbaro, Ital.; Huibarbo, Span.;
Jfai-houng, C!iinese; Scharn-modo, Tltibet.

RirnuM. Sex. Syst. Enneandria 'frigyn ia.-J.Yut . Ord. Polygonacero.
Gen. Ch. Calyx petaloid, six-parted, withering. Stamens about uine, ini::crtcd into the base of the calyx. Styles three, reflexed. Stigmas peltate, entire.
~lche11i111n three-cornered, winged, with the withered calyx at the base. Embryo
in the centre of the albumen. (.Liudley.)
Notwithstandiug the length of time that rhubarb has been in use, it has not
yet been determined from wba.t precise plant the Asiatic drug is der ived. 'I1he
remoteness of the region where it is collected, and the jealous care with which
the monopoly of the trade is gua.rded, have pre\'Cnted any accurate information on
the subject. All that wc certainly know is that it is the root of one or more
i-pecics of }{.heum. 'J'be U. 8 . Pharmacopreia refers it to R . Palmalum, with
Mher i::11ccies not designated. 'l'hc Uritish Colleges recognise at present no particu lar ::;pecics.
The terms 1·lta and rllf'on, from the former of which were derived the names
rlwbariarum. and r/mZ,arb, and from the latter t he botanical title Rheum, were
:ipr1 \icd by tlw aneients to a. root which came from beyond the llosphoru!>, and
wbic:b is Sll}l]JOsed, though upon somewhat uncertain grounds, to have bc~n the
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product of the Rlte1rni Rhaponticmn, growing on the banks of the Caspian Sea.
and the "'olga. 'l'his species was also at one time believed to be tLe source of
the medicine now in use; but the trnc rbub:irb has long been known to be wholly
distinct from the Rhapontic, and cleriYed from a different !50urcc. It was not
till the yea r 1732 that any probable information was obtained as to its rC<ll ori gin.
At that time plants were receh1 ed from Russia by Jn~sieu in li'rance, and Rm<l
in England, which were sai<l to be of the species which afforded the p:cnuine
rhubarb, and were named by Linnreus, under this impression, Rheurn Rlwbariarmn, :.i title which has since gi\•en way to Rhe11rn w1dulatmn. At a subsequent period, Kauw Boerlrnaxe obtained from a merchnnt, who dealt in the
rhuba.rb of Tartary, some seeds which he said were th ose of the plant which
produced the root he sold. These seeds, having been planted 1 yielded two
species of Rheum, R. undulnlmn, and another which Linna::us named R. 7wlmatu11~. Seeds tnmsmitted by Dr. ~lounsey frnm St. Pct(::r:3burg to Dr. j lope,
and planted in the botanic garden at Edinburgh, produced the latter species; and
the same was also raised at t"pf.ial from a root rceeiYe<l by J.,iunreus from De
Gorter, and was described A. D. 1167 by the younger Linn mus, two years after
the appearance of Dr: llope's paper in the Philosophical Transactions. 'l'hus
far the evideuce appears equally in fovour of R . 7wlmatmn and R. mululatum.
Th e claims of another species were afterwanl s presented. Pallas, upon exhibiting the lea\·cs of R. palnwt111n to some l3ucbarian mercbants of wh om he was
making inquiries relative to tbc rhubarb plant, was told that the ica.ves of the
latter were entirely different in shape; ;rncl th e description he received of them
corresponded more closely with those of R. compactum 1 th au of any other known
species. Seeds of this plant were, moreorer, sent to )Jiller from St. Petersburg,
as those of the true Tartarian rhubarb. A few years sin ce the a.ttcntion of naturalists was called to a fomth species, for which the same honou l' Las been
claimed. Dr. Wallich, superintendent of the botanical garden at Calcutta, received seeds which were said to be those of the plant which yielded the Chinese
rhubarb, growing on the Himalaya mountains and the higbbnds of Tartary.
These produced a species not previously described, which Dr. Wallich named
R. Emorli, frorn the natiYC title of the pbnt. It is the R. australe of l\lr. Don
and of Colebrooke, and has been ascertained to afford a root which, though purgath,e, is very unlik e the officinal rhubarb. Other species have been found to
grow in the Himalaya mountains, from which a kind of rhubarb used by the
nati\'CS is said to be procured; but, none of it reaches the markets of this couniry
or Europe. From what bas been said, it is obvious that no species yet mentioned can be consillcred as the undoubted source of commercial rhubarb; the
plant ha\'ing, in no in stance, been seen and examined by naturalists in its native
place. Sie>ers, an apotbceary, :sent to Siberia in the reign of C~tha rine II.,
with the view of improvin~ the cultivation of the nalive rbubarb, asserts from
the informa tion gi\·cn him by the Bucharians, that all the seeds procured under
the name of true rhubarb arc fal~e, and pronounces "all the descriptions in the
:Materia l\Iedicas to be incorree;t." This assertion, however, bas no relation to
R. rwstrale which bas been subsequently described; but it is sai<l that the roots
of thnt plant, dried by the medical officers of the British army, differ from true
rhubarb in appearance and power.
All tLe plants of this genus arc perennial an d h erbaceous, with large branching
roots, which send forth vig~rous stems from four t.o eight feet. or more in height,
sunouncled at tbeir base with numerous very large petiolate leaves, and terminating in lengthened branching pauic1es, composed of ~mall and very numerous
flowers, r esembling those of the Rumex. or dock. 'l'bere is some difficulty in
arranging the speci~s, ~u conscquen~c of th.e tcnJcncy of .the culti.va.ted plants. to
form hybrids; and it is frequently impossible to ascertarn to which of the wild
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types the several garden varieties arc to be referred. The following descriptions
arc from the Flora Jledica of Dr. Lindley.
Rheum pulnwturn. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 489; Lindley, Flor ..ilfed. p. 358;
Carson, lllust. of Med. Bot. ii. 22, pl. 60. "Leaves roundish-cordate, half palmate; the lobes pinnatifid, acuminatc, deep dull-green) not wavy, but uneven and
very much wrinkled on the upper side, hardly scabrous at the edge, ruinutcly
downy on the under side; sinus completely closed; the lobes of the leaf standing
forwards beyond it. Petiole pale green, marked with short purple lines, tercte,
obscurely channeled c1uitc at the upper end. l?lowcring stems taller than those
of any other species." This species is said to inhabit China in the vicinity of
the great wall. It has been cultivated in England and !?ranee for the sake of
its root, which is generally admitted to approach more nearly in odour, taste,
and the arrangement of its colours, than that of any other known species, to
the Asiatic rhubarb.
R. undula/1m1. Willd. Sp. Plant.- ii. 489; Lindley, F/01·. Med. p. 357;
·woodv . .llled. Bot. 3d ed. v. 81. "Lea>es oval, obtuse, extremely wavy, decpgrcen, with veins purple at the base, often shorter than the petiole, distinctly
and copiously downy on each side, looking as if frosted when young, scabrous
at the edge; sinus open, wedge-shaped, with the lower lobes of the leaves turned
upwards. Petiole downy, blood-red, semi-cylindrical, with ele,·ated edges to the
upper side, which is uarrower at the upper than the lower end." This is a
native of Siberia, and probably of Tartary and China. It was cultivated by the

~~s:~~n l~v:~~:.i~:\:ss t~~h~~.~~~: ~;rpbr!J~~!J i~ulr~~i~c:~lture has been abanR. compactmn. Willd. JS)>. Plant. ii. 489 j Lindley, Plor . .Med. p. 358;
Carson, llh1st. of MCd. Bot. ii. 24, pl. 71. "Leaves heart-shaped, obtuse, very
wa.vy, deep-green, of a thick texture, scabrous at the margin, quite smooth on
both sides, glossy and even on the upper side; sinus nearly closed by the parenchyma. Petiole green, hardly tinged with red except at the base, semi-cylindrical, a little compressed at the sides, with the upper side broad, flat, bordered
by elevated edges, and of equal breadth at each end.'' This pla.nt is said to be
a native of Tartary and China. It is one of the garden rhubarbs, and is cultivated in France for its root.
Jl. rrnstrale. Don, Prod. Flor. Nepal. p. 75. -R. FJrnodi. Wallich; Lindley,
F/o)·. JI.led. p. 354; Carson,lllust.ofJJled. Bot. ii. 24, pl. 70. "Leaves cordatc,
acute, dull.green, but little wa.vy, flattish, very much wrinkled, distinctly rough,
with coarse short hairs on each side; sinus of the base distinctly open, not wedge·
shaped but diverging at an obtuse angle, with the lobes nearly tu.m ed upwards.
Petioles very rough, rounded-angular, furrowed; with the upper side depressed,
borJcre<l by an elevated et.lge, and very much narrower a.t the upper than the
lower end." The root of this species was at one time conjectured to be the
source of officinal Asia.tic rhubarb; but bas been found to have scarcely any re.
semblance lo it. 'l'he plant has been cultivated both in Europe and this country,
and its petioles answer well for tarts, &c.
R. Rltaponticmn. Willd. S11. Plant. ii. 488; Lindley, Flor. Med. p. 357;
J.JOudon's Encyc. of Plants, p. 335. "J..e:wes roundish-ovate, cordate, obtuse,
pale-green, but lillle wa>y, ''cry concave, even, very slightly downy on the under
side, especially near the edge, and on the edge itself; scabrous at the margin;
sinus quite open, large, and euneate. Petiole depressed, channeled on the upper
side, with the edges regularly rounded off, pale green, striated, scarcely scabrous.
Panicles very compact and short, always rounded at the ends, and nenr lax as
iu the other garden species. li'lowcring stem about three feet high." '.L'he
llhupontio rhubarb grows upon the banks of the Caspian Sea, in the deserts between the Wolga and the Oural, and in Siberia. lt is said also to grow upon
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the borders of tbc Euxinc. It is cultivated as a garden plant in Europe and
this country; and large quantities of the root are produced for sale in France.
It is said by Royle to be the source of the English rhubarb.
Besides the species above described, R. leucorrhizuni, growing in the Kirghese
desert in Tartary, R. Uaspicum from the Alta·i mountains, R. Webbianum, R.
specifornie, and R. Aloorcraftimwm, na.tives of the Himalaya mountains, and
R. crassine1·vium, and R. kybridum, cultivated in Europe, but of unknown
origin, yield roots which have either been employed as purgatives, or possess
properties more or less analogous to those of officiual rhubarb, though they have
not entered into general commerce.
'!'he leafstalks of the different species of Rheum have a pleasant acid taste,
and are used for making tarts and pies, which are not unlike those made with
gooseberries. It is for this purpose only that the plants are cultivated in the
United States. Lindley states that R. Rhaponticum, R. hybridum, and R compactum, and hybrid varieties of them, are the common garden rhubarbs.
In relation to the culture and preparation of rhubarb, our information is almost
as uncertain as on the subject of its natural history. The accounts received
from the Bucharian merchants are very discordant, and few intelligent fravellers
have penetrated into the country where the medicine is collected. We shall
present, however, a brief abstract of what we have been able to collect upon the
subject from the authorities we have consulted.
Rhubarb is produced abundantly in the elevated lands of Tartary, about the
lake Koko Norr, and is said to be cultivated in the neighbouring Chinese province
of Sheu-see, and in that of Setchuen. l?rom these sources it is generally supposed
that our supplies of Russian and Chinese rhubarb arc exclusively derived; but
the root is also collected in Boutan and Thibet, on the north of the Himalaya
mountains; and it is probable that the plant pervades the whole of Chinese Tartary. It flourishes best in a light sandy soil. We are told by l\lr. Bell, who,
on a journey from St. Petersburg to Pekin, had au opportunity of obsen'ing it
in a growing state, that it is not cultivated by the Tartars, but springs up spontaneously in tufts at uncertain distances, wherever the seeds have fallen upon the
heaps of loose earth thrown up by tbe marmots. In other places the thickness
of the grass prevents their access to the soil. The root is not considered sufficiently mature for collection till it has attained the age of six years. It is dug
up twice a year in Tartary, in the spring and autumn; in China not till the winter.
After removal from the ground, it is cleaned, deprived of its cortical portion and
of the smaller branches, aud then divided into pieces of a convenient size. These
are bored with holes, and strung upon cords to dry, according to 1\Ir. Bell, about
the tents and on the horns of sheep; according to Sievers, under sheds, by which
the rays of the sun are excluded, while the air has free access. 'l'be Chinese are
said first to place the pieces on a stone slab heated by fire beneath, and afterwards
to complete the drying process by exposing the~ to the· sun and air. In Boutan
the roots are hung up in a kind of drying room, JU which a moderate and regular
heat is maintained. .Much time and attention arc devoted to the preparation of
the root; and Sicnrs states that a year sometimes elapses from the period of its
collection, before it is ready for exportation. A very large proportion of its weight
is lost in drying, according to some accounts four.fifths, to others not less thau
seven.eighths. It is probably in ordel· to favour the drying that the bark is
removed. ri'he trade in rhubarb is said to centre in the Chinese town of Si.uin,
where a Bucharian company or family is established, which possesses a monopoly
of this trade, in consideration of a certain tribute paid to the government. 1110
this city tbe rhubarb is brought from the various places of ~ts c~llcction, _and,
having been duly assorted, and undergone further prepara.trnn, 1s transmitted
partly to H.ussia, partly to the coast of China; so that the drug which reaches
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~s through St. Petersburg is procured from the same neighb?urhood with that
imported from Canton. But it will soon be seen that there arc differences between

the Russian and Chinese rhubarb, which would seem to indicate a difforcnt origin, and might authorize doubts as to the entire accura~y of the above accounts.
It is at lea~t probable that the drug produced in the pron nee of ~ctchucn, whence
the best China rhubarb is sn.id to be brought, takes a more direct route to the
coast than that through the town of Si-nin. Besides the two commercial varieties
just mentioned, a. th ird occasionally comes to us from l~urope, where the cultivation of rhubarb has been carried on for some time with success, especially in
France, Belgium, and Great Britain. Of these three varieties we shall treat
under different heads.

1. Chinese Rhubarb.
India Rhubarb. Rheum, Sinense vel Jndicmn. l\Iuch the largest proportion
of rhubarb consumed in this country is brought from Canton. Though somewhat
inferior to the Russian, its comparative cheapness gives it a decided preference
in our markets; and, when of good quality, it does not disappoint the expectations of the physician.
It is in cylindrical or roundish pieces, sometimes flattened on one or both sides,
of a dirty brownish-yellow colour externally, appearing as if the cortical portion
of the root bad been remo,·ed by scraping, and the surface rendered smooth and
somewlrn.t powdery by attrition. The best pieces are heavier than the Russian
rhubarb, have a texture rather close and compact, and when broken present a
ragged une,·en surface, variegated with intermingled shades of dull-red, yellowish, and white, which are sometimes diYersified or interrupted by darker colours.
The pieces are generally perforated with smaII holes, intended for convenience
of suspension during the drying process; and portions of the suspending cord
are not unfrequcntly found remaining in the holes. Chinese rhubarb has a
peculiar somew hat aromatic smell, and a bitter ast ringent taste, is gritty when
chewed, imparts a yellow colou r to the saliYa 1 and affords a yellowish powder
with a reddish-brown tinge. With the pieces of good quality others often come
mingled, which are defective from decay or improper preparation. 'l'hese are
usually lighter, and of a dark or russet colour. Like all the other varieties of
rhuba rb, this is liable to be attacked by worms; and in almost every large parcel
pieces may be found which have suffered from this cause. The want of proper
care in its selection by the Chinese merchants, and the exposure incident to a
long sea-voyage, are causes which contribute to its inferiority to the Russian
rhubarb. As the whole contents of the chest imported arc usually powdered
together, including the worst :is well as the best pieces, it follows that the powder is inferior in efficacy to the selected and sound pieces.
In fo rmer editions of this work 1 we have noticed a. variety of rhub:ub importeJ
from Ca11ton 1 which was evidently prepared, before lea"ing China, so as to resemble
the Russian, having an angular surface as if pared wit.ha knife. The pieces were
obviously selected with great care, as they were remarkably free from defects.
J3ut in most of those which came under our notice, the small penetrating hole
was observable, wh ich characterizes the Chinese rhubarb, though it had in some
instances been filled with the powdered root, so as in some measure to conceal it.
Besides, the colours were not quite so brip;ht as those of Russia. rhubarb. This
is undoubtedly the variety described by Pereira, under a distinct head, as the
J)zadi-trimrned or Batavian 1·/wburb, and considered by him as probably Bucharian or Russian rhubarb of inferior quality, sent by the way of Canton. A
sufficient proof, we th ink, that this is not the case, is the presence in most pieces
of the small penetra ting hole, occasionally filled with remains of the cord, and
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in some Pieces almost shaved away in the paring process. We ha.ve nenr seen
such a. hole in any piece of true Russian rhubarb, which does not appear to be
strung up like the Chinese when dried.
Under the title of Canton sticl.:, 1.Jwbm·b 1 Pereira. describes a variety of which
small quantities have been imported from Canton into London . It bears much
resemblance to the English stick rhubarb, and i~ supposed to be derived from
the branches of the root of the plant which yields the true Chinese rhubarb.

2. Rii,ssian Rlmbarb.
Turl.·",1/ Rhubarb. Bucluu·ian Rhubm·b. Rhewn Russfrum, vcl Turcic-um. The
rhubarb taken to Russia. from 'l'artary undergoes a. peculiar preparation, in con.
formity with the stipulations of a contract with the Bucharian merchants who ·
furnish the supply. The best is selected, and each piece perforated in order fo
ascertain whether it is sound in the centre. From Si-nin it is conveyed by the
Bucharian merchants to the frontier town of Kiachta, wbere it undergoes a rigid
inspection by an apothecary stationed at that place by the Hussian government.
All those pieces which do not pass examination are committed to the flames; and
the remainder is sent to St. Petersburg. '!'his variety is sometimes called 1'lu·kc.IJ
rhubarb, from the circumstance that it was formerly derived from the Turkish
ports, whither it is said to have been brought from Tartary by caravans through
Persia and Natalia. The circumstance of the identity of the Russian and Turkey
rhubarb, and their decided difference from the Chiuese, would appear to indicate
a. distinct origin for the two variet.ies. Inferior parcels of the root, which will
not pass the inspection of the Russian authorities, are said to enter Russia by
1.'ascbkent, and to be known to the druggists of that country by the name of
1'asc!tl.:ent rlmbarb.
The pieces of Russian rhubarb are irregular and somewhat angular, appearing
as if the bark had been shaved off longitudinally by successive strokes of :t knife,
and a portion of the interior substance rcmo\·ed with each shaving. They have
a cleaner and fresher appearance than the Chinese, and their colollr both internally and externally, though of the same general character, is somewhat more
lively. 'J.'hey are less compact and beavy; and arc cut with less facility, owing
to their giving away before the knife. Another distinction is the character of
the perforations, which in the Russian rhubarb arc large, frequently reaching
. only to the centre, and evidently made for the purpose of inspection; while in
the Chinese they are small, penetrate completely through the pieces, antl were
intended for the passage of a. suspending cord. The taste and smell of the
former closely resemble those of the h~tter, except that the Russian is rather
more aromatic. 'fhcrc is the same crackling- under the teeth, and the same yellow stain imparted to the saJi,Ta; but the colour of the powder in this variety is
a bright yellow, without the brownish tinge exhibited by the Chinese. Wben
thin slices, previously boiled in water, are examined by the microscope, they
exhibit numerous clusters of minute crystals of oxalate of lime. Mr. Quckett
found between 35 ;rnd 40 graius of them in lOQ grains of the root. They are
obsen·ed both in the Russian and Chinese rhubarb.
'l'he care which render:. the Russian rhubarb so free from defects, tends greatly
to enhance its price, and consequently to limit its consumption. Its weat comparative rnlue in the market has led to frequent attempts at adulteration; and
the pieces of Chinese rhubarb are sometimes cut down und prepared so as to
resemble the Russian. The fraud, hO\veYer, may be detected by adverting to
the peculiarities in texture, colour, and weight, by which the varieties are distinguished, and to the occasional presence of the small penetrating hole 01· veo:;.
tiges of it. 'Ve have seen a specimen in which the hole was enlarged at its two
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extremities, and closed by powder in the middle, with the view of imita.ting the
larger perforations of the Russian pieces. Sometimes the worm.eaten pieces
a.re made to resemble the sound, by filling up the holes with a mixture of pulverized rhubarb and mucilage, and covering over the surface with the powder.
By removing this, the fraud is at once revealed.

3. European Rhubarb.
In various parts of Europe, particularly in England, France, Belgium, and
Germuny, the rhubarb plants have been cultivated for many years; and considerable quantities of the root are annually brought into the market. It is
imported into this country from England and France.
English Rhub<irb. 'l'his formerly came in two forms. In one the root was
cut and }Jerforated in imitation of the Russian. 1.'he pieces were of various
shape and size, sometimes cy lindrical, but more commonly flat, or somewhat
lenticular, and of considerable dimensions. We have for a long time seen none
of this variety in our markets. In the other, the pieces are somewhat cylindrical, five or six inches long by an inch or less in thickness, and more or less
irregular upon the surface, as if they had shrunk unec1ually in drying. This is
called sticl;, rhubarb in ]~ngland, and is still occasionally met with in our shops.
English rhubarb is lighter than the Asiatic, more spongy, and often somewhat
pasty under the pestle. It is of a redder colour, and when broken exhibits a
more compact and regular marbling; the pinkish lines being arranged in a
radiated manner from the centre towards the circumference. 1.'he powder also
bas a deeper reddish tint. 'J'he odour is feeble and less aromatic than that of
the Asiatic varieties; the taste ls astringent and mucilaginous with little bitterness; and the root, when chewed, scarcely feels gritty between the teeth, and
but slightly colours the saliva. Few crystals of oxalate of lime are discoverable
by means of the microscope. l\Iost of the commercial English rhubarb is now
cultivated near Banbury, and is said to be the product of R. llhaponticum.
French Rlrnbw·b. Rlwpontic Rlmbarb. Krimea Rhubarb. The rhubarb
produced in France is at present, according to Guibonrt, chiefly from R. Rhapontiwm, R. 1md11latum, and R. compactmn; that of R. palmalurn, which
most closely resembles the Asiatic, having been found to degenerate so much,
as not to be a profitable object of culture. l\Iost of the l?rcnch rhubarb is produced in the neighbourhood of L'Orient, in the department of iilorbihan; and .
the spot where it grows has, from this circumstance, received the name of Rheum]Jole. Two kinds are described by Guibourt, both under the name of Rltapontic
1·oot. Oue proceeds from the R. llhaponticum, growing in the gardens in the
environs of l)<\ris; the other, from this and the two other species above mentioned, cultivated at ltheumpole. 11be former is in pieces of the size of the fist
or smaller, ligneous in their appearance, of a. reddish-gray colour on the outside,
internally marbled with red and white arranged in the form of crowded rays
proceedi ng from the centre to the circnmference, of an odour like that of Asiatic
rhubarb, but more disagreeable, of a mucilaginous and very astringent ta.ste 1 not
crackling under the teeth, but tinging the saliva. yellow, and affording a rcddishyellow powder. T he pieces of the latter are irregularly cyl indrical, three or
four inches long, and from one to two or even three inches thick, less Egneous
in appearance than the preceding, and externally of a. pale or brownish-yellow
colour less inclining to redness. In exterior aspect, this variety bears considerable resemblance to Chinese rhubarb; but may be distinguished by its more
di~agre eable odour, its astringent and mucilaginous taste, its want of crackling
under the teeth, and its radiating fracture, in which properties it is similar to the
preceding variety. Considerable quantities of this drug have been imported into
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the United States from France, under the name of Krim.-e.a rhubarb j and it is
Mmetimes employed, we fear, to adulterate the powder of the Chinese rhubarb.
It appears to have displaced in France the Rhapontic root forme rl y imported from
the J:;uxine. Whether from difference in species, or from the influence of soil and
climate, none of the ]~uropean rhubarb equals the Asiatic in purgative power.*
l'hoice of Rlmba1·b. In selecting good rhubarb, without reference to the
commercial variety, those pieces shou ld be preferred which are moderately heavy
and compact, of a lively colour, brittle, presenting when broken a fresh appeart:rnce, with reddish and yellowish veins intermingled with white, of an odour
decidedly aromatic, of a bitter and astringent not mucilaginous taste, feeling
gritty aud staining the saliva yellow when chewed, and affording: a powder eitbel'
bright yellow, or yellow with but a slight reddish-brown tinge. When very light,
rhubarb is usually rotten or worm.eaten i when ve ry heavy and compact, it is of
in ferio r species, culture, or preparation. Rotten, worm-eaten, or otherwise infe1-ior rhubarb, is often powdered and coloured yellow with turmeric; and the
shav ings left when Chinese rhubarb is trimmed for powdering, or to imitate the
Russian, arc applied to the same purpose.
Chemical Properties. Rhubarb yields all its active properties to water and
alcohol. The infusion is of a dark reddish-yellow colour, with the taste and
odour of rhubarb; and the residue, after sufficient maceration, is whitish, inodorous, and insipid. By long boiling the virtues of the medicine are impaired.
Many attempts have been made to analyze the root, with various results.
Among them, are those of the two Henrys and Caventou of Paris, l3rande of London, Peretti of Uome, and Bornemann, Brandes, and Schlossberger and DOpping
of Germany. Brandes found in 100 parts of Chinese rhubal'b, 2 of pure 1·/wbm··
bm·ic acid, 7·5 of the eiame acid impure1 2 ·5 of gallic acid, 9·0 of tannin, 3·5 of
colouring extractive, ll ·O of uncrystallizable sugar with tannin, 4·0 of starch,
14·4 of gummy extractive, 4·0 of pectic acid, l ' l of ma late and gall ate of lim e,
ll·O of oxalate of lime, 1·5 of sulphate of potassa aud chloride of' potassium,
l·O of silica, 0·5 of phosphate of lime and oxide of iron, 25·0 of lignin, and 2·0
of water. The most recent elaborate analysis which has come to our notice is
that of Schlossberger and DOpping. Besides extractive, tannic and gallic acids,
suga r, starch, pectin, lignin, oxahte of lime, and vario·us inorganic salts, they
discovered three colouring principles, holding an intermediate place between resin
and extractive matter, being freely soluble in alcohol, and slightly soluble in water.
'l'wo of these were uncrystallizablc, and denominated b1·ou;n 1·esin and red resin,
or pltreoretin and erythroretin, the other crystallizable in granular crystal.:;, ancl
identical with the chrysopltanic acid, previously discovered by Rorhleder and
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Heldt in the yell ow lichen, or Pa rmelia parietina of Sprengel. Another resinous substance was also obtained, which was named aporetin; but, as it was insoluble in the alcohol from which it had been precipitated by ether, a11d was isomeric
with phreorctin, there is reason to think that it was a product of the operation.
The three principles above referred to were obtained by ex hausting rhubarb witU
alcohol, cvaporitting the tincture, exhausting the extract with water, dissolving
the residue in the least possible quantity of alcohol, and treati ng th is solution
with ether. A precipitate was produced, a portion of which (aporctiu) was insoluble in alcohol, and the remainder was obtained separate by solution in that
fluid and evaporation. Tllis was lJlt::.eoretin . It is a yellowish.brnwn powder,
·very slightly soluble in water and ether, freely soluble in n.lcohol and in alkaline
solutions, with which it produces an intense reddish-brown colour, and from which
it is thrown down yellow by tbe mineral acids. The ethereal solution of the
alcoholic extract, after all the aporetin and pbreorelin had been separated 1 wn.s
allowed to evaporate spontaneously, and a large quantity of crystalline granules
was obtained 1 of a beautiful yellow colour. 'l'Uese being waslied with etLcr con·
stitutccl the ckrysoplwnic acid. \Yhen the ethereal solution showed no longer
a disposition to deposit crystals, i t was en1porated 1 and yielded a product h~LYing
all the properties of the resins, and forming beautiful purple eomb~nations with
potassa and am monia. 'l'his was the e1ythoreti"n, or red resin of rhubarb. The
matter dissolved by water from the alcoholic extract was found to have the odour
and taste of r huhal' b in a high degree. In this no doubt was contained the pe·
cu liar active principle or principles of rhubarb; but Schlossberger and DOpping
were not more successful than their predecessors in isolating it. They obtained
a slightly bitter extractive matter ; but it bad not the fla\·our of rhubarb .
(Plwnn . Jom·n. amt 'l.'rans., iv. 136, 232, 318, and viii. 190.)
Many distinguished chemists have sought for the purgative ingredient of rhubarb, a.nd some not without :mpposed success; but scarcely has the new principle
been described and named, before the fallacy of its claim bas been determined.
The caplwpic1·ite. of Henry, the 1·hal.wrbarin of Pfaff and others, the 1·hemnin of
I-Iornemann, the dwliw·l.iaric add of Brandes, and, lastly, the 1·ltein of Professor
Dulk, have all been shown to be bodies more or less complex; and certainly no
one of them can be admitted to be the peculiar purgative principle. The astrin.
gency of rhubarb 1 there can be no doubt, resides in its. tannic acid. Some have
supposed that the tonic and cathartic properties reside in different principles;
but we arc disposed to think, from the correspondence of the bitterness with the
purgative property, that they reside in the same substance; n.nd, from the fact
tbat exposure to heat diminishes the cathartic power 1 there is reason to bclie>e
that this substance when isolated will prove to be more or less volatile.
Oluysoplumic add is at present one of the most interesting constituents.
:Most of the hitherto supposed active principles hav~ been mixtures of this with
other substances. ':L1he rhabarbaric aciJ. of .Brandes probably approaches nearest
to it in characte r. When pure it is beautifully yellow, without smell and taste,
disposed to an imperfect granular cry~tallization, almost insoluble in cold water,
more soluble in bot water and in ethcr1 but most freely so in alcohol. When
heated it emits yellow vapours. Alkaline solutions dissolve it wilh the produc·
tion of a beautiful red colour; but the solution with potassa, when evaporated,
changes first to violet,. and then to blue. It is probably the chief ingredient in
the tine yellow colourrng matter which is produced by the reaction of nitric acid
on rLubarb,antl wbich 1 in consequence of the magnificent purples which it produces
with the alkalies, 1\1. Garot has recently proposed, under the name of eryt/m;se, to
introduce into the arts as a dyestuff. (Sec Journ. de Phann.et de Oldni., xvii. 5.)
There are other interesting principles in rhubarb. Some have been disposed
to ascribe its odour to a volatile oil; but this has not been isolated. Tannie acid
is an important constituent. It is of that variety which precipitates the salts of
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sesquioxidc of iron of a greenish colour. The oxalate of lime is interesting from
its quantity, and from the circumstance that, existing in distinct crystals, it
occasions the grittiness of the rhubarb between the teeth. The proportion seems
to Tary exceedingly in different specimens. According to Scheele and Henry,
it constituted nearly one-third, and Quekett found, as already stated, between
35 and 40 per cent.; while Brandea obtained only 11, and Schrader only 4·5
parts in the hundred. Little or no difference of composition bas been found
between the Russian and Chinese rhubarb. The European contains but a sruall
proport ion of oxalate of lime, and is therefore less gritty when chewed. It has,
however, more tannin and starch than the Asiatic.
When powdered rhubarb is hea.tedi odorous yellow fumes rise, which are pro·
bably in piirt the vapour of chrysophanic acid. Its infusion is reddened by the
alkalies, in consequence of their union with this acid, and their reaction on the
other colouring principle's. It yields precipitates with gelatin, most of the acids,
the salts of sesquioxide of iron, acetate of lead, nitrate of protoxide of mercury,
nitrate of silver, protochloride of tin, lime-water, and solutions of quinia. Nitric
acid occasions at first a turbidness, and afterwards the deposition of a yellow pre.
cipitate. The substances producing precipitates may be considered as incompatible
with the infusion.
Medical Properties cind Cses. The medical properties of rhubarb are peculiar
and valuable. Its most remarkable singularity is the union of a cathartic with
an astringent power i the latter of which, however, docs not interfere with the
former, as the purgative effect precedes the astringent. It is n.lso tonic and
stomacbic; invigorating, in small doses, tbe process of digestion. It is not
probable tbat these properties reside in a si ngle proximate principle; and, as
rhubarb owes its chief value to their combination, it is not to be expected that
chemical analysis will be productive of the same practical advautages in this, as
in some other medicines, the virtues of which are concentrated in one ingredient.
In its purgative 0peration rhubarb is moderate, producing fecal rather than watery
discharges, and appearing to affect the musculm· fibre more than the secretory
vessels. It sometimes occasions griping pains. Its colourin~ principle is absorbed,
and may ho detected in the urine. By its long continued u5e, the perspiration,
especially that of the axilla, is said to become yellow, and the milk of nurses to
acquire a purgative property. It gi,·es a yellow colour to the alvine discharges.
'fhe circumstances of disease to which it is applicable may be inferred from
its peculiar properties. 'Vhen the stomach is enfeebled, or the bowels relaxed,
at the same time that a gentle cathartic is required, rhubarb, as a general rule,
is preferable to all others. Hence its use in dyspepsia n.ttcnded with constipation,
in diarrhren, when purging is indicated, in the secondary stages of cholera infantum,
in chronic dysentery, and in almost all typhous diseases when fecal matter has
accumulated in the intestines, or the use of cathartic medicine is necessary to
prevent such accumulation. When employed in cases of hnbitual constipation,
its astringent tendcnc:;y should be counteracted by combining it with soap. Mag·
nesia. is also an excellent associate in disorders of the stomach and bowels. By
combination with other cathartics, rhubarb frequently acquires additional activity,
while it gives increased efficiency to the substance with which it is associated.
A mixtme of calomcl and rhubarb is n. brisk and powerful cathartic, much used
in the commencement of our bilious fevers. As a general ru le, rhubarb is not
applicable to cases attended with much inflammatory action. Its griping effect
mn.y be counteracted by combining it with aromatics.
The dose of rhubarb as <t purgative is from twenty to thirty grains, as a laxa·
tive and stomachic from five to ten grains. European rhubarb must be given in
double or treble the close to produce an equal effect. Few medicines arc used in
a greater variety of forms. It is most effectual in substance. It is frequently
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giveQ in the shape of pill, combined with an equal proportion of soap, when its
laxative effect is desired. The infusion is much used in cases of delicate stomach,
and is peculiarly adapted to children. Tbe syrup and tincture are also highly
useful preparations. 'l'bey are all officinal.
By the roasting of rhubarb its cathartic property is diminished, probably by
the volatilization of the purgative principle, while its astringency remains un.
affected. This mode of treatment has, therefore, been sometimes resorted to in
cases of diarrhooa. By long boiling the same effect is said to be produced.
Powdered rhubarb has been usefully applied to indolent and sloughing ulcers.
It is said to Lave proved purgative when sprinkled over a large ulcerated surface;
and the same effect is asserted to have been produced by rubbing it, mingled with
saliva, over the abdomen.
op-: Prep. Extractum Rhei; Extract. Rhei FluiUum; Infusum Rhei; Pilulre
Rhei; Pi!. Rhei Comp.; Pulvis Rhei Comp.; Syrupus Rhci; Syrupus Rhei Aromaticus; Tinctura Rhci; 'l'ioctura Rhei Comp.; Tinctura Rhei et Aloes; 'l'inctura
Rhei et Gentiaure; 'riuctura. Rhci et Senure; Vinum Rhei.
W.

RH<EAS. Lond., Eel.
Red Poppy.
Pa.paver Rhccas. The recent petals. Land.

The petals. Ed.

Off Syn. PAPAVER llHGJAS. The petals. Dub.
Coquelicot, Fr.; Wilder Mohn, Klappcrrose, Germ.; Rosolaccio, Ital.; Amapola, Span.

PAPAVER. See

OPIU~l.

Papaver Rlimas. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1146; Woodv. Ned. Bot. p. 387, t.
139. The red or corn poppy is distinguished by its hairy stem, which is branched and rises a.bout a foot in height, by its incised pinnatifid leaves, by its urnshaped capsule, and by the full, bright, scarlet colour of its petals. It is a native of Europe, where it grows wild in great abundance, adorning especia lly the
fields of graiu with its brilliant flower. It has been introduced and uaturalized
in this country.
Its capsules contain the same kind of milky juice as that found in P. sommfermn, and an extract has beeu prepared from them having the properties of
opium; but the quantity is too small to repay the trouble of its preparation. 111.
'l'ilhoi has shown that the extract contains morphia, but in a proportion exceedingly minute compared with that in which it exists in opium. (Joutn. deP!tann.
et de Chim., ii. 513.) Tl.ae petals are the officinal portion. They have a narcotic
smell, and a mucilaginous, slightly bitter taste. By drying, they lose their odour,
and assume a violet-red colour. Chevalier detected a very minute proportion of
morphia in an extract obtained from them; but their operation on the system is
exceedingly feeble, and they are valued more for their beautiful scarlet colour,
which they communicate to water, than for their medical virtues. According
to Leo Meier, the colouring principles of the flowers are two acids, which he
denominates r/t(J>,(ldic and papaveric acids. (See Am.. Jouni. of Phann., xviii.
211.) A syrup is prepa1·ed from them, which was former ly prescribed as an
anodyne in catarrhal affections; but is now little esteemed, except for its colour.
Off Prep. Syrupus llhooados.

W.

RHUS GLABRUM. U.S. Secondary.
Surnach.
The fruit of llhus glabrurn. U.S.
Rrrus. Sex. Syst. Pent.andria Trigynia.-Nat. Ord. Anacardiacere.
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Gen. Ch. Cal!Jx five-parted. Petals five. B erry small, with one nuciform
seed . Nuttall.
Of this genus there are several species which possess poisonous properties, and
should be carefully distinguished from that here described. }'or an account of
them the reader is referred to the article To:ticodendron.
Rhus glabru:m,. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1478. This species of Rhus, called
variously smooth sumach, Pennsylvania swmach, and upland smnach, is au indigenous shrub from four to twelve feet high, with a stem usually more or less
bent, and divided into straggling branches, covered with a smooth light-gray or
somewhat redd ish bark. The leaves are upon smooth petioles, ancl consist of
many pairs of opposite leaflets, with an odd one at the extremity, all of which
are lanceolate, acuminate, acutely serrate, gla.brous, green on their upper surface,
and whitish beneath. In the autumn their colour changes to a beautiful red.
'fhe flowers are greenish-red, and disposed in large, erect, terminal, compound
thyrses, which are succeeded by clusters of small crim son berries covered with
a silky down .
The shrub is found in almost all parts of the United States, growing in old
neglected fields, along fences, and on the borders of woods. 'l'he flowers appear
in July, and the fruit ripens in the early part of autumn. The bark and leaves
are astringent, and said to be used in tanning leather and in dyeing. l\lr. \V.
J. Watson found in the bark of the root, albumen, gum, starch, tannie and
gallic acids, caoutchouc, resin, colou ring matter, and evidences of volatile oil.
(Am.. Jouni. of Phann., xxv. 194.) Excrescences are produced under the
leaves resembling galls in character, and containing large quantities of tannic
and gall ic acids. These have been u~ed as a substitute for the imported galls
by Dr. 'falters, of New York, who thought them, in every respect, preferable.
They may be collected at little expense, as they are produced very abundantly,
especially in the Western States. (A. 1v. lves's edition of Paris's Pharmacologia.) 1'ho only officinal pnrt of the plant is the berries.
These have .a sour, astringent, not unplcaS<mt taste, and are often eaten by
the country people with impunity. .According to l\Ir. Cozzens, of New York,
the acid to which they owe their sourness is the malie, and is contained in the
pubescence which covers their surface; as, when it is washed away by warm water,
the berries are wholly free from acidity. Professor W. Il. Rogers, of Virginia,
found the acid combined with lime, in the state of bimalatc.* Mr. ·w. J. ·watson
ascertained that free nm.lie acid and bimalate of lime coexist in the berries, which
conta in also, upon the same authority, tannio and gallic acids, fixed oil, extractive,
red colouring matter, and a little vola.tile oil.
Jtlledical Properlies and Cses. Sumach berries arc astringent and refrigerant;
and their infusion has been recommended as a cooling drink in febrile complaints,
and a pleasant gargle in inflammation and ulceratioll of the throat. By Dr.
Fahnestock an infusion of the inner bark of the root, employed as a gargle, is
considered almost as a specific in the sore mouth attending inordinate mercurial
salivation. (.Ani. Journ. of J.lled. Sdences, v. 61.)
W.

* Prof. Rogers suggested that malic acid might be ndvnntngeonsly procured from this
source. P1·of. l'roctcr informs u s ti.mt he hns obtnined it by the following process. Pour
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snit in hot wnter, nnd decompose it with a solution of acetnte of lead. Wash the precipitated nrnlnte of lead, suspend it in water, and passsulphurette<l hydrogen through the
liquid until the whole of the lend is sepn rnted. · Lastly, filter and eniporate to dryness,
in n. porcelnin Yessel. l\l:ilic acid thus obtnined mny be used .in prepari ng the malatu of
iron and of manganeu, both of which have been employed med1ciually in .Europe.
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ROSA CANIN A. Loncl.
Dog Rose.
Rosa eanina. The recent fruit. Lond.
Off Syn. ROSA': FlWCTUS. Hip of Rosa canina and 'of several allied
species deprived of the carpels. lllps. Bd.
Roses:rnva..ge,F-r.; lfundsrose, Gen11

RosA. See ROSA CENTWOLIA.
Rosa cani11a. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1077; Woodv. Med.Bot. p. 493, t. 177.
The dog 1'ose, wild briar, or heptree, is a 1rntive of Europe, and distinguished as
a species by its glabrous ovate germs, its smooth peduncles, its prickly stem
and petioles, and its ovate, smooth, rigid leaves. It is eight or ten feet in height,
and bears white or pale-red flowers, having usually five obcord:ite fragrant petals.
The plant has been introduced into this country, but is not much cultivated.
The fruit is fleshy, smooth, oval, red, and of a pleasant, sweet, acidulous taste;
and contains sugar, and uncombined citric and malic acids.
The pulp, separated from the seeds and the silky bri!3tlcs in which they are
embedded, is emp loyed in Europe for the preparation of a confection, intended
ch iefly as an agreeable vehicle for other medicines.
Ojf: Prep. Confectio Rosre Caninre.
W.

ROSA CENTIFOLIA. U. 8., Loncl., Eel., Dub.
Hundrecl-leavecl Roses.
The petals of Rosa centifol ia. U. §.,Ed., Dub.

Tbe recent petals. Loud.

Roses a cent feuilles , Fr.; Hun<lcrtbla.tterige Rose, Germ.; Rosa. pnll1da, Ital.; Hosa Ue
Alexandria, Span.

Sex. Sysl. Icosandria l'oly,!!ynia.-Nat. Ord. Rosacere.
Gen. Oh. Petals five . Cal!JX urceolat.e, five.cleft, fleshy, contracted at the neck.
Seeds numerous, hispid, attached to the inner side of tho C<\lyx:. ffilld .
Rosa cent1/olia. Willd. /fJjJ. P lant. ji. 1071; Wooclv. )fed. Bot. p. 495, t.
178. This spec ies of rose ha s prickly stems, which usually rise from th ree to
six feet in height. The lea.ves coasist of two or three pairs of leaflets, with an
odd one at the end, closely attached to the common footstalk, which is roug:b,
but without spines. 'l'be leaflets are ovate, broad, serrate, pointed, and hairy
on the under surface. The flowers are large, with many petals, usually of a
pale-red colour, and supported upon peduncles beset with short bristly hairs.
The germ i~ ovate, and the segments of the calyx semi-pinnate. The \'arieties
of R . centifolia are very numerous, but may be indiscriminately employed. 1'he
plant is now cultivated in gardens all over the world; but its original country
is not certa.inly known. It has sometimes been mistaken for the damask rose,
which is a distinct species.
The petals are the officinal portion. They arc extremely f'r::igrant, and have
a sweetish, slightly acidulous, somewhat bitterish taste. 'l'heir odour is sa id to
be increased by iodine. It depends on a volatile oil, which may be separated
by distillation with water. (See Ole1mi Rosm.) They should be collected wheu
the flower is fully expanded, but has not begun to foll. Their fragrnnce is impaired but not lost by drying. They may be preserved fresh, for a consid erable
time, by compressiag them with altern~tc Ia..ycrs of common salt in a. well-closed
ROSA.

0
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in the form
of syrup combined with c~thartic medicines; but their chief use is in the preparation of rose water. (See .Agua Ro.~re.)
Off. Prep. Aqua Hosre; Syrupus Rcsoo; Syrupus Sarsaparillre Compositus. W.
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ROSA GALLICA. U.S., L oncl., Ed., D ub.
R eel Roses.
Tb c petals of Rosa Galljca. U.S., Ed., Dub.
and dried . L o11rl.

The unexpanded petals, recent

Hoses ronµ:cs, Ji'r.; FranzOsichc R ose, E ssig rosen, Germ.; Rosa domestica, Ital.; Rosa.
ruhrao Castilla ra,Span.

Ros"'· See ROSA CENTIFOLIA.
Ros" Gallica. Willd. Sp. Pimit. ii. 1071; Woo<lv. Med. Bot. p. 4V8, t. 179.
This species is smaller tban R. ceu tifi1lia, but resembles it in the character of
its foliage. The stem is bese t with short bristly prickl es. Th e flow ers are very
large, with obcordate widely spread ing petals, which are of a rich crimson colour,
and less num erous than in the preceding species. In the ce nt re is a crowd of
yellow anthers on thread-like filaments, and as many villose styles bearing
pa pillary stigmas. The fruit is ova l, shining 1 ~nd of a firm consistence. The
red rose is a native of tho So uth of Europe, and 1s cultiYated in gardens throughout the United Stutes.
The peta l!!, which are the part empl oyed, should be gathered before the flower
has blown, separated from their claws, dried in a warm sun or by the fire, and
kept in a dry place. Th eir odour, whi ch is less fragrant than that of R . centifolia, is improved by drying. They have a vehety appearan ce, a purplish-red
colour, and a pleasantly astringent and bitteri sh taste. Their constituents,
according to M. Cartier, arc tannin, gallic acid, colouring matter, a volatile oil,
a fixed oi l, albumen, soluble salts of potassa, in soluble salts of lime, silica, and
oxide of iron. (Journ. de Phann ., vii. 531.) Th eir sensible properties and
medical virtues arc ex tracted by boiling water. Thei r infusion is of a pale red dish colour, which becomes bright red on the addition of sulphuric acid. A s
thei r colour is impaired by exposure to light and air, they should be kept in
opaque well -closed bottles or can isters.
Jledical Properties and Uses. lled roses arc slightly astringent and tonic, and
were form erly th ought to possess peculiar virtues. 1'hcy are at present chiefly
employed in infu sion, as an elegant \'chi cle for tonic and astringent med ici nes.
Ojj: Prep. Confectio R osro ; Infusum H.osro Compositum i i\Iel Rosoo ; Syrupus

RosreGallicro.

W.

ROSMARINUS. U.S. , Ed., Dub.
R osemm·y.
The tops of Rosmarinus officinalis. U~ S., Ed., D ub.
Homarin, Pr.; llosmarin, Germ.; Rosmnrino, i tal. ; Romero, Span.
RosMARINUS . Sex. S9st. Diandria l\I onogy nia..-Na t. Ord. L amiacero or
Labiatre.
Gen. Olt . Corolla un equal , with the upper lip two-pa rted. Fi/amen{$ long,
curnd, simpl e, with a tooth. ll'illd.
R osmarinus officinalis. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 126; W oodv. Med. Bot. p. 329,
t. 117. R osemary is a.n evergreen shrub, tliree or four feet high, with an erect
ste m divided into many long, slender, ash-coloured branches. 'fhe lea \·es are
uum~rous, sessil e, opposite, more than an inch long, about one-sixth of an inch
broad, linear, entire, obtuse at the summit, turn ed backwar~ ~t the edges, of a
firm consistence, smooth and green on the upper sur face, wh1t1sh and somewhat
downy beneath. The flowers arc pa~c-blue or white, of considerable size, and
placed in opposite groups at the axils of the leaves, towards the ends of the
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branches. The seeds are four in number, of an oblong shape, and naked in the
bottom of the calyx.
The plant grows spontaneously in the countries which border on the l\Icdi terrancan, and is cul ti vated in the gardens of Europe and this country. 'l'bc
flowering summits are the officinal portion. They have a strong balsamic odour,
which is possessed, though in a less degree, by all parts of the plant. 'l 'h ei r
taste is bitter and camphorous. These propcrtiei::1 are imparted partially to water,
completely to alcohol, and depend on a. volatile oil which may be obtained by
distillation. (See Oleuni Rosrnarini.) 'l'he tops lose a portion of their sensible
properties by drying, and become inodorous by age.
J.lled-ical P roperties and Uses . Rosemary is gently stimulant, and has been
considered emmenagogue. In the practice of this country it is scarcely used;
but in Europe, especially on the continent, it enters into the composition of
several syrups, tinctures, &c. 1 to which it imparts its agreeable odour and exci·
tant property. It is sometime.'-! added to sternutatory powders, and is used exter·
nally in connexion with other ::tromatics in the form of fomentation. In some
countries it is employed as a condiment; and its Bowers, which are much sought
after by the bees, impart their peculiar flavour to the honey of the districts in
which the plant abounds.
Off. Prep. Oleum Hosmarini; Spiritns Rosmarini.
W.

RUBIA. U.S. Secondary.
JJfaddei'.
The r oot of Rubia tinctorum. U.S.
Gnrance, Fr.; Krappwurzcl, Germ.; Robbin, Ital.; Rubia de tintorcros, Granzn, Span.

RunrA. Sex. Syst. 'fctrandria 1\fonogynia.-N(tt. Ord. Rubiacere. Juss.
Gen. Ch. Corolla one-petalled, bell-shaped. Berries two, one-seeded. Wald.
Rubia tinclorum. Wilkl. Sp. Plaut. i. 603; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 173, t. 67.
The root of the dyers' madder is peren aial, and consists of numerous long, succulent fibres, varying in thickness from the size of a quill to that of the little
finger, and uniting at top in a common bead, from which also proceed side-roots
that run near the surface of the ground, and send up many annual stems. These
are slender, quadrangular, jointed, procumbent, and furnished with short prickles
by which they adhere to the neigh bouring plants upon which t hey climb. 'l' be
leaves are elliptical, pointed, rough, firm, about three inches long and nearly
one inch broad, havi ng rough points on their edges and midrib, and standing at
the joints of the stem in whorls of four, five, or six together. The branches
r ise iu pairs from the same joints, and bear small yellow flowers at the summit
of each of their subdivisions. l'he fruit is a round, shi nin g, black berry.
The plant is a native of the South of J;Jurope, and the Levant, and is cultivated in France and Ilolland. It is from the la.tter country that commerce
derives its chief supply. The root, which is the part used, is dug up in the third
summer, and, having been dep ri ved of its cuticle, is dried by a rtificial heat, and
then reduced to a. coarse powder. Iu this cond ition it is packed in barrels, and
sent into the market. Madder f1·om the Levant is in the state of the whole root,
from the South of France, either whole or in powder. rl1he plant is also culti.
vated in this country, in the States of Dela.ware and Ohio.
The root consists of a reddish-brown bark, and a ligneous portion within. The
latter is ye ll ow in the recent state, but becomes red when dried. 'l'hc powder,
as kept in the shops, is reddish.brown.
~ladder has a weak peculiar odour, and a bitt.erish astringent taste; and im·
parts these properties, as well as a red colour, to water and alcohol. It contains,
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accord ing to l\I. Runge, five distinct colourfog substances; a red, a purpl e, an
orange, a yellow, and a brown. According to l\L Decaisne, only yellow colouring
matter is fo und in the recent root; and it is under the influence of atmospheric
air that th is changes to red. The most interesting of the colouring substances
is the alizm·in of llobiquet and Collin. This is of an orange-red colour, inodorous,
insipid , crystallizable, capable of being subli med without change, scarcely soluble
in cold water, soluble in boiling water, and very readily so in alcohol, ether, the
fixed oils, and liquid alkalies. '.l'he alcoholic and watery solutions are rose-coloured;
t he ethereal, golden-yellow; the alkaline, violet and blue when concentrated, but
''iolet-rcd when sufficiently diluted. A beautiful rose-coloured lake is produced
by precipi tating a mixture of the solutions of alizarin and al um . Rochleder finds
a close analogy between alizari n and the chrysophanic acid of rhubarb. (Sec 0 hem.
Caz., A. D. 1852, p. 2-1-3.) Madder also contain s sugar; and DObereiner succeeded in obtaining alcohol from it by fermentation and distillation, without
affecting its colouri ng properties. It is much used by the dyers.
Jlledical Properlies rmd Uses. Madder was formerly thought to be emmenagoguc and diuretic; and was used in amenorrhooa, dropsy, jaundice, and visceral
obstructions. It is still occasionally prescribed in suppressed menstruation; but
physicians generally have no confidence in its efficacy in thi s or any other complaint. When taken in to the stomach it imparts a red colour to the milk and
urine, and to the bones of animals, without sensibly affecting imy ot her tissue.
The effect is observable most quickly in the bones of young animals, and in those
nearest the heart. Und er the impression that it might effect some change in the
osseous system, it has been prescribed in rachitis 1 but without any favourab le
result. The dose is about half a. drachm, repeated three or four times a. day .

w.

RUBUS TRIVIALIS. U 8 . &condary.
Deu·be1·ry-root.
The root of Ru bus trivialis.

U~

S.

RUBUS VILLOSUS. US. &condary.
Blackbei·ry-root.
The root of Ru bus villosus. U. S
Runus. Srx. Sysl. Icosandria Polygynia. - Nat. Ord. Rosaccoo.
Gen. Oh. Ualyx five-cleft. Petals five . Berry compound, with one-seeded
aciui. Willet.
Of this extensive genus not less than twenty species are indigenous in the
United States, where they are called by the various names of raspberry, Uackberr11i de1cberry, cloudberry, &c. Most of them are shrubby or suffruticosc briers,
with astri11gent roots and edible berries; some have annual stems without prickles.
'.l'lic only oilicinal ~pccies are the R. tri"vialis and R. villos1lS, which, so far as
relates to their medtca.l properties, are so closely alike as not to 1w1uire a separate description.
1. Rub us trivialis. 1\Iichaux, Flor. Americ. i. 296. The rlf'Wbcrry, sometimes
also called low blacklierry, or creeping blatl~lierry, bas a slender, prickly stem,
which runs along the ground, aud occasionally puts forth roots. The leaves are
pctiolatc, and composed of three or five leaflets, which are oblong-oval, acute,
unequally se rrate, and somewhat pubescent. The stipulcs are awl-Rhapcd. 'l'he
fiowere are large, white, and nearly solitary, with elongated pedicels, and peduncles
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which, like the leafstalks, arc armed with recurved, his.pid prickles. The pet:-1ls
arc generally obovate, and three times longer than the calp:. In one variety they
are orbicular. 'fhe plant grows abundantly in ol<l fields and neglcctecl grounds
in the l\liddle and Southern States. Its fruit is large, bla ck, of a very pleasant
flavour, and ripens somewhat earlier than that of R. villosus. .According to Torrey and Gray, the dewberry of the Northern Stat.cs is tbc Rubus Oanadensis of
Linn., or R. triviafo of Pu rsh. (Flor. of N. Am. i. -155.)
2. R. villosw~. "\Yilld. S_p. Plaut. ii. 1085; Bigelow, Arn. llkd. Bot. ii. 160;
Barton, J1Ied. Bot. ii. 151. The stem of the blackberry is somewhat shrubby,
from three to seven fee t high, branching, more or less furrowed and angub1\ and
armed with strong prickles. The smaller branches and young shoots are herbaceous. The leaves arc ternate or quinate; the leaflets ovate, acumin ate, unequally and sharply serrate, and pubescent on both sides; the footstalk and midrib
usually armed with short recur>ed prickles. 'fhc flowers are large, white, and
in erect racemes, with a hairy, prickly stalk. 'l'he calyx is short, with aeuminatc
segments. The fruit is first green, then red, and, when perfectly ripe, of a shining
black colour and very pleasant taste. It is a compoun<l berry, consisting of
num erous pulpy one-seeded globules or acini attached to the recevtacle. 1'his
species of Itubus is, perhaps, the most abundan t of those indigenous in the
United States, growing in neglected fields, along fences, on the borders of woods,
in forest glades, and 'vhcrevc1· tillage or too much shade and moisture does not
interfere with it. Its flowers appeai- from l\Iay to July, and its fruit is ripe in
August.
'.l'he berries of both these species of Ru bus are much used as food; and a jelly
made from them is in great esteem as an article of diet, and even as a remedy in
dysenteric affections. The roots onl.v are officinal.
'l'h e blackberry root i~ branching, cylindrical, of various dimensions, from nearly
an inch in thickness down to the size of a straw, ligucous 1 and covered with a thin
bark 1 which is externally of a light-brownish or reddish-brown colour, and iu the
dried root is wrinkled longitudinally. The dewberry root is usually smaller,
without the longitudinal wrinkles, but with transverse fissures l~rough the epidermis, and of a dark-ash colour, without any reddish tinge. Both arc inodorous.
'11he bark in both has a bitterish strongly astriugent taste, and the ligneous portion is nearly insipid, and comparatively inert. 'l'he smaller roots, therefore,
should be selec ted for use; or, if the thicker pieces are employed, the cortical
part should be separated, and the wood rejected. 'l'hcir virtues are extracted by
boiling water, and by diluted alcohol 1 and depend chiefly, if not exclusively, upon
tannin, which cxperim eut has proved to be au abundant constituent.
J.Uedical Propaties ond Cses. Dewberry and blackberry roots are tonic and
strongly astringent. They have long been a favourite domestic remedy in bowel
affections; and from popular fa-rour have passed iuto regular medical use. Given
iu the form of decoctiou 1 they are usually acceptable to the stomach, without
being offensive to the taste; and may be employed with great advantage in cases
of diarrhooa from relaxation of the bo'i\els, whether in children or adults. '\'e
can add our own decided testimony to that of others who have spoken favomably
of their use in this complaint; and there is no doubt that they are applicable to
all other cases in which the Yegetable astringents are found serviceable. 'fhe
decoction may be prepared by boiling au ounce of the smaller roots, or of the
bark of t he larger, in a pint an<l a half of water down to a pint; of which from
one to two f:luidouuccs may be given to au adult three or four times, or more
frequently, during the twenty-four hours. The dose of the powdered root is
twenty or tLirty grains.
W.
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RUMEX BRITANNICA. US. Secondary.
Waler Dock
The root of Rumex Britannica. U.S.

RUMEX OBTUSIFOLIUS. US. Seconclai·y.
B/unt-leavecl Dock.
The root of Rumex obtusifolius. U.S.
RU.)IEX. SPX. Syst. llexandria. Trigynia.-Nat. Ord. Po1ygonacere.
Gen. Uh. Ga(vx three-leaved. Petuls three, convergi ng. Seed one, threesided. lVilld. Calyx six-parted, persistent, the three interior divisions pctaloid,
connivent. S('ed one, t.hree-sidcd, superior, naked. St(qniata multifid. Matall.
Several species of Rumex have acid lea\Tes, and are distingnished by the common name of sorrel from the others, which are called dock. Of the former, Rumex Acetosa or cmnnwn English sorrel, has but recently been dismissed from the
London aml Dublin Pharmacopooias. R . .Acetoselta is the common sorrel of our
fields, though supposed to have been originally introduced from Europe. The
leaves of both these plants are agreeably sour to the taste, and owe their acidity
to biuoxa\atc of potassa with a little tartaric acid. Tbey quite lose this taste in
drying. '!'hey are refrigerant and diuretic, and may be used advantageously as
an article of diet in scorbutic complaints. For this purpose they are prepared
in the form of salad. The juice of the leaves forms with water an agreeable
acidulous d1·iuk, sometimes used in fevers. Taken very largely, the leaves are
said to have produced poisonous effects. (Sec lVood'.s Quarterl11 Retrospect, i.
109.) R . sculal!ts also ranks among the sorrels.
Of the proper docks, though two unly arc recognised by the Pharmacopreia,
several ot hers have been used. The roots of R. Patientia and R. Alpinu.~, European phints, and of R. aquaticu.~, R. cri.pus, R. acutus, and R. sangnineus,
belonging both to ]~urope and the United Stat.cs, may be employed indiscriminately with those of the officinal species. R. lI!Jdrolapathwrn (Hudson), which
is the R. aqw1ticus of the late Dublin Pharmacopooia, is thought to be the llerba
Britannica of the ancients, celebrated for the cure of scurvy and diseases of the
skin. The docks arc herbaceous plants with pcrennia,l roots. Their flowers are
in terminal or axillary panicles. Some of the species arc dioocious; but those
here described have perfect flowers.
1. R. Britannica. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 250. This species is distinguished
in the vernacular language by the name of yellow-rooted watPr docl.:. 'l'he root
thre_e feet
is large, dark on the outside, and yellow wit.bin. The. stem is two
high, and bears broad.Janceolate, smooth, fla.t lcavc>.s, with the Bheath1?g st1pules
slightly torn. The spikes of the panicle are leafless; the valves entire and.all
g raniferous. The plant is indigenous, inhabiting low, wet places, and fiowcrmg
in Jun e and July.
2. R. obtu.~ifolius. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 254; London's Em:yc. of Plants, p.
293. The root of the blunt-leaved doc/;: is externally brown, iutcrnally yellow;
the stem two or three feet high and somewhat rough; the ra.dical le:ives ovatecordate, obtuse, and vc:y large; the valv~s dcnta~e, and one of them conspicuously g ranitcrous. It 1s a common weed rn our nch grounds and pastures, but
is supposed to have been introduced from Europe. Its flowers appear in J nae
and July.
Dock root, from whatever species derived, has an astringent, bitter taste, with
40
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little or no smell. It readily yields its virtues to water by decoction. Accord ing to Riegel, the root of R. obtusifoli'lls contains a peculiar principle called
rumicin, resin, extractive matter resembling tannin, starch, mucilage, albumen,
lignin, sulphur, and various salts, among which are the phosphate of lime, and
different acetates and malatei:'I. (Journ. de Pharm., 3e ;;fr., i. 410.) Rumicin
is probably, like rhabarbar ic acid, an impure fo rm of chrysophauic acid. (See
Rheum.) The lcavca of most of the specie.~ are edible, and :.1re occasionally
used as spinage. They arc somewhat laxative, and form an excellent diet in
scorbutic cases. The roots are used to dye a yellow colour .
.Medical Properties and U~ses. 'l'he medical properties of dock root are those
of an astringent and mild tonic. It is also supposed to possess an alterative
property, which renders it useful in scorbutic disorders, and cutaneous eruptions,
particularly the itch, in the cure of which it enjoyed at one time considerable
reputation. It is said to have proved usefu l in scrofula and syphilis. Dr.
Thomson found a decoction of the root of R. Patientia very efficacious in obstinate ichtbyosis. R . agualicus and R . Britannfra are the most astringent. The
roots of some ~pecies unite a laxative with the tonic and astringent property,
resembling rhubarb somewhat in their operation. Such are those of R . crispus
and R. oblusifolius; and R. Alpinus has in some parts of Europe the name of
mountain 1·huLarb. 'l'bis resemblance of properties is not singula r, as the two
genera belong to the same natural family. Dock root is given in powder or decoction . 'l'wo ounces of the fresh root bruised, or one ounce of the dried, may
be boiled in a pint of water, of which two fluidounces may be given at a dose, and
repeated as the stomach will bear it. The root has often been applied externally
in the shape of ointment, cataplasm, and decoction, to the cut:rneous eruptions
and ulcerations for which it has been used internally. '!'he powdered root is
W.
recommended as a. dentifrice, especially when the gums are spongy.

RUT A. U.S. Secondary, Lond., Ed.
Rue.
The leaves of Ruta graveolens, U.S., Lond.

Lea•es and unripe fru it. -Ed.

Rue odor:mte, Fr.; Garteu-Rnute, Germ.; llutn, flal.; Ruda, Span.

Sex. S9st. Decandria. l\lonogynia. -Nat. Ord. Ilutacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-parted. Pf;~cds concave. Recrylacle surrounded by ten
melliferous points. Copsule lobed. Witld.
Ruta graveole11s. Willd. Sp.Plant. ii. 542; Woodv. llled. Bot. p.487, t. 17..J.
Common rue is a perennial plant, usually two or three feet high, with several
shrubby lm1nching stems, which, near the base, are woody and covered with a
rough bark, but in their ultimate ramifications are smooth, green, and herbact-ous.
The leaves are doubly pinnate, glaucous, with obovate, sessile, obscurely crenate,
somewhat thick and fleshy leaflets. The flowers are yellow, and disposed in a
termina l branched corymb upon subdividiug peduncles. The calyx is persistent,
with four or five acute segments; the corolla consists of four or fh·e concave
peta ls, somewbat sinuate at the margin. 1'be stamens arc usually ten, but sometimes only eight in number. The plant is a nati>e of the South of Europe, but
cultivated in our gardens. It flowers from June to September. '!'he whole herb
is active; but the leaves are usually employed.
1.'Lese have a strong disagreeable odour, especially when rubbed. Their taste
is ~itter, bot, and acrid. When r~ceut, and in full vigour, they have so much
acrimony as .to inflame and even Llister t~e skin, if much handled; but the acrimony i~ dinnnisbed by drying. Their virtues depend chiefly on a volatile oil,
which is very abundant, and is contained in glandular vesicles, apparent over
RUTA.
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the whole su rface of the plant. (See Oleurn Rutce.) They contain 1 also, according to M.tlhl,. chlor~phyl.le, a.lbu~ue~, an azotized. substance, extractive, gum,
starch or mu lm, ma.lie acid, aud ligurnj and, accordrng to Dorntr:ig;cr, a peculiar
acid which he calls rulinic acirl. (See Chern. Gazette, Sept. 18-15, p. 385.)
Both alcohol and water extract their active properties.
Medical Properties and Uses. Uue is stimulant and antispasmodic, and 1 like
most other substances which excite the circulation, occasionally increases the
secretions, especially when deficient from debility. It appears to have a tend ency to act upon the uterus; in moderate doses proving emmenagoguc, and in
larger doses producing a degree of irritation in that organ which sometimes determines abortion. 'l'aken very largely it acts as au acrid narcotic poison. 'l'hree
cases arc recorded by Dr. IlClie in which it was taken by pregnant women, with
the effect of producing dangerous gastro-in testinal inflammation and cerebral
derangement, which continued for se\'eral days, but from which the patients
ultimately recovered. In each instance miscarriage resulted. Great depression
and slowness of the pulse attended the narcotic action of the poison. In one of
the cases, three fresh roots of the size of t he finger were used in the form of
decoction. (Ann. d'Hyg. Pub. et de Med. Ley., xx. 180.) A case is recorded by
Dr. G . F. Cooper in the }{ashville Journ. of Med. and Surg., in which a man,
convalescent from dysentery, having added some brandy to a handful of the
bruised herb, expressed it, and took the whole of the li quor with fatal effects.
The prominent symptoms were vomiting, violent tonnina, tencsmus, with bloody
stools, abdominal distension with tenderness, and severe strangu ry . (,ilfed .
Exam., N. S., ix. 720.) Rue is sometimes used in hysterical affections, worms,
flatulent colic, and amcnorrhcca, particularly in the last complaint. The ancients
employed it as a condiment, and believed it to possess, besides other valuable
properties, that of resisting the action of poisons. Its excitant and irritating
properties require that it should be used with caution. 1'he dose of the powder
is from fifteen to thirty gra.ins two or three times a d;iy. The medicine is also
given in infusion and extract.
Off. hep. Confectio Rutre; Oleum Rutre.
W.

SA BADILLA. U. 8., Ed.

Cevaclilla.
The seeds of Veratrum Sabadilla. U.S. Fruit of Veratrum Sabadilla, Ilelonias officinalis, and probably of othe r J\Jelanthacero. Ed.
CCvadille, Fr.; Sabadillsnme, Gum.; Cebndill:i, Span.
There has been much uncertainty in relation to the botanical origin of cevadilla. At one time, it was generally believed to be deri'\"ed from Veratrum
Sabadilla, which is recognised iu the U.S . Pharmacopccia. But Schiede, during
his travels in Mexico, ascertained that it was, in part at least, collected from a,
different plant, of the same natural order of 1\Ielanthacero, growing upon the
eastern.declivity of the 'Mexican Andes . This was conside red by Scb lech tendahl
as another species of' Veratrum, by Don as a Helonias, and by Lindley as belonging to <\ u_ew genus which he named Asagrma. Hence it has been variously
denominated Ve1·atruni ojjicinale., Ilelonias ojjic inali.~, and Asa7rxa ofJiciiialis.
Tbe Edinburgh College recognises this plant, under Don 1 s title of Helonias
officinalis, as one of the sources of cevadilla, but refer8 the drug also to Veratrum Sabadrna, and admits other plants of the same order as probable sources
of it. l\lorc exact infonnation, however, is wanted before we can determine its
precise origin. It has been adopted in the Pharmacopooias solely on account
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of its employment in the preparation of veratria. It is brought from Vera
Cruz.*
Cevadilla seeds usually occur in commerce mixed with the fruit of the plant.
This consists of three coalescing capsules or follicles, which open above, and
present the appearance of a single capsule with three cells. It is three or four
lines long and a line and a half in thickness, obtuse at the base, light..hrown or
yellowish, smooth, and in each capsule contains one or two seeds. A resemblance existing or supposed between this fruit and that of barley, is said to have
given rise to the Spanish name ccvadilla, which is a diminutive of barley. The
seeds are elongated, pointed at each end, flat on one side aud convex on the
other, somewhat curved, two or three lines long, wrinkled, sl ightly winged,
black or dark-brown on the outside, whitish within, hard, inodorous, and of a.u
exceedingly acrid, burning, and durable taste. Cevadilla was found by Pelletier and Caventou to contain a peculiar organic alkali which they named veratrfo,
combined with gallic acid; fatty matter, consisting of olein, stearin, and a peculiar volatile fatty acid denominated cevadic or sabadillic acid; wax i yellow colouring matter; gum i ligain i and salts of potassa and of lime, with a littl e silica.
From 100 parts of the seeds, separated from their capsules, Meissner obtained
0·58 of veratria. 1\1. Couerbe discovered another alkaloid in the seeds which he
denominated sabadillin. Desides the principles above mentioned, a peculiar
acid was discovered by Merck, called veratric acid, which is in colourless crystals,
fusible and volatilizablo without decomposition, but slightly soluble in cold water,
more soluble in hot water, soluble in alcohol, insoluble in ether, having the properties of reddening litmus paper, and forming soluble salts with the alkalies.
For an account of the mode of preparing veratria, its properties, and remedial
applications, and for a more particular notice of sabadillin (sabadillia), see the
article l'eralria in the second part of this work.
flied/cal Properties and Uses. Cevadilla is an acrid drastic emet.o-cathartic,
opera.ting occasionally with great violence, and in over-doses capable of producing
fatal effects. It was made known as a medicine in Europe so early as the year
1572; but has never been much employed. It bas been chiefly used as an anthelmintic, especially in cases of tamia, in which it bas been given in doses varying
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from five to thirty grains. I t has also been given in different nervous affections.
It is tLe principal ingredient of the pulcis Capucinorwm, sometimes used in
Bu rope for the destruction of vermin in the hair. It is considered by the natives
of Mexico useful in hydrophobia, and was employed by M. Fouilhoux, of Lyons,
in a supposed case of that disease, iu the dose of about nine grains, with asserted
success. :Externally applied, it is highly irritating, and is even said to be corrosive. Its chief employment at preswt is for the preparation of vcratria
Off. P,·ep. Veratria.
W.

SABBATIA. U.S.
Ame,.ican Gentaury.
The herb of Sabbatia angularis. U.S.
8ABBAT1A. Sex. Sust. Pcntandria Monop:ynia.-Nat. Ord. Gentianacere.
Gen. Ch. Oul!JX five to twelve.parted. Corolla rotate, five to twelve-parted.
Stigmas two, spi ral. Anthers at length revolute. Capsule one-celled, twovalved, many-seeded. }luttall.
Sabbatia angular1-:S. Pursh, Flor. Ani. Se:pt. 137; Bigelow, Am. _ilfed. Bot.
iii. 147; Bart6n, Med. Bot. i. 255. -Chironia angularis. Linn. The American
centaury is an annual or biennial herbaceous plant, with a fibrous root, and an
erect, smooth, four-sided stem, winged at the angles, simple below, sendi ng off
opposite axillary branches above, and rising one or two feet in height. The
leaves, which vary considerably in length and width, are ovate, entire, acute,
nerved, smooth, oppos ite, and sessile, embracing half the circumference of the
stem at their ba~e. The fl owers are numerous, growing on the ends of the
branches, and forming altogether a large terminal corymb. The calyx is divided
into five lanceolate segments, considerably shorter than the corolla. This is
deeply five-parted, with obovate segments of a beautiful delicate rose-colour,
which is paler and almost white in the middle of their under surface. The
anthers arc yellow, and, after shedding· their pollen, become rcvolutc. The
style, which is bent downward, and is longer than the stamens, terminates in
two linear stigmas, which become spirally twisted together.
'11hc plant is widely diffused through the Middle and Southern States, growing
in low meadow grounds, and in wet seasons upon uplands, in woods and neglected
fields . It flowers in July and August. In its general aspect as well as medical
properties, it bears a close resemblance to Erythr;;ea Oenla1trimn, or European
ccntaury, for which it was mistaken by the earlier settlers. The whole herb is
employed, and should be collected wben in flower.
AH parts of it have a strongly bitter taste, without any admixture of astringency, or other peculiar flavour. Both alcohol and water extract its bitterness,
together with its medical virtues.
.
Medical Properties and Uses. American centaury has the tonic properties of
the simple bitters, and is \'ery analogous in its action to the other plants belonging to the same natural family. It has long been popularly employed as a prophylactic and remedy in our autumnal intermittent and remittent fevers; and
mis formerly much esteemed by some physicians in the latter of these. c~m
plaints. The condition to which it was considered applicable, was that ex1stmg
between the paroxysms, when the remission was such as to call for the use of
tonics, but was not deemed sufficient to justify a resort to the preparations of
Peruvian bnrk. It is occasionally useful, during the progress of a slow convalescence, by promoting appetite and invigorating digestion i and may be
employed for the same purpose in dy~pepsia and diseases of debility.
The most convenient form for aduunistration is that of infusion. A pint of
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boiling water poured on an ounce of the herb and allowed to cool, may be given
in the dose of two fiuidounces, repeated every hour or two during the remission
of fevers, and less frequently in chronic affections. ~l'he dose of the powder is
from thirty grains to a drachrn. The dccoctiou, extract, and tincture are also
efficient preparations.
W.

SABINA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Savine.
The tops of Juniperus Sabina. U.S., Ed., Dub. The recent and dried tops.

Lond.
Sabine, Fr.; Sevenbaum, Germ.; Sabina, Ital., Span.

JuNIPERUS. See JUNIPERUS.
Juniperus Sabina. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 852; Woodv. 1lfed. Bot. p. 10,
t. 5. 'fhis is an evergreen shrub, from three to fifteen feet in height, with
numerous erect, pliant branches, very much subdivided. The bark of the young
branchr.s is light-green, that of the trunk rough and reddish-brown. The leaves,
which completely invest the younger branches, arc numerous, small, erect, firm,
smooth, pointed, dark-green, glandular in the middle, opposite, and imbricated
in four rows. The flowers are male and female on different trees. The fruit is
a blackish-purple berry, of an ovoid shape, marked with tubercles and the
remains of the calyx and petals, and containing t hree seeds.
The savine is a native of tbe South of Eurnpe and the Levant, and is said to
grow wild in the neighbourhood of our north-western lakes. The ends of the
branches, and the lca,'es by which they arc invested, are collected for medical
use in the spring. When dried they fade very much in colour.
There is reason to believe that the tops of Junipe:rus Virginiana, or common
red cedar, are sometimes substituted in the shops for the savinc, to which they
bear so close a resemblance as to be with difficulty distinguished. The two
species, however, differ in their taste -and smell. In J. Virginiana, moreover,
the leaves are sometimes ternate.
'l'be tops and leaves of the savine plant }ui.ye a strong, heavy, disagreeable
odour, and a bitter, acrid taste. These properties, which arc less striking in the
dried than in the recent leaves, are owing to a volati le oil, which is obtained by
distillation with water. (Sec Oleum Sabinx.) The leaves impart their virtues
to alcohol and water. From an imperfect analysis by l\Ir. C. H. Needles, they
appear to contain volatile oil, gum, tannic or gallic acid, resin, cblorophylle, fixed
oil, bitter extractive, lime, and salts ofpotassa. (Am.. Jow·n. of Phann., xiii.15.)
Medical Propcrtie.~ and Uses. Savine is highly stimulant, increasing most of
the secretions, especially those of the skin and uterus, to the latter of which
organs it is supposed to have a peculiar direction. It has been much used in
amenorrhrea, and occasionally as a remedy for worms. Dr. Chapman strongly
recommended it -in chronic rheumatism; and it is employed in Germany, both
interually and externally, iu chronic gout. Jn overdoses it is capable of producing dangerous gastro-intcstinal inflammation, and should therefore be used
with caution. In no case should it be employed when much general or local
excitement exists. In pregnancy it should always be given with great caution;
though it bas l'Ccently been recommended as an effective remedy in certain forms
of menorrhagia, and is asserted to prove occasionally useful in preventing threatened abortion. (See A1n. Journ. of .1.lled. Sci., N. S., viii. 475.) It is most
conveniently administered in the form of powder, of which the dose is from five
to fifteen grains, repeated three or four times a day.
As an external irritant it is useful, in the form of cerate, for maintaining a.
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discharge from blistered surfaces; but, as the preparation sold in thi s country
under the name of an.vine ointment is often feeble, either from the age of the
drug, or the substitution of red cedar, it has in some measure fallen into disrepute. (S?c ~rat1un Sabinre.) In powder or infusion, savinc is used in Europe
a~ an ap~li.catwn to warts, indolent, carious, and gangrenous ulcers, psorn, and
trnea. ~ap1t 1 s; and the expressed juice of the fresh leaves, diluted with water, is
sometim es applied to similar purposes.
Off Pre:p. Ceratum Sa.bin::e; Oleum Sabinoo; Unguentum Sabinoo. W.

SACCHARUM. U.S., Lond.
Sugar.
The sugar of Saccharum officinarum, refined. U.
crystall in e juice of the stem. Lond.

S. The prepared, purified,

Off Sil"· SACCHARUM PURUM. Ed. SACCIIARUM PURIFICATUM.
Dub.

p~:.h~:l~'1::~a~u;;~if:: ~~~~~ e:el~~~~: ~~~n.Weisscr Zucker,

Germ.; Zuccbero

en

SACCHARUM COMMUNE. Ed.
Brown Su.gar.
Impure sugar, from Saccharum officinarum. Muscovado. Ed.
Ojj'. S!!"· BROWN SUGAR Dub.

Ra.w or musco,·ado suga r ; Sucre brut, CassonrLde rouge, l\Ioscouade, Fr.; Gemciner
Zucker, Germ.; Zucchero brutto, ital.; Azucar negro, Span.

SACCHARI F .<EX. Land., Ed.
Molasses.
Saccharum officinarum. Tbe impure prepared juice. Land.
uncrystallizable juice. Ed.
0.ff. S!!"· 'l'IIERIACA .. Treacle. Dub.

The concentrated

J\I C!asse, F'r.; Zuckersatz, Zuckersyrup, Germ.; 1\Telazzo, Ital.; 1\Iclaca, Span.

'l'Le saccharine principles distinguished by the chemist are cane suga r, or sugar
properly so called, derived from the sugar cane, the beet, and the sugar maple;
glucose or grape sugar, with which the crystallizable sugar of honey,starch sugar,
and diabetic sugar are identical; uncrystalliz:tble sugar, or fndl sugar, called by
Soubciran chulariose (from ,i:uAo.pio11, syrup); $Orbin, or the sugar of the berries of
the mount:tin a.sh (So1'bus auc1tparia); lactin, or sugar of milk; sugar of ergot,
improperly called mushroom sugar; mannite; and glycerin. Glucose or grape
sugar is less sweet than c:me sugar. It is also less solubl e in water, and much
more soluLle in alcohol. It has the sp. gr. of I ·386. Obtained from a concentrated aqueous solution, it forms crystalline grains. Strong mineral acids hardly
act on grape sugar, but <lest~oy ca_ne su~ar with facility. On the ot~1er hand, grape
sugar is destroyed by alkalies, with which cane sugar forms defimte compounds.
Dissolrnd in water and subjected to prolonged ebullition, grnpe sugar undergoes
very li ttle alteration. Its solution rotates the plane of polarization of polarized
light to the ~·ight, and is capa?Ie of un~ergoing the vinous forn:ientation clirec~ly,
without pass mg through any 1Utermedrntc state . Uncrystalbzable sugar exists
in honey and the juice of fruits, and is generated from cane sugar by solution in
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water or weak acids, and long boiling. Hence it is present in molasses. The
view of Liebig that uncrystallizable sugar, whether derived from fruits, or generated by weak acids, is really a. combination of ordinary sugar with an acid, has
been disproved by Soubeiran, who obtained it exempt from acid, and, therefore,
considers it a distinct kind of sugar. An aqueous solution of this sugar turn s
the plane of polarization to the left, and, like grape sug:tr, is susceptible of the
Yinous fermentation without au intermed iate change. Uncrystallizable sugar is
transformed in to grape sugar, when it is made to assume a. crystalline structure,
but not by mere solidification. (Soubeiran.) A solution of cane sugrir, like that
of grape sugar, has a rotating power to the right. 'Vhen it ferments, it is not,
as is generally supposed, first converted into grape sugar. It is found both by
)litscherlich and Soubeiran to be first cha nged into uncrystallizable sugar; and,
as the change proCee<ls, the rotating power to the right of the cane suga r gradua ll y
1essens and disappears, and is replaced by the rotating power to the left of the
uncrystallizable sugar formed. S orbin was discovered by M. Pelouze. It is in
perfectly transparent crystals, having the same taste as cane sugar, but is not
susceptible of fer mentation. Laclin or sugm- of milk is now officinal with the
Dublin College, Pharm. of 1850. (See Saccharmn Lactis.) For a description
of mannite and glgcerin, see the articles Manna and Glycen'na.
Cane sugar is manufactured extensively on the continent of Europe from the
beet, and in consiJerable quantities, in Canada and the north.western parts of the
United States, from the sap of the sugar maple (Acer Saccharinum). In rela·
tion to maple sugar, see a paper by Dr. George D. Gibb, in the Brit. Am. J ourn.
of illed. Sci. for July, 1851. Cane sugar may also be obtained from cornstalks.
(ll. L . Eltsuwth.) In India, it is made from the sap of different species of palm.
In 18-14, more than 6000 tons of crude palm sugar, calledjaggary, were mann·
factured. It is more easily refined, and at less cost than the sugar from the
cane. (Stev~ns.) But tbc supply of sugar from these sources is insignificant
when compared with tbat obtained from the sugar cane itself, which is exten.
sively cultivated iu the East and West Indies, Brazil, and some of our Southern
States, particularly Louisiana. This plant is the Sacchm·um officinm·um of
botan ists, and is the sou rce of the officinal sugars of the Pharmacopooias.
SACCIIARUM. Sex. S11st. Tl'iandria Dip;ynia.-JV(t/. Ord. Graminaccre.
Gen. Ch. Calgx two-valved, involucred, with long down. Corolla two.valved.
Willd.
Saccltarmn officinanmi. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 321; Phil. Trans. lxix. 207.
The sugar cane is an herbaceous plant, possessing a jointed, succulent root, from
which arise several shin ing, jointed, solid stems, from an inch to two inches in
diameter, and from six to twelve feet high, and containing a white and juicy pith.
The colour of the stem is yellow, greenish.yellow, purple, or striped. 'l'he joints
are about three inches apart, and give origin to the leaves, which embrace the
stem at their base, are three or four feet long and about an inch wide, fla.t, acurni·
na.te, longitudinally striated, furnished with a white midrib, glabrous, finely
dcntate, and of a green colour inclining to yellow. 'l'he flowers are pinkish,
surrounded by a long silky down , nnd disposed in a large, terminal, nearly pyra·
midal panicle, composed of subdivided spikes, and two or three feet in length.
The plant has a. general resemblance to the Indian corn. Four varieties arc
mentioned; 1. the common, with a. yellow stem; 2. the pm·plc, with a purple
stem and richer juice; 3. theg(qantic, with a very large light.coloured stem; and
4. the Otaheitan, wh ich was introduced into the West Indies from the island of
Tahiti (Otaheite) by llongainvillc and Bligh, and is distinguished by its greater
height, the longer intervals between its j oin ts, and by the greater length of the
hairs which surround the flowers.
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The sugar cane is cultivated by cuttings, which are planted in rows, and which,
by giving ri se to successive shoots, furnish five or six crops before the plants
require to be renewed. At the end of a year the plant generally flowers, and
in four or five months afterwards the canes are completely ripe, at which time
they have a yellowish colour, and contain a sweet viscid juice. 'l'he quantity of
sugar which they yield is variable. According to Avequin, of New Orleans, the
proportion of cane sugar in the recent stalk is.. about 10 per cent., of uncryst<lllizable sugar from 34 to4 per cent. Cane-juice is usually stated to contain from
seventeen to twenty-three per cent. of crystallizable sugar, though sca.rcely seven
per cent. is extracted in practice.
Prep01·ation an(l Purification. The canes, when ripe, are cut down close to
the earth, topped, and stripped of their leaves, and then crushed between vertical
iron rollers in a kind of mill. The juice, constituting ninety per cent. of the
cane, though fifty per cent. is scarcely obtained in practice, is of a pale-greenish
colour, sweet taste, and balsamic odour, and has a sp. gr. varying from } ·033
to I ·106. As it runs out it is received in suitable vessels, and, being quickly
removed, is immediately mixed with lime, in the form of milk of lime, in the
proportion of about OilC'part of the earth to eight hundred of the juice, and heated
in a boiler to 140°. The exact proportion of the lime cannot be determined,
as the juice varies in quality in different seasons; but the manufacturer should
aim a.t making the liquor neutral, or very slightly alkaline. The gluten and
albumen rii::e to the top, and form a thick scum, from underneath which the
liquid is drawn off by a cock into a copper boiler, where it is concentrated by
ebullition, the scum being carefully sk i~m ed off as it forms._ Filtering the juice
through cloth filters before heating it is advantageous. When i::uffic iently concentrated, the juice is transferred to shallow vessels called coolers, from which,
before it cools, it is drawn off into wooden vcsr;els, with perforated bottoms, the
holes in whi ch are temporarily plugged. At the end of twenty-four hours, the
liquid is strongly agitated with wooden stirrers, in order to accelerate the granulation of the sugar, which is completed in six hours. The stoppers arc now removed, and the syrup is allowed to drain off from the sugar, which in this state
is granular, of a yellowish colour, and moist. It is next dried iu the sun, ~md,
being introduced into hogsheads, forms the brown sugar of commerce. The
syrup, by a new evaporation, furnishes an additional portion of sugar; and the
liquid which finally remains, incapable of yielding more sugar with ad\'antage,
is ca lled molasses. Eight pounds of the juice y ield, on an average, one pound
of brown sugar. In the process of extraction, it is important that the juice
should be concentrated by a moderate heat, which prevents the cane sugar from
being converted into un crystallizable sugar, and, tberefore, lessens the amount
of the molasses. Sometimes the brown sugar undergoes an additional preparation, consisting in boiling it with lim e-water, and, after sufficient concentration,
allowing the sy rup to crystallize in large inverted conical vessels, pierced at the
apex and plugged. Th e surface of the cryetalJine mass being covered with a thin
mixture of clay and water, the plug is removed, and the wate r from the clay,
percolating the mass, removes the coloured syrup, which flows out at. the hole.
The sugar, as thus prepared, approaches to the white state, and constitutes the
clayed sugar of commerce, u~ually called in this country Havana suf!ar.
There is no doubt that a large proportion of t.hn sugar is lost in the ordinary
process of manufact ure; ::md several plans have been proposed to prevent this
Joss. In December 18-17, Dr. J ohn Scoffern, of England, took out a patent for
the use of subacetate of lead as a purifying agent, added to the cane-juice in
the proportion of one-sixth of one per cent.* As applied to cane-juice, it scpa-

* It is nlleged

that Mr. Sievier took out a. pntcnt for the snme process in July, 1847,

fh·c mouths before the date of Dr. Scoffero's patent, and that the former employed the
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rates the impurities completely, thus avoiding the labour of skimming, and
furn ishes the whole of the sugar, instead of about one-third, as by the ordinary
pr~cess. \\'hen used in refining operations, it enables the refiner to work up
residues, which would not furnish suflicient sugar to repay the cost of the old
process. The lead is finally removed from the sugar solutions in the form of
sulphite of lead, by the action of sulphurous acid gas, forced through them
by mechanical means. In tbis way Dr. Scofforn alleges that the whole of the
lead may be separated; but even if it is not, he believes that a minute proportion of sulphite of lead in the sugar would not prove injurious. In this opinion
he is supported by se\•eral eminent chemists and physicians; but the position is
controverted by others ec1ually eminent, and, we think, on just grounds; as we
should feel doubt of the wholesomeness of an aliment, so extensively used as
sugar, containing a proportion of lead, however minute. Such is the view ta.ken
iu France, where the process of Dr. Scoffcrn has been prohibited. Another
patented process for the defecation of cane-juice, and of the syrups of sugar refineries, is that of R. & J. Oxland, iu which acetate of alumina is used. 'l'he
details of the process are given in the Chem. Gazette for Nov. 16, 1849, to which
the reader is referred. M. Melsens, Professor of Chemistry at Brussels, has proposed a third process, which consists in the use of bisulphite of lime. This salt
is said to act as au antiseptic, preventing the operation of any ferment; as an
absorber of oxygen, opposing the action of that gas on the juice; as a clarifier,
rendering insoluble at 212° all coagulable matters; as a bleacher of pre-existing
colouring matters, nod a preventive of the formation of new ones; and, lastly,
as a substance furnishing a base to neutralize hurtful acids, which unite wit.b
the lime, displacing the weaker sulphurous acid. 1\I. Melsens acknow ledges
tba.t he bas made his experiments, on the sugar-cane, on a small scale only,
and, therefore, leaves the application of tbe principles of his meth od to the
intelligence of the manufacturers themselves. ( Uhem. Gaz., Jan. 15, 1850.)
'.l'he refining of brown sugar forms a distinct branch of business, and the methods
pursued have undergone many improvements. By the original process, the
sugar was boiled with lime-water, and clari.fied by heating it with bullocks' blood.
The clarified syrup was then strained through cloth tilters, whereby it was rendered limpid. It was next transferred to a boiler, where it was subjected to
ebullition, until it was brought to a proper concentration; when it was allowed
to cool in conical moulds, and to drain for the separation of the molasses. 'fhis
last boiling required to be continued so long, that the action of the fire and air
frequently decomposed the sugar to such an extent as to cause a loss of twcntyfive per cent. in molasses. This disadvantage led to the abandonment of prolonged boiling; and now the sugar refiners boi l the syrup in shallow boilers,
which are suspended in such a way as to admit of their being emptied with the
greatest quickness, without putting out the fire.
The process of refining was still further improved by Messrs. Philip T:1ylor and
Howard. 'l'he former introduced the improvement of heating the syrup with
great rapidity by means of steam, made to pass through a. series of tubes traversing the boiler; and the latter devised the plan of causing the syrup to boil un.der
a diminished pressure, created by a. suction pump, set in motion by a steam engme,
while it wa.~ heated by steam circulating round the boiler. In this way, the
syrup was made to boil a.t a. lower tcmperat~re, and with a diminis.hed cont.net of
the air; and the loss of the cane sugar, by its conversion into uncrystal!Jzable
sugar, was in a. great measure avoided.
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After the syrup is sufficiently conceutrated by any one of these methods, it is
transferred to coolers, where it is agitated to cause it to granulate. In this state
it is poured into unglazed earthenware moulds of a conical shape, with a hole in
the apex, which is stopped with a paper plug. The moulds arc placed, wit.h the
apex downwards, above stone.ware pots, intended to receive the uncrystallizable
syrup. 'Vhcn the mass has completely concreted, the moulds are unstopped, to
allow the colou red syrup to drain off. To remove the remain s of this syrup, the
operation called claying is performed. This consists in removing from the base
of the loaf a layer of the sugar, about an inch thick, and replacing it with pure
sugar in powder, which is covered with a mixture of pipe clay and water, of
about the consistence of cream. The water gradually leaves the clay, dissolves
the pure sugar, and percolates the mass as a pure sy rup, removing in its progress
the coloured syrup. Sometimes the purification is performed without the use
of clay, by allowing a saturated solution of pure sugar to percolate tbc loaf.
When all the coloured syrup is removed, the loaf is taken out of the mould and
placed in stoves to dry. It now constitutes white or 7mrified sugar. The syrup
which drains from the loaves contains a considerable quantity of cane sugar,
and is used in subsequent operations. The syrups of lowest quality are employed in forming inferior white sugar, from which a syrup finally drains, containing so little cane sugar as not to repay the expense of extracting it. '11his
constitutes ,q ugar ltouse molasses. Good brown sugar, in the process of refining,
yields about 70 per cent. of white sugar.
Of the several forms of sugar above mentioned, three only, white and brown
sugar, and nwlasses, are officinal in the British and United States Pharmacopteias, and these are designated by the Latin names placed at the head of this
arti cle. The United States Pharmacopooia recognises white sugar only, giving
it the name of Saccltm·um; the use of brown sugar and molasses being replaced
by the employment of an officinal syrup of known Rlrength. (See Synqms .)
'I1he London Pharmacopceia recognises white sugar and molasses; and the ~din
burgb and Dublin Colleges admit not on ly these, but also brown sugar.
Commercial Ilistory. Sugar has been known from the earliest ogcs, and was
.originally obtained from Asia. About the period of the Crusades, the Venetians
brought it to Europe; but at that time it was so scnrce as to be used exclusively
as a me<licine. Upon the discovery of the Cape of Good·Ilope and the maritime route to the East Indies, the commerce in sugar possed into the hands of
the Portuguese. Subsequently, the culti,•ation of the cane was extended to
Arabia, Egypt, Sicily, Spain, and the Canaries, and finally, upon the discovery
of the new world, to America, where it was pursued with the greatest success, and
continues to be so to the present day. In America it is produced most abundantly in tbe West Indies, which supply the greater part of the consumption of
Europe, little comparatively being taken thither from 13razil or the Ea~t Indies.
The consumption of the United States is more than half supplied by Louisiana.
and some of the neighbouring States. The crop of snga.r of Louisiana, in 1847,
was esti mated at 2-1:0,000 hogsheads; in 1853, at 322,000. The crop of Cuba
for the latter year is supposed to haYe reached 600,000 hogsheads. Within a.
recent period, our planters have in troduced into Louisiana the variety of cane
called the Otahcite cane, which is hardier and more productive than the common
cane, and better suited to the cl im ate of our Southern States.
PropeNies. Sugar, in a pure state, is n, solid of a peculiar grateful taste, permanent in the air, phosphorescent b.v friction, and of the sp. gr. 1 ·6. It dissolves readily in half its weight of cold water, and to almost an unlimited extent
in boiling water. The solution, when thick and ropy, is rallcd SJf'°Up. An aqueous
solution of sugar possesses the property of dissolving a. large quantity of hydrate
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a compound, called syrup of lime. When a concentrated syrup
JS gently heated, and spirit added to it, the liquid, on cooling, forms white sem1transpareut crystals of hydrated sugar, having the shape of oblique four-sided
prisms, and called sugar candy. Sugar is nearly insoluble in absolute alcohol,
but dissolves in four times its weight of boiling alcohol of the sp. gr. 0·83. When
heated to 365°, it melts into a viscid, colourless liquid, which, on being suddenly
cooled, forms a transparent amorphous mass, called barley S'ugar. AL a higher
temperature (between 400° and 420°) it loses two eqs. of water, and is converted
into a black porous mass, having a high lustre like anthracite, called caramel.
At a still higher heat it yields combustible gases, carbonic acid, empyreumatic
oil, and acetic acid; and there remains one-fourth of its weight of charcoal, which
burns without rcsit..lue. Sugar renders the fixed and volatile oils to a certain
extent miscible with water, and forms with the latter an imperfect combination,
called in pharmacy oleo-saccharurn. When in solution, it is not precipitated by
subacetate of lead, a negative property which distingui&-hes it from most other
organic principles.
Cane sugar may be distinguished from grape sugar by the combined action of
sulphate of copper and caustic potassa. If solution of cane sugar be mixed with
solution of sulphate of copper, and potassa be added in excess, a deep-blue liquid
is obtained, which, on being heated, lets fall a little red powder after a time.
Solution of grape sugar, similarly treated, yields, when heated, a copious greenish precipitate, which rapidly changes to scarlet, and eventually to dark-red. Dr.
Donaldson's test for sugar in the animal,, fluid$ is formed of five parts of carbonate of soda, five of caustic potassa, six of bitartrate of potassa, four of sulphate
of copper, and thirty-two of distilled water. A few drops of this solution, being
added to an animal fluid, and the mixture heated oyer a spirit-lamp, a ycllowishgreen colour is devclopcdi if sugar be present .
.Action of Acids and Alkalies, &c. The mineral acids act differently on cane
sugar, according as they are concentrated or dilute. Strong nitric acid, with
the assistance of heat, converts it into oxalic acid. (See Oxalic .Acid iu the Appendix.) '.l.'he same acid, when weak, converts it into saccharic acid, confounded
by Scheele with malic acid. Concentrated muriatic or sulphuric acid chars it .•
Treated, in fine powder, with a mixture of sixteen parts of sulphuric and eight
of nitric acid, cooled to the temperature of 60°, it is converted, in a few seconds,
into a pasty substance, which, after having been washed with cold water and dissolved in alcohol, furnishes, on the addition of an excess of carbonate of potassa to
the alcoholic solution, a peculiar explosiYe and inflammable substance, resembling
common rosin in its physical properties, and: like it, insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol, ether, and the volatile oils. (L. Thompson.) Diluted muriatic
acid, when boiled with cane sugar, converts it into a. solid, brown, gelatinous
mass. Weak sulphuric acid, by a prolonged action at a high temperature,
converts cane t!lugar, first into uncryshlllizahlc sugar, afterwards into grape sugar,
and finally into two substances, analogous to ulmin and ulmic acid, called sacclmlmin and sacclmlmic acid. Vegetable acids are supposed to act in a similar
way. If the boiling be prolonged for several da.ys in open vessels, oxygen is
absorbed, and, besides these two substances, formic acid is generated. Soubeiran
admits the change of the uncrystallizable into grape sugar, hut attributes it to
a molecular transformation of the !ugar, independently of the action of the acid;
as, according to his observation, the conversion takes place only after rest. In
confirmation of his views, this chemist states that he found the same changes
to be produced by boiling sugar with water alone.
Cane sugar unites with the alkalies and some of the alkaline earths, forming
definite combinations which render the sugar less liable to change. It also
unites with protoxide of lead. Doiled for a long time with aqueous solutions of
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potasl';a, lime, or baryta, the liquid becomes brown, formic acid is produced, and
two new acids are generated; one brown or black and insoluble in water, called
melaRsic acid, the other colourless and very soluble, named glucic acid.
'fhe account above given of the action of acids and alkalies on sugar explains
1
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sugar int o uncrystallizable sugar, by which a loss of the former ls sustained.
The use of lime, by neutralizing these acids, prevents this result. An excess of
lime, however, must be carefully avoided; as it injures the product of caue sugar
both in quantity and quality. The change in the sugar which precedes fermentation points to th e necessity of operating before tLat process sets in; and
hence the advantage of grinding the canes immediately after they arc cut, and
boiling the juice with the least possible delay.
The following is a description of the several forms of officinal sugar.
Purified or u:hite sugar, as obtained on a large scale, is in concrete, somewhat
porous nrnsscs, called loa>es, consisting of an a~gregate of small cr_ystall ine
grains. When carefully refined, it is brittle and pulverulent, perfectly wbite,
inodorous, and possessed of the pure saccharine taste. Cane sugar is sometimes
adulterated with starcli sugar, which may be detected by adding to a concentrated
solution of the suspected sugar, first a small portion of fused potas8a, and afterwards, at the boiling temperature, a few drops of nitrate of cobalt. This test,
if the i:ugar be pure, will produce a violet.blue precipitate, a reaction prevented
by the presence of a small JJroportion of starch sugar. (D1·. G. ReiCh.)
Cnpm·i.fied or br01cn sugctr is in the form of a co:irsc powder, more or less
moist and sticky, consisting of shining crysta llin e grains, intermixed with lumps,
having an orange.yellow colour, more or less deep, a sweet, cloying taste, and
heaYy peculiar smell. It varies very much in ciuality. 'fhc best sort is nearly
dry, in large sparkl ing grains of a clear yellow colour, and possesses much less
smell th:rn the inferior kinds. It consists of cane sugar, associat ed with variable
quantities of /!Utnmy and colouring matter, and a sma.11 proportion of lime and
tannic acid. By keeping, it becomes soft and gummy, and less sweet; a change
attributed to the lim e .
.Molasses is of two kinds, the West India and sugar house. JT'i:st India molas.~es is a black ropy liquid, of a. peculiar odour, aud sweet empyreumatic taste.
\Vben mi xed with water and the skimmings of the vessels used in the manufacture of sugar, it forms a liquor, which, when fermented and distilled, yields
rum. Sugcw ltouse molasses has the same general appearance as tli c \Vest India.
It is, however, thicker, and has a different flavour. Its sp.gr. is about 1·+ 1 and
it contains about 75 per cent. of solid matter. l~oth kinds of molasses consist
of uncrystallizable sugar, more or less cane sugar which ha s escaped separation
in tbe prOC{'SS of manufacture or refining, and gunnuy and colouring matter.
\Vben the molasses from cane sugar is treated with a boiling, concentrated soluti on of bichromate of potassa, and boiled, a. violent reaction t.akes place, and the
liquid becomes green; but if it be adulterated with only an cight L of starch sugar
molasses, the reacticm is prev~ntcd, and the colour is not changed. (Dr. G. Reich.)
Om1posftio11. 'Jhe foJlowmg formulas express the composition of the ditforc~t
varieties of suga r, so far as known. Cane suga r, C 12 II 11 0w Cane sugar, as 1t
exists in combination with two eqs. of protoxide of lead (caram el? anhJdrous
sugar?), C1\IH 1p 0 • Grape sugar, C12 1:J 1.0w Grape sugar and uncrystallizable
sugar, dried at 212°, C12 H 1\I0_. 2 • Sorbin, C 1 ~TJ 1 ::0 12 . (!Jelo11ze. ) Tbe theory of
the con>ersion of suga r, durmg the vinous fenuentatwn, into alcohol and carbonic acid, will be explained under absolute alcohol. (See Alcohol, Ktl., Dub.,
in the second pa.rt of this work.)
.Med. and l'lwrm. Uses, &c. The uses of sugar as an aliment and condiment
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are numerous. It is nutritious, but not capable of supporting life when taken
exclusively as aliment, on account of the absence of nitrogen in its composition .
It is a powerful antiseptic, and is beginning to be used for preserving meat and
fish; for which purpose it possesses the advantage of acting in a much less quan·
tity than is requisite of common salt, and of not altering the taste, nor impairing
the nutritious qualities of the aliment. Prof. 1\Iarclnrnd has ascertained that a
solution of sugar has no action on the teeth out of the body. It may hence be
inferred that the popular notion that sugar is injurious to the teeth is unfounded.
'l'he medical properties of sugar are thm:c of a demulcent, and as such it is
much used in catarrbal affections, in the form of candy, syrup, &e. According
to M. Provcnt;al, it acts as a powerful antapbrodisiac, given in the quantity of
a pound or more daily, dissolved in a quart of cold water. In pharmacy it is
employed to render oils miscible with water, to cover tbe taste of medicines, to
give them consistency, to preserve them from change, and to protect from oxidation certain ferruginous preparations. Accordingly it enters into the composition of ~cveral infusions and mixtures, of nearly all the syrups and confections,
and of all the trochcs. It is directed by the Edinburgh College for purifying
the commerci:ll slliphurie acid from nitrous acid. .Molasses is used to give the
proper con:-islence to pills, in ten London fonnul:.c, six Dublin, and one Edinburgh. It is well fitted for forming pills, preserving them soft and free from
mouldiness, on account of its rctcutivencss of moisture and antiseptic qualities.
OjJ: Prep. of Saccharurn. Syrupus.
Off. Prep. of Sacclummi Oonunune. Confectio Sennre; lnfusum Scnnre Compo~itum.

Off. Prep. of Saccltm·i Prex. Syrupus Seunre.

B.

SACCHARUM LACTIS. Dub.
Sugar of Mille.
Lactose; Sucre de In.it, Fr.; l\lilchzucker, Germ.

Sugar of milk, or lactin, is found only in milk, of which it forms about five
per cent. (Bmtssh1gmdt.) It is manufactured largely io Switzerland as ao article
of food. In preparing it, mi lk is first coagulated by the addition of a little
dilute sulphuric acid, ancl the rei;:ulting whey is evaporated to a syrupy consistence, and set aside for several weeks, in a cool place, to crystallize. The
crystals, which constitute the sugar of milk, are then decolorized by animal
charcoal, and repeated crystallizations.
Sugar of milk is a hard, somewhat gritty, white substance, crystallized in
four-sided prisms, :md possessing a. slightly sweet taste. In commerce it sometimes occurs io cylindrical masses, in the axis of which is a cord, around which
the crystals have been deposited. It dissolves slowly iu six parts of cold and
three of boiling water, without forming a. syrup. lt is insoluble in ether, and
but slightly soluble in alcohol. Its sp. gr. is 1'54. H is uot susceptible of the
vinous fermentation by the direct iufiuence of yeast, but, after the action of
dilute acids, which first convert it into grape sugar, it is capable of furnishing a.
spirituous liquor. It is well kuowu lhat both mares' and cows' milk, after becoming sour, is capable of forming an intoxicating drink by fermentation. By
the action of nitric acid, sugar of milk is con\·erred into nmcic (saclaclic) acid.
'When anhydrous it consists of Ce.l1 1!)0, 9 ; when cry::itallized, of C2JI 1901.9 +5110.
Sugar of milk has been proposed by Dr. 'l'urubull, of England, as a nonnitrogcnous article of diet, in consumption an~l other pulmonary diseases. Dr.
Ruschcnbcrgcr used it with good effect as nourishment in a case of extreme irritability of stoma.th, following profuse loss of blooJ from mcnorrhagia. ('Jlrans. of
B.
the Plii/. Col. of Pliy ... , ii. 48.)
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SAGAPENUl\1. Land.
Sagapenmn.
An uncertain plant. The gum resin. L ond.
Sagapcnum, Pr.; Sagapeu, Germ.; S11gapeno, Ital., Span.; Sugbeenuj, Arab.

All that is known in relation to the source of this gum-resin is, that it is the
concrete juice of a plant, probaLly umbelliferous, growing in l)ersia. The plant
is conjectured to be a. species of Ferula, and Willdenow supposed it to Le F.
Persica, but without sufficient ev idence. The Jrug is brought from Alexandria,
Smyrna, and other ports of the Levant.
It is in irregular masses, composed of a,[rglutinatecl fragments, slightly translucent, of a brownish-yellow, olive, or reddish-yellow colour externally, paler
internally, brittle, of a consistence somewhat resembling that of wax, and often
mixed wit.h impurities, especially with seeds more or less entire. An inferior
variety is soft, tough, and of uniform consistence. It bas an alliaceous odour,
less Jisagreeable t,han that of assafetida, and a hot, nauseous, bitter isb taste. It
softens and becomes tenacious by the hea t of the hand. 'l'he effect of time and
exposure is to harden and render it <la.l'ker. It is inflammable, burning with a
white flame and much smoke, and leaving a light spongy charcoal. Pure alcohol
and water dissolve it partially, diluted alcoiiol almost entirely. Distilled with
water it affords a. small quantity of rnlatile oi l; and the water is strongly impregnated with its flavour. According to Pelletier, it contains, in 100 parts,
5-:l::W of resin, 31·9..J: of gum, l ·O of bassorin, 0·60 of a peculiar substance, O·-!O
of acidulous ma.late of lime, and 11 80 of volatile 0il including loss. Brandes
found 3 73 per cent. of volatile oil. This is pale-yellow, very fluid, lighter than
water, and of a disagreeable alliaceous odour .
..Medical Properties and Wes. Saga pen um is a moderate stimulant, resembling
assafetida, but. much inferior, and usually considered as int.crmediate between that
gum-resin and galbanum . It has been given as an emmeuagogue and antii::.pasmodic in amcnonbrea, hysteria, cblorosis, &c., but is now seldom used. It was
known to the ancients; and Dioscoridcs speaks of it as being dcrind from l\Iedia.
'11hc dose is from teu to thirty grains, and may be given in pill or emu lsion.
Sagapenum is also considered discuLicnt, and bas been occasionally applied externally , in the form of plaste r, to indolent tumours.
OJ): Prep. Sagapcn um Prreparatum.
W.

SAGO. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

Sago.
Th e prepared fecula. of the pith of Sagus Rumphii . U.S. 8.igus lrevis, S.
Ruruphii, and other species of palms. 'l'Jrn fecula of tbc stem. Lond. F'arina
from the interior of the trunk of vari ous Palmacere and species of Cycas. Ed.
Cycas ci rcinalis and other species of Cycas, and various Palmacere. '.J.'be farina
from the interior of the trunk. Dub.
S:1gou, Fr.; Sago1 Gam., Ital.; Sagu, Span.
Numerous trees, inhabiting the islan<l!' and coasts of the Indian Ocf'an, contain a. farinaceous pith, which is applied to the purposcf! of nutl'imcnt by the
natives. Such are Sagus Rump/ti/, S"f!US lre1Jis, Sa91ts Ruffia 1 S11_gw•ru.~ Rumphii, and Pluxnix farinifera, bel ouging to the family of palrnsj and Cycas circi1utlis, Oycas revoluta, and Zamia lwmylM.~a, belonging to tbc (1ycad,,cere. Of
these Sayus Rmnphii, Sagus lrevis, a?1J Sagucrus Rurnphii probably contribute
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Sa9us Rumpkii; but Roxburgh ascribes tbe granulated sago to S. lrevis, <ind
one of the finest kinds is said by Dr. llamilton to be produced by the Sayuerus
Rurnphii of Roxburgh. The farinaceous product of the different species of Cycas,
sometimes called Japan sago, does not enter into general commerce.
SAOUS. Sex. Sysl. Monrecia Hcxandria.-.Nul. Ord. Palmacere.
Gen. Ch. Common spalhe one-valved. Sjwdi'x branched. l\IALE. Calyx
three-leaved. Corolla none. Filaments dilated. lfE:\lALE. Calyx three-leaved,
with two of the leaflets bifid. Corolla none. Style very short. Stigma si mple.
Nut tcsscllated-imbricated, one-seeded. lVilld.
Su,q11s Rumphii. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 404; Carson, Illusl. of Jlfed. Bot. ii.
44, pl. 88. '£he sago pabn is one of the smallest trees of the family to which
it belongs. Its extreme height seldom exceeds thirty feet. 'fhe trunk is proportionablJ. very thick, quite erect, cylindrical, covered with the remains of the
old leafstalks, and surrounded by a beautiful crown of foliage, consisting of
numerous very large, pinnate leaves, extending in every direction from the
summit, and cun ing gracefully downwards. From the basis of the leans proceed long, divided and subdivided flower and fruit.-bearing spadices, the branches
of which are smooth. The fruit is a roundish nut, covered with a checkered
imbricatcd coat, and containing a single seed.
The tree is a native of the East India islands, growing in the Peninsula of
Malacca, Sumatra, Borneo, Cclebes, the Moluccas, and a part of Xew Guinea.
It flourishes best in low and moist situations. l3efore attaining maturity, the
stem consists of a shell usually about two inches thick, filled witb an enormous
volume of spongy medulbry matter like that of elder. This is gradually absorbed
after the appearance of fruit, and tbe stem ultimately becomes hollow. The
greatest age of the tree is not more than thirty ye<ll'S. At the proper period of
its growth, when the medullary matter is fully deye)oped, ancJ has not yet begun
to diminish, the tree is felled, and the trunk cut into billets six or seven feet
long, which are split in order to farili"tute the extraction of the pith. '!'his is
obtained in the state of a coarse powder, which is mixed with water in a trough,
having a sieve at the end . The water, load ed with farina, passes through the
sieve, and is received in convenient ve.:isels, where it is aUowcd to stand till the
insoluble matter has subsided. It is then strained off; and the farina which is
left may be dried into a kind of meal, or moulded into whatever shape may be
desired. }i'or the consumption of the natiYes it is usually formed into cakes of
various sizes, which are dried, and cxtcnsi\'ely sold in the islands. 'l'he com·
mercial sago is prepared by forming the meal into a paste with water, and rubbing it in to grains. It is produced in the greatel:it abundance in the l\Joluccas,
but of the finest quality on the eastern coast of Sumatra. 'J'he Chinese of Malacca.
refine it so as to give the grains a fine pearly lustre. Malcolm states that it is
also refined in large quantities at. Singapore. lu this state it is called pea1·l sago,
and is in great repute. It is said that not less than five or six hundred pounds
of sago are procured from a sin gle tree. ( Cr01cfunl.)
Pearl sago is that which is now generally used. It is in small graios, about
the size of a pin's head, hard, whitish, of a light.brown colour, in some instances
translucent, iuodorous, and \~'ith little taste. It may be rendered perfectly white
by a solution of ch loride of lune. U<Jmmon .~a!JO i.s in larger and browner grains,
of more unequal size, of a duller aspect, aud frequently mixed with more or less
of a dirty-looking powder.
Sago rncal is imported into England from the l~ast Indies; but we haYc met
with none in the markets of thi s countr}'· It is in the form of a fine aruylaceous
powder, of a. whitish colour, with a yellowish or reddish tint, and of a faint but
somewhat musty odour.
1
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Common sago is insoluble in cold water, but by long boiling unites with that
liquid, becoming at first soft and transparent, and ult.imately forming a gelatinous
solution. lJearl sago is partially dissolved by cold water, probably owing to heat
used in its preparation. Chemically considered, it has the characters of starch.
Under the microscope the granules of sago meal appear oval or ovate, and often
truncated so as to be more or less mullar-shaped. Many of them arc broken,
and in most the surface is irregular or tuberculated. They exhibit upon their
surface concentric rings, which, however, are much less distinct than in potato
starch. 'l'he hi Ium is circular when perfect, and cracks either with a single slit,
or a cross, or in a stellate manner. 'fhe granules of pearl sago are of the same
form, but are all ruptured, and exhibit only indistinct traces of the annular lines,
having been altered in the process employed in preparing them. Those of the
common sago are very similar to the particles of sago meal, except that they are
perhaps rather less regular and more broken. (Pe1·eira.)
Potato starch is sometimes prepared in Europe so as to resemble bleached
pearl sago, for which it is sold. But, when examined under the microscope, it
exhibits larger granules, which are also more regularly oval or o\·ate, smoother,
less broken, and more distinctly marked with the annular rngre than those of
sago; and the bilum often cracks with two slightly di,'crging slits.
Sago is used cxclusiYely as an article of diet. Being nutritive, easily digestible, and wholly destitute of irritating properties, it is frequently employed in febrile
cases, and in convalescence from acute disorders, in the place of richer and less
innocent food. It is given in the liquid state, and in its preparation care should
Le taken to boil it long in water, and stir it diligently, in order that the grains
ma.y be thoroughly dissolved. Should any portion remain undissolved, it should
be s4>:uated by straining; as it might offend a delicate stomach. A tablespoonful to the pint of water is sufficient for ordinary purposes. The solution may
be seasoned with sugar and nutmeg or other spice, and with wine, where these
are not contra.indicated.
W.

SALIX. U. 8. &condary.
Willow.
The bark of Salix alba. U. S.
Off Syn. SALICIS CORTEX.
}~corce

Bark of Salix Caprca. Ed.

de saule, J.T.; Weidenriudc, Germ.; Cortcccia d1 sulcio, Ital.; Corte:m do sauce,

Span.

Sex. Syst. Direcia Diandria.-lVl1t. Ord. Salicaccre.
Gen. l'li.. l\lALf. . .Am.entum cylindrical. Gul!JX a scale. Corolla none. Glands

SALIX.

of the base nectarifcrom,. FEMAU~. Amrnfmn cylindrical. Gal!JX a scale. Corolla none . Style two.cJC'ft. C'i:tpsuleonc-celled, two.valved. Seed.~downy. lVi1ld.
'l'his is a \"cry extensive genus, comprising, according to Nuttall, not less than
one hundred and thirty species, which, with very few cxceptions 1 are natives of
Europe , and of the northern and temperate parts of North America. Though
most of them a.re probably possessed of similar medical properties, onlY'·two are
now recognised as officinal in the Pharmacopooias of the U. States and Great
Britain; viz., S. alba and S. caprea; of which Salix alba only has been introduced into this country. S . Russel/iana, which bas been introduced from
Europe, is said by Sir James Smith to be the most valuable species. S. purpurt•a, which is a }~uropean species, is said by Lindley to be the most bitter, and
S. pentandra is preferred by Nees von ]~senbeck. l\lany nat.ive species are in
all probability equally active with the foreign; but .they ha Ye not been sufficiently
tried in regular practice to admit of a positive decision. The youuger Michaux
41
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speaks of S. n(qra or blacl.: willow as affording in its root a strong bitter, used
in the country as a preventive and cure of interrnittents. In consequence of the
pliability of the young branches or twigs, the willow is well adapted for the manufacture of baskets and other kinds of wicker-work; and several species, native
and introduced, are employed for this purpose in the United States. S. Babylmn'cci or weeping willow is a favourite ornamental tree. The degree of bitterness
in the bark is probably the best criterion of the value of the different species.
Salix alba. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 710; Smith, FlO'r. Bn't. 1071. The common European or white willow is twenty-five or thirty feet in height, with
numerous round spreading branches, the younger of which are silky. The bark
of the trunk is cracked and brown, that of tbe smaller branches smooth and
greenish. The leaves arc alternate, upon short petioles, lanceobte, pointed,
acutely serrate with the lower serraturcs glandular, pubescent on both sides, and
silky beneath. '.l'here are no stipules. The flowers appear at the same time
with the leaves. rrhe amenta are terminal, cylindrjeal, and elongated, with
elliptieal-\aneeolate, brown, pubescent scales. The stamens are two in number,
yellow, and somewhat longer than the scales; the style is short; the stigmas
two-parted and thick. The capsule is nearly sessile, ovate, and smooth. The
white willow has been introduC'ed into this country from Europe, and is no\V
very common. It flowers in April and 1\layj and the bark is easily separable
throughout the summer.
That obtained from the branches rolls up when dried into the form of a quill,
has a brown epidermis, is flexible, fibrous, and of difficult pul,•eriz.'.l.tion. Willow·
bark has a feebly aromatic odour, and a peculiar bitter astriogent taste. It yields
its active properties to water, wit Li which it forms a reddish-brown decoction.
Pelletier and Caventou found among its ingredients tannin, resin, a Litter yellow
colouring matter, a green fatty matter, gum, wax, ligoin, and an organic acid
combined with magnesia. The proportion of tannin is so considerable that the
bark bas been used for tanning leather. A crystalline principle bas also been
obtained from it, which, having t.he medical virtues of the willow, has received
the name of salicin. When pure, it is in white, shining, slender crystals, ino·
dorous, but very hitter, with the peculiar flarnur of the bark. It is Roluble in
cold water, much more so in boiling water, soluble in alcohol, and insoluble in
ether and the oil of turpentine. It neutralizes neither acids nor salifiable bases;
and is not precipitated by any reagent. Concentrated sulphuric acid decomposes
it, receiving from it an intense and permanent bright-red colour, and producing
a new compound called 1·utulin. Muriatic and dilute sulphuric acids eonYcrt it
into grape.sugar, and a white, tasteless, insoluble powder named soliretiu. Dis·
tilled with bichromate of potassa and sulphuric acid, it yields, among other products, a volatile oleaginous fluid, identical with one of the components of oil of
spirooa, and, from its acid properties, denominated salicJJlous acid. This is
considered by Dumas as consisting of a peculiar compound radical called salfr!Jle
and hydrogen. 'fbe formula of salicin is C~~ll?!)0 2 ". (Turner's Chenn'stry.) The
honour of its discovery is claimed by Huebner, of Germany, and 11'011tana and
Rigatelli, of Italy; but i\I. Leroux, of l"rancc, deserves the credit of h:wing first
accurately investigated its properties. Braconnot procured it by adding f<ubacetate of lead to a decoe;tion of the bark, preeipitatiug the excess of lead by sul·
phuric acid, evaporating the colourless liquid which remains, adding near the
end of the process a little animal charcoal previously washed, and filtering the
liquor while hot. Upon cooling it deposits the saticin in a crystalline form.
(Joum. de Chimie Medicate, Jan. US31.) The following is the process of
Merck. A boiling coucentr~ted decoction of the bark is treated with litbarge
until it becomes nearly colourless. Gum, tannin, and extractive matter, whit·h
would impede the crystallization of the saliciu, are t,bus remo\•ed from the liquid;
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while a portion of the oxide is dissolved in union probably with the saliciu . To
separate this portion of oxide, su lphuri c acid is first added and then sulphurct
of barium, and the liquor is fi lt ered and evaporated. Salicin is deposited, and
may be purified by repeated solution and crystallization. ( Tur11e1" 1 s Ohcrnii;lr!J.)
Erdmann has given anotber prOC'!SS. Sixteen ounces of the bark arc macerated
for twenty-four hours in four quarts of water mixed with two ounces of lime,
and the whole is then boiled for half au hour. The process is repeated with the
residue. The decoctions having been mixed, ancl allowed to become clear by
subsidence, the liquor is poured off, concentrated to a quart, then digested with
eight ounces of i\'ory-black, filtered, and e\'aporated to dryness. 'l'hc extract is
exhausted by spi ri t containing 28 per cent. of alcohol, and the tincture e\·aporate<l
so that the salicin may crystallize. This is purified by again dissolvinµ-, treating
with ivor.v·black, and crystall iziag. (Christison'.~ Dlspensnto1"!/.) 1\lere:k obtained 251 grains from 16 ounces of the ba1·k and young: twigs of Salix helix,
and Erdmann 300 grains from the same quantity of tbe bark of Salix prnta11dm.
It may probahl,y he obtained fr om any of the willow barks hadng a. bit,ter taste.
Braconnot procured it from various species of Populus, particularly P. trcniula
or European aspen .
.Afedi('(/l Properties ond Uses. The bark of the willow is tonic and nstringent,
and has been employed as a substitute for Peruvian bark, particularly in intermittent feve r. It bas attracted much attention from the asserted efficacy of
saliciU in the cure of this complaint. There seems to be no room to doubt, from
the testimony of numerous practitioners in France, Italy, and Gcrm:rny, that
this principle has the property of arresting intcrmittents; though the ascription
to it of equal efficacy with the su lph ate of quinia was certainly premature. Tlie
bark may be employed in substance or decoction, in the sallJe doses and with
the s:une mode of preparation as ci nchona. 'l'he dose of salh:iu is from two to
eight grains, to be so repeated, that from twenty to forty grains may be taken
daily, or in the interval between the lJaroxysws of an intermittent. Magendie
has seen fe\•ers cut short in one day by three doses of six grains each. 'fhc
decoction of willow has been found beneficial as an exlerual application to foul
aad indolent ulcers.
W.

SALVIA. U.S. Secondary.
&ge.
The leaves of Salvia officinnli s. U.S.
SaugC!, Fr.; S:llbcy, Germ.; Sn.lYHl, Ital., Span.
SALVIA. Se:r;. :S',yst. Diandria :Monogynia. - Nat. Ord. J_Jamiacere or J_Jahiat::e.
Gen. Ch. l'orolla unequal. Filaments affixed transvcrselJ to a pcdicel. Willd.
Salvia o.ffici110/i.~. Willd. Sp. Plant. i . 129; Woodv. Aird. Bot. p.'35~ 1 t.
127. Common g<mlen sage is a perennial plant, about two foet higL, with a.
quadrangular, pubescent, branching, shrubby stern , furnished with opposite,
petiolate, ovate-hnc:eolate, crenulate, wrinkled leaves, of a gray ish-green colour,
sometimes tin,ged with red or purple. 'l'he flowers are blue, variegated with
white and purp le; and are disposed on long termin:ll spikes, in distant '~horl.s,
each compMed of fow flowers, and accompanied with O\'ate, acute, deciduous
brartes. 'l'be Cillyx is tubular and striated, with two lip~, of wliich the upper
has three acute teeth, the under two. The corolla. is tubular, bilabiate, ringcut,
with the upper lip c0ncave, the lower di, ided into three rounded lobes, of which
the middle is the largest. 'l'he filaments are supported upon short pedicels, to
which they are affixed trans\'ersely at the middle.
Sage grows !>pontaneously in the South of Europe, and is cultivated abundantly in our gardens. rl'here are several \'aricties, differing in the size and colour
1
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of their flowers, but all possessed of the same medical properties. The flowering
period is in June, at which time the plant should be cut and dried in a shady
place. The leaves are the officiual portion.
Both these and the flowering sum mits have a. strong fragrant odour, and a
warm, bitterish, aromatic, somewhat astringent taste. They abound in a volntile oil, which may be obtained separate by distillation with water, and coutain s
a considerable proportion of camphor. Sulphate of iron strikes a black colour
with their infusion.
~flf'dical Properties and Uses. Sage unites a slight degree of tonic power and
a.~tringency with aromatic properties.
l3y the ancients it was highly esteemed;
but it is at present little used internally, except as a condiment. In the state
of infusion it may be given in debilit.y of the .stomac h with flatulence, anJ is
said to Lave been useful in checking the sweats of hectic fever. But its most
useful application is as a gargle in inflammation of the throut, and relaxation
of the urnla. For this purpose it is usually employed in infusion, with honey
a nd alum, or vinegar. The dose of the powdered leaves is from twenty to thirty
grains. The infusion is prepared by macerating au ounce of the Jea,·es in a
pint of boiling water, of which two fluidounces may be administered at once.
When int.ended merely as a pleas<mt drink in febrile complaints, or to allay
uausea, the maceration should continue but a very short time, so th:lt all the
Litterness of the leaves may not be extracted.
Two other species of salvia-S. pmlem.is and S. SclarPa-are rank ed ainong
officinal plnnts in Europe. The latter, which is com monly called durry , has
been introduced into our gardens. Their medical properties are essentially the
same as those of the comruon sage; but they are less agreeable, and are not
much used. In 1'.:urope, the leaves of S. Sclm·ea are said to be introduced into
wine in order to impart to it a muscadcl taste.
W.

SAJ\IBUCUS. US. Secandary, Lond., Ed.
Elder Flowers .
The fiowcrl'! of Sambucus Canadensis. U.S.

Sambucus nigra.. The recent

flo;~~;i~u~;;::~· JI 0fi~~~:,s ~;,n~~ $~,~~~~o~~:~·; f.~~co, Span.
1

SA;-irnucus. Sex. 811.~t. Pent:lndria '.l'rigyuia.- ..-Vat. Ord. Cnprifoliacere.
Gen. Ch. Oal!JX fi,·e-parted. Corolla five-cleft BarJJ three-seeded. Willd.
Sambucus Oanculensii;. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1-!9±. Our indigenous com11w1i
elder is a shrub from six to ten feet high, with a br:rnching stem, which is covered
with a rough gray bark, and contains ;_\large spongy pith. 'l'O e small brnncbes
and th e lcafatalks arc very smooth. 'fbe leaves are opposite, pinnate, sometimes
bipinnale:, and composed usually of three or four pairs of oblong-oval, acumin:lte,
smooth, shining, deep-green leaflets, the miJribs of which arc somewhat pubesce nt. The flowers are small, white, and disposed in loose cymcs, h:n>ing about
five divisions. The berries a re !:imall, globular, and deep-purple when ripe.
The shrub grows in low moist ~l'ounds, along fences, and on the borders of
small streams, in all parts of the United States, from Cauada to Carolina. It
flowers from l\lay to July, and ripens its benies ea dy in autumn. The flowers,
which are the officinal portion, have a soruewbat a romatic, though rathe-r heavy
odour. The berries as well as other parts of the plant arc employed iu domestic
prac!icc, and answer the s:i.me purposes as the correspondi ng parts of the European elJer, to which this species bean:1 o. close :1ffioity.
Sumburns 111fp·et. Willd. Sp. Plonl. i. 1·!05; Woodv. JJll'd.Bot. p. 506, t. 211.
The common clJer of Europe Jiffers from the American most obviously in its
size, which approaches to that of a small tree. The stew is much branched to-
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wards the top, nnd has a rough whitish bark. The leaves are pinnate, consistinrr
usually of five ova l, pointed, serr.itc leaflets, four of which arc in opposite pairs~
and the fiftb terminal. 'l'h e flowers are small, whitish, and in five-parted cymes.
The berries are globular, a.nd of a. blackish-purple colour when ripe.
The }lowers ha"e a peculiar sweetish odou r, which is strong in their recent
state, but bcc01oes feeble by drying. Their taste is bitterish. They yield their
active properties to water by infusion, and when distilled give over a small pro·
portion of vola.tilc oil, which on cooling assumes a butyra.ceous consistence.
·water distilled from them contains an appreciable portion of ammonia. The
berries are nearly inodorous, but havo a $weet ish, <rnidulous tasce, dependent on
the saccharine matter and mali c acid which tbey contain. Tbeir expressed juice
is susceptible of fermenta.tion, and forms a Yioous liquid used in tho Nort.b of
Europe. It is coloured violet by alkalies, and bright red by acids; and the
colouring matter is precipitated blue by acetate of lead. The inner bad~ is with·
out Ern ell. Its taste is at first sweetish, afterwards slightly bitter, ucrid, and
nauseous. Both water an<l alcohol extract its virtues, which are said to reside
especially iu the green layer between the libe1· and epidermis. According to
Simon, the active principle of the inner bark of the root is a. soft resin, which
may be obtained by exhaust in g the powdered bark with alcohol, filtering the tine·
ture, evapora.ting to the consistence of syrup, then a<lding ether, which dissolves
the active matter, and finally ernporati ng to the consiste nce of a. thick extract.
Of this, twenty grains produce brisk rnmiting and purging. (Annal. der Pharm.,
xxxi. 262.) The bark, analyzed by Kramer, yielded :'.ln acid call ed by him vi.
bumic acid, but which has proved to be the valerianic, traces of volatile oil,
albumen, resin, an acid sulphurous fat, wax,chlorophylle, tannic acid, gnipe-sugar,
gum, extractive, starch, pectin, and various alkaline and earthy salts. ( C!tem.
Gaz., ~lay, 1846, from .Archiv. der Pltarni.)
Jiedical Properties aud USes. The flowers are gently excitant and sudorific,
but are seldom used except externally, as a discutient in the form of poultice,
fomcnt.ltioa, or ointment. The berries are diaphorctic and apcrient; anJ their
inspissated juice bas enjoyed some reputation as a. remedy in rheumatic, gouty,
eruptive, aod sy philitic affections. Its dose as an alterativc diaphoretic is one or
two drachms, as a. laxative half an ounce or more. Tbe inner bark is a hydra·
gogue cathartic, acting :'.llso as a.n emetic in l:irge doses. It bas been employed
in dropsy, and as au alterative in various chronic dise:ises. Au ounce may be
boiled with two pints of water to a pint, and four fluidounces of the decoction
given for a dose . It is also sometim es used in vinous infusion. The lea,·es are
not without activity, and the yo ung leaf.buds arc said to be a violent and even
unsafe purgative. Til e juice of the root has been highly recommended in dropsy
as a. by<lragogue cathartic, sometimes acting as an emetic, in the dose of a tablespoonful , repeated every day, or less frequently if it act with violence.
Off. Prep. Aqua Sambuci ; Uuguentum Sambuci.
W.

SANGUINARIA. U.S.
Bloodroot.
The rhizoma of Sanguinaria C:'.lnadensis. U S.
SANOUINARfA. Sex. Sy.-.t. Polyanclria. l\Ionogynia.-l'l(tt. Ord. Papavcra.cere.
Gen. Ch. Caf!Jx two.leaved. P<>lals eight. Stiymo se::;:sile, two-grooved. Capw
sule superio r, oblong, one-celled, two-valved, apex. attenuated . Receptacles two,
filiform,marginal. Nuttall.
Sariguinaria Canadensis. Willcl. Sp. Plant. ii. 1140; Bigelow, Am. llfe<l. Bot.
i. 75; Rirton, .Jled. Bot. i. 31. The Uoodroot, or, as it is sometimes called, pitC·
coon, is an herbaceous perennial plant. The root (rhizoma) is horizontal, abrupt,
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often contorted, about as thick as the finger, two or three inches long, fleshy, of

~i~~l~i~~~;~:~1s~~~~:~ ~~dti~~e~u;~~~:~~s ~~~:t~e~r~e~ ;~~h!fcies, ~,l~~cf~~~~~~:~
1

the old plant. l?rom the end of the root arise the scape and leafstal ks, surrounded by the large sheat hs of the bud. These spring up together, the folded
1
leaf em-eloping the flower-bud, and rolling back as the latter expands. 1'he
leaf, which stands upon a long channeled petiole, is reniform, somewhat bcartshaped, deeply lobed, smooth, ycllowisli-grccn on th e upper surface, paler or
glaucous on the under, and strongly marke<l by or~m~e-coloured veins. The
scape is erect, round, and smooth , rising from a fow inches to a foot in height,
and terminating in a single flower. The calyx is two-leaved and deciduous. The
petals, varying from seven to fourteen, but usually about eight in number, are
spreading, ovate, obtuse, concave, mostly white, but sometimes slight ly tinged
with rose or purple. 'l'he stamens are numerous, with yellow filaments shorter
than the corolla, and orange oblong antLcrs. The germ is obloug and compre~sed1 aud supports a sessile, persistent stigma. The capsule is oblong, acute
at both ends, two-valved, and contains numerous oval, reddish-brown seeds. The
whole plant is pervaded by an orange-coloured sup, which flows from every part
when broken, but is of the deepest colour in the root.
The bloodroot is one of the earliest and most beautiful spring flowers of North
America. It grows abundantly throughout the whole United States, delighting
in loose rich soils, and shady situations, and flowering in )Jareb and April. After
the fall of the flower, the lea\'es continue to grow, and, by the midJle of summer,
have become so large as to give the plant nu enti rely different aspect. All parts
of the plant are active, but t.be root only is officiual.
This, when dried, is in pieces from one to three inches long, from a quarter
to bulf an inch or more in thickness, flattened, much wrinkled and twisted, often
furnished with abrupt offse ts and numerous short fibres, of a reddish.brown colour
externally, with a spongy uneven fracture, the surface of which is at first brightorange, but becomes of a dull-brown by Jong exposu re. The colour of the powder
is a brownish orange-red. 8anguinari:i bas a faint narcotic odour, and a bitterish
very acrid taste, the pungency of which remains long in the mouth and fauces.
It yields its virtues to water anJ alcohol. The late Dr. Dana, of Ne:w York,
obiaiued from it a. peculiar alkaline principle, denominated by him s0111;-ui11m·ina,
upon which the acrimony, and perhaps the medical virtues of the root depend.
It may be procured, according to Da.na 1 by infusing the finely powdered root in
hot wa.ter or diluted muriatic or acetic acid, precipitating with water of ammonia,
collecting the precipitated matter, boiling it in water with pure animal charcoal,
filtering off th e water, exposing the residue lefl upon the filter to the action of
alcohol, and finally evaporating the alcoholic solution. (Anu. Lye. of Nat. Hist.,
New Yori,, ii. 250.) It may also be conveniently procured by a proress similar
to that employed by Probst for obtaining chelcrythrin from celandine. This
consists in forming a strong ethereal tiuctu re of the root; passing through this
muriatic ncid gas, drying: 1hc precipitated muriate which is insoluble in ether,
dissolving it in hot water, filtering, p_rec:ipit:itiug by ammonia, drying the precipitate, <lissolving it in ether, decolorizrng by animal charcoal, again precipitating
by means of muriatic acid ~as, an<l decomposing th e muriatc as bcfo1·c. ( Ohein.
Ua:·:. 1 i. 145. ) Sanguiuanna, thus obtained, is a white pearly substance, of an
acrid taste, very sparingly soluble in water, sol uble in ether, and very soluble in
alcohol. With the acids it forms salts soluble in water, all of which have some
shade of red, crimson, or scarlet, and form beautiful red solutions. 'fhey are
acrid and pungent to the taste, particularly the muriate and acetate. From these
facts it woulJ appear that the red colour and acrid properties of the bloodroot
rnay be owing to the presence of some native salt of sanguinarina, which is de
4
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composed by ammonia in the sep::u·ation of the organic alkali. The formula of
sanguinarina. is NC37 H 160 11 • A principle bas been extracted from bloodroot by

~'.c1; sYal~~~u~i;.~u~ ;0of~~!~h;~·~;~~cf~~rdd t~Yb! :,:·~~d;; ~~~;r~~ra~~J'b;·ti~~~-,
1

1

1

11/r:dical Properties and Gses. Sanguinari:i is an acrid emetic, with stimulant
and narcotic powers. In small doses it excites the stomach, antl accelerates the
circulation; more largely gi, en, produces nausea and consequent depression of
the pulse; and in the full dose occasions active vomiting. The effects of au
overdose are violent emcsis, a burning sensation in the stomach, tormenting
thirst, faintness, vertigo, dimness of vision, and alarming prostration. l?our
persons lost their lives at Bellevue H ospital, New York, in consequence of
drinking largely of tincture of bloodroot, which they mistook for ardent spi rit.
(.Am. Journ. of 11Jcd. Sci., N. S., ii. 506.) Snuffed up the nostri ls, bloodroot
excites much irritatipn, attended witb sneezing. Upon fungous surfaces it acts
as au cscbarotic. It has been given in t.yphoi <l pneumonia, catarrh, pertussis,
croup, phthisis pulmoualis, scarlatina, rh eu matism, jaundice, dyspepsia, hydrothorax, and s?me other affections, either as an emetic, uausea.ut, or alterative;
and its virtues are highly praised by many judicious practitioners. Dr. 1\Iothershead, of Indianapolis, speaks in t,he strongest terms of its efficacy as an excitant
to the liver, given in alterative closes. (See Wood's Qnart. Retrosp., ii. 80.)
'l'be dose with a \•iew to its emetic operation is from ten to twenty grains, given
in powder or pill. rrhe latter form is prefentble, in conseq uence of the great irritation of throat produced by the powder when swallowed. For other purposes
the dose is from one to five grains, repeated more or less frequently according to
tb..e effect desired. The medicine is sometimes •givcn in infusion or dccoction, in
the proportion of half an ounce to the pint. The emetiG dose of this preparation
is from half a fluiUounce to a fluid ou nce. The tincture is ofiicinal. An jnfusion
in vinegar has been employed advantageously, as a local application, in obstinate
cutaneomrnffections; and Dr. R. G. Jennings has found it more efficient as a. gargle
in the sorethroat of sca rlatina than any other that be has employed. (Stelltoscope,
ii. 18i.) Dr. Ste,·ens, of Ceres, New York, has found tbe powder usefu l as au
errhine, in coryza, combined with cloves and camphor. (1Y. Y Journ. of Med .,
N. S., iv. 358.)
Oj}: P1·ep. 'l'inctura. Sanguinarire.
W.
1

SANTALUM. U.S.
Red &wnders.
The wood of Pterocarpus santalinus. U.S.
Ojf: Syn. PTEH.OCARPUS. Pteroc:upus santalinus. The wood. Lond., Ed.
Santai rouge, Fr.; ifantell.iolz, Gtrm.
PTEROCARPUS . Sex. S!Jst. Diadelphia Decan<lria.-Nat. Ord. Fabaccre or
Leguminosre.
Gen. Ck Calyx fi\•e-toothed. L(',qmne falcated, leafy, varicose, girted by a
wing, not gaping. Seeds so_litary. lViUd.
Pterocarpus sanlfdinus. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 906; Woodv. 1lfed. Bot. p.
430, t. 156. This is a large tree with alternate branches, and petiolate ternate
leaves, each simple leaf being ovate, blunt, somewhat notched at the apex, entire,
veined, smooth on the upper surface, and hoary beneath. rJ'he flowers arc yellow,
in axillary spikes, and have a papilionaceous corolla, of which the vexillurn is
obcordate, erect, somewhat reflexed at the sides, toothed and waved, the ala3
spreading with their edges apparently toothed, and the cari11a oblong, short, and
somewhat inflated. The tree is a native of India, attaining the highest perfection
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in mountainous districts, and inhabi ting especially the mountain s of Coromandel
and Ceylon. I ts wood is the true officioal red saunders, though there is reason
to believe that the product of other trees is sold by the same name.
The wood comes in roundish or angular billets, internally of a blood-red colour,
externally brown from exposure, compact, heavy, and fibrous. It is kept in the
shops in the state of small chips, raspings, or coarse powder.
Red rsaundcrs has little smell or taste. It imparts a red colour to alcohol,
ether, and alkaline solutions, but not to water; and a test is thus afforded by
which it may be distinguished from some other colouring woods. The alcoholic
tincture produces a deep-violet precipitate with the sulphate of iron, a scarlet
with the bicbloride of mercury, and <~ dolet with the soluble salts of lead. The
colouring principle, which was separated by Pelletier, and called by him santalin,
is of a. resinous character, scarcely soluble in cold water, more so iu boiling water,
very soluble in alcohol, ether, acetic acid, and allrnline solutions, but slightly in
the fixed and volatile oils, with the exception of those of lavender and rosemary,
which readily dissolve it. It is precipitated when acids arc added to the infusion
of the wood prepared with an alkaline solution. Weyermann and Hcefferly have
found it to be possessed of acid properties. The wood has no medical virtues,
and is e 1~1pl oyed solely for the purpose of imparting colour.
Off. Prrp. Spiritus Lavandu!re Compositus; Tinctura Cinchonro Coroposita;
'Iinctura. Rhei et Scnnre.
W.

SAPO. U.S., Lond.
Soap.
Soap made with soda and olive oil. U.S., Lond.
O.ff: Syn. SAPO DUIWS, Ed., .Dub. Spanish or Casti"Ze soap, made with
olive oil and soda. l!,,(l.
Savon blanc, Fr.; Ocl-sodascifc, Germ.; Sapone duro, Ital.; Xnbon, Span.

SAPO VULG ARIS. U.S.
Common Soap.
Soap made with soda and animal oil.

[,~

S.

Savou de suif, Saxon de graisse, Pr.; T:llgseife, Germ.

SAPO MOLLTS. Lond., Ed.
Soft Soap.
Soap made with olive oil and potash. Lond., Ed.
Sn.von mou, Sn.von vert, Savon it bnse de potnssc, F'r.; Schmicrscife, Knliscife, Germ.

Soaps, in the most extended signification of the term, embrace all those com pounds which result from the rcactiou of sal ifiab le bases with fats and oils. lfats
and oils, as has been explained under the titles Ad,,ps and Olea, consist of three
principles, two solid, differing in fusibility, called stearin and rnargarin, and one
liquid, called olein, of whi~h there are two varieties. Steariu characterizes the
fats which are firm und sohd, as tallow; margarin, those that are soft like lard;
and oleiu the oils. When the fats and oils undergo saponi.firation by reaction
with a. salifiable base, tbe~c three principles are decomposed into oily acids peculiar to each, discovered by Chcvreul, and called stcaric, margaric, and oleic acids,
which unite with the base to form the soap, and into a. sweet principle not
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saponifiable, called glycerin, which is set free. Ilencc it is inferred tliat stcariu
is a stearatc, margarin a margarate, and olt'in an oleate of glycerin, and that the
fats and oils arc mixtures of these three oily salts. Hence, also, it is obvious
that soaps are mixed stca rates, nrnrgaratcs, and olcatcs of various bases. Steoric
add is a firm white solid, fusible at 167°, greasy to the touch, pukerir.able,
soluble in alcohol, very soluble in ether, but insoluble in water. In the impure
state it is used as a substitu te for wax, for making candles. Marya1·ic acid has
the appearance of fat, and is fusible at 140°. Oleic acid is au oily liquid,
insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol and ether, lighter than water, crystallizable
in needles a li ttle below 32°, and ha,ving a slight smell and pungent taste. Glycerin will be described under a separate head. (See Gl!Jcerina.)
Soapii are divided into th e so luble and insoluble. The soluble soaps are combinations of tile oily acids with soda, potassa, and ammonia; the insoluble consist
of the same acids united with earths and metallic oxides. It is the soluble soaps
only tliat are detergent, and to which the name :w1p is generally :ipplied. Se,·eral
of the insoluble soaps are employed in pharmacy; as, for example, the soap of
the protoxide of lead, or lead plaster, and the soap of lime, or lime liniment.
(See Ernplaslmm Plimibi and Linimentmn Calcis.)
The consistency of the fixed alkaline so:ips depends partly on the nature of
the oil or fat, and partly on the alkali present. Soaps are h:irder the more
stearate and margarate they contain, and softe r when the oleate predominates;
and, as it respects the alkali present, they are harder when formed with soda,
and softer when containing potas~a.. H ence it is that of pure soaps, considered
as salts, stearate of soda is the hardest and least soluble, and oleate of potassa.
the softest and most soluble.
The officinal soaps, here described, embrace three varieties; namely, two soda
soaps, oae made with olive oil (Castile soap), the other with animal oil (common
soap); and one potassa. soap (soft soap). The soap of ammonia is noticed under
another head. (See Lininmll1irn Arnmonire)
P1·eparation. The following is an outline of the process for making soap. The
oil or fat is boiled with a soluti on of caustic alkali, until the whole forms a thick
mass, which can be drawn out into long clear threads. After the soap is completely formed, the next step is to separate it from the excess of alkali, the
glycerin, and redundant water. Thi s is effected by adding common salt, or a
very strong alkaline lye, in eit her of which the soap is insoluble. The same
end may be attained by boiling down the solution, until the cxccs.s of alkali
forms a strong alkaline solution, which acts the same part in separating the soap
as the a.dclition of a. similar solution. As soon as the soap is completely separated, it rises to the surface, and, when it bas ceased to fr oth in boiling, is ladled
out into wooden frames to congeal, after which it is cut into bars by means of a
wire. The soap, as first separated, is called yrain soap. It may be purified by
dissolving it in au alkaline lye, and separating it by common salt. During this
process the impurities subside, and the soap combines with more water; and
hence it becomes weaker, although purer and whiter. If the grain soap be not
purified it forms rnarbletl soap, the coloured streaks arising principally from au
insoluble soap of oxidized iron. Sometimes the marbled appearance is produced
by adding to the soap, as soon as it is completely separated, a fresh portion of
lye, and immediately afterwards a sol ution of sulphate of iron. The black oxide
of iron is precipitated, and gives rise to dark-coloured streaks, wbicb, by exposure to the air, become red, in consequence of the con\'Cr.5ion of the black into
the sesquioxidc of iron.
The officiual soap (Sapo) of the U.S. a.nd J_Jondon Pharmacopooias is an olive
oil soda soap, made on the same general plan as that just explained. It is the
Sap<> Dunis of tbe Edinburgh and Dublin Colloges.
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Common Soap (Sapo Vulgaris) is also a soda soap; but instead of olive it
contains concrete animal oil. This soap corresponds with the white soap of
Nortbern European countries aud of the United States, and is formed usually
from barilla and tallow . In Scotland it is mauufactured from kelp and tallow.
h was introduced into the list of the U.S. Pharmacopc.cia as the only proper
soap for m~king opodcldoc. (See Lininumtum. Saponi~ Oam,phoratuni.)
Srj't Soop (Sapo Mollis) is prepared on the same general principles as hard
soap; potash being employed as the alkali, and a fatty matter, rich in olCin, as
the oil. The French soft soap is made with the seed oils, such as rnpc seed, hemp
seed, &c.; the Scotch and Irish, with fish oil and some tallow; and our own
with refuse fat and grease. A lye of wood-ashes is the form of potash usually
employed. In fonuiug this soap it is necessary that it should continue dissolved
in the alkaline solution, instead of being separated from it. Hence soft soap is
a. soap of potassa, completely dissolved in the solution of its alkali, which is consequently pl'esent in excess. A soap of potassa is sometimes made with a. view
to its conversion into a. soda. soap. '!'his conversion is effected by tbe addition
of common salt, which, by double decomposition, generates a soap of soda, and
chloride of potassium in solution. After this change is effected, the addition of
a further portion of salt separates the soda. soap formed.
l3esides tbe officinal soaps of the United States and British Pharmacopreias,
there are many other varieties, more or less used for medicinal or economical
purposes. 'l'he officinal soap of the French Codex, called am.y gdalfoe soap
(almond oil soap), is formed of caustic soda and almond oil, and is directed to
be kept for two months exposed to the air, before being used. Starl;,ey's soap,
also oflicinal in t.he Codex, is prepared by uniting, by trituration, equal parts of
carbonate of potassa, oil of turpentine, and Venice turpentine. Be~f's marrow
soap is a fine animal oil soap, also included in the French standard of pharmacy.
ll'i."ndsor soap is a scented soda soap, made of one part of olive oil and nine parts
of tallow. b'au de luce (aqua luci<e) is a. kind of liquid soap, formed by mixing
a tincture of oil of amber and balsam of Gilead with water of ammonia.. Transporent soap is prepared by saponifying kidney fat with socfa free from foreign
salts, drying the resulting soap, dissolving it in alcohol, filtering and evaporating
the solution, and running it into moulds when sufficiently concentra.ted. 1'he
soap is yellow Ol' yellowish-brown, and preserves its transpareucy after desiccation. Pahn soap is prepared from soda and palm oil, to which t.allow is added
to increase its firmness. If it be wanted white, the palm oil must be bleached
by sulphuric acid, by ch lorine, or by exposure to the sun. This soap has a yellowish colour, and the agreeable odour of violets, derived from tbc oil. Soap
balls are prepared by dissolving soap in a. small quantity of water, a.nd then
forming it with !:Starch into a mass of the proper consistence. Com..mon yellow
soap (rosin soap) deri\'eS its peculiarities from au admixture of rosin and a little
palm oil wic.h the tallow employed; the oil being added to improve its colour.
Large quantities of lard oil (nearly pure olein) are manufactured into soap.
All the varieties of soap, except a. few of the fancy sort and the oh 'i"C oil
soaps, are manufactured in the United States. The latter, which are chiefly
used for medicinal purposes, are imported from France.
Properties. Soap, whatever may be its variety, has the same general properties. Its aspect and con_sistcnce are famili,1r to every one. Its smell is peculiar,
and taste slightly alkalme. It is somewhat heavier than water, ::mcl therefore
sinks in that liquid. Exposed to beat it quickly fuses, swells up, and is decomposed. It is soluble in water, and more readily in hot than in cold. Potassa.
soaps and those containing olcic acid arc far more soluble than the soda soaps,
especially those iu which the steara.tes and margara.tes predominate. Acids,
added to an ::iqueous solution of soap, combine with the alkali, and set free tbo
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oily acids. which, being diffused through the water, give it a milky appearance.
Its decomposition is also produced by metalli c salts, which invariably give rise
to insoluble soaps. Soap is solubl e in cold 1 and abundantly in boiling alcohol.
This solution const itutes the tinctw·e of soap, and forms a very convenient test
for discovering lim e in naturai waters. The efficacy of soap as a detergent
depends upon its power of rendering grease and other soiling substances soluble
in water, :tncl, therefore, capable of being removed by washing. Various adulterations in soap are lim e, gyp!ium, heavy spar, steatite, and pipe-clay, in which
ca~e it will not be entirely soluble in alcohol. Accordiag to Dr. Riegel, glue
is an occasiona l adulteration in Spanish soap, discoyerable also by its insolubility
in alcohol. 1'he f!atne impurity is found in other soaps.
Olive oil soda soap (Sapo), otherwise call ed Castile or Sprmish soap, is a
hard soap, and is presented under two principal varieties, the white :m<l the
marbled. lVILite Castilr soap, when good, is of a. pale grayish-white colour,
in capable of giving an oily stain to paper, devoid of rnncid odour or strong alka.lin c qua lities] aud entirely soluble both in water and alcohol. I t should not
feel greasy, no1· grow moist, but, on the contra ry, should become dry by exposure
to the air, without ex hibiting any saline efiloreseence. This variety of soap
contains about twenty-(!ne per cent. of water. Sometimes it contains a larger
proportion of water, with whid1 tbe soap is mat.lo to combine by the manufacturer, with the fraudulent in tention of increasing its weight. Soap, thus adulterated, is known by its unusual whiteness, and by its suffering a great loss of
weight in a dry air. '!'h e proportion of water may be ascertained by introducing
the soap into a saturated solution of chl or ide of sodium and boiling; when the
soap 1 nearly free from water, concretes into a solid mass. Jlfrirbled Castile soap
is harder, more alkaline 1 and more constant in its composition than the ot her
variety. H contains about fourteen per cc ut. of water. Containi ng less water
th an the white Casti le, it is a stronger and more economical soap; but at the
same time less pure. The impurity arises froru the veins of marbling, which
consist of ferruginous matter, as already explained.
A1timal oil soda soap (Sapo Vulgaris) is a hard soap, of a white colour,
inclining to yellow. I t is made from tallow and caustic socb. This soap possesses the same general properties as the olive oil soda soap.
Soft soap (Sapo ,)lollis), as made in th is country, is semi-fluid, slippery,
capable of being pou red from one vessel to another, and of a dirty brownish- ..
yellow colou r. This soap always contains an excess of alkali, which causes
it to act more powerfully as a dete rgent than hard soap. 1t also contains the
glycerin of the fatty matters, which is always separated from hard soap. 'l'he
London and Edinburgh Colleges direct it to be made from olive oil and potash;
bu t D r. Perei ra states tha t be has not been able to meet with it in ]~ngland.
Th at which is made in France bas a. greenis h colour and the consistence of soft
ointment, and is composed of hemp seed oil and potash. It is caUed in the },rcnch
Codex, savon vert. Sometimes it is manufactured from the dregs of olive oil.
ju('ompatibles. Soap is decomposed by all the acidF-, earths, and earthy and
metallic salts. Acitls com Line with the alkali, and set free the oily acids of t he
soap; the earths unite with the oily acids and separate the alkali; wh ile t he
earthy an<l metallic salts give rise, by double decomposition, to an insoluble soap
of their hasc, and a. saline combination between thei r acid an<l the alkali of the
soap. Hard waters, in consequence of their containing salts of Ii.me, decompose
and curdle so::ip. They may be rendere<l sofL and fit for wash1pg, by adding
sufficient carbonate of soda, or of potassa, to precipitate all the lime.
Uomposition. It has been al read.y explained that soap consists of certa in ~i ly
acids, united with an alkali. As oh\·e oil is a compound of margarin and olCin,
so the officiual "soap" is a mixed margaratc and olcate of soda. The offi.cinal
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"common sonp" is principally a stearate of soda, and "soft soap,' 1 as defined
by the London an<l Edinbur"h Colle"es, is a mixed margarate and oleate of
potassa. The most importa~t soap~ have the following composition in the
hundred parts. JJ/orseilles white soap, - sodn 10·24, marga ric acid 9·20, olcic
acid 59·20, water 2l ·3t). (Braconnot.) Castile soC1p, \ ery dry,-soda, 9·0, oily
acids 76 5, wa.ter H·5. (Ure.) Glasgow soft .~oap,-potassa 9·0, oily acids -!B·7,
water 47·3. (Cre.) French soft soap,-potass<~ f1·5, oily acids 4-l-, water .J.6·5.
(Thenm·d.) Most soaps, it is perceived, contain a large proportion of water .
.Medical PropcrtiPs. Soap possesses the properties of a laxative, antacid, and
antilithic. It is seldom ~iven alone, but frequently in combination with rlrnbarb, tbe astringeucy of which it has a tendency to correct. Thus combined, it
is frequently administered in dyspepsia, attended with constipation and torpor
of the liver. As it is readily decomposed by the weakest acids, which combine
with tbe alkali, it has proved useful in auidity of the stomach, and has been
recommended as a remedy in the uric acid diathesis; but it possesses no power
to dissolve calculi, as was once supposed. Externally, soap is a. stimulating discutient, and as such has been used, by friction, in sprains and bruises. The
la.te Dr. A. T. Thomson found much benefit to result from rubbing the tumid
abdomen of ehildreu in mesenteric fever, morning and evening, with a. strong
lather of soap. In constipation of the bowels, particularly when arising from
hardened feces in the rectum, a strong solution of soap, especially of soft soap,
forms a useful enema. When the latter is used, two tablespoonfuls may be dissolved in a pint of warm water. In pharmacy, soap is frequently employed for
the purpose of giving a proper consistence to pills; but care must be taken not
to associate it witL a. substance which may be decomposed by it. It is also an
ingredient in some liniments and plasters. In toxicology it is used as a counterpoison for the mineral acids, and should always be resorted to in poisoning by
tbese agents witl.iout a moment's delay, and its use continued until magnesia,
chalk, or ti.Jc bicarbonate of soda. or of potas~a can be obtained. TLe mode of
administration, in these cases, is to gfre a teacupful of a solution of soap, made
by dis~olving it in four times its weight of wa.ter, every three or four minutes,
until the patient has taken as much as he can swallow. 'l'hc dose of soap is
from five grains to half a drachm, given in t.he form of pill.
Off. Prep. of Soop. Cera.tum Saponis; Emplastrum Resinre; Emplastrum
Saponis; Extractum ColocynthidiR Compositum; Linimcntum Opii; Pilulre
Aloes i Pi!. Aloes et Ass1ifOOtidtt: i Pi\. Assafcetidce; Pi!. Cambogire i Pil. Colocynthidis Comp.; Pi!. Opii; Pi!. llhei; Pi\. Rbei Comp.; J>il. Saponis Comp.;
Pi!. Scillre Comp.; Tiuctura. Saponis Camphorata.
Off. PN:p. qf lVmmon Soap. Linimentum s.lponis Camphoratum.
Ojj: Pn1>. qf Sojf Soap. Enema Colocynthidis; Linimentum Terebinthinre;
Pilula Aloes cum ~[yrrhil; Pil. Aloes cum Sapoue; Pil. Cambogic.c Composita;
Pi!. Colocyntbidis Comp.; Pi!. Galbani Comp.; Pi!. B..hei Comp.; Pil. Saponis
Comp.; Pit. Scillre Comp.; Ungucutum Sulphuris Composituru.
B.
1

SARSAPARILLA. US., Dub.
Sanaparilla.
The root of Smilax offieinalis and of other species of Smilax. lJ. S. Smilax
officinalis. Jamaica, Sarsaparilla. The root. Dub.
Ojf S.1Jn. SAHS~\.. Smilax. officinalis. ~he rnot. Lond.; SARZA. Root of
Smilax officinaiis, and probably other spemes: B(l.
tialsepareille, Pr.; Sar1rnpurille, Grrm.; S;1\sap:lngli1l, Ital.: Z:uznpnrrilln, Span.
SlHLAX.

S ex. Sjsl. Dioocia Hex.andria..-Nat. Ord. Smilacero.
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Gen. Ch. ~lAr,E. C(lfyx six-leaved. Corolla none. FEMALE. Calyx six-leaved.
Corolla none. Styles three. Berry three-celled. Seeds two. lVilld.
Formerly, Smila.-c Sarsapa1·itla was.acl:mitted b~ most of the standard ::mthoritics as the source of this drug; Lut it 1s doubtful whether any of the sarsaparilla of the shops was crnr obtained from that species.. S. Sarsaparilla is [l
native of the United States; and the medicine bas never, within our knowledge,
been collected in th is country. It is not among the eleven species of Smilax
descriLed by Ilumboldt, llonpland, and Kunth, who indicate S. oj/ici110/i.5, S.
syphititica, and S. Cumanerisis, especially tbe first, as the probable sources of
the drug exported from Mexico and the Spanish Main . In the present state of
our knowledge, it is impossible to decide with certainty from what species the
several commercial varieties of the drug are respectively derived. This much
is certain, that they do not proceed from the same plant. Of tile many species
belonging to tl.iis genus, few possl'ss any medicinal power; and II1rncock states
that of tLc six or eight which he found growing in the woods of Guiana, only
one prer-eutccl in any degree tbe sensible properties of the genuine sarsaparilla,
the rest being insipid and inert. The root (rhizoma) of Smi/a.J;, Uhina, a. native
of China and Japan, has been employed under the name of Ck1)ia 1·oot for similar
purposes with the officinal sarsaparilla. As it occurs in commerce, it is in pieces
from lhrce to eight inches long and au inch or two thick, usually somewhat
flattened, more or less knotty, often branched, of a brownish 01· grayish-brown
colour externally, whitish or of a light flesh-colour internally, without odour,
and of a taste flat at first, but afterwards very slight ly bitterisb and somewhat
acrid, like that of sarsaparilla. The root of Smila.x o.~pero is said to be em·
ployeJ in the South of Nurope ns n substitute for sars:"lparilla; but it bas little
reputation. The East India sarsaparilla, which was nt one time referred to this
species uf Smilax, is now known to be the product of llfrnidcsmus fnrlicus. (See
HeniidNonus.) We shall briefly describe S. Sarsaparilla, on account of its
former officinal rank, and afterwards such other species as are bclic't·ed to yield
any portion of the drug. All of these species are cli mbing or tniiling plants, with
pr ickly stems; a character expressed in the name of the medicine, which is derived
from two Spanish words (zorza and parilla) 1 signifying a small thorny vine.
Snu·lax S(moparillri. Willd. Sp. Plant. i,·. i7G; Woodv. Jllcd. Bot. p. 161,
t. 62. The stem of this plant is long, slender, shrubby, angu\;tr, and beset with
prickles. The leaves arc una rmed, ovate.Janceolate with about. five nerve:-,
somewhat glaucous beneath, and fl.upportcd alternately upon foot.<;talks 1 at the
bases of which are long tendrils. The flowers usually stand three or four to~cther,
upon a common peduncle, which is longer than the leafstalk. 'l'his species is
iudigenour- 1 J!rowing in swamps and hedges in the :Midd le and Southern States.
S. 1'.ifici11alis. llumb. and llonpl. Plont . ..IEquin.oct. i. 271. In this species
the stem is twining, angular, smooth, and prickly; the young shoots arc unarmed; the leaves ovatc·oblong, acute, cordiform, five or scvcn.nerved, coria·
ecous, smooth, twelve inches long and four or five broad, with footstalks an inch
long, r-mooth, and furnished with tendrils. 'l'he young leaves :ire lanccolate·
oblong, acuminatc, and tbreC·llCHCd.
Accord ing to Ifomboldt, the plant
a.bounds on the river l\lagdalena 1 in New Granada 1 where it is c:alled zarzopurilla
by the natives. Large quantities of the root are seut down the river to l\lompox
and Carthagcna.
S. S.1Jpltili"tica. Willd. Sp. Plant. i'r. iSO. The stem is round and smooth;
armed at tl.ic joints with from two to four thick, straight prickles; and furnished
with oblon~-lanceolate, acumiuatc, three-nerved, coriaceous, shining leaves,
which are a foot in length, aud te rminate by a. long point. The plant was seen
by Jl umbol<lt and Bonpland in ~ew Granada, upon the banks of tbc river Cassic1ui<lre, aud by l\lartius in Brazil, at Yupura and nc:u the B.io Negro. I t has
been supposed to yield the Brazilian sarsaparilla.
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S. PopyMcea. Poiret, Encyc . .Mith. iv. 467. This is an under.shrub with a
compressed stem, angular below, and furnished with spines at the angles. Its
leaves are elliptical, :.i.cuminate, and three-nerved. It inhabits Cayenne nnd
llrazil, chiefly upon the banks of the Amazon and its tributaries, and is thought

to yield the Yuriety of sarsaparilb dcnomina.ted Brazilian. (Am. Journ. of
Phann., X\'. 277.) A particular description of a specim en of Swilax, supposed
to belong to this species, is given by Profe8sor Bentley in the Loudon Plumn.
Jour11.. oml 'l'rons. (x. 470). It was obtained from Guatemala, and was the
source of a variety of commercial sarsaparilla, recently introduced in to the
market, which Professor Bentley proposes to name Guatemala sarsaparilla.
S. tnedica. Schlcchtendab l, in Linnrea, vi. 4 7; Carson, lllusl. of Med. Bot.
ii. 51, pl. 95. This species has an angular stem, armed with straight prickles
at the joiuts, and a. few hooked ones in the inter\'als. The leaves urc smooth,
bright-green on both sides, shortly acuminate, five-ncrYed, with the 'i"eins prominent benenth. 'l'hey vary much in form, the lower being cordate, auriculatehastate; the upper cordate-ovate. In tbe old leaves, the petiole and midrib are
armed with straight subulate prickles. The inflorescence is an umbel of from
eight to twelve flowers, with a smooth axillary peduncle, and pedicels about
three lines long. Schiede found this plant ou the eastern declivity of the
Mexican Andes, where the root is collected to be taken to Vcm Cruz.
The medicinal species of Smilax grow in Mexico, Guatemala, a.nd tlrn warm
latitudes of South America. The roots are very long and slender, and nriginate
in great numbers from a common hend or rhizoma, from which tbe stems of the
plant rise. The whol!l root witb the rhizoma is usually dug up, and as brought into
market exhibits not unfrequently portions of tbe stems attacbed, sometimes several inches iu length. The s:nsaparilla of commerce comes from different sources,
and is diYi<led into varieties according to the place of collection or shipment.
Hmuhiras Sr1r.~aporilla is the \'ariety most used in this country. It is
brought from the bay of IIondm·as, and comes in bundles two or three feet long,
composed of se\'eral roots folded lengthwise, and secured in a compact form by
a few circular turns. 'l'hese are packed in Lales imperfectly covered with i::kins,
each bale containing one hundred pounds or more. The roots are usually connected at one extremity in large numbers in a common head, to which portions
of the stems are also attached. In some bundles are many small fibres either
lying loose, or still adhering to the roots. 'l'be colour of the roots externally is
a dirty grayish or reddish-brown; and the cortical portion beneath the epide rmis
often appears amylaceous when broken.
'The Jcmwica or red sarsaporil/a of foreign writers is little known by that
name in tbe United States. 'l'be island of Jamaica is merely its channel of
exportation to Europe, and it is probably dcrin•d origin ally from Central America. It does not materially differ in properties from Ilonduras sarsapnrilla;
its chief peculiarity being the rcJdish colour of the epidermis, which is also
sometimes found in that varie!y. lt is sa id also to yield a larger proportion of
extract) and to con.tain le$S starch. As found in commerce, it i8 in bundles
twelve or eighteen mches long, by four or five in thickness, consisting of long
slenJer roots folded up, with t1umcrous radical fibres attached.
Con~idcrable quantities of the drug are imported from the Mexican ports of
Vera. Crnz an<l 'l'ampico. The Vern U1"l.tZ S(trsaparilla comes in large 1 rather
loose bales, weighing <ibout two hundred pounds, bound with cords or leather
tliongs, <ind usually cont.1ining the root.s folded. upon themselves, and separate ly
packed. These, as in the H onduras sar:-apanllai consist of a head or ~audex
with numerous long radiclcs, which, however, are somewhat sma ll er than m that
variety, nnd La\'C <t thinner bark. They a re often also much soiled with carlh.
'!'his variety is not highly esteemed; but from tbc acrid taste which it possesses,
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it is probably not inferior in real virtues to the other kinds. It is probably
derived from the Smilax medica.
Another variety is the Caracas sarsaparilla, brought in large quantities from
La Guayra. It is in oblong packages, of about one hundred pounds, surrounded
witb broad strips of hid e, which are connected laterally with thongs of the ~ame
material, and leave much of t be root exposed. Tbe roots, as in the last variety,
are separately pachd, but more closely and with greater care. The radicles are
often very amylaceous internally, in this respect rcserubling the foll ow ing.
Th e Brazil,.on, or, a:;; it is sometimes called in Europe, the Lisbon sorsaparillfl., is less used in the Uni ted States than in ]~urope, where it has commanded
a high er pri ce. Within a few years, however, it has been imported in considerable fjuantities. It comes from the ports of J?ara and Maranham, in cylindr ical
bundles of from th ree to five feet iu length, by about a foot in thickness, bound
about by close circular turns of a very flexible stem, and consisting of unfolded
root s, destitute of caudex (rhizoma) and stems, an<l having few radical fibres. It
is the variety of which llancock speaks as celebrated throughout South America.
by the name of sarsa of the Rio Nrg1'o, and is comiidered as the most valuable
variety of the drug. It i!'! distinguished by the amylaceous charilctcr of its
interior structure, and has coosidera.ble ac rim ony. It was said by )lartius to
be derived from Smilax syphilitica; but Dr. H ancock considers that portion of
it which comes from the Rio Negro, and is shipped at Para, as th e product of
a.n undescribed species, certainly not S. syphilitca. According to Ri chard, it
has been ascertained to be the product of the S. papyracca of Poirct. (See .Am.
Joum. of Pharm,., xv. 277.)
The variety described by Professor Bentley under the name of Guatemala,
sarsaparilla was collected in the province of Sacatepeques, about ninety miles
from the sea. It is in cyl indrical bundles about two feet eight incLes long
by four inches in diameter, composed of sepa rate roots, arranged in parallel
orde r, without rootstalk, and bound together by a few turns of the flexible stem
of a monocotyledonous plant. The bundles resemble the Brazilian in arrangement, but are much less compact. It is amylaceous, has considerable acrimony,
and is probably one of the most efficient varieties. Professor Bentley a~cribcs
it to S. pupyracea. For a particular dc:;cription of the root, the reader is referred to the Plwrni. Jo11rn. and Trans. (xii. 47:2).
Much sarsaparilla has been imported into England from Lima, Valparaiso,
and other places ou the Pacific coast of South America. It is described by
Pereira as bearing a close resemblance to Jamaica sarsapari ll a, but yie lding a.
smaller proportion of extract. It is iu bundles of about thrct' feet long and nine
inches thick, cons isting of the roots folded with their heads or rhizoma attached.
1-'he epiderm is is brown or grayish-brown. Sometimrs roots of a ligbt clay
colour are found in the bundles.
Properties. The dried sarsupari lla roots are several feet in length, about the
th ickness of a goose-quill, cylindrical, more or less wrinkled longitudinally,
flexible, and composed of a thick exterior cortical portion, co>ered with a thin
eusily f'epara.blc ep idermis, of an inner layer of ligneous fibre, and of a central
pith. The epidermis is of variou s colours, generally ash-coloured, grayishbrown, or reddish-brown, and sometimes Yery dark. '!'be cortical portion i.':! in
some specimens whitish, in others brown, and not unfrcfjuently of a pink or
rosy hue. lt is occasionally white, brittle, and almost powd ery like starch. The
woody part is usually very t?in, and composed of longitudinal fibres, which allow
the root to be ~pl it with facility through its whole length. Th e central medulla
often abounds rn starch .
San:aparilla in its ordinary state is nrarly or quite inodorous, but in decoction acquires a decided and peculiar smell. To the taste it is mucilaginous and
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Yery sligl1tly bitter, and, when chewed for some time, produces a disagreeable
acrid impression, which remains long_ in the mouth and fauccs. The root is
efficient m proportion as it possesses tL1s acrimony, which is said Ly some authors
to be confined to the cortical portion, whi le tLe ligneous fibre and mcdullary
matter arc insipid and inert. Hancock avers that all parts are equally acrid
and efficacious. The truth is probably between the two extremes; and, as ln
most medicinal roots, it must be admitted that the bark is more powerful than
the interior portions, while these are not wholly inactive. The virtues of tbe
root are communicated to water cold or hot., but are impaired by long boiling.
(See Decoclurn Sarsaparillre.) They arc extracted also by diluted alcohol.
According to Hancock 1 the whole of the active principle is not extracted by
water. He observes in his paper upon sarsaparilla, published in the London
liledfro-BMnnfral Transactions, when speaking of the sarstiparilla from Para and
the Hio Negro, "after exhaustin,c; half a pound of this sort by two digestions,
boilio/!, and pressure, I added to the dregs half a pint of proof spirit, and digested
this with a gentle heat for a few hours in a close Yessel, then affusing hot water
to the amount of that taken off from the first boiling, and pressing again 1 I procured by tbe last operation about four pints of an infusion which possessed the
:icrid properties of the sarsa. in a much higher degree even than that obtained
by the first <lecoction with simple water." It appears that in South America it
is the cu~tom to prepare sarsaparilla by digestion in wine or !3pirit, or by infusion in water with additions which may produce the ''inous fonnentation, and
tllUS add alcohol to the menstruum. 'The same result,, as to the superior efficacy
of alcohol as a sokent of the acrid principle of sarsaparilla, has been obtained
by the l;'reuch expcriml.'ntalists. (Soubciran, Journ. de Plwnn., xvi. 38.)
According to l\I. Thubcuf, sarsaparilla contains, 1. a peculiar crystalline substance, which is probably the active principle of the root, 2. a colouring substance,
3. resin, 4. starch, 5. lignin, G. :i thick, aromatic, fixed oil 1 7. a waxy substance,
and 8. chloride of potassium and nitrate of potassa. It is said also to contain a
minute proportion of volatile oil, and Batka found gum, bassorin, albumen,
gluten an<l gliadine, lactic and acetic acids, and various salts. Tbe proportion
of starch is large. Cha tin found iodine in Honduras sarsaparilla; but Dr.
1\"indder, not having succeeded iu detecting this principle in any one root, thinks
lt probable that the !>pccimcn examined by Cbatin bad been exposed to sea-water.
(Pliarm. Ct.,-nl. Blatt, .May 71 1852.)
Sars(fparillin. (Smilach1. Puri"ylin. Solsrparine. Porillinic acid.) The
crystalline principle in which the "irtucs of sarsaparilla. reside should be called
sanaparillin. It was first discovered by Dr. Htlott:l. 1 wbo described it in 1824
unde r the name of pm·iyl/11. Subsequently, M. Falchi supposed that be had
found another principle which he called smilacin. In 1831, M. Tbubeuf an nounced the discovery of a new subst:lnce in sarsaparilla which lie named
sat.~epar/ne, from the l;-rcnch name of the root. Finally, B<Hka, a German chemist, towards the end of 1833, published an account of a prineiple which he had
disco,·ercd in the root, and which, uncle!' the impression that it posscss:cd acid
propertie!!, li e called van'llhiic acid. l\I. Poggiale, however, hns shown that these
substunces :ne identical, though procured Ly different proces~eR. 'l'bc following
is the process of l\l. Thubcuf'. The root is treated witb hot :1lcohol till dcpri\·cd
of taste. The tincture is submitted to distillation, and sevcn-eigliths of the
alcohol drawn off. The remainder is treated with animal charcoal, and filtered
at tlie end of twenty.four or fo rty-eight hours. The sarsnparillin is deposited
in the form of a granular powder. 'l'bis is d issoh·cd in a fresh portion of alcohol
and cr3•stnllizcd. 'JLe alcoholic mother liquors may be depri\·ccl of that portion
of the principle wh ich they retai n by e\'<lporating to dryness 1 di~i-ohing the
product in water, filte ring, again evaporating to dryness, redissolving in alcohol,
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and crystallizing. Sarsapa1·illin is white, inodorous, almost tasteless in the
solid state, but of a bitter, acrid, nauseous taste, when dissolved in alcohol or
water. It is very slightly soluble in cold water, but more readily in boiling
water, which deposits it on cooling. his very soluble in alcohol, especially at
a boiling temperature. Ether and the volatile oils also dissolve it. hs aqueous
solution has the property of frothing very much by agitation. I\J. Heral states
that be has procured it pure by distilling, by means of a salt-water bath, a tincture of sarsaparilla. prepared with very dilute alcohol. In that case it must he
volatile, and we can understanrl why sarsaparilla suffers in dccoction. (Am .
Journ. of Phann, xii. 2.f5, from Journ. de CILim. Jl/C<l.) The solutions of
sarsaparillin are without acid or allrnline reaction. Batka erred in considering
it an acid. l\I. Poggiale founU it both in the corticu-I and medullary part of the
root, but most largely in the former. Pa\lot.ta gave it internally in <lo.'!es varying from two to thirteen grains, and found it to produce nausea, and to diminish
the force of the circulation. It is probably the principle upon which sar_saparilla
depends chi efly, if not exclusively, for its remedial powers. (Journ. de Plwrm.,
xx. 553 and 079. )
The sarsaparilla. of the shops is apt to be nearly if not quite inert, either from
age, or from having been obtained from inferior species of Smilax. This inequality of the medicine, with the improper modes of preparing it long in vogue,
hus probably contributed to its variable reputation. '.L'he only criterion of good
sars<lparilla to be relied on is the taste. lf it. leave a decidedly at.:ricl impression
in the mouth after hMing been chewed for a short time, it may be considered
efficient; if otherwise, it is probably inert.
Medical Propn·ties and i:~es. Few medicines have undergone greater changes
of reputation. About the middle of the sixteenth century it was introduced into
huropc a~ a remedy for the \•cncreal complaint, in which it had been fouud very
useful in the recent Spanish settlements in the West Indic~ . After a time it fell
into disrepute, and was little employed till about a century ago, when it was again
brought into notice by Sir William Fordyce and others, as a useful adjuvant
and corrigcnt of mercury in lucs vcucrca. Since that period very different
opinions have been entertained of its efficacy. Sorue, among whom was Dr.
Cullen, considered it wholly inert; others, on the contrary, have had the moi::t
unbounded confidence in its powers. The probable cause of much of this discrepancy has been already mentioned. Kxpcrience, both among regular practitioners and empirics, would seem to have placed its cffic>acy beyond reasonable
doubt. Its most extensive anJ. useful application is to the treatment of secondary syphilis and syphi loid diseases, and that shattered state of the system which
somelimes follows the imprudent use of mercury in these affections. It is also
cmploye<l 1 though with less obvious benefit, in chronic rheumatism, scrofulous
affections, certain cutaneous d iseases, and other depraved conditions of health.
Its mode of action is less evident than its ultimate effects. It is said to increase
the perspiration and urine; but, allowing it to possess this power, the amount of
effect is too tr ifli ng to explain its remedial influence; and the diaphoretic and
diuretic action which it appears to evin ce may perhaps be as justly ascribed to
the medicines with which it is generally associated, or the liquid in which it is
exhibited. Io th is ignorance of its precise modu.~ operandi we call it an a Iterative, as those medicines are named which change existing morbid actions, without obvious influence over any of the functions.
Sarsa.parilla. may be given in powder, in the dose of half a drachm three or
four times a day. The medicine, however, is more conveniently administered
in the form of infusion, dccoction, syrup, or extract. ( S ee tlie .~evcral o.fficinal
prrparollons in Part II) A beer, made by fcrmC'nting ~n infusion of the drug
42
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with mo1asses, is said to be a popular remedy in South America.* Tb.e smoke
of sarsaparilla. has been highly recommended in asthma. (Joum . de Plwnn. et
de Ohhn., xviii. 221.)
OjJ'. Prep. Decoctum Sarsaparillre; Decoctum Sarsaparillre Compositum;
Extr;:ictum Sarsaparill:u; Extractum Sarsaparillro li'luidum i Iofusum Sar~a
pari llre; Infusum Sarsa.parillre Comp.; Syrupus Sarsre; Syrupus Sarsaparillro
~~
~

SASSAFRAS MEDULLA. U.S.
Sassafras Pidi.
The pith of the stems of

assafras officinale. U.S.

SASSAFRAS RADICIS CORTEX. U.S.
Bark of Sassafras Root.
The bark of the root of Sassafra~ officinale. U. S.
CJ.tr Syn. SASSAFRAS. Sassafras officinale. The root. Lond., Ed.
SAl1'RA8 R0011• Sassafras ofllcinale. Tlte root. Dub.

SAS-

Sa..ssafrns, Fr., Germ.; Snsso.fras, tia.ss:lfrn.sso, ital.; Sasnfras, Span.

In the new distribution of the species composing the genus JJaurus of Linnreus, the sassafras tree bas been made the type of a distinct genus, denorninateJ
Sassafras, which has been admitted into the last edition of our Pharrnacopreia.
8ASSA1''RAS. Sex. Sgst. Enneandria Monogynia. -]{at. Ord. J.. auraccm.
Gen. Gh. Dicecious. l'al!JX six-parted, membranous; segments equal, perman~ni. at the base.
l\JAr,ES. Fertile stomens nine, in three rows, tLe tLree
inner w~th double stalked distinct glands at the base. Anthers linear, four-celled,
all looking inwards. li'D1Au;s, with as many sterile stamens as the males or
fewer; the inner often confluent. Fruif succulent, placed on the thick fleshy
apex of the peduncle, and seated in the torn unchanged calyx. (Lindley.)
Sa.~snfra.<; ojjirinale. Nees, Laurin. 488.-Laurus Sassafras. Willd. Sp.
Plant. ii. 485; Bigelow, Am. Ned. Bot. ii. 142; l\lichaux 1 N .Am,. S!JlV. ii. 144.
Thi!:I is an indigenous tree of middling size, risinJ:; in favourable situatious from
thirty to fifty foet iu hei~ht, with a trunk about a foot iu diameter. In tbe
Southern States it is sometnnes largcr1 and in the northern parts of New Engbnd
is little more than a. shrub. The bark which covers the stem a.nd large branches
is rough, deeply furrowed, and grayish; that of the extreme branches or twigs
is smooth and beautifully green . The leaves, which are alternate 1 petiolate, and
downy when young, vary much in tlieir form and size even upon the same tree.
Some arc oval and entire, others have a. lobe on one side; but the greater number
a.re three lobed. Their mean length is four or ih'e inches. The flowers, which
are frequentlydireciout:, and appear before the lenvcs, arc small, of a. pale green ishyellow colour, and di~posed .in racemes which spring from tbe branc~es below
the leaves, and b<tve lmear brnotes a.t their base. 'l'he corolla. is divided into
six oblong segments. The wale flowers have nine stamens; the hermaphrodite,
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which are on a. different plant, have only six, with a simple style. The fruit is
an oval drupe, about as large as a pea, of a deep-blue colour wlum ripe, and supported on a red pcdicel, which enlarges at tbe extremity into a cup for its
reception.
'l'he sassafras i:; common throughout the United States, and extends into :irexi':!o.
It is said also to grow in ]3r:1zil and Cochin China; but the plants observed in
these places arc prob::ibly not of the same species. In this country the sac;;..-::afras
is found both in woods and open places, and is apt to spring up in the neighbour-

hood of cultivation, and in n<'glected or abandoned fields . In Pennsy lvania and
New York, it blooms in tlie beginning of l\lay; but much earlier at the Sf)uth.
The fresh flowers have a. slightly fragrant odour 1 and almost all parts of the
pla11t are more or less aromatic . The root is directed by tbc B ritish Pharmacopooi:is; the bark of tbe root, and the pith of the twigs or extreme branches, by
tb~t of the United States. 'l'Le root is exported, and is the part chiefly u<=ecl in
British pharmacy. Jt con:3ists of a. brownish-white wood, covered with a spongy
bark di\·isible into layer.s. The 1att.er portion is by far the most active, and is
usually kept separate in our shops.
1. Su1:;sof1·as Pith. This is in slender cylindrical pieces, very light and spongy,
with a mucilaginous taste, nnd in a slight degree the characteristic flavour of the
sassafras. It ::ibouuds in a gummy matter, which it readily imparts to water,
forming a limpid mucilage, whicL, tLough ropy and \'iscid 1 ha.s much less tenacity than that of gum Arabic, nud will not answer as n sub;)titute in the suspen sion of insoluble

5uO~tanc:es.

It. differs also from solutions of ordinary gum, in

remaining liinpi<l when a<lilcd to alcohol. This mucilage is much rmployed as
a mild aud soothing: :\pplication in inflammation of the eyes; and forms an <lgreeablc and u:;;eful drink in dyscuteric, e:itarrhal, and nephritic diseases. lt may
be prepared by adding a drachm of the pith to a pint of bo iling water.
2. Burl.: of ,)'us11,<'.}~·11s Root. As found in the sbops, this is usually in small
irregular frag-mcuis, sometim~s i1wcstcd with a brownish epidermis, somet.imcs
partially or wholly freed from 1t, of a reddish or rusty cinnamon hue 1 very bn.ttle,
and pre.-,entiug when freshly broken a lighter colour tban that of the e.xpos~d
surfaces. It~ odour is highly fragrant, its taste sweetish and gratefully arcm1,at1c.
These properties are extracted by water and alcohol. They reside in a volatile
oil, which is obtained by distillation with water. (Sec Olm_mi Su.w~fms) According to Dr. Reinsch, the bark contains a heavy and light \"Olati le OJI, camphorous matter, fatty matter, resin, wax, a peculiar principle resembling tunuie
acid called sa:;sofrid1 tan11ic acid, gum, albumen, starch, red colouring matter,
lignin, and salts. (See .Im. Jour11. n/ Pluinn., xviii. 15\J.)
JUedicol PropPrlir·.~ and i·:;e.~. The. bark of sassafras root is stimulant, and
perhaps diaphorctic; though its possession of any peculiar teudency to the skin,
independently of its mere excitaut property, is quite doubtful. lt is used almost

ftf!~l~!-~~-~:.a~\'j~\\:t:·~t~:~~te~~ ~~ll~~l~ ~l~~: ~~~~1~\: t~~~~itt~~1~:1~:~~ ri•~,l~u~-o~~p~~;~\~
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for which it has been particularly recommended are chronic rheumatism, cutaneous ernptions, and scorbutic and syphiloid affections. As a. rcmcdj' in lues
venerca, in which it forme~ly ha~ a high ~eputat i on, it i~ now uuiv?r~ally CO~l
sidered as in itself wholly mcfficient. . l t 1s most conveu1ently admm1stercd Ill
the form of infusion. The oil may also be given.
OJ/: J-'l'fp. o.ftlw Pith. Infusum Sassafras l\ledull::e.
. .
OJ!'. Prr/l. r~l the B11tk of the Root, or of the Root. J?ecoetum G-uatac1; Decoctum Sars1p:1rillm Corupositum; Extractum Sarsapanll::e Fluidum; Olcum

Sassafras.
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PART I.

SCAMMONIUM. U.S., Lond., EJ., Dub.
Scamm(my.
The concrete juice of the root of Convolvulus Sc:nnmonia. V. S. The gumrcsin emitted from the root cut off. Lond. Gummy-resi nous exudation from
incisions into the root. Ed., Dub.
ScammonCe, Ji'r.; Sc~mmonium, Germ.; Sc:i.moncn, Ttal.; Escnmoncn, Span.
CoNVOJ,VULUS. Sex. S!Jst. Pentaudria l\lonogynia. -Nat. Ord. Convolvu-

laccre.
Gen. Ch . Corolla, carupanulate. iS'tyle one. Stigmas two, linear.cylindrical,
often revolute. Ovary two-celled, four-seeded. Capsule two-celled. (Lindley.)
Convolvolus Scarmmmia. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 8-!5; Woodv. Jl/ecl. Bot. p.
243 1 t. 86; Carson, Illust. of ltled. Bot. ii. 14, pl. 62. This species of Convolvulus
has a perennial, tapering root, from three to four feet long, from nine to tweh·e
inches in ci rcumference, branching towards its lower extremity , covered with a.
light.gray bark, and containi ng a milky juice. The stems are numerous, ~lender,
auJ twining, extendjng sometimes fifteen or twenty foet upon the ground, or on
neighbouring plants, and furni shed with smooth, bright.greeD 1 arrow-shaped
leaves, which stand alternately upon long footstalks. The flowers arc placed in
pairs, or three together upon the peduncles, which are round, axillary, solitary,
and of nearly twice the length of the leaf.
Th e plant is a native of Syria, Anatolia, and certain iRlands of the Archipelago.
No part is medicinal except the root, which, when dried, was found by Dr. Russel
to be a. mild cathartic. Scammony is the concrete juice of the fresh root, and is
collected, according to Hussel, in the following manner. In the month of June,
the ea rth is cleared away from about the root, the top of which is cut off obl iquely
about two in ches from the origin of the stems. Th e milky juice which exudes
is collected in shell s, or other convenient receptacle, placed at the most depending
part of the cut su rface. A few drachms only arc collected from each root. 'fhe
juice from several plants is put into any convenient vessel, and concretes by time.
In this state it constitutes genuine scammony, but is very seldom exported. It
is generally prepared for the market by admixture, while it is yet soft, with the
expressed juice of the stalks and leaves, with wheat flour, ashes, fine sand, &c.;
and it has been supposed that scamruony sometimes consists wholly or in great
part of the expressed juice of the root, evaporated to dryness by exposu re to the
sun , or by artificial heat. The drug is ex ported chiefly from S myrna, though
small quantities are suid to be sent out of the country at Alexanclretta, the seaport of Aleppo. Dr. Pereira was informed by a. merchant who had resided in
Smyrna, that it is brought upon cumc ls in a soft state into that city, and after·
ward s adulterated by a set of individuals called scammony makl'rs. 'l'be adulteration appears to be conducted in conformity with a certain understood scale,
more or less foreign matter being added according to the price. Tbe materials
employed are chiefly chalk and some kind of flour or meal. Very little comparatively is exported perfectly pure. We obtain scamruony either directly from
Smyrna, or indirectly through some of tl.le l\lcditcrrauean ports.*
*An interesting Recount of the collection nod prepnrntion ofscnnimony in Anatolia, in
the vicinity of Smyrna, bas been com municnte<l by i\1r. S. II. i\!:1\tnss to the London Pharmaceutical Joum. and Tra11.T. (xiii. 264 ). 1'he juice is coUectcd in the same manner ns described
by Busse! in reference to Syria. The protluct, however, of each pla11t is somewhat less.
In some districts, according to Mnltnss, ten plants produce only n drnchm of scammony;
0
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The name of Aleppo scarnrno11y was formerly given to the bolter kinds of the
drug, and of Smyrna scarnrno11y to those of inferior qualit.y; the distinctiou
having probably originntecl in some difference in t.be charac ter of the scammony
obtained at these two places. But no such difference now exists; as scammony
is brought from Smyrna of every degree of purity. It has been customary in this .
country to designate the genuine drug of whate\·er quality as Aleppo scammony;
while the name of Smyrna scammony has been given to a spurious article manufactured in the South of !?ranee, and to other factitious su..bstitutcs. It is quite
time that these terms should be altogether abandoned. We shall treat of the
drug under the heads of genuine and factitious scammony.
Genuine Si;ammony. ']'his is sent into commerce in clrums or ·boxes, and is
either in irregular lumps, in large solid mnsses of the shape of the containing
vessel into which it appears to h:we been introduced while yet soft, or in circular,
flattish or piano-convex cakes. It seldom reaches us in an unmixed state. Formerly small portions of pure scammnny were occasionally to be met with in
Europe, con tain ed in the shells in which the juice wns collected and dried. This
variety, denominated scanunon!J in shells, is riow scarcely to be found. 1'he pure
drug, as at present known in the shops of J.. ondon, and occasionally brought to
this country, is called vii-gin scamrnuny. It is in irregular pieces, often covered
with a whitish-gray powder, friable and easily broken into small fragments between the fingers, with a F-hining grriyish- green fracture soon passing into greenishblack, and exhibiting under the microscope minute air-cells, and numerous gray
semi-tra nsparent splinters.* It is easily pulverized, affording a. pale asL-gray
powder. When rubbed with water it readily forms a rnilky emulsion. It has
a rather strong, peculiar odour, which bas been compared to that of old cheese.
The taste is feeb le at first, and afterwards somewhat acrid, but without bitterness.
It gives no evidence, when the requisite tests are applied, of the presence of
starch or carbonate of lime, leaves but a slight residue when burned, and yields
about 80 per cent. of its weight to ether.
'The form of scammony chiefly found in our markets is that in circular cakes.
These arc sometimes flattish on both sides, but generally somewhat convex on
one side and flat on the other, as if dried in a saucer, or ot her shallow vessel.
They are from four to six inches in diameter, and from half an inch to an inch
and a half, or e\'Cn two inches thick in the centre. As found in the retail shops,
they are oft.en in fragments. 'l'Ley arc bard and heavy, with a faintly shining
roughish fracture ; and when brok en exhibit in general a structure very finely
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porous, sometimes almost compact, nnd in a very few instances cavernous. Their
colour externally is a dark ash or dark olive, or slate colour approaching to black j

interna,lly somewhat lighter an<l grayiFh, with ao occasional tinge of greeu or
yellow, but tleepening by exposure . The small frngmcuts are sometimes slightly
translucent at the edges. ']'he mass, though hard, is pulverizable wi1hout great
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similar to that of the .Pure chug. 'l'he taste, very sliµ-ht at first, becomes feebly
bitterish and acrid. This kind of scarnmony is never quite pure, and much of
it is consiUerably adulterated. In some of the cakes Cilrbonate of lime is the chief
impurity; in others the adulternting substance is probably meal, as e,·iilences of
the presence of starch and lignin are afforded; and in others again both these
sub~tances arc found. Christison cfo:covered in the chalky specimens a proportion
of carbonate of lime varying from 15 to 38 per cent.; in the amylaceous 1 from
13 to 42 per cent. of impurity. It was probably to die flat, dark-coloured, compact, difficultly pulverizable, and more inipure c:1kcs that the uame of Smyrna
sr:omm01i!J was formerly given.
'l'he~e have been erroneously ascribed by some
to the l'enj>loca S ec.anwne, a plant growing in Egypt.*
Scawroony is raukcd among the gum.resins. It is partially dissolved by water,
much more largely by alcohol and ether, and :ilmost entirely, when pure, by
boiling diluted alcohol. Its active ingredient is resin, which constitutes from
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80 to 90 per cent. of pure dry scammony. The gum-resin has been analyzed
by various chemists, but the results are somewhat uncertain; as the character
of the specimens examined is insufficiently determined by the terms Aleppo and
Smyrna scammony, employed to designate them. Tlrn~. Bouillon-J... ngrange and
Vogel obtained, from 100 parts of Aleppo sc:rn1mony, 60 of resin, 3 of ~um, 2
of extractive, and 35 of in soluble ma.tter; from the same qunntity of Smyrna
scammony, 29 parts of resin, 8 of gum, 5 of extracti\'e, and 58 of vegetable
renwins and earthy substances. It is obvious that both the specimens upon
whid1 they operated were very impure. Marquart found in pure scammony
(scamnwny in shells) 81·25 per cent. of resin, 3·00 of gum with salts, 0 ·75 of
wax, -!•50 of extractive, 1·75 of st.ll'(:by envelopes, bassorin, and ~luten,] ·50 of
albumen and lignin, 3·75 of forruginous alumina, chalk, nnd carbonate of magnesia, and 3 50 of sand. Christison found different specimens of pure scammony
to contain, in 100 parts, from 77 to 83 parts of resin, fr0m 6 to 8 of gum, from
3·2 to 5 of lignin and sand, and from 7·2 to 12·6 of water, with occasionally a
little starch, probably derived accidentally from the root, and not in sufficient
quantity to cause a cold decoction of the gum-resin to gi\'C a blue colour with
iodine. l\Jr. Hanbury, of J.Jonclon, found in the purest scammony in shells 91·1
per cent. of resin; and Mr. B. ,V. Bull, of New York, 86·88 per cent. in a specimen in irregular lumps, received from Constantinople as Aleppo Scammony.
(N. Y. Journ. of Pharm., June, 1852.) For the character of the resin, see
Extractum sive Resina Scammonii. As already stated, scammony is seldom
or never quite pure as found in our shops. Much of it contains not more than
50 per cent. of tbe resin, some not morn than 42 per cent., and the worst varieties as little as IO per cent., or even less.* Sometimes the cakes are of good
quality on the outside, and inferior within. mull, NY Jouni. of Plwrm., i. 7.)
It has been suggested, in this uncertainty as to the strength of the scammony of
the shops, whether it might not be best to abandon its internal use altogether,
and to substitute its resin, wbich is of uniform strength.
The ]~din burgh Col lege gives the following signs of pure scammony, "Fracture
glistening, almost resinous, if the specimen be old and dry; muriatic acid does
not cause effervescence on its surface; the decoction of its powder, filtered and
cooled, is not rendered blue by tincture of iodine. Sulphuric ether separates at
least eighty per cent. of resin dried at 280° ." Effervescence with muriatic acid
indicates tbe presence of chalk, a blue colour with iodine that of starch in the
form of flour.
Paditious Scarnmo11y. Mo11tpellier Scammon!/. l\Iuch spurious scammony
is manufactured in the South of France, said to be made from the expressed
juice of Cynanthum Mor:ilpeHacum, incorporated with various resins, and other
1rnrgative sub::;tances.t It has been occasiooally imported into the United Sta.res,
and sold as Smyrna sea.mmony. It is usually in flat semicircular cakes, four or
five inches in diameter, and six or eight lines thick, blackish both externally and
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within, very hard, compact, rather heavy, of a somewhat shininJ? and resinous
fracture, a feeble balsamic odour wholly different from that of genuine scammony,
and a very bitter nauseous taste. When rubbed with the moistened finger it
becomes dark-gray', unctuous, and tenacious. 'Ve have l'Cen another substance
sold as Smyrna scammony, which was obviously spurious, consisting of blackish,
circular, flat cakes, or fragments of such cakes, rather more than half an inch
th ick, very light, penetrated with small holes as if worm eaten, and when broken
exhibiting an irregular, cellular, spongy texture. Dr. Pereira describes a factitious substance sold as Smyrna scannnony, which is in circular flat cakes, about
half an inch thick, blackish, and of a slat.y aspect, breakiug with difficulty, of a
dull black fracture, and oft.he sp. gr. I ·412. l\ioist.ened and rubbed it Las the
smell of guaiac, which may also be detected by chemical tests.
Medical Properties and Uses. Scammony is an energetic cathartic, apt to occasion griping, and sometimes operating with harshness. It was known to the
ancient Greek physicians, and was much employed by the Arabians, who not
only gave it as a purgative, but al~o applied it externally for the cure of various
cuta.neous diseases. It may be used in all cases of torpid bowels, when a powerful
impression is desired; but on account of its occasional violence is seldom administered, except in combination with other cathartics, the action of which it
promotes, while its owa harshness is mitigated. It should be given in emulsion
with mucilage, sugar, almonds, liquorice, or other demulcent; and its disposition
to gripe may be counteract.ed by the addition of an aromatic. The dose is from
five to fifteen grains of pure scammony, from ten to thirty of that commonly
found in the market.
O.ff: Prep. Confectio Seammonii; Extractum Colocynthidis Compositum;
Extractum sive Resina Scammon ii; Pilulre Colocynthidis Comp.; }>utvis Scammonii Comp.
W.

SCILLA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Squill.
The bulb of Scilla maritima, U.S. Urginea Scilla. Recent bulb. Lond.
bulb. Dub. Bu lb of Squilla maritima. l'J'rl.
Scillc, Fr.;

~·Ieerzwiebel,

The

Germ.; Scilla, Ital.; Cebolla albt1rrana, Span.

Sex. S!Jst. Hexandria l\lonogynia.-Nat.Ord. IJiliacere.
Gen. Oh. Corolla six-petaled, spreading, deciduous. Filmnenls thread-like.
TVilld.
Scillamaritim.a. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 125; Woodv. lrled. Bot. p. 745, t . 255.
-Squilla maritima. Steinheil j Lindley, Flor. Jlled . p. 591; Carson, Ill1tst. of
Med. Bot. ii. 46, pl. 89. This is a perennial jJlant, with fibrous roots proceeding
from the bottom of a. large bulb, which sends forth several long, lanceolate,
pointed, somewhat undulated, shining, deep-green leaves. From the midst of
the leaves a round, smooth, succulent flower-stem rises, from one to three feet
high, terminating in a long, close spike of whitish flowers. 'l'hc!!e are destitute
of calyX, and stand on purplish peduncles, at tLc base of each of which is a linear,
twisted, (Jeciduous floral leaf.
'
The squill grows on the sea.coast of Spain, France, Italy, Greece, and the
other countries bordering on the l\leditcrranean. The bulb is the officinal por" tion. lt is generally dried for use; but is sometimes imported into this country
in the recent state packed in sand.
Propr1'ties. 'l'hc fresh bulb is pear-shaped, usually larger than a man's fist,
sometimes as large as t he head of a child, :ind consisting of fleshy scales attenuated at their edges, closely ripplied over each oLher, and invested by exterior scales
so thin and dry as to appear to constitute a membranous coat. 1.'here are two
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varieties, distinf,!ui sbcd as the rfd and white squill. In the former, the exterior
coating is of a deep reddish -brown colour, and th e inner scales lrnve a whitish
rosy or very light pink epidermis, with a yellowish-white parencbyma i in the
latter, the whole bulb is white. They do not differ in their medicinal virtues.
The bulb abounds in a. viscid, very acrid juice, which cau~cs it to inflame and
even excoriate the ski n when much handled. By drying, this acrimony is very
much diminished, with little loss of medicinal power. The bulb loses about
four-fifths of it s weight in th e proccRs. Vogel found 100 parts of frcsh.sriuill to
be reduced to 18 by desiccation. The process is somew hat difficult, m co nsequence of the abundance and viscid character of the juice. Th e bulb is cut
into thin trans'Verse slices, and the pieces dried separately by artificial or solar
beat. The outer and central .sca les are rej ected, the former being dry and destitute of the active principle, the latter too fleshy and mucilaginous. 'l'he L ondon College g ives directions for the slicing and drying of the recent bulb.
])ried squ ill, as found in our shops, is in irregu lar oblong pieces, often more
or less contorted, of a dull yellowish-white colour with a reddish or ro$:y tint,
someti mes entirely white, slightly diaphanous, brittle and pulverizable when perfectly dry, but often flexible from the presence of moisture, for which they have
a great affinity. Occasionally a pnrccl will be found consisting of vertical slices,
some of which adhere together at the base. 'l'he odour is very feeble, the taste
bitter, nauseous, and acrid.
'l'he virtues of squill are extracted by water, alcohol, a.nd vinegar. According
to Vogel, it contains a bitter principle named by him sciltilin, gum, tanniu,
citrate of lime a.nd sacchari ne matte1·, lignin, and an acrid principle which he
wris unable to isolrite. Water distilled from it bad neither taste nor i:nncll, and
was drunk by Vogel to the amount of six oun ces without effect. ll'rom the
experiments of Duncan and Buchner, it appe11rs that hrnnin, if it ex ists in squill,
is in very sma ll proportion. The scillitin of Vogel was soluble in water, alcohol,
and vinegar; but was considered by )f. Till oy, of Dijon, to be a compound of
the proper active principle of squil l with gum and uncrystall izable sugar. 'l'be
scilli'tin, obta ined by the latter expe rimenter, was insoluble in water and dilute
acids, solubl e in alcohol, exceedi ngly acriJ and bitter, and ,·cry powerful in its
influence on the system. A single grain produced the death of a st rong dog.
The process of 'filloy may be seen in former editions of this work. Th e scillitin
obtained by him was still impure. Labourdais believed that be had obtained it in
an isolalcd sta.te by means of animal charcoal. A decoction of squill was first
treated with acetate of lead to separate the viscid matters, was then filtered and
ngitatcd in the cold with purified animal charcoal in fine powder, and afterwards
allowed to rest. The charcoal grad ually subsided, carrying with lt th e bitter
and colouring principles. The liquid being decanted, the solid matter was dri ed,
and treated with hot a.lcohol, which acquired rm im•upportablc bitterness. The
alcohol being distilled off, left a. milky liquid , which was allowed to cv:\poratc
spontaneously. The scillitin thus procured was solid, un cryst:tllized, easily decomposable by heat, almost cau$\tic to the taste, not deliquescent, neuter, but
slightly soluble in water, to which, howe'Ver, it imparted a very great bitterness,
very soluble in alcohol, and dissolved, but at the sa me time decomposed by con centrated sulph uric und nitric acids, imparting to the former a purple colour,
instantly becoming black. (Ann. de 1'/tfrop., 1849, p. 145.) L. F . Bley succeeded in obtain ingscillitin, by th e process of Labourdais, in long flexible necdlesbaped crystals, by simply allowing the last alcoholic soluti on to evaporate
Rpontancously. (Arch. der Phorm., lxi. 14.l.) Laudercr obtained a crystalline
principle from fresh squill 1 by treating the bruised bulb with dilute sulphuri c
acid, concentrating the solution 1 neutralizing it with lime, drying tbe precipitate,
exhaust ing this with alcohol, and evapornting the tincture, which, on cool ing,
deposited tLe substance in question in prismatic crystals. It was bitter, but not
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acrid, insoluble in water or the volatile oi1:5, slightly soluUle in alcohol, aud, according to LanJercr, capable of neutralizing the acids. ( Clu·istison's Dlspensa-

t01:1J·) "'ittstciu iuferrecl from his experiments that the bitterness an<l acrimony
of squill reside in distinct principles. (See Plwrm. Joum. and 'l.'1·ct11!1., x. 359.)
Tilloy has recently made a new analysis of squill, which he finds to contain, 1. a
resinoid substance very acrid and poisonou~, soluble in alcohol and not in ether,
2. a very bitter principle, yellow, and soluble in water and alcohol, 3. a. fatty
matter soluble iu ether and not iu alcohol, 4. citrate of lime, and 5. mucifogc
and sugar. Tbc acrid principle, in the dose of about three quarters of n grain,
killed a dog. The bitter principle is much less powerful. Both are contained
in the matters extracted from squill by means of animal charcoal. The citrate
of lime is in the form of minute, silky, acicular crystalsJ interspersed through
the P'lrcnchyma of the bulb. (Journ. de Phann., 3e ser., xxiii. -!10.)
'Yhen kept in a. dry place, squill retains its virtues for a. loug time j bnt if
exposed to moisture it soon becomes monlcly.
11/edi.'cat Properties and {/13es. Squill is expectorant, diuretic, and in large
doses emetic n.tHl purgative. In over-doses it has been known to occasion hyper.
catharsis, stran_gury, bloody urine, and fatal inflammation of tbc stomach and
bowels. The Greek physicians employed it as a ruedicine; and it has retained
to the present r;ierioJ a deserved popularity. As an expectorant, it is used both
in cases of cle6cient and of superabundant secretion from tLc bronchial mucous
membrane; in tLe former cnse usually combined with tartar emrtic or ipccacu·
an ha, in th e latter frequently with the stimulant expectorants. In both instances,
it <'perates by stimulating the vessels of the lungs; and, where the inflammatory
action in this organ is considerable, as in pneumonia and severe catarrh, the use
of squill should be preceded by the lancet. In drnpsical diseases it is very
much employed 1 especially in connexion with calomel, which is supposed to ex·
cite the absorbents, while the squill increases the secretory action of the kidneys.
It is thought to succeed beM 1 in these complaints, in the absence of general
inflammatory excitement. On account of its great uncertainty and occasional
Larshness, it is very seldom prescribed as an emetic, except in infantile croup or
catarrh, in which it is u~unlly given in the form of syl'Up or oxymel. \Vhen
given in substance, it is most conveniently administered in the form of pill. 'l'he
do:-e, as a diuretic or expectorant, is one or two grains repc:1tecl two or three times
a day, and gradually increased till it produces slight nausea, or evinces its action
upon the kidneys or lungs. From six to twelve grains will generally vomit.
'The vinegar aud syrnp of squil\ are officinal, and much used. An acetic extrncl
has been prepared by i\Ir. };"', D. Niblett, by digesting a pound of squill with three
fl.uidounces of acetic acid and a pint of UistilleJ. water, with a. gentle heat, for
fort.y-cigbt hours, then expressing, and, without filtration, evaporating to a proper cousistcuce. Oirn grain is equal to about three of the powder. (Phann.
Jouru. ond Trans., xii. 133.)
O.D'. Pr<'p. Acetum Scillm; Pilulre Digitalis et Scillre; Pil. Tpecacuanhro cum
Scilla; Pi!. 8cill:.c Comp.; Sj'rnpus Scillro Comp.; Tin<:tura Scilla:.
W.

SCOPARIUS. U.S. Secondary, Land.
Broom.
The fresh tops of Cytisus Scoparius.
dried top. Loud.

U.S.

Cytisus Scoparius.

Recent and

£l~~~;t~;ll:~~9.;,:~1!!1~~!·n;s~~~i?i~t~~tb:~!.~~~~~~~~:: Jf};'n~~~;n, Span.

Cr1· 1sus.
minosoo.

Sex.

~!;st.

Diadelpliia. Dccandria.- . Ni:tt.01·d. Fabacero or

Legu-
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C'u~IJX bilabiate, upper lip generally entire, lower somewhat three-

toothcd. Ve:<:illurn ovate, broad. l'arinct very obtuse, cnclosi11g the stamens
anJ pistils. Stamens monadclphous. Leyume plano·compressed, many-seeded,
not glandular. (De Cand.)
(!;ti.ms S<·oparius. De Cand. Prodrom. ii. 15.t - Spartfoni Scoparimn.
'YillJ. Sp. Plant. iii. !)33; Woodv. Ned. Bot. p. 413, t. 160. This is a common
}~uropean shrub, cultirnted in our gardens, from three to eight feet hi~h, with
numerous straight, peutangular, bright-green, very flexible branches, and small,
oblong, downy leaves, which are usua.lly tcrnate, but on the upper part of the
plant are sometimes simple. The flowers are numerous, papilionaceous, large,
11howy, of n. ~olden.yellow colour, and supported solitarily upon short axillary
peduncles. The seeds arc contained in a compressed legume, which is hairy at
the sutures.
The whole plant has a bitter nauseous taste, aod, when bruised, a strong peculiar otlour. Tbe tops of the branches are the otlicina l portion; but the seeds are
also used, and, while they posRess similar Yirtues, have the advantage of keeping
better. ·w ater and alcohol extract their active properties. According to Cadet
de Oassicourt, the flowers contain volatile oil, fatt,y matter, wax, chlorophylle,
yellow colouring matter, tannin,a sweet substance, mucilage, osmazome, albumen
and lignin. Dr. Sten house has separated from them two principles, one of which
called sropm·in he believes to be the diuretic principle, and the other, named .~pw·
tein, to be narcotic. The former is in stellate crystals, easily dissokcd b boiling
w:1ter and alcohol, and is obtained by purifying a yellow gelatinous ubstancc
deposited upon the evaporation of the decoction. lt may be given in the dose
of four or fi\'e gm ins. The latte r was obtained by distillation from the mother
waters of tbc scoparin. It is a colourless liquid, having a peculiar bitter taste,
and all the propel'ties of a volatile orguuic ba~c. It appears to have narcotic
properties. But we need moro definite information on t.be subject. (Ann. de

Therap., A. D. 1853, p. 153.)

.

Medical Properties and l/ses. Broom is diuretic and cathartic, and in large
doses emetic, and has been employed with great advautage in dropsical complaints, in which it was recommended by Mead, Cullen, and others. Cullen
pre?cribed it in the form of decoction, made by boiling half an ounce of the
fresh tops in a. pint of water down to half a pint, of which he ga\·e a fluidounce
every hour till it operated by stool or urine. It is a domestic remedy in Great
Britain, but is seldom used in this country. The seeds may be given in powder,
in the dose of ten or fifteen grains.
OJ]: Prep. Decoctum Scoparii; Decoctum Scoparii Compositum.
W.

SENEGA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
&nekci.
The root of J:>ol.ygah Senega. U.S., Lond., Ed., JJub. ·
Puln;:lle de V1rg11ue, Fr.; ]\\nppcrscblangcuwmzel, (Jerm.; Polignht Virgininnn, Ital.
POLYO-\LA. Sex. S!Jsl. Diadclphia Octandria.-Nat. Ord. l)olyg<1lacere.
Gen. Oh."' Calyx five-leaved, with two leaflets wing.shaped, aucl coloured.
L egume obcordate, two.celled. lVilld.
Besides P. Senr90, two other species ha Ye attracted some attention in EuropeP. arnara and P. v1dym·is-as remedies in chronic pectoral affections; but as they
are not natives of this country, and are never used by practitioners here, they
do not merit particular notice.
Polygala Scneya. 'Yill<l. Sp. Plant. iii. 89-1; Bigelow, Am. Jllcd. Bot. ii.
97; Barton, Med. Bot. ii. 111. 'l'his unostentatious plant has a perennial branching root, from which several erect, simple, smooth, round, le:1fy stems annually
rise, from nine inches to a foot iu height. Tbc stews arc occasionally tinged
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with red or purple below, but arc green near the top. The leaYes are alternate or
scattered, lanccolatc, pointed, smooth, bright-green on tlie upper surface, paler
beneath, and sessile or supported on very short footstalks. The flowers are
small and white, aud form a clo~e spike at the summit of the stem. 'l'he calyx
is their most conspicuous part. It consists of five leaflets, two of which are
wing-shaped, white, and larger than the others. 'fbe corolla. is small and closed .
'The capsules arc small, much compressed, obcordatc, two-valved, and two-celled,
with two oblong-ovate, blackish seeds, pointed at oue end.
This species of Polygala, common ly called Seneka snal<.eroot, grows wild in all
parts of th e United States, but most abundantly in the southern and western
sections, where the root is collected fo r sale. It is brought into market in bal<'s
weighing from fifty to four hundred pounds.
Properties. As the root occurs in commerce, it is of various sizes, from that
of a straw to that of the little finger, presenting a thick knotty bead, which
exhibits traces of the numerous stems. It is tapering, branched, variously
twisted, often marked with crowded annular protuberances, and with a project·
iu g keel.like line, extending along its whole length. The epider mis is corrugated, transversely cracked, of 3 yellow ish-brown colour in the young roots, and
brownish gray in the old. In the smaller branches the colour is a lighter yellow.
The bark is hard and resinous, and rontains the active principles of the root.
1'he central portion is ligneous, white, and quite inert, and should be rejected
in t he p cparatiou of the powder. The colour of tLis is gray. The odour of
Reneka i peculiar, strong in the fresh root, but faint in the dried. 'l'he taste is
at firsts cctisb and mucilaginous, but after chewing becomes somewhat pungent
and acrid, leaving a peculiar initating scnsat.ion in the fauces. These properties,
as well as tlie medical \'irtues of the root, are extracted by boiling water, and by
alcohol. Diluted alcohol is au excellent sol\'(!llt. The root has been analyzed
by Gehlcn, Pescbier of Geneva, Feneulle of Cam bray, Dulong D' Asta fort, Folcbi,
anJ Trommsdorff, and more recently by 1\1, Quennne. Gehlen was supposed
to have found the active principle in the substance left behind, when the alcoholic extrnct is treated successively with ether and water; and thenameof senegin
was accordingly conferred upon it. But it docs not seem lo have any just claim
to the rank a:ssignecl to it, though it probably contains the active principle umong
its constituents. From a compa rison of the results obtained by the above-men tioned chemists, it would appear that seneka. contains, 1. a peculiar acrid principle, whid1 l\I. Que\•enne considers to be an acid, and has named J>Olygalic acid;
2. a yell ow colouring matter, of a bitter taste, insoluble or nearly so in water,
but soluble in ether and alcohol ; 3. a volatile principle, considered by some as
an essential oil, but thought by Quevenne to possess acid properties, and named
by him virgineic acid; 4. pectic acid or pectin; 5. tannic acid of the v3ricty
which precipitates iron green; 6. gum; 7. albumen; 8. ccrin; 9. fixed oil; 10.
woody fibre; and 11. saline and earthy substances, as the carbonates, sulphates,
and phosphates of lime and potassa, chloride of potassium, alumina, magneeia,
silica, and iron. The virtues of scneka. appear to reside chiefly, if not exclusively, in the acrid principlcwbieh M. Quevcnn~ called polygalic acid, and wbich
he considercJ closely analogous to snponin. Ile obt;1ined it pure by the following process. Powdered scncka. is exhausted by alcohol of 33°, and so much of
the alcohol is distilled off as to bring the resulting tincture to the consistence of
syrup. The residue is treated with ether, in order to remove the fatty m:Ltter.
'l'he liquid upon standing deposits a precipitate, which is separated by filtration,
and is then mixed with WtllCr. To the turbid solution thus formed alcohol is
added, which facilitates the production of a white precipitate, consisting chiefly
of pnlygalic acid. The liqu1d is ~ti lowed to stand for several days, that the pre·
cipitatc may be full)' forwed. '.l.'he supernatant liquid being decanted, the pre-
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cipitate is drained upon a filter, and, being removed while yet mQist, is dissoh·cd
by the aid of heat. in alcohol of 36°. 'l'he solution is boiled with purified animal
charcoal, and filtered while bot. Upon cooliog it deposits the principle in question in a state of purit,y. Tims obtained, polygalic acid is a white powder,
inodorous, and of a taste at first sli ght, but soon becoming pungent and acrid,
and producing a \'ery painful sensation in the throat. It is fixed, unalterable
in the air, inflammable, sol uble in water slowly when cold and rapiJly with th e
aid of heat, soluble in all proportions in boiling absolute alcohol, which deposits
most of it on cooling, quite in sol uble in ether and in the fixed and volatile oils,
and possessed of the properties of reddeaing litmus and neutralizing the alkalies.
Its const ituents arc c;1 rbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. 1\1. Quevenne founJ it, when
given to dogs, to occasion ,-oniiting and much embarrassment in respiration, and
in large quantities to destroy lifo. Dissection ex hibited evidences of inflammation of the lungs, and frothy mucus was found in the stomach, resophagus, and
superior portion of the trachea, showing the tendency of thi s substance to increase the mucous secretfon, and explaining in part th e beneficial influence of
seneka in croup. (Ju1tm. de P!tru·ni., xxii. 4-t9, and xxiii. 227.)
From the experiments of .JI. Quevenne it also appears that srncka yields its
virtues to water, cold or hot, and to boiling alcohol; aad that the extracts obtain ed
by me:ins of these liquids have the sensible properties of the root. Ilut, under
the iufiucnce of heat, a portion of the acrid principle unites with the colou ring
matt er and coagulated albumen, and thus becomes in:::oluble in water; and the
decoction, therefore, is not so strong as the infusion, if time is allow
in the
formation of the latter, fo r the full action of themenstruum. If it be si rabl c
to obtain the virtues of the root in th e form of an aqueous extr.1ct, the infusion
should be prepared on the principle of displacement; as it is thus most concculrate<l, and consequently requires less heat iu its evaporation. In forming an
infusion of seneka, the temperature of the water, uccord.iug to l\J. Quevcnne,

should not exceed 104° F. (Ibid.)
The roots of Pa11ox guinquefolium or ginseng arc frequently wixcU with the
sen..eka, but are easily distinguishable by tbeir s hape and taste. Another rnot
lias been occasionally observed in parcels of scneka, supposed to be that of Gilleu ia trifoliata. This woulJ be readily distinguished by its colour and s hape
(see Gillenia), and by its bitter taste without acrimony. One of the most characteristic marks of sencka is the projecting line running the whole length of
the root, and appearing as though a. thread were placed beneath the bark, anJ,
being attached at the upper end, were drawn at the lower, so as to g ive the root
a contorted s hape.
Aledicol Properties and lRef;. Scncka is a stiwu latin~ expectorant and diuretic,
and in brge doses emetic and cathartic. It appears in deed to excite more or
less all the secretions, proving occas ionally diaphoretic and emmenagog ue, and
increasiug the flow of saliva. Its action, however, is especially directed to the
lungs; and its expectorant virtues are those for which it i~ chiefly employed.
It was introduced into practice about a cenrury ago by Dr. Tennant, of Virginia,
who recommended it as a cure for the bite of the rattlesnake, and in various
pectorul complaints. As an expcctornnt it is employed in cases not attended
with acute inflammatory action, or in wbicb the inflammation has Lee n in great
mensure subd ued. It is peculiarly useful iu chronic catarrba l affections, the
secondary stages of croup, and in pcripncurnonia. notha after sulticicnt depletion.
By Dr. Archer, of. i\laryland, it .was recommended in the early stages of croup;
but under these circumstallces 1t is now seldom gi\'en, unless in combination
with squill an<l an antimvnial, as in the S!lrupu.s Scilli.~ Compositu.s . Employed so as to purge and \'Omit, it has proved useful in rheumatism; and some
cases of Jropsy arc said to have been cured by it. It has also been recommended in awenorrhooa.
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The dose of powdered sencka is from ten to twenty grainsj hut the medicine
is more frequently administered in decoction. (See becor.:turn Senegce.) '!'here
is an officinal syrup. An extract is prepared by macerating sixteen ounces of
coarsely powdered sencga, for two days, in three pints of a liciuid consisting of
one measure of alcohol and two of water; then putting the mixture into a perco-

lator, an<l pouring upon it a similar fluid until six pints of filtered liqu or arc
obtained; and, lastly, evaporating by means of a wa.tcr-bath to the consistence
of an extract. 'l'he dose is from one to three grains. (Am. Journ. of Phann.,
xiv. 287.) A tincture may also be prepared, but is not much employed. ]>olygalic acid may be employed in the dose of from the fourth to the half of a grniu,
dissol\'ed in hot water, with the addition of ~um and sugar.
O.ff: Prep. Decoctum Sencgm; Electuarium Opii; Iufu:sum Seucgre; Syrupus
Scillre Compositus; Syrupus 8enegre.
W.

SENN A. US, Dub.

&nna.
The leaflets of Cassia aeutifolia (Delile), Ca!'lsia. oboYata (De Canrlolle), and
Cassia elongata (J.,onaire). C. S. Cassia acutifolia. Alexandrian Senna. The
leaves. Cas!:lia. elongata. 'l'innevelly :senna. 'l'he leaves. Dub.
OJ)'. i 11. SKNNA AL8XANDH.l~.\. Lond., Bd. Ct•ssia acutifolia. and C.
obot at· The leaf. Lond. J_,caves of various species of ciJ~Si;l, prob:1bly of c.
lanccola , C. acutifolia, and C. obovata. Btl. SE~.N A l~DlCA. Lond., Ed.
1

Ca~~~3e,~~i~oJ1:~:s:f~:~e1'.~~;r!',~~ :1~n:1~J1~~~~~~;t.?'~~;:~S~~n~ga ta.

1

CASSIA.

BJ.

See CASSlA }'lSTlJLA.

'J'he plants which yield senna bclonf! to the genus Cassia, of which several
species contribute to furnish the drug. These were confounded together by Linumus in a isingle species, wh ich be nam ed Cassia. Senna. Since his time the
subject has bet:n more thoroughly investigated, especially by Deli le, wbo accompanied the French expedition to Egypt, and had an opportunity of examining
tbe plant in its native country.

Botani>;ts at present distinguish at lea st three

species, C. acutifolia, C. obornta., and C. clongata, as the sourtcs of commercial
senna.; and it is probable that two others, C. lmiceolata of Forskbal and ('.
.iEthlop'ica of Guibourt, contribute towards it. The firnt three arc recognised
by the U. S. Pharmacopooia.

1. Oas.~friafUl1j(J/ia. D..: : lile, Plor ed'Egyptc, lxxv. tab. 27, f. 1-0.lauceolatri.
De C:rndollc; Ca1·son 1 Il!ust. of N ed. Bot. i. 34, pl. 27. This is described as a.
small undershrub, two or three feetliigh, with a.straight, woody, branching, whitish
stem; Uut, according t.o Landcrcr, the senna plant attains the height of eight or
ten feet in the African deserts, and affords thenati\•cssheltcr from the sun. (See
Am. Jouni. of l'hann., xviii. 17-l.) Tbc leaves :ll'e alternate nnd pinnate, with
glandless footstalks, and two small narrow pointed stipules a.t the base. 'rhe
J€aflcts, of which from four to six pairs belong to eacb leaf, arc almost sessi le,
ova\.Ja.uceolate, acute, oblique at tlwir base, nerved 1 from half an inch to an inch
long, and of u. yellowish·grceu _colour. The flowers are yellow, and in axillary
spike!'!. Tile fruit is a. tlat, dlipt1cal, obtuse, membranous, smooth, gray ish: brown,
bit·alvular legume, about an rnch long and half an inch broad, sca rcely if at <lll
1
1
1

~~ 1~~:~~~~:~~dd~~~~~d j c~~l~~~i ~~·J i~~~l~;: ,~~,l~at~I :1~~;l~l:x~~d~n~;:r11~ U;~~~~~:;~t

nea~ Siennc, in Nubi~, Sennn~r, and probably in other parts of Africa. havmg
similar qualities of soil and cl_1matc. 'l'bis species furnishes the gre.:ttcr part of
that vuriety of senna, known Ill commerce by the title of Alexandria senna.
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2. Cassia ol,mxtla. Collaclon, Jlfonor;raphie d('.~ Gasses; Pc Cand. Proilrom. ii.
492; Carson, lHu.st. ofJlfed. Bot. i. 35, pl. 28. '.l'Le stem of' this species is mtber
shorter than that of C. acutifolia, rising to the height of only a foot and a half.
The leaves have from five to seven pairs of leaflets, which are obontte, very obtuse,
i:iomctimes mucronate, in other respects similar to those of the preceding species.
1.' Le flowers a.re in axillary spikes, of which the peduncles are lotlJ!Cl' than the
leaves of the plant. The legumes are very much compressed, curveU almost into
the kidney fo rm ,of a g reenish-brown colour, and covered with a very short down,
which is perceptible oulj• by the aid of a mag11if_ying glass. 1.'hey contain from
eight to ten seeds. The U. oblusoto of Hayne, with oLovate, truncated, emarginate
leaflets, is probably a mere variety of this species. The plant, wbid.1 according
to Merat is annmll, grows wild in Syr ia, Egypt, and Sencp.-ambia; and is said to
have been culLivated successfully iu Italy, Spain, and tbe West Indies. It y ields
the variety of senna. called in Bu rope Aleppo senna, an<l contributes to tlie packrtges of the Alexandrian.
3. Cassia elm1,q(lla. J~emairc, Jo11rn. de Pit.arm. vii. 345; FCe, Journ. de: Chim,.
Med. vi. 232; Carson, lllu.~t. of~ilfed. Bot. i . 3G, pl. 29. 1.'bis name was e0nfcrred
by i\I. J. .emaire upon the plaut from which the India. senna of commerce is derived.
1.1 he botanical descriplion was completed by M. .Fl-e, from dried specimens of the
leaves and fruit found by him in uuassorteJ parcels of this variety of scuna. Dr.
Wallich bas subscqueutly ~ucceeded in raising the plant from seeds found in a
parcel of senna. taken to Calcutta. fr?m A rabia; and it bas been descriL I by Dr.
Royle, Wight & Arnott, and Dr. Lmdley. As usually grown, it is an al; but
with care it may be made to live through the year, and then assumes the aracter
of an undershrub. It has an erect, smooth stem,anrl pinnate Jeaves 1 witb from
four to eight pairs of leuflets. These are nearly sessile, ianeeolate, obscurely
mucronate, oblique at the base, smooth above and somewhat downy beneath, with
the veins turned inwards so as to form a wavy line immediately within the edge
of the leaflet. The most striking character of the leaflet is its length, which
varies from an inch to twenty lines. The petioles a.re without glands; tho stipu\e,q
minute, spreading, and serui-bastatc. Tbe flowers are brigLt yellow. and arranged
in axillary and terminal raceme:;, ralher longer than the loaves. The legume is
oblong, membranous, tapering abruptly at the base, rounded at the apex, and an
inch and a half long by somewhat more than half a11 inch broad. This plant is
a native of the southern parts of Arabia. It has been said also to grow in the
interior of India, and is at present cultirnted at 'l'innHelly for medical use.
Besides the three officiual species above described, the U. lan('edota of Forskbal,
found by that autho r growing in the deserts of Arabia, is admitted by Lindley
and others as a distinct species. Some difference, how~ver 1 of opinion exists upon
this point. De C.rndol!e considered it only a variety of the C. acutifolia. of Dc!ilc,
from the ordinary form of whic\J it differs chiefly in having leaflets with gbndula.r
petioles; and, as Ji'()rskbal's description was prior to that of Deli le, he designated
the species by 1he 1rnme of C. lanc<'olat:i. Forskhal's plant. has been suppo~ed
by some to be the source of the lndia. and )fnc:ha senna; Lut the leafiets in this
\"'Hiety a.re much longer than tho~e of C. lanccolata, from which the plnnt differs
also iu lrn.\1 ing no gland on the petiole. Niebuhr informs us that he found tbe
Alexandria senna gl'Owing iu the Arabian territory of Abuari.~h, whence it is
taken by the Arabs to Mecca and Jedda. This is probably tlie C. lan ceolata of
l?orskhal. It is higbly probable tbat this species is the s:ourrc of a Yariety
of senna which has been brought to this market u11der the name of J'\lecc<.1.
senna.
The Cas.i:,ia ..JRthiopica of Guibourt ( 0. ovata of )[rrat), formerly confounded
with C. acutifolia, is considered by Dr. ]...indley as undoubtedly a di8tinct species.
It grows in !'," ubia, E'ezzan to the south of Tripoli, and probably, accorJiog to
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G-uibourt, throughout Ethiopia. It is from this plant that the Tripoli senna of
commerce is deri,,ed.*
01Jm:mercial ITistmy. Several ,·arictics of this valuable drug are known in commerce. Of these, four haxe been received in America, the Alexandria, the
1-'ripoli, the lmfo1, and the i\lecca senna.
1 . .Alexandria Senna. Though the name of this variety is derived from the
Egyptian port at which it is shipped, it is in fact gathered very far in the interior.
The Alexandria senna does not consist exclusively of the product of one species
of Cassia. The history of its preparation is not destitute of inte rest. The senna
plants of Upper Egypt yield two crops annually, one in spring and the other in
autumn. '!'bey am gathered chiefly in the country beyond Sicnoe. 11Le natives
cut the plants, and, having dried t11em in the sun, strip off the leal'CS and pods,
which they pack in bales, and sen<l to Boulac, in the vicinity of Uairo, the great
cntrepot for this article of :Egyptian commerce. This senna from Upper Egypt,
consisting ehicRy though not exclusively of the product of C. acutifolia, was here
fonuerly ruixed with the leaflets of C. obovata, brought from other parts of Egypt,
aud even from Syria, with the leaves of Cgnanchurn olerefaliiini ( C. Jfrgd of
Deli le), known commonly by the name of argel or arguel, and !:!Ometimes with
• those of the :L'ep!trosia Apo1li11ea of De Candolle, a leguminous plant growing in
]~gypt and Nubia.
According to )I. Royer, the proportions in whicl1 the three
uhief' constituents of this mixture were added together, were fi,·e parts of C.
acutifolia three of C. obornta, and two of Cynauchnm. Thus prepared, the
senna w again packed in bales, an<l transmitted to Alexandria. But at present
such uniformity in the constitution of Alexandria senna; an<l, though
there is
the three chief ingredients may still sometimes be found io it, they are not in the
same fixed proportions; and not unfrcquently the Cynanchum leaves are wholly
wanting. This commercial variety of senna is often called in the French pharmaceutic works stile de la pa/lite, a name derived from an impost formerly laid upon
it by the Ottoman Porte.
A parcel of AIHandria senna, as it. was formerly brought to market, consisted
of tbe following ingreJicnts:-1. 'fhc leaflets of 0 . acutifolia, uharacterized by
their acute form, and their length almost always less than au inch; 2. the lcaHets
of C. obovata, known by their rounded very obtuse summit, which is sometimes
furnished with a small projecting point, and by their gradual diminution in
breadth towards their base; 3. t.he pod~ 1 broken lea fatal ks, flowers, and tine fragments of other parts of one or both of these species; 4. the leaves of Cynanc·hum
olcrofolium, which are distinguishable by their length, almost always more than
an inch, their greater thickness and firmness, the absence of any visible lateral
nerves on tlieir under surface, tbeir somewhat lighter colour, and the regularity
of their base. In this last character they strikingly differ from the genuine senna.
leaflets, which, from whatever species derived, are always marked by obliquity at
their base, one siJe being inserted in the petiole at a point somewhat lower than
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the other, and at a different angle. The discrimination between this and the
other ingre<lients is a matter of some consequence, as the cynancbum must be
considered an adulteration. I t is said by the French writers to occasion hyper.
catharsis and much irri tation of the bowels; but was found by Ch ri stison and
Mayer to occn.sion a griping, and severe protracted nausea, with little purgation.
'l'b e flowers and fruit of the Cynanchum were a.Isa often present, the former of
a white colour, and in small corynibs, the latter an ovoid follicle rather larger
than an orange seed. Besides the abo\·c constituen ts of Alexandria senna, it
occas iona lly contained leaflets of genuine senna, much longe r than those of the
acutifolia or obo,·ata, equalling in tbii:i respect the cynanch um , which they also
somewhat resembled in fo rm . They were distinguishable, howeYer, by thei r
greater thinness, the distinctness of their lateral nerves, and t he irregularity of
their base. TLc leaflets and fruit of 'l'ephrosia Apolliuea, which have been an
occasional impurity io this variety of 1:1enna, may be distinguished, the former
by their downy surface, their obov~ltc-oblong, cmargi nate shape, the ir~ parall el
unbranched late ral nerves, and by bei ng usually fo!Jed longitudinally; t~ e latter,
by its dimensions, being from au inch to an inch and a half long, and only two
lines broad. As now imported, the Alexandria. senna is often quite free from
the leaves of the Cyuancbum, and may Lave few or none of the lellflets of the
obovate senna . It is probably brought. directly to Alexandria from Upper Egypt,
without having undergone nny intermixture at lloulac or other inter\"Cning place.
In Europe, this senna is said to have been some tim es adulterated with the lcaf-
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An account of the former of these plants is given in tbc Appendix. The leutlets
of the Coriaria. are ovate-lanccolate, gr;)yish-grecn with a bluish tint, and are
readily knowu, when not too much broken up, by their strongly marked midrib,
and two lateral nerYcs running from the base nearly to the summit. They arc
chem ically di~tinguished by giving a whitish precipitate with solutio n of gelatin ,
and a bluish-black one with the salts of sesquioxide of iron, proving th e presence
of tannin. '.l'b cir poisonous properties arc deni ed by Pcscbier. According t o
Bouchardat, th ey arc closely analogous to strychnia in their effect. (Ann. de

1'/ilrap., 1843, p. 55.)
2. '1.'ripoli Senna. Genuine Tripoli sen na consis ts in general exclusively of
the leaflets of one species of Cassia, which was forme rl y considered as a variety
of C. acutifolia, but is now admitted to be distinct, and nam ed 0 . .Ai:thiopicu.
The leafl ets, however, are much broken up; and it is probably on this account
that the v:iriety is usually less esteemed than the A lexandr ian. 'l'he aspect given
to i t by tLi~ state of commiuution, and by the uniformity of its constitution,
enables the eye at once to disting:ui::d1 it from the other varieties of senna. The
leaflets, moreover, arc shorte r, less acute, thinner, and more fragile than those
of the C. acutifolia in Alexandria sennai and their nerves are much less distin ct.
Th e general opinion at one time was, that it was brought fr om Sen naar and
Nubia to Tripoli in cara:nms; but it is reasonably aske<l by !IL FCe, how it could
be affo rded at a cheaper price than the Alexandrian, if thus brought on the
backs of camels a distance of eight hundred leagues through the desert. It is
probably collected in Fezzan, immediately south of Tripoli, and brought to that
town for exportation .
3. India Senna . This \"ariety is in Europe sometimes. called Mocha senna,
probably because obtained origi nally from that pm·t. ltden\'es its name of India
senn a from the route by wh ich it reaches us. Though produced in Arabia, it is
brought to this country and Europe frorn Calcutta, llomb<1y 1 and possibly other
ports of IlinJostan. lt consists of the leaflets of Cassia elongata, with some of
the leafstalks n.nd pods intermixed. The eye is at once struck by the great
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length and comparative narrown ess of the leaflets, so that no difficulty can be
experien ced in distinguishing this variety. The pike-like shape of th e lea ftet
has giYen rise to the name of se11e de la pique, by which it is known in Fre:nch
pharmacy. 1\Iany of the leafl ets have a yellowish, dark-brown, or blackish
colour, probably from ex posure after coll ecti on; and thi s variety baa in mass a
dull tawny hue whi ch is not found in the oth ers. It is generally considered
inferior in purgative power.
A vari ety of India. se nna has recently reached th is country, which is the produce of llindostan, being culti vated at Tinnevc lly, and probably other pla ces in
the South of the P cniu sula . 'l 'hc plant was oril!ioally rai sed from seeds obtained from the Red Sea, and is the same as that from which the common India.
senna is d<'rived. Th e d rug is exported from Madras to England, where it is
known by tLe name of Tinnevclly SP1111a. I t is a very fin e unmixed ''ari ety, consisting of unbroken leafl ets, from one to two or more inches in length , and sometimes half au inch iu their greatest breadth, thin, flex ible, and of a fin e green
colour.
4. Mecca &nna. Sin ce the publication of the fifth edition of this Di spensatory, a variety of senna has been imported under the name of .Alecca semia, consisting of th e leaflets, pods, broken stems, and petioles of a single species of Cassia..
'l'he leaflets are oblong-lanceolate, on the aYcrage longer and narrower than those
of C. acutifolia, and shorter th an those of C. elongata. 'The variety in mass has
a yellowish or tawny hue, more like t hat of India than th at of AlexanJri:t sen na .
.May it ot be the product of the C. lanceolara of Forskhal ? L anderer, however, s~nks of a valuable variety of E'C nna 1 characterized by the large size of the
leafl ets, and sold under the name of .Mecca se nna, which he says comes from the
interior of Africa.
Commercial senna is prepared for use by picking out th e leaflets, and rej ecting
the lea fstal ks, th e small fragm e nt.~, and the leaves of other plants. Th e pods
are also rej ected by some apotheca ri es ; but th ey possess considerable cathartic
power, th ough sa id to be milder than th e leaves.
Properties. The odour of senna is faint and sickly ; the taste slightly bitter,
sweetish, and nauseous. ·water and diluted alcohol extract its active principles.
Pure alcohol extracts them but imperfectly. (Bley and Di esel, Pha nn. Central
Blau., F eb. 1849, p. 126. ) Th e lenses arc said to yield about one-third of
their weight to boiling water. The infu sion is of a deep reddish.brown colour,
and has the odour and taste of th e lea,·es. " ' hen exposed to the air for a short
time, it d epo~it s a yellowish in solubl e precipitate, supposed to result from the
union of extractive matt er with oxygen. 'l'bc natnre of this precipitate, howeve r, is not well und e1·stood. Dccoeti on also produ ces some chau12:e in tLe principles of senna, by which its med icin al vi rtues have been supposed to be im.
pa.ired; but some experim ents of B. Ilc<'rlcin would see m t o show that this
opinion is incorrect. An extract prepared by boi ling down an infusion, redissolving the residue, and agai n boiling down to a. so lid consistence, was found to
operate acti\'ely in a dose equ ivalent to a dracbm of the leaves. (Phann . Genl.
Blutt, A. D. 1851, p. 909.) 'l'o diluted alcohol it imparts tbe same reddisbbrown colour as to water ; but rect ified alco hol and eth er Ji l!e8ted upon the powdered leaves become of a deep olive·_green.- Th e analyF<is of senna. by .l\JM . L as-
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..
of leases; 3. a fixed oil; 4. a snrnll quantity of volatile oi l; 5. albumen; 6. a.
yell ow colouri ng matter; i. mucil age; 8. salts of the Yegetab1e acids, viz.,
ma late and tartn1te of lim e and acct.-ite of pot;1ssa; and 9. min eral salts. The
pods are composed of the sa me prin ci pl es, with the exception of the clil oropliyll c,
the place of which i::. su ppli ed by a peculiar colouring matter. (Journ. de Plwrni.,
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vii. 548, and ix. 58.) Catlwttin was at one time believed to be the active
principle of senna.; but upon trial it has proved to possess little power of affecting the sy~ t e m; and it is now bcJie,·ed to be a complex body, consisting, according to Bl ey and Diesel, of a mixture of resinous and extractive matter. It is
an uncryst.a llizable imbstance, having a peculiar smell, a bitter, nauseous taste,
and a. rcdJisb-ycllow colour; i~ soluble in every proportion in water and alcohol,
but imsoluble in ether; and in its dry F.tatc attracts moisture from the air. It
is prepared iu the following manner. 'fo a filtered decoction of senna the solution
of acctMe of'lcad is added; and the precipitate which forms is separated. A stream
of hyJrosulphuric acid (:m lphurctted hydrogen) i~ th en made to pass through
the liquor in order to precipitate the lead, and the sulphuret produced is removed
by filtrati on. 'fbc liquid is n ow evaporated to the cons istence of an extract;
the product is treated with rectified alcohol; and the alcoholic solution is evaporated. 11'0 the extract. thus obtained sulphuric ai.;iJ. diluted with alcohol is
added, in order to decompose th e acetate of potassa. which it contains; the sulphate of potassa. is separated by filtration; the excess of sulphuric acid by acetate of lead i the excess of acetate of lead by il)'drosulphuric acid; and the
sulpburet of lead by another filtration. The liquid being now e\•uporatcd yields
catbartin. llley and Diesel found iu senna a peculiar yellow resin which t.hey
name chr.1Jsoreti11, a brown resin and brown extractive wh ich they could not fully
separate, pectin, gummy cxtrncfrrn, cblorophylle, fatty matter, and various salts.
(P!tarm. Cent. Blau, Feb. 18.J9, p. 126.)
lnrompatible.s. Many substances produce precipitates with the in fusion of
senna; but it does not follow that they are all medicinally incomp:ttible; as
they may remove ingredients which have no therapeutical cffcct 1 and leave the
acti\'C principles untouched. Cat.hart.in is precipitated by the iufu:sion of galls
and the solution of subacctate of lead . Acetate of lead and tartnrized antimony,
which disturb the infusion, have no effect upon the solution of this principle.
Medical Properties and Uses. Senna. was first used as a. medicine by the
Arabians . It was noticed in their writings so early as the ninth century; and
the name itself is Arabic. It is a prompt, efficient, and very safe pm·gative,
well ca.lculated for fevers and febrile complaint.:l, and other cases in which a.
decided but not violent impression is desired. An objection sometimes urged
against it is that it is apt to produce severe griping. This effect, however, may
he obviated by combining with the senna some a1·omatic, and some one of the
alkaline salts, e~pecially bi tart rate of potassa, tartrate of potassa, or sulphate of
magnesia. The explanation which attributes the griping property to the oxidized extractive, and its pre•cution by the saline substances to their influence
in promoting the solubility of tLat principle, is not entirely satisfactory. The
purgative effect of senna is considerably increased by combination with bitters;
a fact which was noticed by Cullen, and has been abundantly confirmed by the
experience of others. The decoction of guaiac is said to exert a similar influence.
The dose of senna in powder is from half a drachm to two drachma; but its
bulk renders it of incoD\·enient administration; and it is not often prescribed in
this state. Besides, the powder is said to undergo decomposition, and to become
mouldy on exposure to a damp air. The fo rm of infusion is almost universally
preferred. (See lnjitsum Senn~ .) The medicine is also used in th(l forms of
confcction 1 fluid extract, syrup 1 and tincture 1 all of which arc officint1.L
Se1111a taken by nurses is said to purge sucking infants, and an infusion
injected into the veins operates as a catl.:iartic.
Off. Prep. Confoctio Scnure i Enema Catharticum; Extractum Scnnre Fluid um; Extract. Spigcliro ct Seu are Fluid um; Infusuw 8enmc; Iufusum Sennre
Compositum; Syrupus Sarsapurillro Comp.; Syrupu::i Sen nm; Tinctura Rhei et
Scunro; 'l'inctura Sennro Comp.; Tinctura Senna:: et Jalapoo.
W.
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SERPENTARIA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Virginia Snakeroot.
The root of Aristolochia Serpent:lria, A. reticulata, and other species of Aristolochia. U.S. Aristolochia Serpentaria. The root. Lond., Ed .. Dub
Serpent:-iire de Virginie, Fr.; Virginianische Scblangcnwurzel, Germ.; Serpcntnria. Virginiana, flal., Spon.
•
ARISTOLOCUIA. Sex. S!Jsf. Gynandria Hcxandria.-}tat. Ord. Aristolochi-

acere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx none. Corolla one-petaled, 1igulate, Yentricosc at the base.
Capsule six- celled, many-seeded, inferior. Willd
Numerous species of Aristolochia have been employed in medicine. The
roots of all of them are tonic and stimulant, and, from their supposed possession
of emmena goguc properties, have given origin to th e name of the gcuus. A.
Olematitis, A. longa, A. rotunda, and A. Pi~tOlothia arc still retained in many
officinal catalogues of the continent of }:urope, where they are indigenous. 'l'he
root of A . Olernatitis is very long, cylindrical, as thick as agoosc<juill or thicker,
variously contorted, beset with the remaias of the stems aad radiclc~, of a grnyishbrown colour, a stroag peculiar odour, and an acrid bitter taste; that of A.
lo11ga is spind le-shaped, from a few in ches to a foot in length, of the thickness
of the thumb or more, fleshy, very brittle, grayi sh externally, Prowuish-yellow
within, bitter, and of a strong disagreeable odou r when fresh; that of A. 1·olmula
is tuberous, roundish, heavy, fl es hy, brownish on the exterior, grayish-yellow
internally, and sim ilar to the preceding in odour and taste; that of A. Pi.~tolo
-chia consists of numerous slender yellowis h or brownish fibres, attached to a
common head, and possessed of an agreeable aromatic odour, with a taste bitter
..and somewhat acrid. J\lany ~pccies of Aristolochia growing in the West Indies,
Mexico, and South America, have attracted attention for their medicinal properties, and some, like our own snakeroot, have acquired the reputation of a.utidotes
for the bites of serpents. In the East Indies, A. Jndicu is employed for sim ilar
purposes with the European and American species i and the Arabians are said
by Forskhal to use the leaves of .A. srmpervirens as a counter-poison. We have
in the United States six species, of which four-A. Serpnitaria, A. hfrsuta, A.
hastato, and A. retic:ulata-contribute to furnish the snakeroot of the shops.
Aristolochio Scrpentaria. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 159; Bip;elow, .Ani.Aled. Bot.
·iii. 82; Barton, Ned. Bot. ii. 41. This species of Aristolochia is an herbaceous
plant with a perennial root, which cons ists of numerous slender fibres proceeding
from a short horizontal eaudex. Several stems often rise from the same root.
They are about eight or ten inches in height, slender, round, flexul)se, jointed
at irregular distancct~, and frequently of a reddish or puqJle colour at the base.
The leaves are oblong-cordate, acuminate, entire, of a pale yellowish-green colour,
and supported on short petioles at the joints of the stem. The flowers proceed
from the joints near the root, and stirnd singly on long, slender, round, jointed
peduncles, which are sometimes furnished with one or two small scales, and bend
downwards so as nearly to bury the flower in the ea rth or decayed leans. ']_'here
is no calyx. The corolla is pur~le 1 monopetalous, tubular, swelling at the base,
contracted and curved in the middle, and terminating in a bbiate border with
lanceolate lips. The anthers-six or twclv1:: in number-are sessile, attached to
the under part of the stigma, which is roundish, di\•ided into six parts, and supported by a short fleshy style upon an oblong, angular, hairy, inferior germ.
The fruit is a hexan gular, s1x-cellcd capsule, containing scvera1 small flat seeds.
'11he plant grows in rich, shady woods, throughout the l\liddle, Southern, and
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Western Stales, n.bounding in the valley of the Ohio, and in tbc mountainous
regions of our interior. It flowers in May and June. Tlie root is collcC;tcd in
Western Pennsylvan ia and Virginia, in Obio, Indiana., and Kentueky, and is
bro.ught eastward chiefly by the routes of Wheeling and Pittsburg. As it. reaches
Pluladelphia, it is usually in bales contai ning about one hundred pounds, and
is often mixed with the leaves and i:items of the plant, and with dirt from wliich
it has not been properly cleansed at the tim e of collection.
A. hirsula. l\luhtcnberg, Oatalor1ue, p. 81; Bridges, .Am. Jonrn. qf Pltann.,
xiv. 121. In l\luhlcnberg's Catalogue this species was named without being
described; and botanists, supposin g from the name that it was identical with A .
tomentosa, bave generaUy confounded tbe two plants. But tbey are entirely
distinct. A description of .A. hirsuta in tbe handwriting of l\Juhlenberg, and a
labelled specimen of the plant, in tbe possession of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of th is city, have been found to correspond with a dried specimen
received by one of the authors of this work from Virginia.. .A. tomentosa is a.
climbing plant, growing in Louisiana on tLe banks of the Mississippi, ascending
to the summit of the highest trees. A plant in the garden of the author has a
thick creep in g root, entirely different in shape from that of the officinal species,
though possessed of an analogous odour. A. hirsuta has a. root like that of A.
Serpentaria, consisting of a knotty eaudex, sending out numerous slender simple
fibres, sometimes as much as six inches in length. From this ari se se'feral
jointed, flexuose, pubescent stems, less than a foot high, with one or two pubescent bractes, and several large roundish-cordate leaves, of which the lower are
obtuse, the upper abruptly acuminate, and all pubescent on both sides and at the
margin. ll'rom the joints near the root originate from one to three solitary
peduncles, each bearing three or four leafy bractes and one flower. Tbe peduncles, bractes, and corolla. are all hairy. 'l'his species grows in Virginia, and
probably other parts of the Western and Sout.hern States. There is reason to
believe that it contributes to afford the serpentaria of commerce, as its lea\·es,
at one time mistaken for those of A. tomentosa, have been found iu bales of tLe
drug.
A. ltastato. Nuttall, Gen. of N. Am. Plants, p. 200. - A. sagittata. l\Iuhl.
Gated. This species, i£ indeed it can be considered a distinct species, differs
from A. Scrpentaria. in having hasta.te, acute, somewhat cordate leaves, and the
lip of the corolla o,·ate. It flourishes on the banks of the Mississippi, in the
Carolinas, and elsewhere. Its root scarcely differs from that of the offidnal plant,
and is frequently mixed with it, as proved by the presence of the characteristic
leaves of A. liastata in the parcels brought into market.
A. ret/culara. Nuttall; Bridges, Am. Journ. of P/1arm. xv i. 118; Carson,
Illust. of Jled. Bot. ii. 32, pl. 77. 'l'his plant was probaLly first oLserved by
l\Ir. Nuttall; as a specimen labelled" A. reticulata, Red river," in the handwriting of that botanist, is conta ined in the Her barium of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia. From this specimen, as well as from others found in
parcels of the drug brought into market, a description was drawn up by Dr.
Robert Bridges, and published in the Amer. Jouni. of Pharrnacy. From a
root, similar to that of A. serpentaria, numerous short, slender, round, flexuose,
jointed stems arise, usually simple, but sometimes branched near the root. The
older stems are slightly villous, the young densely pubescent. The leaves,
which stand on very short villous petioles, arc round or oblong-cordate, obtuse,
reticulate, very pro1uinently veined, and villous on both sid es, especially upon
the veins. From the lower joints of the stem four or ffre hairy, jointed peduncles proceed, which bear small leafy villous bractcs at the joints, and several
flowers on short pedicels. '£he flowers are smnll, purplish, and densely pubescent, especially at the base and on the germ. The hexaugular capsule is deeply
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Thi s species grows in Louisiana, Ark:msas, and probably in the I1~dian
Territory west of that State; but its geographical range has not been asccrtarned.
Btiles of a new variety of sc rpentari:i Lave within a few years been brought
to Philadelphia, which is certainly the product of this species; as specimens of
all parts of the plant have been found in the bales, and the roots, which differ
somewhat from those before known, are homogeneous in cha racter. One of
these bales was brought from New Orleans, ancl was said to have con~c down
the Red river, and to have been collected by the Indians. The chief difference
between this and ordinary Virginia. snakeroot is in the size of the r<idicles, which
are much thicker and less interlaced in the new variety. Each root has usually
a considerable portion of one or more stems attached to the caudex. The colour
is yellowish. 'J'he odour and taste are scarcely, if at all distinguishable from
those of common sel'peutar ia; and there is no doubt that the root is equally
effectual as a medicine. From a chemica l examination by !\Jr. Thomas S.
'Viegand, it appears to have the same constituents, and to differ on ly in containing a somewhat larger proportion of gum, extractive, and volatile oil. (Am.
Joum. of Pharni., xvi. 16.)
Properties. Virginia snakeroot, as found in the shops, is in tufts of long,
slcnJer, frequently interlaced, and brittle fibres, attached to a short, contorteJ,
knot.ty bead or caudex. The colour, which in the recent root is yellowish,
becomes brown by time. That of the powder is grayiiih. The sme11 is strong,
aromatic, and camphorous; the taste warm, very bitter, and also camphorous.
The root yields all its virtues to water and alcohol, producing with tlie former
a yellowish-brown infusion, with the latter a. bright greenish tincture, which is
rendered turbid by the addition of water. Chevallier found in the root volatile
oil, a yellow bitter principle soluble in water and alcohol, resin, gum, starch,
albumen, lignin 1 and various salts. Buchholz obtained from 1000 parts, 5 of a.
green, fragrant volatile oil, 28.5 of a yellowish-green resin, 17 of extractive ma.tter, 181 of gummy extract, 6~4 of liguin, and 1--14·5 of water. Tl.Jc acti\'C ingredients arc probably the volatile oil, and the yellow bitter principle of Chevallier,
which that chemist considers analogous to the bitter principle of quassia. The volatile oil p;1sscs over with water in distillation, rendering the liquid milky, and impregnating it with the peculiar odour of tbe root. Dr. Bigelow states that the liquid
on standing deposits around the ed~es of its surface small crystals of camphor.
The roots of Spigelia Jllarilanrlica are sometime:; found associated witb serpentaria. They may be distinguished by ti.Jc absence of the bitter taste, and,
when the stem and foliage :ue attached, by the peculiar character of these parts
of the plant. (See Sp(qelia.. ) We have occasionally seen the young roots of
Pol!J!]ala Senega mixe<l with serpcntaria. Independently of their difference in
odour and taste, they may be readily distinguished by being single, and by the
projecting line running from one end to the other of the root.
Medical P1·operlies 011rl CsPs. Se rpentaria. is a stimulant tonic, acting also as
a diaphoretic or diuretic, according to the mode of it!i application. Too largely
taken, it occasions nausea, griping pains in the bowels, sometimes vomiting and
dysenteric tencsmus. It is admirably adapted to the treatment of typhoid
fe,'Crs, whether idi opathic or symptomatic, when the system begins to feel the
necessity for support, but is unable to bear active stimulation. In exanthematous diseases in which the eruption is tardy or has receded, and the grade of
action is low, it is thought to be useful by promoting the cutaneous affoction.
It has also been highly recommended in intermittent fevers; and though itself
geuernlly inadcqua.te to the cure of the compla~nt, often proves scnice:.\ble as
a.u adjunct to Peruvian bark or sulphate of quin1a. With the same remedies it
is frequently associated in the treatment of typhous diseases. It is sometimes
. gi\'cn in dJspepsia, and is employed as a. gargle in malignant sorethroat.
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The dose of the powdered root is from ten to tbirt.y J:?:rains; but the infusion
is almost always prcforred. (See Infusum Serpcntarire.) The decoctiou or
extract would Le an improper form; as the volatile oil, upon which the virtues
of the medicine partly depend, is dissipated by boiling.*
q9: p,.,,p. Infusum Serpcntarire; Tinctura Ciuchonro Composita; rl'inctura.
Serpentarioo.
VI'.

SESAMI FOLI.A.. U.S. &conda1·y.
Benne Leaves.
The leaves of Sesamum Indicum, and of Sesamum orientale. {].

S.

OLEUl\I SESAl\II. U.S. &conda,.y.
Benne Oil.
The oil of the seeds of Sesamum Indicum, anJ of Sesamum Orientale. U.S.
Sesame, Fr.; Sesaru, Germ.; Sesnmo, Ital.; Anjonjoli, Span.

SESAi\IUl\T. Se.l:.. S!Jsl. Didynamia. Angiospermia.-Nat. Ord. Bignonire,
Jus.~.; Pedaliaee::c, R. Brown, Lindley.
·Gen. Oh. Calyx five .parted. Corolla bell-shaped, fi\·e-eleft, with the lower
lobe largest. Stamens five, the fifth a rudiment. Stigma laneeola.te. Capsule
four-celled. ll'illd.
S esmnum orientale. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 358;.Rheed. Hort. llfalab. ix.
5-!. "Leave!! ovate, oblong, entire."
.
Sesamurn liulicu1n. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 359; Curtis, Bot. Mag. vol. xii.
t. 1688. "J.Jeaves ovate-lanceolatc, the inferior tbree-lobed, the superior undi11
Yided. Stem erect.
There is reason to believe tbat this species is the one
chiefly cultivated in our Southern States. At least we ha\'C found pln.nts, raised
in Philadelphia from seeds obtained from Georgia, to have its specific character,
as given by Willtlcnow.
'l'he benne plant of our Southern States is annual, with a branching stem
four or lh·e feet high, and bearing opposite, petiolate leaves, var:ying considerably in their shape. Those on the upper part of the plant arc ovatc-lanceolate,
irreµ;ularly serrate, and pointed;. those near the base three-lobed and sometimes ternate; and lobed leaves are not uncommon at all distances from the
ground. The flowers are of a reddish-white colour, and sta ud solitarily Upon
short peduncles in the axils of the leaves. The fruit is an oblobg capsule, containing small, oval, yellowish seeds.
These two species of Sesamum are natives of the East Indies, and ha\'e been
cultirnted from time . immemorial in various parts of Asia and .Africa. From
the latter continent it is supposed that seeds were brought by the Negroes to
the United States, where, as well as in the "\Vest Indies, one or both species are
now cultivated to a considerable extent. It has been found that the plant above
described will grow vigorously in the gardens so far north as Philadelphia,
though it <loes not usually ripen its seeds in this vicinity.
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PART I.

Tbe seeds are employed as food by the negroes, who parch them over the fire,
boil them in broths, make them into puddings, and prepare them in various
other modes. By expression they yield a fixed oil, which, as well as the l~aves
of the plant, has been introduced into the secondary catalogue of our nat10nal
Phal-macoproia.
1. Benne Leaves. These abound in a gummy matter, which they readily
impart to water, forming a rich, bland mucilage, much used in the ?outhern
States as a drink in various complaints to which demulcents are applicable, as
in cholera infantum, diarrbcca, dysentery, catarrh, and affections of the urinary
passages. 'l'bc remedy has attracted attention also in the North, and has been
employed with favou1·able results iu Philadelphia. One or two fresh lea\'es of
full size, stirred about in h::ilf a pint. of cool water, will soon render it sufficiently
viscid. In their dried slate they should be introduced into hot water. The
leaves also serve for the preparation of emollient eataplasms.
2. Benne Oil. This is inodorous, of a bland, sweetish taste, and will keep
long without becoming rancid . It bears some resemblance to olive oil in its properties, and may be used for similar purposes. It was known to the ancient
Persians and Egyptians, and is highly esteemed by the modern Arabs and other
people of the }last, both as food and as au external application to promote softness of the skin. Like olive oil, it is laxative in large doses .
W.

SEVUM. U.S., Land., Ed.
SLtet.
Th.e prepared suet of Ovi~ Aries. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Suif, Grn1sse de mouton, Fr.; Hammelstalg, Germ.; Grasse duro, Ital.; Sebo, Span.

Suet is the fat of the sheep, t.aken chiefly from about the kidneys . It is prepared by cutting the fut into pieces, melting it with a moderate beat, and straining
it through linen or flannel. In order to avoid too great a heat, the crude suet
is sometimes purified by boiling it in a little water.
Mutton suet is of a firmer consistence, and requires a higher temperature for
its fusion than any other animal fat. It is very wLite, sometimes brittle, inodorous, of a. bland taste, insoluble iu water, and nearly so in alcohol. Boiling
alcohol, however, dissolves it, and deposits it upon cooling. It consists, according to Chevreul, of steariu, olein, and a small proportion of hircin. For an
account of the two first.mentioned pririciples, the reader is referred to the article
Adeps. Ilfrcin is a. liriuid like olein, from which it differs in being much more
soluble in alcohol, and in yielding hircic acid by saponification.
Suet acquires by time an unpleasant smell, and becomes unfit for pharmaceutic purposes. It is employed to give a proper consistence to ointments,
cerates, and plasters, and sometimes as a. dressing to blisters.
"'\Y.

SILEX CONTRITUS. Lond.
Pulverized Silex.
Powdered ft.int, Silicn, Silicic ncid; Si lice, Fr.; Kiesclerclc, Germ.

In operations of pharmacy, substances are sometin1cs employed whose action
is exclusively mechanical. 'l1hus, in the U. S. Pharmacopooia, sand is used in
preparing oil of amber and the flui~ extract of rhubarb, and carbonate of magnesia in forming several of the medicated waters. The use of the same carbonate
was also directed in the London Phannaeopooia of 1836, in alternative processes
for preparing several of these waters. Mr. R. Warington has objected to the
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use of this carbonate, as being dissolved to an injurious extent, and proposed to
substitute porcelain clay, or pulverized silica, glass, or pum ice stone. (Chem.
Gaz., l\larcb 1, 1845 ) The London College, probably influenced by this objection, has, in its Pharmacopooia of 1851, abandonC'd the use of carbonate of
magnesia, and substituted finely pulverized silex, under the name of Silex G'ontrltus.
1'his powder may be com'cniently obtained from colourless quartz or rockcrystal. In order to render it more easily pulverizable, it is advantageous to
heat it to redness, and quench it in water. It may then be reduced to fine
powder in a porphyry or agate mortar.
Pulverized silex is a harsh, white, tasteless powder, insoluble in water and
most other sokents. Its sp. gr. is 2·66. In composition it is generally considered to be a tf'roxide of silicon, consistiug of one cq. of silicon 21 ·3, and three
of oxygen 2J= 45·3.
'l'he London College directs the use of pulverized si lex: in preparing all the
medicated waters, except two, from the volati le oils of the plants, in addition to
the method of distillation with water from the plants themselves. In the excepted cases (rose and elder water), distillation is alone allowed. The oil is
rubbed up first with the silex and then with the water, and the whole is filtered.
The silex acts as a mechan ical agent in minutely dividing the oil and diffusing
it through the water, and, by the subsequent filtration, is entirely removed.

B.

SI MARUBA. U 8. Secondary, Lond., Ed.
Simaruba.
The bark of the root of Simaruba. officinalis. U.S.
aruara. Ed., Dub.

Root-bark of Simaruba

Ecorcc de simarouba, Pr.; Simarubarinde, Germ.; Corteccia. di simaruba, Ital.; Cor-

tez:i de simarub!l, Span.

QuASSIA. Sec QUASSIA.
Qumsia Simoruba. Willd. Sp.Plant. ii. 568; Wooclv. llfed. Bot. p. 569, t. 203.
-Simarubaofficinolis. De Canel. Prodrmn. i. i33.-S. anw1·a. Aublct; Lindley, F'lor. },Jed. p. 207. As this plant is unisexual, it belongs to the genus Simaruba of De Candolle and Lindley, those only being: placed by these botanists
in the genus Quassia which are hermaphrodite. But as the I..iinnrean arrangement was adhered to in the case of Quassia excclsa, we continue to adhere to it
in relation to this plant. (See Quassia.) It is a tree of considerable height and
thickness, having alternate branches, with a bark which in the old tree is black
and somewhat furrowed, in the young is smooth, "gray, and marked here and
there with broad yellow spots. 'l'he leaves arc alternate and abruptly pinnate,
with a naked petiole, to which the leaflets are alternately attached by short footstalks. 'l'he leaflets are nearly elliptical, on the upper surface smooth and of a
deep.green colour, on the under whitish. 'l'he flowers are yellow, and disposed
in long axillary panicles. In some descriptions they are stated to be monrocious,
in others dic:ecious. According to Dr. Wright, the female flowers are ne\·er found
in Jamaica on the same tree with the male. The number of stamens is ten.
'!'he tree is found in the West Indies and Guyana. In Jnmaica it is called
the mounta-in damson. '!'he Simaruba amora of Aublct, which grows in Guyana,
and has generally been considered identical with Q. simarnba, is believed by
liayne to be a distinct species; the Jamaica plant having direcious, while this
has moncecious flowers. The bark of the root is the part employed; the wood
itself being nearly tasteless and inert.
Simaruba bark is in long pieces, some inches in breadth, folded lengthwise,
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light, flexible, tenacious, very fibrous, externally of a light brownish-yellow colour,
roughi warty, and marked witb transverse ridges, internally of a pale yellow. It
is without smell, and of a. bitter taste. It readily imparts its virtues, at ordinary temperatures, to water and alcohol. The infusion is at least equally bitter
with the dccoction, which becomes turbid as it cools. Its constituents, according to l\I. l\Iorin, arc a bitter principle identical witli qua.~sin, a resinous matter,
a volatile oil having the odour of benzoin, malic acid, gallic acid in very minute
proportion, an ammoniacal salt, malatc and oxalate of lime, some mineral salts,
oxide of iron, silica, ulmin, and lignin.
Nedicat Properties an(l Uses. Simaruba. possesses the same tonic properties as
other simple bitters, and may be employed for the same purposes. In large doses
it is said to purge and vomit. It was introduced into France in the year 1 i13
from Guyana, where it bad previously been used as a remedy for dysentery. In
tbe treatment of this disease and of obstinate diarrbrea it afterwards obtained
much credit in Europe; but Cullen was right in denying to it any specific con·
trol over these complaints. It operates simply as a tonic; and, though it may
be occasionally beneficial in relaxed and debilitated states of the alimentary canal,
it would do much harm if indiscriminately prescribed in dysenteric cases. On
account of its difficult pulverization, it iR seldom given in substance. The best
mode of administration is by infusion. 1'he dose is from a scruple to a dracbm.
Off Prep. Infusurn Sirnaruboo.
W.

SINAPIS. U.S., Lond.
Mustard.
The seeds of Sinapis nigra and Sina pis alba. U.S., Lond.
Ojj: Syn. SIX API. Flour of the seeds of Sina pis nigra, generally mixed with
those of Sinapis alba, and deprived of fixed oil by expression. Ed. SlNAPlS

ALBA and SlNAl'IS NIGRA. The Bour of the seeds. Dub.
1\loutiirdc, Fr.; Senfsfl.men, Germ.; Senapa, ifal.; I\lostaza, Span.
S1NAP1s. Sex. S!Jsl. 'retradynamia Siliquosa. -Nat. Ord. Brasicacere or Cru·
ciferre.
Gen. Ch. Calyx spreading. Corolla with straight claws. Glands between the
shorter stamens and pistil, and between the lon!!cr stamens and calyx. Willd.
Sinap1"s mf;ra. \Villd. Sp. Plant. iii. 555; \\'oodv. Jlfed. Bot. p. 403, t.146.
Common or bhiek mustard is an annual plant, with a stem three or four feet in
height, divided and subdivided into numerous spreading branches. The leaves
arc petiolate and variously shaped. 1'bose .near the root are large, rough, lyrate·
pinnate, and unequally toothed; t.!1ose higher on the stem are smooth and less
lobed; and the uppermost are entire, narrow, smooth, and dependent. The flowers
are small, yellow, with a coloured calyx, and stand closely together upon peduncles
at the upper part of the branches. The pods are smooth, erect, nearly parallel
with the branches, quadrangular, furnished with a short bcilk, and occupied by
numerous seeds.
Sinapis albu. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii . 555; Smith, Flo1·. B1·it. 721. The white
mustard is also annual. lt is rather smaller than the preceding ~pecies. The
lower lenves arc deeply pinnatifiJ, tLe upper sublyrate, and all irregularly toothed,
ru~ged, with stiff hairs o~ both sides, anJ pale- green . The flowers are in racemes,
with yellow petals, and 1111ear 1 green, calycine leaflets. 'l'be pods arc spreading,
bristly, rugged, roundish, swelling in the position of the seeds, ribbed, and pro·
vidcd with a. very long ensiform beak.
Both plants arc natives of Europe and cultivated in our irardens; and S. m"gra
has become naturalized in some parts of this country. Their flowers awear in
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Jun e. Th e seeds arc kept in the shops both whole nnd in the stnte of very fin e
powder, as prepared by the manufacturers for the table.
Blad.·nwstarcl Sf'eds are small, globular, of a deep-brown colour, slightly rugose
on th e surface, and internally yellow. In the entire state they arc inodorous, but
have a distinct smell in powder, and wh en rubbed with water or vin ega r ex hale
a strong pnu j!e ut odour, suffi cien t in some instances to excite a fl ow of tears.
Their taste is -bitterish, hot, and pungent, but not perman ent. White rnu.sta1·d
seeds are much larger, of a. yellowi r- h colour, and less pungent taste. lloth afford
a. yellow powder, which has a. so mewhat unctuous appearance, and cakes when
compressed. Thi s is commonly ca lled )lour of rnusta1·d, or simply rnmta n l, and
is prepared by crushing and pounding the seeds, and then siftin g them; the
purest flour being obtained by a seconU sifting. B oth the black and the white
seeds arc used in its preparati on. It is often adulterated with wheat flour coloured
by turm eric, to which reel pepper is add ed to rend er the mixture ~uffic iently hot.
':L1he skin of white mustard seeds contain s a mucilaginous substance, which is
extracted by boiling wat er. 'Vh en brui sed or powdered, both kinds impart their
active properties wholly t o water., but in a very slight degree t o alcohol. ~l.1hey
yield upon prcssme a fixed oil, ca ll ed oil of mustard, of a g reeni sh-y ellow colour,
little smell , and a. mild not unpleasant ta ste; and the porti on whi ch remain s is
even more punge nt than th e uupreosed seeds. 'l'he fix ed oil of mustard yields,
upon saponi fica tiou, a peculiar acid, for which the name of erucic acid has been
proposed. (Darby, Chem. Gaz., vii. 163, from Liel.J1"g's A nnalen.)
It bas been long known that black mustard seeds yield by d istillati on with
water a very pungent volatil e oil, containing sulphur. Guibourt conj ectured,
and R obiquct and lloutron proved, that this oil does not pre-exist in the seeds,
but is produced by the action of water. Ilencc the absence or ver,y slight degree
of odou r iu the seeds wh en bruised in a dry state, and th eir great pungency when
water is added . It see med reasonabl e to su ppose tLat th e reaction in thi s case
was similar to that exercised by water upon bitter alm ond s(seeAnwgdala Amara);
and this has Leen proved to be t he fact by the experiments of Simon, llussy,
Boutron, and FrCmy. According to l\I. Bussy, there are tw o peculiar princip les
in black musta rd seeds, one nam ed by him rnyroni'c acid, whi ch ex ists in the
seeds in the state of ni,1Jronote ofpotassa; t he other myro~ne, closely ana logous
in character to the albuminous constituen t of almonds called eniubin. "\\' hen
water is added to black musta rd seed, the my rosync, acting the part of a. ferment,
d etermines a reaction between the water and myronate of potassa, which results
in th e production of the volatile oi l. Th e same thing happens when any one of
tbe mFonates is brought into contac t with water and myrosyne. 'l'he presence
of the last-mentioned principle is rssen ti al. Like emulsin, it becomes inoperative
when coagulat ed by heat,, alcohol, or the ncids; and, if bla ck mustard seeds be
subjected to either of these agencies previously to th e addition of water, t hey
will yield no volatile oil. Th e myrosyne, however, sometim es partially reco vers
its power by continued contact with water. This substance is found also in white
mustard seeds, but with out the myronate of potassa. If, th erefore, white mustard
seeds be adJed to the black in which th e myrosy ne has been coagulated, the volatile oil will be generated on th e application of water. Th ough closely an:)\ogous
to cmul sin, my rosyn e is yet :L <li stin ct principle, as its place ca nnot be supplied
by ernul si n with th e S<Hll e effect. (Journ. de Phann., xxvi. 39.) Simon obtained
results somew hat difforent fr om those of M. ]~u ssy. 'l'h e former chem ist succeeded in procu rin g a pec uli ar crysta llin e prin ciple from the seeds which he call ed
sinopiilin, and which , upon contact with water and the albumino us principle of
the seeds, emitted the odour of the oil of mustard. Th e whole subject requires
fur t ber investigation.
The volatile oit of mustard is usually obtain ed from seeds which have been
depri ved of their fix ed oil by pressure. It is a colourless or pale-yellow liquid,
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rather heavier than water, of un exccediup;ly pungent odour, and an acrjd burning
taste. It boils at about 298°; is slightly soluble in water, and readily so in
alcohol and ether; with alkal in e solutions yields sulphocyanurets; and con:;ists,
according to l\I. LOwig and Dr. "Will, of nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and sulphur;
its formuh being NC 8 il 5 ~ 2 • Dr. Will considers it a sul~hot·ya.nuret of ollyle
(C6 H 5), the compound radical of oil of garlic, which is cons1dcred a sulphuret of
ally le. ( l'!teni. Gaz., No. 62 and 6-l.) It is t.bc principle upon which black
mustard seeds depend for their activity.
White mustard seeds do not yield volatile oil when treated with water; but
an acrid fixed principle is developed, which renders these seeds applicable to the
same purpo~cs as the other variety. MM. H.obiquet and Boutron, who ascertained this fact, coucluded that the acrid principle resulted from the reaction of
water upon sulpho-sinapisin, discovered in the seeds by Mi\I. Henry, Jun., and
Garot. Their reason for this belief wa:;; that mustard, which had Leen deprived
of this ingredient, was incap:iblc of developing the acrid principle. 'l'be myrosyne or cmulsin is equally essential to the change hc1·e, as to tba.t which occurs
in bl:tck mustard; and the reaction equally fails, if this principle be prcvjously
rendered inert by heat, alcohol, or the acids. J\11'1. Boutron and FrCmy state
that not only the acrid principle of white mustard, but hydrosulpbocyanic acid
also results from the reaction a.hove explained i and this obscr\'ation renders still
closer the analogy between the changes that take pluce, upon contact with water,
in mustard seeds and bitter almonds. (Journ. de Pharni., xxvi. 50 .)*
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From the above account of the chemical relations of mustarrl, it is ob\· i ou~ that
admixture with alcohol or the acid s, or tUe application of a Loilinp; heat, can only
have th e C'ffect of impairing its medical virtues, and that. the best vehicle, whelher
for ex ternal or internal use, is water at common temperatures .
.JJfedical Pmperties and [Tscs. Mustard seeds swallowed whole operate as a
laxative, and have acquired some reputation as a rem edy i1.1 dyl'pepsia, and in
other comp laints attended with torpid bowels and defici ent cxc1ti:-m cn t. The white
seeds arc preferred, and arc tak en in the dose of a tablespoonful once or twice a
day, mi xed with molasses, or pre, iously softened and rendered muc:ila::rinous by
immersion in hot water. 'l'hey probably act in some mea sure by mechanically
stimulating the bowels. The bruised seeds or powder, in the quantity of n large
teaspoonful, opernte as an emetic. l\lustard in this state is applicable to cases
of great torpor of stomach, especially that resulting from narcotic poisons. It
rouses th e gastric susceptibility, and facilitates t he action of otber emet ics. In
smaller quantities it is useful as a safe stimulant of the digc5tive organs; and,
as it is freriuently determin ed to the kidneys, Las been beneficia lly C'mploycd in
dropi::y. Wbcy, made by boiling half an ounce of the bruised seeds or powder
in a pint of milk and s trttinin~, is a c01wenient form for administration. It may
he given in the dose of a wineglassful repeated several times a day. Bu t mustard
is most valuable as a rubefacicut. l\Iix cd with water in the form uf a cataplasm,
and applied to the ski n, it YCry soon produces redness with a burning pain, which
in less than an hour usually becomes insupportable. When a speedy impression
is not desi red, c~peciatly when the si napi sm is applied to the extremities, the
powd er should be diluted with an equal portion of rye meal or wheat flour.
C:ll'C shoul<l be taken not to allow the application to continue too long, as vesi cation with obstinate ulceration, and even spbacelus may result. This caution
is parti cularly necessary in cases where the patient is in sensible, and the degree
of pain can afford no criterion of the suflicieucy of the action. The volatile oil,
which is powerfu lly rubefacient, and capable of producing speedy \'Csication, has
been considerably used in Germany. For extern.al application as a ru bc facient,
80 drops may be dissolved in a fluidouuce of alcohol, or 6 or 8 d rops in a fluidracbm of olmoncl or olive oil. It has been given internally in colic, two drops
being incorporated with a six-ounce mixture, and half a flui<louncc given for a
dose. (See Am. Jo1mi. of Plwrm., xi. 9.) In overdoses it is highly poisonous,
1
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producing gastro-enteric inflammation, and probabl:,: perverting the vital proc:esses by pervading the whole system. Its odour is perceptible in the blood,
and it is :;;.aid to impart the smell of horseradish to the urine .
Ojf. Prrp. Cataplasma Sinapis; Emplastrum Cantharidis Cornpositum ! lnfusum Armoraciro.
W.

SODIUM.
Sodium .
Sodium, Fr.; ~atrium, Katronmern.ll, Germ.; Sodio, Ital., Span.
Sodium is a peculiar metal, forming tlie radical of the alkali soda. It. was
discovered by Sir H. Davy in 1807, who obtained it in minute quantity by decomposing the alkali by the agency of galvnnic electricity. It was afterwards
procured in much lar~er quantities by Gay-Lussac and 'fhennrd 1 by bringing
the alkali in contact with iron turnings heated to whiteness. The iron becnme
oxidized, and the meta.Ilic radical of the ~oda was liberat.ed. It is now obtained
by the cheaper process of Scboedler, wbich couF;ists in converting, by ignition,
the commercial acetate of soda into carbonate and charcoal, and beating tbe
product to whiteness in au iron mercury-bottle, mixed with au additional porti6t)
of charcoal.
Sodium is a soft, malleable, sectile solid, of a sil\'er-white colour. It posse$ses
the metallic lustre in a high degree wben protected from the action of the air,
by which it is quickly tarnished and oxidized. lts sp.gr. is
fosin~ point
about 200°, equivalent number 23·3, and symbol Na. lts chemical affinities
resemble those of potassium, but are less energetic. J_..ike potassium it has a
strong attraction for oxygen. 'When thrown upon cold water it instantly fuses
into a globule without inflaming, and traverses the surface in different directions
with rapidity; on hot water it inflames. In both cases tbe water is decomposed,
hydrogen is liberated, and n. solution of soda generated. It combines also with
a larger proportion of oxygen than exists in soda, forming a sesquioxide. This
oxide is always formed when the metal is burnt in the open air.
Sodium is au ingredient in a number of important medicinal preparations, and
is briefly described in this place as au introduction to these compounds. Its
protoxide only is salifiuble, constituting tLe alkali soda, which, united to acids,
gives rise to a numerous class of compounds, called salts of soda. These are
characterized by their communicating to the blowpipe flame a rich yellow colour,
and by not being precipitable by any reagent, except the metantimoniate of
potassa. (See JJCIYC 585.) Protoxide of sodium (dry soda) consists of one eq.
of sodium 23·3, and one of oxygen 8=31 ·3 . United with one e<1- of water 9,
it forms hydrn.te of soda (caustic soda), weighing 40·3.
The oflicinal combinations containing sodium are chloride of sodium, the solutions or soda and chlorinated soda, tbe acetate, borate, carbonate, bicarbonate,
phosphate, sulphate, and \'alerianate of soda, and the tartJ·atc of potassa and sodil.
'l'Le description of a part of these combinations will immediately follow; while
the remainder will be noticed, under tLeir respective titles, in the second part
of this work.
B.

o·ot,

SOD1E ACETAS. US., Dub.
Acetate of Soda.
Terrn folitttn. tnrtari, Lat.; Acetate de. soude, 1;}·.; Essigsaurcs Natron, Germ
disocl:1,1tal.

Acetate of soda is included among the Preparations by the Dublin College;
but, aR it is obtained on a large scale by the manufacturing chemist, it is more
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properly placed in the catalogue of the l\Iateria Medica in the United States
Pharmacopreia.
Preparali01t. The Dublin College obtains this salt by the following process.
1
' Take oF Crystallized Carbonate of Soda of commerce one 7JOund [~woirdupois],
or a sufficient quantity; Acetic Acid of commerce (sp. gr. l·OH)o-ne pint [Imp.
meas.). To tbc Acid, placed in a porcelain capsule, add by degrees the Carbonate of Soda, and, taking care that tbere shall be a slight excess of Acid,
evaporate the re~ulting i:;olution till a pelliclc begins to form on its su rface, and
set it by to crystallize. The crystals, when drained of the mother liquor, and
dried by a short exposure to air on a porous brick, should be enclosed in a well
stopped bottle." Dub.
Acetate of soda is prepared by the manufacturer of crude pyroligneous acid,
for the purpose of being decomposed so as to yield the officinal acetic acid by the
action of sulphuric acid. The steps of the process by which it is maJe from
the crude acid have already been given under the head of Acidum, Aceticum,
page 18.
Properties, &c. Acetate of soda. is ::i. white salt, crystall ized in long striated
prisms, and possessing a sharp, bitterisb, not disagreeable t.aste. Exposed to
a dry air it effloresces slowly, and loses about forty per cent. of its weight. It
is solubl e in about three parts of cold water, and in twenty-four of alcohol.
Subjected to heat it undergoes first ' the aqueous and then the igneous fusion,
and is finally decomposed; the residue being a mixture of carbonate of soda and
charcoal. By the affusion of sulphuric acid it is decomposed, the acetic acid
being liberated, known by its acetous odour, and sulphate of soda formed. The
salt should be perfectly neutral to test paper, and not precipitated by chl oride of
barium, nitrate of silver, or clilo1·ide of platinum. The non-action of these tests
proves the ab!Sence of sulph ates1 chlorides, and salts of potassa. For the proper
action of the nitrate of silver test, tbe soluti on should be dilute; for if it be strong,
there will be a. cl'ystalline precipitate of acetate of siker, which dissol>cs on the
addition of water. Acetate of ROcla. consists, wben crysta llized, of one eq. of
acetic acid 51, one of soda 31·3, and six of water 54=136·3.
Jl/f'dfral Properties and l'Ses. Acetate of soda is diuretic, and possesses
generally the same medical properties as acetat~ of potassa, to which article the
reader is referred. It is, however, more convenient for exhibition than the latter
salt, as it is not deliquescent. rl'he dose is from a. Rcruple to two drachms. It
is employed principally to yield acetic acid by the action of sulphu ric acid.

B.

SODA!: BORAS. U S.
Borate of Socia.
Off S!Jn. BORAX. Lnnd., Ed., Dub.
Bor;Hc de soude, Borax, Pr.,· lloraxsaures Natron, Dorax, Gerrn.; Boracc, Ital. ; Borri.:r,
Span. ; lloornk, Arab.

Borax was known to the anc ients, but its chemical nature was first ascertained
by Geoffroy in 178:t. I t exists native, and nrny be obtained by artificial means.
It occurs in several locttlitics in Europe, in Peru, and in beds associ::ited with
borate of lime in the district of Iquiquc, iu the B.cpublic of Ecuador. Tl_,is mine~
rnl 1 :is analyzed by .i\I. J.,e Canu, contai ned from 13 to ]9 per cent. of borate of
soda, and from 23 to 26 per cent. of borate of lime. (Journ. de Phw·m,., July,
]fl.5:3, p. 22. ) It bns already become an article of commerce. Borax is found
abundantly in certain lakes of Tbibet and Persia, from which it i.~ obtained by
~pontuneous C\1aporation. The impure borax concretes on the margins of these
lakes, and is dug up in lumps, called in commerce tincal or ci·ude Vo1·a:c. In this
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state it is in the form of crystalline masses, which are sometimes co1ourless, sometimes yellowish or greenish, and always conrcd with an earthy coating, greasy to
the touch, and having the odour of soap. The greasy appearance is derived
from a fatty matter, saponificd by soda. The tincal thus obtained in the interior
is transferred to the seaports of lndin, especially Calcutta, from which it is ex:portcd to this country in chests. Besides Indian tincal, there is another commercj:il variety of borax which comes from China, and which is partially refined.
Both varieties require to be purified before being used in medicine or the arts.
Purification. The method of refining borax: was origina1ly possessed as a
secret by the Venetians and Dutch, but is now practised in several European
countries. 'l'he process pursued in France, as reported by Robiquct and Marchand, is as follows. The tiucal is placed in a large wooden vessel, and covered
to the depth of three or four inches with water; in which state it is allowed to
remuin for five or six hours, being <1git<1tcd from time to time . Sluked lime is
now added, in the proportion of one part to four hundred of the impure ::alt; and
the whole, being thoroughly mixed, is allowed to remain at rest till the succeeding day. ~'be salt is next separated by means of a sieve, the crystals being crumbled between the hands, and placed so as to dr<1in. The object of this treatment is to separate the soapy matter, with which the lime forms an insoluble
soap; and at the same time sulphate of soda and chloride of sodium are removed,
with only a minute loss of the ·borax. 'fhc borax being drained is next di~solved,
by the assistance of heat, in two and a. half times its weight of water, and the
solution treated with one-fiftieth of its weight of chloride of calcium, in order to
complete the separation of the soapy matter; after which it is strained through
a coarse bag. 'l'he liquor is then concentrated by heat, and run into wooden
vessels, lined with lead, having the shape of an inverted quadrangular pyramid.
If care be ta.ken that the cooling proceeds very gradually, distinct crystals will
be obtained, such as are found in commerce; otherwise, crystall.ine crusts will
be formed. The Chinese borax is purified in a similar manner; but, being less
impure than the common tincal, does not require to be washed.
Preparation of Artificial Borax. Large q\iantities of borax are now made
by the direct combination of iwlive boradc acid with soda . The acid is found
in solution in certain lagoons in Tuscany, from which hot vapours arc ejected,
and which are situated within a ::pace of ten or twelve miles. 'l'hc water of the
lagoons is economically concentrated by the hot vapours themselves. In 1846,
the product of these lagoons was estimated by M. Lar<lcrel, the original manufacturer of the acid, at three millions of Tuscan pounds. As here procured, the
acid contains from 17 to 20 per cent. of impurities, consisting principally of the
sulphates of ammonia, magnesia, lime, and alumina, muriate of amruonia, chloride of iron, and clay, saud, and sulphur. It is added to saturation to a solution of carbonate of soda, heated by steam, and the liriuor, after boiling, is
allowed to stand for ten or twel\'e hours. It is then drawn off into wooden
vessels lined wiLh lead, where it crystallizes. 'l'be impure crystals, thus obtained,
arc refined by dissolving them in water heated by steam, adding carbonate of soda
to the solution, und crystallizing. The merit of introducing the process for
obtaining artificial borax belougs to Cartier and Payen, who succeedt:d in establishing its manufacture i~ :U:rancc, notwithstanding the str?n~ prejudice felt
against the use of the art1ficml salt. In the process for :ut1ficial borax of 1\1.
Koebukc, a solution of caustic soda is used, extemporaneously obtained by the
action of lime. For the details of his process, see the Am. Joum. of Phann.,
1
xvii. p. Ill.
Properties. Borax is a white salt, generally crystallized ib flattened hexahedral prisms, terminated by trii1~1gular P.yramids, and possessing a sweetish,
feebly alkaline taste, and au alkaline reactrnu. It dissolves in twelve times its
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weight of cold 1 and twice its weight of boiling water. Exposed to tLe air it
cfliorcsces slow ly, and the surface of the crysta ls becomes covered with a white
powder. S ubj ected to a moderate heat it undergoes the aqueous fu sion, swells
considerably, and finally becomes a dry porous. mass, with loss of half its weight.
Above a red heat it melts into a. limpid liquid, and 1 after cooling, cmwrctes iuto
a transparent solid, c~lled yluss o.f bt?rax, much used as a flux in assays with the
blowpipe. Borax has been found, in the ]~nglish market, adulterated to the
ex tent. of twenty per cent. with phosphate of soda. The foreign salt may be detected by expos in g the suspected borax to the heat of a drying room for a few
hours, when tile pho~phate, if present, will effloresce, and may be picked out.
Sulphuric acid, ad<led to a saturated solution of th e i;:alti unites with the so<l:1,
and precipitates the !Joraric aci<l in white, shin ing, scaly crystals, possessi ng the
property of imparting a. ~reeo colour to the flame of burning alcohol. lloracic
acid co nsists of one eq. of boron 10 ·9, and three of oxygen ~4=3-1:9.
Bor:lX ha s the property of rendering crea m of tartar very solub le in water, and
forms a combination with it called soluUe Crf'am of tartar, which is sometimes
used in medicine. Thi s preparation is made by boiling six parts of cream of
tartar and two of borax in sixteen of water for five minutes, allowing th e solution
to cool, and then fihering to sepa rate some tartrate of lime. Soluble Cl'eam of
tartar attracts moisture from the air, and is soluble in its own weight of cold,
and half its weight of boiling water. A simi lar preparation may be made b_v
i;:ubstituting boracic acid for the borax, tlw proportion~ being four parts of cream
of tartar to one of the acid. 1'his combination is e,·en more soluble than the
other. It has not been well ascertained wbat is the nature of these compounds.
'l'hcnard has thrown out the suggestion, that the former consists of two douLle
salt::i, tartrntc of potass:t and so<la (lloc:bclle salt), au<l tart.rate of potassa nnd
borncic a<:id, tlic Loracic acid acting tl.ie part of a base; and Berzelius inclrncs
to the op in ion that the latter is a J oub le tartratc of potassa and boracic acid.
:\ecordiug to the formula of the 1-'aris Codex, soluble cream of tartar is rnade
with boracic acid. Four hundred parts of cream of t.artar and one hundred of
the acid arc di~soh·c<l in a silver biu1in, at the temperature of ebull iti on, in 2-100
parts of water. The solution is kept boiling until tbe grt>alcr part of the water
is consumed. ~'b e fire is tben moderated, and the solution continually stirred
while the en1poration proceeds. When the matter has become very thie;k, it is
removed by portions, which are flattened in the hand, compl etely dried by tbe
hca.t of a stm·e, reduced to powder 1 and kept in well stopped bottles.
Oompo.~itiM.
Borax cons ists of two eqs. of boracic acid 69·8, and one of soda.
31·3=101·1. It ordinarily crystallizes in prisms, and coutaius ten eris. of water
(prismatic Loi·ax); but a variety of the salt cx: i8ts, which crystalli.-;es in octoLcdrons, and contaius only five cqs. of water (octohedml l.Jorax). Tl:i e latter is
obt.a.ined in the <i.rtificial production of borax, by crystallizing from a concentrated
soluti on at a tempcrnture between 17-! 0 and 133 °. Wben a solution of borax
is eYaporated at 212°, the salt is left as an amorphous, transparent, brittle mass,
containing fou r eq<1. of w:~ter. (Sdw;eitzer.) From the composition of borax. in
cquiq1\ents, it is evidently a iil.Jorate, th ough sometimes culled a subborate ou
account of its pOS!!-cssin~ an alkaline reaction.
Jllcdit,;al Properti"s and lilU!s. Borax is a mild refrigerant and diuretic. It
is supposed 11ls_o to exercise~ specific influence O\'Cr tLd uterus, promoting menstruat ion, facilitat_ing parturition, and favouring tLc expul_sion of the_ placenta.
(Vo«t's Plwrmul.vlynamik, cit ed by P ereira.) ])r. llmswangcr, 111 a. prize

:~1~f, ~~ib~~~11~~it~~1g 1~!~~t~~~!f~u~ts ;I'c~~1~1~1~l~~scD~.f D.~~:~~n~t~l~~:·i~~ l~~cfi~:~~

found it useful i11 clysmenorr hcea, occurring in sanguineou~ constitutiollS1 vencseetion being premised. Il e gives it in doses of about nin e grains every two
44
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hours in a tablespoonful of flaxseed tea, for two days before the time of th e expected return of the me n~es. (See Am.. Jouni. of llled. Sci., xx. 536.) Vircy
deemed it aphrodisiac; anJ, according to Dr. J. C. Ilubbard, it is eminently so,
when used in the form of enema. (New York Jom·n. of Med., for N ov. 1848,
from the Annuli1>t.) Binswangcr considers borax as tho best remedy that can be
used in nephritic and calcul ous complaints, dependent on an excess of uric acid.
It probably acts in such cases as an alkali, the soda of the salt neutralizing the
uric acid, occurring in the urinary passages, and the boracic acid being set free.
The dose is from thirty to forty gra in ~ . Crea m of tartar, rendered solubl e by
borax or boracic acid, is a cotwen ient preparation, where it is desirable to administer large c1uantities of the former salt. E xtern ally th e 80lu tion of borax is
used as a wash in scaly cutaneous eruptions. A soluti on formed by dissolving
a drnchm of the salt in two fluid ounces of distilled vinegar has been found, both
by Dr. Abercrombie and Dr. Cb ristison, au exce llent lotion for ringworm of the
scalp. Borax is very much used as a detergent in aphthous affections of the
mouth in children. When e mpl oyed for thi s purpose, it is generally app1ied in
powder, ei ther mixed with 1mgar iu the proportion of one part to seven, or rubbed
up wi t h honey. (See .lllel Boracis.)
B.
OJ: P rep. Mel Boracis.

SODJE CARBON AS. U.S, Land., Eel.
Carbonate of Soda.
Off. S!Jn. SODE CAHBO:'l'AS CHYSTALUZAT UM. D ub.

Carbonate de soudc, Fr.; Einfo.ch Kohleusaures Natron, Germ.; Cllrbonato di soda,
Ital.; C11rbonntodesod11, Span.

In th e U. S. Pharmacopooia this salt bas been always placed in the list of the
l\fotcria ~lcdi ca ; the crystallized ca rbonate of soda, obtained on a large scale
by the manufacturing chemist, being a nearly pure sal t, aud that which is sold
in the shops of our apothecaries. 'l'h e same po8ition is now given to it by the
three British Colleges; th e officina l processes for preparing it ha\'ing been
abandoned by the Edinburgh College in 183!1, and by the Dublin and London
Coll eges in their recent J>!rnrmacopooias of 1850 and 185 l.
Before entering upon th e consideration of the carbonate of soda as a pure salt,
we shall speak generally of the sources of the alkali soda.
TLe sources of carbona ted sod a. may be di\'ided int o the natural and nrtificial.
Th e natural sources are the minerals of native soda, and certain marine plants
whi ch yield th e alkali in their ashes ; th e artificia l are certain salts which furnish
it by chemical decomposition.
].."alive soda, sometimes called nalro11 , is found chie fly in Hungary, Eg5pt,
and South America, and ex ists, in these countries, either in the carrh of the
surfoce, wh ich often ex hibits a sa line eftlorescencc, or in solution in small lakes,
from which it is cxtractet1 by taking advantage of th e dryinJ! up of the Witter
du ring the heats of summer. That fr om Egypt, ca lled lrona by th e natives, is
a sesgu icarbcmate; while that from South Ameri ca is Jess carbonatet1. .Native
soda, in the form of a scs<ju icarbonate, has been found in a soda. l:1ke in the territory of th e Nizam, ln (lia. (See Am. J oum. of Phann., July, 1853, p. 350.)
Impure s0<la 1 dcri.\'ed from tl~ e ashes of plants µ;rowi ng on the surface or
bord ers of th e sea, 1s ca ll ed banlla or kelp, according to the character of tbe
plants incin erated. llarilb is obtain ed fr om several veget ables, princi pally
belonging to the genern Sal.wla, Salicon1ia, and Chenopodf1mt. In Spain,
Sicily , aud some other countries, th e plauts are regularly culti\•a ted for the purpose of yielding soda by th eir co mbustion. 'Wh en ripe, th ey are cut down,
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dried, and burnt in heaps. The ashes form a semi-fused, hard, and compact
saline mass, whicll is broken up into fragments by means of pickaxes, and
thrown into commerce. Kelp, call ed varecl~ in France, is procured by the incineration of various kinds of sea-weeds, principally the algre and fuci, which
grow on the rocky coasts of many countries. Th e Orkneys and H eb rid es, and
the rocky co:tSts of Wales, Scotland, and IrclanU, furnish large quantities of these
weeds. 'l'he plants arc allowed to ferment in heaps, then dried, and afterward s
burnt to ashes in ovens, roughly made with brick or stone, aml built in the
ground. The alkali in the ashes melts, and forms the whole into one so lid mass.
When cold, it is broken up with iron instru ments into large bea\'y masses, in
which state it is found iu commerce. About twenty-four tons of sea-weeds are
required to pro<luce one of kelp.
Barilfa, when of good quality, is in hard, dry, porous, sonorous, grayish.blue
masses, which become covered with a saline efflorescence after exposure to the
air. It possesses an alkaline taste and peculiar odour. Spanisli l.Jaritla contains
from twenty.five to forty per ce nt. of real carbonated alkali; the resiJue being
made up of sulphate of soda, sulphuret and chloride of sodium, carbonate of
lime, alumina, silica, oxidized iron, and a small portion of charcoal which has
escaped comb ustion. Before the introduction of artificial soda, barilla formed
the source of the crystallized carbona.te employed in medicine. At present
barilla is principally used in the manufacture of soap.
Kelp is in hard, vesicular masses, of a dark-gray, bluish, or greenish colour,
sulphurous odour, and acrid, caustic taste. It is still less pure than barilla.,
conta ining only from five to eight per cent. of carbonated soda; the rest being
made up of a large proportion of the sulphates of soda and potassa, and the
chlo rid es of potassium and sod ium, a sma ll quantity of iodide of sodium, and
in soluble anJ colouring matters. Large quantities of kelp were formerly manufactured in Great Britain and the neighbouring islands, particularly the Orkney
I slands; but tbe demand and production have greatly fallen off, since tbe introdu ction of artificial soda at a comparatively low price. At present kelp is used
principall.v in the manufacture of iodine. (See lodiniuni.)
Artificial Soda. Several plans have been proposed for obtaining soda by
chemical decomposition; but none are at present used, except that of decomposing sulphate of soda. 'fhis sa lt is procured from the manufacturers of chlorinated lime (bleaching powder), or, what is more usual on account of the in sufficient supply from that source, is made exprcs~ly for the purpose, by decomposing
common salt (chloride of sodiu m) by sulphuric acid. The dried sulp hat e is
mixed with its own wci~ht of ground limeF-tone, and half its weight of small coal,
ground anJ sifted, and the whole is heated in a rcvcrbcratory furnace, where
it fuses aod forms a black mass, called blacl~ asl1, ~oda ball, or Briti.~!t barWa.
The coal, at the temperature employed, converts the su lphate of soda into sul phurct of sodium. This reacts with tbe lim e~toae, so as to form sulphuret of
calcium and carbonate of soda (NaS and CaO,C011 =CaS and NaU,00 2 .) lf this
compound were digested in water, !!ulpburct of sodium and carbonate of lime
would be reproduced. To prevent this res ult a large excess of lime is used,
whi ch gives rise to the formation of an oxysu lphuret of calcium (3CaS,0'.l0),
which is insoluble in water, and without action on carbonate pf soda. l1ntish
barilla contains about 36 per cent. of alkali, impc>rf'ectly carbonated on account
of the bigli beat used; the remain~cr being principally oxy~mlpbu ret of.ca.lc:ium,
caustic lime, and coaly matter. It is next digested in warm w;1ler, which takeE!
up the alkali aud other solub le matters, and le;wes the insoluble impurities,
called soda uwife. Tbe soluti on is evapora ted to drj•ncss, and the mass obta ined
ia calci ued with one-fourth of its weight of sawdu~t, in order to conve rt the
alkali fully into carbonate, by rucans of the carbonic acid resultiog from the
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combustion of the sawdust.

PART I.

The product is redissolved in water, and the ~olu

tion evaporated to dryne:;:s. The alkali, in this stage of its purification, contains
about 50 per cent. of carbonate of soda. and is called soda-ash. It is brought
to the state of crystallized carbonate of soda. by dissolving it in water, straining
the 8olution, evaporating it to a. pcllicle, and setting it aside to crystallize. Ou
the subject of the products of the soda manufacture, see the elaborate paper of

John Brown, Esq, in the Lond., Ed., aud Dnb . PMlos. !Jag. for Jan. 18-!9.
The chemical process here described for obtaining carbonated soda was disIt is at present pursued on au immense scale in Great Britain, especially at Liverpool and Glasgow; and its
product is so cheap that its use has nearly superseded that of barilla and kelp
as sources of soda.
Carbonate of soda may also be obtained by the patented process of l\Ir. Henry
Pemberton, of Philadelphia. This consists in con\'erting sulphate of soda into
sulpburet of sodium in the usual manner, and decomposing the latter by means
of a stream of carbonic acid, derived from the chi mneys of furnaces in which
coal or wood is used as fuel. By the aid of the elements of water, carbonate
of soda is formed, and sulphu retted hydrogen disengaged. A patent for the
same prOCPSR was sub~equently obtained, in England, by l\Ir. W. E. Newton
(~ov. 1852). In i\lr. Newton's plan, tbe snl phurettcd hydrogen is decomposed,
so as to furnish sulphur or sulphurets. (Sec .Am.. Journ. of Pho'r1n. 1 XX\'i. 46.)
'£he different kinds of impure carbonate of soda, whether barilla, kelp, or sodaash, being exceedingly variable in composition, it is important to have a ready
method of determining the quantit.y of real carbonated alkali which they contain.
'l'he mode in which this is done, by means of an instrument ca lled an alkalimeter, has been already explained. (See 7>oge 584.) ~l1bese various forms of
carbonated soda are largely consumed in the manufacture of soap and glass, and
in dyeing and bleaching.
'l'bc following are descriptions oft.be different grades of artificial soda, known
under the names of British barilla, soda-ash, and crystallized carbonate of soda.
British b01·illa , so called to distinguish it from Spanish barilla, which ha s its
source in the ashes of maritime plant-s, is a blackish-brown substance, becoming
darker by exposure to the air. When broken it exhibits an imperfect metallic lustre, and a close striated texture. Its taste is caustic and hepatic. By exposure to
:i moist atmosphere, it becomes covered with a yellow cffioresccnce, and quickly
falls to powder, with disengagement of beat and sulpburetted hydrogen; at the
same time increasing in weight by the absorption of carbonic acid and waler.
Soda-ash is in white or gray compact masses, and contains about half its weight
of foreign salts, consiBtin g priucipally of chloride of sodium and sulphate of soda.
Urystallized carbonftte of soda is a colourless salt, possessing a.n alka line and
clis~g:reeable .taste, and crystallizin.g usually in large obl ique rh ombic prisms,
which speedily effloresce and fall rnt o powder when exposed to the nir. lt is
soluble in twice its weight of cold water, but in soluble in alcoLol, and displays an
11lkaline reaction with tests. When heated it undergoes the aqueous fusion;

COYered in 1784 by J_Je Blanc and Dize.

~n:;t, i ~st~1:1 l~~:1~u~~ t~~~ ':!~eu:~'1 ~~1~~e~7~~d~:1~!JJ ~~~%~~h~a\~:1~:l~i:~u~~~~· beTdh~~
tected by c~nvc1ting the .salt into ~ nitrate, and testmg separate portions of this
severally with t.he chloride of banum and nitrate of sih·cr. Common salt is
seldom entirely absent, but good specim ens are free from sulphate of soda. When
badly prepared, it is liable to c?ntai~ a portion of sulph uret of sodium, which
may be detected by the production of the smell of sulph uretted hydrogen upon
1
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full)'. crystallized it contains ten eqs. of water 90, giving as the number representmg the crystallized salt 143·3. It is thus perceived that this salt, when
perfectly crystallized, contains nearly two-thirds of its weight of water; but the
quantity actually present in it, as found in the shops, is variable, being dependent
on the extent to which it may have undergone effioreseence .
.Medical Properties and Cses. Carbonate of soda is antacid, antilithic, and
resolvent. It is given priuc:ipa.lly in diseases attended with acidity of the stomach; such as gout, uric acid gravel, and certa in forms of dyspepsia. It is more
frequentJy exhibited t han carbonate of potassa, as, from its less acrid taste, it is
more easily taken. It has also been recommended in h oop in~-eough, scrofula,
and bronchocele. In the la.tter disease, Dr. Pescbier, of Geneva, considers it
more efficacious than iodine. It is also employed with advantage, intemally and
externally, in skin diseases, especially tho8e of a papular and scaly character.
A lotion suitable for these cases may be formed by diasolviug from two to three
drachms of the carbonate in a pint of water. For a bath, from eight to sixteen
ounces of the salt may be dissolved in the necessary quantity of water. The
ointment should vary in strength from eight to sixty grains to the ounce of lard,
according to the character of the affection. Carbonate of soda is given in doses
of from ten gra in s to half a drachm, either in powder, or in solution in some
bitter infusion. In consequence of the variable state in which it exists in the
shops, as to the amount of water of crystallizati on which it contains, the dose
cannot be indicated with precision. lt is ou this account that the salt is most
conveniently administered in the dried state, which admits of its being given in
the pilular form. (See Soche l'arbonas Exsiccatlls.) "\Yben taken in an over·
<lose it acts as a corrosive and irritant poison. 'l'be best antidotes are fixed oils,
acetic acid, and lemon juice.
Pharm,, Dses. Carbonate of soda is used as a chemical a.gent by the Edinburgh
College in preparing sulphate of quinia, and by the L ondon College in making
ammonio-citrate of iron.
Off. Prep. Ca.leis Carbonas Prrecipitatus; Ferri Carbonas Saccharatum; Ferri
Subcarbonar;; Liquor So<lre; Liquor Sodoo Chloriuatm; :Magnesiro Carbouas;
i\Iagne8i::c Carbonas Ponderosum; Pilulre Ferri Carbonatis; Pil. Ferri Co mpo·
sitro; Sodre Acetas; Sodre l3icarbonas; Sodre Carbonas Exsiccatus; Sod:::c Carbonatis Liquor; Sodre et Potassoo 'l'artras; Sodre Phosphas; Zinci Carb(loas
J->rrecipita.tus.
:B.

SOD£ SULPHAS. U. S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Sulphate of Soda.
Vitriolatecl soda, Olauber's salt; Sulfate de soude, Fr.; Schwefelsnures Nntron, Glau·
bersnlz, Germ.; Solfato di soda., Ital.; Sulfa to de soda, Sa.I de Gln.ubcro, Span.
Sulphate of soda, in small quantities, is extensi>ely diffused in nature, and
is obtained artificially in several chemical operations. It exists in solution in
many mineral springs, among whieh may be mentioned those of Cheltenham and
Carlsbad; and it is found combi11 ed with sulphate of lime, constituting a distinct
mineral. l\Iany ponds containing this salt are foun<l ,fu the country between
Santa. Fe and the head waters of the Arkansas, and on the route to the Rocky
l\louuta.ins. 'l'be water in one of these ponds forms a. solution so highly concentr:.1ted that, in dry weather, the saJt crystallizes on the surface to the depth
of several inches, so as to have the appearance of limpid ice. (Am. Journ. of
Plwrrn., xii. llO.) As an artificial product, it is formed in the pr.ocesscs for
obtaining murialic acid and ch lor in e, and in the preparation of muriate of am.
monia. from sulphate of ammonia and common salt. It may also be procured
from sea-water, in which its ingredients are present.
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Of the Pharmacopooias commented on in this work, the Edinburgh is the only
one wLich gives a formula. for preparing this salt. It is directed to .be obtained
from the salt, left after the distillation of muriatic acid, by the followrng process.
Dissolve two pounds of the salt, which is a supersulphate of so~a, i.n three phtts
(lmp. meas.) of boiling water. Then saturate th e excessofac1d with powdered
white marble, and, ha ving boiled the liquid :md filtered it, wash tLc insoluble
matter with boiling water, and add the washings to the original liquid. Lastly
concentrate the solution to a pelliclc, and set it aside to crystallize. In this
proce!!-s the excess of acid is removed by converting it into the insoluble sulphate
of lime.
Imm ense quantities of sulphnte of soda are made in Great Britain and France
by the process of decompo&ing common salt by sulphuric acid, for the purpose of
being mnnufactu~ed into 80dtt-as h and carbonate of soda; and, so far from the
generated muriati c acid being a pro<luct of value, its absorption in a convenient
way, so as to avoid the nuisance of its escape into the atmo!lpbere in a gascom~
state, is an object of impo1·tance to the manufacturer. (See.Acid·wniJ11uriaticurn.)
~DI. 'fhomas, Dellis8C 1 and Boucurd ha,·e proposed a new process for preparing
su lphate of soda, by double decomposition between chloride of sodium and sul.
pbate of iron. It is stated that this process furnishes the salt che:i]Jly; and, at
the same time, it amids the production of muriatic acid vapours.
The residuum of the process for obtaining chlorine, by the action of sulphuri c
acid and deutoxidc of manganese on common su it, is a mixture of sulphate of soda
3.nd su lphate of protoxide of manganese. (See CldorhiiiLiquor.) Large quantities
of tliis residuuw ure formed in m:mufacturing chlorinated lime (bleac hing salt);
and the sulphate of soda in it, roul2'bly purified, supplies a part of the consumption
of this suit in muking soda.ash und carbonate of soda. (See Sodre Cotbonos.)
Io the process for obtaining muriate of ammonia. from sulphate of ammonia
and common salt, water is decomposed, and a double decomposition takes place,
resulting in the formation of sulphate of soda and muriate of ammonia. By
exposing the mixe<l salts to heat, the muriate of ammonia. sublimes, and the
sulphate of soda. remains beLind. (See Ammom·re .Alurios.)
ln some of our Northern States, particularly Massachusetts, a po,rtion of Glau·
bcr's salt is procured from ~ea-water in the winter season. The circumstances
under which it is formed have been expbincd by l\Jr. Daniel B. SmitL, in a paper
published in the fourth volume of the Journul of the Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy. The const ituents of a number of salts exist in sea-water; and the
binary order in whicL the~c constituents will precipitate during evaporation,
depends on the temperature. During the pre,•alence of rigorous cold, sulphute
of soda is the least soluble salt which can be formed out of the ac ids and bases
present, and consequently separates in the form of crystals.
Propertier,. Sulphate of soda. is a colourless salt, possessing a cooling, nau·
seous, very bitter taste, and crystallizing with great facility in six- sided striated
prisms. When recently prepared, it is beautifully trunsparc ut; but by exposure
to the air it effioresces, and t~1e crystals become covered with au opaque white
powder. By long exposure 1t undergoes complete efflorescence, and falls to
powder with loss of more than half its weight. It is sol ubl e in three times its
weight of cold water, and in its own weight of boiling water, but is imoluble in
alcohol. Subjected to beat, it dis!loh·es in its water of crystallization, then dries,
and afterwards, by the application of a red heat, melts, with the loss of 55t per
cent. of its weight. Occasionally it contains an excess of acid or alkali, which
nrny be discovered by litmus or turmeric paper. '!'he presence of common salt
may be detected by sul 1~bate of silver; that of iron by fcrrocyanuret of potassium
or tincture of galls. '!'his !lalt is not subject to ad ulteration. It is incompatiblo
with carbonate of potassa, chloride of calcium, the sa lts of baryta, acetate and
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subacctate of lead, and with nitrate of silver if the solutions are strong. It consists of one eq. of sulphuric acid 40, one of soda 31 ·3, and ten of water 90=161 ·3.
Nedical Properties m!d Uses. Sulphate of soda, in doses of from half an ounce
to an ounce, is an efficient cathartic; in smaller doses, largely diluted, an apcrient
and diuretic. When in an eftloresccd state, the dose must be reduced one-half,
on account of. its b:ning lost about one-half of its weight in water. It is much
less used than formerly, having been almost entirely superseJcd by sulphate of
magnesia, wliich is less disagreeable to the palate. Its nauseous taste, however,
way be readily disguised by the admixture of a little lemon-juice or cream of
tartar, or the addition of a. few drops of sulphuric acid. It is an ingredient in
the artificial Cheltenham salt. (See .Appendix.) The on ly use of sulphate of
soda in the arts is to make carbonate of soda, and as an ingredient in some kinds
of glass. It has no officinal preparations.
B.

SODII CHLORIDUllI. U. S., Lond., Dub.
Chlo,.ide of Soiiium.
Off. S!I"· SOD.IE ~!URIAS. Ed.
l\luriatc of soda, Sea salt, Common salt; Chlorurc de sodium, Hydro-chlornte de soude,
Sel mnrin, Fr.; Chlornatrium, .Kocl.:asalz, Germ.; Salt, Dan., Su:ed.; Chloruro di sodio, Sal
commune, Ital.; Sal, Span.

This mineral productirm, so necessary to mankind, is universally distributed
over the globe, and is the most abundant of the native solubl e salts. Most ani~
mals have an instinctive relish for it; and from its frequent presence in the solids
and fluids of the anima l economy, it may be supposed to perform an important
part in nutrition and assimila tion.
Naluml State. Common salt exists in nature, either in the solid state or in
Aolution. In the solid state,calleJ roclc salt,fussil salt, and sal gernrnr.e, it is ofteu
found forming extensive beds, and even entire mouut.ains, from which it is extracted in blocks or masses by mining operations. Its geological position is very
constant, occurring almost invariably in secondary formations, associated with
clay and gypsum. In solution it occurs in certain springs and lakes, and in the
waters of the ocean. 'l'he princival salt mines Hre found in Poland, Hungary,
and Russia; in various parts of Germany, particularly the Tyrol; in England
in the county of Cheshire; in Spain; in various pa rts of Asia and Africa; and
in Peru, and other count.ries of South America.. In the United States there are
no salt mines, but numerous salt sp1·ings, which either flow naturally, or are produced artificially by sinking shafts to va rious depths in places where salt is known
to exist. 1'hese are found principally in :rtlissouri, Kentucky, Illinois, Ohio,
l)eunsylvania, Virgiuia,and New York. In tlie last-mentioned State the springs
are the most producti"e i the chief ones being situated at Salina, Montezuma,
and Galen. In Virginia. au important salt rej!ion exists, extending fifteen miles
on both sides of the great Kenhawa river. llock salt is alwnys transparent or
translucent; but it often exhibits various colours, such as red, yellow, brown,
violet1 blue, &c. 1 which are supposed to be derived from iron and manganese.
Bctraction. l\Iines of salt are worked in two ways. \Vhen the salt is pure it
is merely dug out in blocks and thrown into commerre. When impure it is
dissolved in water, and extracted afterwards from tbc solution by evaporation.
'Vh en the salt is naturally in solution 1 the mode of extraction depends upon the
strength of the brine, and the temperature of the place where it is found. ·when
the water contains from fou_rtC'eu to fifteen per cent. of salt, it is extracted by
evaporation in lar~e iron boilers. If, however, it contains only two, three, four,
or five per cent., the salt is obtained in a different manner. If the climate be
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warm it is procured by spontaneous evaporation, effected by tlrn heat of tbe sun;
if temperate, by a peculiar mode of evaporation to be mentioned presently, and
the subsequent tipplication of artificial heat.
Sea-wat('r is a wenk saline solution, containing 2·7 per cent. of common salt,
which is ext racted by the agency of solar heat in w;irm countries. Sah thus obtained is called ba.I/ soft. 1'he ex traction is cond ucted in ~urope principally on the
shores of the J\Ieditemrneau, the waters of which are s:1lter than those of the
open ocean. 'The mode in which it is performed is by letting the sea-water into
shallow dikes, lined with day, and capuble, after being filled, of being shut off from
the sea. In this situation the heat of the sun gradually concentrates the water,
and the salt is deposited. ln temperate climatcR, weak brine:; are first concentrated in buildings, called ymduation houses. The.-:e are rough wooden structures open on the sides, ten or eleven yards high, five or six wide, and three or
four hundred loHg, an<l containing an oblong pile of brushwooJ somewhat smaller
than the building itself. The brine is pumped up in to troughs full of boles,
placed abo'"c the hrushwooJ, upon which it is allowed to foll; and in its descent
it becomes minutely divided. Thi:- operation, by greatly increasing the surface
of the brine, promotes its evaporation; and being repeated several times, the
solution is at la Et brought to the requisite drgrce of strength to permit of its
final concentration iu iron boilers by artificia l heat. Sometimes, to imve fuel, the
last concen tration is performed by allowing the brine to trickle do""n a number of
vertical ropes, on the surface of which the salt is deposited in the form of a crust.
Properties. Chloride of sodiu m is white, without oJ.our, and of a peculiar
taste called saline. It is usually crystallized in cubes; but by hasty evaporation it often assumes the form of hollow quadrangular pyramids. When pure
it un dergoes no change in the air; but, when contaminated with chloride of
magnesium, as not unfrcquently happens, it is deliquescent. Water at 5! 0 lf.
dissolves 36 per cent. of thi s salt, and at the boiling temperature, 40 per cent.
(Fe/ding.) lt is but sparingly soluble in alcohol. One hundred parts of this
liquid (sp. gr. 0·815) dissolve, ;~t the temperature of 59°, only O·li-! parts of
common salt. (R. ll"Oynn.) Exposed to a gradually inc:reai-ing heat, it first
decrepitates from the presence of interstitial moisture, next melts, and finally
YOlatilizes in white fumes without decomposition. lt is decomposed by several
of the acids, particularly the sulphuri c and nitric, which disengage vapours of
muriatic acid; by carbounte of potassa with the assistance of heat; aud by the
nitrates of s ilver :rnd of the protoxide of mercury.
Several varieties of common salt arc distinguished in commerce; as stoved salt,
fishery salt, ll(l!J solt, &c.; but they are characterized by the size and compactness of the grains, rather than by any difference in composition.
Composition. Common salt, in its pure state, consists of one eq. of ch lorine
35·42, and one of sodium :rn·3=58·7:2:. It contains no water of crystallization.
'Vheu in solution it is b.y some supposed to.become muriate of soda, in consequence of the decompo;;;11,io1~ of water, the ~ydrogen anU oxygen of which are

~~l~1~~~nt~a~~uovfe~~~1~e~-~!~rb1~:i~~:Jp~~~i ~~o:-~~~ o~ us1~~~~cma,c~~~\1~~~:,o~:~er~~~;
speaking, insoluble matt.er, and usu:illy more or less of the su lphates of lime
and magne:;ia, and chloride~ of calc:ium autl magnc~ium. 'Yhcu pure it is not
precipitated by carbonate of soda, chloride of barium, or ferrocyanuret of potassium. Chloride of calcium is generally present in very small umouut; but the
chloride of magnesium sometimes am ounts to 28 parts in 1000. Sulphate of
lime is usually prel'ent, constituting variously from 1to23! parts in 1000; and
sulphate of magnesia is some tim es present and sometimes absent. 'l'o separate
the cart hs 1 a boili ng solution of carbonate of soda must be .:idded, as long as any
prcoipitate is formed. The earths will fall as carbonates, and must be separated
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by filtration, and the sulphate of soda and chloride of sodium, resulting from the
double decomposition, will remain in solution. 'l'Le sulphate of soda may then
be clecompClsed by the cautious addition of ch lorid e of barium, which will generate chloride of sodium and in soluble su lphate of baryta.
Medical Propertfrs and Uses. Chlor id e of sodium, in small doses, acts as a.
stim ulant tonic and :rnthelmintie; in larger ones as a. purgative and emetic. It
certainly promotes digestion, and the almost universal animal appetency for it,
proves it to be a salutary stimulus in health. When taken in larger quantities
than usual witli food, it is useful in some forms of dyspepsia. According to the
experiments of l\I. Plouvif'z, made upon himself1 at intervals, during twenty-five
month!', a saliue regimen has the effect of increasing the weight and strength of
the body. He began with a teaspoonful daily, which he in creased to a tablespoonful, continuing to take this dose for a. period of three or four months. 'l'he
regi111cn appeared to produce plethora. 'l'he blood, analyzed while under the
full effects of the sa lt, was found to coutain more of the globules an<l salts, but
less of the albumen and wnter.
On the sudde n occurrence of bremoptysis, common salt is usefully resorted to
as a styptic, in the dose of a teaspoonful, taken dry, and often proves successful
·in stopping the flow of blood. }ixtenrnlly applied in solution it is stimulant,
and m:1y be used either locally or generally. Locally, it is sometimes employed
as a fomentation in sprains and bruises; and as a general external application,
it forms the salt-water bath, a valuable remedy as a tonic and excitant in
depraved conditions of the system, occurring especially in children, and supposed
to be dependent on the scrofulous diathesis. A pound of salt dissolvetl in four
gallons of vmter, forms a solution of about the strength of sea-water, and suit.able
for a bath. It is frequently used as au ingredient in stimul ating enema ta. The
dose, as a tonic, is from ten grttins to a drachm; as a catharti c, though seldom
used for that purpose, from two dracbms to half an ounce. In doses of from
half an ounce to an ounce, dissolved in four or five times its weight. of water, it
frequently proves a prompt an<l efficient emetic, invigorating rather than depressing the powers of the system. A:. a clystcr, it may be used in the amount
of from one to t.wo tablespoonfuls, dissolved in a piut of water.
The uses of common salt in domeslic economy as a condiment and antiseptic
are well known. In agriculture it is someti mes employed as a fertilizer, and in
the arts to prepare muriate of ammonia, as also to fo rm sulphate of soda, with
a ·view to the conversion of the latter into carbonate of soda.
Chloride of sodium, in concentrated solution, is employed by the Edinburgh
College, as a. chemical agent, to prepare biuiodi<le of mercury.
Off. Prep. Acidum Muriaticum Purum; Chlo rinei Aqua.; Hydrargyri Chloridum Corrosivum j IIydrargyri Chloridum Mite; Liquor So<loo Chlorinatro;
Sodro Muria.s Puruw.
B.

SOLIDAGO. US. &condai·y.
Golden-rnd.
The leaves of Soliclago odora. U.S.
SoLIDAGO. Sex. S'!Jst. Syogcnesia Superflua. - .Nat. Ord. Compositro Asteroidero, D e Candolle; Asteracero, lihidle!J.
Gen. Ch. Ca/!JX imbricated, scales closed . Radiculfiorefs about five, yell ow.
Recl'ptatle naked, punctate. Pappus simple pilose. lVuttall.
This is a very abundant genus, including, according to Eaton's enumeration,
upwitr<ls of sixty epecies belonging to this country. Of these S. odom on ly is
officinal. S. Yir9aurea, which is common to the United States and Europe, was
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formerly directed by the Dublin College, but bas been omitted. It is astringent,
and has been supposed to possess lithontriptic virtues.
Solida,90 odorci. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 20Gl i Bigelow, Am. . Jlfed. Bot. i.187.
The sweet-scented golden-1'0d bas a perennial creeping-root, and n. slender, erect,
pubescent stem, wbich rises two or three feet in heiglit. Tbe leaves are sessile,
lincar-lanceola.tc, entire, acute, rough at the margin, elsewhere smooth, and
covered with pellucid dots. The flowers arc of a deep golden-yellow colo ur, and
are arranged in a terminal, compoun<l, pa.nicled raceme, the branches of which
spread almost horizontally, arc each accompanied by a small leaf, and support the
flowers on downy pcdicels, which put forth from the upper side of the peduncle,
and llave small li11ear bractcs at their base. The florets of the ray are ligulate,
oblong, and obtu!'e; those of the disk, fuunel-shapetl, with acute segments.
The plant grows in woods and fields throughout the United St.ates, and is in
flower from August to October. Tbc leaves, which are the officinal portion, have
a fragrant odour, and a warm, aromatic, agreeable taste. Tbese properties depend on a volatile oil, which may be separated by distillation with water. It is
of a pale greenish-yell ow colour, and lighter than water.
Medical Properties and Cses. Golden-rod is aromatic, moderately stimulant
and canuin ative, and, like other substances of the same class, diaphoretic when
given in warm infusion. It may be used to relieve pain arising from flatulence,
to allay nausea, and to cover the taste or correct the operation of unpleasant or
irritating medicin es. For these purposes it may be given in infusion. The volatile oil dissolved in alcohol is employed in the Eastern States. According to
Pursh, the dried flowers a re used as a pleasant and wholesome substitute for
common tea.
,V.

SPIGELIA. U.S., Eel.
Pin hoot.
TLe r?ot of Spigelia Marili:ndica. U.S., Ed.
SpigChe du hloryhtnd, Fr.; Spigelie, Germ.; Spigeli11, Ital.
SPIGELIA. Sex. Syst. Pcntandria l\lonogynia.-Nat. Ord. Gentianre, Ju.ss.;
Spigeliacere, Jfa1·tius, LindlP!J.
Gen. Ch. Col!JX five-parted. Corolla funnel-shaped, border fi\•e-clcft, equal.
Capsule didymous, two-ce ll ed, four-valved, many-t'leeded. 1Vuttall.
Two i::.pccies of Spigelia have nttractcd attent ion as anlhelmintics, 8. A11tltel..,.nia of South America and the West Indies, and S. Marilandicu. of this country.
The former is an annual plant, used only in the countries where it grows, the
latter is much employed, both in t.liis country and in Europe.
Spi:11elia Jlan'.landica,. Will<l . •5'p. J'lant. i. 825; Bigelow, Am. 11.lcrl. Bot. i.
142; Barton, Jl/e(l. Br)f. ii. 75. The l'ai·oliua 7)/111.· is au herbnceous plant with
a perennial root, which sends off numerous fibrous branches. The stems, several
of which rise from tlie same root, arc simple, erect, four-sided, nearly smooth,
and from twelve to twenty inches high. 'l'he leaves are opposite, sessile, ovatelanceolatc, acumiuate, entire, aud smooth, with the veins and margins slightly
pubes<'.c nt. Each stem terminates in a. spike, which leans to one side, and supports from four to twelve flowers with very short peduncles. The calyx is persistent, with five Joni!?, subulate, slightly serrate leaves, retlcxecl in the ripe fruit.
The corolla is funnel-shaped, and much longer than the calyx, with the tube
inflated in the middle, and the border divided into five acute, spreading segments.
It is of :t rich car min e colour externally, becoming paler at the base, and orangcycllow within. 'l'he ecl~es of the segments are slightly tfogcd with green. '.l'be
stamcus, though apparently very short, and inserted into the upper part of the
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tube between the segments, may be traced down its intcrnaI surface to the base.
The anther8 arc oblon~, heart-shaped,; the germ superior, ovate; the style about
tbe length of the corolla, and terminating in a. linear fringed stigma, projecting
considerably beyond it. The capsule is double, consisting of two cohering,
globulnr, one-celled portions, and containing many seeds.
The plant is a native of our Southern and South-western States, being seldom
if evel' found north of the Potomac. It grows in ri ch soi ls on the borders of
woods, and flowers from May to July. The root is the only part recognised in
the Pharmacopccias. The drug was forme rly collected in Georgia and the neighbouring States by the Creek and Cherokee Indians, who disposed of it to the
white traders. The whole plant was gatbered aud d ried, and came to ~s i.n
bales or casks. After the emigration of the Indians, the supply of i:=p1gel1a.
from this source very much diminished, and ha s now nearly if not entirely failed.
TLe consequence was for a time a great scarcity and increase in the price of the
drug; but a new source of supply was opened from the 'Vestern and South.western
States, and it is now again plentiful. As we receive spigel ia at present, it consists chiefly if not exclusive ly of the root, without tbe ste m and leaves. We have
Leen inform ed that most of it comes in casks or bales from St. Louis by the way
of New Orleans. That contained in casks is to be preferred, as less liable to be
damp and mouldy.
Properties. Pinkroot consists of numerous slender, branching, crooked,
wrinkled fibres, from three to six inches long, attached to a knot.t.y head or
caudcx, which exhibits traces of the stems of former years. His of a brownish
or yellowi,.;;h.brown colour externally, of a. faint, peculiar smell, and a. sweetish,
slightly bitter, not very disagreeable taste. hs virtues are extracted by boiling
water. 'l'he root, analyzed by l\I. Feneulle, yielded a fix ed aod volatile oil, a
small quantity of resin, a bitter substance supposed to be the active principle, a
mucilaginous saccharine matter, albumen, gallic acid, the malates of potassa. and
lime, &c., and woody fibre. 'l'hc principle upon which the virtues of the root are
thought to depend, is brown, of a bitter nauseous taste, like that of the purgative
matter of the leguminous plants, and, when taken internally, produces vertigo
and a kind of intoxication .
The stalks of the dried plant are oval below the first pair of leaves, and then
become obscu rely four-sided. The leaves, when good, have a fresh grrcnish
colo ur, and an odour somewhat like that of tea. In taste they resemble the
root, and afforded to M. Feneulle nearly the same principles. The riuantity,
however, of the bitter substance was less, corresponding with their inferior efficacy. This circumsta nce shoulcl cause their rejection from the shops; as the
inequality in power of the two portions of the plant would lead to uncerLainty
iu the result, when th ey arc both employed.
The roots arc sometimes mixed with those of other plants, particularly of a
small vine which twines round the stem of the Spigclia. 'l'h cse are long, slender,
crooked, yellowish, thickly set with short capilla ry _fibres, and mach smaller and
lighter·coloured th~n the pinkroot. 'l'hey should be separated before the latter
is used. The activ1t.y of spigelia is somewhat diminished by time .
JJfedical Propert.ies and C8es. Pinkroot is generally considered among the
most powerful anthehniutics. Iu the ordinary dose it usually produces little
sensible effect on the system; more largely given it acts as a cathartic, though
unequal and uncertain in its operation; in overdoses it excites the circu lation,
and determines to the brain, giving rise to vertigo, dimness of Yision, dilated
pupils, spasms of the facial muscles, and sometimes even to general conrnl1'ions.
Spasm0dic movements o~ the c!·clids have been obscrYcd among the most common
attendants of its nareot1c action. 'l'be death of two children, who expired in
convulsions, was attributed by Dr. Chalmers to the influence of spigelia. 'l'ho
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narcotic effects are said to be less apt to occur when the medicine purges, and
to be altogether obviated by combining it with cathartics. 'l'bc danger from its
employment c:innot be great; as it is in very general use in tlie United States,
both in regular and domestic practice, and we never bear at present of serious
consequences. Its effects upon the nervous system have beC'll erron eously conjectured to depend on other roots someti mes mixed with the genuine. The
vermifoge properties of spigelia were first learned from the Cherokee Indians.
They were made known to the medical profession b_y Drs. Lining, Garden, and
Clrnlmers, of South Carolina.. The remedy has also been recommended in infantile rcruitteuts and other febrile diseases; but is entitled to littl e confidence in
these complaints.
It may be given in substance or infusion. The dose of the powdered root for
a child three or four years ol d, is from ten to twenty grains, for an adult from
one to two dracbms, to be repeated morning and evening for several cbys succcssivcly1 and then followed by a brisk cathartic. The practice of preceding its
use by an emetic bas been generally abandoned. It is frl!quently given in com bination with calomel. 'l'be infusion, however, is a more common form of administration. (See li-t/usum Spigelire.) It is usually combined with senna or
some other catliartic, to ernmre its acLion on the bowels. A preparation generally kept ia the shops and much prescribed by physicians, under the name of
tconn. too, consists of pinkroot, senna, manna, and savine, mixed together 1 in
various proportions, to suit the views of different individuals. Spigelia is also
very often given in the fo rm of fluid extract.
Ojj'. Prep. Ex.tractum Spigeliro et Sennre li'luidum; Infusum Spigclia::.

w.

SPIRA::A. U. 8. Secondary.
Hai·dhac1'.
TherootofSpira::atomentosa. U.S.
SP IRIEA. Srx Sgsl. lcof!audria Pcntagynia.-.Nat. Ord. Rosacere.
Gen. OA. Calyx spreading, five-cleft, inferior. Petals five, equal, roundish.
St.amens numerous, cxsertccl. Capsules three to twelve, internally bivalve,
each one to three.seeded. 1Yuuall.
/SjJfr;;ea uhnur-ia 1 queen' of the meadow, or rneadow-su:eel, which is a European plant 1 tbough iutrodueed into this country 1 has been found by )J. Tessier,
of Lyons, to possess valuable diuretic properties, united with those of a moderate tonic and astringent. All parts of it are acti,·e. M. Tessiel' employed
it in the form of decoction, of which be gave a quart daily. See, fo r morn
extern.led observa.tions in relation to t.bis medicine, Bouchardat's .Annuaire de

T!tlrope«tique (A.D. 1852, p. 119).
Spiraw lVmenlosa. \Villd. Sp. Pfont. ii. 1056; Rafinesque, Jlle<l. Flor. vo1.
ii. 'l'his is an indigenous sh!·ub, two or three feet high, with numerous simple,
erect, round, downy, and purplish i;;tems, furnished with nlternate leaves closely
set upon very short footstalks. The leaves are ovate-lanceolute, unequally serrate, so mewhat pointed at both enclr;., dark-green on their upper surface, whitish
and tomentose beneath. The Bowers are beautifully red or purple, and disposed
in terminal, compound, crowded spikes or racemes.
The harclhaek flourishes iu low grounds, from New England to Carolina, but
jg most abundant in the Northern States. It flowers in July and August. All
parts of it are medicinal. 'l'h e root, though designated in the Pbarmacoproia 1
ls, according to Dr. A. W Ives, L~e least valuable portion. 'l'be taste of the
plant is bitter and powerfully nstnnµ:ent. Among its constituents arc tannin,
gallic ncicl, and bitter extractive. Water extracts its sensible properties and
wc<licinal virtues.
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Spirrea is tonic and astringent, and may be
used in diarrhooa, chol era infantum, and other complaints in wbicb :istringents
are indicated. In consequence of its tonic powers it is peculiarly adapted to
cases of debil ity; and, from the same cause, should not be given during the
existence of inflammatory action, or febrile excitement. It iR said to have been
em ployed by tbc aborigines of our country; but was first brought to th e notice
of the medical profession by Dr. Cogswell, of Hartford , Conncct.icut. It is said
to be less apt to disagree wit.h the stomach than most other astringents.
Th e form in which it is best administered is that of an extr;ict, prepnrcd by
evaporating the d<lcoction of tbe leaves, stems, or root, or an infus ion of the same
parts made by percolation. 'l'be dose is fr om five to fifteen grai ns, repeated
several times a clay. A decoction, prepared by boiling an ounce of the plant in
a pint of water, may be given in the dose of one or two fluidounces.
W.

SPIRITUS PYROXILICUS. Dub.
Pyroxylic Spirit.
Pyroligneous spirit, Wood spirit, I>,Yroligncouse thcr, Woo<l miphtlm, PyroxyHca.lcol1ol,
WooU nlcohol, i\ l cth)'lic alcoltol, Uydrated oxide of methylc, lliliydrate of meth_ylenc;
Esprit pyroxyliquc, l::sprit de bois, Alcool mCtbylique, Fr.

This subst11nce was discovered in 18 12 by P. Tayl or, apd was afterwards examined by Macairc and Marcet, Liebig, Dumas and Peligot, Kane, and others.
When wood is subj ected to destructive distillation, there is formed, besides
acetic acid, tar, and ot her products (S('C 7>age 18), about one per cent. of an
inflammabl(', volatile liquid, which, when se parat ed and purified, constitutes
pyroxylic sp iri t. The crude liquor, derived from the wood, separates on standing
iuto two liquids; tbc lighter contai ning the tarry matters, nnd th e heav ier consisting of water, acetic acid, pyroxylic spi rit, &c. The heavier liquid is saturated with lime, and subjected to distillation, whereby the impure pyroxylic
spirit first comes O\'er, 111ix:ed, however, with rnrious compoun ds, among which
arcaldcbyd and pyro::i.cctic~pirit(acetone). Thi s, after having been redistilled,
and deprived of water by repeated rectifications from lime, forms the pyrox;ylic
spirit of cormnerce. The spi rit of commerce is purified by adding to it as much
chloride of calcium as it can dissolve, and allowing the mixture to stand for a
few days. The pyroxylic ~pirit unites with the chloride of calcium, and the
compound fol'med is subjected to distillation to scparntc certain contaminating
substances, which distil over. Finally, the pyrox_ylic spirit. is separated from
the chloride of calt.:ium by the addition of water and a new distillation, aud from
water by rectification from dry lime.
Properties. Pure anbydrous p,yroxylic spirit is a mobi le, colourless liquid,
having a. hot and pungent taste, aud a. peculia r aromatic smell, recalling tha.t, of
:ice.tic ether. It mixes in all proportions with water, alcohol 1 aud etber, without
having its tran spa.rency disturbed. It burns like alcobol, but with a less luminous flame. Its sp. gr. as a liquid ii' 0·798; as a vapour, 1·0.n. (Rcgrwnlt.) It
boils at l.J.0°, rtnd during cbultition its vapour causes concussions, which rcudcr
its distillation difficult, :md whicb may be prevented by pla ci ng in the bottom of
the vessel a. l:tyer of mt>rcury. It forms a. se t of compounds precisely :rnalogou3
to those of the alcoho l seri es; and from this circumst:rnce, and from its being
supposed to contain d compound radical called rnelh!Jlc (0 9 1! 3 ), it is called melh!Jlic
alwhol. As a solvent it resembles alcohol, all bodies soluble in that mcnstruum
being likew ise soluble in pyroxylic spirit. It consists of two eqs. of carbon 1:2,
four of hydrogen 4, and two of oxygen 16=32; and its empi rical formula. is
C 9 H~O'J. Considered as a hydrated oxide of mcthyle, its formula is Cl!Il 3 ,0+ HO.
Viewed as a bibydrate of methylene, it is represented by C~ II,,.+2Jl0. Accord-
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Ing to 1\Ir. Reuben Phillips, pyroxylic spirit usually contains sulphur, not easi ly
separated from it. (Gliem. Caz., July 1, 1852, p. 252.)
1.l_~be officinal pyroxylic spirit is Jirectcd by the Dublin College to have the
sp. gr. O·S-16. The density, thus recognised, shows that the College contem plated, Mt the pure, but the commercial pyroxylic spi rit, which has a. strawyellow colour, and a powerful odour of wood.smoke. But th e commercial spirit is
often too impure for medicinal use. According to :Mr. l\lorsou, of London, it may
be purified "by largely diluting it with water, when an oily substance separates,
after the removal of which the spirit may be recovered by distillation." Pyroxylic spirit has been confounded with pyroacctic spi rit. 'J'hey may be distinguished, according to )lr. Scanlan, by chloride of calcium, which is without
action on the latter, but dissolves in the former. In apply ing the test, a drop
or two of a wturaled solution of chloride of ca lcium is a<lded to the doubtful
li(juid in a test tube. 'l'his solution is immiscible with pyroacetic spirit, separating after agitation, but dissolves instantly in pyroxylic spirit. The liquid
examined must be sufficiently pure not to separate into two layers, nor to become
milky on the addition of water. (Plwrrn. Journ. and Trans. April, 1850.)
Medical P1·operlies, &c. Pyroxylie spirit, under the incorrect name of naphtha,
was introduced as a therapeutic agent, some years ago, by Dr. John Ilastings,
who proposed it as a remedy for pulmonary consu mption. It exerts no curative
power over this disease, but may be usefully employed to palliate the cough and
lessen the febrile excitement wLich attend it. TLe therapeutic properties of
pyroxylic spirit have not as yet been fully investigated; but so far as observation
has gone, it may be ranked as a. narcotic, sedative, and anti-emetic. A.s an antieruetic remedy in chronic vomiting, whether dependent on function:il or Orf!anic
di sease, Dr. Ch ristison has found it useful, having frequently seen the vomiting
arrested or greatly mitigated by its use. Dr. D. W. Yandell spenks favourably
of its efficacy as a. remedy in diarrhooa and dysentery. 'l'he dose is from ten to
forty drops, three times a day, sufliciently diluted with water. At one time it
was doubtful whether the substance, used by Dr. H astings under the name of
naph tha, was pyroxylic or pyroacetic spirit; but it is now decided to have been
the former, bot h by the admission of Dr. Hastings, and by a careful examination
of the medicinal agent currently employed.
Crnde pyroxylic spirit, varying in density from 0·846 to 0·890, is employed
by hatters and varnish-makers for .dissolving resinous substances, and by cheruists for burning in lamps as a substitute for alcohol.
B.

SPIRITUS VINI GALLIC!. U.S., Land.
Brandy.
Enu de Yie. Fr.: Br:mtwcin, Germ.; Acqunvitc, Ital.; Aqua ardicote, Span.

All liquids which have undergone the alcoholic fermentation, yield an ardent
spirit by distillation. (Sec Alcohol, page 60.) When the alcoholic liquid is
wine, the product of the distillation is Lrandy. This ardent spirit is subject to
variation, accordiog to the character of the wine from whicb it is distillrd. 'l'he
most esteemed French brandies are those of Cognac and Armagnac.
Urandy bas an agreeable, vinous, aromatic odour, and a peculiar, well known
ta ste. Its sp. gr. varies from 0·902 to O·fl41, and it con_tain s on an a,·erage
about 53 per cent. by measure of alcohol of the density 0·825. Besides alcohol,
water, and volatile oi l, it contain s colou ring matter, tannin, ccnantbic ether
described under wi·11e, and a littl e acetic ether. Brandy is distinguished by its
colour iuto the pale and high -coloured. Pale brandy bas a. yellow colour,
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derived from the cask in which it is k ept. Hi'glt-coloureil brandy has its deep.
red colour giYen to it , before importation , by burnt sugar (caramel), which is
i:aid to impart a more agreeable fl avour. Factitious /Jrand,IJ is sometimes made
by adding acetic ether t o alcohol, deprived of fu sel oi l , and reduced to the proper
proof by water, in the propor tion of one or two drachm s to the quart. The
proper colour is then g iven to the mixture by burnt suga r. Th e sp uri ous liquid
may be kn own by its leavi ng on C\'a poration a residue, containing s ugar and
no tannin; the absence of the latter being s hown by its not striking a. black
colour with the salt s of scsquioxiclc of iron.
Jl/edicol Propertie.<;. llrancly is esteemed cordial and stomachic, and is frequently gi ven , in the form of toddy or milk pun ch, in t he sinking stages of low
fovers. The only offi cina l preparati on of it is the Jlfislltra Spiriltls Vini Gallici
of tLe J_Jondon Coll ege, which is an imitation of the compound kuown under the
name of eg!J-fiip.
Ojj: P1·ep. Mistura Spiritfis Vini Gallici.
B.

SPONGIA. U.S., Ed.
Sponge.
Spongia offi cina1i s. U.S. , Ed.
:Eponge, Fr. ; Badeschwamm , Germ.; Spugnn. Ital.; Esponjn., Span.; lsfung, .Arab.

'l'he s ponge is now generally admitted to be an animal. It is chara cterized
as "a ff ex il e, fixed, torpid , polymorphous anim al, composed cit.her of ret.iculate
fibr es, or masses of small i:pires interwoven together, and cl oth ed with a gelatinous
fl es h full of s mall mouth s on its surfare, by which it absorbs and ejec ts water. "
!'lore t han two hundred and fifty species have bePn desc ribed by natura lists, of
whi ch se,·cral arc probably cmp l o~'ed, tl_ioug h Spong ia ojficina{is is the only
one designated iu the Pharma copc.cias. Sponges mhabit the bottom of the sea,
where they are fix ed to rocks or otLer !'o\id bodies; and are most abundant
within tLe tropico. Th ey are collected chiefly in th e Mediterranean and R ed
Seas, and in th o!'e of the East and \Yest Indi es. Jn the Grecian Archipelago
many persons derive their s upport alto~ether from divin g for sponges. Wb en
collected t hey are envelnped in a gelatm ous coat ing, which form s part of the
animal, and is separated by first rubbing them with fine sand (L anderer), and
then washing them with water. Large quan titi es of tLe coarser kinds arc imported from the BaLamas; but the tiucst and most estee med are brought from
tL e :Medi terran ean.
S ponge, as fo und in commerce, is in yellowish-brown masses of vari ous shape
and size, lig Lt, porou s, elastic, and composed of fin e, flex ibl e, tenacious fibres,
interwoven in tL c form of cells and meshes. It usually co ntain s num erous minute
fragm ents of coral or ston e, or small s hells, fr om which it mus t be freed before
it ca n be used for ordinary purposes. S ponge is prepared by mace ratin g it for
se ,·eral d:1ys in cold water, bea ti ug it in order to break up th e concretions which
it contains, and dissolving wh at cannot thus be separated of th e ca lcareous matter
by muriati c acid diluted with thirty parts of water. By this procc~s, it is rendered perfectly soft, and fit for surg ical use. It may be ble11c Led by steeping
it in water impregnated with sulpburous acid, or by ex posure in a moist state
t o the action of chl orin e. Wh en intended for surgical purposes, the softest,
fin est, and mos t elastic sponges should be selected ; for form ing burnt sponge,
tL c coarser will answer equally well.
A cco rd ing to l\lr. Hatchett, the chemical constituen ts of sponge arc ge1at in 1
coagulated album en, co mm on salt, and Cil r bonate of lime. Mag n?sia, s ili ca, iron ,
sulphur, and phosphorus ha\•e been detected iu it; as also ha.ve iod meaud bromine,
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combined with sodium and potassium. From the experiments of !\Ir. Croockewit, ~.t would appear that sponge is closely a.nalog-01:1-s to, if not identical with the
fibrom of Mulder, differinp: from it only in contai nmg iodine 1 sulphur, and phosphorus. (Annal. der Ohcni. nnd Pharni., xhiiii . 43.) Fibro'in is an animal
principle foun,d by Mulder in the interior of the fibres of silk.
Mr;dical Properties and Cses. Sponge, iu its unaltered st~te, is not employed
as a medicine; but, in consequence of its softn ess, porosity, and property of
imbibing liquids, it is very useful in surgical operations. From the saine qualities it may be advantageously applied over certain ulcers, the irritating sanies
from which it removes by absorption . Compressed upon a bleeding vessel, it is
sometimes useful for promoting the coagulation of the blood, especially in ltemo r.
rhage from the nostrils. In the shape of sponge tcrit it is also useful for dilating
si nuses. This is prepared by dipprng sponge into melted wax, compressing it
between two flat surfaces till the wax hardens, and then cutting it into pi eces of
a proper form and size. By the heat of the bocly the wax becomes soft, and the
sponge, expanding by the imbi bition of moisture, gradua lly dilates the wound or
sinus in which it may be placed. After having been partially charred by heat,
sponge ha s long bee1.1 used as a remedy in goitre. (Sec Spongia Dxtn.) Its effi.
cacy in this complaint, formerly considered doubtful by many physicians, has
been generally admitted since the discovery of iodine.
O.f}'. Prep. Spongia Uota.
W.

ST ANNUM. U.S., Ed., Dub.

Tin.
Etain, Fr.; Zinn, Germ.; St.'lgno, Ital.: Est.'lnno, Span.

Tin is one of those metals which have been known from the earliest ages. It
exists generally as an oxide (tin stow und u·ood tin), rarely as a sulphu ret (tin
pyrites), and is bJ no means generally diffused. 1t is found in ]~ngl and 1 Spain,
Germany, Bohemia, and Hungary, in J~urope; in the island of Banca and the
penin sula. of ;)lalacca in Asia; aud in Chili and ~foxico. Tin mines are par.
ticularly abundant and rich in the Tenasserim provinces of British India. (D1·.
Royle) A valuable tin ore has been discovered in the United State", at Jackson,
New Hampshire. The Cornwall mines Rl'e the most productive, but those of
Asia furni sh the pu rest tin. The metal is ext racted from the native oxide
'Vhcn this occurs in its purest state, in det:tc:he<l roundish wains, called stream
tin, the reduction is effected by heating with charcoal. Wh en the ox iJ e called
m.iue tin, is extracted from mines, it requires to be fre ed, by poundio.~ and
washing, from the adhering gangue; after which it is roasted to drive off sulphur,
arsenic, ;Uld antimony, and tiually reJuced in furnaces by mc:.\ns of stone coal.
~.'he metal, as thus obta ined, is not pure. 'J'o render it so, it requires to be
subjected to a gentle heat, whereby the pure tin ente rs first into fusion, and is
thus separated from tbe impurities, which consist of tin united with copper,
arsenic, iron, antl antimony. The pure metal, thus obtained, is ca lled y1·ain tin;
while the impure residue, afler being fused, constitutes blo"k-thi.
Properties. 'J'in isa malleable, rathcrsoftmetal,ofasilvcr-whitecolour. It
may be _beaten out into thin l~ave~, called ti11foil. It undergoes a superficia l
tarnish m t.hc air. Its taste 1s slight, nnd when rubbed it ex hales a peculiar
smell. Its ductility and tenacity are ~ma ll ; and, when bent to and fro, it emits
a crackl ing noise, which is cbaractcrisucof this metal. hs sp.gr. is i·:29, melting
point 442°, equi\'alent number 58·9, a.nd symbol S n. lt fortn8 three oxides, a.
protoxidc, sesqu ioxide, and dcutoxide. The proto:r:.ide is of a trrayish-black
colour, and consii:;ts of one cq. of tiu 58·9, aud one of oxygen 8=60·9. When
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perfectly pure it bas, nccording to Dr. Roth, a red colour. The sesquioxide is
~ray 1 and is composed of two eqs. of tin 117·8, and three of oxygen 24=141·8.
The deuloxide (stmmic acid) is of a white colour, and constitutes the native
oxide. It consists of one eq. of tin 58·9, and two of oxygen 16=7..J·l).
The tin of commerce is often impure, being coutamiuated with other metals
iotroducetl by fraud, or present in consequence of the mode of extraction from
the ore. A higli specific gravity is an indication of impurity. When its colour
bas a bluish or grayish cast, the presence of copper, lead, iron, or antimony may
be €uspected. Arsenic renders it whiter, but at tbc same time harder; and lead,
copper, and iron cause it. to become brittle. Pure tin is converted b.v ni tric acid
iuto a white powder (de-utoxi"de), without being dis.suh,ed. 13oilecl with muriatic
acii.l, it forms a solution which gives a wh ite precipitate with ferrocyanuret of
pota.«sium. A blue prec ipitate with this test indicates iron; a. brown one, copper;
and a violet-blue one, both iron and copper. If lead be present, a precipitate
will be produced by sulphate of magnesia. The Malacca aud Banca tia, and the
Engfah grain tin are the purest kiuds found in commerce. Banca tin, from
recent analyses by l\Iulder, is particularly pure, containing only 2 \-th of one per
cent. of foreign metals. Block tin and the metal obta.ined from Germany are
alw:1ys of inferior quality.
•
[,",;es. Tin enters into the composition of bronze, bell-metal, pewter, and
plumbers' solder. It is used ulso in making tin-plate, which is sheet-iron coated
witl1 tin, in silvering lookinµ:-glasses, and in form ing the solution of bichloricle
of tin,·~ combination essential to the perfection of the scarlet Jye. It is employed in fabricating vari0u::1 vessels and instruments, useful in dome~tic economy
1111li tlie arts. Being unafiecteJ by weak acids, it forms a good material for vessels
intended for boiling operatioas in pharmacy. For its medical properties, see
St111111il-'ulvis.
OJ!: P"P· Stanni Pulvis.
B.

STAPHISAGRIA. Lond., Ed.
Stave.sac1'e.
Delphinium Staphisagria. The

~~ed.

Lcmd., Ed.

Str1.phis;1igrc, Fr.; Stcphnnskrnut, l.:i.usekraut, Germ.; Stafisngria, Ital.; Abnrrnz,Span.
Dt:LPlllNIUM. Sec DELPHINIUM. ·
.Delµhi11ium Staphisayria. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1231; Woodv. Med. Bot.
p. -111, t. 168. Stavesacrc is a hanJsome annual or biennial plant, one or two
feet high, with a simple, erect, downy stem, and palmate, five or sevcn.Jobed
leaves, supported on hairy footstalks. The flowers are bluish or purple, in
terminal racemes, with pedicels twice as long as the flower, and bructeoles inserted at the base of the pediccl. The nectary is four-leaved and shorter than
the petals, which are five in number, the uppermost projected backward so as to
form a spur, which encloses two spurs of the upper leaflets of tLe neetnry. 'fhe
seeds nre contained in straight, oblong capsules. The plant is a native of the
South of Europe.
Propertie.~.
Sta"\"'csacre seeds are about as large as a grain of wheat, irregularly trianizular, wrinkled, externally brown, internally whitish and oily. They
have a sligl.it but disagreeable oduur, and an extremely acriJ, bitter, hot, nauseous taste. '11lrnir virtues arc extracted by water and alcohol. Analyzed by .MM.
Lassaigne and Feneulle, they yielded a brown and a yellow bitter principle, a
volatile oil, a fixed oil, albumen, an azotized substance, a mucilaginous saccharine
matter, mineral salt.'!, and a peculiar organic alkali called delphine or delphinia,
which exists in the seeds combined with an excess of malic acid. It is white,
45
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pulvcrulcnt, inodorous, of a bitter acrid taste, fusible by heat and becoming hard
and brittle upon cooling, slightly soluble in cold water, very soluble in alcohol and
ether, and capable of for ming salts with the acids . It is obtained by boiling a
decoctiou of the seeds with magnesia, collect i11g the precip.itatc, and treating it
with alcohol, which dissolves the delphim·a, and yields it upon evaporation.
According to l\1. Couerbe, it is impure as thus obtained, cou.sisting of three distinct principles-one of a resinous nature separated from its solution in diluted
sulphuric acid by the addition of nitric acid, another di sti ngui shed by its insolubility in ether, and named by 1\1. Couerbe strrplu°J'.ain, and the third soluble both
in alcohol and ether, and considered as pure delphinia. (Journ. de Phann.,
xix. 519.)
Jlfedical Properties a11d lSes. The 8eeds were formerly used as an emetic and
cathartic, but have been abandoned in consequence of the violence of their action.
Powdered and mixed with lard, they are employed in some cutaneous diseases,
and to destroy lice in t.be hair. An infusion in vinegar has been applied to the
same purpose. A preparation made by mixing three parts of th e seeds in fine
powder with five parts of lard, and maintaining the mixture at the temperature
of 212° for twenty-four hours, is recommended by Dr. Bourguignon as very
efficacious in the itch. (Journ. de Plwrrn., 3e ser., xviii. 42 1.) l\I. l3azin has
obtained good effects from the cx!ernal and internal use of stavcsacrc in eczema.
Be gave the extract in the dose of a grain and a half from four to twelve times
a day. (Ann. de 1'/ierap. 1 A. D.1851, p. 18.) Dr. Turnbull states that be has
employed a strong tincture with ad\'aotage as an embrocation in rheumatic :dfections. In some countries the seeds are used to intoxicate fish in the same ruanner as Cocculus ludicus.
Delphinia is highly poisonous, exerting its effects chiefly on the nervous system.
Experimeuts made by Drs. Falck and norig on the lower animals show that, introduced into the rectum, the cellular tis~ue, or the veins, it produces deatb by
:>.sphyxia, pre<>c<led by symptoms of }oral irritation, convulsive ruo\·cmcnts, and
extreme aumsthesia, without apparent disturbance of the cerebral functions until
the moment before death. lntroclueed into tbe stonrnch 1 it caused salivation,
yomiting, and diarrhrea without. other signs of absorption. (Arch. Gen., 4e ser.,
xxx. 48~.) Dr. 'l'urnbull 1 in his work" On the .Medical Properties of the Ra~l':.mculacere," states tha t pure delphinia. may be given to the extent of three or
four g rain s a day, in doses of half a grain each 1 without exciting \'Omiting, and
without producing much intestinal irritlltion, though it somet im es purges. In
wost instances it proves diuretic, and gi,·es rise to sensations of heat and tingling
in various parts of the body. Externally employed , it acts like veratria, and is
applicable to the same complaints; but, according to Dr. Turnbull, produces
more redness and burning, and less tingling than thrit substance. Ile has employed it in neuralgia, rheumatism, and paralysi8. It may be applied by friction,
in the form of ointment o~ alcoholic solution, in proportions varying from ten to
thirty grains of the ulkalu1d to au ounce of the vehicle; and the friction should
be coutinued till a pungent scn8ation is produced.
\Y.

STATICE. U.S.
Jfarsh Rosemai·y.
The root of Statice Caroliniana. U. S.
STA'r1m:. Sex. Sysl. Pcntandria Pent.a~ynia.-Nat. Ord. Plumbaginacere.
Gen. Ch. Cal!JX one-leaved, entire, plaited, scariose. Pt:-tali; five. J:Jeed one,
superior. Nuttall.
Stalice Uaroliniana. Walter, Flor. Our.118; Bigelow, Am. .Afed. Bot. ii. 51.
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This is con~ide red by Nuttall , Torrey, and some other botanists, as a mere vari ety
of the St<tlt're Limoniunt of Europe. Pur.iih, Bi gelow , and others follow Wa lter
in considE>ring it as a disti nct species. It is an indige nous maritime plan t with
a. perennial root, sending up annually tufts of leaves, whi ch are obovate or
cuneiform, entire, obtuse, mucrnnate, smooth , and supported on long footsta lks.
They differ from the leaves of S. L imoni11ni in bei ng pe rfectly flat on the marµin1 while the latter are un du lat ed. The fl ower.stem is round , smooth, from a
few inches to a foot or more in height, sending off near its summit num erous
alternate subdi\'irli ng branches, which terminate in spikes, and form altoget her a
loose panicle. Th e flowers are small, blui ::;h-purple, erect, upon one sid e only
of the co mm on peduncle, with a mucronate scaly bracte at the base of each, a.
fivc-anglt>d, five-toothed calyx, and spatulate, obtuse petals.
Marsh rosemary grows in the sa lt mars hes along the seacoast, from New England t o Fl orida, and flowers in August and Septe mber. The root, which is the
offi.ciun1 portion, is large, spindle.s haped or branched, fl eshy, compuct, rough ,
aud of a purplish-brown colour. It is bitter and ex tremely astringent to the
taste, but without odour. Nr. Edward Parrish, of Philadelphia, found it to
contain tannic acid, izum, ex trac ti ve, albumen, volatile oi l, resin, ca.outchouc,
colouri ng matter, lignin, and .. arious sa lts, among whi ch were co mmon salt and
th e s ulph ates of soda. and magnesia. Th e proportion of tannic acid was 12·4
per cent. (Arn. J ourn. of Pltar1n., xiv. 11 6.)

par1Yse(~1~t;>l~~r;:~ess~:1~!s:·s;:·rtic~t(~~\~ I! TN::r~u~iia~~~i~;e1~~c~111 ~11!~1:;~~

It may be used for all the purposes for whi ch kino and catechu are giveu; but
its chi ef popular application is to aphthous and ul cerative affect ion s of the mouth
anJ fauccs. Dr. Baylics, of l\J usi;:ac buse tt ~, fouud it hig hly useful in cy nan che
maligna, both as an iu terual and local remedy. It is employed in th e form of
infusion or decoction.
\\'.

STILLINGIA. U.S.
Queen's-root.
The roo t of Stillingia sylvatica. U.S.
STILLING IA. Sex. Sgst. :Monrecia 1\lonad elphia. - Nat. Ord. Euphorbia c<>re.
Gffi. Oft. MALE. lnvobtcre he mispherical, many.flowered, or wanting. Oolyx
tubular, eroded. S tumens two and three, exserted . FntAL.t.!. U«lyx one-flowered,
inferior. St11le trifid. Capsule three-grained. ]{uaall.
From the fruit of Slilli11yia sebifera, the Chinese procure a. veyetable tallow
in large quantities, which is sa id to be almost pure stcari u, and is much used in
mak ing candles. It exists between th e shell of th e seeds, and the outer bu sk;
th e k ern el, contained within the s hell, yielding a liqu id oil by cxprcs::. ion .
( Plu1,rni . .!ouni. ond Tra ns., xii. 73.)
Stillillyiu s11lt:atica. Willd . Sp. Plant. iv. 588. This is an indigenous perennial plant, commonly called Queen's deliyltt, with herbaceous stems, two or three
feet hi gh, and alternate, set1sile, oblong or lanceolate.oblong, obtuse, serrulate
1ca.\'es, tapering at t he base, and accompanied with stipules. The male aud fe.
male fl owers ;1 re distinct upon the. same plan t. They are yellow, and arranged
iu the form of a spike, of which tbe upper part is occupied by th e male, the
lower by the female flowers. The male fl orets are scarcely longer than the
bracteal sc:.i les.
Th e plant _grows in pine barrens from Vi rginia. t o Florida, fl owering in May
auJ Jun e. When wounded, it emits a milky juice. 'l'h e root, which is the part
used, is large, thick, and woody. A specimen presented to us by Dr. J·. B.
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~olmcs, of Charleston, S. C., is in long cyli ndri cal p~cccs, from. a third of. an
rnch to more than an inch thick, wrinkled from drying, of a dirty ycllow1sbbrown colour externally, and, when cut across, exhibiti ng an interior soft yello~
ish ligneous porti on, snrroundcd by a pinkish-coloured bal'k. :rbe. odour is
s light, peculiar, and somewhat oleaginous, but in the rccrnt root 1s sa id by Dr.
Frost to be strong and acrimonio~s. The taste is bittcrish and pungc~t, l cav i~1g
an impression of disagreeable ac mn ony in the mouth and fauces. It imparts its
virtues to water and alcohol. Dr. Frol'!t thinks that the active principle is somewhat volatile, and states tlrnt the root loses much of its activity when long kept .
./l.ledit:al P r()perties and i·ses. In large doses, stillingia is emetic and cathartic,
in sma ll er doses alterative, with some in fluence over the secretions. ll has been
long popularly used in South Carolina; but was firBt introduced to the notice of
th e profession by Dr. Th om as Young Si mons, in a paper pubfo:,hed in the American Alcdical Recordrr for April, 1828 ( vol. xiii. p. 312), as a valuable altcrative remedy in syphili tic affections, and others ordinarily requiring the use of
mercury. Dr. Si wons's statements have been con6nue<l and extcudcd by Dr.
A. J. .opcz, of l\l obile, (N Orleans Med. a11d Sur9. Journ., iii. 40), and Dr. II.
U. li'rost, of Charleston, S. C. (South. J ount. of Med. a11d Plia-rni. for November, 1846). From the reports in its favour there seems no reason to doubt
th e efficacy of this medicine in secondary syphi li s, scrofula, cutaneom1 diseases,
chronic hepatic affections, and other complaints ordinarily benefitted by alterativc medicines. It may be given in substance, dccoct ion 1 or tincture; but the
two latter forms arc preferable. Th e dose of th e powder is stated at from fifteen
to thirty grai ns. The dccoction, made by slow ly boiling :m ounce of t he bruised
root in <L pint and a. quarter of wa ter to a pint, m:ly be gi \•en in the ciuantity of
one or two tluidoun ces three or four times a duy 1 increased as the stomach will
bear it. 'l'he dose of a tincture made with two ounces of the root and a pint of
diluted alcohol is about a fluit.lracbro. Stillingia is sometimes advantageously
combined with sarsaparilla and other alterati,·cs.
,Y.

STRAl\IONII FOLIA. U.S.
Slramoniwn Leaves.
Th e letives of Datura Stra.moninm. U.S.
Ojf'. S!Jn. S'l'RA~lONll FOLIUM. Datura Stramonium. The leaf. Lond.
STl{.Ai\10.NIUbJ. llerb of Datura Stramon ium. J.'ho1'napple. Ed.

STRA.MONII RADIX. U.S.
Stramonium Root.
Th e root of Da.tura. Stramonium. U. S.

STRAM:ONII SEMEN. U.S., Lond.
Strarnonium &ed.
Th e seeds of Datura Stramonium. U. S. Lond.
Off. S!I"· STRAMONlU)L Datura Stramonium . The seeds. Dub.
Et1t~!:~~~:~~>~)an~tnunoine, Pomme Cpineuse, Fr.; Stccho.pfel, Gt-rm.; Strnmonio, I tal.;
DATUHA. Sex. Syst. Pentnndria l\Ionogynia.-Nat. Ord. Solanaccro.
Gen. Cit. Uorolla fun~rnl-shaped, plaited. Ualyx tubular, angular, deciduous.
Capsule four.valved. Wdld.
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Datnra Stramoniurn, Wi lld. Sp. Plant. i. 1008 ; Bigelow, A m. liferl. B ot.
i. 17; W ood v. Jlled. Bot. p. Hl7, t. 74. The tb ornapple is a.n annual plant, of
rank and vigorous g row th , usually about three feet hig h, but in a rich S<)il some.
timrs ri si ng six feet or more. The root is large, whitish, and furni shed with
numerous fibres. The steru is erect, round, smooth, somewhat shining, simple
below, dichotomous above, with numerous 8preadiug branch es. The leaves,
which stand ou short round footsta lks in the forks of the st.em , are five or six
inches long, of an 0 ' atc- triangular form, irregularly sinuated and toothed at the
edges, uneq ual at th e base, of a. dark -green colour on the upper surface, and pale
ben ea th. 'l'he flow ers arc large, axillary, solitary , and peduncled; having a
tubular, pentangular, five-toothed calyx, and a funucl-shaped corolla with a long
tube, and a waved plaited border, te rminating in five acuminate teeth. The
upper porti on of th e calyx fall s with the deciduous parts of th e flowe r, leaving
its base, whi ch beco mes reflexed and remain s attached to the fruit. Thi s is a
Jarge, fleshy, roundi sh- ovate, four-valYed, four-cell ed capsule, thickly covered
with sharp spines, and containi ng num erous seeds, attached to a longitudina.l
receptacle in th e centre of each cell. It opens at the summit.
There are two varieties of thi s species of Datura, one wi th green stern s and
white flowers ; the oth er with a dark-reddish stem minutely dotted with green,
and purplish flowers striped with deep purple on the in sid e. The latter , however, is considered by some botanists as a distin ct species, being th e D. 1-'atula,
of Linnreus. '.l'he properties of both are the same.
It is doubtful to what country this plant originally belonged . 1\Iany European botani sts refer it to North America, while we ln retu rn tra ce it to the old
continent. Nuttall conside rs it as having originated in South America or Asia.;
and it is probable tlmt its native country is to be found in some portion of the
East. Its seeds, being retentive of life, are ta.ken in the earth put on shipboard
for ballast fr om one country to another, not unfreciucutly springing up upon the
passage, and thus propagating the plan t in all regions which have an y commercial connexion. In the United States it is found every where in the vicinity of
cultivation, frequ entin g dung.heaps, the road-sides and commons, and other
places wh ere a rank soi l is created by the deposited refu se of towns and villages.
Its flow ers appear from l\l ay to July or August, according to th e lati t ude.
'W here the plant grows abundantly, its \"icinity may be detected by the rank
odour which it diffuses to some distance around. All parts of it are medicinal.
Th e herbaceous portion is directed by t he Edinburgh Coll ege; t he seeds by that
of Dublin; the lca>es a.nd seeds by th e L ondon College; and th e leaves, root,
and seeds by the U.S. Pharmaeopceia. 'l'he lca>es may be ga t hered at any
tim e from the appearance of the fl owers till the autumnal frost. In this country
the plant is generally known by the name of Jam estown weed, deri ved probably
from its having been first obser>e<l in the neighbourhood of that old settlement
in Virginia. In great Britain it is called thornopplc.
I. 'l'b e fresh leaves when brui sed emi t a fetid narcotic odour, which they lose
upon rlryiug. 1'hei r taste is bitter and nauseous. Th ese properties, togeth er
with their medical virtues, are imparted to water and alcohol. Water distilled
from th em, though possessed of th eir odour in a slight degree, is destitute of
their active propcr li?s. rn1cy contain, according to 1-'rom nitz, 0 ·58 per cent. of
gum, O·G of extractive, 0·6-&: of green starch, O·J5 of album en, 0·12 of resin,
0·23 of saline matters, 5-15 of li gnin , and 9L·25 of wate r. The leaves, if carefully dri ed, retain their bitter taste.
2. Th e seeds arc small, kidney-shaped, flat tened on the sides, of a d:lrk-brown
a1most black co lour, iuodorous, and of the bitter na.uscous taste of the leaves,
with some degree of acrimony . 'fh cy were analyzed by 13nmdes, who found,
besides a. peculiar alk:tline principle called daturia, a glutinous ~atter, albumen,
1
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gum, a butyrnceous substance, green wax, resin insoluble in ether, fix~d oil, b.assori n, sugar, gummy cxtrnctive. orange-coloured ex.tra('lit'c, an~ various s~lrnc
and earthy substances. Chc mistf4, however, haYc foiled to obtam the datur1a of
Brandes by his ow n process; and Berzelius states that it has been admittcrl, even
by that chemist himself, to be nothing more t han pho~pha.~e ?f ma~nesia. ( 1'r<~iti
de Ghim'ic, vi. 319.) llut Geiger and Ilesse succeeded Ill 1so latmg au alkalmc
principle, to which the same name has been given, au<l wLich Trommsdorff has
repeatedly procured by their process.
As de~crihed by Geiger and IJesse, dr:turia crystallizes in colourless, inoclorous,
shining prisms, which, when tirst a11phed to the tong:uC', are bittcrish, Lut ulti·
mately bave a fla,·our like that of tobacco. It is dissolYcd by 280 parts of cold,
and 72 of boiling water, is very soluble in alcohol, aml less so in ether. It has
been shown to luwe a poisonous action upon 11uimnl~ 1 and strongly dilates the
pupil. Crys tals of it are asserted to have been obtained from tbc urin e of a.
person fatally poisoned by stra ln onium. (See .1hn. Juur11. of Med. Sri., xvi.
485.) It mriy be procured from the seeds in the same manner as lt!JOSC!Jamia
from those of Ilyoscyamus niger. (See Uyo~ryomus.) 'l'he product is exceed·
ingly small. In the most favourable ca~e, Trommt,;dorff got only 71~ of one per
cent. (.Annal. der Plwrm.. , xxxii. 275.) I\lr. l\Jorrics obtained a poisonous
empyreumatic oil by the destructive distillation of stramonium. According to
Dr. A. Von Planta, daturia is identical with atropia, its formula being NC:ull~06 •
(Sec Am,. Journ. of Pluirrn., xxiii. 38.)
JIIedical PrQ)Jerties (lml USPs. Strnmon ium is a powerful narcotic. When
ttlken iu quantities sufficient to affect the system moderately, it usually produces
more or lei;:s cerebral disturbance, indieated by vertigo, headache, dimness or
pen•ersion of vision, und confusion of thought, sometimes amounting to slight
delirium or a species of intoxication.
At the same time peculiar deranged
sensations arc experienced about the fauces, oosophagui;:, and trachea 1 increased
occasionally to a feeling of suffocation, and often attended with nausea. A dis-position to sleep is sometimes but not uniformly produced. The pulse is not
materially affected. The bowels are rather relaxed than confined, and the sccre·
tious from the skin and kidneys not unfrcciueutly uugmented. Th ese effects
pai;:s off in fiye or six ho~rs, or in a shorte r period, and no inconv£'nicncc is
subse'luently experienced. In poisonous doses, this narcotic produces cardialgia,
excessive thirst, nausC'a and vomiting, a sense of strangulation, anxiety and
faintness, parti:d or complete blindness with dilatation of the pupil, sometimes
deafness, flushing and swelling of the focc, headache, vertigo, delirium sometim es
of a furious, sometimes of a whimsic:1l character, tremors of the limb!', palsy,
and ultimately stupor and convulsions. ~li'rom all these symptoms the patient
may rccO\·er; but they have frequently terminated in death. To evacuate the
stomach by emetics or the stomach pump is the most eftCctual remedy.
Though long known as :~ poisonous an<l into:xic:lling herb, stramon ium was
first introduced into rcgulnr practice by Baron StOrck, of Vienna, who found
some advantage fr om its use in mania and epilepsy. Subsequent observation
bas confirmed his es timate of the remedJ i anJ numerous cases are on record iu
which benefit. h:1s accrued from it iu these complaints. Other disease~ in which
it has been found beneficial arc neuralgic and rheumatic affections, dysmenorrhcca,
syphilitic pains, cancerous sores, and spasmodic asthma. In the last complaint
it has acc1uired considerable rcput.ation. It is employed only during the paroxysm,
which it very often greatly allcl'rntcs or altogether sub,·erts. 'l'be pr<1cticc was
iuLroducc<l into Great Britain from the East lnrlic~, where the natives ure in the
habit of smoking th e dried root and lower part of tbe stem of .Daluro ferox, in
the paroxyi;:ms of this distressing complaint. The sa me parts of .D. Stramo11 i11111
were substituted, au<l found equally effectual. 'l'o prepare tho roots for use, they
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arc quickly dried, cut into pieces, and beat so as to loosen the texture. The
dried lcavC's answer the same purpose. 'l'hcy arc smoked by means of a common
tob11cco-pipc. These t1.ncl other narcotic lea\'CS have also been used in the shape
of cigars. The smoke produces a sense of heat in the lungs, followed by copious
expectoration, and attend ed frequently with temporary vertigo or drowsiness, and
sometimes with nausea. The remedy ~houhl never be used in plcthoric cases,
unless prC'ceded by ample depletion, and in no case where there is determination
to the head. Danp;erous and even fatal conseqncnccs have resulted from its
incautious or improper use; and Genera.l Gent, who was instrumental in introducing the practice into Englund, is sa id at last to have fallen a victim to it.
Stramonium has sometimes been giYcn by the stomach in the same complaint.
It is used by Dr. H. D. W. Pawling in the treatment of delirium trcmcns, nud,
as represented in the inaugural dissertation of his pupil Dr. G. W. Holstein, with
great success. Dr. Paw ling employs a dccoction of the leaves.
Fixtenrnlly the medicine is use<l advantageously as an ointment or cataplasm in
irritable ulcers, inflamed tumours, swelling of the mammro, and painful hcmorrhoidal affections. Dr. J. Y. Dortch, uf North Carolina, has found it very useful
in tinea capitis. (Thesis, Feb. 1846.) By American surgeons it is very frequently
applied to the eye, in order to produce dilatation of tbe pupil , pre\'iously to the
operation for cataract; and is found equally efficacious with belladonna. For
this purpose the extract, mixed with lard, is generally rubbed over the eyelid,
or a solu tion of it droypcd into the eye.
Of the parts of the plant employed, the seeds are the most powerful. They
may be given in the dose of a grain twice a cby; and an extract made by cvnporating the decoction, in one quarter or half the quantity. 'fhe dose of the powdered lea\'cs is two or three grains. The inspissatcd juice of the fresh leaves,
which is the officinal extract, is more commonly prescribed than any other preparation, and may be administered in the quantity of one grain. (See Extractum.
Stmrnonii.) There is also an officinal tincture, to which the reader is referred.
The dose should be gradually increased till the narcotic operation becomes c,·ident,
or relief from the symptoms of the disease is obtained. l;'iftcen or twenty grains
of the powdered leaves, and a proportionate amount of the other preparations,
ha,,-e often been given dai ly without unpleasant effects.
0.//: PrPp. oftlte LeavP.s. Extractum Stramonii li'oliorum.
OJ!. Prep. of the Seeds. Extractum Stramonii Semiu is; Tinctura Stramonii.

w.

STYRAX. U. 8., Lond., Ed.
Storax.
The concrete jnicc of Styrax officinale. U.S.
uncertain plant.. 'l'hc liquid balsam. Lond.

Balsamic exudation. Ed.

An

Stornx, Fr., Germ.; Stor11cc, Ital.: Estoraque, Span,
STYRAX. Sec BENZOfNUM.
Si!Jrax ojjicirude. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 623; Wood''· Jlff'd. Bot. p. 291, t.
101. This species of Styrax is a tree which rises from fifteen to twenty-five feet
in height, sends off many branches, and is covered with a. rough gray bark. The
leans are alternate, petiolate, cutire, OYal, pointed, bright-green on their upper
surface, white with a cotton.like down upon the under, about two inches in
length, and an inch and a half in breadth. The flowers are united in clusters
of three or four at the extrem ities of th!! branches. They arc white, and bear
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of the Levant, and has been
naturalized in Italy, Spain, and the South of !~ranee, where, howc\'cr, it docs
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not yield balsam. This circumstance has induced some naturalists to doubt
whether Styrax oj]icinale is the real source of storux; rrnd, as the Lfrpiidumbar
styra,c!ffoa of this country affords a balsam closely analogou:~ to that u~der consideration, Bernard de J ussieu conjectured that the latter might be d~m-~d from
anotber species of the same genus, the L . orienlale of Lamarck, which is more
abundant in Syria than the Styrax.
Storax. is obtained in Asiatic Turkey by making incisions into the trunk of
the tree. Several kinds are mentioned in the books. The purest is the stwax
in grains, which is in whiti~h, yellowish-white, or reddish-.yellow tears, about
the size of a pea, opaque, sofo, adLesive, and capable of unitrng so as to form a
mass. Another variety, formerly called styrax calum1°ta, from the circumstance,
as is supposed, that it was brought wrapped in the leaves of a kind of reed, consists of dry and brittle masi::es, formed of yellowish agglutinated tears, iu the
interstices of which is a brown or reJdiF:h matter. The li'reocb writers call it
storax wmy,qdalo.ide. Both this and the preceding variety have a nry pleasant
odour like that of vanilla. Neither of themi however, is brought to our markets.
A third variety, whirh is sometimes sold as the styrax calamit.a, is in brown
or reddish-brown masses of various shape.'3, light, friable, yet posses~ing a certain
degree of tenacit y, and softening under the teeth. Upon exposure, it becomes
covered upon the surface with a white efflorescence of benzoic acid. It evidently
consists of sawdust, united either with a portion of the b:ilsam, or with other
analogous substances. As found in our shops, it is usually in the state of a
coarse, soft, dark.coloured powder, mingled with occasional light friable lumps
of various magnitude, and containing very little of the balsam. When good, it
should yield, upon pressure between hot plates, a brown resinous fluid, having
the odour of storax
Another variety, fou nd in our mark et, is a semi-fluid adhesive matter, called
liquid slorax, which is brown or almost black upon the surface exposed to the
air, but of a slightly greenish-grny colour within, and of an odour somewhat like
that of the Peruvian bal~am, though less agreeable. It is kept in jars, and is
the most employed. What is the source of liquid f>torax is not certainly known .
Some suppose it to be deri,·ed by decoction from the young branches of Liqnidambm· styracijlua; but some of the genuine juice of this plant, brought from
New Orleans, which we have had an opportunity of iaspecting, has an odour
entirely distinct from that. of the substance under consideration. According to
Landerer, who resides in Greece, liquid storax is obtained, in the islands of Cos
and Rhodes, from the bark and young twigs of Stymx oftlcinale, by subjecting
them to pressure. 'r!1e plant, according to the same authority, grows also on
the mainland of Greece, but in that situation docs not yield balsam.
General P1·ope1·ties. ~torax has a fragraut odour and aromatic taste. It
melts witb a moderate heat, and when the temperature is raised takes fire and
burns with a white flame, leaving a light spongy carbonaceous residue. It imparts its odour to water, which it. renders yellow and milky. Its active constituents are dissolved by alcohol and ether. Newmann obtained from 480 grains
of storax 120 of watery extract; and from an equal quantity, 360 grains of aJco.
holic extract. Coutaini.ng volatile oi l and resin, and yielding bcnzoic or einnamic acid by distillation, it is entitled to be ranked as a bal~am. Besides oil, resin,
and bcnzoic acid, Reinsch found in styrax calamita, gum, extractive, lignin, a
matter extracted by potassa, water, and traces of ammonia. Si mon found, in
liquid storax, cinnamic acid, and a resinous substance which he considered identical with the sty1·acinc of Bonastrc. According to Toe!, styracine is a compou nd
of cinnamic acid with a peculiar substance which he calls styrone, and is in
composition perfectly analoµ;ous to the natural fats. (Chem,. Gaz., July'.!, 1849.)
.Aledicat Properties and Cses. This balsam is a stimulating expectorant, and
was form~rly recommended in phthisis, chronic catarrh, asthma, and amenor-
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rbrea; but it is very seldom used at present, except as a constituent of the com.
pound tincture of benzoin. Liquid Rtorax. has been recomment.led in gouonhcea
and lcucorrhooa as equa lly effectual with copaiba., and less disagreeable. l?rom
ten to twenty grains may be given twice a day, and the dose gradually increased.
OJ: Prep. Styrax Purificata.
W.

SUCCINUM. U.S., Dub.
Amber.
cin~,uS;~~;,Ambre jnune, Karnhe, Fr.; Bernstein, Germ.; Ambra ginlln, Succino, ltul.; Sue·

Amber is a kind of fossil resin, deri>ecl, probably, from extinct coniferre,
occurring generally in small detached masses, in alluvial deposits, in different
]>arts of the world. It is found chiefly in Prussia, either on the s~a.shore, where
it is thrown up by the Baltic, or underneath the surface, in the alluvial forrna·
tious along the coast. It occurs also in considerable quantities ne<11' Catania, in
Sicily. It is most f1'C(1ueutly associated with lignite, and sometimes encloses
insects and parts of \'Cgetables. In the United States, it was found in Maryland,
at Cape s.Lble, near Magothy river, by Dr. 'l'roost. Io this locality it is associated
with iron pyrites and lignite. It. has also been discovered in New Jersey. The
amber consume<l in tUis country, however, is brought from the ports of the Baltic.
Properties. Amber is a brittle solid, generally in small irregular masses,
permanent in, the air, ba\'ing a homogeneous texture and vitreous fracture, and
susceptible of a fine poli.sh. It becomes negatively electric by friction. Its
colour is generally yellow, either light or deep; but is occasionally reddish.brown
er even deep.brown. It has no taste, and is inodorous unless beatcd, when it
exhales a peculiar, aromatic, uot uuplcasant smell. It is usually translucent,
though occasionally transparent or opaque. lt.s sp.gr. is about 1•07. Water
and alcohol scarcely act on it. When heated in the open air, it softens, melts
at 548°, swells, and a.t last inflames, leaving, after combustion, a small portion
of ashes. Subjected to distillation in a retort furnished with a tubulnted rccei"er,
it yields, first, a yellow acid liquor; and afterwards a thin yellowish oil, with a
yellow waxy substance, which is deposited in the neck of tbe retort and the
upper part of th e receiver. This waxy substance , exhausted by colU ether of
the part soluble in that menstruum, is reduced to a yellow micaceous substance,
identical with the cla-ysenc of J~ aurcnt. A white Cr) stalline substance, ideutical
with the frlricdine of Dumas, may be separated from the micaceous imbstancc
by boiling alcohol. Both cbrysene and idrialiue are carbohydrogens. (Pelletier
and ·waiter, Jouni. de Pltann., v. 60.) As the distillation proceeds, a con·
sidcrable c1uantity of combustible gas is given off, which must be allowed to
escape from the tubulure of the receiver. By continuing the heat, the oil gra..
dually deepens in colour, until, towards the end of the distillation, it becomes
black and of the consistence of pitch. The oil obtained is c:llled oil of amber,
and the acid liqu or is a sol ution of impure succinic acid. " ' hen amber is dis.
tilled repeatedly from nitric acid, it yields an acid liquor, from which, after it
has Leen neutralized with caustic potassa, ether separates pure camphor. (Doop.
ping, .fonrn. de Phar-m., vi. 168.) Camphor is also obtained b1 distilling to
dryness powdered amber wi.~h an extremely concentrated solution of caustic
potassa. (G. Hcich, lbfrl., xui. 33, Jan. 1848.)
l'om,position . According to llerzclius, amber eou~ists of 1. a volatile oil of
an agreeabl.c odour in smal.l quantity; 2. a yellow resin, i!ltimat~ly uni.tcd with
a volatile 011, very soluble m alcohol, ether, and the alkalies, easily fusible, and
resembling ordinary resins; 3. another resin, also combined witb volatile oil,
soluble in ether and the alkalies, spariugly soluble in cold, but more soluble in
1
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boiling alcohol ; 4. succinic acid; 5. a bituminous principle insoluble in alcohol,
et~cr,. and the alkalies, havi ng some ana.logy to the lac re~in of John, and conslitutmg more than four-fifths of the amber. It also con tams a. .strongl~ odorous,
bright-yellow substance, which hardens by time, but preserves 10 part its odour.
The ultimate Constituents of amber are carbon 80·59, hy<lrogen 7·31, oxygen
6·73, ashes (silica, lime, and alumina) 3·27 = 97·90. (Drassier, cited in Pereira's
Eleni. of Alat. Aled.)
Plim·macetttical Use.~, &c. Amber was held in high estimation by the an-

cients as a medicine; but at present is employed only in pharmacy and the arts.
In pharmacy it is used to prepare oil of amber and succinic acid. (See Oleum,
Succini and Succinic Acid in the Appendix.) In the arts it is made into
ornaments, and employed iu preparing varnishes . When put to the latter use
it requires to be first subjected to roasting, whereby it is rendered soluble in a
mixture of linseed oil and oil of turpentiue. This solut ion forms am'Ler varnish.
OJI'. Prep. Olcum Succini.
B.

SULPHUR. U. S, Land., Ed..
Sul:phttr.
Subl im ed sulphur. U.S., Lond. Sulphur entirely sublimed by heat, and free
from acidity. Erl.
Off S!fn. SULPHUR SUBLIMATUM. Dub.

SULPHUR LOTUM. U. S
Washed Sttlphm·.
Sublimed ~ulphur, thoroughl,y washed with w:i.tcr . U.S.

Off Sil"· SULPHUR SUBLIMATU3!. Ed.

Bi·ims1one; Soufre, Fr.: Schwcfel, Germ.; Zolfo, Ital.; Azufrc, Span.

The officiual forms of sulphur are the sublim.ed, the washed, and the precipiThe sublimed sulphur is dei:;ignated in the United States and London
I>harmacopceias by the single word Sulphur; the washetl sulphur in the Uuited
States Pharmacoproia by tbc name S11lpltur Lotnm. Tbe Dublin College has
dismissed wasbe<l sulphur as an officinal preparation; and the Edinburgh College
only recognises sulphur which is free from acidity; calling it "Sulphur Sublimatum" under the Preparations, and "Sulphur" in the i\fateria. Medica list.
Sublimed sulphur and washed sulphur will be noticed in this place; the precipitated su lphur in Part If, under the Preparations.
Natural Strtlcs. Sulphur is very generally disseminated thrnughout the
mineral kingdom, and is almost always present, in minute quantity, in animal
and \•egetttble matter. Among vC'getables, it is particularly abundant in the
crucifonn plants, as fo r example in mustard. It occurs in the earth, either natil"e
or in combination. 'Vbc? native it is found in masses, trnnslucent or opaque,
or in the powdery form nuxed with various earthy impurities. In combination
it is usually unitetl with certain metals, as iron, lead, mercury, antimony, copper
and zinc, forming compountls called su lphu rets. JV(ttlve sulphur is most abuudant in \•olcanic countries, and is hence called volcanic sulphur. The most celebrated mines of native sulphur arc found at Solfotara. in the kingdom of Naples,
in Sicily, and in the Roman States. It occurs, also, in different localities in the
United States.
Extraction, &c. Sulphur is obta,ined either from sulphur earths, or from the
ua.tive sulphurets of iron and copper, called iron and copper pyrites. The sulphur e:utLs are placed in earthen pots, set in oblong furnaces of brickwork.
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From the upper and lateral part of each pot proceeds a tube, which comruunicutcs witb the upper part of another pot, sitnated outside the furnace, and perforated near its bottom to allow th e melted sulphur to flow out into a nssel
containing wnter, placed beneath. Fire being applied, the sulphur rises in
vapour, leaving t he impurities behind, and, being condensed again, flows from
the perforated pot into the vessel containing tbe water. Sulphur, as thus obtained, is called crude sulphur, and contains about one-twelfth of its weight of
eart hy matter. For purification, it is generally melted in a cast iron vessel.
'Yhen the fusion is complete, th e impurities subside, and the purer su lphur is
dippcJ out and poured into cylindrical wooden moulds, whirh give it the form
of solid cylinders, about an inch in diameter, called in commerce rO!l sulphur
or cm1e b1·irnstone. The dregs of this process, ground to powder, constitute a.
very impure kind of sulphur, of a gray colour, known in the shops by the name
of sulphnr vivnm or horse brimstone.
The above process purifies the su lphur but imperfectly. At the same time
it causes a cons iderable loss; as the dregs just mentioned contain a large proportion of sulphur. A more eligible mode of purification consists in distilling the
crude sulphur from a lurge cast iron still, set in brick-work over a furnace, and
furnished with an iron head. The head has two lateral communications, one
with a chamber of brick-work, the other with an iron receiver, immersed in
water, which is const.'lntl_y renewed to cool it sufficiently to cause the sulphur to
condense in the liquid form. When the tube between the still and receiver is
shu t, and that communicating with the chamber is open, the sulphur condenses
on its walls in the form of an impalpable powder, and constitutes .mUimed sulphur
or flowers of sulphur. If1 on the other bawl, the communication with the
clrnmber be closed ancl that with th e receiver opened , the sulphur condenses in
the latter in the fused state, and, when cast in cylinJrical moulds, forms the
rollsu/p/mrofc om merce.
The extraction of sulphur from the bisulphuret of iron (iron pyrites) is performed by distilling it in stone-ware cylinders. Half the sulphur contained in
the bisulphuret is volatilized by the heat, and conducted, by means of an adopter,
into ves~els containing water, where it condenses. Th e residue of the mineral is
employed for making sulphate of iron, or green >itriol, by exposure to air and
moisture. In the island of Anglesea, large quantities of sulphur are obtained
from copper pyrites in the process for extracting that metal. The furnaces in
which the ore is roasted are connected by horizontal flues with chambers, in
which the volatilized sulphur is condensed. Each chamber is furnished with a
door, through which the sulphur is withdrawn once in six wc~ks .
According to Berzelius, a very economi cal method of extracting: su lphur from
iron pyrites is practised in Sweden, which saves the expenditure of fuel. The
pyrites is introduced int_o furnr~ces with long horizontal chimneys, of which the
part next to the furnace 1s of bnck-work, while the rcs;t is formed of wood. The
pyrites is kindled below 1 and continues to burn of itself; and the heat generated
ca uses the stratum immediately above the part kindled to give off half its sulphur1 whjch becomes condensed in flowers in the wooden chimney. As the fire
ad>a.nces, the iron and the other half of the sulphur enter into combustion 1 and,
by the increase of heat t!ius generated, cause the volatilization of a fresh portion
of sulphur. In this manner the process continues until the whole of the pyrites
is consumed. The sulphur dms obtained is puh-crnlent and very impure, and
requires to be purified by distillation from iron vessels.
Crude sulphur is employed by the manufacturers of sulphuric acid; and, as
it ii; very variable in quality, it becomes important to ascertain its exact value.
This m11y be done by drying a given weight of it, and submitting it to combustion. 'fbe weight of the incombustible residue, added to that lost by desiccation,
gives tho amount of impurity.
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Crude sulphu r comes to this country principally from Trieste, Messina in
Sicily, and tbc ports of Italy, being imported for the use of the sul phuri c acid
manufacturers. Roll sulphur and the flowers are usually brought from Marseilles. Good Sicil ian sulphur docs not contai n more than three per cent. of
impurity, consist,ing chiefly of earths.
Properties. Sulphur is an elementary non-meta11ic brittle solid, of a pale yellow colour, permanent in the air, and exhibiting a crystalline texture and shining
fracture . lt bas a slight taste, and a perceptible smell when rubbed . Wben
pure, its sp. gr. is about 2; but it varies a little in density, according to its molecular state. ( Charfe,s Brame.) Occasionally, from impurity, its sp. gr. is as
l1igh as 2·85. Its cqui,·alent number is 16, and symbol S. It is a bad conductor of heat, and becomes negatively electric by friction. It is insoluble in
water, but soluble in alkaline ~oluti ons, petroleum, th e fixed and volatile oils,
and, J)rovicled it be in a finely diviJ.cd state, in alcohol and ether. Upon being
heated, it begins to YO!atilizc at about 180°, when its peculiar odour is perceived;
it melts at 225°, and, at 600°, in close vessels, boils and rises in the form of a.
yellow vapour, wbich ruay be condensed again, cit.h er in the liquid or pulverulent
form, according as the temperature of the recipient is above or below the melting point of the su lphur. When hC'ated to 340°, it becomes brownish and ''iscid,
and, by continuing the heat, is rendered more and more so until the temperature
reaches to between 450° and 500°. If, in this state, it be suddenly cooled by
throwing it into water, it is conYerted into an allotropic modification of sulphu r,
called brown viscid suljJhur, which is used for taking impressions of coins, seals,
&c. The same allotropic modification is obtained by precipitation 1 by ac!ing on
sulphuret of copper by ariua regia, which Jissolves the copper, and sets the brown
sul1Jhur free. In open vessels, sulphu r takes fire a.t about the temperature of
300°, and burns with a blue flame, combining with the oxygen of the air, and
giving rise to a peculiar gaseous acid, called su lphurous acid . 'l'he combinations
of sulphur are numerous, and among the most powerful ag:ents of chemistry.
It forms with oxygen four principal acids, the hypos1tlplrn1·ow;, sulphurous, l1yposulplturic, and sulphuric, wit.h hyJrogen, sulplwhyrlric acid (h.IJdroS?.dpliuric acicl
or sulphuretted '1,1;droyen), and with the metals, various sulphurels. Some of
the sulphurcts are analogous to acids, others to base's; and these different sul·
phurets, by combining with each other, form compounds analogous to salts, and
called by He1·zelius sulpho-.~alls.
Sulphur, when obtained by roasting the natiYe sulphurets, sometimes contains
arsenic, and is thereby rendered poisonous. Sicilian sulphur, being volcanic, i~
not subject to this impurity. The common _English roll sulphur is sometimes
made from iron pyrites, and is then apt to contain orpim C'nt (tersulphuret of
anenic). This impurity may be detected by hcatin.g the suspected sulphur with
nitric acid. The arsenic, if present, will be converted into a.rsenic acid; and
th e nitri c solut.ion, diluted with water, neutralized with carbon:ite of soda, nnd
a.cidulated with muriatic acid , will give a. yellow precipitate of quintosulplrnret
of arsenic with a. stream of sulphurettcd hydrogen. Sulphur, when perfectly
pure, is wholly volatil ized by heat, and soluble without residue in oi l of turpentine . According to Dr. Playfair, uitroprnssidc of sodium is a delicate test for
the soluble sulphurets, producing with tbcm a delicate violet tint. ])rof. J, W.
:Bailey, of West P oint, N. Y., has employed the same test for detecting sul phur in any compound. The substance suspected to conta in it is heated with
ca rbonate of soda, with the adJition of carbo naceous matter if necessary. A
small portion of the fused 1Mss, conlaining the sulphur a.s sulphuret of sodium,
if added to a. drop of the nitroprussidc, will occasion the characteristic violet
tint. (Sil/inum'.~ Jount. 1 )lay 1851, p. 351.)
Snblim"d sulplnll', usua.lly called flowers of sulphur (}lores sulplmris), is in
the furm of a. crystalline powder of a fiue yellow colour. It is always contami-
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nated with a little sulphuric acid, which is formed at the expense of the oxygen
of the air contained in the subl iming chambers. It is un this account tha.t sublimed Sulphu r always reddens litmus; and, if the acid be present in considerable
quautity, it sometimes cakes. It may be freed from acidity by careful ablution
with hot water, when it becomes the otlicinal washed sulphur.
ll'aslted sulplmr is placed in the list of the l\lateria1\Iedic:a in the U.S. Pharmacopooia, with au explanatory note, that it is sublimed sulphur, thoroughly
washed with water. 'l'be Edinburgh College includes it among the Preparations,
and directs it to be prepared by subliming "sulphur/' and washing the powder
obtained wiib boiling water until it is freed from acid taste. W;isbed sulphur
has the general appearance of sublimed sul,rhur, and is wholly volatilized by
heat. When properly prepared it does not aficct litmus, and undergoes no ch.mge
by exposure to the atmosphere .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Su lph ur is laxative, diapboretic, and resolvent.
It is supposed to be rendered soluble by the soda of the bile. It evidently passes
off by the pores of the skin; as is shown by tbe fact that silver, woru in the
pockets of patients under a cou rse of it, becoUles blackened with a coating of
sulphuret. The stools which it occasions are i:sually sol id, and it is gentle in
its operat ion, unless it contain a good deal of acid, when it causes griping; and
the liability of the subl im ed sulphur to contain acid, renders it less eligible for
exhibition than the washed sulphur, from which all acidity is removed. 'l'he
diseases in which sulphur is principally used are bemorrhoidal afi€ctious, chronic
rheumatism and catarrh, atonic gout, asthma, and other affections of the respiratory organs unattcndeJ with acute inflamma tion. It is also much employed,
both internally and externally, in cutaneous affections, especially scabies, for the
cure of which it is considered a specific. In these affections, as well as in chronic
rheunw.tism, it is sometimes applied as an air bath, in the form of sulphurous
ucid gas, the head beiug protected from its effects. Tho close of sulphur is
from one to three drachms, mix ed with syrup or molas:scs, or taken in milk.
It is often combineJ with bitartratc of potassa or with magnesia .
.According to )1. Hannon, of Belgium, brown viscid sulphur, recently prepared, possesses valuable therapeutic properties, not as a laxative, but as a.
stimulant to the circulatiou, lungs, and skin, far more active than ordinary sulphur. 'l'he dose of the brown sulphur, obtaine.d by fusion, is from twenty to
fifty grai ns j of the precipitated, which is more active, from five to twenty grains,
both given in the form of pill. (Ann . de Tltirop., 1852 1 p. 186.)
Sulph ur is consumed in the arts, principally in the manufacture of gunpowder
and sulphuric acid.
Ojf f'rep. of Sulphur. Confectio Sulphuris; Empla~trum Ammoniaci cum
Hy<lrargyro; Emplast. Hydrargyri; Ferri Sulpburetu m; Hydrargyri Sulpburetum N 1g rum; Hydrargyri Sulphuretum Rubrum; Potassre Sulpbas cum Sulphure; l'otassii Sulphu.rctum; Su lphur Pnucipitatum; Su lpLuris lodidum;
Unguentum Sulph uris; Unguent. Sulphuris Composituru.
B.

TABACUM. US., Land., Ed., Dttb.

Tobacco.
The leaves of Nicoti3na Tabacum. CS., Lo11d., Ed., JJub.
'J'abilc, Fr.; Tabak, Gtrm.; Tobncco, Ital.: Tob11co. Span.
N 1coTIANA. Sex. S!Jst. Pcntandria Monogynia. -Nat.

Ord. Solanaccre.
Gen. Oli. Corolla funnel.shaped, with the border plaited. Stamens inclined.
Capsules two-valved, two·cc~led. JVilld.
Nicotiana 'l'abacurn. W1lld. Sp . Plant. i. 1014; Bigelow, Am. Med. Bot.
ii. 171; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 208, t. 77. The tobacco is an annual plant, with
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a. large fibrous root, and an erect, round, hairy, Yiscid stem, wl1ich branches near
the top, and rises from three to six feet in height. The leaves <lte numerous,
alternate, sessile, and sonll.:what decurrent, very large, ovatc-lanccolate, pOintcd,
entire, slightly viscid, and of a pale-green colour. 'fhc lowest are often two feet
long, and six inches broad. 'l'he flowers are disposed in loose terminal panicles,
and are furnished with long, linear, pointed bractes at the divisions of the peduncle.
'l'he calyx is bell.shaped, hairy, s01uewhat Yiscid, and divided at its summit into
five pointed segments. '!'he tube of the corolla is twice as long as the calyx, of
a greenish hue, swelling at top into an oblong cup 1 and ultimately expanding
into a. five-lobed, plaited, rose-coloured border. The whole corolla i.~ very viscid .
The filaments incline to one side, aud support oblong anthers. '.l'be pistil consists of an oval germ, a sleuder style longer than the stamens, and a cleft stigma.
'The fruit is an ovate, two-,·ahed, two-celled capsule, containing numerous renifo1·m seeds, and opening at the summit.
There is good reason to believe that this plant is a native of tropical America,
where it was found by the Spaniards upon their arrival. It is at present cultivated in most parts of the world, and nowhere more u.bundantly than within tLe
limits of the United States. Virginia. is, perhaps, tbe region most celebrated for
its cultme. The young shoots, produced from !:!Ceds thickly sown in beds, are
tramplanted into the field~ during the mouth of :May, and set in rows with au
interval of three or four feet between the plants. Through the whole period of
its growth, the crop requil'CS constant attention. 'l'he development of the leaves
is prnmoted by removing the top of each plant, and thus preventing it froru running ioto flower aod seed. rrhc harvest is in August. The ripe plant.!!, having
been cut off a.hove their roots, are dried under CO\'er, and then stripped of their
leaves, which a.re tied in Lundle:i, and packed in hogsheads.
Two varieties of this species are mentioned by authol's, one with narrow, the
other with broad lcu.,Tcs; but they do not differ matrrially in properties. Great
diversity in the quality of tobacco is produced by diffcrcuce of soil and mode of
cultivation; and severnl \'arictics arc recognised in commerce. Other species of
Nicotiana are also cultivated, especially 1V. r11.slica and N 7m11iculata, the former
of which is said lo have been the fit-st introduced into Europe, and is thought to
have been culti,,ated by the aborigines of this country, as it is naturalized uear
the borders of some of ou~ small uorthem lakes. The ./'l .quadrirnlvis of Pur:-.h
affords tobacco to the Indians of the l\li::isouri and Columb1u. rivers; and iV/r1tc·
ticosa, a native of Chiua, wa.s probably cultivated in Asia before the discovery
of this continent by Columbus.
Properties. Tobacco, :1s it occurs in commerce, is of a yellowish-brown colour,
a strong narcotic penetrating odour wbicb is less obvious in the fresh leavE"s, and
a. bitter, nauseous, and acrid taste. These propert,ics are imparted to water and
alcohol. They a1·c destroyed by long boiling; and the extract is, therefore, feeble
or inert. An elaborate unalysis of tobacco was made by Vauquelin, who dis·
covered in it, amoug other i11gredicnts1 an acrid, vola.tile, coloudcss substance,
slightly scluble in water, very soluble in alcohol, and suppO:ied to be the active
principle. It wa8 scparat.ed by a complicated }Jl'Ocess, of which, however, the
most important step was the distillation of tobacco juice with potas~a.. In the
resulti:; of this distillation Vauquelin recognised alkaline properties, which he
ascribed to ammonia, but which were, iu part at least, dependent upon 1be acrid
principle alluded to. 'l'o this principle the name of nfroti11 was given; but its
alkalinity was not ascertained till a subsequent period. Another substance was
obtained by Hermstadt by simply distilling water from tobacco, and allowing the
Uquid to stand for several days. A white crystalline matter rose to the smface,
which, upon being removed, was found to have the odour of tobacco, and to
resemble it. in effects. It was fusible, volatilizable, similar to the nicotin of
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Vauquelin in solubility, and without alkaline or acid properties. It was culled
11icotia11in by Hermstadt, and appears to partake of the nature of volatile oils.
Two German chemists, Posselt and Rei ma.an, subsequently analyzed tobacco, and
ascertained the alknliue nature of its active principle, which, Lowe,•cr, neither
they nor Vauquclin obtained in a state of purity. According to these chemists,
10,000 parts of the fresh leaves contain 6 parts of an alkaline substance, which
they call 11irotin, 1 of the 'liitutianin of Hermstadt, 287 of slightly bitter ex.
tracti\·e, 174 of gum mixed with a little malate of lime, 26·7 of green resin, 26
of albumen, 10-i:B of a substance analogous to gluten, 51 of malic acid, 12 of
malate of ammonia, 4·8 of sulphate of potassa, 6.3 of chloride of potassium, 9·5
of potassa, which was combined in the leaves with malie and nitric acids, 16·6
of phoRphute of lime, 2-!·2 of lime which had been combined with malic ac id,
S·S of silica, 496·9 of lignin, traces of starch, and 8828 parts of water. (Ber·
zelius, 'l'raite de Chi'm}e.) According to M. E. Goupct, tobacco also contains
a little citric aeid. ( ChPm. Gaz., Aug. 1846, p. 319.) 'l'he nicotin obtained by
Vauquelin, aud by Posselt and Reimann, was a colourless, volatile liquid, and,
as subsequently ascertained b_y l\IM. Henry and Boutron, was in fact an aqueous
solution of the alkaline principle in connexion with ammonia. It was reserved
for these chemists lo obtain nieotin, or 'llicolia, as it 8hould now be called, in a
state of purity. It exists in tobacco combined with an acid in execs~, and in
this state is not volatile. The follo,~ing is the process employed by the lastmentioned chemists. Five hundred parts of smoking tobacco were exposed to
distillation, in connexion with about 6000 parts of water and 200 parts of caustic
soda; the hca.t applied being at first. very moderate, and afterwards increased to
the boiling point. The product of the distillation was receive~ in a ''esscl con·
ta.iniog about 30 or 40 parts of sulphuric acid, diluted with three times its weight
of water; and Lhe process was coutinued till nearly ouc-Lalf of the liquid Lad
come over. 'J.'he product, in which· care was taken to preserve a slight excc8s of
acid, was C\'aporated to about 100 parts, and was then allowed to cool. A slight
deposit which had formed was separated by filtration, an excess of caustic soda.
was added, and the liquor a.gain distilled. A colourless, \'Cry volatile, acrid liquid
now came Over, which, being conceutra.ted under the receiver of an :.tir-purnp,
lost the arnmouia which accompanied it, and assumed a syrupy consistence, and
more or less of the colour of umber. In this liquid, after a few days, minute
crystalline pla.tes formed; but, iu consequence of their great affinity for moisture,
it wa s difficult to isolate the crystals. This product was pure nicotia.
.Nicolia. (Ni<·ofina. 1Vicotin.) This is a. colourless or nearly colourless fluid;
of the sp. gr. l ·048; remaining liquid at 22° F.; of little smell when cold; of
an exceedingly acrid burning taste, e\·en when largely diluted; entirely vol:t·
tilizal1le, and, in the ~tate of vapour, very irritant t.o the nostri ls, with au odour
rec:.dling that of tobacco; inflammable; \'Cry soluble in water, alcohol, ether,
the fixed oils, and oil of turpentin e ; strongly alkaline in its reaction; and capable
of forming crystallizablc !:!alts with the acids. These s;,i\ts are deliquescent,
have a burniug and acrid taste, and, like the salts of ammonia, lose a portion
of their base by heat. Nicotia contains a much larger proportion of nitrogen
than most of the other organic a.lkalics. Its formula is NriC 20 H 1,., and combining
number consequently 162. Iu its action on the animal system, it is one of the
mo:i.t virulent poisons known. A Jrnp of it in the state of concentrated solution
was sufficient to destroy a dog; and small birds perished at the approach of a
tube containing it. 'f:mnin forms wit.h it a componnd of but sli~ht solubility,
and might be employed as a couuter-poison. It exi ..,ts in tobacco in small pro.
portion. Henry and Boutron found different varieties of tobacco to give pro·
ducts varying from 3 ·8 to l l '28 parts in 1000. It Las been found in the seeds,
and in very limall proportion in the root. (See Joum. de Plwrrn.1 xxii. 689.)
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There can be little doubt that tobacco owes its acti\'ity to this alkal i.* It has
been employed as a poison. };'or a very interesting account of it in all its toxi~
coJogical relations, the reader is referred to a memoir by Orfila, translated by
Dr. Lee, and published in the .J.Y. Y JfJurn. of .Aler/. (N. S., ix. 112, 219, and
369}. It has the remarkable property of resisting decomposition in the decaying
tissues of the body, and it was detected b~ Orfila. in the bodies of animals
destroyed by it two or tbrec months after their death.
]{icotianin is probably the odorous principle of tobacco. Posselt and Reimann
prepared it by distilling six pounds of the fresh leaves with twelve pounds of
water, till one half of the liquid passed OYer, then adding six pounds more of
water, and again distilling, and repeating this process tbrce times. The nicotianin was obtai ned to the amount of ele,·en grains, floating on the surface of
the water. It was a fatty substance, having the smell of tobacco-smoke, and an
aromatic somew hat bitter taste. It was volatilizablc by heat, insoluble in water,
soluble in alcohol and ether, and not affected by the dilute acids, but dissolvf'd
by solutiou of potassa. '!'his was not obtained by 1\1.l\I. IIcory and Boutron .
.According to Landcrer, it does not exist in the fresh leaves, but is generated in
the drying process. It proJuccs sneezing when applied to the nostrils, and a
grain of it swallowed by Hermstadt occasioned giddiness and nausea.
When distilled at a temperature aboYe th at of boiling water, tobacco affords
an cmpyreumatic oil, which Mr. Brodie pr,,ovcd to be a most virulent poison. A
single drop injected int o the rectum of a c.it occasioned death in about five
minute~, and double the quantity, ad mini st~1·ed in the same manner to a dog,
was followed by the sa me result. This oil is of n dark-brown colour, and an
acrid ta!!'te, nnd }las a very pecu liar smell, exactly rescmbliug that of tobacco
pipes which ha,·e been much used. It bas been shown to contain nicotia. (.Ann.
de Chim. et de Phys., 3e ih., ix. -165.)
A!ediml Properties and £,Ses. Tobacco mfitcs with the powers of a sedative
narcotic, those of an emetic and diuretic; and produces the::.e effects to a greater
or less extent to whatever surface it may be npplied. In addition, when snuffed
up the nostrils, it excites violent sneezing and a copious secretion of mucus;
when chewed, it irritates the mucous membrane of the mouth, and increases the
flow of saliva; and, when inj ected into the rectum, it sometimes operates as a.
cathartic. l\Ioderatcly taken, it qu iets restlessness, calms mental and corporeal
inquietude, and produces a sta te of general languor or repose, which has great
charms for those habituated to the impression. In larger quantities, it gives
rise to confusion of the head, n rtigo, stupor, faintness, nausea, vomiting, and
general debility of the nervous and circulatory functions, which, if increased,
eventuates in alarming and even fatal prostration. The symptoms of its excess ive action are severe retching, with the most distressing and continued nausea,
great feebleness of pulse, coolnC'~s of the skin, fainting, and sometimes convulsions. It probably operates both through the medium of the nervous system,
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This is decanted, most of the
alcoholevaporntcd, nndalcoholnnewnddedinordertoprccipit11teccrt.'1inmnttcrs. 1'he
extr:1ct is treated with aeonccntri1ted solution of potnssa, and, after cooling, id shnken
with ether. wbichdissolvesthenieotia. To the ethereal solution po,vderedoxaliencidis
addetl, which unites with the nicotin, nnd sepnrates in thclol'm of a syrupy mn8s. This
being wll!'hed with ether, treated with potoSSi\, tnkeu up by wut.cr, Rn<l distilled ma salt·
wntcr bath, yields thenicotin, winch may be obtained pore by rectiticntiou in a current
of hy.drop:eu. (Journ. dt Phann., 3e !il:r., xii. 157.) Orfilf\, in his memoir on nicotin, states
th11t. ll a\•nn:i tobncco yields~ per CC'nt. of this alkaloid, i\farylnnd 1 2·3 per cent., and Virginin (Hl pcr cent.
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and by entering the circulation. As its local action is stimulant, we can thus
account for the fact, that it excites the functions of the kidneys, at the same
time tha.t it, reduces tbe nenouii and secondarily the arterial power. The experiments of Brodie lead to the inference that the function of the heart is affected
by tobacco, through the medium of the nervous system j for in a decapitated
animal in which the circulation was sustained by artificial respiration, the infusion injected into the rectum did not diminish the action of the heart; while,
on the coutrnry, this or~;rn almost immediately ceased to contract, when an equnl
dose of the poison was administered to a. healthy animal. l\Jr. Brodie observed
a remarkable difference between the operation of the infusion and that of the
cmpyreumatic oi l. After death from the former tbe heart wa~ found completely
quiescent, while it continued to act with regularity for a considerable time nfter
apparent death from the latter. 'Ye may infer from this fact, either that there
arc two poisonous principles in tobacco, or that a. uew narcotic product is formed
duriu,c; its destructive distillation. In cases of poisoning from tobacco, the iudications arc, nfter the evacuatio n of the poison, to support tile system by external and
internal stimulants, and to allay irritation of stomach by the use of opiates.
The use of toba.cco was adopted by the Spaniards from tbe American Indians.
In the year 1560, it was introduced into France by the ambassador of that
country at the court of Lisbon, wbo!'c name-Nicot-has been perpetuated in
•the generic title of the plant. Sir Walter Raleigh is said to ha,·c introduced
the prnctice of smoking iuto England. In the variou~ modes of smoking, chewing, and snuffing, the drug is now largely consumed in O\'Cry country on the
globe. It must lun·e properties peculiarly adap ted to the propensities of our
nature, to have thus surmounted the first repugnance to its odour and taste, and
to have become the p<tssion of so many millions. When employed in excess, it
enfeebles digest.ion, produces emaciation and general debility, :rnd bys the
foundation of serious nervous disorders. The late Dr. Chapmnu informed us tlrnt
he had met. with several iustaoces of mental disorder, closely resembling delirium
trcnums, which resulted from its abuse, and which subsided in a few days after
it ha.d been abandoned; and Dr. Kirkbride, in the Annual RPpvrt of lite Penn sylvania Ho.~pital for the Insm1P /01· 1850, refers to four cases of insanity, the
origin of which was ascribed to th~ abuse of tobacco.
lts remedial employment is less ex tensive than might be inferred from the
variety of its powers. The excessive and distressing nausea which it is 11pt lo
occasion, interferes with its internal use; and it is very seldom administeretl by
the stomach. As a. narcotic it is employed chiefly to produce relaxation in
spasmodic affections. }\n· thi:;:: purpose, the infusion or smoke of tobacco, or the
le:i.f in substance in the shape of a suppository, is introduced into the rectum in
cases of strangulated hernia, obstinate constipation from spasm of the bowel:;:,
and retention of urine from a spasmodic stri cture of th e urethra. For u. similar
purpose, the powdered t.obacco, or common snuff, mixed with simple cerate, as
recommended by the late Dr. Godman, is so metimes applied to the throat anJ
breast in cases of croup; and Di" Chapman directed the smoking of a cigar
in the same eoi:nplaint, with decided benefit. One of the worst cases of spasm
of the rima glottidis wLich we ha>e seen, and wbich resisted powerful depiction
by the laneet, yielded to the application of a. tobacco cataplasm to the throat.
A sim ilar application to the abdomen is highly recommended in painters' colic,
and has proved u~eful i.n hysteric:al convulsions. Tetanus is said to have been
cured by baths made ~1th the decoction of the frP-sh leaves. 'l'Le relaxation
produced by smoking, rn a person unaccustomed to it, was very happil.y resnrted
to Ly Dr. Physick, in a case of obsti nate and long-continued dislocat10n of the
jaw; nnd the same remPdy has frequently been found meful in the p11roxysm
of spasmodic asthma. Tobacco has been highly recommended, in the form of
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catapla8m, in articular gout and rheumatism; and bas been employed in the 1....
sa.me way, as well ashy injection, in cases of obstinate Yerminose affections . .A_s
an emetic it is seldom employed, unless in th: shape of a cataplasn~ to tl~e _cp1gastrium, to assist the action of internal medicmes JU cases of great rnsens1b1hty
of stomach. .As a diuretic it wns used by Fowler in dropsy and dysury; but the
practice is not often imitated. There is no better errbine than tobacco, for the
ordinary purposes for which this class of mcdicitH:S is employed. As a siala.
gogue, it is beneficial in rheumatism of the jaws, and often relieves toothache
by its anodyne action. It is also used externally in the shape of cataplasm,
lufusion, or ointment, in cases of tinea. ca pi tis, psora, and some other cu taneous
affections. The empyrcumatic oil mixed with simple ointment, in the propor·
tion of twenty drops to the ounce, has been applied with adYantage, by American
practitioners, to indolent tumours and ulcers; but, in consequence of its liability
to be absorbed, and to produce unpleasant effects on the system, it should be
used with great caution. (Sec Oleurn 'l'ahaci.) This remark is applicable to all
tile modes of employing tobacco; particularly to the injection of the infusion
into tbe rectum, which bas in several instances caused the death of the patient.
It is even more dangerous than a proportionate quantity introduced into the
stomach ; as, in the latter case, the poison is more apt to be rejected. Even
the external application of the leaves or powder is not without danger, especially
when tbe cuticle is removed. A case of death is on recorJ, occurring in a child
eight years old, in consequence of the application of the expressed juice of the
lea-ves to the head, for the cure of tioea capitis. Death has also been produced
in several instances by the inhalation of the smoke.
Five or six grains of powdered tobacco will generally act as an emetic; but
the remedy is not given in this shape. The infusion used in dropsy by Fowler
was made in the proportion of an ounce to a pint of boiling water, and given in
t.he dose of sixty or eight,y drops. The officinal infusion, which is employed for
injection, is much weaker. (See J,~fllsmn TaLaci.) A wine and an ointment of
tobacco are directed by the U. S. J:lharmacopceia.
OJ: I'rep. Infusum 'l'abaci; Oleum Tabaci; Ungucntmn Tabaci; Viuum Ta-
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TAMARINDUS. U.S., Loncl., Eel.
Tamarinds.
The prescn-ed fruit of Tamarindus Indica. ['. S. Pulp of the fruit. Lo11J.
l'ulp of the pods of Tamarind us indi ca. Ed.
OJl Syn. PULP Oll TAMARINDS. 'l'amarindicus Indica. 'l'he pulp of the
pods. JJub.
Tamurins, Fr.; 'l'amnrindcn, Germ.; Tamnrindi, Ital.; Tnmnrindos, Span.
'11 ~u1ARJNDUS. Sex. S!Jst. j)lonadelphia Triandria.-.1\(Lt. Ord. Fabacere or
Lcguminosre.
Gen. Ch. Calyx four-parted. P etals three. Nel'fary with two short bristles
under the filarneuts. Legume filled with pulp. H'illd.
'l.'amarindus lndica. Willd. Sp. Plaut. iii. 5i7; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 448,
t . 161. The tamarind tree is the only species of this geuus. It rises to a great
height, sends off numerous spreading branches, and has a beautiful appearance.
The trunk is erect, thick, .and covered with a rough, ash.coloured bark. The
lca.,·ca are alternate and pmnate, composed of many pairs of opposite leaflets,
which arc almost sessile, entire, oblong, obtuse, unequal at their base, about
half an inch long by a sixth of an inch broad, and of a. yellowish-green colour.
The flowers, wLicli are in small lateral racemes, have a yellowish ca lyx, and
petals whi<:li arc also yellow, but beautifully variegated with red veins. 'Ih e
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fruit is a broad, compressed, reddish ash-coloured pod, very much curt>ed, from
two to six inches long, and with numerous brown, flat, quadrangulnr seeds, containetl in cells formed by a tough membrane. Exterior to this membrane is a
light-coloured acid pulpy matter, between which and the shell are se\'eral tough
ligneous strings, running from the stem to the extremity of the pod, the attachment of which they serve to strengthen . The shells are very fragile and easily
separated.
Tamarind us Indica appears to be a native of the East and West Indies, ]1~gypt,
and Arabia, though believed by some authors to have been imported into America.
De Candollc is doubtful whether the Eust and West India trees arc of the same
species. The pods of the former are ·much larger than those of the latter, and
colltain a greater number of seeds. At least such is the statement made by authors, who inform us that East India tamarinds contain six or seven seeds, those
from the West Indies rarely more than three or four. \Ve found, however, in
a parcel of the latter in our possession, numerous pods with from eight to ten
iiCcds, and the number generally exceeded four. The fruit is the offieinal portion.
Tamarinds arc brought to us chiefly, if not exclusively, from the West Indies,
where they nre prep:ned by plac:ing the pods, previously deprived of their shell,
in layers in a cask, and pouring boiling syrup over them. A bctt.cr mode, sometimes praeti~ed, is to place them in stone jars, with alternate layers of powdered
SUf!Ur. They are said to be occasionally prepared in copper boilers.
Prcperties. Fresh tamarinds, which arc sometimes, though rarely, brought
to this country, have an agreeable sour taste, without any mixture of sweetness.
As we usually find them, in the preserved state, they form a dark-coloured adhesive mass, consisti ng of syrup mixed with the pulp, membrane, strings, and
seeds of the pod, and of a sweet acidulous taste. 1'he seeds should be hard,
clean, and not swoll en, the strings tough and entire, and the smell without
mustiness. From th~ analysis of Vauquelin, it appears that in 100 parts of the
pulp of t:.lmarinds, independently of the sugar atldccl to them, there are 9·40
parts of citric acid, 1·55 of hutaric acid, 0·-15 of malic acid, 3·25 of bitartratc
of potassn, 4·70 of gum, 6·25 of jelly, 3-1"35 of pareuchynrntous matter, and
27·55 of water; so that the acidity is ch iefly owing to the presence of cit ric acid.
It is said that copper may sometimes be detected in preserved tamarinds, derived
from the boilers in which they are occasionally prepared. Its presence may be
ascertained by the reddish coat which it imparts to the blade of a knife immersed
in the tamarinds .
.flfedical P roperties and Uses. Tamarinds are laxative and refrigerant, and
infu sed in water for m a highly grateful drink in feb rile diseases. Convalescents
often find the pulp a. pleasant addition to their diet, and useful by preserving
the bowels in a loose condition . It is sometimes prescribed in connexion with
other mild cathartics, and is one of the ingredients of the confection of senna.
Though frequently prescribed with the infusion of senna to cover the taste of
that medicine, it is sa.id to weaken its purgative power; and the same observation
has been made of its influence upon the resinous cathartics in general. From a
drachm to an ounce or more ma.y be taken at a. dose.
O.fi: Prep. Confeetio Scnnro; Infusum Sennre Compositum; T amarindi Pulpa.

w.

TANACETUM. U.S. Secondary.
Tansy.
The herb of Tanacetum vulgare. U. S.
'l'anai8ic, }'1r.; Gcrnciucr Rhcinl'arrn, Wurmkr:i.ut, Germ; Tanacoto, Ital., Sptm.
'I'ANACEl'UM'.
Sex. s!J.~l. Syngcncsia Supcrflua. -]{at. Ord.
Scu ecion idcre, De Camlulle; A3temcero, Lindfr!J.
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OalJJx imbricate,

Tanacetum vulgm·e. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 181-1; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 66,
t. 27. '!'his is a perennial herbaceous plant, rising two or three feet in height.
The stems are st rong, erect, obscurely hexagonal, striated, ofte.n red.dish, branched
towards the sumruit, and furnished with alternate, doubly pmnat1fid leaves, the
divisions of which are notched or deeply serrate. 'fhe flowers are yellow, and
in dense terminal corymbs. Each flower is composed of numerous florets, of
which those constituting the disk arc perfect and five-cleft, those of the ray very
few, pistillate, and trifid. The calyx cousists of small, imbricated, lanceolate
leaflets, having a dry scaly margin. 'l'h c seeds are small, oblong, with fire or
six ribs, and crowned by a membranous pappus.
Tansy is cultivated in our gardens, and grows wild in the roads and in old
fields; but was introduced from Buropc, where it is indigenous. It is in flower
from July to September.
There is a variety of the plant with cm1ed le:wes, which is said to be more
grateful to the stoma ch than that above described, but bas less of the peculiar
sc n~ibl e properties of the herb, and is probably less active.
The odour of tansy is strong, peculiar, and fragrant, but much diminished by
drying; the t:iste is warm, bitter, somewhat acrid, and aromatic. These properties are imparted to wnter and alcohol. According to Pe$chier, the lea.res
contain volatile oil, fixed oil, w:ix or stearin, chloropbyllc, yellow resin, yellow
colouring matter, tannic and gallic acids, bitter extracth·e, gum, lignin, and n
peculiar acid which he calls tanacet«:, and which precipitates lime, baryta, oxide
of lead, and oxide of copper. The medical virtues of the plant depend on the
bitter extractive and volutile oil. 'l'hc latter, when separa.tcd by distillation, has
a greenish-yellow colour, with the flavour of the plant, is lighter than water, and
deposits camphor upon standing. The seeds contain the largest proportion of the
bitter principle, and the least of volatile oil.
Jliedicol PMperties and lSes. Tans_y has the medical properties common to the
aromatic bitters. It has been recommended in intermittents, hysteria, amenorrhroa,
and as a prcventi>e of arthritic paroxy1m11); but at present it is chiefly used as an
antbehniutic, and in this country i~ scarcely employed, for any purpose, in regular
practice. rrhe seeds are said to be mo~t effectual as a vermifuge. The dose of
the powder is from thirty grains to a draclim two or three times a day; but the
infusion is more frequently administered. A fatal case of poi::=oniu~ witli half
an ounce of oi l of tansy is recorded in the Jllediral 1Jfagazine for No'fember, 1834.
Frequent and violent clo nic spasms were experienced, with much disturbance of
re~piration; and the action of the heart gradually became weaker till death took
place from its entire sus:pension. No inflammation of the stomach or bowels was
discovered upon dissection. (Am. J ou1·n. of the Med. Sci., xvi. 256.) Two other
fatal cases have since been recorded, one in which more tli.:in a fluidounce was
taken, the at.her only a fluidrachm. In both death followed 8peedily, preceded
by coma and violent convulsions In two of the three cases a.bove referred to,
the oil seems to have been t:1ken with the view of producing abortion, Lut no
such effect followed in eitbE!r. (lbid., xxiii. 136, and xxiv. 279.)
W.

TAPIOCA. U S., Ed., Dab.
1i<pioca.
The recula of the root of Janipha. l\fanihot. U.S., Ed., Dub.
S1·x. s!J~f. l\l onccciu Monadelphia.-Nat. Ord. ~uphorbiaccre.
Gen. Cit. Cal!Jx c<1mpanulate, five.parted. Stamens ten, distinct, alternately
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shorter. Sti'grnas three, many-lobed. Fruit three-celled, with solitary seeds.
(Lindley, Jlletl. and .LEcoriom. B ot., 82.)
Bota nists have gene rally followed Kunth in separating: this genus from Jatropha. Its nam e was derived from tQe Indian design<1tion of another species.
Janiplta Ma ni/tot. Curtis's B ot. Mag. 3071.-Jotrophri Mam'/wt. Willd. Sp.
Pla1ll. iv. 562. Thi s is the ca.~sa1..'a plant oft.he W est Indies, the rnari.dioca or
f(tpioca of Brazil. It is a shrub about six or eight feet in height, with a very
large, white, fleshy, tuberou s root, whi ch often we i~hs thirty pounds. The stem
is round , jointed, and furnished at it s upper part with alternate petiolate lea ves,
deep ly divided into three, five, or seven oval-lanceolate, very acute lobes, which
are somew hat wavy upon thei r borders, of a deep-green colour on their upper
surface, glaucous and wbitish ben eath. 'l'he flowers are in axillary racemes.
Janipha :i'\lanihot is a native of South America, and is cultivated extensively
in th e W est Ind ies, Brazil, and other parts of tropical America, for the sake of
its root, which is much employed as an article of food. The plant is of ciuick
growth, and the r oot arrives at perfection in about eight months. Th ere are two
varieties, distin guished by the oa.mes of sn·eet and bitter. The root of the form er
may be eaten with impunity j that of th e latter, which is most extensively cultivated, abounds in au acrid milky juice, whi ch renders it highly poisonous if eaten
in th e recent. sta te. By Ml\J. Henry and Boutron.Charlard it has been ascertained that the bitter cas!:iava owes its poisonous properties to th e presence of
l1ydrocyanic acid. (J om·n. de Ph01·m. 1 xx ii. 119.) l3oth varieties contain a large
proportion of starch. Th e root is p1·eparcd for use by washing, scraping, and
grating or grindi1'g it into a pulp, whi ch, in the case of the bitter variety, is submitted to press ure so as to separate the deleterious juice. It is now in the state
of men.I or powder, which is made into bread, cakes, or puddings. A s the poisonous principle is volatile, the porti on which may have remained in the meal is
entirely dissipated by_the heat employed in cooking. The preparation denominated t<1pioca among us is obtain ed from the ex pressed juice. Thi s, upon standing,
deposits a powder, which, after repeated washing~ with cold water, is nearly pure
starch. IL is dri ed by exposure to heat, whi ch renders it partly soluble in cold
water, and enables it to assume the consistence by which it is characterized.
Wh en dried without heat, it is pulverulent, and closely resembles the fecula of
arrow. root.
Tapioca is in the form of irregular, hard, white, rough grain s, possessing little
taste, partially solubl e in cold water, and affording a fine blue colour when iodine
is added to its filtered solu tion. Th e partial solubility in cold water is owing to the
rupture of the starch-gran ules by heat. Examined under t he microscope, the granule8 appea r partly broken, partly entire. Th e latter are mullcr·sbapcJ, about the
two-tbous:rndth of an in ch in diameter, more uniform in size than the granu les
of most other varieties of fecult1, with a. di stinct hilum which is surrou nded by
rings, and cracks in .-i. stellatc manner. Th e tapioca meal , called sometimes
Brazilian arrow. root, and by the French moussodte, is the fecula. dried without
heat. Its granules are iden tical with th ose already def.lcribed. .Bein g nutritious,
and at the same time easy of digest ion, and destitute of all irritating properties,
tapioca. forms an excellent diet for the sick and convalescent. It is prepared for
use by boiling it in water. L emon juice and sugar will nsual.l y be found grateful additions; au d, in low states of disease or cases of dcbihty, it may be adva ntagcou~ly impregnated witll wine and nutmeg or other a romatic.
A factitious tapioca is fuund iu the shops, consistin g of very sma.11, smooth,
spherical g ra ins, and supposed to be prepared from pota.to starch. I t is sold under
~=u~~~~~
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TARAXACUM. U.S., Loncl., Ed.
Dandelion.
The root of Leontodon Taraxacum. U.S. Ta_r:i.xacum Dens-leonis. The recent
root. Lond. The root of Tar;:i,xa.cum Dens-leonis. Ed.
O.ff: S,qn. 'l'ARAXAOUM DENS-LEONlS. 'l'hc root. Dub.
Pisscnlit, Dent de Hou, Ji'r.; LOwenzuhn, Oerm.; Tarnssaco, Ital.; D1ente de !eon, Span.
LEO:-iTODON.

Sex. Syst.

Syngcucsia JEqualis.-.Kat. Ord.

Compositre-

Cichoracere, De Cmulollej Cichoracere, Lindley.
Gen . Oh. Receptacle naked . Galy.r; douLle. Seed-down stipitate, hairy.
lVilid.
Leonfodon Tarrtxacnm. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 15-1-1; Woodv. Jlled. Bot. p.
39, t. 16.-'l'a'raxacuni Dens-leom·s. De Cand. Prodrom. vii. 145. The dandelion i.'5 an herbaceous plant, with a perennial fusiform root. The leaves, which
spring immediately from the root, arc long, pinnatifid, gcner:llly runciuate, with
tbe divisions toothed, smooth, and of a fine green colour. The common name
of the plant was derived from the fancied resemblance of its leaves to the teeth
of a lion. The flower-stem rises from the midst of the leaves, six inches or more
in height. It is erect, simple, naked, smooth, hollow, fragile, and terminated
by a large golden-coloured flower, which closes in the e.ening1 and expands with
the returning light of the sun. The calyx is smooth and double, with the outer
scales bent downwards. The florets arc very numerous, ligulate, and toothed
at their extrem iti es. 'I11w receptacle is convex and puncture;d. The seed-down
is stipitate, and at the period of maturity is dii;:posed in a spherical form, and is
so light and feathery as to be easily borue away by the wind, with the seeds
attached.
This species of J.Jeont.odon grows spontaneously in most parts of the globe. It
is abundant in tliis country, adorning our grass·phits and pasture-grounds with
its bright-yellow flowers, which, in moist places, show themselves with the first
opening of spring, and continue to appear till near the close of summer. All parts
of the plant contain a milky bitterish juice, which exudes when they are broken or
wo~ndcd.
'fhe leaves, wlieu very young, and blanched by the absence of li~ht
durmg their growth, are tender and not unpleasant to the taste, and on the continent of Europe arc sometimes used as a salad. When older and of their n;1tural
colour, they are medicinal. The Phnrmacopreias recognise only the root, which
is by far the most efficacious part. h should be full grown when collected, and
should be employed in the recent state, as it is then most aefrrn. It does not,
however, as stated by Dunc::m, lose nearly all its bitterness by drying; and the
root dug up in the warmer seasons might, if dried with care, be employed with
propriety in the succeeding winter. The juice of the root is thin and watery in
the spring; milky, bitter, and spontaneously coagulable in the latter part of
summer and autumn; and sweet and less bitter in the winter, when affected by
the frost. The months of July, August, and September are, therefore, the proper
period for collecting it.
The fresh full-grown root of the dandelion is several inches in length, as thick
as the little finger or thicker, round and tapering, somewha.t branched, of a lightbrown colour externally, whitish within, having a yellowish ligneous cord running through its ccn~re, and abo_und~ng in a 1~1ilky juice. In the drie<l state it
is much shrunk, wnnkled long1tudrnally, bnt.tle, a.nd when broken presentis a
shining sorncw ha.t resinous fracture. lt is without smell, b~1t has a sweetish,
mucilaginous, bitterish, herbaceous taste. Its active properlics are yielded to
water by boiling, and do not appear to be injured in the process. 'l'he milky
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juice, examined by John, was found to contain bitter extracth·e, gum, caoutc~ouc, sa lin e matt_crs,. a trace of resi~, and a free ~ci<l: Besides these ingre11
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l\lessrs. Smith, of Edinburgh, not to pre-esist in the root, but to be formed by
spontaneous changes co nsequent on exposure. (Pharm. Jollni. and '1 ran.~., viii.
481.) A crystallizable principle bas been extracted from the juice of the root
by l\I. Pollex, who has named it taraxacin . It is bitter and somewhat acrid,
fusible but not \'Olatilc, sparingly soluble in cold water, but very soluble in boiling
water, alcohol, and ether. It is obtained by boiling tbe milky juice in distilled
water, filtering the concentrated liquor, and allowing it to evaporate sprintaneously in a warm place. 'l'be taraxacin crystallizes, and may be purified by repeated solution and crystallization in alcohol or water. (Phann . Jonrn. and
Transact., i. 425.)
The root of Aspargia hi.pida has been largely substituted for dandel ion in
England by the herb gatherers (Pharm. Journ. and Trans., xi. 107); and we
are informed that a si milar fraudulent substitution is not unfrequcnt, in thi s
country, of the root of Oichorimn llttibus, or ch icory . '!'bis is distinguishable
from the genu ine root by its lighter colour, and greater bitterness.
J.l!edfral Properties and U:-s.es. Taraxacum is sl ightly tonie, diuretic, and
1
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much employed in Germany, and is a. popular remedy with many practitioners
in this country. The diseases to which it nppcars to be especially npplicable,
are those connected wiLh derangement of the hepatic apparatus, and of the
digestive organs generally. In congestion and chronic inflammation of the lit·cr
and spleen, in cases of suspended or defic ient bil iary secretion, and in dropsical
affections dependent on obstructi on of the abdominal >iscera, it appears to be
capable of doing good, if employed with a due regard to the degree of excite ment. Our own experience is in its favou r. An irritable condition of the
stomach and bowels, a.nd the existence of acute inflammation, contra-indicate its
employment. It is usually ~it•cn in the form of extract or dccoction, though
some prefer the infusion. (See these preparations in the second part of tLis
work.) Bitartrate of potassa is ~ometimes added t.o the dccoction wh en an
apericnt effect is desired; and aromatics will occasionally be found useful in
correcting :t tendency to griping or flatulence. Tbe root is sometimes prepa red
and ground with coffee, the taste of whi ch covers that of the dandelion. (Pharm.
J ourn. and Trans. xii . 505.)
OJ!. P1·ep. Decoctum Scoparii Compositum; Decoctum Taraxaci; Extractum
Taraxaci; lnfusuu:r Taraxaci.

,V.

TEREBINTIIIN A. U.S., Lond., Dub.
Tw1Jenline.
The juice of Pious palustris, and other species of Pin us. U.S. Pin us palustris au cl P. Tred;l. An oleo-resin cff used from the stem on the removal of the
bark. Lonrl. Pious sslvestris. Common turpentine . .Dub.

TEREBINTIII~ A

CAN ADENSIS. U.S.

Canada Ttt,.pentine.
The juice of A hies balsame:i. i~ S.

Off. Syn. BALSAM UH C.\N.\DENSE. Fluid resinous exudation of Abies
balsamca; Canada balsam. Ed.
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TEREBINTHINA CH IA. Land., Ed.
Chian 1'urpentine.
Pistacia. Terebinthus. Au oleo-resin effused from the incised stem. Lo11d.
Liquid resinous exudation of Pistacia 'l'crcbinthus. Ed.

TEREBINTHINA VENETA. Ed.
Ye11ice Tt•rpentine.
Liriuicl resinous exudation of Abies Larix: .E"d.
1'CrCbentbiuc, /r'r.; 'l'crpcntiu, Germ.: '.l'!'emcnhnn, Ital, Spnn.
The term t1opentine is now generally applied to certain vegetable juices, liquid
or concrete, wliich consist of resin combined with a peculiar essenlial oil, called
oil of turpent1:11e. 'l'hey are generally procured from different species of pine,
fir, or lan..:h, though other trees afford products which arc known by the same
~encrnl title, as for instance the Pistcu.;ia 1'erebintlws, which yields the Chian
turpentine. Some of the i:irench writers extend the name of turpentine to other
juices con~isting of resin and essential oil, without benzoic or cinnamic acid, as
copaiba, balm of Gilead, &c. We shall describe particularly, in this place, only
the officinal turpentines. A brief botanical view of the plants from which they
are re~pcctively derived, will be in accordance with the plan of this work . It is
proper first to observe that the original genus Pious of Linnreus has been divided into the three genera, Pinus, Abi('s, and Lurix, which arc now very generally recognised, though Lindley unites the two latter in hi8 Flora l\ledica.
l-'INUR. Sl'x. SJJSl. ,,Ioncecia I\Ionadelphia.-Nat. Ord. Pinacere or Coniferre.
Gen. Ch. Flo1cer3 moncecious. lHALES. l'ut!.·fos racemose, compact, and terminal; squarnosc; the scales staminiferous at the apex. Stamens two; the anthers
one-celled. FEMALES. lht!.·i11s or cones simple, imbricatecl with acuminate
scales. Ovories two. Stigmas glandular. Scales of tbe cone oblong, club.shaped, woody; urnbilicato-angular at the apex . Seeds in pairs, covered with
a sbarp-pointccl membrane. Cotyledons digitato-partite. Leaves two or many,
in the same sheath. (Pereira's Jlat. Med. from Bot. Gall.)
1. Pin us pabl.~tris. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 499.-P. Australis. l\lichaux,
N A1n. SJJlV. iii. 133. "Leaves in threes, YCry long; stipules piunatificl, ramentaceous, persistent; strobiles subcylindric<1l, armed with sharp prickles."
This is a very b1rge indigenous tree, growing in dry, sandy soils, from the
southern part of Vi rginia to the Gulf of l\lexico. Its mean elevation is sixty
or seventy feet, and the diameter of its trunk about fifteen or eighteen inches
for two-thirds of this height. The leaves are about a foot in length, of a. brilliant
green colour, and uuited in bunches at the ends of the branches. 'l'be names
by which the tree is known in the Sou them States :ue tony-leaved pine, yellow
pi11e, and pitch JJine; but the fir!'it is most <lppropriatc, as the last two are applied
also to other Rpccic~. This tree furnishes by far the greater proportion of the
turpentine, tar, &c., cousumed in the United States, or sent from this to other
countries. (Sec Pix Llgnidt~.)
2. Pin us 1'c:eda. WillcL Sp. Plant. iv. 408; 1'1icbaux, .N. .Am. Sylv. iii. 156.
"J~avcs in threes, elongated, with elongated sheaths; strobiles oblong-conical,
dcficxcd, shorter than the leaf; spines iuficxed."
This is the loUol(y, or old fielcl pine of tbe Southern States. It is abundant
in Yirginia, where it occupies the lands which have been exhausted by cultivation. lt exceeds eighty feet in height, has a trunk two or three feet in diameter,
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and expands into a wide ~preading top. The l:~wcs are about six inches long 7
and of a. light-green coll)Ul'. It yields turpcntme in abundance, but less fluid
than that which flows from the preceding species.
3. Pinus Sjjlvestris. 'Villd. Sp. Pla11f. iv. 49-1; Wooc1v. Jled. Bot. p. 1, t.1;
Michaux, N Am. S:qlv. iii. p. 125. "Leaves in pairs, rigid; strobiles ovateconical, of the length of the lenves; scales cchinate."
This species of pine, when of full size, is eighty feet high, with a trunk four
or five feet in diameter. It iuhabits the northern and mountainous parts of
lforope. In Great ]3ritain it is called the wild pine, or Stotdt fir; the latter
name having been applied to it from its abundance in the mountains of Scotland.
It yields a. considerable proportion of tbe common European turpentine.
Besides the pines above described, various others yield mediciual products.
Pinus maritinui (P. Pinasler of Aiton and Lambert), growing in the southern
and maritime parts of Europe, yields much of the turpentine, pitch, and tar consumed in l1'rance, and is admitted among the officinal phrnts in the French
Codex. From the branches of Pinus Pumilio, which inhabits tbe mountains
of Eastern aut.1 South.eastern Europe, a. tercbinthina.te juice exudes spontaneously, c:illed liunyctrian bal1;wn. Pinus Ozmbm, or the Siberian stone.pine
of the Alps and C:1rpathian mountains, is said to afford the product called Carpalhian bu/Born; and the seeds both of that species, and of Pinus Pinea, or stoneJJine of tLe South of Europe and North of Africa, are used in gurope in desserts,
under the name of pinemtfs. The Pimts 1·i[;frlo, or pit1·h pine of this country,
and probably others besides those mentioned, are sometimes employed in the
preparation of tar.
ABIES. See PlX BURGUNDICA .
.Aliics {J(Jlsamea. Lindley, Flor.1Ued. p. 55.t. - A. br,Z.~arn~"/em. l\Iichaux, }{.
Am.. S!Jlv. iii. 191.-Pinus balsamea, Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 50.t. '' l.1eaves soli-

tary, flat, emarginate or entire, gbucous beneath, somewhat peetinate, sub-erect
above, recurved, spreading; coue:s CJlindrical, erect; bractes abbreviate, obovate,
conspicuously rnucronate, sub·serrulate.,,
~'his is tbe American s1'lt:cr fir, or balm of Gilead free, inhabiting Cauada,
Nova Scotia, i\Iaine, and tLe mountainous regions further to the soutli. It is
an elegant tree, seldom rising more than forty feet in height, with a tapering
trunk, and numerous branches, wLich diminisll in length in proportion to their
height, and form an almost perfect pyramid. 'l'hc leaves are e;ix or eight lines
long, inserted in rows on tlie sides and tops of the branches, narrow, fiat, rigid,
bright-green on their upper surface, and of a. silvery wJ1iteness beneath. 'fhe
cones are large, erect, nearly cylindrical, of a. purplish colour, ant.l covered with
a resinous exudation which gives them a glossy, rich, and beautiful appearance.
It is from this tree that the C'a11ada bul.~arn is obtained.
Several other species of Abics are officiual. Aliics cxcel.~a of Europe, and A.
Canade11sis of the United States, have already been described as the sources
respectively of l3urguncly and Canada. pitch. (See Pi.l: Bm:q1mdica and Pix
Cmwde11sis.) 'l'he A. Picea (Aliin pectinu.ta of De Caudoll<', A. tax1folia of
the French Codex, Pinus Picea of Lirrnrous), or EuropPan s·it1Jer Jir, growiqg in
the mountll inous regions of Switzerlaud, Germany, anti Siberia, yields the Straslmrg t1t11Jenti11e, which is much used in some parts of Europe. The Abies niyra
(Pinus niyra), or Uaclt spruce of this country, yields a product, which, though
not recoguise<l by the Pharmacopooia, is consi<lernbly emploJed .• The substance
alluded to is the es$cnce of $/~rncc, prepared from the young br~nches by boiling
them in water, and cvapora.tmg the <lecoctioo. It is a thick l1guid, having the
colour and consistence of molasses, witli a bitterish, acidulous, astringent taste.
It is much used in the preparation of the beverage commonly known by the
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name of tpruce beer, which is a pleasant and wholesome drink in summer, and
usefu l in long sea-rnyages as a preventive of scun•y .*
.
.
Larix. S ex.S!Jsl. Monoocia ]\[onadelphia.-Not. Ord. Pm~cere or Con1fcrre.
Gen. Olt. As in Abies, except that the cotyledons ~ re ~1mplc, and ~ever

~:~~!:iu~ 6so~:~h~atte::1\~a1~~eb~e~~:s,ci~~~:t~~~t o~xfh~d~~~ ~~a~~t~d(~e~~;;:~~

Mat. Aled. from Bot. Gall.)
LariX Europa;a. De C:rnd. Flor. F1·. 2064. -Aln"es !1arix. Lamb. fllust. t.
785, f. 2.-Pinus Lm·ix. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 508; Woodv. . J.lled. Bot. p. 7,
t. 4. "Leaves fascicled, deciduous; cones ovate-oblong; margius of tbe scales
reflexed, lacerated; bract-es panduriform. 11
'l'be E1wopean larch is a l~rgc tree, inhabiting the mountains of Siberia, Swift.
zerland, Germany, and the East of France. It yields the Venice turpentine of
commerce, and a peculiar sweetish substance, called in li'rance Brimu;on manna,
which exudes spontaneously, and c·oncretes upon its bark. 'Vh cn the larch
forests of Russia take fire, a juice exudes from the trunk during their Cf)lubustion, which concretes, and is called Orenburgh yurn. It is wholly soluble in
water. (Li.udle.if, Flor. flfe<l.)
l'rsTACIA. Sec MASTICHE.
Pistacia Terebinthu~ . Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 752; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 29,
t. 12. 'l'bis is a Rmall t ree with num erous flpreading branches, bearing alternate

pinnate leaves, which consist of three or four pairs of o>ate-lanceolate, entire,
acute, smooth, and shining leaflets, with an odd one at the end. The male and
female Bowers are direcious, small, and in branching racemes. This is a 1rntive
of Barbary and Greeeei and flourishes in the i:-lauds of Cyprus and Chio, the
latter of which has given its name to the O!tian turpentine obtained from the
tree. A gall produced upon this plant by the puncture of an insect, bas been
used in Eastern Europe in pectoral affections.
We shall treat of the several varieties of turpentine under distinct heads.

I.

WHITE T URPENTINE.

TkrebenthiJ1e<leBoston,Fr.

The rommon American or white blrpe11ti?1e (TereLinthina, [;. S., Lond.) is
procured rhicfly from Pinu.~ 1wlllstri.~, partly also from P1'mts Tmda, and perhaps
some other species inlrnbiting the Southern States. In former times, large quan tities were collected in New .Eu,:rland; but the turpentine trees of that section
of the Union are said to be nearly exhausted; and our commerce has been unti l
receutly almost exclusively suppl ied from North Carol ina, and the south-eas tern
parts of Virginia. Within a fow years., lH1wc\•cr, attention has been turned to the
collection of this valuable product in Geoq:da. and Florida; and there is no doubt
that, in time, an abundant supply will be derived from the vast pine forests which
occupy the southern portion of our country bordering on the Gulf of Mexico.
'!'he followiug is the process for obtaining the turpentine as described by 1\fichaux.
During th e winter mouths, ex_c:_wations of the cap;1eity of about three pints are
made in the trunk of the tree t.bree or four inches from the ground. Into these
the juice begins to flow about the middle of March, and continues to flow throughout the warm seaMn, slowly at first, rn.pidly in the middle of summer, and more
slowly again in the autum nal months. The liC]uid is removed from these excavations as they fill, and transferred into casksi where it gradually thickens, and
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ultimately acquires a ~oft solid consistence. Very l:ir;:re quantities arc thus
annually procured, sufficient not only to supply the whole consumptiou of this
country, but also to furnish a \'aluable export.
White turpentine, as found in our shops, is yellowish-white. of a peculiar
somewhat aromatic odour, and a. warm, pungent, bittcrish taste. It is somewhat
translucent, and of a consistence which varies with the temperature. In the
middle of summer it is almost semi-fluid and very adhesive, though brittle; in
the winter it is often so firm and bard, as to be incapable of being made into
pills without heat. Exposed to the air it ultimately becomes perfectly ha rel and
dry. lo the recent state it affords about seventeen per cent. of volatile oil.
It is apt to contain small pieces of bark, wood, or other impurity.
2. COi\J;\fON EUROPEAN TURP~:NT I NE.

TCrCbcnthine de Bordeaux, 1'CrCbcnthine commune, Fr.; Gcmcinct Terpcntin, Germ.;
Tremcntinacomunc,/tal.; 'l'rcmcntinacomun,Spo11.

':rbis is the 1'erebintAi11n Vit!ga.ris of the former J.JOndon Pharmacoproia. It
is furnished by seYeral species of pine; but ch iefly by P. syh&tris and P. maritlma. From the latter tree it is obtained largely in the maritime Jistricts of
the South-west of France, especially in the department of the L andes, and is
exported froru Bordeaux. Hence it is called in comuicrcc Bordeuux t1u7Jenti11e.
Tbe process for procuring it consif'ts simply in making incisions into the trunk,
or removing portions of the bark, and receiving the juice whi ch Hows out in
small troughs, or in holes dug at the foot of the tree. lt is purified Uy hen.ting,
and filtering it through strnw, or by exposi ng it to the sun in a barrel, through
holes in the bottom of which the melted turpentine escapes. 'J'bus prepared, it
is whitish, turbid, thickish, and separates, upon st.andiug, into two parts, one
liquid and transparent, the other of a consistence and appearance like those of
thickened honey. As found iu European commerce it often con~ists wholly of
this latter portion. It speedily hardens upon exposure to the air in thin layers.
The most liquid specimens are completely solidified by the addition of one part
of magnesia. to thirty-two of the turpentine. (Guibourt, Jottrn. de Plwrm., xxv.
499.) It is scarcely eYer given internally, but furnishes large quantities of oil
of turpentine a.nd resin. ' Ve do not import it into this country. The substance
which the .French call yalipol or barras, is that portion of the turpen1ine which
concretes upon the trunk of the tree when wounUed, and is removed during the
winter. (1'henard.) This, when purified by melting with water and straining,
takes the name of yellow or white pifrh, or Burymulg pitch. 'Yheo turpentine
has been deprived of its oi l by distillation, the resin which remains is called
1·(jsi11, and sometimes l'O[oplton!J, from the Ionian city of that name, where it was
formerly prepared. It is the re~in (1·esina) of the Dublin College, anU is sometimes called yellow resin (rcsiun }lava). White resin (n~ina alLa) is prepared
by incorporating this, while in fusion, wiih a. certain proportion of water. Tar
(pixliquhla) is the turpentine extracted from the wood by a slow combustion, and
chemically altered by the beat. Common pitch (p-ix, pix m'gra, or resiita n(qra)
is the solid residue left after the evaporation by boiling of the liquid parts of tur.

3.

CANADA TURPENTINE.

Cnnndn.. balsam, B:ilsnm of fir; llaume de C:rnnda, Fr.,· Canndischet Balsam, Cnnadischer

Terpcnlin, Germ.: 'J'rementinn de\ Cnnadn, Ital.
'l'his is the product of .AOies Oalsomea, and is collected in Canada and the
State of l\laine. It is procured by breaking the ycsicles which naturally form
upon the trunk and brauches, and rece iving their liquid contents in a bottle.
When fresh, it is colourless or slightly yellowish, transparent, of the consistence
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of thin honey, very tenacious, of a strong, agreeable odou:, and a bitterisb, somewhat acrid ta ste. By time and ex posure it becomes thicker an~ more yello~v,
and at last assumes a solid co nsistence. It is usually brought mto market Ill
bottles, and is kept in the shops under the name of Oanoda balsam or balsam, of
fir. In Europe, it is sometim es calleJ bahn of Gilead, from its supposed resemblance to that c<.>lebrated medicine. The term lJalsam,, as at present understood,
is improperly applied to it i as it contains no benzoic or cinnamic acid, and is in
fact a true turpentine, consl$ting chiefly of resin and volatile oil. .Bonastre
obtained from 100 pnrts of CanaJa turpentine, 18·6 parts ?f volatile oil, 40·0
of resin easily dissolved by alcohol 1 33·4 of sub-resin of difficult solubil ity in
that fluid, 4·0 of caoutchouc similar tq t;ub-resin 1 and 4·9 of bitter extrar.tive
and salts, besides traces of acetic acid: There is reason to believe that Strasbwy
turpentine is some times sold for it in the shops.

4.

VEN ICE TURPENTINE.

TGrfbentbine de mClCzc, TerCbenthine de Venisc, Fr.; Vcnctianischer Terpentin, Germ.;
Trernentina.. di Venczin, ital.; 1'rc01cntina. de Yenecia, Span.

This turpentine received its name from the circumstance that it was formerly
an extensive article of Venetian commerce. It is procured in Switzerland, and
the French province of Dauphiny, from the Larix Eurupreu or larch, which
grows abundantly upon ti.Jc Alps and the Jura mountains. The peasants bore
boles into the trunk about two feet from the ground, a.nd conduct ti.Jc juice by
means of wooden gutters into small tubs, placed at a conven ient distance. It is
afterwards puri6ed by filtration tlirougli a. leatlier sieve. Genuine Venice turpentine is a. viscid liquid, of the consistence of honey, flowing with difficulty,
cloudy or impcrfectJy transparent, of a yellowisli or slightly g reen ish colour, a
strong not disagreeable odour, and a warm bittlJrish and very acrid taste. I t
does not readily concrete on exposure, is not solidified by one.s ixteenth of magnesia, a.nd is entirely solubl e in alcohol. (Guibourt, Journ. de Pliar111., xxv. 500.)
'Vliat is sold under the name of Venice turpentine in our shops, is usually quite
brown, and is said to be a. factitious substance, prepared by dissolving rosin in
oil of turpentine. Dr. A.~- Tho1~1son states tbat ~;rnch of ~he V cnicc turpentine
of the shops of J..1ondon is obtamed from America. It 1s probably the same
preparation as that wliich passes under the name in this country.
5. CmAN TURPENTINE.

TCrfbentbinc de Chio, Fr.; Cyprischcr Terpentin, Germ.; Trcmcntinn Ciprin, /{al.

This variety of turpentine is collected chiefly in the island of Chio or Scio 1 by
inci!l-ions made during the summer in the bark of Pistac£a 'J'erebinthus. 'l'he
juice, flowing from the wounds, falls. upon smooth stones placed at the foot of
the tree, from wliich it is scraped with small sticks, and allowed to drop into
bottles. The annual product of each tree is very small; and the turpentine,
therefore, commands a high price even in the place where it is procured. Very
little of it reaches this cou ntry. I t is said to be frequently adulterated with the
other turpentines. It is a thick, tenacious liquid, of a. greenish-yellow colour,
a. peculiar penetrating odo.nr more ag_rcca.ble ti.J an that of ti.Jc other substances of
the sal!le cla~s, and a nnld taste without bitterness or acrimony. It leaves a.
glutinous residue wl.icn treated wit.h strong alcohol. ( Giti&ourt.) On exposure
to the air it speedily thickens, a~d ultimately becomes concrete and Lard, in consequence of tL e loss of its volatde oil.
Besides the turpentines mentioned, various others are noticed in books on
materia medica, tliough not founrl in the shops of this country. There are the
Straslmy turpentine, ruuch used in France, and obtained from the Abies Picea
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(Aliies pectinata of De Candolle}, or European si lver fir, which grows on the
mountains of Switze rland and Gcrma.uy, and bears a close resemblance, as well
in its appearance as its product, to the Abies balsamea of Canada;* the Damtm·a,
turpentine, which speed ily concretes into a very hard resin, and is derived from
the Pinus Dr.nna'rra of Lambert, the Agathi·s Damaua of Richard, growing in
the East India. is lands; and the Dombe.11a t11rpentine, a. glutinous, milky.looking
fluid, of a strong odou r and taste, derived from Domlieya excelsa, the Arrmcarfo
Dornb<'yi of llichard, which inhabi ts Chi li, and is said to be identical with the
Norfolk I sland pine. These, with one or two other turpentines scarcely known,
or having a doubtful claim to the title, are all that beloug properly to this class
of vegetable products.
·., ~
Gene-ml P1·opertie.s. The turpentines resemble each other in odour and taste,
though distinguished by shades of difference. Liquid at first, they become thick,

~~~hg:~~~dl;\{0~ol~~ t~~~x~8~:~,~~~::i~~n~J~~~;.nacr~ ~t~:r~~t:e0;~11:~~i~ii~a~i:~~h::~!~

by beat, and at a high temperature take fire, burning with a white flame and much
smoke. ' Yater extracts on ly a minute proportion of their volatil e oil. Th ey are
almost wholly soluble in alcohol and ether, and readily unite with the fix ed oils.
They y ield by distillation a volatile oil, well known as the oil o.f t11rpe11ti11e, and
leave a. residue consisting exclusively of resin. (See Oleum 1'erebi11thinre and
Resina.) 'A minute proportion of succinic acid passes over with the oil. From
the experim ents of M. Faure, of Bordeaux, it appears that some of the liquid
turpentines, like copaiba1 may Le solidified by the addition of magnesia (Journ .
de Chim. 1Ued., 1830, p. 94); and, according to 1'1. 'l'bierry, the same result is
obtained by the addition of one part of hydrate of lime to thirty.two parts of
the common Eu ropean turpentine. (Journ . de Phann., 3e. sb-., i. 815.)
Medical Propertfrs and Uses. The effects of the tU rpeutines upon tlie system
arc dependent entirely on their volatile oi l. 'They are stimu lant, di uretic, a.nthclmintic, and in large doses laxative. When taken internally, or applied to
the skin, they communicate a violet odour to the urine, and, if continued for
some time, produce an irritation of lhe mucous membrane of the urinary passages,
amounting frequently to strangury. The last effect is less apt to be experienced
when they opera te upon the bowels. Externally applied ti.icy act as rubefacien ts. Their medical vi rtues were known t o tlie aucient.s. At, present they
are less used than for merly, busing been superseded by their vola.tile oil. They
a.re, however, occasionally prescribed in leucorrhooa, glcet, an<l other chronic
diseases of the urinary passages; in piles and chronic inflammation 01· ulceration
of the bowels; in chronic catarrhal affections; and in various forms of rbeuma.tism, c~pecially sciatica and lumb.igo. Th e white turpentine is usually em1Jloyed
in this coun t ry.
They may be given in the shape of pill made with powdered Iiriuori ce root;
in emulsion with gum Arabic or yolk of egg, loaf sugar, and water; or in electu·
ary formed witb sugar or honey. Their dose is from a scruple to a drnchm. Jn
tLe quantity of half an ounce or an ounce, triturated with th e yolk of an egg,
and mixed wiLh half a pint of mut'.:ilaginous liquid, they form an excellent injection in cases of ascarides, and of constipation attended with flatulence.

* This turpentine is described by Guibourt as being nearly n.s liquid as olive oil, at first
turbid nnd whitish, but becomjng by tillro.tion or loug stnnding tr:m~parent and nlmost
colou rless. ltsodo111·isYeryagrccablc,nnalogoustothat.01thccnron,anditstnste
modemtely acrid and bitter. It tkies quickly iu the ni r, i:- solidified by a sixteenth of
0

f'3,;:~~,!~~t:f,;~~~1.~:~:~~:~!~:~ ~i.~ :7:~:~i~~,i~fu~:~·:::;:~,~:.:.;~~'.~~~:~~,~~::~~~I~~

in the text, unt.l generullyrecognised by authoransVenicc turpentine, is in fact theStr<uburv. (SeeJoum. de Pharm., XH. 487.)-Note to theei9Ml1 tdition.
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The vapnur of turpentine, employed as a. vapour.bath, has recently been
highly rceommende<l in the treatment of obstinate chronic rheumatism: According to Jf. A. Cbevandicr, it is borne well for about twenty-five minutes,
at a temperature of from 1-10° to 160° F., producing acceleration of the 1mlsc,
and copious sweating, sometimes accompanied with a confluent eruption. (A1·clt.

Gen ., Jc sfr., xxviil. 80.)

OjJ'. Prep. Ceratum llcsinro Compositum; Emylastrum Canth~ridi~ Comp.;
Emplastrum Galbani Comp.; Ungucntum Elem1; Unguentum lnfus1 Cantharidis.

W.

TESTA. U.S.
Oyster-shell.
The shells of Ostrca edulis. U.S.
Ecnillcs des huitrcs, Fr.; Austerschalcn, Germ.; Gusci della ostrichc, Ital.; Cascaras,
Span.

1'bc common oyster is the Ostrea edulis of nnturalists, an nnimal belonging
to the class Yermes, order 1'estacea. It is found in many parts of the world,
and is particularly abundant on our own coast, and in the bays of our large
rivers. It consists of a soft pulpy portion, comprising the "ital organs of the
animal, enclosed in a hard bivalve shell, of tbe nature of mother-of-pearl. The
flesh of the oyster forms a very digestible and nutritious article of food, particulurly suited to convalescents; but the shell only is officinal.
Properties. Oyster-shells are too familiarly known to require description.
They are made up, like other mother-of-pearl shell~, of alternate byers of earthy
matter, and of ani mal matter of' the nature of coagu lated albumen. According
lo the analysis of Bucholz and Brandes, their exact constituents arc carbonate
of lime 08·6, phosphate of lime l ·2, animal matter 0·5, alumina (accidental)
0·2=100·5. Thus it appears that the animal matter is present in but small
amuunt. When calcined or burnt, the animal matter and carboni(! acid arc dissipated, and the shel ls arc converted into a species of lime, called O!JSler-shell lime.
Crabstones, ca ll ed crabs' eyes, and crabs' claws arc both forms of carbonate of
lime, resembling oy~te r-shcll in containing a small proportion of anima l matter.
They were formerly officinal iu the Edinburgh Pharmacopreia, but were very
properly omitted on the last revision of that work. They will be noticed in the
Appendix.
Phannoceutfral Uses. Oyster-~bclls require to be reduced to an impalpable
powder, before they are fit for medicinal employment; and their preparation in
thi s way constitutes thei r sole pharmaceutical use. When thus prepared they
form Testa Pr<£parata1 under which head their medicinal properties will be
noticed.

O.f!: Prrp. Testa Prreparata.

B.

TORMENTILLA. U.S. Secondaiy, Lond., Ed.
1brmentil.
Th e r oot of Potenti1la Tormcntilla. U.S., Hd.

The rhizoma. Loml.

'J'ormentille, Pr.; l'ormcntillwurzel, Gen11.; 'l'ormeutilla, ital.; Tormcntiln, Span.

Sex. S!Jst. lcosundria Polygynia. - Nat. Ord. Rosacere.
Gen. Oh. Oal!JX with a coacavc tube, a fou.r or five-cleft limb, and four or
five bractlcts. Petals four or five. Stameus numerous. Carpels numerous, with
a lateral style, on a. procumbcut, persistent, capitate, juiccless receptacle. Seed
appended. Herbs or undcrshrubs, with compound lea,·cs, stipu!cs adnatc to the
petiole, and white, ycllow 1 rarely red flowers. (De Cumlolle.)
PoTENTILLA.
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Potcntilla Torrne:ntilla. Sibthorp. Fl. Ox. 162; J~indley, Flor. Med. 225.Tormentilfo erecta. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1112; Woodv . .llfed. Bot. p. 503, t.
18l. - '1'. ojfichwlis. Smith, Ploi., Brit. Tbe tormentil, or septfoil, is a small
perennial plant, very common tbrougbout Europe. The stems, which rise about
six or ei~ht inches in height from a. woody root, are slender, more or less erect,
branching towards the top, and furnii!hcd with sessile le:wes, which on the stalk
usually consist of seven, on the branches of five, digitate, elliptical, villous, deeply
serrated leaflets, three of which are larger than the others. The flowers are
small, yellow, and solitary upon axillary peduncles. All parts of the plant are
astringent, especially the root, which is the part employed. It is gathered in
spring.
PropeNies. The root of tormenti l is cyl indrical or roundish, rather b.rger
above than at the lower extremity, an inch or two in length, about as thick as
the finger, knotty, sometimes contorted, brown or blackish externally, and reddish within. It has a slight aromatic odour, and a very astringent taste. 'l'annin is an :tbundant constituent. There is also a red colouring principle, soluble
in alcohol, but insoluble in water. :Besides these ingredients l\leissner found
resin, cerin, myricin, gurumy extractive, gum, ex tractive, ligniu, water, and a
trace of volatile oil. The root is said to be u:::cd for tanning leather in the
Orkneys and Western Isla.ads of Scot land, and for staining leather red by the
Laplanders. It yields all its medical virtues to boiling water.
Jifedfral Properties and Uses. Tormeutil is a simple and powerful astringent,
applicable to all cases of disease in which this class of medicines is indicated. We
seldom, however, employ it in this country, having indigenous plants of equal
virtue. It may be given in substance, decoction, or extract. 'l'hc dose of the
powder is from thirty grains to a drachm.
OJi: Prrp. Decoctum 1.'ormentillre; Pulvis Crctro Compositus.
W.

• TOXICODENDRON. U.S. Secondary.
Poison-oak.
The leaves of Rhus Toxicodcndron. U~ S.
Sumacli \'CnCneux, Fr.; Gift-Sumach, Germ.; Albero de! vclcno, Ital.

H1Jus. See HHUS GJ,AJlHUM.
Admitting,as appears generally to be done at present, that Rhus 'Pox'icodendron
and Rhus radicans of Linmeus are mere va1·ieties of the same plant, there are
three indigenous species of Rhus which possess poisonous properties-the one
aLove mentioned, R . 1.:ernix, commonly known by the name of swamp surnacl&
or po'i.~on sumach, and R. 7nnnitum of the Southern States. Though the first
only is designated in the Pharmacopoo ia, we shall briefly describe the three species; as their medical effects are probably similar, and their operation upon the
system such that the plants shou ld be known to every practitioner.
1. Rlmsraclicans. Willd. Sp. Plaut. i. 148 1; Bigelow, Am . .Aler!. Bot. iii. 17.
-R. Toxicode:11dron. Pursh, Pt . .Am. SryJt. p. 205. Though Elliott and Nuttall
consider R. radicans and R. 1'oxi'codendron as distinct species, the weight of
botanical authority is on the other side, and Bigelow declares that he hn.s "fre~
qucntly observed inJ.ividual shoots from tbe same stock, having the characters
of both varieties." The difference, however, iu their appearance is sufficiently
striking to have led to the adoption of different common nam~s,R radicans being
usually culled poiBon vine, and R. Tox icodeudron, poiwn oalc. The former has
a cliu)bing stem, rising to a great beigbt upon trees, rock!:l, and other objects, to
which it adheres by strong rooting fibres, which it throws out from its sides. 'l'he
lerm::s, which stand upon long footstalks, are ternate, with broad-ovate or rhom boidal, acute leaflets, smooth and shin ing on both sides, sometimes slightly hairy
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on the veins beneath, entire, or irregularly lobed rind toot.bed. The flower:; arc
small, greeni~h-white, dimcions, and grow in lateral, usually axillary panicles, or
cornpouod racemes. The male Bowers have five stamens, and the rudiments of
a style; the female, which arc of only half tbc size and on a different plant., have
abortive stamens, and a short erect style, standing on :l roundish germ, and terminating in three stigmas. The fruit con!!iists of roundish, pale-green or whitish
berries.
R. Toxicndendro11, or poison-oak, has the form of a shrnb from one to three
feet high, with leaflets angularly indented, and pubescent beneath. nut this
character of the foliage is probably not constant; and the stunted growth may
be owing to peculia.rities of situation, Dr. Bigelow states that the young plants
of R. radicans do not put fo rth rooting 6bres uotil they are i::evera l years old, and
that they are influenced in this respect by the contiguity of supportin~ objects.
This speries of Hhi.is grows in woods, tields 1 and along fences from Canada to
Georgia. H flowers in June and July. When wounded, it emits a milky juice,
which becomes black on exposure lo the air, and leaves upon lin en or othe r cloth
a stain, which cannot. afterwards be remo"cd by washiog wit.h soap and water, or
by aleohol either hot or cold, but deepens by age. lt has been proposed as an
indelible ink . :Ether dissolves it.
'l'hc juice applied to the skin frequently produce~ inflammation and vesication i
and the same poisonous property is possessed by a volatile principle which e~capes
from the plant it-self, aod produces in certain persons when they come into its
Yicinity an exceedingly troublesome ery8)pelatous affection, particularly of the
face. Itching, redness, a sense of burning, tumefaction, vesication, and ultimate
dC8f!Uamation, are some of the attendants of this poisonous action. The swelling
of tbe face is sometimes so great as almost entirely to obliterate the features.
The cffectf' are experienced soon after exposure, and Q.sually begin to decline
within a week. A light cooling- regimen, with saline purgatives, and the local
use of cold lead-water, are the best remedies. All persons are not equally liable
to the affection, and the gre<lt majoriiy are wholly insusceptible Of it from any
ordinary exposure.
2. Rims vernix. 'Yilld. Sp. Plant. i.1479; Bigelow, Ani . .Med. Bot. i. 96.
The swamp sumach is a beautiful shrub flr small tree, usually ten or fifteen feet
l1igh, but sometimes rising tliirty feet. 'l'be bark of the trunk is 1brk·gray, of
the branches lighter, of the extreme twigs and petioles beautifully red. The
leaves are pinnate, with four or fi,-e pairs of opposite leaflet.'!, and an odd terminal
one. These arc oblong or oval, entire or slightly sinuated 1 acuminate, smooth,
and, except the one at the end, nearly sessile. 'l'be flowers, as in the preceding
species, are direcious. The.y are very small, greenish , nnd arranged iu loose
axillary panicles. The berries arc small, ro011dish, and green ish-white.
'l'be tree grows in swamps and low grounds, from C~rnachi to Carolina, and
flowers in June and July. Jt is thought to be identical with a. species of B.lrns
which grows in Japan, and furni~bes a fine black varnish, much used in that
country. Dr. Bigelow found that the opaque whitish juice which exudes from
our native plant when wounded, and which becornes permanently black on exposure, may be made to afford a. brilliant, glossy, durable varnish, by boiling it
sufficiently before applying it.
Rlws vtrnix produces, nrn<ih more powerfully than R. rndfrans, the poisonous
effects aln.?lldy described. Persons coming within its influence are much more
apt to be affected with the poison, and generally sutler more severely. The whole
body is sometimes enorm ously swolle n, and the patient for many clays scarcely
able to move; but the complaint almost. always spontaneously subsides without
destroying life. As in the former instance, the susceptibility to the influence of
~he poi.son is exceedingly various, and some persons handle the plant with perfect
impunity.
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3. Rhus 7n1rnilwrn. l\Iichaux, Flor . .Americ. i. 182. This is a southern species,
growing in upper Carolina, an d not more than :.i foot in height. It is characterized
by its pubescent branches and petioles; its pinnate leaves, with many pairs of
oval, nearly acuminate, incised-dcntate leaflets, downy beneath; and by its silky
fruit. According to Pursh, it is the most poisonous of the genus.
It is probable that all parts of Rh us radicans (R. Toxicodendron) arc possessed
of active properties; but the leaves only are directed in the Pharmacopooia, under
the title of Toxicoclendron. 'l'hcsc are inodorous, have a mawkish acrid taste,
and yield their virtues to water. The presence of tanuic and gallic acids has
been detected in them.
1lfedical Properties and Uses. 'J.1hese leaves appear to be stimulant and narcotic,
producing when swallowed more or Jess irritation of the stomach and bowels, and
promoting the secretory function of the skin and kidneys. Orfila found them to
act in the manner of the acrid poisons, anJ to produce a stupefying effect upon
the nervous system. They were successfully used by Du Frcsnoy, in France, in
the cure of obstinate cutaneous diseases. Dr. Anderson, of Hull, in Engla.ud,
effected cures with the medicine in several cases of palsy. A sense of heat and
pricking, with irregular twitchings, was excited by it in the affected parts. Dr.
Horsfield, and other physiciam1 of this country, have used it in consumption and
dropsy, but with little success.
'l'he dose of the leaves recommended by Dr. Anderson was half a grain or a.
grain three times a day; but this is much too small. Dr. Duncan gave them in
larger doses, with little other than a laxative effect. Dr. Ilorsfielcl administered
a. teacupful of the strong infusion without disad\•antage. In li'rance, the extract
is recommended in doses of fifteen or twenty grains, repeated two or three times
a day, and gradually increased to one or two drachms. Some of Du li'resnoy's
patients took an ounce without effect. The probability is, that the active principle is vob.tileJ and that the extract is less efficient than the leaves themselves.
1'he risk of experiencing the poisonous effects of the plant upon the system, will
probably prevent its extensive employment as a. remedy, unless it should prove
much more useful than the trials hitherto made give us reason to expect.

w.

TRAGACANTIIA. US., Lond., Ed., Dub.
1higacanih.
The concrete juice of Astragalus verus. U.S. Juice exuded from the bark,
hardened in the air. Land. Gummy exudation from Astmgalus gummifor and
probably A. vcrus, and other species. Ed. Astragalus gummifcr. The gummy
exudation. Dub.
Gommc Adragantbe,Fr.;

~ ... 0

.....,

. . ..... .,

_ ............ ,

ASTRAOALUS. Sex. S!Jsl. Diaclclpl1ial:lecar1dria.. -.Nat.
gummosre.
Gen. Oh. Legume two-celled, more or less gibbous, with the lower suture
turned inwards. Gari11a blunt. Loudon's Enc;i;c. of Plants.
Numerous species belonging to this genus yield a gummy matter having the
properties of tragacanth. The drug known in commerce by that name was at
first erroneously supposed to be obtained from A. '1.'ragacantlw, of Linorous (A .
massiliensisof J.,amarck), which grows in the South of Europe :rnJ.North of Africa,
and is now said to yield no gum. It was afterwards ascribed, on the authority of
Tournefort, to a spec ies (A. l'reticus of Lamarck) which grows in Crete and Ionia,
and, on that of Olivier, to A. verus, which inhabits A s i;~ :Minor, Armenia, and
Northern .Persia. LnbillarcliCre described a species by tlie name of A. !)Umm1/er,
which he found grow in g on Mount J_,ibauus in Syria, and from which tragacanth
47
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exudes, though not that of commerce. Sieber denies that any one of these species yields the officinal tragacanth, which he ascribes to .A. aristatus growing
in Anatolia, especially upon ~lount Id a, where thn gum is most abundantly collected. This plant, however, is not the A. aristafus of Villars, which, according
to Sibthorp, furnishes tragacanth in Greece. (1lfe:rat and De L ens.) Professor
Lindley received two specimens of plants, said to be those which furnish tragacanth in Turkistan, one of which proved to be A. gwm.mn:fer of LabillardiCre,
which was said to yield a white variety, and the other a new species which he
called A. strobibferus, and which was said to yield a red and inferior product.
The fact seems to be, that the commercial drug is collected from various sources i
and it is affirmed that all the species of Astraga lus with thorny petioles arc capable of producing it. These form a natural group, and so closely resemble each
other that botanists have found some difficulty iu distinguishing them. As A.
i.·erus is designated in the Pharmacopooia of the United States, and that of the
I..ondon College, we sh~ll briefly describe it.
A stroyalus vent.~. Olivier, Voy. duns l'Empire Ottoman, v. 342, pl. 44.
This is a small shrub, not more than two or three feet high, with a stem an inch
in thickness, and numerous very closely crowded branches, covered with imbric<l.ted scales, and spines which are the remains of former petioles. The leaves,
which arc little more than half an inch Jong, consist of several pairs of opposite,
Yillous, stiff, pointed leaflets, with a midrib terminating in a sharp yellowish
poi nt. The flowers are papilionaceous, small, yellow, axillary, aggregate, and
furnished with cottony bractes. This species yields the gum collected in Persia,
and thence transmitted southward to fodia through Bagdad and Bassora, northward to Russiai and westward to Aleppo.
Tragacanth exude!< 8pontaneously during the summer from the stems and
branches, hardening as it exudes, and assuming various forms according to the
greater or Jess :ibundance of the juice.
Prope1·ties. It is iu t0rtuous vermicular filaments, rounded or flattened, rolled
up or extended, of a. whitish or yellowis h-whi te colour, somewhat translucent,
resembling hrirn in appearnncc. Sometimes the pi eces are irregularly oblong or
roundil"h 1 and of a slightly reddi sh colour. It is hard and more or less fragile,
but difficult of puh erization, unless exposed to a freezing temperature, or
th o r o u~hly dried, and powdered in a heated m0rtar.
The powder is >cry fine
and white. 'l'n1gac:::1.11th ha,s no smell and very little taste. It.s sp. gr. is 1·38-t
Iutrnduced into water it absorbs a certain proportion of that liqu id, swells >cry
much, and forms a soft adhesive pastei but docs not dissoh·e. If agitated wi!h
an additional quantity of water, this paste forms n. uniform mixture; but in the
cou rse of one or two days the greater part separates, and is deposited, leaving a
portion dissolved in the supernut:rnt fluid. 'l'rugacanth is wholly insoluble ju
alcohol. It appears to be composed of two different con st itucutsi one soluble in
water and resembling gum Arabic, the other swelling in water, but not dissolviof". The former is said to differ from gum Arabic in nffording no precipitate
with silicnte of potassa or sesqu icbloridc of iron. ( PerPfra's 1Uot. 1lfccl.) 1'hc
latter, which, acco1·ding to Bucholz, coustitutes 43 per cent. of tragacautb , is
rankc1l by some nmong t.hc pecu liar prox imate prinC'iples with the title of tragarm1thin. I t is probably 1Jeutica\ with /Jas.~01·in. lt has the property of becoming
blue with iOOine, whicl1 is not the case with bassorin; but th is property is
ascribed to the presence of a small quantity of in soluble starch . According to
M. Guerin, 100 parts of tragacauth contain 53·3 parts of arabin or pure gum,
33·1 of bassorin and insoluble starch, and 1 l ·l of water, and yield when burned
2 5 parts of a!"hes. To separate tlic soluble entirely from the insoluble part, rer!uircB agitati0n with sep:irate po rtio~1s of water, which are to be decanted and
filtered j and tile process i8 t.o be continued till water ceases to dissolve anything.
1
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Berzelius considers tragacanth as a variety of mucilage. (See Linum. ) Ex·
amined by Dr. Klitzing, by means of the microscope, it was found to consist of
organiz~d cells, having thick walls sometimes of several concentric byers, and
filled with starch granules. (See Am. Joum . of Pliann., xxv. 37.)
Jl/erlicol P1·operties and [/ses. 'l'ragacanth is demulcent, but, on accoun t of its
difficult solubility, is not often given in ternally. 'l'he great viscidity which it
imparts to water, renders it useful for the suspension of heavy insoluble powdersi
and it is also cmployeJ in pharmacy to impart consistence to troches, for which
it answers better tha.n gum Arabic.
OjJ: Prep. Coufectio Opii; l\Iucilago Tragacanthre; Pilulre Ferri Jodidi;
Pu-1 vis Tragacanthre Compositus.
YV.

TRIOSTEUM. U.S. &conclary.
Fever-root.
The root of Triosteum perfoliatum. U. S .
'fRIOSTEUM. Sex. Syst. Pentandria l\Ionogynia.-Nat.Orrl. Caprifoliacerc.
Gen. Uh. Oa~l/X five-cleft, persistent, nearly the length of the corolla; seg·
ments linear, acute. Corolla tubular, five.lobed, sub-equal; base, nectari fcrous,
gibbous. Sliyma somewhat five.lobed, capitate. Berry three-celled, three-seeded,
crowned with the calyx. Nuttall.
Triosteum pc1follatum,, Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 900; Bigelow, Am. Jl!ed. Bot.
i. 90; Barton, J/c(l. Bot. i. f>9. This plant is indigcnousand perennial. Se\·eral
stems usually rise from the same root. They are simple, erect, rouncl, hairy,
fistulous, herbaceous, and from one to four feet high. The leaves are oppn::-ite,
large, mostly connate, oval, acuminate, entire, abruptly narrowed at the base,
and pubescent on their under surface. 'l'hc flowers are of a dull-purple colour,
n.xillary, i::essile, rarely solitary, sometimes in pairs, generally in triplets 0 1· five
together in the form of whorls. The germ is inferior, anJ. the style projects
beyond the corolla, into the tube of which the stamens are imerted. The Lerry
is oval and of a deep-orange colour, and contains three hard, bony seeds.
Fever-root,fever-1cort, or wi"ld 'ipecac, as th is plant is variously called, th ough
not very abundant, is found in most parts of the United States, preferring a
limestone soil and shady situations. Its flowers appear in June. 'l'he whole
plant has a bitter taste; but the root is most a.dive, and is the only officinal part.
It is horizontal, long, about tliree-riuarters of an inc:L in diameter, tliicker
and tubcrculated near the origin of the stem, of a yellowish or brownish eolour
externally, whitish within, and furnished witb fibres which may be conl'idcr.Jtl
as branches of the main root. When dry it is brittle and easily pulverized. It
has a sickening odour, and a bitter nauseous taste. Both water and alcohol take
up its active properties, which are retained in the extract.
.Medical Properties and Cses. Fever-root is cathartic, nnd in large doses emetic.
The late Professor Barton observed it also to produce a d iuretic effect. The bark
of the root is the part which has been usually employed. In the qunntity of
twenty or thirty gnlins it ordinarily acts upon the bowels; and may be given
alone or in combination with calornel at the commcncemeut of fevers. The ex:.
tract may be given in half the dose.
''""·

ULMUS. Loncl.
Elm Baik
Ulmus campestris.

The interior bark. Lond.

J::corce d'orme, Pr.,' Ulmenrinde, Germ.; Scorz:i. de! olma, Ital.,' Cortezn de olmo, Span.
ULMUS.

Se.c. S9st. Pentandria Digynia.-Nat. Orel. Uhnaccre.
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Gen. Cit. Ga(yx five-cleft. Corolla none. Capsule (samara) compressed membranaccous. Jrilld.
C/mus ca111.pestris. Willd . ...'?p. Plant. i. 1324; Woodv. flied. Bot. P· 710, t.
242. This species of elm is characterized by its doubly serrate lca.ve~, unequal
at their base, by its nearly sc!lsile, clustered, pcntamlrous flowers, and its smooth
fruit. It is a. large tree, with strong spreading b~·anc.l!es, and a rough, crack~d
bark. It is a nati\·e of Europe, where the wood 1s highly esteemed for certam
purposes in the arts.
'l'hc inner bark of its young branchei;, which is the officinal portion, is thin,
tough, of a brownish-.rcllow colour, ino~orous, and of a ~ucilaginous, bit~eri~h,
and nry slightly astrmgcnt taste. It imparts to water its taste aod muc1lagm·
ous properties. Tbe tincture of iodine indicates the presence of starcb, :rnd
Davy found somewhat more thao tw_o per cent. of tannin. A peculiar vegetable
principle called uhnin or ulndc acid, now believed to be a constituent of most
barks, was first discO\'crcd in the ma.tter which spontaneously exudes from the
bark of the European elm. It is .a dark-brown almost black substance, wjthout
smell or taste, insoluble in cold water, sparingly soluble in boiling water which
it colours yellowish-browo, soluble in alcohol, and readily dissolved by alkaline
solutions.
1Ualical Properties and l:ses. The bark of the European elm is deruulcent,
and very feebly tonic and astringent, and is said also to be diuretic. It has been
recommeuded in cutaneous affections of the leprous character. Dr. Sigmond
speaks in strong terms of its efficacy in all the varictie8 of lepra, in lichenous
eruptions, and in tinea capiti~, employed both interoally and externally. (.Medico·
Bot. 'Prans., i.169.) It is usu:\l!y given in the form of dccoction, and in ehrooic
cases must be long continued to produce beneficial results.
Uff. Prep . Decoctuw Ulmi.
W.

UL:\IUS. U.S.

Slippe1·y Elm Bm·k.
'.fhe inner bark of Ulm us fulva. U.S.
ULMUS . See UJ~:;\ l US. Lond.
llhnus fulva . Michaux, J?lor. Americ. i. 172.-T.:hnus 1·ubra. F. Andrew
Michaux, N Ani. Sylv. iii. 89. The slippery elm, called also red elm, is a lofty
tree, rising fifty or sixty feet in height, with a stem fifteen or twenty inches in
dinrueter. The bark of the trunk is brown, that of the branches rough and
...W1itish. The leaves arc oblong·O\'ate, acuminate, nearly eqnal at the base, un·
equally serrate, pubescent and very rough on both sides, four or five inches in
length by two or three in breadth, and supported on short footstalks. The
buds, a fortnight before their development, arc covered with a dense russet
down. The flowers, which appear before the leaves, are sessile, and in clusters
at the extremity of the young shoots. 'I1he bunches of flowers are surrounded
by scales, which are downy like the buds. Tho calyx also is downy. '!'here is
no corolla. 'l 'he stamens are 6\'e in number, short, and of a pale-rose colour.
'l'he fruit is a membranaceous capsule or samara, enclosing in the middle one
round seed, destitute of fringe.
This spec ies of elm is indigenous, growing in all parts of the United States
north of Carolina, but most abundantly west of the Alleghany mountains. It
flourishes in open, elev.ate<l situations, and requires a firm) dry soil. From the
wltite elrn, C .Americ<ma, it is distinguished by its rough branches, its larger,
thicker, and rougher leaves, its downy buds, and the chnmcter of its flowers and
seeds. Its period of flowering is in April. '!'he inner bark is the part used,
aud i:; brought to the shops separated from the epidermis.
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It is in long, nearly fl.at pieces, from one to two lines in thicknc~s, of a fibrous
texture, a tawny colour which is reddish.on the inucr'surfacc, :t peculiar sweetish,
~ot ~n~lcasant odour, and a highly mucilaginous taste wlieu cbewc<l. By grindIt abounds in mu1~g, !tis reduced to a. light, grayish fawn-coloured powder.
cilagmous matter, which it readily imparts to water. 'fhc mucilage is precipitated by solutions of acetate and subacetate of lead, but not by alcohol.
1\JuclJ of the bark recently brought into the market is of inferior quality, imparting comparatively little mucilage to water. It bas the characteristic odour
of the genuine bark, but is much less fibrous and more brittle, breakiDg abruptly
when bent, instead of being C<lpable, like the better kind, of being folded length·
wise without breaking. 1'o what this inferiority is owing, whether to difference
in the species or the age, or to circumstances in the growth of the tree producing
it, we arc unable to determine.
Dr. C. W. \Vright, of Cincinnati, in a communication to the lrCstern Lancet,
states that slippery elm bark bas the property of preserving fatty substances
from rancidity; a fact deri\·ed originally from the Indians, who prepared bears'
fat_by melting it with the bark, in the proportion of a drnchm of the latter to a
pound of the former, keeping them heated together for a fow minutes, and then
straining off the fat. Dr. Wrigbt tried the same process with butter and lard,
and found them to remain perfectly sweet for a long time. (Am. Journ. of

Phann., xxiv. 180.)
J.lledicol Properties and Cses. Slippery elm bark is an excellent demulcent,
applicable to all cases in which this class of medicines is employed. It is cspe·
cially recommended in dysentery, diarrLrea, and diseases of the urinary passages.
Like the bark of the common .E uropean elm, it has been employed in cutaneous
eruptions; but neither in these, nor in any other complaints, does it probably
exert any grctlter powers than such as belong to the demulcents generally. Its
mucilage is highly nutritious; and we are told that it has proved sufficient for
the support of life in the absente of other food. r.l'be instance of a soldier is
mentioned, who liYed for ten days in the woods on this bark and sassafras; and
the Indians are said to resort to it for nutriment in extreme emergencies.
If is usually employed as a drink in the form of infusion. (Seelnfusurn 'C lrni.)
'l'he powder may be used, stirred in hot water, with which it forms a. mucilage,
more or less thick according to the proportion added. The bark also serrns as
an emollient :tpplication in cases of external inflammation. For this purpose the
powder may be formed into a poultice with hot water, or the bark itself may be
applied, previom;;ly E:oftened by boiling. Dr. :McDowell, of Virgioia, has recommended the uc;;e of slippery elm bark for the dilatation of fistulas and strictures.
(11Ied. E:cmni11er1 i. 244, from tLe West. Joum. of Jled. ancl Ph!Js. Sd.)
W.
O.ff: Prep. Infusum Ulm i.

UI' A P ASSA. U.S.
Raisins.
The dried fruit of Vi tis vinifcra. U.S.
1
Ojf'. Syn . UV A. Yitis vinifera. 1 he prepared fruit. Lond.; UV h: PASSJE.
Dried fruit of Vi tis vinifera . .b"<L., Dub.
Raisins secs, Fr.; Hosinco, Germ.; Uve pru;se. /tal.; Pnsns, Span.

,'-i'L .r. S}/st. Pentandri:i.1\lonogynia.- .t_\(tl. Ord. Vitacero.
Gen. Oh. Pdals cohering at the apex, withering. Berry five.seeded, superior.
TIWd.
)'itis vimf<Ta. Wj\ld. Sp. Plan! . i. 1180; Woodv. ,l!cd. Bot. p. 144, t. 57.
The Yine is too well known lo require description. This particular species is
YrTIS.
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distiuguisbed by the character of its leaf, which is lobccl, sinuated, and naked
or downy. T he leaves and tendrils are somewhat astringent, and were formerly
used in Jiarrhrea, hemorrhages, and other morbid discharges. 'l'he juice which
flows from the stem was also thought to be possessed of med icinal virtues, and
the prejudice still lingers among the vulgar in some countries. The unripe
fruit has a harsh sour taste, and yields by expression a very acid liquor, ca lled
verjuia, which was much esteemed by the ancients as a refreshing drink, when
diluted with wa,tcr. It contains malic and tartaric acids, and another called by
some chemists nuxmic acid, by ]lcrzclius parularlctric acid, from its resemblance
to the tartaric, with wbich it agrees in composition, though differing from it in
properties. The grape, when quite ripe, is among the most pleasant and grateful
fruits brought upon the table, and is admirably adapted, by its refreshing properti es, to febrile complaints. lf largely taken, it pro,·es diuretic and gently
laxative. '.rbe ripe fruit differs from the unripe in containing more sugar and
less acid, tbough never enti rely destitute of the latter. The plant is supposed
to have been derived originally from Asia; but itJias been cultivated in Burope
and Northern Africa from the remotest antiquity, and is now spread over all
the temperate ch·iiized regions of the globe. Tbe fruit is exceedingly influenced
by soil and climate, and t.be varieties which ba.ve resulted from culture or situation are innumerable. ThoRe which yield the raisins of commerce are confined
to the basin of the 1\leditcrranean.
Haisins are prepared either by partially cutting the stalks of the bunches
before the grapes are perfectly ripe, and allowing them to dry upon the '' ine;
or by picking them in their mature state, and steeping tLem for a short time
previously to desiccation in an alkaline Icy. Those cured by the fin:1t ruethod
are most highly esteemed.
Several varieties of ra isins are known io commerce. The best of those brought
to this country are the Jlalaga raisins, imported from Spain. They are large
and fleshy, of a purplisb-brown colour, and sweet agreeable taste. Those pro·
<luceJ in Calabria are similar. '!'he Sm,yrua raisins are also large, but of a yellowish-brown colour, slightly musky o<lour, and lc~s agreeable flayour. They
are originally brouj?;ht from the coast of Syria. The l'orfothian rais1°ns, or cur1w1ts as they arc common ly called in this country, arc small, Lluish-black, of a
fatty appearance, with a vinous odour, and a sweet slightly tartish taste. Their
name was derived from the city in the vicinity of which they were formerly cultivated. At present they arc procured chiefly from Zante, Cepbalonia, and the
other Ionian Islands. In the older Pharmacopooias they are distinguished by
the title of uvre passm miuores.
Raisins contain a larger proportion of sugar than recent grapes. Th is principle, indeed, is often so abundant that it cfiloresces ou tbe surface, or concretes
in separate masses within the substance of the raisin. The sugar of grapes
differs slightly from that of the cane, arnl is said to be identical with that produced by the action of sulphuric a<;id upon starch. It is less sweet than common
sughr, less soluble in cold wa.tcr, much less soluble in alcohol, and forms a. syrup
of less consistence.
Jledicol Properties and l}$es. The chief medical use ·of raisins is to flavour
dcmukent beverages. Taken in substmwe they arc gently laxative; but are
also flatu lent and difficult of digestion, ~ncl, when largely eaten, sometimes produce unpleasant effects, especially in children.
{)_//: Prep. Decoctum Guaiaci; Dccoctum Hon.lei Compositum; 1\listura Al·
thooiu; Tinctura Carclamomi Composita; Tinctura Quassire Cowp.; 'finctura.
llh ei ct Scnnoo; Tinctura Sennoo Comp.
W.
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UV A URSI. U.S., Land., Ed., Dab.

Uva Ursi.
The leaves o~ Arctostaph_ylos l!va Urs i. l./. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Busse role, lhisiu J'ours, Fr.; Lfarentmube , Germ.; Corbezzolo, Uva Ursino., Ilal.;
Gnyuba,Spa11.
ARCTOS'rAPJJYWS. Se.-c. Syst. Dccau<lria Monogynia.-.Nltt. Ord. Ericacc::c.
Gen. Uh. Drupe with five <listinct, one-seeded stones. Corolla urccolate, with
a revolute limb. Sta.rnens included . .Anthers with two spurs at the back. (Lindley,
Med. cmd LEcon. Bot., 106.)
.Jb·ctoslaphylos Uva Uri;i. Sprengcl, Sgst. ii. 287; Carson, Illusl. of Med. Bot.
i. 61, pl. 5:!.-Arbulus Cva Uni. Willd. Sp. Plaut. ii. 618; Bigclow,Atn. JVecl.
Bot. i. 66. The 1wa ·ursi, or bearbury, is a. low evergreen shrub, with trailing
ste ms, the young branches of which rise obliquely upwards for a few inches. 1'he
leaves are scattered upon short petioles, obova.tc, acute at the base, cntirc 1 with a
rounded margin, thick, coriaceous, smooch, shini ng , of a deep-green colour on
their upper surface, paler and covered with a network of veins beneath. The
flowers, which stand on short reflexed peduncles, are collected in sma ll cl usters
at the ends of the branches. The calyx is small, five-parted, of a reddish colour,
and persi stent. The corolla. is ovate or urceola.tc j reddish-white, or white with
a red lip, transparent at the base, contracted at the mouth, and divided at the
margin into five !>hort reflexed segments. The stamens are ten, with short fila~
ments and bifid anthers; the germ round, with a style longer than the stamens,
and a simple stigma. The fruit is a small, round, depressed, smooth, glossy, red
berry, containing an insipid mealy pulp, and fh'C cohering seeds.
This humble but hardy sh rub in ha.bits the northern latitudes of Europe, Asia,
and America. It is also found in the lofty mountains of Southern Europe, such
as the Pyrenees and the Alps; and, on the American continent, extends from
Hudson's Bay as far southward as New Jersey, in some parts of which it grows
in great t\bundance . It prefers a barren soil, flourishing on gravelly hills, and
elevated sandy plains. 'l'be leaves arc the only part used in medici ne. 'l'h ey
arc imported from Europe; but arc also collccte<l within our own limits; and the
market of Phila.Uelphia is supplied to a considerable extent from New Jersey.
They should be gathered in autumn, and tho green leaves only selected.
In Europe the uva ursi is often a<lulteratccl with the leaves of Vaccini'l.tm Vitis
ldcea, which arc wholly descitute of its peculiar properties, and may be distin1.?Uishcd by their rounder shape, their rcvoluto edges which are sometimes sli ghtly
toothed, and the appeurance of their under surface, which is dotted, instead of
being reticulated as in the genuine leaf. Leaves of the ChimopAila 1trnbellata
are sometimes found among the uva ursi as it exists in ou r markets~ 'fhey may
be readily detected Ly their greater length, their cuneifonn-lanceolate shape, and
their serr:1te edges.
'l'he leaves of the uva ursi are ioo<lorous when fresh, but acquire a smell not
unli ke that of hay when dried nnd powdered. 'l'hei r taste is bitterish, strongly
astringent, and ultimately sweetish. l'b ey afford a. light.b1·own, grecnish·yellow
pow<lcr. " 7 •Lter extracts their active principles, which arc also solubl e in officinal
alcohol. Among their ingredients are tunnie and gallic ac:i<ls, bitter extractive,
resin, gum, fa.tty ma.tter, a. volatile oil, and salts of potassa. and lime. The tannic
aci<l is so a.huntlaut that the le~vcs are used for tanning in some parts of Russ~a.
Neither th is principle nor galhc acid exists in the lea.yes of the Vcu:cini'llm l'"ilis
Ichea. A crystallizablc principle was extracted from uva ursi by Mr. J. C. C.
Hugh es, by the fvllowing proc.ess. Au aqueous extract of the lcav?s was tre?tecl
with st rong alcohol, and subn11tted for tweuty-four hours to the action of punfied
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animal charcoal. The tincture was filtered and evaporated, and the residue
redissolved in r1lcohol and treated with animal charcoal as before. After filtrat ion,
the liquid was allowed to e•aporate spontaneously, and yield.ed colo_urle:'if:, transparent, needle-shaped crystale, soluble in alcohol, ether, and <ltlut~ acids, rnsoluble
in the fixed and volatile oils, neutral to test-paper, and combustible. Its watery
solution is precipitated by subacetate of lead and carbonate of potassa, but not
by lime-water, or tincture of chl oride of iron. One grain of it acted as a powerful
diuretic. l\Ir. Hughes proposed for this substance the name of 1asin. (Am. Journ.
of Pharm., xix. 90.) Kawalier obtained a crystaJliue substance, named m·bulin,
by precipitating tbe dccoction with acetate of lead, filtering, treating the liquid
with sulphu retted hydrogen, again filtering, evaporating to tbc consistence of
sy rup, and allowing the resulting product to stand for several days. 'fhis gradually assumed the form of a crysta llin e jelly, which, being ~laced upon linen so
as to allow the mother liciuor to drain off, and then pressed, yielded nearly colourless crystals, which were purified by solution in boiling water, and treatment with
animal charcoal Arhutin thus obtained is in long, acicular, colomless crystals,
united in tufts, and of a bitter taste . It ls soluble in water, alcohol, and ether,
unchanged apparently by a. heat of 212°, but fusible at a high temperature, without
action on vegetable colours, and not precipitated by scsquisalts of iron, or by
acctnte or subacetate of lead. Its formula is C;i$II2P!w ( Uhem. Caz., Feb. 15,

1853, p. 61.)
Medical Properties mul L,<;es. U\1 a. ursi is astringent and tonic, and is thought
by some to have a specific direction to the urinary organs, for the complaints of
which it is chiefly used. Others deny that it possesses any peculiar tendency of
this kind, and ascribe all its effects to its astringent and tonic action. It alters
the colour of the urine, and its astringent principle has been detected in that
secretion. It probably, therefore, exerts a. direct influence on the kidneys and
urinary passages. Though known to the ancients, it bad passed into almost
entire neglect, till its use was revived by De llaen about the middle of the last
century. It has aequired some reputation as an antilitbic, and has undoubtedly
been servi ceable in grnvel, p:ll'tly, perhaps, by a direct action on the kidneys,
partly by giving tone to the digestive organs, and pre\•entiug the accumulation
of principles calculated to produce a. secretion or precipitation of calculous matter.
In chronic nephritis it is also a. popular remedy, and is particularly recommended
when there is reason to conjecture the existence of ulceration in the kidneys,
bladder, or urinary passages. Diabetes, catarrh of the bladder, incontinence of
urine, gleet, lcucorrhcca, anJ me11orrhagia 1 arc also among the diseases in which
it has occasionally proved serviceable; t\lld teMimony is not wanting to its benefi cial effects in phthisis pulmonalis. Dr. ]~. G. Harris, of Fayette, Alabama,
believes it to have the property of promoting uterine eontra.ct ion, and has employed it with supposed advantage as ti substitute for ergot in tedious labours.
(Aler/. Exam.. , N. S., ix. 727, from South. J.llr:d. and Surg. Journ .) The dose
of the powder is from a scrnple to a. drachm, to be repeated three or four times
a day; but the form of decoction is usually preferred. (See Decoctmn l.,~vre Crsi.)
Off. Prep . Decoctum Uvre Ursi; Extractum Uvoo Ursi.
W.

VALERIAN A. U. 8., Land., Ed., Dub.
Valerian.
The root ofValeriana. officinalis. U.S., Ed.
flub.

Itoot of the wild plant. Lond.,

VnlCriane, Fr.; Wilde Baldrinnwurzcl, Germ.; Ynleriana. sih•estrc, Ital.; Valerian sill'CSttl',

Sport.

VALEIUAXA..
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Gen. Ch. Calyx very small, finally enlarged into a featlJCry pappus. Corolla
monopetalous, ffre-lobcd, regular, gil>bous at the base. Capstde one-celled. (Loit don's Ellf.~IJC. of Plants.) Stamens exscrted, one, two, three, and four. (1Yuuall.)
Yulerianri oJJiclnalis. 'Yilld. Sp. Plant. i. 177; Woock JJfed. Bot. p. ii, t.
32. The ojjicinal, or yrwtwilcl 'Valf'rian, is a. large handsome herbaceous plant,
with a perennial root, and an erect, round, chann eled stem, from two to fou r feet
high, furni shed with opposite pinnate leaves, and terminating in flowering branches.
'l1he le~n·es of the stem are attached by short broad sheaths, tbc radical leaves arc
larger and stand on long footstalks. Jn the former the leaflets are bnce0latc and
partially deutate, in the latter elliptica l and deeply serrate. The Bowers are small,
white or rose-coloured, agreeably odorous, and disposed in terminal ~orymbs, interspersed with pear-shaped pointed bractes. The number of stam ens is tLrec. 'fhe
fruit is a. capsule containing one oLloog-ovatc, compressed seed .
The plant is a uati\'c of Europe, wl.iere it grows either in damp woods and
meadows, cir on dry elevated grou nd s. As found in these different situations, it
presents chnractcrs so di stinct as to have ioduccd some botanists to make two
varieties. Dufresne makes four, of which t hree prefer marshy situati ons. The
variety which affects a dry soi l (Rylvestris, L. !-JlL) is not more than two feet high,
and is distinguished by its narrow leases. It has been generally bclieYed to be
~uperior to the others in medicinal virtue; but, from experiments of A. Buchner,
it appears that the dried roots of the variety which grows in low n10is;t grounds
are in no respect inferior, and that the general opinion to the contrary is a prejudice. (Phann. Cent. Blatt, June Hi, 185:2, p. 429.)
'l'he root, which is the offieinal portion, is collected in spring before the stem
begins to shoot, or in the autumn when the lea\'eS decay. It should be .dried
quickly, an<l kept in a dry place. I t consists of nnmerous lon g, slender, cylindrical fibres, issuing from a. tubcrculatcd hea.<l or rhizoma. As brought to this
country it frequently has portions of the stem attached. The English is superior
to that brought from the continent of E urope. Within a few years valcrian of very
good quality has been produced by the Shakers at Enfield, New IJampsbire.
(Gardener, }lew Ynr/,; Journ. of llled., N. S., iv. ]90.) From our own observation, we know that the plant grows luYuriuntly under culture in this country.
Properties. 'l'Lie colour of th e root is externally yellowish or brown, internally
white . The powder is yellowish-gray. The odo ur, which in the fresh root is
slight, io the dried is stroog and highly characteristic, and, though rather pleasant to many persons, is very disagreeable to others. Cats are siid to be strongly
attracted by it. The taste is at first sweetish, afterwards ·bitter and aromatic.
Valerian yields its active properties to water and alcohol. Tromm!-!dortf found
it to consist of 1·2 parts of volatile oi l; 12·5 of a peculiar extractive matter, soluble in water, insoluble in ether and alcohol, and precipitated Ly metallic l)Olutions ;
18·i5 of gum; 6·25 of a s~ft odorous resin; and 63 of_ lignin. Runge found in
it a peculiar fixed acid, which produced with bases white salts, becoming green
ou exposure to the air. (Chern. Gaz., ~o. 170, p. 452.) Of these constituents
the most important is the vola.tile oil, in which the Yirtues of the root chiefly
reside. It is of a pale-greenish colour, of the sp. gr. Q·03-l, with a pungent odour
of Yalerian, and an aromatic taste. It becomes yellow and viscid by exposure.
Tromm sdorff a:-:ccrtained thttt it contains a peculiar volatile acid, upon which the
name of vale?·ianic acid or ?:alcrt"c acid has been conferred. 'fhis, when separated
from the oi l, is a colourless liquid, of an oleaginous consistence, lia\'ing an odour
analogous to that of \'alcrian, and a very strong, sour, disagreeable taste. It is
sol uble in thirty parts of water, and in all proportions in ether and alcohol. It
combines with salifiable bases, forming soluble salts, which retain _, in a diminished
degree, th e odour of the acid. (Journ. de Pharm. , xx. 316.) From the experiments of )DJ. Cozzi and 'l'hirault, it would appear thn.t the acid does not pre-
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exist in the root, but results from the oxidation of the volatile oil. (Ibid., 3e ser.,
xii. 162.) Valerianic acid is obtained Ly d istill in g the impure oil from carbonate
of magnesia, decomposing by sulphuric acid the valeri anate of magnesia which
remains, and again distilling. l\I. Rabourdin, of Orleans, believing that a large
proportion of the valerianic acid remains fixed in the root by union with a base,
and docs not come over by distillation alone, procures it by adding sulphuri c acid
to the root with a sufficient quantity of water, distilling, sepa rating the oil, saturating the liquor with carLonate of soda, evaporating, adding a slight excess
of sulphuric acid, and again distilling. (11.iid., vi. 310.) The following process
by Messrs. '£. and IL Smith, of Edinburgh, avoids the inconvenience of distilling so bulky a root as valerian, while it answers the same purpose as that of .M.
Rabourdiu. Boil the root for three or fou r hours with rather more than its bulk
of water, in which an ounce of mubonate of soda is dissolved for every pound of
the root, replacing the water as it evaporates. Express strongly, and boil the
re8iduum twice with the same quantity of water, expressing each time as before.
l\lix the liquids, add two fiuidrachms of strong sulphuric acid for every pound of
the root, and distil till three.fourths of the liquid have passed over. Neutralize
this with carbonate of soda., concentrate the liquid, decompose the valerianate of
soda contained in it by sulphuric acid, and separate the vaJerianic acid now set
free, either by a separatory, or by distilla.tion. (ScP Am... Journ. of Phann., xvii.
253.) A similar process was also proposed by Prof. Procter, of Philadelphia.
(Ibid., xvii. 3.) l\J. J. Lefort proposes to obtain the acid by the rapid oxidation of the volatile oil. Ilis plan is to distil 100 parts of the root with 500 of
water, 10 of !Sulphuric acid, and 6 of bichromate of potassa. In this way he has
procw·ed a. larger proportion of acid than by any other process. (Journ. de Plwrm.,
3e ser., x. 194.)*
'fhe roots of the Valeriana Phu and TT: dioica are said to be sometimes mingled
witli those of the officinal plant; but the adulteration is attended with no serious
consequences; as, though much weaker than the genuine valerian, they posses::J
similar properties. 'fhe ?-ame cannot be sa.id of the roots of several of the RamtnC'l.dacec:e, which, according to Ebermayer, are sometimes fraudulently substituted in Germany. Tbey may be readily detected by their want of the peculiar
odour of tbe oflicinal root .
.Aledical ·.P1·oper-tics and l/Ses. Valerian is gently stimulant, with an e~pccial
direction to the nervous system, but without narcotic effect. In large doses it
produces a. sense of heaviness and dull pain in the head, with various other effects
indicating nervous disturba nce. It is useful in crises of irregular uervous action,
when not connected with inflammation, or an excited condition of the system.
Among the complaints in which it has been particularly recommended arc hy8teria, hypochondririsis, epilepsy, hemicrania, and low forms of fever attended with
restlessness, morbid vigilance, or other nervous disorder. It has also been used
in intermittonts, combined with Peruvian ba.rk. At best, however, it is an uncertain remedy. It may be given in powder or infusion. In the l:ttter form, it is
said by Professor Joerg, of Leipsic, who bas expe rimented with it, to be less apt
to irritate the alimentary canal than when administered in substance. 'l'be dose
of the powder is from thirty to ninety gru.ins, repeated three or four times a d:l.y.
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The tincture is also officinal. As the virtues of valerian reside chiefly in the
volatile oil, the medicine should not be given in decoction or extract. 'The distilled water is used on the continent of Europe; and the volatile oil is occ-asiona1ly
substitu te:d with advantage for tbc root. Tbe dose of the oil is four or five drops.
OJI Prep. l~xtractum Valerianro Fluidumj Infusum Valcrianre; Oleum VaW.
lcriauro; Tinctura Valcrianro; 'fiuctura Valcrianro Awmoniatu.

VERATRUl\I ALBUl\I. US.
White IJelleuore.
The rhizoma of Y cratrum album. U.S.

~rfc:b~~ ~1a~:~J/'l,~~!~s~l Ni~~~.'~\~i~:~ ~!~n~.~£1c~~r~ ~~,~~~~~lu{:;~!~;~t~'~tanco,
1

Span.

VERA'fRUM . Sex.S!J8l. Polygamia. Monoocia.-1Yat. 01·d. l\fclanthacc::c.
Gen. Ch. llERMA'PIJRODIT.E. Calgx none. Corolla six.petaled. Stamots six.
Pistils tLree. Capsules three, many-seeded. ~lALE. Cal!J.r. uoue. Corolla six·
petaled. Slarnrns six. Pistil.~ a rudiment. Wllld.
llotanists who reject the class l'ulyyamia of Linnreus, place this genus in the
cbss and order If('Xandria Triy!Jnia, with tbe following cLuractf'r. '' Polyga·
mous. Corolla six-parted, spre;1ding, segments sessi le and without glands.11
Btrtmens inserted upon the receptacle. l'aps1des three, united, nrnuy.i;ceded.
1Yuuall.
Verat1·um album,. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 895; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 754, t.
257. This is an herbaceous plnnt, with a perennial, fleshy, fusiform root or
rhizoma, ycllowish.wbite externa lly, pale yellowi:sh-gray within, and beset with
long cylindrical fibres of :i gmyish colour, which constitute the true root. The
stem is three or four feet high, thick, round, erect, and furni:shed with alternate
leaves, which are oval, acute, entire, plaited longitudinally, about ten inches
long by five in breadth, of a yellowi~h-grcen colour, and embrace the stem at
their base. 'l'he flowers are grecni~h, and arranged in a tcrmiual pm1iclc.
The white hellebore is a native of the mountainous regions of continental En·
rope, and abounds in the Alps and Pyrenees. All parts of the plant are said
to be acrid and poisonous; but the root (rhizoma) only is officiual. '!'his is
brought to us from Germany in the dried state, in pieces from one to three inches
long by an inch or less in mean diameter, cylindrical or in the shape nf a truncated cone, internally whiti:sh, externally blackish, wrinkled, and rough with the
remains of the fibres which have been cut off near their origin. Romc>times the
fibres continue attached to the root. '!'hey arc numerous, yellowish, auJ of the
size of a crow's quill. White hellebore deteriorates Ly keeping.
P1·opnlies. The fresh root bas a disagreeable odour, whi~h is lost by drying.
The taste is at first sweetish, afterwards bittcrish, acrid, burning, and durable.
'fl1c powdC'rcd root is grayish . Analyzed by .Pelletier and Uavcntou, white
hellebore was found to contain an oily matter consistiug of olcin, stearin, and a
volatile acid; supergallute of verall:ia 1 a yellow colouring matter, stnrch, gum,
liguin, silica, and various :;alts of lime and potassa. Tho medi cinal properties
of the root reside in the veratria, which was first discovered in tho seeds of
ratrirni SaLadilla, aud probably exists in other plants belonging to the same
family. }'or au account of 1liis alkaloid, see the article l'tratria, among the
preparations. Simon believed tl:rn.t he had found t.wo uew vcgctaLlc alkalies in
white hellebore, one of which was named liaryti11a, from being precipitated, like
barytn, from its solution in acetic or phosphoric acid by sulphuric aciJ. or the
su lph ates; the other fcrvina, from the 8panish name for a. poi::!on obtaiucd from
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Medicol Properties and DSes. White hellebore is a Yiolent emetic and cathartic,
capabl_c of producing dangerous and fatal effects when incaut_i~usly administcre~.
Even JU small doses it has sometimes occasioned seYere vonutmg, hypercathars1s
with bloody stools, and alarming symptoms of general prostration. ~ikc many
other acrid substances, it appears, in small doses, to be a genera.I sti mulant to
the secretions. .Applied externally u_pon a portion of the surfac~ denuded of the
cuticle, as upon u lcers, for example, 1t gives rise to g riping pam in the bowels,
and sometimes Yiolcnt purging. \\·hen snuffed up th e nostrils, it occasions great
irritation witl.i violent sneezing, and its use in this way is not free from danger.
It was employed by the ancients in dropsy, m:mia, epilepsy, leprosy, elephan tiasis, and other obstinate disorders, not without occasional advantage; but the
severity of its operation has led to its geuerul ab:mdonmentas an interna l remedy.
It is sometimes used as au errhine, diluted with some mild powder, in cases of
gutta serena and lethargic affections; and, in the shape of decoction, or of ointment prepared by mixing the pulverized root with lard, has been found beneficial as nn external application in the itch, and other cutaneous ernptions. l?rom
the resemblance of its operation to that of the eait medicinale d' Hasson, so celebrated for the cure of gout, it was at one time, though erroneously, conjectured
to be the chief constituent of that remedy. A mixture of the wine of white
hellebore and the wine of opium, in the proportion of three parts of the for mer
to one of the latter, was introduced into use Uy Mr. Moore, of London, as a substitute for tbc eau medicinale, and was con~i<lerably employed in gouty and
rheumatic affoctions.
In whate .. er way white hellebore is used, it requires cautious management.
It has been given in doses varyi ng from one grain to a scruple. Not more than
two grains should be administered at first. When emploJcd as an crrhine, it
should be mixed with five or six parts of puh·erized liquorice root, or other inactive powder. Ten or tweke grains of the mixture may be snuffed up the
nostrils at one time. Veratria acts in a similar mauner with the white hellebore, but is much more powerful. From one-twelfth to one-sixth of a grllin may
be gi,·en in pill or aleoLolic solution, and repeated three or four tiwes in the
twenty-four hours, till it nauseates or purges. :b'or an account of its practical
applications tbe reader is referred to Yeratriu, amoug the Preparation:), in the
second part of tbi:5 work.
Ojj'. Pr1>p. Unguentum SulpLuris Compositum; Ungueuturn Yeratri Albi;
Vinum Yeratri Albi.
W.

VERATRUi\I VIRIDE. U.S.
American llel/ebore.
The rhizoma of V cratrum >iricle. C. S.
VERATllU~r. See VE ltA'l'RU1'l ALBUM.
reratnmi viride. WillJ. /3_p. Pl011t. iv. SDG; Rigclow, Am.. 1lled. Bot. ii. 121.
The A~nerican hellebore, known :ilso by the names of Indian poke, po/1.e root,
and swamp helleL01·e, has a perennial, thick, fleshy root or rhizuma, the upper
portion of which is tunicated, the lower solid, and beset with numerous whitish
fibres or radicles. Tbe stem is annual, rou nd, striated, pubescent, and solid,
from three to six feet in hci$ht, furni shed with g:rceu bright leaves, and terminating in a panicle of greemsh-yellow flowers. 'l'h e lea,ves gradually decrease
in size as tbcy ascend. The lower are from six inches to a foot long, oval, acumiuate1 plaited, nerved, aud pubescent; an1l embrace the stem at their base, th us
affording it a sheath for a considerable portion of it~ length. '!'hose on the upper
part of the stern, at the origin of the flowering branches, are oblong-lauccolate.
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The p..'\niclc consists of numerous fl owers, distributed in racemes with downy
pcd und es. Bach flower jg accompanied with a downy pointed bracte, much
lon ger thnn its ped ieel. Tbere is no calyx, and the coroll;1 is di\'ide1l into six:
oval acute segments, thickened on the in side at their base, with the three alternate seg m~nt s longer than the others. 1'he six stamens ha.\·e recurved filaments,
and rou ndi sh two-l obed anthers. The germs are three, with recurved style!'!. as
long as the sta mens. Some of the flowers have only the rudiments of pistils.
Th ose on the upper end of the branch lets are barren, those on the lower portion
fruitful. The fruit consis ts of three cohering ca psul es, separatiug at top, opening on th e inner sid e, and containin g flat imbricatcJ seeds.
Thi s indi genous species of Vemtrum is found from Canada to the Carolinas,
inhabiting swamps, wet meadows, and the banks of mountain stream lets. Early
in the spring, before the stem ri ses, it bears a slight rese mbl ance to the S!Jmplocarpws jt.Rtidus, with whi ch it is ''cry frequently associated ; but the latter
sends fo rth no stem. 11'rom May to July is th e se:i.son for flowering. Th e root
should be coll ected in autumn, and should not be kept longer than one year, as
it deteriorates by time.
'.l'b e root of th e Am erican hell ebore has a. bitter acrid taste, leaving a perma.
nent impression in the mouth and fou ces. In sensible properti es it bears a close
resemblance to white hell ebore ; ant.I fr om this circumstance, as well as from the
strong botan ical affinity of the two plants, it is hig-bly proLa ble th at it contains
veratria. The experiment~ of )Ir. i\litchell ant.I :Jir. Worthington, of Philad elphi a, go to strengthen this probab ility. (See .Ani. J oum. of Pltann., ix. 18 1,

and .. sa.)
Jfnliml Properties and lSes.

American hell ebore has been thought to resemble its European congener in it s effects upon the system, thou~b asserted by
Dr. 0.:;good to be wholly destitute of cathartic pro pe rtie~. In addition to its
emetic ac tion, whi ch is often violent and long-continued, it is sa id to increase
most of the secretions, and, when freely taken, to exercise a powerful influence
over tLe nervous system, indicated by faintness, somn olency, vertigo, headache,
dimness of "ision, and dilated pupild. According to Dr. Oi!good, it reduces the
frequency and force of the pulse, sometimes, when taken in full doses, ns low as
thirty-five strokes in th e minute. It may be safely substituted for the Europea n
root in most cases in whic: h the latter is employed; and is highly reco mmended
ns a subiititute for colchicum by Dr. Tully, of New llaven. Gouty, rh eumat ic,
and neura lgic affections arc those to which it nppearcd best adaptc<l. J'or an
account of its med ical properties and applications, the reader is referred to a
paper by Dr. Charles 0 ...;goo<l, of l)roviden ce, in the American Jonrnat of the
.Medical ;"1'ciem:es, vol. xvi. p. 296. It may be used in substan ce, tin cture, or
extract. Dr. o~good states th e dose in whi ch it will generally prove <'lll Clic at
from fo ur to six grains of th e powd er, one or two fluidrachm s of a tinct ure made
in th e proportion of six ounces of th e fresh root \o a pint of alcohol, and one or
two grains of an extract made by in sp issati ng the juice of the root. 'f h c med icine, however, should, in most cases, be giveu iu doses in suffiuicnt to vomit.
Since the publication of the last editi on of this work, various commun ications
have appc:ueJ in our South ern medi ca l j ournals, tending to prove that American
hellebore is applicable to the treatment of num erous feb rile and inflammatory
affection$, in which an indication i:s offered for red ucing th e frequency of the
pulse. The cred it of ca lling public attention to it is due more especially to Dr.
" '· C . .Norwood, of Coke~bu ry, South Carolina, who has em pl oyed it with great
success in pulmonary inflammation, ty pLoid fever, &c., anJ. believes tbat it
affor,Is the means of reducing the frequency of the pu li:e at will. Ile employs
a saturated tincture made by macerating ci,!!'ht ounces of the dried root in sixteen
ouuce.s of alcohol fo r at lea:::.t two weeks .. Of this he gives to an 'ad ult nrnn eight
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drops, nnd repeats the dose every three hours, i~creasing by one drop at each
dose, until the pulse is reduced, or nausea and vom1t.ing are occasioned, when it is
to be diminished one-;,half, and continued so lo~g as may be nece.~sa_:y to prevent
a return of the symptoms. (CAarlestonjJfrd. Journ. and Rev., v11. 168.) Others
have found the commencing dose of Dr. Norwood somewhat too large. From
its powerful emetic properties, and the prostration resulting from excessive doses,
it should always be used with great caution, and its effects caref_ully observed.
Its nauseating and depressing effects are best counteracted by opiates and nlco.
holicstimulants.
W.

VINUM ALBUM. U. S., El.

White Wine.
Sherry wine. [.,": S., Erl.
Off s!I"· vr:-;mr XERICu;ll. Lond.;
CUM. herry wine. Dub.

vrnrnr ALBUM HISPANI-

Vin blanc, J.i·.; Weisser Wein, Germ.; Vino bianco, Ital.; Vino blo.nco, Span.

VIXUM RUBRUM. U.S.
Reel Wine.
Portwine.

i-.s.

Yin rouge, Fr.; Rother Wein, Germ.; Vino ;ermiglio, ltnl.; Yino rubro, Span.

Wine is the fermented juice of the grape, the fruit of Yitis vinifora of bot:mists, the deRcription of which will be found under another head. (See Uva Pa.~w.)
The juice of sweet µrapes consists of a considerable quantity of grape sugar, a.
peculiar matter of the nature of ferment or yeast, aud a small portion of extractive, tannic acid, bitartrate of potassa, tart.rate of lime, common salt, and su lphate
of potassa; the whole dissolved or suspended in a large quantity of water. Sour
grapes contain, in addition, a peculiar acid isomeric with the tartaric, called
paratartw·ic add. (See ]Xl!JC 53.) Grape juice, therefore, embraces all lhe
ingredients essential to tbe production of the vinous fermentation, and requires
only the inflneuce of tl.ie atmosphere and a proper temperature to convert it into

wine. (See page GO.)
Prepamlion. "'hen the grapes are ripe, they are gatlrnred, and trodden
under foot in woo<lcn vessels with perforated bottoms, through which the juice,
called the must, runs iuto a vat placed beneath. The temperature of the air
being about 60°, the fermentation gradually takes place in the must, and becomes fully established after a. longer or shorter period. In the mean time, the
must becomes sensibly warmer, and emits a forge quantity of carbonic acid,
which cau-:cs the more solid parts to be thrown to the surface in a mass of froth
haviug a hemispherical shape, called the head. The liquor from being sweet
becomes vinous, and assurues a deep· red colour if the product of red grapes. After
a while the ferrncut:ttiou slackens, when it becomes necessary to accelerate it by
thoroughly mixing the contents of Lhc va.t. When the liquor has acquired a
strong vi11ous taste, and become perfectly clear, the wiuc is considered formed,
and is racked off into casks. But even at this stage of tile process, the fermentation continues for several months longer. During the whole of this period, a
frothy matter is formed, whicb for the first few days collects round the bung,
but afterwards precipitates along with colouring matter and tartar, forming a
deposit which constitutes the wine.lees.
Divisic11t an({ .Xome11clature. Wines, according to their colour, are divided
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into the red and white; and, according to their taste and other qualities, are
either spirituous, sweet, dry, light, sparkling, still, l'ough, or acidulous. Red
wines are derived from the must of black grapes, ferm en ted with their husks;
ichite wines, from white grapes, or from the juice of black grapes fermented
apart fr om their skins. The other qualities of wines, above enumerated, depend
on the relative proportions of the constituents of the must, and on the mode in
which the fermentation is conducted. The essential ingredients of the must as
a fermentable liquid are water, sugar, and a ferment. If the juice be nry saccharine, and contain sufficient ferment to sustain the fermentation, the conversion of the sugar into alcohol will proceed until checked by the production of a
certain amount of th e latter, and there will be formed a spirituous or [J<tnerous
wine. If, while the juice is highly saccharine, the ferment be deficient in quantity, the production of alcohol will be less, and the redundancy of sugar proportionably greater, and a sweel wine will be formed. When the sugar and fe rment
are in considerable amount, and iu the proper relative proportions for mutual
decomposition, the wine will be strong bodied and sound, without any sweetness
or acidity, and of the kind called drJJ. A small proportion of sugar can give
rise only to a small proportion of alcohol, aud consequently the le!':s saccharine
grapes will generate a comparati,•cly weak, or light wine, which will be sound
and stable in its constitution, in case the ferment is not in excess, but otherwise
liable to pass into the acetous fermentation and become accscent. In case the
wine is bottled before the fermentation is fully completed, the process will proceed slowly in the bottles, and the carbonic acid generated, not having Ycnt, will
impregnate the wine, and render it efferrnscing aud $padding. 'fhc rough or
astringent wines owe thei r flavour to a portion of tannic arid derived from the
husks of the grape; and the acidul011s wines to the pr e~ence of carbonic acid or
ttn unusua l proportion of tartar. Se\•eral of the above qualities often CO·Cxist.
>".£bus a wine may be spirituous and swee t, spirituous and rough, sweet and rough,
light and iipiltl:kling, &c.
Wines are made in mauy countries, and arc known in commerce by various
names, according to their source. Thus, Portuyal produces port and li sbon;
Spain, sherry, saint luC'ar, malaga, and tent; France, champagne, burgundy,
hermit.age, vin de grave, sauterne, and claret; GermanJJ, hock and moselle;
Hungar!J, tokay; Sicil!J, marsala or Sicily nrndeira, and lissa; the Uapc of Good
llope, constantia; Madeira ond the Oana.ries, madeira and teneriffe.
In the United States the first attempt to. manufacture wine, on an extended
scale, was made towards the close of the last century, at Spring !\Jill, near Philadelphia, by .i\Ir. Peter Legaux, agent of the Penn~yh•;mia Vine Company, and
proved unsuccessful. The native grape found most suitable, after the foreign
had faileJ on account of the climate, was the Sc!myl/;:i{l muscadel grope. 'l'he
next attempt was made by the Swiss at Yevay, Indiana, witL the Schuylkill
grape, and was partittlly successful; a rough red wine being manufactured which
rnet with a. ready sale in the neighbou ring States. In a. few years the manufacture of this wine languished, being superseded by foreign wines. For a considcrnble peri od, investigations have been in progress to determine the adaptation
of our various nati,·e grapes for making wine. The Catawba grape, introduced
to public notice by Maj or Adlum, of Wa shingt?n city, about tLe year 1825, is:~
superior wine grape, producing a wine resembhug hock. l\Jr. N. J..ougworth, of
Cincinnati, consi<lers it, undoubtedly, a nati,·e grape. The HerLenwnt and Alissouri are both good wine grapes; the latter producing a wine re~embling madcira.
'fhe Sc11ppu11on9 grape, indigenous to :·forth Carolina, yields a hard dry wine
like hock; and the vine is a very abundant Learer. According to Mr. lt Buchanan, this gra pe produces from two to three thousand gallons of wine per acre.
(Treatise vii the Cultivatt"on of the Gtape. Cincinnati, 1850.) 'l'he climate of
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Texas is peculiarly favourable to the growth of the grape vine. The El Paso
[/1'07Jf. is found in the vicinity of the falls of the Rio Grande, and the gre(lt
'flMtslang grows luxuriantly in every part of the State, and yieldl'.! a superior red
wine. (See Palen/ Oj)ice Jl,porl fo•· 1847.)
Pr~perties. Wine, considered us the name of a class, may be characteriz.cd as
a spirituous liquid, the result of the formcntatior_i of grape-juice, and contarnin~
colouring matter, and some other substances, which are either combined or intimately bleuded with the spirit. All its other qualities vary with the nature of
each_ particular wine. The principal wines used for medicinal p_urposes are the
officmal wines, sherry and port, together with madeira, tenenffe, claret, and
champagne.
Sherry (VrNU1'1 ALBUM) is of a deep-amber colour, and when good possesses
a dry aromatic flavour and fragra.ncy 1 without any acidity. It ranks among the
stronger white wines, and contains between 19 and 20 per cent. by measure of
alcoh-01 of Rp. gr. 0·825. 'J.'he United States and British Pharmacopceias agree
in indicating it as the officinal white wine. It is prepared in the vicinity of
Xeres in Spain, and hence its English name sherry. This wine is supposed to
ha Ye been the .~ad,; of Shakspeare, so called frolll the word sec (dry), in allusion
to its being a dry wine.
1-'o~·t (Vrxu:\l UunR.U:\-1) is of a deep-purple colour 1 and, in its new state, is a
rough, strong, and slightly sweet wine. When kept a certain time in bottles, it
deposits a considerable portion of its astringent ruattet, loses the greater part
of its swcetnes.-=, acquires more flavour, and retains its strength. If too long
kept, it deposits the whole of its astringent and colouring matter, and becomes
deteriorated. Considerable quantities of bmndy are usually added to it1 which
causes its Lcating quality on the palate. It is tLe strongest of the wines in
common use. It wus first made oilicinal in the U.S. ])harmacopceia of 1850 .
.illaclcfra is the st rongest of the white wines in general use. It is a slightly
acid wine, and 1 when of proper age and in good condition, bas ,._rich 1 nutty,
;iromatic flavour. As it occurs in the market, however, it is of very variable
quality, on account of the adulterations and mixtures to which it is ~ubjccted
after importation. 'l'he madeira consumed in this country is generally better
than that used in England; its adulteration being practised to a less extent with
us, and our cl im ate being more fiwourablc to the improvement of the wine.
J'euaijfe is a white wine, of a. slightly acid taste, and, when of good C]Uality,
of a fine :iromatic flavour. lrs Herage strength is about the snme as that of
sherry. It is made from the same grape as madeira, to which it bears a close
rese1ublanec .
l'laret, called in France vin de Boulemix, from its being produced near that
city, in the district of l\lcdoc, is a red wine, and from its moderate strength is
ranked as a light wine. It has a deep-purple colou r, and, when good, a delicate
taste, in which the vi?ous flavour is blended with sli ght acidity and astringency.
The most esteemed kmds are tLe clarets called ChUte01dllarymtx, GMiteau-Lajile, and OhU.leau-Latour. Another celebrated variety is the Gltateau-Ilaut
Brion of the Pays de Grave. Claret is the variety of l?rencb wine most extensively consumed in the United States .
.Adulterations. 'Viucs are very frequently a.dultcrated,nnd counterfeit mixtures
a.re often palmed upon the public as genuine wine. Free sulphuric acid in red
wines c·annot be detected by barytic salts; for all wines contain a small quantity
of tho soluble sulphates. It may be discovered; however, by dropping the suspeeted red wine on a piece of common glazed paper, containing starch. If the
wine be pure, the spot, when dry, will be violet-blue, and the paper unaltered in
texture; but if the wine contain CYCD a thousandth pa.rt of sulphuric acid, the
paper will be spotteJ. rose-red, and prove brittle and friable when slightly rubbed
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between the fingers. (Lassaigne, 0. Henri, and Bayard.) Formerly the wine
dealers were in tbe habi t of putting litbarge into wines that had become acescent.
'l'he oxide of lead formed with the acetic acid acetate of lead, which, being sweet,
corrected the defect of the wine, but at the same time rendered it poisonous. At
the present day, this crimin al practice is wholly abandoned. The adulteration
is readi ly detected by sulphuretted hydrogen, which causes a black and flocculeut
precipitate. Mr. Brande assures us that, among the numerous samples of wine
of suspected purity whirh he had examined, be had not found one containing
any poisonous ingredient fraudulently introduced. Lead, in minute quantity,
according to this writer, may sometimes be detected in wines; but it is derived in.
varia.bly from shot in the bottle, or from some analogous source. Rhenish wines,
when acid from the presence of free tartaric or acetic acid, may be restored by
the addition of neutral tartrate of potassa, which gives rise to the formation of
cream of tartar. (Andrew Ure.) Spurious mixtures, frequently containing very
little of the fermented juice of the grape, and which arc sold as particular wines,
may not be poisonous; but are, notwithstanding, highly pernicious in their effects
upon the stomach, and always produce mischief and disappointment, when de·
pended on as therapeutic agents. '11he wines most frequently imitated are port
and madeira; and cider is the chief ingredient in the spurious mixtures. English
port is sometimes made of a small portion of real port, mixed with cider, juice
of elder berries, and brandy, and rendered astringen with logwood and alum.
Composition. Wines consist mainly of water and alcohol. They contai n, also,
grape sugar, gum, extractive, colouring matter, tannic, malic, and carbonic acids,
bitartrate of potassa (tartar), tartrate of lime, volatile oil, and ccuanthic ether.
The volatile oil has never been isolated, but is supposed to be t.he cause of the
delicate flavour and odour of wine, called the iouquet. According to Dr. F. L.
Winckler, the bouriuet depends upon the presence of a nitrogenous compound
of a volatile organ ic ac id with a volatile base, which has a different smell in different wines. &nanthic ether (cenanthate of ether, amanthate of oxide of ethyle)
was discovered by Pelouze and Liebig. It is obtained towards the eud of the
distillation of wine on the great scale for making brandy. It forms only about
one part in ten thousand of the wine. It is a mobile, oily, colourless liquid,
having the peculiar unpleasant smell which is perceived in a bottle which ha.s
contained wine. Its sp. gr. is 0·862, and boiling point 435°. Its formula is
CisHtS011 =C 14H 13 0 2 (c:enanthic acid) +C.H.sO (ether). illnanthic ether must
not be confounded with the substance upon which the bouquet of wine is sup·
posed to depend. The other ingredients of wine, above enumerated, are not to
be supposed present in every wine. Thus, sugar is present in sweet wines, tanuic
acid in rough wines, and carbonic acid in tbose that effervesce. The different
kinds of wine derive their various qualities from the mode of fermentation, the
nature of the grape, and the soi l and climate in which it may have grown. The
alcohol in pure wine is that which results from tLe \"inous fermentation, and is
intimately united with the other ingredients of the liquid; but with almost all
the wines of commerce a portion of brandy is mixed, the state of union of which
is probably different from that of the natural alcohol of the wine. lly the British
custom.homie regulations ten per cent. of brandy may be added to wines after
importation; but to good wines not more than four or five per cent. is added.
'fhe intoxicating ingredient in all wines is the alcohol which they contain;
and hence their relative strength depends upon the quantity of this substance
entering int,o their composition. The alcohol 1 however, naturally in wine, is so
blended with its other constituents, as to be in a modified state, which renders it
less intoxicating and less injurious than the same quantity of alcohol, separated
by distillation and diluted with water. Mr. Brande pub\jshed in 1811 a very
interesting table, giving the per centi:ige by measure of <l.lcohol of the sp. gr. 0'825
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in different kinds of wine. Similar tables have since been published by }1.
Julia-Fontenelle, and by Dr. Christison. An abstract of thei r results is gi~en

in the following table, the proof spirit of Dr. Christison's table (0·9~0) bemg

reduced, for the sake of comparison, to the standard of 0·825, the density of the
spirit adopted by 1\lr. Brande. The results of Julia-Fontenelle are distinguished
by the lettcrJ.; those of Dr. Christison by the letter C. 'l'he rest are Mr.Brande's.
Table of the Proportion by Measure of Alcohol (t.p. gr. 0·825) contained in
100 parts of d1jferent Wines.

I.iiss.'\ (mean) .
Raisin wine (mean)

.

Marsala [Sicily madeira]

(mean)
Port, strongest
mean
.
weakest .

strongest (C.)
mean (C.)
weakest (C.)
Whitcport(C.)
Madeira, strongest
mean
weakest
.
strongest (U.)
Sercial madeira
Ditto (C.)
Sherry, strongest
mean
weakest
.

strongest (C.)
mean (C.)
weakest (C.)
Amontillado(C.)
Tcneritfe
Ditto(C.)
Colarcs .
.
Lachryma Christi
'Vhite constantia
Red constautia

Lisbon
Ditto (C.)
llucellas .
.
.
Red madcira (mean)
Cape muschat
.
Cape madeira (mean)
Grape wine
.
Calea,ella (mean)

.

25·41 Vidonia
25·12 Alba flora
Zante
25'09 Malaga .
.
25·83 White hermitage
22·96 Ronsillon (mean)
19·00 Claret, strongest
20·49
mean
18·68
weakest .
16·80
ditto (J.) .
.
11·22
vin ordinairc (C.)
.
24 ·42
Chateau-Latour, 1825, (C.)
22.27
first growth, 1811, (C.)

19·25
17 ·26
17·05
17-26
17"43
18"13
17'll
15·10
12·91
14"73
10·42
9·38

19·24 !lfalmsey madcira.

16·..JO

.

.

20 35 Ditto (C.)
21 "40 Lune!
.
18·50 Ditto (J.)
19·81 Shcraaz .
19·17 Ditto (C.)
18·25 Syracuse
ID·31 Sautcrnc
.
18·47 Burgundy (mean)
16·96 llock (mean) .
J5·18 Nice
19·79 Barsac
16·61 Tent
.
.
.
.
19·75 1Champagne (mean) .
.
19·70 Ditto (J.)
.
.
.
19·75 Red hermitage .
.
.
18·92 Vin de Gm·e (mean)
.
18·94 Frontignac (Rives Altes) .
19·09 Oitto (J.)
.
.
.
18·49 1Ditto (C.)
.
.
.
20·35 Cote rotie
.
.
.
18·25 Tokay
.
.
.
.
20·51 Rudcsheimer, firstqual., (C.)
18·11
inferior (C.)
.
.
18•65 Ilamhaebcr, first quality, (0.)

9·3~

15·60
15·52
18·10
15·52
15·56
15·28
H ·22
H·57
12'08
14'63
13·86
13·30
12·61
12·20
12·32
J8·37
12·79
21·80
12·29
12·32
9·88
10·14
8·35
8•88

The alcoholic strength of wines may be ascertained, with sufficient precision,
by the ebullios<'ope of Conaty, or the dilatometcr of Silbermaun; the indications
of the former instrument depending upon the determination of the boiling point
of the wine; of the latter, upon its dilatation, when Leated through a given interval of temperature. J!or a description of these ingenious instruments, the
reader is referred to the Journ. de Pharmacie, for Feb. 18-!!).
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Dr. Christison considers it a mistake to suppose that wines become stron#?er
by being kept a long time in cask. His experimen ts appear to prove tbc
revcree. While, however, the wine is not rendered more alcoholic by age, its
flavour is imprO\'Cd, and its apparent strength increased.
Besides the grape, a number of other fruits yield a juice susceptibl e of the
vinous fermentation. The infusion of malt, also, is capable of undergoing this
process, and becomes converted into the different kinds of porter and ale. The
product in all these cases, though not commonly called a wine, is nc\·erthcless a
vinous liquor, and may be classed among the wines properly so called. The
following is a list of these viuous liquors, together with the percentage of alco~
hol which they contain, as ascertained by 1'lr. Brande :-Currant wine, 20·55;
gooseberry wine, ]1 ·8! j orange wine, Jl ·26; elder wine, s·79; cider, from 5·21
to9·87; perry, 7·26; mead, 7·32; Burton ale, 8·88; Edinburgh ale,6·20; brown
stout, 6·80; London porter, 4·20; sma ll beer, 1·28. According to L. H offmann
Burton ale consists, in the 100 parts, of carbon ic acid 0·04, absolute alcohol
6·62, extract of malt 14'97, and water 78·37; and pale ale, of carbonic acid O·Oi,
absolute alcohol 5·57, extract of malt 4·62, and water 89·74 .
Jfedical Properties and Uses. Wine is consumed in most civilized countries;
but in a state of health is at least useless, if not absolutely pernicious. The
degree of mischief which it produces depends on the character of the wine. Thus
the li ght wines of France arc comparative ly harmless; while the habitual use of
the stronger wines, such as sherry, port, madeira, &c., even though taken in moderati on, is always injurious, as having a. tendency to induce gout and apoplexy,
and other diseases dependent on plethora and over-stimulation. All wines, however, when used habitually in excess, arc productive of ba.d consequences.· They
weaken the stomach, produce disease of the liver, and give rise to dropsy, gout,
apoplexy, tremors, and not unfrequently mania. Nevertheless, wine is an important medicine, productive of the best effects in certain diseases. As an article
of the materia medica, it ranks as a stim ulant and antispasmodic. · In the convalescence from protracted fever, it is frequently the best remedy that can be
employed. In certain stages of typhoid fo\'ers, and in extensive ulceration and
gangrene, this remedy, either alone, or conjoined with bark and opium, is often
our main dependence. In low febrile affections, if it in crease the fuln css and
lessen the frequency of the pulse, mitigate delirium, and produce a tendency to
sleep, its further use may be deemed proper; but, on the contrary, if it render
the pulse quicker, augment the heat and thirst, produce restlessness, or increase
delirium, it shou ld be immediately laid aside as injurious. In some conYulsive
diseases, as for example tetanus, wine, liberally given, bas often proved useful
Wine, wben used medicinally, should be gooJ of its kind; for otherw ise it
will disagree with the stomach, and proYe rather detrimental than useful. The
individual wine selected for internal exhibition must be determined by the
nature of the disease, and the particular objeCt in view. S!ten!J, when in goocl
condition, is a fine wine, and, being free from all acid, is to be preferred whenever the stomach is delicate, or has a. tendency to dyspeptic acidity. Good mudeira is the most generous of the white wines, particularly adapted to the purpose of resuscitating debilitated constitutions, and of sustain ing the sinking
energies of the system in old age. 'l'h e slight acidity, however, of pure madeira.
causes it to disagree with some stomachs, and renders it .an improper wine for
gouty persons. Tcnerijfe is a good Y:-.tricty of white wine fo11 medicinal use,
being of about a medium strength, and agreeing Yery well with most stomachs.
Port is generally used in cases of pure debility, especially when attended with
a loose st.ate of the bowels, unaccompanied by inflammation. In such cases it
often acts as a. powerful tonic as well as stimulant, giving increased activity to
aU the functions, especially digestion. Claret is much less heating, and is often
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usMul on account of its aperient and diuretic qualities. Champa~~e is applicable
to the sinking stage of low fevers, and is often useful in the debility o~ the_ age.d.
All the acidulous wines are contra-indicated in the gouty and uric acid diathesis; as they are apt to convert the existing predisposition into disease.
The quantity of wine which may be given with advantage in disease is Yery
variable. In low fevers, it may be administered to the extent of a bottle or
more in twenty-four hours, either pure, or in the form of wine-wliey. This is
made bj adding to a pint of boiling milk from a gill to half a pint of white wine,
straining without pressure to separate the curd, and sweetenmg the clear whey
with loaf sugar. Wine-whey forms a !:afe and grateful stimulus in typhoid
fevers, and in other febrile afiE:ctious, which, after depletion, may tend to a state
of deficient action, and be accompanied with a dry skin. Under these circumstances, it often acts as a <liaphoretic, and, when used of moderate strength,
without stimulating the system injuriously.
Pharmaceutical Uses. VVhite wine is employed as a menstruum to extract
the virtues of several plants, and the preparations thus formed are called vinous
tinctures or medicated wines. 'l'artar emetic and iron are the only mineral substances prepared in a similar manner. (See Vinum Antimonii and Vinum Ferri.)
l?or the peculiar powers of wine as a mcnstruum, see Vina Medicata.
B.

VIOLA. US. Secondary, Land., Ed.

Violet.
The herb of Viola pedata. U.S.
Tbefiowers. Ed.

Viola odorata. The recent petal. Lund.

Violette odorante, Fr.; Wohlriechendes Veilchen, Germ.; Yioletta, Ital.; Violeta, Span.
VIOLA. Sex. Syst. Pentandria l\lonogynia.-Nat. Ord. VioJacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-leaved. Corolla five-petalled, irregular, horned at the
back. Anthers cohering. Capsule superior, three.valved, one-celled.
'!'his genus includes numerous species, of which, though perhaps all or nearly
all are possessed of analogous properties, two only are recognised as officinal,
Viola odorata, by the London and Edinburgh Colleges, and Viola peduta, by
our National Pharmacopceia. Viola ovata, an indigenous species, has been recommended as a remedy for the bite of the rattle-snake. (See a paper by Dr.
Williams in the Am. Journ. of the .Med. &ien., xiii. 310.)
Viola odorala. Willd. Sp. Planl. i. 1163; Woodv. Ned. Bot. p. 251, I. 89.
This is a smalJ, pretty, creeping plant, the runners of which are furnished with
fibrous roots, and send up annually tufts of leaves and flowers. The leaves are
heart-shaped, crenate, and supported on long petioles. The flowers are at the
summit of delicate, quadrangular, channeled, radical peduncles. The leaves of
the calyx are shorter than the petals, which are obovate, obtuse, unequal, and
of a bluish·pnrplc or deep-violet colour, except at the claws, which are whitish.
The two lateral petals are spreading and bearded towards the base, the inferior
furnished with a large spur, and the two upper reflected. In the centre are the
stamens with very short filaments, and anthers slightly cohering by an orangecoloured membranous expansion.
The sweet violet is a native of Europe, growing in woods, hedges, and other
shady places. It is cultivated in gardens both for its beauty and for medical
use; and has been introduced into this country. It is valued chiefly for its
flowers, which appear in April and May.
The flowers of this species of violet, besides their beautiful colour, have a
peculiar agreeable odour, and a very slightly bitt.er taste. These properties they
yield to boiling water; and their infusiou affords a very delicate test for acids
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and alka1iefj., being reddened by the former, and rendered green by the latter.
Their odour is destroyed by desiccation; and the degree to which they retain
their fine colour depends upon the care used in collecting and drying them.
They should be gathered before being fully blown, deprived of their calyx, and
rapidly dried, either in a heated room, or by exposing them to a current of very
dry air. The flowers of other species are often mingled with thew, and, if of
the same colour, are equally useful as a chemical test.
In the root, leaves, flowers, and seeds of Viola odorata, M. Boulay discovered
a peculiar alkaline principle, bearing some resemblance to emetia, but possessing
di::;tinct properties. He called it violine; butviolia is its proper title, in accordance with the nomenclature adopted in this work. It is white, soluble in alcohol, scarcely soluble in water, and forms salts with the acids. It exists in the
plant combined with malic acid, and may be obtained by treating with distilled
water the alcoholic extract of the dried root, decomposing by' means of magnesia
the malate of violia. contained in the solution, and extracting the alkali from t~e
precipitated matters by alcohol, which yields it on evaporation. To obtain it
entirely pure, a more complicated process is necessary. Orfila has ascertained
that it is exceedingly active and even poisonous. It is probably contained in
mo~t of the other species of Viola.
Viola pedata. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1160; Curtis, Bot. Mag. 89. This is an
indigenous species, without stems, glabrous, with many parted often pedate
leaves, the segments of which arc linear.Janceolate, obtuse, and nearly entire.
The flowers are large and of a beautiful blue colour, often more or less variegated. rrhe divisions of the calyx are linear and acute. 1'he stigma is large,
compressed at the sides, obliquely truncate and perforate at the apex. The plant
grows in dry sandy hills and fields, and rocky woods, from New England to Carolina, and flowers in May and June.
Medical Properties, &c. of the Violets. The herbaceous parts of different species
of violet are mucilaginous, emollient, and slightly laxative; and ha,,e been used
in pectoral, nephritic, and cutaneous affections. .Much was formerly thought of
the Vt'ola tricclor, or pansy, as a remedy in crust..1. !act.ea. A decoction in milk
of a handful of the fresh herb was taken morning and evening, and a poultice
made with the same decoction was applied to the affected part. Cures in numerous
instances are said to have been effected by this treatment persevered in for some
time. Our own ViOla pedata is considered a useful expectorant and demulcent
in pectoral complaints. (Bigelow.)
In Europe, a syrup prepared from the fresh flowers of Viola odorata is much
employed a.s an addition to demulcent drinks, and as a laxative for infants. (See
Surupus Violre.) The seeds were formerly considered useful in gra.vel, but are
not now employed. The root, which Las a bitter, nauseous, slightly acrid taste,
acts in the dose of from thirty grains to a drachm as an emetic and cathartic.
It is probable that the same property is possessed by the roots of all the violets,
as it is known to be by several species of Ionidiurn, which belong to the same
natural family. 'l'he existence in small proportion of the emetic principle, upon
which the powers of the root probably depend, in the leaves and flowers, accounts
for the expectorant properties long attributed to these parts of the plant.
OJJ:Prep. Syrupus Violre.
W.

WINTERA. U. 8. Secondary.
Winter's Bark
The bark of Drimys Winteri. U.S.
Ecorce <le Winter, Fr.; Wintersche Rinde, Germ.; Corteccia. Vintcran.n.1 Ital.; Corteza.
Winterana, Span.
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DnIMYS. Sex. Syst. Polyandria Tetragynia. -Nat. Ord. 1\Iagoot:ace:.e, Juss.;
Winteraccre, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Oalyx with two or three deep divisions. Corolla with two or three
petals, sometimes more numerous. Stamens with the filaments thickened at the
summit, and anthers having two separate cells. O va'ries From four. to eight,
changing into the same number of small, many-seeded berries. A. Ru:ltard.
D1·i1nys Trinteri. De Caud. Prod. i. 78; Carson, lllust. of Med. Bot. i. 11,
pl. 5.- TVintera armnatica. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii.1239; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
647, t. 226. This is an evergreen tree, varying very much in size, sometimes
rising forty or fifty feet in height, sometimes not more than six or eight feet.
'l'be bark of the trunk is gray, that of the branches green :rnd smooth. Its
leaves are alternate, petiolate, oblong. obtuse, somewhat coriaceous, entirely
smooth, green on their upper surface, of a pale-bluish colour beneath, with two
caducous stipules at their base. The flowers are small, sometimes solitary, but
more frequently in clusters of three or four, upon the summit of a common
peduncle about an inch in length, simple, or divided into as many pedicels as
there are flowers . The tree is a native of the southern parts of South America,
growing along the Straits of l\Iagcllan, and extending as far north as Chili .
.According to )fartius it is found also in Brazil. The bark of the tree was
brought to England, in the latter part of the sixteenth century, by Captain
Winter, who attended Drake in his voyage round the world, and while in the
Straits had learned its aromatic and medicinal properties. Since that period it
has been occasionally employed in medicine.
It is in quilled pieces, usually a foot in length, and an inch or more in diameter, appearing as if scraped or rubbed on the outside, where the colour is
pale-yellowish or reddish-gray, with red elliptical spots. On the inside the
colour is that of cinnamon, though sometimes blackish. The pieces are sometimes fl.at and very large. The bark is two or three lines in thickness, hard and
compact, and when broken exhibits on the exterior part of the fracture a grayish
colour, which insensibly passes into redJish or yellowish towards the interior.
The powder resembles in colour that of Peruvian bark. The odour is aromatic,
the rastc spicy, pungent., and even burning.
Winter's bark was found by M. Henry to contain resin, volatile oil, colouring
matter, tannic acid, several salts of potassa, malate of lime, and oxidized iron.
'!1he presence of tannic acid and oxide of iron serves to distinguish it from
canella alba, with which it has often been confounded.
Med·ical P1·operties and Uses. It is a stimulant aromatic tonic, and was employed by Winter as a remedy for scurvy. It may be used for similar purposes
with cinnamon or cauella alba, but is scarcely known in the medical practice of
this country. The dose of the powder is about half a drachm. Another spec ies,
the JJrimys Chilensis of De <..:andolle, growing in Chili, yields a bark having
similar properties. (Carson, Am. Jow·1t. of Phann., xix. 81.)
W.

XANTIIORRHIZA. U.S. &condary.
Yellow-root.
The root of Xanthorrhiza apiifolia. [!. S.
XANTHOnRmZA. Sex. S11st. Pentandria Polygynia. - Nat. Orel. Ranunculacero.
Gen. Ch. l'al11x none . P"tals five. N ectaries five, pedicelled. Capsules five
to eight, one-seeded, semibi\•alve . .Nullall.
Xantlmrhiza ap#folia. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1568 ; Barton, Med. Bot. ii.
203.-X tincto1·ia. Woodhouse, N. Y: Mc<l. R epos. vol. v. This is an indige-
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nous shrub, two or three feet in height, with a horizontal root, which sends
of!' numerous suckers. Tbc stem is simple, rather thicker than a goose-quill,
with a smooth bark, and bright-yellow wood. Tbc leaves, which stand thickly
at the upper part of the stem, are compound, consisting of several ovate-lanceolate, acute, doubly serrate leaflets, sessile upon a long petiole, which embraces
the st~m at its base. ~l1bc flowers are small, purple, and disposed in long, drooping, divided raCCf1:1CS, placed immediate ly below the first leaves. The nectaries
are obovate and b1lobed, the styles usually about six or eight in number.
The yellow-root grows in the interior of the 8outhern, and in the Western
States. Nuttall says that it i~ abundant on the banks of the Ohio. It flowers
in April. The root is the part directed by the Pharmacopooia; but the bark of
the stem possesses the same virtues.
The root is from three inches to a foot in length, about half an inch in thickness, of a yellow colour, and of a simple but extremely bitter taste. It imparts
its colour and taste to water. The infusion is not affected by a solution of sulphate of iron. By the late Professor Barton the bark of the root was considered more bitter than its li_!!n cous portion.
,
Afedi.cal Properties cmd LSes. Xanthorrhiza possesses properties closely
ano.logous to those of columbo, quassia, and the other simple tonic bitters; and
may be used for the same purposes, and in the same manner. Dr. 'Voodhouse
employed it in the dose of two scruples, and found it to lie easily upon the
stomach.
W.

XANTHOXYLUM. U.S. Secondary.
Pricldy .Ash.
The bark of Xanthoxylum fraxineum. U. S.
XANTDOXYLUi\I. Sex. Sjj$l. Dioocia Pentandria.-litat. Ord. Terebiutaccre,
Jus.~.; Xauthoxybcere, Li11dley.
Gen. Cli. MALE. Cal!JX five-parted. Corolla, none. FEMALE. Cal!JX five-parted.
Corolla none . Pistil:; five. Capsules five, one-seeded. 1Villd.
Xantlwxylurn fraxineum. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 757; Bigelow, Am.. llfed.
Bot. iii. 156. X. Americanum.. Miller; Torrey and Gray, Fl. of]{. Am.
i. 214. The prickly ash is a shrub from five to ten feet in height, with alternate branches, which are covered with strong, sharp, scattered prickles. The
]eaves are alternate and pinnate, consisting of four or five pairs of leaflets, and
an odd terminal one, with a. common footstalk, which is sometimes prickly on
the back, and sometimes unarmed . The leaflets are nearly sessile, ovate, acute,
slightly serrate, and somewhat downy on their under surface. The flowers,
which arc small and greenish, are disposed in sessile umbels near the origin of
the young shoots. The plant is polygamous, some shrubs bearing both male
and perfect flowers, others only female. The number of stamens is five, of the
pistih1 three or four in the perfect flowers, about five in the pistillate. Each
fruitful flower is followed by as many capsules as it had germs . These capsules
arc stipitate, oval, punctate, of a greenish-red colou r, with two valves, and one
oval blackish seed.
This :::pecies of Xanthoxylum is indigenous, growing in woods and in moist
shady places throughout the Northern, Middle, and '\Vestern States. The flowers
appear in April and l\foy, before the foliage. The leaves and capsules have
au aromatic odour recalling that of the oil of lemons. 1'he bark is the otliciual
portion.
.
. .
.
.
.
This, as found rn the shops, 1s ln quilled pieces, from one or two lines to
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ncar1y an inch in diameter, rather thin, externally of a darkish.gray colour
diversi fied by whitish patches, with the epiderr~is in ma~y p~cces marked by
closely set transverse cracks, internally finely striated long1tud10ally and somewhat shining, and, when deriYcd from the smaller branches, exhibiting occasionally remains of the prickles. The bark is very light, brittle, nearly or quite
ino<lorous, and of a tal'!te which is at first sweetish and slightly aromatic, then
bit.terish, and ultimately acrid. ':I.1he acrimony is imparted to boiling water and
alcoh.ol, which extract the virtues of the bark. Its constituents, according to
Dr. Staples, besides fibrous substance, ure volatile oil, a green ish fixed oil, resin,
gum, colouring matter, and a peculiar crystallizable principle which he calls
xantlwxylin, but of which the properties are not dcsign~ted. (Jou.rn. of the P!til.
Col. of Pharm., i. 165.) It is probably identical with the bitter crystalline
principle found by l\11\1. Chevallier and Pclletan in the bark of Xanthoxylum
Clava Ilerculis, and named by them xanthopicrite.
A specimen of bark has been shown to us, collected on the shores of the
Chesapeake Hay, and said to be the product of Xantlwxvlurn Clava Herculis,
though probably derived from the trunk of the plant under consideration, as
the X. Clan Herculis is a. native of the West Indies, and not of the United
· States, and the X fraxine1trn was considered by Linnreus as a variety of that
species. The specimen referred to resembles the bark above described consider·
ably in its general characters, but difi€rs in consistiug of irregular fragments of
a bark of lurger dimensious, fl.at, or but slightly rolled, and exhibiting on the
outer surface of some of the fragments, large couical, corky eminences, which
serve as the bases of the spines, and no doubt girn to the trunk of the tree the
rough, knotty appearance, which obtained for it-s congener the name of the Club
of Hercules.
Dr. Bigelow states that the Aralia spinosa, or angelica tree, which grows in
the Southern States, is occasionally confounded with X fraxineum, in consequence partly of being sometimes called, like the latter, prickly ash. Its bark,
however, in appearance and flavour, is entirely different from the xanthoxylum.
illedical Properties and Uses. Xanthoxylum is stimulant, producing, when
swallowed, a sem•e of heat in the stomach, with more or less general arterial
excitement, and a. tendency to diaphoresis. It is thought to resemble mezereon
and guaiac in its remedial action, and is given in the same complain ts. As a
remedy in chronic rheumatism, it enjoys considerable reputation in this country.
'l'he dose of the powder is from ten grains to half a drachm, to be repeated three
or four times a day. A decoction, prepared by boiling o.n ounce in three pints
of water down to a quart, may be given in the quantity of a pint, in divided
doses, during the twenty.four hours. The powder has sometimes been employed
as a topical irritant; and the bark, used as a masticatory, is a popular remedy
W.
for toothache, and has been recommended in palsy of the tongue.

ZINCUM. U.S., Loncl., Ed., Dub.
Zinc.
Speltre; Zinc, Pr.; Zink, Gtrm.; Zinco, Ital., Span.

Zinc occurs native in two principal states; as a sulphuret, called blende, and
as a carbonate or silicate, denominated calarni11e. It is found in variou8 parts
of the world, but most abundantly in Germany, from which country the United
States are principally suppli ed. The metal is extracted generally from calamine.
This is roasted and mix~d with charcoal powder, and the mixture heated in iron
cylinders placed horizontally over a. furnace. When the reduction of the zinc
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commences, iron receivers are adapted to the opening of the cylinder to receive
the volatilized metal as it condenses. 'l'he metal is then melted and run into
moulds, and forms Fpellre, or the zinc of commerce. In this state it contains
iron, and traces of lead, cadmium, arsenic, copper, sulphur, and charcoal. To ·
purify it from these substances, it must be subjected to a second distillation in
a crucible, furnished with a tube passing through its bottom, and open at both
ends; its upper extremity reaching a little more than half way up the interior
of the crucible, and its lower end terminating above a vessel of water. 'fhe
impure zinc being placed in the crucible, the cover luted on, and the fire applied,
the pure zinc is vola.tilizecl, and, passing down the tube by a descending distillation, condenses in the wa.ter below.
Properties. Zinc has a. bluish-white colour, a peculiar taste, and a perceptible
smell when rubbed. Its texture is laminated, nod its fracture crystalline. Its
malleability and ductility arc not very ~reat. When perfectly pure, it may be
reduced to thin leaves at ordinary temperatures; but the zinc of commerce requires to be heated to a temperature between 212° and 300° to render it sufficient ly laminable to be rolled into sheets. 'fhe softness of zinc is peculiar, as
is shown by the circumstance that it clogs the file when the attempt is made to
reduce it to filings; and hence, if it be desired to have it in the divided form , it
is necessary to submit it to fusion, and to triturate it a.t the moment of solidification. Its sp.gr. is about 6·8, its equivalent number 32·3, and symbol Zn.
By experiments instituted to determine the point, Favre makes its equivalent
32·99, and Erdmann, 32·527 . Subjected to heat, it fuses at 773° . At full
redness it boils, and in close vessels may be distilled o"\"'er; but in open ones it
takes fire, und burns with a dazzling white flame, giYing off dense white fumes .
It dissolves in most of the acids with disengagement of hydrogen, and precipitates aU the metals either in the metallic state, or in that of oxide. It forms
but one well-characterized oxide (a protoxide), and but one sulphuret. A peroxide of uncertain composition was obtained by Thenard. 'J'he protoxide is
officinal, and will be described under another head. (See Zl."nci Ox1"dwn.)
Zinc of good quality dissolves in dilute sulphuric acid, with the exception of
a scanty grayish-black residuum. If absolutely pure, it wou ld be wholly dissolved. The solution is colourless, and yields white precipitates with ferrocyanuret of potassium and hydrosulphate of ammonia.. Ammonia throws down from
this solution a white precipitate, which is wholly dissolved when the alkali is
added in excess. If copper be present, the solution will be rendered blue by
the ammonia; and if iron be an impurity it will be thrown down by this alkali,
but not redissolved by its excess. Arsenic may be detected, unless present in
very minute proportion, by dissolv ing the zinc in pure dilute sulphuric acid in
a. self-regulating reservoir for hydrogen; when arsenuretted hydrogen will be
formed, recognisable by its flame producing a dark stain on a. white plate.
Zinc is extensi"\"'ely employed in the arts. It is the best metal that can be
used, in conjunction with copper, for g:~lvanic combinations. Combined with
tin and mercury, it forms the amalgam for electrical machines. Its solution in
dilute sulphuric acid furnishes the readiest method for obtaining hydrogen. With
copper it forms brass, and, in the form of sheet zi11c, it is employed to cover the
roofs of houses, and for other purposes. It should never be used for culinary
vessels, as it is soluble in the weakest acids.
The compounds of zinc are poisonous, but not to the same extent as those of •
lead. The oxide of zinc, at present used in painting as a. substitute for white
lead, is capable of producing n colic, resembling that caused by lead, and called
zinc colic. It attacks workmen, exposed to the dust of the oxide while engaged
in packing it in barrels, and yields to the remedies appropriate to the treatment
of lead colic. (See Ch<m. Gaz., Sept. 16, 1850.)
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Pharmacf'ulical Use.~. Zinc is never used as a medicine in the metallic st.ate j
but is employed in this state to form the officinal preparatio~s, acetate, sul~h~tei
and chloride of zinc. In combination it forms a number of important med1crnal
preparations, a list of which, with the synonymes, is subjoined.
Zinc is employed medicinally,

I.

OXIDIZED.

Ziuci Oxidum, U.S., Lond., Ed.j Zinci Oxydum, Dub.
Unguentum Zinci Oxi<li, U.S.; Unguentum Zinci, Lond., Ed.;
Unguentum Zinci Oxydi, Dub.

II.

COMBINED WITil CULORINE.

Zinci Cbloridum, U.S., Lond., Dub.
Zinci Chloridi Liquor, Dub.

III.

0XTDJZED AND COMBINED W!Tll ACJDS .

Zinci Acctas, U.S. , Dub.
Zinci Carbonas Prrocipitatus, U.S.; Zinci Carbonas, Dub.
Ceratum Zinci Carbonatis, U. S.
Calamina, U. S.; AnglicC, Calamine.
Ca.lamina Prreparata, lJ S., Lond., Eel.
Cera.tum Calaminre, U.S., Land., EJ.j AnglicC, Turner's cerate.
Zinci 8ulphas, U.S., Lond., Ed., lJub.
Liciuor Aluminis Compositus, I.10nd.
Zinci Valerianas, Dub.
B.

ZINGIBER. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Ginger.
The rhizoma of Zingibcr officinale. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Gingemhre, Fr.; lngwer, Germ.; Zenzero, Ital.,· Gengibre, Spa11.

ZINGIHER. S ex. Sjjst. Monandria. l\Ionogynia.-Nat. Ord. Scitaminere, R.
Brown; Zingiberacero, .Lfodle!J.
Gen. Ch. Fluwers spathaceous. Inner limb of the corolla with one lip. Anther double, with a simple recurved horn at the end. Germen inferior. Style
enclosed in the furrow formed by the anther. Loudon's En<:!JC. of Plants.
Zingiber offici11a{e. Roscoe, 'J.lrans. Linn. Soc. viii. 348; Carson, IUust. of
:flied. Bot. ii. 55, pl. 98.-A11wmmnZingiber. Willd. Sp. Plaut. i. 6; Woodv.
Med. Bot. p. 731, t. 250. The ginger plant has a biennial or perennial, creeping,
tuberous root or rhizoma, and an annual stem, which rises lwo or three feet iu
height, is sol id , round, erect, and enclosed in an i~bricated membranous sheathing. The leaves are l~nceolate, acute, smooth, fh e or six inches long by about
an inch in breadth, and stand alternately on the sheaths of the stem. 'Jhe
flower-stalk rises by the side of tho stem from six inches to a foot high, and like
it is clothed with o>al, acumina.te sheaths; but it is without leaves, and terminates
in an oval, obtuse, bracteal, imbricated spike. The flowers are of a dingy yellow
colour, and appear two or three at a time between the bracteal scales.
The plant is a native of llindostan, and is cu ltivated in all parts of India. It
is also cultivated in th e West Indies, whither it was transplanted from the East,
and at Sierra Leone in Africa. The flowers have an aroma.tie smell, and the
stems 1 when bruised, are slightly fragrant; but, the root is the portion in which
the virtues of the plant reside. 'l'his is fit to be dug up when a year old. In
the West Indies, the ginger crop is gathered in January and February, after the
stems have withered. After haYing been properly cleansed, the root is scalded
1
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in boiling water, in order to prevent germination 1 and is then rapidly dried.
Thus prepared, it constitutes the ordinary ginger of commerce, or blacl.: yinge1·
as it is sometimes call ed from the darkish colour which it acquires in the process.
It is imported into this country chiefly from Calcutta, and is known to the
druggists by the name of East India ginger; but recently considerable ']Uanti.
ties have been brought from Africa, and some probably reaches us from the West
Indies. In Jamaica another variety is prepared by selecting the best roots,
depriving them of their epidermis, and drying them separately and carefully in
the sun. 'l'his is called in the books white ,qi11ger, and is most highly valued.
It reaches us from England, where it is said to undergo some further preparation, by which its appearance is improved. It is usually called in our markets
Jama'ica ginger. The root is also at present imported from th e East Indi es
deprived of the epidermis. Considerable quantities arc brought immediately
from the \Yest Indies in a recent state, and sold by the confectioners. A preserve is made from ginger by selecting the roots while young and tender, de~
priving them of their cortical covering, and boiling them in sy rup. 'l'his is
occasionally impor ted from the }Just and West Indies. When good it is translucent and tender.
The recent root is from one to four inches long, somewhat flattened on its upper
and under surface, knotty, obtusely and irregularly branched or lobed, externally
of a light-ash colour with circular rugre, internally fleshy and yellowish-white.
It sometimes germinates when kept in the shops.
'l'he common or black ginger is of the same general shape, but bas a dark asbcoloured wrinkled epidermis, which, being removed in some places, exhibits
patches of an almost black colour, apparently the result of exposure. Beneath
the epiderm is is a brownish, resinous, almost horny cortical portion. The interior parenchyma is whitish and somewhat farinaceous . The powder is of a light
yellowish-brown colour. This variety is most extensively used throughout the
country.
The Jamaica or white ginger differs in being entirely deprived of epidermis,
and white, or yellowish-white on the outside. The pieces are rounder and thinner, in consequence of the loss of substance in their preparation. They afford
when pulverized a beautiful yellowish-white powder, which is brought from Liver~
pool in jars. This variety is firm and resinous, and has more of the sensible
qualities of ginger than the black. The uncoated ginger of the East Indies
resembles the Jamaica, but is darker. There is reason to believe that a portion
at least of the white ginger of commerce has been subjected to a bleaching process, by which not only the exterior, but also the internal parts are rendered
whiter than in the unprepared root. Trommsdorff found in a specimen which
he examined, e,·idcnces of the presence of chlorides, sulphates, and lime; and
concluded that the bleaching was effected by chlorine, or by chloride of lim e
and sulphuric acid. Having macerated some black ginger in water, d~prived it
of the corti cal portion, treated it for twenty-four hours with sulphuric acid diluted
with nine times its weight of water, and finally placed it in a ruixture of chloride
of lime and water, in which it was allowed to remain for two days, be found it,
upon being washed and dried, to present an appearance closely resembling that
of the finest white ginger, both on the surface and internally. (Annal. cler
Plwrm., xvii. 98.) According to Brande, ginger is often washed in whiting
and water; and Pereira. states that it is sometimes bleached by exposure to the
fumes of burning sulphur.
General P1·opcrties. The od?ur of ginger is aromatic and penetrating, the
taste spicy, pungent,· hot, and biting. These properties gradually diminish, and
arc ultimately lost by exposure. '.l'he virtues of ginger are extracted by water
and alcohol. Its constiLuents, according to 111.1\lorin, are a volatile oil; a resin-
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?us matte:, soft, acrid, aromatic, and soluble in ether and alcohol~ a sub-resin
rnsoluble rn ~ther_; a little osmazome; gum; ~tar~h; a vcgcto-a~1mal matter;
io:ulphur; acetic acid; acct.ate of potassa; and lignm. The peculiar fiavo?r of
the root appears to depend on the volatil e oil, its pungency partly on the resmous
or resino-extractive principle. A cons id erable quantity of very pure white starch
may be obtained from it. The volatile oil, examined by A. Papousck, was yel low, of the odour of ginger, and of a hot aromatic taste. Its 8p. gr. was 0·893,
and boiling point 475° F. Deprived of water by distillation with anhydrous
phosphoric acid, it consisted of carbon and hydrogen, with the formula C10H 8 , and
therefore belongs to the camphene series. (See C!tem. Caz., Jan. 1, 1853, p. 12.)
'l'hose pieces of ginger which are very fibrous, light and friable, or worm-eaten,
shou ld be rejected.
Mcdicol Properties and Uses. Ginger is a grateful stimulant and carminative,
and is often given in dyspepsia, flatulent colic, and the feeble state. of the alimentary canal attendant upon atonic gout. It is an excellent addition to bitter
infusions and tonic powders, imparting to them an agreeable, warming, and cordial operation upon the stomach. 'Vhen chewed it produces much irritation of
the mouth, and a copious flow of saliva; a.nd when snuffed up the nostrils, in a
state of powder, excites violent sneezing. It is sometimes used as a local remedy in relaxation of the uvula, and paralysis of the tongue and fauces. Externally applied it acts as a rubefacient. lt may be given in powder or infusion.
The dose of the former is from ten grains to a scruple or more. The infusion
may be prepared by adding half an ounce of the powder or bruised root to a pint
of boiling water, and may be given in the dose of one or two fluidounces.
Off. Prep. Acidum Sulphuricum Aromaticum; Confectio Opii; Confectio
Scammon ii; Infusum Sennre; Infusum Zingiberis; l'ilula Cambogire Composita;
Pilulre·Scillre Compositre; Pulvis Aromaticus; Pulvis Cinnamorui Compositus;
PulYis Jalapre Comp.; Pulvis Rhei Comp. i Pulvis Scammonii Comp. i Syrupus
Uhamni; Syrupus Zingibcris; Tinctura. Cinnau:iomi Composita; 'l'inct. Rhei
Comp.; Tinct. Zingiberis; Vinum Akics.
W.

PART II.
PREPARATIONS.
prePara.tion of medicines, which constitutes the art of Pharmacy, comes
within the peculiar province of the apothecary. It is for hi s guidance that the
various formulre of the Pharmacopc:eia Lan been arranged, and to him that
their directions are ei-.pecially addressed.*
A few general observations, therefore, of an explanatory nature, calculated to
facilitate the progress of the:: pharmaceutical student, will not be misplaced under
the present head. The duty of the apothecary is to obtain a supply of good
medicines, to preserve them with care, to prepare them properly for use, and to
dispense them . Our remarks will embrace each of these points.
The substances obtained from the mineral and an imal kingdoms, and those
furni~hcd by the chemical manufacturer, arc of a nature to admit of no general
precepts as to their proper condition, which would not be suggested by the common sense of tbe purchaser. He must receive tbem as offered, and judge of
their fitness for bis purposes by bis knowledge of tbe peculiar properties of each.
The same remark applies to vegetable substances from abroad; but with respect
to indigenous plants, the apothecary is frequently called upon to exercise his
judgment in relation to their collection and desiccation, and will derive advantage
from some brief practical rules upon the subject.
COLLECTING AND DRYING or PLANTS. 'J'he proper mode of proceeding varies
according to the nature of the part used. The different parts of plants are to
be gathered at the period when the peculiar juices of th e plant are most abundant in them. In the roots of annuol plants this happens just before the time
of flowering; in the roots of biennials, after the vegetation of the first year has
ceased; and in those of perennials, in the spring before vegetation has commenced. They should be washed, and the small fibres, unless they are t.he part
employed, should be separated from the fleshy solid part, which is to be cut in
slices previously to being dried . Bulbs are to be gathered after the new bulb
is perfected, and before it has begun to vegetate, which is at the time the leaves
decay. Barks whether of the root, trunk, or branches, should be gathered in
the autumn or early in the spring. The dead epidermis, and the decayed parts
are to be separated. Of some trees, as the slippery elm, it is the inner bark only
that is preserved. Leaves are to be gathered after their full development, before
THE

* These preliminary observations to the second part of the work were originally pre·
pared by i\lr. Daniel B. Smith, President of the Philadelphia. College of Phurmacy. They
have from timetotimebeensomewhat modified since their first appearance; but never
to the same extent as in the present edition. '.l'healterations now made are such as the
improvements in Pharmacy have suggested, and were deemed necessary to render the work
a proper exponent of the present state of knowlcd.ge upon the subj ect. Thenuthors nre
happy to acknow ledge thei~ oblignt.ions, in the rension of this introduction, to Professor
William I>rocter, of the Phtladelphrn College of Pbarmacy.-lfote to the 11illth edition.
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the fading of the flower. The }ca yes of biennial plants do not attain their pcrfc.ct qualities until the second year. Flou:ers r-ihould in general be gathered at
the time of their expansion, before or immediately after they have fully opened;
and some, as the Rosa. Oallica, while ju the bud. Aromatic herbs a~c to be
gathered when in flower. J.Jcaves, flowers, and herbs arc to be gathered rn clear
dry weather, in the morniog, after the dew is exhaled. Stalks and twi9s arc
collected in autumn; seeds at the period of their full maturity.
Vegetables should be dried as rapidly as is consistent with their perfect preservation. Those collected in the warm months and during dry weather, may,
except in a few instances, be dried by spontaneous evaporation in a well-ventiJated apartment; and some, as roots and barks, may be exposed to the direct
rays of the sun. In spring and autumn, and especially in damp foggy, or rainy
weather, the dryiog room should be artificially heated, and furnished witlt apertures near the top for the escape of the moist warm air, and others beneatli in
the direction of the prevailing wind so as to command a current of· air. The
arrangements for supplying heat, which may consist of a. small sto\•e, or a drum
connected with a stove iu another apartment, should be capable of regulation, so
that the temperature may range between 70° and 100° Fahr. at will. 'l'be substances to be dried should be supported on wicker or tinned wire hurdles, arranged
horizontally abo,·e each other, so that the ascending and lateral currents of air
n.:ay pass oYer and through e>ery part. Fil.Jrous roots may be dried in the sun,
or at a heat of from 65° to 80° in the drying room. Fleshy roots should be cut
in transverse Slices not exceeding half an inch in length, and, during the drying
process, should be stirred several times to prevent moulJing; the heat being at
first maintained a.t about 100°. Bulbs must have the outer membranes peeled
off: in other respects they arc to be treated like fleshy roots. Bar/,:s, 1coodi;,
and t1ci'ys readily dry in thin layers in the open air. Lem,;es, after separation
from the stalks, should be loosely strewed over the hurdles, and their position
changed twice a day till they become dry. When very succulent they require
more care, in order to prevent discoloration. For dry and thin leaves the heat
need not exceed 70°; for the imcculent, it may be gradually raised to 100°. .An.
1wal plants, and tops, if not too juicy, may be tied loosely in small bundles, and
strung on lines stretched across the drying room. Flowers must be dried carefully and ra.pidly so as to preserve their colour. They should be spread loosely
on tbe hurdles and turned several times by stirring. 'Vben flowers or leaves
owe their virtues to volatile oils, greater care is necessary. Succulent fruits, as
berries, may be dried when in bunches by suspending them in the drying room.
The following table, taken from the Edinburgh Dispensatory, presents the
amounts yielded by 1000 parts of the vegetables respectively mentioned, after
being dried.
Roots of Angelica. Archanp:elica.
Aspidium l?ilix l\las
JnulaHelenium.
Valeriana. sylvestris

Bark of the Oak
Elder
Elm

.
Twigs of Solanum Dulcamara.
Leaves of Atropa Belladonna.
Conium maculatum
Datura.Stramonium .

263 Leaves of Digitalis purpurca
500
llyoscyamus niger
187
Mclissaofficinalis
316
Salvia officinalis
410 Tops of l\Ientha piperita .
292 !flowers of Anthemis nobilis
375
llorago offi.cinalis
308
Lavandula vera
J..10
Sambucus Ebulus

185 Petals of Papavar Rhreas
110

Rosa. rubra

.

ISO
135
220
220
215
338
nG
510
256
84
330

The proper preservation of medicines is an
object of the greatest importance to the apothecary. The apartment destined for
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a store room should be quite dry, and capable of being ventilated at will, and
protected from vermin. As a general rule drugs should be excluded fr om the
light, and not packed away until thoroughly dry. New parcel$ should not be
put in old receptacles until these have been exam ined, and freed from dust and
insects. Barrels an<l boxes well fitted with movable covers, are suitable for most
roots, barks, and woods, and for some herb:;, leaves, and seeds. 'fhey should be
painted externally, and arc less liable to harbor insects when varnished inside
with a. solution of shellac, imbued with aloes, wormwood, or colocynth . Roots
and bulbs, which are to be preserved fresh, should be buried in dry sand. .Arornatic leaves and those containing alkaloids, flowers, most seeds, and some roots,
especially liable to the attacks of insects, should be kept in tin canisters or in
light boxes lined with lead, tin, or zinc, or in opaque glass, or earthenware vessels. They should be frequently examined in order to pre,,cnt deterioration from
insects or moisture. \Vhen insects are discovered in a drug, the best means of
destroying them, according to J_,utrand, is to suRpend an open Yial containing
chloroform in the canister, which is to be closed securely, so that the ntmospbere
of the vessel may become saturated with the vapour. Cantharides and ergot may
be thus treated. Bundles of aromatic herbs, the leaves of which are very friable,
as sage, marjoram, &c., should be wrapped loosely in refuse paper, so as to preser•e a due proportion between stems, leaves, and flowers. Gum-res·ins, unless
in original packages, should be kept in earthen jars or tinned boxes. F1~xed and
volatile oils should be kept in canisters or bottles, in a cool dark place, where
the average temperature is about 60°. Substances in the form of fecula should
be kept in oak barrels, or in canisters, and carefully examined from time to time
to detect and remove insects.
GARBLING OF Dauos. Drugs frequently require to be garbled before they are
in a proper state for use. Senna is to be separated from the stalks and legumes;
cetraria, from moss, leaves, and sticks; myrrh from bdcllium, &c.; gum Senegal
from Bassora gum and a terebinthinate resin; flaxseed from clover and garlic
seed; seneka from ginseng; s-pigeb·a from tLe stems and leaves, and both it and
serpentaria from adhering dirt. Seroons of ciuchona. should be examined, and
the barks assorted before they are put by for use. Gum.s and gum-resins should
be garbled, and the tears preserved sepa.rately.
WEIGHTS AND l\1EASURES. A precise acquaintance with the recognised measures of weight and capacity is essential to the operations of the apothecary. The
weights used by him in compounding medicines are the troy pound and its divisions; those by which he buys and sells, the avoirdupois pound and its divisions.
'l'he former contains 5760 grains, the latter 7000 grains; so that 11 troy pounds
arc nearly equivalent ~o 9 pounds avoirdupois. The troy pound contains 12 ounces
of 480 grains; the avoirdupoi~ pound 16 ounces of 437t grains; eleven of the
former being nearly equal to twche of the latter. The troy ounce is divided, for
the use of the apothecary, into 8 drachms of 60 grains each; and the drachm into
3 scruples of 20 grains each. 'l'he United St.ates and British Pbarmacopooiaa,
that of the Dublin College excepted, recognise the troy weights; and whenever,
in this work, any term is used expressive of weight, when not otherwise stated,
it is to be understood as being of this denomination. The Dublin Pharmacopreia
of 1850 recognises the avoirdupois pound and ounce; dividing the ounce into 8
drachms of 54·68 grains each; and the drachm into3 scruples of 18·22 grains each .
'l'he measures used by the apothecary, in this country, are the wine pint and
the gallon. 1.'he wine pint contain~ 28·875 c:ibic inches. The weight. of_ a pint
of di stilled water, at 62° Fahrenheit and 30 rnches of the barometer, 1s t289·7
grains, or 1 pound 3 ounces 1 drachm 29·7 grains troy, or 1 pound 289·7 grains
nvoirdupois. The gallon is divided into 8 pints, the pint in~o 1G fiuid ounces, the
ftuidounce into 8 tluidrachms, and the fluidrachm into 60 minims. 'J'he weight of a
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minim. Drops vary in size according to the nature of the fluid, and the size and
shape of the lip from which they fall. A drop of water nearly equals a minim.
A fluidrachm of antiruonial wine will make, on an average, about 72 drops, one
of laudanum 120 drops, one of alcohol 138 drops, one of ether 150 drops, and
one of chloroform more than 200 drops. For a table showing the relati,·e value
of minims and drops, see the Appe:nclix. The measures recognised by all the
:British Pbarmacopceias are the Imperial gall on of 70,000 grains of distilled water
or 277 cubic inches, and its divisions. The gallon is divided into 8 pints of 20
fiuidoun ces each. 'l'he fluidounce is divided as that of wine measure, but differs
from it in value, containing precisely an ounce avoirdupois or 437·5 grains of
distilled water. Measures are employed, both in the United States and British
Pharmacopooias, to express the quantity of liquids in nearly all their formulre.
Liquids are to be dispensed from graduated measures, of which those holding
from a fluidounce to a pint are li ollow inverted cones; and those holding a fl.uidracbm, aud grad uated to every five minims, are cylimlrical. For smaller quantities than five minims, a slender tube holding a fl.uidrachm may be used, having
the aliquot parts divided off, and marked with a diamond. Alsop's minimeter,
which consists of a slender glass syringe graduated into sixty parts, each equal
to a minim, is the most COU\'enient and accurate instrument for measuring fractions of a fluidrachm. Care shou ld be taken to verify these instruments. The
following approximate measures are used in prescribing medicines; viz., a wineglassful containing two fluidounces, a tablespoonful containing half a fluidounce,
a dessertspoonful two fluidrachms, and a teaspoonful a fl.uidrachm.
Sl'ECH'IC GRAVITY.
The specific gravity of liquids affords one of the best
tests of their purity. 1'he instrument commonly used by the apothecary for
ascertaining this is Baurne's hydrometer. 'l'his is a glass bulb loaded at one end,
and drawn out at the other into a tube on which the scale is marked. That
used for alcohol is graduated by loading it until it sinks to the foot of the stem
(which is marked zero) in a solution of one part of common salt in nine parts of
water. It is then put into water, and the place to which it sinks marked 10° of
the scale, which is constructed from these data. The hydrometer for liquids
heavier than water is made by loading it, so that in distilled water it shall siuk
nearly to the top of the stem . 'l'he place to which it sinks in a solution of 15
parts of salt in 85 parts of water is then marked 15°, and the scale di\•iJ.ed off.
For a table exhibiting the value of these scales in specific gravities, see the
Appendix. Hydrometers are made specially for syrups, acids, and sal ine solutions. Those for syrups should have a very short tube, graduated from 20° to
40° of BaumC's scale for heavy liquids. 'fbe advantage of a short stem is, that
the instrument may be used in small vessels.*
The hydrometers commonly imported are so carelessly made that scarcely :my
two will agree, and little dependence is to be placed on their accuracy. A more
certain meLLod consists in weighing the liquid at a uniform temperature in a
bottle, the capacity of which, in grains of distilled water, has been previously
ascertained. If a. bottle is selected which will hold exactly 1000 grains of water
at 60°, the weight in grains of the quantity of any liquid which it will hold, will
be the specific gravity of that liquid. Such bottles a.re sold in the shops. If
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one is not attainable, an ordinary vial may be used, and lbe specific gravity obtained by diviJing the weight of the liriui<l examined by th e weight of the water.
'Ibe operation i::; rendered more accurate by fittinp; a smooth cork to the vial,
11assing a pin transversely tbroup;h it MO as to rest on the lips of the \'ial, and
then cuttin g a small ,·ertic.:al groove into the side of the cork so as to admit of
the escape of the excess of liquid , when the cork is in:::erted.
Gay Lnssac's eentesimal alcohol meter is a very useful instrument, being graduated so as to indicate the percentage of absolute alcohol in any mixture of
pure spirit and water.
The specific gravity of a solid is ascertained by first weighing it in oir and
then in water, and dividing tho former weight by the difference between the two.
If lighter than water, it should first be weighed in tb e air, then in air and in
water in conne:s:ion with a heavier body, which has itself been previously weighed
in air ancl in water; and tbe weight of the lighter body in the air, should be
divided by the excess of the difference between the weights in air and water of
the two conjoined, o\·er tha.t of the weights in air and water of the heavier body
alone. If tbe body be so luLl e in water, its relative weight to tha.t of some other
liquid of known specific gravity s hould be ascertained, in the 11rnnner above
directed, and this weight multiplied by the specific gravity of that li()uid.
Th e ~pcc ific gra,·ity of in soluble powders heavier than water, as calomel 1 may
be obtained by introducing 100 grains into a thousand grain bottle , filling it
carefully with disti lled water, so as to disengage all the air, ascertaining the
weight of the contents in grains, subtracting the number of grains exceeding
1000, frnm the weight of the powder in air, aud dividing the latter by the difference. ·when the powder is soluble or lighter than water, another liquid, as
al cohol, ether, or oil of turpentine rnay be u~cd, the neccss:iry allowance being
made for the difference in specific gravity. Very accurate thousand grain bottles
are now made in Philadelphia.
:M.ECHANJCAJ, D1v1SION. One of the simplest methods of preparing medicines
is their redu ction , by mechanical means, to a state of minute division. 'l'bis is
effected by the operations of slicing, bruising, rasping, filing, triturnting, grinding, sifting, lev ig::i.tion, and elutriation. When the result is a fine powder, the
process or processes employed are called pulven·zation.
'l'hc more important drugs which are sold in the state of powder are pulverized
by persons who pursue tLat occupa.tiou for a linlihood. Owing to the readiness
with which fraud can be perpetrateJ in this 0peration, the apothecary cannot be
too careful to place his drugs in h onest hands. In sendi ng drngs to the powderer a certain per ceutagc of powder is sometimes required, witbont regard to
the condition of the drugs, as to moisture, extraneous admixture, &c., which per
centage often cannot be obtained without tbe addition of foreign matter. This
procedure on the part of the druggist is one of the ch ief sources of dis~onesty
in the powderer, and is highly reprehensible. The loss of weight during the
processes of pulverization is due to the evaporation of moisture, the unavoidable
escrtpe of dusty particles, and the useles::1 residue called gruffs. 'l'be following
statement has been abbreviated from a table prepared by lllM. Henry an<l
Guibourt. One thousand parts of the substances mentioned yielded, when pulverizedRoots.
Jalnp
Rhubarb
Columbo
Liquorice root
Valerian
Elccnmp:mc
Gentian .

49

Flmntinemis
.
!HO Hhatany
.
.
!l:.m Calamus
.
.
000 Virginia snake root
!JOO lp£'cacu11.nl.m .
.
860 ::iquill(bulb) . .
850
Bttrlrs.
850 Cinchona, pale
.

I

SGO--,yellow.
8o0 1Ci.nc.hon. o, "d
.
840 Cmnamon
.
800 Augui;tura
·

i!>O
8:!0 Hemlock
Savine .
8i5 Digitnhs

880
900
890

8:?5

Leaves.
.
.
.

800
800

mo

Contusion.- Grinding.
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i85 ~nx ,·omico.

Bellndonno.
~ennn

7::!0 1Coloc\·nth

,

630 i

S"O Trngncnnth

8~0 g~~n~rabic

Saffron ,
Mustard

Fruits.

mack pepper .

,

.

•

;~~ ~~~~~~r~~ ~~i~ntimo.ny ~gg

IAlocs°rt9~tahle :_Prod~cts.

llenbane Flo1eers.
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Th e apothecary often finds it necessary to pulverize drugs in small quantities.
For Miis purpose be should be provided witb mortars of iron, brass, Wedgwood
ware, glu.ss, und marble, sierns of several degrees of fineness, at ]east one hand
mill, one or more cutting knives, a. rasp, and a pair of pruniug shears.
Contusion shou ld be performed in an iron or brass mortar, the latter being
used for astringent substances. 'fhe curve of the interior surface of the bottom
should be elliptical, and that of the pestle should be of the same kind, but of
shorter radius, so that when the pestle stands 'fertically in the mortar their surfaces may approximate pretty closely for some distance around the point of
actual contact. l)owdering by contusion is much facilitated by using a large
mortar, with the pestle suspended on a spring so as to assist in elevating it. In
powderiug acrid substances, as well as to prevent loss in those that are dusty, a
leathern cover should be attached to the pcRtle, and held tightly around the
edge of the mortar by a circular wooden fram~. The operator should guard
Limself against the fine particles of very acrid substances, lik e cautbarides,
euphorbium, &c., by standing with his back to a current of air, and covering
his nostrils with a wet cloth. Il e should be careful not to impede the process
by introducing too large a quantity of the material so as to clog the pestle.
After the pestle has been in action a certain time, the fine particles accumulate
so as to hinder tbe reduction of the coarser. At this point the sieve should be
brought into requi.!lition. Siet1cs for -powders are constructed of woven brass
wire, and silk cloth (bolting cloth). The best arrangement for the apothecary's
use is that known as the box or drum sieve, being cylindrical, with a CO\'er
above, and a receptacle below for the powder. After introducing the contents
of tbe morta r, a j erki ng circular motion should be given to th e sieve, without
much jarring, so tbat none but the finest particles shall pass. The coarser portion shou ld then be returned to the mortar to be again acted on. A set of simple
sieves, form ed by tacking pieces of woYen wire, with meshes rnrying from the
twentieth to the fourth of an inch, to S<J uare wooden frame!'!, should be provided
to prepare drugs for percolation and other modes of soluti on. When the quantity of material to be sifted is large, recourse may be advant.1geou~ly had to
Ilarriis patent sieve, which bas the
merits of the drum sie,·c, with great
facility of use. (See Am. Juurn. of
Plwrrn., xxv. 31.) A figure of this
instrument is given in the margin.
Grinding. The hand mill is exceedingly useful for the coarse coru minutiou of drugs, especially of those
which from their acrimony may annoy tbc operator in the process of
contusion. Swift's drug mill (see
following page), is one of the most
useful and manageable of the kind.
1t docs not answer well for fibrous
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drugs like slippery elm and sarsa·
pnrilla, unless sliced transversely in
short sections.
1.'rituration is the effect produced
where a circular motion, accompanied
by pressure, is communicated to the
pestle; and is applied most generally
to friable substances, or to powders
obtained by other means with a view
to their further and more regulu.r
comminution. The operation is ac·
celerntecl by alternately increasing
aud dimini:;hing the circular move.
ments, so as to bring the pestle in
contact with all portions of the sur·
face of the mortar. Dover's powder
and red oxide of mercury are in.
stances requiring this operation; and
in prescriptions for powders, where
a variety of substances of variable
molecular condition are as$ociated,
this process is employed to bring them to a uniform state of division.
Lev(r1atio11, or porpltyrization 11.s it was formerly called, is a. kind of tritnra.
tion effected between the flat surfaces of a slab and muller. As the surfaces are
equ idistant at all parts, a substance subjected to their action has its particles
more uniformly divided, than between the curved surfaces of a. mortar and
pestle. It is usual to moisten the powder with water or alcohol (in which it
should be insoluble) so as to bring it to a pasty consistence. The slab :rnd
muller arc made of glas~, porphyry, Wedgwood ware, or marble.
Elutriation bears the same relation to trituration and levigation tba.t sifting
does to contusion. It consists in agitating a powder, obtained by those pro·
ceS$CS, in a large quantity of water, allowing the courser particles to subsid e,
and pouring off the supernatant liquid, holding the finer particles in suspension,
that they may settle separately. 'l'he pasty thick mass, left when the clear
liquid is decanted, is put into a funnel, and dropped iu small portions on a chalk
stone so as to form sma ll conical masses. The fineness of the powder depends
on its specific gravity, and the length of time which elapses before the liquid
from which it subsid es is drawn off.
Various means are used to facilitate the operation of powdering. All vegetable
substances must be carefully and thoroughly dried. No part of the business of the
powderer requires more care than this, especially in relation to those substances
which owe their activity to volatile principles. The heat derived from steam, regu·
lated below 100° for aromatic substa nces, and below J..!0° for others not injured
thereby, is the most appropriate. Resius, gum.resins, and gums must be pow.
dered in cold frosty weather. Tragacanth and nux vomica must be dried in a
stove beat, and powdered while hot. The fibrous roots, as liquorice and marsh.
mallow, shou ld be previously cut into thin transverse slices. Agaric is to be
powdered by beating it into a paste with wa.ter, then drying, and trituratiug it.
Cloves and the aromatic seeds may be ground in a Land mill, and afterwards
trituratecl. Squill and coloryntb, the comminution of which is sometim es aided
by soaking them in mucilage of tragacanth and then drying, arc best powdered
in a dry atmosphere, after being thoroughly dried by a stove heat. Camphor
requires the addition of a few drops of al?ohol: 'The efHorescent .salts m~y be ob.
tained in the state of fine powder by exs1ccation; and those wh1e:h are rnsoluble
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in alcohol may be precipitated by it, in an impalpable powder, from their aqueous solutions. Vanilla, mace, and other oily aroma.tic sub~tances, m~y b~ rubbe<l
to powder with sugar; magnesia and white lead, by fri~t1on on a \~'1rc sieve._
Care should be taken, in powdering, to srparate prcvwusly the_ me:t portions
and impurities, and to mix iutimatcly. the whole of the powder wL1ch is rcs_erved
for use. The central woody fibre of 1pecacuanh;i and of other roots, the virtues
of which reside in the bark, is to be rejected. The first portions of those barks
to which lichens, and the dead epidermis adhere, are inert; as arc also the la.st
particles of the fibrous roots and harks.
Ivory, horn, nux vomica 1 wood 1 and iron arc prepared for pha~maceutic pur.
poses by filing and raspingj guaiacum worid and quassia. by turnm~ in a. lathe;
roots, stalks, and dried herbaceous plants by cutting with a Ia:ge pair of shears,
or with a large knife, fixed in a. frnme at one end and furnished with a. long
handle at the other. Tin and zinc are granulated by melting them, and strongly
agitating while they are cooling, and carbonate of potassa by stirring with a rod
the concentrated solution as it hardens. Earthy insoluble substances are con·
venieotly reduced to powder by leviga.tion.
SEPARATION m' MIXED SunsTANCES. Various mechanical operations for this
purpose a re resorted to in pnu.;tical pharmacy. Some of these have reff'rcnce to
the separation of solids from liquids, others to the separation of one liquid from
another.
Separation of Solids frorn Liquids. This includes the processes of decanta.
tion, filtrntio n 1 straining, expression, clarification, &c.
Decantation. Solids may be separated from liquids, when there exists no
chemical action between tbem 1 by being allowed to subside. ':I1he supernatant
liqui<l may then be carefully poured off; or it may be drawn off by a syphon, or
separated by filtering. 'l'bc last. operation, or expression by a stronger force, is
necessary to separate the whole of the liquid.
Jars larger :tt bottom than at the top, and furnished with a lip for pouring,
called precipilat/119 jars, are sold in the shops, and are proper for de(;autation,
p recipitation 1 and the receiving of filtering liquids. When the decanted liquid
is the object of the process, and the powder subsides very slowly, the precipitation
may be greatly hastened by the addition of a small quantity of solution of gelatin.
Decantalion Ly pouring is facilitated by holding vertically against tbe lip a glass
rod, which attracts and gives a direction to the current, and prevents iL from
running down the s.ides of the vessel. The syphon is a tube bent like the letter
U having one limb. longer than the other. When it is filled with liquid, and
the shorter end is rnscrted in the fluid to be decanted 1 a current is estabbbcd
towards the longer limb owing to the greater weigLt of its contents, which con·
tinues us long as tbe shorter liwb is kept below the surface of the liquid.
Filtration consists in pouring a mixture of solid and fluid matter ou a porous
• su rface, called a filter or strainer, which admits of the pas a.gc of the fluid only1
and is de.signed either to clarify the liquid, or to separate the solid from the
associated liquid by washing and draining.
Filters or strainers arc made of unsized paper, cotton, linen , and woollen doth ,
charcoal 1 glass, an<l sand . 'l:he apothecary should be provided with several kiuds
of liltcriog paper, one of which should be white and free from matter soluble in
dilute acids, especially oxides of iron . Paper filters are plain or plaited. 'J'bc
plain filter is made by fo\diug a square piece of paper twice, so as to bring the
four corners together, and then separating one of the layers from the other three
sons to form a bOllow cone, which is inserted in a. funnel. Such filters aro best
for precipitates; but when rapid filtration is required, tbc plaited tilter, by presenting a much greater extent of 5urface, and numerous channels for the descent
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Filtration.
of the liquid, is to preferrcJ. The paper is fold ed
into 32 trian gu lar surface~, all the points meeting
in the centre, and the edge presenting a zig-zag
outline as in the fig ure. In some cases it may be

necessary to place a small cone of the same material
outside of the large one to strength en it.

When

the liquid is too viscid to pass readily through paper,
a cotton or wooll en bag of a conical shape may be

used.

Cot.ton flannel with a thick nap is well suited

for eyrups. Acids may be filtered through a layer
of fin e siliceous sa nd , supported in the neck of a
glass funn el by pieces of glass g radually decreasing in size. Castor.oil, syrups, and
oxymels may be read ily filtered throu"h coarse paper, made entirely of wooll en
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suspended over a. s uitable vessel. Melted fats, resins, wax, and plasters may be
strained through muslin stretched over a.
square fram e, or a. hoop. Hair cloth or
wire gauze is better s uited for pla sters than
mu slin. Small sieves of fine bolting cloth
serve for straining emulsions, decoctions
and infu sions; and a. temporary strainer
for these purposes may be made by fastening a. piece of muslin between tbe upper
and lower parts of a. common pill box, and
then cuttingolf th e ends so as to leave the
rim only of the box around the mu slin.
The filt1·ati ou of viscid substances is fa cili·
lated by hea t. Filtration through bone black
is practised for muddy or dark coloured liquids. )luch inconvenience is often experienced in the filtrati on of hot satu rated saline solution s, by th e cooling of the liquid,
andconsequ eutcrystallizationof the salt, in
the filter and neck of the funnel. To obviate thi s, the t in apparatus represented in

The vessel is filled with hot
~:t:.~o;~i;~~:~~;twascontrivcd by Professor Il~are.

ata boiling heat by
a spirit lamp placed
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iesolutioos, it isnecessary to protect
the liquid from the flame of th e lamp, and for thi s purpo~e the partition undern eath has been added. No apothecary shou ld be without th is ui::eful nppa ratu s.
'l'he arrangement of Dr. Hare hns been simplified by ba\'ing a funnel with double
sides, as in the figure, with a hollow eylindl'ical projection at the lower part, to
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which a spirit lamp heat rn:iy be applied, while th~ funnel is supported on a l~mp
s!aud; the i:::pace between the sides being filled with water. Frames of var106::1
sizes for holding funnels and filters will be found nry useful; the wood cut represents the one corumonly used. The cfttorescence of saline solutions on the
edµ-eof the filtering paper may be prevented by dipping it in melti:d tallo.w or lard.
The filtration of liquids which arc altered by exposure to t he atr requires mucb
caution. A \'ery simple method of accomplishing it is to insert a slender tube
of glass into the funnel, loog enough to reach below the neck, while the upper
part is nearly as hig-h as the top of the funnel. The space between the tube and
the neck must be filled with bits of glass and fine sand so as to form a good
filtering bed; the liquid is then poured in, and the top of the funnel covered
with a phte of glass. If this be luted on, and the funnel luted into the neck
of a bottle, the process will be performed with perfect accuracy . Another way
of performing this operation, in relation both to liquors altered by the carbonic
acid of tl1e air, and to th ose whicli are very volatile, as ethereal and ammoniacal
solutions, consists in covering tbe funnel with a sheet of tin foil, or moist bladder, and putting a small tube within and against the side of the.funnel, extending
nearly to the top, so as to form a commun ication between the atmosphere of the
receptacle and that of the funnel. lly such an arrangement ordinary filtering
through paper can be conducted with perfect success with ether or solution of
ammonia. ~he filtration of large quantities of ~iq~id~ is facilitated by having ,
a self.supplymg :ipparatus, so that the level of liquid rn the filter may be con·
stant. This is effected by inserting a tube, with a bore of a quarter of an inch,
through the cork of a large bottle containing the liquid to be filtered, and supporting the bottle ia an inverted position over the filter, as at page i83, so that
the tube sb:lll dip slightl y below the surface of the liquid. As this dcscend;g its
place is supplied from the bottle above. Another arrangement, in which a. syphon
is used, is figured in the following page.
l!,J:pression is required to separate the last p&rtions of tinctures and iufusions
from the dreg.'l. A screw-press is used for this purpose. The substance to be
pressed is put into a cy linder of strong sheet tin, the sides of which are pierced
with small holes. This is placed on a square tray of tin having a lip for pouring.
A block of wood, which fits into the cylinder, like a. piston, is placed on the top,
and the whole is put under the screw-press, the pressure of which is gradually
brought to bear upon it.
Thi s press is to he used for expressing the juices of fresh plants, which, previously to being pressed, must be well beaten in a mortar, water being added to
those which are bard and dry. The juices of succulent fruits, as strawberries,
raspberries, &c., are most advantageously extracted by filling several strong flannel
bags about two-thirds full, without bruising them, laying these in a pile on a
suitable tray, placing a. strong block over the whole, ttnd graduaJly bringing the
press to bear upon them. The expressed oils are obtained by bruising the seeds
which contain them, and t.>nclosing the bruised mass in strong bags, which are
placed in a firm hollow frame, and subjected to strong sudden pressure by driving
up a wedge. Expressed oils are clarified from mucilage by boiling them with
water.
The cluri.fication of liquids may be effected by the addition of some coagulable
substance, such as milk or an aqueous solution of ichthyocolla. 'l'hc white of an
egg beaten up with water will coagulate with a gentle heat, and clarify any liquid
with which it has been mixed. 'l'he vegetable acids will clarify many of the
expressed juices of plants; and the juice of sour cherries will cause the complete
separation of the pectin of currant and rae:pberry juice, sons to fit them for syrups.
Pre<'ipitation is sometitnes mechanical, as in the process of lev(9ali11!1 and elu.
triatiny c:ha.lk, and sornctiUles chemical, as in the preparation of the precipitated
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carbonate of lime by decomposing chloride of calcium. When a precipitant is
directed to be adde<l until no further precipitation takes place, tbe fact may be
ascertained by taking a drop of the liquid on a glass plate, and trying it with
the precipitant. '!'he formation of a precipitate is often much assi:sted by agitation, or by heat. The separation of the supernatant liquid from the preci_pitate
is most effectually accomplished by means of a syphon. When the liqmd is a
saliue solution, it is necessary to wash the precipitate until the water exhibits no
trace of the salt. In doing this great care must be taken to select the purest
and clearest water, and the ultimate drying of the precipitate must be performed
in a filter, or on ::i porous stone.
The apparatus figured in the margin is very con- ~
venieut fo r procuring a constant and gentle stream
of water, in washing precipitates anJ in clearing
crystals of the impurities of their urntber-water. lt
consists of a. syphon having legs of equal length,
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A straight open tube is also inserted in the bot.tle,
·-.... !!.../ ... ····
··:~ :::.::·
the lower end of which is about half an inch or an
inch above the end of I he syphon. It is obvious that
the water will run from the syphon no longer than
till the water in the funnel is level with the cud of tbe
straight tube. '!'he same effect may be produced by using an inverted bottle and
tube, as described in the preceding page.
SPparation ef Liquids. LiquiJs which
haYe no chemical affinity, and differ in
~
specific gravity, m::iy be separa.tcd by

:!~a~:~·:~1gt~~:n!~ ::~~:~~n~:dr~~t ti:e ~~~

u)

.·
nexecl figure, and then drawing off the
heavier fluid. Another very convenient
" ,
method of separatiug fluids is by means
\ /
' ~
of the srparator.IJ figured in the wood
cut in the margin. The last drops of
\
::
the heavier fluid may be drawn off by
means of this in strument.
APPLICATION OF llEA'r. The most efficient and economical means of nbtaining
hca.t is a sulJject of great importance to the phrtrmaceutist, on
account of the variety of processes in which it is required.
With the smallfianace$, which are now m:tde of fire clay, of
various patterns and sizes, almost all the operations of the laboratory which require beat ca.n be performed. The fuel used is
charcoal, although anthracite will burn in those of a
size,
and is to be preferred where a uniform heat is necessary for
several hours. The apothecary should be provided with :~com
plete set of these useful utensils, including oue with a dome for
a. rcverberatory furnace. By adding a. pipe several feet iu length

!

larger

~~a~h~~ ~~fs~~g::~~~: :;·~;~i~ ~J:~:c:~ doXb!~11~if 1~~~~ ~~est:::
iron with a cone at the lower end, as in the figure, to fit on the
furnace, will be found an excellent means of obtaining an intense
heat in those of the smallest size. For operations on a smaller
scale, a convenient means of obtaining heat is by nleohol lumps.
Alcobol burns without smoke or smell, and is almost as cLcap a.
fuel as oil, to wLich it is ou every other account preferable. Tho
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annexed figures represent the usual form of spirit lamps. The larger one will
be found very useful in heating spatulas for spreadi ng

";
~~
~

:::?.~~:~fb·l:•:'n::~:~o~i~::
means of applying beat tbau
alcobollamps.\Vheucoal

gas is mixed with a due proportion of atmospheric air
before ignition, it burns with a bluish flame and produces but little if any
smoke. '!'he gas burner consists of a cy linder of sheet or tinned iron from 2
and 6 or eight inches
diameter,
in
to 4 inches
long, open at the inferior end, while the
upper end, which is slightly flared, is covered
with a piece of number iO brass wire gauze,
fasteued on with wire. This burner is supported vertically over an ordinary gas jet in
any convenient position,and the gas on being
allowed to issue into it, rises from its supe.
rior levity, mixes with the air, and is igoitecl
by means of a t.iper above the ga.uzc. The
heat can be managed by regulating the flow
of gas, and by using burners of different
sizes. The left of the two figures in the
margin exhibits this arrangement. '!'bat on
the right, in which a tuLe conveying gas (a)
enters the cylinder horizontally while the air
passes in at b below, is an arrangement !!Ug·
gcstcd hy Dr. Bridges, aud may be adapted to the common bat-wing or fish-tail
gas burner .
.For supporting the substance to be heated, iron tripods, of variom1 hei ghts
and i::izes, must be provided. These should be
furnished with sets of concentric rings, as in
the figure, for ' 1cssels of different sizes. A
,·ery convenient support is the stand and ring
figured in the wood cut, which will answer for
a spirit lamp, or for
~a small furnace made
fro1,Da.bbckleadcru·
~~

R
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cib~h•:i;~,~'.';.~~~;;~

requireJ in pharm:i.-

eeutical processcs sel·
<low exceeds a red

heat; and the -ressels
u~ed are crueiblcs of
sii>er, porcelain,
\V edgwood ware,
black lead, and fire
clay ( I lcRsian crucibleci). Siker is ucied for the fu ~irm of potassa, porcelain for
nitrate of silver, and black lead und He:~sian ('rucibles for the metals, glass of
antimony, sulphuret of potassium, and the orcli na1·y operations which require a
great heal. '.They arc each liable to objections; si lv er fuses too readily; porce·
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lain and w·cdgwood ware do not bear sudden changes of temperature; black
lead, which bears these changes, is destroyed by saline substances, and burns in
a current of air; and the Hessian crucibles are so porous as to absorb anrl waste
much of the fused substance. 1,lic crucibles should be covered with a lid or an
inverted crucible, and !<hould be supported at a li ttle distance from the bottom
of the grate, and surrounded ;inJ. covered with ignited coals.
Li91u'fuction is performed in open eal'then, copper, or iron vcsscli;: 1 and care
must be taken not to rai~e the heat so as to char or inflame the substance.
A sand bath is an indispensable part of the pharmaceutic apparatus. It is
usually an iron pot, or a shallow vesse l of sheet iron capable of bolding sand to
the depth of four or six inches. IL serves to regulate tbc action of the heat on
vessels which do not bear a rapid change of temperature. It is sometimes heated
to a red heat as in preparing the mineral acids, though more frequently used for
the evaporation of saline solutions and vegetable juices.
Evoporation is one of the most important operations of the pharmaceutical
laboratory, and on its proper management depends the value of a large number
of preparations. 'l'hc readiness with which organic matter is modified by direct
heat, has caused the invention of various means and apparatus to effect evii.po·
ration under the most favourable circumstances, as with the water bath, steam
bath, solution bath, vacuum pans, etc.
1'he water bath is to be used in all cases where a heat above that of boil ing.
water would be injurious. A convenient one consists of two copper vessels, the
upper one of which is well tinned. It is still more convenient to have the water
b:.ith constructed as a. hollow vessel with one opening at the top for the escape of
steam and for the introduction of the water, a8 in
the fip;ure. By inserting a cork in the apertu re, the
contents of the inner vessel m3.y be poured out as
from a dish without spilling the water. It may be
made of tinned iron, or preferably of tinned copper.
VVhere a temperature above that of boiling water,
and not exceeding 228° is required, the water bath
may be filled with a saturated solution of common
salt, sulphate of soda, or chloride of calcium, the
last mentioned salt communicating a heat as high as 240° when desired .
Steam baths are by far the ~nst useful and easily regulated of the arrangements fo r indirect heating. When steam beat is applied in a. double-sided
vessel like the water bath, it is called a steam jacket, and must have two openings,
one for the ingress of the steam, the other for the exit of tbe air, and for drawing
off the condensed water. \Vhen the steam jacket is strongly made, a lrnat of 300°
may be readily commanded. A more economical und easily applied arrangement
consists in placing a coil of tube in the vessel containing the liquid to be evaporatecl1 and causing a strong current of steam to circulate through it. For further
remarks on apparatus for evaporation, including the vacuum pan, see Extracts.
'l'he apothecary should be provided with a. set of evaporating vessels, of porcelain, glazed iron, tinned iron, and copper. li'or metallic solutions vessels of Berlin
porcelain are the most useful. In most cases of surface evnporation, where the
product is uncrystallizable, tbe process should be hastened by stirring.
DiRtillotion consists in vaporizing a fluid in one vessel, and conducting the
vapour into another vessel, where it is condensed and collected. The process
is used for separating a liquid frnm solid substances which it may hold in solution1 or with which it may be mixed; for scp1rating a more vola.tile liquid, as
ether and alcohol, from one le~s so; for impregna.ting a liquid with the volatile
priucip\es of plants to the exclusion of other principles, as in the preparation of
arourn.tic spirits and waters; and for separating by means of aqueous vapour, the
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essential oils and \olatile proximate principles of the vegetable kiop;dom. The
process for separating one liquid from another is termed rectification. When
in the last two processes, the distillation is repeated with the same l.iquid and a
fresh quantity of the plant, the operation is called colwbation . D1stillation is
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in this manner are called empyreurnatic oils. Som~times the result is an acid,
as the succinic acid, and sometimes a volatile alkali, as in the destructive distillation of animal substances.
The common still and u·orm., the vessels in general use for distillation, are too
well known to need description. A convenient still or alembic for small operations, which may be heated by a spirit lamp, is figured in the wood cut. Tbe
top of the head is kept filled with cold water, and all escape of vapour is prevented by having an inner ledge to the still, and filling the space in which the
bead fits with water. The condensation of all the vapour is secured by adapting
a. worm, or a long tube to the apparatus. The boiler of this still may bold one
or two gallons, and it will be found a. very useful
·
means of recovering the alcohol in making alcoholic
extracts. It may easily be converted into a water
bath by fitting on the top of the boiler, a vessel of
c0nven ient form. These stills are easily adapted to
the common cylindrical anthracite stoves, used for
heating, by means of a sheet iron collar, through
which the boiler of the still is made to pass, and on
which it is supported.
'Vhen the common glass retort and receiver are
used for the distillation of liquids, care should be taken
not to apply the luting until the atmo~pheric air is
expelled, unless the recei\'er baa a. tubulurc fo r it.s
escape. TLe chief objects to be aimed a.t arc to keep
the body of tbe retort bot, and the neck and receiver cool. A hood of pasteboard or tin, as represented in the figure, will much facilitate the former; and
the latter will be gained by keeping the neck
and receiver wrapped in wet cloths, on which
a.stream of cold water is kept running. This
may be conveniently done by means of a
syphon made by dipping one end of a strip
of cotton or woollen cloth in a vessel of
water, and allowing the other end to bang
down upon cloths bound loosely around the
receiver and the neck of the retort. The
apparatus fi~ured in the margin is one of the best
for the condensation of ethereal vapour, as in
regaining the ether in the process for making
ethereal extracts. It consi:jts of a.close hollow
cylindrical tin vessel, having a. large neck above
for the insertion of the neck of a retort or a tube;
and a small tube below for the escape of the con-
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constantly renewed by a tube descending to the
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certain liquids are boiled in glass vessels, sudden jars or succussions arc apt to occur,
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which are often inconvenient, and sometimes interrupt the process. These may
be obviated by givia~ a metallic coating to the lower portion of the interior su rface of the vessel. l\lr. Redwood recommends for this purpose the process of
Drayton. He in troduces into the flask or retort as much ammoniacal solution
of silver as may cover the part to be coated, precipitates the silver by the addition of essent ial oils, and afterwards thoroughly cleanses the vessel by boiling
it in successive portions of aloohol, until the sih>cr becomes perfectly bright and
all smell of the oil is removed . A coating of platinum may also be obtained,
thou~b less perfect, by precipitating a solution of the ch loride of that metal by
fornuc acid and aftenvards boiling. (Sec Arn. Joum. of Phann. xx. 333.) These
succussious are moderated and sometimes prevented by putting in the retort a.
number of small angular fragments of glass or quartz crystal. The most con venient and effectual apparatus for distillation in small quantities, is the flask
and Li ebig's condense r, figured in page 793; and with such an arrangement
the contents of the flask are less likely to be driven over, so as to mix with the
distilled liquid.
·
When the object of distillation is to preserve the residuum, and this is liable
to injury from heat, as is the case with veget.ablc extracts, the operation is best
performed in vacuo. For this purpose the still and recipient are made so as to
form an air-tight apparatus, and the la.tter is furnished with a st.op-cock which
is kept open until the whole of the atmospheric air is expelled by the vapour.
It is then closed, and a vacuum formed and maintained in the recipient by surrounding it with cold water. The distillation is carri ed on in this mann er ut a
much lower temperature than under ordinary circumstances, and the heat may
be applied by a water or steam bath, with greater certainty of obtainiug an uninjured product. For a more extended account of vacuum apparatus, see Extracts.
SuUimation. The vapours of some volatile solids have the property of condensing into the solid form, either in mass or in a state of minute division. TLe
operation in which this occurs is called sublimation. When the product is compact it is called a sublimate, when slightly cohcriug it is called flowers. '!'he
operation is genera.Uy performed in a sand bath; and the apparatus consists of
two vessels fitting eacb other, one being inverted over the other. The shape,
size, material, and depth of the vessels, and the degree of heat to be applied are
regulated by the nature of the substance operated on. For the details of this
process see the articles corrosive sublimate, camplwr, and benzoic acid.
l..Attes. The most precious material for the chemist is glass, the transparency,
insolubility and hardness of wLich fit it for almost every purpose. It is often
necessary to strengthen it by means of lutes which will bear a heat at which
glass would soften ; and the application of lutes for this purpose, and for securing
the junctures of tubes and ve:ssels, is an important part of the pharmaceutic art.
Those lutes which arc required for coatiug vessels exposed to a great heat, are
made of Stourbridge clay. 'l'he clay is made into a paste with water, mixed
with chopped straw or cut hemp, and successive coats applied as they become
dry. Dr. Hare recommends the fine wool-like turnings of iron for this purpose
in stead of chopped straw. Earthenware vessels may be rendered impervious to
air or vapours by brusLiog over them a thin paste made of slaked lim e and a
solution of bf)rax containing au ounce to the half pint. 'rhis is allowed to dry,
and the vessel is then coateJ with slaked lime and linseed oi l, beaten till the
mixture becomes plastic. .Earthenware retorts, thus coated, may he safely used
more tl1an once, the coating being renewed every time.
Fat lute is applied to the joinings of apparatus to prevent. the escape of corrosive vapours. It is made like glaziers' putty, pipe clay being substituted for
whiting. It will bear a considerable heat, and great care must be taken that
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the part where it is applied be perfectly dry. If it be exposeJ to heat, slips of
moistened bladder must be wrapped around it and s:-cured with twine.
Roman cement and plaster of Paris may be applied in the sam~ mann~r as
fire-clay. When used for securing the joinings of apparatus.a coatrng of 011 or
wax will render them air-tight.
A very useful lute is formed by beating the white of :m egg thoroughly with
an equal quantity of water, and mixing it with some slaked lime in the state of
fine pow<ler so as to form a thin paste. '!'his must be spread immediately on
strips of muslin and applied to the cracks or joiuings intended to be luted. It
so_ou hardens, adberes strongly, and will bear a l1eat approaching_ to redness
without injury. A leak in this lute is readily stopped by the applwation of a
fresh portion. Solution of glue, or any liquid albumin ou~ matter, may be used
fo place of the white of eggs.
An excellent cement for surfaces of iron consists of one part of sulphur, two
of sal ammoniac, and eighty of iron filings, mixed together and slightly moistened. It is rammed or caulked into the joints, and solidifies perfectly in time.
'Vhitc lead ground in oil is an excellent cement for broken glass. Spread
upon linen it forms a good coating for a cracked surface, but dries slowly.
Strips of bladder macerated in water, adhere well to glass and are very useful.
A mixture of whiting and paste or gum water, spread upon strips of paper,
forms an excellent luting for joiuiugs not exposed to acrid vapours or a great
heat.
A useful lute is formed by spreading a solution of glue on strips of cloth, and
coating them, after they are applied, with drying oil.
Linseed meal, beaten into a uniform mass with milk, lime water, rye paste,
or thin glu e, and applied in thick masses, adheres well; and when dry will
resist most vapours.
Cap cement is made of six parts of resin, one part of yellow wax, and one of
Venetian red. It is a Yery usefu l cement for fastening metals or wood to ghlss,
and for rendering joints impervious to water. Soft cernf'nl is used for the same
purposes, and is made of yellow wax, melted with half its weight of turpentine,
and coloured with a little.Venetian red. I t is very useful for rendering the
stoppers of bottles perfectly air-tight.
C11F.M JCAL OPERATIONS. Some of the chem ical processes, conducted by the
apothecary, have been explained in the former part of this Introduction. It
remains to notice others iu constant or frequent use.
Solution. The act of s<Jlution, in which solid substances assume the fluid
state through the agency of liquids, is one of the most important operations of
practical pharmacy. The proces8 has received a \'ariety of names according to
tbe mode of applying the menstruum and the degree of heat employed; as
maceration, i11/usion, cb~·estion, dccoction, displacement or pacolatio1i, and circulatory di,~placerne nt .
Two classes of substances are the subject of solution; those which dissokc
entirely in the mcnstruum, as sa lts, gum, &c., and those which consist of soluble
and insoluble matter, as roots, leaves, barh, etc. 'I'be former yield simple solntions; the la.tter ·h1fusions, dccoctio11s, tincture,s, wi1ies, etc. Solution is sometimes accompanied by chemical reaction, as when metals arc dissolved in acid
solutions. Mechanical division facilitates solution by increasing tbc extent of
surface. Heat as a general rule favours solubility. All aqueous solutions of
solid bodies are denser than water. A solution is said to be saturated when the
dissolved subs tance ceases to be taken up a.t common temperatures. A saturated
solution of one salt will dissolve other salts, a fact taken advantage of in purifying njtre, and other saline bodies in powder, by percolating them with their own
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saturated solutions. Rapid solution when unaccompanied by chemical reaction
causes a reduc:tiou of temperature i hence in such cases, where dense solutions
are required, heat sboulJ be employed to counteract that effect. In dissolving
a substance wholly soluble in the amount of liquid used, a convenient method
is to reduce it to powder in a mortar, add the liquitl. in portions, and decant
until the whole i.:! dissolved. Capsules and flasks are the most suitable vessels
for performing solution when heat is necessary. lf the sol id softens before dis ~
solvi_ng, as in tLe case of the extracts, a capsule should be used, with constant
stimug. l;VLen effervescence occurs a flask should be used incli ned to one side
to avoid loss; or, if the capsule be emploj'ed, an inverted funnel should be
placed over it. 'Vhen the quantity of a substtrnce is large, and time permits,
the process called cirrnlator.IJ rlisplacerneut affords the best means, cspcc:ially in
making sal in e solutions. This is performed by suspending the salt enclosed in
a piece of g:tuze or other porous tissue near the surface of the liquid. 1'hc soJu.
tion proceeds rap idl.Y; as the liqui d in coutact with the salt, by becoming saLU :rated and he:n,ier, descends to give place to less saturated porLions, so as to
cause a kind of circulation of the ~olvent. 'l'his process is applied in the arts,
and has been suggested in making infu;;ions and tiuctu res
Lif1tsion is the subjecting of a substance containing soluble principles to t he
action of a mcnstruum, which is usually water. Hot infusions a.re made by
pouring boiling water on the substance, and allowing it to rema.in in a covered
ve~scl till cold.
Cold iufusions are made with cold water, and require several
hours to attain their full strength. 1l!acerrition is the term employed to denote
the act ion of liquids upon medicines, when <lliowed to remain upon them for
some time, at a heat from 60° to 90°. JJiyesllon is the n:unc given to the sn.me
operation, when conducted at a temperature between 90° and 100°. This
process is somctimC's effected at higher temperatures, but the beat is uniform
during the operation, and alwuys below the boiling point of the liquid. It is
commonly performed in glass bottles or flasks, and a. common fire or stove beat
is employed. WLcu digestion is performed with alcohol and ether at temperatures near their boiling points, the yessel should be connected with a refrigerated
worm or other condenser to save the vaporized portion . Soubeiran pbces tLe
worm abo\'C the digesting vessel, so that the coudensed fluid runs Lac-k at once
into the vessel.
JJet·oction, or boiling, is sometim es employed in extracting the virtues of plants;
but is often disadvantageous, as most of the proximate principles of vegeta.bles
are altered by it, especially when long·c(lntiuued. Wben it is practised, the
ebullition should p:eucrally be continued for a few minutes only, and the liqui<l
be allowed to cool slowly in a. close vessel. }"or further remarks on infusions aud
dccoctions see the preliminary notices to these classes of preparntious.
Lix.ioiution is a. process used to Separate a sobtUe from a porous insoluble body.
It consists in placing the subst:mee to be lixi\'iated in a "e~sel, the bottom of
which is covered with straw, sand, &c., pouring water upon it, allowing the water
to remain until saturated, and then drawiug it off tbrough an opeuing at t~rn
Lottom of the vessel. It is found that if fresh water is poured on witl10ut chsturbing the mixture i_n the vessel, it_ docs not mix with ~he liquid already tbcre,
but pcrcohites the soh<l particles, dnvin_g the S<lturated lu1uid before it; so tliat,
for example in lixiviatin~ wootl. ashes, if a gallon of water Lad Leen poured on
the ashes, and allowml to become saturated witL the alkali, we shall obtain, by
this mode nf p1·oceeding, a gallon of strong ley, and immediately thereafter tl1e
water will become almost tasteless. This fact has been applied to the sen ice of
the pharmaccutist, and bas led to some valuable improvciucnts in the mode of
extracting the medicinal qualities of pl:mts.
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Percolation.

The operation referred to is called by the Fren ch tbe method of displacement;
but the terms perwlation for the process, and JJF>reOlator for the instrument in which it is performed, are
more appropriate in our language. The figure in the
margin represents J!oi~Uoy'sfilter, o: perc?lator, co~ 
structed on this prmc1ple. It consists of a long tm

~ ::~8,0 ~:i~~rl?a~y;i~~:~~~ ~1~~~~~~;1~n::a~i~!~~~~7~~
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purpose of being inserted in the neck of a bottle.
A metallic plate, or diaphragm, pierced with holes,
like a colander, and having a handle in the centre,
fits accurately in the lower part of the cylinder.
Upon this, previously covered with a thin layer of
carded cotton, tow, or a piece of cotton flannel, is
placed the substance upon which it is intended to
operate, and which should be coarsely powdered or
ground in a mill. It must then be saturated with
the menstruum, which is done by pouring ou the liquid from time to time unti l it will absorb no more, and then allowing them to
remain for a fow hours in contact. On the top of the powder is
placed another similarly pierced plate, and fresh portions of the
menstruum are gradually and successively added, until the process
is completed. 'l'be first portion, that with which the powder was
mixed, fl ows off very highly concentrated, while the next is much
less so, and the successive infusions rapidly become weaker. A
stop-cock near the lower end of the instrument, as represented in
the second figure, will be convenient for reguhiting the discharge
of the fluid. A single example will show the value of this process.
The l\Iessrs. Boullay, by subjecting four ounces of bruised cinchona
to percolation with half a pint of water, and then adding four half
pints in succession, obtain ed the following results.

Q

1st llalf pint yielded 3 drs. 48 grs. dry extr:u:t.
2d
Do.
" 1 dr. 5 grs.
Do.
Do.
"
15 grs.
Do.
Do.
9 grs. Do.
Do.
7 grs.
Do.

3d
4th
5th

~

Cylinders 14 inches long by 2! in width at
the base, 1-1 inch es by 4, and 1T by 6, are convenient sizes for ordin:i.ry use . Qucensware
percolators are now to be procured from the
drug~ists, and are useful for acid or astringent
solut10ns. In a hrge proportion of the cases
of percolation small vessels on ly arc required.
The common glass cones, used as lamp glasses,
figured in the margin, when inverted, with a
piece of close canvass or flannel tied over the
smaller end, form convenient percolators; and
their transparency enables the operator to
assure himself that the powder is properly
s~ratified before adding the menstruum. A
tm percolator, formed with a double rim into
which the rim of the lid is inserted, (the
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interstice being filled with water so as to make an air-tight juncture,) and fur11ished with nn open vertical tube extending from the top through the diaphragm
below, is used when rnlatile
li quids, as ether, alcohol, and
spirit of ammonin, are used as
menstrua. It is figured in the
preceding pngc. When it is
wished to operate upon a fine
powder, it will be found adYisable to increase the height
of the column of liquid by
making the top of the cylinder
air tight, and inserting a tin
tube several feet long, which
must be kept filled with the
liquid. All the substantia l advantages of this method may,
however, be generally obtained ~~~~
without pressure, by using the

filter of Boullay.

!?or operat-

ing on very small quantities of

:esctL~~u~b;o~~na~~ro~~r;;/~: E~~~
used, by loosely stopping the
lower and smaller end with a
piece of cotton.
Soubeiran Las adapted to
Boullay's filter ·a receiver of
tin, from wliich the filtered
liquor may be drawn off by a stop-cock at the most dependent part. An appar~tus of this kind is represented above. One of the most important points in
conducting the displacement process is to keep the ingredients constantly satu rated, with a stratum of the displacing liquid over them. To avoid the necessity of constant supervision to effect ttis, the arrangement in the right-hand
figure above may be used. An ordinary bottle containiDg the menstruum, with
a tube of a quarter of an inch bore passing through the cork, js inverted over
the percolator with the end of the tube dipping in the liquid above the ingredients.
Crystallization. Numerous chemical substances, in becoming solid when their
solutions are evaporated 1 take on certain regular forms. The bodies having such
forms nrc called c1:1Mals, and the process for obtain ing them, crystallization.
The most usual method is by the evaporation of solutions, either spontaneously,
or by the application of heat. The extent to which the evaporation shou ld be
carried depends on the solubi lity of the substance. 'l'hc proper degree of concentration is attained, when a. drop of the solution removed to a cool glass plate
deposits well formed crystals. When set aside to crystallize, a solution should
not be dis turbed until the deposition ceases. The crystals are large in proportion to the slowness of the cooling of the solution , to effect which the vessel is
sometimes set in the drying closet, and sometimes left to cool with the sand bath..
The deposition of crystals is facilitated by suspending some insoluble substance,
as wood, or sheet lead in the solution, or crystals of the same s.u~stance, which
are thus increased in size. 'Yhen it is desirable to have small ac1cular crystals,
the solution shou ld be cooled rapi<lly and stirred constantly meanwhile.
Crystallization is one of the best means of purifying many substances; the im-
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p~ritie.s remaining wholly or cli iefly in the residual liquid. called nwth.er water.

Fme silky crystals which retain their mother water by capillary attraction, must
be dried by strong expression in a linen bag. The finest silky crystals may be
entirely freed from their adhering liquid, Ly rlacing them in. a.funnel which fits
closely to one of the necks of a double mouthed bottle, and fittrng a tube to the
other, through which air iR d rawn. 'The current of a.i r, in passing tLrough the
1

1

fu~l~ l~!' o~:;~~~o~~ew~f:~r r:~t!\::' aa~~a~ ~~!a~~; ~~~!ta;~!te~=:~l~~

digesting are
b'quefaction, f1lsion, ccilcination, uslulation, 'incineration, distillation, sublima.
tion, and reduction.
I1iquefaction is the melting of those substances that become soft previously
to fusion, as wax, tallow, plaster, &c. The heat employed is always below that
at which charring takes place.
Fusion is the melting of those substances which pass immediately from the
solid to the fluid state. It is employed in plrnrmacy in preparing the nitrate
of silver and caustic potassa. for casting into cylinders. The former must he
melted in a. porcelain, the fatter in an iron crucible. Tile moulds in which they
are cast nre formcJ of two thick plates of cast iron, with semi-cylindrical grooves
that fit accurately to each other. Fusion is also used in preparing the glass of
antimony.
Calcination is a term applied to the changes produced in mineral substances
by intense heat, not n.ttended with fuF.ion, and leaving a. solid residue, and is
often synonymous with oxidation. The term ustulation is restricted to the
metallurgic operations of roasting ores, to drive off the volatile matters, as arsenic, &c. Ualcination is often used to express the ustnlation or burning of
carbonate of magnesia. 'Thi" is to be performed in an earthen vessel at a red
heat. Jl~xposure to the heat of a potter's furnace during the burning of the ki ln,
is an excellent mode of performing the operation. 1'Jore commonly the carbonate is burnt in an iron pot, which is objectionable, as the heat soon oxidizes
the iron, and the oxide seiles off and mixes with the magnesia, which is seldom
free from iron when prepared in this way.
Incineration, as the name expresses, is the operation of burning sub.stances
fo r the sake of their ashes. It is performed in obtaining phosphate of lime-the Cornn Ustum of the London Pharmacopa::ia. ':l1he bones are burnt in an open
fi re uutil all the combuslible matter is consumed.
Redttction is that operation by which certain binnry compounds of the metals
are brought to the metallic state, by heating them alone, or with some substance
capable of attracting the combined substance and setting the metal at liberty.
Arsenious acid is thus reduced by heating it with charcoal, and oxide of iron, in
the state of powder, by heating it in a current of hydrogen. 'Yhen, in the reduction of metallic compounds, some third substance interferes with the process,
as silica, a substance capable of combining with this is added call~d a/fox.
D1sn:NS INO OP l\hmc1NF:S. A lurge portion of the operations of the :1pothccary is performed in the .shop extemporaneously. In dispensing medicines
from t.he counter, he is eontrnually called upoo to put his previous knowledge
in practice, and often to substitute extemporaneous for the regular officinal form ulre. There is no part of bis busin~ss which requires, for its proper performance,
so much ready knowledge and so accurate a judgment. A '"few directions suggested by running the eye over the list of preparations of the Phannacopreia,
may be found useful.
It may sometimes be necessary for the apotliecary to make extemporaneously
an aromatic water, not usually kept in the shops. In this case he is to prepare
it by rubbing two drops of es~cntial oil with from four to six grai ns of carbonate
of magnesia for every fiuidounce of water, and filtering.
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It is sometimes desirable to apply plasters prepared from the narcotic herbs.
T!1esc may be_ ma~le ex~mporaneously by ~ixing the soft extract of _the plant,
with about twice its weight of melted adhesive plaster. The most suitable material on which to spread plasters is soft while leather. A margin of half an
inch shou ld he allowed to remain around the plaster. 'l'he plaster iron or spatula
may be heated over the large spirit lamp, figured in page 776. A skilful apothecary will be able to spread the plaster uniformly and evenly, without overheat,..
ing it so as to corrugate or penetrate the leather. A convenient instrument for
determining the size and presen'ing a straight
edge, consists of two squares made of tin and
graduated to inches, as in the annexed figure; or
pieces of paper may be cut out and pasted on
thelen.tbersoastoeuclosea.sp:iceoftberequircd dimensions. The plnster should first be
melted on a piece of brown paper, and then
transferred to the leather, in order to prevent
its being applied at too great a heat. For all
.
the officinal plasters the apothecary should have
small tin trays open on oue side, on which to
melt them. If the plaster to be spread is a 'fery
large one, it is better to liquefy th e material in
a capsule, and add it to different parts of the
leather as it is wanted, till the whole is covered. For the description of an ap·
paratus for spreadi ng plasters, see Bmplaslra.
Dccoetions and infusions arc often ordered in prescriptions in the quantity
of a few ounces. A very conYcnient •essel for preparing them is the common
nursery lamp, which cousi ists of a cylindrical vessel, open at one side to receive
a spirit lamp, and at the top to receive a teapot or tin boiler. The infusion mu!J
of Mr. Alsop of London (sec li1fuso), which consists of a quecnsware vessel,
with a perforated diaphragm of the same material resting on a ledge at one-third
of its beigbt from the top, is the best instrument for this purpose. Th e material to be infused is placed on the diaphragm and t.be boiling water poured on
till it rises o'·er the ingredients. No stirring is necessary, and the process is
accom plished rapidly. Infusions and decoctions mi:iy be kept during the hot
weather, and for many months by straining them while hol, and pouring them
:ri.t once into bottles provided with accurately ground stoppers. The bottle must
be enti rely filled; the stopper being made to displace its own bulk of the liquid.
A common bottle with a perforated col'k stopper mi:iy he used, provided the hole
be instantly closed, and the cork covered with scalin g wax. The bolter the
liquid and the freer from air bubbles, the bettRr will tLe infusion be pre!'lerved.
Neutral mixture is known to be saturated perfectly, when it does nnt affect
litmus paper either in its blue state, or when reddened by an acid. li'or preparing the effervescing drau,!!ht it is advisable to keep in the shop a solution of
carbonate of potassa containing an ounce to tl1e pint. The Bilica which tl1is.salt
contains precipitates after a few weeks, and leaves a perfectly clear solution;
whereas that prepared at tl.ie time it is to be used always becomes turbid after
being saturate~. 'l'he ~arbon.ie acid, extricated in tl_lC preparatio.n .of the neutral
mixture, combmes at fir<:t, without effen·escence, with the rcmammg carbonate,
and forms a. bis.'llt. 'l'his circumstance may lea.cl, unless the solution be tested,
to the supposition that the mixtur~ is saturate~. .
. .
. .
Jn preparing extempo_ranco~s tntx~ures ~y dirccllon of the phys1c1an, 1~ 1s of
the first importance to mix the mgred1ents rn the manner best calculated to msure
a smootb and readily miscible compound, without any gr ittiness or im_pcrfcetly
comminuted portionf!, when a. part of the constituents arc insoluble. Kino and
50
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extract of rhatany should be first dissolved in boiling water, when a~missib_le.
If an aromatic water is directed, they should be rubbed to powder, mixed w.1th
the in soluble ingredients, if any, and the water gradually added, the whole bemg
triturated till smoothly mixed. Emulsions of the gum-resins should be rubbed
till all the particles are softened, and then strained, if n.ny extraneous matter is
present. \Yater can be saturated with camphor by means of carbonate of magnesia, and an aqueous mixture of any strength may be ma.de with it, by trituratiug the camphor with magnesia, and shaking the mixture before using it.
Camphor softens the gum-resi11s, and solid fats and oils, and may be rendered
permanently miscible with water, in considerable quantity, by trituration with a
fifth part of myrrh. In preparing oily emulsions in which gum Arabic, or gum
and sugar are the medium, a sufficient quantity of water must be added (generally about twice their weight) to convert them into a thick mucilage before
adding the oil, which must then be thoroughly mixed with the mucilage, and
the remaining water added gradually with great care. Ether is rendered more
soluble in water by trituration with spcrmaceti. '!'he mixture should be filtered
to separate the superfluous spermaceti. If elaterium is to be incorporated in a
mixture, it should be first rubbed with a little alcohol, then with sugar or syrup,
and lastly with the other ingredients. When a few drops of croton oil are to
be suspended in a mixture, the latter will be more permanent if a little olive oil
be added with the croton oil to increase its quantity. Mixtures that contain the
resinous tinctureR, should also contain syrup, with which the tincture should be
first mixed, and the water then added very gradually. If a mixture contains
laudanum and a fixed oil, the former should be first mixed with the syrup, and
the oil afterwards incorporated, and lastly the water. The mixture will not
otherwise be uniform. When a considerable quantity of sugar is added to a
mixture it is best to use syrup, employing a fluidrachm of syrup for each drachm
of sugar, and making allowance for the water contained in the syrup, which equals
half its bulk.
Powders are often mixed together with difficulty, by means of a pestle :md
mortar, on account of their differing greatly in weight, or of their softness and
corupres!<ibility, as charcoal and magnesia, or rhubarb and magnesia. In these
cases the mixing should be completed with a spatula on a sheet of paper. la.
dividing powders into doses it is very desirable to fold
the packages neatly and of a uniform size. The powder
folder represented in the figure is very useful for this
purpose. It may be made of mahogany or other hard
wood. Iostruments of this kind with a movable cheek,
so as to be widened or contracted by a screw, and made
of brass, arc used in some of the shops. When volatile
or deliquescent Eubstances, as camphor and carbonate of
potassa, are prescribed in several powders, these should
be enveloped separately in tin foil or waxed paper; and when the number of
doses is more than two they should be enclosed in a paper box.
In ordering pills care must be taken to a.void the use of deliquescent salts, and
to deprive those which are effiorescent of their water of crystallization. '!'he mass
must be thoroughly incorporated pre\'iously to being divided; and this is particularly important when extracts of different degrees of hardness enter into the
composition. A section of the mass should be throughout of uniform colour and
consistency. Pills arc to be rolled and preserved in powdered liquorice root,
which ought to be kept for use in a tin box with a perforated lid, like a pepper
box. When pills arc of too soft a consist.cuce, a. little liquorice powder may be
incorporated with them to render them more firm. l'ills, into the composition
of which gum Arabic enters, should be softened with syrup, and not with water,
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as the latter r enders the mass difficult to roll. For further remarks rclati\.·e to
the formation of masses for pills, see Pilul;;e
Th e proper cleanliness of his vessels is an object of great importance to the
apoth ecary. Open vessels, as mortars and measures, are easily cleansed, and
should be wiped dry immed iately after being washed. Fa.ts and resins are readily
removed by pearlasb, or tow and damp ashes, or sand; red precipit:1te and othe1·
metallic substances by a little nitric or muriatic acid; Prussian blue by means

of pearla.sh. Bottles may be cleansed from the depositions which accumulate ·
on their sides and bottom from long use in the shop, by a few shreds of grocers'
paper, and a little clean water. Th ey are to be shaken i:io as to give the paper
and water a centrifugal motion, which effectually removes the dirt from the sides.
They may be freed from oil by a little strong nitric acid, after the action of which
water will thoroughly cleanse them. L ong sticks armed with sponge, or dry
linen or cotton cloth, should be provided for wiping dry the interior of flasks and
bottles.* A wire bent at the end into a sort of hook will be found use ful for
getting corks out of bottles. Wire instruments with three prong:; arc made
specially for this purpose. In the absence of these, a loop of twine will often
be found a conveni ent means of effecting the same object. When the glass
stopper of a bottle is fast, it may often be loosened by gently tapping its sides
alternately with lhe handle of a spatula. Sometimes a drop or two of oil, alcohol, or water, will soften the cementing substance. It will sometimes answer to
wrap the stoppe r in a cloth, insert it in a. crevice or hole, in a table or door, and
twist the bottle gently and dextronsly. Sometimes the stopper may be loosened
by quickly expanding the neck in the flame of a lamp, and tapping the stopper
before the heat has reached it. The bottle should be constantly turne<l in tho
hand during the heating process, to avoid unequal expansion and fracture. In
ti.le absence of a flame, a piece of twine turned twice around the neck and drawn
back and forward rapidly will soon heat it sufficiently, in most inst.an ces. When
the stopper of a bottle containing caustic alkali adheres in consequence of the
neck not having been wiped thoroughly dry, it is almost impossible to loosen it,
and the neck must be cut off.
The apothecary should be provided with spatulas of wood, whalebone, and
horn, as well as of steel. It should be an invariable rule to clean every knife
and graduated mea sure immediately after it is used, and to put the dirty mortars
apart from those which are clean. Too much particularity and order in all the minute details of the shop cannot be practised. The counters should be cleaned every
day, and wiped as often as they become dusty. The scales should be thoroughly
cleaned every week, and wiped always after using them for dusty substances;
and the prescription balance should be kept carefully enclosed in a glass case, and
the dishes wiped after each time of using. The beam should occasionally be
wiped with a soft co,tton or silk cloth. rrhe mortar stand should pass through
the fl oor a.nd cellar, into the ground, so as not to jar the counter during the con~
tusion of substances, and thus injure the balance. Bottles should be replaced
as soon after being tnken down und used as possi ble, and should on no account
be changed from their accustomed place on the shelf. For the proper preservation of len.ves, flowers, aromatic powders, calomel, and other medicmcs to which
light is injurious, lhe bottles should be coated with tin foil or black varnish.
No apothecary sLould be unprovided with a. set of troy u·eiyhts, as without them

* Tbe odour of voln..tile oils, and other strong smelling substances, such as musk, may
be rcm o~ cd from bottles, mortars, &c., by means of the pulp of bit.tc.r almonds or peach
kernels bruised pe:i.ch \eines, or oilier substances conta ining hyclrocynnic acid. But fu.tty
matter; should first be removed by an alkaline solution, and res ins by alcohol. (Journ . de
O/lim . .M6d., 1845, p. 535.) His asserted that the powder of black mustard has lhe same
effect. (ILid., 2ofr., iii. 727.)
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he will find it difficult to comply with the officinal dircctio~s for the preparation
of his medicines; and the drawer in which his smaller weights are ke~t sho?ld
be clean and free from dusti so that the weights may be accurate. ~n d1sp?nsmg
medicine~, no vial or parce l shou ld be suffered to leave the shop w1tlwut 1ts appropriate label, and this, in the case of prescriptions, shou ld always be the. ~hy
sician's direction as to the manner of taking it, and not the name of the mcd1cmc,
unless it be so directed by him . The prescription, or a copy of it, should be
• retained and numbered, and the same number marked on the parcel or bottle.
Everything connected with the shop, and the dispensing and putting up of
medicines and parcels, should be characterized by neatness, accuracy, system, and
competent knowledge.
'l'he apprentice who desires to qualify himself for his business, should carefully study Turner's, Graham's, or Fowncs' l~Jemeuts of Chemistry, l\Iobr and
Hedwood's Practical Pharmacy, and F:iraday's 'l'reatise on Chemical l\Iauipulation, which may be termed the hand-books of his profession.
D. B. S.
GENERAL 0FFICINAL DIRECTIONS .

As all the processes of lhc United States and British Pharmacopreias arc either
described or fully detailed in the following pages, it is proper that the prefatory
explanations of the se,•eral Pharmacopreias should be introduced in this plaee,
in order that the reader may be prepared to understand the precise signification
of the te rm s employed.
The Pharmacopooias recognised in this work, excepting that of the Dublin
College, unite in the use of the troy or apothecaries' pound, and its divisions of
ouncC's, drachms, scruples, and grnins 1 for the expression of weights. Upon this
subject the United States Pharmacopreia has the following note, to which the
attention of apothecaries is particularly invited. "His highly important that
those engaged in preparing or dispen~ing medicines should be provided with Troy
weights of all denominations; but, when these arc not to be had, the same end
may be attained by calculating the Avoirdupois pound at 7000 Troy grains, and
the Avoirdupois ounce at 437·5 grains, and making the requisite allowance.
'l'hus42·5 grains added to the Avoirdupois ounce will make it equal to the 'J'roy
ounce, nud 1240 grains deducted froro the Avoirdupois pound will reduce it to
th e Troy pound." As the com mon weights of the cou ntry are the avoirdupois
weights, and every apothecary is in possession of the lower denominations of the
apothecaries' weight, viz. grains, scruples, and drachma, there can be no difficully
iu complying with the officinal directions. '!'be Dublin College, in the last
edition of their Pharmacopreia, ha,ve abandoned the troy weights, and substituted
the avoirdupois pound and ounce, in common use, but make a new division of
the ounce into drachms and f!cruples, which are different in value from any denomination of weight hitherto used. '!'bus their ounce is divided into eight
druchms of 54·68 grains each, and the dr:icLm into three SC'ruples of 18·22
grains ea.ch. '!'h e difference in value of these weights from others of the same
denomination, and the fractions of grains contained in them, are likely to lead
to much confusion a,nd incom·enicnce.
Both in the /J~nitcd States and British Pharma.copmias, the quantity of fluids
is generally indicated by the liquid measure, consisting of the gallon and its
divisions of pints, fluidounces, fluidrachms, and miuims. It is highly necessary
that the apothecary should understand that this distinction is rigidly observed in
all the details which follow,and lbat whenever the simple terms pound,ounce1 and
drachm a.re employed, they must be considered as belonging to the denomination
of troy weif?ht. '!'his C'::tution is the more necessary, as these terms arc often confounded with the corresponding <liYisions of liquid measure, viz. tbe pint,
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fluidounce, and fiuidrachm. (See tables of weights and measures in the Appendix.)
All the British Colleges have adopted the Imperial gullon and i"ts di°viI;ions
1'nstead of tlie wine gallon whidi tliey before employed. In the United States
Pharmacopreia the wine gallon is still retained. 'I1his discrepancy is very unfortunate, as no one denomination of the imperial measure co rrespo nds exactly
with the ~~~e denomination of the wine measure; and the formulre, therefore,
of the Bnt1sh Colleges, so far as measures are concerned, when they agree in
terms with those of the United States Pharmacopooia, differ from them in reality;
while in other cases 1 Lhough differing in terms, they may be quite or very nearly
identical. It is very important that the apothecary should bear this distinction
in mind; and 1 when he has occasion to carry into effect one of the foreign form ulre, that he should make
due allowances. He will find, among the 'Tables
in the Appendix of this work, a. statement of the relative value of the several
denominations of the Imperial and wine measures, and by consulting this statement will be enabled to convert the former into the latter without difficulty.
The measures kept in the shop should be graduated according to the divisions
of the wine gallon i as th is is recognis~d by our ow n officinal standard.
In the Plwnnacopreia of tlte United Stales, and in that of the Edinburgh
College, when the specific gra.vity of a body is given, it is considered to be at the
temperature of 60°, of Fahrenheit; in the London Pharrnacopreia, at 62°.
The United States and London Plwrmacopreias explain the term gentle heat
as signifying a temperature between 90° and 100°. Fahrenheit's scale is referred to by all the offic inal standards.
The London College directs that, when not otherwise ordered, glass, porcelain,
or stoneware vessels shall be used for preparing and preserving medicines, at
the same time guarding especially against the employment of earthen vessels
glazed with lead. The same College also directs that acid, alka.line 1 and metallic
preparations, and salts of every kind 1 be kept in stopped glass bottles, which,
for certain substances, should be of black or green glass.
·whenever, in the Um.led States and London Pltannacopreias, an acid or an
alkali is directed to be saturated, the point of saturation is to be ascertained by
means of litmus or turmeric. For this purpose litmus or turmeric paper is
usually employed, the latter being rendered brown by the alkalies 1 the former
being reddened by the acids, and having its blue colour restored by the alkalies.
(See Lacmus and Cm·c1mrn.) The London College provides that, when the
solution of rarbona.te of soda. is employed to saturate an acid 1 all the carbonic
acid be driven off by heat, before the test is applied. It directs, moreover, that
in making experiments no other water than the distilled should be used; and
that, unless otherwise ordered, white bibulous paper should be employed both
for filtering liquids and drying crystals.
The London Cvllege uses Hessian or Cornish crucibles exclusively. It defines a wale1· bath to be an arrangement by which anything, contained in its own
''essel 1 is exposed either t.o hot water itself, or to the vapour of boiling w<tter;
and a sand bath, as consisting of sand to be gradually heated, in which anything,
contained in .its own vessel 1 is placed.
Percolation, or Filtration ly .Displacement. In relation to this process, the

the

~~11~1~;:~ 0!i1~~~~~0s11 ~ed~~~~~a~dt~~ ~;:~,~~.!~~:e~j';;.;;~:~~~~~~~~~:~:h~s k~:~

ployed in many of the processes of this Pharmacopreia, is to be effected in the
following manner, unless otherwise Flpecially directed. A hollow cylindrical
jnstrumcnt, called n Percolator, is to be used, somewhat conical towards the
jnfcrior extrcmity 1 having a funnel-shaped termination so as to admit of being
usortcd into the mouth of a bottle, aud provided iDlernally, near the lower end,
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with a transverse partition or diaphragm, pierced with numc:ous minute h_olcs,
or, in the absence of such a partition, obstructed with some .msoluble and rnert
substance, in sut:b a manner that a liquid poured into the cy.lm~er may percolate
slowly. [See 7mge 782.) The substance to be acted upon, ltavm g been ~·educ~d
to a coarse powder, and mixed with enough of the !Ilenstruum. to mo1 ~tcn 1t
thoroughly, is, after a maceration of some hours, to be rntroduced mto the rnstrument, and slightly compressed upon the diaphragm. Any portio? of the macerating liquid which may not have been absorbed by the powder, l.'i afterwards to
be poured upon the mass in the instrument, and allo~'i"ed to per~olate .. Sufficient
of the mcnstruum is then to be gradually added to dnvc before 1t, or displace, the
liquid contained in the mass; the portion introduced is in like manner to be
displaced by another portion; and FO on till the required quantity of filtered
liquor is obtained. If the liquor which first passes should be turbid, it is to be
again introduced into the instrument. Care must be taken that the powder be
not, on the one hand, too coarse or loosely pressed, lest it should allow the liquid
to pass too quickly, nor, on the other, too fine or compact1 lest it should offer an
unnecessary resistance. Shou ld the liquor flow too rapidly, it is to be returned
to the instrument, which is then to be cloRed beneath for a tim e, in order that
the finer parts of the powder may subside, and thus cause a. slower percolation."
The Edinburgh College gives directions for percolation under the
head of 1rinctures. According to that College, ''the solid materials,
usually in coarse or moderately fine powdcr1 are moistened with a
sufficiency of the solvent to form a thick pulp; in twelve hours, or
frequently without any delay, the mass is put into a cylinder of
glass, porcelain 1 or tinned iron, open at both ends, but obstructed at
the lower end by a piece of cnlico or lin en, tied tightly over it as a
filter (see figure fri the ma1·gin) j and the pulp being packed by pressure, varying as to degree with various articles, the remainder of the
solveut is poured into the upper part of the cyl inder, and allowed
gradually to percolate. lo order to obta in the portion of the fluid
which is kept in the residuum, an additional quantity of the solvent
is poured into the cylinder, until the tincture which has passed
through, equals in amount the sp iri t originally prescribed."
The advantages of th e process of percolation or displacement arc,
that the active soluble principles of medicinal substances nre in general extracted by it more speedily, thoroughly, and economically than
by any other mode; that concentrated solutions of these principles are more
easily obtained; and tha.t no portion of the impregnated menstruum need be
lost by remaining in the solid mass. It is1 however, liable to the objection,
that considerable experience and skill are necessa ry to carry it propei·ly into
effect, and tbat,, if improperly performed, it must often result in preparations
very different from those contemplated in the formulre. It should not, therefore, be resorted to in the fulfilment of officinal directions, when any alternative
is given, unless by individuals who haYe acquired the requisite skill by much
practice. llence, both the United States and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias, when
directing displacement in any particular case, frequently give another mode of
accomplishing tbe same object, better adapted to inexperience in the operator.
The sources of failure in this process arc chiefly an improper degree of comminution in the substance to be acted upon, and nu improper condition of the
mass after it bas been introduced into the instrument. If the material be in
too fine n powder, it resists or obstructs the passage of the fluid; if too coarse,
it allows the fiuicl to pass too rapidly, and at the same time opposes its cohesion
to the solvent power of the rncnstruurn. If merely bruised, especially if fibrous
pieces of some length arc intermixed, it causes the fluid to wake irregular chan-
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nels, and thus to act upon it partially. An improper packing of the material
occasions similar inconveniences. If too compact it impedes, if too loose it injuriously fo.cilit..'ltes the passage of the solvent, and if not uniform, it produces an
irregufor flow which necessarily vitiates the result. The liquid, finding an
easier passage a.t one part than another, flows more rapidly in that direction, and
thus makes ch::mncls by which it may in great measure or wholly escape, with
little influence upon the mass. Besides, the uniform progression by which each
superadded portion displaces that immediately beneath it is broken, the successive layers become intermingled, and thus one of the peculiar advantages of the
process is lost. The following obsenations may be of some use in assisting the
operator to avoid these consequences.
The solid material should in general be in the state of a uniform coarse
powder, to which it is most conveniently brought by grinding in a common
coffee· mill. If its texture, however, be very hard, firm, and not easily permeable
by moisture, as in certain barks, woods, and ligneous roots, it should be rather
finely powdered. If, on the contrary, the texture be loose and spongy, and
especiaJly if the material be disposed to swell up and form a viscid mass with
water, so as to impede percolation, as in the case of gentian and squill, it may
be advisable merely to bruise it in a. mortar; though care should be taken to do
this as equably as possible; and the substances which require this treatment
when water is used, may come under the general rule with another solvent, as
alcohol or ether.
It is generally advisable, before introducing the material into the instrument,
to mix it with a portion of the soh•ent, and allow it to stand for some time in
another vessel. It thus becomes more penetrable and more easily acted on by
the menstruum, admits of a more uniform packing, and, if liable to swell with
water, undergoes this expansion where it cannot have the effect of checking percola.tion. The quantity of liquid shou ld be sufficient to form a soft pu lp-like
mass with the powder. In general, a weight about half that of the sol id material will be sufficient, though a much larger quantity may be used, if on any
account deemed advisable. The maceration may continue on the average about
twelve hours; but a much shorter time will often ani;;wer. It has sometimes
been recommended to perform this prel iminary maceration in the displacement
filter, its lower orifice beiug closed for a time . "With some substances this may
be done without disadvantage; but in all those instances in which the material
is liable to swell considerably with water, and thus to choke the passage, the
maceration should take place in another vessel.
The packing of the material in the instrument is that part of the process which
most requires experience in the operator, and about which the least precise rules
can be given. When mixed with a. considerable portion of fluid, it will often
subside of itself into the proper state; but generally it requires some shaking or
pressure, and the degree of the latter must be in proportion to the looseness of
texture in the material; reference, however, being always had to its disposition
to swell with water. Certain substances in which this property is found, such
as gentian and rhubarb, must not be pressed compactly, when water is the solvent.
As the percola.tion advances, and portions of the substance acted on are dissolved,
the mass often becomes too loose, and requires to be again pressed down. Substances which are apt to form with the mcnstruum an adhesive and impermeable
mass, such as the resins nnd gum·regin~, may be advantageously mixed, in the
state of co~irse powder, with about half their weight of perfectly clean white
sand, as suggested by the late Mr. Duhamel. (See Am. Journ. of Plwnn., x .
15.) The sand separates the particles of the mass, and allows the menstruum
a readier access~.
After the moistened material has been properly packed, the upper surface
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sh~uld be made quite levc1, and then covered with a ci~cular di~k of tin or filtermg paper pierced with numerous minute holes; and, if the disk be of paper,
it should be kept in its place by pieces of glass rod. .The sol~eut is thus made to
enter into the mass equably, and prevented from form mg partial pass~gcs by be.aring upon one or a few points. 'l'hc li quid is now to b~ mtroduce~ 10 successive
portions, as stated in the officinal directions above g1 ven, and rn the general
account of the process given at page !82.
.
The fluid which first passes is turbid, unless the diaphragm has been covered
by a close filtering material. Should it be turbid, it should be returned into
the instrument, before the addition of any displacing menstruum; and the same
thing should continue to be done, until the liquid comes away perfectly clear.
If the percolation be too rapid, pressure may be made upon the upper diaphragm
so as to render the mass more compact, or the instruwcnt may be closed below
for a time, as stated in the officinal direction. Ileuce the advantage of having
a stop·cock near the lower end for regulating the discharge. In the absence of
a stop-cock, a soft cork way be used, with a small groove cut lengthwise for a.
short distance from its smaller eu<l. By withdrawing the cork until the groove
u.ppears 1 a passage for the fluid can be opened at will. 'Yhen the percolation is
too slow, it may be increased by the pressure of a column of liquid, and this
plan may sometimes be advantageously resorted to when the powder is very
fine, or large masses of material are open:tted upon. (See page 783.) When
the object is to keep up a constant supply of the percolating fluid, it may be
accomplished by filling a long-necked bottle or matrass with the fluid, and in·
verting it O\'er the filtering instrument, with its mouth beneath the surface of
the liquid in the latter.
Ilot liquids may be used in the process as well as cold, and are sometimes
preferable when the substance yields its actiYe principles more largely at an ele.
vated temperature. Butt.here is often an inconvenience in employing hot water;
as it dissolves or renders glutinous substances not affected by cold water, which
are not requisite, and may even be injurious in the preparation, and which tend
to embarrass the process by filling up the interstices of the mass 1 and thus ren·
dering it less permeable. An instrument has been invented by 3lr. 0. A. Smith,
of Cincinnati, by which the meustruum is made to enter the contents of the per·
colator in the state of bot vapour, and, being condensed by means of a refri.
geratiug vessel surrounding the percolator, passes out. in the liquid form, highly
impregnated with the soluble principles of the material operated on. (Sec Am.
Joum. of Phann., xviii. 08.)
'fhc first portion of filtered liquid is very strongly impregnated, and the portions which subsequently come away, are successively less so. It is sometimes
desirable to obtain the whole of the particular solvent employed. This end may
be very nearly attained by adding, at the close of the process, enough of another
liquid to supply the place of that retained in the mass. It was Boullay's idea
that the whole of the liquid contained in the moist material might be thus driven
out of it or displaced by the one added, without any admixture of the two. This,
however, has been ascertained not to be exactly true; and, however carefully
the process may be con~ucted, some mixture will take place. llence, it is recommended, when one liquid is added in order to displace another, to introduce
fil'st a. shallow layer of the same liquid witb that contnined in the mass. In some
instances, tbc solvent, if consisting of two liquids, is resoh·ed into these in the
process. 'J.111us, when myrrh is subjected to percolation with proof spirit, the
first liquid which comes a.way is alcohol holding the oil and resin of the myrrh
in solution.
'!'here are very fow substances to which the mode of filtration by displacement
will not be found applicable, if due attention be paid to the cfrcumstauccs which
require variat.ious in tLc process.
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JJistillation. In the preface to the last edition of the Edinbm·gh Pltarmacopa:ia, the fo!Jowing remarks are made in relation to this process. "In the
process of distillation, complete success cannot be easily attained, especially on

·e

the small scale, without the substitution of a different apparatus for the retort
and receiver common ly used. In all operations, except where inorganic acids
are to be distilled, it is greatly preferable to use a globu lar matrass (a), to which
is fitted with a cork a tube (be), cut obliquely at its lower end (b), curved
above at a somewhat acute angle, and fitted at the oth er end to a refrigcratory.
'l1his refrigeratory consists of a. long narrow cylinder (d/) slightly in clined to
the horizon, and of a tube (ce) which passes along the centre of the cylinder, and
is fixed at each end, so that the space between them is air-tight; and by means
of a funnel (yA) entering at the lower end of this interspace, and an exit tube
(di) from its upper extremity, a stream of cold water may be kept constantly
running, by which refrigeration and the condensation of vapours within tbe inner
tube arc far more effectua ll y accompli shed than by any other mode that has
hitherto been devised." This is Litbig's distillatory apparatus. The object of
the oblique ending of the tube a.t b, is to prevent any of the fluid which may be
driven against it, during the ebull iti on, from passing alon g the tube. The inner
tube of tUe rcfrigeratory should be made of glass or block-tin, the outer may
consist of gla.ss, brass, copper, or common tinned iron. The end e of the central
tube is either straight, or curved downward so that it may be inserted iuto a
bottle, when the liquid distilled is very volatile. By connecting the funnel with
a cistern by means of a syphon, and allowing the water to flow out from the
bent tube di into a. bucket or sink, the distillation may be allowed to go ou for
a long time without supervision . Dr. Christison states that a rcfrigeratory, with
the outer tube a foot long, and an inch and a qu:-irter in diameter, will be sufficient to condense the whole vapour from a matrass holding two pints of al~ohol
briskly boiling.
W.

ACETA.
Villega rs.
Under this title, in the United States Pharmacopooia, arc included both Distilled Vinegar and those preparations usually denominated .Jlledicalecl Vinegm-s.
The latter arc infusions or solu tions of various medicinal substances in vinegar or
acetic acid. The advantage of vinegar as a menstruum is that, in consequence
of the acetic acid which it contains, it will dissolve substances not readily solu.
0

~!ia~~c a~\~~~~~:,r ~h~~~~bil:, c~ n:c~~~r ~~~e~cef:t::, ~~e~:~;J:~~i~;:~~~\n°~o~~:
measure, though not injuriously, the action of the medicines of which they are
ingredients. .As ordinary vinegar contains prin ciples which promote its clccompo:sitiou, it should be purified by distillation before being used as a solvent. In-
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fusions prepared with it, even in this state, are apt to spoil in a sh?rt time; and
a portion of alcohol is usually added to contribute to their preservation. A small
quantity of acetic ether is said to result from this addition; and, on the continent
of Europe, the place of the alcohol is frequently supplied by an equal a.mount of
concentrated acetic acid . At present diluted acetic acid iR generally preferred
as the rnenstruum to distilled vinegar, as being of more uniform strength. In
consequence of their liability to change, the medicated vinegars should be made
in small quantities, and kept but for a short time.
W.

ACETUill DESTILLATUM. U.S., Lond., Ed. Distilled Vinegar.
"Take of Vinegar a gallon. Distil the Vinegar, by means of a. sand-bath,
from a glass retort into a gla.ss receiver. Discontinue tbe process when seven
pints slwll have been distilled, and keep these for use ." U.S.
The London process is tLe same as that of the U. S. Pbarmacopooia. The
Edinbm;Jh process is as follows. '' 'l'ake of Vinegar (French by preference)
eight parts: distil over with a J?entle heat, sevenpnrls: dilute the product, if
necessary, with distilled water till the density is 1 ·005. 11
Vinegar is a very heterogeneous liquid, containing colouring matter 1 gum,
sugar, alcohol, &c.; and the object of its distillation is to purify it. (See Acetum.) The first portion which distils contains alcohol and pyroacetic spirit
(acetone), these being the most >Ola.tile ingredients; next the acetic acid comes
°''Cr much purified, but weaker tlian it exists in the vinegar, on account of its
being less volatile than water; and, if the distillation be stopped when the pure
>incgar ceases to come over, there will be found in the retort a liquid of a deepbrown colour, very sour and empyreumatic, and containing free tartartic and
malic acids, bitartra.te of potassa, and otber substances. Tb is statement explains
why the last portion (one-eighth) is not distilled; the seven-eighths which first
come over being alone preserved. The residuary liquid in the retort, if diluted
with an equal bulk of hot water, may be made to yield, by a fresh distillation,
a quantity of weak acetic acid equal to the residuary liquid, and of about the
strength and purity of officinal distilled vinegar.
'Vine '"inegar furnishes a stronger and more aromatic distilled vinegar than
malt or cider vinegar. 'J'he J_,ondon College gives 1 ·0065 as the density of distilled vinegar. rl'he Edinburgh College, assuming that distilled vinegar will
have the sp. gr. of at least 1·0051 directs that its density, when above that number, shall be reduced to it. 'l'he U.S. Pharmacopccia does not give the density,
on account of its being an uncertain criterion of strength. The saturating power
is the proper test of t.bc acid present. This is given in the different Pharmacopccias as follows. A fluidounce is saturated by about 35 grains of crystallized
· bicarbonate of potassa ( {]. S.); an Imperial fluidouncc by 57 grains of crystallized carbonate of soda (Lond.); and 100 minims by 8 grains of the same carbonate (Ed.) The saturating power, thus given, of the different officinal distilled
vinegars indicates the following proportions ef monohydrated acetic acid per
cent., assuming the sp. gr. of the U . S. distilled vinegar to be 1·005;-U. S.
Pharmacopccia. 4·5, London 5 ·4, Edinburgh 3·6. Considering the ordinary pharmaceutical uses of distilled vinegar, variations in its strength, limited as tbPy
are by the qualities of different vinegars, arc not very important. It.s purity is
the point of importance. If, however, precision be attempted, the saturating
power and not the density must be indicated; and directions should be given
for bringing a distilled vinegar, which varies from the standard of saturating
. power, to that standard by the addition either of pure acetic acid, or of distilled
• water. The reason why density cannot be depended upon, is t.hat the ~peeific
wa.vity is not in proportion to the strength. If the vinegar contain a good deal
of alcohol and pyroacetic spirit, the distilled product will be light, but not necessarily weak. 'fhis remark applies particularly to distilled wine vinegar.
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The U. S. Pharmacopceia directs the distillation of -rinegar to be conducted in
glass vessels; but it is generally distilled in a. copper alembic furnished with a
pewter worm. The use of these metals, however, is hazardous, on account of
the danger of metallic impregnation . i\lr. Brande has suggested that the con denser might be made of very thin silver, a metal not acted on by acetic acid of
any strength. If this cannot be procured, the head and worm should be of glass
or earthenware. Empyreuma is effectually prevented by distilling by means of
steam.
Properties. Disti1led vinegar is a limpid, oolourles!I liquid, of a weak acetous
taste and smell, less agreeable than those of common vinegar. It is wholly volatilized by heat. It is not a perfectly pure solution of acetic acid in water; but
contains a portion of organic matter which rises in the distillation. It is on
account of the partial decomposition of this impurity that distilled vinegar, when
saturated with an alkali, is liable to become of a reddish or brownish colour.
When distilled in metallic vessels, it is apt to contain traces of copper, lead, and
tin. Copper is detected, after sat.urating with ammonia, by the adJition of fcrrocyanuret of potassium 1 which produces a brown cloud; lead by iodide of potas·
~ium, which occasions a yellow precipitate; and tin by a solution of chloride of
gold 1 which causes a. purplish appearance. 'l'he two latter metals are discovered
also by sulphuretted hydrogen, which occasions a. dark-coloured precipitate. The
non-action of this gas proves the absence of metal~ generally. Distilled vinegar
should have neither an empyrcumatic taste nor a sulphurous smell. As usually
prepared, however, it is somewhat cmpyrcumatic. Briti~h malt vinegar is allowed by law to contai n one-thousandth of su lphuri c acid; but, when it is distilled, this acid docs not come over. If, however, sulphuric acid should be
accidentally present in distilled vinegar, it may be detected by chloride of barium
or acetate of lead. If muriatic acid be present, it may be shown by n. precipitate
Leing formed with nitrate of silver; and if nitric acid be an impurity, the ,·inep::lr will possess the property, by digestion, of dissolving silver, which may be
detected afterwards by muriatic acid.
1lfedical Properties and Cses. 'J'he medical properties of distilled ''incgar are
the same as those of common vincg:lr (sec Acetum); but the former, being
purer, and not liable to spontaneous decomposition, is preferable for pharmaceutical purposei-J. Still, it is less pure than the officinal diluted acetic acid, which
has been substituted for it in a. number of preparations.
Off. Prrp. Acetum Colchici; Acetum Opii; Acctum Scillre; Ammonire
B.
Acetatis Aqua; Emplastrum Ammoniaci.

ACETUM CANTIIARIDIS. (Epispasticum.) Lond. AcETUM CANEd., Dub. Vinegar of Spanish Flies.

TIIARlDIS.

"'rake of Span ish Flies, in very fine powder, tico ounces; Acetic Acid a pi11t
[Imperial measure]. Macerate the Spanish Flies with the acid for eight days,
occasionally shaking. lfinally express a.nd filter." Lond.
"Take of Cantharid cs, in powder, three ownas; Acetic Acid.fwe.fliticlcnmces;
Pyroligneous Acid fifteen jluidounces; Euphorbium, in coarse powder, lirdf mi
ounce. l\lix the acids, add the powders, macerate for seven days, strain and
express strongly, and filter the liquor." Ed.
'"l1:tkc of Spanish Flies, in fine powder, four ounces; Strong Acetic Acid four
fiitido1mas; Acetic Acid of Commerce (sp. gr. l·OJ4-) slxteenfluidomu:e$,. .l\Iix
tbe Acids, and, ba"ing added the li'Jies, macerate in a close vessel for fourteen
days; then strain through flannel with expression, and filter so as to obtain a.
clear liquor." nub.
1'bis preparation is intended exclusively for external use, as a. speedy epis.
pa.stic. It is said, when lightly applied by a brush, to act ns a rubcfacient; and,
. when rubbed freely upon the skin for three ruinutes, to be followed, in two or
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three hours, by full vesication . The pain produced by the applicati ~n, though
more severe, is also more transient than that occasioned by the blistermg cerate.
From experiments made by l\lr. l\edwood, it may be inferred that the preparation proves ep ispastic chiefly if not exclusively in consequence of its acetic
ac id, and that it contains little of the active principle of the flies. (Lond. P!tarm.
Jowrn. and Trans., Oct. 184 1.) Prof. !>rooter finds that, by digestion at a
temperature of 212° F., the active principle of the flies is readily taken up by
offic inal acetic acid, though a portion of the cautharidiu i~ deposited upon cooling. (Am. Journ. of Phann. xxiv. 299.) It would Reem, therefore, that the
vinegar of Span ish flies would be best prepa.red with the aid of heat.
W.

ACETUi\I COLCIIICI. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Vinegar of Ool-

chicurn.
"Take of [dried) Colchicum Root, bruised, two ouncesj Diluted Acetic Acid
two pints. Macerate the Colchicum Root with the Diluted Acetic Acid, in a
close glass vessel, for seyen da.ys; then express the liquor, and set it by that
the dregs may subside ; lastly, pour off the clea r liquor.
"Vinegar of Oolch icu m may also be prepared by macernting the Colchicum
Rooh in coarse powder, with a pint of Diluted Acetic .Acid for two days, then
putting the mixture into a percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted
Acetic AciJ until the quant ity of filtered liquor equals two pints.
"In the above processes, Distilled Vinegar may be substituted for Diluted
.AeeticAcicl." U.S.
"Take of dried Colchicum Cormus three drachms and a, halfj Diluted Acetic
Acid a p'int (Imperial measure]; Proof Spirit a fluidounce mid a lwlf. Macerate the Colchicum with the Acid in a covered vessel fo r three days; then
express~ and set apart that the dregs may subside; lastly, add the spirit to the
filte red liquor." Loncl.
"Take of Colchicum-bulb, fresh and sliced, onr ouncej Distilled Vinegar sixteen fluidrmnces j Proof Spirit one fluidounce. i'hceratc the Colchicum in the
Vinegar for three days in a covered glass yessel; strain and express strongly ;
filter the liquors, and add the spirit." Ed.
"Take of Colchicu m l3ulbs, drieJ and bruised, one ounce; Acetic Acid of
Commerce (sp. gr. I ·OH) /ow· flm.douncesj Distilled ·water twelve ounces [jfoidounces]. In the Acid, diluted with tbe \ Vatcr, macerate the Colchicum, in a.
close vessel for seven days; then strain with expression, and filter." Dub.
Of these processes the American and Dublin yield the strongest preparation,
and on tbis account are preferable. They also agree in om itting the spirit,
which, in the London and EJinburgh processes, is intended to retard the spontaneous decomposition to which this, like tbe other medicated vinegars, is liable,
but is of little use.
Vinegar is an excellent solvent of the active principle of colchicum ; and the
organic alkali of the latter loses none of its efficacy by combination with the
acetic acid of the former.
Medical Uses. This preparation has been extolled as a diuretic in dropsy,
and may be given in gout, rh eumatism, and neura.lgia; but the wines of colchicum are usually preferred. It is recommended by Scudamore to be given in
connexion with magnesia, so as to neutralize the acetic acid of the menstruum.
Tbe clo~e is from thirty drops to two fluidrachms.
W.

ACE'l'UM OPII. U.S., Ed., D!tb. Vinegar of Opium. Black Drop.
"'l'akc of Opium, iu coar8e powder, ciyltt auncesj Nutmeg, in coarse po_wdcr,
an ounce and a half; Saffron ha(/ an omu:ej Sugar twelve 011ncesj Diluted
Acetic Acid a s1~/Jiciutt q1'.anti~I/· Di.gest the Opium, Nutme~, and Saffron with
a pint an<l n. half of tLe Dlluted Acetic AciU, on a sand· bath, with a gentle heat,
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for fo:ty-eight hours, nnd strain . Digest the residue with an equal quantity of
the Diluted Acetic Acid, in the same manner, for twenty-four hours. '!'hen
put the whole into a percolator, and return the filtered liquor, as it passes, until
it comes away quite clear. '\hen the filtration has ceased, pour Diluted Acetic
Acid gradually upon the materials remaining in the instrument, until the whole
quantity of filte red liquor equals three pints. Lastly, add the Sugar, and, by
means of a water bath, evapora.te to three pints and four flui<louuces.
"In the n.bove process, Distilled Yincgar may be substituted for Diluted
Acetic Acid." U.S.
"Take of Opium four ounces; Distilled Vinegar sixteen .fhddounces. Cut
the Opium into small fragments, triturate it into a pulp with a little of the
Vinegar, add the rest of the Vinegar, macerate in a closed vessel for seven days,
and agitate occasionally. Then strain and express strongly, and filter the
liquor." Ed.

~:~\:
Ac'i'l:: ;~11~f~~~~!~al c~1~::ufcrde;j a::~a~: ;~: s~,~~n ada~~~~ ~~~~:
JJub.
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with occasional agitation; then strain with expression, and filter."
The vinegar of opium has been introduced into the l'harmacopooias as an imitation of or substitute for a. preparation, which has been long in use under the
name of Laru:asler or Qual1,er's Muck drop, or simply Uock drop. The formula.
of the first edition of the U . S. Pharmacopooia was so deficient in precision, and
so uncertain in its results, that it was abandoned in the second edition i but, as this
objection was ob\•iated in a process by l\Ir. Charles Ell is, published in the Ameri"can. Journal of Pharmacy (rnl. ii. page 202), and as the preparation continued
to enjoy a considerable degree of professional and popular favour, it was deemed
proper to restore it to its offic:inal ra.nk at tho subsequent revision of the Pharmacopooia.. The U.S. formula above giYen is essentially that of Mr. Ellis. It is,
we think, preferable to the Edinburgh and Dublin formulro. In the former of
these we cannot but suspect that there is some waste of opium, as it is the same
as the old Dublin formula; and Dr. Montgomery, in his observations on the
former Dublin Pharmacopooia, states that twenty drops of the preparation arc
equivalent to thirty of the common tincture of opium, though, in making the
latter, somewhat less than one-third the quantity of opium is used. Iu the
present ])ublin process, much less opium is employed, and the resulting vinegar,
is probably of about the same strength as laudanum. In the last U.S. formula,
diluted acetic acid has been substituted for distilled vinegar. The advantages of
the black drop over laudanum are, probably, that disturbing principles contain ed in opium and soluble in alcohol are Jen behind by the aqueous menstruum
employed; while the meconate of morphia is converted by the acetic acid into
the acetate. In the original process, published by Dr. Arm strong, who found
it among the papers of a relative of the proprietor in England, ve(j1tt°ce, or the
juice of the wild crab, was employed instead of vinegar. Other vegetable acids
also favourably modify the narcotic operation of opium; and lemon juice has
been em ployed in a similar manner with vinegar or vcrjuice, and perhaps not less
advantageously.*

* The following is the formula given in the first edition of the U.S. Pharmncopreia.
"Tnke of Opium half a po~md; Vincgur tliru pint1; Nutmeg. bruised, ont ow1cear1d a half;
Saffron haljanounct. Boil them to 11 proper consistence; then udd Sug3 r fourounu1;

1
0
~~~=
~ ~~.~~;~' {~~~~;'.'':t:~nn~i~f~!r~ ;n~e~:~t;e~t~~·Jl~l~~ ~i~l;c:. /i~ti~ .:u~~~'\~i~a~::l~o~~l~~·~
1yrup fonned, and the
1

0

11
boiling to n. proper ron11.Jimct, the d1gest1on m the opell air ~nt1t a
a<lclitioo or n litllt 1ugar toeaeb bottle. ore nil indefinite directions which mui;thn,·clcd
to uncertain rc!Sult.s. Independently or this want of precision, the point in which the old
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The vinegar of opium may sometimes be advantageous~y used w_hcn opium
itself, or the tincture, in consequence of peculiarity in the disease or m t_be con
stitution of the patient, occasions so much headache, na~sea, or nervo~~ d1sorder,
as to render its employment inconvenient if no~ im~oss1ble. It exh1b1ts all the
anodyne and soporific properties of tbe narcotic, wtth less tendency to pr?du~e
these disagreeable effects, at least in many i~stances. The.
S. prep~r~tion 1s
of about double the strength of laudanum, six and a half mm1ms contammg the
soluble parts of about one grain of opium, ~upposing the drug to be completely
exhausted by the menstruum . The dose muy be stated at from seven to ten
drops or minims.
W.
4

l!.

ACETUM SCILLJE. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Vinegar of 8quill.

"Take of Squill, bruisCd,/our omicesj Diluted Acetic Acid two pints. .Macerate the Squill with the Diluted Acetic Acid, in a close glass vessel, for seven
days; then express the liquor, and set it by that the dregs may subside; lastly,
pour off the clear liquor.
" \Tinegar of Squill may also be prepared by macerating the Squi1l, in coarse
powder, with a pint of Diluted Acetic Acid for two days, then putting the mixture
into a percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted Acetic Acid until the
quantity of filtered liquor equals two pints.
"In the above processes, Distilled Vinegar may be substituted for Diluted
Acetic Acid." U.S.
The London Colleye directs two ounces and a half of recently dried squill 1 a
pint (lrnperial measure) of diluted acetic acid, ciflitidownce and a lwljof proof
~pirit, and maceration with a gentle heat for th1·ee days. The Edinburgh College
directs.five 01tnces of dried squill, two pints (Imp. meas.) of distilled vinegar, three
jl.uidounces of proof spirit, and maceration for seven days. The Dublin College
takes two ounces of dried squill, four fiufrlounces of acetic acid of commerce (sp.
gr.1 ·0-l-1), and twel11efluidom1ces of distilled water; and macerates for seven days.
In the United States process by percolation, the whole of the diluted acid emploJcd in the maceration, and introduced with the squill into the instrument,
should be allowed to enter the mass, before the fresh portion is at.lded. The
preparations of the several Pharmacopooias are so nearly the same that, for all
practical purposes, they ma.y be considered identical. In the present U.S. and
Dublin processes the alcohol has been omitted. Its only object is to retard the
decomposition of the vinegar of squill; while its presence is medically injurious
by rendering the preparation too stimulating. It is best, therefore, to prepare
the vinegar of squill frequently, and in small quantities, so as not to require
alcohol for its preservation. In tLc preparation of the oxymel and syrup of
squill, for which purpose the vinegar is chiefly used in this country, it should be
employed without alcohol. The vinegar of squill deposits, upon standing, a precipitate which consists, according to Vogel, of citrate of lime and tannic acid.
Medical Uses. This preparation has all the properties of the squill in substance, and is occasionally prescribed as a diuretic and expectorant in various
forms of dropsy and of pulmonary disease; but the oxymel and syrup are usually
preferred, as they keep better, and are less uupleasant to tLe taste. The dose
is from thirty minims to two fluidrachms; but the latter quantity would be apt
to produce vomiting. It should be given in cinnamon water, mint water, or
some other aromatic liquid calculated to conceal its taste and obYiate nausea..
Ojj: Prep. Oxymcl 8cillre; Syrupus Scil!re.
W.

ACIDUM ACETICUM CAMPHORATmL Ed., Dub.
rated Acetic Acid.

Camplio-

"Take of Camphor one ounce (half an ouuce, Ed.]; Rectified Spirit onejluidrachm; Strong Acetic Acid ten jlu"idou11ces [Acetic Acid six fluidouuces and
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Reduce the camphor to powder by means of the spirit; then add
the Acid, and dissolve." .Dub., Ed.
The use of the alcohol is simply to facilitate the pulverization of the camphor,
and a few drops arc sufficient. Acetic acid in its concentrated state readily dissolves _camphor. In this preparation, the whole of the camphor is taken up by
the acid. In consequence of the powerful chemical agency of the solution, and
its extreme Yolatility, it should be kept in glass bottles accurately fitted with

a half, Ed.].

ground stoppers.
Camphorated acetic acid is an exceedingly pungent perfume, which, when
snuffed up the nostrils, produces a strongly cxcitaut impression, and may be
beneficially resorted to in cases of fainting or nervous debility. It is an officinal
substitute for Ilenry's aromatic spirit of vinegar.
At Apothecaries' Ilall, in London, an aromatic vinegar is prepared by dis·
solving the oils of cloves, lavender, rosemary, and calamus, in highly conccn·
trated acetic acid. It is used for the same purpose as the officinal camphoratcd
acetic acid, being dropped on sponge and kept in smelling bottles. A sim ilar
preparation may be made extemporaneously by adding to a drachm of acetate of
potassa, contained in a stoppered bottle, three drops of one or more of the aromatic
volatile oils, and twenty drops of sulphuric acid . (Percira's Jlat. Jllul.)
A preparation called .Marseilles 'Vinegar, or thieves' vine9ai· (vinaigre des
qualres 'VOleurs), consisting essentially of vinegar impregnated with aromatic
substances, was formerly esteemed a prophylactic against the plague and other
con tagious diseases. It is said to ha\'e deri,·ed its name and reputation from
the circumstancr, that four thic\'es, who, during the plague at Marseilles, had
plundered the dead bodies with impunity, confessed, upon the condition of a
pardon, that they owed their safety to the use of it. The aromatic acetic acid
of the forrucr Edinburgh Pharmacopceia was intended as a simplification of tbi ~
nostrum. It was made by macerating for a. week an ounce of rosemary, an
ounce of sage, half an ounce of lavender, and half a. drachm of cloves, with two
pounds of distilled vinegar, then expressing the liquor and filtering. Origanum
was afterwards substituted for sage, and thirty fiuidounces of acetic acid for the
two pounds of distilled vinegar. In the last edition of the Pharmacopceia the
preparation was abandoned. In the present state of knowledge, it is hardly
necessary to observe that neith er the original nostrum, nor its substitute, Las
any other power of protecting the system against disea~e than such as may
depend on its slightly stimulaut properties, and its influence O\'cr the imagiua·
~

~

ACIDA.
Acids.
Acids, in chemical classification, are compounds which are capable of uniting
in definite proportions with alkaJjes, earths, aud ordinary metallic oxides, witb
the effect of producing a combination, in which the properties of its constituents
arc mutually destroyed. Such corubiantions arc said to be neutral, and arc de·
nominated sa lts. ~Jost acids ha\'e a sour taste, and possess the power of chang·
ing vegetable blues to red; and, though these properties are by no means constant,
yet they afford a ready means of detecting acids, applicable in practice to most
cases. The above explanation of the nature of an acid is that usually gi\·en;
but, according to trict definition, acid~ are compounds ha_ving a strong ele~t!o
negative energy, and, therefore, possessrng a powerful affinity for clcctro-pos1hve
compounds, such as alka1ies, earths, and ordinary oxides. It is this antagonism
in the electrical condition of these two great classes of chemical compounds that
gi\·es rise to their mutual affinity, which is so much the st rm1ger as the contrast
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in this respect is greater. In the majority of cases, the electro-negative compo.und or acid is au oxidized body, but by no means necessarily so. W?e'! .an
~c1d does ~~t contain oxygen, hydrogen is usually pre~ent. These p~ulrnr~ties
m compos1t10n have given rise to the division of acids by some writers mto
oxacUls and hydracids. VegetaUe acids, for the most part, contain both hydrogen and oxygen.
The number of acids used in medicine is small; but among these are to be
found examples of the three kinds above mentioned.
B.

ACIDUM ACETICUM DILUTUM. U.S., Lond., Dub. Diluted
Acetic Acid.
"Take of Acetic Acid [sp.gr. J ·041] a pint; Distilled Water seven pints.
l\Iix them." U.S. The sp. gr. of this acid is 1 ·004, and 100 grains of it saturate
7-5 grains of crystallized bicarbonate of potassa.
"Take of .Acetic Acid (sp. gr. l ·048] twenty-three ffaidmcl11ns [Imp. meas.],
Distilled Water a pint (Imp. meas]. To the Acid add enough of the Water
to fill accurately the measure of a. pint [Imp. meas.], and mix." Lond. The
sp.gr. of this acid is 1·008, and an Imper ia.l fluidounce of it is sa.turated by 57
grains of crystallized carbonate of soda.
"Take of Acetic Acid of Commerce (sp.gr. 1·044) one pint; Distilled Water
seven pints. Mix." Dub. 'l'he sp. gr. oft.his acid is l ·006.
TLe object of ha\'ing this preparation is to possess a weak solution of pure
acetic acid, which may be substituted for distilled vinegar in all formulre in which
nicety is required. Distilled Yinegar contains a portion of organic matter, which
is always darkened or precipitated when this acid is saturated with an alkali, an
occurrence which does not take place when the diluted acetic acid is employed.
The saturating strength of the diluted acids of the U. S. and London Pharmacoproias indicates the same per centage of monohydrated acetic acid as is contained in thecorrespondingdistilled vinegars; namely,4·5 U.S., and 5·4 London.
'l'he Dublin diluted acid, being intermediate in density, may be assumed to be
intermediate in strength. While the J...ondon distilled vinegar and diluted acid
have precisely the same Raturating strength, the former is lighter than the latter
in the proportion of l "0065 to l ·008. This arises from the fact that the acetic
acid in distilled vinegar is in part diluted with alcohol and pyroacctic spirit,
which are lighter than water.
The acetic acid diluted in making this preparation, is known in commerce as
a~fo. 8.'' In all cases in which the apothecary is doubtful as to its being of the
officinal strength, it will be his duty to ascertain its saturating power, and, if
this should vary from the standard, to vary the dilution accordingly.
O,O:Prl"{J . .Acetum Colchici; Acetum Opii; Acetum Scillre; Emplastrum
Ammoniaci; ~xtract.um Colcbici Accticum; J. . iquor Ammonia! Acctatis; Syrupus Allii; Unguentum Plum bi Compositum.
B.

ACID UM BENZOICUM. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dllb. Benzoic Acid.
"Take of Benzoin, in coarse powder, a vound. Put the l3enzoin into a suitable \'CSscl, and, by means of a sand-bttth, with-a. gradually increasing heat, sublime until vapours cease to rise. :Free the sublimed matter from oil by pressure
in bibulous paper, and again sublime." U.S.
The London College has transferred benzoic acid to the l\Iateria Medica list,
directing, however, that it shall be prepared by sublimation. The Edinburr1h
l'dlcge puts a. convenient quantity of benzoiu into a glass m~trass, and operates
in the manner directed in the U. S. Pharmacopooia.
"Take of 13enzoin any convenient qu(1ntit.1f· llJace it in a small cylindric pot
of sheet iron, furnished with a flange at its mouth; and having fitted the pot into
a circular hole in a. sheet of pasteboard, int.erpose between tbc pasteboard and
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flange a.collar of tow, so as to produce a nearly air-tight junction. Leta cylinder
of stiff paper, open at one end 1 eighteen inches high, and having a diameter at
least twice that of the pot, be now placed in an in,·erted position on tlie pasteboard, and secured to it by slips of paper and flour paste. A couple of inches
of the lower part of the pot being passed through a hole in a plate of sheet tin,
which is to be kept from contact with the pasteboard by the interposition of a
few corks, let a heat just sufficient to melt the benzoin (that of a gas-hunp answers
well) be applied, and continued for at least six hours. Let the product thus
obtained, if not quite white, be enveloped in bibulous paper, then subjected to
powerful pressure, and again sublimed." Dub.
'fhe Phanpacopooias now unite in procuring benzoic acid by sublimation. In
the former U.S. process, the bcnzoio was mixed with an equal weight of sand;
but this wos omitted in the last edition of the Pharmacopooia, as not only
useless, but probably injurious by favouring the production of empyreumatic
substances. The acid, which exists in the bcozoin combined with resin, is volatilized by the heat, and condensed in the upper part of the apparatus. Unless
the temperature is very carefully regulated, a portion of the resin is decomposed,
and au oily substance generated, which rises with the acid and gives it a brown
colour, from which it cannot be entirely freed by bibulous paper; and this result
sometimes takes place even with the greatest caution. The process for subliming benzoic acid may be conducted in a glazed earthen vessel, surmou nted
by a cone of paper, or by another vessel with a small opening at top, and a band
of paper pasted round the place of junction. After the heat has been applied
for au hour, the process should be suspended t ill the condensed acid is removed
from tLc upper vessel or paper cone, when it may be renewed, and the acid
again removed, and thus alternately till coloured vapours rise. Mohr, after
m;my experiments, recommends the following plan as unobjectionable. In a
round cast-iron vessel, eight or nine inches iu diameter and two inches deep, a
pound or less of coarsely powdered benzoin is placed, and uniformly strewed
over the bottom. The top of the vessel is closed by a sheet of bibulous paper,
which is secured to the sides by paste. A cylinder of thick paper in the form
of a. hat, just large enough to fit closely around the sides of the pot, is then
placed over it, and in like manner .secured by paste. A moderate heat is now
applied by means of a sand-bath, and continued for three or four hours. The
vapours pass through the bibulous paper, which absorbs the empyreumatic oil,
and are condensed within the hat in brilliant white flowers, having an agreeable
odour of benzoin. (Annal. de1· Pharin., xxix. 178.) The remaining acid of the
bcnzoin may be extracted, if deemed advisable, by treating the residue of the
balsam with lime or carbonate of soda.. From the mode of preparing bcnzoie
acid by subl imation, it wa.:i formerly called flowers of benzoin.
Another mode of separating the acid from beuzoiu is by combining it with a.
salifiable base, and precipitating with an acid. Such is the process of Scheele.
It consists in boiling the powdered bcnzoin with hydrate of lirue and water,
filtering tbe solution of benzoate of lime thus obtained, and precipitating the
benzoic acid with muriatic acid. Carbonate of soda or of potassa may be substituted for the lime, and sulphuric for the muriatic acid; and the precipitated
bcnzoic acid may be purified by dissolving it in boiling water, which will deposit
it upon cooling. Sten house unites the process of Scheele with one proposed by
Liebig. After concentrating the solution of benzoate of lime, procured by boiling
equal partR of beuzoin and hydrate of lim? with water, he ad~s _a str?ng soluti?n
of chloride of lime, and subsequently a slight excess of murrnt1c acid, and boils
till tbe ch lorine is dissipated. 'J'he bleaching effect of the chlorine on the crystals of bcuzoic acid is thus obtained. The acid, however, requires to be still
furth er purified by repeated crystallization from small portions of boiling water.
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A little animal charcoal may be employed t.o render the crystals quite colourless. These processes afford a purer product than that obtained by sublimation,
but not preferable in a medicinal point of view; as the small quantity of oil
present in the sublimed acid adds to its stimulant properties, and at the same
time renders it pleasant to the smell.
Several other modes of extracting tlrn acid have been recommended. The
following is the process of Stolze. One part of the balsam is dissolved in three
parts of alcohol, the solution filtered and introduced into a retort, and the acid
saturated by carbonate of soda dissolved in a mixture of eight parts of water and
three of alcohol. The alcohol is distilled off; and the benzoate of soda contained in the residuary liquid is decomposed by sulphuric acid, which precipitates
the benzoic acid. This is purified by solution in boiling water, which lets fall
the acid when it cools. By this process Stolze obtained 18 per cent. of acid
from benzoin containing 19·4:25 per cent. By the process of Scheele he obtained
13·5 per cent.; by the agency of carbonate of soda, 12 per cent.; by sublimation only 7·6 per cent. Nevertheless, Mr. Ilrande says that the last process is
on the whole the most economical. According to this author, good benzoin
affords by sublimation from 10 to 15 per cent. of the acid contaminated with
empyreumatic oi l, and about 9 per cent. of the purified acid. Professor Scharling has prepared benzoic acid by means of heated steam, and obtained 8 per
cent. (Am. Journ. of Pltarm., xxiv. 236.)
Properties. Sublimed benzoic acid is in white, soft, feathery crystals, of a
silky l ustre, and not pulverulent. :From solution the acid crystallizes in transparent prisms. When quite pure it is inodorous; but, prepared by sublimation
from the balsam, it bas a. peculiar agreeable aromatic odour, dependent on the
presence of an oil, which may be separated by dissolving the acid in alcohol,
and precipitating it with water. Its taste is warm, acrid, and acidulous. It is
unalterable in the air, but at 230° melts, and at a somewhat higher temperature
r ises in suffocating vapours. It is inflammable, burning without residue. It
is soluble in 200 parts of cold water (An11als of Phm·macy, i. 206), and in
about twenty.four parts of boiling water, which deposits it upon cooling. It is
soluble in alcohol, and in concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids, from which
it is precipitated by water. The fixed oils also dissolve it. It is entirely dissolved by solutions of potassa, soda, ammonia, and lime, from which it is precipitated by muriatic acid. Its solution reddens litmus paper, ant.l it forms salts
with salitiable bases; but its acid properties are not powerful. Benzoic acid
consists of benzyte and oxygen, and in the uncombined state usually contains
water. The anbydrou s acid has, however, been isolated by Gerhardt. (Ohem.
Caz. x. 237.) B enzyl e consists of fourteen eqs. of carbon 84, five of hydrogen
5, and two of oxygen 16= 105. The crystallized acid contains one eq. of benzyle 105, one of oxygen 8, and one of water 9=122. It cannot be deprived
of its water by heat, but sometimes loses it in co mbinat.ion. Benzoic acid is a
characteristic constituent of the bals<.tms 1 and bas been found in various other
vegetable, and some animal products.*
.Medical Prope1·ties and Uses. l3enzoic acid is irritant to the al imentary mucous membrane, and stimulant to the system, and has been thought to be expectorant; but it is seldom used internally except as a constituent of one or two
officinal preparations. It was proposed by Dr. Alexander Ure as a remedy for
uric acid deposits in the urine, and for the chalk.like concretions, consisting of

* Bc112yle, which 'vas nt first hypothetical, hns been isolnted. When benzonte of copper
is cautiously distilled without wntcr, it yields a product which crystnllizes on cooling. 'l'his
substance hn.s the smell ofgernnimn, melt.sat 158° F.,and Las acompositiOnl'epresented

~~i~~ ~f~1~ t~~~~~~:~~~r hy~·;oe~~~~n~~di~~~\~e~~~~ ~~~eb~~i)~l~ss~t ~!: ~l~~~:;!~~dil~~ :~,~~,~~~
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aud aftel'wnrds investignted by Stenhousc. (FC1w11e'.s Che111istry, Am. Ed., 1853, p. 401.)
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uratc o~ soda, in the joints of gouty individuals. He supposed it to operate by
converting the uric into hippuric acid, and consequently the insoluble urates
into soluble hippurates. It appears, however, from the observations of Dr.
Garrod and )Ir. Keller 1 that sdcb a transformation of uric acid does not take
place, but tbat the benzoic acid is itself converted into hippuric acid, which is
always found in the urine, when the former acid is taken freely. 'l'he quan.
ti~y of uriC' acid in the urine remains undiminished. In consequence of the
acid state of urine produced by benzoic acid, it has been found useful in the
phosphatic variety of gravel; though its beneficial influence, being purely chemical, continues only during its use. (Jourrt. de Pltarm., 3e ser., ii. 327, iii. 41,
iv. 397.) It is said to have cured nocturnal incontinence of urine. Mr. White
Cooper has employed it with suppo~ed advantage in a case of rheumatic sclerotitis. (See Am.. Joum. of .AJed. Sci., N. S., xxv. 518.) A convenient mode of
exhibition is to give the acid with four parts of phosphate of soda, or one part and
a half of bi borate of soda, which enable it to be readily dissolved by water. The
dose is from 10 to 30 grains. It is an ingredient in some cosmetic washes, and
has been employed by way of fumigation as a remedy in affections of the skin.
Off. Prep. 'finctura Opii Ammoniata; Tinctura Opii Camphorata; Unguentum
Sulphuris Compositum.
W.

ACIDUM GALLICUM. U. 8., Lond., Dub. Gallia Acid.
"Take of Galls, in powder,three pom1dsj Distilled Water, Animal Charcoal,
each, a sujJicient quantil!J. l\Iix tbe 0-alls with sufficient Distilled Water to form
a thin paste, and expose the mixture to the air, in a shallow glass or porcelain
vessel, in a warm place, for a month, occasionally stirring it with a glass rod, ancl
adding from time to time sufficient Distilled Water to preserve the semi-fluid
consistence. Then submit t he paste to expression, and, rejecting the expressed
liquor, boi l the residue in a. gallon of Distilled Water for a few minutes, and
filter while hot through Animal Charcoal. Set the hot liquor aside that crystals
may form, wh ich may be dried on bibulous paper. If the crystals be not sufficient ly free from colour, they may be purified by dissolving them in boiling
Distilled Water, filtering through a fresh portion of Animal Charcoal, and crystallizing." U.S.
The London College places Gallic Acid in its Materia Medica catalogue, directing simply that it be in crystals, and prepared from galls.
'!'he Dublin. College girna two processes, of which the first is essentially the
same as that of the U.S. Pharmacopooia. It differs in requiring an exposure
of six weeks instead of a. month, in not expressing the paste before boiling in
water, and in expressing the impure acid deposited from the filtered decoction,
before redissolving it in boiling water. The second process is a.s follows.
"Take of powdered Galls one pound [avoirdupois]; Oil of Vitriol of Commerce twenty.six fluidouncesj Water five pint.~ [lt?P· meas.] and fourteen [fluid]
QUnces. Steep the galls for twenty-four hours Ill one part of the water, then
transfer them to a gla~s or porcelain percolator, and pour on a pint and a half of
the water in successive portions. Dilute five ounces of the oil of vitriol with an
equal bulk of water, and, when the mixture has cooled, add it to the infusion
obtained by percolation, stirring well, so as to bring them into perfect contact.
I.Jet the vi:scid precipitate which for ms be separated by a filter, and to the solu.
tion which passes through add five ounces more of the oil of vitriol, which will
yield an additional precipitate. This being added to that previonsly obtained,
let both be enveloped in calico, and subjected to powerful pressure. Dissolve
the residue in the rest of the oil of vitriol, this latter being first diluted with
what remains of the water; boil the solution for twenty minutes, then allow it
to cool, and set it by for a \\•.eek. Let the ~eposit \~hich has ~ormc~ at t?e encl
of this pcrioJ be pressed, dried, and then <l1s.:solvcd lll t.hree times its weight of
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boiling water, clearing the solution 1 if necessary, by filt~at.ion, ~nd, whe~ it has
cooled down to 80°, decant the liquid from the c.rystalhue sed1mcn~ which h~s
formed, and wash the latter with three ounces of ice-cold water. Finally, let it

~~ ~~a~!fd~-~:~ ~~r~!~~~~n~t p~p~~·:i,~~~a~~~: n~~p;~~=~d~~g t~~~~~ a~'~1':~:i1~~q:~~
11

obtained may be rendered nearly white by dissol~ing it. in twenty times its weight
of bolling distilled water, and ca using ~he solut10n to trave1:se ~ stratum of prepared animal charcoal spread upon a calico ~lter. \V_hen the hqmd passes through
colourless it should be evaporated to one.sixth of its volume, and then suffered
to cool in order to the separation of the crystallized aci<l. 11 Dub.
The U.S. process is founded upon the fact that, when galls in dccoction or in
the state of moistened powder, are exposed to the air, their tannic acid is gradually converted into gallic acid, with the absorption, as generally believed, of
oxygen, and the escape of an equivalent ()Uantity of carbonic acid. The gallic
acid, being freely soluble in boiling but very sparingly in cold water, is extracted
from the altered galls by decoction, and is deposited as the water cools. A repetition of t he solution and deposition renders the acid more pure; but it cannot
be obtained wholly free from colour unless by the aid of animal charcoal. In
the U. S. Pbarmacopreia. it was neglected, no doubt through inadvertence, to
direct purified animal charcoal. There a.re few processes in which it is more
necessary tha.t this decolorizing agent shou ld be purified. The presence of the
slightest quantity of sesquioxide of iron interferes with the blca.ching of the
acid; and it is even advisable to examine the filtering paper employed, lest it
may contain sufficient of this substance to vitiate the rei::ults of the process.
The first crop of crystrils in the U.S. process retains a very large proportion of
water; and it will be found convenient to subject them to stroug expression
between folds of bibulous paper.
Dr. C. Wetherill, believing that gallic acid differs from the tannic simply in
containing water, conceived the id ea of preparing rhe former from the latter by
the fixation of water. This he effected through the agency of sulphuric acid.
Having mixed 13 dracbms of tannic acid with 22 fluidounces of sulphuric acid
and four times that bulk of water, be hea.ted the mixture to the boiling point,
and then allowed it to stand. In a. few days an abundant precipitate of white
gallic acid took place, amounting to 87·-1 per cent. of the tnnnic acid. (See Am.
Journ. of Phann., xx. 112.) Upon the same principle is based the second process of the Dublin College. Dr. Christison, in bis Dispensatory, states that the
process was originally suggested by Liebig.
Some new and interesting \'iews have been advanced in relation to the formati on of galli c acid from the tannin of galls. The elder Robiquet first suggested that
galls contain a principle capable of converting tannic into gallic acid, with the
presence of water, and in the absence of atmospheric air. M. J..arocquc proved
that this principle a.cts as a ferment, and that the change referred to is the result of a gallic acid /ermente&tion in the galls. l\J. Edmund Robiquet has shown
that galls contain pectose and pectase, the former of which, according to the ex periments of M. Fremy, is the principle out of which pectin is formed in plants,
and the latter a peculiar ferment which effects the transformation. It appears
that in galls the pectase, aided by a proper temperature and the presence of
water, changes not only pcctase into pectin, but also tannic into gallic acid.
Strecker had previously advanced the opinion that tannic acid is a combination
of gallic acid and sugar, the latter of which is destroyed in the process for procuring gallic acid, which is thus Simply set free from the combinati on. It would
seem, if this view is correct, that the pcctase acts upon the saccharine matter of
the tannic acid, causing its conversion into carbonic acid and a.lcnhol, and liberating the gallic acid, and that the process is in fact an example of tho vinous
fermentation. 1\1. E. llobiquet admits the occasional tran sfonnaLion of tannic
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acid i_nto gallic acid and sugar, but does not believe that the sugar pre-exists as
such m the tannin; and this point yet remains to be determined. (Juw·,i. de
Plu.irrn., 3e ser., xx.iii. 2-H.) Wittstcin, in endeavouring to obtain gallic acid
from Okinese galls (see page 357) by forming them into a. paste with water,
found that but a. very small proportion of the acid was generated at the end of six
weeks. Thinking that this might ba,•e resulted from the want of the ferment
in the Chinese galls, he added to these one-eighth of their weight of common
ga.lls, and at the end of three weeks obtained an amount of gallic acid nearly
equal to one-half the weight of the galls employed. The same result, though
more slowly, followed the addition of yeast to the Chinese galls. Wittstein
obtained both carbonic acid and alcohol as products of this operation, thus
favouring the views of Strecker as to the constitution of tauuic acid. (See Am.
Journ. of Phann., xxv. 258.)
Properties. Gallic acid is in delicate, silky, acicular crystals, which, as ordinarily found in the shops, are slightly brownis h, but when quite pure are colourless.
It is iu odorous, and of a sourish astringent taste. It is soluble, according to
Braconnot, in 100 parts of cold and 3 of boiling water, is very soluble in alcohol,
and but slightly so in ether. It reddens litmus, and produces a deep bluish-black
colour with solutions of the salts of the scsqu ioxidc of iron, which disappears
when the solution is heated. It docs not precipitate gelatin, or a solution of
sulphate of protoxidc of iron. On exposure to the air, its solution uuclergoelJ
spontaneous decomposition. The formula of gallic acid is C7 H 90i, and its combining number 85. Heated to 420° it gives out carbonic acid, and is converted
into pyrognllic acid.* '!'brown on red-hot iron it is entirely dissipated.
Mecb(:al Properties. Forming an ingredient in all astringent products containing gallo-tannic acid, it was at one time supposed to be the actiYe principle of
the vegetable astringents. This reputation it afterwards lost when the properties of tannic acid became well known. But it has recently again come into
notice, and is now thought by many to be a very valuable astringent., haxing the
property of arresting hemorrhages wlien taken internally, especially those from
the uterus and urinary passages. In all cases of hemorrhage in which the bl eedin g
vessels must be reached through the route of the circulation, it is believed by
some to be more efficient e\"en than taunic acid, as its chemical affinities do not
afford the same impediment to its absorption as those of the latter acid. But in
hemorrhage from the alimentary mucous membrane or from any other part with
which tannic acid can be brought into direct contact, this astr ingent is by far the
most effectual. Gallic acid is said not to constipate the bowels. 'l'he dose is
from five to fifteen grains three or four times ll day, and may be given in the
W.
form of pill or powder.

ACIDUM IIYDROCYANicmr DILUTUM. U.S., Lond., Dub.
Prussic

AcrnuM lirnROCYANICU:ll. Ed. Diluted Ilydrocyanic Acid.

Acid. Cyanoltydric Acid.

"Tako of Ferrocyanuret of Potassium two ounces; Sulphuric acid an onnce
and a half; Distilled Water a sufficient quantity. Mix the acid with four Huidounces of Distilled 'W ater, and pour the mixture, when cool, into a. glass retort.
To this add the Ferrocyanuret of Potassium, previously di ssolved in teu fluid-
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ounces of DistHled Water. Pour eight fluidounces o.f pistilled Water into a
cooled receiver, and, having attached this to the retort, distil, by means of a sand.
bath, with a moderate heat, six fluidounces. Lastly, add ~o. the product five
fluidounces of Distilled Water, or as much as may be ~ufficten~ to rende_r the
Diluted Hydrocyanic Acid of such strength, that 12·7 grams of n~trate of s1lv?r,
dissolved in distilled water, mny be accurately saturated by 100 grams o~ the A~1d.
"Diluted Hydrocyanic acid may also be prepared, when wanted for unmed1ate
use, in the following manner.
"Take of Cyanuret of Silver fift!J gr01"ns a71.d a half; Muriatic Acid forty-one
grain.~; Distilled Water a flwidounce. Mix the Muriatic Acid with the Distilled Water, add the Cyanuret of Silver, and shake the whole in a well-stopped
vial. When the im;oluble matter has subsided, pour off the clear liquor and
keep it for use. Diluted Ilydrocyanic Acid should be kept in closely stopped
bottles from which the light is excluded." U.S.
The process of the London College for diluted hydrocyanic add is the same as
that of the U.S. Pbarmacopooia; the latter having been adopted from the former.
'l'he following is the Edinbm·gh formula, Imperial measure being used.
" Take of Fcrrocyanidc of Potassium three ounces j Sulphuric Acid two flitidounces; Water sixteen fluidonnces. Dissolve the salt in eleven fluidounces of
the Water, and put the solution in a matrass with a little sand: add the Acid,
previously diluted with five fluidounces of the Water and allowed to cool: connect the matrass witli a proper refrigcratory: distil with a gentle heat, by means
of a sand-bath or naked ~as-flame, till fourteen fluidounces pass over, or till the
residuum begins to froth up. Dilute the product with distilled water till it
measures sixteen fluidounces." Ed.
The Dublin College, in its Pharmacopooia of 1850, has abandoned the employment of cyanurct of mercury and muriatic acid as the source of this acid,
and adopted the u~e of ferrocyanuret of potassium and sulphuric acid, in imitation of the other l3ritish Pharmacoproias. 'l'be process adopted is virtually the
same as those jtlst given, aud, therefore, need not be quoted.
Hydrocyanic acid was admitted iuto the French Codex in 1818, into the United
States Pharmacopooia in 1820, iuto the Dublin in 1826, into the London in 1836,
and into the Edinburgh in 1830. It is now made by one chief proces~; namely,
from the ferrocyanuret of potassium by the action of sulphuric acid. It is also
obtained by au extemporaneous process, when wanted for immediate use, in the
U. S. Pharmacopooia, by decomposing the cyanuret of sih-er. When ferrocyanuret of potassium is decomposed by sulphuric acid, the residue in the retort is
bisulphate of potassa, mixed with a compound of two eqs. of cyanuret of iron
and one of cyanuret of potassium (Eve1·itt's salt). Two eqs. of ferrocyanurct
2(FeCy + 2KCy), react with six eqs. of hydrated sulphuric acid 6(80, +IIO),
aud produce three eqs. of hydrated bisulphate of potassa 3(K0,2SO,+IIO),
together with one eq. of Everitt's salt 2Fe0y + KCy, which remain in the retort,
and three eqs. of hydrocyanic acid 3HCy, which distil over. Everitt's salt, so
named 'from its discoverer, called b1ferrocyam.o·et of potassimn by Dr. Pereira,
is yellow according to l\lr. :Everitt; but Dr. Pereira, who prepared it with the
greatest care, always found it white. Its constitution (2FeCy+KCy) is precisely the converse of tha.t of ferrocyanurct of potassium (l?eCy+2KCy).
According to Mr. Phillips, the proportion of sulphuric acid, directed by the
Edinburgh College, is so large that there is great risk of the production of formic
acid. (Observations on the Ed. Phar·m., &c.) 'l'he acid, instead of exceeding
the weight of the ferrocyanuret, should only form three-fourths of its weight.
Iu relation to the most convenient method of bringing the hydrocyanic acid to
the standard strength, and to some other points in its preparation by the officinal
formula., the reader is referred to a paper by l)rof. Procter, contained in the Amer.
Jo·uni. of Phur'l1iac!J, xix. 259.
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The rationale of the U. S. process for obtain in g hydrocyanic acid extemporaneously is exceedingly simple. 'l'he reacting materials are single equivalents
respectively of cyanuret of silver and muri:ttic acid. These, by double decomposition, generate hydrocyanic acid which dissolves in the water, and chloride of
silve r which subsides, and from which the acid is poured off when clear. (See
Arg,,nli (}yanurelU?n.) The extemporaneous process is useful to country practitioners; because the acid will.not generally keep. A portion of hydrocyanic
acid, if procured by a practitioner, may spoil on his hands, before he has occasion to use it; but if he supplies himself with cyanuret of silver, he may readily
at any moment prepare a small portion of the acid, by following the directions
of the fo rmula.
The French Codex of 183i gives the following process for hydrocyanic acid,
in place of the three formerl3• contained in that work. Take of bicyanuret of
mercury thirty parts; muriatic acid (sp. gr. 1·17) twenty parts. Reduce the
bicyauuret to powder, and introduce it into a small tubulated glass retort, placed
over a furnace. Adapt to its neck a tube about 13 inches long, and half an inch
in diameter, and filled one-half with pieces of marble, and the remainder with
chloride of calci um . '1.10 this tube, arranged nearly horizontally, adapt a smaller
one, bent at a right angle, and plunging into a graduated tube, surrounded with
a mix.tu re of common salt and pounded ice. The apparatus being thus arranged,
and the junctures well luted, add the muriatic acid; and, having allowed the action
to take place for a few moments in the cold, apply the heat gradually. When
the action is over, drive forward any acid which may have condensed in the large
tube, by means of a li'e coal brought near to it, and passed along its whole
length. '!'he quantity of acid found in the graduated tube is ruixed with .either
six times its bulk, or eight and a half times its weight of distilled water.
The above process is Gay·Lussac's, andi therefore, the same in principle as the
former Dublin. In the first part of it, Gay.Lussac's strong acid is obtained in
the graduated tube, and this is afterwards diluted to a. given extent with water.
'l'he object of the marble and chloride of calcium is to detain, the former muriatic
acid, the latter water.
Another process for obtaining medicinal hydrocyanic acid, proposed by Dr.
Clarke, and adopted by Mr. Lam ing, is by the reaction of tartaric acid on cyanuret of potassium in solution. Laming's formu la is as follows. Dissolve twentytwo grains of the cyanuret in six. fluidrachms of distilled water, and add fifty
grains of crystall ized tartaric acid, dissolved in three fluidrachms of rectified
spirit. Crystallized bitartratc of potassa precipitates, and each fl.uidracbm of
the clear decanted liquor contain s one grain of pure hydrocyanic acid . The reaction in this process takes place between two eqs. of tartaric acid, one of cyanuret of potassium, and one of water. The water is decomposed, and the tartaric acid, potassium, and oxygen unite to form the bitartrate 1 and the cyanogen
and hydrogen to form the hydrocyanic acid. Dr. Pereira considers this process
to base several advantages, but very properly objects to it on account of the
trouble and expense of obtain ing the cyanuret of potassium pure, and its liability
to undergo spontaneous decomposition. (Sec Potassii l'!Januretmn.)
Liebig recommends the decomposition of cyanuret of potassium with hydrated
sulph uric acid . In th is case the products of the double decomposition arc sulphate of pot.assa and hydrocyanic acid. Any cyanate of potassa present as an
impurity is at the same time decomposed, and the ammonia resulting from the
cyanic acid unites with the sulphuric acid, so as to form a supersulphate. 1'he
mode of proceeding is to distil one part of the cyanuret, dissolved in two parts
of water, with one part of sulphuric acid, diluted with three parts of water.
1._'hc bydrocyanic acid obtained is much i:tronger than the medicinal ac id; but
it may be reduced to any desired standard by the addition of the proper proportion of distilled water.
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.The processes, thus far given, are intended to ~u;nish a dilute hydrocyanic
ac~d for medicinal purposes. The methods of obtamm.g ~he anhydrous or pure
acid arc different. Vauquelin's process for the pure acid is to p:_i.gs a ?urrent of
hydrosulpburic acid gas over the bicyanuret of m.ercur,r contame~ rn a. glass
tube, connected with a receiver kept cold by a freezm~ mixture of ice and. S?lt.
The first third on ly of the tube is tilled with the b1cyanuret; the. remam1.ng
two-thirds being occupied, half with carbonate, ?f lead, and half w1.th c~londe
of calcium; the carbonate being intended to detam the hydrosulphur~c ?c1d gas,
the chloride to separate water. Another process for the anhydrous acid ts that of
Gautier, the details of which are thus giYen by Berzelius. The ferrocyanurct of
potassium is fused without access of air, whereby it is converted into a mixture
of cyanuret of potassium and carburet of iron. 'fhe mass obtained, after having
been pulyerizcd and placed in a flask, is slightly moistened with water, and
acted on with muriatic acid, added by small portions at a time. By a double
decomposition between the cyanuret and muriatic acid, chloride of potassium
and hydrocyauic acid are formed. The flask is then plunged into hot water,
which causes the hydrocyanic acid to be disengaged in the form of vapour. This
is passed through a tube containing ch loride of calcium, and finally received in
a small flask kept cool by a freezing mixture.
1'hc process of Wohler for the anhydrous acid is substantially the same as
that of Liebig. The cyanuret of potassium selected is a black cyanurct, formed
by fusing together 8 parts of dry fcrrocyanuret, 3 of ignited cream of tartar, and
1 of charcoal in fine powder in a covered crucible. 1'1.iis is better than Liebig's
cyanuret, which contains a large amount of cyanate of potassa. The cyanuret,
wh ile-still warm, is exhausted by 6 parts of water, and the clear solution, placed
in a retort, is decomposed by cold dilute sulphuric acid, gradually added. The
hydrocyanic acid is condensed first in a U·shaped tube, containing chloride of
calcium, and surrounded with ice.cold water, and afterwards in a small bottle,
connected with the U-shaped condenser by a narrow tube, and immersed up to
the neck in a mixture of ice and sa1t. After the acid has been condensed and
dehydrated in the U·tube, the cold water surrounding it is withdrawn by a
siphon, and replaced by water at a temperature between 85° and 90° Fahr.,
whereby the anhydrous acid is made to distil over into the small bottle.
Properties of the JJ/edtcinat Acid. Diluted hydrocyanic acid, of the proper
medicinal strength, is a transparent, colourless, volatile liquid, possessing a taste
at first cooling, afterwards somewhat irritating, and a peculiar smell. It imparts
a slight and evanescent red colour to litmus. If it reddens litmus strongly and
permanently, the fact shows the presence of some acid impurity. It is not red·
dened by the iodo-cyanuret of potassium and mercury. The non.action of this
test shows the absence of contaminating acids, which, if present, would decom·
pose the test, and give rise to the red iodide of mercury. It is liable to undergo
decomposition if exposed to the light, but is easily kept if the bottle containing
it is covered with black paint, or black paper. Its most usual impurities are
sulphuric and muriatic acids; the former of which may be detected by chloride
of barium, which will produce a precipitate of su lphate of baryta; and the latter,
by precipitating with nitrate of silver, when so much of the precipitate as may
be chl oride of silver will be insoluble in boiling nitric acid, while the cyanuret
of silver is readily soluble. The presence of these acids in slight amount is
injurious, only in so far as they render the strength of the acid uncertain. In.
deed, l\Ir. Barry, of London, acids a small proportion of muriatic acid to all his
medicinal hydrocyanic acid, in order tu preser\'e it. (Paeira.) But the pre·
scnce of a mineral acid is not necessary for its preservation; for Dr. Christison
has known medicinal hyclrocyanic acid from ferrocyanuret of potassium to keep
p~rfcctly well, although nitrate of buryta, added to it, did not produce the

slightest muddiness.

If lead be present, ii may be detected by bydrosulphuric
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acid gas, which will cause a blackish precipitate. Ilydrocyanic acid is incompatible in preMriptious with nitrate of silver, the salts of iron and copper, and
most of the salts of mercury.
The medicinal acid is of different strengths, as ordered by the different pharmaceutical authorities. Formerly its strength was indicated by its specific
gra''ity, which is lower in proportion as it is stronger; but this uuprecisc mode
of estimate has been generally abandoned. 'l'hc Pbarmacopooias now, with the
exception of the Dublin, rely on the saturating power as an index of strength.
According to the Ddlcrl 'tales formula., 100 grains of the aci<l must accurately
saturate 12·7 (12.59, .Lond.) grains of nitrate of silver, dissolved in distilled
water, and produce a precipitate (cyanuret of silver), which, when washed and
dried at a temperature not exceeding 212°, shall weigh 10 grains, and be wholly
soluble in boiling nitric acid. An acid of this strength contains 2 per cent. of
the pure anhydrous acii:l. '!'he test of enti re solubility in boiling nitric acid,
applied to the precipitate obtained by nitrate of silver, is intended to verify its
nature; for, if the hydrocyanic acid contain muriatic acid, part of this preci·
pitate would be chloride of si lver, not soluble in the boiling acid. The Edinbur[Jh acid is directed. to contain about 3·22 per cent. of anhydrous acid. The
mode laid down by the Collej!;e for testing its strength by nitrate of silver, admits
of a variation in this particular; the stronger allowable acid being one-tenth
stronger than the weaker. The DuUt'n acid is directed to have the sp. gr.
O·U97, and probably contains a little over 2 per cent. of the anhydrous acid.
Its saturating strength is not gi\·en . Schrele's medicinal hydrocyanic acid con·
taius five per cent. of anhyd rous acid; an<l, therefore, two minims of it arc equal
to five of the U. S. acid. The use of Scheele's acid should be discouraged as
unnecessary, and as leading to mistakes.
Ml\J. Fordos and G~lis ham proposed a3 a test of the strength of the preparations containing cyanogen, an alcohol ic solution of iodine of known strength;
as, for example, three grnin s to the fluidounce. 1'he test solution is added, drop
by drop, to the cyanogen compound, until a permanent yellowish tinge is produced. 1'bc iodine unites with the cya nogen in the ratio of their equivalents;
and hence the cyanogen present is easily calcu lated from the iodine expended.
This test is commended for its accuracy by l\lr .•Tames Roberton, of Manchester. (Sec Am. Joun1. of Pharrn., Nov. 1853, p. 551.)
Properties of the Anhydrous Acid. Ily<l rocyanic acid, perfectly free from
water, is a colourless, transparent, inflammable liquid, of extreme volatility,
boiling at 80°, and congealing at 5°. I ts sp.gr. as a liqui<l is 0·6969, at the
temperature of 64°; and as a vapour 0·9423. Its taste is at first cooling, then
burning, with an after-taste in the throat like that of bitter almonds; but,
from its extremely poisonous nature, it must be tasted with the utmost caution.
Its odour is so strong as to produce irumcdiatc headache and giddiness; and its
vapour so deleterious that it cannot be inhaled without the greatest danger. Both
water and alcohol dissolve it readil y. It is much more prone to undergo decom·
position than the dilute a.cid. In the course of a few hours it sometimes begins to
assume a. reddish. brown colour, which becomes gradually deeper, till at length
the acid is converted into a black liquid, which exhales a strong smell of ammonia. It is a Yery weak acid in its chemical relations, and reddens litmus but
slightly. It does not form solid compounds with metallic oxides, but a cyauuret
of the metal, the elements of water being exhaled. According to Sobero, hydroeyanic acid is generated, in sensible quantities, by the action of weak nitric acid
on the volatile oils and resins. Though a product of art, it ex ists in some
plants. It is, however, a matter of doubt, in many cases in which it is extracted
from vegetables, whether it is an .cdu~t or a product. (See Arnygdalci Ama1·a.)
Gompositio11, &c. Ilydrocyamc acid com:11sts of one eq. of cyanogen 26, and
one of hydrogen 1=27; or, in volumes, of one volume of cyanogen and one
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volume of hydrogen without condensation. Cyarl()grn is a col ourlc~s gas, ~f a
strong and penetrating smell, inflammable, and burning with a beautiful blmsh-

purple flame.

Its sp. gr. is 1·8157. It was discovercJ. in 1815 by Gay-Lussac,

who considered it a compound radical, which, when acidified by hydrogen,_ becomes hydrocyauic acid. It consists of two eqs. of carbon 12, and one of rntrogcn 14=2.6; or, in volumes, of two of carbon vapour, and_ one. of nitrogen,
condensed mto one. The ultimate constituents of hydrocyamc amd are, therefore, two eqs. of carbon, one of nitrogen, aud one of hydrogen.
Hydrocyanic acid, in a dilute state, was discovered in 1780 by Scheele, who
correctly stated its constituents to be nitrogen, carbon, and hydrogen; but the
peculiar way in which they are combined was first pointed out by Gay-Lussac,
by whom also the anbydrous acid was first obtained.
JJledical and Tozi.rol()fJical Propaties. Hydrocyauic acid is one of the most
deadly poisons kn own, proving, in many casc!I, almost instantaneously fat<tl. According to Dr. Christison, a grain and a half of the anhydrous acid is capable of
producing death in the human subject. Ia the opinion of Dr. l\Jeyer, it acts by
paralysing the heart, being conveyed into the blood, and operating directly on
that organ. One or two drops of the pure :)Cid are sufficient to kill a vigorous
dog in a few seconds. Notwithstanding its tremendous energy as a poison, it
has been ventured upon in a dilute state as an anodyne and antil'lpasmodic.
Though occasionally rcsortetl to as a remedy previously to 1817, yet it did not
attract much attention until that year, when l\lagendie published bis observations on its use in diseases of the chest, and recommended its employment to
the profession. When given in medicinal doses gradually increased, it produces
the following symptoms in different cases:-peculiar bitter taste; increased secretion of saliva; irritation in the throat; nausea; disordered respiration; pain
in the head; giddiness; faintness; obscure vision; and tendency to sleep. 'Ihe
pulse is sometimes quickened, at other times reduced in frequency. Occasionally saliyation and ulceration of the mouth are produced. It has been highly
recommended and extensively used in complaints of the respiratory organs, and
is supposed to exert a control over pulmonary inflammation, after the excitement
has been diminished by bloodletting; and there is no doubt that, in some in·
stances, it may be beneficial under such circumstances. Dr. Joseph Johnson,
of Charleston, S. C., bas found it useful in pneumonia. (Charleston Ned. Journ.,
Sept. 1853, p. 643.) In phthisis it may be resorted to with advantage as a
palllativc for the cough. In various other affections of the chest, attended with
dyspncea or cough, such as asthma, hooping-cough, and chronic catarrh, it has
often been decidedly beneficial, by aJlaying irritation or relaxing spasm. In
hypertrophy of the heart, and aneurism of the aorta, it has also been used with
advantage. In various affections of t.hc stomach, characterized by pain and
spasm, and sometimes attended with vomiting, but unconnected with inflammation, it has proved beneficial in the hands of several practitioners. It has also
been administered as an anodyne in several painful affections, as cancer, tic
douloureux, &c., but with doubtful advantage. Sometimes it is used externally,
diluted with water, as a wash in cutaneous diseases. The late Dr. A. T. Tbomson, from personal observation, insisted particularly on its efficacy in allaying
the itch ing iu impetiginous affections.
The dose of the medicinal hydrocyanic acid of the U. S. Pharmacoproia, is
from two to six drops, dissolved in distilled water, or mixed with gum water or
syrup. It requires to be administered with the greatest caution, on account of
the minuteness of the dose, and the great v:iriableness in strength of the acid as
found in the shops. '!'he proper plan, therefore, is to begin with a small dose,
two drops, for example, and gradually to increase the quantity until some obvi·
ous impression is produced. If giddiness, weight at the top of the ·head, sense
of tightness at the stomach, or faintness come on, its use should be discontinued.
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Io all cases in which a fresh portion of med icine is used, the dose should be
lowered to the !llinimum quantity, lest the new sample shoul~ prove stronger
than that previously employed. When resorted to as a lot1on, from thirty
minims to a fluidrachm may be dissolved in a fluidounce of distilled water.
Hydrocyanic acid is so rapidly fatal as a poison that physicians bave seldom
nn opportunity to treat its effects. 'Vh en not immediately fatal, the symptoms
produced arc sudden loss of sense, trismus, difficult and mttling respiration,
coldness of the extremities, smelt of the acid proceeding from the mouth, though
this is sometim es absent, smallness of the pulse, swelling of the neck, dilatation ,
imm obi li ty, and sometimes contraction of the pupils, convulsions, &c. The antidotes and remedies most to be relied on, are chlorine, ammonia, cold affusioo,
and artificial respiration. Chlorine in the form of ch lorine water, or weak solutions of chlorinated lim e or soda, may be exhibited internally, or applied externally. Wh en chlorin e is not n.t hand, water of ammonia, largely diluted, may
be given, and the vapour ar i r~.ing from it cautiously inhaled. A case is related
in the Dublin Jlled. Journal, for Nov., 1835, of poisoning by this acid, in which
the diluled aromati c spirit of ammoni a applied to the moutb, and tbe solid carbonate assiduously applied to the nostrils, produced speedy and beneficial effects.
Cold affusion was first proposed in 1828 by Herbst, of GOtLingcn, and its utility
was subsequently confirmed by Orfila. Its efficacy is st,rongly supported by
experiments performed in 1839 by Dr. Robinson and M. Lonyet, who quickly
resuscitated rabbits, apparently dead from hydrocyanic acid, by pouring on their
head and spine a stream of water arLificially refrigerated. A case of poisoning
reported by Dr. Christison in Feb. 1850, in which the patient recovered, strongly
supports the value as a remedy of a stream of cold water, poured upon the head
from a moderate height. l\1essrs. '!1. & II. Sm ith, of Edinburgh, have recommended as an antidote a mixture of the sulphates of the protoxide and sesquioxide of iron, swallowed after a solution of carbonate of potassa. So soon as the
antidote comes in contact with hydrocynnic acid, sulphate of potassa is formed ,
and the poison is converted into Prussian blue. ':L1his antidote is proposed by
the Messrs. Smith for the medicinal acid only. It may be prepared extemporaneously, according to the same chemists, by adding ten grains of sulphate of
protoxide of iron and a. drachm of the tincture of chloride of iron to a fiuidounce
of water, contained in one vial, and twenty grains of carbonate of potassa to a
fluidounce or two of water in anot,her vial. 'l'be patient is made to swallow the
solution of carbonate of potassa, and immedfately afterwards the mixed ferruginous solution. The quantity of antidote, here menti oned, is estimated to be
sufficient to render insoluble nearly two grains of the anhydrous acid.
After death from suspected poison, it is sometimes necessary to ascertain
whether the event was caused by this acid. If death has taken place a long
time, it would be needless to search for so volatil e a poison; but it has been recognised in oue in stance seven days aft<'r death. The best test is that pr?pos~d
by Liebig in January 1847, consisting in the conversion of the hydrocyan1c acid
into sulphocyanate of ammonia, which salt is then tested with a scsquioxide salt
of iron. Two drops of the acid, so dilute as not to afford the least blue tint
with the salts of iron, upon being mixed with a drop of bihydrosulphate of ammonia, a..nd heated upon a watch·gl_ass u~til the mixture is colourless, yields a
solution of sulphocynuate of ammonia, which becomes of a deep blood-red colour
upon the addition of the sulphate of ~csquioxide of iron, in co.nsequence of the
format ion of tbe sulphocyanuret of lfOD. (Ohern. Gaz., April 1, 18-::l7, fro m
Liebig's Annalen.) 'fhis test is praised by l\lr. A. S. Taylor, who found it to
act characteristically on two grains of dilute hydrocyanic acid, conta.ining only
1-3930th of a grain of anhydrous acid. 'l'o render the test thus delicate, l\Ir.
'l'ay lor deems it necessary to evaporate the liquid gently_ to dryness, after the
addition of the bihydrosulphate of ammonia, in order to brmg the sulphocyauate
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to. the solid state, before adding the iron test, a fr<tctional part of a drop of w_hic.h
will commonly suffice to produce the cliaracteristic colour. In case the acid is
mixed with organic matters, Mr. Taylor proposes a. modification o~ Liebig's te:t
as follows. Place the contaminated acid in a watch-glass, and rnvert over It
another, holding in its centre a drop of the bihydr?sulphate of arumoni.a. In
from half a minute to ten minutes, without the npplicat1on of heat, the b1bydrosu lpha.te will be converted into the sulphocyauate of ammonia; and upon removing the upper glass, and evaporating its contents to dryness, the addition of the
iron test will produce the blood-red colour.
B.

ACID UM MUlUATICUM DILUTUM. U. 8., Ed., D1tb. Acrnu:11
Lond. Diluted Muriatic Acid.

HYDROCHLORICUM DrLUTU'1.

"Take of Muriatic Acidfou.r.fbddounces; Distilled Water twehejfoidounces.
Mix them iu a. glass vessel. The specific gravity of Diluted l\Iuriatic Acid is

1"046." U.S.
1.'be London and Erli.nliurgh directions are the same as those of the U. S.
Pharmacopooia. The London College gives the sp. gr. of the acid at I ·0-13 1 and
states that a fluidounce of it is saturated by 168 grains of crystallized carbonate
of soda. The U.S. and London diluted acids are identical; but the Edinburgh
diluted acid is somewhat stronger (1·050), in consequence of the pure muriatic
acid of that College having a density of 1·17, instead of 1·16 (fI S., Lond.).
The Dublin College mixes four fluidounces of pure muriatic acid with thirteen
[/luid]ounces of distilled water, and states the density of the acid to be l ·0-15.
It is convenient to have an officinal diluted muriatic acid, and, at present, all
the Pharmacopooias give a formula for it. The acids of the different Pharmacopmias virtually agree in strength; the variations being practically insignificant.
For an account of the medicinal properties of muria.tic acid, see .Acidmn .ilfuririticum. The dose of the diluted acid is from twenty to sixty drops, mixed with
water or other convenient vehicle. The Dublin College employs this acid, as a.
chemical agent, in the preparation of Cakis Plwsphas Prrecipitatum.
B.
ACIDU~f NI'.L'RICUM DILUTUM. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub. Diluted Nitric Acid.

"1.\1.ke of Nitric Acid [sp. gr. 1·42] afluidounce; Distilled Water rdxff.1ddounces. l\Iix them in a glass vessel. 1.'he specific gravity of Diluted Nitric
Acid is l ·07; and 100 grains of it saturate 20 grains of crystallized bicarbonate
of potassa. 11 U.S.
"Take of Nitric Acid [sp.gr. 1·42] threefluidoumcesj Distilled Water seventeen flu,idounces. l\Iix. The sp. gr. is l ·082. A fluidounce of the Acid is
saturated by 15-! grains of crystallized carbonate of soda." Lond.
"Mix together onefluidounce of Pure Nitric Acid (D. l ·500), and ninefluidounces of Distilled Water. If the Commercial Nitric Acid of D. l ·390 be used,
one fluidounce and five fluidraclmis and a half are required. 11.'he density of
this diluted acid is I ·077 ." Ed.
"Take of Pure Nitric Acid [sp. gr. 1·5] four fluidounces; Distilled \Yater
twenf!J·nt"ue [fiuid]ounces. Mix. The sp. gr. of this Acid is l ·092. 11 .Dub.
All the Pharmacoproias embrace Diluted Nitric Acid, for convenience in prescribing. The acids of the U. S. 1 J.Jondon, and Edinburgh Pharmacoproias are
nearly of the same strength, being, for equal volumes with the strong acid, a.
little more than one-tenth its strength. The acid of the Dublin College is somewhat stronger.
The medicinal properties of the diluted acid arc the same as those of the strong
acid. (See .Acidum Nitricmn.) The dose is from twenty to forty drops three
times a clay, sufficiently reduced with water at the time of taking it. A diluted
nitric acid is used by the Edinburgh College for preparing the red oxide of mer-
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cury; but it is directed to baYe the density of l ·280, and is, therefore, not the
officinal diluted acid of that College.
O.ff: Prep. Plumhi Nitras.
ll

ACIDUM NITRICUM PURUM. Ed., I>!<b.

Pure Nitric Acid.

"Purify Nitrate of Potash, if necessary, by two or more crystallizations till
nitrate of silver does not net on its solution in distilled water. Put into a glass
retort equal wei'ghts of this purified Nitrate and of Sulphuric Acid; and distil
into a cool receiver, with a moderate heat from a sand-bath or naked gas-flame,
so long as the fused material continues to give off vapour. The pale-yellow Acid
thus obtained may be rendered colourless, should this be thought necessary, by
heating it gently in a retort." The density of this Acid is I ·5. Ed.
In preparing pure nitric acicl, the Dublin Uollege distils nitre with nearly an
equal weight of sulphuric acid; but before the nitre is used, it is dissolved in
boiling water, and purified from common salt by the addition of nitrate of silve r,
so long as it produces a precipitate. The solution is then strained from the
chloride of silver, and evaporated to dryness. 'l'hc pure nitric acid obtained is
directed to have the sp. gr. l ·5.
The officinal pure nitric acid is colourless or pale-yellow. If previously diluted
with distilled water, it is not affected by solutions of nitrate of silver or nitrate
of baryta; the non-action of these tests show ing the absence of muriatic and sulphuric acids. As an acid having the Sp.gr. of 1·5, it is considered to be a sesquihydrate by Mr. Phillips; consi~ting of one eq. of dry acid 5-1, and one and
a half cqs. of water 13·5=67·5. This acid is in conveni ently strong, and might
with advantage be replaced by a pure acid of the density 1·42. This substitution has been made in the U.S. and London Pharmacopreias of 1850 and 1851.
Nitric Acitl bas been fully treated of under .Aciclmn ]{itricum, page 40, to
which article the reader is referred.
Plwrrn. Cse.<;. Pure Nitric Acid is used merely as a chemical ageut in preparing Calomelas; Ferri Oxidum Nigrum; Ferri Peroxydum Hydratum; Hydrargyri Oxydum Rubrum; Sublimatus Corrosivus; 'l'inctura Ferri Acetatis;
Tinctura :U'crri Sesquichloridi.
Off.Prep. Acidum Nitricum Dilutum; Acidum Nitro-muriaticum; Argenti
Nitras; Bismuthi Subnitras; Ferri Pernitratis J. . iquor; Hydrargyri Pernitratis
J. .iquor; Plum bi Nitras; 8piritus 1Ethcris Nitrici; Unguentum Bydrargyri
Nitratis.
n.

ACIDuM NITROMURIATICUM.

A~

U. 8., I>ub.

,

Nitromuriatic

''Take of Nitric Acid [sp. gr. 1·42] four fluidouncP.s; Muriatic Acid eigltt
jluidounces. Mix them in a glass vessel, and, when effervescence has ceased, keep
the product in a well-stopped glass bot.tie, in a cool and dark place." U. S
"Take of Pure Nitric Acid oneflufrlounce; Pure Muriatic Acid two fluid01111ces. Mix in a green glass bottle, furnished with an accurately ground stopper, and keep in a cool place." Dub.
f\-itromuriatic acid is the aqua rcgia of the earlier chem ists, so called from its
property of dissolving gold. Nitric and muriatic acids, when mixed toget her,
mutually decompose each other. According to the researches of Gay-Lussac
(June 18-18), the reaction gives rise to two compounds, in "Variable proportions,
of nitric oxide and chlorine (NO!IUL.1and N0 2Cl), mixed with free chlorine; the
former being analogous in .constitt~t.i?n to . nitrou~, the latter to byp?ni.trou:3 acid.
The power, however, of mtromurmtic amd to dissolve gold, and snmlar metals
having a weak affinity for oxygen, is owing exclusively to the free chlorine present anJ is in nowi se dependent on the compounds above referred to, which
rem~in enti rely passiYC during the solution of the metal. (Jom·n. de Pltrtrm.,
Aug. 1848.) .Adopting tlie views of Oay-Lussac, the proportion of the acids
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for tofal mutual decomposition would be two eqs. of nitric and six of muriatic
acid i and the products would be the two compounds of nitric oxide and ch lorine,
free chlorine, and water Assuming this proportion, it follows tbat a large excess of nitric acid is employed in the U.S. formula. According to the same
views, the proportion of free chlorine must be variable, dependent upon the
relative proportion of the nitric oxide compounds to each other. For every eq.

~01:c~:~~:o~~~~d~r°~~l:;1~1Zfw~~lob! :v:t~led~ ~~t~~~c::i~fr:~~::~~c:cth~~
11

determine the simultaneous formation of the two nitric oxide compounds, and
their constantly varying proportion to each other, have not been pointed out by
Gay-J...ussac in the paper above referred to. When nitromuriatic acid is made
from strong acids, there is always a loss of the nitric oxide compounds aud of
free chlorine by effervescence, in consequence of these acids not containing sufficient water to hold the ,a:aseous products in solution. Hence the substitution,
in the U. S. Pharmacoproia of 1850, of nitric acid of I ·42 for the acid of the
density 1·5 is an im provement. At the same time, as the measure of the nitric
acid is not increased, its relative excess in the old formula is diminished.
Properties. Nitromuriatic acid has a.golden-yellow colour, and emits the smell
of chlorine. It possesses the power of dissolving gold and platinum. It slaould
be kept in a cool dark place, on account of its liability to lose chlorine by heat,
and to have it converted, by the action of light, into muriatic acid, through
the decomposition of water. On account of its tendency to decomposition, it
should not be ma.de by the apothecary until wanted fo r use, and then only in
the ciuantity ordered; care being taken not to transfer it to the bottle until
effervescence has ceased, lest the pressure within should drive out the cork.
Nitric and muriatic acids, as found in the shops, are sometimes so weak that
when mixed they will not readily act on gold-leaf. In this case, their solvent
power may be rendered effective by the addition of a little sulphuric acid, which,
by its superior attraction for water, concentrates the other acids, and causes
immediate action.*
Medical Properties and Uses. Nitromuriatic acid was brought into notice as
a remedy, in conseriuence of the favourable report of its efficacy as an external
remedy in hepatitis, made by Dr. Scott, formerly of Bombay. When thus employed, it proJuces a tingling sensation in the skin, thirst, a peculiar taste in the
mouth, and occasional soreness in the gums and plentiful pt.yalism; and at the
same time stimulates the li>er, as is evinced by an increased How of bile. It
is used either by sponging, or in the form of a local or general bath. When
applied by sponging, the acid is first diluted so as to have the acidity of strong
vinegar. When used as a. foot-bath, three gallons of water, contained in a. deep
narrow wooden tub, ma.y be acidulatcd with six fluidounces of the acid. In this
the feet and legs are to be immersed for twenty minutes or half an hour. The
bath may be employed at first daily, aud afterwards twice or thrice a week; and
the sponging may be used at the same time. The bath is said to be effective in
promoting the passage of biliary calculi. The solution, prepared for a bath, as
above mentioned, may be used for a. week, adding to it daily a pint of water,
acidulatecl with two tluidrachms of the acid, to make up for the waste by evaporation. The bath should ha>c a temperature of about 97° F., which may be
attained by heating part of the acid solution, and throwing it back in to the remainder. For some good directions for the preparation and use of the nitromuriatic acid bath, by l\Ir. Hanald l\Iartin, the reader is referred to the Pharm .
Juurn. and Trans. for July, 1851, p. 38.

* Tn relation to nitromuriati.c acid, sec a paper in the third volume of the Journal of
the Philadelphia College of Phnrmiicy, by Dauiel Il. Smith.
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Nitromuriatic acid is also used internally, principally in hepatic and syphilitic
diseases, and in the oxalic litbiasis. '.l'he dose in this case is three or four
B.
drops, largely diluted with water.

ACID UM PHOSPHORICUM DILUTUM. Lond .. IJiluted Plwsphoria Acid.
"Take of Phosphorus six drnclims; Nitric Acid [sp. gr. 1·42.J four fluidounces; Distilled Water e1:qlit jluidour1ces. Add the Phosphorus to the Acid,
previously mixed with the Water in a retort placed in a sand-bath; then apply
heat until six fl.uidounccs are distilled. Return these into the retort, and again
distil six fluidounce~, which are to be rejected. Evapora.te the remaining liquor
in a platinum capsule until on ly two ounces remain., Lastly, add to the acid,
when it is cold, as much distilled water as may be sufficient to make it accurately
meaflure a pint, and mix." Lond. The sp.gr. of this acid i8 l·06-1. An Imperial fluidounce of it is saturated by 132 grains of crystallized carbonate of soda,
and nothing is thrown down. Imperial measure is used in tLis formula.
The process for this officinal preparation of' the I1ondon College may be thus
explained. Phosphorus, when added to strong nitric acid, decomposes it with
explosion and rapid combustion; but when it is distilled with the diluted acid tbe
action takes place slowly, the phosphorus gradually melts and becomes oxidized,
and nitric oxide is evolved. Before, however, the whole of the phosphorus is
acidified, the nitric acid will have distilled over; and Lenee the necessity of returning it into the retort, as directed by the College, in order to complete the
acidification of the phosphorus. When th is has been completed, all remains of
nitric acid are driven off by evaporation in the platinum capsule; and the residue,
which contains all the phosphoric acid that can be generated from six drachms
of phosphorus, is brought to a standard degree of dilution, by the addition of
sufficient distilled water to make it measure an Imperial pint. (See Act'dttm
Nitricum and Phosphorus.)
Phosphoric acid may be obtained more economically than by the above process, by decomposing phosphate of lime (calcined bones) by sulphuric acid,
saturating the superphospbate formed with carbonate of ammonia, which generates phosphate of ammonia in solution with precipit.ation of phosphate of lime,
and finally decomposing the phosphate of ammonia by a red heat in a platinum
crucible. ':L1he ammonia is thus expelled, and the solid residuum will be monohydratcd phosphoric acid (HO,P05 ), called also metophosplw1·lc acid 1 phosphate
of water, and glm·1'al phosphoric acid from its resemblance to ice. Phosphoric
acid in this form is a white, transparent, fusible solid, slowly soluble in water,
and cha racterized by producing a white precipitate in a solution of albumen.
Forty.five and a half' grains of this acid, dissolved in a fluidounce of distilled
water, form a solu tion of about the strength of the officinal acid.
Properties. Diluted phosphoric acid is a colourless, inodorous, sour liquid,
acting strongly on litmus, and possessing powerful acid properties. .Although
evaporated so as to become dense, it is not powerfully corrosive like the other
mineral acids. According to the late Mr. Pbillips, it contains 8·7 per cent. of
monohydrated phosphoric aci~. el'rons. of London Pltarrn. of 1851, p. 71.)
The officinal acid is not precipitated by ch lorid e of barium or nitrate of silver.
If precipitate~ are produced, chloride of barium indicates su lphuri c acid or a
sulphate; nitrate of silver, mu~iatic a~id_ or a ch loride. Strips of copper or
sikcr a.re not nffected by the acid, nor ts 1t coloured by sulphuretted hydrogen.
If carbona.te of soda causes a precipitate, phosphate of lime, o'r some other phosphate insoluble in water, is proba.bly held in solution. 'l'be presence of onetenth of phosphor?us acid, or o~ a minute quantity of arsenic a~id, r.cnders .the
medicinal acid poisonous. (Weigel and Krug.) Dry phosphoric ac1d consists
of one eq. of phosphorus 32, and five of oxy~en 40=72.
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Medical Properties and c~es.

Diluted phosphoric acid. is deemed to~ic a?d
refrigerant. It is preferable in point of flavour to t~c diluted s~lplrnnc acid,
and is less apt to disturb the d igcstiYe functions. Var1ou~ properties ha.ve been
ascribed to it, such as allaying pain and spasm, strengthenrng _the sexual 01:gans,
preventing the morbid secretion of bony i~atter, and _corrcctm$ phosphatic ~c
posits in the urine. The last two properties are attnb~ted to it~ p~wer_of <l1ssolving phosphate of lime. It has been_ r~com1!1ended Ill ~ysterrn., l_n d1abetes,
and in leucorrbrea when the secreted fhnd 1s thm and acnd. In diabetes Dr.
Paris found it to allay the thirst more effectually than any other acid drink.
The dose is from twenty drops to a teaspoonful, diluted with water.
Il.

ACID UM SULPHURIC UM AROMATICUM. U.S., Ed., Dub.
Aromatic Sulphuric Acid Elixir of Vitriol.
"Take of Sulphuric Acid three fluido1mcfls and a half; Ginger, in conrsc
powder, an ounce; Cinnamon, in coarse powc.1er, an ounce and a. ludf; Alcohol
a sujficient quantity. Add the Acid gradually. to a pint of the A lcohol, and
allow the liquor to cool. l\lix the Ginger and Cinnamon, and, having put them
into a percolator, pour Alcohol gradually upon them until a pint of filtered
liquor is obtained. Lastly, mix the diluted acid and the tincture. 11 l.l 8.
"Take of Sulphuric Acid (commercial) three fluidounces and a ha?f; Rectified Spirit a pint and a half [Imp. meas.]; Cinnamon, in moderately fine
powder, an ounce and a lia(f; Ginger, in moderately fine powder, an ounce.
Add the acid gradually to the spirit, let the mixture digest at, a very gentle beat
for three days in a closed vessel; mix the powders, moisten them with a little
of the acid spirit, let the mass rest for twelve hours, and then put it into a percolator and transmit the rest of the acid spirit. Tbis preparation may also be
made by digesting the powders for six days in the acid spirit, and then straining
the liquor." Ed.
The lJnblin process is substantially the same as the second process of the
Edinburgh Pharmacoproia, and therefore need not be copied.
Properties. Aromatic su lphuric acid is a. reddish-brown liquid, of a peculiar
aromatic odour, and, when sufficiently di luted, of a grateful acid taste. It has
been supposed by some to be a kind of ether, its main ingredients justifying
suc h a suspir.ion; but t he late Dr. Duncan, who originally held this opinion,
satisfied himself that the alcohol and sulphuric acid, in t he proportions here
employed, do not produce a single part.icle of ether. It must, therefore, be
viewed merely as sulphuric acid diluted with alcohol, and containing the essential oils of ginger and cinnamon .
.Aledical Properlie$ and Uses. This valuable preparation, commonly called
elixir of vitriol, is a simplification of ll!ynskht's acid elixir. It is tonic and
astringent, and affords the most agreeable mode of administering sulphuric acid .
It is very much employed in debility with night sweats, in loss of appetite, and
in the conrnlescence from fevers, especia lly those of the intermittent type. It
is often given in conjunction with cinchona, the taste of which it serves to
cover, anJ, by promoting the solubility of the fcbrifuge principles of the bark,
appears t.o increase its efficncy. (See 111/usum. Oinchonre Oomposilmn.) In
h::emoptysis a.nd other hemorrhages, when not attended with obvious inflammation, it frequently proves U!:!eful in stopping the flow of blood. 1l1hc dose is
from ten to thirty drops in a wineg1assful of water, repeated two or three times
a d::ty. Care must be taken that the teeth are not injured by the acid.
OJJ: Prep. Infusum Cinchoare Compositum.
B.

ACIDUM SULPHURICUM DILUTUM. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Diluted Sulphuric Acid.
"Take of Sulphuric Acid a ffoidom1ce ; Distilled Water thirteen fiuidounr-es.
Add the Acid gradually to the Water, in a glass vessel, and mix them. The
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specific gravity of this acid is 1 ·09; and 100 grains of it saturate 25 grains of
crystallized bicarbonate of potassa." U.S.
"Take of Sulphuric Acidfi/leenj!Midracluns (Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water
a J>ini [lm p. meas.]. Add the Acid gradually to half a pint of the Water; then
pour i~ sufficient of the remaining Water to fill accurately the measure of a pint,
and mix. The sp. gr. is 1·103; and a fluidounce [[mp. meas.] of the Acid is
s:i.tu~ated by 216 grains of crystallized carbonate of soda." Lond.
· "1\lix togcLhcr one flu,idounce of Sulphuric Acid and thirteen fluidomices of
Water. The density of this preparation is about I ·090." Eel.
"Take of Pure Sulphuric Acid one fluidounce; Distill ed Water thirteen,
[fiuid]o1mccs. Mix. '!'b e specific gravity of th is acid is 1.084." lJub.
This preparation is sulphuri c a.cid, diluted to such au extent as to make it
convenient for prescription. The U.S., Edinburyh, and Dublin Pharmacopreias
agree in making the strong acid to the waler as one to thirteen in volume, equivalent nearly to one to seven in weight; but unfortunately the foY:mul:i. of the
London College gives au acid considerably stronger. The coin cident processes
afford au acid containing about 13 per cent. of the strong liquid acid; whi le the
London acid contains 15 per cent., and has a specific gravity as high as 1·103.
'!'he strong acid is added gradually to the water, to guard against the too sudden
production of heat, which might cause the fracture of the vessel. During the
dilution, when commercial sulphuric acid is used, the liquid becomes slightly
turbid, and in the course of a. few days deposits a grayish-white powder, which
is sulphate of lead, and from which the diluted acid should be poured off for
use. This noxious salt is thus got rid of, but sulphate of potassa, another im~
purity in the strong acid, sti ll remains in solution. To avoid these impurities,
the Dublin College directs the dilution of pure sulphuric acid. The presence
of a. small portion of sulphate of potassa will do no harm; but if it sho uld be
fraudul ently introduced into the strong acid to increase its specific gravit.v, its
amount may he ascertained by satu rating the acid, after dilution, with ammonia,
and expelling by a red beat the sulphate of ammonia formed. Whatever sulphate of potassa is present will remain behind.
llledical Propei·tif's and (./~es. Diluted sulphuri c acid is tonic, refrigerant, and
astringent. It is given in low typhoid fevers, and often with advantage. In
the cotwalescence from protracted fevers, it often acts beneficially as a. tonic,
exciting the appetite and promoting digestion. As an astringent, it is employed
in colliquative sweats, passive hemorrhages, and diarrhreas dependent on a
relaxed state of the mucous membrane of th e intesti nes. In calcul ous affections
attended with phosphatic sediments, it is the prope r remedy, beinµ; pl'efcrable to
muriatic acid, as less apt, by continued use, to di sorder th e stomac h. ]~xter
nally it is used as an ingredient in gargles for ulcerated sorethroat and for
checking exceRsive ptyalism, and as u. wash for cutaneous eruptions and ill-con ditioned ulcers. The dose is from ten to thirty drops three tim es a. day, in a.
wineglassful of plain or sweetened water. It is added with advantage to infusions of cinchona, the org:mic alkalies of which it tends to hold in solu tion. As
it is apt to injure the teeth, it is best taken by sucking: it through a quill. It
is much less used in tbe United States than the el ixir of vitriol, which poflsesses
nearly the su111e medical properties. An elegant form for giving it is the compound infusion of roses. (See Acidum Sulphuric1mi Aro:m.aticum. and lnfusum

Ros;:e Composil'll:m..)

In tb e summe r of 1851, attention was called by Mr. Buxton, of Lond on, to
the remarkable efficacy of diluted sulphuri c acid in several forms of diarrhcea,
especially chotera.ic diarrhooa. In October, 1853, Dr. II. W. Fuller, of St.
George's Hospital, publis hed a pap~r ~u the Lon~on.11/edical Times ~md Gazette,
in which he st rongly recommends 1t Ill cholera1c d1arrhcca, from his own expe52
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rience and that of his friends, in more than. ninety ~ascs, witho~t a single failure.
The dose employed is half a fluidrachm, diluted with wa~er, given every twenty
minutes in ordinary cases; every quarter of an hour _m severe cases. The
vomiting, purging, and cramps usually cease after the third or fourth dose. For
bilious diarrhrea the acid is not a suitable remedy.
Pharrn. UJw;. Diluted sulphuric acid is used as a cl1emical agent to prepare
Acidum Citricum; Acidum Tartaricum; Aconitia; Antimonii Sulphurcturn Prrecipitatum; Strychnia.
.
.
00'. Prep. Atropire Sulphas; lnfusu_m Rosre Compos1tum; Morph1re Sulphas;
Pot3.ssre Sulpbas; Quinre Sulpbas; Zmci S ulphas.
B.

ACID UM SULPHURICUM PURUM. Ed., Dub. Pure Sulphuric
Acid.
11
If Commercial Sulphuric Acid contain nitrous acid, heat dght fl·11,idounres
of it with between ten and fifteen gmi11s of suga r, at a temperature not quite
sufficient to boil the acid, till the dark colour at first produced shall have nearly
or altogether disappeared. This process removes nitrou~ acid. Other impurities
may be rcmoveU by distillation, which on the small scale is easily managed by
boiling the acid, with a few platinum chips, in a glass retort by means of a sand.
bath or gas flame, rejecting the first half ounce." Ed.
"Take of Oil of Vitriol of Commerce any convenient 9ua11tity. Introduce it
into a small plain retort, contaiuing a few slips of platinum foil, and, passing the
beak of the retort into a Florence flask which is to be used as a receiver, with
the aid of a small charcoal fire or gas-lamp, distil over onc-teuth of the acid.
This being rejected, and a fresh receiver of the same kind connected with the
retort, let the distillation be resumed, and continued until no more than about
an ounce of liquid remains behind. The distilled product should now be trans·
ferred to and preserved in a well-stopped bottle. The sp. gr. of this Acid is
1·846." Dub.
The object of these processes is the purification of commercial sulphuric acid.
This acid contains the sulphates of lead and potassa, amounting not unfrequently
to three or four per cent.; and nitrous acid is almost always present. The salts
mentioned, not being volatile, arc effectua ll y got rid of by distillation, as directed
in the formula. The manner of conducting the distillation is explained at poge
49, under the head of Acicfom Sulplmricum. The mode of detecting nitrous acid
is pointed out at paye 48. If present in the commercial acid, the Edinburgh
College directs, before distilling it, that it should be heated with a small proportion
of sugar, according to th e plan of Wackenroder. The acid impurity and sugar
mutually decompose each other, and the products are dissipated by the heat. The
acid is at first rendered dark and opaque, but gradually becom es pale.yell ow, if
kept for two hours near the boiling point. Nitrous acid is hurtful to the sul·
pburic, when the latter is used to obtain muriatic acid, which consequently be·
comes contaminated with chlorine. Ilence the Edinburgh College uses pure
!ulpburic acid in the formula for preparing muriatic acid. If the commercial
sulphuric acid contain arsenic, it should not be distilled, but rejected. The
tests for this impurity are given at paye 49.
'!'he following tests are given by the Ed. College for pure sulphuri c ncid.
"Density I ·845 : colourless : dilution causes no muddiness: solu tion of sulphate
of iron shows no reddening at the line of contact, when poured over it." '.l'he
negative indication of the bst mentioned test shows the absence of nitrous acid.
lt is, perhaps, an advantage to have an officina l pure sulphuri c acid, to be em·
ployed in making the preparations containing this acid; in order to avoid the
danger of introducing lead into the system, through the use of th e commercial
acid. It is true that the commercial :icid, upon dilution, lets fall the sulphate of
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lead:. but ~an we be certain that the precipitate is nlways removed from the preparat~ons rnto which the acid enters? When the acid is required as a mere
chen11cal ?gent, or for forming sulpLates, the commercial acid is sufficiently pure.
There JS a want of precision in the nomenclature of the officinal sulphuric
acids in the Edinburgh Phannacopooia. The College adopts the names" Acid um
Sulpb.uricum" and" Acid um Sulphuricum Purn~n," and translates them in three
ways rn the formulaf::- 11 commercial sulphuric acid," "pure sulphuric acid," and
"sulphuric acid." The last name is ambiguo us, and may mecrn either the com·
mercial ~r pur_e acid; but we shall assume that it is intended to designate the
commerc1al acid.
According to the views here taken, pure sulphuric acid should be used espc·
cially in forming "diluted sulphuric acid" and H aromatic 1mlphuric acid." Nevertheless in neither of these preparations is it employed by th e Edinburgh College.
1\rhere a dilute acid is required as a chemical agent, and not as a medicine, it
might be directed, in the formula, to be formed by the addition of a. determinate
quantity of water to the commercial acid . While the Edinburgh College has
omitted to order "pure sulphuric acid'' in making preparations into which the
• acid enters as au ingredient, it has, with needless refinement, directed it for preparing Acidum Aceticum and .Acid11mi Muriaticum, Purunij though in these
preparations it act:S merely as a chemical agent.
Off. Prep. Acid um SulphuricumAromaticum; Acid um Sulphuricum Dilutum;
Potassm llisulphas.
ll.

ACIDUM TANNICUM. U. S., J,ond, Dub.

Tannie Acid.

"Take of Galls, in powder, Ether, each, a s1~tficient quantity. Put into a
glass adapter, loosely closed at its lower end with carded cotton, sufficient powdered Ga ll s to fill about one-half of it, and press the powder slightly. Then fit
the adapter accurately to the mouth of a receiving vessel, fill it with Ether previously washed with water, and close the upper orifice so as to prevent the escape
of the Ether by evaporation. The liquid which passes sepa rates into two unequal portions, of which the lower is much smaller in quantity and much denser
than the upper. When the ether ceases to pass, pour fresh portions upon the
Galls, until the lower stratum of liquid in the receiver no longer increases. Then,
separate th is from the upper, put it into a capsule, and evaporate with a mode·
rate heat to dryness. Lastly, rub what remains into powder.
"The upper portion of liquid will yield by distillation a quantity of ether,
which, when washed with water, may be employed in a subsequent operation."

U.S.
The Loudon. College places Tannie Acid in the catalogue of the Materia Medica, prescribing that it shall be prepared from galls. The process of the Dublin Uollcge is the same as that of the U. S. Pharmacopceia. fo relation to the
washing of the ether, it gives the more precise direction to incorporate the ether
and water by agitation in the proportion of 12 parts, by measure, of the former
to 1 of the latter.
The U.S. process is that of :M. Pelouze. It may be conducted in an ordinary
percolator. The ether employed should be that of the shops; containing a small
proportion of water, which has been c?nsidered necessary to the s~ccess of the
operation. It has therefore been advised, should the ether coutarn no water,
to wash it with that fluid, which answers the double purpose of depriving it of
alcohol and rendering it sufficiently hydrous. To obtain the tannic acid quite
pure the lower stratum may be washed with ether after the separation of the
uppe'r, and evaporated in a vacuum wit~ sulphuric ae_id. Tbe cxplan~tioD: first
given of the process was that th: w.ater m the ether d1ssoh•es the tanmc acid, to
the exclusion of all the other prmc1ples of the galls, and forms a saturated solu.
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tion, which separates from the ether, and constitutes the lower stratum in t~e
receiver. But it bas been satisfactorily proved that ether as well as water ~s
present in the solution; and the idea was advanced by ~I. ~cral tha~ the ~an~JC
acid, ether, and water form a definite compound, w~1ch is ~ssentrnlly liqu1~,
and is decomposed during the evaporation; t~e two fhu~ls escapml?i a~d the sohd
tannic acid being left behind. l\I. E. llob1quet considers the liquid not as a.
definite compound of these ingredients, but simply as a ."jux~aposi~ion of water,

i:~tnit~~~i~t a~go e~~et~: il~q~,i~i~::a;.~~o~~i;;~~:~~;~;~,go;1!h~:~e:n~~~~t~~~

and the ~tbcr a watery solution of tannin, while at about 130° F. it is resolved
into clry tannin and common sulphuric elbcr. The upper _and larger stratum in
the receiver consists of ether, holding colouring matter with a small proportion
of gallic and tannic acids in solution . From 30 to 35 per cent. of tannic acid
.
may be obtained from galls by this process, if properly conducted.
According to Sandrock, the presence of water in the ether is unnecessary; and
crude ether acts better than the pure, in consequence of the small proportion
of alcohol contained in it. If pure ether mixed with one-sixteenth of alcohol
be employed as the menstruum, equally satisfactory results are obtained. The •
alcohol is supposed to operate by rendering the solution of tannin in ether less
Yiscid, and thereby facilitating its percolation. (See .Am. Journ. of Pharm.,xxv.
446.) Professor Procter informs us that his experience corresponds with that
of Sandrock, but that the product is apt to contain a. little of the brown colour·
ing matter.
For practical purposes it is unnecessary to obtain the tannic acid quite pure.
It is probably :sufficiently so when extracted by the following simple process of
Leconnet, given in Christison's Dispensatory. The powder of galls is macerated
in a bottle, with just enough ether to moisten it, for twenty-four hours, and then
expressed in a powerful press; and the process of maceration and expression is
repeated, in the same way, until the powder is exhausted. The liquors are
mixed, the ether distilled off, and the residue dried by means of a vapour bath.
It is stated that 60 per cent. of tannic acid, but very slightly coloured, may be
got in this way. As gallic acid exists but in small proportion in galls, being
chiefly produced by the rcartion of atmospheric air upon tannic aciJ. in the pro·
cess for extmcting it, very little oft.hat principle is found in the ethereal extract,
and the amount of colouring matter taken up by the ether, will scarcely interfere
with the medicinal efficacy of tbe preparation.
The term tamdn was originally applied to a principle or principles existing in
many vegetables, baving a very astringent taste, and the property of producing a
white flocculeut precipitate with the solution of gelatin, and a black precipitate
with the salts of the sesquioxidc of iron. As obtained, however, from different
plants, it was found to exhibit some difference of properties; and chemists have
recognised tw0 kinds, one existing iu oak bark, galhl, &c., distinguished by producing a bluis~1~black pre c ~pit.ite with the salts of the sesquioxide of iron, and
the otLcr existrng in Peruv1~n bark, catcchu, &c., and characterized by producing
a greenish-bbck or dark-olive precipitate with the same salts. The former is
the one which has received most attention, and from au examination of which
the characters of tannin have generally been given. It is the substance described
in this article. It will probably be found that the latter is essentially distinct
from the tannin of galls, and probably different in different vegetables. One
striking peculiarity of the tannin of galls is its facility of conversion into gallic
acid, which is wanting in some at least of the other ''arieties. Since the publication of the experiments of 1.\1. Pelouze in relation to tannin, this substance bas
been universally admitted to rank with the acids, and is now, therefore, denominated tamric acid. The ordinary variety procured from galls is called, for
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the sake of distinction, by some gallo-tannic acid, and by others querci-.tamiic
acid.
Prol!ert~es. Pure tannic acid ~ s solid, uncrysta11iza?lc, white or slightly
yellow1s~, modorous, strongly astrm~eut to the taste w1tbout bitterness, very
soluble JU '~ater, much less soluble in alcohol and ether, especially when anhy.
drous, an~ rnsoluble in the fixed and volatile oils. It may be kept unchanged
in the solid st.ate ; but its aqueous soluti on, when exposed to the air, gradually
becomes turbid, and deposits a crystalline matter, consisting chiefly of gallic
acid. During the change, oxyge n is absorbed, and an equal volume of carbon ic
acid disengaged. Rut, accord ing to i\1. E. Robiquet, this change does not always
take place, and , when it does happen, is ascribable to the presence of pectase
in the tannin. (See Acidum Galticurn, page 804.) If the solution of tannic
acid be boiled for a long time, the pcctase loses its property of acting as a ferment, and the sol uti on may be kept indefinitely without ohange. (Jouni . de
Pltarrn., April, 1853, p. 246.) Exposed to heat tannic acid partly melts, swells
up, blackens, takes fire, :mcl burns with a brilliant flam e. 1'hrown on red-hot
iron it is entirely di ssipated. Its solution reddens litmus, and it combines with
most of the salif:i.able bases. With potassa. it forms a compound but sl igh tly
soluble, and is, therefore, precipitated by this alkali or its carbonates from a
solution which is not too dilute, though a certain excess of alkali will cause the
precipitate to be redissolved. Its co mbination with soda is much more sol uble ;
and this alkali affords no precipir.ate, unl ess with a very concentrated solution of
tannic acid. With ammonia its relations are sim ilar to those with potassa.
Baryt.a1 strontia, lime, and magnesia, added in the state of hydrates, form with
it compounds of little solubility. The same is the case with most of the metalli c
oxides, when presented, in the state of salts, to a solution of th e tannu.te of potassa. l\lany of the metallic salts are precipitated by tannic acid even in the
unco mbined state, especially those of lead, copper, si lv er, uranium, chrom ium ,
mercury, teroxide of antimony, and protoxicle of tin. ·w ith the salts of sesq uioxide of iron it forms a. black precipitate, which is a compound of tannic acid and
th e sesq uioxid e, and is the basis of ink. It doe& not disturb the solutions of the
pure salts of protoxide of iron. Several of the alkaline salts precipitate it from its
aqueous sol uti on, either by the formation of insoluble compounds, or by sim ply
, abstracting the sokeat. Tann ie acid unites with all the vegetable organic alkalies,
forming compounds which are for the most part of a whiti sh colour, and but very
slightly soluble in water; though they are sol uble in the vegetable acids, especially
the acetic, and in alcohol, and in this latter respect differ from most of the compounds which tannic acid forms with other vegetable principles. On accoun t
of this property of tannic acid, it has been employed as a test of the vegetable
alkalies; and it is so delicate, that it will throw down a precipitate from their
·solution, even wbeu too feeb le to be disturbed by ammonia. It bas an affinity
for several acids, and when in solution affords precipitates with th e sulph uri(;,
nitric, muriatic, phosphoric, and arsenic acids, but not with the oxalic, tartaric,
lactic, acetic, or citric. 'l'he precipitates arc compounds of tannic acid with the
respectiv e acids mentioned, and are soluble in pure water, but insol uble iu water
with an excess of acid. H ence, in order to in sure precipitation, it is necc:isary
to add the acid in excess to the solution of tannic acid. It precipitates also
solutions of starch, albumen, and gluten, and forms with gelatin au insoluble
compound, which is the basis of leather. Its ultimate constituents arc carbon ,
hydrogen, an<l oxygen; and its formula, according to Liebig, is ClllIIa0.111 or
C H 50 0 +3 HO.
l\luldcr, however, from recent investigatiDn,:1, considers it
is~meric with gallic acid, and gives its formula C28 H 90,7 +HO. Streckcl' looks
upon it as a. compound of gal~io aci~ and sugar, the latter of ~hich is destr.oyed
in the spontaneous change which moistened galls undergo by time. (Sec Acidum.
Gallicum, page 804.)
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}Jedical Properties and Uses. Tannie acid, being the chief principle ~f veg~
table astringents, is capable of exerting on the system th~ same effects with this
class of medicines, and may be given in the same_complarn ts. It_ has an adv~n
tage over the astringent extracts in the compa rative smallness of its dose, which
renders it less apt to offend au irritable sto!11ach. In t~ost of the ve~et~ble

~~~~~g~n~~i~!!sit~s~~~;:~i~~~i~:dru;;:d~~sle;1~eb1!!di~r:;af~~;~~~~1~~~~~!~1~ac~p~~

otherwise would be to certain cases, in which there 1s an 10d1cat1on for pure astringency without any tonic power. Such is particularly the case in the active
hemorrhages; anrl tannic acid 1 in its separate state, is in these cases preferable
to the native combinations in which it ordinarily exists. Dr. Porta, an Italian
physician, employed it with great success in the treatment of uterine hemorrhage,
and published the results of his experience in 1827. 1\1. Cavalier afterwards used
it successfully int.he same complaint, and found it effectual also in a case of bleeding from the rectum. It is, without doubt, a useful remedy in most forms of
hemorrhage, after a sufficient reduction of arterial action by depletory measures.
In diarrhcca it is probably more beneficial than ordinary astringents, as less liable
to irritate the stomach and bowels. It has been found beneficial in colliquative
sweats, in cases of chronic catarrh with excessive and debilitating expectoration,
in the advanced stages of hooping-cough, and in cystirrhooa. The dose for ordinary purposes is from two to five grains, but in urgent cases it may be increased
to ten grains. The only disadvant!lge which has been experienced from it,, when
taken in excess, is obstinate constipation. Locally, it may be used for all the
purposes to which galls or other vegetable astringents are applicable; as for hemorrhages, relaxation of the uvula und chronic inffammation of the fauces, tooth!l.Che, aphthre, excessive sali,·ation, leucorrhrea, gleet, gonorrhooa, flabby and
phagedenic ulcers, piles, &c. As a wash it may be used in solution, in the proportion of five grains to a fluidounce of water. (Am. Journ. of 1lfed. Sci., N S.,
ix. 192.) A ]3elgian surgeon, 1'1. Hairion, recommends a strong solution, made
in the proportion of one part of tanuic acid to three of distilled wat.er, as an
application in various ophtha lmic affections; as acute and chronic inflammation,
ulcers and E:pecks on the cornea, swell ing of the conjunctiva, &c. (Journ . de
Pltarrn. et de OMm., xviii. 449.) An ointment may be made from it by rubbing two scruples first with twenty minims of water into a paste, and then with
an ounce of lard. Given largely to a dog, it caused the urine to become darkbrown and opaque; and this secretion gave evidences of the presence of gallio
and pyrogallic acids. (Chem. Gaz., No. 136, p. 231.)
W.

ACONITIA. U. S.
Aconitia.
''Take of Aconite Root, bruised, two pounds; Alcohol three gallons; Diluted
Sulphuric Acid 1 Solution of Ammonia, Purified Animal Charcoal, each, a suffi·
dent quantity. Boil the Aconite Hoot with a gallon of the alcohol, in a distil~
latory apparatus, for au hour. Pour off the liquor, and boil the root in the same
manner, and for tbe same length of time, with another gallon of the Alcohol
and the portion distilled. Again pour off the liqu or, boil as before with the
remaining gallon of tbe Alcohol and the portion distilled, and decant. Submit the residue to expression, mix: all the liquors, distil off the alcohol, and
evaporate, by means of a wa.ter*bath, to the consistence of an extract. Treat
this with distilled water, filter the resulting solution, and evy.porate with a
gentle heat to the consistence of syrup. To the residue add as much Diluted
Sulphuric Acid, mixed with distilled water, as may be sufficient to dissolve the
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Aeonilia. Precipitate this with Solution of Ammonia, and dissolve the precipitate in Diluted Sulphuric Acid mixed with distilled water as before. :Mix the
Animal Charcoal with the solution 1 shake the mixture frequ ently for fifteen
minutes1 filter, again precipitate the Aconitia with Solution of Ammonia, and,
lastly, wash it with water, and dry it." U.S.
Aconitia probably exists in the plant combined with a vegetable acid, forming
a soluble salt. In the above process, this is first extracted by alcohol, th en taken
up from the alcoholic extract by water, and afterwards converted into a. sulphate
by the addition of dilute sulphuric acid. The sulphate is decomposed by ammonia, which precipitates the aconitia, and this is purified by being once more
combined wit,h sulphuric acid, then decolorizcd by animal charcoal, and again
precipitated by ammonia. Care is requisite, in conducting the process, not to
add too great an excess of the solution of ammonia, which diminishes the product
probably by dissolving the aconitia. *
Properties. Acouitia, when frei;:hly precipitated, is said to be white and in
the form of a hydrate; but it speedily part:;:; with its water, and forms a hrowni!lh,
brittle mass. (Soubeirau, Trait. de Pltru-rn., ii. 716.) It is thought not to be
crystallizable. Obtained by evaporating its alcoholic solution, it is described as
being in the form of a transparent, colourless mass, having a glassy lustre. In

* The following process, recommended by 1\fr. F. W. Headland, of I.ondon, ns being the
most sMisfactory and the most productive, of those tried by him self~ is given in the second
edition of Royle'1 1'/anual of .1.l latuia .i.Jle<lica, p. 288. "Take of the root of Aco1iilumferoz,
coarsely bruised, two pounds, of rectified 1pirit three gallons. Boil tbe :\conite with fl gallon
oftbe spiritforanhou r,inaretortwitbareceiveradaptedtoit. P ouroffthespil'it. Boil
the residue with another gallon, and with that which distilled over. Pour off again, and
do the 1:;ame n third time. Press the root, nnd mix the solutions. Filter. Di stil off the
spirit from thetincturethnsobtaineU until thisisoftheconsistenceofthiusyrup. Then
pour_itoutof t.he retort, and mix with twice its bulk ofdi11tilled.waler,and excess of sulphuric acid. Filter carefully from the p1·ecipitate produced, until it is quite clear. 'l'hen
ngain e'"npornte gently in a. water-bnth to the con1:;istence of syrup. Pour this sy rupy
liquid , which should not exceed two fluidounces, iuto :i stoppered bottle, of which it iohall
occupy about one-third. Add then an excess of 1tro11g 1olulion of ammonia, and shake gcut!y.
To the white mass produced add an equ:i.l bulk of pure ether. Insert the stopper tightly,
and, holding tlie bottle in a dnmp cloth. with ii finger on the stopper, shake bl'iskly for a.
few minutes. Allow then a s nfficient time for the ether to rise above the water, and, when
ithascompletelysep:lrated,removethestopper,andtnkcupcarefu!lytbeetherealsolution
from the surfoce of the wnter with a pipette or common glass i:;yrrnge. Pour it into nn
1
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powder, it is white when quite pure. It is inodorous, and of a. bitt?r and acrid
taste, pl'oducing a benumbing impression on the ton~ue. '~he_ acnmony,, hm!'cver, is ascribed by some to a distinct principle associated with it, from .w.l11c? it
may be freed by repeated solution in dilute acid.s and subsequent prec1p1tat1on.
It is .unalterable in the air1 and fusible by a gentle. heat. At a h1g~ temperature 1t is decomposed, with the escape of_ amruoma, an~ by 1\ contrn.u~nce of
the heat is entirely dissipated. It is spanngly soluble m water, requmng for
solution 150 parts of cold and 50 of boiling waler. (Phillips.) Alcohol and
ether dissolve it readily. It neutralizes the acids; but its salts are not crystallizable. Their solution produces a white precipitate with bicbloride of platinum,
a yellowish with terchloride of gold, and a yellowish-brown with free iodine.
That it cont.a.ins nitrogen is proved by the evolution of ammonia., when it is decom1Josed by heat. Dr. A. von Plan ta gives as its formula. NC 00 II~,Ow (See A1n.
Journ. of Plwrrn., xxiii. 40, from Lieln"g's Annalen.) A spurious substance
has sometimes been sold under the same name, which is nearly or quite inert;
and at best the alkaloid is apt to be of uncertain strength, as found in the shops.
J.lledical Properl~·es arid Uses. This vegetable principle exercises a. powerful
influence over the animal economy. One-fiftieth of a grain dissolved in alcohol
destroyed a sparrow in a few minutes; and ~he same quantity administered to
an elderly female is said to have nearly proved fatal. In a case of poisoning by
aconitia, recorded by Dr. Golding Bird, though two grains and a half were taken,
the patient ultimately recovered. But, as vomiting almost immediately ensued,
there is reason to bclieYe that much of the poison was thus discharged from the
stomach. Be.sides extreme general prostration, indicated by a cold pale surface,
and a scarcely perceptible action of the heart, the prominent symptoms were
convulsive vomiting, recurring cvny minute or two, and fearful spa~ms of the
throat, resembling those of hydrophobia, upon any attempt at swallowing. There
was no paralysis, the pupils were sensible to light, and the intellect remained
perfectly clear. The remedies were the hot bath, mustard to the cpigastrium,
aud enemata of oil of turpentine, laudanum, and nutriment. (Lond . .Ii.fed. Gaz. 1
Jan.18-17.) Aconitia is not used internally as a remedy; butDr.'l'urnbull bas
advantageously resorted to its external application. .According t.o this writ.er, it
produces in the skin a sensation of heat and prickling, followed by numbness
an<l a feeling of constrict.ion; an<l the effect continues, according to the quantity
applied, from two to twelve hours or more. lie found it not to act as a. rubefacient1 or at least but slightly so. Applied very much diluted and in minute
quantity t.o the eye, it causes contraction of the pupil, with an almost intolerable
sense of beat and tingling. The affections in which Dr. Turnbull employed it
with benefit, were neuralgia, gout., and rheumatism. Ue recommends it either
iu alcoholic solution, in the proportion of a grain to a £1.uidrachm, or in the form
of an ointment, made by rubbing up two grain~ of the alkali first with six drops
of alcohol, anJ then with a drachm of lard. 'l'hese proportions are sufficiently
large to begin with, but may be gradually increased to four or fi,-e, or even eight
grains to the drachm. The preparation should be applied by friction over the
part affected, which should be continued till the peculiar sensation above described
i~ produced, and may be repeated three or four times, or more frequently, during
the day. No good can be expected unless the sensation alluded to be experienced
in a greater or less degree. Care should be taken not to apply the medicine to
an abraded surface, or to a mucous membrane, for fear of dangerous constitutional effects. It is very seldom used, and all its beneficial effects can be obtained from safer and cheaper preparations of aconite.
W.
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JETHEREA.
Ethers.
Ethers are peculiar, fragrant, sweetish, very volatile, and inflammable substances, generated for the most part by the action of acids ou alcohol. Their
composition varies with the acid employed in their formation. Sometimes this
merely acts as n chemical agent on the alcohol, without entering into the composition of the ether p;enera.te<l; in which case the ether consists of ctherine and
water. In other instances the acid employed unites with et.berinc and water
(the ether just mentioned), or with etherine only. On the basis of these differences of composition, the medicinal ethers may be divided into three kind~: 1.
those consisting of ctheriue and water; 2. those consisting of an acid, etherine,
and water; and 3. those composed of an acid and etherinc only. Ilydric ether
is the only known ether of the first kind, byponitrous ether is au example of the
second, and muriatic ether of the third. In medicine, the bydrie and hyponitrous ethers, and their modifications, are those most commonly employed; though
occasionally the acetic and muriatic have been used.
Ethers, from their extreme inflammability, should never be decanted in the
vicinity of flame. Hence it is pruden~ not to pour them out near a lighted
candle. They should be kept in accurately stopped bottles in a. cool place;
otherwise they are liable to considerable loss by evaporation .
B.

1ETHER. US., Lond. 1ETHER SULPIIURICUS. Ed., Dub.
Ether. Sulphw·ic Et lier. Hydric Ether.
cc Take of Alcohol /our pints; Sulphuric Acid a pint; Potassa six dracl!ms;
Distilled Water three jlitido1mces.
two pints of the Alcohol, in an open vessel, add gradually fourteen fiu idounces of the Acid, stirring them frec1uently.
Pour the mixture, while still hot, into a tubulated glass retort, placed upon a
sand-bath, and connected by a long adnpter with a receiver kept cold by ice or
water; then raise the heat quickly until t.lrn liquid begins to boil. When about
half a pint of ethereal liquid has passed over, introduce gradually into the retort
the remainder of the alcobol, previously mixed with two fluidounces of the Acid,
taking care that the mixture shall enter in a continuous stream, and in such
quantity as shall supply the place, as nearly as possible, of the liquid which distils over. This may be accomplished by connecting a vessel containing the alcoholic liquid with the retort, by means of a tube provided with a stop-cock to
regulate the discharge, and passing nearly to the bottom of the retort, through
a cork accurately fitted into the tubulure. When all the Alcohol has been thus
adJcd, continue tbe distillation until about three pints have passed over, or until
white vapours appear in the retort. To the product thus obtained add the potassa previously dissolved in the distilled Water, and shake them frequently.
At the end of twenty-four hours, pour off from the nlkaline solution the supernatant ether, introduce it into a retort, and, with a gentle heat, distil until two
pints have passed over, or until the distilled liquid has the specific gravity

rro

O·i50." U.S.
"rrake of Rectified Spirit fifty fluidonnces; Sulphuric Acid ten fluidounces.
Pour twelve fluidounccs of tbc Spirit gently over the Aci<l cont:l.ined in an open
vessel, and then stir them together briskly and thoroughly. Transfer the mixture immediately into a glass matrass connected with a rcfrigeratory, and raise
the heat quickly to about 280° . As soon as the ethereal fluid begins to distil
over, supply fresh ~pirit through a tube into the ?1atra~s in ~ ~outiuuous str~an:i,
and in such quantity as to equal that of the fluid which d1st1ls over. This 1s
best accomplislied by connecting one end of tho tube with a graduated vessel
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containing the spi rit,-passing the other end through a cork fi!ted into the matrass,-and having a stop-cock on the tube to regulate th~ ~1scharge. When
forty-two [fluid Jounces have distilled over, and the whole _spm_t has bee? added,
the process may be stopped. Agitate the impure ether with sixteen flmdounccs
of a sat urated solution of muriatc of lime, containing about half an ounce of
lime recently slaked. When all odour of sulp_burous acid has been thus removed,
pour off the supernatant liquor, and distil 1t with a gentle heat so long as tbe
liquid which passes over has a density not above 0·735. l\Iore ether of the same
strength is tben to be obtained from the solution of muriate of lime. From
the residuum of both distillations a weaker ether may be obtained in small
quantity, which must be rectified by distilling it gcntly_again." &l.
H Take of Rectified Spirit three pints [Imp. meas.]; Oil of Vitriol of Commerce
eight fluidounces [Imp. meas.]; Fresh burned Lime, in fine powder, one ounce
[avoirdupois]. l\lix the Acid in ten ou nces of the Spirit in a glass matrass,
capable of holding a quart at least, and, without allowing the mixture to cool,
connect. the matrass with a Liebig1 s condenser, and, applying a sufficient heat to
maintain the liquid in brisk ebullition, commence the distillation. As it proceeds, admit gradually, through a. glass tube traversing the cork of the matrass,
the remainder of the spirit, regulating its influx: so th:i.t the boiling li'luid shall
maintain a constant level; aud, when the entire of jt has been introduced, continue the application of t he heat until the contents of the matrass become black,
and show a tendency to froth over. (The tube through which the Spirit enters
should dip by it s lower extremity, where its diameter is contracted, at least half
an inch beneath the surface of the liquid in the matrass; and the eduction pipe
of the reservoir for the Spi ri t, with which the exterior extremity of the glass
tube is connected, should be furnished with a. stop-cock, to regulate the descent
of the Spirit. This reservoir also sbould be placed at least three feet above the
level of the boiling liquid.) The crude Ether thus obtained is to be agitated
with the pulverized quicklime, and then rectified; the distillation being continued as long as the product, on being well shaken, continues to have a specific
gravity lower than 0·750. The resulting liquid should be prescn·ed in a cool
place in accurately stopped bottles. A fresh receiver being attached to the further end of the condenser, and the distillation resumed, a product will be obtained
which may be substituted for llectil:ied Spirit in a subsequent ether process." D11b.
In the last sentence of the above process, a misprint occurs in the Dublin
Pharmacopooia. of the word "reservoir" for receiver, which we ha Ye corrected.
The London College, in its Pharmacopccia of 1851, has transferred ether to
the list of the Materia .Medica, giving the following explanatory note and tests.
"J~ther prepared from alcohol by the actirm of sulphuric acicl. It is free from
colour, and its sp. gr. docs not exceed 0·750. It wholly evaporates in the air,
and redd ens litmus sl ightly or not at all. A tl.uidouncc requires for its complete
solution ten fiuidounces of water with which it quickly unites."
The preparation of ether embraces two stages; its generation, and its subsequent rectification to remove impurities. The fo rmulas a.11 agree in obtaining it
by the a.ction of sulphuric acid on alcohol. In the United St:ites process, which
is adopted, with mollifications, from that of the French Codex, half the alcohol
taken is mixed with seven-eighths of the a.cid, and, while still hot from the
reaction, distilled from a. glass retort, by a heat quickly applied, into a. refrigerated receiver. Wheu. the distilled product eriuals one-fourth of this portion of
the alcohol, the remainder of it, mixed with the.reserved eighth of the acid 1 jq
allowed to enter the retort in a continuous stream, the supply being so regulated
as to equal the amount of the liquid which distils over. Dy a complicated reaction which will be explained presently, the acid converts the alcohol into ether,
and, were it not that the acid becomes more and more dilute as the process pro.
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ceeds, .it would be able to etherize an unlimited quantity of alcohol. Although
the acid, before it becomes too dilute 1 is capable of determining the dcco:npositiou of a ce1·tain amount of alcohol, yet it is not expedient to add this amount
at once; as a considerable portion of it would distil over ul)dccomposcd with
the ether. Tbe proper way of proceeding, therefore, is that indicated in the
formula; namely, to commence the process with the use of part of the a.lcohol;
and, when the decomposition is fully established, and a portion of ether has distilled, to add the remainder in a gradual manner, so as to replace that which,
every moment during the progress of the tlistillation, is disappearing by its conversion into ether. As, however, the acid in the retort bas already become somewhat weaker, it is considered advantageous to mix a small portion of acid with
the alcohol which is thus gradually added. When a portion of ether has distilled,
equal to about three-fourths of lhe alcohol employed, or when white vapours
appear in the retort, the process is discontinued. These vapours indicate the commencement of a series of reactions different from those which generate the ether.
The Edinburgh and Dulhn processes for the generation of ether are, in their
general features, the same with that of the U.S. Pharmacopooia. In the Edinburgh process less than a fourth of the alcohol is placed in the distilling vessel,
previously mixed with the whole of the acid, which forms one-fifth of the bulk
of the alcohol, instead of one.fourth as in the U. S. formula.. As soon as the
ether begins to distil by a quick heat, the remainder of the alcohol is added in
a continuous stream as in the U. S. process; and the distillation is continued
until a quantity of ether has come over, equal to somewhat less than six-sevenths
of the bulk of all the alcohol. The ether is conveniently condensed by means
of Liebig's excellent refrigcratory, described and figured at page 793.
The appearance of wh ite vapours in the retort, or the passing over of a heavier
portion in the distillation, is the signal for discontinuing the process. If it were
continued aftcrwa.rds, the boiling point would gradually rise, very little ether
would be obtained, and at the temperature of 320° there wou ld be generated,
in consequence of new reactions, sulphurous acid, heavy oil of wine, olefiant gas,
and a large quantity of re.sino-carbonaceous matter, blackening and rendering
thick the residuary liquid; all products arising from the decomposition of a portion of sulphuric acid, alcohol, and ether. Notwithstanding the process may be
stopped in time, yet the ether obtained is contaminated with sulphurous acid,
heavy oil of wine, alcohol, and water; and hence its purification becomes necessary. 'l'his is conducted in various ways, according to the different Pharmaeopooias. The U . S. Pharmacopreia directs for this purpose an aqueous solution
of potassa, the Edinburgh a saturated solution of chloride of calcium (muriatc of
lime), to which a. portion of recently slaked lime has been added, and tbe Dublin
fresh burned lime. In all cases, the crude ether is agitated with the purifying
agent, and submitted to a new distillation at a gentle beat, called the Tecti.ficatfon.
The purifying substances arc potassa for sulphurous acid and water, and water
for alcohol in the U . S. formula.; lime for acid, and a saturated solution of chloride of calcium for alcohol :ind water, in the Edinburgh; and lime alone in the
Dublin. The Edinburgh substances for purifying arc stated by Dr. Christison
to be convenient, and to act perfectly and promptly. The chloride of calcium
solution, after having been used, yields, on distillation, a further portion of ether
of the officinal density; and by concentrating it, filtering while hot, and separating the crystals of sulphite of lime which form on cooling, the chloride may
be recovered for future operations.
The process for forming ether is conducted with most advantage on a large
scale. At Apothecaries' Hall, where the operation i::i performed in this way,
the apparatus employed is thus described by l\lr. Brande. It ''consists of a
leaden still, heated by means of high pressure steam carried through it in a con-
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torted leaden pipe. A tube enters the upper part of the still, for the purpose
of suffering alcohol gradually to run into the acid. The still-head is of pewter,
and is connected, by about six feet of tin pipe, with a very capacious condensing
apparatus, duly cooled by a current of water. The receivers arc of pewter, with
glass lids, and have a side tube to connect them with the delivering enJ of the
condcnsiug-pipe." (Manual of Chemistry, Ed. 1848.)
Prope1·ties. Ether is a colourless very limpid liquid, of a strong and sweet
odour, and hot pungent taste. As prepared for medical use, it generally reddens
litmus slightly, though this is not a property belonging to the pure substance;
but if it reddens litmus strongly, it shows that the ether Las been imperfectly
prepared or too long kept. When perfectly pure it has the specific gravity
0·713, boils at 95°, and forms a vapour which has the density of 2·586. It is
not frozen by a cold of 165° below zero. (Faraday, Philos. JUag. and Jouni. of
Sci. for l\Iarch, 1845.) The oflicinal strength of the United States ether is
0·750; of the Loudon, 0·750 or under; of the Edinburgh, 0·735 or under; of
the Dublin, under 0·750. That sold in the shops varies from 0·733 to 0·765.
Its sp.gr. as directed by the French Codex is 0·758. For medicinal purposes
its density should not be greater than 0·750. In the opinion of Dr. Christison,
it should not exceed 0·735; because, according to that writer, commercial ether
is generally of this density, and may be obtained of such purity without difficulty. It is a very volatile liquid, and, when of the sp. gr. 0·720, boils at
about 98°. Its extreme volatility causes it to evaporate speedily in the open
air, with the production of a considerable degree of cold. When good it evaporates from the hand without leaving a. disagreeable odour. Its inflammability
is very great, and the products of its combustion are water and carbonic acid.
In consequence of this property the greatest care should be used not to bring it
in the vicinity of flame, as, for example, a lighted candle, for fear of its taking
fire. One of the great advantages of using steam as the source of heat is that
it obviates, in a great measure, the danger of its accidental inflammation. When
too long kept it undergoes decomposition, and is converted in part into acetic
acid. It dissolves iodine and bromine, and sulphur and phosphorus sparingly.
The latter substance is generally exhibited in ethereal solution. (See Phospho~
?·us.) Its power to dissolYe corrosive sublimate makes it a useful agent in the
manipulations for detecting that poison. It is also a. solvent of volatile and fixed
oils, many resins and balsams, tanuic acid, caoutchouc, and most of the organic
vegetable alkalies. It does not dissolve potassa and soda, in which respect it
differs from 1llcohol. \li' ater dissolves a tenth of its rnlume of ether, and reciprocally ether takes up about the same proportion of water. When water dissolves
more than a tenth of its volume, the ether is shown to contain an undue quantity
of water or alcohol, or both. Ether unites in all proportions with alcohol.
Impurities and 'Pests. The impurities found in ether, besides acids and fixed
substances, are alcohol, water, and heavy oil of wine. Acids are detected by
litmus and removed by agitation with potassa; an<l fixed substanres, by their
remaining upon the evaporation of the ether. Alcohol is an admissible substance in the ofliciual ethers; for it is contained in the Edinburgh ether, which
has the lowest density of them all. If, however, it is present in too large a
quantity, the density of the ether will be too high. It may be separated by
washing the ether, as it is called; that is, agitating it with twice its bulk of
water, which will unite with the alcohol, forming a heavier stratum after rest,
from which the ether may be poured off. The ether by this treatment dissolves
about a tenth of its bulk of water, from which it may be purified by agitation
with frcish burnt lime, and subsequent distillation. An easy method for detecting
and measuring any alcohol which may be present in ether, is that given by the
Edinburgh College; namely, to agitate it in a minim measure, with half its
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volume of a concentrated solution of chloride of calcium. This will remove
the alcohol, and the reduction of the volume of the ether, when it rises to the
surface, will indicate the amount of the former. Heavy oil of wine may be dis·
covered by the ether becoming milky upon being mixed with water.
Composition, and 1'heory of i'ts Producti07I. Ether consists of four cqs. of
carbon, five of hydrogen, and one of oxyge n, and its empirical formula is C~H 5 0.
In volumes it consist:; of four volumes of carbon vapour, five vo1umcs of hydro·
iren, and hnlf a volume of oxygen, condensed into one volume of ether vapour.
It s proximate constituents may be considered to be one eq. of etberiue and one
of water j or, in volumes, one volume of etberine vapour and one volume of
aqueous vapour, condensed into one volume. TLis view makes it a hydrate of
etheri11e (C.. H.. +HO). The sp. gr. of its vapour, calculated on this constitution
in volume, is 2·5817, which is very near 2·586, the number obtained by experiment. By the generality of chemists, however, the constituents of the etherine,
together with the hydrogen of the alleged water, are supposed to form a peculiar
radical, consisting of C.. H 5 , to which the name of ethyle Las been gi\'en. On
this ''iew, ether is an oxide of cthyle (C 4 H5 +0). This view of its composition
is confirmed by Dr. E. Frankland, who has isolated ctbylc by acting on iodide
of ethyle with zinc. As described by himi it is a colourless, inflammable gas,
of the sp. gr. 2 1 incondensible at zero, but condensible, under a pressure of 2·25
atmospheres at 37·5° F., into a colourless, mobile liquid. Ether is generally
called sulphuric ether, in allusion to the sulphm·ic acid usually employed in its
preparation; but it contains no sulphuric acid, and an identical ether may be
obtained by the action of other substances on alcohol. Hence the epithet sulphuric is improperly applied to it; and, accordingly, its name has been changed
from ..//Stlwr Sulphuricus to ..iEther in the U.S. and I_jondon Pharmacopceias of
1850 and 185 1. In allusion to the water which ether is supposed to contain, it
is sometimes ca lled hlJdrfr etlter. Etlierime, considered as a constituent of ether,
is a hypothetical 4-4 carbohydrogen (C.. H") .
With a view to determine in what manner sulphuric acid acts upon alcohol in
order to convert it into ether, it is necessary that a comparison should be instituted between the composition of the two latter. Now alcohol is a hyd rated
oxide of etbyle, and ether, oxide of etbyle without water. It follows, therefore,
that to convert alcohol into ether, it is only necessa ry to abstract the water of
the former. 'llhc agent in effecting this abstraction is ev idently the sulphuric
acid, which is known to have a strong affinity for water; but its action is not
direct as originally supposed, but intermediate, as was first pointed out by the
late Mr. Henne!!. 'l'his chemist found that, when two eqs. of sulphuric acid
and one of alcohol were merely mixed, the acid lost a portion of its saturating
power, and a new acid was formed, to which he gave the name of sulplwvim·c
acid (the etherosutpkuric acid of Liebig). In view of its composition it may be
called a biimlphate of alcohol, or, which is the same thing, a bisulphate of ether
with one eq. of water, that is, a double sulphate of ether and water. When one
eq. of this acid is heated it is decomposed; two eq~. of sulphuric acid with one
eq. of water remain in the retort, while one eq. of et.her distils over.
If rh e original proportion of acid and alcohol continued the same throughout
the whole of the distillation, all the alcohol would be resolved into ether and
water; but, during the progres.s of the process, the .alcohol i~ constantly diminishing, and of course the relative excess of the acid becoming greater; and at
last a point of time arrives when the excess of acid is so great that the generation of ether ceases. As these results depend upon the relative deficiency of
the alcohol, whi le the acid remains hut sl ightl y changed in amount, it is easy to
understand why it is advantageous to add alcohol gradually to the distilling
vc;;sel during the progress of the distillation; for, by this addition, the proper
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proportion of the alcohol to the acid is maintained. But the decomposing power
of the acid has its limit; as it becomes at la&t too dilute to act upon the alcohol,
notwithstanding a. considerable portion of water, towards the close of the dis·
tillation, passes over with the ether.
The theory here gi\"en of cthcrification is at present (1851) called in question.
Prof. Graham, of London, has succeeded in producing ether without distillation
or the formation of sulph ovinic acid, using a larger proportion of alcohol than
is ordinarily employed. The reaction was made to take place in sealed glass
tubes, heated for a short time to a temperature between 284° and 352° . 'Ibe
sulphuric acid appears to act by mere contact with the alcohol, in determining
the production of ether, without combini np; with anythiug .
.Medical Properties and Uses. ]~ther is a powerful diffusible stimulant, pos.
sessed also of expectorant, antispasmodic, and narcotic properties. In low forers
attended with subsultus tendinum, it proves beneficial as a stimulant and anti.
spasmodic. In these cases it is frequently conjoined with laudanum. It is useful
also in nervous headache unattended with vascular fulness, and generally in
nervous and painful diseases which arc unaccompanied by inflammation. In
nausea it is given as a cordial; and in cramp of the stomach and flatulent colic,
it sometimes acts with singular efficacy. It is also useful, given alone, or mixed
with oil of turpentine, in relieving the pain and spasm caused by the passage of
biliary calculi. According to Mr. Brande, a small teasr1oonful of ether, mixed
with a glass of white wine, is often an effectua l remedy in sea.sickness. 'When
externally applied it may act eith er as a. stimulant or refrigerant. If its evapo·
ration be repressed, it operates as a powerful rubefacient, and may even vesicate;
but, when this is allowed to tal.:e place freely, it is refrigerant in consequence of
the cold which it produces. In the latter way it is sometimes employed in
strangulatecl hernia, dropped on the tumour and allowed to evaporate. lt some·
times produces immediate reli ef when dropped into the car in earache. For
external use, tile unrectified ether may be employed. The dose of sulphuric
etber is from fifty drops to a teaspoonful, to be repeated frequently when the
full effect of the remedy is desired. When used habitually the dose must be
much larger, to produce a given effect. It may be perfectly incorporated with
water or any aqueous mixture, by first rubbing it up with spcrmaceti, employed
in the proportion of two grains for each fiuidrachm of the ether. (.Durand.)
Ether is conveniently administered in capsules, each containing four or fi,·c
drops, according to the plan of M. Clertan, of Dijon. The ether capsules are
inod orous, will keep for a year at least without loss, and furnish the means of
introducing ether iuto th e 8tomach, without irritating the mouth and throat.
Ether may be exhibited by inhalation. 1'lany years ago, its use in this way
was proposed by Drs. Bcddoes, Pea.rson, and Thornton, in England, as a remedy
in certa.in diseases of the lungs. As ea rly as 1805, Dr. Warren, of Boston, em·
ployed ethereal inhalation to relieYe the distress attending the last stage of pul·
monary inflammation. About the year 1812, in Philadelphia, at a time when
the nitrous ox ide was the subj ect of popular lectures, the \'apour of ether was
frequently breathed from a bladder for experiment or diversion; and its effects
in producing a transient intoxication, analogous to that caused by the nitrous
oxide, were observed. It was not, however, until October, 1846, tha.t attention
was particularly drawn to ethereal inhalation as a. remedy fo r pain. In that
month, Dr. Warren, of Boston, was applied to by Dr. ·w. '1'. G. Morton, dentist
of the same city, to ascertain by trial wbcthe1· an agent wLicU he bad success·
fully employed to render painless the extracting of teeth, would be equally sue·
cessful in preventing the J)ai n of surgical ope rations. This rigent is now known
to have been the vapour of ether. Dr. \Vanen acceded to thi~ request, and
shortly a.fterward8, at the .Massachusetts Gcnernl llospital, performed a se,,ere
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operation, without pain to the patient, under the influence of ether, ariministered

by Dr. Morton . A few days subsequently, Dr. C. T. Jackson, of Boston, in
conversation with Dr. Warren, claimed to have first made kuown to Dr. Morton
the use of ethereal vapour for the prevention of pain in dental operation~.
From this beginning, the employment or ether by inhalation for the prevcn·
tion and removal of pain , has spread throughout the civilized world. The effect
produced, called elherization, probably tak es place through the medium of the

blood.

It is sometimes partial, suspend ing sensibility, without abolishing con-

sciousness i so that the patient, without feeling pain, is aware of everyth ing that
is passing around him. At other times, a perfect unconsciousness is produced.
Etberization is usefully resorted to in all severe opcrntionsi not merely as a
remedy for pain, but as a means of preventing the shock which the syste m would
otherw ise suffer as a consequence of pain. Under full etherization, even the
actual cautcry may be ex tensively applied, without causing the lea:;t suffering.
In many cases, the incidental power of ethereal vapour as a relaxing agent is
uscfolly brought into play; as in the treatment of st1·ictures of the urethra and
oosophagus, strangulated hernia, retention of urine, dislocations, fractures, anchy losis, &c. In all these cases, the neccs~ary surgica l manipulation s arc very
much interfered with by the muscular contractions excited by pain. '£his is
particularly the case in dislocations, and in fractures attended with shortening
of the limb. In partial anchylosis, etherization enables the surgeon in many
cases to break up the adhesions, without pain to the patient, or resistance from
the muscles. Even in lithotomy and lithotrity, the incidental advantage is gained
of preventing or lessen iug the inordinate contraction of the muscular coat of the
bladder. In short, in most cases in which the necessary surgical measures are
lik ely to involve severe pain, or to encounter resistance, as in chi ldren, ethcrization may be usefully employed.
Etherization has been employed for the detection of fe igned diseases, as a
mean s of suspending the operation of the will; in neuralgia, as a p<illiative; in
tetanus and in the spasms produced by an over-dose of strychuia, a~ au antispasmodic; in asthma and chronic bron chitis, as rm expectorant ; and iu dysmenorrhooa, as an anodyne and relaxing remedy. Dr. 'Yarreu found it useful in
relievi ng tLe agonizing sufferings which often attend the latt er complaint. In
vivisections, humanity calls for the use of ether vapour or other anresthetic
agent.
Nthcrization, employed in midwifery as an anrei!thetic, is growing in favour as
a safe agent; and, while it does not seem materially to interfere with the due
contraction of the uterus, it promotes the relaxation and lubricating secretions
of the soft parts.
Ethereal vapour is most conven iently inhaled through a soft sponge, hollowed
out on one side to receive the projection of the nose, and saturated with ether
of the purest quality. The sponge, thus prepared, is applied over the nostril !<,
through which the inhalation should be made in preference to the mouth.
When the inhalation is thus conducted through a sponge, the ether.cal vapour
is copiously mixed with air, and there is no fear of inducing asphyxia. At
first a short cough is generally produced, but this soon disappears; aud after a
lapse of from two to five minutes, and th.e expenditure of about two fluidounces
of ethe r, the quantity being very variable in different cases, the patient becomes
in sensible, and appears as if in a deep, almost apoplectic sleep. 'l'be usual signs
of' the full eflCctof the ether are the closure of the eye lids, muscular relaxation,
and iMbility to answer questions. During the wh ole process of etberization,
t.be fingers shou ld be kept on the pul se; a.nd, in c?se it ~ecomes feeble and very
slow, the !<ponge shou ld be rcmo\·ed unnl the c1rculat10n becomes morn free.
At first th ere is reJness, afterwards paleness of tbe face and nec:k , succeeded by
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cold perspirations. In case the etheriza.tion proves cxcessi~'e, or convulsions
supervene, an event wLich rarely happens 1 the ether must be 1mme~iaU:ly wit~
drawn1 and cold wa.ter freely applied. This is the mode of proceed1~g m su rgical operations; in midwifery cases, partial etheriza.tion is oft~n sufficient. In a
few cases persons become unmanageable under the operat10n of th e ethereal
vapour; and hence the pro1Jricty of a pfoliminary trial of. its effects on a. patient,
before submitting him to a su rgical operation. Sometimes death has ensued
from ethereal inhalation; but the number of fatal cases has been small, compared
with the great number of instances in which ether has been used in this way.
(See the Treatise on Ellterizafion, by John C. Warren, M. D., Boston, 1848.)
Pliann. Uses. Eth er is used as a chemical agent in fJreparing Acidum Tan• nicum; Extractum Cubebre F luidum; Extractum Piperis Fluiduw; :Bxtractum
Valerianre Fluidum; l\lorphiro Acetas.
Ojj: Prep. Collodium; Spiritu~ JEtheris Compositus; Spiri tus lEthcris Sulphurici ; Tiuctura Ergotre 1Etherea; 'l'inctura Lobel ire .Mtherea.
B.

OLEUM JETIIEREUM. U.S., Lond. Ethereal Oil. Heavy Oil of
Wine.

Sulphate qf' Ether and Et./ierine.

"Take of Alcohol tu·o pints; Sulphuric Acid three pints; Solution of Potassa
lwlf a fluid.ounce; Distilled Water a fluidounce. Mi x the Acid cautiously with
the Alcohol, and allow t.bc mixture to stand twelve hours; then pour it into a
large glass retort, to which a. receiver kept cool by ice or water is adapted, and
distil by means of :l sand.bath until a black froth rises, when the retort is to be
removed immediately from the sand.bath. Separate the lighter supernatant
liquid in the receiver from the hea\'ier, and expose it tOthe air for a clay; then
add to it the Solution of Potassa previously mixed with the Distilled 'Vater, and
shake th Pm together. Lastly, separate the Ethereal Oil as soou as it has subsided. TLe specific gravity of Et.hereal Oil is 1·096." l7. S.
"Take of Hcctificd Spirit two pints [Imp. meas.]; Sulphuric Acid thirlg-six
fluidounces [Jmp. meas.]; Solution of Potassa, Distilled Water, each, a fiuidounce [Tmp. meas.], or as much as maybe sufficient. l\lix the Acid cautiously
wit.h the 8pirit. Let the liquor distil until a black froth arises; then imm ediately remove t.he retort Crow the fire. Separate the lighter supernatant liquor,
and expose it to the air for a day. Add to tbis the Solution of Potassa previously
mixed with the Water, n.nd shake them together. Lastly, when sufficiently washed,
separate the l~thereal 0.il whi~h subsides. The specific gravity is I ·05." Lond.
When aleohol is distilled with a large excess of sulphuric acid, t he same products arc generated as those mentioned in the last article as being formed towards
the close of the distillation of ether. (See page 827.) These were stated to be
sulphurous acid, heavy oil of wine, olcfiant gas, and carbonaceous matter. In
the U.S. process such an excess of sulphuri c acid is employed, for the purpoi:e
of obtainiug the oil. The product of the distillation is in two layers, a heavier
one, consisting of water holding sulphurous acid in solution, and a lighter, formed
of ether containing the oil of wine. 'I1be Ji ghter liquid is separated and ex·
posed for twent.y.f'our hours to the air, in order to dissipate the ether by evaporation; and the oil which is left. is shaken with a dilute solution of potassa to
deprive it of all traces of sulphurous acid; after which, as soon as it subsides,
it is to be separ.ited. The London prOcess is substantially the Emme as that of
the U. S. Pharmacopooia. rrlie differences are, that the London College omits
to direct a prolonged contact between the alcohol and acid, and dispenses with
a refrigerated receiver.
The nature and mode of formation of heavy oil of wine are not well under·
stood. It has been explained, in the preceding article that, in the early stage
of the distillation of a mixture of sulphuric acid and alcohol, sulpho"inic acid,
or double sulphate of ether and water is formed. During its 1wogress this is
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decomposed so as to yield ether. When, however, the alcohol is distilled with
a large excess of sulphuric acid, the sulphovinic acid is decomposed so aa to
form a. small quantity of the heavy oil of wine, now considered to be a. double

sulphate of ether and etherinc, having the formula C4 Il5 0,S03 +C 4 H.,SOJ.

It

is conceived to be generated from two cqs. of sulphovinic acid (double sulphate
of ether and water), whi(lh are resolved into one eq. of heavy oil of wine, two of
sulphuric acid, and three of water. When the beavy oil is gently heated with
four parts of water, sulpho,·inic acid is reproduced, and the separated etherine
floats on the surface as an oily substance, called, when thus isolated, liylLt oil r:i/
wine. J.. igbt oil of. wine, as tltus obtained, consists of two substances, which are
separated from each other by time; namely, a thick oil called etlinole, and a.
concrete substance in crystals, isomeric with it, cnllcd concrete oil o,fwine, or oil
ofirine camphor, injudiciously denominated etberine by some cheruists.
Propei·ties. The oificirwl ethereal oil is a. yellowish li(juid, possessing an
oleagiuous consistency, a penetrating aromatic odour, and rather sharp and bitter
taste. It boils at 540°. Its sp.gr. is, according to the U.S. Pharma.copceia,
1·096, according to the London College, after Mr. Henncll's results, 1·05 . .By
Dumas and Serullas its density is stated to be as high as I ·133, which is probably the more correct number for the pure oil. When dropped into water it
sinks, assuming the form of a globule. It is very sparingly soluble in water, but
readily dissolves in alcohol and ether. It is devoid of acid reaction, the sulphuric acid present in it being completely neutralized by the ether and ethcrine
united with it. The sulphuric acid present is not precipitated by the usual
reagents; because they furnish a base, which, replacing the etherine, gives rise
to one of the salts of sulphovinic acid, all of which are soluble in wa.ter and
hydrous alcohol. The process by which the heavy oil of wine is formed yields
but a. small product, being only about one part in weight to thirty-one of the
alcohol employed, even when performed on the large scale; and, when con- ·
ducted on the small scale of the Pharmacopooias, the product is only one part
of the oil to about seventy.five of the alcohol. Etherole is a. pale-yellow oily
liquid, having an aromatic odour. Its sp.gr. is 0·921, boiling point 500°, and
freezing point 31° below zero. It communicates a grcm;y stain to paper. Concrete oil of wine crystallizes in long, transparent, brilliant, tasteless prismJ:1,
soluble in alcohol and ether, insoluble in water, fusible at 230°, boiling at
464°, and having the sp.gr. 0·980.
Composition, &c. The officinal oil of wine is esscnt,ially the double sulphate
of ether and etherine, or heavy oil of wine; but, as prepared by the officinal
formula, ij,.a}ways contains more or less light oil of wine, in addit.ion to that
present in the heavy oil. This fact accounts for the different densities assigned
to the ollicinal oil by different authorities.
'l'he article sold in our shops ns ethereal oil, is generally a. mixture of alcohol
and ether, with but a trace of the oil. Four samples of so.called ethereal oil,
as imported from England, were examined by Mr. E. N. Kent, of New York,
and found to have the composition above stated. (N Y Journ. of P!tm·m., i. 65.)
It is much to be wished that our manufacturing chemists Jould make the officiual ethereal oil for the apothecaries, who could then prepare the genuine
compound spirit of ether (Iloffmann's anodyne) for themselves.
Off. Prep. Spiritus JEtheris Compositus.
B.

SPIRITUS JETHERIS SULPHURICI. Ed. Spirit of Sulphuric
Ether.
"'Take of Sulphuric Ether a t>int; Rectified Spirit two pints. Mix them.
The density of this preparation ought to be 0·809." Ed.
This preparation is merely ether diluted with twice its volume of alcohol.
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When prepared with materials of proper strength, its sp. gr. is 0·809. Its
medical properties are similar to those of ether. The dose is from one to three
f:l.uidrachms, given with a sufficient quantity of sweetened water.
Off: Prep. Tinctura. Lobelire .J'Ethcrea.

B.

SPIRITUS 18THERIS COMPUSITUS. U. 8., Lond. SPIRITUS
18THEREUS OLEOS US. Dub. Compound Spirit of Ether. Ho.ffmann's .Anodyne Liquor.

,

"'fake of Et her half a pint j Alcohol a pint; Ethereal Oil th1·ee jluidrachms.
Mix them." U.S.
"Take of Ether eightfluidounccs; Rectified Spirit sixteenfluidom1ces; Ethereal Oil threef/;uidrachms. Mix them." Lond.
"Take of Rectified Spirit one }n'nt and a lialf [Imp. meas.]; Oil of Vitriol
of Commerce one pint and a half [Imp. meas.]; Sulphuric Ether five fluidounces [Imp. meas.]. l\Jix the Oil of Vitriol with one pint of the Rectified Spirit, in a matrass of glass, and, connecting thifl with a Liebig's oondenser, apply
heat., and distil, till ::i. black froth begins to rise. Separ:tte the uppermost or
lighter stratum of the distilled liquid, and having exposed it in a. capsule for
twenty-four hours to the atmosphere, let the residual oil be transferred to a
moist paper filter, and washed with a little cold water, so as to remove any
adhering acid. Let it now be introduced into a bottle, containing the remainder
of the Spirit mixed with the Ether, and dissolved." Dub.
This preparation is an alcoholic solution of ether, impregnated with ethereal
oil. In the U. S. and London Pharmacopooias, determinate measures of ether,
alcohol and oil arc taken, the ether having half the volume of the alcohol. In
the Dublin formula, the same relation is preserved between the ether and al~o
hol; but as the Dublin College has no separate formula for etbcn~al oil, it mixes
five fluidounces of ether and ten fluidounces of alcohol with all the oil produced
by the reaction of thirty fluidouocc::i of sulphuric ncid on twenty of alcohol. The
objections to this process are that the quantity of ethereal oil produced is uncertain, and that washing alone is employed for its purification .
Compound spirit of et.her is a. volatile liquid, Laving a. burning, slightly sweetish taste, and the peculiar odour of ethereal oil. Its sp. gr. is 0·816, according
to the U.S. Pharmacopooia. When pure it is wholly volatilized by heat, and
devoid of acid reaction. It b<>comes milky on being mixed with water, owing
to the precipitation of the ethereal oil; but this change does not prove its goodness, as the same property may be given to the spirit of sulphuric ether by the
addition of various fixed oils. 'l'his sophistication may be detectedJ a.ccording
to Prof. Procter, by mixing the suspected preparation with water, drawing a
piece of paper over the surface of the liquid to absorb the oily µ;lobules, and
exposing the paper to beat. If the globules arc fixed oil, the greasy stain will
be p~rruanent; if ethereal oil, tLe 8tain will disappear.
lt is much to be regretted that our manufacturing chemists do not follow the
Pharmacopooia in making Hoffmann's anodyne. In rectifsing crude ether, the
distillation is continued, so long as tLc ether comes over of the proper specific
gruvity; after wLich the receiver is changed, and an additional distillate is obtained, consisting of ether and alcohol! impregnated with ethereril oil. Now it is
this second distilla.te, variously modified by the addition of alcohol, ether, or
wuter, so as to make it conform in taste, smell, opalescence, &c., to a standard
preparu.tion, that the manufacturer sells as I-Ioffmann's anodyne. (See Prof. Procter's paper on 11offmann's anodyne in tLe Am. Journ. of Phann. for July, 1852,
p. 213.) Nothing could be more uncertain in its results than a proceeding like
this; and we e;:;innot be surprised that the medicine, as obtained from different
:ipothecaries, varies very much in properties, and often disappoints the expecta-
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tions of the physician. The chief excuse for the <leparture from the officinal
directions is the costliness of the ethereal oil; but it. can be shown that the oi l
at nine dollars an avoi rdupois pound would increase the cost of a pint and a half
of the preparation only twenty -two cents.
Jledical Properties. This preparation is intended as a. substitute for the anodyne liquor of Hoffmann, which it closely resemble'!. Ia addition to the Atimulating and antis:.pasmodic qualit ies of tbe ether which it contains, it possesses
anodyne properties, highly useful in nerrnus irritation, and want of sleep from
this cause. 'l'besc additional virtues are probably derived from the officinal oil
of wine, which is a more importaut substaoce tban is generally supposed. l\Ir.
Dran<le supposes tbu.t tbe only effect of iti in the preparation under notice, is to
alter the flavour of the ether. In this opinion he is certain ly in erro r. Dr.
Hare, in his Chemical Compendium, reports the opin ion of Drs. P hysick and
Dewees in favour of the effic:rny of the officinaJ oil of wine, dissolved in alcohol,
in certain disturbed states of the system, as a. tranquillizing and anodyne remedy.
Such indeed arc the generally admitted effects of Hoffmann's anodyne, wl.ien
made with a due admixture of the ethereal oil. lloffmann's anodyne is on
many occasions a useful adjunct to hudanum, to prevent the nausea which is
excited by the la.tter in certain habits. Its dose is from one to two fiuidrachms,
given in water sweetened with sugar .
D.

SPIRITUS 2ETHERIS N!TRICI. U.S., Lond., Ed. SPmtTUS
lETIIEREUS Nmcosus. Dnb. SPnurus NITR! DuLcrs. Spirit of Nitric
Ether. Sweet Spirit of Nitre.
"'l'ake of Nitrate of Potass;1, in coarse powder, two pounds; Sulphuric Acid
a pound and a half; Alcohol nine phlls and a half; Diluted Alcohol a 7)i111 j
Carbonate of .Potassa an ounce. i\lix the Nitrate of Potassa. and tLe Alcohol
in a. brge ghiss retort, andi having grndually poured in the Acid, diµ-cst with a
gentle heat for two hours j then raise the beat anrl distil a gallon. To the distilled liquor add the Diluted Alcohol and Carbonate of Potassa, and again distil

a.gallon." U.S.
"Take of Rectified Spirit forl!f jluidou11res; Nitric Acid (sp gr. 1·42] tlo·ee
fluidounces and a half. Add tLe Acid gradually to the Spirit and niix. tLcm;
then distil twent11-ei'gltt jfoidounces." Lo11d.
"'l'ake of Rectified Sp irit two pints ond six jluidounces [Imperial measure];
Pure Nitric Acid (D. l·f>OO)sevenjluidowices (Imp. meas.]. Put fifteen fiuidouuces of the Spirit, with a. little clean imnd, into a two pint. ma.trass, fitted with
a cork, through which are passed a safety-tube terminating au inch above the
Spirit, and :111otber tube leading to a refrigcratory. The safety-tube bring filled
with }lure Nitric Acid, ad<l through it gradually three fluidounces and a half of
the acid. When the ebull iti on which slowly rises is nearly over, add the rest of
the acid gradually, half a fiuid ounce at a time, waiting till the ebullition caused
by each portion is nearly over before adding more, and cooling the refrigeratory
with a strearu of water, iced in 8UUHner. The ether thns distilled over, being
received in a bottle, i:; to be agitated first with a liitl e milk of lime, till it ceases
to redden litmus paperi and then with half its rnlume of concc otrated solution
of muriate of lime. The pure hyponitrous ether thus obt.ained, which i;hould
have a density of 0·899, is then to be mixed with the remainder of the Rectified
Sp irit, or exactly four times it s rnlume. Spirit of Nitric Ether ought not to be
kept long, as it always un<lcrgoes decomposition, and becomes at length strongly
ucid. lts density by this process is O·S-:1:7." Ed.
''Take of H.ectified Spirit forty-r:iyht fluidounces; Pure Nitric Acid three fluidou11ces; \Yater one [/luid]ouncej Solution of Ammonia. a sujficie11t quantity.
}'lace six (tluid]ounces of the Spirit in a glass matrnss capable of holdmg forty
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fluidounces, and connect this with a l.iebig's condenser, whose further extremity
ls titted loosely by a collar of tow into a thin eight ounce vial. A?<l now !he
~Yater to the Nitric Acid, and, having introduced half of the resultmg s?luhon
rnto the rnatrass, through a safety syphon tube, close the mouth of tins tube
with a cork, and apply for a few moments a gentle heat, so as to cause a commencement of ebullition. When the action (which, shortly after commencing,
proceeds with much violenc·e, and should be moderated by the external application of cold water) has relaxed, introduce gradually the remainder of the Acid,
so as to restore it. The action ha'\""ing entirely ceai;ed, agitate the distilled product witli half its bulk of the Solution of Amruonin, allow the mixture to rest
for a few minutes, and, having separated the supernatant ethereal liquid, mix
four [fluid]ouuccs of it with tbe rest of the Spirit, and preserve the product in
small, stron~, and accurately stopped bottles. In the performance of the preceding distillation, the condenser should be fed with ice-cold water, and the vial,
in which the distilled liquid is received, should lle surrounded by a mixture of
one part salt and two of pounded ice; or, when ice cannot be procured, with a
mixture of eight parts of sulphate of soda in small crystals and five of commercial muriatic acid." Dub.
The ofliciual spirit of nitric ether is a mixture, in variable proportions, of l1yponitrous ether and alcohol (rectified spirit). Hyponitrous ether is alwa)'S generated by the reaction of nitric acid and alcohol; and it matters not whether the
alcohol be mixed with nitric acid directly, or with the materials for generating
it, namely, nitre and sulphuric acid. When the materials for forming the ether
contain an excess of alcohol, this distils over with the ether, and forms the preparation under consideration.
'.l.'hc processes of the }Jharmaeopreias differ considen:ibly. The U.S. Pharmacopccia obtains the requisite nitric acid by using the materials for genera.ting it;
w bile the llritish Colleges mix the acid ready formed with the alcohol. 'fhe
London process, however, differs from the Edinburgh and Dublin in cine important point; namely, that while the London College distils the nitric acid with
an exct:ss of alcohol, which comes over largely with the ether, forming, at once,
the sweet spirit of nitre; the other Colleges form a concentrated hyponitrous
ether, and dilute it with a determinate quantity of alcohol.
The FnMed Stales formula is modeled after a. recipe communicated by Mr. John
Carter, manufacturing chemist, to the Philadelphia. College of Pharmacy, aud
recommended for adoption by a committee of that body. The nitre and alcohol
being mixed in the retort, the sulphuric acid is gradually added, and a gentle
heat npplied. Nitric acid is set free, and by reacting with a part of the alcohol
produces tbe hyponitrous ether. Upon the subsequent increase of the heat, the
ether and the remainder of the alcohol distil over as the sweet spirit of nitre.
The distilled product, howeYer, contaim1 some acid, and hence is rectified by a
distillation from carboaate of potassa. '.l.'he diluted alcohol is added before com·
ruencing this distillation, to enable the operator to obtain a quantity of distilled
product C'lnal to that procured at first, without distilling: to dryness, which would
endanger the production of empyreuma. The alcohol is first mixed with the
nitre, and the sulphuric acid afterwards gradually added. Were the alcohol and
sulphuric acid previously mixed, the risk would be run of generating ether, before their addition to tbe nitre in the retort. The retort should be of such a
size as to be capable of balding twice the amount of the materials employed.
'l'hc above process, as conducted by l\lr. Curter on a large scale, is performed
iu a copper st.ill of about twenty gallons capacity, and furnished with a. pewter
head and worm. The materials for the first distillation are IS pounds of purified
nitre, 12 gallons of alcohol of 34° Baum6 (O·SH), aud 12 pounds of sulphuric
acid; and 10 gallons :src drawn off. The distilled product is then mixed with
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a gallon of diluted alcohol, and rectified by a new distillation from lime or a
carbonated aJkali; the same quantity being distilled as at first When large
<1uanlities of this preparation are thus obtained, the seve ral portions require to
be mixed in a. large glass \essel, to render the whole of uniform .!'trcngth; as
the portion which first comes over in the rectification io; stronp;cst in hyponitrous
ether. Previnu!'lly to the redistillation, the head and worm must be washed
thoroughly with water to remove a littl e acid which comes over in the first distillation. (Jo1mi. of the J-'hit. Col. of Pharm., i. 308.)
In the London process, nitric acitl, ready forme<l, is mixed with the alcohol;
the proportion 0f acid to the spirit bei ng as 7 to 80 in \olume. The proportion
of liberated nitric acid to the alcohol in the U.S. formula may be assumed to be
the same as that in the Loudon process; si nce the preparation obtained by the
two l?rocesscs has the same specific gravity. The proportion of sweet spirit of
nitre by measure drawn off to the alcohol empl oyed is 8even-tenths in the JJoudon formula, and about five-sixt.lis in that of t.he U.S. 1-'harmacoproia. Wh en
the di stillati on is pu shed too far, the product is hi gh.coloured, specifically heavi er
than it should be, very acirl so as to act strongly on litmus paper, decomposes th e
alkaline carbonntes with effervescence, and contains aldchy<l, which gives it a
pungent odour. (Dr. Golding Bird.) The impurities ari sing from a distillation
carr ied too far may, according to Dr. Bird, be entirely avoided by following the
directions of the London l)harmacopreia. The residue of the process, if further
distilled, will yield a sma ll additional portion of sweet spirit of nitre, nearly
pure, of higher i:::.pecific gravity than the offici nal portion; but, on continuing
the process, the hyponitrous et her ceases to come over, and about the same time
aldeLy<l appears in the distilled product, and in t.he residue, oxa li c acid, which
replaces the oxalhydric c~acc hari c) acid , formed at an earlier st:1ge of the reaction.
Admitting Dr. Bird's results, it is probable that the sweet spir it of nitre which
comes over in the first distillation of the U.S. process will contain aldehyd; as
considerably more liquid is tlrawn over than is distilled in the London process.
Supposing this to be the case, it is presumable that tbis impurity would be separated, together with any contaminating acid, by the second distillation from carbonate of potassa. According to i\Jr. Alsop and l\Ir. Scan lan, of London, the
process of the I..tondon College is a. precarious one, and at the sa.me time not
econom ical. (Phann. Joum. and Tran s., iii. 425.) It is probably not economical, but it gives a good preparation when tl:lc London College directions
are stri ctly complied wit.h.
rrhe Ediniuryh process for sweet spirit of nitre consists of two steps: first,
the formation of byponitrons et her, and, secondly, its dilution with four times
its volume of alcohol. Dr. Chri stison, commenting on this process, states that
it may be conducted with safety and despatch, when the precautions arc att..cndt}d
to which arc enjoined by the Edinburgh Coll ege. The condition s for success are
to add no more acid to the 8pirit at first than what is necessary to commence the
action; to wait until the ebullit ion thus arising ::;hall ha,·e ceased; to add the
r est of the acid in small successive portions; to let th e acid drop from the height
of abQ1.1t an inch into the spirit; to h<n-c some clean sand in the bottom of the
matrass; and to employ a refrigcratory, such as that figured at page i93. Should
the ebullition increase too rapidly, it may be repressed by blowing cool air across
the ruatrass. The JH·escnce of the sand prevents the dangerous succuss ions arising
from the sudden liberation of ethereal vapour. 'l'he et hereal product is first agitated with milk of lime to separate acid, and then with half its volume of a conccntra.ted solution of ch loride of calcium, to remove water and alcohol. 'fhe
density given for this hypouitrous ether is 0·899, w~ich is lower than that of
the pure e ther. 'fhc last step in the process is to n11x: thi5 ether with the prescribed quantity of alcohol, which giYes a sweet spirit of nitre of the density of
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0·847. The hyponitrous ether of this process may be presumed to measure, on
an avera,sre, 7f fluidounces, and, consequently, the sweet spirit of nitre obtaine_tl
from it 88i fluidounces. The degree of dilution was fixed, so as to make it
conform in ethereal strength with the same preparation of the former Edin·
burgh Pbarmacopceia. The preparation is intended to contain one-fifth of its
volume of ether, and ls probably between three and four times as strong as the
sweet spirit of nitre of the U.S. and I_jondon Pbarmacopooias. For making this
preparation, Dr. Christison prefers the present plan of the Edinburgh College,
of diluting the pure hyponitrous ether to a determinate degree, on the ground
that it secures a pure and uniform preparation. l\Iany years ago the same plan
was proposed by Dr. Hare.
The DuUt·n process proceeds on the same principle as the Edinburgh; namely,
that of forming hyponitrous ether, and diluting this with alcohol. But the
dilution is carried to a. much greater extent; four fluidounces of the ether being
mixed with forty· two fluidounces of alcohol,or in the proportion of one to ten and
a half. This dilution makes it a little less than two.fifths as strong in hyponitrous
ether as the Edinburgh preparation. The ap.gr. of sweet spirit of nitre is not
given by the Dublin College; but it may be presumed that the dilution ordered by
the College makes it conform in density to the London spirit.
:J'heory of the Production of ll!Jponitrous Ether, &c. Oue eq. of nitric acid,
by reacting with one cq. of alcohol, forms one eq. of byponitrous acid, one eq. of
aldel1.1Jd (C 4 IT,.O~), and two cqs. of water. Thus NO.; and 0 4 H 6 0 2 =N09 and
Q4 [-1 4 Q 2 and 2ll0. The hyponitrous acid, as soon as formed, reacts with a second
eq. of alcohol, so as to form one eq. of hyponitrous ether, with separation of one
eq. of water. It has, however, been showa by Dr. Goldiag Bird that, when an
excess of alcohol is used, oxall1ydric (sacclwric) acid is first formed, and that,
when the formation of the hyponitrous ether has nearly ceased, aldehyd appears
in the distilled product, and simultaneously oxalic acid in the contents of the
retort, before which time the latter cann?t be discovered . All these products
result from the oxidizing action of the nitric acid upon the alcohol, increasing
the proportion of ox~gen in the substances formed, either by removing the hydrogen, or by abstractmg this elemeut and adding oxygen at the same time . Tbe
reader who may wish to pursue this subject, is referred to an interesting paper
by Dr. :Bird, in the Lond. arid Ed. Philos. Nay., xiv. :i24, for i\lay, 1839.
Properties of ll!Jponilrous Ether. PuJ·e byponitrous ether is pale-yellow, has
the smell of apples and Hungary wines 1 boils at 62° (below G5° Hare), and has
the sp. gr. 0·9JJ at G0°. The density of its vapour is 2·621. Litmus is not
affected by it. When it is mixed with an alcoholic solution of potassa, hyponitrite of potassa and alcohol are formed, without producing a brown colour,
showing the absence of aldchyJ. It is soluble in 48 parts of water, and in all
proportions in ;ilcohol or rectified spirit. It is highly inflammable, and burns
with a white flame without residue. The imp1m• ether, as obtained by the Edinburgl1 and Dublin processes for subsequent dilution to form sweet spirit of nitre,
boils at 70°, and has the density of 0 ·886 at 40° . 'l'Le specific gravity assigned
to it by the Edinburgh College is 0·899. Mixed with an alcoholic solution.of potassa, it becomes dark.browu, with production of aldeli,yd nsin. (See pcrye 14.)
This discoloration shows the presence of aldebyd. When kept it becomes acid
io a short time, as shown by litmus; and nitric oxide is given off, which often
causes the bmsting of the bottle. It~ tendency to become acid is rendered
greater by the action of the air, and depends on the absorption of oxygen by the
nldehyd, which thereby becomes acetic acid. These facts show the propriety of
preserving this ether in small, strong bottles, kept full and in a cool place. llyponitrous ether consif:ts of oue cq. of byponitrous acid anJ one of ether, nnd its
forwula is C..Jl 50,N0s· It is, therefore, improperly called nitrous and 11itric
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ether. Considered as a salt its proper name would be liyponitrite of ether. In
its pure or concentrated state it is never used in medicine.
Propf'rtiPs of Spirit of Nitric Ether. 'J.1h is is a colourless volatile liquid, of
a fragrant ethereal odour, and pungent, aromatic, sweetish, acidulous truite. Tt
sli1?htly rcdJens litmus, and docs not effervesce with carbonate of soda. The
}~dinburgh preparation is yellow, and contains twenty per cent. of hyponitrous
ether. lts ofticinal sp. gr. is 0·834 U. 8., Lnnd.j 0·847 Ed. High density is
not necessarily an index of deficient strength i as it may ari::;c, as in the Edin~
burgh preparation, from containing a large proportion of hyponitrous ether.
When heated by means of a water.bath, the U.S. sweet spir it of nitre begins to
boil at 160°. It mixes with water and alcohol in all proportions. It is very
inflammable, and burns with a whitish flame .
lnipurities and Tests. Sweet spirit of nitre, when the product of a distillation
too long continued, at first contains aldehyd, which afterwards becomes acetic
acid by the absorption of oxygen-ra pidly if the preparation be in securely kept.
1'he presence of aldebyd may be detected by its imparting a pungent odour and
acrid flavour, and by the preparation coutaining it assuming a yellow tint on the
addition of a weak solution of potassa, owing to the formation of aldehyd resin.
Another test for aldehyd is the addition of :tn equal volume of sulphuric acid to
the sweet spirit of nitre. If the sample be good, the change of colour will be
slight, and the mixture will Mcome considerably ''iscid; but if it contain much
aldehyd, it will become dark-coloured. If water or sp irit be present in undue
proportion, the viscidity will be less. (Phillips.) As aldehyd appears to be the
ch ief source of impurity in sweet spirit of nitre, and as it is detected by producing a characteristic colour with a solution of potassa, it would seem easy to
make this test available as au index whcu the distillation should be discontinued.
!''or if the distilled product were made to pass through a small portion of this
alkaline solution, it would probably give indications of the fir~t appearance of
a\debyd, and thus enable the operator to stop the distillation in time . Acetic
acid, as well as other acids (usually nitrogen acids) t'hat may happen to be present,
may be discovered by the taste, by their acting on litmus strongly, and by their
decomposing the alkaline carbonates or bicarbonates with effervescence. 'l'hese
aciJs often operate injuriously by their chemical reactions with other substances,
when associated in mixtures. Thus they liberate iodine from iodide of potassium, gradually decolorize compound infusfon of roses, and, in t.he compound
mixture of iron, ha sten the conversion of the protoxide into the sesquioxide of
irou. To ob,·ia.te these effects, i\lr. Harvey, of J.JCeds, keeps the sweet sp irit of
nitre standing on crystals of bicarbonate of potassa, and states that, if the prep:1ration be of full strength, no appreci:tble p1lrtion of the alkali will be dissolved .
(Phann. Journ. and Trans., Jan. 18.!2.) When acid sweet spirit of nitre is
rectified from calcined magnesia, it becomes acid again in a. short time; but,
nceordin_g to i\I . Klauer, when rectified from neutral tartrate of potassa, it continues unchanged for months. 'l 'he ratiooale of the action of this salt, however,
is not obv ious. A deep-oli,·e colour being produced with the sulphate of protoxide of iron, shows the presence of a nitrogen oxide or acid, and a. blue tint
with tincture of guaiac, passing through Yarious shades of green, a nitrogen ncid.
According to l\Ir. Ba.stick, sweet spirit of nitre contains about one-fifth of one
per cent. of anhydrous hydroeyanic acid, when made from hyponitrous ether,
formed by impregnating alcohol with hyponitrous acid, evolved by the action of
nitric nciJ. on starch, according to the process of Liebig. The same contaminating acid has been detected by l\L Dnlpniz, in the preparation made according to
the London Phn.rmacopooia, though not found in it by l\Ir. Bastick.
Alcohol and water arc often fraudulently added to sweet ~pirit of nitre. When
in undue proportion, they may be detected in the Edinburgh preparation, as
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stated by the College, by agitating it with twice its volume of a concentrated
solution of chloride of calcium. If the sweet ~pirit of nitre be of the full strength
of this College, twelve per cent. of ether will slowly separate; showing that the
chlorldc of calcium bas taken up eight per cent., together with eighty per cent.
of alcohol and water. If less ether separates, it shows the presence of too much
alcohol and water. '!'his test is hardly applicable to the U.S., London, :md
Dublin preparations, \\ hich are much weaker than the Edinburgh. Dr. Chris·
tison states thu.t the Loudon sweet spirit of nitre, when subjected to it, has never
yielded in his trials more than four per cent. of ether. But it must be recollected
that, when it yields by this treatment four per cent., it really contains twelve
per cent.; for eight per cent. has been absorbed by the chloride of calcium test.
Specific gravity is no criterion of the goodness of the preparation :is obtained
by any formula. The addition of water will raise its density; and so will the
addition of hyponitrous ether. A high density, in connexion with deficient
ethereal qualities, would, of course, show the presence of free acids, or an excess
of water, or both. A specific gravity lower than the U.S. and J.Jondon standard
would probably indicate the presence of alcohol stronger than it should be,
which might be either in proper amount or in too large proportion.
The fraudulent dilution of sweet spirit of nitre with alcohol and water is a
great evil, considering the extensiYc use of the medicine, and its valuable remedial properties when pure. ·we have been inforrhed, on good authority, that it
iR variously diluted with twice, thrice, and eYen four times its weight of alcohol
and water. In some shops a strong and a weak preparation are kept, to suit the
views of customers as to price. Some of the wholesale druggititS arc in the habit
of diluting it, either upon the plea that the physician's prescriptions are written
in view of the use of a weak preparation, or for the purpose of affording it at a
low price. All these evils would be corrected 1 if the different manufacturing
chemists in the Union would comply with the recommendation of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, and adopt for preparing it the formula of the
Uuited States Pharmacopmia. A uniform preparation being in this way fur.
nished to the druggists, all that would be necessary on their part, would be to
refrain from wea.keniug it by the admi:s.ture of alcohol and water.
Medical Prope?'fies and Uses. Sweet spirit of nitre is diaphorctic, diuretic, and
antispasmodic. It is deserYedly much esteemed as a medicine, and is extensh ely
employed in febrile affections, either alone, or in conjunction with tartar emetic,
for the purpose of promoting the secretions, especially those of sweat and urine .
It often proyes a grateful stimulus to the stomaeh, relieving nausea and removing
flatulence, and not unfrequently quiets restlessness nnd promotes sleep. On
account of its tendency to the kidneys, it is often conjoined with other diuretics,
such as squill, digitalis, acetate of potassa., nitre, &c., for the purpose of promoting their action in dropsical complaints. rrhe late Dr. Duncan praised a
combination of it with a small proportion of aromatic spirit of ammonia, as
eminently diaphoretic and diuretic, and well suited to certain states of febrile
disease. 'l'he dose i~ about a teaspoonful, given every two or three hours in a
portion of water. When used as a diuretic, it should be given in larger doses.
Off Prep. Mistura Glycyrrhizre Composita.
B.
1

CHLOROFORMUilI. U. 8., JJub. CrrLOROFORMYL. Lond. (J/do?"O·
form. Terc/ilo?"ide of Formyle.
"Take of Chlorinated Lime ten pmmdsj Water tltree gallons and a half; Alcohol tu:o pints. Mix the Chlorinated Lime first with the Water, and then with
the Alcohol, in a distillatory vessel having the capacity of about Rix gallons.
Distil with a brisk heat into a refrigerated receiver, and, when the temperature
npproachcs to 176°, withdraw the fire, in order that the distillation may proceed
by the heat derived solely from the reaction of the materials. When the dis-
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tillation slackens, hasten it by a fresh application of beat, and continue to distil
until the liquid ceases to come over with a sweet taste. Separate the hca\'ier
layer of liquid in the receiver from the lighter by dccantatioa, and, having
washed it first with water, and then with a weak solution of carbonate of soda,
agitate it thoroughly with powdered chloride of calcium, and distil it off by
means of a water-bath, stoppi ng the distillation when cle\'Cn-twelfths of the

liqu_id ha\'C come over.

The residue, together with the light liquid of the first

distillation, may be reserved for use in a. second operati on.'' U. S.
"Take of Ch lorinated Lime/our pounds; Rectified Spirit half a pint [Imp.
meas.]; 'Yater ten phi ts [Imp. meas.]; Chloride of Calcium, broken into pieces,
a draclnn. Put the Oblol'inatcd Lime, previously mixed with the ·w ater, in a
retort,and add the Spirit, the retort being of such a size as to be onl.y one-third
filled. Heat by means of a sand-bath, and so soon as ebullition begins, quiekly
withdraw the fire, that t he retort may not break from a. sudden increase of heat.
Distil the lir1uor in to a rccei>cr uut"il nothing comes over, renewing the fire if
necessary. To the distilled liquor add four p<trts of water, and shak e tbc whole
well together. Separate carefully the heavier part which subsides, and add to
it the Chloride of Calcium, shaking occasionally dul'ing an hour. Lastly, again
distil the liquor from a glass retort into a glass receiver." Land.
"Take of Chlorinated Lime ten pounds [avoirdupois] i Fresh-burned J,ime
jhe poimds [av oird. J; Water fuur gallons [[mp. meas.]; Rectified Spirit tu·entyjive 01rnces [avoird.]; Peroxide of Manganese, in fine powder, tu;o drachm.q [Dublin weight]. Slake the lime with two pints [Imp. meas.] of the water, fir>:t raised
to the boiling temperature, and, having placed the slakeJ. Lime and CLloriuated
Lime in a sheet iron or copper still, pour on the residue of the 'Yater first mixed
with the Spirit, and raised to the temperature of 100°. Connect now the still
with a condenser, and apply beat, which, however, must be witLdr::iwn the moment tLe distillation commences. 1'be distilled product, the bulk of which need
not exceed two pints [fmp. meas.], will occur in two distinct strata, the lower
of which is t he crude tb loroform. Let this be agitated, twice in succession, with
an equal volume of distilled water, and then, in a separate bottle, with half its
volume of pure sulphuric acid. Lastly, let it be shaken in a matrass with the
Peroxide of Manganese, and rectified from off this at. a very gentle heat. 'l'he
lighter liquid which distils over with the chloroform, and the water used in
washing the latter, should be preserved with the view of their being introduced,
with a new charge, into the still in a subsequent process. The specific gravity
of Chloroform is 1 ±96." Dub.
In these processes 1 by the reaction of the chlorinated lime with the alcohol,
chloroform is generated uoder the influence of a moderate heat. By a calculatioo it will be found that, while for ten pounds of chl orinated lime, the U.S.
formula calls for thirty-two fiuidounces of alcohol, the London and Dublin Cnllcgcs take about twenty -three aa<l a half ftuidounccs. The water varies in the
difforcnt formulre from twenty-eight (U. S) to thirty-two pints (Dub.). The
chloroform, as first distilled, is found as :~dense yellow layer, forming the lower
portion of the distillate, and is quite impure. In order to purify it, the U.S.
Pbarmacopreia directs it to be washed with water to separate alcohol, agitated
with a weak solution of carbonate of soda to remove chlorine, and rectified hy
distillation from chloride of calcium to free it from water. '!'his distillation is
stopped when ete\'Cn-twelfths of .the liquid have come over, to avoid conta?1iuatin0' the product with a chlormated pyrogenous oil, the presence of wl11ch
interf~res with the favourable action of the chloroform when inhaled. The same
measures of purification} exc~pt the use of carbonate of soda, arc directeil by the
London College. 1'he Dublin College uses slaked lime, mixed with the chlorinated lime in the distillation, and purifies the crude chloroform by means of
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water, sulphuric acid, and dcutoxide of manganese. The object of the slnked
lime is probably to Jessen the production of the chlorinated pyrogenous oil , the
amount of which is greater, according to Soubciran and l\Iialhe 1 in proportion to
the relative excess of the chlorine to the lime employed. The crude product,
after having been freed from alcohol by washing with water in the usual way, is
purified from the oil by agitation with half its volume of sulphu ric acid, which
must be pure and colourle.~s, ancl at least of the density I ·840. The oil is
charred and destroyed by the acid, which becomes yellow or reddish-brown, and
partially changed into sulphurou!\ acid. To remove the latter acid, agitation
with deutoxide of manganese is direeted 1 according to the plan of i'Jr. Alexander
Kemp, of Edinburgh. The process of the Dublin College is the one proposed
by Gregory and Kemp, of Bdinburgh. According to these chemists chloroform
is effectually purified from the pyrogenous oil by agitation with strong and pure
sulphuric auid . So long as a. ring, darker than the rest of the acid, appea r~,
after rest, a.t the line of contact between the acid and the chloroform , the agitation must be repeated; and the oil is known to be fully separated, when the
acid remains colourless. The same chemists deem it unnecessary to distil the
chloroform from dcutoxide of manganese to separate sulphurous acid; but con sider agitation with the oxide as quite sufficient for this purpose, to be continued
until the odour of the acid is replaced by the agreeable smell of pure chloroform.
"When chloroform is purified by manganese, it is apt to become, after the lapse
of a few weeks, of a delicate pink colour, which sometimes disappears and then
returns. This coloration depends upon the presence of manganese, and forms
an objection to the use of the deutoxide as a purifier.
Dr. Gregory strongly recommends the above described process for purifying
commercial chloroform as easily performed, and asserts that all good manufacturers purify it by the action of sulp huric acid. Nevertheless it has been shown
that chloroform, thus purified, though apparently pure at first, will not keep,
but, after the lapse of some time, becomes so loaded with chlorine that it c::iunot be inhaled. It appears from the observations of Dr. Ch ri stison that chloroform, purified by sulphuric acid containing nitrous acid, changes in less than
twenty-four hours; but even when purified with pure acid, the decomposition
begins at last, so that at the end of four weeks the odour of chlorine is intolerable. Whether ch loroform, purified by chem ically pure sulphuric acid, would
undergo change, is not, perhaps, fully decided; but., fo r practical purposes1 the
purification by the repeated use of sulphuric acid must be abandoned. The
manufacturers in Edinburgh have laid the process aside, and ha\°e recalled from
their customers the chloroform which had been manufactured by it. In July,
1850, Mr. John Abrt1ham pointed out the impurity of chlorine and muriatic
acid in specimens of Edinbu1·gh chloroform, no doubt manufactured by Dr. Gregory's process. These specimens had a suffocating odour, first reddened and
tbeu bleached litmus paper, and deposited on the inside of the bottle a. greenisb,
oily-looking substance. Prof. Procter (in Oct. 1850) obtained some chloroform
from a. Pbiladelphia manufacturer, which presented similar defects, and was
asccrt3ined to ha\·e been made by the sulphuric acid process.
Chloroform may be made by the action of chlorinated lime on pyroxylic spi rit
(wood spirit); but when thus prepared it is largely contaminated with a chlorinated pyrogenous oil, analogous to tha.t already mentioned as being found in
sm;tller proportion in chloroform prepared from alcohol. Chloroform, thus prepared, conveniently called rnethylic cldoroforrn, is purified with too much difficulty to be advant::igeously substituted for that made with alcohol, called by
Soubeiran 1 normal cldoro.form,. Chloroform may also be procured by distiJling
one part of oil of turpentine with eight parts of chlorinated lime and twentyfour of water. (J. Chaulard, Chem. Gaz., 1'eb. 1852, p. 68.)
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Messrs. Duncan and Flockhart, druggist.a, of Edinburgh, manufaeture ch loroform on a large scale, in a peculiar apparatus, using the proportions of 20 parts
of chlorinated lime, about 3l parts of rectified spirit, and 60 parts of water.
'.I.'hey employ two large wooden barrels as a still, and a third as a receiver, and
into the former throw steam, which furnishes both sufficient heat and water for
the process. Sixty pounds of chlorinated lime arc used by them at each distillation; rind they arc able to manufacture three hundred ounces of chloroform a
day. 1.1 he hcnvy layer of the distillate, constituting the impure chloroform, is
purified by them, by mixing it with half its measure of stroog sulphuric acid,
gradually added, and distilling the mixture, when cool, in a leaden retort, from
a.~ much carbonate of baryta by weight, as of acid previously used by measure.
The product is finally distilled from quicklime, after having stood over the earth,
and been repeatedly shaken with it, for a day or two. In this long· tried process
sulphuric acid is used; but it may be presumed that the chloroform made by it
is not liable to undergo the change which follows the use of Gregory's process.
It will be observed that the product, after tb e action of the sulphuri c acid, is
imccessively distilled from baryta and lim e, thus removing all traces of the acid,
to the presence of which, combined in some unknown way, the liability to change
of chloroform, prepared by Gregory's process, may be plausibly attributed .
.Discovery anrl llistory. Chloroform was discovered by Mr. Samuel Guthrie,
of Sackett's Harbor, N. Y., in 1831, and about the same time by Soubeiran in
France, and Liebig in Germany. Guthrie obtained it by distilling a gallon from
a mixture of three pounds of chlorinated lime and two gallons of alcohol of the
sp. gr. O·SJ-1, and rectifying the product by redistillation, first from a great excess of ch lorinated lime, and afterwards from carbonate of potassa. (Siltirnan's
Journal, vol. xxi., Jan. 1832, p. 64.) In a subsequent letter to Professor Silliman, dated Feb. 15th, 1832, Mr. Guthrie states that the substance which he
ha<l obtai ned, "distilled off sulphuric acid, bas the specific gravity of l '-186, or
a li ttle greater, and may then be regarded as free from alcohol; and if a little
sulphuric acid which someti mes contaminates it be rcmo\·ed by washing it with
a strong solution of carbonate of potassa, it may then be regarded as a/Jsolutel!J
pure." (ibid., vol. xxii., July 1832, p. 105.) It is thus evident that l\lr.
Guthrie obtained in a pure state, the substance now called chloroform; but he
erroneously supposed his product to be the well-known oily liquid of the Dutch
chemists, which it greatly resembles, and for the preparation of which he be]ieved he had fallen on a cheap and easy process. l1nder this impression, he
calls the substance, in his commuuicatiom1, chloric ethn·, one of the names by
which the Dutch li'quid, or chloride of olejim1t gas, is designated. He was induced to make the preparation from noticing a passap;e in Professor Sillima.n's
Elements of Chemistry, which referred to the Dutch liquid as a grateful diffusible stim ul ant, when properly diluted with alcohol and water. In rela.tion to the
anticipated importance of this substance as a medicine, Mr. Daniel B. Smith,
President of the Philadelphia College of Plrnrmacy, holds tLe following language
in July, 1832. "The action of tLis ether on the living system is interestin_g,
and may hereafter render it an object of importance in commerce. Its flavour
is delicious, and its intoxicating qualities equal to or surpassing those of alcohol.
It is a. strong diffusible stimulus, simi lar to the hydrated ether, but wore grateful
to the taste." (Journ. of the Phil. Col. of Pharm., iv. 11 8.)
Properties. Chloroform is a limpid, colourless, volllti le, neuter liquid, having
a bland ethereal odour, and bot, aromatic, saccharine taste. It neither reddens
nor bleaches li tmus pai)er. I t is but slightly soluble in water. Its sp. g r. is
l ·49 U.S., i ·'°'8 London, and l '49G Dub. Gregory has obtained it of the density l ·5 a.t 60°. It boils at 142°. It is not inflammable, but renders the
flame of an alcohol lamp yellqw and fuliginous. It burns, however, with a smoky
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flame, when mixed with an equal volume 0°f alcohol. When pure, it h;1s no ac~ion on potassium. According to M. Augcndrc and M. Ed . Robin, chlorofon;n
is a. powerful antiseptic. It does not, like crcasote, coagulate albumen. It is
scarcely acted on by su lph uric acid in the cold, but dissolves readily in alcohol
and ether. The alcoholic solution, when moderately diluted with water, forms
an aromatic, Raccharine liqu id of a. very gratefu l taste. A strong alcoholic
sdl uti on is decomposed by abundance of i.vater, the chloroform separatin g and
subsiding, and the alcohol uniting with the water. Chloroform has extens ive
solvent powers, being capable of dissolving caoutchouc, gutta pcrch:i., mastic,
elcmi, tolu, benzoin, and copal. A mbcr, sandarac, lac, and wax are only partially
soluble. It also dissolves iodine, bromine, the organ ic alkalies, fixed and volatile oils, most resins, and fats. It dissolves sulphu r and phosphorus sparingly.
It possesses the power of dissolv ing a large quantity of camphor, aud furnishes
the means of administering that medicine in an elegant form. As a general
solvent, it has the advantage over ether of not being inflammable; the inflammability of the latter being the cause of frequent uccidents . For an extensive
list of substances, soluble, insoluble, and partially soluble in ch loroform, see a
paper by l\J. J_,cpagc, of Gisors, France, copied into the Am. Journ. of Pharm.

for April, 1852, p. 147.
Com,position. Chloroform is composed of three eqs. of chlori ne and one of
formyle, and is, therefore, the terchloride of formyle. A.11 forrny le is a bicarburet of hydrogen, the formula of chloroform is Cllll01 3 • Its composition was
first accurately determined by Dumas in 1835, by whom it was called chloroform
from its relation to formic a.cid (C)I03 ), being fo rmi c acid with its three eqs.
of oxygen replaced by three of chlorine. When first obtained by him, Liebig
supposed it to con::;ist exclusively of chlorine and carbon; and hence the origin
of the erroneous name of perchlm·ide of catbon, by which it is sometimes called.
The rationale of the formation of chloroform has not been well made out. If
alcohol be considered a bihydrate of etherine C4 H .. +2RO, it may be presumed
to be gcne r:ited by the removal from the etherine of two eqs. of carbon, and the
substitution of three eqs. of chlorine for three of hydrogen. Thus C~H 4 -0 2 ll,

+Cl,=C,UCI,.

Impurities unrl Tests. Ch loroform is liable to contain alcohol and ether, both
of which lower its specific gravity. ':L1o determine the presence of impurity which
has this effect on its density, Soubeiran recommends that a drop of the suspected
chloroform be added to a mixture of equal weights of concentrated sulphuric
acid and water. Such an acid, wbcn cool, will have the specific gravity of I ·38,
and good chloroform, being of j!reater density, will sink in it. Any specimen
of chlorofoi-rn which Boa.ts in this acid should be rejected as too light; but its
sinking would not prove its density to be sufficiently high. 1\1. 1\Iialhc bas proposed t he fo llowing test for the presence of alcohol. Drop into distilled water
a small quantity or the chloroform. lf pure, it remains transparent at the bot·
tom of the glass; hut, if it contain c•eu a small proportion of alcohol, the globules acquire a milky appearance. The most injurious impurities are the chlo1·inated pyrogenous oils, already alluded to. ~'besc are different as obtained
from methylic or normal chloroform . 'l'he oil obtained by Soubciran and l\Jialhe
from methylic chloroform, is an oleaginous, yellow li qu id, lighter than water,
and having a peculiar nauseous empyreumatie o<lour, perceptible in the methylic
chloroform itself. In commcrcia.l ch loroform it is sometimes present to the
amount of six per cent. It is easily set on fire, and burns with a smoky flame,
chlorine being among the products of its combustion. 'l'he oil procured from
norm:1l chlorofo rm , which contains it only in the amount of about one-fifth of
one per cent, is essentially diffcre.nt from tho methylic chl oroform oil. I t is
heavier tLa.n water, and has an acnd, penetrating odour, unlike that of the other
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oil. Vl'hcn the vapour o'. thc~c oils is inspired or even sme]t, it causes, according
to Dr. Gregory, d1strcssmg stckness and headache. These pyrogenous oils are
detected by the action of pure and stron9 sulphuric acid. Pure chloroform
when mixed with an equal volume of the acid, does not colour it; but, whe~
contami nated with these oi ls, gives the acid a colour, varying from yellow to
reddish-brown, according to the amount of impurity present. In applying this
test, severa l fluidounces of ch loroform should be used; as a slight change of
colour cannot be easily seen in a test tube. 'l'he discoloration of sulphuric acid
by impure ch loroform was first noticed by Mr. Morson, of London, in Nov. 1848.
A still more delicate test o_f the oily impurities, accordiag to Dr. Gregory, is the
smell which they leave. If chloroform, thus contaminated, be poured upon the
band, it quickly eYaporates, leaving the oily impurities, recognizable by their
peculiar offensive smell, which is now uo longer tJovered by that of th e tbloroform. '!'he pure substance, rubbed upon the skin, quickly evaporates, and
scarcely leaves any odour. (See the paper of Soubciran and i\lialbc, Jouni. de
Phm·m,., July, 1849, cop ied into the .Am.. Jouni. of Plwrm., xxi. 313. Also
tbe paper of Dr. Gregory, Chem. Gaz.i l\lay 15i 1850 .) According to Mr. Ilenry
Pemberton, of Philadelphia, the pyrogenous oils are not derived from the common whisky ordinarily employed in procuring chloroform; as he ascertained by
making the preparation from pure alcohol of 92 per cent. (Ani. Jou1"1i. of
Phann., Murch, 1853, p. 113.)
Ncdical Properti_e$, &c. When taken 1?1teniall!J, chloroform acts as a sedative
narcotic, probably operating through the nervous system, ind ependently of vascular action or congestion. Nen!rtbeless it has been detected by llagsky in tLe
blood 1 by distilling an ounce from a flask, furnished with a tube bent horizontally, and containing at its further extremity a strip of paper, canted by io<lide
of potassium and starch paste. A portion of the horizontal tube is heated to
redness; and the v6latilizecl cbloroform 1 being decotuposed as it passes along
the tube, furnishes muriatic acid and chlorine, which, by coming in contact with
the iodide and starch, develop iodine and strike a bl ue colour. '!'he inside of
the furtber extremity of the tube may be moistened with a solution of nitrate
of silver, dispensing with the iodide and starch, according to the plan of Dr.
Snow1 in which case chloride of silver will be formed. Proceeding in a similar
manner, Dr. Snow has proved that chloroform may be detected in different portions of the dead body destroyed by this <igeut.* Dr. II. H artshorne, who tried
its phys.iological effects in the dose of seventy.five drops on himself, found it to
produce a general diminution of sensorial power, with drom;iness, and without
exhilaration or acceleration of the pulse. (Am. Journ. of /Jled. Sci., Oct. 18-18,
p. 353.) Since then he has used it internally in a. number of cases, and finds
it a safe anodyne and soporific remedy, altogether free from the dangerous effects
wbich sometimes follow t.be inhalation of its vapour. In the dose of a fluidracbm, its soporific effect is about equal to thnt of thirty-five drops of laudanum.
Dr. Hartshorne has given it in doses of from fifiy to seventy-five drops every half
hour for se,·eral hours together. The best veh icle is orgcat syrup 1 in the proportion of two fluidounccs to each fluidracbm of the chloroform. When mixed
with mucilage of gum Arabic, the mixture requi1·es agitation, immediately before
swallowlng each dose. (!bid., Jaa. 1854, p. 113 .) Chloroform, as prepared by
~Jr. Guthrie, was used int ernally as early as 1832 by l)rofessor Ives, and Dr.
Nathan B. Ives, of New Haxeu, in asthma, spasmodic cough, scarlet fever, and
atouic quinsy, with favourable results. (Siltiman's Jow·n., xxi. -106, 407.) It
was employed by Dr. Formby, of Liverpool, in hysteria, in 1838; by l\lr. Tuson,

* rn relation to the detection of chloroform in dead bodies, see the papcrofi\I. Duroy,
of P:1ris, in tlte Journ. de Phann., Anil, 18J1.
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of I~ondon, in cancer :md neuralgic affections, in 1843; and by M. Guillot, of
Paris, in a~tbma, in 18-1-l. Antiperiodic properties have been nttributed to it
by Dr. Delioux, of Rochefort, who proposes it as a rerncdy in intermittents,
gi\-en, during the apyrexia, in cases in which the bark and quinia foil to effect a
cure. Dr. A.ran bas employed it with ~uccess in lead colic, administered by the
mouth and rectum, and applied to the abdomen. In these cases it probably acts
by relaxing the intestinal spasm. One of the authors of this work has frequently
used it with adrnntage for the relief of neuralgic and other paiuful affections, in
the dose of from forty to eighty drops, suspended in water by means of gum
Arabic or yolk of egg. This dose may be repeated, if necessary, a.t intcn·als of
one or two hours, until some effect on the system is produced. A disadvantage
connect.ed with the internal use of chloroform is its liability to sicken the stomach, au effect which may sometimes arise from the presence of pyrogenous oil
as an impurity. .bXternally, it was used, in 1843, by Mr. Tuson, in cancer,
senile gangrene, and sloughing ulcers, and, in the form of injection and gargle,
in profuse discharges from the uterus, and foul ulcers of the throat, with the
effect ofl'elieviug pain, destroyiog fctor, and promoting the separation of diseased
parts. It has also been employed exteroally with benefit by au anonymous
writer in the Boston 11/edicQI and Surgical Jounwl, in a painful wound of the
forearm, implicating the radial nerve; by Dr. Legroux in a painful affection of
one of the lower extremities, consequent to a. cancerous tumour of the pelvis;
by l\J r. Higginson in hbour, applied to the perineum when painfully stretched,
and in dysmenorrhrea., brought in contact with the os uteri by means of a sponge;
by Dr. Watson in swelled testicle and acute spinal tenderness; by Dr. Hays
and Dr. Bond in neuralgia; by the late Dr. I. Parrish in the supra.-orbitar pain
of rheum:ttic ophthalmia, and in syphilitic ulceration at the root of the nail;
and by l\1. Devergie in papulous eruptions, made into an ointment in the pro.
portion of a ftuidr.icbm to ten drachms of lard. It bas also been used with suc·
ccss by Dr. Vcna.t, of Bordeaux, in the form of injcC'tion, io the cornmencerueot
of acute gonorrhooa, as an abortive treatment. l\lr. Behrend, of Liverpool,
recommends it in all stages of this complaint, injected pure, or mixed with mu·
cilage. Tliis treatment gives great pain, and is, moreO\"Cr, hazardous. Dr.
Rauch, of Iowa, bas employed chloroform topically with decided benefit in neu·
ralgia, colic, and otLer painful affection~. For some purposes he found it useful
to incorporate it with olive oil and solution of ammonia, which formed a mixture
lrnving effects less transient than thO$C of the uncombined chloroform. (.Am.
.Journ. of Med. Sci., July, 1851, p. 112.) As a wash, injection, anti gargle, Mr.
Tuson prepared it diluted with water, in the proportion of one or two drachms
to the pint; but, as an application to the sound skin, it is generally used undi·
luted, by means of lint or soft rags, co\·ered with oiled silk to pre\'ent t>Yaporation.
When employed undiluted it should be pure; as, according to i\l . .Miallic, wlien
it contains absolute alcohol, it acquires caustic properties.
A third method of using chloroform is by i1ihalation. The first case we have
met with iu which it Wt:lS employed in this way, is related by Professor hes, of
New Haven, under da.te the 2d of Jan. 1832. The case was one of pulmonic
disease, attended with general debility und difficult respimtion, and was effectually
relieved. (Silliman's Juurn ., vol. xxi., J"an. 1832, p. 406.) In March, 18-17,
the action of the pure substance by inhalation was tried on the lower animals
by l\l. Flourcns, and its effcC'tS on the spinal marrow described. In November
of the same year, Dr. Simpson, of Edinburgh, after experimenting with a. num·
Ler of an::esthetic agents, in order to discover a substitute for ether, tried chlo·
roform a.t the suggestion of 1\lr. Waldie, and, having found its effects favourable,
brought it forward as a new remedy for pain, by inhalation, in surgery and mid.
wifcry. 'fhc ad vantages which he conceives it to possess ol'er etlier,- a.re the small·
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ness of its dose, its more prompt action, its more agreeable effects, its less tenacious
odf)ur, its greater cheapness, and the readiness with whirh it may be exhibited.
The usual effects produced by a full dose of chloroform, administered by
inhalation, are the rapid production of coma, relaxation of the muscles, slow and
often stertorous breathing, upturning of the eyes, and total insensibility to agents
which ordinarily produce acute pain. The effect on the heart's action is variable.
Sometimes frothing of the mout.h takes place, and, more rarely, convulsive
twitches of the face and limbs. The insensibility is generally produced in one
or two minutes, and usua lly continues for five or ten minutes; but tbe effect may
be kept up for many hours, provided the inhalation be cautiously renewed
from time to time. The immediate effects of the agent are followed by a drowsy
state, sor:ietirnes by quiet sleep. As a general rule, no recollection is reta ined
of anythrng that occurred during the state of insensibility. Experience has
shown that the effects, here described as those of a full dose of chloroform by
inhalation, cannot be induced without danger to life. Hence all prudent surgeons will be content with an impression short of the abolition of all consciousness. It is generally admitted tha.t, at a certain stage of anrosthesia, there is
insensibility to pain, while consciousness to a certain extent remaius; rind it is
this condition that the surgeon should aim to produce. According to l\[r. Skey,
chloroform has been administered in 9000 cases in St. Bartholomew's Hospital,
without a sinj!le accident, a fact whi ch must be taken as proof of itEi careful and
skilfu l employment in that institution. (See Am. Joum. of Med. Sci., April,
1851, p. 498.) It is as.<:erted to be an advantage of chloroform in surgical operations, that less blood is lost. If this assertion should prove true, there will
be greater ueees~ity of delaying the dressings until reaction has taken place.
'l'be relative advaut.ages and clisad,•antages of ch loroform, when compared with
ether as au anrestbetie in operati,·e surgery, have not been satisfactorily determined; but on one point the evidence appea rs to be conclusive, namely, that it
is far more dangerous to life than ether. Aecordiug to Dr. Snow, of London,
the vapour in the air breathed by the patient should not exceed six per cent.
When thus used, insensibility is slowly and safely induced. (London 1lf11d. Tirnes,
Nov. 1853, p. 485.) Dr. Gilman, of New York, thinks that chloroform has a
more sudden and powerful effect than under ordinary circumstances, when inhaled
iruruediately after bleeding; a fact which he explains by the increased power of
absorption produced by the loss of blood. (NY. 1lled. Times, Oct. 1852.)
In midwifery, chloroform has been extensively employed to relieve pain and
facilitate labour, since it was first recommended by Dr. Simpson. Its effects in
subduing the pain of chi ldbearing are similar to those of ether; and each agent
has its exclusive udvocates among those practitioners of midwifery who are willing to use anrestheties. The remarks, made in relation to ether used in labour,
are appl icable for the most part to chloroform, and, therefore, need not be repeated
here. (See paf!e 831.)
.
The dose of chloroform for inhalation is a fluidrachm, equivalent to 220 drops
Or more, to be repeated in two minutes, if tbe desired effect should fail to be
produced. 'rhe most con,·enient inhaler is a handkerchief, loosely twisted into
the form of a bird's nest, wbicb, after having been imbued with the chloroform,
i!'I held to the mouth and nose. The use of this simple inhaler insures a due
admixture of atmosphe1;c air with I.he vapou r of the chloroform. The moment
insensibility is produced, the inhalation should be suspended; and, if consciousness return too soon, it should be cautiously renewed. It is a ,a:ood rule not to
administer chloroform to persons subject to epilepsy, aff(:cted with organic disease of the heart, or predisposed to cerebial congestion. For the rules laid down
by M. Ilaudcns for the administration of chloroform, see the Ani. Journ. of JJfed.
Sci. for Jan. 1854, p. 208.
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Chloroform, as ordinarily prcpnreJ, is npt to produce, when in baled, headache,
nausea, and even vomiting. Pcrfoctly pure chloroform, according to Soubeiran
and l\Iialhe, does not produce these disagreeable effects, which are pl::i.usibly attributed to the presence of the pyrogenous oils. Dr. Simpson, however, finds
that the purest ch loroform that be uses not unfrcqucntly causes vomiting; but
J)r. Gregory attributes this effect, when following the use of the pure substance,
to its administration after a full meal, which should always be avoided.
Chloroform bas been recently used in Paris (Feb. 1854), with alleged success,
by Dr. Delabarre, for producing local anresthesia before surgica l operations, without affecting the general system.
Chloroform having proved to he a relaxing agent and remedy for pain, when
used by inhalation in surgery antl midwifery, it waa natural that its effects should
be tried in the same way in spasmodic and painful affections. Accordingly, it
has been inhaled in hiccough, hooping.cough, hysteria, the paroxysm of asthma,
angina pcctoris, nephritic colic, tetanus, poisoning from strychuia, hydrophobia,
and the paroxysm of tic douloureux, and generally with decided advantage.
Several German physicians have recently (1853) praised it in pneumonia as an
expectorant and calming remedy. It has been employed also with success for
the reduction of strangulated hernia. Mr. R. J . .l\lackenzie, of Edinburgh,
bears testimony to its good effects, used by inhalation, in spasmodic stricture of
the urethra, attended with retention of urine. Sometimes the urine is caused
to flow at once; and, when this is not the ca~e, the passage of the catheter is
facilitated. (See Am. Journ. of 1lfed. Sci., July, 1852, p. 250.) As a hypnotic
it has been given beneficially in delirium trcmens, and in the noisy forms of
chronic insanity.
1\luch has been said in relation to the dangers attendant upon the inhalation
of chloroform, o.nd, certainly, many more deaths ha.ve been reported from its use
than from that of ether. Dr. Warren, in 18-l9, ga"e the details of ten cases, in
which death was caused by chloroform, all occurring in little more than a year,
and many other fatal cases have since occurred; and he declares that, if he were
compelled to substitute chloroform for ether in inhalation, he would do it with
much anxiety. Chloroform is unquestionably a more powerful agent than ether,
rmd acts not only differently, but in a. much smaller dose. 'l'he comparati\·e
smallness of its dose is certainly a ground of danger, when its administration
falls into reckless or incompetent bands. At the same time it must be borne
in mind that a. great number of persons have inhaled chloroform, either as
patients, or with a view to its pleasurable effects.
When the effects of chloroform inha.lation proceed too far, the proper remedies
arc the horizontal posture, cold air fanned upon the face, cold water poured upon
the heatl, sinapisms to the feet, frictions anti heat to the body and extremities,
and ammonia to the nostrils. lf these remedies fail, artificial respiration must
be resorted to. When the patient can swallow, strong coffee may be given with
ad.-antagc. Galv:mic electricity, passed through needles inserted in different
parts of the body, is recommendeJ by M. Abeille, of Ajaccio, asa powerful means
of recalling -sensibility; and it is highly probable that the electro-magnetic battery would be found useful. When an over-dose is taken by the stomach, the
srtrue remedies may be employed, with the addition of the stomach-pump, when
vomitiug cannot be produced by alum or mustard. Iu a case of suicide by
swallow ing chloroform, in whiC'h death took place in about thirty-four hours, reported in the fifth volume of the Ediri.limr;h Joun1. of Med. Science, the lining
membrane of the larynx and tra.ehea was found inflamed, the bronchi were loaded
with a dirty-gray puru lent fluid, the lUngs were inflamed as in the first stage of
pneumonia, and the brain and its membranes congested.
A preparation for inhalation, composed of one-third pure chloroform and
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two-third s nearly absolute alcobol 1 has been rccommendeU by Dr. Warren, under
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would be well to abandon the same appellarion to designate either chloroform, or
it s uni on with alcohol. Correct names for th e latter combination wou ld be either
alc:olwlfr solution of dtlorofonn, or ti11clllre of chloroform. Dr. Warren bas used
his prcp:lration in fifty cases with success, and consid cra it safer than chl oroform ,
and more agreeable thnu ether. ( IVlirren on the Ejl"ects of Ultloro/orrn and of
Strony l'hfor ic Ethf'r. Boston, 18-1-tl.) Furth er observation is reriu irod to determine th e \"alue of "strong ch loric ether" as an anrosthetic. The alcohol may
pro\'C u ~c ful by obviati ng, through its stimul ant properties, the depressi ng influence of the chloroform; and ether has been occasionally given, in connexion
with chloroform, with the sa me view.
Th e preparation, r;old in l~ondon and elsewhere under the name of "chloric
ether," is a weak tincture of chl oroform of variable quality, containing at most
hut 16 or 18 per cent. of chloroform, ancl sometimes not more than 5 or 6 per
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COLLODIU~I. U. 8. Oollodion. Ethereal S olution of Gun Cotton.
Mayn m·d's Adhesive L iquid.

"Take of Cotton, freed from impurities, and finely carded, hrtlf an ounce;
Nitrate of Potassa, in powder, ten ounces ; Su lphuric AciU eiyM fluidounces and
]~thc r tu:o pints anrl a ltalf; Alcohol a .fhtidou11ce. Add the Sulphuric
Acid to the Ni trate of P otassa in a Wedgwood mortar, and triturate them until
uniformly mixed; th en add the Cotton, and, by mean s of the JJestle and a glass
rod, im bue it th orough ly with the mixture for four minutes. Transfe r th e Cotton to a ve~sc l contain ing water, and wasb it, in success ive portions, by ag itati on
and prCS!:lttl'c, un til the w:1shin gs cease to have an acid taste, or to be precipitated
on th e add ition of chloride of ba rium. Having separated the fibre s by pi cking,
dry the Cotton with a gentl e heat, d issolve it by agitation in the Ether previously
mixed with the Alcohol, and strain. Collodion should be k ept in closely stopped
bottles previously well dried." CS.
Cotton is changed into a peculiar ex plosive substance, called gun cotton, by th e
action of nitri c acid. (Sec G1rn Cotton in the .Appendix.) It is th is substance,
freshly prepared, whi ch is dissolved in eth er ass isted by a little alcohol, to form
eollodi on . Gun cotton may al:-io be prepa red by th e process of Dr. Ell et, of
South Carol ina College, which con ~ists in steepin g the cotton in a m ixture of
nitre and i;iulphuric acid. 'fhis mi xture sets free the necessa ry nitri c acid for
effecting the change in the cotton. As th is process affords a g un cotton which
readily di ssolves in ether, while ot h er processes furni s h a product which sometim es d issol\'CS on ly partially, at othcr tim es not at all, it has been se lec ted in
th e U.S. J>b armacopccia for prep:iriug the cotton for soluti on in th e ether. Gun
cotton, prepared by the above p roces~, if well was hed, is not liable to decomposition. Prof. Procter ha! k ept it for a. year, and found it still p erfectly soluble
in ether.
Collorlion is a tran spa rent, colourless liquid, of a syrnpyconsistence, and ether·
cal smell. When applied to a dry surface, the ether quickly evaporates, and a
transparent fil m is left, ha\'i~g remarkable uclhesi,·encss and eontrac tili ty. On
account of the g reat volatility of ether, collo<lion must be kept in bottles well
stopped. When insecurely kept, tbe liquid thickens and becomes less fit for the
use of the surgeon. The thic·kene<l liquid someti mes conta in s acicular crysta ls
of g un cotto n, a~ was fi rst ob~en·ed by Mr. Hi gginson, of J.. ondon, and afterwards by Dr. J. Leidy, of this city, wh o examined collodion for crystalline bodies
with the mi croscope at the suggestion of l\lr. E. i:>a rri sh.
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Collodion was first applied tot.he purposes of surgery by Mr. J. Parker l\Iaynard, student of medicine, of Boston, in January, 1847. It is employed for
holding together the edges of incised wounds, for covering ulcers or abra~ed
surfaces with an impervious film, not acted upon by water, and for encasing
parts which require to be kept without relative motion. It is applied alone,
brushed over t.he part, or by means of strips of muslin: In whatever way
app lied, the solvent quickly evaporates, and leaves the solid adhesive material.
According to Lepage, gun cotton will dissoh·e in equal parts of ether and alcohol, forming a solution quite as adhesive as that made with ether alone. As this
solution dries more slowly, it may prove preferable to the ethereal solution in
certain cases. The strong contractile power of the collodion coating is an ob.
jection to it for some purposes. This property is removed, according to l\1r. C.
S. Rand, of Philadelphia, by dissolving first one part of gun cotton, and then
one part of Venice turpentine in 1wenry parts of ether. To give more flexibility
to the film, M. Sourisseau, of Kaiserbcrg, adds one part of elcmi to twelve of
collodion. According to l\Ir. Startin, of London, opacity and elasticity may be
imparted at the same time, by adding from half a drachm to a drachm of lard,
or some simi lar fatty matter, previously dissolved in ether, to au ounce of col·
lodion. The qualities of softness and elasticity are given by combining col.
lodion with castor oil, in the proportion of thirty parts to two, agreeably to the
plan of :>L Gu6rsant, who found it usefu l, thus modified, in erysipelas. An
claslic collocl ion, somewhat similar, in which, besides castor oil, Venice tur·
pentine and white wax are added, bas been proposed Ly E. Lauras. (Phunn.
Jour1i., xii. 303.) In order to imitate the colour of the skin, an ethereal tine·
ture of turmeric or of saffron may be added, so as to produce the desired tint.
Dr. l\Icller has proposed a solution of shell lac iu highly rectified alcohol, so as
to have a gelatinous consistence, as a succedaneurn for collodion.
Collodion has been used with advantage by Dr. J. R. )!itchell, of Dublin, and
by Dr. Aran, to form an artificial covering to ulcers of the os and cervix uteri,
thereby allowing tbe healing process to go on underneath; by 1'1. Wetzlar, of
Aix-la..Chapellc, in chilblains; by i\[. Souri:::seau, and by Dr. Li man, of Berlin,
in burns; and by Dr. J. W. Freer, of Illinois, in erysipelas. According to Dr.
Christen, of Prague, collodion is useful in erysipelas from local causes only, such
as wounds, ulcers, burns, &c., but hurtful in the dise.'.lse from an internal cause.
'l"be same writer condemns its use to prevent pitting in smallpox as positively
injurious. In superficial inflammation it appears to act on the principle of the
contractile power of the film, thus driving out the blood from the inflamed ves·
sels; and it is in this way probably that it proves useful in erysipelas.
Mr. J~rasmus Wilson bus used collodion with decided advantage in certain
diseases of the skin. It acts principally by furnishing a substitute for the epi·
dermis, and by the local pressure which its contraction in drying produces. 1n
chapped nipples it has an admirable effect. Dr. J. IT. Claiborne bas used a
thick coating of collodion with decided advaut.age as a compressing agent for the
discussion of buboes. When applied to ulcers, abrasions, or ch11ps of the skin,
it requires to be diluted with ether, so as to render it nearly as limpid as water.
Mr. J. H. Tucker found _it useful iu stopping the bleeding from leech-bites. M.
Sourisseau and Mr. E. IL Durden have used it as a. coating for pills, which are
thereby deprived of taste, but not injured in medicinal properties.
Collodion bas become au important a.gent in photography, in the preparation
of crystallotypes.
B.
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ALCOIIOL.
Preparations of Alcohol.
ALCOHOL A:\!YLICUM. Dub. Fusel Oil. Grain Oil. Corn Spirit
Oil. P otato Spirit Oil. Arnylic Alcohol. Hydrated Oxide of Amyle.
"Take of th e light liquid, which may be obtained at any large distiller)', by
continuing the distillation for some time after th e pure spirit has been drawn off,
an.I/ conrenicnt 9uanti(I/· Introduce it into a small sti ll or retort connected with
a condenser, and apply heat eo as to cause distillation. As soon as the oil begins
t o come O\'C r unmi xed wi t b water, the rece i\'er s hould be changed, a nd the distillati on bcin~ resumed and carried nea rly to dryness, the desired prod uct will be
obtained. The liquid drawn over during the fir st part of the di stillation will
consist of an aqueous fluid, surm ounted by a stratum of th e Fu sel Oil. '.l'bis
latt er, th oug h impregnated with a minute quantity of water, should be separated
and preserved, as being su fficiently pure for ui:;e." .Dub.
Thi s oi l is always present in t he prod ucts of tbe alcoholic fermentation. It is
an ingredient in the ard ent spirit obtained from various grains, but is most
abundant in that procured from fermented potatoes. ln grain spirit it is prese nt
in the proportion of about one part in fi,·e hundred by meas ure. Wh cu grai n
or potato whisky is distilled for the purpose of obtainin g alcohol, th e pure i;:pirit
will continue to come ove r for a certain time, after whi ch, if the di stillati on be
continued, a milky liquid will be obtained, whi ch, upon sta nding, will be covered
with n. stratum of this peculiar oil. Subjected to distillation, the milky li(juid
will at first boil at a comparatively low temperature, and yield water and a little
of the oil ; but after a time the boiling point will rise t o 269°, when the oil will
come over pure. By changing the receiver wh en the oil begins to distil free from
water, the Dublin Coll ege collects Lh e oil separate from th e water.r part. In
relation to fu se! oil, sec a paper by Edward N. Kent 1 in the 1V. Y. J ourn. of
Phann. (i. 257); and one by Dr. Charles .M. Wetherill, copied iuto the .Am.

J ourn. of Pharm. for Sept. 1853 .
P roperties. Fuse! oil is an oily, colourless liquid, of a strong offensi\·c odour,
and acrid burning taste. As usually prepared it has a pale-yell ow colour.
Its sp. g r. is 0·818; that of it s vapour 3·15. It boils at 269°, and congeals at
-4°, in tbe form of crystalline leaves. It is very sparingly soluble in water,
but unites in all proportions with alcohol and et her. It dissolves iodine, sul ph ur,
and phosphorus, and form s a good solvent for fa.ts, resin s, and camphor. Wh en
dropped upon paper it does not lca,·e a greasy stain. I t does not take fire like
alcohol by th e contact of flam e, but requires to be heated to a. temperature of
about 130° before it begins to burn. Experim ent s on inferior animal s show it
to be an active irritant poison. It consists of ten eqs. of carbon 60, twelve of
hydroge n 12, and two of oxygen 16=88 . It is generally considered to he a.
hydrated oxide of a compound radical called am!Jle (C 10 U 11 ) ; and on thi s ,·iew
its formula. will be CmllwO+ HO. When i;:ubjccted lo ox idizing agents, it loses
two eqs. of hyd rogen and gains two of oxygen, and becomes C10II9,03 +IIO, or
amylic acid, which is identical with va{eri011ir acid, the acid found in valerian.
Tb is acid bears the same rela tion to fuse! oi l th at acetic acid does to wine alcohol,
and formic acid tomcthylicalcohol. Amyle has beeu isolated by Dr.E. Frankland.
It is a colourless pellucid liquid, of the sp. gr. 0·7704. ( Uile>n. Caz., March

15, 1850.)

Crude fu sel oil may be obtained fr om the alcohol di still ers. According to
Mr. K ent, of New York, it contains, as impurities, water, alcohol, acetic and
valerianic acid, oxide of iron, nod an amyle compound, analogous to oonanthic
ether.
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Fuscl oil was made officinal by the Dublin College, in its Pharmacopccia. of
1 850, tls an artificial source of valcri:mic acid, to be used in forming valerianate
of soda, from which, by double decomposition, three otber valcrianatcs, namely,
those of iron, zinc, and quiuia, are directed to be formed by the College.
B.
Off Prep. Sodre Valcrianas.

SPIRITUS FORTIOR. Dub.

Stronger Spirit.

"Take of Rectified Spirit h(llf a gallon [Imp. meas.); Carbonate of Potash
from Pear lash e?'ghtounces [avoirdupois]. llaving dried the Carbonate of Potash
at a. low red heat, and rapidly reduced it to powder in a warm mortar, let it be
shaken occasionally for four hours in a. bottle with the Spirit, maintaining the
temperature of the mixture at or about 100°. After a subsidence of twenty
minutes' duration, the liquid will form two distinct strata, the uppermost of
which (measuring about seventy-four ounces) shou ld be separated by dccantation
or <l syphon, and then distilled with the aid of a J~i cbig's condem1cr, and chloride
of zinc bath, until the product amounts to seventy-two ounces. The specific
gravity of this spirit is 0·818. 11 Dub.
In this newly introduced formula of the Dublin College, rectified spi rit (sp.
gr. Q·8-l.O) is shaken with hot and dry carbonate of potassa, to separate water;
and the strengthened spirit, floating over the more aqueous portion, wh ich forms
the sol\'ent of the added carbonate, is decanted, and distilled with a heat regulated by a. chloride of zinc bath, until Hths have passed over.
Stronger spirit ha s the same general properties as alcohol, described at page
61 as the tj pe of a class, including its varieties of different strengths. Agreeably
to the density assigned to it by the Dublin Coll ege (0·8 18), it contains bet.ween
eight and nine per cent. of water. It is u8ed by the Dublin College in preparing
several essences , and in making absolute alcohol. (Sec next article.)
Off. PrPp. Alcohol, D1th.; Essentia i\lentbre Pipcritre; Essentia l\1enthre
Viridis; Essentia l\Iyristicre .Moschatre.
B.
1

ALCOHOL. Ed., Dub.

Absolute Alcohol.

"Take of ltectified Spirit one pint [Imp. meas.]; I-'im eei9hteenounces . Break
down the J,iroe into small fragments; expose the Spirit and Lime together to a
gentle heat in a glass matrass till the Lime begins to slake; withdraw the heat
till the slaking is finished, preserving the upper part of the matrass cool with
damp cloths. Then attach a proper refrigeratory, and with a gradually increasing heat distil off seventeen fluidounces [Imp. meas. ]. The density of this alcohol
should not exceed O·i96; if higher, the distillation must have been begun before
the slaking of the Lime was finished. 11 Ed.
"Take of Stronger Spirit one pint [Imp. mea s.] j pulverized fresh-burned Lime
ten ounces [avoirdupois]. Having introduced the Lime and Spirit into a ma.truss,
connected in the usual manner with a Liebig's conde nser, let hca.t be applied
until the lime begins to i;lake, and when this process is completed, distil by
means of a. chloride of zinc bath until the liquid which comes over, together with
that obtained during the slaking, measures two ounces [Imp. meas.]. This being
rejected, the receiver should be changed, and the distillation resumed, and con·
tinuccl until a product of nearly sixtee n ounces [Imp. meas.] is procured. The
specific gra,·ity of this product is 0·795." Dub.
In these processes an alcoholic liquid of a given specific gravity is brought to
its highest strength, so as .to form absolute alcohol, by the dehydratin g actio_n
of lime, and subsequent distillation. 'l'hese processes are good ones, and, 1f
carefully fullowed, will yield absolute alcohol. Dr. Christison assures us, tbat,
on using pure quicklime, with the precautions mcnt.ion ed in the Edinburgh formula, he has "always obtained from rectified spirit of the density of 0·838,
seventeen-twentieths of its volume of alcohol, of density 0·796; and if the first
tenth be kept apart,, the rest may be obtained so low as O·i942."
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86° of the ccntesim al alcoholmctcr of Gay-Lussac (rectified spi ri t), by distilling
it from carbonate of potassa. '!'his operation raises its strength to 94° or 95°.
2d. Raise this alcohol to 97°, by distilling it with fused chloride of ca lciu1i1 1 or
by digesting it with quicklime (from which it must be afterwards poured off),
in the proportion of a pint of the alcohol to H ounces of the chloride, or
ounces of the lime. 3d. Distil the product of this operation slowly with quicklime, in tli c proportion of 3 :1 ounces to the pint. The product will be absolute
alcohol. 'J.'he operati on rnay be shorten ed to two steps, by di stillin g the nleohol
of 94° or 95°, with an excess of quicklime (i ~ounces to the pint). In :111 cases,
before decanting or t.listilling, the alcohol must be digeRted for two or three days
with the lime, at a temperature between 95° and 100° F. I.ime will not answer
as a s ub~tance to be distilled from, unless it be in sufficient excess; for otherwise, towards tLe end of the distillation, the hydrate of lime formed will yield
up it s water to the alcohol, und weaken the distilled product. (Jo1trn. de
Plumn., xxv. 1, Jan. 1839.) ~.'bus it appea.rs that the Edinburgh and Dublin
processes for absolute alcohol arc substantially the same as the sl.iort process of
Soubeirun.
Propf'rtles. Absolute alcohol is a colourless, volatile liquid, of an agreeable
odour and burning taste. It boils at 172°, and is not co n~ea l ed by a cold of
166° below zero. Its officinal density is 0·79.J-6 Ed.; 0·795 Dub. Its sp. gr.
is 0·7978 at 68°, according to Hcgnault; 0·7!)381 at G0° according to ]Jrinkwa.ter. 'l'be sp. gr. of its vapou r is 1 ·59. Its freedom from wat er may be
ascertained by dropping into it a piece of anhydrous baryta, which will remain
unchanged if the alcohol be free from water i but otherwise will foll to powder.
Anoth er method for determining the same point, is to allow alcohol to Rtancl for
some time, in a stoppered bottle, on anhydrous sulphate of copper. If the
alcohol be an hydrous, the salt will remain white; otherwise it will become blue.
(Casoria.) Absolute alcohol should be free from fusel oil. In view of this
impurity, the Bdinburgb College giYes the following test. "When mixed with
a little solution of nitrate of silver and exposed to bright light, it remains unchanged, or only a very scanty dark precipitate forms."
Absol ute alcohol burns with a pale flame witbout residue, the prod ucts being
carbonic acid and water. Its \'a pour, passed through a porcelain tube filled with
pumice-stone and heated to redness, yields carbon, gaseous carbohyclrogens,
aldehyd, naphtha line, benzine, phenic acid, and various othe r substances. (Berthelot.) l t unites in all proportions with ether and water. Its union with water
is attended by condensation and a ri se of temperature. \\'hen mixed with water
in the proportion of 51 ·9 volumes of alcohol to .J.8 1 of water, corresponding
with one ec1. of the former to six of the latter, the decrease of volume is at the
maximum, amounting to 3·-1 per cent. The powers of absolute alcohol as a sol·
vent arc very muclt the same as Lhose of officinal alcohol, noticed at poye 62.
Absolut.e alcohol consists of four eqs. of carbon 2-1, six of
Compo.~ltion.
hydrogen G, and Lwo of oxygen 16=46; or, in volumes, of four volumes of the
vapour of carbon, six of hydrogen, and one of oxygen, condensed into two
volum es. Its empirical formula is, tbereforc, C.,,U 6 0~. Viewed as a. hydrated
oxide of cthyle, its formula is C.,,TI 5 ,0+IIO.
It bas bee n stated aL page GO, tlrnt during the vinous fermentation sugar dis.
appears, :rnd th e sole products are alcohol and carbonic acid, which, taken together,
are equal in weighL to Lhe sugar lost. Now, th e comparative composition of the
substances concerned supports the opinion that these nrc the sole products.
Prepara tory to the fermentation, the cane suga r is changed into grape :myar, or,
according to Mitscherlich and Soubeiran, into trncr!JSlallizabte sugar. These two

n
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sugars, dried at 212°, consist of C1llH111Q 12 • Supposing one eq. of this ferment..
able sugar to be the subject.matter of tbe chanµ;c, it will be found to I.Jave a
composition which ad mi ts of its being broken up into two eqs. of alcohol and
four of carbonic acid, without a remainder; for C,in,~0,~=2(Cfll60i) and 4(C0:1)·
The reasons are not obv ious which indu ced the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges to include absolute alcohol in their officinal lists. It is used in no preparation of the Edinburgh Pharmacopceia, an d in on ly two of the Dublin, in
neither of which is it necessary.
Pluu·m. c~e. Employed as a solvent in preparing Arsenici et Ilydrargyri
Ilyclriodatis Liquor.
op: Prep. Essentia Fccniculi.
B.

ALCOHOL DILUTUM. U.S.
D iluted Alcohol. Prnof Spirit.

SPIRITUS

TENUIOR. Lond., Ed., Dub.

11
Take of Alcohol, Distilled \VaterJ each, a pt'nt. Mix them. The specific
gravity of Diluted Alcohol is 0·9n5." U.S.
"Take of Rectified Spirit two pints; Distilled Water a pint. l\.lix them. The
density of the product should be 0·912." Ed.
'' rtake of Rectified Spiri t.~even pints; Distilled Water/our pints. Mix. The
specific gravity of Proof Spirit is 0·920." Dub .
'fhe London Coll ege places diluted alcohol or proof spirit in the list of the
Materia l\lecl ica. The Edinburgh College has ordered the strongest proof sp irit,
its density bein g 0·912, which is 7 over proof. It contains 52 per cent. of absolu te alcohol, and is considerably stronger than the corresponding spirit of the
former Edinburgh Phannacopccia. 'l'he London Coll ege directs the sp.gr. to
be 0·920. When of this strength, it cont.tins 49 per cent. of pure alcohol, and
may be formed by mixing five measures of the rectified spirit of that College
with three of distilled water at the temp. of 62°. The Dublin proof spirit has
the sp. gr. 0·920 also, and 1 therefore, agrees in strength with the corresponding
spirit of the London College. The diluted nlcoLol of the U . S. Pharmacopooia
has the sp. gr. 0·935 1 and con tains only 42 per cent. of absolute alcohol. It is,
therefore, tLeweakcst offieinal proof spirit.
Medical and Pliormaceutical (hes. The medicinal effects of alcohol, as it
exists in brandy and otber ardent spirits, have been detailed under other heads.
(See Alcohol, U.S., Spiritus Vini Gallici, aud Yinum. Album..) As a pure dilut ed spirit, however, consisting solely of alcohol and water in determinate propor ti ons, its use is exclusively pharmae;eutical. I t is employed as au addition
to the compound infusion of gcutian, and to some of the distilled waters and
preparations of vinegar, in order to preserve them from decomposition; as a
meustruum for extracting the virtues of some plants, preparatory to their being
brought to the state of extracts and syrups; and in preparing many of the spirits,
and a few of the medicated wines. But it is in forming the tinct.ures that diluted
alcohol is prin cipally employed. Many of these are formed with the officinal
alcohol (rectified spirit), but the majority, with di luted alcohol (proof spirit) as
the menstruum. As the latter contains more than half its weight of water, it
is well fitted for acting on those ''cgctables, the virtues of which arc partly
soluble in water and partly in alcohol. The apothecary, however, should never
substitute the commercial proof spirit for diluted alcohol, even though it may be
of the same strength, on account of the impurities in the former; but when it is
recollected how variable t he so called proof spirits are in strength, the objection
to their use in pharm acy becomes still stronger. 'l'hus, accordin g to Mr. Brande,
gin contains 51 ·6 per cent. of alcohol of O·S25; and the percentage of the same
aJcohol is 53·39 in brandy, 53·GS in rum, 53·90 in Irish whisky, and 54·32 in
Scotch whisky. 'fhc alcohol on which these results arc based already contain s
11 per cent. of water.
B.
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ALUMEN.
Pteparations of Alllm.
AL UMEN EXSICCATUM. U. 8., Lond., Ed. ALU MEN SrcCATUM.
Dub. Dried Alum.
"Take of Alum, in coarse powder, a convenient quantity. 1\tc)t it in a shall ow
iron or earthen vessel, and maintain it at a moderate heat until ebullition ceases,
and it becomes dry; then rub it into powder." U.S.
11
'fake of Alum a pound. Melt it over the fire; then increase the heat until
ebullition has ceased." Lofl.d.
'l'bc Edinburyh and DuUin processes agree substantially with that of the U. S.
Pharmacopooia. When alum is heated, it quickly dissolves in its wa.te r of crystallization, which, if the hca.t be continued, is gradually driven off; and the salt
swells up exceedingly, so as to make it expedient to use a vessel, the capacity
of which is at least equal to three times the bulk of the alum operated on.
When the boiling up has ceaseJ, it is a sign that all the water has been driven off.
Propertie3. Dried alum, sometimes called alumen ustmn or bur11t alum, is in
the form of an opaque white power, possessing a more astringent taste than the
crystallized salt. Before pu lverization, it is n light, whitei opaque, porous mass.
During the exsiccation, it loses from 41 to 46 per cent. of its weight in dissipated water. If, however, the heat be strongly urged, some of the acid is driven
off, aud the loss becomes still greater. Dried alum resists the action of water
for a long time, showing that the process to which it has been subjected has
altered its state of aggregation. In composition it differs from crystallized
alum merely in the absence of water .
Jfedical Properties and Uses. Dried alum has occasionally been given in
obstinate constipation, with the effect of gently moving the bowels, and of affording great relief from pain. (See Alumen.) The dose is from five to ten grains
or more. Its principal medical use is as a mild escbarotie for destroying funH.
gous flesh.

LIQUOR ALUMINIS COMPOSITUS. Lond.
tion of Alum.

Compound Solu-

"Take of Alurui Sulplmte of Zinc, each, an. ounce; Distilled Water three pints
[Imp. meas.]. Rub the Alum and Sulphate together, and dissolve in the Water;
then slrain. 11 IAJnd.
This was formerly called aqua, alurninosa Batemia, or Bate,.'s alum water.
It is a powerful astringent solution, and is employed for clcaming and stimulating foul ulcers, and as an injection in glect and leueorrhooa. It is also sometimes employed as a eollyrium in ophthalmia after depletion; but. when used in
this way it must be diluted. A con,·enicnt formula is half a fluidounce of the
B.
solution, mixed with six and a half fluidounccs of rose water.

AMMONIA.
Pteparntions of .Ammonia.
A:'>DIONIJE CARBON AS. U. S., Ed. AmroNriE SEsQurcARBOLond., Dub. Carbonate of .!lmmonia. Sesquicarbonate of Ammo.iJ:lild Volatile Alkali.

NAS.

nia.

"Take of 1\luriate of Ammonia a 7>0und; Chalki dried, a pound and a half
Pulverize them separately; then mix them thoroughly, and sublime with a gra-.
,
dually increasing heat." U.S.
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'I.1he Edinbm:gh process is the same as that of the U. S. Pharmacopreia.
The London and .Dublin Colleyes base placed this salt in the list of the Materia
Meclica.
In the above process, by the reciprocal action of the salts employed, the carbonic acid unites with the ammonia, generating carbonate of ammonia, and the
muriatic acid with the lime, forming water and chloride of cnlcium. 'l'hc car.
bonate and water sublime together as a hydrated carbonate of ammonia, and the
residue is chloride of calcium. Iu conducting the process, the retort should be
of earthenware, and have a wide cylindrical neck; and the receiver should be
cylindrical, to facilitate the extraction of the sublimate. The relative quantities of chalk and muriate of ammonia, for mutual decomposition, are 50·5 of- the
former, and 53·42 of the latter, or one cq. of each. In the formula a great
excess of chalk is taken. An excess is desirable to ensure the perfect decomposition of the muriate of ammonia; any redundancy of which would sublime
along with the carbonate, and render it impure.
Carbonate of ammonia is obt.ained, on the large scale, usually by subliming
the proper materials from an iron pot into a huge earthen or leaden receiver.
Sulphate of ammonia may be substituted for the muriate with much economy,
as was shown by Payen. Large quantities of this carbonate are manufactured
fodirectly from coal-gas liquor and bone spirit; the ammoniacal products in these
liquors being successively converted into sulphate, muriate, and carbonate of
ammonia. (Sec Ammwniw Murias.) 'fhc salt as first obtained has a slight
odour of tar, and lea\•es a blackish carbonaceous matter when dissolved in acids.
Hence it requires to be purified, which is effected in iron pots, surmounted with
leaden heads.
Properties. Carbonate (sesquicarbonate) of ammonia, recently prepared, is in
white, moderately hard, translucent masses, of a. fibrous and crystalline appearance, a pungent a.mmoniacal smell, and a sharp penetrating taste. It possesses
au alkaline reaction, and when held under a piece of turmeric paper changes it
to brown, owing to the escape of monocarbonatc of ammonia.. When long or
carelessly kept, it gradually passes into the state of bicarbonate, becoming O]Jaquc
and friable, and falling into powder. It is soluble without residue in about four
times its weight of cold water, and is decomposed by boiling waler with effervescence. According to Dr. Barker (Observations on the Dublin Pharniacopceia), it dissolves abundantly in diluted alcohol, as also in heated alcohol of
the sp.gr. 0·836, with effervescence of carbonic acid. When heated on a piece
of glass, it should evaporate without residue, and, if turmeric paper held over
it undergoes no change, it has passed into bicarbonate. As now prepared from
coal gas liciuor, it usually contuins traces of tarry matter, which gives a dark
colow· to its solution in acids. Y\7hen saturated with nitric acid, neither chloride
of barium nor nitrate of silver ca.uses a precipitate. The non-action of these
tests shows the absence of sulphate and muria.te of ammonia. It is decomposed
by acids, the fixed alkalies and their carbonates, lime-water aud magnesia,
solution of chloride of calcium, alum, acid salts, such as bitartrate and bisulphate of potassa, solutions of iron (except the tartr;1te of iron and potassa), corrosive sublimate, the acetate and subacetate of lead, and the sulphates of iron
aucl zinc.
Composition. It consists of three e~s. of carbonic acid 66, two of ammonia.
34, and two of water 18=118; or, which comes to the same thing, of one cq.
of bicarbonate 61, and one of monocarbonatc 39, combined with the same quantity of water. 'l'he medicinal carbonate of ammonia. is, therefore, when perfect,
a sesgll'icm·bonate, as it is called by the London and Dublin Colleges. Dalton
and Scanb.u, however, have rendered it probable that it is a double salti for,
when treated with a small quantity of cold water, monocarbonate is dissolved
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and bicarbonate left ... When converted in ta bicarbonate by exposure to tlw air,
each eq. of the med1cmal salt loses one eq. of monocarbonate, a change which
leaves the acid and base in the proper proportion to form the bisalt. 'fhe mutual
decomposition of the salts, employed in its preparation, would generate, if no
loss occurred, the mon()('arbonatc, and not the scsquicarbonatc. The way in
which the latter salt is formed may be thus explainc<l. By the mutual decomposition of three eqs. of ruuriatc of ammonia and of chalk respectively, three
eqs. of monocarbonate of :umnonia, three of water, and three of chloride of calcium arc generated. During the operation, however, one eq. of ammonia, and
.one of water, forming together oxide of ammonium, are lost; so that there
remain to be sublimed, three eqs. of carbonic acid, two of ammonia, and two of
water; or, in other words, tbe exact constituents of the hydrated scsquicarbonatc.
When this is re-sublimed in the process of purification, two eqs. of the salt lose
one eq. of carbonic acid, and become one cq. of 5-4 carbonate of ammonia.
Medical Properties and U"Sf's. Carbonate of ammonia is stimulant, diaphoretic, antispasmodic, powerfully antacid, and in large doses emetic. Under
certain circumstances it may prove expectorant; as when, in the last stages of
phtliisis, it facilitates, by increasing the muscular power, the excretion of the
sputa. As a stimulant, it is exh ibi ted principally in typhus fever, and very
frequently in connexion with wine whey. Its principal advantage, in this disease, is its power to increase the action of the heart and arteries without unduly
exciting the brain. It is employed, with a view to the same effect, and as an
antacid, in ccrtt1in stages of atonic gout, and in the d~rangement of the stomach
supervening on habits of irl'cgnlarity and debauchery . As a diapboretic, it is
resorted to in gout and chronic rheumatism, particularly the latter, in conjunction with guaiac. Dr. Pereira has employed it in many cases of epilepsy with
benefit. In diabetes it has been recommended by Dr. Barlow in l~ngland, and
Boucbardat in France. Io cases of scrofula "attended with languid circulation
and dl'y skin, it is said to produce excellent effects. It is very seldom used as
an emetic; but is supposed to act with ad\•untagc, in this way, in some ct1ses of
paralysis. In psoriasis and lepra vulgaris, Ct1zenave has used it with remark·
able success. 'l'wo cases of glan<lcrs, successfully treated chiefly with five-grain
doses of carbonate of ammonia, repeated every hour or two hours, are reported
by Dr. l\fockensie, of London. (Ranki11r/s Abstract, No. 18, p. 230.) As an
external application, it is rubefacient, and may be employed in several ways.
RcduceJ to fine power, and mixed with some mild ointment, it is useful in local
rheumatism. One part of it, incorporated with three parts of extract of belladonna, forms a. plaster very efficacious in relieving local and spasmodic pains.
Coarsely bruised, and scented with oil of la\'ender, it constitutes the common
smelling salts, so much used as a nasal stimul:mt in flj'DCope and hysteria. The
ordinary dose is fi\'e grt1ins, every two, three, or four hours, given in the form
of pill or mixture; and as au emetic, thirty grains, to be repeated if ncccasarj·,
and assisted by free dilution. It sboulJ never be given in powder, on account
of its vobtile nature. l)ills of it may be made up with some vegetable extract,
as of gentian, for example, and should be dispensed in a. wide-mouthed vial, and
not in a. box.
Carbonate of ammonia is used as a. chemical agent in preparing Zinci Oxidum
and Ferrum Tartarizatum. It is sometimes employed to make effervescent
draughts, 20 gra ins of the salt requiring for this purpose 6 flui<lrnchms of lemon
.
juice, 24 grains of cit.ric a?id, or 25~ grains of tttrtari~ acid. .
OjJ: Prep. Ammon1ro B1carbonas; Cuprum Ammonrntum; I,1c1uor .\mmom:.u
Acctatis; Liquor Ammouire Citratis; Liquor Ammonioo Sesc1uicarboll<ltis;_ PoR
tassro llicarbonas; Potassoo Carbonas Purum.
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Bicarbonate of Ammonia.

"Take of Commercial Sesquicarbonate of Ammon ia on!J convenient quantity.

~e:i~c:i~\!~ ~w~~~y~~o:~e~~:~~ t::il~gb:p~~~d e~cf~:d ~~e~~~[l i~e;~de~~~~l:.~~
IJuL.
This salt is officinal only in the Dublin Pharmacopmia. The sesquicarbonate,
by exposure to the air, loses monocarbonatc by evaporation, and is converted into
bicarbonate. 'fhis salt is an opaque white powder, having a faint ammoniaca1
taste and smdl. It is less soluble in water than the sesquicarbonatc, requiring
ei~bt times its weight of that liquid to dissolve it. It possesses, though in an
inferior degree, the same medical properties as the se~qui~arbonate, and furnishes,
according to Dr. Barker, of Dublin, the means of prescribing ammonia in a convenient and palatable form. The dose is from six to twenty-four grains, dissolved
in cold water, as Lot water decomposes the salt.
The curious fact has been ascertained by Mr. L. Thompson, of Newcastle on
Tyne, that bicarbonate of ammonia is exhaled from tLe lungs in the amount of
about three grains in twenty-four hours. (Philos. Mog. for Feb. 1847.) B.

LIQUOR AMMONI.IE SESQUICARBONATIS. Lond. AmroNJ:.£
CARBONATIS AQUA. Ed. Solution of Sesquicarbonateof Ammonia. Water
of Carbonate of Ammonia.
"Take of Sesquicarbonate of Ammonia four onnces; Distilled Water a p1'nt
[Imp. meas.]. Dissolve and strain." Lond.
The .Edinburgh solution is of the same strength as the London.
'l'his preparation may be viewed as a saturated aqueous solution of carbonate
of ammonia. It is very properly omitted in the United States Pharmacopreia;
as it is liable to change by keeping, and the solution of the salt may be readily
ordered of any desired strength in prescription. The dose is from half a fiuidracbru
to a fiuidrachm, gi,·en in any bland liquid.
OJl'. Prep. Linimentum Ammonire Sesquicarbonatis; Piluloo Cupri Ammoniati.

B

AMMONI.IE HYDRO-SULPHURETUM. Dub. Hydrosul.phuret
of Ammonia. Soliition of Hydrosulphate of Ammonia.
"'fake of Solution of Ammonia four jfuidounces [Imp. meas.]; Sulphuret of
Iron one ounce arid a half[avoirdupois]; Oil of Vitriol of Commerce 011efluidounce and a lialf [Imp. meas.]; Water fifteen ounces [avoird.]; Distilled Water
two ounce!/ [avoird.]. Place the Sulphuret of Iron and Water in a two-necked
bottle, and, adding the Oil of 'Vitriol by degrees through a safety funnel, conduct
by suitable tubes the sulphuretted hydrogen which is disengaged, first through
the Distilled Water placed in a small intermediate vial, and then to the bottom
of a bottle containing the Ammonia, the neck of the latter, through which tl.te
glass tube conveying the gas passes, being loosely plugged with tow. If, when
the development of gas bas ceased, a drop of the ammoniacal liquid, added to a
saturated solution of sulphate of magnesia, gives uo precipitate, the preparation
is completed; but should a precipitate occur, the hydrosulphuret still contains
free ammonia, and must, therefore, be again subjected to the action of a stream
of sulphurcttcd hydrogen. 'l'he Hydrosulphuret of Ammonia must be kept in
a green glass bottle, furnished with an accurately ground stopper. The specific
gravity of this solution is 0·999." Dub.
This preparation is a solution of hydrosulphate of ammonia. in water, and is
formed by passing a. stream of hydrosulphuric acid i:;as (sulphuretted hydrogen)
through water of :unruonia.1 contained in a Wolfe's bottle. Tbe byclrosulpburic
acid is generated by the action of dilute sulphuric acid on su}pburct of iron. The
water yields its oxygen to the iron forming pro~oxidc of .iron, with which the
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sulphuric acid combines; wl1ile the hydrogen of the water, uniting with the sulphur, generates the bydrosulphuric acid .
Prupe1·ties. Bydrosulpburct of ammonia is a liquid of a greenish-yellow colour,
Tcry fetid swell, and acrid, disagreeable taste . It is characterized by giving coloured precipitates with neutral metallic solutions, for which it is much used as
a test. I t is decomposed by acids, which cause the escape of hydrosulphuric acid
with effervescence, and the deposition of sulphur. The salt present in it appears
to be a bibydrosulphate, consisting of two eqs. of hydrosulphuric acid 3-!, and
one of ammonia 17=51.
"lfedicot Properties. This preparation is sedati'fc, lessening the action of t110
heart in a remarkable degree, and producing na.usca, vomiting, vertigo, and
drowsiness. It has been used in diabetes mellitus, in which it was proposed as
a remedy by Dr. Cruickshank, for the purpose of lessening the morbid appetite
which often attends that affection, and has been employed by Dr. llollo and
others. 'l'he dose is from five to six drops in a tumblerful of water three or
four times a day, to be gradually increased until giddiness is produced.
B.

LIQUOR Ai\IMONIA!:. U. 8. AmlONIAl LIQUOIL Lond., Dub. AMEd. AQUA AmtON!JE . So/,.tion of Ammonia. Water of

MONrn AQUA .
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n'l'ake of l\luriate of Ammonia, in fine powder, Lime, each a 110und; Distilled
Water a pint; 'Vtlter nine fluidounces. Break the J.,ime in pieces, and pou r the
'Yater upon it in an earthen or iron vessel; then cover the vessel, and set it aside
t ill the I...ime falls in to powder and becomes col d. Mix this thoroughly with the
Muriate of Ammonia in a mortar, and immediately introduce the mixture into
a glass retort. Place the retort upon a sand-bath, and adapt to it a receiver,
previously connected, by means of a glass tube, with a quart bottle conta ining
the Distilled Water. Then apply heat, to be gradually increased till the bottom
of tlic iron Yessel containing the sand becomes red-hot; and continue the process
so long as ammonia comes over. Remove the liquor contained in the quart
bottle, and for every fluidouncc of it add three and a half fluidrachms of Distilled Water, or so much as may be necessary to raise its specific gravity to 0·960.
Keep the solution in small bottles well stopped. Solution of Ammonia may also
be prepared by mixing one part, by measure, of Stronger Solution of Ammonia
with two parts of' Distilled Water." U.S.
"'l'ake of Sal Ammoniac, in fine powder, fresh-burned Lime, each eight
ounces [avoirdupois]; Water four ounces [avoircl.J; Distilled Water sixteen
ounces [avoird.J. Pour on the Lime the four ounces of Water, and, when the
slaked lime has cooled, mix it well with the Sal Ammoniac by trituration in a
mortar. Introduce the mixture into a matrass of glass, or, if such can be bad,
an iron bottle, and, having closed this by means of a cork perforated by a suitable
tube for conveying off the gas, apply, with the in tenention of sand, a gentle
heat, which must be gradually augmented , and cause the ammonia, as it is
evolved, to pass first tliroup;h a small 'Volfe's bottle furni::ihcd with a syphon
safety-tube contajning mercury, and thence to the bottom of an [Imperial] pint
bottle containing the Distilled Water. The temperature of the latter must be
prevented from rising as the absorption of the gas proceeds, by surrounding the
bottle which conta ins it with cold water, wliicb shou ld be frequently renewed.
'l'Le specific gravity of this solution is 0·950." Dub.
The London College now places solution of ammonia. in the l\fateria Mcdica
list, directing it to have the specific gravity 0·960.
The Edinl.mrglt process includes the formation of Liquor Ammonioo Fortior
and this preparation at one operation. The process has been quoted at length
and explained under another head. (Sec L -iquor Ammom·~ Fortinr.) The
solution of ammonia. of this College is directed to have the sp.gr. 0·960.
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The object of the above procesEcs is to obtain a weak aqueous solution of the
alkaline gas ammonia. The muriatc of ammonia is decomposed
the su1~e1:ior
0
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posed muriatc, or the oily matter sometimes contained in tbi~ salt, as well as
other impuri t,ics, which may be driven over by the heat; while the pure gas
passes forward through the glass tube into tbc bottle containing the distilled
water, which should not fill it, on account of the increase of bu}k which the
water acquires during the absorption of the gas. i'be tube should continue
down to near the bottom of the bottle, and pass through a. cork, loosely fitting its
mouth. To prc\'ent the regurgitation of the waler from the bottle into the intermediate vessel, the latter sltould be furnished with a 'Velter's tube of safety, as
directed by the Dublin College. Large bottles are improper for keeping the
water of ammonia obtained; as, when they are partially empty, the atmospheric
air contained within them is apt to furnish a little carbonic acid to the ammonia.
In preparing solution of ammonia, the Jllrnrmacopreias now agree iu using
equal wci§!:hts of muriate of ammonia :rnd lim e for generating the j!Useous amruonia. This proportion gives a great excess of lime, compared with the quantity
required if determined by the equiva lents. But in practice it is found ad\"an tageous to have an excess, as well to insure the full decomposition of the muriate
of ammonia, as to make up for accidental irnpurilies in the lime.
Solution of ammonia. is obtained on the large scale by manufacturing chemists,
with gre:iter economy, from the sulphate instead of the hy<lrochlorate of ammonia.
'l'he U.S., London, and Edinburgh Pharnrncopccias giYe directions for diluting Liquor Ammonim Fortior, so as to reduce it to the strength of Liquor
Aninwnire. This is effected by mixing one measure of the f'.tronger preparation
with two measures of distilled water ( l~ S., Lone!.), or with two and a half
measures (b!l.) . By dilution to this extent the stronger solution is brought
uniformly to the sp. gr. Q·OGO; the Edinburgh solution requiring more water,
because more concentrated.
Properties. The properties of Liqunr Ammonire Fortior have a1ready been
giYen. (See page 8 4.) Those of the officinal solution of ammonia, described in
this place, :ire the same in kind, but weaker in degree. Its specific gravity in
the U.S., J.,ondon, and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias is the same, 0·960 i in the
Dublin, 0·950. When of the density 0·9fJO, 100 grains of it saturate 30 grains
of officinal sulphuric acid, and contain nearly 10 grains of ammonia. It is
incompatible with acids, and with acidulous and most earthy and metallic salts;
but it does not decompose the salts of lim e, b:nyta, or stroutia, and decomposes those of magnesia only partially. If precipitated by lime-water, the am monia. is partly carbonated. \ Vhen saturated with nitric acid, it should giYc no
precipitate with carbonate of ammonia, nitrate of silver, or ch loride of barium.
A precipitate with the first indicates earthy matter; with the second muriatic
acid or a. chloride i with the t.hird sulphuric acid or a. eu lphate. Commercial
solution of ammonia sometimes contains 7?,?;1-rol, naphthaline, and other soluble
impurities. 'fhese may be detected by tbe solution being reddened by nitric
acid, and, after ha.vi1Jg been supcrsnturated with muriatic acid, by its tinging a
slip of fir wood of a. rich purple colour, characteristic of pyrrol. (.Jfacloycm.)
The source of these impurities is coal-gas liquor, from which the ammouiacul
compounds are largely obtained.
Composition. 'Yater is capable of absorbing 670 times its volume of aru~10 niacal gns at 50°, and increases its bulk about two-thirds. But th e officma l
solution of ammonia is by no means a. saturated one. 'fhus, the ammonia con-
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tained in the U.S., London, and :Edinburgh preparations is about 10 per cent.;
in the Dublin, about 12! per cent. 'l'Ue followmg table gives the per ccutage
of ammoniacal gas in aqueous solutions of different densities.
Specific

Ammonin.

Specific

Ammonia

Gravity.

per cent.

Gravity.

per cent.

0·8750

32·50
29·25
26·00
25·37
22·07
19·54

O·\J326
o-~476

17·52
15·88
1-H3
13«16

0·0513

lHO

O·Sfl'i'5
0·9000

O·f!OM
O·~JIJG

O·\J:235

O·!J:JS.j
0·9435

Specific
Gri.nity.

Ammonia

0·9545
0·9573
0·9597
0·9610
0·9692

11·56

per cent.
10·82
10·17

{HiO
9-50

.Medical Properties and UScs. Solution of ammonia is stimulant, sudorific,
antacid, and rubefacient. It stimulates more particularly the heart and :irteries,
without unduly exciti ng the brain. As a stimulant, it is occasionally employed
in paralysis, hysteria, syncope, a~phyxia, and similar affections. In the same
complaints it is often applied to the nostrils with advantage; but, in cases of
in::-ensibility, care must be taken not to carry the application too far, for four of
inducing dangerous and even fatal bronchitis. As an antacid, it is one of the
best re111eclies in heartburn, and for the relief of sick headache when dependent
on acidity of stomach. In t!tc15e cases it acts usefully also by stimulating
the stomach. In the bites of poisonous serpents, it has long been deemed a
powerful antitlote. A successful case, cau~ed by the bite of a cobra do capello,
is reported by Dr. W. Chalmers, formerly of Dengal, in which tlw solution of
ammonia was chiefly relied on . It has been recommended by Dr. Gul:rard as
an application to burus, which have proceeded to the extent of rubefaction or
raising the cuticle, as a means of relieving the pain anti hastening the cure.
(Joum . de Phann., Jan. 1849.) A:s a rubcfocient it is employed united with
oils in the form of volatile liniment. (See Linimentum Ammoni~.) The dose
is from ten to thirty drops, largely diluted with water to prevent its caustic effect
on the rnouth and throat. ·when swallowed in an over-dose, it.~ effects are those
of a corrosive po ison. The best antidotes are vinegar and lemon-juice, wbich
act by neutralizing the ammonia, and must be promptly applied to be useful.
The consecutive inflammation must be trea.tcd on general princ·iples.
Pliarm. l/ses. 'l'o prepare Aeonitia; Cu.leis l)bospbas Prrocipitatum; Ferri
OxiLlum ITydratum; Morphia; 1\lorphiro Acctas; Pulvis Antimonialis, Dub.;
Spiritus AlJthereus Nitrosus; Stry0buia; Vcratria.
o_~: Prep. Ammon ire Liquor 11'ortior, Dub.; Ammoniro .IIydro-su lphuretum;
Fem Ammonio-citras; Hydrargyrum Ammoniatum; Lim men tum Ammonire;
J.inimentum Camphorre Uompositum; Liniment.um Hydrargyri.
B.

LIQUOR AMMON!}!<; ACETATIS. U.S., Lond.

Amt0Nr2ll

ACETAT!S AQUA. Ed. AMMONI21l ACETAT!S LIQUOR . Dub. SPIRlTUS
MINDEHERI. Sohttion of Acetate of Ammonia.
Spirit of Mindererus.

"Take of Diluted Acetic Acid two pints; Carbonate of Ammonia, in powder,
a s1tjficfont quantif!J. Adel the Carbonate of Ammonia. gradually to the Acid
until it is S:lturatcd." U: S.
'l'be Lo11rlo11 and Dublin processes are substantially the same as the above.
"Take of Distilled Vinegar (from l?rench Vinegar in preference) twenty-four
fluidounces [Imperial measure]; Carbonate of Ammonia. an ounce. l\lix them
and dissolve the salt. If the solution has any bitterness, add by degrees a little
Distilled Yinegar till that taste be removed. The density of the Distilled Vinegar shoult.l be l ·005, and that of the Aqua Acctatis Ammonire 1 ·011." Ed.
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This preparation is an aqueous solution of acetate of ammonia.
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The process
The ncetic
acid decomposes the carbonate, combines with tbe ammonia forming the acetate
of am~onia, and discngtl~?s the carbonic .acid with cff~n·.escen~e. T~e Edinburgh 1s now tlie only British Pliarmacopreia that uses d1st1lled vrncgar m fo rming this preparation; the London and Dublin Colleges haring followed in their
r ecent Pharmacopooias the U.S. process, which takes the offi.cinal diluted acetic
acid instead of distilled vinegar for saturating the carbonate. (See Acidmn .Accticmn .Dllu.tam,.) The use of diluted acetic acid is preferable to that of distilled
vinegar; fo r, besides furni~hing a solution of the acct.at? ~f unif9rm str~ngth! a
result which cannot be attamctl. by the employment of d1st11led Ymegar, 1tavo1ds
the production of a brownish solution, which uniformly follows the use of the
latteri especially when it bas been condensed in a metallic worm. The quantity
of carbonate of ammonia, necessary to saturate a given weight of the acid of
average strength, cannot be laid Jown with precision, on account of the variable
quality of the salt. The preparation, when made with the diluted acetic acid
of the U. S . Pharmacopooia, contains about six per cent. of aceta.te of ammonia.
It is more convenient to add the salt to the acid than the acid to the salt; as
the point of saturation is thus more easily attained. This point is best ascertained by the alternate use of t urmeric and litmus paper; and it is a good rule
to allow a $light acidity to- prevail, which will be due to carbonic acid dissolved
in the liquid, and will disappear as soon as this acid is dissipated by time.
Pmpntleii. Solution of acetate of ammonia, when made of pure nu1.terial!!, is
a limpid and colourless liquid without smell. I ts taste is saliue, and resembles
that of a mixture of nitre and suga r. When it contains an excess of alkali,
its taste is bitterish. I t should be freshly prepared at sbort intervals; as its
acid becomes decomposed, and a. portion of carbonate of ammonia is generated.
A s formerly prepared, under the name of .~iritus Alinrlereri, it was made from
ibe impure carbonate of ammonia contain ing anima l oil, wbicb modified the preparation by giving ri se to a portion of amrooniacal soap. When pure it i& not
coloured by hydrosulphuric acid, nor precipitated by chloride of barium. Nitrate of sih-er precipitates crystals of acetate of sih-er, soluble in water and
especially in nitric acid. An insoluble precipitate with this test is chloride of
silver, and shows the presence of muriatic acid. Potassa disengages ammonia,
sulphuric acid, acetous vapours. When evaporated to dryness, the re!:'iduc is
wholly dissipated by heat, with the smell of ammonia. It is incompatible with
acids, the fixed alkalies and their carbonates, lime-water, magn esia, sulphate of
magnesia, corrosi\·e sublimate, the sulphates of iron, copper, and zinc, and nitrate
of silver. Wben it contai ns free carbonic acid, it produces witb the acetate or
subacetate of lead a precipitate of carbonate of lead, which, being mistaken for
the su lph a.tc, has someti mes led to the erroneous conclusion that sulphuric acid
was present in the distilled ''incgar, when this has been employed . Acetate of
ammonia., the salt in solution in this preparation, is difficultly crystallizable, and
very deliquescent. It may be obtained by subli mati on from a mixture of equal
parts of dry acetate of potassa. or of lime, and rnuria.tc of ammonia. It consists
of one e'l· of acetic acid 51, and one of ammonia 17 =68. When crystallized it
contains seven cqs. of water 63 .
..ftfcdical Properties aud Vses. Solu tion of acetate of ammonia is a valuable
diaphoretic, much employed in feb:ile and inflammatory diseases. Acco~ding to
the indications to be answered by lLs use, it is variously combined with mtre and
antirnonia.ls, camphor and laudanum. If, in stead of promoting its determination
to the skin by external warmth, the patient walk about in a cool air, its action
will be directed to the kidneys. It is sometimes used externally as a di!'cutient.
Mr. Brande speaks of it as au excellent application in mumps, applied hot upon
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a piece of flannel. In the hydrocelc of children, it is strongly recomm ended by
Dr. 1'1ausbncr, applied by means of compres!!Cs kept constantly moist. (Joiirn.
de Plumn., Be se1·., v. 317 .) i\Iixed in the quantity of a. fl.uidouncc with senm
fluidounces of rosewater, and two fluidracbms of lauclanuru, it forms a usefu l
collyriuru in chronicophthalmia. The late Dr. A. T . Thomson used it :ls a loti on
with good effect in porrigo affecting the scal p. The dose is from half a flui<l.
ounce to a fiuidounce and a. half, every three or four hours, mixed with water
and sweetened with sugar. lt proves sometimes very grateful to febrile patients,
B.
when prescribed with an equal measure of carbonic acid water.

LIQUOR AllIMONilE CITRATIS. Lond.

Solution of Citrate of

Ammonia.

"Take of Citric Acid three ounces; Distilled Water a pint [Imperial measureJ;
Sesquicarbonate of Ammonia two ounces and a half, or ci sufficient 9uantity. Dis.
solve the Acid in the Water, aud add the Sesquicarbonatc to saturation." Land.
In consequence of the want of correspondence between the London measures
and those in use with us, it will be more convenient to make this preparation in
accordance with the U.S. process for Solution of Citrate of Potassa. The result
will not be materially different. All that is required is to saturate lemon or lime
juice, or an equivalent soluti on of citric acid, with ca rbonate of ammonia. Such
a solution may be made by rubbing half an oun ce qf cit ric acid first with two
minims of oil of lemons, and then with half a pint of water till it is dissoh'ed.
A more elegant mode of exhibition is that of an extempora neous effen·escing
draught. To hulf a fluidounce of lemon juice mixed with an equal measure of
water, or to a fluidounce of a solution of citric acid containing 17 grain s of the
acid, is to be added half a fluidounce of a solution containing 13 grains of car·
bonate of ammonia, and the mixture is to be administered while effervescing.
1'he solution of citrate of ammoni:L is given as a refrigerant diaphoretic in
febrile complaints, and is especially applicable to typhoid fcn•rs, with a hot
and dry ski n. A tablespoonful of the saturated solution, or the whole quantity
above mentioued of tbe effervescing preparation, may be repeated eYery hour,
two, or three hours.
\V.

SPIRI'l'US Al\IMONilE. U.S., Ed.

Spirit of Ammonia.

"'l'akc of Muriate of Ammonia, in fine powder, Lime, each a pound ; Alcohol
twenty fluidounces; Water niiie.fluidounces. Slake the lim e with t he Water, mix
it with tbe l\luriate of Amm onia, and proceed in the manner directed for Solution of Ammonia, the Alcohol being introduced into the quart bottle in stead of
Di stilled ·water. When all the ammonia has come over, remove the liquor contained in the quart bottle, and keep it in small bottles well stopped. 11 U.S.
"Take of Rectified Spirit two pi11ls [Lmperial measure] ; fresh.burnt Lime
twelve ounces [a pound]; Muriate of Ammonia, in very fine powder, eight ounces;
Wat er six jlui<lounces and a half [Imp. meas.]. Let the Lime be slaked with
tbc ·water in an iron or ear th enware vessel, and co,·cr the vessel till the powder
be cold; mix the I.ime and M uriatc of Ammonia quickly and th oroughly in a
mortar, and transfer the mixture at once into a glass retort; adapt to the retort
a tube which passes nearly to the bottom of a bottle containing the Rect ified
Spirit; heat the retort in a sand.bath gradually, so long as anything pusses over,
prc~c rving the bottle cool.
The bottle should Le large enough to contain onehalf more titan the spirit used." Ed.
Spirit of ammonia. is now officinal in the U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias
only i tbe Loudon and Dublin College.~ having dismissed the preparation under
the same name. It is a solution of caustic ammonia in rectified spirit. The proportions of the iugredients of the U.S. formula are so adjusted as to gi,·e a preparation, containing between 10 and 11 per cent. of ammonia, and capable of
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saturating about 30 per cent. of officinal sulphuric acid. AccorJingly it a~recs,
as it was intended it should, in ammoniaca.I strengt h, with the U.S. Liquor
Ammon ire. Its sp. gr. is O·S31, or thereabouts. The Edinburgh spirit of ammonia ma.y be roughly estimated to be not quite one-third as strong as that of
the U.S. Pharmacopooia; for the ammonia extricated from the same quantity of
muriatc of ammonia, is pns8ed into three times as much rectified spirit. 'fhe
density of the Edinburgh Rpi rit is "about 0·845." As rectified spirit becomes
lighter by the absorption of am maniacal gas, it is evident that the alcoholic mcnstruum, in the Edinburgh preparation, gains water as well as ammonia -in the
distillation. This addition of water to the product is prevented by the intermediate receiver used in the U.S. process, and consequently the spirit of ammonia obtained bas a less specific gra"ity than that of rectified spirit.
Properties. The U. S. ~pirit of ammonia, formerly called animoniated alcolwl,
is ri. tran"'parent colourless liquid, having a 8trong ammoniacal odour, and acrid
taste. When good it docs not etfcr\'esce with diluted muriatic acidi but if old
or carcle8sly kept, it is apt to be partially carbonated, as shown by thi s test. It,
however, absorbs carbonic acid more slow ly than Liquor Ammonire. The Edinburgh prcpuration agrees in nature with the U.S. spirit, but is only one-third its
strength .
.Afedical Properties an(l lises. Spirit of ammonia is stimulant and antispasmodic,
and is l!iven in hysteria, flatulent colic, and nervous debility. It is, howe,•cr,
not much used; the :nomntic spirit, which is pleasanter and bas simila r properties,
being preferred. 'l'he dose of the U.S. preparation is from ten to thirty drops
in a wineglassful of water; of the Edinburgh fr om thirty drops to a Huidraeh m.
Spirit of ammonia dissolves reRins, gum-resini:i, camphor, and the volatile oils.
The ]~din burgh College uses its spirit for making the aromatic and fetid spirits
of ammonia, and the ammonintcd tinctures, as is seen by the subjoined list. The
U.S. spirit enters into no officinal preparation.
Oj: Prep. Spiritus Ammonire AromaticU!-!,Ed.; Spiritus Ammonire Fcctidus1
Ed.; Tinctura. Castorei Ammoniata; Tin ct. Guaiaci Ammouiata, Ed.; Tinrt.
Opii Ammoniata; 'l'inct. Valcrianro Ammonia.ta, Ed.
B.

SPIRITUS AMMONVE AROMATICUS. U.S., Lond.,Ed., Dub.
Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia.
"'l'ake of Muriate of Ammonia five ounces; Carbonate of Potassa. ei9htounces;
Cinnamon, bruised, Cloves, bruised, each, lwo drachm.~; l.Jemou Peel four ounces;
Alcohol, Water, each,fivc pints. l\lix them and distil seven pints and a half."
U.S.
The Vmclon formula is the original of the above, a.nd need not be quoted.
"Take of Spirit of Ammonia. eiyhtfluidounces; Volatile Oil of Lemon Peel
o .flnidmchm; Volatile Oil of Rosemary ajluidrachrn,and a half. Dissoh·e the
Oils in the ~pirit by a.gitation." Ed.
"'l'akc of Rectified Spirit three pints; Stronger Solution of Ammonia.sixfl11idou11cet:j Oil of Lemon halfa.fluidounce; Oil of Nutmeg tu:o.finidrachrn.~; Oil
of Cinnamon half a fluidracl11n. Dissolve the Oils in the Spirit, and add the
Solution of Ammonia. Mix with agitation and filter. The specific gravity of
thi s solution is 0·852 ." Dub. 'l'hc measures used arc Imperial.
The London and U.S. aromatic spirit of ammonia is made by impregnating
the mcnstruum with monocarbonatc of ammonia, formed by double decomposition
between muriate of ammonia. and carbonate of potas... a. Thus the product is a
spirituous solution of the monocarbonatc, impregnated with aromatics. The aromatic spirit of the blliuburyh College is a mere solution of certain volatile oils
in the caustic simple spirit of that College. 'l'he DuUin College, in its re,·i sed
l'harmacopccia of 1850, ammoniatcs rectified spirit with stronger solution of ammonia, aud impregnates the product with certain volatile oils.
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The U. S. and London aromatic spirits arc the same, and have the sp. gr.
O·!JIS. 'The Edinburgh and Dublin preparations are much stronger, beincr
rectified spirit highly impregnated with caustic ammonia. The density of th~
Edinburgh preparation is not given, that of the Dublin is 0·852 .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Aromatfo spi rit of ammonia is fitted to fulfill
the same indications as the simple spiri t; but is much more used on account of
its grateful taste and smell. It is advantageously employed as a. stimulant antacid in sick headache. 'l'hedoscofthc U.S. and London spirit is from thirty
drops to a fluidrachm or more, sufficiently diluted with water; that of the Edinburgh and Dublin, about one-third as much. The spi rit is compatible with sulphate of magnesia, and may be usefully added to aperient draughts of that salt,
to render them less offensive to the stomach.
op: P,.ep. 'l'inctura Colchici Composita; Tin ct. Guaiaci Ammoniata, U. S.,
Lond.j Tinct. Valerianoo Ammonia.ta, U. S., Loncl.
B.

SPIRITUS AMMONIJE F<ETIDUS. L ond., Ed., Dub.
Spirit of Ammonia.

Fetid

"Take of Hydroohlorate [Muriat'(l] of Ammonia ten ouncesj Carbonate of
Potassa si.cteen 01mcesj Rectified Spirit, Water, each, thee pints [Imperial measure]i Assafetida.fiue ounces. l\lix. them; then with a slow fire distil three pints
[Imp. meas.]." Lond. Sp. gr. 0·861.
"Take of Spirit of Ammonia len fl1cid01mces and a half [Imp. meas .]; Assa~
fetida half an ounce. Break the Assafetida into small fragments, digest it in
the Spirit for twelve hours, and distil over ten fluidounccs and a half by means
of a vapour-bath heat." Ed.
"'l1akc of Assafctida one ounce and a /ialf[avoirdupois); Rectified Spirit one
pint and a hr,if[Imperial measure]; Stronger Solution of Ammonia threeflm"d01mces. Break the Assafetida. into sma ll pieces, and macerate it in the Spirit
for twenty-four hours; then distil off the entire of the Sp irit, and mix the preaucts with the Solution of Ammonia. '.l'he sp. gr. of this preparation is O·S49.u
Dub.
Of these preparations that of the London College is mainly an alcoholic solution of Carbonate of Ammonia; those of the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges a ·
similar solution of caustic ammonia. The small proportion of the volatile oil of
assafetida. can have little other effect than to impart a disagreeable odour and
taste. 'l'hc spirit is colourless at first, but becomes brownish with age. It is
given in hysteria in doses of from thirty drops to a. fluidrachm.
W.

ANTIMONIUM.
Preparntions of Antimony.
ANTIMONII TERCHLORIDI LIQUOR. Dub. Solution of Tercliloride of Antimony.
"Take of Prepared Sulphuretof Antimony one pound [avoirdupois]; l\Inriatio
Acid of Commerce four pints (Imp. meas.]. Upon the Snlphurct, placed in a
porcelain capsule, pour the Acid, and, constantly stirring, apply to the mix:ture,
beneath a flue with a good draught, a gentle heat, which must be gradually aug·
mcntcd as the development of gas begins to slacken, and finally carried to ebulliti on, and ma.int<1incd at thi8 temperature for fifteen minutes. 1-'he vessel being
now rcmo,,cd from the fire, let its liquid contents be separated by filtration
through calico, returning \~hat passes th rough ~rst? in order that a perfectly
clear solution may be obtarncd. Transfer the liqmd to another capsule, and
having boiled it down to the bulk of one quart [Imp. meas.] 1 allow it to cool,
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and preserve it in a bottle, furnished with a well-ground glass stopper. The
.
.
. .
specific gravity of this solution is l ·4 70." .Dub.
When tersulphuret of antimony is dissolved by the aid of heat m murmtic
acid, a double decomposition takes place, resulting in the formation ?f ter.chlori.de
of antimony and hydrosulphuric acid (sulphuretted hydrogen), which gives n se
to effervescence. As this gas is exceedingly offensive and deleterious, the material s, during the reaction, are directed to be placed under a Bue with a good
draught. After the reaction is over, the resulting aqueous solution of terchloride of antimony, after having been strained, is boiled down to a determinate
volume.
Properties. Solution of terchloride of antimony i!i a pale-yellow, transparent,
dense liquid , possessing caustic properties. When of a deep-red colour, it is
impure from the presence of iron. Its sp. gr., concentrated to the extent directed
by the Dublin College, is 1·470. When it is distilled, water, the excess of
muriatic acid, and any tersulphuret of arsenic that may happen to he present,
are first expelled, and afterwards the terchloridc volatilizes. TLe pure terchloridc may be obtained by changing the receiver, as soon as the distilled product
concretes on cooling. Pure terchloride of antimony, called by the earlier chemists
lmtter of antinw1111i is a white, readily fusible solid, of the consistence of butter,
deliquescent and powerfully caustic, and volatilizable under an obscure red heat.
It was formerly used in medicine as a ca ustic. It usually acts without causing
much pain or inflammation, and, after the separation of the eschar, forms a clean,
healthy ulcer.
Solution of terchloride of antimony is a new offi.cina1 of the Dublin Pharmacopooia of 1850, and was probably introduced not as a therapeutic agent, but as
~source of the officinal oxide of antimony.
OJ!. Prep. Antimonii Oxydum.
B.

ANTIMONII OXIDUThI. Ed. ANTIMONII OxYDUM. ])ub. Oxide
of Antimony. Teroxide of Antimony.
"Take of Sulphuret of Antimony, in fine powder, four ounces; l\Iuriatic Acid
(commercial) a pi11t [Imp. meas.]; Water five pints (Imp. meas.]. Dissolve
the Sulphuret in the Acid with the aid of a gentle heat; boil for half an hour;
filter; pour the fluid into the Water; collect the precipitate on a calico filter;
wash it well with cold water, then wit.h a weak solution of carbonate of soda, and
aguin with cold water till t he water ceases to affect reddened litmus paper. Dry
the powder over the vapour bath." Ed.
"Take of Solution of Te1:chloride of Antimony .~ixteen fluidounces [Imp.
meas.]; Water two gallons [Imp. meas.]; Solution of Caustic l)otash one pint
(Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water a sufficient quantity. Pour the antimonial Solution into the Water, and, having stirred the mixture well, set it by until the
white precipitate which forms has subsided. Draw off the supernatant liquid
by decautation, or the syphon, and ha.ving agitated the sedimcut with a gailon
of Distilled Water, allow the whole to st:md until the Oxide Las fallen to the
bottom. Decant again, and having placed the sediment on a calico filter, wash
it with Distilled Water until tLc liquid which trickles through reddens blue
litmus paper only in a. very slight degree. '!'he precipitate is now to be shaken
occasionally for half an hour with the Solution of OausticPotash, and then washed
on a filter with boiliug Distilled Witter, until the washiugs cease to give a precipitate on being dropped into an a.cid solution of nitra.te of silver. L.1.stly, let
the product be dried at a heat not ex:ceeding 120° ." .Dub.
In these processes the teroxide of antimony is oMained from the solution of
the terchloride, formed by a step of the Edinburgh formula, but by a. separate
formula. of the DuLlin Pharma.copreia. By dissolving tersulphuret of antimony
in muriatic acid , the Edinburgh College forms the Dublin solution of tercbloride
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of antimony, though the College does not give it a distinct name. When this
solution is poured into a la.rge quautit.y of water, th ere is precipitated a white
powder, formerly called powder of A(qm·oth (see Appenrh"x), which is an oxychloride, consisting of nine eqs. of teroxide and two of tcrchloride. The terchloride is in great part decomposed by the water, the elements of which convert
it into muriatic acid and teroxide. The muriat ic acid remains in solution, while
the teroxide falls in union with a sma ll proportion of terchloride, forming the
oxycbloride. The oxychloriJc is first washed with abundance of water to separate adhering muriatic aci d, and afterwards acted upon by a solution of alkali
(carbonate of soda, Ed., caustic potassa, D"b.) to remove the terehloride; when
the teroxide is left, and only requi res to be washed with water in order to render
it pure. '!'he last washing 8-eparntes the chl oride of sodium or potassium, resulting from the decomposition of tLe terchloridc; and the water of thi::i wash ing
is tested, iu the Dublin formula, for the absence of a chloride by nitrate of silver.
In making this oxide, the apothecary should give the preference to the Dublin
formula, a;S more precise in its directions.
Properties . Teroxide of antimony is a snow-white, heayy powder, permanent
in the air, insoluble in water, but readily soluble in muriatic or tartaric acid, or
in a boiliug sol ution of bitartrate of potassa. When heated in close vessels, it
becomes yellow, fuses at a full red beat, and finally sublimes in crystalline
needles. When cooled from a state of fusion, it forms a fibrous crystalline mass.
H eated in open ve~sels, it suddenly becomes red-h ot, and, by the absorption of
oxygen, cha nges into antimonious acid, which differs from the teruxide iu being
insol ubl e in muriatic acid, less fusible, and not volatile. 'l'his oxide is the active
ingredient of all the medicinal preparations of antim ony. It is frequ ently impure
from containing antimonious acid, in which case it will not be entirefy soluble in
muriatic acid. If it contain terch loride, which it is apt to do from the imperfect
action of the alkaline solutions employed ia its purification, its solution in tartaric
acid will be precipitated by nitrate of silver. When antimonious acid is substituted for it, dw fraud may be dete<:ted by the spuri ous preparation being entirely insoluble ia muriatic acid. Tcroxicle of antimony consists of one eq. of
antimony 129, nnd three of oxygen 24=153, and its formula is consequently Sb03 •
Medical Properties. rrhis oxide possesses the general therapeutic properties
of the antimonials. It deserves more attention than has been paid to it; and
its effects, comparatively with those of tarta1· emeti c, should be carefully studied.
It is probablt:i that its sedative operation would be found the same, with less
nausea. and disturbance of the sto mac h. J.Jike autimonial powder, it is very
unequal in its effects, sometimes vomiting, at other times being apparently in ert.
In the case of the French Codex oxide, prepared by boiling the oxychloridc with
a sol ution of bicarbonate of pota.o;sa, these differences arc attributed by M. Durand , of Cacn, to the presence of more or less terchloridc, which is separated
with difficulty. Objecting to tbe Code x oxide, l\I. Durand proposes to obtain
it by precipitating tartar emetic with ammon ia in excess. '!'be oxide, thus
obtained, contains no tercb loride, and c1ocs not vomit. (Joum. de P!tarm., Be
sCr., ii. 36-1:.) The dose of the oxide is from th ree to ten grains, repeateJ every
two or three hours, and given in powder with syrup or m o la s~es , or in pill made
up wiLh confection of roses, or other suit.able excipient.
Off. Pnp. Antimouium 'l'artarizatum.
B.
ANTIMO~II ET POTASS.iE TARTRAS. U.S. ANTIMONII PoTA SSIO-TARTKAS. L ond. ANTDIONIUM TARTARIZ ATU M. Ed., IJub. Tartrate of Antimony and P otassa. 'l'artarized Antimony. :Partar Emetic.

"Take of Sulphuret of An timony, in fin e powder, /01u ounces; )luria.tic Acid
twenty-jive ounce$}. .Nitric Acid tu·o drachms; 'Va.t.er a gallon . Having mixed
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the Acids together in a glass vessel, add by degrees the Sulpburet of Antimony,
and digest the mixture, with a gradually increasing heat, till effervescence
ceases; then boil for an hour. Filter the liquor when it has become cold, and
pour it into the Water. Wash the precipitated powder frequently with water,
till it is entirely Creed from acid., and then dry it. Take of this powder two
ounces; Bitartrate of Potassa, in very fine powder, tu:o ounces and a half; Dis·
tilled Water cigltteen fluJdou11ces. Boil the 'Vater in u, glass vessel; then add
the powders previously mixed together, and boil for an hour; lastly, filter the
liquor while bot, and set it aside to crystallize. By further cw1poration, the
liquor may be made to yield an additi onal quantity of crystals, whic-h should be
purified by a second crystallization." U.S.
"'fake of Sulphuret of Antimony, in fine powder,/our ounresj Muriatic Acid
(commercial) a pint [Imperial measure]; Wat er five p ints [Imp. meas.]. Dissolve the Sulphurct in the Acid with the aid of a gentle hca.t; boil for half an
hour; filter; pour the liquid into the Water; collect the precipitate on a calico
filter, wash it with cold water till the water ceases to redden litmus paper i dry
the precipitate over the vapour.bath. Take of this precipitate three ou11cesj
Bitartrate of Potashfonr ounces and two drachmsj Water twe1lf!J·Scven fluiclounces [Imp. meas.]. !Hix the powders, add the Water, boil for an hour, filter,
and set the liquid aside to crystallize. The mother.liquor, when concentrated,
yields more crystals, but not so free of colour, and, therefore, rec1uiring a second
crystallization." Ed.
"Take of Oxide of Antimony five ounces [avoirdupois]; white 13itartratc of
Potash six ounces [avoird.]; Distilled Water one guart [Imp. meas.]. Rub the
]3itartrate to a fine powder, and, having carefully mixed it with the Oxide of
Antimony, add a. little Water, so as to convert the mixture into a thick paste,
which should be set by for twenty.four hours. Pour on this the remainder of the
Water, previously raised to the temperature of212°, and, having boiled for fifteen
minutes, with repeated stirring, in a. glass or porcelain vessel, filter through
calico, returning the slightly turbid liquor which first passes through, so as to
obtain a clear solution. After twelve hours let the solution be decanted from the
crystals which will have formed, and boiled down to 011e·third, when, on cooling,
an additional product will be obtained. The salt, after being dried upon blotting
paper without the application of heat, should be preserved in a bottle." Dub.
"Take of 'fersulphuret of Autimony, in very fine powde1·, a pottndj Sulphuric
Acid fifteenjluidounces [Imp. meas.]; Bitartratc of Potassa ten ouncesj Distilled Water five pints [Imp. meas.]. Mix the 'l'ersulphuret with the Acid in au
iron vessel, and expose the mixture, under a. chimney, to a gentle heat, occasiona lly stirring with an iron spatula. Then increase the heat, until, the flame
of burning sulphur having gone out, nothiug remains but a whitish pulverulent
mass. ·wash this, when cold, with water, until all acid is removed, and dry it.
Mix. thoroughly 1dne ounces of this salt with the llitartmte, and boil in the
Water for half ai:i hour. Strain the liquor while still hot, and set it aside to
form crystals. Having poured off the liquor, dry these, and again evaporate
tb3t crystals may form." Lond.
~I.1his preparation is a double salt, consisting of turtrate of potassa, united with
tartrate of teroxide of antimony. 'l'he principle of its formation is exceedingly
8imple, being merely the saturation of the excess of acid iu the bitartrate (cream
of tartar) with the teroxide. 'l'he officinal processes all consist in boiling a
mixture of cream of tartar and some form of the teroxitle with water. 'l'he U.
S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopooias agree in using th e form of tcroxidc, called
oxychloride of a11tirno11y, or p oude.r of Al!Jaroth, which is not officinal under a
di:stinct name, but is formed in the first step of the tartar emetic processes of
those works. 'l'hc Dublin College, in its revised Phannarovooia of 1850, has
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1mbstituted the pure teroxide of antimony for the oxychloride, wh ich, not being
now usc<l in any officinal preparation, is expunged from its catalogue. The
London College bas abandoned the use of the crocus of rrnthnony, and employs
at present (l'harmncopooia of 1851) the form of teroxide obtained by boiling
sulphuric acid with the tcrsulphuret to dryness, and washing the product.
'l'he U.S. and Edinl.Juryh Pharmucopccias agree in the same genera.I plan for
making the oxychloride. The tersulphuret of antimony is dissolved in from five
to six times its weight of muriatic acid, assisted by a hundredth of nitric acid
in the U.S. formula, but without this acid in the .Edinburgh. The solution is
thrown into a. large quantity of water, equal to about twenty-five or thirty times
the weight of the sulphuret employed, and the oxychloride is precipitated. This
is mixed with from one and a. quarter to about oue and a half times its weight of
cream of tartar, and boiled, for from half an hour to an hour, with about eight
and a half times its weight of distilled water; and the liquor obtained is filtered
while hot and set aside to crystallize. By further evaporation the mother-liquor
may be made to yield a.second crop of crystals, which, not being free fr om colour,
must be purified by a second crystallization. ·w hen no more crystals can be
obtained, the liquor which is left contains, according to Knapp, a gummy salt,
which consists of tartratc of potassa united to the tertartrate of teroxide of antimony. If this liquor be boiled with a. fresh portion of oxychloridc, as long
as this is taken up, it will furnish an additional quantity of crystals of tarta,r
emetic; and, finally, if the new mother-liquor be saturated with carbonate of
potassa, it will furnish a third crop of the antimonial salt, after which the liquor
is entirely exba.usted. (Jom·n. dePharm., xxvi.136, from Annal. der PAann.)
The oxychloride, as its name imports, contains a portion of terchloride. This
is decomposed during the boiling, by means of the elements of water, into additional teroxide, which helps to form the tartar emetic, and muriatic acid which
serves to hold in solution iron and other metallic impurities, which otherwise
would fall and contaminate the crystals. Accordingly, it is asserted that the
pure teroxide is not so well fitted for making tartar emet ic as the oxychloride,
in which the teroxide is usefully combined with some terchloride. If this statement should be confirmed, the Dublin Collep.-e has injudiciously substituted the
pure teroxide for tbe oxychloride in its last formula for tartar emetic.
In the London formula, the teroxide is formed in the following manner. By
gently heating sulphuric acid with the tersulphuret of antimony, the metal is
teroxidized at the expense of part of the acid, sulphurous acid is evolved, and
sulphur set free. By increasi ng and continuing the beat until dryness is produced, the whole of the sulphurous acid is driYen off, the free sulphur is burnt
out, and nothing remains but the teroxide, united with sulphuri c acid, in the form
of the tcrsulph:lte of the teroxide of antimony. This, by continued wa!;bing, is
converted in to the auhyJrous disulphate of the teroxiJe (2Sb03 ,S03 ). (Philh'ps.)
'l'he disulpLate is then mixed with cream of tartar ia the proportion of nine
parts in weight to ten, and the mixture boiled with water in the usual manner.
'l'be use of disulpbate of antimony in making tartar emetic originated with the
late Mr. Phillips as early as the year 181 l. He recommended it to be prepared
by boiling metallic antimony with twice its weight of sulphuric acid to dryness,
and washing the product with water. This method of preparing it was greatly
improved by the substitution of the tersulphuret for metallic antimony, as suggested by the late Dr. Babington. The disulphate, mar.le in this way, has been
for a long time used in England for preparing tartar emetic, and is now adopted
for the same purpose by the London College. 'I1he disulphate process is an eligi.
blc one, and, at the same time, has the merit of be ing economical. l\Ir. Phillips
says it affords "a very pure and beautiful salt."
Ilasing given a sketch of the several officinal formulas, it may be useful to
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present them in a tab1e. The form of teroxide sclectccl is reduced to the same
quantity, n.nd the measures of water in the U. S., ]~ondon, and Edinburgh Phar.
macopreias are converted into the nearest corresponding weights.

AUTHORITY.
London Pharmacopreio..
Dublin

do.

U.S.
Edinburgh

do.
do.

Form of
Tcroxide
employed.
Di sulphate.
Teroxide.pure.
Oxycl1loride.

Do.

Proportion
of
Teroxidc.

Proportion
of Cream of
Tartar.

Proportion
of
Wntcr.

4-4

44.4

4.8
6
6.7

32
34
33

It is seen by the table that for a given amount of teroxide, the J. .oudon Co1lege
orders the least cream of trirtar, and the Edinburgh the most. The proportion
of water is not very different in the Dublin, U. S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopccias, but is considerably greater in the Loudon.
In judging of the relative eligibility of these processes, several circumstances
are to be taken into view. The cream of tartar should not be in excess; as in
that case it is apt to crystallize upon cooling with the tartar emetic formed. To
avoid such a result it is better to have a slight excess of antimonial oxide. No
rule is applicable to the determination of the proper proportion of water, except
that it should be sufficient to dissolve tbe tartar emetic formed . 'l'be hot filtration, directed iu tbe U. S. and London Pharmacopooias, may be conveniently
performed by means of the tin apparatus, devised by Dr. Hare for filtering liquids
at the point of ebullition. {See page 773 for a figure of this apparatus.) The
U.S. aud :Edinburgh Pharmacoproias boil for an hour; the London, for half an
hour; the Dublin for fifteen minutes. In all cases the salt should be obtained
in well defined crystals, unmixed with those of cream of tartar, as the best index
of its purity. The practice of some manufacturing chemists of boiling the filtered liquor to drj'ness, whereby au impure mass is obtained, consisting in part
onl.v of the antimonial i:.alt, is very reprehensible.
It is not easy to decide as to the relative eligibility of the different forms of
antimonial oxide used for prep:uing tartar emC'tic; but it may be proper to state
that the preference was given to the oxychlorid e (7J0v:der of Algaroth) by Berzelius; and 1\I. Henry, an eminent pharmaceufist of Pari1', after a careful compririson of the different processes, declared in favour of the use of this oxide.
This testimony in favour of the o:Iyehloride induced the re,·isers of our nationa.l
J'harmacopccia. in 1830, to adopt it for making tartar emetic; and the Edinburgh
College judiciously substituted it for the crocus of antimony in its revision of

1839.
~L H enry has given a process for preparing tartar emetic with the oxych1oride
on a large scale; and as bis formula may be usefu l to the manufacturing chemist,
we s11bjoin it, tuming th e ]i'rench weights into the nearest apothecaries' wei.i:;hts
nnd measures. Take of prc1mred su lphurct of antimony, in very fine powder,
three pounds four ounces; muriatic acid, marking 22° (sp. gr. 1·178), eighteen
pounds and a hulf; nitric acid two ounces and a half. Introduce the sulpburet
into a. glass matrass, of a capacity double the volum e of the.mixture to be formed;
and add to it from three to five pounds of the acids previously mixed, so that
the sulphuret may be thoroughly penetrated by them; then add the remainder
of the acids. Place the matrass on a sand-bath, and heat the mixturn gradually
to ebulli tion, avoiding the vapours, which arc disengaged in large quantity. Con·
tinue the heat until the vapours girnn off are so far deprived of sulphurctted hydrogen us not to blacken white paper moistened with solution of acetate of lead; after
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which allow the liquor to cool, and to remain at rest until it has become clear.
Decant the clear liquor, and, in order to procure the portion of liquid which
may be retained by the moist residue, add to this a small portion of muriatic
acid, and again decant. Mix the dcCan ted liquids, which consist of a solution
of terchloride of antimony, and add them to a large quantity of water, in order
that the oxychloride may be precipitated; taking care, during their addition, to
stir constantly in order that the precipitated powder may be more minutely di·
vided, to facilitate its subseq uent washing. To determine whether the water has
been sufficient to decompose the whole of the terchloride, a part of the supernatant liquid, after the subsidence of the powder, is to be added to a fres h portion of water; and, if a precipitate take place, more water must be added to the
mixture, so as to obtain the largest possible product of oxychloride. 'l'he pre(·ipitation being completely effected, wash the powder repeatedly with water,
until thi~ no longer aftects litmus, and place it on linen to drain for twenty-four
hours. The quantity of oxych loride thus obtained will be about three pounds
and a. half in the moist state, or two pounds nine ounces when dry. Assuming
it to be this quantity, mix it with three pounds eleven ounces of cream of tartar,
in fine powder, and add the mixture to two gallons and five pints of boiling water,
contain ed in au iron kettle. Concentrate the liquor rapidly until it marks 25°
of Baume's hydrometer for sa lts, and then filter. By repose the liquor furnishes
a. crop of very pure crystals, which require only to be dried. The mother waters
are treated in the following manner. Saturate the excess of acid with chalk,
filter, and concentrate to 25°. By cooling a second crop of crystals will be obtained; and by proceeding in a similar manneri even a third crop. But these
crystals are somewhat coloured, and must be purified by recrystallization.
In relation to the above process, it may be observed that the proportion of
oxychloride and cream of tartar must be adjusted according to the numbers given,
on the assumption that the former is dry; but it by no means follows that the
whole of the oxide should be dried. To proceed thus would be a waste of time.
The mode of proceeding is to weigh the whole of the moist oxide, and afterwards
to weigh off a small part of it, and ascertain how much this loses in drying.
Tbcn by a calculation it is easy to determine how much the whole of the moist
oxide would weigh in the dry stute.
Tartar emetic is not usually prepared by the apothecary, but made on a large
scale by the manufacturing chemist. Different processes are pursued in different
manufactories; and it is not material wha.t plan is adopted, provided the crystals
of the antimonial salt are carefully purified. In an extensive manufactory in
London, antimony ash (see paye 104) is employed for boiling with the cream of
tartar, and it is stated to form the cheapest material for makiog tartar emetic.
(Pereira, .A/at. Jl/ed.) Mohr prefers the use of a rnoist oxide, prepared by adding
gradually an intimate mixture of one part, each, of tersulphuret of antimony and
nitrate of potassa, to a boiling mixture of one part of sulphu ric acid and two of
water. '.fhe Iiriuid is boiled down nearly to dryness and allowed to cool. 'l1he
grayish-white mass, thus formed, is then washed thoroughly with water. 'l'he
details of this process are given by Soubciran, by whom it is praised, in the
Journ. de Phm'm., 3e sfr., iii. 327.
Properties, &c. Tartratc .of a.ntimony and potassa. was discovered in 1631 by
Adrian de .Mynsicht. It is JD the form of transparent, colourless crystals, which
possess a. nauseous, mc'tallic, styptic taste, and have usually the form of rhombic
octohe<lrons. 'Vhen prepared from the oxycbloridc, it crystallizes in tetrahedrons.
As it occurs in the shops it is in the form of a. white powder, resulting from the
pulverization of the crystals. The crystals, when exposed to the ai1·, effloresce
slightly and become white and opaque. '!'hey arc insoluble in alcohol, but dissoh'e in proof spfrit or wine. (See Yinum Antimonii.) They are soluble in about
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fifteen parts of water at 60°, and in between two and three parts o~ boi~ing wat~r.
1

~::1 ;:t~a~~·of~~:~~.~~n~\1~~~!~ ~~1:~~r:~r!~:~e~~f: ,!~:i~th:~~:~fts~;~:.::~_:s~

who found it to be soluble in 12·65 parts of water at 70°. Its aqueous solution
slightly reddens litmus, a.nd undergoes decomposition by ~eeping. It is incom·
patible with acids, with alkalies and their c~rbomites, with some of the earths
and metals, with chloride of ca.lcium, and with aceta.te and subacetate of lead.
It is incompatible also with astringent vegetable infusions and decoctions, such
as of rhubarb, cinchona, catechu, galls, &c.; but these substances, unless galls
be an exception, do not render it inert, though they lessen its activity to a greater
or le~s extent.
Chamcteristics and Tests of Pu1'ify. Tartar emetic, when pure, exhibits its
appropriate crystalline form. A crystal or two, dropped into a solution of bydrosulphuric acid, will be covered with an orange-coloured deposit of tersulphuret
of antimony. One hundred grains of the salt dissolved in water, yield forty-nine
grains of tersulphuret with this test. (Lond. Phann., 1851.) Entire solubility
in water is not a character belonging exclusively to the pure salt; for, according
to the late Mr. Hennell, tartar emetic may contain ten per cent. of uncombined
cream of tartar, and yet be wholly soluble in the proper proportion of wa.ter.
(Phillips.) '!'bis being the case, the character, given in the U.S. and Edinburgh
Pharmacopceias, of entire solubility in twenty parts of water, is not to be depended upon. A dilute solution is not precipitated by chloride of barium or
nitrate of silver, nor rendered blue by ferrocyanuret of potassium. A solution,
containing one part of tartar emetic in forty of water, is not disturbed by an
equal volume of a. solution of eight parts of acetate of lead in thirty-two of water
and fifteen of acetic acid. 'l'his test is adopted in the U.S. Pharmacopooia from
the Edinburgh, and is intended to show the absence of uncombined bitartrate
of potassa.; for when the a.eidulated acetate is used as here directed, it does not
form the white tartrate of lead with the pure antimonial salt, but only with
the bitartrate, when this happens to be present. The acidulated acetate is a
delicate test of this impurity, capable of detecting one per cent. of it in tartar
emeticj but Dr. Christison finds difficulties in using it which render it too precarious for practice. l\lr. Heonell's method of detecting uncombined bitartrate,
is to add a few drops of a solution of carbonate of soda. to a boiling solution of
tbe antimonial salt. If the precipitate formed is not redissolved, no bitartrate
is present.
The impurities found in tarta1· emetic are uncombined cream of tartar from
faulty preparation or fraudulent admixture, tartrate of lime, iron, sulphates, and
chlorides. The mode of detecting cream of tartar has been indicated above.
Tartrate of lime is derived from the cream of tartar, which al\vays contains this
impurity. It is apt to form on the surface of the crystals of tartar emetic in
crystalline tufts, which are easily brushed off. Iron is sometimes present, especially when the autimonial salt has been prepared from glass of antimony. It
is detected by a blue colour being t'rnrncdiatcly produced by ferrocyanuret of
potassium, added after a little acetic acid. If the blue colour be slou;ly produced,
it may arise from reactions on the iron of the ferrocyanuret itself. lf much iron
be present, the solution of the tartar emetic will be yellow instead of colourless.
Sulphates are detected by chloride of ba.rium The presence of a chloride is
shown by a precipitate being produced by nitrate of silver, adJed to a dilute
solution. According to Scrullas, tartar emetic, except when well crystallized,
and all the other untimonial preparations usually contain a minute proportion of
arsenic, derived from the native tcrsulphurct of antimony, which almost always
contains this dangerous metal. (For the ruode of detecting it, see .Acidmn Arsen'iosmn.) Tartar emetic is sometimes sol<l iu powder to conceal its imper-
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fcctions. It should never be bought in this state by the apothecary, but always
in crystals, in which state the salt is pure, or very nearly so, and entirely free
from arsenic. It11 powder is perfectly white, and when yellowish-white, iron is
probably present. It is said that some druggists ignorantly prefer a tartar
emetic which is yellowish-white in powder.
It has been already stated, in general terms, that tartar emetic in solut ion is
incompatible with acids and alkalies, and with some of the earth s; but this salt
is so important, that some details in regard to the effects of part.icular reagents,
included under these titles, see m to be necessary. Muriatic and sulphuric acids,
added to a solution of the antimonial salt, not too di lute, throw down a. white
precipitate of subchloride or subsulphate of antimony, mixed with cream of tartar,
which is redissolved by au excess of the precipitant. Nitric acid throws down
a subnitra.te, which is taken up by an excess of it. This effect of nitric acid is
given by the London Cnllege as a.character of good tartar emetic, but is certainly
not very distinctive. When caustic potassa. is added to a tolerably concentrated
solution of the antimonial salt, it prnduces at first no effect, then a prec:ipitate of
teroxide, and afterwards the solution of th is precipitate, if the addi tion of the
alkali be continued. Lime-water acts in a. weaker solution, and throws down a
white precipitate, consisting of the mixed tartrates of lime and antimony. Carbonate of potassa affects still weaker sol utions, throwing down a white precipitate
of tcroxidc; but this test does not act in solutions containing less than a quarter
of a grnin of the autimon ial salt to the fluidouncc. Ammonia, both pure and
carbonated, precipitates a solution of tartar emetic, throwing down tbc pure
teroxide. Dr. Rn-ker, of Dublin, bas proposed the carbonate of ammonia as a.
precipitant for obtaining the ox ide, when wanted as a medicine. (See pnge
867.) 'l'o these reagents may be added the infusion of galls, which, when fre~h
and strong, causes a dirty, yellowish-white precipitate of tannate of the tcroxidc
of antimony.
,
Composition. Tartar emetic consists of two eqs. of tartaric acid 132, one of
potassa 47·2, one of teroxide of antimony 153, and three of water 2i=359·2.
It is evident that it contains tartaric ac id and potassa in the precise proportion
to form bitartra.t-0 of potassa or crea m of tartar; and, accordingly, it may be
viewed as a compound of one eq. of cream of tarta.r, ornd one of antimonial
teroxi<lc. '!'he excess of acid in the bitartrate may be considered as united with
the teroxide; and on that view it is a ·doublc salt, composed of the tartrate of
potassa, united with the tartrate of teroxide of antimony. The name, therefore,
of the U. S. Pharmacopceia is correct.
Medical Properties and Uses. Tartrate of :rntimony and potassa is the most
important of the antimonials, and is capable of fulfilling uumerous indic:ttions
in disease. Its general action is that of a sedative upon the circulation; while,
ou the contrary, it excites most of the secretions. According to the dose, and
the peculiar ci1·cumst:rnccs nuder which it is admin istered, it acts variously as
an a.Iterative, diaphoretic, diuretic, expectorant, purgative, and emetic. In minute
doses it is employed, eithe r alone or conjoined with calomcl, with a. view to its
altcrati,·c effects, and has been found useful in diseases of the skin. In sm:ill
doses, mostly associated witb sal ine remedies, such as nitre or sulphate of mag·
nesia, and assisted by copious di lution, it is frequently resorted to in febrile
complaints, fo r the purpose of producing perspiration, which is often copiously
induced, especially if the remedy gives rise to nausea. If the surface be exposed to cool air, !'.'O ns to constrict the pores, the tendency will be to the kidneys,
with the effect of producing an increased flow of urine. On the principle of
exciting the serretions, it proves useful, on many occasions, in pulmonary and
bronchial disease as au expectorant; and with a view to its action in this way ,
it is frequently conjoined with squill, ammoniac, and similar remedies. In full
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doses it acts os an emetic, and as such is characterized by certainty, strength,
and permanency 1of operation. It remains longer in the stomach than ipecacuanha, produces more frequent and longer continued efforts to vomit, and exerts
a more powerful impression upon the system generally. The nausea and attendant prostration arc often very considerable. As an emetic, its use is indicated
where the object is not merely to evacuate the stomach, but to agitate and compress the li\•er and other abdominal viscera. By the extension of its action to
the duodenum, it often causes copious discharges of bile, and hence forms an
appropriate remedy in those diseases in which there is an accumulation of that
secretion. It is employed as an emetic in the commencement of fevers, especially those of an intermittent or biHous character; in jaundice, hooping-cough,
and croup; and in several diseases of the nervous system, sucL as mania, amaul'Osis, tic douloureux, &c. Iu efforts to reduce old dislocations, its relaxing power
over the muscles, when acting as a. na.nsca.nt, is taken advantage of, in order to
facilitate the operation. As an incidenkll effect to its diaphoretic and emetic
operation, tartar emetic often produces purging. Taking advantage of this tendency, practitioners are frequently in the habit of adding it to purgatives, the
operation of which it promotes in a remarkable degree. It is contra-indicated
in diseases of great debility, in the advanced stages of febrile affections, and in
fevers attended with irritability of stomach .
Of late years, on the continent of ]~urope, and to a certain extent in Great
Britain and this country, tartar emetic bas been given in large doses, with a view
to its sedative, or, as it is usually termed, controfitim'IJ.lnnt operation. rrhis practice originated with Rasori, professor of clinical medicine at l\lilan, who published his views in 1800. The principal diseases in which it has been thus used,
are pneumonia, pleurisy, bronchitis, acute rheumatism, especially of the joints,
articular dropsies, chorea, hydrocephalus, and apoplexy. The medicine is
directed in doses, varying from a grain to two grains or more, every two hours,
dissolved in a small quantity of water; the patient being restricted in the use
of drinks whilst under its operation. It is stated that when the remedy is thus
given in diseases of high action, H seldom produces vomiting, an effect which
the authors of the practice wish to avoid. 'l'he power of the system to bear
large doses of tartar emetic, during the existence of acute disease, was considered
by Hasori to depend upon the coexistent high morbid excitement., and the capability of bearing them was expressed by the term tolerance. It is in pneumonia especially that the controstimulant practice has most advoo...1tes. It is
admitted to have the effect of lowering the force and frequency of the pulse, and
the rapidity of the respirations; anU, in not a few instances, it produces marked
remedial effects. In pleurisy and bronchitis, the advantages of the same practice are less decided. Though we arc disposed to admit the controlling influence
of tartar emetic, when thus exhibited, in the diseases named; yet we by no
rueaus think that its use should supersede bloodletting, or even form our chief
reliance. In cases, however, in which bloodletting, both general and local, has
no effect, or has been carried as far as the circumsta.nces of the case will warrant,
tartar emetic, administered on the controstimulant plan, may be found useful.
If the tolerance cannot be otherwise established, laudanum may be conjoined
with the antimony, in order to bring it about. In the treatment of articular
dropsies, the decided benefit derived from large doses of tartar emetic is fully
shown by l\I. Giruellc, who has reported twenty-eight successful cases in supp~rt
of the practice. The medicine was gradually increased from four grains to sixteen or twenty daily, and, generally, the tolerance was established on the first
day. The effusion was absorbed in a. space of time varying from eight to sixteen
<la.vs. l\J. Vida.rt has used large doses of tartar emetic, associated with laudaDum, with good effect, in a case of .delirium tremeus. (Journ. de Plumn. et de
Uhini., April, 1851.)
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_Externally, tartar emetic is sometimes employed as a counter-irritant, mixed
"nth lard or cerate, or spr inkled iu very fine powder on adhesive plaster. (See
[~nguenturnAntimonii.) It causes, after a longer or shorter interval, a burning
sensation, accompanied by a peculiar and painful pustular eruption. This mode
of producing counter-irritation is servicea bl e in a number of diseases; but particularly in deep-seated pains, spinal irritation, hooping-cough, and chronic
inflammation of the chest threatening consumption . Care must be taken, when
the salt is applied by means of a plaster, that the pustular inflammation docs not
proceed too far; as, in that event, it produces deep and very painful ulcerations,
difficult to heal. According to 1\1. Guerin, inflamed parts exhibit a condition of
tolerance to the local effects of tartar emetic, evinced by the absence of pustulation. In support of this view, he asserts that he has treated hundreds of cases
of acute arthralgia. with tartar emetic ointment with the best effects, mostly without the production of any eruption; and when the pustules were produced, the
benefit accrued before they appeared. When no pustulation follows, 1\1. Guerin
supposes that the antimony acts by absorption.
~L1artar emetic is generally given in solution, and in an amount which varies
with the intention in view in its administration. Its dose as an altcrative is
... from the thirtieth to the twelfth of a grain; as adiaphoretic or expectorant, from
the twelfth to the sixth of a grain; and as a nauseating sudorific, from a· quarter
to half a. grain ; in each case, repeated every hour, two, or four hours. If required to act as a purgative, a grain may be dissolved in half a pint of water
with an ounce of Epsom salt, and two tablespoonfuls of the solution given e\'ery
two or three hours. As an emeti c the full t.lose is from two to three grains;
though it is usually given in divided portions of a grain, dissolved in a tablespoonful of water, every ten or fifteen minutes till it vomits; the operation being
aided by warm water, or warm chamomile tea. It is often conjoined with ipecacuanha, in the proportion of one or two grains to twenty of that emetic. For
convenient administration in small dol!es, the Pharmacopceias orde1· it dissolved
in wine. (Sec Vinum Antimonii.) It is given very conveniently to children in
dilute aqueous solution, which, being nearly tasteless, is readily tnken by them.
In all cases this medicine should be given with c:mtion; as, in some peculiar
constitutions, it acts in small doses with unexpected violence .
.b'Jfects as a Poison. The effects produced by a poisonous dose of tartar emetic
are an austere metallic taste; nausea; copious vomiting; frequent hiccough;
burning pain in the stomach; colic; frequent stools and tenesmus; fainting;
small, contracted, and accelerated pulse; coldness of the skin; sometimes intense
heat; difficult respiration; loss of sense; convulsive movements; very painful
cramps in the legs; prostration and death. To these effects is sometimes added
difficulty of deglutition. Vomiting and purging in a few instances <lo not take
place; and when they are absent, tLe other symptoms are aggravated. A case
of poisoning by tartar emetic is reported by Dr. J. T. Gleaves, of Tennessee, in
which a pustular eruption, like that caused by the external appl ication of the
antimonial, was copiously produced. (Amer. Jouni. of .Aled. Sci., xv. 573, from
the lVe.~tern . Jourri,. of .Med. aml Surg.) These are the effects produced on the
healthy economy; but it has been fully pro-reel that the doses which, in a state
of health would prove fatal, are someti mes borne with safety in certain morbid
states of the system, attended with internal acute inflammation.
In treating a case of poisoning by turtar emetic, if it is found that the patient
has not vomited, immediate recourse must be bud to tickling the throat with a
feather, and the use of abundance of warm waler. Usunlly, however, the vomiting is excessive and distressing, and here it is necessary to use remedies calculated
to decompose the poison, and to allay the pain and irritation. To effect the
former object, astringent decoctions and infusions, such as of bark and common
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tea, are recommended as antidotes. These, however, act but imperfectly, accord·
ing to the experiments of M. Toulmouche, who found that a decoction of cincbona
had usually no power in lesscnin" the emetic effect of this autimonial. Similar
observations have been made bv
Cluttcrbuck. (Pereira.) ri'be decoction of
galls acts more decidedly; but l\I. 'foulmouc:be accords the preference to the
galls, given in substance, as an antidote in poisoning by tartar emetic. A case
of accidental poisoning with half an ounce of tartar emetic, successfully treated
with copious draughts of green tea and large doses of tannin, is reported by Dr.
S. A. MoCrcery, U.S . Navy. (Ani.Jouru. of/JJed. Sci., Jan. 1853, p.131.) Galls
no doubt act by the tannin they contain, wLich forms, with the autimonial part
of the salt, the insoluble and probably inert tannate of antimony. To stop
the vomiting and relieve pain, laudanum should be given, either by the mouth
or injection, and to combat consecutive inflammation, bleeding, both local and
general, and other antiphlogistic measures should be resorted to.
After death from suspected poisoning by tartar emetic, it is necessary to search
for the poison in the body. The substances in the stomach should be digested
in water, aeiclulated with a little muriatic and tartaric acids. 'l'he former acid
will serve to coagulate some organic matter; the latter to give complete solubility
to the antimony. The solution obtained, after having been filtered, is subjected
to a stream of sulphurettcd hydrogen, which will throw down the orange-red tersulphuret of antimony, distinguishable from the tcrsulphuret of arsenic, and all
othl!r precipitates, by its forming with hot muriatic acid a solution, from which,
when added to water, a white curtly precipitate of o:s:ychloridc of antimony is
thrown down. Sulphuretted hydrogen is by fur the most delicate test for tartar
emetic.
Sometimes the antimony cannot be found in the stomach and bowels, and yet
mny cxi;.;t in other parts. ·when it leaves the alimentary canal, it has been
found by Orfila especially in the liver and kidneys and their secretions. 'l'he
mode of extracting the antimony, recommended by Orfila, is to carbonize the
dried viscera with pure concentrated nitric acid in a porcelain capsule, to boil the
charred mass obtained for half au hour with muriatic acid, assisted with a fow
drops of nitric acid, to filter the liquor, and introduce it into Marsh 1 s apparatus .
Antimoniuretted hydrogen will be formed, which, being inflamed, will deposit
the antimony on a cold surface of porcelain, as a black stain, distinguishable
from the similar stain produced by arsenic by its less volatility, and by its forming with hot muriatic acid a solution whicli affords a white precipitate when
added to water. (See Arch. Gen., 3e sir., Yii. 511.)
OJ! Prep. Pu I vis Antimonialis, Dub.; Syrupus Scillre Compositus; Ung~en·
tum Antimonii; Vinum Antimonii.
13.

Dr.

VINUM AN'l'HIONII. U.S. Vrnu"
Lond. VINUl\I ANTil\lONIALE. Ed.
Dub. Antimonial Wine.

TRATIS.
LIQUOR.

ANTrnONII PoTASSIO-TARANTIMONII TARTARIZATI

"Take of Tartra.te of Antimony and Pob.ssa a scruple; 'White Wine [l:lherr)']
ten jluidounces. Dissolve the Tartra.tc of Antimony and Posassa in the 'Vine."

U.S.

Lo~~~J ~~ ~~ \1~~!1~~~ f~t;';)z~na:P~~:~t l~~~ss~;~1f7~} ~h~~:/~i~~?s~;:~
11

1

11

gra.im~J of the salt in a pint [Impe~
rial measure] of di.stilled water, and adds severifluidounccs of Rectified Spirit.
Ju the first edition of the United States Pliarmacopccia, tile proportion of tartar
emetic was four grains to the f:luidouucc of wine. In the revision of 1830, tbe
quantity was rcducc>d to two grains, and, us this is very nearly the proportion
directed by the British Colleges, the highly iinportant object has been accom-
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plished, of uniformity in the strength of this very popular preparation. The
seeming discrepancy between the London and Edinburgh formulre, and that of
the U.S. Pharmacopooia will dis<lppear, when it is considered that the Imperial
pint, adopted by the two British Colleges, contains twenty fluidounccs, each very
nearly equal to the fl.uidounce of the ordinary apothecaries' measure. The U.S.
officiual name was adopted as most convenient, sufficiently expressive, and iu
accordance with the nomenclature of several other metallic preparation~, such
as Emplastrum Ferri, 11listm·a Ferd Oomposita, <t·c.
Difl:iculty is often experienced in effecting a solution of tarh\r emetic in wine;
and precipitation is apt to occur after the solu tion has been effected. ~J.1hese
results are attributable either to impurity in the antimonial salt, which fie.
qucntly contains bitartratc of potassa and various insoluble substances, or to
inferiority in the cha racter of the wine, which holds in solution vegetable prin.
ciples that form insoluble compounds with the teroxide of antimony. Dr. Paris
states tha.t he has seen the decomposition of the tartar emetic so complete, that
no traces of the salt could be detectetl in the supernatant liquid. The difficulty
is not avoided by the plan, nt one time directed, of first clissohing the antimo·
nial in water, and then adding the wine; for, even allowing that the solution
may be accomplished, the same ingredients are present, and their mutual reac·
tion mu s~ ultimately result in the same effects. The proper course is to select
perfectly pure crystallized tartar emetic, and sound Sherry or Tencriffe wine,
which make a. permanent soluti on. To obv iate th e risk of decomposition, the
Dublin College directs water and rl'ctificd :::pirit in about the proportion in which
these exist in the wines just mentioned. The only objection to this mcnstruum
is the want of colour, which renders the preparation liable to be confounded
with less active liquids.
The advantages of autimonial wine are, that it affords the means of adminis.
tering minute doses of t:\l'tar emetic, and is more permanent than au aqueous
solution of that salt, which is liable to spontaneous decomposition. It is usually
aJministcrcd in smal l doses as a diaphorctic or expectorant, or as an emetic in
inf,10tile ca~cs. Where a considerable quantity of tartar emetic is requisite, it
shou ld always be p;iven in extemporaneous aqueous solution. The dose of the
wjnc, as an expectorant or diapboretic, is froru ten to thirty drops, giYen fre.
qucntly; as an emet ic for children, from thirty drops to a fl.uidrachm, repeated
every fifteen minutes till it operates.
Off. Prep. l\listura Glycyrrhizre Composita.
W.

ANTIMONII SULPIIURETUM PRlEP ARA TUM. Dub.
pared Sulphui·et of Antimony.

Pi·e-

"'l'ake of Sulphuret of Antimony of Commerce a11y convenient quantity. Let
this be reduced to powder, and the finer particles having been separated from
the coa rser by the method explained in the formula for Greta Pneparata, let
them be <kic<l, and preserved for use." Dub.
Sulph uret of antimony in mass is plac~d in the Matcria l\lcdica list of all the
Pharmacopccias noticed in this work. But for use in medicio<', and for some
pharmaceutical processes, it requires to be in powder, and the above process is
intended to bring it to that state. J3ut it is hardly necessary to have a distinct
formula to indicate the mode of proceeding, and accordingly this preparation is
not included in the U.S., J.Joodon, and Edinburgh Pharmacoproias.
Prf)perlies. Prepared sulphuret of antimony i8 in the form of an insoluble
powder, without taste or smelJ , usually of a dull blackish colour, but reddish·
brown, when perfectly pure. By exposure to the air, it absorbs, according to
Buehner, a portion of oxygen, an<l becomes partially converted into tcroxide.
Its impurities and composition arc mentioned under another head. (Sec A11ti·
monii Sulphuretum.)
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effects usually attributed to it arc those of a diaphoretic and alterative; and the
diseases in which it has been princi1,ally used, a.re scrofula, glandular obstructions,
cutaneous diseases, and chronic rheumatism. It is not employed by physicians
in the United States, its use in this country being ex.elusively confined to vcteri11ary prac·tice. The dose is from ten to thirt.y grains, gi\'Cn in powder or bolus.
Off. Prep. Antimonii Sulpburetum Prrecipitatum; Antimonii Terchloridi
~~

R

ANTIMONII SULPHURETUM PR.iECIPITATUU. U.S., Dub.
Lond. ANTIMONII SULPHURETUM AuREUM. Ed.
Precipitated Sulphuret of Antimony. Oxysulphuret of
Antimony.
ANTIMONII OxYSULPnURETUM.

"Take of Sulphnret of Antimony, in fine powder) s'ix ounces; Solution of
]>otassa. four pinrs; Distilled Water, Diluted Sulphuric Acid, each, a .rnjjicient
quantitg. Mix the Sulphuret of Antimony with the Solution of Potassa and
twelve pints of Distilled Water, and boil them over a gentle fire, for two Lours,
constantly stirring, and occasionally adding DisliUed Water, so as to vreserYe
the same measure. Strain the liquor immediately through a double linen cloth,
and drop into it, while yet hot, Diluted Sulphuric Acid so long as it produces a
precipitate; then wash away the sulphate of potassa with hot water, dry the
Precipitated Sulphurct of Autimony, and rub it into a fine powder." U.S.
"Take of Tersulphuret of Antimony, powdered, seven ounces; Solution of
Soda.four pints [Imp. meas.); Di.stilled Water two gallons [Imp. meas.]; Diluted Sulphuric .Acid a s1~fficient qu011tif!J. 1\ljx the Tersulphurct and Soda with
the Water, and boil with a slow fire for two hours, frequently stirring, Distilled
'Vatcr being often added, so that the mixture may fill about the same measure.
Strain the liquor, and gradually drop into it as much of the Acid as may be
sufficient to throw down the OxysulpLuret of Antimony; then wash away the
sulphate of soda. with water, and dry what remains with a gentle heat." Lond.
"Take of Sulphuret of Antimony, in fine powder, an ounce; Solution of l'otash eleven fluido1mces [Imp. meas.]; Water two pfols [Imp. meas.]. l\lix ihe
'Vater~and Solution of Potash, add the Sulphuret, boil for a.n hour, filter immediately, and precipitate the liquid, while hot, with an excess of Diluted Sulphuric
Acid. Collect the precipitate on a calico filter, wash it thoroughly with water,
and dry it with a gentle beat." Eel.
"Take of Prepared Sulphurct of Antimony five onnces [a.\•oirdupois]; Carbonate of Potash from l)earlash, first dried at a low red heat, and reduced to
powder, four ounces [nvoird.]; Water 011e gallon [Imp. meas.]; Pure Sulphuric
Acid twojluido1mces[Imp. meas.]; Distilled Wateroneguarl [Imp.meas.]. l\Iix
the Sulplrnret of Antimony and Carbonate of Potash in a. mortar, a.nd heat the
mixture in a Hessian crucible, first cautiously until etfer\'esccnce ceases, and then
to low redness, so as to produce liquefaction. J:>our out the melted mass on a clean
fbg, and, when it has concreted nod cooled, rub it to a fine powder in a porcela~u
mortar. Add this, in successive portions, to the gallon of Water while boiling rn
vn iron vessel, and, having maintained the ebullition for twenty minutes, transfer
the whole to a calico tilter, and cause the solution which passes t.hrough to drop
into the Distilled ·water, previously mixed with the Sulphuric Acid. Let the
precipitate which forms be collected on a calico filter, and let warm distilled
water be repeatedly poured upon it, until the liquid which passes through ce::ises
to give a precipitate when dropped into a solution of nitrate of barytes. Finally,
dry the product on porous bricks, placed in a warm atmosphere." DILb.
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As the theory of the formation of the precipitated sulphuret of antimony is
intimately connected with that of the production of the substances called /.;ermes
mineral and golden sulphur, we shall first describe the fatter preparations as introductory to our account of the former.
Kermes 'mineral, according to Thenard, may be obtained by treating the tersulphuret of antimony in three ways; 1st with a boiling solution of the carbonated
alkalies, 2d with a. boiling solution of the caustic alkalies, and 3d with the carbonated alkalies at a. red heat. 'l'hese several processes give brown powders,
which vary in t,h eir shade of colour, and which, though usually considered as
identical, differ in composition. The kermes obtained by means of the carbonated
alkalies in solution is an oxysulphuret, that is, a mixture of teroxide of antimony
with hydrated tersulphuret; while the product, when either the caustic alkalies
in solution, or the carbonated alkalies at a red beat are used, is essent ially a
hydrated tersulphuret, though containing occasionally a little oxysulphuret.
In France the process by the use of the carbonated alkalies in solution is preferred for preparing kcrmes; and tbc alkali selected is soda as giving a handsomer
product. 'fhe formuht of Cluzcl is to boil for half an hour one part of pulverized
tersulplmret of antimony with twenty-two or t\'1enty-thrce parts of crystallized
carbonate of soda, in two hundred and fifty parts of water, to filter the liquor,
and receive it in warm earthen pans, which must be coYered, and allowed to cool
slowly. At the end of twenty-four hours, the kermcs is deposited. It is then
collected on a filter, washed with boiled water cooled without contact of air, dried
at the temperature of 77°, and kept in bottles well stopped. This formula is
suhstantially tbc same with that giYcn in the l?rencb Codex of 1837.
The rationale of the formation of kermes by this process is as follows. .A.
portion of the carbonate of soda is converted, by a transfer of carbonic acid, into
caustic soda. and sesquica.rbonate. By a double decomposition taking place
bet.ween a part of tbe tersulphuret of antimony and the caustic soda, tcroxide
of antimony and sulphuret of sodium are formed. The teroxide then dissolves
in the solution of the remaining carbonate of soda, and the undccomposed por·
tion of the tersulphuret in that of the sulphuret of sodium. The teroxidc and
tersulphuret being both more soluble in these mcnstrua hot than cold, precipitate
together as the liquid cools, and constitute this variety of kermcs. Wbcn thus
obtained, it is light, velvety, of a dark reddisb-purplc colour, brilliant in the
sun, and ofa crystalline appearance. It consists, according to M. Henry,juu.,
of tersulpburet of antimony G2·5, tcroxide 27·4, wa.ter 10, and soda a trace:
proportions which correspond most nearly with two eqs. of tersulphurct, one of
teroxide, and six: of water. In conseq uence of the presence of a. considerable
a.mount of teroxide of antimony in this variety of kermes, it must be far more
actiYe than tbe other kinds,aud ought, therefore, to be preferred for medicinal use.
Kermes, when obtaiued by means of tbe caustic alkalies, may be formed by
the use of either potassa. or soda. When tbe former alkali is selected, it may
be prepared by boiling for a quarter of an hour, two parts of the tersulpLuret
of antimony with one part of caustic potassa dissolved in twenty-five or thirty
parts of water, filtering tbe liquor, and allowing it to cool; whereupon the
kermes precipitates. In this process, one portion of the tersulphuret, by reacting with a portion of the pota.ssa, gives rise to teroxide of antimony and sulphuret of potassium. A second portion dissolves in the solution of sulphurct
of potassium formed, and a third forms an insoluble compound with a part of
the tcroxide. 111he remainder of the teroxide unites with the undecomposecl
potassa, forming a compound, which, being but sparingly soluble, is only in part
clissolYed. The hot filtered liquor, therefore, contains this compound dissolved
in water, and tcrsulphuret of antimony dissolved in the solution of sulpiluret of
potassium. By refrigeration, the tersulphuret in a hydrated state falls down,
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free or nea~ly free from teroxidc, this latter being still held in solution by means
of the caustic alkali with which it is united.
Kermes is obtained by the third method, that is, in the dry way, by rubliing
together two parts of tcrsulphuret of antimony and one of carbonate of pota.ssa,
fusing the mixture in a crucible by n. red heat, reducing the fused mass to pow·
der, boiling it with water, and straining. As the strained liquor cools the kerroes
is depositud. 'l'he rationale of its formation is nearly the same with that of the
formation of the second variety of kermes. An inferior kermes, prepared in
the dry way, and intended for use in veteriuary medicine, is_ directed in the
}?reach Codex to be prcpa,red by fusing together, well mixed, 500 parts of tersulphuret of antimony, 1000 of carbonate of pota.ssa, and 30 of washed sulphur,
reducing the fused mass to powder, and boiling ihvith 10,000 parts of water.
~.Che liquor, upon cooling, lets fall the kermcs, which must be washed with care
and dried.
Kermes mineral is an insipid, inodorous powder, of different shades of brown.
13y the action of air and light it gradually becomes lighter coloureJ, and at last
yellowish-white. It is sometimes adulterated with scsquiox.idc of iron. In
Paris, in 184.D, a. number of the sLops contained a. spurious kermes of very
handsome appearance, which was little else than this oxide. (Journ. de Phann.,
Oet. 184.9.) Kermes mineral first came into use as a remedy in France about
the beginnin~ of the last century. Its mode of preparation was possessed as a
secret by a :French surgeon named La Ligerie. In 1720, the recipe was purchased by the French goYernment and made public.
Golden sulphur is formed by the addition of an acid to the liquor which
remains after the precipitation of the kermes. According to the directions of
the French Codex, acetic acid is employed for this purpose. The liquor, when
caustic potassa has been used, consists at first chiefly of tersulphuret of antimony dissolved in solution of sulphurct of potassium, but in part also of teroxide,
dissoh-ed in solution of potassa. lly the action of the oxygen of the air on the
liquor., howeYer, the sulpburet of potassium has part of its potassium gradually
converted into potassa, and thus passes to a higher state of sulphuration; and,
consequently, the addition of au acid, while it throws down the tersulphuret and
tcroxide of antimony with disengagement of sulphuretted hydrogen, will precipita.te at the same time the excess of sulphur which the sulphuret of potassium
has gained. Agreeably to this explanation, golden sulphur is a mixture oftersulphurct and teroxide of antimony, conta inin g more or less free sulphur. It
is in the form of a powder of a golJeu-ycllow colour. As it is partially clecom·
posed by light, it shou ld be kept in opaque vessels. It may be worth while to
mention that the kermes liquor, left after the use of the carbonated alkalies in
so lution, gives but little golden sulphur; while the liquors, resulting from the
two other processes, yield it in abundance.
From the explanations above giYen, the reader is prepared to understand that
the meth od of preparing the precipitated sulphuret of antimony of the U.S.,
London, and Edinburgh Pliarmacopccias, combines the process for formi ng the
kermes mineral by rneans of a ccwstic al/o,ali1 with that for obtaining gol<len
sulphur; for, while the refrigeration of the solution acting alone would cause
the precipitation of the variety of kermes, which contains little or no antimonial oxide, the sulphuric acid added would throw down more or less of the golden
sulphur. llut the question here arises how far this golden sulphur would be
ldcntical with that obtaineJ from the mother liquor of kermes which has been
kept for some time. From the explanations above given in r~lation to golden
sulphur, it may be inferred as probable that the precipitate by acids, if thrown
down immediately, while the solution is hot, as directed by the Pbannaeopreias,
and before the air has had tirue to act, would consist exclusi,·ely of ter.sulphurct.
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and tcroxidc; but, if thrown down from the kcrrues mother liquor, would contain more or less free sulphur, according as the liquor had been more or less
subject to the influence of the air. If these views be ndmitted, it follows that
tLe so-called golden sulphur must be a variable preparation as to the free sulphur
it contains, dependent upon the greater or less change which the kermes liquor
may have undergone before being used for furnishing the precipitate.
Formerly, all the niarmacopooias noticed in this work used a solution or
caustic potassa in preparing precipitated sulphuret of antimony; but at present
the ],..on don College em pl oys a solution of caustic soda, and the Dublin, carbonate of potassa in the dry way. These changes were made in the recently
rcviseJ Pharmacoproias of those Colleges. The use of soda does not alter the
theory of the process. The Dublin College, in the use of carbonate of potassa,
proceeds, at first, precisely as if kermes by the third method was .to be obtained
(see page 880); but, instead of coll ecting the strained liquor in an empty yessel,
allows it to drop into water, acidula.tecl with sulphuric acid.
Propei·ties of the Precipitated Sulplmrel of A11tirnouy. This substance is a.
reddi sh-brown insoluble powder, tasteless when pure, but having usually a
slightly styptic taste. When treated with twelve times its weight, of muriatic
acid of th e sp. gr. l ·16, with the aid of heat, it is nearly all dissolved, with
effervescence of sn lphuretted hydrogen. The residue burns with the characters
of su lphur, and leaves a. scanty ash. The solution obtained, when added to water,
is decomposed, giving rise to a. white powder of oxychloride of antimony (powder
of Algaroth). The solution, filtered from the powder, yields an orange-red, precipitate with hydrosulpha.te of ammonia, proving the presence of a small quantity
of antimony, not thrown down by the water. A dark-coloured precipitate, produced by this test, shows the presence of contaminating metals, probably lead
and copper. Water in which this preparation has been boiled, should not yield
a white precipitate with chloride of barium or oxafate of ammonia. 'l'he nonaction of these tests shows the absence of sulphuric acid and lime. 'When pure,
precipitated sulphuret of antimony is completely soluble in a hot solution of
potassa, but as it is found in the shops, a white matter is usually left undissolved. When boiled with a solution of cream of tartar, about 12 per cent. of
teroxidc is dissolved; but, according to H . Rose, this method of determining
the proportion of the teroxide cannot be relied on. Exposed to heat it takes
fire, burning with a. greenish.blue flame and giving off sulphurous acid, while
the metal remains behind in the state of a grayish oxide.
The London precipitated sulphuret of antimony, as analyzed by l\Ir. I)hillips,
consists, in the 100 parts, of tersulphuret 7G·5, tcroxidc 12, aud water U ·5 i
proporti ons corresponding nearly with five eqs. of tcrsulphuret, one of teroxide,
and fifteen of water. It usually contains a portion of free sulphur, as shown
by the action of muriatic acid. Its active ingredient is the teroxide; and, in
reference to its presence, the London College calls the preparation ox,1;sulplwret
of ltntimon!J· The Edinburgh College names it incorrectly golden sulplmret of
antimony j this name being properly applicable to the precipitate produced by
the sole action of acids, and not to that obtained by the action of acids and
refrigeration conjointly.
JJcdical Properties. 'l'be precipitated sulphuret of antimony is alter4tive,
diaphoretic, and emet ic. It is, howc,'er, an uncertain med icine, as well from
the want of uniformity in its composition, as from its liability to Yary in its
action with the state of the stomach. It is seldom given alone, but generally
in combination with calomel and guaiac, in the form of Plummcr's pill, as an
alterativc in secondary sy philis and cutaneous eruptions, or conjoined with henban e or hemlock in chronic rheumati~nl. (See Pilul::e Calomelanos Conipo.ljifre.)
During i~s use the pntient should ab:;tain from acidulous drinks. Its dose as au
0
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alterative is from one to two grains twice a day, in the form of pill; as an emetic,
from five grains to a scruple. The kermes, obtained by means of t~w carbonated
alkalies in the moist way, as it contains between two and three tnnes as much
teroxide as the precipitated ~ulpburct, is a more active preparation, and must
be used in a smaller dose. Kermes mineral is sometimes given in large doses
as an antiphlogistic remedy in peripneumony and other inflammations of the
chest.
Off Prep. Pilulre Calomelanos Compositre.
B.

PULVIS ANTIMONIALIS. Ed., Dub. PULvrs ANTIMONII CoMPOSITUS.

Lond.

Antimonial Powder.

Compound Powder of Anti-

mony.
"'l'ake of Tcrsulpburet of Antimony, powdered, a pound; Horn shavings two
pounds. l\Iix,· and throw them into a red-hot crucible, and stir constanlly until
vapour ceases to arise. Rub the residue to powder, and put it into a crucible.
Then apply heat, and raise it gradually to redness, and keep it so for two hours.
Rub the remaining powder until it is as fine as possible." Lond.
"Take of Sulphuret of Antimony, in coarse powder, Ilartshorn shavings,
equal 1.ceights. Mix them, put them into a red-hot iron pot, and stir constantly
till they acquire an ash-gray colour, and vapours no longer arise. Pulverize
the product, put it into a crucible with a perforated cover, and expose this to a.
gradually increasing heat till a white heat is produced, which is to be maintained
for two hours. Reduce the product, when cold, to fine powder." Ed.
"Take of Tartarized Antimony, Phosphate of Soda, each, /om· ounces [avoirdupois]; Chloride of Calcium two ounces (avoird.]; Solution of Ammonia/our

~~~d~:efi~~~e1~}~,1~~::;7';~·] bPs~~~~l~e~h~'i:~~a~:~~g~~;~ :~,~~~nhhrif !~~~il~~~a:~]J
the Phosphate of Soda and Chloride of Calcium, each, in a quart of the Water.
l\Iix the solutions of the Tartarized Antimony and Phosphate of Soda when cold,
and then pour in the solution of Chloride of Calcium, having first added to the
latter the Water of Ammonia. Boil now for twenty minutes, and, having collected tLc precipitate, which will have then formed, on a calico filtet, wash it
with hot distilled water until the liquid which passes through ceases to give a
precipitate with a dilute solution of nitrate of silver. Finally, dry the product
by a steam or water heat, and reduce it to a fine powder." Dub.
This preparation, made according: to the London and Edinburgh formulre,
consists mainly of bone-phosphate of lime, or calcined bone, mixed with antimonious acid, and is intended to furnish a substitute for the celebrated nostrum of
Dr. James, an English physician who died in 1 i76, and after whom the original
composition was called Jomes's poicder. Dr. Pearson, of Loudon, found the
genujue powder, on analysis, to consist of phosphate of lime and oxidjzc<l antimony) and, guided by his results, devised the formula adopted by tbe London
and Edinburgl.i Colleges. By burning the materials directed by these Colleges,
the sulphur is expelled in the form of sulphurous acid, and the antimony oxidized; while the horn, which is of the nature of bone, has its animal matter
converted into charcoal. By the subsequent calcination, the charcoal is dissipated, leaving only the phospb::ite of lime mixed with the oxidized antimony.
This mixture constitutes the antimonial powder. The only material difference
between the processes is that the l..iondon Colle~e uses two parts of horn shcn·ings
to one of sulphuret; while the Edinburgh employs equal weights, which are also
the proportions adopted in the French Codex. 'l'he use of tho larger proportion
of horn is said to ob\•iate the inconvenience of the vitrification of part of the
antimony; but the late Dr. Duncan alleged that the product thus obtained does
not correspond so well with James's powder as analyzed by Dr. Pearson, as when
the smaller proportion is employed.
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The third formula. 'luoted is a new one of the Dublin Pharmacopceja of 1850.
By this formula the liquid, resulting from mixing aqueous solutions of tartar
emetic and phosphate of soda, is precipitated by a. solution of chloride of calcium,

previously mixed with water of a.mmonia.

The water of ammonia throws clown

teroxide of antimony from the tartar emetic; and the chloride of calcium, phosphate of lime from the phosphate of soda; and the mixed precipitate from these
two sources, washed, dried, and reduced to fine powder, constitutes th e new
Dublin antimonial powder. As phosphate of lime is generally considered to be
inert, it is questionable whether this powder will have any other therapeutic
effect than that produced by the teroxide of antimony alone.
Properties, Composition, and Tests. Antimonial powder, as made by the old
formula, is a tasteless, inodorous, gritty powder, of a dull-white colour. As
often pr<'parcd it is insoluble in water; but usually a small portion, consisting
of autimonite and superphospha.te of lim e, dissolves in boiling distilled water.
Its composition varies exceedingly, a circumstance which forms a strong objection
to it as a medicine. When entirely insoluble in boiling water, it probably contains nothing but antimonious acid and phosphate of lime; for, when its soluble
constituents are absent, the teroxide is absent also. 1J'he best samples, as stated
by the Edinburgh College, are formed of "a mixture chiefly of antimonious
acid and phosphate of lime, with some sesqu ioxide [teroxide] of antimony 1 and
a little antimonite of lime. " ~I.10 these ingredients may be added superphospbate
of lime, which was found in small quantity by Dr. D. Maclagan, of Edinburgh.
This writer obtained in his experiments about 50 per cent. of antimonious acid,
45 of pbm;phate of lime, nearly 4 of teroxide, and not quite 1 of antimonite and
superph ospba.te of lime. 'l'he antimonial powder, sold by the representatives of
Dr. James 1 is more active, and more uniform in its effects 1 than the imitation
powder of the Pharmacopooias; its greater activity being explained by the presence of a greater proportion of teroxide, which Dr. l\Iaclagan found to vary from
four to ten per cent. In analyzing antimonial powder, t he first step is to act
on it with boiling distilled water. If any antimonite should be dissolved, the
solution will form with sulphurctted hydrogen an orange-coloured precipitate of
quad risulpburet of antimony; if superphospha.tc be present, nitrate of silver will
throw down phosphate of silver. \Vhat remains of the powder, unacted on by
the distilled water, is next digested with muriatic acid, which will dissolve the
phosphate of lime, and also te roxide of antimony if prescnt1 and leave a residue
which is the antimonious acid. If teroxide be present in the muriatic solution, .
it will be precipitated by sulphuretted hydrogen, as au orange-coloured tersulphuret, and from the filt ered solution, water of ammonia will throw down the
phosphate of lime. In this wa.y all the ingredients of antimonial powder may
be detected and separated. It might be supposed that the mm·iatic solution
would be more r~adily tested for the presence of teroxide by the action of water,
which is known to cause a white precipitate of teroxide in this solution; but
there appears to be some ambiguity in relation to the action of water. The
Edinbnrgh College, in its formula of tests, states that the muriatic solution of
the residue, left aftel' tbe exhaustion by water, does not become turbid by dilution; but, according to Dr. Harker and Dr. Pereira, this effect sometimes takes
place. 'l'hese different results may be explained by the different qualities of
the preparation. A small quantity of teroxide may be in the muriatic solution,
and yet not be precipitated by water; while a larger quantity will be i-o precipitated. On the other band a. precipitate may be produced with water, without
the fact proving the presence of tcroxide; for, unless the antimonial powder be
most carefully exhausted by the distilled water before being subjected to the
acid, the muriatic solution may contain antimonite of lime, which, like the
teroxide, gives it the property of becoming turbid with water.
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Medical Properties ancl [/se.~. This preparation is stated to be altcrative,
diaphor:tic, purgative, or emetic, according to tbe dose in which it is given.
Until within a few years it was frequently used_ in febrile diseases, with a view
to its diaphoretic effect. According to tbe late Dr. A. '!'.Thomson, it is 3dvautagcously given iu acute rheumatism, conjoined with camphor, culomcl, and
opium, and with calomel and guaiac in scYeral cutaneous affections. The estimation in which this preparation is held is very various. Tbe late Dr. Duncan
characterized it as one of the best antimonials we posflcss; yet he acknowledged
that its effects arc very uoec1ual, either from idiosyncrasy in the patient, or
variations in its composition. Dr. 'fhomson found it sometimes to answer bis
expectations, but as often to disappoint them. i\lr. Brnncle admits its activity
sometimes, and entire inertness at others; differences which he attributes to the
presence or absence of teroxide of antimony. Upon the whole it appears that,
wbatC\'Cr may be the occasional efficacy of this medicine, it is too variable in its
composition, from circumstances in its preparation scarcely within the control
of the pharmaceutical chemist, to make it a safe remedy. No therapeutical
effect can be expected from it, which way not be more certainly and s:1fcly produced by tartar emetic; and it seems to be the sentiment of some of the best
practilioners, that antimonial powder may very well be dispensed with as a
remedy. Considerations of this kind caused it to be omitted from the U.S.
Pharmaeopceia, upon the revision of 1830.
The dose of antirnonial powder, as a diaphoretic, is from three to eight grains
every third or fourth hour, given in the form of pill. In larger doses it is purg:Ltive or emetic. It is impossible, however, to give precise directions as to the
dos.e; as it sometimes proves violently emetic in moderate doses, and at other
times produces no obvious effect, even in doses of one hundred grains.
B.

AQUA.

TV<tter.
AQUA DESTILLATA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Distilled Water.
"'l'akc of ' Vater ten gallons. First distil tu.:o pi11ts, and throw them away;
t hen disti l ciglit gallons. Keep the Distilled Water in glass bottlcs. 11 U.S.
"Take any convenient quantity of Spring Water; distil it from a proper
vessel, rejecting the first twentieth part, and preserving the first half of the
remainder."}!,,(}.
"Take of Spring or !liver Water any convenient q1wlllitg. Having intro·
duced it into a copper still, connected with.a. block-tin worm, or a Licbig's condcn!er, draw over about one-fortieth by distillation; this being rejected, continue
the process until on ly one-fifth of the original volume of the Water remains in
the still. Let the Distilled Water be preserved in well stopped bottles." Dub.
The London College has placed disti lled water in the list of the l\latcria l\f ed ica.
'!'he purest natural water is not sufficiently pure for some pharmaceutical purposes; and hence the necessity of the ubovc processes for its distillation. lt is
best to reject the first portion which comes over, as this may contain carbonic
acid and other \Olatilc impurities; and the last portion of the wutcr ought not
to be distilled, lest it should pass over with un cmpyreumatie taste. 'l'be distillation is usually performed with the ordinnry still and condenser, and such an
apparatus is e\'idently contemplated in the United States formula . l\lr. Brande
states that distilled water often derives from the still a foreign flayour, which it
is difficult to a' oid. llc, therefore, recommends that a still and condenser be
kept exclusively for distilling water; or where this cannot be done, that steam
be dl'ivcu through tLe condensing pipe for half an hour, for the purpose of
washing it out before it is used, the worm-tub Laving been previously emptied.
1
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Propf'1·ties, &c. Distilled Water, as usually obtained, has a vapid and

dis~

agreeable taste, and is not perfectly pure; water, to be rendered so, requiring
to be distilled in ~ilver vessels. 'fhe properties of pure water have already
been gi\·en under the head of Agua. Distilled water should undergo no change
by sulphurctted hydrogen, or on the addition of tincture of soap, subaccta.te of
1ead, chloride of barium, oxalate of ammonia, nitrate of si lver, or lime-water,
and should evaporate without residue. It is uselessly employed in some formuloo,
but is essential in others. As a general rul e, when small quantities of active
medicines are to be given in solution, and in the preparation of collyria, distilled
water should be directed. The fo ll owing list contains the chief substances which
require distilled water a.s a solvent;-tartar emetic, eorrosiYe sublimate, nitrate
of silver, the chlorides of barium and calcium, acetate and subacetate of lead,
the sulphates of iron and zinc, sulphate of quinia, and the sulphate, muriatc,
and acetate of morphia. Distilled w:iter is used in preparing the officinal diluted
acids, foL· absorbing gaseous ammonia, and for forming nearly all the offieina.l
B.
aqueous solutions.

AQU.iE MEDICAT1E. U. 8.
Medicated Waters.
Under this head arc includt!d, in the United States Pharmacopreia, all those
preparations consisting of water impregnated with some medicinal substance,
which arc not arranged in any other class. Among them arc the " \Vaters" and
"Distilled Waters" of the British Pharmacopooias, which therefore require some
notice in the present place.
AQU.IE.

Lond.

WATERS.

Dub.

DrsTILJ,ED W ATERS.

Ed.

"Distilled waters may be prepared from fresh, and generally also from dried
vegetables. In the latter case only half the wei~ht of mater ial shou ld be used.
They may also be prepared, for the most part, by agitating the volatile oi ls of
the plants with water, and filtering the solution. But distilled waters obtained
in this way have seldom so fine a. flavour as those obtained from the plants
themselves.'' Ed.
~lany vegetables impart to water distilled from them their peculiar flavour,
and more or less of their medical properties. The distilled waters chiefly used
are those prepared from aromatic plants, the volatile oil of which rises with the
aqueous vapour, and is condensed with it in the rccei\'er. But as water is capable
of holding but a small proportion of the oil in solution, these preparations are
generally feeble, and arc employed ch iefly as pleasant vehicles or eorrigeuts of
other medicines.
In the preparation of the distilled waters, dried plants arc sometimes used,
because the fresh are not to be had at all seasons; but the latter, at least in the
instance of herbs and flowers, should be preferred if attainable. !?lowers which
Jose their odour by desiccation may be preserved by incorporating them intimately with one-third of their weight of common salt, and in this state afford
distilled waters of delicate flavour.
It is necessary to observe certain practical rules in conducting the process of
distillation. When the substance employed is dry, hard, and fibrous, it should
be mec·hanically divided, and macerated in wn.ter for a short time previously to
the operation. The quantity of materials should not bear too large a proportion
to the capacity of the alembic, as the wa.ter might otherwise boil O\'Cr into the
receiver. The water should be brought quickly to the stato of ebullition, and
continue1l in that sti.Lle till the end of the process. Care should be taken to
leave sufficient water undistilled to cover the whole of the vegetable matter; le&t
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a portion of the latter, coming in contact with the sides of the vessel, might be
decomposed by the hea.t, and yield empyreumatic products. Besides, when the
operation is urged too vigorously or carried too far, a slimy matte: is :ipt to form,
which adheres to the sides of the alembic a.hove the wa.ter, and 1s thus exposed
to igneous decomposition. To obviate these disadvantages, the heat may be
applied by means of au oil-bath•regulated by a thC>rmometcr, or of a. bath of
solution of chloride of calcium, by which any temperature may be obtained between 212° and 270°, according to the strength of the soluti?n; or, when the
process is conducted upon a large scale, by means of steam rntroduccd under
pressure into a space around the still. A convenient mode of applying heat by
steam, is by means of a coil of leaden tube placeJ in the bottom of the still,
lmving one end connected wit!J a boiler, and the other pa::;sing out beneath or at
the side, and furnished with a stop-cock, by which the pressure may be increased,
or the condensed water drawn off at will. If any volatile oil float upon the surface of the distilled water, it should be separated.
But, however carefully the process may be conducted, the distilled waters prepared from plants always have at first an unpleasant smoky odour. They may
be freed from this by exposure for a short time to the air, befo re being enclosed
in well stopped bottles, in which they should be preserved. When long kept,
they are apt to form a viscid ropy matter, and to become sou r. 'l'his result has
been ascribed to other principles, which rise with the oil in distillation, and promote its decomposition. To pre>ent th is decomposition, the Edinburgh College
orders rectified spirit to be added to the water employed in the process of distillation. But this addition is inadequate to the intended object, and is in fact
injurious, as the alcohol by long exposure to the air appears to undergo the acctous fermentation. The London College, which formerly directed a spirituous
addition, bas abandoned it. A better plan is to redistil the waters. When thus
purified, it is saiJ that they may be kept for several years unchanged.
Robiquet cous iders the mucosity which forms in distilleJ waters as the result
of a vegetative process, to which the presence of air is essential. Ile has found
that, so long as the water is CoYered witb a layer of essential oil, it undergoes
no change; but that the oil is gradually altered by exposure to the air, and, as
soon as it disappears, the water begins to be decomposed. ITe states that. camphor exercises the same prcservati\·e influence o\"er the distilled waters by resisting the vegetation, and that those in which the odour of camphor is de\'eloped
keep better on that account. Finally, he bas observed that the more distilled
water is charged with volatile oil, the more abundant is tl1e ruucosity, when it
has begun to form. Uobiquet unites with llenry and Guibourt, and with Virey,
in recommending that a.II these waters, when intended to be kept for a considerable time, should be introduced, immediately after distillation, into bottles of a
size proportionate to the probable consumption of the water when brought into
use; and that the bottles should be quite filled, a.nd then scaled or otherwise
well stopped, so as entirely to exclude the air. 1'hus treated, they may be preserved without change for m:.my years. (Jom·n. de Pha1'1n., xxi. 40~.)
Another mode of preparin~ the distilled waters is to substitute the volatile
oil previously separate<l from the y~ant, for the plant itself in the process. This
mode was directed in former cd1t1011s of the London and Dublin Pharmacopooias, in several instances, but has been omitted in the last editions. It is said
to afford a more permanent product than the preceding; but docs not always
preserYe the flavour of the plant.
In relation to most of the aromatics, the United States Pharmacopceia. discards altogether the process by distillation, and directs that water should be
impregnated with the volatile oil by tritmation with carbonate of magnesia, and
subsequently filtered. 'J'his is by far the most simple and easy process. The
resulting solution is pure and permanent, and is perfectly transparent, the car-
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Carbonate of magnesia.
colour
is preferable to the pure earth; as the latter sometimes gives a. brownish
subto the liquid, and requires to be used in larger proportion. But both these
a slight flocstance~ are dissolved in minute quantities, and are apt to occasion
culent precipitate. They may also possibly prove injurious by decomposing
bichloride
morphia,
of
sulphate
as
doses,
small
'Very
in
certain substances given
of me rcury, and nitrate of silver. The object of the magnesia or its carbonate
thus
is simply to enable the oil to be brought to a state of minute division, and
to l\Ir.
presented with a larger surface to the action of the solvent. According
clay,
Uobcrt Warington, this object may be better accomplished by porcelain
Caz.,
finely powdered glass, or pumice stone, which are wholly insoluble ( Chent.
March, 1845, p. 113); and the London College now employs finely powdered
same
silica for the purpose. (Sec Silex Contritus.) Chalk and sugar answer the
end; but the latter, by being dissolved with the oil, renders the preparation
solui mpure. ~J.1be Dublin College prepares its waters by agitating an alcoholic
contain
tion of the oil with distilled water and filtering. 'l'bey consequently
alcohol, and arc liable to. the objection already mentioned against the medica.te<l.
their
of
properties
the
in
waters thus impregnated. They are besides feeb le
it
respective oils. In the preparation of the aromatic waters by these procef'ses,
sulphate
is very important tliat the water should be pure. 'l'hc presence of a
causes a. decomposition of the oil, resulting in the production of sulphurettcd
Am.
(See
lost.
quite
are
properties
aromatic
he
t
d
an
hyd rogen and a carbonate;
to
Jonrn. of Plwrm., xix. 303.) Hence the propriety of the officina1 direction
W.
employ distilled water .

~oaate of magnesia being separated by the filtration.

AQUA ACID! CARBONIC!. U.S. Carbonic Acid Water. Artificial Seltzer Water.
"By means of a. forcing pump, throw into asuita.b1c receiver, nearly filled with

Water.
1\'ater, a quantity of carbonic :i.cid equal to five times the bulk of the
U.S.
Carbonic acid is obtained from l\Iarblo by means of dilute sulphuric acid."
conThis preparation, which is peculiar to the United States Pliarmacoproia,
up its
take
to
sists of water hig hly charged with carbonic acid. Water is found
ascerYolume of this acid under the pressure of the atmosphere; and Dr. llenry
under
tained that precisely the same volume of the compressed gas is absorbed
a higher pressure. lfrom this law, the bulk taken up is constant, the q uantity
space.
being different in proportion as there is more or less driven into a given
follows
it.
force,
As tbc space occupied by a. gas is invcrscJ.y as the compressing
presthat the quantity of the acid forced into the water will be directly as the
and,
sure. A double pressure will force a double quantity into a. given space,
d rive a
therefore, cause a. double quantity to be absorbed; a. tre:blc pressure will
for
on
so
and
absorption;
its
cause
and
space,
same
the
into
treble quantity
t he
ng
remaini
always
absorbed
higher pressures, the bull'°' of the compressed gas
water
same. From the principles above laid down, it follows that, to saturate
it must
with five times its volume of carbonic acid, as directed in the formula,
be subjected to a. pressure of five atmospheres.
and
Carbonic acid water is familiarly called in this country "mineral water,"
it
when
preparation
he
t
to
applied
"soda w:itcr;" the latter name, originally
since
contained a. small portion of carbonate of soda, being from habit continued
tbc alkali has been omitted. As it is largely consumed both as n.n agreeable
beverage and as a medicine, it will be proper to give a sketch of the apparatus
vessel,
employed in its preparation. Tliis consists of a strong egg-shaped copper
'.ramc,
about eighteen inches long, cal le~ a generator, fi~e~ upright in a woo~en
mches
and surmounted by another upnght vessel of s1m1lar shape, about nme
contain
long, communicating wit Li the generator by a short neck, and intended to
placed
the ~ulphuric acid. Connected with the generator by a copper tube, and
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by its side, is a strong cylindrical vessel for washing the gas, about fifteen inches
long and three and a half in diameter, two-thirds filled with water, and to near
the bottom of wh ich the connecting tube passes. Se"eralls communicating with
the washing vessel are a mercurial gauge to indicate the pressure, and a strong
vessel, called the reservoir or fountain, of about the capacity of eighteen gallons,
three-fourths filled with water, the connexion of the latter being by a lead or gutta
percha tube, commanded by a stop-cock. 1'he charge of whiting or marble dust,
sa.y eight pounds, and the reriuisitc water are added through an opening in the
generator, in front of the sulphuric acid vessel, and closed by a screw stopper.
The communication between the acid vessel and generator is commanded by a
vertical squ<ire rod, re<iching within the vessel to about two-thirds of its height,
and terminating at its lower end in a screw. 'fhis rod, when unscrewed, opens
a communication between tLe acid Ycssel and the generator. The requisite sul·
phuric acid is added to the acid vcr.:sel through an opening at its top, capable of
being closed by a !Crew stopper. '.l'hrough the axis of this stopper, and revolving
within it, but without having any Yertical motion on it, passes the key, the
lower end of which has a square hole to fit on the sciuare rod. When the acid
vessel is to be closed, the screw stopper, with its key, is placed over the open·
ing, in which situation the lower end of the key reaches down a sufficient dis·
tance to embrace loosely the square rod. 'l'he stopper is now screwed in, and
the key, without revolving with the stopper, descends so as duly to embrace the
square rod. .By turning the handle of the key in the proper direction, the rod
is partially unscrewed, the passage to the generator opened, anJ the acid gra·
dually flows in. From time to time, when the acid is allowed to enter the gene·
rator, its contents arc briskly mixed by means of an agitator, attached to a horizontal axis, passing air.tight through the short diameter of the generator, and
turned by a crank. The stop-cock between the washing vessel and fountain is
now partially opened, and the impregnation of the water with the gas begins.
As it proceeds, the sulphuric acid is gradually allowed to enter the generator
until it is expended, and the stop-cock is from time to t.imc turned, until it is
entirely opened. Finally, after the water is fully charged with gas, and the
whiting wholly decomposed, the fountain is detached , and the generator freed
from the pulpy sulphate of lime by the assistance of water and the agitator, and
its contents allowed to escape through an opening in its most depending part.
In the apparatus of the size a.hove described, a single fountain only is charged
by one operation, and the carbonic acid water formed contains between nine and
ten times its volume of the gas. In this improved mode of making carbonic
acid water, it is percciYed tlrnt the requisite pressure is obtained by generating
the carbonic acid iu tt confined space, instead of by a forcing pump.
Carbonic acid water is dispensed in many of the apothecary shops in the United
States. The fountain is usually placed in the cellar, :md the tube proceeding
from the fountain is made to pass tLrough tLe floor and counter of the shop, and
to terminate in a. stop-cock, by means of which the carbonic acid water may be
drawn off at pleasure. In order to have the liquid cool in summer, the tube
from the cellar generally terminates in a strong metallic vessel of convenient
shape, placed under the counter and surrounded with ice, and from this \'essel
a separate tube penetrating the counter proceeds.
Properties. Carbonic acid water is a sparkling liquid, possessing an agreeable,
pungent, acidulous taste. It reddens litmus deeply from its state of concentl'a·
tion, and is precipitated by lime-water. llcing impregnated with a large quan·
tity of the ac id gas under the jnfluence of pressure, it effervesces strongly when
freed from restraint. Hence, to preserve its briskness, it should be kept in
strong well-corked bottles, placed inverted in a cool place. Several natural
waters are of a similar nature; such as those of Seltzer, Spa, and Pyrmont; but
the artificial water has the advantage of a stronger impregnation with the acid
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Carbonic acid water, when pure, is not discoloured by sulpburetted hydroor solution of ammonia, nor precipitated by sulphate of soda or ferrocyanuret

of potassium.

It should be made with every precaution to avoid metallic im-

purity. Ilcnce the necessity of having the reservoir or fountain well tinned on
the inner surface. Even with this precaution, a. slight metallic impregnation is
not always avoided, especially in the winter season, when the water is less consumed as a. drink, and, therefore, allowed to remain longer in the reservoir.
Glass fountains are sometimes used with advantage at this season; and a patent
has been taken out. for a. stoneware fountain, enclosed in tinned copper, which
has been found to answer a good purpose. When leaden tuhes arc employed to
convey the water, it is liable to be contaminated with this metal, which renders
it deleterious. A case of colica pictonum was treated by one of the authors,
arising from the daily use of the first draught of carbonic acid water from a
fountain furnished with tubes of lead. Tin tubes are sometimes employed, encloi:::ed in lead ones to give them strength.
Carbonic acid, formerly called fixed air, is a colourless gas, of a slightly
pun.e;ent odour and acid taste. It reddens litmus feebly, and combines with
salifiable bases, forming salts called carbonates, from which it is expelled by all
the strong acids. It extinguishes flame, and is quickly fatal to animals when
respired. All kinds of fermented liquors which are brisk or sparkling, such as
champagne, cider, porter, &c., owe these properties to its presence. Its sp.gr.
is l ·52. In 1823 it was li quefied by Fara.day by a pressure of 36 atmospheres,
and in 1836 solidified by 'fhilorier, by taking advantage of the cold generated
by the sudden gasefaction of the Iiciuicl acid, when freed from pressure. It is
composed of one eq. of carbon 6, and two of oxygen 16=22 .
./Jledical Properties and lises. Carbon ic acid water is diapboretic, diuretic,
and anti-emetic. It forms a grateful drink to febrile patients, allaying thirst,
lessening nausea and gastric distress, and promoting the secret.ion of urine.
The quantity taken need only be regulated by the reasonable wishes of the patient. It also forms a. ''ery convenient vehicle for the administration of magnesia, the carbonated alkalies, sulphate of magnesia, and the saline cathartics
generally; rendering these medicines less unpleasant to the palate, and, in irritable states of the stomach, increasing the chances of their being retained. When
used for this purpose, six or eight fl.uidounces will be sufficient.
Carbonic acid gas has been used by Professor Mojon, of Geneva, as an injection
in dysmenorrhooa with the most soothing effects. It is applied by means of a.
flexible tube, inserted into the vagina, and proceeding from a bottle containing
pieces of chalk and dilute sul phuric acid. 'l'he application is continued for five
minutes, and repeated several times a day. (Am. Journ. of tlie Med. Sci., xxii.
469, from the Bull. Gen. de Tlierap.)
B.

AQUA AMYGDALlE Ai\IARJE. U. 8. Bitter Almond Water.
"Take of Oil of Bitter Almonds sixteen m1'nims; Carbonate of Magnesia.
Proceed in the manner directed for Cinnamon
Water." U.S.
This preparation has the effects of hydrocy:mic acid on the system, and may
be used as a vehicle of other medicines in nervous coughs, and various spasmod ic
a.ffections. It is, however, li able to spontaneous change, and is consequently
more or less uncertain. A drop of sulphuric acid added to a pint of it will contribute to its pre~erva.tion; as will also complete exclusion from the light and air.
Bnt the better plan is to prepare it in small quantities, as wanted for use. The
dose of it, to begin with, when of full strength, should not exceed half a. fl.uidounce. Under the same name, a preparation has been comiderably used on the
continent of Europe, prepared by distilling bitter nlmonds with water. Tbis
when fresh is much stronger than the preparation of the U. S. Pbarmacopooia,

a drackrn; Water two pints.
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containing, ac~ording to an analysis of Geiger, in 1000 parts, l ·2 parts of anhydrous hydrocyanic acid. It bas been prescribed with fatal effects (Pliann.
Journ. mid Trans., vi. 439); and the greatest caution, therefore, should be
observed by the apothecary not to put up the distilled water instead of the

w

~~

AQUA ANETIII. Lond., Ed. Dill

Wat~r.

"Take of Dill [frui t], bruised, a pound and' a half; Water two gnllons [Imperial mea!'lure]. Distil a gallon." Or, "Take of Oil of Dill twofluidrachms;
Pulverized Silex: two draclims; Distilled Water a gallon [Imp. meas.]. Rub the
oil diligently, first with the Silex, afterwards with the Water, and filter the solution." Lond.
The Edinburgh College takes the same quantity of dill and of water, with
tliree fluidounces of rectified spirit, mixes, and distils a gallon.
W.
This is seldom if ever used in the United States.

AQUA ANISI. Dub.

Anise Water.

"TDke of Essence of Anise one fluidounce; Distilled Water half a gallon
[Imperial m~asure]. l\lix with agitation, anJ filter through paper." .Ditb.
This preparation is seldom used in the United States.
W.

AQUA CAMPIIORlE. U.S.

MrSTURA. CAMP HORE.

Loncl., Ed.,Dub.

Camphor Wate1".
'''l1ake of Camphor two drachms; Alcohol forty mininis; Carbonate of Magnesia four drachms; Distilled 'Vater two pints. Rub the Camphor lirst with
the Alcohol, afterwards with the Carbonate of Magnesia, and lastly with the
Water gradually added; then filter through paper." U.S.
The London College takes half a drachm of camphor, ten n1:{ni'ms of rectified
spirit, and a pint [[mperial measure] of distilled water; rubs the camphor first
with the spirit, and then with the water gradually added; and strains through
linen. The Edinburgh Oollege directs a scruple of camphor and half an ounce
of sugar, well rubbed together, to be beat, with half an ounce of blanched sweet
almonds, into a smooth pulp; a pint [Imp. meas.] of water to be gradually
added, and the mixture to be strained. The .Dublin College takes a fluidounce
of tincture of camphor, and three pints [Imp. meas.] of water; shakes the tincture and water together in a bottle, and, after the mixture has stood twenty-four
hours, filters through paper.
In all these processes the object is to effect a solution of the camphor. Water
is cttpable of dissolving but a sma.ll proportion of this principle; but the quantity varies with the method employed. The London and Dublin preparations
are "\'"ery feeble. l\Ia<le according to the Edinburgh process, one pint of the
water contttins less than twenty grains of camphor ; while our own officina l preparation contains about fifty grai ns to the pint, or more than three gr:1ios to the
fiuidounce. (Jouni. of tlte Phil. Col. of Phann., iv. 13.) The difference is
attributable, at least in part, to the minute division effected in the camphor by
trituration with the carbonate of magnesi<l, which is afterwards separated by
filtration. 1'he use of the ttlcohol is simply to break down the cohesion of the
camphor, and enable it to be more easi ly pulverized. 'l'he process of the U.S.
Phannacopooia is much preferable to the others 1 as it affords a perm:ment solution, of sufficient strength to be employed with a ''iew to the influence of the
camphor on the system; while the l3ritish preparations haYe little more than
the flavour of the narcotic, and arc fit only for vehicles of other medicines. The
camphor is separated by ::i. solu tion of pure potassa, and, according to Dr. Paris,
by sulpha.te of magnesia and several other salts. Sir J. ?.Iurray proposes a.
solution of camphor and bicarbonate of magnesia, which contai us three grains
of the former and six grains of the latter in each Buidouuce. (Sec Am. Joum.
of Phann., xx. 105.)
1
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Camphor water is chiefly employed in low fevers and typhoid diseases, attended with restlessness, slight delirium, or other symptoms of nervous dcrancremeut or debility. It is used also to allay uterin e after-pains. It has this adv~n
tage ?Ve r camphor in substan ce, that the latter is with difficulty dissolved by
the lif1uors of the stomach; but it is not applicable to cases wh ere very large
doses of the medicine arc required. H is usually given in the <lose of one or
,V.
two tablespoonfuls repeated every hour or two hours.

AQUA CARUI. Loncl., Dub.

Caraway Water.

The l1011don Uoltr!Je prepares this in the sumo mann er as Dill 11i:itcr. (See
.Aqua • I uethi.) 'l'be DuUin l'ulleve takes a .flniJonna of the essence of earn.way , and h(llf a gotlon [Imperial measure] of <listilled water, mix e~ with agitation, and filters through paper .
.Caraway water has the flavour aod pungency of the seeds, but is not used in
,Y.
th is country.

AQUA CASSI}]<;. Eel.

Water of Cassia.

"'l'akc of Cassia.bark, bruised, eiyltteen ounces; Water, two gallons [Imperial
measure]; llectified 8pirit tltreejluidounces. Mix them together, an<l Jistil off
one gallon." Ed.
The distinction between cassia and cinnamon is not recognised in our Pharmacopccia.; so that this preparation would rank as a variety of cinnamon water.
W.
(See ~ l qm.i Cinnamomi.)

AQUA CINNAMOMI. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Cinnamon Water.

"Take of Oil of Cinnamon hCl(f a flnidraclmi; Carbonate of Magnesia. a
drcrdwi; Distilled Water 'two pints. Hub the Oil of Ci11n:unon 6rst with the
;:;~:?,at~~o1.3lagnesia, then with the Water gradually added, and filter through
Th e London College prepares this in the same manner as Dill ·water ; the
Edinbm;;lt, as the Wate r of Cassia. ~rhe lJublin College takes a .fluldounce of
essence of cinnamon, and //([If<& gallon [Imperial measure] of distilled water,
mixes with agitation 1 and filters through paper.
Of t Lese processes, we prefer that of the U. S. Pharmacopreia or the second
Cin~
J~nd o n process, as easier than the others, or affording a better produ ct.
namon water is much used as a vehicle for other less agreeable medicines; but
li'or ordinary purposes
~hould be given cautiously in inflammatory affections.
it is sufficiently strong when diluted with an equal measure of water.
Ojj: Prep. i\listura Cretre; .Mistura Guaiaci; .Mistura SpiritUs Vini Galliei.

w.

AQUA F<ENICULI. U.S., Ed., Dub.

Fennel TVater.

Tile U.S. Pbarmacopccia directs this to be prepared from oil of fennel, in the
same manner as cinnamon water. (See Aqua Cinnamomi.)
The Edi11Luryh Culleye prepares it in th e sa me manner as dill water (sec
Aqua A.ncthi) . The .Dublin Col/eye takes a jluidounce of the essence of fennel,
and half a gallon [Imperial mea~ure] of distilled water, mixes with agitation,
and filters through paper.
Fennel water is an agreeable vehicle for other medicines, and useful when a
W.
mild aromatic is indicated.

AQUA LAURO.CERASI. Ed., Dub. C!ierry·laurel Wafer.

"'l'ake of 1''rcsh ].Jeaves of Cherry-laurel, <IJ)Ound; Wat.er two pints and a
m1 ounce. Chop down
the J_.caves, mix them with the Water, distil off one pint [rmp. meas.] 1 agitate
the di-.tilled li<]uid well, filter it if any milkiness remain after a few seconds of
rest, aud then add the Lavender Spirit." Bel.
7wi~l[fmperial measure]; Compound Spirit of L.wender
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"Take of Fresh Leaves of the Common Laurel, one pound; Water tu:o pints
and a half [lmperial Measure]. Upon the Leaves, chopped, and crushed in a
mortar, macerate the Water for twenty-four hours, and then draw over a pint
of liquid by distillatiou, using a J_Ji cbig's condenser, and chloride of zinc bath.
Filter the product through p::iper, and preserve it in a well-stopped bottle." Dub.
'l.'he leaves yield n larger product of hydrocyanic acid when cut and bruised
than when distilled whole. According to :M. Garot, the proportion of the acid
in cherry-laurel water depends upon the time of year at which the distillation is
performed; the lea•cs yicldiag not more than half as much in April, as in the
middle of July. (Ammairf' de 1 1 hfrap ., 1843, p. 45.) The use of compound
spi rit of lavender, in the Edinburgh formula, instc:1d of alcohol, is in order to
impart colour to th e preparation, a.nd thus prevent it from being mistaken for
common water. The proportion of hydrocyanic acid in the water diminishes
with time. It has been ascertained by l\I. Deschamps, that if a drop of sulphuric acid be added to a pint of the preparation, it will keep unchanged for at
least a year. It is best preserved by tbe entire exclusion of air and light. l\I.
Lepage found that, preserved in full and pcrfertly air-tight bottles, both this
and bitter almond water remained unchanged at the end of a. year; while freely
exposed to the air, they lost all thei r hydrocyan ic acid and essential oil in two
or three months. (Joztni. de Phann. et de Chim., xvi. 346.) Cherry-laurel
wa.ter is employed in Europe as a sedative narcotic, identical in its properties
with a dilute solution of hydrocyanic acid; but it is of very uncertain strength.
The dose is from thirty minims to a fl.uidrachm.
W.

AQUA MENTHA!l PIPERITA!l. U. 8., Lond., Ed., IJub. Peppermint Water.
This is prepared, according to the U. S. Pharmacopreia, from the oil of peppermint, in the mann er directed for cinnamon water. (Sec Aqua Cinnamomi.)
" Take of Peppermint, dried, t1co pomulsj \Yater llco gallons [Imperial measure]. Distil o, gallon. When the fresh herb is used the quantity should be
doubled. This Water may be more quickly prepared from the Oil of Peppcnnint
in the same manner as Dill ·water." Lond.
The Edinbw·gh College mixes/ow· pounds of fresh or tu:o of dry peppermint,
two gallons [Imp. meas.] of water, and three fluidounces of rectified spirit, and
distils a gallon. The Dublin College mixes, with agitation, ajluidounce of essence
of peppermint with half a gallon [Imp. meas.] of distilled water, and filters
through paper.
W.

AQUA MENTIIA!l VIRIDIS. U. 8., L ond., Ed., IJub. Spearmint
Water.
..
This is prepared, accOrding to the U.S. Pharmacopooia, from the oil of spearmint, in the manner directed for cinnamon water. (See Aqua Cinnamomi.)
By the British Colleges it is prepared in the manner directed by them for
peppermint water.
The two mint waters are am ong the most grateful and most employed of this
class of preparations. Together with cinn:tmon water, they arc used in this
country, almost to the exclusion of all others, as the vehicle of medi cines given
in the form of mixture. T~y serve not only to concea l or qualify the taste of
other medicines, but a.lso to counteract their nauseating properties. Peppermint
water is generally thought to have a more agreeable flavour than tha.t of spear,V.
mint, but some prefer the latter. 'l'h ci r effects are the same.

AQUA PIMENT1E. Lond., Ed., IJub.

Pimento Water.

''Take of Pimento, bruised, a pound; "'ater lu:o gallons (Imperial measure].
Distil a. gallon. This Water may be more quickly prepared frow Oil of Pimento
in the sa.we nrnnuer as Dill Water." .Lmul.
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The Erliniurgli Coll"ge mixes a pound of bruised pimento, tu:o gallons [Imp.
meas.) of watcr 1 and three jluidounces of rectified spirit, and distils a gallon.
'l'hc Dublin College agitalcs a .flu.idowice of essence of pimento with lia!f a
gallon [Imp. meas.] of distilled water, and filters through paper.
Pimento water is brownish when first distilled, and upon standing deposits a
brown resinous sediment. It is used as a carminativc in the dose of one or two
W.
fluidounccs.

AQUA PULEGII. L and., Ed. AQUA MENTH1E PULEOII. Dub. Pennyroyal Water.

This is prepared from European pennyroyal or its oil, precisely in the manner
directed by the British Colleges for pepperruint water. It is not used in this
country, as we have not the plant. A water prepa red from Hedeoma puleyioides,
or American pennyroyal, might he substituted.
Pennyroyal water is employed for the same purposes as those of peppermint
W.
and spearmint.

AQUA ROS.iE. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

Rose Water.

11 1
'1 ake of Fresh liundrecl.leaved ltoses eight poundsj Water two gallons. l\lix
them and distil a gall on." lJ. S.
The Lo11do1i Uolleye takes ten -po1mds of roses and two gallons [Imperial measure] of water, ant.I. distils a gallon. The Edinburgh College mixes ten pounds
of roses, lwo gallons [fmp. meas.] of water, and three .fluiclounces of rectified
spirit, and distils off a gallon; adding the following notice. "The petals should
be preferred when fresh; but it also answe rs well to use those which have been
preFcn·ed by beating them with twice their weight of muriate of soda." 'l'be
.Dublin Collc!J<' agitates twenty minims of oil of roses with half a gallon [Imp.
meas.) of distilled water, and filters t hrough paper.
It should be observed that, in the nomenclature of the U.S. Pharrnacopooia,
the term "Roses" implies only the petals of the flower. These are directed in
the recent state; but it is said th:lt, when preserved by being incorporated with
one-third of tbcir weight of common salt, they retu.in their odour, and afford a
water equally fragrant with that prepared from the fresh fl ower. l t is not un.
common to employ the whole flower including the ca lyx, but the product is less
fr<lgrant than when the petals only are used, as officiually di rected. Rose water
is someti mes made by distilling together water and the oil of roses.
When properly prepared, it has the delightful perfume of the rose in great
perfection. It is most successfully made on a large scale. Like the other distilled waters it is liable to spoi l when kept; and the alcohol which is sometimes
added to preserve it is incompatible with some of the purposes to which the
water is applied, and is even said to render it sour through acctous fermentation.
It is best, therefore, to a\'oid this addition, and to subst itute a second distillation.
This distilled water is chiefly employed, on account of its agreeable odour, in
collyria and other lotions. lt is wholly destitute of irritating properties, unless
when it conta ins alcohol.
Of/ Prep. Confectio Rosre; 1\listura Ferri Cornposita; Unguentum A'1ure
W.
Rosro.

AQUA

SA~IBUCI.

Land., Ed.

Elder Water.

"Take of.Elder Fl owers lenpoundsj Water lwogallo11s [Imperial measure].
Distil a gallon." Lond.
The Edinburgh Uollrge mixes ten pounds of the fresh flowers, two gallons
[lmp. meas.] of water, and three fbtidoum.:es of rectified spirit, and distil s a
ga ll on.
]~ldc1· flowers yield -rcry little oil upon distillation; and if the water be needed,
it may be best prepared from the flowers. ln this country it if! not used. W.
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CIILORINII LIQUOR. IJub. C11LORINEI
Chlo.-ine. Uhlorine Water.

AQUA.

Ed. Solution of

"Take of Peroxide of l\Janganesc, in fine powder, half an ounce [avoirdupois];
l\luriatic Acid of Commerce three jfoidow1ft.~ [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water
l!renf!J~four oum·es [avoird.J. Introduce the Peroxide of Manganese into a gas
bottle, and having poured upon it the ~luriatic Acid diluted with two ounces of
[the] \rater, apply a gentle heat, and, by suitable tubes, cause tbe gas, as it is
de,·elopcd, to bubble through two additional ounces of the Water plaeed in an
intermediate small vial, and then to pass to the bottom of an [Imperial] three.
pint bottle, containing the remainder of the Water, and whose mouth is loo.sely
plugged with tow. When the uir has been entirely displaced by the chlorine,
let the bottle be disconnected from the apparatus in which the gas is generated,
corked loosely, and shaken until the chlorine is absorbed. It should be now
transferred to an [Imperial] pint bottle with a well -ground glass stopper, and

pr~~¥:~; ~f :l~~~t~u~~ ~~;.: r~~~~~~~~~b~odium] sixty grainsj

Sulphuric Acid
(commercial) f1ro jf.uidrachms [Imp. meas.]; Red Oxide of l.cad three lnrndred
andfi)~!J grainsj Water eightjluidou11ces [Imp. meas.]. 'friturate the :Jluriatc
of Soda. und Oxide together; put them into the Water contained in a bottle with
a. glass stopper; add the Acid; agitate occasionally till the Hed Oxide becomes
11
almost all white. Allow the insoluble matter to subside before using the liquid.

Ed.

In order to understand the Dublin process for making chlorine water, it is
necessary to recollect that twenty-four avoirdupnis ounces of water arc Cf1ual to
twenty-four Imperial ftuiclouuccs, and that the Imperial pint contains twenty
fiuidounccs. The three-pint bottle used, therefore, has the capacity of sixty
finidounccs. Four fluidounccs of the water arc nppropriatecl in diluting the acid
a.nd in absorbing impurities in the intermediate vial 'l'he remaining twenty
fluidounccs, or an Imperial pint, is placed in the three-pint bottle, which it only
one-third fills. 'l'hc chlorine gas is extricated from the muriatic acid by the
deutoxidc of manganese separating the hydrogen, and is passed into the threepint bottle, loosely stopped, until the vacant part, having the capacity of two
pints, is filled with it to the exclusion of atmospheric nir. The bottle, being
then corked, is f:hake n, so as to cause the absorption of the gas by the water.
The product is an Imperial pint of chlorine water, which is transferred to a.
bottle just sufficient in capacity to contain it.
By the Edinburgh process the solution is formed in the liquid way. The red
oxide of lead oxidizes the sodium, converting it into soda, and is itself reduced
to the state of protoxide. 'l'he chlorine set free is dissolved by the water, and
the sulphuric acid forms with the soda, sulphate of soda which remains in
solution, and with the protoxidc of lead, sulphate of protoxide of lead which is
precipitated. The action is completed in the course of a few hours, and the
sulphate of lead having subsided, the supernatant liquid forms an aqueous solution of chlorine, containing a little sulphate of soda, which does not interfere
with its medicinal properties.
Properties. '.l'he Dublin chlorine water bas a. pale yellowish-green colour 1 an
astringent taste, and the peculiar odour of the gas. J. . ike gaseous chlorine it
destroys vegetable colours. When cooled to nbout the freezing point, it forms
deep-yellow crystalline plates, coni-isting of hydrate of chlorine. As prepared
by the Dublin College, it is intended to contain twice its volume of the gas. It
is decomposed by light, with the production of muriatic aeid, and the evolution
of oxygen, and hence must be kept in a dark place. According to ~Jl\L Riegel
and Wultz, chlorine water, containing two and a half volum es of the gas at 54°,
keeps best.
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Chlorine is an elementary gaseous fluid, of a greenish-yellow colour, and
characteristic smell and taste. It is a supporter of combustion. Its specific
gravity is 2·-H, aod equivalent number 35·J2. When the attempt is made to
breathe it, eYen much diluted, it excites cough and a sense of suffocation, and
causes a discharge from the nostrils like coryza. Breathed in considerable
quantities, it produces spitting of blood, violent pains, and sometimes death.
Medical Prope1·ties and C-ses. Chlorine water is stimulant and antiseptic. It
has been used in typhus, and chronic affections of the liver; but the diseases in
which it has been most extolled are scarlatina and malignant sorethroa.t. Externally it may be used, duly diluted, as a gargle iu smallpox, scarlatina, and
putrid sorethroat, as a wash for ill-conditioned ulcers and cancerous sores, and
as a local bath in diseases of the liver. It has been used with advantage as au
application to buboes and large abscesses, promoting the nbsorption of the matter. As it depends upon chlorine for its activity, its medical properties coincide
generally with those of chlorinated lime, chlorinated soda, and nitromuriatic
acid, under which heads they are more particularly given. rl'he dose of chlorine
water is from one to four fluidrachms, properly diluted.
Gaseous chlorine has been recommended in minute doses, byGanna1, in chronic
bronchitis and pulmonary consumption, exhibited by inhalation four or six times
a day. Its first effect is to produce some dryness of the fauces, with increased
expectoration for a time, followed ultimately with diminution of the sputa. and
amendment. Dr. Christison states that he has repeatedly observed these results
in chronic catarrh; and in consumption, both he and Dr. Elliotson have witnessed the temporary melioration of the symptoms from chlorine inhalations,
such as they never obtained by any other means. The liquid in the inhaler may
be formed either of water containing from ten to thirty drops of chlorine water,
or of chlorinated lime dissolved in forty parts of water, to which a drop or two
of sulphuric acid must be added, each time the inhnlation is practised. The
B.
inhaler should be placed in water, heated to about 100°.

ARGENTUM.
Preparations of Silver.
ARGENTI CYANURETUM. U.S. Cyanuret of Silver. Cyanide
of Silver.
1
' ' l'ake of Nitrate of Silver, Ferrocyanuret of Potassium, each, two ounces;
Sulphuric Acid an ounce ancl a half; Distilled Water a sufficient quantity. Dissolve the Nitrate of Silver in a. pint of Distilled Water, and pour the solution
into a tubulated glass receiver. Dissolve the Ferrocyanuret of Potassium in ten
fl.uidounces of Distilled \Yater, and pour the solution into a tubulated retort,
previously adapted to the receiver. Having mixed the Sulphuric Acid with
four fluidounccs of Distilled Water, add the mixture to the solution in the
retort, and distil by means of a sand-bath, with a moderate heat, until six fluidounces pass over, or until the liquid that passes produces no longer a precipitate
in the receiver. Finally, wash the precipitate with distilled water, and dry it."

lf.S.
This preparation was originally introduced into the U.S. Pharmacopooia. for
the purpose of being used iu the extemporaneous preparation of diluted hydrocyanic acid. (See page 805.) By the formula adopted in the P lrnrmacopooia of
18401 the officiual hydrocyauic acid was added to a solution of nitrate of silver.
'.l'he expenditure in this way of the officiual acid, which is very weak, and at
the same ti?1e nicely adjusted to a given strength, wns injudiciously directed;
audi accordrngly, that formula has been abandoned, and a new process adopted
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in the Pharmacoprein of 1850, in which all the sih·cr contained in a given weight
of nitrate of silver, placed in a receiver in solution is conver~ed into cyanu~ct,
by hydrocyanic acid, extricated from ferrocyanuret of potassrnm lJy the action
of sulphuric acid. By a double decomposition between the .oxide of silver of
the nitrate and the bydrocyanic acid, water and cyanuret of silver are formed in
the recei,er, the latter of which precipitate~. '~be mat?rials in the retort are
sufficient to produce a little more hydrocyanic acid than is necessary to convert
the whole of the silver in the rccei, er into cyanuret; so that the complete decomposition of the nitrate of silver is insured.
According to Messrs. Glassford aud Napier, the best way of obt.aining cyanuret
of silver is to add cyanuret of potassium to a solution of nitrate of silver, so long
as a precipitate is formed.
Properties. Cyanurct of silver is a tasteless white powder, insoluble in water
aud cold nitric aciJ, but readily soluble, with decomposition, in that acid when
boiling bot. It is decomposed by muriatic acid, exhaling the odour of hydrocyanic acid. n is not soluble in potassa or soda, but readily so in ammonia.
Its best solvent is cyan met of pota~sium. When heated it is decomposed, cyanogen being evolved, and metallic silver left. It consists of one eq. of cyanogen
26, and one of silver 108=13.!. It has no medical uses.
O./J: Prep. Acidum Hydrocyanicum Dilutum.
B.
1

ARGENTI NITRAS. U. S. Nitrate of Silver. Nitrate of Silver in
Crystals.
"Take of Silver, in small pieces, an ounce)· Nitric Acid [;;:p.gr. 1·42] seven
flU1'dra.chms; Distilled 'Yater t11.:o Jfoidom1ces. l\lix the acid with the Water,
and dissolve the Silver in the mixture, on a sand-bath, with a gentle heat. Pour
off the clear solution into a porcelain capsule, and, ha\'ing evaporated it to onehalf, allow it to cool that crystals may form. Pour off the supernatant liquid,
and, after due evaporation, put it aside for the formation of fresh crystals. Again
pour off the liquid, and evaporate for a third crop of crystals. Lastly, place the
crystals in a glass funnel, in order that they may drain, rind, when they are
dry, put them into a bottle, which is to be well stopped, and protected from the
light. The silver remaining in the mother water of the last crystallization may
Le obtained by introducing into it a plate of copper, which will precipitate the
whole of tbe silver in the form of a gray powder, which, when washed with
water, will be perfectly pure." U.S.
During the solution of silver in nitric acid, part of the acid is decomposed into
nitric oxide which is given off and becomes red fumes by contact with the atmosphere, and oxygen which oxidizes the silver. 'fheoxide formed then combines
with the remainder of the acid, and generates the nitrate of silver in solution,
which, by due evaporation, furnishes crystals of the salt. The silver should be
pure, and the acid diluted for the purpose of promoting its action. If the silver
contain copper, the solution will haYe a greenish tint, not disappeariug on the
application of heat; and if a minute portion of gold be present, it will be left
undissolved as a black powder. 1.'he acid also should be pme. The commercial
nitric acid, as it frequently contains both muriatic and sulphuric acids, should
never be used in this process. 'fhe mmiatic acid gives rise to an insoluble
c!Jloride, and the sulphmic, to the sparingly soluble sulphate of silver.
Properties. Nitrate of silver is in colourless transparent crystals, haYing the
form of rhomboidal plates, sometimes of considerable size. Its taste is intensely
metallic and bitter. It is soluble in its own \might of cold water, and in four
parts of boiliog alcohol. \Yheu perfectly pmc, it is wholly soluble in distilled
water. The solution stains the skin of au indelible black colour, and is itself
discoloured by the most minute portion of organic matter, of which it forms &
· delicate test. The ailinity of this salt for animal matter is e\'iuced by its form-
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ing .definite compounds with albumen and fibrin. The solution also stains linen
and muslin in a similar manner; and hence its use in making the so.called indelible ink. To remove these staips, Mr. W. B. Uerapath addses to let fall
on the moistened spots a few drops of tincture of iodine, which converts the
silver into iodide of silver. The iodide is then di!:!solved by a solution of byposulphite of soda, made of the strength of half a drachm to a fluidouoce of water,
or by a moderately dilute solution of caustic potassa, and the spots arc washed
out with warm water. Stains may be removed from the Fkin by the same reagents. When exposed to beat nitrate of silver fuses at 426°, and upon concreting forms the fused nitrate, which is officinal under the name of Aryenti
Nitras Fusus. At about 600° it undergoes decomposition with evolution of
oxygen and nitrous acid, and the metal is revived. This statement explains the
necessity of guarding against the application of too high a heat during the fusion
of the salt. Ni trate of silver is incompatible with almost all sprinp; and river
water, on account of the com mon salt usually contained in it; with soluble
chlorides; with sulplmric, hydrosulphurio-, muriatic, and tartaric acids, and tLeir
salts; with the alkdies and tli~ir carbonate!-!; with lime-water; and with astringent vegetable infusions. It is an auhydrous salt, and consists of one eq. of
nitric acid 54, and one of prot/Jxi<le of sih•er 116=170.
Im-pun.ties and Tests. A solution of chloride of sodium, when added in excess
to one of nitrate of silver, should throw down the whole of the i;ilver as a white
curtly precipitate, and nothing bC'sides. This precipitate should be entirely soluble in ammonia. lf not entirely soluble, the insoluble part is probably chloride
of lead. If the supernatant liquid, afler the removal of the above-mentioned
precipitate, be discoloured or precipitated by sulphuretted hydrogen, the fact
shows the pre.sence of metallic matt.er, which is probably copper or some remains
of lea.d, or both. After all, the best test of nitrate of silver is thecharactc::rist.ic
appearance of the crystals of the pure salt. For further tests of nitrate of silver,
see Ar9enti l>lilrm Fusu.~.
Medical P1·operties. Nitrate of silver, as on internal remedj', is deemed tonic
and antispasmodic. The principal diseai;:es in which it has been employed are
epilepsy, chorea, angina pectoris, and other spasmodic affections. In epilepsy
it forms our most reliable remedy; but the kind of cases to which it is particuhrly applicable and its modus operandi are not understood. It is s:tid to
produce most good in this disease when it acts upon the bowels. Dr. James
Johnson and otber practitioners ha ve found it usefol, as a palliative and sedative,
in chronic disease of the stomach attended with pa.in and vomiting. Dr. J. F .
Peebles, of Petersburgh, Va., bears testimony to its efficacy in jaundice con nected with gastric irritation, given ]Jrcfcrably on :m empty stomach. (Am.
Journ. of the Med. Sciences, ,July 18-19.) Dr. Boudin, of i\Iarseilles, bas employed it in typhoid fever as <t remedy for the inflammation a.nd ulceration of
the ileum, which constitute the most constant lesion in that disease. When the
gastric symptoms predominate, he gives the nitrate in pill, in dose!:i of from tbe
fourth to the half of a grain. When diarrlicea is the principal symptom, he
administers, night and morniniz by injection, a solution of the snlt containing
three or four gru.ins to six fiuidounccs of water. The injections appear to be
useful by promoting the c:icatrizat.ion of tbc intestinal ulcers, and were found
to extend their oper:-ition as high up as the small intestines. l\I. Delioux., of
Rochefort, has proposed albuminom; injections of nitrate of silver in diarrlicca,
formed of ludf a. pint. of water, containing: the white of one egg, from two to four
grains of the uitrntc, and an equal weight of common salt. .Nitrate of ~ilver is
soluble in an e.xcess of an albuminous solution, and when thus prep.ired is more
readily absorbed than when <lissolved in water. The common P.alt prnmotes its
solution without decomposiug it. (Juurn. de Phm·m. xx. H9.) In chronic
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diarrhooa, especially in that kind attendant on pbthisis, Dr. Macgreggor, of
Dublin, has found the nitrate of silver, conjoined with opium, a ''aiuablc remedy.
Whatever may be the remedial value of this salt internally administered, its
occasional effect of producing a slate-coloured discoloration of the skin, which
is seldom removed, is a great objection to its use: This effect proves the absorption of the medicine, and is alleged to show itself first on the tongue and
fauces. According to Dr. Branson, an indication of the approach of discoloration is fumishcd by the occurrence of a dark blue line on the edges of the gums,
very similar to that produced by lead, but somewhat darker. '!'he discoloration
of the skin is said to be removed by a steady course of cream of tartar.
Externally, nitrate of silver is occasionally employed in solution as a stimulant
and escharotic; but the/used nitrate, which is not so pure as the offi.cinal nitrate
(pure salt in crystals), is generally used for making solutions. In all cases requiring nicety, the offi.cinal nitrate (crystals) should be directed to be dissolved,
and distilled water should be selected as the solvent. A solution made in the
proportion of half a. grain of the crystals to a fluidounce of distilled water, forms
a good mouth wash for healing ulcers produced by mercury. In the inflammation of the mouth from mercurial salivation, M. Bouchacourt found a. concentrated solution of the salt, applied to the gums, base of the tongue, &c. with a
camel's hair brush, very useful. A solution containing two grains of the crystals
to a fluidounce of distilled water is an excellent application in ophthalmia with
ulcers of the cornea, in fetid discharges from the ear, aphthous affections of the
mouth, and spongy gums.
The dose of nitrate of silver (crystals) is the fourth of a grain, gradually increased to four or five grains, three times a day . li'or internal exhibition, the
physician should always prescribe the crystals, which are meant by the name
Argenti Nitras, in tbc revised nomenclature of the U.S. Pharmacoproia of 1850,
an<l never direct the fused nitrate (Argenti Nitras Fusus), which is often impure.
Nitrate of silver should always be given in pill, in which form, according to Dr.
l)owell, the system bears a dose three times as large as when given in solution.
In the treatment of epilepsy, this physician recommends the exhibition at first
of grain doses, to be gradually increased to six grains, three times a day. Its
effects vary very much, owing no doubt to the salt being more or less decomposed by the substances used in preparing it in pill, or with which it comes in
contact in the stomach. It should not be made up into pill with crumb of bread,
aR this contains common salt, but with some vegetable powder and mucilage.
Oonsidering that chloride of sodium is used in food, and exists, together with
phosphates, in the secretions, and that free muriatic acid and albuminous fluids
are present in the stomach, it is almost certain that, sooner or later, the whole
of the nitrate of silver will be converted into the chloride, phosphate, and albuminatc, compounds far less active than the original salt. 'l'he experiments
of Keller, who analyzed the feces of patients under the use of this salt, confirm
this view. Such being the inevitable result when the nitrate is given, the question arises how far it would be expedient to anticipate the change, and give the
silver as a chloride ready formed. One of the authors of this work has tried
the chloride in large doses, in two very unpromising cascS of epilepsy, but with.
out advantage.
According to Mialhe, nitrate of silver is immediately changed into the chloride
upon entering the stomach, and this chloride is quickly converted into a soluble
ao<l readily absorbable double chloride, by combining with the chloride of sodium
or potassium.
Nitrate of silver, in an over-dose, produces the effects of the corrosive poisons.
'l'he proper antidote is common salt, which acts by conver~ing the poison into
the insoluble chloride of silver.
OJ): Prep. Argenti Cyanuretum. Argenti Oxidum.
B.
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ARGENTI NITRAS FUSUS. U.S. ARGENTI NITRAS FusuM.
Dub. ARGENTI N!TI\AS. Lond., Ed. Fused Nitrate of Silver. Luna!' Caustic. Lapis lnfernalis.·
"'fake of Silver, in sma ll pieces, an ounce; Nitric Acid [sp. gr. ]·42] seven
jluidracl1ms; Distilled Water tu:ojluidounces. Mix the Acid with the Water,
and disi:ioh·e the silver in the mixture, oa a sand-bath, with a ~entle heat; then
g radually increase the heat, aud c\·aporate to dryness. Melt the resulting salt
in a crucible over a gentle fire, and continue the heat until ebullition ceases;
then immediately pour it into suitable moulds." U.S.
"'fa.kc of pure Silver an ounce and a half; Pure Nitric Acid [sp. gr. 1 ·5]
.flllidounce [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water lwo jluidounces (Imp. meas.].
Mix the Acid and Water, add the Silve r, and dissolve it with the aid of a gentle
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heat; increase the heat gradually till a dry salt be obtained; fuse tbc salt in an
enrtbc nware or porcelain crucible, and pour the fused matter into iron mould s,
previous! y heated, and greased slightly with tallow. Preserve the product in
gla~s vessels." Ed.
"Take of Refined Sil ver tltrec ounrcs [avoirdupois]; Pure Nitric Acid [i::p. gr.
1·;)] tuojhliclounces [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water five ounces [avuird.]. Place
the Sih·er in a fl.ask, aud, having poured upon it the Acid and Water, apply a.
gentle heat until the m~tal is dissolved. 'Transfer the solution to a porcelain
c:1psule, decanting it off a heavy black powder which appears at the bottom of
the fla!::k, and, having evaporntc<l it to dryness, raise the heat (in a dark room)
until liqu efaction is produced. Pour the melted Nitrate of Silver into a brass
mould, furnished with cylind ric cavities of the size of a goose quill, and which
ud111its of being opened by a hinge, and, when the sa lt has concreted, remove it,
and Jlrcsen'e it in well stopped vessels, rendered impervious to light." Dub.
The London College places fused nitrate of silver in the list of the Materia
Mcdica.
The first step in the process for making fused nitrate of silver is tho same as
that for preparing the crystallized nitrate, namely, the soluti on of sil ver in nitric
acid; but, instead of concentrati ng the solution so that crystals may form, it is
at once evaporated to dryness, anJ. the dry mas.~ fused, and c3st iu cylindrical
moulds. As the salt sin ks into a common crucible, the fusion should be performed in one of porcelain, as recommended by the ]~Jin burgh College, the size
of which should be sufficient to hold five or six times the quantity of the dry salt
operated on, in order to prevent its overflowing in consequence of th e ebullition.
Sometimes small portions of the liquid are spirted out, and the operator should
be on his guard against this occurrence. 'Vh en the mass flows like oi l, it is
coU1plctely fused, and ready to be poured into the moulds. These should be
warmed, but not grcflse<l as directed by the Edinburgh College; as grease furnishes organic matter which partially decomposes the fused salt.
Propcra'es. Fused nitr::ite of silver, as prepared by the a.hove processes, is in
the fo rm of hard brittle sticks, of the size of a goose quill, at first white, but
becoming gray or more or less dark under the influence of li ght, owing to the
reduction of the silver, effected probably by organic matter, or sulphuretted
hydrogen contained in the atmosphere . That the cha nge, however, does not depend on the sole action of light has been proved by Mr. Scanlan, who finds that
nitrate of siher, in a clean glai:s tube hermetically i:ealcd, undergoes no change
by exposure to light. ~[h e sticks often become dark-coloured aocl nearly bh1ck
on the surface, and, when broken a.cross, exhibit a crystalline fracture with a
radiat~d surface. Fused nitrate of silver, when pure, is wholly soluble in distilled water; but even good samples of the fused salt will not totally dissolve, a
very sca nty black powder being left of reduced silver, arising probably from the
salt ha\'ing been exposeJ to too high a heat in fusion.
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Imp1m·ties and Tests. Fused nitrate of silver is liable to contain free silver
from having been exposed to too high a heat, t~e nitrat~s of lead and copper
from the impurity of the silver dissolved in the ac1d.' and mtrate of potassa from
fraudulent admixture. Free silver will be left undissolved as a black powder,
after the action of distilled water. A very slight residue of this kiud is hardly
avoidable; but, if there be much free silver, it will be shown by the surface of
a fresh fracture of one of the sticks presenting an unusually <lark·gray colour.
( Ohistison.) The mode of detecting lead and copper is given under nitrate of
silver. (See J-h:qenti Nitras.) In order to detect nitre, a solution of the suspected salt should be precipitated by muriatic acid in excess, and sulphurettcd
hydrogen, to remove the silver, and other metals if they happen to be present.
The filtered solution, if the salt be pure, will entirely evaporate by heat; if it
contain nitre, this will be left, easily recognizable by its properties as a nitrate.
This impurity sometimes exists in fused nitrate of silver in large amount, vary.
ing, according to different statements, from 10 to 75 per cent. According to
Dr. Christison, it may be suspected if the sticks present a colourless fracture .
.A mode is given in the Edinburgh Pbarmacopreia for testing fused nitrate of
silver for impurity, without determining its nature. It depends upon the fact,
t.bat the pme i:.alt requires for its conversion into chloride, a given quantity of a
muriate or chloride; and that if a little less than this quantity be used to precipitate it, the supernatant liquid will be precipitable TJy more of the test. Now
this will not be the case with the impure salt. In applying this test, the Edinburgh College directs that 29 grains of the salt should be dissolved in a fluidounce
of distilled water acidula.ted with nitric acid, precipitated with a solution of 9
grains of muriate of ammonia, briskly agitated for a few seconds, and then al~owcd to rest. If the salt be impure, it will not be precipitated on the addition
of more of the test. 'l'be similar test of the I.1ondon Pbarmacopreia of 1851
proceeds on the principle that a given weight of chloride of sodium is fully precipitated by an equivalent weight of the pure nitrate, and, consequently, that an
equin1lcnt weight. of 1.°mpure nitrate is not competent to produce a full precipi·
tation. With t his explanation, the following details of ihe test will be understood.
A solution of six grains of chloride of sodium, after having been precipitated by
seventeen grains of nitrate of sil>er a11d filtered, furnishes a solution which is
not precipitate~ by more of the nitrate. 'l'be chief test of the U. S. Pharmacopooia is founded on the quantity of the chloride of silver which a given weight
of the pure nitrate should furnish, when fully decomposed by chloride of sodium.
Tbuo.:, it is stated that a solution, containing twenty.five grains of fused nitrate
of silver, yields with chloride of sodium about twenty-one grains of a white
precipit.atc, totally solubl_c in ammonia.
1lledical Properties. Fused nitrate of siker should be restricted to external
use. The medical properties of the salt, as an internal remedy, are given uuder
the head of the cry~·tnllized nitrate. (See Ar_qPnl1· 1Yitras.) Ks:tcrnally applied
the fused nit.rate act:; variomsly as a stimulant, vesicant, and escharotic, and
may be employed either dissolved in wnter, or in the solid state. Dissolved to
the ext.ent of from one to f:h-e grains in a fluitlounce of water, it is used for the
purpose of stimulating indolent ulcers, and as an injection for fistulous sores.
It is, iu general, most conveniently applied to ulcers by means of a camel's hair
brush. A drachm of the fused salt, dissolved in a fluidouncc of water, forms an
escharotic solut.ion, wLich may often be resorted to with advantage. But fused
nitrate of silver is most frequently employed in the solid state; and, as it is not
deliquescent nor apt to spread, it forms the most manageable caustic that can
be used. When thus employed, it is useful to coat the caustic, as recommended
by M. Dumeril, by dipping it into melted engravers' sealing wax, which strcngtb·
ens the stick, protects it from change_, prevents it from staining the fingers, and
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affords facilities for limiting the action of the caustic to particular spots. If it
is desired, for example, to touch a part of the throat with the caustic, it is prepared by scraping off the wax, with a penkn ife, to a suitable extent from one
end. Another way to strengthen the stick is to cast it around a platinum wire,
a::i recommended by l\I. Chassaignac; or around a wick of cotton, according to
the plan of 1'1. Illatin. By the latter plan the fragments of the stick remain
attached to one another. If the fused nitrate be rubbed gently over the moistened
skin until it becomes gray, it ~cnerally vesicates, causing usually less pain than
is produced by cantharides. ~'he fused nitrate is also empl oyed to destroy stric.
lures of the urethra, warts and excrescences, fungous flesh, incipient chancres,
and the smface of other ulcers l\lr. Higginbottom considers its free application
to ulcers, so as to cover them with an eschar, as an excellent means of expediting
tbeir cicatrizatiou. He alleges that, if au adherent esehar be formed, tlie parts
underneath heal before it falls off. 1'he same writer recommends lunar caustic
as a topical remedy in various external inflammations, but particularly in el'ysi·
pelas, applied both to the inflam ed and to the surrounding healthy parts. Jn
some cases it is sufficient to blacken the cuticle; in others it is best to produce
vesication. It bas also been used with good effect, in the solid state, by Dr.
J ewell in leucorrbcca., and by llicord, Hannay, and others in the gonorrhooa of
women. In these cases the pain produced is much less than would be expected.
It has been recommended in gonorrbcca. in the male, even in the acute stage,
used in solution containing ten or twelve grains to the fluidouuce; but, although
some quick cures are well authenticated, the practice is hazardous. In small·
pox it has been proposed by Brctonneau and Serres to cauterize each pustule
after its top has been removed, on the first or second clay of the eruption, in
ord er to arrest its development and prevent pitting. 'l'be fused nitrate also
forms an efficacious application to certain ulcerations of the throat, to different
forms of porrigo of the scalp and other skin diseases, to punctured and poisoned
wounds, and to chilblains, slowly rubbed over the moistened part. If, unex·
peetedly, the pain produced by its external use should be excessive, it may be
immediately allayed by washing the parts with a solution of common salt, which
acts by decomposing the caustic. The salt in impalpable powder, mixed with
an equal weight of lycopodium, and used by inhalation, has been found beneficial
in ulcerated sorethroa.t, laryngitis, bronchitis, and incipient phthisis, by D1·. W.
M. Cornell, of Boston. (Boston Med. cmd Smy. Journ. Sept. 25, 1850.) It has
al so been used successfully in croup by Dr. Ilomans, of Boston, applied in solu.
tion to the larynx, either by injection or by means of a. sponge. (Am. Jouni. of
N ed. Sci., April, 1854, p. 346.)
Pharm. l:se. Fused nitrate of silver is employed by the Dublin College as
a. chemical agent for preparing: Acidum Nitricutu Ptirum.
B.
Ojj: Prep. Argenti Oxydum.

ARGENTI OXIDUM. U.S. ARGENTI
Silver.

0XYDUM.

Dub.

Oxide of

1
' Take of Nitrate of Silver fou,r ounces; Distilled Water half a pint; Solu.
tion of Potassa a pint and a half, or a S'ltjjicient guantif!J. Dissolve the Nitrate
of Silver in tLe Water, and to the solution add the Solution of ])otassa, as long
as it produces a. precipitate. \\'a.sh the precipitate repeatedly with water until
the washing$ are nearly tasteless. L1stly, dry the powder, and keep it in a well
stopped bottle, protected from the light." ll. S.
"Take of [fused] Nitrate of Silver half an ounce _[avoirdupois]; Lime-water
lwlf a gallon [lmp. meas.], or a s1~tficient quantity; Distilled Water liolf a 7Ji11t
[Imp. meas.]. Dissolve the Nitrate of Silver in four ounces of the Distilled
Water, and, having poured the solution into a. bottle containing the Lime.water,
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shake the mixture well, and then set it by till the sediment subsides. The
supernatant solution being drawn off, let the sediment be placed upon a. filter,
and, wben washed with the remainder of the Distilled Water, let it be dried at
a heat not exceeding 212°, and preserved in a bottle." Dub.
Oxide of silver is a new officiua l of the U.S. and Dublin Pharmacopooias. In
the processes for making it, nitrate of oxide of silver is decomposed by potassa.
or lime, the oxide being precipita.tecl, and nitrate of potassa or nitrate of lim e,
as the case ma.y be, remaining in solution. When thus obtained the oxide is
an olive-brown powder. If the potas~a used is not wholly free from carbonic
acid, the precipitated oxide of sih,e r will be contaminated with some carbonate.
According to l\Jr. Borland, of London, the cat"bonate i11 sometimes sold for the
oxide. A third process for obt:~ining it is that of Gregory, which consists in
boiling the moist, recently prepared chlorid e of silver wit.ha very strong solution
of caustic potassa (sp. gr. I ·25 to J ·30). Iu this ca~e, by double decomposition,
oxide of silve r and chloride of potassium arc formed. When thus prepared it
is a very dense pure.black powder. Oxide of sil ver is very slightly soluble in
water. Exposed to heat it gives out oxygen, and is wholly conYerted into me·
tallic silver. It should not effervesce with acids. 'Yhen its solution in nitric
acid is precipitated by chloride of sodium in excess, the supernatant liquid is
not discoloured by sulpbohydrate of ammonia.. '!'be non-action of this test shows
the absence of most fo reign metals, especially copper and lead. Oxide of silver
consists of one eq. of ~ilver 108, and one of oxygen 8=116.
Medical Properties. 'l'his oxide has been proposed as a substitute for nitrate
of silver, as having the therapeutic properties of the latter, without its escharotie
effect, and objectionable power of discolouring the skin. It was first employed
in medicine by Van 1\Ions and Scmentini. l\Iore recently it has been rccom.
mended by l\Ir. C. II. B. I.Jane, who considers it to act as a. sedative. Mr. Lane
has used it with more or less success in nausea, cardialgia, pyrosis, various painful affections of the stomach independent of organic lesion, dysentery, diarrbrea,
night sweats without other obvious affection, dysmenorrhcea, menorrhagia, leu.
corrhooa., chronic enlarge ments of the uterus, attended with flooding, &c. The
oxide appeared to exert a peculiar control over uterine fluxes. Some of the cases
treated required the use of tonics, after the salutary influence of the oxide bad
been exerted. Dr. Golding Bird bas also obtained favourable effects from the
use of the oxide of silver, and confirms to a certain e~tent the results of }!Ir.
I.Jane, especially as to its valuable powers in menorrbagia. 'fbus far no case of
cutaneous discoloration has occurred, tbougb l\Ir. ]~ane has giYen the oxide repeatedly for two months, and Dr. Bird in more than a hundred cases; in one
for four months. l\Ir. Lane has observed one case in which repeated sa livati on
occurred, and Dr. Bird seve ral in which the gums were affected. But, in order
to draw any inference from this result, the prescriber should be certain that the
medicine is not contaminated with black oxide of mercury. In stomach disease,
characterized by a glai ry discharge instead of a watery one, this physician derived
not tbe slightest benefit. from the oxide, though he used it in thirty cases. In
epilepsy it is supposed that the oxid e will accomplish all that can be expected
from the nitrate, with less risk to the st.omach, and without incurring the danger
of di~colouring the skin. In t::enia it. has been used successfu lly in two cases by
Mr. Whittel. 'l'Lie dose of oxide of silver is a grain, twice or thrice a day, given
in pill. In no case did Mr. I.Jane carry the dose beyond six grains in the twenty·
fou r hours. It has been used in the form of ointment, composed of from five
to ten grains to the drachm of la.rd, as an application to venereal sores, and to
the urethral membrane in gonorrhooa, smeared on a bougie.
B.

Arsenicum.
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ARSENICUM.
p,.eparations of Arsenic.
ACIDU~I

ARSENIOSUM PURUM. Dub. Pu"e Arsenious Acid.

"Take of Commcrci:.il Wliile Oxide of Arsenic an.IJ conven?°enl quantity. Place
it in a Florence fl.t1sk, the neck of which is made to pass into that of a second
flask of larger size, an<l applying to the fonner a regulated heat, by suspending
it beneath a semi-cylindric hood of sheet iron, a few inches above a small charcoal fire, cause the Arsenic to sublime into the latter. This sublimation should
be conducted under a flue with a good draught, so as to protect the operator from
inhaling any vapours which may escape being condcnsed.' 1 .Dub.
1'hc Dublin College, deeming the commercial white oxide of arsenic (Acidum
A1·sewiosum, U.S., J.Jond.} not sufficiently pure for medicinal employment, has
given the above formula for its purification. But, as the commercial oxide itself
has undergone a second sublimation, this process is superfluous. The only precaution necef.lsary to be taken, on the part of the apothecnry, is to purchase the
oxide in lump; for when in powder it is apt to be adulterated with chalk or sulphate of lime. The chemical, medical, and toxicological properties of this substance have been given under the head of .Acidum. Arsem"os1l1n.
Off. Prep. Liquor Arsenicalis.
B.

LIQUOR ARSENICI CHLORIDI. Lond. Solution of Chloride of
Arsenic. JJe Valangin•s Arsenical Solution.
"Take of Arsenious Acid, broken into small pieces, half a drachm; H.vdrochloricAcid afluidra.chm and a l1alf[Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water a pint [Imp.
meas.]. Boil the Arsenious Acid with the Hydrochloric Acid, mixed with an
ounce of the 'Yater, until it is dissolved; then add sufficient Water to make the
solution accurately fill the measure of a pint [lmp. meas.]." Lond.
rrhis new officinal of the London Pharmacopccia of 1851 is intended to be an
imitation of De Valangiu's arsenical solution, called by the inventor, who was
a practitioner in London, solutio solvenlis niineralis. It was originally made by
subliming three parts of arsenious acid with eight of common salt, and di~solving
the product in a determinate quantity of diluted muriatic aeid. The sublimation
directed by De Vahrngin with common salt, had no effect on the arscnious acid,
and, accordingly, his preparation may be . considered to have been a solution of
arscnious acid in muriatic acid, becoming probably terchloride of arsenic by the
mutual decomposition of the acids.
In the J.Jondon formula. thirty grains of arsenious acid are dissolved in twenty
Imperial fiuidonnces of the meu.3truum, that being the measure to which the
preparation is ultimately brought. Bence each fiuidounce contains a grain and
a half of arsenious acid, or an equivalent quantity of terchloride .
.Medical Properties. This arsenical solution appears to have considerable reputation in London as an a.Iterative. It is chiefly employed in the treatment of
chorea. and lepra vulgaris. Dr. Farre, of London, states, as the result of his
observation, that it effectually cures the wor~t forms of chorea. (Pereira, .Mat.
Med., 3d ed., p. 670.) Dr. Pereira, who has used this solution on numerous
occa.'>ions, bears testimony to its efficacy in thr. treatment of chorea and lepra,
but has not satisfied himself of its superiority to Fowler's solution. It is said
to be less apt to disturb the stomach; but it must be recollected that De Valangin's solution is only three-eighths i1s strong as that of Fowler, and yet is not
given in larger doses. The average dose is fh·e drops three times a day. Dr.
Farre begins with three drops three times a day, increasing one drop each day,
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until the dose reaches ten drops three times daily. Whenever the stomach becomes disordered, the medicine should be suspended; and when renewed, it
must be given in the original dose.
B.

ARSENICI IODIDUU. U. S. Iodide of Arsenic.
"Take of Arsenic <l drmkm; Iodine five thoclims. Rub the Arsenic in a
mortar until reduced to a very fine powder, free from metallic lustre; then add
the Iodine, and rub them together till they are thoroughly mixed. Put the
mixture into a small flask or a test-tube, loosely stopped, and heat it very gently
until liquefaction occurs. Then incline the vessel in different directions, in order
that any portion of the Iodine, which may have condensed on its inner surface,
ma.y be returned into the fused mass. Lastly, pour the melted Iodide on a porcelain slab, and, when it is coltl, break it into pieces, and put it into a bottle,
which is to be well stopped." U. S.
This iodide was introduced into the U. S. Phannacopooia for the purpose of
being used in preparing the solution of iodide of arsenic and mercury, de!Scribcd
in the next article. It is made by the direct combination of its elementary constituents by tbc aid of a gentle heat.
Properties, &c. Iodide of arsenic is an orange.red, crystalline solid, entirely
soluble in water, and wholly volatilized by heat. In composition it is considered to be a teriodide, consisting of one eq. of arsenic 75, and three of iodine
3i8 9=-153·9. It has been used by "Biett as an external application in corroding tubercular skin diseases. By the late Dr. A. ':1.1. 'rhomson it was given
internally with adYauta.ge in lepra, impetigo, and diseases resembling cancer . ..
Dr. F. C. Crane cured a case of what he considered cancer of the breast by its
use for nearly eight months. The ointment. used by Biett was composed of three
grains of the iodide to an ounce of lard. The dose for internal exhibition is an
eighth of a grain three times a day, gi>en in pill or solution.
Of/ Prrp. Liquor Arsenici et Hydrargyri lodidi.
B.

LIQUOR ARSENHJI ET IIYDRARGYlU IODIDI. U.S. ARDub. Solution of
Solution of Hydriodate of Arsenic

SE,,rcr ET HYDRARGYRI liYDRIODATIS LIQUOR.

Iodide of Arsenic and Jllercury.
and J1Iercury.

.Donot'an's Solution.

"'.l'akc of lodide of Arsenic, )~eel Iodide of Mercury, each, thirty:five grains;
Distilled Water half a pint. Rub the Iodides with half a fiuidounce of tLc
Water, and, when they have dissolved, add the remainder of the Water, heat to
the boiling point, and filter.'' t.r S.
"Take of Pure Arsenic, in fine powder, six grahzs; Pure l\Iercury sixteen.
lJrains; Pure Iodine fifty !Jrains and a half; Alcohol (sp. gr. 0·795) half a
Jfoidrm·h-ni (Imp. meas.]; Distil1ed 'Vater nin e 01rnn~s [avoirdupois], or a s1tfJicintl q1umlity. Rub together the Arsenic, )lercury, Iodine, and Spirit, until
a dry mass is obtained, and, having triturated eight ounces of the 'Yater with
this in r;ucccssive portions, let tlie whole be transferred to a flask, and heated
until it begins to boil. Wheu cooled and filtered, let ns much Distilled Water
~i~da~~:~ .. ~~~~n:[h!l~. ~1~::.J~:? 1J;,~~. of the solutiou exactly eight fiuidounccs
This solution was introduced to the notice of the meclica.1 profe~sion in 1839,
by Mr. Donovan 1 of Dublin, as a therupeutic agent.' combining the medical virtues
of its lhree ingredients, and has been adopted as an officinal preparation in tho
U.S. and Dublin Pharmacopooias of 1850. The formula of the U. S. l)barmacopccia. is the simplified one of Prof. Procter, which consists essentially in dissolving equal weights of the tcriodide of arsenic and biuiodide (red iodide) of
mercul'y in a measured quantity of distilled water. '11 be proportion of equal
weights corresponds nearly to single equivalents of the component iodides. The
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Dublin formula is more complicated. In it the proper quant ities of arsenic,
mercury, and iodine arc caused to unite by first rubbing them together with
alcohol, and then boiling the product with distilled water, which is afterwards
added, so as to give the whole a determinate bulk. The iodides of arsenic and
mercury, formed by the trituration, are assumed by Mr. Donovan to become, by
solution, hydriodatcs scYe rally of arscninus acid (w hite oxide of arsenic), anJ of
dcutoxidc of mercury (red precipitate); and the Dublin College name is formed
on the supposition of this change.
Properties. This solution has a pale.yellow colour, and a sl ightly styptic
taste. It is incompatible with lauJanuru, and the sulphate, muriate, and acetate
of morphia. On the supposition that the preparation is an aqueous solution of
iodides, it will contain them in the proportion of one eq. of teriodidc of arsen ic
453·0 to one of biniodidc of mercury 45-l·G, which arc nearly equal weights.
On the theory of their conversion into bydriodates by solution, five eqs. of water
45 would be required, three for the arscnical tcriodide, and two for the mercurial bin iodide; and the result would be one eq. of arscnious acid 99, one of deutoxide of mercury 218, and five of hydriodic acid 63G·5, the latter containing five
cqs. of iodine 631 ·5. The solu tion here suppose<l w@ld contain two and onefifth times as much deutoxidc of mercury as of arsenious acid.
Jlfrdical Properties. '!'his preparation has been found decidedly useful as an
alterativc in the treatment of various diseases of the skin, such as the different
forme of psoriasis, impetigo, porrigo, lepra, pityriasis, lupus, and venereal eruptions, both papular and scaly. In sup port of its efficacy in these affections, l\Ir.
])ouovan has adduced the testimony of a. number of respectable practitioners, of
])ublin and elsewhere, who ha"e communicated to Lim the results of their experience. '!'he diserise in some of the cases cured Lad existed for a number of
ycrirs. Dr. E. I. Taylor, of New York, has employed it in a number of cuta·
neous diseases, and finds that it produces more marked and prompt effects than
the remedies usually resorted to in the treatment of lupus, rupia, psoriasis, and
secondary venereal. (Am. Joum. of J.l!ed. Sci., .N. S ., v. 319.) In two cases
of uterine disease, characterized by patency of the os uteri and vascular turµ;escencc of the cer.,ix, and attended with lumbar and pelvic pains, Dr. Kirby of
Dublin, afforded relief by the use of the sol uti on. The dose is from five to twenty
drops three times a day, given preferably in distilled water. The latter dose
contains the twenty.fourth of a grain of arsenious acid, a little over tbe twelfth
of a. grai n of dcutoxidc of mercury, and a.bout a quarter of a. grain of iodine.
Dr. Taylor never exceeded the dose of five drops, three times a. day. Sometimes
tbe medicine deranges the stomach, confines the bowels, and produces headache,
giddiness, and confusion of mind. When these effects are produced, it must be
hid aside rind a. purgative administered. After an interval varying from ten
days to three weeks, it may be resumed, but in a smaller dose. The treatment
often reriuires to be persevered in for several months. Sometimes the medicine
produces moderate salivation. By sou1c practitioners, the solution, diluted with
un equal bulk of water, was used with a<lvrintage as an external application to
tbe ulcers or erupti ons, at the same time that ti.Jc medicine was given internally. l•'or further information the reader is referred to the three papers of Mr.
DonO\'an, contained in the Dublin Journal of Med. Science, for Nov. 1839,
B.
Sept. 1840, and Nov. 1842.

LIQUOR POTASSl"E ARSENITIS. U.S., Lond. LIQUOR AREd., Dub. Solution of Arscnite of Potassa. Arsenical
Fowler's Solution.

SF.N!CALIS.

Solution.

0
' fakc of Arsenious Acid, in small fragments, Pure Carbonate of Potassa,
each, si.ct!J-four 9rainsj Dii;tillcd 'Yater a wjjicie11t quantif!J j Compound Spirit

•
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of J.Javender half a fluidom1ce. Boil the A rsenious AciJ antl Carbonate of Potassa in .a glass vessel, with twelve fluidounces of Distilled Water, till the Acid
is entirely dissoh·ed. To the solution, when cold, add the Spirit of Lavender,
and afterwards sufficient Distilled Water to make it fill exactly the measure of
apint." U.S.
"Take of Arscnious Acid, broken into small pieces, Carbonate of Potassa,
each, eight.I/ grains; Compound 'fincture of Lavender .five .fluirb-acltms (Imp.
meas.]; DistillcJ Water a pint [Imp. meas.]. Boil the Arsenious Ac id and
Carbonate of Potassa with half a pint of the \Vatcr, until they are dissolved.
Ad<l the Tincture to the cooled liquor, and, lastly, sufficient Distilled Water,
that it may accurately fill a pint [Imp. meas.]. 11 Lond.
The Edi11buryh formula is substantially the same with tbe London, from
which it injudiciously varies by ordering the arsenious acid in powder, and water
instead of distillcJ water. In it the hwender preparation is misnamed "tincture,"
it being recognised as a "spirit" in the nomenclature of the Ed inburgh College.
"Take of Pure Arsenious Acid; Pure Carbonate of Pot:ish, each, e(1hty-two
grainsj Compound Tincture of J-'avender, lwlfafluidounce [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water as rnuch as ,is sufficient. Introduce the Arsenious Acid and Carbonate of Potash into a flask containing half a pint of Water, and boil until a
perfect solution is obtained. When this has cooled, add to it the Compound
Ti.ncture of J-'avender, and as much Water as will make the bulk of the entire
one pint [Imp. meas]. The specific gravity of this Solution is 1·013." Dnb.
'fhis preparation originated with the late Dr. Fowler, of Stafford, England,
and was intended as a substitute for the celebrated remedy, known under the
uamc of "the tasteless ague drop." It is an arsenitc of potassa dissolved in
water, and is formed by the combination of the arscuious acid with the potassa
of the carbonate, the carbonic acid being evolved. 'l'hc name, therefore, by
which it is designated in the United States and Landon Pharmacoproias1 is obviously the most correct. The spirit of lavender is added to give it taste, in order
to prevent its being mistaken for simple water. 'fhe United States preparation
is of about the same strength as those of the London and Edinburgh Colleges;
for, although one-fourth more acid and alkali is taken in the London and Edinburgh than in the U. S. formula, yet it is to be recollected that the Imperial
pint is nearly one-fourth larger than the wine pint. The solution, according to
the formula of the Dublin Pharmacopooia of 1850, is one-fortieth ~tronger, by
r~ason of the injudicious direction to take eighty-two grains instead of eighty, to
dissolve in the Imperial pint of twenty fluidounces. 'l'his formula. is au amended
one, and it is to be regretted that the Dublin College did not perceive the propriety of making tbe strength of its arsenical solution conform with that establif::hed for this preparation, of four grains of arseuious acid to the fluidounce.
In making tLis preparation, care should be taken that the arsenious acid is
pure. This object is best secured by using the acid in small pieces instead of
iu powder. Sulphate of lime is :1 common adulteration in the acid, and if present will remain und issolved, a.ud cause the solution to be weaker than it should
be. Hence, if the arscuious acid does not entirely dissolve, the preparation
must be rejected.
Properties. Solution of arscni.t~ of potassa is a transparent liquid, having the
colour, taste, and smell of the spmt of lavender. It has a. strong alkaline reaction. It is decomposed by the usual reagents for arsenic, such as nitrate of
silver, the salts of copper, lime-water, and sulphuretted hydrogen; and is incompatible with infusi(lnS and dccoctions of cinchona.. Before sulphurctted hydrogen
will act, the solution must be acidulated with some acid, as the muriatic or
acetic. If very long kept in flint glass, it is apt to suffer partial decomposition,
exhaling a. garlicky odour, and giving the inner surface of the bottle a metallic
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lustre, owing to the 1ead of the glass being revived. (Canavan, N. Y. Jouni. of
Pltarm., i. 131.)
Medicn.l Properties anrl Uses. This solution has the general action of the
arsenical preparations on the an imal economy, already described under the head
of Ar.~enious Acid. Its liquid form makes it convenient for exhibition and
gradual increase; and it is the preparation generally resorted to, when arsenic
is gi'\'en internally. It bas been much employed in intermittent fever. Dr.
'fhomal'3 D. 1\Iitchcll, of Phi ladelphia, has given the result of bis experience, as
to its efficacy and safety in th is disease, wLen exhibited in the large dose of fifteen
or twenty drops three times a. day. It is a valuable resource in the iutennittents
of children, who arc with difficulty induced to swallow bark or even sulphate of
quinia. The late Dr. Dewees relates the case of a. child only six weeks old,
affocted with a severe tertian, in which this solution was given with success. A
fluidrachm was diluted with twelve fluidrachms of water; an<l of this six drops
were given every four hours.
Fowler's solution appears to be peculiarly adapted to the treatment of several
diseases. It has been employed with great success in lepra and other inveterate cutaneous affections. The late Dr. S. Calhoun published au account of
five cases of nodes, successfully treated by it; and, in consequence of his success, Dr. Baer, of Balt.imore, and tlie late Dr. Eberle gave it a trial in this affection, and obtained satiafactory results. Several cases of chorea, cured by this
remedy, are reported by .M r.1\Iarti n, l\Ir. Slater, and Dr. Gregory, in tile llfe<licoChirm:qical 'Pransaclion.~ of J..iondon. 'l'wo interesting cures of peri odical headache, performed by the solution, are rebtcd by the late Dr. Otto, of Philadelphia,
in the fourth and fifth volumes of the 1Vorth American Med. and Su1'fl. Jo1i1·11ol.
l\Ir. Il. Hunt found it useful in mcnorrbagi1"1., but prefers the use of a,rsen ious
acid, as less apt to produce unpleasant effects, requiring the discontinuance of
the remedy. (.See pa,ge 23.) A diluted solution, in the proportion of a fluidrachm
to the fluidouuce of water, has been used with advantage as a topical application
to foul ulcers.
Each flu idrachm of the sol ution contains half a grain of arsenious acid. The
a•erage dose for an adult is ten drops two or three times a day. For the peculiar e[ects which it produces in common with the other arsenical preparations,
the reader is referred to the article on Arsenious Acid.
DuBos's antidote to the poisonous effects of Fowler's solution, and of the salts
of the acids of arsenic generally, is the acetate of the sesqu ioxide of iron with
excess of base, made by dissolving freshly precipitated scsquioxidc in acetic acid
to saturation, adding an equal quantity of the oxide to the solution, and diluting
B.
the whole with water to the consistence of cream. (See poye 29.)

AT RO PIA.

Preparation of Atmpia.
ATROPIJE SULPHAS. Lond. Sitlphate of At,.opia.
"Take of Diluted Sulphuric Acid two fluidradm1.s; Atropia sel:en scruples
and a lwif, or a sufficient quanti(IJ; Distilled \Yater halfajluidowu:e. To the
Acid previously mixed with the Water add gradually the Atropia. to saturation.
Filter the solution, and evaporate with a gentle heat so that crystals may form.''
Lmul.
The London College prepares this salt exclus ively for external use. Its properties aud uses arc those of its alkaline base, and are described uuder Belladonna.
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BARYTA.

Prepamtions of Baryta.
BARI! CHLORIDUM. U.S., Dub.
of Bariurn. Muriate of Baryta.

BARYT.iE MuRIAS.

Ed. Gltloride

Take of Carbonate of Baryta, in small fragments, a pomul j l\Iuriatic Acid
twelvefluidounces; Water three pints. lHix the Acid with the Water, and gradually add the Carbona.te of Bary ta. Towards the close of the effervescence apply
a gentle heat, and, when the action has ceased, filter the liquor, and evaporate
so that crystals may form when it cools. 1 ' ,U.S.
Tbe Edi'nburyh Colle!Je gives two processes for obtaining this chloride; one
in which the native carbonate of baryta, the other in which the native sulphate
is employed. The process with the sulphate is as follows.
"Take of Sulphate of Baryta two pounds; Cbarcoa.l, in fine powder,/our
oum:es; Pure 1\luriutic Acid a sujJU:iency. Heat the sulphate to redness, reduce
it to fiue powder, mix: the charcoal with it thoroughly, heat the mixture in a
covered crucible for three hours at a low white heat. Pulverize the product, put
it gradually into five pints [Imp. meas.] of boiling water; boil for a few minutes;
let it rest for a little over a vapour~bath; pour off the clear liquor, and filter it
if necessary, keeping it hot. Pour three pints [Imp. meas.] of boiling water over
the residuum, and proceed as before. Unite the two liquids; and, while they
are still hot, or, if cooled, after heating them again, add Pure Muriatic Acid
gradually so long us effervescence is occasioned. In this process the solutions
ought to be as little exposed to the air as possible; and in the last step the disengaged gas should be discharged by a proper tube into a chimney or the a~h·pit
of a furnace. Strain the liquor, coucentru.te it, and set it aside to crystallize."
ct

Ed.
The Dublin College also obtains chloride of barium se'rerally from the natirn
carbonate and native sulphate, and by processes which are in principle the same
as those above quoted.
1\Vhen the carbonate of baryta is employed for obtaining chloride of barium,
the reactions are exceedingly simple. The muriatic acid displaces the carbonic
acid with effervescence; ::ind, by reacting with the baryta, forms chloride of
ba1·ium and water. A solution of chloride of barium being thus obtained, it
yields crystals of the chloride by concentration and cooling. The reactions occurring in the process in which the sulphate is used are more complicated. The
ignition with carbonaceous matter deoxit.lizes its constituents, converting it into
sulphuret of barium, the oxygen escaping in comLiuation with the carbon as
carbonic oxide and acid. The sulphuret of barium, when dissolved in water, is
decomposed on the addition of muriatic acid, sulphuretted hydrogen being
evolved in large quantities, and chloride of barium formed in solution, from
which, in the usual manner, the solid salt is obtained. The direction to dis·
charge the sulphuretted hydrogen into :1 chimney, or the ash-pit of a furnace, is
foteuded to provide for its decomposition by smoke; for if the gas is not disposed
of in this or some similar way, it becomes exceedingly annoying to the operator.
Of the officinal processes, that in which the uu.tive carbonate is used is the
simplest and most convenient; but the carbonate is compar;1tivcly a rare minero..l;
and as the sulphate in fine powder is a cheap article of commerce, being exten·
si\'ely used in the adulteration of white lead, it is almost always used for obtaining chloride of barium and the other barium cornpounds.
P1·operties. Chloride of barium is a. permanent white salt, posse~sing a bitter
and tlisagreca.ble taste. It crystallizes in rhombio tables with beveled edges. It
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dissolves in about two and a half times its wciglit of cold water, and in a litllc
more than its own weight at 222°, the boiling point of a satu rated solution. It
is scarcely soluble in absolute alcohol, but dissolves in rectified ::ipirit. Alcohol,
impregnated with it, burns with a yellow flame. When exposed to heat, it de-

crepitatcs and loses its water of crystallization, and at a red beat fuses.

It is

decomposed by the sulpha.tes, oxalates, and tartrates, and the alkaline phosphates,
borates, and carbonates; also by nitrate of silver, acetate and phosphate of mercury, and acetate of lead. When pure it does not deliquesce. Its solution is
not affected by ammonia, which proves the absence of alumina and scsquioxide
of iron, or by sulphuretted hydrogen, which shows that neither copper nor lead
is present. After tlie whole of the barium has been precipitated by an excess
of sulphuric acid , the supernatant liquid is shown to be free from lime by the
non-action of carbonate of soda. Lime may be separated by the process of Dr.
Wolcott Gibbs, which consists in ad.Jing to the solution of the ch loride a smp.ll
portion of the soluti on of hydrate of baryta, and then passing through it a current of carbonic acid, when the whole of the lime will be thrown down as "'
carbona.tc. (Wurtz,]{. Y. Joum. c!f Pharm., i. 16-1.) If strontia be present,
an alcoholic solution of the salt will burn with a red flame. Like all the :~oluble
salts of barium it is poisonous. It consists of one eq. of chlorine 35·42, one
of barium 68·7, and two of water 18= 122 ·12. It, is used in medicine only in
solution.
Off Prep. Liquor Barii Ch loridi; Quinre l\Iurias.
B.

LIQUOR IlARII CHLORIDI. U.S. SoLUTIO BARYu: MunrATIS.
Ed. BAR!l CHLORIDI LIQUOR. Dub. Solution of O!tloride of Ba.·ium.
Solution of llfuriate of Baryta.
'lll'nke of Chloride of Ilarium an ounce; Distilled '\Yater three jfofrlounces.
Dissolve the Chloride of Barium in the Water and filter." U.S.
"'.l'ake of l\Iuriatc of Bary ta 011e drarhnt; Distilled 'W ater one fluidom1ce
[Imp. meas.]. Dissolve the Salt in the Water." Ed.
'l'he Dublin College dissolves the chl oride in eight times its weight of distilled
water, forming a solution having the sp. gr. 1 ·088, which is a little weaker than
that of the Edioburgb College.
Chloride of barium, not being use<l in the solid state, is here di~solved for
convenient exhibitiou. The U.S. sol uti on is nearly a saturated one, and is probably too strong for conven ient use. The Edinburgh and Dllblin preparations
arc much weaker. rrhe solution should be limpid and colourless; and, to make
it so, the salt itt crystals, and not in powder, should be employed.
1lfediml Properties and Uses. 'J'his solution is deobstrucnt and anthclmintic,
nod in large doses poisonous; its action, according to some, being analngous to
that of arsenic. It was introduced into practice by Dr. Crawford as a. remedy
for C3ncer and scrofula. Its value in the latter disease has been parti cularly
insisted on by Ilufeland. 'fLis physician considers it to act more particularly
on the lymphatic system, in the irritated states of which he esteems it a valuable
remedy. Hence he recommends it in t.he scrofulous uffections of dclic:tte and
irritable organs, sucli as the eyes, lungs, &c. In the commencement of scrofulous phthisis, he views it as one of the best remedies to which we can barn
recourse. It is employed also in diseases of the skin, in ulcers, and ophtlw.lmia.
Tbe dose for an a.du It of the U.S. solution is about five drops, g ivcu twice or
tlirice a dny, anJ gradually but cautiously increased, until it produces nau sea, or
some other sensible impression. When taken in an overdose it causes violent
vomiting and purging, verLigo, and other dangerous symptoms. '.l'o combat its
poisonous effects, recourse must be had immediately to a weak solution of sulphate of magnesia, which acts by com·ertin g the poison into the insoluble sulphate of baryta. lf vomiting does not come on, it should be induced by tickliog
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the fouces, or by the administration of an emetic. A case of poiso~ing ~y three
dracbrus of the solid salt taken by mistake for sulphate of magnesia, wlllch was
successfully treated with dilute !?-ulphuric acid and castor oil, is reported by Dr.
C. Wolf, a German physician. The chief symptoms were tormina and vomiting,
weak and irregular pulse, cold extremities, weak voice, want of muscular power
in the bands and feet, and paralysis of the left eyelid.
B.

BISMUTI-IUi\1.
Preparation of Bismuth.
BlSi\iUTHI SUBNITRAS. u. s., Dub. B1s,IUTITI NITRAS. Lona.
Ed. Subnitrate of Bismuth. Nitrate of Bismuth.
'L'risnitrate qf Bisrnulh. White Oxide of Bisnmth.

B1S"1U'l'HrM ALBU>!.

White Bismuth.

"'fake of Bismuth, in fragments, an ounce; Nitric Acid [sp. gr. l·-12) !tJ'Q
fluidounces; Distilled Water a sv.Jficient qucmlif.IJ· l\lix a ftuidounce of Distillcll
'Yater with the Nitric Acid, and dissohe the Bismuth in the mixture. When
the solution is complete, pour the clear liquor into three pints of Distilled
\Yater, and set the mixture by, tLat the powder may subside. Lastly, having
poured off the supernatant liquid, wash the Subnitrate of Bismuth with Distilled
Water, wrap it in bibulous paper, and dry it with a gentle heat." U.S.
"Take of Bismuth an oww' j Nitric Acid (sp. gr. l ·42] a jluid01mce and a
lwif[Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water three p'ints ([mp. meas.]. .l\lix a fluidouuC'e
of the Water with the Acid, and, ha.ving added the Bismuth, apply heat until
it is dissolved. Add the solution to the rest of the Water, and strai n the mixture through a cloth, in order to separate the powder. Wash this with distilled
water, and dry it with a gentle heat." Lond.
'''l'ake of Bismuth, in fine powder, an ouncej Nitric Acid [of commerce?]
(D. 1·380) a jfofrlonnce an<l a half [Imperial measure]; Water three pints
[fmp. meas.]. Add the metal graJually to the acid, favouring the action with
a gentle heat, and addi~g a. very little Distilled 'Yater so soon as crystals or a
wj1ite powder ma,y bcgrn to form. When the solution is complete, pour the
liquor into the Water. Collect the precipitate immediately on a calico filter,
wash it quickly with cold water, and <lry it in a dark place." Ed.
''Take of Bismuth, in small fragments, two ounces [avoirdupois]; Pure Nitric
Acid three fluidom1ces [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water one gallon [fmp. meas.].
Into tLe Acid, first diluted with three ounces of the 'Yater, introduce the Bi'!·
mu th in successive poi'tions; and having, when the spontaneous action has ceased,
applied for ten minutes a heat approaching that of ebullition, decant the solution
off any particles of metal which may rmuain undissolved. Evaporate the solution at a gentle heat _u ntil it is reduced to two fiuidounces, and then pour it into
half a gallon of the Water. When the precipitate which forms has subsic.lctl,
decant the supernatant liquid, a.ncl agitate the sediment with the remainder uf
the Water. After twelve hours again decant, and, hn.ving placed the precipitate
on a filter, dry it at a temperature of 212°, and reduce it to powder." Dub.
When bismuth is added to dilute nitric acid, red fumes arc copiously Aiven
off, and the metal, oxidized by the decomposition of part of the nitric acid, is
dissolved by the remainder, so as to form a solution of the teruitrate of teroxide
of bismuth. It is unnecessary to have the metal in powder, as it dissolves with
great facility when added to the acid in fragments. When the solution is completed, the liquor should be added to the water, which should be distilled, and
11ot the watel' to the solution, which is not so eligible a plan. Immediately on
the contact of the solution with ihe water, four eqs. of the ternitrate are re:-
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solved into three eqs. of neutral nitrate of bismuth (generally called subnitrate)
which precipitates, and one eq. of the 9-nitratc which remains in solution.

4(Bi0,,3N0,)=3(Bi0,,NO,) and Bi0,,9NO,.

In order to have a smooth light

powder which is most esteemed, the precipitate should be washed and dried as
speedily as possible.
Properties. Subnitrate of bismuth is a tasteless, inodorons, Leavy powder,
of a pure-white colour. It is slightly soluble in water, and readily so in the
strong acids, from which it is precipitated by water. 'fhe fixed alkalies dissolve
it sparingly, and ammonia more readily. It is darkened by hydrosulpburic acid
gas, but not by exposure to light, unless it contains a little silver, or is subjected
to the influence of organic matter. If it dissolves in uitric acid without efforvescencc, it contains no ca!'bonate, and, if the nitric solution is not precipitated by dilute sulphuric acid, it is free from lead. It sometimes contains
arsenic, which may be detected by acting on it with pure sulphuric acid,
evaporating to dryness, dissolving in hot distilled water, and teRting a part of
the solution by l\Iarsh's apparatus. By this method liassaigne detected onesixth of one per cent. of arsenic in a sample of subnitrate sold in Pal'is. l3y
the earlier Qhemists it was called ma9ister.'1 of /Jisniuth. 'l'hc perfumers, by
whom it is sbld as a paint for the complexion, denominate it }JParl while. It
consists of one cq. of nitric acid 54, one of tcroxide of bismuth 237, and one of
waler 0=300.
11/erlical Properties and FSes. This preparation is tonic and antispasmodic.
It was originally introduced into practice by Dr. Odier, of Geneva, and has been
subsequently employed with advantage both in this country and in ]~urope. It
has been used .in epiJcpsy, palpitation of the heart, and spasmodic diseases
generally; but more particularly in various painful affections of the stomach, dependent on disordered digestion, such as cardialgia, pyrosis, and gastrodynia.
}fayer employed it with great advantage in the diarrhooa occurring in phthisis
and in typhus, and Aran recommends it in the obstinate diarrhooa which sometimes follows typhoid fovcr. Its use alway!:! blackens the stools, from the effect
of the intestinal gases. The dose is five grains, gradually increased to twelve or
fifteen, twice or thrice a. day 1 and may be taken in pill, or mixed with an equal
weight of aromatic powder. Dr. Pereira seldom commences with less than a
scruple, and has repeatedly exhibited half a drachm. ~I. l\1onncret, who praises
this remedy in gastro-intcstina.l affections attended with diarrhrea, never gives
Jess than two or three drachms a day. Ile conceives that its operation is entirely local; but this view is com batted by Dr. Lussana, who believes it is sometimes absorbed. It never passes into the urine. In an over-dose it produces
alarming gastric distress 1 nausea, vomiting, diarrhrea or constipation, colic, heat
.in the breast, slight rigors, vertigo, and drowsiness. The remedies arc bland
and mucilaginous drinks, and, in case of inflammation, bleeding by leeches or
veocscction, enemata, and emollient fomentations.
B.

CALX.
Preparations of Lime.
LIQUOR CALCIS. U.S., Lond.,Dub. AQUA CALCIS. Ed. Lime·water.
cc Take of J. . ime/o!tr oimcesj Distilled Water a gallun.
Upon the Lime, first
slaked with a little of the Water, pour the remainder of the Water, and stir them
together; then immediately CO\'er the vessel, and set it aside for three houn1.
Keep the solution, together with the undissolved Lime, in stopped glass bottles,
and pour off the clear liquor when wanted for use. )Yater free from saline or
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other obvious impurity may be employed in this process, though not distilled."

U.S.
'fhe London College takes half a pound of lime, and twelve pi11ts [Imperial
measure] of distilled water, and proceeds as above direc~ed.
.
"Take any convenient <Juantity of Water, pour a little of it over about a
twentieth of its weight of Li rue; when the Lime is .slaked, add to it the re~t, of
the \Yater in a. bottle; agitate well; allow the und1ssolvcd matter to sub:;Hle;
pour off the clear liquor when it is wanted, replacing it with more water, and
agitating briskly as before." Ed.
11
Take of Fresh.burned Lime two ounces [avoirdupois]; Distilled Water half
a gallon [Imperial measure]. llavin~ slaked the Lime with a. [fluid]ounce
and a half of the Water, intl'Oduce it mto a well-stopped bottle containing the
remainder of the 'Yater, and shake well for the space of five minutes. After
twelve hours the excess of Lime will ha\•e subsided, and the clear Lime-water
ma_y be drawn off with a syphon as it may be required. When the entire of the
solution has been withdrawn, it may be renewed by shaking the sediment at the
bottom of tLe bottle with another half gallon of Water; and, if the Lime be
pure, and the bottle be accurately stopped, this process may be successfully
repeated three or four times." Dub.
A solution of lime in water is the result of these processe~. By the slaking
of the lime it is reduced to powder, and rendered more easily diffusible through
the water. According to all the Pharmacopooias, the solution is to be kept in
bottles with a portion of undissolved lime, which causes it :ilways to be saturated,
whatever ma_): be the temperature, and to whiitever extent it may be exposed to
the air. If care be taken to barn a considerable quantity of the solution in the
bottle, and to avoid unnecessary agitation, the upper portion will always remain
sufficiently clear for use . 'rhe direction of the Edinburgh College to replace by
more water the cleur liquid poured off, cannot, of course, be carried into effect
indefinitely. By the absorption of carbonic acid, the lime is gradually converted
into tLe carbonate, and thus rendered insoluble. The employment of distilled
water as the solvent may seem a useless refinement; and it certainly is unnecessary when pure spring or river water is attainable i but in many places the common water is very impure, and wholly unfit for a. preparation, one of tbe most
frequent u:;:;es of which is to allay irritation of stomach. Water dissolves but a
minute proportion of lime, and, contrary to the general law, less when hot thau
cold. Jle~ce the propriety of employing cold water in the process. Accorr.ling
to Mr. l)h1llips, a pint of water (the wine pint of the U.S. Ph.) n.t 212° dissolves 5·6 grains of lime, at 60°, 9·7 grains, and at 32°, ll·O grains. When a.
cold saturated solution is heated, a deposition of lime takes place.
Propertie.<;. Lime-water is colourless, inodorous, and of a disagreeable alka.line taste, cliauges vegetable blues to green, and forms an imperfect sonp with
oils. Exposed to the air it attracts c::irbonilJ acid, and bt:comcs cO\'ered with a
pellicle of insoluble carbonate of lime, which 1 subsiding after a time, is replaced
by another, and so on succei:;sively till the whole of the lime is exhausted. llcnce
the necessity of kcPping lime-wiiter either in closely corked bottles which should
be full, or, what is more convenient, iu bottles with an exce!'.s of lime.
Afedical Propertieli and U:'ies .. Lime.water is antacid, tonic, and astringent,
and is very usefully employed .10 dyspepsia with acidity of stomach, diarrhcca,
diabetes, and gra.nl attended w1lh ~uperabundant secretion of uric acid. i'\11xed
with an equal measure of milk, which completely covers its offensive taste, it is
one of th~ best remedies ia our possession for .nausea and vomiting dependent
on irritability of stomach. We have found a diet exclusively of lirne*water and
milk to be more effectual than almost any other plan of treatment in dyspepsia
accompanied with vomiting of food. In this case, one part of the i::olution to
two or tbr~ e parts of milk is usua.liy sufficient.. J.. ime-water is also thouglit to
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be useful by dissolving the intestinal mucus in cases of worms, and in other
complaints connected with an excesR of this secretion. Externally it is employed
as a wash in tinca capitis and scabies, as an application to foul and gangrenous
ulcers, as an inj ection in leucorrbooa and ulceration of the bladJ.er or urethra,
and, mixed with lin seed or olive oil, as a liniment in burns and scal ds. 'l'he
dose is from two to four fiuidounces taken sercral times a.day. When employed
to allay nausea, it is usually given in the dose of a tablespoonful mixed with th~
same quantity of new milk, and repeated at intervals of half an hour, an hour,
or two hours. If too long continued it debilitates the stomach. I . . ime-water is
used by the Dublin College in the preparation of Oxide of Silver.*
op: Prep. Linimentum Calcis.
W.

CALCIS CARBONAS PRJECIPITATUS. U.S. CALCIS
NAS l'RiECIPITA·TUM. Dub. Precipitated Oarbonale of Lime.

CaRBO-

" Take of Solution of Ch loride of Calcium five pints and a halfj Carbonate
of Soda ~p'.x pounds ; Distilled Water a. sufficient quantity. Dissolve the Carbouate 0f Soda in six pints of Dist illed Water. IJeat t his solution and the soluti on of Ch loride of Calcium, separately, tu the boiling point, and mix them.
After the precipitat.c has ~ubsided, poor off the supernatant liquid, wash the precipitate repeated ly with Distilled Water, and dry it on bibulous paper." U.S.
"Take of Chloride of Calcium five ounces [avoirdupois] i Crystals of Coruruercial C1ubonate of Soda thirteen ounces [avoirdupois]; Boiling Water two quarts
[lwlj' a gallon, Imperial measure]. Dissolve each salt in a quart of the ·water,
mix the two solutions, anJ, when the precipitate has subsided, draw off the supernatant liquor. '.l'ransfer the sediment to a cal ico filter, and wash it with boiling
hot di sti ll ecl water, until the washings cease to give a precipitate with nitrat<Pof
silver. Finally, dry the product at a temperature not exceeding 212°." Dub.
These processes do not essentially differ. In each a. mutual inrcrchange of
principles takes place, resulting in the production of chloride of sodium which
remains in solution, and carbonate of lime which is deposited. Any peculiar
advantage which the preparation may possess must depend on the minute division of its particles. A ccording to Dr. Bridges, this effect is best obtained by
employing the solutions at the boiling temperature, a precaution which is observed in both the present offic:inal processes. (Am. Jouni. of Phann., xvi. 163.)
When properly made, it is a Yery pure carbonate of lime, in the form of a very
fin e white powder, free from grittiness, insoluble in water, but wholly soluble in
dilute muriatic ncid with copious effervescence. These properties serve to distinguish it from sulphate of lime, with which it is sometimes adulterated. For
ordinary use, it probably has no such superiority over prepared chalk as to
counterbalance its greater expensiveness. It is said to be preferred by some to
chalk in the preparation of tooth-powders. It is frequently sold in the shops
under the name of creta prmcipitata.
,V,

* Syl'up of Lime.-Saccl1arale of Lime. Under the lntter n:uue a preparation has been
introduced into notice, mo.Uc by satumtin g pure syrup with lime, anU filt e ring. The sugnr
form!! a soluble comp•>Und with the lime, large qmmti ties of which l\rC dissoh·ed by the syrup .
The syrup remains perfectly transparent, and is in no Uegrec disturbed by dilution with
wuter. It has n. decidedly alkaline aud even cam1tic ta ste, and should always be largely
diluted when administeret.I. It was first prepared by M. lleral ; and its practical use was

1
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lime to 1i clult.I in the quantity of fifteen or thirty grains in the
of the d1ly; to an
adult, in fi\·c times the quantity. (Trait. de Tliirop., 4e ed., i. 31 7, tlud 321.)-.Note to tlie,
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CRETA PR.'EP ARATA. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub. P,.epared Chalk.
"Take of Chalk a convenient quantity. Add a little water to the Chalk, and
rub it into a fine powder. Throw this in to a large vessel nearly full of water,
stir briskly, and, aft.er a short interval, pour tbe supernatant liquor, while yet
turbid, into another vessel. Repeat the process with the chalk remaining in
the first vessel, and set t he turbid li<]uor by, that the powder mn,y subside.
Lastly, pour off the water, and dry the powder." U.S.
The London Colle,qe places this preparation in the 1\Jateria l\Iedica catalogue.
The process of the Edinburgh College is essentially the same as that of the United States Pharmacoproia. 'fhe College directs the chalk to be powdered in a
mortar, and orders it, after having been prepared, to be dried on a filter of linen
or calico.
"Take of Chalk one pound; Water a sujficif'nl quantity. Reduce the Chalk
to a fine powder, and, having tri turate<l this in a large mortar with as much water
as will give it the consistence of cream, fill the mortar with water, and sti1· well,
giving the whole a circular motion. Allow the mixture to stand for fifteen
iscconds, and then decant the milky liquid into a large vessel. T:rituratc what
remains in the mortar, adding as much water as was previously used, and, after
allowing it to settle for fifteen seconds, ap;ain decant, and let this process be
repeated several times. Let the fine sediment which subBides from the decanted
liquids be transferred to a calico filter, and dried at a temperature not exceeding
212°." Dub.
The object of these processes is to reduce chalk to a very fine powder. The
mineral, previously pulverized, is rubbed with a little water upon a porphyry slab,
by means of a rubber of t he same material, and, lrnxing been thus very minutely
divided, is agitated with water, which uvon stand in g a short time deposits the
coarser particles, and, being then poured off, slowly lets fall the remainder in an
impalpable 15tate. The former part of the process is called levif;ation, the latter
f'lutriat/on. The soft mass which remains after the decanting of the clear liquor,
i~ made to fall upon an abs1wbent surface in i:mall portions, which when dried
ha\'e a conical shape. Practically, prepared chalk is generally made on the large
scale from whiting by the manufacturer. For the particulars of the process the
reader is referred to the Pharmaccuttcal Journal anti Transact'fo'ns, viii. 416 .
.Medical Properties and Uses. This is the only form in which chalk is m::cd in
medicine. I t is an excellent antacid; and, as the salts which it forms in the
stomach and bowels, if not astringent, are at least not purgative, it is admirably
adapted to diarrhooa accompanied with acidity. It is also sometimes used in
acidity of stomach attending dyspepsia and gout, when a laxative effect is to be
avoided; is one of the best antidotes for oxalic acid; and has been recommended
in rachit..is. Iu scrofulous affections it may sometimes do good by forming soluble salts with acid in the primre vire, and thus fi ndin g an entrance into the blood''esscls. It is frequently employed as an application to burns and ulcer~, which
it moderately stimulates, while it absorbs the ichorous discharge, and t.bus prevents it from irritating the diseased surface, or t he sound ski n. It is gi•en
internally in the form of powJcr, or su~pe nd ed in water by th e intervention of
gum Arabic and sugar. (Sec Jllii;tura Cret:.e.) The dose is from ten to forty
grains or more.
Pftann. Uses. Prepared chalk is used b.v one or another of the Pbarm~
<'opceias in the preparation of Citric Acid, 'l'artaric Acid, Chloride of Zinc,
Solution of Chloride of :line, and Sulphate of Zinc.
Ojj:Prep. Confectio Aromatica.; I-Iydrargyrum cum Cret:l; Mistura. Cretre;
Pulvis Cretre Compositu~; Trocbisci Cret~; UnguentlNll Plumbi Cornpositum.

w.
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TESTA PRlEPARATA. U.S. Prepared Oyster-shell.
"Take of Oystcr-shC'll a co11VM1ient quantity. Free it from extraneous matter, wash it with boiling water 1 and reduce it to powder; then prepare it in the
manuer directed for <'halk. 11 U. S.
Prepared oyster-shell differs from prepared cha.lk in contain ing animal matter,

which, being very intimately blended with the carbonate of lime, is supposed by
some physicians to render the preparation more acceptable to a delicate stomach.
It is gi,·cn as an antacid in diarrhrea, in the dose of from ten to forty grains or
more, frequently repeated. A preparation bas been introduced, within n few
years, into use in this country under the name of Oastillon's pou;dcrs, c0nsistiug
of sago, salep, and tragacanth, each, in powder, a draclmi, prepared oyster-shell
a scruple., and sufficient cochineal to give colour to the mixture. A drachm of
this is boiled in a piut of milk, and the decoction used ad libitum as a diet iru
cl.i ronic Lowel affections.
W.

LIQUOR CALCII CIILORIDI. U.S.·Dub.
CALcrs MunuTrs
Ed. Solution of C/iloride of Calcium. Solution of llfW'iate

SoLU TlO.

of Lim ..
"Take of Marble, in fragments, 11i1w ounces; Muriatic Acid a pint; Distilled
Water a sufficient qimntity. l\lix the Acid with half a. pint of the Distilled Water, and gradually add the Marble. Towards the close of the effervesoonce apply a gentle heat, and, when the action has ceas~d, pour off the clear liquor and
evaporate to dryness. Dissoh·e the residue in its weight and a half of Distilled
Water,andfiltcrthesolution." U.S.
The Edi11buryh College dissolves ei[Jht 01mces of muria.tC of lime (chl oride of
calciu m) in f1celvejluidou11ces ( Tmp. meas.) of water. The Dublin College disi::olvcs tliree ounces (avoirdupois) of the salt in twelve .fluidounces of distilled
water, filters, and slates the sp. gr. of the solution a.t I ·225.
1
By the U.S. process chloride of calcium is first formed, and then, as in the
other processes, is dissolved in a certain proportion of water. The U.S. and Edinburgh preparations ngree very nearly in strength, containing 1 part of the chloride in about 2·5 parts of the solution. '11ba.t of the Dublin College is only
half as strong, containing 1 part of the chloride in 5 of the solution.
rfbe solution of chloride of calcium has a disagreeable, bitter, acrid taste. It
is decomposed by sulphuric acid and the soluble sulphates; by potassa, soda, and
their carbonates; by carbonate of ammonia, tartratc of potassa and soda, nitrate
of silver, nitrate and acetate of mercury, and acetate of lead. Tbe mode of
preparing chloride of calcium, and its ubemical properties. are detailed under the
head of Ualcii Chluridurn in tbe first part of this work.
Aledical Properties and Uses. Chloride of calcium is considered tonic and deobstruent, arid is said to promote the secretion of urine, perspiration, and mucm.
It was first brought into notice as a remedy by Fourcroy, and was at one time
mucb used in scrofulous diseases and goitre. It still continues to boa favourite
with some physicians, but is less employed than formerly . It has been especially
recommended in ta.bes mcscnterica. Cazenave has employed it adYantagcously
in chronic eczema and impetigo, when connected with a lymphatic ternpcrameut.
'Vh en too largely taken it sometimes occasions nausea, vomiting, and purging,
and in excessive doses may even pr9duce fatal effects; but it is a much sa.fer
remedy than cbloride of barium, which has been recommended in the same complaints. Tbe dose of the solution is from thirty miuimsir drops to a fluidrachm,
to be repeated twice or t.h1·ee times a day, and gradually increased to two, three,
or even four flnidrachms. It may be given in milk or sweetened water.

Off. Prep. Calcis Carbona.s Prrecipitatus.
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CALCIS CHLORINATJE LIQUOR. Dub.

Soliition of Cldori-

nated Lime.
"'J.1akc of Chlorinated Lime lia?fapound (avoirdupois]; Water lw?fagallon
[Imperial measure]. Blend well the Water and Chlorinated Lime by trituration
in a large mortar, and, having transferred the mixture to a stoppered bottle, let
' it be well shaken several times for the space of three hours. Pour out now the
contents of the bottle on a calico filter, and let the solution which passes through
be preserved iu a well.stopped bottle. The sp. gr. of this liquid is I ·035." JJub.
For the properties and uses of. this preparation sec Calx Ghlm·inata, page 15-1.
Its strength must vary, accordmg to the quality of the chlorinated lime employed. It is one of the best antidotes for hydrosulphuric acid, hydrosulpbatc
of ammonia, sulpburet of potassium, and hydrocyanic acid. The dose for internal use is from twenty minims to a fluidrachm. For external application it
may be diluted with twice its bulk of waterJ or may be used of the full strength
in some cutaneous affections.
The Dubl in College uses it in the preparation of Acetate of Zinc and Solution
of Chloride of Zinc.
W.

CALCIS PHOSPHAS PRJECIPITATUl\I. Dub.
Phosphate of Lime.

Precipitated

"'l'ake of Ox-bones, burned to whiteness in a clear fire,four ounces [avoirdupois]; Pure Muriatic Acid six fluidounces j Distilled Water one qum·t [ two pints,
Imperial measure]; Solution of Ammonia elevenfluidouncesJ or as rnuch as moy
be sufficient. Reduce the Calcined Bones to a fine powder, and digest upon th is
the Acid, diluted witb a pint of the Water, until it is dissolved. To the solution,
first cleared (if necessary) by filtration, add the remainder of the water, and then
the Solution of Ammonia, until the mixture acquires an alkaline reaction, and,
haTing collected the prec ipitate upon a calico filter, let it be washed with boiling
distilled water as long as the liquid which passes through gives rise to a precipitate, when permitted to drop into a. solution of nitrate of silver acidulated
with nitric acid. The washed product should now be dried by exposiug it for
some days on porous bricks to a warm atmosphere." Dub.
The muriatic acid dissolves the phosphate of lime of the bones, and lets it fall
on the addition of ammonia, in a state of minute division. 'l'he ablution is intended to free it from any adhering muriate of ammonia. The salt thus obtained
jg, for the sake of distinction, ca.lied bone·phosphate of lirne.
It i.s in the form
of a. white powder, without taste or smell, insoluble in water, but very soluble
in nitric, muriatic, and acetic acids, from which it is precipitated unchanged on
the addition of ammonia. By an in tense heat it is fused, but is not otherwise
changed. It consists, according to Mitscherlich, of one equivalent of phosphoric
acid and t,hrce of lime.
The chemical characteristics of bone-phosphate of lime, besides those mentioned, a.re that with its solution in dilute nitric acid, oxalate of ammonia pro-duces a. white precipitate of oxalate of lime, and acetate of lead a white precipitate
of phosphate of lead; and, if the nitric soltttion be neutralized as far as possible
without causing a permanent precipitate of phosphate of lime, ammonia.cal nitrate
of silver throws down from it a lemon· yellow precipitate of phosphate of silver.
( Ohrfslison's Dispensatory.)
.Medical Uses. In the form of burnt hartshorn, phosphate of lime formerly
oojoyed a brief popularity in the treatment of rickets, and mollities ossium, in
which its use seemed
be indicated upon obvious chemical grounds. It has
recently been again brought into notice, in consequence of the suggestion by Be.
n ecke (London Lancet, July, 1851), that, as it is essential in animals as well as
plants to the formation of cells, it might be found useful in certain pathological
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states of the system characterized by defective nutrition, such as the scrofulous
affections. Upon considerations of this kind, the late Dr. W. Stone, of New
Orleami, was induced to employ it in cases of scrofulous ulceration 1 phthisis, &c.,
and with considerable supposed advantage. (See St. Lonis Afed. and Surg. Journ.,
x.38.) Subsequently, it bas been used by other practitioners, and, in connexion
with other phosphates, as those of iron, soda, and potassa, has acquired no little
reputation in different forms of scrofula and phthiflis. When, however, it is
considered that, in ordinary food, there is more of the phosphates than the system has need of, so that they are constantly escaping with the stools; and that
in those ve1·y disorders in which tbey are supposed to be indicated tbey are not
unfrequently in excess in the blood and urine, in consequence probably of the
rapid disintegration of tbe tissues, it would seem doubtful whether the want, in
scrofulous cases, is as much that of materials for cells as that of due power to
appropriate those ma.terials. In the reported cases, the phosphate of lime has
generally been administered in connexion with cod.liver oil or other tonics; to
which, there is reason to believe, any benefit experienced is more truly ascribable
than to the phosphate. In two of Dr. Stone' s cases the good effects began to
be experienced at the period when they might have been expected from the oil
alone. Phosphate of lime, though insoluble in water, is probably in general ·
more or less soluble in the gastric liquids, in consequence of the acid present in
them; and, if desirable, it may readily be administered in solution by the addition
of one of the acids mentioned in the above account of its chemical properties.
'l'he dose is from ten to thirty grains.
W.

CARBO ANDIALIS.
Ptepamtion of Animal Ohai·coal.
CARBO AN'HIALIS PURIFICATUS. U.S., Ed., IJub. Purified
Animal Cliarcoal.
"Take of Animal Charcoal a pound; 1\IuriaJ,ic Acid, Water, ea.ch, twelvejluidounces. Pour the Muriatic Acid, previously mixed with the Water, gradually
upon the Charcoal, and digest with a gentle heat for two days, occasionally stirring the mixture. Having allowed the undissolved portion to subside, pour off
the supernatant liquor, wash the charcoal frequently with water until it is entirely
free from acid, and dry it." U.S.
The Edinburgh formula is essentially the same as that of the U.S. Pharma-

-~
" Take

.

of I vary Black jive pom1rls [avoirdupois]; l\f uriatic Acid of Commerce
three pints[Imp. meas.]; Water three gallons and three pints [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water as niw.:h as is necessary. 'fo the Acid, diluted wiLh three pints of
·water, gradually add the hory Black, and digest, with repeated stirring, at a
gentle beat for twenty.four hours. Pour on now a gallon of Water, and when,
after the mixture has been well agitated, the insoluble matters have subsided,
remove the clear solution by deeantatiou, or the syphon. J..et this be done a
second and a third time. Place now the black sediment on a calico filter, and
wash it with Distilled Water, until the washings cease to give a precipitate with
nitrate of silver. Finally, let the product be dried in a stove or oven, a gentle
heat being at first applied, which must be finally raised to between 300° and

400°." Dub.
Animal charcoal, as it is made by cbarring bones, necessarily contains bonephospha.tc and carbonate of lime, the presence of which does no harm iu some
decolorizing operations; but, in delicate chemical processes, these salts would be
dissolved or decomposed, and thus be a source of impurity. It is on this account
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that animal\ ch arcoal requir&s to be purified from the calcareous salts wh ich it
contains; and t his is accomplished by dilute muriatic acid, wh ich dissolves the
phosphate and decomposes the carbona te.
Purified an ima l charcoal is a dark brownish-black powder. If it contain carbonate of lime, muriatic acid will cnuse efforvcscence, and the solution obtained
wip give a precipitate witb carbonate of a.mmonia; and if phosphate of lime be
present, the acid will dissolve this salt and yield it as a precipitate on the addit ion
of ammonia. The }~din burgh College directs purified animal charcoal to be tested
by in~ineratiug it with its volume of red oxide of mercury; when, if good, it will
bo dissipated with the exception of a ~canty ash.
It has been shown by i\lr. Warington that bi tier vegetable substances, including
the organic alkalies, are removed from solution by passing through p'Urified animal
charcoal, espcciall...Y when the action is assisted by heat. i\1. Weppen finds that
a similar effect is produced by it in removing resin'! from tinctures, tannie acid
and bitter principles from astringent a11d bitter infusions, and certain metallic
salts from their solutions. Purified animal charcoal, thus employed, bas been
resorted to by M. Lebourdais as a means of obtaining the acti\'e principles of
plants. A decoction or infusion of the plant is either boiled' with or filtered
through the charcoal, which takes up, more or less completely, the bitter and
colouring principles. 1'he charcoal is then washed and dried, and treated with
boiling alc:obol, which dissolves tile principles taken up. 11inally, the alcohol is
distilled off, aucl the principles are obtained in a separate state. In this way
digitalin, ilicin, scillitin, colombin, colocynthin, aroicina, strychnia 1 quinia, and
other principles have been obtaiued by M. ]Jebourdais. (Ohem. Guz., Nov. 15,
l8J.8.) In relation to the method of :n. Lcbourdais for extracting the active principles of plants, sec a paper by l\lr. J. S. Cobb, in the Am.. Journ. of Phann. for
July 185 1, from the London Pliann. Journ. a11.d ~Prans. Dr. A. B. Ga.rrod has
propm1ed pu rified anima l charcoal as au antidote to vegetable and animal poisons,
with which it appears to combine. According to his experiments, common boneblack has not one-fifth of the power of the purified substance; and vegetable charcoal and lamp-black are nearly or ciuitc u:;cless in counteracting the effects of
poisons. The amount of the antidote proposed by Dr. Garrod is half an ounce
for each grain of a \'egetable organic nlkali. Dr. Alfred Taylor deems the results
of Dr. Gnrrod inconclusive. Dr. B. II . Rand, of Philadelpbi:l, h:is made some
interesting obser vations in relation to the anticlotal powers of purified animal
charcoal, and has proved by experiment that poisonous do:scs of the strongest
vegetable poisons may be !"Wallowed with impunity, if taken mixed with that
substnuce. (Jlfed. Exam., 8cpt. 1848.)
Phann. Cses. I t is employed as a decolorizing agent in preparing Aconitia,
Morphia, l\Iorpbire Hydrocblorns, Quinre Sulpbas 1 Strychni:\, and Veratria.
When used for this purpose, its power of ab.iorbing the ,·egctable organic bases
should not be overlooked; as it may be a source of considerable loss.
B.

CATAPLASMATA.
Oataplasms.
Catap]asms or poultices are moist substances intended for external application,
of such :t consistence as to accommodate themselves accurately to the surface to
which they are applied, without being so liquid as to spread over the neighbouring prirts, or so tenacious as to aJhere firmly to the skin. As they are in this
cmntry scarcely ever prepared by the apothecary, they were not deemed by the
c_ompilers of the United States l'hurwacopruia proper objects for officiual direc
4
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Oliarcoal ·aataplasm.

"Take of boiling Water ten fluidounces i Bread two onnces; powdered Flaxseed ten drachrns; powdered Charcoal thee dracli:rns. Macerate the l3read with
the Water for a little while near the fire; then mix, and gradually add the flaxseed, stirring so as to mak e a soft ·cataplasm. With this mix: two drachms of
the Charcoal, :md sprinkl e the rest upon the surface." Lond.
.
Charcoal, recently prepared, has the property of absorbing those principles
upon which the offensive odour of putrefying animal substances depend s. In the
form of poultice, it is an excellent application to foul and gangrenous ult:ers,
correcting their fetor, :ind improving the condition of the sore. It shoul<l be
frequently renewed.
W.

OATAPLASUA OONII. Lond.

H emloclc Oataplasm.

"Take of boiling W ater ten jluidounce.~)· powdered Flaxsecd·j(:nl'r ounces n.nd
a lwl); or a sufficient quantity; Extrnct of Hemlock an ounce. To the Water
#?radually add the Fbx.'ieed, constantly stirring, so as to make a. Cataplasru.
Upon this spread the Extract previously softened with water." Lond.
This cataplas;n may be advantageously employed as au anodyne application
to cancerous, scrofulous, syphilitic, and other painful ulcers: but its liability to
produce narcotic effects, in consequence of the absorption of the active principle
of the hemlock, should not be overlooked.
W.

OATAPLASMA FERMEN'rI. Lond.

Yeast Oataplasin.

" Take of Yeast, Water heated to 100°, each, five fluidounces; Wheat Flour
JHix the Yeast with the Water, and add the .Flour, stirring so as t.o
make a Cataplasm. Place this near the fire until it begins to swell up.' ' L ond.
By exposing a. mixture of yeast and fl.our to a gentle heat, fermentation takes
place, and carbonic acid gas is extricated, which causes the mixture to swell,
and is th e source of its peculiar virtues .. The yeast eatapl:,i.sm is gently stimulant, and is sometimes applied with much benefit to foul and gangrenous ulcer!!,
the fetor of which it corrects, while it is su pposed to hasten the separation of the
W.
slough.

a pound.

CATAPLASMA LINI.

Lond.

li'laxseed Oataplasm.

"T:,ke of boiling 'Yater ten jfoidounres; Flaxseed, powdered, four ounces and
a ha((, or a sufficient quantity. Add grad ually the Flaxseed to the Water, constantly stirring, so as to make a. Cataplasm." L ond.
The flaxseed meal which remains after the expression of the oil has sometimes
been employed; but tha.t which has not been submitted to pressure is decidedly
preferable, and answers an excellent purpose when mixed with boiling water,
without other addition, as in the Loudon cataplasm. l?resh lard or olive oil,
spread upon the surface of the poultice, sen·e~ to prevent its adhesion to the
skin, and to preserve its softness.
The use of this and other emollient catapfosms is to relieve the tense condition
of the vessels in inflammation, and to promote suppurati on. They act simply
by their warmth and moisture. The one most extensi,•ely employed, perhaps
because its materials arc always at hand, is that prepared by heating together
milk and the crumb of bread. The milk should be quite sweet, and fresh lard
should be incorpora.tcd with the poultice. l\Iush made with the meal of Indian
corn also forms an excellent emollient cataplasm.
W.

OA'rAPLASMA SINAPIS. Lond.

jlfustard Oataplasm.

1
' Take of boiling 'Yater ten fluidonnces; Flaxseed, Mustard [seed], each in
powder, two owves ancl a half, or li s1ifficient quarit~l.IJ. Add the powders, pr~
viously mi xed together, gradually to the Water, stll'ring so as to make a cataplasm." Lone!.
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1.'he simplest and most effectual mode of preparing a mustard poultice, is to
mix the powdered mustard of the shops with a sufficient quantity of warm water
to give it a due consistence. ·w hen a weaker preparation is required, an equal
portion or more of rye or wheat flour should be added. Vinegar ne\'er increases

its efficiency, and, in the case of the black mustard seed, has been ascertained by
lHi\I. Trousseau and Ulanc to dimin ish its rubefacient power.

A boiling tem-

perature is also injurious by interfering with the development of the ''olatile oil
or acrid principle. (See Sinopis.)
These poultices are frequently called sinazn"sm.~. They arc powerfully rubefacicnt, exciting a sense of warmth in a few minutes, and usually becoming in.
supportably painfu l in less than an hour. 'Vhcn removed, they leave the surface
intensely red an<l burning; and the inflammation frequently terminates in des·
quamation, or even blistering, if the application has been too long continued.
Obstinate ulcers and gangrene also sometimes result from the protracted action
of mustard, especially on parts possessed of little vitality. As a general rule,
the poultice shou1d be removed when the patient complains much of the pain;
and in cases of insensibility should not, unless greatly diluted, be allowed to
remain longer than one, or at most two hours; as violent inflammation, followed
by obstinate ulceration, is apt to occur upon the establishment of reaction in the
system. In children also particular care is necessary to a.void this result. The
poultice should be thickly spread on linen, and may be covered with gauze or
unsized paper in order to prevent its adhesion to tbe skin. If hairs are present
they should be removed by the razor. Sinapisms may be employed in all cases
in which it is desixable to produce a speedy and powerful rubefa.cient impres.
sion.
W.

CATAPLASl\IA SODJE CHLORINATJE. Lond.
Chlorinated Soda.

Cataplasm of

"Take of boiling Water six jluidom1Ces; Flaxseed, in powder, four ounces and
Add the Flaxseed gra·
dually to the Water, constantly stirring; then mix in the Chlorinated Soda."
Lond.
'l'Lis is an excellent appl ication to sloughing and other fetid ulcers, to correct
the smell, and afford a ruodc,!'ate stimulation.
W.
a lvdf; Solution of Chlorinatt:d Soda t1.ro jfoidoun ces.

CERATA.
Gem/es.
These are unctuous substances consisting of oil or lard, mixed with wax, i;:per·
maccti, or resin, to which various medicaments are frequently added. Their
consistence, which is intermediate between that of ointments and of plasters, is
such that they may be spread at ordinary temperatures upon linen or leather,
by means of a spatula, and do not melt or run when applied to the skin. In
prepa ring them, care should usually be taken to select the oil or lard perfectly
free from rancidiLy. The liquefaction should be effected by a very gentle heat,
which may be applied by means of a water-bath; and during the refrigeration
the mixture should be well stirred, and tbe portions which· solidify on the sides
of the vessel should be made to mix aµ-ain with the liquid portion, until the
whole assumes the proper consistence. Y\Tben a brge quantity is prepared, the
mortar, or other vessel into which the mixture may be poured for cooling, should
be pre\'iously heated by means of boiling water.
,V.

CERATUM CALAMINJE. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Calamine Cerate,

Turne1-'s Cerate.
''Take of Prepared Calamine, Yellow 'Vax, each, th1·ec ounces; Lard a pound.
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Melt the Wax and I.Jard together, and, when upon cooling they begin to thicken,
.add the Calamine, rind stir tbe mixture constantly until cool." U.S.
The London l"ollcge orders of prepared calamine and wax, each, seven ounces
and a half, and of olive oil a pint [Imperial measure]; the Edinlimyh, one part
of prepared calamine, and .five pm·ts of simple cerate ( Ceraium Cetacci, U.S.).
This is the C'eratmn Zi11ci Carbonat1's of the former U. S. Pharmacopreia,
and is an imitation of the cerate recommended by Turner. It is mildly astringent, and is used in excoriations and superficial ulcerations, produced by the
chafing of the skin, irritating secretions, burns, or other causes.
"\V.

CERATUM CANTHARIDIS.* U.S. EMPLASTRUM CANTITAR!DIS.
Lond., Ed., Dub.

Flies.

EMPLASTRUl\1 EPISPASTICUM.

C'erate of Spanislt

Bli•tering Plaster.

'''Take of Spanish Flies, in very fine powder, a pound; Yellow ·wax, Resin,
each, seven ounces; T. .ard ten ounces. To the 'Vax:, llesin, and Lard, prc\·iously
melted together and strained, add the Spanish li'lies, and, by means of a watcrbath, keep the mixture in a. fluid state for half an hour, stirring occasionally;
then remove it from the bath, and stir it constantly until cool." U.S.
'l'he I../ffndon College orders of Spanish flies, in yery fine powder, a poun£l;
wax, suet, each, seven ounces and a ltalf; resin tlt1·ee ounces, and lard six ounces;
adds to the wax, suet, and ford, melted together, the resin prcviou~ly melted;
then removes from the fire, and a little before cooling, sprinkles in the flies, and
mixes. The Edi11bwyh Oollege orders two ounces, each, of flies, resin, yellow
wax, and suet; the JJulJlin, six ounces of Dies, and/our otmces, each, of yellow
wax, resin, and prepared lard.
'l'his is the common blistering plaster of tbe shops. As it can be readily
spread without the aid of heat, it is properly a cerate, and is therefore correctly
named in the U.S. Pbanrntcopccia. 'L'bough essentially the same in character
as prepared by the different JJrOccsses, it ''aries somewhat in strength. 1'he
U. S., London, and Dublin preparations have the same proportion of flies, but
are stronger than that of the .Edinburgh College. One of the former, therefore,
is preferable. Care bas usually been considered requisite, in making the cerate,
not to iujure the flies by heat. It Las, therefore, been recommended that they
should not be added to the other ingredients, unti l immediately before these
begin to stiffen after having been removed from the fire. Hut from the experiments of Mr. Donovan {Dubb)i Med. Pres.~, Aug. 1840), and those of Profossor
Procter (.Am.. Journ. of Pharm. 1 xiii. 302, and xxiv. 296),· it may be inferred
that the vesicating principle of Spanish Dies is not injured or dissipated by a
Leat under 300° F., and that an elevated temperature, instead of being hurtful,
is positively advantageous in the preparation of the blistering cerate. The cantharidin is thus more thoroughly dissolved by the oleaginous matter, rmd consequently brought more efficiently into contact with the skin, than when retained
in the interior of the tissue of the fly. Another advantage, stated by Donovan,
is that the moisture which usually exists to a certain extent in all the ingredients of the cerate is thus dissipated, and the preparation is less apt to become
mou ldy, or otherwise to undergo decomposition. Instead, therefore, of waiting
until the melted wax, resin, and lard beg in to stiffen, it is better to add the
powder before the vessel is removed from the fire. l\J r. Donovan recommends
that, as soon as the other ingredients arc melted, the powdered flies should be
added, and the mixture stirred until the heat is shown by a. thermometer to have
risen to 250°, when the vessel is to be removed from the fire, and the mixtun~
stirred constantly until cool. At the heat mentioned, ebullition takes place in
4 This is Ii different prcpnration from the London Ccratum Cant11aridis, for nn account
of which sec {/ngumtum Oa11tlwrid~, Ed.
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consequence of the escape of the moisture contained in the materials. Ia the
cerate thus prepared, the acti,·c matter has been dissolved by the lard, and the
powder may be sepa rated, if deemed advisable, by straining the mixture before
it solidifies. Care should Le taken that the temperature be not so high as to
decompose the in gredients; and it would be better to keep it within 212° by
means of a water-bath, than to in cur any risk from its excess. Violent irritation
and even vcsication of th e face of the operator are stated to have resulted from
exposure to the Yapours of the liquid, at a temperature of 250°. (Phann. Jo1crn.
ond Trans., ii. 39 1.) From an experiment, however, of Prof. Procter, it appears
that, though cantharides begin to volatilize sl ightly at 250°, and rapidly rise in
vapour and sub lim e at from 402° to -H2°, yet they are not decomposed unl ess
by increasing the heat consid erably above the l~t mentioned point. (Arn. Journ.
of Plwrm., xxiv. 296 and 298.) It is desirable that tLe flies should be very
fi nely pulverized. Powdered euphorbium is said to be sometimes fraudulently
substituted for a portion of the flies.
The cerate will always raise a blister in ordinary conditions of the system, if
the flie$ arc good, and not injured in the preparation. It should be l:!pread on
soft leather, though linen or even paper will answer the purpose when that is
not to be had. An elegant mode of preparing it for use is to spread a piece of
leather, of a proper size, first with adhesive plaster, and afterwards with the
cerate, leaving a margin of the former uncovered, in order that it may adhere
to the skin. Heat is not requisite, and should not be employed in spreading
the cerate. Some sprink le po wdered flies upon the surface of the plaster, press
them lightly with a roller, and then shake off the portion which bas not adhered;
but, if the flies originally employed were good, this addition is euperflu(IUS.
Prof. l)rocter is in the ha bit of applying over t he surface with a brush an ethereal tincture of cantbarides, wbicli leaves a thin coating of extract, and renders
the preparation more certain.
Upon t he application of the plaster, the ski n should be moistened with warm
vinegar or other liquid; auJ a good rule is to cover the surface of the plaster
closely with very t hin gauze or unsized paper, which prevents any of the cerate
from adhering to the cu ticle, and is thought by some to diminish its li abi lity to
occasion strangury. In th e cases of adults, when the full action of the flies is
desired, and the object is to produce a permanent effect, the application shou ld
be continued for twelve hours, and on the scalp for twenty.four hours. In very
delicate persons, however, or those subject to strangury, or upon parts of a loose
texture, or when tbC object is merely to produce a blister to be healed as quickly
as pm:sible, the plaster shou ld remain no longer tLnn is necessary for th e production of full redness of t he ski n, which generally occurs in five or six hours,
or even in a. sLortcr time. It shou ld then be removed, and followed by a bread
and milk poultice, or some other emollient dressing, under which the cuticle
rises, and a full blister is usually produced. By this mana~ement the patient
will generally escape sh-augury, and the blister will ''ery quickly heal after the
discharge of the seru m.* In young children, cautharides sometimes produce

* Dr.

J\L
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Smith, of PhilncMphin, informetl us tlin.t he bnd frequrntly employeJ
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alarming and even fatal ulceration, if too long applied. From two to four hours
are mmally sufficient for any desirable purpose. When the head, or other very
hairy part is to be blistered, an interval of ten or twelve homs should, if possible, be allowed between the shaYing of the part and the application of the
plaster; so that the abrasions may heal, and some impediment be offered to the
absorption of the acti\'e principles of the flies. After the blister has been formed,
it should be opened at the most depending parts, and, the cuticle being allowed
to remi~in, should be dre~sed with simple cer;1tc; but, if it be desirable to maintain the discharge for a short time, resin cerate should be used, auU tbc cuticle
removed, if it can be done without inconvenience. When it is wished that the
blistered surface should heal as soon as possible, and with the least inconvenience
to the patient, Dr. ~laclagan recommends a. dressing of cotton wadding j an
emollient poultice being first applied for two hours after the removal of the
blistering cerate, the cuticle then cut, and the surface aftel'wards covered with
tJlC cotton, with its raw surface next the skin. Should the dressing become
soaked with the serous discharge, so much of the cotton may be removed as can
be done without disturbing the cuticle, and a new batch applied. The cotton is
to be allowed to remain until the old cuticle spont<lneously separates. 'l'he effects
of an i~sue may be obta in ed by employing savinc ointment, or the ointment of
Spanish flies, as a dressing. If much inflammation take place in the blistered
surface, it may be relieved by emollient poultices, or weak lead-water. Where
there is an obstinate indisposition to heal, we have found nothing so effectual as
the cerate of subacetate of lead, mixed with an equal weight of simple cerate.
'Vb eo deep and extensive ulceration occurs in consequence of general debility,
bark or sulphate of quinia sbould be used, with nutritious aliment.
Various preparations of cautharides have been proposed and employed as sub.
stitu tes for the cerate. They consist for the most part of cantbaridin, more or
l e~s pure, either dissolved in olive oil and npplicd to the skin by means of a piece
of paper saturated with it, or incorporated with wax and spread iu a very thin
layer upon fioe waxed cloth, silk, or paper, constituting the bliMeri119 cloth, Uis·
tering paper, ves1l:atlng tojfctq,;;, &c., of the shops. The advantages of these
preparations are that they occupy less space, are more portable, and, being very
pliable, are more easily adapted to irregularities of the surface. Absolutely pure
cantharidin is expensive and not requisite; as extracts of cantharidcs, made with
ether, alcohol, or boiling water, will answer every purpose. Henry and Guibourt
give the following formula.. Digest powdered cantharides in sulphuric ether,
distil off the ether, evaporate the residue by means of a salt-water bath until
ebullition ceases, melt the oily mass which remains with twice its weight of wax,
and spread the mixture upon waxed cloth . The waxed cloth may be prepared
by spreading upon lin en or muslin a mixture composed of 8 parts of white wax,
4 of olive oil, and 1 of turpentine, melted together. An extract of cantbaridcs,
of a buttery consistence, said to act ve ry efficiently when applied by means of
paper grenscd with it, is prepared by digesting 4 parts of flies with 1 part of
strong acetic acid and 16 of alcohol, straining, filtering, and crnporating at a
moderate heat. A preparation which has received the favourable report of a.
committee of the Society of Pharmacy, at Paris, is the following, proposed by
M. Dubuison. Four parts of a hydro-alcoholic extract of the flies made by ma.-ceration, is mixed with an aqueous solution of one part of pure gelatin, so as to
obtain a solution of suitable consistence, which is thcf!fapplied upon n piece of
extended waxed doth, care being taken that the brush should always have the
same direction. When the first layer has dried, a second, and a third are to be
applied in the same manner. The gelatin renders the cloth more adhesive and
less deliquescent. The hydro-alcoLolic extract is preferred to the alcoholic,
because it contains less of the green oil, whi'ch docs not readily mix with the
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other ingredients. The committee, however, prefer the aqueous extra~t, as
cheaper and more active. This taffeta bas been t,ried, and found to raise blisters
in four hours. (Journ. Je Phw·m., 3e set., viii. 67.) A strong decoctiou of the
flies in olive oil, applied by means (Jf paper, would probably answer a similar
purpose with these mnre elaborate preparations. l3ut none of them is likely to
supersede the officioal cerate. For very speedy vesication, an infusion of the
flies in strong acetic acid is sometimes employed. (See Acetu:m Uanthai·idis.)
A preparation, called cauthm·idal collodiou, has rerently been introduced into
use. It was originally proposed by l\I. Ilisch, of St. Petersburg, Russia, and is
made in the following manner. Exhaust, by percolation, a pound of cantharides,
with a mixture consisting of a. pound of sulphuric ether and three ounces of acetic
ether; and in two ounces of this liquid dissolve 25 grains of gun cotton. Professor Procter states that it has been found more advantageous to exhaust the
flies with ether, distil off the ether; and mix the oily residue with collodion already prepared of the proper consistence. (A11i. Juurn. of Pharm., xxiv. 303.)
Mr. Charles S. Rand, in a. communication to the American. Journal of Pharmacy
(xxii. 18),states that llisch's preparation made with double the proportion of ether
ves icates equally well, and proposes the addition of about one per cent. of Venice
turpentine, which be has found to prevent the disagreeable, and sometimes painful contraction of the preparation upon drying. rrbe preparation may be kept
indefiuitely in a. glass-stoppered bottle without change. It may be applied to
the surface by means of a camel's hair brush, and, after the evaporation of the
ether, which takes place in less than a minute, may be reapplied if the surface
should not be well covered. It produces a blister in about the same time as the
ordinary cerate, and has the advantage that it is applied with greater facility, is
better adapted to cover uneven surfaces, and retains its place more certainly.
According to l\Ir. Uaud, if the evaporation of the ether be restrained by a piece
of oiled siik immediately after its application, it will act much more speedily.
It is said that the flies, by ebullition with water, arc deprived of their property
of producing strangury, while their Yesicating powers remain unaltered. (Paris's
Pharm,acol(J(Jia.) Dr. 1-'heophilus Beasly, of .Philadelphia, was in the. habit of
employing a cerate made with cantbarides prepared in this mauner, and never
knew it to produce strangury in more than two or three instances. (Jaunt. of
tlw Phil. Got. of Plwrm.. , iv. 185.) Iu a letter addressed to one of the authors
by Dr. James Couper, of Newcastle, Delaware, a similar method of preparing the
flies is recommended as au expedient against strangury, both from his own experience and that of the late Dr. Groom, of Elkton, Maryland, from whom he
del'ived his kuowledr,e of the plan. Yet there can be no doubt that boiling
water extracts cautharidin from the flies; and the cerate made as here recommended must be somewhat weaker in the blistering principle than the officinal.
OJl Prep. Emplastrum Picis cum Cantharide.
W.

CERATUM CETACEI. U 8., Lond. CERATUM
UNGUENTUM CETACEI. Dub. Spermaceti Cerate.

SIMPLEX.

Ed.

''Take of Spermaceti c:m ounce; White 1\Tax three ounces; Oli'\"'C Oil six
fluidounces. l\1elt together the Spermaceti and W3x; then add the Oil previously heated, and ~ir the mixture until cool." U.S.
'fhc London Oollrge directs tu;o ounces of spermaceti, eighl ounces of white
wax, and a pi11t (Imp. meas.] of olive oil; the Edinburgh, six ports of olive
oil, three part.~ of white wax:, and 011e part of spennaceti i the Dublin, half a
pound of white wax, a pound of spcrmaceti, and thl'ee pounds of lard.
'l'he direction to heat the oil before adding it to the at.her ingredients is pecul~tr to the U.S. and Edinburgh Pbann:tcopreias.
If added cokl, it is apt to
produce an irregular cougelatiou of the wax and spcrmaceti, and thus to render
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the preparation lumpy. This cerate is employed as a dressing for blisters, excnriated surfaces, and wounds, and as the basis of more active preparations.
When the ingredients are pure and sweet, it is perfectly free from irritating
properties.
W.
Off. Prep. Ceratum Cantharidis; Ceratum Calaminre.

OERATUM HYDRARGYRI 00)1POSITUM. Lond. Cornpo1tnd
Cerate of Mercury.

. .

"Take of Mercurial Ointment, Compound Soap Cerate, each, six ounces; Camphor an ounce anrl a half. Rub them together." Lond.
This ceril.te is used as a discutient application to indolent tumours.
W.

OERA'l.'UM PLUMBI SUBAOETATIS. U. 8. CERA'fUM PLuMnr
Co"POSI'fUM. Lond. Cerate of 8ubacetate of Lead. Goulard's Cerate.

a

"Take of Solution of Subacetate of J.JCad two jluidounces and half; White
'Vax)Our ounces; Oli\'C Oil ninefluidotmces; Camphor lwlf (t drackrn. Mix
the \Vax, previously melted, with eight fiuidounccs of the Oil; then remove the
mixture from the fire, and, when it begins to thicken, gradually pour in the Solution of Subacctate of Lead, stirring constantly with a wooden spatula. till it
becomes cool. Lastly, add the Camphor dissolved in the remaindcl' of the Oil,
and mix." U.S.
The London College takes six fluidounces of the solution of subacetatc of lead,
ei'ght ounces of wax, a pint [Imperial measure] of olive oil, and a drackm of
camphor, and proceeds in the manner above di rected.
This cerate becomes so speedily rancid that but little should be prepared at
once, when the demand is not great. It rccei\·etl the name by which it is commonly known from :;\f. Goulard, by whom it was employed and recommended.
It is used to dry up excoriations, to relieve the inflammation of burns, scald.s,
and chilblains, and to remo\TC cutaneous eruptions. 'Ye Lave found it more
effectual than any other application to bl istered surfaces indisposed to heal; and,
on the recommendation of the late Dr. Parrish, baYe used it in the following
combination with advantage il'l various cutaneous eruptions of a local character.
Take of cerate of subacetate of lead, simple cerate, each, half an ounce; calomel,
powdered opium, each, a dratkni; mix them. The same preparation, without
the opium, was a favourite remedy with the late Dr. Wistar in similar com~~

w

OERATUM RESINJE. U. 8., Lond. UNGUENTl1'! RES!NOSUM.
Ed. UNGUENTUM RESIN,!;. Dub. Resin Cerate. Basilicon Ointment.
" Take of H.esin five 01mces; Lard eiyht ounce::; Yellow Wax two ounces.
Melt them together, strain through linen, and stir them constantly until
cool." U.S.
'l'he proportions directed by the Edinburgli College are the same as the above.
The London College orders of resin and wax, each fifteen ounces, and of olive oil
a pint [[mperial mea!'lure]. The resin and wax are melted together over a slow
fire, the oil then added, and the mixture while hot strained through linen. By
the Dublin process lialf a pound [avoirdupois] of resin,_in coarse powder,four
ounces [a voird. J of yellow wax, and a pound [a voi rd.] of prepared lard 1 are me! ted,
strained while hot through flannel, nnd stirred constantly till they concrete.
The straining is directed in consequence of the impurities which resin often
contains. Uesin cerate, commonly called baS'iticon ointment, is much used as a
gently stimula.nt application to blistered surfaces, indolent ulcers, burns, scalds,
and chilblains. We have found · no application more effectual in disposing the
ulcers which follow burns to heal.
Off. Prep. Ceratum Sabinre; Linimenturu Terebinthinre; Unguentum Can~
tharidis; U nguenturu .LEruginis.
W.
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CERATmI RESIN A'] COMPOSITUl\I. U.S.
Cerate.

Compound Resin

HTake of Resin, Suet, Yellow Wax, each, a lJ01mdj '!'urpcntine l~alf a powu~;
Flaxseed Oil half a pint. Mch tLcm together, stram through lmen, and stlr
them constantly until cool." U.S.
This is somewhat more stimulating than the preceding, but is applicable to
similar purposes, particularly to the treatment of indolent ulcers. Under the
name ,of Deshler's salve, it is popularly employed in some parts of the Unit~d
Stutes. It shquld he kept well protected fro~1 the air, in consequence of its
W.
liability when exposed to acquire a tough consistence.

CERA TUM SABINA']. U.S., Ed.
Dub. Savine Cerate.

UNGUENTUM SABIN1E. Lond.,

"Take of Savine, in powder, lu:o ounces; Resin Cerate a pound. l\lix: the
Savine with the Cerate previously softened." U.S.
The London College orders half a pound of fresh savine, bruiscd 1 to be mixed
with three ounces of white w:ix :ind a pound of lard previously melted together,
and the whole to be strained through linen. The Edinburgh College directs the
same ingredients, in the same proportions, to be boiled together till the leaves
become friable, and then strained. Tbe Dublin Gol/Rge rubs intimately together
a Jrachm of savine, in fine powder, and seven Jraduns of ointment of white wax.
As the sa.,.,ine used in this country is generally brought from Europe in the
dried state, we are compelled to resort to the mode of preparing the cerate directed in the U.S. Pharmacopooia. Nor have we found t.he preparation thus
made to be 11 intolerably acrid and almost caustic," as Dr. Duncan describes it.
On the contr<lry, it answers very well the purpose for which it is used, that of
maintaining the discharge from blistered surfaces. A cerate prepared in the
same manner from the lca,'eS of the red cedar (Jun1jJerus Viryiniana) is sometimes substituted for that of saviue, but is less efficient.
Prepared according to the processe~ of the Lund()n and Edilibmyh Colleges,
savine cerate has a fine deep-green colour, and the odour of the leaves. It should
be kept in closely covered vessels.
Savine cerate is preferable to the ointment of .Spanish flies as a dressing for
perpetual bli~t.ers, from the circumstance that it has no tendency to produce
straugury. The white coating which forms during its use upon the blistered
surface should be occasionally removed, as it prevents the contact of the cerate.
It is sometimes applied to seton cords, with the view of increasing the dis~.

CERATUM SAPONIS. U. S.
Lond. Soap Cerate.

w

C•RATUM SAPONIS CoaiPosrru:>r.

"Take of Sulution of Subacetate of Lead two plllls; Soap six ounces; White
Wax ten. ounces; Oli\•C Oil a. pint.. Boil the Solution of Subacetate of Lead
with the Soap, over a slow fire, to the consistence of honey; then transfer to a.
water-bath, and evaporate until all the moisture is dissipated; lastly add the
Wax previously melted with the Oil, and mix." U.S.
"Take of Soap ten ounces; 'Vax twelve 01mres and a half; Oxide of Lead
[litharge], in powder, fifteen ounces; Olive Oil a pint [Imperial measure];
Vinegar a gallon (Inip. meas.]. Boil the Vinegar with t.he Oxide of Lead
over a. slow fire, constantly stirring until they unite; then add the Soap, and
again boil in a. si1oilar manner, until all the moisture is di~sipated; lastly, with
the~e mix the Wax previously dissolved in the Oil." Lond.
The present U. S. formula is that of l\lr. Durand, given in the American
Journot of Plwrmary (vol. viii. p. 27) 1 nud was substituted, in the U.S. Pharmacoproia of 1840, for the Londou formul:l., which bad been adopted in the pre-
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vious ed itions. It ~ni; the advantage~ of b?inl? more precise i~ the directions,
more easy of execution, and more uniform m its results. It yields a perfectly
white cerate, having t.he same properties as the London, and a finer appearance.
The solution of subacetate of lead, which ln the U. S. process is taken already
prepared, results, in the London, from the action of the vinega r upon the litbargc.
In both processes, the subacetate of lead is decomposed by the soap, the soda of
which unites with the acetic acidi and the oleaginous ac:ids with the oxide of
lead, in the same manner as in the formation of Emplastrum Plum bi. The wax
and oil subsequently added merely serve to give due consistence to the prcpara.
tion. Soap cerate is thought to be cooling and sedative; and is sometimes used
in scrofulous swellings and other instances of chronic external inflammation.
It was formerly employed by Mr. Pott as a dressing for fractured limbs; but
answers no other purpose in these cases than to yield mechanical support.
Off Prep. Cera.tum Hydrargyri Compositum.
W.

CERATUM SIMPLEX. U.S.

CERATUM. Lond.

Simple Cerate.

"Take of Lard e1:qht oimcesj White Wax/our ounces. .i\Ielt tbem together,
and stir them constantly until cool.ll U. S.
'fbe London College directs that a pint [Imperial measure] of olive oil be
mixed with twcnt,1; omlces of wax pre,,iously melted.
We prefer the U.S. formub.. Lard is preferable to olive oil, as it may always
be had perfectly sweet, and is the mildest appliea.tion which cu.n be made to
irritated surfaces. In the preparation of this cerate, pcculi'ar care should be
taken that the oleaginous ingredient be entirely free from rancidity, and that
the heat employed be not sufficie11t to produce the slightest decomposition; for
the value of the preparation depends on its perfect blandness. 'l'o avoid change,
it should be put up in small jars, and covered closely wit.h tin foil so as to exclude the air. It iR used for dressing blisters, wounds, &c., in all cases in which
the obj ect is to prevent the contact of air and preserve the moisture of the part,
and at the same time to amid all irritation. It is sometimes improperly employed as the vehicle of substances to be applied by inunction. For this purpose
lard should be used in winter, and si1uple ointment in summer; the cerate having
too firm a consistence.
,Y.

CERATUM ZINC! CARBONATIS. U.S.
of Zinc.

Ce,.ate of Carbonate

''Take of Precipitated Carbonate of Zinc two d1·aclimsJ Simple Ointment ten
clrru:hrns. Mix them." U.S.
This cerate was intended as a substitute for the former Cerntum Zinci Car.
bonatis of t.Le U. 8. Pharmacopooia, now Ceratum Calaminre, as being more to
be depended on in consequence of the frequent falsification of calamine. For
its uses, see Oercitum Calaminre.
,V.

CONFECTIONES. U.S., Land.
Confection-s.

Co,.FEC1010NS. Dub.

CONSERVES AND E1,ECTUARIES. Ed.

Under the general title of Confections, the Pbarmacopooias. of the United
States, J_Jnndon, and Dublin, include all those preparations h:\V111g the form of
a soft solid, in which one or more medicinal substances are incorporated with
saccharine matter, with a view either to their preservation or more cOl:tven ient
administration. The Edinburgh College r.etains the old division into Conse\'ves
and Eleetunries; and, as there is s~me ground for the distinction, we shall make
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a few.general remarks upon ca.ch division, before proceeding to the consideration
of the individual preparations.
CoNSEltVES consist of recent vegetable substances and refined 8upar beat into
a uniform mass. By means of the sugar, the vegetable mattt'!r is enabled to
resist for some time the decomposition to which it would otherwise be exposed
in the undried state, aud the properties of the recent plant are thus retained to
a certain extent unaltered. But, as active medicines CYCD thus treated undergo
some change, and those which lose their virtues by desiccation cannot be long
preserved, the few conserorns now retained are intended rather as convenient
vehicles of other substances than for separate exhibition. The sugar u~ed in
their preparation should be reduced to a. fine powder by pounding and sifting,
as otherwise it will not mix uniformly with the other ingredient.
E1,ECTUAR.IES are mixtures consisting of medicinal substances, especially dry
powders, combined with syrup or honey, in order to render them less unpleasant
to the taste, and more convenient for internal use. They are usually prepared
extemporaneously; and it is only when their complex nature renders it convenient to keep them ready made in the shops, or some peculiarity in the mode of
mixing the ingredients requires attention, that they become proper objects for
pharmaceutic direction. Their consistence should not be so soft, on the one
hand, as to allow the ingredients to sep<\rate, nor so firm, on the other, as to
prcYent them from being i::;wallowed witl10ut mastication. Different substances
require different proportions of syrup. Light vegetable powders usually require
twice their weight, gum.resins two-thirds of their weight, resins some\'l"hat less,
mineral substances about half their weight, and deliquescent salts not more
than one-tenth . Should the electuary be fonnd, after having been kept for a
short time, to swell up and emit gas, it should be beat over again in a mortar,
so that any portion of the sugar which may ha"Vecrystallized may be again accurately incorporated with the other ingredients. Should it, on the contrary, become dry and bard from the mutual reaction of its constituents, more syrup
should be added, so as to girc it the requisite consistence. If the dryness result
from the mere evaporation of the aqueous part, water should be added instead
of syrup, and the same remark i~ applicable to the consenes. To prevent the
hardening of clectuarics, the French writers recommend the use of syrup prepared from brown sugar, wliich is less npt to crystallize than that made from the
refined. Molasses would answer the same purpose; but its taste might be considered objectionable. Some persons employ honey, but this is not always
acceptable to the stomach.
W.

CONFEC1'IO AMYGDAL2E. Lond.
Ed. Almond Uonfection.

CoNSERVA A111YGDALARUM.

"Take of [sweet] Almonds eight ounces; Gum Arabic, in powder, an ounce;
Sugar four ounces. Having macerated the Almonds in cold water, and deprived
them of their external coat, Lruise them, and rub them through :i fine metallic
sie\·e; then, having added the other ingredients, beat altorrethcr till they are
thor?ughly incorporate~. 'l'he confection may be kept long;r, if the Almonds,
prev10usly denuded, dried, and rubbed to a. Yery fine powder, should be mixed
with the gum Arabic and sugar separately powdered, and the mixed powder
preserved in a stopped bottle." Lond.
The direct.ions of tbe Edhibm:qh College are essentially the same as the above,
except that this College does not adn~it the alternative of ha.ving the ingredients
separately rubbed, and afterwards mixed.
'!'his preparation is intended to afford a. speedy method of preparing the almond
mixtur~, which, when made immediately from the Almonds, requires much time,
and which cannot be kert. ready made in thb shops. ]3ut, from its liability to
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be injured by keeping, it was omitted from our Pharmacoproia, which directs the
almond mixture to be made immediately from the ingredients.
W.
l\Iistura Amygdalre.

CONFECTIO AROMATICA. U.S., Lond., .Dub.
AROMATICUM . Ed. Aromatic Confection.

ELECTUARIUM

"Take of Aromatic Powder five ounces and a half; S::dfron, in powder, lta?f
an ounce ; Syrup of Orange Peel six ounces; Clarified Honey two om1ces. Rub
the Al'Omatic Powder with the Saffron; theu add th e Syrup and Honey, and

beat the whole together until thoroughly mixed." U.S.
"'11;1kc of Cinnamon, Nutmegs, each, two ounces; Cloves an oimce; Cardamom
half an ounte; Saffron two ounces; Prepared Cha.lk sixteen ou.nces; Sugar two
pmmds; Distilled Water a su.Dicient g1wntil!J. Uub the dry ingredients together
to a very fine powder, and keep them in a closed vessel. Bnt when the confection is to be used, to every ounce of the powder add two fluid1·acltms of the Water,
and mix all together until incorporated." Loncl.
The D1lUin College rubsjhe oimces [avoirdupois] of aromatic powder with half
an oun ce of saffron in powdcrj then addsfive.Jlnidomu;es of simple sy rup, and
two ounces [avoirdupois] of clarified honey,and beats them together till th~roughly
mixed; and lastly adds half a fluidrachm of oil of cloves. The Edinburgh College directs one part of its aromatic powder, and two varts of syrup of orange
peel to be mixed, and trituratetl into a uniform pulp.
Tlic preparation of the U. S. 1-'harmacopooia contains cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, and nutmeg, without prepal'ed chalk, which appears to us to be an
unnecessary if not improper ingredient; as it is not always indicated in cases
which call for the use of the confection, and may be added extemporaneously
when required. The aromatic confection affords a convenient method of administering the sp ices which enter into its compos ition, and an agreeable vehicle
for other medicines. It is gi\'en in debilitated states of the stomach, alone or
as an adjuvant to other substances. The dose is from ten to sixty grains
Off. Prep. Pilulro Digitalis ct Scillre.
W.

CONFECTIO AURAN'l'II CORTICIS. U.S. CoNFECTIOAURANTII. Lond. CoNSERVA AURANTII. Ed. Confection of Orange Peel.
"Take of Orange Peel, recently separated from the fruit by grating, a 71oimd;
Sugar [refined] tliree pounds. Beat the Orange Peel with t.he Sugar gradually
added, till they arc thoroughly mixed." U.S.
The directions of the London and Edinburgh Colleges correspond with the
aboYc. The rind of the bitter orange is intended by these Colleges, that either
of the bitter or sweet by the U.S. Pharmacopreia.. By the London process, the
beatin g is performed in a. stone mortar with a wooden pestle.
This confection is sometimes used as a grateful aromatic nhicle or adjunct of
tonic and purgative powders.
W.

CONFECTIO CASSilE. Lond.

Coiefection of Cassia.

"'l'akc of Prepared Cassia half a pound; l\lanna two ounces; Prepared Tamarinds an ounce; Syrup of Roses eight jluidou11ces. Bruise the l\Ianna, and
dissolve it in the Syrup; then mix in the Cassia and Tamarinds, and evapora te to
the proper consistence." L ond.
The confection of cassia is slightly laxative; but is seldom if ever prepared in
this country, and might very properly be expunged from the catalogue of preparations, as it is both feeble and expensive.
W.

CONFECTIO CATECHU COMPOSITA . .Dub.
CATECIIU. Ed. Compound Confection of Catecliu.

ELECTUAilIUM

"Take of Compound Powder of Catechu five ounces [avoirdupois]; Simple
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Syrupfiveflnidounces. Add the Syrup gradually to the Powder, and mix them
well together." JJub.
"Take of Catechu and Kino, of each, four ounces; Cinnamon and Nutmeg,
of each, one ounce; Opium, diffused in a little Sherry, one <frachm, and a Ital/;
Syrup of Red Roses, reduced to the consistence of honey, one pint and a half
[Imperial measure] . Puh-crize the solids, mix the opium and syrup, then the
powders, and beat them thoroughly into a uniform mass.1' E!l.
The }Jdinburgh Confection is aro_matic and astringent, containing one grain
of opium in about two hundred grams of the mass; and may be advantageously
given in diarrhooa and chronic dysentery, in the dose of half a dracbm or a
drachm more or less frequently repeated. It may be taken in the form of bolus,
or diffused in water. The Dublin Confection contains no opium, but is similar
in other respects.
W.

CONFECTIO OPII. U. 8., Lond.
fection of Opium.

ELECTUARIUM 0Prr. Ed. Con·

"Take of Opium, in powder, four drachms and a half; Aromatic Powder
six ounces; Clarified Honey fourteen ounces. Rub the Opium with the Aromatic
Powder, then add the Honey, and beat the whole together until thoroughly
mixed." U.S.
11
'fake of Opium, in powder, six drachms; Long Pepper an ou1lce; Ginger,
in powder, tu;o ounces; Caraway three mmces; Tragacanth, in powder, two
drachms; Syrup sixteen .fiuidounces [Imperial measure]. Rub the dry ingredients together to a very fine powder, and keep it in a covered vessel. But
when the Confection is to be used, add the powder gradually to the Syrup previously heated, and mix." Lond.
"Take of Aromatic Powder six ounces; Scnega, in fine powder, three ounces;
Opium, diffused in a little Sherry, half an ounce; Syrup of Ginger a pound.
)lix them t.ogctber, and beat them into an electuary." Ed.
This confection was intended as a substitute for those exceedingly complex
and unscientific preparations which were formerly known by the names of thcriaca, and niithridate, and which ha.vc been expelled from modern pharmacy.
The sene!Mi, directed in the last edition of the Edinburgh Pharmacopccia, was
probably put inadvertently for serpentaria, directed in the old Latin edition.
The former medicine has no property which adapts it to this position. The
preparation is a combination of opium with spices, which render it more stimulant, and more grateful to a debilitated stomach. It is given in atonic gout,
flatulent colic, diarrhooa unattended with inflammation, and in various other diseases requiring the use of a stimulant narcotic. Added to Peruvian bark or
sulphate of quinia, it increases considerably the efficacy of this remedy in obstinate cases of intermittent fever. One grain of opium is contained in about
thirty-six grains of the U . S. and London confections, and in forty-three of the
Edinburgh .
W.

CONFEC'l'IO PIPERIS. Lond. CoNFECTTO PrPERIS Nrnar. Dub.
ELECTUARIU'1 PIPERIS. Ed. Confection of Black Pepper.
"Take of Black Pepper, J<~lecampanc, each, a pou71(lj l•'ennel [seeds] three
pounds; Honey, Sugar [refined], each, two pounds. Uub the dry ingredients
together into a very tine powder, and keep them in a covered vessel. But whenever the confection is to be m.;ed, add the powder gradually to the Honey, and
beat them until thoroughly incorporated." Loncl.
"Take of Black Pepper, Liquorice Root in powder, each, a pound; Fennel
tltree pounds; Honey, White Sugar, each, two pounds. Triturate the solids
together into a. very fine powder; add the lloncy; and beat the whole into a
uniform mass." Ed.
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a jluidrachm; Clarified Honey two ounces ( avoird.]. Rub the dry substances
together into a. "ery fine powder, then add the Honey and Oil, and bea.t them
into a uniform mass." Dub.
This preparation was intended as a substitute for JVm·d's paste, which acquired
some reputation in Great Britain as a remedy in piles and ulce rs of the rectum.
To do p:ood, it must be continued, according to l\Ir. Brodie, for two, three, or
four months. 'l'he dose is from one to two drachms repeated two or three times
a day. Its stimulating properties render it inapplicable to cases attended with
\V.
much inflammation.

CONFECTIO ROSATI. U. S., Lond., Dub.
Oo11ject£on of Roses. Conserve of Ro<es.

CoNSERVA Ros.-E. Ed.

"Take of Red Roses, in powder, four ounces j Sugar [refined], in powder,
thirfy ounces; Clarified Honey six ounces; Rose Water eightflm'dounces. Rub
the Roses with the Rose Water heated to 150°; then gradually add the Sugar
and Honey, and beat the whole together until thoroughly mixed." U.S.
"Take of fresh Red Roses a pound; Sugar [refined] three pounds. Beat the
Roses in a marble mortar; then add the Sugar, and beat again until they are
incorporated. 11 Lond.
The Edinburgh Colleye directs the petals to be beaten into a pulp with the
gradual addition of twice their weight of wbite sugar. The Dublin College,
using the avoirdupois weights, macerates an ounce of the dried roses in two fluidounces of rose water for two hours, adds gradually ei'ght ounces of refined sugar,
and beats them into a uniform mass; or, it prepares the confection in the same
manner as the Loudon College, using three parts of petals to eight of sugar.
In the London process, the unblown petals only are used, and these should be
deprived of their claws; in other words, the rose buds should be cut off a short
distance above their base, and the lower portion rejected. In the last two editions
of the U.S. Pharmacopceia, dried roses have been substitu ted for the fresh, as
the latter are not brought to our market. The process is very similar to that
of the French Codex. We have been informed, however, that much of the confection of roses made in Philadelphia is prepared from the fresh petals of the
hundred-leaved rose and others, by beating them into a pulp with sugar as in
the London process. An excuse for this deviation frnm the officinal formula
is, that the confection thus maJe bas greater adhesiveness than the officinal, and
is therefore better fitted for the formation of pills.
This confection is slightly astringent, but is almost exclusi\·ely used as a vehicle
of other medicines, or to impart consistence to the pilular mass. '.l'be Edinburgh
College employs it in most of its officinal pills.
Off Prep. Pilulre Uydrargyri.
W.

CONFECTIO ROS.IE CANIN./E. Lond.

CoNSERVA Ros.-E FRuc-

Tus. Ed. Confection of Dog Rose.
"Take of Dog Rose, enuelcated, a pound; Sugar [refined], in powder, twenty
ounces. Rub the Rose with the Sugar gradua1ly added, until they are iucorpo·
rated. 11 Lond.
"Take any convenient quantity of hips, carefully deprived of their carpeis,
beat them to a fine pulp, adding gradually thrice their weight of white Sugar."

Ed.
This preparation is acidulous and refrigerant, and is used in Europe for forming
W.
more active medicines into pills and clectuaries.

CONFECTIO RUTJ!TI. Lond. Confection of Rue.
"Take of Rue, recently powdered, Caraway, Laurel [fruit], each, an otmce and
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a half; Prepared Sagapenum half an ounce; Black Pepper l1L·o dmclims; Iloney
[clarified] sixteen ounces. Rub the dry ingredients together to a very fine pow-
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The confection of rue is antispasmodic, and m Great Bntam is employed rn
the form of enema in hysterical complaints and flatulent colic; but in this country
it is not used. From a scruple to a drachm may be administered, diffused in
half a pint of warm mucilaginous fluid.
W.

CONFECTIO SCAMMONII. Lond.,JJub. Confection of Scammony.
"Take of Scammony an ounce and a half; Cloves, bruised, Ginger, in powder, each, six drachms; Oil of Caraway half a fluidrackrn; Syrup of Itoses a
sufficient qua11tity. Rub the dry ingreJientfl into a very fine powder, and keep
them in a closed vessel; then, when the Confection is to be used, pour in the
Syrup, and again rub them; finally, add the Oil of Caraway, and mix them
all." Lond.
The Dublin College, employing avoirdupois weights, beats three om1ces of powdered scammony, and an ounce and a half of finely powdered ginger, with three
fluiflo1mces of simple syrup and an ounce and a half of clarified honey; then
a4ils kp)j a flui"drachrn, each, of oil of cloves and oil of caraway, and mixes all
toge(her.
This confection is actively cathartic in the dose of half a drachm or a drachm;
but is very little used. The proportion of scammony in the London preparation
is uncertain, from the indefinite quantity of syrup employed.
W.

CONFECTIO SENNlE. U.S., Land., JJub. ELECTUARIUM SENNAl.
Ed. Confection of Senna. Lenitive Electuary.
"Take of Senna ei'ght ounces; Coriander [seed] four ounces; Liquorice Root,
bruised, lh1·ee ounces; Figs a pound; Pulp of Prunes, Pulp of Tamarinds, Pulp
of Purging Cassia, each, half a pound; Sugar [refined] two pounds and a halj";
·water four pints. U.ub the Senna and Coriander together, and separate ten
ounces of the powder with a sieve. Boil the residue with the Liquorice Root
and Figs, in the Water, to one-half; then press out the liquor and strain.
Evapora.tc the strained liquor, by means of a water-bath, to a pint and a half;
then add the Sugar and form a syrup. Lastly, rub the Pulps with the syrup
gradually added, and, ha'\"ing thrown in the sifted powder, beat all together
unt.il thoroughly mixed." U.S.
The Londou process corresponds with the above. The Edinburgli College
directs a pound of the pulp of prunes, and omit8 the pulps of tamarinds and
cassiafistul~; but otherwise proceeds in the same manner. The Dublin College,
using avoirdupois weights, takes of finely powdered senna two ounces, finely
powdered coriander an ounce, oil of caraway lwlf a fluidraclirn, pulp of prunes
five ounces, pulp of tamarinds two ounces, brown sugar eigltt ounces, and water
two jl.uidounces; dissolves the sugar in the water, and beats the pulps to a uniform consistence; then, having stirre<l in the powders and oil, mixes all well
together, and heats the mass thoroughly in a. water-bath for ten minutes.
The confection of senna, when properly made, is an elegant preparation.
Directions may be found under Pulpm for preparing the several pulps referred
to in the U.S. formula; but the apothecary will find it most convenient to prepare them in connexion with this process; and, by following the directions here
given, he will approximate very closely to the result aimed at in the officinal
directions. 'l'akc sfrteen ounces of cassia. fistula, ten ounces of tamarinds, and
seven ounces of prunes; bruise and slice them; digest with sufficient boiling
water thoroughly to soften the pulps; remove as far as convenient the fragments
of the cassia .pods, and the seeds and fibres of the prunes and tamarinds; and
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then separate the pulp by rubbing through a hair sieve. The crude substances
will, in the quantities mentioned, each yield on the average half a pound of
pulp. It is common to omit the cassia pulp in the prepart1tion of the confection
as the pods arc not always to be found in the market. But as this is next t~
senna the most active ingredient, the omission is to be regretted; and there is
no doubt that a steady demand for the fruit would be met by an abundant
supply from the West Indies.
'!'his is one of our best and most pleasant. laxatives, being admirably adapted
to cases of habitual costiveness, cspcciallyiu pregnant women and persons affected
with piles. It is also very useful in the constipation which is apt to attend convalescence from fevers and other acute diseases. The mean dose is two drachms,
to be taken at bedtime.
W.

CONFECTIO SULPHURIS. IJub . Confection of Sulphur.
"Take of Sublimed Sulphur two ounces; Bitartrate of Potassa one ounce;
Clarified Honey, by weight, one ounce; Syrup of Ginger, Syrup of Saffron, of
each, Ital/ u fluidounce. Tri tu rate all the ingredients in a mortar, until they
are intimately mixed." Dub. The weights here employed are avoirdupois.
Th is is merely a mode of administering the two laxatives sulphur and bitartrate of potassa; and the relative proportion of the latter is so small that it can
have litt.lc effect. The dose may be from two drachms to half an ounce or more.

w.

CONFECTIO TEREBINTHINJE. IJub. Confection of Turpentine.
"Take of Oil of Turpentine one jluidounce; Liquorice Uoot, in powder, one
om1ce; Clarified Honey, by weight, two ounces. Rub the Oil of Turpentine
with the Liquorice Powder, then add the Honey, and beat them all together
into a ulliform consistence." Dub. The weights employed are avoirdupois.
Confections might be multiplied indefinitely upon the principle which appears
to have been adopted here, that, namely, of giving a convenient formula for the
administration of medicines. The effects of this confection arc those only of the
,Y.
oil of turpentine: 'l'hc dose may be from a. scruple to a drachm.

CU PRUM.
Preparations of Copper.
CUPRI SUBACETAS PRJEPARATUM. IJub. Prepared Subacetate of Copper.
"'l'ake of Subaectate of Copper a convenient gltantit.y. Reduce it to powder
by careful trituration in a porcelain mortar, and separate the finer parts for use
by means of a sieve. 11 Dub .
By the process of the former Dublin Pharmacopreia, in which levigation and
elutriation were employed, a chemical change was effected, which was not originally contemplated, the object being merely to reduce verdigris to the state
of very fine powder. This object is accomplished by the present process. The
preparation is used only as an escbarotie and stimulant application to unhealthy
ulcers and obstinate cutaneous eruptions.
Off. Prep. Unguentum Cupri Subacetatis.
W.

CUP RUM AMMONIATUM. U.S., Ed. CuPRI AmroNIO-SULPBAS.
Lond., IJub .

Amrnoniated Copper.

"Take of Sulphate of Copper Ital/ an ounce; Carbonate of Ammonia xix
drachms. Rub them together in a glass mortar till the effer'rescence ceases;
then wrap the Ammoniated Copper in bibulous paper, and dry it with a gentle
heat. Let it be kept in a well·stopped glass bottle." U.S.
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The processes of the British Co1lcges are essentially the same as the above,
the fogredients, proportions, and general mode of operating being identical. The
London College orders that the salt be dried in the air, and om its the direction
as to the mode of keeping it; the Edinburgh directs that the product should be
first dried in folds of blott.ing paper, a~d afte:wards by CXJ?OSurc fo~ a short tin;ie
to the air; and the Dublin orders the rngred1cnts to be tr1turatcd m a porcelarn
mortar, and the drying to be cffect~d in bibulous paper on a porous br!ck .
When the two salts abo,·c mentioned are rubbed together, a reaction takes
place between them attended with the extrication of the water of crystallization
of the sulphate of copper, which renders the mass moist, and with the simultaneous e:-capc of carbonic acid gas from the carbonate (sesquicarbonate) of ammonia, which occasions an effervescence. The colour is at the same time altered,
passing from the light blue of the po:vdered sulphat~ of copper to~ beautiful
deep azure. The nature of the chem1cal changes which take place is not pre·
cisely known. One of the views which have been taken is, that the blue vit.riol
parts with a portion of its acid to the ammonia of the carbonate, t.hus forming
a subsulphate of copper and sulphate of ammonia, which are either mixed together, or chemically united in the form of a double salt, the sulphate of copper
and ammonia. According to Phillips, the sulphuric acid of the sulphate of
copper unites with the ammonia of a portion of the scsquicarbonate of ammonia;
while the carbonic acid of the decomposed sesquicarbouate partly escapes, and
partly combines with the oxide of copper; so that the resulting preparation consists of sulphate of ammonia, carbonate of copper, and undecomposed sesquicarbonate of ammonia. It is highly probable that Cuprum Ammoniatum, independently of the excess of sesquicarbonate of ammonia which it may contain, is
identical with the crystallized salt obtained by dropping a solution of pure
ammonia into a solution of sulphate of copper till tLe snbsalt first thrown down
is dissolYcd, then concentrating, and precipitating by alcohol. Now, from the
analysis of this salt by Berzelius, it appears to contain one equivalent of sulphuric acid, one of oxide of copper, two of ammonia, and one of water, which
may be supposed to be combined in the form of a double salt-the wpro-su?Phate
of ammonia-consisting of one equiv. of sulphate of ammonia, one of cu prate of
ammonia, in which the oxide of copper acts the part of an acid, and one of water
of crystallization (NH 31 S03 +NII 8 ,Cu0+Il0). But as half an ounce of sulphate of copper would require for such a result somewhat less than the same
weight of scsquicarbonate of ammonia, there must be a considerable excess of
the latter salt, unless dissipated in the drying process. In the uncertainty
which exists as to the precise nature of the preparation, the name of ammoniated
coppe1' a.ppears to be as appropriate for a pharmaceut.ical title as any that could
be adopted.
'l'his salt has a beautiful deep azure-blue colour, a strong ammoniacal odour,
and a styptic, metallic taste. It is soluble in water, and the solution has an
alkaline reaction on vegetable colours; but, unless there be excess of sesquicarbonatc of ammonia, the solution deposits subsulphate of copper if much diluted.
When exposed to the air it parts with ammonia, and is said to be ultimately
con\"erted into sulphate of ammonia and carbonate of copper. This change is
apt to occur to a greater or 1ess extent while it is drying. It should not, therefore, be prepared in large c1uantities at a time, and should be kept in well.closed
bottles. By heat, the whole of it is dissipated, except the oxi<le of copper.
Arsenious acid precipitates a green arsenite of copper from its solution. Potassa,
soda, lime-water, artd the acids are incompatible with it .
.Mf'dical Propaties ancl Uses. Ammoniatcd copper is tonic, and is thought
to exercise au influence over the uervous system which renders it antispasmodic.
It bas been much employed in epilepsy, in which it was recommended by Cullen.
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There is good reason to believe that it has occasionally effected cures; but like
all other remedies in tLat complaint it very frequently fails. It has also been
uscll in chorea, hysteria, aud worms; and by Swediaur as an injection in gonorrbrea and lcucorrhooa. Ju over-doses it produces vomiting, and the poisonous
effects which result from the other preparations of copper. (Sec Cuprum.) It is
said, however, to be less apt to excite nausea. The dose is a quarter or half a
grain, repeated twice a day, and gradually increased to four or five grains. It
may be giYen in pill or solution. 'fhc medicine should not be Yery long contiirned without interruption; according to Cullen, not longer than a mouth.
Ojj: P1·ep. Cupri Ammouiati Solutia; Piluloo Cupri Ammoniati.
W.

CUPRI AMMONIATI SOLUTIO. Ed. LIQUOR CUPRI AMMONIOSULPIIATIS. Lond. Solution of Amrnoniated Copper.
"Take of Ammonia-sulphate of Copper a drachmj Distilled Water a pint
[Imperial measure]. Dissoh'e and filter." Loiid.
·
'fhe Edi11L1trrJh formula is the same as the London.
By the quantity uf water employed in these processes, the ammoniated copper,
unless it contain an excess of carbonate of ammonia, which it probably does
when recently prepared, is said by l\Ir. Phillips to be decomposed, with a precipitation of one-half of the oxide of copper. According to the same author, a
smaller portion of water dissolves it perfectly.
This solution is sometimes employed as a stimulant to foul and indolent ulcers,
and, dilutod with water, as an application to the cornea when affected with specks
or opacity; but it is probably in no respect superior for these purposes to a solution of sulphate of copper, and scarcely deserves a place among the officinaJ preW.
parations.

CUPRI SULPHAS. Lond.

Sulpl1ate of Copper.

'"l'ake of Commercial Sulphate of Copper four pomidsj Boiling Distilled
Water four pints [Imperial measure]. Pour the Water upon the Sulphate, and
apply heat, occasionally stirring until it is dissolved. Filter the solution while
hot, and set it aside that crystals may form. Evaporate the decanted liquor, that
it may again crystallize. Dry all the crystals." Lond.
This is merely a method of purifying commercial sulphate of copper. For the
properties and uses of the purified salt the reader is referred to Gup1·i Sulphas
in the first part of this work. The London College gives as tests of its purity,
that it is [wholly] soluble in water, and that whatever ammonia throws down
from the solution is redissolved by the ammonia in excess.
op: Prep. Cupri Ammonio.sulphas.
W.

DECOCTA.
Decoctions.
Decoctions are solutions of vegetable principles, obtained by boiling the substances containing these principles in water. Vegetables generally yield their·
soluble ingredients more readily and in larger proportion to water maintained
at the point of ebullition, than to the same liquid at a lower temperature. Hence
decoction is occasionally preferred to infusion as a mode of extracting the virtues of plants, when the call for the remedy is urgent, and the greatest possible
activity in the preparation is desirable. The process should be conducted in a
covered vessel, so as to confine the vapour over the surface of the liquid, and
thus prevent the access of atmospheric air, which sometimes exerts an injurious
agency upon the active principle. '.l'he boiling, moreover, should not, as ageneral rule, be long contiuued; as the ingredients of the vegetable arc apt to react
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on each other, and thus lose, to a. greater or l~ss extent, t.heir original charncter.
The substance submitted to decoction should 1f dry be either powdered or well
bruised, if fresh should be sliced, so that it may J?resent an exte~siv~ surface ~o
the action of the solvent; and previous macerat10n for some time m wuter 1s
occasionally useful by overcoming the cohesion of_ the ve~etabl~ fi~rc. Should
the physician in his prescription not happen to direct this prehmmary comminution, the apothecary should nevertheless not omit it.
All vegetable substances are not proper objects for decoction. In many the
active principle is volat.ilc at a. boiling beat, in others it undergoes some change
unfavourable to its activity, and in a third set is associated with inefficient or
nauseous principles, which, though insoluble or but slightly solnble in cool water,
are abundantly extracted by that liquid at the boiling temperature, and thus encumber, if they do not positively injure the preparation. In all these instances,
infusion is preferable to decoction. Besides, by the latter process, more matter
is often dissolved than the water can retain, so that upon cooling a precipitation
takes place, and the liquid is rendered turbid. When the active prinriple is
thus dissolved in excess, the decoction shou ld always be strained while hot; so
that the matter which separates on coo1ing, may be mixed again with the fluid
by agitation at the time of administering the remedy.
Iu compound decoctions, the ingredients may be advantageously added at
different periods of the process, according to the length of boiling requisite for
extracting their Virtues; and, should any one of them owe its activity to a volatile principle, the proper plan is, at the close of the process, to pour upon it the
boiling dccoction, and allow the liquor to cool in a covered vessel.
As a genera l rule, glass or earthenware vessels should be preferred; as those
made of metal arc sometimes corroded by the ingredients of the decoction, which
thus becomes contaminated. Vessels of clean cast-iron or common tin, or of
block tin, are preferable to those of copper, brass, or zinc; but iron pots should
not be used when astringent vegetables are concerned.
Decoctions, from the mutual reaction of their constituents, as well as from the
influence of the air, are apt to spoil in a short time. Hence they should be prepared only when wanted for use, and should not be kept, in warm weather, for
a longer period than forty-eight hours.
W.

DECOCTUM ALOES COMPOSITUM. Lond., IJub. DECocruM
ALOES.

Ed.

Compound IJecoction of Aloes.

1
Take of Ex: tract of Liquorice seven drachrns j Carbonate of Pot.assa a drac:lmi j
Extract of Aloes, Myrrh, in powder, Saffron, each, a draclirn and a halfj Di.stilled Water apirit and a lta?/(Imperial measure]; Compound Tincture of Car:'
damom seven fluidounces . Boil the Liquorice, Carbona.te, Aloes, l\Jyrrh 1 and
Saffron with the Water to a pint [Imp. meas.], and strain; then add the Tincture." Lond.
"Take of Socotrine or Hepatic Aloes, Powder of Myrrh, and Saffron 1 each,
one drw.:krn; K:~tract of Liquorice half an ounce; Carbonate of Potash two
scruple;;; Compound Tincture of Cardamom four fluido1wces; 'Valer sixteen.
.fluidounces. Mix: the Aloes, Myrrh, Saffron, Liquorice, and Carbonate of Potash
with the Water; boil down to twelve [fluid]ounces; filter, and add the Compound
Tincture of Cardamom." Ed.
u Take of Hepatic Aloes, in powder, a d1·achm and a lialf; )lyrrb, in powder,
Saffron, chopped fine, of each, one draclnn; Pure Carbonate of Potash two scruples; Extract of Liquorice half an. ounce j Water Jow·teen [fluid]ounces; Compound Tincture of Cardamom as much as 1·s sufficient. Rub the Aloes1 l\lyrrh,
and Carbonate of Potash together, then add the Saffron and Extract of Liquorice,
and boil for ten minutes in a covered vessel j cool, strain through flannel, and add
'
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of Compound Tincture of Cardamom as much as will make sixtecnjluidotrnces."
IJ1tb. Tbe weights employed in this process are avoirdup6is.
There is no essential difference between these processes.
The aloes, myrrh, and carbonate of potassa should be rubbed together before
the addition of the other ingredients. The effect of the alkaline carbonate is,
by combining with the resin of the myrrh, and the insoluble portion (apotheme
of B erzelius) of the aloes, to render them more soluble in water; while the
liquorice assists iu the suspension of the portion not actually dissolved. The
tincture of cardamom is useful not only by its cordial property, but also by preventing spontaneous decomposition.
Long boiling impairs the purgative property of aloes; and the same effect is
thought to be produced, to a certain extent, by the ::tlkalies, which certainly
qualify its operation, and render it less apt to irritate the rectum. This decoction, therefore, is milder as a cathartic than aloes itself, and not so liable to produce or aggravate hemorrhoidal disease. At the same time it is more tonic and
cordial from the presence of t he myrrh, saffron, and cardamom, and derives
antacid properties from the carbonate of potassa. It is gh·en as a gentle cathartic, tonic, and emmcnagoguc; and is especially useful in dyspepsia, habitual
constipation, and those complicated cases in which suppressed or retained menstruation is connected with enfeebled digestion and a languid state of bowels.
Tbe dose is from half a fluidounce to two fluidounces. The decoction shou ld
not be combined in prescript.ion with acids, acidulous salts, or other saline bodies
which are incompatible with the alkaline carbonate.
W.

DECOCTUM CETRARIJE. U. 8., Lond.
IsLANDIC!. IJitb. .Deaoation of Iceland i1£oss.

DECOCTUM LICIIENIS

"'l'ake of Iceland l\Ioss half an ounce; Water a pint and a half. Boil down
to a pint, and strain with compression." U.S.
The L ondon Collegeordersfivedrachms of the moss with a pint and a half of
water to be boiled to a pint and strained; but, as the Imperial measure is used
in the process, the proportion is in fact equivalent to about half an ounce to the
apothecaries' pint. 'I1he Dublin College orders an ounce (avoirdupois) of the
moss to be washed in colt.I. water to purify it, then to be boiled for ten minutes
in a pint and a half of water (Imp. meas), and strained while hot.
As the bitter principle is dissolved along with the starch of the moss, this
decoction unites an unpl easant flavour to its demulcent properties; but the
plan which has been proposed of first extracting the bitterness by maceration in
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the medicine from the ordinary demulcents are thus entirely lost. (See Oetraria.)
A pint of the decoction may be taken in divided doses during the twenty.four
hours.
W.

DECOC'l'UM CHIMAPHILJE. U.8., Lond. DECOCTUM PYROLE.
IJub.

IJecoation of Pipsissewa.

IJeao<;.tion of Winter Green.

"Take of Pipsissewa, bruised, an ounce; Water a pint and a ltalf. Boil
down to a pint and strain.1' U.S.
"Take of Pipsissewa an. ounce; Distilled Water a pint and a 7iaif[Imperial
measure]. Boil to a pint, and strain." Lond.
"Take of Leaves of Winter.green, dried, half an ounce [avoirdupois]; ·water
half a pint [Imp. meas.). Boil for ten minutes, in a covered vessel, and strain.
The product should measure about ei!Jltt [fluid]ounces." nub.
The med ical properties and uses of pipsissewa have been detailed under the
head of Cb imapbila. One pint of the decoction may be given in the course of
twenty-four hours.
W.
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DECOCTUM CINCIIONJE.

IJecoction of Yellow Bark.

in.~ ~~=r~~ ~:~~~i, ~:~k~~.:~!s~~i'ea17q:~c~jh~!a1~~~.?; 1>3~~. Boil for ten minutes

'~he London Oolle.qe boils ten drachms of yellow bark, bruis~d, with o pfot [Imperial measure] of distilled water 1 for a quarter of an hour1 ma covered vessel,
and strains while hot. The Edinbttrgh College boi ls an ounce of the yellow bark,
bruised, with twent,11-four fluidounces of water, for ten minutes, allows the decoctiou to cool, then filters it, and evaporates to s1"xteenfluidounces.

DECOCTUM CINCIIONJE PALLIDJE. Lond.
CHON;E. Ed., Dub. IJecoction of Pale Bark.

DEcocruM Crn-

The Landon and Edi11Lurgh Colleges prepare this in the same manner as the
D ecocti'on of Yellow Bari.;, The Dublin College takes half an ounce{avoirdupois)
of pale bark, in coarse powder, and half a pint (Imp. meas.) of water, boils for
ten minutes in a covered vessel, and strains while hot.

DECOCTUM CINCHONJE RUBRJE. U.S., Lond.
CINCHONJE. Ed. IJecoction of Red Barie.

DEcocruM

The U.S., London, and Edinburgh Pharmacopceias direct this to be prepared
in the same manner as the Decoction of Yellow Bark.
'l'he virtues of Peruvian bark, though extracted more rapidly by decoction than
by infnsion,are materially impaired by long boiling, in consequence of the changes
effected in its constituenti:i, either by their mutual reaction, or by the agency of
atmospheric oxygen, or by both causes united. To prevent this result, the process is directed to be performed in a covered vessel, and to be continued only ten
minutes. But even with these precautions, a considerable precipitate takes place
in the decoction upon cooling, which is thus rendered turbid. According to Pelletier, besides the kina.tes of cinchon ia and quinia, the water dissolves gum, starch,
yellow colouring matter, kinate of lime, tannin, and a portion of cinchonic red 1
with a minute quantity of fatty matter. Ilut the tannin and starch, at the boiling
temperature, unite to form a compound insoluble in cold water; and, when the
decoction is allowed to cool, this compound is precipitated, together witb a portion of the cinchonic red and fatty matter, wbich carry with them also a considerable quantit.y of the alkaline principle of the bark. (Journ. de Pharm., Yii.
119.) Hence the decoction is ordered to be strained while hot, so tbat the portion
of active matter precipitated may be mingled by agitation with the liquor, and
not be lost. Pelletier recommends that a larger proportion of water, sufficient
to retain the alkali in solution, be employed, that the decoction be filtered when
cold, and then sufficiently concentrated by evaporation. This plan has been
adopted by the Edinburgh College, but is unnecessarily tedious. A better mode
is to add to the liquid some acid which may form with the quinia and ciuchonia.
compounds more soluble than the native salts. Lemon juice ha~ been long employed as a useful addition to the decoction of cinchona, and we can now understand the manner in which it a.::ts.• Sulphuric acid in excess answers the same
purpose. By acidulating the pint of water employed in preparing the decoct ion
with a fiu idrachm of the aromatic 01· diluted sulphuric acid, we shall probably
enable the menstruum to extract all the virtues of the bark. The propriety of
such an addition is confirmed by the experiments of MM. Hemy, Jun., antl Plisson, who have ascertained that portions of the alkalies exist in the bark connected
with the colouring matter in the form of insoluble compounds, and that it is
impossible, therefore, completely to exhaust t.he bark by water alone. 'l'here
may , however, be some diversity of action in the different salts of quinia and
cinehonia; and the native kinates may, under certain circumstances, be most
efficient.
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Numerous substances produce precipitates with this decoction; but comparatively few affect its activity as a medicine. (See lnfuswm Cinclwnre.) Tannie acid
and the substances containing it should be excluded from the decoction; as it
forms salts with the alkaline principles of the bark, which arc either insoluble
or but slightly soluble in water. The alkalies, alkaline earths, and salifiable
base8 generally should also be excluded; because, uniting with the kinic acid,
they precipitat.e the riuinia and cinchon ia.
The dose of the dccoction is two fl.uidounces, to be repeated more or less frequently according to circumstances. Two drachma of orange peel, added to the
decoction while still boiling hot, improve its flavour, and render it more acceptable to the stomach.
W.

DECOCTUM CORNUS FLORIDJE. U.S. Decoction of Dogwood.
. " Take of Dogwood [bark], bruised, an ounce; Water a pint. Boil for ten
minutes in a covered vessel, an<l strain the liquor while hot. 11 U. S.
'fhis decoction has been proposed as a substitute for that of Peruvian bark;
but, th~ugh possessed of analogous properties, it is much inferior in efficacy, and
is not likely to be extensively employed so long as the Peruvian tonic is attainW.
able. The dose is two fluidounces.

DECOCTUM CYDONII. Lond. Decoction of Quince Seed.
"Take of Quince [seeds] two drachms; Distilled Water a pint [Imperial measure]. Boil over a slow fire for teu minutes; then strain ." Lond.
This decoction is viscid, nearly colourless, insipid, and inodorous; and consists
chiefly of the mucilaginous principle of the quince seeds dissolved in water. For
an account of the properties and uses of this mucilage sec Oydonia. It is only
employed externally. As it speedily undergoes decomposition, it should be used
immediately after being prepared.
W.

DECOCTUM DULCAMARJE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Decoction
of Bittersweet.
"Take of Bittersweet, bruised, an ounce; Water a pint and a half. }foil
down to a pint, and strain." U.S.
The processes of the London and Edinburgh Colleges correspond with the
above. The .Dublin College boils half an ou.nce (avoirdupois) of the bittersweet
with half a pint (Imperial measure) of water, for ten minutes, in a covered
vessel, and st.rains.
The slender twigs of the bittersweet are the part employed. Their properties
and uses have been already detailed under the head of lJulcamara. The dose
of the decoction is from one to two fluidounces three or four times a day, or more

W

~m~

DECOCTUM GALLJE. Lond.

Decoction of Galls.

"Take of Galls, bruised, two ottnces and a half; Distilled Water two pints
(Imperial measure]. Boil to a pint, and strain." Lond.
For the properties of this decoction and its uses, sec Galla in the first part of
this work. The dose internally would be from half a fluidounce to a fluidounce;
but it is better adapted for external or local use.
W.

DECOCTUM GRANAT!. Lond.

Decoction of Pomegranate.

[I~;~~7acl :c;;:;:r_ran~~il[~~:~ 't~oao;i:ct:s~nf~st~~~~~}'1!:~z.a pint and a half
The dose of this dccoction is a fluidounce.

For lts uses sec Granatum.

DECOCTUM GRANAT! RADICIS. Lond.
granate Root.

Decoction of Pome-

"Take of Pomegranate Root, sliced, two ounces; Distilled Water two pi'nts
[Imperial measure]. Boil to a pint and strain." Lond.
:For the uses and dose of this decoction, see Gra11ati Radfois Cortex.
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PART II .

Decoction of Guaiacum Wood.

"Take of Guaiac turnings tliree ounces; Raisins two ounces;_ Sass~fras [root]
rasped, and I~iquorice Root bruised, each, one ounce; Water eight pmts [Imperial measure]. Doil tbc Guaiac and Raisins gently with the Water down to
five pints, adding the Liquorice and Sassafras towards the end. Strain the
decoction." Ed.
This is the old decoction of the woods. Notwithstanding its former reputation,
it is little more than a demulcent drink; for water is capable of dissolving but
a minute proportion of the active matter of guaiacum wood, and one ounce of
sassafras root can impart no appreciable activity to five pints of menstruum. It
was thought useful in chronic rheumatism and cutaneous affections, and as an
adjuvant to a mercurial course in syphilis, or an alterative course of antimonials. As the pa.tient was directed to be kept warm during its use, it no doubt
acted favourably in some instances as a mere diluent, by promoting perspira.t.ion .
From one to two pints may be taken in the course of the day, in doses of a.bout
W.
fourfiuidounces.

DECOCTUM H.iEMATOXYLI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
tion of Logwood.

Dccoc-

"Take of J. .ogwood, rasped, an ounce; Water two pints. Boil down to a. pint,
and strain." U.S.
The London College takes ten drachms to a pint and a half [Imperial measure], boils to a pint, and strains.
"Take of Logwood, in chips, one ounce; Water a pint [Imperial measure];
Cinnamon, one drachm, in powder. Boil the Logwood in the Water down to
ten fiuidounces, adding the Cinnamon towards the end; and then strain." Ed.
The DuUin Colle,qe boils an ounce (avoirdupois) of logwood with lwlf a pfot
(Imp. meas.) of wa.ter for ten minutes, in a covered vessel, and strains.
This is an excellent astringent in diarrhcea.; particularly in that form of it
which succeeds the cholera in fan tum of this climate, or occurs as an original complaint in children during summer. The dose for an adult is two ftuidounces, for
a child about two years old, two or three ftuidrachms, repeated several times a
day. A little bruised cinnamon may often be added with advantage at the end
W.
of the boiling, as directed by the Edinburgh College.

DECOCTUM HORDEI. U.S., Lond., Dub. Decoction of Barley.
"Take of [Pearl] Barley two ounces; Water four pints and a htilj. First
wash away, with cold water, the extraneous matters which adhere to the Barley;
then pour upon it half a pint of the Water, and boil for a short time. Having
thrown away this water, pour the remainder boiling hot upon the Barley; then
boil down to two pints, and strain." U.S.
The proCess of the London College does not essentially differ from the above.
The fl.ubh'n College washes an ounce and a half (avoirdupois) of barley in cold
water, rejects the washings, and then boils for twenty miuutcs with a pilll aml
a lwlf (lmperial measure) of water, in a covered vessel, and strains.
Barlry water, as this decoction is usually called, is much employed as a nutritive drink in febrile and inflammatory complaints, and, from the total absence
of irritating properties, is peculiarly adapted to cases in which the gastric or
intestinal mucous membrane is inflamed. As the stomach of those for whom it
is directed is often exceedingly delicate, and apt to revolt rigainst anythiog
having the slightest unplerisantness of flavour, it is important that the decoction
should be properly made; and, though the office of preparing it generally falls
to nurses, yet the introduction of the process into the Pharmacoproia is not
without advantage, as a formula is thus ever before the physician, by which he
may give his directions, with the certainty, if obeyed, of having a good prcpa.-
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:ation. The use of the washing ~ith cold water, .and of tl1e first short boiJing,
is completely to remove any mustmess, or other disagreeable flavour, which the
barl('y may have acquired from exposure.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Ilordei Compositum; Enema Aloes; Enema Assafrotitlre; Enema Tercbinthinoo.
W.

DECOCTUM HORDEI COMPOSITUM. Lond.
Ed. Compound Decoction of Barley.

MisTURA HoR-

DEI.

" Take of Decoction of Barley two pints [ [mperial measure]; Figs, sliced,
two ounces and a half; fresh Liquorice Hoot, bruised, five drachrns; H.aisins,
stoned, tu:o ounces and a half; Di&tilled Water a pi11t [Imperial measure]. Boil
down to two pints [Imp. meas.], and strain ." Lond.
"Take of Pearl-Barley, Figs 1 sliced 1 Raisins freed of the seeds, of each, two
ounces and a lwlf; Liquorice Root, sliced and bruised, five dracluns; 'Yater
five pints and a lw!J [Imperial measure]. Clean the Barley, if necessary, by
washing it with cold water; boil it with four pints and a half of the Water down
to two pints; add the Figs, Raisins, and Liquori ce Root, with the remaining
pint of Water; and again boil down to two pints; then strain." Ed.
'l'he compound decoction of barley, in addition to the demulcent and nutriti,·e
properties of the simple, is somewhat laxative, and may be preferably employed where there is a tendency to constipation. But it is so often necessary to
vary the nature of the sapid ingredients to suit the taste of the patient, that it
would be better to leave the preparation entirely to extemporaneous prescrip~

~

DECOCTUM LINI COMPOSITUM. Dub.
of Flaxseed.

Oornpound Decoction

"Take of Linseed one ounce; Liquorice Root1 bruised, lwlfan 01111ce; Water
one pi11t rmd a half [Imperial measure]. Boil for ten minutes in a. covered
vessel, and strain while hot." IJub. The weights employed are the avoirdupois.
Flaxseed is, we think, a better subject for infusion than decoct.ion, by which
W.
the oil is partially C\'Olved, and the preparation rendered unpleasant.

DECOCTUM MEZEREI. Ed.

Decoction of Mezereon.

''Take of i'Iezcreon, in chips, two drachms; Liquorice Root, bruised, lialf an
ouncej SVater two 7Jints [Imperial measure]. Mix them and boil down with a
gentle heat to a pint and a half, and then strain." Ed.
This preparation affords a convenient mo<le of exhibiting rnczereon, the acrimony of which is qualified by the demulcent principles of the liquorice root.
l?or an account of its medical applications, sec Nezereifm. The dose is from four
W.
to eight fiuidounces four times a day.

DECOCTUM MYRRHJE. Dllb.

Decoction of 11fyrrlt.

"Take of Myrrh tu;o drnckms [Dub. weight); Water ei9ht [}lufrl]ounces
and a half 'l'riturate the .Myrrh with the Water gradually added; tLen boil
for ten minutes, in a covered Yessel, and strain. The product should measure
about eight [fiuid]ounccs." Dub.
It docs not appear to us that myrrh is a suitable substance for dccoction. Its
W.
active principles are but very sparingly imparted to water.

DECOCTUM PAPAVERIS. Land., Ed., Dllb.
Poppy.

Decoction of

"1'ake of Poppy [Capsules], sliced, four ounces; Distilled Water /01tr pints
(Imperial measure]. Boil for a quarter of an hour, and strain." Lond.
Tbe Edinburgh process differs from the above only in the proportion of water,
employing three pints (Imp. meas.). 1,he Dublin College boils four ounces
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(avoirdupois) with three pints (Imp. meas.) of water, for ten minutes, in a covered
vessel, and strains.
This decoctiou is used as an anodyne fomentation in painful tumours, and
superficial cutaneous inflammation or excoriation. It is recommended not to

reject the seeds; as their oil, suspended· in the water by the mucilage of the capW.
sules, adds to the emollient virtues of the preparation.

DECOCTU)f P AREIRJE. Lond.

Decoction of Pareira Brava.

"Take of Pareira llrava, sliced, ten drachms; Distilled Wa.ter a pint and a
half [Imperial measure]. Boil down to a pint, and strain. 11 Lond.
The dose of this preparation is from one to two fluidounces three or four
times a day.
W.

DECOCTUM QUERCUS ALBJE. U.8. Decoction of White Oak
DECOCTUM QUERCUS. Lond, Ed., Dub. Decoction of Oak

Bark.
Bark.

"Take of White Oak Dark, bruise·d, an ounce; Water a pint and a half.
Boil down t.o a pint, and strain." U.S.
The London and Edt"nburgh Colleges take ten drachrns of oak bark and two
pints (lmperial measure) of distilled water, and boil to a pint; the Dublin
Collc_qe takes an ounce and a half (avoirdupois) of the bark; and a pint and
a half (Imp. meas.) of water, and boils for ten minutes.
This decoction contains the tannin, bitter principle, and gallic acid of oak
bark. It affords precipitates with the decoction of Peruvian bark and other
substances containing vegetable alkalies, with solution of gelatin, and with most
metallic salts, particularly those of iron. Alkaline solutions diminish or destroy
its astringency. Its uses have been already detailed. The dose is a wineglassful, frequently repeated.
W.

DECOCTUM SARSAPARILLJE. Dub. DECOCTUM SARSE. Lond.
DECOCTUM SARZE. Ed. Decoction of Sarsaparilla.
"Take of Sarsaparilla, five ounces; Distilled 'Yater four pints [Imperial measure]. l3oil down to two pints, and strain." Lond.
"'fake of Sarza, in chips, five ounces; boiling Water four pints [Imperial
measure]. Digest the root in the Water for two hours at a temperature somewhat below ebullition, take out the root, bruise it, replace it, boil down to two
pints [Imp. meas.], and then squeeze out the dccoction and strain it." Ed.
The Dublin College digests tico ounces (avoirdupois) of the sliced root with a
pint and a half(Imp. meas.) of water for an hour, then boils for ten minutes,
in a covered ves::icl, cools, and strains.
There can be no occasion fo r the digestion directed by the Edinburgh College,
as, if the root is sliced and well bruised, all its ingredients that are soluble in
water may be extracted by a. length of boiling sufficient to reduce the liquor to
one-half. An idea was formerly entertained that the virtues of sarsaparilla
resided in its fecula, the extraction of which was, therefore, the main object of
the dccoctiou. Hence the long boiling ordered by the London and Edinburgh
Colleges. But this opinion is now admitted to be erroneous. The activit.y of
the root is believed to depend upon one or more acrid principles, soluble to a.
certain extent in water cold or hot, and either volatilized, or rendered inert by
chemical change, at the temperature of 212°. '11his fact appears to be demonstrated by the experiments of Pope,* Hancock,t Soubeiran,! Bera!, and others.

* Trans.
t

of the Mcdico·Cbirurg. Society of London, vol.· xii. p. 344..
Trans. of the l\ledico·Botan. Society of London. See also J ourn. of the Phil. Col. of

Phnrm., vol. i. p. 295. The obscrvo.tions of Dr. Hancock are entitled to much credit, ns
he t.J~~:~:cldl:~fi ~~ ~Z~i~: ~1;~r~~~'. ~~. ncighbom·bood of the best smapnrilla regions.

1 1
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Hancock makes the following observations. "After long boiling, the peculiar
odour which rises abundantly on the coction of good sm·sa is almost exti nguished.
l?rom the sarsa prepa red iu this way, I found no sensible results upon an y patient, nor were its peculiar nauseating, drowsy, and racki ng effects produced by
a large quantity, although the decocti on of six or eight ounces was tried at a
dose. These experiments having been carried to a sufficient leng th, most of the
same patients reco,•ered under the use of the sarsa, tak en from the same parcels
as before, but now prepared by simple maceration in hot water, i . e., affusecl in
a boiling state, and kept near the boiling. state for some hours. In all cases the
sarsa was directed to be well bruised in large mortars, and in the mean time all
other remedies were abstained from, which might, in any way, affect th e result.''
Soubeirau macerated one portion of bruised sarsaparilla in cold wa.ter for twentyfour hours ; infused another portion in boiling water, and digested with a. moderate heat for two hours; boiled a third portion bruised, and a fourth unbruised,
in water for two hours; and in each instance used the same relative quantities.
Testin g these various preparations by the ta ste, he found the cold and bot infusions scarcely different in this respect; and both possessed of a stronger odour
and more acrid taste than the decoctions, of which that prepared with the bruised
root was the stronges t. Bcral has proved that sarsaparalin , which is belic,,ed
to be the active principle of the drug, is volatile. From all these facts the inference is obvious, that the best method of imparting th e virtues of sarsapa.r illa.
to water is either by cold or hot infusion. Digestion for some hours in water
maintained at a temperature of 180° or somewhat less, in a covered vessel, bas
strong testimony in its favour. Percolation in a di splacement apparatus, if properly conducted, is a convenient, and no doubt efficient mode of ex hausting the
root, so far as water will effect that object. Decoction is the worst method; and
the longer it is continued, the weaker will be the preparation. Accordiuf!ly, in
the last ed ition of th e U. S. Pharmacopooia, an infusion of sarsapa rilla has been
substituted for the simple decoction. It is probable that, as in the case of the
Peru vian bark, a. boiling of ten or fifteen minutes might be advantageously resorted to, when circumstances req uire the preparation to be made in less time
than is requisite for infusion. In every instance the root should be thorough ly
bruised, or reduced to a coarse powder, thus obviating the necessity for a long
maceration, merely to overcome the cohesion of its fibres.
Precipitates are produced by various substances with the decoction of sarsaparilla ; but it has not been ascert.ain ed how far such substances interfere with
its act.ivity. Those which merely throw down the fccula do not injure the prepara tion.
The simple decoction of sarsaparilla is chiefly used in the preparation of the
compound decoction. If given alone, it may be administered in the dose of four
or six fiuidounces four times a day.
Ojj: Prep. Decoctum Sarsre Compositum.
W.

DE COC'l'UM SARSAPARILL1E COMPOSI'l'UM. U. 8., ])"b.
Lond. DECOCTUM SARZ"1l CoMPOSIof Sarsaparilla.

DECOCTUM 8ARS"1l CoMPOSITUM.
TUM. Ed. Compound Decoction

Take of Sarsaparilla, sliced and bruised, six ounces i Bark of Sassafras Root,
sliced, Guaiacum Wood, rasped, Liquorice Root, bruised, each, an. ounce j i\Jezereon, sli ced, tliree drachms j 'Yater four pints. Macerate for twelve hours;
then boil for a quarter of an hour, and strain .JJ U.S.
"Take of Decoction of Sarsaparilla., boiling hot, four pints [Imp. meas.];
Sassafras [root], sliced, Guaiacum Wood, rasped, fresh Liquorice Root, bruised,
each, ten tlrachms i Mezereon three dracltms. Boil for a quarter of an Lour,
and strai n.JJ Lo11d.
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The Edin~urgli process differs from the London only in th e qunntity of mezereon, which in the former is half an omice. The Dnblin College takes two ounces
(avoirdupois) of the sarsaparilla., two drachms (Dub. weight), each, of the sassa-.
fras, guaiacum wood, and liquorice root, a drachm (Du.b.' weight) of ~he mezcreon
root-bark, and u pint and a half (Imp. meas.) of boiling water; digests all together, in a close vessel, for an hour, then boils for ten minutes, cools, and strains.
The process of the U.S. Pharmacopooia differs essentially from those of tho

~~n~z:o~t~~n~1i~~;;!pha1?1~~l~~~~!~e~1~sy r?os~~c~~~l~~i, ~s~~;e~ft~~k~~~i~~~ ~i:~

i
imm ediately with the other ingred ients, and boils tbe whole together for a. few
minutes. Thus, the sarsaparilla does not undergo a longer boiling than the other
substances; and the preparation is brought more nearly into accordance with
the present st.ate of knowledge in relation to this valuable drug. (See Decoctmn
Sarsoparillm.) 'l'he direction in the edition of the U. S. Plmrmacopreia. for
1850, to macerate for twelve hours, is an improvement. The Dublin process is
preferable to those of the other British Colleges.
'l'bis decoction is an imitation of the celebrated Lisbon diet dri1dt. The sar·
saparilla and mczereon are the active ingredients; the guaiacnm wood impart.
iag scarcely any of its virtues, and the sassafras and liquorice serving little
other purpose than to communicate a pleasant flavour.
If prepared with good sarsaparilla, and with a. due regard to the practical
rules which ma.y now be considered as established, the decoction may be used with
great advantage as a gentle diaphoretic and alterativc in secondary syphilis,
either alone, or as an adjuvant to a. mercurial course; also in certain scrofulous
and other depraved conditions of the system, in chrouic rheumutism, and in
various obstinate cutaneous affections. The dose is from four to six fluidounces
three or four times a day. 1'hc patient during its use should wear flannel next
the sk in, and a.void unnecessary exposure to changes of temperature.*
W.

DECOCTUM SOOP ARII. IJub.

IJecoction of Broom.

11
Take of llroom.tops, dried, half an ounce [av oirdupois]; Water holf a pint
(Imperia l measure]. Boil for ten minutes in a covered vessel, and strain. The
product should measure about eight [fluid]ounces." .D11b.

DECOCTUM SCOPARII
ScOPARII.

Ed.

COMPOSITUM. Lond.

DEcocruM

Compound IJecoction of Broom.

"Take of Broom, Juniper, bruised, Dandelion, bruised, each, half an ounce;
Distilled Water a pint and a half [Imperial measure]. Boil down to a pint
[lrnp. meas.], and strain." Lond.
"Take of Broom.tops, and Juniper.tops, of each, half an ounce; Bitartrate

* The Decocfion of ZWman11 (Dccoctum Zitmnnni) is a preparation of snrsap:uillu much
used in Germany, for similar purposes with our compound dccoctiou of sarsaparilla; nnd,
as it has :)ttracted some attention inthiscountryasn.remedyinobstinatculcerntivenffec-tions, we gi,·e the formula of the Prussian Phnrmacopreia, which is generally followed in

~;i~iJ~t!ttI~{j~fi~:(.ff~!~;f~~@t;;~[:~E{~i1~fg::i;.~:~~iM~[~~~

fenncl·secd, each, half an ounce, sennn. three 01111ce.f,1iquoricerootan ounce and a half Put
aside theliquorunderthenameofTllE STRONGUECOCTJO:s.

1'otheresidueaddsi.councu

of s:nsnpnrilla and 1ii11tfy pounds of water. Doil to thirty pounds, nnd near the eud ndd
lemon·pccl, cinnamon, cnrdamom, liquorice, of ench. tl1ree draclnns. 8trnin, nnd set nside

:~~~~~~l~rc:~~f:~ ~!~.::::n~~llT~lr~;~~;i~n~•:c~tc;~~~j~ n~~l~~c~r:c;~:ddf~e~:1n~~fc '~!~::i~~
lestthemercurialinsolutionshou!d be decomposed. Thedccoctionmnybcdruukfrecly.
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~0~o;;;:: ~::e~b:rc~t~\~:~:: ~~7[r~~t:e:sS,b~~:1:~ze: s~i~1YuJ!~z.meas.J.
This clecoction may be used as au adjuvant to more powerful diuretics in
dropsy. From half a pint to a pint may be taken during tbe day. The simple
decoction of the Dublin College is twice as strong wit.h broom as the compound
rlecoction.
W.

DECOCTUM SENEGJE. U. 8., Lond. IJecoction

~f

Seneka.

"Take of Scneka., bruised, an ounce; Water a pint and a ltalf. Boil down
to a. pint, and strain." U. S.
The London Colle,ge boils ten drachms of the root with two pints of distilled
waler to a pint; but the relation of the Imperial measure used by this College to
the common wine measure is such, that the proportions in the decoction are
essentially the same as those of the U. S. Pbarm:rnopreia..

It is customary to add to the sencka an equal weight of 1iquorice root, which
serves to cover its taste, and in some measure to obtund its acrimony. The
virtues and practical application of se neka have been already treated of. (Sec
Se11e9a.) '11he dose of the decoction is about two fluidounces three or four times
a day, or a. tablespoonful every two or three hours.
W.

DECOCTUM TARAXACI. Lond., Ed. IJecoction of Dandelion.
"Take of Dandelion, bruiscd,/om· ounces j Distilled Water a pint and a half
[Imperial measure]. Boil to a piat, and strain ." Lond.
'l'Le Edinburgh College takes seven 01mces of the fresh herb and root, and two
piuts [Imperial measure] of water, boils to one pint [Imperial measure], and
strains.
This decoction is most efficient when prepared from the root alone. The dose
W.
is a wineghtssful two or three times a day. (See Taraxacum.)

DECOCTUM 1'0RMENTILL2E. Lond.

IJecoction of Tormentil.

u 'f:\ke of Tormentil, bruised, two ounces; Distilled Water 11 pint and a half
[Im perial measure]. Boil down to a pint, and strain." Lone!.
.
This decoction is astringent, and may be given in the dose of one or two fluidounces, tbrcc or four times a day.
,Y.

DECOCTUM ULi\II. Lond.

IJecoction of Elm Bark.

pii::;1~lt~p~~i;~1:e~~~~~~'. b]3~~~~o~: ~::c;~ 1~:z~ud 1~~1~jn.~ist~:~d~7ater

ti co
'l'his decoction, being prepared from the bark of the Europf'ao elm, is not
It has had some repute iu England as u remedy forcertain cutaneous disorders. From four to six fluidounces are given two or three
W.
times a day.

used in this country.

DECOCTUM UV1E URSL U.S., L ond., Dub.
Ursi.

IJecoction of Uva

"Take of Uva Ursi an ouncej Water twenty fluidounces. Boil down to a
pint, and strain." ll.S.
"Take of Uva Ursi, bruised, an ounce; Distilled Water a pint and a half
[Imperial measure). Boil down to a pint, and strain." Lontl.
''Take of Uva Ursi, bruised, half on ounce [avoirdupois]; Water ha(( a pi'nt
[Imp. meas.]. Boil for ten minutes in a covered vessel, and strain. '1'1.:ic product should measure about eigbt [fluid]ounccs.11 Dub.
This decoction contains the tanuin, ex tra ctive, and gallic ncid of the leaves.
For an account of its uses see Uva lJrsi. The dose is from one to Lwo fluidounces
W.
three or four times a day.
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PA.RT II.

EMPLASTRA.
Plasters.
Plasters are solid compounds intended for external application, adhesive at the
temperature of tbe human body, and of such a consistence as to rend er the aid
of heat necessary in spread ing them. Most of them ha.ve as their basis a compound of olive oil and litharge, constituting the Emplastrum Plumbi of the
United States Pharmacopooia. Those plasters which contain none rof the compound of oil and litharge, owe their consistence and adhesiveness to resinous
substances, or to a. mixt,ure of these with wax and oleaginous mat.ter.
In the preparation of th e plasters, care is requisite that the bea.t employed be
not sufficiently elevated to produce decomposiLion, nor so long contiuucd as to
drive off any volatile ingredient upon which the virtues of the preparation may
in any degree depend. After having been prepared, they are usually shaped
into cylindrical rolls, and wrapped in paper to exclude the air. Plasters should
be firm at ordi1rnry temperatures, should spread easily when heated, and, after
being spread, should remain soft, pliable, and ndbesive, without melting at the
heat of the human body. 'When long kept, they are apt to change colour and
to become Lard and brittle; and as this alteration is most observable upon their
surfacr, it must depend chiefly upon the action of the air, which should therefore
be as much as possiLle excluded. 1'he defect may usually be remed ied by melting
the plaster with a moderate hea.t, and adding a sufficient quantity of oil to gi\'e
it the due consistence.
Plasters are prepared for use by spreading them upon leather, linen, or muslin,
according to the particular purposes they are intended to answer. Leather is
most convenient. when the application id made to tbe sound skin, linen or mu~lin
when the plilster is used as a dressing to ulcerated or abraded surfaces, or with
the view of bringing and retaining together the sides of wounds. The leather
usually preferred is white sheep skin . A margin about a quarter or half au inch
broad should usually be left uucovered 1 in order to fac:ilitatc the removal of the
plaster, and to prevent the clothing in contact with its edges from being soiled .
.An accurate outline may be obtained by pasting upon the leather a piece of paper,
so cut as to lc::i.vc in the centre a vacant $pace of the required dimensions, and
removing the paper when no longer required. The same object may ~ometimes
be accomplishetl by employing two narrow rulers of sheet tin, graduated in
inches, aud so shaped tbat each of them may form two sides of a rectangle. (See
the figure p. 785.) These may be applied in such a manner as to enclo~e within
them any gi,1en rectangular space, and may be fixed by weights upon the leather
while the plaster is spread. li'or any other shape, as in the instance of pla8ters
for tLe breast, pieces of tin may be employed having a vacuity within, eorrc·
sponding to the required outline. The spreading of the plaster is most conve.
niently accomplished by means of a. peculiar iron instrument employed for the
purpose; th ough a common spatula will auswer. TLis may be heated by me<1ns
of a sp irit lamp. Care must be t:.tken that the in strument be not so hot as to
discolour ur decompose the plaster, ~nd special care is requisite in the case of
those plasters which contain a vola.tile ingredient. A sufficient portion of the
plaster sliould first. be melted by the beated instrument, and, lrn.vin g been received
on a piece of coarse stiff papC'r, or in a shallow tin tray open on one side, should,
when nea rly cool, be transferred to the leather, aad app li ed quickly and even ly
over its exten ded surface. By this plan the melted plastc.:r is prevented from penetrating the leat her, as it is apt to do when applied too hot. Before removing the
p::ipcr from the edge of the plaster, if it has become so hard as to crack, the iron
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. should be drawn over the line of junction.* When linen or mu slin is used, and
the dimension s of the portion to be spread are large, as is often the case with
adhesive plaster, the best plan is to pass the cloth" on which the plaster ha s been
bid, through a machine formed of a. spatula., fixed by screws at a proper distance
from a. plate of polished steel." A machine, for spreadi ng plasters is described
by ~I. HCrent in the Joum . de Pharm. et de Chim. (3e sir., ii. 403).t W.

Ei\IPLASTRUi\I AMMONIACI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
rnoniac Plaster.

Am-

"Take of Ammoniac five nunres j Diluted Acetic Acid lwlf a pint. Dissolve
the Ammoniac in the Diluted Acetic Acid, and strain; then evapcirate the solu tion by means of a water-bath, stirring constantly until it acquires a proper
consistence." U.S.
The Loudon Uolfege takesfiv" mmces of prepared amm oniac, and e~1ht fluidoitnees of diluted acetic acid; dissolves the ammoniac in the acid; and evaporates the solution by :L slow fire, stirring consta ntly, to the proper consistence.
The Edinburgh Colll',qe takes .five ounce.~ of ammoniac and nine jluidount·es of
distill ed vinegar; dissolves the ammoniac in the vine~<1r, <1nd evaporates over
the vapour-bath, frec1uently stirring. The Dublin Coll"fJC dissolves four ounas
(avoirdupois) of ammoniac, coarsely powdered, infourjlnid01mcl's of proof spirit,
and then c•aporates, by means of a steam or water-bath, stirring constantly until
it acquires a proper consistence.

* 1'he render is referred to the Ani. Journ. of Pharm. (xxv. 29, nnd xx vi. 15), for desrriptions of plaster hpntullls, with contrh·nuces for heating them, which be muy sometimes find convenient.
t Wi1hi11 a few years it bas been em;tomary with ri.potbeearies to employ an apparatus, such as that here figured,
for preparing quantities of plasters. Anoblongrcct:rngul:Lrblock
of bnrd wood (at) has its upper
surface (c)gcntlyconvex. To this
is attached by a movable joint
(n.tr)ashcetiron frame {b),wit.h
an opeuing (n) of the dimensions
of Uie plfl sler to be sprerul, r111d
cl:lsps (d) nt the other end, by
which this may be fixed to the
bl ock. 1\notherpor tioooftbeapparntusi s awoodeamen~ure(m),
by whiclJ the leather is cut out.,
nnd the mnrgin m~rkecl. 'fbe lenther thu11 prepn_red is l:iid m1 thc
convcx.surfaeeoftheblock(c);
the sheet iron fr:lme is Lrought
d (J WTI on it evenly (ns at hi);
the plaster, previously melted , is
poured ontbe\entherinthecent.re, and , by means of an iron iuetrumc11t(.'1), 1~revi o u slyhc~tcd by
aspiritlamp, 1s sprcn<l muformly
overthcsu rfa.ce,t!te thickness
bci1~g l'eg ulatcd .by the fl'ame
~~~n~~x:·!1~~h 01;1ep\:~1;e~1;;es1~~~~

prcssedo\'eruponthe frnme. The
pl)int of n shnrp instrument (!) is
thcndmn•ol o,,gt hci"tc,.;o,ed ge
oftheframcsonstosepnratethe
pltlster fr om it, after which the

clasps areunfnstenedandtheplnstc1·remo\·ct1.

~
,j

I~

1~~n·,~ 1
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A~ ammoniac is not usually kept purified in our shops, .the straining ?f the
solution in th~ diluted acid is directed as tbe most convemcnt metbod of separatiug impurities. Dr. Duncan remarked that the plaster, prepared in iron vessels, "acquires an unpleasant dark colour, from being imp~egnated with ir?n;

:~~r:~~l~:~~:n~·~~~:dpli:as~n!l:1ve~i~a~~:t.?,enware vessel,

it

has a yellow1sb-

1lledical Properties. The ammoniac plaster is stimulant, and is applied over
scrofulous tumours and chronic swellings of the joints, to promote their resolution. It often produces a papular eruption, and sometimes occasions considerable inflammation of the skin. Dr. Duncan has described a fatal case of diffuse
inflammation following its use in an instance of diseased knee-joint.
Off. P1·ep. Emplastrum Ammoniaci cum Hydrargyro.
W.

EllfPLASTRUM AMMONIA CI CUM HYDRARGYRO. U.S.,
Lond., Dub. EMPLASTRUM AMMONIAC! ET HYDRARGYRI. Ed. Plaster
of Amnwniac with Mercury.
"'l1ake of Ammoniac a pound; Mercury tltree ounces; Olive Oil a jhti.
drachrn; Sulphur eight fJrnins. Heat the Oil, and gradually add the Sulphur,
constantly stirring, until they unite; then add tbc 1\lercury, and triturate until
globules uo longer appear. Boil the Ammoniac with sufficient water to cover it
until they are mixed; then strain through a hair sieve, and evaporate, by means
of a water-bath, until a small portion taken from the vessel hardens ou coolin~.
l..-astly, add the Ammoniac, while yet hot, gradually to the mixture of Oil,
Sulphur, and Mercury, and thoroughly incorporate all the ingredients." U. S.
"'l'ake of Prepared Ammoniac a pound; Mercury thee ounces; Olive Oil a
jfoidrachrn; Sulphur eight grains. A<ld the Sulphur gradually to the heated
Oil, constantly stirring with a spatuh, until they unite; then rub the .Mercury
with them until the globules disappear; lastly, gradually add the Ammoniac,
previously melted, and mix the whole together." Land.
'J'he l'..Clinbiwgh process corresponds closely with the above.
"Take of Ammoniac I)laster four ouwes; l\Iercurial Plaster ,dght ounces. ?.Iix
them together by meaus of a steam or water-bath, and stir constantly until the
mixture stiffens on cooling." JJub.
Of these processes the last is preferable, as the unpleasant odour of t\ie sul·
pburetted oil is avoided, as well as the action of the sulphur upon the mercury,
with which it must form an inactive sulphuret. When ammoniac not previously
'prepared is used, as it is not fusible by beat, it must be brought to the proper
consit>tence by dissolving it in a small quantity of hot water, straining, and
cyaporating.
Jlledic:al Properties and Uses. This plaster unites with the stimulant power
of the ammoniac the specific properties of the mercury, which is sometimes
absorbed in ::mfficient quant.ity to affect the gums. It i::i used as a discutient in
enlargeruent of the glands, tumefaction of the joints, nodes, and other indolent
swellings, especially when dependent on a venereal taint. It is also sometimes
W.
applied over the liver in chronic hepatitis.

EMPLASTRUM ASSAF<ETIDlE. U.S., Ed. Assafetida Plaster.
"'l'ake of Assa.fetida, Lead Pbster, each, a pound; Galban um, Yellow Wax:,
each, half a pound; Alcohol three pints. Dissol\·e the AssaJetida and Galbanum
iu the Alcohol with the aid of a water-bath, strain tbe liquor while hot, and
evapornte to the consistence of honey; then aJd the Lead Plaster and Wax previously melted together, stir tbc mixture well, and evuporate to the proper
consistence.'' U.S.
"Take of Lilhttrge [Lead] Plaster and Assafetida, of each, ttco ounces; Galbanum au<l Bees' -~rax, of each, one ounce. Liquefy the gum-resins together,
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and strain them, then add the plaster and wax also in the fluid state, and mix
th em all thoroughly." Ed.
The directions of the U. S. Pharmacopccia. indicate the mode in which the
gtrni.resins may be brou~ht to the liquid state before being incorporated with
the other ingredients. Galban um melts sufficiently by the aid of hca.t to admit
of beinp; strained; but this is not the case with assafetida, which must be prepared by disaolviog it in a small quantity of hot water or alcohol, straining, and
eYaporating to the consistence of honey i and even galbanum may be most conveniently treated in the same way. Formerly these µ:um.resins were ordered
merely to be melt eel and strained, and such is at present the direction of the F.dinburgh Pharmacopooia, unless the term "liquefy" be conside red as leaving to
the operator the choice of the mode in which they should be brought into the
liqui d state.
This plaster may be advantagcou:;ly applied over the stomach or abdomen, in
cases of hysteria attended with flatulence, and to the chest or between the
W.
shoulders in hooping-cough.

EMPLASTRUM BELLADONN1E. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Plaster of Belladonna.

"Take of Resin Plaster three ounces; Extract of Belladonna an ounce and a
lw.lf Add the l~xtrnct to the Plaster, prel"iously melted by the beat of a waterbath, and mix." U.S.
The Edinburgh :rnd Dublin processes are the same as the abo,·e. The Lond(jn
differs in taking thrre ounces, each, of the extract and of soap plaster.
~L1llC most convenient method of forming thi s plaster is to rub the ingredients
together in an earthenware mortar, placed in bot water, and then, having removed
the mortar from the water-bath, to continue the trituratiou till the mixture
cools. It should be prepared with the extract made according to the directions
of the U. S. Pbarmacopccia, which is deprived of the albumen and insoluble
matter; as otherwise it is apt to be wanting in the due adhesiveness. The preparation is a useful anodyne application in neuralgic and rheumatic pains, and
have seen the constitutional effects of belladonna result
in dysmenorrhcea.
W.
from its external use.

·we

EMPLASTRUM CANTIIARIDIS. Lond., Ed., Dub.
Spanish Flies.

Plaster of

See CEllATUM CANTHARIDIS. u'.S.

EMPLASTRUM CANTIIARIDIS COi\IPOSITUM. Ed.
pound Plaster of Spanish Flies.

Com-

"Take of Venice Turpentine four ounces ond a lwlf; Burgundy J>itch and
Cantharides, of each, tlv·cc ounces; llecs' -wax one ounce; Verdigris half an ounce;
'White Mustard Seed . and Black Pepper, of each, t1co dra('/mis. I.iquefy the
·wax and Burgundy Pitch, add the Turpentine, and while the mixture is hot
sprinkl e in to it the remaining articles, previously in fine powder, an<l mixed
Stir the whole briskly as it concretes on cooling." Ed.
t(J~ethcr.
'!'his is intended to be a powerful and speedy blistering plaster, and may prob:i.bly proYe beneficial in very urgent cases attended with much tClrpor of the skin;
hut great care should be obscn·ed not to allow it to remain on too long, as unpleasant and tedious ulceration, if not gangrene, might result. To the cases of
,Y.
children it is wholly inapplicable.
K\IPLASTRU~I

CUi\IINI. Lond.

Ct<min Plaster.

11
Take of Cumin, Caraway, Laurel [fruit], each, lkree ounrPR; Prepared
Burgundy Pitch three ponnd.~; 'Vax three mrnrcs; Oli\'C Oil, " ' uter, each a
·ffoirfoum:e and a half To the Pitch and Wax melted together add the dry
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ingredients powdered, the Oil, and the Water; then evaporate to the proper
consistence. 11 Lrmd.
11his is a gcutly stimulant plaster of an agreeable odour, and may be used when
a very modera.te rubefacient impression is indicated. 'l'hc London College bai
inadvertently employed the name OJpninum in the l\'Iateria Modica li!:'t, and

Cuminwn here.

,V.

EMPLASTRUM FERRI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
RonORANS.

I1·on Plaster.

EMPLASTRUM

Strengtheriing Plaster.

"Take of Subcarbonate of Iron three ounces; Lead Plaster two pound.~; Burgun<l.Y Pitch Jud( <t ]J01twl.

Add the Subcarbonate of' I.ron to the I~ead Plast~r

and nurgundy Pitch, previously melted together, and stir the m constantly unt11
they thicken upon coolin g." U.S.
'l'hc London and Dublin preparations are the same as the above, except that
prepared Thus or frankincense is used in the former instead of Burgundy pitch,
anrl peroxide of iron in the latter, instead of the subcarbonate.
"Take of Litbarge Plaster t/11·ee ounces; R.esin six drachms; Olive Oil tlir~e
.fiuidrac/wi,s and a half; Bees'-wax three drachni.~; B.ed Oxide of Iron [Subcarbonate of Iron, U. SJ one ounce. Triturate tlte Oxide of Iron with the Oil, and
adJ. the mixture to the other articles previously liquefied by gentle heat. .l\lix:
the whole thoroughly." Ed.
This preparation has enjoyed some popular celebrity, under the impression
that it strengthens the parts to which it is applied; whence it has derived the
name of strengthening plaster. It is used in those conditions of the loins, larger
muscles, and joints, which, though usually ascribed to debility, are in fact most
frequently dependent on rheumatic or other chronic inflammatory affections, and,
if relieved by the plaster, are so in consequence of the gentle excitation which
it produces in the vessels of the skin. It may also, in some instances, give relief by affording mechanical support; but neither in this, nor in any other respect,
can it be deemed very efficient.
W.
E~IPLASTRUThI
TRUi\l GALBAN!.

GALBANI COMPOSITUM. U.S.

Lond.

EMPLAS-

Oom,pound Galbanum, Plaster.

"Take of Galbanum eiyht ounces; Turpentine ten drachms; Burgundy Pitch
three ounces; J,cad Plaster three pounds. To the Galbanum and Turpentine,
previously melted together and strained, add first the Burgundy Pitch, and
afterwards the Lead Plaster melted over a. gentle fire, and mix the whole
to~ether."

U.S

The London process differs only in directing an ounce of turpentine instead
of ten drachms, prepared galbanum instead of the crude, and prepared Thus or
frankincense, instead of Burgundy pitch.
Before being employed in thi~ ~rocess, the galbanum should be purified, as it
often cont-0.ins forei~n matters which must injure the plaster. It may be freed
from these by melting it with a little water or diluted alcohol, straining, and
en1.porating to tlic due consi~tence.
This plaster is an excellent local stimuhnt in chronic scrofulous enlargements
of the glands and joint~. 'Ve have employed it in some ob.-stinate cases of this
kind, which, after having re.sisted JJ:eneral and local depletion., blistering and
othP-r meoisures, have yielded untler its use. As <t discutient. it 1$ also employed
in the iudura.tion which sometimes remains after the discharrte of abscesses. It
is saiJ. to ba.ve been useful iu rickets when applied over the whole lumbar region,
and has been recommended in chronic gouty or rheumatic articular affections.
lt should not b~ used iu the discussion of tulllou1·s in which any considerable
iufhllllma.tiouex1sts.
•
·
W.
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Gnrn Plaster.

'"l'akc of I..1itharge Plaster [Emplastrum Plumbi] four 01mces; Ammoniac,
Galbanum, and l3ees'-wax, of each, half an ounce. .Melt the Gum-resins together and st.rain them; melt also together t.he J'laster and Wax; add the former
to the latter mixture, and mix the whole thoroughly." Eel.
The addition of ammoniac adds little to the virtues of this plaster, wl1ich
closely resembles the compound galbanum plaster in its effects. The gal ban um
and ammoniac are best prepared by dissolving them in a small quantity of hot
water or diluted alcohol, straining the solu tion, and evaporating it to the proper
consistence for mixing with the other ingl'e<lieots.
Ojf Prep. Emplastrum Saponis.
W.
E~IPLASTRUM

HYDRARGYRI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dul!.

JJfer-

ciirial Plaster.
"Take of Mercury si.r: ounces; Olive Oil, Resin, each, t1roounces; Lead Plaster
a pound. l\Ielt t.he Oil and Resin together, and when they have become cool,
rub the l\Iercury with them till the globules di!;appcar; then gradually add the
Lead Plaster, previously melted, and mix the whole together." U. S.
'The Lm_idon College takes three 01mces of mercury, a 7JOm1d of lead plaster,
a ffoidradun of olive oil, and eight grain.~ of sulphur; graduaHy adds the sulphur
to the heated oil, constantly stirring with a spatula until they unite; then rubs
the mercury with them until the globules disappear; and finally adds by degrees
the lead plaster previously melted witb a slow fire, and mixes the whole together.
The Edinburgh process corre~ponds with that of the United States Plmrmacopooia, except that only one-half of the quantity of materials is employed, and
ninr jluidraclnns of olive oil are directed instead of an ounce.
The Dublin Colle_qe substitu tes a flu,idounce of oil of turpentine for the two
ounces of olive oil ; but in other respects its process corresponds with that of the
U.S. Pharrnacopooia.
'l'he sulphuretted oil employed by the London College is intended to facilitate
the extinguish meut of the mercury; but, as it operates by the union of the sulphur with the metal forming an ineffic ient sulphuret, it impairs the vi rtues of
the plaster at least as much as it assists in its preparation. 'l'he melted resin
and oil of the United Sta.tes and }~Jinblll'gh processes are decidedly preferable.
This plaster is employed to produce the local effects of mercury upon venereal
buboes, nodes, and other chronic tumcfactions of the bones or soft parts, de.
pendent on a syph ilitic taint. In these cases it sometimes acts as a powerful
discutient. It is frequently also applied to the side in t.hronic hepatitis or splenitis. In habit;; peculiarly susceptible to the mercuria1 influence, it occasionally
affects the gums.
From obsen·ations made in France by Messrs. Serres. Gariel, Ilt·iquet, and
others (Archives Ge1ifrules, viii. 4(i8, and 3e sifr., vi. 24), it appears that the
mercurial plaster of tbe li'rench Codex (Ernplastrum de Vi:go cum Mercurio) has
the power, when applied over the eruption of small-pox, before the end of the
third d<ty from its first appearance, to cbcck the pl'Ogress of the eruption, and
prevent suppuration and pitting. This operation of the plaster, so far from
being attended with an increase of the general symptoms, seems to relieve them
in proportion to the diminution of the local affection. It is also thought that the
course of the disease is favourably modified when the mercurial impression is
produced upon the system. That the local effect is not ascribable to the mere
exclus ion of air is proved by the fa.ct, that the use of lead plaster was not followed by the same results. It is probable that other mercurial preparations
would answer the same purpose; and the common mercurial oin tment has, in our
own hands, proved effectual in rendering the eruption upon the face to a consider-
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able extent aborti,·e, in one bad case of small-pox. But as the most successful
results were obtained with the plaster above mentioned, ":c give the formula. of
the French Codex for its preparation. The weights mentioned are those of the
French metrical ponn<l. (See taVle in the Appendix.)
Ernplasfrmn de Vigo cum Mrrcurio. "'l'akc of simple plaster [lead plaster]
t1w pounds ei'ght ounces; yellow wax two ow1ces; resin two ou11res; ammoniac,
bdellium, olibanum, and myrrh, each,fivedraduns; saffron th1·eedrachm.~; mercury twelve ounces; turpentine [common European) two ounces_; liquid storax
six ounces; oil of lavender two dracluns. Powder the gum.rcsms and saffron 1
and rub the mercury with the storax and turpentine in an iron mortar until completely extinguished. Melt the plaster with the wax and resin, and add to the
mixture the powders and volatile oil. When the plaster shall have been cooled,
but while it is yet liquid, add the mercurial mixture, and incorporate the whole
thoroughly." 'l'bis should be spread upon leather or lint>n cloth, and applied
so as effectually to cover the face, or whatever other part it is desired to protect.
O.lt: Prep. Emplastrum Ammoniaci cum Hydrargyro.
W.

EMPLASTRUM (JPII. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Opium Plaster.
"Take of Opium, in powder, two ounces; Burgundy Pitch three ounas; Lead
Plaster a pc:und; Boiling Water four fluidouuces. 1\Ielt together the Lead
Plaster aud Burgunds Pitch i then add the Opium previously mixed with the
\Yater, anJ boil them over a gentle fire to the proper consistence." U.S.
"Take of Extract of Opium an ounce; Lead Plaster P-ight ounces; Prepared
Thus [frankinceusc] two ounces; boiling Water a jluidounce. To the melted
'l'hus add the Plaster melted with a slow fire, and the Extra.ct previously mixed
with the 'Yater, and evaporate, with a slow fire, constantly stirring, until the
proper consistence is obtained." Lond.
"Take of Powder of Opium half an ounce; Burgundy Pitch three ounces;
Litharge Pla~ter [Lead Plaster] twelve ounces. ]~iquefy the Plaster and Pitch,
add the Opium by degrees, and mix them thoroughly." EJ.
"Take of Opium, in very fine powder, one ounce; Resin Plaster nine ounces.
Melt the Plaster by means of a steam or water bath, then add the Opium by
degrees, and mix. thoroughly ." Dub.
']'he use of the water in the U. S. and London proces~cs is to enable the opium
to be more thoroughly incorporated with the other ingredients; but care should
be taken that the moisture be well evaporated.
The opium plaster is thought to relieve rheumatic and other pains in the parts
to which 'it is applied.
W.

EMPLASTRUM PICIS. Lond., Ed.

Pitch Plaster.

"Take of Prepared Burgundy Pitch twopnunds; Prepared Thus[frankincense]
a pound; Resin, Wax, each, four ounces; Ks.pressed Oil of Nut,megs an ounce;
Olive Oil, Water, each, two .fiuidomu:es. 'fo the 'fhus, Pitch, Resin, and Wax,
melted together, add the Oils tmcl the Water. Then evaporate all, continually
stirring, to the proper consisteuce." Lond.
·
"'fake of Burgundy Pitch one pound and a half; Resin and Bccs'.wax, of
each, two ottnces; Oil of Mace half an ounce; Olive Oil onejlui<lomice; Water
onejliddounce. Liquefy the Pitch, l{esin, and Wax with a gentle heat; add
the other articles; mix them well together; and boil till the mixture acquires the
proper consistence." Ed.
'rhe simple "11/yristic;e Olemn" of the London Matcria 1\Iedica list, has become
"Myd~ticm Oleum, Exp~·es.s1l1n" here. We presume that tbe Edinburgh oil of
mn.ce, in the above formula, t.hougli the term is not defined iu the Pbarmacopreia,
has reference to the substauce denominated, iu the Edinburgh l\lateri<i Medica
catalogue1 Myrhtir.:;:e Adcps or concrete oil of nulmcy. (See .Algristic:.c Adeps,

page 48i.)
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This is a rubefacicnt plaster, nppli cable to catarrhal and other pectoral affoc~
tiorn:i, chronic inflammation of the liver, and rheumatic pains in the joints a.nd

muscles. lL oft.en keeps up a serous discharge, which requires that it should be
frequently renewed. The irritation which it sometimes excites is so great as to
1V.
render its removal necessary.

EMPLASTRUM PICIS BURGUNDIC.iE. U.S. Burgundy Pitel.
Plaster.
11
'£ake of Burgundy Pitch sixpomuls; Yellow Wax halfa pownd. 1\Iclt them
together, and stir them constantly till they thicken on cooling." U.S.
In this formula, the object of the wax is simply to give a proper consistence
\V.
to the Burgundy pitch, and to prevent it from breaking in cold weather.

E11PLASE~IPLASTRUM PICIS CUM CAN'.l'IIARIDE. U.S.
CALF.FACIENS. D1tb. Plaster of Pitch with Spanish Plies.
Warming Plaster.

TRUM

"Take of Burg:undy Pitch three pounds and a half; Cerate of Spanish Flies
ltalf a pom1d. )lelt them together by means of a water-bath, and stir them
constantly till they thicken upon cooling." U.S.
The Dublin Colleye employs the same ingredients, but bas increased the pro·
portion of Burgundy pitch to five pounds and a half
Thi s plaster is an excellent rubcfacicmt, more active than Burgundy pitch, yet
in general not sufficiently so to produce vcsication. Still, however, in com1cquence of peculiar susceptibility of the skin in some individuals, it occasionally
blisters; and it has been recommended to lessen the proportion of the flies. But,
while such a rcduction •would render the plaster insufficieotly active in most cases,
it would not entirely obviate the objection; as the smallest proportion of flies
would vesicatc in certain person~, and even the Burgundy pitch alone sometimes
produces the same effect. In whatever mode, therefore, this plaster may be prepared, it cannot always answer the expectations which may be entertained; and
the only pl:iu, when the skin of any individual has been found to be very susceptible, is to accommodate the proportions to the particular circumstances of the
case. l\Iuch, howe,·er, may be accomplished by care in the preparation of the
plaster, towards obviating its tendency to blister. If the flies of the Ceraturn
Oantlwridis have been coarsely pulverized, the larger particles coming in contact
with the skin, will exert upon the particular part lO which they may be applied
their full vesicatory effect, while, if reduced to a very fine powder, they would be
more thoroughly enveloped in the other ingredients, and thus have their strength
much diluted. Hence the cerate, when used as an ingredient oftbewarmingplaster,
should contain tbe cantbaridcsas minutely divided as possible, and, if that usually
kept is not in the proper state, a portion should be prepared for this particular
purpose. A good plan, we presume, would be to keep the cerate used in this preparation, for a considerable time, at the temperature of 212°, and then strain it
so as to separate the flies. (See Ceratum Oantharidis.) The mode frequently
pursued of preparing the warming plaster by simply sprinkling a very small proportion of powdered flies upon tbe surface of Burgundy pitch is altogether objectionable. 'l111e U. S. proee~s is that of the old Dublin Pharmaeopooia. In
the edition of the Dub. Pharmacopooia of 1850, the proportion of tbe Burgundy
pitch has been increased so as considerably to diminish the strength of the preparation.
The warming pla!l-ter is employed in chronic rheumatism, and .various chronic
internal diseases attended with iaflammation or an inflammatory tendency i such
as catarrh, asthm::1., pertussis, pbtbisis, hepatitis, and the sequelre of pleurisy
W.
and pneumonia..
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EMPLASTRUM PLUMBI. U.S., Lond. EMPLASTRUM LtTUARGYnr. Ed., D1tb. Lead PlastP.T. Lithar,qe Plaster.
.

"Take of Semivitrified Oxide of I~ead, in very fine powder, five pounds; ,Ol.1ve
Oil a gallon; Water f/l'O pints. Boil them toget.ber.over a gentle fire, st1_rnng
constantly, until the Oil and Oxide of Lead umte rnto a plaster. It will be
proper to add a little boiling water, if that employed at the commencement be
nearly all consumed before the end of the process." U.S.
The above process is precisely that of the London Phm:n_uicol!ada of 182~.
In the cJitions of that work for 1836 and 1851, the quantities directed are six
pound.~ of the oxide of 1ead, a gallon of olive oil, and two pints of water; but,
as tlie Imperial measure is employed, the proportions are in fact nearly the same
as before.
·
The Edinburgh College orders fivp, ounces of litharge, twelve fluidounces of
olive oil, and three jlu.i<lo1mces of water. The Dublin process does not differ
materially from that of the London and U. S. Phannacoproias.
The import;1uce of this plaster, as the basis of most of the others, requires a
somewhat detailed account of the principles and manner of its preparation.
It was foruwrly thought that the oil aut.l oxide of lead entered into direct
union, nnd that the presence of water was necessary only to regulate the tern.
perature, and prevent the materials from being decomposed by heat. The discovery, however, was afterwards made, that this liquid was essential to the process; and that the oil anJ oxide alone, though maintained at a temperature of
220°, would not combine; wbile the addition of water, under these circmnstances, would produce their immediate union. It was now supposed that the
oil was capable of combining only with the hydrated oxide of lead, and tbat the
use of the water was to bring the oxide into that state; and, in support of this
opinion, the fa.ct was advanced that the hydrated oxide of lead and oil would
form a plaster, when heated together without any free water. But, since the
general reception of Chevreul's views in relation to oils and their combinations
with alkalies and other metallic oxides, the former opinions have been abandoned j and it is now admitted that the preparation of the lead plaster affords a
genuine example of saponification, as explained by that chemist. A reaction
takes place between the oil anrl water, resulting in the development of a sweetish
substance called gl!Jcerir,,, and of two acid bodies, the oleic and nuirgriric acids,
to which, when animal fa.t is employed instead of olive oil, a third is added,
natnely, the stearic. The plaster is formed by a union of these acids with the
oxide, and, prepared acco1·diug to the directions of the Pbarmacopooias, is in fact
an oleo.ma.rgarate of lead. 'rhe glycerin remains dissolved in the water, or
mechanically mixed with the plaster. That such is the con·ect view of the
nature of this compound is evinced by the fact, that, if the oxide of le.'.td be separated from the pbster by digestion at a moderate heat in very dilute nitric acid,
the fatty matter which remains will unite with litharge with the greatest facility,
without tbe intervention of water. According to a. more recent chemical view,
the fixeU oils arc compounds of the oily aciJs mentioned and oxide ~f gl_yceryle.
'Vhen boiled with the oxide of lead and water, the oily acids combine with the
metallic oxide to form the pl~ter, and the oxide of glyccryle takes an equivalent
of water and becomes glycerm. Gf!Jceryle is a hypothetical compound of carbon
and hydrog~n (C 6H 1), which unites with five equivalents of oxygen to form oxide
of glycerylc (Cnll 7 0,,), also a hypothetical substance, and additionally with an
equivalent of wµ.ter t.o form glycerin (CiJI:Os+ IIO).
Other oleaginous substances and other mctrillic oxides arc susceptible of the
same combination, and some of tl.1em form compounds ha dog the consistence of
a plaster; but according to AI Ilenry, of Pans, no oily matter except animal
fat can properly be substituted for olive oil, and no metallic oxide, not even one
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of the other oxides of lead , for litharge. Ile ascertained, moreover, that the
English litharge is preferable for the formation of lead plaster to the German.
From more recent experiments of Soubeirnn, it appears that tnaEsicot or even
ruinium may be substituted for litharge, and a. plai,ter of good cousistence be
obtained; but that a much longer time is required for completing the process
than when the officiual formula. i8 followed. When minium is used, the necessity for its partial deoxidation renders a longer continuance of the prO"CSs necessary than with ruassicot. According to l\l. Davallon, l)rofossor in the School
of Medicine and Ph:mnacy at Lyons, it is important that the ol ive oil employed
should be pure; for when adulterated, a.s it frequently is in commerce, it yields
an imperfect product. l\Ir. N. S. 'fhomas prepared a. good plaster by substituting lard for olive oil, in the proportion of eight pounds of lard t.o five of litharge.
(.Jm. Journ. n/ Pluirm., xix. 175.)
J.,ead plaster has also been prepared by double decomposition between soap
and acetate or subacetate of lead; but the results have not been so advantageous
as to lead to the 12:cncral adoption of this process. F1>r particular information
on the subj ect the reader is rcfo n ed to the American Journal of Pha nnac!J (ix.
127), and tu the Journal de P!tm·niacie (xxiii. 163 and 3:22).
P1·eparatio11. The vessel in which the lead plaster is prepared, should be of
such a size that the materials will not occupy more than two-thirds of its capacity. The oil should be first introduced, a.nd the litharp;e then sprinkled in by
means of a sieve, the mixture being constantly stirred with a spatula. The particles of the oxide are thus prevented from coalescing in small masses, which
the oil would not easi ly penetrate, and which woulJ therefore delay the proceRs.
'Vh ile the water exerts n.n important chemical agency in the changes which
occur, it is also useful by preventing too high a temperature, which would
decompose the oil and cause the reduction of the metul. l1110 waste must, therefore, be supplied by fresh additions as diiected in the process; and the water
added for this purpose shou ld be previously heated, as otherw ise it would not
only delay the operation, but by producing explosion might endanger the operator. During the continuance of the boiling, the materials should be constantly
stirred, and the spatula. should be repeatedly passed along the bottom of the
vessel, from side to side, so as to prcverit any of the oxide, which is di~posed by
its greater density to sink to the bottom, from remaining in that situation. '!'he
materials swell up considerably in consequence partly of the vaporization of the
water, partly of the escape of carbonic aciJ gas, which is liberated by the oily
acids from some carbona.te of lead usually contained in the li t.Large. The process should not be continued longer than is sufficient tb produce complete uuion
of the ingredients, and this may be known by the colour and consi:slcnce of the
mass. The colour of the litharge gr:.u.lually becomes paler, and .it length almost
white when the pla.stcr is fully formed. 'The con:sistenco increases with the
progres:-s of the boiling, and is sufficiently thic~, when a portion of the. plaster,
taken out and allowed to cool upon the end of a. spatula, or thrown mto cold
water, becomes solid, without a.dbcring in this state to the fingers. The portion
thus solidified shoulcl not present, when broken, auy red -pQints, which would
indicate the presence of a portion of un combined litharge. When the plaster is
formed, it should be removed from the fire, and after :L sho rt time cold water
should be poured upon it. Portions should then be detached from the mass,
and, having b~cn well. kne~dcd u~der ~vater, in order to sep~rate th~ vi~cid solution of glycerin contame<l 10 the mtenor, should be formed mto cylm~ncal rolls,
and wrapped in paper. Such at least has been the cour~e of proceedmg usually
recommended. But )1. Davallon maintains that the presence of glycerin in the
plaster is u~eful by keeping it in a. plastic state, and that washing and kneading
are injurious, the former by removing the glycerin, the latter by introducing
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r:r!~c~~~d~ry~ir(~1~i.mJ~:l~~;.e !/t~~~aer:~~~s;v~~~:,i~l'~~1s;:~~:.r1e. ~~~i~isx~~)
By employing steam heat in the preparation of this plaster the risk of burmng
it is avoided. For a. good arrangement for tbis purpose see Mohr and Redwood's
Phm·macy, edited by Prof. Procter, p. 420.
.
Medical Prope1·ties a11d (j/.es. This plaster, which has long been known under
the name of diacl1ylon, is used as an application to ex~oriated sur~aces, and to
0

:l~~h~ew~::e~~i~l~;btl~! ::~:~~v:~n~~:~~! ~~~et~:ada~i~~h !n~~~s ~~io i~: c~:!.

position. A case is on record in which lead colic resulted from its long-continued
application to a large ulcer of the leg. (Am. Journ. of Med. Sci., xx.iii. 246.)
Its chief use is in the preparation of other plasters.* While in its yet inCOl!l·
plete state, it is used in the preparati.on of glycerin. (See Glyceri11a.)
OJ[. Prf'p. Emplastrum Assafcet.1dro i Emp. Ferri; Emp. Gal bani Com·
positum; Emp. Gummosum; Emp. Hydrargyri; Emp. Opii; Emp. Resinro;
Emp. Saponis; Ungucntum Plumbi Compositum.
W.

EMPLASTRUM POTASSII IODIDI. Lond.

Plaster of Iodide

of Potassium.
"Take of Iodide of Potassium rm ounce; prepared Thus [frankincense] siX
ounces; \Vax six draclmis; Olive Oil twoffoi'rlrai·/im.<;. To tbe Tbus and Wax
melted together add the Iodide previously rubbed with the Oil, and stir constantly
till they cool. This plaster is to be spread rather on linen than leather." Lond.
This plaster may be employed for the resolution of indolent tumours, and for
the other purposes for which the preparations of iodine are used externally.
W.
(See Potassii lodidum.)

EMPLASTRUM RESINJE. U.S., Lond., Dub. EMPLASTRUM RE·
SrNOSUM.

Ed.

EMPLASTRUM AoiJJESIVUM.

Resi"n Plaster. Adhesive

Plaster.
"'l\1ke of Resin, in powder, lialf a pound; J.Jead Plaster three pounds. To the
Lead Plaster melted over a gentle fire add the . Resin, and mix them." (J. S.
'fhe London process differs only in melting the resin before adding it. The
Edinburgh College orders jive 01mces of the lead plaster, and one of resin. The
])ublin melts two pounds of litharge plaster over a gentle fire, then adds four
ounces of powdered resin, and two ounces of powdered eastile soap, and mixes
them intimately, employing the avoirdupois weights in the process.
'l'his preparation differs from the lead plaster in being more adhesive and
somewhat more stimulating. It. is the common adhesive plas.ter of the shops,
and is much employed for retaining the sides of wounds in contact, and for
dressing ulcers according to the method of Baynton, by which the edges are
drawn towards each ~ther, and a firm support is given to the granulations. As
prepared by the Dublm College it contains soap, which gives it greater pliability,
and renders it less liable to crack in cold weather, without impairing its adhe·
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sivencss. As thus prepared, it is equivalent to the FJmplastrum, Saponis Oompositum, vel t..ul!uere11s of the old Dublin Pharmacopooia. It is usually spread
upon muslin; and t.he spreading is best accomplished, on a large scale, by means
of a machin e, as described in the general observations upon plasters. It is kept
in the shops ready spread; but, as the plaster becomes less adhesive by long
exposure to the air, the supply should be frequently renewed. When the skin
is very delicate, it occasionally excites some irritation, and under these circumstances a plaster may be substi tuted, containing a smaller proportion of resin.
That originally employed by Baynton contained only six drachms of resin to
the pound of lead plaster.
In order to render the plaster more adhesive, and less brittle in cold weat.her,
it is cm:1tomnry with many apothecaries to employ a considerable proportion of
Burgundy pitch or turpentine io its preparation; but these additions are objectionable, as they greatly increase the liability of the plaster to irritate the skin,
and thu s materially interfere with the purposes for which the preparation was
chiefly intended.*
Off Prep. Emplastrum Bclladonnre; Emplastrum Opii.
W.
E~1PLASTRUM

SAPONIS. U.S., Lond., Ed., D1tb. Soap Plaster.

"Take of Soap, sliced, /01ir ounces; Lead Plaster three pounds. Rub the
Soap with sufficient water to bring it to a semi-fluid state; then mix it with
the Plaster previously melted, and boil to the proper consistence." L~ S.
1
' Take of Soap, sli ced, half a pound j Lead Plaster threepounds; Resin an ounce.
To th e Plaster melted by a slow fire add the Soap and Resin previou~Iy liquefied;
then evaporate the whole, constantly stirring, to the proper consistence." Lond.
"Take of Litharge Plaster [Lead Plaste"r) four ounces; Gum Plaster two
ounces j Castile Soap, in shavings, one ounce. l\:Ielt the Plasters together with
a moderate beat, add the Soap1 and boil for a little. 1 ' Ed.
"Take of Castile Soap, in pow<ler,/our ounces; J. .itharge Plaster [Lead Plaster) ti.CO pounds and a half. 1'o the Plaster previously melted over a gentle
fire, add the Soap, and heat them together until they are thoroughly incorporated." .Dub. The avoirdu pois weights are used in this process.
'l'he present U. S. process is an improvement upon that of the former edition
of the PLarmacopooia. The proportion of soap in the old process was so large
as to render the plaster friable. It has been diminished from six to four
ounces. Besides, by the present mode of proceeding, it is more thoroughly
incorporated with the plaster. The same end of greater plasticity is accomplished, in some degree, in the London process by the resin, and in the Edinburgh by the gum plaster.
Soap plaster is considered discutient, and is sometimes used as .an application
totumnurs.
Off. Prep . Emplastrum Belbdonnre.
W.

EMPLASTHUM SIMPLEX. Ed.

Simple Plaste>".

11
'l'ake of Uecs'-wax three omices; Suet and Resin, of each 1 two ounces. l\Ielt
them together with a moderate heat, and sti r the mixture briskly till it concretes
on cooling." Ed.

*An adhesive pla ster, exempt from oxide of lead, is pr1>p11red byPcttcnkofer. It consists (If calcareous son.p iacorporated with turpentine and suet, nnd may be prepn.red in

~~f~if.i~t~~l~~~f1~n~:if;~I~~it!~::?~~~~~~:~~j::rIJJ,~1~~t!~J1it~~I

of the c11lcnrcous ~onpno t. melt. they should be separated by straimng through flannel.
(Journ. dt Plwrm., 3t 11fr., x. 368, from R epertorium/Ur die Plwrm., xlii. 40.)
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T his plaster was originally intend ed fo r dressing bli stered surfaces, in order to
maintain a moderate discharge, to which purpose i~ is adapted by ~he stimulant
property of the resin. But its stiffness and adbe~1 veness render 1t unp l easa~t
and of difficult management; and it has been entirely superseded by the resin
cerate. It is equivalent to the old Ffinplastrum Gene of the London Coll;~~·

ENEMA TA.
Olysters.
These can Rcarccly be consid ered proper objects for officinal direction; but,
having been introduced into the British Pharmacopooias, the plan of this work
requires that they should be noticed. ~bey are s.uhsta~ces in the liqu i~ form,
intended t.o be thrown up the rectum, with the view either of evacuatmg the
bowels, of producing the peculiar impression of a remedy upon the lower portion
of the alimentary canal and neighbouring organs, or of acting on the system generally through the medium of the surface to which they are applied. They are
usually employed to assist the action of remedies taken by the mouth, or to supply their place when the stomach rejects them, or is insensible to their impression. Sometimes they are preferably used when the seat of the disorder is in the
rectum or its vicinity. As a general rule, three times as much of any remedy
is required to produce a given impression by enema, as when taken into the
stomach; but this rule should be acted on with caution, as the relative susceptibilities of the stomach and rectum are not the same in all individuals; and,
with regard to all very active remedies, the best plau is to administer less than
the stated proportion. Attention should also be paid to the fact, that, by the
frequent use of a medicine, the susceptibility of the stomach ma.y be in some
measure exhausted, without a proportionate diminution of that of the rectum.
When the object is to evacuate the bowels, the quantity of liquid admiaistered
should be considerable. For un adult from ten tluidounces to a piat; for a child
of eight or ten years, half that quantity; for au infant within the year, from one
to three fluidounces, are about the proper proportions. .l\lucb larger quantities
of mi ld liqu ids may sometimes be given with safety and advantage; as the bowels
will occasionally feel the stimulus of distension, when insensible to irritating
impressions.
When the design is to produce the pecul iar impression of the remedy upon the
neighbouring parr.s, or on the system, it is usually desirable that the enema should
be retained; and the vehicle should therefore be bland, and as small in quantity

~!a~s 0~ot~~aet;1:!ieu:;,~hgi~:uvsen~~~J ~~~~~~stb:tis:~~ctet s~~~i~~eo~~~~~i~Jfl:~~~~~

seldom exceed two or three fluidouuccs.
In every case, the pat.ieut sho~ld be instructed to resist any immediate disposition to discharge the injected flmd; and his efforts to retain it ~l.lCluld be assisted,
if necessary, by pressure with a. warm fol<led towel upon the fundamcnt. 'l'he
best instrument for administering encmata is an accurate metallic syringe.
'IV.

ENEMA ALOES. Lond.

Olyster of Aloes.

'l'uke of Aloes tico sc1·11ple.~; Carbonate of Potassa fifteen grains; Decoction
of Barie¥ l~a4fa pi11t [lmperial measure). Mix, and rub them togetber." f.J(Jnd.
Thi8 1s intended as a formula for the use of aloes in cases of ascarides in the
rectum, aod of amcnorrhrea attended with constipation.
\V.
11

Ol::.~~}~s~a}~~~IBTID.IE. Lond.

ENEMA F<ETIDUM.

Ed., Dub.

"Take of Prepared Assafetida a drachm; Decoction of Darley half a pint

Enema ta.
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the Decoction gradually added,

The Edinbm'[!h College prepares this by adding two d1·achrns of tincture of
assafetida to the cathartic cly~tcr; the Dublin, by mixing two flMidracltms of
the tincture with twelvefluidounces of warm water.
This is carminative and antispa~modic as well as laxative. The preparation
of the London Pharmacopreia i:;, we think, the best. The whole quantity diW.
rected may be administered at once.

ENEMA CATHARTICUM. Ed., Dub.

Oatlwrtic Olyster.

"Take of Olive .Oil one ounce; Sulphate of Magnesia ha(( 1w ounce; Sugar
one oun ce; Senna lw~f an ounce; Boiling \\Tater sixteen.fluidonnces. Infuse the
Senna for n,n hour in the Water; tben dissolve the Salt and Sugar; add the Oil,
and mix them by agitation." Ed.
"Take of Sulphate of Magnesia one mince [avoirdupois]; Olive Oil one .fiuidounce; Mucilage of Barley si.ctf'en. Jfoir/ounces. Dissolve th e Sulphate of Magnesia in the i\lucilag-e, add the Oil, and mix ." .Dub.
The laxative enema most commonly employed in this country, consists of a
tablespoonfu l of common sa lt, two tablespoonfuls of lard or olive oil, the same
quantity of molasses, and a pint of wnrm water. It has the advantage of con sisting of materials which are always at hand in families, is in all respects equal
to the Dublin preparation, and, though lei;is active than the Edinburgh, is preferable to it on ordin ary occasions.
Ojf.Prf'p. Enema J?OOtidum.
W.

ENEMA COLOCYNTIIIDIS. Lond. O/yster of dolocyntli.
"Take of Extract of Colocynth half a drathmj Soft Soap an mrncej Water
I\lix, :md rub them together." Land.
'.l:his may be e mpl oyed whenC\'er a Ycry powerful purgati,·e impression i~ required upon the lower Lowels, as in obstinate colic and constipation.
W.

a pi·nt [Imperial measure].
ENE~'IA

OPII. Lond.

ENEMA OPII vel ANODYNUM. Ed. Olyster

of Opium.
''Take of Decoction of Starch four fl1ddouncesj Tincture of Opium t!tfrty
millims. l\Iix them." .Lond.
The }'Jfli11bwryh College boils liaif a drachtn of starch in tu;n fluidouncc.s of
water, and, when it is cool enough for use, adds from thirl!J rnini1ns to a fl1ddra1·hm of t.incture of opium.
Of these processes that of the London College is preferable, although the
quantity of dccoction of starch is unnecessarily large. 'l'he Bdinburgh process
is objeC'tionable from its indefiniteness. It must have happened to e\'ery one in
the habit of prescribing opium in this way, to have seen a much greater effect
produced by tl certain amount of laud:rnum injected in to tLe rectum than by
one-th ird of the quantity swallowed. The fluidraclnn contains at lca...;t one hundred drops of laudanum of the ordi~rnry size, and not less than one hundred and
twenty as they arc often formed From twen~y to twenty-five drops are usually
considered as a medium dose by the mouth; so tha.t Rixty drops, equivalent to
about thirty minims, arc abunchintly sufficient by enema. 1'Le fJUant ity, t.hercfore, ordered by the London Colle~e, a~d the smallest quantity by tl.~e .Edinburgh, is the full dose. As the ohJeCt 1s tbat the enema ~bou!J remain JO the

~~ci~u;~' p~·l~~c:~~J1~l~~ '~l~~e~~,"=~11/tt{0~t~ 1 ~~:: ~~~i~il!c~~:~e~:~~r~r~'~e:~s 1~b~cf ~~~~~~::

of the alcohol before the opium begins to take effect. ri'he ordina.ry anoJyoe
enema, employed in this country, consists of about sixty drops of laudanum and
one or two fluidounces of flaxseed tea or solution of starnh.
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This is an admirable remedy in obstinate vomiting, stran.gury from blisters,
painful affections of the kidneys, bladder, and uterus, and rn the tenesmu~ of
dysentery. It may also frequently be employed to p1·oducc tbc effects of oprnm
upon the system, when circumstances prevent the administration of that mediW.
cine by the mouth.

ENEMA TEREBINTHINJE. Lond.,-Ed., Dub.
pentine.

Clyster of Tur-

"Take of Oil of Turpentine a jluidouncej the Yolk of one Egg; Decoction
of Barley nineteen fluidounces . Rub the Oil with the Yolk, and mix the Decoction with them." Lond.
'l'he Edinbwyh College employs the same proportions, but substitutes water
for decoction of barley. The Dublin College mixes afhddounce of the oil with
sixteen jl"Uidounces of mucilage of barley. (See Olemn 1'erebinthinre.)
W.

EXTRACT A.
Extracts.
Extracts, as the term is employed in the Pharmacopccia~, are solid substances,
resultiug from the evaporation of the solutions of vegetable principles, obtained
eitber by exposing the vegetable to the action of a solvent, or by c:xpre:ising its
juice in the recent state. The Dublin College formerly made a distinction between
those prepared from the infusions, decoctions, or tinctures, and those from the
expressed juices of plants, calling the former Extracta, the latter Succi Spissati;
but abandoned it in the last edition of its Pharruacopccia. There is no such
essential difference between these two sets of preparations, as to require that
they should be separately c:lassed; and something is gained in the simplicity of
nomenclature, as well as of arrangement, which results from their union. We
shall consider them under the same head, taking care, however, to detail dis.
tinctly whatever is peculiar in the mode of preparing each.
The composition of extracts varies with the nature of the vegetable, the cha·
ra.cter of the solvent, and the mode of preparation. ':I.1he object is generally to
obtain as much of the active principles of the plant, with as little of tLe inert
matter as possible; though sometimes it may be desirable to scpamte the active
ingredients from each other, when their effects upon the system are materially
different; and this may be accomplished by employing a menstruum which, while
it dissolves one, leaves the other untouched. 'l'he proximate principles most
commonly present in extracts are gum, sugar, starch, tannin, extractive, colouring matter, sa1ts, and the peculiar principles of plants; to which, when a. spiritu·
ous solvent is employed, may usually be added resinous substances, fatty matter,
and frequently more or less essential oil; gum and starch being excluded when
the menstruum is pure alcohol. Of these substances, as well as of others which,
being soluble, are sometimes necessarily present in ex.tracts, we have taken occa·
sion to treat under various heads in the lHateria 1\ledica. There is one, however,
which, from its supposed almost uniform presence in this class of prep:uations,
and from the influence it is thought to exert upon their chai-acter, deserves par·
ticular consideration in this place. 'Ve allude to extractive, or, as it is sometimes
called, extractive rnatte·r .
It has long been observed that in most vegetables there is a subst.rnce, soluble
both in water and alcohol, which, in the preparation of extracts, undergoes
chemical change during the process of evaporation, imparting to the liquid, even
if originally limpid, first a greenish, then a yellowish-brown, and ultimately a
deep-brown colour, and becoming itself insoluble. This substance, originally
called saponaceous matter by Scheele, afterwards received the more expressive
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name of extractive, derived from its frequent presence in extracts. Its existence
as a. distinct principle is denied, or at least doubted by some chemists, who consider the phenomena supposed to result from its presence, as depending upon
the mutual rPaction of other principles; and, in relation to Peruvian bark, it
appears to'bave been proved that the insoluble matter which forms during its
decoction in water is a compound of starch and tannin. A similar compound
must also be formed in other cases when these two principles co-exist; but they
are not n.lways present in the same vegetable, nor can all the changes which
have been attributed to extractive be accounted for by their union, even when
they are present; so that, till further light is shed on the subject, it is best to
admit the existence of a distinct substance, which, though not the same in all
plants, possesses sufficient identity of character to be entitled, like sugar, resin,
&c., to a distinctive name. The most interesting property of extractive is its
disposition to pass, by the influence of atmospheric air at a high temperature,
into an insoluble substance. If a vegetable infusion or decoction be evaporated
in the open air to the con8istence of an extract, then diluted, filtered, and again
evaporated, and the process repeated so long as any insoluble matter is formed,
the whole of the extractive will be separated from the liquid, while the other
ingredients may remain. If ch lorine be passed through an infusion or decoction,
a similar precipitate is formed with much greater rapidity. The change is
usually ascribed to the absorption of oxygen by the extractive, which has, therefore, been called, in its altered conditi on, oxidized extractive; but De Saussure
ascertained that, though oxygen is absorbed during the process, an equal measure
of carbonic acid gas is given out, and the oxygen and hydrogen of the extractive
unite to form water in such a manner as to leave the principle richer in carbon
than it was originally. 1'he name of oxidized extractive is, therefore, obviously
incorrect; and Berzelius proposes to substitute for it that of apotlteme, synonymous with deposit. According to Berzelius, apot.hcme is not completely insoluble in water, but imparts a slight colour to that liquid when cold, and is rather
more &oluble in boiling water, which becomes turbid upon coolin~. It is sti ll
more soluble in alcohol, and is freely dissolved by solutions of the alkalies and
alkaline carbonates, from which it is precipitated by acids. It bas a great tendency, when precipitated from solutions, to unite with other principles, and to
carry them along with it; thus acquiring properties somewhat different, according
to the source from which it is obtained. In this way, also, even when the
extractiYe of a plant is itself medicinally inert, its conversion into apotheme may
be injurious by causing a precipitation of a portion of the active principle; and,
in practical pharmaceutic operations, this change should a.lways, if possible, be
a,·oided. With these preliminary views, we shall proceed to the consideration
of the practical rules necessary to be. observed in the preparation of extracts.
"\Ve shall treat of the subject under the several heads of, 1. the extraction of the
soluble principles from the plant; 2. the method of conductiug the evaporation;
3. t.he proper condition of extracts, the changes they are liable to undergo, and
the best method of preserving them; and 4. the general directions of the several
l!harmacoproias in relation to them.

1. Extraction of tlie Soluble Principles.
There are two distinct modes of obtaining, in a liquid sta.te, the principles
which we wish to extract; 1. by express ion alone; 2. by the agency of a solvent,
with or without expression.
I. By Expression. 'l'his method is applicable to recent vegetables. All plants
cannot be advantageously treated in this way, as many have too litt.le juice to
afford an appreciable quantity upon pressure, and of the succulent a considerable
61
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portion do not yielJ all their active principles with their juice. Succulent fruit.a,
and various acrid and narcotic plants, are proper ?-objects of this treatment. The
plants should be operated upon, if possible, immediately after collection. l\Ir.
Battley, of London, recommends that, if not entirely fresh, they should be revived by the immersion of the stalks in water for twelve or eighteen hours, and
those only used which recover their freshness by this management. They should
then be cut into pieces, and bruised in a stone mortar till brought to a pulpy
consistence. When the plant is not very succulent, it is necessary to add a. little
water during this part of the process, in order to dilute the juice. After sufficient contusion, the pulp is introduced into a linen or canvas bag, and the
liquid parts expressed. Mr. Brande states that light pressure only should be
employed; as tbe extract is thus procured greener, of a less glutinous or viscid
consistence, and, in his opinion, more active than when considerable force is used
in the expression. (Manual of Pharrnac!J.) The juice thus obtained is opaque
and usually green, in consequence of the presence of green wax or chlorophylle,
and of a portion of the undissolved vegetable fibre in minute division. By heating the juice to aboutl60°, the albumen contained in it coagulates, and, involving
the cblorophylle and vegetable fibre, forms a greenish precipitate. If the liquid
be now filtered, it becomes limpid and nearly colourless, and is prepared for e>aporation. 1.'he clarification, however, is not absolutely necessary, and is generally
neglected. Sometimes the precipitate carries with it a considerable portion of
the active principle; in which case it should be subsequently incorporated with
the juice, when reduced by evaporation to the consistence of a syrup.
2. By Solution. The active principles of dried vegetables can be extracted
only by means of a liquid solvent. The menstruum usually employed is either
water or alcohol, or a mixture of the two. Water, on account of its cheapness,
is always preferred, when circumstances do not strongly call for the use of alcohol. lt has the ttdvantage, moreover, that it may be assisted in its action, if
necessary, by a higher degree of heat than the latter. Pump water is often unfit
for the purpose, in consequence of the quantity of its saline matter, which, in
some instances, may exert an unfavourable influence on the active principle, and
must always be left in the extract. Rain, river, or distilled water should be
preferred. Alcohol is employed when the principles to be extracted are insoluble,
or but slight.Jy soluble in water, as in the case of the resins; when it is desirable
to avoid in the extract inert substances, such as gum and starch, which are dissolved by water and not by alcohol; when the heat required to evaporate the
aqueous solution would dissipate or decompose the active ingredients of the plant,
as the volatile oils and the active principle of sarsaparilla i' when the reaction of
the water itself upon the vegetable principles is injurious; and, finally, when the
nature of the substance to be exhausted requires so long a maceration in water
as to endanger spontaneous decomposition. The watery solution requires to be
soon evaporated, as this fluid rather promotes than counteracts chemical changes;
while an alcoholic tincture may be preserved unaltered for an indefinite period.
An addition of alcohol to water is sufficient to answer some of the purposes for
which the former is preferable; and the employment of both fluids is essential,
when the vi:tues of the plant reside in two or more principles, all of which are
not soluble m either of these menstrua. In this case it is usually better to submit the vegetable to the action of the two fluids successh'e1y, than to both united.
Extracts obtained by the agen~y of water, are called water!/ or aqueous extracts,
those by means of alcohol, undiluted or diluted, alcoholic or spirilitous extracts.
The method of preparing the solu tion is not a matter of indifference. The
vegetable shou ld be thoroughly bruised, or reduced to a coarse powder, so as to
allow the access of the solvent to all its parts, and yet not so finely pulverized
as to prevent a ready precipit:~tion of the undissolved and inactiYe portion.
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When water is employed, · it has been customary to boil the medicine for a considerable time, and, if the first portion of liquid does not completely exhaust it,
to repeat the operation with successive portions, till the whole of the active matter
is extracted. This may be known by the sensible properties of the liquid, and
by its influence upon reagents. But the boiling temperature produces the decomposition of many vegetable principles, or at least SI) modifies them as to render
them inert; and the extracts prepared by decoction are usually less efficient than
those prepared with a less degree of heat. }..rom numerous experiments upon
ex.tracts, Orfilu. concluded that their virtues were less in proportion to the heat
employed. It has, therefore, been recommended to substitute for decoctiou the
process of maceration, digestion, or hot infusion; in the first of which the liquid
acts without heat, in the second is assisted by a. moderately increased temperature sustained for a considerable time, and in the third is poured boiling hot
upon the vegetable matter, and allowed to stand for a short period in a covered
vessel. When the active principles arc readily soluble in cold water, rnaceration
is often preferable to the other modes, as starch, which is inert, is thus left behind; but in many instances the preparation would spoil before the extraction
would be completed. By digestion, though the solvent power of water is moderately increased, the advantage is oflen more than countcrbaJauccd by the
increased disposition to spontaneous decomposition. Hot infusion, therefore, is
to be preferred where the vegetable does not readily yield its virtues to cold
water. It has the advantage, moreover, in the ease of albuminous substances,
that the albumen is coagulated, and thus prevented from increasing the bulk of
the extract, without any addition to its virtues. A convenient mode of performing this process, is to introduce the solid material into a vessel with an opening
near the bottom temporarily closed, or into a funnel with its mouth loosely stopped,
then to pour on the boiling water, and, having allowed it to remain a sufficient
length of time, to draw it off through the opening. •rhis operation may be repeated till the water comes awa.y without any obvious impregnation. It is
always desirable to obtain t.he solution in the first place as concentrated as possible, so as to prevent the nece~sity of long continued evaporation, which injures
the extract. It is better, therefore, to incur the risk, both where decoct.ion and
infusion are empluyed, of leaving a portion of the active matter behind, than to
obtain a. very weak solution. When successive portions of water arc empl oyedr
those which are least impregnated should be brought by evaporation to the
strength of that first obtained before being mixed with it, as the latter thus
escapes exposure to unnecessary heat.
When alcohol is ·employed as a mcnstrnum, the Yegetable should be macerated in it for one or two \\:eeks, and care should be taken that the tincture be
::is nearly saturated as possible. The extraction may be hastened by substituting
digestion for maceration; as the moderate heat employed, while it facilitates the
action of the alcohol, has in this case no effect in promoting decomposition, and
the influence of the atmospheric air may be excluded by performing the process
in close vessels. When alcohol and water are both used, it is best, as a general
rule, to exhaust the vegetable with each separately, as the two menstrua require
different modes of treatment. In whichever of these modes the extraction is
effected, it requires the assistance of occasional agitation; and, when the vegetable matter is very porous, and abi'Jorbs large quantities of the solvent, expression must be resorted to.
Acetic acid has been introduced into use as a mcnstruum in the preparation
of extracts. It is supposed to be a better i-.olvcnt of the active principles of
cert.a.in substances than either water or alcohol alone. According to Girolamo
l~crrari, the acrid narcotics, such as aconite, hemlock, hyoscyanrns, and stramo
nium, yield much stronger extracts with c.listilled vinegar than with wa.ter, and
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still stronger to alcohol to which strong acetic acid has been added. (Journ. de
Pharm. 3e ser., i. 239.) This acid is used in the preparation of the acetic ex·
tract ofcolchicum.
Ether is now also used to a considerable extent in the preparation of certain
extracts. Having the property of dissolving volatile oil and resin, and of eva·
porating at a temperature insufficient to volatilize the oil, it is admirably adapted
for the preparation of extracts from those substances the virtues of which reside
in the two prjuciples referred to. An ethereal tincture is first prepared by the
process of percolation or displacement, and the ether is then either allow·ed to
escape by spontaneous evaporation, or is distilled off at a very moderate heat.
Tbe oleo.resinous extracts thus obtained are usually of a thick fluid or semi.fluid
consistence. For more precise information as to the mode of preparing them,
the reader is referred to a paper by Prof. Procter, in the Amer. Jouni. of Pl1arm.
(xxi. 114) . SeYcral of them are now ranked nmong the officinal preparations,
in the U. S. Pharmacopooia, under the title of Fluid .bXtracts.
The process of percolation or displacement bas within a few years been very
advantageously applied to the preparation of extracts, both with water and spirituous menstrua.. It has the following great advantages; 1. that it enables the
soluble principles to be sufficiently extracted by cold water, thereby avoiding
the injury resulting from heat in decoction and hot infusion; 2. that it effects
the extraction much more quickly than can be done by maceration, thereby not
only saving time, but also obviating the risk of spontaneous decompo8-ition; and
3. that it affords the opportunity of obtaining highly concentrated solutions, thus
diminishing alJ the injurious effects of the subsequent e·rnporation. While thus
ad\'antageous 1 it1s less liable in this particular case than in others to the objec·
ti on of yielding imperfect results if not well performed; for, though an inexpert
or careless operator may incur loss by an incomplete exhaustion of the substance
acted on 1 and' th e extract may be deficient in quantity, it may still be of the
intended strength and quality, which is not the case with infusions or tinctures
unskilfully prep:u·ed upon this plan. li'or an account of the mode of operating
in tbe process of displacement, and of the instruments used, the reader is referred
to pages i82 and 789.
Sorue prefer the mode of expression to that of displacement. This also is ap·
plica.ble both to watery and alcoholic menstrua. 'l'hc substance to be acted upon
JS mixed with the menstruum, cold or hot according: to circumstances; and the
mixture is allowed to stand from twelve to twenty.four hours. The liquid part
is then filtered off, and the remainder submitted to strong pressure, in a linen
bag, by means of a common screw press, or other convenieut instrument. An·
other portion of the menstruum may then be added, and pressure again applied i
and, if the substance is not sufficiently exhausted, the same operation may be
performed a third time. Frequently only a single expression is required, and
very seldom a. third. The quantity of rncnstruum added must vary with the
solubi:lity of the principles to be extracteJ. .According to l\IoLr, the method of
expression has the advantages over that of displacement, that it yields solutions
of more unlform concentration, that it does not require the material to be so
carefully powdered, or otherwise so skilfully managed in order to insure favourable results, and finally that it occupies less time.

2. Node of conducting the Evaporation.
In evaporating the.solutions obtained in the modes above described, attention.
should always be paid to the fact, that the extractive matter is constantly be·
comi~g insoluble at hig.h temperatures with the access of air, and that other
ohem1cal changes arc gomg on, sometimes not less injurious than this, while
the "f'olatile principles are expelled with the vapour. The operator should,
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therefore, observe two rules; 1. to conduct the evaporation at as low a temperature as is consistent with other objects; 2. to exclude atmospheric air as much
as possible, and, when this cannot be accomplishc<l, to expose the liquid the
shortest possible time to its action. Acconling to Berzelius, the inj urious influence of atmospheric air is much greater at the boiling point of water than at
a less heat, even allowing for the longer exposure in the latter case; and, therefore, a. slow evaporation at a moderate heat is preferable to the more rapid effeuts
of ebullition. Bearing these principles in mind, we shall proceed to examine
the difi€rcut modes iu practice. First, however, it is proper to observe that
~ecoctions generally let fall upon coaling a portion of insoluble matter; and it
ts a question whetlkr this should be rejected, or retained so as to form a. part of
the extract. 'Though it is undoubtedly in many instances inert, as in that of
the insoluble tauuate of starch formed dui:ing the decoction of certain vegetable
substances, yet, as it frequently also contains a portion of the actiYe principle
which a boiling saturated solution necessarily deposits on cooling, and, as it is
difficult to decide with certainty when it is active and when otherwise, the safest
plan, as a general rule, is to allow it to remain.
The method of evaporation usually resorted to in the case of the aqueous solutions is rapid boiling over a fire. The more quickly the process is conducted
the better, provided the liquid is to be brought to the boil ing point; for the
temperature cannot exceed this, and the length of exposure is diminished. But,
even where this method is employed, it should not be continued till the completion of the evaporation; for, when most of the water has escaped, the temperature can no longer be kept down to the boiling point, and the extract is
burnt. 'l'he caution, therefore, should always be observed of removing the
preparation from the fire, before it has attained the consistence of thick syrup,
and completiug the evaporat ion either by means of a water-bath, or in shallow
vessels at a moderate heat. · 'Vh en large quantities of liquid are to be evaporated, it is best to divide them into portions, and evaporate cu.ch separately; for,
as each portion requires less time for evaporation thu.n the whol e, it will thus be
a shorter time exposed to heat. (Mohr.) But the mode of evaporation by boiling
is always more or less objectionable, and should be employed only in cases where
the principles of the plant are so fixed and unchangeable as to authorize their
extraction by decoction.
Evaporation by means of the v;ater-bath, from the commencement of the process, is safer than the plan just mentioned, as it ob\'iates all danger of burning
the extract; but, as the heat is not supplied directly from the fire, the volatilization of the water cannot go on so rapic~ly, and the temperature being the same,
or very nearly so, when the water-bath 1s kept boiling, there is greater risk of
injurious action from the air. 'l'he liquid should be stirred during the process.
The use of the vapour-bath, as suggested by :.'\I. Ilenry, is perhaps preferable;
as it requires a smaller consumption of fuel, and the heat imparted to the liquid,
while sufficient to evaporate it, is less than 212°. We take the following de~
scription of the apparatus employed at the Cootral Pharmacy of Paris, from M.
Chevallier's highly useful l\Ianual. It consists of a covered boiler, containing
water, the vapour of which is conducted through a pipe into evaporating vessel!!,
communicating with each other by rueans of metallic tubes. 'l'hese ,·c:5sels ha,·e
the form of an ordinary copper basin, over the top of which is soldered a shallow
tin capsule, intended to contain the liquor to be evaporated. 'l'hc vapour froru
the boiler circulates through these vessels, and the water into which it condenses
is allowed to et:capc through a stop-cock attached to the bottom of each vessel.
From the Jast one of the series a tube passes into a Tesscl of water, so as to
afford a slight pressure against the escape of any excess of vapour. 'l'he liqu id
to be ernporated is first distributed in two or three capsules, but when con-
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siderably concentrated is transferred to a single one, where it is stirred towards
the close of the process to ha~ten the evaporation. The heat applied to the
li(juid, if there are four vessels, is in that nearest the boiler about 198° ~·\ in
the fourth or most remote, about 135°. An incidental advantage of this apparatus is, that it affords a large supply of distilled water.
A good plan of evaporation, though slow, is to place the liquid in a broad shallow vessel, exposed in a stove or drying room to a temperature of about 100°,
or a little higher, taking care that the air have free access in order to facilitate
the evaporation. This mode is particularly applicable to those cases in which
maceration or infusion is preferred to decoction for extracting the active principles. Berzelius says that we may thus usually obtain the extract in the form
of a yellowish transparent mass, while those pref'ared in the ordinary way are
almost black, and are opaque e>en in very thin layers. Even when the liquid is
boiled at first, the process may often be advantageously completed in this manner. It has been proposed to effect the evaporation at the common temperature,
by directing a strong current of air, by means of a pair of smith's bellows, over
the surface of the liquid i and in reference to substances which are injured by
heat and not by atmospheric air, the plan will be found useful.
1-'lans have been proposed and carried into execution for performing e~aporation
without the admission of atmospheric air. 'l'he apparatus for evaporation in vacuo
invented by Mr. Barry, and described in the Lond. Journ. of Sc:ience and Arts
(vol. vi ii . p. 360), is well calculated to meet this object, at the same time that, by
removing the atmospheric pressure, it enables the water to rise in vapour more
rapidly, and at a comparatively low temperature. The method of Barry consists
in distilling the liquid into a large receiver from which tbe air has been expelled
by steam, and in which the vapour is condensctl by cold water applied to the
su rface of the receiver, so as to maintain a partial vacuum. l\Ir. lledwood has
modified this process by keeping an air-pump in action during the evaporation,
thus removing not only the air, but the vapour as fast as it forms, and maintaining a more complete vacuum than can be done by the condensation of the
vap0ur alone. (Journ. de Pltarm., 3eser., i. 231.) Another method is to place
the liquid under an exhausted receiver, together with some concentrated sulphuric
acid, or ch loride of calcium, which, by its affinity for water, assists the evaporation of the Iiriuid. But, from the expense and trouble of these modes of evaporation, they arc not calculated for general use. Dr. Christison reClOmtuends as
probably the most perfect and convenient method, especially with watery infusions and decoctions, to evaporate the fluid in a vacuum to the consistence of
syrup, and then to complete the process in shallow vessels, exposed to a current
of air without heat.*
A convenient plan of excluding the air, though it docs not at the same time
meet the object of reducing the requisite degree of heat, is to distil off the water

* Mr.Grnndvnlhrisdescribednnapparntus,forevnporationinvacuoforthe preparation
of extrncts, in the Journ. de Pharm. 6' de Chim., :xv. 82. 1\lessrs. Tilden & Co., of New

r.~~k~!1~·:1~ef:~~~~f1~~l~~~d:O~:i~:1u~~ ~~~~~a~~:~~~~~o~~~~!o0~1:t ;~!~;:u~es~~~;; ~~fvncr~

1mmp. Their appnrntus mcludes two evupornting pans; one large, hMiog n capacity of
several hundred gallons, used to concentrate the solutions for extracts to a syrupycon1listence; the other, holdingr1boutfifty gallons, in which the eYaporution is finished. The
lntter is furnished with nn opening of such size ns to permit the operator to rcmo,·e the
resitlual extract. The temperntureduri.ng tLecvaporution isfrom 1:20°to140°F.,andis

:~::%'.\£:~ ~;~.~t;r:::~~~~!~£~~)~i:i:r; ::rfr:f:~:u~::i:~~~e~·~:~:!:r.£:~;

scribed nnd figured nu npparatus,fountleduponthatofl\I. GrandYnl,butmodifiedsoasto
be acln.pted to operations ou a. small scale, nnd to be withfo the reach of apothecaries who
may desire to prepare their own c.1.trnct.s.-1Vote to tl1e nil/th and tenth editions.
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in close vessels. Berzelius says that this is the best mode of concentration next
to that in vru·uo. Care, however, must be taken that the fire be not too long
applied, lest the extract should be burnt. The process should, therefore, be completed by means of the water-bath.
In the concentration of alcoholic solutions, distillation should always be performed; as not only is the atmospheric air thus excluded, but the alcohol is
recovered, if not absolutely pure, certainly fit for the purpose to which it was
originally applied. Here also the water-bath should be employed, to obviate
any possible risk of injury from the fire. When the decoction or infusion, and
tincture of the same vegetable have been made separately, they should be separately evaporated to the consistence of syrup, and then mixed together, wh ile
they are of such a consistence as to incorporate without difficulty. Tbe object
of this separate evaporation is, that tbe spirituous extract may not be exposed
to the degree of heat, or lengthened action of the air, which is necessary in the
ordinary mode of concentrating the infusion or decoction.
In every instance, care should be taken to prevent any portion of the extract
from becoming dry and hard on the side!'! of the evaporating vessel, as in this
state it will not readily incorporate with the remaining mass. The heat, therefore, should be applied to the bottom, and not to the sides of the vessel.

3. Condition and Preservation of Extracts.
Extrncts are prepared of two different degrees of consistence; soft so that
they may be readily made inti) pills, and hard that they may be pulverized. In
astringent extracts, the evaporation should be carried to dryness. Those obtained
from the expressed juices of plants are apt to attract moisture from the air, in
consequence of the deliquescent nature of the salts existing in the juice. They
are thus rendered softer, and more liable to become mouldy upon the surface.
Others, especially such as contain much chlorophylle, harden by time, in conscqueuce of the escape -0f their moisture; and it not unfrequently happens that
!lmall crystals of saline m·atter arc formed in their substance. l\Iost extracts,
especially those containing azotize<l principles, arc capable, when left to them selves, of producing nitrates. The air, moreover, exercises an unfavourable
chemical influence over the softer extracts, which arc enfeebled, and ultimately
become nearly inert, by the same changes which they undergo more rapidly in
the liquid state at an elevated temperature. If an extract be dissolved in water,
and the liquid be saturated with common salt, or any other very soluble salt of
difficult decomposition, the gfeater part of it is precipitated, in consequence of
the insolubility of this class of substances in saline solutions. The precipitate ·
may be again dissolved in pure water.
Extracts, in order that they may keep well, should be placed in glazed earthenware, glass, or porcelain jars, and completely protected from the access of the
air. This may be effected by COYering their surface with a layer of melted wax,
or with a piece of paper moistened with strong spirit, then closing the mouth of
the vessel with a cork, spreading wax or rosin over this, and covering the whole
with leather, or a piece of bladder. (Duncan.) The dry extracts, being less
liable to be affected by atmospheric oxygen, do not require so much care. The
application of alcohol to the surface has a. tendency to prevent mouldiness. A
method of protecting extracts from the action of the air freriucntly resorted to,
is to cover them closely with oiled bladder; but this, though better than to
leave them uncovered, is not entirely effectual. Should the extract become top
moist, it ma.y be dried by means of a water.bath; should it, on the contrary,
be too dry, the proper consistence may be restored by softening it in the same
manner, and incorporating with it a little distilled water. (Clievallie1·.)
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Some extracts when powdered have a tendency to cohere again. According
to Geiseler, tbis may be obviated by the addition of sugar of milk or powdered
liquorice.root; two or three parts of the former, and_ one part of the latter to
one of the extract being sufficient for the puq~ose. (Pharm. pent. Blau, A . .D.
1850, p. 238.) .Mohr recommends the followmg plan of drymg and preservrng
extracts. Take equal ]Jarts of powdered li~uorice-ro~t and of the extract, r.ub
them well toO"ether in u mortar, put the resulting paste rnto an earthen vessel with
a flat bottom~ place this in another of iron, a little deeper, containing chloride of
calcium thoroughly dried by a heat insufficient to melt it; then enclose the
whole with a cover fitted to the iron vessel, and allow them to stand for a day
or more. When the extract is quite dry, powder it, and mix it with an equal
wei~ht of powdered liquorice-root. (Ibid. p. ilD.)
_
Extracts from recent plants should be prepared at the season when the plant
is medicinally most active; and a good rule is to prepare them once a year.

4. Genc1'al O.fficinal Directions.
"In the preparation of the Extracts, evaporate, unless otherwise directed, as
quickly as pos.1:iblc, in a broad, shallow dish, by means of a water-bath, until
they have acquired the consistence proper for forming pills; and towards the
end of the process, stir them constantly with a spatula. Sprinkle upon the softer
Extracts a small quantity of Alcohol." U.S.
Tbe directions of the London College arc the same as the above, the sprinkling
being omitted.
"Extracts are usually prepared by evaporating the expressed juices of plants,
or their infusions and decoctions in water, proof spirit, or rectified spirit, at a
temperature not cxreeding 212° F., by means of a \'apour-bath. Most of them,
however, may be obtained of greatly superior quality by the pro('ess of evaporation jo vacuo. And the extracts of expressed juices cannot, perhaps, be better
prepared than by spont:i.neous evaporation in shallow vessels, exposed to a current of air. Extracts should be evaporated to such a consistence as to form a
pill-mass when cold." Ed.
W.

EXTRACTUM ACONITI. U.S., Lond., Ed. Extract of Aconite.
'l'bis is prepared, according to tl1e U.S. Pbarmacopooia, from fresh Aconite
Lea\"es in the manner directed for extract of stramonium lea \'CS. (See Extmctum

Stmrnonii Folior1mi.)
'' 'l'ake of fresh Aconite Lea-res a pound. Br~ise them in a. stone mortar;
then express the juice, and evaporate it, without straining, to the proper con·
' sistence." Lond.
"Take of the Leaves of Monkshood, fresh, any ronvenient quantity. Beat
them into a pulp; express the juice; subject the residuum to percolation with
Rectified Spirit, so long ns the Spirit passes materially coloured; unite the
expressed juice and the spirituous infusion; filter; distil off the spirit; and
evaporate the residuum in the vapour-bath, taking care to remove the vessel from
the heat so soon as the clue degree of consistence shall be attained." Ed.
'l'he U.S. and London processes for this extract arc the same i consisting in
the evaporntion of the expressed juice of the lea\'cs. The reader will find the
general officinal directions at the close of our introductory obse1·vations in relation
to extracts. Among these observations, he will also find rules which may be of
practical nsc in regulating the various steps of the process under consideration.
In relation to the preparation of this extract, as well as of all others derived
from the expressed juices of narcotic phrnts, the following summary of the plan
pursued by l\Ir. Battlcy, an experienced apothecary of I~onclon, may be of service. llaving passed the expressed juice through a fine hair sieve, he places it
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imm ed iately upon the fire. Before it boils, a quantity of green matter rises to
the surface, which in some plants is very abuodil.ut. Thi s is rcmo,·cd by a perforated tin dish 1 and prescn·ed. It ceases to appear soon after the liquid begins
to boi l. The boiling is continued till rather more tban half the fluid ha.s Leen
evaporated, when the decoctiou is poured into a conical pnn antl allowed to cool.
An abundant dark-green precipitate forms, from which the supernatant liquid is
poured off; and thi s, having been reduced one-half by a second boiliug, is again
allo\ved to stand. The precipitate which now falls is lees iz:reen tLau the first.
'l'he rema ining fluid is once more placed over the fire, and allowed to boil till it
assumes the eon::::istence of syrup, when it is removed. 'l'be matter at fin:t.eollectcd by skimming, together with that precipitated, is now incorpora ted with
it, and the whole placed in a metallic pan, and by mea ns of a water-bath evaporated to the consistence of an extract. In the latter part of the process, care is
necessary to prevent the extract from hardening on the sides of the ycssel, as it
tllus loses its fin e green colour, and becomes proporti onably feeble.
1' be superi ority of this plan orer a continuous boiling is, that the porti ons of
active matter which are deposited at different stages of the process, are subjected
for a 8horter time to heat than if allowed to remain in the liquor, and arc con sequent ly less deteriorated. 'fhe matter which coagulates before the fluid boi ls
is c hi efly albumen, embracing portions of chloropbylle and of th e undissoh-ed
vegetable fibre. It might probably be thrown away without diminishing the
virtues of the extract; but as cblorophylle, though itself iun.ctive, ha s often associated with it a portion of the active principle, it is the most economical plan
to incorporate it with the other matters. l\Jr. Brande states that one cwt. of
fresh aconite yields about five pounds of extract. According to Geiger, one
pound y ields an ounce and a half.
'l'b e J ~dinburg h proces8, which was adopted from the Prussian 1-'harmacopooia,
first expresses the leaves, then digests the residue in alcohol, and evaporates th e
two liquids together. TL is is an impro>ement on the other process; as tLe residue of the leaves after the expression of the juice is still very acrid. llut the
cw1poration of the expressed juice and that of the tincture s.hould be carrieJ on
separately to the consistence of a syrup; since, by the present plan, tLe active
matter of both liquids is exposed to heat during th e time necessary for .tLc
evaporation of the whole.
When properly prepared by means of a water-bath, according to the U.S. and
L ondon process, which is that of SlOrck, this extract has a. yellowish-brown
colour, with a disagreeable narcotic odour, and the acrid tast.e of the plant.
Prepared according to the Edinburgh process, it is said to be more acrid and
more active as a medicine. The extract of aconite may be given in the dose of
one or two grains, night and morning, to be gradually increased till the system
ifi affected. 'l'wenty grains or more have been gi,•en in the C(lurse of a day.
Dr. 11'urnbull states that he has tri ed several extracts of aconit-c made by evapoW.
rating the expressed juice, and found them almost inert.

EXTRACTUi\1 ACONITI ALCOIIOLICUM.
Extract of A conite.

U.S.

Alcoholic

"'Take of Aconite Leaves, in cmuse powder, a pound; Diluted Alcohol follr
7n'nts. :l\J oisteu the powder with half a pint of the Diluted Alcohol, and, havin~
allowed the mixture to stand for twenty-four hours, transfer it to a percolator,
and add gradually the remainder of the Diluted Alcohol. When the last portion of this has penetrated the powder, pour in suffic ient water from time to
time to keep the mass covered. Cease to filter when the liquid whie;h passes
begins to produce a preeipitate1 as it falls, in that whie:h has already passed.
Dist il off th e Alcohol from th e filtered liquor, and crnporate the residue to tho
proper consistence." [~ S.
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This is essentially the process of the French Codex.

Ir.

The water added is

merely intended to expel that portion of the spirituous solution remaining in the
aconite; and the filtration is directed to cease when a precipitate begins to appear,

because this is an indication that the water is passing.

IL is important that the

heat employed in the evaporation should not be greater than that produced by
a vapour-bath, as otherwise decomposition will be apt to ensue. If made from
1·cccntly dried leaves, which have not yet been impaired by time, this is a good
preparation of aconite, and is bel ieved to be more powerful, and to keep better,

than the inspissated juice.

Tlie dose is half a grain or a grain, to be gradually

increased if ucccssary.
An alcoholic extract prepared from the root is stronger, and may be given in
the dose of one-sixth or one-quarter of a grain three times a day, to be gradually
increased until its effects are experienced.*
,V.

EXTRACTUM ALOES. Lond.
Dub.

ExTRACTUM ALoiis AQuosuM.

Extract of Aloes.

"Take of Socotrine Aloes fifteen onnces; Boiling D istilled Water a gallor.
[Imperial measure]. Macerate for three days with a gentle heat; then strain
the liqu or, and set it by that the dregs may subside. Pour off the clear liquor,
and evaporate it to a proper consistence." Land.
"Take of Hepatic A loes, in coarse powder, four ounces [avoirdupois]; Water
two pints [Imp. meas.]. Boi l the Aloes until it is dissolved; when the solution
is cold and the dregs have subsided, pour off the elear liquid, and evaporate it
to a proper consistence." Dub.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Aloes Compositum; Pilula Colocynthidis Composita.

EXTRACTUM ALOES BARBADENSIS. Lond. Extract of
Barbadoes Aloes.
"Prepare this in the manner directed for Extract of Aloes." Lond.
The object of these processes is to separate from aloes the resinoid matter, the
apotheme of Berzelius, which is supposed to irritate the bowels, without possessing purgative properties; but the truth appears to be, that, wben deprived
of a small proportion of adhering extractive, this matter is quite inert. lt cannot, therefore, injuriously affect the virtues of tbe medicine; and, as it exists in
comparatively small proportion, and during tbe process a part of the extractive
becomes insol uble, the preparation may be considered as at best unnecessary.
The dose of the purified aloes is from five to fifteen grains.
Oj'. Prep. Pilula. Aloes cum Sapone.
W.

EXTRACTUM AN'l'HEMIDIS. Ed.

Extract of Chamomile.

"Take of Chamomile [dried flowers] a pound. Boil it with a gallon [Imperial measure] of Wate1· down to four pints; filter the liquor hot; evaporate in the
vapour-bath to the proper consistence." Ed.
According to l\lr. Brande, one cwt. of dried chamomile flowers affords upon
an average 48 pounds of extract.
This extract has a deep-brown colour, and the bitter taste of chamomile, but

* Pla$ler of .9conile.-It is often desirable to employ nconitP, externally in the form of a
plaster, and for this purpose the :tlcoholic extract of the root mny be advantageously
resorted to. Professor Procter prepnres such n plnsterby tho following process. Mix
four ounces of th ecoo.rselypowderodroot with six fl.uidouncesof alcohol (sp. gr. 0·835),

:~~~~~aot~ r~:c~!r~~ur;·r~l~l\~~:1d;~t~:1:;~~,~~~:~r~~;t~~:o!~t~~ ~~\~~~~~~l~~ld s:\"~\~~~a~~t~l~
re!jidue by awater-bnthto a.syrupy consistence. While it is still hot, ndd three ounces
and u. half of adhosi\•e plaster, previously multod, und stir the mixture constantly till it
~~~~h ;;~~~tt;; ~ r e~~;;~:~ of plaster ure thus obtained. (Am. Joian. of Phann. rn·. 202.)
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is wholly destitute of aroma; the volatile oil having been entirely driven off
during the process. It does not, therefore, possess the peculiar virtues of the
flowers; but is simply a mild bitter, which ma.y sometimes be advantageously
combined with laxati ves and mineral tonics in debilitated states of the digestive
organs. All the effects of the flowers may be obtained from it by adding a little
of the oil of chamomile. It is mo!5t used, however, as a vehicle for other tonics
in the pilular form. 'l'hc dose is from ten to twenty grain s. An extract may
be prepared, having the peculiar flavour as well a:;:. bitterness of chamomile, by
macerating the flowers in water, and evaporating the infusion in vacuo. ,V,

EXTRACTUM BELLADONN.iE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
tract of Belladonna.

Ex-

This is prepared from fresh Belladonna (leaves) in the manner directed by
the U. S . Pharmacopceia for extract of stramonium leaves (see Extractum
Strarnonii Foliorum); and by the London for extract of aconite (see Extractum,
Aconiti).
"'£ake of Belladonna, fresh, any convenient quantil!J. Bruise it in a marble
mortar into a. uniform pulp ; express the juice; moisten the residuum with water,
and express again. Unite the expressed fluids, filter them, and evaporate the
filtered liquid in the vapour-bath to the consistence of firm extract, stirring constantly towards the close." Ed.
"Take of fresh Belladonna Leaves, collecWd when the plant begins to flower,
any convenient quantity. Crush them in a mortar, express the juice, and allow
it to stand for twenty.four hours . •Pour off the clear liquor, and set it aside for
subsequent use; and having placed the sediment on a calico filter, wash it with
an equal bulk of distilled water, und mix the washings with the decanted liquors.
When, by the application of a water heat, coagulation has occurred, skim off the
coagulated matter, filter the hot liquid through flannel, mix in now the washed
sediment, and evaporate to the consistence of a firm extract, by a steam or water
bath, constantly stirring, particularly towards the close of the evaporation." Dub.
From the experiments of l\fl\1. Solon and Soubeiran, it appears that, in relation
to this extract, the insoluble matter separated from the expressed juice by filtering, and that coagulated by heat, are nearly if not quite inert; so that advantage
results from clarifying the juice by these means before evaporating it. Mr.
Brande states that one cwt. of fresh belladonna yields from 4 to 6 pounds of
extract. According to 1\1. Recluz, nearly ten parts may be obtained from one
hundred. The extract employed in this country is brought chiefly from England;
but l\Ir. Alfred Jones has found that it m::i.y be prepared of equally good quality
from the plant grown in the United States. (Am. Journ. of Pharm., xxiv.108.)
It has usually a dark.brown colour, a slightly narcotic not unpleasant odour, a.
bittcrish taste, and a soft consistence which it long retains. Asparagin has been
found in this extract. (Journ. de Plwrm., xxi. 178.)
Its medical properties and uses have been detailed under the head of Belladonna. A few words in relation to its mode of application may be proper here.
For the dilatation of the pupil, it is either mixed with water to the consistence
of cream and rubbed on the brow and eyelids, or dissolved in water and dropped
into the eye. In rigidity of the os uteri, it is applied at intervals to the neck of
the uterus, mixed with simple ointment in the proportion of two drachms to an
ounce; but care must be taken not too powerfuUy to affect the system; and the
preparation, therefore, should be used in a small quantity at first. In irritability
of the bladder, chordee, spasm of the urethra, and painful constriction of the
rectum, it may either be rubbed in the form of ointment upon the perineum,
along the urethra, &c., or may be used in the form of enema; but care is requisite
not to introduce it too freely into the bowel. It is sometimes smeared upon the
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bougie, mixed with oil, in the treatment of stricture of the ureth ra. In the
form of ointment it has been beneficially employed in phymosis and parapLymosis, and in that of plaster or ointment, in local paius of a. neuralgic or rheumatic
character. (See Emplostrwrn Bellado11nre.) The dose of the extract is uncertain
on account of its variable strength. The best plan is to begin with one-quarter
or one-half of a grain, repeated two or thr~c times a day, and gradually to increase tile dose till the effects of the mcdicrne are expei·ienced. rro a. child two
years old not more than one-twelfth of a grain should be administered at first.
O.ff. Prep. Empla.strum Bclladonnre; Ungueutum Belladonnre.
W.

EX'rRAO'fUM BELLADONNJE ALCOIIOLIOUM. U. 8 . Alcolwlic Extract of Belladonna.
This is directed by the U. S. Pharmacopreia to be prepared from Belladonna,
in coarse powder, in the same manner as the alcohol ic extract of aconite. (Sec
Exlractum Aconiti Alcolwlicu,m.) It is a good preparation, though less neces~ary
than some other spirituous cx:trncts of the na rcotic plants; as the inspissa.ted
juice, or common extract of belladonna, can ~cnerally be procured of good quality.
It is one of the officinals of the French Codex. The dose to begin with is half
ap~

~

EXTRAOTUM OINOIIONJE FLAV JE. U. 8. ExTRACTUlll OrnLond., Ed. Extract of Yellow Bark.

CHON;E.

"Take of Yellow Bark, in coarse powder,« pound; Alcohol four pints; ·water
a sufficient quantity. l\laceratc the Yellow Bark with the Alcohol for four days;
then filter by means of a percolator, and, wben the liquid ceases to pass, pour
gradually upon the Bark sufficient Water to keep its surface co•ered. When
the filtered tincture measures four pints, set it aside, and proceed with the filtration until six pints of infusion are obtained. Distil off the alcohol from the
tincture, and evaporate the infusion, till the liquids respectively are brought to
the consistence of thin honey; then mix them, and evaporate so as to form an
extract." U.S.
" ~rake of Yell ow J3ark, coarsely powdered, three 7>ou11ds j Distilled Water six
pints [Iuipcria l measure]. Add four pints of the Water to the Bark, anJ stir
constantly with a spatula. until it is thorough ly moistened; macerate for twcnt.yfour hours. and strain through linen. Macerate what remains in the rest of
the water for twenty-four hours, and strain. Then mix the liquors, and evaporate to the proper consistence." Land.
11
Take of any of the variet ies of Cinchona, but especially the Yellow or Red
CincLon:i, in fine powder, four ow1cesj Proof Spirit twenty-four fluidounCf'.s.
Percolate tLe Cinchona with the Spirit; distil off the greater part of the spirit;
and evnporate what remains in an open vessel over the vapour-bath to a. due
consi1;tence." .E'd.

EXTRAO'l'UU CINOIIONJE PALLIDJE. Lond.
Ed. Extract of Pale Barie.

ExTRACTUM

CINCIIONAl .

'!'he London and Edinburyh Colleges; prepare this from Pale Bark in the
same manner as extract of yellow bark. (See Extrm·tmn Cinchonre Flar;:e.)

EXTRAO'l'UM OINOIIONA!l RUBRJE. U. 8., Lond. ExT1<ACTt:>l
Ed. Extract of Red Bark.

CrncrroN.IB.

'!'his is directed, in the Pharma.copceius rccognif1ing it, to be prepared from
Red Bark in the same manner as extract of yellow bark. (See Extractum Gin·
chonm F'lal'm.)
Bither of the above processes will afford an efficient extract; and they are all
much preferable to the old methods, iu which the virtues of the bark were extracted by boiling. '!'lie U.S. or Edinburgh process is preferable to that of the
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Lond on Pbarmacopooia, as water docs not thoroughly exhaust the bark, and the
method of pr.rcolation is more efficient than ma~er!l.tion si mply. It is very de·
sirable that the evaporation, in the preparation of this extract, should be effected
at a low temperature.
A very good extract of bark was formerly prepared, in the sbops of Phila.clelphia, by macerating cinchona for a considerable length of time in a large
proportion of water, and slowly eYaporating the infusion, by I\ very moderate
heat, in large shallow dishes placed upon tb c top of a sto\e. Before the use of
the sulphate of quinia had superseded that of most other preparations of bark,
we employed this extract with success in the treatment of interroittents, and
found ten grains of it equivalent to nearly a drachm of the powdered cinchona.
According to Mr. Brande, one cwt. of fine crown bark (best pale bark) yields
on an average 28 pounds of watery extract, and 25 pounds of alcoholic extract.
It is best that the bark should be only coarsely powdered when submitted to
decoction or maceration; as in this ~fate it is sufficiently pen etrable by the solvent, and more readily separated after being exhausted. The ex.tract should
always be brought to the hard dry state in which it may be pulvei·ized ; as it is
thu s less apt to be injured by exposure, and in the state of powd er ma.y be more
uniformly incorporated with other substances. It is best prepared from• the
yellow ( CaUsaya) or the red bark.
Medical Cses. 'l'he extract of Peruvian bark is at present much less employed
than before the discovery of quinia.. It is still, howe\er, occnsiooally prescribed
as a. tonic in combination with other medicines; and as it possesses, when properly prepared with a. spirituous mcnstruum, almost all the active principles as
they exist in the bark itself, it may be used in preference to the sulphate of
riuinia, whenever it is supposed that the latter is incapable of exerting all the
curative influence of cinchona.. 'Ve are told, however, that on nccount of th e
high price of Calisaya bark, much of the extract as at present in the shops is
prepared from inferior varieties. Th e close is from ten to thirty grains, equi,·a"\V.
lent to about a drachm of the powdered bark.

EXTRACTUi\I COLCIIICI. L ond. Extract of Colcliicitm.
This is prepared in the manner directed for extract of aconite; the connus
being first deprived of its coating. (See E:clractum Aconili.)
'l'berc scarcely seems to he occasion for both this and the following extract of
rocadow-salJrou bulb. The dose is one or two grains.
In Great Britain a preparation called preserved juice of colf>hic~im is given in
the dose of lhe minims or more. It is prepared by ex pressing the fresh bulb,
allowing it to stn.nd for forty-eight hours, so that the f'ecul cnt matter may be
deposited, then adding one-quarter of its bulk of alcohol, allowing it again to
stand for a short peri od, and ultim ately filtering.
'\V.

EXTRACTUi\I COLO I-II CI ACETIC UM. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
A cetic Extract cf Colcliieum.
"T!lkc of Colchicum R oot, in coarse powder, a pound; Acetic Acidfour.fiuiclounces; Water a S'll}fic.ienl quantil!J. 'fo the .Acetic Acid add a pint of Water,
and mix. the resulting liquid with the Colchicum Root. Transfer the mixtnrP.
to a percolator, and pour Water gradually upon it until the liquid passes with
little or no taste. Lastly, evaporate the liquid, in a porcelain vessel, to the proper
consistence." U.S.
"Take of fresh Colchicum Cormus (bulb] a powul; Acetic Acid tlirae fluidounces. Ilruise the Corm us prev iously depr ived of its coating, gradually sprink-

~:~"~ ~~ :~: ~r~~!~ ~0c~~i~t~~ec~.~,x1;!~~hc juice, and

evaporate it, without strain-

~' Take of Bulb of Colchicum a pound; Pyroligncous Acid [acetic acid, sp. gr.
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1·034] three fluidounces. Beat the Colchicum to a P?-lp, gradually addiag ~Le
Acid; express the liquor, and cvap0ralc it in a porcelam vessel (not glazed with
lead) over the vapour-bath to the due consistence." Ed.
"Take of Colchicum Root, dried, /01tr ou11ces [a~oirdupois]; Dilute Acetic
Acid eigltt fluidounces. Digest. the Root in the Acid for fourteen days, then
filter, and evaporate by means of a water-bath, to the consistence of a soft extract." JJub.
As the fresh colchicum bulb is rarely to be had in this country, the U.S. Pharmacopreia employs the dried bulb; .and its P_rocess, 4f prope:ly con_ductcd, ~,ill
afford a very efficient extract. Some mconvenicnces are experienced m preparmg
the extract, according to the London process, from the recent bulb by expression,
which would seem to render the U.S. process under all circumstances prefer.
able. (Phann. Journ. and Trans., xiii. 62.)
The use of the acetic acid, in this preparation, is to render more soluble the
alkaline principle upon which the virtues of meadow.saffron are thought to de.
pend. The acetic extract of colchicum is high!y commended by Sir C. Scudamore, who, however, prefers it. made by evaporatrng to the consistence of honey,
a. saturated acetic infusion of the dried bulb. (Lond. Med. Gazelle, Dec. 10,
1841.) 'l'he dose of the extract is one or two grains, to be repeated two or
three times a day, and increased if necessary.
W.

EXTRACTUM COLOCYNTHIDIS. Lond., Ed. Extract of Colocynth.
''Take of Colocynth, sliced and deprived of its seeds, thrll pounrls; Distilled
\Va.ter lwlf a gqllo1i [Imperial measure]. l\lacerate the Colocynth for thirty.six
hours, occasiona1ly pressing it with the hand. E.o;;press the liquor strongly aud
st,rain. Finally evaporate to the proper consistence." Lond.
"Take of Colocynth a pound; \Vater two gallons. Boil gently for six hours,
replacing the evaporated water occasionally. Strain the liquor while hot; anJ
evaporate it in the vapour-bath to the due consistence." Ed.
Colocynth should be deprived of its seeds, as directed by the London Collt:'gc,
before being subruitted to the action of the meustruum. Dr. Duncan found balf
a pound of colocynth to contain 2770 grains of seeds, which, boiled by them·
selves, yielded almost nothing to water. Boiling water extracts so much pectic
acid and mucilage from colocynth, that the decoction or bot infusion gelatinizes
on cooling. Hence the Edinburgh College directs that the decoction should be
strained while hot. llut the extract made in this way is loaded with inert mat·
tcr, and, besides, is apt to be mouldy or so tough and hard as to resist trituration
and formation into pills. Hence the London College, following in this respect
the French Codex, directs ·in the last edition of its Pharmacopreia, maceration
with cold waterj but there is reason to believe that the very large proportion of
colocynth ordered is a mistake; th1·ee pounds having probably been inadvertently
substituted for three Oltnces. In the former London process, in which boiling
was directed, the proportion was a potmd of coloeynth to ticb gallmts of water,
which is the same as three ounces to half a gallon; and it is probable that the
only difference intended was the use of cold instead of boiling water. Besides,
it is admitted that the compound pal of colocynth of the present London Phar·
macopreia was designed :ls a substitute for the old compound extract, to be given
in the same dose; but, if made with the present simple extract, it has been found
to be much more powerful than the old preparation, so that it cannot with pro·
priety be given in the same quantity; while, if made with simple extract pre·
pared from three ounces of the pulp to half a. gallon of water, it has precisclJ
the same strength. (See Phann. Joum. and Trm1s., xii. 271, 3i6, and 495.)
Upon the whole it will be safe~t to adopt the three ounces in making this prcprt·
ration; in which case it may be used, as formerly rccommendctl, in the Jose of
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fr?m five grains to half a drachm; whereas if it be .made in precise compliance
with the formula, the dose has not been well ascertamed, but would certainly be
much less. 'l'bis extract is little used in the United States.
OJ!. Prep. Enema. Coloeynthidis; Pilula Colocynthidis Composit.a..
W.

EXTRACTUM COLOCYNTHIDIS COMPOSITUM. U. S. Compound Extract of Oolocynth.
"Take of Colocynth, deprived of the seeds and sli ced, six ounces; Aloes, in

~~~:~~':::;~·~ S~~~c[ba~:ife]~,~~!e' ~~n~~~d;{1tr~<l r1:~fi~ :~:~~::i~IIl~l:C~r~1':~

1

the Colocynth in the Diluted Alcohol, with a gentle heat, for four days. Express and filter the liquor, and add to it the Aloes, Scammony, and Soap; then
evaporate to the proptir consistence, and near the end of the process, mix the
Cardamom with the other ingredients." U.S.
The object of the soap in this formula. is to improve the consistence of the
mass, which, when hardened by time, it renders more soluble in the liquors of
the stomach. It may possibly also serve the purpose of qualifying the action
of the aloes. Diluted alcohol is a much better solvent of the active principle
of colocynth than water. The proper consistence, alluded to in this process, is
that which is adapted to the formation of pills; but as it is very convenient to
have it in the sta.tc of powder for admixture with other substances, a portion of
the extract should be evaporated to dryness, by exposing it in thin layers to dry
air for a. few d.'.l.ys.
This extract is a.n energetic and safe cathartic, possessing the activity of its
three purgative ingredients, with comparatively little of t.hc drastic character of
the colocynth and scammony. It may be still fort.her and advantageously modified by combination with rhubarb, jalap, calomel, &c., with one or more of which
it is very often united in prescription. In so.ch combination it is much employed
wherever an active cathartic is desirable, particularly in the commencement of
fevers and febrile complaints, in congestion of the liver or portal system, and in
obstinate constipation. Io small doses it ii;; an excellent laxative in that state
of habitual costiveness, depending on a want of the due irritability of the bowe1s, which often occurs in old people. 'l'he dose is from five to tbirt.y graius,
according to the effect to be produced, and the susceptibility of the bowels. A
very eligibl e combination is the compound cathartic pill of the U.S. Pharmacopceia. We are informed that much of the extract sold in this country is made
with inferior scammony and aloes, and an insufficient proportion of colocynth,
so that it is comparatively inert. Cheap compound extract of colocynth should
be looked on with suspicion, and the apothecary should prepare it for himself.
op: Prep. Pilulre Catharticre Compositre. U. S. ·
W.

EXTRACTUM CONII. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Extract of Hem-

lock.
1

Take of fresh Hemlock Leaves a pound. ,. Bruise them in a stone mortar,
sprinkling on them a little water; then express the juice, and, having heated it
to the boilin~ point, filter it, and evaporate to the proper consistence, either in
a. vacuum with the aid of heat, or in shallow vessels, at ordinary temperatures,
by means of a. current of air directed over the 1mrfacc of the liquid." U. S.
The London l'olleye directs this extract to be made in the same manner as
extract of aconite (see b"'xtractum Aconiti), and the .Dublin, as extract of belladonna (see .b'xtractum Belladom1<£).
"Take of Conium any convenient quantity. Beat it into a uniform pulp in
a marble mortar, express the juice, and filter it. Let this juice be evaporated
'
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dust by gauze.screens. This extract is of good qua~ity only when ~very str~ng
~~~~ ~~t~~~:.'~s ;~~engaged by degrees on its bemg carefully tnturated with
'l1he most important point in the preparation of thi s extract is to evaporate
the juice without an undue degree of heat. At a temperature of 212° or upwards, its active principle undergoes rapid decomposition, being converted iato
resinous matter and ammonia. This is detected by the operator by the ammoniacal odour mixed with that wl1ich is peculiar to the plant. The juice always
to a certain extent undergoes this decomposition wh en eyaporated over a fire,
and is not exempt from it even when the heat is regulated by a water-bath.
Hence the propriety of the directions in the U. S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopooias. An excellent phm in the evaporation is to conduct it first in a vacuum,
and afterwards in shallow '\"cssels with a. current of air at common temperatures.
By the prc!'Cnt U. S. process, which is an improvement upon that of the former
edition of the Pharmacopceia, the extract is procured in a more concentrated
state by beating the juice to the boiling point and then filtering, whereby the
inert albumen is coagulated, and, along with the equally inert chlorophylle and
Yegetablc fibre, is separated from the liquid before evaporation. Long-continued
exposure to the air is productive of the same result as too much heat, so that
old extracts are frequently destitute of activity. (Jow·1t. de Pharni., xxii. 416.)
No one of the extracts is more '\"ariahle in its qualities than this. 'l'b e season
at which the herb is collected, the place and circumstances of its growth, the
method of preparing the extract, are all points of importance, and are all too
frequently neglected. (Sec Conit" FoUa.) In this country the process is often
very carelessly conducted; and large quantities of an extract, prepared by boil·
iug the plant in water and evaporating the decoction, haye been sold as the
genuine drug. The apothecary shou ld always prepare the extract himself, or
procure it from persons in whom he can have entire confidence. 'l'hat imported
from London has usually been considered the best; but we have seen and tried
the extract prepared by the l\Icssr.5. Tilden and Go., of New York, by evapo·
ration in vacuo at a low heat, and have found it superior to any that we had
pre\'iously cmpk1yed. It is not improbable that, as suggested to us by Profc:ssor Pr?cter, the addition of a portion of acetic acid to the juice before evapo·
ration, might tend to fix the conia, and enable it better to resist the influence
of heat than in its native combination. 'fhe activity of any specimen of the
extract may be in some measure judged of by rubbing it with potassa, which,
disengaging the coniri and rendering it volatile, gives rise to the peculiar
mouse-like odour of that principle. If no odour be evolved under these cir·
cumstances, the extract mny be deemed inert.
'l'he extract of hemlock prepared without separating the chlorophylle has
a fresh olive or green colour; but made according to the U . S. process is brownish.
It should have a strong narcotic somewhat fetid odour, and a bittcrish saline
taste. According to Brande, from three to five pounds are obtained from one
cwt. of the leaves. l\I. llecluz got rather more than au ounce from sixteen
ounces. Of the medical properties and application of this extract, we have
5poken under the head of Conii Folia. The dose is two grains two, three, or
four times a clay, to be gradually increased till evidences of its action upon the
system are afforded. It ma.y be administered in pill or solution.
0.tl Prep. Catrtplasma. Conii; Pilula. Conii Composita.
W.

EX1'RAC'fUM CONII ALCOIIOLICUM. U. 8.
tract of Hemlock.

Alcoholic Ex-

This is prepared, according to the U.S. Pharmacopreia., from H emlock Lca~es,
in coarse powder, in the manner directed for alcoholic extract of aconite. (See
E::ctracl1mi .Acont"ti Alcolto(U.•1mi.)
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This if'I one of the French officinal extract!'!, and, when well made from recently
and carefully dried leaves, is a good preparntion. 1'hesame caution is requisite
in evaporating in this case as in that of the inspissated juice or common extract.
W.
The dose, to beµ;iu with, is two or three grains.

EXTRAOTUM DIGITALIS. Ed.

Extract of Foxglove.

Thi s is prepared from the fresh leaves, in the manner directed by the Edin-

bm:gh l'olle,qe for extra ct of hemlock. (See E.r:tract-um Coni-i.)
'l'bis preparation rtppcars to us, considering the activity of the 1caYes themselves, and tlie at least equal uncertainty of the extract, to be quite superfluous.
The dose is from half a grain to two grains.
\\.".

EXTRACTUM DULCAMARJE . U.S.

Extract of Bittmweet.

This is prepared, according to the U. S. Pharma.copreia, fr om Bittersweet, in
coarse powder, in the manner directed for extract of gentian. (See b""'.:ctractuni

Gmtianre.)
The preparation is well known on the continent of Europe, but little used in
this country or Great Britain. The dose is from five to ten grains; but much
more may be given with impunity.
'V.
EXTRACTu~1

GENTIAN1"E. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

Extract

of Gentian.
"Take of Gentian, in coarse powder, ri pound; Water a sufficient q11antity.
Mix. the Gentian with a. pint of Wa.ter, and, after allowing the mixture to sta nd
for twenty-four hours, transfer it to a percolator, and pour 'Vatcr upon it gradually until the liquid passes but slightly impregnated with the properties of the
Gentian. Heat lirn filtered liquor to the boiling point, strain, and evaporate to
the proper consistence." U.S.
"1'ake of Gentian, sliced, tkree JJOunds; Distilled Water six pints [Imperial
measure]. l\laccrate for twelve hours in four pintR of the "\Yater; pour off the
liquor and strain. To the residue add two pintR of the Water, macerate for six
hours, and lightly express the liquor and strain. Lastly, ha.viug mixed the
liquors, evapora.te to the proper consistence!' Lond.
The Dubl.in process does not differ essentially from that of the London College.
"'l'ake of Gentian any conven'icnt quantity. Bruise it to a moderately fine
powder, mix it thoroughly with half its weight of Distilled Water; in twch-e
bou·rs put it into a proper percolator~ and exhaust it by percolation with temperate Distilled Water; concentrate the liquid, filter it before it becomes too thick,
and evaporate in the vapour-bath to the due com~istcnce." Erl.
The Loudon and Dublin Colleges ha.Ye very properly abandoned decoction in
preparing this ex.tract, but have not adopted percolation as employed in tbe U.
S. and Edinburgh processes, which is a great improvement over the plan of mace rati on. Th e extract, however, may be advantageously made by macerating
the root in two parts of water for thirty-six hour~, then expressi ng in a powerful
press, again macerating with additional water and in like manner exp ressi ng,
and evaporating the united exp ressed liquors. l\DL Guibourt and Cadet de
Vaux obtained by maceration in cold water an extract not only grea.ter in
amount, but more transparent, more bitter, and possessing more of the colour
and ~me ll of the r oot than that prepared by decoction. Guibourt attributes this
result to the circumstance that, as gentian contains little if any starch, it yielJs
uothing to boiling which it will not also yield to cold water; while decoction
favours the combinat ion of a portion of the colouring matter with the liguin.
llut this opinion requires modification, now that it is understood that gentian
contains pectic acid, which water will extract when boiling hot, but not when
cold. For observations in relation to the best modes of evaporation in the
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formation of extracts, the reader is referred to page ?6-1. Gentian, according
to Rrande, yields half its weight of extract ~y <l.ecoctlon. .
.
As ordinarily procured, the extract of gentrnn.1s. nearly rnodor?us, very ?1tter,
of a dark-brown colour approaching to black, sbmrng, and tenacious. It 1s frequently used as a. tonic in the form of pill, either alone or in connexion with
metallic Jlreparations. The dose is from ten to thirty grains.
Off. P1·ep. Pilul::e Aloes Compositoo.
W.

EXTRACT UM IIJEMATOXYLI. U. 8., Lond., Ed.
Logwood.

Extract of

Take of Logwood, rasped, a pound; Water a gallon . Boil down to four
pints, and strain the liquor while hot; then evaporate to the proper consistence." U.S.
"Take of Logwood, in fine chips, a pound; boiling Water a gallon [ Imperial
measure]. Macerate for twenty-four hours, then boil down to four pints, strain,
and concentrate in the vapour-bath to the due consistence." Ed.
The London College takes two pounds and a ltalf of sliced logwood and two
gallons [Imperial measure] of boiling di stilled water; macerates for twenty-four
hours, then boils down to a gallon, and strains the liquor while hot ; and lastly
evaporates to the proper consistence.
The eyaporatiou should be carried so far that the extract may be dry and
brittle when cold. About twenty pounds of it are obtained from one cwt. of
logwood. (Brande.) It is of a deep ruby colour, and an astringent sweetish
taste; and possesses all the medical virtues of the wood. If given in pills, these
should be recently made, as, when long kept, they are said to become so hard
as someti1lrns to pass unchanged through the bowels. The extra.ct, however, is
best administered in solution. The dose is from ten to thirty grains. '.l'his extract
is said to be prepared largely in Yucatan and other parts of .l\Iexico.
W.
11

EXTRACTUM IlELLEBORL U. 8.

Extract of Blaalc Hellebore.

'J1his is prepared, according to the U. S. Pharmacopccia, from Black Hellebore, ln coarse powder, in the manner directed for alcoholic extract of aconite.
(See Extraclmn Jlconiti .Alcoholiomn.)
In consequence, probably, of the injurious influence of heat upon black hellebore, the watery extract prepared by decoction is little if at all stronger than
the root. 'l'he process of percolation with cold spirit, has, therefore, been adopted
in the last edition of the U. S. Phannacopreia; and, if proper attention be paid
to conduct the evtlporation at as low a temperature, and with as little exposure
to the air as possible, an efficient extract will probably be obtained. Care should
be taken to separate from the sides of the vessel any of the resiu deposited during
the e\·aporation 1 and mix it with the rest. 1'he extract operates as a drastic
purge in the dose of twelve or fifteen grains, but is seldom employed.
The former ~French Codex contained a process for preparing the extract of
hellebora, according to the method of Bacher. 1.'wo pounds of tbe root and half
a pound of carbonate of potassa are digested, with a moderate heat, for twelve
hours, in eight pounds of alcohol of 22° B.; the tincture is strained with
expression; the residuum is again digested with eight pounds of white wine for
twenty-four hours; the wine is expressed, and having stood four hours to settle
is decanted; the liquors are then mixed, and with a gentle heat evaporated to
the consistence of an extract. One ounce of this extract, mixed with the same
quantity of myrrh, and with ten scruples of the powdered leaves of Centaurea
beuedicta, and made into pills of one grain eacli, constitutes the preparation
known as the tonfo pills of Baclur, formerly much used in amcnorrbooa and
dropsy, and probably not without advantage, especially in the former of these
diseases. '!'he close is from ten to twenty pills durin~ the day. Au a<lditional
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quantity of diluted alcohol might, without disadvantage, be substituted for the
W.
wine in the preparation of the extract.

EXTRACTUM HYOSCYAMI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
of H enbane.

Extract

'l'liis is prepa red from fresh H enbane Leaves in the manner directed by the
U. S. Pharmacopooia. for extract of stramonium leaves (see .F>xtracluni Strarnonii
Folioruni), by the L ondon for extract of aconite (see Extractwm A coniti), by
the .EdinburgA for extract of hemlock (see Extractum Cordi'), and by the Dublin
for extract of' bclln.donna (sec ExtractU?n Belladonnas).
l'DL Solon and Soubeirau have shown that the insoluble matter separated
from the expressed juice of hen bane by filtering, and that coagulated by heat,
are nearly, if not quite, inert; so that the juice may be advantageously clarified
before cvapora.tion. (.Amer. J ourn. of Pharrn., viii. 228 .) Extract of henbane
is derived chiefly from England. It is at present, however, prepared by the
l\Iessrs. Tilden & Oo., of New York, by the vacuum process. Mr. Brande says
that one cwt. of the fresh herb affords between four and five pounds. M. Reclul{
obtained about one part from six.teen.
The extract, as it reaches us, is of a dark-olive colour almost black, of a narcotic rather unpleasant odour, and a bitterish, nauseous, slightly saline taste. It
retai ns its softness for a long time; but at ~Le end of three or four years becomes
dry, and exhibits, when broken, small crystals of nitrate of potassa and ch loride
of sod ium. (Recluz.) Like all the inspissa ted juices it is of variable strength,
according to its age, the care used in its preparation, and the character of the
leaves from which it was procured. (See ll!Joscyamus.)* In its use, therefore,
it is advisable to begin with a moderate dose, two or three g rai ns for instance,
and gradually to increase the quanlit.y ti ll some effect is experienced, and the
degree of efficiency of the particular parcel employed is ascer tained. It is
usually given in pil l. It is sometimes used externally for the sume purposes
as extract of belladonna.
Off Prep. Piluloo Colocynthidis et Hyoscyami.
W.

EX'l'RACTUM HYOSCYAMI ALCOHOLICUM. U.S. .Alcoholic
Extract of H enbane.
This is prepared, according to the U.S. Pharmacopooia, from Hen bane Leaves,
in coarse powder, in the manner directed for alcoholic extract of aconite. (See
Extractum Aconiti Alcolwlicum.)
Th e alcoholi c extract of henbane, if prepared from recently dried leaves, is
th ought to be more uniform and powerful than the inspissated juice or common
extract. I t is one of the preparations of the French Codex. The dose is one
or two grains, to be gradually increased until its effects are obtained.
W.

EXTRACTUM J ALAP 1E. U.S., Lond.

Extract of Jalap.

'1.1his is prepared, according to the U.S. Pharmacopooia, from Jalap1 in coarse
powder, in the manner directed for extract of yellow bark. (See Extractum
Cindwnm Flavre.)
*Much dcpcndsonthecboiccoftheleaves; and toolittlea.ttcntionispaidtotbispoint.
In reference to thebienninl plant, there scemstobc nodoubt that th e leaves of thesecond year are much more efficncious than those of the first, and should, therefore, always
be selected. It is stated under lfyoscyamus, in the first part of this work, that the
leaves should be gathered soon nfter the plant has flowered. J\lr. Charles Cracknell
gives morepnrticu!n1·<lirect i?ns. IfotJiinks that the plant is in a fit state for collection
only during a very Rhort period, when the flowers.at the top are blown, but have not yet
begun to fade, and the seed-vessels and seeds which have been formed are still soft and
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"Take of Jabp, in powder, two pounds a?1d a half;. Rectified Spirit a gallon
[Imperial measure]; Distilled Water tu;o gallons [In1pei_-ial measure~. 1'Iac~ratc
the Jalap in tbe Spirit for four days, and pour offt~e tmcture. Boil the residue
in the Water down to half a gallon. !filter the trncture and_ dccoction. Bcparatcly; then distil the former and evaporate the latter until they t~ 1 cken.
LastJy 1 mix the extract with the resin, a_nd e~apora.te to the proper c~ns1stcnce.
Let the extract be kept soft, fit for forming pills, and hard, so that it may be
powdered." Lond.
Jahip contains a considerable quantity of stareh, which is extracted by decoction, but left behind by cold water. As this principle serves o~ly to impe~e the
filtration or straining, and augment the bulk of the extract, without addmg to
its virtues, tbe U . S. process, in which the water is employed at common temperatures, is preferable to th~ London, in which decoction is resorted to. The
use both of alcohol and water is necessary, in order to extract all the medicinal qualities of the drug, and they are employed successively, under the impression that the previous removal of the resin by the former, facilitates the
action of the latter. The use of percolation, as directed by the U. S. Pbarmaeopreia, enables the cold water to extract the soluble parts without the long
maceration which would otbcqvise be neeessar.y. According to Cadet de Gassicourt, water at ordinary temperatures, and m the old mode, acts so slowly,
that fermentation takes place before the active matter is all dissolved. Ilence,
if the extract iii prepared without percolation, the residuum, after the tincture bas
been decanted, should be digested with water at. a heat of about 90° or 100° F.,
which, while it is insufficient for the solution of the starch, enables the solvent
to take up the acti'\'"e matter with sufficient rapidity.
One cwt. of jalap nffords, according tol\ir. Brande, about fifty pounds of aqueous
extract and fifteen of resin. 'l'he product of the former is somewhat less by
infusion than decoction; and the extract is proportionably stronger.
Tbe extract of jalap is of a dark-brown colour, slightly translucent at the
edges, and tenacious when not perfectly dry. It contains the resin and gummy
extractive, and, consequently, bas all the medical properties of the root; but it
is not often exhibited alone, being chiefly used as an ingredient of purgative pills,
for which it is adapted by its comparatively small bulk. 'l'he dose is from ten
to twenty grains, or rather more than half that of jalap.
Off.Prep. Pilulre Catharticre Compositoo; Pulvis Scammonii Comp. W.

EX'rRACTUM sive RESIN A JALAPJE. Ed. Extract or Resin of
Jalap.
"'l'ake an,1/ convenient quantilJJ of Jalap, in moderately fine powder; mix it
thoroughly with enough of Rectified Spirit to moisten it well; put it in twelve
hours into a percolator, and exhaust the powder with Rectified Spirit; distil off
the greater part of the Spirit, and concrete the residuum over the vapour.bath
to a due consistence." Ed.
This process yields the resin of jalap in an impure state. It may be obtained
pure by pouring boiling water o~ the roots, macerating for a day, then cutting
them into '\'Cry thin sliees, boiling them three times successively for about ten
minutes in water, expressing after each decoction, afterwards boiling them as
often and as long in alcohol, and in like manner expressincr, finally mixing the
tinctures, treating the liquor with animal cbarcoali filteri~g, and evaporating.
(Nativelle, Journ . de Pharm., 3e s6r., i. 228.) Another mode is to introduce
into ::i. displacement instrument, fir.st one part of finely powdered animal charcoal,
and afterwards two parts mixed with au equal quantity of powdered jalap, then
to pour on alcohol until the liquid which passes equals the ju.lap, and finally to
add to _the ti~ctu~e thus obtained twice its volume of water, so as to precipitate
the resm, which is to be washed and dried. ( Christison's Dispensal<Jr!J.) 1fhe
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pure resin is ag white as starch, and in doses of from three to five grains is said
to purge actively. For use, however, the Edinburgh preparation is sufficiently
pure. It is dark-coloured, brittle, and of a sh inin g fracture.
Guaiac is said to be sometimes fraudulently added to the resin of jalap. It
may be detected by the green colour it produces, when a few drops of' solution
of chloride of soda or of lime arc added to an alcoholic solut.ion of the suspected
resin. (Journ . de Phann., 3e sfr., x. 357.) According to G. A. Kaiser, jalap
resin may be distingu ished from all other resins by being gradually dissolved by
concentrated ~ulphurie acid, and depoi>iting, after some hours, a brown soft viscid
matter. (Ohern. Caz., Jan. 18-±5, from Liebiy's Annalen.)
It is now generally believed that the re::;in of jalap is its sole purgative prin ciple, the gummy extractive bciug perhaps diuretic. The U. S. or London extract better represents the whole virtues of jalap, and should be preferred when
its peculiar hydragogue operation is required. The Edinburgh extract or resin
is more powerfully purgative, but is also harsh, and apt to operate paiufully.
To obviate this effect it is advi~ed that it should be triturated with loaf-sugar,
sulphate of potassa, almond emulsion, or other substance calculated to separate
its pal'ticles. The dose is from four to twelve grains.
W.
1

EXTRACTUi\I JUGLANDIS. U.S.

Exti-act of Butternut.

This is prepared from the in ner bark of the root of Juglrtns cinerea, in coarse
powder, in the manner directed for extract of gentian. (See E.c.tractum, Gentianm.)
This extract was formerly for the most part prepared by the country people,
who are said to have used the bark of the branches, and even the branches them selves, instead of the inner bark of the root, as directed by the Pharmacopooia.;
and to have injured the preparation by too much heat. That it should have
proved uncertain in the hands of many physicians is, therefore, not a matter of
surpri::;c. It should be prepared by the apothecary, and from the inner bark of
the root gathered in 1\Iay or June. Experiments are yet wanting to prove that
water is the best solvent of the active principles of this bark. Prof. Procter
informs us that he has found an extract of the fresh bark prepared with diluted
alcohol to Lave much more of the pungency of the bark than the oflicinal.
The extract of butternut is of a black colour, sweetish odour, an<l bitter
astringent taste . In the dose of twenty or thirty grains, it acts as a mild cathartic. (See Juglons.)
W.

EXTRACTU)I KRAi\IERilE. U.S., Ed.

Extract of Rhatany.

Tb is is prepared from Rhatany, in coarse powder (U.S.), or in moderately
fine powder (bll.), in the manner directed for extract of gentian. (Sec l!,Xtractum,
Genlianm.)
In selecting a process for the preparation of this extract, it was undoubtedly
wise to adopt the mode of displacement, with cold water as the menstruum. (See
page 436 .) It is absolutely necessary to the success of this process, that the
root should be well and uniformly comminutcd; ~m<l the "moderately fine powder" of the Edmburgh PLarmacopooia. is, therefore, preferable to the "coarse
powder" of our own. The wood of the root yielded to Prof. Proctcl' only 6·8
per cent. of extract, while the bark separated from the w.ood yielded 33 per cent.
As the wood is of difficult pulverization, the inference is obvious, that, in powdering the roots, the ligneous portion may be rejected with advantage. (Am.
Joum. of Plwrin., xiv. 270.) As a prolonged exposure of the infusion to the
air is attended with the absorption of oxygen, aud the production of insoluble
apotheme, it is desirable that the evaporation should be conducted rapidly or in
a vacuum. There scarcely appears to be occasion, in the case of rhatany, for
heating and filtering th? iu'.usion before e\'nporatio°:, the_ only ~se of which .is to
get rid of albumen, wl.ucL is not among the rccogm8c<l rngred1cnts of the root.
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Very inferior extracts of rhatany arc often found in the shops. Such is the
South American extract, which haS been occasionally imported. ~s the product
obtained by <lecoctiou is greater than that afforded. by the offi.crna~ plan, the
temptation to substitute the former is not always resisted, although it ~as been
shown to contain nearly 50 per cent. of insoluble matter. Some druggists prepare the extract with an alcoholic menstruum with a. view to the greater product;
but the extract thus prepared has from 20 to 30 per cent. less of the active principle than the officinal. A substance was shown to us by a respectable apothecary of this city, said to have been imported as extract of rhatany from Europe,
which was nearly tasteless, and was plausibly conjectured to be the dried coagu.
lated matter of old tincture of kino.
Extract of rbatany should have a reddish. brown colour, a smooth shining
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much used for all the purposes for which the astringent ex.tracts are employed.
'11hc dose is from ten to twenty grains.
0.ff. Prep. Syrupus Kramcrioo.
W.

EXTRACTUM LATUCA'i. Lond.

Extract of Lettuce.

This extract is prepared by the London GollPr;e from fresh Lettuce leaves in
the same manner as extract of aconite. (See E.ctractuni Aconili.)
The claims of this extract to favourable notice are at least very questionable.
Consisting chiefly of the common sap of the plant, which is inert, with a ,·ariahle,
but always small proportion of the milky secretion, on which the activity of let.
t'uce depends, it is at best a feeble and uncertain preparation. J. .actucarium pOS·
sesses all its virtues, with more strength and uniformity of action. The dose of
the extract is from five to fifteen grains.
,V.

EXTRACTUM LUPULI. Lond., Ed.

Extract of Hops.

"Tuke of Hops two pounds and a half; boiling Distilled Water two gallons
[Imperial measure]. Macerate for twenty.four hours; then boil to a gallon, and
strain the liquor while hot; lastly, evaporate to the proper consistence.1' Land.
~1.1he Edinburgh Uvllege prepares this in the same manner as extract of logwood.
(See Extractum, flmmatoxyli.)
Since the discovery of the fact that the active properties of hops reside chiefly
in the lupulin, th is extract ho.s not been deemed au eligible preparation, and bas
been little used. It has the bitterness of the strobiles without their aroma.
Lupulin may be advantageously substituted for it in all cases in which it was
formerly employed. Mr. Brande says that. tLe average yield of one cwt. of
bops is forty pounds of the extract. The dose is from ten to thirty grains.
Under the inappropriate name of lwmuh'ne, an extract ho.s been prepared by
first treating hops with alcohol and subsequently with water, evaporating the
tincture and infusion separately, and mixing the products. (1:>ha1·m. Jo1.1m.
mid Tra11S., xiii. 231.)
W.

EXTRACTUM NUCIS VOMICA'i. U.S., Lond., Ed. Extract of
Nux Vomica.
"Take of Nux Vomica a pound; Alcohol a !n~fficient quantit.IJ· Expose tbe
Nux Vomica to steam till it is softened; then, liaving sliced and dried it, grind
it into powder. Introduce it into a. percolator, and pour Alcohol upon it gradually until the liquid pa8ses without bitterness. Distil off the grea.tcr part of the
alcohol from the filtered liquor, and evaporate the residue to the proper con·
sistencc." U.S.
The Edhibm;gh College treats the nux vomica in the same manner, grinding
it to powder in a coffee-mill; then exhausts it with rectified :spirit, either by per·
colation or repeated dccoction; and completes the prncess as aboYe directed.
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"Take of Nux Vomica ei"ght ounccSj Rectified Spirit tliree pints [Imperial
11

:~a~~~~1~ ~f!~i~~:~br~~s~~ed~~xa::~~~e~~t~b~: ~~~- ~~v~~ ~!~~n7~·tw~~~~nt~

of the Spirit. Express the tincture and filter. Macerate what remains in the
rest of the Spirit for three clays; then again express and filter. Having mixed
the tinctures, distil off the greater part of the spirit, and evaporate the remainder
to the proper consistence.n Lond.
This extract is an active preparation of nux vomica, though not :ilways of uniform strength, owing to the variable proportion of strychnia in the substance
from which it is prepared. l\I. Rccluz obtained from sixteen ounces of nux
vomica the average product of one ounce and a quarter. TLc dose of tho extract
W.
is from ha1f a grain to two grains, to be repeated three times a day.*

EXTRACTUM OPII. U. 8., Lond., Ed.
Dub. Exttact of Opium.

ExTRACTUM

Orn AQuO-

SUM.

''Take of Opium a pound; Water five pfots. Cut the Opium into small
pieces, macerate it for twenty-four hours in a pint of the Water, and reduce it
to a soft mai::s by trituration. Express the liquid, and treat the residue with each
of the four remaining pints of Water successively in the same manner. Mix
the liquors, filter, and evaporate by means of a water-bath to the proper consistence.11 U.S.
.
"Take of Opium, in powder, a pound and a half; Distilled Water.five p?°nts
[Imperial measure]. To tLe Opium add gradually two pints and a half of tbc
'Yater, and macer.'l.te for twenty-four hours, occasionally stirring with a spatula;
then strain. Macerate tbc residue in the rest of the Water for twenty-four
hours and strain. Lastly, ernporate the strain ed liquors to the proper consistence." Lond.
'.l'he Edi"nburgh and IJuUin processes correspond essentially with that of the
U.S. Pharmacopooia..
An advantage of this preparation is that, by the solubility of the extract in
water, it affords a convenient method of obtaining quickly an aqueous solution
of the active ingredients of opium. I t is exceedingly doubtful whether anytbing
is left behind after tbe opium has been exhausted by water, which materially
modifies the action of its anodyne principle; and the extract probably bas no
adYantage on this account over opium. Nor has it the advantage of greater unifonuity; as the gum, extractive, &c., taken up by the water, bear no fixed proportion to the active ingredients.
IJenarcotized Br:tract of Opium,. Under the impression that the stimulating
and unpleasant effects of opium are owing to the narcotina, it has been proposed
to separate that principle by treating the extract with ether, which dissolves the
narcotina and leaves the morphia with the other ingredients. Robiquet employed cold ether; but l\L Dublanc, convinced that the whole of the narcotina
was not thus extracted, proposed the following plan. "Take of watery extract
of opium 16 ounces; dissolve it in 8 ounces of distilled water; introduce the
solution into the water-bath of a still; pour upon it 104 ounces of pure ether;
distil off 24 ounces of the ether; take apart the apparatus and decant the ether
which floats on the top of the extract; wash tho latter while hot with the distilled other; concentrate the residual matter, dissolve it io distilled water, filter

* Professor Procter informs us, as the result of bis own observations, that in tbc alcoholic extract of n?s. vo~nica there i~ a c~nsidc~able proporti?n of fi.xctl oil (3iij. from gxvi
of the seeds), which wtll not remnm mucd with the other 1ngrcd1cnts, becommg fimd in
summer, and concreting in cold weather. This he thinks should be separated from the

=~~·:e~t, f~~1! ~~~ak;~1c'\~.~~h~n~!tl:bi~~~t~~ :~~~~~~t=~l:i~~ds~fi:r~~~~d~~iu a~~~;~n~i~tt;:
ex.tract; the fatty matter being thrown awv.y.-Note to the tenth editi-On.
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the solution, and evaporate to a proper consistence." It is very doubtful, however, whether any useful end is gained by this expensive operation, as it is not
by any means conclusively settled tLat narcotiua does in fact produce the un pleasant effect.s which have been attributed to it; and, even aJ.mitting the fact,
the preparations of morphia, which are of uniform strength, are greatly preferable to the denarcotized cxtratt.
The dose of the extract of opium prepared by the U.S., Edinburgh, or Du~lin
process is about one-half that of opium itself. The London cxl.ract, accordmg
to llrandc, is never stronger, and is sometimes weaker than opium. This statement, however, has reference to the preparation of the Pharmacopooia of 1836.
In the present, the maceration is continued lollger, but is still probably insufficient. Uecluz obtained from sixteen ounces of opium an average product of
nine ounces by hot water and six by cold
OJ!. Pr£p. Emplastrnm Opii i Yinuw Opii .
W.
EX'l'RACTU~f

PAPAVERIS. Lond., Ed.

Extract of Poppy.

"'l'ake of Poppy [capsules], freed from their seeds, and bruised, fifiee:n ounces;
boiling .Distilled Water a gallon [Imperial measure]. Macerate for twenty-four
hours, then boil down to four pints, and strain the liquor while hot; lastly,
evaporate to the proper consistence." Lond.
']'he Edinburgh process corresponds closel,Y. with the above; boiling water
simply, .instead of boiling distilled water being employed, and evaporation over
the vapour-bath directed.
Mr. Brande observes in relation to this extract, that if prepared over the open
fire it is often nearly inert. Ile states, moreover, that it is apt to be of a troublesome consistence, too hard to be formed into pills, au<l too tough to be pulverized; and advises that it should always be carefully dried till it becomes
sufficicutly brittle to admit of being reduced to powder. One cwt. of the capsules, wit bout the seeds, yields, according to this author, the average product of
35 pounds of extract. :L\1. ) Jeurein gives particular directions for making an
alcoholic extract of poppy capsules, which may be consulted with advantage by
those who may be called on to supply auy demand for this prepara.tiou. (See
Joum. de Plim·1n. 3e sb-., xxiii. 341.) We are told that an extract is prepared
in this country from the whole herb, cut after the fruit has formed, but while it
is yet green. 'fhi:s of course is not the offieinal extract, antl shoul<l not be used
as such. The capsules exclusively shoultl be used; and the be::;t time for collecting them is after they have begun to become yellowish, but are not yet dry.
'J'his preparation is little used in the United States. It possesses the virtues
of opium, but is much inferior and less uniform in strength. 'fhe dose is from
fi.\•e to ten grains.
W.

EX'l'RACTUilf PAREIRlE. Lond., Ed.

Extract of Pareira

Brava.
This is prepared by the London College from sliced Pareira l3rava. in the
manner directed for extract of logwood. (See .F.:xtractuin Ilremato:i:yli.)
'..rlrn Edinburgh College <lire<:ts tLe root to be cut into small chips, dried
thoroughly with a gentle heat, then reduced to a moderately fine powJer, and
treated as directed for tbe extract of gentian. (See Extraclum Gentianre.)
W.
The dose is from ten grains to half a drachm.

EXTRAC'l'UM PODOPIIYLLI. U S . Extract of J1Iay-apple.
~'his is prepared from the root of Pudoph!Jtlion peltatuin, in coarse powder,
in the manner directed for the extract of yellow bark. (Sec E.i:li'act10n Cinchonre Flavre.)
It is possessed of the purgative properties of the root, and may be given in
t~c dose_of from five to fifteen grains, but is li ttle employed. It might be sub~
stituted m all cases for the extract of ja.lap.
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From experiments mnde by i\fr. John R. Lewis, it is probable tlrnt the alcoholic extract would be much more powerful as a purgati\Te than the officinal preparation; but it does not follow that it would be more serviceable. (See Am.

Jount. of Phann. xix. 170.)
EXTRACTU~I

QUASSIJE. U. S., Ed.

W.

Extract of Qziassia.

'!'his is prepared, according to the U.S. Pbarmacopooia, from the raspings of
Quassia, in the manner directed for the extract of gentian. (See E.ctractU'm
Cenlianre.)
The Edlniurgh Oollcge prepares it by cutti ng the quassia. into small chips,
drying it thoroughly with a gentle heat, reducing it to a moderately fine powder,
and proceeding as directed for the extract of gentian.
According to l\I. Rccluz, sixteen ounces of quassia yield by infusion in water
seven drachms of extract; by maceration in alcoboJ of 19° BaumC, two ounces
five drachms and a half. The difference between these quantities is so g reat that
we suspect some mistake in the table of the Dictionnaire des Drogues from whicli
we quote.
'l'he extract of quassi(t is dark-brown or black, and excessively bitter. I t is
apt to become dry and disposed to crumble by time. It concentrates a greater
amount of tonic power within a g iven weight than any other extract of the
simple bitters; and may, therefore, be g iven with great a<lvantage in cases in
which it is desirable to administer this class of substances in as small a. bulk,
and with as little incon\"cnicnce to the patient as possible. The dose is about
five grains, to be gi\"en in the form of pill.
W.

EXTRACTUM RHEI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Extract of Rhu-

barb.
"Take of Rhubarb, in coarse powder, a pound; Diluted Alcohol a sufficient
quantity. Mix the Rhubarb with au equa l bulk of coarse sand, moisten it
thoroughly with Diluted Alcohol, and, having allowed it to stand for twentyfour hours, put it into a percolator, anJ add Diluted Alcohol gradually until four
pints of filtered liquor are obtained; then, by means of a water-bath, evaporate
to the proper consistence." U.S.
"'l'ake of Rhubarb, in powder, fifteen ounces; Proof Spirit a pint [Imperial
measure]; Distilled Water seven pints [Imp. meas.]. Macerate for fo'ur days,
then strain, and set the liquor by that the dregs may subside. Pour off the
clear liquor, and evaporate it to the proper consistence. 11 I..JOnd.
"'l'ake of Rhubarb one pouud; ·w ater five pints [Imp. meas.]; cut the Rhubarb into small fragment~, macerate it for twenty-four hours in three pints of
tbe Water, tilter the liquor tl.irougb a cloth, and express it with the hands or
otherwise moderately; macerate the residuum with the rest of the W"ater for
tweh·c hours at least, filter the liquor wi th the same cloth as before, aud express
the residuum strongly. The liquors, f:iltercd again jf necessary, are then to be
evaporated together to a proper consistence in the Yapour-batb. The extract,
however, is obtained of finer quality, by evaporation in a vacuum with a. gentle
heat." E(l.
·
'l'he Dublin process corresponds with that of t he Edinburgh College.
Rhubarb yielJs all its active matter to water and alcohol; but, unless the
evaporation is performed with great care and with a moderate heat, it is certain
that the purgative principle is, to a greater or less extent1 injured or dissipated
in the process; and the extra.et may thus become even less effiCJient than the
root. Among other consequences which result from the boiling temperature, is
the formation of a compound of the tannin and starch, which is insoluble in cold
water, and upon its prec·ipitation probably carries with it a portion of the purgative principle. '!'here is, morcoverJ reason to belieYe that this principle is
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volatilizn.ble by heat, and that a portion of it escapes with the Yrtpour. When
properly prepared the extract has decidedly the peculiar odour of rhu?arb. An
ndvantnge which it possesses over the powdered root, independently o~ its smaller
dose, is that it may be given in solution. 'fbe dose of the extract is from ten
to thirty grains.

Off Prep. Pilul:c Rhei et Ferri.

W.

EXTRACTUM SARSAPARILLlE. U. 8. Extract of Sarsaparilla.
The U.S. Plwrmacopaia prepares this extract from Sarsaparilla, in coarse
powder, in the manner directed for alcoholic extract of aconite. (See Extractuni
Aconil1." .Alcoltolicmn.)
The watery extract of s::trsaparilla has been very properly abandoned by the
J_Jondon and Dublin Colleges in the recent editions of their Pharmacopccias.
\Vater, unless in very large proportion, is incapable of exhausting the root, and
the extract conld not but suffer in the long process of e>aporatiou. Very different quantities have been obtained from different varieties of sarsaparilla, and
even from different parcels of the same variety; but, as the matter taken up by
boiling water consists chiefly of starch, no inference, as to the relative value of
any particular specimen of the root, can be drawn from a knowledge of the
quantity of watery extract which it is capable of affording.
The spirituous extract of the U. S. Pharmacopceia, which is the same as that
of the French Codex, contains the active matter of the root. Diluted alcohol
extracts all the virtues of sarsaparilla, leaving the inert fecula which encumbers
the extract obtained by decoction; while the temperature requisite for the concentration of the tincture is insufficient to destroy the active principle. l\L Beral
obtained from 32 ounces of sarsaparilla about 4 ounces of extract by maceration
with diluted alcohol. As the product of this operation is about one-eighth of
the sarsaparilla employed, a drachm of the extract represents an ounce of the
root. l;'rom ten to twenty grains of it may be given three or four times a day.
It possesses in a high degree the acrid taste of sarsaparilla.
W.

EXTRACTmf sive RESINA SCAi\IMO.NII. Ed.
Resin of Scamrnony.

Extract or

"'l'ake a11y convenient quantity of Scammony in fine powder; boil it in
successive portions of Proof Spirit till the Spirit ceases to dissolve any thing;
filter; distil the liquid till little but water passes over. Then pour away the
watery solution from the resin at the bottom; agitate the resin with successive
portions of boiling water till it is well washed; and lastly, dry it at a temperature
not exceeding 240°." Ed.
The only ad\'antuge of this process is that it separates the active matter of
scammony from the impurities with which the drug is generaJly adulterated.
·when pure \'irgin scammony can be procured the extract is unnecessary. Prepared according to the above process, the resin is of a. dirty greeui~h·brown
colour, with a feeble odour and tastf' of scammony, and is very soluble in ether,
alcohol, and boiling proof spirit. Wheu purified with animal charcoal it bas a
pale brownish-yellow colour, and is without odour or taste; but retains its purgative property. '.l'he resin of scammony is liable to adulteration. Jalap resin
may be detected by its insolub ility in rectified ether, which dissolves that of
scammony in all proportions. Sulphuric acid is the best test of common rosin
or colophoo.v, producing instantaneously with this substance a.n intense red
colour; while in the resin of scammony it causes no immediate chnn~e . For
the tests of guaiac, the rC'ader is referred to tha.t article in the Materia. l\Iedica.
(Sec Ani. JCJurn. of Plw.1·m., xxiv. 158.) Wben rubbed with unskimmed milk
th~ resin of ~cammony forms a uniform emulsion, undistinguish3.ble from rich
milk itself. This is an excellent mode of administration. 'l1hc resin should
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always be given either rubbed up with some mild powder, or in emulsion. The
dose is from five to twelve grains.
Op: Prep. Mistura Scammonii.
W.

EXTRACTUM STRAi\IONII FOLIORUM. U. S.

Extract of

Stramoniurn Leaves.
"Take of Stramonium Leaves a pound. l3ruise them in a stone mortar,
sprinkling on them a little water; then express the juice, and, having heated it
to the boiling point, strain, and evaporate to the proper consistence. 11 V. S.
Like all the other inspissated narcotic juices, this is an uncertain preparation,
nrying in strength according to the care used in conducti~g the process, and
the season at which the leaves are collected. The reader will find nt page 969,
nnd in the prec:liminary observations on the Extracts, i-ome general rules which
will be fouud useful in conducting this process, and all those of which it is the
officinal type. The insolub"lc matter separated from the expressed juice by
filterin~, and that coagulated by heat 1 may be advantageously rejected; as,
a.ccording to the observations of Ml\I. Solon and Soubeiran, they are nearly or
quite inert. M. Recluz obtained half an ounce of the extract from sixteen
ounces of the leaves. The dose is a grain night and morning, to be grndually
increased till it affects the system.
Off. Prep. Unguentum Stramouii.
W.

EXTRACTUi\f STRAMONII SEMINIS. U.S.
STRAMONII. Lond., Ed. Extract of Stramoniitm Seed.

ExTRACTUM

"Take of Stramonium Seed, ground into powder, a ponnd; Diluted Alcohol
o sufficient quantity. llaving rubbed the powder with half a pint of Diluted
Alcohol, introduce the mixture into a percolator, and pour upon it gradually
Diluted Alcohol till the liquid passes colourless. Distil off the Alcohol from
the filtered liquor, and evaporate the residue to the proper consistence." [;~ S.
"1'ake of Seeds of Stramonium any convenient quQntity; grind them well in
a coffee-mill. Rub the powder into a thick mass with Proof Spirit; put the
pulp into a percolator, and transmit Proof Spirit till it passes colourless; distil
off the spiri t, and evaporate what remains in the vapour-bath to a proper consistence." Ed.
"Take of Strnmonium seeds ji/tem ounces; boiling Distilled Water a gnllon
(Imperial measure]. Macerate for fou r hours in a eoYered vessel nenr the fire;
then take out the Seeds, and, after having bruised them in a stone mortar, return
them to the liquor. Uoil down to four piuts (Imp. measure], aud stra in the
decocticm while hot. l•'inally, evaporate to the proper consistence." Lond.
1'he U.S. and Edinburgh processes, which may be considered identical, arc
preferable to the London; as the seeds yield their virtues more freely to spirit
than to \rater alone. According to the table of llecluz, sixteen ounces of the
seeds afford two ounces and two dracbms of extract by maceration in diluted
alcohol, and one ounce and a half by decoction. 'l'hc dose to begin with is the
qurirter or half of a grain twice a clay, to be gradually increased.
·w.

EXTRACTUM TARAXACI. U.S., Lond., Ed. Extract of Dandelion.
"Take of Dandelion, gathered in September, jive pounds . Slice the Dandelion; bruise it in a stone mortar, sprinkling on it a little water, until reduced
to a pulp; then express tbe juice, strain, and evaporate in a vacuum, or in a shal low dish oYer a. water-bath, constantly stirring, to the proper consistence." U.S.
The London Uolle,r;e prepares it in the same manner as extract of hops (see
ExtMctmn .Ltupuli); the Eclt"1.1bwryh, from a pou11d of the fresh root and a ya/~
lon (Imperial measure) of boiling water, as directed for the extract of poppy
beads (see Extracturn Papaveris).
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This extract is undoubtedly stronger, prepared from the root alone than f~om
the whole plant. It is important that the root should be collected at the right
season. rrhc juice expresseJ from it in the spring is thin, wate~·y, and of~
feeble flavour; iu the latter part of summe r, and_ in autumn, _th wk, opaque,
cream-coloured 1 very bitter, and abundant, amountrng to oue-tlmd or one-half
its weight. It may be collected in August, anil afterwards until SC''Cre frost.
Accor<linO' to l\Ir. Squire, frost has the effect of diminishing the bitterness and
increasing the sweetness of the root. An extract prepared by inspissating
this juice, as now directed in the U.S. process, is much more efficient than
th::tt prepared in the old way by clccoction. The inspissation shou ld be effected
by exposing the juice lo shallow vessels to a. current of warm d ry air, or by e't'aporatiou in a. vacuum, and should not be unnecessarily protracted. Long exposure, during cvnporation, changes the bitterness of the juice into swectuess,
which is a sign of inferiority. As often found in the $hops, the extract is darkeoloured, sweet, and in all probability nearly inert. Mr. Houlton took more
than an ounce of it in a day, without any sensibl e effect. Phann. (Jou.rn . and
'l.'ransact., i. 421.) 1.Yhen prepared from the root and le:LYCS together, it has a
greenish colour. :Jlr. Brande states that one cwt. of the fresh root affords from
twenty to twenty-five pounds of extract by decioction in water. 'l'he expr('ssed
juice yields from 11 to 25 per cent. of extract, the greatest product being obtained in .November, and the least in April and ~lay.*
This extract deteriorates by keeping, and should, therefore, be renewed an -
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It is most conveniently given dif::solved in cinnamon or mint water.

The dos_c is fr om a scruple to a drachm three times a day.
Off. Prep. Pilulre Ferri Sulphatis.

EXTRACTUM UV.iE URSI. Lond.

W.

Extract of Uva Ursi.

'l'he London Cullege prepares this extract in the manner directed for extract
of hops. (See Extractum Lupuli.)
The dose is from five to thirty grains.
W.

EXTRACTA FLUIDA.
Fluid Extracts.
These were first introduced into the U.S. PharmacClpceia of 1850, as a distinct
class of preparations; the fluid extract of sarsap<lrilla being the only one pre-

viously directed, either in our own o:fficinal code or by the British Colleges.
Their distinctive character is the concentration of the active ingredients of medicinal substances into a small bulk, in the liquid form. Independently of the
greater convenience of administration, the advantages of this class of preparations
are, in relation tf) all of them, that the evaporation not being carried so far as in·
the ordinary extracts, the active principles arc less liable to be injured by heat;
and, in relation to a certain portion, the fluid extract of cubebs for example, that
they afford the only metho<l of concentration, as it would be impossible to obtain
in a solid extract the whole activity of the medicine, depending as it docs, in
part, upon an essentially liquid substance. The main difficulty in relation to
them, is the liability of substa..aces in the liquid state to undergo spontaneous
decomposition. This is counteracted in some of the fluid extracts by means of
sugar. Ia others, the nature of the ingredient is preservative. A glance at
the several preparations will show that there are two distinct sets of them. In
one set, the prinuiples extracted are mainly volatile oil and resin, and the men~
struum employed is ether. They have been known for some time in pharmacy by
the name of oleo-re.sfos. In their preparat ion, the active matter is readily yielded to
ether, while principles which might contribute to the decomposition of the extract
are left behind by that menstruum. 'l'he low temperature at which the ether
evaporates enables the whole of the volatile oil to be retained in the residue;
and the preparation keeps well, as it contains no water to favour its decomposition. In the second set of the fluid extracts, the active matter is extracted by
diluted alcohol, and the greater part of the alcohol afterwards evaporated. A
portion, however, remains, which contribute8 towards the preservation of the
preparation; but this alone i~ insufficient, and it is necessary to ha>e recourse to
sugar, which has the subsidiary advantage of improYing the flavour. Hut in
these fluid extracts, instead of two pounds of sugar to each pint of the liquid,
as in the case of the ordinary syrups, it is generally sufficient to add an ounce
for every fluidounce. Sometimes there is :tn advantage in adding to the preservative influence of the sugar, that of some other substance having a similar effect,
1V.
as of lloffmann's anodyne liquor in the fluid extract of senna.

EXTRACTUM CUBEB1'E FLUIDUM. U.S.
(Jubebs.

Fluid Extract of

"Take of Cubebs, in powder, a pourul; Ether a s1tfficient quantify. Put the
Cubebs into a. percolator, and, having packed it carefully, pour Ether gradually
upon it until two pints of filtered liquor arc obtained; then distil off by means
of a water· bath, at a gentle beat, a pint and a. half of the ether, and expose the
residue, in a. shallow vessel, until the whole of the ether has evaporated." 0. S.
This is one of the oleo-resins, and consists mainly of the volatile oil and resin,
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with a portion of the cube bin and waxy rn~tter of the cubebs. The consistence
differs with the character of the cubebs employed; its degree of fluidity being
proportiona.tc to the amount of volatile oil contained in the medicine. The
colour is usually brownish, with more or less of a. greenish hue, according to the
quantity of chlorophyllc present, which varies with _the character of the_ cubcbs,
:ind with that of the menstruurn; pure ether extractrng the green colourrng matter preferably, while ordinary alcoholic ether extracts also the brown. Cubebs
yield from one-eighth to one-fifth of their weight of fluid extrac.t. The preparation is apt in time to deposit waxy matter and crystals of cubebm. It was first
introduced into use by Prof. Procter. (See Am. Joum. of Pliai·ni., xviii. 168.)
The dose is from five to thirty minims, which may be given suspended in water,
or mixed with powdered sugar.
W.

EXTRACTUM PIPERIS FLUID UM. U.S.
Black Pepper.

Fluid Extract of

"'l'ake of Black Pepper, in powder, a pound; Ether a suJficient quanHty.
Put the powder into a percolator, and pour Ether p;radually upon it until two
pints of filtered liquor arc obtained. From this distil off, by means of a waterbath, at a gentle beat, a pint and a half of ether, and expose the residue, in a
shallow vcesel, until the whole of the ether has evaporated, and the deposition

~lr~~~~·i: ~~~;~~~sk~=~ ~~:s~~~id~~s:;~u~~paErS. the

piperin by expression

A substance has long been in use under the name of oil o/Uack pepper, which
consists mainly of the volatile oil and resin of the pepper, and belongs, therefore,
to the o1eo-rcsins. As usually found it is of a thicki sh consistence and an almost
black colour, and is a resi<lue of the process for preparing piperin. The officinal
extract has the same general character, but is of more certain strength, and should,
therefore, be preferred. It contains rllmost all the volatile oil and acrid resin of
black pepper, with little of the piperin; and as the last mentioned principle, when
quite pure, is of doubtful eflicacy, the extract m11y be considered as representing
the Yirtues of the fruit. 'l'hc colour is greener than that of the common oil of
black pcppet, and not so dark, owing to the circumstance that ether dissolves the
green more readily than the brown colouring matter. A pound of black pepper
yields about six drachms of the fluid extract, the dose of which proportionate to
the ordinary dose of' pepper would be one or two minims. It may be given in
emulsion, or may be combined in small proportion with other substances in the

w
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.EXTRACTUM RIIEI FLUIDUM. U.S.
barb.

FluidE.<tractof Jlh?<·

"T::tkc of Rhubarb, in coarse powder, eight OU'nces; Sugar fi:ue ounces; Tincture of Ginger lwljajluidounce; Oil of Fennel, Oil of Anise, each,fow·'Tltinim.s;
Diluted Alcohol tu;o pints, or a sYfficient quantity. To the Rhubarb, previously
mixed wi1h an equal bulk of coarse sand, add twelve fl.uidounces of Diluted Alcohol, and allow the mixture to stand for twenty-four hours. Transfer the mass
to a percolator, and gradually pour upon it Diluted Alcohol until the liquid
which passes has little of the odour or taste of rhubarb. Evaporate the tincture

~~~, a t~J:i:r~~; ~{ i~ ~~:s ol~~d~ :~·~e~i~o~~~:g~\fi::ittu~~~u:1e:~l~i~~e~1~J: ~l~~I~~~
5 0

1

5

the Tincture of Ginger holding the Oils in solution." U.S.
'l'bis is ii good preparation of rhubarb, the root being nearly exhausted by the
rocnstruum, und the evaporation, if carefully conducted, not injuriously affocting
the active principles. lt is somewhat stimulant in comequence of the small
proportion of alcohol present, and the addition of tbe rnbtile oils, and is not
~lpplicublc, therefore, to acute inflammatory affections. For observations on this
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preparation the pharmaceutical reader is referred to papers by Prof. Procter in
the .American Journal of Pharmacy (xix. 182, and xxii. 110). The process
yields about eight Huidounccs of the preparation, or a fiuidrachm for each drachm
of the rhubarb . I ts purgative dose, if well made from good rhubarb, is half a.
·w.
fluidra.clun for an adult, to be proportionably diwin ished for children.

EX'l'RACTUM

SARSAPARILLi"E

Lond.
Fl·u id Extract of Sarsaparilla.

EXTl\ACTU>! SARSN. L1QUIDUM .

Ed.

FLUIDmI. U.S., IJub.

ExTRACTUM SARZN. FLUIDUM .

Take of Sarsaparilla, sliced and bruised, sixteen ounces; J~iriuoricc Root,
bruised, Bark of Sassafras Root, bruised, each, tu·o ounces; 1\lezercon, sliced,
six clraclrnis; Sugar lzcelve ounces; Diluted Alcohol ei!J!tt 7>ints. Macerate all
11

the in gredients t ogether, except in g th e Sugar, for fourteen days; then express
and filter. Evaporate the liquid, by means of a watcr-b;.ith, to twelve jluidounccs;
ndd the Sugar to it while still hot; and remove from the bath as soou as the Sugar
isdissolved." U.S.
"'fake of Sarsa three pounds and a half; Distilled Water floe gallons [Imperial measure]; Rectified Spirit f1co fluidowices. Boil the Sa rsa in three gallons of the Water to twelve pints [Imp. meas.]; pour off the liquor, and strain
while hot. Again boil th e Sarsa in the remainder of the 'Yater to one-ha lf, a.nd
strain. l\Iix the liquors,e\'a.porate to eighteen fluidounces, and,whcu the cxtr;.tct
has cooled, mix the Spirit with it. 11 Lond.
11
'l'akc of Sarza, in chips, one poundj B oiling '\Yater si.r; pi'nts [ Imperia l mcasur<']. Digest the root for two hours in four pints of the Water ; take it out,
bruise it, replace it, and boil for two hours ; filter and squeeze out the liquid;
boil tbc residuum in the remaining two pints of Water, and filter and squeeze
out this liquor also; evaporate the united liquors to th~ consistence of thin syrup;
add, when the produ ct is cool, as much Rectified Spirit as will make in all sixteen fluid ounces. Filter. Tbi s fluid extract may be aromatized with volatile
oils or warm aromatics." Ed.
"Take of Sarsaparilla one pound [avoirdupois]; Boiling Water eiglit pints
[Imp. meas.]; Rectified Spirit as rnuch as ·is sujjicient. Digest the Sarsaparilla
in five pints of the Water fo r two hours, at a temperature near 212°, anU tbeu
decant. Add the rest of the Wa.ter, digest again fo r two hours, and decant.
Evaporate the mixed liq uors by a steam or water heat to the cousi~tencc of a
thin syrup, and, wben the product has cooled, add as much Rectified Spirit"'.ls
will make the enti re twenty [fl. ui<l]ounces." Dub.
The British Colleges all prepare a simple fluid cxtrnct of sarsaparilla. That
of the Dublin College is to be preferred, as the long boiling to which the other
Coll eges subject the root is avoided, and digestion, which experience has show n
to be less injurious, is substituted. Nevertheless, the extract would probably
have been more efficient, if di luted alcohol had been directed as the solve nt.
'l'be U.S. fluid extract is a compound preparation, in tended to represent in a
conccntrnted state the compound decoction of sarsaparilla, ha\·ing a!I its ingredients with the exception of the gua.iacum wood, which probably aJds little to
the efficacy of the decoction. ~I.1h c preparation was origina.ll y proposed by Wm .
Ilodgson, jun. (Jount. of the Phil. Cul. of Phann., ii. 285); aud the officinal
proce~s differs from his mainly by the om ission of tbe guaiacum wood, the resin
of which, separating during the evaporation, somewhat cmbarrasse<l the process,
without adding to the virtues of the extract. W e greatly prefer tbis fluid ex tract
to that of the British Colleges. If the effects of a simple ex.tract of sa rsaparilla
arc desired, they can be obtained by having recourse to the soli<l offici nal extract
of the U.S. Pharmacopooia. The dose is a flu idrachm, equivalent to a dracbm
W.
of Urn roo t, three or four times a day.
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EXTRACTUM SENN}l3] FLUIDUM. U.S.

Fluid Extract of

Senna.

"Take of Senna, in coarse powder, two JJomu.l~ ?~ul a half; Su~ar twenty
ounces; Oil of Fennel afl1rt"drachrn; Compound Spmt of Ether lwofluulrochrns;
Diluted Alcohol fowr pints. Mix: t.he Senna with the Dil~ted Alco~ol 1 and,
having allowed the mixture to st.and for ~went)'.·four hou:s, mt~oduce 1t into a
percolator: and gradually pour in water mixed with one.third of its bulk of alco·
hol, until a g1dlon and a half of liquid .shall have passed. Evaporate the liquid
by means of a water-bath to twenty flu1dounces, filter, then add the Sugar, and,
\vhen it is dissolved, the Compound Spirit of Ether holding the Oil of Pennel
in solution." U.S.
This preparation was originally suggested by -rifr. Charles Ellis, of Philadelphia, subsequently modified by the late l\Ir. Duhamel, of the same place, and
adopted by the framers of the U.S. Pharmacopccia. The use of the compound
spirit of ether is to prevent fermentation. A fluid extract is largely prepared
in England by evaporating the iufusion of senna. in vacuo. For a. formula by
l\Ir. Duncan, of Edinburgh, see the Mecb"col Examiner (vi. 250). The dose of
the U.S. fluid extract is half a fiuidounce for an a.dult.
W.

EXTRACTUM SPIGELI}l3] ET SENN.iE FLUIDUM.
Fluid Extract of Spigelia aiul Senna .

U. S.

"Take of Pinkroot, in coarse powder, a pound; Senna, in coarse powder,
six ounces; Sugar a pound and a half; Carbonate of Potassa six drachms; Oil
of Carawaj', Oil of Anise, each, lw!f a jluidrachm; Diluted Alcohol o s11ffident
quantity. l\Iix the Pinkroot and Senna with two pints of Diluted Alcohol, and,
having allowed the mixture to st.and for two days, transfer it to a percol:ttor, and
gradually pour upon it Diluted Alcohol u'util half a gallon of liquid bas passed.
Evaporate the liquid, by means of a water-bath, to a pint; then add the Carbonate of Potassa, and, after the sedimeut bas dissolved, the Sugar previously
triturated with the Oils. Lastly, dissoh·e the Sugar with a gentle heat." l.i~ S.
This fluid extract combines the cathartic property of senna with the anthelmintic virtues of pinkroot, and is a. very good vennifuge, being generally acceptable to tbe stomach, and, what is of no little importance in such medicines,
not offensive to the taste. It has been in use in Philadelphia for several years,
and 'with satisfactory results. The use of the carbonate of pota.ssa is to enable
the resinous matter which is deposited during EWttporation to be dissolved, and
also to counteract the griping property of the seuua. The whole product or 1be
process should be about a pint and a balf. The dose is half a fluidouuce for an
adult, a fluidrtlCbm for a child two years old.
W.

EXTRACTUM VALERIAN}l3] FLUIDUl\I. U.S. Fluid Extract
of Valerian.
.
"Take of Valerian, jn coarse powder 1 ei'!Jht ounces; Ether four flui'jouncesj
A1cohol twelve fluidounces; Diluted Alcohol a suJficient quantity. Mix the
Ether anti Alcohol, and, having incorporated the Valerian with one half of the
mixture, introduce the mass into a. percolator, and gradually pour in the remainder. 'l'hen add Diluted Alcohol unt.il the whole liquid which bns passed
shall amount to a. pint. Put the ethereal liquid thus obtained into a. shallow
Yessel, and allow it to evaporate spontaneously until reduced to fixc fiuidounccs.
Upou tho mass in the percolator pour gradually Diluted Alcohol until ten .fluidouoces of tincture haYe passed. With this mix the five fiuidounces left after the
spontaneous evaporation, taking care to dissolve in a. little alcohol any oleoresinous matter which may have been deposited, a.ud to add it to the rest. Allow
the mixture to stand, with occasional ·agitation, for four hours, and then filter.
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The rc~ulting Fluid Extract should measure a. pint; ancl, if it be le@s than that
quantity, t~e deficiency should he supplied by the addition of Alcoh ol." U.S.
This is a preparation representing in a con,ccntratccl state the virtues of valerian, and may be used when the influence of that medicine is desired. (R<'c pnpers
by Mr. ]i;vun T: ]Wis in the .American JoHrnal of Plwnna<'y, xix. SJ, J.tHI by
W.
Prof. l)roctcr, 'iLid., 184 .) The dose is one or two fiuidrachms.

FERRU!lf.
Preparations of Iron.
FERRI PUL VIS. U. S., Dub. Powder of Iron.
Iron by Hydrogen. Quevenne's Iron.

Reduced Iron.

Take of Subcarbonnte of Iron, previou!lly calcined in an open vessel, tu;o
pounds and ci half, or a convem'enl quantity. Into a wrought iron reduction
tube, of about four inches in diameter, introduce the Subcarbonatc, contained
iQ. an incomplete sheet-iron tube, open at both ends, made by bending the iron
into the form of a cylinder, and of such a size as to fill loosely about seven-cightha
of the reduction tube. Place the reduction tu.he longitudinally in an oblong
charcoal furnace; and, by means of a seJf.reg:ulatmg generator of hydrogen, pass
through it a stream of that gas, previously purified by bubbling successively
through Rolution of Subacetate of Lead, diluted with three times its volume of
water, and through milk of lime, severally contained in half-gallon bottles,
about one-third filled. Connect with the further extremity of the reduction tube
a lead tube bent so us to dip ittto water. Make all the junctions air-tight by
appropri:ite lutes; and, when the hydrogen has passed long enough to fill the
whole of the appar:ttu~, to the exclusion of atmo~pheric air, light the fire, and
bring that part of the reduction tube occupied by tbc Subca rbonate to a. dull
red heat, which must be kept up so long as the bubbles of hydrogen, breaking
from the water covering the orifice of the lead tube, arc !nrnllcr than those pass.
iog through the milk of lime. When the reduction is completed, remove the
fire, and allow the whole to cool to the ordinary temperature, keeping up, during
the refrigeration,a moderate current of hydrogen through the apparatus. Lastly,
withdraw the reduced iron from the reduction tube, detach it from the sheet-iron
tube, and , having powdered it, kecP. it in well-stopped bottles. 'When two pounds
ond a. half of Subcarbonate of Iron. are operated on, the process occupies from
·
five to eight hours." U. S.
"Take of Peroxide of Iron, Zinc, in small piece~, Oil of Vitriol, Water, each,
a sufficient guantity. Introduce , into·a gun-barrel as much of the Peroxide of
Iron as will occupy the lcngtli of about ten inches, confining it to the middle
portion of the barrel by plugs of as~cstos . Let the gun.barrel be now placed in
such a furnace as is used for-orgri'nic analysis, one end of it being fitted Ly means
of a. cork into a bent aDaptcr whose further extremity clips in water, while the
other rnd (of barrel) is connected with a. bottle containing the 7iiue and 'Yater,
with the intervention, however, of a desiccating tube including fragments of
caustic potash, and a small bottle half filled with oil of \'itriol. Mattera being
thus arranged, a little Oil of Vitriol is to he poured iuto the bottle containing
0
!~~ivt~:=~1i~ 1ro~it~r.'e '~:1tt~rit:re o~i~e ~P::~1°t :t gA~ :~~:i~~cJ:i~fo~[c~~ i~c~o~~
1

0

11

sidered to ha'\"'e been accomplished, the part of the tube containing the Peroxide
of Iron must be surrounded with ignited charcoal, an<l, when it is thus brought
to a. low red beat, the Oil of Vitriol is to be ~radually added to the Zinc, so a.s
to caui:.:e a steady current of hydrogen to pass through the oil of vitriol and de-

g
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siccation tube into the gun-barrel. As soon as the reduction of the Oxide is
completed, which may be judged to have taken ~lace \\:hen the gas bubbles ~scape
at apparently the same rate through the water. 1~ which the _adapter termrnatcs,
and through the bottle containing the oj} of v1tr10l 1 the fire IS to be removed (a
slow current of hydrogen being still continued), and when the gun-barrel has
assumed the temperature of the air its metallic contents should be extracted, and
pre!crved in an accurately stopped bottle." Dub.
This is a new preparation of the U. S. and Dublin Pharmacopooias of 1850,
and consists of metallic iron in fine powder, obtained by reducing the sesquioxidc
by hydrogen at o. dull-red heat. The imbcarbonate of the U.S. Pharrnacopc.cia,
which is essentially the sesqnioxide of iron, is deprived of water by calcination,
and then subjcctc~l to the reducing influence of a stream of hydrogen, purified
from sulphuretted hyJrogcn and ac~d by passing successively through a solution
of subac'etate of lead and milk of lime. The hydrogen unites with the oxygen
of the sesquioxidc to form water, and leaves the iron jn the metalli6 state. 'l'he
subearbouate should be perfectly free from ~ulphate of soda, which it is apt to
contrllin when imperfectly washed. If this salt be present it will be reduced by
the hydrogen to the state of sulphuret of sodium, which will contaminate and
spoil the metallic iron formed. The heat should be carefully regulated; for if
it fall below dull redness, part of the oxide will escape reduction; and if it exceed
that point considerably, the p11rticles of reduced iron will agglutinate, and not
be readily puh·erizable. The Dublin process is not so well titted for practical
19urposcs as that of the U. S. Pharmacopooia. The direct.ions gi.,en in the Dublin formula to dry the hydrogen are unnecessary. On the subject of powder o(
iron, manufacturing chemists will find it useful to consult the paper of i\IM.
Soubeiran and Dublanc, in which full directions are given for purifying the
hydrogen, constructing the furnace, rC'gulating the heat, and avoiding explosidrls. (.Amer. Joum. of Pharrn., xviii. 303, from the Jouni. de P!tarm., viii.
187.) Prof. Procter, of Philadelphia, has ma.de some improvements in the process ofSoubciran and Du blanc, which he has communicated in a paper, embracing
many useful details. (Amer. Journ. of PhtJ.rrn., xix. 11.)
Properties. Powder of iron is tasteless, and of an iron-gray colour. If black
the preparation is to be rejected as not being fully deoxidized. When thrown
into a dilute acid, it causes a lively effervescence of hydrogen. A small portion
of it, struck on an anvil with a smooth hammer, forms a. scale, having a brilliant
metallic lustre. On account of its great liability to ocidation, it should be kept
in a dry bottle, well stopped. A bl:!.ck powder, having a composition corresponding with that of the magnetic oxide of iron, has been recently sold in London and Edinbur~h under the name of Qugvenne's iron. (See the Phann. Journ.
and Trans. for Jan., Feb., and ~forch, 1854.) The spurious powder may be
known by its havini? a black instead of au iron-gray colour, and by its effervescing
but slightly with acids. In the p1·ocess for mukiug reduced iron, p:irt of thesesqaioxide almost always escapes full dcoxidation, and comes out of the tube
of a black colour. Tbis part should be rejected, instead of being sold as reduced
iron, as appears to haYe been done by some London manufacturing chemists.
Medical Properties. Po,~cler of iron, reduced from the oxide by hydrogen,
was first prepared for mediemal purpos~s by l\J M. Queveone and Miquelard, of
Paris. lt has been used by Ra.ciborsk1 and other physicians in an::emia, and,
generally, in those diseases characterized by .a. deficiency of colonriug matter in
the Llood. ln two ca.scs of enlarged spleen, following intermittent feve1· in
anemic subjects, l\I. Coste found it to act with remarkable efficacy. In Yiew of
the peculiar state of a/,l'grcgatiou of its particles, this preparation is undoubtedly
the best form of metallic iron for medicinal use. The <lose is from three to six:
grains scvernl times a. day, giYen in powder or pill.
B.

Ferru.m.
TINCTURA FERRI ACETATIS. Dub.
Iron.

995
Tincture of Acetate of

"'fake of Sulphate of Iron eight ounces [avoirdupois); Distilled '\rater ltalf
a pint [Imperial measure]; Pure Sulphuric Acid six jluhfrachms [Imp. meas.J ;
Pure Nitric Acid half ajluidounce [Imp. meas.]; Acetate of Potash e(qht ounces
[a.voird.J ; Rectified Spirit half a gallon (Imp. meas.]. To nine [fluid]ounces
of the Water add the Sulphuric Acid, and in the mixture, with the aid of
heat, dissolve the Sulphate of Iron. Add next the Nitric Acid, first diluted with
the remaining [fluid]ounce of Water, and evaporate the resulting solution to
the consistence of a thick syrup. Dissolve this in one qua.rt [two pints, Imp.
meas.], and the Acetate of Potash in the remainder of the Spirit, and, having
mixed the solutions, and sbak<fri the mixture repeatedly in a large bottle, Jet the
whole be th rown upon a calico filter. When any further liquid ceases to trickle
through, subject the filter, with its contents, to expression, and 1 having cleared
the turbid tincture thus procureJ by filtration through paper, let it b& added to
that already obtained. 'l'he sp.gr. of this tincture is 0·891." .Dub.
'l.1his preparation is a tincture of the teracctate of sesqui oxide of iron. The
first step in making it is to convert the sulphate of protoxide of iron into the
tcrsulphate of the sesquioxide by the action of sulph uri c and nitric acids, with
the aid of heat, in the usual way. 'l'he salt thus formed is then dissolved in half
the rectified spirit, the acetate of potassa in the other half. The spirituous saline
solutions having been D1ixcd, a. double decomposition of the salts takes place,
resulting in the formation of teraceta.te of sesquioxide of iron which dissolves in
the spirit, and sulphate of potassa which precipitates, being insoluble in tha~
menstruum. By filtration, therefore, the sulplrnte of potassa is rcmo•e<l, and
the clea1 liquid constitutes the tincture under notic~ . As there is an excess of
sulphate of protoxide of iron taken, the tersnlphate of the scsquio~ide into
whieh it is com·crtcd, is more than sufiicient to decompose all the acetate of potas.sa. Accordingly, the portion of the tcrsulpbate not expended in the double
decomposition, being soluble i.n rectified spirit, remains in solution along with
the teracetatc in the tincture.
Properties. This tincture is a transparent liquid, of a deep-red colour, and
strong chalybcate taste. It is sa.id to form an agreeable chalybeate. The dose
13.
is from twenty drops to a teaspoonful, sufficiently diluted with water.

FERRI CARBON AS SACCIIARATUM. Ed., Dub.; FERRI CAR·
Lond. Saccharine Carbonate of Iron. Carbonate

BONAS cu~1 SACCllAHO .

of Iron with Sugar.
"Take of Sulphate of Iron/our ounces; Carbonate of Soda/our ounces and
a quarter; Sugar ltco ounces; boiling Distilled Water.four pints [Imp. meas.].
Dissolve separately the Sulphate and Carbonate in two pints of the Water. Mix
the solutions while still hot, and set the mixture by that the Carbonate of Iron
may subside. Then, having poured off the supernatant liquor, wash frequently
the precipitated Carbonate. 'l'o this add the Sugar, dissolved in two fluiJounces
of Water, and evaporate the mixture by means of a water· bath until the powder
is dry. Keep this in a well Rtopped bottle." Lond.
'"l'akc of 8ulpba.tc of Iron/our 01mces; Carbonate of Soda.five ounces; Pure
Sugar tu:o ounces; Wa.tcr four pints [Imp. meas.]. Dissolve the Sulphate and
Carbonate, each, in two pints of the water; add the solutions and mix. .f:h~D:i';
collect the precipitate on a cloth filter, and immediately wash it with cold water,
squeeze out as much of the water as possible, and without delay tritura,te the
pulp wLid1 remains with the Sugar prc\·iously in fine powder. Dry the mixture•
at a temperature not m_uch above ~20°." Ed.
.
Th e Dublin process 1s substantially the same as the Eclmburgh, and , therefore, need not be given.

..;
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When solutions of sulphate of iron and carbonate of soda are n;iixed tog_eth~r,
there are formed, by double decompo:-ition, sulphate of soda which re!11a1J11s m
solution, rmd carbonate of protoxide of iron which falls as a pals.bluish preci~
pitate. This precipitate begins immediately to alter in nature by the abso~ption
of oxygen, and, if washed and dried in the ordinary way, becomes sc~qmox~de
of iron, asi:iocio.tcd with a small quantity of the carbonate of the protox1de wlHch
has escaped change; in other words, it is conYerted into the subcarbonate of
iron of the U . S. IJbarmacopceia. (See Ferri Subcarbonas.) As the preparations
of iron containing the protoxide are most esteemed, the change which this pre.
cipitate undergoes was always matter of regret, and various attempts were made
to preYent it. Now saer;harine matter has been ascertained to possess the pr<r
perty of preventing this change; and, in the preparation under consideration,
its power is brought into play of preventing the protoxide of iron of the carbonate
as first precipitated from passing into scsquioxide, with loss of carbonic acid.
Dr. ]3ecker, a German physician, was the first to suggest the use of saccharine
matter as a means of protection against the ubsorption of oxygen; and the idea
was carried out by Klauer, a German chemist, who first made the saccharine car·
bonate of iron. In the London process the washed precipitate is immediately .
mixed with the sugar in the form of syrup. In the Edinburgh formu1a, it is
pressed so as to free it from water as far as possible, and then incorporated with
the sugar in fine powder. The mode of treating the precipitate, directed in the
London formula, is that recommended by ?\Ir. R. Phillips,jun., and is preferable
to the treatment by expression, which exposes it for a longer period to tbe action
of the air. The final drying heat shouhi not exceed 130°. The protection from
oxidation, howe\•er, is more complete, when bo,th the materials and product
of the process arc maintained constantly in contact with i;;accharine matter,
by using weak syrup both for dissolving the salts and for washing the precipitate,
after the improved method of Vallet, of Paris. 'l'his iruprovcd method ofpro.ceediug is adopted for forming the U.S. pills of carbonate of iron, or Vall,et1s
ferruginou~ pills. (See Pilulc.e Ferri Carbonatis, U. S.)
Properties. Saccharine carbonate of iron is a grayish.green powder, permanent
in the a.ir, having a sweetish, styptic taste, and wholly and readily soluble in
muriiltic acid, with brisk effervescence. Its composition is µot well made out.
The Edinburgh College defines it to be a "carbonate of protoxide of iron in an
undetermined state of combination with sugar and sesquiox:ide of iron. 11 The
presence of sesquio:dde of iron is a defect, which is a.voided in Vallet's ferru·
ginous pills .
.Afcclical Prope1·ties. This preparation is an excellent chalybeate, possessing
the advantages of haYing nearly all the iron in it in the state of protoxide, and
of being readily soluble in acids. Originally introduced into the officinal list by
the Edinburgh College, it appears for the fir~t time in the Dublin and London
Pharmacopooias of 1850 and 1851. It is probably more active than the subcarbonate of iron, and must be used in a. smaller dose. It is, howeYer, inferior to
Vallet's ferrnginous mass, in the }Jrepara.tion of which the anti.oxidizing influence
of ~accharinc matter is more fully npplied. The dose of the saccharine carbonate
of ircm is from five to thirty grains, given in the form of pill.
.
()ff. Prep. Pilulro Ferri Carbonatis, Ed.
B.

.~"iCTURA

FERRI CHLORIDI. U.S.

TINCTURA FERRI

SES·

c,~LORIDI. Lond., Dub. FERRI MURJATIS 'l'INCTUl\A. Ed. Tine. t.ure of Chloride of Iron. Tincture of j)_fariate of Iron.
~- "'fake of Subcarbonateof Iron half (l, pound; l\luriatic Acid a pint; Alcohol
three pints. Pour the Acid upon the Subcarbonatc of Iron, in a glass or porcc·
lain 'i'Csscl, mix them, and, when effervescence has ceased, apply <L gentle heat,
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and continue it, stirring occasionally, until the carbonate is dissoh,ed; then filter
the solution, and mix it with the alcohol." U.S.
.
"Take of Scsq uioxide of Iron [Subcarbonate, U.S.] six 01mces; Ilydrochloric
Acid a pinl [Imperial measure]; Rectified Spirit three pints [Imp. mea s.]. l\Iix.
the Scsquioxidc with the Acid, and digest with a sand-bath, occasionally sti rring,
till it is d~ ssokcd. Tbcn to the solution, after it has cooled, add the Spirit, and
filter." Lond.
"Take of Red Oxide [Subcarbonate] of Iron six ounces; l\Iuriatic Acid (commercial) one pint [Imp. meas.); Rectified Spirit tlu·ee pints (Imp. meas.]. ..;.\..dd
the Oxide to the Acid in a glass nssel; digest with a gentle heat, and occasional agitation, for a day, or till most of the Oxide be dissolved; then add the
Spirit, and filter." Ed.
"Take of Iron Wire eight ounces [avoirdupois]; Pure ?.foriatic Acid one
quart [two pints, Imp. meas.]; ·Pure Nitric Acid ei'yhtr;en fl~iidraclmis [Imp.
meas.]; Distilled Water onepi"nt [Imp. meas.]; Uectificd Spirit one zJint an~ a
half [Imp. meas.]. Dilute the Muriatic Acid with the Water, aud, having
poured the mixture on the Iron, apply a gentle heat till the metal is dissolved.
Next add tbe Nitric Acid in successive portions, and then evaporate at a gentle
heat until the solution is reduced to one pint. Finally mix this in a bottle with
the Spirit, irnd, after the mixture has stood for twelve hours, draw off the clear
tincture. The sp.gr. of this tincture is 1·237." Dub.
The subcarbonate of iron of the shops consists of scs uioxicle of iron, mixed
with a variable, but alway! small proportion of carbonate of the protoxide.
When acted on by muriatic acid it dissolves \Vith effervescence, in con sc quenc~
of the escape of carbonic acid; and a solution of the sesquichloricle of iron, with
a little protochloride, is obtained. When the muriatic acid employed is of the
officinal strength (sp.gr. 1·16), the quantity directed in the U.S. formula. dissolves nearly all the subcarbona.tc, leaving behind, according to l\lr. Phillips,
less than ouc scruple, including accidental impurities. A reaction appears to
take place between the muriatic acid aud the alcohol, as the prepar:.1.tiou Las a
decided ethereal odour. Ou exposure, the small quantity of protochloride of
iron present is converted, by the absorption of oxygen, into sesquichlori<lc and
sesquioxide, the latter of which is precipitated unless there be an excess of muriatic acid present. In the U.S. formula no such excess exists, and the tincture
may consequently deposit, upon standing, a little sesquioxide of iron, and bc~me
in the same proportion more feeble; but this is a very slight objection, and ia,
easily obviated, if thought advisable, by adding sufficient muriatic acid to redil\"
solve the precipitate. The London and Edinburgh preparations, which have a
considerable excess of acid, are liable to the more seri ous objection of being thus
rendered more irritant to the stomach. I t is important that the apothecary should
employ muriatic acid of the officinal specific gravity, as otherwise his preparation
will be of uncertain strength. A want of attention to this circumstance is probably the cause that the tincture, as found in the shops, is very unequal. Of
four specimeus examined by ~Jr. Phillips, one yie lded from half a fiuidounce 20
grains of scsquioxide of iron, another 12·1 grains, a third ll ·3 grains, and the
fourth only 9·3 grains. A speci men prepared by himself, precisely according to
the direction s of the London Phannacopreia of 1824, which are a.t present tho.se
of our own national standard, had the sp.gr. 0·9D4, and yielded, from half a
fiuidoun ce, 16·8 grains of sesquioxide. The present London preparation, accord ing to the S!lme authorit~, bas the sp. gr. 0·992, and would afford, fr om half a
fluidounce, upon the addition of potassa, nearly l 5 graius of sesquioxide. The
process tf the Dublin PLartil}ieopreia of 1850 is quite new. Iu the first step of
it a solution of pro~ochloride of iron is formed, which is subsequently comerted
by the reaction of nitric aoid into a solution of the sesquichloride, to which the
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alcohol is added. The strength of the resulting tincture is more tLan thrice
that of the otheF British preparations, and nearly thrice that of the U.S. tincture.
P1·operlies. Tincture of ch loride of iron is of :\reddish-brown, somewhat yel- .
lowish colour, a. sour and VCl'J styptic taste, and an odour res~mbling thn:t of
muriatic ether. The sesquich loride of iron, which results from its e''.aporat10n,
is a deliquescent compound, of a dark-orange colour,_ scarcely crystalhzable, and
consisting of two eqs. of iron 56, and three of chlorine 10G·26=~62·26. 'l'he
tincture is decomposed by the alkalies, alkaline earths and then· carbonates,
astringent vegetable infusions, and the mucilage of gum Arabic, which producei
with it a brown semi-transparent jelly. All these substances arc, therefore,
incompatible with it in prescriptions.*
1lled1°ral Ptopert1',es and Uses . 'This is one of the most actiYC and certain
preparations of iron, usually acceptable to tLe stomach, and much employed for
the purposes to which the chalybeates generally are applied . It has been particularly commended as a tonic in scrofula, in which it was formerly often given,
jointly with the solution of chloride of calcium, or chloride of barium. It is
suppo!;ed to be diuretic, and to have a peculiar influence on the urinary passages.
Hence it has been employed in gleet, old gonorrbcca, and lcucorrhcca; and is
said to be useful in dy_au ry -dcpcndent on Rpasmodic stricture of the urethra, in
the dose of ten drops repeated every ten minutes, till some effect is experienced.
In hemorrhages from the uterus, kidneys, and bladder, it is thought to act advantageously, but should be confined to those of a passi,~e character, or employed
only after sufficient depletion. Externally it is sometimes used for the destruction of venereal warts, and as a styptic in cancerous and fungous ulcers. It
has recently been employed with success, as au injection in aneurism:il tumours. (See Ranl~ing's Abstract, xv iii. 120.) The dose of the U.S. tincturo is
from ten to thirty minims, which may be gradually increased to ol'le or c\'eu t\vo
. fl.u idrachm s, two or three times a day. It is given diluted with water. W.

FERRI CITRAS. U. S.

Citrate of Iron .

"Take of Citric Acidjilicounces and a lwlf; Sulphate of Iron twelve ounl'es;
Distilled Water fwejluidounces . Dissolve the Acid in the \r,ltcr. 'rhen prepare from the Sulphate the Hydrated Oxide of Iron, according to the formula
for that substance. To the solution of the Acid, heated to about 150°, and
maintained at that temperature, gradually add the IlyJrated Oxide, in its moist
and recent state, as long as it is dissolved, and until the Acid is fully saturated.
Filter the liquid, and, having evaporated it to the consistence of a thick syrup,
spread it in layers on glass 01· porcelain plates, so that, when dried, it may form
thin lamin::e, which are to be detached from the plat~s, and broken into pieces
ofconvcnicutsize." U.S.
In this process a strong solution of citric acid, heated to 150,., is accurately
saturated with moist and recent hydrated scsqnioxide of iron. The heat di rected
promotes the solution of the scsriuioxlde; but a boiling temperature is to be
avoided, as it renders the oxide less readily soluble. Citrate of iron, as thus
prepared, is in thin transparent pieces, of a beautiful garnet-red colour. It is
an uncrystallizable acid salt, slowly soluble in cold, but readily soluble in boil-

cb;o£f:l:;~:.!~ ii~it~c~~~'t:~~i~~ ~~emmuecahs~~~e~f ~~h;:~~~e;h~::~n~~!ru~ ~~!~~i;e~ Z{ a~:~i~t
8

Fr. i\ln)'er recommends that the se9quichloriclc should be prepnred by pnsi.:ing chlorine
through a solution of the protochloridc, until a solution of the red ferrocyaunret of po-

!~~:i:;~d~oc~~~~Zfs ~rfo~~~~ce:e:q~~~fi1~::~!p!~.:t~b~~~n!~~1~:~·a:~::~~ ~'h~c~il~~r~u~~· di~~
solved in twelve ounces of ether, mixed with four times its bulk of alcohol. The solution
may be rendered colour\es!l, if desired, by exposure to the direct rays of the sun. (N: Y.
Journ. of Pluum., i. 233.)
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ing wntcr, and possessing a miltl chalybeatc ta~te.

It consists of one cq. of

citric acid 165, and one of scsquioxide of iron 80=245.
Citrate of iron was introduced to the notice of the profession, in 1831, by
1\1. BCral, of Paris. It is a pleasant chalybcate, and is best given in the form of
pill.

'l'hc dose is five gra ins, repeated several times a day.

FElUU AMMONIO-CITRAS. Lond., Dub.
Iron.

B.

Amrnonio-citrate of

"'rake of Sulphate of Iron twd-ve ouncesj Carbonate of Soda twelve ounces and
a lialfj Citric Acid six ounres; Solution of Ammonia nine fluidounces [Imp.
meas.]; boiling Distilled Water twelve pint-a [Imp. meas.]. Dissolve separately
the Sulphate and Carbonate in six pints of the Water. l\Jix: the solutions while
still hot, and set the mixture by that the precipitate may subside. !laving
poured off the supernatant liquor, wash· the precipitate frequently with water,
throw in the Acid, and dissolve by the aid of heat. When the soluti on hns
cooled, add the Ammonia, and evaporate to the consistence of syrup. Pour this
in thin layers on earthenware plates, dry with a gentle heat, and preserve the
product in a well stopped bottle." Lo1ul.
'l'he Dublin College dissolves its hydrated peroxide of iron, freshly made, in a.
solution of citric acid, and boils for twenty minutes. The cool solution 1 after the
addition of ammonia in slight excess, is dried in thin layers, so as to form scales.
In the London process, by double decomposition between sulphate of iron and
carbonate of soda, carbonate of protoxide of iron is first formed, which 1 by the
exposure to the air during washing, becomes the scsquioxide with loss of car·
bonic acid. To this oxide, while sti ll moist, the citric acid is added, and the
whole is dissolved by the aid of heat, the moisture present and the water of
crystallization of the acid being sufficient to effect the solution. In this manner
the cifr:Lte of sesquioxidc of iron is formed, the salt described in the last urticlc.
Now this is an acid aalt, and when the excess of aciJ in it is neutralized with
ammonia, the ammonio-citratc of iron is formed, from which the greater part of
the ammonia is driven off when dried with a j!Cntlc heat.
P1·operties, &c. Ammonia-citrate of iron is in garnet.red scales, having a
slightly chalybeate taste, and forming a. solution of a clear ruby colour. It is
much more readily soluble in water than the citrate of iron described in the last
article. It is neutral to test paper, and not rendered blue by the addition of
ferrocyanurct of potassium. It is decomposed by potassa. and lime-water, which
throw down sesquioxide of iron and evolve ammonia. The London College states
that 100 grains of the aalt, dissolved in water and treated with potassa, yield
about 34 grains of sesquioxide of iron. This salt forms a pleasant chalybeate.
Its ready solubility giv('s it an advant:tgc over the citrate. The dose is fr,e
gr:i.ius, repeated several times a day, and given in solution. According to Dr.
Paris it may be united with the carbonated alkalies without decomposition, and
B.
given in a state of effervescence with citric acid.

FERRI ET POTASSJE TARTRAS. U. 8. FERRI PoTAssroLond. :FERRUM TARTARIZATUM. Ed., Dub. Tartrate of
Iron and Potassa. J.'artarized Iron.

TARTHAS.

"Take of Sulphate of Iron eif;ht ouncesj Bitartrate of Potas~a seven ouncesj
Distilled Water lwlf a gallon. Prepare from the Sulphate the Ilydratcd Oxide of
Iron, according to the formula. for that substance. l\Jix the Bitartratc of Po.
taa11a with the Distilled Water, heat the mixture to 140°, and, keeping it nt that
temperature, add gradually the llydrated Oxide, frequently stirring, until i•
ceases to be dissoked. Then filter the solution, evapora.te it by means of a wntcr.
bath to the consistence of Syrup, and spread it upon plates of glass or porcclniu
'
so that it may dry in the form of scales." U.S.
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"Take of Sulphate of Iron four 01mces; Sulphuric Acid 7ta.7Ja ffofrlounc~;
[Imp. meas.); Nitric Acid a jl11ido1mce [Imp. meas. ] ; Solut10n of Anun on.ia
ten fluirlounces [Imp. meas.]; Biturtrate of Potassa, powdered, two ounces j Distilled Water four gallons [lmp. meas.]. Dissolve the Sulphate with the Sulphuric Acid iu a pi~t of the Water; then, applying Leat, add gradually the Nitric
Acid. Boil down the solution to the consistence of sy rup, and mix it with the
rest of the 'Yater. Then add th e Ammonia, in order to throw down the sesquioxidc of iron. Wash this and set it aside for twenty-four hours. Th en heat
the Bitarlratc, mixed witli half a pint of Disti lled Water, to 140°, and to this
mixture add the moist sesq ui oxide, the ·~rater which floats over it having been
poured off. Separate the part of tbe sesq ui ox.ide wbich fail s to be di3solved by
straining through a cloth; then evaporate the clear liquor until the salt is dry.
The Potassio-tartrate of Iron may also be dried in the manner directed for
Amm onio-citratc of Iron." L ond.
"Take of Sulphate of Iron five ounces; Bitartrate of P otash five ounces and
one draclirn; Carbonate of Ammonia, in fine powder, as11,j]iciency. Prepare the
Jt.u3t of Iron from the Sulphate as directed under Ferrugo, and without drying
it. Nix the pulpy mass with four pints [Imp. meas. ] of Water; add the Bitartratc; boil till the Rust of Iron is di ssolved ; let the solution coolj pour off the
clear liquid, and add to th is the Carbonate of Ammoni a so long as it occasions
effervescence. Concentrate the liqu id ove r the vapour-bath to the consistence
of a th ick extract, or till the residuum becomes on cooling a firm solid, which
mu st be preserved in well-closed vessels." Ed.
"Take of Sulphate of Iron eight ounces [avoirdupois]; white Bitartrate of
Potash.five ounces [avoird.] ; Distille<l Water one pint and a half [Imp. meas. ].
From the Sulphate of Iron prepare Hydrated Peroxide of Iron by th e [DuLlin]
process, and havi ng, immediately after it is washed, placed it with the Bitartra.te
of Potash and Water in a. porcelain capsule, apply heat to the mixture (taking
care, however, that the temperature does not rise beyond 150°) 1 and stir it occasionally for six hours. Let the solution, after it has cooled down to the temperature of the atmosp here, be decanteJ off any undi ssolved o.Xide of iron, and ,
having transferred it in small quantities to delf dinn er plates, let it be c>aporatcd
to dryness at a heat not exceedi ng 150°. Lastly, chip off the film of dry salt
whi ch adheres to t he plates, and preserve it in well stopped bottles." Dub.
The object of these processes is to combine the excess of acid in the bitartrate
of potassa with sei:."quioxicle of iron. In all of them the plan of Soubeiran is
adopted; namely, that of dissolving the moist hydrated se~quioxide to satumtion
in a .mixture of the bitartrate and water, aided by a moderate heat. 'l'he sesquioxide is now obtained, in all the Phannacopooias, from the tersulpbatc of
sesq uioxi<l e of iron, which is precipitated either by ammonia (U.S., Lond., Bd.),
or by soluti on of potassa ( Dub.). Potassa is not a goot1 precipitant; because
the alkali adheres obstinately to the precipitated scsq uioxide, and cannot be
completely separated even by repeated washings. The necessa ry hydrated sesquioxi dc is made in the body of the London formula; this College not ha,·ing
it as the prod uct of a separate process. Th e sesquiox ide should be gradually
added to the bitartrate and water, heated to 140°, as recommended by Soubeiran,
a t which tcmperu.ture th e oxide dissoh·es more readily and in larger quan tity
than when eb ulliti on is empl oyed. In the U.S. and Dublin formµl::e, the liquid
is pomed out on a plane surface, so as to dry in scales; and the London College
gives th is as an altcrnati\'e method of clryiug. The present formulre of the
U.S., J,oudon, and Dublin Pha1macoproias arc much superior to those of former
ed iti ons of those works.
lk Ure has proposed the tartrcrte of vrotoxide of fron for medical use. Ile
makes it by acting on clean iron filings, or bits of i1·ou wire, with a solution of
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tartaric acid. It is a pulverulent salt, insoluble in water, and possessing a mild
chalybcate taste.
Properties. Tartrate of iron and potassa, as obtained by the U. S and Dublin formulre, is in transparent scales of a ruby-red colour, and wholly soluble in
about four parts of water. It ha8 a. slightly chalybcatc ta.ste. Its solution does
not change the colour of litmus, and at common temperatures is not precipita.ted
by potassa, soda, or ammonia. Ferrocyanuret of potassium does not render it
blue, lfnless an acid be added. 'I.1hc non-action of this test shows that the iron
is in a peculiar state of combination. I t is incompatible with astringent vegetable infusions, which give rise to a dark-coloured precipitate. When heated
with potassa, 100 grains of the salt yield a precipitate of about 3! grains of
aesquioxide of iron. (Lond. Pharm. 1851.)
Composition. Prepared according to the U. S., IJOn<lon, or Dublin formula,
it consists of one eq. of ta.rtrate of sesquioxide of iron, and one of tartrate of
potassa. When of this composition it contains 34 per cent. of sesriuioxidc of iron.
The Edinburgh preparation contains only about 18 per cent. of sesqu ioxide.
Medical Properties. Tartrate of iron and potassa is an agreeable chalybcate,
&ad, when made according to the U. S., London, or Dublin formula, may be
depended upon for activity and uniformity of composition. From its slight taste
and ready solubili ty, it is one of the best ferruginous preparations for children.
The dose for an adult is from ten grains to half a. drachm, given in solution, or
B.
combined with an aroma.tic or bitter in the form of bolus.

FERRI FERROCYANURETUM. U.S.

Ferrocyanuret of Iron.

Pu.re Prussian Blue.
"rl'ake of Sulphate of Iron four ounces j Sulphuric Acid three fluidrachms
and a lialf; Nitric .Acid six fluicfrachm.~, or a s1{{jicient quantity; Ferrocyanurct
of Potassium/our ounces and a half; Water two pints. Dissolve the Sulphate
of Iron in a. pint of the Water, and, having added the Sulphuric Acid, boil the
.solution. Pour into it the Nitric Acid, iu small portions, boiling the liquid for
a minute or two after each addition, until a dark colour is no longer produced;
tLen allow it to cool. Dissolve the Ferrocyanuret of Potassium in the remainder
of the Water, and add this solution gradually to the first liquid, agitating the
mixture after each addition; then pour it upon a filter. Wash the p1·ecipitatc
with boiling wa.tcr, until the washings pass tasteless. Lastly, dry it and rub it
into powder." U.S.
In the process above given, the sulphate of protoxide of iron in solution is
first acidulated with sulphuric acid, and then converted into the tersulphate of
the sesquiox id e by means of nitric acid. 'l'he object of the addition of the s ul~
phuric acid, is to provide for the higher saturatin g power of the sesquioxide over
the protoxide, aud thus to prevent the precipitation of the subsulphate of the
scsquioxide. 'l'he tersulphatc of the sesquioxide may be obtained, without
the use of nitric acid, by treating the su lphate of the protoxide, previously
dried, with boiling sulphuric acid. (Levol, Jour11. de Pharm., xviii. 343.) The
tcrsulphatc is then dceoruposcd by the gradual addition of the solution of ferrocyauuret of potassium. Three eqs. of fcrrocyanuret, and two of tcrsulphate of
sesquioxidc of iron, are mutually decomposed, with the result of formiug one
eq. of l'rnssian blue, or the 3-! ferrocyanu:ct of iron, which precipitates, and
six. eqs. of sulphate of pOtassa, which remain in solution. Ferrocyanogcn is a
tcrC'yanurct of iron (l1'e0y3 ) ; and, representing it by its symbol Cfy, we may
compactly express the above reaction by the following equation; 3CfyK~ and
2(Fc,0,,8S0,)=3Cfy,4l<'c and 6(KO,SO,). Prussian blue contains the elements of six eqs. of w:itcr, which cannot be separated without the destruction
of the compound. Adding these elements, we may suppose it to becom.e a hydroferrocyanate of the sesquioxide of iron, represented by the formula, 3CfyH.i>
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Fe.,011 • Fro~ the formula -given for the anhydrous compoun_d (3Cfy,4Fe), it is
evident that it contains nine cq!'!. of cyanogen and seven of 1ron.
Preparati'onfor Use in the Arts. Prussian blue is manufactured on the large
scale as follows . A mixture made of equal parts of carbonate of potassa (pearlash of commerce), and an imal matte r, such as dried blood, hair, tbe shavings of
horn, &c., is calcined at a red heat in an iron vessel, until it becomes pasty.
The mass, when cold, is thrown, by portions a.t a time, into twckc or fifteen
times its weight of water, with which it is stirred for half an hour. ThE! whole
is then put upon a linen filter; and the clear solution obtained is precipitated by
a mixed solution of two parts of alum and one of the sulphate of protoxide of
iron. An effervcsceqce occurs, due principally to carbonic acid; and a. very
~bun<lant precipitate is thrown down, of a blackish-brown colour. This precipitate is washed, by decantatiou, by means of a large quantity of water, which
is renewed every twelve hours. By these washings, which last from twenty to
twenty-five days, the precipitate becomes, successively, greenish-brown, bluish,
and finally deep-blue. When of the latter colour, it is collected and allowed to
drain upon a cloth, after which it is divided into cubical masses and dried.
Properties. Pure Prussian blue is a tasteless powder, in soluble in water and
alcohol, and hav ing a rich deep-blue colour. It is insoluble in dilute acids,
decomposed by fuming nitric acid, and dissolved without decomposition by strong
sulphuric acid, forming a white mass of the consistence of paste, from which the
Prussian blue may be precipitated unchanged by water. Concentrated muriatic
acid decomposes it, dissolving sesqu ioxide of iron, and liberating hydroferrocyanic
acid. Boiled with red oxit.le of mercury it generates bicyanuret of mercury.
(See II);drm"[}yri C,Yanuretum.) By the contact of a red-bot body it takes fire
and burns slowly, leaving a. residue of sesquioxide of iron. When it is heated
in close vessels, water, hydrocyanic acid, and carbonate of ammonia. are evolved,
and carburet of iron is left. Its composition has been given abo,e. The Prussian blue of commerce was discovered by accident, in 1710, by Diesbach, a preparer of co lours at Berlin. It has the same general properties as the pure substance. It occurs in small rectangular masses, which are heavier than water,
and have a. fracture presenting a bronzed appearance. Besides the constituents
of pure Prussian blue, it always contains alumina, derived from the alum employed in its manufacture, and which serves to give it body as a. pigment, :md
uncombined sesquioxide of iron. These substances may be detected by boiling
the pigment with dilute muriatic ac id , and precipitating the filtered solution
with ammonia. Pure Prussian blue, tr•ated in this manner, yields no precipitate.
1'/edical Properties, <t·c. Prussian blue is supposed to act as a tonic, febrifuge, and alterative. Dr. Zollickoffer, of l\Iaryland, has recommended it as a
remedy in intermittent and remittent fevers, and deems it to be particularly
adapted to such cases occurring in chi ldren, on account of the smallness of the
dose and its want of taste. He considers it more certain, prompt, and efficacious
than the hark; while it has the advantage of being admissible in the state of
pyrexia, and of not disagreei ng with the most irritabl e stomach. It has also
been used by Dr. Kirchoff, of Ghent, in epilepsy with good success. Dr. Bridges,
of thif) city, exhibited it in a case of severe and protracted facial neuralgia, with
considerable relief, after the usual remedies in this complaint had been tried
with little or no benefit. It is sometimes employed as an application to illconditioned ulcers, mixed with some simple ointment, in the proportion of
a. drachm to the ou11ce. 'fhe dose of pure Prussian blue for an adult is from
three to five grains, repeated several times a day, and gradually increased until
some oLvious effect is produced.

OJ)'. Prep. Uydrargyri Cyanurctum.
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Iodide of Iron.

"Take of Iodine two ounces; Iron Filings an ounce; Distilled Water a pint
l'llix the Iodine with a pint of the Distilled Water, in a porcelain
or glass vessel, and gradually add the Iron Filings, stirring constantly. lleat.
the mixture gently until the liquid acquires a light-greenish colour; then filter,
and, after the liquid has passed, pour upon the filter the remainder of the Distilled WatPr boiling hot. When this bas passed, evaporate the filtered liquor
at a temperature not exceeding 212°, in au iron vessel, to dryness. Keep the
dry Iodide in a closely stopped bottle." U.S.
"Take any conve11ie11t quantitg of Iodine, Iron Wire, and Distilled Water, in
the proportions for ma.king Solution [Syrup] of Iodide of Iron. Proceed as
directed for that proces~; but before filtering the solution, concentra.te it to one.
sixth of its volume, without removing the excess of Iron Wire. Put the filtered
liquor quickly in au evaporating basin, a1ong with twelve times its weight of
quicklime around the basin, in some convenient apparatus 1 in which it may be
shut up accurately in a small space, not communicating with the general atmo·
sphere. Heat the whole apparatus in a hot air-press, or otherwise, until the
water be entirely evaporated; and preserve the dry iodide in small well closed
vessels." Ed.
"Take of Pure Iodine one ounce [avoirdupois] i Filings, or thin Turnings of
wrought Iron, separated from impurities by a magnet, half an ounce [avoird.];
Distilled Water five omices [avoird.]. Introduce the Iodine, Iron, and four
ounces of the Water into a Florence flask, and, having heated the mixture gently
for ten minutes, boil until the solution loses its red colour. Pass the liquid now
through paper into a second flask, washing the filter with th~ remaining ounce of
Water, and, by means of a regulated heat, boil down the liquot· until a drop of
i t taken out on the end of an iron wire solidifies on co'oliog. When the flask has
assumed the temperature of the ai r, let the iodide of iron be extracted from it(by
breaking the tlask if necessary), and, after it has been submitted to powerful pressure, enveloped in blotting paper, let it be enclosed in a well stopped bottle." .DuL.
In these processes iron is made to unite with iodine by the intervention of
water, and the combination takes place readily and quickly. The liquid at first
is red or orange-coloured, from the circumstance that all the iodine has not
united with the iron; but a.fter the application of heat it becomes fully saturated
and limpid, and assumes a greenish colour. It is now a solution of iodide of
iron, and yields the sol id salt by evaporation. The proportion of the iron taken
is half the weight of the iodine. Fine iron wire, recently cleaned, is directed
by the Edinburgh College on account of its purity; but iron filings dissolve
more readily, and, if carefully selected, will be sufficiently pure. It is exceed.
ingly difficult to obtain this salt in the solid state perfectly pure, so great is the
proneness of its solution to absorb oxygen, whereby the ioJide becomes, in pa.rt,
converted into sesquioxide. Thi~ change is prevented to a certain extent in the
process of the U.S. Pharmacopooia, by evaporating to dryness in an iron vessel;
and in the process of the Edinburp:h College, by concentrating the solution,
before filtering, in contact with the excess of iron wire, and afterwards evapo·
ra.ting it in a hot air-press, subjected to the drying influence of quicklime.
The process of the Edinburgh College for iodid e of iron is that of the l\Iessrs.
T. & II. Smith, of Edinburgh. These chemists have since recommended the
following improved proce!)s, which more effectually excludes atmospheric air.
Boil, in a Florence flask, six drachms of pure iron filings with two ounces and
a quarter of iodine, in four and a half ounces of distilled water, until the liquid
loses its dark colour. Then filter the liquid rapidly into another flask, and
cvapornte it at a boiling heat, until its green shade passes into black. After
this period, the heat is kept up as long as the evaporation of moisture continues,
which may be ascertained by its condensation on a cold picre of glass, placed,

and a half.
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from time to time, over the mouth of the flask. When tllis ceases, the fl.ask
contains pure, anhydrous, spongy iodide of iron,. which, when cold, is to be
removed by breaking the flask, bruised coarsely Ill a.. "'.'arn~ dry morta~, and
enclosed immediately in small well-corked bottles. If it is wished to obtam the
iodide as a crystallized hydrate, the heat is to be withdrawn as soon as the liquid
!s sufficiently concentrated to congeal, in a dry and hard crust, on the end of an
iron wire, dipped into it.
Properties. Iodide of iron is a crystalline substance, exceedingly deliquescent, of a greenish.black colour, and styptic, chalybeate taste. "When carefully prepared by the Edinburgh formula, it has a dark grayish-black metarnc
appearance, and irregularly foliated texture, not unlike iodine itself." (Chrisll.'son's Di11p~nsatory.) Its solution, by evaporation with as littl e contact of
air as possible, affords transparent, green, tabular crystals. ·when heated
moderately it fuses, and, on cooling, becomes an opaque crystalline mass, having
an iron.gray colour and metallic lustre. At a higher temperature it emit s violet..
coloured vapours, and the iron is left in the state of sesquioxide. It is very
eoluble both in water and alcohol. "W hen recently prepared it is wholly soluble
in water, forming a pale-green solution; but if made for some time, it almost
unavoidably contains some sesquioxide of iron from a partial decomposition, and
will not be entirely soluble. M. Lecoq, of Saint-Quentin, has proposed to preserve it in a wide-mouthed, ground-stoppered bottle, covered with a layer of reduced iron, which can not decompose it, and which at the same time protects it
from the action of the air. When the iodide is wanted, the iron is removed
with a bone spatula, or a little brush. (Journ. de Pharm., :Feb. 1853, p. 135.)
The aqueous solution is very liable to spontaneous decomposition, becoming :it
last orange.red from the generation of free iodine, and depositing sesquioxide of
iron. According to l\Ir. Richard Phillips, jun., the first step in this change is
tlrn formation of protox ide of iron and hydriodic acid, from the decomposition
of water. As the protoxide immediately begins to be com·erted into s<>squioxicle
by absorbing oxygen from the air, and in this state is precipitated, the hydriodic
:icid is set free i an<l hence is accounted for the acidity of the solution from the
first moment the sesquioxid c is deposited. Afterwards, the hydriodic acid is
decomposed by the action of air, and iodine liberated. When. the solution is
prevented from generating free iodine, by placing in it a. coil of iron wire, according to the plan of 1\lr. Squire, the iron acts by combining with the iodine
of nascent hydriodic acid, and not with nascent iodine. (Plwnn. Journ. and
'J.1rans., iv. HL) The plan of l\Ir. Squire does not prevent the deposition of
seilquioxide, and has, therefore, been .superseded by the use of saccharine maUer,
which affords a better protection to the solution. (See Liquor Ferri lodidi.)
Iodide of iron is incompatible with alkalies and their carbonates, with limewat.er, and with all other substances by which sulphate of iron is decomposed.
When crystallized it consists of one eq. of iodine 126·3, one of iron 28, and
five of water 45=199·3 .
.Medica.l Properties and Cses. Iodide of iron was first employed in medicine
by Dr. P1erquiu in 1824. It was first used in the United States in 1832 by
Professor Samuel Jackson, of this city, at whose reciuest it was prepared in
solution by l\Ir. K Durand. 'fhe late D1·. A. T. '.l'homson, of London, presented it to the notice of the profession in England, as a. remedy, in 1834. Its
powers are those of a tonic, allera.tive, diuretic, and emmenagoguc. As a therapeutic agent, it acts more like the preparations of iron than like those of iodine.
It sometimes sharpens the appetite and promotes digestion, and occasionally acts
rui a. laxative and diuretic. When it does not operate on the bowels, it generally
augments the urine. Its use blackens the stools and lessens their fetor. It is
chieHy employed in scrofulous complaints, swellings of the cervical glands, visceral obstructions attended with deficient action, chlorosis, atouic a.menorrhooa,
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and lcucorrbcea. In the two diseases last mentioned, Dr. Pierquin employed it
with success. In obstinate syphi li tic ulcers, M. Baumes, of Lyons, used it with
satisfactory results . Ile gave it in the form of pill, conjoin ed with extract of
opium, ::tnd sometimes increased the dose to 20 grains in the course of twentyfour hours . In secondary syphilis, occurring in debilitated and scrofulous subjects, Ricord has found it a valuable remedy. The dose is a grain, gradually
increased to eight or more. For forming enemata, injections for the vagina, and
lotions for ulcers, one or two drachms of the salt may be dissolved in a pint of
water. It should never be given in the form of pill, unless protected by Sa-Ocharine matter, on account of its dcliciuescent property, and its proneness to
decomposition; and even when thus protected, the pi11s become soft and lose
their shape. Messrs. 'l'. and H. Smith, of 11dinburgh, have given a formula for
pills of this kind, made from the anhydrous iodide of iron with refined sugar
irnd honey. A similar pill had been previously devised by Dupasquier, and
improved by l\lr. H. W. Worthington, of this city, in which the protecting
substances are boncy and tragacanth. l\I. Blancard has proposed a pill of
iodide of iron, made directly from its elements, protected by honey, brought
to a. pilular consistence with powder of marshmallow, rollccl in the powder of
reduced iron, and varnished with a thin coating of resin, by dipping it once
or twice in an ethereal solution of the balsam of Tolu. Dr. D. F. Wright,
of l\Iemphis, 'J'enn., has given a formula. for a simi lar pill, made extemporaneously from reduced iron, and protected by honey and an excess of iron. (See
Am.. Junm. of Phann., Jan. 185J, p. 6.) Prof. Procter is in the habit of
introducing a small proportion of reduced iron into the mass, when iodide
of iron is extemporaneously prescribed in pill. In view of the serious objections which apply to the solid iodide of iron, it might well be dispensed with,
and the syrup or saccharin e solution substituted. 'l'hc London College has
omitted the solid iodide from its Pharmacopooia of 1851. Solutions for external use may be fonued by reducing the U.S . saccharine solution (Liquor
Ferri lodidi) with water to any desired extent, at the moment of using them;
and, in cases in which it might be desirable to gi"c the salt in the solid state,
the officinal s!11·11p could be reduced to a saccharine ma8s proper for making
pills by evaporation to dryness. (See Pilul<£ Feni Iodi,li.)
B.

LIQUOR FERRI IODIDI. U.S. SYRUPUS FERRI Ionrnr. Lond.,
Dub. FEHR! Ionrnr SrnuPus. Ed. Sol!<tion of lodide of Iron. Syrup
~f Iodide of Iron.
_ . , "Take of Iodine two ounces; Iron Filings an ounce; Sugar, in powder, twelve
ounce.~; Distilled Water a su.filcient quantil!J.
l\Iix the Iodine with five fluidounces of Distilled Wa.ter, in a porceb.in or glass vessel, anU gradually add tho
L·on Fi lings, stirring constantly. Heat the mixture gently until all the Iodine
is dissolr ed, or unti l the liquid acquires a light greenish colour. Then filter the
@olution into a glass bottle, contain ing the Su.gar, and, after it has passed, pour
Distilled Water gradually upon the filter until the filtcrcU liquor, including the
Sugar, measures twenty fluidounces. ].4ustly, shake the bottle until the Sugar
is dissolved, nod keep i~ closely stop
' U.S.
~
"Take of Iodine an ounce; Irou
tree drachma; Distilled Water twelve
, . , . , ,fliddounces (Imp. mca~.J, or a su ·
ntity; Sugar ten ounces. l\Ii:i:: the
Iodine and Iron with eight fluidounces
Water,an<l heat until the solution
acquires a greenish colour; then filter.
porate the solution to about four
:Ouidounces, :ind throw in tbe Sugar. The , when the i;yrup has grow n cold,
add sufficient Water to make it measure fifteen fluidounces [Imp. meas.], and
ke~p it in a bl:.ick glass bottlc,well stopped.'' Lond.
"Take of lodinc(dry)tuohundred grains; fine Iron Wire, recently cleaned, one
liumlred yrui111 1· Wbite Sugar, in powdcr,)Our ounces and a half; Distilled Water
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tix jluidounces [Imperial measure]. Boil the Iodine, lron, and Water together in
a glass matrass, at first gently, to avoid the exptJlsion of Ioriine vapour, afterwards briskly, until about two flu.idounc~s of liquid remain. l>ilter this quickly,
wh ile hot, into a matrass containing the Sugar; dissolve the Sugar '\'ith a gentle
heat, and add Distilled Water, if necessary, to make up six fiuidounces. Twelve
minims contain one grain of Iodide of Iron." Ed.
"Take of Pure Iodine five drachm.s [avoirdupois]; Iron Turnings, separated
by a. magnet, three drachrns [Dub. weight]; Distilled Water two ounces [avoird.);
Simple Sy rup six fluidounces [Imp. meas.]. Introduce the Iodine, Iron, and
\Va.tcr into a glass flask, and apply a moderate heat until the solution loses its
red colour. Filter the .solution while hot into ::i. bottle containing the Sy rop,
mix with agita.tipn, and add distHled Water, to make op ei~ht fiuidounces [Imp.
meas.]. One fluidru.chm contains about five grains of Iodale of lron. 11 Dub.
These preparations furnish a solution of iodide of iron, rendered more permanent by sugar. 'I1he morle of making the iodide js precisely the same as that
given unJ.cr tl:e head of Ferri l odidutn. The Edinburgh College directs the
iodine to be dry; because, if moist, as the British iodine often is, les!:I iodide of
iron will be fo rm ed, and the sy rup will be proportionably weaker. (See lodinium
P ururn.) In all the processes an excess of iron is taken, th~ excess being greatest
in the Dublin for mula, and least in the L ondon. A moderate excess of iron is
useful in preventing the solution of iodide of iron from undergoing any change
from the absorption of oxygen during filtration, before it comes in contact with
the sugar. Assuming that the iodine without loss is all converted into iodide
of iron, it is ea13y to calculate th e strength of the sernral officinal solutions. Thus
it will be found that the U.S. soluti on contains 7 ! grains, and those of the British
Colleges about 5 grn ins of the dry iodide to the ftuidrachm. In tLe British
preparations sufficient sugar is used to constitute a syrup; in the U.S. preP3ration, much less sugar is directed. According to l\lr. W. Tozier, of 1:Cingstown, Ireland, the proportion of sugar in the British formulre is not sufficien t
fully to protect the iodide from change; and, if this statement be accurate, the
saccharine strength of the U.S. preparation must be deemed altogether in~de
quate. Prof. Procter is of opinion that the iodide of iron in the U.S. formula
would be better protected by more sugar. A coil of iron wire, or a strip of
bright iron, irnm erHed in the solution, assists in preserving it from change.
'!'he plan of protecting the soluti on of iodide of iron from change by sacchtt.rinc matter originated with M. Frederking, of Riga, who published a formulfor the purpose in Buckner's R epertorium in 1839. The same plan was pr
posed in a paper by Prof. Procter, contained in the Amer. Joum. of Pharma<'
for .April 18-10. In the Journal de Pliarmacie for l\farch 18..U, Dr. Dupnsquier, of Lyons, claims to have made a pure iodide of iron, protected by syrup
of gum, as early as 1838. In the Pliarm. J onm. and Tmns. for .August 18-11,
the late Dr. A. T. Thomson gave a paper in which he confi rmed the result! of
Frederking and Procter, and proposed a formula for a. strong s!Jnp, which is the
basis of that adopted in the British l'harruacopooias.
Prope1·ties. '!'he U.S. solution of iodide of iron i1:1 a transparent liquid, free
or nearly so fr om sedi ment, and of f ! r e cn colour. It becomes brown on
the addition of sulphuri.c acid, and e
et vapours when bea.ted. It should~
not contain any free iod ine, which,
ent, ma.y be detected by the produo~
ti on of a blue colour with starch. T e syrup of tlte British Colleges is a tr.:i.nsparent liquid, either colourle~s a'-Pale yellow ish-green, and without sediment
even when exposed to the air. ~Vhen concentrated it becomes brown, and,
when evapora ted to dryness, it forms a ma ss whi ch may be called the saccharine
iodide, and wl.1it:h is not ent irely solubl e .-igain, a. little sesq ui ox ide of iron being
left. Th is saccharine iodiJe, being protected by the sugar it contains, is not
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liable to the objections which apply to the pure solid salt, and may be made
into pills. (Sec page 1005.)
.1.lled ical Propaties. These have been detalled under the head of Perri Iodidum. The dose of the U.S. solution is from 20 to 50 drops, sufficiently diluted
with \Vatcr; that of the syrup of the British Colleges, one-half larger. The
dilution should be made at the moment it is taken; and, in order to guard
against injury to the teeth, the mouth should be carefully washed after each
dose.
B.

LIQUOR FERRI NITRATIS. u. s. FERRI PERNITRATIS LIQUOR.
Dub. Solution of Nitrate of Iron. Solution of Pernitrate of Iron.
Solution of 'l'ernitrate of 8 esq'uioxide of Iron.

•

"Take of Iron \Vire, cut iu pieces, an. ounce; Nitric Acid [sp. gr. l ·42] three
jlu/dounces; Distilled Water a sufficient quantitv. )!ix the Acid with a pint of
Distilled Water, add the Iron, and agitate occasionally until gas ceases t" be
disengaged; then filter the solution, and add to it sufficient Distilled Water to
make it measure thirty fluidounces. 11 U.S.
11
Take of fine Iron Wire, free from rust, one ounce [avoirdupois]; Pure Nitric
Acid [sp. gr. 1·5] three fluidounces [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water a :n~tficienl
g1Lantity. Into the Acid, first diluted with sixteen ounces [avoi1·cl.] of the
"\Vater, introduce the Iron Wire, and leave them in contact un til gas ceases to be
disengaged. Filter the solution, and to it atld as much Water as will make its
bulk one pint and a half [Imp. meas.]. The specific gravity of this Solution is
1·107." JJub.
Upon a comparison of these formulro, it will be found that the U. S. process
differs from the Dublin in substituting the troy for the avoirdupois ounce of iron,
and three wine fluidounces of nitric acid, sp.gr. l '42, for three Imperial fluidounces of the snme acid, sp.gr. I ·5. These variations from tho Dublin formula
increase the iron taken 42! grains, and lessen the weight of the acid; for three
wine fluidounoes of nitric acid, sp.gr. l '42, weigh 2H grains less than the three
Imp. fluidounces of the acid, sp. p;r. l ·5. 'l'he comparative deficiency of acid
in the U.S. formula. is much greater than this, when the sp.gr. of the U.S.
acid compared with that of the Dublin acid, is taken into account. Th ese differences, however, do not appear material; for, on the supposition that the prepara.tion contains the ternitrate of scsquioxide of iron, there is not enough aeicl
taken in either formula to dissolve all the iron. To produce this salt, four cqs.
of nitric acid may be supposed to react with two eqs. of iron. One eq. of the
nitric acid, with evolution of nitric oxide, will be expended in conv-crtiug the
iron into sesquioxide, with which the three remaining eqs. of acid will unite.
4N05 and 2Fe=FegO:u3N05 and N02 •
This solution was introduced to the notice of the profession by l'rfr. William
Kerr, of Scotlantl, in 1832. As made by l\fr. Kerr, it is a transparent liquid
of a beautiful dark-red colour, and a very astringent but not caustic taste. Its
sp.gr., as made by the Dublin formula., is 1·107. I t is apt to become tmbid
on keeping, and to deposit a snbn itratc of the sesquioxide. To obvia.te this
liability to change, l'llr. Kerr always added a small portion of muriatic acid.
Prof. J!rocter attains tl.:ie same end by adding the iron gradually, filtering immediately aftGr all the iron has been thrown in,'heating the filtrate gently in a capsule
or flask, and carefully dropping in nitric acid, with stirring, avoidi~g au excess,
until a drop of tl.:ie solution, tested with ammonia, yields a red precipitate, with.
out any tinge of black. By thus preventing a prolonged contact between the
salt formed and metallic iron, but little protox.ide is generated; and this is subsequently turned into sesquioridc and saturated by the careful addition of nitric
acid. (See Am.. J ourn. of Phann. Oct. 18511 p. 313.) Solution of nitrate of
iron, made by Prof. Proctcr's modified formula, has a bright :Madeira wine colour,
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and keeps very well. When treated with ammonia., it yields a red precipitate
of scsquioxidc of iron. The late l\lr. Duhamel, of Philadelphia (Am. Joum. of
Phann., x\·ii. 92) proposed to render the solution permanent by preparing it
as a syrup; but it is well known that his syrup would not keep.* 'l'crni~ra.tc
qf sr.~quioxidP of 'fron, as described by l\lr. J. 1\1. Ordway, of Massacliusctts, ts m
the form of oblique rhombic prisms, which are either colourless or of a delicate

lavender colour.

It is somewhat deliquescent, and very soluble in water, but

::iparingly soluble in nitric acid. It consists of. three eqs. of nitric acid, one of
sesquioxide of iron, and eight een of water. (Sillirnan's Journ., Jan. 1850.)
Nediral Properties. This solution is considered to act as a tonic and astringent. Dr. R. J. Graves, of Dublin (Am. Journ. of .Med. Sci., xviii . 216, from
the Lo11d. Med. and Surg. J011.rn.), praises it as a remedy in chronic diarrhcca,
especially when occurring in delicate and nervous women, in which there is no
thirst., redness of tongue, tenderness of the abdomen on pressure, or other indieation of inflammation . Mr. l(err attributed to it the property of diminishing
the irritability of the intestinal mucous membrane. It is particularly applicable
to the treatment of mucous diarrhrea, attended with pain, but not to cases in
which ulcerations of the intestines exist. Dr. T. C. Adams, of Michigan (Amer.
Journ. of Jllcd. Sci., xxiv. 61) 1 also reports favourably of this remcJy iu chronic
<liarrhrea, considering it, like 1\lr. Kerr, to act as a sedative as well as astringent.
Ile employed it, likewise, with good effect in mcnorrhagia, and both internally
and by injection in lcucorrhc:ea, when occurri ng in pale, exsanguine, and feeble
subjects. The dose, according to Dr. Graves, is seven or eight drops, gradually
increased to tiftel'n 1 imfficienlly diluted, in the course of the day . Dr. Adams,
however, gave it in doses of ten drops, two, three, or four times a day, and some·
times increased it to twenty-five drops. As an injection he employed it sufficiently clilutetl to ea.use only a. sli ght beat and smarting in the vagina. B.

FERRUGO. Ed. FERRI
Dub. Hydrated Oxide of Iron. Hydrated
Hydrated Sesquioxide of Iron.

FERRI OXIDUM HYDRATUM. U.S.
PEllOXYDUM llYDRATUM.

Peroxide of lron.

"'Take of Su lphate of Iron four ounces; Sulphuric Acid three jl.uidrachmt
and a half; Nitric Acid six jluidrachms, or a sujjicient quantity; Solution of
Ammonia. a s1tjjicient g_uantil!J; Water two pints. Dissolve the Sulphate of Iron
*Prof. Procter bas proposed the following formula for prepnring a 8YT!IP of the flilrfl/.f
of proloxit!e of iron, a preparation considerably used, in rhilndelpbia, as nn a.s~ringent. in
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the iron in a wide-"?outhed bottle, kept cool by s.tRnding in cold water, rmd pour upon it
threefluidounces ol wat.cr. Then mix the acidw1thtco Ouidounces orwri.ter,nndndd the
mixture iu 1>~rtio1~s of lrnlf ii fiuidonncc to tho iro~, ngitating frequently until the acid is
!R.turated, us111g litrnus paper. When ti.Jc snturation is complete, filler thesolutioninl-0
a bottle containing the sugar, nod marked to contain thirty fiuidounccs. Ir the whole
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(Ibid. p. 315.)

'Ihcso syrup!! should not. contain nn cxcoss of acid; for ir they clo, they
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Accor(ling to Mr. Joseph Laidley, of Jlichmond, Yn.., the i;o-ct1llcd syrup o(
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a.cid is in excl"SS. These obj~ctions do not apply to l 1 rof..Proctcr's syrup, containing the
protoxide; nml hence i\ l r. L1utlleyhclicvcs t.b11.t the only nitrate, prOJJCr to be formed ioto
n.sy1:up, is th.e n.ilr11.te of tho protoxide, where "lone tbe.i:rotecti\'c action or sugllr i11
reqwred. (Jf,1d., March, 1853, p. 97 .)-Note to the ltntli tdit1011.
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in the 'Yat er, and, having added the Sulphuric Acid, boil the solution; then
add the Nitric Acid in small port.ions, boiling the liquid for a minute or two
after each additiou, until the acid ceases to produce a dark colour. Filter the
liquid, allow it to cool, and add Solution of Ammonia in excess, stirring the
mixture briskly. Wash the precipitate with water uutil the washin~s cea:5e to
yield a precipitate with chloride of barium, and keep it in close bottles with
water sufficient. to cover it." U.S.
"Take of Sulphate of Irou ji:mr ounces; Sulplturic Acid (commercinl) three
fluidrathms a11d a ha(/(lmp. meas.]; Nitric Acid (D. 1·380) ninefluidrac!tms
(Imp. meas.]; Stronger Aqua Ammouire three jlvidounces ancl ci lialf [Imp.
meas.]; Water two pints [Imp. meas.]. Dissoh-e the Sulphate in the 'Vatcr,
add the Sulphuric Ae:id, and boil the solution; add then the Nitric Acid in small
portions, boiling the liquid for a minute or two after each addition, until it acquires a yellowish.brown colour, and yields a precipitate of the same colour with
ammonia. Filter, allow the liquid to cool, and add in a. full stream the Aqua
Arnmonire, stirring the mixture briskly. Collect the precipitate on n. calico filter;
wash it with water till the washings cease to precipitate with nitrate of baryta.;
squeeze out the water as much as possible, n.nd dry the precipitate <.it a tempera ture not exceeding 180°. When this preparation is kept as an antidote for
poisoning with arsenic, it is preferable to preserve it in the moist state, after
being simply squeezed." Erl.
"Take of Sulph<tte of Iron e?'.qhl ouncrs [avoirdupois]; Pure Sulphuric Acid
six.fiuidmchm1> [Imp. meas.]; Pure Nitric Acid lwlfaflttidounce [Imp. meas.];
Solution of Uaustic P otash one quart [two pints, Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water
tu~elve om1tes [avoird.J.
To ten ounces of the 'Water add the Sulphuric Acid,
and in the mixture with the aid of heat dissolve the Sulphate of Iron. 1\lix the
Nitric Acid witli the remainder of the Water, and, hating added tLe Diluted Aci<l
to the solution of Sulphate of Iron, concentrate by boil iog, until, upon the sudden disengagement of much gas, the liquid passes from a <lark to a red colour.
Let this be now poured ioto the Solution of Caustic Potash, and, when the mixture has been well stirred, place it on a calico filt.er, nod let the precipitate be
washed with distilled water until the liquid wLie:h passes through ceases to give
a pretipitate when dropped into a solution of chloride of barium. Lastly, enclose
the precipitate, while in the pasty state, in a. porcelain pot whose lid is made airtight by a luting of lard, so as to prevent the IO$S of water by e\'apora.tion." Du&.
This preparation was introduced into the officina.l catalogues on account of its
importance as an antidote to the poison of arsenious a.e:id. The first step of the
processes is to convert the sulphate of protoxi<le of iron into the tersulpbate of
the ses<iuioxide, precisely as is done in the U. S. formula for pure Prussian
blue. 'l'Lc sesquioxide is then thrown down in the hydrated sLate by the addition of :unmonia, in excess in the U.S. and Edinburgh formulre, 3nd by potassa.
in tbc Dublin. The precipitate is then washed with water to remove adhering
sulphate of ammonia or of polai:lsa, until the washin,gs cea~e to precipitate wi1h
o. barytic salt. In the U.S. Pharm~eopreia. the precipitate i~ directed to be kept
in close bottles with suflie:ient water to cover it, in whie:h state it is most con venient for use as a.a antidote. The Edioburgb Collel?e diree:ts it to be kept in
two states; dried at. a temperature not exceeding 180° for use as a medicine, an<l
in the moist slate as o.n antidote.
Besides ha,,ing this antidote ready formed in the pulpy state, it is the duty
of the apotheca1·y to be always prepared to make it, by keeping the necessary
solutions for its precipitation. These are the tersulphatc of sei::'luiox itle of iron
in solution, mad!:! as directed in the abot"e formul re, and solution of ammonia.
In rel:ttion to this subject the reader is referred to a paper, by Prof. Procter, in
the Am . .founi. of Pharm. for March, 1853, p. 104.
64
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Hydrated oxide of iron, as directed to be kept by the U. S.
formula, is a soft, moi:;t, reddish-brown magma. If dried at a beat not exceeding 180°, and afterwards pulverized, it forms a reddish-brown powder, not at.
tracted by the magnet, being the sesquioxide in the state of hydrate, containing
about 18 per cent. of water. In this state it is wholly and re~dily soluble in
muriatic acid without effervescence. If exposed to a. red beat, it loses the comPrope1·tz'es.

bined water, and becomes the anhydrous sesq1;1ioxide, less easily solu~le in acids,
improper for medicinal use, and altogether without effect as an antidote. ,IIyd rated oxitle of iron consists of one eq. of sesqu ioxide 80, and two of water
18=98 1 and is represented by the formula Fe2 0 3 +2HO.
Medical PropertWs and Uses. The hydrated oxide, being readily soluble in
acids, would no doubt form, in the dry state, a good ferruginous preparation for
medicinal employment. lts antidotal powers in cases of poisoning by arsenic,
the manner in which it acts, the circumstances which impair its efficiency, and
the moJ.e of using it, are fully explained under the head of arscnious acid, page
27. Its power of rendering arsenious acid insoluble is readily shown by agitating
a solution of the acid with a considerable excess of the moist oxide, filtering, and
then testing the filtered solution for the acid; when not a trace of the metal can
be detected, even by sulphurettcd hydrogen. The hydrated oxide, as obtained
by the U.S. and Edinburgh formulm, contains a little ammonia, which is thought
by sorne to assist its antidotal powers. At least it has been ascertained that the
sesquioxide, precipitated by potassa, as directed by the Dublin College, is a less
efficient antidote to arsenic than when ammonia is used as the precipitant, and
must be employed in quantities three or four times as large to produce the same
effect. The dry hydrate, rubbed up with water, is in the same proportion weaker
than the pulpy hydrate. It has already been mentioned, under arsenious acid,
that the oflicinal subcarbonate of iron (fo rmerly called precipitated carbonate)
possesses antidotal powers to arsenic, though in an inferior degree; hut this statement will not apply to it, after having been exposed to a red heat, to which it is
improperly subjected by some manufacturing chemists. By ignition it becomes
anhydrous, and is rendered altogether inefficient as au antidote.
OJl Prep. Ferri Peroxydum.
B.

FERRI OXIDUM NIGRUM. Ed.

Black Oxide of Iron.

"Take of Sulphate of Iron six ounces j Sulphuric Acid (commercial) two fluidrachms and two fluid scn1ples J. Pure Nitric Acid )Our .fi1iidracl11ns and a half;
Stronger Aqua Ammonirefuur jfot.dounces and a half; boiling Water threepi11ts
[Imperial measure]. Dissolve half the Sulphate in half the boiling Water, and •
add the Sulphuri c Acid i boil; add the ~itric Acid by degrees, boiling the liquid
after each addition briskly for a few minutes. Dissolve the rest of the Sulphate
in the rest of the boiling Water; mix thoroughly the two solutions; and immediately a.<ld the Ammonia. in a full streami stirring the mixture at the same time
briskly. Collect the black powder on a calico filter; wash it with water till the
water is scarcely precipitated by a. solution of nitrate of baryta, and dry it at a
temperature not exceeding 180°." Ed.
The black oxide of iron of the Edinburgh College is here made by the process
of Wohler, which consists in precipitating by ammonia. a soluti on of tbe mixed
sulphates of protoxide and sesquioxide of iron. Half the sulphate of iron
ta.ken in the formula, after b.aving been dissolved in water, is aciclulated with sulphuric acid, and converte<l mto the tersulphate of the scsqnioxide by means of
nitric acid. 'l'he object of the addition of the sulphuric acid is expla ined under
the head of Prussian blue. (See Ferri Fermc11anuretum.) The otber half of the
sulphate is dissolved in wateri and the two solutions, being thoroughly mixed,
form a. compound solution of sulphate of the protoxidc and tersulplrnte of the
~esquioxide of iron. l?rom this the ammonia throws down, at the same moment,
both the protoxide and sesquioxide, which unite chemically to form the black
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oxide of tbe Edinburgh College.
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According to Mr. Phillips, the black oxide

may be readily obtained by mixing boiling solu tions of cquiYalents of carbonate
of soda and sulphate of protoxide of iron, and adding, by small portions at a
time, somewhat less than an cq. of chlorate of potassa. If a who le eq. of the
chlorate be added, and at once, the hydrated sesquioxide would be obtained.
Properties. 'l'be black oxide of iron of the Bdinburgh College is a dark grayish-black powder, unchangeable in the air, and strongly magnetic. VYhen drie<l
iu mass and then broken, it presents a shining fracture. It is wholly soluble
in muriatic acid without etfo rvesceuce, and may be thrown down again as a black
precipitate by ammonia. Wbeu heated in close vessels it suffors no chunge
except the loss of water; but in open vessels it absorbs oxygen, nnd is converted
entire ly into scsquioxide. It consists of two eqs. of protoxidc of iron, one of
scsquioxidc, anJ two of water, and its formula is 2Fc0,Fe'l0a+2HO. It is
perceived by the above symbols, tLat the two oxides are united in it in such
proportions as to contain, each 1 the same quantity of iron; and this compositi on•
corrcspomls with what it should be, according to the direction given in the form ula. to divide the sulphate of iron into two equal portions.
Mediml Properties. The Ed. black oxide is a valuable chalybeate, having the
merit of uniform composit.ion and permanency under the influence of air and
moisture. 'The dose is from five to twenty grains, two or three times a day. B.

FERRI OXYDUM MAGNETICUM. Dub.

Iron.

..

Magnetic Oxide of

11Iai·tial Ethiops.

"'l'ake of Sulphate of Iron twelve ounces [avoirdupois]; Solution of Caustic
Potash fifty-four ounces [avoird.J; Distilled Water a s11:fficient quantity. Con~
vert, as is directed in the formula for Ferri Peroxyd1t?n l(ijdratum, eight ounces
of the Sulphate of Iron into a persulphate. To the solution thus obtained add
the four remaining ounces of tbe Sulphate of Iron, first dissolved in half a pint
[lmp. meas.] of Distilled Water. 1\Iix well the resulting liquid with the Solution of Caustic Potash, and, having boiled for five minutes in an iron vessel,
collect the precipitate on a calico filter, and wash it with boiling distilled water,
until the liquid which passes through ceases to give a precipitate when dropped
into a solution of chloride of barium. Lastly, let the precipitate be dr ied by a
steam or water heat, and, having been first reduced to a tine powder, let it be
enclosed in a well stopped bottle." .Dub.
In this formula, two-thirds of the su lphate of protoxide of iron taken is converted into tersulphate of the sesqu ioxide. The remaining third of the sulphate
is then dissolved iu water 1 and mixed with the solution of the tersulpbate. A
compound solution is thus obtained, containing two-thirds of the iron in the
state of sesquioxide 1 and one-third in that of protoxide. When this solution is
treated with potassa, a mixed precipitate of one eq. of sesquioxide and one of
protoxide is thrown down. Now such a compound oxide corresponds in composition with the native magnetic black oxide. The precipitate is washed to
remove su lph ate of potassa, and the washings are known to be completed, when
the chloride of barium ceases to give a precipitate witL them.
P1·opert1'es, &c. 'l 'he artificial magnetic oxide of iron of ~e Dublin College
is a dark grayish.black powder, having the same general appearance as the Edinburgh black oxide. It is formed almost always to some extent in the process
for making reduced iron, in consequence of the partial deoxidation of part of the
sesquioxide by the hydrogen . (See Ferri Pulvis, p. 995.) It differs from the
}~<linburgh black oxide in composition, containing one cq. of protoxide to one of
sesquioxide; whereas the Edinburgh ox ide contains two eqs. of protoxide to one
of scsquioxide. 'l'he Dublin preparation has the same medical properties as the
coHesponding one of the }~dinburgh College. 'fhe close is from five to twenty
grains given several times a Jay.
B.
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Peroxide of Iron. Sesquioxide of

"Take of Ilydrated Peroxide of Iron any convenfrnt quanh'ty.

Place it in

an oven on a few folds of filtering paper, and, when. it bas bccom~ dry to the
touch, trau!'lfcr it to a covered erucible, and expose it for a few mmutes to au
obscure red heat." Dub.
This is the former Dublin red oxide of iron under a new name, and formed
by a better process. The dried bydra.ted oxide loses, by ignition, its combined
water, and is converted into the pure scsquioxide.
Propaties, &c. This oxide is a reddish-brown, tasteless, insoluble powder,
i4entical with the colcothar of commerce. It should not be deliquescent, and
should dissolve in muriatic acid without effervescence. If it contain copper, its
muriatic solutiou will deposit this metal on a bright piece of iron. It consists
of two eqs. of iron 56, and three of oxygen 24=80. It is, therefore, a sesquiOxide. As it is anhydrous, it bas no effect as an antidote to arsenious acid.
This oxide is not used as a medicine, and is employed by the Dublin College
only in making iron plaster and powder of iron, for which purposes other forms of
oxidized iron would answer as well. rrhe former Dublin Rubi[Jo Ferri or rust of
iron, formed by exposing moistened iron wire to the air till converted into rust,
is essentially the se~quioxidc, containing a little carbonate of the protoxide.
O.ff: Prep. Emplastrum Ferri; Ferri Pulvis.
B.

FERRI PHOSPHAS. U. S.

Plwsphate of Iron.

"11ake of Sulphate of Iron.five ounce.~; Phosphate of Soda .~ix ounces; Wator
a gaUon. Dissolve the Sulphate of Iron and Phosphate of Soda, severally, in
four pints of the W:iter; then mix the solutions, and set the mixture by that
the powder may subside; lastly, having poured off the supernatant liquor, wash
the Phosphate of Iron with hot water, and dry it with a gentle heat." U.S.
rrl1is preparation is the result of a double decomposition between the saline
materials employed. As tbe medicinal phosphate of soda is the tribasic phosphate, Laving the composition, 2Na0,HO,P05 , it follows that it requires two
cqs. of sulphate of protoi:ide of iron for its decomposition, as shown by the following equation. 2(Fe0,S03 ) and 2.N"a0,110,P0 5 = 2Fe0,HO,P05 and 2(Na0,
803 ). rrhc resulting salts, therefore, are one eq. of tribasic phosphate of iron, the
salt under notice, and two eqs. of rnlphate of soda., which are washed away. If
the fcrruginous sulphate be a perfect sulphate of the proto:x:ide, the precipitate
as first thrown down will be white; but it quickly absorbs oxygen and ~comes
bluish-white. It is in the form of a. powder of a bright slate colour, insoluble
in water, but soluble in acids. When perfect, it consists of one eq. of phosphoric acid, two of protoxide of iron, and one of basic water; but generally it
contain s some phosplrnte of the sesriuioxide (2.Fe~0 3 ,3ll0,3P0 5 ).
Phosphate of iron, dissolved to saturation in a boiling solution of mctaphosphoric acid (HO,POJ, under the name of supcrplwsplwte of iron, wa.s brought
forward as a new remedy, in Jan. 1851, by Dr. Routh, of London. i\lr. rrhomas
Greenish, of the same city (Pharni. Jo1trn. and Tmns., May, 11351), states that
tLe solut ion of the salt, on cooling, hardens in to a mass of a. pilular consistence,
soluble in water in all proportions, and free from any disagreeable or inky taste.
l?rom this superphosphate ~lr. Greenish has prepared a syrup, eontaiuing five
grains of the salt to the fluidrachm.
If two eqs. of tersulphate of scsquioxide of iron be decomposed by three eqs.
of pyrophosphate of soda, one eq. of pyrophosphate of sesquioxide of iron i~ precipitated , and ~i x eqs. of sulphate of soda. remain in solution. 2(F~Os,380 3)
and 3(2Na0,P05)=2Fe20 3 ,31105 and G(NaO,SOa)- This ferruginous pyrophosphate is soluble in an excess of pyrophosphate of soda; and thi s and similar
solutions of pyrophospbates were proposed as medicines by Persoz in 1848. Mr.
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Alex. Ure, of London (Phm·m. Journ. and Trans. for Dec. 1851), tried the solu·
tion of the ferruginous pyrophosphate, calling it sodlt-pyroplwsphate of iron, in
scrofula, and found it a mild and efficient chalybe~tte. In this instance the su l·
phate of soda, resulting from the double decomposition, was not separated. The
same solution has been prepared as a syrup by M. Soubeiran, under the name of
S!Jntp ofpyroplwspliate of fron. (Journ. de Phann., 3e sb-. xxiii. 62 )*
.llfedical Prope1·ties. Phosphate of iron posse!'SCS the general }Jroperties of the
ferruginous preparations, and has been given with advantage in ameuorrhcc<~ and
some forms of dyspepsia. It was introduced into the U. S. Pharmacoproia at
the sup;gestion of the late Dr. Hewson, of this city. who found it, after an extensive experience, to be a valuable chalybcatc. The dose is from five to ten
~=
R

FERRI SUBCARBONAS. U.S. FERRI SEsQUIOXIDUM. Lond.
FERRI O»JDUM RunRUM. Ed. FEHHI CARBONAS. Dub. Subcarbonate
of Iron. Sesquioxide of Iron. Red Oxide of Iron. Precipitated Carbonate of Iron.

"Take of Sulphate of Iron ei'glit om1ces; Carbonate of Soda 11ine ounces;
boiling Waler a :1allon. Dissolve the Sulphate of Iron and Carbonate of Soda,
:::ieverally, in four pints of the \\7 atcr; then mix the solutions, and having stirred
the mixture, set it by that the powder may subsid e; lastly, having poured off
the supernatant liquor, wash the Subcarbonatc of Iron with hot water, wrap it
in bibulous paper, and dry it witb a gentle heat. 11 U. S.
"Take of Sulphate of Iron/our pounds; Carbonate of Soda/om· pounds an<l
two omices; boiling ·water six gallons [[mp. meas.]. Dissolve the Sulphate and
Carbonate, separntely, in three gallons of the 'Yater. l\lix the solutions together
while yet hot,, and set them by that the precipitate may subside. Having poured
off the supernatant liquor, wash the precipitate repeatedly with water, and dry
it." Lond.
"Take of Sulphate of Iron/our ounces; Carbonate of Soda.five ounces; boiling
Water half a pint [[mp. meas.]; cold: \ Vatcr three pints and a ltalf[Imp. meas.].
Dissolve the Sulphate in the boiling Water, add the cold Water, and then the
C<1.rbonate of Soda, previously dissoked in about thrice its weight of water.
Collect the precipitate on a calico filter; wash it with water till .the water is but
little affected with solution of nitrate of baryta, and dry it iu the hot air-press,
or over the vapou r-bath." Ed.
"Tairn of Sulphate of Iron eiglit ounces .[avoi1:d.]; Crystallized Carbonate of
Soda of Commerce ten ounces [avoird.]; Distilled Water luo gallons [[mp. meas.].
Dissolve each salt in one-half of the Water, aud, both solutions being raised to
the boiling tempora.turc, mix them, and set the whole to rest in a covered vesi;el
for six hours. 'l'he supernatant solution b;wing been drawn off with a syphon,
the precipitate is to be drained ou a. calico filte r, and then subjected to strong
expression. l,' inally, let it be dried at a temperature not exceeding 212°, pulverized, and preserved in a well stopped boLtle." lJub.
When the solutious of carbonate of soda and sulphate of iron arc mixed together, a. hydrated carbonate of protoxide of iron, of a pale-bluish colour, is
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tl1 ~own down, and .s ulphate of soda remains in solution.

The equ ivalent quan~
tit1es of the crystallized salts for mutual decomposit ion are 139 of the sulphate
and 1-t3·3 of the carbonate. 'l'aking the quantity of sulphate of iron at 8 parts,
the London Pbarmacopooia orders of carbonate ~f soda. 8! parts,' the U.S. Flrnr1
1
1
1

~~~cf~~~~; d~ ;~~:~~i!~~!d1~ o~~r~~a~ ~dw~~btl~~ ;<~uf:;1~~ts.~~l?h~r;;.eo~;~ft ~1;~

during the washing and dryin,a:, absorbs oxygen, and loses nearly all its carbonic
acid, whereby it is converted almost cntirel,r into scsquioxide of iron. 'rhis being
the chemical nature of the preparation, the London College has given it the name
of Fen·i Sf'squioxidum; but, as this is applicable to the red oxide obtained by
calcining the sulphate, or ig1~iting t~e hydrated sesquioxid~, the U.S. n.ame ?f
Ferri Subcarbonas, adopte<l m allusion to the small quantity of carbonrn acid
present in it, is more distinctive. Carbonate of potassa will answer to decompose
the ferruginous sulphate; but carbonate of soda is preferred, becaus~ it produces
in the duuble decomposition sulphate of soda, which, from its greater solubility,
is more readily washed away than sulphate of potassa.
P1·operties.· Subcarbonate of iron is a reddish.brown powder, of a disagreeable,
slightly styptic taste; insoluble in water, and not readily dissoked by any acid
except the muriatic, with which it effervesces slightly. After precipitation from
its muriatic solution by ammonia or potassa, either of which throws down the
sesquioxide of iron, the supernatant liquor should give no indications of containing any met:i.l in solution by the test of sulphnrctted hydrogen or ferrocyanuret of potassium. It is incompatible with acids and acidulous salts. In
composition it is a hydratcJ sesquioxide of iron, containing a little protoxide
and carbonic acid .
.Medical Properfl.·es ancl l7ses. Subcarbonate of iron is tonic, alterative, and
emmenagogue, and is employed for all the purposes to which the preparations
of iron arc generally applicable. It was recommended by Mr. Cllrrnicbael in
cancer, an<l is said sometimes to prove useful. Mr. Hutchinson brought it into
not ice as a remedy for neuralgia; and an extensive experience with it in that
disease bas established its value. It is also useful in chorea, in chlorosis, and,
generally, in those d iseases in which the blood is deficieut in colouring matter.
It bas been used by Dr. Woollam, Dr. Shearman, Dr. Elliotson, and others in
trauma.tic tetanus, with success in twelve cai:ies and failure in three. In the
second st.aµ:e of hooping-cough, Dr. Steymanu represents it to be a prompt and
efficacious remedy. When prescribed as a toniC, the usual dose is from five to
thirty grains three times a day, gi>en in pill or powder, and frequently c~rnbined
with aromatics and veget:lble tonics. In neural~ia, chorea, and tet:rnus, it is
administered in closes of from one to two teaspoonfuls. No nicety need be observed in the dose; its 0~1ly obvious effect in very large doses being a slight
nausea, and n. sense of weight at the stomach . It blackens the stools.
The subcnrbonatc of iron acts as an antidote to the poison of ar!:enious acid,
provided it has ?ot ~een exposed to a red heat; and, though not so powerful as
the hydrated oxtde m the form of magma, should always be used till the latter
ca n be procured. (See page 28.)
Of/ Prep. Emplastrum Ferri; Ferri Pulvis; Ferrum Ammoniatum; Tinctura. Feni Chloridi.
n.

FERRI SULPIIAS. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Sulphate of Iron.

Green Vitriol.
"'l1:1ke of Iron Wire, cut in pieces, twrhe 01rnces; Sulphuric Acid e(rjl1tem
011nrrs; Water a, gc1llon. Mix the Sulphuric Acid and Water, and add the
I ron; then heat the mixture until efferve:-:ccnce ceases. Pour off the solution,
and, h11ving added half a. <lrachm of Sulphuric Acid, filter through paper,
allowing the lower end of the funnel to touch the bottom of the receiving ves-
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sci. Evaporate the filtered liquor in a matrass until sufficicnUy concentrated;
then set it aside in a coYcred ''cssel to crystallize. Drain the crystals in :i. fun.
ncl, dry them on bibulous paper, and keep them in closely stopped bottles." C. S.
"Take of Commercial 8ulphatc of Iron four 7J1:mnds; Sulphuric Acid afluU/.
ounce [Imp. meas.]; Iron Wire an ounce; Distilled Water fimr pints [Imp.
meas.]. l\lix the Acid with the Water, and add to them the Sulphate and Iron;
then apply heat, stirrin g occasionally, until the Sulphate is dissolved. Filter
the solution wliile yet bot, and set aside to crystallize. Pour off the liquor, and
evaporate it that crystals m;iy agn.in form. Dry all the crystals." 1.JOu.d.
"If the Sulphate of Iron of Commerce be not in transparent green crystali;:,
without efflorescence, dissolve it in its own weight of boiling water, acidulate<l
with a little Sulphuric Acid; filter, and set the solution aside to crystallize.
Preser>e the crystals in well closed bottles." Ed.
"Take of Iron Wire, or turnings of wrought Iron, /om· ounces [nvoird.]; Oil of
Vitriol of_ Commerce .four Jfoidounces [[mp. meas.]; Distilled Water one pint
and a ltaif[Imp. meas.]. Pour the Water on the Iron placed in a porcelain
capsu le, add the Oil of Vitriol, and, when the disengagement of gas has nearly
ceased, boil for ten minutes. l?ilter now through paper, and, having separated
the crystals which, after the lapse of twenty.four hour::, will have been deposited
from the solution, let them be dried upon blotting-p:1per placed upon a porous
brick, and then preserved in a. well stopped bottle." .Dub.
The object of the U.S. and Dublin processes is to make a pure sulphate of
the protoxide of iron by direct combination. Sulphuric acid, in a concentrated
state, acts but imperfectly on iron; but when diluted, a vigorous action takes
place, the oxygen of the water converts the metal into protoxidc, with which the
sulphuric acid unites, and hydrogen is evolved. The equivalent quantities for
mutual reaction are 28 of iron to 49 of acid. This proportion is one part of iron
to one and three-quarters of a.Cid. The U.S. proportion is one part of iron to
one and a half of acid, and gives a quantity of iron one-sixth more than the aci(l
can dissolve. The .D11Uin College uses an excess of acid, the weight of acid
taken being 7·38 avoirdupois ounces, instead of 7. An excess of iron, howc-.cr,
is desirable; as it tends to secure the production of a perfect sulphate of the pro·
tox.ide. The remaining i::teps of the U.S. proce~s are peculiar, and arc intended
to secure the formation of a sal t entirely free from sesquioxidc, by the methot.l
of Bonsdorff. rrbis chemist found tha.t, when a. perfect sulphate of protoxidc of
iron was fo rm ed in solution by hca.ting dilute sulplrnric acid with an excess
of iron, it might be crystallized free from se!'quioxide 1 provided a little ex.
cess of sulphuric acid were added to the liquid before filtration, in order to hold in
solution any scsquioxide that may have been formed; at the same time avoi<lin~,
as much as possible, the contact of the air. Hence the directions in the U. S.
formula to acidulatc with sulphuric acid, to cause the funnel to touch the bottom
of the receiving vessel, which avoids the dropping of the liquid through the air,
and to cover the >essel containing the concentrated liquid, when it is set aside
to crystallize. The London formula proceed! upon the plan of purifying the
commercial sulpha.te. The salt is dissolved in water, acidulatcd with a quantity
of sulphuric ucid, criual to about 2 J.,-th of the weight of the salt. A portion of
iron is placed in the soluti on to precipitate copper, should this lrnppeu to be an
impurity 1 and to convert any scsquioxidc of iron present into protoxide. Th e
latter effect is produced as a consequence of the decomposition of water, the
nascent hydrogen of which reduces the scsquioxidc to protoxidc. Heat is then
applied, and the solution is filtered hot and set aside to crystallize. The Edin.
burgh Collcg: pu~ifics t11c co~mercia l sulphate in. a. .similar manner, but gives
less precise d1rcct1011s, and omits the use of metallic iron.
Properties. Sulphate of iron is in the form of tram=parcnt crystal!'!, efHorci;i.
cent in the air, of a. pale bluish-gre~n colour, and ha>ing the shape of oblique
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rhombic pnsms It has a styptic taste, and an acid reaction As prepared by
llons<lorfl's method, it 1s blue ,ergmg to green
When it become~ more green
than blue, or entirely green, an indication is afforded that 1t contarns some sesquioxide. By exposure to the air the crystals absorb oxygen, and become first
green, and ultimately covered with a yellow efflorescence of subs1_11phate of the
scsquioxid(', insoluble in water. Sometimes the crystals arc qmtc permanent
when made by Bonsdorff's method, owing to the slight excess of acid wl.iich they
contain. Sulphate of iron is soluble in about twice its weight of cold water,
and in three-fourths of its weight of boiling water, but is insoluble in alcohol.
'l'he aqueous solution is bluish-green; but by standing it attracts oxygen, and is
rendered fir:::;t. green and then reddish, depositing, in the mean time, a portion of
&esquisulplrn.te of the sesquioxidc, having the composition 2Fe2 0a13SOa+SHO.
(Wittstein, Ohern. Caz., May 15, 1849, from Buchner's Repert.) When heated
moderately, it parts with six-sevenths of its water of crystallization, and becomes
grayi:::;h-white. (See Ferri Sulpl1as Exsiccaturn.) At a red heat it loses its
acid, and is co'Jwerted into the anhydrous sesquioxide of iron, called colcothar.
It is incompatible with the alkalies and their carbonates, soaps, lime-water, t he
chlorides of calcium and barium, the borate and phosphate of soda, nitrate of
silver, and the acetate and subacctate of lead. It is decomposed also by astrin gent vegetable infusions, the tannic and gall ie acids of which form, if any sesquioxide be present, a black eompound of the nature of ink. 'l'o what extent
this change lessens the medicinal activity of the salt, is not well ascertained.
Sulphate of iron, as kept in the shops, is often the impure commercial .::ulphate,
which is not fit for medicinal use. (See Ferri Sulpl1us Venalis, page3-l8.) The
perfectly pure salt is precipitated whit~ by ferrocyauuret of potassium; but that
of ordinary purity gives a greenish precipitate, more or less deep, with this test,
owing to the presence of some sesquioxide of iron. Copper may be detected by
immersing in the solution a bright piece of iront on which a cupreous film will
Le deposited. Both copper and zinc may be discovered by sesriuioxidizing the
iron by boiling the solution of the salt with nitric acid, and then precipitating
the iron Ly an excess of ammonia. If the filtered solution be blue, copper is
preseut; and if it contain zinc, this will be separated in flakes of white oxide, on
expelling the excess of ammonia. by ebullition. Sulphate of iron, when crystallized, consists of one eq. of acid 40, one of protoxide 36, and seven of water
63=139, and its formula is Fe0,S03 7110.
'
Medical Properties and Cses. Sulphate of iron is astringent and tonic. In
hrge doses it is apt to produce n<IUSC'<l. and vomiting, and griping of the bowels;
and its use, when long continucJ, injures the stomach. lt has been recom·
mended :is a remedy for tLe scrofulous diathesis, conjoined with extract of bark.
As an ti.stringent it is given in diseases attended with immoderate discharges,
such as pas::>ive hemorrhages, colliquatiYC sweats, diabetes, chronic mucous catarrh, leucorrhooa, glcet, &c. As a tonic it is used in dyspepsia, and in the
debility following protracted diseases. In amenorrhrea with deficient action, it
i:s frequently resorted to with advantage, either alone, or conjoined with the fetid
aud stimulant gums. Externally, the solution is used in eruptions of the face,
t;hronic ophthalmia, leucorrhoc:a, and glcct, made of various strengths, from one
or two, to eight or ten grains of the salt to the fluidounce of water. '.l'he dose is
from one to five grains in the form of pill, preferably made from the dried sul.
phate. (Sec lh·ri Sulphas B:csicmturn.) If given in solution, the water should
Le previously boiled to expel the air, which, if allowed to remain, would partially
decompose the salt. Taken in an overdose it acts as a poison.
(}_/;:Prep. Ferri Ammonio-citras; Ferri Carbonas Saccharatum; Ferri Citrus;
]•'erri et ]Jotassro 'l'artras; Ferri Ferrocyanuretum i Ferri Oxidum llydratum;
l?eni Oxiduw Nigrum; Ferri Oxyduill lHagneticum; Ferri Phospha.s; Ferri
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Subcarbonas; Ferri SulphasExsiccatum; Ferri Valerianas; Mistura Ferri Compol'lit:.i.; Piluloo Aloes et Ferri; Pil. Ferri Carbouatis; Pil. Ferri Compositre; Pil.

Ferri Iodidi; 'finctura. Ferri Acetatis.

FERRI SULPHAS EXSICCATUM. Ed.
Dub. Dried Sulphate of Iron.

B.

FERRI SuLPilAS Srn-

CATUM.

"Expose any convenient quantity of Su lphate of Iron to a moderate heat in
a porcelain or earthenware vessel, not glazed with lead, till it is converted into
a dry grayish-white mass, which is to be reduced to powder." Ed.
"Take of Granulated Sulphate of Iron <my convem'ent quantity. Expose th'e
salt in a porrelain capsule to an oven heat uot exceeding 400°, until aqueous
Ya pours cease to be given off, a.ud, having then reduced it to a fine powder, preserve it in a well stopped boUlc. 11 Dub.
In these processes six eqs. out of seven of the water of crystallization of the
sa.lt are dri,,en off. 'l'he heat should not exceed 400°, otherw ise the salt itself
would suffer decomposition. Dried sulphate of iron is used for making pills, the
crystallized sulphate not being well adapted for that purpose. ln prescribing
the dried sulphate it is necessary to recollect that three grains are equivalent to
five of the crystallized salt.
Op: Prep. Pilulro Ferri Sulphatis; Pil. Rhei et Ferri.
B.

FERRI SULPHAS GRANULATUM. Dub. Granulated Sulphate
of Iron.
"Take of Iron Wire, or turnings of wrought Iron, /om· ounces [avoirdupois];
Oil of Vitriol of Commerce}Our fluidounces [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water one
JJint and a h.aif [Imp. meas.]; Rectified Spirit ten flni·domu·es [Imp. meas.].
Pour the Water on the Iron placed in a. porcelain capsule, add the Oil of Vitriol,
and, when the disengagement of gas has nearly ceased, boil for ten minutes.
Filter now through paper into a. vessel containing eight [fl.uid]ounces of the
Sp iri t, nnd stir the mixture as it cools, in order that the salt may be obtained
in minute granular crystals. Let these, deprived by decantation and draining
of the adhering liquid, be washed on a funnel or small percolator with the remainder of the Spirit; and, wLen rendered quite dry by repeated pressure
between folds of filtering paper, and subsequent exposure for twenty -four hours
beneath a glass bell o'·cr a. common dinner-plate half filled with oi l of vitriol,
let them be preserved in a well-stopped bottle." Dub.
The directions given in the first part of this new process are precisely the
same as those laid down by the Dublin College for making sulphate of iron;
but the hot solution of the iron in the sulphuric acid, iustead of being allowed
to filter into an empty vessel, is made to drop into a portion of rectified spirit,
the mixture being stirred while it cools. The proportion of acid taken by the
College forms an excess; and the filtrate is consequently an acid solution of sulphate of protoxide of iron, mixed with spirit. The stirring during cooling finely
granulates the salt, which separates in a perfectly pure state; the spirit holding
in solution any tersulphatc of scsquioxide of iron which may ha.vc been formed,
and the excess of acid dissolving any free sesquioxide. This process, in its main
features, is the same as that of .:'1. Berthe mot. (See eiyhth ed. of this ~corlc.)
Properties, &c. Granu_lar sulphate of iron is a crystalline granu lar powder of
a bluish.white colour. 'Vhen carefully dried and kept it undergoes no change.
It·appears to ha.ve been introduced into the officinal catalogue of the Dublin
])harmacopc:oia of 1850, as the best form of the sulphate for conversion into the
officinal dried salt; and its peculiar state of aggregation would seem to fit it for
that purpose.

Off P,·ep. Ferri Sulpbas Siccatum.

B.
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Ferru,m.
SULPHURETU~I.

Ed., Dub.

Sulpliuret of Iron.

"The best Sulphuret of Iron is made by beating an iron rod to a. ful1 white
beat in a forge, and rubbing it with a roll of sulphur over a deep vesse l filled
with water to receive the fused globules of Sulphuret which form. An inferior
sort, good enough, however, for pharmaceutic purposes, is obtained by heating
one part of Sublimed Sulphur and three of Iron Filings in a crucible in a common fire till the mixture begins to glow, and then rem_oving the crucible and
covering it until the action, which at first increases cous1derably, shall come to
"'1 end." Ed.
"Take of rods of Iron, of the size employed in the manufacture of nails, any
convenient nnrn&e.1·. Having raised them to a strong red or white heat, apply
them in succession by their heated extremities to sticks of Sulphur, operating
so that the melted Sulphurct, as it is formed, may drop into a stone cistern filled
with water, and be Urns protected from oxid<ttion. The water being poured off,
let the product he separated from the Sulphur with which it is mixe<l, and, when
dried, let it be enclosed in a well stopped bottle." Dub.
Iron and su lphur form a. number of sulphurets,among wh ich the most important
are tbe protosu lphuret and se!"quisulpLuret, corresponding with the protoxide and
sesquioxide of iron, the bisnlphuret or cuMc pyriteP. 1 and rno9neti'c pyrites, which
is a compound of fi'fc eqs. of protosulphuret, and one of bisulpburet. When
the sulphuret is obtained by the application of solid sulphur to white-hot iron, the
product corresponds in composition with magnetic pyrites; but, when procured
by heating flowers of sulphur with an excess of iron tilings, as is directed in the
second of the Edinburgh processes, a protosulphuret is generated mixed with
metallic iron. When sulphur is applied to white-hot iron, the metal appears
to become hotter, burns with scintillations in the vapour of the sulphur, and
forms instantly the sulpburct, wbich, being comparatively fusib le, melts into
globules, and drops into the water, which sel'\'es to extinguish them.
Pr,-,perties, &c. The officinal sulphuret of iron has a yellowish colour and the
metallic lui;tre. When obtained over water it is in the form of brownish-yellow
globules, ha\>ing a somewhat crystalline texture. When pure it furnishes a yellow powder, and dissolves in dilute sulphuric or muriatic acid without lern-ing a
residue of sulphur, and with the production of hydrosulphuric acid gas (:mlphuretted hydrogen), free from admixture of hydrogen. As prepared, however, ,
by the officinal processes, it is not entirely soluble in dilute sulphuric acid, a
portion of uncombined sulphur being left. The fused globules ha.\'C the composition of 5FeS+FeS 2 , or, according to some, 5FeS+Fc 2 S3 • This preparation
is employed exclusi>ely as a pharmaceutical agent, for the production of hydrosulphuric acid ga~ . It may be made to yield this gas by the action of diluted
sulphuric acid. During the rea ction water is decomposed; its hydrogen combine~ with the sulphur to form hydrosulphuric acid, while the oxygen converts
the iron into protoxide, with which the sulphuric acid unites. H!J(frosulphurfo
acid is a colourless gas, having a smell like that of putrid eggs. Its sp. gr. is
1·1782. It saturates bases, with which it forms salts called 11ydrosulplwtes,sulphobydrotes, or liydrosu1phurets. lt consists of one eq. of sulphur 16, and one

of hydrogen 1=17.

qg:Prep.

Ammonire Uydro.sulphuretum.

FEHRI VALEliIANAS. Dllb.

V"a/erianate of Iron.

B.

.

a Take of Valerianate of Soda five ounces ond three draclmis [Dub. weight];
Sulphate of Iron four -ounces [avoird.]; Distil led Water one pint [Imp. meas.].
Let the Sulphate of Iron be converted into a persulphate, as directed in the formula for 1'bTi p,,roJ.ydwn ll!Jdratum, and, by the addition of distilled water,
lt't the solu tion of the persulphate be augmented to tbe bulk of eight (fluid Jounces
[Imp. meas.]. Dissolre the Valerianate of Soda in ten (ttuid]ounces of the
Water, then mix the two solutions cold, and, having placed the precipitate which
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forms upon a filter, and washed it with tbc remainder of the ·water, Jet it be
dried by placing it for some days ro11ed up in bibulous paper on a porous brick.
This preparation should be kept in a well stopped bottle." JJub.
This is a new officinal of the Dublin Pharmacoproia of 1850. The first step
in the process for making it is to conYcrt the sulp hate of protoxide of iron into
the tersulphate of sesquioxide. Then by a double decomposition between this
snit and valerianate of soda, sulphate of soda is formed in solution, and tcrvalerianate of sesquioxidc of iron precipitates. The proper rehi.ti,·e proportion
of the reacting salts is three equivalents of valeriauate of sodn, aw one oftersulphate of sesquio:dde of iron; and the resulting salts are thrcG eqs. of sulphate of soda, and one of tervalerianate of sesquioxidc of iron.
Properties, d'..·c. This salt is in the form of a dark tile-red, loose, amorphous
powder, having a. faint odour and taste of valcrianic acid. It is insoluble in
cold water, and decomposed by boiling water, which extracts all its acid, and
Ienves the sesquioxide of iron behind. It is soluble in alcohol. Citrate and
tartrate of iron, impregnated with oil of valerian, have been fraudulently sold
for valcrianate of iron. The genuine salt may be distinguished from these substitutions by being insoluble in water and soluble in alcohol, and by the action
of a little dilute muriatic acid, which sets fl·ee the valeriatiic acid, readily recognised by its disagreeable odour, which is f)uite distinct frtm that of the oil of
valerian. In relation to the modes of distinguishing the true from the spu ri ous
valerianates, see the Plwrm. Jouni. 'and Trans., viii. 577. Valerian ate of iron
has bee n given in hysterical affections, complicated with chlorosis. The dose is
B.
.
about a Jlrain repeated several times a day.

FERRUM AMMONIATUM. u. s. FERRI A)JMQNIO-CllLORIDUM.
Lond. Ammoniated Iron. Ammonio-cltloride of Iron.

"Take of Subcarbonate of Iron three ou11res; J\Juriatic Acid tenjl.uidounces;
i'Iuriate of Ammonia two pounds and o half; Distilled Water four pints. l\1ix
the Subcarbonate of Iron with the Muriatic Acid in a glass vessel, and digest for
two Uours; then add the Muriatc of Ammonia, previously dissolved in the Dis~
tilled Water, and, ha\"'ing filtered the liquor, evaporate to dryness. Rub the
residue to powder." U.S.
Tbc process of the London Colle,qe is e~senti ally t110 same as the abo>e, of
whicb it is the original. The College, instead of a digestion of two hours,
directs that it shoul<l continue until the sesquioxicle (subcarbonate) is dissolved.
By the mutual action of muriatic acid and the ses<Juioxide of iron of the subcarbonate, water and seSf)U ichloridc of iron are formed; and the solution of the
latter, being evaporated along with that of the muriate of ammonia, yields a.
mixture of the two salts. If any carbonate of iron be present in the subcarbonate, a portion of protochloride of iron must also be formed, which, however,
would probably be converted into se!'quichloride during the operation. The prcparrition was formerly made by subliming a mixture of reel oxide (sesquioxide)
of iron and ruuriate of ammonia. A portion of the muriate of ammonia. was
decomposed, the ammonia escaping, and the muriatic acid reactin g upon the
sesriuioxidc of iron so _as to form water and sesqu icbloride of iron, the latter of
which was sublimed with tLc undccomposed muriate of ammonia. Dy thi s mode
of preparation the proportion between the two salts was variable. 'l'he present
officinal plan bas the double advantage of uniformity in the result, and greater
facility iu the proce~s. There is no reason to bclieYe that the sesquichloride of
iron and muriate of ammonia. are chemically combined in the preparation.
According to Mr. Phillips, they arc in tbe proportion of 15 parts of th·c sesquichloride to 85 of the muriato.
Propertiet.. Ammonia.ted iron, thus prepare~, is in crysta.Jline .grains, of a
fine reddish-orange colour, and a sharp styptic salme taste. It is entirely soluble
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in water and diluted alcohol, is deliquescent, and should be kept in well stopped
bottles. By the alkalies and their carbonates, and by lime-water, jt is decomposed, with the precipitation of about seven per cent. of scsquioxide of iron;
and potassa in excess occasions the evolution of ammonia. Like the other chalybeates, it is incompatible with vegetable astringents. As procured by sublimation, it is of a. yellow colour, i:ind feeble odour, and is probably the result of <i
chemical reaction between the ingredients .
.llledical Properties and Us,,s. This preparation unites apcrient properties
with those belonging to the chalyb~atcs generally, a?d is said to hav~ ~een used
with advant'nrre in amcnorrhrea, epilepsy, scrofula, nckets, &c.; but it is at best
uncertain, and is now very seldom prescribed. 1'he subl im ed preparation was
formerly employed under the names of /lores rnartiales and ens nw1·tis. l?rom
four to twelve grains may be giyen in the form of pill, electuary, or solution,
several times a day.
qg·. P1·qJ. Tinctura Ferri Ammonio-chloridi.
W.

'J'INCTURA FERRI AiVDlONIO-CIILORIDI. Lond.
of Ammonio-ehloride of Iron.

Tincture

"Take of Ammonio-chloritle of Iron [Ammoniated Iron] four ounces; Proof
Spirit, Distilled Wat.jr, each, a pint [Imperial measure]. Dissolve and filter.''
Lonrl.
This is simply a solution of the preceding preparation in diluted alcohol. It
has no special claims to attention.*
,V.

VINUM FERRI. Lond.

Wine of Iron.

rrmp.

"Take of Iron Wire an ounce; Sherry 'Yine tico pints
meas.]. Digest
for thirty days, and filter." Lond.
A preparation under the name of Vinum Ferri was officinal in the London
Pharmacopooia of 18:!-l, but dismissed in that of 1836. It was made originally
by a faulty process, in which a moistened mixture of iron and cream of tartar,
exposed to the air for six weeks, was acted on with abundance of weak spirit,
which failed to dissolve all the iron. 'l'be preparation admitted into the London
Pbarmacopreia of 1851 is much more entitled to the name of Vinum Ferri than
the discarded one, and is made by a better process. It may be presumed that
so much of the iron as is necessary to convert the tartar of the wine into tartrate
of iron and potassa is dissolved. This must be but a email proportion of tbe iron
taken; so that the preparation is a weak solution of tartrate of iron and potai:;sa
in wine. ·wine of iron is a feeble chalybeate, and, on account of the ''ariable
quality of sherry wine, of uneciua.l strength. It is applicable to cases reriuiring
the use of iron, and in wl~ich the st imulant effect of the wine may be useful, or,
at least, is not contra-ind1catcd. The dose is from one to two tablespoonfuls,
given several times a day. A good substitute for wine of iron may be made by
tlissolving an ounce of tartrate of iron and potassa in twelve fluidounccs of water,
previously mixed with an equal measure of sherry wine. The dose of this pre·
paration, each fluidouucc of which will contain a scruple of the double salt, is
about the same as tha.t of Vin um Ferri.
B.
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GLYCERIN A.
GLYCERINA. U.S., Dub.

Glycerin.
Glycerin.

Sweet Principle of Oil•.

"Take of Lead Pla.:iter, recently prepared and yet fluid, Boiling Water, each,
a gallon. l\Iix them, stir briskly for fifteen minutes, then allow them to coul,
and pour off the supernatant liquid. E"aporate this until it has the sp<'cific
gravity l '15, and pass a. current of sulphohydric acid slowly th rough it until a
black prcripita.te is no longer produced. F ilter, and boil until the sulphohydric
acid is driven off. Lastly, evaporate the liquid until it ceases to lose weight." U.S.
The Dub. College places glycer in in the l\fateria l\ledica. catalogue, with this
explanation:-" A sweet principle produced during saponification, sp.gr. 1·260. 11
In the process for making lead plaster, li tharge, olive oil, and water are boiled
together, with the result of decomposing the oil, the oily acids of which unite
with the oxide of lead to fo rm the plaster. At the same time the sweet principle of the oil, called glycerin, which was previously united to the oily acidi! to
constitute the oil, is set free, becomes hydrated, and dissolves in the water. (See
Eniplastrum Plu1nbi.) It follows, therefore, that the plasteri while sti ll hot and
in the liquid state, contains an aqueous solution of glycerin. diffused through it.
It is the plaster in this state that is made use of fo r preparing the latter substance in the U. S. formula. Accordingly, when the liquid plaster is mixed
with an eq ual measure of boiling water, a.ad tbe mixture sti rred briskly, a solution of glycerin is obtained; which, after having been decanted, and evaporated
to a limite<l extent, is freed from lead by sulphuretted hydrogen. The liquid is
then filtered to separate sulJ:..iburet of lead, boiled to free it from sulphurettcd
h.v..drogen, and finally evaporated to expel the water, which is known to be all
removed when it ceases to lose weight.
Glycerin was disco,•ercd by Scheele, by whom it was ca.lied the sweet prin~
ciple of oils. It is produced, not only during the sapooifi'cation of the fats and .
oils by oxide of lead in forming lead plaster, ·but also during the same process,
when effected by pota.ssa and soda in the manufacture of soap; the alkalies unit-.
ing with the oily acids, and setting the glycerin free. Hence soap-makers' waste
forms the most abundant source of glycerin; but the substance from this source
is apt to have more or less odour, which even percolation thrnugh animal charcoal does not always remove. A ruetLod of purifying glycerin from soap-nrnkcrs'
waste is given by l\l. :BruCre-Pcrriu. (See .A1n. Journ. of P!tarm., xx. 549.)*
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Properties, &c. Glycerin is a colou rl ess or straw-coloured syrupy liquid,
without sme ll when pure, unctuous to the touch, an~ having a. ver.y swe~t taste .
Its sp.gr. is 1·25, U. S., I·26 Dub. His soluble mall proportions m water
and alcohol, but insoluble in ether. Notwithstandi ng its syn~py consistcnc_e it
act~ much in the same way as water, as a soh·ent of salts. It IS not su::icept1ble
of becoming rancid, or of fermenting sponhneously. When exposed to a full
0

:~~p~~=;~ ~~ t;;~~s~~:' t~ntt:~~~~ a~~ds c~~1~~:be';i\~;il~e~ ~:iti~~:-~ec ot~~)~:~ti~~~
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It unites with su lphuric acid forming the sulphoyl!Jceric acid, which is capable
of combining with bases, giving rise to soluble salts called sulphoyl!Jcerates,
having considerable analogy to the sulphov inates. By a mixture of sulph uric
and nitric acids it is converted into an explosive and extremely poisOnous Jiquid,
called pyroylgcerin. (Sobrcro, Journ . de Phann., April, 1850.) l\I. .Berthelot,
of Paris, has recently ( 1853) succeeded in combining glycerin with a number
of acids, both organic and mineral, forming neutral compounds. Among other
acids, he has combined it with the fatty acids, produuing, by synthesis, the
organic fatty substances stcarin, margarin, oleiu, &c. (Chem,, Gaz., No. 15,
1 853, from the Comptes RP-ndu::;.) When diluted with water it affords no pre·
cipitate with hydrosulphate of ammonia. or ferrocyanuret of potassium, showing
the absence of lead and iron. It consists of one eq. of the hypothetical radical
glyceryle (C 6Il7), united with fiveeqs. of oxygen, and one of water. Its form ula,
therefore,isC6 II,0,+IIO.
Med ital Properties. Glycerin is considered emollient and antiseptic. It was
£rst used as a remedy ex ternally, for dryness and deficient cerumen in the ex·
t ernal ear. lfrom i ts antiseptic and undrying properties, l\Ir. Startin, surgeon,
of London, was led to suppose that it might prove useful, as an external appli·
cation, in eruptions attended with fetid discharges, or with preternatural dryness
or harshness of the skin. The results of his trials answered his expectations.
In sc..-eral disca:;;cs of the skin, such as pityriasis, lcpra , psoriasis, lichen in its
dry stage, and prurigo, he used it with benefit. Ile also found it a useful addi.
tion to lotions in the incrusted form of lupus or herpes exedens, and in various
syp hilitic and strum ous eruptions. In the cases in which it was tried, it acted
as a sooth ing application. It may be added to poultices and lotions in a propor·
tion varying from one-fourth to one-sixteenth. Its effect on poultices is to keep
them soft for a long time. Since the publication of the last edition of this work,
glycerin has been used by ti number of physicians, in a great variety of affcc·
t.ions of the ski n, as a softening and soothing application, and generally with
satisfactory results. In certaiu cases of deafness, in which the auditory canal is
d ry, or ohsLrncted by hardened wax, Dr. David Steel, of Petersburg, Ya., has
found glycerin usefu l, inserted into the canal by means of a. piece of cotton,
saturated with it. (Stethoscope, Feb. 1853, p. 101.) From its extensive solvent
powers, and its intermediate qualities between those of water and oil, glycerin
forms, according to l\l. Cap, of Paris, an excellen t excipicnt for many medi·
cines. It may be prepared as an ointment, for which formulre are given by l\lr.
J. La.idl cy, and by .l\lr. J . H. Ecky. (See Am. Joum. of Plutnn. xii., 118, and
xxv. 2i.)*
Pills ;rnd extracts, incorporat~d with a small proportion of glycerin, are pre·
served soft and free from mouldrness.
B.
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GUMMI-RESINJE et RESINOSA.
Gum-resins and Resinous Substances.
Gum-resins are concrete natural juices of plants, obtained by spontaneous
exudation or incision, and consisting of gum and resin, associated for the most
part with more or less essential oil, and frequently with other substances, such
os extractive, bassorin, starch, wax, and various salts. The gum and resin are
essential ingredients, but exist in very different proporti ons in the different Ya..
rieties. All the gum -resins are partially soluble in alcohol and in water, but
completely so in neither of these liquids. Diluted alcohol, on the contrary,
dissolves them almost entirely, especially if assisted by heat. With water they
form an opaque emulsion; the resin, essential oil, and other insoluble constituents being held in suspension by the dissolved gum . They are to a certain extent soluble in vinegar. Upon several of them, especially myrrh and ammoniac,
carbonate of potassa so reacts as to render them soluble in water, or capable of
being permanently retained in suspension by that liquid. A good method of
effecting their suspension in any watery vehicle, is to rub them witb a few drops
of pure almond oil so as to form a smooth paste, and then very gradually add
tbc liquid, continuing the trituration.
'l'hey are often so impure from admixture of vegetab1e and mineral substances,
as to be unfit for use until purified. Various modes of effecting this object have
been practised. Some of the gum-resins, as galbanum, arc so far fusible, that
they may be rendered sufficiently liquid by heat to admit of straining through
a hempen cloth. Ca.re should be taken in this process not to apply too great a
heat, and it is best that the liquefaction should be effected by means of a waterbath. 13ut several of them, as assafetida and ammoniac, are not sufficiently
fusible at the temperature of boiling water to admit of being strained with facil it.y.
As they are usually brittle and pulverizable when very cold, they may be freed
from the coarser impurities by powdering them in the winter season, and sifting
the powder, which afterwards agglutinates with warmth. This plan is recommended Ly Mr. Brande in relation to assafeticla, ammoniac, and galbanum.
When boiled with hot water any of the gum-resins, though not dissolved, will
form a sem i-liquid mass capable of being strained ; and this is the mode now
adopted by the London College for their purification. It is liable to tbe obj ection that a portion of the volutile oil, upon which their medical virtues in part
depcrn.1, is driven off; and the gum-resins thus prepared are adapted more especially for external use. rl'he l?rench pharmaceutists purify these substances by
dissolving them in diluted alcohol, filtering, and evaporating the solution. Tbis
process, though liable in a still greater degree than that of the Loudon College
to the objection of dimin i8hing the virtues of the medicine by driving off the
essential oil, has the advantage of completely separating all insoluble sub.stances,
however minutely divided, such as fine sand or other earth, which might pass
through the.pores of a h e~pen strainer. F?r inte~ual ~se, it is best to selQct
the gum-resm of such quality as not to reqmre punficat1on.
,Y.

AMMONIACUM PRlEPARATUM. Lond. Prepared Ammoniac.
"Take of lump Ammoniac a pound; Water sufficient to cover tlte .Ammoniac.
Heat the Ammoniac with the Water till they are mixed. St.rain the mixture
through a hair sieve, and evaporate by means of a water bath, stirring constantly,
ao tha.t upon cooling it may become hard." Lond.
Off Prep. l\listurn Ammoniaci.

ASSAF<ETIDA PRlEPARATA. Lond. Prepared Assafetida.
''Prepare this in the mann~r directed for Prepared Ammoniac.1' Lond.
OjJ'. Prep. Enema Assafretidre; Pilula Galbani Composita.
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GALBANUM PR.iEPARATUM. Lond. Prepared Galbanum.
"Prepare this in the manner direct.ed for Prepm·ed Am?noniac.1' Lond.
OjJ'. J>,.ep. Emplastrum Galbaoi; J>j}ula Galbani Composita.

PIX BURGUNDICA PR.iEPARATA. Lond.
gundy Pitch.

Prepared Bur-

"Prepare this in the manner directed <o: r:rPparerl Ammo1!'foc." I"'°~a.
This is not a very scientific mode of punfyrng Burgundy pitch; and 1s altogether unnecessary. It may be very readily melted by the heat of a. water-bath,
and then strained through linen or canvas.
Off. Prep. Emplastrum Cumini; Emplastrum Picis.
W.

SAGAPENUM PR.iEPARATUM. Lond. Prepared Sagapenum.
"Prepare this in the manner directed for Prepared Ammoniac." Lond.
OJ/ Prep. Confectio Rutre; Pilula Galbani Composita.

STYRAX PURIFICATA. U.S. STYRAX PRAlPARATA. Lond.
ExTRACTUM STYRACIS. Ed. P1trijied Storax. Prepared Storax.
"Take of Storax, Alcohol, each, a sujfi(,1.'ent quanti~IJ· Dissolve the Storax
in the Alcohol, and strain the solution; then distil off the Alcohol with a gentle
beat, until the Stora.x acquires the proper consistence." U. S.
"'fake of Storax a p01rncl; Rectified Spirit four pints [[mperial measure].
Dissolve and strain through linen i then with a gentle heat distil the greater
part of the spirit: evaporate what remains by means of a. water.bath to the pro·
per consistence." Lond.
"Take any convem·ent quontity of Storax, in fine powder. Exhaust it by
boiling it in succei::sive quantities of RectificU Spirit; filter the spirituous solu.
tions; distil off the greater part of the Sririt; evaporate the remainder over the
vapour-bath to the consistence of a thin extract. 11 Ed.
Storax, as found in the Hhops, is usually so much adulterated as to render its
purification necessary, before it can be applied to the purposes for which it is
officinally directed. As it is wholly soluble in alcohol, and little of its active
matter is driven off at the boiling point of that fluid, there can be no chemical
objection to the above process. Another method, sometimes followed, is to ex.
press, between heated iron plates, the balsam from the foreign matters with which
it is associated; but, if the process be not very carefully conducted, the heat
employed to melt the storax will be sufficient to dissipate a portion of the benzoic acid, which is one of its essentioJ ingredients.
Ofi: Prep. l'ilula Styracis Composita; Tinctura. Benzoini Coroposita. W.

THUS PR.iEP ARATUM. Lond.

Prepai·ed .Frankincense.

"Take of Frankincense<" pound; Water s1~tficient to couer the Franldncense..
Heat the }"rankincense in the \Yater till it liquefies, and strain through a. hair
sieve; then, when it has cooled, pour off the Wa.ter, and keep the Frankincense
for use." Lond.
OjJ: I'1·ep. Emplastrum F~r~i; Emplast. Galbani; Emplast. Opii; Emplast.
Picis; Emplast. l'otassii lod1d1.

HYDRARG YRUl\L
Preparations of ilfei·cw-y.

IIYDRARGYRUM PURUM. Dub. P,.re Mercury.
''Take of Quicksilver of Commerce tl1ree pounds [avoirdupois]; Pure Muriatic
Acid half a .fiuidounce [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water two ounces [a.voird.J.
Having introduced the Quicksilver into a. small glass retort, over the body of
which a hood of sheet iron is supported, let the heat of a gas lamp be appliod
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until two-thirds of the meta1 has distilled O'\'"er. B oil tJ1is for n. few minutes
witL tLc.AciJ and Water, and havin1;, by repeated affusion of distilled water, and
decantat1on, removed the entire of the Acid, let the metal be pourc<l into a capsule, and dried by the application of heat. 11 Dub.
'l'bc mercury of commerce is usuall y sufficiently pure for phar maceutical purP?~es; but occasionally it contains foreign metals, such as lead, tin, ziuc, and
bismuth, and hence the direction for its purification. l\lercury, beiu £ much
more volatile than the contaminating metals, rises first in distillation, while they
are left behind. But i t is necessary to avoid pushing the distillation too far;
for i? that event, some of the foreig n metals are apt to be carried over. 'l'hc
Dublm College, on account of this danger, directs only two-thirds of th e mercury
to be disti11ed. The distilled product is boiled for a few minutes with diluh.:
muriatic acid, wh ich, wh ile it does not attack the mercury, dissolves any con taminating metals which may have passed over. 'l'he distillation is directed to
be performed from a glass retort over a gas lamp; but it is more conveniently
conducted fr om au iron retort, over a conl!non fire, in to water contained in a receiver. In small operations a w~sh-band basin wil1 an swer for a receiver. For
other methods of pul'ifying mercury, see H!Jdrargyrmn. i\Iillon has ascertained
the curious fact, that the presence of so small a quantity as one-thousandth or
one tcu-tlwusaudth of lead or zinc in mercury raises its boiling point. As it is
difficult and troublesome to purify mercury by distillation, it is better to purchase
pure sa~1 pl es of the metal, which may be always found in the ma1·ket. li'or the
properties ancl tests of pure mercury, see B!Jdrar9yrurn.
l\J. Violette Las made known a new met bod of distilling mercury, or amalgamated silver, which presents many advantages. It consists in subjecting the
metal, in iron vessels, to a cu rrent of bigb pressure steam, which serves the double
purpose of imparting the necessary heat, and carrying over the mercurial Ya pour
Ly a mecLau ical agency. (Philos. Jl/ag., Dec. 1850, from Uomples Rendus.)
Oj/ !;,rep. Arsenici ct llydru.q~yri IIydriodatis J... iquor; ~mplastrum Ilydrargy n; llydrargy ri Iodidum Vir1de; Hydrargyri Oxydum Rubl'llm; liydrarg.)'r_i lJcrnitratis J. . iquor; Hydrargyrum cum CretU.; llydrargyrum cum .i\Iagnes1f~; Pilulro Hydrargyri; Unguentum Ilydrargyri.
B.
1

IlYDRARGYRI CIILORIDUM CORROSIVUM. U.S. l-IYDRARLond. SunLillIA'fUS CoRROSIVUS. Ed. Sun11Dub. Corrosive Chloride of 1Wercury. Bichloride
of lliercury. Cforrosive Sublimate.
GYRI B1cn10Rrnu11.
llIATVM CoHRos1vu11.

''Take of l\Iercury two pounds : Sulphuric Acid three pounds; Chloride of
Sodium a pound cmd a haij'. Boil the l\Iercury with the Sulp Luric Acid until
H.ub this, wh en cold, with the Chloride of Sodium, iu
an earthenware mortar; then sublime with a gradually iocrcasin.g heat." l/. S.
The London process is t he same as the above, the twenty-one and a half Imperial fluidouuces of sulphuric acid, taken by the College, being equirnlcnt to
tbrCC]JOUUds.
"Take of l\Iercury four ounces; Sulphuric Acid (comm ercial ) ttco jluidounces
and tltl'eejluidra1.:hms; Pure Nitric Acid half a fl1~frlounce; :i\luriatc of Soda
three ounces. l\Iix the Acids; add the l\Iercury; dissolve it with the aid of a.
moderate heat; and tben raise the heat so as to obtain a d ry salt. 'l'riturntc this
thoroughly with lhc l\luriate of Soda, and s ublime in a proper app11ratu.s." ]~',/.
'' 'l'ukc of Sulphate of l\lercury ten pou11ds; Dried Ch loride of Sodrnm jn·i:
poumls. Reduce each salt to a fine _powder, a_nd, lmYing .mixed t.hem c:are~ully
by trituration in a. mortar, let the mixture be 111troduccd mto :m 1roll pot liued
with c:hiy, and by a regulated beat, appli ed through the intcn·cution of :-:md, let
the corrosive s ublimate be sublimed into au earthen head pbccd over the pot,
65
a white d ry mass is left.
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The product should be preserved in an
•

In order to understand the above processes, which are the same in principle,

it is necessary to premise that corrosive sublimate is a bicLlori?~ of m ercur~,

consisting of two cqs. of chlorine and one o~ mercu.ry . By bml~ng _sulph_unc
acid in excess with mercury to dryness, a white salt is formed, which is a b1sulphate of the deutox.ide of mercury . (See Hydrar9yri Sulpl~as.) When this is
mixed with chloride of sod ium (common salt), and the mixture exposed to a.
subliming heat, a ruu~ual decomposition takes p~acc. Th~ ch l~rine of the com.:
mon salt combines wllh the mercury, and sublimes as b1chlonde of mercury;
while the sodium, oxygen of the deutoxide of mercury, and sulphuric acid unite
to form sulphate of .soda, which remains behind. The quantities for mutual
decomposition are two eqs. of chloride of sodium, consisting of tw& eqs. of chlorine and two of sod ium; and one eq. of bisulphate of deutoxide of mercury•
corn;istiug of one eq. of mercury, two of oxygen, and two of sulphurie acid. 'l'hotwo eqs. of chlorine combine with the one eq. of mercury, to form one eq. of
corrosiYe sublimate; and th e two cqs. severally, of sodium, oxygen, and sulphuric
acid form, by their union, two eqs. of dry sulphate of soda. The Edinburgh
formula. i~ very much changed from that given in the previous edition of the
Ed. :Pharmaroproia. It is characterized by the small quantity of mercury taken,
ancl by the use of nitric acid to assist the sulphuric in oxidizing the metal. The
DuUin formula is peculiar in ordering the bisulphate of the deutoxide of mercury ready formed, under the name of sulphate of mercury, instead of preparing
it as the first step of the proceRs, as is done in the processes of the other Pharmucopooias. (Sec II!fdrargyri Sulplws.)
The names given in the several Pharmacopccias to this important chloride,
unfortunately, do not correspond. H is called a chloride, as it is admitted to
be, in the U.S. and London Pharmacopccias, and corrosive sublimate, irrespective
of chemical nomenclature, in the Edinburgh and Dublin. We should be sorry
to share the opinion of the Edinburgh College that the adoption of the modern
chemical nomenclature, to express pharmaceutical su bstances, was a great error,
on account of its liability to change. Systematic nom enclature belongs to science,
and its change is the inevitable consequence of the progress of the latter. In
respect to the l..iondon name of bicldoride, we think it not sufficiently distinct
from chlor ide, &dopted by the same College for calomel. We prefer the U. S.
designation with the epithet con·osil;mn, as serving to call attention to the
deleterious nature of the compound.
Prf"paralian on lite Large Si:ale, &c. The first:' step is to form the bisulpbate
of the deutoxide of mercury, which is effected by heating the sulphu ric acid and
metal together in an iron pot, so arrnnged as to carry off the unwholesome fumet
of sulphurous acid which arc copiously gene rated. 'The dry salt obtained is
then mixed with the common salt, and the mixture sublimed in an iron po~
1ined with clay, and CO\'Cred by uu invert.eel e:1rthen pan. The late Dr. A. T.
'fhomson, of L ondon, took out a patent for forming corrosive sublimate, on thct
large scale, by the direct combination, by combustion, of g:iseous chlorine with
heated mercury. The product is stated to be perfectly pure, and to be afforded
at a. lower price than the sublimate made in tbe usual way. In order that the
eombina.tiou may take place, the mcrcurr. need not be heated to its boiling point,
but on ly to a temperature between 300° and -100°. According to Dr. l\Jaclagan,
corrosive sublimate, made by this process, is liable to the objection that a proportion of eulomel is always formed, occasionally amounting to ten per cent.
It may sometimes be useful to know how to make a. small quantity of corrosive sublimate on an emergency. Tl.ii s mn,y be clone by dissolving dcutoxide of
mercury (reel precipitate) in muriatic acid, eYaporating the solution to dryness,
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dissolving the dry mass in water, and crystallizing. Ilcre a double decomposition takes place, resulting in the formation of water and the bichloride.
P1·operties. Corrosive chlorit.le of mercury, as obtained by sublimation, is in
the form of colourless crystals, or of white, semi· tr<m sparcnt, crystalline mas::!es,
of the sp. gr. 5·2, permanent in the air, and possessing au exceedingly acrid,
styptic, mcta.llic, durable taste. lt dissolves in a little less than twenty parts
of cold water, and in three of boiling water. A boiling saturated solution, upon
cooling, lets it fall in a confused mass of crystals. It is soluble also in two and
a third parts of cold alcohol, in about its own weight of boiling alcohol, and iu
three parts of ether. Tbe fatter solvent is capable of removing corrosive sublimate, to a considerable extent, from it.~ aqueous solution, when agitated_with
it. Sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic acids dissolve it without alteration. When
heated it melts, and teadi ly sublimes in dense, white, acrid vapours, which con dense, on cool surfaces, in white shining needles. Its aqueous solution renders
green the syrup of violets, and is precipitated brick.red, becoming yellow, by
the fixed alkalies and alkaline earths, and white by ammonia. (See lfydraryyt•um Ammoniatwni.) The former precipitate is the hydrated deutoxide of mercury, which has t.hc property of emitting oxygen, and of being reduced to metallic
globules, when exposed to heat. Thi.s oxide is formed in the process for preparing the aqua plwgedrenica, which is obtained by mixing a. drachm of corrosive sublimate with a pint of lime.water. Corro!ive sublimate forms with muriate
of ammonia and chloride of sodium, compounds which are more so lubl e than the
uncombined mercurial salt. It is on tbis account tbat aciueous solutions of sal
ammoniac, or of common s:1lt dissolve much more corrosive sublimate than
Eimplc water. 'fhc combination of corrosive sublimate with muriate of ammonia
was formerly called sal alemLroth, or salt of icilsdom. (See L-iquor Ilgdrw:qyri
Bicld()ridi.) According to 11'. IIinterbcrgcr, corrosive sublimate is capable of
combining with quinia. and cinchonia. ( C!tem. Guz., ix. 211.)
Corrosi\ C sublimate has the property of retarding putrefaction. Animal matters, immersed in its solution, shrink, acquire firmness, assume a. white colour,
and become imputresciblc. On account of this property it is usefully employed
for preserving anatomical preparations.
Tei.ls of Purit!J und liu.:ompatiUes. Pure corrosive chloride of mercury sublimes, when heated, without rei:.idue, and its powder is entirely and readily soluble
in ether. Consequently, if a portion of any sample should not wholly dissolve
in ether, or if it should not evaporate entirely, the presence of some impurity is
proved. If calomel be present, it will not be wholly soluble in water. Corrosive sublimate is incompatible with many of the metals, with the alkalies and
their carbonates, with soap, lime-water, tartar emetic, nitrate of silver, the acetates of lead, the sulpburets of potassium and sodium, and with all the hydrosulphates. It is also decomposed by many vegetable and some animal substances.
According to the late Dr. A. T. Thomson, it. produces precipitates in infusio11s
or deeoctions of the following vegetable substitnces ;-chamomile, horse-radish,
columbo, catechu, cinchona, rhubarb, senna, simaruba, and oak-bark. The
experiments of M. 1\lialhe and l\1. Lepage have shown that corrosive sublimate
is ~lowly converted into ca lomcl by syrup of sarsaparilla and syrup of honey, but
undergoes no alteration by contact with pure syrup.
l3.
1JJe,lical Properties and llses. Corrosive sublimate is a. very powerful prcpar:i.tion, operating quickly, and, if not properly regulated, producing very violent
effects. It is less apt to salivate than most other mercurials. Tn minute doses,
suitably repeated, it may exert its peculiar inHuence without any obvious alteration of the vital functions, except, perhaps, a slight increase in the frequency of
the pul::;e, and in the secretions from the skin and kidneys. Sometimes, however, it purges; but this effect may be obviated by combining it with a little
1
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still larger r1uanlities produces all the effe?ts. of :t violent corrosi_ve poi.son: It
has long been used as a remedy in syphi lis, m all stage! of wl11cb 1t 1s h1g~ly
recommended by some authors. It i~ said to rcwo,;e the symp toms more sp~eclily
than other mercurials; while its action is less ~npleosant, as tile mouth is less
liable to be made sore. For the latter reason it has been much employed by
empirics, and is an ingredient in m o~t of thos~ nostrums which ha\'.C a.~ v~rious
periods gained a. temporary popularity as ant1-venereals. But wlulc it IS extolled by some &uthors, others, among whom is l\Ir. Pearson, of London, deny
its extraordinary merits, and maintain that, though occasionally useful. in arresting the progress of the complaint, particularly in the seconda1~y stage, 1t does not
produce permanent cures, aoJ, in the primary stage, often fails altogether. On
the whole it appears to be best adapted to secondary syphilis, in which it occasionally does much good. It is also used advantageously in some chronic cutuneous affection s, and in obstinate chronic rheumatism. It is usually associated
with altcrativc or diaphoretic medicines, such as the antimonials, and the compound dccoction or syrup of sarsaparilla; and, in order to obviate the irritation
it is apt to produce, it may often be ad,'antageously united with opium, or extract
of hemlock. There is no doubt that many of the substances in connexion with
which it is employed, alter its chemical condition; but it does not follow that,
even in its altered state, it may not be very useful as a remedy.
Externally employed, corrosi,·e sublimate is stimulant and escharotic. A
solution in water, containing from an eighth to half a grain in the fluidouncc,
is employed as au injection in glcet, as a garglo in venereal sore.throat, and as a
collj•rium in chronic venereal ophthalmia. A stronger solution, contai ning one
or two grains in the fiuidounce, is an efficacious wash in lepra, and other scaly
eruptions. Dissolved in water, in the proportion of five or ten grains to the
fluidounce, it may be used with much benefit in venereal ulcers of the throat, to
wh ich. it should be applied by means of a camel's hair pencil. With lime.water
it forms the aqua pltagedc:enica of the older writers, employed as a. wash for
ill·conditioned ulcers. The powdered chloride has been used as an cscharotic;
but is, in general, inferior to nitrate of silver or caustic potassa. In ouychia
rnab!Jna, however, it is employed with great advantage, mixed with an equal
weight of sulphate of zinc, and .sprinkled thickly upon the surface of the ulcer,
which is then to be co>crcd with a pledget of lint saturated with tincture of
myrrh . The whole diseased surface is thus removed, and the necc:-:sity of resortinp; to the knife avoided. Thi s practice was first introduced, we believe, by
the late Dr. Perkins, of Philadelphia, and was highly recommended by Dr.
Physick. We have employed it in several instances with complete success.
The dose of corrosive sublimate is from the twelfth to the quarter of a grain,
repeated three or four times a day, and given in pill, or dissoh·cJ iu water or
spirit. The pill, wh ich is the preferable form, is usually prepared with crumb
of bread; and care should be taken that the medicine be equally cliffu;;;c<l through
the pilular mass, before it is diYidcd. l\lucilaginous drinks are usually given to
obviate the irritating effocts of the medicine.
Toxicological Properties. Swallowed in poisonous doses, it produces burning
heat in the throat, excruciating pain in the stomach and bowels, exCt;~sirn tbiNl-t,
anxiety, nausea and frequent retching with Yomiting of bloody mucus, diarrhooa
and sometimes blood!' s~ools, small and frequent pulse, cold sweats, general
1
1
i
lliisseetion all the signs of the operation of a violent corro~ivc poison. These
symptoms arc !ometimes followed or conjoined. with others indicatiug an excessive
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mercurial action upon the system, such as inflammation of the moutl1 and salivary
glands, profui-e salivation, fetid breatb,&c. A case is on record of"death, in au
infant, frorn the constit uti onal effects of corrosive sublimate sprinkled upon an
excoriateil surface. In the inferior animals, in whatever mode introduced into
the system, it is said to occasion irritation of the stomach and rectum , inflammation of tlie lungs, opp ression of the brain, and depression if not inflammation
of the he:i.rt. ( OAn"stt~son.) In the treatment of poisoning by corrosive subli mate, Orfila. recomm ends the free use of the white of eggs beat up with water.
'fhe album en forms an insoluble and comparatively innocent compound with the
corrosive sublim:.ite; and the liquid by its bulk dilutes the poison, and distends
the stomach so as to produce vomiting. It is, however, asserted by 1\I. Lassaigne
that this compound of albumen nnd corrosive sublimate, when recently precipitated, is soluble in acid and alkaline liquids, and in solutions of the chlorides of
potassium, sod ium, and calcium. (See Jo1mi. de Phami., x:s: iii. 510.) It is,
therefore, important, at the same time that the antidote is used, to evacuate the
stomach before the newly formed compound can be dissolved. If eggs cannot
be procured, wheat flour may be substituted; gluten having, according to M .
T<1.ddei, the same effect. as albumen. l\Iilk bas also been recommended, in eon seriuence of the insoluble compound whicL casein forms with tLe poison. B esides
the antidotes mentioned , Peruvian bark, meeonic acid, protosulphuret of iron,
and iron filings have been proposed, all of which ha.ve the property of decom posing corrosive sublimate. The protosulphuret of iron was found quite successful by M. l\foilhe in experiments upon clogs, if given immediately after the
poison was swallowed, but failed when delayed for IO minutes. It is of the
utmost importance that whatever antidote is used should be given without delay,
and in this respect the one nearest at hand may be considered the best. Should
neither of t he substances mentioned be attainable, muci laginous drinks should
be largely admin istered; and, in any event, the patient should be made to drink
copiou.<s ly, 80 long as vomiting continues, or till the symptoms are relieved.
Sbould he be unable to vomit, the stomach should be washed out by means of
the stomach pump. The consecutive inflammation should be treated with general
or local bleeding, fomentations, and cooling mucilaginous drinks, and the attendant
nervous symptoms should be alleviated by opiates.
W.
'l.'cstsfor Uorrosivf Sublirn(lte. On accouot of the extreme drulencc of this chloride as a poison, the reagents by which it may be detected form a. subject of study
of the utm ost importance, as connected with medico-legal investigations. rrhe
be~t tests for determining its mercurial nature, mentioned in the or<lCL' of their
delicacy, are fcrrocynnuret of potassium, lime-water, carbonate of potassa, iodide
of potassium, ammonia., sulphuretted hydroge n, a.nd protochloride of tin. Fm·'rO<.'!JmW1'f'{ qf potassium gives rise to a. white precipitate (ferrocyanuret of mercury), becoming slow ly yellowish, aud at length pale-blue. Lime-1caler throws
clown a ycllo\v precipitate of hydrated <leutoxide. Carbonate of polassa causes
a brick-red precipitate of carbonate of mercury. Iodide qf potassium, produces
a very clrnracteristic pale-sca.rlet precipitate of biniocliclc of mercury. 'l'bis precipitate frequently appears at first yellow. Ammonia gives rise to a. fine, white,
floccu lent precipitate, the ofiicinal ammoniated mercu ry, or white precipitate.
Sulplrnretwl !1ydr0f!en occasions a black precipita.tc of bisulpburet of mercury j
and the f;'ttne precipitate is thrown down hy hydrosulphate (\f ammonia. ]i'inally,
pi·otoddoridP r1f tin causes a gr~yish-black p1·ecipitate (mercury in a finely divid ed
state), and, as a. test, is not liabl e to any fallacy. 'l'aking the results of Devergie, the rclafr>e clelic:icy of these tests m:'ly be expressed numerically as follow:i :-Ferrocya nur~t of pota:isium l !; lime-water 4; carbonate of potassa 7;
iodide of potassium 8; nmmonia 36; su lphuretted hydrogen or hydrosu lphate of
ammonia. GU; and protochloride of tiu 80. To the above the following tests
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may be added 1 easily applied even by one unacf)uainted with chcmi~try.
0
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a grayish-white po~'der.' A polished pfrce of gold, moistened with the mercurial
solution, and touched through the liquid with a piece of iron, contracts a white
stain. This test, which wa.s propoi-ed by l\Jr. Sykcstcr and simplified by Dr.
Paris, is conveniently appl ied by moistening, with the suspected solution! a gold
coin or ring, and touching it through the moistened spot with the pomt of a
penknife. The object of the iron is to form with the gold a simple galvanic
circle, which cnab!Cs the latter metal to precipitate the mercury on its surface.
Nearly all the above tests merely show the mercurial nature of the substance
acted on. To determine whether the metal is united with chlorine, the mercuria-l liquid may be precipitated by lime-water, and the filtered solution, acidulatcd with 11itric acid, then tested with nitrate of sih-~r . If the mercury is in
the state of chloride, the filtered solution will be one of chloride of calcium,
which, with nitrate of silver, will yield a heavy white precipitate (chloride of
silver), in!'lo)uble in nitric acid, but soluble in ammonia. The nitrate of silver
may be added directly to the mercurial liquid; and, if it contain corrosive sub·
limatc, chloride of silver will fall, but probably mixed with calornel.
By the combined indications of the foregoing tests, corrosive ~ublimatc may
be infallibly detected, unless it exists in very minute quantity, associated with
organ ic substances, by which its presence is often greatly obscured. When it
exists in organic mixtures, made by boiling the contents or substance of the
stomach in distilled water, Dr. Christison recommends that a preliminary trial
be made with the protochloridc of tin, on a small portion filtered for the purpose. If this causes a grayish-black colour, he shakes the mixture, as recommended by Orfila, with a fourth of its bulk of ether, which dissolves the corrosive
sublimate and rises to the surface. 1'he ethereal solution is then evaporated to
dryness, and the dry salt obtain ed is dissolved in hot water, whereby a pure
solution is procured, in which the poison may be readily detected by the ordinary tests. 1f the trial test should produce a light J?;rily colour, the corrosin~
subJ jurntds indicated in still less quantity, and Dr. Christison recommends to
proceed in the following manner. Treat the unfiltered mixture with protocbloridc of tin, as long as any precipitate is formed, which will ha\·e a !'llatc-gray
colour. Collect, wash, and drain it on a filter, and, having remond it without
being dried, boil it, in a glass flask, with a moderately strong solution of caustic
potassa, until all the lumps disappear. Th e alkali will dissolve all animal and
vegetable matter; and, on allowing the solution to remain at rest, a heavy grayishblack powder will subside, which consists chiefly of metallic mercury, and in
which small globules of the metal may sometim es be seen with the naked eye,
or by the aid of a magnifier.
Off Prep. llydrargyri Iodidum Rubrum; Ilydrargyrum Ammoniatum; Liquor Hydrargyri Bichloridi.
B.

LIQUOR IIYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDI. Lond.
Bialiloride of lJiei·aury.

Solution of

"Take of Uichloridcof ~fercury [corrosive sublimate], Hydrochlorate of Ammonia, each ten grains j Distilled ·water a pint (Imperial measure]. Dissolve."

Land.
This sol ution was intended to facilitate the dispensing of corrosi,·e sublimate
in small doses. The rnuriatc of ammonia has been substituted for the alcohol
formerly udded to the solution, probably in order to preYent the decomposition
of the bichloriJe. A solution of corrosiYc sublimate in water alone, uuder the
influence of light, deposits calome1, while muriatic and chloric :tcids remain in
the water; nor is this decomposition prevented by the addition of alcohol. The
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dose of the solution, of which a fluidounce contains half a grain of corrosive sublimate, is from one to four fiuidrachm::i, taken in flaxseed tea.
W.

IIYDRARGYRI CIILORIDUM MITE. U.S.
Lond.
Calomel.

RIDUM .

CALOMELAS.

Ed., Dub.

IIYDRARGYRI

CaLO-

Mild Chloride of lfiereury.

"'l'akc of Mercury fonr pounds; Sulphuric Acid three pound.~; Chloride of
Sodium a pound and a half; Distilled Water a sufficient quantity. Boil two
pounds of the 1'Iercury with the Sulphuric Acid, until a dry white mass is left.
Rub this, when cold, with the remainder of the l\Icrcury, in an earthenware
mortar, until they arc thoroughly mixed. 'fhen add the Chloride of Sodium,
and rub it with the other ingredients till all the globules disappear; afterwards
sublime. Reduce the sublimed matter to a. very fine powder, and wash it frequently with boiling Distilled Water, till the washings afford no precipitate upon
the addition of Solution of Ammonia; then dry it." U.S.
The London formula is the same as the above, except that a mearnre of sulphuric acid is taken, equivalent to three pounds, and the testing of the washings
is not directed.
"Take of l\fercury e~qht ounces j Sulphuri c Acid (commercia l) two fluidounces
a·n d thtee jl.11,idracluns [Imperial measure]; Pure Nitric Acid half a fluidounce
[Imp. meas.]; l\Iuriate of Soda. tlu·ee ounces. Mix the Acids, add four ou uces
of the l\Iercury, and dissoh·e it with the aid of a moderate heat. Raise the heat
so as to obtain a. dry salt. Triturate this with the l\Iuriate of Soda and the rest
of the Mercury till the globules entirely disappear. Heat the mixture by means
of a. sand-bath in a proper subliming apparat.us. Reduce the sublimate to fiue
powder; wash the powde1· with boiling Distilled Water until the Water ceases
to precipitate with solution of iodide of potassium, and then dry it. 11 Ed.
"Take of Sulph ate of Mercury ten JJOunds; .Mercury of Commerce seven
poundsj Dried Chloride of Sodium five JJOunds. focorporate as completely as
possible the Sulphate and the metallic l\Iercury by prolonged trituration, and,
having then added the Chloride of Sodium previously reduced to a. fine powder,
rub all well together uutil a. perfectly equable mixture is obtained . Heat this,
through the medium of sand, in a. sha.llow iron pot with a. flat bottom, lined with
clay, and covered with a. lid of cast iron, until the sublimate which attaches itself
to a circular plug in the centre of the lid (which admits of being removed and
cleaned from time to time) neither exhibits minute globules of mercury, nor is
rendered yellow by being touched with a. solution of potash. The whole being
now permitted to cool down to the temperature of the air, the contents of the
pot arc to be transferred to a. small hot-hearth or oven, whose door is made tight
by a. clay lute, and a regulated heat is to be appl ied so as to cause the vaporized
Calomel to pass into an adjacent chamber of con~i dera.ble size, on the floor of
which it will accumulate in the form of a fine white powder." Dub.
The object of the above processes, which all coincide in the principle on which
they are conducted, is to obtain the protochlori<le of mercury. This chloride
consists of one eq. of chlorine and one of mercury, and consequently contains
precisely half as much chlorine as corrosive subl imate, combined with the same
<1uantity of mercury. In the process of the U.S. Pbarmacopreia., as in the
case of corrosive sublimate, a bisulphate of the deutoxide is first formed; but,
instead of being immediately sublimed with the chloride of sodium, it undergoes
a. preparatory tritura.tion with the same quantity of mercury as was employed in
forming it. This trituration may be conceived to take place between one eq. of
the bisu1phate of the dcutoxide, a.nd one of metallic mercury, which are thus
converted into two eqs. of the mouosulphate of the protoxide. This change will
be easily understood, by adverting to the fact, that the hisulphatc of the deut-
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oxiae consists of two eqs. of sulphuric acid, two of oxygen, and one of mercury;
nnd, when rubbed up with one additional eq. of mercury, the whole becomes two
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thus formed, bt>ing heated with two cqs. of common salt, the t_wo cqs. nf chlonue
in the latter sublime in union with the two eqs. of mercury Ill the former, and
genera.le two cqs. of protochlori<le of mercury; while the two cqs., severally, of
sulphuric acid, oxygen, and sodium, unite together to form two eqs. of dry sul~
phate of soda, which remain as a fixed residue. It is hence apparent that the
residue in this process and in tha.t for corrosive sublimate is the same.
The calomcl in mass, as sublimed, is liable to contain a little corrosive sublimate; and hence the direction of the U.S. Pharmacopreia to reduce the sublimed
matter to a very fine powder, and to wash it with boiling distilled water until
ammonia produces no precipitate with the washings. Ammonia occasions a white
precipitu.te (ammoniated mercury) so long as the washings contain corrosive sublimate; and when it ceases to produce this effect, the operator may rest satisfied
that the whole of the poisonous salt has been removed. The J.Jondon Pharmacopc:cia prescribes a careful washing, but omits in the formula any directions for
testing for corrosive sublimate.
The Edinbur,qh formula is peculiar in ordering a small proportion of nitric acid
to assist the sulphuric acid in oxidizing the mercury, as is done also in the corrosi\'e sublimate process. The washings are tcst.ed by iodide of potassium, which
is not so delicate a. test as ammonia. The Dublin process includes no directions
for making the bisulphate of the deutoxide of mercury; been use that salt, in
the Dublin Pharmacopccia, is made by a. separate formula, and designated by a.
distinct name, sulphate of rnercm·y. It is, therefore, taken ready formed, mixed
with the mercm·y and common salt in the usual way, and the mixture is submitted to a preliminary sublimation to separate metallic mercury and corro:iive
sublimate. 'l'hc product is allowed to cool, and then transferred to a small oven,
connected with :t chamber of considerable size; and, heat being applied, the vaporized calomel condenses in the chamber, and falls on its floor in the powdery
form. By thus using a large cool chamber, the calomel docs not require to be
puh-erized, but is got at once in the form of powder. The Dublin College orders
no washing, which is a. defect; for although the preliminary sublimation separates corrosive sublimate, yet some accidental circumstance may prevent the
whole of it from being removed in this step of the process, in which case the
sublimed powder will be contaminated with the poisonous chloride.
Prf>pamlion on the Lm:qe Scale.. The process for making ca.lomel by means of
the bisulphate of deutoxide of mercury, was origin<illy practised at Apothecaries'
Hall, London. The proportions: taken und the mode of proceeding in that cr-:ta·
blishment arc, according to l\Ir. Brande, as follows: 50 lbs. of mercury are boiled
to dryness with 70 lbs. of sulphuric acid, in a c<ist iron vessel; and 62 lbs. of
the dry salt formed are triturated with 40! lbs of mercury till the globules disappear, and the whole is mixed with 34 lbs. of common salt. The mixtu:e is
sublimed from an earthenware retort into an earthenware receiver, and the product is from 05 to 100 lbs. of calomcl in mass . This is then ground to an
impalpable powder, and w<ished with a large quantity of distilled water.
The obj ect of bringing calomel into a. state of minute diYision is more perfectly accomplished by tho method of .i\Ir. Joseph Jewell, of London, irnpro,,ed
by 1\1. Ossian Henry. It consists in causing the calomel in vapour to come in
contact with steam in a large receiver, whereby it is condensed into an impalpable
powder, and perfectly washed from corrosive sublimate, in the same operation.
Calomcl made by this process, sometimes called Jewell's or Iloward's l1:1Jdnm1Uimatc of rnercury, is free from all suspicion of containing corrosive sublimate, is
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much finer than when obtained by levigation and elutriation, :rnd possesRes more
activity as a medicine. 'rhis kinJ of calomel is included in the French CoJex
under a distinct name (mrrc11re doux d la vapeur). J\I. Soubeiran, of Pa1is, has
perfected a proCCl'S for obtaining calomel in an impalpable powder, by substituting
the agency of cold air for that of steam for the purpose of condensing it; a process which he believes to be precisely the same as that pursued by the English
manufacturers, and which produces a calomcl equal to the best English. A
dc~cription of bis apparatus may Le found in the Journ. de Plwrm., 3e sfr., ii.
507. For au account of the English apparatus, as described by F. C. Calvert,
sec Jonrn. de Plw.rm., 3e sCr. , iii. 121. Both these papers are copied into the
Am. Jom·n. of Phann., xv. 89 and 93.
,
'
Properties. Mild chloride of mercury is a tasteless, inodQJ:OUS substance, insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether, less volatile than coM" r sublimate, unalterable iu the air, but blackening by Jong exposure to
1Vhen in mass
its form and appearance depend on the shape and tem
re o the subliming ,
vessel. In this state it is generally in the form of a white, fibrous, crystalline
cake, soft. and brittle, the interior surface of which is often studded with shini ng
transparent crystals, having the shape of c1uadrangular prisms, and a texture
somew hat horny and elastic. \Vhen the mass is scratched it yields a yellow
streak, which is very characteristic. Its sp. gr. is 7·2. Tho offi.cinal form of
this chloride is t_hat of powder, in which state it is always kept in the shops.
The powder Las a li ght buff or ivory colour, if obtained by the levigation of
sublimed masses; but if condensed at once in the form of an impalpable powder,
as is the case with Jewcll1s calomcl, it is perfectly wLite. To protect i t from
the action of the light, it should be kept in a dark placf', or in bottles painted
black or CO\Tered with black paper. By the action of the alkalies or alkaline
enrths it immedia,,tely becomes black, in consequence of the formation of prot.·
oxide, reducible by heat to the metallic state. (See ll!Jdrargyri Oxidum Ki.
9rum.) The preparation, formerly in use and still occasionally employed, under
tbc name of lutio n(r;er or black wash, as a local application to syphilitic ulcers,
&c., was made by adding a drachm, of calomel to a pint of lime·water. lly
doubl~ <lecomposition between the ealomel and lime, tbe hlack protoxide precipitates, and chloride of calcium remains in solution. The oxide, however, is
not pure, but associated with undccomposed calomel, which is used in excess.
Before being applied, the wash should be well shaken .
Tests of Purity and Incompatibles. Calomel, when pure, completely sublimes
on the application of heat, a property which detects all fixed impurities, such as
carbonate, sulphate, and phosphate of lime, su lpha te of baryta, and carbonate of
lead. It also strikes a black colour, free from reddish tinge, by the act.ion of
the fixed alkalies. The buff colour indicates the absence of corrosive sublimate;
but whiteness by no means shows the presence of impurity. Its freedom from
the corrosive chloride may be determined by washing a portion of it in wllrm
distilled water, and tben testing the water with ammonia, which will cause a white
precipitate (aromoniated mercury), in case the water has taken up any of the
poisonous chloride. Soluble salts of mercury may be detected by rubbing the ~ \~
suspected calomel with ether on a brigbt.snrface of copper, when the metal !I 1
become amalgamated, and exhibit a. white stain. When this test shows ~v
purity, the soluble i::alt present is probably corrosirn sublimate. Calo~1el, col1;,,,..
taining corrosive ~ublima.tc, acts violently on the bowels; and, when the impurity '
has been present m considerable amount, bas been known to cause deatU. Besides being incompatible with the alkalies ani.l alkaline earths, calomel is al::;o
decomposed by the alkaline carbonates, soaps, hydrosulphates, and, according to
some authorities, by irou, lead, and copper. It f-hould not. be given at the satae
time with nitromuriatic acid, for fear of generating corrosive sublimate. Oue of
a
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the authors has been informed of a case, in which death, with symptoms of vio-
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by hydrocyanic acid. In the former case corrosive subhm:itc, bicyauurct of mercury, and muriate of ammonia are formed; in the latter, corrosive sublimate and
bicyanurct only. Hence this writer considers it >ery dangerous to associate
calomel with bitter almonds or hydrocyanic acid in prescript ion. This conclu sion has been confirmed by M. 1\1 ialhc, and 1\1. Prenleloup; and more recently
it has been shown by Dr. K H.iegcl, that cberry-lau~el water ha~ the power of
converting calomcl into corrosive sublimate. Accordmg to i\I. Mialhe, calomcl
is in part converted into corrosi\'e sublimate and metallic mercury by muriate
of :rnnnonia, and by the chlorides of sodium and potassium, el'Cn at the tern·
perature of the body: and hence he believes that the conversion ma~ take place
ju the primre vire. Popular belief coincides with ~L 1\lialhe's views rn regard to
the power of common sa:lt of increasing the activity of calomel. More recently
:J[. l\Iialhc has extended his observations, and now believes that all the preparat ions of mercury yield a certain amount of corrosive sublimate by reactinp; with
solutions of the chlorides of potassium, sodium, and ammonium. The deutoxide
and similarly constituted compou nd s are most prone to undergo this change.
Even metallic mercury, digested with the chlorides named, is partly converted,
under the influence of air, into corrosive sublimate. Dr. Gardner denies the
assertion of M. i'\Iialhe, that calomcl is converted in to corrosive sublimate by
chlorides of the alkalifiable metals, maintaining that it is merely rendered soluble
by their solutions.
B.
JJle<liral Propaties and Uses. Calomel unites to the general properties of the
mercurials those of a purgative and anthelmintic. It is the most valuable of
the mercurial preparations, and in extent of employment is inferior to few articles
of the l\Jatcria l\Jedica. Whether the object is to bring the system under the
general influence of mercury, or to produce its alterative action upon the hepatic
or other secretory function, calomel, on account both of its certainty and mildness1 is preferred to all other preparations, with the single exception of the blue
pill, wl.iich, though less certain, is still milder, and is sometimes preferably cm·
ployed. When used with the aboYc objects, the tendency to purge which it
Rometimes evinces, even in ve ry small doses, must be restrained by combining it
with opium. In sialagogue or altera.tive doses, it is often prescribed with other
medicines, which, while they gi\•e it a direction to certain organs, have their own
peculiar influence increased by its co.operntion. Thus it renders squill more
diuretic, nitre and the antimonials more diaphoretic, and seneka. more expectorant.
As a purgative, calomel owes its chief value to its tendency to the li>er, the
secretory function of wh ich it powerfully stimula.tes. It is usually slow and somewhat uncertain in its cathartic effect, and, though itself but slightly irritating,
sometimes occasions senre griping pain with bilious vomiting, attributable to the
acrid character of the bile which it ca.uses the liver to secrete. It is peculiarly
useful in the commencement of bilious feve rs, in hepatitis, jaundice, bilious and
painters' colic, dysentery, e:;pecially that of tropical climates, and all other affoc·
tions attended with congestion of the portal system, or torpidity of the hepatic
vessels. The ditticulty with which it is thrown from the stomach, renders it
highly useful in some cases of obst.inate vomiting, when other remedies arc re·
jected. In the cases of children it is peculiarly valuable from the facility of its
administration; :ind, in the febrile complaints to which they arc subject, appears
to exercise a. curative influence, dependmg on some other cause than its mere
purgative effect, and perhaps referriblc to its action upon tho liver. In the treat·
ment of worms it is one of the most efficient remedies, acting probably not only
as a purgatiYe, but also as an irritant to the worms, either by its immediate in-
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fluence, or that of the acri<l bile which it cam~es to flow. The slowness and
uncertainty of its action, and its liability to salivate if too long retained in the
bowels, render it proper either to follow or combine it with other cathartics, ,in
order to ensure its purgative effect. When given alone, it should be followed,
if it do not operate in six or seven hours, by a dose of castor oil or sulphate of
maµ;ne!'lia. 'l'be cathartics with whif·h it is most frequently combined arc jalap,
rhubarb, aloes, scammony, colocynth, and gamboge. It is often added in small
quantities to purgatiYe combinations, with a view to its influence on the liver.
Iu very large doses, calomel is supposed by some to act directly as a sedative,
and with th.is view has been given in yellow and malignant bilious fevers, violent
dysentery, malignant cholera, &c. 'l'he quantities which have been administered
in such affections, with asserted impunity and even advantage, arc almost incredible. A common dose is one or two scruples, repeated every half hour, or hour,
or less frequently, according to the circumstances of the case. ·we have had no
experience in this mode of administering calomel.
It is sometimes used as an crrhine in amaurosie, mis:cd with twice its weight
of sugar, or other mild powder; and in the same comLination is occasionally
employed to remove specks and opacity of the cornea. For the latter purpose,
Dupuytren recommended particularly the calomel prepared according to the
plan of ~fr. Jewell. Calomel is also sometimes employed externally in herpetic
and other eruptions, in the sh:ipc of an ointment.
The dose as an alterative in functional derangement of the liver, is from half
a grain to a grain every night, or C\'cry other night, followed in the morning, if
the bowels are not opened, by a gentle saline laxative. 'Vhen the stomach or
bowels are very irritable, as in cholera and diarrhooa, from au eighth to a quarter
of a grain may be giYeu every hour or two, so as to amount to one or two grains
in tLe course of the day. With a view to salivation, the dose is from half a
grain to a grain three or four times a day, to be increased consiJerably in urgent
cases. Sometimes, Yery minute doses, as the twelfth of a grain or less, given
very frequently, so as to amount to the ordinary quantity in twenty-four hours,
will operate more effectually as a sialagoguc than larger doses. 'Vhcn large
closes arc giYen with this view, it is often necessary to combine them with
opium. As a purgative, from fi,Tc to fifteen grains or more may be giYcn. Calomel has the peculiarity that its cathartic action is not increased in proportion to
the dose, and enormous quantities have sometimes been given with impunity.
In yellow fever, tropical dysentery, &c., from twenty gmius to a drachm have
been given, and repeated at short intervals, without producing bypercatharsis;
but this practice is justifiable only in cases of extreme urgency, in which the
constitutional action of mercury as well as purgation is indicated. Even in very
small doses of not more than one, two, or three grains, calomel purges some individuals briskly. In these persons, large doses, though they do not proportionably increase the evacuation, often occasion spasmodic pain in the stomach and
bowels. For children larger doses are generally required in proportion than for
adults. Not less than from three to six grains should be given as a purge to a
child two or three years old, and this quantity often fails to act on the bowels,
uulcss assisted by castor oil or some other cathartic. Calomcl may be given in pill
made with gum Arabic and syrup, or in powder mixed with syrup or molasses.
OJ}: I'l'f'P· [-Iydrargyri Oxidum Nigrum; Pilulre Calom~h~nos Compositre;
Pilulre Calomelanos et Opii; Pilulre Catharticro Compositre; Pilulre Ilydrargyri
ChloriJil\Jitis.
W.

IIYDRARGYRI CYANURETUM. U.S. Oyanuret of J.Iei-aury.
Bieyanuret of J.Iereury. Prnssiate of J.Iei·eury.
"'l'ake of li'crrocyanuret of Iron (Prussian blue]/our ouncesj Red Oxide of
Mercury tlu·ee ounces, or a sufficient gnantity; Distilled ·water tlirce pints. Put
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the Ferrocyanurct of Iron and three ounces of the Oxide of 1\Iercury, previously
powdered and thnrou~hly mixed, into a glass vessel; and pour upon them two
pints of the Distilled Water. Then boil the mixture, sti rring constantly; and,
if at the end of half an hour the blue colour remain, add small portions of the
Oxide of i\Jercury, continuing the ebullition until the mixture becon~es of.a ycl1
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evaporate till a pellirle appears; then set the liquor aside that crystals may
form. To pmify the crystals, dissolve them in distilled water, filte r and evaporate the solution, and set it aside to crystallize." US.
'l'he object of the above process is to present cyanogen and mercury to each
other under favourable circumstances for combination. The compound formed
consists of two cqs. of cyanogen, and one of mercu ry. It is, therefore, properly
speaking, a bicyanurct. As Prussian blue is a compound of cyanogen and iron,
the reaction which occurs is a case of double decomposition, resulting iu the
formation of bicyanuret of mercury, and a mixture of the protoxide and sesqui.
oxide of iron. '.l'he reaction may be thus expressed; 2Fe1Cy9 and 9Hg0~=
9HgCy1a and 6Fe0 and 4Fe2 0 8 • This formula would be exact, if nothing remained
but the oxides of iron; but in the residuum cyanogen appears to be present in
an unknown state of combination.
Winckler prepares the bicyanurct of mercury by the follow ing process. Mix
15 parts of fcrrocyauurct of potassium in powder with 13 parts of concentrated
sulphuric acid, and 100 parts of water. Distil the mixture to dryness into a
receiver containing 30 parts of water. The ferrocyanuret is decomposed, bisul pbate of potassa is formed in the retort, and hydrocyan ic acid distil.') ornr. Of
the acid thus obtained reserve a portion, and mix the remainder with 16 parts
of red oxide of mercury in fine powder, and stir the mixture till the odour of
hydrocyauic aci<l has entirely disappeared. Then d~cant the liquor, and add,
for the purpo~e of saturating it, the portion of acid that had been reserved. 1'his
process yields 12 parts of bicyanuret. If the liquor were not treated with
free hydrocyanic acid ::tfter haYing acted on the red oxide, it would probably
contain some of this oxide in excess, and when evaporated would yield, instead
of the bicya1rnret, a peculiar salt, composed of the bicyannrct and the red ox.ide,
wh ich crystallizes iu small acicular crystals.
Properties, &c. Cyanuret of mercury is permanent in the air, and crystallizes
in anhydrous right square prisms, which are sometimes transparent, but usually
white and opaque. It bas a disagreeable styptic taste. It is but F!paringly
soluble in alcohol, but dissolves reudily in cold water, and much more abundantly
in hot. When acted on by muriatic acid, bydrocyanic acid is evolved, rccog·
nisable by its odour, and bichloride of mercury is left, which is wholly \'ohti·
lizllble by heat. When heated it yields cyanogen, and a black matter is left
coutaiuing globules of mercury. It acts on t!Je animal economy as a potent
poison. Jn medicinal doses it excites nausea, vomitiug, and not unfrequcntly
ptyalism, but does not produce epigastric pa.in like corrosive sublimate. It has
been occasionally used as a remedy in syphilis; and in the trentwent of that
disease it is preferred by some practitioners to corrosive sublimate, on account
of its not giving rise to pa.in, and not being decomposed by alkalies and certain
organic matters. '.l'he dose is from a. sixteenth to an eighth of a grain. Its
composition has been already given.
B.

HYDRARGYRI IODIDUM. U. 8., Lond. IlrnRARGYRI loDTDUM
VmrnE. Dub. Iodide of Neraury . Green Iodide of Jlferanry. P,·otiodide of illei·cury.
'' 'l';ike of Jlcrcury an 01t11ce; Iodine five drarli.m ..-:; Alcohol a !H{/}icient quan·
llub the )Iercury and Iodine together, adding sufficient Alcohol to form
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n. 5oft pa~te, :.tnd continue the trituration till the globules disappear.

Then dry
tbe Iodide in the dark, with a gentle heat, and keep it in a well stopped bott le
protected from the light. 11 C.. S.
'.l'be London and Dublin Colleges make this iodide by the foregoing formula.
'l'his process for forming the protiodide of mercury is a case of simple combination, the alcohol facilitating the union by dissolving the iodine. It may
al so be prepared by precipitation, by adding a solution of iodide of potassium to
one of the nitrate of protoxitle of mercury; but, as it is <liflicult to prepare the
nitrate of the protoxidc, without being mixed with some nitrate of deutoxide,
the protioJiJ.e, when thus obtained, is apt to be contaminated with biniodide.
A better wii.y is to J ecompose calomcl by iod id e of potassium, in which case
protiodiclc of mercury and chloride of potassium are formed, the l atter of which
may be removed by washing. '.l'he formula. recomm ended by M. Houtigny is to
mix twenty-nine drachms of ca.Jamel with twenty of pulverized iod ide of potassium in a. glass mortar, and to pour upon the mixture twch e ounces of boiling
distilled water. After cooling, the liquid is decanted, and the precipitate washed
on a filter with distilled water, al'ld dried in the shade. (Amer. Jour. of Pharm.,
"iii. 32G, from the Bull. Gen. de 1'herap.)
Properties. Iodide of mercmy is in the form of a ye11owish-grecn powder,
insoluble in wu.tcr, alcohol, or solution of chloride of sod ium, but soluble in
ether. Its sp. gr. is 7·75 . It someti mes contains bin iodide, which may be separa ted by washing it with alcohol, as recommended by Mialhc. -W hen exposed
to the light it is partially decomposed, and becomes of a aark-oli\·e colour. If
quiddy and cautiously heated, it sublimes in red crystals which afterwards
become yellow. It is composed of one eq. of mercury 202, and one of iodine
1

126·3 =328·3.

Its formula is IIgL

.Medfral Properties and USes. Iodide of mercury lias been given in scrofula
and scrofulous syphilis. 'l'he dose is a grain daily, gradually iuc:reased to three
or four. lt should never be given at the same time with iodide of potassium,
'~hich converts it immediately into biniodidc and metallic mercury. (Mialhe,
Joum . de Plwnn., 3e ser., iv. 36.)
Off'. Prep. Ungucntum Ilydrargyri Iodidi .
B.

IIYDRARGYRI
BINt0DIDU'1.

Ed.

IODIDU~I

RUBRUM. U. 8., Dub.

IIYDRARGYRI

Red Iodide of JIIercury. Biniodide of JIIercury .

1

Take of Corrosive Chloride of Mercury an ounce; Iodide of Potassium ten
drm:lun.~; Distilled "\Yater tu.:o pints.
Dissolve the Chloride of l\lercury in a
j

pint and a half, and the Iodide of P otassium in half a pint of the Di st illed
\\'atcr, and mix the solutions. Collect the precipitate upon a filter, and, having
washed it with distilled water, dry it with a. ruodera.te heat, aud keep it in a well
stopped bottle." U.S.
The Duitiri formula is s ubstantially th e i:amc as that of the U.S. Pharmacopccia.; the same proportion of the reacti ng salts being taken, and a similar
m ode of proceeding prescribed .
"'fake of I\Iercury tico ounces; Iodine two ounces and a ltalf; Concentrated
Solution of Muriate of Soda a, !JCt!lon [[mp. meas.]. Tri tu rate the I\Iercui-y and
Iodine together, adding occasionally a little rectified spirit till a uniform red
powder be obtained. Uedncc tLe product to fine powder, and dissoh·e it in the
solution of i\luriate of Soda with the aid of Lrisk ebullit.ion. l~ilter, if necessary, through ca lico, keeping the fuuucl Lot. "\Vash and dry t he crystals which
form on cooling." Bd.
Ju tLe U.S. and Dub. processes for forming bin iodide or red iodide of mercury, a double decomposition takes place between corrosive subli mate and iodide
of potas~ium, resulting in the formation of ch loride of potassium which remains
in :solutiou, and binio<lide of mercury which prccipitales. rrue precipitate is
eoluble in tLe reacting salts, and hence a loss of part of it i.s incurred by an
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the decomposition of the whole of the corrosi\'e sublimate is insured, ~nd ony
contamination of the bin iodide by it, prevented. The procei;is of the Edmb~rgh
90Jlege is the same in principle as that for _obt~iniug the ~rotiod_ide, dcscri?e<l
Ill ~he last article; namely, the simple combmat1?n of t~e _mgred1ents by tri_turntion with the aid of :tlcohol, a double proportion of 10dme, of course, bemg
taken; but after the red powder is obtained, it is treated with a boiling solution
of common salt, which dissolves the binio<lide to the exclusion of any contaminating protiodide; and the solution, tbui obtained, on cooling, deposits the pure
biniodidc in crystals.
According lo Dublanc, biniodidc of mercury may be made economically by
pouring 1000 parts of alcohol of 38° Cartier (sp. gr. 0·825) on 100 of mercury,
contained in a matrass, and adding, from time to time, 10 parts of dry iodine,
until 120 parts have been consumed. By agitation each portion of iodine i:s
successively made to combine with the mercury, a. result which is known to have
taken place by the alcohol resuming its transparency. To complete the reaction,
4 additional parts of iodine are added, which, being more than enough to convert the whole of tLe mercury into biniodide, permanently colours the alcohol.
The alcohol is now poured off, and the deposited biniodide washed with a little
concentrated alcohol and dried. 'I1he alcohol poured off is reserved for future
operations. (Journ. de Pltarm., March, 1849.)
Properties. Biniodide of mercury is a. scarlet-red powder, of the sp. gr. 6·3,
insoluble in water, but. soluble in alcohol, and in solutions of iodide of potassiumi
chloride of sodium, and many of the mercurial salts. As obtained by the }~din
burgh process, it is in splendid crimson acicular crystals. When heated it fuses
nmdily into a yellow liquid, and sublimes in yellow rhombic scales, which become
red on cooling. Bin iodide of mercury is a dimorphous substance, having a different crystalline form in its red and yellow states. It forms definite compounds
with the iodides of the alkalifiable metals. The compound formed with iodide
of potassium has been used as a medicine. (See Iodohydrargyrate of Potassium,
in the .Appendix.) l3iniodide of mercury consi!lts of one eq. of mercury 202,
nnd two of iodine 252·6=45-! 6. Its formula is Ilgl2 • It combines with the
protiodide, so as to form a yellow ses9uiodide, represented by the formub.
HgI+HgI,, or Hg,T, .
.i.1/edical Properties arid Lses. Biniodidc of mercury is a powerful irritant
poison. It has been used in similar diseases with the protiodide, namely, in
scrofula. and syphilis, but is much more active. The dose is a sixteenth of a
grain, gradually increased to a fourth, given in pill, or dissolved in alcohol. M.
Cazenave has found it the best topical application he hM used in lupus. Ile
applies it in thin layers, every six or eight days, to small portions of the ulcerated surface at~ time, in the form of a caustic ointment, run.de of equal parts
of the iodide, OJI, and fo.rrl. The application produces violent pain, and gives
rise to a shar~ inila.mmation which soon terminates, leaving the ulcer in an
improved cond1tion, with a tenden_cy to cicatrize smoothly, nod on a level with
the surrounding skin . (Ann. de 'PhCrop., A. D . 1852, p. li5.)
Ojf. Prep. Liquor Arscnici et Hydrargyri Iodidi; Unguentum Hydrtirgyri

Iodidi llubri.

ll.

IIYDRARGYRI OXIDUM NIGRUM. U.S. Black Oxide of lllercury.
"Take
·water a
subsided,
cury, and

of l\lild Chloride of Mercury [calomel], Potassn., each, four ounces;
Dissolve the Potassa in the Water, and, when the dregs have
pour off the clear solution . 'l'o this add the :Mild Chloride of Mer·
slir them constantly together till the Black Oxide is formed. Haviug

pint.
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poured off the superna.tant liquor, wash the Black Oxide with distilled water,
and dry it with a gentle hcat. 11 U.S.
This p reparation has been abandoned by the London and Dublin Colleges in

the last edition of their Pharma.copceias (1851 and 1850).

The object of the

U.S. process is to obtain the protoxide or black oxide of merc ury, which was
at one time believed to be the active constituent of those preparati ons in which
the metal is minutely divided by trituration. 1'he calomcl is completely decomposed by the solution of potassa.; its chlorine uniting with potassium to form
chloride of potassium, which remains in solution, and the mercury with the
oxygen of the potassa to form protoxide of mercury, which imbsides. l\Iore
potassa is employed than by calculat ion would seem to be requisite; but it has
been asce rtained by experiment that a considerable excess is necessary for the
complete decomposition of the calomel. The use of the officinal solution o(
potassa is preferable, on the score of economy, to that of a solution ex temporaneomd y prepared from the caustic alkali. In order to ensure the success of
the process, tile calom el, very finely levigatcd, should be rubbed quickly with
the alkaline sol ution in a mortar; and the resulting oxide should be dried in
the dark with a very gentle heat, as it is decomposed by the agency both of
light ant.I of an elevated temperature. For the same reason it should be preserved in an opaque bottle. 'rhis mode of preparing the black oxide of mercury
was introduced into use by Mr. Donovan.
Tbe ox ide may also be prepared by decomposing a solution of the nitrate of
protoxidc of mercury by the solution of potassa. This nitrate may be obtained by
treating twenty parts of mercury with eighteen parts of nitric acid of 25° Baume,
adding, when nitrous vapours cease to rise, ten parts of warm distilled water,
boiling for a short time, decanting the clear liquor, and setting it asid e to c ry s~
tallize. The mother-waters by evaporation will furnish a new product of crystals
of nitrate of pl'otoxide. (Ra.tier, PAann. /<'1·anc.) The former London Pharmacopooia prepared this ox.ide by decomposing calomcl with lime-water; but it
is extremely difficult to effect a complete decomposition in this way, and the
preparation was consequently almost always mixed with calomel. The process
recently abandoned by the Dublin College was the same essentially as the present
one of the U. S. Pharma.copooia. The preparation, officinal in a former Dublin
Pharmacopooia under the name of Pulv1·s llydraryyri Ci.nercJts, made by adding
carbonate of ammonia. to a solution of mercury in heated nitric acid, was a mixture of subuitrate of mercury and am monia with th e protoxide of mercury.
Properties, &c. As first prepared, this oxide is greenish-black; but as found
in the shops it is almost always of an olive colour, owing, it is supposed, to the
chemical changes which it undergoes. It is inodorous, tasteless, and insoluble
in water and alkaline solutions; and consists of one eq. of mercury 202, and
one of oxyRen 8=210. On exposure to light or heat it is decomposed, one
part assuming the metallic state, in consequence of the loss of its oxygen, whieh
converts auot.Lcr part into the dcutoxide. 'l'Le preparation, therefore, becomes
a mixture of the protoxide, the deutox.ide , and meta llic mercury, with which
calowcl is sometimes associated, in conMqucncc of the incoruplete decomposition
of that orig inally employed in the process. By a. strong beat it is completely
dissip;\ted, and metallic globules are sublimed. \Yhen pure it is soluble in
acetic and nitric acids, and entirely insoluble in muriatic acid, which forms with
it water and calomel. If it contain the deutoxide, this will be dissolved by muriatic acid, and may be detected in the solution by the production of a white
precipitate with water of ammonia, and a yellow one with solution of potassa.
Calomel, if present, may be discovered by boiling the powder with a solution of
potassa, thus forming chlorid e of potassium, which, when the solution is saturated with nitric arid, will afford a. white precipitate of chloride of l'.i ilver on the
addition of nitrate of nilver. (l-'Aill1i1s.)
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.Medical Properties and [Scs. The black oxide is alt~rntfrc, sialagoµ:ue, ~nd
purgati,·c. It may be employed for the same purposes with calomel, over wh1d1,
boweYeri it has not in our hands exhibited any superiority, while, from the occasional presence of the deutoxide, it must be lia.~le to. operate harshly. _Dr . B.

~~-d~~~t~~,3~~,~l~~s 3c~t~~~;l~~l~~~~~p~~:~ h~h~s~~~! ~~~~~u~~1c~si~ ,~:rf~1;~~~1'u~~~

into ugc, that it was the basis of the blue pill, is probably erroneous. l\ladc
into an ointment with lard according to the process of Donovan, it may be
applied externally with good effoct in bringing the system under the mercurial
i11fiuence. (See i:119uentum, Dydrctr,qyri.) Its dose as an alteratiYe is one.fourth
or half of a grain daily, a8 a sialagogue from one to three grains two or three
tirues a day, given in the form of pill. It was employed by Mr. Abernethy for
mercurial fumigation; the patient being placed, covered with under garments,
in a vapour-bath, and exposed for fifteen or twenty minutes to th e vnpours arising
W.
from two drachms of the oxide, put upon heated iron within the bath.

IIYDRARGYRI OXIDUM RUBRUM. U.S., Ed. IlYDRARGYRl
Lond. lIYDRAl\UYRr 0xYDU'1 Runnu>1 . .Dub. Reel
Oxide of Mercury. Red Precipitate.

NtTlt!CO·OXIDUAl.
1

'

Take of l\Iercury thirty.six owwesj .Xitric Acid eighteen fluidouncesj Water

two pi11tsj Dissolve the Mercury, with a gentle heat, in the Acid and Water
previ0l1sly mixed together, and evaporate to dryness. Rub the dry mass into
}JOWder, and beat it in a very shallow vessel till red vnpours cease to rise. 11 l.I. S.
"Take of l\lercury tlu·ee pounds j Nitric Acid ei'g!tteen .fhtidounces i Distilled
·water two pints [Imperial measure]. l\Iix, and apply a gentle heat till the
mercury is dissolved. Boil down tlie solution, and rub the residue into powder.
Put this into a very shallow vessel; then apply a gentle fire, and gradually
increase it, till red vapour ceases to rise." Loml
"Take of ~Jercury dgltt ouncesj Diluted Nitric .Acid (D. I·2 SO)jhe fluid.
ounces [Imperial measure]. Dissolve half of the Mercury in the Acid with the
aid of a moderate heat; and continue the beat till a dry salt is formed. Triturnle the rest of the :.\Jeremy with the salt till a fine uniform powder be obtained;
hea.t the powder in a porcelain vessel and constantly stir it, till acid fumes cease
to be discharged." Ed.
"Take of Pure l\lercury eight ounces [ a'f"oinlupois]; Pure Nitric Acid time
fluidouncesj Distill ed Water six [/luid]ounces. In the Acid, diluted with the
Water, digest the l\Iercury, using at first a. very gentle heat, but, when the action
bas ceased, finally boiling for a few minutes; and, lun·ing decanted the solution,
C\'<'porate to d ryness. Let the residuum, first reduced to powder, be tranf'iferred
to a shallow cast.iron pot with a flat bottom, ant.I loosely covered by a fire.tile
lid; and in this let it be exposed to the heat of a slow fire uutil red vapours
cease to be given off. The heat must now be withdrawn, anJ, when the pot bas
cooled, its contents should be transferred to bottles." D11b.
In these processes the mercury is first oxidized at the expense of a porlion nf
the uitric acid, the remainder of which unites with the oxidized metal to form
either the nitrate of the deutoxide of mercury. or a mixture of this with the
nitrate of the protoxidl3. TIL.e rcRulting mass when exposed to a stroug heat is
dce:nmpo~e<l, giving out red mtrous fumes, and ns~umi-ng successively a, yellow,
onmgc, and brilliant purple.red colour, which becomes orange-rel! on cooling.
Thc~c changes nrc owmg to the gradual separation and clc(;Ompositiou of the
nitric acid, by the oxygen of wl~ich the protoxidc of mercury, if any be present,
is converted into deutoxi<le, while nitric oxide gas escapes, and takPs the form
of uitrous a0id Yapour on contact wit!J the air. The dcutoxi<lc of mercury is
left behind; hut iu gcucrnl not entirely free from the uitnlte, which cannot. be
wh olly <lucomposecl by heat 1 without cndangering the decomposition of the oxido
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itself, and the \Olatilization of the metal. The preparation is, in common language, called red precipitate. The name of rPrl oxide of merrury, by which it
is now dcsignnted in most of the Pbarmacopreias, is appropriate; as the nitrate
of mercury exists in it merely as an incidental impurity; and there is no occasion to distinguish the preparation from the pure dcutoxida obtained by calcining
mercury, the latter not being recognised as oflicinal, and perhaps never employed .
In the preparation of this mercurial, various circumst:rnces influence in some
measure the nature of the product, and must be attended to, if we desire to procure the oxide with tha.t fine bright orange-red colour, and shining scaly appearance, which are usually considered desirable. Among tliese circumstances is
tbe condition of the nitrate of mercury submitted to calciuation. According to
Gay-Lussac, it should be employed in the form of small crystalline grains. lf
previously pulverized, as directed in the officinal processes, it will yield an
orange-yellow powder; if it be in tbe state of large and dense crystals, the oxide
will lrnve a deep-orange colour. Care must also be taken that the mercury and
acid be free from impuri ties. It is highly important that sufficient nitric acid
be employed fully to saturate the mercury. :M. PayssC, who paid great attention t-0 the manufacture of reel precipitate, recommended 70 part~ of nitric acid
from 34. 0 to 38° BuumC, to 50 parts of mercury. This, however, is au excess
of acid. We lrnxe been told by a skilful practical chemist of ])hiladelpbia that
llC has found, by repeated experiment, 7 parts of nitric acid of 35° llaum6, to
be sufficient folly to saturate 6 parts of mercury. J.;ess will not answer, and
more would be useless. It is not necessary that the salt should be remoYed
from the vessel in wbich it is formed; and it is even asserted tbat the product
is always more beautiful when the calcination is performed in the same vessel.
A matrass may be used with a. large flat bot.tom, so that an extended Htrface
may be exposed, and all parts heated equally. The metal and acid havi ng been
in troduced, tbe nrntrass should be placed in a. sand-bath, and covered with sand
up to the ncc-k. The solut.iou of the mercury should be favoured by a gentle
heat, which should afterwards be gradually increased till red vapours make their
appearance, then maintained as equably as possible till these rnpours cease, and
at last slightly elevated till oxygen gas begins to escape. This may be known
by the increased brilliancy with wbicb a taper will burn if placed in the mouth
of the matrass, or by its rekindling if partially extinguished. Too high a temperature must be carefully avoided, as it decomposes the oxide, and volatilizes
the mercury. At the close of the operation, the mouth of the vessel should be
stopped, anJ the heat gradually diminished, the matrass being still allowed to
remain in the sand-bath. 1fhesc last precautions are said to be c1~sential to the
fine red colour of the preparation. It is best to operate upon a large qmmLity
of materials, as the hf'at may be thus more steadily and uniformly maintained.
The direction of the Edinburgh College to rub a. portion of mercury with the
nitrate before decomposing it, renders the process more economical; as the
nitric acid which would otherwise be dissipated is thus employed in oxidizing
an additional quantity of the metal.
As the process is ordinarily conducted in chemical laboratories, the nitrate of
mercury is decomposed in shallow earthen vessels, several of which are placed
upon a bed of sand in the chamber of an oven or furnace, provided with a flue
for the escape of the vapours. Each vessel may con,•euiently contain ten
pounds of the nitrate. There is always loss in the operation thus conducted
In the former Dublin Pharmacopooia, under the name of HJJdmrg;ip·i Ox!fdum
RuLrum, a preparation was oilicinal, called by tLe elder chemists hydrargyr1ini
pr<Ecipitatuni p er se, or 7n·edp1°tate per se, and sometimes calcined mercw'!J, made
by exposing tbe metal to a heat near its boiling point, or about 600° F., in a
rnatrass with a broad bottom and narrow mouth. The vapours rising were con66
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densed in the upper part of the vessel; and a circulation was thus ~ept up within
it, during which the mercmy slowly combined with oxJgen, bcmg converted
first into a black and then into a red powder. But the process was very slow,
requiring several weeks for the complete oxidation of the metal; and, as the
product, which was the pure dcutoxide, had no peculiar virtues to recommend
it over the oxide procured in the ordinary mode, it has been very properly
discarded by the Dublin College. The oxide made in. this ~ay is in minute,
sparkling, crystalline sea.Jes, of a deep-red colour! ~cc~mrng still decp~r hJ: heat.
The same oxide of mercury, prepared by prec1p1tat100, was recogmscd m the
former London Pharrnacopa::ia by the name of fl"ydrcirgy1·i Binoxidu11i or binoxide of mercury. It was made by adding solution of potassa to a solution of
bichloride of mercury, and differed from the preceding only in containing some
water. It was an orange-red impalpable powder, having the same properties
essentially as the present offi.cinal red oxide.
Propaties, &c. Red precipitate, when well prepared, has a brilliant red colour,
with a shade of orange, a. shiuing scaly appearance, and an acrid taste. It is
very slightly soluble in water, of which Dr. Darker found 1000 parts to take up
only 0·62 of the oxide. Dr. Christison found 1 part of the oxide to be dis.
solved by about 7000 parts of boiling water, and the solution to give a black
1irecipitate with sulphuretted bydrogeu . Nitric and muriatic acids dissolve it
without effon,escence. It yields oxygen when heated, and at a red heat is decornposed and entirely dissipated. It is essentially the deutoxide (peroxide) of
mercury, consisting of one equivalent of the metal 202, and two of oxygen
16=218; but, in its ordinary state, it always contains a minute proportion of
n itric acid, probably in the state of subnitrate. According to Brande, when
rubbed and washed with a solution of potassa, edulcorated with distilled water,
and carefully dried, it may be regarded as uearly pure deutoxide. It is said to
be sometimes adulterated with lkickdust, red lead, &c.; but these may be readily
detected, as the oxide of mercury is wholly dissipated if thrown upon red-hot
iron. The disengagement of red vapours, when it is heated, indicates the presence of nitrate of mercury. 'l'he same or some other saline impurity would be
indicated, should water, in which the oxide bas been boiled, afford a precipitate
with lime-water.
Jledtf.:al Propertfos crnd Uses. This preparation is too harsh and irregular in
its operation for internal use; but is much employed externally as a stimulant
and escharotic, either in the st:ite of powder or of ointment. In the former state
it is sprinkled on the surface of chancres, and indolent, flabby, or fungous
ulcers; and, mixed with 8 or 10 parts of finely powdered sugar, is sometimes
blown into the eye to remove opacity of the cornea. The powder should be
finely levigated. Tbe ointment is oflicinal.
op: Prep. Ilydrnrgyri Cyanurctum; Unguentum. Hydrargyri Oxidi Ruhri.

w.

IIYDRARGYRI PERNI'l'RATIS LIQUOR. Dub. Solution of
Pernitrate of ilierrnry. Acid Nitrate of iliercury. Acid Binitrate of
Deutoxide of 11Iercury.
''Take of Pure Mercury two ounces [avoirdupois];. Pure Nitric Acid one jluidounce and a half [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water one ounce and a /wlf [arninl.].
Iu the Acid, first diluted with the \Yater, dissolve the Mercury, with the appli·
cation of heat, and evaporate the solution to the bulk of two ounces and a half
[Imp.meas.]." Dub.
ln the process for making this new officinal of the Dublin Pharmacopceia of
1850, mercury is dissolved, with the assistance of heat, in au excess of nitric
acid, and there is formed an acid binitrate of dcutoxicle of mercury, which is
bl'ougbt to a determinate bulk by craporation. 'l'hus, the proportion of nitric
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a?id employed is ~ufficient not only _to deutoxi~i~e the mercury and generate a
bisalt, but to furmsh an excess of ac1d. The b1mtratc of the deutoxide of mercury must be viewed as the neutral salt of that oxide; and if this salt were exclusively formed, it may be presumed tlrnt three cqs. of mercury would require
eight of nitric acid; two cqs. of the acid being broken up into nitri c oxide and
oxygen in oxidizing the mercury, and the remaining six uniting with the three
cqs. of dcutoxide formed, producing three eqs. of binitrate. In the formula,
however, more than ten eqs. of nitric acid arc taken to th ree of mercury; and,
consequently, sufficient acid is furnished to form an acid salt. 11.'bis solution
forms a dense and very caustic liquid, containing from twelve to fifteen per
cent. of acit.1 in excess.
~lledical Properties. Thi~ preparation is frequently used in Europe, and has
been employed to some extent in this country, as a caustic application to malignant ulcerations and cancerous affections. It has been used by Hiett in lupus,
by Bennet and others in ulceration of the neck of the uterus, and by Recamier
in cancer. It is applied by means of a camel's hair brush to the diseased surface, which is then coYered with lint, moistened with the solution. 'fhe parts
touched immediately become white, the surrounding parts inflame, and in a few
days a yellow scab is formed, which gradually fall s off. Sometimes the application produces salivation. When it is desirable to avoid this result, the cauterized part should be washed with water immediately after the application of the
=fu
R

IIYDRARGYRI SULPHAS. Dub.

Sulpltate of Mercury.

"Take of Quicksilver of Commerce ten ounces [avoirdupois]; Oil of Vitriol of
Commerce sfrjluidounces [Imp. meas.). Place the Quicksilver and Oil of Vitriol in a porcelain capsule, and apply beat until effervescence ceases, and nothing
remains but a white and dry crystalli ue salt." JJub.
Mercury is not acted on by cold sulphuric acid; but, when boiled with an ex cess of this acid to dryness, it is deut.oxidize<l at the expense of part of the acid,
sulphurous acid being copiously evolved; and the <leutoxide formed unites with
the undecomposed portion of the sulphuric acid, so as to form the bisulphate of
the dcutoxidc of mercury, which is the ~ulphatc of the Dublin College.
Sulphate of mercury, as obtained by a separate formula, is peculiar to the
Dublin Pharmacopceia; but it is formed as the first step of the processes of the
other Pharmacopceias for preparing corrosive sublimate, calomel, and turpcth
mineral. The adoption of a separate formula and distinct officinal name for this
5alt is certainly a. convenience; as it obviat~s the necessity of repeating the directions fo r obtaining the same substance in several distinct formulro . On
account of its important uses, it requires to be made on a large scale by the
manufacturing chemist; and the process is generally performed in a cast-iron
vessel, which should be cou\'cniently arranged for the escape and decomposition
of the sulphurous acid fumes, whieh otherw ise become a. serious nuisance to the
neighbourhood. TLe best way to effect this purpose is to allow them to pass off
through a very lofty chimney, mixed with abundance of coal smoke.
Properties, &c. Sulphate of mercury is in the form of a white saline mass.
It consists of two eqs. of acid 80 and one of deutox.ide of mercury 218=298.
It bas no medical uses.
Off. I'rep. Calomclas; Sublimatmn Corrosivum.
l3.

HYDRARGYRI SULPHAS FLAVUS. U.S.
Turpeth i1Iineral.

Yellow Sulphate

of Jfferaury.

"'!'ake of ilfercury four ow1ces; Sulphuric Acid six ounces. l\Iix them in a
gla>is vessel, and boil by means of a sand-b.ath till a. dry white mass remains.
Rub thi s into powder, aud throw it into boilmg water. Pour off the supernatant
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liquor, and wash the yellow precipitated powder repeatedly with bot water; then
dry it." U.S.
Ily referring to the art.ides on corrosive subl~~ate and cal~mel ,_ it ":ill be found
that the peculiar salt which is generated by boil mg sulphu:1~ acid with mer.cur.r
to dryness, is directed to be made as the first step for obtammg these chlorides;
and here it is perceived that in preparing turpcth minera~, the s~me sal~ is again
directed to be formed. 'Ve have already st.ated that this salt 1s the b1su lphate
of the deutoxide of mercury . WI.ten thrown into boiling or even warm water
it is instantly decomposed, and an insol uble salt is precipitated, which is the
turpeth mineral. According to Berzelius, turpeth mineral is a basic Resquisulphate of the dcutoxide of mercury, and the supernatant solution contains a
supersulphatc, consisting of six eqs. of acid and one of base. The same composition for turpeth mineral is given by Gay-Lussac; and its accuracy has been recently verified by an analysis of Sir Robert Kane, of Dublin. (See Phann. Journ.
and Trans. for August, 1842.) The composition above given of turpeth mineral
implies the decomposition of four eqs. of the bisulphate of the deutoxide, and
the manner in which the reaction takes place is shown by the following equation;
4(1Ig09 ,2SO:J =turpcth mineral, 3Hg011,2803 , and supersulphate of mercury,

Hg0,,680,.

Properties, &c. Yellow sulphate of mercury is in the form of a powder of a
lemon-yellow colour, and possess ing a somewhat acrid ta."te. It dissolves in
2000 parts of cold water, and in about 600 of boiling water. When exposed to
a moderate heat, it becomes first red and afterwards brownish-red, but re~ains its
original colour on cooling. (Barke1·.) At a red heat it is decomposed and dissipated, sulpbmic acid being evolved, and metallic globules sublimed. It ~aR
originally called turpeth miner<.11, from the resemblance of its colour to that of
the root of Ipornr.ea '1'1wpethurn .
.Aledical Properties and u~es. Turpeth mineral is alterative, and powerfully
emetic and errhine. As an altcrat.ive, it has been giYen in leprous disorders. ancl
1!;landular obstructions. It has been employed with benefit as an emetic, repeated
C\'ery few days, in chronic enla rgement of the testicle. It operates with great
promptness, and sometimes excites ptya.lism. Dr. Hubbard, of ~laine, considers
it a valuable medicine, in cases in which the CC]Ualizing a.nd revulsive effect of
emesis is alone desired, apart from any cathartic operation, which he has nc,'er
known it to produce. Re recommends it highly as an emetic in croup, on the
ground of its promptness and certainty, and of its not producing catharsi~, or
the prostration caused by antimony. The do~e for a child two years oltl is two
or three grains, repeated in fifteen minutes, if it should not operate. As au
crrhine, it has been used with atlvantagc in chronic ophthalmia, :md in diseases
of the head; and it 1rnmetimcs produces salivation when thus employed. 'J'he
dose as an altcrntive is from a. quarter to half a grain; as an emetic from two tO
fi\'C grains. When em~loyed as an errhiue, ouc grain may be mixed with five
of starch or powdered liquorice root.
Turpcth mineral, in an over-dose, acts as a poison. A case of death in a bny
aged Flixteen, caused by swallowing a drachm, is reported by Dr. Lethcby in the
London .Medical Gazr.tte, for March, 1847.
B.

IIYDRARGYRI SULPIIURETmI NIGRUM. U 8.
8ulphuret of Mercury. Ethiops Jlfineral.

Black

"Take of Mercury, S ulphur, ea.ch, a pound. Rub them together till all the
globules disappear. " u~ s.
l\lercury and sulphur ha~·e a. strong affinit~ for each other; as is shown by the
fact, that, when they are tnturated together m quantit ies, the mixture grows hot,
cakei, aud exhales a sulphureous o<lom. During the tritura.tion, the mixture
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shoult.1 be sprinkled from time to tim e with a little water or alcohol 1 to prevent
the dust from rising, which exposes the operator to serious inconvenience. "·hen
rubbed together in equal weights, as directed in the formula, they are supposed
to unite chemically; but the proportion of sulphu r is much greater than is necessary to form a definite compound. Only two sulphurcts of mercury have
been admitted by the generality of chemisti., the protosulpburct, and the bisulphurct or cinnubar; but the quantity of sulphu r directed in the process is much
more than sufficient to form even the latter. Tbus, it still remains an unsettled
point, what is the exact nature of the officinal black sulphuret, or ethiops mine,-al.
Mr. Brande, from his experiments, considers it to be the bisulphuret mixed with
sulphur. 'l'bus he found that, when boiled repeated ly in a. solution of potassa,
sulphur was dissolved, and a black insoluble powder was left, which sublim ed with·
out decomposition, and yielded a substance having all the characters of cinnabar.
Ethiops mineral iR sometimes obtained by melting sulphur in a. crucible, aud
adding to it an equal weight of mercury; but1 when thus prepared, the sulphur
is apt to become acidified, and the preparntiou to acquire au activity which does
not belong to it when obtained by trituration. According to C. Vogler, a better
method than that by trituratiou for obtaining etbiops mineral, is to agitate for
two hours four ounces of mercury with an ounce of finely powdered flowers of
sulphur in a strong stoppered bottle, capable of holding from twelve to sixteen
ounces, and then to add another ounce of sulphur at intervals, continui ng the
agitation until no mercury can be distinguished with the naked eye. Finally,
two ounces more of sulphur are added, and the mixture shaken, until the meta l
cannot be detected with a lens. The advantages of this method over that by
trituration are that it consumes less time, is more easy of execution, and less
injurious to health. (Joun&. de Pharni. for September 1848.)
Properties, &c. Black sulphnrct of mercury is a heavy, tastelessi insoluble,
black powder. When exposed to hea.t, it becomes of a dark-violet colour, emits
the excess of sulphur in sulphurous acid fumc8, and sublimes in brilliaut red
needles without residue. If charcoal be present, it will remain behind. When
well prepared, no globules of mercury are discernible in it when viewed with a
magnifier; and, if rubbed on a gold ring, it should not communicate a white
stain. Ivory black is detected in it by throwing a. small portion on a. red-hot
iron, when a white matter (phosphate of lime) will be left behind. Adultcra·
tiou by sulphuret of antimony is ~hown, if muriatic acid, boiled on a portion of
the powder, acquires the property of causin g a precipitate of oxychloride of an·
timony when added to water. According to the views of Mr. Brande, ethiops
mineral consists of one eq. of bisulphuret of mercury, mixed with :.ibout ten and
a half eqs. of sulphur in excess .
•Medical Pl'operties. :Etbiop~ mineral is supposed to be altertttivc, and as such
is sometimes prescribed in glandular affections and cutaneous diseases. It has
been g iven in scrofulous swellings, occurring in children; and from the mildness
of its operation is cons idered well suited to such cases. Tbe dose generally
given is from five t? thirty grains, repeated severa l times a day; but it has often
been administered ill much larger cloi;es 1 without producing any obvious impression on the system. The late Dr. Duncan i:itated that he had given it in doses
of several drachrns, for a considerable length of time, with scarcely any effect.
Ethiops mineral is very little used ns a medicine. The Jiondon and Dublin
Colleges, in the recent editions of tbeir Pharmacopwias, have omitted it. B.

IIYDRARGYRI SULPHURETUM llUBRD:\1. U.S. HYDRARLoncl. CINNABARIS. Ed. Red Sulphtiret of
Bisitlplmret of JIIerrnry. Cinnabar.

GYRI BrsULPIJUllETUM.

Jliereury.

"Take of .i\Iercury forty on11ces; Sulphur ei!Jht ounces. .Mix_ the ~Iercury
with the melted Sulphur OYer the fire; and, as soon as the mass begins to swell,
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remove the vessel from the fire and cover it with considerable force, to prevent
combustion; then rub the mass' into powder, and sublime." US.
'l'he Lo11don and Edinburgh Colleyes take two pounds of mercury and jive
ounces of sulphur, aucl treat them as in the U. S. ~rocess .
l\Icrcury and sulphur, when heated together, unite with great e_ncrgy, and a

~:1c~~~ .is ~~t~!.~!~ 't~ ~~~~e~ytl~~ ~~i:~~~~io~e~~~~sp;~~11~:,dtl~~ s~ i8p"~ ~~%e~r~~

1

melted; and the addition of tLe mercury should be made gra~l~ally, while the
mixture is constantly stirred. Dr. Barker recommends the add1t10n of tbe metal
by straining it upon the melted sulphur through a linen cloth, whereby it falls
ln the form of a shower, in a minutely divided state. When the temperature
has arrived at a certain point, the combinati on takes place suddenly with a slight
explosion, attended by the inflammation of the sulphur, which must be cxtiu~uished by covering the vessel. A black mass will thus be formed, containing
generally an excess of sulphur, which, before the subli mati on is performed,
should be got rid of by gently heating the matter, reduced to powder, on a sandbath. The subl imation is best performed, on a sma ll scale, in a loosely stopped
glass matrass, which should be placed in a crucible containing sand, and, thus
ar1·anged, exposed to a. red heat. The equivalent quantities for forming this
sulphuret, are 32 of sulphur, and 202 of mercury.
Prrpw·ation on the L<n'fle Scale. Cinnabar is seldom or never prepared on
a small scale, being made in large quantities for the purposes of the arts. In
Holland, where it is principally manufactured, the sulphur is melted in a cast
iron vessel, and the mercury is added in a divided sta.te, by causing it to pa.ss
through chamois leather. As soon as the combination has taken place, t~e iron
vessel is surmounted by another, into which the cinnabar is sublimed. In proportion as the quantity of the materials employed in one operation is greater,
will the product have a finer tint. It. is also important in the manufacture to
use the materials pure, and to drive off any uncombined sulphur which may exist
in the mass, before submitting it to sublimation.
Propet·ties, &c. Red sulpburet of mercury is in the form of hea'°Yi brilliant,
crystalline masses, of a deep-red colour and fibrous texture . It is inodorous and
tasteless, and insoluble in water and alcobol. It is not acted on by nitric, muriatic, or cold sulphuric acid, or by solutions of the caustic alkalies; but it is
soluble in nitromuriatic acid, on account of the free chlorine which the mixed
acid contains. When heated with potassa, it yields globules of mercury. In
the open air it is decomposed by heat, the sulphur becoming sulphurou s acid,
and the mercury being volatilized. In close vessels at a red heat it sublimes
with out decomposition, and condenses in a. mass composed of a multitude of
small needles. When duly levigated, it furnishes a. powder of a brilliant red
colour, and in this state constitutes the paint called vermilion. It occurs native, and forms the principal ore of mercury, and that from which the metal is
exclusively extracted. It should not be purchased in powder; as, in that state,
it is sometimes adulterated wit.h red lead, dragon's blood, or chalk. If red lead
be present, acetic acid, digested with it, will yield a. yellow precipitate (iodide
of lead) with iodide of potassium. Dragon's blood may be detected by alcohol,
wbicL will take up the colouring matter of this vegetable product, if present;
and, if chalk be mixed with it, effervescence will be excited on the addition of
an acid . ~'h is sulphurct is composed of one eq. of rucrcury 202, and two of

sulphur 32=234.
Aledical Properties and Cses. Cinnabar was formerly considered to be altcrative
and anthelmintic, but is at present seldom given internally. It is sometimes
employed in the way of fumigation, as a. ra pid sialagogue, in venereal ulcers
of the nose and throat, in cases in which it is an object of importance to bring
the system under the influence of mercury in the shortest possible time. The
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dose for internal exhibition is from ten grains to half a drachm, in the form of
electuary or bolus. When used by fumigation, half a drnchm may be thrown
on a red-hot iron, and the fumes inha.led as they arise. 'l'bcse consist of ~ul
phurous acid gas and mercurial vapour, the former of which must prove highly
irritating to the patient's lungs. A better substance for mercurial fumigation

B.
IIYDRARGYRUM AMMONIATUM. U. 8. IIYDRARGYRI A"Lond., Dub. IlYDRARGYR! PRECIPITA'fti>l ALBUM.
Ed. Ammoniated Merc1t1"y. White Pl"ecipitate.

is the black oxide of mercury.
MON10-Cu10RIDUM.

"Take of Corrosive Cbloridc of l\Iercury six owzccs j Distilled Water a yallrm;
Solution of Ammonia eight jluidounccs. Dissoh·e the Corrosive Chloride of Mercury in tLe 'Yater, with the aid of heat, and to the solution, when cold, add the
Solution of Ammonia, frequently stirring. Wash the precipitate till the washings
become tasteless, and dry it." U.S.
The London and Edinburgh processes arc essentially the same as the above.
"Take of Corrosive Sublimate one ounce [avoirdupois]; Solution of Ammonia.
nine.fluidrachms [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water one pint [Imp. meas.]. Dissolve
the Corrosive Sublimate in the Water, with the aid of a gentle heat, pour the
Ammonia. into the solution, and, having stirred the mixture well, collect the
precipitate on a filter, and wash it with warm distilled water, until the liquid
which passes through ceases to give a precipitate when dropped in to an acid
solution of nitrate of silver. Lastly, dry the product at a. temperature not
exceeding 2 12°." JJub.
All the Pharmacopooias now agree in obtaining white precipitate by precipi·
fating a solution of corrosi>e sublimate by ammonia. 'When nmmon ia, in slight
excess, is added to a cold solution of corrosive sublimate, muriate of ammonL.1.
is formed in solution, and the white precipitate of the Pharmacopceias is thrown
down. 'l'he precipitate is washed, nccording to the U.S. formula, until the
washings become tasteless, and not until the powder is tasteless as directed by
the London College; because the powder itself is sapid. The matter washed
away is muriate of ammonia and the excess of nmmonia employed ; and hence
the washings, agreeably to the directions of the Dublin formula, are tested wit h
an acid solution of nitrate of silver. According to Sir Robert Kane, white pre·
cipitate has a composition corresponding to one cq. of protochloridc of mercury,
united with one cq. of a compound represeute<l by one eq. of ammonia, m,i1111s
one eq. of hydrogen. To this compound, represented by NII~, he has given the
name of amfrlogr:n, the amide of some chemists. The reaction may be thus
cx:p\aiucd. Two eqs. of ammonia are decomposed into one eq. of ammonium
(NlI 4 ) and one of amide (NH~); and one cq. of corrosive sublimate is resolved
into one cq. of chlorine and one of calomel. The chlorine unites with the am .
monium and remains in solution as chloride of ammonium (muriate of ammonia),
nod the calomel precipitates with the amide as white prccipitnte. Jn symbols the
reaction is thus denoted; 2NII3 and llgClz=.NII~Cl and JigCl,NH~. For an
explanation of what is meant by ammonium, see 7Jage 81. The analysis of Kane '
ngrees virtually with those of Guibourt and llenncll; for Guibourt's results,
minus the elements of one cq. of water, and llennell's, minus the elements of
two eqs. of the same liquid, give exactly the constituents found by Kane.
Prope1·ties, &c. Ammonin.ted mercury is in powder or pulverulcnt masses,
perfectly white, insoluble in water and alcohol, decomposed by boiling water, and
having a taste, at first earthy and afterwards metallic. It dis~olves without effer.
vescence in muriatic acid. When heated with a solution of caustic potassa, it
yields arumoni•~ and becomes yellow. Exposed to a strong hca.t it is entirely
dissipated, and resohcd into nitrogen, ammonia, and protochlonde of mercury
or calomel. Adulteration with white lead, chalk, or sulphate of lime may he
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detec_ted by exposinp; a sample to a strong red heat, ~hen tbe~e irnpuri t~cs will
Should starch be mixed with it, a charry residuum will be obtamed on
the application of heat. J. .ead may also b~ found by cl.igestinp: the white precipitate with acetic acid, and testiag the acetic sol~t.ion with iodide of potassium,
which, if lead be present, will give a yellow precipitate. The absence_ of ~rot
oxide of mercury is shown by its not being blackcued when rub?eJ. Wit~ hmewater. Ammoniated mercury is used only as an external apphcat1on, m the
form of ointrucnt.
remam.

OJJ. Prep. Ungucntum IJydratgyri Annnoniati; Unguentum Sulpburis ComB.

positum.

HYDRARGYRU~I CUM CRETA. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub. Mercurv with Cltallc.
"Take of Mercury three ounces; Prepared Chalk five ounces. Rub them
together till all the globu les disappear. 1 ' C S., Lond., Ed.
'l'hc Dublin Cr;lltge rubs an ounce of mercury with lico ounces of prepared
chalk, in a porcelain morta r until the globules cease t o be visible, and the mixture acquires a uniform gray colour.
\Vh en mercury is tl'iturated with certain dry and pulverulcnt substances, such
as chalk or magnesia, it gradually loses its fluidity and metallic lustre, and assumes the form of a blackish or dark-gray powder. A similar change takes place
when i t is rubbed with viscitl or greasy substances, such as honey or lard. 'l'hc
globules di$appcar, so as in some instances not to be visible even th rough a good
lens; and the mercury is said to be extinguished. It was formerly thought that
the metal was oxidized in the process. At present, the change is generally attributed to the mechanical division of the met.al, whicli in tliis state is supposed to
be capable of ac:ting on the system. Th ere is good reason, however, to believe
that in tliis, as in all tlic analogous preparations of mercury, in which the metal
is extinguished by t.1·ituration 1 a very small portion is converted in to protoxidc,
while by far the greater part remains in the metallic state.
Mercury witli chalk is a. grnyisli powJcr, in which globules of mercury can
generally be seen with the aid of a. microscope; as the metal can scarcely be
completely extingui:;lied with clialk alone by any length of tritu ration. Mr.
Jacob Bell found that, by powerfully pres~ing it, a considerable quanti ty of metal
was ~eparatcd in the form of globules. .J\lr. l:>hillips states that the extinduishment of t he mcrc:my is greatly accele rated by tlie additi on of a little water. l\Ir.
Stewart, of Baltimore, proposeJ the following process, by which he stated tliat
the preparation might be completed in a short time, so that no globules should
be visible witli a powerful lens. 'l'hree ounces of mercury ,rnd six ounces of
resin arc to be rubbed togellier for three hours; five ounces of clialk are to be
added, and the trituration continued for au hour; the mixture is then to be
heated with alcohol so as to dissolve tlie resin; and the remaining powder is to
be drietl on bibulous paper, auJ well rubbed in a mortar. (.Am. Journ. of Phm·m.,
xv. l G:l.) But Professor Procter bas shown that the preparation thus made contains dcutoxidc of mercury, and is, therefore, injuriously harsh in its operation.
(Am . Juum. of Pltarni., xx.ii. 113.) It i.s saitl that the precipitated black oxide
is some tim es added with a view to save time in the trituration. But this must
be considered as au adu lteration, until it cun be shown that the same oxide exists,
in the same proportion, in the preparation made according to the offic:ina.l directions. Dr. Edward Jenner Coxe, of New Orleans, has found that the exti nguishmcnt of the mercury may be effected much more speedi ly than in the
ordinary manner, by putting the in gredients into a. quart bottle, to be well
corked, and kept in constan t agitation till the object is attained. 1'his mode of
proceeding was suggested to him by l\lr. W. Ilcwson, of Augusta, Ga. (Am.
Jown. of P!tarrn. 1 xxii. 3 17 .) The wcrcut:y contained iu this preparation is
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volatilized by heat. The remaiuinl! chalk is dissolred by dilute acetic acid, and
the solntion is not coloureJ by sulphurctted hydrogen. The presence of any
probable metallic impurity may be detected in this way.
Medi.cal Properties and Uses. l\Icrcury with chalk is a very mild mercurial,
similar in its properties to the blue pill, but much wcnker. It is sometimes
used as an alterative, particularly in the complaints of children attended with
deficient biliary secretion, indicated by white or clay.coloured stools. 'fbe chalk
is antacid, and, though in small quantity, may sometimes be a useful accompaniment of the mercury in diarrhcea. ]~ight grains of the preparation, according to
the U.S., London, aud ]~diuburgh ]Jbarmacopceias, contain three grains of mer·
cury. The close is from fi\·e grains to half a drachm twice a day. 'fwo or three
grains is the dose fo r a child. It should not be given in pill with substances
which become hard on keeping; as the contraction of the mass presses together
the particles of mercury, which, in time, appear in globules in the interior of

w

~~

IIYDRARGYRUi\I CUM MAGNESIA. I>ub. MercurywitltMagnesia.
The Dllblin Colle9e prepares this with an ounce of pure mercury and two
ounces of carbonate of magnesia in the sarue manner as directed for the preparation of mercury with chalk. (Sec l1!Jdrw:qyrum cum Cretti.)
'fhis preparation Las the same virtues with the preceding, but may be preferably used in the complaints of children attended with constipation.
W.

INFUSA.
I11fasions.
These are aqueous soluti ons obtained by treating with water, without the aid
of ebullition, vegetable products which arc only partly soluble in that liquid.
The water empl oyed may be hot or cold, according to the objects to be accom·
plished. Infusions are generally prepared by pouring boiling water upon the
vegetable substance, and macerating in a. lightly closed vessel till the liqui d
cools. The soluble principles are thus extracted more rapidly, and, as a. general
rule, in a larger proportion than at a lower temperature. Some substances,
moreover, are dissolved in this manner, which arc nearly or quite insoluble in
cold water. A prolonged application of heat is in some instances desirable;
and this may be effected by placing the vessel near the fire. Cold water is preferred, when the active principle is highly volatile, when it is injured by beat,
or when any substance of difficult solubility :.lt a low temperature exists in the
vegetable, which it is desirable to a.voiJ. in the infusion. A longer continuance
of the maceration is necessary in this case; and, in warm weather, there is some·
times danger that spontaneous decomposition may commence before the process
is completed. ' Vhen a. strong infusion is required, the process qf percdatio11.
may be advantageously resorteJ to. (See page:. 782 and 789.) The water em·
ployed should be free from saline impurities, which frequently proJuce precipitates, and render the iufusiou turbid . Fresh. river, rain, or distilled water is
usually preferable to that of pumps or springs.
'l'he substance to be acted on should be sliced or bruised, or employed in the
state of powder; but this last condition is seldom requisite, and is always incon.
venient, as it requires that the infusion should be filtered through paper in order
completely to separate the undissolved portion. In other cases, it is sufficient
to strain through fine linen or muslin. When, however, percolation or displacement is resorted to, the substance should be more or less finely powdered. Infusions are usually prepared iu glazed earthenware or porcelain vessels fitted
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with covers. 1\Ir. Brande ~uggcsts the use of clenn metall ic '\"Cssels, which, when
finely polished, retain the heat for a greater length of time; but they are also
more liable to chemical alteration, a.'nd may sometimes injuri ously affect the
preparation. Vessels of block-tin are generally well adapted for the purpose.*
As infusions do not keep well, e::;pccially in warm weather, they should be
made extempora neously and in small quantities. fo thi s country they are
usually prepared in families, and the propriety of their introduction into the
Plrn.rmacopreia. has been doubted; but it is desirable to have certain fixed standards fo r the convenience of the medical practitioner; and it is sometimes convenient to direct infusions from the apothecary, fo r whose guidance officinal
formulre arc necessary. Physicians would, indeed, find their advantage in more
frequently directing them from the shops, instead of leav ing their preparation
to the carclesbness or want of skill of the attendants upon the sick. For a mode
of p rcr;:.crvi n ~ infusions, the reader is referred to the introductory observations,
page i85. Uy making very conce ntrated infusions, as suggested by 1'Ir. Dono.
van, with a mixture of three parts of water aud one of alco hol, they may be kept
fo r a. long time, and when use<l can be diluted with water to the proper strength.
Thus, if ma.de four times a..~ st rong as the officina l infu~ion, they may be diluted
with three measures of water. The proportion of alcohol would thus be very
~mall; but it would still frequently be medically injurious; and infusions should
ncYer be prepared in this way unless with the cognizance of the prescriber.
Mr. Hattley, of J..ondon, has introduced a. new set of preparations, wh ich he
call s in::pissatNl inji,sions, the advantages of which are that the virtues arc extracted by cold water, are not injured by heat used in the evaporation, arc in a
concentrated state, and arc not injured by time . 'l,o prepare them he macerates
the material, coarsely powdered, brnised, or finely sliced, in twice its weight of
cold distilled water, pressi ng the soli d matter into the liquid repeated ly by a
rammcr or the hand; then allows the liquid to drniu out, or expresses it iu the

* Alaop'1 infiuion jar affor<ls a very ueat and effectual

( 0

method of making the bot infusions. ltconsists ofancarlhenwnre mug. re·
presented in the nrnrginnl figure, with n.spout
(d) proceeding from the bottom, and placed
closely to the side of the vessel to prevcntfrnc·
t11re; apcrfor!ltcd plateordiaphrngm(b),supportcd on !l ledge (c), ntnbout onc·quruter or
one-third of the height of the vessel from the
top; and n lid (a), 'vhich maybefostened on
by n. string throug-h holes {.(f). The nmterinl
to be submitted to infusion is plii.ced on the
perforated plate, nncl the hotwaterpoureU. in

~~t~~~~":~ '.~;~!~et "~;~~!i~i'l ~~cg 1~~~11;re~~u1s~!
wn.terbecomesimpregnated, itncquiresnn in·
ercnsedspecificgr:ivity,nndsinkstothebot·
tom, its place being supplied by tbe unsnturntetl portion; nntl this circulation goes on
until the whole of the i:;oluble matter is ex~
trncted. l n ortlcr to mnintain nduewnrmth,
the ve~se\ mn.y be plnced upon a stove or nn
ironpllltenearthefire. Theadv:mltl.geofthe
process is that the material is subjected to the
solveotpo,verofthele:\stimpregnntedportion
of the menstrnnm. Such jars may now be hnd
in Phihulelphita. In ordcrtllflttheYessel may
be adnpteU for the preparation of diff('rcnt
qnrrntities of infuc:fons, it will be proper to h:we ledg:es nrrnuged within 3Ldifferent height~,
co tliat the diaphrng:m may be support ed nt a11y dcsirnble point. 'l'he surface of tho
liip1itl (e) ~ houhl of course always be nbove lhe meU.icinn.l substauce placed upon the diaphragm. (ticc Am. Journ . of Pltarm., \'iii, 89.)
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case of highly absorbent substances; and repeats the process, with an amount of
water equa.l to that which has been separated, until the strength ls exhausted.
J?our or six hours maceration is usually sufficient. The infusion is then to be
concentrated by evaporation at a. temperature not exceeding 160° to the sp. gr.
1 ·200, and as much alcohol is to be added as will make its sp. gr. I ·100. These
preparations arc nry analogous to the flufrl extracts already treatcc.1 of. As a
general rule it would probably be preferable to prepare the infusion by the process of percolation. The inspissated infusions must be diluted wbco administered. The presence of alcohol, though in small quantity, would in some
instances he a serious objection. (Pharm. Jottm. and :trans., x. 129.)
As we have :tlready treated of the chemical relations and medical properties
of the substances used in infusion 1 it would be useless repetition to enlarge upon
these points in the following details. We shall touch upon them only in cases
of peculiar interest, or where changes requiring particular notice may grow out
of the nature of the process.
W.

INFUSUM ANGUSTUR1E. U. 8.
Ed. Infusion of Angustura Bark.

l NFUSUM CusPARilE. Lond.,

"Take of Angustura. Bark, bruised 1 half an ounce; Boiling ·water a pint.
l\Iacera.te for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
The London College directs five drnchm.s to a pint [Imperial measure] of boil~
ing distilled water; the Edinbm:qh, flue draclmis to a pint [Imp. meas.] of boiling
water; and both proceed as above.
'l'he dose of the infusion is two fluidounces, repeated every two, three, or four
·w.
hours.

INFUSUM ANTHEMIDIS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dnb.

I11fusion of

Gl1amomile.
"Take of Chamomile half an ounce; Boiling Water a p£nt. l\facerate for
ten minutes in a covered vessel 1 and strain." U.S.
'fh e London Colle_qe orders five drarhrns of the flowers to a pfnt [Imperial
measure] of boiling distilled water, and proceeds as above; the Edinlmrgh 1 .five
drachrns to a pint [Imp. meas.] of boiling water, and infuses for twenty minutes;
the Dubliit, lwlf an ounce [avoirdupois] of the flowers and twelve Uluid]owices
of boiling water 1 and infuses for fifteen minutes.
The infusion of chamomile has the odour and taste of the flowers. It affords
precipitates with gelatin, yellow Peruviq.n bark, sulphate of iron, tincture of
chloride of iron, nitrate of silver, corrosive chloride of mercury, and the acetates
of lead. (London Dispensatory.) As a tonic it is given cold 1 in the dose of two
fluidounces several times a day. To assist the operation of emetic medicines it
shou ld be administered in the tepid st:ite, and in large draughts. The infusion
prepared by maceration in cold water is more grateful to the palate and stomach
than that made with boiling water, but is less efficient as an emetic.
W.
INFUSU~I
SITU11. Lond.

ARMORACIJE. u. 8. INl'USUM ARMORACilE COMPOInfusion of Horse-radish.

"Take of llorse-radish [fresh root], sliced, Mustard [seed], bruised, each, an
ounce; Boiling Water a pint. 1\facerate for two hours in a covered vessel, and
strain." U.S
The London College macerates an ounce of the root, and an ounce of the seeds
ln a pfot [Imp. meas.] of boiling distilled water, in a covered vessel, for two
hou rs, and strains; then adds a .finidou11ce of compound spirit of horse-radish.
Tbii infusion is rendered turb id by the deposition of vegetable albumen, and
in warm weather speedily run s into the putrefactive fermentation . It affords
precipitates with the infusions of galls and Peruvian bark, with the alkaline
carbonates, nitrate of silver, and corrosive chloride of mercury. (London Dis-
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pensatory.) It has the stimulant properties of its two active ingredients, and is
occasionally used in paralytic, scorbutic, and dropsical affections, attended with
general debility. 'l'be dose is two fluidounccs three or four times a day. W.

INFUSUM AURANTII COi\IPOSITUM. Lond., Dub. lNFusuM
Ed. Compound Infusion of Orange Peel.

AURANTIT.

"T•lke of dried Orange P eel half an ounce; Lemon Peel two drachms;
Cloves, bruised, a drachrn; boiling Distilled Water a pifll [Imperial measure].
:Macerate for a quarter of an hour in a covered vessel, and strain." Lond.
The l,( linlm1yh process differs from the above only in the use of boiling water
not distilled, and in strnininµ: through lin en or calico. 'l'he Duili11 Coll"ge takes
three drachms [Dub. weight] of dried bitter orange peel, half a draclim [Dub.
weight] of bruised cloves, and half a pint [Imp. meas.] of boiling wa.ter; and
infuses for half au hour.
'l'his infusion is given as a gru.tcful stomachic, in the dose of two or three
W.
fluidounc es.

INFUSUM DUCHU. U.S., L ond., Dub. lNFUSUM BucKu. Ed.
Infusion of Buehu.
.
"'l'ake of Buchu an ounce; Boiling Water a pint. l\Iacerate for two hours
in a covered vessel, and stra.in." U.S.
The London College takes an ounce of buehu and a pint (I~perial measure]
of boiling distilled water, and macerates for four hours; the Erlinbw;1h, the
same quantities, and infuses for two hours; the Dublin, half an 01rnre (avoird.)
of buchu and half a pint [Imp. meas.] of boiling water, and infuses for au hour.
Tbis is the lnfusum, Diu$mt.e of former Pharmacopreias. lt has the odour,
taste, and medical virtues of the leaves, and affords a convenient method of administering the medicine. The dose is one or two fluidounces.
·w.

INFUSUM CAPSICI. U.S.

InfitSion of Cayenne Pepper.

"Take of Cayenne P epper, in coarse powder, hulf an ounce; B oi ling "Water
a pint. Macerate for two hours in a covered \'essel, and strain." i--. S.
Thi s infusion is used chiefly as 'a gargle. It may, however, be given internally
iu the dose of half a fluidoun1.:c .
W.

INFUSUM CARYOPIIYLLI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. I>ifusion of
Cloves.
uTake of Cloves, brui sed, two drachms; Boiling Water a pint. Macerate
for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
The Loudon Colle.r;e takes three cfrachrns of cloves, and a pint (Imperial measure] of boiling distill ed water; the Bdi11bm:r;h, three dradmis of cloves and a
pint (Imp. meas.] of boiling water; and both proceed as abo>e. The Dublin
Oullcge takes two dl'flchms [Dub. weigbt] of cloves, and nine [}foid]owtces of
boiliug wa.ter, and infuses for an hour.
The infusion of cloves affords precipitates witb lime-water, and with the
soluble sa lts of iron, zinc, lead, silver, and antimony . (Phillips.) The d0se is
about two fluidounces.
·w.

INFUSUThf CASCARILLlE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. I1ifusion of
Casearilla.
"Take of Cascarilla, brui sed, an ounce; B oilin g Water a pint. Macerate for
two hours in a covered vessel, n.nd strain." U.S.
The London College directs an ounce and a half of bruised cascarilln, and a
pint [Imperial measure] of boiling distilled water ; the Edinburgh, the srime
quantitie.'l of the bark and of boiling water; and both proceed as above. 'l'h e
DuMi1t Co!le,rye tak es an ounce (:ivoir<lupois] of tLc bark, and httlf a pint [ I mp.
meas.] of boiling water, and iufuses for an hour.
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This infusion affords precipitates with lim e-water, infusion of galls, nitrate of
silver, acetate and subacetate of lead, sulphate of zinc, and sulphate of iron.
(London Dispensatory.) The medi um dose is two fluidouuccs.
W.

INFUSUM CATECHU COJIPOSI'rUM. U.S., L ond., Dub. INEd. Compound Infusion of Catechu.

Fu suM CATEcnu.

"Take of Catcchu, in pow<ler,Aalf an ouuce ; Cinnamon, bruised, a draclun;
Boiling 'Yater a pint. .!\lacerate for an hour in a covered vessel, and strain."
U.S.
"Take of Catechu, in powder, t:.ix draclims; Cinnamon, bruised, a drarhm;
boiling Distill ed Water a pint (Imperial measure]. Macerate for an hour in a
covered vessel, and strain.n Loud.
"Take of Cn.techu, in powder, .~ixdrachms; Cinnamon, in powder,011cdracltm;
Syrup three fluid ounces; boiling Water seventeen fiuidouuces. Infuse the Catechu
and Cinnamon with the 'Yater for two hours, strain through linen or calico, and
add tb e Syrup. 11 Ed.
"Take of Catechu, in coarse powder, three drachms [Dub. weight]; Cinnamon
bark, bruised, half a drachni [Dub. weight]; boiling"\Yater nine [jluid]ou11ces.
Infuse for one hour in a covered vessel, and strai n. 11 Dub.
Thi s is an elegant mode of administerin g cateehu. 1'he dose is from one to
three tluidounces, repeateJ three or four times a da,y, or more frequent ly. W.

INFUSUM CUIRETTJE. Ed., Dub. Infusion of Chiretta.
"Take of Chiretta./our drochms; boiling Water one pint [Imperial measure].
Infu!!!e for two hours, and strain through lin en or calico." .b'd.
"Take of Chiretta, bruised, two dradims [Dub. weight]; boiling ·water nine
[jluid]ow1ces and a ltalf. Iafusc for one hour in a covered "\'"CSsel, and strain. 11
J)ub.
Th e dO!~e of this i;imple bitter is from one to three fluidounces.
W.

INFUSUM CINCIIONJE COMPOSITUM. U.S.
fusion of P ernvian Bark.

Compound In-

"Take of Red Bark, in powder an ounce; Aromatic Sulphuric Acid a jluidraclmi; Water a pinl. l\Jaccrate for twelve hours, occasionally shaking, antl
strain.
1
' Thc Infusion may also be prepared from the same quantity of R ed Bark,
in coarse powder, by the process of displacement, in the manu er directed for
Infusion of Yellow Hark, afluidrachni of Aromatic Sulphuric Acid being adJc<l
to the Water with which the Bark is moistened." [;~ S .
'l'Lis is an elegant and "\"cry efficient preparation. "\Yater extracts frou~ bark
the kinates of quiuia and cinchonia, but leaves behind the compounds which
these principles form with the cinchonic red. The ordinary infusion, therefore,
is rather feeble. Hut the addition of th e acid ensures the solution of all or nea rly
all the acti\'e matter. We have been long in the habit of ming this infusion,
and ha~c had reason to be satisfied with its efficacy. 'l'he second process more
speedily and perhaps thoroughly exhausts the bark; but in this case a glass or
porcelain percolator should be used. This preparation may also be made very
advantageously with the yellow or Calisaya bark. It would be best that th e

f~1;r~d:~~d ~n~: t~eaf~:~:~::;!~~ t,~.~ca~!~~il~~dd:s~t~rf ~~:1 fnl~~i~u bi:f~~~?o ~c~~~
1

,V.

ounces, eq uival en t to a. drachm of the bark.

IN.FUS UM CINCHONJE FLAV1E. U.S.
L ond., Ed. Infnsion of Yellow Bark.

lNFUSUM

Crncno1>1E.

11
Tak e of Yellow Bark, bruised, an ounce; Boiling Wntcr a pint.
for two hours in a CO\'ered vessel, and strain .

Macerate
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"This infusion may also be prepared from the same quantity of Yellow Bark,
in coarse powder, in the following manner. llaving moistened the Bark thoroughly with Water, introduce it into a percolator, press it sli ghtly, and pour
Water upon its surface so as to keep it covered. So long as the liquid passes
turbid, return it into the apparatus; then allow the filtration to continue unti l
n. pint of clear infusion is obtained." U.S.
"Take of Yellow Bark, bruised, an ounce; boiling Distilled Water a pint

[Imp. meas.]. l\Iaceratc for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain." Lond.
"Take of any species of Cinchona, according to prescription, one ounce in
powder; boiling ·water 01te pint (Imp. measure]. Infuse for four hours in a
covered vessel, and then strain through linen or calico." Ed.
rrliough the infusion with boiling water is more quickly prepared than the
cold infusion, and therefore better adapted to cases of emergency, yet the latter
is a more elegant preparation, not turbid like the former, and at least equally
efficient. \Ye, therefore, prefer the second process of the U . S. Pbannacupreia,
pro,·idccl it be skilfully conducted. Perhaps it would be better that the bark
should be in moderately fine than in coarse powder.
'!'Le infusion of cinchona affords precipitates with the alkalies, alkaline car·
bonates, and alkaline earths; the soluble salts of iron, zinc, and silver; corrosive
chloride of mercury, arsenious acid, and tartar emetic; gelatinous solutions;
and various vegetable infusions and dccoctions, as those of galls, chamomile,
columbo, cascarilla, horse-racli:sh, cloves, catechu, orange-peel, foxglove, senna,
rhubarb, valerian, and sirnaruba. In some instances the precipitate occurs im·
mediately, in others not for several hours. (London Dispensatory.) Few, however, of these substances diminish the efficacy of the infusion, as they do not
affect the active principles. 1'he alkalies, alkaline earths, and vegetable astrin·
gents are re~dly incompatible. The sawe is said to be the case with tartaric and
oxalic aci<ls, and the soluble tartrates and oxalates. For au elaborate account
of the chemical reactions of the infusions of different varieties of Peruvian bark
see the Am.. Journ. of Plwrm., ix. 128.
The infusion of cinchona may be advantageously administered in cases which
require ionic treatment, but do not call for the full powers of the bark. The
medium dose is two fluidouuces, to be repeated three or four times a. day, or
more frequently in acute disenses.
W.

INFUSUM CINCIIONlE PALLIDlE. Lond.
cnoNlE- Dub., Ed. Infusion of Pale Barlc.

- bFUSUM

Crn-

The London College prepares this in the manner directed for infusion of yel·
low bark. (See Iitf1tsurn Oinchonre Flm.:x. ] ~L1hc Edinburgh College has only
one infusion of bark, which it names hifusum Cinclwnre, and prepares from any
oue of the varieties in the manner directed for infusion of yellow bark. The
Dublin College directs only this infusion of bark, which it prepares by infusing
an ounce [avoirdupois] of pale bark, in coarse powder, in hal.f a pint [Imperial
mca~urc] of boiling water for an hour, in a covered vessel, and then filtering
through paper.
It is rather singular that the Dublin College should ba.vc selected the feeblest
bark exclusively for thjs preparation. The remarks made in reference to the
preparation of the infusion of yellow bark are applicable to this.
W.

INFUSUM CINCIIONlE RUBRt"E. U.S.
Ed. Infusion of Red Barie.
11

lNFUS OM

CrncnoN,,;.

'l'ake of lled bark, bruised, lm ounce j Boiling Water a pint. Prepare the
Infu:::ion in the manner directed for Iufdsion of Yellow Bark." U.S. (See
liijiisnm l'inclwru.e Flav;;e.}
The Edi11bur!Jh directions arc also the same as tho!:e for infusion of yellow
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bark, as it recognises no distinction between the three varieties in the prepara-

tion of the infusion .
The remarks made in relation to infusion of yellow bark arc equally applicable
W.

to this.

INFUSUM CINCIION.iE SPISSATmL Loncl. Inspissatecl Infusion of Peruvian Bark.
"Take of Yell ow Bark, coarsely powdered, three pounds; Distilled 'Vater sfa
pints [Im perial measure]; Uectificd Spirit a su.fficient quantif!J. 1\lacerate the
llark in the manner directed in the preparation of Extract of Peruvian Bark
[see Extractu:ni Cinchonre, Land.], and strain. i\lix the infusions, evaporate by
means of a wq.ter-bath to one-fourth, and set apart that the drega may subside.
Pour off the clear liquor, and filter the rest. Then mix, and again evaporate till
the sp. gr. of the liquor becomes l ·200. Into this, when cold, slowly drop the
Spirit, so that three fiuidrachms may be added for every fluidouncc. Lastly, set
the liquor aside for twenty days, that it ma.y become entirely clear." Lond.

INFUSUM CINCIION.iE PALLID.iE SPISSATUM. Loncl. Inspissatecl Infusion of Pale Bark.
"Prepare this in the manner directed for Inspissatcd Infusion of Pemvian
Bmk." Lo1ul. (See lnjitsuni Cinchon;;e Spi·ssatwm.)
These two inspissated infusions are made according to l\Jr. Battley's method,
described under the general observations upon infusions (seepa_qe 1051). They
arc no doubt efficacious prcparatious of Peruvian bark; and the proportion of
alcohol is scarcely sufficient to interfere with thefr use in most cases in which the
bark or its preparations are prescribed. They might without violence be placed
among the fluid extracts. We have had some of the "Infusum Cincbonm Spis~
satum" prepared, and found that each ounce of the bark yielded very nearly
two ftuiUrachms of the preparation, the dose of which, therefore, equivalent to a
draclnn of the bark woul<l be fifteen minims, supposing the bark to be exhausted;
but, as this is not the case, twenty minims may be cons idered as a medium dose.
W.
1'he preparation is a very dark, yet clear, and intensely bitter liquid.

INFUSUM COLOMBJE. U.S. l NFUSUM CALUMB£. L oncl., Eel.,
Dub. Infusion of Columbo.
"Take of Columbo, bruised, half an ounce; Boiling Water a pint. Macerate
for t\\"O hours in a covered vessel, and strain." U. S.
The London College directs five drachrns of Columbo to a pint [Imperial
mea~ure] of boiling distilled water, and proceeds as above.
"Take of Calumba, in coarse powder, half an 011nce; cold 'Vater about a
pint [Imperial measure]. '1'1·ituratc the Calumba with a little of the Water, so
as to moisten it thoroughly; put it into a percolator, and transmit cold Water
till sixteen fluidounces of infusion be obtained. 11 Ed.
'''fake of Calumba Root, in coarse powder, th1·ee druclmis [Dub. weight]; cold
"Water nine [fluid]ounces. Macerate for two hours and strain. 11 Dub.
'fhe infusion of columbo is apt to spoil very quickly, especially in warm weather.
It has been generally supposed that tbe cold infusion would keep better than the
hot, because it contains no starch. l\lr. Thomas Greenish, however, upon comparing specimens of the two infusions, found that the spontaneous change began
sooner in the cold than the hot, though the former was clearer. Columbo con-

;1~~~va8t~~·~~c ~~~ma~;~v~t~n~om ;~~~;~·:~f; ~~:rea~tfs t~ee l:t~~e:, ~~t~~~~; ~~~tf~J1;~~~
0

agulated by the heat. Both starch aud albumen are liable to spontaneous chtrnge;
but the former is much the more pennaueut of the two. Ilence it is, according
to :.\Ir. Greenish, that the hot infusion keeps best. Indeed, be ascribes the change
which takes place in the starch of the hot infusion chiefly to the agency of a
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little albumen, which has escaped coagulation. According to th:se "Views, the
best plan of preparing infusion of columbo is to exhaust the root with cold wa.ter,
by which the starch is left behind, and then to heat tl.ie infusion to the ..~oiling
point in order to coagu late the albumen. (~ni. Journ. of Phm·m., X\'.111. ~41,
from Phann. Jount.) Upon comparing spec11nens of the cold and hot mfus10n,
we have not found the results of Mr. Greenish fully confirmed. The cold in fusion appeared to keep better than the hot. Nevertheless, the plan of preparing
the infusion above proposed is probably the best. 'l 'be infusion of columbo is
not disturbed by salts of iron, and may be conveniently administered in conne:;.: iou
with them. The dose is twofl.uidounccs three orfour times a day.
W. ·

INFUSUM DIGITALIS. U. S ., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Foxglove.

Infusion of

11
Take of Foxglove [drierl leaves] a drachm; Boiling Water half a pint;
Tincture of Cinnam on a.fluidounce. )lacerate the Foxglove with the Water
for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain; then add the Tincture of Cinnamon.11 u:s.
The London Oolle9e takes a drachm of the dried leaves, a flu£douru:e of spi ri t
of cinnamon, and a pint [Imperial measure] of boiling distilled water; macerates
the Icn.ves in the water for four hours; and, haxing strained the liquor, adds the
spirit. The Ed. College takes two drad1ms of the leases, tv:o fluidounces of spirit
of cinnamon, and ei'ghteen fluirlounces of boiling water; and, having maccra.tcd
the leans in the water for four hours, strains tbrough lin en or calico, and adds
the spirit. The Dttb. Colle9e takes a draclmi [54·68 grains] of the dried leaves,
and nine [jluid]ounces of boiling water, infuses for an hour, and strains.
The U.S. infusion is essentially the same with that employed by Withering.
It affords precipitates with tbe sulphate of iron, acetate of lead, and infusion of
Peruvian bark. (London .DispPnsnlory.) rrhe dose is usually stated at half a
fl.uidounce, repeated twice a. day under ordinary circumstances, every eight hours
in urgent cases, unt.il the system is affected. The proportion of digitalis is not
half as great in the London preparation, nnd the dose, of course, is proportionably larger. It will not, howenr, escape the close observer, that the stated dose
of digitalis in infusion is much larger than in substance, for which there does
not appear to be a. good reason. It might be safer to give only half the quantity, and increaliie if necessary.
W.

INFUSUM ERGOT.i'E. Dub.

Infusion of Ergot.

((Take of Ergot of Hye, ln coarse powder, two draclnns [Dublin weight];
Boiling 'Yater nine Lfluid]ounces. Infuse for one hour in a. covered vessel and
strain ."lJub.
The dose of this infusion is two fluidounces for a woman in labour.
W.

INFUSUM EUPATORII. U.S.

Infusion of Thorougltwo1·t.

"Take of Thoroughwort ( the dried herb] on ounce; Boiling Water a pint.
i\lacerate for two hours in a. covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
As a tonic, this infusion sLoulJ. be taken cold in the close of two flnidounces
three or four tim es a. da.y, or more frequently; as an emetic and diaphoretic, in
large tepid draughts.
W.

INFUSUM GENTTAN.E COMPOSITD:II. U. S., L ond., Dub.
Eel. Compound Inf1tsion of Gentian.

lNFUSU11 GENTIAN.ill.

0
l'uke of Gentian, bruised, half on ounce; Orange peel [dried peel of the
Seville orange], bruised, Coriauder, bruit<ed, each, a dr(l(:/mi; Diluted Alcohol
First pour on the Di luted
Alcohol, and, three hours afterward<t, the Wa.ter; then macerate for twelve
hours, and strnin." U. S.
'

/um· jlm'douncrs; Water [cold] twrfrc fl11idmrnces.
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The above was copied from the EdinLm-gh formula, which differs on1y in
havinl?: /om· fluidounces [Imperial measure] of proof spirit and s?°.'tt~cn fluid·
ounces [Imp. meas.] of cold water.
Tbe London Colle,?e takes of sliced gentian and dried orange peel, each, two
drcicltms, of [fresh] lemon peel four drachms, of boiling distilled water a pint

[Imperial measure]; the Dublin takes of gentian and dried orange peel, each,
fy:o (/1-aclims [Dub. weight], and of boiling water l1a?f a pint [Imp. meas.];
both macerate for an hour in a covered vessel, and strain .
'l'he U.S. and Edinburµ:h infusion differs materially from the London. The
former has much more gentian in proportion to the solvent than the latter, nod
is therefore a much stronger bitter; while, by the use of cold instead of boiling
water, less of the inert mucilaginous matter is extracted, and the additi on of
alcohol gives the preparation the character rather of a weak tincture than ae
infusion. The use of the diluted alcohol is to assist in dissolving the bitter
principle, and at the same time to contribute towards the preserrntion of the
infusion, wbich, without this addition, is very apt to spoil. The Dublin preparation is rather weaker than that of tLe U. S. Pharmacopreia, and is simply a.n
infusion.
The dose of the U. S. infusion is a fluiclounce, that of the preparation of
the London College two or three fluid ounces, to be repeated three or four times
a day.
OjJ:Prep. l\listura. Gentianro Composita..
W.

INFUSUM IIUMULI. U.S.
of IIops.

l NFUSUM

LuPULr. L ond.

Infusion
·

"Take of Ilops half an ounre; Boiling Water a pint. Macerate for two hours
,
in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
"Take of Hops six draclirns; boiling Distilled Water a. pint [Imperial measure]. l\Iaeerate for four hours in a covered vessel, and strain." Lond.
The dose of this infusion i:s one or two fluidounccs.
W.

INFUSUM JUNIPER!. Dub.

Infusion of Juniper.

"Take of Juniper Berries, bruised, one ounce [avoirdupois); Boiling Water
half a pint [Imperial mQasure). Infuse for one hour, in a covered vessel, and
strai n." Dub.
It will be found more convenient to prepare this infusion, as is generally done
in this coun try, in the proportion of an ounce of the fruit, to a. pint of boiling
water. The whole quantity made may ba taken in twenty.four hours, in doses
VV. ·
of two or three fluidounces.

INF US UM KRAMERilE. U.S., L ond., Dub.
tany.
.

Infusion of Bha-

"Take of Rhatany, bruised, an ounce; Boi ling Water a pint. l\lacerate for
four hours in a covered vessel, and strain.
"This Infusion may also be prepared from the same quantity of Rhatany, in
coarse powder, by the process of displacement, in the mann er directed for the
Infusion of Yellow Bark. 11 U.S. (Sec liifu.~urn Cincltonre Fla'l:m.)
The London Colleye takes an ounce of the root, and a pint [Imperial measure]
of boiling distilled water, and macerates for four hours; the .Dublin takes lialf
an 01wce [avoirdupois] to nine [Jluid]ounces, aud digests for au hour.
The iufu8ion of rhatany would probably be more efficient, if pr'1parcd by the
mode of percofotion, with cold water, from the root in a state of moderately fine
powder, as directed for infusion of Peruvian bark. 'l'he dose of the infusion is
one or two fluidounces.
'\V.

67
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INFUSUM LINI COMPOSITU~I. U. S., Lond.
Ed. Compound Infusion of Flaxseed. .
.

lNF USUM

JI.

Lrnr.

"Take of Fh1.x5ced half an ounce; Uqnor1ce Root, bruised, tu:o dracltms;
J3oiling Water a pint. Macerate for two hours in 1~ covered vessel, and strain. 11

~;c

dra~l1/1'!'s

U.
London College directs six drachms of flaxseed, tw?.
of sliced
fresh liquorice root, and a pint (Imperial meas~rc] of bmlmg d1st11led w~~er,
and maocratcs for four hours; the Edinburgh d1rects the ~ame except ho1hng
water fo r boiling distilled water, ~nd ~ige.sts near the fire fo~ four hours.
'fhis is a useful demulcent drmk m mflammutory affectwns of the mucous
membrane of the lungs and urinary passages. It mny be taken ad libitu~\;.

INFUSUM

~IATICO.

Dub.

Infusion of Matico.

"'l'ukc of l\latico J.icavcs, cut small, half an ounce (avoirdupois]; Boiling
'Yater half a. pint [Imperial measure]. Infuse for one hour in a covered vessel,
and strain." Dub.
'!'be dose of this infusion is two fl.uidounces.
W.

JNFUSUM MENTIIill VIRIDIS. Dub.

I1ifusion of Spearmint.

"Take of Spearmint, dried, and cut small, three drachms (Dublin weight];

Boiling 'Yater half a pint [Imperial measure]. Infuse for fifteen minutes, iu
a covered vessel, and strain." D1tb.
This is common mint tea, and may be taken ad libitum.
W.

JNFUSUM P AREIRJE. Ed., Dub.

Infusion of Pareira Brava.

''Take of Pareira six drackrns; Boiling Water a pint [Imperial measure].
Infuse for two hours, in a. CO\'ered vessel, and then strain through linen or
calico." Ed.
"Take of Pareira Root, bruised and torn into shreds, lwlf an 01mce (avoirdupois]; Boiling Water nine [Jluid]ounces. Digest for one hour, in a covered
''C~8cl, and strain." Dub.
The infusion of l:>areira. brava is highly esteemed by some English practitioners as & remedy in irritation and chronic inflammation of the urinary passages, and has been found useful in catarrh of tbc bladder. The dose is one or
two fluidounces. Brodie employed a. decoction of the root, which he prepared
by boiling half an ounce in tbree pints of water down to a pint, and gave in the
quantity of from eight to twckc fluidounces daily. The London College bas
subst ituted the decoction for the infusion.
W.

INFUSmI PRUNI VIRGINIANJE. U.S.
c/ierry Bark.

Infusion of Wild·

"'l'ake of Wild-cherry U.1rk, bruised, half an ounce; Water [cold ] a pint.
Macerate for twenty-four hours, and stmin.
"'l'h is Infusion may also be prepared from the same quantity of Wild.cherry
Bark, in coarse powder, by the process of displacement, in the manner directed
for Infusion of Yellow Bark." U.S. (Sec l11jit.rnrn Ci11clw11re .Ji'larre.)
'J~his is a. peculiarly suitable object for ollicinal direction, as, in conseciueuee
of the volatile nature of one of its active ingredients, and for another reason
before stated (see poge 508), it is better prepared with cold water than in the
1>rdiuary mode. The infusion of wild-cherry bark is one of the preparations t1
wbicb the process of percolation or displacement is well adapted. ln this way
the virt~es of the bark can be more rapidly and thoroughly exhausted than by
maceration alone. When properly made, it is bcautifullv transparent, has the
colour of macleira. wine, and the agreeable bitterness and Peculiar flavou r of the
bark. rl'he dose is two or thrC'e fluidounccs three or four times a. day, or more
frc(Juently when a strong impression is required.
,Y,
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Infusion of

Quassia.
"'l'ake of Qnassia 1 rasped, tu:odraclrnis; Water [cold] a pint. l\Iacerate for
twelve hourf;, and strain .11 U.S.
The London College takes two scniples of c1uassia, sliced, and ft pint [Imperial
moosure] of boiling distillet.l water; the Edinfn11:11h, a drarlrni of quassia in
chips, and <t pint [Imp. meas.] of boiling water; both macera.tc for two hour!'.
The DuUin College takes a drachrn [54·68 grains] of the wood, and ei'vht [./lnfrl]
ounces and a lialjof boiling water, and infuses for an hour
The proportion of qu<issia directed in the I.oudon and Edinburgh Pharma.
copreias is ruuch too snrnll. The London infusion contains the strength of only
two grains of quaseia in a ftuidouucc, and the Edinburgh three grain!; while
the dose of quassia in substance ii from twenty grains to a drachm, an d of the
extract not less than five grains. ·we, therefore, prefer the proportions directed
by our national Pharmacopooia l3oiling water may be employed when it is desirable to obt.ain the preparation quickly; but cold water affords a clearer infuW.
sion. The dose is two f:luidounces three or four times a day .

lL'!FUSUM Il.IIEI. U. S., Land., Ed., Dub. Infusion of Rlmba,.b.
"'rake of B.hubarb, bruised, a droclwi; Boiling Water half a pint. Digest
for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
"Take of Rhubarb, sliced, three drachms; boiling Distilled w·ater a pint
[Imperial measure]. .l\Iacerate for two hours, in a. covered vessel, and strain."
Lond.
"1'ake of Rhubarb, bruised into coarse powder, one ounce; Spirit of Cinnamon tu:o .fluidounces; boiling w.~ter ei'ghtccnfluirlounces. Infuse the Hhubarb
for twelve hours in the 'Yater, in a covered >cssel, add the Spirit, and strain
through linen or calico." Eel.
''Take of Rhubarb, sliced,
[Dublin weight] i boiling Distilled
Water a pint [Imp. meas.].
two hours, in a CO\•ered vessel, and
strain." Dub.
In ordel' that the rhubarb ma.y be exhausted, it should be digested with thi
water near the fire, at a. temperature somewhat less than that of boiling wil.tCl'.
IL is customary to add some aromatic, such as cardamom 1 fennel-seed, or nutmeg,
which improves the taste of the infusion, and renders it more acceptable to t he
stomach. One drachm of either of these spices may be digested in connexion
with the rhubarb .
This infusion may be ~iven as a gentle laxative, in the dose of one or two fluidounces, every three or four hours, till it operates. It is occasionally used as a.
vehicle of tonic, antacid, or more acti>e cathartic medicines. The stronger acids
·w.
and most metallic solutions arc incompatible with it.

INFUSUM Il.OS1'E COi\IPOSITU~I. U.S., Land. lNFUSliM Il.os.E. Ed.
lNFUSUM llosn;: AcrnuM. Dub.
Compound In.fusion of
Roses.
"Take of Ued Roses [dried peta ls] half an ounce; Boiling Water two pfots
and a ltnlf; Diluted Sulphuric Acid three jluidrachms; Sugar [refined] an
and a half. Pour the Water upon the Roses in a glass vessel; then
add the Acid, and macerate for half an hour; lastly, strain t.he liquor, and add
the Sugar." l'. S.
The London College takes three dracMns of dried red roses, a ;luidrachrn mul
a half of diluted sulphuric acid, six d?'Ctcluns of sugar, and a pint [Imperial
measure] of boiling distilled water, and proceeds a.s above, except that it macerates for two hours instead of half an hour. The Edinburgh process correspond.:i
with the ]~ondon, except that boiling water is used instead of boiling distilled
water, the maceration continues only for an hour, and the acid is added after the
ou11cu
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meas.] of boiling water; infuses the petals fo r an hour in the wat er, strains, and
adds tbe acid.
The red roses serve little other purpose than to impart a fine red colour and
a slight astringent flavour to the .rrep_aration, .which .owes its medic~nal \'irtucs
almo~t exclusively to the sulpRur1c acid. It 1s rcfngcrant and astrn_1gent, and
nffords a useful and not unpleasant drink in hemorrlrnges and colliquat1vc sweats.
It is much used Ly British 1m1ctitioncrs as a vehicle for saline medicin<'s, particularly sulplmtc of magnesia, the taste of whic·h it serves to cover. It is also
employed :is a gargle, usually in connexion with acids, nitre, alum, or tincture
W.
of Cayenne pepper. The dose is from two to four fluidounccs.

INFUSUM SARSAPARILLlE. U.S.

hifu•ion of Sarsaparilla.

11
Take of Sarsaparilla, bruised, an ounce; Domng Water a pint. Digest for
two hours in a covered vessel, and strain.
"This infusion may also be prepared from the same quantity of Sarsaparilla,
in coa rse powder, by the process of displacement, in the manner directed for Infusion of Peruvian Bark." U.S. (See lnfusmn Ci11clwnce Flav:e.)
From the experiments of Soubeiran it appears that, by macemtion in cold
water for twenty-four hours, the active principle of sarsaparilla is extracted as
effectually as by infusion in boiling water and digestion for two hours, and that
in either case the infusion is stronger than th e decoction; but the aqueous preparation which he found to po~sc!:! s most of the sensible properties of the root,
was made by infusing the !:!pirituous extract in water. In all his experiments,
:M. Soubeiran employed the same proportions of the root and of w:.lter. (Journ.
de Plwrm ., xvi. 43.) These observat ions correspond with those long since
made by IInucock, and subsequently confirmed by l\Ir. 'r. J. llusband, of this
city, so far as relates to the ~reater solvent power of spirit than of water over
sarsaparilla. (Am.. Journ. of Plwrm., xv. 6.) ·water docs not appear competent completely to exhaust sarsaparilla of its active principle, unless employed
in nry large proportion. Still the watery preparations made from the root are
certainly not without efficacy; and the inference from the experiments of Soubcirrm is, that it is of little consequence whether the infusion be made with hot
or cold water, supposing time to be allowed in the latter ease. It is probable
that percolation, as directed by tbe U.S. Pharmacopreia in the second formula
abo\"e given, will be found the mos.t efficacious plan. The sarsaparilla should
in thi:s case be reduced to powder. l;irom two to four fiuidounccs of the infusion
W.
may be taken three times a.day.

INFUSUM SASSAFRAS MEDULL2E. U.S. Infusion of Sassafras Pith.
"Take of Sru:.safras Pith a draclim; Water [cold ] a pint. Macerate for three
hours, and strain." a. s.
'l'his infusion is ruuch used as an application to the eye in inflammation of
the conjunctiva. It may be used as a drink in inflammatory and febrile disW.
C:lses, particubrly inflammations of the mucous passages, ad li6itwm.

INFUSUM SENEG1'E. Ed.

hFUSUM

PoLYGAL2E. Dub. Infusion

of 8eneka.
"Take of Scncga ten drorlmis; boiling Water one pint [Imperial measure].
Infu!'le for four hours in a co,·ered Ycssel, and sLrain. 11 Ed.
Th o ])ublin Oollt'fJf' digests half an ounce [a"oird upois] of the root in 11i11e
[lluid]ouncei of boiling water, for an !tour, and strains.
Tbc efficacy of the officinal decoction of seneb has been proYc<l by so long an
CXJJCrience, that we should be cautious iu allowing it to be superseded by the
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infusion ou hypothetical grounds alone.
one to t!treejluidounces.

INFUSUM SENN1E. U.S., Ed.
Lond., Dub. Infusion of Senna.
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The dose of the preparation is from
"\V.

INFUSUM SENN.'E COMPOSITU)[.

"Take of Senna. an ounce; Coriander, bruised, a drachrn; ]~oiling Water a
pint. i\Iaccratc for an hour in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
The LmHlon College ordersjijleen drachms of senna, four scruples of bruised
ginger, and a pint [Imperial measure] of boil ing distilled water; the Ecliuburyh,
an ounce and a haljofsenna,/01ir scruples of ginger, and a pint [[mp. meas.]
of boiling water; and the Dublin, lw?/' an ounce [avoirdupois] of senna, Jud/ a
drachrn [Dub. weight] of ginger, and half a pfot [Imp. meas. ] of boiling water.
All macerate as above directed.
We decidedly prefer the formula of the U. S. Pbarmacopooia. The prnportions of senna directed by tLe JJondon and Edinburgh Colleges are unnecessarily
large; and coriander is a better addition than ginger to an infusion very often
given in inflammatory affections. This infusion deposits, on exposure to the
air, a yellowish precipitate, wbich is said to aggravate its griping tendency; it
should, therefore, not be made in large quantities. I t is customary to connect
with it manna. and some one of the saline cat.lrnrtics, which increase its efficacy
and rcndel· it less painful in its operation. Tbe foll owing is a good formuhi for
t.he preparation of senna tea. Take of senna ha(f an ounce; sulphate of magnesia, manna, each, an ounce; fennel -seed a drachrn; boiling water half a pi1t..t.
Macerate in a covered vessel till the liquid cools. One.third may be gi•cn for
a dose, and repeated every four or five hours till it operates. Such a. combination
as th is is called the black draught by Enp:lish writers. The close of the infusion
of the U.S. Pharmacopccia is a.bout four fluidounces.
Off Prep. l\listura. Gentiana:: Composita.
W.

INFUSUU SENNll'l COMPOSITmL Ed.
of Senna.

Compound Infusion

1

Take of Senna one draclim; Tamarinds one ounce; Coriander, bruisc<l, one
drachrn; l\Iuscovado [sugar] half an ounce; boiling ·water ei'ght flui'dounces.
Infuse for four hours, with occa~ional stirring, in a CO\TCred vessel not glazed
wit.h lead, and then strain through linen or calico.
"This infusion may be likewise made with twice or thrice the prescribed
qua.ntit.v of senna." Ed.
In this infusion, the unpleasant taste of the senna is covered by the acid ity
of the tamarinds and sweetness of the sugar. It is apcricnt and refrigerant, anJ
is well adapted to febrile complaints when a laxative operation is desired . The
"\V.
dose is from two to four fluidounccs.
'

ll'IFUSUM SERPEN'J'ARill'l. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Virginia Snakeroot.

Inf,.sion of

"'l'ake of Virginia Snakeroot half an ounce; Boiling Water a pint. Mace·
rate for two hours in a CO\'Cred vessel, and strain." U.S.
The L ondon College employs half an ounce of the root with a pint [Imperial
measure] of boiling dist illed water, and macerates for four hours. '.l'hc EdinLurgh process differs from the London only in the use of boiling water instead

;~v~~~ j::t~~.~~n:;~efurm

in which scrpentaria is employed. The dose is one
of
or two fluidounces, repeated every two hours in low forms of fever, but less
W.
frequently in chronic affections.

INFUSUM SIMARUB1E. Ed., Dub.

'j 'I1akc of Simaru ba,

Infusion of Simaruba.

bruised, tltrce dra1.:hms; boiling ,\-atcr a pint [\inper ial
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measure]. Infuse for two hours in a covered vessel, and then strain through
linen or calico. 11 Ed.
'fhe Dublin College infuses tu;o drachms [D';'blin weight] of the bark ~ith
nine [jluid]ounces of boiling w:iter, for an hour, Ill a covered vessel,_and stra1~ s.
This preparation is little used in the United States. '!'he dose is two flu1dounccs.
1Y.

INFUSUM SPIGELilE. U.S.

Inf!tsion of Pinkroot.

"Take of l)inkroot lwlj'an ounce; Boiling 'Yater a pint.
h ours in a covered vessel, and strain." U. S

l\Iacerate for two

The dose of this infusion, for a child two or three years old, is from four fluidrachrus to a fluidounce; for an adult, from four to eight fluidounces, repeated
morning and evening. A quantity of senna. equal to that of the spigelia is
usually added, in order to insure a cathartic effect.
W.

INFUSUM TABACI. U.S.
Infusion of Tobaeao.

ENEMA TAnacr. Lond., Ed., IJub.

"Take of T obacco a drachm ; Boiling 'rater a pint. lUacerate for an hour
jn a. covered veseel, and strain." U.S.
Tbc London Colleve takes a scruple of tobacco, and lw~f a pint [Imperial
measure] of boiling distilled water, macerates for an hour, and strains. The
Edinburgh College takes from fifteen to thirty grains of tobacco, and eightfluidounces of boiling water, infu ses for half an hour, and strains. 'l'he Dubtin College takes a scmple [18·22 grains], and eiyht [fluid]ounces of boiling water,
infuses for an hour, and strains.
This is u sed only in the form of enema in strangulated hernia, obstinate col ic,
•mtl retention of urine from spasm of the urethra. Only half of th e pint of the
U.S. infusion should be employed at once; and, if this should not produce rel:nation in half an hour, the remainder may be inj ected . Fatal consequences
ha,·e resulted from too free a use of tobacco in this waj·.
W.

INb'USUM TARAXACI. U.S.
11

Infusion of Dandelion.

Take of Dmdelion, bruised, t1co ounces; Roiling Water '" pint.

for two hour3 in a covered Yessel, and stmin.

11

Macerate

l/ S.

This has been substituted in the U. S. Pharmacopooia for the decoction. The
dose is a wineglasRful two or three times a day, or oftener.
W.

INFUSUM ULMI. U.S. Iiifu•ion of Slippery Elm Bark.
"Take of Slippery Elm Bark, sliced and bruised, an ounce; Doi ling Water
Macerate for two hours in (i covered vessel, and ~train." U.S.
This infusion may be used ad libituni as a. dcinuleent and nutritious drink in
catarrbal and nephritic diseases, and in inflaruruatory affections of the intestinal
mucous membrane.
W.

a pt1it.

INFUSUM VALERIANlE. U.S., Lond., IJub.
lerian.

Infusion of Va-

u Take of Valerian half an ounce; Boiling "Water a 7Jint. Macerate for an
hour in a. covered vessel, and straiu. 11 U: S.
The London Collcg~ trikes half an ounce of Valerian, and a pint [Imperial
measure] of boiling distilled water, macerates for half an hour in a covered ve~
sel, :ind strain s. The DnUin Col/eye takes two draclnns [Dub. weight] of
nlerian, and nine [fl1iid]o1111ccs of boiling water, digests for au hour, nod strains.
1'hc dose of this infusion is two fluidoun ces, repeated three or four times a.
clay, or more frequently.
W.

rnFUSUTh1 ZINGIBERIS. U.S.

Ii\fusion of Ginger.

"Take of Ginger, bruised, h(Jlj on ounce; Boiling '\\7 ater a ]Jint.
for two hours in a. covered vessel, and stra in." lp. S.
The dose of this infusion is two fl.uidounces.

l\Iacerate
Vi'.
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IODINID:.\I.
Pteparalions of Iodine.
IODINIUM PURUM. Dub. P.zire Iodine.
"'fake of Iodine of Commerce any convent"ent quantity. Introduce it into a
deep porccla.in capsule of a circular shape, and, huiDg covered this as accmately
po sible with a glass matrass filled with cold water, apply to the capsule a
water beat for the space of twenty minutes, and then, withdrawing the heat,
permit the capsule to cool. Sboul<l the sublimate attached to the bottom of the
matrass include acicular prisms of a whitP- colour and pungent odour, let it be
scraped off with a glass rod, and rejected. The matrass being now returned to its
previous position, a gentle and steady heat (that of a gas-lamp auzwers well) is
to be applied, so as to sublime the entire of the iodine. Upon now lift,ing off the
matrass, the purified product will be found attached to its bottom. When separated, it should be immediately enclosed in a bottle furnished with an accurately
ground stopper." Dub.
Tbe Edinburgh College docs not recognise purified iodine under a separate
name, but gives the following directions for its purification.
"Iodine, as obtained in comm.erce, being almost always adulterated with variable proportions of water, and being consequently unfit for making pharmaceutical preparations of fixed a.nd unifo1·m strength, it must be dried by being placed
in a shallow basin of earthenware in a small confined space of air with ten or
twelve times its weight of fresh-burnt lime, till it scarcely adheres to the inside
of a dry bottle." Bd.
In the Dublin procC'ss for the purification of iodine, a short preliminary sublimation by the heat of a water-bath is ordered, in which the bottom of a glass
matrass filled with cold water is the refrigerator. The object of this is to separate any iodide of cyanogen that may happen to be present. This impurity is
sometimes present in considerable amount. Klobacb obtained from eighty pounds
of commercial iodine, twelve ounces of this iodide, wliieh is in the proportion of
nearly one per cent. (Chern. Gc,z., April 15, 1850.) If the matrass, upon its
removal, should have attached to its bottom white acicular crystals, these will
consist of the iodide referred to, and must be rejected. 'l1he matrass having
been replaced, heat is again applied until the whole of the iodine has sublimed,
and attached itself to the cool bottom of the matrass. The Bdinburgh process
for purifying iodine is merely intended to separate water by the drying influ enc~
of quicklime. Water bas sometimes been found to the extent of fifteen or twenty
per cent. Its amount may be estimated by the method of i\L Balley, which
consists in rubbing together, until the smell of iodine disappears, thirty grains
of iodine with about two hundred and forty grains of mercury, in a weighed
small porcelain dish, using a weighed small agate pestle. When complete combination has been effected, the whole is placed in a water.bath to dissipate the
water. The loss of weight gives the amount of water in the iodine. (Chem.
Caz., .Mar. 15, 1853, p. 118.) The presence of water is not otherwise injurious than as it renderr; all the preparations of iodine weaker than they should be.
The U.S. audLonclon Pharmacoproiasgiveno directions for purifying iodine;
but tl.ie iodine recognised is the pure substance, and not the commercial iodine,
unless this should happen to be pure. The properties and tests of pure iodine
have been given under the head of Iodinium in the first part of this work.
OjJ: Prep. Arsenici et Ilydrargyri Hydriodatis Liquor; Ferri Iodiduru i Hydrargyri Iodidum Viride; Potassii Iodidi Liquor Compositus; Potassii Iodidum;
Sulphur Iodatum; Syrupus Ferri Iodidi; Tinctura Iodinii Composita; Unguentnm Iodinii Composituw.
B.
M
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POSITUS.

"Take of Iodine slx d1·uchms j Iodide of Potassium an ounce and a lwlf;
Distilled Water a pint. Dissolve the Iodine and Iodide of Potassium in the
Water." U.S.
"Take of [odine two drachm!; Iodide of Potassium an oimce; Distilled Water
sixteen fluidrnmces [Imp. meas.]. Dissolve the Iodide and Iodine in the 'Yater
with gentle heat and agitation." Ed.
In these solutions iodine is dissolved in water with the assistance of iodide
of potassium. Iodine dissolves sparingly in water, but freely in a solution of
that salt. In using iodide of potassium to render iodine more soluble in water,
the iodide is generally taken in a quantity twice the weight of tbe iodine; and
this is the proportion adopted in the U.S. formula. The U.S. solution corresponds in strength with Lugol's concentrated solution of iodine with iodide of
potassium, and is intended to facilitate the administration of the combination
in drops. The Edinburgh preparation is a. weaker form of the same concentrated
solution of iodine, in which the iodide of potassium is taken in a quantity four
times the weight of the iodine, instead of twice its weight, the usual proportion
adopted. Ou the assumption that 16 Imperial fl.nidouncesareequal to the wine
pint, and they are only 5 fluidrachms less, it will be found, on comparing the
formulre, that the E<linbu rgli solution is one-th ird as strong in iodine, and twothirds as strong in iodide of potassium as that of the U.S. POOrmacopreia. The
medicinal properties of these solutions depend mainly on the free iodin e contained in them, by which their dose must be regulated, and not by the iodide of
potassium. The dose of the U. S. solution is six drops, containing about a
quarter of a grain of iodine, three times a day, given in four tablespoonfuls of
sweetened water, and graJually increased. For children the dose to begin with
is two drops. (See po,qe 411.) The Edinburgh solution may be given in doses
about three times as large.
B.

LINIMENT A.
Liniments.
These are preparations fotended for external use, of such a consistence as to
render them conveniently applicable to the skin by gentle friction with the hand.
They arc usually thicker than water, but thinner than the ointments, and arc
always liquid at the temperature of the body.
W.

LINIMENTUM l'ERUGINIS. Lond.

Liniment of Verdigris.

'''fake of Verdigris [Subacetate of Copper), in powder, an ounce; Vinegar
Dissolve the Verdigris in the Vinegar, and strain through linen; then gradually add the Honey, and boil down
to the proper consistence." Loncl.
It sometimes happens during the boiling of the acetic solution of the verdigris,
that a. red deposit rapidly forms, consisting of the red or suboxide of copper;
uud that, at the encl of the process, little or none of the metallic salt remains in
the preparation. 'l'his happens especially when granular honey is employed.
(llarley, Phw·m. Joum. and Trm1s., xi. 357.) The change is owing to the
decomposition of the oxide of copper by the grape sugar of the honey, conYcrting
it into lhe suboxide . The inference is that, in making the preparation, so as to
fulfil the intentions of the original prescription, fresh liquid honey should be
employed, which contains comparatively little glucose.
'l'Uis is an external stimulant and escharotic, and was formerly called 11lel
LEgyptiacunt. It is employed, either undiluted, or mixed with some mild oint-

seven fluidouncc::.; Honey fourteen ounces.
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ment, to destroy fungous granulations, or to repress their growth. In the latter
state, it is a useful stimulnnt to flabby, indolent, and ill-conditioned ulcers, and,
largely diluted with water, has been used as a gargle in venereal ulcerations of
the mouth and throat. It is sometimes also applied undiluted to such ulcers in
the fauce~, by means of a camel's-hair brush.
\\'.
LINIMENTU~I

of Amrnonia.

AMMONiiE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Volatile Liniment.

Liniment

"Take of Solution of Ammonia cijluidouncej Qlivc Oil twofluidounces. l\Iix

them." US.
'l'he London and Edinburgh processes agree with the above. The Dublin
College directs one jluidounce of its solution of nmruonia, and three jluidounccs
ofoliveoil.
The U.S., London, and Edinburgh Pbarmacopooias agree at present in the
strength of this liniment. In the preparation, the ammonia unites with the oil
to form a soap, which is partly dissolved, partly suspended in the water, producing a white, opaque emulsion. The liniment is an excellent rubefacient,
frequently employed in inflammatory affections of the throat, catarrhal and other
pectoral complaints of children, and in rheumatic pains. It is applied by rubbing it gently upon the skin, or placing a piece of flannel saturated with it over
the affected part. Should it oocasion too much inflammation, it must be diluted
.~~

Ll.NiilIENTUU Ai\HIONI.iE COi\IPOSITUM. Ed.
Linirnent of ..Ammonia.

~

Compound

"Take of Stronger Aqua Ammon ire (D. 0·880) [Stronger Solution of Ammonia] five fluidouncesj Tincture of Camphor twojl1iido11ncesj Spirit of Rosemary
jlnidounce. l\Iix them well together. 'l'his liniment may be al~o made
weaker for some purposes with three fluidounces of Tincture of Camphor and
two of Spirit of Rosemary." Ed.
This liniment is a very close imitation of Dr. Granville's counter-irritant
lotion. Like that, it is of two strengths; the stronger containing five-eighths
of its bulk of the ammoniacal solution, the weaker only five-tenths. 1'hey are
nothing more than dilutions in different degrees of the officinal Liquor Ammo1dre Furtioi-, which is ilsclf too powerful for convenient use. The tincture of
camphor and spirit of rosemary can scarcely exercise, iu this case, any peculiar
thcrapcutical influence. These preparations are employed as prompt and powerful rubcfo.:icnts, vesica.tories, or escharot.ics, in various neuralgic, gouty, rheumatic, spasmodic, and inflammatory affections, in which strong and speedy
counter-irritation is indicated. When mere rubcfaction is desired, the weaker
lotion may be used; and even for blistering or cauterizing, unless a very prompt
effect is necessary. In the latter case the stronger lotion should be resorted to.
They arc applied by means of linen folded several times, or a thick piece of flannel saturated with the liniment. A convenient mode is to fill the wooden cover
of a large pill or ointment box, an inch or two in diameter, with patent lint,
Raturate this with the liquid, and press it upon the part. The ammonia is thus
prevented from escaping, and a definite bound[lry given to the inflammation.
The application will generally produce rnbcfactiou in from o.ne to six or eight
minutes, vesic[ltion in from three to ten minutes, and a caustic effect in a some.
W.
what longer period.
om~

LINWENTUM AMMONI.iE SESQUICARBONATIS. Lond.
Liniment of Sesquicarbonate of Ammonia.
"Tnkc of Solution of Sesquicarbonale of Ammonia a .fluidounce; OliYe Oil
Shake them together until they are mixed." Lo1ld.

three jluidou11ces.
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In this, as in the liniment of ammonia, a liquid soap is formed; but the union
between the oil and alkali is less perfect.• and after a shor1 time the soapy matter
separates from the water. The preparation js therefore less elega.nt i and the
end which it was intended to answer, of affording a milder rubcfae1ent, may be
obtained by diluting the linim ent of ammonia with olive oil.
W.

LINIMENT UM CALCIS. U.S., Lo1id., Ed., D1<b. Lime Liniment.
"Take of Lime-water, Flaxseed Oil, each, twojluidounces. Mix. them ." U.S.
The London C'olleye directs tenjluidomices, each, of lime-water and olive oil;
the DuUin, tu;ofluidounceR, each, of the same ingredients; the Edinburgh, equal
mea.~ures of lime-water and flaxseed oil.
The lime forms a soap with tba oil, of which there is a great excess, that
Rcparates upon standing. OliYC oil, as directed by tha London and Dublin Col·
lcgcs, is often substituted for that of flaxseed; but possesses no other advantage
than that of having a less unpleasant odour. This is a very useful liniment in
recent burns and sca ld ~. lt is sometimes called Carron oil, from having been
much employed at the iron works of that name in Scotland. It is recommended
to be applied upon carJ.cd cotton.
W.
LINIMEN'l'U~I

CAMPIIOR1"E. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dztb. Campltor

, Liniment.
"Take of Camphor h"(f an. ou.ncej Olive Oil two fluidom1ces. Dissolve the
Camphor in the Oil." U. 8.
'l'hc Loudon and Edinli1agh Colleges direct an ounce of camphor, and four
fluidouncrs of oli\'e oil j the Dublin Colleye, an avoirdupois ounce of the form11:r
andfourjluido1rnces of the latter.
TL is is employed as an anodyne embrocation in sprains, bruises, rheumatic or
gouty affections of the j oints, antl other local pains. It is also supposed to have
a. discuticnt effect when rubbed upon gla.ndular swellings.
Mr. Wm. D. Price, of Burlington,~. J., proposes a modification of this lini·
ment, founded on the solvent power of chloroform oYer camphor, whereby the
preparation is made stronger wiLh camphor, and acquires also additional anodyne
influence from the chlo roform. The proposed liniment consists of an oum·e and
a half of camphor, two .fluidraclnns of chloroform, and tico fluidounces of oliYe
oil. It is useful in rheumatic and neuralgic pain:-J. (iY. J. J.Ued. Rep., ii. 217 .)
Off Prep. Unimeutum Hydrargy ri Compositum
W.

LINIMENTUM CAMPIIOR.iE CmIPOSITUM. Lond.,Diib. Compound Camphor Liniment.
"Take of Camphor two ounces and a half; Oil of Lavender aflU1.dmclim;
Rec~ified Spirit seventeen fluidounces; Stronger Solution of Ammonia three
jluidou11ce•. Dissolve the Camphor and Oil in the Spirit; then add the Am-

mo~~~ J::t~l~1~i~~~e~~~:~~ sfit~~lo~~~s[ ~~~ :~:~~;sf:f'~mphor; two fluidraclt11M
0

1

1

of oil of lavender, a pint and a half[Imp. meas.] of rectified spirit, and ltalfa
pint [Imp. meas.] of stronger solution of ammonia, and proceeds as above .
Thi s preparation desenes a place rather among the spirits or tinctures than
the linimenLs. It is used as a rubefacient and at the same time anodyne em bro·

ca~om;~~o~~~~n;I ~~~~~~~~~I~~~-u";;.t~.:l~·;:~'.er Liniment of ;;~nish Flies.
4
''1'akc of Spanish Flies, in powder, an ounce; Oi.J of Turpentine lialf a pint.
Digest for three hours, in a close vessel, by means of a water.bath, and strain."

U.8
"Take of Spanish Flies, in fine powder, th1·ce ounces [avoirdupois]; Olive Oil
twelve jluidounces. Digest the Flies iu the Oil for three hours, in a steam or
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water bath, and strain through flannel; express the residuum and strain the oil
thus oLtaincd; finally mix both products." Dub.
Oil of turpentine dissokes, especially with the aid of heat, the active principle
of cantbaridcs, o.nd, when impregnated with it, acquires in addition to its own
rubefacicut properties those of a powerful cpispastic. Tho U.S . liniment was
introduced into notice by the late Dr. Joseph Hartshorne, of Pbiladelphia, who
employed it with adva11tage as an external stimulant in the prostrate states of
typhus feve r. C;rnLion, however, is necessary in its uso, both to graduate it,s
streugth to the circumstances of the case, and not to apply it very extensively,
lest it may produce troublesome, if not dangerous vesication. If too powerful,
it ruay be diluted with oli>e or linseed oil. The Dublin preparation, in which
olive oi l is the solvent, exercises only the properties of the flies .
0.//: Prep. Unguent.um Cantharidis.
W.

LINIMEN'l'Ui\I ClW'l'ONIS. D"b. Croton Oil Liniment.
"Take of Croton Oil one jlufrlounce; Oil of Turpentine seven fluidounces.
.
Mix them with agitation." Dub.
'.l'bis is a. rubefacient and pustulating preparation, operating speedily in the
former capacity through the oil of turpentine, and more slowly in the latter
through the croton oil. From ten to thirty minims or more may be rubbed
upon a limited surface, and repeated twice a day or oftener till an eruption is

p•o<luced.

LINIMEN'l'Ui\I HYDRARGYRI. Lond.

.

W.

LINIMENTUM HYDRAR-

GYRI CoMPOSfTU;:\L Dub.
Mercurial Liniment.
"~l'ake of l\Icrcurial Ointment, I.Jard, eacb,/our ounces;

Camphor an ounce;
Rectified Spirit ajluidracl1m; Solution of Ammonia/our fluidounces. llub the
Camphor first with the Spirit, then with the Lard and Ointment; lastly, add
gradually the Solution of Ammonia, and mix the whole." Lond.
1
'Take of Ointment of 1'1ercury one ounce [avoirdupois]; Cnm1Jhor J.Jiniment,
Solution of Ammonia, of each, onejluidounce. l\Ielt the Ointment in the J.Jiniment, with a gentle heat, then add the Ammonia, and mix them with agitation."
Dub.
This is a stimulating liniment, employed for the discussion of chronic glandular enlargements, swellings of the joints, and venereal tumours, and to promote the absorption of collections of fluid. It is said to be more apt to salivate
than mercurial ointment. One draclun of it may be rubbed upon the affected
part night and morning.
W.

LINIMENTUM OPII. Lond., Ed., Dub.
A11odyne Liniment.

Liniment of Opium.

"Take of Castile Soap six ounces; Opium an ounce and a ha{(; Camphor
thre.e ounces; Oil of Rosemary siXfiuidrachrns; Rectified Spirit two pints [Imperial measure]. .Macerate the Soap and Opium in the Spirit for three days;
filter, add the Oil and Camphor, and agitate briskly." Ed.
The Lond. and Dub. Colleges mix their liniment of soap (Ti11ctura Sapon:{s
Uamphomta, [;~ S.) with tincture of opium; the former, in the proportion of
six measures of tbc liniment to tu·o of the tincture, the latter, in equal measures.
This is commonly called 01wdy11e liniment, and is employed as an anodyne
and gently ruLefacient embrocation in sprains, brnisC's, and rheumatic. and gouty
1mins. It differs from cornphornted tincture of S(JO]J only in contairnng opium,
and is most conveniently prepared by extemporaneously mixing that tincture
W.
with laudanum, as directed by the London and Dublin Colleges.

LL.'HMENTUM SAPONIS CAMPIIOHATUM. U. 8.
mted Soap Liniment. Opodeldoe.

Camplw-

"Take of Common So<1p, sliced, three ounces; Camphor an ounce; Oil of
Ro:-:eruary, Oil of Origa.nuw, cac!J, a jluidradmi; Alcohol a lJint. Digest tho
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Soap with the Alcohol, by means of a srrnd-bath, till it is dissolved; then add
the Camphor and Oils, and when they are clissnlvcd, pour the liriuor into broadmouthecl bottles. This liniment has, when cold, the consistence of a. soft oint-

ment." C.S.
This prcp:w1tion differ5 from the common soap liniment ('1 1/nC'tura Snp<>nis
Oamphorata, C. S.) chiefly in b eing prepared with common white soap, mnde
with animal fat, inste:td of Castile soap, which is ruade with olive oil. 'fhc
former is peculiarly :i<laptcd to the purposes of this formula, in consequence of

assuming, when its alcoholic solution cools, the consistence characteristic of the
liniment It is customary, after the solution of the soap ha s been effected, to
pour the liquor into small wide.mouthed glass bottles, containing about four
fluidounces, iu which it concretes into a soft, tramiluceat, uniform, yellowish.white
mass. This linim ent melts with the heat of the body, and therefore becomes
liquid when rubbed on the skin . It is much used, under the nam e of opodelrloc,
as an anodyne application in sprains, bruises, and rheumatic pains.
W.

LINIM EN'rUilI SIMPLEX. Ed.

Simple Liniment.

"Take of Olive Oil four parts; White Wax one pm'l. Dissolve the 'Wax in
the Oil with a gentle heat, and agitate well as the fused mass cools and concretes." E<l.
Tbi s may be used for keeping the skin soft and smooth in cold weather.
Off. Prep. Unguentum Zinci .
W.

LINHIENTCT:\I TEREBINTIIIN.iE. U. S., Lond., IJnb.
MENru~1 TEREBINTTIINATUJr.

Ed.

Lm-

Liniment of Turpentine.

"Take of Oil of Turpentine lw.lf a pint; Resin Cerate ci pound. .Add the
Oil of Turpentine to tho Cerate previously melted, and mix them.'' U.S.
''Take of Soft Soap two ounces; Camphor an 01mce; Oil of Turpentine sixteen.fluido1111c,,s. Shake them toge ther until they are mixed." Land.
''Take of Resinous Ointment/our ounces; Oil ot:..Turpentinefivejlitidounces;
Camphor half an ounce. Melt the ointment, and gradually mix with it the
Camphor and Oil, till a uniform liniment ba obtained. 1' Ed.
"Take of Oil of Turpcntinefivefluirlounccs; Ointment of R esi n dyht ounces
[avoirdupois]. Melt the Ointment, then add the Oil of Turpentine gradually,
and stir the mixture until a uniform liniment is obtained." Dub.
This preparation, made according to the U.S. and Dublin formulm, is the
liniment originally proposed by Dr. Kcntish 1 and subsequently so highly hurled
as a remedy in burns and scalds. It should be applied as soon after the occur.
rencc of th e accident as possible, and should be discontinued when the peculiar
inflammation excited by the fire is removed. The best mode of application is
to cover the burned or scalded surface with ple<lgets of patent lint sa.turate<l with
the linim ent. It should not be allowed to come in contact with the sound parts.
This liniment may also be successfully U.PJllied in other cases of cutaneous inflammation requiring stimulation, as in certain conditions of erysipelas. The
liniment of the London College is a stim ulating mixture, applicable wherever a
W.
powerful rubefacient impression is desired.

MAGNESIA.
Preparations of lifagnesia.
MAGNESIA. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Magnesia.

"Take of Carbonate of l\Iagnesia an.1J quantity. Put it into an earthen yes~
sel, and expose it to a re<l heat for two hours, or till the carbonic acid is wbolly
expellecl" U. S.
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"'.fake of C:.ubonatc of i)fognesia a pound. Burn it for two hours in a strong
fire." Lo11d.
"Take any com;enient quantity of Carbonate of Magnesia, expose it in a erucible to a full red heat for two hours, or till the powder, when ~u8pcndccl in
water, presents no effervescence on the addition of muriatic acid. Preserve the
prC1duct in well closed botlles." Ed.
11
Take Clf Carbonate of 1\Jagnesia any convenient qurmti(IJ. Introduce it into
a clay crucible closed loosely by a lid, and let th is be exposed to a low red beat
as long as a little of the magnesia, taken from the central part of the crucible,
when cooled, and clro]Jped into dilute sulphuric acid, continues to giYe rise to
effervescence. Let the product be presen·cd in well-closed bottles." Dub.
l3y exposure to a red heat, t-he water and carbonic acid of the carbonate of
magnef'ia are expelled, and the earth is obtained pure. According to Dr. Black,
the carbonate loses seven-twelfths of its weight b.v calcination. , 1Bmnde says
lhat the loss varies from 50 to 60 per cent., of which from 15 to 20 per cent.
is water. About the close of the process lhe earth exhibits a luminous or phosphorescent appearance, which is said to be a good critorion of its freedom from
carbonic acid. (.Duncan.) A more certain indication, howeYer, is the absence
of cffervc::;cence when muriatic acid is added to a little of the magnesia, preYiously mixed with water. It is an error to suppose that a very intense beat is
requisite in the calcination. The temperature of jgnition is sufficient for the
expulsion of the water and carbonic acid, and any increase serves only to l'en<ler
the magnesia harder, denser, less readily soluble in acids 1 and consequently less
useful as a medicine. In order to ensure a pure product, care should be taken
that the carbonate employed be free from lime. I t should be rubbed to powder
before being introduced into the pot or crucible; and, as in conscriuence of its
levity it occupies a >ery large space, the plan has been proposed of moistening
and compressing it in order to reduce its bulk. The magnesia. rnn.y thus be obtained of greater density; but this is an equivocal recommendation; and the
French pharmaceutical writers di rect that the nssels employed should be sufficiently large to contain a considerable quantity of the carbonate, without the
necessity of resorting to compression. The officinal direction, to keep the mag.
M::;ia, after it has been preparcrl, in well stopped glass vessels, is founded on the
fact that it absorbs carbonic acid and water from the air; but, as the absorption
of the n.cid goes on nry slowly, and that of water does not injure the preparation, the caution is often neglected in the shops. The great. bulk of the earth
renders its introduction into small bottles inconvenient. A four ounce bottle
holds only about an ounce of the purest and finest magnesia. Rut its specific
graYity is greatly increased by trituratiou; and fou r times the c1uantity may be
lhus got into the same space. (Joum. of the Phil. Col. of Plucrm., ii i. 198.)
The density of Henry's lJJa9nesia , which is at least four times that of the earth
prepared in the cw:dinary way, bas been ascribed to this cause. lt has also been
attributed to the influence of intem1e heat employed in the calcination. The
conjecture bas even been advanced, that this magnesia, wl1 ich has enjoyed so
great a popularity in England. and this .country, is prepared by JJ:ecipitating_a
solution of sulphate of magnesia by caustic potassa; as the earth afforded by this
plan is comparatively dense . I t is asserted that the magnc~ia, pr~parcd from the
ca!'bonatc procured by precipitating the sulphate of magnesia. with carbonate of
1

;~:~~:!tfi~~~ t~ht:~1~~~~~~!y~a~·bbo~::e~ c~1~e~· ;:ci°~sb!~~>~~i~~rf~~ J{1; t~~~~;~~!
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in common magnesia of a little sulphate of potassa, from which it 1s difficult
entirely to free it in. cons~q~cnce of .the s~aring solubility of this salt, and of a
portion of silica winch ongmalls existed rn the carbonate of potassa. employed
to decompose the sulphate of magnesia. and of which the carbonate of soda is
destitute. According to l\lr. Richard Phillips, jun ., if equivalent quant~ties of
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erystalliz~d sulphate of magnesia and crystallizccl carbonat~ of soda

be b?iled
together rn water, the mixture evaporated to dryness, the rcs1?ual sa.lts cal~mcd,
and the sulphate of soda dissoh-cd out by water, the magnesia obtamed will be
dense. (Am. Journ. of Phann., xvi. 118, from the Plwrm. Joum.) It is said
that if the heat be kept low during calciua.tion the rcsu lti_ng magnes~a. is li~Lr,
if high 1 it is dense. By packing the carbonate closely Ill the crumbl e, or by
moistening and then compressing it strongly in a. cloth, before calcination, a
heavy magnesia is obtained. The advantages of llenry's magnesia, indepcn~
dently of the couvcnience of its less bulk, are its greater softnt:ss, and more
roo.dy misc ibility with water. Preparati~ns similar to lleury's are made by T.
J. llusband and by Cha rles ]Wis, of Ph1ladelphia, and sold under the names
respectively of Husban(l's and of Ellis1s J.Uagnesia.*
P1·operlies, &c. l\Iagncsia is a very light, white, inodorous powder, of a feeble
alkaline taste. Its sp. gr. is common ly stated at 2·3. lt was deemed infusible,
till melted Ly means of th e compou nd blowpipe of Dr. Hare. Water spriuk lc<l
upon it is absorbed to the extent of about 18 per cent., but with scarcely any
incrctL.<:e of temperature. It is almost insoluble, requiring, accordiug to Dr. Fyf~,
5142 parts of water at 60°, and 36,000 parts of boiliug water for solution.
·water thus impreguat cd has no effect on vegetable colours; but magnesia itself
produces :i brown staiu by contact with moistened turmeric paper. Magnesia is
a metallic oxide, consisting of one equivalent of magnesium 12, and one of oxygen 8=:10. Alaynesiuni is a white, very brilliant metal, resembling sit.er,
malleable, fusible at a low temperature, and convertible into magnesia by the
comb in ed action of air and moisture. There is a hydrate of magnesia consi!-iting
of one equiv. of the ea rth and one of watier. Magnesia. forms with nitric aml
muriatic acids, salts wbich are soh1ble in alcohol, and very deliquescent. It is
prcC'ipitated from its saline solutions by the pure alkalies in the state of a hydrate,
and by the carbonates of po ttu~sa and soda as acarbon:-ite; but it is not prceipitatcd
by the.elkaline bicarbonates, nor by common carbonate of ammonia.
~Jagncsia is liable to contain, as impui;ities, carbonate of magnesio. 1 lime,
alumina, silica, and small quantities of the soluble salts employed or produced
in the preparation of th<' ('arhonate from which it is procured. The presence of
carbonate of magnesia is indicated by effervescence when the earth is dissolved

* 'fbe tl~ree kiuds of heavy mnguesia sold in 0~1r mnrkct h1n·e been examined by Pr~f.
Procter, with the following results. All nre heavier thnn common magnesia, more rend1\y
miscible with willer, smoother upon the tongue, and of a less quickly developed tnste: but
they differ in these respects, Henry's btnuding first, llusb:u1d'sscco11d, and Eilis's last.
But the two latter are much more readily acted on by acids tlmn Henry's, differing in this
respect little from each other. Both, moreover, though kss rcndily misciblr with water
thnn Henry's, nre longer retained in suspension, nod Eilis's exceeds Husband's in thi'J
quality. lnrcfcrcnce, therefore, to mere facility ofndminb1rationaud to tastc.itnppenr:;
thnttheimportc<lnuiguesiahns tbcndYantage; butforfonning liquid mixtures, and for
npidity of nntncid action, tl1e American 11re prcfcrnblc. llu sbnnd 's wns found to contnin
7 pcrecnt.ofcombinecl water; the two others lo!Stnt n red hcatouly se,·cn-tcuth:;ofone

pc~~~~~~rr~~~ f~:~-d~f;ri~·u;!i;:i!;r:~~·~:<l~~- t~1~ ~~icroscopc, to exhibit the snme forms ob3
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~~."2~e; )~:\~o~: ~e~:~c~~:~,~~~i;~~. small soft balls or mnsses. ( l'hflrn1. Jouni. mid 1'ran~.,
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methods, obtained the best r~ s ulta either by prccipitnting a hot concentrate~~ solution or
sulphnte ormagnesinwith n.hkesol ution ofc11rbonnteofsod11, orbydccomposi ngchloride
of magnesium by hc:it. For more preci;;;e informi\t.ion the render is referred to the pn.per
itself, vol. x.Hi. p. Hl3.-..'.\"ote to the le11tlt editl.tm.
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in muriatic acid. Lime, which is :i. very frequent impurity, ancl imparts to the
magnesia a more strongly alkaline and more disagreeable t.astc, is detected by
oxalate of ammonia or bicarbonate of potassa. Neither of these salts disturbs a.
neutral solution of pure magnesia in a dilute acid; but if lime be present, both
produce precipitates, the former of oxnlate, the latter of carbonate of lime. As
magnesia is completely dissolved by muriatic acid , silica and other impurities
insoluble in that acid would be left behind. Alumina is indicated by the production of a precipitate, when ammonia is added in excess to a solution of fifty
grains of magnesia. in a. fluidounce of muriatic acid. ( Uhristison's .Di.pensatory.)
If lhe magnesia contain a soluble sulphate or carbonate, from iusufficient washing
of the carbonate of magnesia, from which it was prepared, ch loride of barium
will reveal it by producing a precipitate with water digested on the magnesia.
JJledicalPropertiesand Uses. l\fognesia is antacid and laxative; and is much
&nployed, un<ler the name of calcined ma!Jnesia, in dyspepsia, sick headache,
gout, and other complaints attended with sour stomach and constipation. It is
also a. favourite remedy iu the complaints of child ren, in which acidity of the
primre vire is often a prominent symptom. Its antacid properties render it very
useful in graYel attended with an excessive secretion of uric acid. Its advantages
over carbonate of magnesia are that it may be giveu in a sma.ller dose, and does
not occasion flatulence. The dose as a. laxative is from thirty grains to a draehm;
as an antacid merely, or antilithic, from ten to thirty grains twice a day. When
it meets with no acid, it is apt to liuger in the stomach or bowels, and may in
that case be followed by lemonade. It should be administered in water or milk,
and should be thoroughly triturated so as to render the mixture uniform. If
mixed with less than 14 or 15 times its weight of water, and allowed to stand
for a d::i.y or two, magnesia. is npt to form with the liquid a more or le~s concrete
mass, owinp: to the productiob of a hydrate of the earth, and the solidific:ttion of
a portion of the water. This change does not take place, or at least takes place
much less readily, when magnesia already saturated with moisture is employed
instead of that freshly calciucd. It has been conjectured that anhydrous magnesia might prove injurious in the stomach by solidifying its liquid contents;
and the earth which has become saturated with moisture by exposure to a damp
air is preferably recommended. (Joun1. de Phann., 3e sfr. iv. 3GO, and v. 475.)
Freshly precipitated hydrate of magnesia will serve as an antidote to arseuious
ncid, though less efficient than hydrated scsquioxide of iron. l\lagncsia is used
in the process for preparing veratria.
Off: Prep. Pilulro Copaibre; Pulvis Rhci Compositus; 'l'rochisci Magnesiro.

w.

LIQUOR MAGNESI.iE CITRATIS. U.S.

Solution of Citrate of

Magnesia.
"1'ake of Carbonate of Magnesia five drach71ls; Citric Acid se1•w drachrns and
a lialj; Syrup of Citric Acid two fluidounces : Water a s11j/icient g11a11tif.1J· Dissolve the Citric Acid in fou r fiuidounccs of Water, and add to the solution four
drachms of the Carbonate of Magnesia, previously rubbed witb thrccfluidounces
of Water. 'Yhen the reaction has ceased, filter the solution into a strong ght~s
bottle, of the capacity of twelve fluidounces, into which the Syrup of Citric Acid
has been previously introduced. Rub the remaining Carbon:ttc of Magne:;ia.
with two fluidounces of Water, and pour the mixture into the bottle, which is
then to be tightly corked, and secured with twine. Lastly, shake the mixture
occasionally uutil it becomes transparent." V. S.
This new officinal of the U. S. Pharmacopceia. of 1850 is founded on a preparation proposed by 1\1. RogC Delabarre, and improved by 1\1. Rabourdiu, of
Paris. It is an aqueous solution of citrate of magnesia, containing an excess of
citric acid, impregnated with carbonic acid, and sweetened with syrup. The ex-
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cess of citric ncid taken, toP'clher with the citric acid in t?e syrup, amom~ts to
about 14! grains. Four-fiftbs of the carbonate of magnesia arc dissolved rn the

~~r~:i~~dfil~~~:ii:~~~ ~}~~d 5;i:~~t~r°~i~~:~~~~:'c~~~-~~i:~tinofh:l~~~tl~s- in~;1~:s~~

tnttinn serves to separate any gritty impurities which may happen to be contained
in the carbonate. '.11hc reserved fifth of the c:nbonate is now rubbed up with
water, and added to the bottle, which is then tightly closed with a cork, secured
Uy twine. This last addition of carbonate of magnesia generates a fresh portion
of th e citrate, with evolution of carbonic acid, which is prevented from csraping
from the bottle by its immedinte and firm closure. 'l'hc magnesia, thus added,
is not sufficient to neutralize the whole of the free citric acid; so that the preparation, when finished, is still an acid citrate of magnesia. If the portion of
carbonate of magnesia used in completing th e preparation should be impure, and
uot all soluble in the citric acid, it will gi'\"e ri se to a sediment in the solution.
Any similar insoluble portion, depending upon impurity in the carbona.te first
dis::;olved, is removed by th e filtration ordered. The dispensing apothecary will
Le able to judge of the quality of his carbonate of magn esia by the solution of it
in the citric acid in the beginning of th e process; for, if good, it will entirely
dissolve, and filtration will not remoYe anything The total bulk of the liquid
ingredients is eleven fiui<lounces; but the solut ion of the solids will increaSi
the tota l volume to near twell'c fl.uidounces, the capacity of the bottle directed.
Properties, &c. This solution is a transparent liquid, having an agreeable
taste, like that of lemonade. Overlooking the slight excess of acid which it
contains, the salt present in it may be considered to be the neutral or tribasic
citrate, consisting of one eq. of citric acid and three of magnesia. In the recent
solution this salt is wholly solubl e, but in that which has been kept for some days
it undergoes a molecular change, and precipitates fls a white granular powder,
rendering the solution unfit for medicinal use. Th is precipitate has been analyzed by Prof. Procter, who finds it to consist of one eq. of citri c acid, three M
magnesia, and fourteen of water. (Am. Journ. of Pharm., July, 1851.) Various modes have been suggested of obviating th e liability of this solution to
precipitate upon be ing kept. Some have used a. considerable excess of acid ;
and a solution made in this way will keC'p for a longer time. Although it is true
th at the officinal solution will form a deposit on being kept, yet it must be recolle~ted that it was neYer intended to be kept.
It is strictly an extemporaneous
solut10n, to be made at the time it is ordered. The revisers of the U.S. Pharmacopceia so considered it, and, therefore, ordered a qurmtity to be made in the
formula, equal to a full close. 'l'he formula calls for filtration; and the solution
of the second portion of ca rbonate of magnesia added requires at least half an
l10ur to effect it. To avoid the loss of time tLus occasioned, some pharmaceutists
use magnesia. instead of the carbonate, thus forming a solution which rarely
requires filtering, ~ad complete the preparation by adding forty grains of bicarbonate of potassa, instead of the reserved carbonate of magnesia, with the effect
of forming a clear solution at once, and of introducing into it a small portion of
citrate of potassa. These varations from the formula are not admissible when
th e U. S. solu li on is prescribed under its officinal name, or is clearly indicated
as the prPparation wanted.
Dol'vault m~kes a solid citrate of magnesia which is perfectly and readily soluble, by melting on a sand-bath one lnmdred parts of crystalli zed citric acid in
its water of crystallization, uud thoroughly incorporating with itt1cenfy.niueJ)(ats
of cah:ined nrngbesia. A pasty mixture is thus formed, which soon lrnrden::;, and
may be pulverized for use. Citrate of magnesia, thus prepared, is i:mluble in
twice its weight of water. When in saturated solution it soon prccipit•ltcs as a
nearly ~mwluble hyclrn.te; but whe? dissolYcd in eight or ten times its weight of
water, it forms a permanent solut ion. See the report on the solid citrutc, made
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by E. Parrish and A. Smith, to the Phil. Coll. of Pharmacy (Ani. Journ. ~f

Plwrm., April, 1852, p. 113), and 1\1. E. Robiquet's paper on lemonades of
citrate of magnesia. (Journ. de Pltarm., April, 1852, p. 295).
Medi'cal Properties. This solution is a. cooling cathartic, and operates mildly.
It has come into extensive use in Pliiladelphia, a.nd perhaps other cities in the
Union, on account of' tbe facility with which it may be taken. The dose as a.
full purge is the whole quantity directed in the formula, or twelve fluidounces;
as a laxative, half that quantity or less. In rela.tion to this soluti on, see a pnper
by Prof. Procter, in the Am. Jouni. of Pha,rm. for July, 1851.
ll.

MELLITA.
Prepamtions of Honey.
Honey is used in pharmacy chiefly as the vehicle of more acLive medicines.
It is said to have this advantage over syrup, that i~ preparations are less apt to
become candied; but, as it contains principles which disagree with the stomach
in many persons, and as its variable consistence prevents the same exact precision
in regard to proportion as is attainable with a. solution of pure suga,r, it is at
present little employed. The preparations in which honey and vinegar arc combined are called Oxymels.
Medicated honrys are of a proper consistence, if, when a small quantity, al~
lowed to cool upon a plate, is divided by the edge of a spoon, the portions do
not readily coulesce. A more accurate criterion, however, is their specific gra'\'ity, which should be 1·319 (35° B.) at ordinary temperatures, and 1·2G l (30°
B.) at the boiling point of water. 1'he specific gravity is most readily determined by means of th e saccharometer.
W.

MEL DESPUMATUl\L U.S. MEL DEPURATUll!. Dub. (Jlai·ified
Honey.
"Take of Honey ony quantity. Melt it by means of a. water-bath, and then
remove the scum." (J.S.
The Dublin Uollege prepares it by melting in a water-bath, and straining while
hot through flannel.
Honey, by the heat of the water-bath, becomes so fluid that the wax and other
lighter impurities which it contains rise to the surface, and may be skimmed off;
while the heavier substances which may have been acciJentally or fraudulently
added, such as sand or other earth, sink to the bottom.
The following method of clarifying honey has been practised in France. Take
of white honey 3000 parts; water 750 parts; carbonate of lime, powdered and
washed, 06 parts. Mix them in a suitable vessel, and boil for three minutes,
stirring constantly. Then add 96 parts of animal charcoal previously washed,
heated to redness, powdered, and sifted, and boil for a few minutes. Lastly,
add the whites of two eggs beat up with 500 parts of water, and bring the liquid
to the boiling point. Withdmw the vessel from the fire, and, after the mixture
has cooled for fifteen minutes, strain it through flann el, and repeat the straining
till the liquid passes perfectly clear. Should it not have the proper consistence,
it should be concentrated sufficiently by a. quick boiling. 'l'hc use of the carbonate of lime is to saturate any acid in the honey, which might favour the
formation of glucose, and thus increase the tendency to granulation. The
French Codex simply directs six pounds of white honey to be heated with three
pounds of water, skimmed, concentrated to 30° B. while boiling hot, and then
strained through flannel.
The following method of clarifying hon ey is recommended by Andre von
Hirschberg. Boil twenty-five pounds of honey, to which ha.If the quantity of
68
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fibres. "When the mixture cools, put it into a woollen filte ring-bag, previously
moistenedi and allow the honey to pass. It comes away perfectly clear. 'l'he
paper pulp may then be wa!:!hed, and the dark wine-coloured liquid which passes,
evaporated by a. water-bath to the proper consistence. (Pharni.Journ. and'l1rans.,
ix. 5-!3, from Arch. der Phann.)
Houey clarified with carbonate of lime and animal charcoal, as in the first

process described, is as clear and colourless as syrup made with sugar, but still
retains a peculiar flavour. It is less disposed to ferment than crude honey, and
is said not to be so liable to produce griping pain when swa.llo.wed.
O.D'. Prep. Confectio Arornatica; Confcctio Opii; Confect10 Piperis Nigri;
Confectio llosro; Confectio Scammonii; Confect10 Sulphuris; Confectio Tcrebinthinre; Mel Boracis; Mel llos::c; Oxymel; Osymel Scillre; Piluke Ferri
Carbonatis; T inctura Opii Camphorata..
W.

MEL BORACIS. Lond., Ed., Dub.

Iloney of Borax.

"Take of Borax, in powder, a dra1·hrn; Iloncy [Ularified Honey, .Dub.] an
ounce. Mix them." Lond., Ed., Dub .
This preparation might well be left to extemporaneous prescription. It is
used in the thrush of infants, and aphthous ulcerations of the mouth.
W.

MEL ROSJE. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Honey of Roses.

"Take of Bed Roses, in coarse powder, two ounces; Clarified Honey twenty
finidounces; Boiling Water tu;elve fluidounces. Macerate the Roses in eight
fluidou nces of boiling 'Vater for four hours, in a glass or earthen vessel; then,
with strong pressure, remove as much as possible of the infusion, and set it aside.
Macerate the residue in four fluidounces of the boiling Water for half an hour,
and again express. lleserving four fiuidounces of the first infusion, mix the
remainder with the infusion last obtained, add the IJoney, and by means of a
water· bath evaporate to a pint. J..astly, add the reserved infusion, and strain. 11 U.S.
The London College macerates four ounees of dried red roses in sixteen .fiuidounces of boiling distilled water for two hours; then gently expresses with the
hanJ, and strains. The residue it macerates for a little while iu e(yht fluidmmces of boiling water, and pours off the liquor. To this it adds the half of the
former infusion, and places the other half aside. Lastly, it adds the mixed
liquors to the honey, and evaporates by a water-bath, so that upon the admixture of the liquor set aside, the proper consistence may be obtained. Tbe Ediniurgh College, operating upon the same quantity of roses and honey, infuses the
petals for six hours in lu;o pints and a half [Imperial mea-sure] of boiling water,
strains with expression, allows the impurities to snbsiJe, decants the clear liquor,
adds the honey, and en1pora.tes in the vupour-bath to the consistence of syrup,
removing the scum which forms .
The object in reserving a portion of the first infusion, as in the U.S . and
London processei::, is to a.void the evaporation of the volatile oil in the concentration of the infusion, and thus to preserve the flavour as well as the astringency of the roses in the preparation. '!'he honey of roses forms a pleasant
addition to the gargles employed in inflammation und ulceration of the mouth
and th roat.
W.

OX:YMEL. Lond., Dub.

Oxymel.

"Take of Acetic Acid SPVen fl.uidou11ces; Distilled Water eiglit jhdd01mces;
ITonC'y .fivqJounds. Add the Acid to the Water, and mix them wiLh thelloney
previously heated.' 1 Lond.
•
"'.fake of Clarified Honey orwpound [avoirdupois]; Acetic Acid of Commerce
(sp. gr. I ·OH) three ounn~s [avoird]. l\lix the Acid with the Houey previously
heated." .Dub.
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This mixture of honey and vinegar forms a pleasant addition to gargles, nnd
is sometimes used as a vehicle of expectorant medicines, and to impart flavour

to drinks in febrile complaints.

W.

OXYMEL SCILLJE. U. 8., L ond. Oxymel of Squill.
"~J.1ake of Vinegar C1f Squi ll

tu:o pints; Clarified H oney a pint and a half.

Mix them, and evaporate by means of a water-bath to the proper consistence.
Tbe specific gravit.y of the Oxymel of Squill should be 1·32." fl. S
The London College takes five pounds of honey and two pints and a lwlf [Im~
perial mea~ure] of vincg:ar of squill, e\"'aporates the vinegar with a slow fire to
twelve fluidounces, and rnixes it with the honey previously heated.
'.l'his preparation has the virtues of squi\1 1 but is in no respect superior to the
syrup. Prepared according to the directions of the J_Jondon College, it would be
very liable to be injured by heat. It is chiefl y used as an expectorant in chronic
catarrh, humoral asthma, hooping-cough, and generally in those states of the
pulmonary organs in which the bronchial tubCs are loaded with a. viscid mu cus
of difficult expectorat ion. 1'hc dose is from one to two fluidrachms. In large
doses it is emetic, and as such may sometimes be given with advantage in
infantile croup and catarrh.
"\V •

.MISTUR.1E.
llfixtures.
This term ~hnuld be rrstricted, in the language of pharmacy, to those preparations in wbicb in!:3oluble substances, whether solid or liquid, are suspended in
watery fluid::i, by the intervention of gum Arabic, sugar, the yolk of eggs, or
ntber viscid matter. 'Vhen the suspended substa11ce is of an oleaginous nature,
the mixture is sometimes called an emulsion. The object of these preparatious
is usually to facilitate the administration, to conceal the taf::te, or to obviate the
nauseating effects 0f uupleasant medicines i and tbeir perfection depends upon
the iotimac-y with which the ingredients are blended. Some ski ll and care are
requisite for the production of a uniform and perfect mixture. As a general
rule, the body to be suspended -should be thoroughly mixed by trituration with
the substance intended to act as tbe intermedium, before tbe watery vehicle is
added. In the case of the liquid balsams and oi ls, if gum Arabic be employed
as the intermeclium, it should be previously brought to the state of mm:il:ige of
the consistence directed in the U.S. Pharmacopreia.. The white of eggs has
been frequently ordered by physicians as the suspending substuncc; but it is
inferior for this purpo~e to the yolk, or to gum Arabic. When the white is
used it should be well beaten, and incorporaterl with the oleaginous or balsamic
substances before the water is added.* Mixtures are generally the objects·of
extemporaneous prescription; but a few have been deemed of sufficient importance to merit a phlCe in the Pharmacopccias. 'fbey should be prepared only
when wrmted for use.
W.

MIS'l'ORA ACACilE. Ed.

Gum Arabic lliixture.

"Take of .Mucilage [of gum Arabic] tlu·ee fluidouncesj Sweet Almonds one
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ounce and two dracltrnsJ· Pure Sugar five draclimsj Water lwo pints [Imperial
measure]. Steep the Almonds in hot water and peel ~hem; beat them to a
smooth pulp in an earthenware or marble mortar, first with the Sugar, and then
with the Mucilage; add the water gradually, stirring constantly, then strain
through linen or calico." Ed.
This mixture is m~ed as a demulcent in the close of one or two fiuidounces, or
as a vehicle for various medicines in inflammatory affections of the bronchial,
alimentary, and urinary mucous membranes.
W.

MIS'l'URA AL'L'HlElE. Ed. Marsh Nallow JJfixtiwe.
11
Take of AJthooa-root, dried,/our ounces; Raisins, freed of the seeds, ttco
ounces; boiling Water five pints [Imperial measure). 13oi l down to three pints;
strain through linen or calico, and when the sediment has subsided, pour off the
clear liquor for use." Ed.
This should have been placed by the Edinburgh Pharmacopc:eia among the
decoctions. It is essentially a mucilage flavoured with raisins, and mny be used
a.dr:mtagcously as a drink, in all cases in which demulcents are indicatt!d. W.

MISTURA AMMONIAC!. U.S., Lond., Dllb. Ammoniac llfixture.
"Take· of Ammoniac two drachrns; 'Yater half a pint. llub the Ammoniac
with tbe Water gradually addCd, until they are thoroughly mixed." U.S.
'fhe London College takes five dracltms of prepared ammoniac, and a pint [Imperial measure] of water; the .Dublin, two drachms [Dublin weight] of ammoniac
!i.Ud e(qht fluidounces of water; both procee<l as aboYe, the Dublin directing that
the mixture should be strained through muslin.
In this mixture the insoluble part of the ammoniac is suspended by means
of the gum, imparting a milky appearance to the preparation, which, from this
circumstance, was formerly called lac amrnoniaci or milk of ammoniac. The
greater portion of the resin subsides upon standi ng. The mixture is slightly
W.
curdled by acids. The dose is from one to two tablespoonfuls.

MIS'l'URA AThlYGDAL.iE. U.S., Lond., D"b.

U1sTURA

AMYG-

Ed. Almond JJiixture. Almond Emulsion.
"Take of Sweet Almonds holf an ounre; Gum Arabic, in powder1 half a
drockm; Sugar two draclnns; Distilled Water e(qhtfluidou11ces. Macerate the
Almonds in water, and, haYing removed their externa l coat, beat them with the
Oum Arabic and Sngar, in a marble mortar, till they arc thoroughly mixedj then
rub the mixture with the Distilled 'Vn.ter gradually added, and strain." U.S.
"Take of Almond Confection two ounces and a half; Distilled Water a pint
[Imperial measure]. 'l'o the Confection, while rubbing it, gradually add the Water
till they are mixed; then strain through linen." Lond.
. "Take of Conserve of Almonds two ounces; \later two pints [Imp. measure].
Add th e Water gradually to the Confection, triturating constantly; anJ. then strain
through linen or calico. Or,
"Take of Sweet Almonds oue ounce and lwo drachms; Pure Sugar fivedrachms;
1\1 ucilage half a fluidounce; Water two pints [lrnp. measure]. Steep the Almonds
in bot water and peel them; and proceed as for the Mistura Acacire." Ed.
"Ta.kc of Sweet Almonds five drachrns [Dub. weight]; Refined Sugar two
drachms [Dub. weight]; Gum Arabic, iu powder, one drachm [Dub. weight];
Distilled Water e1"gltt [jluid]ounres. Steep the Almonds iu hot water for five
minutes, aud, having rewoved their external coat, beat them with the Sugar and
Gum, iu a mortar, into a coarse powder; add the ·water gradually, and triturate
so as to form a uniform mixture. Finally, strain through muslin." Dub.
Of the above modes of pl'epa.ring the nlmond emulsion, we prefer those in
which tLe mixture is ma~e directly from the almonds, antl not from the con·
foc.:tiou. This very speedily spoils if kept; and it woulU be a very unnecessary
DALARUM .
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complication of the process to prepare it each time that the emulsion might be
wanted. The London and first Edinburgh processes arc, therefore, objectionable.
In the second process of the Edinburgh College, mucilage is employed iu,c;tead of
powdered gum Ara.hie, but the latter is preferable, as less likely to have undergone cLangc. 'l'hc preparations, however, of the different Pharmacopceia.~ arc
essentially the same. The gum Arabic in these formulre is introduced not so
much for its demulcent properties as to assist in the suspension of the in~olublc
ingredients of the almonds. In the l\listura Acacire, described at page 1075, it
is tLe prominent ingredient. 'l'hc same formula will answer for the preparation
of an emnlsion of bitter almonds, which ma.y be prefened to the present when a
slight influence of hydrocyauic aci<l is desired.
The oleaginous matter of the almonds is suspended in the water by means of
their albumen, gum, and sugar, forming a. milky emulsion. ·when the almonds
themselves are employed, as in the U.S. process, care should be taken to reduce
them to the consistence of a paste previously to the addition of the water; and
with each succcssi\'e portion of fluid a uniform mixture shou ld be formed before
another portion is added. Common water, when not >cry impure, may he properly substituted for the distilled. Great care should be taken to select the
almonds perfectly free from rancidity. The mixture is not permanent. Ppon
standing, the oil rises like tliick cream to the surface, and the scpara.tion is effected
more quickly by heat, alcohol, and the acids, which coagulate the albumen. It
has a close analogy to milk in chemical relations as well ac; in appearance. The
preparation, in warm weather, soon becomes sour, nnd unfit for use.
'The almond mixture has a bland taste, and may be used as an agreeable, nutritive demulcent in catarrba l anJ dyscntcric affections, and irritation of the urinary passages. To be of service it must be freely employed. From two to eight
fluidounccs may be taken at once. lt is occasionally employed as the vehicle of
less agreeable medicines; but should not be used in connexion with any considerabl e quantity of tinctures, acidulous salts, or other substances containing an
W.
excess of acid.

MIS'l'URA ASSAF<E'l'IDJE. U. 8.

As..afetida llfixture.

" Take of Assafetida. two ilrathms j 'Vater ltalf a pint. Rub the Assnfcti<la
with the Water gradually added, until they are thoroughly mixed." U. S.
This mixture, from its whiteness and opacity, is frequently called lac assa.fatidce, or 1nill.. of assafetida. It is, as a general rule, the best form for the
administration of this antispasmodic, being less stimulant than the tincture, and
more prompt in its action than the pill. Its excessively disagreeable smell and
taste arc, however, objections, which induce a frequent preference of tbe lastmentioned preparation. It is very often employed as an enema. The dose is
from one to two tablespoonfuls frequently repeated. l?rom two to four fluidounces may be gi\·en by the rectum.*
W.

J\IIS'l'URA CAMPilORJE CUM MAGNESIA. Ed. llfixture of
Camphor with ~JJiagnesia .
"Take of Camphor ten grains; Ca.rbonatc of Magnesia fu;enl!Jfl.ve grains;
Water six flui"dourices.
Trituratc the Camphor and Carbonate of Magnesia
together, adding the Water gradually." Ed.
*Syrup of .Aswfelida. Such a preparation hns been proposed by Mr. Richard P~tty. Ile
has found the following formula to nuswer the purpose best. Take of nssnfetida ,5J. boiling

~g;~~~~fi~~'tfJ;:~~!~i~~f.:::f{~t?~~~~l~i ~J~~f;~f~lf;~~~:'.}f~~~~f~~~;~,~:~~t]

altered in u. short time. The <lose is the _same as that of the mixture. (Am. Journ. of
Ph.arm., x.x.h. 319.)-Note to tile tenllL ediliort.
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This differs from the Aqua Camphm·re of the U.S. Pharmacopreia, in wbi~h,
though the camphor is dissohred by the inten'ention of carbonat~ of magnesia,
the latter is afterwards separated b_y filtration. In th~ above m1xt~re the carbonate of magnesia is retained· and an anodyne, autacad, and laxative draught
is formed, which, though it m~y someti mes be given with advantage, hardly
deserves a place among the oilicinal preparations.
.
.
Camphor, with a view to its full effects upon _the system, 1s ~requ~ntly g1v~n
in the form of li<juid mixture, being suspended 1~ :water by .rnnous mtermedia,
as gum Arabic, the yolk of cggs 1 &c. The add1t1on o.f resmous substan~es, as
mynh for example, softens the camphor, and enables it to be more readi ly re·
taincd in suspension. Chloroforrn, by its sokent power over camphor, answers
thi1:1 purpose admirably. (See Oampl1ora, p. 164.) ])cforc mixing camphor with
the suspending subs tance, it should be powdered with the aid of a fow drops of
alcohol. A gocid plan also is to rub it first with half its weight of olive oil, then
with sugar and gum Arabic, and lastly, with water gradually added.
W.

l\IISTURA CREASOTI. Ed.

Cieasote Mixture .

"Take of Creasote and Acetic Acid, of each, sixteen ~ninims; Compound Spirit
of J -u niper and Syrup, of eacb 1 one flaidounce; ·water fourteen jfoidounccs.
l\lix the Creasote with the AciJ, then gradually the Water, and lastly the Syrup
and Spirit." Ed.
Th e dose of this mixture is a fluidounce, containing a minim of creasote.

rf• ~ga~;~~tr.~::~~~jk ~;~• a: o:~:..~i~·gf;l[~~fin~t~u!I~;~~;~:

0

in

powder, each, two (fraclims; Cinnamon 'Yater, 'Vater, each, four jfoidounces.
Rub them together till th ey are thoroughly mixed." U.S .
. vr he London G'ollege orders lw(f an Oll7l.Ce of prepared chalk, three draclmis of
ugar, a fluidounce and a half of mixture (mucilage) of gum Arabic, and
eiyhteen fiuidounces of cinnamon water. The Edi11&uryh Oollege takes ten
drachrns of prepared chalk, .five dracltms of pure sugar, three .fluidounces of mucilage of gum Arabic, two onnces (f:lu id ouuccs) of spirit of cinnamon, and tu:o
Imperial pints of water i rubs the chalk, mucilage, and sugar together, and then
adds gradually the water and spirit of cinnamon . 'l'L e Dulilin Collef!e rubs tu:o
drachm.<; [Dub. weight] of prepared chalk with seven jluidowices of cinnamon
water, then adds liuif ajluidounce, ealh, of mucilage of gum Arabic and simple
syrup, and mixes.
This mixture is a convenient form for administering chalk, and is much employed in looseness of the bowels accompanied with acidity . Laudanum and
kiuo or catechu are very ofLen added to increase its astringency. The dose is a
tablespoonful frequ ently repeated .
W.

l\IISTURA FERRI ARmIATICA. Dub.
Iron.

Aromatic Mixture of

"Take of Peruvian Bark (crown or pale), in powder, one ounce; Calumba.
R oot, in coarse powder, three dmchms; Cloves, bruised, two drachms ; Filiugs
of Iron, separated by a ma~n ct, ~wif <.m ouitce. Digest for three days in a
eovere<l vessel, with occasional ag1tation, with as ruuch Peppermint Water as
will give twelve [}luid]u1rncf'S of a. filtereJ product, and then add, of Compound
Tincture of Carda.mom three [fluid] ounces j Tincture of Orange Peel three [jim'd]
rll'w.:frnts. 'l'Lis mixture ::!houlJ be kept in a well stopped bottle." Dub. The
weights used here are the a.voirdupois, with the Dublin divisions.
Thi s is au aromatic infusion of Peruvian bark and colurubo, and h:>.s not the
slight.est cla.im to the title given it in the Pharma.copcei<Li as it coutains but a
very small proportion of iron, and that iu a state of solution, not of mixture.
In con::;ecJucucc of the action of some of the vegetable principles upon the filings,
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to the liquor;
enough of the metal is taken up to impart a greenish-black colour
dimiuished
but the quantity i:. not appreciable, as the filings seem to be srarcely
of one or
by the process. The preparation may be given as a tonic in the dose
W.
two fluidounccs.

:\IIS'l'UIU FERRI CO)IPOSI'l'A. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Compound 111.ixtttre of Iron.
Sulphate

''Take of Myrrh a dmclim; Cnrbonate of Potassa t1ce11fyjive grains;
Sugar [reof Iron, in powder, (t scruple; Spirit of Lavender ha(( a jfoidowue;
the i\lyrrh
fined) a drachm; Rose Water sevm jluidounces and a half Rub
Spirit of I.iawith the Rose Water gradually added; then mix with these the
of Iron.
Sulphate
vcnder, Sugar, and Carbonate of Potassa, and, lastly, the
well stopped."
Pour the mixture immediately into a glass bottle, which is to be

U.S.
"Take of ?tfyrrh, in powder, two drarhms; Carbonate of Potassa a drachm;
in powder,
Rose Water ei'ghteen jluidowu:es [Imperial measure]; Sulphate of Iron,
rlrachms.
t1co scruplf's and (t half; Spirit of Nutmeg a .fhifrfounce; Sugar two
le rubbing, add
Rub the l\lyrrh with the Spir it and Carbonate; and to these, whi
tbe l\lixture
first the Rose Water with the Sugar, a.nd then the Sulphate. Put
immediately iuto a glass vessel, and stop it.1' Lond.
the myrrh
The Edi11burgh process differs from the London only in using
College takes a
bruised, and the sulphate of iron in coarse powder. The Dublin
of
drachm of myrrh, half a draclwi of pure carbonate of potassn, ajluidrachm
sugar, and
essence of nutmeg-, eightjhtidowice s of rose water 1 a drw·lnnof refined
the myrrh,
ha(( a drm:lon of sulphate of iron, ·usi119 tlt.P Dublin u:ei!J!tts; rubs
then adds the
carbonate, and e~sence with seven fluidounccs of the rose water;
puts the mixsulphate dissoh,cd in the remainini:r fluidounce of rose water, and
ture into a bottle, to be tightly corked.
myrrh
This is very nearly the s;une with the celebrated tonic or antihectic
the carbonate
mixture of Dr. Griffith. 'l'be sulphate of iron is decomposed by
of protoxide
of potassa, with the production of sulphate of potassa aud carbonate
comsaponaceous
a
forms
carbonate
of iron; while the excess of tbe alkaline
which it
pound with the myrrh. The mixture is at first of a green ish colour,
the protoxide
loses upon exposure to the air, in conseq~ence of the eonvertiion of
be kept
of iron of the carbonate into the red or sef;quioxidc. It may, however,
be well
for some time without change, if the vessel in which it is contained
for use. The
closed; but the best plan is to prepare it only when it is wanted
oxidafurther
the
retard
to
somewhat
sugar contained in it probably contributes
act
would
tion of the protoxiU.e of iron, and if considerably increased in a.mount
be selected,
still more efficiently. The finest pieces of myrrh in lump should
as the powand rubbed clown for the occasion with a little of the rose water;
good mixture.
dered myrrh of th e shops is often impure, and docs not make a
when
This mixture is a good tonic in debility of the digestive organs, especially
it is used with
attended with derangement of the menstrual function. llence
also much emadvantage in chlorosis and hysterical affections. It has been
contraindicated
ployed in tile hecti c fever of pbthisis and chronic catarrh. It is
The dose
by the existence of inflammation of the ga:;tric mucous membrane.
,Y.
is one or two £1.uidounces two or three timeaa day .

MIS'l'URA GENTIAN;E CO:\IPOSI'l'A. Lond.
ture of Gentian.

Compound Mix-

Infu"'fake of Compound Infusion of Gentian twelve.fluidounces; Compound

tu·ojluidounces.
sion of Senna si.r jluidounces; Compound Tincture of Cardamom
Mix them." f..JOml.
constipation.
A tonic nnd cathartic prcp:lration adapted to dyspepsia and
W.
The dose is one or two fluidounccs.
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MISTURA GLYCYRRHIZ.iE COMPOSITA. U.S.
.iliixture of Liquorice. Brown jJ£ixture.

Compound

"'J'ake of J_,iquorice [extract], in powder, Gum Arabic, in powder, Sugar, each,
ha?fcm ounre; Campborated Tincture of Opium two fluidounres; Antimonia l

"'\Viue afluidounce; Spirit of Nitric Ether half afluidounce; Water l1&c/1;efiuidounces. llub the Liquorice, Gum Arabic, and Sugar with the 'Vat.er grad ually
poured upon them; then add the other ingredients, and mix." U. S.
~I.1his is an exceedingly popular cough mixture, which was made officinal in
t he U . S. Pharmacopccia of 1850. The !l-pirit of nitri c ether is.probably useful
by somewhat retarding decomposition. The preparation is apphcable to the ad-

vanced stages of catarrha l nffections, after expectoration has become establi shed.
The do~e is a tablcspoo uful fo r an adult; a teaspoonful for a child two years old.

It should be well shaken when administered.

W.

MISTURA GUAIACI. Lond., Ed. Guaiac Mixture.
''Take of Guaiac, in powder, three drackms; Sugar lw(f an ounce; Gum
Arabic, in powder, tu;o dra cl11ns; Cinnamon 'Vater a pint [fmperial measure].
Rub the Snga r with the Guaiac and Gum Arabic, and to these, while rubbing,
add gradually the Cinnamon Water." Lond.
The b'dird.Jurgh process differs only in using half a fluidounce of mucilage,
instead of the powdered gum, and ltaif a fluidounce less of cinnamon water.
])or the changes of colou r which the guaiac in this mixture undergoes, and
produces in other subs tances, see Guaiaci Resina, p. 377. From one to three
tablespoonfuls may be given for a dose-, and repeated two or three times a day,
or more frequently.
W.

MISTURA SCAMMONII. Ed.

Scamrnony 11fixture.

"Take of llcsin of Scammony seven grains; unskirumcd )Jilk tliree fluidounces. 'friturnte the Resin with a little of the l\lilk, and gradually with the
rest of it till a uniform emulsion is formed." Bd.
This Edinburgh officinal is an imitation of a mis.tu re recommended by Plauche.
TLe resin of scarnmony mixes admirably with the vehicle, and forms an emulsion
scarcely distinguishable in appearance or taste from rich milk. Of course, it
should be prepared only when wanted for immediate use. 'l'he whole is to be
takcnfor'a.dose.
W.

~lISTURA SPIRITUS VINI GALLIC!. Lond. Brandy 11fixture.
"Take of Brandy, Cinnamon 'Yater, each/our jluidounces; the yolks of two
Eggs; Sugar [refined] half an ounce; Oil of Cinnamon tu;o ·minims. Mix
them." L ond.
A stimulant and 11utritivc draughti applicable to the sinking stage of low form s
of fever, but scarcely entitled to a. place in the Pharmacopooia.
W.

MORPHIA.
Preparntions of !ofoi]lhia.
MORPHIA. U. S., Dub.

11Iorphia.

11
Take of Opium, sl iced, u. povnd; Solution of Ammonia. six fluidouncr.s;
Distilled Water, Alcohol, Animal Charcoal, e:ich, a sufficient quantity. Macerate
th e Opium with four pints of Distilled Water for twent.y-four hours, and, ba,•ing
worked it with the hand, digest for twenty-four hours, and strai n. In like manner, macerate the residue twice successively with the same quantity of Distilled
"rater, and strain. l\lix the infu!'lions, evaporate to six pints, and filter; then
add first five pints of Alcohol, and afterwards th ree fiuidounces of the Solution
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of Ammonia 1 pre\"iously niixed with half a pint of Alcohol. After twenty-four
Lours, pour in the remainder of the Solution of Ammonia, mixcdJ as before, with
half a pint of Alcohol; and set the liquor asid? for twenty.four hours, that crystals may form. 'To purify these, boil them with two pints of Alcohol till they
arc dissolved, filter the solution, while hot, through Animal Charcoal, and set it
aside to crystallize." CS.
"Take of Turkey Opium, cut into thin slices, one pound [avoirdupois]; Distilled Water six pints [Imperial measure]; Chloride of Calcium six drachrns
[Dub. weight]; Prepared Animal Charcoal as much as is s1{fficicnt. Macerate
the Opium for twenty.four hours wjl11 a quart [two pinte, Imp. meas.] of the
'Valer, and decant. l\lacernte the residuum for twelve hours with a second quart
of the Water1 decant, a.nJ repeat this process with the rest of the water, subjecting the insoluble resi<luum to strong expression. Let the decanted solutions
and expressed liquor be evaporated by a steam or water heat to the bulk of one
pint, and then passed through a calico filter. Pour in now the chloride of calcium,
first dissolved in four [fluid Jounces of distilled water, and then proceed with the
evaporation until the solution is so far concentrated, that upon cooling nearly the
whole of it becomes solid. J"ct this solid matter be enveloped in a coupl e of folds
of strong cal ico, and subjected to powerful pressure, the dark liquid which exudes
being reserved for subsec1ucnt use. The squeezed cake is now to be acted on with
about half a pint of boiling water, and the wh0le being thrown upon a paper
filter 1 the precipitate must be well washed. The filtered solut ion having been
evaporated as before, cooled and solidified, the resi<lue is to be again subjected
to expression. If the product be not qui'lc white, this process should be repeated
a third time, the liquid forced out during expression being always preserved. Let
the squeezed cake be dissoh,ed in six: [tluid]ounces of boiling water, a.n<l, if necessary, cleared by filtra.tion through Prepared Animal Charcoal, ~he portion of it
soaked by the filter being carefully washed out of it; and to the solution thus
obtaine<l let Water of Ammonia be adde<lJ in slight excess, and let the crystalli ne
precipitate which forms when t!ie liquor has cooled be collected on a paper filter,
and washed with cold distilled water until the wasLings cease to give a precipitate
upon being dropped into an acid solution of nitrate of silver. Lastly, let the
filter be transferred to a porous brick, in order that the .Morphia it contains may
become dry.
"The liquids separated by expression from the l\Iuriate of l\lorphia, in the
1
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cipitate wLich forms be collected, after the laps.e of six hours, on a filter, and
washed with a. little cold water. This, if redissolved in dilute muriatic acid,
boiled with a little animal charcoal, and filtered, will, upon cooling, afford a
crystalline deposit, from which, when pressed, dissolved in water, nod supersaturated with ammonia., an additional quantity of morphia will be procured." Dub.
'l'hese processes will be better understood by a previous acquaintance with
the properties and chemical relations of the substance in question.
l'llorphia crystallizes from alcohol in the form of small, colourless, sh ining
crystals. It is inodorous and bitter. Exposed to a moderate beat, it loses its
water of crystallization and the crystalline form, becoming white and opaque.
At a higher temperature it melts, forming a yellowish liquid, which becomes
white and crystall ine upon cooling. Heated in the open air it burns with a.
bright flame, and at a red heat is wholly dissipated. It is insoluble or nea rly
so in cold water, soluble in rather less than 100 parts of water at 212°, slightly
soluble in cold alcohol, and freely so in boiling alcohol, which deposits it upon
cooling. It is dissolved a.~so by the fixed and volatile oil~, but very slightly if
at all by ether. Its solution restores the blue colour of !Jtmus paper reddened
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by acids, and turns the yellow of turmeric to brown. With the acids it forms
salts, which are generally sol uble , and are decomposed by the alkalies. 'l'he
solutions of potassa and soda. arc also capable of dissolving rn orph ia. 1 which is
precipitated slow ly on ex posure to the air, in consequence of the absorption of
carbonic acid. Solution of ammonia has to a certain extent the same solvent
power; and hence the necessity, in precipitating morphia by this alkali, not to
employ it in great excess. l\lorphia and its salts, by the contact of nitric acid,
assume a blood-red colour, which ultimately changes to yellow. 'Yhen added
to a solution of iodi c acid, or an acidulous iodate, they redden the liquid and set
iodine free. (Serullas.) 'l'hey assume a fine blue colour with the scsq ui chloride
of iron, and the salt.s of the sesq uiox ide ; at least thi s is true of morpbia, its
acetate, and oxa late; and the same effect will be produced by the other salts, if
previously decomposed by an alkali. Water, acids, and alkalies, added in large
quantit y to the blue compound formed, destroy its colour. Accord ing to Pel letier, however, there occasionally exists in opium a prin ciple called by him
pseudomorphia, which becomes red under the action of nitric acid, and changes
the salts of sesquioxide of iron blue, and yet is destitute of poisonous properties; so th:tt the occurrence of these phenomena, in any medico-legal case, cannot
be considered as certain evidence of the presence of morphia. (See Am. Journ.
of Pltarm., viii. 77.) The tercbloride of gold precipitates morphia first yellow,
then bluish, and la stly violet. ( Larorqne and rPhibierge.) 1Horphia is precipitated from its solutions by potassa or soda, and redisi:;olved by au excess of the
alkali. Infusions of galls and other vegetable substances containing tannic acid
precipitate morphia in the state of a tannate, which is soluble in acetic acid;
but, according to Dublan c, the ulkali is not precipitated by pure gallic acid. If
ammonia be added to a mixture of the solutions of chlorine and morphia 1 a darkbrown colour is prnduced, which is destroyed by a further addition of chlorine.
'!'he proportion of the ingredients of morphia is somewhat differently [!i\•en Ly
different writers. A ccordi ng to tLc most recent authorities, anhydrous morphia
consists of one eri . of nitrogen 14, thirty-five of carbon 210, twenty of hydrogen
20, and six of oxygen 48=292 1 to wLich in thC crystals arc added two cqs. of
water ] 8, or about 5·8 per cent.
V <lrious processes for preparing morphia h<lve been employed. In most of
them the morphia is extracted fr om opiu m by maceration with water eith er pure
or acidulnted, is th en precipitated by ammonia, and afterwards purified by the
agency of alcohol~ or by repeated sol uti on in a dilute acid and precipitation.
Serttirner, Hrn discoverer of morphia, made an infusion of opium in distilled
wat~r 1 precipitated tLc morphia by a.mmonia in excess, dissolved th e precipitate
in dilute sul phuric acid, preci~itated anew by ammonia., and purified by solution
in boiling alcohol, and crystallization.
The process of the French Codex is a modification of that of Serttirner. It
is as follows. "Take of opium 1000 parts, sol ution of ammonia a sufficient
9uantity. Exhaust the opium, by means of cold water, of all its parts soluble
rn that menstruum. For that purpose, it is sufficient to treat the opium, four
times consecutively, with t~u parts of water to one of the drug, provi ded ca re be
taken to macerate the optum for some hours, and to work it with the hands.
li'ilter the liquors, and evaporate th em to a quarter of their volume. Then add
sufficient ammonia to render tbe liquor very sensibly alkaline. Boil for some
minut~s, always maintaining a slight cx<:ess of ammonia. Upon cooling, the
mo~·ph1a, irupure and much. coloured, will be precipitated in granular crystals,
wbl(;h are to be washed with cold water. Reduce thi s coloured morphia to
powder, macerate it for twelve h?urs in alcohol of 24° Cartier (sp. gr. about
~·900); then decant the alcoholic liquid; dissolve the residuary morphia, :iJrcady
rn great measme deprived of colour by the cold alcohol, in boiling alcohol of 33°
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Cartier (sp.gr. about 0·850); add to the solution a little animal charcoal, and
filter. Upou cooling, the morphia crystallizes in colourless needles. lo this state
the morphia always retains :;ome narcotina, to free it from which, boil it with
sulphur ic ether in a matrass with a long neck surmounted by a refrigerator."
'!'he process of the U.S. Pharmacopooia is an improvement upon the above,
and is essentially the same with that of Dr. Edward Staples, published in the
Jom·nal of the Philadelphia Collc9e of Pharmaty (i. 15). Without repeating a description of the process, we shall make such remarks upon its several
steps, as appear to us likely to be of practical ad''<mtagc. The employment of
water as the solvent is justified by the almost universal practice. It is true
that dilute acetic acid bas some tim es been employed, and Vogel states that the
proJuct thus obtained is much greater than when water aloue is used. But
when the opium is properly commiuuted, !!ither by being reduced to a coarse
powder when dry, or by being finely sliced, in it s ordinary state, water alone
will be found sufficicntly to extract the morphia, by a protracted maceration or
digestion in successi\'e portions of water 1 assisted by kneading, as directed in the
PUarmacopooia. The acids bu.ve this disadvantage, that they dissolve more of the
narcotina than pure water, and thus rende r the ultimate product more impure;
fur the uarcotina which is originally taken up continues associated wiLb the morphia in all the subsequent steps of the process. It bas been proposed to expose
the opium to fermentation with water and yeast, in order to facilitate the extraction of the morphia. By this plan l\l. Hlondcau succeeded in procuring
more of the alkaline principle than he could obtain by the ordiuary mode; and
bis results were confirm E'd by the experiments of 1'11\1. B.obiquet and Guibourt.
According to these latter chemists, no alcohol is produced during the ferment·
a.Lion, which appears to act merely by disengaging the morphia from the combinations in which it naturally exists, and which tend to counteract the solvent
power of the menstruum. Alcohol was proposed as the soh,eut by i\l. Guillermond, but is liable to the objection that it dissolves also the resin, a port.ion of
which is afterwards precipitated with the morphia. and embarrasses the process.
Much of the resin, however, may be separated by distilling most of tLe alcohol
from the tincture, and then adding water. The resin is precipitated, and the
liquor may now be treatP-d in the same manner as the aqueous infusion.* Ou
the whole, however, the officinal mode of extraction will probably be found most
sati:sfa.ctory; and Mohr states that opium thus exhausted yields no more mor.
pbia. even to muriatic acid; but he recommends that rach maceration should be
followed by strong expression. The infusion of opium having been prepared,
the next object is to decompose the meconate or otber salt of morphia contained
in it. For this purpose solution of ammonia is added, which seizes the acid, and
precipitates the organic alkali; but much colouring matter is thrown down
along with the latter, occasioning some trouble to separate it, unless measures
are taken to obviate this effect. The object is gained by mixing the infusion
with alcohol, previously to the addition of the ammonia, and by employing the
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solution of ammonia itself in connexion with alcohol, as directed in the Pbarmacopooia. 7'Uis is the peculiarity and chief merit of the process of Dr. Staples.
By the presence of the alcohol in all parts of the liquor, the colouring matter is
dissolved as soon as it is separated by the ammonia, and t~rn morphia is thus
Jlrccipitatcd in a much purer state. The advantage of add111g the ammonia in
separate portions is, that the morphia, being thus more slowly Uiscngage<l, cau
be more completely deprived of its impurities by the alcohol of the mixture,

than if the whole were liberated at once.

It is necessary to be careful that the

ammonia be not. in great excess i as it bas the property, under these circumstances, of dissolving the morphia. in some degree, and will therefor~ lessen the
product, while waste is iucurred by its own unnecessary consumpt10n. Very
little more should be added than is sufficient to saturate the acid present. 1'hc
solution of ammonia of the shops is~ften much below the officiual standard, and
this sLould always be attended to in the process. AJcobol is mixed with the
ammonia before it is added, in order that every particle of the separntcd morphia may come in contact with the particles of this fluid, and thus have the
opportunity of being deprived of colouring matter. The crystals of morphia.
obtained by this first opcratiou haxe a light-yellowish colour, and arc much
purer than when no alcohol is added to the infusion before the precipitation by
ammonia. According to Dr. Staples, opium yields from 10 to 12! pe r cent. of
these crystals. Their purification by solution in boiling alcohol, is the concluding step of the operation. rrhe liquid, on cooling, deposits the morphia. in a
crystalline state and nearly free from colour. As cold alcohol retains a portion
of the morphia. in solution, it should not be employed too largely. AJcohol
somewhat reduced by water, is preferable to the highly rectified spirit; as it is
less capable of holdiug the morphia in solution when cold. It is sufficiently
strong for the purpose at 25° BuumC (sp. gr. 0·9032). 'fhe impure ruorphia.
remaining in the alcohol may be obtained by distilliug off the latter, and when
sufficiently accumulated may be purified by a. separate operation. 'l'he crystals
of morphia may also be purified Ly solution in dilute sulphuric acid, digestion
witli aaimal charcoal deprived of earthy matter, filtration, and precipitation by
ammonia. If alcohol be added to the solution previously to the ammonia, the
d igestion with animal charcoal may be dispensed with, as the alcohol retains the
colouring matter. l\Iorphia procured in this way always contains narcotina,
from which it may be freed by ether, as directed in the French Codex process,
or in some of the modes hereafter to be indicated.
Magnesia. was employed by Robiquct instead of ammonia. But his process
was sooa abandoned; as it was found to occupy more time, to require a greater
consumption of alcohol, nnd to be atlended with a greater loss of morphia. in
consequence of the previous washing, than lhe processes in which ammonia. was
employed as the precipitant. l~or au account of it the reader is referred to former
editions of this work.
A process for extracting morphia. without the employment of alcohol was devised by ~DI. Ilenry, jun., and Plisson. The opium was exhausted by water
a.cidulated with muriatic acid; the resulting solution was sufficiently concentrated,
then filtered, and decomposed by ammonia.; the precipitate was washed and
treated with muriatic acid to saturation; and the muriatic solution was boiled
with animal charcoal, filtered, aud ernpornte<l to the point of crystallization. rrhe
cry<it?ls of mu1·iate of_ m~rphia thu~ obtained were pressed, purified by repeated
solution and crystall1zat1on, and finally decomposed by ammonia.. (Joum. de
Ohim,. 1lfed., Mars, 1828.)
Somewbat similar to this is the process of Gregory, of Edinburgh, by which
muriat e of morphia is obtained by double decomposition bctweeu chloride of
calcium and the weconatc of morphia of the opium, and the muriatc thus ob-
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taincd is decomposed by ammoni3.. This process was adopted by the Edinburgh
College for the preparation of muriatc of morphia; and is imitated by the Dublin
College in the elaborate process above given. It will be sufficiently explained
under M1(riole of Morphia.
Mohr has proposed a process founded on the solubi lity of morphia in wafor
mixed with lime, which he recommends as the shortest and easiest method
of procuring the alkali, without the use of alcohol, and without the possibility
of contamination from narcotiua. Opium is three or four times successively

macerated with three parts of water, and each time strongly expressed.

The

liquors are then added to a boiling-hot milk of lime, containing a quantity of
lime equal to about a. sixth or a <1uarter of the opium used; and the mixture is
boiled for a few minutes. It is then strained through linen, and the residue
washed with boiling water and ex pressed." The whole of the nareotina is left
bahiud, as not a trace of it can be discovered in the filtered liquor. The liquor
thus obtained is evaporated till reduced to double the weight of the opium,
then quickly filtered through paper, and heated to ebullition. Muriate of ammonia is now added to it in the proportion of 1 part to 16 of the opium used;
and the morphia is abundantly precipitated. The use of animal charcoal is unnecessary in the process, as the lime acts Hen more powerfully as a decolorizing
agent. The erystaJlized morphia obtained is somcwbt coloured, but may be
rendered pure by solution in dilute muriatic acid, boiling with milk of lime, filtration, and precipitation by muriate of ammonia. (Annal. de-r Pltarm., xxxv.
11!), and Am. Journ. of Phann., xi ii. 60.)
Various other processes, or modifications of those above described, have been
proposed; but, for the preparation of small quantities of morpbia by the apothccnry, none are probably better adapted than that of the U. S. }lb:umacopooia,
unless indeed the plan of Mohr, should be found to equal the representations in
itafavour.
It has been already stated that morphia, obtained in the ordinary manner,
contains a considerable proportion of uarcotina. It is highly probable that this
ingredient exercises no influence, either beneficial or injurious, upon the operation
of the morphia; but, as the cGutrary has been 8upposcd, various methods have
been employed for separatin g it. 1'be simplest and easiest is to sub mit the
mixture to the action of ether, which dissolves the narcotina and leaves the
morphia. The agency of acetic acid may also be resorted to. Distilled vinegar,
or diluted acetic acid of the same strength, will dissolve the morphia and leave
the narcotiua, and the former may be recovered from the acetic solution by saturntiog the acid with ammonia. Another mode is to dissolve the mixed bases
in strong acetic acid (of 7° Baumc, or sp. gr. 1·0511, for example), and expose
the solution to heat. The narcotiua is deposited, and the morphia, remaining
in solution, may be precipitated by diluting the liquid and adding ammonia.
(Joum . de Pharm., xvii. 640.) Wittstock advises one of the following modes.
Dissolve the impure morphia. in dilute muriatic acid, evaporate to the point of
crystallization, and strongly express the _c1·ystals, which consist solely of the
muriatc of morphia, the narcotina being retained in the mother waters :-or
saturate the muriatic solution with common salt, which will render the liquor
milky, and cause the narcotina. to separate after some days; then precipitate the
morphia by ammonia :-or pour into the diluted muriatic solution a weak Icy
of caustic potassa, which, if in slight excess, will dissoh-c the morphia at the
moment of its separation, while the narcotina. is precipitated; then immediately
filter the liquor, and separate the morphia by neutralizing the alkali. If the
potasso. is in great excess a ~ma ll portion of the narcotina is rcdissoh·cd. (Berzelins '1'1·aite de Gldmle.) Mohr recommends to dissolYe the morphia in dilute
muriatic acid, and to boil the solution with lime, which throws down the oar-
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cotina and holds the morphia dissolved. The liquid beiog filtered yields the
morphia upon tbe addition of muriate of ammonia. (Annal. der Phann., xx\·.
123.)
The proportion of pure morphia which Turkey opium is cap.able of affonli~g,
varies from nine per cent. or less, to fourteen per cent., ~ccordrng to the quality
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cess for preparing it, or inferiority in the quality of the drug .
.Medical Properties. There can be no doubt that morphia is the chief, if not
the exclusive narcotic principle of opium, from which, howc'\'er, it differs somewhat in its mode of action. Whether the difference arises from the peculiar
state of combination in which morphia exists in opium, or from other narcotic
principles being associated with it, bas not been determined; but the former
would seem to be the probable cam;:c, from the circumstance that, long before
the <lisco~C"ry of this alkali, prepar!ltioos of opium were habitually use<l, in which
the properties of the medi cine were somewha.t similarly modified by the agency
ofviuegari lemon-juice, or other vegetable acid. In consequence of its insolubility
in water, morphia in its pure state is less certain in its effects thau some of its
saline compounds; as the mode and degree of its action must, in some measure,
depend on the presence or absence of acid in the stomach, and perhaps on the
peculiar character of the acid. Its salts are therefore nlways preferred. The
acetate, sulphate, and muriate have been employed. Between these there is a
great similarity of action, and what may be said of one, in regard to its thera.pcutical effects, will equally apply to the others. They have the anodyne, soporific, and diaphoretic properties of opium, but are less stimulant, less disposed
to constipate the bowels, and less apt to le:we behind them headache, nausea, or
other unpleasant effect. They are usually also more acceptable to an irritated
stomach, and may be retained, when opium or its tincture would be rejected .
They arc applicable to all eases where the object is to relieYe pain, quiet restlessness, promote sleep, or allay nervous irritation iu any shape; but are less
efficient than opium in the suppression of morbid discharges, and as stimulants
in low forms of disease. We have found them especially useful in the mania
arising from intemperance. A great advantage which they possess is the convenience of their external application to blistered surfaces, and the certainty of
their effects when thus applied. In c;i.scs which do not admit of the internal
use of opium or its preparations, the acetate or sulphate of morphia, sprinkled,
in triple the ordinary dose, upon a blistered surface denuded of the cuticle, will
be found to exercise upon the system all the influence it is capable of exerting
when taken into the stomach. Applied in this manner, these salts are peculiarly useful in relieving violent neuralgic pains, and controlling obstinate
sic kn e~s of the stomach.
When intended to act on the system through the medium of the skin, they should be applied preferably to the epigastrium; wheu to
act locally, .as near the affected part a!'! possible. "'\Vh cn gi1·en in doses nearly,
but not quite suffident to produce sleep, they sometimes gi>e rise to a very
troublesome condition of the brain, amounting almost to delirium; but this always subsides spontaneously, or vanishes immediately upon the increase of the
dose. A linim ent of morphia for intern al use may be made by dissol~ing the
morphia. in a little chloroform, and adding the solution to olive or almond oil.
The mixture is homogeneous. The chloroform acts merely as a menstrumn,
being in too small a quantity to produce its own effects on the system. (Jouni.

de Phann., 3e sfr. xxiv. 358.)

In over-closes, morphia and its salts produce the effects of narcotic poisons,
though not perhaps equally with a quantity of opium, equirnlent in anodyne
effect. The toi:icological treatment is precisely the same as in the case of lu.uda-
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num. (See Opimn.) Strong coffee has bfen employed with great apparent advantage as an antidote.
As the proportion of acid necessary to neutralize morphia is very small, the
dose of tbe alkali is the same as that of its salts. Olle-sixth of a grain may be
considered about equivalent to a grain of opium of the medium strength.
Off. Prep. i\Iorphire Acetas; l\lorphire 1\Iurias; i\lorphiro Sulpbas.
W.

MORPHI.iE ACETAS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Ditb.
plda.

Acetate of .i1Io1·-

"Take of Morphia, in powder, freed from narcotina by boiling with Ether,
an 0·1mce}· Distilled Water lw?fa pint; Acetic Acid a sujficientquantif,1J. Mix
the Morphia with the Water; then carefully drop in the Acid, constantly stirring,
until the Morphia is saturated and dissolved. Evaporate the solution, by means
of a water-bath, to the consistence of sy rup. Lastly, dry the Acetate with a.
gentle heat, and rub it in to powder." U. S.
The London College places this salt in the catalogue of i\iateria Medica.
"Take of l\Iuriate of l\lorphia any crmve11in1tguantity. Dissolve it in fourteen times its u·e(qltt of warm Water, and when th e sohltion is cool, add Aqua.
Ammon ire gradually and with constant agitation until there is a. permanent but
faint odour of ammonia in the fluid . Collect the precipitate on a calico filter,
wash it modeTately with cold water, and dissolve it by means of a sl ight excess of
Pyroligncous Acid [acetic acid, sp. gr. I ·034) in twelve parts of warm Water
for every part of Muriate of l\Iorphia that was used. Concentrate the solution
over the vapour-bath and set it aside to crystallize. Drain and squeeze the
crysta ls, and <lTy them with a. gentle heat. .i\Iore Acetate of Morphia. may be
obtained on concentrating the mother liquor." Ed.
"Take of l\lorphia., in fine powder, one ounce [avoirdupois]; Rectified Spirit
ei'gltt jluidouncesj Acetic Acid of Commerce (sp. gr. I ·044) four fluidrachrns
and a half, or as nwch as £s st~fli.c.ient. Pour the Spirit on the l\lorpbia, and,
npplying heat, gradually add tbe Acetic Acid until a neutral or slightly acid
solution is obtained. Let this br. evaporated to the consistence of syrup, by a
steam or water heat, and then set by for a few days, until it sol idifies." .Dui.
In all these processes, morphia is saturated with acetic acid; in the U. S. ancl
Dublin it is taken already prepared; in the Edinburgh, it is procured by the
decomposition of the muriate by means of ammonia. Acetic acid is employed
in preference to vinegar for saturating the morphia; because it can leave no impurity in the resulting sa lt. In the U.S. process, the solution of the morphia
in tbe water is au indication that it is saturated. A small excess of acid is
attended with no in convenience, as it is subsequently driven off by the [lCat.
Care is required not to employ too much beat in the evaporation; as the acetate
is easily decomposed, a portion of the acetic acid escaping, and leaving an equivalent portion of uncombiued morphia.. With attention to arrest the evaporation at a certain point, the acetate may be obtained in the state of crystals; but
the crystallization is attended with some difficulty, and evaporation to dryness
is almost universally preferred. Some recommend to dissolve the morphia in
boilinrr alcohol, instead of suspending it in water, previously to the addition of
the ac~tic acid. A less heat is thus required in the evaporation, and impurities
in the morphia may often be detected, as tbey are apt to be insoluble in alcohol.
To ascertain, in this case, whether the morphia is saturated, it is necessary to
employ litmus paper, the blue colour of which should not be restored, if previously reddened by an acid. Alcohol is employed ns the solvent in the ~ublin
process. If the morphia used in ~reparing. the acetate contain nnrcotina, 1t will
be best to employ as the soh-ent d1stdled vmegar, or diluted acet ic acid of the
same strength, and to favour its soh-ent power by Lent. Under these circum-
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stances it dissolves only the morphia, leaving the narcotinn. nearly or quite untouched. (Hodgson, Jouni. of t!te Phil. Col. of Plt<11·m., v. 35.) .
.
.
Acetate of morphia crystalli zes in the forru of s~endcr needles uni ted 11~ fas.ctculi. It is readily dissolved by water, and less. c~s1 ly by al~ohol. As o.rdmanly
obtained, however, by evaporation to dr;:ness, 1t 1s not c_nhrcly soluble Ill ~'atcr,
a portion of it being uncombined morphia. To render it soluble, al.1 tb~t is ne-

ce8sary is to add a little distilled vinegar. The U. S. Pbarmacopooia g1\'CS the
following tests of its character. "li'rom its solution ~otassa _throws down a precipitate which is dissolved by an excess of the alkali. 1t 1s affected by heat,
nitric acid, and scsf!uichloride of iron, in the same manner ai:1 morphia. When
sulphuric acid is added to the salt, acetous vapours are evolved." In addit ion
to these tests, the London College refers to the property, possessed by this and
other sa lts, when treated first with chlorine, and then with ammonia, of prese nting a brown colour, which disappears on the furth er addition of chlorine. 'l1bc
EdinLuryh College gives the following mode of testing its purity: "One hundred measures of a. solution of ten grains in half a. fluidounce of water and five
minims of acetic acid, heated near to 212°, and decomposed by a faint excess of
ammouia, yie ld by agitation a precipitate which in 24 hours occupies 15·5 measures of the li11uid."
11'rom an eighth to a quarter of a grain may be given for a dose, and repeated,
if necessary, in order to obtain the anodyne and soporific effects of the medicine.
One-sixth of a. grain is about equivalent to a grain of opium. It may be given
in pill or solution. It is frequently employed externally, sprinkled on blistered
surfaces, to obtain its effects upon the system.
Off. Prep. Liquor Morphia;: .Acetatis.
W.

LIQUOR i\IORPlIIlE ACETATIS. Land., IJub. Solution of A cetate of lliorpltia.
"1'ake of Acetate of Morphia. .four draclims; .Acetic Acid fifteen minims;
Di still ed ·w ater a 7)int [Imperial measure]; Proof Spirit half a pint [hnp.
meas.]. Mix and dissolve. 11 Lund.
11
Tak e of Acet:itc of Morphia ei"ghty-t1eo grain.s; Rectified Spirit five fluidounces; Distilled Water fifteen [jl uid]ounces. lbving added U:ie Spi rit to the
·water, dissolve the Acetate of Morphia in the mixture, and, if the solution is
not quite clear, pass it through a paper fi lter." Dub.
~'h e object of th e Spirit in th ese solution s is to aid in their preservation. As
the acetate often contains some uncombined morphia, in conseq uence of the partial escape of acetic acid during the evaporation iu preparing it, the J,ondon
College very properly directs a little acetic acid for its l:iolu tiou. The Dublin
· College less wisely wastes it by filtration. Unfortunately tlie solutions of the
two Colleges are of unequal strength, the London being about twice as strong as
the Dublin. Th e _dose of the London solution ~s from 7·5 to 15 minims, eq uiva~
l ent to from one-c1~htb to one-quarter of a gram of the salt; that of the Dublin
solution is from l 5 to 30 minims. The latter was intended to have the sa me
strength as laudanum.
O.ff. Prrp. Syrupus Morphire Acetatis.
W.

i\IORPIIIJE i\IURIAS. U.S., Ed., IJub. i\lonrnLE Ilvonoc11LOLand. 1II1triate of iliorphia. Hydroc/i/orate of Morphia.

RAS.

" Take of MorpLia, in powder, an ounce; Distilled Water lwlf a pint; }luriatic Ac id _a suj/icicn~ rpuwtily. I\Ji~ t?e l\J~rpb. ia. with the Water; tLcu carefully drop rn tLe Acid, constantly stirring, till the Morphia is saturated and
dissolv~d. ]~\·aporn!c the so lution by menus of a water-Lath, so that it may
crystnll1ze upon cooling. Dry the crystals upon bibulou~ paper." l~ S.
'l'llc Lo11don Colle9e bas transferred muriatc of morphia to lhc l\Iatcria .JicJica
list.
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"Take of Opium licenl!J ounces; 'll'ater ei'gltt pints [Imperial measure]; Muriate of Lime [chloride of calcium] one ottnce, or a slight excess. l\Jacerate the
Opium in frngments for twenty-four hours in two pints of the Water; and separate
the infusion, squeezing well the residue. Repeat the maceration succc:ssively
with two pints more of the Water till the whole is made use of. Concentrate the
whole in fusions O\'er the •npour-b11.th to one pint, and add the Muriate of Lime
dissolved in four fiuidounces of Water. Set the whole aside to settle; pour off
the liquid; wash the sediment with a little water, adding the washings to the
liquid. E\•aporate the liquid sufficiently in the vapour-bath for it to solidify on
cooling. Subject the cooled mass to very strong pressure in a cloth; redi::solve
the cake in a sufficiency of warm distilled water; add a little fine powder of
white marble, and filter; acidulate the filtered fluid with a very little muriatic
acid; and concentrate a second time in the vapour-bath for crystallization. Subject the crystals again to ''cry strong presimre in a cloth. Uepcat the process
of solution 1 clarification by marble and muriatic acid, concentration, and crystalliza.tion1 until a snow-white mass be obtained.
"On the small scale trouble and loss are saved by decolorizing the solution of
muriate of morphia. by means of a little purified animal charcoal after two crylitallizations. But on the large scale it is better to purify the salt by repeated
crystallizations alone, and to treat all the expressed fluids, except the first, in
the same way with the original solution of impure muriate of morphia. Au
additional quantity of salt may often be got from the first dark and resinous
fluid obtained by expression, on merely allowing it to remain at rest for a few
months, when a little muriate of morphia. ruay Le deposited in an impure condition.
"The opium which yields the largest quantity of precipitate by carbonate of
soda, according to the formula [given in page 538), yields murintc of morphia
not only in greatest proportion 1 but likewise with the fewest crystallizations."
Ed.
"Take of )forphia, in fine powder, one ounce [avoirdupois]; Pura 1\Iuriatic
Acid/our fluidrclcltms and a ltalj, or a llVj!icient quantil!Jj Distilled 'Yater two
[fluid]o1mces and a, half. l\lix the Acid with the Water, heat to about 200°,
and add the Morphia, constantly stirring, so that a soluti on may be formed
havin g a. slight ly acid reaction. Set this to cool for twelve hours, and l e~ the
crystals which separate be drained of the liquor which surrounds them, and
dried on blotting paper. 'l'hc decanted liquor will, by further concentration and
cooling, give additional crystals." JJuO.
In relation to the process of the U . S. Pharmacopreia., the remarks made upon
the preparation of the sulphate of morphia. are equally applicable here. (See
Morphire Sulpltas.) The Dublin process differs from that of the U.S. Pharma..
copooia only in employing beat in effecting the solutiou of the morphia in the
diluted acid, so as to lessen the amount of subsequent evaporatiou, and in di·
reeling a. slight excess of acid. 'l'be Edinburgh process is based upon the plan,
originaJly suggested by Wittstock, of obtaining muriate of morphia immadiately from opium witliout the use of alcohol. It is that of Dr. Wm. Gregory,
which is an impro,·cment on Wittstock's. The rneconatc and a 1ittle sulpliate
of morphia. extracted by water from opium are decomposed by ch loride of calcium, yielding muriate of morphi:i in solution, and mcconate and sulphate
of lime as precipitates. The remaining steps consist in obtaining the muriate of
morphia from the solution by evaporation and crystallization, aud in freeing it
from colouring impurities. 1''or the latter purpose the College directs repeated
solution, clarification by marble and muriatic acid, cooccntration, and crystallization; advising, when the process is conducted upon a emall scale, the use of
animal charcoal after two crptallizations. It preveuts waste by operating UJ)On
69
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a.11 the liquids cxpre!!!sed fr om the impure muriate of morph ia , except that separated by the first expression, in t he sa.m? manner as upon the 01igiua~ solution. Points deserving of particular notice in the process are, to obtam the
infusion of opium as concentrated as possible without leaving morphia behind,
so ::i.s to shorten the period of evaporation i and to add the chloride of calcium
before instead of after the concentration, as, according to Chrisitison, a larger ancl
purer product is obtained, in the former way, with fewer crystallizations. Dr.
Christison says, in favour of Dr. Gregory's process,. that the Edinburgh manufacturers, who follow it, produce a salt of unrivalled purity and cheapness. But
it is much better calculated for the large laboratory of the manufacturrng chemist,
than for the smaJlcr operations of the apothecary, who will probably find the U.S.
process more convenient.
l\Iuriate of morphia procured by the process of the Edinburgh College is free
from narcotina; but always contains a portion of muriate of codcia, which, how·
ever, is scarcely sufficient to affect its operation upon the system. Dr. Christison
found the proportion to vary between a 60th in the muriate prepared from good
Turkey opium, a 30th in that from inferior samples of the same variety, and a
l ~th in that from the East Iudian. This impurity may be separated by precipi·
tating the morphia by means of ammonia ; the codeia. being left in solution.
The late Dr. A . T. Thomson published a process for procuring muriate of
morphia, which he found considerably more productive than that of the British
Colleges. After macerating the opium in water, as directed by the Colleges, for
thirty hours, and expressing, he rubbed it in a morta.r with an equal weight of pure
white sand, and enough water to form the mixture into a paste, which he placed
in a percolator, and subjected to the acticn of distiJled water till the fluid passed
without colour and taste. Ile then concentrated the liquor to the consistence of
a thin syrup, adJed diacetatc of lead, diluted the solution with twice its bulk of
distilled water, allowed it to stand for twenty-four hours, decanted the super.
natant liquid, washed the precipitate with warm water, added the washings to
the decanted solution, and concentrated to one-half_ To free the liquid from any
remaining: acetate of lead, he added diluted sulphuric acid in slight excess, decanted the liquid from the precipitate, waEhed the latter, added the washings t.o
the solution, and boiled for some minutes to drive off acetic acid. To convert
the sulphate of morphia now contained in the solution into muriale, he added a.
s1turated solution of chloride of barium, washed the precipitate, evaporated the
conjoined washings and solution to the point of crystallization, pressed the crystals, diluted and again evaporated the mother liquor so long as it afforded crystals,
which were purified by means of animal charcoal, and by repeated solution,
evaporation, and crystallization. (Phann. Jouni., i. 459.)
Muriate of morphia crystallizes in tufts of feathery acicular crystals. It is
white, inodorous, bitter, s~luble in 16 parts of water at 60°, and in its own weight
at 212°, and soluble also m alcohol. A saturatct.l solution in boiling water forms
a solid crystalline mass on cooling. The crystals arc said to consist of one equiva.
lent of morphia 292, one of muriatic acid 36·42, and six of water 5-1. Dr.
Christison states that he constantly found the crystals, when dried at 150° 1 to
aontai_n 12·7 per ce.nt. of water; and the Edinburgh College states tht the lo!:!s
of weight at 212° is not above 13 per cent. 'fhe salt may be known to be a.
muriate by yielding in solution with nitrate of silver, a precipitate insoluble in
nitric or muriatic acid, but dissolved by an e:r.cesi of ammonia. l'otassa throws
down from its solution a precipitate which is redissolved by an excess of the alkali.
The salt is affected by heat, nitric acid, sesquichlotide of iron, and chlorine
fullowed by ammo~ia, in the same_ manner as morphia. Sup;ar is said to base
been used largely m the aJulterahon of this salt. It may be detected by the
test of fermentation.
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This preparation of morphia is much used in Great Britain, but, in this coun-

try, less than either the sulphate or acetate. The dose, equivalent to a gl·ain of
opium, is about one-sixth of a grain.
op: Prep. Liquor Morphioo Muriatis; Morph ire Acetas; Trochisci Morp_hire ;
'.l'rocLisci l\lorpbiro et Jpecacuauhoo.
W.

LIQUOR MORPHIA'] MURIATIS. Dub. MORPBIJE MuRIATIS
SOLUTIO. Ed. LIQUOR MonPBIAJ HYDROCHLORATIS. Lond. Solution
of lliuriate of JIIorphia. Solution of Hydroaltlorate of Moipliia.
"Take of Ilydrochlorate of Morphia four dral:kms; Distilled Water a pint
(Imperia l measure]; Proof Spirit half a pint [Imperial men!ure). 1.\lix: and
dissolve.'' L ond.
"Take of l\Iuriate of l\Iorphia one drachm and a half; Rectified Spirit jive
jluidounces; Distilled W'ater fijlecnjiuidom1ces. l\lix the Spirit and Water, and
dissolve the l\luria.te of Morphia in the mixture with the aid of a gentle heat."
Ed.
"Take of l\Iuriate of Morphia ninety grains; Rectified Spiritfivefluidounce::)·
Distilled Water fifteen [fluid]ounces. l\lix the Spirit and ·water, dissolve the
l\luriatc of Morphia in the mixture, and, unless the solution be quite dear, pass
it through a paper filter." nub.
'l'be use of the alcohol is to prevent spontaneous decomposition. It is extremely unfortunate that, in the solutions of the salts of morphia, the same degree of strength should not haYe been directed by tbe different Pharmacopreias.
As they now are, the medi cal pract itioner and apothecary must be constantly on
their guard to avoid the most serious results. One grain of the muriate of
morphia is contained in 60 minims of the London solution, and in 106 66 minims
of the Edinburgh and Dublin solutions whi ch are identical. 'l'he dose, therefore,
is from 7·5 to 15 minims of th e London, and from 13 to 26 minims of the Edinburgh and Dublin solution, equi\·alent to from one-eighth to one-quarter of a.
grain of the dry salt. Th e Edinburgh and Dublin preparation was intended to
have the medium strength of laudanum.
OJ!. Prep. Syrupus Morphire Muriatis.
W.
~IORPHIM

SULPIIAS. U.S.

Sulplwte of llforpliia.

"Take of Morphia, in powder, an ounce; Distilled Water half a pint; Diluted Sulph uri c Acid a sufficient quantity. l\lix the Morphia with tbe Water,
then carefully drop in the Aci<l, constantly stirring till the Morphia is saturated
and dissolved. Evaporate the solution by means of a water-bath, so that it
may crystallize upon cooling. Dry the crystals upon bibulous paper. 11 [J. S.
ln this prnce~s the morphia is known to be saturated when it is wholly dissohred Ly tLe water. To ascertain whether the acid is added in excess, litmus
paper may be resorted to. If the morphia employed contain na.rcotina, this will
remain in the mother liquor, and will not contaminate the product. The mother
1il1uor remaining after the first crysta1lization may be evaporated so as to afford
:i. fresh supply of the sulphate; but, if the morphia was not originally quite pure,
the second product will contain the impurities, and should not be used till it
has undergone further preparation. VVhen impure morphia. is employed, the
mother liquor should be mixed with alcohol, or boiled with purified animal
charcoal and filtered, and then decomposed by ammonia, which will precipitate
tl1e morphia. This may be converted into the sulphate in the manner directed
by the :Pharmacopooia..
Another mode of obtaining sulphate of morphia, is to dissohe the alkali in
boiling alcohol of 3G 0 Baume (sp. gr. O·S-l~8), saturate it while hot with sulphuric ac id, add purified animal charcoal, boil for a few minutes, and filter the
solution while at the boiling temperature. L'pon cooling, it deposits most of the
1mlpha.te; and the remainder may be obtained by e\'nporating the mother liquor.
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In the evaporation of the eolution of this salt, care should be taken not to
carry the beat too far; for when pushed to incipient decomposition with an
excess of acid, a new substance is formed containing no morphia. (See Am.
Journ. of P!tann., xvii . 286.)
Sulphale of morphia crystallizes in be~utifu!ly wh~te, u:iinute, fe~t~ery .crystals, which arc soluble in cold water, and m twice then weight of boil mg water.
1

~fh~~o~~b~~~0~n~c;o~~~ga:0w~~:~~g, ~Y e0x~~~~::' t~o;~e~~ s:ip2hIS~c F~:i:e~~:s~
9·66 parts of the water, but cannot be deprived of the remainder without decomposition.

Their equivalent composition is stated to be one eq_uivalent of

morphia 292, one of sulphuric acid 40, and six of water 54, of which five are
water of crystallization, and may be expelled by heat. The tests for it are those
for sulphuric acid and for morphia.
The dose of sulphate of morphia is from a.n eighth to a. quarter of a. grain,
which may be given in pill or solution.
Off Prep . Liquor Morphiro Sulphatis.
W.

LIQUOR MORPHI./E SULPHATIS. U. 8. Solution of Sulphate
of ]}Iorpliia.
"Take of Sulphate of l\Iorphia eight ,qrahis; Distilled Water half a pint.
Dissolve the Bulpha.te of Morphia in the Water." U.S.
Sulphate of morphia, as found in the 8hops, is not always entirely soluble in
water. 'l'his sometimes, perhaps, arises from adultera~ions; but more frequently,
in all probability, from the mode of preparing the sulphate. As this salt was
formerly prepared, the quantity of water employed for the suspension of the
1uorphia wa.s sornetimee insufficient to hold the resulting sulphate in solution; and the consequence was tha.t, upon the addition of sulphuric acid, the
crystallization of the sulphate took place before the whole of the morphia.
was saturated by the acid. A portion of uncombined morphia. was therefore
necessari ly mixed with the salt. Under such circumstances, the addition of a
little sulphuric acid usually remedied the d(:fect, and rendered the whole soluble. Pure sulphate of morphia is readily aud entirely soluble in water.
Th is solution is very convenient, by enabling the physician to prc.:::cribe a
minute dose, which, in consequence of the great energy of the preparations of
morphia, is often necessary. It has the advantage that it may be kept for a.
very considerable length of time unchanged. The full dose for an adult is from
one to two fluidrachms, containing from an eighth to a quarter of a grain of
the sulphate.
Unfortunately, in some parts of the Union, the formula of l\fagendie for this
solution, contaiuing 16 grains in a. fl.uidouncc, is habitually employed under the
name of solution of sulphate of morphia. This is the proper name of the officinnl solution, which is much weaker j aud the most dangerous results may ensue
from the confusion. Magcndie's solution should never be prescribed or sold
W.
unless under some special designation.

M:UC ILAGINES.
Mucilages.
Mucilflge, in the ordinary acceptation of the term, and in the sense in which
it is employed in the U.S. Pbarrnncopreia, is an aqueous solution of gum, or of
s~bsttrnccs closely allied to it. As used by the British Colleges it appears to
signify any bland 1 viscid, aqueous, >egctable solution resembling that of gum
W.
in scu~ible properties.
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MUCILAGO ACACI.iE. U. 8., Dub. Muc1uoo. Ed.
ACAC!Al. Lond. JJ:lucilage of Gum Arabic.

M1sTURA

"Take of Gum Arabic, in powder, four ounces; Boiling Water half a pint.
Add the Water gradually to the Gum, rubbing them together till the mucilage
is form ed.'' U.S.
The London Uollege takea ten ounces of powdered gum Arabi c, and a pint
[Imperial measure] of boiling distilled water, and proceeds as above. 'Ih e Edinbmyh Colleye directs 1iine ounces of gum Arnbic to be dissolved in a pint [Imp.
meas.] of cold water, without heat, but with occasioual stirring, and then to be
strained through linen or calico. The Dublin l'ollege takes four ounces (avoirdupois) of the gum, and six [jluicl]omices of water, diesolres the gum "ith
occasional stirring, and strains through flannel.
The gum used for this purpo~e should be in the state of a ooarse powder, as
it is more readily dissolved in this state than when finely pulverized. Straining
is necessary to separate the foreign substances which arc often mixed with gum
Arabi e. This mucilage is scmitramparent, almost co lou rlcs8 if prepared from
good gum, viscid, tenacious, of a feeble peculiar odour, and nearly tasteless. 1f
the solution of gum should be coloured, it may be rendered colourless by the
addition of a concentrated solution of chlorine; and, by boiling for about half
an hour so as to drive off thG chlorine and muriatic acitl, it may be rendered fit
for use. (Guerin.) By keeping, mucilage becomes sour, in consequence of the
spontaneous generation of acetic acid; and this happens even though it be
enclosed in well.stopped bottles. But, according to .M. Guerin, the aqueous
solut ion of pure gum undergoes no change in vacuo. Heat in its preparation
is said to favour the production of acid, in which case the Edinbuq?;h or Dublin
formula is preferable. Mu cilage is employed chiefly in the formation of pills,
and for the suspension or diffusion of insoluble substances in water. Phssicians,
in prescribing mucilage in mixtures, should always recollect that it is a. solu tion
of definite strength, containi ng half an ounce of th e gum in each fluidounce.
Half a fiuidounce is usually sufficient for a. six or eight ounce mixture.
Off. Prep. l\Iistura.Acacire; MisturaAmygdalarum; Mistura.Cretre; ~list ura.
Guaiaci.
W.

MUCILAGO AMYLI. Ed., Dub.
JJ:lucilage of Starch.

DECOCTUM AMYLI.

Lond.

"Take of Sturch four droclims; Water a pint [Imperial measure]. Rub
the Starch with the Water gradually added ; then boil for a short time." L oncl.
The Edb1burgh C(Jllegc takes half an ounce of starch and a pi11l [Imp. meas.]
of water; the Dublin, half an ounce [avoirdupois] of th e former, and half a pint
[Imp. meas.) of the lattel'; both proceed according to the directions of the Loudon College.
This mucilage has an opalin c appearance, and gelatinous consistence, and is
much used as a vehicle for laudanum and other active medicines given in the form
of enema. In consequence of its demulcent properties, it may be usefully employed as an enema in irritation and inflammation of the mucous coat of the
rectum and large intes tines. Its unpleasant flavour, when it is prepared from
ordinary starch, precludes its employment by the mouth.
OjJ: Prep. Enerua Opii.
W.

JllUCILAGO IIORDEI. Dub.

Mucilage of Barley.

"Take of ground Pearl Barley half an om1<'r (avoirdllpois]; Water sixteen
[jluid]ou11ces. Triturate the Burley with the Water gradually added; then boil
for a. few minutes." Dub.
Tb is is intended simpl y as an emollient enema, or as a. vehicle of other substances given in that form.
Off. Prep. Enema CaLha.rticum; Enema Terebiuthinro.
W.
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MUCILAGO TRAGACANTHJE. U.S., Ed.

JJfucilage of Tra-

gacanth.
" Take of Tra"acanth an ounce; Boi1ing Water a pint. Macerate the Tragacanth in the W~iter for twenty-four hours, occasionally stirring; then triturato
it so as to render the mucibge uniform, and strain forcibly through linen." U.S.
'l'be Edinburgh College takes two dracltms of tragacanth and nine fluidounces
of Loi ling water, macerates for twenty-four hours, then triturates, and expresses
through linen or calico.
A part only of tragacanth is soluble in water. The remainder swells up and
forms a soft tcuacious mass, which mrty be mechanically mixed with water, but
does not form a proper solution. Hence tritura,tion is necessary to complete the
incorporation of the ingredients. '!'bis mucilage is thick and very viscid, but not
permanent, as the water separates from the insoluble portion of the tragacanth
on standing. It is chiefly used in making pills and troches. In consequence
of its great tenacity, it may be adn1.utageously employed for the suspension of
hea".Y insoluble substnnces, such as the metallic oxides in water.
O.§:P1·ep. Trocbisci Ipccacuanhre; 'l'rochisci l\Iagnesioo; Trochisci l\Icnthre
W.
Piperitre; 'l'rochisci So<lre 13icarbonatis.

OLEA DESTILLATA.
Di.stilled Oil.s.
For an account of the general properties of the vob.tile, essential, or distilled
oils, the reader is referred to the head of Olea Volatilia in the first part of this
work. The following a.re the different offi.cinal directions for preparing them.

OLEA DESTILLATA. U. 8.
"In the preparation of the Distilled Oils, put the sub3tance from which the
oil is to be extracted into a retort, or other yesscl suitable for distillation 1 and
add enough water to c,aver it, then distil into a large refrigeratory. Separate
the Distilled Oil from the water ,.,.bieh comes over with it.
"In this manner prepare On OP ANISE, from Anise; OrL OF CARA WAY, from
Caraway; OIL OF CLOVES, from Cloves; OIL OF "\'.1oRMSEED, from .Wormseed;
Orr~ OF CunEns, from Cubebs; 01L O.F FENNEL, from Fennel-seed; OrL OF
PARTRlDGE·BERRY, from Partridge-berry [lea\'es]; OIL OF PENNYROYAL [Oleum
lledcomre], from l)ennyroyal; OrL OF JUNIPER, from Juniper [berries]; OIL
m· I.JAVENDER, from Lavender [flowers]; 01L OF PEPPERMJNT, from Peppermint; OIL OF SPEAR'.\UNT, from Spearmint; Orr, OF 1-loRSE'.\lTNT, from llorsernint; OIL OF OrtlOA.NUi\I, from Origanum [Marjoram]; OIL OF PIMENTO,
from Pimento; OIL OF RoSE;\IARY1 from Rosemary [tops); OrL OF SAVINE,
from Sa.vine; OrL OF SASSAJ:'RAS, frorn Bark of S1ssafras Root; and OIL OF
VALERIAN, from Valerian." U.S.
TLe London College gives no directions fJr the preparation of the volatile oila,
but places such as it recognises in the i\Iateria. l\ledica catalogue.

VOLATILE OILS. E,l.
"Volatile oils are obtained chiefly from the flowers, leaves, fruit, barks, and
roots of plants, by clistilliog them with water, in which they have been allowed
to mncerate for some time. Flowers, leaves, and fruits generally yield the finest
oils, and in greatest quantity, when they :ire used fresh. Many, however, answer equally well if they have been preserved by beating them into a pulp with
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about twice their weight of muriate of soda, and keeping the mixture in wellclosed vessels.
"Substances yie1ding volatile oils must be distilled with water, the proper
proportion of which varies for each article, and for the several qualities of eacL.
In all instances, the quantity must be such as to prevent any of the material
from being cmpyreumatizcd before the whole oil is carried over. In operations
where the material is of pulpy consistence, other contrivances must he resorted
to for the same purpose. 'fhese consist chiefly of particular modes of applying
heat, so as to maintain a regulated temperature not much above 212°. Ou the
small scale 1 heat may be thus conveniently applied by means of a bath of a
strong solution of muriate of lime, or by means of an oi l-bath, kept at a stationary temperature with the aid of-0. thermometer. On the large scale, heat is
often appli ed by means of steam under regulated pressure. In other operations
it is found sufficient to hang the material within the still in a. cage or bag of
fine net-work; and sometimes the material is not mingled with the water at all,
but is subjected to a current of steam passing through it.
" The best mode of collecting the oil is by means of the refrigcratory described in the preface [sec page 793], from which the water and oil drop together
into a tall narrow vessel 1 provided with a lateral tube or lip near the top, and
another tube rising from the bottom to about a quarter of an inch below the
level of the former. It is evident that with a receiver of this construction, the
water will escape by the lower tube; while the volatile oil, as it accumulates,
will be discharged by the upper one, except in the very few instances where the
oil is heavier than the water.
"By attending to the general principles now explained, Volatile Oils may be
readily obtained of excellent quality from the flowers of ANTITEMIS NOBILrs,
LAVAN'DULA VERA, and RUTA GRAVEOLENSj from the fruit of ANETITUM GRAVEOLENS bruised, CARUU CARUI bruised, EuGEl'IA PIMENTA bruised, FCENICULUi\I OFFICINALE bruised,JuNIPERUS COM MUNIS bruised, PrPER CunEBA ground,
and PD11'1NELLA ANISUM ground; from the undeveloped dried flowers of CtUl.YOPITYLLUS AROl\IATICUS; from the tops of JUNIPER.US SABINA and ROS;\lARINUS
OFFICINALIS i from the entire herb of MF.N'fITA PTPERITA, 1\IENTHA PULE01Ul\J,
MENTTIA vmrnrs, and 0RJOANUM l\IA.TORANA [vulgare?]; and also from the
brui5ed root of SASSAFRAS OF.l!'lClNAf,E.' 1 Ed.

OILS. Dub.
"The VOT,,\.TILE or ESSENTIAL OILS may be obtained by the following general
process. The substance from which the oil is to be extracted is macerated for
twenty-four hours1 with five times its weight of water, in a. sheet-tin or copper
still, and, a condenser being then attached, half the water is dr;nvn over by distillatiou1 on the surface of which the oil will be found to float, unless (which is
m.rely the case) it shoul<l be heavier than water, when it will be found at the
bottom of the receiver. The oil ha.ving been separated, the aqueous product,
which is a. saturated solution of the oil in water, is to be returned to the still,
and the distil!:ltion resumed, and continued till the resulting liquid has the same
volume as before. The oil is again separated, the watery product retumed to
the still, and the distillation resumed; and this proce!!s is to be repeated until
it ceases to afford any additional oily product. The oil thus obtained is to be
separated as completely as possible from water, and preserved in a well-stopped

bottle.

1
' In this way volatile oils may be obtained from the entire herb of l\fENTHA
PIPERTTA, MENTDA PuLEGlUM, l\IENTIIA YrRIDIS; from the seeds or fruit of
CARU:'1 CARur, CuuEnA OJ.'FICINALIS, EuoENIA PIMENTA, FCENICULUM OFFI·
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CINALE, JUNJPERUS CO!\ll'IIUNIS, MYRJSTJCA MOSCIIATA, PDrPJNEI,LA ANISUllI;

from the flowers of ANTHEMJS NODll.JIS, LAVANDULA VERAj from the undeveloped dried flowers of CARYOPTIYLLUS AROMAl'lCUS; from the tops of JUNIPERUS SABINA, RosMARINUS Q}'FJCI NALis; from

the bark

of CINNAMOMUM

ZEYLANICUilI.

"'l'he water distilled over in the preparation of the several oils should ho proserved for medical use." Dub.
The substances from which the volatile oils are extracted may be employed

~~::~si~n~h;o~!~,e~ltu~t b~r~es~:t;r~0;h, ~e~~~s~r~~~~;~thh~:i~,v:;'t~~~\;~r3\~~lf:
or no oil after cxsiccation. Most of the aromatic herbs, also, as peppermint,
spearmint, pennyroyal, and marjoram, are usually distilled while fresh; although
it is thought by some that, when moderately dried, they yield a larger and more
grateful product. Dried substances, before being submitted to distillation, require
to be macerated in water ti ll they are thoroughly penetrated by this fluid; and,
to facilitate the action of the water, it is necessary that, when of a hard or tough
consistence, they should be properly comminuted by slicing, shaving, rasping,
bruising, or other similar mechanical operat ion.
The water which is put with the subject of distillation into the alembic, answers
the double purpose of preventing the decomposition of the vegetable matter by
regulating the temperature, and of facilitating the volatilization of the oil, which,
though in most instances it readily rises with the vapour of boiling water, requires,
when distilled alone, a considerably higher temperature, and is at the same time
lia.ble to be partially decomposed. Some oils, however will not ascend readily
with steam at 212°; and in the distillation of these it is customary to use water
saturated with common salt, which does not boil under 230°. Hecourse may
also be had to a bath of strong solution of chloride of calcium, or to au oil-bath,
the temperature of which is regulated by a thermometer, as suggested by the
JtJdinburgh College in their general directions (see page 1095). Other oils again
may be volatilized with water at a. temperature below the boiling point; and, as
heat exercises an injuri ous influence onr the oils, it is desirable that the distillation shou ld be effected at as low a temperature as possible. To prevent injury
from heat, it has been recommended to suspend the substance containing the oil
in a basket, or to place it upon a perforated shelf, in the upper part of the alembic,
so that it may be penetrated by the steam, without being iu direct contact with
the water. Another mode of effecting the same object is to distil it in vacuo.
Dr. Duncan stated that. the most elegant volatile oils he had ever seen were prepared in this manner by Mr. Harry, the inventor of the process. The employment
of steam heat also prevents injury; and the best volatile oils are now prepared
in Philadelphia in this way. Steam can be very conveniently applied to this
purpose by causing it to pass through a coil of leaden tube of au inch or threequarters of an inch bore, placed in the bottom of a common still. The end at
which the steam is admitted enters the sti ll at the upper part, and the other end
at which the steam and condensed water escape, passes out laterally below, beiag
furni:shcd with a stop-cock, by which the pressure of the steam may be regulated,
and the water drawn off if necessary. In some instances, it has been found desirable to conduct the steam immediately into the still near the bottom, by which
the contents are kept in a state of brisk ebullition. This method is u.seJ. ia the
preparation of the oil of bitter almont.ls and the oil of mustard. The same method
is applicable to the preparation of the distilled waters. (Soubeirau, Trait. de
Plumn., 3e ed., i. 423.)
The quantity of water added is not a matter of indifference. An excess aboYe
what is necessary a.cts injuriously by holding the oi l in solution, when the mixed
vapours are condensed; and, if the proportion be very large, it is possible that
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no oil whatever may be obtained ~cparate. On the contrary, i f the quantity be
too small, the whole of the oil will not be distilled; aud there will be danger of
the substance in the alembic adhering to the sides of the vessel, and thus becoming
burnt. Enough water should always be added to cover the solid material, and
prevent this latter accident. DriC'd plants require more water than those which
are fresh and succulent. 'l'he whole amount of materials in the alembic should
not exceed three-fourths of its capacity; as otherwise there would be danger of
the liquor boiling oYer. The form of the alembic has a considerable influence
over the quantity of water distiltod, which depends more upon the extent of surface than the amount of liquid submitted to evaporation. 13y employing a high
and narrow 't'essel, we may ob>iate the disadvantage of an excess of water. 'l'he
broad shallow alembic, suitable for the distillation of alcohol ancl the sp irituous
liquors, wilI not answer so well in this case. Sometimes the proport ion of oil
contained in the substance employed is !O small that it is wholly dissolved in the
wfter distilled, even though the propo rtion of the liquid in the alembi~ is not
greater than is absolutely essential. In this case it is necessary to rcdistil the
same water several times from fresh portions of the plant, till the quantity of oil
which comes over exceeds its solvent power. This process is called cohobation.
The more volatile of the oils pass with facility along with the steam into the
neck: of the common still; but some which are less volatile are apt to condense
in the head, and thus return into the alembic. li'or the distillation of the latter,
a still should be employed with a large and very low head, having a. rim or
gutter around its internal circumference, into which the oils may be received as
they condense, and thence pass into the neck. As, after the d.istillation of any
one oil, it is necessary that the awaratus should be thoroughly cleansed before
being used for the preparation of another, it is better that the condensing tube
should be straight, than spiral as in the ordinary still. It should be recollected,
moreover, tLat certain oils, snch as those of anise and fennel, become solid at a.
comparatively high temperature; and that, in the distillation of these, the water
employed for refrigeration should not ba below 42° F.
1.'he mixed vapours are condensed into a milky liquid, which is collected in
a receiver, and, after standing for some time, separates into a clear solution of
the oil in water, and into the oil itself; the latter floating on the surface, or
sinking to the bottom, according as it is lighter or heavier than water. The
distillation should be continued so long as the fluid which comes over has this
milky appearance.
'l'he last step in the process is to separate the oil from the water. For this
purpose the Florence receiver may be used. '!'bis is a conical glass vessel, broad
at the bottom and narrow towards the top, and very near its base furnished with
a. tubulure or opening, to which is adapted, by means of a pierced cork, a bent
tube so shaped as to rise perpendicularly to seven-eighths of the height of the
receiver, then to pass off from it at right angles, and near the end to bend downwards. 1.'he condensed liquid being admitted throngh the opening at the top of
the receiver, the oil separates, and rising to the top, occupies the upper narrow·
part of the vessel, while the water remains at the bottom and enters the tube
affixed to the receiver. When the surface of the liquid attains in the receiver
a higher level than the top of the tube, the water will necessarily begin to flow
out through the latter, and may be recei,•cd in bottles. The oil thus accumulates so long as the process continues; but jt is evident that the P.lan is applicable only to the oils lighter than water. For the heavier oils, cylmdrieal vessels may be employed, to be renewed as fast as they are filled. But, as all the
water cannot be removed by these plans, it is necessary to resort to some other
method of effecting a complete ~eparo.tion. An instrument called a separatory
is usually employed for this purpoae. It consists of a glass funnel, bulging
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the top, where it is furnished with a stopper, and prolonged at. the b_ottom into
a very narrow tube. (See figure, page 775.) The lower opcnrng being closed,
the mixed liquids are introduced and allowed to stand till they separate. rrhe
orifice at the bottom is then opened, and the stopper at top being a li ttle loosened
so as to admit the air, the heavier liquid slowly flows ~ut, and may ?e .separat.ed
to the last drop from the lighter, which floats abo:e ~t. If _the 01 1_ is L~av~er
than the water, it passes out of the separatory; if lighter 1t rem::uns w1tbm.
Another mode of separating the oil is to introduce into tho vessel contain ing
the two liquids one end of a cord of cotton, the otber end hanging out, and ter·
minating in a suitable teceptacle beneath the level of that immersed in the li quid.
The oil at top passes through the cord, and may thus be wholly removed.
The last drops may be collected by pressing tbe cord between the fingers.
The water saturated with oil should be preserved for future distillations j as
it can dissolve no more of the oil, and will therefore yield a larger prod1.1ct.
When first procured, the oil has a disagrel'able empyreumatic odour, f~m
which it may be freed by allowing it to stand for some days in vessels loosely
covered with paper. It should then be introduced into small opaque bottles,
which should be well stopped so as to exclude the air. When altered by exposure to a.ir, the oils may sometimes be nearly or quite restored to their original
appearance and quality by agitation with a little recently heated animal charcoal;
and the same method may be employed for freeing oils from adhering water.
'l'he volatile oils have the mC'dical properties of the plants from which they
are derived; and, as their remedial application has been meuiioned under the
heads of these plants respectively, it will be unnecessary to treat of it in this
place. They may be administered dropped on a lump of sugar; or triturated
with at least ten times their weight of sugar, forrniug an oleo-sacclrn.rum, and
then dissolved in water; or made into an emulsion with water, sugar, :rnd gum
Arabic. 'They are frequently kept dissolved in alcohol under the name of
essences.*
W.

OLEUM ANETI-II. Land., Ed.

Oil of ])ill.

Tbc fruit of dill yields about 3·5 per cent. of rnlatile oil. This is of a palcyellow colour, with the odour of the fruit, and 11, hot swel'tish taste. Its specific
gravi~y is stated at 0·881. It is employed to prepare dill water, and may be
given as a carminative in the dose of three or four drops; but it is little used
in this country.
Off. Prep. Aqua Ancthi.
W.

OLEUM ANISI. U.S., Land., Ed., ])ub.

Oil of Anise.

The product of oi l from anise is variously statC'd from 1·56 to 3·12 per
cent. f_Pbe oil employed in this country is imported. It is colourless or yel-

dr:cf1~11:sin°~~~~eri~~~c;·!n;hte ~~l~~i:: ~:: ~~~;~;t~~~soir t: ~~\~1i~~~ ~~~isy!~~~e! e:~r~1~:1~
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according to thecircumst1rnees chwwherenoticedu.sinfiuencing the!izeof the drop; so
that nny results obtained are only npproximnte and relative. At our request I>rofessor
Procter tried tl1e following oils, with the results stnted in the table below. Tbe columns
of figures represent the number of drops in a tluidrachm of tbe oils respectively, the first
colu01n giving those obtained by dropping the oils from the bottles in which they nre
commonly kept, tho second by dropping them from 11. minim measure.

Olcum
Auisi
" C1m1i

:;

"

C'flryophylli

"

Cubebro

85- 8610Jeum
Freu.icnli
l03-10310leum
Rosm.,iui
"
Gu.ulthcriro 102-101
" Sabium

lOG-108

103-103

g::~::,~~:~ 18t~~~
86- 9G

"
<1

"

Hcdeomro

!Jl- 91

?II~;~~ro Pipc.103-109
Menthoo Viridis
89- 94

"

Sass1tfrns

101-105
102-108
102-100

~~~:r~~~re 1 ~t} ~~

::
Crensotum

9:>- 91
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]owish, with the peculiar odour ij.nd taste of the Reed. At 50° it cryst:11lizes in
flat tables, aud docs not melt under 62°. Its sp. gr. increases with age, aud is
variously given from 0·9768 to 0·9903. It is soluble in all proportions in alcohol of O·S06; but alcohol of O·S.tO dissolves at 77° only 42 per cent. It consists of two oils, one solid at ordinary temperatures and heavier than water
(.~terrroplene), the other liquid and more volatile (eleoptene), both of which are
said to have the same atomic constitution, and to consist of carbon, hydrogen,
nnd oxygen (C10Ui;O). It absorbs oxygen from the ai r, and becomes less disposed to concrete. Oil of anise is said to be sometimes adulterated with sperruaceti, wax, or camphor. 'fhe first two may be detected by their insolubility
io cold alcohol, the last by its odour. The dose of the oil is from five to fifteen
drops. Its comp:i.rative mildness adapts it to infantile cases. ·we arc informed
tliat the oil of anise Las, in this country, been almost entirely superseded by
the oil of star oniseed (nleum badiani), which closely resembles it in ila'\'"Our.
(Seepaf1e 101.)
OjJ: Prep. Rssentia Anisi ; Ex:tractum Rhei Fluid um; Extract. Spigelire
et Senure l?luidum i Spiritus Auisi; Syrupus Sarsaparillre Compositus; 'finctura Opii Amwoniata.; Tinctura Opii Camphora.ta; 'l'rochisci Glycyrrhiz::e et
Opii.
W.

OLEUM ANTIIEMIDIS. Land., Ed., Dub.

Oil of Charnornile.

'fbis is seldom prepared or used in this country. Baum6 obtained thirteen
drachms of the oil from eighty-two pounds of the flowers; according to Mr.
Brande, the average product of 100 pounds is two pounds twelve ounces. It
has the peculiar smell of chamomile, with a pungent somewhat :i.romatic taste.
When recently distilled it is of a. sky-blue colour, which changes to yellow or
brownish on exposure. ~'be sp. gr. of the English oil is said to be 0·9083.
According to .M. Gerhardt, oil of ch:i.momile is a mixture of a carbohydrog-an
(C.,II,.) with an oxygenated oil (C,,H,O,). (Chem. Gaz. vi. 483.) It has
sometimes b"en used in spasm of the stomach, and as an adjunct to purgatire
medicines. The dose i~ from five to fifteen drops.
On the continent of Europe, an oil extracted from Matricaria Olwmomilla
is employed under the n:i.me of oil of chamomile. It is dark-blue, thi(;k, and
nc:i.rly opaque, becoming brown and unctuous by time. It has the odour of the
plant from wLicb it is derived, and 30 aromatic taste.
W.

OLE UM CARI. U.S.
Caraway.

0LEUM CARUI. Land., Ed. Dub.

Oil of

This oil is prepared to a considerable extent by our distillers. The fresh fruit
yields on an average about 4·7 per cent. (Recluz); but the product is very variable. 'l'hc oil of caraway is somewhat dscid, of a pale.yellow colour becoming
brownish by age, with the odour of the fruit, and an aroma.tic acrid taste. Its
sp. gr. is 0·946 accQl·ding to BaumC, 0·931 according to B rande. Its constitu.
ents are carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. It is much used to impart flavour to
medicines, and to correct their nauseating and griping effects. The dose is from
one to ten drops.
When oil of caraway is distilled with hydratrd phosphoric acid, the distilled
liquor being poured back into the retort until it ceases to have the smell of
caraway, all oily liquid separates from the phosphoric acid, having a very dis·
agreeable odour, a?<l a strong taste. Th~s r:oduct,. to whi?h tlie name of can·a.
crol bas been :i.pplied, has been found to gffc 11nmedmtc relief to toothache, when
inserted on cotton into the cavity of a carious tooth. (See .Ani. Joum. of Med.
Sci, N. S. xv. 532.)
Off. P1·t>p. Aqua Ca.ru i ; Confectio Sc:immonii; Confectio Sennre; Egsentia.
Cami; Extrnctum Spigeliro ct Sennre l~luidum; Pilulro AloCs Compositre; Pil.
Rhei Cornpositre; Spiritus Juniperi Compositus.
W.
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OLEUM CARYOPIIYLLI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Oil of (J[oves.
'l'his oil is obtained by distilling cloves with water, to which ~t. is customary
to add common salt, in order to raise the temperature of e_hull1tion; and the
water should be repeatedly distilled from the same doves, m order co11lplet~ly
to exhaust them. Professor Scba.rling has found advantage from the application
of super-heated steam to the distillation of this oil. (Pharm. Juurn. and Trans.,
xi. 469.) The product of good cloves is said to be about one-fifth or one-si_xth
of their weight. The oil was formerly brought from Holland or the East Indies;
but, since the introduction of the Cayenne cloves into ou r ma_rk~ts, _the red~ced
price and super ior freshness of the drug have rendered the d1stillat10n of 011 of
cloves profitable in th is country; and the best now sold is of domestic extr:iction.
We ha.vc been informed that from seven to nine pounds of cloves yield to our
distillers about one pound of the oil.
Properties. Oil of cloves, when recently distilled, is very flu id, clear, and
colourless, but becomes yellowish by exposure, and ultimately reddish-brown.
It has the odour of cloves, and a hot, acrid, aromatic taste. Its sp. gr. is variouily stated at from 1·03-! to 1·061, the latter being given by Bonastre as the
sp. gr . of the rectified oil. It is one of the least volatile of the essential oil s,
and requires for congcla.tion a temperature from zero of Fahrenheit to --1°. It
is completely soluble in alcohol, ether, and strong acetic acid. Nitric aciJ
changes its colour to a deep red, and converts it by the a.id of heat into oxalic
acid. When long kept it deposits a crystalline stearoptene. It is frequently
adulterated with fixed oils, and sometimes also with oil of pimento and with copaiba. When pure it sinks in distilled water. According to Zeller, its character of congealing entirely into a crystalline mass with the alcoholic solution
of potassa, losing at the same time its peculiar odour, affords a sufficient criterion
of its purity.
According to Ettling, the oil of cloves consists of two distinct oils, one lighter,
the other heavier than water. 'l'hey may be obtained separate by distilling the
oil from a solution of potassa. The li ghter comes over, the heavier remains
combined with the potassa, from which it may be separated by adding sulphuric
acid, and again distilling. L?:qht oil of cloves is colourless, ba.., the sp. gr. 0·918,
and consists exclusively of carbon and hydrogen, being isomeric with pure oil of
turpentine. It is said not to possess active properties. (Kane.) Ileavy oil of
cloves is colourless at first, but darkens with age, has the odour and taste of
cloves, is of the sp. gr. I ·Oi9, boils at 470°, and forms soluble and crystallizable
salts with the alkalies. Hence it bas been called eugenic or caryophyllic acid.
It consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen; the formula, according to Ettling,
being C~H 1 ,.0 5 •
lilcclical Properlics and Uses. The medical effects of the oil are similar to
those of cloves, and it is used for the same purposes; but its most common employment is as a corrigent of other medicines. Like other powerful irritants, it
is sometimes effectual in relieving toothache, when introduced into the cavity of
a carious tooth. The dose is from two to six drops.
O.ff: Prep. Confcctio Aromatica; Confectio Scammonii; Pilulre Colocynthidis

W

~~~a

OLEUM CIIENOPODII. U. 8 .

Oil of Wormseed.

'This oil is peculiar to the United States. The best is prepared in thevieinity
of Ba.I ti more. (See 7>age 212.) It is of a light-yellow colour when recently distilled, but becomes deeper yellow, and even brownish by age. It bas in a. high
degree the peculiar flavour of the plant. Its sp. gr. is 0·908. It is used as an
anthelmiotic, in the close of from four to eight drops for a. child, repeated morn·
iog and evening for three or four days, and then followed by a brisk cathartic.
The case of a. child, six years old, is recorded in the Boston Med. an<l Surg.
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Journ. (xiv. 373), in which death is supposed to have resulted from the u!le of
W.
overdoses of this oil.

OLEUM COP AIBJE. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Oil of Oopaiba.

"Take of Copaiba two poimds; Water four gallons. Add the Copa~ba to the
Water in a tinned still, and, having adapted a. proper refrigcratory, distil three
gallons. Separate the Oil which comes over from the water, return the latter
to the Copa.iba, and agai n distil three gallons. Lastly, separate the Oil obtained
in the second distillation, add to it that first obtained, and, keep the whole in a.
well stopped bottle." U. S.
"Take of Copaiva one ounce; Water onepi11t and a haif [Tmperial measure].
Distil, preserving the water; when most of the water has passed over, heat it,
return it into the still, and resume the distillation; repeat this process so long
aa a. sensible quantity of oil passes over with the water." Ed.
The oi l coustituteR from one-third to one-half or more of the copaiba. From
one specimen of recent copaiba. as much as 80 per cent. of oil has been obtained.
(Am. J01m1. of Pharm., xx:ii. 289). It is prepared largely in Philadelphia by
the application of steam heat. (See page lO~:lG). As it first comes over it is
colourless, but the latter product is of a fine greenish hue. By redistillation it
may be rendered wholly colourless. It has the odour and taste of copaiba, boils
at about4 70° (Christison), is soluble in ether and alcohol, absorbs muriatic acid
gas and forms with it crystals of artificial camphor, and when pure consists
exclusively of carbon and hydrngen, being isomeric with pure oil of turpentine.
In consequence of its want of oxygen: it answers even better than naphtha fo r
preserving potassium, a fact first observed by l\Ir. Durand, of Philadelphia.
Its effects on the system are those of eopaiba. From the experiments of C.
Mitsclierlieh it is one of the least injurious to the animal system of the volatile
oi ls; six drachma of it having been introduced into the stomach of a rabbit
without causing death. Externally applied it produces much less irritation than
the oil of turpentine. It may be given for the same purposes as copaiba in the
dose of ten or fifteen drops; and may be administered in emulsion, or simp ly
W.
dropped on sugar.

OLEUM CUBEBJE. U.S., Ed., Ditb.

Oil of Oubebs.

'l'his oil is obtained from cubebs, by grinding them, and then distilling with
water. From ten pounds SchOnwald procured eleven ounces of oil, and this result
very nearly coincides with the experiments of Christison, who obtained seven
per cent. When perfectly pure, the oil is colourless; but as usually found, is
ye!lowish or greenish. It has t.he smell of cubebs, and a warm, aromatic, camphorous taste; is of a con.sistencc approaching that of almond oil; is lighter
than water, haYing the sp. gr. 0·929; and, when exposed to the air, is said to
thicken without losing its odour. Upon standing, it sometimes deposits crystals,
which are thought to be a hydrate of the oil. It consists of carbon and hydrogen, and its formula is stated to be C15 H 12•
The oil bas the medicinal properties of cubcbs, but it is probably not the sole
ac9ivc ingredient; as it is much Jess pungent t~an the fluid extract or. oleo-resin .
It may, howeYer, often be advantageously substituted for the powder, m the commencing dose of ten or twelve drops, to be gradually increased until its effects
nrc obtained, or until it proves offensive to the stomach. It may be given iuspcnded in water by means of sugar, or in the form of emulsion, or enclosed in
,V,
capsules of gelatin.

OLEUM F<ENICULI. U. S., Lo.,d., Ed., Dub.

Oil of Fennel.

Fennel seeds yield about 2·5 per cent. of oil. That used' in this country is
imported. It is colourless or yellowish, wit~1 the odour a~d taste of the seeds.
Its sp. gr. is 0·997. It congeals below 50° mto a crystalline mass, separable by
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presiure into a solid and liquid oil (stearoptene and eleoptene); the former heavier
than water, and less volatile than the latter, which rises first when the oil is dis.
tilled. As found in the shops, therefore, the oi l of fennel is not uniform; and
Dr. l\Iontgomery found that a specimen which he exa1?iued <lid not_ congeal at
22°. It consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen ; its formula bemg, accord.
iuu
to Blanchet and Sill, Ct.1 Hsn.1· 'l'he dose is from five to fifteen drops.
0
0.ff: Prep. Aqua Fooniculi; Confectio Piperi~ N igri; . ~ssenti<t _l·'cc~iculi;
Extractum Rhei Fluidum; Extractum Senna: Flu1dum; Spmtus J uDJpcn Com~
~~L
~

OLEUM GAULTIIERIJE. U.S.

Oil of Partridge-berry.

This oil is a product of the Un ited States, and is prepared chiefly in New
Jen;ey. It is directed by the Pharmacoproia to be prepared from the IeaYes of
Gault!teria procumbens; but the whole plant is usually employed. It has been
obtained by .Prof. Procter from tte bark of Betula lenta or sweet birch, and has
been supposed to exist also in the root of Polygala pauc1folia, and the roots and
stems of Spirrea ulmaria, Spin.ea lobata, and Gaultheria kispidula, which
have its peculiar flavour.
Oil of partridge-berry when freshly distilled is nearly colourless, but as found
iu the shops has a brownish-yellow or reddish colour. It is of a sweetish, slightly
pungent, peculiar taste, and a very agreeable characteristic odour, by which it
may be readily distinguished from all other officinal oils. It is the heaviest of
the known essential oils, having the sp. gr. l·li3. Its boiling point is -!12°.
(Am. Journ. oj Phann., ii i. 199, and xiv. 213.) Its unusual weight affords a
convenient test of its purity. Prof. Procter proved it to possess acid properties,
and to be closely analogous to salic-ylous acid, one of the results of the decom·
position of sa li<:in by sulphuric acid and bichromate of potassa, and an ingredient
in the oil of Spirrea 1tlm,aria. (See Salix.) By l\I. Cahours it has since been
shown lo have the same composition as the salicyla.te of methylene; and a pro·
duct having its properties was obtained by distilling a mixture of pyroxylic
spirit, salicylic a.cid, and sulphuric a.cid. (Am. Journ. of P!tann., xiv. 211, and
xv. 241.) Dr. T. J. Gallaher, of Pittsburg, Pa., records the case of a boy,
nine years old, who took about half an ounce of this oil, with the effect of pro·
clucing severe vomiting, pmging, cpigastric pain, hot skin, frequent pulse, slow
aud labourecl respiration, dulness of hearing, and, notwithstanding excessi,'e
gastric irritability, an uncontrollable desire for food. After two or three <lays
of great danl!'cr, he bcga.n to improve, and in two weeks was entirely restored
to health. (Jllcd . .bXaminer, N. S., viii. 3-!7.) Oil of gaultheria is used chiefly,
on account of i ts pleasant flavour, to cover the taste of other medicines.
Off. P/'(p. Syrupus Sarsaparill::e Compositus.
W.

OLEUi\I IIEDEOM1E. U.S.

Oil of Pennyroyal.

This, though analogous in properties to the oi l of European pennyroyal, is
dcrive<l from a distinct plant (Iledcoma 1mlcgioidcs) peculiar to North America.
It has a light-yellow colour, with the odour and taste of the herb. Its i::p. gr. is
O·V48. It may be used as a remedy in flatulent colic and sick stomach, to correct the operation of nauseating or griping medicines, and to impart flavour to
mixtures. It is also much employed as a domestic remedy in amenorrhrea.
The dose is from two to ten drops.
W.

OLEUM JUNIPERI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Oil of Juniper.

The proportion of oil which juniper berries afford is stated very differently by
'l'romrusd~rfJ obtained one per cent. The highest quantity
given rn t.he table of Hccluz 1s 2·3-t, the lowest 0·31 per cent. 'fhc berries are
most proUucti'le when bruised. 'The oil of juniper cousumeJ in this country is
brought from Europe, and is believed to be procured chiefly from the tops of

<l!ffcrc~t. authors.
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the plant, being sold for a price which is altogether incompatible with the idea
that it is prepared from the fruit alone. It is colourless, or of a light greenishyellow, with a terebinthinatc odour, and a hot acrid taste. Its sp. gr. is 0 911.
It is not very soluble in alcohol. According to Blanchet, it contains two isomeric oils, of which one is colourless, and the other coloured and lc8S volatile.
It is, when pure, a carbohydrogen, and is said to have the same composition as
oil of turpentine (C 10ll8) ; but it does not form a solid compound with muriatic
acid. (Jourri, . de Pliarm., xni. 80.) Oil of turpentine is often fraudulently
added, but may be detected by the specific grayity of the mixture, which is
considerably less than that of the unadulterated oil of juniper.
The oil is stimulant, carmiuatiYe, and diuretic; and may be employed advanta,,;eously in debilitated dropsical cases, in connexion with other medicines, especially digitalis. It is this oil which imparts to Holland gin its peculiar flavour
and diuretic power. The dose is from five to fifteen drops two or three times
a day, and may be considerably increased.
Off Prep. Spiritus Juuiperi Compositus.
W.

OLEmf LAVANDULJEl. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
vender.

Oil of La-

This oil is usually distilled from the flowers and flower-stems conjointly, though
of finer quality when obtained from the former exclusively. Dried lavender flowers
yield from 1 to I ·5 per cent. of a very fluid, lemon.yellow oi l, having the fragrance
of the flowers, and an aromatic, burning taste. That met with in commerce bas
the sp. gr. 0·898 at 68° F., which is reduced to 0·877 by rectification. (Benelfos.)
According to Brn.nde, the sp. gr. of the oil obtained from the whole herb i8 0·9206.
Alcohol of 0·830 dissolves oi l of lavender in all proportions; that of 0·877, q,nly
42 per cent. (Berzelius.) Proust :5tates that, when allowed to stand in imperfectly stopped bottles, it lets faH a crystalline deposit, which often amounts to
one.fourth of its weight. It is said that the portion of oil first distilled is ruost
agreeably fragrant, and is often kept separate, and sold at a higher price. Oil
of lavender is used chiefly as a perfume, though possessed of carmiuative a.1ld
stimulant properties, and sometimes useful in cases of nervous languor and h~
ache. The dose is from one to fi've drops.
Oil of Spike is procured from the broad-leaved variety of la'fender which grows
wild in Eur0pe, the Lavandula Spica of De Candolle. Its odour is less fragrant
than that of common oil of lannder, and is somewhat analogous to tha.t of oil of
turpentine, with which it is said to be often adulterated. It is used by artists
in the preparation of varnishes.
Off. Prep. Linimcntum Camphorre Compositum; Tinctura Ammonire Composita; Tinctura Lavandulro Composita. Lond.
W.

OLEUl\I MENTH1E PIPERITlEl. U.S, Lond., Ed., Dub. Oil
of Peppermint.
Peppermint varies exceedingly in t he quantity of oil which it affords. Four
pounds of the fresh herb yield, according to Baum6, from a drachm and a half
to tliree drachms of the oil. The product is generally less than one per cent.
This oil is largely distilled in the United States. It is of a greenish-yellow colour
or nearly colourless, but becomes reddish by age. Its odour is strong and aro.
matic, its taste warm, camphorous, and very pungent, but succeeded, when air
is admitted into the moutL, by a sense of coolness. Its sp.gr. is stated diff€rcntly
from 0·902 to 0·920; its boiling point at 365°. Upon long standing it deposib
t1. stearoptene, which, according to Kane, has the same composition as the oil, -dz.,
C21 H 21p)J. Berzelius states that at 8° below zero the oil deposits small capillary
crystals. This oil is frequently adulterated with alcohol, and occasionally, there
is reason to beliere, with oil of turpentine. This is detected by its odour, by its
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deficient solubility in cold alcohol, and by imparting the property of exJ?loding
with iodine.
Oil of peppermint is stimulating and carminative, and is much used ~n flatulence, nausea, spasmodic pains of the stonrnch and bowels, and as a corr1~ent or
adjuvant of other medicines. The dose is from one to three drops, and 1s most
conveniently giYen rubbed up with sugar and then dissolved in water. 'l'he oi l
is more frequently employed, dissolved !n alcohol,~? the form ?f e~srncc oJ.pej~per
mint, which is now an officiual preparation. (See 'hnctura Olei Mentlue Piper1tre.)
Off. Prep. Aqua l\lentbro J>iperitro; E!!scntia. l\fenthro Piperitro; Pilul::e Rbei
Compositre; Spiritus l\ienthro Piperitro; Tinctura Olci l\lenthro l )iperitre; 'l'rochisci l\lenthre Piperitre.
W.

OLEUM MENTHJE VIRIDIS. U. 8., L ond., Ed., Dub.
Spearmint.

Oil of

According to Lewis, ten pounds of spearmint yield an ounce of oil; by others
the product is stated not to exceed one part from five hundred. The oil is largely
distilled in this country. It is pale-yellow or greenish when recently prepared,
but becomes red with age, and ultimately almost of a. mahogany colour. Its flavour
i s analogous to that of the oil of peppermint, but le5:s agreeable and less pungent. Its sp. gr. is stated differently from 0·914 to 0·975; its boili~g point at
320°. Kane gives the formula. C!l.5H~O, as representing its composition. It is
used for the same purposes as the oil of peppermint, iu the dose of from two to
five drops. An es.~ence of spearmint, prepared by disEolving the oil in alcohol,
is now officinal. (See Tlnctura Olei Ale11tlu:e Yiridis.)
Off. Prep. Aqua Mentbre Viridis; Essentia. l\lenthre Viridis; Spiritus 1\Ientbre
Viridis; 'l'inctura. Olei Mentbre Viridis.
W.

OLE UM MON ARDJE. U. 8.

Oil of Horsemint.

'!'his is prepared by our distillers from the fresh herb of Monarda punctata.
It h as a reddish-amber colour, a fragrant odour, and a warm, very pungent taste.
At the temperature of 40° Ii'. or lower, especially in the presence of moisture,
it is gradually transformed by oxidation into a. crystalline body, having the odour
and taste of the oil. 'l'his appears to be analogous in constitution to camphor,
being the oxide of a carbohydrogcn radical (U 10 U ~ ), three eqs. of which with
one eq. of oxygen form the liquid oil. (C . T. Bonsal!J Am. Jount. of Phann.,
:xxv. 200.) Applied to the skin, monarda. oil acts as a powerful rubcfacient,
quickly producing heat, pain, reduess, and even vcsication. This property of
the oi l was malle known to the profession by Dr. Atlee, of Philadelphia, who
employed it externally with advantage iu low forms of typhus fever, cholera
infautum, chronic rheumatism, and other affections in which rubefacients are
indicated. In ordinary cases it should be diluted before being applied. It may
be given internally as a. stimul ant and carm inative, in the dose of two or three
drops mixed with sugar aud water.
W.

OLE UM ORIGANI. U. 8., Ed.

Oil of Origanum.

'l'his is obtained from the common marjoram, Ori9anum vulgare, and is frequently called oil of marjoram. Tbe plant varies exceedingly in the proportion
which it affords. The mean product may be stated at from four to six parts from
a thousand. Th e recent oil, when properly prepared, is yellow; but if too much
heat is used in the distillation', it is said to be reddish, and it acquires tho same
~~.n~~~~~~~~~-n~~~
of the plant, and a hot acrid taste. Kane gives its i:;p. g r. 0·867, its boiling point
354°, and its composition C 50 H~ 00. According to Lewis its sp. gr. is 0·940,
according to Brande 0·909. lt is sometimes used as an external irritant, and to
allay the pain of toothache, by being introduced, on lint or cotton, into the cavity
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of a carious tooth. It is not employed internally. The oil commonly sold as
oil of origanum has been ascertained by l\Ir. Dan iel Hanbury to be the oil of
thyme (Thymus vulgw·is), and is prepared in the South of France. As it
reaches this country it is generally largely adulterated with oil of turpentine.
It can scarcely be doubted that the oi l directed by the Edinburgh College from
Ori'yanum MaJora11a, or sweet marjorani, was intended for that of 01·iganU?n.
vulgm·ej as the latter plant i~ indicated, under the name of Ori!;anwrn, in the
l\lateria Medica list of the College, where the former is not mentioned i and the
oil is referred to in the Index of the Pbarmacopceia with tbc title of Olcum Ori·
gan i. The oil of sweet marjoram is obt:tined from the plant by distillation, in
the quantity of from 2·5 to 6 parts from 1000. It is of a lemon-yellow colour,
light, and eamphorous, and is said upon long standing to dcpo::iit a substance
··
rescmbJiug camphor. It is not used in this country.
Off. Prep. Linimentum Saponis Camphorn.tum.
W.
OLEU~I

PIMENTlEl. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Oil of Pi111ento.

'l'he berries yield from 1 to more than 4 per cent. of oil, which, as found in
tl1e ELops, bas a brownish-red colour, and tLe odour and taste of pimento, though
warmer and more pungent. It is said, when freshly distilled, to be colourless
or yellowish. Nitric acid reddens it. Bonastrc states that it combines with
salifiable bases like the oi l of cloves. Its sp.gr. has been stated at 1·021, but
varies. It consists, like the oil of cloves, of two distinct oils, a. lighter and
heavier, the former of which comes over first in distillation. They may be
separated by distilling the oil with caustic potassa. The light oi l comes over,
and the heavy remains combined with the potassa. The latter may be obtained
by distilling the residue with sulphuric acid. The light oil is lighter than
water, and is a pure carbohydrogen. Th e heavy has the acid property of form~
ing crystalline compounds with t.be alkalies. They are analogous to the light
and heavy oils of cloves. ~J.1he oil of pimento is given for the same purposes with
the other aromatic st imulant oils. The dose is from three to s~x drops.
Off. Prep. Aqua Pimentro; Essentia. Pimentre.
W.

OLEUM PULEGII. Lond., Ed. 0LEUM MENTIIlE PULEGII. Dub.
Oil of European Pennyroyal.
About 1 part of this oil on an average is obtained from 100 parts of the plant.
It is yellowish when freshly distilled, but becomes reddiih by age. Its !5p. gr.
is stated diffenmtly from 0·925 to 0·978. It possesses medical properties similar
to those of the oil of peppermint; but is seldom used in this country. The dose
is from one to five drops.
Off. Prep. Aqua Pulegii; Essentia Menthm Pulegii; Spiritus Pulegii. W.

OLEUM ROSMARIN!. U. 8 ., Lond., Ed., Dub.
mary.

Oil of Rose-

The fresh leaves of rosemary yield, according to Bau me, 0·26 per cent. of oil;
but the product is stated much higher by other authors. According to Brande,
a pound of the fresh herb yields about a drachm of the oil, which is about one
per cent. This oil is colourless, with an odou r similar to that of the plant,
though less agreeable. Its sp. gr. is 0·9ll, but is reduced to 0·8886 by rectification. It is soluble in all proportions in alcohol of 0·830; but requires for
solution at 64°, forty parts of alcohol of the sp. gr. 0·887. (Berzelius.) Kane
gives its sp.gr. 0·897, its boiling point 365°, and its composition C.uH 980 2 •
Kept in bottles imperfectly stopped, it deposits a stcaroplene analogous to camphor, a.nd sometimes amounting, according to ~roust, to.one-tenth of the oil.
Bucholz states that it affords camphor when digested w1t.h from one-half its
weight to an equal weight of potassa, and distilled. It is said to be sometimes
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adu1terated with oil of turpentine, which may be detected by_mixing the su~
pected liquid with an equal volume of pure alcohol. The 011 of_ rosemary JS
0
0
0 1

~~~t~~:~~u~~~ e~~~~o;~J"~ti:~~ :s ~~\ng;~~~e~~ o~ r~b:f::~=~t l~n~~~~::. t ~~~
dose is from three to six drops.

A case of death is recorded, in a. child four or five years old, from a mixture
of six measures of this oil, and two of oil of wormseed, given in repeated doses
of a tablespoonful. (Am. Journ. of Phm:1n., xxiii. 286.)
Ojj: Prep. Esscntia. Rosmarini; Limmentum Opii; Linimentum Saponis
Camphoratum; Spiritus Ammonioo Aromaticus; Spiritus Rosmarini; Tinctura
Lavandulre Composita; Tinctura S:tponis Camphorata..
W.

OLEUM RUT.iE. Lond., Ed.

Oil of Rue.

Rue yields a very small proportion of a. yellow or greenish oil, which becomes
brown with age. It has the strong unpleasant odour of the plant, and an acrid
taste. Kane gives its sp. gr. 0·837, its boiling point 446°, and its composition
C28 H 280 3 • It is st imulant and antispasmodic, and has been given in hysteria,
convulsions, and amcnorrhooa. The dose is from two to tive drops.
W.

OLEUM SABIN1E. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Oil of Savine.

According to the more recent authorities, the proportion of volatile oil obtained from savine'varies from less than 1to2·5 per cent. The oil is nearly
colourless or yellow, limpid, stroup;ly odorous, and of a bitterish, extremely acrid
taste. Kane gives its sp. gr. 0·915 1 its boiling point 315°, and its composition
C10 H 8 , equivalent to that of oil of turpentine. According to Winckler 1 it is
converted by sulphuric acid into an oi l not distinguishable from that of thyme.
( OhCTn. Gaz., Jan.1847, p.] 1.) The oil of savioe is stimulant, emmeuagogue,
and actively rubefacient, and may be given for the same purposes as the plant
in substance. It has been much employed empirically in amcnorrhcca, and with
a view to produce abortion, and in some instances with fatal effects. The dose
is from two to five drops.
W.

OLEUM SASSAFRAS. U. 8., Ed.

Oil of Sassafras.

The proportion of oil yielded by the root of sassafras is variously stated from
less than 1 to somewhat more than 2 per cent. The bark of the root, directed by
the U.S. Pliarmacopooia, would afford a larger quantity. The oil is of a yellow
colour, becoming reddish by age. It has the fragrant odour of sassafras, with
n warm, pungent, aromatic taste. It is among the heaviest of the volatile oils,
having the sp. gr. I ·094. According to Ilouastre, it separates, by agitation with
water, into two oils, one lighter, the other heavier than water. Berzelius Rtates
that the first is often nothing more than oil of turpentine existing as an adulteration in the oil of sassafras. Nitric acid colours it red, and fuming nitric
acid i~flarnes it more readily than most other oils. It has the property of
dissolvrng caoutchouc. When kept for a long time it deposits transparent
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in properties and comp~sition with common camphor. (See Am.. Journ. of
Plwrni., xxvi. 166.) Oil of sassafras is stimulant, carminative, and supposed
to be diapborctic; and may be employed for the same purposes with the bark
from wh.ich it is derived. The dose is from two to ten drops.
Ojj: Prep. Syrupus Sarsaparillro Compositus.
W.

OLE UM SUCCINI. U. 8., D1tb.

Oil of Amber.

"Take of Amber 1 in powder~ <UI!J quantil!J. Put the Amber, previousl.r mis:ed
with an equal weight of sand, mto a. glass retort, which is to be only half filled i
then distil, by means of a sand-bath, with a gradually increasing heat, an acid
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Jiquor, :m oil, nnd a concrete acid in:ipregnatecl with oil. Separate the Oil from
the other matler~, :rnd keep it in well stopped bottles." u: S.
The DuUi11 l'ullege bas transferred the oil of amber from the preparations to
th e i'.\lateria Medica list.
The amber in this process undergoes decomposition, and affords, among other
produ cts, an cmpyreumatic oil, which floats in the receiver upon the surface of
au acid liriuor. The heat req ui site for the complete decomposition of th e amber
cannot be supported by a. glass retort; and, in order that all the oil which it is
capable of yielding may Le collected, the distillation should be performed in a
tubulateJ iron or earthenware retort, which may be placed immediately upon
the fire . Th e sand is added to prevent the amber from swelling too much .
The oil may be separated from the acid liquor by means of the separating funnel.
As first procured, it is a thick, very dark-coloured liquid, of a peculiilr strong
empyreumatic odour. In this state it is occasionally employed as a liniment;
but for internal use it should be rectified. It is said that the scrapings of copal
tmd the resin dmnmar arc often substituted for amber, and yield an oil scarcely
distinp;ui~habl e from the genuine. (Pereira's Mat ..Med.)
Off. Prep. Oleum Succiui Rectificatum.
W.

OLEUM SUCCINI RECTIFICATUM. U. 8.
Amber.

R ectified Oil of

"Take of Oil of Amber a pint; 1rater six pints. Mix them in a glass retort,
and di sti l until four pints of the Water shall have passed with the oil into the
recei\·e r; then separate the Oil from the Water, and keep it in well stopped
bottles." U.S.
By succcssirn distillations the oil of amber is rendered thinner and more
limpid, till at length it is obtai ned colourless. The first portions which distil
are less coloured than those which follow, and may be sepm·ated for keeping,
wbile the remainder is submitted to another distillation. li'or practical purposes, however, the oi l is sufficiently pure when once redistilled, as directed in
the U.S. Pharmacopreia. A s usually found in the shops, the rectified oil is of
a. light yellowish-brown or amber colour. When quite pure it is colourless, as
fluid as alcohol, of the sp.gr. 0·758 at 75°, and boils at 186°. It has a strong,
peculiar, unpleusant odour, and a hot, acrid taste. It imparts these properties
in some degree to water without being perceptibly dissolved. It is soluble in
eight parts of alcohol of the sp. gr. 0·847 at 55°, in five parts of the sp. gr. 0·825,
and in all proportions in absolute alcohol. The fixed oils unite with it. On
exposure to the light and air, it slowly changes in colour and consistence, becoming ultimately black and solid. It appears, when quite pure, to be a carbobydrogcu, cousil)ting, according to Dr. DOpping, of 88·46 parts of carbon and
l! ·54 of hydrogen in JOO parts. (Chem. Caz., Nov. 1845, p. 447.) It is said to
be sometim es adulteratell with oil of turpentine, which may be detected by passing
muri<ttic acid gas through the suspected oil. If pure it will remain wholly
liquid; while oil of turpentine if present will gi>e rise to the formation of solid
artificial camphor. (Phann . Journ. and Tra11s. 1 13, 292.)
Medical Properties cmd l~11es. Uectified oil of amber is stimulant and antispasmodic, and occusionally promotes the secretions, particularly that of urine .
It has been employed with advantage in arnenorrhootl, and in various spasmodic
and convulsi•c affections, as tetanus, epilepsy, hysteria, hooping-cough, and
infantile convulsions from intestinal irritation, &c. The dose is from five to
fifteen drops, diffused in some aromatic water by means of sugar and gum Arabic.
Externally applied the oil is rubefacicnt, and is considerably employed as a liniment in chronic rheumatism and palsy, and in certain spasmodic disorders, as
hooping-cough and infantile convulsions. In the latter affection it should Le
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rubb~d along the spine, and was highly recommended by t~rn late _Dr. Joseph

Parrish, mixed with an equal measure of laudanum, and diluted with three or
W.
four parts of olive oil and of brandy.

OLEUM TABACI. U.S.

Oil of Tobacco.

"Take of Tobacco, in coarse powder, a pound. Put the Tobacco into a. retort
of green glass, connected with a refrigeratory, to which a tube is attached for
the escape of the incondcnsiblc products; then, by means of a sand-bath, heat
the retort gradually to dull redness, and maintain that tempera~urc .un~il ?mpyreumatic oil ceases to come over. Lastly, separate the dark oily liquid rn the
receiver from the watery portion, and keep it for use." U.S.
This is a black, thickish liquid, of a strong characteristic odour, identical with
that of old tobacco pipes, and in no degree resembling tba.t of undecomposcd
tobacco. It may be obtained colourless by rectification, but soon becomes yellowish, and ultimately brown. It probably contains a portion of nicotia volatilized unchanged, and is a powerful poison, unfit for internal use, and when
employed externally requiring much caution. l\Iixcd with simple ointment or
lard in the proportion of twenty drops to an ounce, it has been used as an application to indolent tumours, buboes, ulcers, and obstinate cutaneous eruptions;
but in all cases where the cuticle is wanting, it should be employed with reserve,
and carefully watched.
W.

OLEUM TEREBINTHINJE PURIFICATUM. Ed. Purified Oil
of Turpentine.
"Take of Oil of Turpentine one pint; Water four pi"nts. Distil as long as
Oil comes over with the Water." Ed.
Oil of turpentine becomes impure by exposure, in consequence of the absorption of oxygen and the production of resin. From this it may be freed by distillation, as above directed, or by the agency of alcohol. (Sec Oleurn Terebinthinre.) The process for distilling it is attended with some danger, in consequence
of the great inflammability of the vapour, and its rapid formation, which causes
the liquor to boil oYcr. In this country, the apothecary can almost always purchase the oil sufficiently pure for medical use without the necessity of rectifying
it. The presence of a little resin docs not interfere with its efficiency as a
W.
medicine.

OLEUM VALERIANiE. U.S.

Oil of Valerian.

This was introduced for the first time as an offi.cinal into the U.S. Pharmacopooia. of 1850. . It is obtained from the root of Valeriana. officinalis by the usual
process of distillation with water. Very good oil has been distilled from the
root cultiYated in this country. As first procured, it is of a. pale-greenish colour,
of the sp. gr. 0·934, with a pungent odour of Yalerian, and an aromatic taste.
Upon exposure, it becomes yellow and viscid. It is a complex substance, containing 1. a carbohydrogen isomeric with pure oil of turpentine, 2. a small proportion of etearoptenc of an odour resembling that of camphor and pepper, and
formed probably by the combination of water with the preceding constituent, 3.
a peculiar oxy~ena.tcd oil, called valerol (CroH 120, Kane's Ohernistry), which by
the agency of the air is converted into valcriam·c (valcric) acid and a resinous
matter; and 4. valerianic acid, which always exists in the oil in small proportion, but is increased by exposure. The conversion of valerol into valerianic
acid through the agency of atmospheric oxygen is very much promoted by the
presence of caustic a1kalies 1 which combine with the acid when formed, to produce valerinnates. The oil of vulerian exercises the influence of the root upon
the nervous system, and is frequently administered as a substitute for it in the
dose of four or fh·e drops.
W.

Pilulre.
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Pills.
These are small globular masses of a size convenient for swallowing. They
are well adoJpted for the administration of meJicioes which are unpleasant to
the taste or smell, or insoluble in water, and do not require to be given in large
doses. Deliquescent substances should not be made into pills; ar:'1d those which
are efflorescent should be previously deprived of their water of crystall izati on.
Care should also be ta.ken not to combine materials, the mutual reaction of which
may result in a cha nge of form.
Some substances have a consistence which enables them to be made immedia.tely
into pills. Such are the softer extracts and certain gum-resins; and the addition
of a little water to the former, and a few drops of spirit to the latter, will give
them the requisite softness and plasticity, jf previously wauting. Substances
which are very soft, or in the liquid state, are formed into the pilular mass by
incorporation with dry and inert powders, such as crumb of bread, wheat flour,
stnrch, and powdered gum Arabic. Powders must be mixed with soft, solid
bodies, as extracts, confect.ions, soap, &c., or with tenacious liquids, as syrup,
molasses, honey, or mucilage. IJcavy meta1lic powders are most conveniently
made into pills with the former; light vegetable powders with the latter. l\lucilagc is very often used; but pills made with it are a.pt when kept to become
bard, and of difficult solubili ty in the liquors of the stomach, and if metallic
substances are mixed with it, the mass docs not work well. A mixture of syrup
and powdered gum Arabic is not subject to the same inconveniences, and is an
excellent material for tlJC formation of pills. Conserve of roses and molasses
are among the best cxcipients, when the pills are to be long kept. For the same
purpose of keeping the pill soft, a small portion of some fixed oil or deliquescent
salt has been recommended as an addition to the mass. l\Iany powders require
only the addition of water. Such are all those which contain ingredients capable
of forming an adhesive or viscid solution with that liquid . Care should always
be taken that the matter added be not incompatible with the main ingredients
of the pill.
The materials should be accurately mixed together, and beat in a mortar till
formed into a perfectly uniform and plastic mass. 'l'his should be of such a consistence that the pills may preserve their form, without being so hard as to resist
the solvent power of the gastric liquors. As pills often become very hard by
time, it is often convenient to keep the mass in a state fit to be divided when
wanted for use. 'fhis may be done by wrapping it in bladders, putting it in
co\·ered pots, and occasionally moistening it as it becomes dry; or more effectually by keeping it in glass or well glazed jars, accurately closed with varnished
bladder.
The mass, b:wing been duly prepared, is made into pil1s by rolling it with a
spatula. into a cylinder of precisely the same thickness throughoµt, and of a
length corresponding to the number of pills required. It is then divided as
equally as possible by the hand, or more accurately by a machine made for the
purpose.* The pills receive a spherical form by being rolled between the fingers.
M. l\Iialhe describes a little instrument for rolling pills, composed of two circular
plates, one a.bout 12, the other 6 in ches in diameter, the former having a ledge
at the border one-third of an inch high, the latter with a sim ilar ledge vary ing
*The common pill-machine is too well known to require description.
5
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according to the size of the pi1ls from less than a line to nearly two lines, and
1
with a strap on the back by which it can be fitted to the hand. '1 his is to be
moved in a rotary manner upon the larger plate holding the divided portions of
the pill mass. (Joum. de Pharrn. et de Chim., xvii. 218.) In order to prevent
the adhesion of pills to one another, or to the side~ of the vessel in which they
may be placed, it is customary to agitate them with some dry powder, which
gives them an external coating, that serves also to conceal their taste. For this
purpose, carbonu.te of magnesia, starch, or po~dered liquorice root may be used.
Carbonate of magnesia is sometimes incornpat1ble with one of the ingredients of
the pills; and liquorice root will, as a general rule, be found the best. The
powder of lycopodium, is much employed on the continent of ]~urope; and it was
formerly the custom to give the pill a coating of gold or silver leaf.
It has been proposed by M. Garot to cover pills with gelatin, which answers
the purpose of concealing their taste and odour, and counteracting dcliquescence
or chemical change from exposure to the air, without interfering with their solubility in the stomach. He dips each pill, sustained on the point of a pin, into
melted gelatin, withdraws it with a. rotary motion, then fixes the pin in a paste
so as to allow the coating to dry in the air, and, having prepared about fifty pills
in tbis way, proceeds to complete the operation by holding the pin in the flame
of a taper so as to melt the gelatin near its point, and then withdrawing it from
the pill so as to close up the orifice. The purest glue should be selected for this
purpose, melted with the addition of two or three drachms of water to an ounce
of the glue, and kept liquid by means of a salt-bath.
Another plan of attaining the same objects, less effectual, but more con't'enient
than the above, is to introduce the pills into a spherical box, to drop on them
enough syrup simply to moisten their surface, then to give a rotary movement
to the box until the pills are uniformly covered, and finally to add by degrees a
powder consisting of equal parts of gum, sugar, and starch, shaking the box with
each addition, and continuing the process until noth ing more will adhere to the
pill s. The investing material may be rendered agreeable to the taste and smell
by aromatic additions, if deemed advisable. (Jouni. de Pharm. et de Cliini.,
x. 32 .) 1'1. Calloud finds that a better powder for the purpose, because less disposed to attract moisture, is made by boiling one part of flaxseed and three parts
of white sugar with sufficient water till a thick mucilage is formed, evaporating
this carefully to dryness, an<l then pulverizing. (ibid., xxiii. 301.)
Still another method, proposed by l\lr. E. K. Durden, is to cover the pill with
a coating of collodion, which completely conceals the taste. 'fhe solution employed by Mr. Durden had the sp. gr. of 0·810; and two dippings gave a sufli.
cient coating. (See Am. Journ. of Pharm., xxi. 183.) It is, however, yet to
be determined whether a coating of collodion would yield readily to the solvent
powers of the gastric juice.
Pills wh ich are to be long kept should be well dried, and put into bottles with
accurately fitting stoppers. If it is desirable that they should be kept soft, the
better plan is to preserve them in mass as above recommended.
Though tlie U.S. Pharmacopccia, in almost every instance, orders the mass to
be divided into pills; yet it should be understood rather as indicating the number of pills to be made from a certain quantity of the mass when particular
directions are not given by the physician, than as requiring the di\'ision to be
made immediately after tho materials have been mixed. It will be found convenient by the apothecary to keep a. portion of the mass undivided.
W.

PILULJE ALOES. U.S., Ed. P1LULA ALOES CUM SAPONE. Lond.
Aloetic Pills. Pill of Aloes with Soap.
"Take of Aloes, in powder, Soap, each, an ounce. Beat them with water so
as to form a mass, to be divided into two hundred and forty pills." (]. S.
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The London College takes equal parts of extract of Barbadoes aloes, soft soap,
and liquorice (extract), and a sufficiency of molasses, beats the aloes with the
sonp, then adds the other ingredients, and beats the whole together.
1:I.1he Edinburgh College directs equal quantities of Socotrine or East India
aloes and Castile soap to be beat with com.erve of red roses into a mass fit for
forming pills.
The soap, in this formula., not on ly serves to impart a proper consistence to
the aloes, but is thong-ht to qualify its operation, and diminish its liability to
irritate the rectum. Five of the U.S. pills, containing ten grains of aloes, may
be given with a view to their purgative effect; but the preparation is usually
employed as a.. laxative in habitual costiveness, in the quantity of one, two, or
W.
three pills, taken before breakfast or dinner, or at bedtime.

PILULJEl ALOES COMPOSITJEl. Dub. PrLuu ALOES COMPO·
Lond. Oompound Pills of Aloes.

SITA.

"Take of Aloes, in powder, an ounce; Extract of Gentian lwlf an ouncej
Oil of Caraway forty rninirnsj Molasses a 1n~fficient quantity. Beat them to·
gether, so that they may be intimately mixed in a mass fit for forming pills."
Lond.
The nublin College directs two ounces [avoirdupois] of hepatic aloes, an, ounce
[avoird.] of extract of gentian, afluidrackni of oil of caraway, and an ounce
[arnird.] of molasses.
A reaction takes place between the aloes and extract of gentian when rubbed
together, which renders the mass so soft as sometimes to require the addition of
a ligLt powder. 'l'his combination is well adapted as a Jaxative to the costiveness of sedentary and dyspeptic persons. The dose is from five to twenty grains,
according to the degree of effect desired.*
W.

PILULJEl ALOES ET ASSAFCETIDJEl. U. 8., Ed.
Aloes and Assafetida.

Pills of

"Take of Aloes, in powder, Assafetida, Soap, each, lialf an ounce. Beat
them with water so as to form a mass, to be divided into one hundred a.nd
eighty pills." U.S.
The Edinburgh College takes equal parts of Socotrine or East India aloes,
assafctida, and Castile soap, and beats them into a mass with conserve of red roses.
These pills are peculiarly adapted, by the stimulant and earwinative properties
of the assafetida, to cases of costiveness attended with flatulence and debility of
the digestive organs. Ea.ch pill contains about four grains of the mass. From
W.
two to five may be given for u dose.

* The following is the formula for the aloctic pills usually called dinner pilla, or Larly
llebaler'a pilU. 'fhey arc the pilulre atomacllic::e of the fifth edition of the Paris Codc.:i:,
A. D. 1758. Take of the best Aloes six <lrnchms; i\!astich and Red Roses, each, two
drachms; Syrup of Wormwood sufficient t.o form a mass, to be divided into pills of three
grains each. Common syrup may be substltu.te<l for the syrup of wormwood. 01_ie or two
of these pills, taken shordy before a meal, will usually produce one free evacuation.
The Philn<lelphia. College of Pharmacy has adopted the following fo~muloo for the com-

~,~~~~It~j~f::~it1~i:~1~~JI~1~!~~~~~¥JJ~~!K~~~:1;~~~;~}:!~.~
~~i~~:itl~~~~f1:ii.~1;~~:~~li~~:ffi.~~~1:.g:}i~df!~?.~:c~;oy~r~\~i'~~jn~
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PILULlE ALOES ET FERRI. Ed.

Pills of .Aloes and Iron.

"Take of Sulphate of Iron three parts; Barba.docs WAloes lu:o parts; Arcr
matic Powder six parts; Conserve of Red Roses eigltl parts. Pul\•crizc the
Aloes and Sulphate of Iron separately; mix the whole ingredients; and beat
them into a proper mass; which is to be divide~ i~to five.grain P_ills." Ed.
It is said that the Jaxa.tiYc power of aloes is mcreascd, and its tendency to
irritate the rectum diminished, by combination with the sulphate of iron. ( l'!tri.~
tison's Dispensatory.) This combination is useful in constipation with debility
of stomach, especially when :itt.ended with amenorrbooa. The dose is from one

W.

to three pills.

PILULlE ALOES ET MYRRHlE. U.S., Ed. PILULA ALOES
CUM MYRRHA. Lond. PILUL£ ALOES CUM MYRRIIA. JJub. Pills of
Aloea -and Myrrh.
"Take of Aloes, in powder, two ounces; l\Iyrrh, in powder, an ounce; Saffron
half an om1ce; Syrup a s1~Qicient quantity. Beat the whole together so as to
form a mass, to be divided into four hundred and eighty pills." U. S.
'!'he London College takes lialf on. ounce of Socotrinc or hepatic aloes, lll'o
<frachms,_cach, of saffron, myrrh, and soft soap, :tnd a suffici.ency of molasses,
and heats them together; the Edinburgh takes.four parls of Socotrine or E:i.st
Iodia. aloes, two parts of myrrh, and one part of saffron, and beats them with
consen·e of red roses; the flublfri, takes two ounces of hepatic aloes, an ounce of
myrrh, lwlf an ounce of saffron, and two ounces and a half of molasses; rubs
the first three ingredients together and sifts them; then adds the treacle, and
beats tbe whole into a uniform mass.
~J.1bis composition has been long in use, under the name of Rufus's pills. It
is employed as a warm stimulant cathartic in general debility attended with
constipation, and retention or suppression of the menses. From three to six
pills, or from ten to twenty grains of the mass nHly be given for a dose. W.

PILULlE ASSAF<ETID.iE. U. S.

A88afetida Pills.

"Take of Assafeti<la. an ounce and a half; SoaP half an ounce. Beat them
with water so as to form a mass, to be divided into two hundred and forty pills.1'

U.S.
Bach of these pills contains three grains of the gum-resin. They are a convenient form for administering assafetida, the unpleasant odour and taste of
W.
which render it very offensive in the liquid state.

PILULlE CALOl\IELANOS CO~!POSI'.L'lE. Ed., JJub. PILULA
HYDRARGYRI C11LORIDI COMPOSITA. Lond. Compound Calomel Pills.
Compound Pill of Chloride of lliercury.
"'l'ake of Chloride of Mercury [caloruel], Oxysulpburct of Antimony, cachi
ttoo ch-achms; Guaiacum [resin], in powder, :Molasses, each, half an ounce. Rub
the Chloride with the Oxysulphuret, then with the Guaiacum and Molasses, so
as to form a mass." Lond.
'l'he EdinbU1yh Colle!fe takes of calomel and golden Rulpburet of antimony,
each, 011e part; guaiae, in fine powder, and treacle, cach 1 two parts; mixes the
solids in fine powder, then the treacle, and beats the whole into a. mass, to be
divided into six-grain pills. 'l'hc Dublin College agrees with the London, employing about half the quantity of the active ingredients, and affoidrachrn of
castor oil instead of the molasses.
We prefer the title" compound calomel pills" of the Edinburgh and Dublin
Plrn.rmacopooia.s; as, though not scientific, it is not, like the London name, liable
to be confounded with that of corrosive sublimate. The antimonial employed
by the Colleges is the same, though unde1· different names, and is identical with
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the U. S. precipitated sulphurct. According to Vogel, a reaction takes place ·
between the calomel and sulpburet of antimony, rcsultiug: in the production of
chloride of antimony a-nd sulphuret of mercury. (Amial. dcr Plun·m., xxviii.
236.) The preparation was originally introduced to the notice of the profession
by Dr. Plummer, who found it useful as an altcrative, and upon whose authority
it was tit one time much employed under the name of Plmnme-r's pilfs. The
combination is well adapted to the treatment of chronic rheumatism, and of scaly
and other eruptive diseases of the skin , especially when accompanied with a
syphilitic taint. Four grains of the mass contaib about one grain of calomcl.
l<'rom three to six grains or more may be given morning and evening.
W.

PIL UL.IE CALOMELANOS ET OPII. Ed. Pills of Calomel and
Opium.
"'l'ake of Calomel three parts; Opium one part; Comierve of Red Roses a
sufficienc!J. neat them into a proper mass, which is to be divided into pills,
eac h containing two grains of Calomel." Erl.
'l'he proportion in which opium is united with calomel to meet different indi~
cations is so various, that such a combination as the above is scarcely a. proper
,V.
subject for officinal direction.

PILULA CA~IBOGIJE COMPOSITA. Lond.
GIAl. Ed. Compo?tnd Pill of"Gamboge.

PILULAl CA11no-

"Take of Gambogc, in powder, two dmckms; Socotrine or Ilepatic Aloes, in
powder, three drachms; Ginger, in powder, a drachni; Soft Soap lw?f <in ounce .
.Mix. the powders together; then aJd the Soap, and beat the whole together so
as to form a mass. 11 Lond.
The EdinLw·gh College takes of gamLoge, East India or Barbadoes aloes, and
aromatic powder, each, one part, and of Castile soap two pm·ts; pulverizes the
gamboge and aloes separately, mixes all the powders, adds the soap, and then a.
imfficieoey of syrup; and beats the whole into a proper pill mass.
This is an active purgative pill, and may be given in the dose of ten or fifteen
W.
grains. The formula is that of Dr. George Fordyce simplified.

PILUL.iE CA'l'HARTIC.iE COMPOSI'r.iE. U.S.
thartic Pills.

Compound Ca-

"Take of Compound Extract of Colocyntb, in powder, ltaif an olmce; Extract
of Jalap, Mild Chloride of i\Icrcury [calomel], each three drachrn.~; Gamboge,
in powder, two scruples. l\Iix them together; then with water form a mass, to
be divided into one hundred and eighty pills." U: S.
This cathartic compound was first made offieinal in the second edition of t.11e
U. S. Pharmacopccia.. It was intended to combine smallne~s of bulk with efficiency and comparative mildness of purgative action, and a peculiar tendency to
the biliary organs. Such an offi.cinal prepara.tion was much wanted in this
count ry, in which bilious fevers, and other complaints attended with congestion
of the liver and portal circle generally, so much abound. The object of smallness of bulk is accomplished by employing extracts and the more energetic cathartics; that of a. peculiar tendency to the li,·er, by the use of calomel; and that
of efficiency with mildness of operation, by the union of several powerful purgatives. It is a. fact, a.bunda.ntly proved by experience, tha.t drastic cathartics
become milder by combination, without losing any of their purgative power.
Nor is it difficult, in this case, to reconcile the result of observation with pbysi~
ological principles. Cathartic medicines act on different parts of the alimentary
canal and organs secreting into it. In small closes, both the irritation which
they occasion and their purgat~ve effect a.re pr~po_rt~onably less?n?d. ~f several
are administered at the same time, each Ill a d1m1111shed dose, it is obvious that
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the combined purgative effect of all will be experienced; while the irritation,
being feeble in each part affected, and diffused over a. large space, will be less
sensible to the patient, and will more readily subside. · In the compound ca. .
thartic pills, most of the acti\-e purgatives in common use are associated together
in proportions corresponding with their respective doses, so that ~n excess of
any one ingredient is guarded against, and violent irritation from this cause pre·
vented. Tbc name of the prcparntiou may at first sight seem objectionable, as
it might Le applied to any compound pills possessing cathartic properties j but,
when it is considered that the ingredients cannot all be expressed in the title,
that no one is sufficiently prominent to give a designation to the whole, and that
the preparation is intended as the representative of numerous cathartics, and
caluulated for a wide range of application, the name will not be considered an
inexcusable deviation from ordinary medical nomenclature. It is highly important, for the efficiency of these pills, that they be prepared in exact compliance
with the directions, and that the compound extract of colocynth and the extract
of jalap used be of good quality. When they fail, t.he result is generally
ascribable to the substitution of jalap for the extract, or to the use of a compound extract of colocynth made with nearly inert scammony, inferior aloes,
and insufficient ct)!ocynth, and altogether badly prepared.
Three of the pills, containing 10! grains of the mass, are a medium dose for
an adult. In this quantity are four grains of compound extract of colocynth,
three of extract of jalap, three of calomcl, and two-thirds of a grain of gamboge.
A single pill will generally be found to operate as a mild la.xative. In a foll
dose, the preparation acts vigorously on the bowels, producing bilious stoob,
generally without much pain or disorder of the stomach. It may be employed
in most instances where a brisk cathartic is required; but is particularly appli.
cable to the early stages of bilious fevers, to hepatitis, jaundice, and all those
derangements of the alimentary canal, or of tLe general health, which depend
W.
on congestion of the portal circle.

PILULA COLOCYNTHIDIS CmfPOSITA. Lond. Prwu:
CoLOCYNTl!IDIS. Ed. P1LUL.iE CoLOCYNTIIIDIS COMPOSITE. lJltb. Compound Pill of Oolocynth.
"11ake of Kxtract of Colocynth a draclmi ; Extract of Aloes, in powder, six
drachms; Scammony, iu powJer, two drnchms; Cardamom, in powder, half a
drnclmi; Soft Soap a drachm and a half. l\Iix. the powders together; then
add the other ingredients, and beat all together so as to fo rm a mass." Lond.
'"l'ake of Socotrine or East India Aloes, and Scammouy, of each, ei!Jht parts;
Colocynth four l'arts; Sulphate of Potash and Oil of CloYes, of each, one part;
Rectified Sp irit a suJficiency. Pulverize the .Aloes, Scammony, and Sulphate of
Potash together; mix with them the Colocynth previously reduced to fine powder;
add the Oil of Cloves; and with the aid of a. small quantity of Rectified Spirit
beat the whole into a proper pill mass; which is to be divided into five-grain
pills." Ed.
"'l'ake of Pulp of Colocynth, in fine powder, one 01mce [avoirdupois]; Hepatic
Aloes, iu fine powder, two ounces [a.voird.]; Scummony, in fine powder, Castile
Soap, of each, one ounce [avoi rd .]; Oil of Cloves onejluidraclmi; Treacle [molasses] ten drochms [Dub. weight.]. Reduce the Soap to a. fine powder, and mix
it with the Colocynth, Aloes, and Scammony; then rub all together with the
Oil of Cloves and 11rca.cle, and beat thew into a. mass of a uniform consisteuce."

nub.
The London tJreparntion is only another form of the compound extract qf coloC!Jnlh, for which it was intended as a substitute; the ingredients, the proportions,
rtntl the dose being essentially tho same. (Sec b'xtractmn Coloty11thidis Cont-
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positurn.) The Edinburgh and Dublin preparations are imitations, differing in
the proportions of their ingredients, and in containing colocynth in substance
instead of the extract of colocyntb. The sulphate of potassa is used by the
Edinburgh College to promote the more complete di\"ision of the aloes and
sca.mm ony; the rectified spirit, because it is believed to be retained by the mass
more firmly than water, and thus to preserve the due consistence longer. The
preparation is actively cathartic in the dose of from five to twenty grains.*

Off Prep. Pilulro Colocyuthidis ct Ilyoscyami.

W.

PILUL./E COLOCYNTHIDIS ET IIYOSCYAMI. Ed.
Colocynth and Henbane.

Pills of

"Take of the Colocynth·pill mass two parts; Extra.ct of Hyoscyamus 011e pa·rt.
l3eat them well together, adding a few drops of rectified spirit if necessary; and
divide the mass into five·graiu pills." Ed.
It is asserted that the compound pill and compound extract of colocynth are
almost entirely deprived of their griping tendency by combination, as above,
with the extract of hyoscyamus, without losing any of their purgatiYe power.
The dose is from five to twenty grains.
W.

PILULA CONII COMPOSITA. Lond.
lock.

Compoimd Pill of Hem-

"Take of Extract of Hemlock
dracluns; Ipecacuanha, in powder, a
Beat them together so as to form a.
d1·achm; Molasses a sufficient
mass." Loud.
An anodyne and expectorant combination, useful in chronic bronchial diseases. The dose is five grains three times a day.
W.

PILUL./E COPAIB./E. U.S.

Pills of Copaiba.

" Take of Copaiba two ounces ; Magnesia, recently prepared, a drachm. l\Jix
them, and set the mixture aside till it concretes into a pilular mass, which is to
be divided into two hundred pills." D.S.
When copa.iba is mixed with pure magnesia, it gradually loses its fluidity,
forming at first a soft tenacious mass, and ultimately becoming dry, bard, and
brittle. The quantity of magnesia, and the length of time requisite for this
change, vary with the condition of the copaiba.; being greater in proportion to
the fluidity of this substance, or, in other words, to its amount of volatile oil.
The quantity of magnesia directed by the Pharmacopc:cia, one-sixteenth of the
weight of the copaiba, is sufficient to svl idify the latter, as it is often found in
the shops, in the course of six or eight hours; but, when the copaiba. is fresh,
or has been kept in closely stopped bottles, and retains, therefore, nearly the
whole of its oil, it is necessary either to augment the proportion of m::ignesia, or
to expose the mixture for a much longer time, or to diminish the volatile oil of
the copaiba by evaporation. The magnesia combines chemically with the copaivio
::icid or hard resin, but, in relation to the volatile oil, acts merely as an absorbent;
for, when the solidi6ed mass is submitted to the action of boiling alcohol, a part
is dissolved, abandoning the magnesia with which it was mixed, while the resin
combined with another portion of the earth remains undissoked. Varieties of
copaiba, therefore, are solidi6able by magnesia, directly in proportion to the
hard resin they contain, and inversely in proportion to tho vobtile oil; the soft
resin being indifferent. According to Guibourt, cop::iiba not solidifiable by mag.

* For some obscrvntious relative to the present simple extract of eolocynth of tbe
London College, employed in mil king these pill<;, showing that there lias probnbly been nn

~~~o~~:r~l~e ,~~;~~l~~l~~~:;rJ11~:cp~i~'.~~i~c5~~~~~s'.~ tr~~~rue11~c~!o s~}~~~xr~:~~cn~;!o~~~~~:.~i~~
pursue, see Extractum Colotyntldd1s 1 p. 914.-.iYotd to tbe tenth ed1tio11.
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nesia, may be made so by adding one-sixth of Bordeaux or common European
turpentine. (Joum. de Phm·m., xxv. 499.) The magueFia. c~1plo~rcd should
not have been allowed to become hydrated by ex posure to a moist air or otherwise. (Ibid., Beser., v. 475.) In the preparation of the pills of copaiba, care
should be taken to divide the mass before it has become too hard. 'l'he advan.
tage of this preparation is , that the copaiba is brought to the state of ~ill with
little increase of bulk. Each pill contains nearly five grains of copa1ba, aucf
from two to six may be taken for a dose twice or three times a day.
Hydra.te of lime produces the same effect as magnesia, and, as stated by .l\I.
Thierry, in a shorter time, if employed according to his formula . Ile takes 15
parts of copaiba and 1 part of slaked lime, mixes them in a marble mortar, transfers the mixture to an open vessel, places this upon a sand-bath, and sustains '
the heat for four hours, occasionally stirring. The hydra.tc of lime must have
been freshly prepared from recently burnt lime. The mixture loses only a ·
twenty.fourth of its weight, which is chiefly the water of the hydrate. (Journ.
de Plim·m., 3e sfr., i. 310.)
W.

PILUL.iE CUPRI AMMONIATI. Ed.
Copper.

Pills of Ammoniat.ed

"Take of Ammoniated Copper, in fin e powder, one pm·t; Bread-crumb six
parts; Solution of Carbonate of Ammonia a sujfi<.:ie.ncg. l3eat them into a proper mass, and divide it into pills, containing each half a grain of ammoniated
copper." E'd.
This is a convenient form for administering ammoniated copper. One pill
may be given night and morning, and the dose gradually increased to fi>e or
~~L

~

PILU.L1E DIGITALIS ET SCILL.iE. Ed. Pills of Digitalis and
Squill.
"Take of Digitalis and Squill, of each, one part; Aromatic Elcctuary two
parts. Beat th em into a proper mass with Conserve of Red Roses; and divide
the mnss into fou r-grain pills." Ed.
These pills combin e the diuretic properties of digitalis and squill, and may
be given in dropsy. One or two pills constitute a. dose .
W.

PILUL.iE FERRI CARBONATIS. U.S., Ed. Pills of Carbonate
of Iron. Vallet's F errnginous Pills.
11
'J':ike of Sulphate of Iron eight omwcs; Carbona.te of Soda ten ounces; Clarified Iloney three ounces; Sugar, in powder, two ounces; Boiling " -.ater two
pints; Syrup<£ suJficient q_uantitg. Di~solve the Sulphate of Iron and C:i.rbonate of Soda., each, in a pmt of the 1Vater, a. fluidounce of Syrup having been
previously added to each pint; then mix the two solutions, when cold, in a bottle
just large enough to hold them, close it accurately with a. stopper, and set it by .
that the carbonate of iron may subside. Pour off the supernatant liquid, and,
having washed the precipitate with water sweetened with Syrup, in the propor·
tion of a. fluidounce of the latter to a pint of the former, until the washings no
longer have a. saline taste, place it upon a flannel cloth to drain, and afterwards
express as much of the w:tter as possible; then immediately mix the precipitate
with the Honey and Sugar, and by means of a. water-bath evaporate the mixture ,
constantly i;tirring, until it is so far concentrated as to have a. pilular consistence
on cooling." U.S.
·
" Take of the Saccharine Carbonate of Iron four part.~; Conserve of Red Roses
one pa1·t. Beat them into a proper mass, to be divided into five-grain pills. 1 ' Ed.
The effect of sacc:harine ma.ttcr in protecting iron from oxidation has been
expla ined under th e heads of Fen·i Gcirbonas Saccharatwm, and Liquor Ferri.
lodidi. The /.J~ S. pill of carbonate of iiton ia: another example of a. ferruginous
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preparation, in which the iron is protected from furth er oxidation by the same
means. rl'hc salts employed are the same as those used for obtaining the officinal
subcarhonate of iron; but, in forming that preparation, the carbonate which is
at first precipitated absorbs oxygen and loses nearly all its carbonic acid in the
processes of washing and drying. \Vhen , however, as in the U. S. formula.,
i,bovc given, the reacting salts are dissolved in weak sy rup instead of water, and
the washing is performed with the same substance, the absorption of oxygen
and loss of carbonic acid, during the separation of the precipitate, are almost
completely prevented. I t only remains, therefore, to preserve it unaltered, and
to bring it to the pilu1ar consistence, and this is effected by admixture with
honey and sugar, and evaporation by means of a water-bath. Of cour::-e it is
essential to the success of this process, that the sulphate of iJ:on should be pure;
. otherwise some sesquioxide will be present in the product. Th e process just
explained is that of M. Vallet, of Paris, after wh om the preparation is popularly
called. The Edinburgh pill of carbonate of iron is made from the saccharine
carbonate, which is brought to the pilular consistence by being mixed with conei.crve of roses. This mode of making it is inferior to that of Vallot; for, in the
first place, the saccharine carbonate is admitted to contain sesquioxidc of iron,
and secondly conserve of roses is a less etlicient preservative of the pilular mass
than honey and sugar. (See Ferri Oarbonas Saccltaratum.)
Properties. The U.S. prep:iration is in the form of a. soft pilular mass, of a.
uniform black colour, and strong ferruginous taste. When carefully prepared,
it is wholly and readily soluble in acids. It contains nearly half its weight of
carbonate of protoxide of iron. The corresponding pill, obtained from the saccharine carbonate, may be supposed to contain one-third of fcrruginous matter.
Medical Properties. The U.S. pill of carbonate of iron, or Vallet's ferruginous
mass, is admirably adapted to cases in wLich ferruginous preparations am indicated. It is considered particularly useful in chl orosis, amcnorrhc:ea, and other
female complaints, and appears to act faxourably by increasing the colouring
matter of the blood, causing the capillary system to become more fully injected,
and the lips to assume a redder colour. It may be given in divided doses to the
extent of from ten tO thirty grains in the course of the day, and continued for
a month or six weeks, if improvement ta.kes place. As the mass is not divided
in the U.S. formula, it is necessary in prescription to indicate the weight of each
pill, which may vary from three to five grains, accord ing to the views of the
prescriber. There can be but little doubt that, in cases in which the alterati\•e
effects of iron are i::alled for, Vallet's preparation is one of the best that can be
employed. Its chief merits are its un cbangeableness and ready solubility in
acids. For further information respecting it, see the favourable report ma.de on
VaU et's fcrruginous pills to the French Royal Academy of Medicine, in 1837,
by l\I. Soubeiran, republished in the A m.. Journ. of Phar-m., x. 244, and the
paper on carbonate of iron by Professor Procter, contained in the same journal,
x. 272.
B.

PILULJE FERRI COMPOSIT.t"E. U.S.
L ond. Compound Pills of Iron.

PILULA FERRI CoM-

POSITA.

"Take of l\Iyrrh, in powder, two dmchms; Carbonate of Soda, Sulphate of
Iron, each, a drachm; Syrup a sufficient quantil!J. Rub the Myrrh with the
Carbonate of Soda; then add the Sulphate of Iron, and again rub them; lastly,
beat th em with the Syrup so as to form a mass, to be divided into eighty pills."

U.S.
Th e directions of the L ondon College are essentially the same as the above, a
drachm of molasses being substituted for the indefinite quantity of syrup, and
the previous heating of the mortar ordered. The London preparation is not

<liYided into pills.
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This preparation is closely unalogous to the l\listura Ferri .Composita. in properties and composition. It is a good emmenagogue and ant1hcct1c tome: As
its peculiar advantages depend upon the presence of carbonate . o~ protox1de of
iron, which speedily changes in to the se~quioxide on cxpo:mre, 1t is r.roper ~hat
only so much of the mass should be prepared as may be wanted for 1mmed1atc
use. It is said that the iron will be better preserved in the state of protoxide,
if, iustericl of mixing the ingredients as ~irccted in the Pharm:1copceia, the operator should first dissolve the sulphate of iron, finely powdered, m the syrup, with
a moderate heat, then add the carbonate of isoda, stirring till effervescence ceases,
and lastly incorporate the myrrh. From two to six pills may be given at a dose,
three times a day.
W.

PILULJE FERRI IODIDI. U.S.

Pills of Iodide of Iron.

"Take of Sulphate of Iron a drncArn; Iodide of Potassium four scruples;
Tragacanth, in powder, ten grains; Sugar, in powder, lw?l a drachrn. Beat
them with Syrup so as to form a mass, to be divided into fort.y pills." l.l. S.
These pills are formed on the plan proposed by i\I. Calloud. The iodide of
iron results from a double decomposition between crystallized sulphate of prOJ.ox ide of iron and iodide of potassium; and sulpha.tc of potassa is at the same
time formed, which, consequently, is an ingredient in the pill. There is also
present some iodide of potassium, which is taken in a quantity more than sufficient to t.lccompose all tbe Rulphatc of iron. In forming the pill, the sulphate
and iodide shou ld be rubbed together until they are thoroughly mixed; after
which the sugar and tragacanth should be incorporated, and lastly the syrup.
The sugar used is intended to protect the iodide of iron formed from ox_idation.
This pill is a new officinal of tbe U.S. Pbarmacopooia of 1850. It was considered desirable to have a. pill of iodide of iron; and as the officinal iodide does
not keep well, and is not readily made into pills, it was thought b.v the re,·isers
of our nationa l standard that tbe process of Calloud, by double decomposition,
would, probably, furnish a convenient extemporaneous pill, which would not be
injured by the presence of a little sulphate of potassa.. l3ut the presence also
of some iodide of potassium a.lso renders it still more complex, and forms an
objection to it. '.rhis pill should never be kept, but made only when wanted for
immediate use. It is rather friable in its consistence, and exhales iodine slightly
when made for some time. Its taste is styptic and rather acrid, and it is, therefore, unpleasant to swallow. It may be presumed to create some irritation of
the stomach before it is dissolved. When freshly prepared, each pill contains a
little over a grain and a half of iodide of iron. The therapeutic applications of ~
this preparation are the same as those of the solution of iodide of iron. (Sec
Liquor Feni Iodidi.) The latter, however, is in all respects a preferable form.
For other formulre for making a. pill of iodide of iron from the soliJ iodide
directly, see Ferri lodidum,, page 1005.
B.

PILUL.iE FERRI SULPHATIS. Ed. Pills of Sulpliate of Iron.
''Take of Dried Sulphate of Iron t1co pm·ts; Extract of Taraxacum fixe parts;
Conserve of Ued Uoses two pm·ts; Liquorice-root powder th1·ee parts. Beat them
together into a. proper mass, which is to be divided into five-grain pills." Erl.
There may be some doubt of the propriety of mixing the sulphate of iron with
the confection of roses, by the tannic acid of which it must be decomposed. The
dose is from five to twenty grains.
W.

PILUL.iE GALBAN! C0)1POSIT.iE. U. S. PrLULA GALBAN!
CO)[POSITA . Lond. PILUL'1l AsSAFCETID£. Ed. PrLUL;E ASSAFCETID£ Co;rPOSIT£. Dub. Cornpound Pills of Galbanum.
'"fake of Galbanum, Myrrh, each, six drachms; Assafetida two Jraclans;
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Syrup a sufficient quantity. Beat them together, so as to form a mass, to be
divided into two hundred :md forty pills." U.S.
'!'be London College beats together into a mass two drachms of prepared gal.
banum, three draclwM, each, of myrrh and prepared sagapcnum, a rlracl11n of
prepared assafetida, two drachms of soft soap, and ri stl}ficient quantit.IJ of molasses .
'l'he Edinburgh College takes of assafetida, galbanum, and myrrh, en ch, three
pa1·ts, conserve of red roses/onr parts or a suJjicienl qnantil,!j, mixes them, and
beats them into a. proper pilular mass. The .Dublin Oolle,ge takes two ounces of
assafetida, and an ounce, each, of galbanum 1 myrrh, and molasses, heats them
in a capsule, by means of a st.earn or water bath, and stirs tlie mass until it assumes a uniform consist.ence.
This compound is given as an antispasmodic and emmenngogue in ch1Mosis
and hysteria. Tbe dose is from ten to twenty grains.
W.

PILULJE HYDRARGYRI. U. S.,Ed.,Dub. PILULA HYDRARGYRI.
Lond.

1"Iercurial Pills.

Blue Pills.

"Take of :Mercury an ouncej Confection of Roses an ounce and r1 ha(f;
l{iquorice Root, in powder, half an ounce. H.ub the Mercury with tbe Confection till all tbe globules disappear i then add the I~iquorice Root, and beat the
whole into a mass, to be divided into four hundred and eighty pills." U. 8.
'l'he process of the London Colle!Je is the same with tbe above, one-half only
of the quantity of materials being used. The Ditblin process differs only in
about doubling the quantity of the materials. Neither of these Colleges orders
the mass to be divided into pills. The Edinburyh process corresponds with tha~
of the U.S. Pbarmacopceia., except that the relative quantity of the ingredients
is expressed in parts, and the mass is divided into five·grain pills.
This preparation is very gencrnlly known by the name of blue pill or blue
mass. '!'he mercury constitutes one-third of the mass; and consequently the pill
of our Pharmacopooia, whicb weighs three grains, contains one grain of the metal.
The precise coudition of the mercury in this preparation is somcwha.t uncertain. By far the greater portion is in a state of minute mechanical di>ision, a~1d
not chemically altered. Some maintain that the whole of the metal is in this
state, others, that a small portion is converted during the trituratioo into protoxide, and that this is the ingredient upon which the uctivity of the pill depends.
The supposed oxidation is attributed partly to the influence of the air upon the
surface of the metal, greatly extended by the separation of its particles, partly
to the action of the substance used in the trituration. If the mercury be not
oxidized during the trituration, there can be lit.tic doubt that it becomes so to a
slight extent by subsequent. exposure. 'fhe obvious changes which the mass
undergoes by time can be explained in no otber wny j and prot.oxide of mercury
is asserted to have been actually extracted from old mercurial pill. Nevert.he1ess, it scarcely admits of dispute, that the metal, quite independently of oxidation out of the body, is capable of producing the peculiar mercurial effects when
introduced into the stomach, probably undergoing chemical changes there. According to l\I. 1''fialhe, mercury is slowly converted into corrosive sublimate in
the stomach, under the combined agency of air and chloride of sodium. All
a~rcc thut the efficacy of the preparation is proportionate to the extinction of tbe
mercury, in other words, to the degree in which the metallic globules disappear.
This extinction may be effected by trituration witU various substances; and
manna, syrup, honey, liquorice, mucilage, soap, guaiac, and extract of dandelion
have been recommended, among others, for this purpose i but the confection of
roses has been adopted in all the Pharmacopccias, as less liable to objection than
any other. The mercury is known to be completely extinguished, when, upon
rubbing a small portion of tbe mass with the end of the finger upon a piece of
paper or glass, no globules appear. Powdered liquorice root is added in order
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to gh-e due consistence to the mass.
marshmallow root.

Some prefer for the purpose powdered

As the tritur:ition requires to be long continued, and r~n<lers

. the process very laborious, it is customary to prepare the mass by machmery.
At Apothecaries' Hall, in London, the trituration is effected by the agency of
steam. The machine there employed consists of" a circular iron trough for the
reception of the materials, i11 which revolve four wooden cylinders, hav ing also
a motion on their ax is." A machine for preparing blue mass, capable of being
W.
worked by the hand or by steam-power, has been invented by 1\lr. J.

-w.

Gordon, of Baltimore, and, having been found to nnswcr well, is in extensive
It is described and figured in tLe American Journal of P!tannacy (xxi.
Formerly much of the blue mass used in this country was imported; but
at present the market is chiefly supplied by our own druggists. The preparation
slowly cLanges colour upon being kept, assuming an olive and sometimes even a
redd ish tint, in consequence, probably, of the further oxidation of the mercury.t
. Medfral Properties and U:;es. '1'1.icse pills are among the mildest of the mercuria ls, being less liable than most others to act upon the bowels, and exercising
the peculiar influence of the remedy upon the system with less irritation. 'l'hcy
are wuch employed for producing the sialagogue and a.Iterative action of mercury. l:'or the former pur pose, one p ill may be given two or three times a day;
and in urgent cases the dose may be increased. Even thi.!i preparation sometimes di~turbs tLc bowels. It should then be gi>en combined with a little
opium, or in very minute doses, as half a grain or a grain of the mass repeated
every hour or two through the day, so as to allow of its absorption before a sufficient quantity has been administered to act as an irritant. With a view to the
alterative effect upon the digestive organs, one pill may be given every night, or
every other night, at bedtime, and followed in the morn ing, if the bowels should
11ot be opened, by a small dose of laxative medicine. From five to fifteen grains
of the mass are occasionally given a.!i a C'athartic, in cases requiring a peculiar
i mpression upon the liver; but when used for this purpose, it should always
either be combined with or speedily followed by a more certain purgati,·e. The
Uue mass may frequently be administered with ad,·autage, suspended in water
by the intervention of thick mucilage; and it forms an excellent addition to the
chalk mixture in diarrhcea, particularly that of children, when the biliary Recretiou is deficient, or otherwise deranged.
W.
u~e.

6).*

*Mr. James Ilea.tson, Apothecnry of the U. S. N:i.ml Hospital nt New York, hns found
grent ad\·nntnge in tLe following mode of prepnring the mercurial pill, which, while much
e:~sier thnn the ~fficin:il method, yields the same results.
]nstentl of mixing the mercury
w1ththeconfcct1on,hefirstrubsitwiththehoneydirectedintheprepnmtio11ofthecon-

f!~!;;nth:1;~~1w~~~e~1~~~l:~s:~s:~S~~~~~~1i~~ ;:~~si:~~c~:::~~1,r~~lei:;·~t~· 0~ ~in~~s;~~::r~
1

tions.

For thequnntityofthemntel'inl directed in the U.S. process for the confection of

rote~f~~: ;~~~;~ ti~~ ~:~~~; ~~~t:·~~~~i~1;;~ ~~;;~·h1d~za;;~po~-~i;~ ~7~~rcury.

8

This
The fraud rony be detected
by the following plnn ~f estimating the proportion of mercury, suggested by Prof. Reid
of New York, and modified b_y n committee of the Phila.delphiu. College of Pharmacy. A
cert:1inweightofthemerc1malpiU, snyfiftygrnins, is mixed with :\bout one-fourth of its
weight of iron filings, nud iuu·oduced into a stnnll green glnss bulb, at the end of u somewhat curved tube, the open extremity of which is inserted through a cork, into nlcohol
contained in ab!'oad-moutbed glass vial; nnothertube, open ntbothencls,passingthrough
the cork in order to per.mit the escnpe ofuncondensed gases. 1J e1itis then applied to the
bulb by menns of n. spint lamp, is grndunlly increased until the gluss becomes red-hot, and
continued fornn hour. The alcohol in the,·inl dissoh·es the ernpyreum::itic products, and,
by beiug allowed to rise in the tube, and then expelled, serves to w11sh out any mercury
thatmnybccoudenseduponitssidcs. 'l'healcoholispourcdofffromthecondensedmercury, which is then washed with fresh alcohol, dried, o.ncl weighed, (See Am. Journ. of
I'harm., xvii. 151:and309.)

was frequently the case with the ninss as formerly imported.
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PIL UL.t'E IIYDRARGYRI CULORIDI MI TIS. U. S.
lJfild Chloride of JJiercury. Galomel Pills.

Pills of

"Take of l\I ild Ch loride of Mercury [calomel] ltalf an ounce; Gum Arabic,
in powder, a drachrn; Syrup a, s1ifficie11t quantity. :Mix together the Chloride
of Mercury and the Oum; then bc:.i.t them with the Syrup so as to form a mass,
to be divided into two hundred and forty pills.1 1 U. S.
This is a convenient form for administering calomel, of wh ich one grain is
contained in each pil l. Soap, which was directed in tihe prcpan1tion of this pill
in the first edition of the Pharmacopreia, is objectionable on account of its chem.
ical incompatibility with calomel.* .Mucilage of gum Arabic alone does not form
a sufficiently plastic mass; but gum and syrup united, as in the officinal formula,
answer admirably well, forming a mas.~ which is easily made into pills, and which
readily yields to the solvent power of the stomach.
W.

PILULA IPECACUANII1'E CUM SCILLA. Lond.
Ipecacuanha with Sqitill.

P ill of

"Take of Compound Powder of Ipccacuanha [Dover's powder] three dru.chms;
Squill, recently powdered, Ammoniac, in powder, each, a drachm; l\Iolasscs a
sufficient quantity. Beat them together so as to form a mass." Lond.
Au anodyne, somewhat stimulating, and expectorant comb ination, applicable
to cases of chron ic bronchial disease. The dose is from five to ten grains. ,V.

P ILUL./E IPECACUANlI./E ET OPII. Ed.
cuanha and Opium.

Pills of Ipeca,.

"Take of Powder of Ipecacuan and Opium three parts). Conserve of Red
Roses one part. Beat them into a proper mass, which is to be divided into four gra.in pills. 11 Ed.
'..I.1his is merely the Dover's powder in a pilular form; as there can scarcely be
a doubt that tho College intended by t he name "powde1· of ipccacuan and
opium,11 to designate the preparation which they now call "compound powder of
ipccacuanha." These pills arc narcotic and sudorific. The quantity of tbemass equivalent to a grain of opium is about thirteen grains; but it is usually
employed in smaller doses.
W.
P ILUL1'E OPI I. U.S. PrLUL.IE 0PII sive TrrEBAIC.IE. Eel. Pills

of Opium.

"Take of Opium, in powder, a drachm; Soap twelve grm"ns. Beat them with
water so as to form a mass, to be divided into sixty pills.11 IJ. S.
'''Take of Opium one part; Sulphate of Potassa'. threepart,s; Conserve of Red
Roses one part. Beat them into a proper mass, which is to be divided into
five-grain pills." Ed.
The process of the U. S. Pharmacopooia is designed merely to furnish a convenient formula for putting opi um into the Jlilula r form, preferable to the mode
sometimes practised of making the pills directly from the unpowdered mass of
opium as found in commerce. The soap answers no other purpose than to give
a due consistence, and is therefore in small proportion. Kach pill contains a
grain of opium.
'

* Io oPder to test the point of this presumed incompatibility, Prof. Procter, a.t our request, mad"e some experiments, from which it resul~ed that a ho~ solu~ion .o~ pu.r~ white
Castile soup, allowed to cool, produces no change m calomel with which it is ~g1ta.tcd;
but that if the same solution is heated with cnlomel, a somewhat vig'()rous reaction takes
place, r~sultiog, by double decomposition, in the production of chloride of sodium, and
olco-m:lrgn.rate of the protoxide of mercury. But the experiment doc!! not decide, whether
long contnct between calomel n.nd soup, as in the form of pill, might not be followed by
the 8 ame effects as when heat is employed. '.l'here c~n be no doubt of the in~ompatibility
of calomcl and common soap with an excess of a\knli.-Note to tlie tenlli edition.
71
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The object intended to be answered by the Edinburgh preparation is somewlta.t uncertain. The proportion of the opium correspon ds with that _in the
Pilulre Sa.poni's Compositm of the other Pharmacopreias, but th e name given to
the preparation indicates that there could be no intention to conceal its nature;
while the direction to divide the mass into pills of five grains, each containing
a grain of opium, shows that the design was not to offer the means of exhibiting
small doses of that narcotic in the pilular form. The object probably was merely
to separate the particles of opium by the intervention of sulphate of potassa, and
thus to render it more soluble in the gastric liquors. In this case, the preparation ranks rather with the U . S. pi"lls of opium, with which we have placed it,
than with the compound pills nf soop .
AR hard old opium pills arc sometimes preferred, in cases of irritable stomach, in
consequence of their slow solution, it is proper for the apothecary to keep some
in this state to meet the prescription of the physician.
Of either of the officinal pills above directed, one is a medium dose in reference
to the full effects of opium.
W.

PILULlE PLUMB! OPIATlE. Ed. Opiate pills of L ead.
"Take of Acetate of ]~ead six parts j Opium one part; Conserve of Red Roses
about one part. Beat them into n. proper mass, which is to be divided into fourgrain pills. This pill may be made also with twice the quantity of opium.1 1 Ed.
This pill would be better left to extemporaneous prescription; the requisite
proportion of opium to the acetate varying iu different cases. Besides, to have
two preparations under the same name, one containing twice as much opium as
the other, must lead to confusion, and is altogether objectionable. The tannic
:'I.Cid of the confection of roses decomposes a portion of th e acetate; but the resulting tannate of lead is not inert. Each pill contains three grains of acetate
W.
of lead, which is generally too much for a commencing dose.

PILULlE QUINIJE SULPIIATIS. U. 8.

Pills of Sulphate of

Qu,inia.
"Take of Sulphate of Quinia an ounce; Gum Arabic, ln powder, two
dmchmsj Iloney a sufficient quantity. Mix together the Sulphate of Quinia.
a.nd the Gum; then beat them with the Iloney so as to form a mass, to be
divided into four hundred and eighty pills." U. S.
As the pills made as here directed are apt to become bard, and of difficult
solubility when long kept, various other cxcipients have been recomruendcd to
obviate this disadvantage, as honey alone, and confection of roses. l\Ir. Edward
Parrish has long been in the habit of preparing pills of sulphate of quinia, by
taking 20 grains of the salt, adding 15 drops of aromatic sulphuric acid, and
triturating with a. spatula. un til the mixture assumes a pilular consistence.
'Though at first liquid, the mixture soon thickens, and finally becomes quite
solid. The officinal sulphate i::i thus rendered more soluble by combining with
an additional eq. of sulphuric acid. The advantages of this process are the solubility of the resulting pill, and the smallness of its bulk. A five-grain pill made
in this way is not in conveniently large. (Am. Jouni. of Phann., xH. 292.)
Each of the officinal pills contains a grain of sulphate of quinia, and twelve
W.
arc equivalent to au ounce of good Peruvian bark.

PILULiE RIIEI. U. 8., Ed.

Pills of Rhnbarb.

"Take of Rhubarb, in powder, six dmchrns; Soap tu;o dMclirns. Beat them
with water so as to form a mass, to be divided into one hundred and twenty
pills." U. 8.
"~rake of Rhubarb, in fine powder, nine parts; Acetate of Potash one part;
Conserve of Red Hoses jive parts. Beat them into a proper mass, and divide
it into five-grain pills." bCl.

Pil,,lre.
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Rhubarb is so often gi"Vcn in the pilular form, that it is convenient both for
the physician an<l apothecary to h:lxc au ofiic iua\ formula, indicating the mode
of preparing tbc ~ills, as well as the quantity of rhubarb to be contained in
each. Soap, as cl1rccte<l by the U. S. l'harmacopooia, has stood the test of long
expcrieuce as a good excipient for rhubarb. The medicine is sufficiently disposed to constipate without the addition of the confection of roses, ordered by
the :Edinburgh College. TLe acetate of potassa directed by the College is
probably intended to keep the pill soft The U. S. formu la is decidedly preferable. According to both, each pill contains three grains of rhuba rb. W.

PIL UL.IE RIIEI emf POSIT.IE. U.S., Ed., Dub.
CoMPOS!TA. Lond. C!ompo!tnd Pills of Rhubarb.

PrLULA Rrm

"Take of Rhubarb, ia powder, an ounce; Aloes, in powder, six drackms;
Myrrh, in powder, half an owu·e; Oil of Peppermint lwlf a fiuirlraclun. l3eat
them witL wa.tcr so as to form a mass, to be divided into two hundred and forty
pills. 11 r..;. s.
The London Collc9e takes half of the above qllantitics of powdered rhubarb,
aloes, and myrrh; mixes ~hem; then adds lur.lf a draclwi of soft soap, .fijieen
minims of oil of caraway, and sufficient molasses; and beats them all together.
The EdinLwyh College takes of rhubarb twelve 7Jart.~, aloes 1dne pal'fs, myrrh
and Casti le soap, each, six parts, oil of peppermint one pa1'l, aud conserve of red
roResjit;c J)(o<t~; mixes them, and beats them into a mass, which is divided into
five-grain pills. 'This College also allows the pills to be made without oil of
peppermint, when so prefer red. The DuUin Collef/C uses the same ingredients
as the Edhdmryh, in the same relative proportions, except that sixteen parts of
molasses are used instead of five parts of conserve of roses. The proportion of
molasses ("treacle," IJub.) is so large that we suspect some error of the press .
Tbis is a warm tonic laxative, usefu l in costiveness with debility of stomach.
From two to four pills, or from teu to twenty grains of the mass, may be taken
twice a day.
W.

PIL UL1"E RHEI ET FERRI. Ed. Pills of R!t,.bai·b and Iron.
"'fake of Dried Sulphate of Iron four parts; Extract of Rlmbarb ten parts;
Conserve of Bed B.osesjive pw·ts. Beat them into a proper 11ill mass, and divide
it into five-grain pills." Ed.
Tonic and laxative in the dose of two or three pills.
W.

PILUL1"E SAPONIS COMPOSI'l'1E. U.S., Dub. PILULA SAPONIS
C0'1POSI1'A . Lond. Compound Pills of Soap.
"Take of Opium, in powder, half an ounce; Soap two 01mces. Beat them
with water so as to form a pilula.r mass." U.S.
The London College takes of opium and liquorice root, each, in powder, t1co
drachm.~ 1 of soft soap six drachms, and beats them into a mass; the Dublin takes
of opium, in fine powder, half an ounce [arnirdupois] 1 Castile soap t1co ounces
[avoird.J, and of distilled water half a ffoiclraclun or a si~/}fricnc!J, reduces the
soap to a fine powder, adds the opium :md wa.ter, and beats into a mass.
This preparation is useful by affording the opportunity of con>eniently administering opium, in a pilular and readily soluble form, iu small fractious of a
grain. The name adopted in the Pharmacopooias was probably intended to conceal the nature of the preparation from the patient. One grain of opium is
contained in five of the mass.
W.

PILUL,"E SCILLlE COMPOSIT1"E. U. S., Dub. PrLULA ScrLLlE
Co,IPOSITA . Lond. Pr1u1;i;: ScILLlE. Ed. C!ornpo!tnd Pills of Sqitill.
"Take of Squill, in powder, a drachrn; Ginger, in powder , Ammoniac, in
powder, each, t1co draclLrns; Soap three clrachms; Syrup a sufficient quantity.
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Mix the powders together; then beat them with the Soa.p, and ad.cl tbe Syrup
so as to form a mass, to be divided into one hundred and twenty p11ls. 11 U.S.
The London College employs the sa.me materials, in the same quantities, except
that it substitutes soft soap for Castile soap, and a drachrn of molasses for the
sufficiency of syrup; and completes the process in the same manner, but without
dividing the mass. The Edinbitrgh l'ollege takes of squill, in fine powder, five
parts; ammoniac, gin&er, in fine powder, and Spanish soap, each, four parts;
conserve of red roses tico parts; mixes the powders; then adds the other ingredients; and beats tll\;m into a uniform mass, which is divided jnto five-grain
pills. 'l'he Dublin College reduces two ounces [avoirdupois] of Castile soap to
fine powder, adds half an ounce [avoird.J of finely powdered opium, and hqlf a
fluidraclim or as much as may be sujjicient of distilled water, and beats the mixture into a uniform mass.
This is a stimulant expectorant compound, depending for its ·drtues chiefly on
the squill, and applicable to the treatment of chronic affections of the bronchial
mucous membrane. From five to ten grains may be given three or four times
a. day. The preparation should be made when wanted for immediate use, as the
W.
squill which it contains is liable to be injured by keeping.

PILULA S'l.'YRACIS COMPOSITA. Lond.
Ed. Compound Pill of Storax.

PILUL.IE STYRACIS.

"Take of Prc'parcd Storax six drachms; Opium, in powder, Saffron, each, tico
drachms. Deat them together, so as to form a mass." Lond.
The Edinburgh College takes of opium and saffron, each, one part, and of
extract of storax: two parts, and beats them into a uniform mass, which is divided
into four-grain pills.
In these pills, the storax and saffron are added merely to conceal the taste and
smell of the opium, as the name of the pills is intended to conceal their real
character. This contrivance is deemed necessary; as some individuals have a
prejudice against the use of opium, which reason cannot overcome. Five grains
W.
of the mass contain a. grain of opium.

PLUMBUM.
Prepai·ations of Lead.
LIQUOR PLUllfBI SUBACETATIS. U.S.,D1tb. LrQuoRPLUMBI
DIACETATIS. Lond. PLUMB! DIACETATIS SoLUTIO. Ed. Solution of
Subacetate of Lead.
" Take of Acetate of Lead sixteen ounces; Semivitrified Oxide of Lead, in
fine powder, nine ounces and a half; Distilled Water four pints. Boil them
together in a glass or porcelain vessel for half an hour, occasionally adding Distilled Water so as to preserve the measure, and filter through paper. Keep the
solution in closely stop.ped bottles." U.S. The sp. gr. of this solution is 1·267.
''Take of Acetate of Lead two pounds and three ounces; Oxide of Lead [Ii thargc],
rubbed into powder, a pound and four ounces; Distilled Water six pints [Imperial measure]. Doil for half an hour, occasionally stirring, and, when the
solution has cooled, add enough Distilled Water to make it fill six. pints [Imp.
meas.]; lastly filter. Let it be kept in well stopped bottles." Lond. The sp.
gr. of the sol ution is l ·260.
"Take of Acetate of Lead six ounces and six drachrns; Litbarge, in fine
powder, four ounces; Water a pint and a half [Imperial measure]. Boil the
Salt and Litharge with the Water for half an hour, stirring occasionally. When
the solution is cold add Water, if necessary, to make up a pint and a half [Imp.
meas.]; and then filter. Preserrc the solution in well closed bottles. 11 Ed.
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"Take of Acetate of Lead six ounces [avoirdupois]; Litharge, in fine powder,
four ounces [avoird.J; Distilled "\Vater two pints [Imperial measure]. Dissolve
the Acetate of J...ead in the Water, and, when the solution is raised to its boiling
temperature, add the Litlrnrge in successive portions, anJ boil gently for half an
hour. Add now as much distilled water as will supply what has been lost by
evaporation, and filter through paper into a bottle, which should he furnished
with an air-tight stopper. '1.'he sp. gr. of this solution is I ·066." Dub.
Crystallized acetate of lead consists of one equivale nt of acetic acid 51, one
of protoxidc of lead 111 ·6, dud three of water 27 =189·G. Litharge, as usually
found in the shops, is an impure protoxide of lead. When a. sol uti on of the
former is boiled with the latter, a. large quantity of the protoxidc is dissolved,
and a subacet.ate of lead is fo rm ed, which remains in solution. '£he precise composition of the subacctate varies with the proportion of acetate of lead and of
litharge employed. When tbe quantity of the latter exceeds that of th e former
by one-half or more, the acetic acid of the acetate unites, according to the highest
chemical authorities, with two additional equivalents of protoxide, forming a trisacetate; when the two substances are mixed in proportions corresponding with
their equivalent numbers, that is, in the proportion of 189·6 of salt to Ul·G of
oxide, or 10 to G nearly, only one additional equivalent of protoxirle unites with
the acid, and a diacetate of lead is produced. In all the present officinal processes, the proportions appear to have been arranged in reference to this result.
In executing the process, the litharge should be employed in the state of very
fine powder, and, according to Thenard, should 'be pmvionsly calcined in order
to decompose the carbonate of lead, which it always contains in greater or less
proportion, and which is not dissolved by the solution of the acetate.
In former editions of the London and Dublin Pharmaeopreias, a different process was directed, consisting in boiling litliarge witli distilled vinegar, lhe former
being in much larger proportion than necessary to form the neutral acetate. A
diacetatc was thus produced; but as the vinegar was of uncertain strength, there
was necessarily more or less inequality of strength in the preparation. rhis process, therefore, has been abandoned. '.l.'be solution prepared from litbarge and
distilled vinegar has a pale greenish-straw colour, owing to impurities in the
vinegar. When made with common vinegar it is brown .
Prope1·li·es. The solution of subacetate of lead of the Pharmacopreias is colourless, and of a sweetish, astringent taste. When concen trated by evaporation, it
deposits on cooling crystalline plates, which, according to Dr. Barker, are flat
rLiomboidal prisms, with dihedral summits. It has an alkaline reaction, tinging
the syrup of violets green, and reddening turmeric paper. One of its most
striking properties is the extreme facility with which it is decomposed. Carbonic acid throws down a white precipitate of carbonate of lead; and this happens by mere exposure to the air, or by mixture uen with distilled water, if
this has had an opportunity of absorbing carbonic acid from the atmosphere. It
affords precipitates also with the alkalies, alkaline earths, and their carbonates,
with sulphuric and muriatic acids free or combined, with hydrosulphuric acid
aod tlie hydrosulphates, with the soluble iodides and chlorides, and, according
to Thenard, with solutions of all the neutral salts. Sol uti ons of gum, tannin,
most vegetable colouring principles, and many animal substances, particularly
albumen, produce with it precipitates consisting of the substance added and ox ide
of lead. It should be kept in well stopped bottles. It is known to contain a
salt of acetic acid by emitting an acetous smell when treated with sulphuric
acid; and a salt of leatl by yielding a white precipitate with au alkaline carbonate, a yellow one with iodide of potassium, and a black one with hydrosulphuric
acid. It is distinguished from the solution of acct.ate of lead by being precipitated by gum Arabic.
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This solution is astrin~e(l.t and sedatiV"e 1 but

is employed only as au external application. It is highly useful in infiammatiou
arising from sprains, brniscs, burns, blisters, &c., to which it is applied by means
of linen cloths, which should be rcrno\'cd as fast as tlJey become dry. It always,

howeYer, requires to be diluted.

From four fiuidrachms to a fluidounce, added

to a pint .of distilled water, forms o. solution sufficieutly strong in ordinary cases
of external inflammation. When applied to the skin denuded of the cuticle, the
solution should be still weaker; as constitutional effects might rernlt from the
absorption of the lead. J'aralysis is said to have been produced by its local
action i but we ha\'c not witnessed such an effect. The solution has the common
name of GoulaNl's extract, derived from a. surgeon of l\lontpellier, by whom it
was introduced into general notice, though previously employed.
0.ff. J'rep. Ceratum Plum bi Subacetatis; Cera.tum Saponis; Liquor Plumbi
Subacctatis Dilutus.
W.

LIQUOR PLUMBI SUBACETATI S DILUTUS. U.S. LrQCOR
DIACETATIS DILUTUS. Lond. PLmrnr SunACETATIS LIQUOR
CoMPOSITUS. Dub. Dillltcd Solution of Subacetate of Lead. Lead-water.

PLUMB!

"Take of Solution of Subacetate of Lead tu:ojluidradmisj Distilled Water a
l\I ix them." C.S.
The LfJndon College mixes a jluidraclmi ancl a lw~f of the solution with a
7H'nt ([mpcrial measure] of distilled water, and t1cojhticlrachms of proof spirit;
the DuUin, two fluidoum·efl. of the solution, with half u gall.on [Imp. meas.] of
d istilled water, and tu:o fluirlounces of proof spirit.
This preparation is convenient; as, in consequence of the subsidence of the
carbonate of lead usually formed on the dilution of the stron_g solution, it enables
the apolhecary to furnish clear lead-water when it is called for. The strength
of the U . S. preparation, though double what it formerly was, might be still
further increased without disadvnuta~e . The Loudon preparation is much too
feeble. 'J'be Dublin College in its Pharmacopreia for 1850 has about tripled
the former strength;. and its solution is about one-third stronger than that of our
own Pharmncopreia. 'l'be old French Codex directed two drachms of the strong
solution to a. pound of distilled water, and an ounce of alcohol of 22° BaumC,
and thus formed the vcyeto-mineral water of Goulard. 'fhc minute proportion
of proof spirit added by the l3ritish Colleges can have little sensible effect. 'l'he
preparution should be as much as possible exclude<l from the air.
W.

pint.

PLUMBI

IODIDU~I.

U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Iodide of Lead.

'"l'ukc of Nitrate of Lead, Iodide of Potassium, each, /om· 01mcesj Distilled
Wa.ter u s11ffieient quantit!J. With the aid of heat, dissolve the ;.titrate of Lead
in a pint and a half, aud the Iodide of Potassium in half a pint of Distilled
' Vntcr, and mix the solutions. IIning allowed the insoluble matter to subside,
pour off the supernatant lir1uid, wash the precipitate with Distilled Water, and
dry it with a. gentle heat." l'. S.
''Take of Acetate of 1.-cad e1f17tt ounces; Iodide of Potassium seven ouncesj
Distilled 'Yater a r;allo1i [lmperial measure]. Dissolye the Acetate in six pints
of the Water, and filter; and ~o these add the Iodide of Potas~ium pre\'iously
dis~olvc<l in two pints of the 'Water. Wash the precipitate with cold distilled
water and dry it. Let it be kept excluded from the light." Lond.
"Take of Iodide of Potas::.ium and Nitrate of Lead, of each, an 01mcej Water
a pint rrnd ci lta(f [Imperial measure]. Dissolve the salts separately, each in
one.half of the 'Yater;. add the solutions; collC'ct the prct:ipit3.te on a. filter of
linen or calico, nod wash it with water. Iloil the powder iu three gallons of
water acidulatcd with three fluidounces of P.rroligneous ~\cid [acetic acid]. Let
uuy uudh:1:1olved matter suhsiJ.e, maintaining the temperature near the boiling
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and pour off the clear liquor, from which the Iodide of Lead will crystalhz.c on cooling.n Ed.
1'he JJublili, process differs from that of the U.S. Pharmacoproia simply in the
use of a much larger proportion of water of solution, and iu directing the two
solutions to be cold before bein g mi xed.
In the U.S. process the nitrate of lead gives up its metal to the iod ine, from
which it receives the potassium; the operation taking place between single
equivalents of the several ingredients. The nitrate of potassa thus formed remains in solution, while the iodide of lead is preci pitated. The satmating proportions of nitrate of lead and iodide of potassium are 165·6 of the form er and
165·5 of the latter, or almost precisely e<]ual quantities. The proportions should
be as nearly as possible those of exact saturation. An excess of the iodide of
potassi um , independently of the waste, has the disadvantage of holding a portion
of the iodide of' lead in soluti on ; while, according to Ch ristison, an excess of
lead over the iodine disposes to the fo rm ation of the lemon-yellow insol uble
oxyiodide of' lead. By the use of equal quantities of the two salts, these dis.
advantages are avoided. As iodide of lead is slightly soluble in cold water, it
is desirable to use as li ttle of the menstruum as will answer; and hence the
comparatively small proportion of water employed in the U.S. process.
'l'he Edinburgh and Dublin processes are based upon the same principle as
that of the U.S. P harmacopooia. In both, however, au unnecessarily large pro·
portion of water is employed. The iod ide of potassium of commerce is apt to
be contaminated with carbonate of potassa, whi ch occasions a precipitation of
carbonate of lead. It is to free the precipitated iodide of lead from this impu·
rity, and from any oxyiodide that may be formed by an accidental excess of lead,
that the Edinburgh College directs it to be boiled with water acidulated with
acetic acid, which dissolves any carbon ate or oxide of lead present, as well as the
iodide, and deposits only the last upon cooling. But some waste is incurred in
this operation; n.nd it would be better to ascertain beforehand that the materials
employed are pure.
In the process of the L ondon College, acetate of lead is used instead of the
nitrate. In the Pharmacopooia of 1836, an excess of the acetate was directed;
but the error was corrected in the last edition. Th ere are, however, other objec.
tions to this process. Acetate of lead is very li able to conta in an excess of the
oxide, and, as iodide of potassi um is often impure, it follows that a portion of
oxyiodide of lead will be very apt to form, even when the two materials are used
apparently in mutually saturating proport ions. 'l'o obviate the disadvantage of
an excess of oxide in the acetate, it is recommend ed to add a littl e acetic acid
to the solution of that salt before mixing it with the iodide of potassium.
M. Depaire, of Brussels, ascertained that, in the process in which acetate of
lead and iod.ido of potassium are em ployed, a considerable amount of iodine
r emains in sol ution after the preci pitation of the iodide of lead; and l\I. F .
lloud et states that the quantity of the iodide resulting from the process is 10
per cent. less than theory would indicate. By the addition of nitric acid to the
solution, after precipitation, an additional quantity of iodide of lead is obtained.
:M. Boudet ascribes this result to the fo rm ation of a portion of sol uble iodide of
potassium and lead, whenever iodide of lead and acetate of potassa arc i ~ con·
tact. ]3y substituting nitrate for acetate of lead, he found that a. quantity of
iodide of lead was obtained, as near that required by theory as the solubility of
the iodide of lead permits. (JfJurn. de Plwrm.. , 3e ser., xi. 274.)
From the above remarks it would appear that the process of the U.S. Pharmacopccia. is on the whole to be ~referred, and especially over that in which the
acetate of lead is used, as the nitrate is more easily obtained pure. Some in.
tere¥ing: experiments have been made by l'l. T. Iluraut, of Paris, on the <lifforent
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methods of preparing iodide of lead. It may be obtained by the reaction betwee_n
any of the soluble iodides and the soluble salts of lead. It resulted from his
observations that of the two salts of lead employed, the nit.rate was to be preferred, and of the various iodides, though iodide of potassium yielded a very
handsome product, yet iodide of calcium afforded one not inferior in .quality, and
somewhat greater in quantity. Upon a small s~ale, as the process 1s performed
by the apothecary, the difference would be of little or no consequence i. but it
might be important to the manufacturer. (See Am. Journ. of Pharni,., XXJ. 228)
As obt.:1ined by the U.S., London, and Dublin processes, iodide of lead ism
the form of a bright-yellow, heavy, tasteless, inodorous powder. It is soluble
in 1235 parts of cold water (Soubeiran, '1.'rait. de Pltann. ) 1 and 19-:l of boiling
water, which, on cooling, deposits it in minute, sh inin g, golden-yellow, crystalline scales. In this form it is presented by the Edinbu.rgh process. It melts
by heat, and is dissipated in vapours which are at first yellow, and ultimately
violet in consequence of the disengagement of the iodine. It consists of one
equiva lent of iodine 126·3, and one of lead 103·6=229·9. As a test of its
purity 1 the Edinburgh College states that fise grains are entirely dissolved, with
the aid of heat, by a fluidrachm of pyroligueous acid, diluted with a fiuidounce
and a half of distilled water; and golden crystals are copiously deposited when
the solution cools. According to the London Pharmacopooia, 100 grains of it,
dissolved at a boiling heat in nitric acid diluted with two parts of water, will,
after the expulsion of the iodine, yield with sulphate of soda, a precipitate of
sulphate of lead weighing 66 grains. It should be kept excluded from the light.
Jllediwl Prope1·ties and lises. '.l'his compound is supposed to have the resolvent
properties of iodine, combined with those which are peculiar to lead, and was at
one time recommended in tuberculous diseases, in which however it has pro'\'ed
wholly inefficient. It is said to have been usefully employed in the discussion
of scrofulous tumours and other indolent swellings, and in the cure of obstinate
ulcers; and for these purposes has been used both internally, and locally in the
form of an ointment. According to Dr. Cogswell, if given for some time in
small doses, it produces the effects of lead 1 but not those of iodine, upon the
system. ( Cltristison's JJispensatory.) The dose is from half a grain to three
or four grains. Dr. O'Shaughnessy st:ites that ten grains are borne without
inconvenience.

Off. Prep. Unguentum Plumbi Iodidi.

W.

POT ASSA.
Preparations of R;tw;sa.
LIQUOR POTASSM. U.S., Lond. PoTASS.iE AQUA. Ed.
TASSA< CAUSTIC.ill LIQUOR. ])ub. Solution of Potassa.

Po-

"'fake of Carbonate of Potassa a pound; Lime half a pound; Boiling Distilled Water a gallon. Dissolve the Carbonate of Potassa in half a gallon of
the Water. Pour a little of the Water on the Lime, and, when it is slaked, add
the remainder. l\lix the hot liquors, and boil for ten minutes, stirring constantly; then set the mixture aside, in a eovered vessel, until it becomes clear.
I..iastly, pour off the supernatant liquor, and keep it in well-stopped bottles of
green glass. The specific gravity of this solution is l ·05G." U.S.
"'l'ake of Carbonate of Potassa fifteen oimcesj Lime ei'ght ouncesj boiling
Distilled 'Yater a gallon [Imp. meas.]. Dissoh'e the Carbonate in half a gallon
of the 'Vater. Sprinkle a li ttle of the Water upon tho Lime in an earthen
vessel, and, the Lime being slaked, add the remainder of the Water. The liquors being immediately mixed together in a close vessel, shake them frequtctly
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until they arc cold. Then set the mixture by, that the carbonate of lime may
subside. Lastly, pour off the supernatant liquor, and keep it in a well stopped
green glass bottle. The specific gravity is 1·063." Loncl.
"Take of Carbonate of Potash (dry)fou1· ounces; Lime, recently burnt, two
ounces; Waterforty:fivefluidounces [fmp. meas.]. Let the lime be slaked and
converted into milk of lime with seven fluidounces of the Water. ])issolve the
Carbonate in the remaining thirty.eight fluidounces of Water; boil the solution,
and add to it the milk of lime in successive portions, about an eighth at a time,
boiling briskly for a few minutes after each addition. Pour the whole into a
deep narrow glass vessel for twenty-four hours; and then withdraw with a syphon
the clear liquid, which should amount to at least thirty-five fluidounces, and
ought to have a density of 1 ·072." Eel.
"Take of Pure Carbonate of Potash one pound [avoirdupois]; fresh-burned
Lime ten ounces [avoird.J; Distilled 'Vatcr one gallon and seven onnces [Imp.
meas.]. Slake the Lime with seven ounces of the \Yater. Dissolve the Carbonate of Potash in the remainder of the Water, and, having rai sed the solution
to the boiling point in a clean iron vessel, gradually mix with it the slaked
Lime, and conti nue the ebullition for ten minutes with constant stirring. Remove the vessel now from the fire, and when, by the subside nce of the insoluble
matters, the supernatant liquor has become perfectly clear, transfer it by means
of a syphon to a.. green glass bottle furnished with au air.tight stopper. The
specific gravity of this solut ion is 1 ·068." Dub.
The object of these processes is to separate carbonic acid from the carbonate
of potassa, so as to obtain the alkali in a caustic state. This i.:; effected by
hydrate of lime; and the chemical changes which take }Jlace are most intelligibly explained by supposing the occurrence of a double decomposition. The
lime of the hydrate of lime, by its superior affinity, combines with the carbonic
acid, and precipitates as carbonate of lime; while the water of the hydrate of
lime unites with the potassa, and remains in solution as l1ydrate of potassa. 1'he
proportion indicated by theory for this decomposition would be 69·2 of the dry
carbonate to 28·5 of lime, or one eq. ofearh; but in practice it is found necessary to use an excess of lime. In the U. S. and Edinburgh formulre the alkaline salt is treated with half its weight of lime; in the London, with eightfifteenths; and in the Dublin, with five.eighths; proportiom, the lowest of which
exceeds the theoretical quantity. The proportion of water employed has a
decided influence on the result. If the water be deficient in quantity, the decomposing power of the lime, on account of its sparing solubility, will be lessened;
and more of it will be required to complete the decomposition of the carbonate
than if the solutions had been more dilute. Taking the lime at three ounces in
each formula, the quantity of water directed in ounces is expressed by the following numbers nearly: 6H Ed., GO! U. S. 1 54 Land., and 45 .Dub. Straining must not be used; as it causes a prolonged contact with the air, and ri sk of
the absorption of carbonic acid, and is apt, moreover, to introduce organic matter from the strainer into the solution . 11he direction to keep the solution in
green glass bottles is judicious; as white flint glass is ::ilightly acted on.
As the solution of potassa is frequently made by the manufacturing chemist
in considerable quantities, the following details, taken from Berzelius, of the best
mode of conducting the process, may not be without their use. Dissolve one
part of carbonate of potassa in from seven to twelve parts of water in a. bright
iron vessel, and decant the solution after it has become clear by standing. Doil
the solution in au iron "Vessel, and while it is boiling, add, at intervals, small
quantities of slaked lime, reduced to a thin paste with water; allowing the solution
to boil a few minutes after each addition. One and a half parts of pure limo
will be more than sufficient to decompose one part of the carbonate. When
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about half the hydrate of lime has been added, take out about a teaspoonful of
the boiling solution, and, after dilution and filtration through paper, test it by
adding it to some nitric acid, or by mixing it with an eq ual bulk of lime-water.
If the solution bas not been completely freed from carbouic acid, the first reagent
will cause au effervescence, aud tho second a milky appearance; in either of
which e>ents the addition of the lime must be continued as before, until the
above-mentioned tests girn negative indications. In conducting the process,
seYeral advanb.lgcs are gained by keeping the solution constantly boiling. One
is that the carbonate of lime formed is in this way rendered granular and heavy,
and more disposed to subside; another, that it prevents the precipitatetl carbonate
from coalescing- into a mass at the bottom of the vessel, au occurrence which
causes the ebullition, when subsequently renewed, to take place imperfectly anrl
by jerks; au<l a third, that auy silica present is precipitated in combination with
lime and potassa. 'The process here described is essenti::dly the same with those
introduced into the last editions of the Edinburgh and Dublin Pharmacopooias.
According to I\I. Wohler, pure hydrate of potassa in solution for analytic purposes may be conveniently obtained by exposing for half an hour to a moderate
xed heat, in a copper crucible, one part of pure nitre and two or three parts of
copper, cut into small pieces. 'fhe resulting mass, consisting of hydrate of potassa and black oxide of copper, is t reated with water, and the solution poured
into a narrow cylindrical vessel, where it is left until it gets perfectly clear
by the deposition of the oxide of copper. 'l'he solution is then drawn off with
a syphon, and kept iu well-stopped bottles. (Chem. Gaz., Nov. 15, 1853, p.
429, from the .Ann. der Chem. u1id Pltarm.)
Properties, &c. Solution of potassa is a limpid, colourless liquid, without
smell, and having an acrid caustic taste, and alkaline reaction. It acts rapidly
on animal and vegetable substances, and when rubbed between the fingers, produces a soapy feel, in consequence of a partial solution of the cuticle. I t dissoh-es gum, resins, and extractive matter, and by uujon with oily and fatty
bodies forms soap. 'l'he U. S., Loudon, and Edinburgh solutions are never pure,
but contain either some undecomposed carbonate, or free lime, in addition to
minute portions of sulphate of potassa, chloride of potassium, silica, and alumina;
impurities usually present in the carbonate of potassa obtained from pcarlasb,
which is used in their preparation. The Dublin solution, from the use of pure
carbonate of potassa, is purer. Undecomposed carbonate may be detected in the
manner explained in the precedinp; paragraph, and free lime, by the production
of a milky appearance on the addition of a few drops of carbonate of potassa,
which serves to precipitate the lime as a carbonate. "When saturated with nitric
acid, it gives little or uo precipitate with carbonate of soda, chloride of barium,
or nitrate of sil\•er. With chloride of platinum it produces a yellow precipitate,
showing that the alkali present is potassa. It is incompatible with acids, acidulous salts, and all metallic and cart.by preparations hcl<l in solution by an acid;
also with all ammonia.cal salts, and with calomel and corrosive sublimate. rrhe
officina l solutions of potassa \'ary in strength; the U. S. solu ti on having the
specific gravi ty l ·05G; the Loudon, l·OG3; the Edinburgh, l ·07:2; and the Dublin, 1·068. These solutions are quite dilute; that of the London College, which
is of medium strength, contnining only 6·7 per cent. of potassa.. On account of
its strong attraction for carbonic acid, the solution of potassa should be c::irefully
preserved from contact with the ai r.
B.
.Medical Properaes and c~es. Solution of potassa is antacid, diuretic, and a.nti lithie. It has been much employed in calculous complaints, under the impression
that it has the property of dissolving urinary concretions in the kidneys and
bladder; but experience has proved that the stone once formed cannot be removed
Uy remedies internally atlrninistercd, uud the most th::tt the alkaline mcdii:incs can
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effect, is to correct that disposition to the superabundant secretion of uric acid,
or the insoluble urates, upon which gravel and stone often dcJJcnd. For this
purpose, however, the carbonated alkalies are preferable to caustic potassa, as they
are less apt to irritate the stomach, and to produce injurious effects when long
continued. It has been proposed to dissolve calculi by injecting immediately
into tLc bladder the solution of potassa in a tepid st:tte, and so much diluted that
it can be held in the mouth; but this mode of employing it has not been found
to answer in practice. This solution has also been highly recommended in lepra,
psoriasis, and other cutaneous affections; and is said to haYe proveU peculiarly
useful in scrofula; but in all these eases it probably acts simply by its antacid
property, and is not superior to the carbonate of potassa. or of soda. Externally
it has been used, in a diluted state, as a stimulant lotion in rachitis and arthritic
swellings, and concentrated, as an escharotic in the bite of rabid or Tenomous
auimals. The dose is from ten to thirty minims, repeated two or three times a
day, and gradually increased in cutaneous affections to one or two fluidrachms;
but the remedy should not be too long continued, as it is apt to debilitate the
stomach. It may be given in sweetened water or some mucilaginous fluid. Veal
broth and table beer haYe been recommended as vehicles; but the fat usually
present in the forme r would be liable to conYert the alkali into soap, and the acid
in the latter would neutralize it. In dyspeptic cases it may be associated with
the simple bitters. In excessive doses it irritates, inflames, or corrolles the
stomach. Oils and the milder acids, such as Yinegar and lemon-juice, are the
antidotes to its poisonous actioa. They operate by neutralizing the alkali.
It is employed pharmaceutically in the preparation of Oxide of Antimony,
Precipitated Sulphuret of Antimony, Ethereal Oil, llyd111tetl Peroxide of Iron,
l\Iagnetic Oxitle of Iron, and Oxide of Siker.
Off. Prep. Potassa; Potassa cum Calce.
W.

PO'rASSA.' U. 8 ., Ed. PoTASSJE HYDRAS. Lond. PoTASsA CAusIJub. Potassa. Hydrate of Potassa. Caustic Potassa.

TICA .

"Take of Solution of Pot<:tssa. a gallon. Evaporate the Solution rapidly in
a clean iron vessel, over the fire, till ebullition ceases, and the Potassa melts.
Pour this into suitable moulds, and keep it, when cold, in well stopped bottles."

c.s.

The London formula is essentially the same with the abO\·e.
"Take any convenient quantity of Aqua Potassm; evaporate it in a clean and
covered iron vessel, increasing gradually the heat, till an oily-looking fluid remains, a. drop of which, when removed on a rod, becomes bard on cooling. 'l'Len
pour out the liquid upon a bright iron plate, and as soon as it solidifies, break it
quickly, and put it into glass bottles secured with glass stoppers." Ed.
"Take of Solution of Ca.ustic Potash any com:enient quantity. Boil it in a
silver or bright iron vessel, until its water has been evaporated away, and then
raise the temperature until ebull ition c-eases, and a liquid is obtained which flows
like oil. Pour this out upon a silver or iron dish, and, the moment it has set,
break it into fragments, and enclose these in a green glass bottle, furnished
with an air.tight stopper." Dub.
'l'he concrete alkal i, obtained by these processes, is the hydrate of potassa,
sufficiently pure for medicinal purposes. The solution of the alkali freed from
carbonic acid having been obtained by another formula (see Liquor Potw::;;;;e) 1
the formation of the p11esent preparation requires merely the evaporation of this
solution, until the whole of its uncombined water is driven off. '!'he evaporation
is required to be performed in metallic vessels, as those of glass or earthenware
nre acted on by the alkali; and it should be completed ns quickly as possible, in
order to aLriclgc the period during which the solution would be liable to absorb
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carbonic acid from the atmosphere. When poured out on a metallic plate or
dish, the cake, just as it concretes, may be marked with a knife in the directions
in which it is to be divided, and when cold it readily breaks in those directions.
A better plan, however, is to run the fused alkali into suitable moulds, as directed
in the U.S. and London formulre. These should be made of iron and have a
cylindri cal shape, which is the most convenient form of the alkali for the use of •
the surgeon. Green glass bottles with ground stoppers arc the best adapted for
preserving this preparation, as white fl.int glass is slightly acted on.
Properties, &c. In its offi.cinal form, potassa is usually in sticks which have a
fibrous fracture, a dingy gray or greenish colour, occasionally a bluish tint, and
the peculiar odour of slaking lime. It is extremely caustic and very deliquescent,
and dissolves in less than its weight of water, leaving but a slight residue. Its
aqueous solution agrees in properties with Liquor .Potassre. It is also readily
soluble in alcohol. When exposed to a low red heat it melts, and at bright redness is volatilized. On account of its deliquescent property, and its strong
attraction for carbon ic acid, it requires to be kept in very accurately stopped
bottles. In the state here described, the alkali always contains combined water
as a part of its composition. As obta in ed by the U.S. , London, and Edinburgh
formulm, it contains various impurities, which, however, do not interfere with its
medicinal value; such as sulphate of potassa, chloride and teroxide of potassium,
scsquioxide of iron, lime, silica, alumina, and a portion of the alkali itself sti ll
in a carbonated state. The insoluble impurities, according to the Edinburgh
Pharruacopreia, should not exceed 1"25 per cent. Th e Dublin alkal i, being obtained from a solution derived froru pure ca.rbonate of potassa, is purer than that
of the other Pharmacopreias. Officinal potassa may be rendered nearly pure by
digestion in alcohol, which takes up only the hydrated alkali, evaporating the
solution to dryness, and fusing the dry mass obtained. B!Jdrate of polassa, when
thus procured, is called alcoholic JJOtassa. It is generally in the form of fl.at
white pieces, which are dry, hard, brittle, and extremely caustic. Its other propertiett are similar to those of the impure hydrate above described. According
to Mr. II. ·wurtz, of New York, alcoholic potassa usually contains a trace of
silicate of potassa, which appears to be taken up by the alcohol. Tbe source of
this is the carbonate of potassa employed, which may be freed from this impurity
by evaporating its aqueous solution, in a sheet.i ron dish, to dryness, and adding,
from time to time, lumps of carbonate of ammonia. The silicate is thus converted into t he carbonate; and, on dissolving the residue, the silica appears in
flakes, which may be separated by filtration. (1V. Y: Journ . of Phann., Feb.
1852.) Potassa may be discriminated from the other fixed alkalies (soda and
lithia) by affording, when in solution, a crystalline precipitate (cream of tartar)
with an excess of tartaric acid, and a yell ow one with chloride of platinum. The
officinal potassa, apart from impurities, consists of one eq. of dry potassa .,17·2
and one of water 9=56·2. Dry potassa is composed of one eq. of potassium
39·2, and one of oxygen 8=4:7"2. (Sec Potassium..)
B.
Medical Properties and Uises. '!'his is the old caustfrurn commune acerrimmn,
or strongest com,mon caustic. It is a very powerful escharotic, quickly destroying
the life of the part with which it comes in contact, and extending its action to
a. considerable depth beneath t be surface. In this latter respect, it differs from
the nitrnte of silver or lunar caustic, to which it is, therefore, preferred for the
purposes of forming issues and opening abscesses. It has been used for removing
Htricture of the urethra; but, in consequence of its tendency to spread, it may,
unless carefully applied, produce such a destruction of the lining membrane, as
to open a passage fo r the urine into the cellular tissue, and thus involve the
patient in danger. The most convenient mode of employing the caustic for tho
formation of an issue, is to apply to tho skin a piece of linen spread with adbe-
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sivc plaster, having a circular opening in its centre corresponding with the intended size of the issue, and then to rub upon the skin, within the opening, a
piece of the caustic previously moistened at one encl. 1.'he application is to be
continued till the life of the part is destroyed, when the caustic should be carefully washed off with a wet sponge or wet tow, or neutralized by vinegar. The
prepcmition is also employed for forming solutions of potassa of definite strength,
whether for medicinal or pharmaceutic use. A solution of one drachm and a
half of caustic potassa in two fluidounces of distilled water, was highly recommended by the Ja.te Dr. llartshorne, of Philadelphia, as an application to the
spine in tetanus. It may be applied by means of a sponge attached to the end
of a stick, which should be drawn quickly along the back from the nape of the
neck to the sacrum. It produces a very powerful rubefacient effect.
'l'hc U. S. Pharmacopooia employs caustic potassa in the preparation of Ether,
and of ~lack Oxide of l\lereury.
Off Prep. Potassa cum Calce; Potassii Iodidum.
W.

POTASSA CUl\I CALCE. U. 8., Lond., Ed.
CUM CALCE. IJub. Potassa with Lime.

PorASSA CAUSTICA

"Take of Potassa, Lime, each, an ounce. Rub them together, and keep the
mixture in a well stopped bottle." U.S.
'fhe London and Dublin formula:: are the same as the above.
"Take a?l!J convenient <pwntity of Aqua J'otassre; evaporate it in a clean,
covered iron vessel to one.third of its ''olume; add slaked J.ime till the fluid
has the consistence of firm pulp. Preserve the product in carefully covered
vessels." Ed.
The U. S., Loudon, and Dublin preparation is a mixture of equal parts of
hydrate of pot.assa and lime. The :Edinburgh College employs the solu tion of
potassa, which is first concentrated, and then thickened by the addition of lime
until the mixture becomes a pulpy mass, consisting of the mixed hydrates of po·
tassa and lime.
'l'he U. S., London, and Dublin preparation is a powder, sometimes called
Vienna caustic. It is prepared for use by being made up into a paste with a
little alcohol. The paste is applied to the part to be cauterized for ten or fifteen
minutes, and is conveniently limited in its operation by a piece of adhesive
plaster, in the manner explained under potassa. 'l'he Edinburgh preparation i:5
in the form of a firm pulp, former1y called caustic-um commune rnitius, or rnilder
common caustic. Potassa with lime is a more manageable caustic than the of.
ficinal potassa, on account of the presence of the lim e, which renders it milder,
slower in its operation, and less deliqueilcent, and cause! it to spread less beyond
the part intended to be affected. Dr. Filhos has improved this caustic by forming it in sticks. To prepare it thus, the potassa is perfectly fused in an iron
spoon, and one-third of its weight of quicklime is added in divided portions; the
whole being stirred with an iron rod. The fused mass is then run into lead
tubes, closed at one encl, about three inches long, and from a quarter to half an
in ch in diameter in the clear. The sticks are kept, still enclosed in the lead tubes,
with the open end downwards, in thick glass tubes, containing some powdered
quicklime, and closed with a cork, between which and the stick some cotton is
put to steady the caustic. When employed, as much of the caustic is uncovereJ
at the end, by scraping off the lead, as it is proposed to use. This form of
caustic is particularly recommended for cauterizing the neck of the uterus.
(Jo,,rn. de PAarm., 3e str., vi. 137.)
B.

POTASSlE ACETAS. U. 8., L ond., Ed., IJub.

Acetate of Po-

tassa.
'"Take of Acetic Acid a pint; Carbonate of Potassa a sujjicient quantity.
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Add the Carbonate of Potas~a. gradually°to the i\cctic Acid till it ~s saturated;
then .filter, and evaporate cautiously, by means of a. sand-bath, until a dry·salt
remams. Keep this in closely stopped bottles." U.S.
"Take of .Acetic Acid t1cenl!J-six .fluidowices [Imp. mca~.J; C:u:bonate of Potnssa a ponnd, or a sufficient quolltitg; Distilled a.ter tu:elve .fl1udounces [Imp.
meas.]. To the Acid, mixed with the Water, gradually add th~ Carbonate to
saturation; then strain. ]~vaporate the liquor in a sand-bath, w1th a heat cautiously npplied, until the salt is dried." Lond.
"Take of Pyroligncous Acid [acetic acid, sp.gr. 1·034] a pi11t and a lw!f

'y
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Evaporate the solution over the '\"'"apour-bath till it is so concentrated as to form
a concrete mass when cold. Allow it to cool and erystallize in a solid cake;
which must be broken up and immediately put into well closed bottles." Ed.
"Take of Pure Carbonate of Potash one pounrl (avoirdupois]; Acetic Acid of
Commerce (sp. gr. I ·O±-t} lu:o pints (Imp. meas.]. 'l'o the Acid, placed in a porcelain capsule, gradually add the Carbonate of Potash, and, when effervescence
has ceased, boil for a couple of minutes. Add now, if necessary, a few drops of
the same Acetic Acid, so that the solu tion may ha,·e a 8lightly acid reaction;
and, having evaporated to dryness, melt the residue, by the cautious application
of heat, in a clean pot of cast iron. The liquefied salt is now to be remo,·ed
from the fire, and when, upon cooling, it has solidified, it should be quickly
broken into fragments of a suitable size, and enclosed in a bottle, furnished with
an air-tight stopper." Dub.
']'he process for forming acetate of potassa. is a. case of single elective affinity.
The form of acid employed for generating the salt in the several Pbarmacopooias
is officinal acetic acid; the pyroligneous acid of the Edinburgh College being
equivalent to that acid. Distilled vinegar should never be employed to form
this salt, on account of its couta.ining organic m<1ttcr, which gives the solution,
when concentrated, a reddish or brownish colour. When acetic acid is used l
colourless solution is obtained. This is evaporated to dryness, according to the
U. S. and J..ondou Pharmacopooias, and to such an extent as to concrete into a
mass when cold, according to the Edinburgh. The Dublin College fuses the
dry salt, and obtains it as a solid mass on cooling. When fusion is resorted to,
great care must be taken not to use too high a heat; otherwise part of the acetic
acid will be decomposed, and a colourless salt will not be obtained. For drying
the acetate of potassa, Dr. Christison consid ers the heat of a vapour-bath too
low, an<l that of a sand-bath apt to become too high. He, therefore, recommends
the use of a bath of chloride of calcium, when operating on a small scale. Iu
cond11cting the e'>'aporation, it is best to have the solution always slightly acid;
for if the alkali predomiuate, it will react upon the acetic acid when the solution
is concentrnted, and give rise to discoloration.
Acetate of potassa may also be obtained by double decomposition between acetate of lead and sulphate of potassa. ·when thus procured it is \"Cry white aml
pure, but liable to the objection, for medical use, that it may possibly contain
a little leaJ.. Another methotl by double decomposition is between acetate of
lime and sulphate of potassa.
P1·operties, &c. Acet~1te of potnssa. when pure is a ·white salt, perfectly neutral to test paper, unctuous to the touch, and of a warm, pungent, sali ne taste .
"'hen unskilfully prepared, it is apt to be more or less coloured. Its state of
aggregation differs with the manner in which it is prepared. As obtained by
evaporating tLe solution to dryness, agreeably to the directions of the U. S. and
London Pharmacopreias, it is in the form of soft fibrous masses. As usually
prepared and found in the shops, it ha.!!: a foliated texture, which is given to it
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by fusion and cooling. On account of this appearance it was formerly called
foh·aled eorlh of tw·tar. This salt is extremely deliquescent, and, if expose<l to
the air, becomes cou\'erted into a. liquid of an oleaginous appearance. It is on
account of this property that it must always be preserved in well stopped bottles.
It dissolves in about half its weight of water, and twice its weight of alcohol.
Anything remaining undissolYed by these menstrua is impurity. Heated above
its point of fusion it is decomposed into acetone and carbonate of potassa; the
acetic acid being resolved into tLis volatile liquid and carbonic acid. When
treated with sulphuric acid, acetous vapours are copiously evolved, and imlphato
of potassa is formed. One hundred grains of the salt, decomposed by sulphuric
acid, furnio:h a salt (sulphate of potassa), which, after exposure to a strong heat,
weighs 88·8 grains. (Loncl. Phann.) The most usual impurities contained in
it are sulphate and tartrate of potassa, chloride of potassium, and the salts of
lead and copper. A soluble sulphate may be detected by chloride of barium;
and chloride of potassium, or any soluble chloride, by nitrate of siker added to
a dilute solution. If the nitrate be added to a concentrated solution, crystals of
acetate of silver will be precipitated, soluble in water or dilute nitric acid. With
chloride of platinum it yields a yellow precipitate, showing it to be a salt of potassa. If tartrate of potassa be present, it will remain undissolved when the salt
is acted on by alcohol. Lcatl and copper may be detected by sulphurettecl hydrogen and forrocyanuret of pota,!:sium; the former test producing with the lead
a blackish, and the latter witli the copper a brown precipitate. Since the introduction of the cheap method of obtaining pure acetic acid from wood, f.his salt
has scrircely been subject to adulteration. Acetate of potass<~ is incompatible
with the mineral acids, which expel the acetic acid; with sulphate of soda and
sulphate of magnesia; with corrosive sublimate and nitrate of silve1·; and with
se.-eral other earthy and metallic salts. This salt exists in the juices of many
plants, and especially in the sap of trees, and is the principal source of the carbonate of potassa existiop; in the ashes of wood. It consists of one cq. of acetic
acid 51, one of potassa 47·2, and two of water 18=1Hi·2.
~lkdical Properties and Cses.
Acetate of potassa. acts as a. diuretic in doses
of from a scruple to a drachm, and as a mild catlmrtic when given t.o the extent
of two or three drachms. It is employed in dropsies, and often with good effect.
The late Dr. Duncan considered it to be a medicine of great efficacy, and one of
our best salioe dcobstruents. We have ourselves used it in dropsical affections,
and can bear testimony to its powers. Dr. J. A. Easton, of Glasgow, has found
it a useful remedy in several skin diseases, such as psoriasis, eczema, and lcpra.
Cases which had resisted the ordinary remedies were cure<l, after a treatment
occupying from three weeks to two months. The dose given by Dr. Easton was
half a. drachm, three times a day, dissolved in water. The remedy ~ecmed to
act through the kidneys, the urine being remarkably inrreased, both in its aqueous
and solid contents. (Edin. Jlfouth. Journ. o/ 11ferl. Sci., i'Iay, 1850.) The salt,
equally efficacious, may be made extemporaneously in the liquid form by satu.
rating distilled vinegar with carbonate of potassa. 1'wo drachms of the carbonate, saturated with vinegar, will sometimes produce in hydropic cases ten or
hvclve stools, ancl a copious discharge of urine. (.D1mcan.) Acehite of potassa,
like the other alkaline salts containing a vegetable acid, may be given iu the
uric acid diathesis, to render the urine alkaline; for the experiments of Wohler
barn shown tha.t the acid of these salts undergoes decomposition iu tbe digestive
and assimilating processes, while the ~lkali enters the current of the circulation.
From the decided property which this salt possesses of increasing the secretion
of the kidneys, it wa.'i formerly called sfl.l dluretiC'w>, or diu1·etic salt.
Off Prrp. Pilul::c Rhei; Tinctura Ferri Acetatis.
B.
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POTASSJE CARBONAS. U.S., Lond., Ed. PoTASS<E CARBONAS
E LIXIVO CINERE. Dub. Carbonate of Potassa. Carbonate of Potassa
from Pearlasli.
"Take of Impure Carbonate of Potassa [pcarlash] tlt1·ee po_unds; Water two
lJints and a half Dissolve the Impure Carbonate of Potassa rn the Water, and
filter the solution; then pour it into a clean iron ve~sel, and evaporate ov~r .a.
gentle fire till the solution thickens; lastly, remoYc it from the fire, and stir it
constantly with an iron spatula. till the salt granulates." U.S.
Tlie London Oolle9e, in its Pharmacopreia. of 186 1, has placed this salt in
the l\Jateria Medica list.

The Edinburgh College also includes it in the 1\Ia-

teria l\ledica list, designating it by this note. "Carbonate of potash not quite
pure, obtained by lixiviating, evaporating, and granulating by fusion and re.
frigeration the potashes [pearlash] of commerce."
"Take of Pearlash ten pounds [avoirdupois]; Distilled Water one gallon [Imp.
meas.]. Pour the Water on the Pcarlash, and macerate for a week, occasionally
stirring the mixture. Filter through calico, and, having evaporated the solution
nearly to dryness, reduce the heat, ancl stir constantly with an iron rod, until
granular crystals are obtained. Let these be immediately enclosed in well
stopped bottles." Dub.
The object of the above processes is to purify the impure carbonate of potassa,
or pearlash. This generally contai ns certain insoluble impuriti es, as well as
small portions of sulphate and silicate of potassa, and chloride of potassium, as
explained under another head. (See Polassre l'arbonas 11npurus.) l3y dissolving
it in a due proportion of water, and filtering the solution, the insoluble impuri
ties are got rid of, as well as the greater part of the foreign salts, which, being
much less soluble than the carbonate of potassa, are excluded by the superior
affinity of this salt for the water. The proper way of conducting the purification
is to mix the impure carbonate with an equal weight of cohl water, and to allow
the mi.xtnre to stand for a day or two, stirring it frequently to promote the
action of the water. The clear liquor obtained by decantation or filtration is
then evaporated to dryness. The offieinal processes are conducted very much
in this way; cold water being employed, and equal weights of alkali and
water being usecl in the Dublin formula, and about equal weights in the process
of the U.S. Pharmacopccia. Th e prolonged contact of the water with the salt,
and the occasional stirring of the mixture, ordered by the Dublin College, are
useful directions. In no case should the undissoh-ecl residue be washed with a.
fresh portion of water; as, by such a proceeding, the foreign salts, which it is the
object of the process to separate, would be dissolved. Iron vessels are directed,
because this metal is not acted on by the alkali, while glass is attacked by it.
In granulating the salt by stirring, it is better, when the solution is brought nearly
to dryness, to keep it on the fire at a reduced heat, as recommended by the Dublin
College, until the process is finished, than to remove it the moment it thickens.
According to Berzelius, a more productive process for purifying pearlash,
though the resulting salt is not so pure as when obtained in the way just de·
scribed, is to dissolve the pcarlash in more than its weight of water, to evaporate
the solution till it has the density of I ·52, and then to put it in a cool place,
that the foreign salts, principally sulphate of potassa and chloride of potassium,
may crystallize. The soluti on is then decanted, and evaporated to drynes3 .
Properties, &:c. Ca.rbonate of Potassa, as found in the shops, is in the form
of ::i. coarse granular white powder, havjng a nauseous, alkaline taste, and acting
as an alkali on vegetable colours. It is very soluble in water, dissolving in its
weight of that liquid; but is in soluble in alcohol. It is extremely deliquescent 1
and hence a portion of it, exposed to the air for some time, attracts so much
water as completely to dissolve into an oily liquid, called by the older chemists,
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On account of this property, carbonate of pota~sa.
should be kept in bottles with accurately ground stoppers. If exposed, in its
usual state, to a. red heat, it retains its carbonic a.cid, but loses 16 per cent. of
water; and, when decomposed by dilute su lphuri c acid, evolves 26·3 per cent. of
carbonic acid. (Lonrl. Plwrm.) When pure it is completely soluble in water;
but, generally, a small insoluble portion is left of earthy matter. An aqueous
solution, when saturated with an acid, slowly deposits a slight gelatinous precipitate, derived from silica. The usual impurities are earthy matter, sulphate
of potassa, chloride of potassium, and silica in the state, probably, of silicate of
potai::.sa. When <lissoh•ed in water and supersatu rated with nitric acid, it affords
a faint cloudiness with chloride of barium, and a slight precipitate with nitrate
of silver; effects showing the presence of minute portions of a sulphate and of a
chloride. 'l'hc nitric solution is also precipitated by carbonate of soda, if earthy
matter be present. If the indications of these tests are decided, the sa lt is below
the oflicinal standard of purity. It is incompatible with acids and acidu lous
salts, muriatc aud acetate of ammonia 1 lime-water, chloride of calcium, sulphate
of magnesia, alum, tartar emetic, nitrate of siker, ammoniated copper an<l ammoniated iron, sulphate of iron anJ tincture of chloride of iron, calomel and
corrosive sublimate, accta.te and subacetate of lead, and sulphate of zinc. It is
not decomposed by tartrate of frou and potassa, and, therefore, may be associated
with it in prescriptions.
Composition. Carbonate of potassa, after exposure to a red heat, is an an hydrous salt, consisting of one cq. of carbonic acid :2'.!, and one of potassa. 47·2=
60·2. As obtained by the officinal formulre, it is, according to Mr. Phillips, a
ll.
sesquihydratc, consisting of two eqs. of carbonate and three of water.
llledical Properties and lSes . Purified pcarlash is the form of carbonate of
potassa usually employed in this country, where it is frequently, though in co rpurer
the
to
applicaLle
strictly
being
rectly, called salt of tartar, the latter name
carbonate, obtained by decomposing cream of tartar. It is occasiona lly used as
an antacid in dyspepsia, as a diuretic in dropsy, ::iqd as an antilit hic in gravel
attended with red deposits from the urine; but the purpose to which it is most
commonly applied is tbe formation of the ~1eutml 'l1tixt1n-e and ejJ"ervescing
drauvltt. (See Liquor Potcm;e Citralt·s.) It is worthy of observation, that its soJutiou, on exposure to air, or on the addition of an ac id, deposits f:l occuli consisting of hydrate of silica, resulting froi;u the decomposition of the silica.ted potassa,
which is always present as an impurtty. '.fhe ~pontaneous deposition of silica. is
owing to the ab~orption of carbon ic acid. Carbonate of potassa. is also used witb.
much adrnotage in some casCs of jaundice, in which it probably operates by entering the circulation, ancl directly exciting the hepatic function. It has enjoyed
some popular reputation mixed with cochi nea l in hoopinkcough, and is supposed
by some, iu common with other alkaline rem ed ies, to operate favourably in those
inflammations in which there i.s a disposition to the exudation of coagulable
lymph, or the formation of false membranes. It is considered among the most
effectual remedies in obstinate cutaneous eruptions, in which it is employed both
internally and externally. The dose is from ten to thirty grains, given in some
aromatic water sweetened with sugar. In largo quantities it acts as a corrosive
poison, anJ is capable of p:oducing death in a few hours. The antidotes are the
fixed oils and ve~etablc acids.
As au externa l remedy in cutaneous affections, it is used in the form of bath,
of lotion, and of ointment. }'rom eight to sixteen ounces may be used for a
single bath, the quantity being wadua~ly increased. L oti?ns may be made. by
dissolving two or three drachms 111 a pmt of water; arn.1 orntwents by rubbrng
from ten grains to a draehm with an ounce of lard.
oleum lartari )Jer deliquiurn.
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Carbonate of Potassa is used in the formu]re for Precipitated Sulphurct of
Antimony, and Spirit of Nitric Ether.
Off. Prep. Dccoctum Aloes Compositum; Enema. Aloes; F.xtractum Spigelire
et Senna:: li'luidum; Liquor Potaf:s::e; J..iiquor IJotassre Arisenitis; Liquor.Potassre Carbonatis; Mistura Ferri Composita; Potas_~ro Ace~as; Potassre -~1car
bonas; Potassro Sulphns; Potassre Tartras; Potassn B~o~mdum; Po~ass11 Cyanuretum; Potassii Iodidum; Potai:;sii Sulphurctum; Spmtus Ammomre Aromaticus; Spiritus Ammouire Fcctidus.
W.

POTASSJE CARBON AS PURUS. u. 8. POTASSJE CARBONAS
Ed., Dl<b. P?tre Carbonate of Potassa. Salt of Tartar.

PuRUM.

"Take of Bicarbonate of Potassa a pound.

Put the Bicarbonate, previously

powdered, in to a capacious iron crucible, heat gradually until the water of crys·
ta.llization is driven off, then raise the heat to redness, and maintain that tern.
perature for half an hour. Having taken the crucible fi:,om the fire, and allowed
it to cool, remove its contents, dissolve them in distilled water, filter the soJu.
tion, and complete the process by evaporating and granulating as directed for
Carbonate of Potassa." U.S.
"Pure Carbonate of Potash may be most readily obtained. by h eat ing crystal.
lized Bicarbonate of Potash to redness in a crucible; but more cheaply by dis·
solving Bitartratc of Potash in thirty parts of boiling Water, separating and
washing the crystals which form on cooling, heating these in a loosely cot"ered
crucible to redness so long as fumes are discharged, breaking down the mass,
and roasting it in an open crucible for two hours, with occasional stirring, fo>i·
viating the product with Dist.illed '\Yater, filtering the solution thus obtained,
evaporating the solution to dryness, granulating the salt towards the close by
brisk agitation, and heating the granular salt nearly to redness. The product
of either process must be kept in well closed vessels." Ed.
''Take of white Bitartratc of Potash hco pounds [avoirdupois]; Sesquicar·
bonate of Ammonia l10lf an ounce [avoird.J; Distilled "\\ater three pints [Imp.
meas.]. Place the Bitartrate of Potash in an iron pot or crucible, and, con·
stantly stirring it with an iron rod, expose it to a red heat until vapours cease
to be evolved. Reduce the r<"s i<lnum to a coarse powder, a.nd having boiled it
for twenty minutes wilh one quart [two pint~, Irup. meas.] of the \Yater, filter
through paper, washing the filter and its contents with the residual pint of Water,
in which the Sesquicarbouate of Ammonia has been first dissolved. 'fbe filtered
solution is now to be evaporated to <lryness, and, a low red heat being finally ap·
plied, the product is to be rapidly reduced to powder in a warm mortar, and
enclosed in well-stopped bottfos." Dub.
In the U.S. process for pure carbonate of potnssa, the bicarbonate is ignited,
whereby it loses its water of crystallization, and second <"quiYalent of carbonic
acid, and is reduced to the state of earb'onate. As the bicarbonate is a very pure
salt, so the carbonate, obtnincd from it, is also very pure.
'l'he first process of the Edl11bm:qh College is the same as the above ; the second
directs the pure carbonate to be obta in ed from bitartrate of potassa 1 by first puri·
fyiug it by solution and crystallization, and then incinerating it. The tartaric
acid, which consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxyp;en, is decomposed, and gives
rise, among other products, to carbonic acid, which combines with the potassa.
The matter, after ignition, contains, besides carbonate of potassa, certain impu·
rities derived from those pre-existing in the bitartrate. 'l'hese are carbona te of
lime, arising from the decomposition of tart rate of lime, alumina, silica, and
minute portions of the oxides of iron and manganese; and, being all insoluble
in water, are left behind when the mass is acted on by that liquid, the alkaline
carbonate alone being taken up. The Dublin process is the same as the second
Edinburgh, with the addition:'.!.l step of washing the filter and its contents with
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a solution of scsquicarbonate of ammonia. This addition to the filtered solution
of the carbonate of potassa supplies any deficiency in its carbonic acid which may
have been caused by the previous ignition; while, by the evaporation to dryness,
and final exposure to a low red heat, the whole of the ammonia is dissipated.
Properties, &c. !Jure carbonate of potassn, obtained from the bicarbonate or
from cream of tartar, differs from the same salt procured from pearlash, in containing no impurities. 'Vi th the tests mentioned under the carbonate it gives
negative indications, showing the entire absence of foreign substances. When
obtained from cream of tartar, it was formerly called salt of tartm·, in allusion
to its source; but at present th is name is usually applied to any pure ca rbonate
of potassa, without reference to its mode of preparation. It may, indeed, be very
much doubted whether the real salt of tartar is often kept in our shops; the
ordinary carbonate as purified from pcarlasb being genera lly substit.uted for it,
and answering, in ordinary cases, every medicinal purpose that could be expected
from the use of the purer salt.
Medical Properties and Uses. These are the same with those of the carbonate of potassa <leScribed in the preceding article. The pure carbonate, on account of its freedom from silica, furnishes the best material for forming th.e
solution of citrate of pvtassa, or neutral mixture.
Off Prep. Decoctum Aloes Compositum; Liquor Potassre Arsenitis; Mistura
Ferri Composita; Potassre Acetas; Potassre Carbonatis Liquor; Potassre Causticre Liquor; Potassii Iodidum.
B.

LIQUOR POTASSlE CARBONATIS. U. 8., Lona. PoTASs...,
CARBONATJS LIQUOR. Dub. Solution of ca,.bona.te of Polassa.
11
Take of Carbonate of Potassa a pound; Distilled 'Water twelvejluidounces.
Dissolve the Carbonate of Potassa in the Water, and filter the solution." U.S.
"Take of Carbonate of Potassa twenty ouncesj Distilled Water a pint (Imp.
meas.]. Dissolve and filter. The specific graYity is 1·473." Lon<l.
"Take of Pure Carbonate of Potash ten ounces [avoirdupois); Distilled Water
one pint [Imp. meas.]. Dissolve and filter. The specific gravity of this solution
is J·310." Duo.
This i.~ a solution of carbonate of potassa in wnter, and furnishes a convenient form for the administration of the salt. An ounce is dissolved in a fluidounce of water in the U.S. formula, and in an Imperial fiuidouncc in the J~ondon.
In the Dublin solution, half an ounce avoirdupois is dissolved in an Imperial fiuidounce. 'l'his statemeut in relation to the British solutions will be understood,
when the fact is adverted to that the Imperial pint contains twenty fluidounces.
The London solution is somewLatstronger tban that of the U.S. P harmacopreia,
because the Im perial fluidounce weighs a little less than a fluidounce, wine
measure. The Dublin process differs in using the pure carbonate, and in furnishing a solution considerably less than half as strong as the U. S. and London
solutions. So!Ution of carbonate of potassa. .should be colourless and inodorous,
and possess the general alkaline qualities of the salt from which it is made. The
dose of the U.S. or London solution is from ten minims to a fluidrachm, suffi.
B.
ciently diluted with water or other bland liquid.

POTASSlE BIQARBONAS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Bicarbonate
of Potassa.
"Take of Carbonate of Potassa/om· poundsj Distilled Water ten pints. Dissolve the Carbonate of Potassa in the Water, and pass carbonic acid through the
solution till it is fully saturated. Then filter, and evaporate the filtered liquor
that crystals way form, taking care that the heat docs not exceed 160°. Pour
off the supernatant liquid, and dry the crystals upon bibulous paper. Carbonic
acid is obtained from ~larble by the addition of dilute sulphuric acid." U.S.
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In the Loudon Pharmacopooia of 1851, bicarbonate of potassa is placed in the
list of t he Materia i\Ied'ica.
"Take of Carbonate of Potash from Pearlash onr 7Jound [avoirdupois] i Distilled Water one quw·t [two pints, Imp. meas.]; Muriatic Acid of Commerce
one 1n"nt and a half [Imp. meas.]; Water three pints [Imp. meas.]; Chalk, in
small fragments, on e pound [avoird.] 1 or a suj)icient quantity. D_ilute th~ Muriatic Acid with the 'Yater, and having dissolved the Carbonate of Potash 111 the

fi~~~1~1~; ~r~~~~'fit~~:~et~~~o~;t~o~1 ~~!ot~ ~~ 1:1~J:~~~~J;t!l~~~af: ~l:5~ft~e~~: t~!~~~

of the solution. A second bottle, m the bottom of which a few holes are <lnlle<l,
and the mouth of which admits of being closed by a cork, also traversed by a
glass tube, having been filled with the Chalki and placed in a glass or porcelain
j ar of the same height with itself, but of somewhat larger diameter1 the exteri or
cuds of the two tubes are to be counected air.tight by a tube of vulcanized Indian
rubber. '.l'he cork of the bottle containing the Carbonate of Potash being placed
looselg, and that of the other bottle tightly in its place, and the l\Iuriatic Acid
having been poured into the jar in which is lodged the perforated bottle con.
taiuing tlte Chalk, the liberation of carbonic acid commences, and as soon as it
is judged that a sufficient amount of it has been developed to expel completely
the air from the apparatus, the cork of the Carbonate of Potash bottle is to be
forced into it quite tight, and the process is to be abandoned to itself for a week.
At the end of this time numerous crystals of the Bicarbonate of Potash will have
formed, wh ich are to be removed, shaken in a capsule with twice their bulk of
cold water, which is to be ra pi dly decanted, next drained, and finally dried on
bibulous paper by mere exposure to the atmosphere. The mother liquor, if
filtered, and concentrated to one.half, at a. temperature not exceeding ll0°, will
yield add itional crystals. '.l'he tube immersed in the solution of Carbonate of
Potash will have to be occasionally cleared of the crystals with which it is liable
to become plugged, ebe the process will be suspended." Dub.
"Take of Carbonate of Potash six ounces j Carbonate of Ammonia three
ounces and a ha(f. Tritura.te the Carbonate of Ammonia to a ve!y fine powder;
mix it with the Carbonate of' Potash; trituratc them thoroughly together, adding
by degrees a >cry little water, till a smooth and uniform pulp be formed. Dry
this gradually at a temperature not exceeding 1-10°, trituruting occasionally
towards the close; and continue the desiccation till a fine powder be obtained,
eutirely free of :unmoniacal odour." Ed.
In these ~rocesses 1 the carbonate of potassa, consisting of one eq. of acid and
one of base, is combi ned with an additional equiva lent of carbonic acid. In the
U. S. and Dublin prncesses the combin ation is effected by passing a stream of
this acid through a solution of the carbonate, so long as it is absorbed. In the
U. S. formula the distilled water taken is about three times the weight of the
carbonate. As the bicarbonate of potassa requires four times its weight of water
to dissolve it, the quantity of water ordered in the U. S. formula would seem
not to be sufficient to dissolve the new salt; unless it be assumed that the solution becomes heated in consequence of the reaction. The solution of the whole
of th e new salt is not intended in the Dublin process, which proceeds on the plan
of forming crystals of bicarbonate at once in the original solution, without con centration by heat. The filt ration directed in the U . S. formula is ordered on
the presumption that the whole of the bicarbonate form ed is dissolved; and is
intended to separate silica, which is always deposited during the progress of the
saturation, when carbonate of potassa from pearlash is employed. On a. small
scale the saturation of the carbonate is best conducted in a Wolfe's apparatus of
three bottles; the first containing water to wash the carbonic acid gas, the two
others, solutions of the carbonate. 'fhe bottles should be connected by means
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of wide lubes, to prc'fent their being obstructed by the crystals formed. On a
large scale the saturation is performed in strong vessels, into which the carbonic
acid is driven un<lcr pre!'surc. Sulphuric acid is always med by the manufacturing chcmi8t for generating the carbonic acid; but in small operations, muriatic ::icid, diluted with twice its bulk of water, is more con\·cnient; inasmuch
as it geucrates with the marble or chalk a soluble salt (chloride of calcium),
which does not interfere with the extrication of the carbonic acid, as the insoluble
sulphate of lime does. Iu the Dublin process dilute muriatic acid is used for
the extrication of the carbonic acid, which is effected in a self-regulating generator of Urnt gas.
In the Edinburgh process, carbonate of ammonia, in very fine powder, is thoroughly incorporated with carbonate of potas~a, by the assistance of a little water,
so as to form a uniform pulp, which is dried by a gentle heat. By the combined influence of the volatility of the ammonia, and the riffinity of the carbonrite
of potas~a. for carbonic acid, the carbonate of rimmonia. is totally decomposed;
its carbonic acid generating the bicarbonate by uniting with the carbonate, and
its ammonia being evoked during the drying- of the pulp, which is then reduced
to a. fine powder. This process is alleged by Dr. Christison to be superior to
the other process, "in point of economy, dispatch, and certain ty in small operati ons.11
l\Ir. Brande gives the following proportions for the preparation of bicarbonate
11
of potas.;:a on the 1arge scale: 100 lbs. of purified carbonate of pota~sa. are di5soh·ed in IT gallons of water, which, when saturated with carbonic acid, yield
from 35 to -t.O lbs. of crystallized bicarbonate; 50 lbs. of carbonate of pota~sa.
arc then added to the mother liquor, with a sufficient quantity of water to make
up l i gallons, and the operation repeated. 11
WOhlcr states that charcoal, when mixed with the carbonate, facilitates by its
porosity, in a remarkable degree, the formation of the bicarbonate. Thus he
found that when crude tartar was charred in n covered crucible, and the carbonaceous mass, after ha,·ing been slightly moistened with water, was subjected to
a stream of carbonic acid 1 the gas was absorbed with great rapidity, and heaterl
the mass so considerably, as to render it necessary to surround the vessel with
cold water, to prefent the decomposition of the bicarbonate that had been formed .
-When the temperature diminished, the saturation was known to be completed.
The mass was lixi,·iatcd in the smallest quantity of water at t he temperature of
from 85° to 100°, and the solution, after filtration and cooling, deposited the
greater part of the bicarbonate in fine crystals. (Ani. Journ. of Plwrrn., x. 82,
from the .A111wlcn dt:r Phys1"k und Olu.rnie.)
i\f. Behrens has proposed to obtain bicarbonate of potassa by parthtlly satu rating the carbonate, dissolved in an equal weight of water, with acet ic acid
gradually added. Cp to a ccrt.ain point, no carbonic ac id is extricated,. and n.
precipitate takes place of pure bicarbonate of potassa, equal to half the w.e1ght of
the carbonate employed. ..After the bicarbonate is separated, the saturation may
be completed, and ttcctate of potassa obtained. (Journ. de Plwnn., 3e sfr., iv.
46-±.) A similar proclu~ti?n ~f the ~isalt tak~s place when the carb~nate is
treated with weak lcmoD·JUICC 1 Ill forming the citrate. (Sec pag~ 11-IJ.)
According to Berzelius, the cheapest method of obtaining the bicarbonate or
potassa is to suspend a. concentrated solution of the purified carbonate, contained
in a stoneware dish, within a cask over a liquid undergoing the vinous fermentation. 'l'he alkali is thus surrounded by an atmosphere of carbonic acid, and, by
absorbing it, crystallizes into bic~rbonate. in the cours.e.of five or six. weeks.
Distillers and brewers prepare tlus salt with great facility by suspendmg the
alkaline solution in the fermenting tun. The salt in powder called sal uifratu.'i,
made principally in New England, is, we ?clieve, prepared in this way. In
composition it is between a carbonate and bicarbonate.
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Properties, &c. Ilicarbonate of potassa is in transparent, co1our1es111, inodorous
crystals, slightly alkal ine to the taste and to test paper, permanent in the air,
8

0

~~~i~:~;i~c~ it:~o:1~~~m~s ii~:e~~l~fit !?~~~~d,!~t:r:i::J i:i~~c~~~-tt~~~ i~~~:~~t
of boiling water, by which it is partially decomposed, and converted into sesquica1·bo11ate. It is insoluble in alcohol. Exposed to a red heat, it loses 30·7 per
cent., comprising half its carbonic acid and the whole of its water of crystallization, and returns to the state of carbonate, which, when thus obtained, is free
from silica, and otherwise very pure. This method is now adopted in the U.S.
Pharmacopreia for obtaining the pure carbonate, and forms the first process of
the Edinburgh. Supersaturated witb nitric a.cid 1 it should give a clear solution,
tbc transparency of which is not disturbed by chloride of barium, and but slightly
by nitrate of silver. 'Yh en a perfect bicarbonate, its solution, unless heated,
does not precipitate a solution of sulphate of magnesia. rl'his negative indication, howt:!ver, cannot be depended upon as showing the ahscnce of carbonate;
for, according to Dr. Christison, no precipitate will be occasioned, even when
fifty per cent. of this impurity is present. Bicarbonate of potassa does not decompose calomel. When dissolved in 40 parts of water, it produces a white
haze merely with a solution of corrosive sublimate; but if it contain so little as
a hundredth part of carbonate, a brick-red precipitate is immediately produced.
(Uh1·i8t1'son.) Another way of detecting the presence of carbonate is to add
starch sugar to a heated solution of the suspected bicarbonate. If any carbonate
be present, the mixture turns yellow or brO\rn. ( C'hrvallier.) Bicarbonate of
potassa consists of two eqs. of carbonic acid 44, one of potassa .J-7'2, and one of

water 9= 100·2 .
.Medical Properties. The medical properties of this salt are the same as those
of the carbonate, to which it is preferable from its milder taste, and greater acceptability to the stomach. The dose is from twenty grains to a drachm.
O.ff: Prep. Liquor Potassre Citratis; Potassro Aqua Effervescens; Potassre
Carbonas Purus; Potassoo Citras; Puheres Effervescentes; Pulveres Effervescentes Citrati.
B.

POTASS.JE AQUA EFFERVESCENS. Ed. Effervescing Water
of Potassa.
0
"Take of Bicarbonate of Potash one drachtn; Distilled Water one pint [Imp.
meas.]. Dissolve the Salt in the Water, and transmit through the solution
carbonic acid gas under strong pressure." Ed.
This preparation may be considered as the bicarbonate of potaS$3 dissolved in
carbonic acitl water. lt is, however, altog_ether superfluous in this country, in
consequence of the general introduction into the shops of carbonic acid water
(artificial Seltzer water), which may be readily employed for dissolving any
desired proportion of t he bicarbonate, with the result of forming a much brisker
preparation. This solution has the general sparkling qualities and acidulous
ta.-,tc of carbonic acid water; the alkaline taste being co>ered in a great measure
by the large excess of carbonic acid. 'fhe after-taste is more purely saline than
that o& the corresponding preparation made with soda. (See Sod<£. .Aqila EJ!ervescens.)
·
B.

POTASSJE CITRAS. U.S.

Citrate of Potassa.

"Take of Citric Acid ten ounces; Bicarbonate of Potassa fourteen ounces;
Water a sujjicient quantity. Dissolve the Citric Acid in two pints of Water,
add the Bicarbonate grndually, and, when effen·escence has ceased, strain, and
e\'aporate to dryness, stirring constantly, after a pelliclc has begun to form, until
t.he salt granulates.; then rub it in a mortar, pass it through a coarse sieve, and

put it in bottles, which sho,Ju be kept closely stopped." T!. S.
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Ci~rate of potassa bas long been used habitually in this country for the pre-

paration of the neutral mixture, but was first recognised as officinal in the U.S.
Pharmacopooia of 1850. It was known formerly by the name of salt of Rt.uerius.
In the above formula, mutually saturating proportions of the acid and bicarbonate were intended to be employed; the latter in~redient being preferred to the
oarbonate on account of its greater purity. The potassa of the bicarbonate
unite:; with the citric acid, to form the citrate of potassa, and the carbonic acid
escapes, producing effervescence. 'fhe resulting solution is directed to be evaporated to dryness, as affording the most convenient form for use. The granulation
ordered bas a tendency to retard the deliquesceuce of the citrate.
Citrate of potassa. is crystallizable; but, as procured by the above process, is
in the form of a white granular powder. It is inodorous, of a saline, sl ightly
bitterish, not unpleasant taste, deliquescent, very :;:oluble in water without
residue, and in soluble in alcohol. It is stated in the U. S. Phannacopcei<l. that
its solution does not change the colour of litmus; but we have found a carefully
prepared specimen slightly to redden the paper; and the acid used in the process is theoretically in slight excess. By a red heat with exposure to the air,
the salt is decomposed, leaving a residue of pure carbonate of potassa. '!'he
presence of tartaric acid wou ld be indicated by a precipitate of bitartrate of
potassa on the addition of muriatic acid.
J.l ledical Prope1·ties. This salt is a grateful refrigerant diaphoretic, and has
long been much used in the fevers of this country, in the extemporaneous forms
of neutral mix.ture and effervescing draught. (See Liqum· Potass<:e Citrati's.) As
these require time and a. somewhat careful manipulation in their preparation, it
has been found more convenient to keep the citrate of potassa ready made, and
dissolve it in water when wanted for use . . 'Iliis solution will no doubt produce
the essential diapboretic and refrigerant effects of the neutral mixture or effervescing draught, but is less agreeable to the stomach and palate, because destitute
of the carbonic acid contained in thQ latter. The dose of this solution is half a.
fluidouoce, of the dry citrate from fiwenty to twenty-five grains. The preparation may be improved in flavour, and rendered more agreeable to the stomach,
by rubbing a drop or two of oil of lemons with the six drachms of citrate before
dissolving it, and substituting carbonic acid water for pure witer as the menslruum.
W.

LIQUOR POTASS.iE CITRATIS. U.S.
Potassa. Neutral Mixture.

Solittion of Oiti·ate of

"Take of fresh Lemon.juice half a pint; Bicarbonate of Potassa a sufficient
guantity. Add the Bicarbonate gradually to the Lemon-juice till it is perfectly
saturated; then filter. Or,
"Take of Citric Acid half an ounce; Oil of Lemons two rninims; ·water half
a pint; Bicarbonate of Potassa. a sufficient quantity. Rub the Citric Acid with
the Oil of Lemons, and afterwards with the Water till it is di:;solved; then add the
Bicarbonate ofl)otassa.gradually till the Acid is perfectly saturated; lastly, filter.
"Solution of Citrate of Potassa. prepared according to these forrnulre contains
free carbonic acid, which is deemed a desirable ingredient. It may also be prepared by dissolving six dracbms of Citrate of l)otassa in half a pint of Water;
but, made in this way, coutains no carbonic acid." U.S.
'fhe first two are equivalent preparations ; the solution of citric acid flavoured
with oil of lemons being intended as a substitute for fresh lemon-juice when this
cannot be bad. In both, the potassa of the bicarbonate unites with the citric
acid, and the carbonic acid is liberated. A portion of the la.ttcr remains in the
solution, and a portion escapes with efTcrvcscence. '..L'he re::mlt, therefore, is a.
solution of citrate of potassa in water impregnated with carbonic acid. When
lemou-juicc is employed, the solution has a greenish colour; but prepared with
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tbe pure acid it is colourless. In the U.S. Pharmacopceia of 1850, bicarbonate
of potassa bas been substituted for the carbonate before used. As the preparation was formerly made, a flocculent precipitate was apt to exhibit .itself. in
small quantity, owing to the silicate of potassa generally present as an 'nu purity
in the carbonate of potassa. This gave up its base to the citric acid, and the
silica was deposited in the ::;tate of a hydrate. The bicarbonate is free from this
impurity, and consequently hydrated silica is not thrown down; nevertheless,
the solution is still directed to be filtered; a direction which may be useful,
when fresh lemon-juice is used, by separating the undissolved matters of the
juice, and in the o'thcr case is only surplm,.age. About 48 grains of the crystals
of the bicarbqnatc, 33 grains of the pure and perfectly dry carbonate, or 45
grains of the hydrated carbonate found in the shops, are sufficient to saturate a
fluidounee of good lemon.juice; but the strength of the juice is variable, and the
carbonate is apt to absorb moisture from the air, so that precision as to quantities
cannot be readily attained. Ilence the propriety of the direction to add the
alkaline ca rbonate to saturation. The point of saturation may be determined
by the cessation of effervescence, the absence of either an acid or alkaline taste,
and still more accurately by litmus paper, which shou ld not be rendered bright,..
red by the solution, nor blue if previously reddened by an acid.
The inequality of strength in the lemon-juice renders the neutral mixture
prepared with it more or less uncertain; though, if the apothecary select ripe
and sound fruit, and express the juice himself, the preparatiol}. will be found to
approach sufficiently near a uniform standard for all practical purposes. Nevertheless, jf the physician wish absolute precjsion, he ma)' order the neutral mixture to be made with crystallized citric acid as directed in the second officiual
formula; or he may pursue the following plan suggested in former editions of
this work. Dissolve two draehms of bicarbonate of pota~sa in two fluidounces
of water; saturate t.he solution with good fresh lemon-juice, and strain; and
lastly add enough water to mnke the mixture measure six fluidounces. A fl.uidounce of this solution may be given for a dose.
In relation to the preparation of the neutral mixture, by simply dh•soh-ing the
citrate of potassa in water, as permitted in the third U.S. process above given,
see the preceding :nticle, pa,qe 11..f.3.
EJJ'ert'escing D1'<u1ght. Under this name, the citrate of potassa is often prepared extemporaneously, and given in the state of effervescence. 'fhe most convenient mode of exhibition is to add to a fluidounce of a mixture consisting of
equal parts of lemon.juice and water, half a fluidounee of a solution containing
fifteen grains of carbonate of potassa, or twenty grains of the bicarbonate.
Should effervescence not occur, as sometimes happens, when the carbonate is
used, in consequence of the weakness of the lemon-juice, more of the juice should
be added; as, unless sufficient acid is present to neutralize the potassa, part of
the carbonate passes into the state of bicarbonate, and the gas is thus prevented
from escaping. A solution of cit.ric acid of the strength of that directed in the
officinal formula may be substituted for lemon-juice, if this is not to be had. The
fifteen grains of carbonate of potassa. abo\"'e mentioned a.re scarcely sufficient to
saturate the lemon.juice, if of ordinary strength; but a little excess of the acid
renders the preparation more agreeable to the taste. Some prefer the bicarbon·
ate in the preparation of the efferYescin g draught, because it will always effervesce with lemon.juice, no matter what may be the strength of the latter. But
this is an oLjection. The carbonate serves, by the absence of effervescence, to
indicate when the lcmon·juice is very weak in acid; and the defect may then be
easily remedied by the addition of more juice. When the bicarbonate is used,
if there should be a deficiency of acid, it is not discovered; and the patient takes
a. con~iderablc portion of uudecomposed bicarbonate, instead of the full quantity
of citrate intended.
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Medical Properltes and Uses. The solution of citrate of potassa. bas long been
used under the name of neutral m,ixture, saline niixture, or ej)C1'vesci11g rlra119ltt.
It is an excellent refrigerant diaphoretir, adaptrd to almost all cases of fever
with a. hot dry skin, and especially to the paroxysms of our rcmittcnt and intermittent fevers. 'l'he effervescing drm1gl1t is peculiarly useful. The carbonic
acid serYcs to cover the taste of the citrate of potassa., and acids to the diaphorctic
powers of the salt its own cordial influence over the stomach. No preparation
with which we arc acquainted is equa lly efficacious in allaying initability of
stoma.ch, ancl producing diaphoresis, in our rcmittcnt fevers. It is usually also
very gratefu l to the patient. In order to increase the sedat ive and diaphoretic
}Jropcrt.ies of the neutral mixture, it is customary to add to it a portion of tartar
emetic; and a. little sweet spirit of nitre will be found an excellent adjuvant in
fevers with nervous disturbance. Sho uld the solution ifritatc the bowels, as
occasionally happens, it ma.y be combined with a little laud:mum or solution of
sulphate of morphia. Sugar may be added if desired by the patient.
The dose of the officinal solution is a tablespoonful or half a fluidouncc, which
should be somew hat diluted when taken. The whole of each effervescing draught,
prepared as above stated, to be taken at once. Each dose should be repeated
every hour, two, or three hours, according to the urgency of the symptoms.

w.

POTASS)E NITRAS PURUM:. Dub.

Pure Nitrate of Potassa.

"Take of Uommcrcial Nit rc fom·pounds [avoirdupois]; Distilled Water five
pints [Imp. meas.], or a s1{/jicient quanti(lj. llaving dissolved the Nitre in two
pints of the \\"ater at a boiling temperature, let the heat be withdrawn, and the
solution be sti rred constantly as it cools, in order that the salt may be obtained
in very minute crJst..'lls. These, deprived as much as possible of the uncrystallized solution by clccantation and draining, are to be washed in a. glass or earthenware percolator with the remainder of the Water, or until the liquid which trickles
through ceases to give a. precipitate when dropped into a solution of nitrate of
silver. rrhe contents of the percolator should now be extracted, and dried in
an oven." nub.
The purified nitre of commerce is sufficiently pure for medicinal use; so that
this formula of the Dublin College is entirely unnecessary. The properties of
nitre, and the m:mner in which it is purified, have been fully explained under
another head. (See Potassre Nitras.)
B.

P01'ASS,"E SULPIIAS Cmf SULPIIURE. Ed.

Sidphate of

Potassa with Sulphur.
"Take of Nitrate of Potash and Sulphur cq1wl pai·ts. Mix them thoroughly;
throw the mixture in small successive portions iuto a red-hot crucible; and when
the deflagration is over, and the salt has cooled, reduce it to powder, and preserve it in well-closed bottles." Ed.
When the mixture, indicated in this formula, is thrown into a red-hot crucible, each successive portion melts, and the sulphur flouts on the surface with
the appc:mrnce of a brown oil, bums vi,,idly, and gives rise to a. copious evo~u
tion of sulphurous acid gas. 1'he product of the defiagration is a grayish-whi te
friable ma!"s, intermixed apparently with undecomposed sulphur.
The na.ture of this preparation has not been well determined. On the suppo~ition that it is the sulphate of potassa, mixed with a portion of sulphur, a!S
the Edinburgh name implies, its formation may be thus explained. By the
combined influence of the sulphur and of the heat employed, the nitric a.cid of
the nitre is totally decomposed, and is thus enabled to furnish sufficient oxygen
to co1wert a portion of the sulphur into sulphuric acid, which, as soon as formed,
combines with the base of the nitre, to form the sulphate of potassa. This is
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left mixed with a portion of sulphur which has escape_d combu.stio~;. but the
greater part of the latter undergoes ordinary combust10u, and 1s d1ss1pated as
sulphurous acid fumes.
Supposing the saline matter to be a sulphate containi ng a little f:ee sulpbu;,
this combustible is eviJently used in great excess; but whether this excess JS
necessary to obtain the exnct preparation desired by the }Jdinburgh College, it
is not easy to determine. r11 be late Dr. Duncan ascertained that the product
amounted on ly to four.tenths of the materials employed. It is, therefore, smaller
than it ought to be, even supposing that the residue consisted of nothing but
sulphate of potas!=a.
Dr. Duncan was of opinion that the preparation under consideration cannot be
vieweJ as a sulphuretted sulphate, and for the following satisfactory reasons.
In the first place, it ts more soluble in water than sulphate of potassa, and forrus
a yellowish solution, the water leaving undissolved only a small residue of a black
colour, which is not sulphur. In the second place, it exhales during solution a
sulphurous smell, and its taste is sulphurnus. These facts seem to show that a
small portion of sulphite of potassa is present in the preparation, or at least
some sulphurous acid in loose combination . It does Qt yield sulpburetted hydrogen on the addition of an acid, :rnd is not precipitated by the salts of lead.
:r. John Mackay, of
These characters arc inconsistent with the opin ion o
EJinburgh, that this preparation contains sulphuret of potassium. (See Pharrn.
Joum. and 1'rcms: for Jan. 184:2.)
PropCJ·lies, &c. This salt has au acid and sulphurous taste, and an acid reaction with test paper. When puh·erized, it yields a pale yellowish-white powder. It is soluble in eight times its weight of cold water. It is, however, not
a uniform preparation j different specimens, appare ntly prepared with equal care,
exhibiting some difference in properties. It was called by the earlier chem ists
sal polyclirestus Glaseri, or sal pol!Jthrest. Its other properties coincide generally with those of sulphate of potassa 1 which may be considered as its basis.
Jlfedical Properties ancl Uses. The medical effects of this preparation differ
but little, if at all, from those of sulphate of potassa. Its action on the system
is stated by Dr. Duncan to resemble that of the sulphurous mineral waters
which contnin a portion of neutral salt. '!'he dose is from half a drachrn to a
B.
drachm.

POTASSlE BISULPHAS. Ed., D1tb.

Bis1tlphate of Potassa.

"Take of the residuum of the preparation of Pure Nitric Acid two ponndsj
Sulphuric Acid (commercial) seven fluidounces mulone flnidrachm [Imp. meas.];
boiling Water six 7Jints [Imp. meas.]. Dissolve the Sa.It in the Water, add the
Acid, concentrate tho solution 1 and set it aside to cool and form crystals." Ed.
"Take of Sulphate of Pota~h, in powder, th1·ee ounces [avoirdupois]; llure
Sulphuric Acid mwfluidounce [Imp. meas.]. Place the Acid and Salt in a small
porcelain C<lpsule, and to this apply a heat capable of liquefying its contents, and
which should be continued until acid vapours cease to be given off. 'fhe ]foulpbatc, which concretes as it cools, should be reduced to n fine powder, and preserved in a well stopped bottle." JJub.
Iu expla.iui ng the Edinburgh formula., it is only necessary to recall to the
reader's attention a part of the explanations given under the head of .Nitric.Acill.
(See page 40.) It was there stated that1 for the decomposition of nitre on the
small sctl.le for the purpose of obtaining nitric acid, it is necessary to use two eqs.
of sulphuric acid to one of the salt. Consequently, the salt wh ich rem ains after
the distillation of nitric acid is really a. bisulphate, and would seem only to require to be dissolveJ, and the solution filtered and duly evaporated, in order to
obtain the salt in crystals. But I\Ir. Phillips states that, when the bisulpbate of
potassa is dissolved in water, and the solution is allowed to crystallize, some
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sulphate and much sesquisulphate are obtained instead of bisulphate, owing to
the water retaining a part of the excess of acid in solution. This result is prevented by the sulphu ri c acid directed to be added, and, consequently, the real
~isulphate is obtained in crystals. In the process of the JJuLlin College, which
is a new one of its Pharmacopreia of 1850, sulphate of potassa is mixed with
more sulphuric acid than is necessary to convert it into a bisulpbate, and the
mixture is exposed to a liquefying heat, which is conti nued so long as acid vapours continue to be given off. The portion of acid, more than sufficient to form
a bisulphate, is thus driven off; so that the sal in e matter left is the salt under
consideration, which, after co ucreting, is reduced to fine powder.
Properties, &c. Bisulphatc of pot.assa is a white salt, having the form of a
r ight rhombic prism 1 so tlattencd as to be tabular, and a bitter and extremely'
aci~ taste . It is soluble in twice its weight of cold water, and in less than its
weight of boiling water. Alcohol does not dissolve it, but, when added to an
aqueous soluti on, precipitates the neutral sulphate. Exposed to the air, it
effioresces slight ly on the surface, and when moderately heated readily melts,
and runs like oil. At a · d heat it loses water and the excess of aciJ, and is
tral sulphate. I1'rom its excess of acid, it acts prereduced to the state of
cisely as an acid on the arbonates, causing them to effe rvesce. It is incomp:i.tible with alkalies,
tbs, aud their carbonafes, with many of the metals, aud
most oxides. This ~alt was formerly called sat enixmn. It consists of two eqs.
of sulphuric acid 80, one of potassa 47 ·2, and two of water 18=145·2 .
Jlfedical Properties and Vses. Bisulphate of potassa. unites the properties of
an aperient with those of a tonic, and may be given in cases of constipation with
langu id appetite, suc h as often occur in convalescence from acute diseases. Dr.
Pa ris states that it forms a grateful adjunct to rhubarb. I t answers, also, according to Dr. Barker, for preparing au aperient effervescing draught at little
expense. Equal weights, a drachm for jnstance, of the bisulphate and of carbonate of soda, may be dissolved separately, each in two fluidouuces of water,
then mixed, and taken in the state of eff'crvcscenee. 'l'h e dose of the bisulphatc
is one or two drachms.
ll.

POTASSJE TARTRAS. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Potassa. Soluble 'f_'artar.

Tartmte of

"Take of Carbonate of P otassa sixteen ounces; Bitartrate of Potassa [cream
of tartar], in fine powder, thee pounds, or a s1~tJicie11t quantity; Boiling 'Yater
o gallon. Dissolve the Carbonate of Potassa in the Water; then gradun.lly add
the Bitartrate of Potassa to the solution till it is perfectly saturated, and boil.
Filter the liquor, evaporate it until a. pelliclc forms, and set it aside to crystallize.
Pour off the liquid, and , having dried the crystals on bibulous paper, keep them
in closely stopped bottles." U.S.
In the London Pharmacop<x!ia of 1851 t his salt has been transferred from
the J->rcpara.tions to the catalogue of the l\Jateria l\ledica.
"Take of Bitartrate of Potash three pounds; Ca rbonate of Potash sixteen
ounces, or a tmjjicienc!J; boiling 'Yater six pbds. Dissolve the Carbonate in the
Water, add the Bitartrate till the liquor is neutralized, boil and filter. Concentrate tho liquor till a pellicle forms on its surface, and then set it aside to cool
and crystallize. The residual liquor will yield more crystals by farther concentration and cooling." Ed.
·
"Take of Carbonate of Potash from P enrl Ash ei'ght ounces [avoirdupois]; white
0

0

1

~:~~[{1:~e,i~t~~tfi~~/ ~ ::1~o~i [\~~~. o~~~:~rd B~~:~r:~Jth : o.::.'!~~ ::~{~~~~:~~~
in the Water, and to the solution, while boiling hot, gradually add the Bitartrate,
until the liquid, after tho ebullition has been continued for a couple of mirmtes,
ceases to change the colour of blue or reddened litmus. },ilter through calico,
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~nd, having evaporated the clear liquor until a pelliclc !'on.ns on its su.rface, ~et

it by to crystallize. After twelve hours pour off tlrn liquid, and, havmg dried
the crystals on bibulous paper, preserve them in a well stopped bottle." .Dub.
In these proct'sses, the excess ~f aci.<l i_o the ~itartrat.e is s~turated by the po1
1
1 5
n
the carbonate than of the bitartratc, the former is first dissolved, and the latter
added to the solution to full saturation. As the bitartrate is gm.dually added,
the mutual action of the salts should be promoted by constant stirring; and the
- addition should be continued so long as effervescence takes place, which is a
better mode of proceeding than to add any specified quantity of the bisaH; since,
from its variable quality, it is impossible t0 adjust precisely the proportions applicable to all cases. It is necessary that the solution should be exactly neutral,
or a little alkaline; and hence, if inadvertently too much bi ta rt rate hag been
added, the proper state may be restored by adding a lit~le of the alkaline carbonate. When the saturation has been completed, i solution is filtered in
order to separate tartrate of lime, which appears i
ite flocks, and which is
always present in cream of tartar as an impurity. T
'aporated liquor should

~ac~~r~t ::i~r~~:b~~a;~tl~:s: ~~r~~l~~~e; d 0 e~~~ ~:~~do~ ~~ee:~~~~:~e~i1~~~i~~/~~

;~~~ ~:~~~~~~na:v:;~i f~~r~~~:r:f'"~;;:~~\~~ t~r~~:~~~e ~·w [:r;~~1~atil~ ;0~~~;

that the crystallization should proceed favourably, it is necessary, according to
Baum6, that the solution should be somewhat alkaline. Iron vessels should not
be used in any part of the process; as this meta.I is apt to discolour the salt .
Tartrate of potassa is sometimes made in the process for preparing tartaric
acid. 1\hen thus obtained, the excess of acid of the bitartrate is neutralized by
means of carbonate of lime. This generates au insoluble tartrate of lime, and
leaves the neutral tartrate in solution, from which it ruay be obtained by evaporation and crystallization. (See .Acidmn Tartaricurn.)
P1·operties, &c. Tartrate of potassa, prepared according to the officinal processes, is in white crystals, which are neutral to test paper, slightly deliquescent,
and usually in the form of irregular six-sided prisms with dihedral summits. Its
taste is saline and bitter. It dissolves in about twice its weight of cold water,
and in much less boiling water, and is nearly insoluble in alcohol. }~sposed to
heat it uudergoes fusion, swells up, blackens, and is decomposed; being converted
into carbonate of potassa. For medicinal use it sLou ld always be crystallized;
but, as it ordinarily occurs in the shops, it is iu a white granular powder, obt:1ined
by evaporating the solution to dryness, while it is constantly sti rred. In this
state it is said to require four times its weight of water for sol ution. It is never
purposely adulter~ted; but, if it be obtained by evaporation to dryness, it is liable
to contain an excess of carbonate or of bitartrate of potassa, when it will haYe
either an alkaline or acid reaction. It is decomposed by all the strong acids, and
by many acidulous salts, which cause the precipitation of minute Cl')'Stals of
bitartrate of potassa, by abstracting one eq. of alkali from two of the salt.
Chloride of barium or acetate of lead occasions a white precipitate of tartrate of
baryta. or lead, distinguishable from the sulphate of those bases by being wboJly
soluble in dilute nitric acid. Tartrate of potassa. is composed of one eq. of tartaric acid 66, and one of potassa. 4_7·2=113·2. According to Berzelius, the
crystals cJntain no water of crystallization.
Jl!tdicol l-'ropal(es. Tartrate of potassa. is a mild cooling purgative, opcratinp:,
like most of the neutral salts, without much pain, and producing watery stools.
It is applicable to febrile diseases, and is occasionally combi ned with seuna 1 the
griping effects of which it has a tendency to ob,·iate. T!Jc dose is from a drachm
B.
to au ounce, according to the degree of effect desired.
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Bromide of Potassium.

"Take of Bromine tu;o ouncesj Iron Filings an ounce; Carbonate of Potassa
two ounces a11d a drachm, or u sufficient quantity; Distilled \Yater four pints.
Add first the Iron Filings, and afterwa!'ds the Bromine, to a pint and a half of
the Distilled ·water, stirring the mixture frequently with a spatula for half an
hour. Apply a gentle heat, and, when the liquo\· assumes a greenish colour, add
gradually the Carbonate of Potassa, preriously dissolved in a pint and a half of
the Distilled Water, until it ceases to produce a precipitate. Cotitinue the heat
for half an hour, and then filter. Wash the precipitate with the remaining pint
of Distilled Water, boiling bot, and filter. Mix the filtered liquors, and evaporate so that crystals. may form. Lastly, pour off the liquid, and dry the crystals
on bibulous paper." C. S.
Ia the first step of this process, a solution of bromide of iron is formed; and
this, by the addition of the solution of carbonate of potasaa, is decomposed so
as to generate carbona~of the protoxidc of iron which prccipitatcfl, and bromide
By straining, the prec:ipitatcd carbonate is separated,
of potassium in solutio
r crystals of bromide of potassium are obtained by
and from the strained Ii
due evaporation.
Properties, &c. l3r
e of potassium is a permanent, colourless, anhydrous
s or quadrangular prisms, and having a pungent, saline
salt, crystallizing in
taste, similar to that of common salt, but more acrid. It is very soluble in cold
water, more so in hot, and but slightly soluble in alcohol. When heated it decrepitates, and, at a red heat, fu8es without decomposition. 'l'he following characters are given of the salt in t.he U.S. I'ha.rmaeopccia. "Its aqueous solution
does not affect the colour of litmus or turmeric, and is not precipitated by chloride
of barium . ' Vhen mixed with starch,and treated with sulphuric acid, it becomes
yellow. The salt, when subjected to heat, docs not lose weight. Ten grains of
it require, for complete precipitation, 14·28 grains of nitrate of silver, and the
precipitate formed Las a yellowish colour. 11 'l'he object of adding sulpLuric acid
along with the starch is to set the bromine free. If iodine be set free at the
same time, the starch will give rise to a violet or feeble blue colour. 'l'o test for
iodine in this salt, J. .assaigne rocommencls to add to its solution a few drops of a
weak solution of e;hlorine, and then to introduce a piece of starched white paper.
If iodine be present, the starch will become violet, or faintly blue. If tLe salt
decomposes more nitrate of silver than is above statecl, its saturating power is
greater than it shoulcl be, and the presence of a chloride, probably of potassium
or sodium, n1.ty be suspected. llrOmide of potassium consists of one NJ. of
bromine 78·4., an.done of potassium 39·2=117·6 .
.Medical Properties. Bromide of potassium is deemed altc~ative and resoh-ent.
In 1828, Pourcbe used it with benE'fit, both internally n.nd JU the form of ointment, in the treatment of bronchocele and scrofula. li'avourable results were
obtained by Dr. Williams, of London, from its use as an internal remedy in several cases of enlarged spleen . According to Ricord, it produces effects i11 secondary sypbilis similar to those of iodide of potassium, but acts more slowl.y. (See
Potasi;ii Iodiduni.) The same view is taken of its slow action in syphih::i by Dr.
John Egan. This surgeon, after experimenting witL the bromide of potassium
for a. period of four years in the Westmoreland Lock Hospital, found its effects,
in secondary and tertiary syphilis, slow and unsatisfactory, when compafcd with
those of ioJide of potassium. While the iodide &enerally increased the appetite
and improved the powers of dig~stio~, the bronude not unfreq~ently pr~duc_ed
nausea and derangement of the digestive_organs. (Am. Juurn. oj 1lfcd. Sci., xiv.
20G, from the DuUin Med. Press.) l\I.. J.IueLte, fr?~ ex~ens~ve trials ~1~d.c wi~h
this remedy in the same stages of syphilis, found it rneflicac1ous; exlubitrng, m
its effects, a. marked contrast to tho~e of iodiJe of potassium, which rnpidly
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relie'\"ed the cases in which the bromide had foiled. (Ann. de Tlterop., 1851, p.
216.) Wben given in large doses (from t'~o to five drach~s daily), it produces
headache, followed by a peculiar intoxication, attended with torpor and drowsiness, slowness of the pulse, temporary duluess of sight and hearing, and weakness of the intellectoal faculties. In one case, observed by l\I. Rames, the
insensibility was so complete that the puncture of the skin with a suture needle
was not felt, and the titillation of the conju.nctiva and fauc:es with a feather produced neither winking nor desire to vomit. (Journ. de Phann., Dec. 1849.)
Anrosthesia. of the fauces, produced by this bromide, was subsequently observed
by :M. Huette, who also noticed in it the power of inducing more or less torpidity
of tLe genital organs.
Bromide of potassium may be given in the form of pill, or dissolved in water,
in doses of from three to ten grains three times a day. 'l'be ointment may be
made by mixing from a scruple to two drachms of the bromide with an ounce
of lard. Of this from half a drachm to a drachm may be rubbed on a scrofulous

~~:~~f:n~: ~~.~~:i~~ri~':~~eed i~·~ ~J:~:l o~~t:~:~~ ~~s~~e:p1'f~rit7o~w~f ~hi~~;r~~~l:~
to the ounce of lard.

POTASSII CYANURETUM. U.S.

B.

Cyanu

if Potassium.

"'l'ake of Ferrocyanuret of Potassiupi, dried, eight 1mcesj Carbonate of
Potassa, dried, three ounces. l\fix the salts intimately, and throw the mixture
into a deep iron crucible previously heated to redness; maintain the temperature
till effervescence ceases, and the fused mass concretes, of a pure white colour,
upon a warm glass rod dipped into it; then pour out the liquid carefully into a
shallow dish to solidify, stopping before the salt becomes contaminated with the
precipitated iron. ]~reak up the mass while yet warm, and preserve it in well
stopped bottles." U.S.
The above process for obtaining this cyanuret is that of Liebig, modified by
C. Clemm, and has been substituted, in the U.S. Pbarmacopooia of 1850, for
that in wliich the ferrocyanuret is ignited without addition. It furnisheil a large
product of cyanuret of potassium, contaminated, but not to an injurious extent,
with cyanate of potassa. The reaction takes pln.ce between two eqs. of ferrocyanuret of potassium and two of carbonate of potassa. The iron is set free, the
carbonic acid evoh'cd, and a compound of five eqs. of cyanuret of potassium and
one of cyanate of potassa is formed. The iron occupies the lower part of the
fused liquid; and, if the latter be carefully poured out to solidify, the portion
contamiuated with the iron may be left behind. 'l'he reaction is explained by

the following cquation;-2(l'cCy,2KCy) and 2(KO,C0,)=5KCy+KO,Cy0
and 2Fe and 2002 • The cyanate of potassa may be readily detected by saturating the product with an acid, which will cause an effervescence of carbonic
acid, and the generation of a salt of ammonia..
In the process in which the ferrocyanuret of potassium is ignited alone (former
U.S. process), the salt is first deprived of its water of crystallization by exposure
to a moderate heat, and then calcined at a red he:it for two hours, in order to
decompose the cyanurct of iron. The product of the calcination is a black,
porous mass, consisting of cyanuret of potassium, mixed with carburct of iron
and charcoa l. As the cyanuret is very prone to absorb oxygen, especially when
hot, whereby it is decomposed, atmospheric air is excluded from the retort, while
it is cooling, by luting its orifice. When the whole is cold, the black mass is
reduced to coarse powder, and exhausted by cold distilled water, which dissolves
the cyanu ret of potassium, and le:ives the carburet of iron and charcoal behind.
The filtered liquor, therefore, is an aqueous solution of cyanurct of potassium,
which is obtained in a solid state by a rapid evaporation to dryness. During
the evaporation, a small portion of the cyanuret is decomposed, attended with
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the evolution of ammonia, and the production of formiate of potassa. A portion
of this salt, therefore, contaminates the cyanurct, as obtained by this process;
hut the quantity is too small to interfere with its medicinal action. The decomposition here referred to takes place between one eq . of cyanuret of potassium
and four of water, and is represented by the following equntion 1 in which the
cyano~en is expressed by its full symbol NC 2 , and formic acill bs n)I0 3 ;-K,NC 2
and 4110=NH 3 and KO,C 2 H03 . This decomposition is avoided by exhausting
the black mass with boiling alcohol of 60 per cent. (sp. gr. O·SD6) instead of
water. The alcoholic solution, by evaporation to a pelliclc, lets fall the salt
upon cooling, as a crystalline precipitate, perfectly white and pure.
According to the process of the French Codex, this cyanuret is obtained in
the dry way, without the use of any solvent. 'l'he calcination is performed in
a coated stoneware retort, half.filled with the ferrocyrrnuret, to which a tube is
attached for collecting the gaseous products. When these cease to be disengaged, the heat is gradually raised to a very high temperature, at which it is kept
for a quarter of an hour; after which the tube is closed with luting, and the
whole left undisturbed Until quite cold. When the calciuation is thus conducted, the retort, upon being broken, will be found to contain a black matter, covered with a fused layer of pure cyanuret of potassium, resembling white
enamel. Th is is deta.,,cd by means of a knife, and immediately transferred to
a bottle, with an accurately fitting stopper. The black matter, under the name
of Uaclr ryanuret of potassium, is also kept for medic inal use; but the dose of
this cannot be accurately fixed, on account of its containing, at different times,
more or less impurity.
The French Codex process is commended by 3Ir. DonoYan, of Dublin, as being
the best for obtaining this Sllt. He has modified it by substituting for the stone.
ware ret.ort, an iron mercury Lottie, which 1 when cold, must be cut, iu two by
a chisel and heavy hammer to get out the product. The details of his mode of
proceeding are gi\•en by him iu the Phann. Jom·n. mid Trai1s., ii. 578
Cyanuret of potassium may be formed by passing a current of nitrogen, previously strongly ignited, over charcoal, impregnated with carbonate of potassa,
and heated to whiteness. (Sec paye 593.) The same result is obtained, under
similar circumstances, by a current of atmospheric air, mixed with watery yapour,
according to the plan of l\I. Armengaud. (PAarm. Journ. and Trans., Dec.

1853, p. 291.)
Properties. Cyanuret of potassium, as prepared by the U.S. formula, is in
white, opaque, amorphous masses, having a sharp, somewhat alkaline and bitter·
almond taste, and an alkaline reaction. If yellow it contains iron. It is deliquescent in moist air, very soluble in water when reduced to powder, and spar ingly
soluble in strong alcohol. 'l'he salt and its solution, when exposed to the air,
exhale the odour of hydrocyanic acid, and become weaker; but the change takes
place slowly. Orfila found that the salt, after fourteen days' exposure, by which
it was almost entirely liquefied, still possessed energetic poisonous properties.
He thinks, therefore, that the bad effects of opening the containing bottle, in
dispensing the medicine, have been cxaf!;gerated. Unfortunately, the salt varies
in quality, independently of the effects of time and exposure. Dr. David Stewart,
of Baltimore, examined six samples of this cyanuret, on sale, and found them
to vary considerably in purity. Besides water, the usual impurities are hydrate,
carbonate, cyanate, and formiate of potassa. These sometimes a.mount to nearly
half the wei~ht of the cyanuret, consisting principally of the carbonate. From
t.he extensh·e use at present made of cyanuret of potassium in electro.metallurgy
:md photography, it is of importance to bn.ve a reliable test of its purity. Such
a. test has been discovered by ~DI. Fordos and GClis, founded on the fact that
two eqs. of iodine rapidly react with one of the cyanuret, so as to form one eq.
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of iodide of potassium, and one of iodide of cyanogen ;-KCy and 2I=KI and
Cy I. Accordingly, a tincture of iodine of known strength is graduall y added
to an aqueous solution of a given weight. of the cyanuret to be tested, until it
assumes a permanent yellowish tinge; and _the amount of iodine e1:pe.n<led indicates the proportion of cyanuret in the specuuen. A necessary prehmmary step,
before using the tincture, is to add sufficient carbonic acid water to the solution
of the cyauuret, to convert any hydrate or carbonate of potassa present into
bicarbonates, in which state these impurities have no action on the iodine.
(Chem. Gaz., Oct.15, 1852, p. 387.) 'l'his test is applicable to other cyanogen
compounds. (See page 809.) Cyanuret of potassium yields with nitrate of silver
a precipitate of cyanuret of silver, wbich is wholly soluble in ammonia. It
consists of one cq. of cyanogen 26, and one of potassium 39·2=65·2.
Jllrdicat Properties. Cyanuret of potassium is pre-eminently poisonous, acting
precisely like bydroeyanic acid as a poison and as a medicine. (See Acidum
lfydroryanicum.) The grounds on which it was proposed as a. substitute for
tba.t acid by Hobiquct and Villerru6, are its uniformity as a chemical product,
and its less liability to undergo decomposition. 'l'he doae is the eighth of a.
grain, dissolved in half a fluidounce of distilled water, to which may be added
half a fiuidrachm of syrup of lemons, if the prescriber wishes to set free Lydro·
cyanic acid. (Donovan.) 'l1be spurious cyanuret, formed by calcining dried
muscular flesh with potash, consists principally of carbonate of potassa, and is
but slightly poisonous. ( Orfila.) A solution, made with from one to four grains
to the £1.uidounce of water, has been recommended in neuralgic and other local
pains, :1pplicd by means of pieces of linen. Mr. Guthrie found that a solution
of from three to six grains to the tluidounce of distilled water, formed an admirable remedy, applied by drops every other day, for removing the olive-coloured
stains of the conjun ctiva, caused by nitrate of silver.
B.

POTASSII IO DID UM. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
sium.

Iodide of Potas-

''Take of Potassa six ounces; Iodine, in powJer, .sixteen ounces; Charcoal,
in fine powder, tico owices; Boiling ·water tlo·ee pints. Dissolve the Potassa in
the Water, add the Iodine graduaUy, stirri ng a.fter each adJition until the solution becomes colourless, and continue the additions until the liquid remains
slightly coloured from excess of Iodine. Evaporate the solution to dryness,
stirriug in the Charcoal towards the close, so that it may be intimately mixed
with the dried salt. Rub this to powder, and beat it to dull redness in an iron
crucible, maintaining that temperature for fifteen minutes; then, after it has
coolocl, dissolve out the saline matter with pure water, filter the solution, evaporate, and set aside to crystallize. Au adJitional quantity of crystals may be obtained from the re~idual liquid bycvaporatingandcrystallizingas before." D.S.
In the London Pha1·mw:op(J!ict of 1851, iodide of potassium has been transferred from the preparations to the list of Materia i\ledica.
"Take of Iodine (dry) jive ounces; fine Iron Wire three ounces; Water four
1}ints [Imp. meas.]; Carbonate of Potash (dry) two ounces and six dradmis.
With the Water, Iodine, and Iron Wire prepare the solution of iodide of iron
as directed [under Ferri Iodidi Syrupus]. Add immediately, while it is hot,
the CarObnate of Potash preYiously dissolved in a few ounces of water, stir carefully, filter the product, and wash tLe powder on the filter with a little water.
Concentrate the liquor at a temperature short of cbulliLion, till & dry salt be
obtained, which is to be purified from a little red oxide of iron and other impurities, by clissol_ving it in less than its ow~ weight of boiling water, or still
better Ly boiling 1t iu twice its weight of rectified spirit, filtering the solution,
~rnd setting it aside to crystallize. More crystals will be obtained by couccutl'a.ting and cooling the residual liquor." Ed.
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"~ake o~ Pure Iodine, reduced to powder, four ounces and a lialf [avoirdupois]; filmgs, or th in turnings of wrought Irou, separated from impurities by
a m~gnet, lwo ounces [avoird.]; Pure Carbonate of Potash two ounces om/ a half
[avoml.], or a s11j/ident q11,anlii!J; Distilled Water three pints and a !talj [Imp.
meas.]. lleat gently fi,·e ounces of the Water with the Iron and three ounces
of the Iodine, for twenty minutes, and then boil until the solution loses its red
colour. ll'ilter this through paper, washing the filter with five ounces of Water
at. a boiling tempernturc, and, in the solution thus obtained, dissolve, by digestion and shaking, the remainder of the Iodine. 1.10 the Carbonn.tc of Potash,
clissoh-ed in a. quart [two pints Imp. meas.] of the Water, and heated to 212° in
a large porcelain capsule, add the !Olution of Iron and Iodine, and boil until
efforvesccncc ceases, adding, if neces~ary, a little more Carbonate of Potash, so
that the liquor m:ty be >ery slightly alblillfl. Filter now, washing the preci·
]Jit:.ile with the remaining pint of water boiling hot, and, having evaporated the
liquid till a. pclliclc begins to appear on its surface, let it be set by that crysta ls
may form 1l 1hese, when dried on blotting paper, should be preserved in a bottle
furnishe<l with a. perfectly tight stopper. 'l'he liquor froru which the crystals
have separated will, by further evaporation and cooling, affor<l an additional
quantity of the salt." .Dub.
In the process newly adopted in the U. S. Pharmacopccia of ] 850, an ariueous solution of potassa. is treated with iodine in slight excess. The result of
thus saturating potassa with iodine is the fo!'mation of two salts, iodide of potassium and iodate or potass..1. Six: eqs. of iodine react with. six of potassa,
and there are formed live eqs. of iodide of potassium, and one of iodate of po·
tassa;-G[ and GK0=5Kl and K0 1I05 . By evaporating the solution to dryness the mixed salts are obtained; and, if the dry mass be exposed to a. red heat,
tbe iodate will be converted into iodide of potassium, thus rcmo,•ing this im pur ity from the iod ide . In tlic formula the mixed salts, towards the close of
their evaporation to dryness, are directed to be mixed with powdered charcoal,
according to the plan of i\lr. Scanlan, which facilitates the deoxidation of the
iodate. This being accomplished by a. dull reel heat, the iodide of potassium
is dissolved out of the mass, and the solution set aside to crystallize.
'l'he first step of the Edinburgh process is to form the iodide of iron in solution, precisely as is clone in the formula for that compound; and t.he second to
decompose it by carbonate of potassa, which gives rise to iodide of potas~ium in
solution, and a precipitate of earbonate of protoxidc of iron. The solution of
io<lide of pot.1ssium is separated by filtratiou and washing from the precipitated
carbonate, and evaporated to dryness. The dry salt is then freed from iron and
other impurities by solution in boiling ~ater or alcohol, filtration and crystallization. l\lei;srs. '11 • and II. Smith, of Edinburgh, instead of washing the precipitate, prefer the plan of pressing it strongly in a cloth, in order to extract the
remains of the solution . 'l'hc mass left is broken up in a portion of distilled
water equal to about. two-thirds of the weight of the iodine employed, and pressed
a second time. Proceeding thus, less water is used, an<l less evapor<nion is
necessary. 'l'hc solution obtained by them is evaporated to dryness, and the dry
salt is carefully fused in an iron pot, in order to free it from colour. It is then
dissolved, and the solution, by filt ration, concentration, and cooling, furnis hes a
perfectly pure iodide nearly to the last.
The Dublin process is similar to that of the Edinburgh Coll~ge. Two.thirds
of the iodine are gently heated with the iron mixed with a portion of water, and
the filtered solution of the iodide of iron formed is shaken with the remaining
tLird of the iodine until it is dissolved. 'l'bere is thus formed what may be
e:alled a superiodide of iron, which is mixed in the usual way with the carbonate
of pota;3• and the mixture boiled until effervescence ceases. By this boiling
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the salts nre made fully to react on each other, and the filtered solution prevented from being contaminated with iron. The. Dub~iu Coll ege ~·ery properly
orders the use of the pure carbonate of potassa. rn this process, rn accordance
with the practice of the i\lessrs. Smith.
Properlie.~, &c. Iodide of potassium, sometimes incorrectly caJle~ hyd-rioda_te
of potassa, is in opaque, white or transparent crystals, pe_rnw.nent rn a dry an,
slightly deliquescent in a moist one, a~d having a sharp salrne tast.e. It does ~ot
change the colour of litmus, and has little or no effect on turmeric . According
to the l\lessrs. Smith, of Edinburgh, it is not at all deliquescent when perfectly
pure. It generally crystallizes in cubes. It is soluble in about two-third~ of
its weight of cold water, and in from six to eight parts of rectified spirit. Its
solution is decomposed by sulphuri c acid, which acts by generati ng bydriodic acid,
which speedily undergoes decomposition, with evolution of iodine; and, if starch
be added after the lapse of a few minute~, a. blue colour is generated. The
starch test will not p:ive the chara cteristic blue colour immedin.tely, if added
simultaneously with the acid, unless the iodide of potasRium contains iod~te of
potassa, which impurity causes an immediate liberation of iodine. The blue
colour being produced by the starc h and acid, simu ltan eously added, is, there~
fore, a sign of impurity. A very delicate test of iodide of potassium, and
othe r soluble iodides, is that of l\L Grunge. It consists in pouring a little of
the liquid to be examined into a test-tube, adding a few drops of sol ution of
starch, and passinl! through the mixture a few bubbles of fuming nitrous acid.
Tbe liquid immediately assumes a pale·rose colour, inclining to violet, when
containing 1-200,000tb of its weight of the iodide, and a hright blue colour, if
1-100,000th is pr e~ ut. See poye 408. (Ohern. Goz., Jan. 1, 1852, p. 19.)
11
·when tartaric acid is freely added to a strong solution of the iC\dide, it occa·
sions a white crystalline precipitate; and tbe supernatant liquid, if mixed with
starch, becomes first purple, and finally blue. Chloride of platinum colours
its solution reddish.brown, without causing a precipitate; chloride of barium
but slightly affects it; and sulphate of iron occasions no change." (U.S. Pharrn.)
The non-action of the last test shows the absence of carbonate of pota.ssa. 'l'he
aqueous solution is capable of taking up a large quantity of iodine, forming a.
liquid, containing the iodurettcd iodide, of a deep-brown colour. Exposed to a
dull red heat it fuses, and on cooling concrete~ into a crystalline pearly mass,
wit.Lout loss of weight; but at a fu11 red beat. it is slowly volatilized without
decomposition. The most usual impurities confaincd in this salt are the ch\o.
rides of potassium and sodium, bromiJe of potassium, and iodate and carbonate
of potassa. The presence of a chloride may be Jetcrmined by the use of nitrate
of silver. This test will throw down nothing from the pure salt hut iodide of
silver, which is S('arcely soluble in ammonia; while chloride of silver is rendily
soluble in it. If then a solu tion of the iodide be precipitated by an excess of
nitr:tte of sih·er 1 and agitated with ammonia, tlic latter will dissolve any chloride
which may have been thrown down, and will yi("ld it aµain as a white precipitate on being saturated with nitric acid. If, on the other hand, the iodide of
potassium be pure, the ammoni~ will only titkc up a minute quantity of iodide
of silver, and the addition of nit:ic acid will scarcely disturb the tran~parency
of the ~oluti on. 'l'be iodide of silver thrown down from 10 grains of iodide of
potassium weigh.'!, when washed and dried, 14·1 wains. "\YLen i\cetate of lead
is iidded to a solu tion of iodide of potassium, a yellow precipitate of iodide of lead
is thrown down, soluble in boiling .wa~er. 'l'Le low price of bromide of potas-i:ium, compared with tlrnt, of the 10d1de, has caused the former to be used to
ndultcratc lhc ln.ttcr. When bromide of potassium is sold for tl1e iodide, the
fraud may be detected by the fact that 1bc bromide prnduces no precipitate with
bichloridi:: of mercury. Iu order to detect bromine, lll. Personne first pret·ipi·
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tatcs from an nqueous solution of the suspected iodide, the whole of the iodine
as protiodi<le of coppe r, by successively add in~, ia excess, a solution of sulphate
of copper, :md aqueous sulphurous acid; and then treats the filtered liquid with
ether. and chloriue witter, 1he whole being shaken together and left. at resl. If
bron~me be present, the et her which rises to the su rface, will be tinged of 1L
redd1sh-_ycllow colour. The iodate and carbonate mny be detected by their insolubility in alcohol. The iodate may be detected also by adding a. solution of
tar~ri~ acid to a solution of the suspected iodide. l3itartratc of potassa will be
prcc1p1~.ated, and, if tbe iodi~c be pure, a yellow colou r is ~n developed from
the action of the air on the liberated hydriodic acid; but, if any iodate be present, the test will set free both iodic and hydriodic :Leid, which, by their reaction,
will i11slantly devclope fn:c iodine. (Pereira.) Carbonate of potassa is generally
pre::scnt in the proportion of from one to ten per cent. Dr. Christison bas detected 7-H- per cent. and Dr. Pereira as high as 77 per cent. An a.dultern.tion
by lh c ca rbonate un<lcr ten per ce nt. docg not alter tbc crystalline appearance of
tLe iodide, but gi\·cs it an increai::cd tendency to deliquesce. When it is grrater
it renders the salt granular and highly deliquescent. This impurity ma_y be
detected by lime-water, which causes a. milkiness (carbonate of lime), and by
tincture of iodine, tbc colour of which is de~troyed. Another impurity, found
by A. Erdmann, is bicarbonate of soda. It was detected by adding to a small
portion of the su.!!pec:ted sample, sufficient w:~tcr to dissolve it if pure. This
left the impurity in fragments of crystal~, which required from thirteen to fourflpon examination they efforve~ed with
t~n parts of water to dissoh·e them.
ol
acid.~, and proved tn be bicarbonate of soda. (J. 1\1. i\lnisch, Am.. Jouni.
Plnmn., xu-i. p. ~10.) Iodide of potassium consists of one cq. of iodi ne 12G·3,
and oue of pntassium, 39·2=16;)·5. It contains no water of crystallization.
potasof
iodide
of
incompatibles
the
on
Professor Procter has given a paper
sium, in relation to the mereuria.l prepn.rations. H e finds it incompatible with
calomcl, the black and red oxides of mercury, turpeth mineral, whi te precipitate,
blue ma~s, and metallic mcrru ry. These experiments serve to confirm the rcsuhs
of i\L Melscns, that iodide of potassium , given in connexion with the in sol uble
preparations of mercury. renders them soluble and much more active. (See Arn.
J om-n. of Pita rm., xn i. p. 222 )
1llcdicat I}ropertie.~ and l 'sr·s. ~'his sa\t. produces very ma.rked effects on the
secret ions in general, which it in creases, aud into which it rca.dily pas..'l;es. It has
a tendency to irritate the niucous membrane of the air-paRsages, as is shown by
its somet im es occasioaing an affccdon like cold in the bead. Dr. D. P. Phillips,
U . S. Navy, reports a case in whieh it appeared to produce tri~mus, which he attributed to the u~c of the medicine in too concentrated a solution. (Jl&/. Er:flm.,
}\fay, 1853.) When long continu ed in large d(lses it so":1etimcs produces a
tender, enlar~ed, lobulatcd, and fissured tongue, constitutin g a true chronic
~lossitis. l\lr. Langston P ,1rker, of Bogland 1 bas reported several cuses of this

v:r:~· !ri~~I~:
~~~: ~ct'~ ~~~2:b;. i~~t) Ll~s ~~~~o~sk~~e!~~ ~~a~~;e ~~~~c~"~r;
or from the uoequal
1

0

arising probably eithe r from peculiarities of constitution,
quality of the medicine itself. '.l'hus, in some cases it produce~ nausea, pain in
the stomncli, and diarrhcca, in moderate dol"CS; and in others is borne in lurge
doses without incon\'enieuc:e. Sometimes it increases the appetite and the tlesb.
Uy some practitioners it is preferred for the purpo~ of producing the constitutional effects of iodine. Dr. De Renzy, of Carnew, u!:ied 1t with great success in
boomoptysis, and Di:. Grav~~, of Dublin, employed it w~th ~d,•antage_ln a. vel'y
obstinate erythematic swell mg of the hand. M. Oke praises its effects m d1orea,
after the prCparations of iron have failed. Dr. Williams, of London, con$idcrs
it applicable to the treatment of various forrus of secondary Ryph ilis. He uscJ
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it with success, in a majority of cases, in removing hard pcriosteal nodes,_ and
found it beneficial in the treatment of tubercular forms of venereal eruptions.
It is also considered as one of the best alterativc remedies in mercurio-syphilitic
sorethroat. Ricord bears testimony to its ,·aluablc powers in t~rn treatment of
secondary syp hilis. According to the clinical observations of Dr. W. IL ll~-

~~~:~t~!l~~~:~~~tii~~~di~ a:ubjoct::~~i~~o i~a'~,:l ~~~~,~~~s\~ ttl~~:~e~~~1;~~;yo~0c~~;~~~~

tion; while it is not applicable to the disease when occurring in pa~i~nts '~ho
La\'C not undergone a mercurial course, but ha\'C ~uffere<l from syph1hs, which
has been neglected, or treated only locally. In the latter cases he conceives
that corrosi\"e sublimate and sarsaparilla. are the proper remedies. (See Am.
Journ. of 1llcd. Sci., Juu. 18,54, p. 227.) It is probably useful in the former
cases ou tbc principle of eliminating mercury from the system, agreeably to the
views of M. Melseus, given below. In 18-13, J\Ii\.l. Guillot and l\lclsens gave
iodide of potassium with atlvanti1ge, in doses of from a dracbm to a drachm and
o. half daily, in mercurial trcmours and lead poison. In a memoir published in
1849, l\J. l\lclsens gives a full account of his experiments with it as a. remedy
for the affoctions caused by mercury and lead. lie effected a number of cures
of mercury tremours and lead palsy; and durlng the progress of the cure, these
metals were found in the urine. '.J.'hc manner in which the remedy acts, ac.
cording to l\I. :Melsens, is by rendering the poisonous metal, which has become
tix.ed in the tissues, soluble, first convening it into an iodide, and then dissolving
th e iodid e forrued. This view is supported by the fact thnt all the compounds
of mercury and lead are soluble in iodide of potassium. (Sec the Memoir of M.
l\ielsens, transla.ted by Dr. Budd, of Bristol, England, in the Brit. and For .
.Medico--Ohir. Review, Am. ed., for Jan. 1853, p. 157; also a paper by Dr. J.
W . Corson, in the N. Y. Jou1·n. of lllediC'ine, for Sept. 1853.) An important
fact observed by l\L .Melsens was that iodide of potassium, given at the same time
with certa.in compounds of mercury, rendered them more active; and, when given
nfter the latter, developed an activity not previously manifested, and sometimes
to such an extent as to occasion serious accidents. This fact he attributed to
the power of the iodide to render the mcrcuriul compounds soluble, in wbich
state only arc they capable of being eliminated with the urine. During the use
of iodide of potassium, ptyalism sometimes occurs. This has been usually considered a primary effect of the remeJy; but the light shed on the subject by
M . l\lelsens, leads to the belief that it may be a secondary effect, resulting from
the liberation from the tissues of mercury previously taken, which is thereby
enabled, by becoming soluble, to produce its constitutional effects. Dr. Budd
relates several cases, in which mercurial ptyalism came on, during the use of
iodide of potassium, in persons who bad not taken mercury for weeks or months
before. 'l'hese facts render it probable that the different cases of ptyalism, reported as the result of iodide of potassium, were in fact produced by mercury,
previously fixed in the system, being rendered soluble and active by the iodide.
'l1hc late Dr. Isaac J:>arrish, of this city, emp loyed iodide of potassium success·
fully in strumous infl.arnmatiou of the eye, gi\"cu in the compound syrup of sarsaparilla. It appeared promptly to relieve the severe neuralgic, circumorbitil
pain. Dr. G. L. Upshur, of Virginia, recommends its use in the suppurative
stage o.f pne~monia.. The <l.ose is from two to tea grains or more, three times a
day, gn en m solution. Ricord rarely exceeded three scruples a day. Some
practitioners have reported the exhibition of enormous doses, such as two, four,
:.md even six drachms daily without inconvenience. Dr. Buchanan, of Glasgow,
assures us tha~ he has given the pure salt in doses of half au ounce, without any
prccautiou berng observed by the patient, except to drink freely of diluent::".
Notwithstanding this testimony, Dr. Lawrie, of the same city, reports sc\""eral
1
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cases of dryness and irritation of the throat, ending in severe spasmodic croup,
and one ca~c of death followinµ; the sudden occurrence of dyspnooa, caused by the
use of small doses of this iodide.
Prof. Brain.ml, of Chicago, bas proposed as n remedy for the bite of the rattlesnake, the infiltration of the tissues, where the bite bas been inflicted, with
from half a drachm to a. drachm nod a half of a solution of fifteen grains of

iodide of pota<>:::;ium and five of iodine in a fluidouncc of distilled water.

A cup-

ping glass is applied O\'Cr the wound as soon as possible, and the infiltration
effected by passing beneath the skin, under the edge of the cup, a small trocar,
through the cannula of which the solution is inj ected. Forty experiments were
tried with this treatment on pigeons, kittens, and dogs, with generally successfu l
results. Prof. Brainard proposes to extend it to dissection wounds, and all poi~
soned wounds of a. dangerous ch:lracter. (N Y. llled. Times, iii. 210.)
Iodide of potassium paf:;ses quickly in to the urine, in which it may be detected
by first adding to the cold secretion a portion of starch, and then a few drops of
nitric acid, when a blue colour will be produced. It has been detected in six
minutes after having been swallowed.
According to Ricord, this ~alt produces in some constitutions peculiar effects,
such as various eruptions of the skin, excessive diuresis, vascular injection of the
conjunctiva and tumcfaction of the eyelids, cerebral excitement like that produced
by alcoholic drinks, and discharges from the urethra. and vagina, resembling
blennorrhooa. Eruptions of the skin were also observed by Dr. A . Van Buren,
as a very common effect of large and long continued doses of iodide of potassium,
given to patients in the BellC\'UC Hospital. (N Y. Journ. of Jl/ed., viii. 208.)
Dr. John O'Rielly, of New York, reports SC\'Cral cases, in which, after the use
of this iodide, spots like purpura were produced, invading first the face, and then
the trunk and extremities. 'l'bese became bullre, sometimes an inch in diameter,
filled with a purple liquid, and finally spLacelated spots ending in ulcers. Great
constitutional disturbance coexisted, with swollen tongue, fetor, and salivation.
The remedies found successful were nutritious diet, tonics, and stimulants. (N.
Y. Med. Gaz., v. 7.) From the facts mentioned above, show in g the power of
iodide of potassium to render l:itent mercury in the system active, it is not im.
probable that the cases of Dr. O'Rielly were mercurial i;ali,·a.tion, modified by a
cachectic condition of the system, which caused the coincident eruption.
Iodide of potassium is employed as an external application in the form of
ointment, either alone or mixed with iodine. (See Un!Juentum Potassii Iodidi
and (]nguentnm Iodi11ii Gomposltmn.)
Off. Prep. ]~mplastrum Potassii lodidi; Ilydrargyri Iodidum Rubrum; J,iquor
lodinii Compositus; Liquor Potassi i Iodidi Compositus; Pilulre Ferri Io<lidi;
Plum bi Iodidum; Tincturn lodinii Composita; Uogueutum Iodiuii; Unguent um
lodinii Compositum; Unguentum Potassii Iodidi.
B.

LIQUOR POTASSII IODIDI COi\IPOSITUS. Lond. PoTASSII
Ioomr LrQUOR CoMPOSrTus. Dub. Cornpoimd Solution of Iodide of
Potassiiim.
"'l'ake of Iodide of Potassium ten 9rah1s; Iodine ji?ie 9rains; Distilled Water
a pi'nt [Imp. meas.]. l\lix, that they may dissolve." Lond.
The Dublin formula is the same as the above, with the exception that the
College directs its pure iodine. .
. .
.
.
This like the compound solution of 10dme, described at pnge 106!, 1s an aqueous sol~tion of iodine and iodide of potassium; but, while the compound solution
of iodine is so concentrated as to be given in drops, the compound solution of
iodide of potassium is so dilute as to be administered in tablespoonfuls.
Compound solution of iodide of potassium is twice as strong as Lugol's iodu-
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retted mineral water of medimn strength, assuming the Imperial fiuid?unce to
The dose is a flu.1douncc,
containing a quarter of a grain of iodine, gradually incre:1sed to two flmdou~ces
or more. 'fhe dose should be diluted with an equal Lulk of water at the time
it is taken.
B.

be the same as the ll'rench ounce. (See page 411.)

POTASSII SULPIIURETUM. U. 8., Lond., Ed. lIEPAR SuLPll·
])ub. Sulphu,.et of Potassiurn. Liver of Sulphur.

URIS.

"Take of Sulphur an ounce; Carbonate of Potassa two ounces. Rub the
Carbonate of Potassa, previously dried, with the Sulphur; melt the mixture in
a covered crucible over the fire; tl1cn pour it out, aud, when it is cold, put it
into a bottle, which is to be well stoppcd. 11 U. S.
"'l'ake of Sulphur one ounce; Carbonate of Potash four ounces. Triturate
them well together, and heat them in a covered cruciLle till they form a uniforiu
fused mass; which, when cold, is to be broken up into fragments, and kept in
well closed VC!'Scls .11 Ed.
''Take of Sublimed Sulphur four ounces; Carbonate.of Potash from Pearlash,
first dried, aud theu reduced to powder, seven ounces. 1\Iix the ingredients in a
warm mortar, and, having introduced them into a Hessian crueible, let tbi!S be
heated, first gradually, until effervescence has ceased, and finally to low redness,
so as to produce perfect fusion; and let its liquid contents be then poured into
an iron cup, over which a second vessel should be immediately inverted, so as to
exclude the air as completely as possible, while solidification is taking place. The
sol id product thus obtained should, when cold, he broken into fragment;.i, and
immediately enclosed in a green glass bottle, furnished with an air-tight stopper.''
Dub.
'fhe London CollPge has transferred this sulphuret to its Materia. Medica list.
When carbonate of potassa is melted with half its weight of sulphur, as in
the U. S. process, the carbonic acid is expelled. Four eqs. of potassa and ten
of sulphur may be supposed to react on each other. Three eqs. of potassa are
decomposed into three cqs. of potassium and three of oxygen: The three eqs.
of potassium unite with nine eqs. of sulphur to form three cqs. of tersulphuret
of potassium. The three eqs. of oxygen, by uniting with the remaining eri. of
su1phur, form sulphuric acid, which combines with the uudecomposed eq. of
potas~a to form sulphate of potassa.
Thus the U.S. preparation may be considered to be a mixture of tersulphuret of potassium with sulphate of potassa;
ancl the French Codex sulphurct, made from the same proportion of carbonate
and sulphur, is stated in that work to have the same eompoi::ition. In the Dublin formu la a. less prnportion of carbonate of potassa is t.aken than in the U.S.
process, but the product is probably very similar. The product of the Edinburgh
formu la. may be assumed to have the same constituents, 7}lus a. certain proportion
of undecornposed carbon<1te of potassa, on account of the large excess of alkali
taken. In performing the process, the fused liquid is usually poured out on a
marble slab, and, as soon as it concretes, the 111:\ss should be broken into pieces,
and immediately transferred to a well-stopped bottle.
The l>harmacopooias use the carbonate of potassa from penrlash; but in the
process of l\I. Ilenry, which is stated to be the best yet devised, the pure carbouat.e of potassa. is employed. His formula is as follows. Afix two parts of
real salt of tartar with one of roll sulphur reduced to powder, and put the mixture into flat-bot.tamed matrasses, whiuh should be only two-thirds filled . These
nre placed on a sand-bath, and the fire is applied, so as, at first, to produce only
a gentlt' beat, which is afterwards inerea:ied . Coue must be taken that the necks
of the matrasscs do not become obstructed. 'l'he beat is continued until the
watter is Lrought to the state of tranquil fusion, when it is allowed to cool. '.l'he
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mass obtained, which is compact, smooth, and of a fine yellow colour, is broken
into pieces, and preserved in well-stopped bottles.
Properties, &c. Su\phuret of potassium, when properly prepared 1 is a hard
brillle substance, having a nauseous, alkaline, and bitter taste. Its colour is
liver-brown, and hence its nume of ltepar sulplmris or liver of sulphur. The
colour of tLe surface of a fresh fracture is brownish-yellow. It is iuorlorous
when dry, but. emits a slightly fetid smell when moist, owing to the extrication
of n. little sulphuretted hydrogen gas. I t is completely soluble in water, forming
an orange-yellow liquid, and exhaling the smell of su lphuretted hydrogen. Ily
exposure to the air it attracts oxygen, and the sulphuret of potassium is grad ually converted into sulphate of potassa1 when the preparation becomes iuodorous,
and white on the surface. The solution is clccomposcd by the min eral acids,
which extricate sulphuretted hydrogen 1 and precipitate the excess of su lphur.
It is also incompatible with solutions of most of the metalR 1 which are precipitated as sulpburcts. When boiled with an excess of muriatic acid and filtered,
it gives a yellow precipitate with chloride of platinum.
l3.
1Jfedical Properties and u~es. Sulphurct of potassium is a local irritant, and,
in small and repeated doses, is said to in crease the frequency of the pulse, the
beat of the skin, and the different secret ions, especially the mucous. Occasionally it vomits and purges. It acts, moreover, as an antaci<l, and produces
the alt.crative effects of sulphur. By some it is maintained to be seda.t.ive, and
directly to reduce the action of the heart. H probably does so, when taken in
considerable quantities, by the development of sulpburettecl hydrogen. Iu
o\·erdoses it acts, according to Orfila, as a violent poison, corroding the stomach,
and depressi ng the powers of the nervous system. Acetaw of lead, or acetate
of zinc may be used as an antidote; but the latter is preferable, as less likely to
act injuriously in an overdose, and having besides emetic properties. The complaiuts in which it bas been most advantageously employed are chronic rheunrn.tism au<l gout, and various cutaneous affections. It has been given also in
painters' colic, asthma, and chronic catarrh, and acquired a short-lived reputation as a remedy in croup, after the publication of the essay to which the prize
offered by Napoleon for the best dissertation on that disease was awarded. It is
said, in some cases of cancer, to have assisted the palliative operati on of hemlock.
Io consequence of forming insoluble sulphurets with the metallic salts, it has
been proposed as an antiJotc for some of the mineral poisons; but Orfila has
proved that it does not prevent their effects. Dissolved in water it has proved
very efficacious as an external application in cutan eous diseases, and in scabies is
an almost certain remedy. I t may be used for this purpose in the form of loti?n,
bath, or ointment. For a lotion it may be dissolved in water in the proportJOu
of from fifteen to thirty grains to the f.luidouncc, and for a bath, the sarne quantity or ratber more may be added to a gallon of water. A very small proportion
of muriatic or sulphuric acid may in either case be added to the solution. 'l'L.e
ointment is made by mixing half a drachru of the sulphuret with au ounce of
lard. The dose of sulpbu 1·et of potassium is from two to ten grains, repeated
several times a day, and given in pill with liquorice, or in solution with syrup.
In infantile cases of croup, from one to four g ra.ins were given every three or
W.
four hours.

PULP1E.
Pa~JS.
These are soft uniform solid bodies, of a consistence fit for the formation of
confections or electuaries, ant.I prepared from fruits by comminuting them when
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rcqui~ite, softening them when dry with a small quantity of hot water, then

passing them tbrough a sieve to separate ha.rd solid matters, and evaporating if
necessary. But few of t hem are officinal.
W.

CASSL'E FISTUL1E PULPA. U.S. CASSIA PRJEPARATA. Lond.
CAssrJE PULPA. Ed. Pulp of Pwying Cassia.
"Take of Purging Cassia, bruised, a convenient quantity. Pour boiling water
on the pods so that the pulp may be softened; then strain, first through a coarse
sieve, and afterwards through a hair one, and evaporate by means of a water.bath
to the proper consistenee. 11 U.S.
"'l'ake of Cassia [pods of Cassia Fistu la] broken longitudinally a pound;
Distilled "\Yater sufficient to cover the Cassia. Macerate for six. hoUJ"s, occasionally stirring. Strain the softened pulp through a hair sieve, and evaporate
by means of a water bath to the consistence of a confection." Loud.
The Edhi!Jm·;;h College places cassia pulp in its catalogue of 3fateria l\Icdica.
In co:nscquencc of the presence of the fragmcuts of the pods, it is inconrenicnt
to pass this pu lp in the ordinary way through a hair ~ievc. The larger fragments
may be picked out, and the remainder of the cassia pressed by the hand through
a ''cry coarse kind of muslin, such as that used by the bonnet-makers, in which
it bas been previously enclosed. A pound of the po<ls will yield between four
and five ounces of pulp.
Cassia pulp has a blackish colour, a sl igh t rather sickly odour, and a sweet
mucilaginous taste . It is apt to become sour by exposure. For its composition
and effects, see Cam:a Fistula.
Off. Prep. Confectio Cassiro; Confectio Scnnro.
W.

Pl{ UNI PULPA. U.S.
Prunes.

PRUNUM PRJEPARATUM. Lond.

Pulp of

"Take of Prunes a conven'ie11t 9uantif!J. Soften the Prunes in the '\"apour of
boiliug water, and, haYing sepnrated the stones 1 beat the remainder in a marble
mortar, and press it through a hair sieve.'' U.S.
·
"Take of Prunes a pound; Water sufficient to co'Ver the Prunes. Boil slowly
fo r four hours. Express the softened pulp, first through a coarse cane sieve,
afterwards through a fine one of hair. Lastly, evaporate by means of a waterbat\J to the consislence of a confection." Lond.
The prunes may be softened by placing them on a perforated plate or di:iphrngm,
or a w 1re sieve, or suspending them in a net1 over boiling water. A pound of
prunes of good qualit.y yields about ten ounces of pulp.
Off J',·ep. Confectio Sennre.
W.

TAMARINDI PULPA. U.S. TAMARINDUS P1t1'.EPARATUS. Lond.
Ed. PULP OF TAMARINDS • .D!lb. Pulp of Tamarind8.

~I.1.AMARINDUS.

"'l'ake of Tamarin<ls a convenient quantity. ])igcst them with a small quantity of water until they become of a uniform consistence; then separate the seeds
and filaments by pressing the pulp through a. hair sicve.1' u~ s.
"Take of Tamarinds a pouncl; Water sufficient to cover the 'l'amarinds. )lacerate with a gentle heat for four hours, and complete the proces8 in the manner
directed for Prepared Prunes. 1 ' Land. (See l'ruui Pulpa.)
'l'be ErlinbU1·yh and Dublin Colleyes place this pulp in their catalogue of l\Iateria l\1edica..
'l'bc tamar inds should be digested in au unglazed earthenware vt>ssel over hot
ashes, or by means of a sand-bath. The operator should be specially cautious
not to employ iron '\"essels or iron spatulas in making this preparation. A pound
of good tamarinds will yield a little more than seven ounces of pulp.
0.D: Prep. Confectio Cassia); Couf'ectio Scnnoo.
W.
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PULVERES.
Potcclers.
The form of powder is conYenient for the exh ibi tion of substances which are
not given in Yery large doses, arc not very disagreeable to the taste, ha\'c no cm··
rosive property, and do not deliquesce rapidly on exposure. As the effect of
pulverization is to expose a. more extended surface to the action of the air, care
shou ld be taken to keep substances which are liable to be injureJ by such CX·
posure in closely stopped bottles. In many instances it is also important to
exclude the light, which exercises a deleterious iufl.uencc over nume1·ous medicines when minutely divided. This may be dono by coating the bottles with
black varnish. In relation to substances most liable to injury from these causes,
the best plan is to powder them in small quantities as wanted for use.
Powders may be Jivid cd into the simple, consisting of a si1iglc substance, and
the compound, of two or more mixed together. The latter on ly are embraced
under the present head. In the preparation of the compound powders, the in·
gredients, if of different degrees of cohesion or solidity, should be pulverized
separately and then mixed. An exception, however, to this rnle is the employment of one substance to facilit ate by its hardness the minute division of another,
as in th e 1}01cder of ipecacuanha and opium. Deliquescent sub~tanccs, and tho~c
containing fixed oil in large proportion, should not enter into the composition of
powders intended to be kept; the former, because they render the preparation
damp and liable to spoil; the latter, because they are apt to become rancid, and
impart an unpleasant odour and taste. When deliquescent substances are ex·
tcmporancously prescribed, the apothecary s hould enclose them before delivery
in tin foil or other impervious covering; and the same remark is applicable to
'·olatile powders, as carbonate of ammonia and c::nnphor.
The lighter powders may in genernl be administered in water or other thin
liquid; the heavier, such as those of metallic substances, require a. m0re con·
sistent vehicle, as syrup, molasses, honey, or one of the confections. ltcsinous
pow<lcrs, if given in water, require the intervention of mucilage or sugur.
'I1he London C'olleye gives the following general di rections for the preparation
of powders. "It is neces~11ry that whatever we direct t o be reduced to powder
Rhould be so passed through a fine sie,·e tba.t the impurities and thicker parts
may be separated. It is proper that most powders should be recently pre·
pared, and not kept long." Tlic whole substance in the mortar should not be
beaten till completely pulverized; as tbe portion already powdered interferes
with the action of the pestle upon the remainder, while the finer matter is apt
to be dissipated; so that there is a lnss both of time and material. 'l'he proper
plan is to sift off the fine powder after a short trituration, then to return the
coarser parts to the mortar, and to repeat several times this alternate pulverization
and s ifting, until the process is completed.
W.

PUL VIS ALOES CO~'.IPOSI'l'US. Lond.

Compound Powder of

Aloes.
'''l'akeof Socotrine or IIepatic Aloes an ounce and a half; Guaiacum [Resin]
an ounce; Compound Powder of Cinnamon Aa(f an ounce. Rub the Aloes and
Guaiacum, separately, into powder; then mix them with the Compound l'owder
of Cinnamon.'' Lond.
The tendency of pulverized guaiac to concrete, and the ~xcessi.v?ly bitter taste
of aloes which is but imperfectly concealed by the aromatic add1t1on, render the
form of 'powder ineligible for the exhibition of these medicines. The preparation
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PULVIS ALOES ET CANELLA<:. U.S.
Canella.
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is a warm stimulant cathartic, but 1s little used
thirty g1ams

The dose is from fifteen to
W.

Powder of Aloes and

Hiera Picra.

"Take of Aloes a pound; Canella three ounces. Rub them separately into
a very fine powder, anJ mix them." U.S.
This preparation has long been known under the name of hif'ra picra.. The
canella serves to correct the griping property, and imperfectly to cover the taste
of the aloes; but the bitterness of the latter is still very obvious in the mixture,
which would be better given in the form of pill.

It is a popular remedy in

a.rnenorrbc:ca, and may be used for all the purposes to which aloes is applied. It
is sometimes administered in domestic practice, infused in wine or spirit. The
W.
dose is from ten to twenty grains.

PULVIS ALUMINIS COMPOSITUS. Ed.

Compound Powder

of Alum.
"Take of Alum four 01.tnces; Kino one ounce. Mix: them, and reduce them
to fine powder. 11 Ed.
A solution of alum is decomposed by a solution of kino, and it is probable
that tbe same effect takes pbce when tbe two substiinces, mixed in the state of
powder, arc introduced into the stomach; but whNhcr their a~triugency is materially affccte<l by the change is uncertain. The preparation may be employed
in diarrhrea, mcuonhagia, and hemorrhage from the stomach or bowel1'! 1 and
externally to suppress hemorrhage, or as an astringent application to flabby ulcers.
'l'he dose is from five to twenty grains.
W.

PULVIS ARO~'IATICUS. U.S., Ed., Dub.
CvMPosrrus. Lond. Aromatic Powder.

PULVIS CrnNAMOMI

"Take of Cinnamon, Ginger, each, two ounces; Cardamom, deprived of the
capsu les, Nutmeg, grated, each, an ounce. Rub them together into a very fine
powder. 11 U.S.
The London Colle.1e directs two ounces of cinnamon, an ounce and a half of
cardamom, an ounce of µ;ingcr, and half an ownce of long pepper; the Edinl.Jurgh,
equal parts of cinnamon, cardamom, and ginger; the Dublin, two ounces, each,
of cin namon and gi nger, and an 01mce, each, of cardamom seeJs freed from their
capsules, and of nutmeg.
'l'he cardamom seeds should always be separated from their capsules before
pulverization; and the powder, when prepared, should be kept in well stopped
bottles. 'l'hc London preparation is more pungent than the other:-;, in consequen ce of the long pepper which it contains. These powders nre stimul ant. and
canninative , and may be gi\·en in the dose of from ten to thi rty p;rai1111-, in cases
of enfeebled digestion accompanied with flatulence; but they arc chiefly used :1s
corr igcnts and adju\·ants of other meJi1..:iues. A mixture of aromatic powders
in tLc form of a ca.taplasm is rnuch used as a mild rubcfacient, especia lly in
nausea. and vomiting, being applied over the epigastrium. Such mixtures are
commonly called 1picccl plasta1>. The following is a good formula. T;tke of
ginger, cloves, cinnamon, and black pepper, each, in powder, u.n ounce; tincture of ginger La.If u. fiuiJ.ouncc; honey a. sufficient quantity. Mix tLc powder::;;, and then add the tincture and houcy, so as to form a. stiff eat:.tplasm.
Off Prep. CoufcctioArornatica; Coufectio Opii; 1-'iluhe Aloes et lierri; Pilulre
Cambogioo; Pulvis Aloes Compo::;itus.
W.

PUL VIS CA'l'ECHU COMPOSITUS. Dub.

Compound Powder

of Uateeliu.
"Take of Catcchu, Kino, of each, tu;o 01mces ; Cinnam on, Nutmeg, of each,
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lia(( an ounce. Reduce each to powder, mix, and pass through a fine sieve.
When prepared, the powder should be kept in well stopped bottles." Dub.
This is au agreeable furm for the administration of kino or tatechu; but we
do not see the propriety of mixing two substauces so similar in their properties,
at least in relation to taste and medicinal effect, that they may be considered
identical. 'l'he dost! is from fifteen to thirty grains.
Off. PrPp. Confectio Cutechu Composita.
W.

PULVIS CRE'l'A!: COMPOSI'l'US. Lond., Ed., Dub.
Powder of Chalk.

Compound

"Take of Prepared Chalk lialf a p1Jund; Cinnamon four ounre.~; Tormentil,
Gum Arabic, each, th1·ee. ounces; Long ]:Jepper half on ounce. Hub them separately into very fine powder, and tLen mix tbem." Lond.
"Take of ~repared Chalk fvw· ounce~; Cinnamon, in fine powder, one drachm
ond a half; Nutmeg, in fine powder, a drachrn. 'l'riturate them well together."

E<l.
1
'Take of Prepared Chalk five ounces; Cinnamon two ounces and a half; Gum
Arabic tu:o ounces; Nutmeg half cm ounce. Rub the ingredients separately to
powder, then mix, and pass through a. fine sieve." Dub.
In the Ediubuq?;h preparation, the aromatics are in too small a quantity to
serve any othe r purpose tban to give an agreeu.ble fluvour to the chalk, which
is the only active ingredient. 'l'he powder of the London and Dublin Colleges
is, on the contniry, warm, stimulant, and astringent, as well as autacid; and is
well calculated for diarrhooa, connected with acidity and without inflammatory
symptoms. In such a, combination, however, the proper proportion, and even
the choice of the ingredients, vary so much with the symptoms, tliat they might
with propriety be left to extemponrnpous prescription. '!'he dose is from ten to
twenty ~rains, given in mucilage or sweetened wa.ter, and frequently repeated.
OJI'. P1·ep. l'ulvis Orel.re Compositus cum Opio.
W.

PULVIS CREVE COMPOSI1'US CUM OPIO. Lond. PuLvrs
CnE'flll 0PIATUS. Ed., Dub. Compound Powder of Chalk with
Opium.
"Take of Compound Powder of Chalk six ounces and a half; Opium, in
powder, four scruples. Mix them." Lond.
The Dulilin process, though differently expressed, is identical in its results
with the London.
"Take of Compound Chnlk Powder six ounct's; Powder of Opium four scr1tple.~.
Triturate them together thoroughly." l,(l.
The addition of the opium greatly iucrcases the efficacy of the compound powder of chalk in dianhrea.; anJ. its equal diffusion through the powder presents
this advantage, that it mny be conveniently given in 111i~utc doses applicable to
infantile cases. Two scruple:,i of the London or Dublm powder, and thirtyseven grains of the Edinbul'gh, cont<.1in a grain of opium. In the diarrhooa of
adults from ten to twenty grains may be given for a dose, and repeated se,·eral
times a day, or after each evacuation.
1'/.

PULVERES EFFERVESCEN'l'ES. Ed. PULVERES EHERVESrl1ARTARIZATI. IJub. Effervescing Powders.

CENTES

"'J1ake of Tartaric Acid one ounce; Bicarbonate of Soda one ounce and 54
]{educe the Acid
and either Bicarbonate separately to fine powder, and divide each into sixteen
powders. Prc:-::crve the acid and alkaline powders in separate papers of differcn~
colours." .E'd.

grains, or Bicarbonate of Potassa. 011e ounce anrl 160 grains.
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The DuUin Colle,.9e takes ten draclmis of the crystals of tarta.ric acid, and
eleven drctchms of bicu1·bonate of soda or thirteen drwkms of Lwarbonate of
potassa, reduces them separately to powder, divides each into eighteen parts, and
keeps the acid and alkaline powders in papers of different colours.
This is a formula, introduced iuto the last edition s of the 1'~dinbmgh and
Dij.blin Pharmacopreias, for a preparation which has been long in use under the
name of soda powders. The common soda powders contain the ingredients in
somewhat different proportions; consisting of twenty.five grains of tLe acid in
one p:iper, and thirty of the bicarbonate in the other. Tliey are always pre·
pared with bicarbona.te of soda; while tbe Pbarmacoproias allow a. choice between
that and the birarbonate of potassa. This want of precision is highly objcetionable in·officinal formulro. If it was thought advisable that the practitioner should
hu.ve the opportunity of prescribing either of these preparations at bis option,
they should have had different nam8s.
'l'he powders are administered in solution. An acid and an alkaline powder
may be dissr.lved in separate portions of water and then mixed; or they may be
thrown together, or successively into the same portion of water. 'l'be whole
draught sliould be half a pint or somewhat less. It ma.y be rendered more
agreeable. by adding two or three flu idrachms of syrnp of ginger or ornn,rre peel
to the water, before dissoh·ing the powders. The rationale is simple. The tartaric acid seizes the alkali of the bicarbonate, forming a tartrate of soda or of
pnklssa as the case may be, while the carboaic acid escapes with effervescence.
The effervescing powders are rcfrigcrrmt and very slightly laxati\"e j and afford
an agreeable and refreshing drink, suitable to febrile complaints.
1\T.

PULVERES EFFERVESCENTES CITRATI. Dub.
E.fferveseing Powders.

Citrated

"Take of Crystals of Citric Acid nine rlraclnns; Bicarbonate of Soda elei1en
drochms, or Bicarbonate of Potash thfrteen d1·athrns. Reduce the Acid and
alkaline Bicarbonates, separately, to a fine powder, and di,•i<lc each into e(qhteen
parts. 'l'he acid and alkaline powders should be kept in papers of different
colou rs." Dub.
'l1he same rcm:irks are applicable to these as to the preceding powders, nad the
same objcctioa to the want of precision in the name. These powders, at least
those made with the bicarbonate of potassa, are excellent diaphorctics, being
identical in composition with the neutral mixture and effervescing draught.
1\'.
(Sec L iquor Potassm Cltralis.)

PULVIS IPECACUANII.iE ET OPII. U.S. PuLvrs IrEcAcuLond., Ed., ])u,b. Powder of Ipecacuanlta and
Compound Powder of Ipecaeuanlta. Dover's Powder.

ANmE COMPOSlTUS.

Opium.

"Take of Ipecacuanha, in powder, Opium, in powder, each, a draclmi; Sulphate of Potassa an ou11ce. ltub them together into a. very fine powder." U.S.
All the B.ritish Colleges employ the same ingred ients as above, and in the
same proportwns. 'l'bc London, having ordered them in the state of powder,
simply directs them to be mixed together. 'l'hc Edfoburgh orders eight times
the amount of the materia.ls, and directs them to be trituratcd t.boroughly together. 'l'he Dnblin takes the opium and ipecacuanha in fiae powder, mixes
tbem thoroughly with the sulpha.tc by trituration 1 and sifts them.
'.l'he sulph;tte of potassa in this prepar:ition serves, by the lrn.rdness of its
particles, to promote that minute di\'ision and conse<]uent thorough intermixture
of the opium aml ipecacuaoha, upon which the peculiar virtues of the compound
depend. It also serves to dilute the active ingredients, and thus allow of their
divi~ion into minute doses adaptcJ. to the complaints of children. This composition, thougl.t usually called Dorcr's powder, docs not precisely correspond
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with that originally recommended by Dr. Dover, which was prepared as follows.
Four ounces of nitrate of potassa and the same quantity of sulphate of potassa
were mixed in a red-hot crucible, and afterwards very finely powdered; one ounce
of opium, sli ced, was then added, and ground to powder with the saline mix.
ture; lastly , an ounce of ipl'cacuanha and an ounce of liquorice root, in powder,
were mixed with the other ingredients. Thi s process was adopted in the form er
French Codex, and ha s been retained with li ttle change in the present.
This powder is an admirable anodyne diaphoretic, not surpassed, perlrnps, by
any other combination in its power of promoting perspiration. Opium itself has
a strong tendency to-the sk in , e•inced both b.r the occas iona l diaphoresis, and
by the itching and tingling sensation which it excites. While th e vessels of the
sk in nrc stimulated by th is ingredient, the secreting pores are relaxed by tbc
ipecacuanha, and the combin ed effect is much greater than tha.t which results
from either separately. At the same time, the general sti mula ting influence of
the opium, and its tendency to operate injul'iously on the brai n, are counteracted,
so that the mixture may be given with safety in cases which might not admit
of the use of opium alone. The preparation is applicable to all c::ises not attended
with much fever or cerebral disease, or sick stonrnch, in which there is an indi.
cation for profuse diapboresis, especially in painful affections,_or those connertcd
with unhealthy discharges. It is admirabl.v adnpted to the phlcgmasic:e, pa1··
ticularly rheumatism a.nd pneumonia, when complicated with a typhoid tendency,
or a.ftcr sufficient depletion. Under similar circumsta nces, it is usefu l in dyscn.
tery, diarrb cca, and the various hemorrhages, especia ll.r that from the uterus.
It is ::.iometimes also giYen in dropsy. In bowel affections, and whenever t he
h epati c secretion is deranged , it is frequently com bineJ with small doses of
calomel.
Ten grains of the powder contain one grain of opium. The dose is from fixe
to fifteen grains, given diffused in w::itcr, or mixed with sy rup, or in the form of
bolus, and repeated at intervals of four, six, or eight hours, when it is desi rabl e
to maintain a continued diaphoresis. Its action may be materially promoted by
warm drinks, such as lemonade, or balm tea, which, however, should not be
giYen immediately after the powder, as th~y rni:r?t provoke vomiting.
Off. Prep. Pilula Ipccacuanbre cum Sc1lla; Pdulre Ipecacuanhre et Opii

w.

PULVIS JALAP./E COMPOSITUS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Compound Powder of Jalap.
" Take of Jalap, in powder, an ounce; llitartrate of Potassa, in powder, two
ounces. l\Iix them." l'. S.
The L ondon Oollt•ge takes three ounces of j alap, six ounres of bitartrate of
potassa, and two drachms of ginger; the lJuUin, two ounces of jalap, three
ounces and a. half of bitartratc of pota.ssa, and half an ounce of ginger . Th e
Edinbu 1:gh Oollege takes the Rame ingredients in the same proportion as the U.S.
Pharmacopcei;.i., and directs them to be rubbed togctLer to a very fine powder.
The bitartrntc, by being rubbed with the jalap, is thought to favour its more
minute division, while it increases its hy<lragoguc effect. A combi nati on of these
two ingredients, though with a larger proportion of cream of tartar (see Jalapa),
forms a good cathartic in dropsy, and in scrofu lous affections of the joints and
glands. The dose of the offic:i.~al powde r is from thirty grains to a dracbm.
O.ff.Prep. Pu lvis Scammonu Composi~us .
W.

PULVIS JUNO COMPOSITUS. L and.
Kino .

Oornpound Powder of

"T:lkc of Kino fifteen rlrach1ns; Cinnamon half an ounce; dried Opium a

draclmi.. Ilub them separately to a very fine powd1::r, auJ then mix them." L ond.
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This is an anodyne astringent powder, u seful in SCltnC forms of diarrh~a, .but
of which the rornpm~ition would Le helter left to extemporaneous prescr1pt1on,
as the proportion of tLc ingredients should vary with the circumstances of the
case. Twenty grains contaiu one grain of opium. '!'he dose is from five wains

to a.scruple.

W.

PUL VIS RIIEI CmIPOSITUS, Ed., D1tb. Cornpound Powder of
Rliulia,.b.
'' 'L'ake of ~fo;:?:nesia one pounrl i Ginger, in fine powder, two ounces; Rhubarb
jn fine powder, four ounces. .Mix them thoroughly, and preserve the pow<lcr in
well clo~ed bo ttl es.11 Erl.
The DuMin ('rl{[,,ge uses the i::ame ingredients in the same proportions.
This is a goo(l laxativ e antncid, well adapted to bowel complaints, especially
in children. 'The <lose for an adult is frorn lialf a drachm to a drachm; for a
chi ld two or three years old, from fh·e to t en grains.
W.

PUL VIS SALIN GS COJIPOSI'l'US. Ed.

Compound Saline

Powder.
"Take of Pure i!Iuriate of Soda, Sulphate of l\Iagne!l-ia, each, four ounreti.;
Sulplrnte of J>ota:;:sa tlm·e miner>.~. Dry the salts separately with a l!Cntle heat,
and pulverize each; then lritur(LlC them well together, and preserve tUc mixture
iu wdl closed vesselo." E'<.1
'This is un nperient. powder, and may be given with ad,•antage in cost ive habit!'!,
in th e do~e of two or three druchms, dissolved in half a pint of water or carbonic
acid water, before breakfast.
W.

PULVIS SCA1HIONII COMPOSITUS. Lond., Ed., Dub. Compound Powder of Seammony.
"Tuke of Scammony, hard Extract of Jalap, each, t1co 011ncf'.~; Ginger lw?f
on ounce. Rub them separately to a. ''ery fine powder; and then mix them."
Lond.
'J'he Edi11lJttr!1h College takes equ(tl parts of scammony nnd bitartrate of pot.assn; the D1tUin, an uimce of scammony, and three ounces of compound powder

of ja\,ip.
It. should be observed that the EJinburgh compound is essentially different
from that of the J. . ondon College; but we do not think that eithe r of tl1em is an
E'lil!ible preparation. The cream of tartar in the former can ~en·e little other
purpose than to llid in the pulverization of the scammony, which requires no
peculiar care in this respect. In the lat.ter, t.houglt the ginger may tend to correct the griping property of the purl!ati\'C ingredients, the extract of jalap too
closely rrseuiblcs the scum mony in it s operntion to exert any importa nt modifying ioffuencc upon it. The dose of the l ..ondon powder is from ten to t.n·enty
grain:;:., of the Edinburgh from fifteen to thirty. The Dublin powder is analo7ous
in power to th e i;;dinhurgh, though somewhat weaker.
,V.

PULVIS TRAGACANTJI;E COMPOSITUS. L ond., Ed.

Com-

pound Powder of Tra_qacanth.
11

'fuke of Tragacantli, in powder, Gum Arabic, in powder, Starch, each, an
Olmec awl a half; Sugar [refined] three ou11ces. Hub the Starch a.nd Sugar
to~ethe r to powder, then add the Tragacanth and Gum Arabic, aud 1uix them

all." Lond.
'.l'Le Ed/?1/;nrgh procei;:s corresponds with the above.
This is applicable to the genera l purposes of the demulcents; but is chi efly
employed in Great l3ritnin as a vehicle for hcasy insoluble powders. 'l'bc dose
,V.
is from thirty grains to a clrachm.
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P,·eparations of Quinia.
QUINI.'E SULP!IAS. U.S.

Qur:<JE D1suLPUAS. Lond.

S~~r~'~kAcS~f~~·l,lo~t~rk,~:z~:~~!: 1ow~;~~%~:r~~:a.~;

QurnJE

Muriatic Aeid thrfe
fluidomu·Pg; ]_,imc, in powdcr 1 five om1cei;; Wa.ter fire yollons; Sulphuric Acid,
Alcohol, Animal C harcoal, each, a s11./Jicie11t qua11fil!J.
Boil t.he Bark in
one-third of the Water mixed with one-third of the l\hn·iatie Ac-id, and !!l.rain
through linen. Boil the residue twice successi\·cly with the same quantity of
'W titer and AciJ as before, and strain . 1\Jix the decortions, and, while the liquor ...,.
is bot, ~raduull,Y ad<l tbe J_,ime, previou~ly mixed with two pints of wuter, stir rin g 1'"
con!l-tantl)' until the Quinia. is completrl.v precipitated. Wash the precipitate with
Distilled \Yater, and, ba.ving prcssec1 1 dri~d, and powtlered it, digest it in boiling
Alcohol. l'our off the liquor, and repeat tLe digestion severa l times, until the
Alcoliol is no longer rendered bitter. Mix the liquors, and di8til off tLc Alcohol,
until a brown Yiscid mass rc~nains. Upon this s ubstance, removed from the
\•essel) pour abo\lt half a__g_allon of Distilled Water, and, having h~ate<l the n1ixture to the boiling point, add as much Sulphuric Acid as may be neces~ary to
<Ji,.solrn the impu re alkali. Then add rm ounce and a half of Animal C harcoal,
boil for two minutes, filter the liquor wbile hot, and set it aside to crysttlllize.
Should the liquor, before filtratiCln, be entirely neutral, acidulate it very slightly
witb Sulphuric Acid; should it, on the contrary, cbange tbe colour of litmus
paper to a bright red, add more .Animal CharcoJ.L Separate the crystal.-i from
the liquor, di~solve them in boiling water slightly ncidulatcd with Sulphuric
Acid, add a little Animal Cbarcoal, filter, and set a~icle to crystallize. Wrap
the crystals in bibulous p:iper, and dry them with a gentle heat. 'The mother
waters may be made to yield an additional qu<intity of Sulphate of Quinia by
precipit;1tiu~ the Quinia with Solut ion of Annunnia, and treat mg the precipitated
alkali with distilled wtltcr,SulpliuricAcid,aml Animal Cha r coal, as before." l~ S.
'fhe Lunrlo1i l'<Jll<'fjP has transferred this salt to its l\laleria. 1'1c<lica list.
" Tak e of Yellow Burk, in coarse powder, one pound; C:u·bonate of Soda
eij;ltt ouuces; Finlphuric Acid lw~l a jfofrlou11ce ; Purified Animal Charcoal two
drach1111;. ]foil the burk for an hour in four pints (Imperial measure] of water,
in which half the Curbonate of Soda bas been dissolved; strain, and express
strongly through line? or ~alico; n~oistcn th~ rcsidu~m with water and.exp~ess
again i and repeat tlJJS twice. Boil the residuum for half :m hour with four
pints of water and half the Sulphuric Acid i strain, express strongly, moisten
with wa.ter, and express <1g:1in. Boil the residuum with three pints of' water and
a fourth part of the Acid; strain and sqneeze a~ before. Boil again the residuum
with the ~ame quantily of water and Acid, strain and squeeze as formerly. Concentrate the whole acid liquids to about a. piot; let the product cool i filter it,
and dis~oh·e in it the remainder of the Carbonale of Sod~. Collect the impure
quinia. on a cloth, wa8h it slight!~, and squeeze out the liquor with t.bc h:md.
13rcnk clown the moist precipitate ma pint of distilled water, add one fluu.1::<:ruple
of Sulplrnric Acid, heat it to 212°, ~nd. st ir occasionally. 81iould .:rny rre:cipitate retain its gray colour, and the hqu1d be neutral, add Sulphuri c Acl(l drop
by drop stirring cons~ant.ly, till tbe gray colour clis:ippears. Hhould the liquid
rCJden t'itmu$ 1 neu1ral1z? 1t with a Jiu le carbonate of snda. ShoulJ .crystals form
on tbe surface, add boiling distilled water to dis:;olve them. !filte r through
paper, pre~crviuf! the f~unc l hot; s~t the .liquid a~id.c to crystallize; collect aud
squeeze the cry~tals; d1saolve thew rn a. pmt of chst11le<l water heated to :!12°;
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di,:!est the solution for fifteen minutes with the Animal Charco:-il; filter and crystallize as before. Dry the crsstals with a heat. not exceeding l-!0°. The. mother
liquors of each crystallization will yield a little more salt b.v concentrnt1on and
cooling." Bd. 'l'he Imperial measure is employed in tbe above proce~s.
The Dublin Oollrge exhauF.ts the bark by maceration and clecoction With wa~er
acidulated with sulPliuric acid, concentrates the liquor, adds lime in excess, dries
the precipitate partially on porous bricks and subjects it to powerful pressure in
blottinj! paper, boil_s it repeatedly with rectified sp~rit, expresses, filters, distils
off all the spirit, dilutes the brown viscid mass which remains, beats it to the
boiling point, adds dil_uted sul1~lrnric a?id to _neutralization or i~ sli~ht excess,
and fiually, after treating the liquor with ammal charcoal, sets 1t aside to cool
and crystallize.
'1.'Lc present U.S. proces!<, which is essentially that of the French Codex, differs
from the one given in the Plrnrmacopreia. of] 830, in the use of muriatic instead
of sulphuric acid for acidub.ting the water fir.:;t employed, and in the greater
minutenc!'s of the tletails. Both this and the French Codex process, as well as
that of the Dulllin College, arc modifirations of the plan originally proposed by
1\1. Henry, jun., of Paris, for which he received a prize from the lfreuch Academy
of Sciences, and wh ich has been almost nnivers!tlly employed where alcohol is
not too expensive. Henry's process, with all its details, may be found in previous editions of this work. An explanation of the several directions gi\•en in
the U.S. Phannacopceia will be useful to the student, by enabling him to comprehend euch step of the process.
The yellow bark (Calisaya, or royal yellow) is the Yaricty selected, because
this contains quini:l. in the largest proportion, and most free from admixture with
cinchonia. 'l'be alkali exi:sts in the bark combined with kiuic acid, and probably also with one or more of the colouring principles, as sugg~~ted by l\I.
Henry. As in this lalter state it is of difficult solubility, if it be not insoluble
ju water, the whole of the quinia cannot be extn\cted from the bark by means
of that liquid alone. lforzeliuR, however, attributes the difficulty of exhausting
the bark to the circumstance, that water converts the native neutral kinates into
soluble superkinatcs which are dissolved, and insoluble :mbkinatcs which remain.
liy adding muriatic or sulphuric acid to the water in such quantities as to be in
excei;:s in relation to the quinia, the whole of the alkali combines with the acid
to form a very soluble muriate or sulphate, in which state it exists, together
with Yarious impurities, in the decoctions procmed by the first steps of the process. lly the u<ldition of lime to the filtered and mixed decoctions, the salt of
quinia is de~omposed, giving up its acid ~o the lime, while the quinia is liberated,
and, being msoluble in "·atcr, is precipitated; the water retaining most of the
impurities. If sulphuric acid was employed in the commencement of the process,
sulphate of lime is deposited aloug with the quinia; but if muriatic acid was em ployed, the resulting chloride of calcium is retained in solution; and a reason is
thus afforded for the pl'cfcrencc of the latter acid . But, in either ca~e 1 the exces8 of lime, and a compound formed of the lime and colouring matter, which is
i nsoluble both in water oncl alcohol, are thrown down with the alkali. 'l'he
precipitate ha\1 ing been washed in order to remove from it everything soluble
in water, then pressed, drie<l, and powdered, the next step is to separate the
quiuia. from the insoluble impurities. 'l'his is accomplished by the repeated
action of alcohol, which dissolves the former, and leaves most of the latter be·
hind. Tlie whole of the alkali haviug been abstracted, the alcoholic solution of
quinia is then concentrnted so us to ufford a brown viscid mass, which is impure
quiuia. Portions of this muy be rescned, if thought :idvisable, for the preparation of other salt~ of quinia. Tbe mass is treated with boiling distilled water
acidulatcd with sulphuric acid, which forms a disulphate (the otliciual su lphate)
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with the quinia, n.nd, being somewhat in excess, enables the salt to be readily
dissolved. The a.ninrnl charcoal now added should be the unpurijied bone-black,
the carbonate of lime contained in which neutralizes a portion of the sulphuric
acid, and thus facilitates the crystallization of the su lphate of quinia. when the
solution cools. Should the quantity of the bone-black added be sufficient to

render the solution quite neutral, so as in no degree to affect litmus paper, as
much sulphuric acid should be added as will give the paper a slightly vinous
tint; for othe rwi se the crystallization may commence before the liquor is com pletely filtered. If, on the contrary, the hone.black has been deficient, and the
solution colours litmus paper cberry.re<l, more of tbat substance is to be aU<led.
This, howewr, is mC'rely an incidental adnrntage of tbe animal charco:i.J; its
chief use being to tlecolorize the liquid. The second crystallization is neccss:i.ry
to obtain the salt of quiuia free from colour; and sometimes it cannot be rcn·
dered perfectly white without a third. It is essential that the heat employed in
drying the crystals should be gentle, in order t o prevent their efflorescence. The
small quantity of cincbonia contained in Calisaya bark is extracted along with
the quiuia; but, as the sulphate of the former is more soluble than t hat of the
latter, it remains in the mother liquors.*
According to M. Calvert, the proportion of sulphate of quinia obta in ed from
bark is never certa in when muriatic acid is employed as the solvent, and lime
as the precipitaut; for quiui:t is dissolved by a solution of ch loride of ca.lcium,
and by liuie·watcr; and a portion, therefore, remains in the liquid unprecipitatcd, wliich is greater when tLc Ii rue employed is in excess. Ila.sing ascertained
by trial that quinia is not dissol\'ed by a solution of soda, and in scarcely appreciable proportion by chloride of sodiuw, he proposes to substitute this alkali for
lime; first neutralizing the excess of acid by the carbonate) and then prccipi·
ta ting the quinia by caustic soda. (Journ. de Phann., 3e sfr., ii. 388.)
'I'he Edinburgh process wa~ contrive<l so as to a\·oid the use of alcohol, which
is so costly in Great Britain as materially to affc«t the economy of the operation.
The object of the fi rst boiling with water and ca1·bonate of soda is to get rid of the
colouriug principles, resin, anJ kiuic acid, while the quinia is left behind. The
residuum is next exhausted by weans of water acidulated with r-;ulphuric acid,
which affords an impure solution of :"u!pbatc of quinia. This, after being suf.
ficiently conceotrated, is decomposed Ly carLonate of soda, which seizes the acid

:~dl;e~~:\~:tt~0s0 t~1~eq ~:~::~;;it:~ s~~1~~ec~!·o~~~nt .1S.t~%ces;~1i:x~=~~a~~~~~'l~~i1!~~

charcoal 1s empl~yed only previous to the lasLcrysu~lhzation; nnd the advantage
incidentally oLtarncd from it, of neutralizing the acid when in excess, is gained
in the Edinbuq::;h process by the use of carbonate of soda.. Both Pereira and
Christison speak favourably of this process.
Pelletier proposed to substitute ml of turpentine for alc~lrnl in the ordinary
proces;;i of procuring sulphate of quinia. The impure qurnia, prccipit.ated by
lim e from the acidulous dccoctious, after being wa~hed, pressed, and driedi is
digested with the oil, which dissolves the quinia. 1'Le solut.ion thus obtained is
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agitated with water acidulated with sulphuric acid, by which tlrn sulphate of
quinia is formed . The oil sepnrating, rises to the top, and is removed for _future

use; and the watery solution of the salt is evaporated, and treated as m the

~~~~~rld~;so:e:rcm:pl~it:~~";;1~:~~'t ~~=·~:~~i;i~a~~i~f~~:~o~ 0ii~.said t~ Le that

According to the French Codex, 1000 parts of yellow bark ought to yield !'rom
29 to 30 parts of sulphate of quiuia, when treated by the process first described.
Messrs. Puwers & Weightman, who are probably among the largest rnanufactmers of sulphate of quinia in the world, inform us that they have usually

obtained from 2·5 to 3 per cent. as an average proJuct.
Sulphate of quinia may be obtained from other \arieties of Peruvian bark by
the above processes; and from some in consider~ble quantity; but most of them
yield a much larger proportion of su lphate of cmchonia than the Calisaya; and
tli.is, being much mo1·e soluble than the sulphate of quin ia, will remain Uissoh,ed
in the residuary liquor after the crystallizat ion of the latter. '.l'o obtain the
cinchmda separate, the following method, originally suggested by Pelletier and
Caventou, may be employed. :Map:nesia, lime, or a solution of potassa is added
to the mother waters in excess.* The ciuchon ia is precipitated together with a
portion of quinia which has remained in the solution, and witb the excess of
magnesia or lime, if one of these earths has been employed. The precipitate
is collected on a filter, washed with hot water, then dried, and treated with boiling alcohol, which dissolves the organic alkalies. The alcoholic solution is
filtered while hot, anti the residue afterwards treated in the same manner with
successive portions of alcohol, till quite exhausted. The solutions hiiving been
mixed, are concentrated by the di~tillation of the alcohol, and allowed to cool,
when they deposit cinchonia in the crystalline state. Successive evaporations
and refrigerations afford new crops of crystals, and the process should be con- ·
tinued till no more can be obtained. The cin chonia 1hus procurecJ, if impure,
should be reconverted into a r;ulphate and treated as before, animal charcoal
being employed to free it from colour. 'l'be quinia remaining iu the mother
liquors, as it will not cryst:lllizc from alcohol, may be obtained by evaporation
to dryness. To obtain the s11.lpltate of cinclwnia, mix the alkali with a small
quantity of water, heat the mixture, and add gradually dilute sulphuric acid
sufficient to saturate it; then boil with animal charcoal previously washed with
muriatic aciJ, and filter the liquor while hot. Upon cooling it will deposit
crystals of the sulphate, and, hy repeated C\aporation and crystallization, will
yield all the salt which it holds in solution .t
When barks containing the newly discovered alkaloid quinidia, are used, as
the sulphate of this base is much more soluble than that of quinia, it follows
that, in the mother waters left after the crystnllization of sulphate of quinia,
there will be found ~ portioo of sulphate of quinidia. In fact, there is generally, under these CJrcumstance.:;, more or less of the sulphates of the three
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alkaloids, quinia, cin cbonia, and quinidia, all of which arc contained in many
barks; and, besides these) a portion of amorphous alkaloid, incapable of crys-
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~~l~~~~~~on,T)1:~~a~l;yri:s~l~~~~ti~e~~:~ tte lse:;;;.;:eo<lmtht;~::he~-~c~~Jil~:1~e:~ns~\:~
bilities in water. Sulphate of quinia ,being least ~oluble _ w11l fi_rst _crystallize,
afterwards the salt of quiuidia, aud finally t_hat of crnch?ma, wb~ch _is the ~ost
soluble of the three; while the uncrystall1zablc salt wi_ll rema m m solution,
and may be obtained in the amorphous state by evaporation to dryness.
Properties. Sulphate of quinia is in fine si lky, slightly fl ex ibl e, needle-shaped
crystals, interlacerl among each other, or grouped in innall star-Eke tufts. Its

taste is intensely bitter, resembli ng that of the yellow bark. It effioresces slightly
on exposu re to the air, and, at a moderate heat, loses its crystalline form in
consequence of the esc<ipe of its water of crystallization. At the temperature
of 212° it becomes lumiu ous, especia ll y when rubbed. At about 240° it mel ts,
assumiug the appearance of wax. It is very slightly soluble in cold water, re~
quiring, according to M. Baup, 7-lO parts at 5-±° F. for solution ; whi le at the
boiling point it is dissolYe<l in thirty part s of wa ter, which deposits it upon
cooling. I ts cold solution is opalescent. I t is soluble in about 60 parts of cold
alcehol of O·S35, but only to a. very small extent in ether. The d il uted acids,
even tartaric and oxalic acids in excess, dissol\'e it with great facility. With an
additiona l equivalent of sulphuric acid it forms another sulphate, which is more
soluble in water than the offieinal salt, an<l crystallizes from its sol uti on with
much greater difficulty. Thi s is now generally belie\'ed to be strictly neutral,
and therefore entitled to the name of sulphate of quinia; while the offi cinal salt
is thought to contain two equivalents of base to one of acid, and is therefore
properly a. subsulphate or disulplwte of qninia. The latter name bas been
adopted by the L ondon College. In the U . S., Dublin, and Edinburgh P harmacopreias, as well as in the French Codex, the name of sulphate of quinia,
originally g i,·en to the officinal salt, under the impression that it was neutral, is
still applied to it. Ilencc hris arisen a confusion of nomenclature which must
be embarrassing to the st udent. According to M . Baup, th e proper sulphate,
fo rm erly called supasulplwte, is solubl e in 11 parts of water at 5-1° F., and in
its own water of crystallization at the boiling point. I t is very soluble in diluted, aud somewhat less so in absolute alcohol. I t may be obtained by adding
to a boiling concentrated ~olutio n of the ordinary sulphate, as much sulphuric
acid as already exists in the salt, aud then evapo rating the sol ution.
Composition. The officinal s ulph ate of quinia, the disulpbate of ch emists, is
the only one used iµ mc~iciuc, and to this we h.we allusion in the p:esent work,
when ever su lph:lte of qumi<l is mentioned with out any distinguisbrng epithet.
In the crystalli ne form it is stated to consist of one equivalent of sulphuric acid
40, two eqs. of quinia 3:2-1, and eip;ht eqs. of water 72=-136. On ex posure to
the air, or to a heat of 212°, it. eftloresces, losing one-half of its water of crystallizati on ( according to Soubciran, s ix eqs.); and at 240° it loses one-half of the
remainder, retaining two e(1s. or about 4 per C'ent. of water, of which it caunot
b2 deprived without decomposition. (Phill1)Js.)*
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S_ulphate of quinia is ~eco~poscd by the alkalies,
their carbonates, and the alkalme earths. ln soluuon, it affords white precipi~
tntes with potassa, soda, ant.I. aunnouia, which are partly soluble in an excess of
alkali. It is also precipitated by astringent infu:o:ions 1 tbc tanuic acid of which
forms a white insoluble compount.l with quini<\, The soluble salts of lead and of
barj'ta occasion precipitates; and that produced by the s:.1. lts of baryta is insoluble
in the acid:S. A freshly prepared solution of chlo rine, added to a solution of the
sulpbatc of <1uinia, and followed by the addition of water of ammonia, occasions
an emerald-green colour, and, in certain proportions, the deposition of a green
precipit.1te. If, instead of ammonia, a concentrated solution of ferrocyaouret of
potassium be adUed, a dark-rcJ. eolour is produccJ, which persists for several
hours, but ultimately pas8CS into green. This does not take place 'vith cinchonia.
Adulterations. Sulphate of quinia bas often been adulterated. Sulphate of
lim e, and other alkaline or earthy salts, gum 1 sugar 1 mannite, starch, steari n or
nrnrgariu, caffcin, salicin, and su lphate of cinchonia, arc among the substances
which are said to have been fraudulently added. By uttending to the degree of
solubility of the su lph ate in different menstrua, and to its chemical relations with
other substances already described, there can be little difficulty in detecting these
adulterations. The presence of any mineral substance not readily volatilizable,
may be at once ascertained by exposi ng the sa lt to a red heat, which will completely dissipate the sulphate of quinia, leaving the mineral behind. A volatile
ammoniacal salt may be detected by the smell of am monia emitted upon tho
addition of potassa. The absence of organic substances may be inferred, if pure
co ld concentrated sulphuric acid forms a colourless solution. G-um and starch
arc left behind by alcohol, and fatty matters by water acidulated with sulphuric
acid. Sug•n and mannite eam;e a solution of the suit in acidulated water to
have a sweet taste, after the precipitation of the quinia by an alkaline carbonate.
Salicin imparts the property of becoming reel upon the contact of sulphuric acid;
but, according to Pelletier, this change of colour docs not take place unless the
proportion of salicin exceeds one-tenth. If only in this proportion, the salicin
must be isolated. To 1 part of the suspected salt, 6 parts of concentrated sulphuric acid may be added, and to the brown liquid which results, 125 parts of
water. The salicin is thus scparated 1 and may be obtained by filtration, in the
form of a. bitter white powder, becoming bright red with su lphuric acid. (See
Am. Jo1mi. of Pharm., xvii. lliG.) Caffcin alters the solubility of the medicine
in different menstrua. According to M. Calvert1 n saturated solution of sulphate
of quinia in cold water gives, with a solution of chloride of lime, a. precipitate
soluble in an excess of the latter; while a solution of sulphate of cinchonia. of
the same strength, treated io the same manner, gives a precipitate which is iosoluble in" a great excess of the reagent. Th e same effect is produced with limeW3ter, and solution of ammonia; and solution of chloride of calcium~ while it
~ncmnpatiUes and Tests.
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to the pnper of Dr. ll erapnth. The crystals 11.rc of a brilli:mt emerald-green when viewed
by reflected light; but nlmost colourless by trnnsmittcd ligl1t; and present a cu:ious
piny of colours under vnryingeircumstnncesofpositiou. 'rheirshnpe is verydh·crsdied,
but trnce11ble to the rhombic prism. They are dissolved by heated acetic acid n11d hcntcd
nlcohol. and deposited on cooling. Their most remarkable property is that of polnrizing
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furnishes a precipitate with a solution of sulphate of ci nchonia, yields none with
a solut.ion of sulphate of quinia. (Jour11. de Plumn., 3e.~er., ii. 3U4.)* ~rhe Edin-

burgh College gi"es the follow in g mode of testing the purity of sulph ate of
quinia. "A solution of ten grains in a f:luidounce of di~tillcd water and two or
three drops of sulphuric acid, if decomposed by a solu t10n of half an ou nce of
carbonate of soda. in two waters [twice it3 weight of water], and heated till the
precipitate shrinks and fuses, yicldi:: on cool ing a solid mass, which when dry
weighs 7·-± graini::, and in powder dissolves entirely in soluti?n of oxalic acid."
Accord ing to the London College, 11 100 grains dissolved in diluted hydroch loric
acid, yield, on the addition of ch loride of barium, 2G 6 grains of sulphate of
baryta., dried at a red heat."
11/ech'cal Properties and (~i;es. Sulphate of quinia. produces upon the syste m,
so far as we are enabled t o judge by obserrntion, the f'amc effects with PeruYian
bark, without being so apt to nau sea.le and oppress the stomach . (See Oindwno.)
Its effects upon the brain arc e ven more striking than those of cinchona, probably
because it is gi,·cn in larger proportional doses. }~v c n in ordinary doses, it often
produces considerable cerebral disturbance, e\'inced by n. feeling of tightness or
distcnl'ion in the head, ringing, buzzing, or roaring in the ears, hardness of hear.
ing, &c. Some individuals arc more liable to these effects than others, and in
some even small doses produce them. .A certain degree of thi s obscrrnble action
on the brain is rather desirable than otherwise, as th e evidence that the rnedi~
cine is affecting the system . In very large quantities, as fr om a scruple to a
dracbm or more, besid es the phenomena mentioned, it has been obscn-ed to
occasion :::evcre hcaLlachc , YCrtigo, deafness, diminution or loss of sight, dilated
and immo,·ablc pupil , loss of speech, general tremblings, intoxi c::i tion or delirium,
coma, and great prostration. In some instances the pulse bas been remarkably
diminished in frequency , dow n to fifty or even less in the minute. In an in·
stance record ed by Giacomini, in which a. man took by mi sta ke about three
<lrachms, the patient became iusensible, and some hours afterwarJs was found
by the phy sician in a sta te of genera.I prostration, from which he recovered under
the use of laudanum and aromatic waters. (.Ann. de '1.'hirap., A. D. 18l3, p.
170. ) Bes ides its effects on th e brain, sulphate of quinia. sometimes occasions
great gastric and intes tinal irritation, marked by opprcs.-.ion at stomach, nausea,
abdominal pains, vomiting, aud purging. In general these effec ts of excessive
doses gradually pass ofl~ although partial deafness often continues for several
days, and sometimes much longer. lt is e\'CD said that permanent deafness has
resulted. '!'bough sulphate of quinia. has been pro,•cd by the experiments of
Dr. Baldwin, of .i\Jontgomcry, Alabama, to be fatal to clogs, if prevented from
being ''omitcd by a. ligature rou nd th e resoplrngus, in quantities ''arying from
fifteen or twenty grains to two drachms, with the sy mptoms of narcot ic poisoning; yet we havc ,sce n no well authenticated cnsc of death from its dir~ct action
on the healthy human subject. Gi\'cn largely in disease, it has repeatedly

::;; ~:;r:~:~L'~l~~:~"~~~~;t;;~:;~~~:;;~:~.~:~:: E~~.:,~~~,~~ 1~~!~~b\,:~~!.f~~:,~~;;~;:
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n.mmoniri. is dissoh·ed by the ether, while :rny cinchonia that mny be present rcm11ins un·
dissolved, fl onti ngbctwee n 1hc etherc11l solu1ion nbove nnd th c:1mmoni:1cal bcuc11th. Uut
M. 0. ll cnry hns shown thnt cinchon in is slightly soluble in ammonia, so that n smnll

~7~~~~.~i~~:~r::f~~~;~~~::;;~~:·iEi~i:::~~~:~~::,:.;~·:£::~:{:~:;.:,:, :~,~~:i~ q:~;:l\'..~1!:

parent, without nny turbid li1ycr between the upper rt11d lower stratum, itmny be inferred
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ca~sed f~tal results, not so much however by its peculiar action, as by co-operat111$ wit!~ the disease in establishing intense local irritation or inflammation,

especially m tho brain . Though capable, therefore, of doing misch ief if im properly used, sulphate of quiuia can scarcely be ranked among the poisons.
11'rom its occasional effect in climinishin.a; the frequen cy of the pulse and the
general strength, it has been supposed to be essentially sedative in large doses.
Sucli an opinion, unless well founded, might lead to hazardous practice. Tbe
probability is that the apparently sedative effect upon the circulation ari ses from.
au OYerwhelming stimulant influence upon the cerebral centres, whereby the sys.
tern is deprived of the support of these centres, and the heart's action is depressed
with other organic functions . Similar effects may be obtained from excessive
doses of most of the cerebral stimulants. Examination of the brain in th e lower
animals, after death from quinia, has shown great congestion of that organ and
its membranes, and even meningiti s. (Sec Am.. J oum. of Med. Sci., xix.197.)
In th~ present state of our knowledge, therefore, it is sitfcst to consider sulpl.tate
of qurnia. as a direct and powerful st imulant to the brain. IL probably operates
through the circulation, as there is no doubt that it is absorbed, the alkaloid
having been found unchanged in the urin e.
Sulphate of quiuia. may be substituted for cin chona in all diseases to which
the latter is appl icable; and, in the treatment of intermitteuts, has almost entirely
superseded the bark,. It has the advantage oYer that remedy, not only that it is
more easily admiuistered in large doses, and more readily retained by the stomach,
but that, in cases which r equire an impression to be made through the rectum or
the skin, it is much more effectual; because, from the smallness of its bulk, it is
more readily retained in the former ca!=e, and more speedily absorbed in the latter.
Still we cannot be certain that there are not other active principles in bark besides
the quinia and cinchonia, the btter of which possesses properties analogous to
those of the former; nor that the mode of combination in which tliese principles
exist, may not in some measure modify their therapeutic effects. The question
can be solved only by careful and long.continued observation. In the mc:m time ,
we may resort to the bark if the su lphate of quinia should not answer the ends
in ''iew; an<l instances have occurred, under our own notice, in which it has pro,,cd
successfu l in intcrmittents after the salt has failed.
Sulphate of quinia may be given in pill or solution, or suspended in water by
the intervention of syrup and mucilage. Th e form of pill is usually preferred.
(See Pilul;;e Q1tini<E Sulphatis.) 'l'he solution may be readily effected by the
addition of a. little acid of almost any kind to the water. Bight grains of the
sulphate will dissolve in a fluidounce of water, acidulated with about twelve
minims of the d iluted sulphuric acid, or aromatic sulp!101·ic acid of the Pharma~
copreias; and this is the most el igible mode of exhibiting the medicine_ in the
liquid form. The addition of a small proportion of sulphate of morph1<1 or of
laudanum will often be found ad\•antageous, when the stomach is disposed to be
sickened, or the bowels to be disturbed by tbe quinia. Dr. ll. II. Thomas, of
Baltimore, has found that one part of tannic aciJ will deprive five parts of sulphate of quinia of bitterness, without impairing its medicinal efficacy. (Am.
Jour1i. of Jlfed. f:ki., N. S., xix. 541.) I t is obvious that tannatc of quinia is
thus formed; and as this, th ough insoluble in water, is readily clissoh'cd in
dilute acids, and consequently in the gastric liquor when ac id, there can be no
doubt that it will generally pro\·e efficacious. lt may, howc\'er, happen that the
stomach may be quite free from acid, and that the operation of this salt may
prove less certai~ than that of the. sulphate; and such is asserted to. ~ave been
the case in some rnstances. But a little lemonade taken after the lllcdicrne would
probably obviate the difficulty.
Twelve grains of sulphate of quinia ::ire equivalent to about an ounce of
good bark. The dose varies exceedingly, according to the circumstances of the
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patient and the object to be accomplished. As a tonic simply, a grain may be
given three or four times a day, or more frequently in acute cases. In intermitteuts, from twelve to twenty-four grains should be given between the paroxysm~, divided into sma ll er or larger doses according to the condi~ion of the
s~omach, or the length of the interrnis8ion. From oue to four warns m?y be
given at once, and !:iOtne even advise tbe whole amount. In muhf!'tmnt mtermittents and remittents, the quantity may be increased to thirty grains or C\'en
a drachm between the paroxysms. 1\1. l\laillot gave one hundred and twentycight grains, ln the course of a few hours, in a case of mal.ignant fever occurring
in Northern Africa, with the happi est results. The caution, however, is necessary, not to employ this heroic practice aga in st easi ly conquerable diseases.
Yery large doses of the sulphate have recently been given in acute rheumatism,
and with great asserted success; but the occurrence of at least one fatal case
from inflammation of the brain should lead to some hesitation in t his employment of the rem edy. When the stomach will not rct~1in the medicine, it may
be administered with nearly as much efficacy by enema ; from six to twelve
grains, with two fiuidounces of liquid starch, and from twenty to forty drops of
laudanum, being injected into the rectum, in ordinary cases, every six hours.
Should circumstances render this mode of application impracticable, an equal
quantity, diluted with arrow.root or other mild powder, may be sprink led, at the
same intervals, upon a blistered surface denuded of the cuticle. The cpigastrium,
or the inside of the thighs and arms, would be the proper place for the blister.
The sulphate has also been employed by friction in the form of ointment, in
cases of malignant intermittent. The oin tme nt should be made by incorporating
a saturated alcoholic solution of the salt with lard, and should be applied to the
inside of the thigl.is and arms. lt is said that quinia is more readily absorbed
when united with a fatty acid. This union may be effected by mixing solutions
of soap and of a salt of quinia. 'l111e quiuia soap is precipitated.
Solutions of sulphate of quinia have been advantageously employed as local
applications to indolent ulcers, and chronic mucous inflammations. (\Vedderburn
and Fearn, New Orleans .Afed. and Surg. Journ. 1 iii. 16 1 and 341.)
Off Prep. Pilulre Quinire Sulphat.is; Quinre l\Jurias; Tinctura Quinre Com~~

QUINJE MURIAS. Dub.

~

Muriate of Quinia.

"Take of Sulphate of Quinia one ounce [avoirdupois]; Chloride of Barium
01~e lumdred a1Ul twenf!J lhrPe grains; Distilled ·water thirty·two [fluid] ounce3.
Dissolve the Chlorille of Barium in two [fluid] ounces of the Water, and the
Sulphate of Quinia in the remainder, raised to the temperature of ebullition.
l\Iix the two solutions, evaporate to one.half, filter, and continue the evaporation
by means of a steam or water heat, until crystalline spicula. begin to appear.
'l'he solution is now to be permitted to cool, and the crystals which separate to
be dried on blotting paper. The liquor decanted off the crystals will, by further
concentration and cooling, yield an additional product." JJub.
The only advantage of tLis salt of quinia over the sulphate is its greater solubility; and this is sca rcely worth the trouble of the process, especially as the
latter salt may be so readily rendered soluble by the addition of an acill. The
dose iR the same as that of the sulphate, to which the reader is referred. {See
Quinfre Sulplws.)
O,U: Prrp. Quinro Va.leriana8.
W.

QUINJE VALERIAN AS. Dub.

Valeriariate of Q1tiriia.

"1'akeof l\Iuriate of Quinia sevendrachrns [Dub. weight]; Valcrianateof Soda.
011.e hundred and twenty/our grciins; Distilled ·w ater sixteen [fluid]o1mces.
Dissolve the Valerianate of Soda in two ounces, and the l\luriate of Quinia in
the remainder of the Water, and, the temperature of each solution being raised
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to 120°, but not higher, let them be mixed, and let the mixture be set by for
twenty-four hours, when the valcrianate of quiuia will have become a mass of
silky acicular crystals. Let these be pressed between folds of blotting paper,
aud dried without the application of artificial heat." 1Jl1b.
This is a case of double decomposition between the two salts employed, resulting in the production of chloride of sodium which remains in solution, and
of valcrianatc of quinia. which crystallizes. This salt has a strong and aclhesi\'C
odour of valerianic acid, which is very repulsive, and quite distinct from that of
oi l of valerian. It is soluble in water, more so in that liquid at a somewhat
elevated temperature than when cold, and is dP-posited from its warm solution
in fine crystals on cooling. In boiling water it melts into oily globules, and
undergoes decomposition, with the escape of valerianic acid; and the Dublin
College directs that its solution shall not be heated above 120°. Even at corn
mon temperatures it is probably undergoing a constant, though slow loss of the
acid, of which it smells so strongly. It is soluble in alcohol. We are unac.
quaiuted with any special virtues in th is salt. It may, however, be given in the
dose of a grain or two repeated several times a day, iu cases of debility attended
with nervous disorder. A combination of Peruvian bark and valeriau has lon g
been known as peculiarly efficacious in hemicrania. Perhaps the valcriuuate of
quinia way be used advantageously in the same affection.
W.
4

SODA.
Prepamtions of Sodct.
LIQUOR SODJE. Lond. Son..: 0AUSTICA< LIQUOR. ])ub. Solution
of Soda . Solution of C'mistic Soda.
"Take of Carbonate of Soda thfrt.lf·One ounces; Lime nine ounces; boiling
Distilled Water a go/ton [Imp. meas.]. Prepare this Solution iu the manner
directed for Liquor Potassre." Lond. The specific gravity of this Solution is
1•06 1.
rrhe nublin College takes two pounds [avoirdupois] of crystallized carbonate

~~11:~a[:~~tp~:7~:~.~a~td~~:il~~t:~~e~~:~~ li;~~:e~~ ;fc~f;~'t/:d :~~cnm~~,~~;
directed for obtaining solution of potassa. The phraseology of the two formulro
is the same. The resulting Solution is stated to have the specific gravity of
1•056.
Solution of soda is prepared in the same way as soluti on of potassa. By a.
double decomposition between carbonate of soda and hydrate of lime, there are
formed hydrate of soda in solution, and carbonate of lime which precipitates. In
both the processes au excess of lime is used, which is necessary to insure a. full
decomposition of the carbonate.
Properties, &c. Solution of soda, commonly called solution of <'m1stic soda,
is a new officinal of the Dublin Pharmacopooia of 1850, and the London of 1851.
It is a colourless liquid, having a caustic taste and alkaline 1eaction. Its pro.
perties and tests are the same as those of solution of potassa, with the exception
that no precipitate is produced by chloride of platinum or tartaric acid. The
London solution is somewhat stronger than the Dublin, and contains four per
cent. of soda. The alkali dissolved must be viewed as hydrate of soda, consist.
iug: of one eq . of soda 31·3, and one of water 9 = 40·3.
Solution of soda. is used by the London College as a. chemical agent for pre·
paring osysulphuret ~f antim~ny, and by the Dublin College for saturating
valerianic acid in formmg valenana.te of soJa.

op:

Prep. Sodro Valerianas.

B.
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SODJE CARBON AS EXSICCATUS. U.S. SoDlE CARBONAS
ExsrcCATA. Lond. SoD1>: CARBONAS SrcCATUM. Ed., Dnb. Dried
Carbonate of Soda.
" Take of Carbonate of Soda a convenient quantity. Expose it to heat, in a
elc<111 iron vessel, until it is thoroughly dried, sti rring constantly with an iron
spatula.; then rub it into powder." [/. S.
The London Col!f':;e take!:! a 1~omul of tlrn salt, exposes it to heat until the
crystals fall to pieces, then subjects it to a red heat, and finally rubs it to powd er.
The Edi1iliw·9h Uo/ll'ge heats any convenient quantity in a shallow ves~cl till
it is dry. then urges it with a reel heat in a crucible, and reduces it to powder
when cold.
"Take of Crystallized Carbonate of Soda of Commerce any convenient quantity. Expose it in a porcelain capsule to a pretty strong sand heat, until the
liquid which first forms is converted iuto a dry cake, and having rubbed this to
powder, enclose it in a bottle." Dub.
Carbonate of soda contains ten equivalents of water of crysta1\ization, and
when heated, readily undergoes the watery fusion. Upon continuing the heat,
the water is dri ed off, and a white porous mass remains, which is easily reduced
to powder. The London and Edinburgh Colleges expose th e dry mass to a red
heat before powderi ng it. Dried carbonate of soda is in the form of n. white
powder, and differs in no respcd from the crystallized carbonate, except in
being devoid of water of crystallization. (See Sod;e Ca,rbona.~.) Wh en decomposed by dilute sulphuri c acid, it evolves -!0 ·7 per cent. of carbonic acid. ( L oud.
Phann. )
.1.Jledical Pr·opcrties and Uses . This preparation was in troduced into practice
by Dr. Beddoes, who extolled its virtues in calculous complaints. It is applicable to the cure of such affections, only when dependent on a morbid secretion of
uric acid. Its advantage over the common carbonate is that it admits of being
made into pills, in consequence of being in the dried sta.te. As the water of
crystallization forms more than half of the carbonate, the dose of the dried salt
must be reduced in proportion. From five to fifteen grains may be gi\•en three
times a day in the form of pill, prepared with soap and aromatics. Th e gen eral medical properties of this salt ha.ve been gi vcn under the head of Su<l<E
Carbon as.
O.tf'. Prep. Sodro Bicarbonas.
B.

SODJE CARBONATIS LIQUOR. Dnb.
of Soda.

Solution of Carbonate

"Take of Crystallized Carbonate of Soda of Commerce one ounce and a half
[avoirdupoi s]; Disti lled Water one pint [Imp. meas.]. D issol\'e imd filter. 'l'hc
specific gravity of thi s Solution is I ·0:2:6." Dub.
'J.1his preparation furni shes a solution of carbonate of soda. of determinate
strength, each Imperial fluid ounce of which contain~ nearly thi rty.three grains
of the salt. It is comTenient for prescribing the alkali in solution, and for form ing effervescing draughts, each fluidounc e bei ng saturated, on an aYcragc, by half
a flu idounce of lcifi on juice. The dose is from one to two tablespoon ful s, 11ufficicntly diluted with water, and giYen two or three times a day.
13.

SODJE BICARBONAS. U.S., Lond., Ed., D1tb.
Soda.

Bicarbonate of

"Take of Carbonate of Soda, in crystals, a convenien t q11antif,1J. Break the
crystals in pieces, and put tliem into a wooden box, having a. trans•erse partition
near tlie bottom pierced with numcrow~ small holes, and a co,•er which can be
tightly fitted on . To a bottle having two tubulures, and half filled with water,
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adapt two tubes 1 one connected with an apparatus for generating carbonic acid
and terminating under the water in the bottle, the other commcncincr at the
tubulurc in which it is inserted, and entering the box by au opening ~car the
bottom, beneath the partition. Then lute all the joint!:!, and cause a. stream of
carbonic acid to pnss through the water into the box until the carbonate of soda.
is fully saturated. Carbonic acid is obtained from Marble by the addition of
dilute sulphuric acid." U.S.
In the Lrmdon Pliarmacopaia of 1851, bicarbonate of soda has been transferred from the Preparations to the list of l\fateria Mcdica.
"Fill with fragmcut1:1 of l\Iarble a glass jar, open at the bottom and tubulated
at the top; close the bottom in such a way as to keep in the l\larble without
pre\·enting the free passage of a fluid; connect the tubulature closely by a bent
tube :111cl corks with an empty bottle, rmd this in like manner with another bottle,
filled with one part of Carbonate of Soda and two parts of Dried Carbonate of
Soda well trituratccl together; and let the tube be long enough to reach the bottom
of the bottle. Before closing the last cork c1osely, immerse the jar to the top
in di luted muriatic acid, contained in auy convenient \'essel; when the whole
apparatus is thus filled with carbonic acid gas, secure the la.st cork tightly; and
let the action go on till next rooming, or till the gas is no longer absorbed by
the salt. llemoYe the damp salt which is formed, and dry it, either in the air
witbout heat, or at a temperature not above 120°." Ed.
"Take of Cryst:lllized Carbonate of Soda of Commerce two pounds [avoirdupois]; Distilled Water one quart [two pints Imp. meas.]; Muriatic Acid of
Commerce onepiul and a lwlf (Imp. meas.]; ·water three pints [Imp. meas.];
Chalk, in r..ngmcnts, one pound (a\1 oird.], or a, S1({jicient quO'nlity. Having diluted the i'\.luri atic Acid with the Water, and dissol\•ed the Carbonate of Sod~
in the Distilled Water, manipulate with these solutions, and with the Chalk, as
directed in the formula for Potassre Bicarbonas, employing also the arrangement
of apparatus there described. With the view, howenr, of obtaining from the
mother liquor an udditional quantity of Bicarbonate, it is not necessary that the
evaporation shall be preceded by a filtrn.tion." lJub.
The object of these processes is to unite the soda with an additional equivalent
of c::irbonic acid, whereby it becomes converted into the bicarbonate.
The process adopted in the U.S. Pharmacopreia since 1840 1 is that which bas
been practised for many years in the United States, and which wns described in
1830 1 by Dr. Franklin 1l. Smith, in the first \'olumc of the Journal of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. This process is attributed to Dr. Sm ith by Soubeiran, who characterizes it a~ the best that can be employed. (Nouv. '1.'raite de
Pharni.) It was adopted in the French Codex on its revision of 1837. A
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bicarbonate combines with much lesa water of crystnllization than is contained
in the carbonate, it follows that, during the progress of the saturation of the carbonate, n. considerable quantity of water is liberated. This water would finally
dis>:oh•e the bicarbonate formed, were it not for the pierced diaphragm, through
which it is allowed to drain off, holding in solution a part of the carbonate.
Wh en the saturation is completed, the pieces of crystals, still supported on the
diaphragm, nre found to haYc retained their origina l form, but to h:we become
opaque un<l of a porous tex~urc. 'l'h~ necessary cnrbonic acid fa~ for~ing tl~e
bicarbonate may be cconorn1cally obtained from other processes m which tlus
acid is C\•olved; as, for example, from the process for making tartaric acid, in
which tartrate of lim e is formed from cream of tartar by the addition of carbonate of lime.
'l'he process adopted in the last Edinburgh Pharrnacopooia. is that of Berzelius.
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In the U.S. proces's, the excess of water over the quantity necessary for the
bicarbonate is allowed to drain off; but it holds a certain portion of carbonate
in solution, which thus escapes the action of the carbonic acid. To avoid this
result it is only necessary to prepare a carbonate contain ing just sufficient water
of crystallization to accommodate the bicarbonate; and the process recommended
by Berzelius accomplishes that purpose. Thus, the salt which he prepares to
be submitted to the carbonic acid, is fl.11 intimate mixture, in fine powder, of four
parts of effiorcsced carbonate, with one of the crystallized salt. The proportion
adopted by the Edinburgh College is different, namely, two parts of the dried
carbonate to one of the crystallized carbonate; and is such as to afford a slight
excess of water over that required to constitute the bicarbonate. Hence the
Edinburgh process furnishes a damp salt, which is dried in the ajr without heat,
or at a temperature not exceeding 120°. 'l'he apparatus employed by the College for obtain ing the carbonic acid is precisely the self-rego.lating generator,
devised by Dr. Hare on the principle of Gay-Lussac's. 'J.'he empty bottle, placed
between the generating apparatus and that containing the salt, is intended to
detain any impurity which may be carried over with the stream of carbonic acid.
The Dublin College, in its Pharmacopreia of 1850, has adopted the process of
disRoh ing the carbonate in water before submitting it to the action of the carbonic acid. The solution, when saturated, lets fall the sparingly soluble bicarbonate in minute crystals, which arc washed, drained, and dried as directed for
bicarbonate of potassa. A second crop of crystals is obtained from the mother
water without filtration, by evaporating it to one.half by a beat not exceeding
1

110°.
Artus has given a process for obtaining bicarbonate of soda, similar to that
of Wohler for forming the corresponding salt of potassa." (See Potass;;e Bicarbonas.) In this process, the effiorcsccd carbonate, mixed with half it.s weight of
freshly ignited and finely powdered charcoal, is saturated by a. stream of carbonic
acid, deriveJ from the fermentation of sugar. The presence of the charcoal
greatl.v promote:: the absorption. (Plwrni. Cent. Blatt, 1843, p. 254.)
Prop~rlies, &c. .As obtained by the U.S. formula, bicarbonate of soda is in
opaque, porous masses, made up of numerous, aggregated crystalline grai11s, and
having a snow-white colour. For the convenience of the apothecary these masses
are reduced to powder. As procured by the Edinburgh process, it is in small,
white, opaque, irregular scales. The Dublin preparation is in minute, colourlm~s,
indistinct crystals. Bicarbonate of soda is permanent in the air, and slightly
alkaline to the taste and to turmeric paper. It is soluble in thirteen parts of
cold water. When the solution is exposed to heat, the salt gradually parts with
carbonic acid, and, at the temperature of 212°, is converted into sesq ui ca.rbonatc.
At a red heat, the water of crystallization and the seco nd equ i>alent of carbon ic
ncid, amounting together to 37 per cent., are expellcd 1 and the anhydrous carbonate is left. One eq., or 84·3 parts of the crystall ized bicarbonate should lose,
on complete decomposition by dilute sulphuric acid two eqs. or 44 parts or carbonic acid, equal to 52·1 per cent. The salt is seldom so perfect as to t;atisfy
this test; as good commercia l samples generally contain from two to three per
cent. of carbonate. 'l'he note of tests of the London Pharmacopreia calls for
the presence of 51 ·7 per cent. of carbon ic acid, "'hich is very near the theoretical
quantity. The presence of carbonate may be known by a decided alkaline taste
and reaction, by a. cold solution of tbe salt y ielding a. precipitate with sulphate
of magnesia, and by a solution in 40 parts of wa.ter, affording, without agitation,
an orange-coloured or reddish.brown precipita.te with corrosive sublimate; whereas
the pure salt produces a slight opalescence only with this test. The corrosi,·c
subl imate test is adopted in the Edinburgh Pharmacopreia, and, according to Dr.
Christison, readily detects one per cent. of carbonate. 'l'he pure bicarbonate is
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not precipitated by chloride of platinum, or, when supersaturated with nitric
acid, by chloride of barium or nitrate of si l\'er. The non-action of these tests
shows the absence of salts of potassa, and of su lphates and chlorides. 'Ihe incompatibles of this salt are the same as those of the carbonate, except sulphate of
magnesia in the cold, which decomposes the carbonate, but not the bicarbonate.
l'om7wsition. Bicarbonate of soda, when perfect, corn:iists of two cqs. of carbonic acid -l-1, one of soda. 3 1 ·3, and one of water 9=8-!·3. The London College
formerly prepared this salt by a faulty process, and gave it the name of scsquicarbonate. In its Phannacopcoia of 1851, it has placed the salt, under the
correct name of bicarbonate, in tb e cata logue of l\lateria l\Iedica; where, perhaps, it properly stands, as it is now prepared in great perfection on a large scale .
.Medical Propalies. This 8alt bas the general medical properties of tbe carbonate; but, from it s mild taste and less irritating qualities, proves more acceptable to the palate and stomach. It is often resorted to in cnlcu1ous cases,
characterized by predominant uric acid. 'Vhen the carbonate is gi >en in these
cases, its continued use is liabl e to induce phosphatic dcposits 1 after the removal
of the uric acid.
According to D' Arcet, who made the observation at the
sprin gs of Vichy, this obj ection does not lie to the bicarbonate, especially when
taken in carbonic acid water; for this salt, by its superabu ndant acid bas the
power of maintaining the phosphates in solution, even after the alkali has caused
the uric acid to dis:1ppear. 'fL e same remark is applicable to the bicarbonate of
potassa. Bicarbonate of soda has been given in infantile croup, with apparent
advantage in promoting the expulsion of the false membrane, in the dose of a
grain every five minutes, dissoked in milk and water. Dr. Lemaire has proposed it as an antiphlogi::itic remedy in the treatment of pneumonia, membranous
angina, and croup, supposing it to act on the principle of removin~ from the
blood the excess of fibrin, a morbid cnnditiou which is supposed to characterize
that liquid in local inflammations. Tbe dose for au adult is from ten grains to
a drachrn, and is taken most conveniently in a glass of carbonic acid water. This
salt is principally consum ed in mak~ng soda and Seidli tz powders. (~ec payes
53 and 5-l. ) It is sometim es made rnto lozenges. (See 'Prochisci So1lre Bicarboualis.)
Ojf: Prep. Pukeres F:ffervescentes; Pulvercs Effervescentes Citrati; Sodre
Aqua Effcrvescens; 'frocliisci So<lro Bicarbonatis.
13.

SODE AQUA EFFERVESCENS. Ed.
Soda.

Effe,.vescing Wata of

"Take of ~icarbonate of Soda one draclim; 'Vatcr ?ne pint (Imp. meas.].
Dissol ve the ll1carbona.te iu the Water, and saturate it with carbonic acid under
strong prc~surc. Preserve the liquid in well closed vessels." Ed.
This is a solution of bicarbonate of soda in carbonic acid water, in the proportion of three grains to tLe Imperial fluidounce. The name gi,·cn to it is
incorrect. The reason is not obvious why this solution is made witL water, and
the corresponding one of potassa with distilled water.
B.

LIQUOR SOD}J<] CIILORINA'l'E. U.S., L ond. Soo,E Cu10Dub. Solution of Ghlo1'inated Soda. Solution of
L abarraq11e's Disinfecting Liquid.

RINAT£ LIQUOR.

Gliloride of Soda.

"Take of Chlorinated Lime a pound ; Uarbouatc of Soda lu:o po1111ds; 'Yater
a gallon and a lwif. Dissolve the Carbonate of Soda in three µints of the
the aid of heat. To the remai nder of the Wn.ter add, by small
portions at a. time, the.qblorinated Lim? previously well trituratecl 1 stirring the
m~xture after each add1t1on.
Set the nmi:ture by for several hours that the dregs
may subsidei then decant the clea r liquid, and mix it with the solution of C<irbouate of Soda. Lastly, decant the clear Hquor from the precipitated carbonate

w;1ter, with
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o.f lime, pass it through a linen cloth, and keep it in bottles secluded from the

light."

us.

''Take of Carbonate of Soda a pound i Distilled Water .forty-e1f1ltt fiuidounres
[Imp. meas.]; Chloride of Sodium fonr ounce.~; Binoxide of Manganese three
01.wces; Sulpl.rnric Acid tu;o.finidounces and a ha(f Dissoh~c t~e Carbonate in
two pints [Imp. meas.] of \Vatcr. Then put the Chloride and B1noxidc, rubbed
to powder, into a retort; and ad<l to _them the .i-~ci<l, previously mixed wi~b three
flmdounces of \V.iter, and cooled. Heat the mixture, and pass the cblormc first
through five fluidounces of Water, and afterwards into the solution of the Carbonate above directed." Land.
'"l1:1kc of Chlorinated Lime lwlfa pr.mncl [avoirdupois]; Water ltalfo gallon,
[Imp. meas.]; Crystallized Carbonate of Soda.of Commerce seven ounces (avoird.J.
Blend well by trituration in a mortar the Chlorinated J. . ime with th ree pint s of
the 'Yater, and, ha>ing transferred the mixture to a stoppered bottle, let this
be well shaken several times for the space of three hours. Pour out the contents of the bottle on a calico cloth, and to the filtered solution add the Carbonate of Soda, clissolrn<l in the remaining pint of ·water. Having stirred the
mixture well for ten minutes, separate the liquid by a second filtration, and preserve it in a well stopped bottle. The specific gravity of this liquid is 1·03±."
Dub.
Thi s solution was first brought into notice as a disinfecting agent by J.,a.
barraquc, an apothecary of Paris. It was afterwards found to possess valuable
therapeutic properties. The process of the U.S. Pharmacopa::ia is that of Payen,
adopted in the French Codex of 1837. It consists in decomposing a solution
of carbonate of soda by one of chlorinated lime. Carbonate of lime is precipitated and tbe chlorina ted sot.la remains in solution. 'l'he proportion employed
gives an excess of carbonate of soda, the presente of which renders the solution
more permanent. Th e process of the Dublin College for this newly adopted
officiual is the same in principle as that of the U.S. Pbarmacopreia; but the
proportions employed arc different. 1Vhile the U. S. process gives an excess of
carbonate of soda, the Dublin formula orders a proportion so small as not to be
sufficient to decompose the whole of the chlorinated lime, even assuming this to
be of inferior quality. The water taken is not much more than half thatorderecl
in the U.S. Pharmacopc:eia; from which it follows that the Dublin solution is
denser. In consequence of the ch lorinated lime being taken in excess, the
Dublin preparation must be a mixed aqueous solution of chlorinated soda and
chlorinated lime. The London process is that of Labarraque. ,¢.ll the chlorine
generated from the prescribed quantity of materials for forming that gB, is
passed into tho solution of carbonate of soda; 'and when the chlorine gas is
limited to this quantity 1 no carbonic acid is disengaged. The chlorine is first
passed through water to free it from muriatic acid, which, if suffered to come
over, would convert the alkali into common salt.
Properties. The TI. S. solution is a colourless liquid, having an alkaline reaction, and a faint smell of chlorine. With lime-water it yields a. precipitate of
carbonate of lim e, known as a carbonate by its dissolving wjth effervescence in
:rn acid. 'l'bis precipitate is caused Ly the excess of carbonate of soda. Owing
to the presence of loosely combined chlorine, it rapidly t.lestroys the colour of
sulphate of indigo. The London solution bas a pale-yellow colou r, and a. sharp
salin e, astringent taste. 'l'he colour of turmeric is first rendered brown, and
afterwards destroyed. When it is; boiled, chlorine is not given off, nor is its
bleaching property sensibly impaired; and, when carefully evaporated, a mas.s
of damp crystals is obtained 1 which, when redissolved in water, possess the properties of the original liquid. Upon the addition of muriatic acid, both 1he~e
solutions emit carbonic acid and chlorine togetber, the former known by its pre-
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cipitating lime from lime-water, the latter by its decolorizing power on i::ulph:it~
of indigo. The D11Ui1i solution is peculiar in containing no undcco mpQsed
carbon3tc of soda. It therefore has not au alkaline reaction, is not precipitated
by lime-water, and docs not emit carbonic acid on the addition of an acid. All
three solutions, when exposed to the air, absorb carbonic acid, and slnwly evolve
chlorine. It is on this property of gradually c\•olving chlorine that their disinfecting power depend~.
:Notnre mul l'umposition. The chemical nature of these solutions is different.
A~suminf!' the ch lorinated lime to be essentially bypochlorite of lime with chloride of calcium (sec pa!Je 150), the U. S. solution will contain hypo<.·Morite of
soda with cldoride of sodiurn. Besides these there will be present more or less
curbonate fl/soda, according as there happens to he in the chlorinat ed lime less
or more chlorine to decompose it. Jn all cases, however, there will be au excess
of carbonate; as the best chlorinated lime docs not contain sufficient chlorine to
effect its entire decomposition, in the proportion in which it is taken in th e formula. 'l'he constitution of the London prepa rati on is more complic:ltcd. As it
is a peculiarity in its formation that no carbonic acid is evolved, it is necessary
to assume tbe presence of all the earbou ic acid or the carbonate of soda; and
hence it is considered to be a. combination of l'!JJXk.ldorite of sodu, chloride uf
sodium, and bicarbonate of s0<la . The reaction is supposed to take place between
four cqs. of carbonate of soda and two of chlorine. By a transfer of Cflrbonic
acid from two cqs. of cnrbonatc to the remaining two cqs. of the same salt, two
eqs. of bicarbonate arc formed, and two of soda left. The sodium and oxygen
of one c<1. of soda, unite, each, with one eq. of chlorine, so as to form one eq. of
chloride of sodium, and one of hypochlorous acid. 1.'Lis acid then unites with
the remaining eq. of soda to form hypochloritc of soda. The ''icw here taken
makes the U. S. and London sol uti ons analogous in constitution; but differing
in one containing the carbonate, the other the bicarbonate of soda. In tbe
London preparation, half the soda is bicarbonatcd j in the U. S. solution, from
a half to a. tbird is monocarbonated, according to the quality of tlic chlorinated
lime used. The Dublin may be supposed to be the same as the U. S. preparation, witb the uception that, instead of lun-in g an excess of carbonate of soda,
it coutain s an excess of uudccomposed ch lorinated lim e. According to Millon'!
view s, all these solutions contain oxycldoride of sodium, Na" {

gi,

or, which is

the same thing, chloride of soda., containing two eqs. of Soda to one of chlorine
(2~a0,Cl); thus making the compound assimilate in constitution to the ~csqui
oxidc of sodium (Nae03 ). On l\lillon's suppoi>ition, two cqs. of carbonate of
soda would be necessary to decompose one of clilorinated lime, with the result
of forming one cq. of chlorinated soda, one of carbonate of lime, and one of free
carbonic aeid. :Mr. B. Kavanagh, of Dublin, finds that a solution of alum has
its alumina precipitated upon being added to the London chlorinated soda. liquid,
without effe rvescence of carbonic acid, but witb the evolution of chlorine on the
a.pplication of heat. H ence he infers that the soda, not combined with carbon ic
acid in the preparation, is united with chlorin e a.nd not with hypoc.hlorous acid,
and, accordiugly, eoncci>cs that he ~rns proved the corr('ctncs~ of l\J1llou's \'icws.
Upon the whole, analyser; are wantmg before we can dctcrmme the true constitution of the officinal solutions of chlorinated soda. 'l'hc Loudon solut ion, though
ma.tie on I~abarraque's plan, is considerably stronger than hi s preparation; for
the London College dissolves the carbonate in about three times its weight of
water, before transmitting the chlorine; whereas l~abarraquc dissolved it in four
tim es its weight.
Medical Properties and Uses. Solution of chlorinated soda is stimulant, antiseptic, and resolvent. Interna.lly it has been employed iu diseases terwcJ putrid
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or rnab:qnrrnt, as typhus fever, scarlatin:i. ma1igna, &c. The conditions which
indicate the propriety of its use are great prostrati on of strength, fetid e\facuations, and dry and furred tongue. Under these circum~tances it promot?s urine,
creates a moisture on the skin, ancl improves t.be secrellons and evacuations. It
has also been given in dysentery accompanied with peculiarly fetid stools, in
dyi•cpcpsia attended with putrid eructations, and in glandular enlargements and
chronic mucous discharges. Other diseases in which it has been recommended,
are secondary syphilis, scrofula, bilious disorders, nod chronic diseases of the
s.k in. l\L CLailly speaks in praise of it in suppressed or deficient menstruation.
In asphyxia from sulphurcttcJ hydrogen it forms, like chlorinated lime, au cfli.
cacious antidote. 'l'be do~e is from thirty drops to a teaspoonful, gi\'en in a
cupful of water or mild aqueous liquid, and repeated e\·ery two or tbree hours.
As a Jocal remedy it is found useful in all affections attended with fctor, such
as gangrenous, canccroui=-, scrofulous, and syphilitic ulcers, ul cerati on of the gums,
carbuncle, ozoona, mortification, putrid sorctbroat, &c. ln these cases it is ap.
plied as a gargle, wash, ingredient of poultices, or imbibed by lint. In the
sloughing of the fauc~cs attendant upon seve re ca!'cS of sear!J.tina, Dr. Jackson,
fate of ~orthumbcrland, found it efficacious, u&?d as a. gargle, or injected into
the throat Ju the sore mouth from ptyalism, it forms a good mouth.wash, when
diluted with cip-ht purls or more of water. In fetid discharges from the \'agina,
uterus, and bladder, it has been employed with advantage as an inj ection, dilutc>tl
with from fifteen to thirty parts of water for the vagina and uterus, and with
sixty part:;:. when the object is to wash out the blad<lcr by means of a double
cannula. 'fhc solution of chlorinated soda has also been applied successfully to
burns, and to cutaneous eruptioni, particularly p~oriasis, tinea capitis, scabie~,
and obstinate hcrpetie affections. lu these cases it is diluted with from ten to
thirty parts of water, the strengt h varying according toe:ircumstunces. For tho
cure of sore nipples, Dr. Chopin found nothing so successful as frequently re·
peatccl lot ions with this solution.
Solution of chlorinated soda is a powerful disinfectant, better suited for disin~
fecting operations on a small srale tl.:ia.u chlorinated lime. In the bed-chambers
of tbe sick, especially with infectious diseases, it will be found hig-Lly u:;cful,
sprinkled on the floor or bed, and added to the vessels intended to receive the
excretions.
B.
O.fl Prep. Cataplasma Sodm Chlorin atre.

SODM E1' POTASSM 'fARTRAS. U.S., Dub. Son.E PoTASSIO-

TARTRAS. Loncl. POTASR.£ ET Son..£ TARTRAS. Ed.
tassa and Soda. Tartarized Soda. Rocltelle Salt .

Tartrate of Po-

''T:1ke of Carbonate of Soda o pound; Bitartrate of Potassa [cream of tartar],
ln powder, sb·tcen 01mces j Boiling 'Yater jh1e }Ji11t.~. Dissolve the Carb0nate of
Soda. in the Water, anJ gradu;11ly add the Bitartrntc of Potassa. Filter the so·
lution, and evaporate until a pclliclc forms; then set it asid e to crystallize. })our
off the liquor, aud dry tLe crysta ls on bibulous paper. L astly, again evaporate
the liquor, that it may furnish more cryetals." CS.
The 1..(linbwyh and Dublin processes correspond with the above. Tbc London
College has transferred this salt to the li st of ithteria Modica.
'l'his is u double salt, consisting of tartrate of potassa co mbined with tartratc
of soda. '!'Le tlieory of its format ion is exceedingly simple, beiug merely the
saturation of the excess of acid in the bitar tratc of potassa. by cu rbonate of soda,
the carbonic acid of whith is extricated with effervescence. The proper qu:m·
tities of the materials for mutual saturation are 1-13·3 parts of carLonatc and
188·2 of bitartralc, or one cq. of each. 'f hi s gives the ratio of 3 to 3·05. The
proportion ttdopted in the U.S., ]~din burgh, and Dublin Pbarmacopooias is as 3
to 4, which is very near th e theoretical quantiti es. As the salts employed are
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apt to Yary in composition and purity, the carbonate from the presence of more
or less water of crystallization, <rnd the bitartratc from contaiuiag tartra.te of
lime, it is, perhaps, best in all cases, after indicating the nearest average proportion as a. general guide, to present to the operator the alternative of using the
cream of tartar to the point of exact saturation.
Properties. Tartrate of potassa and soda is in the form of colourless, transparent, slightly efflorescent crystals, often very large, and having the shape, when
t::nefully p1·epa red, of right prisms, with ten or twelve unequal siJ.es. As ordinarily crystallized, they arc generally in half prisms, as if split in the direction
of their axis. The salt is of a sal ine and slightly bitter taste . It dissolves in
fire times its weight of cold water, and in much less boiling water. Any undissolved residue is impurity, probably tartratc of lime or bitartrate of potass11,
or both. Its solution is neutral to test paper, and yields no precipitate with
chloride of barium or a dilute solution of nitrate of sil\'Cr. The non-action of
these tests shows tLc absence of su lphates and chlorides. When the salt is
exposed to a. strong heat, the tartaric aciJ. is destroyed, and a mixture of the
carbonates of potassa. an<l soda is left. lt someti mes contains tartrate of lime,
which may be remornd by solution aud crystallization; hut, when the crystals
nre large and well defined, it m.:1y be aRsumcd to be pure. It is iucompatible
with most acids, and with all acidulous Rnlts except Litartratc of potassa. It is
also decomposed by the acetate and subacetate of lead, by the so luble salts of
lim e, and by those of baryta, unless the solution of the turtratc be considerably
diluted. The way in which acids ad in det.:omposing it, is by combi ning with
the soda, and throwing down bitartratc of potassa as a e1·ystalline precipitate.
This Jouble salt was discovered by Seignettc, an apothecary of llochelle; and
Lenee it is frequently called Selfjnetle's sail, or Rochelle salt.
Composition. Tart rate of potassa and soda consists of two cqs. of tartaric acid
132, one of potassa 47·2, one of soda 31·3, and eight of water 72=282·5; or,
considered as a double salt, of one cq. of tartratc of potassa 11 3·2, and one of
tartrate of soda 97·3, with the same quantity of water.
1lledical Properties ancl u~es. Thi s salt is a mild, cooling purgati,·e, well suited
to delicate and irritable stomachs, being among the least unpalatable of the neutral salts. As it is not incompatible with tartar emetic, it may be associated with
that salt in solution. It is an ingredient in the effervescing aperient called Seidlitz
powders. (See page 54.) The dose as a. purge is from half an ounce to an ounce.
Given in small and repeated doses it does not pmge, but is absorbed, and renders
the urine alkaline. (Millon and Laveran, Journ. de Phann., 3e ser., vi. 222.)
Tart rate of polassa and rnogncsia, formed 1y saturati ng cream of tartar with
carbonate of magnesia, bas been proposed by 1\1. l\laillier as a safe and pleasant

P"'g~£~j;; (~JUI1J~J''r'fffi'ui\~: 21:~'.)

Pure llluriate of Soda.

:~1·e

Chloride of Sodium.
"Take any convenient 9uaritit,1; of l\Juriate of Soda; disso1\'c it in boiling water;
filter the solution, and boil it down over the fire, skimming off the cry stals which
form. ·wash the crystals quickly with cold water, and dry them." Erl.
'fhis formula of the Bdinburgh College is unnecessary. If com mercial samples
of chloride of sodiu m cannot be found pure enough to form muriatic acid, the salt
may be purified as a preparatory step to the process for obtainiQg that acid; as
is ordered by the College in the formula. for Acidum JJluriatWurn Puru1n, where
the directions for purifying the salt arc unnecessarily repeated, a.fter the admission
of a. distinct formula. for that purpose. Pure muriatc of soda is ordered by the
CollPge, with needl~ss re~nement,asa_n ingred ient in the compound saline powder.
OJ}: Prrp. Pul\'ls Salmus Compos1tus.
B.
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SODJE PIIOSPHAS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Phosphate of Soda.
Tribasic Phosphate of Soda.
"Take of Hone, burnt to whiteness and powdered, ten poun.ds; Sulphuric Acid
six poumls; Carbonate of Soda a, svffidenr qua11tit!J. l\lix the powdered Uone
witb the Sulp huric Acid in au eart hen vessel ; then add a gallon of watcr 1 anJ.
stir them well together. Dij!estr for thrc~ days, occasiona lly a~di.ng a littl~ water
to replace that which is lost by evaporation, and frequently st1rr111g tbe mixture.
At the expiration of tbis time, pour in a gall on of boiling water, and strain
through linen, gradua lly adding more boiling water until the liquid passes nearly

tasteless.

Set by the strained liquor that the dregs may subside, from which

pour off the clear solution, and boil it down to a gallon. 'l'o this ~olution, poured
off from the dregs and heated in an iron vessel, add by degrees the Carbonate
of Soda, previously dissolved in hot water, until effervescence ceases, and the
phosphoric acid is completely neutralize<!; then filter the liquor, and set it aside
to crystallize. I-liwing removed the crystals, ad<l, if necessa ry, a small quantity
of Carbonate of Soda t1) the liquor, so as to render it slightly alkaline; then
alternately evaporate and crystallize, so long as crystals arc produced, Lastly,
presen•e the crystals in a well stopped bottle." U. S.
The Edinliur,qh Coll"fJe takes the same materials and in the same proportion,
and proceeds substantially as above. The two piuts and four fluidounc:es (Imperial measure) of sulphuric acid ordered by the College weigh six pounds. The
.Dnblin takes fPn avoirdupois po1111d.~ of calcined bone, fifty-six lmpe1·ial .fiuitlounces (six anrl. a half avoird. pounds nearly) of acid,/ou.,. ond a lw(/ lmperial
valluns or s1~fjicient distilled water, and ticelvc ovoird. 71rnmds or sufficient crystallized carbonate of soda, and makes the salt in the usual way.
The London CollP,qe places ibi s sa lt in the liRt of l\iateria Medica.
The incombustible part of bones is obtained by burning them to whiteness,
and consists of a pecul iar phosphate of lim e, called bone-phosphate, associated
with some carbonate of lime, &c. (See Os.) When this is mixed with sulphuric
ncid, the ca rbonate of lim e is entirely decomposed, giving rise to effervescence.
'l'hc plwsphate of lime undergoes partial decomposition; the greater part of the
lime, being detached, precipitates as sulphate of lime, while the phosphoric acid,
set free, combines with the undecomposcd portion of the phosphate, and remains
in solution as a supc rph osphate of lime, holding dissolved a small portion of
the imlphate of lime. ln order to separate the superphoi::phate from the precipitated mass of sulphate of lime, boiling water is added to the mixture, the
whole is strained, and the sulphate washed as long as superphosphate is removed,
which is known by the water passing through in an acid state. The different
liquid s which have passed the strainer, consisting of th e solution of superphos·
phate of lirue, arc mixed and allowed to stand, :111d by coolin g a portion of sulpbatc of lime is deposited, which is p;ot rid of by decantation. 'flic hulk of the
liquid is now reduced by evapora.tion, and, in consequenoe of the diminution of
the water, a fresh portion of sulphate of lime is deposited, which is separated
by subsidence and dccantat.iou as before. The superphosphate of lime sol ution
being heated, is now sat~rate<l by means of a hot solutio n of carbonate of soda.
'l'he carbonic acid is extricated with effe1·vesccnce, and the a.lkali, combin iag with
the excess Clf acid of the superphosphate, generates that variety of phosphate of
soda, called the tribasic phosphate; while the superpbosphate of lime, by the
loss of its excess of acid, becomes the neutral phosphate, and precipitates. It
is recommended by the editor of the Dublin Hospital G·azette to have both
solutions boilir.f! /wt, in order to insure the full extrication of the carbonic acid,
and the complete precipitation of the phosphate of lime; and this plan is adopted
in the Dublin formula. '!'be phosphate of lime is separated by a new filtration;
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and the filtered liquor, consisting of the solution of phosphate of soda, is evaporated so as to crystallize.
In the U. S. and Edinburgh proces1'es, the calcinecl bone is to the acid as 10
to 6; in the Dublin proce~s as 10 to 6! nearly . The proportion rccommendeJ
by Berzelius is as 10 to 6·66. 'l'he acid, in the officinal processes, is added to
th e calcined bone in the concentrated state, a.nd afterwards diluted wilh more
or less water. In the process given by Berzelius it is first diluted with twelve
times its weight of water. All the writ.ers state that phosphate of soda crys talliz('S more readily by allowing its soluti on to be slightly alkaline; and a remarkable fact is that, a. neutral solution, when it cry sta llizes, leaves a supernatant
liquid which is i::li gh tl y acid and un crystallizable. H ence it is necl'ssary, after
getting each success ive crop of cry stal s, to render the mother water neutral or
sli:thtly alkaline, before it will furnish an additional quantity.
l\l. Funckc, a German chemist, bas given the followiog cheap aod expeditious
method for obtaiuing: phosphate of soda. Add to t he powdered call"ined bone,
diffused in water, sufficient dilute sulphuric acid to decompose all th e carbonate
of lim e which it con tain s. As soon as the effervescence ha s ceased, the matter is acted on with nitric ac·id, which dissolves th e phosphate of Jim ~, an<l
leaves the su lph ate. The nitri c solution of the ph osp hate is th en treated with
sulphate of i::oda, equal in quantity to the bone employed; and , after the reac tion
is co mpl eted, the nitric acid is recovered by distillation. In consequ ence of a.
double decompositi on, sulphate of lime and phosphate of soda are formed; and
the latter is separated fr om the former by the action of water, and cry:-.tallized
in the usual mann er.
Properties, &c. The mcJicinal phoRphate of soda is in large colourless cry~
l<\l s, which :ire transparent at first., but speed ily efflo resce and beco me opaque
when exposed to the air, and which baYC th e shape of oblique rhombic prisms.
It. possesses a pure saline taste, resembling that of co mmon sa lt. With tests it
di!'lplays a. slight alkaline reaction. It dissokes in four parts of cold, aml in two
of boiling water, but is insolubl e in alcohol. Before th e blowpipe it first undergoes the aqueous fusion, and afterwards, at a red heat., melts i11to a globule of
limpid glass, which becomes opaque on cooling. It is not liable to any adulterati oos, but sometimes contai ns carbonate of soda, from thi s sa lt being add ed in
excess; in which case it will effcr> esce with acids. If it contain sulphate of soda,
or any other soluble sulphate , the precipitate ca used by chl oride of barium will
be a mixture of sulphate and phosphate of baryta, and will not be totally soluble in nitric acid. Chloride of barium will detect carbonate of soda also, by
producing a precipitate (carbonate of baryta), sol uble with effervescence in ~itric
acid. If a chloride be present, the yell<.iW precipitate caused by nitrate of 8tlrer
will be a mixed one of chloride ~nd phosphate of silver, not entirely solub le in
the same acid. It is incompatible with soluble sa lts of lime, with whi ch it gi\·es
a precipi tate of phosphate of lim.l', and wit!~ neutral. metallic solut_ions. TL is
salt is found in several Qf the annual secretions, particularly the urm e.
The medicina l ph osp hate of soda. is tb e tribasic phosphate, consisting, when
crysta.llized, of one eq. of phosp horic acid 7~, t\\'O of soda _62·6, one of basic
water 9, and twenty.four of water of crystall1zati on 216=3~9·6. I_ts formula
is, therefore, 2Na0,HO,PO.s +2.tll~. Wl~en gent]~ hc~ted 1t loses its water ~f
crystallization; and at a red heat its basic w~ter _is dnYcn off, an? the imlt 1s
converted into pyrophosphate of soda, or the btbastc plwsplwte, wh1cb has the
formula 2Na0,PO.s, and is chara cterized by giving a white precipitate with nitrate of sil ver. When the tribasic salt is thus dried and ignited, it loses
62·3 per cent. of water. (Lond. Plwrm.)
.Medical Properties and Uses. 'l'his salt was in troduced into pra.cti ce about
the year 1800, by Dr. Pearson, of London. It is a mild purgative, and, from

11es
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its pure saline taste, is well adapted to the cases of children, and of persons of
delicate stomach. The dose is from one to two ounces, and is best gi vcn iu gruel
or weak broth, to which it C'ommunicates a taste, us if seasoned with common salt.
Djj: Pre-p. Ferri Phosphas; Puh-is Antimonialis. JJub.
ll.

SOD1"E VALERIANAS. Dub. Valerianate of Soda.
"Take of Bichromate of Potash, reduced to powder, nine ounces [avoirdupois]; Fusel Oil/our fl'11id01mces (Imp. meas.]; Oil of Vitriol of Commercesi.i::
jluidm111cPs and a ltalf[lmp. meas.]; Water lutlfagollon ([mp. meas.); Solution of Caustic Soda one pint (Imp. meas.], or as nmclt as is M~!!U:ient . Dilute
the Oil of Vitriol with ten [fluid] ounces, and dissoke with the aid of beat the
Bichromate of Potash in the remainder of the Water. 'Vlicn both solutions
have cooled to nearly the temperature of the atmosphere, place them in a mat.rass, and, havinp; added the Fusel Oil, mix well by repeated shaking, until the
temperature of the mixture, which first rises to about 150°, has fallen to 80°
or 90°. The matrass having been now connected with a condenser, heat is to
be appl ied, so as to distil over about half a gallon of liquid. Let this, when
cx:ictly saturated with the Solution of Caustic Soda, be ::;eparated from a little
oil that floats on its 8'urfoce, and evaporated down until, the escape of aciueous
vapour having entirely ceased, the residual salt is partially liquefied. The heat
should now be withdrawn, and when the Valerianatc of Soda has concreted, it
is, while still warm, to be divided into fragments, and preserved in a well stop·
ped bottle." Dub.
This is a new officinal of the Dublin Phannacoproia of 1850. The process
for making it consists essentially of two steps; first, the artificial formation of
>alerianic acid, and, secondly, the satura.tion of this acid with caustic soda. By
distilling fusel oil with a mixture of sulphuric acid and bichromate of potassa,
"alerianic acid- is formed, and passes over with water. The change is effected
by the oxidizing agency of the chromic acid of the bichromate; for when fusel
oil loses two C'<JS. of hydrogen by oxidation into waler, and gains two of oxy~en,
it is converted into valerianic acid. Thus, C10H11 0+ UO and 40 = 0 10 H00 3 +
I-IO and 2HO. (See Potossre Bichromas and Ali:olwl Amylii:um.) The distil·
late, by being exactly saturated with the solution of caustic soda, is converted
into a solution of valerinnate of soda, which, by the application of heat until
the water is driven off, and the residual matter is partially liquefied, furnishes,
on cooling, the concrete salt. The small portion of oil that floats on the sur·
face of the solution of valerianate of soda is valerianate of amylic ether (0101-IuO,

C.,H,0,).

Properties, &c. Valerianate of soda is a deliquescent very soluble salt, in
snow-white masses, having the odour of valerian, and a taste at first styptic, auJ
<1fterwards sweetish. When heated to 285°, it fuses without loss of acid, and,
upon cooling, concretes into a white solid. The salt, as ordered by the Dublin
College, is in the form produced by partial fusion. It consists of one cq. of
valerianic acid and one of soda (NaO,C 10H£.Oa)· It has no medical applicationsj
having been introduced into the Dublin oilicinal catalot?;UC for the sole purpose
of forming, by double decomposition, the >alerianates of iron, quinia, and zinc.
Off. Prep. Ferri Valerianas; Quinre Valerianas; Zinci Valerianas.
B.

SPIRITUS. U. S., Lond.
Spirits. Ed., Dub.
Spirits, as the term is here used, are alcoholic solutions of volatile principles,
formerly procured by distillation, but now frequently prepared by simply dissolving tlie volatile principle in alcohol or diluted alcohol. 'l'he distilled spirits
are prepared chiefly from aromatic vegetable substances, the essential oils of
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which rise with the vapour of alcohol, and condense with it in the r<'cciver.
Some of the oils, howe\'er, will not rise at the temperature of boiling alcohol,
but may be distilled with w:\ter. In this cai.e it is necessary to empl oy proof
spirit or diluted alcohol, with the water of which the oil comes O\'er in the la.tier
part of the proces~. As the proof Fpirit of the 8bops is often impreAnatcd with
foreign ma.llers, which give it an unpleasant flavour, it. is Letter to use alcohol
which ha3 bccu carefully rccti6ccl, and to dilute it with the due proportion of
w:tter, as directed by the U.S. Pharmacopooia.. In preparing the spirits, ca re
should be taken to avoid the colour and empyreumatic flavour arising from the
decomposition of the vegetable matter by heat. Snfficicnt water must, therefore,
be added to cover the ve~etable matter after the alcohol shall have been distilled;
and, as a general rule, the heat should be npplied by means of a water-bath, or
of steam. The aromatic should be macerated for some clays with the alcohol,
before being submitted to distillation; as the oil, being thus dissolved, ri!-ies more
readily with the spirituous vapour than when confined in the V('geta.ble tissue.
It is necessary, during the process, freciuently to renew the water in the refrigcratnry; as otherwise much of the vapour will escape condensation . A good
apparatus for the purpose is described and figured in page 793.
The aromatic spirits arc used chiefly to impart a pleasant odour and taste to
mixtures, an<l to correct the nauseating and griping effects of other medicinl?'s.
They sen·c also as carminati,·e5 in flatulent colic, and a~reeable stimulants in
deLility of stomac h ; but their freriuent use may lead to the formation of intem,V.
perate habits, aud should, therefore, be avoided.

SPIRITUS ANISI. Lond.

Spirit of Aniseed.

"Take of' Oil of Ani!'e three jluidruclwis; Proof Spirit a gallon [Imperial
measure]. Dissolve." Lmul.
The dose of this prepar:.ltion, as a stomach ic and ca rminative, is one or two
W.
fluidraebms .

SPIRITUS AR~fORACiiE CO;\IPOSITUS. Lond.
Spirit of llo1'8e-radislt.

Compound

url'ake of Horse-radi~h [root], sliced, Dried Orange Peel, each, lwentyow1rf'.(j
Nutmeg, brui:-:ed,.fice dradttn.~; Proof Spirit a gallon [Imperial measure]; Wn.·
ter ttco pints [lmp. meas.]. Mix them; then, with a slow fire, distil a gulloo."

Lond.
'l'his may be uc:ccl advant.1,geously as an addition to diuretic remedies, in
dropsy attended with debility, especially in the cases of drunkards. 'l'he dose is
from one to four fluidrachms.
'V.
Off P1·rp. Infusum Armoraciro Cornpositum.

SPIRITUS CARUI. Lond., Eel.

Spirit of Caraway.

" 'l\1ke of Oi'l of Carawny two jluidruchms; Proof Spirit a gallon [Imperial
measure]. Dissoh'c." Lond.
"Take of Caraway, bruised, half a pfJu11d; Proof Spirit BPVNI pints [Tmper ial
measure]. l\laceralC for two days in a conred vessel; add a. piut aud a. h,M
[Lmp. meas.] of water; and distil off seven pint.:~." Ed.
W.
1-'be close as a carminativc is one or two fluidrachms.

SPIRITUS CASSilE. Ed. Spirit of Cassia.

11 Take of Cassia in coarse powder, one pound.
Proceed as for the Spirit of
Cara.way." ~l. (Sec Spiritus l'a1·ui.)
W.
'!'his is essentially the same as the spirit of cinnamon.

SPIRITUS CINNA~!O)II. Lond., Erl. Spirit of Cinnamon .
"Take of Oil of Cinnamon tu·o fluidradwts; Proof Spirit, a gallon [lmpe~
rial measure]. Dissolve." Lond.
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The EJinit1rgh l'ollrge prepares it from a pound of cinnamon, in coarse powder, in the same manner as spirit of caraway. (See Spfritus Carui.)
'l'he spirit of cinnam on is an agreeable aromatic cord ial, and may be given in
debil ity of the stomach in the dose of one or two fluidrachms.
Ojj: l're:p. InfusuuJ Digitalis; lnfusum H.hei; l\listura Cretre.
W.

SPIRITUS JUNIPER! COMPOSITUS. U.S., Lond., Ed., IJub.
Compound Spirit of Juniper.
"Take of Oil of Juniper u jluiclrackrn and a. lwlf; Oil of Caraway, Oil of
Fennel, each, ten rnin£ms; Diluted Alcohol a gallon. Dissolve the Oils in the
Diluted Alcohol." U.S.
"Take of Oil of Juniper a fluidrachm and a ha?f; Oil of Caraway, Oil of
}.'cnncl, each, twelue rninirns; Proof Spirit a gallon [Imperial measure]. Dissolve." Lond.
"Take of Juniper J3erries, bruised, a pmmd; Fennel [seed], bruised, and
Caraway, bruisetl, of each, an ounce and o half; Proof Spirit seven 7>ints [Imp.
meas.]; Water two 7Jin.ts. )lacerate the fruits in the Spirit for two days, add
the Water, a.nd distil off seven pints." Ed.
"Take of Juniper Berries, bruised, e(11ht ounces [avoirdupois]; Caraway Seed,
bruised, Fennel Seed, bruised, of each. one ounce [aYoird.J; Proof Spirit half a
gallon [Imp. meas.]. l\lacerate the Berries and the Seeds in the Spirit for
twenty-four hours; theu add the Water, and with a slow fire disti.l off half a
gallon." Dub.
This spi rit is a useful addition to diuretic infusions and mixtures in debilitated
cases of dropsy. The dose is from two to four fluidrachms.
Off. Prep . l\Iistura Creasoti.
W.

SPIRI'fUS LAV ANDULJE. U.S., Ed.

Spirit of Lavender.

'' T11ke of Fresh I.~vcnder [flowers] two pounds; Alcohol a gallon; Water
two pints. Mix them, and with a slow fire distil a gallon." U.S.
The Edinlm:gh College takes two pmmds and a lwlf of the fresh flowers, and
a gallon (Imperial measure] of rectified spirit; mixes them, and with the heat
of a vapour-bath distils seven pints.
Mr. Brande asserts that the dried flowers produce as fragrant a spirit as the
fresh. Spirit of In.vendor is used chiefly as a perfume, aud as an ingredient in
othe1· preparation::i. The perfume usually sold under the name of lavender water
is not a distilled spirit, but an alcoholic solution of the oil, with the addition of
other odorous substances. 'l'he following is given by Mr. Brande as one of the
.most appro\led recipes fo r preparing it. "Take of rectified spirit of wine fi\·e
~allo n s, essential oil of laYender twenty ounces, essential oil of bergamot fiye
ounces, esse}l('c of cimbc1yn".~ [ma<le by digesting one drachm of ambergris and
eight grains of musk in half a pint of alcohol] half an ounce. l\lix."
Off. Ptt>p. l\listura lferri Cornposita; Spiritus Lavandulro Comp.
W.

SPIRITUS LAV ANDULJE COMPOSITUS. U.S., Ed., IJub.
Lond. Compound Spirit of La-

TrNCTUl\A LAVANDULAl CoMPOSlTA.

vender.
"Take of Spirit of Lrn cndcr tln·ee pt"nt.;:.; Spirit of Rosemary a pint; Cinnamon, bruised, an ounce; Cloves, bruised, two drachm.~; Nutmeg, bruised, lwlf
an ou·iu.:e; Red Saunders, rn~ped, three drachms. l\lacerate for fourteen days,
and filter through paper." lJ. S.
The London GoUeye takes a jfoi'draclim and a half of oil of lavender, ten
mhii'nts of oi l of l'Osemary, two drw-hms u.11d a ltu{f of bruised cinnamon 1 the
.same q1w11til!J of bruised nutmeg, five drachms of sliced red saunders, and tu.:o
]lints Limp. meas.] of rectified spirit; macerates the solids iu the spirit for seven
d<iys; then expres:;es, filters 1 anJ dissolves the oils. The Edinliuryh College
1
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takes t1co pints [Imp. meas.] of spirit of lavender, twelve fliiirltJunces of spirit of
rosemary, an 011.11ce of cinnamon in coarse powder, two dradmis of bruiseJ.
clo,·es, lwlf an ounce of bruised nutmeg, and three dradmu of red saun<lers;
macerates for seven days, and then strains the liquor through calico.
''Take of Oil of Lavender three fluidradims j Oil of Rosemary ont> fluidrachm;
Cinnamon, bruised, one ounce [a\'oirdupoie]; Nutmeg, bruiseJ, half an ounce
[avoird.]; Cloves, bruised, C~hineal in powder, each, two drachms [Dub.
weight]; Rectifi"d Spirit two 7)i11ts [lmp. meas.]. l\Iacerate for fourteen days,
strain, express, and filter." Dub.
J.\lany druggists prepare this spirit with a spirit of lavender, mndc by dissoh•ing the oil of lavender in alcohol in the proportion of a Ouidounce to a gallon .
~Ir. Coggeshall, of New York, states that it is seldom made according to the
U. S. formuln, in consequence of the difficulty of procuring the distilled spirit
of hwender, and that the oil dissolved in spirit yields an inferior preparation.
lie proposes the following formula, which he has employed with entire sati sfaction. "Take of Lavender flowers twelve ow1res; Rosemary leaves, Cinnamon,
bruised, each, four ounces and u. Judfj Nutmegs, bruised, Cloves, bruised, e:wh,
si.c draclt1mj Coriander, bruised, lleJ Saunders, each, three aunces; powdered
Turmeric one draclunj Alcohol six pi11t•1 and \Vat.er five pint.~ and a quarter.
l\lix, digest for fourtct::n days, an<l filter." (N Y Joura. of l'Jwrm., i. 99.)
When properly made, this is a delightful compound of spices. lt is much
employed as an adjurnnt an<l corrigcnt of other medicines, and as a remedy for
gastric uneasiness, nausea, flatulence and general languor or faintness. The
dose is from thirty drops to a fluidrachm, and is most conveniently administered
on a lump of sugar.
'\V.
Off. Prep. Aqua Lauro-cerasi; Liquor Potassro Arsenitis.

SPIRil'US MEN'l'IIA>; P IPERil'A'; . Lond.

Ed.

SPIRITUS

MEN'fI!Al.

Spirit of Peppermint.

"Take of Oil of Peppermint tlt'reeffoidrachrns; Proof Spirit a gallon [Imperial measure]. Dissolve." Lond.
'fbe .&li11liur,gli College prepares tbis spirit from a 710u11d and a, lwlf of fresh
peppermint, in the same manner as spirit of caraway. (See Spiritus Uarui.)
The distilled epirit of peppermint bas no advant:tge over a simple solution of
the oil in alcohol; and the J.Jondou College has adopted this mode of preparing
it. The U. S . .Pbarmacopccia. has a. preparation consisting of tbe oil dissolved
in alcohol, such as has long been uRed under the name of essence ofp"ppermint.
llut this is much stronger than the Spirits, and has been placed :tmoug the tincW.
tures in our offieinal code. (Sec 'Pt.nctura Olei 1llenth<E P1j>eritre.)

SPIRI'l'US l\IEN'rHA>; VIRIDfS. Lond.

Spirit of Spearmint.

'This is prepared by the London Oullege from the oil of spcarmiut, in the
manner directed for the preparation of the spirit of peppermint. (See Spiritus
Jlentl1re Piperitre.)
The two spirits are used for the same purposes, in the dose of from thirty
W.
drops to a £1.uidrachm. They are employed chiefly as carminatives.

SPIRITUS 111YlUS1'ICA>;. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Spirit of Nutmeg.

'"l1ake of Nutmeg, bruised, two ouncesj Diluted Alcohol agallonj ·water a
pint. bl ix tbcm, and with a slow fire distil a gallon." U. S.
'l'he London and Edinburyh Colleges take two ounces and a half of bruised
nutmeg, a gallon [[mp. mt:as.J of proof spirit, and a pint [Imp. meas.) of water;
ruix them; and distil a gallon.
The spirit of nutmeg is used chiefly for its flavour, as an addition to other
medicines. '.l'be dose is one or two fluidrachms.
OJ)'. Prep. l\listura Ferri Cowposita.

·w.
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SPIRITUS PIMENT1R U. s., Lond., Ed.

PART Ir.

Spirit of Pimento.

"Take of Oil of Pimento tu:o jluidrochms; Diluted Alcohol a 9allun. Dissolve the Oil in t he Diluted Alcohol." IJ. S.
The London College prepare~ it as abow~, using an Imperial gallon of proof
spirit; the Edinburgh, from liulf a pound of bl'Uiscd piwento, in the same
manner as sp irit of ca raway.
'l'h is preparation may be used for the general purposes of the aromatic spirits,
W.
in the dose of one or two fluidrachms.

SPIRI'l'US PULEG I I. Lond.

Spirit of European Penny,·oynl.

"Take of Oil of Pennyroyal tkree fluUlrachrM; Proof 8pirit a gallon [ l mperial measure]. Dissolve." Loml.
·w.
This is ncYer used in this country.

SPUUTUS ROSMARIN I. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Spirit of Rosemary.

"Tako of Oil of Rosemary (by weight] /unr drctcltmsJ· Alt.:ohol a gallon.
Disi;:olvc the Oil in the Alcohol. " U~ S.
The Loudon C()l/eye dis.ioh·es two tfracltm.~ of oil of rosemary in a gallon [Imperia l measure] of rectifietl. spirit. 'l'hc /:.,'dinburgh Col/eye takes tu;o pounds
crnd a lw(fof rosemary, and proceeds as for the spirit of lavender.
Spirit of rosemary is a grateful perfume, and is m~ed chiefly as an ingredient
in lotions and liniments.
O.U'. Prrp. Linimeutum Ammonire Compositum; I.. inimentum Saponis; SpiW.
ritus Laxandulro Compositus.

SPONGIA.
Prqx11"ulion of Spo11ge.
SPONG IA USTA. U. S.

B1mit

Sponge.

"Take of Sponge a com:e11ient quantity. Cut it into pieces, and beat it, that
any extraneous matters may be separated; then burn it in a close iron vc<:c:el
unti l it becomes black and friable; lastly, rub it into very fine powder." U.S.
The sponge is decomposed, the volatile matters being drinn off by the heat,
and a black friable coal remaining. J'reuss found that, of 1000 parts of i;:ponge
su bm itted to calcinntion, !1-13·848 were dissipated; and the residue com::istC'cl of
327·0 pu rts of carbon aml insoluble m;:itters, 1 12·08 of chloride of SC'dium,] G·.J3
nf sulphate of lime, 2 1·.t:22 of iodide of sodium, 7·57 of bromide of magnesium,
L03·2 of carbonate of lime, 3:)'0 of phosphate of lime, 4·73 of magnesia, antl
28·72 of protoxide of iron. (Plwrni. l'rnt. Blau, 1837, IGO.) llerbergcr found
in burnt sponge one per cent. of iodide of potass ium, and 0·5 per cent. of bromide
of potassium. (A1111fll. der Plwrm., xx. 20-f..) .As the remediate value of burnt
!"pongc depends chiC'fly upon the presence of iodine, it cannot be esteemed good
unless it affords purple fumes when acted on by sulphuric acid assisted by heat.
lt is said that the preparation is most efficient us a remedy, when the sponge is
kept on tbc fire no longer than is necessary to render it friable. The powder is
then of a much lighter colour. Ouibourt recommends that the sponge selected
for burning should be unwashed, of a !-'trong odour, firm, and compact, th:1t it
should be put into a roaster similar to that i;:ometimes ui;:ed for coffee, and heated
over a moderate fire till it becomes of a. blackish.brown colour, that it should
then be renrnYed, powdC'red, and enclosed in a well stopped glass bottle. It is
best when recently prepared; as the iodine is dii;;i;:ipatC'd by time, and the 8peC'imC'ns, tit first ric:bcst in this principle, cont:iin litt le of it a.t the eud of a year.
(.JMml. dr l'him. AIM., Dec. 1831.) According to Herbcrgcr, the fine and coari:c
sponges do not materially tliffcr in the propor1io11 of their organic coustitucuts;
so tllat tlic c:our:::.e muy bu l:iClcc:tc<l for this operation.

Spongia.-Stannum -St,.yclmia.
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Burnt sponge has been hi;rhly recommended in goitre, glandular swellings of
a scrofulous character, and obstinate cutilneou.'i erupti ons. It is most conveniently
admi ni stered mixed with syrup or hon ey, in the form of an electuary, with the
addition of some aromatic, as powdered cinnamon. The dose is from one to three

~-

~

STANNUJ\I.
Preparation of 1'in.
STANNI PULVIS. U.S., Ed., Dub.

Powder of Tin.

"Take of Tin a con1ienient qu011tity. i\lelt it in an iron ve!'lsel nvcr the fire,
:m<l, while it is coolin_g, stir it until it is rcUuced to a powder, which is to be
pa!'lsed through a sieve." U.S.
( j .i\lelt Tin in an iron vessel; pour it into an earthenware mortar, heated a littl e
abo\'e the meltiuf.!,'. point of the metal; triturnte bri$kly as the mctul cools, cca~ing
as soon as a considerable proportion is pulverized; sift the product, and repeat
the process witli what remains in the sieve." Ed.
"Take of !!;rain Tin a conve11ienl guantil!J. Melt the Tin in a. black lead crucible, and, while it is cooling, stir it with a rod of iron until it is reduced to
powder. Let the finer particles be separa.ted by means of a sieve, and when,
afte r having been severa l times in succession shaken with distilled water, the
decanted liquor appears quite clear, let the product be dric<l and preserved for
use." Dnb.
Tin, being a very fosible metal, is easily granulated by fusion, and subsequent
agitation in the act of congealing. On a small scale, the process is most conveniently performed in a wooden box, the inside of which Las been well rubbed with
C'halk. '.l'his should be afterwards washed away by water; and, ns tbc granulated powder is of un equal fineness, tbe coarse r particles must be separated by a.
sieve. For tbe properties of this metal and the tests of its purit_y, sec Stannum.
lllt>dical Properlt·es and USes. Powder of tin is used exclusively as an antbelmintic, ::md is supposed to act by its mechanical properties. It is considered
particularly adapted to the expulsion of Ascaris lmn&rfroide!l, and is sometimes
employed to expel the tapeworm. l;'or internal ex hibiti on it shou ld be free from
oxidation. The dose is half an ounce, mixed with molasses, ginm for se\'Cral
succcssi,·e mornings, aud then followed by a brisk cathartic. Dr. Alston was in
the habit of administering larq;cr doses for the expu lsion of the tapeworm. lfo
began by giv ing an ounce on an empty stomach, which was followed, for two sucB.
cessive days, b_x half an ounce each day, and finally by a brisk purge.

STRYCIINIA.
Preparations of 81ryclmia.
STRYCIINIA. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

St,.yclmia.

11
Take of Nux Vomica., rasped, four poundsj Lime, in powderi .~1'.T oun<'e8j
l\Juriatic Acid three ffoidom1cesj Alcohol, Diluted S ulphmi c Acid, Solution of
Ammonia, Purified Animal Charcoal, 'Yater, e.ach, a sujj~cient gu~11tif!J. Digest
the Nux Vomica in two gallons of Wiiter 1 ac1duhltcd with a. flu1dounce of the
l\Juriatio Acid, for twenty-four hours; then boil for two hour~, and strain with
expression through a stroug linen bag. Boil ~Le residuum twice successively in
the Mme quantity of acidula.ted \Yater, eacl.i tune straining as before. Mix the
decoctions and evapo rate to the consistence of thin syrup; then add the Lime
previously mixed with a pint of Water, and boil for ten minutes, frequently
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stirring. Pour the mixture into a double linen bag, and, having washed the
precipitate well with water, press, dry, and powder it. 'Treat the pow~cr repcated.ly.with boiling Alcohol, until deprived of its bitterne~s; mix th~ hquo~s;
and d1st1l off the Alcohol by means of a. water-bath. J\11x the residue with
Water, and, having applied heat, drop in sufficient Diluted Sulphuric Acid to
11eutralize and dissolve the Strychnia; then ridd Purified An imal Charcoa l, boil
for a few minutes, filter, cvapo~atc, and crysta_llize. Di~s~lve the crystals .iu
'Vatcr, and add sufficient Solution of Ammonia to prec1p1tatc the Strycbma.
Lastly, dry the precipitate on bibulous paper." U. S.
The London College has transferred strychnia to its Materia Mcdica list.
"Take of Nux Vomica. nnepou11d; Quicklime one ou11ce and a ha((; Rectified Spirit a sujjiciew.IJ. Subject the Nux Vomica for two hours to the vapour
of steam, chop or sl ice it, dry it thoroughly in the vapour-bath, or hot ai r-press,
and immediately grind it in a coffee-mill. Macerate it for twelve hours in two
pints [Imperial measure] of water, and boil it; strain through linen or calico,
and squeeze the residuum; repeat the maceration and dccoction twice with a
pint and a half of water. Concentrate the decoctions to the consistence of thin
syrup; add the Lime in the form of milk of lime; dry the• precipitate in the
vapour-bath; pulverize it, and boil it with successive portions of Ucctified Spirit
till the Spirit ceases to acquire a bitter taste. Distil off the Spirit till the resid uum be sufficiently concentrated to crystallize on cooling. PurifJ the crystals
by repeated crystallizations." Ed.
"Take of Nux Vomica, in powder, one pound [avoirdupois]; Water one gallon
and n lialf; Oil of Vitriol of Commerce holf a flnidounce; Slaked Lime one
ounce [avoird.J; Rectified Spirit one guarlj Dilute Sulphuric AciJ, Solution of
Ammonia, of each, a sufficient guuntity; Prepared Animal Charcoal half an
ounce [avoird.]. Macerate the Nux Vomica. for twenty-four hours with half a
gallon of the Water, acidulated with two [fiuid]drachms of the Acid, and, having
boiled for half an hour, decant. Boil th e residuum with a. second half gallon of
the Water, acidula.ted with one [fJuid]drachm of the acid; decant, and repeat
this process with the remaining Water and Acid, the undissolved matter being
finally submitted to strong expression. The decanted and expressed liquors
having been passed through a filter, and then evaporated to the consistence of a
syrup, let this be boiled with the Rectified Spirit for twenty minutes, the Lime
being added in successive portions during the ebullition, until the solu tion becomes decidedly alkaline. Filter through paper, and, having drawn off by distillation the whole of the spi rit, let the residuum be dissolved in the Dilute
Sulphuric Acid, and to the resulting liquid, after having been cleared by filtration, add the Solution of Ammonia in slight excess, and let the precipitate
which forms be collected upon a paper tilter, dried, and theu di~solve<l in a
minimum of boiling rectified spirit. Into this solution introduce tho Anim<Jl
Clrnrcoal, digest for twenty minutes, then filter, and allow the residual liquor to
cool, when the strychnia will separate in crysta ls." Dub.
It should be recollected that the British Imperial measure is employed by
the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges throu.s;hout tbcse processes.
In preparing strychnia, the first step is properly to comminute the nux
vornica. ':l1his may be done by rasping the seeds, or, as directed in the Edinbu rgh !Jharmacopooia, by first softening them by steam, then slicing, drying,
and grinding them. The next object is to extract the strychnia.. For thi:i
purpose water is employed, acidulatcd in the U . S. process with muriatic acid,
in the Dublin with sulphuric acid, in the Edinburgh without addition. In the
last, the native igasurate of strychuia. is taken up; in the first the muriate, wbi_ch
is a ~cry soluble s:ilt, and in the second the sulphate. In the U.S. and Edmburgh processes, after a concentration of the infusion, the salt of strychuia is
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by lim e, which precipitates the strychn ia along with the excess of
lnue employed and impurities. '.l'be strycbnia. is extracted from the precipitate
by boi ling alco hol, and may be obtained in crystals by the concentration of the
solution. But in this state it is much coloured and impure. The Edinburgh
College conten ts itself with directing: it to be purified by repeated solut ion in
alcohol and crystallization. In the U.S. process, the impure strychuia is con.
Yerted into a sulphate by the addition of sulphuri c acid, and precipitated again
by ammonia; beiu:z:, while in the state of the su lphate, decolorized by means of
animal charcoal. Th e Dublin College adds the rectified spirit before adJing th e
lime, so that the separated strychuia is held in soluti on; then, having got rid of
the insoluble impurities by filtration , it distils off the spirit, and proceeds to
purify the residue by dissolving it in sulphuric acid, precipitating with ammonia,
redissolving the precipitated st ryclrnia in boiling alcohol, decolorizing by :iuimal
charcoa l, and crystallizing by refrigeration. Throughout the process, the bruria
contained in the aux votnica attends the strychnia, and is only left behind in
the mother liquors, when the latter alkali crystallizes from the alcoholic solution
upon cooling; brncia being much more solubl e than strychnia in cold alcohol.
It would, therefore, be better to conclude t.be U. S. process by one or more soJu.
tions and crystallizations in alcohol, as directed by the Edinburgh and Dublin
Colleges. To free the strychnia entirely from brucia requires repeated crystal Ji.
zations, and a little of the latter principl e is consequently almost always retained;
but the impurity is not injurious, as the effects of the two alkalies upon the sys·
tem are very similar. The bean of St. Ignatius yields strychnia more easily and
more largely than nux ''om ica, but is less plentiful.*
If thought desirable, brucia may be in great measure separated from the
strycbnia of the shops, by di ssolving the latter in very dilute nitric acid, filter.
ing, and concentrating to the point of crystallizati on. Th e nitmte of brucia
crystallizes in short, thick, den se prisms, grouped together; the nitrate of strychnia in radi:ited tufts of long, light, cuvillary need les. By gentle agitation with
water, the latter salt is suspended and may be poured off, leaving tbe former.
The alkalies may be obtained by dissolving the salts separately in water, and
precipitating with ammonia. (Chr istison.)
As usually kept in the shop:;, strychuia is a grayish-white powder. When
rapidly crysta1lized fr om its alcoholic sol ution, it has the form of a white, gra·
nular powder; when slowly crystall ized, that of elongated octohedra, or quadrilateral prisms with quadrilateral termiuations. It is pcrmauent in the air,
inodorous, but excessively bitter, with a metallic a.fter taste. So intense is its
bitterness, that one part of it is said to communi cate a sensible tuste to 600,000
parts of water. It melts like a resin, but is not volatile, being decomposed at
a comparatively low temperature, and enti rely dis1iipated at a red heat. It is
sol ubl e in 66G7 parts of water at 50°, aud about 2000 at th e boiling point.
lloiling officinal alcohol dissolves it without difficulty, and deposits it upon cool.
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ing. In nbsolutc alcohol and in ether it is very sparingly soluble. The Tolatile
oils dissolve it freely. It has an alkaline reaction on test paper, and forms salts
with the acids. Nitric acid does not redden it if perfectly pure, but almost
:ii ways reddens it as found in the shops, in consequence of the presence of brucia..
1'1. Eugene Marchand proposes the followiug test, by which a. very minute proportien of strychnia. may be detected. If a little of the alkal i be rubbed with
a few drops of concentrated sulphuric acid containing one-hundredth of nitric
acid, it will be dissolved without change of colour; but if the least quantity of
peroxide of lead be added to the mixture, a magni6cent blue colour will be inHantly developed, which will pass rapidly into violet, then gradually to red, and
ultimately become yellow. (Jou.m. de Phann., 3e ser., i~ . 200.) Professor
Otto recommends as a test a minute riuantity of solut ion of bichromate of potassa,
which, adde<l to the solution of strychni a.. in concentrated su lphuric acid, producrs a splendid violet colour. (Am . Joum. of Plwnn., xix. i7.) A similar
change of colour is produced, according to Dr. E.
Davy, by substitut.ing a
strnng solution of ferroryanuret of potassium for that of bichromate of potassa.
(lbid., x.x.v. 414.) Strychni<t corisists of nitrogen, carbon, hydrngen, and
oxygen; but the proportion of its constituents is very differently given by differ·
cut autliors. I.iebig state:; the composition to be N-iOHITZJO,. The salts of
strychnia are for the most part soluble and crystallizahle. Their solution is
decomposed by tl1e alkalies arid their ca rbonates. and by tannic, but not by g;1llic acid; and is not affected by the salts of sesquioxide of iron. St rychnia. is
apt to cont ain impurities, of which the chief, besides brucia, are colouring matter, and lime or nrngnesia. The Edinburgh College gives the following test of
its purity. "A solutiori of 10 grains in 4 fluidrachms of water by means of a
fluidrachm of pyroligneous acid, when decomposed by one fluidounce of concentrated solution of carbonate of soda, yields on brisk agitation a coherent
mass, weighing when dry 10 grains, and entirely soluble in solution of oxalic
acid."
11/f'dical Pmpl'rties and USes, ,(·c. The effects of str.vehnia upon the system
are identical in character witb those of nux vomica, and it is employed for the
f;ame purposes as a medicine. (See J!lu.x Vomica, page 491.) It operates in the
same w:ly by whatever avenue it may enter into the circulation; but is said to
act most powerfully when injected into the veins, or applied to a fresh wound.
The blood of 1.rn animal under its influence produces sirnilar effects in another if
transfused into its veins. ln over.doses it is a most ''iolent poison. Pelletier
and Cavcntou killed a dog in half a minute with one-sixth of a grain of the pure
alkali. One grain or even less might prove fatal in the human subject. A case,
however, is recorded in which recovery took place after seven grains had been
swallowed; but the medicine was probably impure. (See .Am.. Jnurn. of Jllf'd.
Sci., N. S., xxx. 5G2.) According to l\I. Duclos, the poisouou::1 effects of strychnia upon animals subside under the application of negative electricity, while
they are agg1·arnted by the positive. (See .Am,. Journ. of Plwrrn., xvi. 154..) 1\1.
Boudet has found that ch lorine water alternated with tartar emetic, so as to produce vomiting, obviates them effects in dogs. (Arch. Gen., Feb. 1853, p. 222.)
Kermes mineral has beeri recommended by l\I. 'l'horel as an antidote, being
thought by him to form wi~h strycbnia. an iusoluble sulphuret, at the same time
aiding any other emetic which may be administered in its expulsion. lu case~ of
poisoning with strychni:1 he recommends fifteen grains of kcrmes and one and a.
half grains of tartar emetic. ri.JM. llouchardat and GoLley state that, out of
the body, the io<lurcttecl iodide of potassium acts far more powerfully iu producing an absolutely insoluble compound. (See .Am. Journ. of Phann., xxiii.
fq. ) Chloroform by inhalation, has been found to correct the poisonous effects
of strychni<.1, al.Id the samo is said of camphor taken internally. 'l'he iudications
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arc to evacuate the stomach, and to relieve the spasms by opiates or other narcotics.
Different pc1·sons arc very differently susceptible to its action, and some :.ue pow.crfully affected by the smallest doses . Besides, being more or less impure a~ kept
in the shops, it cannot be relied on with certainty. Hence the necessity of great
caution in prescribing it, and of carefully watching the patient during its use.
'!'lie best plun is always to begin with very small doses, and gradually increase
till its effects arc observed. From one-twelfth to one-sixth of a graiu internally,
and from a quarter to half a grain ex:teraa11y, upon a blistered surface, may be
employed at first; but, if the alkali is very pure, the dose may be still further
reduced with propriety. It is most conveniently administered in the form of
pill. It may be gi,·cn also in the saline state, which is produced by dissolving
it in water acidulated with sulphuric, muriatic, nitric, or acetic acid.
0.ll Prf'p. Strychuiro Murias.
W.

S'J'RYCHNIJE i\IUIUAS. Dub.

Muriate of Stryclmia .

"Take of Strychn ia. one owice [avoirdupois]; Dilute Muriatic Acid oneflnid.
ozmce or a sufficient 9ua11tltg j Distilled \Va.tel' two [Jfold]ounces and a holf.
Pour the Acid. upon the Strychnia, and, aJ<liug the Water, apply heat until a
perfect 80lution is obtuined. Let this cool, aud let the crystals which form be
dried upon bibulous paper. By eY:lporating the residual liquid to one.thi rd of
its bulk, anJ then allowing it to cool, an additional quantity of the salt will Le
obtained." Dub.
The only advantage of this preparation ia that, in consequence of its solubility
in water, it affords the means of administering strychnia in the dissolved state;
but this end, when desireJ, is so easily obtained by adding a. few drops of an
acid to strychnia, that it seems scarcely an object of sufficient importance to call
for a. di~tinct officinal preparation, especially as the intensely bitter taste of
strychnia. renders its admmistration in the form of pill generally preferable.
Perhaps, in consequence of i ts solub ility, mu1·iatc of stryclrnia m<Jy be preferable
to tbe uncombint:d tdkaloid for application to a blistcrcJ surface, witli a ,·iew to
its effects ou the system.
W.

SULPHUR.
Preparations of Sulphur.
SULPHUR PRlECIPI'J'ATUi\I. U.S., Loncl.
Precipitated S1tlphur.

LAC SuLPllURIS.

Milk of Sulphur.

"Take of Sulphur [sublimed] a pou11d; Lime a pound a?1d a ha((; Water
fu;o yallons; Muriatic Acid a . suffic~enf g.uan.tiflJ. Slake the Lime with a. ~mall
portion of the \Vatcr, and, banug mixed it with. the Sulph~r, add the remamdcr

~!r~~e t~~ at~~;;s~~~l' ~o~dt"~~ t~~. rD~1 ~~eu~~co~~~:~~al~~u~~d~~rhw:~c:qs~a~s ~~I ~r~f

th
water; then drop into it sufficient l\lu~iatie AciJ. to precipit.ate the Sulphu r.
Lastly, wash the precipitate repeatedly with water till the wal:ihmgs arc tastele.-,s 1
and Jry it." U. S.
'This preparation, after ha.ving been dismissed from the ~ndon Pharmacopreiti
of 1836 has been restored m that of 1851, being placed JU the list of l\latcr ia
l\Icdica ~'ith this definition: ''Sulphur precipitated from sulphuret of calcium
by hydrochloric acid."
In the U.S . process two eqs of1irue react with six of sulphur, so as to form
two eqs. of bisulphuret of ca ~ cium, and one of hyp~sulphu.rous acid, which l~tt.ter
then unites with one eq. of lime to form hyposulph1te of lime. On the add1t1on
of the muriatic acid, six eqs. of sulphur are precipitated (four from the two cqs.
of bisulpburet of calcium and two from the one eq. of hyposulphurous acid),
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and the calcium and o:xyi:rcn unite with the muriatic acid, so :is to form cliloride
of calcium and water. This arid is the most eligible precipitant for the sulphur; as it gives rise to c:hloridc of calcium, wh~ch is _a ~·ery solu~lc salt, and
easily washed away. Sulphuric acitl
wholly_ !nndrn1ss1blc; as 1t f?CD~ratcs
sulphate of lime, which, from its sparmg solub1lit.y, becomes ne.cessarily 111lerruinglcd with the precip itated sulphur. Acco:dm~ to ScLwe1tzer, the _best
material from which to precipitate the sulphur is the sulpburet of potassium,
formed by boiling sulphu.r w!th caustic pot:issa. Dr. Otto, of Brunswick, finds
that sulpburet of potassium is apt to con tam sulpliurct of copper, and therefore
prefers sulphuret of calcium. (Plw.rm. Ce11t. Blatt, Jan. 1845.)
Properlie,,, &c. Precipita~ed sulphur i~ i~1 friable lump.s ~aYing a .white C?lour,
with n pale yellowish-,(!;rcen tmt, nod cons1stmg of finely d1V1ded particles, sh_g:htly
coherinrr towether. Water boiled upon it should not redden litmus. When
rccent1.Y prc))nred, it is dcYoid of taste, but possesses n peculiar smell. When
long exposed, in a moist state, to I.be air, it becomes strongly contaminated with
sulphuric acid. (Annalen der Pltarrn., xx. 151.) From its colour it was for111erly callc<l lac sulpl11tris, or mill.-, of sulphur. It is insoluble in water, but
dissolves in a boiling solution of caustic potassa, and in oil of turpentine by tlie
aid of beat. When of a brilliant white colour, the presence of sulphate of lime
m:1j' be suspected; in which case the preparation will not be wholly volatilized
by heat. lf pure it communicates a harsh feel when rubbed between the finµ:cr~, owing to the friction between the crystalline particles. (Dr. Bridyes.)
We have seen a. sample of so-called precipitated sulphur, which consisted almost
entirely of sulphate of lime. Precipitated sulphur differs from sublimed sulphur, in being in a. state of more minute division, and in presentin g, after
fusion, a. softer and less brittle mass. lts peculiar ities are supposed to depend
upon the presence of W<lter, which, howe \·er, is found in too small a quantity to
constitute a. regular liydrote. According to Rose, its white colour is occasioned
by the presence of a. small proportion of bisulplturctted hydrogen. Soubeiran
states that it always contains some sulpburetted hydrogen, which causes it to
differ as a. therapeutic agent from sublimed sulphur.
Jlfedicul Propatic.s and l:ses. Precipitated sulphur possesses similar medical properties to those of sublimed sulphur. Its state of extreme division renders it more readily suspended in liqui<ls; Lut its liability to become acid by
keeping is an obj('ction to it. It is sometimes selected for forming ointments,
which h:we the advantage to the eye of being of a lighter colour than when
made with sublimed sulphur. The dose is from one to three dracbms. (See
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SULPIIURIS IODIDU~I. U.S., Lond.
Iodide of Sulphur. Bisulphuret of Iodine.

SuLPIIUR loDATUll.

ll.
])ub.

"'l'ake of Iodine four ounces; Sulphur cm ounce. llub the Iodine and Sulphur together in a glass, poreclaia, or marble mortnr until they are thoroughly
mixed. Put the mixture into a. matrass, close the orifice loosely, and app ly a.
gcnlle heat so as to darken the mass without melting it. When t he colour has
become uniform ly dark throughout, increase the heat so as to melt the Iodide;
then incline the matrass in different direct.ions, in order to return into the mass
any portions of Iodine which may have condensed on the inner surface of the
vessel; bstly, allow the matra:-s to cool, break it, and put the Iodide into bottles, which are to be well stopped.'' U.S.
"Take of Sulphur an ouuce; Iodine four O«n<"es. Put the Sulphur into a.
glass vessel, and place the Iodine upon it. Hold the vessel iu boiling water
until they unite. Then break the vessel when the Iodide has become cold, and
reduce this to pieces, which are to be kept in another vessel, we ll stopped."
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The DuUill College takes an Olln<'e of its pure iodine and two drachrns of
sublim ed sulphur, and proceeds as in the U.S. formula.
Tbe U.S. and Dublin process is that of the French Codex. Th e combination may be conveniently effocted in a Florence flask. The I~ondon formula
is peculiar in directing the application of the necessary heat by means of boiling water. This is an improvement on the usual moJe of proceeding; as it
effectually pre,·ents the application of too high a beat. The iodine and sulphur
are taken in the same proportion in aH the formulre.
Prope1·ties, &c. Iodide of sulphur has a grayish-black colour, and radiated
crystalline appearance like that of sulphuret of antimony. Its smell resembles
that of iodine, and it stains the cuticle in a simi lar manner. It is rapidly decomposed, when in the state of powJer, upon the addition of several of the
volati_le oils, violet vapou rs of iodine being evolved, aud the sme ll of su lphur
perceived. (Dr. G. W. Patt.eraon, Am. Journ. of P!tarm., July, 1852, p. 203.)
It is entirely volatilized hy heat, and by continued boiling with water is wholly
decomposed, iodine escaping with the steam, and su lphur being left nearly pure.
'fhe proportion of sulphur thus obtained is about 20 per cent. (Loncl Plwrrn.)
This ana lysis shows that the compound is a. bisulphuret. Iodide of su lphur
has been used by Hiett, Rayer, Lugo!, and others as an external application
in various skin diseases, such as tinea. capitis, lupus, lepra, &c., applied in the
form of ointment. (See Unguenlum, Sulplinri.8 Iodidi.)
OjJ: P1·ep. Unguentum Sulphuris Iodidi.
B.

SYRUPI.
Syi·ups.
Sy rups are concentrat ed solutions of sugar in watery fluids, either with or
without medicinal impregnation. When the solution is ma.Jc with pure water,
it is named .~rup or simple syrup, when with water charged with one or more
mediciaal agents, it is called in general terms a medfrated syrnp, and receives
its particular designation from the substance or substances added.
Medicated syrups are usually prepared by incorporating sugar with vegetable
infusions, decoctious, expre~sed juices, fermented liquors, or simple aqueous
solutions. When the active matter of the vegetable is not readily soluble in
water, is as!'lociated with soluble matter which it is desirable to avoid, or is volatilized or decomposed by a heat of 212°, it is sometimes extracted by <liluted
alcohol, the spirituous ingredient of which is subsequently driven off. Medicated syrups are also occa.sionally prepared by adding a. tincture to simple syrup,
and evapomting the alcohol. Another and better mode of effecting tLe same
oLject, when aromatic or other volatile substances are concerned, is to mix: the
tincture with sugar in coarse powder, expose the mixture to a very gentle heat
or in the sun till the alcohol has evaporated, and then prepare the syrup
from the impregnated suga r by dissolving it in the requisite proportion of water.
Since the introduction into use of the process of percolation or filtration by displacement, it has been applied very advantageously to the preparation of various syrnps, especially of those made from vegetables of which the active principle is injured or dissipated by decoction. But, unless the operator be at once
skilful and very careful, there wi~l be great danger of im perfectly extr<icting
the acti ''C matters, and thus makmg a feeble preparation. Oue practical rule
of importance, when the li9uid obtained by P?rcolation. requires concentration,
is to set aside the first portJOns of percolated liquor, which are usually strongly
impregnated, and to subject only the subsequent weaker portions to evaporation .
For the mode of properly conducting tlis process the reader is referred to pages

782 and 780.
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The quality and quantity of the f'llgar employed arc points of importance.
Refined sugar shou ld always be preferred, as it oft.cu saves the necessity of claritication, and makes a. clearer and better fbvourcd syrup than the impure kinds.
The U.S . Pharmacopreia simply directs sugar, but explains th?t it. is the purified or refined sugar which is indicated by that term. Iu rcla.tion to the 9uaotity of sugar, if in too srnall proportion, fermentat ion is apt to occur; if too
abundant, cryst<illization. 'l'hc proper proportion is about two parts to one of
the liquid. A somewhat smaller quantity will auswer where an acid, such as
lemon juice or vinegar, is used.
As it is desirable, in many instances, that the active matters i::hould be in as
concentrated a sta.tc as possible in the syrup, i t i ~ often necessary to ernporate
a large proportion of the watery fluid in which they are dissolved. 'l'his may
be done either before the tlddition of tLe sugar or afterwards. In cit.h er case,
care is requisite not to apply a heat too great or too long continued, lest the
active principles should be injured. When these a re very vola.tile or easily
decomposed by heat, it is necessary to dispense with concentration altogethe r.
Some substances which are "Volatilized or decomposed at. the temperature of boiling water, remain fixed anJ unaltcreJ at that which is necessary for the e\·aporation of alcohol. These, as before observed, may be dissolved in diluted alcohol, and the concentration effected by evaporating the spirituous part. of the
sohent. IndepenJently of the injury which the medicinal ingreJient of the
syrup may sustain, the syrup itself is apt to become brown by a long-continued
applic:ition of heat, even when the degree is nut excessive. lt is recommended,
tberefore, that syrups which admit of coucentration should be boiled briskly
onr a lively fire, so as to accomplish the object as quickly as possible. It is
important t.o be able to ascertain positiYely when they have attained the due
consistence. An operator skilled iu their preparation can judge with sufficient
accuracy by various familiar signs; such as the slowness with whicL the parts
of a drop of Ryrup coalesce, when previously separated by the edge of a bluut
in.strnmcut; and the receding of the last portion of each drop, when the syrup,
after being cooled, is poured out drop by drop. A pellicle forming upon the
:3urface of the syrup when it cools, indicates that it has been too ruuch boiled.
But these signs are not to be relied on except by those who have acquired much
experience. The easiest method of ascertaining the proper point of concentration is by the use of that variety of BaumC's hydrometer, called a soc1.:haromclcr; an instrument almost indispensable to the apothecary . 'fbis should stand
at 30° in boiling syrup (30! in hot weather) and at 35° in the syrup when it
i s cool. Another very accurate though less ready method is to ascertain the
sp. gr. by weighing a. portion of the liquid. Syrup when boiling should have
asp. gr. of about 1·261; when cokl, about 1·319. Thomson and Duncan are
mistaken in giving the proper sp. gr. of col<l syrup as l ·385. We found that
of a. specim en of simple syrup made with two pounds and a half of sugar to :.i.
pint of water, to be 1 ·326 at ti8° F.; and this consistence is rather too great for
practical convenience in cold weather. A third method of ascertaining the proper point of concentration is by the thermometer, which, in boiling eyrup of
the proper consistence, stands at 221° F. '!'his indic<ition is founded on the
fact, tha.t the boiling point of syrup rises in proportion to the increase of its
density.
Witco carefully prepared with the best double refined sugar, syrups usually
require no other clarification than to remove any scum which may rise to their
surface upon standing, and to pour them off from any dregs which may subside.
]3ut as the sugar employed is seldom free from impurities, it may be best, as a
general rule, to rcmo\'C th e scum as it rises during the heating process, and to
btrain them while hot through muslin or flannel. Shoul<l they at any time want
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the due degree of clearness, they may be filtered through fbnneJ, or, when not
likely to be injured by the treatment, may be clarified by means of tLe white of
eggs or animal cliarcoal, as mentioned under the head of s,1p·upu.~. ]~ut the
a~tiv~ prin~i~les of vew:tablcs arc so apt to be absorbe.d by the charcoal along
with 1tnpunt1es, that this ngcnt should be resorted to with great caution.
~'he medicated syrups arc liable to undergo various alterations, according to
their nature and mode of preparation. The acid syrups, wl1cu too much boiled,
often let fall a. copious white precipitate, which is said to be a saccharine matter
aiialogous to the sugar of grapes, produced by the reaction of the acid upon the
sugar. It has been shown that, even at ordinary temperatures, acids slowly
convert common sugar into the sugar of grapes, which, beiug less soluble than
the former, is gradually deposited in the form of crystalline grains. Syrups
which contain too little sugar arc apt to pass into the vinous fermentation, in
Those which
cou~equencc of the presence of matters which act as a. ferment.
contain too much deposit a. portion in the crystalline state; and the crystals,
attracting the sugar remaining in solution, ~radually weaken the syrup, an<l
little sugar.
too
with
made
render it li11ble to the same change as when originally
TLe want of a due proportion of saccharine matter frequently also gi,·cs rise to
mouldiness, when air has acces~ to tLe syrup. It is said that syrups, enclosed,
while they are still hot, in bottles, are apt to ferment; beca.use tLc watery ya.
pour, rising to the surface and there condensing, diminishes the proportion of
sugar, so as to produce a. commencement of chemical action, whicli gradually
extends through the whole mass; but if the bottles are well shaken this result
is obviated; aud the 8yrups will generally keep better when thus treated. Wh~n
syrups undergo the vinous fermentation, they become covered at the surface
witli froth, produced by the disengagement of carbonic acid, and ncquirc :t
vinous odour from the presence of alcohol i while their consistence is diminished
by the loss of a portion of the sugar, which lws been conn•rtcd into that liquid.
When the quantity of alcohol has increased to a. certain point, the fcrmenta1ion
ceases or goes on more slowly, owiog to the preservatiYe influence of that prin·
ciplc; and, as the actin ingredient of the syrup bas frequently undergone no
material change, the preparation may often be recovered by boiling so as to
dri\'C off the alcohol and carbonic acid, and concentrate the liquid sufficiently.
A syrup tints revived is less liable afterwards to undergo chtinge, because tLe
priuciples which acted as fermen ts ha.Ye been diminished or e?nsumcd. It is
obvious that syrups which depend for their virtues upon a volatile ingredient, or
one readily changeable by heat, cannot be restore.cl to their original condi1ion
At best, syrups arc too apt to change, and vunous measures ha,·e been proposed for their preservation. According to Dr. l\Incculloch, the ad<lition of a
little sulphate of potai;:sa. or of chlorate of potassa. whi~h is tasteless, prevents
their fermentation. M. Chcreau bas found sugar of milk effectual to the same
end, in the instance of the syrup ~f poppies; and it may prove. useful in otbcrs.
Tlie proportion which he employs 1s 32 parts of the sugar of n11lk to 1000 of the
i!yrup. l\l r. E. Durand has found that l '3 per cent. of lloffmann's anodyne
(Spiritus .L'Etlteris r...:ompositus), a~ded to syrups, bus the property of ~omplctcly
arresting or pmrentmg fermentation, probably through the agcnc:y chrnfly of the
oil of wine which it contains. (Am. Journ. of P!tann.,xiii.185.) But the best
plan is to make small quantities of syrups at a time, and to keep theni, unlei;:s
when wanted for immediate use, in bottleg quite full and well stopped, which
.
.
should be put in the cellar o: othe.r co~l place. .
'J'hc following general officmal d1rcct1ons arc given m relation to 11yrups.
"Syrups whose density is not preci~~ly determinC'cl by the proc~ss, should
at ordmary tem ·319
I
about
and
bo1l111g,
when
·2Gl
l
ha,·c the specific gravity
peratures.u U. S.
76
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"Let the syrups be preserved in vessels well c~osed, and in a place where the
heat never exceeds 55°." Lond. It would be difficult to comply exactly with
such a rule in this country.
·w.

SYRUPUS. U.S., Lond.
Simple Syi·up.

SYRUPUS SrnPLEX. Ed., IJub.

Syrup.

"'fake of Sugar [refined] two pom1ds and a halfj ·water a p~ut. Dissoke
the Sugar in the Water with the aid of heat, remove any scum which may form,
and strain the solution while bot. 11 fJ. S.
·
"Take of Sugar [refined] three pounds; Distilled Water a pint [Imperial
mea:rnre]. Dissolve with a gentle heat." Lond.
"Take of Pure Sugar ten pou11ds; boiling Water th1·ee z1ints [Imperial measure]. Dissolve the Sugar in the Water with the aid of a gentle heat.' 1 Ed.
"Take of Refined Sugar, in powder, flee pounds [arnirdupois]; Distilled
Water two pints [Imp. tIJeas.J. Dissolve the Sugar iu the Water with the aid
of a steam or water heat. The sp gr. of this Syrup is I ·330." Dub.
This syrup, when properly prepared, iR ino<lorous, of a sweet taste without
peculiar flavour, thick, viscid, nearly colourless, and perfectly transparent. If
somewhat turbid, as it is apt to be when made with sugar not well refined, it
may be clarified by beating the white of an egg to a froth with three or four
ounces of water, mixing this with the syrup, boiling the mixture for a short
time that the albumen may coagulate, and taking off the scum which rises to
the surface, or separating it by filtration through paper or flannel. Two gal.
Ion s of the syrup may be thu8 clari fied. Any colouf and peculiar flavor which
it may possess may be removed by treating it, at the same time, with a swall
proportion (about 5 per cent.) of ani mal charcoal.
'l'hc white of egg is beaten to a. froth in order that, when it coagulates, it may
be rendered by the air which it contains specifically lighter than the syrup, and
thus rise to the surface. If not thus treated, it floats, when coagulated, in the
syrup, or ~inks to the bottom. Now it is oh,, ious that, if the syrup and albumen be heated together, the la tter must be deprived of a portion of the air
which it contains, before the point of coagulation is attained, and thus be rcn·
dered less disposed to rise to the surface. Guibourt, therefore, recommends
that the albumen should not be added till the syrup is boiling hot, and should
then be poured into it from a height, in order to increase the quantity of air
entangled in it.
M. Salles, an apothecary of Clermond-Ferrand, in France, recommends that
syrups which require clarification should be treated in the following manner.
Allow the liqu or with which the syrup is to be prepared, without previously
decanting or filtering it, to become quite cold; then mix with it the white of
eggs unbeaten, in the proportion of one egg for every five or six pounds (avoir·
dupois) of sugar employed; and, having added the sugar or honey, boil the
whole fof half an hour, or until a portion of t he syrup upon cooling exhibits
flocculi of albumen floating in a transparent medium. During the ebullition care
must be taken to agitate the syrup in such a manner as to prennt the forma·
tion of foam upon its surface. When allowed to cool, the coagulated albumen
with the impurities subsides, and the clear syrup floats aboYe, and may be drawn
off or decanted. In this process the albumen sinks because not incorporated
with air. 111. Salles calls it clarification per descensU'ln, and states that it is
applicable to all syrups of a. density below 30° Baume at the boiling point.
(Juur-n. de Phann., .xxiv. 490.)
Syrup is very useful in the formation of pills and mixtures, and in various
other pharmaceutical operations in which sugar in solution is required.
OJ!. Prep. Confectio Aromatica; Confcctio Catechu Composita; Confcctio
Opii; Confectio Scamwonii ; Infusuw Catcchu; l\listura Creasotij 1\Iistura
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Cret::c; Pilul::e Ferri Compositre; Syrupus Acidi Citrici; Syrupus Ferri Iodidi;
Syrupus lpecacuanhre; Syrupus Morphire Acetatis; Syrupus Morphiro l\Iuriatis;
W.
Syrupus Rh ei Aromaticus; Syrupus Tolutanus.

SYRUPUS ACACli"E. U.S.

Syrup of Gum Arabic.

"Take of Gum Arabic [in lumps] two ounces; Sugar [refined] fl/teen ounces;
Water eivht fluidounces. Dissolve first the Gum in the Water without heat,
th en the Sugar with a gentle heat, and strain." U. S.
The gum shou ld be carefully selected; and if its solution contain impurities,
it should be strained before the addition of the su,gar. This sy rup is u~eful in
the preparation of mixtures, pills, and troehes, a.nd is a good demulcent; but unfortunately the proportion of the gum to the sugar is too small to meet all the
indications calling for the conjoint use of these two substances, and could not be
much in cre~sed without endangering the stability of the preparation.
W.

SYRUPUS ACETI. Ed.

Symp of Vinegar.

"Take of Vinegar, French in preference, eleven ffoidounces; Pure Suga.r fourteen ounces. Boil them together." Ed.
Syrnp of vinegar forms witb water a refrigerant and grateful drink in fevers.
It may be aJded to barley water and other farinaceous and mucilaginous beve,V.
rages and mixtures, when a vegetable acid is not contra-indicated.

SYRUPUS ACID I CITRICI. U.S., Dub. Symp of Citric Acid.
"Take of Citric Acid, in powder, two drachms; Oil of Lemons four ndnims;
S.yrup ttco pfrlls. Rub the Citric Acid and Oil of J.Jcmons with a tiuidounce of
the Syrup, then add the mixture to the remainder of the Syrup, and dissolve
with a gentle heat." Cl S.
"'l1ake of Citric Acid, in -powder, Distilled Water, of each, two and a ltalf
ounces [avoirdupois]; Tincture of Lemon Peel .five.ftwfdrachms; Simple Syrup
tlireephlts [Imperial measure]. Dissolve the Acid in the Water with the aid
of heat; then add the solution and Tincture of Lemon Peel to the Syrup, and
mix with agitation." Dub.
This is more uniform in its character, keeps better, and is more readily prepared than lemon syrup, but does not equal it in fla'\'our, if the latter is well
made. It is much employed as an agreeable and refrigerant addition to drink~,
especially carbonic acid water. Tartaric acid, on account of its greater cheapness, is not unfrequently substituted for the citric; but the syrup made with
it does not keep so well, and, moreover, is more apt to irritate the stomach.
Ojf. Prep. J.Jiquor lUagnesire Citratis.
W.

SYRUPUS ALLII. U.S.

Syrup of Garz.ic.

1

"Take of Fresh Garlic, sliced and bruised, six ounces; Diluted Acetic Acid
a pint; Sugar [refined], in coarse powder, two pounds. Macerate the Garlic
in ten fluidounces of th e Diluted Acetic Acid, in a. glass vessel, for four days,
and express the liquor. Then mix the residue with what remains of the Acid,
and again express until sufficient has passed. to make the whole, whe~ filt~red,
measure a pint. Lastly, pour the filtered liquor on the Sugar contamcd m a
quart bottle, and agitate till it is dissolved." U. S .
This preparation is made upon correct principles, as vinegar is a much better
solvent of the active matter of garlic than water. '11 he syrup is given in chronic
catarrhal affections of the lungs, and is particularly beneficial in infantile cases,
by the sti mulus which it affords to the nervous system. A .teaspoonful may be
W.
given for a dose to a child a year old.

SYRUPUS ALTH1E1E. Lond., Ed.

Syrup of Marshmallow.

''Take of l\larshmallow [root], sliced, an ounce and a half; Sugar [refined]
tliree pmmds, or a Sl{fjideiit quanlil!J; Distilled Water'!' pint [Imp~rial measure];
Rectified Spirit two flufdouuces and a half, or a svfficie1tt quantit!f. Macerate
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the l\farshmallow in the Water for twelve hours. Express the liquor and strain
through linen. 'l'hen add a weight of the Sugar double that of tbe strained
liquor1 and dissolve with a gentle heat. Finally, when the Syrup bas coolcJ,
0
1

mi~.f:~~ :;A~t~~~~~~~:, ~r~sil~ ! ~~fsfi:e~~;·1tc/~tu~u~~ce~~- B~~;;~~'~v~t;~jour pint.~

[Imp. meas.]; Pure Sugar two prmnds ancl a half. Boil the .Altbrea Root with
the Water down to two pints; ~train and express strongly through calico; let
the impurities subside; and dissolve the Sugar in the clear liquor with the aiJ.
of heat." Ed.
This syrup made according to the directions of the former J.-ondon, and of
the present ~din burgh Pharmacopooia, contains a considerable quantity of starch,
besides mucilage, and is very liable to ferment. The French prepare it with
cold water, and t.hus avoid the starch; and tbe London College has adopted this
method iu the last edition of the Pharmacopooia. The syrup is simply <lemulcent; but is not much used in this country.
W.

SYRUPUS AMYGDALJE. U.S.
Orgeat.

Syrup of Almonds.

Syrup of

"Take of Sweet Almonds (t pound; Bitler Almonds four ounces; Water
three p'ints; Sugar [refined] si"x pounds. Ilaving blanched the Almonds, rub
them in a mortar to a. very fine paste, adding, during the triturntion, three fiuidounces of the Wa ter and a pound of the Sugar. Mix the paste thoroughly with
the remainder of the Water, strain with strvng expression, add the remainder of
the Sugar to the !'trained liquor, and dissolve it with the aid of a gentle heat.
Strain the Sy rup th rough fine linen, and, having allowed it to cool, put it iuto
bottles, which must be well stopped, and kept in a cool place.'' U.S.
'fhis process corresponds closely wit.b that of the Fre,nch Codex. Orangeflower water, however, which is an ingredient of the French preparation, is
wanting in ours. It may be added to the syrup in the quantity of half a pint
imm ediately after the sugar is dissolved.
This is an elegant syrup much employed in Europe, and occasionally in this
country. It is <lemulcent, nutritive, aud, in consequence of the hydrocyanic
acid of the bitter almonds, somewhat sedative. It is said to impair greatly the
odour of musk and assafctida, when mixed with them. It may be added to cough
W.
mixtures, or used for flavouring drinks in complaints of the chest.

SYRUPUS AURANTII CORTICIS. U.S.
Syrnp of Orange Peel.

SYRUPUS AURANTII.

Lpnd., Ed., Ih,b.

"Take of Orange Peel, bruised, two ounces; Boiling Water a pint; Sugar
[refined] two pounds a11d a lwlf. Macerate the Orange Peel in the Water, in
a covered vessel, for twelve hours, and strain; then add the Sugar, and proceed
in the manner directed for Syrup." U.S.
The London College takes tu;o ounces and a lwlf of the dried peel, a pint [Imperial measure] of boiling distilled wnter, three pounds, or a sv.f/icienl gumitity of
refined sugar, and two jluidounces and a half, or a s1~fficicnt quantity of rectified
spiri t; macerates the peel in the water for twelve hours, in a. covered vessel;
then expresses the liquor, aud boils for ten minutes; lastly, stra in s, and completes the process ns directed for the syrup of marshmallow. 'l'be Edinbitryh
Coll<'ge takes the same materials in the sa.me quantities, excepting the spirit;
infu ses the peel in the water for twelve hours in a covered Yessel, pours off tbe
)iquor, filters if necessary, adds the sugar, and dissolves it with the aiJ of heat.
The Dublin College employs lwoo1111ces and a half[avoirdupois] of dried bitter
orange peel, a pint [Imp. meas.] of boiling distilled water, and (t ~t{Qiciency of
powdered refined smp;ar; infuses the peel in the water for twelve hours, and
strains without csprcssiou; then adds to the liquor twice its weight of sugar, and
dissolves with a. steam or water heat.
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In the preparation of this ~yrup, the solution of the sugar in the infusion of
orange peel should be effected with as little heat as possible, in consequence of
the ,·olatile nature of the active principle of the peel; and, to facilitate the solution, the sugar should be pre\'iously powdered.
'The sy rup has rtn agreeable flavour, for which alone it is employed. Prepared
according to the U.S. process, it is apt to ferment in warm weather. To obviate
this result, a syrup may be made by adding a. Ouidouuce of the tincture of
orange peel to a pint of simple syrup. This preparation is little inferior to the
officiual, though the presence of the spirit may in some instances be objectionable.
l'rofessor Procter proposes to prcp:.nc the syrup in the following manner. 'fwo
ounces of recently dried sweet orange peel, in powder, is subjected to percolation
with a mixture of two parts of alcohol and one of water until six ftuidounces
are obtained; the tincture is mixed with about two and a half pounds of sugar,
in coarse powder, which is then spread ou paper until the alcohol has evaporated;
and, finally, the sugar thus prepared is dissolved in a. pint of waters.ta boiling
heat. (Am. Juurn. of Phann., xix. 97.)
,V.
Off. Prep . Confectio Aromatica.

SYRUPUS COCCI. Lond.

Syrup of Cocliineal.

"Take of Cochineal, bruised, fvur scruples; boiling Distilled Water a 7n'nt
[Imperial measure]; Sugar (refined] three pounds, or a suj}icient quantif!J; llectifie<l Spirit tll'O .ftuidounces and a lwlj, or a sufficient quantity. Boil the Cochineal in the Water for fifteen minutes, in a covered vessel, occasionall y stining,
then strain and complete the preparation as directed for Syrup of Marshmallow."
Lond. (Sec S!Jrupus Altlirem.)
,Y.
'l'his syrup is used c:hieHy for imparting colou r to mixtures.

SYRUPUS CROCI. Lond., Ed., Dub.

S.vmp of Saffron.

"Take of Saffron jive dradtrns; boiling Distilled 'Yater <t pint (Imperial mca-

~!~~!
:;~cJi1t1~~:~~e~ r;~~e:J1i::;,e~/:'~:~:~i~1:taq:t:'f,;l~·~;.'' K~'::~~~r: th~ s~::o~
and finish in
0

strain the liquor,
'\Tater for twelve hours, in a covered vessel; then
1
the manner directed fo r Syrup of l\larshmallow.' Lond. (Sec S!Jrnpus Althmre.)
The Edi11b1tr9h College takes ten drachms of saffron, an Imperial pint of
boiling water, and three pounds of sugar; and proceeds in the manner directed
for E-yrup of orange peel. The Dublin Collegf' infuses ha?f an ounce (avoir<lupois] of saffron for tweh-e hours in a pint [Imp. meas.] of boiling distilled
water, boils for fi\'e minutes, strains with expression through cal ico, sets aside
to settle, decants the clear li".luor, adds twice its weight of sugar, and dissolves
with a steam or water heat.
'.l'bis is slightly sti1.nubnt, bu~ is valued chiefly for its fine colour.
W.
Oj]: Prep. Confcctio Sulphuns.

SYRUPUS HEMIDESUI. Dub.

Syrup of Indian Sarsaparilla.

Di::;ftc~e ,~!at1c~d~~~ ~~;~~afi~~~:;.i:ir~~s~~~ufc°J': lt~fi~1~<l [~~~~~~,ur~isJ~w~:;~i~~
hour!, in a.

rnuch as is sufficient. Infuse the Sarsaparilla in the Water for four
covered ,·essel, and strain; set it by until the sediment subsides, then decant
the clc:ir liquor, and, Laving added to it twice its weight of sugar, dissolve with
the aid of a. steam or water heat." Dub.
~I.1his is a. very weak preparation, and may be taken almost a.d libitum. (Sec

liemirlesnw.~ .)

"r·

SYRUPUS IPECACUANIIJE. U.S., Ed. Syrup of Ipecacuanlta.

'l'akc of Jpccacuanba, in coarse powder, an ounce ; Dih1tecl Alcohol a 7Ji11t;
l\laccrate the
ltcO p()unds H~olf; Water n s1~fJirienl quru1tity.
Ip~acuanha in the Alcohol for fourteen days, and filter. Evaporate the filtered
11

Suonr
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liquor to six fl.uidounces, again filter, and add sufficient Water to make. the liquid
measme a pint Lastly, add the Sugar, and proceed in the manner directed for

Syrup.
·
"Syrup of lpecacuanha may also be prepared by putting the lpccacuanb~, previously moistened with Diluted Alcohol, into a percolator; pouring upon 1t gradually Diluted Alcohol until a. pint of filtered liquor is obtained; then cntporating to six fl.uidounces, and completing the process as aboYe directed ." U. S.
11
Take of lpecacuanha, in coarse powder, four ounces; Rectified Spirit one
1)int [Imperial measure]; J)roof Spirit and Water, of each,fom·teenjluido11nces;
Syrup seven pints. Digcsl the Ipecacuanha. in fift.ecn fluidounces of the B.cctified Spirit at a. gentle heat for twenty-four hours; strain, squeeze the residuum,
and filter. llepeat this process with the residuum and Proof Spirit, and again
with the Water. Unite the fluids, and distil off the Spirit, till the resiJ.uuru
amount to twelve ounces; ;1dd to the residuum five fiuiclounces of the Rectified
Spirit, and then the Syrup." Ed.
Hy the U. S. process, a tincture of ipecncuanha is first formed with diluted
alcohol, then reduced by evaporation so as to drive off the alcohol, and afterwards diluted with water and made into a syrup with sugar. 'fhc alternative
of prcparin,g the tincture by maceration or percolation is allowed; but the latter
mode sbould be resorted to only by those experienced in the process. The
French Codex di.::isolves the alcoholic extract of ipecacuanl1a in water, and then
mixes it with syrup; but it is obvious that the U.S. process is preferable, as it
spares the conti nued heat requisite to reduce the tincture to dryness. The Edinburgh process is unnecessarily complex; and the addition of the rectified spirit
to the syrup, if thought necessary for its preservation, might have been dispensed
with, had the direction been given to concentrate the syrnp.
l\Jr. Laidley, of Richmond, Vi~., having found this syrup a~ ordinarily made
to spoil by keeping, rel!ommends the preparation of a. fluid extract from the
root by means of alco hol, and th e addition of this to simple syrup iu such
proportion as to have the due officinal strength. It is probably owing to the
substances extracted by the water of the diluted alcohol employed in the officinal
process, that the syrup is liable to change. (.Am.. Joun1. of Phann., XHi.103.)
'fhis sy rup is chiefly applicable to the cases of children. One fluidounce of
it, prepared according to the U . S. fo rmula , should contain the virtues of fifteen
grains of ipecacuanba. The dose of it, as an emetic, is for an adult from one to
two fluidounces, fo r a. child a year or two old, from one to two fluidrachms, repeated every fifteen or twenty mi11utcs till it acts. ..\.s an expectorant, the dose
for an adult is one or two fluidn1.e:hms 1 for a child from five to twenty minims.
'l'he ]~din burgh syrup is somewhat~ but not materially weaker.
W.

SYRUPUS KRAMERI1E. U. 8.

Syrup of Rhatany.

"Take of Ithatany, in coarse powder, a pound; Sugar [refined] two pounds
and a half; Wateras11fficie11tquantity. l\Jix the llhatany with a pint of Water,
and, having allowed the mixture to stand for twenty-fom hours, introduce it into
a percolator, and gradually pour Water upon it, umil four pints of filtered liquor
arc obtained. Enlporate this, by means of a water-bath, to seventeen fluidounces; tlicn add the Sugar, and proceed in the manner directed for Syrup.
This Syrup may also be prepared in the following manner.
''Take of Extract of Uhatany t1co ow1ccllj Water a pint; Sugar two pounds
and a half. Dissolve the extract in the Water and filter; then add the Sugar,
auJ proceed iu the manner directed for Syrup." U. S.
As rhatany yields a variable proportion of extract, it follows that the syrup
resulting from these two modes of preparation must differ. To obviate this evil
a1:1 far as possible, care should be tukcn, in following the first process, to 5Clect
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the best rhatrmy, and preferably the srna1l roots, as it is these only which will
yield two ounces of good extract to the pound.
In the second process extract of rhatany as free as possible from insoluble
matter should be chosen; and that prepared according to the U.S. direction!:!
will be found the best. (8ce Exlrnctum, KrarnedaJ..) This preparatiou affords
a cmn·cnient mode of exhibiting rhatany to infants. The dose for an a.Jolt is
half a. fluiclounce, fur a child a year or two old, twenty or thirty minims. ,V,

SYRUPUS Lli\IONIS. U. 8.

SYRUPUS

LIMONUM.

Lond., Ed.

Lemon Syrup.
11

Take of Lemon-juice, strained, a pfol j Sugar {refined] tu·Q pounds. . Add
the Sugar to the Juice, :md proceed in the manner directed for Syrup." U~ S.
11
Take of Juice of Lemons, strained, a pint (Imp. meas.]; Sugar [refined]
two pounds and a half; Rectified Spirit tu:o fluidouuces and a half. Boil the
Juice for ten minutes, and strain. Add the 1::iuµ:ar, and dissolve. Lastly, when
the Syrup has cooled, mix the Spirit with it." Lond.
"Take of Lemon.juice, freed from impurities by subsidence and filtration, a
pint (Imp. meas.]; Sugar (refined] t1eo pounds and a half. Dissolve the Sugar
in the Lemon-juice witL the aid of a gentle heat, and after twenty-four hours'
rest remove the scum, and pour the clear liquor from the dregs." Ed.
This syrup forms a cooling and grateful addition to beverages in febrile complaints, and serves to conceal the taste of saline purgatives in solution. W .

SYRUPUS i\IORL Lond.

Syrzip of Mitlberries.

"Take of l\lulberryJuice, strained, a pfot ([mperial measure]; Sugar (refined]
two pounds and a l1alf; Uectified Spirit two fluidounces and Cf< half Dissolve
the Sugar in the Mulberry Juice, with a gentle heat, and set aside for twentyfour hours; then remove tbe scum 1 and pour off the clear liquor from the dregs,
if there be any. Lastly, mix the Spirit with it." Lond.
This may be used for the same purposes with lemon syrup. In like manner
syrups may be prepared from various succulent fruits, such as strou:berrie$,
raspberries, bhidberries, currants, pineapples, &c. 'Vhcn the juice is thick, it
may be diluted with from one.third of its bulk to an equal bulk of water, pre'\'iously to the addition of the sugar. In the preparation of raspberr.IJ .wrup, wbich,
as ordinarily made, is apt to gelatinize, 1\1. Blondeau recommends that the strained
juice be allowed to stand from eight to fifteen hours, according to the temperature, in order to forment. The juice separates into two portions, the upper thick,
the lower clear. 1'he latter is to be separated by straining, and made into a
syrup with the usual proportion of sugar. The new process of tLe J.. ondon College for Syrupus l\Iori is in accordance with this recommendation. These syrnps
are employed to flavour drinks, and are much used as grateful additions to carW.
bonic acid water.*
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SYRUPUS MORPHI.iE ACETATIS. Dub.

Syrup of Acetate of

j)foi·phia.
"Take of Solution of Acetate of l\Iorpbia one fluidounce; Simple Syrup
fifteenjluidounces. Mix with agitation. 11 .Dtib.

SYRUPUS MORPIII.iE

~lURIATIS.

Dub.

Syrup of illuriate of

j)forphia.
''1'ake of Solution of Muriate of Morphia one fl1ddounce; Simple Syrup
seve11teenfluidounces. l\Iix with agitation. 11 Dub.
These are mere sweetened solutions of the respective salts of morphia, and
were probably intended to take the place of the syrup of poppies, _o mitted by
the Dublin College in its Pbarmaeopooia of 1850. About four fl.u1clounces of
the syrups contain a grain of the respective salts. The full dose, therefore,
for an adult would be from half a tluidounce to a :fluidounce; for a. child two
years old, half a fluidracbm to a fl.uidrachm.
W.

SYRUPUS PAPAVERIS. Lond., Ed.

Syrup of Poppies.

"Take of Poppy [capsules], bruised and without seeds, three pounds; Sugar
[refiued]fine1)ounds; boiling Distilled Water five9allons [Imperial measure];
lfoctified Spirit five jluidounces. Boil dowu the Capsules in tbe Water to two
gallons, and press strongly. Boil down the siJ'ained liquor again to four pints,
and strain it while hot. Set it by for twelve hours, that the dregs may subside;
then boil down the clear liquor to two pints; iu this dissolve the sugar; lastly,
mix in the spirit." Lond.
"Take of Poppy-heads, without the seeds, one pound and a lialf; boiling
Water fifteen piuts [Imperial measure] ; Pure Sugar three pounds. Slice the
Poppy-heads, iufuse them in the water for twelve hours, boil down to five pints,
strain, and express strongly through calico, boil again down to two pints and a
half; then add the Sugar, and dissolve it with the aid of heat." Ed.
As the capsules contain variable proportions of tihe narcotic prinriple, the
syrup-prepared from them is necessarily of variable strength. It is, moreoYer,
very apt to spoil. Its place migLt, with great propriety, be supplied by a. syrup
prepared from one of the salts of morphia, which would keep well, and haYe the
ad vantage of uniform strength. Four grains of the sulphate of morphia dissol vcd in a pint of syrup, would afford a preparation at least equal to the
a\·eruge strength of the syrup of poppies, and much more certain in its operation. 1\Ir. Southall recommends that the syrup of poppies should be prepared
with a cold infusion made by percolation; the same proportions being employed
as directed by the Loudon Pharmacopooia. The virtues of the capsules are thus
extracted without those principles which cause tbe syrup to ferment speedily.
(Sec Am. Jouni. of Plwrin., xv. 140.) l\ir. Southall after preparing the iufufiion evaporates it to the proper measure before adJing the sugar. _l\lr. Stacken
prefers adding the sugar before the concentration is completed, and afterwards
cn1porating to 32° of the saccharometcr. (Pltann. Journ. and Trnns., xi. 299.)
It is proba~le that a syrup prepared with diluted alcohol as the menstruum
would keep better than that made on either of tbe aboYe plans.
The syrup of poppies is employed, chiefly in infantile cases, to allay cough,
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quiet restlessness, relieve pain, and promote sleep. The dose is from half a
fluidrachm to a fluidracbm for an infant, from half a fluidouuce to a fiuidounce
for an adult.
,Y.

SYRUPUS PRUNI VIRGINIAN.iE. U.S.
Bark.

Syrup of Wild-~herry

"Take of "Wild-cherry Bark, in coarse powder, five ounces}· Sugar (refined)
two pounds; " 'atcr o s11jjicienl quantity. l\l oistC'n the Bark thoroughly with
\Yater, let it stand for twenty-four hours in a close vessel, then transfer it to a
percolator, and pour Water upon it gradually until a pint of filtered liquor is
obtained. To this add the Sugar, in a bottle, and agitate occasionally until it
isdissoh·ed.'' U.S.
This process affords a handsome syrup with the virtues of the bark unimpaired by the injurious effects of heat. It is based upon a. formula. proposed by
) l essrs. Procter and Tum penny in the American Journal of Phannary (xiv. 27).
1.'he dose is half a fiuidounce.
W.

SYRUPUS RIIAMNI. Lond., Ed.

Syrup of Bucktlwrn.

cc Take of Juice of Buckthorn [berries] four pints [Imperial measure]; Ginger, sl iced, Pimento, in powder, each, six drackrns; Sugar [rcfined]/om·pounds;
Rectified Spirit sixjfoidounces. Set by the Juice for three days tha.t the dregs
ruay subside, and then strain it. 'l'o a pint of the clear Juice add the Ginger
and Pimento; then macerate for four hours with a gentle heat, and strain. Boil
down the remainder of the J uiee to a pint and a half. :Mix. the liquors, and
dissolve the Sugar in them. l?inally, mi x in tbe Spirit." Lond.
Tb e Edinburgh process is the same as tbe abo\•e, omitting the ~pirit.
The syrup of buckthorn is a brisk cat hartic, but, having an unpleasant taste,
and being apt to gripe yiolently, is seld om emploJed. In Europe it is used
occasionally with other medicines in cathartic and diuretic mixtures. TLe dose
is from half a fiuidounce to a fiuidounce. The patient should drink freely of tbiu
gruel, or other demulcent beverage, during its operation.
W.

SYRUPUS RREI. U.S.

Syrnp of Bhubarb.

"Take of Rhubarb, in coarse powder, two ouncesj Alcohol half a pint;
" rater a pint and ct half; Sugar [refined] lwo pound1J. 1\Jix the .Alcohol and
Water, pour four fluidounces of the liquid on the Rhubarb prniously mixed
with an equal bulk of sand, and allow the whole to stand four hours j then transfer the mass to a percolator, and graduaJly pour upon it th e remainder of the
mixed Alcohol and "'atf3r. 'Vhcn the liquor bas ceased to pass, eyaporate it
by.means of a water-bath to thirteen fiuiclounces, and, having added the Sugar,
proceed in the manner directed for Syrup." U.S.
This is a mild cathartic, adapted to the cases of infants, to whom it may be
given in the dose of one or two fiuidrachms.
";'·

SYRUPUS RIIEI AROMA'l'ICUS. U.S.
Bhubarb.

Aromatic Syr1<p of

"Take of Rhubarb, bruised, two ounces and a half; CloYes, bruised, Cinnamon, bruised, e:icb, half an ounce; Nutmeg, bruised, ltco drachms; Diluted
Alcobol two pints; Syrup six pints. Macerate the Hhuburb and Aromatics in
the Diluted Alcohol for fourteen days, and strain; then, by means of a waterbatb, e\'aporate the liquor to n pint, and, while it is still hot, mix it with the
Syrup previously heatcJ.
"Aromatic Syrup of Rhubarb may also be prepared by putting the Rhubarb
nnd Aromatics, previously rednced to coarse powtler and moistened with Diluted
..:\lcohol, into an flpparatus for displacement; pouring upon them gradually Di~
luted Alcohol uutil tw_o pints of filtered li quor are obtained; then evaporating
to a pint, and completrng the process as u.bo\'O tlireoted." l". S.
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Of these two modes of proceeding, the first should always be preferred by
those not experienced in conducting the process of filtration by d1splaccme~t.
In preparing the syrup, the apothecary should be careful to employ aro~at1cs
of the best quality, and to effect th e evaporation of the tincture', accordrng to
the officiual direction, by means of a water-bath.
1'he aromatic syrup of rhubarb is a warm stomachic laxative, too feeble for
adult cases, but well calculated for the bowel-compla ints of iufantR, which are
so frequent in our cities during the summer season, and as a remedy for which
this preparalion, or one analogous to it, has been long in use under the name of
spiced .wn1p of 1·!1111.torb. The dose for au infant with di:irrhrea is a fluidracLm,
tepeated e\'cry two hours till the passages indicate by their colour that the medi·
cine hasopernted .
W.

SYRUPUS RIHEADOS. Lond., Ed.

Syrnp of Red Poppy.

"Take of Red Poppy [petals] a pound; boiling ,\.~ater a pint [Imperial mea·
sure]; Sugar [refined] three pmrnds, or a sufficient quanti~v; Rectified Spirit ltco
.fluido1rnces and a lwlj~ or a st~fiicient quant{ty. 11'0 the Water heated by a water·
bath, gradually add the Petals, occasionally stirring; then, having removed the
''essel, macerate for twelve hours; express the liquor with the hand, and straio 1
and complete the process as directed for Syrup of l\larshmallow." Lond. lSee
S!Jrupus.Althrere.)
The Ediubm:yh process differs from the London only in using two pounds
and a half of sugar, and not using rectified spirit.
Tbe object of introducing the petah.; into water heated by a water-bath is that
they may shrink by being scalded, as otherwise they could not be completely
immersed in the quantity of water directed. After this has been accompfo:hcd,
they should be immediately rcrnoved from the fire, lest.the liquor should become
too tUick and ropy. The fine red colour of this syrup is its only reqommendation. It has no medical virtues~ anti. is very liable to ferment.
·w.

SYRUPUS ROS1E. Lond.

SYRUPUS Ros.'B

CENTIFOLL'E.

Ed.

Syrup of Roses.
"Take of Hundred.Icaxe<l Roses seven ounces; Sugar [refined] six pound.~;
boiling Distilled Water three pints [Imperial measure]; Rectified Spirit.five .fl.uidounces and a ha((. l\Iaceratc the Roses in the ·water for twelve hours, and
strain. Evaporate tLe strained liquor, by means of a water.bath, to two pints;
in this dissolve the Sugar. I.Justly, mix in the Spirit." Lond.
"'l1ake of fresh Dama~k-rose Petals one J10trnd; boiling 'Vater three 7Ji11ts
[Imp. meas.] ; Pure Sup:ar tli1·ee 7Jounds. Infuse the Petals in the ·water for
twelve hours, strain the liquor, and dissolve the Sugar in it with the aid of heat.JI
Ed.
This syrup is gently laxative, and, on acc(Vrnt of its mildness, may be given
with atlvantage to infants and persons of delicate habit. It is without tlie fragr:lnce of the rose; but has a reddish colour which is rendered bright red by
acids, and green or yellow by alkalies . 'l 'he dose is from two fluidrachms to
one or two fluiJounces.
·
0.0-'. Prep. Confectio Cassire; Confectio Scammon ii.
W.

SYRUPUS ROS1E GALLICJE. Ed.,IJub.

Synip of Red Roses.

"Take of dried Red._rose Petals tu:o oum:es; boiling Wa.ter one pint; Pure
Sugar t1cenf.1J ounres. Proceed as for the Syrup of Damask.rose." Erl.
The DuUiri College boils t1co ounces (avoirdupois) of the"dricd petals in a pint
[lmpcrial measure] 0f boiling distilled water, in a glass or"porcelain vessel, until
their colour is completely extracted; strains with expression, and allows the decoc:tion to settle; tben, having decanted the supematant liquor, adds to it twice
its weigl.it of sugar, and dissolves with a. steam or water heat.
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The syrup of reel roses is mildly astringent; but is ,·alucd more for its fine red
colour, on account of which it is occasionally added to mixtures.
Ojj'. P1·ep. Electuarium Catechu.
W.

SYRUPUS SARS.iE. Lond.
Sarsaparilla.

SYRUPUS SARZ,,;. Ed.

Syrnp of

"Ta~e of Sarsaparilla three. pounds and a Tut~(; Distilled Water three gallons

[I mperrnl measure]; Sugar [refined] eightan ounces; Rectified Spirit t1co jluldou!iccs . . Boil the Sarsaparilla wit h two gallons of the \Valer to a gallon; pour
oft the liquor, and strain it while hot. Again boil the Sarsaparilla with the rest
of the 'Va.ter to one-half, and strain. l\lix the liquors, evapor;tlc to two pints,
and in these dissolve the Sugar. Lastly, when they ha,•e cooled, mix iu the

Spirit." Lond.
The Edinbmr;h College infm:es .fifteen onnce.~ of the sarsaparilla in a, gallon
(Imp. meas.] of boiling water for twenty.four hours; boils down to four pints,
and strains the liquor while hot; and, lastly, adds Ji/teen ounce$ of pure sugar,
and evaporatef! to the consistence of syrup.
This i::.yrup is necessarily a weak if not inert preparation; the virtues of sarsaparilla being only partially extracted by watcr1 at least by the quantity ordinarily employed, and being iujured or destroyed by long boiling. It is scarcely
used in this country, our own compound syrup being preferred.
W.

SYRUPUS SARSAPARILL.IE cmIPOSITUS. U.S. Compound
Syrup of Sarsapai·illa.
iI~
·
"Take of Sarsaparilla, bruised, ttoo-pounds; Guaiacum Wood, rasped, three
ounces; Ilundred-leaved Roses, Senna, J.. iquorice Root, bruised, each, ttco ounces;
Oil of Sassafras, Oil of Anise, each, five rninims; Oi l of Partridge berry three
mini1ns; Diluted Alcohol ten pints; Sugar (refined] eight pounds. l\Iacerate the
Sarsaparilla, Guaiacum 'Vood, Roses, Senna, and Liquorice Uoot in the Diluted
Alcohol for fourteen clays; then express and filter. Evaporate the tincture by
means of a water-bath to four pints, filter, add the Sugar, and proceed in the
manner directed for Syrup. J..astly, having rubbed the Oils with a small qua.n·
tity of the Syrup, mix them thorough ly with the remainder.
"Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla may also be prepared by mixing the solid
materials, excepting the Sugar, in coarse powder, with three pints of Diluted
Alcohol, allowing the mixture to stand for twenty-four hours, then transferring
it to a pe rcolator, gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until ten pints
have passed, and proceeding with the tincture as in the above process.'' U.S.
In the original edition of the U . S. Pharmacopccia publif;hed in 1820, a pro·
cess for a syrup of sarsaparilla. was adopted, intended to represent the famous
French sirop de Cu{sinicr. This was very much improved in the revised edition
published in 1830; an<l the amended process has been retained with little altera·
tion i11 the subsequent etlitions, being the first of the two ciuotecl above. In the
original process, the sarsapari~la was subjected to long decoction with wate_r.
Now it has been proved that diluted a.lcohol more thoroughly extracts the acnd
principle of the root, upon which its activity probably depends, than water, and
that this principle is cit.her dissipated or destroyed by the long-continued appl ication of 11. boiling he::i.t.* In the present formula., therefore, which employs
diluted ulcoliol as the menstruum, the root is more completely exhausted of its
active matter; while the heat applied to the concentration, being no higher than
is requisite for the eva.poration of the alcohol, is insnfficieut to injure the pre-
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paration. The spirituous menstruum has, moreover, the advantage of not dissolving the inert fecula, which cucumbers the syrup prepared by decoction, and
renders it liable to spoil. In the Phannacopreia of 1840, the pale or huu<lred lmnie<l roses were nry prOpcrly substituted for the red; as their slightly laxative proper~y accords 'better with the character of the preparation. 'fhe operator
should be careful to comply exact ly with the directions of the Pharmacopreia in
relation tO the period of fnaccrati.on, and the use of the water-bath. The essential
oils, being iutended solely to communicate au agreeable flavour, are used in very
small proportion. The on ly objection to this process is that a portion of the
resin, extracted hy the alcohol fr om the guaiacum wood, is deposited during the
evaporation of th e tincture; but this is separated by t.he tilt.ration directed, and
is therefore of no di sadvantage to the preparation.
The second process above quoted differs from the first only in preparing the
tincture for evaporation by percolation instead of maceration, ha\'ing been very
properly substituted, ut the last revision of the Pharmacopreia, for the process
by percolation in the edition of 1840, in which water was employed as the menstruum, and which was found to yield a syrup having less of the sensible properties of the root than that made with diluted alcohol.* But the practitioner
should be aware that much of the sarsaparilla as it exists in the market is nearly
or quite inert, and should be prepared to meet with disappointment in the use of
this or any other preparation, unless satisfied of the good quality of the drug
from which it is made.
Corrosive sublimate, which is often given in connexion with this syrup, is said
to be completely decomposed by it, being converted into calomel. l\I. Lepage,
of Gisors, proposes as a substitute the iodobydrargyrate of potassium (sec .Appendix), which he has found not to undergo decomposition. (Journ.de Phann.,
De $er., viii. 63.)
The dose of the syrup is half a fiuidounce, equirnlent to somewhat less than
a drachm of the root, to be ta.ken three or four times a da.y.
w·.

SYlWPUS SCILLJE. U.S., Ed., Dub.

Syrnp of Sqnill.

"Take of Vinegar of Squ ill <l pint; Sugar [refined] ttco pounds. Add the
Sugar to the Vinegar of Squill, and proceed in the manner directed for Syrup."

U.S.
"Take of Vinegar of Squill three pints; Pure Sugar, in powder, $Cl'm pounds.
DissolYe the Sugar in the Vinegar of Squill, with the aid of a gentle heat and
agitation." Ed.
1
' Take of Vinegar of Sciulll e(r;htjfoidounces; Refined Sugar, in powder, one
pound [avoirdupois]. Dissolve the Sugar in the Vinegar of Squill with the aid
of a. steam or water bcat.1' JJub.
TL is syru p is much employe:d as an expectorant, especially in combinntion with
a solution of tartarized antimony. 1.'he dose is about a fluidrachm . In iufantile
cases of catarrh and other pectoral complaints, it is sometimes given in tbe same
dose as an emetic.
W.

SYRUP US SCILLJE COMPOSITUS. U.S. Compound Syntp of
Squill. Hive·Sy>"up.
"Take of Squill, bruised, Scuek;"t, bruised, each,/our ounces; Tartrate of An·
timony and Pot.assaforty-ei!Jht yruins; Water fOur pints; Sugar [refined] three
pounds mid a half. Pour tbe '\Tater upon the Squill and Seneka, and, having
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boiled to one-half, strnin, a~d add the Sugar; then evaporate to three pints, and,
while the Syrup is still ll(lt, dissolve in it the 'l'artratc of Antimony and Potassa.
"Compound Syrup of Squill may be advantageously prepared in the following

manner by those familiar with the process of <lisplacemeut.
"Take of Squill, iu coarse powder 1 Scnelrn, in coarse powder, each,/our ounces;

'rartrate of Antimony and Potassa}Orfy.eightgrains; Alcohol/wl/ct pint; \Yater
a sirtJidcnt 91wntity; Sugar·three pom1ds and a half. l\lix the Alcohol with two
pints and a. half of Wate r, and macerate the Squi!I and Seneka iu the mixture
for twenty-four hours . Put the whole into a percolator, and add as mnch 'Vatcr
as ma.y be necc~sary to make the filtered liquor amount to three pints. lfoil the
liquor for a few minutes, evaporate to one-half, and strain; then add the Sugar,
and evaporate until the resulting Syrup measures three pints. J__.a.stly, dissolve
the Turtrate of Antimony and Potassa. in the Syrup, while it is still hot." U.S.
1'Lis is intended as a substitute for that very popular preparation called Uoxe's
hive-:'-yn1p, from which it differs chiefly in containing sugar instead of honey.
Prepared as orij:!;inally directed in the Pharmacoproin, it invariably fermented
fro1h the want of sufficient concentration. This defect was corrected at the revision of 1840, when also sugar was substituted for honey, in consc<1nence of
the uncertain consistence and constitution of the latter. It will be observed that
two formulro are given above i in the first of which the virtues of the squill
and seneka are extracted by long boiling with water, in the second, by percolation
with water to which a. small portion of alcohol has been added. Either of them
will furnish an efficient product; but the latter is preferable when skilfully performed; as it avoids in great measure the injurious influence of boi lin[;!; upon the
seneka, exhausts both this and the squill more readily in consequence of the
addition of alcohol to the menstruum, and affords a solution of their active principles less emba rrassed with inert matters calculated to favour fermentation. In
this process, the filtered liquor is raised to the boiling point in order to coagulate
the albumen, after which the evaporation should be coiiducted at a lower temperature. Mr. L:ridley, of Richmond, Va., suggests that the liquor be strained
immediately after the short boiling, and before the e\·aporation; as, if the albumen be retained in the concentrated liquor, this becomes so thick as to render
filtering difficult. He also suggests that, instead of following the offi.cinal processes, a fluid extract should be prepared from the materials with alcohol, and
incorporated with simple syrup. (.Am.. Journ. of Phann., xxvi . 10-1.)*
The compound syrup of squill combines the virtues of seneka, squill, and tartar
emetic, of the last of which it contains one grain in every Ouidounce. It is
emetic, diaphoretic, expectorant, and frequently cathartic, and may be given with
advantage in mild cases of cro~p, in th~ latter stages of seve~e ca~es wl~en the
object is to promote expectoration, and m other pectoral affections m which the
same indication is presented. As an emetic in inflammatory croup and infantile
catarrh, we decidedly prefer a simpl_e ~olution o.f tartar emetic in water. 'fh.e
dose of the compound syrup of sqmll is, for children, from ten Jrops to n fl.mdrachm, according to the age, and should be repeated in cases of croup every
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fifteen or twenty minutes till it Yomits.
is twenty or thirty drops.

SYRUPUS SENEGA!:. U.S.

PART II.

As an expectorant for aJ.ults the Jose
W.

Syru,p of Seueka.

"Take of Seneka, bruised, fQU'r ounces; Water a pint; s.ugar [refined] a
pound. Boil the \Vatcr with the SC'ncka to one half, and stram; then add the
Sugar, ancl proceed in the manner directed for Syrup. Syrup of Scneka. may
also he prepared in the following manner.
''Take of Seneku 1 in coarse powder, four uunces; Alcohol half a 7Jint; 1\Tatcr
a pint and a half; Sugar [refined]fifieenounces. l\lix: the Alcohol and \Vater,
pour half a pint of the liquid on the Seneka, and allow the mixture to stand for
twelve hours; then transfer it to a pQ:rcolator, and gradually pour upon it the
remainder of the menstruum. 'Vhen the liquor has ceaseJ to pass, evaporate it
by means of a water-bath to half a pint, filter, and, having added the Sugar, pl'oceed in the manner directed for Syrup. 11 C.. S.
The latter of these processes is preferable for an experienced operator, as it
avoids the injury to the seneka resulting from long boiling, and bas, moreover,
the advantage of the solvent power of the alcohol added; but they who are not
practically ucquaiuted with the process of percolation should employ the former.
This is an active preparation, and affords a very convenient 1uode of exhibiting
scncka in pectoral complaints. It may be girnn as a stimulant expectorant iu
the dose of one or two fluidrachms.
W.

SYRUPUS SENN.IE . U.S., Lone/., Eel.

Syru,p of Senna.

''Take of Senna two oirncesj Fennel-seed, bruised, an om1cej Boiling W'ater
a pinlj Sugar [refined] fifteen ounces. Digest the Senna and Fennel-seed in the
Water, with a gentle heat, for an hour; then strain, add the Sugar, and evaporate to the proper consistence." U. S.
"Take of Senna tAree ounce.~ 0111la lw(i; Fennel [seeds], bruised, ten dMchmsj
l\Janna three ounceSj boHing Distilled \Yater n pint [Imp. measure]; Molasses
three pounds. Macerate the Senna and l?ennel in the Water with a gentle heat
for six hours; strongly express the liquor through lin en, filter, and mix the
l\Ianna with it. Evaporate the Molasses by means of a water-bath, until a portion removed from the bath barely concretes; and to the same while yet hot add
the liquor, constn.ntly stirr ingi until they are mixed." Lond.
"'.l'ake of Senna four onnces,- boiling 'Yater one pint and four fluirlou11ces
[Imperial measure]; 'l'reacle/oNy-e(ght ourices. Infuse the Senna in the Water
for twelve hours; strain and e:xpre.ss strongly through calico, so as to obtain a.
pint and two fluidounces at least of liquid. Cou.centrate the Treacle in the vapour-bath as far as possible, or till a little taken out upon a rod becomes nearly
concrete on cooling; and, while the Treacle is still hot, add the infusion, sti rring
carefully, and removing the vessel from the vapour-bath as soon as the mixture
is complete. If Alexandrian Senna be used for this preparation, it must be carefully freed of Cynancbum leaves by picking it." Ed.
'l'he molasses in the Edinburgh and London syrup almost completely covers
the taste of the senna; and the preparation, according to Dr. Christison, is very
effectual, and seldom occasion!' nausea. or gl'iping. '!'he U. S. process is liable
to the objection, that considerable eyaporation is necessary to bring tbe syrup to
the proper consistence; so that, if a boiling heat be employed, the senna ma.y be
injured. This syrup is intended chiefly as a cathartic for chi ldren, to whom it
may be given in the dose of one or two Huidrachms.
W.

SYRUPUS TOLUTANUS. U.S., Lone/., Eel., Dub.

Synip of

Toi".
"Take of Tincture of Tolu a fluid?mice and a halfj Water a pinlj Sugar
[refined] l1t·o pounds and a half l\ltx the Tincture with the Sugar in coarse
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powder; cxpoi::e the mixture, in a shallow di.:<h, to a gentle heat until the alcohol
has evaporated; then pour the W ater upon it in a covered n.sscl, heat gradually
till the Sugar is dissolved, and strain." ll. S.
"Take of Balsam of Tolu ttn drac!tms; boiling Distilled Water api11t [Tmp.
meas.]; Sug-ar [refined] two 7>0wuls and a lwlf Boil the Balsam in the Water
for half an hour, in a eo'fered vessel, occasionally stirring, and strain the liquor
whm cold; then add the Sugar nnd dissolve it." Lo11d.
The Edin&uryh College prepares this Sj'rtlP by adding gradually on,, ounce of
the tincture of tolu to lu;o pouuds of simple ~ymp just prepared, und before it
has become cold. 'fbe JJuUin College t:lkc:; mi ounce [avoirdupoi~J of the bal~am
to a pint [lmp. meas.] of distilled water, and proceeds essentially as the J... ondou
College.
In the U.S. and :Edinburgh processes, the ssrup is prepared with the tincture
of tolu; in the latter by addin~ it to sirnple syrup 1 iu tLe former by mixiag it
witL the sugar employed, and evapornting the a lcohol, before dissolving the
sugar in the water. l3y the U. S. method the advantage is g:lin cd of getti ng
rid of the alcohol with the least possible loss of volatile oil by heat. 'l'he London
and Dublin process affords a. syrup with a fiucr fl1lvour than th:i.t prepared with
the tincture, but with much waste of balsam. To ob\·iatc this waste, the same
portion of balsam is, according to l\Jr. Brande, usually employed in successive
operations, and it long continues to impart odour and taste to boiling water.
1'hc quantity of the balsam is rather more than two grains in a fiuidounce of
the syrup, prepared according: to the U. S. Plrnrmacopccia 1 which is a little
stronger than the Edinburgh, and nmch stronger lhan the London and Dublin
preparation. The syrup of tolu may, therefore, be considered inert as a medicine; and its only use is to impart its agreeable fbvour to mixtures.*
,V.

SYRUPUS VIOL1E. Lond., Ed.

Syrup of riolets.

''Take of fresh Violets one pottnd; l3oiling \Y ater tiro pints and a lur!J[Imp.
moas.]; Pure Su{!ar seven pounds and a !tatf. Infuse the flowers for twentyfour hours in the Water, in a conred glass or earthcuware nsscl; strain without
squeezing, and dissoke the Sugar in tbe filtered liquor." Ed.

[T1::~·;t1~ ~c~~~~~)s; [S~~:rt (r~~~:~J1 ~~:~e~1;~1::,;ls~~;i~gs~~\~;~~Jq~;:~~~~ 7fi~~~

tificd Spirit lu:o fluido1mces and a ha{(, or a 1mj}icient gwmtit,lj. .Macerate the
Yiolets in the Water for twelve hours; then exprcHi:i, anJ filter. Set apart that
the dregs muy !mbside, and finish in tlie manner directed for Ssrup of 1\larshmallow." .Loud. (See S!Jrup11s Altlu.ere.)
rl'his syrup has a. deep-blue colour and an agreeable flavour. It is said that
its colour is most beautiful when it is prepared in weJl.cJeaued pewter vessels;
but the actiou of the metal has not been satisfactorily cxpbincJ. As it is apt
to fade by time, it is sometimes counterfeited witb matel'ials the colour of which
is more permanent. 1'he fraud may usually be detected by tbc addition of an
acid or alkali, the former of which reddens the syrup of violets, the latter renders it green, while they produce no such change upon the counterfeit. It should
not have the smell or taste of red cabbage, a syrup from which acts in the same
way with acids and alkalies.

*

Mr. J. D. Finley proposes tbc following plan of prcpnring tbe &yrup of tolu, which

t~~~[~i~l~{~~~~t~~~i~~f,~~l§
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The syrup acts as a. gentle laxative when given to infants in tbc dnse of one
or two fiuidrachms; but it is used ch iefly as a test of acids and alkalies. l?or
t1rn latter purpose, a i;yrup prepared from the jnice of the red cabbage may be
substituted . It is very seldom kept in our shops.
W.

SYRUPUS ZINGIBERIS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Ginger Syrup.
"Take of Tincture of Ginger four ffoidounccs; \Yater four pint$; Sugar [refined] ten pOunds. l\Jis:. the Tincture with four pounds of the Sugar, in coar.<1e
powJer, and expose the mixture, in a shallow dish, to a gentle heat until the
alcohol has evaporated. Add the residue of the Sugar, and subsequently the
\Vater in a covered vessel, heat gradually till the S ugar is dissolved, and st.rain."

U.S.
The London College macerates tu;o ouncrs anrl a lw?f of sliced ginger, for
four hours, in a pint [Imperial measmc] of boiling distilled water, and, haviog
expressed and strained the infusion, finishes the process in the manner directed
for syrnp of marshmallow. (Ree Syrupus All/11.em.) The Edinburgh College
infuses tu;o ounces and a ha(fof brui~ed ginger, for four hours, in a piut [lmperial measure] of boiling water, strains, adds two po1wcls a'lld a luilf of pure
sug::ir, aud dissolves it with the aid of heat. 1'hc .Dublin College mixes a fhtidOllnce of tiucture of ginger wilh seven flufrlo1rnces of simple syrup.
In the former U.S. process the tincture of ginger was added to syrup, as in
the present Dublin process, and the alcohol was afterwards Haporated . In the
late revision of the Pharmacopooia, th e better plan bas been adopted of adding
the tincture to the sugar before its solution; as in this way the alcohol is driven
off more thoroughly with less heat, and the volatile principle of the ginger is
better preserved. The use of water as the men~truum in the -London and Bdinburgh processes encumbers the syrup with mucilage and starch, and 1hus renders

l°n°r0~~~~-b:fi:~~ ttc~~~~~i:;~on~ 1~~~e ~:eo; :btp~~~[; !t%t~~t: ~t:!i~q5;}ecessary

0

0

it
that the tincture should have been made with the best Jamaica ginger. The
syrup of ginger is much used as a warm stomacbie addition to tonic and purgative infusions or mixtures, and to impart flavour to drinks, particularly to
carbonic acid water.
Off. Prep. Coufectio Snlphuris; Electuarium Opii.
W.

TINCTUR.iE.
'Tinctures.
Tinctures, in the pharmaceutical sense of the term, are solutions of medicinal
substances in alcohol or diluted alcohol, prepared by maceration, digestion, or
percolation. Solutions iu spirit of ammonia. and etherea l spi rit arc embraced
under the same denomination, but are severally distinguished by the titles of
mn~noniated til1ctures and ethereal ti11ctw·,,s. The advantages of alcohol as a.
men~trnum are, that it dissolves principles which are sparingly or not at all
soluble in water, and contributes to th eir '!reservation when dissolved; while it
leaYCS behiud some inert substances which arc dissoh·ed by water. In no in.stance, howcwr, is absolute alcohol employed. 'l'he U . S. Pharmacopreia. directs
it of the sp. gr. 0·835 j the London :.\ud Edinburgh, 0·838 i and the Dublin,
O·S-10. When of these densities it contains water, and is capable of dissol\'ing
more or less of substances which arc insoluble in anhyd rous alcohol; while its
solvent power, in relation to bodies soluble in t11at fluid, is sufficient for nil
practical purposes. Diluted alcohol or proof spirit is often preferable to olliciual
::ilcohol; as it is capable of extracting a. larger proportion of those active principles of plants which require an aqueous mcnstruum, at the same time that it
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is strong enough, in most instances, to prevent spontaneous decomposition, and
bas the advantages of being cheaper and less stimulating.* Tbe diluted alcohol of the different Pharm1tcopooias is not of the same strength; that of the
United States consisting of equal measures of officinal alcohol and water, and
ba.ving the sp. gr. 0·935; while that of JJ01Hlon and Dublin has the sp. gr.
0·920, and that of Edinburgh 0·912. The difference, however, is not very
material. Alcohol or rectified spirit is preforred as the solvent., when the substance to be extracted or dissolved is nearly or quite insoluble in water, as in
the instances of the resins, guaiac, camphor, and the essential oils. 'l'he presence of water is here injurious, not only by diluting the menst.ruum, but by
exercising an affinity for tbe alcohol which interferes witb its solvent power.
Thus, water, added to an alcoholic solution of one of these bodies, produces a.
precipitate by abstracting thti alcohol from it. Diluted alcohol or proof spirit
is employed, when the substance is soluble both in alcohol and water, or when
one or more of the ingredients are soluble in the one fluid, and one or more in
the other, as in the case of those vegetables which contain extractive or tannin,
or the native salts of the organic alkalies, or gum united with resin or essential
oil. As these include the greater number of medicines from which tinctures
are prepared, diluted alcohol is most frequently used.
In the preparation of tbe tinctures, the medicine should be in the dry state,
and properly comminuted by being bruised, sliced, or pulverized. It is usually
better in the condition of a. coarse than of a very fine powder; as in the latter
it is apt to agglutinate, and thus present an impediment to the penetration of
the menstruum. When several substances differing in solubility are employed,
they should be added successively to the spirit, those least soluble first, those
most so last; as otherwise the menstruum might become saturated with the ingredient for which it has the strongest affinity, an<l thus be rendered incapable
of dissolving a due proportion of the others.
Until recently, tinctures have been uni\•ersally prepared by maceration or
digestion. The Edinbuqrb College directs digestion to be continued usually for
seven da.ys. Our own Pharmacopooia directs maceration at ordinary temperatures, and e·xtends the period to two weeks. The latter plan is preferable, as it
is more convenient and equally effectual, the lower temperature being compensated by the longer maceration. When circumstances require that the tincture
should be speedily prepared, digestion may be resorted to. Care should always
be taken to keep the vessels well stopped, in order to prevent the evaporation of
the alcohol. The materials should be frequently shaken during the digestion or
maceration; and this caution is e~pecially necessary wh en the substance acted
on is in the state of powder. The tincture should not he used till the maceration is completed; when it should be separated from the dregs either by simply
filtering it tbrough paper, or, ~h en force is requisite, by first expressing it through
linen, and subsequently filtenng.
The plan of preparing tinctures by percolation or displacement has recently
been extensively adopted; and has been found to answer an excellent purpose,
when skilfully executed. In the U.S. and .};diuburgh PharmacopcciasJ th is
mode of preparation has been given as an alternative in numerous iustances;
and would probably have been exclusively recommended in some, except for its

*

Mr. Wm. Bastick, in a communication to the Pbnrmnceutical Journnl ond Trnnsnc-
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liability to fail in the bands of inexperienced persons. The reader will find
rules for the proper management of ~his process .a~ poges 782 and 789.
Another mode of exhausting mcd1cincs by spmt ~as be~n proposed .by Dr.
II. Burton. It consists in suspending in the :;olYent, 1mrnediately under its sur~
face, the solid matter contained loosely in a bag. 'l'he liquid in contact with
8

~~~ ~~~to~:~o~~ 0p1a~:3i:i~:~~li~dp~~5~~tilr~s~i~:rt~:n~~~~~t ~~ i~~v~~;:i~i~~!~
and thus a. current is established, which contin ues until the solid substance is
exhausted or the liquid saturated. During the maceration, the bag should be
occasionally raised above the surface of the liquor in the bottle, beneath the
cover, and allowed to drain, and then again immersed. It is asserted that the
period of maceration is much shortened in this way. (Lond. Med. Gaz., Aug.
30, 1844.)*
1'inctures, prepared by adding alcohol to the expressed juices of plants, ha~e
been long in use on the Continent of Europe, and h.ave been brought into notice
in Great Britain. They are somet im es coiled in :England prese1·ved vegetable
Juices. The tinctures of some of the narcotic plants might no doubt be advantageously prepared in this way, as tho&e of conium, hyoscyamus, and belladonna.
Mr. Squire and l\Ir. Bentley have paid particular attention to these preparations. According to l\lr. Sciuire, the leaves only of the plants should be used,
and in the case of bieunial ]Jlants tLose exclusively of the second year's growth;
and they should always be prefcrnLly collected when the plant is in full flower.
illr. Bentley recommends the following mode of preparation. To the expressed
juice, after it Las stood for twenty-four hours, and deposited its feculent watter,
alcohol of 0·838 is to be added in the proportion of one part by measure to four
of the juice; and, after another pei·iod of twenty.four hours, the liquor is to be
filtered. The proportion of alcuhol mentioned has been found sufficient for the
preservation of the juice, while it causes the precipitation of all the suspended
mucilaginous matter.
Tinct.ures should be kept in bottles accurately stopped, in order to pre~ent
evaporation, whie:h might, in some instances, be attended with serious inconvenience, by increasing their strength beyond tbe officinal standard:
1\lc<licines rll'e most conveniently administered in tincture, which act powerfully in small doses; as the proport ion of alcohol in which they are dissolved is
too minute io produce an appreciable effect. Those which require to be given
in lar~e doses should be cautiously employed in this form, lest the injury done
by the menstruum should more than counterbalance their beneficial operation.
This remark is particularly applicable to chronic cases of disease, in which the
use of tinctures is apt to result in the establishment of fatal habits of intemperance. The tinctures of the weaker medicines are more frequently given as
adjuvants of other remedies than with the view of obtaining their own full
effects upon the system.
'l'bc following genera l directions arc given in the U.S. Plwrmacopcc.ia.
"Tinctures, when prepared by maceration, should be frequently shaken
during the process, which should be conducted in glass Yessels well stopped.
When displacement is employed, great care should be taken to observe the
d irections given at page -! [poye 789, of this Dispensatory ], so that the substances treated may be, as far as possible, exhausted of their soluble principles,

* For

this mode of preparing tinctures, Mr. Samuel Gale bas proposed the use of a
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and a perfectly clear tincture obtained. To those not familiar with this process,
the plan of maceration is recommended."
The London Cf)llege states that "all tinctures should be prepared in closed
glass vci:;sels, and frequently shaken during tlie maceration." 'l'he g-cneral
directions of the Edinbw·gh College, which relate to the process of percolation,
W.
have been given at page 790.

'l'INCTURA ACONITI FOLIORUM. U. S.

Tincture of Aconite

L eaves.
"Take of Aconite Leaves four ounccsj Diluted A lcohol two pints. 1\Iace~
rate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture ma.y also be prepared by thoroughly moistcnini:; the Aconite
Leaves, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing the mixture to stand for
twcnt_y·four hours, then transferring it to a percolator, and gradu:tlly pouring
upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." (J. S.
':I.1his is a good preparation of aconite wlicn made from the recently dried
leaves, and may be given in the dose of twenty or thirty drops. A saturated
tincture prepared from the root is now more used. It is much stronger than
the tincture of the leaves, and great care should be taken not to confound them
in prescription. (See 1'inctitra Aconiti Radie-is.)
W.

TINCTURA ACONITI RADICIS. U.S.
Lond.

'l1INCTUR.\ RADICrs AcoNITI .

.Dub.

TrncTURA AcONITI.

'l.rinctu1·e of Aconite Root.

"Take of Aconite Root, well bruised, a pound; Alcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen days, express strongly, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by t he process of displacement, in the
following mauner.
"'l'akc of Aconite Root, in powder, a 7Jound; Alcohol a s1~'f}icie11t quantity.
Mix the Aconite Root with a pint of Alcohol, and allow the mixture to stand
twenty-four hours; then transfer it to a percolator, and pour Alcohol grndually
upon it until two piots of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
The London College macerates fifteen ounces of the coarsely powdered root
in tv;o pint:; [Imperiul measure] of rectified spirit, for seven days, then expresses,
and filters . The Dublin College takes ten ounces [avoirdupois] of the root, and '
a pint [Imp. meas.] of rcctitie<l spirit, aud macerates for fourteen days.
This tincture, as directed in the different Pbannacopooias, may be considered
of about the same strength, being probably very nearly saturated. It is much
stronger than the tinctmc of the leaves, and too much caution cannot be ob served to avoid mistaking one for the otLer. In preparing it, each step of the
process mm:;t be carefully attended to in order to insure a favourable result. The
root should be thoroughly com minuted, the maceration continued for the full
period directed, rind the displacing rnenstruum Yery gradually :·1ddcd. The dose
to begin with is from five to ten drops, which may be repeated three times. a day,
and gradually increased, if necessary, until its peculiar effects are expc r1 enccd.
(See .Aconiti Radix.) We would repca.t here the caution, already given wh<:n
treating of Aconite in the ?ila.teria Medica, that phys icians should be careful, in
prescribing either of the tinctures of aconite, to give the whole name of the one
they intend, as otherwise serious consequences may ensue.*
1V.
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TINCTURA ALOES. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Tincture of Aloes.

"Take of Aloes, in powder, an ouncej Liquorice [extract] three ottncesj
Alcohol half a pinl; Distilled Water a pint and a half. l\Iacerate for fourteen days, and filter through paper." U. S.
.
The London College directs the same quan_titg of aloes (So~ot:ine or hepatic)
and liquorice with a pi'llt and a holf[~t~penal measure] of d1st~lled wat?r~ and
ha?f a pint [Imp. meas.] of rectified spmt; macerates the aloes i~ the spmt for
a week, then adds tbc liquorice, <liss?lves, and filters. The E<h_nb1'1'[fh College
takes on ounce of Socotrioe or Indian Aloes, llu·ee ounces of liquorice, twelve
jluidounces of rectified spirit, and twenty-eight flnidounces of water; digests for
seven days; and filters the liquor, separated from the sediment.
Th e original tincture of aloes of the U.S. l:'barmacopceia was prepared with
the officinal diluted alcohol, without the addition of water. At present it corresponds with the tincture of the British Colleges. It is little more than an
infusion, with the addition of sufficient alcohol to prevent spontaneous decomposition. The liquorice is added to cover the taste of the aloes; but it answers
the end imperfectly; and the preparation, on account of its unpleasant bitterness, is little used, aloes being generally administered in the form of pill. The
W.
dose is from half a fiuidouuce t.o a fluidounce and a half.

TINCTURA ALOES ET MYRRHJE. U.S., Ed.
Lond. Tincture of Aloes and i1Iyrrh.

TrncTURA

ALOES CoMPOS!TA.

"Take of Aloes, in powder, three ounces; Saffron an ounce; Tincture of l\Jyrrh
two pfot1:. Macerate for fourteen days, and filter through paper." U.S.
The London College takes fo11r ounces of Socotrine or hepatic aloes, two ounces
of saffron, and two lmperfol pints of tincture of mynh, and proceeds as above.
The Bdinburgh College takesfou·r ounces of Soeotrine or ladian aloes, two otrnces
of saffron, and two imper/al pints of tincture of myrrh; digests for se\'Cil days;
and filters the clear "superincumbent" liquor.
'!'his tincture is a modification of the elixir proprielatis of Paracelsus. The
saffron, which has been retained in compliance with former prejudices, can add
little to the efficacy of the preparation; and, being very expensive, has with
great propriety been much reduced in the U.S. formula . It sen·es, however, to
impart a. richness to the tincture, the want of which might be considered a defect
by those accustomed to its use.
The tincture is purgative, tonic, and emrnenagogue; and is considerably employed in ch lorosis, and other disordered states of health in females, connected
with suppressed, retained, or deficient menstruation, and with a. constipated state
of bowels. It may also be used as a stomachic laxative in cold, languid habits,
independently of menstrual disorder. The dose is from one to two fluidrachms.

w.

TINCTURA AMMONIJE COMPOSl'l'A. Lond. Compound Tincture of Ammonia.
"T11ke of l\lastich two drachms; Rectified Spirit nfoe fluidrctchms; Oil of
Lavender fourteen niim"msj Stronger Solution of Ammonia a pi'nt [Imperial
measure]. Ma.cerate the l\Iastich in the Spirit that it may be dissolved, and
pour off the clear tincture; then add the other ingredients, and shake them all
together." .lJOn<l.
'!'his bas taken the place of the Spfritus Anirnonire Succinatus of the old
J.JOndon Pharmacoproia, and was intended as a substitute for the eau de Luce.
~ hc oi l o~ ~mber, which was retained as a.n ingredient with the change of name
m the ed ition of 1836, was abandoned in that of 1851. The tincture has a
milky appearance, owing to the separation of the mastich from its alcoholic
solution by the water of ammonia. Its properties are essentially those of its
1
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ammoniacal ingredient; the mastich baving no medical action, and the oil of
!avend?r being in too small proportion to serve any other purpose than that of
1mpa:ting flavour. It is used chiefly as a powerful sti mulant applied to the
nos~rils, in cases of fainting and torpor. It has considerable reputation as an
~ntidote to the bit.e of venomous animals, particularly of serpents, in which it
is reported to have been often usecl successfully. 'l'he dose for internal use is
W.
from ten to thirty drops, very largely diluted with wa.tcr.

ESSENTIA ANISI. Dub.

Essence of Anise.

"'l'ake of Oil of Anise one jl;m"dounce; lfoctified Spirit nine fiuidou.nces. Mix
with agitation." Dub.
The Dublin College introduced into the last edition of its Pharmacopreia,
under the name of essences, a set of preparations consisting of solutions of the
aromatic volatile oils in alcohol. They are essentially tinctures, as the term is
here erupl oyeJ; and similar preparations of the oils of peppermint and spearmint have been so named in the U.S. Pharmacopooia. They are much stronger
than the sp irits, which, though, like the essences, solutions of volatile oil in
alcohol, are either procured by distillation, or made to imitate the distilled
spirits in strength. 'l'he dose of this preparation is from twenty minims or forty
drops to a fluidracbm for an adult, which may be given in sweetened water.
Off Prep. Aqua Anisi.
W.

TINCTUHA ASS.A.FCETID.IE. U.S., L ond., Ed., Dub.
of .Assafetida.

Tincture

"Take of .Assafetida foui · ounces j Alcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen
days, and filter through paper." U.S.
The London College takes five ounces of assafetida, and two lmpaial ph1ts of
rectified spirit, macerates for seven days, and filters. The Edinburgh College,
with the same quantity of materials, digests for seven days, and filters the clear
liquor. The Dublin Uollf'ge macerates jive ounces [aNoirdupois] with two Imperial pints for fourteen days, expresses, and filters.
'This t.incture becomes milky on the addition of water, in consequence of the
separation of the resi n. It possesses all the virtues of assafetida. The medium
dose is a fluidraehm.
Off. Prep. Enema Footidum.
W.

TINCTUHA AUHANTII. Lond., Ed., Dub.
P eel.

Tincture of Orange

"Take of dried Orange Peel three ounces and a halfj Proof Spirit two pints
[Imperial measure]. i\Jacerate for seven days, then express, and filter." Lond.
"Take of Bitter Orange Peel, dried, three ounces and a haifi Proof Spirit
two pints ([m p. meas} _Digest for seven days, strain and express strong_ly, and
filter the liquor. This tiucture may be prepared by percobt100, by cuttrng the
Peel into sma ll fragments, macerating it m a little of the Spirit for tweh'<~ hours,
and beating the mass into a coarse pulp before putting it into the percolator."
Ed.
The Dublin College macerates four ounces [avoirdupois] of the dried bitter
oran ge peel with tu..·o 2>i11ts [Imp. meas.] of proof spirit, for fourteen days, strains,
expresses, and filters.
It is the peel of the Seville orange which is intended by the J~ondon College;
and the outer part only shoulcl be used, tbe inner whitish portion being inert.
The tincture of orange peel is empl oyed as a grateful addition to infusions, deeoctions1 and mi xtures.
Off Prep. l\listura Ferri Aromatica; 'finctura. Quinre Composita.
W.
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TINCTURA BELLADONN.iE. U.S., Lond. Tr::icTURA FoLIORU1!
BELLADONNE.

Ih1,,b.

'l'incture of Belladonna.

''Take of Belladonna (leaves]/our ouncrs; Diluted Alcohol two z;ints. l\fa.
cerate for fourteen day~, express, and filter through paper.
"This '.l'incture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Belladonna, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to sta?d for t\:ent.y-four
hours, then transferring it to a percolator, and gradually pourmg upon 1t Diluted
Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." 0 . S.
The London College maeeratesfimr om1ces of dried belladonna with l1co p1'.nts
[Imperial measure] of proof sp irit for seven days, exprcs:3e~, and filters; the
.Dublin, five ounces [avoirdupois] with tu;o pint~ [Imp. meas.] for fourteen days,
strains, expresses, and filters.
This tincture is an efficient preparation when made from the recently dried
leaves; but the imported leaves are of very uncertain strength, and a. tincture
prepi\red from them is less tole relied upon than the extract. The dose is from
W.
fifteen to thirty drops.

TINCTURA BENZOINI COMPOSITA. U.S., Lond., Ed. Compound Tincture of Benzoin.
"Take of Benzoin tkree ounces; Purified Storax two ounces ; Balsam of Tolu
an owu·e; Aloes, in powder, half an ounce; Alcohol two pints. Macerate for
fourteen days, and filter through paper." U. S.
The London Coll"ye takes three ounces and a half of benzoin, two om1<"es and
a h(llj of prepared storax, ten drachm.<; of balsam of Tolu, five drachms of Socotrine or hepatic aloes, and two pi11f.~ (Imperial measure] of rectified spirit, macerates fo r seven days, and filters. Tbe Edinbwy;h College takes four ounces of
benzoin, two ounces anrl a half of balsam of Peru, half an ounce of East India
aloes, and two pints (Imp. meM.] of rectified spirit, digests for seven days, pours
off the clear liquor, and 6ltcrs it.
'l'bis tincture is a stimulating expectorant, occasionally used in chronic catarrhal
affections, but more frequently as a. local application to indolent ulcers. It is
the balsamum lra:wmaticmn. of the older Pbat·macopcci:is, and may be considered
as a simplified form of certain complex compositions, such as baume de cornmandeur, Hilde's balsarn, Frfor's balsam,, Jesuits' drops, &c., which were formerly
iu repute, and are still esteemed among the vulgar as pectorals and vulneraries.
•It is also au ingredient in Turb'11yton's balsani, which is a popular remedy in
this cou ntry for the same purposes.* It is scarcely necessary to state that the
application of these preparations to fresh wounds must frequently prove injurious,
by inducing too much inflammation, and thus preventing union by tbe first intention. The compound tincture of benzoin is decomposed by water. 'l'be dose
is from thi rty minims .to two iluidrachms. A variety of co10-l plaster is made
by applying to black s1lk1 by means of a brush, first a solution of isinglass, and
,V.
afterwards an alcoholic solution of benzoin.

TINCTURA BUCHU. Dub. 'l'INCTURA Buc1rn. Ed.
Buclt1t.

Tincture of

"Take of Bucku .five ounces; Proof Spirit tu:o pints [Imperial measure].
Digest for seven chys, pour off the clear liquor, and filter it. This tincture may
be conveniently and quickly made also by the process of percolation. 11 Ed.
"'l'ake of Buchu Leaves, bruised, five ounces [avoirdupoi::i]; Proof Spirit two
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7>i11ts [Imp. meas.]. ~lacerate for fourteen days, strain, express, and filter."
.Dub.
This tincture has the virtues of buchu leaves, and may be gi\·cn in the do:;;c
of from one to four fluidrachm!'l, either simply diluted with water, or as an adW.
dition to the infusion of the leaves.

TINCTURA CAi\IPIIOHJE. U.S., Ed., Dub.
RtE.

Lond.

SPIRITUS CA'1PIIO·

'l'inctitre of Camplw1'.

. "Take of Camphor .fo1tr ounces; Alcohol two 7Jints. Dissolve the Camphor
m the Alc0hol." U.S. ·
The Lo11don College dissolves ./it•e ounres of camphor in two pints [Imperial
measure) of rectified spirit; the .E'di11bmy;!t, tu·o oum·es orul a. half in two pints
[Imp. meas.]; the Dublin, an ounce (avoirJupois] in ei!Jht .firtid1Junres.
Tb is is used chiefly as an anodyne embrocation in rheuma.tic nnd gouty pains,
chilblains, and. the iaflammntion resulting from ~?rains nnd bruises. It may
ulso be employed internally, d ue regard be in g paid to the stimulant properties
of the alcohol. 'l'he camphor is precipittlted b.v the addition of water, but may
be suspended by the intervention of sugar. 'l'he dose is from five drops to a.
fluidracbm, fir~t added to sugar, and then mixed with water.
OJ): Prep. J,inimentnm Ammonire Compositum; l\listura Campborre. W.

TINCTURA CANNABIS INDIC1E. Dub.

Tinctiire of Indian

Hemp.
"Take of Puri6ed Extract of Indian Ilemp hnlf an ounce (avoirdupois]; Hcctified Spirit lwlf a pint [Imperial measure]. Dissolve the Extract in the Spirit."
Dub.
The American reader must take care not to confound the Indian hemp, here
alluded to, with the Apocynum Cannab inum known by the same name in this
country. The <lose, equirnlent to a g rain of the extract, is twent.y·h\'.O minims
or about forty drops, which is to be gradually increased till its effects are ex.~

~~~

TINCTUHA CANTIIAHIDIS. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Tinctiire
of Spanish Flies.

'l'ake of Span ish Flies, bruised, an ounre; Diluter! Alcohol, two 7)ints. Macerate for fourteen days, exp ress, and filter through papc1·.
"'l'bis Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly m0istcning the li'lies, in
powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing them to $land for twenty-four hourR, then
transferring them to n. percolator, and gradually pourin~ upon them Diluted
Alcohol until two pints of filtered li'luor arc obtained." C S.
The Loudon Collt>ye takes four druckm.~ of the flies and Ill''> pints [Imperi:ll

~,~a~~;ij~a~~ ~;:~l~~ (a~~~·~;u~~i~S~~ ~~~ f.~r~~c~a;~de~~·~~~~~a[1l~1~·~!~~:~~1st. Jej/:i~~
5

1

Jat;er, :rncl macerates for two weeks, strains, expresses, aud filters. rrhe Edinbur:ih Gi1ll<'.'Je takes the same proportions as the J,ondcm, di~cs ts for s~vcn Jays,
st.rains, expresses the re~iduum st~ongly: and filtcr5; or prepares t_he ti_nctur~ by
percolation, having previously 11101stcncd the coarsely powdered flies with a ht.tie
.
of the spirit, and allowed them to stand for t~'·elve hours.
'!'bis tincture is one of the mo!!t convenient forms for the mternal use of
SpaniSh flies, the vi1:tues of which it posses~es to tlieir full c_xtent.. (Se? Ca_ntharis.) It is occas1onally employed externally as a rubefac1ent; but its liability to vcsicate should be taken into consideration. 'l'he British tinctures
arc all too feeble; the strongest containing the virtues only of three quarters of
a gniin (If cantharides in a f:luidrachrn. 'l'hc dose of the U. R. tincture is from
,V.
twenty drops to a. fluidrachm, repeated three or four times a day.
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TINCTURA CAPSICI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Cayenne Pepl'er.

Tincture of

"Take of Cayenne Pepper an ounce; Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate
for fourteen days, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Cayenne
Pepper, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, putting it into a percolator, and
graduaily pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are
obtained." U.S.
The Lr,mdon College takes ten drachms of bruised Cayenne pepper, and two
pints (Imperial measure) of proof spirit, macerates for fourteen days, and filters;
the Dublin an ounce and a haif[avoirdupois) to a pint [.Imp. meas.], and ma.
cerates fourteen days; the EdinLuryh takes the same proportions as the London,
digests for seven days, strains, expresses, and filters; or prepares the tincture
by percolation, having previously made the capsicum into a pulp, with a little
of the spirit.
This preparation of capsicum is a useful st imulant in very low states of the
system with great ga.stric insensibility, as in malignant scarlet and typhus fevers,
and in the cases of drunkards. It may also be used as a gargle, diluted with
rose water or some mucilaginous fluid. (See Capsicum.) Applied by means of
a camel's hair pencil to the relaxed uvula, it sometimes produces contraction,
and relieves prolaprns of that part. 'l'he dose iis one or two fluidrachms. W.

TINCTURA CARDA:\IOMI. U.S., Ed.

Tincture of Cardamom.

"Take of Cardamom, bruised,/ou1' ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pi'nts. Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filtl'r through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared b.v thoroughly moistening the Cardamom, in powder, with Diluted .Alcohol, a1lowing it to stand for twenty-four
hours, then transferring it to a percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted
Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." (]. S.
'l'he Edinburyh Collrge takes four ounces and a half of the bruised seeds,
and t1i"O pints [Imp. meas.] of proof spirit, digests for seven days, strains, expresses, and filters; or prepares the tincture by percolation, fir.st grinding the
seeds in a coffee-mill, and making tLem into a pulp with a little! of the spirit.
'J'his tincture is un agreeable aromatic, and may be advantageously added to
tonic and purgative infusions. '.l'he dose is one or two fluidrachws.
Off. Prep. Tinctura Conii.
W.

'l.'INCTURA CARDAMOM! COMPO.SITA. U.S.,Lond.,Ed.,Dub.
Compound Tinctio·e of Cardamom.
"'l'ake of Cardamom, bruised, six drachms; Caraway, bruised, two draclmis;
Cinnamon, bruised, five drachms; Raisins, deprived of their seeds, five ounces;
Cochineal, bruised, a drachrn; Diluted Alcohol, fl.CO pints and a half. l\Iacerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper." U.S.
"'fake of Cardamom, Caraway, Cochineal, each, bruised, tico drachms and a
half; Cinnamon, bruiscd,.five drachrn.~; Raisins depri\'ed of the seeds five ounces;
P roof Spirit two pints [Imperial measure]. .Macerate for senn days; then express, a.nd filter." Lond.
The Ed inUmyh Culle.qe, taking the same rnateria.ls in the same quantities as
the London, excepting coch ineal, of which it takes on ly a drachrn, digests for
seven days, strains, expresses strongly, and filters. The same College allows
the tincture Lo be prepared also by percolation; the solid materials being first
beaten together, moistened with a little spirit, and allowed to stand for twelve
hours before being introduced into the instrument. The Dublin Colleye takes of
cardamom and caraway, each, half an ounce [avoirdupois], cinnamon an mmce
[avoird.J, cochineal t1co drw.:hrns [Dub. weight], and proof spirit two J>ints [Imp.
meas.), macerates for fourteen days, stra~ns, expresses, and filters.
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This is a very agreeable aromatic tincture, occasionally used as a canuinative
in the dose of one or two fluidra.chms, but more frequently as an addition to
mixtures, infusions, &c., which it renders pleasant to tbe taste, and acceptable
to the stomach.
Off. Pi'Pp. Decoctum Alol!s Compositum; Mistura Ferri Aromatica; l\Iistura
W.
Gentiao::c Composita.

ESSENTIA CARUI. Dub.

Essence of Caraway .

"Take of Oil of Caraway one jluidounce; Rectified Spirit nine fluidounces.
:Mix with agitation." Dub.
For general observations on the Dublin essences see Essentia Anisi. The
dose of tbis preparation is from twenty drops to a fluidracbm.
W.
Off. Prep. Aqua Carui.

TIN CT URA CASCARILL.iE. Lond., Ed., ])"b.
carilla.

Tincture of Cas-

"Take of Cascarilla 1 bruised, five owices; Proof Spirit two pints [Imperial

measure]. Macerate for seven days; then express, and filter." Lend.
The Edinburgh Uollr,ge eu1ploys jive ounces of the bark, in moderately fine
powder, and t11.·o 7)ints [Imp. meas. J of proof ~p irit; and proceeds by percolation
or digestion as directed for the tinctu re of Peruvian bn rk. (See Tincturn Cinclton:e.) The Dublin takes five ounces [avoirdupoi~J of the bark, in coarse powder, and two Imperial pi11ts of the menstruum, macerates for fourteen days,
strains, expresses, and filters.
This tincture has the properties of cascarilla, but is seldom if ever used in
~

~~~

TINCTURA CASSI1'E. Ed.

Tincture of Cassia.

"Take of Cassia. [Chinese cinnamon], in moderately fine powder, three ounces
and u half; Proof Spirit two pints [Imperial measure]. Digest for seven
days, strain, express the res iduum strongly, and filter. This tincture is more
conveniently made by the process of percolation, the Cassia being allowed to
macerate in a. little of tbe Spirit for twelve bours before being put into the per.
.
colator." Ed.
The properties of this tincture arc identical with tbosc of tincture of cinnaW.
mon. (See 1.'inctura Cinnammni.)

'l'INCTURA CASTO REI. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Tincture of Castor.

0
Takc of Castor, bruised, tu·o ounces; Alcohol two pints. Macerate for seven
days, express, and filter through paper." U. S.
The London College takes two onnces and a lwlf of bruised castor, and two
Imperial pints of rectified spirit, macerates fo r seven days, expresses, and filters.
The Edi11huryh ('ollrge directs two ouncf'~ und a half of Lruised castor, and llCO
Imperial pints of rectified sp irit, and allows the tincture to be prepared either
by digestion or percolation, like the tincture of cassia.
As ca1'tor yielda little if any of its virtues to water, alcohol is a better solvent
tb:m proof spirit. It is said also to form a more grateful preparation. Tbe
Uussian castor should always be preferred when attainable. 'l'bis tincture is
used for the same purposes with castor in substance. The dose is from thirty
W.
miuims to two fiuidrachms.

TINCTURA CASTOREI AMi\IONIATA. Ed . .Ammoniated Tincture of Castor.

"Take of Castor, bruised, tvo ounces and a half; Assafetida, in small fragments, ten dracltms; Spirit of Ammonia ~wo pints [Imperial measure] .. Digest
for seven days in a wcJl.cJoscd yessel; stram, and express strongly the residuum;
11
and filter the liquor. Ed.
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This is an active stimulant antl antispasmodic, applicable to cases of s~vere
spas m of the stomach, and to various by!terical and other nervous affections,
unattended with inflammatory symptoms. 'l'hc dose is from thirty minims to

two fl.uidrachms.

W.

'l'IN:CTURA CATECIIU. U.S., Ed., Dub.
COMPOSITA.

L ond.

TINCTURA CATECJIU

'l'incture of CatecltiL.

"Take of Catechu three ounces; Cinnamon, bruised, tu:o ounces; Diluted
Alcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through
paper." U.S.
The London College takes thee ounces ancl a ltrtlf of powdered catechu, two
ounces ancl a half of bruised cinnamon, and two Imperial pints of proof spirit,
~accrates for seYen days, expresses, and filters.
Th e .Edinburgh Uollege takes
three ounces ancl a half of catechu, in moderately fine powder; two ounces ancl a
half of cinnamon, in fine powder; and two pints [Imp. meas.] of proof spirit;
digests for seven days, strain s, expresses strongly, ttnd filters. This College prepares the tincture also by percolation, introducing the mixed powders into the
percolator without previously moistening them with spi rit. The Dublin OollPge
macerates/our ow1ces [avoirdupois] of catechu, and two ounce.s (avoird.J of ci nnamon in lwo Imperial piuts of proof spirit for fourteen days, strains, expresses,
and filters.
This is a grateful astringent tin cture, useful in all cases to which eatechu is
applicable, and in which small quantities of spirit are not objectionable. It may
often be advantageously aclJed to cretaceous mixtures in diarrl..irea. Tbe dose is
from thirty minims to three fluidracbms, which may be given with sweetened
water or some mucilaginous liquid, or in Port wine when this is not contraindicated. Like the tincture of kiuo, this is said sometimes to gelatiuize when
kept. In this state it is unfit for use.
\\"'".

'l'INCTURA CIIIRE1'TJE. Dub.

Tincture of Chiretta.

"Take of Cbiretta, bruise<l,five ounces [avoirdupois]; Proof Spirit tu:o pirits
[Imperial measure]. )lacerate for fourteen days, strain, express, and filter."
D11b.
This is a tonic tincture, and may be given in the dose of one or two fl.uidra<·hms
three or four times a day.
""\"V.

TINCTURA ClNCHONJE. U. 8., Lond., Ed.
vian Earle.

Tincture of Peru-

"Take of Yellow Bark, in powder, six omw's; Diluted Alcohol ti.Co pints.
l\Iacerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through p:1pcr.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Bnrk with
Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for forty-eight hours, then transferring it
to a. percolntor, and graJual!y pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints
of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
The London Oollege orders e1f1ltt ounces of yellow bark, nnd two Imperial pi11ts
of proof spirit, macerate:; for seven days, expresses, anti filters.
"Take of Yellow Bark, in fine powder (or of any other species of Cinchona,
according to prescription), eight owwes; Proof Spirit two pints [Imperial measure]. Percolate the Bark with the Spirit, the Bark being previously moistened
with a very little Spirit, left thus for ten or twelYe hours 1 and then firmly packed
in the cylinder. 'l'his tincture ma.y also be prepa.red, though much less expeditiously, and with much greater loss, by the usual process of digestion, the bark
being in that case reduced to coarse powJer only." Ed.
'rhis tincture is very properly made with a large proportion of bark; as, in
the bitter tinctures, it is 1mportant tha.t the a.lcohol sLould bear as small a. }Jl"O-
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portioil to the tonic principle ns possible. Even when strongest, however, it
cannot, in ordinary cases, be given in doses sufficiently large to obtain tbe full
effect of the bark, without stimulating too highly. Tincture of cinchona. is used
chiefly as an adjunct to the infusion or decoction of bark, or the solution of sulphate of quinia, to a. dose of which it may be added in the quantity of from one
tofourfluidrachms.
W.

TINCTURA CINCIIONJE COMPOSITA. U.S., Lond., Ed.,
IJub. Compound 'Pinctm·e of Peruvian Bark.
"Take of lled Bark, in powder, tJ.Co ounces; Orange Peel, bru ised, an ounce
cmd a !ta/f; Virginia Snakeroot, bruised, three drachrns; Saffron, cut, Hed Saunders, rasped, each, a drachm; Diluted Alcohol twenty jluidounces. lifacerate
for fourteen day~, express, and filter through paper.
"C?mpound Tincture of .Peruvian Bark may be ~repared from the same dry
materials, by beating them well together, moistenmg them thoroughly with
Diluted Alcohol, allowing the mixture to stand for forty.eight hours, then transferring it ~o a percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until
twenty fhudounccs of filtered liquor art! obtained." U.S.
''Take of Pa.le Dark, bruised 1 four ouncesj dried Orange Peel three ounces;
Virginia Snakeroot, bruised, six drncltmsj Saffron two drachrnsj Cochineal,
bruised, a druchrn; Proof Spirit two pints [Imperial meaRure]. l\laccrate for
seven days, then express, and Jilter." Lond.
The Edinbm"(Jh COllc:1e takes the same materials in the same quantities as the
London, but specifies yell ow bark, which it orders in coarse powder, if digestion,
in fine powder, if percolation be employed. The serpentaria is directed in moderately fine powder. 'l'he process is conducted either by digesting for seven days,
straining, expressing strongly, and filtering; or by percolation in the same way
as compound tincture of cardamom. The lJuUin College takes four ounces
[avoirdupois] of pale bark, two ounces [avoird.] of orange peel, six draclims
[Dub. weight] of Virginia snakeroot, two dmcltms [Dub. weight] of saffron, one
drachm [Dub. weight] of cocl1ineal, and two Imperial pints of proof spirit,
macerates for fourteen days, strains 1 expresses, and filters.
This is the preparation commonly known by the name of lluxham.'s tincture
of lia1·l.-,, It is unfortunate that the London and Dublin Colleges shou ld harn
selected the feeblest of the officinal vtnieties of bark for this important tincture.
The compound tincture of bark is an excellent stomachic corclial, and thOugh too
feeble in tho principles of cinchona to serve as a substitute for that tonic when
its full effect is required, may be very usefully employed as an addition to the
deeoction or infusion, or to the salts of quinia, in low forms of fever, particularly in malignant intennittent.s and remittents. Iluxha.m was in the haLit of
uniting with it the eli;cfr of vitriol, the aromatic sulphuric acid of the Pharma.
copooias. The dose is from one to four fluidrachms.
Under the name of 1'inctura Cindionre Fh·rata, a preparation has been considerably employed in Phibdelpltia, of which the followjng formula is given by
l\Ir. Samuel Simes, in the ~'1m. Journ. of Pharrn. (xxv. 402). With one gallon
of the Edinburgh ccmipouml tincture of bark1 one ounce of hydrated se::~quioxide
of iron, dried at a temperature not exceeding 130° F., is digested 1 and the liquor
filtered. The tannic acid is removed by the iron, forming an insoluble tannate,
which with the excess of oxide is separated by the filtration. In order not to lose
any portion of the al.kaloids which may adhere to the precipitate, this is to be
well washed with boilrng alcohol, the solution e,·apora.ted to dryness, the product
dissolved in n. little water acidulatcd with citric acid, and added to the filtered
liquor. Lastly, sixteen !Jrm·11s of arnmrniio-citrate of fron arc to be added to
each flui<l ouuce of the tincture. The dose is a fluidrachm.
W.
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TINOTURA OINOHON1E PALLID1E. Lond.
cnoNlE. Dub.

0

TrncTURA Orn-

Tincture of Pale Bark.

"Prepare th is [from Pale Bark] in the manner directed for Tincture of Pe~
ruvian Bark [see Tinctura Cinclwnre]." Lond.
"Take of Crown or Pale Bark, in coarse powder, e1[Jlit ounces [arnirdupois];
Proof Spirit two pints [Imperial measure]. l\Iacerute for fourteen days, strnin,
express, and filter." Du/; .
Pale bark from its general feebleness is especially inappropriate for tinctures.
This preparation should be abandoned. The dose of it is one or two fluidrachms
or more.
W.

ESSENTIA OINNAMOMI. D1tb.

Essence of Cinnamon.

11
Take of Oil of Cinnamon one ffoidounce; Rectified Spirit nine fluidounces.
Mix with agitation." Dub.
For general observations on the Dublin essences, see Essentia Anisi. The
dose of this preparation is from ten to twenty drops.
Off. Prep. Aqua Cinnamomi.
W.

TINOTURA OINNAMOi\'.!I. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Tincture of Cin-

namon.
"Take of Cinnamon, bruised, three ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Cinnamon, in pOwder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for forty-eight hours,
then transferring it to a percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alco·
hol until two pin~s of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
The London College takes thee ounces mid a half of cinnamon, and two pi?its
[Imperial measure] of proof spiri t, and macerates for fourteen days; the Edinburgh, three ounces and a half of the former, in moderately fine powder, aml
two p'ints [Imp. meas.] of the latter, and proceeds by percolation or digestion,
as in the preparation of tincture of cassi<\.
'fhis tincture has the aroma.tic and astringent properties of cinnamon, and
may be used :l.S an adjuvant to cretaceous mixtures, and astringent infusions or
decoctions. The dose is from ooc to three or four fiuidrachms.
Off. P1·rp. Infusum Digitalis.
W.

TINOTURA OINNAMOMI OOMPOSITA. U.S.,Lond.,Ed.,Dub.
Com,pound Tincture of Cinnamon.
"Take of Cinnamon, bruised, an ounce; Cardamom [seeds]; bruised, lw?f an
ounce; Ginger, bruised, three drathntsj Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate
for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"Compound Tincture of Cinnamon may be prepared from the same dry materials, in the state of powder, by moistening them thoroughly with Diluted
Alcohol, allowing them to stand for forty-eight hours, then transferring them to
a percolator, and gradually pouring upon them Diluted Alcohol until two pints
of filtered liqu or arc obtained." U.S.
The London College ordrrs an ounce of cinnamon, half an ounce of cardamom,
two drackms ancl a. half of long pepper, the same 9ua11fity of ginp:er, and tu:o
pints [Imperial measure] of proof spirit., macerates for a week, expresses, and
filters. 'Jlhe Bdinburgh Col/eye directs an ounce of cinnamon in coarse or fine
powder, according as digestion or percolation is followed, an ounce of bruised
cardamom secd.3, three draclirns of finely ground long pepper, and two 7Jints
[Imp. meas.] of proof spirit; and allows the liucture to be prepared either by
tligcstion for seven days, straining, expressing, and filtering 1 or by percolation in
the manner directed for compound tincture of cardamom; preferring, howcycr,
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the latter mode. The DuUin College, using the avoirdupois weights, takes tu·o
ounces of cinnamon, an uUltt·r of cardamom seeds, ha~( an ounce of ginger, and
tu;o Imperial pints of proof spirit, macerates for two weeks, strains, expresses,
and filters.
This is a •cry warm aromatic tincture, useful in flatulence, spasm of the stol\'.
mach, and gastric debility. '!'he dose is one or two flui<lrachms.

TINCTURA COCCI CACTI. Dub.

Tincture of Cochineal.

"Take of Cochineal, in fine powder, two ounces [avoirdupois]; ])roof Spirit
one pint (Imperial measure). l\lacerate for fourteen days, strain, express, and
filter." Dub.
'fhis is valued chiefly for imparting colour to liquid preparations. It m:iy,
however, be given internally in nervous affections in doses varying from twenty
W.
drops to a fluidrachm.

TINCTURA COLCHICI COMPOSITA. Lond. Compoiind Tincture of Coleltic1"n.
"Take of Colchicurn Seed, bruised, jive mmces; Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia
tu:o pints (Imperial measure). l\lacerate for seven dnys; then express, and
filter." Loiid.
This is the Spiritus Colcltici Ammoniatus of a former London Pharmacopooia.
It may be employed for the same purposes as the wine of colchicum, in cases
which require or admit of au active stimulant. The dose is from thirty drops
W.
toafluidrachm.

TINCTURA COLCIIICI SEMINIS. U. 8. TrncTURA CoLCrrrcr.
TrncTURA SEMINUM CoLCII!CI. Dub. Tincture of Col-

Lond., Ed.

chicuni Seed.

"'l'ake of Colchicum Seed, bruised, four ounces; Diluted Al~ohol two pints.
Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
11
This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Colchi·
cum Seed, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for twenty.four
hours, then transferring it to a. percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted
Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
The London College orders five ounces of the bruised seeds, two Imperial pint:;
of proof spirit, and maceration for a week; the Dublin, five avoir<lupoi.~ ounces
of the former and two Imperial pints of the latter, and maceration for two weeks.
The Edinburgh Uoller;e takes five ounces of the seeds finely ground in a coffeemill, and two pints [Imp. meas.] of proof spirit; and J?rcpares the tincture in
the same manner as the tincture of Peruvian bark, either by percolation or
digestion; preferring, however, the former process.
It was at one time supposed that the tincture was quite as effective made
from the unbruised as the bruised seeds, and corresponding advice was given
under the head of Colchici Semen, in the first part of this work; but the opinion
has recently been shown to have been erroneous. (Am . Joum. of Phann.,
xxvi. 120.)
This tincture possei:iscs the active properties of colchicum, and may be given
whcneYer that medicine is indicated; but the wine, which cont.ains less alcohol,
is generally preferred .. The dose is from half a fl~itlr~chm to tw~ fluidrachms.
The tincture is somet11nes used as an cmbroca.t1on 1n rheuwatic, gouty, and
W.
neuralgic pains.

TINCTURA COLOMBlE. U. 8.
Ed., Dub.

TINCTURA CaLUMBAl. Lond.,

Tinctu?'e of Uoliimbo.

"Take of Columbo, bruised, four ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pi11ts.
cerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.

l\[a.
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"This tincture may also be prepared by tboroughl.v moistening the Columbo,
in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for twenty-four hours;
then transferring it to a percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of fi.\t.ered liquor are obtained." ll. S.
The London College takes three ounces of finely sliced columbo, and tu:o Im.perial pint.~ of proof spirit; the Dubliri,fiue avoirdupois ounces ~f the former,
and two Imperial pints of the latter; t.Le former College macerating for seven,
the latter for fourteen days. The Edinlim·gh College takes three ounces of
columbo, in small fragments or moderately fine powder, according as digestion
or percolation is followed, and two pints [Imp. meas.) of proof spirit; and prepares the tincture either by digesting for seven days, decanting, expressing, and
filtering, or by the process of percohtion, allowing the powder to be macerated
with a little spirit for six hours before being put into the cylinder.
The tincture of columbo of the U.S. Pbarmacopooia. was, with great propriety,
considerably increased in strength at the revision of 1840. The larger tbe proportion of the tonic is to the alcohol in these bitter tinctures, the better are they
calculated to meet the indications for which they are usually prescribed. When
the proportion is ver.y :;mall, the tonic power of the bitter is overwhelmed by the
stimuhmt influence of the alcohol. The tincture of columbo may be added to
tonic infusions or decoctions, to increase their stimulant power; but, like all
the other bitter tinctures, should be used with caution. The dose is from one
to four fl.uidrachms.
W.

TIN CT URA CONII. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Tincture of Hemlock.

"Take of Hemlock Leaves/our ounces; Diluted Alrohol tn·o pints. l\lacerate
for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This 'l1incture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Hemlock
Leaves, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing them to stand for twenty.four
hours, then transferring them to a percolator, and gradually pouring upon them
Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor arc obtained. 1 ' U.S.
The London College takes five ounces of the dried leaves, and ti.co Imperial
piuts of proof spirit, macerates for seven days, expresses, and filters.
"Take of fresh leaves of Conium tu;elve ounces; Tincture of Cardamom half
a pint [Imp. meas.]; Rectified Spirit one vint and a lwlj[Imp. meas.]. Bruise
the Hemlock I~eaves, express the juice strongly; bruise the residuum, pack it
firmly in a percolator; transmit first the Tincture of Cardamom, and then the
Rectified Spirit, allowing the spirituous liquors to mix with the expressed juice
as they pass through; aJJ gently water enough to the percolator for pushing
through the Spirit remaining in the residuum. Filter the liquor after agitation.''

Eel.
'l'hc tincture of hemlock necessarily partakes of the uncertainty of the dried
leaves from which it is prepared. There can be little doubt that the tincture of
the Edinburgh College, made from the fresh lc.:tvcs and their expressed juice, is
the most efficient. Another superiority of the process of that College is the use
of rectified spirit (Alcohol, U.S.), which extracts the conia, and leaves the mucilage and albumen. A _Prcpamtion made ~y :i.J.ding one measure of alcohol to
four of the expressed jmcc, bas been used rn England under the name of pi·e~
served juice of hemlocf,;,, and is probably quite equal to the Edinburgh tincture.
(See pa9e 1218.) The U.S. and London Pharmacopreias bave very properly
excluded cardamom from this preparation; as it can h<tve little influence upon
its medical effects, and tends to obscure the odour which is au indication of the
activity of the tincture. A strong odour of conia should be emitted by the
tincture upon the addition of potassa.. The dose is from thirty minims to a
fluidrachm.
W.
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Tincture of Saffron.

"Take of Saffron, chopped fine, two ounces; Proof Spirit t1co 7)ints [Imperial
measure]. This Tincture is lo be prepared like rrincture of Cinchona, either by
percolation or by digestion, the former method being tLe most convenient and
expeditioufi." Ed.
The Dublin College macerates two avofrdupois ounces of finely chopped saffron
with an lmperfol pint of proof spirit for fourteen duys 1 strains, expresses, and

filters.
This tincture possesses all the properties of saffron; but is of littl e other use
than to impart colou r to mixtures . The dose is from one to three fluidrachms.

w.

TINCTURA CUBEB.lE. U. S., Lond., Dub.

Tincture of C!ubebs.

"Take of Cubebs, bruised,/om· ounces; Diluted A lcohol two pints. l\lacerate
for fourteen da.ys, express, and filter through paper.
''This tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Cubebs,
in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing the mixture to stand for twenty-four
hours, then transferring it to a percola.tor, and gradually pouring upqn it Diluted
Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained .11 U.S.
The London Cotfege takes a p01rnd of powdered cubebs, and two Imperial
pints of proof spirit; the Dublin, five avoirdipois ounces of the former and two
Jrnperial 1n'nts of the latter; the former College macerating for seven, the latter
for fourteen days.
This may be used as a carminative, ond bas been applied with advantage to
the trea.t.ment of gouorrhooa in the advanced stages. The J.Jondon tincture bas
been greatly increased in strength, and in this respect is nearly triple that of the
Dublin Colleg~. The dose of the fo rmer tincture is from half a fluidrachm to
two fl.uidrachms or more, the larger doses being used in gonorrhooal nffections.

w.

TINCTURA CUSPARI.lE . Ed.

2'inctu,.e of Angttstura Bark.

wl'akc of Cusparia. [Angustura. Hark], in moderately fine powder,/our ounces
and a half; Proof Spirit tu;o pints [Imperial measure]. 'l'his Tincture is to be
made like the Tincture of Cinchona, and most expeditiously by the process of
percolation." l,'d.
The tincture contains the active principles of Angustura bark, and may be
given in the dose of one or two ftuidrachms.
W.

TINCTURA DIGITALIS. U. 8 ., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Foxglove.

Tincture of

"Take of Foxglove four ounces; Diluted Alcohol lu:o pints. l\Iacerate for
fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Foxglove,
in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stan~ for twen~y-f~ur honrs, then
transferrinO' it to a percolator, and gradually pourmg up~:m it Diluted Alcohol
until two ;ints of filtered liqu or are obtained." U.S.
·
1'he London College directs/ow· ounces of the dried leaves, two Imperial pints
of proof spirit, and maceration for seven days; the Dublin, five avofrdupois
ounces of the dried le;wes (the larger being rejected) and two lmperi"al pints of
proof spirit, a nd maceration for two weeks.
"Take of Digitalis, in moderately fine powder,/our ouncrs; Proof Spirit t1co
pints [Tmp. measure]. 'l'~i.s tincture is bc~t prepare~ by the .process of pe~c?
lation, as directed for the T1_nct~re of Capsicum. I~ forty flu1dounccs o.f Spmt
be pa::sed through, the density is 0·944, and the solid cont_cnts of a flu1dounee
amount to twenty-four grains . It may also be made by d1~estion." Ed.
In preparing this tincture, great attention should be paid to the selection of
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the leaves, accordi ng to the rules laid down under the hcad"of Digit~li~. From
a neglect of these, it is apt to be weak or inefficient. The expressed Juice of the
leaves, preserved by means of alcohol, would probably be found a. powcrfu.1 preparation. (See page 1218.) The tincture of foxg love possesses all the .virtues
of that narcotic, and affords a convenient method of administering it, especia lly
in mixtures. The dose is from ten to twenty drops, repeated two or t,hl'ce times
W.
a day, and increased if necessary, but with great caution.

TINCTURA ERGO'l'A'J. ])ub.

Tincture of Ergot.

"Take of Ergot of Rye, in coarse powder, eiglit ounces [avoirdupois]; Proof
Spirit two pints [Imperial measure]. Macerate for fourteen days, strai n, express, and filter." Dub.
The dose of this tincture is one or two fluidrachms.
·w.

TINCTURA ERG01'M A'JTHEREA. Lond.
of Ergot.

Etliaeal Tincture

"Take of Ergot, bruised,fifieen ounces; Ether two pints [Imperial measure].
.Macerate for seven days, then express, and filter." Lond.
We doubt the propri·ety of this preparation. IndependPntly of its liability
to the loss of ether by evaporation, and to consequent great diversity of strength,
the inert fixed oil of the ergot is extracted abundantly along with the active
matter. The dose of the recently prepared tincture would be from sixty to
ninety minims.
W.

ESSEN'l'IA FCENICULI. ])ub.

Essence of Fennel.

"Take of Oil of Fennel onefluidounce; Alcohol ninefluidounces. l\Iix with
agitation." Dub.
The Alcohol of the Dublin College here directed is absolute alcohol, of the
sp. gr. 0·795. For general observations on the Dublin essences the reader is
referred to Essentla Anisi. The dose of the essence of fennel is from twenty
drops to a fluidrachm.
op: Prep . .A.qua. Fooniculi .
W.

TINCTURA GALLA'J. U.S., Lond., ])ub.
Ed. 'l'incture of Galls.

TINCTURA GALLARUM.

"Take of Galls, bruised, four ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate
for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Galls, in
powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing them to stand for forty.eight hours, then
transferring them to a percolator, and gradually pouring upon them Diluted
Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U. S.
The London College directs five ounces of powdered g1lls, two Iniperial pints
of proof spirit, and maceration for seven clays; the Dublin, five avofrdupois
ounces of the galls, two Imperial pints of the spirit, and maceration for fourteen
days. The .b'dinlmryh College takes the same quantity of materia ls as the
JJondon, and vrepares the tincture either by digestion or percolation, as directed
for tincture of capsicum.
The tincture of galls is powerfully astrin gent; but is more used as a test than
as a medicine. When long kept it ceases to evince the reactions of tannic acid,
in consequence of th e conversion of this iuto gallic acid. The dose is from one
W.
to three fluidrachms.

TINCTURA GENTIANA'J COi\IPOSI1'A. U.S.,Lond., Ed., Dub.
Compound 'l'incture of Gentian.
"Take of Gentian, bruised, two ow1ces; Orange Peel [dried] an ounce; Cardamom [seeds], bruised, half an ounce; Diluted Alcohol two pints. l\laccrate
for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
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"Tb is Tinclurc may also be prepared from lbe same dry materials, in the
state of powder, by moist~ning them thoroughly w~th Diluted Alcohol, allowing
them to stand for forty·ei~ht hours, then transferrmg them to a percolator, and
gradually pouring: upon them Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor
arc obtained." U.S.
'l'he London l'ollege takes two ounces and a half of sliced gentian, ten d1·acl1ms
of dried orange peel, five dracltrns of bruised cardamom, and t11.:o Imperial pints
of proof spirit, and macerates for seven days. The Edinburgh Col/eye takes tu·o
ounces and a half of bruised gentian, ten. draclims of bruised dried bitter orange
peel, si'x drachms of canclla in moderately fine powder, half a dradmi of Urui~cd
cochinea l, au<l ttrn lrnperfol pints of proof spirit; digests for seven days, strains,
expresses strongly, and filters; or prepares the tincture Ly percolation as directed
for the compound tinct.u re of cardamom. 'l'he DuUin (,~1lle9r> 1 using the :l\'oirdupois weights, takes t!tree ounces of the root, <in ounce aml a lwlf of the peel,
lialf an ounce of the seeds, o.nd tu;o Imperial pints of proof spirit, and maccrntes
for two weeks.
This is au ele;i;nnt bitter, much U!'tcd in dyspepsia, and as an addition to tonic
mixtures in debilitated states of the digestive organs, or of the Sj'stcm gene·
rally. There is, however, much danger of its abuse, especially in chronic enscs.
\\r.
The dose is one or two fluidrachms.

TINCTURA GUAIACI. U.S., Ed., Dub.

Tincture of Guaiac.

"'l'ake of Guaiac, in powder, ltalf a pound; Alcohol two pints. Macerate for
fourteen days, and filter through paper." U.S.
The Ediniurgh Collegr takes seven ounces of guaiac, and f100 Imperial pints
of rectified spirit. i the .Dublin, eiy!tt avoirdupois ounces of tLe guaiac and t1co
Imperial pints of the spirit; the former digests for a week, the latter macerates
for two weeks.
This tincture is given in chronic rheumatism and gout, in the dose of from
one to three fluidrachms three or four times a day. As it is decomposed by
water, it is most conveniently administered in mucilage, sweetened water, or
milk, by which the r:icparated guaiac is held in temporary suspension. 'l'he fol.
lowing is a form of tincture of guaiac which the late Dr. Dewees found very
efficient in the cure of suppression of the menses, anJ dysmcnorrhcca. "Take
of the best Guaiac, in powcler, fuur ounces; Carbonate of Soda or of Potassa.
(lite drm.·lmi and a half; Pimento, in powder, an ounce ; Diluted Alcohol, a
pou11d. Digest for a few days." Dr. Dewees directed a draehm or two of t.hc
spirit of ammonia. to be adde<l, ''prore 'nata," to fourfluidounccs of the tinctu re.
(Treat. on Dii;. of Females, A. D. 1826, p. 81.) Tbe dose is a teaspoonful
three tirues a. day, to be gradually increased if necessary. \Yithin our own

~1~~~i~ci~~°:r~~i: ~~mt~:Ya~~cf;~\·e,~h~i~hulin~i~~uolfi~1~:i:~~ a~d~~i~1~ui~tii°:O' ~~·~~
8

1

a. spice; so that
the Yirtues of the tincture reside in the guaiac, and the ofiicinal tincture would
W.
probably be found equally effectual.
to produce any sensible effect, and the pimento can act only as

TINO'l'URA GUAIACI AMMONIATA. U.S., Ed.
GGA!AC! CoMPOSITA.

Lond.

TrncTURA

Ammoniated Tinctiire of Guaiac.

"T:\ke of Ouaiac, in powder, four ounces; Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia a
pint and a ltalj. Macerate for fourteen days, and filter through paper." U.S.
'fhe London College takes seven ounce.~ of guaiac, coarsely powdered, and two
Imperial p£nts of aroma.tic spirit of ammonia, and macerates for SC\'en days. The
l,'di1tbur,?h Colle.r;e takes set•en ouuce8 of guaiac and two Imperial pints of spirit
.
of ammonia, and digests for ~even days iu a well closed ~essel.
'!'his tincture is celebrated rn the treatment of chrolllc rheumatism. It ia
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more stimulating, and is t11ought to be more effectual. t~an the preceding:
ikc
that, it is decomposed by water, and should be adm11mtcred m some \•1sc1d or
tenacious Vt:!hicle which rna_v hold the guaiac in su~pe1~sion. The Edinburgh
differs from the U. S. and London preparation in L ;~vmg as the menr.itruum
tbe caustic" 8pi rit of ammou ia," ins~ead of the carbonated "ar?matic spirit.of
ammonia,'' and is therefore stronger m reference to the ammoo1acal properllcs
of the tincture. 'The dose i~ one or two fluidrachms.
W.

TINCTURA HELLEBORI. U.S., Lond.
H ellebore.

Tincture of Black

"Take of Black Hellebore, bruised, four ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints.
l\Iaccratc for fourteen days, express, and filter tbrough paper.
11
This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the B~ark
Hellebore, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowiug it to stand for forty-eight
hou r:;a 1 then transferring it to a percolator, and g radually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
'J'hf' Eondon College takes jive ou11'"es of the bruised root, and two Imperial
pints of proof spirit, and macerates for seven days.
'l'his tincture, formerly called tinclura }Jela.rnpodii1 possesses the properties
of black hellebore, and, upon the recommendation of Dr. Mead, bas been much
used in suppression of the memws. It is 8nid to be peculiarly applicable to
cases in ,.,•hieh the grade of action is too high for the use of thalybcates. At
best, however, it is an uncertain remedy, and, though frequently almost inert
from the bad quality of the root, should always be administered with caution,
as it is someti mes violent in its action. The dose is from thirty minims to a
fluidrarbm, to be t.1ken night and morning.
W.

TINCTURA IIUMULI. U.S.
ture of Hops.

TrncrURA LUPUL!. Lond. Tinc-

'fake of !lops.five omu·esj Diluted Alcohol two pints. :'\lacerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper." U.S.
'fhc L<Jndon College takes six ounces of hops and tu:o lmpaial pints of proof
spirit, macerates for seven rlays, expresses, and fiitcrs.
H ops are so ligLt nnd bulky that, in the proportion directed, they :ib!iorb
almost all the spi rit, which, after the reriuisitc maceration, can be separated
only by strong pressure. As this absorption of the spirit obstructs its proper
action on all parts of the hops, it is necessary th at the mixture should be frequently stirred during the maceration. By thoroughly drying the bops and
rubbing them between the hands, or by cutting and bruising them, they may
be brought to a state of division which will in a great measure obviate the
dis.advantages alluded to. As the virtues of hop8 d('pcnd chiefly on the lupuHn, and as the quantity of this substance is not the same in different parcels,
the tincture is neressarily unequal iu strength; and the tincture of lupulin
itself is greatly preferable. (See J'inctura Lup11fi11re.)
The tincture uf hops is tonic nnd narcotic, and has been proposed as a. substitute for la.udnnum whC'n the la tter disagrees with the patient; but little
reliance can be placed upon it. '!'he conditi on of disease to which it appe<irs
to be best adapted, is the wakcfulne."'s, n.ttcnded with tremors and general nervous derangement, to which habitual drunkards urc liable, and which frequently precedes an attack of delirium tremcns. The dose is from one to three
fiuidrachms.
W.
11

'l'INCTURA IIYOSCYAMI.
of Ilenbane.

U.S., Lond. Ed., Dub.

Tincture

"Take of Hcnbane Leaves/ollr om1cesj Diluted Alcohol t1co pints.
ratc for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
.

l\Iacc-
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"This Tinctmc may o1so be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Ren bane
Le:i.ves, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing them to st?n<l for twenty-four
b~urs, then transferring them to a percolator, and gradually pouring upon them
Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
'l'be London College takcsjit•c ouw-es of the dried lc11ves, and two Im7)e1·ial
pints of proof spirit, and m:.iccrates for seven days; the Dublin, five avoirdupois ounces of the former and itco lmperial pints of the latter, and macerates
for two weeks. The Edinbm·gh UuUege orders the same amount of materials
as the London, the henbane being in moderately fine powder, and directs the
tincture to be prepared either by digestion, or preferably, by percolation, as
directed for the tincture of capsicum.
This tincture may be advautageouf:.ly substituted, as nu anodyne and soporific, for that of opium, when the latter disagrees with the patient, or is objectionable on account of its property of inducing constipation. When the tincture of henbaue purges, as it sowetimes does, it may be united with a very
small proportion of laudanum. The dose is a fluit.lrachm. 'l'be expressed juice
preserved by means of alcohol may be used for the same purposes as the tincture. (See paye 1218.)
W.

'.l.'INC'J'URA IODIN!I. U.S.
ture of Iodine.

'J'rncTURA

"Take of Iodine an ounce; Alcohol a pint.

Alcohol." U.S.

foDINEI.

Ed.

Tinc-

Dissolve the Iodine in tLe

'l'he Edlnbmyh Colfege directs two ounces nnd a half of iodine to be disaoh·cd, with the aid of a gentle heat and agitation, in two Imperial 1n'nts of rectified spirit, and the tincture to be kept in well stopped bottles.
These tinctures contain so nearly the same proportion of iodine that, for practical purposes, they may be considered identical. 'fhey have very nearly the
strength of the tincture employed by Coindet, which contained one part of
iodine to twelve of alcohol by weight; while the U.S. tincture contains one
part of the former to about ]2·7 parts of the latter. It is best to prepare the
tincture in small quantities at a time j as the iodine reacts on the alcohol, e5pccially when exposed to solar light, giYing rise to chemical changes. The iodine
should be thorough!)' dried before being weighed out. The tincture should be
kept in well l:!topped bottles, in order to prevent the evaporation of the alcohol,
and the consequent crystallization of the iodin e.
'l'he tincture of iodine has a deep-brown colour. Sixteen minims, equal to
about thirty·fi"'e drops, contain one grain of iodine. It is at ~resent Jess used
internally than it formerly w:is,-in consec1uence of an impression tbut it is apt
to irritate tbe stomach. "rater decomposes the tincture, and when this is
swallowed, it is supposed that the iodine is precipitated upon the mucous membrane. Besides, the tincture undergoes a gradµal change when kept, owing,
according to Guibourt, to the reaction between the alcohol and iodine. A portion of the latter is supposed to take hydrogen from tbc former, producing
hydrioclic acid, which combines with another portion of th~ iodine to for~1
ioduretted hydriod.ic acid; while the place of the hydrogen rn the alcohol is
thought to be supplied by iodine, giving rise to another ioduretted compound.
'l'be new products are soluble in wutcr; and consequently the ~iueture gradually loses by time the property of being precipitated on dilution. (J01.m1. de
Pltartn. 1 Se sfr, x. 113.) Y~t, fro~ the ~xpcrim~nts of _Dr. A. GOpel, it
would appear that the change is slow 1f the tmcture is kept m the dark and a.t
a low temperature; for in three months a specimen thus treated had lost but
one per cent. o.f i?~iue. (PAC!1·.ni ..O'n.tral Blatt, No. 13, ~· D. 1850_.), O.n
account of its l1ab1hty to prcc1p1tat1on m the stomach, the tmcture of 10dme 1s
now almost exclusively employed locully. Undiluted, it acts as a powerful
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irritant to the skin, producing inflammation, dcsquamation of the cuticle, &c.
Neverthdess, it is much used in this state in erysipelas, chilblains, and other
cases of cutaneous 'aud subcutaneous infl.amurn.tion, and often with very happy

effects.

But lts application requires some caution; :rnd in erysipelas, we are

in the habit rather of surrounding the inflamed surface with a border of the

tincture, embracing a portion of both the sound and the diseased skin, so as to
prevent the progress of the infln.mmation, than of attempting a comple te cure
by covering the whole surfp.ce affected. It has been found useful in rendering
the ~ariolous erupti on abortive. It has also been employed externally in croup,
the bites of serpents, and local rheumatism. It is most conveniently appli ed
by means of a. camel's hair pencil. Diluted with the camphorated tincture of
soap, or other alcoholic liquid, it is sometimes employed as an embrocation in
scrofulous tumours and other affections requirin~ the use of iodine. It is
much used in the radical cure of hydrocele, as an injection into the sac; and a
simi lar employment of it has been extended to other serous cavities morbidly
distended with fluid, as in the cases of ovarian dropsy, ascites, and empycma;
but in these latter affections it should be resorted to, if at all, with very great
caution. In hydrocclc, :M. Vclpeau employed it diluted with douLle its volume
of water. In the other cases referred to it has been variously diluted with from
three to ten times its bulk of water, or some demulcent liquid. To prevent the
precipitation of the iod in e, iodide of potassium is generally added in the propor·
tion of from two scruples to a drachm to each fiuidounce of the tincture.
The dose of the tincture is from ten to twenty drops, which may be gradually
increased to thirty or forty drops, three times a day. It may be given in sweetened water, and still better in wine, when this is not contra-indicated. l\l. Debauquc, an apothecary of Mons, has ascertained that tannic acid has the property
of rendering iodine soluble in water, and states that an ounce of syrup of orange·
peel in four or six ounces of water, will form a. clear solution with a quantity
of tincture of iodine containing five or six grains of the medicine. (Journ. de
Pliarm., 3e ser., xx. 34.)
W.

TINCTURA IODINII COMPOSITA. U.S., Lond., Dub.
pound Tincture of Iodine.

Com-

"Take of Iodine half an ounce; Iodide of Potassium an ounce; Alcohol a pillt.
Dissolve the Iodine and Iodide of Potassium in the Alcohol." U.S.
The London College takes an ounce of iodine, two ounces of iodide of potas·
sium, and two Imperial pints of rectified spirit; macerates till they are dissolved, and filters. The Dublin College dissolves lwlf an ounce of pure iodine
and an ounce of iodide of potassium in an Imperial pfot of alcohol, using thi
avoirdupois weights.
'l'be U.S. tincture is rather stronger than the London, the wine pint employed
in the former containing about.one-fifth less than the Imperial pint employed in
the latter. The difference, however, i! of no great practical importance. 'l'he
advantage of this tincture over the simple tincture abo,•e described is, that the
former may be diluted with water without decomposition; so that, when it is
swallowed, iodine is not precipitated upon the mucous coat of the stomach, and
will not, therefore, be so likely to produce gastric irritation. 'This is a good
theoretical recommendation; but we arc by no means confident that the difference of the two preparations in irritating properties will be found very striking
in practice. 1.'he compound tincture of iodine may be given internally for all
the purposes which iodine is capable of answering. The dose is from fifteen to
thirty drops, to be gradually increased if necessary.
W.

TINCTURA J ALAPlE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Tincture of Jalap.
" 'l'uke of Jalap, in powder, six ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints.
for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.

l\Iacerate
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"This Tincture may also be prepared by moistening the Jafop thoroughly
with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for forty-eight hours, then transferring it to a. percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two
pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
The London Oollc,qe takes jfre 01lnces of coarsely powdered jalap, and two
lmpe1·ial pints of proof spirit; the Dublin, five avoi"rdupois ounces of the root
and tu·o Imperial 1Jints of the spirit; the former macerates for a week, the latter
for two weeks. '.l'he Edi11bu1-yh College orders seven ounces of jalap, in moderately fine powd er, and Uco Impe1·ial pints of proof spirit, and allows the tincture to be prepared either by digestion or percolation, as directed for tincture of
cinchona.
•
'l'his tincture possesses the medical virtues of ja.lap, and is sometimes added •
to cathartic mixtures in the quantity of one or two Buidrachms, to increase their
activity.
W.

TINCTURA JUNO. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Tinct,,re of Kino.

"Take of Kino, in powder, six drachms; Diluted Alcohol a sufficient quantity.
l\Iix the Kino with an equal bulk of sand, and, having introduced it into a percolator, pour Diluted Alcohol gradually upon it until eight fluidounces of filtered
liquor are obtained.
"This Tincture should be renewed frequently, and kept in closely stopped
bottles; as it is apt to deteriorate rapidly by exposure." U.S.
The L ondon College takes three ounces and a half of powdered kino and two
Irnpe1·ial pints of rectified spirit, macerates for a. week, and fil ters. The Edinburgh College takes the same ingredients in the same proportion, and digests for
a week.
'!'his tincture very frequently becomes gelatinous if kept, a.nd at length almost
entirely loses its astringency. The character of the chemical reaction which
takes place, remains to be in>estigated. The air has some effect; for if this is
entirely excluded the tincture keeps for a. long time without undergoing the
change. 1'he apothecary should in troduce it when prepared into very small
bottles, which should be kept well corked, and only opened when wanted for
use. It is in consequence of its tendency to gelatinize, that the U.S. Pharmacopooia directs it to be frequently renewed. 'l'Le dose is one or two fl.uidrachms .
It is used chiefly as an arldition to cretaceous and other astringent mixtures in
diarrhroa.
W.

TINCTURA KRAMERIJE. U. S., D ..b.

Tinctm·e of Rhatany.

"Take of Rhatany, in powder, s·ix ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen days, express, a.nd filter through paper.
((This Tincture may also be prepared by moistening the Rhatany thoroughly
with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for forty-eight hours, then transferring
it to a percolator, and gradually p~uring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints
of filtered liquor are obtained." fJ. S.
The Dublin Colle,qe takes e(ght avoirdupois ounces of the root, and two hn7Jerial pints of proof spirit; ruacerates for two weeks, strains, expresses, and
ti.Hers.
According to F. Boudr.t, the tincture of rhatany sometimes gcla.tinizes like
that of kino (Journ. de Pharrn ., 3e ser., i. 338); and the same observation has
been made by others. The same precaution, thC'refore, should be observed, in
relation to the mode of keeping it, as recommended in reference to tincture of
kino. Thig is a good preparation of rhatany in cases which admit of the use of
W.
small quantities of alcohol. '!'he dose is one or two fluidrachms.

.

TINCTURA LACTUCARII. Ed.

Tinct,,re of Lactucarfom.

"Take of Lactucariuru, in fine powder, four ounces; Proof Spirit two pints
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[Imperial measure]. This tincture is best prepared by percolation as directed
for 'l'iucture of l\lyrrh; but ma.yalso be prepared by digestion witl.i coarse powder
of l.actucarium." Ed.
The dose of this tincture is from thirty minims to two fluidrachms.
W.

'l'INCTURA LIMONIS. Pitb. TINCTURA LrnoNUM. Lond.
ture of Lemon Peel.

Tinc-

"Take of fresh Lemon Peel three ouncPs and a lwlfj Proof Spirit two pints
[Imperia l measure]. Macerate for seven d:lys; then express, and filter." LV'1ul.
The Dublin Collfge macerates five avoird11po1'.s ounces of the fresh peel, cut
thin, in an Imperial pi11.t of proof spirit for two weeks, strains, expresses, and
filters.
Tliis tincture forms a grateful aromatic addition to tonic and purgative infusions, mixtures, &c. It may be used in the dose of one or two fl.uidracbms.
OJI'. Prep. Sy ru pus Acidi lJitrici.
W.

TINCTURA LOBELli"E. U.S., Lond., Ed., Pub.
Lobelia.

'l'incture of

''Take of Lobelia [the herb]/our ouncesj Diluted Alcohol two pints. ]!lacerate
for fourteen days, express, and tilter through paper.
"This Tincture mly also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Lobelia, in
powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for twenty-four hours, then
transferring it to a. percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol
until two pint.s of filtered liquor are obtained. 11 ll. S .
The London College takes five ounces of the herb, and two Imperial pints of
proof spirit, and macerates for a week; the Dnblin, five avoirdupois ounces of
the former, and two lm1m·ial pints of the latter, and wacerates for two weeks.
The Edinburgh Colle:;e directs the same quantities as the London; and states
that the tincture is best prepared by percolation as directed for tincture of capsicum, though it may also be made by digestion.
'l'his tincture possesses the emetic and narcotic properties of lobelia, and is
sometimes used in asthma, ii} the dose of one or two fluidrachms, repeated every
two or three hours till its ~effects are experienced.r The emetic dose is half~
fl.uidouncc.
W.

tu~I~~:oY!~ LOBELL'"E 1ETIIEREA. Ed. 1Lond. Ethereal 'l'inc"'l'akc of dry Lobelia, in moderately fine powder, five ounce$; Spirit of Sulphuric Ether t1ro pints [lrnperial measure]. This Tincture is best prepared by
percolation, as dircctt::d for Tincture of Capsicum; but it may also be obtained by
digestion in a well closed vessel for seven days." Ed.
Tile London Golle.ge orders floe ounces of powdt•red lobelia, fourtee1t flu1'd·
ounces of ether, and twenty.six jllddounces of rectifie<l spirit, macerates for seven
days, expresses, and filters.
The stimulant operation of the ether in t11is preparation can scarcely favour
the relaxing and U:\useating action for which lobelia is usually employed. The
W.
dose is the same as that of the alcoholic tincture.

'l'INC'l'UHA LUPULINJE. U. 8., Pub.
Tincture of Lupulin.

TINCTURA LUPUL!. Ed.

"Take of Lupulin four 01mcesj Alcohol tu;o pints. Macerate for fourteen
da.ys, ancl tilt.er through paper." tJ. S.
The JJuUin process corresponds closely with that of the U.S. Pharmacopceia,
five avoirrlupot".s ounces of the lupuliu, and two Impe1·ial pints of rectified spirit
being used.
"'l'a~e an.I/ conrmienl quantity of Ilops, recently dried; separate by friction
and siftmg the yellowish-brown powder attached to their scales. Then take of
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this powder /we ounces, and of Rectified Spirit two pints [Imperial measure],
and prepare tbc tincture by percolation or digestiun, as directed for Tincture of
Capsicum." J:,,'d.
This is muc:L superior to the tincture of hops of the first United States Phar·
macopceia, in the place of which it was introduced into the sccoud edition. In
the o~iginal preparation, a certain quantity of hops was directed, from which the
lupulm was to be separated by beating, and then digested in alcohol. As hops
contain a variable proportion of lupulin, a tincture thus made must be of unequal
strength; an objection to which the tincture of hops, even as now prepared, is
in some measure liable. (See 1'inclurailum1di.) Besides, the amount of' lupulin
contained in any quantity of hops upon which alcohol can conveniently act, is
too small in proportion to the alcohol, to afford a. tincture of the due strength.
The tincture of lupulin is, therefore, in all respects, preferable. 'l'he dose is one
or two fl.uidrachms, to be given in sweetened water or some mucilaginous fluid .

w.

TINCTURA MATICO. Dub.

Tinctu.re of .llfatico.

11
Take of l\latiro Leaves, in coarse powder, e(qltt ounces [avoirdupois]; Proof
Spirit two pints [Imperial measure]. Macerate for fourteen daysi, strain, express,
and filter." Dub.
The dose of this tincture is from one to three fluidrachms.
W.

ESSENTIA MYRISTI C1"E MOSClIA'l'JE. Dub.
Nutmeg.

Essence of

"Take of [\•olatile] Oil of Nutmeg one fluidounce; Stronger Spirit nine
fluidounces . l\Iix with a~itation." .Dub.
For general observations on the Dublin essences sec Essrntia .Anisi. The
stronger !ipirit here used is alcohol of the sp. gr.
'!'he dose of this prepamt.ion is twenty or thirty drops.
W.

o·s1s.

TINCTURA l\IYRRIIJE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
.lllyrrlt.

1'incture of

"Take of Myrrh, bruised, four ounces; Alcohol tltree pints. :Macerate for
fourteen days, and filter through pnper." U.S.
The London College takes t!trce 01111ces of powdered myrrh, and two lmperiol
pints of rectified spirit, and mace rates for a. week. The D1tUin l'ollege takes
four avoirdupois ounces of bruised myrrl.:i, two imperial pials of rectified spirit,
and macerates for two weeks.
"Take of l\Iyrrh, in moderately fine powrlcr, three ounres wul a Aalf; Rectified Spirit t1co JJints [Imperial measure]. ]'ack the Myrrh very gcatly without
any Spirit in a percolator; then pour on the Spirit, and when thirty.three fl.uidounces have passed through, agitate well to dissoh·e the oleo-resinous matter
which first passes, and which lies at the bottom. This tincture is much less
conveniently obtained by the process of digestion for seven days." Ed.
Ofticinal alcohol is preferable, as a solvent of myrrh, to that Ouid mixed with
water; because it forms a perfectly clear solution, which is not attainable with
the latter men~truum. The addition of water to the tincture renders it turbid .
The tincture of myrrh is scnrccly ever used iuternally. As a. local application
it is employed to stinmlatc indolent and foul ulcers, and promote the exfoliation
of bones, an<l, diluted with water, is applied to spon~y gums, aphthous sore
mouth and ulcerations of the throat. The dose, as a. stuuulaut expectorant and
cmme~agoi;ue, is from thirty minims to a Huidrachm.
Off. Prep. 1.'inctura Aloes et l\Jyrrhre.
W.

TINCTURA NUCIS VmIICJE. U.S.

Tincture of Nux Vomica.

"'l1ake of Nux Vomica, ra~pcd, e·(r;ht 01mccs; Alcohol two pints.
for fourteen days, express, and tilter through paper.

Macera.to
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"This Tincture may also be prepared by moistening the N ux Vo?1ic~ thoroughly with a.lcohol, allowin~ it to stand for two daJ'.s, th~n trausrerrmg ~t to I\
percolator, and very gradiially)>ouring Alcohol upon it until two pmts of filtered
liquor are obtained." i~ S.
Should the operator have recourse to the second o( these processes: it i~ of the
greatest importance that the nux vomica should be well powdered; and, rn consequence of the difficult action of solvents on this substance, probably from the
presence of bassorin, the preliminary maceration should be continued for at least
a.week.
The tincture is not an eligible form for administering nux vomica, as it is
equally uncertain with the medicine in substance, and has the disad.,antaire of
excessive bitterness. The alcoholic extract, or strychnia is preferable. The
dose of the tincture is from five to twenty drops. It is sometimes employed
W.
exterually in cases of loeal paralysis.

TINCTURA OLEI MENTHlE PIPERITlE. U.S. EssENTIA
Dub. 'Tincture of Oil of Peppermint. Essence
•

MENTIL-ll PrP>:RITlll.

of Peppermint.

"Take of Oil of Peppermint t1co flui<lounce8; Alcohol a pint.

Dissolve the

Oil in the Alcohol." U.S.
'I1be D1iblin College dissolves a flnidounce of the oil in nine fluidounces of
its stronger spirit (alcohol, sp. gr. 0·818).
'fhis is a very popular preparation, which has long been kept in the shops
under the name of e~sence of peppermint, and was adopted for the first time in
the U.S. Pharmacoproia of 1840. It affords a. convenient method of hastily
administering a. dose of the oil of peppermint; being of such a strength that,
when dropped on loaf sugar, it may be taken without inconvenience by the
patient. The dose is from ten to twenty drops, which may be given as just
mentioned, or mixed with sweetened water.
W.
Off.Prep. Aqua l\feuthre Piperitre.

ESSENTIA i\IENTH1E PULEGII. Dub.
Pennyroyal.

Essence of .Eitropean

"Take of Oil of [European] Pennyroyal one ftuidounce; Rectified Spirit
ninP. .fluidounces. l\lix: with agitation." .Dub.
'This preparation is seldom or never used in the United States. It may be
given in the dose of from fifteen to thirty drops.
W.
Off. PrPp. Aqua Menthre Pulcgii.

EssEnIA
'l'INCTURA OLEI MENTHlE YIRIDIS. U.S.
Yrnrnrs. Dub. 'Tincture of Oil of .Spearmint. Essence of

MENTHlll

Spearmint.
"~rake of Oil of Spearmint lwo jluidounccs; Alcohol a pint. Disseke the
Oil iu the Alcohol." l!. S.
'!'he .DuUin Colle7e dissolves a fluidounce of the oil in nine fluidounces of
its stronger spiri t (a lcohol of the sp. gr. 0·818).
'The remarks made upon the tincture of oi l of peppermint are applicable also
to the present tincture. The dose of the essence of speannint is from twenty to
forty drops.
W.
Off. P1·ep. Aqua l\fenthro Viridis.

TINCTURA OPJI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

'Tincture of Opium.

Laudanum..
"Take· of Opium, in powder, fico ounces and a half; Diluted Alcohol two
pi11ts. Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper." U. S.
The London Col/eye takes three ounces of opium 1 in powder, and tu·o Imperial
pints of proof spirit, uiacerates for seven day~, expresses, and filters. The Dublin
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Cull(',ge macerates three avoircfopois ounces of coarsely powdered opi um in two
lmptl'iat pints of proof spirit for fourteen days, strains, expresses, and filters.
"'l'ake of Opium, sliced, th1·ee ounces; Rectifitd S~irit one pint and seven
fluidounce.<; [In1peria.l measure]; Water thirteen .fltti'rlounces mid a half. Digest
the Opium in the 'Yater at a temperature near 212° for two hours; break down
the Opium with the hand; strain, and express the infusion; macerate the residuum in the Rectified Spirit for about twC'nty hours, and then strain and
express very strongly. i\Iix the watery and spirituous infusions, and filter.
"'fhis Tincture is not easily obtained by the process of percolation; but when
the Opium is of fine quality, it may be prepared thus. Slice the Opium finely;
mix the Spirit and Water; let the Opium macerate in fourteen fluidounccs of
the mixture for twelve hours, and then break it. down thoroughly with the hand;
pour the whole pulpy mass and fluid into a percolator, and let the fluiJ part
pass through; add the rest of the Spirit without packing the Opium in the
cylinder, and c?ntinue the process of percolation till two pints are obtained." Ed.
The proportion of opium in the several oflicinal formulro is so nc::irly the same
that the resulting tinctures may be considered identical. The apparent difference between the formulre of the London and Edinburgh Colleges and ours will
Yanish, when the relative value of thC Imperial measure, which they employ,
and the wine men.sure of our Pharmacopooia is estimated. The Dublin preparation is somewhat weaker than t\1e others from the use of the avoirdupois ounce.
The drying and powdering of tlic op ium 1 directed in all the Ph:mnacopceias
except the Edinburgh, is clearly a useful provision; as it ensures greater unifonnity in the strength of the tin cture. Crude opium contains variable proportions of moisture; and laudanum prepared from a moist specimen will
obviously be weaker than that from an equal weight of the dried. 'J'he pulverization ensures the previous drying of the drug, and is thus useful independently
of the greater facility which it gives to the action of the menstruum. It is
troublesome, however, and is often neglected. Innovation in so important a
preparation, and one in which uniformity of stren.gth is so desirable, should be
avoided, unless clearly sLown to be necessary. 11'or these reasons we object to
the Edinburgh formula, and greatly prefer the old standard of the U . S., J_,ondon,
and Dublin 1->harmacopreias.
In the United States and Great Britain, this tincture is universa1ly known by
the name of laudanum. As this term was formerly applied to other prepanttions of opium, and still continues to be so on the continent of Europe, the
tincture is sometimes distinguished by the epithet liquidurn, which, howeYer, is
seldom used in this country. '1.'inctura 1'/iebaica is another title by which the
preparation j.s known.
About t wo-th irds of the opium used in the preparation of the tincture arc
dissolved, the residue consisting ch iefly of inert matter. Allowing the opium
to be wholly exhausted of its acti~e principles, one grain would be represented
by 12·8 minims, nccording to the U.S. formula.; but a minute quantity of
morphia has been detected in the residuary matter, so that the tincture is rath er
weaker than the proportion of op ium employed would indicate. The difference,
however, is insufficient to be of any practical importance.
'l'he tincture of opium is used for all the purposes to which opium itself is
applied. (See Opimn.) The dose, equivalent to a grain of opi um , is about
thirteen minims, or twenty-five drops. i\Ir. Phillips, in his translation of the
London Pharmacopooia of 1836, states that, by evaporating the tincture, and
also by dctermin.ing the q1~antity ~f op~um left. u.ndissolved, ~e faun~ the preparation to contam one gram o~ opium m 19 .m~mms; ~nd th is quant_ity, therefore, is given as. the d~se e9mvalent to a gr~1n of opium. ~ut th is ~node of
Cillculation is obviously falla.c1ous j as the portion of the drug dissolved is much
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more activb than that left behind by the menstruum. Indeed, so feeble is the
latter, that Dr. Garrod recently gave thirty grains of the residue to a healthy
adult without efiCct. (Pltarm. Juum . and Trans., xi. 252.) It should. be recol·
lectetl that a fluidracbm or teaspoonful of budanum (six ty minims), Will afford,
on an average1 about one hundred and twenty drops. Laudanum, when long
kept, with occasional exposure to the air, becomes thick, in consequence of the
evaporation of a portion of the alcohol, and the deposition of opium. If giveu
in this state, it often acts with unexpected energy ; and cases of ~eath ha~e
resulted in infants from its use in doses which would have been entirely safe if
the tincture had been clear .
.Denarmtizcd loudcmu:ni may be prepared by substituting the extract of opium
in Lalf the quantity for the opium it~elf, aud previously to the maceratiou iu
diluted alcohol, exhausting it of the narcotiua by ether.*
OJ}'. Prep. Enerua Opii; Linimentum Opii.
W.

'l'INC'l'URA OPII ACE'l'A'l'A.
Opium.

U. 8.

Acetated Tincture of

"Take of Opium, in powder, two onnces; Vinegar twelvefluidonnces; Alcohol
ha(/ a pi11,t. Rub the Opium with the Vinegar; then aUd the Alcohol, aod,
ha\'ing macerated for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper." lJ. S.
This preparation was in troduced into the second edition of our Pharmacopooia. as a substitute for the Acetmn Opii or lilaclt drop of the original work,
the advantages ~f. which it was supposed to possess, without being liable to the
same objection 6f uncertainty of strength. The Acct.um Opii, however, having
maintained its standing in the estimation of the profession, and of the public,
was rCstorcd, in the edition of 1840, to its oflicinal rank, but 80 modified as to
ensure a preparation as uniform as is consistent with the variable qualit.y of the
opium used. (Seepaye 797.) At the same time the formula. for the acetated
tin<'t'ure was retained, as affording a useful prep:iration, of t.he drup:. It was
ori,e;inally employed by the late Dr. Joseph Hartshorne, of Philadelphia.
The acctateU tin cture of opium may often be advantageously used in cases in
which laudanum or opium itself produces unpleasant effects, such as nausea and
vomiting, inteuse headacLe, great nen•ous disorder, &c.; but the introduction
of the salts of morphia into use has in a great measure superseded the necessity
of this preparation. '~he dose i:S ten miniws, or about twenty drops, equivalent
to a grain of opium.
W.
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TINC'l'URA OPII A)!MONIATA. Ed. Ammoniated Tincture of
Opium.
"Take of Benzoic Acid, and Saffron, chopped, of each, six d1·achrns; Opium
sliced, half an. ounce; Oil of Anise a draclmi; Spirit of Ammonia two pints
[Imperial measure). Digest. for seven dnys, and then filter." Ed.
This tincture is used in Scotland under the title of parf'[}oric eltxir; but
differs both in composition and strength from the preparation known by that
name in the United States. Some doubts have been entertained whether it
contains morphia. It is well known tha.t ammon ia precipitates morphia from
its solutions; but a irreat excess of ammonia redissolves the precipitate. To
decide the question, l\lr. Gilbert, of Notti11gham, submitted several portions of
the tincture to a cbcm icaJ examination, and was unable to detect morphia in
them. (See Med. Ei:mn., iv. 493.) 13ut we are not informed by the experi menter, whether the tincture was prepared, as directed by the College, with the
Edinburgh spirit of ammonia, which is a strong alcoholic solution of .the caustic
alkali, or with the Loudon spirit, which is a compa ratively feeble solution of
carbonate of ammonia. In the former case the ammonia, according to Dr.
Cbristifou, is in sufficient excess to hold the morphia in solution. At best,
howe,·er, the preparation is of doubtful propriety; as, if the ammon iacal spirit
should not happen to have the due strength, or if the ammonia should escape
or become carbonated by exposure, the strength of the tincture would be affected . It is employed in spasmodic complaints, such as hooping-cough and
asthma. Eighty minims should contain about a grain of opium.
W.

TINCTlJRA OPII CAiIPIIORATA. U.S., Ed., Dub. TrncruRA
Lond.

CrnPHOR.£ Co>iPOSITA.

Camphorated 7.'ineture of Opium.

P~t;~i:·z~f ~~~~~'£._~w<ter,"nen~oic Acid~ :a~ ~j Oil of Anij~
ttBJ.

flitidraclan ; Clarified Honey t"j/f' 011.nres; Camphor
scruples; Diluted Alcohol tif ' 111. l\Iacerate for fourteen days, ao<l filter through paper." fJ. S.
The
don College takesfifly grains of camphor, seventy.two ,grains of powdered opium, tlie same quantity of benzoic acid, a fluidrachm of oi l of anise,
and tiro lmpe1'ial pints of proof spi rit, macerates for seven days, anti filters. '
The Edinl.Jurgli College directsfi/i'y grains of camphor, four sc1·upl&l of opium,
four scruples of benzoic acid, a jluidraclint of oil of anise, and two Imperial
pinl:J of proof spirit, and dig~sts for a week. The Dublin Oolleye takes a
drachrn and a lwif[Dub. weight] of coarsely powdered opium, the sume quantity of bcnzoic acid, a drachm [Dub. weight) of camphor, a flnicZ,.uc/mi of the
oil of anise , and two 1mpert·at pints of proof spirit, and macerates for two weeks.
This is the well-known 1>arego1·ic elixir. It is a very pleasant anodyne and
antisipasmodic, much usetl to alli\Y cough in chronic catarrh, asthma, consumption, pertussis, &c.; to relieve nausea and slight pains in the stomach and
bowels; to check diarrbcea; and, in infantile cases, to procure sleep. Half a
fluidounce of the U.S. and Loudon tincture contains rather less than a grain of

f:

~f::c~e{l :'~~r!~~n;dui~f~~ ~fdt~u~~iS~ ~~<~rtm:c;;~~' w~~c~~~~~:d 7~ i~~a~~f
;~t~h:s ~~~~f~~et~c:1~;t~~~~-g ~~~h~!:e~~~a~~1\!~~u~ar: f~~:ufi:! l:au~·~ne~~Y

1

drops, for an adult from one to two fluidrachms.*
OJI'. Prep. ~Iistura Glyeyrrhizro Composita.

*

1

W.

The following formulro have been l\dopte<l by the Phillldelphia College of Plrnrmacy

~~:~t:se f/~J~~:!,t~~,~~ ~~o;:~en~,G~~~~~;.~·!~,.J!(~l~tu;e; l~n;~~u~~:~ n:s~~~rn~s:~lc ~11~.~~~Y~,~~
it is importuut tlrnt they ::ihouhl I.le prcpurcd iu a. uuiforrn mnoucr, untl of n ce!·taiu

I

\--

'i"
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ESSEN'l'IA PnfENT1K JJub.

Essence of Pimento.

"'fake of Oil of Pimento one jl.ttidounce; Rectified Spirit nine fluidounccs.
Mix with agitation." Dub.
For general observations on the Dublin essences see Essentia Anisi. The dose
of this preparation is from thirty to sixty drops.
OjJ. Prep. Aqua Pimcnt::e.
W.

'l'INCTURA QUASSIJE. U.S., Ed.

Tinct,,re of Quassia.

"Take of Quassia, rasped, two ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints. 1\Iacerate
for fourteen <lays, express, and filter through paper.
a This Tincture may also be prepared by moistening the Quassiao thoroughly
with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for forty.eight hours, then transferring
it to a percola.tor, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints
of filtered liquor are obtained." U. S.
'l'he Edinburgh College takes ten drachrns of quassia, and two Imperial pints
of proof spirit, and digests for a week.
In the edition of the U.S. Pharmacopreia of 18..J.O, the proportion of the quassia
to the menstruum was very judiciously doubled. A tonic tincture can scarcely
contain too large a proportion of the active ingredient. The Edinburgh preparation is much too feeble.
This tincture may be employed as an addition to tonic infusions or mixtures
in the dose of one or two fluidrachms. It is a pure and intense bitter. W.

TINC'l'URA QUASSilE COMPOSI'l'A. Ed.

Compound Tinc-

ture of Quassia.
'(Take of OarJamom seeds, bruised, and Cochineal, bruiseJ, of each, half on
ounce; Cinnamon, in moderately fine powder, and Quassia, in chips, of each, six
chachm.~; lUisins seven ounces; Proof Spirit tu;o pints [Imperial measure].
])igest for seven days, strain the liquor, express strongly the residuum, and filter.
This Tincture may also be obtained by percolation, as directed for Compound
Tincture of Cardamom, provided the Quassia be rasped or in powder." E'd.
This is tonic and aromatic, and may be given in the dose of one or two fiuidraclim1:1.
W.

TINCTURA QUI:t'lE cmIPOSITA. Lond.

Compound Tincture

of Quinia.
"Take of Disulpbatc [Sulpbatc, U.S.] of Quinia.five drachms and a sqruple;
Tincture of Orange Peel two pints [Imperial measure). Digest for seven days,
or until it is dissolved, and filter." Lond.
A fluidrachm of this preparation, containing a. grain of the sulphate of ciuiniai
W.
may be given for a. dose.
strength; ns serious consequences mny happen from diversity in the formul~. when so
active a substance ns opium is the chief ingredient. Such diversity hns exibted to a ,·ery
great exteut; so much so tlmt m one fonnu\n:for Bateman's drops the quantity of opium
wnsseven nnd aha.If grain s to thc1>iut, while in anothcrite:1:cccdcd one hundred grains.
lt was in order to remedy tbis evil, that the College wo.s inJuced to ndopt the formulre
here presented.

~l!i~~l.ti!lt1!~i~~ .
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TINCTURA RllEI. U.S., Ed.

Tinctui·e of Rhubarb.

"Take of Hhubarb, brnised, three ounces; Cardamom [seeds], bruised, llalf
an ounce}. Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen days, express, anJ.
filter through paper.
.
"This Tincture nrny also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Rhubarb
and Cardamom, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing them to stand for
forty-eight h o~ rs, then transferring thew to a percolator, and gradually pouring
upon th em Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained."

i·.

s.

'l'be Edinburyh Colle.qe takes th1·ee ounces and a half of rhubarb, in mod~
rately fine powder, half an ouuce of bruised cardamom sccds 1 and tu:o lrnperhd
pints of proof spirit; and prepares the tincture, like that of cinchona, either by
W.
percolation or by digestion.

TINCTURA RIIEI COMPOSITA. Lond., Dub. Oompo1<nd Tincture of lVmbarb.
"Take of Rhubarb, sliced, two ounces and a lwlf; fresh Liquorice Root,
bruised, six drachrns; Ginger, bruised, Saffron, each, three drachms; Proof Spirit
two pints [Imperial measure]. Macerate for seven days; then express, and
filter." Lond.
'l'he lJublin College employs three avoirdupois ounces of brnised rhubarb, one
avnfrdvpois ounce of bruised cardamom seeds, half an avofrdupois ounce of
bruised liquorice root, tu:o drachms [Dub. weight] of saffron, chopped fine, and
two Imperial pints of proof spirit; and macerates for two weeks.
W.

TINCTURA RI-IEI ET ALOES. U.S., Ed.
barb and Aloes.

ELIXIR SACRUM.

Sacred Elixir.

J.'inctui·e of Rlm•

"Take of Rhubarb, bruised, ten dmcltrns; Aloes, in powder, s-ix
Cardamom [seeds], bruised, ha{/ an ounce; Diluted Alcohol ttco pints.
rate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper." !./. S.
The Edinliuryh College takes an ounce and a lwlf of rhubarb, in moderately
fine powder, si:t drachms of Socotrine or East India aloes, in moderately fine
powder, five drachms of bruised cardamom seeds, and tt.co lmpatal pint.; of
proof spirit; mixes the dry materials, and proceeds as for the tincture of cin~~

TINCTURA RIIEI ET GENTIANJE. U.S., Ed.

~

Tincture of

Rhubarb and Gentian.
"Take of Rhubarb, bruised, two ounces; Gentian, bruised, half an 011nce;
Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filtei;
through paper.
"rl'his Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Ithubarb
and Gentian, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing them to stand for
forty-eight ho~rs, then tra~sfcrri~g them ~o a percolator, a?d gradually p~uring
upon them Diluted Alcohol until two pmts of filtered liquor are obta.med."

lf.S.

The Edinliurglt College takes tu;o ounces of rhubarb, in moderately fine powder,
ltalf an 01.mce of gentian, finely cut or in coarse powder, and two Imperial pints
of proof spirit; mixes the powders, and proceeds as for tincture of cinchona.
'fhe above tinctures of rhubarb arc all in a greater or less degree purgative,

~~~~~ca~:c~:cn!t~o~~~ ~u~h:x:::~;na~~:n~t~~isri~~' \t~;j~S:=~~oofe~b1~a~:~J::r~~~
in proportion to their stimulant power, to be adrnntageously employed, unless
as adjuvants to ot~cr medicines . . ~omb~ned wi_th the neutral salts or other laxatives, or with tonic and stomach1c mfus1ons, mu:tures, &c., they serve to render
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them warmer and more cordial to the stomach, and often prove bcnr-ficial in
flatulent colic, dyspepsia, the costiveness of cold ?'HI irritable habits, diarrbcea,
and other analogous complaints. Ooe of them 1s to be preferred to a??ther,
acMrdi ng as its peculiar com po~ition mayi in the judgment of the pract1t10ncr,
appear to adapt it to the circumstances of the case under treatment. In low
forms of fever when the indication is to evacuate the bowels, and at the same
time stimulate' the patient, the simple tincture ( 1'inctnra Rltei) may b~ advantageously used in doses of two or three fluidracb.ms, repeated at proper 1~1tervals
till it operates. The ordin ary dose of these tmcturcs, as purgatn'es, is from
half a fluidounce to a fiuidounce; as stomacbics, from one to two or three fluiW.
drachms.

TlNCTURA RHEI ET SENN.iE. U.S.
and Senna.

Tincture of Rhubarb

' 'Take of Ilhubarb, bruised, 011 on11ce; Senna tu;o dracl1ms; Coriander (seeds],
bruised, Fennel-seed, bruised, encb, a druchrn; Red Saunders, rasped, tu:o
drachm~; Saffron, Liriuorice [extroct], each, /ml/ a drachm; UaiEins, deprived
of tlieir seeds, half a pound; Diluted Alcohol three pi11ts. l\lacernte for fourteen <lays, express, and filter through paper. 11 U. S.
This is the stomacbic so well known, and so much used in this country, under
the name of Warner's ynut cordifll. It is a feeble purgative, usually acceptable
to the stomach, and well adiipted to cases of costiveness, with gastric uneasiness,
ju persons of a gout.y habit, and nceustomed to tbe free use of wine or other
stimulant. drink. The dose is from half a fluidounce to two fiuidounces. ,Y.

ESSENTIA ROSMARINI. Dub.

Essence of Rosemary.

" 'fake of Oi l of Rosemary one fluidounce; Uectified Spirit 11 ii1e ftuidow1ces.
l\Iix with agitation." Dub.
For some genera l obsenat.ions on the Dublin essences 1 see Essentia Anisi.
This preparation is used as an addition to rubefocicnt liniments 1 and may be
gi\-en internally in the dose of from thirty to sixty drop:i, or about half tbat
number of minims.
W.

TINCTURA SANGUINARIJE. U.S.

Tincture of Bloodroot.

"Take of Uloodroot, bruised, four ounce.~; Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen days, express, ai:id filter through paper.
''This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moisteningl.he Bloodroot,
in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for forty-eight hours, th en
tronsfcrring it to a percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol
until two pints of filtered li<Juor arc obtained." U.S.
This will prove emetic in the dose of three or four fluidrachms; but it is
rather intended to act as a stimulant to the stomach, expectorant, or altcratiYe,
for which purposes it may be given in the quantity of from thirty to sixty

drops.

W.

'l'INCTURA SAPONIS CAMPIIORATA. U.S. LrnnIENTUM
Lond., Ed., Dub. Garnphorated 'l'incture of Soap.

SAPONIS.

"Take of Soap [Castile soap], in shavings, fuur ounc~; Camphor two ounces;
Oil of ltosemary half a .fiuidounce; Water four fiuidounceR; Alcohol tu:o pints.
l\Iix the Alcohol and Water, digest the Soap with tlie mixture by means of a
water-bath till it is dissolved; then filter, and add the Camphor and Oil." U.S.
'fhe London Colkge takes tu;o ounces and a, half of soap, ten drachms of camphor, e(qltteen ffoidounces of spirit of rosemary, and two jlu idounces of distilled
writer; mixes the water with the spi rit, then adds the soap and camphor, and
macerntes, with occasional ~lgitatiou, till they are dissolved. The Edinliuryh
l'oU,,ye takes five ounces of C.1stilc soap, two ounces and a lialjof camphor, 1>i.c
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fl1tidraclir:is of oil of rosemary, and tu:o Imperirzl pfots of rectified i:pirit; digests
the soap m the s.pirit for three clays, adUs the c<imphor and oil, and agitates
briskly. The Duitin College dissolves tu:o avoirdupois ounces of powdered
Castile soap in sixteen jluidounces of proof spirit witb a gentle heat, then adds
an aJ10ird~1poisounce of camphor; an<l, when it is dissolved, filters through paper,
or a.Hows it to stand, and decants the clear liquor.
It is necessary, in preparing this tincture, that the soap employed should not
have been made with animal oil 1 as otherwise the preparation will not be fluid at
ordinary temperatures. The soap indicated by the U.S. Pharmacopreia is that
"prepared from soda and olive oil," C(lmmon ly called Castile soap. Made ac·
cording to the directions (If the U.S. Pharmacopreia of 1840, the tincture was
unable to retain the soap in solution, aud, therefore, coa~nlated more or less on
cooling. '!'his defect was corrected in the edition of 1850, by the addition
of water; and a si milar reformation has Leen mnde in the Loudon nnd Dublin
processes, the la.ttcr usinp; proof spirit, instead of the spirit of rosemary. '!'his
preparation has been usually culled soap liniment, a n:une which more properly
belongs to the Linimenlum Soponis Omnpltoral1tm, of the U. S. Pbannacopreia,
or common opocleldoc.
The campborated tincture of soap is much used, as an anodyne and gently
rubefacicnt embrocation, in sprains, bruises, and rheumatic or gouty pains.
Off. Prep. Linimentum Opii.
W.

TINCTURA SCILLlE.
Squill.

U. S., Lond., Ed., Dnb.

Tinctui·e of

''Tak e of Squillfonr ouncesj Diluted Alcohol two pints. l\Iacerate for four·
teen days, express, and filter through paper.
" Tb.i s Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Squill, in
powder, with Diluted Alcohol, nll owing it to stand for twenty-four hours, then
transferring it to a percolator, a.nd gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol,
until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
'l'he London Collf'ge takes .five ounces of recently dried squill ond two lmpP.rial pints of proof spi rit, and macerates for seven days; the Dublin, jive avoirdupois ounces of the former and t1co Imperial pints of the la tter, and macerates
for fourteen days. The l~.,dinlmrgh College ta~es jive ounces of coarsely powdered squill, and t1co imperial pints of proof spll"it, and proceeds b_y percolation,
as for the tincture of Pcru\'ian bark, but without pressing the pulp firmly in the
percolator. The College also allows the tincture to be prepareJ by digestion
from the sliced bulb.
'l'his tincture possesses all the virtues of 8quill, and may be given for the Ra me
purpose!l, whenever the spirituous menstruum is not objc_ctionable. The dose
as an expectorant or diuretic is from ten to twenty ruin11ns (twenty to forty
drops), aud the latter ciuantity frequently nauseates.
W.

TINCTURA SENNlE COMPOSITA. Lond., Dub.
Tincture of Senna.

Oompou11d

"Take of Senna th1·ee ounces and a halfj Caraway [seeds], bruised, three
drachms oncl a hulfj Cardamom [seeds], bruised, a draclmi; Raisins, deprind
ofsee<ls,.five ounces; Proof Spirit lu:o pints [Imperial measure]. l\lacerate for
.
seven diJ.ys; then express, and. filter.". Lond:
The Dublin Oolleve takes )ow· m:o1rdupois ounces of senna, ltalf an avouy/u.
pois ounce of ca~a~ay, the same quantir!f of cardamom seeds, and t1co Imperial
pitits of proof spmt, and macerates for fourteen days.
.
.
This tincture is the elixir srdutis of the old Pharmacopreias. It ts a warm
cordial purgati\•c, useful in ~osti:en~ss attended with flatulen~e, and in atonic
gout, especially when occurring ID rntemperate persons. It is also added to
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cathartic infu sions and mixtures.

Ed.

u. s.

TINCTURA SENN..E

:Pinctu,re of Senna and Jalap.

"Take of Senna three ounceSj Jalap , in powde r, an 01mce; Coriander [seeds],
bruised, C:1raway [seeds], brnised, each, ha(! an ounce; Cardamom [seeds],
bruised, two drachms; Sugar [refin ed] four ounces; Diluted Alcohol tllree
pints. Macerate for fou rteen days, express, and filter through paper
"This 'fincturc may also be prepared by Leating well together the Senna,
Jalap, Suga r, nnd Aromatics, moistening them thoroughly with Diluted Alcohol, allowing them to stand for forty-eight. hours, then tran sferring them to a
percolator, and gradually pouring upon them Diluted Alcohol until tliree pints
of filtered liquor are obtained." l!. S.
''Take of Sugar two ounces and a lwlj; Coriander, bruised, one ounce; Jafop,
in moderately fine powder, six druc:hms; Senna.four ounces; Caraway, bruised,
and CarJamom seeds, bruised, of each, .five dracltms; Raisins, bruised, four
ounces ; Proof Spirit two pints [Imperial measure]. Digest for seven <l:1ys,
strain the liquor, express strongly the residuum, and filter the liquids. 'fhis
'.1.'incture may be more conveniently and expeditiously prepared by percolation,
as directed for the Compound Tin cture of Cardamom." Ed.
'l'his is another form of the elixir salntis, and scarcely differs from the preceding in virtues. It is given for the same purposes, and in the same doses.

w.

TINCTURA SERPENTARIJE. U.S., L ond., Ed.

Tincture of

Virginia Snake1·oot.
"Take of Virgin ia Snakeroot, bruised,three 01tncesJ· Diluted Alcohol tzco pints.
Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Virginia
Snakeroot, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for twenty-four
Lours; then transferring it to a percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted
Al cohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
The London College takes thee ounces and a half of the root, and tuo Imperial
pints of proof spi rit, and macerates for se,ren days; the Edlnbur!Jh, three ounces
and a lwlf of the root, in moderately fine powder, a draclnn of bruised cocbiueal, and two Imperial pi11ts of proof spirit, and proceeds either by percolation
or diges tion as for the tincture of Peruvian bark.
This tincture possesses the tonic and cordial properties of the root, and may
be advantageously added to th e infusion of Peruvian bark in low states of thi
system. 'l'be dose is one or two fluidrachms.
W.

TINCTURA STllA!IIONII. U.S., Dub. Tincture of Stramonium .
"Take of Strnrnonium Seed, bruised,/our ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints.
lHacerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper .
. "This Ti?cture may a.lso b.e prepared by tboro~ghly moistenin~ the Strarnomum Seed, m powd~r, w_ith Diluted Alcohol, allowrng it to stand for forty-eight
hours, then trausfcrrmg it to a percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted
Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
'J'he _Dub~i"n Colleye take~ .f!.ve a·voirdupois ounces of the bruised seeds, and t1co
lmperwl p111ts of proof spmt, and macerates for fourteen days.
'l'his tiucture ma.y be used for all the purposes for which stramgnium is given,
in the dose of from ten to twenty minims (twenty to forty drops), repeated twice
or tLrice a. day, and gradually increased till it obviously affecls the system.

w.

Tinctur::e.

TINCT(;RA TOLUTANA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dttb.
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Tinctttre of

Tolu.
"'J'ake of Balsnm of Tolu three ounces ; Alcohol two pints. .l\facerate until
the Bal!=aru is di~solved; then filter through paper. 11 CS.
The Lo11dou (,'olleye employs t1ro ounces of the balsam to two Imp pi·ial pints
of rectified spirit; the Ediubumh, three ounces and a lwif of th e balsam to two
h'tJ}Jerial pinlii of rectified ~pi rit; the DuUin, two m;oitdupois ounces to an Imperial piut. 1'he last mention ed College directs the balsam to be clissoked with
the aid of a. gentle heat, the solution to stand for subsidence, and the clear tincture to be <lec::mte<l.
The tincture of tolu hns the properties of the balsam, and may be employed
as an addition to expectorant mixtures in chronic catarrhal affections; but the
11roportion of alcohol is too large to allow of its advantageous u~e in ordinary
cases. The dose is one or two fluidracbms. Ju smaller quantities it is often
employed to flavour cough mixtures. It is decomposed by water.
O.tl'. Prep. Syrupus 'Tolutauus; 'Trochisci Lactucarii; TrocLisci :Morphi::c;
Trochisci l\Iorphiro et Ipecacuanhoo; 1'rochisci Opii.
W.

TIKCTGRA VALElUAN;"E. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
of !'alerian.

Tincture

"1'ake of Valerian, bruisccl,/our ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints. l\Iacerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"Tb is Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moisten ing the Valerian,
in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for twenty-four hours, then
transferring it to a. percolator, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol
until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." {;~ S.
'fbe London Col/eye tnkes five ounces of bruised valcrian, anrl tu:o Imperial
pint.~ of proof spi rit, and macerates for seven do.ys; the Dublin, five avoirdupois
ounces of the powdered root, and t1ro lmperial p1."11ts of proof spirit, and macerates for fourteen days; the Edinburgh,.five oww•s of the former and tu:o lnipaial pints of the latter, and proceeds by percolation or digestion as for the
tincture of Peruvian bark.
'!'his tincture possesses the properties of valerian, but cannot be giYen in ordinary cases, so as to produce the full effects of tbe root, with out stimulating
too highly in consequence of the large proportion of spirit. The clo~;e is from
one to four fluidrachms.
w·.

TINCTURA VALERIANJE Ai\Ii\fONIATA. U.S., Ed. TrKcTcRA

VALERlA~i'F. CoMPOSIT.A. Lond.

Ammoniated Tineture of Valerian.
"Take of Valerian, bruisecl,/uur ou11as; Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia two
l\facernte for fourteen days, express, and filter thr~ugh. paper.
.
"This'fincture may also be prepared by tborougLly mo1stenmg the Valenan,
in powder, with Aromatic Spirit of Ammon_ia, :~llowing it to stand for twentyfour hours in n. CO\'erccl vessel, then transfernng 1t to a percolator, and gradually
pouring upon it Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia until two piuts of filtered liquor
are obta ined." U.S.
The London l'ollege takes five 01111ces of bruised ''tderian, and tu;o hnpcrial
pint.<; of aromatic spi rit o~ ammonia, and ma~crat?s for sc~~n days; the. .E'dinburgh, fiM ou11ce:;i of valer1~n, and ttro. _fm1~eru~l pwts of spmt of ummon~a., and
proceeds either by pe~colatrnn, or by chgesl1on m a well closed vessel, as directed

pint.;;,.

for1!l~T~c!~.1~:!:ff~u;b~n p~~~~·ration

is thought to assist the solvent powers of
the alcohol, while it co-opc~ates wit!~ t~e valcri~n in medical action. 1'he _tincture is employed as an aut1spasmod1c m hystena and other nervous affcctrnns.
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The dose is one or two fluidrachms, aud should be given in sweetened water,
milk, or some mucilaginous fluid.
1\'.

TINOTURA ZINGIBERIS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Ginger.

Tinctiti·e of

"Take of Ginger, bruised, ei'gltt ounces; .Alcohol two pints. Macerate for
fourteen days, express, and filter through pt1per.
"This Tincture may also be prepared Ly thoroughly moistening tlrn Ging'er,
in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand fo~· twenty-f?ur ~ours,
then transferring it to a percolat~r, and gradually pou.rmg upon it Diluted
Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
The London College takes two ounces and a ltalf of sliced ginger, and tico
Imperial pints of rectified spirit, and macerates for seven days; the IJuUi1i,
eight avoirdupois ollnces of coarsely powdered ginger, and two lmperial pints of
rectified spirit, and macerates for fourteen days; the Edinburgh, two ounces and
a half of coarsely powdered ginger, and tu·o Imperial pints of rectified spirit,
and proceeds either by percolation or digestion, as for tincture of Peruvian bark.
The tinctures of the London and :Edinburgh Colleges are too weak with ginger to be used advantageously for any other purpose than merely to impart
flavour. We greatly prefer the processes of the U.S. and DublinPharmacopooias,
which yield preparations in which the virtues of the ginger are not completely
swallowed up in the mcnstruum. In consequence of the mucilaginous matter
contained in ginger, the tinct.ure made with diluted alcohol, or proof spirit, is
apt to be turbid. Alcohol or rectified spirit is, therefore, properly preferred .
We presume that the diluted alrohol directed in the U.S. process by percolation has been inadvertently put for alcohol, as the latter is directed in the first
formula . . Good Jamaica ginger should be used.
The tincture of ginger is a useful carmiuative, and may often be beneficially
added to tonic and purgative infusions or mixtures, in debilitated states of the
alimentary canal. It is, however, in this country, chiefly used for the preparation of syrup of ginger, for which purpose it is necessary to employ the strong
tincture of the U.S. Pharmacopccia.
Off. Prep. Extractum Rbci Fluidum; Syrupus Zingibcris.
W.

TROOHISOI.

Troches.
Troches or lozenges are small, dry, solid masses, usually of a flattened shape,
consisting for the most part of powders incorporated with sugar and mucifogc.
'l'hey arc designed to be lield in the mouth, and dissolved slowly in the salirn,
and are, t.herefore, adapted for the administration of those medicines only which
do not require to be given in very large quantities, and are destitute of any very
disagreeable flav,our. 1'hey are much more used, and more skillfully prepared,
in Europe than in this country. Tragacanth, from the greater tenacity of its
muciloge, is be~ter suited for their formation than gum Arabic. The following
directions for preparing them arc taken from the Dictionnaire des Drogues. A
mucilage of tragacanth is first prepared with cold water and strained. With
this the powders, including sup;ar, are thoroughly mixed by rubbing upon a
marble slab, and arc thus formed into a paste, which is spread out by means
of o. roller upon the surface of the marble, previously powde~d over with a
mixtme of st1gar and starch. The thickness of the extended mass is rendered
uniform by a frame upon which the ends of the roll er are placed. The upper
surface is now covered with a thin layer of sugar and starch, and the mass is
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divided into small cakes of a particular shape by means of a punch. These
cakes are placed upon paper, and, having been exposed to the air for twelve
hours, are carried into a drying room moderately heated. When perfectly dry
they are thrown upon a sieve to separate the sugar and starch, and are then
enclosed in bottles. In this way lozenges may be prepared from almost any
medicine which the physician may deem it advi~abl c to administer in that form.
1'hc following formula will serve as a. guide. Take of citl'ic acid, in powder, a
dracbm; refined sugar eight ounces; oil of lemons twelve minims i mucilage
of tragacantb a sufficient quantity. Form them in the manner above directed
into troches of twelve grains each. A species of lozenge is made by uniting the
aromat~c essential oils with sugar alone; but their preparation belongs to the
confect10ner rather than to the apothecary. The London and DuLlin J->harmacopccius have omitted troches altogether.
1f.
1

'l'ROCHISCI ACACI.iE. Ed.

Trocltes of (Jitrn Arnbie.

"Take of Oum Ara.hie four ounces; Starch one ounce)· Pure Sugar one pound.

Mix and pulverize them, and make them into a proper mass with rose-water for
forming lozenges." Ed.
These are useful in allaying the irritation of the fauces which excites coughing, and may be employed at pleasure.

W.

'rROCIIISCI ACID! 'l'AR'l'ARICI. Ed.
Acid.

Troehes of Tartaric

"Take of Tartaric Acid two drachms; Pure Sugar dght ounces; Volatile Oil
of Lemons ten rnim:ms. Pul\'Crize the Sugar and Acid, add the Oil, mix them
thornughly, and with i'lucilage heat them into a proper mass for making
lozenges.'' Ed.
These may be usC'd 3S an agreeable refrigerant and demulcent in sl ight colds
and fevers; but in large quantities are apt to derange the stomach.
W.

'l'ROCHISCI CRE'l'.iE. U.S., Ed.

Troches of Ohallc.

"Take of P repared Chalk four ounces; G-um Arabic, in powder, an oztnce;
Nutmeg, in powJer, a drachm; Sugar, in powder, six ounces. U.uh them toget her until they are intimately mixed; then with water form them into a mass,
to be divided into Troches, each weighing ten grains." U.S.
The Bdinburyh College uses the same ingredients in the same proportions, and
beats them with a little water into a proper mass for making lozenges.
1'hese are used as a gently astringent antacid in diarrhcea.
W.

'l'ROCIIISCI GLYCYRRHIZ.iE. Ed.

Troclies of Liquorice.

"Take of Extract of J.Jiquoricc [Liquorice, U.S.], and Gum Arabic, of each,
~issolve them in a sufficiency of boiling
water; and then concentrnte the solut10n over the vapour-bath to a. proper consistence for making lozenges." Ed.
These lozenges are useful in allaying cough, but have been superseded in
great measure by refined liquorice.
,V.

si:.c. ounces; Pure Sugar une pound.

'l'ROCHISCI GLYCYRRHIZ.iE E'l' OPII. U.S. 'l'Rocmscr Om.
Ed. Troches of Liquorice and Opiurn.
11
Take of Opium, in powder, half an ounce; Liquorice, in powder, Sugar, in
powder, Gum Arabic, in powder, each, ten OU1~ces; Oil _of Anise?' fluidrachrn.
1\Iix the powders intima.tely; then add the Oil of Amse,. and with water form
them into a. mass, to be divided into Troches, ea.ch weighing six grains." U.S.
'''l'ake of Opium t1co drackms; '.l'iucture of 1folu half an ounce)· Pure Sugar,
in fine powder, six ounces; Powder of Gum Arabic, aud . Extract of ~iquorice
[Liquorice, U. S.] 1 of each, ji.ve ounces. llcduce the Opium to a. fimd extract
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by formula [page 983 U. S. Dispensators]; mix it intimatcl_y with the L!quo-

rice previously reduced to the e:onsistcnce of treacle; add the Tincture; 1"pr.mk~c
the Gum and Sugar into the mixture, and beat it into a proper mass, which is
to be divided into lozenges oft.en grains. 11 .f!d.
.
The U.S. formula is more easy of cxccut1 on than the Edrnburgh, and affords
a product probably not inferior. A preparation equiva lent, to the aboYe is n!uch
used in Philadelphia under the name of lVislar's cough_ lozenyefi. S~met1 m es
su lphate of morphia is substituted in equivalent proportion for the opium, and
orcasionally a little tartar emetic is added; but these modifications of the offici ual
formula are not admissible without a change of ti lie.
These trocbes are demulcent and anodyne, and useful in allaying cough, when
the case admits tbe employment of opium, of which ea('b of them, prepured according to the U.S. formulu, contains about one-tenth of a grain.
W.

TROCIIISCI IPECACUANIIJE. U.S.

Troches of Ipecacuanha.

"'l'ake of Ipecucuanha., in powder, half an ounce; Sugar, in powder,fourteen
ounces; Arrow-root, in powder,foitrounces; l\lucilage of 'rragacanth a sufficient
qua·ntif!J. l\lix the powders intimately, and with the 1\lucilage form them into
a mass, to be divided into Troche~, each weighing ten grains." r. ;. S.
These are useful expectorant lozenges in catarrhal complaints. Each of them
contains about one-q uarter of a grain of ipecacuanha.
W.

TROCHISCI LACTUCARII. Ed.

'l'roclies of Lactucarium.

"'ro be prepared with Lact.ucarium' in lhc same proportion and in the same
manner as the Opium Lozenge." Eel.
This is a very feeble preparation; each lozenge containing only between the
fifth and sixth flf a grain of 1~ctucarium.
W.

TROCHISCI MAGNESIJE. U.S., Ed.

Troches of 1Vagnesia.

"Take of Magnesia four ounees; Sugar a 7)01md; Nutmeg, in powder, a
draclmi; i\lucilage of Tragacanth a s1'.fjicient qunntif!J. Rub the l\Iagnesia,
Sugar, and ~utmeg together until they are thoroughly mixed; tLen with the
!~~ic~~;_~~e ~r~!. them into a mass, to be divided into Troches, each weighing ten
'''l'ake Of Ca rbonate of Magnesia s1"x ounce~; Pure Sugar tlo·ee ounces; Nut
meg one scruple. Pulverize them, and with Mucilage of 'l'ragacanth beat them
into a. proper mass for making lozenges.'' Ed.
These arc useful in acidity of stomach, espec i:tlly when attended with consti4

~~

~

TROCIIISCI MEN'l'HlE PIPERIT1E. U. S.

Troches of Pepper-

rnint.
"Take of Oil of Peppermint o, jluidraclim; Su/Zar, in powder, a pound;
Mucibge of 'l'ragacanth a .~11./}icic nt q1w11tity. llub the Oil of Peppermint with
the Sugar until th ey arc thorou~bly mixed; then with the Mucilage form them
into a mass, to be di\'ided into Trochcs, eacL weighing ten grains." U.S.
Useful in slight g11stric or intestinal pains, nausea, and flatulence; but employed more for their agreeable flavour than for their medicinal effects. W.

'l'ROCIIISCI ~IORPHVE. Ed.

7'roches of Mo,.pliia.

"Take of i)]uriatc 'of Morphia one scruple; 'J'inctm:e of Tolu half an ounce;
Pure St1gar ttcentyjive 'oimces. Dissolve the i\luriate of Morphia. in a. litt.le hot
'va.ter; m'ix it and the Tincture of 'l'oln with the Sugar; and with a. sufficiency
of i\lucihigc form a. proper mass for making lozenges, each of which sh'ould weigh
about fifteen grains." Ed.
Useful for alleviating cough, and for other purposes which arc answered by
'Ulinutc doses of morphia, of the muriate of which each lozenge contain s about
one-fortieth of a.grain.
W.

Trocltisci.- Unguenta.
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TROCIIISCI ThlORPIU.iE ET JPECACUANII.iE. Ed.
of lliorphia and Ipecacuanha.

Trocltes

"Take of l\luriate of Morphia one scruple; Ipccacuan, in fine powder, one
d1:achrn; Tincture of Tolu lw?f a fluidounce; Pure Sugar twenl!J:five ounces.
Dissolve the l\Juriate in a. little hot water; mix it with the Tincture and the Ipecacuan an.d Sugar; and with a sufficiency of l\lucilage beat the whole into a proper
mass, which is to be divided jato fifteen grain lozengcll." Ed.
Ex.Pectorant and anodyne, useful especially in allaying cough. Each
contains about one.fortieth of a. grain of muriate of morphia, uud three
much ipecacuanha.

TlWCilISCI SOD.iE BICARBONATIS. U.S., Ed.

Troclws of

Bicarbonate of Soda .
. "Take of Bicarbonate of Soda/our ounces; Sugar, in powder, a powul; Muci lage of 'l'ragacanth a sufficient quantity. Rub the Bicarbonate of Soda. with
the Sugar until they are thoroughly mixed; then with the l\lucilage form them

int,~~a~~ls:f ~i~:r~~:i,~t~do~ ~oJ~·o~~=s~::~; j wvi~'~io~u~~- ~~:~:es.~un':-es~· Gum

0

Arabic half an ounce. Pulverize them, and with mucilage beat them into a
proper mass for making lozenges." Et!.
Antacid and antilithic, useful in heartburn and uric acid gravel.
W.

UNGUENT A.
Ointments.
Th ese arc fatty substances, softer than cerates, of a consistence resembling
that of butter, and such that they may be readily applied to the skin by inunction. " 'hen ointments arc prepared by merely mixing medicinal substan ces
with simple ointment or lard, care should be taken, if the added substance be a
powder, that it be brought to the finest possible state of division, before being
incorporated with the un ctuous matter. If soluble in water or alcohol, it may
oft.en be advantageously rubbed with a little of one of these liquids. Gritty matter should not be allowed to enter these preparations. '\Vhen an extract is added,
if not uniformly soft, it should be made so by trituration with a little water or
alcohol according to its nature. }\fon y of the ointm ents become rancid if Jong
kept, and should, therefore, be prepared in small rinantities at a time, or only
when wanted for use. The tendency to rancidity may be in a considerable degree
counteracted by imbuing the unctuous vehicle wit.h benzoi_n, or wit.h poplar
buds, as recommended by 1\1. Deschamps (see Am.. Journ. of Phann., xv. 260);
but care ehoul<l be taken that there be no thel'apeutical objection to the admixture. Slippery elm bark is said to have the same effect. (See page 741.) According to Dr. Geisler, ten drops of spirit of nitric ether, incorpoL·atcd with an
ounce of ointment, obviates the disagreeable fatty odour of these preparations.
(Phann. Cent. Blatt, A.D. 18-17, p. 927, from Arch. der Pharm.)
W.

ADEPS SUILLUS PRlEPARA'l'US. Dub.

Prepared Lai·d.

"'l'uke of J.ard of Commerce a'll.'IJ convenient quantity. 1\lelt it in twice its
weirrht of boiling water, stirring the mi xture constantly; then set the mixture
asicki to cool, and separate the l~ard when it ha~ solidified." Dub.
Perfectly fresh lard is so readily obtainable in our markets that this process
is unnecessary witb us ; but the apothecary cannot be too much upon his guard,
in preparing the ointments, to have the lard entirely free from salt and ranc~~i.ty.
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u. 8.

UNGUENTUM ANTDJONIALE.

Eel. UNGUENTUM ANTIMONII POTASSIO·TARTRATTS. Loncl. UNGUENTU::\1
.ANTIM:ONII 'l'ARTARIZATI. IJub. Antimonial Ointment. Tartar Emetic

Ointment.
"Take of Ta.rtrate of Antimony and Potassa, in very fine powder, two (h-aclimsj
J_,ard an ounce. Rub the Tartrate of Antimony and Potassa with a little of the
Lard, the n add the remainder, and mix them." U. S.
The London and Edinlmrylt Collf'yes mix on ounce of tartar emetic and/our
omtcf'S of lard; the Dublin, a dradmi of the former, and seven dmckms of the
ointment of white wax.
This may be most conveniently prepared with simple ointment, as lard _is too
soft to be spread on linen, and simple ointment is sufficiently so to be applied by
inunction.
The peculiar eruptive effects of tartar emetic may be procUrecl in various ways,
by means either of a strong solution, or of the powder sprinkled upon the su rface
of some adhesive plaster, or of the ointment as above directed. '!'h e last method
is, perhaps, the most convenient, and most generally resorted to . 'fhe proportion
of tartar emetic may vary from one drachm with the ounce of lard, to two tlrach ms,
as in the U.S. officinal formula., or even to three dracbms when a speedy effect
is required, or the skin is not very susceptiLlc to its action. A small portion of
the ointment may be rubbed twice a. day, or more frequently, upon the surface
to be affected, or it may be applied spread upon a piece of linen. Care should
be taken that the cuticle be cu tire, and that the application be not too long continued; as otherwise very severe inflammation, and even gangrenous ulceration,
may result. 'Ve ha,·e, howc\"er, in some in stances of great urgency, applietl the
oin tment to a surface recently scarified in the operation of cupping; but, under
such circumstances, it should be used with much caution.
, V.

UNGUENTUM AQUJE ROS.iE. U.S. Ointment of Rose lVater.
"'fake of Rose Water a fluid ounce; Oil of Almonds two fluid ounces; Spernrnceti half an om1ce; White \Vax a ch·achrn. l\Ielt together, by meaug of a.
water-bath, the Oil, Sperma.ceti, and ·wa.x; then add the Rose Water and stir
the mixture constantly until it is cold ." U.S.
This preparation is much employed under the name of cold creant. It is a
white, very soft, and elegant unguent, deriving a. grateful odour from the rose
water, which remains incorporatctl with the other constituents if kept enclosed
in glazed vessels. It is a. pleasant, cooling application to irritated and excoriated
surfaces; and may be used with great adn1ntagc for chapped lips and hand5, so
frequent in cold weather. As lhe ointment is liable to become rancid when long
kept, and the water to separate upon exposure, .Jlr. J-oseph Laidley bas proposed
the substitution for the rose water of oil of roses and g lycerin, the former in the
proportion of two drops, the latter in that of four fiuidracbms, the quantity of
spermaceti being increased by two drachms. (.Am. Jo1mi. of Phann., xii. 119.)
For some purposes th e substitution is useful; but the o.llicinal preparation is
preferable for chawed hands, as the glycerin, not being absorbed, lca\'es an
W.
unpleasant sensation of stickiness on the skin.

UNGUENTUM BELLADONNJE. U. 8., Lond. Ointment of Belladonna.
"Take of Extract of Belladonna. a dracltrn; Lard an ounce. Mix them." U. S.
'!'he London formula is the same.
'!'his is a conven ient form for the external application of the extract of belladonna. Ca.re must be ta.ken in preparing it that the extrnct employed have the
prop('r consistence; and, if dry and lumpy, it may be restored to the proper state
by rubbing it with a. li ttle water in a heated mortar.
W.
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UNGUENTU~I

CAN'rIIARIDIS. U.S., Lond., Dub. UNGUENTUM
!NFUSI CAN'fUARIDIS. Eel. Ointment of Spanish Flies.
".Take of Spanish Flies, in powder, t11:0 outtees; Distilled Water half a pint;
Rcsrn Cerate eight ounces. Boil down the \Yater with the Spanish li'Jies to onehalf, and strain; then mix the Cerate with the strained liquor, and evaporate to
the proper consistence." U.S.
'l'hc Lo11<lon Coll('ge takes three ounces of the flies, in very fine powder, tu;ellle
fluidounces of distilled wa.ter, and a pound of resin cerate, and proceeds as above.
"'l'ake of Cantharides, in moderately fine powder, Resin, and Bees' -wax, of
ca~~ one rounce; Veni?e Turpentine, and Axunge [l~rdJ, . of each, two ounces;
bmlmg Tiatcr five jluulounces. Infuse the Ca.uthandes rn the Water for one
night, squeeze strongly, and filter the expres~ed liquid. Add the Axunge, and
boil till the water is dispersed. Then add the Wax and Resin; and when these
have become liquid, remove the vessel from the fire, add the Turpentine, and
mix the whole thoroughly." Ed.
"Take of Liniment of Spanish Flies e1f1ht flm'Jounces; Wh ite Wax tluee
ounces [avoirdu~ois]; Spermaceti one ounce [avoird.]. Melt the Wax and Spermaccti in th~ 011, with a gentle hea.t, and stir the mixture constantly until it
concretes." Dub.
By these processes, the active matter of the flies is more uniformly diffused
through the ointment than when they are directly incorporated, in the state of
powder, with the otber ingredients. 1'he preparation is thus better calculated
to meet the end propo~ed of maintaining the discharge from blistered surfaces,
without producing undue irritation. It has been said that the virtues of the
flies are impaired by boiling; but the contrary has been proved by experiment
to be the case; the cantharidin being neither altered nor volatilized at the boiling
temperature. (See Cantlwris.) The Edinburgh College, therefore, gains nothing
by the substitution of infusion. It is necessary, in the U.S. and London pro·
cesses, after the strained decoction and cerate have been mixed, to stir constantly
during the continuance of the evaporation, in order to prevent the former from
sinking to the bottom. Unless with care a considerable portion of the decoction
will be retained by the flies when strained, and thus loss be incurred. To prevent this, pour the concentrated decoction into a glass funnel witL some cotton
twist in its mouth, and, when the liquid ceases to pass, pour in water gradually
and carefully until four fluidounces of the filtered decoction are obtained; then
proceed to incorporate this with the cerate as directed. The Dublin preparation
is more elegant than the others, the liniment ordered being an oleaginous solution
of the active matter of the flies, and easj.Jy mixing with the other ingred ients.
It should be recollected that this ointment is intended as a dressing for blisters,
not to produce vesication. The Edinburgh ointment differs from the others in
containing Venice turpentine, which renders it more stimulating. Dupu!Jtren's
ofotment employed as a local application to prevent the loss of hair, was made
by macernting a clrachm of flies in a ~uid~unce of alcohol, and incorporating
one part of the tincture thus formed with mne parts of lard.
W.

UNGUENTUM CANTIIARIDIS. Eel. CERATU:ll CANTITARIDIS.
Land. Ointment of the Powder of Spanish Flies.
"Take of Resinous Ointment seven ounces; Cantharides, in very fiue powder,
one ounce. l\Ielt the Ointment; sprinkle into it the Cantharides powder, and
stir the mixture briskly as it concretes on cooling." Ed.
"Take of Spanish ]'lies, in very fine powder, an ounce; Spermaceti Cerate six
ounces. To the Cerate softened by heat, add the Flies, and mix." Lond.
This ointment, like the preceding, is intended as a dressing for blistered surfaces, with a view to maintain the discharge. The flies should be very finely
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powdered, in order that they may be diffused as uniform ly as possible through
the mass. It is unfortunate that the term ccratwn cantlwridis has been conferred upon this preparation by the Lond on College; as .the sam~ n_amc is properly applied in the U.S. Pharmacopooia to the preparation of fhes rntcnde<l to
be used as a vesicatory. Neither of these ointmcrrts can be used in individuals
liable to strangury from the external appl ication of cauthurides.

,V.

UNGUENTUU CETACEI. Lond. Spennaceti Ointment.

cc Take of Spermacetifive ounces j White Wax fourteen draclunsj Olive Oil
a pint [Imperial roeasurc) 1 or lf. sufficient guanti(IJ· l\Jclt them together over a

slow fire, and stir them constantly until cold." Lond.
This ointment is employed as a mild dressing for blisters, wounds, and excoriated 8urfaees. It should be made in small quantities at :a. time, as it is apt
to become rancid when long kept.
1\7.

UNGUEl'\TUM COCCULI. Ed. Ointment of Cocculus Indicus.

''Take au,y com;e11ie11t qucrntity of Coeeulus Indieus, separate and preserve
the kernels, beat them well in a mortar, first a.lone and then with a little Axunge [lard]; and then add Axunge till it amounts altogether to five times the
weiµ-ht of the kernels." Ed.
Th is ointment is used for the destruction of Vermin, and in the cure of scabies
and ringworm of the scalp. In th e latter complaint it was found very useful
by the late Dr. Ilamilton, sen., of Edinburgh .
W.

UNGUENTUM CONII. L ond.

Ointment of H emlock.

"Take of fresh Ifcm lock [Leaves], Lard, each, <l pouml. Boil the Ilcmlock
in the J. .ard till it becomes crisp, then expre~s through linen." Lo11d.
This ointment has been used as an anodyne application to irritable piles,
painful glandular swellings and scirrbous tumours, and to cancerous and other
painfu l ulcers; but the virtues of the hemlock are impaired by the heat necessary in its preparat ion. An ointment made by mixing good extract of hemlock
with lard would be more efficient.
W.

UNGUENTUM CREASOTI. U.S., L ond., Ed., Dub.
ofCreasote.

Ointment

"Take of Crcasote half a. fluid?-ac:lim; Lard an ounce. l\Jix thcm. 11 C. S.
The London process is the same as that of the U.S. Pharmacopooia. The
Edinliu»gh lblh·ge takes a dradmi of creasote and three ounces of lard, melts
the lard, adds the creasote, and stirs briskly till the mixture concretes on cooling. 'fhe Dublin Collcgr takes a fluidraehm of creasote and seven draclmis (Dub.
weight) of ointmc.nt of wbjte wax (simple ointment), and proceeds in the same
manner as the Ed111burgb.
l?or the u~c of this ointment sec Creasotum. It may sometimes be adrnntageously diluted with lard when found to irritate.
W.

"CNGUENTUM CUPRI SUBACETATIS. U.S., Dub.
Ed. Ointment of Subacetate of Coppe,..

UNGUEN-

TU>r L"E 1tuc:rn1s.

"Take of Subaectatc of Copper, in fine powder, a dmclmi; Simple Ointment
Ji/tern rlrarhms. Add the Subacctate of Copper to the Ointment previousl.v
melted with a moderate heat, and sti r them constantly till they arc cold." l./. S.
"Take of Resinous Ointment.fi./lcm ounces; Verdigris, in fine powder, one
mwce. Melt the Ointment, sprinkle into it tbe powdCl· of Verdigris, and stir
thf' mixture brisk ly as it cools and concretcs. 11 Ed.
"Take or l)repare<l §ubacetate of Copper half a drachm; Ointment of "bite
1\Tax [Unguent um Siw)'llcx, 'C". S.] sr1 cn dmcl11ns and a lwlf. 'l'riturate the
Suhacetate of Copper with the Ointm ent until they arc intimately mixed." Dub.
This oi ntment is employed as a mild cscharotie ju fungous granulations, and,
1
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more or less diluted with lard, as a stimulating application to foul and flabby
ulcers, scrofulous u lcerations of the edges of the eyelids, disease of the cxtemal
meatus of the ear with purulent discharge, to warts and corns, and to certain
cutaneous eruptions, particularly that form of porrigo denominated n'ngworrn of
~~

~

uNGUENTUM ELEMI. Lond., IJttb.

Ointment of Elemi.

"Take of Elemi tlwee ouncesj 'l1urpentine two ounces and a halj'j Suet six
ouncesj Olive Oil lw?f a jluidounce. l\Ielt the ]~lcmi with the Suet, and, having removed them from the fire, immediately mix them with the Turpentine
and Oil, and express through linen." Lond.
"Take of Ucsin of Elcwi four ounces [a>oirdupois]; Ointment of White
Wax one pound [arnirdupois]. l\Iclt them together, strain through flannel,
and stir the mixture constantly till it concretes." nub.
This ointment is applied as a gentle stimulant to weak ulcers, and may be
used for maintaining tbe discharge of issues and setons. It is the linirne11tmn
arc;;ei of the older pharmacy.
Vi'.

UKGUENTUM GALLJE. U.S., IJttb.

Ointment of Galls.

"Take of Galls, in powder, an ouncej Lard seven ounces. 1'Iix thcm. 11 U.S.
'l'he nubl-hi College rubs a drachm of galls, in very fine powder, with seven
dradims of ointment of white wax.
This is used chidly in piles and prolapsus ani, though it may also he advanW.
tageously applied to flabby and indolent ulcers.

UNGUENTUM GALLJE COMPOSITUM. Lond.
GALL!E ET 0PII.

Ed.

UNGUENTUM

Oompoitnd Ointment of Galls.

H Take of Galls, in very fine powder, six drachms j Lard six ounces j Opium,
in powder, a drachm ancl a half. llub them together." Lond.
The Edinbm·9h Oollege takes two tfrachms of galls, a draclrni of opium, and
an ounce of lard, and rubs them together into a uniform mass.
This combination of galls and opium is sometimes employed, preferably to
the simple ointment of galls, in cases of irritable piles. From half a drachm to
a drachm of camphor is sometimes added to the London ointment.

-w.

UNGUEN'L'Ullf HYDRARGYRI. U.S., Lond., Ed., IJitb.

Jlfer-

curial Ointment.
"Take of Mercury tu:o pounds; J.;ard twenty-three ounces j Suet an ounce.
Rub the l\lercury with the Suet and a. small portion of the Lard until the glo·
bules disappear; then add the remainder of the Lard, and mix ." li. S .
The London process is the same, with one-half of tbc quantity of material.
"Take of l\Iercury two pounds; Axunge [lard] twenty-three ounces j Suet one
ounce. Triturate the Mercury with the Suet nnd a little of the Axunge till
globules are no longer visible; then add the rest of the Axunge, aucl mix the
whole thoroughly. This ointment is not well prepnred so long as metallic glo·
bules may be seen in it with a magnifier of four powers. The l\lercurial Oiutment with the proportions here clit'ectcd may be diluted at pleasure with twice
or thrice its weight of axunge." Ed.
"Take of Pu re l\lercnry, Prepared J.;ard, of each, a pound. Uub them together until metallic globu ~es cease to be .visible to. t.lie naked eye." n~b . .
The Pharmacopceias umte at present rn recogrnsmg but one mcrcunal omtment, which contains equal weight~ of mercury_ and fatty. matter. '\\'he~ the
physician wishes a weaker preparatrnn 1 he may direct the omtment to be diluted
with such a proportion of lard as may answer his purposes. 'l'be Edinburgh
College, in allowing di lution of the ointment in c.ert:i.in ~xcd propo~tions, should
have giYen names, by which the weaker prcparnt10us might be dc::;1gnatec1.
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In the preparation of mercurial ointment, care is requisite that the mercury
shou ld be completely eAtinguished. 'J'be trituration is best ~erformc4 in a
marble mortar, as it is difficult to keep iron so clea n a£ not to impart more or
less oxide to the ointment. The mercury is known to be extinguished, when a
portion of the mass, rubbed upon paper or the back of the hand, exhibits no
metallic globules under a magnif)'ing glass of four powers. Th e opera~ion cannot be considered as satisfactorily accomplished when the globules arc rnvisiblc
merely to the nakctl cyef 'fo facilitate tbc process, which is very ted ious, the
addition of various substances has been proposed, calculat ed to hasten the disappearance of the metal. Turpentine and snlphur have been employed, but are
inadmiss iLl e; the former because it renders the ointment too irritating, the latter
because it forms with tbe mercury an inactive sulpburet. Their presence in tLe
ointment may Le detected by the peculiar odour which they respectively emit
when exposed to heat. Sulphur, moreover, gi,,..es the ointment a darker colour
than it has when pure. Tbe addition of a littl e sulphuric ether, at intervals,
during tbc trituration, is said greatly to abbrc>iate the process. (Ani. Jour11. of
Pltarm. 1 xvii. 80.) Rimcidity in tbe lard employed facilitates tbe extinguish ment of the mercury, but is liable to the same objection as turpentine, though
in a much less degree. ?.I. E'ossembras found that the addition of rancid fat
was required in the proportion Clf only ten draehms to a pound of the ointment,
in order to enable eight pounds to be prepared in an hour. (Journ. de Phann.,
Beser., v. 75.) 1\1. Guibourt recommends the addition of one-sixteenth of old
mercurial oin tment. lH . Simonin proposes the use of lard which has been ex posed in thin layers to a damp air for fifteen da.ys. This facilitates the extin guisbmcnt of the metal, but it probably renders the preparation more irritant by
the chemical alteration of the lard. 1'he following plan of preparing the ointment was proposed by ~I. Chevallicr. A pound of mercury, and half a pound
of fresh lard previously melted, are introduced into a stone or g lass bottle, shaken
till the mixture acqui res the consistence of very thick syrup, then poured into
a mortar, and incorporated by coast.ant stirring with an additional half pound of
lard. In this manner, according to Cheva llier, a perfect ointment urny be made
in ha.If an hour. When prepared with lard alone, the ointment is apt, in hot
weather, to become so soft as to allow the metal to !lcparate. Hence the addition
of suet in the processes of the U. S., London, and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias;
and even a larger proportion might be employed when the ointment is prepared
for use in the summer season.
Upon the whole, it may be considered doubtful whether any of the expedients
for saving labour and time in the preparation of the ointment arc wholly unobjectionable. Dr. Christison states that the better plan is not to complete the
process by a eoutinuous trituration, but to operate for a short time every day,
nod allow the ointment in the mean time to be exposed to the air. llut so
much labour is required in the procef=s, that the ointment is preferably made by
machinery on the large scale. The fatty matters, kept in the fluid state by a
heo.t of about 100°, are triturated with the metal by means of two iron balls,
which are dri,en rapidly round in a circul ar iron trough by steam power. The
cxtinguishment of the mercury is thus effocted in about twelve hours.
A new method of preparing mercmial ointment, proposed by Orosi, is to precipitate metallic mercury, in the pulverulent form, from a solution of corrosive
sublimate, by au excess of protocL\oride of tin, with the addition of muriatic
acid; and, having poured off the !lupernatant fluid, washed the precipitate with
warm water, and dried it between bibulous paper, to incorporate it with the prescribed proportion of lard. To pre,,..ent the precipitated mercury from running
into globules, it is recommended to cover with fat the interior of the vessel in
which the precipitation t:\kes place. (Nanking's Ab8tract, i. 350.)

'
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Mercurial ointment has wben newly prepared a bluish colour, which becomes
da~·J;:cr by age. It has been thought to contain the mercury in the state of prot.
oxide; but m.m:;t of tpc metal can be separated by methods not calculatetl to
rcd~ce :he ~x1de; and it is now generally admitted that by far the greater part
of 1t exists m a state of minute division, not of chemical combination. It has
been shO\~'n, howe~·er, that the metal is slightly oxidized; and the change of
c?lour which t~1e omtment undergoes with age is attributable to further oxida.
t1on. If the omtmcnt be kept long melted in a narrow\.,·esscl, metallic mercury
subsiJeg, and au oily liquid fl.oats upon the surface. After this has been filtered
so as to separate everything undissohcd, it is blackened by sulphuretted hydro·
gen, and yields oxide of mercury to acetic acid. Dr. Christison slates that he
has examined various samples of the ointment, and never failed to detect oxide
of mercury; and he has inferred from his observations, that the oxide amounts
to r~the~· mor~ than one per cent. ( Olwistison's Di.~pensatory.) But the pro·
portion JS variable according to the age and mode of preparation of the ointment.
It scarcely admits of a doubt, that the oxide of mercury formed enters into chemical combination with the lard, or one of its oily acids. i'llr. Donovan advanced
the idea that the medicinal activity of the ointment depended exclusively on
this compound of the lard with tLe mercurial oxide. An ointment made by
merely mixing lard and black oxide of mercury has not the same effect, because
there is no chemical union between the ingredients. But, upon exposing such
a mixture to a temperature of 350°, and continually agitating it for two hours,
he found that Hcry ounce of Ian.I dissolved anrl combined with twenty-one
grains of oxide, and the resulting compound was proved to be equally effectual
with the common ointment, and capable of being introduced into the system in
one-third of the time . It has been proposed to substitute an ointment thus
prepnred for that made according to the offioinal directions, as being more man·
ageable, and of more uniform strength. Care, howe\'Cr, would be required iu
preparing it ho avoid a temperature either too high or too low; as the former
might decompose the oxide, and the latter would be insufficient to effect its
union with the lard. There would be danger, also, that the lard might be ren·
dered irritant by the influence of the heat. Dr. li'. Von Brerensprung has ren·
dercd it extremely probable that metallic mercury, no matter in wbat state of
division it may be, is unahle to enter the blood-vessels, and that whatever effects
011 the system are produced by the ointment, or any similar preparation, or even
by the vapours of mercury, are owing to the previous oxidation of the metal.

(See Ci«1n. Caz., Sept. 1, 1850, p. 321.)
From experiments by a committee of the College of Pharmacy, of New York,
it appears that the ointment conta.ined in jars becomes somewhat unequal iu
consequence of the settling of the metallic ingredient. The inference is that,
after long standing, the conte~ts o~ the jar should be tritura.ted so as to r?store
an equable strength before bcmg dispensed. (Am.. Joum. of Phann., xvi. 2.)
Jlledical Usrs. l\Iercurial ointment, when rubbed upon the surface of the body,
produces, in consequence of its. absorption, the ge~eral effects of mercury up?n
the system. It is resorted to either alone, ,~}~en c1rc~mstan~es prevent or discourage the internal use of mercury, or conJomtly wit~ the mtcrual use of the
medicine, to produce a more speedy or powerful_ effect m urg_e nt case~. It may
also be advantageously employed as a. resolvent rn local affections; as m the case
of venereal buboes, and of chronic glandular swellings, upon which it may be
made to operate directly by being applied in the course of the absorbents passing
through the enlarged .glan?s· 'l'he proper quant!ty to be employed. at o~e time,
with a view to salivation, is about a drachm, which should ho applied UJght and
morning, by means of friction! to the inner surface of the thighs, legs, or arms,
and continued till the system JS affected.
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In urgent cases, or ju local affections, jt may also be rubbed on other parts of
the body, or applied to blistered surfaces. The friction should on each occasion
be continued till the whole of the ointment is absorbed. 'Yhen frequently
rubbed upon the same part, it is apt to produce a. disagreeable eruption which
interferes with its continued application . Camphor is sometimes added, in order
to render it more easy of absorption; but, without producing this effect, it increases the liability of the ointment to irritate the skin, and is of no other aclva.ntage than to soften its consistence when too firm from a large proportion of
suet. Mercurial ointment has been employed, with some success, to prevent the
maturation of the smallpox pustule, and the consequent pitting. For this purpose
it may be applied to the face er other part, thickly spread on patent lint or muslin,
care being taken to prevent the access of the air to the covered part. To be
successful it must be applied before the third or fourth day of the eruption. The
ointment has been recommended also in erysipelas and chilblains. Iodide of
potassium rubbed with mercurial ointment is said to promote the separation of
the mercury in the form of globules (Joum. de Phann., 3e stir., x. 356); bui
the effect does not take place if the iod ide is thoroughly dried and well powdered,
and the ointment added to it by small portions at a time. (Ibid ., x. 421.)
1'he ointment diluted with twice or three times its weight of lard is sometimes
employed as an application to ulcers, and to certain cutaneous eruptions.
O.tf. Prep. Ceratum llydrargyri Comp.; Linimentum lly<lrargyri.
W.

UNGUENTUU IIYDRARGYRI AMMONIATI. U.S. UNGUEKTUoI IlYDRARGYRI AmIONIO-CHLORIDI. Lond.
UNGUE::<TUM PRECIPITATI ALB!. Ed. Ointment of Ammoniated Mercury. Ointment of White

Precipitate.
"Take of Ammoniated Mercury a drachrn; Simple Ointment an ounce and
l\Iixthcm." U.S.
The processes of the British Colle.'les are essentially the same as the above.
This ointment is employed chiefly in cutaneous eruptions, such as psora, porrigo, and herpes.
W.

a. ltaif.

UNGUENTUM IIYDRARGYRI IODIDI. Lond.
Iodide of Jl:lercl<ry.

Ointment of
·

''Take of Iodide of Mercury an ouncej White 'Vax tu:o ounces; J_Jard six
ounces. 'fo the Wax: and Lard melted together add the Iodide, aud rub together."
Lon cl.

UNGUEN'l'UM HYDRARGYRI IODIDI RUBRI. Dub.
ment of Red I~dide of Mercury.

Oint-

·wax

"Take of Red Iodide of Mercury one drachni; Ointment of 'Vhite
sewi
d1·ockm.s. Incorporate tbe Iodide of Mercury and Ointment by careful tritu·
ration in a mortar." Dub.
_Both the above oin.tm~nts a:c employed as dressings to scrofulous ulcers; the
ointment of the red 10d1dc being preferred, on account of its much greater acti,•ity, when the ulcers are very indolent.
,V.

UNGUENTUM IlYDRARGYRI NITRATI S. U.S., Lond. UNEd. UNGUENTUM llYDRARGYRI NrTRATIS v~l
Dub. Ointment of Nitrate of JIIercury. Gitrine
Ointment.

GUENTUM Crrnr~un.

UNGUENTliM CITRIN UM.

"'fake of Mercury an ounce; Nitric Acid fourteen ffoidrachrns ;* Fresh
Neats.foot Oil nine jfoidou11ces; Lard three ounces. Dissolve the Mercury iu
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the Acid; then heat to~ether the Oil and J. .ard, in an cartlrnn vessel, to 200°;
lastly, add the mercurial solution, and stir with a wooden spatula. constantly so
long as effervescence continues, and afterwards occasionally until the ointment
stiffens. 11 U.S.
"Take of l\Iercury tu·o ounces j Nitric Acid four jlttidounces [Imperial measure]; Lard apmmd; Olive Oil eight jfofrlonnces [Imp. measure]. First dissolve the l\Jercury in the Acid; then, while the solution is hot, mix it with the
Lard and Oil previously melted together." Lond.
H Take of Pure Nitric Acid eiglttffoidomtces and six fluid1·ctcltrns [Imperial
measure]; l\lcrcury fourounc~s; Axunge [hud]fifteenounces; Olive Oil thirtytll'O fl1tidounces.
Dissolve the Mercury in the Acid with the aid of a gentle heat.
l\lelt the Axunge in the Oi l with the aid of a moderate heat in a ves~el capable
of holding six times the quantityi and, while tLe mixture is hot, add the solution
of mercury, also hot, and mix: them thoroughly. If the mixture do not froth up,
increase tbe heat a little till tbi~ take place. Keep this Ointment in earthenware
vessels, or in glass vessels secluded from the light." Ed. Dr. Christison, in his
Dispensatory, states that, in this formula., in order to meet the intentions of its
framers, the quantity of Olive Oil should be thirty-eightfluidounces and a h(ll);
and of Nitric .Acid (sp. gr. from 1·380 to 1·390) n/nefl1tidow1ces and (t half.
"Take of Pure )lercury one ounce [avoirdupois}; Pure Nitric Acid onejluidonnce J. Distilled \Vater halfa [llitid] ou11ce j Pl·epared Lard four ounces [ avoird.};
Olive Oil elyht jfoidounces. l\Iix the Acid with the Water, and dissolve the
Mercury in the mixture, with the aid of a gentle heat. :Melt the Lard with the
Oil, and, while the mixture is hot, add to it the solution of mercury also hot;
let the temperature of the mixture next be raised so as to cause cffervcscenrc,
and then, withdrawing the heat, stir the mixture with a pofcelain spoon, until
it concretes on cooling." JJub.
The chemical changes which take place in the preparation of this ointment
arc not precisely known. They differ somewhat according to the circumstances
under which the operation is performed i for example, according to the proportion and strength of the acid, the nature of the fatty matter, and the degree of
hea.t employed. 'l1be mercury, in the first step of the process, is oxidized at
the expense of a portion of the acid, nitrous fumes escape, and the undecomposcd acid unites with the oxidized metal, forming binitrate of the deutoxidc of
mercury if heat be employed, and a mixture of this with nitrate of the protoxidc, if the process be conducted at a. low tc1~perature . 'Vhcn the mercurial
solution is added to the fatty matter, a. reactwn takes place, which probably
results in the production of the yellow snbnitrate of the deutoxide of mercury,
of one or more of the fatty acids, as tbc olcic, margaric, and stearic, and of
elaldin or ehidic acid, or both. (See page 495.) It is also highly probable
that portions of these fa.tty acids combine ~vit_h the oxide of mercury. But the
degree to which these chang?s take place 1s rn~uenccd greatly b:f t~e temperature to which the mixture 1s exposed. If tlns be low, there is little or no
escape of g:1s; if elevated, there is _a copious evol_ution of nitro_us fumes. In
the former case the changes arc obviously less conslllerable than 111 the latter.
As formerly prepared, this ointment, though a~ first ~~auti~ully_ yellow ~nd
of the proper consistence, soon began _to change, acqum_ng rn time a dirt!
greenish and mottled colour, and becomrng so hard and .friable as _to be unfit
for use unless mixed with lard. TLese results were ascnbcd to vanous causes,
and as many different modifications of the process were proposed in order to
obviate them . The U.S. process is based upon the fact, that the olive oil of
the British processes _is hardened by nitrous acid or. the nitrate of ruc~cury,
while the sa.mc effect 1s not produced upon neats-foot 011. As at first published,
the process was defective in the direction to add the mercurial solution to the
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mixed oleaginous fluid when it begins to stiffen on cooling. When this direction was complied with, at least with the acid of the ordinary strength, the preparation had a brown colour and semi.liquid consistence; but, with some modifications such as Lave been introduced iuto the revised formula of the Plrnrmacopooia. of 1850, the process yields au excellent oi ntm ent, which, though it
sometimes assumes a greeni sh colour on exposure, retains permanently a soft
unctu ous consistence. 'Ve have bad speci mens of the .ointment in our possession for seycral years, which hrixe retained a uniform yellow ish colour, and a
perfectly good un ctuous consistence. It is said that the three ou_n ces of lard
of this formula may be advantageously replaced by the same quantity of neatsfoot oil. (Am. Jouni. of Phann., iv. 197.) It is probable that other animal
oils will ::umver the same purpose; and it is asserted that a good preparation
may be made with lard or butter alone. The drying vegetable oils do not appear, lik e oliYe oil, to be converted by nitroue acid or the nitrate of mercury
into ela'idin ; a.nd it was a fair inference that they mi ght be employed advantageously in the preparation of citrine ointment. Accordingly, Dr. Fessenden,
of North Carolina, states, in bis inaugural essay, that he substituted linseed oil
for the neats-foot oil of the U.S. process, and succeeded in obtaining a perfectly
good and durable ointment. It is now stated that the failure of many operators
who ba.,·e followed the former Mritish officina l processes, has been owing not so
much to the character of the particular oil employed, as to deficiency of strength
in the nitric acid, and the want of a due degree of heat. l\Ir. Alsop asserts
that, if the nitric acid be of the sp. gr. 1 ·5, or if the quantity of a weaker acid
be increased so as to compensate for its deficiency in st rength, and if the fatty
matters be mixed with the mercurial solution at an clc\"ateJ temperature, a per.
rnanently soft :ind golden.coloured ointment will result. (Pharm. 'l'ransactions,
Sept. 1841.) I t is probable that the discoloration which is so apt to take place
in the preparation is ow ing to the deoxiJizing influence of the fatty matter upon
the mercurial oxide. Now if, by a sufficient excess of acid and an elevated
temperature, the fats be well oxidized during the process, they will have less
nffinity for oxygen afterwards, and consequently less ability to take it from the
oxide of mercury. That they arc oxidized at the expense of the nitric acid
when heat is used, is proved by the abundant ext rication of nitrous fum es
during the operation.
llut in applying heat, when the fatty matter and mercurial sol ution are
mixed, care must be taken that it be not t oo great. Gas is extricated at 180°,
and a.t 212°, escapes so abundantly that the mixture boi ls over unless the vessel
be very large. (Alsop.) Besid es , if the heat is too great, a. portion of the
mercury is red uced, and the colour of the ointment impaired. Y\'he n large
quantities of materials arc operated upon, the reaction which occurs produces
of itself a. sufficient heat; but in ord inary cases the temperature should Le kept
at about 190° by mea ns of a water.bath, and if it exceed 205° should be rcducocl. It shou ld always be sufficient to produce a copious extrication of gas.
'l'he ointmcot shou ld be prepared in a glass, porcelain, or well-glazeJ earthen
Yessel; a.ud a glass rod or wooden spatula should be employed for .stirring the
mixture.
In the present U.S., Edinburgh, and Dublin formulre, the provision in relation to the application of heat is incorporated; and either of them will yield a
good oiutmeut with due care in th e manipulations. For some useful practical
J1iut~ upon this point the reader is referred to a communication by 1\lr. Joseph
J.Jaidlaw in the Arn. J om·11. of Phann. (xxi i. 119). It is due to l\lr. Duncan ,
a chemist a11d druggist of Edinbur~h, to state that Le appears to have been the
first to ascertain the value of heat rn the preparation of this ointment.
JUulical Cses. 1l'his ointment is much and very advaut:igeously employed, as
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a stimulant and alterati,·c npplication, in porrigo or tinca capitis, impetigo larvalis or crusta. lactea, psoriasis and pityriasis, certain forms of chronic eczema,
psoropbthalmia and inflammation of the eye and eJelids connected with porri;!?O
of the face or scalp, aud various other ulcerative and eruptive affections. It
sh.ould be diluted with lard, unless in cases which require a very stimulant application. Some care is requisite in its me, to nxoid the ri!':k of salivation.
When hard and friable, it must be rubbed up with fresh lard before it can be

applied.
An ointment prepared with lard and nitric acid, called Alyon's oiutment, after
the person who first prepared it, was formerly much used in cases simi lar to
those in which the citrine ointment is now employed . The ointment of m"tric
acid of the former Edinburgh and Dublin l!bannacopreias, discarded in the
last edition of those worlrn, was of this char.'.lcter.
OJJ: Prep. Unguentum Hy<lrargyri Nitratis ~Jitius.
W.

UNGUENTUM IIYDRARGYRI NlTRATIS MITIUS. Lond.
ilfilder Ointment of Nitmte of !riercury .
"Take of Ointment of Nitrate of Mercury an ounce; Lard seven 01mces.
Ruli them together." Lond.
'l'his is a mere dilution of the citrine ointment} and might well have been len
to extemporaneous prescription. 'l'he Loudon College states that it should be
used recently prepared.
, V.

UNGUENTUM IIYDRARGYRI OXIDI RUBRI. U. S. UNIlYDRARGYRI Nrrn1co.oxmr. Lona.
UNGUENTUM Oxrnr
UNGUENTUM IlYDRAnornr Oxrnr RunRI. Dub.

GUENTUM

IlYDRARGYRI. Ed.

Ointment of Red Oxide of JJiercw·y.
u Take of Red Oxide of 1\lercury, in very fine powder, a dr11cltrn; Simple
Ointment an ounce. Add the Oxide of Mercury to the Ointment previously
softened over a gentle fire, and mix them. 11 U.S.
"'l'ake of Nitrico-oxide of l\lercury an ounce; White 1\rax two ounces; Lard
si.c ounces. To the Wax and Lard, melted together, add the Nitrico-oxide, in
very fine powder, and rub them togctbcr." Lond.
"Take of Red Oxide of Mercury one ounce; Axunge (lard] eiyht ounces.
Triturate them into a uniform mass." Ed.
"Take of Red Oxide of mercury one dmchm; Ointment of Wbitc Wax seven
drachrns. Reduce the Oxide to a very fine powder, and mix it intimately with
the Ointment by trituration." D11b.
1'he red oxiJc of mercury here referred to is that prepared from the nitrate,
and usually called red p1·ecipitate. It is highly important that the oxide sho uld
be thoroughly puh·erizcd before beiug mixed with the lard; as otherwise it
might proye very injurious in cases of ophthalmia, in which it is sometimes
used.
Tbis ointment loses its fine red colour when long kept, probably in corn~e
qucncc of the conversion of the red O;Xide in~o the black, o; !ts rcduc~ion to the
metallic state. It is bc8t to prepare 1t only rn small quant1t1es at a time. 'Ve
have been informed that, if tbc preparation be made by mixing the red oxide
with poplar-bud ointment, it wil.l keep a long time without rbange. According
to R. II. Stabler, of Alexandrrn, Ya., an equally effectual method is to mix
two drops of liquor potassro with each ounce of the ointment when prepared.
(Am.. Journ. of Plwrm., xxiii. 123.) It is a highly useful stimula.t.ing oint.
rnent, much employed _in in~olcn~ and foul ulc~rs, in p~rrigo of the scalp, ps?r·
ophthalmia, and chrome con,1unct1va l ophthal~11a, esp?crnlly when attended with
thickening of the in~er meru?rane of the ey~d1ds, ~r with specks upon the cornea.
lt may be diluted with lard 1f found too st1ruulatmg.
W.
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Ointment of Iodine.

"Take of Iodine a scr11ple ; Iodide of Potassium four grains; \Yater si!

minims; Lard an ounce. ]fob the Im.line and Iodide first with the Water until
liquefied, and then with the Lard until thoroughly mixed." U.S.
Tbe object of the iodide of potassium and water is simply to bring the iodine
into a state in which it may be thoroughly and equa,bly incorporated with the
Jard. They have been found to answer better in practice than the alcohol for.
merlyused.
~t1l1is ointment, when rubbed upon the skin, imparts to it an orange' colour,
which, however, slowly disappeare with the evaporation of the iodine. It is
useful as a. local application in goitre, scrofulous swellings of the glands, and
other chronic tumefactions, operating probably through the medium of absorption. When continued for some time, it occasionally produces a pustular eruption upon the portion of skin to which it is appl ied. Dr. Cerchiari strongly
recommends it in cases of enlarged tonsils, a.fter the disappearance of inflammation. I t should be applied to the tonsils morning and evening by means of a
camel' s hair pencil. ln two months, according to the author, the enlaq:~ement
disappears. (Ani. Jotmi. of Phann., viii. 83.) The ointment should be prepared only as wanted for use; for it undergoes change if kept, losing its deep
·w.
orange-brown colour, and becoming pale upon the surface.

UNGUENTUM IODINII CmIPOSITUM. U.S., Lond., Dub.
Ed. Compound Ointment of Iodine.

U>'GUENTUM Ionr"EL

"Take of Iodine half lt drachm; Iodide of Potassium a dr(lchm; Alcohol
afl1tidrochm; Lard tu:o oun ces. Hub the Iodine and Iodide of Potassium first
with the Alcohol and then with the L::ird until they are thoroughly mixed." 7/ S.
The Londo11 CollP,qe uses the same ingredients, in the same proportions j but
directs that the iodide should be powdered as finely as possible, the iodine dissolved in the alcohol, and the two then rubbed together. The Edinliuryh Uollege
directs a d1·achrn of iodine and l1co drachms of the iodide of potassium to be
rubbed together, / om· ounces of lard to be gradually added, and the trituration
to be continued till a uniform ointmenf is obtained. The Dublin Gollerte rubg
lwlf a dmclwi of pure iodine and a drat'1rn of iodide of potassium well together,
ad<ls gradually fourteen <fraclmis and a lwlf of simple ointment, aurl triturates
till a uniform ointment is produced.
This preparation is employed for the same purposes as the preceding, from
wbirh it differs chiefly in being somewhat stronger with iodine; as the iodide of
potassium is probably not peculiar in its effects, and the spirit is employed only
W.
to facilitate the admixture.

UNGUENTUM MEZEREI. U.S.

Ointment of Mezereon.

"Tuke of l\lezereon, sliced transYer~ely, four ounces; Lard fourleen ounces;
'White "\Vax two ou11res. l\Ioisten the J Jezereon with a little Alcohol, and beat
it in an iron mortar until reduced to a fibrous mass; then digest it, by means of
a salt.water bath, with the Lard ::ind 'Vax pre,·iously melted together, for tweh·e
homs; strain with strong expression, and allow the strained liquid to cool slowly,
so that any und issolved matters may subside. From these separate the medi cated ointment." U.S.
'l'bis is C(luivalent to the pomrnade Cpiff.pastique au garou of the French Codex, which is prepared from the bark of Daphne Gnidinrn. The ointment may
also be made, as proposed by Guibourt 1 by mixing two drachms of the alcoholic
extract of mezereon with nine ounces of lard and one of wax:. It is used as a
stimulating application to blistered surfaces in order to maintain the discharge,
and to obstinate, ill-conditioned, and indolent ulcers.
W.
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UNGUENTUM OPII. Lond. Ointment of Opium.
Lo',:J.ake of Opium, in powder, a scruple; Lard an oun£·e. Hub them together."
A form in which opium may be applied by inunction.

UNGUENTUM PICIS. Lond.

W.

Ointment of Pitch.

"Take 0f Pitch, Wax, Ref-lin, each, ele·vC11 omu:es; Olive Oil a pint. Melt
them together, and express throup:li linen." Lond.
This is the oi11fme11t of Uocl" pitdi of the former J.Jondon Pharmncopreia. It
may be Ul-'led fo r the s~une purposes as tar ointment, but is less efficient. W.
UNGUENTU~1

PICIS LIQUIDJE. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Tai·

Ointment.
"Take of Tar, Suet, each, a po1md. Add the Tar to the Suet previously
melted with a moderate heat, and stir them constantly till they are cold. 11 U. 8.
The Lonrl011 College melts together a pound, each, of tar and suet, and strains
through lineu. The Edinburyh College takes five ounces of tar and fwo ounce~
of bees' wax, and, having melted the wax with a gentle heat, adds the far, and
sti rs the mixture briskly while it concretes. 'fh e DuUin College melts /om·
avo£rdupois ounces of yellow wax, adds lialf a pint [Imperial measure] of tar,
and sti rs the mixture .
This ointment is highly useful as a stimulant application in various Ecaly and
scabby eruptions, parlicularly in psoriasis and lepra, and in that form of porrigo
usually called tinca capitis, or scaldhead. In the last.mentioned affection, it
should be applied night and morning; and in bad cases the patient should con·
stantly wear a cap, thickly coated iutcrnally with the oiutmcnt.
W.
BI

UNGUENTUM PLUMBI ACETATIS.Ed.,Dub. CERATUMPLUMAcETATIS. Lond. Ointment of Acetate of Lead.

"Take of Simple Ointment twent,11 ounces; Acetate of Lead, in fine powder,
one ounce. Mix them thoroughly." .Lll.
The London Cbll"ge melts five ounces of white wax in e(qhteen jluido1mces of
olive oil; then add8 gradually five drachms of powdered acetate of lead pre·
viously rubbed with two ffoidom1ces of oli,·e oil i and stirs with a spatula till
they are incorporated. The Dublin Oollf'[je mixes an ounre of acetate of lead
with a pound of ointment of white wax, previously melted with a gentle heat;
using the avoirdupois weights in the process.
This is an excellent ointment in burns, and other excoriated or ulcerated
surfaces, particularly blisters in an inflamed state.
W.
U~GUENTUM PLUMBI CARBONATIS. U.S., Ed., Dub. Ointment of Carbonate of Lead.

"'fake of Carbonate of Lead, in very fine powder, two ounces; Simple Oint·
ment a po111ul. Add the Carbonate of Lead to the Ointment previously soft.
. .
ened over a gentle fire, and mix them.'.' U.· S.
The Edinburgh Uolleqc pr~parc8 tl11s omtmcnt by m1xrng thoroughly one
ounce of carbonate of lead with .five onnces of simple ointment. The Dubfiii
Golleyc employs three ounces of the carbonate and a po1mcl of the ointment,
using the avoirdupois weights.
.
This oi ntment is used for the same purposes as the prcccdmg.
W.

UNGUENTUM PLUMBI COMPOSITUM. Lond.
Ointment of Lead.

Compound

"Take of Lead Plaster three pounds; Olive Oil eighteen fluidounces;
pared Chalk six ounces; Diluted Acetic Acid si.c ffoidounces.
80

Pre~

Dissolve the
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Employed as a dressing for flabby indolent ulcers.

UNGUENTUi\I PLUMBI IODIDI. Lo11d., Dub.
Iodide of L ead.
"Take of Iodide of Lead an ouncej J. . ard eiyhl ounces.
Lond.

Ointment of

Rub them together."

Tbe DuUin Collrge rubs together a drachrn of the iodide and seven drachrns
of simple ointment.
l~mpl oyed as a discuti ent in chronic glandular swellings, and enlargements
of the j oints
W.

UNGUENTUi\I POTASSII IODIDI. U.S., Lond., Dub.
ment of Iodide of Potassium.

Oint-

"Tukc of Iodide of Potassium, in fine powder, a druclmtj Boiling Water a
jfo£Jrachrn; L:ud an ounce. Dissolve the Iodide of Potassium in the Water,
and tuix the solution with the J... ard. " L~. S.
The Lo11don process is the same as the above, using double the quantity of
materials. The DuUin College uses a dracltm. of the iodide, half a [ll1iid]
clrachrn of distilled water, and seven drachrns of simple ointment, and proceeds
in the same manner.
The preparation is apt to become discoloured by time in consequence of the
1ibcr;ltion of iodine. It is said that this may be prevented by mixing two drops
of tLc L'iq11f)r Potassce with each ounce of the freshly prepared ointment. (Am.
Jvurn. of Pliarm., xxiii . 123.)
'l'Lis ointment i.s employed for the discussion of goitres, scrofulous tumours,
an d other indol ent swellings; and is sometimes preferred to the ointment of
iodine, as it does not, like that, discolour the skin.
W.

UNGUENTUM SAMBUCI. Lond.

Elder Ointment.

"Take of Elder [flowers], Lard, each, tu;o pounds. Iloil the Elder in the
till it becomes crisp; then express through linen." Lond.
Elder flowers impart odour to lard without adding to its virtues. An oint·
mcnt, prepared in like manner from the leaves, has a. green colour, and is po·
pularly employed as a. cooling application in England.
W.
J~ard

UNGUENTUi\I SIMPLEX. U.S., Ed.
Dub. Simple Oint'ment.

UNGUENTUM

CER1E Ar,n.;;.

"Take of White Wax a pound; Lard .four pounds. Melt them together
wi!h t1. moderate heat, and stir tbcm constantly till they are cold." C. 8.
Th e DuUin process corresponds witL tbe aboYe . The Edinburgh C'ollegc
ordersfivefluidou11ces and n lialjof olive oil, and tu:o ounces of white wax.
This is emollient, and is occasionally employed as a mild dressing to blistered
or excoriated surfaces, but more frequC'Dtly as a .vehicle for more active sub·
stances. It is tbe basis of several offieinal ointments.
W.

UNGUENTUM STRAMONII. U.S.

Ointment of Stramoniurn.

''Take of Extract of Stramouium Lei.wes adraclmi; Lard an ounce. Rub the
Extract with a. little water until uniformly soft, and then with the Lard." U. S.
This is a more certain preparation than that of the former ed iti ons of th e
U.S. Pharmacopooia, which was ma.de by boiliug the fresh lea>es in lard
The ointment of stramoni um is a. useful auodyue application iu irritable
ulcers, painful hemorrhoids, and some cu taneous eruptions.
W.

UNGUENTUl\I SULPHURIS. U.S., L ond., Ed., Dub. Sulphur
Ointment.
"Take cf Sulphur a pound; Lard two pound$.

Mix them." U.S.
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The London College employs the same proportions as the U.S. Pharmacopreia; the Edinburgh, four ounces of lard, and 011c ounce of sublimed sulphur;
and the Duklin, a pouud of sublimed sulphur and/our pmmds of prepared lard .
. Sulphur ointment is a specific for the 1tcb . It should be applied every night
till the complaint is cured; and it is recommended that only one-fourth of the
body ~hould be covered at a time. We have usually directed it to be applied
oYcr the whole surface, and have found no inconvenjence to result. Four applications arc usually sufficient to effect a cure. It is thought by some that
pow~ered roll sulphur is more efficacious than the sublimed. Sulphur ointment,
applied freely over the variolous eruption, in its early stage, is said to prevent
tlie matt~ration of the pustules and consequent pitting. (See .Am.. Journ . o.f
JUcd. Sci., 1\T. S., ii. 196.) 'l'bc disagreeable odour of the oiutm..:nt may be in
some measure concealed by a little oil of lemons, or oil of bergamot.
\r.

UNGUENTUM SULPIIURIS
Compound Sulphur Ointment.

COMPOSITUM. U.S., Lond.

''Take of. Sulphur an ounre; Ammoniatcd Mercury, Uenzoic Acid, each, a
draclwi; Oil of Berga mot, Sulphuric Acid, each, a fluidrachm; Nitrate of
Potassa tu;o drackrns; Lard half a pumnl. To the Lard, previously melted with
a moderate heat, add the other iugrcdicnts, and stir them constantly till they are
cold." (/S.
'Ibis ointment is essentially different from that which is directed, under the
same name, by the London College. '1'hough, perhaps, not more efficient than the
simple sulphur ointment in the cure of itch, it has a less unpleasant smell, and
may be advantageously applied to the cu re of other eruptive affections, such as
tinea capitis a.nd crusta lactea.
"Take of Sulphur four ounces; \Yhite Ilellebore, in powder, ten drackms;
Nitrate of Potassa, iu powder, two scruples; Soft Soap four ounces; Lard a
pound. Ilub them together." Lond.
'J'!Jis is thought to be more efficacious thnn the simple sulphur ointment; but
the white helleLore renders it also more irritating.
W.

U.i'iGUENTUM SULPIIURIS IODIDI. U. S., Lond.
of Iodide of Sulphur.

Ointment

"Take of Iodide of Sulplrnr ltalf a drachrn; Lard an mmce. Uub the Iodide
with a little of the I.Jard, then ndd the remainder, and mix them. 11 U.S.
The London process is identicul with the above
1-'his is admirably adapted, as a local remedy, to the treatment of most ch ronic
cutaneous eruptions, unattended with inflamma.tion; but it is C!:pecially useful
in p::!oriasis, lepra, porrigo, and the very advanced stages of eczema and impetigo,
when they Lave become dry.
W.

UNGUENTUM 'l'ABACI. U.

s:

Tobaeeo Ointment.

1
Boil the
' Take of fresh Tobacco, cut in pieces, an ounce; Lard a ]Jotmd.
Tobacco in the Lard over a gentle fire till it becomes friable; then strain througl.i
1inen.1' US.
In the first cilition of the U.S. Pharmacopceia, this ointment, under the name
of 11 Tobacco Liniment," was directed to be prepared with common dried tobacco;
but in this condition the lca.ves do not yield their virtue~ to lard. ~'he error w::is
corrected in the second edition. Though the tobacco plant is not an object of
.,cncral culture in the Northern States, it may readily be produced in gardens,
uantities sufficient to supply any demand for the fresh leaves which can pos1
sibly arise.
.
.
.
..
l?resh narcotic vegetaLlcs yield their active prmc1ples, and ch lorophyllc or
green colouring matter to oleaginou~ sub~tances, wbcn heated wi!h them; and
ointments have long been prepared m tlus manner. Ju the pharmacy of the
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continent of Europe, olive oil is frequently employed as the solvent, :rnd the
resulting preparations arc called olea i1ifusa. 8eve!al of these are ordered h_Y
the French Codex as the oils of Lcnbanc, stramonium, tobacco, &c. Lard is
preferred in British and American pharmacy, as affording prepH rntions of a more
convenient cons istence. 'l'hc boiling takes place at a lower tempe rature than tlwt
necessary for the evaporation of the lard or oil, .and is ?w ing to the esca_pc o~ tbc
watery parts of the plauts. It should be continued t1ll .all the water is. dnveu
11

0

1

~:jn~8n!~~; te:~~~;:s~ti~0u ~e:Otb~:f~~~' ~~:d~io~hr~n~ :!~t~~: :C ~~c ~~~~eot~~

is not freely ex tracted till aft.er. th~ d~ss1pation of the wate~.
'l'obacco ointment is useful m 1rr1table ulcers, and various cutaneous eruptiom1, particularly tinea _c apitis; but gr~~t care must be taken, especia~ly in
children, not to employ 1t rn such qu~nt1tics as to endanger the production of
the constitutional effects of the narcotic.
W.

UNGUENTUM VERATRI ALBI. U. S. Ointment of White Hellebore.
"Take of White H ellebore [ root], in powder, two ounces; Oil of Lemons
twenty minfrns; J,.,ard ei'ght ounces.
l\lix th em." U.S.
This ointment is someti mes employed with ndrnntage in the itch . It is less
disagreeable, but also less certain than the sulph ur ointment. It should be employed with caution in ch ildren.
"\Y.

UNGUENTUM ZINCI OXIDI. U.S. UNGUENTUM ZINC!. Lond.,
Ed. UNGUENTUM ZtNCl OxYDl. Dub. Ointment of Oxide of Zinc.
"Take of Oxide of ~inc an ounce; Lard six ounceJJ. J.\lix them ." U.S.,
Lond.
The Edi11liurgh Collerje employs six 01wcrs of sim pl e liniment, and one ounce
of oxide of zinc; the Dulilin, tu;o ounces 0f th e oxide, and twdve ounces of ointment of white wnx (si mpl e ointment). By the latter the ointment is melted
bt:forc the addit,ion of the oxide.
']'bis is employed as a mild astringent :-ipplication in chronic ophthalmia with
a relaxed state of the vessels, in cutaneous eruptions, and in sore nipples nnd
other instances of excoriati on or ulceration. It has taken the place of the discarded 1rnguenlmn tulim, or tufty oinlme11t, prepared from tutty or the impure
W.
oxide of zinc, by mixing it with five parts of simple ointment.

VERA TRI A.
r eratria.
VERATRIA. U.S., L ond., Ed.

Veratria.

"Take of Cevadilla, bruised, t1t·o pounds; Alcohol three gallons; Sulphuric
Acid, Solution of Ammonia, Purified Animal Charcoal, Magnesia, each, a si~lfi
Boil the Ccvadilla. in a gallon of th e Alcohol, in a. retort wit!t
a receiver attached, for an hour, and pour off the liquor. To the residue add
anotlicr gallon of the Alcohol, together with the portion recently di stilled, again
cicnt q1wntity.

~~!l ::~:i 1: i~~u£1:~tF, :~·d ~i ~~:et ~:1~ ~~~til~~~~~ t t~~ep~~~!::t~s ao~~;:~i~~ ~ \~;~~~
1

0

0

1

11

the Cevadilla, mix and strain the liquors, and by means of a water-bath distil
off the .Alcohol. lloil the residue three or fo ur times in wa.tcr acidulatcd with
Sulphuric Acid, mix and strain the liquors, and evaporate to the consistence of
sy rup. Add Magnesia., in slight excess, shake the mixture freque ntly, then
cxpres~, and w:lsh wh.a.t re~iains. R~peat the expression and washing two or
three tunes, and, havmg dned the residue, digest it wi~h a gentle heat several
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times in alcohol, and strain after each digestion. Distil off the alcohol from the

mixed liquors, boil the residue for fifteen minutes in water with a little Sulphuric
Acid and Purified Animal Charcoal, and strain. Having thoroughly washed
what remains, mix the washings with the Elraiued liquor, evaporate with a
moderate heat to the consistence of syrup, and then drop in as much Solution
of Ammonia as may be necessary to precipitate the Veratria. Lastly, separate
and dry the precipitate." U.S.
'l'bc London College has trnn sfcrrc<l vcratria to its l\Iateria l\lcdica list.
"'l\1ke any convenient 9uantit,1; or Cevadilla; pour boiling water onr it in a
covered vessel, and let it macerate fo r twenty-four hours; remove the Cevadilla,
~uccze it, and dry it thoroughly with a. gentle heat. Beat it now in a mortar,
and separate the seeds from the capsules by a brisk agitation in a. deep narrow
vessel. Grind the seeds in a coffee-m ill, and form them into a thick paste with
Rectified Spirit. Pack this firmly in a percolator, and pass Rectified Spirit
through it till the Spirit ceases to be coloured. Concentrate tb e l'-lpirituous solutions by distillation so long as no deposit forms i and pour the residuum while
hot into twelve times its >olume of cold water. Filter through calico, and wash
the residuum on the filter so long as the wa$hings precipitate with ammonia.
Unite the filtered liquid with the wnshin;?s, and add au excess of ammonia. Collect the precipitate on a. filter, wash it slightly with colJ water, and dry it first
by imbibition with filtering paper, and then in the vapour-bu.th. A small additiona l c1uantity may be got by concentrating the filtered ammou iacal fluid and
allowing it to cool." Ed.
In the U.S. process the first step is to obtain a tincture of cevadilla. In the
Edinburgh process, the use of alcohol is preceded by measures calculated to
bring the seeds into a proper state fo r its nctiou . This is not satisfactorily
effected by mere bruising. 'l'he seeds are not thus separated from tlrn capsul es;
and, ou account of their elastic ity, th ey cannot be cmw eui ently comminuted in
a mortar. The mode of proceeding given in the Edinburgh Pbarmacopceia was
suggested by Christison, and is sa.icl by him to answ~r the purpose. In the U.S.
process, the tincture, when made, is evaporated to the consistence of an extract.
'.l1 hL~ contains the veratria combined with some vegetable acid, probably the
gal!ic, as it exists in the seeds. From the extract the alkali is dissolved by the
acidu latcd water, which at the same time converts it in great measu re in to a
su lphate, a small portion possibly remaining iu the sol ution combined with an
excess of the native acid. The magnesia com bincs with the acids and throws
down the '°era.tria, which is then taken up hy alcohol, and again yielded in a
purer state by evaporation. '110 purify it still further, it is redissolved in water
by the agency of sulphuric acid, is submitted to the action of animal charcoal,
and is finally precipitated by ammonia.. In the Edinburgh process, the tincture
is concentrated until it begins to let fall a precipitate, and is then poured into
water which throws down the resin and oil with a portion of the colouring
matte~ and retains the salt of vcratria. This is then decomposed by ammonia,
and th~ precipitated veratria. is sl igb~ly washed w.ith cold w~ter to free. it from
adhering impurities. If much ~vater 1s employed rn .the ~\·ashmg, a considerable
portion of the vcratria is lost, Ill consequence of bcmg m some degree soluble
in that menstruum in its ordinary impure st.ate.*

* Mr. Jnmes IleA.tson, )111.nufocturing Chemist of the U.S . Naval Labornt~ry at New
York recommends the following method of preparing ~eratri.a as less complicated ancl

m:;~~~si1~;,~~~~~g\~fi~~:.~:ff~:i;:~~tf!i:g;~~l~~1~f;tf.~~~~~~t1~::7;g~
Moisten the mixture with o.lcobol, and allow

1t

to staud li hours; then mtroducc

1t
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The U.S. process is essentially that recommended by )f. Couerbe. The
vcratria obtained by it, though not pure, is sufficiently so for medical use. A
drachm of it, in this state, may be procured from a pound of cevadilla. Besides
nratria, 1\1. Couerbe states that principles, which be calls rc.;;pcctively sabudillia
and 11eratri11, arc also containcJ. in this product. These are separated in the
following manner. Into the solution of impure sulphate of vcratria obtained
in the above process, nitric acid is to be iutroduccd by drops. This occasions
an nbundant precipitate, from which the clear liquor is to be decanted. A weak
solution of potassa. is then to be added to the liquor, an<l the precipitate which
it produces is to be washed with cold water, and treated with boiling alcohol.
The substance obtained by evaporating the alcohol yields the sabarlillia to borling water, which deposl'ls it upon cooling; a. subio:tanC'e, called by M Couerbe
?·esini-gum, of sabadillia, remaiuin_g in solution. If the residue of the substance,
treated as just mentioned with boiling water, be submitted to the action of ether,
it yields to th is liquid the proper veratria, wbich m:.iy be obtained entirely pure
by the :;:pontaneous el"nporation of the ether. 'I1he matter remaining undissolved
is the resinous substance which l\I. Coucrbc calls ·veratrin. Sabadillia, is white,
crystalliza.ble, insupportably acrid, fusible by heat, readily soluble in hot water,
which deposits it upon cooling, very soluble in alcohol, and wholly insoluble in
ether. It is capable of saturating the acids. (Journ. de Pharm., xix. 527.)
.According to Simon, sabadillia. is a. compound of rcsinate of soda. and resinate of
verntria.. Fr. Htibschm:rnn confirms the views of Couerbe as to the separate existence of sabadillia. Ile obtained it by treating the matter eomidercd as ,·eratri:i.
with ether, which removed t he pure vcratria, and left the sabadill ia.. 'l'hc latter
does not irritate the nostrils like vcra.tria. (Am.. Joum. of Phann., xxv. 133.)
l'Cratria, when pure, is white, pulverulcnt, uncrystallizable, inodorous, extremely acrid, fusible by he;1t, scarcely soluble in cold water, soluble in a thousand parts of boiling water which it renders sensibly ~crid, dissolved freely by
alcohol, less so by ether, and capable of neutralizing tbc acids, with se\•cral of
which, particularly the sulphuric and muriatic, it forms crystallizable salts.
In the impure state in which it is obtained by either of the aboYe officinal
processes, it is a grayish or brownish-white powder, without odour, and of a
bitter, acrid taste, producing a. sense of tingling or numbness in the tongue, and
exciti ng violent sneezing and coryza. when admitted into the nostrils. 'l'he
composition of veratria. is e~prcssed, according to Couerbe, by the fo rmula.
NC3_.U !Y.!00 • It may be recogmsed by its scneible properties, incapability of being
crystallized, combustibility, fusibility, peculiar :;:olubilitici., alkaliue reaction, the
intense red colour it assumes upon contilct with concentrated sulphuric acid, the
yellow solution it forms with nitric aei<l, and the white precipitates which its
solution in dilute acetic acid yields with ammonia. and the infu!iiou of galls. It
is entirely dissipated by a. red heat. I t is said sometimes to be sophisticated
with lime, which is ea~ily detected by incineration, and may be separated by
dissolving the powder in diluted alco hol, precipitating by sulphuric aci<l, filtering, evaporating the alcohol, and precipitating the \"eratri:t. by ammonia.. (Chem.
into a displnccm~nt .rippnrntus, 1rnd pour upon it ~O gnllons of alcohol. When a convenient
qmrntity of thehqu1d hns passed, submititto<l1stillntiou, nml return thc<listillcd n\eobol to the <lisplncemcntnppnratus; and proceed in the snme way until the cc,·n<lill1\is
thoroughly cxhn~stcd. Collect nil the ulcoholic liquor from the cxbausteJ seeds, and

~~t~~~~~I~ff~~~l~~~~f~~;~
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Gaz., Feb, 1845, p. 73.) It may be used either in the uncombined state, or
united with acids; as in both forms it produces essentially the same effects.
Ale.dicc~l Properties ancl i:rses.-Vcratria is locally irritant, and exerts a.
pcculi?r rnHucncc on the nervous system. llubbed upon the skin it excites a.
sens?tJOn of warmth and a peculiar tingling, which, when the application is
contmuerl for a considerable len_2th of time, extends, according to Turnbull, over
th.e whole surface of the body. Sometim es arr evanescent blush is produced, and
still more rar~ly an eruption upon the skin; but, according to the same author,
no marks of m~amma._tion are in general ev.in?e~.. Upon the denuded cutis,
however, veratria and its salts are powerfully 1rr1tatmg; m tho mouth and fauccs
produce an almost insupportable sense of acrimony; and snuffed up the nostrils
excite violent sneezing. Magendie states that, when taken internally in the
dose of a quarter of a grnin, they promptly produce abundant al vine cvacu:ttions,
and in larger doses provoke more or less violent vomiting. Other experimenters
have observed similar effects. Dr. Turnbull, on the contrary, says that he has
very seldom found them to purge, even whcn ln.rgcly administere<l, nnd that not
nnfrequcntly constipn.tion comes on during their employment. Accordin" to
this author, their first effect, when given in moderate doses, is a feeling of
warmth in the stomach, gradually extending itself over the abdomen and lower
part of the clici:;t, and ultimately to the head :.ind extremities. If the medicine
is continued, this feeling of warmth is followed by a sense of tingling, simil ar
to that produced by the external use of the medicine, which manifests itself in
different parts of the body, and sometim es over the whole surface, and is frequently accompanied by perspiration and some feel ing of oppression. Occasionally also diuresis is produced. A still further continuance of the medicine, or
the use of large closes, excites nausea. and vomiting. It occasions no narcotic
effects. In over-doses it is a violent poison.
The diseases in which veratria bas been employed a.re chiefly gout, rheuma.·
tism, and neuralgia.. M. Piedagnel has used it with great supposed advantrige
in a.cute articular rheumatism, which he has found ,c;enerrilly to get well under
its use in sc-ren or eigh t days . (See Am. Journ. of 1Jfed. Sci., N. S., xxvi. 496.)
Dr. Turnbull has found it useful also in dropsy, and in diseases of the hea1i,
particularly those of a. functional cliaracter. He thinks he ha s also seen it do
good in structural di::.eases of that organ, but chiefly by acting as a diuretic, and
thereby removing effusion in the pericardium. Veratria has also been employed in various nervous a.ffections, as paralysis, hoopiog-cough 1 epi lepsy, bys.
teria, and disorders dependent upon epinal irritation. For internal use the salts
ofveratria arc preferred. From one-twelfth to one-Rixth of a /?rain may be given
in the form of pill, and repeated eYcry three bottrs till the effoct:. of the medicine arc experienced. Dr. Turnbull prefers the tartrate, as less disposed to
irritate the stomach. The sulphate or acetate, however, may be used. Any one
of these salts may be readily prep;u·ed by treating veratria. with water acidulated
with the acid to perfect neutralization, anJ then evaporating to drynes:;;..
Hut vcratria is much more employed externally than by the stomach, and is
applicable in this way to all the comphints. already mentioned. It may be used
either dissolved in alcohol, or rubbed up with lard or other unctuous substance
in the proportion of from ten to twenty $rains or mo~e to the ou~ ce . Of the
ointment thus prepared, Dr. Turnbull directs a. portion of the size of a large
nut to be rubbed upon the skin over the part affcct.ed, night and morning, from
five to fifteen minutes, or un til the more urgent symptoms are relieved. Ve.
ratria may be used in this way to the amount of from four to eight grains in the
day. Care must be taken_ tb_at _th~ cuticle is sound ov~r. the parts to which it
is applied. When the skm 1s 1mtable, smaller quanhlies than those above
mentioned must be used.
W.
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Medicated Wines.
The advantages of wine as a pharmaceutic mcnstruum are that, in conseq uence
of the alcohol it contains, it dissolves substances insoluble in water, ~nd, to a
certain extent, resists their tendency to sponlaneous change; while, at the same
time, it is less stimulant than rectified or proof spirit, both from its smaller
proportion of alcohol, and from the modified state in which this fluid exists in
its composition. The acid which it usually contaiu s, serves in sorne instances
to increase its solvent power. Uut most wines, particubrly the light varieties,
are liable to undergo decomposition; and even the strongest acquire such a liability from the principles which they extract from vegetable substances; so that
medicated wines, though they keep much better than infusions or decoctions,
arc inferior in tl..iis respect to the tinctures. Tl:e proportion of alcohol, moreover,
is not constant; and the preparations, therefore, made with them, are of une(1ual
strength. From these causes, few medicated wines arc at present retained. In
the choice of wine, the purest and most ~enerous should be selected. Sherry,
ns directed by the U.S. and British Pharmacopreias, Teneriffe, or Madeira should
be preferred. The medicated wines, in consequence of their liability to change,
should be prepared in small quantities, without heat, and shou ld be kept in well
stopped bottles in a cool place.
The London College directs that "medicated wines should be prepared in
covered glass vessels, and frequently agitated during the maceration."
W.

VINUM ALOES. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Wine of Aloes.

"Take of A loes, in powder, an ounce; Cardamom [seeds), bruised, Ginger,
bruised, each, a drachm; White Wine [sherry] a pint. l\lacerate for fourteen
days , with occasional agitation, and filter through paper." U. S.
"Take of Socotrinc or Hepatic Aloes, in powdcr 1 two ounces; Canella, in
powder, four drachms; Sherry Wine two pints [Imperial measure]. Macerate
for seven da.ys, and filter .11 Lrmd.
" 'rake of Socotrinc or East India Aloes on ounce and a. lwlf; Cardamom
S~eds, ground, Ginger, in coarse powder, of each, a drachrn mid a half; Sherry
two p~"nts [fmperial measure). Digest for seven days, and strain through linen
orcahco." Ed.
The wine of aloes is a. warm stomachic purgative, useful in constipation de·
pendent on a want of due irrita bility of the alimentary canal, and in complaints
connected with this state of the bowels. It has long been used in chlorosis,
amenorrhrea, dyspepsia, gout, paralysis, &c. It is said to leave behind it a more
lax condition of the bowels than most other ca.thartics. The dose as a. stomachic
is one or two fiuidra.chms, as a. purgative from half a. fiuidounce to two fluid·
ounces.
W. ·

E.iIN1Vf.~e ~0509~~Ic?.~ 1_1~~-ICIS. U. 8. VrnuM CoLcmcr. Lond.,

."Take of Colch icum Root, well bruised, a pound; White Wine [sherry] two
pmts . Macerate fo1· fourteen days, with occasional agitation; then express
strongly, and filter through paper.
"Win e of Colch icum Uoot ruay also be prepared by macerating as above, then
transfer:ing to a JJercolat?r, and, after the liquor has ceased to pass, pouring so
;~~i~!~,~v1?/s~pon the residue that the filtered liquor obtained ruay measure t1co
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"Take of dried Meadow·saffron Cormus, sliced, eifjltt ounces)· Sherry Wine
tico pints [Imperial measure). l\Iaceratc for seven days, and filter." Lo11d.
Tbe Edi11Lurgh College directs the same quantities of materials as the J1ondon,
nnd orders digestion fot· seven days, straining, strong expression, and filtering.
TL is is intended to be a saturated vinous tincture of colchicum. As the colcbicum root imported into the United States is of variable strength, the only
method by which an acti\·e preparation can be ensured, is to employ a large
quantity of the bulb in proportion to that of the mcnstruum. If the former
should happen to be in excess, no other injury could result than a sliµ:ht pecuniary loss; while a deficiency in the strength of the prep:i.ration would frequently
he of serious detriment in urgent case~ of disease. 'Ve have never been Jisappointcd in obtaining the effects of colchicum from the wine which we knew
to have been prepared according to the directions of the U. S. Pharmacopooia;
while that which has been made with a smaller quantity of the bulb has often
failed in our hands. A wine prepared from the fresh bulb is occasionally im~
ported from England, and is thought by some to be more efficacious than our
officinal preparation. The dose of the officinal wine is from ten minims to a
fl.uidrachrn, to be repeated three or four times a day, or more frequently in se\'ere
cases, till its effects are experienced. In gout it is frequently gi,·en in connexion
with magne!:iia and its sulphate; and in neuralgic cases we have found much
adt"antage from combining it with the solution of sulphate of morphia, especially
when we have desired to give it a direction rather to the skin than the bowels.
It has been employed externally with asserted advantage in rheumatism. In ove rdoses it may produce fatal effects. Death is said to have occurred in one instance from two drachms of the wine; but much more would probably in general
be requisite to produce this result.
W.
YINU~I

COLCII!Cl

SE~IINIS.

U.S.

Wine of Colclticum Seed.

11
'l'ake of Colchicum Seed, bru ised, four ounces; ·white Wine [sherry J tico
pints. Macer:tte for fourteen days, with occasional agitation; then express, and
filter through paper. 11 U.S.
As the seeds of colchicum arc less liable to injury than the bulb, and arc,
therefore, of more uniform strength, there is not the same necessity for preparing a saturated tincture. 'l'liis wine corresponds in strength with the tincture of colchicum seed. (See 'l'inr:tura Colchici Scmim's.) In the account of
the seeds given in the first part of this work (pa,qe 275), it is stated, on tLe
autLority of Dr. Williams, wLo introduced the seeds into use, that their active
properties reside in their coating, and that it is, therefore, not advisable to bruise
them in preparing the wine or tincture. But this has been shown to be an error
by the experiments of Mr. Bonnewyn, who found a larger proportion of colchicia
in a tincture of the bruised than in one of the unbruised seeds. (See Am.
Journ. of Plwrm., xxvi. 120.) The dose is one or two fiuidrachms. Two
fluidounces have proved fatal.
W.

VINUM ERGOT.iE. U.S.

Wine of E1:qot.

fo~~~e:! ~:~.~:, ,~;·t~s:~~a~f:n:J1~~~(a~~~~tct~~! ~£~~:;:;~:l~:~r ~:~~~~~t~
0

fur"

pa~c~:,la~g;proportion of fixed oil in ergot interferes with the solvent action of

the men~truum, unless the grains are finely powd~red. It is, therefore, .best to
employ the ergot in this process well powdered, mstcad of merely bruised, as
oflic in ally directed.
Tho dose of this wine is for a woman in labour two or three ftuidracbms i for
other purposes, one or two fl.uiclraclnns, to be repeated several times a day, and
gradually increased if necessary.
W,
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Vli-,,UThI GEXTIAN£"E. Ed.

Wine of Gentian.

''Take of Genfoiu, in coarse powder, half on ou1.ice; Yellow Dark, in coarse
powder, one ounce; Bitter-orange Peel, dried and slice<l, tu.:o rlrachms; Canella,
in coarse powder, one drn('km; Proof Spiritfoiir Jfoidou1~res and a half; S herry
one pint and sixtcrnjluidmmce.~ [Imperial measur.e]. D1ges.t the root and b;1rh
for twenty.four hours in the Spirit; add tbe Wmc, and chgcst_for seven clays
more; strain and exp ress the residuum strongly, and filter the liquor~." Ed ..
This is a stomachic bitt{'r 1 sometimes employed to promote appetite and m~
vigorate digestion. The dose is from four to eight fiuidrachms.
1V.

VINU:iI IPECACUANII.tE. U.S., L ond., Eel., Dub.
Ipecacuanha.

Wine of

"Take of J pccacuanha, bl'uised, two ounces; White 'Vine [sherry J two pin{i!..
1\faceratc for fourteen days, with occasionn l agita.tioo; then express, and filter
throu;a:h paper.
11
Wine of Ipecacuanha may also be prepared by moistening the Ipccacuanha,
in coarse powder, t~?rou~hly with Wine, allowing
to ~tand for twenty-fo~r
hours, then transferring 1t tn n. percolator, and pnurmg Wme gradually upon 1t
until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." C. S.
The London College takes two ounces mul a ho?/ of the bruised root, and tu:o
Imperial pints of sberry wine, anti macerates for .::even days; the Edi11bw·!1h,
the same ingredients, in the same proportions, and digests for a. week i th e
DuMin, two mrnces and a half [avoirdupois] of aloes, a.nil two lmpericd pints of
sherry wine, and macer<ttes for two weeks .
'l'be preparations of the different Pbarmacopreias arc virtually of the same
strength. Wine of iperacunnha posses:;es all the medical properties of the root,
and may be used as a. substitute when it is desirable to administer the medicine
in the liquid form. As it is milder, without being less efficacious than antimonial
wine, it is in some instances prefcra.bl~ as no emetic in infantil e cases, e~pccially
when the antimonial, as not unfrequently b11ppens, is disposed to irritate the
bowels. Undor the same circumstances, it may be used as no expectorant and
diapLoretie; and the elfcuts of the Dover's powder may be obtained by comb ining it with laudanum or other liquid preparation of opium. 1'hc do~e as au
emetic for an adult is a fluidounce; as an expectorant and diaphoretic, from ten
to thirty minims. A fluiJracbm may be gi"en as an emetic to a child one or
two years old, anJ repeated every fifteen minu tes till it operates.
W.

!t

VINUU OPII. U.S., Lond., Eel., JJub.
llam's Laudanum..

Wine of Opi"1n. Syden-

"Take of Opium, in powder, tv:o ounces; Cinnamon, bruised, Cloves, bruised,

each, a draclmi; ·white Wine [sherry Ju pint . i\lacerate for fourteen days, with
occasional agitation; then exp rc~s, and filter through paper." U.S.
The Lm1Jon Col/Pye takes two ounces awl a lwlf of extract of opium, two
<lrachms ond a half of bruir.;ed cintrnmon, the sam" quantity of bruised clove:!,
and tu:o lmperi(/l pinls of sherry wine; and macera.tes for senn days. The
Edinburgh College, to the same quantity of cinna.mon a.ud cloves 1 adds three
01rnces of opium, and two lmperiol pints of sherry wine, and digests for a week.
The DuUi11, College takes three avoirdupois ounces of opium, and two Imperial
pint.~ of sherry wine, an~l macerates for fourteen days.
1'he wine wade accord mg to the directions of the U.S. Pharmacoproia. is a.
saturated vinous tincture of opium. It contains about the same proportions of
the ingredients as the lowlauurn of Sydenhom, frow which it differs on ly in
wanting a drachm of sn.ffrou. The spices which it contains arc thought to adapt
it to certain states of the stomach or system, in which the simple tincture of
opium is found to produce unple<tEant effects; but the sawc c~d may be obtained
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by an extemporaneous a<lilition of some aromatic oil to the l<tttcr. ~Ir. ·ware
recommends it as a local application to the eye, in the latter stages of opbtbaltnia,
when the Ycsscls of the co11juucti\':.t ~till rc1uain turgid with blood. 'l'wo or three
drops nre introduced into the eye every morning til(thc redness disappears. 'l'hc
dose of the wine of opium is the same with that of the tincture.*
,V.

VINUU RUEL U.S., Ed., Dub.

Wine of Rltiibarb.

"T<.1.ke of Rliubarb, bruised, tu·o ounce!i; Canella, bruisetl, a drad1m; Diluted
Alcohol tu:ojluidonnCf's; White Wine [sherry] a phit. ~lacerate for fourteen
days, with occasiouul agitation; then express, anJ filter through paper.
"Wine of llhubarb may also be prepared by mixing the Rhubarb and Cn.nella,
in coarse powder, with the Diluted Alco hol, allowing the mixture to ~tand for
twenty-four hours, then trrmsforring it to a percolator, and pouring "-inc
graduallyupon it until eighteen fluiJounccs of filtered liciuo1· are obtained." l~ S.
'fhe Edi110uryh College takes jive ounces of rhubarb, in coarse p0wdcr, tu·o
dracl11ns of canclla, in coarse powder, ji1:c fluidonnces of proof spirit, and one
7)int and fifleenfiuido1rnce.~ [Imperial measure] of sherry wine, an<l di~ests for
!l.CVC O days .
The DuMin Co/!Pge takes three ci1:ofrrlupois ounce.~ of the rhubarb,
lll'o drachms [Dub. weight] of the eanclla, and tu;o Imperial pints of sherry
wine, and macerates for two wet:ks.
This is a. warm. cordial laxative, applicable to dcbilitatcrl conditions of the
system or alimentary canal requiring cvacm1tion of tlie bowels. 'l'he dose is
from one to four fluidracbms or more, accordiug to the amount of effect required, and the condit ion of the patient.
W.

VINUi\I TABACI. U. S ., Ed.

Wine of Tobacco.

''Take of Tobacco, cut in pieces, on ounce; 'Vhitc Wine (sherry] a JJint.
Macerate for fourteen duys, with occasional ''gitation; then express, and filtel'
through paper." U.S.
The Edinburgh College takes thrf'e oimces and a lwlf of tobacco and two Imperial pints of sherry wine, and digests for senn days.
The dose of the wine of tobacco, as a diuretic, is from ten to thirty minims.
It is very seldom used.
W.

VINUM VERA'l'RI ALBI. U.S. Vrnm1 VERATRI. Lond. Wine ~
of White Hellebore.
"Take of White Hellebore [root],
Wine
[:.berry] a pint. l\lacemte for fourteen
then
exp ress, and filter through paper." U. S.
Tbe London. Colle9e takes eight ounce.~ of the sliced root, and two Imperial
pints of sherry wiue, and macerates for seven days.
It has beeu supposed that the wine of white hellebore, in consequence of the
veratria which it contains, would act ii) the same manner with colchicum in
the cure of gout and rheumatism; but it is uncertain and occasionally violent
in its operation, and is very little used. The dose is ten minims two or t_hrce
times a day, to be gradually increased till the peculiar effects of the medicine
arc experienced.
W.
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ZINCUM.
Pl'eparations of Zinc.
ZIKCI ACETAS. U. S., D1tb.

Acetate of Zina.

"Take of Acetate of Lend a pomtcl; Ziac, granulated, nine 01mrrs; Dis.
tilled Water three pints. Dissolve the Acetate .of Lead i~ the Wat~r and
filter. Then add the Zinc to the solution, and agitate the mixture occasionally
1
1
0

~t~ !ti~hp,~ds~~~~l;~ ~ ti~d'fd~ro}i~o~~~~~'r:.r uF~i~e~\he iJl~~~r:i:,~~~o~~tti ~e~~ft~

1

a mo<lera.te heat to one-fifth, acidulate it slightly with acetic acid, nnd set it
a:;;idc to crystallize. Pour off the liquid, and dry the crystals on bibulous_paper.
Shou ld the crystals be coloured, dissolYc them in a pint and a half of distilled
water, and, having heated th~ solution to ebullition, drop into it, while boili~g,
Prceipitated Carbonate of Zmc, in succesRi,•e portions, until a small quantity
of tLe liquid, being filtered, passes colourless. 'l'Len filter the liquid, atidulate
it slightly with acetic acid, and evaporate that crystals may form." U. 8.
"Take of Acetate of Lead one pound [axoirdupois]; Sheet Zinc four ounces
[avoird.]; Distilled Water two pi'nts cmd a lwlf [Imp. meas.]; Solution of
Cblorinat('d Lime a sufficient guantit;y. Dissolve the Acetate of Le:id in t.Le
'Yater, and, having placed the solution in a cylindric jar, immerse in it the
Zinc rolled into a coil. After the lapse of twenty-four hours decant the liquirl,
and ba,·ing reduced it by evaporation to fifteen ounces, drop into it, while boiling hot, the Solution of Chlorinated Lime, until a reddish precipitate ceases to
form. It is now to be cleared by passing it through a filter, then acidulatec.l by
the aclclition of a few drops of acetic acid, and evaporated down to ten fluidounces,
when, upon cooling, crystals will form. These, and any additional crystals obtained by the concentration of the mother liquor, should be dried on blotting-paper
placed on a porous brick, and then presen·ed in a well stopped bottle." Dub.
Io the U. S. process the lead is wholly precipitated hy the zinc, which
forms with the acetic acid the acetate of zinc in solution. In order to be sure
that the solution is entirely free from lead, it is tested with iodide of potassium,
which will produce n yellow precipitate in case any of the lead remains unprecipitated. The crystals of acetate of zinc, ns first ubtained, are apt to be
cnloured wit.h iron. Should tLis be the case, a boiling solution of them in distilled water is treated by the addition of successive portions of precipitated carbonate of zinc, until a small quantity of the liquid, being filtered, passes colourless. The zinc of the carbonate of zinc precipitates the iron, and tnkes its
place in t.he solution; and the iron is known to be all removed, when a portion
of the solution is found, upon trial, to filter clear. 'l'his mode of purifying the
acetate of zinc from iron was suggested by Professor J:>rocter, and was adopted
in tLe U. S. Pharmacopreia of 1850, in place of the mode by means of a solution of chlorinated lime, which he found to separate the iron imperfectly. The
necessary carbonate of zinc may be obtained extemporaneously, by converting
one-thirtieth of the coloured solution of the acetate into carbonate by precipitating it with carbonate of potassa in slight excess, as origitially proposed by
Prof. Procter. 'l'he precipitated carbonate, first washed from acetate of potassa,
is added in the sti~te of magma. to the coloured solution boiling hot. During the
evaporation of the solution of the acetate of zinc, a small portion of the acetic acid
is lost; and hence the necessity of acidul:iting with a few drops of acetic acid
before crystallizing. In tLc Dublin process the acetate of lead is decomposed
in tLe sa.me way precisely as in the U. S. formula ; but the ~olutiou of acetate
of zinc is not tested for lead, and the imperfect method of the former U. S.
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Pharmacopreia for separating the iron by a solution of chlorinated lime is
adopted. This precipitant, so far as it acts, sesquioxidizes the iron, and renders it insoluble, by its chlorine uniting with the hydrogen of water, and libcratini;?; oxy~en. In relation to the acetate of zinc, sec ·~ paper by Mr. Ambrose
Smith, contained in t.he Amer. Jount. of Plwrni., ''Ol. vii. p. 14.
Prnpn·ti°er.:., &c. Aretatc of zinc, when carefully crystallized, is in colourless
l1 exngona l plates, which eftloresce in a dry air. .As found in the shops it is in
white micaccous cr.rstnls. It is very soluble in wateri moderately soluble in
rectified ~pirit, and has an astrinp:ent 1 metallic taste. The solution yields white
precipitates with ferrocyanuret of potassium and hydrosulphate of nmruonia.
The precipitate, thrown down by ammonia from the pure salt, is entirely redissolved by an excess of the precipitant; but if sc!<quioxidc of iron be present, it
'viii be left undissolved. Acetate of zinc is decomposed by the mineral acicl.<1,
with the escape of acctous vapours. It consists of one eq. of acetic arid 51,
one of protoxide of zinc 40·3, and seven of water 63=15!·3.
1lfedical Prope-rties. Acetate of zinc is used as an external remedy only, for
the most part as an astringent collyrium in ophthalm ia , and as an injection in
gonorrhooa, after the acute stage iu these affections bas passed. The stren~tl1
(If the solution, usually emp loyed, is one or two grains to a. fluidounce of distilled water.
ll.
mi~:.-1,,~~HNA PRi"EPARATA. U.S., Lond., Ed. Prepared Cala"Take of Calamine o cm1venie11l quantity. Heat it to redness, and afterwards pulverize it; then reduce it to a very tine powder in the manner directed
for ]>repared Chalk." U.S.
Th e London and Edinburgh Colleges place prepared calamin e in the li st of
1\Iatcria Medica, with these definitions: ''Native carbonate of zinc, calc:incd ,
reduced to a. very fine powder, an<l elutriated." Lonrl. "Levigated impure carbonate of zinc." .b'd. The .Dublin College has dismisRed it.
Tile object of this process is to bring the nati"e carbonate of zinc, or cab.~
mine, to the state of an impalpable powder. It is first calcined, to render it more
reaJily puh-erizable, and then levigated and elutriated. During the calcination,
water anJ more or less carbonic acid are d riven off; so that little else remains
than tbe oxide of ziuc, and the earthy impurities origi nally cxii:tiug in the
mineral. Calamine, as sold in the l~nglish shr•ps, is often a spurio11i: article,
compo:-e<l principally of su lphate of baryta, as ascertained by l\Ir. ll. Brett.

(Sec Ualaniina, p. 150.)
Prq;ertics, &c. l'repared calamine is in the form of a pinkish or fleshcolourccl powder, of an earthy appearance. Sometimes it is made up into
small nias11es. lt is almost wholly soluble in di lute sulphuri c acid; emitting
very few or no bubbles of carbonic acid. Potai'isa or ammonia, added to this
i:;olution, throws down a prc.cipitate. (mixed ~xide and subs~1lphatc), which is
redissolved when either pree1p1tant 1s added m cxcer;:s. It is u!:ed only as an
exte rnal application, being employed as a mild astringent and cxsiccant in CX·
coriations and superficia l ulcerations. For tbis purpose it is usually dusted on
the part, a.nd hence the necessity for its being iuT very ~ne powder. It is often
employed m the form of cerate>. (See Ceratuni Calam.rnre.)
Ojj: J>rep. Ceratum Calaminro.
ll.

ZINCI CARBON AS PR.iECIPITATUS. U.S. Zrncr CARBONAS.
Ihtb.

Precipitated Carbonate of Zinc.

C<1rbonate of Zinc.

Take of Sulphate of Zinc, Carbonate of Soda, e;icb, (I r)()undj Boiling Water
lJissolvc the Sulphate of Zinc and Uarbona.te of Soda, se,·erally, in
'l'bcn mix t he so~ut i ons, and, havi~1g stirred the mixture, set it by that the powder may subside. Lastly, havmg poured off the
II

a gallon.

fo~r pints of the Water.
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supernatant liquid, wa$h the Prccipit ..1tcd Carbonate of Zinc with Lot water uutil

th~,~~~1~~:1~ S~fu~i~~·l~f tCs1~~~~~~~ a~~rl £i:~ i;·n: i~~1~ fi~t~~ !~~:~~:;; u6,~·stallizcd
1

Carbonate of SoJa of Commerce two pound:; [avoirdupois]; boiling Distilled
\V:Ltcr six pints [Imp. mca~.J. To the Carbonate of Soda, dissolved in tLc
Water, add the Solution of Ubloride of Z'.;inc, in successi\'e portions, anJ boil
until gas ceases to be evolved. Collect the precipitate on a calico filter, and,
hating poured on disLillcd water until the washings cease to cause turbidity,
when dropped into a solution of nitrate of silver containing free nitric ac·ic.I, dry
the product, first on blot.ting-paper placed on a porous brick, and finally by a.
steam or water heat." Du.i.
'Ibis is a new ofiicinal of the U.S. and Dublin Vharmacopooias. In view of
the jmpurities and frequent falsification of the nati,·c carbonate of zinc, the re·
viscl's of the former work conceived that it would be advantageous to adopt as
officinal the 1rnre artificial carbon::itc, but without discarding tbe old prepriratiou.
This is retained under the chauged name of Cularnina; while its former officinal
name of Zi11ci Carbmws i.;; applied to the present preparation. In the U.S. for·
mula a. double dccowposition takes place between the salts employed, resulting
in the formation of sulphate of soda in solution, and carbonate of zinc which
precipitates. Carbonate of soda is preferable to carbonate of potassa for dccom·
posing the sulphate; siuee the forme r gives rise to sulphate of soda, which is
more easi ly washed away than sulphate of pota~sa, derived from the latter. In
the DuUi11 process the reacting salts arc chloride of zinc and carbonate of soda,
with the result of forming chloride of sodium in solution, and carbonate of zinc.
llere the salt. to be washed away is chloride of sodium, which, on account of its
being less soluble, is not so easily remo>ed as sulphate of sotla. 'l'he washings
are tested with nitrate of silver 1 until they no longer indicate the presence of a
chloride. Boilin~ water is properly used in both processes, in or<ler to obtain
a pulveruleut precipitate, which is readily washed. If cold ::<elations are used,
a gelatinous pn'cipitatc is formed, wh ich is washed with difficulty.
Properties, &c. Precipitated carbonate of zinc is in the form of a Ycry soft,
loose, white powder, rescmL\ing magnesia. alba. It dissolves iu dilute sulphuric
aci<l withcfforvescence 1 forming a solution having the characters of a solution of
~ulphate of zinc. lf adulterated with chalk, it will be on ly partly soluble in
this acid. Precipitated carbonate of zinc is often sold under the incorrect nu me
of flowers of zinc, a name which properly belongs only to the oxiJe, as obt:tinc<l
by combustion. When obtained from boiling solutions of sulphate of zinc and
carbonate of soda, it has the composition 8Zn0,3C02 +GUO. (Schindler.)
J..,efort makes its composition the same. (Journ. de Phann., 3c sCr., xi. 32\:1 .)
'l'he basic character of the salt is cxpfoinc<l by the fact that. effcn·esccucc of car·
booic ;mid 11lways takes place on ruixing the solutions. It is employed medi.
einally fo r the Fame purposes as prepared calamine, a.nd is coming gradually into
use. The U. S. Pharmacopccia. orders a cerate ruade from it, as a substitute
for cab.mine cerate. (See Ccralmn Zinci Carbonatis.)
Off. J_)rrp. Ueraturu Zinci Carbonatis; Zinci Oxidum.
ll.

ZINC! CHLORIDUM.
B1<tter of Zinc.

U.S., Lond., Dub.

Chloride of Zinc.

"Take of Zin c, in small pieces, tu:o 01mas and a half; Nitric Acid [sp. J!r.
1·42], Prepnrecl Cbalk, each, a clraclmi; l\luriatic Acid a sujficient 9um1tiry.
'l'o the ~.inc, in a glass or porcelain vcsi:;el, add gradually sufficient l\luriatic
A?id to l11ssolve i t; th~n strain, add the Nitric .Acid, and evaporate to dryness.
Dissolve the dry mass m water, ?dd the Chalk, and, haviog allowed the mixture
to stand for twenty.four hours, filter, aud again evaporate to dryness." U. S .
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"Take of 1Iydrod1loric Acid a pint [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water t1eo pints
[Tmp. meas.Ji l'.iinc, broken into pieces, Sf'veu cmnces; 1\lix tLe Acid with th e
" r:Hrr, anJ add to them the Ziuc; and, when the cO'crvescence is nearly finisbeJ,
apply heat until bubbles are no longer given out. Pour off the solution, filter,
. and ~\·apornte until a. dry salt. remains. H aving fused this in a lij!htly co,·ercd
e:rue1ble by a nearly red beat, pour it out on a flat and clean stone. J~a.stly,
when it has become cold, brc.ik it into pieces, and keep it in a well-stopped
vessel." Lond.
1
' Take of Solution of Chl oride of Zinc any conv<'nienl gucrnlif!J·
:Evaporate
it down in a porcelain capsule i:io far, that, upon suffering tbe re,1;idual liqu or to
cool, it solidifies. Subdivide the product rapidly into fragments, and enclose
them in a wcll·stoppe<l bottle.''
Jn the U.S. pro1.:ess the chloride of zinc is first formed in solution by dissoh·ing zinc in muriatic acid. The uitric ncid added !ms the eff~ct to scsqu ioxill ize
any iron which mny have existed as an impurity in the zinc employed. By
evaporating to dryness and redissoh·ing in water, most of the scsquioxide of iron
is left behind. L:1stly, in order to rcmo,·e any remains of iron, a. sma.11 portion
of cLalk is ad<lccl, which precipitates it as a se::quioxiJc; and the mixture, after
stan<linf!, is filtered and e,·aporated to dryness. TLis process is the same us that
of the French Co<lcx. The London differs from the U.S. procc~s in dispcn~inµ;
with the use of nitric acid au<l chalk, aud in fu8ing tbe <lry salt formed. The
lJuUin College uses th e solution of chlorid e of zinc, prepared by a distinct formula, and e,·aporatcs it to such an extent tliat the f:alt soli<lifies on cooling. As
this preparation is used cLiefiy as a caustic, we shoulJ prefer the London process,
in which the salt is fu:-ed. lu relation to this chlur id e, the reader is reforre<l to
n pnpcr by i\Ir. B. J. Crew in the Am. Jo11r11. fJ./Pluani., l\lay, 1853, p. 203.
i\l. Rhighini prepares this chloride by double decompoi;;ition between solutions
of chloride of barium and sulpha te of zinc. Sulphate of baryt:i is precipitatC'd,
and chloride of ziuc remains in solution, from which it is obtained in white fl..1ky
1.:rystals by due CYapora.tion.
Properties, &c. Chloride of zinc is a p;rayish-white, translucent, deliquescent
substance, having the sofluess of wax. When pure it is wholly soluble in water, alcohol, and ether; but, as prepared by the U.S. formula, it conh\ius some
oxychloride: which is left uo<li~sol"ed by water. According to 1\1. ]_,a ~suignc,
the commercial chloride of zinc so metimes contains as mu cL as twelve per cent.
of nrsen iate of zinc, which, being insoluble in a n nc1ueous solution of chloride nf
zinc, will be left undissolved, when the 1.: bl oride is lreate_d with water. (l~!till1j)s's
Trans. of theLr.m d. Plwrm., 1851, p. 3i5.) lts solution yields with mtrnte of
silver a white precipitate (chloride of siker) insoluble in nitric aciJ; and with
ammonia and pot:tssa a white precipitate, whi1.:b is dissohed by those reagents
when added in excess. The cu rbona tcs of potassa anJ !locla al~o throw down a
white precipitate, which is no~ dissolved by an excess of th~ precipit?nts. Wht!.n
exposed to heat chloride o~ zmc first melts and then .subhrucs. \\h en pure 1t
gives white precipitates with for.rocyanuret of potas:i1um a._ud. hydr?sulphnte of
a.mmonia. A blue precipitate w1!h the former test. would 1nd1cate iron, a bl~ck
one with the latter, Jca.d. It consists of one cq. of z1nc 32·3, and one of chlo1·mc

nuu.

35•42 =67 •72.
Medical Properties and

i~~es. 'l'his chloride was iutroduccd into medicine by
J>apenguth, a.nJ subsequently rccom~eadeJ by P~·of. llan cke, of ~)reslan, au~
Dr. Canquoin, of Paris . . Internally 1t has been gi~·en as ~n alterat1Yc . a~<l an.t1f'pasmoJic in sc~ofula, ep1l?psy, chorea, and, comLrned with hydrocyan1c ac1.J,
in facial neuraln-w.. lts chief employment, however, has been as an escharottl..!,
applied to can c~rous affections, and to ulcers of an anomalous and intractable
character. Wh en thus used, it act:i not merely by destroying the diseased struc-
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ture, but by excitin,,. a new and healthier action in the surrounclin~ part.'!. As a

caustic it has the advantage of not giving rise to constitutio1~al di:-order !rom
absorption, an effect which is sometimc8 produced by the arserncal preparations.
Dr. Canquoin prepa1·es the chloride of ziac as an escbarotic, by thoroughly

and quickly mixing it with wheat flour and water into a paste of four different
strengths, containing severally an ounce of th e chloride in c?rporated with two,
three, four, and fi>c ounces of flour; fifteen drops of water bemg added for every
ounce of fl.our, or sufficient to form the paste. It is applied in cakes from a
twelfth to a third of an inch in thickness, and produces an cschar more or less
deep (from a line to an inch and a half), according to the thickness of the paste,
the length of the application, and the nature of the part acted on. 'J'he strongest
paste is-applied to brdaceous and fibro-cartilaginous structures; tbe second to
carcinomatous tumours, and very painful cancers which have not much thickness, and the third to cancerous utfcctions in persons who have a dread of violent
pain. These preparations, applied to the skin denuded of its cuticle by means
of a blister, excite in a. few minutes a sensation of heat, and afterward~ violent
burning pain. The eschar, which is white, thick, and very bard, fulls off, by the
aid of an emollient poultice, between the eighth and twelfth days. To destroy
thick cancerous tumours, lrnxing an uneven surface, and ~ituated in fleshy parts,
Dr. Canquoin uses a caustic formed of one part of chloride of zinc, half a part of
chlori<lc of antimony, and two and a half parts of ftnur, made into a pa~tc with
water. In all cases, the caustic is to be reapplied, after the falling off of the
e::;cbar) unt,il the whole morbid st ruct.ure is destroyed. M. Bonnet has applied
the pa:3te of ch loride of zinc to the treatment of aneurism. Ile announces tUe
complete cu re of one case of subchwian anenrism from a. pcnetrnting wound, by
a. coutiuued series of applications of the paste. Every two or three days, the
superficial layers of the slough were remo,•ed by a bistoury. At the end of the
second month, the escbar began to detach itself without any hemorrhage, and
the clot came away with the eschar. Chloride of zinc has also been used sucCCf:~fully by i\l. Bonnet, in conjunction with M. Gensou l, in the treatment of
ancurism by anastomosis. (.Med. Tim.es a11d Ga::. 1 July 23, 1853.) Instead of
flour, Dr. Alex. Ure, of Glasgow, mixes the cliloride with pure anhydrous sulphate of lime in impalpable powder. He states that this has the advantages of
furnishing a porous medium from which the cscharotic gradually exudes into
tbe morbid structure, and of forming afterwards, by acquiring a firmer consistence, an impervious case for tile eschar. l\Tr. Calloway, of Guy's Hospital, has
employed the chloride of zinc with con:~idcrable success in the treatment of nrevi
matcrni. He rubs it at in tervals on the part, until the skin becomes slightly
discoloured. Mr. Guthrie bas used it with advantage for penetrating the bard
case of new bone which forms over a sequestrum, in order to expose the latter,
and permit its convenient extraction .
Chloride of zinc, with a view to its escharotic effect, may be formed extemporaneously by means of gahanism 1 on the plan recommended by an Engli~h physician, Dr. Thomas Sm ith. A simple galvanic circle is formed by fr~·eting a
disc of zinc, of the size of the escho.r desired, to a disc of silver of equa l size; the
pair being excited by a piece of spongio-pil in e, placed on the silver, and moistened with a solution of common salt. 'l'be little battery is then fixed upon the
ski n by means of strips of adhesive plaster. Once in twelve hours it must be
removed, and washed in salt and water, and then reapplied. By the electrolysis
of the salt, chlorine is liberated, which combines with the zinc, and converts it to
a certain extent into the ch loride. This, acting on the skin, exercises its caustic
effect; and at the end of twelve days a white eschar is formed. 'fhis mode 0f
forming an issue has, according to Dr. Smith, the advantage of being less painful than those usua lly employed.
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FClr internal exhibition, the most convenient form is a solution in the spirit
of ether, in the proportion of half an ounce to three fluiclounces. or this from
four to eight drops may be given twice a day. Dr. Lloyd, of London, has found
chloride of zinc useful as au injection in the acute stage of gonorrhooa, made of
the strength of about two grains to three fluidounces of distilled water, and employed once in five or six hours.
In over-doses chloride of zinc acts as a corrosive poison. It produces burning
pain in the gullet and stomach, nausea and vomiting, cold sweats, depression of
the pulse, and cramps of the legs. According to Dr. 'l'. Stratton, surgeon R. N.,
who treated two cases of poisoning with this chloride at :Montreal, the best antidotes are the carbonated alkalie~, which act by converting the poison into carbonate of zinc. In case the alknlics are not at hand, a. solution of common soap
must be immediately and freely given. (_,lied. E.i.:mn., li'eb. 18JD, from the Brit.
Am..•fourn. of .Med. and Pli!J.~. Sci.) Dr. Lethcby reports a. fatal case of poison ing by this ch loride occurr ing inn child in August 1849. 'l'hc form of chloride
swulloweJ was Burnett's disinfecting fluid. (Sec paye 1282.) Its local effect
was that of a. corrosi\'e on the lips, mouth, and fauces. Among the constitutional effects were paralysis of the voluntary muscles, coldness of the surface,
B.
dilated pupil, and coma.

ZINC! CIILORTDI LIQUOR. Dub. Solution of Chloride of Zinc .
"'l'ake of sheet zin(' one 7>01t11fl (av('lirclupois); Muriatic Acid of Commerce,
'W3.ter, of each, two JJint.~ and a lwlf ([mp. meas.], or as much as may be sufficient; Solution of Cblorinatefl Jiime one fluidounce (Imp. meas.); Prepared
Ch3.lk one ounce (avoird.J. To the zinc, introd uced into a porcelain capsul e,
1-?radually add the l\Iuriatic Acid, applying heat until the meta.I is dissolved.
Filter the liquid through calico, and, having adJed to it the Solution of Chlorinated Limr, concentrate at a boiling temperature, until it occupies the bulk of
one pint [Imp. meas.). Permit the solution now to cool down to the temperature
of the air, place it in a bottle with the Chalk, and, having first added Distilled
Water, so that the bulk of the whole may be a quart [two pints, Imp. meas.],
shake the mixture occasionally for twenty-four hours. Finally, filter, and preserve the product in 3. well stopped bottle. The specific gravity of this liquor
is 1·593." Dub.
'fhis is a. new officinal soluti on of the Dublin Pharmacopooia of 1850. It is
made, in the usual way, by dissoking zinc in muriatic acid. The ch lorinated
lime is added to the liquid, in order to convert any iron which may be present
into scsquichloride, from which it is afterwards precipitated by the chalk. The
use of this precipitant introduces into the preparation a small eroportion of ch loride of calcium 1 which ha." no injurious effect. 'l'he two pmts and a half of
water taken in the formula, arc not used in the process. 'They were prob:ibly
intended for the dilution of the muriatic acid, which acts better on the zinc when
diluted. The preparation is completed by b~inging it to a detcrmi~a~e bul~ by
the addition of distilled water, aud by filtratioll to separate the prcc1p1tated iron
.
.
. .
.
.
and any excess of chalk.
Solution of chloride of zmc 1s a dense, colourless liquid, havmg a burning
nauseous tn.ste e"en wllcn dilute. It contains 175 gra ins of zinc in a fluidounce,
and has tbc sp. gr. 1·593" This solution. i.s equivalent to Burnett's ~isinfecting
fluid noticed below. lt 1s a powerful dmnfectant, n.nd, when applied to cancero~s and other offensi\'e ulcers, duly diluted with water, destroys their fetor
'l'bis .solution is rccommend~d
80 Jong as the dressings are kcp~ moist with it.
b.v M. Gaudriot in gouorrhooa. 1~ ~oth sexes, as havmg remarkable rem~dial
powers. li'or men h~ uses an 1DJect1on, composed of fr?m twen.ty:fo.ur to th1rtysix. <ll'o~\in four fluidouncea of water. A small quantity only JS InJected about
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an inch up the urethra, two or three times a day. For women he employs a.
''aginal suppository, formed of five drops of the soluti on, half a grain of sulphate
of morphia, and three drachma of a paste consisting of a drachm and a half of
starch, a drachm of mucilage of tragacantb, and half a dracbm of sugar. The
suppository is introduced every day, or every second day.
Burnett's <lisi11fecting fluid, like the Dublin officinal solution, is an aqueous
solution of chloride of zinc. It contains 200 grains of zinc in each Imperial
fluidouncc, and has the sp. gr. 2. It is, therefore, considerably stronger than
the Dublin Fiolution. It is so called after Sir William Burnett, who introduced it
into use, in 1840, as a powerful deodorizing and disinfecting agent in neutralizing
noxious effluvia, and in arresting animal and vegetable decomposition. Diluted
with water it forms Sir William's patent preservative against the dry rot. The
concurrent testimony of a number of observers shows that it acts as an excellent
<lisinfcctant for ships, hospitals, dissecting rooms, water-closets, privies, &c.
(See Extracts from British Navy Report.s on chloride of zinc as a disinfectant,
in the Lond. Med. Times and Gaz., Oct. 1853, p. 341.) Injected into the
blood-vessels, it preserves bodies for dissection, without impairing their colour or
texture, and is said not to injure the knives employed; but the accuracy of the
latter statement is doubted by some. The advantage is claimed for it, that,
while it destroys putrid odours, it has no smell of its own. For preserving
anatomica l subjects, one part of the disinfecting fluid to eighteen of water will
form a solution of the proper strength. For disinfecting purposes on a large
scale, a pint of the fluid may be mixed with four gallons of water.
Off. Prep. Zinci Carbon as; Zinci Chloridum.
B.

ZIN CI OXIDUM. U.S., Lond. Ed.

Zrncr OxYDUM. IJub. Oxide

of Zinc.
"Take of Precipit.atcd Carbonate of Zinc a J>Ound.

Expose it to a strong
heat in a shallow vessel, so as to drive off the carbonic acid." U.S.
The Dublin College exposes the carbonate in a covered clay crucible to a very
low red heat, until a. portion of it, taken from the centre, ceases to effervesce on
being dropped into dilute sulphuric acid.
" Take of Sulphate of Zinc a pound; Sesquicarbonate of ammonia six ounces
and a halfj Distilled Water three gallons [Imp. meas.]. Dissolve the Sulphate
and Sesquicarbon ate, separately, in twelve pints [Imp. meas.] of Water; then
mix. Wash the precipitate repeatedly with water, and afterwards expose it for
two hours to a strong heat." Lond.
'.l'he Edinliu19h formula is essentially the same as the London.
At present all the l'harmacopooias, noticed in this work, prepare the oxide of
zinc from the carbonate,-the carbonate ready formed in the U. S. and Dublin
formulro, and made as a step of the London and l~diuburgh processes. By referr ing to the article on precipitated carbonate of zinc, page 1278, it will be
found that this carbonate is obtained in the U . S. process from sulphate of zinc,
in the Dublin from the chloride, in both cases by the decomposing influence of
carbonate of soda.. In the London and Edinburgh processes the carbonate is
obtained extemporaneously from the sulphate of zinc, by means of carbonate of
ammonia. Of these methods for fo rming carbona.te of zinc, that of the U. S.
Pbarmacopooia is to be preferred. l\I. Lefort found it to furnish a carbonate
which is washed with facility, and convertible by calcination into a pure oxide,
readi ly reduced to au impalpable and very light powder. (Jou1·n. de Pltann.,
3e ser., xi. 329.) The methods of the Ilritish Colleges arc ineligible, on account
of the comparative cost of the materials employed. The carbonate of zinc, in
whatever way obtuined, is exposed to heat to drive off the carbonic acid nod
waler, in order to obtain the ox ide. According to l\Iohr, a full red heat is not
necessary for this purpose; a temperature between 536° and 572° being sufficient.
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Oxide of zinc .may be obtained by the combustion of the metal; and in this
Zinc melts at 773°, and
11mncd1ately becomes covered with a film of gray oxide. When the temperature re~ches nearl.y to redness, it takes fire and burns with an in tense while light,
generating the oxide in the form of very light and white fiocculi, resembling
carded wool, which quickly fill the crucible, and are in part dri\"cn into the atmosphere by the current of air. l\lr. G. D. i\lidgley, of London, has recently
called attention to the production of oxide of zinc by combustion, and has given
a description of the apparatus, by which he is enabled to prepare from one to
two hundred weight of the oxide at one operation. It consists of a large muffle,
heated to redness in a suitable furnace, and supplied with zinc from time to
time as tbe combustion proceeds. Tbe necessary draught of air is conveyed
from tbe mufile by a tube, passing through the top of the furnace, and terminating in a vessel containing water, in which the portion of oxide carried up by the
~ay it .was formerly prepared by the Dublin College.

b;rb~~~~sp~:~~id~~·rou~:~ear:~:\~!~nfo~~i~1:~. ~::~,;.r~; ~a/~~.~~~~ ~pn;i~:ai~~9'.)c
Properties, &c. Oxide of zinc is an inodorous, tasteless, white powder, insoluble in water and alcohol. As obtained by the J~ondon formula it is yellowishwhitc. It dissolves readily in acids without effervescence; and in potassa,
soda, and ammonia, but not in their carbonates. When heated moderately it
beomes yellow; but upon cooling it regains its white colour, unless iron is present, when a yellowish tint remains. At a low white heat it fuses, and at a foll
white one sublimes. 'Vhen prepared by combustion, it was formerly called
pornpltolix, nihil album, lana philosph'ica, andflowas of zinc. This oxide is
often impure. l\Iuch of that. sold in the shops effervesces with acids, owing to
the presence of carbonate of zinc, or of the carbonate used to precipitate it. Its
neutral solution in acids should give a. white precipitate with ferrocyanuret of
potassium and hydrosulphatc of ammonia. If the precipi tate with the former
test is bluish.white, iron is indicated; if black wid1 the latter, lead is shown.
When prepared by the old officin al proceRs, namely, by precipitating su lph ate
of zinc with caustic ammonia, it contained the subsulpbate, the acid of which
may be detected by dissQlving the oxide in nitric acid, and precipitating by
nitrate of baryta. If the oxide contain white lead or chalk, it will not be entirely soluble in dilutf": sulphuric acid, but an insoluble sulphate of lead or of
lime will be left behind. If iron be present, brownish-red flocks of sesquioxide
are left undissolved, when the muriatic solution of the oxide of zinc is treated
with ammonia in excess. Oxide of zinc consists of one cq . of zinc 32·3, and
one of oxygen 8=40 ·3 .
.Aledical Properties and Cses. Oxide of zinc is tonic and antispasmodic . Tt
has been giYen in chorea, epi lepsy, hooping.cough, spasm of the stomach dependent on dyspepsia, and other sim il ar affections. Externally, it is employed
as au exsiccant to excoriated surfaces, sometimes by sprinkling it on the affected
part, but generally in th~ form ~f ointment. (See U11.quentmn: Zinci Oxidi.)
The dose is from two to eight grams or more, repeated several times a day, anrl
.
. .
.
given in the form of pill. .
Oxide of zinc is extensively used at present (1854) m pamtmg, as a substitute for white lead, over which it bas the advantag~ of not being di.scol?u.re~ by
sulphurettcd Lydrogcn. It has, moreover, the merit of not producmg rnJunous
effects on the wol'kmeu, at all comparable to those caused by white lead.
Off Prep. Unguentum Zinci Ox:idi.
:B.

ZINCI SULPIIAS. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
White Vitriol.

Sulphate of Zinc.

"Take of Zinc, in small pieces,/?ur ounces; Sulphur~c Aci~ six ounces! Distilled Water foul' }Jints. To the Zmc and Water, previously mtroduccd rnto a.
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glass vessel, add by degrees the Sulphuric Acid, an<l, _ wl~en the e.fforvcsce?ce
has ceased, filter the solution through p<1per; then boil it down till a pelhcle
begins to form, and set it aside to crystallize." U.S.
In the London Pharwacopooia of 1851, this salt has been transferred to the
list of :Materia i'Iedica.
"This salt may be prepared either by dissolving fragments of Zi~c in Diluted
Sulphuric Acid till a neutral liquid be obta.ined, filtering the solut10n, and concentrating sufficiently for it to crystallize on ~ooling-or by repcat~dly dissolving
and crystallizing the impure Sulpl~atc of Zrnc of C?~mcrc~, un~il the product
when dissolved in water does not yield a black prcc1p1tatc wllh tincture of galli-,
and corresponds with the characters laid <lawn for Sulphate of Zinc in tbe list
of the l\lateria i\Iedica." Ed.
"'l'ake of Zinc, laminated, or in small fragments,/our ounces [avoirdupois];
Oil of Vitriol of Commerce thcejluidounces [Imp. meas.]; Distilled Water one
quart [two pints, Imp. meas.]; )i itri c Acid of Commerce, Dilute Sulphuric
Acid, of each, ajfoidrachm [lmp. meas.]; Prepared Chalk two drachms [Dub.
weight]. Place the Zinc, Oil of Vitriol, and a. pint of the Water in a porcelain
cn.psule, and, when gas ceases to be developed, boil for ten minutes.. Pass then
the solution through a calico filter, and, having added to it the Nitric Acid, evaporate to dryness. Let the dry salt be dissohed in the remainder of the Water,
and let the solution wben cold be shaken several times for six hours in a bottle
with the Chalk, and then cleared by pas~ing it through a filter. It is now, after
having been acidulated with the Dilute Sulphuric Acid, to be el'aporateJ till a
pellicle begins to form on its surface, and tben set to crystallize. The crystals
thus obtained should be dried on blotting paper without heat, and then preserved in a bottle. By further concentrating the solution from which the crystals have been separated, an additional product will be obtained." Dub.
By these processes crystallized sulphate of zinc is obtained. Strong sulphuric
acid has very little action on zinc; but, when it is diluted, water is instantly
decomposed, and, while its hydrogen escapes with rapid effervescence, its oxygen
combines with the zinc; and the oxide formed, uniting with the aciJ, generates
the sulphate of the oxide of zinc. Thus it is perceived that hydr<>[Jen is a collateral product of the process. The proportion of the zinc to tbe strong aciJ is
as 4 to 6 in the U.S. process, and as 4 to 5·53 in the Dublin. The equivalent
numbers give the ratio of 4 to 6·06; which indicates that the U.S. numbers
approach very nearly to t he true proportion. If the materials be mixed at once,
without any precaution, the effervescence of hydrogen is apt to be excessive,
and to cause the overflowing of the liquid. This is al'oided by the direction of
the U.S. formula, to commence the solution of zinc with a very dilute acid,
which, as the action slackens, is made by degrees stronger and stronger, by the
addition, at intervals, of small portions of fresh acid. The formula of the Ed.
Pharmacopooia embraces directions for obtaining the salt either by direct combination, or by purifying the white vitriol of commerce from iron by repeated
crystallizations. 'l'bc Dublin formula is peculiar in using a little nitric acid and
prcp:wcd chalk. The acid has the effect of ~esquioxidizing any iron which may
be present, and the chalk of precipitating it. The boiling aud evaporation to
dryness have the effect of producing a portion of basic sulphate of zinc, which
is converted into neutral sulphate before crystallizing by the addition of a little
dilute sulp lrnric acid.
Prc;J(1ration on tlie Large Scale. Impure sulphate of zinc, as it occurs in
commerce, is called ·white vitriol. It is manufactured by roasting blenJe (native
sulphuret of zinc) in a re•crbcratory furnace. This mineral, besides sulpbure\
of zinc, contains small quantities of the su lphurets of iron, copper, and lead;
and by roasting is converted, in consequence of the oxidation of its constituents,
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into sulphate of zinc, mixed with the sulphates of iron, copper, and lead. The
roasted matter is then lixiviated i and the solution obtained, after having been
allowed ~o settle, is concentrated by evaporation; so that, on cooling, it may
concrete mto a white crystalline mass, resembling lump sugar. In this sta.tc it
always contains sulphate of iron, and sometimes a small portion of sulphate of
copper. It may be purified from these metals by dissoh'ing it in water, and
boiling the solution with oxide of zinc, which converts the sulphates of iron and
C?PP?r, by precipita.tin~ their bases, into su lphate of zinc. The purified solution IS then decanted or filtered, and, aft.er due evaporation, allowed to crystallize. It has generally been proposed to purify the white vitriol of commerce by
digesting its solution with metallic zinc, under the impression that this is capable

~~If~;~~/~~;~~! c~~;:re r~o;~;fy~ i~1~:~~s~0 ~~~io~c:o;t~~. to

Berzelius, though it

Properties, &c. Sulphate of zinc is a col ourle~s, transparent salt, having a
disagreeable, meta.Ilic, styptic taste, and crystaJlizing usually in small four.sided
prisms. Its .c rystaJs ha.'\'"e considerable resemblance to those of sulphate of magnesia. It c:ffioresces slight ly in dry air, and, though neutral in composition, is
still capable of reddening vegetable blues. h dissoh-cs in two and a half times
its weight of cold water, and in less than its weight of boiling water, and is insoluble in alcohol. ·when heated, it dissolves in its water of cry!:itallization,
which gradually evaporates; and, by a prolonged ignition, the whole of the acid
is expell ed, and the oxide of zinc left. Potassa, soda, and ammonia throw down
a white precipitate of mixed oxide and subsulphate, wh ich is redissoh'ed by
the alkali when added in excess. If iron be present it is precipitated also, but
not redissolved. The alkaline carbonates precipitate the metal in the state of
whit-e carbonate. J>ure sulphate of zinc is p)·ecipitatcd white by forrocyanu ret
of potassium and bydrosulphatc of ammonia. WLat is thrown down by chlorid e
of barium or acetate of lead (sulphate of baryta or sulphate of lead) is not dissolved by nitric acid. The precipitate thrown down from a solution of 100 grains
of the salt by carbonate of ammonia yields, after exposure to a strong heat, 2i·9
grains of oxide of zinc. (Lo11d. Pltm·m.) If ~opper be present, ammonia will
product! a. blue tinge; if iron, the ferrocyanuret of potassium will cause a bluishwhite precipitate instead of a white one. Cadmium and arsenic may be detected
by acidulating the solution with sulphuric acid, and passing a stream of sulphuretted hydrogen tLrough it; when, if either of these metals be present, it will be
thrown down as a. yellow sulphuret. Sulphate of zinc is incompatible with
alkalies and alkaline carbonates, hydrosulpLates, lime-water, the soluble salts
of lead, and astringent infusions.
The impure commercial variety of sulphate of zinc, called white vitriol, is in
the form of irregular white musses, having some n::semblance to lump sugar.
The lumps usually exhibit, here and there on the surface, yellow stains, produced by the scsquiox.idc of iron. It is less soluble than the pure salt, on
account of its containi11g less water of crystallization.
Composition. Cryst:illized sulphate of zinc consists of one eq. of sulphuric

:~!~i~O~fo~:n~!1 :;::~0o~ta~:5c :00;~;1 ;e~de~e8~e:f o;:t:::.er 63=143·3.

1'he white

Medical Properties and Uses. 1'hi$ salt is tonic, astringent, and, in large
doses, a prompt emetic .. ~s ~ tonic! it is suppos~d to be well suited t? cases of
deb ili ty, attended with imta.uon, bemg Jes? heatmg .than sulphate of i:on. In
dyspepsia it has been used with advau~age 111 very mrnu.te_doses, as, for mstance,
a quarter of a. grain, repeate~ scv~ral times a ~ay; ~ut 1f 1~s good .e~ects are not

~~;:u~·~~'a;:~t:ni:Ys~~~i~~: !~~~:~~d=~nj~i~~~~!~~l~t:i~~te~:1~~:~r~~a1~ aof:,i;i~~~~

But it is in spas modic diseases, such as epilepsy, chorea, pertussis, &c., that 1t
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bas been principally employed . Dr. Paris speaks of its efficacy iu high terms,
in spasmodic courrh, especially when combined with camphor or myrrh, and "in
affections of the clwst attended with inordinate secretion." As an a:striogcnt it
is chiefly employed externally. In this mode of application, its solution constitutes a good styptic to bleeding surfaces, and is frequently resorted to as an in jection in fiuor albus and the advanced stages of gonon hooa, a~d as a collyrium
in ophthalmia. In some conditions of ulcerated sorethroat, it forms a useful
gargle. It has been employed also in solution with s~cccss as a remedy for nasal
polypi, in the proportion C'f two scruplcs,_gradually rn crcas7d to an ou~c~ of.the
salt, to seven fluidounces of water, applied by means of lrnt and by lllJCct10n.
Before the discovery of tartar emetic, sulphate of zinc was almost exclusively
employed to produce vomiting; but at present its use as an emetic is restricted
principally to the dislodging of poisons, for which purpose its property of opemting rap~dly renders it ~articularly suita?le. Th.e dose, a~ ~ tonic, is from ~ne
to two grams; as an emetic, from ten to thirty grams. To children affected with
hooping-cough, it may be given in doses of from an eighth to a quarter of a grain
two or three times a day . t\7 hen used as a collyrium, inj ection, or gargle, or as
a wash for indolent ulcers, from one to three grains, or more may be dissolved
in a fluidounce of water. For medical purposes the cryHtallized salt should be
usedi and in no case the impure white vitriol of commerce.
Sulphate of zinc, in an over-dose, acts as an irritant poison. Besides vomiting
and incessant retching, there are produced anxiety, distressing restlessnessi and
extreme prostration. Few cases arc on record of fatal poisoning by this salt;
the patient being generally relieved by a prompt expulsion of the poison by
vomiting. Four eases, however, have been latterly reported in an Italian journal,
two of which were fatal. In one of the fatal cases, an ounce and a half bad been
swallowed by mistake for Epsom salt. The proper treatment consists in the administration of large quantities 0f bland drinks, the use of opium to allay irritationiand the employment of the usual antiphlogistic remeJies,in case symptoms
of inflammation should arise.
OjJ:Prep. Liquor Alumiuis Compositus; Zinci Carbonas Prrecipitatus; Zinci
Oxidum ; Zinci Valerianas.
B.

ZINC! VALERIANAS. Dub. Valerianate of Zinc.
"Take of Valerianate of Soda two ounces und a lwlf(avoirdupois]; Sulphate
of Zinc two ounces and seven draclnns (avoird.]; Distilled Water one guart (two
pints, Imp. meas.]. Dissolve the Valerianate of Soda. in one-half, and the SulP_hate of iinc in_ the remaining ~alf of the Water, and, having raised both solut10ns to 200°, mix them, and skim off the crystals which are produced. Let the
solution be now evapora~d at a temperat~re not exceeding 200°, until it is reduced
to the bulk of four [flu1d]ounces, removmg, as before, the crystals from the surface, in proportion as they form, and placing them with those already obtained.
'l'he salt thus procured is to be steeped for an hour in ns much cold distilled water
as is just sufficient to co,·er it, and then transferred to a. paper filter, on which it
i::i to be first drained, and then dried at a. heat not exceeding 100°.'' Dub.
In the formatio~ ?f this new ofiicinal of the Dublin Phannacopooia of 1850,
a doubl~ decompos1t1on takes place betwe.cn the reacting salts, resulting in the
prod~chon of su lphate of so~a and valenanate of zinc. Upon mixing the hot
solutions, crystals of the spanngly soluble valerianate of zinc form on the surface
of the liquid; and, .during the progress of its concentration to one-tenth, more
of them are successively proJuccd. These are then washed with cold distilled
water to separate adhering sulphate of soda., drained on a filter and dried.
Pro1)erties. 'l'his sal' is in white, pearly scales, which have' a faint odour of
valeriauic o.cid, and au astringent, metallic taste. It dissolves in 160 parts of
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cold wa.ter, and in 60 of alcohol, of the sp. gr. 0·833. The solutions, which have
an acid reaction, become turbid on the applicat.ion of heat, but clear again on
cooling. The sa lt, as obtained by the Dublin formula, is anhydrous; but, when
formed by exactly saturating carbonate of zinc, made into a paste with water,
with valerianic acid., it contains twelve eqs. of water, and, when dried at 122°,
perfectly resembles the anhydrous salt. ( G. 0. Wittstein.) Sometimes acetate
of zinc, impregnated with oi l of valerian, is fraudulently substituted for this salt.
The butyrate of zinc has been sold in Paris for the valerianate, and is so similar
to the latter as not to be distinguished by its physical properties. The two salts,
however, may be chemically discriminated, by adding a concentrated solution oi'
the acid of the suspected salt, obtained by distillation with sulphuric ac:id, to a.
concentrated solution of acetate of copper. If the acid be the butyric, its addition
to the solution of the acetate disturbs the transparency of the latter, by the formation of a. bluish-white precipitate; while, if it be the valerianic, no change is
produced. (Larocque and Huraut, Journ. de Pharrn., 3e ser., ix. 430.)
.Medical Properties. Valeri<mate of zinc was proposed as a remedy, on theoretical grounds, by Prince Louis.Lucien Bonaparte. Upon trial it was found to
possess antispasmodic properties. By some of the Italian pbysicians it bas been
extolled as a remedy in neuralgic affections. Dr. Namias, of Venice, employed
it with advantage in anomalous nervous affections, attended with palpitation of
the heart, constriction of the throat, and pa.in in the head. Dr. Francis Devay,
of Lyons, found it useful in epilepsy, and in the nervous affections which accompany chlorosis. The dose is one or two grains, repeated several times a day, and
given in the form of pill. (See a paper on this valerianate by Prof. Procter, in
the Am.. Journ. of Pharm., for April, 1845.)
Il.

APPENDIX.
I. DRUGS AND MEDICINES NOT OFFICINAL.*
IN the progress of the medical art, numerous remedies have at different times
risen into notice and employmcnti which, by the revolutions of opinion incident
to our sciencQ, or by the disCO\'ery of more efficient substitutes, have so far fallen
into disrepute as to have been discarded from general practice, and no longer to
hold a place in the officinal catalogues. Of these, however, some are still occa.
sionally employed by practitioners and referred to by writers, and may retain a
popularity as domestic remedies, or among empirics, which they have lost with
the medical profession generally. 'l'he attention of physician!.'! must, therefore,
frequently be called to them in the course of practice; and it is highly desirable
to possess some knowledge of their properties and effects, in order to be enabled
to judge of their agency in any particular case, and at the same time to avoid
the suspicion of in competence which might attach to the exhibition of entire
ignorance in rclati9n to them. The remark is true also of other substances,
which, though at no time ranked among regular medicines, are yet habitually
employed in families, and the influence of which, either remediate or otherwise,
must often enter into our estimate of the causes which produce or modify dis·
ease. New medicines, moreover, are frequently brought forward, which, without
having obtained the sanction of the medical authorities, are occasioua1ly pre·
scribed, and therefore merit notice. To supply, to a certain extent, the requisite
means of information in regard to these extra.·officinal remedies, is the object of
the following brief notices, among which are also included accounts of sub.
stances not employed as medicines, but usually kept in the drug stores for
various purposes connected with the arts, or with domestic conven ience. In a
work intended for the use as well of the apothecary and druggist, as of the
physician and medical student, the introduction of such accounts is obviously
proper, if kept in due subordi nation to the more important object of teaching
the properties of medicines, and the modes of preparing them. The authors
regret that the limits which practical convenience appears to require in a Dis·
pensatory, do not admit of a more complete enumeration of the various drugs
and medicines of the kind above alluded to, or of ampler details in relation to
those actually treated of, than will be found in the following pages. They ha,•e
endeavoured, however, in the selection ofobjects, to choose those which are likely
most frequently to engage the attention of the medical and pharmaceutical pro·
fessions, and, in the extent of the descriptions, to consult as far as possible the
relative importance of facts, of which they could not detail the whole. In rela·
tion to the nomenclature employed, it may be proper to observe that all those
vegetable remedies, which) not being generally kept in the shops, have no current
commercial name, are described under the scientific title of the plant producing
them; while other substances are designated by the names which ordinary usage
has assigned them.
• By the term offieinnl medicines, here ns well ns elsewhere in this work, arc meant
such as arc embraced in the United States and British l'harmu.copooias.
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ACETATE OF COPPER. Cupri Acela.t. Cry1Jtala of l""enu1J. This salt is prepared by
\'erdigris, with the assistance of heat , in ,·iucgnr or diluten~etic acid. 'l'he solu·

~issolving

ti~i:.;~fE~t~::~;~~~~~w:1~~;~'..~:f!'3~~g;;:!~·~:l~~~~~:~·~~;;~~·~:;~:t~·.;;;~~\::~:;.~,~~
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College as an officinnl preparation in itsPharmacoproiaof 1850.
ACETATE OF MAGXESIA. Nag11e&ia: Acetas. This salt has been proposed ns n pur·
gative by M. Renn ult, of Paris. lt has the merit of extreme solubility both in water and
alcohol. ~'l1ough without much t~ste 1 it is inferior in that respect to citrate of magnesia,

~~~~l~~~0~f~~i#tJf§;[¥~Jf:ffi~~~~
strength for mixing with the syrup of oranges. (Journ. de Plumn., 3e sir., xiii. 260.)
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employed. 3. Distil 2 parts of cftloresced acetate of lend with 1 ']lart of nlcohol, and
a little more than 1 part of sulphuric ncid. ln the last two processes, the acetic acid is
set free by the nctit1n of the sulphmic acid on theacctatcemployed. Acetic ctl1criscolourless, of a \•cry grnteful oOour, and a peculiar, agreeable taste. Its specific graYity
is 0·866, and its boiling point Hi0°. It undergoes no change by being kept. By contact
of flame it burns readily, diffusingnn acid odour. It dissolves in seven nnd n half pal'tS
ofwater,andunitesin all proportions with alcohol. ltconsistsofonecq. ofaccticacid51,
and one of oxide of ethyle (ether) 3i = 88 (C 4 1f 60,C 4 1-l:i0 3 ).
Acetic ether is occasionally used in medici ne as a stim u\:rnt nnd :mtispnsmodic. The
dose is from fifteen to thirty drops, sufficiently diluted with wntcr. It is sometimes employed externally, by friction, as a resolvent, and for rheumntic pains.
ACITILLEA MILLEFOLIUM. A!i!joil. l"arrow. Thi s is a perennial herb, common
to the old fln<lnewcontinents, though supposed to have been introduced into this country
from Europe. Ito.bounds in old fields,nlong fcnces,nnd on the borders of woods nnd of
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The name baneberry, given to differcut species of Acta:a, was derived from U.1e reputed
poisonous properties of their berries.
AD.\.NSONIA DI01TA1'A. Baobab. A tree of enormous magnitude, belonging to the
Linnmnnclassand order l\lonadelpbin Polyaudrin,and to theMtural familySterculiacero

~~i~~7;;i-ni/tni~da1:~nsti;:c~ ~r~~~~c:~tci1~~~n71i~u~~::~1~~~1~s~b:i~.l~~nlt~~~~! r::::1 ~:;~gj
this treeabountl in mucilage, and bil.''e little smell or taste; yet ei:trnonlinnry ''irlues
}inve been ascribed to them. Adanson found the leaves very useful ns n preventh·e of
fevers, and they nre employed hnbitunlly by the nntive Afric:ms with a view to their dinphoretic property. Dr. Duchassaing, of Guudnloupe, bas publislied n. statement of his
cxpe1·ieDcewiththebnrkin tbemintimaticdiseasesof the West Indies. Outof03cnscs,
chiefly of intermittent fever, he failed only in three. 1\J. Pierre bri.s subsequently employed the remedy with success in intermittent fever nt Bourgogne, in Frnnce. (Arch.
Gin. de ,\fed., 3e sir., xxiii. 535.) The bark has the advantage over cinchona of being
almost withriut taste, nnd quite ncceptable to the stomach. Tt produces no other obsen·nble physiological effectth1111 some increase of appetite, increased perspiration, and perhaps diminished frequency of the pulse. An ounce may be boiled in a.pintnndn.h11.lfof
water to a pint, and the whole rnken in a. dny. (Jo!trn. de Pharm. 3e sir.. xiii. 412 nod
421.) The fruit, which contains a subacid not disagreeable pulp, i:; used by the Africans
in dysentery and 01hcr bowel complnints.
AD[ANTUM PE DA.TUM. 11/aidenhair. An indigenous fern, the leaves of which are hitterish and aromatic, aml have been supposed to be useful in chronic catarrhs and other
pectornl affections. A European species, known by the same vulgar name, is the A. Cap1Uus
JTe11eris,whicb hnssimilnrpropcrties, though feebler, and has beenmuchusednsapectoro.1, on the continent of Europe, from very early times. It is given in the form of infusion, sweete ned with sugar or honey; and a syrup prepared from it is popular in Frnuce,
under the nnme of sirop de capillaire. The name of maidenhair has also been given to
Asple11ium Tricliomanu., the lca,·es of which lmve a mucilaginous, sweetish , somewlmt
astringcnttaste,nndhnvebeen usedforthesamepurposeswiththoscoftheplnntsnbo,·e
mentioned. Another species of Asplenium, A . .Adiantum ni!Jrum, hns been suhstituted
for the genuine maidenhair; but. neither of them has the aromatic flavour of that fern .
.iESCULUS HIPPOCASTANUJ\J. Jiorsecliutnut. The horsechestnut. is a. n!ltive of Asia,
nnd was inu·oduced about the middle of tbc sixteenth ceutm·y into Europe, where, as
well ns in this country, i t is now extensively cultivated ns an ornnmental tree. The fruit
nnd bnrk htn'e been used in medicine. The fruit abounds in starch, but hns a. rough, dis.agreeable, bitter taste, which renders it unfit for food, though it is sn.id to be enten with
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be reri.dily obtnined in a. state of purity, and thnt it excels as nn nrticle of diet that pro·
cured from the potato. (Diel. de JI/at. Med.) The bitter principle is denominated esc11lin,
and, nccording to Rochlcdcr, mny be obtained by precipita.ting with ncet:"tte of le£H1 a
deeoctirin of the rind, fi.ltering, treating the filtered liquor with snlph uretted hydrogen,
ngain filtering, C\'aporatmg to tl1e consistence ofsyrnp, nnd setting the residue 11.side in fl.
cool pince. ln I\ few days, the liquid is COll\'Cl"ted into amass of crystals, which nreto
be expressed, und purified by repented crystallization from alcohol, nncl nfterw:irdsfrom
boiling water. If now washed on n. filter with cold wntcr till they h:lve lost one-third of
their weight, they nre l'endered ns pure as it is possible to obtain them. Esculin is in
shining white prismatic crystals, iuodorous, bitter, but slightly soluble in cold water,
more soluble in ?oiling wnter, and \•cry ren.dilysoin boilingnlcohol, and in alkaline solutions. It.s solution is precipitated by subncetnte of leu.d. It consists of carbon, hydro-
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lal11a, fi jomtntariua, lJ. Tibia,
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forming thread. l\l. Lcnoblc found in the lcnxes an acrid volntilc oil, a gum-resinous
Jlrinciple, lignin, snlts of potn ssn n.nd lime, nnd silic:i: nnd thinks thatn ''incgnror oint·
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nnd is known in South Carolina by the name ofrattlunakt'& ma&ter, hris n l"Cry bitter root,
which is u sed in the form of tin cture, in Batulent colic, and as a. counter·poisou in the
bites of serpents. (Robert King Reid, Inaug. Th e&, A. D. 1849.)
AGRIMON[A EUPATORL\. Common Agrimony. This species of agrimony is ape·
rennial herb, inhnbiting Asin, Europe, and North Americn, nud in this country, foun<l in
fields and on the borders of woolls, nnd flowering during the summer mouths. Its stem,
'vhicb rises from one to three feet in height, is hairy,furuishedwith interruptedlypinnnte
lea.ves, and terminated by a long simple spike of yellow f\owe1·s. Both the herb aud root
ha.ve been employed. The former hns n, weak but agreeable nromatic odour, aml a rougli,
bitterisb, somewhat aromatic taste. The fragrance is strongest in the flowers. The root
hns similar properties; but its tn ste is more bitter and :\Stringent. A volatile oil may be
obtained from the plant by distillation. Agrimony is a. mild corroborunt and astringent.
The herb has been employee! in relaxed conditions or di!lease, as in passil"ehemorrhages,
and chronic affections of the mucous membranes. It has been recommended, nliio, as a.
deobstruentin j11undicennd visceral obstructions, nnd nsaunlterath·eindiseasesof 1l1e
skin. ln Europe it is popularly used, in the form or gargle, in affections of the throat.
'l'he Indians of North America.and the Canadians nre reported to have employed the root
with advantage in fe,·ers. 'J'he plant mny be gi\'eu in substance, infusion, or decoctiou.
'l'hedoseofthepowderisndrachmormore.
AJ-UGA ClfAi\ft'EPIT\'S. Ground Pint. Chamrepily$. A low, creeping, nnnu11l, lnbiate
plant, a. nati,·e of Europe, nnd found also in some pnrtsof the United States. 'fbe len'l'es,
which ben1· some resemblnnce to those of the pine in shape, ha'l'e a stron~. peculinr, resinous,
not disagreeable odour, and ti bitter, balsamic Ws te. They yield by distillation with water
a small proportion of \'Ola.tile oil, resembling that of turpentine. They nre sniJ to be
stimulnnt, diuretic, nnd apcrient; nnd have been given in rbeunrntism , gout, palsy, nml
nmeuorrhrea. Tbeduseof the lea,·es in powder isoue or twodracbms; but their infusion
in wioeisconsideredthe bes tpreparn.tion.
'l'he Ajuga rtptan& or co11m10" bu,qlt, and the .A. pyra.midali&, perenninl plants of Europe,
have also been used in medicine. 'J'heyarencarlyinodorou,.., but h:ivensomewhatristrin·
gent, bitterish, and snline roste. Their ,·irtues nre prob11bly those of a mild astringent
and tonic. They ha.ve been l'ecommeuded in pulmo11:1ryconsumption, hremoptysis n11J
other bem orrliages, and in l1epatic obstructions, n.nd luweenjoyecl considerable reputation
as vulnernrieSj but they are at present nearly obl'lolete.
ALBU)IINA'l'E OF IHON AND POTASSA, SYHUP OF. This syrup. propo~ed by )L
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sesquioxide of iron, marking5° of the areomete r. 'l'hen add 2 parts ofrileoholie pota~~n,
Thi s, by ngitr1tion, will gradually di~::;ohe the
pre'l'iOu~ly di>isolred in 50 parts of water.
precipitate caused by the ferrug:inous solution, forming n deep orange·yellow liquid. The
liquid istheu COll''erted iuto n syrup by dissolving in itonenncl n.hnlftimes its weight of
coa r!lely powJered suga r, nnd liltcrcd. The syrup !ins a sligh tly nlknline nnd swee 1ish
tnSte, totally devoid Of inky f\(IVQU\'. J~l\Oh tluidounee COntnin'I about !5iX gt·ains Of llnhJ1•
drous sesqnioxide of iron. .Mr. A. J. Cooley has proposed to make a sim1>le albumi11at1
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of iron, by dissolving tbc freshly precipitated oxides of iron in a filtered solution of al·
bu men.
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ARSEN I ATE OF A;\L\IQXIA. Ammoni.z Ar1mia1. Tl1is snit is obtained in crystals by
1
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~w~:~;-~~etl~~·o~;,t !'tv:nei~ii~fi~·~:u~·~e{~~tn~=~~~::t~::·d g~!u~:::~; 1;~1 ~~~~~~~. from twe nty to
A RSE ZH ATE OF IRON. frrriArsenio~.

This snit may be formed lJy do uble rlcc~mpo-
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doscofthesixtecothofagrainthreetimesa.duy.
AS.\ H. :\ BACCA. This is the product. of the Awrum E11roptl!um, nn herbnccous perennial

tl~itfIfI~~J~¥i;~~~~~~:~fIft:1~'.~~~t:!~f~;:r~~{;~'.f~;;::~~~:~~fbfr~il~

sometimes furnbhed with rndicles nteachjoint. It bus n smell nnnlogous to tbnt of pepper,
nn ncrid tnste,nnd ntfortls ag1·nyish powder. The le:ues,which liavelongfootstn\ks,ure
kidney·shnped, entire, somewl11lt hniry, of o. shining dccp·grccn colour when fresh, neurly
inodorous, wi th a taste slightly nromntic, bitter, ncrid, nnd nnuseous '!'heir powder is
yellowisl1·p:reen. Both parts mpidly lose their ncti,'ity by keeping, and ultimately become
inert. Geiger, however, asserts thnt they keep well if perfectly dry. '!'heir ,·U-tues nre
imparted to nlcohol and water, butnre dis:sipnted bydecoction. According to )Dl. }'eneulle
and Lassaigne,the rootcontuins u concreternhltile oil,n veryncrid fixed oil,n.yellowsub·
stnnce nnn.logous to cylisi11, stnrch, nlbumen, mucilnge, citric acid, and saline matters. 'l'he
h.tcstnnalysis is by Grii.ger, who fo ut11.l in the root a.liq uidvolntileoi l, twoconcrete,·oln ·
t ile substnucesenlled rcspee tivelyasarum eamplioror awrone,nudasorite,npeculinrbitter
1>rinciplccalledasari11, t nnni n,cxtrac th·c, resin, starch, gluten,nlbumcn,lignin,citricnci<l,
nud various salts; in the leal't18, nsnrin, tanni n,cxtrnctivc, chlorophylle, nlbumen, citric
:1cid,n11d lignin. The acth·e principles appear to be the ,·ol:i.tileoil, which islighterthnn
wa ter, gl utinous, yellow, of nn ncrii.I n11d burning tn;;tc, nnd n smell like thnt of vn]('rinn,
ond the nsnrin, which is soluble in nlcoliol nnd very bitter, nml is probably the snme ns the
cyti!dn of Feneulle nnd Lnssnignc. 'fhe root nml lenvcs of nsnrnbnccn, either fresh or
c11rcfully dried, are powerfully emetic nnd cnthnrtic, nnd were formerly much used in
Europe with n view to these effects. The dose is from thirty grnins ton drnchm. llut ns nn
emetic t heyhn\'C been entirely superseded by ipecncunnhu; nmltheynrcnowuscd chietly,
if'notexclil.sively, nsan errliine. The powdered root, i:m uffed np the nostrils in thequnn·

~~~~~~E~~~f~:~f~:~:~1;~:~ilm1:~~i,\;:f~~;~x~~I~~g.~;ifIgiff:~~~~~~~,~~~~~~

chronic ophthnlmin, nnd rheumatic nnd paralytic affections of the face, mouth :uuJ throat.
ASC LEPI AS Ct: RASSA Y ICA. Ballard lpecacua11l10. Redluad. Blood Wttd. This is n
Tery pretty species of Asclepia!', from one to three fe<'t high, :rnd betiring umbels of brip:tl·
red f\ower:i. l t isa. nntivcofLhe Westlndies,nboundingespeeia.llyin the Lslrincl of1'oc\•is

~~~1~~~~4ti,~~\~~~~~~i~~

ASPA RAGUS OFF I C I NALI~. Asparagus. This well known gnrden \'Cgetnble is n
nati,•eof Europe. lt isperennrnl amlherbneeous. 'l'be root, which isinodorous, and of
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though in 11. les.s degree. A pnle-b~ue colouring subs tance hns been prepared from the
plant as i~ substitute for int.ligo, but 1s greatly inferior.
BARBA DOES KUTS. Purging Kut& . Pl1y1ic /\"1111. Tliese 1tre the seeds of the CureotJ
purgana of A(lanson (Jntrop!ia CureotJ of J.innreus). growing in Brazil, the West lndi e~, nnrl
on the western constof Africn. 'l'he fruit is :ttlirce-celledcnp!<ule, contaiuingone.!'ce<l
in each cell, and is of about the i:;.izeof awaluut. The seeds nre blackish, ovnl, nOOut
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n.futtyncid. glutcu,afrcencid,nnd salts. 'l'heoil maybescpnratedbyexpressiou. When
fresh it is without smell or c-0lour, but becomes yellowish 1111<.l slightly odorou s by time.
When cold it deposits n white snhi'Jtnncc, which is probably marg1uiu. Alcohol docs not
r eadily dis.soh·e it. Somo call it Jatrophti oil. .From three to five of the seeds, slii;hrly
r oastcdnnddcprivedof 1h l'ircnvclopc,opcrnteacth·elynsacathartic,nnd not u11frequc11 tly
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powerful. 'l'hecake left.after the cxpressiot1 of the oil isnn acrid cmeto-catlrnrtic, operatiugin t he dose of a few j!;r.lins. .Eithc1· of these substances may produce se rious consequences in o,·cr-doses. 'l'he lcnvesof1he plant nre rubcfacient, and thejuiceissnid to
havebeenusefullyemployedasalocalrt>mcdyinpiles.
'J'hc seeds of Curca~ 111ultifidu1 (Jotropha tnull1jirlo, Linn.) bnve similnr properties, and
yield n si rnilar oil. 'l'liis species nl:;o grows in Brazil nnd the \\'est Indies.
llASSOB.A GUM. 'l'he plnnt whi ch yields this substunce is unknown. Jt cnme into
commerce origi nally from the nl!iglibourhood of lfas:;orn, on tl1c Gulf of Persia, but is frc-

}t,:~f¥l~:1~2}}I~~}l{~~;;~~~:~::~I~i~Ji~~~i:i:~~{ft~i1~i~1~!t~1{;i~;~f~
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when the gum is burnt, 5·6 percent. ofnshes.

The gum is useless both intncdicincnnd

i>~~\~i~~c~f ~~~~ 1'.:l~~l:~fi~~1~ 1h:\~·~s~:::;~:: containing a principle which enters into the oomBassorin is in solublc in w11tl'r, 11lcohol, nnd ether, but softens nnd swells up in hotor cold

wntcr. Diluted nitric 11nd murinti c ncids, with the aid of heat, dissolve it nlmost entirely.
Thcflciduloussolution, conccotrnted bye,·nporution, nud treated with alcohol, lets foll IL
fiocculcntprccipitate which hn snll thc chnractcrsof pure gum, into which thebassorin
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ten to forty grains.
BEAN OF ST. lGNATlUS. Faha Sa11cti lgnatii. This is the product of the I'lnatia
amara of the younger Linnreus, which is now considered u species of Strycbnos, nnd enti·
tied S. Jgnatia. (See Niu. 1·omica.) It i.s it tree of middling :fr1.e, with numerous long, cylin·
dricnl.glubrous, vine·like brnnches,which beuroppoi.ite. nearlyses::.ile,ornl, pointed, en·
tire, and ''cry smooth lenves. Tlie flowers are white, tuhuhtr, fragrnnt, and nrr:ingcd in
sho1·t nxill::i.ry racemes. The fruit is oft he size nn<l shnpcofapcnr, with a smooth, whitish,
Jig11eous rind, enclosin~ nbout twenty seeds embedded inn ch·y pulpy mntter, :md lying
one upon the other. These seeds nrc the pnrt used. 'l'he tree is a native of the PLilip·
]line Islands, where the seeds were liighly esteemed as n. medicine, and, hnving n.ttrnctcd
theattentiou of lheJesu.its, were honoured with thennmcof the founder of their order.
They nre about an inch long, rather less in breadth, still Jess in thickness, com·ex on one
~ide, obscurely angular, with two, three, or four faces on the other, and marked nt one
end with a smnll depre!!siou indicnting their point ofnttnchment. They nre externally of
apnle·hrown colour, nppnrenti}' smooth, but covered in fnct with a short down oreffio·
reseence, wliich mny be remo,·ed by scraping them with n. knife. 'l'hey are somcwbnt
tram1lucent, nnd their substance is ,·cry lrnrd and horny. 'l 'hey hilve no smell, but nn
exce!!sively bitter ti1ste. To Pelletier und C1weutou they nfforded the same constituent~
us nux vomicn. nnd among them 1·2 percent. of strychuia.

m~~::~!~ !'; 1 ~~11~d!.~.~~~~l~e\::7 i111~v;l~i1;f~·;:!1!~wt\1!~~efi·n.~~\0e~r~ 1 ~~n1;;;;;.:~ ~~~t~1: ~:!!1 ~;a~i~~

~~~r,~~~:~:~~~~~~ts~.s:£·.~~fa:;:;~:0~:;::.~::=:; ~~;~~:.~,~~·:~~~";~,li.7~;~:::i~: ~::;
1

tainellin oux vomicn.
HCBEEHU BARK.

They nreemployed fortheextrnction of that principle.
The bnrk of n tree growing in Uritish Oui11nn, which !ms recently

~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~f~T~~
~;~ftf~~1i~f~~~~l~{~~~g~~
Tbc1tcnreextrn.ctcd together, in the form of sul_phates, by n process smular to tlmt for

\'Cry soluble iu alcohol, less so ia cthel', and vcl'y sli~l..ttly soluble in water.

It soltend
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~ucculcntand fleshy . of a n:rn,cous 01lour. which is lost in grcntmeasurc by dryin{Z', nnd
of 11 bitter. acrid, \'ery tli~ngrc('nhlc ta~t!'. The peasant:;i are s:'.lid c;ometimcs to hollow
out the top of the root, nnd to cmplo.'· the juice which collects in the c~l'it.v as n. drastic
'l'he berries are also purgative, nnd nre used in dyeing.
puq~c. (.llerot and n~ f,ma.)
As k1>pt in the shops, the root is in circub1r tran:svc r~c slices, externally yellowish-gr11y
nm! \on~itudinally wrinkled. iutcrrmlly of 11 whiti"h colour, becoming d•1rker by age, con·
ccntri(.':dly sfriatcd, light, brittle, nncl rcndily puh·crimhle, yielding n whiti.c;h powdtr.
lle-~ides n pcculinr bitter principle cullc1l bryo11i11, the root contt1ins starch in con~itlcrnble
pNpnrtion, ~11111, rcsiu, sugar, ll concrete oil, nlbumcu, nnd rnrious sa.lts. It yields its
active properties to wa.tcr.
Bryony is an active l1ydr:1go~ucenlh:1rtic. in large doses sometimes provin~ emetic, nnd
dL~1>Mc(I, if too larµ:el.r :ulmini,.,tcre<l. to occasion inflammation of the alimentary mucous
membrane. Therecentroot.i'lhil!hlyirrit;mt, nnrli;is11hl, when bruised and npplicdto
the skin, to he capable of prn1lucin~ vesicntion. The medicine l\'llS well known to tl1e All·
cicnts, 111ul !ms been employer.I h.r moilf'rn physici:ms; but is now nearly !'uperseded by

{;~:.~ic;:ii~·~oi~ i1~1~;~~e~-t~~:.1; ~;~<~!e~sd~'.~~)111~11~o lose its strength by age. The dose of the

11

CADB.\GE-T REE H,\l{f{. The bnrk of Andira inermi1, De ('and., CenffrO!/O inerm1\
Willd., figured in Woo<lvillc's '.\lcdical Botany, p. 4W, t. 151. This is a le~trn1inous tree,
with tL stem rising to fl con;iideruiJle height. branched towords the top, and coN•retl with :i
Emnotht!raybnrk. 'fhelcrl\·esnrcpinnntc,consistingofsixor.'<C\-enpairsoforntclnnodtl one :it the en(!. The
ceo\ate, pointed, n~inerl. smooth, pctiofote Jenflct;i, with
1lflwers arc ro.,e-colourc(l. n111l n1Tflnged in termi1rnl p:rnitles, with ,-cry short pe•licel~.
'l'hcbark,whieh isthepnn
'l'hetrcei~annti\·cof.J:1m:1ic11 nndotberWest India Islands.
usecl,i'iinlonp:pieces,thick.tibrous,externallyofabrownish-n;ihcolour,scnl ynndcovered
with lid1(>11;i, intcrnnll.r yellowish. of fl resinous fracture, fl di>mgrecnhle smell, a sweetish,
Hutten·
Jnueiln~inou~. bitterbh tn!'tc, unrl nffording 11. powder resembling thnt of jnlap.
sehmidt ohtai11cd from it :i crystnllizable. very bitter subi:tnnce. having the composition
11 11 d neutralizing properties of the ,·cgebhle nlkaloids, and n11mcd very inappropriately
;'amai<'i11fl. Two grains of it prodticed ,·iolcntpurging in pij!:eons.

nn

j?:r~~1s ~~cSc;;~ !1i~\~:: th~~ ~1'~:0c:e~~1~1~~r:y~~l. Ai~~ i~: ~~~1:~:~e~-~Jo!~~~ap~~~i;f~:::;~~,1;1~~1~~ ~c~:
1
1
1
~~ :,~~~ 1~ ~:l~ ;~1 ei1u~I I~e~~ ~)~~ -l~~o\;~~ ~~~n ii~ ~ ~~~:~:n~~~~~~- vc~~- ~~ ~n:i;::.y!~~:1. e!~:~e~n~~~i
tr:rn'!\'Crscly, exhibit" n. shinin~ and vnrie~nted surfoee. ln thcclrie<l .!'tnteit is iuodorous,
but hnsnn nustere bitler tnste. 'l'hepowder is of11.pnle--cinunmoncolour.
1

cle~~i ~1~~~ej~ri~es~~~ktl:~~~~~~:~t!~e:~: ~:~e :1ro~~ ~t'l~I: \: ~~!1~\~ ~~c~~~:f ~~·~~~ii~,~~-u~~:1~~~~~
1

1

its opcr:1tion, nm! 11re rclievecl by tlie u~e of wnrm w11ter. castor oil, or a. ve~ehiblc ncid.
la the West Indies it is esteemed it powerful \'ermifu~c. nnd is 1t1uC'h employed for expelli11g
lumbrici; but it is dangerous ifinc:iu tiouslyndministered, nnd instnncesofdc11th from

~t~~~~1~:·::~n~~~::~ ~~d. Tl~! i~~~1\: ; ~r~: ~~~;~~ 1~1::~i~~ ;~t~~~ ~~r~i1~;~/~::o:~~o~~l~~o~~~ ~~~
1

1 0

1

1

1

1

medicincisnlsogivenin powder, SJrup. a11dextrnct. 'l'hedoseof thepowderisfromn
scruple to lmlf a drnchm, of the extr:lct three gr:lins, of the dccoction two fh1i<lounces.
C.UllXCA. This metlieine nttrn.clc<I 3t one timeconsi<lernble :lttenlion. The ll:lme of

~~/1A~~1:fir c~~,11;n~~:v1~~~:~~ii~e~la~;o~~~~~~e ~:~n~~~~er:~~~1e ~~;~;:11i~~~~,~~it~~;;, i;~~~ 1~:0;~1~~1~~=

f'\upposcd to be deri\·NI from the Clu'QrOl'ro r1utmow of Linntcus, which wns known to bo-
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CARilURET OF IRON. Ferri Carburetum. Plumbago. Black Lead. Th is substance
ho.s been used both interirnli.'' nnd externally in cutaneous nffC'ctious. }'or medic:i\ use
1

1\/:l~c~i~~~!~i;~[? n6c~~. po;i:rd:S:d i~u~;=1~dfi~~ ~~i~?t~:~ ;~;i~1;v~~cr~1~~~. ~;1~~:t~! ~~~';

05
CARDA

!~~e: 11. ~1~~;~~~~ i~i~~~ea~~:,~~~,~~:~'. or pill.

8

The ointment is made by mixing from

)J INE PRATENSJS. C1tckoo-fiou:er. This is a perennial herbaceous plant, with
a simple, smooth, e_rect stem , about a foot in Leight. The leaves 1tre pinnate; tl_1e radical,
composed of rou11d1sh irrcgulnrly toothed leaflets, those of the stem alternate, with leaflets
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thetics. (See chloroformum) . Its local action is thut of a powerful sednti \·e.
Cucuel,
A1m. dt 'l'Mrap., 1853, lO:l.)
Cl! RO:'IH: YBLLOW. 1'bis is the neutral chromate of lend, prepared by predpitnting
a solution of tbc nitrate of lead with chromate of potass11.. It is of fl. be1tutiful lemon~
yellow colour. The subch romntc of lent!, consisting of one eq. of nciU, and two eqs. of
base, is of a red colour, and is sometimes used as a pigment. Glirome g·reen is a mixture
of chrome yellow and Prussian blue.
CHROMIC AClD. Acidnm Ohromiettm. This acid is readily obfa.inecl by mixing 100
measures of a cold saturated sol ution of bichromate of potassa wi1h 150 measures of sul-

;~~;r~~t:c~~1'e a~\<1lr~!1\~~v~ncTut~~e~i~~~:~ t~r;~~~Jli~~~e i~~\~:~~~!~1~c!~i~:;~i~:~r:~thp~!~~1~~ta~~;
mother-liquor linvi11g been poured off, the crystals should be ph1ced upon a tile to drain,
covered with n glass bell-jn1·. Chromic ncid is deliquescent and veryMluble in water. It
is a powerful oxidizer, yielding its oxygen readily to organic matter. "·llich is thereby dissolved. Incompositioniti stheteroxicleofchromi um , having th eformula CrO:; Tbisacicl
hns been tried as a caustic by Prof. Sigmund, of Vienna, on the recommendation of Dr.
Heller. Used in subs tance, made into a paste ·with water, its action is exceedingly slow
and gradual, but deeply penetrating. ln snturnted solution its action is less penetrating
and less gradual. By using a solution more or less dilute, the action may be graduated
n.ccording to the degree of effect desirecl. Prof. Sigmund tried th e concentrated solution,
with adv~lntage, for the Jestruction of condylomata, occurring in l1is syphilitic wnrcls.
This caustic is well suited to the destruction of morbid growths, and gives less pain thnn
othercnustics, Chromic acid acts asa r11.pid soh·cntof organ ic matter. «Smaller animals (mice, birds, &c.) were so completely dissolved by the acid within fifteen or twenty
minutes, that no tr!l.CC of their bones, sk in, hilir,claws:, or teeth could be discovered."
(Dublin QuarlerlyJoum., xii i. ~50, from the Wiener Medizini~che Wochtmschrift.)
CICllORlUi\1 IN"l'YBUS. 0/1icory. Succor.11. A perennial herbaceous plant, indigenous
in Europe, but natura\iied in this country, where it grows in field s, nnd in roads :ilong the
fences, in neighbourhoods which have been longsettle(I. ltis one or two feet high, with
large, compound, beautifully blue flowers, which appear in July and August, and :;en·e to
distinguish the plant at fir st sight. The whole pl11.nt ha s a bitter tnste, ·w ithout acrimony,
oranyYery peculiar flavour. 'l 'he taste isslrongestin the root, and weakest in the Bower3. The leaves, wheu young nnd tender, are said t o be sometimes eaten as salad in
Europe. Succory is gently t onic without being irritating, and is considered by some

~~1~~~~~i~1~, j~~~~~~c~ ~~1g~~~~~~f~~~ral~~=h~l~~~io~~s bi~1 ~~:r~~r\~ ~~:~ts~ =~~· i~l 8 ~~~~~
1

11

1

to have done good even in 1>11hnonnry consumption. The us unl form of administration is
thatofdecoction, which isprcpilrcd by boiling one or two ounces of the root, or a handful
of the herb, in a pint of water. The root dried nnd roasted is much used in certnin parts
of Europe as n. s ubs titute forcoffce,nnd is said also to be mixed fraudulently with ground
coffee for sale. In preparing it for coffee, Dnusse recommends tlrnt tbc dried root should

~~ ~~~ ~~t~~.atl~;;~n;~:~~ ~r~ct;:1uel11p;:~f1;'. ;~~it~~~da~: ~o !fu:~~:~e~ff~;ciiln. t~:fi~~~:b1-t~o':~
1

po,vder. (Phorm. Gent. Bla.u! Oct. 1850, p. 688.) The garde11 endfoe is a species of Cichorium, denominated O.l:ndwia.
CICUTA VIH.OSA. Water Hemlock. Cou:bane. A perennial, umbelliferous European

~?;~~~J:;~~:~~T§~§~~~§~
1

~~i·~:rf~~~:l'.\~~:X~·~·~~f.~:i.:~;{~~~mp·;:~!ip~~~t:%~::i\:!. t~l:~E~J:dil:\1f~:::::~:;J
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poisoned by en.ting its root.

[t

is ne\•cr used iu medicine.

For a full account of uti's

~:~~~~. ~;:mft:~~ s7i:u{~ti!c?~u~:~~n.%s (~p~;:il;. n~ ~oc~:~~~e, ~n~ ~~~~~~~n~~; ~;~!~~1~ ~[0~11~:~
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is thoroughly evncu:1ted.

CITRATE OF TRON AND MAGNES I A.

Ferri et ~lagn.esix Citra8.

This double snit

~Bk~~~~[~~~~]~~)~~~~!t~

This s~lt is in trnn~pnrent grcenisl~+yello'~ scnles,, li:n·ing a_ slightly forru+
gmous somewhnt acid taste. It is very soluble m water, but msoluble m alcohol and

JJ.ydralum.)

;~:t· (S~~ ~ 1~% r~~~~~kesn ~F ;~o :SP rro;t:~ ~~ tt~~s ~~~~~;-~~~o~!'.ec~~~~it~d 8i~l~i;':4!;.rJ!;r~~
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Df Pharm. for Oct. 1850, p. 315.)
CITRATE OF IRON AND QUINTA. Ferri et Quini:e Citra11.
1

0

0

This is mnde, according
1

!~!rt"t!ar~~!~~·m~~fh;~~ii~ga:~~~~!r~u!:~e;-i :;~~~~~ie ~f ~~~~ :~/~~:~ :~)~/l~;;;~;,~~:t~~
water, constantly stirring, nnd nvoidingebullition. When the solution is effected, evnporate carefully to 11 syrupy consistence, and spread on glass to dry in thin ln;rcrs. This
doublcsa.ltisin the form of shining scales, of n garnet-red colour, more or less deep. It
isgi,·enns a tonic in doses of fivegr!'l.ins or more, three times ad:1y, either in solution,
or in the fonn of pill. This double salt is sometimes ndulterated with cinchoni:l, which
replaces part of the quiuia. A sample, analyzed by Mr. C. G. Willinms, was found to
contain only 5·3 per cent. of quinin, instead of 12·5 per cent. (Chem. Caz., :d. 269.)
CITRATE OF SODA. Sod<e Oitras. This salt ma.y be formed by snturntiug a solution
of citric acid with bicarbonate of soda, e•apornting the liquid, and setting it aside to
crystallize. It is a white salt crystallized in six-sided pyramids, and having a snlinc
taste without any bitterness. Citrate of soda hns been proposed by l\I. Guicbon, of
Lyons, as a pleasant purgative, havi ng properties similar to those of citrnte of magnesin,
and, though possessing a taste more decidedly saline thnn the latter, having the ad\•antages of cheapness, and of a constnnt solubility, which permits it to be associ~ted with
othermedicinalpreparatious. 'l'hedoseisfrom tcntofo urtcendracbms,gircnrnsimple
aqueous solution, or acidulated with citric acid and sweetened.
CIVET. Zibethum. TJ1is is an odorous substance, obtained from two animals of the

fft~ut~~iE~1~~a,r:~~~s~·he1t\c;~~~=t:~ ~:~~~t ~a!no~t~f~~1~~:no~:~: ~t;~~~li~b;·h~~~;n~~~

itI~~;~f~ii~f$:!~~;f~f;f~1{ii~£:x~~~{{:~~{f~J~l~~~E{:~~fjfRf!f
residue. Jtis insolublcinwater,andonlyslightlysolublemetherandcoldalcohol; but
heated alcohol dissolves it almost entirely, depositing it ng11i11 upon cooling. It eontaini:,

~~;::S;:r;:~~:t~~;r~~:~":~~ ~~<;:~;,~:di~~;;:,m,~~:~:."J",,:::~;~;~~t;'.t~: !~~
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CLEMATIS ERECT A. Uprigltt Virgin'a Bower. A perennial European plant. The
Jenvesnndflowershavennncridburoingtaste. When bruised in o.mortar tbeyi rr itflle

}~{~~f1::~~~\:1;~~;:~~~?~;;~1~ir¥~~1~~~r~{~:~(~~~tt:~~·~~~~;{1i~

applied the powdered lcn.,·es to t he surface of the sore. It n.cted ns n. diuretic and din~
phoretic. Two or three drRchms o~ the leaves were infused in a pint of water.' of which
he administered four ounces three tunes o. day. He nlso emplo~·ed nn extrnct, Ill tbedose
of a groin or two in the course of a do.y. At present the plant 1s not used.
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Chocolat~is differently prepared in different countries. In Great Britain and the UniteJ
State~, it usually consists, when pure, exclusiYely of tl1e cocoa or chocolnte nuts, which nre
first roasted. then deprived or their shell, and lastly reduced, by grinding between hcntcd

~~o:i:~·r ~t:i ~~ ~~~~~a:t~u~a:t~~s~: :1i~!: ~i ~~O~t~~~:ri~; 1:~~';: ~~~~:i·; b~~~l1 ::;~;~:t~~·:~~~
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sidercdnsadulterations. OnthecontineutofEurope,sug:irisgenerallyincorporntctlwith
thcpn&te,andspices.especiallycinnnmon,areoftenn<ldcd. Vanillitisafuvouriteilddition
ii1 South ,\mericn. Frnnce, nnd Spain. Cocoa is ofte n sold in tlrn state of powder, which
is sometimes mingled with otbf' r ingredients, such as ground rice, barley flour, sugnr, &c .
ChocolatiJ is prepnretl for use by reducing it to powder, nnd boiling it in milk, wntcr, or a
mixture of these fluids. ln this stntc it is much employed ns :\drink nt the moming nnd
eveningmenls,:m<lservesn.s nnexcel\entsubstitute for coffee indyspepticcnscs. !tis
nlso n A"OOd nrticle of diet for co1nalescents, and mny sometimes be gi,·en nd,'ant:1geously
asamildnutrith-edrinkinncutedisense.
COFFEE. The coffee plnnt-Caffta .Ar"Lica-belongs to the clnss n.nd order Peulnndrin.
~fono~ynin. of the se:ni::i.I system, nnJ to the natural order Ci11cho1rnceoo of Lindley. Jt is

r:,:;~~~~~tdI~~~:i~:::l::;;.;~~,;;:,:;~~£~~1::::~-:I::~·;£~~1~;;~~~:~~~11:~:~~:~~:~~;

~1t~tl~~~til1,l~!~J~fl~~

li!ltlt\tlliill
order to prcvCnt their attaining an inconvenient height, and to mcrcase the number of
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seasons, and thus afford two bttrvests during the yenr. Vnrious methods are employed for
freeing the seeds from their coverings; but that considered the best, is by means ofma.chinery
to remove the fleshy portion of the fruit, leM·ing the seeds surround~d only by their pa1,1y·
rnceous en\'C\ope, from whieb they are afterwards separated by drying, and by the action

of /i~=l~nh~i:i:~dtc~i~~o~~~ege

1
~.~~~~s Mnsiderably -with the climate and mode of culture.
;~~~~q~~~~JY;r!e~~~~!.;:ric~~! ~~~:~1 ~n :;;:1e,~~~~ai~e~n u=~~~\'{ :~~~d~!~ :~~ri~:.s t~~:

precedence of nil others.

The Java coff'e is highly esteemed in this country; but our

;;i~~~~~;~~~,~:H:E~~::~:~::~·~~~:.~:~~~~~;~:::r,~i~~'~:~:~~~::~~~~!.:~~~~=~;~~

become perfectly ripe upon the tree, than as onhnnr1ly collected. The grams should be
lrnrd, and so he:n·y ns renJily to sink in water. When soft, light, black or <lurk-coloured,
or musty, they nre inferior.
Coffee hasnfniut,peculinrodour,nnd a slightly sweetish, somewbntnusteretaste. An
analysis by M. Payen gives for its constituents. in 100 parts, 34 of cellulose, 12 of' bygrot1copic wnter. lOto 13offattymatter, 15·5 of glucose, with dcxtriuennd:\ yegetnbleacid,
J 0 of legumiu, 3·5 to 5 of chlorogenate of potaS8a and caffdn, 3 of a nitrogenous body, 0·8
offrcecaffein,0·00 1 ofconcretevolatile oil, 0·002 offiuid ,·olntilcoil,nnd6·697ofmineral
subst;lnces. (Journ. de Plwrm., 3e 1>lr., x. :.!66.) Pfaff recognised, in the precipitate produced by acetate of lend with thedecoction of coffee, tvropeculiarprinciples,oneresembling tannin, called caffeo·lannic acid, and the other an acid. called by him cafft'ic acid.
Caffein was fil·st discoyered by nunge, and afterwards by Robiquet. According to Payen
it exists in the coffee partly free, partly in the form of a double salt, consisting of a pecu·
liar acid, denominn.ted cltlorogenic acid, combined with potassa. and caffein. It may be
nbt:\incll in the following manner. Exhaust bruised coffee by two successiYe portions or
boilingwater,unitetheinfusions,nddt1cetnteoflenJ,inordertoprecipitatcthepri11ciples
'fbichaccompanytbecnffein,filter,decomposetheexcessofacetateoflendinthefiltl?'red
liquor by sulphuretted hydrogen, conecntrnte by e''aporntion, and neutralize with ammonia,
The caffcin is deposited in crystals upon cooling, and may be purified by redisso!Ying in
water, treating with animal charcoal, and eYaporating. For another method, said to be
more economical, proposed by H. J. Vcrsmnnu, of Lubeck, the reader is referred to the
Chemical OazeUe (Feb. lG, 1852, p. 67) . Cnffein crystnllizes, by the cooling of its concen·
tra,tedsolution,in opaque, silky, flexible needles: byislowand spontaneousev11.poration,in
longtmnsp1u·c11tprisms. It hnsafeeblybitternnddisngreenble tnste,issolubleinwaler,
ulcobol, and etLcr, melts when exposed to heat, nnct at a higher temperature sublimes,
without residue, in needles analogous to those formed b~' benzoic acid. It is precipitn.ted from its aqueous solution bynorengentexcept tannic acid, and is remarkable for
containing 11.. larger proportion of nitrogen tlinn fdmost any other proximate ngetnble
principle, in this respect equalling some of the most highly animalized products. The

~:~~~ntt;i~:~::n~~~ll.~o~~1;1~s~~!~:~.n:~ ~~l~r~see;~~~rb~ 1~:~~i~l1~m~~at~i-C 8 l~~~~.\t~:~a~~i~g ~~;

large proportion of nitrogen, cnffeindoesnotput1·efy, even when its solution is kept for
sometime in nwarm pla.cc.
Coffee undergoes considerable chn~ge during the roasting process. It swells up ,-ery

¥&~i~·~1~~f~~~i~~~1:~~;;:t~:1~tt:!i;:iI~.:~~;~~~st:;f~:~2~~~2f~~r1,i~;:~;1(~;

tannin. Tbecaffei11doesnotnppeilrto undergo matc1-ii\\ change, as, according to Garot,
it may be extracted unaltered from the roasted coffee. 'l'heexcellenceof the flavour or
ron8ted coffee depends much upon the manner in which U1e process is conducted, andtbe
extcnttowhiohitiscnrried. ft should beperformcdinacoveredvcssel,overu.moderate

f,iE'..~·:·~::'.~,'.~~~~:;:,;~~~i,:~.:~~~~:~E'.~i~~:~~~~~i:~1iE~:J.:~;r£;:~·~~:~:~::

should not be burnt long before it is used, nnd should not be kopt in the ground state .
.Afrdical and Ec1J110111ical Use8.-~Iore n,ttention has been paid to the effects of coffee on
the system in the ronsted thnn in theorndostate. Unroastedcoffeel1ns been employed
0

1

0

~Ji-~~~i~1~~~d~~;t 1~1~t~~1~i~~;:. !::~e:~1~i~~~!i~:~:\;1:: ~~~~1~~a~!~~; shu:~1b::~:~~~;~~ ~:e ~~~~
clusion that this medicine would auswe1· as a. substitute for Peruvian bark.

It was giYen
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~~:~~1~ ~rqd~~~~edlt~Yu~~e;~: t~ :: =~~~~~~ ~~= :i~~,~~ir~Je r~~1~stt~~i\t;:~:~1~~~;1mt~1 tr:~.~~
1

;f~~~~~~~;~fi;:?~~~~~2ffo:~~~::f[:f(o"ifi~l:t~if~~i~~~:J~:~~~~f;~\~~~;;
ous properties. Accordingly, if taken in very lnrge qmrntities, it lent·es, nftcr its fir;;t effects

~r.;f.~~:r;,~~::~~~:'.~F~::~~F.::~~:~::;:;0:~?E-£r:~,,~:::1J:;i~~~~:.;r~"~f.'.~~~:;~I:~~!:

aff~tions. Tlii sresu lti8pcculinrlynpt to bke place in individutlis ofsusceptihlenen·ous
systems. nnd in those of sedentary habits. We h1wc repeatedly known paticuts, who have
long s uffe red with hcn.dacbe and vertigo, to get rid of tlJem by abstainin~ from coffee.
In thetreatmeutof disease, coffeehrts been Jess employed than might have been expected from its cffeets upon the system. There can be no doubt tliat it may be ad\•1111tugcously used in various nervous disorders. In a tendency to stupor or lethargy dependent on deficient energy of the brain, without cougestiou or inflammittiou, it would
be found usefctl by stimulatiugthecerebJ"a! functions. In light nenous headaches, and
even in sick headache not caused by the presence of offending matter in the stomnch, it
oft.en proves temporarily useful. lt.has:i.cquirei.I much reputation as a puJliativein the
paroxysms of spasmodic asthma, and l1ns been recommended in hooping-cough, nnd in
hysteric11\ 11ffections. 'rite Egyptians tll'C said to haxe formerly employed it as a remedy
inamenorrhrea. Ha.yncinformsustha.tin:icaseof violent spasmodic disease, attended
with short brenth, palpitation of the henrt, and a pulse so much increased in frequency
tl.i:it it could scarcely be counted, immedi:i.te relief wns obtained from :i cup of coffee,
aftertl.Jemostpowerful antispnsmodies had been used in v:dn for sc"eral hou rs. By tbe
late Dr. Dewees it was highly recommended in cholera infantum. lt is said also to have
been used s rrceessfully iu obstina.te cl1ronic diarrhcca; und the late Dr. Chapman, of Philn.delphin, found it highly useful incalcnl ousncphritis. We hnveheard ofitselfcctunl use

:~~;0:fj>oi~~n~~t~r~~l~a~,~:~1~:r:rt:~c~~1i:n::~ci:tl~f~!r;fi~1~ !e:~~acl:~ ~ ; ~'.~~1~~r~i~e~~;
1

1 0

causesuche,·acuationisnoteffectetl.

~~~:{~;~: gg;~Jfi~(~~;~i~~~·xi~"~:.¢:f~~~~~~~~:~;'.;~;3~:i~r!2:~f~;::~11~
~ffJ.il~I¥~::;f~}~}!;Ih~~:t1~:f~-~;@Y~~it1t~:f;f~l~01\:~~y~:~~1~i~
The leaves of the eolfce plnnt possess JH·operties nnnJogous to those .of the fruit, and are

~~~1~i~~~~~~l~~~~~E~~~R~
roasting them, nnd tlicn powdering them coarsely by rubbing in the lianda.

Th e powder
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§Z~~i!~~j~~~~~~1~1~~f~~t~~~~~
CU LII•. \.\VAN. Cortex Culilaban.

An aromatic bnrk, proUuced by Ci11namomum Culita-

~t~}2~:~:~~::~1;~~:j}{~f'i;~i;1~~z{~i;m::;:.fi:2~ ~~g~~t;~fi~·;I.~?:~?;~~:~1;

~~1i:l~~:1~~r~8 t~0~1i~h~o:~~~\1,;r!o:~,?1~·:~·s:~~g;~·.he~1'1:~~:~::~ri:;rtl~e ~~~~ ~t~~~~ :!~~~:;ri
1

1

dark cinnnmon-browu, the odour highly frrigr:rnt, the tn:ste ngrecnbly arom:i.tic, rind not
unlike thntofc\ovcs. The :icth·econstituentis n.,·olntile oil, which may be sepnrated hy
distillation. Culilawan b:lS the medical properties common to the nromntics, but is scarcely

used nt present.
CUNTLA M.\RIANA. Ameriran Dillany. A small indigenous perennial herb, growing
on dry, shady hills, from New Euglnnd to Georgia, nrn.1 !towering iu June and July. 'flui
whole herb bas a warm pungeut taste, :i.nd a fragrnnt odour, Jcpendent on a.n e~sentirtl
oil. Its med icnl properties nre those of a gently stimulant aromntic, analogous to the
mint~. pennyroyal, &c.
l u wnrm infusion. it is popularly employed to excite perspiration
in colds :i.nclslight.fevcrs, to promote suppressed men.:otru11tion, torelie¥efl:11ule11tcolic,
andforvnriousothcrpurposestowbich thenromaticberb$are thought applicable.
CUTTLE-FISH BOSE. 0& Stpire. This is a calcnrcous body. situated undernenth the
ekin, in the bnck of the Sepia officin11li&, or cuttle-ji11h, which inh11bit.s the seas of l~urope,
especially the '.\leclitcrranc:rn, in the waters of which the bone is notunfrequently found
floating. It is obloug-o,·nl,from five to ten inches Ion~. and from oneft.nd alrnlfto three
inches brond, somewhat com·cx on both sides, with thin edges, of a rather firm coui.istencc upon tbc upper surface, vel'y frinble beneath, flnrl composcJ. of numerou::i layer~,
loosely connected, so as to gh·etothcm:1ssn.porouscon..,istcuce. ltis lighter than water,
of n white colour, a feeble odour of ~en ph"ants, nnd r1. s:lline ti1stc. It contflins, a..:conling
to John, from 80 tog,; per cent. of carbonflte of lime, hc1>iJ.es nnimnl matter, fl little com mon snit, nud tracesofmngncsin. Re1luceJ.bylc\·igMionnndclutri.Ltion to a fine powder,
itmny begil'cn nsnn nntncitl like chalk or oyster-shell. It is sometimes u«ed :i.san ingredient of tooth-powder.~. :Small pieces of it nre often put into bird-cages, thnt the
birds mny rub their bills ngninst them; and the pow<ler is employed for polishing. A11other product of the cuttle-fish is n blackish-brown liquor, secreted by a snrnll gland into
nn ov:li pouch, commuuicaling cxterMlly nenr the rectum by n long excretory duct,
through wl1ich the nnirnnl is s:1id to h ?ve the power of ejecting it nt will. Tilis, wh~n
tnkenfrom the fish, is dried, nnd used m theprepnrntionofthc wntercolourcalledup10CYANURET OF Z I KC. Zinci Cyunimtvm. This eynnuret is precipitntcd as n. whito
i n~oluh!e powder, by :Hlrling cautiously, until it ceases to 1iroducc a. precipitate, n. recently
filtered solution of cyanurctofpotassium, obtained frcim the impure black cynnuret, ton
solution of sulphate of zinc. Ir is used in Germany ns ti substitute for hyJrocyauie ncid,
and is ~nitl to pnssess nnthclmintic properties. lthns been employed in epilep\y,chorca,
nnd neuralgia, in se,·cralpainfulnffectionsof the stomach, nnd in the colics attendant on
difficult menstruntioo. The do~e is a quarter of a grain, i::rndunlly increased ton gr:lin
and a hnlf,given in mixture. It is included in theofficinnl list of the French Codex.
CYNANC ll U'.\ l V lN"CETOX l CU~ L ll. llrown . .lhclrpias l"incttoxicwn. Linn. Whit~
Swallow·wort. Vincetoxfrum. A perennial herbaceous l~urope11n pl~Hlt, the root of which
was fo r mer ly estecmod n countcrpoi.~on, and hence g::wc origin to the officinnl name. It
has n. bittcrish acrid tnstli, nml, when fresh, n clisngrl!eflble odour which is dimiuishcd by
drying. Tu.ken internally, especially in the recent ~t:\le, it e:ccites vomiting, and is c:1pa·
bleinhlrgequuntities.of pro1lucingdnnge1·ousif notfotalinfl.itmnrn.tionof thestonl!lch.
1tsformcrrcputntionns1mnlexiphurmicwnswithoutfoundution. 1tissaid tvbem;eful
in cutancousdisc11ses., scrofuln, &c., but is little emplosed. '.l'hclea'·esof the plantn.\so
nrc emetic. Fcneulle found in the root :l. peculinr principle nnnlogous to emctin.

So~;;l~; 1~~~r~~?nLn~~!~1~\,.11~~,:i~~: 0·;!;'~~1~~:~1s Zsh~sci~l;~~~;e~~~~':a1~{:~t, ~~.;~~b~~~~·~:si,nc:l~~
1

stituting whaturecommonlycnllcd the lieods, nro lhc pnrtnsed. 'fhercccptnclenmt the
lowerportionoftheflesh_ylenflctsofthocnlyxnroc11ten,nml theotherprirtsrejectecl. When
young, tho beads are cut up raw nnd enten 11.s .snlndj wheu older, they nrc boiled, and
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theprepnration equnl to three-fourths of the weight6fthe materials employed.

Dinpho-

it~~:~·!~i~?i'.;J~~'of;i!{~s«~f"~~~=~~'.~t:~:~~~:,;:~;. :rr:::::Q!:~~~~=~~:fr~t:',~'.~:F::
been very properly laid aside in practice.
DICT Ai\lUS ALBUS. While /t'raxinella.

Bm1fard Diflany.

This is a perennial Euro-

~~i~~~~~:~~~:~r~E::~t~;~::f~w::j~:ig~~;gf~~ft:::}~~~=::~~·¥~~:·~~f~g;f~:~~'.1
<loseisfromascrupletoadraclun
DlPPEL'S ANnlAL OlL. Oleum Cornn Cervi.

This oil is obtained <luring the distil·

~11~~~:iiJi;·;t~:g;l:~~!gg~E:1~~~·:~:~~~~,I~:~~~F}~~~~li:JI~j}~~,~~~~

rectifi ed it is a colourless liquid, very limpid and vohltile, with a pcnelrritiugextrcmely
fetid odour, and burning tflste. By repeating the distillation till a dnrk residuum is no

~~~~c:; \=~tj~11 t~~i~·~o;~~ \~ ~~~i~c1 ~~~~~~~eie~~c~ 1~~-:~~:~t~;· ~~~Po:i.an ;;~~e~~b~;en~r~i~~~~

~~t7~na;; n?rc~l~ls3~~~i1t~~:·o~~~~l~h~{k~,~~~~. i;;o~:~·~nl~:a~~ ~~a~~~n r~~;::nb!1~~~

line reaction, nml probably contains the various principles which bnve been discovered by
ReichenbMh in the products of the distillation oforgnnie substnnces.
This oil wns originally obtain ed from ha.rtshorn, nnd wns a product of the decomposition
ofthegela.tinoustissuc, the born containin.g nofot. When obtained. from bones, it is a.
product of the same tissue: as these arc boiled with a l:irgequnntityofwll.ter, ll.nd dried,
before th ey arc submitted to destructive distillation. 'l'heoilyproductofthis distillation,
after rectification, forms the bone-oil of commerce. llone-oil has a dnrk-brown almost
black colour, with a greenish shnde. lt is perfe<:tly opaque in the mnss, but brown when
"Viewed by transmitted light in a thin layer. Jts sp. g r. is about 0·970. Its smell is peculiarly disngrcenblc au<l somewhat nmmoniacnl. A piece of fir-wood, moistened with
muriatic acid, and heldoverthemouthof:l.vesscl containing it, acquires,a.dnrkreddish-

~~;~;:J!~:;;t~~~}~:::?~E~t;~i\;~;iof~}~:;;\:~•l~~~:~:•::!ff~~}~~~~;s?:::"li~~~~1

scries,xu.174.)
Animal oil was formerly mucb used in medicine; but its repulsiYe odour nn<l taste, as it
isordinnrily prepared, lulVe caused it to be almost entirely laid aside. ltisgiveninthe
dose of a. few drops, mixed with water, anJ acts ns a stimulant and antispasmodic. Its
presence in the spirit and snltof hnrtshoru gh'CS to these preptlrationsmedicinal properties differcutfrom those of thcpurespiritandcarbonateof ammonia.
DIRCA PALUSTRIS. Lealhe;r Wood. An indigenous shrub, usually very small, but
sometimes attaining tlic h eight of five or si:t feet, growing in boggy woods, and other low
wet places, in almost all parts of the United States. Tlle berries, which arc small, o'·al,
nnd of an orange colour, arc said to be n:lrcotic rrnd poisonous. The bt1rk hnsnttrnctcd
most attention. ltis ex trem ely tough, and of vcrydifficultpulvcrizn.tion. In the fresh
state it has a peculiar rnther nauseous odonr, and an unplea5nnt acrid tnste, nnd when

§~~Jff~~~:i£i~~~l~~§~~\~
DRAGON'S BLOOD. San,7uis Draconis. This is n resinous substance obtained from the
fruit of severn.I species of Calamus, especially C. Rotnng :rnd C. JJraco, sma.11 pnlms, grmring
in the l\loluccn Islllnds and other pnrtsof the East Indies. On the surface of the fruit,

ti·Y::E:· 1!:.::;,;'~·::l.~!1 ':~'.~~:(:,,;~:~,:~!1r!a'i,~i~!~i:~;1~~;::~:i,::~~£~"lr:~

size vnrying from thn.t of n. hnzelnut to that of n. wnhmt, co'"cred ,·dth the leaves of the

~W;!f:~,;:;;~;'.~~~ \~;;~~·~~~!i:.:i~~;~~:~~:~,~~;~f~~~l~~~; ~~~:,:~~~~E~~~~~~;~~
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Drngon's blood is inorlorous nnd tastl'lcss, insoluble in water, but. soluble in nlcohol,

1
1
~~~:~~ra~~~. ~~~o:: i~~~ ~rn;g./i~~~t:i~~· nw;!~i ;~~\~\.i~i:~r;:~s :n~~s s;~~!~,';,~; 2·3~cr°~~:lo:l~
0
1
~~~t~nb~~;~:~i~~i~s ~~1 °~s~~~~~~~t~~~ei~ n:~a;l; ~; ~~ft~:~·:;t, ~:1il;u~~ n~~\."::\.~~n~iC:~~
!~~~~~~~\~'t 0 /~~~ 1 ~~,:~~n~~isr~i~~:st.o impart colour to plasters, but is nlued chiefly as an

of
DUTCH PI~K. A yellow or brownish-yellow pnint, consisting of clfly, or n mixture
of
clny and chnlk, or carbonnte of lime in the form of whiting, coloured by a.decoction
,.,·ond, French berries, orbirchlcn\-efl, with alum.
down all
JDlERY. A very hard mineral, the powder of which is capable of we:-1ring
deri,·ed
otbcrsubstnncesexcc pt the diamonrl. As found in commerce, it is snid to be
chiefiy from the islnnd of Naxos in the Grecian Arcbipcliigo, but, according to Lnnderer,
it in
it hns been fo und al:;o in Asin l\linor, and the l\lorca. It is pulverized by grinding
!tis
a steel mill: and the powcler is kept in the shops of diffc1·cnt degrees of finene:>s.
used for poli~hing metals aud bnrd stones.
s i.~ n smnll
Thi
~fa.11-ftower.
Laurel.
Ground
Arbutu.,.
1'railin9
REPENS.
EPlG.IEA
trailing plnnt, with woody stems from six to eighteen inches Jong, entire, cordnte-ovate
in
leaves, :mtl rnmll ''ery fri1grautfiowers, wliich nppearenrly in the spring. Jtisfound
!>ln.tes
tliewoods, and nffecls the sides of hills with a northern ex posure. Dr. Dnrlin A"tou
(.Flora
thnt the plnnt hns been supposed to be inju1·ious to cattle, when entcn b.r them.
with the
Cmrica, p. :!;)9.) Dr. J~li h·es, <lr New lla"fen, Connecticut, has furnished us
Epigren.
following account of its virtues :rnd uses, foundc~l on hi s ow n ob.~e rvnti on. "The
of the
rcpenshrisbccnfreely used fo r someyeiirs in d1senscsof thenrinn1·yorg11ns, and
the uva.
pelvic visecrn generally, pnrticulnrly of irritated :iction, in those cnses in whicL.
manner,
ursi nnd buchu are indicated. 'J"helc11\'CS nnd stcrusnre prcpnred in the same
o
nndu<lminis terediuthesamedosc1 1.s th eu,,n.11rsi. 1'heEpigrun hnsgivcnrclicfinsom
cnses where the uvn ursi o.nd buchu hiwc failed. Mny 4th, 1849."
Some yenrs
EUONYi\IUS ATROPURPUREUS. Burning Bu1h. Spindletru. Wahoo.
tliennme
undeT
edyindropsy,
ticeintl1iscity,nsarem
sincen. bnrk wnsintroducedintono

~Se:~~~:0ia~rc~~r.o~e:j:~~~~;~:~~7;·N~ ;~11\~~s~bi~i;he: ;c=~~~~~~~en~fo: ~h~i~~.~fi~:~ 1~~~
1

1

1

~~f{:¥;:J~t!~~:f~~~f/J~~~~Ji~f?;~~)tl~{~~~~'.la~lf::~~~1~~ff,f:;t~1t~11~
for them the name of burnrng bush.

They grow throughout the Umted Stn.tcs.

Euoay·

~~~~~~i~~~~}~~~][~ff~~~~
Journal of Plwrmac.11 (xx. 80), speaks of the bark ns tome: hydragogue, Mthnrttc, diuretic,

~~r;f;~1T~~'.~:~~!£.i~g1~fai~f~{!f~tfi~:~~:~·~i:~1=1~~~1~:~~lf:~~::ft;i~giI
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EUP ll RAS lA OFF ICIN,\LIS. h!Jebr1'!Jht.

A smnll aununl plant, common to Europe

~ff~~:~~:·'.~g;El~'.~(~:f·fgf~~;\~S;~~i:1;~!~~·~~~:~1::~1i?:~:· 1~;:1~!~~~:1:
FERllOCYA:SUHET OF 7.1!\C. Zinci Ferrocyarwutum.

This compounJ is formed by

~f.s~~~~~:r:;·;~f::;'i/~·~~~~~:i:~z:: :~:.~.;~:·!~~L~~;·:~:~;~~:·~:r~:~:~1i~~2;;~~h~'.~~:;

isfromo11ctofourgr:iins,givcnin pill.
FHA X LNUS .EXCEl~SlOlt. Common European A~/1. It bns bcC'n stat ed. in the first pnrt
of thi::i work, that, in the South of Europe, tb is tree yields maunn Uy incisions iu il~ trunk.

~1~~:~~:£:~:~1;i~~I::.~:~~~·.~.:~~:~:'.1 ·~~t:::::;t!E:~:~i:~i:~~:::~):~~~: ~~~~;. ::;;·~;%:~.i~

lie had fount.I in the barkn peculiar erystailizubleorg1rnic nlkali, which Guclmer<leoominated/rax.inin; butHochleder nn<l Schwarz lrnvesince bhown thntthecry;.~nls former.lnl?ng
with the bitter substance obtnined by the proce:;s of l\ellcr, wel'e uotl1111g but mnnmte.

~,;~~1d~~· a~·~~~· !~~~t~t~ ~:·ti!~~:~i~~o ~;· !er~~nct~:~~:~ ~l~\·:~ 1~e~~ ~<l~~ i~:~~:::~~l~i-me~\'~~~i:~
1

1

3

1

few years tlicy ha,-e been intruduce<l into use iu Gcrmnny in the t reatment of gout und
rh euuiatii;m, iu which tl1ey hrwc ncquire<l considerable reputntioo. Dro. Pouf!CI aml. Peyrnud , of .Fm11ce,ha\'ei>pokc 11 in the highesttermsoftheireffic:icyinthe:.edisenses; nod,
upon ti.Jc authority of th e fot·mcr, it is stated 1lrnt they have been u:;e<l for furt~· ye11rs by
tlie pens:111 1s of AuYergne n.s it specific in gout. I'll. Ga rot has show n thnt U1ey coutain Iii
perceut.ofmalaleo/lime,towhichitisthoughttbeirauti-arthriticYirtuesmn.r beAscribed.
(Journ. <le l'lturm., 3c isfr., xxiv. 31 l. ) By some authors the leaves are said lo be purgati\'e, which is, however, couu·ndictecl by Drs. Pougct nud Pcyraud. ..\.u ounce mny be
infu!<cd inn pint of boiling wu.te1·, and taken three t imes during the day. (See .d.m. J uun1.
of .lltd. Sci., N. S., :r.xv. 4~2.)
FRLNCll C ll .\L K ~\ variety of indura.tcd talc. It is compncl, unctuou" to the touch,
of a greenish colou r, glossy, s<1mewhattranslueent, soft and cn;:ilyscriltched. 1rnd h:n\·es
it silvery line when drflwn over paper.
his used chiefly fo r marking cloth, ,kc., rrnr.l for
exll·ncting grease spots.
F ltU l1' B:SSf.NCl-:S, ARTIFlCIAL. Se\·eral of the compound ethers hn'"e heen found to
posl'ess th e odournud Ha\·om·ofcertnin fruits, npropertywhich hns Jed to th<'irc111plo_y1Uent. as fi1wouring material~ for confectionery :md desserts, under the m:me of fruit
essences. 'l'he simple ethers, prcseutio these compoumls, so f:u·a.,.they hin·ebecomeof
commercial importance, are common ether, or oxide of ethyle, \'"hicb !'boukl be ('fllle1l
ethylic ether, and oxi1le of 11myle or amylic ether. Lach of these ethers po.. ~C!'"eS basic

~~1~.f.1~~t~~!~fi~~ ; 1~J ;~Y~~~o~~~1 c;r :0 ~~:;\i:rn1:~~;~1ico;'~~;ei°:~resp;:~~;~,~~h~~; 1::~ 1~1;~
1

1

0 111

<lr11ted oxides ofc1byle uud nmylc respecti\•ely. (See Alcohol A.mylicuin, p. 851, and Alcol1ol, p. 8i'"1:!.)

~r:~::~g~.~~fg~'.l1f~f::0rn~dif:\r;t1!;~::::1~:~:~~1~:~~~~~f}:I~)~g~~:r;iig

~:if;~~~u~~Qo. ll~iv:·~c ~~1\1:1e~0i~=p~~::~t~s!~l~~\~0~:;:t~i~~~~t~u~ '';::e~;~~~!efli:~,.:~~ol;~l,r~:~~
Dissoh·cll in 8 or 10 parts of 1\\cohol it forms the pine-opple

e~'mce.

From 20 to 25 drops

~::~~~i~. f~:~:~:i::~;~,~'.:h 1~~·~~~;r;~:~~~~;~:~~:i~.?~: : :~:.~~!E~:::::.:~~r:~~::~~.~~1'.
1
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r~ };'.fEifl~~~~}f~~;~~!~;{~l~~~~j~Jt~ir~~~J:~~~Jffit ~t:~ j~ \~:'.;~it~:fi;~ t
~ ~ :~1~ ~ :J~,;~ff.~1~f.sl~:~~:l{l;l~~~fr~[I::~~?J1f::~!~~i~:iiJ~{~;~~i'.Jt1
thic :icill ntpoye i53 must, therefore, be ab:m(kucd.

~~~i;,~~::nct;J
on~ l~::~:eo~f:.~:~;~l~cn{~1~,~~j (~·~~~II I~{0',Ct\~'J~~)·a;;::!~ci~r~cJ~~:~~. ~~;1~i~~:~i~f
by lrn:;hing with n wcnk
oul1ihul"ic aciil. The distillc<l liquid is purified frum free acitl,
nlk:\l:uc ~olution, :mt! from water, by 1.fo1till1ttion from chlor ide of cn\cium.

lt is u cololll'-

but soluble
lc:-:1<. limpi<l liquit.I, lightc1· tlum water, boiliugnt2i2° !".,insoluble in wntcr. penr, nml
in:llcohol. ILpo.sses:.esthcot!o ur, inn remnrknblet!egree, of theJnrgonclle alcoLolic
An
i.s manufactured on n large ~en\e for fl1wouring l:i)TUJ>S nnd confectionery.
of :unylic
neetnte
of
pnrts
Fifteen
tllltnct.
pear
r.olution of this etLer forms the Jar9mulle
form what may be
e1her, with half a pilrt of acetic ethe r, Jissoh·ed in JOO pnr1s of alcohol,
ncidulntcd with a
cnl!ed the ber9amol pear essc11ce, which, when emplOJ'Cd to flavour Snj:!;nr rcfre:ohingtastc,
fruity,
a
and
pear,
berg:nmot
the
of
odour
little citric acid . imparts the
compound, wliiclt
Acf'tntc of nmylic ether, mixed with butyric etlu:r, fo rms unother fruity
11ce.
rccnllstlicodouroft hcbannna,a11t!forr ns,innlcoholicsolut ion,thcbana11aesse

;.~~:'.'E'£~;:~~~\f,'.'.~i~.:;~~faf~~:~:1J:~:,\?.·r~l~:gt~~1r.::,~.'~:'.'.,'.~}Erdtii~~~~~!,~:·~~

sepnrnle. Lnstly,
water·bntb, nnd tht>n mixed with a little water, which causes the ether to
ol' soda. An
it is purified by wn1>hi11g it with wnter nnd n wenk solution of cnrborrn.tc
cip;htof alcohol.
nlcoholic o:;olution of this ether, in the proportion of one part to six or
~~ ~~~·~n~icfi:~ft~~: \i~~;~ia~~~ee~/~~d~~~1.e 1~~S~pple eue11ce. }~or the mode of obtuiniug:

1

~1~~~~~~11:.~~ur:~f~~c,~~1~~1!~~:::1~~1:st~l~::1 :{St~:i:~:::~!~::!~r~~.i~~:rr~:t~~~e~~~~~~~~~c~~f,~~~~~~
~,~::~:E~~'.1~:~~;~<l:~:·~·~;~g :·~i:·~,f~::~~~:~~~;:~7z:~;~?:~~,·:\:!~;f~~~:;;·;·~!, ,~~~:·~,'.:::.~,~:~
of the ethers
nnd black cm-r:int essences, nil of which may be viewed ns Yurious mixtures

a sol•ent, shoulJ.
should be pure, especially the fuse! oil nuJ alcohol. The nlcohol, used as
bercctificllnudtleoc lorizcd.
lozenges, nnd
These fruit.e1>!';Cllcesnreexten>iivclyemployell forflnvouring ice!';, jellies,

~~~~~~~f~i~~t:~&2::.i~~~~~~:t~;1~:~:iE.~r;r;~~~~e1~~;~~r:~~:mL~l~~~1~

:::~::;fr,~~~s~,~~~~·~~~;~;:~;3;:,~i.f:r~~'.;[~~~\~~;n;;·t,irJ~::·:~.~Jg:1:~~
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~!:Se~:~l~11~~~1 =~~~. m~~~~r;li~~:,1~~s::~:~C:e C::n\~::~~~en \~s :1~n1;!;,c:~~~h~ ~e~ ;;1~; ~r:
11

1

1

1

i~~f~~~~~~~~~~~~
¥J
~;:.~:~~;~~7fr~~1~:J1f~::J,~i~~~Jf~;~:.~~lf£~;~~~~·~~·~:;;;~~~~:.~~ll~·i:~~~Ef
~~~;;:f:~~ ~:~u~t~;;~~n~~n1! je~~~~~n~~~~ ~i~~ ~~~ !~t ;~~~~~~~~i~~l:.nd~h3: ~~/~~ ~~o~~~~~~
1

1

1

1

~.~:~::~.:~;·f.'.:.~::~::;:;.~. '.~:~.r::::~~)~;:,;~\.~~.~;~'~\~,Er~;~!~~·~::~~;:~:::,:~:ri~;~t:1

;~ ~;;~~:1i;~~~~1~~t~~. (j~t~;1~~1':</~~~~i~~\~~o[~~:\~t;g~~·ev1~\ei~ ~:'~~ :o;n~1~ci~~~:~f~~~~ ~1u~~1~~
mixture of marine plnnts which is sold in Europe un<ler 1he nrime of Ooniran mo"" or h'l·
"1itllh<>rorto11.
This is used in ctecoctio11, from four tosix<lrachms beiogboiled inn piut
of v.•ater, and n.winegl111ssful gi"en three times aduy.
FULIGOKALT. This prcprirrition, pMpO!'Cd by)[. Dc<>chrimp<1, is formed by boiling for
rin hour. 20 p:lrt'i of cau!:.tic pntns&a, and JOO of shinin~ snot, in powder, in 2 pnrtsora.
sufficicotqunntily of writer. The solution. when co!J. is diluted. filtered, nnd e\·:.iporatcd
tlldryncss. Fuligok:\li is in the form of rt blnck powder, or ofscnles, ,·cry soluble in wntcr,
nnd having rm empyreunrntic odour nnd mild :1lknli11e ta ste'. 1t is used in the ~:imc nffec-

ti(lns as a11t/m1kn/ra/i. '1'hcdoseistwoor thrcc!!r:1in-.,rcpentcdse\·crnltimesadn.r. An
ointment, contnining from ~ix.teen to thirty-two grains tll the ounce of lnrd, wns fo1111rl hy

~~~ ~~.b~~~j 1 ~~1;~,r~~ ;l~cb~;!~t5:~};·:.' ~·;~~}1:~:.',n~\~.g~~1) stimulant.
FUMAHIA OFFIC\N'ALIS. Ftrniitor.'f.

(Sec a pnper by the

A smnll nnnun.l Enropenn pln.nt, nnturnlize•l in

~~~~~~~;1~;~s~r:;:i~;~ i:~,~~;~~.:~,t~~ ~\~,~~~~si,n:~~~~o~:c:i1~fi ~·~~~ ~~a~~:.~~~~u~he ~~a~:~:
are the

officim1l part.

They arc ino1lorous. ha,·e a bitter

.~:1\inc

ta!'=tc, nnd ore "cry succu-

~~~:~tc~~1i111~x~~a:~r~~:;~1~~e~ j1~1~c~~~·1l~i1~~~~\~~ u;~~Q~~~;1~~~~~;'~~;:~1:c~~a~ pd~ocp~~~~~, ;;· !~:
1
1
~eb:t~1~;1!hi~~,~~l~~t s:~~~n1\~:~~ ~~·,~i;lc~oa t~~~!~t;~ ~:~ ,::~~--~~::H~~~l~ni~:- bi~/~~ ~~1::~~~1\1~.t!~~~l~
mcc\icnl ,-irtucs nrc to bt• tl~cribed.

I t is gcutly tonic, in \:1rgc doses is snid to be lairnti\•e
·ind Jinretic, rmd is 1b ought, morl'ovcr, to hnve nu nltH:lth•c ncticm. Both in :indent a111l
motlcrn time~ it h:l i,! been cstrcnir•1~ il. ~-n\unbl e r:mcd.v in vis:ccrn I obstrnciion!'. pnrticulinly

fi:~:.::.:r~~~£E:z;::~~~:~~~~~;.:::7::·~~:1;:;·i.~:~~~;:fr1:;~~:;~·,'.~!i ;~~:s~.~~~:.i:~~
~~~i :!~~~~:·ns :.~;.~~j~'"~1~ec:1~~ : fi~~I~ i'1~s~t"!;~t~~ 3}~1~: ~~~jl 11i1~1 e~~~~~~i~~· t~:~t~~~~td pli~~;,~~:
1

1

hn.vcalsobeenemplciycd.

8
I\ l~!~I~)~ ~C~re:~i~~~.\~1; i~y~;~v~\~~~t ~~:1~!~e~~1c~r~~u;~:;~1 c:t:~~ori;t ~f;~~~!~::df:·~ ~~:~:in~:~~
1
13
1
~l~s~ii~~ ro~~ ~cfi1e i~:~o~:\i :,7 :~ c ~\'.~~·j~~~tt'~0e~ : !~;:<~,t ,;~·:l~;~~u~=l~~·di 11n; ~fr!J1;~,~~.c~:.: ~:~tif;
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:~~;r;:;,~;~7,~~;~;°~~:;;,~~~·;;:,~.~E.f~,~~&~1:: ~:::fr'i~:y·~;::~~i~~~i:Y£:~;~:.:;;~1:
••

O.alllnga of Linn. (Alpma Galan9a of W1lld.), nnd thnt they differ in consequence of the

l'~~~\~fi~liiill

~:~~i~·!:~l~)::~::~~::~.~y~~{m~r~ ;~~~~~ ~r~:1~ fi~~~:·;~u;h~~:;pg~~~~s f1~e:~~~~~:~~!; nn~t t;~~~e~:
1

0

GALEG.\ OFFIClN"ALIS. Goat't Ru~. A pcrenninl herb, gMwiug in the South of
Europe, and sometimes culth·ated in gardens. It is without smell unless bruise!!, when
it cmit.:1 fL di'!11p;rceablc oi.hm r. lt!:i tiu:!te is unpleas:u1tly bitter and 8omcw lrnt rough, nnd
when chewed, it st:iius thes:1liva yellowish-brnwn. In former times it was much employed
ns a remedy in malign;mt fcver:i, tlie plngue, the bites of serpents. worms, &c.; but it lia:i
fnllenintomeritcd neglect. 'l'herootsof Oolega Vir!Jinitlna, nunti ,·cof the United States,
are s:-iidto bediaphoretic and powerfully 11.nthelmintic. 'l'heyaregi,•enin dccoction.
This is nn unnunl, succu\Pnt phrnt, comG.\.LIU~l APARI~K C'leai•era. Goou-grasa.
mon to Europe :1ud the United States, gru ,fing in cultiv1~tcd grouuds, and along fen ces aml
hedges. lt it1 iuodorous, and has u bitte r i:oh, l1crbaccous, somewhnt acrid tn::.tc. Analyzed by Schwat·tz. it mLS fouml to co.ntaiu, ?esid~s cb l o rop~ 1 ylle, sta rch, nn~ otl1cr principles common to all phnts, three di:.unct acids, viz.: a nme1y or t:muic rtcHI, whid1 he
names galitannic acid, citric uci~, an<~ a peculiar ncid previous!)· discove!'ed. by !:)chwartz
nml Rochleder, :md n:tmed rul,u:hlonc <te1tl. (Plwrm. Journ. a11rl Trana., xii. 11.lO.) The

~:~;.~~~::{tf.~~~~~~~~f~~.~f~~~i;~,:;~~~~iti:.~:~~~{~~~~l~i:~}f;:~~.::i~~~}J~g
~~t~~~1:1~ ~~:~i,?i~:~ts; <l~1~~al~~s~a~\_~i~~~~\~~~:~!~)~~~1:\~~~t~~~:e~I~ ~~~~~1~~~~~en~11~~i~; ~~ilti~i~
fl.

lrnndful of the recent ht>rb in a. qmirt of wutcr fo r twc11ty minute .. , of which a tumbler-

~1~~!J~f:I:;~j~'fi:~g:~fi;,~~:,Eg~~:~~:~;~'.~f.{~y~~~.~::::;, f:~~m~r::

fdtllliililll
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~gii:;~\it:~f;;~,i~~i~iff~:l~~~x~r:~:~;;:7~~::. !~i ~~~:el:i:~~;~;i~·~:~~~~:&.f;;;,;:
5 5

or ?i1~~;i;~~n~ }:y'~~);~.~~S ~;:~sti~•~'~':;d ~~~:;:~~::·;t r~!~~ u'.

P;~~nt ~~~1~r;1~~11~;te i~c;:~;~rc~~r~~
1

~Ei1\~~~~~:::~:ir:~~,~:~:~'.~1~~;;:§ :~:.:~~:,i:'.\':~,;:::.~;;::;;:;::~::~~:;;i:.:I;:~~~:~:~:;~~=

them. 'l'hc roasting is continued in this manner until.ntl\rcd hcnt,nomorevnpoms:rre
gh·en off. 'l'bc m11tter is thcu melted in a. crnciblc with 1111 intense hcfil, nml kept in a.
state of fusion un til itnssmnes the nppc:1rnuceof melted glass, when i1 ispourctl nut on
[I.

heated bnti>M plate.

In this procc.t<~. pflrl of the !;ulphur of the tcrsulpburet i~ dri,·en

offby'thc ron~tiug: \i;hile the portion of untimony wl1ich lo!<es itfi 1mlplmr becomes teroxidized. The ron!<ted matter, accordin,!!;ly, conf'i!:'ts of 1croxide of nntimony and mulecompoo:ed tcrsnlphuret; nllll these, by unitinp: during tlie fuo:ion, form the glass. Gins~ of
nntimonyis in lliin irregular pieces, cxhibitingn. vitreousfraclu!'e, nm! haYin~rtmetallic
steel-gray lnstre. When well prepared it is t1·:msp11rcnt, nnd, upon being held between
the eye nml the light, appears of I\ rich ornngc-rcd, or gnrnct colour; but if of inforic.r
quality it is 1.lnck and opnquc. !tis hard nnd hrittlc.nnd rings when struck,vi1h n hard
substnnce. his insoluble in water, but soluble in acids and in cr·cnm of tnrtnr, with tl1e
cxccptionofafewrcdflocculi. Itse!'lsentialconstitucntsnretheteroxi deandtcrsulphuret,
unitedinvoriuble propol'tions. When of p:oodc1unlity it consists of nbouteightpartsof
tcroride to one of tcrsulphurct. ]t usurdly contai11s nbout fh·e per cent. of silic:i, and
three of e:cl!quioxide of iron, which nre dPrivcd from the crucible, nnd to Ilic former of
which the ,·itrification of the product is owing. When good it is dissolved, with the exception of a. few red flocculi,in strong muriatic ncicl. Anc:icessofsilic:iis known IJythe
nci(l Jea,vin~a,gela.tinousrei;iduum, am! the iron nmyliedetectcd b)· fcrroc)·111mretofp()tno:l:iium, :n11l itsnmountj udgcd of by the hulk of the precipitate and the depth of its blul'
colour. Sometimes gla.~$ of !tad is sold for glass of nntimony, n frtrnd easily dete<'led hy
the difference hetwecn the lwo substilnces in specific J!:rnvity; the f!ln<;s of lead hnviug :~
density ofuenrly seven, while thnt ofglri!$S ofnntimon.v is not quite fn·e.

1~::
~n;.'{~~{~'!:~;;ro~~:·~~ ~~~tl u~!:~~af~ ~;:~~:~~~~. ~: =~ p:~~~~,;~t ~~;~ ~~::1~ ,;1 ~~~~t'·\~·Tie~
:rncl tlle
1

1

1

Je,•ignte<l powder is mixed with one·eiE?hth of its weight. of melted yellow wax,
mixtureron:.ted over a slow lire, witli constnntstirri11g until it ccnses toexh!i.le vapour~,
n. conl-like pukcrizablc mn~s is formed, which is the t:erated glas8 of antimony, a preparation formerly included in tlie J~dinbm·gh l'harmacop('Ciu.
GLECHO;iIA UEDl:IL\('F:A. iYfp~tn Gltcli.oma. Grom1d-ivy. A emnll perenninl hcrh.

~~11~Ul1i~t'~~~tla
t.ainingthe ,·irtnes of hnlf adrnchm oradrnehm of the herb.

!l~lii~!~!i!~!il!~!j

accomplished, so fo. r as regiwds many tl.isngreenble liquitl medLcmes, by the use of the
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pot:'lssium, nncl Wf\!lhing the precipitate with alcohol to remove the excess of iodine. It.
isot' n. grceo ir.h·ycllow colour, nnd, when heated inn porcelnin crucible, isrcsoh·cd into

~}1~{El~H~:ili~i12~~~::~@~·ffi~~~f.f~~~~f..~§.ii~:;:i~;f~~t~~1fi~~h~
5
1
8
~~ ~1';!~~, i~r~~~tl:i~~1~ng~~s~o~~lpri;;~:i ti~~~~-~·!t~;s~ :i~~J',~:.~~~~~;~· t~~~ a~~'. n~:~::e"~l~~~r~~;~~:

0

ate of ummoma is formed by rlisso\ving one part of the t crchloride of gold nnd two purls
of mmiatc of ammonia in distilled wfttcr, assi:.tcd by a few drops of nitromurintic acid,
nod C\':tporttting the solution to dryness by a µ;entlc beat. The cyanurtl is bcstobt:1iucJ,

1
1
8
0
;)~::ri1i:t; rc~cn?c ~3;~1!'~fo~:r~~~s ~~~~~~·1~iza~::~~r:u~~ ~oct;:~:~~~u~~o~ !1 1~~is :~:;~:d~~
0

0

:~;~g;:~~:~~~~~:f~~!,~lJ~;~:i:~~];f',?f~c~.:~~1~::r.:1::.'. ~E;;E:.t~'. c~~f1:;~~~~'.l.~:-~~~f
tlic ox ide, chlo1·i.dc, wdiflc, sodio-chlorHlc, nnd cyauurct nre officinnl in the l?rcnch Codex.

ch~~~u:~=P~~~:~ ~'.\~u~~1~~ ~n~~~c~~~.:J!~i<~ly1: b~~nC~~~ . .t1~~1~,g}~ ~~e~!i~~~~~tn~t~~~c~l~~n ~~~~
1

0

1

rosh·csublimatc. Jn nn oYerdose. it produces pnin, inflnmmntion,nude''Cn ulceritlion of
thestomnch and bowcls,nml othcnviseact!asn corrosi\'epoison. 'l' hc generul effects of
the.<,eprepnrations,in modcr;1tello:oe:1, i.'I t opro<luceiuc rensed fulness nnd frequency of
the pulse, am.I to nugmentthe ul'iuennd insensible pcrspirntion, without interfering with
the oppetiteor thcrcgulnr nction of 1h cbowels; butifthedoscbepushcd too far, general
irritation is npt to be produced, infl:unmntion seizes upon somcol'g:tu, according to the
pre!li«posilion of the ill(lh·idunl, nnd fc,·er is<levelopel1.
£:oltl i11 po1t'dcr, tlu. oxide, chlflride, 11nd iodide nre not. ns much used ns the double chlol'idc
of gold nud sodiu m. The oxide 1nny bc~iven in the form of pill, in the dose of a.tenth
of a grain, in scrofuln and lymph atic S"Wellings, begi nning with one pill clnily, nnd after·
wnrds µ:rndually increasing to :.e,·en or eight in :!-I hom:i. The chloride has been u sed

;:~~~ n~~~:ni~cTI~1~'l~11~.;n~~s~f;.ei1~ i ~ :~~· s~~~~~ s~:~l~~i ~,~ft~u~~;c~~~e~ ir~~~e1~:t1:%s.N. T~!~a ~~~ ~
0

1 11

1

isfromthcfiftcenthtothetenthofiigrnin.
CMoride of gold a11d aodium is the prcpnration of gold most commonly employed. l t mny

~;~;~0i:f;~~~:,£::ff~1~?1j~~{~t~~~~~~;fff~:t:J~H;~~it~i:~f~i~'.~:~t~

~f~~~1?Jfr;~1~t~I~~fg¥1g1{~ii~~i~~a~

~;~:,~:~~~;},°~;,~:::'. ~~~"~~~~:f::::;1!;~'.~:p~;r.:I· ~~;.~:~~::~~~~i!~:~~:n~::~:;~:~:~~~i;
tutcdfortheorris.

dy~;~o:::::;~~: ~~ <fe~~~;~ ~c: :~bj~~:~. ri~c~i~~~f~:~c~f ~bo~~~ ~~~~~1~~1 ~~ :;rcn~~~rh~~;~~
1

1

1

mnybedissoh·ed in fiyeteaspoonfulsofnlcobol and fivcofwatcr,nnc.ln teaspoonful given

~~~~~~~~~~!~~~11~~~;~~~~@

'l'hc <lifferent medici nnl compo unds of gold shoulrl not be prcpnred m pill, powder, or
olhcrwisc, un til the." nre wnntl'd for uc;e: ns the.'i n1·c li.nhle t o undergo dccompo1:1ition
when kept. 1'hey should be cnl'efu!ly secluded from t he light.
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GR.\TIOLA OFFJC{~.\LlS. lTNl,'lt- I~11 uop.

This is 11 perennial hcrh, indi~PnOn'I in

l~\~~~1~~~41~~~~J~~~i~~ii~~
nttuidouncc.

:;~:~::::;:~::::'~:~:2::;:~:~~~::~:\::::::ri1:;i:~:~~dJ:~~~F£;;::~):.\;;~Jt,~~:~··~~~:i:~;:~~

t~\~tl~~~~,~~~~1~~~1~~~

llowcr:> in opposite, aullnry corymbs. 'l'hc plnnt is a mttn-e of intcrtropicnl Aincr1ca .
an!lh:1shccnintro<luccd iutolheW. fndia Islands from the continent. The leaves nre
the part used. In the recent st:ite they have a bitter taste, nnd a strong disagreeable
Ollour; but their scm;iblc properties :ind medica\ 1:irtues are impaired by drying.
'I'his nod other plants hnrn long been employed b.Y the nnth·es ns a prcvcnth·e nnd cure
of the bites of poisonous serpents. This application of them wns first nrndeknown by
Muti:~; anJ his accouut was confirmed by Humboldt and Ilonpland.
The medicine hns
:ilso been employed asa.fobl'ifugenm1 nnthelmiotic, nnd n few yenrssioccnttracte<I consilll'n1ble a.ttcntionforitssupposcdprophyblCtic nnd remedial powcrsiocpidcmiccholcra
nml chronicdyscntcry. It has,moreuvcr, been rcco11rn1c11dC'd in chmnicrheumntism, hoth
in tc rrrn 11 y nnti l oca II y, nnd ns n. di rcct npp Uc a ti on in bit es of i u sects, bruises. and spr~1 ins,
und ntonic deafness. 'l'heprob:ibility,huwevcr,is that,likecupntorium,ithnssimply ihe
virtues urn mild tonic, and gentle stimuhmt to the secretions. It is best employed in the
reccut state. 'l'he uati,·es, when employing it ns n counter-poison, npply the brui~ctl
le:n·e':>nnd expressed juice to the bite, nnd at the same time drink of theiufu<;ioo. The
prcp:1rntio11arecommendeclforintcrnnl usenrcchieHynn infusion nn<l tincture, the former
mndeintheproportionofBnouuceof thelenYes to a pint of b-Oilingwater,thelntterof
nboutapoundtothe~ullonofproofspirit.
'fbedo.scmnybcnboutthc!"nmeo.snnnlog:ous
i1reparatio11s of eupatorium. {Hee J,1.111d. Med. Tlmes a'1d Gaz., Dec. 1852, p. (i,)l, :1ml
Joum. del'ltarm., 3es(r., xx. 35i.)
GUr\NO. JJir<l-manure. 'l'his is n ''.nlnable mannre, consistinµ: of the decomposctl excrement ofeountless nqun.tic birds,wlncbhnsaecnmulnted forniesonccrtnin bnrrennllll
uuinhnbitcd isletsoftl.te western coast of South Amcric11, nil(] in other localities throughout the world. 'J'he best comes from Peru, and will be here described. It is n.conrse dry
powder of t~ brown colour. Expo!!ed to the air it absorbs moisture, nnd becomes .!lomc-

i\:11::1\n~~:;r~~ f:i~b~nf:1lmil~!",O~~l~~~e~:::~~i~01i~1e~~:i~· i;t,~l;J~li~~~~ishWsi~~c~~'e r1~(1·~~rii~r1~

when e:i::po!<ed to the air. full to powder. exhaling nu nmmoniac11l smell. lt is soluble in
great part in water. rmd the solution formed contains chiefly oxnlate of ammonia. When
expo~cd to heat it blaeken;i, burns with a slight flame, exlrnles the smell of nmrnonin, nnd

~~1 r~c~.~~;v 11:~~~ ~1~~·o;;~~Woi1~: ~.;~~~: :~:r~:;/i.~u~~n~1e~oc~;11!· in~:1;~0~'~:~~1 °~.~?;~: 1~:~~:
3

11

1

~:·::~~'.;:~~~!~~:~·~l~~~:Jg ~:~~~~~nLli~~~~r~~I:::~;~;i~3.w:~~l~~~~~~:f~~ifi

usa fertilizer, depends chielly upon the proportion of the nitrogenous ingredients: 1he

h~~s~~ ~!~~n~~: :11~f~:;~~~cl;~·yz~ 1~S~~ta~~ci~ie, ~::~c~~l~~~i~:~!~::.1 l':;'~~~sg~:;~:lui\l~:~~~
1

0

1

:::~::l;\~·~~~~i~:;~.;:~:~~"~' ~;~:~~~:~~rn:: 1~:'.if~~i~::::~:·~~%:1~~.f;1'.f~~~~;J :.· .~

n. catnplu!<!m 1 mixed with nn criu.:il q~t ant ity of potter's clny, in ch ronic inflammation of the
knee-joint. ~n this J>1'0pnrtio111t bhstcrcJ the surface; und cn.tnph1sms were nfterwnrds

used, cont:liumgoue-thirJaudo11e-l'ourtl.tofguauo. (1'led . .E'xam., Feb. 1852, p. ()!).) Prof.
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Horner attributed the rcYulsirc effect of the f!trnnll tourntc of nmmonin; lmt the best
authoritiesi;tatcthntoxri l:i.tcof nmmo11i1tis theck1ractcri'!ticsalt of thissuiJ!)tuncc.
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lillilll,1!111
:.~ii1!:~~:~"::Lt;~h£~~~·~;~~' ;~:,~~::~f.fa;;~r~;;:.:::}~~~t:~~ f;;:f,, ~):~~~~!:::::.:~;.!~~~

t~E~;.:~~~~~f:·;~:~~:'.~~'.:t:::~~,Y::::~:~·::;:,fi:~:~~~:~~~:·~;~f~~~;~f~~:~~?i'."1'.;~~tl'!~
c,·en emetic.
ncidulous, resinous, somewhat pungcut tnste, nrc said t obcpu rg:itiYcand

r1~~0~·~1~~::~i~~~1:~~:::~~~~~~;r~~~~~.~~~::.~:f~:t~grn;;!;~~1~:~1rnir~;:~;l~~~~l~

oue of
<1/ Pharm., xii i. 172.) Prof. l )os.<1clt has di"con•rcd two :icicls in tl1r seeds,
add, the other he
which has their taste in a high dc~rce, nnll was n iLnH:d by him liederit
tiic lruuk s of
cli<l not ohtain qu ite pure. (Sec Clum. Guz., i\l urch I. 18-H), p. !l3.) From
n re~inous s ubold hy plnnt.<i, g rowi ng in th e South of Europe nml the Xurth of Africa,
inmeclicineunder
stance exudes tlirough incisions in tbeb:1rk, which hasbcenemployed
colour
the nnmeof fr.119um. Tt is in pieces of Yarious 1'-izes, of dnrk yellowish·lll'own
of n deep ruby-rctl
sometimes inclining t o ornnge, more or le,:s trau!oiparent, sometimes
powcolourinternnlly, ofn.vitreous fr:lcturc, pu\\·eriznhle, Jieldi11;:;n liYelyoningc·.rellow
billerish
a
of
and
der. of a. peculiar not dis:igrccnble odour when heated or inflnmccl.
Its chi ef constituent is re!'lin, thou!!h some pieces contain n considerable
i·e~inous taste.
fo1:mcrly
s
ltwn
i1roporrion of b:1ssori n. nnd others lnrgequnntitiesof ligneous matt er.
employed. Pl aced 111 th e
u~ed ns n i:;timulnnt uud eminenllgo~ue. but is now i=cnrcely
the i,·y, wl1ich is
cn\·ities of cnrious t eeth, it is said to relieYe tootbnehe. The u:oodof
light and porous, is sometimes used formnkingiuut-pea& .
perennial
IIELESIUUI AUTU)IXALE. Fal.•t. S1mjlouw. Snteull'ort. An indi genous

J1nir11.

~~~:~~r;~;:~E:,~::'.: .~:::~:.~'.~1~r ·:·,~:i:~~~~~1~~:~~;s:::i~~::~7~~~~;~~~:::::~,;:i~:~;;
1

1
;~~~~8 ~ ~<~1"~~,~~~~ t::: ,.~ ~~~:1 1~~~o~~~n:.!~~~~ ~~ fi~' ~d:~~ll~~~<le~~·~1i1~~~\c i~la~:~~~1zi;ugYs Ji ~~

0

51

1

8

the plant is thought t o be useful in intermittentfc,·er.
plant, !!Towing
JIELLEBORUS FU~TIDU S . Rear'&-joot. Thi s is n pcrem1inl European

!i!lli~itllilif~,i~i!i1ll
~ ~r~~~~nf\r:a,!~i g:~t 1~~<lt~~~ 1~~~:~1;~~. <lnys

1

8

i111mcm!iion.

A syi-up mncle from the juice of

prrcuninl herbJIELO;o;l.\S !HOLC"\. FultJr l'nirnrn I'lflnt. S111r·1•·nrt. 'J' his is n emn\1
uucl l.iilly ~it.t·ntions.
aceous plnnt, growing- in most pn rts of tlic t'niteU States, in sl.iady

lSJO
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~~:~:;r;~rn~~~~~~b~!:i~~!,:::::~:;;..·~£~':•en~::;;~~. :£r~~~.'.1~:~~~;~::\:~~ffi;
:::.~:ni~~,~ :~i~:,~~:}·~~~E::.r~~;~::~~;~::~;~~~'i:~'.::~::~::::i/~~:~:l~;.~~~~~:;t~::::

.

~~~it~~t '~~~::u~:;~~\Y i~ 1~'.a.~ 1~1·~~·o:~~·n~ ~~1~~~~~ ~;~ 7.~1~\~J~\~J; 1~;, ,n;~i 1~~~ s e;oc;~~i~~ ~o~:~:~~,~
~;¥~1~c1: i e~ t~\:~h 'ctf~~~;::;~~~t: r,;:c~~: ~:1•r~;~1;~~e~~!~1~'.·1 ~\;, ~1;;~ ~ti~~,h~~1 ~~ ~s~ ;r:;~i: •f~~dw ~ ~~\oI:!
riropo~cs the provisionnl nnmc
l1c~U"J'eCt'!. un org!HliC 11lkr1li.

1

0

1

1

of /1ydra8tin, w1til it shull be determined wl1ether it i.s. ns
(.!1111. Journ. of Phar111., xxiii. 113.) 'l'hc root prolmhl,v

~~~~~~~i: 1:;1c;~~~~:~~~it~t~~i~:~~~~1 ;~~~et:;t;~et:~ti:•;~~n~11~1 ii~r~.i~ii~i~.o i ~cli~~p;~~,1~1~;~~~!;~:>~~~~

~::·~~;1I:Ui~~:~il~~~i1'.:~~ii±1.'~l::~~~i~ff;.~;;;ifl:~~~~tt:~~t1~:~:~~~:~~~11~~g

d Lexington, Ky., nnd Dr. D. i\L i\lcCuun, of i\hutim;burgh, Oliio, Lave rccommcrnlcd
nninfuf';ion ordccoction of the rootns nn injection in gouonhooa. Dr. l\1cC1rnn made the
dccoction in the proportion ofil.drnchmof the dried rnotto u.pintofwnter, and injcctc1l
il ~yringe-fu\l three times 11 dny. Ur. Kwing usei.I the infusion with the t1dditio11 of &1dplwl8

ri:~01c~~~·~. (~'~:f. o~::i:~~er:i: ~~~·d ''~ifr:c~a~,~htl t~~:~.~l · (c_;n: J~!, r!:~~j~SeS:.~~·'. , ~. u;.~dx~\::~
0

1

11

The Indians employ tl1cjuice of the root. to stnin their clothing, &c, yellow.
JIYDHIODIC ACID . .Br:idum Jlydriodicum. Dr. A1ulrcw Uuchnnnn, of Gln"gow, rccom-

:!i-G.)

~~Fin0ni.~:~i~~~~i~~:~:'.~;'.:~~~;;~~:~~r~.r:;~ ;,:~~~,t .~:~~~~:~r~u;~:.;~~~:~·}:.~~

!~ ~~ri\~~ ~1 ::;.~~nr~a ~~ct ~~~ti~;·I~~~ ~e1~!·n ~~ ~~ sli~t; ,~ ~~i ~ ~ ~~c1~~~~~il t~~i1~:.~~t::~:s t:t r~u:~ 1~,i ~;~~~
1

1

1

fluidraclun of the ncid contnins fh'e grains of iodine.

1

'J'he !!Olution of b.rdriodic ncitl,

~1;~~1~tl~~st;~~!1~7nd,s~~:1~!1~le~~l(fi~~r?t r~rli~~~~~~i~:~~1~~s~n~~t~os~f~~lc;~:1:i~i~i~1g~ ;Ii ~t~~

~;,ir:~~;~~I~f~'~:.~·~~:~~·~:,;~i:~~:j~~l~i:\i:•:<l,:f::,:::~:it:::.•:~::::,':~,::.~:i:: ;:w

00

e:::

whcnthei<earcmanifested,todcpend upon its conversion into hydriodicncirl, of a strength

~~~~fifE:~;i\~i~ir~~~~~1~:rJ!~JJ~~}i~~i~~;;~~:;~::ff~~j~;~~ir:~si~,:~~:t~g
effect led Dr. Buchantin nt first to comUme the 10Urnc with starch, which he supposes to
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furnish the nCCC'.t<inry hytlrogen while undergoing digc~tion. riml finally to U'IC the l1y 1Jri-

il!l1llilil

1

&V.1f

alkalies, with a view to form new medicinal preparation~. (Am. J<,1urn. of Pharm., Hi. :!I.)
HYDlUOlHC F.TIJeH. .fE'1/ier 1Tyrlriodi'cu11. Iotlide of E1h11le. This ether may bu
ohtaineJ by gradually nml c~utinusly mixing fh·c p111ts of alcohol, ten of iodine, nnd one

~~-~~:i~ 1~~ ~~=· n~~:i1~i~t!~~~~~i1e ~'i~~~1';~;~P~~1~;~sc i~ ~~·;~:c~\\~~ ~b~0 i~~r.1101;~;'.~;~~~~~cb~t:/;~
0

1

is 11.colourlc!!.s non-inflnmmnhlc liqnitl. inc;ohLblc in wntcr, with a pcnctrnting etherell.I odour

and pungent tn<ite. Its den'iity is l·\'12, :iml boiling point I58°F. \\'hen exposed to th~
nir it becomes retl from the liberation of iodine, a chnnge which is prevented by 11dding to
the bt)tt\e contnining tl1e etlier, 11. µ:lobule of mercury. Being nn iodide of ethyle. its

:~;~~\~~~~o~~- ~>i~\~::1 u~~ie:~ ~~~~~c1; 3:f v:~~~~~~d ~;~~e:~! 1 ~~ ~~1,;n~;;~1~~~i~~~;~~1; \~~ffibcee u;~di~~

prcgu<\te the system with iodine. Its ph.r«iologic:i.l effects nppenr to be those of nn anti·
spasmodic :rnd genernl stimuh1nt. It inrre11<1es the nppetite, render~ the pulse fuller,nn'l
gives virncity to the feelings :1wl ncti,·ity to the intellect. )(. lluette considers it n.
isuit:tble prcpii.r:1tion for bn11ging the sy~tcm r11pirlly under the inttucuce of ioJine, anJ
by any desired dose. (See Am. Joum. of Plwrm.,
156.)
l! YDROCOTY LE ASIATIC.\. 1'fii,.k·lca11ed Pen11.11u:orl. Bu•ilacqua. Boilenu. This is a
smnl\ umbellifcrous plant, with n t1·ni\ing stem, nJHI, in consequence of the shape of iB
lcn.l'es, bearing some re::emb\ance to the violet. lt grows in moi!:>t grounds in India.
Southern Africa, nnd the lslnud<i of the Indian Ocean. It bas lo.n~ bceu r1!nked among

xxiii,

~~:l~l~~~~~al ft ~~;~l~~1! ~ii;po~:! 3~~ ;l~~ :C~:~f~r~:i~ ~;~11:~tf~~~r~~~~n~0c!i-d~:;: t~b~~~~;;~
1

1

1

1

is employed in infusion with renugreek in fever anrl bowel complaints. But it has reccnt~y
nttracted considcrn.b!e nttcntion, from the claims strongly urgc<l iu its f:wour as :i. remedy
in thatmostobstimitcaffectio11oftencnlled leprosy, buLmorecorrectlyelcphantiasis(lrthe
Greeks. Tt wns fir~t employed in this complaint by Ur. Boite1rn, of the hiland of ;\lauri·
tiul<, who was him'<c\f n victim or the disease. and had resorted to this remedy under the
false impres~ion thnt it mip:ht be identical or analogous with the cufrlmnclmlli. Be wa~

::~~~~~:~~~~~;:~.~~i:~~~·~~~·~.~~:~l~~·~:~~=.~~~~:~~\\:~:r.~~:~;~:~::.:;::·:.:~:;~~:

Boileau luwe been supported by those or M. LCpine, of llondichcrry, nnd the medicine
would certniuly seem to merit n thorough in~cstigrltiou. Dr. lloilenu, probably nt fir~t

~~r~:::;i~~~~iif~i~~;,;;~i~ir~~~;:::; ~:~t~~~.~;~t!\~t~~~~1i1~i:;~t~:~ ~E:a~e~~l!12~e~~~~
1

~g~f~~i!t~J~io~1~;i::}~;~,~:;~~~~1~f~~E.~:{;~;~~:~~f:{i~~:~~~'.~1~~~;:~i~0~~~

73r3i_1)~' increased cnutiuu«ly to

u. drachm. (Joum. de Jlliarm., 3e t.€r., xxiv. 424, nud xxv,

llYDROCYAN rC ET HER . • Ethtr Jf11droc.11a11icw1. Dydra<:yanatto.f Etherint. 0.'1ammt

of Ethylc.

'l'his ether

wa~ tli~covered

by l'elouze.

It is formed by clistillinl! a mixture

!~i~'.:gg~~~i:'~~~i~~i!i:\f:~~~2::~::~I~~~~E~1~~'.-"::~!~:::'J~. .~~;:~~;:~~;.~;~::~:
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llYPEP.ICU~f T'ERFOR.\1'U~L

Sl. John'J Worl.

A perennial herb, abunr]nnt both

~~;cu~~I~: 1~~:~r~l.Lis tio~~11 ~?::n ~ier~o~?i''~:~~1~;v ~~.~ f~~\:I ~; i ~;:~I ,J~ ~~v; ~!v:: ~~1:~~:~ fi'.~~:~~~~
1

~:~:~~~~-I!:~"~~:·:~!i:: Fi~~::~'.E~,~~~'1:~:~·;:~~.::~~;,~,~~F.~'71~,~~:;?.~, ~:''.~~~:·~!';~;\:J

~~~:li~~~~~~t)~;:iffB:~~;~i\t~t~t~;~~~iE~~¥'.:f;:~~~:i.~~1~,~~f.f:~~~:.¥:f

~~~~:1ogu~h~ ~l1~~~ ~:~t~, ~~ ~ ;~~~ ~~:\i~~ ~1~:: ~ 1 ~:~~~~~inu~.s ~\:~c~1i;i;~~c i ~;;;~;1~:~1~~~r r~·f1~c\~
11

1

1 1

1

1

u~ed were hysrnria, mania, intermittent fc,·er, dysentery, gravel, hemorrhages,
rcctoral compfoints, worms, and jaundice; but it wn~. perhaps, most hi;tbly estce mcU as a
remedy in wounds i:uitl brui<1cs, for which it was employed both internnlly nncl externally.
l tisdifficulttonseert11initsexactmlue nsnremecly; butfromitssensibleproperties,nn<l
from the elm racier of tl1e complai nts in which it lrn!! been thouglit useful, it mny be cons idered, imlepcudeutly of its nstriugcncy, as somcwlrnt analogous in medical power to the
turpentines. I t formerly enjoyed grcnt l'eputntion for the curn of dcmoniocs; nud the
super:;titiun still lin gers among the vulgnr in some countries. At present the plant is
scarcely U!~ed except n>i :i. domestic remedy. The summits were gi,'en in the dose of two
Urachms or more. A prcpnration wa s at one time 0Hici1rnl, under the nnme of oleuin liyperici,
made by treating them with a fixed oil. It has a. red colour, an<l is still used in tut1ny fami lies as a.sovereign remedy for bruises.
flYPO SVLP ll 11'E OF SODA. Soda: H !fPO$u/phU. This rnlt is rcnclily prcpnred, nccor<ling to Walclmer, by mixing a. puuud of dry c:1rbonate of sodn, in fine powder, with
fh·e oUJices of ~ul phur , heating the mixture grtt.du:\lly in a porcelniu ,·ess"J until the sulphur melt~, nnd 11ti rriug the uggluti1rntcd muss, sti!l kept hot, in order that every ponion
ofitnia.rcome in cont11ctwith the nir. The sulphuret of sodium, first fo r med, is thus
co11\'ertetl iuto sulphi te of soda. 'l'his is dissolved in wate r, aud the filtered solution,
being boiled 'vitb i:.ulpLur, becomes one of byposulphite of soda, from which, on conceutrntion. the suit is dt!po~ited in l:uge. colourlcs8, transparent cryst:\ls, which nre freely
soluble in water, but insol uble iu alcohol. ll yposulphite of sodil is largely used bydap:uerrcotypists for the purpose of di ssolving the sensitive coating of iodide of sih·er from
the ph1te, after the action of the light, and thus fixing the imagca.lready formed.

it was

\

11
1
1
1
di~~~ ~~c ~ [~~1: ~~~1s~li~1: ~~e~:~; ~~~~i ti::i :~ i J~ ii~e~~~~i~::;~ 1~.~p:~~~!~~::st :~'l ~°:~r~; t~~~:~~~~
violentirritiltionsoftheskin; but is :.1.lsouscful in ,.i,.ceralobstructions.

It maybe prc-

r~:~~~72~t~i~~;~~;~it~;i\f:~E;~!r~trj;i~~if.~~;1t1~;~.~~;~~:~~:F:ff~
it in thedo!!e of from ten to fifleen grn.ius th ree times a day, in halfafiuidouneeof infusion of quns~ia. (Braitl11t·ai1e'aReirospect, xxviii.131.)
HYPOSULP H1TE OF SODA AND S ILVJm. Sodm et Arocnli If.11posulpliis. This

~~~~~~~1i~!%~~~~~~~w~~~~~
the B1tll. de 1'!1{rop.)

~~~{~~~~i!¥~1~~~~~~[;[~~~Jli~{~t~
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ILL1C1U~l FLORID.\NUM. Florida .Ani.te-trce. This is nn evergreen shrub or small
tree, growing in Flo1·idn, along the coast which bounds the Gulf of :Ue.xico. 'l'he bnrk,
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~r~~~~~1~~£~~~~~rf~;t~;~l~l~1
DIP.\'l'IE::\S Fi:LVA and DIP~\1' 1EXS PALLlDA. 'l'vucl1·111e-11ot. Jcu:tl-u·ud.

Rul-

:~:-~e~:·ur j~~~s~i~~:~ ;;:!~~isg ~~1 \'~1~i\;:~~~st ;:~·;1~i;~,';~;;r·r~~.~1~1~~: ts1~:~!~:~.1~:~:;'~·"1~~.:'. ~
ing in July aml August. 'l'hcy mny be kuown by their tcmlcr, juicy, nhuost tn111!-p:ircut
stems: by their yellow flowers, which in one species are pnlc nnd :>paringly puno:tntc, in
the other, are deeper coloured nud crowded with 1fork spots; :iud by their crap;:ules,
which burst clnstically, and curl up with the slighte5;t pressure. They probably potiSC~s
properticssimi!urtotboseofthef. Koli-me-tangereof .Europe, which has an acrid burn-

~1~~1s~:(\:\~~dn~~;,~:l;~:~s~:~~~r 1~:~\:;~i;.~~;lt~\~t~1~:~1'. n ·I1l~cef~~~ c~~~i:;t~~~·,,n~i; 1~:1~ 1 ~c{~~~;11~~ :~,ui~1 ~
11
11
11
~:i ! ;1~~ ~;~ t.~~~e~~;;:~b~~~~l~;;e,t:i·1~t~e~:,~~~t:~~·.n~~!~~~~l.in r.:::sfl~~~e1~~ ~~~ ~eu:1~~~ I~•~
11

1

bailam-u:eed, louch-111e-11Qf, ~-c.

1

1

of the gardcus, n::H•m-

dyeiug yellow. 'I'hc I. l!al1-ami11a 01·
bles the other spec ies in Its effects.
An umbellifcrous plnnt, in<ligcnous
DIPl::IUTORL\ OSTHt.:TJJIU)I. Jla8ltru:ort.
in the South of Europe. The root hns a strong odour. similar to tl111t of :rngclicn, 1111'1 a.
pungent, biting. aromatic taste. attended with :i. flow of sa.lin1, aml followed by a p:IO\\iug
wttrmth which remains long in the mouth. It w:ls fo rmerl y considered 11.le;{iplrnrmic,
stonwchic, corroborant, ennnenagogue, diuretic, and diaphoretic; nud was used in a wi<le
circlc(lf con1phli uts with so much s uppObecl success as to lul\e gniued for it the title of
du·iwmt rrmcdl1m1. The fact, however, nppt:nrs to be, that it is merely a s1i mubrnt ru·o~
nrnt ic, rintilogous but inferior to angelica, which has ucarly supcl'sc<led it in.Lm·opcon
practice Ju tLis country, it is uukuown as a reme<ly, nnd its ,·ulgn r name has becu 11pplietl 10 another plnnt.
This is prepnred hy dissoh·inp; two dracbms of nitrate of !:'iln•r
l~DELIBLE l~K.
and a drnchm uf gun-.....•.\rnhic iu a fluidounce of di~tilled w:it{'r. coloured with n li1t'e
IuJian ink. It is used for writing- with a pen on linen nnd muo:lin. 'l'he pince t o be
marked is prepared by being moistened with a so.lutiou of two ounces of cr,ystt1lli1.ul
Huidounces of wntcr, nml
cnrbona.te of !:'Oda. and two driichms of gum Ar:1b1c in
then clried. The nlka.linc soluti on senes to decompose the nitrate, nnd to protect. the
nctionof the free uitricucid. At.the end of twc11ty-four hours,
cloth
is tube wai;hcd.
~ I r. Hetlw oo<l, of London, proposes the following indelible ink, not requiring tl1c H!:'e of
a mordant. lJi.s.'>oh-e en ounceofni trnt e of~ih·er, nnd an ounce um! n halfofcrystnllized

four

from the

the spot

~~~:~~r~r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ltlilfi!!lil\tiiiii
ti5
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!:.:~F:B·::~·!::fc'.~·;1~r~!.~i:-~:.(J~o~~;f:;~:r:::.· ;.;£~!~?r:;~~!~'~~,~~~:~f;~;:

first the gum solution, nnd nfterwurds the s1h·er solution. Lnst.ly, ndd the sulphntc of
copper. This ink has a blue, instcnd of thedurk-brown colour of the others. (See Am.

~~~~~~t~Yf~~¥§~~~:~;~1f~:'.[~E~~
INDIAN RED. A purplish-red pibrmcnt, brought from the island of Ormus in the Pcrsinn Gulf. It is aredochrt, nnd owes its colour to tlicrct.I. oxide of iron.
INDIAN YELLOW. This is

11-

pigment mrrnufllctured from a yellow substnnce fro~

lf~t~~ifl~1~Iilil

considcrnble resemb!ll.nce to berbcrin. When ac1ed upon by boiling nitric acid, it is finnlly
converted into a new acid, crystallizing in yellow needles, called by Erdmann, oxypime
acid. The ultimate constituents of purreic ncid arc curbon, hyJrogen, and oxygen . From
his CX!l.minntion of purree, Dr. Stenhouse concludes thnt it is probnbly the juice of some
pln.nt, sntur:i.ted with mugncsia, and boiled down ton solid coosistl'oce. (See bis paper in
the Philoa.J.Jfag., .uv. 321.)
INDIGO. This well-known 11.nd highly import:rnt dye-stuff is obtained from various species of Jndigoftra, especially I. linctoria, I. Ami, und I. argtnlta; nnd is said to be afforded
also by other plants, such ns Wrightia tinctoria, Polygonu1n tinclorium, Galtga tinctori11, &c.
In theprocessofprepnringit. the plant is macerated inwnter; fermentation takes place;
the liquorbecoruesofagreenish colour, and in due time is decnnted; the colouring principle dissolved by the water absorbs oxygen from the air, and assumes a blue colour,
becoming nt the same time insoluble; n gradual precipitntion takes place, fa,·oured by the
additionoflime-wateroranalknliucsolution; and finally the precipitated matter, having
beenwnshed upon linen filters, is dried, shaped usunllyintocubicnl masses, audscntinto
market. i\lost of the indigo consumed in dyeing is brought from the East I ndies, though
comsidemblequantitiesarcimportedalsofromGuatemnla,andtltenorthcrnco astofSouth
Amel'ica. l t is of nn intensely blue colour, but assumes a coppery or bronze bue when
rubbed by a. smooth hard body, ns the nail. Heated to 6;)0°, it. emits a rcddish-Yiolet
vapour, which condenses in minutccrystnls. It is insoluble in water, ornlcobol, but is
reatlily dissolved by sulphuric acid, which, without destroying its blue colour, so for niters
itsu:iture as to render it freely soluble in water,andtbusnffor<lsn cou,·enientmethodof
npplyiug it to the purposes ofdy~ing. The solution in su_lphuric acid is kept in the shops
under tlie nnme of ar1fpha1e of imligo. According to Berze\ms, indigo contains, among other
ingredients,fourdislinctpriuciples;-1.asubstanceresemblingglutcn;2.abr owncolour·

~~llirs~ft~;E.:::~~~1fi~l1~l(r~;,g~i:!~'.~1inff.:~~::l~~~~~~~~·~~i~~\~~Ef1~~
~I~~

e;l1~:s~~fo~or~h~tii;:~;:soe1~s~~~:~:ecf!c~~J, af~~~:P:!o~;:~~:~~~een~a~ih~=~i:: ::st~:e:a~::~

:~,~:~~n;:i1~~ c~:~~~~~:~~~1~! t~~~s:.ii1:i:;;.~:~. ~et~~~0:1~1:,~: !:1~:~.i~:':~tf~;:,t:~~~~=~

fromnnyoneplant,areproduccdbytheoxidationindiifercntdegreesofnsing leprinciple,
4. that they are depri,•ed of colour by substances having a strong affinity for oxygen, nnJ

~i~i;,~~\:~~f~~~~:;~~:~~lf.l~ii~~.f~~jE~~}s~?~{~~!f~i~~~::;:~:~~if.£~
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illl~~t~iWi~~~i

~~:i~~§~§i£~~~~~~~~~~:~;f~;~~
§g~:~f¥.'.;~[~t;g~~1f~~g~~;r.~~~~
salt is
IOD IDE OF A~L\lO~lUM. Ammonii lodidum. llyrlriodate of Ammonia. ')'his
Add
preprm.:cl b_y the followin~ method, devised by Mr. John J\. Spencer, of London.

be~t

white
Iodide of ammonium, ns thu s prepared, is a crystillline powder, which ie beautifully
however,
at fir.:.t, but. becomes, in a few weeks, yellowish, nnd, nt hast, brown. lt msy,
with 11.
be easily restored by dissolving the coloured salt in wnter. trc11ting the solution
nndevnpornting
dcolourlcss,filtcriug,
watcr,untilitisrcndcre
hydrogen
sulphuJ"Ctted
little
snit has been
to dryne.!;S. (See.Am. Joum. of PharrA.., l'llarcb, 1853, p. 134.) Latterly, thia
as agoo<l
used o.s a substitute for iodide of potassium. lly Or. Pcunock it is considered
of illtd.
remedy in certain c11ses of lcpra nnd psoriasis, made into an ointment. (Am. Joum.
the salt to
Sci., xv. 37·!.) The proportion11employeJ urefrom a scruple to a clracluu of recent,
the
an ounce of lard; the wcnkcr prcpnr11tion being used when the disease is
of half
stronger when it is chronic. The ointment is employed in frictions in the amount
ointment
an ounce, morning and evening. As the iodide is decomposed by the air, the
should be kept in well stopped bottles. Iodide of ammonium is used in photogrnphy.
de.
IODIDE OF BARIU'.\I. Barii l odidum. This compound may be formed by double
M.
composition, byoddingcurbonateo f baryto. to a. boiling solution of iodide of iron.
908)
Henry, jun., obtains it by decomposing a. solution of sulphuret of barium (see pu9e
sepurated
is
which
precipitated,
is
Sulphur
iodine.
of
bya. concent rated alcoholic solution
eolid
tbe
in
obtained
is
it
which
from
1io11,
solu
iu
formed
by filtrntion, and iodide of barium
ich
statebyarapide,·apo rationtodryness. Hcrystallizesinsmall, colourlessnecdles,wh
deliquesce slightly, und are very soluble in water. The solution promptly undcrgocsdccom·
0
unnsdni1~~l~~r~ct~ t;~~
~t~~1~ ~o~!u~:~~:u;:l~~~ :1~ i~· ~=;~e~~1t:~!db~~{1~au~~:1~t;;:c~~i~n:fi~',
it in i::crofulous enlnq;ements.
1

3

scrofulous affections and morbid growths. Lugol employed

ii~e~td~~~>lii~jhi~ ~~g:c~~r~fo~s g~:~~Htr~;:~:i~:sf~r~~~f g~~1~~~ 1~{, i~~~:~:?t~ r~~;e~r~~~~n~f
theiodidetoanounce oflnrd.
JOOlDE OF SILVER. Argenti Jodidum.

1

0

This compound is f~rmed by double decom-

i;~i~~~~~;~;~::FE=;;~:::.l~1i'.~~~~J:!i%~~~;:::i:f~f ;:;;;:~,~;i~~i;~. ~~~~:}
follows
used without any danger of producmg the chscolomhon of skm wluch somct1mes
stomuch
tJie use of that snit. Dr. Puttcrson found it generally successful in curing the

~~:rili:~~~~.~:fir~~i;~~~!~~1i~:~~~~~:;'.~1~~;i~r~f~:~::r?~B~;~~~if~~~~:

adny, given iu the form ofp1ll; forch1ldren,from an eighth lo ufourtb oJ n.grnm,accorchng
totbeage.
IODIDE OF STARCH. Dr. A. Buclrnnan, of Glue-gow, propoaed this compound as a
stomn_ch.
menus of administering iodine in !urge doses w~thout ~ii~sing .irrituti.on of the
addm~
He prepares it by triturating twenty-four grams of iodme with o. httle water,
until
grnduully an ounce of ,·cry 6nely powdered starch, n.nd continuing the tritW'ution
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the compound assumes a uniform b\ne colour.

The iodide is then dried by a gentle heat,

~t~;~~J~~~i~~]I~~~~~~~~;
~:,:~E';:~:: !~~~~~c:::;,::~:0~~'~J,;~~,~~[F.:~~;a[~~'~J!i~!~:Ji:;~i~!:;:ic~:i~~ii'~;(!l

;·g~:i~:{~~~~:~i~'gg~~·~~i~~::~;~b~~::.1~i;~~?:.~~~~}~~~.~~:'.~~::~~~r~:~
~g:;~~::~d~ 1!~il~~~t=~I, t~ t~1~ ~~11~ 0t~ 91:ccJ::~~ei t~fo ~f:ii1~~cl ~1';.eg~;~! ~~~~r;, ~·t:,r~r,~;i;,:e~~stl~~tl~11~~
1

5

!~ell 1\0~~111·~io\~~~~te:lp~i:~~·· 1~~11~~s~ytl~c r~~ r~~u:~i~~\~~~~tlur~~1~ ~:ds~::~~ ~~t~1ei::1~1:~~J w1':.
1

tC.r bath, until from being gri1y, it becomes of nn inteusely blue colour, nud tlicn wa!-b it.
with alcohol to sep:u-a.te nil traces of free io<line. The aolublt iodide of atarc/1, thus foruml,
mA.y be couverted into a 1J.'fr11.p, by dissolving 25 pnrtsof it in 3:!5 pnrt.l!of wuter, by mcnns

ofa wntcr bath, and adding to the solution G50 p1•rts of aug:i.r. This syrup is perfectly
limpid, cntirelycxcmptf'rom theodourofio<ii11e, nndofasplendidviolet-bluecolour. It
contains two and a half percent. of soluble iodide of t<tarch, autlnboutaquartcrof oue

pe~t~e~lt~;:e~~t:i~~n~Jfi:;n~i~iec~ :~;,1~~j:i~~~ilt1i1c~~~ ~f 2~~)eficd
1

wn~liing

starch, ond the
with alcohol, and content!! himself with making nu rntimntc mixtul'e of iodine nnd st111·ch,
slightlymoisteued, which he subjects to th e heat of a wnterbnth nntil it is convertediuto
the iodide of stnrch, form inµ: 1~ soluti on with water of n mngnificeut blue colour. 'J'hc
hcnt, tlJUs regulated, di~agg rci:i;atcs the st1nch, without completely transforming it into
dextrine, nnd µ;ives n.prepurntiun, in the form of a black powder, resembling the soluble
iodide of stn rch prepured by ~ I. Quesneville by n. secret proCCtiS. M. Seput, of ConHnn·
tinople, hnsn.lsogivenaformulnforthissolubleiodidc,nn<l fora syrup to be made from

~t;e.~~~: t{o~u;~~ ~fi:·~·:~~~in~ ·~~~~~~·o~s~;1~~1~1;~~: )nnf cie~~~sb~~~ .~ ~::1~;f:i~l:~1 ~~~~u\~1:~~
1

1

the1r,·ar1ablestrengthmiodine,nrisingfromthegreuterorlc<1sloasofthise lement<lur·
ingthc neccssriry exposu re to hcnt. Nevcrthclei:i;:, as the S)"rup is called for, he recom·
mends the following; process for mnking it, nvailing him~clf of the observritious of his
prerleccsflors, which he had occnsiontoci tein his report. 'J'hequ:rntitiesoftheingrcdicnts

~;~;1i~~::~i~~~.;:.;~:~.~~;;~;::::l:~::; !~~~£~~::~;"~~1;~·1.:~E::::~:;~:'.:t!:~~:,::·~.~t;:.~r~:~

t{:~~~~~{~~im~~IEn~l~ii:;~;~~:ii~1.~f~~~~fYfi.~IJ~=t~~J~:!~:@~(~j~~~.~f:;

ti;:~:;~:;{~'.~.~~:i~:~~,'.;;~o~:~;~:~:L~:~:~~.~~;~:;'i;:.~;,~~~::~:i~~~::~.~~~,.~~:\~::.1~~
~(i~i;\;~0~:~~:~,~~.y\~;::~Y:~~;:~!:.;::.r.:~::~ ;~,,~;:~:,l~d:'.~.~:;~~;.~:,t: r~~~~:~:~I ~:::,!~~;~:;~

~::'.:::: ~~ ~i~:~~:r~.,~1·~~~~E· ::~:i:~'.;~.:r~~~:~(·~f ~;~~:::.::!::i.~.~;t~l~:.ri~~~:~ ':£~~:

~j~~r~ ~~ f'~~~~,t~~;~~;~:"'i:~~:·~~ 3~~~r~1·~~ ~~ :;·~~r t~~: ~;:r~Ji;~~t;~;~so~~ ~~11ro~~~:1:~~~:
11

0

1

spoonruls nd3y.

r~}~~:\~i::}f.~~~~~~~;'.:s~;~~?~f.~~:[~~:;~:~;r:~~~!Il~I~~~;f{tr~:;: :~: ~!f
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spon!~~; 0~:e~:~~~:~~~;istii~n~he form of wl1ite needles. This salt is \·cry liable to undergo

if!illif~tt~il~!ilJlii

of ~o;~.::~n~f. z;~cp:~~e~e: ~0 :~~~01~·~rc~~~~l;1f~~;~~.:i:1 ~~ ~~t;~n;~n~rir :~nt;:~"flui~;~~~~·o~~~:
1

1

1 1

r~~c~o~~d~~or~~~:!.~~
!~\~~\';1.gre;~t=~l~~~t~~= ~1; ~;:~ll~~~~t~~:ll~~~.' ;~~l;~i~~ln~~l: ~l~fl~;pfi~cr
1\. solution contniningoue or

liquid bydcliquesccucc, by mc11nsof n cnmel's hnir brush.

nstringcnt injection in gonor two grains to theHuidou11ceof water, hus been u<icd Ml nn
ounce of Jnr<l, hns been prorhre.l. An ointment, m:Hle of a clrnchm of the iodide with nn
the treatment

iu
by Dr. Ure os a sub:sticute fo r the oi ntment of ioditle uf potnssium
of tumour;,!, applied in thequnntity ofndrncbm twice ndity.
3nd protiodidc, were
IOD I DES OF CALO'.\IEL. 'fl.Iese iodides, comprising n suhioclidc
by the action of oue eq.
brought forwnrd ns remedies by )I. Boutigny. They nre formed
being nided by n ~entle
of iodine on two nnd one eqs. severally of Mlomel, the combination
been employed with success
heat. Boih these iodides al'C ucth·e prcp111·utions, nlHI linve
m:iy be given in pill, in
in syphilitic, scrofulou~, nnd cancerous affections. The wbiodld~
used extcrunlly only, nnd :.houltl
the dv:;e of the twenty-fifth of n. grnin. 1-'be protiodide is
into sticks, like nitriltcof
benpplied with cnution. It nets usu caustic, iind mny be co.st
with twenty of fre!<h lnrJ.
sih·cr. An ointment mny be mndc of it, b_v rubbing one pnrt
Qn 11 scrofulous
A portion of the ointnwnt, the size of a lnrgepen, m11y be rubbcdtlaily
compo:.ition assigned by
tumour, in the nrm pit!!, or on the inner purt of the thigh. 'J'he
de Tlii:rop., 1848.)
M. lloutigny to these compounds requires confirru:ition . (~J1111.
fo r med, nccording to
IOVOFORM . lor/oformum. Teriodfrleof Form?1le. ((' 2 1IT3 .. ) 'J'his is nlcoholic
solution of
nn
the 11rncessof )l.\J. CornClis nnd Gille, of Licj!;e, by 11dUing to
portion::;, stirring
iodide of potnssium, hcnteJ to 104° F., chlorinnted lime, in succcssi,·c
colour. On coolinµ:.
nftercnch o<ldition, until the liquid ceases to nssumc a dnrk-rcd
nnd iod:itc Qf lime. 13y
n 1rn1~s of confused cry.~tnls is deposited, co11si11ting of iodoform
nlonc is dissoh·e<i; nnli
trcnting these with boiling nlcoliol of 90 pc1·cent., Ilic iodoform
(Jour11.dcPlwrm. ,
the:ilcoholicsolu tion, ns it cool!', deposits the iodoform in cry!'tnls.

po~e<l

1
8
1
~~~~·;, ~~~;iubie I~· )wn~!r: b~~ ~~:(\f;;·n~o~~i;~lli~w n~~~~1~1 ~,!~a'~~fer~ s~~~~:r~~:o~~l~t
~~it~~11~~~~!o!of~~111;e'~~!~e;;c:f ~~1;;~~~~~:1~hnen~i1~~Ji~!~s3~1~1 1~~:~1~~in5:n~,?I~~~ ~~~~~~~ici~ e{~ec~!~~

bolution.
IOVO HYDRARGYRAT E OF POTASSIU:\I.

It bns been found by chemists thnt dif-

?:~~i1~1g~@~{~~~¥~~w~~~~~
]..lutii!l

to indicate the
tliese j()(lillcscombiue in at lcflst1wo proportions, it is ncccseo;iry

~~~~@~~~~~~\(t'.~{~~~;~1~!~~~~~
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l\.OO ~SO. T~e .flowers of Brayera anlhelminlica ( K ~nth ), lfage11ia A_by$siuica (Lamarck),
Bancka1a Abyssimca (Bruce). a tree about twenty foet high, belonging to the family of
Rosacere, growing on the table land of Abyssinia, at nu c\cvntion of not less th:tn six or

~e~·:onp!~~u,!~.~~~::~t~ss~~1 t~ub:S~~i~:1~~o~uc~:s~: ~~~ ;m~~~c~;;~t ;t t~1:e~e~~ri:t~~~:l~~~\:~ebi~

1

deemed themostnppropria.te Euglisb titlc,iis it indicates the proper pronunciation of the
word. The flowers are small, greenish becoming purple, and arranged in rcpe:ltcdly dichotomous clusters. The following is their botanic character. "Calyx with th e tube
bibrncteolnte at the base, turbinate; throat internally constricted by a. membranous ring:
the limb with two series of segments, each five in number, the outer much larger. Petals
five, inserted in the thron.t. of the cnlyx, small, linear. Stamens from 15 to 20, inserted
with the petals. Filam ents free, unequal. Antliers bilocufar, dehisciug longitudin::illy.
Carpels two at the bottom of the cnlyx, free, uniloculrtr, co ntaining one or two pendulous
O"\'Ulcs. Stylell terminal, exserted from the throat of the calyx, thickened upward. Stigmas
subpeltnte,dilated,crcnnte,oblong." Tbefiowersure snidtobedi<£ciou s: though the male
have well Uevelopcd carpels. 'l'he petn.lsarc nptto be wanting in the dried fl owers. 1'hey

~;:g:~~~l~~iri:~~g~::;f~1~:;;d~iJ~~~~~~i~;~~~~E:i;;1~~~:~if~J~1tJ~E

f

~~:~~1~~~~~!~~~:.fi~~~i~

ti,.,.O

as1823. Itwn s inhishonourtl1ntKunth adoptedlnsgener1c titleof thephmt. l\luch

~l~~~nit;~:~l;n~~x1~~.~~~:l1i~1 ~1~;nc~~t;~;t~ ~et~~ss~:~~f~:~ed11~n:x~~~~~o~:~e t~~tl~~~!~:~~n;,rov1~~

effects when ta.ken internally are not very striking. Tu the ordina ry close it sometimes
produces heat of stomach , nausea, and even vomiting, nnd shows a tendency to act on the
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~r1~i~I~t·~:t.~~:s~~~}~i!i:f~t!~~~t~£~y~,;:r:~l.~fi/~~~;\~~:1;~~:~~~f~".'.~lt;
lump lac
(!;~;·~:;i;~~c~i~ti~~ i~ u~n~:~~i~;~~ ::~;;~1i:~~sr~1~ 1 ~l~~.~~~•~r~~·. cnkcs.

c:illcd cal;t or

iu~~~~~~~:·:t~;~o!~·~~~e~~~~i1~!~ 0;0~~i::1,~c~~~~:i~1~~:~1:~dr~.:..~~c8u~:l~nl~r~~~~!;si~1~o;~1~\~

proportion. '1'hc rc!li n, nccordiug to l.'11\'erdorbcn, consists of se1·crn l di!:!tinct rl'sinous
principles differing in their sol ubility in oleohol 11 11d ether. The Juccin is ncnl'lyor quite
w:mting in the 1hdt lac, which fl lso contains sen rccly any of the colouri ng pl'inciplc. i\lr.
Hatchett founJ in stick lac fi8 perceut. of resinaml JOof colouring matter; in uedlac
88·5 pcrcent.of resi n,nnd 2·5ofcolouriu~ m:Lttcr; in sl1dl lac90·V percent. ofre1:iin:md
~;~t~~,c~l:1-'l:~~~gf~1;:~;~ r~ '::1~~i:;~t her constituents, uccordiug this chemi5t, nl'C wax and

to

1 1111

L:1c in its crude state is slightly astringent. nnd wns formerly used in medicine. At
present it is not e mployed. 8 hcll lac is wh olly inel"t. S tick lnc nnd seell lnc nre used
on nccountof the colouring principle which they contain. Shell lac, ns well 11s the othe r
,·1trieti esdep ri ,·edof theircolouringmutter,isn ppliedto numerouspurposcsinthe :i rts.
lt is the chief constituent of sealing wnx. The l>e!:it red stahn!J wax is nmdc by melting
together, with a very gentle hcn.t, 48 pnrts of shell lnc, lV of ,~<' ni ce turpen1ine, u11d l of
bulsam of l)eru, and mi xi ng with the melted mll SS 32 pa rt s of finely powdered cinnnbn r.
But commQn resi n is often snb!>tituted in pnrt for the lac, arnl a mixtU1·e of red lead und
chalk for thecirurnbar. The bestblac/.: 1tulin!Ju·axconsi stsof60 pnrt5of lnc, lOof turpentine. :md30of levignted bonebh1ck: th ebeSl !ftl!ow1ealin!JU"ax, of liO pnrt sofb:ic, 1:.!of
turpentine, ond 2-l ofchromnte of lend. (Berztliw1. ) Lac is nl:so U'<Cd as a vnrnbh, nnd
formsnnexce\le otcementforbroken porcelain andenrthenware. lll111 sbeen highly recomm ended ns an ndhesh·e mntcriat for th e dres~ing of wounds, ulcer:-, &c. It is prepared
for use byJi ssQh·i ng, with th en.id of n ge ntle heut,iu 11\cobol contnincd in agl:lss bottle,
sufficient lllc to give it n gelatinous consh. tence, ond then closing the bottle. It is used
by simply spreading it on tb eban(fagcs.
LA C1'A1'E OF I RON. Ferri Lacla1. Lactate ~f Protoxide of Iron. i\l;\f. GClis nnd
Con te introduced this prcpnrntion to the notice of the profession. .\ sit W:'I S ndmittecl by

}~::~!e~1;·::i°~~g~:t~r~~~~ ~~i~1~~'.lk;;,~n ~~~ ~~~~~.~;r:~~~~i~IIi~r. 6~~~ ~~1~,~~~~~c~~~~\~J~~
by thi sncid in
1

1

0

thnttl1e ordi nnryferruginous prepnratious, when efficacious, arcJisso\vecl
the stomach, nudwcre ledto!'uppose thnt lnctn tc of iron, ref1Llyfor111ed, mightpro,·c o.
vnlunblc remedy. Their nnticipations nppear to .ha,·e been realized: for se,·eral French

1
1
;~~~:~it~~s ;,~ ~~~r;. ~~e~;;~i;'·~;"~1::e~~r;~~~· i~~J~~~~;· 0~'1~~·d ::i~:. r~i~~~~~d t!·:~v~~~;~;~t~!
1
0
rcl;Jt.ioi0~ r!~o~l;e;;:oen~~~~ 1frf; ·~:~·followiug process for obta ining lacillte of iron. Fcr0

ing ns a foi·mcnt, conve1·ts not only the ht0tm of the nulk, but the !Ltctm udtl1.H.I, mlo htot10
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ncid; nrcsultwhich

~ouldnoltnke

place were it not for the presence ofthecbnlk,which

~~I~J~~~J;~~~~i~\¥~j~~~~i
nnd li cat inn water bath, stirring frequently until the double decomposition is com-

~:~1~:~·in ;·:;ci:~o~1\t'~;s!~1~~~~~~a!cp~~~c6l~~ii 1 :~~s~fe l~~~~la~1~1:!1gc:n}~;~~er:i~~:~ ~~o~.11 ef1i\~~;

~~~~t;¥~:~~~~~i1fE\'l:~~~i:s~{Jt~·{fI~~~:r~fi~;;;v~:;~~!.~,~ti~i

J.11ctnteofironisinwhitecry.;;ll11liue plates,uudcrgclinglittlecbnnge in the nir. When
in the form of a. yellowish or greenish-white powder it is impure. It is but spnrin gly solul)IC inwntcr, requiringforlyprirtsofboiling water todissoh'e it. lthasnnncidrenction,
n.nd possesses a mild fcrrugiuous taste. The nqueous solution quickly hecomes yellow, in
com1equcncc of the iron pus1siugtonliig-her state of oxidntiou. M. Lour:ldour hns ob·
scncdscvcrnlsnmplesofthislactntc,,·ariomlyadulternted:nswithcfliorc'<ce dsulphateof
iron,starch,nndlactin: thesophistic11tionbeingconcenledby1hesnleofthesa\tin powder.
These impnri1ies m:iy be detected by appropriate reagents; but ;\I. Lourfldour recommend<t,
ns a ~impler way of avoiding them, the rejection of the salt when not in crystalline plates.
N cdfral Propt rtit&. I.actnte of iron has the geoernl meclicol properties of the fcrrutrinous
preparations. It.has a marked effect in increasing the appetite. 'fhedisenseinwhich it
was principally tried in Paris wns chlorosis, with or without nmenorrhren; nnd in this disease, Andra!, Fouquier, Bouillnud, and others obtained very favourable results. The dose
is one or two grai ns, repcilted at inten11\sand gradunlly increased. As much ns 12 or
c\•en 20 grains mny be given in th e course of the day. It mn,y be tldministcred in lozenge,
pill, or syrup. The lozen[Jt. mny be made of one grnin of the lnctate to twehe of sugnT:
and the pill, of one grain of the snlt, with an eqtml weight of some inert powder fr<'e from
!I.Stringent mutter, nnd sufficient honey. The followiug is the formula for a 1.yr11p propo~ed
by 1\1. C'np, expressed iu the nenrest weights and measures u~ed iu this country. Take
of htctnte of irou a draclmi; white sugar tu:tlce ouncta and a half; boiling distilled water
1.U fl11idom1u1 an<l a lta{f. Hub the sal t to powder ·,.;ith half nn ounce of the sugnr; nntl
dissoh·e the mixture quickly in the boiling wntcr. Pour the solution into a mntrn~s
l'lnced on n sand-bnth, 11nd ttdd to ittherei,,tofthesugnrinsmnllpieces. Whenthesugnr
isdissoh,ed,filterthesyrup,nn<.l,ns soon as it is cold, trnnsfcritto bottles which must be
well sto11pcd. This syrup hn s n.verylightnmbcrcolou r, nnd contnins about four grains
of th e salt to the fluidounce. The dose is from two to four fluidracbms. BrC'ad, called
chalybeate Lread, containin g lnctnte of iron in the proportion of nbout a grain to the
ounce, hns been used with tldvnntnge by chlorotie pnticnts in one of the hospitnls of Pnri ~.
'l'he bread is not injured in taste or quality. Dr. Brninnrd, of Chicago, hns trentcd. with
success, n lnrge erectile tumour of 1he orbit, by infiltrating it by injection with a fluic.Jrnchm
~{ra~t~o!~.~:rn i~. ~nctate of iron, containing eight grnins of the snit. (See Ra11ki11g'i .Ab·

2

i~,f.:.·~:r?~~~~r~:~r~;~~1~r,~g~b;~~~~f~f~~1:~~w;,~~i1:~:~t~!:i~;;;y~·:'.:i!fIi~~~
of the beet, 1urnip,nnd carrot.

Jndced, it is formcdwbenc''<'rsug:ir,insolution,ofwhnt-

~S~ftiU~~l~i:~b1~lltl~~

C'911 5 0 6+ ll O. The ncid obtained from the fluids of the i\er;.h of nnimnls by Li<'big, WflS
fouw.J toha\•ethesamcp<'rcentagecompositionnslnctioncid, but still to differ from it
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in the pr oportion of wnter in the zinc nncl lime snlts.

Dr. W. Heintz considers the ncid

~!:~~i~~~:~;~~~f~~~~~:~;~f~~;~~~~
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~~&i~
~0~~~
~~~l~1~~~:;~~.~
,!':r
gr~~i~~~' : ,~~~~; !:~d j~~;::•
1 1

1

1 1
si~~rnu:d
pl~~~~ f; ~~: ',t~~~f1t;;:~ p~rt!m~~I J~1:·1~;g;~~~
lcnn~s )rn,·e
1

latitudes. The
America, all(J in the mountainous regions of more southern
1
1
0 1
1
0

~1i~~1~rt~~~:~e:~ ~:11~~~ 1\~i~1'r~;:~.~ i~s~t;1~d
~n~~!~~~~~s, :~~~:li1: ~ iln~ n~rt~~~~~~· 0c~,~:i'.l~~~l~~;o
1
1
1
1
~~;'.1~:·;~;;r~~;~~::~ ~~~6ii~ ! ct~~~g~~1!1~
~;:~n~:~;. ~~S ~~-~~r~~u~X:u~~l~e~:~~ :~ ~c~;i~::.c~n~~i:~
internally andcxtcrnnlly in theformofdcc oction.
1

phlintsoftbes kin, th ey arc u sed both

the attacks of moths. In Gcrm11ny
When place<l among clo th.es, they flre snid to prevent
of beer. Ledum /ritifvli1.1111, <ir
they llre sometimes :oubshtuted for hops in the preparationis n rmti,,e of North Americn,
Labrador iUl, which is n forger 1ihmt thnn the preceding,
pnrts of th e United States. The
growing in domp places in Cnnt1da nud the northern
esteemed pectorl'll nnd tonic. They
le11ves luive nn ag-reenble odour nnd taste, nnd nre
during thewnrof independence.
nre sniJ tohnve bccu used ns a s ubstitute for ten.
is n biennial bulbous p11'111t,
LE.EK. Porrum. The bulb of AUium Porr11m. The leek of Europe :rnd this cou ntry
~l\rdens
!!'row ing wild in Switzerland, and cultivnteJ in the
offcnsi,·e pungent odour, 1rnd nu ncriJ
an
have
it
of
parts
All
purposes.
for culinflry
redissipatedb ydecoction,
fl(!rentmen.su
isiu
which
entialoil.
floess
on
dependent
tu!'te,
bulb, wh ich is the medicinnl portion,
and mny be obtni ned sepnro.te by distillntioo. The
it r esembles in m eclicnl properties,
consists of concentric layers, like the onion, which
with n. peculinrdirect ion to the kidney'>.
mulant,
sti
gently
is
1t
milder.
somewlrnt
though
n Huidruchm, mixed with syrup. This
The P:xpressed juice may be given iu the dose of
Stntcs.
species of Allium is not used medicinally in the United
Cufrtr'a Phyric.
J'tronica l 'irginiea. Linn.
LEPTAKDRA VlRGINI CA. Nuttnll.
stem three or four feet high ,
herbnccous
nn
with
Jllo.nt,
Thisisnn indigenous perennial
long spike of white flowers. A
a
in
terminating
nnd
whorls,
furni shed with Jenn's in
nud ligureU ns n.
bed
dei:cri
wns
This
flowers.
purple
with
vnriety wns seen Uy J>ursb
purpvrea. The plnnt grows throughdistinct spec ies by Hnfin esque, under the title off,,
r eous hills nnd sunny exposures, imd
out the United States, nffecting pnrticu\n rly calcn
used, is bitter nnd nauseous, and yields
flowering in August. The root, which is tbe pnrt
ti ssniiJ toactviolently nsn cnthn.rtic,
cceoti
r
\\'hen
nter.
itsactiveprop er tiestoboiliugw
it is more uncertain. The dose of the
and sometimes ns nn emetic. In the driell state
formel'ly recogni sed in the u. s.
~~ :~1 ~~c~p~i:~ b~;e,~!·~ !~~~~1:d ~~ ~ :~~~~i:~ 0
An indigenou s perenninl plnnt,
UATIHS S PI CATA . Ga,11-je11t/1tr. Button Snaktroot.

1 1

;\S;Q.

1 1

§~~~:~~g l~ hl~~t~r~!b~~~~~o;:~t~~~d~~lisetr~~~~~~~IR~l1;~~~.b~t:l~C~~l~e~!lj~!1C~\ec~'l;~d as;~i~hee~~
1
i~;~:g~~~bi~{::~1~~~t::.~~:\d ~g· ~:h~:~~~
~:~~1\~~u~ ~~.~~t~f~~l~i~~~eu~~ o~~~~~d '~ ~~~r~11:,p~~;t~~·
1
11

r!~;2~:,~:'~~~i!~·~~~.'.E~~~~~~ ~~:~~7-~~ii~.Yi. '~:1~:~~~::~~l~~. ~::~~::~~'~.b~;:~~;~~:

~:::~~~:~:::~:~?~:g~~~~~fi·l~:~:~:~}~.~:J::(f;;~;~::.~f~l~~;~:~I:h~;;§r~:~

be diuretic.
plnnt, growing wild in the
Ll GUST ICUM LEVIST I CU~T. Lot·age. An umbellifcrous
whole plo.nt has a strong, sweetish,
South of Europe, and c ulth•utcd in gnrdeus. The
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0

1

0

1
1
1
:x~~~e~~~~J'j~~~=do~r~::~ t!\~1 ::~ ';;~ss b~=~1~\~·::0~ n~1t1~1~~f ~:~ ~~;~~cG~~~~r~~:~~~~~ ; ~f b~;~~
01

being rubbed directly on the injured spot. 'l'bc fruit of all th e::-pccicsof Loniccra.issaid
to be emetic and cnthnrtic. ( .l/lral rt De Lens, Diet. de Mat. Ned., h·. H4.)
LYCOPOD I UM CLAY.\TLl:\L Club-mou. 'J'he capsules of th is moss, :-ind (If others
belonginp:to the samep:cnus, contain a fine dust.or powder, \\hich is collected in $witzerl:tnd nnd Germany, nm! u.:;cd in the s hops of Europe under the name of f.11cr,p11dium. or
t·egetn.bluulplwr. This pow tlcr is considered by some ~ s the pollen of tl1e plunt, by otl1ers
as the seed. Jt is extremely fine, ''l'ry light, of !l <lch cnte yellow colou r, inodorous nn<l
t.a.stclc.!.~, nnd excee<lingly intlanmrnblc, so much so thnt it takes fire like gunpowder when
throvm upon fl b1trning body. 1t. is ~A.id to be often ndulter:ited with tbe pollen of the
pines and firs, nnd sometimes with t:llc find stn rch. In medicine, it is u~ cd llS nn absorbent. application to excori11ted su rface~. especially tl1ose which occur in the fol<I~ of the
skiniuinfunt::i. lnpbttrmncy.ita 11 swcrs tlie purposcoffaci!itriti ugthe rolliugoft hepilul:1r
mass, nnd of preYenting tl1e ».dhe."ion of the pill s when formed. It is not much u-;e<l in
this ceuntry. The moss itself htts been esteemed diuretic, auti~pnsmodic, &c.: 1uH.I b:is
been employed in the form of decoction, in rheumati sm, epilep~y, and comphiints of the
lungs nnd kidneys; but it has fallen into cli:;credit.
LYTHRUM SALIC.HU.\. Loouatr(fr. Purpl~ Willou-·lierb. •This is :m elC'gnnt perennial plan t, t.woor threefoethig.h, with an erect,qurulnmgular, hexafrOnnl,downy, herbaceous stem, bearing oppo~ite, ternnte, scs~i lc, hmceolnte le:nes, cordnte ut the bnse, 11rnl
downy on the uuder sw·foce nnd at the margin. The flowers are n:dll:i.ry, forminµ: a lcnfy
Yerticillnte spi ke. Thecnlyx is red, with uncr1m1l segmen ts, the p<.'tals purplennd un·
duln.te, the fruitR.snrn.llellipti<.::tlcnpsule. 'l'he plnnt. grows wild in all p:irts of Europe.
and is found iu New E11gln 11d nnd C:urnda. 1t prefers mcitdows, swa mp:;, an~! the bnnks
of strenms, which it nliorn8 in July :rnd Aup;ust. with its !<howy purple fl o w e r~. 'l'l1e
-wholeherhnceousp:irtis mcdicinal,nndisdried for use. Jn tl1is st:1te iti s inQdorou".
and ha s nn hcrbaceou'i somewhat nstri11c:ent tai:,tc. lt renders bniliug water H? rT muci-

~~~~~~~t~~~f?~:~H~~;,~E1Y1'.~{~~\\f:~Jt'.'.~.~;: f:'.;:fri~~~E:~~:tf;~~ll~~~I~

by boilinp; an ounee in n pint. of wiLter, mny be gi\•Cn in th e do~e of two fluidouncc!O.
)IALA \IBO or )lATI.\$ lL\P.K. A bork receh·ed from S ..\meric:J by Dr. Alexnn<lcr

tl?lfllI~flil!Jll
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~i~t%~~.~~~i(~~~t~1~~f~t;~~@f~1~~

~~TI'.~~:{;i~iit~~~;~~:~~if~gf~D~;~~~~I§\~:.;~~i~:~;rJ~\~: ·1:?~,~:f:lg
~lif:l~{~~'.\f.1~1~~~:~;~§i~t~D~~;~J~i~~rs.~~f~:Q;)~~~~~~J~~,~\~):~~:~~~
~ 1~'.r ~~~~ti~?:.it~{i~1~c,~~,~~1~~ev~~!:~~~ ~,~~1:r~~~ ~!.i b~; i~~\it~~;~ f1i:~~rr~:~::~~ ~'~~~t~1~1 :1~~ ~~
1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1
~~i~u~7~~t. ir:/~r!~~~ :11 ~~s~!i~~1 b::~ 0n~f<~n~rs~mte

nforntngcously by the propagation of a.
'L'he celebrated I.nrrey was nmong those who contributed most to bring this r{'medy
into repute. The lliScnscs in wliich it was rccommendcrl by this author were nmnurosis,

lo!is oft.a!'lte,dcnfness, pa.rnlyticatfectionisof1he museu\arsystem, nstbma,ch.roniccfltorrb

and pleurisy, pbthisis, chronic engorgement of the Ji\•er nnd spleen, rachitis. di~ensed
spine,coxnJgia, nnd other forms of scrofulous and rhcumritic inftnmmntion of the joints,
Ttba snlsobecn use<l ndvrrntngeouslyin nemalgin, nnd isnpplicnbletochroniccom pl:iints
gen('rnlly in which powerful ~xtcrnRI revulsion is ind icated.
'fhe parts of the body u pon which, flccording to Lnrrey, it should not be applied, nre
the cranium where proteclcd only by the ski 11 nnd pericranium; the eyelids, r:osc. and
cnrs: the skin over the larynx, trnchen, nnd mnmmnry glnnds, OV<' r superficial tendons,
prcojecting points of bones. nnd nrticulnr prominences in which the cnpsular ligament
niif.!11t be iD\'Olved; the anterior surface of the abdomen: nnd the genital~.
As:i.general rule it sho uld be npplicd as near ns possible to the se;ltof the diseitse;
nnd, in neuralgic or paralytic cases, nt the origin or over the course of the nerves proceeJing to the part affected. Some advise th nt the cylinder be uttache<l to the skin by
some adhesive liquid; but a more general pmctice is to retain it in the proper position
by n. rair of forc~ps or other instnn:uent. Lnrrcy rcco~1mcncls that the akin.aro und it be
CO\'Crcd with n.p1cceof moi stened lint. bn.ving a hole Ill the ccntrc to ndm1tt1Je bnsc of
tl1e cvlindcr. 'fhe moxn. should be 11et on tire at tile summit, aud the comhuo:;tion sust:1ined if necessary by the breath, the blow·pipc. or th e b<·llows. 'I'he size of the c~:Jindcr

f:\gg~~t~12~~~~i;iltfi!·:f;1~~~;::~1:~~~:~;~,{.~{f:i~f.f i~!i~::;:~!a~~fi!r52f~

until consumed. The first sensation experienced is not disagreeable: buttheopcrntion
becomes gradually more painful, and towards th e close is for u. short time very ~evcrc.
!\ILRUTlC }~TllER . ./E'tl1er .ilhiriaticus. /lforiute of Eth,,ri11t. CMun'de of Htliylt.
This ether wnsdi;;eovcred by Rouclle, but first obtained in sufficicntqunntitics to permit

~~~~~;{~{?ii[~~~\~~:~i~~~~t:~~,{~J.i!,~:;~:l~~~l~~~~~~t~~~~~f2~J~;~i1i::~

:~::;:I:,;~[7,~;~:~. :~i~;1::?:~~!~· ;~~\£~~~:;;:2·;:~,t~,\::~,,~~:~:;':i;!i~ i::~l:~:

kept in strOD" bottles. well secured with ground 8toppers cove1·ed with leather.

J3efore

[~~[fJ~!~i~ll~~;~l~l~~H~~~~~~
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ilti!illili!J
nnd drowsiness.
passing them t hrough wt1tcr, rrnd experienced symptoms of intoxication
June, 1853, p. C.10.)
They were procured by bu rning the fungus. (Lond. Mtd. T ime& and Caz.,

d\·;~~1:~;~~~~.~;\;:.'~::;::1~\~~'f;'.:f~~~'.~!,;~;::~E~f'.::::~~~~;:~~~.~;i·~ f.~'.::~·
1

brought to the consistence of a firm ext ract in a wntcr bath.

Tints prcp:wed itis a dnrk

a musky odou r. 1t
brownish-red substance, hn\'ingn burning, hitter, aromatic tn ste, nnd
cning

l'cdd
is very soluble in alcohol, ether, and the volatile oils; its alcoholic solution it burns
turn led with caustic politssn. it gives off ammonia. When set on fire,
litmus. Tri
with i~ very smoky flame, and lett\'CS a shining, porous chn rco:J. l.

1

It s formul:l, deduced

~~i~f~~~f~~id;n°t; ~p~~i1~~t~t~n c:1~1~;i~1~:!~~
Zf:1:til~!t c:fn~~~ ~~~ ~} ~·~!~c~r~~~x;~~o~[ o ~~~~
t o t he oxygen,nnd furni-.hinf!nitrogen . M.
1

1

1

0

npor lion ofcarbon:rndhy<l rogen,ndding
different boiling
El..,.ncr found oil of amber t() co nsist of sever:1l oily principles, h:ning
this s ubstunce yields
points, one of which, resembling eupionc, he c11lls amber wpione. As
operty possessed hy
nrtiliciiil mllf>k by tl1e action of fuming nitric achl, be belicn~s lhc pr
de Plwrm .. 3c
(Jour11.
oil of nmber of yielding the snme substnnce is due to its presence.
of amber, Dr. John 'I'. Plummer,
Bir. , ii 144.) Dur; ng the reaction of nitric acid with oil
of Pharm., Jau.
of fndi :rnn. has observed that oxalic ncid is generated. (Am. Journ.

~~.'. ~-. ~~:)Willinms

18
gives the following formula fo r the preparnlion of nrtificfal mm•k.
nitric t\cid to"
Adtl gradunlly. drop by clrup, three drachms and a ha~l ol' conceutrated
large "'ineglass. T he
drac/1m of reclified oil of nmber, contai ned inn glass tumbler, or very

~~~~~~1iE~~?l;~r~f~~~~~~~

1
4
~~:~~~~·~ 1 ';:!~s~ {8 f~~ ~ 1!~~~:a:~~~~i~V~~·tla1~=r~ :;%,· ~~r;~isesscs thegeneral thernpeulic
t~"J::ri~~e:b~f ~~~t~~~1~;a~/~~:~i~~~~~~l~~~1:l~}~~l;:i~e;~nct~:c:rr~~~c;~ !~1Sr~~~~~~~;· ~ii~~~~~;
1

of

fne~~~~·~~:~~. h~Vf~:~de~~1 ~~1~~~ltl;v~~1 e~~~:~~tofn n:~~1~:~~ln~o~;~h~t~~~s s~~~~r1~~~n ~:ntc~e; '1a~~

~~~r~~:::~fl:rgij,f~;~n~~fi~:;:i;(fI~~~fi~~it:~~~f~i:f;!~t~~lif~~:~r~;;~~t:~:
anou 11 ceof nlcohol, equivnlcnt to tm.fh11drocl1111:t of thesp.gr . 0-830.

Of tlu s the dose

~~~:t';,:~:eu~~!:~.~ ~~~~~~~~~~i i;r:~ ~ng~1~ ;;~~~n~i~i\';~ui;c~·f:re~~u~l~~ ~S~~·;;~~~Jl~~t~;l~~r~i~
0

1

1

frequently sol<l un<lcr the name of musk.
El\st Indio. trees, pnr~JrB.Oil . \LANS . •}!_11rnbrtltmi. 'fhcge nrc the fruits of ''nrious
partly on nccouut
ticulnrly of dilfol'cnt species of Terminnlin. They tlre noticed here

or
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l~~fJ];~~~i~~~ii~Y~fr~~~
OF CO.PP ER. Cupri Nitras.

This well knownsrilt h:i.s been employed with

NI TRATE
as a cau:stie, in a Sc\·erc CflAC of ulceration of the thro11t nnd tongue, nnd in
is
severa l similnr cnscs, by Dr. Willinm Moore, of Bllllymoncy, I rel1md. The npplicntion
:: ~1~c~~~r;!~1J;1~ ~~ ~~~t"\J~~v~g~d(~I~~ ~~=~tX~~·::.! J;et~~~;~c~c!~1~~ ~bning t he caustic,

adrnnta.~e

1

1 1

KIT RATE OF SODA. Cubic JYitre.

'l'his snit mriy be formed by trcn ting cnrbonate of

of
soda.with uitricaci<l. It is found uaturnlly, iu incxlmustiblc c1 unntitics, in thedcscl't
were
Atacama nnd elsewhere, in Peru, where it. forms beds of vnst extent. Attempts
carm::i.dc between 18:!0and I830to expor tittoEnglnnd und the United States; but1hc
so lh:it
goes were unsnlaU\e . Soon afterwards, however , its Yfll ue came to be kno wn ;
mnnufoeture
at pre~ent forge quantities are exported from Peru, being consumed in
Conshlerable quantities have been
of sulphuric nnrl nitric acids, nnd as a

fertilizer.

b1·ought to tbe United Stntcs.

Nitrate of sodn, whcu pure, is a white i::alt, crystallizing in

the
rbomboiclill

prism~.

nn<l

~h1~e~~~~1;~~
~~~~i~~~~: ~!;~~~~1~i°~~~c~ i~~~f~\~\~; ~~s!~~te:~~~~~~ts 1':1~:~~u~~e~!i~11.;1~:Jo:
1

~j,.~~·~~ ~~~ ~n~~.n~1~i~{i.~!
~!o~~111~~1;f. ~~ ~~:·:c~~~ ~1~1 0E~;~:\~: t~1~ ~::~ti;'~;~fien;;~'/~ei!=
1
1
11
11
1
1
i~11~~~t~:s~ ~~f:;d ;~~ ~~
~:~~:~~~i';~i1~~11!~~~1~i d::~!~~ ~~t~c:~e !~ ,~fn~:. it1~~~ ~~s~r~~ui~~;~J·i,ii~o
y~llo•t', 9m_11 compact, f/TO!f rl".'f#lll1

11

11

its colour nnd state of aggrc!!:ntion; as 1ddte compoct,

~ft:~t~~;{?G~li:~f,{~~~~;igq:f~:;if:·~~~ff~f::~'.f.~~fi~:~fz~t::;~1i;'.~~i~.il?r!~
the beds of the nitrate. (Secpage687.)

.~i~ri:;.~~:~~:~1f~:r.:~=~f;~E~;)'.:~ii!f~'.~~
~:!·~;:~::~,~r~~:'.~~~~;;:.~D;':~:?r~·i.\ipaga
of nitre being long six·sideJ. prisms. (See

MIO.)
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1 u ~11~::7:~~!~! 11~1~!~ ~r~: ;~sot~~;~~\~
}:t~~~~l~~:~t~ t?;.~~~c~~~'iy~~7!:i!u :~~~~hd(:fi~~;;,
1
11

1

1

0

6
o~~~:~:~J~· ;\~:
~I~: !1~~~c~~~~~r~~~ i~·~~~ct~~n~:lC~a1~~1~1!~0 :~~1 ~:~~~ecsn~ct f:~l{1t;.~:t:~1~:of ~:c
the stonrnch, united

!!ymptoms t>roduccd are such ns attenLI irritation or i11fl1munntion

~i\~ !~fi'1'1~::~~::;~:1~:~::·;;::1~:~~;;~~~~1 :~~\~:~~·1:~i:i1fr~:?~!::~·'.~'.::~~F~:,~~;i·~~:

1
1
:~o~3~ t~i~:g~:~~~
~Z;~~~~ iOt'~~!.c! p:~;e~b~ji~·~:!~J:;~~~ ;~~s~~~·:~. ~~du:~cc~~ 1~~;~·~~~~~:species.
'l'hc propc:r

11monµ; the suspected plants.

We lrnYc two or three indigenous

remedies, in cases of poisoning from these plnntt1, nre emetics, followc{], :1fter the stomach
debns been thorouf!;hlycvncuated , by clcmulccntdriuks. Apcculinrr<'sinoid p1-inciplc,
half n.
nomin:tted (l'na11thin, hns been found by M. Gerding in <Ennnthe fistulosn, of\fl1ich
grnin,given to an adult, produced long-continued irritntionofthefnucc; ;,with boarsencss,
and a grain occasioned vornitini:;. (See Am. Journ. of l'lwr111., :s:xi. CS.)
Sprengel. Phellandrium a7uatiturn. Linn. Fint-<E~ANTl-IE PHELL.\~DRIU:'\L
plant, the
!Ptw1d Water-Jiemlock. A bien11i:1I or perennial, umbclliferous, J~urope:rn wnter
fresh lcnvcsofwhich llresaid to be injul'ious tocattlc.protlucingn.k intlofp11rnlysiswheu
used in
eaten. By drying, they lose their deleterious properties. The sttds have t>een
to:i.
};urope to a considerable extent in tho treatment of disease. 'l'hey nre from 11. line
with
liuc and a. half in length, O\'alc-ohlong, nnrrow nbo,·c, i;omewhat C(lrnpressed, marked
ertctl
ten dclicntc rih:i,nnd cro,vnedwilh the rem:dnsofthccnlyx.n ndll·iththccrcctorrcv

~ ~:~1~~~~~i1~~~~o~~~~f[~~:~~~~~
~lt1j~~~slns~~ :~::;~ :~~1~i"~~o;;~! 1~~~i~l;\-~;o~~~nti1:i ;~~n~~~l~~1~)t~ci~
aredcscl'ibcd flSRpcrient, diuretic,
1

0

aromatic U:ivour tlepends.

1

1

1 1

Hytliffereutwriters they

~~~~~~@~Tu;~(ffif~~*.~~~~¥I~~

to
&c. The dose of the seerls. to commence with, is finl or f>ix groin~. sorepcutcd :is
tincture
omount ton. dt·achm in twenty-four hours. They should be given in powtler. A
nnU alcol.wlic c:t.trnct of the seeds have bccnpi·cp:u·eLI, of' which the former, coutainiugtb.o
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OIL ~F J J\~~ll~E.

Tl1is oil is obtainccl from the flcnvers of Jasmin um offici11nl' or com-

~r::~~~~~:~°f~~~:r~:~:~i~:i~ ; ~~~11:~;1~{~~~.:::i:~~~ 1~ 1 ;::EI~~~t;:fD!fi~~~ ~:::~~~~~:1:.:
1

11

1 1

beio,; occnsiorrnllv renewed till the oil becomes impregnated witl1 their odour. when it is
S<'pnrnted from the cotton by prcs~ure. '!'his method is ncces<inr~·. ns t11e flnwcrs do not
yield thcirnroma by distillation. 1'heoi\ of jnsminc is used onlyns a perfume.
0Lll3ANUM. Olibanum, thcfra11ki11cense of the ancients, was erroneously ascribed 1,y
Lirrn!l!uS to Juniperus Lycia. 'l'J1cre nppenr to be two ''ilrictics of olihnnnm, one clcri,·eU
from tlic cC1untl'ics bor<lcrl n~ on tlic Hcd Sea, :md t11kcn to Europe hy way of the illc<litcrmncan, the other brou~ht d1rectl,\• from c~1\cu1ta. 'l'he tree proJucing the former hfl.s not
been hotnnicall.r described, though belic,·cd by somc writer~ to be a. species of .\myri;i.
C~iptain Kcmpthornc, of the E. India Compnny's Nnvy, sr.w it growing upon the mountni11s, on the Africnn coast, betwcc11 llmulcr il!nrynli nnd Cupe Guardnfui. AccoT"ding
to his statement, it g-rows upon thcbl\rc mnrblcrocksconiposingthchillsin tlintrcgion,
withoutnn.v 1:10il or the slightest fisHu·e to support it, aJheringby means of n substance
thrown out from the base of the stem. This ri~cs forty feet, nud sends forth ncnr !he
summit sho rt branches, covered with a bright {?;reen, singuln r folinge. The juice, which
exudcsthrou{!h deep incisions madeintothcinucl'bnrk, is at first of theeolourrindco11sistcnee of milk. but lin.1·rlens on exposure. { I'liann ..Toum. and '/'runs., iv. 37.) Thcllldia
olibunum Lnsbecn satisfaetori lyasccrtuined to be th e procluctof theBo.strdlia &err(lfa (If

!~:~~~~:ii,; t~~1;~~c~~1~~/~~,~~~~~r~lie~~:1~~!:i~:1:1~~~n~i:1t'11~11~1::su1~~}~r~lt~~ ~:~:1:;~~
1 1
0
11
1
~lfo;l~~~~:·.~;b~~~~ ~~ ~~·f~·i ~~~ln;~.~.~~~l~~e~,~~l'f~ :~c~fie ~0~~ ~i ·ycllcnl'ish tear~, nn<l irrcgulnr

ti!~:i::·,:~.~::.E::i'f:r~~:;~~h'.;~~~~~:Yfi'.:f~,~~~:.'\F:~i;~'s:::,.;·~f~~,;~~:~:'.·:~~;;~~~:ii~

re1Jdi~h masses soften in the hand, lL:H·c nstrongerf'mcl\ :rnd taste than the tenrs, and arc
often mixed with frn{l'mcntsofbark, :rn<l smnll t'ry1<tr1ls ofcnrbnunteoflime.
'.l'lte JnJinn frnnki11cense, or olihnn um , consists chiefly of yellowh;h, somewlrnt trnnslu-

r;~~~;,1:;~:'.;~~~\:~~l:;~~:o~;.:",~'!~:,::,~li!•::1:~~=;::::;;,~'~~~1\.::~·:~;:;:::;~l~l~~;;~;~:::~

~~~~~~§~ilifai~~~~~~1~S~~~~ef:~~~

ineolonrnudsmell .
.Medical !'roptrlie3.

Olibnnum is stimulant like the other gum-resins; but is now never
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m~:~; i;~,~~~~'br~~·,;,;:. J~~//;:;·ph:i;. ~~t:cl~~~su1ftl\~ri~~ 1~~n~;~~n~~·nc~~i~il~~i~ f1~~.~~~J~ciio~;
1

~1,':1;~·:7~I: 1:~:r~r·~~~~~1i;1::i:~:,;;:1~1.~1~~~:~~~;:~~~;'.:::··1~::1":.~;D:.:fa1~~:~~~:~!:;:~:

~: ~ ~~n ~i~t ~fie~~~ 11y 1~iei.~l ~~i i1~~11 !~~~~1:1~e: 1~~~·~· i'i~l:~~1:1~1111~ ::0,·;~h n~ ~~.1;1 :i~11~~ ~ ;;:,e~~~u~l;ec~~. :i•~

ficinl, when pr<'pnrell in the urn.nncr j ust mentioned nnd well washed, is poisonous; nt least
iu o dci;i:ree ntnll cornpn rahlc to ot h er nr:ieuical compounds.
Artificialorpi111r11/ i:i prepnred for use h:r fu.,,ing together equal pHt sof nnenious ncid
and sulphur. (Turner.) Iu Gcrnmn~., according to Guiboort, it is p r cpnred by subliming
n mixture of these two ~ubst;rnces. Jn this cnse, howe,·cr, it retains n lnrg<' portion of the
ncid nndccompo~<'d, ~md is therefore highly poisonous. r:uibonrt found 11 !ipecimen which
heexrunined toconl•\iu 94 perc1:11t. ofar.:;cnious acid, nnd onlyG percent.of the sulphurct
ofar.:<euic.
Orpiment is n n inp:rc<lient of certni n clcpilrl torics. Atkinson'-t depilatory is imid to comist
of one pnrtof orpimcut nnd six part!! of q ui cklime, wi th !'umc ftour nnd :i. yellow colouring
1nntter. (Ann. der /'lwrm., xxxiii. 348.) llut tL i!! nrsenicnl s u lphuret i11 chiefly u sed in
firework<;, :rnd n:sn. pi~ment.
OllYZ.\. S.\TI\'.\ . Riu. Thi~ is nn annun.l plant, orip:in:illy, perhaps. de.rived from the
En:st lndieil. but now cultini.tcd in all parts of the globe where tl1e clim:itc :i.nd 80il nre

:~~fi~~~l 1!~~~~ g~~;;:~\·nn ;.: ~: ~~·~1~ ~·~t~1~~l~~:,~rl~~:i.~~1\ ~!~\~~~~ :.~~e~~ Oi ~!•: tc ~ ~to~·:'~:;::~:~
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11
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11
1
r~~rc.o~·tr~~:t~ ~(1UO~r1 \~~t~~ , ~n?i·~!!4if ~~ ~:~l~~t:l~~~l~~~~~n~~:. r. T~:ls ~1~n i\~~~ ~~~h1~b~u t~·i~f~~~
1

1

8

1

1 1

1

:;:~:r~.?~!';;~~:~;:;~~~~~:;;~:;:1~;;1'.>.~:~~.~~:~~:~~~i.1;1'.:;~:i~:'.~.~{~~;~·~ ~,~~~~·~~:~~:(~

boiled till it become~ s,1ft. :\ dccoction of rice, u.::ual\~· called rice·u·af~r. is a good nutriti,·e
drink in feverq, and illfl.nmmatory affections of the bowel!', lungs, and kidneys. 'J'hC're
n.ppe:ii·s to be no ~round for tile opinion, which has been entertained by some, tliata.dict
ofriceisinjur irmstotheeyes.
OXAL ! C ,\('ID. Acidum Oxalicum. This n.cid is found bo th in nnimnls nm! vegetobles.

~~:Jif~~~~~~}r~IE~¥i.~~~l~f;fiJ:~~{~l0,f.gf;It.:~t~E~~~:r~~~i;~;~)l~
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The effects of pnullinin upon lhesystem nre said to be those of a tonic; but they do

~:~;~;r~:t~:::;~i\;i~1~~~~::J;t:'~'.~~;;~~~I~~n~~~{~~:t·1r}\~~~~;t1~:;~.~~~l:J~~~

~i1~}~~!}~~~~~~f~~~

~~:1;~cs~~;:~:i~:!ot;~~t i;rt~~ ~!:;~~\~·~~~~: wi:ic~ 13:o~:p~~~~;~u~::r~::;Jl~; vi~~~~';Ji~~fie~0 n~~d
~·:.~f~~e~e:~~; it~i~h~bt::1~1 ~l~tl;;~~tiull}:~lli~i~ t~1~;~~:c~ec~l~~~rn~~~gg~~;~sc~11~~l~etcg~~c~
1

1

drink.

~uJ;~~$~ tr.t~~~~·t~1n1~~~t' ;{,,c~~v ~~=a/su8f~1~~fi;~:·w~~~il!fi~ t·P~;~~;;c~·oi 8ti:J c~;:i~1~:
1

111

11enchtrcc. lliscl11m1ctcrized specificallyby huving •·nllthe scrra tures of the lcn,·cs
acute, 1111U by its sessile solirnry flower ..,." '!'hough its nath·e country is not cc r tuinly
kno wn, it is peucrn!ly su ppoi:;ed to hnve been brougbt orig:nnlly from Pcr:si.'l. Ju no
country, perhaps, docs it. uttnin gr(latcr perfection, ns !'cgurds thcclwrnctcr of its fruit,
than iu the United Stn tc ~. ]'caches nrc nmoug the most grntdul nnd wholesome of our
H11ume 1·fruits. 'l'Uey nbound in sn.cch;1ri11e mnttcr, which 1·cnclcrs their juice susceptible
of the vinous formcntution; und a distiile<l liquor prcpnrcd from them /ins been much
used, in1:;omep:1rtsofthecouutry, under the name of peach brandy. 1'he kcrueh.!ol"tl1e
fruitiJeur a clu,.e rescmliluncc in uppearnnce :mt.I properties, nnd probnbly in chemicnl
nnturc, to bitter ;1lmonU.s, for whicli they are frequently, :rnd without inconvenience, sub·
stituted in our shop.s. They nre employed by distillers iu the prepurtttiou ofliq11t11r&, nnd
bycakc-1.takert>tOgi,·efl:wourto\'nriuu:.productionsoftheiro,·ens; anduresuid toyield
a.smuch 11mygdali11 a1- bitternlmonds. 'fheflowers, lcri.Tes, trnd bnrk also ha,•c the !JCCU·
liar odour and taste of bitteralmu!lds, n!ld yield l1ydrocyanic :icitl. 'l'he lc1wcs ntronl n.

;~~~~::!~c~~1o ~·~.~t:~it! l'.~g~· pn~~~eo; il~~:~\~~;:~~:r 1rc i~Pf~·%cii~~1~11<\hf:111 a~:~~l1~~u~~i/ 1~1 ~~~
11

1

1

:~~;~~~:~:J:~~P:"1~:~d~~~i[:1t~~f~~~~~g~\r::~j,. :;~::g~~;:;i::~;·!l:}i

~,~~:~:::~~~1:~::~;;~~·~riJ~;~:,.1r,~:%~~~~'\:·~,~::~:::2:;:::~~:~~·P!:~:~I~r,~:· fl~~~~

li~11ilifi!~~li~~~!i

PllLOIUDZI~. ']'his is o. bitter principle, discovered by Dr. l\onink, of Gernurny, in
the bark of the apple, penr, cherry, and plum t1·cc!l. 1t ia mostubuudaut in the bark of
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PIIOSPllATE OF POTASSA. Potassre Pho.spJws. The phospbnte of potnssn. which
hns of late come into use ns a medicine, is the neutral tribasicphosphnte, h:iving the

~~~~~~i~~1 :i~~~~~rc~5~;~:dn ~~ ~c~1~1~~;11f:.m)~sii:i~:r~· ~~ci;r~~ ~~: 1 ~~~i~~/~r~;~!s;fiot!:~
2

11

1

1

ncid contnining threecqs. of water, by the substitution of two eqs. of potnssa for two of
watcr,nnd is callcdntil/ral on account of its slight nctio11 on test pnpcr. nnd to distinguish
it from the acid tribasic phosphate, 1{0. 2 FTO,P05 • and the alkaline, 3KO,P0 5 • It n~riy
be formed precisely ns phosphate of soda is prepared (see page 1l 8G); or by snturntmg
J:;lncial phosphoric ncit.I. ( 11 0,1'0 6 ), changed by solution in wntcr nnd ebullition into
3 11 0, P06 , by means of cnrbonnte of potassa. '!'he medicinal phosphnte of potnssn is a
,,hite,nmorpbous,<leliqucscent.!lnlt, incnpablcofcrystnllizntion. lthnsbccn gi,·cn ns nn
nltemti\•ciuacrofulaunUp!Jtbi1:1is, llmlin somcotbcr<liseo.scs, witbsupposedndvnntngc.
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!~~c~.ose is from ten to thirty grains three times n. 1.Iny, dissolved in a tnblespoonful of

They are consumed to a considcmble extent in some p11rts of Europe as food. The berries
of the Pl1ysalis viscoaa, of thi !:I country, nre said Uy Clny ton to be remarkably Jiurctic.
JllCIJU IU~I

BEANS. Th o seeds of nn unce rtnin tree growing in Brazil, Guitmn, Vene-

zuela, and other parts of South America. 'l'he tree hns been suppo:sed to be the Ocotfa
P iclmrim of Kun th (Lourua Picl1urim, Hichan1, Avdendron L uurel, :\ecsJ; but this i8 positively denied by F. Kees ,·on Esenbeck; and the brother of that bot1rnist refers the :seed~
to J\"ectandra l'urlwry. The be:ms nre the kernels of the fruit scpnrntetl into hnh·es.
They nre ovnte-obloug or ellipticnl, ffoton one side, convex on the other, ofa gmyish-brown
colourexterunll.r,choeolnte-eolourcdwithin,ofnn nromnticodourbelwccnthntofnutmegs
nnd snss11frns, nnd of1t spicy pungent ta ste. 'l'hcre are two kinds, one aboutnn inch nud
u.half long by half nu inch in brcn<lth, the other little more thnn hnlf nslnrgc, rounder,
undofa1.lnrk-brown colour. 'J'heirvirtuesdepeutl on avolntile oil. In medical properties
they resemble the common aromatics, nnd may be employed for the same purposes. '!'hey
a.re rnre in this country.
PDlPl:\'ELLA S.\XIFRAGA. Small Burntl Saxifrogt. Sax!froga. A perennial umbelliferous Europenn plant, growiug on sunny hills, and in dry meadows nnd pnstures. 'J'he
rootis officinnl in some pnrts of Europe. It has nstrong.uromn.tic,yetuupleasnntodour,
und a. swecti~h, pungent, biting, nromatic, bittui sh taste. Its active constituents nrevolntile
oil,andunncridresin. ltisconsidcrcLldinphoretic,diuretic,nnd stomnchic; nndhns bcen
usl"<l in chronicc;itarrh,n sthm11,dropsy,nmenorrhccu,&c. 'l'hedose in substnnce isnho11t
hnlf o. dracbm, and in infusion two druchms. '!'lie root is used nlso ni:i a mnsticntory in
tootbocbe, ns IL gargle in pnJsy of the tongue nnd in collections of viscid mucus in the
U1ront, ttndexternnlly to remove freckles.
Pl~CKNEYA PL'BEXS. lliclrnux. A lnrge shrub or 8mn11 tree, growing in South

~~[~i~}2.b~~~;:r~:ir~,1::1E~:,;~ .:t,~~~ 1;~~~~~~0;~~:!~1~;~~~~l~~fi.!~:tf~r~~~~:~:~i;~~~t~~~:~
:~~'~[ :;ff,;f~~;~:~~~~;;~.:ii"~f.~;'.~'~~~~~:0?;~;~~m~:::i!~~:~:;E~~:~0:~~·~~;;;;:;;:
1

i.f.it~ll~!&~~ft~~filf!i~

employed by hiui iu preparing the tincture, wn s to macerate an ounce of the bnrk 1 iu
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ployed in the treatment of dropsy. Ile infuses a large hnndful of the whole plant in water,
and all ows thopatienttoclriukfrecl yofthc ten, •·the more so the better. "
POPOLU S. Poplar. Sc~·ernl trees belonging to this genus hnvc nttrnctccl some ntten·
ti on in a. medical point of new. ln most of 1h cm the lcnf bud.\! nn.ico,·ercd \vith a resinous
exudation, which has a peculiar, ngreenblc, bn\snmic odo ur, nnd a bitterish, linlsnmic,
somewhat pungent t1lste. This is nhnndant in the buds of' Populu& nigra or the black poplar
of Europe, which Rreofficimi.l in some pnrtsof that continent. 'L'he:rcontnin r csin iu1d a
peculiar ,·olatile oil. The buds of P. bal.wmiferu, growing in the northern parts of N.
Americn.nndSiberin, ore al so highly balsnmic; uudn.resi n is said to be furni;:;hed by the
tree, which is sometimes, though crroueously,calledt11cama/1uc. 'fhe\'irtucsofthcpoplar
but!s nre probably analogous to those of the turpentines nnd bnlsams. They hnvc been
used in pcctora.l,ncph ritic,nndrheumat iccomplaints. in the form of tincture; and a.li niment, made by mnce r:lting them in oil, h:1s been applied externnlly in local rheumatism.
the directions of the
~'he ungumlum popule.um of European phttrmncy is made, accorcliug to
French Codex of 183i, by bruising in a marble mortar, iu1d boiling in 2000 parts of lnrd,
with a gentle fire, till the moisture is dissipate<!, 250 pnrts,cnch,ofthe freshlefwesofthe
black poppy, deadly night-shnde, benbnne, and black nightsh1ule; then ndUing of the dried
buds of the black poplar, brnise<l, 375 purls; digesting for2-lhours; strniuingwithstroug
expression; and finnllyallowingthe ointment to cool nfterdefecntion. 'l'hisisannnotlyne
ointment , occasionnlly employed in Europe in painful local nlfections. lt has been nscertaiu cd thnt poplnr buds nre cnpn.ble of impartiug n. principle to ointments, which in a

~:~~~:~~~.:.'..~E·~:~~:~~·,·~~i'.i~~~~~:i:~~:J::.~~;;~1;:~~~·::::h~·~. 1:~::.~1:7d~::~
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wnter. a nd is more sol uble m boibng alcohol.

Acetic ne1d and the <liluted mmernl nc1ds

~f;~~~r~;~~~~~~:~~~~:f~t~~~

gnrdens :md culth·atcd grounds in the United Stu.tei;, "Euro1ie, nod most other pnrt.s of tho
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by
from quicklime ma. water -bath, until the boiling point becomes s tationnry, whcrchy it i8

~~#i~l~~r~~~!;~~~,i~~~~~;:~~:;,~~d~:~~s~I~·~:?~J~ -l:f~.~~f;~~:~gJ¥,~~~.:i~-:;~~~~~

ho\, without disturbing its trnnspnrency. If it become tmbid when mixed with wntcr,
the fact shows thttlit cont_ninM emp:i·rcumntic oil.. It !ms been confounded with pyr~:i:ylic
spirit. from which it is <h~tingui::hcd by its inability to dis.!ioh·c n snturntcd svluhon of

f~1 ~::::o ~f '~~~~!lit~:;\ ;:; C~~,.~~~I.~~ ::.~I~p~I~~:~~,-~::::J;.ro ~ ~ 1~~ ~~; rtj1~li~~(~tn~~~ ls c! ~1S~i~;~~~::

tC'<CllllJlunce to 1licohol. Thus 1!s fonnul11 doubled is (' 611 110 2, 11nd thnt. of 11lcohol is
C4 11_60 2. It was thougbtntone tune thfttthe substnnce brought to the notice ofthe1irofessu.111 by D1·. John ll astings, under the nnme of nnphthn, ns n rC"me<ly for pulmonury
consumption, was pyr oncetic spirit: hutitnowappenrs tobesettlcdthatwbat lie intended
wns pyl"oxylic spirit . (SceSpiritu1P.11rorilic11s,p.iOI.) 'J'hcre is no doubttlinttl1ePe spirits
were u~ed incliscrimin:itcly in the therapeutic tri:lls which grew out of the puhlicntion of
Dr. ll:istiuf!s's book; but no ex:lct experiments h11,·e been mudc, so fu r as we know, to
dcter miuc the precise physiologicul action of pyroacetic spirit.
RE.\ LG.\R. This is the bi1:iulphuret of nrsenic, consisting of one eq of nrsenic i5, nml
two of sulphur 32= 107. It is found na1h·e in Saxony, Bohemia, 1'rnnsyhnnin, nnd in
v11rious volcnuic regions. Re11!~11 r is artificially mode by melting nrsenious ncid with nbout
half its wei::i:ht of sulplrnr. (1'«.rner.) '.l'husprep11red, it is of a crystalline texture, of a.
bcnutiful ruby· re<! colour, oft\ uni fo r m conchoitlnl fracture, somewh11t u·nnFpnrcnt in l hin
lnycrs. nnd cnpnblc of being sublimed without cha nge. Nnth·ercnlgn r issaid to be innocent when t11kc11 internally. while th!ltnr t ificially prepared is poisonous, in conscqucuce,
according to Guibourt, of containing a little ursenious ncid. Renigar is used only as a
pigment.
RED Cll,\LK. Heddie. A mineral substn.nce ofrideep-recl colour, of a compact texture,

~,:JA~F:i~~l~if:~:;}1~;~:~;~~:~~~~~1t:~;:;~~i~~.):g:~;;g:~~~·~~:~~I~·;g~

~1~.~t.~:~· ·~:;~:;~~i:1.:~{.:i:·~:~~:;.,:;;~!~~:: ::J:I:'.~:~H.'.:~~~~~i~~:J:.'.'~~~;';;,~~~;·i·~ i!
1

An nnr11111 l Eu ropean pl nnt, nn tu rnlizcd in
the United States. It is ino1lorous, nn<I has n bitter t11stc. whic h is very ndhe~ive. Chevrcul
H ESED.\ LU'l' EOLA. Weld. Dver8' Weed.

~{~~~:i.t2tN~~:~~t;!1?;~~~:~g:~:fi~~izi~2::~~;~~;~~g;1~;~1~~~H;~~
RllOOODENDRU)I CR1SA7\T ll U1\l. Tellov:-jloirutd Rhododendron. This is a beaut iful
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li11, Linn., is considered by some o.s o. Ynricty, is intensely bitter, nnd might probably be
fouudusefu\asntouic.
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SOOT. Fu.Ugo /,igni. This well known substance bas n peculinr smell, and n. bitter,
empyrcumatic, nnd d.isngrccnblc t:-iste. Its composition is ,·cry c-0mplcx. Heduced to
powder nnd trcntcd with wntcr, it affords nn infusion of a deep· yellow or brown colour,
tht! colo11r being deeper if hcnt be employed. '.l'hc in soluble portion nmounts to nbout
forty-fourpcrccnt. 'l' besolublepnrtconsistschicfty,nccordingtollc rzelius,ofttpyrogcnous 1·ei,.in united with n.cctic ncid (acid pyretin.), Silturnt od with potassn, lime, 1111d nrngncsia. It :ilso con tflins sulpl1ntc of lime, chloride of potns11ium, acetate of nmmolli:1,
nlld tr:l.ccs of nitric ncicl. If the solution be e,·npornted to dr.rness, it furnishes n blnck
eitt raet. This forms with water fl. blackish-brown solution, which, when treuted with nny
frecncidexcepttheacetic,lctsfnll thencid pyretin,iutbcfurmof a blnck mass rcscmblin~ pitch; while the ncid en1plo.yed r<'mains in solution with the bases prc,·iouiily in
combination with thepyretin. Br:lconnot thought lie had disco,.cred in the pyretin I\
pecu!iftr principle, to which he gnve the name of a&boli11; but Uerzclius thinks he wus
mbtnken. Bc:.idcs thesesubst:rnces, Brnconnot nsccrtained the c:i;i!'tenee in soot.of rm
nzotized extr:1cti\'C ma,tter to the umount of twenty per ceut. 'l'his matter, when submitted to drydiMillrition, nffordcd n considerable portion of pyrogenous oil. '.L'he soot
itself, whcu su~jec 1cd too similnr di stilln1ion, fmni 8hes one-filth of its weight of cmpy·
rcum:lti coil. 'l'othenbovcing:re<licutsofsootmustbenddcdcrensote,tothcprcseuccof
which it is supposed to owe it~ medicinnl properties.
Soot wns formerly oflicinnl with the Edinburgh College, nnd the Scotch physicinns were
in the hnbit of frequently prescribing it ns a tonic nnd 11.ntispasmodic in the form of ti.ncture. It went ''cry much out of use in regulur prnctice; audit .is only within a few yenrs,

[~~~1fJ~fi~~~~~%~1~~f~~~~
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sc"cre and extensive burn, in which, after the scp.'lr1tlion of the E<loughs, the pnticnthcgan

~~if~~~;~~~~J~lfu~@J;,~~~~:~~;t~
sercrcd in for two weeks, effected a complete cure.

Th.e injection w:\~ mndc _hy :1ddi ng

r~~~\W~~t~~~~~~~f~~~~{~~
cffoctunlly destroy their foul exhalations.
SPAN IS IL lll~OWN. A brownish-red ochre, much u sed in paintin g.
SP.\RTlUM JU NCEU:\L Spanialt Broom. A small sh rub. indigenous in the South of
Europe, and cultivnted in our gardens as nn ornamenta l pl:rnt. The flowers are large,
yellow, and of un agreeable odour. 'J'hesccdsarein modcmtcdosesdiuretic nnd tonic,
in lnrgc doses emetic ttnd cnthnrlic, ruul h1~vc been used advantageously in dropsy. 'l'he
dose is from ten to fifteen gm ins three times a chly. '.l'hey may also be given in tincture.
SUrCINIC ACID. Acid11m Succinitum. This ncid is obtain<>d by distilling amber.

~~:!~~r7~,;;,£~::::?.~ftibi: ~~~~rti::':~~X:i;:J:01:E~~~~~:":~:::~~£~:1;::~:

purified by boiling the solution witb nitric acid, diluted with twice its bulk of mncr, irncl
then evaporating to crystallize. Should the crystals not be colourless, the trcntment with
nitric o.cicl must be repeated until they nre eo. Succinic acid is formed nrtificfolly hythe
nction of nitric ncid on the fotty acids, and under Ynrious other circum~tunces. 1\1 . De·
saigncsobttlineditf'rommalrit eoflimc, s ubjected totheiufluenceofformeutatio nexcited
byc:1sci11. T he mnlate wriscon\"crted into the succinate ot' lime.
S uccinic acid. whcu 1mre, is a white, transparent solid, cryshllizing in prisms, nnd
l1aving n. some what acrid taste. lt di ssolves in five times its weight of' cold. nnd twice
its weight of boiling water. Jtissoluble illsoin nlcohol, but ,-er3· spnri ngly so in ether.
it. l tmeltsat365°, nnd boilswithoutnltcrution nt4i3°.
Nitric fl<"id iswi tl1 out action
It sublimes, howe,·er, at a. much lower t emperature. According to Wackcurodcr it is
sometimes adulterated with tflrtaric nciJ, soaked in oil of amber. Cr,\·stillizeJ from its
solution in wate r, it.s formula. is C4 H 20s+llO. 'l 'he s ublimed ncid bns the formula.
2C, ltz0 3+HO. Some chemist~ double t he equi"aleutof this nciJ, nml mnke its formula
C8 \1 40 6 •
Succinicacid isatprescntnel""cru 3e<l in medicin", :md hns been ,·ery1>roperly omitted
in the Dublin 1~1ir1rma copreia of 18.)0. It has lrltely been 11.scertnined to be a product of
''ilalnetion, h;1,ving been detected byill. Heintz in thc colonrlessliquid fo und in the hyclntid
cysts of the Ji,·cr. (Joum . de J>lwrm, Sc.p t , 1850. from Pogq. Annaln1.) One of its anlts,
.mcrinale of ammo11ia, ha s been used with grent alleged success iu delirium trew.ens. Th is
salt is occasionally used as a p1·ccipitantof sesquio:i.:ide of i1·on.
SULJ>ll .\ TE OF A L U~llN.\. Alumi11m Sulpha1. 1'hc salts of nlumiun have been fi!<Ct'r·
tained by M. Grmnu\ to be powerful p1·escr rnti,·cs of animal matter. Among tl1ese the
rmlphnte is to be p1·cfcrred, on account of itsensy prcpnrntionondmodcrnteprice. It
may be made by sat urating dilute sulphuri c ncid with hydrnted nlmninn, nucl evaporating.
It may be prep:ircd aho b.v the process of ~DI. II urin and Ilruncl, which consists in ex·

011
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water. Th e cluefof
1

1

1

11

1

remains in tl1c cylmder, and tl1evol:itilizcd productsnrecollected
these is sul1> hite of nmmonin, which senes for the prt'parntiou of :i. fresh portion of alum,

i~~e~· J~~':il11)~ ;i;~) cl~~:~~~~t;~1~0o~h:h~~l:i~;~t~-n~Yf:\~1i.~n~~0~1 .i'G~::~n~i~~ ~;'~.:~ ~;:~t~:~Pi~

prest'l'\'ing bodies for dissection, when injcetcd into the blood-vessels. In the summer
senson the hodies were prc~t'necl fresh for twenty dnys or more; in the winter, for three

:i

~~;t~=· m:Ct~r ~;ca~:,:~~; 1~~~1 ;;<~ ;~~~;~,i1~;P~;;,h:fs~:i~,~~~~ ~~~c~1~n:r~o~;·~~~~~!~1;g ;;~u~ed f~
wurmweiithcr, the solution must be stronger.

This snlthilS bocn used extensively in the
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SU~IBUL. Jat(lm(JtMi. M11$k-root.
Under the name of sumbul or jntrunansi, a root
has Jong been used in Lnclin, Pcrsi11, nnd other parts of the l~ast, as a perfume, as incense
in religious ceremonies, nnd mc<licinnlly. It is the product of a.n unknown plnnt, supposed
to be umbcl\ifcrous, aud, from the chnr:wter of the root, to grow in low wet places. The
plant is said to iulrnbit no part of British India, but the regions to the ~forth and East of
it, as Ncpaul, noot:rn, Buch:1ria, &c. i'he root is taken northward to Hussia, and rencbcs
the rest of Europe through St. Petersburg. Tho physicians of i\loscow and St. Petersburg
were the first to employ it on the Continent of Europe; Dr. Granville first introduced it to
the notice of thepr(lfcssion in Great Britain und this country. It hns recently also been
imported into England from India, whither it was brought from a great distance in the
interior.
'l.'he medicine comes in frrinsverse sections, from two to four inches in diameter, nnd
froru an inch to fl.ll inch and a. half in length, withn dusky, light·brown wrinkled epidermis,
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equnl to that of the sulphate of magnc<:iu, in the dose of ten <lrnchms. The
dtrll, so much used in the United States, form nn extempornncous tartrate of sodn, somc·
what niil'ntcJ with carbonic nci11. (Sccpa9e 11G~.)
TE.\. The plnnt. which fumishes tea-Thea ('hintnl!i.J-is rm enrgrcen shrub, belonging to the cla<:s and order '.\ l o1m~lelphin Polyandrin of the sexual sy.,t<-m (Polynndria '.\loeight
to
four
DOJ!Ynia, Linn.), nncl to the natural order Ternstromiaccrc. I t is usullllyfrom
feethigh,tboughcap:lblc, iuafa\•oul'<lblesituo.tion,offl ttaini11gthehcightofthi r tyfeet.
It has numerous alternate brnnche11,furnishedwi th ellipticnl-oblongor\anceolnte,p oiu t cd
sides,g;recn,shjuing,11111rked
leaves, wbichnrcscrrute,exceptatthe buse,8mooth on both
with one !'ib nnd many trnn<;ver~e veins, nm! supported ultcruately upon short l"ootstalks.
They nrc two or three inches long. Mltl from half :"In inch to nn inch in breadth. 'J'hc flowers nrc either solitary, or supported two or three lOi;!:Cther at t he axils of the leave~. 'J' hcy
are ofconsidernblc size, not unlikethoseofthem.vrtle innppearnnce,consisting ofn. short
green calyx with fh·e or six lobes, of u corolla with from four to nine lnrge tulequa\ suowwhite petals, of numerous stamens with yellow anthers and connected at their base, nnd
ofap istilwithn.three-pn r tedstyle. 'l'licfrultisathrec-ce\lcdund thrce-sccdetlcnpsulc.
It hflsnotbeencertainlydctcrmin edwhcthcrmo retha.noneflpeciesofthetcttpl nnt exists.

f!l~I¥~1i~If~~ft1~{'.@f~:~{~s~t4~~~:~~!.J!:~~i{£\\'.Hfl~}~f~l~~
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hotns in the second.

Some of the commercial varieties have their origin in this cause;

del'harm.etdel'ldm.,xix.2i(i.)
'.!'ca is brought to this country from Cnnton and other ports of Chinn. Numerous
,.nrictics exist in commerce, differing in the shape communicntcd by rolling. in colour,
1
1
1
11
1:
i
to conceive tlrntthey nrederivedfrom the same species.
ProperliftJ, Green tea is clwractcrizcd by 1i dark-green colour, sometimes inclining more
or less to blue or brown. It hn s a peculiar, refreshing, somcwhnt nromntic odour, and an
nstringcnt, sligl1tly pungent, nnd agreeably bit.terisL tnstc. lt<i iufu~ion h::is n pale greenishyellow colour, with the odour ntH.l tru;te of the leaves. According to ;\Ir. W::irington,
who examined numerous varieties or tea carefully both by the microscope rmd chemical
tests, mnny of the green tens imported into Great Britain owe their colour to a powdery
contin~, consistingofsulphiitcoflimcund Prussinnblue. othcrsto1imixtureofthcscwith
a yellowish vegctnblesubstnnce, iu~d others, again, to sulphatC' oflime alone. (Plwrm. Jo11r11.
011d Trani., iv. 37.) Black tea is d1stiuguished by a dnrk-hrown colour. It is usually less
firmly rolled, nnd lighter thnu the green. nnd contnins the petioles of the phrnt mingled
with the leaves. Its odour is fainter, nndof asomewhatdifferentchnrnctcr, though still
fragrant. Its taste, like tlwtof~reeu ten, is nstringeut and bitterish; but itisle"s pungent, 1rnd to runny persons less np:reenble. To hot water it imparts a brown colour, with
its sensible properties of Uto;te nnd amell. These Ynry exceedingly in strength in the different varieties; and some blnck tens are almost wholl.'· destitute of :irom:itic or agreeable
flavour. J\ccordiugto!\Jr. Wnrri11g1on, thedifferencebetwcengre£-nnmlblackten, so for
l\i:>Concerns their chemical nnd physical condition,nrisesfromnspeciesof fermentation
which the lntter is made to uni.lcrgo, iu its prcpnratiou, before being roasted. (I'harm.
Journ.and7 1ranr.,x.Gl8.) Aaophhiticnted teri is lnq!;Clycxportedfrom Chinn, consisting
of powdered tea mixec~ witJ1 snud nnd other earth, and np:glutiuuted with gum; that which
i:; to pnss for black hemg colourell with plumbng-o, and the grceu with the coating; above
referred to. On annlysis, these tens were found to afford from 36to-!.)pcreent. of ashes,
;;~~~e~ 1 f g~:iW:; ;!~~~.o(}ri~.rr cent. They may be dctcctcJ by not uufol<ling when

~;a~~'~~~ ;,• :1:i~~,s:~~~~~~ ~ 11bt~1~:~ ~~,';:i~c~~ d~~~~.r~~ n,~~1~ ~u ~~;;~~t~!;'.s~~~~ f[ ;rJfffi~:l~

0

;\nnly1.ed by G. J. ~lulder, 100 pnrts of green Chinese tea nfforJell O·iQ of Yolntile oil,
of chlorophylle, 0·28ofwnx. :?·:?2 of resin, 8·5G of (!;tull, 17·80 of tam1ic acid of the

2·:?~

2
;:;!.~!{i: e :~~ :~ ~~o7' ~I;, u?~~~1~~: ;~'.~s !i81~g~1~1~.x~i;~~ 1~~·~6 ~;~:~ 1~: n~~~e;~~i;~i·~Oe~~
1
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chcrnii:;tobtnined from lOOpnrts of black Chinese ten,0·60 of volntileoil, 1·84 of chloro-

~~~~i~fJ~~J~ltf.~~

Jen\•es l1;1vcoftcn produced dnngcrouseffccts in Chinn. Nevertheless, the t:lnnic ncid is
not without iuflucuce upon the system; and it is not improbll.blc thut both the c~tructi,·e
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whitemnrl, nnUconsistsof curbon:itcofcoppcr mixed with an excess of thecnlcnreous
carboo:ttc.
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1i~lt~1~~1;~~i~~n1
tunng chcnnsts of PlulaJelpl1ia

fr~~~~~~t~~fi§~5E~ff~t~;Q1:~(l
knowu awong us by the ni1mc of wormsccd.

~~~~~~:?ffe.2!~~\'.~fa~~~b~Y~!t~~~:~:~t:~~;;~~::~;;~~.!~~:;~;,r ~~g:~~~~f~

11icces bnvin~ on one si(lc the mnrk of the stem, or in m:1s:-;cs of nu·ious ~iw and irrcgulnr
:-hnpc. I t !ms a reddi~h-ycllow colour, n~sembling gnmbogc when broken, and when
hcn1cJ emits a frusrr~mt odour like that of 'l'olu bnl~nm. It contains resin, cinnnmic flnd
bcnzoic aciiJg, nnd n. trace of Yolntilc oil, and mny therefore be ranked nmoug the b11\~,uns.
When heated with nitric acid, it yields a large product of cnrbnzotic acid. 111 medical
}\rOpt!rticsitissaitltobc:1r 11 close rcscmblnncc to stomx uml the bnlsamof'J'olu. A.
tincturc,11111deintheproportionoftwoouncestoapintofnlcohol,nrnyh cgivcninthc
The red i 1ariety resembles clmgon's blood in colour, nnJ.
clo~c of one or two flui<lrachms.
appears to be nnalogous to the other variety in properties. 'l'hcnbon'l nceount hns been
nbl'idged from that of Dr. Pereira. in the third edition of his :\l:itcrin. !ledica.
ZE.\ .\L\ \'S. Indian CMn . .lfoiu. Common lnclinn corn contnius, nccordiug to the
lntcllr. Gorhnm, of lloston, ;i percent. of starch, ;lof n principlenualogoustoglutcn,
cnllctl ;;Pin, ~.,)of nlbmnen, l ·4.) of sugnr, 0·8 of extracth·e, I ·if> of gum, l ·[)of sulphntc
nnd pho!iphate of lime, ~ of lignin, nnd 9 of w:lter. 'fhc menl, in ti.Jc form of mu;.h,
makes ttn excellent emollient poultice, much used in hospitnls; nnd n. gruel mn~· be pre·
pnred from it, which is sometimes more grateful to the sick thnu thnt made from ont men\
ZEDO.\ RL Radix Zedoori:.e. There arc two kinds of zedoa ry, the long nnd the rou111.l,
cli~tingui~hed by th e old officirni.l titles of r<1diz zedonri;c /Qn9:z, nnd radix zedoari:c rutundu:.;
the former produced by the Curcumo Zcdoaria of lloxburgh, tlie latter, ns some suppose,

!~~~~~:~:'l~~f~f~~:i~:~:~~1~~~i~~~Y1~~:1~. ~;:~iE:~J;1:~~~~~::~1!i~:~~;;:{'f:~c~~~~;~~~:~~
0

tuse nt Ilic extrcmitie~, :incl exhibiting the remains of the rnJical fibres; the roumlis al«o
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II. ART OF PRESCRIBING l\IEDICINES.
Trrn physician should be acquainted not only with the properties of met.licines,
ancl the discm1.es to which they are respectively applicable, but also with the art
of prescribing them, so that they may be adupted to the peculia rities of individual patients, and, by the mode in which they are admin istered, may produce
the greatest curative effect with the least possible inconvenience. In relation to
these points, a few genera.I rules will be useful for the guidance of the young
practitioner, although much must be left to his own judgment and discretion.
We shall compress the remarks which we have to offer, under the two heads of
the quantity or dose in which medicines may be given, and the mode of their
exhibition.
1. DosE OF i'IEDICINEs.- In the body of the work, the quantity has been
stated in which each medicine must ordinarily be given to produce its peculiar
effects in the adult p:tticnt. But there are various circumstances which modify
~he dose, and demand attention on the part of the practitioner.
The a,ge of the patient is the most important of these circumstances. The
young require a smaller do~e tban those of maturity, to produce an equal effect;
and the old, though their systems arc, perhaps, less susceptible to the action of
medicines t han those of the middle-aged, cannot bear an equally forcible impression. The following table of Gaubius, exhib iting the doses proportioned to
the age, is frequently referred to.

1 or 1 dracbm,
i or 2 scruples,
~ or ~· a drachm,
t or 1 scruple,
:tor 15 grains,
i or 10 grains,
2 "
! or 8 grains,
1
1 year
1 ~ or 5 grains.
'\Ye prcfor the fo1lowing simple scheme of Dr . Young, which we extra.ct from
Paris's Pharmacologia.
. .
.
11 For children under twelve years, the doses of most mcd1cmcs must be di minished in the proportion of the age to the age increased by 12; t hus at two
The dose for a person of middle age being
1'hat of a person from 1-l to 21 years will be
7 to 14 ''
"
4 to i
"
"
of 4 years
3 "

years to

t-viz., ~

2 12 =.,j-.

At twenty-one the full dose may be gi>en."

To the above rule some except ions are offered in particular medicines, which
require to be gi>en to childr~n in much larger propo:tional do~es tban t~ose ~bo~e
stated. Such arc castor ml and calomcl, a certam quantity of which will m
general not produce a. greater effect in a child two or three years old than double
the quantity in an adult.
.
S ex, temperament, and idiosy_n~rasy have also nu rnflucn c~ upon the dose, and
should be kept in view in prcscr1bmg. Fe.males usually require somewhat small.er
doses than males, and persons of ~a.ngume t~mpc rament .tha.n ~he_ ~hlegmahc.
Constilutional peculiarities, called 1d1osyncras1cs, often exist rn rnd1v1duals, rendering them more than usually susceptible?; insuscep!ible to the act~on of certain
remedies, the dose of which must be mochfied accordrngly. Thus m some per~
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son3 a j!rain or two of ca1omc1 will excite i:alimtion, while in others s"arcc1y :rny
quantity which can be saft!1y ndministcrcd will produce this effect. Sometimes,
moreover, a medicine operates ou an individual in a manner wholly different
from its ordinary mode . In all !'luch cases experience is the only sure gui<lc;
but the occasional existence of' these peculiarities indic3tcs tLe propriety of
rn:1king particular inquiri es in relation to the idiosyncrasies of those pati~nts,
for whom we may be called for the first time to prescribe.
llaUit is another important circumstance which modifies the dose of medicines.
Generally speaking, the su!'l~cptibility to the .action of rucdi~inc~ is di1.niuis~1ed
by their frequent and contmued use; and, rn order to marnt:.Hn a f!l\'Cn 11n.
prcssion, the quantity muRt be regularly inerea~ed. This is especially true in
regard to the narcotics, which are 1mmetimes borne in enormous doses by those
habituated to their use. It is a gootl practical rule in prescribing, when circum·
stances demand the continuance, for a. consideru.ble length of time, of some par·
ticula r effect, to vary the medicine, and empl oy successively several with the
same g<'neral powers, so as not too rapidly to ex haust tLc susceptibility to the
action of any individual remedy. Another important practical rule counectcd
with the influence of habit is, when any medicine, which from its nature is of
variable strength, has been employed for some time in increasing tlol'=es, to reduce
the dose upon rcsortiug to a new pnrcel 1 until its relative r-strength has been ascer·
taincd. A neglect of this precaution, in cases where tl}e last parcel happened
to be more powerful than that previously employed, has sometimes been followed
by very serious consequences.
2 . llfonE OF Ami11~1STERING MEDICJ~Es.-This has reference both to the
combination of mcdi0incs with one another, and the form in which they arc
exhibited.
Simplicity in prescription is alwoys desirable, when no object is to be gained
by deviating from it. Hemcdies should never be mixed together without a <lefi.
nite purpose, nor witli the vague hope that, out of the numb('r prescribed, some
one ma.r perchance produce a salutary impression. 'l'hosc exceedingly complex
prescriptions, forwnly so much in vogue, of which the ingrcdiruts were so
numerous a.~ to render :1lto~ethcr impm;;sible a. reasonable estimate of their bearing
on each other, or their effects on disease, Lave been generally aband,mc<l by
modern practitioners. 'fho only grouud upon which any of them can be justi·
fin.bl)'. rct:linccl is that, by very frequent trials, through a long course of years,
and Ill various states of disease, tlicir influen ce on the system may have been

~~l\~~d~Ct~~~~j~~d~Q~~ p~~~dtl~? tl:I~~~ uo;~S~d~~l~~ ~~~~e~·cl~llh~~~e~~~;:tll~ ~l"~:s~l~~

.be
phy~icfan woul<l attempt to originate such combinations. In mixing rneJicincs,
we ought to proceed no ~urther than we should be justified in doing by a. clear
lrnowll"dgc of the properties aud mutual relations of the sc,·era l ingredients, and
tll('ir Htnc!ls to answer some particular indication in the trcntment of disease.
'rI1erc arc certain principles upon which medi0incs mny be ndvant:l~eousl_y c:om.
bined., .antl which it may not be amiss to mention for the benetit of the young
pract1t10ncr.
lfomcclics of the same general character may be given in con nexion, in order
to incrcn!'le their energy, or to render their action more certain. l t has been

~:~~r~~~)~:·t~::~~d ,~l~:~t;:!~~:~:s ~~.~~~~.:~i~'ie~~d 1~~~11~ o~~~~t~t ~'!~o~~u:~~;1 ;~i~:~~
happC'll!':> that, while their acti,·ity is :LUgmcnted1 they arc at the same ti1ne rcn·
iu the <;ase of tLe drastic cathartics. (Sec Pilulre l'a·

~~ :~.~·,.~:1-~.:J:·:;~~~~:.~:) as

1

Difft.•rf'nt medicines arc very often mixed togetl1er, in order to meet different
nnd co.cxi ..,ting indications, wit bout any reference to the influence which they
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may reciproca111 exert on each other. Thus in the same patient we not unfrequently meet with debi lity of stomach and constipation of the bowels, connected
with derangement of the hepatic function. To answer the indications presented
by thes.e morbid conditions, we may properly combine in the same dose, a tonic,
catLar~ic, a.ucl mercurial alterativc. For similar· reasons we often unite tonics,
purgatives, and emmcnagogues, anodynes and diaphoretics, emetics and cathartics, antacids, astringents, and tonics; and scarcely two medicines can be mentioned, not absolutely incompatible with each other, which may not occasionally
be combined with advantage to counteract co-existing morbid cond iti ons.
Another very important object of combination, is the modification which is
thereby effected in the actions of medicines differin g from each other in properties. In this way new powers arc sometimes developed, aud those previously
exis~in g are greatly increased. Examples of such a result are afforded in the
offi.cmal powde r of ipecaeuanha and opium, and in the combination of squill and
ealomel; .the former operating as a diaphoretic, the latter as a diuretic beyond
the capabilities of either of their constituents. The effects of one medicine are,
in num erous insta nces, increased by the influence of another in augmenting the
natural susceptibility of the system to its action. Thus bitters enable cathartics
to operate iu smaller doses; purgatives awaken the dormant susceptibili ty to the
action of mercury; and stimulants excite the torpid stomach, so that it. will receirn impressions from various medicines before inoperative. In some instances,
the action of one medicine is promoted by that of another apparently of a nature
wholly opposite. Thus, when calornel and opium are given in colic, the purgative operation of the former is facilitated by the relaxation of intestinal spasm
produced by the latter. l\Iedicincs, in addition to the effects for which they are
administered, very frequently produce disagreeable symptoms, which may be
moderated or altogether prevented by combination with other medicines; and
this object may usually be accomplished, without in the least degree interfering
with the remediatc influence desired. Thus the griping produced by cathartics,
and the nausea by these and various other medicines, may often be corrected by
the simultaneous use of aroma.tics. To cover lhc disagreeable taste or odour of
certain medicines, and to afford a convenient vehicle fo r their administration, are
also important objects of combination; as upon these circumstances ofte~ depend
the acceptability of the medicine to the stomach, and even the possibility of
inducing the patient to swallow it. ~u.bstances should be preferred as vehicles
which are calculated to render the mec11cme acceptable to the palate and stomach,
and in other ways to correct its disagreeable effects; as syrups for powders, the
aromatic waters for medicines given in the form of mixture, and carbonic acid
water for the neutral salts.
But, in the mixin~ of .medic~nes, car~ shou~d be taken thn.t they arc neither
chemically nor phys1olog1ca.lly mcornpat1ble; m other words, that they arc not
such as will react on each other so as to produce new and unexpected combi-

~~t~~n~?h~~rt~:co~c~~tf~!1 ;;~: ~~~dt~~r~e:~r:~c~P~~s!i~arf:~~ul~P~~~ t~: ;i~~~~t

the same time, ns they unite to fori;n a third substance ent~rely cl~fferent fro?1
either· nor shou ld a soluble salt of lime, baryta, or lead be given mth sulphuric
acid dr a soluble sulphate, as decomposition would ensue, wH.h the production
of an inert com pound. So, also, in relation to physiological. inco~patibil~ty,
diaphoretics and diuretics should not, as a general _rule, be u~1ted mt~ a view
to their respective effects; as these are to n. certam extent mcompatible, one
being dimini she_d by ~hatcver has a tendency to incre~se the ?~her. _There .are
cases, however, m wh1c? we m~y adva!ltageously combrne mcd1_cmcs with a view
to their chemical reaction, as rn the mstancc of the cffervescmg draught; and
eircurusta.nccs sometimes call for the union of remedies appa.renlly opposite, as

89
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in the case of colic before alluded to, in which opium may be advantageously
combined with purgatives. Still, such combinations should never be formed,
unless with a full understanding of their effects, and a special reference to
them.
The form, in which rnedicines are exhibited, is often an object of considerable
importance. l3y variation in this respect, according to the nature of the medicine, the taste of the patient, or the condition of the stomach, we are frequently
cn:ibled to secure the favourable operation of remedies, which, without such
attention, might prove useless or injurious. Medicines may be given in the
solid state, as in tho form of powder, pill, troche, or electuary; in the state of
mixture, in which a solid is suspended in a liquid, or one liquid is mechanically
mixed with another in which it is insoluble; or in the state of solution, under
which may be included the various forms of infusion, decoction, tincture, wine,
vinegar, syrup, honey, and oxymel. Of these different forms we have already
treated sufliciently at large, under their respective heads, in the second part of
this work.
In writing extemporaneous prescriptions, neatness, order, and precision,
should always be observed; as, independently of the pleasing moral effect inseparable from these principles in all things, a positive practical advantage
results, in the greater accuracy which the habit of attending to them gives to
the prescriber, and the comparative certainty which they afford that his directions will be strictly complied with. As a. general rule, when medicines are
combined in prescription, that should come first in order which is considered as
the most prominent and important, next the adjuvant or corrigeut, and lastly
the vehicle. Sometimes, however, it is important to indicate to the apothecary
the succession in which the substances should be combined in reference to the
perfection of the mixture, and this may render conven ient a deviation from the
order above mentioned. The physician should always be careful either to write
out the full name of the medicine, or to employ such abbreviations as are not
likely, by the misunderstanding of an ill-formed letter, to lead into error. Very
serious and even fatal mistakes have been occasioned by a neglect of this precaution. The formulre of the several Pharmacopceias which are detailed in this
work, will serve as good examples for the guidance of the young practitioner.
The following table explains the signs and abbreviations habitually used in prescriptions. The formulre afterwards given will serve to illustrate the ordinary
mode of prescribing, while they exhibit combinations of medicines frequently
employed in practice.
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Table of Signs and Abbnviations.
1

Recipe.

I Collyr.

Take.

t::;~.~ vcl librre. ~fp~~~~i or

Cong.
Decoct.
Ft.

pounds.
Unciavcluncire. 1An ounce or
1

Dr~~~!~~~l~~l

I

Scrupulus vcl

A~;:~~:::s~r

IAscruple or

: ~t.~ ~ ~ ;~ 11, :~ i~ ~ .~:
fluidrncbm~.

g~~~g.

1

1

fluidrachms.

M:~~1~:~. vet

A

Chnrt. Chnd.uln. vcl
clrnrtul::e.
Cochlcnr v~l
cochlcarrn..

I

Coch.

I

::~:: 5 ~r

A small paper
or papers.
A spoonful or
spoonfuls.

I Pulv.
I Q. S.
S.
Ss.

Examples of Common Extemporaneous Prescriptions.
POWDERS.

R Antimonii et Potnssre Tnrtratis gr.i.
~~~;·;~~vi;.ccfl.Cuanbro 3 i.

A fax:afrre nnd not.acid, used in iliarrbce:i.,
dyspepsia,

S. To be taken in
sweetened water.
Anttctivcemctic.

R

R

::i.

wineglassful of

&c.

PoL"isadlitn1tjs ,;,

Hydra.rgyri Chlori di rilitis,
Puln!.risJala.p::c, aagr.x.
i\Iisce.
S. To be taken in syrup or molasses.

mc~~no~~i~i~:t ~~ :~1~:. :n~ i~ ~~;~~e~~~:

1

1

1

R

'u'"'"ru '''"""'" "'·

gestion.

& Pu\vcrisJaln.pmgr.x .
PotasEroBit.artratis 3ii.
Misce.
S. To be taken in syrup or molasses.
A hydrng,:ogue cathartic, used in dropsy,
andinscrofulousinfiammationoftbejoints.

a ~~:;~si;;i~i~!"rtratis 3ii.
Misce.
S. To be ta.ken in syrup or molasses.
Ala:r.ative used in piles and cutaneous
<liseases.

R

Pulvcris Rhci gr.x.
l\lngncsioo3ss.
Fin.tpulvis.
S. To be taken in syrup or molasses.

R

PulverisGuniaciRcsinre,
Potass~.Kitratis,a.t3i

PuJ,·cris Tpecacuanhmgr.iii.
Opi.i gr.i i.
Fiat pulvis, in chnrtulas sex dh·ideuclus.
S. One to be ta.ken every three Lours
in syrup or molasses.
A stimulant dinpho1·etic,used in rheumatism and gout after sufficient depletion.
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11 Ferri Subcnrbonntis,

S.

Pulveris Colombre.

~:~~~~;~~,,~~~~:bcc~!~·t~fa~~-cx di vidcndus."'

in

One to be tnken three times a day

sr~~u?~, ~;!~s~~s.dyspcpsin

and general

de bi Ii ty.

PrLLS.

11 Pulvcris Aloi.is,

S.

l'uln:ris Hhci, aa 5ss.
~~i~~::scp~~m nqu:i fi at

\'igi~~i <l~~~c~~~!lihree

a

to be hlken daily, nt

hed~~:~~c~:%~~[0i1~cx:t;~~:~:; habitual consti-

nod nltcrntive, much used in
especially ·when complicated witl1

organic visceral disease.

R

pntion.
R

One to be taken two or three times

d~(diurctic

mn~sn in pilufo.s drop~J',

f,~~~:;;: ?1;~~11~~~:hro gr.niii.

PulvcrisAcncire,
Syrupi, aa q. s.

M!l s~re

Pilulnrum Hydrnrgyri,
Pul"erisAloi.is,

Miscc,ctfintmassainpilul:l.sd uodccim
di,•idcndn..

r,~ ~~~:·i:t ~~~!· :c:ur~nt

S. One to betnken nftcrcnch stool.
An nnodyncdiaphoretic,usefolinclyscnteryand dinrrbreaaftcrtheusc of laxath·es.

1

mnss:i in pilulas
''igintidivitfcndn.
S. 'l'hrectobetnkcn ntbed-timc.
Analt crn th·cnndlnxnth·e,uscfulin const ipation with deranged or deficient hepatic
secretion.

R

PulverisOpii,
Puh·eris lpecncunnh::e, au.gr.iii.
H.ydrargyri Cbloridi Mitisgr.vi.
Puh-cris Acnci::e,
Syrupi, aa q. s.
R Puh·eris Aloi.is.
Misce, etfintmnssn, in pilulnstrcsdh·i}:xtrncti Qunssi::e,aa3i.
OlciAnisilT\,x.
dcndn
S. One or more to be taken nt bed-time,
Syrupi q.s.
1\liscc, et fi:it massa in pilulas frigiuta. ornccordingtocireumstanees.
Annnodync,dinphoretic, andnltcrafo·e,
tli,·idcmln.
S. Twotobetakcnonce,twicc,orthrcc very useful in dinrrhren, dysentery, tnihoid
pneumonin,nndvnriousolherdisenses.
timesadny.
Alnxnti>c,tonic,andcarminntive,useful
R Plumbi Acetntis, in pulv. triti, gr.xii.
in dyspcp.!oia.
Pulveris OpU gr.i.
ll. Puheri s Sci11003i.
Pulv. Acnciro,
T{vtlrar~yri Chloridi Mi tis gr.x.
Syrupi, aa q.s. ut fi:it m:issa. in pilulns
l 'u\vcri s Acnciro,
sc:rdividcndn.
Syrupi, fl<l q. s.
S. One every two, three, or four hours.
l\Li:,ce, ct fint mnssn in pilulns dcccm
An nstringcnt much employed in hromodi,·idcndn.
ptysis and uterine hemorrhage.
l\IIXTURES.

R

'.\Inp:nc<:;iro3i.
S. Onc•third to be to.ken e>ery three or
Syrupi fji.
four hours tillitopcratcs,tbemii;:turebcing
Tere !<imul, eta.ffunde
shaken.
Aqum Aci<li Carbonici fdh•.
Anexcellentcn.rminntivenndmil<llnxn}~int hnnstus.
tivc in flatulence nud pain in the bowels.
S. '.1.' obetnkcn ntn drnught,themixturebcingwcll shaken.
R Olci Ilicinif,'3i.
An agl'ecablemodc ofndministering mngPulverisAc:iciro,
nesia
•

~~::~~~frb:~~:ie::= ~~:·

fiuiduneil
dimidii1nquromcnth::etere; dcinoleumndjice, et eontcre; denique nquam rcliqunlh
p:mlatiminfundc, ctomnin.misce.
S. To bet:iken nt o. draught, the mixturcbcingwellsbnkcn.
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R

~i~~l~~~'ii~ivf~i~iu'!.

cqu~i q~~n\~~;.c~~ ,~~~~~·,t~,~c~;i1:~~r'\~:.\~~~

Tc1·c !"imul, ct aJJe
Syrupi f;3ss.

hours.
An excellent dinpborclic in fe,·er.

0

.

di~~~f~;~;;~;·:;; ::::'.f;;:~~.;~'"'
oil, whcu tho slomncb is irritilblc.

Any

~,~!~.' ~~~~~ ~:!c ~~;n~i~/\~~;fi"0 ~~~;hacn::~r~
1

R

1

R

Pot"'""'rnc0<•bon:ltis

~~~~~~~~~~3~~ i~.xxx.
Sacchari, f1J.3ii.

!di~cin~:~~l~~c~;;:~:!.s c~,~~~»aululo aquro
mcnthro tcre; dciuolcum udjice,etitcrum
terc; dcniqucaqnumreliqunmpau\atimin·

funde, ctomnbimiscc.
S. A tablespoonful to be taken every
hour or two hours till it operates, the mix·
turc bcingench time well shnken.
Used as I\ gentle la::rnth·c in dysentery
and dinrrhren. lt is usually known by the
nnmcof oleayinou& mizlure.

Brou:nJ!ixl11rt.

R

Liqua, ctndtll!
\'ini Antimonii f3ii.
TiucturroOpii lTLXX}'t. mi::.t.

B Eln.t<'riiJ!r.i.
Spil'itUs . Ethcris Nilrici f3ii.

S. A tablespoonful to be taken occa·
sionnlly.
Expectorant, demulcent. nnd-nnoJync,

'J'incturroScillm,

Vini Cokhici Hiul., ii.ii f,5ss.

~r~l~~~[ 3 i.

useful in cntnrrhal affections.

S. .\ tnhlespoonful tobctnken three or
four times a 1lay in ~L little water.
Diuretic, used by l;'crrinr iu dropsy.

R

Polvcl'is Acaci::c3ii.
S_yrupi r::;ss.
Aqu:~

8piritUs Lnnrndulro Comp.,aa f5ii.
l\lucilag:iuis .\eacioo r3 ss.

~Ii~~S\!'1~i;i.dcin paufo.tim nffundc
Aqux f3i,·.
l\liscc.
S. A bil1lc'!poonful to be taken four

tim{;si:c~nr;; ~;1 ~1~~1 ;~ f~~~~~~1~ ~~n'1
1

1

nephritic nffcctions.
lnrgcringonorrhrea.

chronic

The dose must be

K tutral.JfixlUrt-.

Citriei 3ii.

Olci I.imonistTLi.
Simul t<'re, ctm.l<lc
A11u::c f.~iY.
Liqun, clllildc

r otnss~c C'nrbonntis "l· s. nd sntur:md.
)liscc, ctpc1·\intcumcolu.

Q,,

R

AntimoniictPotnssro'l'nrtrntisgr.i

~f~~~;iss~;i~~phirc Rulphrttis, a1 fjss.

R Copnibro,

R Acidi

Pulv. Extract.Glycyrrhizre,

~~~~~ 1::vc~~t\:~ti~'.:

~~:1~~s~i~!1~,~~~~:~i~n~'. /f~v~nlnrnnclum.
5

l\lisccctcoln.

fjh·.

Ft. mist.
S. A tnbl<'spoonful to be taken occa-

sionnlly.
tur:~n cxpector:mt and anodyne cough mlx-

R

Acidi :Kitrosi r,:;i.
TiuclurreOpii gtt.xl.
Aqux Cnmphorx f3Yiii.
)!iscc.
S. One.fourth to be tnken every three
or four hours.
Hope'smixturc,u!cdindrcnlcr~·, diarrhrea1 andcholera.
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R Puh-crisKino3ii.
Aquoo bullicntisf,5d.
Fi1~t infusum ct cola; dcin secundum
nrtemntlmiscc,
CrctroPrrepnratre5iii.
Tincturre Opii f3ss.
SpiritUs L11.nrndul re Compo!>iti fjss.
Puh-crisAcacire,

Sncchari,

fiil

3il.

S . .\tablespoonful tobet::ikenforadose,

the mixture being well shaken
Astringent and nutacid, useful in diar-

1·hrea.

SOLUTI ONS.

R

R 1[agnesiro Sulphatis;5i.
Antimonii et Potassoo Tnrtra.tis gr.i.
Succi Limonisrecentis f;5i
Aqu:u f,5iii.
1\lisce.

S. A t::iblcspoonful to be taken CYery two
hour.still it operates upou the bowels.
Useful in fevers.

& QuinireSulphatisgr.xii.

hours

Arefrigcrnntdiaphorctic,uscdinfevcrs.

Acidi Sulphurici Al'omntici gtt.:ni'I.
Syrupi f,5ss.
Aqure McutbooPiperitre f,5i.
1'liscc.
S. A tenspoonful to betaken every hour
or two hours.
A good mode of adminiJStering sulphate
ofquin.ia in solution.

INFUSIONS.

R

f~~~~~t

Aquro bullientisOi.
Mnceraperlaoramin-.aselcvitcrcl:mso,
etcoln.
S. A winegfossful to be giwn to a child
from two to four years old, three or four
times a. day.
Apowerfulanthelmintic.

R

H~~~:1~:,~~~;~~~,!~~;~i 7-~i.

i\lacer::.i. per horns cluodecim, subinde
ngita.ns.
S. Awineglassfu\ of the clear liquid to
betakcnforadosc.

viru~ b~~~~ 01~~i~o~1 ~:si~~~1inistcring

Peru·
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III. TABLES OF WEIGIITS AND MEASURES.
APOTIIECARIES' WEIGIIT. U. S., Lond., Ed.
Pounll.

0Ulleff.

Drachms.

12

96
8
3 1

Scruples.

Grflinll.

5760
480
60
gr. 20
The Imperial Standard Troy weight, at present recognised by the British
laws, corresponds with the Apothecaries' weight iu pounds, ounces, and grains,
but differs fr om it in the division of the ounce, which, accordi ng to the former
scale, contains twenty pennyweights, ca.ch weighing twenty-four gra.ius.
fu 1

3 1

288
24
3
3 1

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.
TroyOra.ios

Drachms.

Ounces.

Pound.

7000
437'5
gr. 27·34375

256
16
dr. 1

16
oz. 1

fu 1

Relative Yaltte of Troy ancl Avoii'dtpois TVc(gllts.
Pound~.

l'ound.

1 Troy
1 Avoirdupois

=

0·822857 Avoirdupois
1·215277 'l'roy

=

Pound.

Oz.

Grains

0
1

13
2

72·5
280

=

DUBLIN WEIGIITS.*
Ounce!.

PournJ.

16
3 1

fu 1

Drao:lnns.

Scruples.

128
8
31

384
24
3
3 1

Grains

7000
437·5
54'68
18·22

APOTIIECARIES' OR WINE MEASURE. U.S.
Fluiolrachms.

Fluiolouuccs.

128
16

f3 1

=

=

102-1
128
8
f3 l

=
=
=

llinims.

Cubie lod:.es.

614-10
7680
480
ll\. 60

231
28•875
1'80-17
•2256

IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Adopted b!J all the British Colleges.
Flui.Jooncea.

Gallon

160
20
1

1

*

=
=

FluidMlchms.
12 ~0

160
8

lllininu.

=
=
=

l

76800
9600
480
60

By this term is meant the diYision of wei p;ht'" adopted by the Dublin College in their

..

i~~~~~j~~ \~l~i:·~~~!o~fcj
~;0n;i~~~~~:~~ ~~c~~~~Y. ~~c.d:>~~~?s~ !u~!~;:: ~~!~ :h~ . gr!~ ;1~~l~s
for the dracbtu 54·Ci9, and
1

0

11

11

1

give as the nearest to the precise number, wtth two tlcc1mnls,
fortbescruple18·23.
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Rdative l'alue of Apothecw·ies' ancl hnperial illcasure.

APOTHECARI~S'

l\IEASURE.

DJPERYAf.. i\IEASURE.
Pints.

)linim~.

}'lui1fraehms.

Fluil13nc~s.

6

1 gallon
1 pint
1 flui<louncc

"

16
1

:23
18
20
2.5

1 fiuidrachm
1 minim

l·O!
APOTTlECARIES' MEASURE.

Ga.1.011.
1
1
1
1

l'ii's

T1u9uoz.

1·h5dr.

1

3

1

gallon
pint
fluidounce
fluidrachru

11~rms.

38

-11

7

58
0 •96

1 miuim
Relcitive Value of H'€1jhts m1d .il!easures in .Distilled Water at
60° Fahrenheit.
1. Yalue of Apothecaries' Weight in Apoth ecaries' Measure.

PiOts. FI}i2oz.

0·7900031 pints
J ·05333iG fluidounces
1·0533376 fluidrachms

1 pound

1 ounce
1 dracbm
1 scruple

=

1 grain

115c1r.

0
0

1
0

0
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Minims.

7·2238
25 6020
3·2002
21•0667
1•0533

2. Value of Apothecaries' l\Ieasurc in Apothecn.rics' Weight.
1
1
l
1
1

gallon
pint
fluidounce
fluidrachm
minim

=
=
=
=

=

Pounds. Oz. Dr. Sc.

10·12654270
l ·26581783
0·94936332
0·94930332
0·94936332

pounds = JO
pouuds = 1
ounces = 0
drachms = 0
grains

=

1
3
0
0

4
1
7
0

Gr.

Grnins.

0 8·88 = 58328·886
1 ll ·11 = 72Ul ·J107
1 15·GV =
455·69H
2 16·96 =
56·9618
·9493

3. Value of Avoirdupois Weight in Apothecaries' 1\Icasure.

1 pound
1 ounce

=
=

0 9600732 pints
0·9600732 fiui<lounces

=
=

Pints.

"
7

4. Value of Apothecaries' Measme iu
1 gallon
1 pint
1 fluidouuce

=
=
=

.FluiJr11cbms.

0
0
~\.voir<lupois

Minim~.

53·3022
40•8351

Weight.

8·33269800 pounds.
l ·04158725 pounds.
I·O.J.158725 ounces.

5. Value of Imperial )leasure in Apothecaries' and Avoirdupois Weights.

=

gr

i2 ruA'Jug('ear~c~ wc2~3· o
~ol~"[b1s ~'~1g~ 70 o00()18 =c2~~~1r~S4
1
6
l
2
10
1
4 = 8,750
34·65\123
)
437·5 =
1·73296
7
0
17·5 =
2
14·69
5·,H10 =
0·21662
·91
0·00301

=

=

=

=
=
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Ia couYcrliog the weights of liquids heavier or lighter than water into

measures, 01· conversely, a correction must be made for specific gravity. In
converting weights into measures, t he calculator may proceed as if the liquid
was water, an<l the obtained measure will be to the true measure i1ncrstl!J as
the specific gravity. In the converse operation, of turning measures into
weights, the same assumption may be made, and the obtained weight will be
to the true weight directl!J as the specific gra"Vity.

FOlnIEli FRENCH WEIGHTS.
Pounil.

1 Poilisde)farc

=
=

1 Apothccnry

Marc.

Oare~.

=

J(j

1·5
=
1

12
8

2

=

l

Deniers.

Gl"Ol'.

1:!8 =
tic =

=

=
=
=

64

=

384
288
102

8 =
1=

=
=
=

Grain•.

9216
Ci!JI~

=
=

=

OrttmmPq.
4~n·J058

=

~.U·i5:!9

=
=

1·2i·H

=3lii·1294

4!i08 =

24 = 570=
72=
3 =
21=
I=

30·3941
3·8242
·0530

1=

Relative l·alue ofoltl French and English ll'c11flits.
TroyWo:-i ~h t

l'oi<ladeMarc.

1
1
1
1

pound

once (ounce)
gros (drachm)
grain
Troy.

1 pound
1 ounce
1 drach m
1 grain
Avoirdupot..

1 pound
1 ounce

1•312080 lb
·984504 oz.
·954504 dr.

=
=
=

A1·olrdupoi~

l

"08014~

th

1•080143 oz.

=

TroyOrnlns.

7561
472•5025
59·0703125
•820421
J.'rench

l'oitlsdel\larr.

Grain~

7561
585•083
73-135
1•219

0•76180 ft;
l·0 15H onces
1·0157.1 g ros

Frenrh

l'oiJade Matt.

Gr:iio~.

853:!·3

0•925803 ft;
0·925803 once

533·27

To convert French grains into Troy grains, divide by
Troy grains into French grains, multiply by
- - :French ounces into Troy ounces, di\•idc by
Troy ounces into :French ounces, multiply by
- - French pounds (poids de rnarc) into Troy
pounds, mult iply by
Troy pounds into French pounds, divide by
-

FREXCH DECL\IAJ, WEIGIITS AXD

=

1"2189
1·015734
1·312G8

>\JE-~SURES.

The French metn"cal system is based upon the idea of employing, as t he
unity of all measures, whether of length, capacity, or weight, a. uniform unchangeable standard, adopted from nature, the multiples and subdivi.;;ions of
which shou ld follow in decimal progress ion. To obtain such a. standard, t he
length of one-fourth part of the terrestrial meridian, extending from the equator
to the pole, was ascertained. 'l'hc ten millionth part of thi.:~ arc was chosen
as the unity of measures of length, and was denominated mct1·e. 'l'ho cube of
the tenth part of the metre was taken as the unity of measures of cnpacity,
and denominated litre. 'l'he weight of distilled water, at its greatest density,
which th is cube is capable of containing, was called l~iloyramml', of which the
thousandth part was adopted as the unity of weight, under the name of .f/r<.l'fnme.
T he multiples of these measures, proceeding in the decimal progression, arc
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distinguished by employing the prefixes, deco, hccto, ldlo, and myria, taken
from the Greek numerals; and the subdivisions, following tho same order, by
dcci, centi, -mili, from the Latin numerals.

The metre, or unity of length, at 32°
The litre, or unity of capacity
The gratnme, or unity of weight

=
=
=

English inches at 62°.

39·371
61·028
15·434

English ~ubic inches.
Troy grams.

Upon this basis the following tables, taken with some slight alterations from
the Edinburgh New Di speusatory, have been constructed . It \~as ascertained
by accurate examination at tlie London Mint, that the gramme is only 15·-!34
'l'roy grains, though sometimes stated at 15·4-14 grains.
MEASURES OF J,ENGTII.

'l'hc metre being at 32°, and th e foot at 62°.
Engli.11h l nclH!F

·03937
·39371

Millimetre
Centimetre
Decimetre
Metre
Decametrc
Hectometre
Kilometre
i\Iyriametrc

3~m~~ =Mil~ 1"()"
393·i1000 =
3937·10000 =
39371"00000 =
393710·00000

=

EnglishCubie TnchOi!.

·061028
•610280
6•102800
61"028000
610•280000
0102"800000
0102s·oooooo
610280·000000

Millilitre
Centilitre
Decilitre
Litre
Dccalitre
licctolitrc
Kilolitre
l\Jyrialitrc

0
0
4

1

Yaro.l.s.

}'!X>t.

1

0

10
109
213

2
1
1

156

1

.Apothecaries':\lea.sure

=
=
=
=
=

16·2318 minims.
2·7053 fiuidrachms.
3·3816 fiuidounees.
2"1135 pints.
2·6419 gallons.

Troy Grains.

l\lilligrammc
Ccntigramme
Decigrammc
Gramme
Dooagrammc
llcctogrammo
Kilogramme
l\lyriagramme

•0154
·1543
1•5434
15 •4340
154 "3402
1543•4023
15434 "0234
154340•2344

=

=
=

=
=
=
=

lb.

0
0
2
26

o·

...
2

3
8
9

,,.

34·3
43"4
14
20

Though tho decimal system of weights and measures was established by law
in Franc~, it was found impossible to procure its general adoption by the people,

:ko p~e~st:1~~t:~/\~~ i~~~s,t~a~~~e t~~~?:~~s uc!~u:~a~f
0

1

ili: o\~ ~~,~~1~~~ t~ '~~i~t ~~~~
5

most nearly_approached. Thus the kilogrmnme, which is equa l to 18,827 T'l7i
1
~reuch grams, or 2 pounds 5 _gros 35 1 -l~ grains poids de mare, was divided
rnto two partfl, and t.hc half of 1t called a pound. One reason for this adherence
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to the old WC'ights was the convenience of <liYision into halves, quarter:.:, &c., of
which the new were not susceptible. To obviate this difficulty the Imperial
go\·ernmcnt legalized the employment of the half kilogramme as the unity of
weight, under the name of pound, and allowed this to be di\'idetl into half
pounds, quarters, eighths, ounces, &c., as in the old 7Joids d1 mro-£'. The new
pound is distinguished by the name of metrical pound, and ha~ bl'cn adopted to
a considerable extent; while the old weights arc retuined by ;.;omc, particularly
by the apothecnrics :rnd goldsmiths; so that three systems arc now more or less
in use in Fr:i.ncc-thc originril polds de nt(ltc, the decimal system, and tbc
metrical pound with its didsions. The following table represents the relatin
value of these different weights.
DttimalSy,;tcm.

Poitisdellarc.

1 centigrammc
1 dcc:igramme
1 gramme
1 dec:agr:unme
1 hcctogramme
1 kilogramme
PoiJ.~

Jc

=
=
=
=
=
=

~!arc

1 grain
24 grains or 3i
72 grainsor3i
louncc
1 pound

=
=
=

it
0
0
0
0

oz. dr.
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
2

0 3

2

2

5

0

G"'""'"·
o·0531

'.'llctrica\PouuJ.

gr.
0·10
1'88
18·83
44·27
lO·il
35•15
1

J·2H7
3·8242
30·59H
489·5058

it
0
0
0
0
0

oz. dr.
0
0
0
0
3

2 0

gr.

O·J8
J ·84
18"43
40·32
43·2
0
GrammCR.

1 ""''"!PO••'
grain
24 grains or 3i
73 grains or 3i
1 ounce
1 pound

0 054
1•302
3·906
31·25
500

The following table is tnkcn from Christison's Dispensatory, and was cnlculated chiefly from data contained in Soubeiran's 'frait6 de Pharmacie.

Table of certain f01·ei[Jn .Apothecaries' lfe(qlits, exhibiting the l'afoe of thefr
dijj"lrent .Denominations in 1.'roy Grains.
French (old)
Spaniflh
Tuscan
Ronrnn
Au!'<trian
Germau or}
Nuremberg
Russian
l)rus~ian

Dutch
Belgian
Swedish
Piedmontcsc
Venetian

Pound.

Ounce.

Dnchm.

5670 5

472•50
4.J3·.J9
436•67
436•25
541·25

59·10
55·4.j

53~0'4

5240•3
5235"0
6495·1

i-:l'rupl(".

Graiu.

l!J'iO

0·820
0 769
O·i58
0·757
1"127

5-!'5~

JS·.J7
JS·rn

5-!'53
67"65

18"17
2:2•53

552!"8

460·.JO

57·55

JD·JS

0·9GO

5415'1

.J51"26

56•40

JS·SO

0·9.JO

5695"8

4iH.J

59·33

J9·i8

0·988

5500•2
4744'7
4661'4

458•34
395·39
388·45

57•29
49·.j!;
48"55

JD·OO
JG·.JS
JG·J8

0954
0·82.J
o·809

Of these weight!:!, all, except the French, Spanish, Tuscan, and Roman (first
named in the table), arc divided into parts corresponding with those of the
English _\polhccaries' weight. I~ these four, the .<lrachm cont~ins /~,inst.cad
of GO grains, :md the scruple 24 rnstead of 20 grams; Lut, as m the },nghsh,
there are 3 scruples in the Jrae.
achms in the ounce, and 12 ounces in
the poun<l.
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APPROXIMATE MEASUREMEXT.

For the rnkc of con'\'"cniencc, in the absence of proper fostrumcnts, we often
make use of means of measurement, which, tlioup;h not precise nor uniform,
afford results sufficiently accurate for ordinary purposes. Of this kind arc certain household implements, of a capacity approach in g to uniformity, and corresponding to a certain extent wit~ the regular. staud~rd .m?asurcs. Cus tom
has attached a fixed n1lue to t hese implements, mth which 1t 1s proper that the
practiLioner should be familiar; although their capacity, as they are now ma~le,
with th e exception of the wineglass, generally somewhat exceeds that at winch
they were originally and still continue to be estimated.
A
A
A
A

tea-cup is estinmted to contain about four fluidounces, or a gill
wi11F9la1is
two fluidounces.
taUc.~poo n (cochlear magnum) half a fluidouncc.
tea$poon (cochlear parvum)
a fluidrachm.

Small qunntities of liquid medicines are often estimated by drop.~, each of
which ls usually considered equiYalcnt to a minim, or the sixtieth part of :~
fiuidrachm. Tbe drop of water and of watery fluids is 1 on an average, about
this size; but the same is by no means the case with all medicinal liquids, and
the drop even of the same liquid ''aries much in bulk, according to the circumstances under which it is formed. This is, therefore, an uncertain mode of
estimating the quantity of liquid s, and should be superseded where minim
measures can be had.
The results stated in the following table were obtained by Mr. E. Durand,
of Philadelphia. (Ree Journ. of the Philadelphia College of Pharnw('y, i. 169.J
They may be relied on as accurate, but should be considered as indicating only
the rehtive number of drops afforded by the several liquids mentioned; for,
und er other circumstances than those of 1\Ir. Durand's experiments, entirely
different results might be obtained as relates to each liquid. The preparations
experimented with were those of the first edition of the U. S. Pharmacopccia.

Table, exhibiti119 the Number of Drops of dijj'e1·ent Liquids Fg_11,ivale11t to a
Fluidraclini..
Drops.
Drops.
Acid, acetic (crystallizablc)
120 Tincture of assafetida, of fox.Acid, bydroC'yanic (medicinal)
45
glove, of guaiac, of opium
120
Acid, muriatic
54 Tincture of chloride of iron
132
Acid, nitric
84 Vinegar, distilled
78
Acid, nitric 1 diluted (1 to 7)
51 Vinegar of colchicum
78
Acid, sulphuric
DO Vinegar of opium (black drop)
78
Acid, sulphuric, aromatic
120 Vinegar of squill
78
51 Water, distilled
45
.Acid, sulphuric, diluted (1 to 7)
Alcohol (rectified spirit)
138 Water of ammonia (strong)
54
Alcohol, diluted (proof spirit)
120 Water of ammonia. (weak)
45
Arseuitc of potassa, solution of
57 Wine (Teueriffc)
78
Ether, sulphmic
150 Wine, autimon ial
72
Oil of anisecJ, of eiunn-mon, of
Wine of colcbicum
75
cloves, of peppermint, of sweet
Wine of opium
iR
almonds, of olives
120*
*Seepage 1098 for tl1c results obtaine<. r
ofcssor Proclcrwith the vofoti\e oils
whicl~ give n. ~o n;;i,lcrnbly smaller number
- to tl1~ fluidrnchm tlrnn here stated:
showrng how different m~y be the results o
er <l1ffcrcnt circumstances.
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ff. ALPIIABETICAL TABLE OF Plf.\R)UCEUTIC.\L
EQUIVA LENTS.*
Symbol or Formula.t

Kame.

Aeicl,ncetic -

C,TT,O,

c,u,o,+uo

Cl'\Stallized
nmylic.~ See Acid, n1lcrianic.
autimonic
antimonious ar::cnic

51
GO
160

161
115
U9
113

nrscniou~

bcnzoic cry:stallized

12~
3~·9

boracic
camphoric (mouohydra.tcd)

100

carbonic
chloric.

22

75·42
G7·J~

chlorous
chromiccitric
crystallized

L"qufralent.

50·27
lfi5
201
85
127•3

-

!!•Ilic (dried •f 212°)
hydriodic
hJdrocyanic (prussic acid)
hs<lro:sulpbmic (sulphurettcd hydrogen)
hypochlorous liJponitrous hspophosphorous
hyposulphuric
hyposulpburous
iodic

kiuic (crystallized) .
lactic (monohydratcd )

rn econic (d ried at 212°) muriatic (hyd rochlori c acid)

nitric
quadrihydratcd (sp. gr. I ·42)

27

17
4342

38
40
72
48
HiG·3
a6
DO
200
3G·42
OJ

DO

• This tnble inchtr.lcs nll the clements, o.ltbough mnny of them nre no.t usccl in medicine. It also embraces IL few compounds which arc not Uf:.CJ iu phnrmncy, hut which nre
in!'lcttcdon::iccountof their general importance. Including; nridiumnuddonnrium, the
present number of tbcclcmcntsisG.3.
t By moJcrn chemists the clements nre designated by letters, cnllecl Jymbol8. '.l'lte
initial letter of the nnme is the symbol, wbcnc,·cr it is distinctive; but, when scvcml
clements h:ive names beginning with the same letter, the plnn adopted is to represent
one of them by the initinl lcttcr, nnd the rest by the initial letter with some other n~so
cinted with it. Thus C stnnds forcnrbon, Cn for calcium, Cd for cadmium, Ce fu r cerium,

Cl fo r chlorine, Co for cobalt, Cr for chromium, Cu for copper, &c.

'l'he use of these

~lH~~;§~;~:~ll~~r~g~I~~~i

'.l'he p;roup of letters and figures, thus used to deuotc the compositiou of any compound.
is called lbe formula of such compound. '.l'be symbols given nre those of Berzelius, nml
should not. be varied from, for fear of.\r..o;ring their usefulness by creating confusion.

'.\"
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Na»1t.

Acid, nitrous oxalic crystn.ll izcd
sublimed
phosphoric
monohydratcd (glacial acid)
phosphorous prus.c::;ic. Sec .AciJ, hydrocyanic.
succinicsulphuric
-monohydratcd (sp. gr. 1·8Jo)
(No rdhauscn acid) sulphurous
tannic (tannin from galls)
tartaric crystallized
uric (1ithic acid)

46
36
63

l'Oa

49
89

32
212
6G
i5
150
108
93

-

102

533

46
88
32
H
A1 20,
.•\ 120 31 3803

Al

Amide (:unidogen)
Ammonia
acetate -

.NII,

.Nl1 9
NH81 C,H90 1
NU,,C,II,0,+7HO
N LI:11 2C0g
N £1 3 ,2 IIS
NlI91 C01
Nll,, U S
:Nn 3 ,HCI
NlT 91 ~0 5
:?N IT 3 ,3C01
2NU.,3C0,+2Il0
Nll,,SO,+HO
NH 31 N 4 0 10 H 11 0~+2HO

crystallized
bicarbonate bihydrosulphate
carbonate
bydrosulphate (hydrosulphu ret)
muriatc (sal ammoniac) -

sesquicarbonatc
hydrated (medicinal carbonate)
sulphate
uratc
_

_

_

J:J~:,

_

:~~~~t(ao!;~~d:t~~~)tatc of amylic ether) Cw~;~i~,~13 03

Sb

ANTIMONY or STlBIU M oxychloride (powder of Algaroth)
oxysulphuret -

9Sb0,+2SbCI,
Sb0, + 5SbS,+ 16IIO

~:~~~!~eri~~ t(~;~~~: of ~uti~ony)

terox1de (med1c111al ox ide)
tersulphurct (medici nal sulphuret)

45

i2
81
GG
50
40

ALUM I NJU'.\[ -

!:;J~ni~m ~

Equivalmt.

NO,

c,o,
c,o,+3rro
e,o.,+uo
1'0,
Po.,+uo

hydrated valcri:rnic (aroylic acid)
hydrated
Aconitia.
Alcohol
amylic mcthy li c
Al<lchycl
Alum. Sec Sulphate of alumina and potassa.
Alumina.
tcrsulphatc (salt in alum)

nitrate

Symbol or Formula.

Sb~~b%;~r~o,

•

Sb03
SbS,

51-J

lil-4

13-7
lG
17
GS
131
61
51
39
34

53·42

n

100
118
66
185
18
il
130
i9
129
184i•52
1182
219

235·26
153
177
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Symbol or Formula.

Namt..

Egufraltnt.

ARIDJUM?*

As

ARSENJC

NC,.II.,O,
NC,.11,,0.,SO,?
Ila
IlaCl
BaCl+2IIO
llaO
BaO,CO,
BaO,llO

75
107
181·2G
453·9
123
289
329
G8·7
104-12
122·12
76•7
98•7
85-7

Ba0,N05
llaO,SO,
C12lfe
C,. lJ,0,
Bi
BiOJ.N05
BiO,

1so·1
116•7
78
105
213
291
237

B
Br

10·9
78-4
373
55•8
63·8
103·8
194
20·5

bisulphurct (rcalgar)

A~S~

terchloride
terioclide

AsCI,
Asl 3

tcrsulphurct (orpiroent)

A sS3

Atropia

sulphate
IlARIU)l

chloride crystallized

Bary ta
carbonate

.

hydrate .

-

muriate. See Barium, chloride.
nitrate

sulphate
Benzole
Bcnzyie
BISMUTll

nitrate of teroxide
teroxide
Illack oxide of manganese. Sec Manganese, deutoxide .
oxide of mercury. See l\Iercury, protoxide.
]3lue ,·itriol. See Copper, sulphate of protoxide.
Borax. See Soda, biboratc.
BORON
BRO;\JINE

N 2 C""'IT~0 7

Brucia
CADMIUM

protoxidc
sulphate of protoxidc
Catfein (also the"in and guara.nin)
CALCJU;\J

chloride crystallized
Calomc1. See Mercury, protocbloride.

C 10TT8
C10IIsO

Camphene
Camphor
CARBON

bisulphuret

Cd
CdO
Cd0,80,,
N4C16 II 100,
Ca
CaCl
CaCl+6IIO

-

-

-

-

c
cs,

55·92

109·92

68
76
6
38

Caustic potassa. See Potassa, hydrate.

soda. See Soda, hydrate.
CERIUM

Ceruse. See Lead, carbonate of protoxide.
Cetin
Chalk. See Lime, carbonate.
CatoRINE

Chloroform

Cc

46

Cayll330

233

Cl
C,IICJ,

35·42
ll9•26

• This was announced, some years ago, as a new metnl by M. Ullgreo. ~l. Bahr has
repeated M. Ollgren'sexperimcots, and has arrived at the conclusion that the so-called
aridium consists of iron, containing phosphorus and probably chromium.
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Symbol or Formula.

Cr
NC.,II,,O

UnRo:-.1 1u:-.1
Cinchonia.
disulphate
crystallized
sulpha.te
Cinnabar. See Mercury, bisulphurct.
CODAT,T
Cotleia COJ,U'.'IIBIU'.'II or TAXTALU'.'II* -

2NC20 II 120,S03
2NC,.II,,0,S0,+2IIO
NC., U,,O,SO,

Co
NC,,H.,O,
Ta

Equfrale11t.

26·2 i
154
348
36G
194
29·5
284
185

Common salt. See Sodium, chloride.

COPPER. or CuPRUM
Cu
acetate of protoxidc CuO,C..IJ3 Q3
black or protoxide CuO
di:icetate of protoxide (verdigris)
2CuO,C.. U3 0 3
nitrate of protoxide CuOiNOs
crptallized
Cu0,N0,+3HO
red or dioxide
Cu~O
sulphate of protoxide (blue vit riol)
Cu0,803
crystallized
Cu0,S0,+5IIO
Cor rosive sublimate. See l\fercnry, bich loride.
Cream of tnrt..1r. Sec Potassa, bitartratc.
Crcasotc
C~H ..O,
NC, or Cy
Cyanogen
DIDDllU'i[
Di
-

31•6
90·6
39•6
130·2
93•6

120•6
7 1•2

79·6

124•6
216
26
48

DO:iARIU'.'\I?t

EpRom salt. Sec 1'Iagncsia, sulphate.
]~r.BJDI

Btbal Ether acetic

-

-

hydriodic
hyponitrous

B
C,,II,,,O+HO
C,11,0
C,II,O,C,II,O,
C,IT,l
C,I-I,O,.\'O,
C,II,CI

muriaticsu lphuric. See Ether.
Ethereal oil. Sec Sulphate of ether and etherine.
Ethcrinc
Bthyle Ferrocyanogen
Flowers of zinc. Sec Zinc, protoxidc.
FLUOUINE

GLUCINIU:'ll

-

Glycerin

Glyccrylc

*

c. us
F

-

3i
88
155·3
75
64-42
28
29
106
1 R·6~

c,rr

13

G,O,
G
C,II,O,+ IIO

92

Formylc

Fuscl oil. Rec Alcohol, amylic.
Glaubcr's salt. See Soda, sulphate.
Glucina

C,II,

FcCy,

?

~42

c,u,

3 7·92

6'96
43

Acco1·lling to ~I. LI. Rose the eolumbium of Ifo.tchett, nnd the tantnlum of Ekebcrg

nrcdi!"tinctmctiils.

~~r~~'.·:~~~":.~::'.~:~:~~:~:;:fa~~1a~fi~!~t~~~~.~~:::'.~~~:~1~~a'.1~:r.~:~::;1:~b::~~.'.
firmed, tlon1n·1um must be struck from the list of µictnls .
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Symbol or Fonnula.

Namt.

Au
_
_
or AURUi\t Goulard'.s ?xtract of lead. Sec I.cad, d.iaccta.te of protoxide.
Green vitriol. See Iron, sulphate of protoxide.
llcavy oil of wine. Sec Sulphate of ether and etheriue.

GOLD

IlYDHOGEN

H
HO

-

-

protoxide (water)
lLl\lENIUi\I
loD I NE -

~~:,ri~)[

Jl
I

-

-

-

:

laoN or FERRu:-.r

-

-

-

~~~:1\~~e- of scsquio~idc :
carbonate of protoxicle

-

citrate of scsquioxide
fcrrocyanuret (pure Prussian blue)
iodide 0rystallized
medicinal black oxide
native black oxide

protocyanurct protoxide
red or sesquioxide
hydrated sesquichloridc -

subarsf'niate of protoxidc sulphate of protoxide (green vitriol)
crystallized
tartrate of protoxide
tnrtratc of sesquioxide
tcracetate of sesquioxide ternitratc of sesquioxide tersulphate of scsquioxidc
tervalcriana.te of scsquioxide
tribasic phosphate of protoxide LANTANIU~I

LEAD or

-

PLUMBUM

C2J;Is
Fe

Fe~O]~;~;II 20j

-

honc-pho,phntc
carbonate (chalk)
chlorinated
hydrate (slaked lime)
muria.te. Sec Calcium, chloride.
90

199

l
9
60•2l

126'3
::in1·9
98·8
28
:212
10G'4.

FcO,CO!J

58

Fe 2 0~,C 11 II 5 0a

:245
430
154·3

.Fe.Cy0
Ilel
FeT+5HO
Fe2 0 3 +2Fe0

l?eeOa+FeO

FcCy
}1c0
li'csi03
Fe,0,+2UO
Fe11Cl 3

4Fe0,As05

l<'cO,SO:t
Fe0,S0,+7IIO
Fe0 1 C4 H 2 0 5
Fcll09 ,04 U.20 5
}'cz03 ,3C)J 3 Q3
Fe1 0 3 ,3NO.s
Fe,03 ,3803
Fe2 0 3 ,3C 10 H 0 0 3
2Fe0, UO,P05
I~a

J>b

Pb0,C4 Il3 0.1
acetate of protoxide (sugar of lead)
Pb0,C,H,0,+3U O
crystallized
carbonate of protoxide (white lead) 2(Pb0,CO,)+Pb 0,HO
J'OCl
cliloridc J>bO,
deutoxidc (puce oxide) cliacetate of protoxide (Goulard's extract) 2Pb0,C4 l::I3 0J
PbI
iodide Pb0,N05
nitrate of protoxidc PbO
protoxide (nrnssicot)
Pb3 0 4
red oxide (red lead or minium) -

• Lime

Equioolent..

CaO

3Ca0,PO,
CaO.CO,
CnO,Cl
CnO,IIO

i99·a
152
116
54

36
80

98
rn2·2r
:259

76
139
102

HG

:233
242
:20ij

359
153
44•15
103·6
162'6
189'6
387'8
139·02

119·6
274·2
229·9

165·6
l ll ·6
342•8
28·5
157·5
50·5

63·92
37•5
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Symbol or Formula.

Namt.

J.-ITU1Ui\l

MAONESIU~J -

hydrated chloride

-

-

LO,CO,
L
.
MgO
- 3(Mg0,CO,+IIO)+Mg0,IIO
3Mg0,C,, U,0,.
MgO,SO,
Mg0,S0,+7IIO
Mg
MgCl,6HO
Mn
MnO,
C,R,O,

doutoxide (black oxide)
1\fannite
Massicot. Sec I.cad, protoxide.
)l.EitCURY or TIYDRARGYRUhl acetate of protoxide
ammoniateU (white precipitate) bichloride (corrosive sublimate)
bicyanurct (prussiate)
biniodidc
binitrate of dcutoxide
bisulphate of <lcutoxide bisulpbnret (cinnabar)
dcutoxide (red precipitate)
nitrate of protoxi<le -

~~~~~1il~~ide (~lom~l)

94"5
14
36
G
20
182
225

GO
123
12
101•42
21·1
43"7
91

IlgCl,NH,

202
261
253-42

HgCI,

272·84

ll gCy,
B gI,

254
454-G

Ilg

ITgO,C~U 3 0 1

•

TigO'l,2N05

326

B gS~

298
234
218

Eg011 2S03
ligO!l

Ilg0,N05

l/;J1

protosulphuret
IlgS
1irotoxide (black oxide)
IIgO
scsquiodide
IIJ?,T3
subsulphate of deutoxide (turpeth mineral) 3Tig02,2801
su lphate of protoxidc
Ilg0,803
Melby le
C,U,
';:\linium. See Lead, red oxide.

264
328•3
237'-l2

218
210
782•9

734
250
15

47"7

l\IOLYBDENU)I

Morphia
acetate rnuriate sulphate Narcein-

N1c1rnL protoxide
sulphate of protoxiclc
crystal lized
NIOBIU)l*

64·5

LO

Magnesia
carbonate (magnesia. alba.)
citrate sulphate (Epsom salt)
cry!:itallized

MANOANt:si: -

Equit•olmt.

CaO,C,O,
CaO,C,H,0,

Lime, oxalatetartrate J.Jithia. carbonate

-

292

343
328•42

332

298
29•5
37"5
77"5
14~5

*Niobium nnd pelopium were nllcged to exist in the Bo.,·arinn and NorM1 American
columbitcs. He_cently, however, M. II. Rose hns nnnounce<l that they arc the sn.me, nnd

;~~{~~·~J~:~1~fr~~ i:~~:~F::~~:.~:~:~:0:1t~E~m,~::~:~1'.:~. ~~~~~~f:.i::'.'.~~j:;~~
givcntoitbyitsdiscovcrcr,uudthono.meniobiumshould be abuudoued. (Pltiloa. Mag.,
June,1854,p.461.)
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]{am~.

Symbol or Formula.

Equfralent.

Nitre. See Potassa, nitrate.
NITJtOOEN

-

.N'ORJU'.\l

-

Olefiantgas

-

-

_

_

_

g~t~~~t. Sc~ Ars~nic, t~rsul~huret~
Ox YO EN

N
No

14
?

C,II,

14

Os

0

PALLADIUM

Pd

-

99·7
8
53·3

PEWVJU!\I.

Pnosi>non us PLATINUM

p
Pt
KO
K0 1Q4 Lf3 Q 3
KO,C,JI,0,+2IIO

-

Potassa acetate

-

crystallized
arsemtc bicarbonate

-

KO,As03

K0,200 2
K0,2CO,+IIO

crystallized
bichromate
binoxalatc (salt of sorrel)

crystallized
bisulphate
crystallized

-

K0,2Cr03

-

bitartrate (cream of tartar)
cryst:1llized
-

corbonute (salt of tartar)chlorate -

K0,20 20 3
K0,2C,0,+3IIO
K0,280,
K0,2S0,+21IO
K0,20,lf11Q3
KO,~C4 1I,,Oto+HO
KO,CO,
KO,CIO,

cbroinate
KO,Cr0 3
citrate 3KO,Cc:Il50 11
ferrocyanate. See Potassium, ferrocyanuret.
KO,HO
hydrate (caustic potassa) hydriodatc. See Potassium, iod ide.
KO,NO,
nitrate (nitre or saltpetre)
KO,C,0,
oxalate sc~11uicarbonate

2K0,3CO,

KO,SO,
sulphate (vitriolatcd tartar)
KO,C,11,0,
tartrate (soluble tartar)
2KO,ll0,PO,
tribasic phosphate K
PoTA~i-1u~1 or KALTU'.\I KBr
bromide KC!
chloride KCy
cyanurct
2KCy,FcCy
ferrocyanurct 2KCy,FcCy+31IO
crystallized
Kl
iodide 2Kl,llgl,
iodohydrargyratc
KO,
tcroxidcKS,
ter!:)ulphurct Prussian blue. Sec Iron, ferrocyanuret.
Pruseiate of mercury. See Mercury 1 bicyanuret.
Prussic acid. Sec Acid, hydrocyanic.
Puce oxide of lead. Sec l.Jcad, dcutoxide.
Pyroxylic i:pirit. See Alcohol, ructbylic.

55·2

101·2
83•2
160'4
87•2

113·2
175•4
39·2

117"6
74"G2
G5·2
184•4

21H
JG5·5
785·G
632
87"2
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Name.
Quinia. disulphate (medicinal sulphate)
crystallized
muriate sulphate valerianate
Quinidia
disulphatc
crystallized
Realgar. Sec Arsenic, birmlpburct.
Red lead. See Lead, red oxide.
precipitate. Sec Mercury, deutoxide.
Rrrommt
Itochelle salt. See Tartrate of potassa and soda.
-

RuTHENlUJ\1 -

Sal ammoniac.
Saliein Salt of sorrel.
of tartar.
Saltpetre. See
SELENIUM

162
364
436
198'42
202
255

141
322
331

R
Ru

Sec Ammonia, muriate.

286
See Potassa, binoxalate.
See Potassa, carbonate.
Potassa, nitrate.

-

-

Silica

-

Equivalent.

SILICON-

or ARGENTUM
chloride cyanuretnitratc of proloxide protoxide
Slaked lime. Sec Lime, hydrate.
.
Soda
acetate crystallized
biborate (borax)
octohedral
prismatic
bicarbonate crystallized
carbonate
crystallized
.
hydrate (caustic •oda)
muriate. See Sodium, chloride.
nitrate sesquicarbonate
·
hydrated
sulphate (Glaubor's salt) crystallized
sulphite
crystallized

SILVER

ta~t~~:ys;allize<l

-

Sc
SiO,
Si
Ag
AgCI
AgCy
AgO,NO,
AgO

39'6
45·3
21·3
108
143'42
134 ,
170
116

NaO
Na0,C~ll 3 03
Nn0,C,H,0,+6IIO
Na0,2B00
Na0,2B0,+5IIO
Na0,2BO,+ !OHO
Na0 12C02
Na0,2C0,+IIO
Na.0 1CO!l
NaO,CO,+ J OHO
Na0,!10

31·3
82'3
136·3
101'1
146·1
191'1
75·3
84•3
53•3
143•3
40·3

Na0,N05
2Na0,3CQ 2
2Na0,3CO,+HIO
NaO,SO,
NaO,SO,+lOHO

85·3
128•6
l(;.!·6
71'3
161•3
63·3
135·3
97·3
115·3
143•6
359•6
124·3

NaO,SO~

NaO,S0,+8IIO

NaO;c3f:o~.+°1rro

- .. trlbaSJc pho•phatc (mcd1cmal phosphate) 2Na0,110,PO,
2Na0,IIO,P0,+24HO
·
·
·
.crystallized
NaO,C 10II00 3
va.lenanate
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Namt.

Symbol or Formula.

or NATRIUM
chloride (common salt)
iodide sesquioxide
Soluble tartar See Pota..ssa, tartrate
_
_
_
Starch Strontia.

Na
NaCl

SODIUM

STRONTIUM

Equirak1d

NaI
Na 20 3

162
51·8
43·8

-

Strychnia
muriatc Sugar, cane of lead. See Lead, acetate of protoxide.
c~nJ9019
of milk ,,+5FIO
C~
crystallized
A111
Sulphate of alumina and potassa (alum)
9 + K0,80 3
O,S0,+24IIO
- Al,O,.
crystallized C..,
Sulphate of ether and etheriuc
9 +C,.Hu803
-

SULPHUR

-

-

-

URANIU111

Veratl"ia
Verdigris. Sec Copper, diaeetatc of protoxide.
Vitriolatcd tartar. Sec Potassa, sulphate.
Water. See Hydrogen, protoxide.
White precipitate. See Mercury, ammoniat-ed.
vitriol. See Zinc, sulphate of protoxide.
Yttria YTTRIU:'lt

ZINC

-

-

acetate of protoxide
crystallized
carbonate of protoride (precipitated
carbonate)
chloride cyauuret
iodide

-

315
3GO
258·6

474'G
145

u

60
60

V

-

171

16
158·3

N11C11IJ4 Q 11

-

VANADIUM

347
383'42

s

IS,
iodide (bisulphuret of iodine) Sulphurettcd hydrogen. Sec Acid, hydrosulphuric.
Tartar emetic. See Tartrate of antimony and potassa.
Sb03 ,C.._TI~O.s+KO,C.. TI 110 5
Tartrate of antimony and potassa.
Fe2 0 3 ,C4 1I20 5 +KO,C.ll2 0 5
Tartratc of iron an<l potassa
KO,C..,H 20 5 +NaO,C,.LI20 5
Tartrate of potassa. and soda
Te
TELLUUIUM
Tb
TERUIUi\l
NC2.'iHH09
Thebaina
ThO
Thorina
Th
TllORIU)l
Sn
T.IN or STANNUM
SoCl
protochloride Ti
TlTANIUi\l
W
TUNGSTEN or WOLFRAM
Turpcth mineral. See Mercury, subsulphate of deutoxide.
Urea

23'3
58'72
149'6
70·6

NC9 ~Il 2110 6

YO
y

Zn
ZnO,C,TI,O,
Zn0,C,II,0,+7HO

8Zo0,3C0,+6HO
ZnCl
ZnCy
Zn I

6~··

~88
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Name.
Zinc, protoxidc (flowers of zinc)
sulphate of protoxidc (white vitriol)
crystallized

sulphurct (blcndc) valerianate of protoxide

ZnO
Zn0,803
Zn0,S0,+7HO
ZnS
ZnO,C 10 IT 1p 3
Zr2 0 3

Zirconia
ZIRCONIUi\I

SymbolorForniula.

-

Zr

Equivalent.

40·3
80•3

143•3
48•3

133·3

91·2
33·6
B:

V. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN DIFFERENT THERMmIETERS.
In Fahrenheit's thermometer, which is universally employed in this country
and Great Britain, the freezing point of water is placed at 32°, and the boiling
point at 212°, and the number of intervening degrees is 180.
Thr. Centigrade thermometer, which has Jong been used in Sweden under the
name of Celsius's thermometer, and is now most generally employed on the continent of Europe, marks the freezing point zero, and the boiling point 100°.
In Reaumur's thermometer, used in France before the revolution, the freezing point is at zero, and the boiling point at 80°.
In De L1."sle's thermometer used in Russia, the graduation begins at the boiling point, which i.s marked zero, while the freezing point is placed at 150°.
From the above statement, it is evident that 180 degrees of Fahrenheit are
equal to 100° of the centigrade, 80° of Reaumur, and 150° of De Lisle; or 1
degree of the first is equal to~ of a degree of the second, t of a degree of the
third, and & of a degree of the last. It is ea$y, therefore, to convert tlrn degrees
of one into the equivalent number of degrees of the other; but, in ascertaining
the corresponding points upon the different scales, it is necessary to take into
consideration their different modes of graduation. Thus, as the zero of Fahrenheit is 32° below the point at which that of the centigrade and of Reaumur is
placed, this number must be taken into account in the calculation. 'l'he following propositions will embrace all the cases Which can arise in relation to the
three last-mentioned thermometers. That of De Lisle is seldom or never referred to in works which are read in this country.
1. If any degree on the centi'grade scale, either aboYe or below zero, be multiplied by 9 and divided by 5, or if any degree of Reaumur a.hove or below zero
be multiplied by n and divided by 4, the quotient will, in either case, be the
number of degrees above or below 32°, or the freezing point of Fahrenheit.
2. The number of degrees between any point of Fahrenheil's sc~le and 32°,
if multiplied by 5 and divided by 9, will give the corresponding point on the
centigrade; if multiplied by 4 and divided by 9, will give the corresponding
point on the scale of Reaumm·.
3. Any degree of the centi'grade multiplied by 4 and divided by 5, will give
the corresponding degree of Reaumur; and conversely, any degree of Reaumur
=~~~1rl~~- by 5 and divided by 4, will give the corresponding degree of the
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VI. TABLES,

SllOWING TDE SPEClFIC GRAVITY CORRESPONDING WJTIT THE SEVER.AL
DEOREES OJ:' HYDROMETERS JN USE.

Ba.um6's hydrometer is usually employed in France. In this instrument,
the sp. gr. of distilled water is assumed as tbe zero of the descending scale, in
rebtion to fluids heavier thDn itself, while it is assumed as 10 on the ascending
scale, in relation to lighter fluids. In the Pharmacopceia Batava, a modification
of the instrument has been adopted, in which the sp. gr. of distilled water bas
been assumed as the zero of both scales. In the following tables, the specific
gravity of liquids is given, corresponding with the several degrees of these two
hydrometers. The first column of specific gravities, corresponding with Baum6's
scale, is taken from the Paris Codex, and is, therefore, of high authority; the
second is that which has been given in previous editions of this work, taken

from Duncan's Edinburgh Dispcnsatory (A. D. 1830), and ba.scd on the calculations of Huss.

For Liquids li'ghter than Water.
SpedfleGravlty

Do""
o~;!~

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2*

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

By Baum(;.

l·OOO
0·993
0·986
0·979
0·973
0•966
0·960
0·953
0•9-17
0·9H
0·935
0·929
0·923
0917
0·911
0·905
0·300
0·39.;
0·889
0•883
0"878
0·812

1·0000
0•9930
0•9861
0·9792
0•9724
0•9657
0·9591
0•9526
09-162
0·9399
0•9336
0·9274
0·9212
0·9151
0•9091
OiJ032
0·8974
o·89 t7
0•8860
0·8804
0·8748
0·8693

I

I
lnPharm.
llatava.

1000
993
987
980
974
967
961
954
948
941
935
929
923
917
911
906
900
895
889
884
878
873
868
863
858
852
847
842
837
832
828
823

Deg~

lofhydrometer.
33
3-l
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Im
I

I

SpeeifleGrs:tity.
By Baumli.

In Phann.

-----0·867
0 8638
0·862
0·8584
0·857
0•8531
0·852
0•8479
o·8J7
0·8428
0•842
0·8378
0•8329
0·837
0·832
0•8281
0·827
0 8233
0·8186
0-.823
0•8139
o·S18
0·8093
0•813
0·8047
0·809
0·30.;
0·8001
0·7956
0·800
0·7911
0·795
0"7866
0·101
0"7821
0·7777
0·7733
0"7689
0•7646
0·7603
0•7560
0·7518
0·7476
0·7435
0•7394
0·7354
0·7314
0·7251

--

BataT&.

819
814
810
805
800
796
792
787
782
778
774
770
766
762
758
754
750
746
742
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For Li'quids heavier than 1Vater.

-~''.'.:"'.

mo"'·
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

~

~~.

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Speci!lc: Gravity.
Byllaum6.

HOOO
1000
1·0010
1007
1·0141
1014
1·0213
1022
1·0286
1029
1·0360
1036
1·0.t35
1044
1·0511
1052
1•0588
1060
1·0666
1067
1·0745
1075
1·0825
1083
1091
l·090G
1100
1•0988
1108
U07l
1116
Ul55
1125
1·1240
1134
U326
1143
0414
1152
U50.t
1161
U596
1171
U690
1180
U785
1190
1·1882
1199
U981
1·2082
1210
1221
Bl 84
1•2288
121ll
•. l242
1·2394
1·2502
1252
1261 1·' 1·2012
1•2724
1275
1·2838
1286
1298
1·2954
1·3072
1309
1321
1·3190
1·3311
1334
1•343.t
1346
1359
1·3559
1372
1·3686
1·3815
1384

luPharm.
Dat11.va..

1000
1007
1014
1022
1029
1036
1044
1052
1060
1067
1075
1083
1091
1100

nos

1116
1125
1134
1143
1152
1161
1171
1180
1190
1199
1210
1221
1231
1242
1252
1261
1275
1286
1298
1309
1321
1334
1346
1359
1372
1384

~.re. I

ofl.Jydromctef.

Spe<:illcGrnvity.

Dy Baumli.

Iu Plu1.rm.
Bat.a vs,

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
6G
67
68
69
70
71
72

73
7-1

75
76

1398
H12
1426
1440
1±5.t
1470
1485
1501
1516
1532
1549
1566
1583
1601
11H8
1637
1656
167G
1695
1715
1736
1758
1779
1 ~ 01

1823
1847
1872
1897
1921
1946
19H
2002
2031
2059
2087
2116

H947
1•4082
1•4219
H359
H501
H645
H792
H942
H096
1•5253
1·5413
1·5576
1•5742
1·5912
1·6086
1·6264
1·6446
l·G632
H823
U019
Vi220
Vi427
}•7640
1.7858
aos2
U3l2
a548
a190
B038
1•9291
1"9548
1·~809

2·oon
2·0340
2•0610

1398
1412
1426
lHO
1454
1470
H85
1501
1516
1532
15.19
1566
1583
lGOl
1618
1637
1656
1676
1695
1714
1736
1758
1779
1801
1823
1847
1872
1897
1ll21
1946
1974
2002
2031
2059
2087
2116
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The French Codex employs BaumC's hydrometer to indicate the density of
iquids heavier than water; but for those lighter than water, it has recourse to
the instrument of Cm·tier, as the one most diffused in commerce. 'l'his differs
from BaumC's only in a slight modification of the scale. In both, the lowest
point is 10°; but 30° of Cartier correspond with 32° of l3aum6, so that 20
degrees of the former are equivalent to 22 of the latter. Such, at least, was
the original relation of the two instruments; but that of Cartier has subsequently undergone some sli ght modifications. The following table, extracted
from the Codex, shows the value of the several degrees of BaumC's scale in those
of Cartier's. The centesimal alcolwbnetcr of Gay-Lussac is applicable only to
alcohol. The scale of this instrument is divided into 100 unequal degrees, the
zero correspond ing to pure waler, and 100° to absolute alcohol; and every intermediate degree expresses the per centage of pure alcohol, by measure, contained in the liquors examined. Thus, when the instrument stands at 40° in
any alcoholic liquid, it indicates that 100 parts of the liquid contain 40 of pure
alcohol and 60 of water. But, as it was graduated for the temperature of 59°
of Fahrenheit, the liquors to be tested should be brought to that temperature.
In page 62 of this Dispensatory is a table indicating the specific gravity corresponding with each pe1· centage of alcohol by weight; and as, in the table
given in the next page, the value of Cartier's degrees in those of the alcoholmeter is stated 1 there can be no difficulty in converting the degrees of any one
of these instruments into those of another, or of ascertaining the specific gra''ity, or the per centage of alcohol whether by measure or weight, to which
they respectively correspond.

Table showing tlte
D:iuml!.

Cur tier.

Ilnum(i.

Cartier.

Da.um6.

Cnrtier

10
10-92
11"84
12"76
13"67
14·59
15"5 1
16"43
17"35
18 "26
19•18
20·10
21·02

23
24

2194
22"85
23 77
24·69

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

33·88
34·80
35-i2
36·63
37•55
38 ·+6
39·40
40·31
41"22
42•14
43"06
43-93
44·90

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10

11
12

13
H
15
16

17
18

19
20
21
22

~5

I

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

~5-61

26"53
27"+4
28"38
29·20
303 1
31"13
32·04
32"96

I

H
45
4G
47
48

I
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TaUe slwwi11g lite Value of lite Df'grees of Cartier's H!Jdro meter in those of
Gay-Lussac' s l'entesinw.l Alcolwlmeler.
Cartier.

Cente;;imal
Alooholn1etcr.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1i
18
JO
20
21

0·2
5· 1
Jl •2
18•2
25·2
31•6
36•9
41•5
45·5
49•1
52·5

55•6

Cartier.

A~~:i"~~~r. ~/ Af!~t~~,i1~~~!r. .
j

22
23

58 •7
61•5
64 ·2
66•9
69"4
11"8

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

80·5
82•6

33

SH

74
76•3

78"4

I

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

86•2
88
89·6
91·2
92·7
9H
95·4
96·6
9i"7
98 8
99"8
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1276 Acid,nitric

Acet:iteofzinc

~~~~!:;~\'.:~'· !:~~~c~'.

:::~~):'.:~c;dHnctu<e of]~:~ ;~:i~l: ~:~:;E~::::, !gi

j§l§~;""':!~ i:~ ~;~~,..~I Ji ~f:;:~ ·:!i
1~!~l ~!~i~,~:· m;Hg.~1~~:,:;:~,h;- :~: ~ll!r~:~:;::m J!
730

Abieslnrix

merce

i\bsinthic ncid
Absinthin
Absinthimn
Absolute nlcohol
Abutti.
Acacia
AcnciaAdam1onii

~~:~:: ~:t~~~~~
Acnciadecurrcns

~~:~~: ~!~~:'Jtnna

~~:~:: f~~~~~fcra
Acaci:.. Nilotica
Acncinnostrns
Acaci::i. Scnegnl

~~:~t: :~:~~is

Acaciavern
Acncim verm succus
Acer sncchnrinum
Aceta
Acetate of alumitHL
Acetateofnmmonia,solution of
Acetate of nmylicethcr
Acetate of copper
Acetnte of iron, tinetu re of
Acetate of lead
Acetate of magnesia.
Acetate of morphia
Acetate of morphia, solution of
Acetnte of potassa.
Acetate of quinia
Acetate of soda

61

15,20 Acid, tartaric

1

I

563,

5 Acetitication

51Acetone
Acetosclln.

4
s;;2
5;; I
5

Acetum
Acctum Britunnicum
Acetum cnnthnridis

6 Acetum colchici

19~7

l~:~~:~ ~:s1~~~::m
Acctumopii

~ ~t~~~;~:n s~w::folium

~ ~t~:~:l~~cc~i~id
G Acid, aromatic sulphuric
7
G Acid, nrsenious

~ ~~:h~~;~~~:e of deut-

oxide of mercury
Acid, cblorohydric
Acid, c~tric
Acid, chluted acet ic
Acid, diluted hydrocynnic.
86 1 Acid, diluted muriatic
132D Acid, diluted nitric
1289 Acid, diluted phosphoric .
995 Acid, diluted sulphuric
5Gfl Acid,gnllic
1289 Acid, l1ydrochl oric
1087 Acid, hydrocynnic
Acid, medicinal hydro1088 1 cynnic
] 133 1Acid, muriatic
251 Acid uitrnte of mercury
686

G
7
632
7!13
J31J3

13 Acidum nceticum cnm·
798
phorat.um
1385
1376 Acidum nccticum dilu800
tum
1~
14 Acid um nccticum e ligno
15, 17
''Cnale
i!J,j
i!:IO Acillumaceti?umforte16, 17

7~! Ac!~~:~n

acehcum gla7'J6 Acidumarseniosum

1~~~ .\c~:~~~~ arscniosum

l~~E :~~:~~:~ ~~~~~!f:u:
1\ cidum citricum
SIG Acitlum ga1\icum
21 Acidum hydriodicum

16
21
903

l~~~

~~~:~~;~ ~~~;~~::~~~:~~:

32
803
1341
35

SOO
812
dilutum
10-12
30 Acidmn bydrocyanicum 805
32 Acidum hydrocyaoicum
805
dilutum
800
1354
Acidum lacticum
35
805 Acidum murinticum
812 Acidum murinticum di'
812
lutum
812
puAcidum muriaticum
35
rum
815
81 G I Acid um murinbcum' e35
nnle
803
40
35 Ac1dum n1tr1cum
dtlu80G Ae1dum rutr1cwn
812
tum
813
808 Ac1dummtr1eumpurum
Ac1dum mtr1cumvenale 40
Acidumn itromurinticum 813
1373
1042 Acil.l.umoxo.Hcum

85 1
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Acidum phosphoricum
.iEthylnmine
dilutum
815 Africall kino
Acidum pyroligneurn 15, 17 Agar agar
Acidum succinicum
1392 Agaric
5
45
0

~~:~~~~ ~tfl~;~:~~~m

aronmticum
816
Aci<lum sulphuricmn
816
dilutum
A,.idum sulphul'icuru
purum
818
Acidum sulphuricum
veuale
45
819
Acidum tnnnicum
Acidum tartnriclUU
51
Acipenscr huso
403
Acipenser rntbenus
403
Acipenser stellatus
40~
Acipensersturio
403
Aconiteleaves
54
Acon.iteroot
54
54
Aconiti foli;t
Aconiti radix
54
Aconitia
56,822
5(i
Aconitic acid
Aconitin
5G
Aconitum anthora
64Aconitum cammarum
54
Aconitum ferox
54
54
Acouitum lycoctouum
55
Acouitum napellus
Aconitum neomontanum· M

534 Ale
4:~3 Alembic
1330 Aleppo scamruony
J:.!91 Alctris

~1~~~:~. :u~~~n~ak

~ ~~i ~::~;:::~r~ns~~~a

Agnri~, white
1291
Agntlns Damarrn.
733
Agathosmns
148
Agnthotcs chimyta
215
Agave Americana.
1292
Agn:ve Virgin.ic::i.
1:!92
3i0
Agedoite
Agrimonia cupntoria
1292
Agrimouy, common
1:292
Ab: la Chapelle water
11 2
.\juga chamaipitys
1292
Ajuga. PJ'ramidalis
1292
Ajugnreptans
1292
Ahmtin
405
Albumenasanantidote
for corfosive sublimate
1029
Albumenovi
548
Albumen, vegetnble
343
Albuminnte of iron 1292-3
Albuminateofiron and
potassa, syrup of
1292
Aleem .iEgyptiaero ·
1340
Alchemill:i vulg:nris
1293
Alcohol, .E'd., Dub.
852
09
Alcohol, U.S.

!:~:::~~~: ~:~;~'.;;~~:: ~~ ~::~~~:: ~~~~'~u;~ted G2,
Acouitu.mSincuse
Aconitum 1'auricum
Aconitum uucina.tmn
Acorus ca\amus
Acrid lettuce
Actroa.alba
Actron. Americana.

54- Alcohol, amylic
M Alcohol amylicum
54 J\lcchol as a poison
] 51 Alcohol, diluted
442 Alcohol dilutum
1290 Alcohol, metbylic
1200 Alcohol, preparations of

~~::; :~r:.F,:··

:~~~ ::;:;:~:t::::::, ~:·.:::

Alhagi l\faurorum
Alisma plantago
Aliznrin
Alkn\imctry
Alkanet
Alkekcngi
A\linria, offi.cinalis
Al\ium
Allium Cnnadense
Allium eepa
Alli um porrnm
Allium sath'um
Allspice
Allyle
Almondconfectiou
Almond emulsion
Almond mixture
.\lmond oil soap
Almonds, bitter
Almonds. sweet
Alnus glutinosa
Ahrns serrulala.
Aloe
Aloe Africann.
Aloe arborescens
.t\\oe Barbndensis

m~:~: ~:;~~>elyni

755
778
001
G4

851 .\loehepatica.
851 Aloe lndica
63 Aloe multiformis
854 Aloe plicatilis
854 Aloe purpurasccns
701 Aloe Socofrina
851 Aloe spicnt11.
62

6~~

404
1293
623
584
1293
1381
1293
65
65
13i2
1355
65
559
66,684
928
1076
1076
650
90, 91
90, 91
1294
129!
67
69
67, 72
67

~:~:,::;:.,,,

Adunsoniadig:itntn.
1290
nite
969 Aloes, Barbodoes
Adcps
57 Alcoholicc::drn.ctofbcl.\loes, Bethelsdorp
AJepsstllllus
57
ladonna.
072 .\loes, cabaJline
Adeps suillusprreparaAlcoholice.i:tractofhcmAloes, Cape
tus
1253
lock
976 Aloes, fetid

~;
67
6i, 71
67
69

67, 72
68
67

!~
71
69
72
69
72

~i~f~~:;;;~;;,~~~::;;; ~i~~~~~~~~;;i~~~;~7,·:;i~ il~ ~\ ~~~ii,,, !~
modeof
1408 Alcoliolic solution of
305
chloroform
849
JErugo
JEsculushippocastanum 1290 Alcoholmetcr, Gny-Lus1Ether
825
sac'scentesimal 14331 1434

Alocsin
Aloetic pills
Aloin
Alpinia cardamomum

1Ether hydrocyanicus
1EU1er muria.ticus
.!Ethel· snlphuricus
1£therea
.lEthiops vegctabilis

Alterntivca
Althroa.
Althroa officinalis
Althrea roseo.
Althoore Hores

~~~:~ ~;~t;~:d~cus

~~~~ ~::~~1%que
1342
13'J3
825
825
1330

14, ~~~ ;~~~!~!~ r~:~~~:jnr
1

Aldchyd resin
14, 838
Alder, American
1294
Alder, blnck
595
Alder, common Europenn
1294

73
1110
73
183

i~~~

3
i6
i6
77
76

·
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Ancthnm fceniculuru
352
1\ucthum graveolens
90
Angelica
9i
Angelica arch:rngelicn
97
Angelica atropu1·pure&
97
1\ngclica-tree bark
J 16
Angclicic acitl
98
Angola. weed
437
Angustura
98
Angusturn.b(lrk
08
Augusturu, fitlse
100
Anhydrousalcohol
(j:2
Animal charcoal
177
Animal charcoal as nn
ngent for procmi.ng
''egetable acth·e prm·
ciples
!HS
Auimal charcoal, purified
IJll
Animal oil
86
Animl:
1296
Anise
101
Anise water
890
1\niseed, star
JOI
Anise-t.ree, florida
1344
Auisum
101
Annott:'L
12Df\
Anodyne enema
959
Anodyne liniment
1067
Anodynes
3
Antacids
3
Antbclmintics
3
Anthcmis
102
Anthemisarvensis
102
Antlicmis cotula
295
Anthemis nobilis
102
Anthcmis pyrethrum
591J
Authemistinctoria
102
Autho:uu1thum odoratum
1400

Antimonii terchloridi Iiquor
8G5
Autimonii tersulphurctum
106
Antimonious o.cid
103
Antimonium
104
.\ntimonium dinphoreticum
1325
Antimonium tartarizatum
86i
Antimony
104
Antimonynndpotassa,
tartrateof
807
..\ntimo11y ash
104
Ant!mony, crocus of
13~2
Antimony, gl~ss of
1333
Anlimony, oude of
SGG
Antimony, o.xychlo ride
of
1384
~\ntimony, o:s:ysulphuret of
878
Antimony, precipitated
sulphuret of
878
Antimony, preparations
of
865
Antimony,
prepnred
sulpburetof
877
Antimony, suboxideof JO~
Antimony, sulphuret of JOG
Antimony, tartarized
867
Antimony, tcroxide of 866
Antinhinic ncid
313
.\ntirrh inum Jinnri.a
1297
Antispasmodics
2
Apiin
1);)4
Apis mellifica
203, 473
Apium pctroselinum
554
Apocynin
107
Apocynum androsremifolium
106

Aqua fceniculi
.\qua foutaur~

891
110
40

Aquafortis

Aqun lauro-cerusi

S~n

Aqua luciai

6JO

Aqua menthre piperit:£ 802
Aqua menthro pulcgii
b93
Aqua mcnthro ,·iridis
892
Aqua plrngecl:-cnicit
1027
.\ qua picisliqu.i<lro
566
Af1un pimcntoo
892
.·\quapulegii
893
.\qua regia
8 13
Aqua rosre
893
Aqua samb~c~
893
Aqua snpplnnoa
307
Aqure
885
Aqum medicntro
885
Aquilegia ,.u\garis
12!)7
Arabin
9
Arnlia hispida
116
Aralia nudicnuli!
115
Aralia racemosa
llG
J\ralia spinos1L
116
Araucn.ria Dombeyi
733
Arbor vitai
1400
Arbutusumursi
743
Arcanum duplicntum
592
Archnogelica officinalis 97
Archil
438
Arctium lnppn.
4-43
Arctostaphylos uvn. ursi 743
Ardent spirits of com·
merce
61
Arcea cntechu
201, 1297
.treca nut
1297
Argel
672
.trgemone :\lexicnnn.
1297
Argenti chloriJum
1313
Argenti cynnuretum
895

~~11;gg·:~..folium :!~I ~~~f~~~'.::·:;;:·;;;;;~ :m rn~;[\.~J~:~E:::,s:f6:1i~
tf[!J~~!~~~ft:~~~ ,J!i ~~~[~~~g~::~. . : :: ~l~ifJ:::~:udficatum m
trns

.Anlimonii ox.idum

Antimonii oxysulphure-

867 .\qua
108 Aricina
866 ,\qu:\ nci(li cnrbouici
887 .A1i:otolochin. clemntitis
.\qu:taluminos!\Butenna 85.) 1\ristolochinhnsrnla

24U
676
677

;;~E;;;;; ~~J!lg~f ···m.~ i~l~ffi[1~~~:· !!!

Antimo~1i~ sulphurctum

AJ~~·::~~~~ta:~11;hurctum

Au~r:~~~~~~~arizut.i
quor

~

1
8 8

8

Ii- ii

1

·\riu:1 cnmJ?hOr!e

8!l0 Aristolochin s11gitt1ltn

:~~~~ ~~~·;~;~~~~i

~~! :~~::~~::~;: :~~;cc1: t~~~a ~~~

~~~~~ ~=;~~~e

876 Aquttflt1vialis

:~: .\r;:~o;ochiascmpcr ,·i-

677
Gi6

1

11 0 Armoracia

118
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Arnica
Aruicn.montana.
Arniciua
Arnotta
Aromatic acetic acid
.\romatic confection
Aromatic lllixture of
iron
Aromaticpowder
Aromatic spirit of ammoma

119 Artificial oil of bitter
11 9
almonds
499,
120 Artificial Seltzer water
I29G Arum
i 90 Arum maculatum
929 Arum triph:vllnm
Asagrreaofficinalis
l0i8 Asurabacca
1162 Asarin
As[lronc
864 Asnrum
1

1~~~:!:~s::1 ~t~~.T~nae~~~i~ ~::~:: ~~~J:1 ~~se

1

Aromatic syrup of rimbarb
1209
Aromatic vinegar
79~
Arrow-root
467
Arscniatc of ammonia 1298
Arsenia.te of iron
1298
121
Arsenic
Arsenicacid
121
Arsenic, bisulphuret. of 1385
Arsenic,iodideof
904
Arsenic, preparations of 903
Arsenic, tcriodide of
904
A1·scnic, tcrsulphuret of 1373
Arscnicn.1 pnste
24
905
A1·senicnl solution
Arsenicnl solution of
Pearson
23
Arseuici et hydrargyri ·
904
hydriodntis liquor
904
Arseoici iodidum
Arsenici oxydum album
vennle
21
Arsenicum
121
Arsenicum album
21
121
Arsenicum purum
Arsenious acid
21
Arsenious acid as a. poi son 25
903
Arsenious acid, pure
A.rsenious acid, tests for 29
Arsenite ofpotassa, solutionof
905
Arsenite of quinia
251
Art of presci;ibing medicines
14.07
Art~'Luthe elongnta
471
Artemisia a.brotanum
4
Artemi sia. nbsinthium
4
.-\rtemisin Cbinensis, 4, 1362
Artemi sia. contra
1404
Artemisia glomera.ta • 1404
Artcmisia. lndi ca.
4, 1362
Artcmisiii Judaica.
1404
Artemisi11 moxa.
1362
Artemisia. P ontic1L
4
Artcmisia santon ica 4, 1404
Artemisia. vulgnris
4
2
A.r terial stimulants
Artesian wells
110

t~:~~~~~c~(l~;~~~
Artifi cial gum
Artificial musk

1303
88i
122
122

I-'"'"'""' no.-., "qua

12~

628
1298
1298
1298
122
1

i~~

131
129
J ;H
131
129
1334
9
472
132
132
132
367
367
866

Asarum Europxum
1298
Asbolin
1391 I A•oinlnp,oiswei<hl
1415
Asclepias curassavica 1298
57
Asclepias, fl csb-colourcd 124
333
1381
Asclepias, gigantea
13081 AJ"'"'"'>n Jau"·eJ
Asclcpinsincnrnata
124
133
Asclepias Syrincn.
124
1391
Asclepias-tuberosn.
125
Asclepins vincetoxicum 1324
Ash-bark
23 1
B
Ash-colouredcanthn.ris li2
Asiatic pills
25 Ba cher, tonic pills of
978
Asparagin
i7 13alnustines
373
Asparagus
1298 Balm
474
Asparagus officinalis
1298 Balm of Gilead
732, 1299
Aspnramide
ii Balm uf Gilead tree
729
Aspnrmic acid
77 Balsam apple
1361
Aspnrtic acid
77 Balsam, C:rnl\da
731
Aspen
1383 B:1lsam, Cnrpnthinn
729
Aspcruhodorata.
1400 Ba.Isam, llunga riau
1386
553 Balsnm of copaiva
286
Asphaltum
731
Aspidi um filix fcemina 12!:19 Balsam of fir
Aspidium filix mns
350 Balsam of Gilead
1299
Asplenium adiantumBalsam of Peru
134
nigrum
1299 Bal sam of sulphur 496, 1299
Asplenium filixfcemina. 1299 llals1un ofTolu
137
Asplenium scolopenBal snm, Riga
] 386
drium
1389 Balsam weed
1345
Asplenium tricbomanes 1299 Balstim, white
135
Assncou
1340 Balsnmina.
1361
Assnfetida.
126 Ba.lsamito
136
Assafetida. mixture
1077 J3alsnmodcnclron GileaAssafetida.pills
1112
dense
1299
Assafetida plaster
948 Bnlsamodendron myrrba. 488
Assn.fretida
126 Balsamum Canadense
727
Assafretida. prreparata 1023 Ba\samum Carp11ticum 1386
Astragalus aristntus
738 Balsnmum Gileadense 1299
Astragalus Creticus
737 Ilalsa mum Libnni
J38G
Astr~•galus gummifcr
737 J3olsamum Peruvianum 134
Astragnlus massiliensis 737 Balsa.mum 1'olutnnum
137
Astragnlus strobiliferus i38 nalsa mnm tranquilans 1299
Astragalus tragnctmtha 737 Balsnmum traumaticum 1222
Astrugalus vcrus
738 Ilalston Spa. water
113
Astringents
2 Banana essence
1329
1\ thyrium filix foomina 1299 Bancksia. Abyssinica.
1351
Atkinson's depilatory 1373 Baneberry
1290
Atropa bellaJonna
140 Bnng
338
Atropa mandrngora.
1357 Ilaobab
1290

J ~~t ~:~~~:~

sulphas
95 Attnleh
1365 Attarofroses (

~6i ~~~~~~an:i~~loria

rn~~

8 Bnrbadoesnloes
617 Bnrbadoes nuts

71
1300
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Dnrlrn.1locs petroleum
Durhn1loes tar
Bnrb:n·y gum

{).)3 Bnsfard dittnny
5J2 BllSt."lrdipecncunnha
8 Batcmnu's drops

1326 Betula nlbn.
1!W8 Bctuhi. lenta.

1303

1244 Uctuln papyracc11.

130;3

1:10:3

~~:::~c~·:JoriUi liquor

J~i~~ :{~~fis',~·a3t~~m water

Jlarii cl1\oridum
llririi iodidum

Baths
114 Bezoar
1303
134';" lfaume de commnndeur 1222 Bibnsic pbospliato or

~~:::~~

~~~ :{~~·~ll~~qua

908 1

691

'

Barium, chloride of

~~~ ~:~~:~:.~r~;J~!~cter

908 Uaumll's

Im

~;;r::~~:~~ide of

1

~~~~

~~~ m~~~:te of soda
B~cnrbonnte

hydrometer,

l~j~(i

of nmmon iii. 8::i8
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llnrk, C'uscQ

236, 237' Benn of St. Ignatius

1301

Bignoni:1 sempervirens 1332

r.::::~: !';~;gasuga

~;g ~~:~~~~~!t

Bnrk, lluumilies
:Unrk, llu nnuco
Dnrk, Jncn
R1rk, light Calisaya.
Bark, J.im::i.
Bark, Loxa
llark, i\laracaybo
Bark, new
lb.rk of St. Ann
Jfark,palc
Bark, L'crnvinn
Bark, Peruvian Calisayo.
Bark, Pitaya
Bark, red
B:uk, St. Lucia.

232
230
231
236
230
22fl
241
2·1i
23G
228
218
23i
245
230

BC"a\•ertree
Bebeerin
llebeeru bark
Ueccabunga
Bcdeguar
Bedford spring water
Beech-drops
Beef's marrow soap
Beer
llcetsugar
Bclladouna
BcllnUonnin
Benclce
Bengal cardamom
2.Ji I Bcugal opium

632
140
140
1340
182
630

l\lartba
Derk, yellow
llnrks, Cnrtlrn.gcna
llnrks1 false
)farks, nou-officinnl
Barley
Bnrle>ysugar
llnrl ey water
Jfaro:ie\cnitc
llnrosmacrcnafa.

233
2-Jl
24G
241
389
636
940
139
H!l

Gin Dismuthi nitrns
910
H02 Bismuthi subnitras
910
1302 Bismuthiv11lerinuas
1402
130~ U1smuthum
145
144 Bisnrntbum album
910
JH Uistort
1304
800 Bisulphate of potnss& 1146
H-1 lli<~ulphuretofcnrbon 1304
801 1 Bisulplmretofiodine 11 98

~~~~'. ~i~~~

~~:.;~~;~ ~~~~~·:.~~~..

Baryt:~
Bnrytn, carbonnte of

~!~ ~~::~~.·~~~:~:e

Benne oil
Benzene
Bem:iue
Bcnzo:i te of nmmonin.
Bcnzoe amygdnloides
BcozoCinsortis
Bcnzoic ncid
Benzoiu
13cuzoin,6owersof

l ~~~
460
1301
1801
1404
1302
112
l3i2
060

iM

~~~;:~:· ,:~,~~!1atc of

lla~il

llasilicon ointm~n t
Bns~ora gum
llassorin

m~
137G
13il
103i
1376
104:.?
1303
1303
1303
1336
145
911

910
910
146
910

~~~ ~.::~:~~'. ~!f;~a:~~i~ec o:/~~~

mg:~:~t~:~"iferum ml!i1:1!:::::~~1:~::~ :~i~
1

J:JS I Uenzolc
1302
130 Bcnz~·\c
499, 802
Jhryl!L, muri11tc ?f
fl08 Bcrbcrin
270, 1303
lfarytn, prepnrahonsof DOS BcrbcrisC:rnndcnsis
1303
lfarytm Cllrbonns
llarj't:C murins
Dnrytro sulphas
Bnrytina

~::~;~l~[nsoUa
llilin
Bili'l"erdin
Biniodide of mercury
Binoxnlnte of potassa
Binoxide of mercury
Birch, European
Birch, sweet
Bird·lime
llird-manure
Bismuth
Bismuth, mngisteryof
Bismuth, nitrate of
Bismutl1, subnitrate of
Bismuth, teroxide of
Bismuth, trisnitrate of

Bitter almond wntcr
Bitter almonds
Btttcr candytuft
llittcrcucuffibcr

n~ {~~~~::~~;·;~~~-~~scnce ~ ~~~ ~:~::~s~~~:~ala
Bcrgnmot~ oleum
000 Bitumens
Bc~tucheff's tincture of
Bituminous coal
13!1
iron
998 Bi:i.:n orelltmn.
i47 Bcuil
1297 Bixin
1 3b~I lletcl-nut
120i Black nldcr
\11.) Uethcls<lorp aloes
Black ash
JSOO Betonicn. oflicinnlis
1303 Blnck birch
1300 llctony, wood
1303 lllnck cantbnris

gn

\lll~

69 1

889
90, 91
1344
27G

~i~
[>;:i2
l iG
1296
1296
[i\)5
691
1383
17 2
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Boncsct

Illnck cynnurct of po·
]151
tni:sium
1001
Blnck dr1rnght
)!14·1
Blnck drink
70G, 7!17
lllack drop
68:l
H\:1ekflux
381
Black IH'llcborc
418
Illack ipeco.cuanba.
1309
UlncklcaJ
68!1
Black mn..,tnrd seeds
318
mack lli(?;hlshaJe
1010
Black oxide of iron
Black oxitle of mangll·
402
ne!<e
Blnck oxide of mercury 10:)8
MO
]3Jack pepper
M2
Bin.ck pitch
1383
Il!ack popltn·
52·>
Black poppy
58a
Blnek ~nits
Black &nakcroot 217, l!J87
7:?9
Black i>pruce
Blackr.;ulphuretofmcr1044
cu i·y
103!~
Black wn"h

~:::~~:inu sarsapnril la
Brt•sclin
Bl'iarn;on mnunn.
Brighton wu.ter
llrimstone
13riti:-h b11rillit.

B\es~ed thistle
Blistt>rin~ cloth

Hl I

Brifr•h ~um

lllistcl'ing pnper
Bli ste ring pluster
Bli~tcr~, u:;e of
Block-tin
mood weed

!l:!:l
!1:!1
170
70.J
J2f1R

British oil
British ,·i ucgnr
nromitlC ofc:1rbon
Bromide of iron
Bromide of potassium
BromiUes of mercury

m~~~~;:ff,,P"'"S'

92~

~~~I ~;E~i::.~:'

~1~

130.J
4lH
112
71.J
6H2
!l.J
52 J
1:?
].Ji
1305
l 14U
130.J

~ ~~~ ~~;.~~~L

]5oletu,; igninrius
lfoletu'l IAricis
Dolclll8 ribis
Boletu.~ ungulntus
Bolus \'cnet1\
Done
Ilone-a"h
Bone-hlnC'k

l:!!H
l:!!ll
J:!!l:.!
1:.!\1:2
l lf1:~

1

C
C:1bnlline aloes
Cahbnge-tree bark
C11cno
C11dmii rnlphas
Cadmium, sulphn.te of
C.:fl'notus

(\l!f-l!ll pillllllrn siliensis
C'resnlvina cristn.
Cres11lpina ec hinnta
C're!<nlpi rm sappnu

lm g~~~fa ~;rk''"

666
1392
137:i
Broom-rnpe
Brou!lf.Oonclintinctoriii.1330
1080
Brown mixture
<i31, 637
Brown f\ ugur
Bruccnnutidysentcricn. 100
491
Brucin
130G
Bryonia nlb3130G
Bryonin. dioica.

:}iJ.l Ul'oom
]llH Broom, Spanish

11HI
306
30G
625
476
243 1 245
13!:1R
130.)

~~:~:n~ fOO\CllfflriUS

C11ffcin, citrnteof
Cnffoo-tannic acid
Cnhincn
Cnhinciencid

Cnjeputoil
Cojuputi
C:il:unina prrepnr:ita.

lm

13Hl
1318
1306
1307
501
501
14!)

127i

rnlnmi a e

14 ~1

!J:!O

~ ~gg ~~:~:~~;~e, pl'epared
H~'C':1!:1nn1srotnng

476 1

('a\cii Cbif)riliurn
f.Oi Calcii M~lpl1u r etum
fiOi f'akinntwn
14R l'nleinctl mngnc5in.
]:104 (\\kincrl mercury
1

1 ~!l3

13!l3
330
1305
1 30!)
] 305
1305

Cnlomine cerate

3;)!) C.:11\:unus nromn.~icus
~nlbrinum
Bnchnrian rhubnrb 613, fil:l f'nlamusdrnco

Budm
P.uckbl'nn
Bn t'ktl)f)rn berries
54fi Huckthornjuice
;jJ7 Bucku
177 Buckwhel\t

72
HOG
131G

C'alnminn.

nub-0n

~~~::~:c:;,i. ..,offoue 1 H~ ~::~1·:~:,~~~mon
9l

1295

I

~::~~~~c:~~Yfl:~.tt GO:?. ~~~
1~:?0
Bladder-senna.
H20
131addcr-wrnck
G<I
Blazing Etnr
15.)
Hleacldng powder
7GO, l:!~.J
Blende

Blue gentian
Blue 11111-;s
Blue pills
Blue otono
ntue ,itriol
Bhmt-lcnvc<l dock
Ilog-hcnn
Bogoti bark
Boheic ncid
Dole Armc11it1n

33~ Bugloss

442
85, 17i Bunlock
Bone-spirit
5W2
!'19 Burgundy pitch
Bonphludin, trifoliata.
689 Bul'gundy pitch pfostcr !.153
Borncic ncid
Jisiufcctiug
Burnett's
688
Boracicaci<l, native
1282
fluid
1305
13ornge
1327
1305 Burning bush
Borngoofficinnlis
855
687 Burntnlum
Boratcofsocfo.
2fl2
(i8/ llumthartshorn
Borax
1390
Uurut8ienn11.
689
Borax, octohedrnl
IHl:l
689 Burnt sponge
Bomx, prismntic
1401
umber
Burnt
731
Bonle:rnx turpentine
J:rng
162 Burscra gummifcrn.
Borneo camp hor
4~3
l!Hl Butca frondosn.
B01rnelh ~ seirntn.
4:J:,)
433 Buten gum
Bot1111y Bny kiuo
Sl)U
Butterofnntimooy
78:?
Boullny'sfilter
1278
zinc
of
Butter
]3871
Bounciug bet
f>O!
Buttercup
1200
Brake, common
125
342, 34·1 Butterfly-weed
Brnn
42G
702 Bultcrnut
B1·1nuly
1355
331,
sunkcroot
Button
1080
mixture
Br1uuly
1305 Butyrate of etbyHc
Brn~ilelto
1328
eth er
701
Brnss
1323
Br:1y<'rtlnnthelmintica 1351 Butyricacid
1328
1305 Uutyric ether
BrM.il wood

]

m

].)1
132U
1!\26
152
13!14

784
1071
1041

m1 ~:r~~~~~::::::::::'~, ~:~
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1356
338 Carbonn.teoflitbia
3S8 Carbonnlc ofmngncsia 455
924 Carbonate of mo.uga1351;)
nese
1G7

168
Hi6
173
173
1i3
172
17~

172
Ji3
17~

Cnrborwtc ofpotu.ssa 1136
Cnrbonntc of potassa
1136
frompcarlnsh
Curbonatti of potassn,
582
impm·e
Carbonate of potassa,
1138
pure
CnrhoMte of poluss:i.,
113!'1
solution of
690
Cnrbonatc of soda
l!nrbonateofsodn,dricd11i8
Cnl'bounte of so<ln, so1178
lutionof

167
171
1308
1277
l""'"'" "''"'• ''"'conuca 1308 Cnrbonnteofzinc
780 Cnrbonntc of zinc, prc127i
cipitated
6!)
!J Cnrboniltcd waters 111, 112
889
1370 C11rbouic acid
887
JtU!l Carbonic 11cid water
130!)
f\]{j Cnrburetofiron
130-1
2!10 Curburetofsulphur
1309
130fl CardnmiDc pratensis
181
34!'1 Cnnlamom

181
Ji~ C'ard;11nomum
181
li3 C11rdnmomum longum
173 C:m.lamomum majus
181, 1~2
173
Cllnfomomum medium 181
Jkl
133:3 Cnr<lnmomum minus
4.}l
2:JG C1mlinal flower
);:!!),)
432 Cnrdol
1311
fiJ:j Ca.rtluusbcnedictus
247
ri:rn ('nribrcnnbark
458
l30fl C11r1ni11ntive, Dalby's
3
18i Ctirmiunth·es
270
89 1 Cnrmine
132ii
175 Cnrnntion
1332
Iii C'nrolinajnsmine
()98
Cn rolinn. pink
184.
0 17 r11rotn.
185
]j{) Cnrotin
729
li6 Cnrputhinn bnhmm
12!)9
mo Carpob:llsnmum
:.!16
175 Ctnrageen
216
8~:) Cnrragcenin
4G!l
139 Cnrr:tra nrnrblc
10li6
Cnrron oil
186
Carrot ointment
184, 185
1360 Carrot root
184 1 185
Carrot ~ced
I'"'"""""'• of icon. nill•
2.U
1116 Cinthagenn. barks
Cnrthagcun. ipccncunnha. •Ii i
180
1013 Cnrthamicacid
186
Cnrtlrnmine
lSG
!)!)5 Cnrthnnrns
18G
Cnrthnmus tinctorius

na

ii~~ g~~~1i~t"s

hydrometer

2UO Carum
Carum cn rui
913 C11n·acrol

1~ ~~
lSi
187
10\)!)
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lndex.

200 ! Cerntum plumbi subacc-

310 Catcchus, non-officinal

Cnrvcne

1~b~ ~~i~:~::~:~sclystcr

g:~;~~ehyllic ncicl

18\J Cnth:utin

Cnryophyllin

UJ~ ICc~·~~.i:m

rcsi noo
608, Gi5 Cer_ntmn rcsiuoo compo-

8:~;~~w:~: flromitticns i~~ ~:~:~~~t;carpus fistula ~~~ Ce~;~;::1 sabinoo
Cascarill:~

190, 2Hl Cntncp

Hll Cau~tic potnssa
3-13 Ca ustics

Cascaril\iu
Cn.sein

J:W-1 Cflusti.cum commune

Cashew nut

CasSfl.\'3.
Cassi:l.
Cassia.acutifolin.
Cassia .1EthiopiciL

Umiforn"
Cmia
Cassi;l. buds

ncer rimum
72 5
192, 2GG Caust1cu m commune
mitius
670
671, G7:2 Cayenne ci nnt1.mon

193

Cassi11. c.uryophyllatn.
Cassia elongMa.
Cnssia fii.tul:t

Cassia. lanccohlta.

2U7
132 1
f.ii I
192

265 Cedron
193 Celan<line
671 Ccla~trus scrmdens

Ca<:sia.obtusat:i.

671
671

ovat;t

Cassin.pr~p~rata

C:1ssia, purging

Cassia senna.

2::::: ~~~~~~

Ccratnm sim1.>lcx, Erl. . !124

4:.?9 Ceroxylon Anclicoh
430 Ceruse
429 Cerussa ACCt:lta

U:.!7
!J2i

207
~0.3

20;
205
20G
5i1
5G9

1310 Cer\'Us elnphus

292

13 1O Ce1·,·us Virginrnnus
13 11 Cetnccum
l:ll l Cctic acid

292
209
209

1100 Centnurin
1 (12 Ccntaurium
G7U Ccntnury, American
l

situm

1132 Ccratum simplex. fJ. S.
Ccrntum zinc1 carbonat1s
]1 33 Cerevisirc fcnncutum
2GU Ccrin

Cements
Ccntauren. bcncclicta.

ig~ 2:~~:~i:~t1En~;:::~i~~eter
1

pulpa

2

Ced:1r npplcs
Cedar oil
Cednr, red

671, 672 Cedrin

~~~
9:!1j

1131 1Cer:i.tum Sllponis compo- 926

173· rcrotio noid
oycnnothupopp0>·
('Ceuno
s Americauus 1:no Cerotine

Cassia. hgnea
Cassia )fori\3ndica
Cassia obovnrn.
ca~i;ia

19i Cer:Hum snponis

~~~

780 Cetin
13 11 Cetral"ia
2Q:~

Ceirariit Islnndica.

20:{ Cetl'aric acid

G:!U Cctr11 rin
203

g:~::~:;ft~'lci~

209

210
::!IO
21 l
210

~~~

181
iG~), 14:1:} C'c.rlon c:mlumom
503
2(i(}
t:H:.! I l'ey lon cimrnmo n
l !GO Cep!l.
31j0
13.i.t Cephniilis ipecacunnhn. 41 n ('('y[on gnmboge
Cassin~L
13;}0
203 C..:eylon mos8
H0-5 Cem
CtLSSmnuninr
20-1 Chx-1·ophyllum s::divum 1:!%
fass uvium pomifcrum l:W-1 Cera nlbn.
:!9\)
20-1 lh11lk
344 Cerfl ilava
Cast iron
1078
20;) Chalk mixture
19-1 Ccr:ain
Castanea
!114
!l ('balk, prepared
HI-I Cernsin
CnstauPa pumib
13.)4
4-l!l Chalybcate brcrid
G5 1 CC'ntsus lauro-ccrnsus
Castile soap
fl\17 1ChalyLen.te water.;i 111, l I:.!
91.) Cerasus H'rot.irm
Casti\lon.'s powders
1399
Mli Chanuodrys
H!5 Cerasus Yi.rgmianB.
Custor
1202
920 C'lurnucpitys
Hl5 Cernt1i
Cnstor fiber
JO:!
('hnmounle
513 Cerate of carbonate of
Castor oil
472
927 Ch11momile, Germ'ln
zinc
1fl5
Castoreum.
:!f1j
Chnmo111ilc, wild
196 Cer11.te of mercury, comCastorin
179
9:15 Chnrco11.l
pountl
1399
Catthyme
177
1310 CernteofSpnn ish flies 921 Chfl rcon l, 11.nimnl
Catnlpa.cordifolin.
D19
CJ1arcoal c11.t:iplasm
1310 Cernteofsub11.cetatc of
Catalpa. tree
1i5
!12.j Chn rcoal, pure
lend
Cato.plitsm ofchlorinnted
1331
927 Cheesei-cnnct
920 Ccrntc, simple
soda
13:n
Chehn cnncrornm
!)] 9 Cernlcd glo.ss of nntimon.v
CataplnsJUa cnrbonis
Cassim oleum
Cassi::e pulpa

i~r~\f;l~ ~t1:~i;I: ._ m~~~m~ ~~:,~~;~is, l~!~ ~~~lf~~j)f:;~i~ ojus 1m

riuntm
Catnplasma.ta.
Catap1:1sms
Catnria
Catnwba tree
Catch-fly
Co.techu
Co.tecbuic ncid
Catcchuin

125;3
L ond.
1)20
!ll8 Ccratumcanthnridis,U.S.!l~l
ll:.!4
918 Ccri1t11m cctncei
l !Ji Cerntum l1ydrargyri com925
po-;itum
1310
•
1390 Cera tum plumbi ncctntis
1200
198
201 Cerntum plumbi compo925
situm
201

Cheltcnlrnm salt, artifi]312
cial
Chel~nhnm wntcr 112, 113
780
Chemical operations
212
Chenopodi um
Cbenopodium nmbrosi213
oidcs
Chcnopodium nnthelmin212
ticum
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~f~:.~~:. ;~ 1 i;~t;.~:: :~ i~fil~~;: ~
~~~ Ch111~~oform

g:::~~~~~lt~

umbellata
Chimi w:ix
Chinese cnmphor

20li Chloroform, metbylic
JG(I Chloroformum
2Gfl Chloroformyl

Chine_\;e c inunmon

~~~ g:::~~~f.;•~i~:~~~d

g::~~~: ~;:~~arb
Chinoidine

1171

Chlor ophylle

g/:::~::'.:'~'i~~~;1.~r: ~~~~ g/::~~:~,\~.~:~'

Chiococca racemosa
Chirn_yb
Chiretta
Cbironi11 nn~ulnris
Chironin ccntaurium
1

g~:~~~ct~~;c :.~~~:~~g

130C ('hokpyrrhiu
:?Hi Cholesterin
:!I!) C'holic acitl
{i::!!! ('holiuic ncid
20:1 Chondrus

~~g ~~~;~~~~~s c:~:~us

g::1~:::::~ ~~ :!~~:~~l\~:~ ~~~ 8::~~~~= ~~~l:nw
1

Chlo1·i(lc ofnrscn ic, so003
lutivn of
908
Chloride of bn rium
CLlorirlc of barium, so90!1
lution of
1.>2
CL\oride of calcium
Cbloridcofca\cium,so915
lutiou of
13(i3
Chloride of cthyle
1334
and so1335
dirnn
Chl ori<le of iron, tine90C
ture of
155
ChloriJeoflime
Chloride ofm::ignesium 1312
Chl oriJc of mercury ::iud
1312
quinin.
Chloridcofolcfiautgns 1313
Chlorirle of pC1tassa, so1312
lutiono{
13 13
Chloride of sih·er
Ch loride of soda, solu]181
t ion of
G05
Chlo1·idc of sodium
Chloride of sodium, pure
l 185
127l:S
Chloriflc of zinc
Chloride of zinc, solul:!SJ
ti on of
Chlorin:1te'l anresthetic
1313
C'>mpoumls

gt:~:::~::~~~~~~

Ch~~~!n;;~~rchlorol1y-

Chlorina.tcd lime

Cinchona fanceol:i.t:l.

21-:1 Chloronurate of ammo·

Chim:-iphiln mnculatn.

1

224
219

810 Cinchona maguifolia

219

13~~ ~::;~:;~~: ~~~~~itha
32:1 C'iuchollfL i\luzoucnsis

22~
Cinchomi onlifoli::i.
223
Cinchonao,·ata
218, 2~8
C'iuchona pallid:\
2:?1
Cinchona pelalba
('inchonn Pitnyensis222,246

~~~ g;~~~:~~: ~~~;~~:'~:ens ~~~

m1 ~;~~~:~~~ ;.~~~:ri~~lia

~~~

1 ~~~ ?.:~~~~~;~ ~~~d

~~g

] 3 14
Cichorium cndi;ia
1314
Cichorium iutybus
166
Cicindcla
281
Cicut:-i.
1315
Cicutn maculntn.
1314
Cicuta ''irosa.
; 5;1
Cider
217
C'imicifugu
:?ii
Cimici fu ga rncemo~n
('imicifugascrpentnria 2l i
25!l
Cincbolin
218
Ci nchQJH\
219
Ci ncho nit ncutifolin.
Cinchonll nmyg:dalifolia ~2·1
224
Cinchoui\ nspcrifolia.
2!.!4
Cinchonn nustrnlia
223
Cinchonn. Boliviana
224
Cinchonn caduciflora
2:!1
Cinchona Cnli"ny:i
Cinchona Cnrabaycnsis 221
2H!
Ci11cl1ona. cnn\

~~~~~~iau;lS, ~~~

131 3 ~\~~!:~~~
15-1 Cinchoua Condaminea

~~;
224

~m ~:::::::~~ :~~~~,'.~\;· ~r~

1:177
1370
137i
];17;
2Hi

..
13 14
Chromic acid
Cli rysirnthemum pnr1385
th cniu1u
713
Chryscnc
616
Chrysophnnicncid
Chrysophyllum glycy1361
phlreum
67.)
Ch rysoretin
63 1
lJhulariose

~:~~:·:~:.ietinum

213

~~~ ~::~~~~::~ :~~~:~~~~Ii~ ~~

84:? Cinchona mncrocalyx
840 Cinchon:i. macrocnrpa

210, 230
('inchon:i rubrn.
222
C'inchona.scrobiculata
210
Cinchona stenocarpa
257
Cinchona, testing of
224
Cinchona villosa
2.'.>2, lliO
Cinchonia
255
Cinchonin, kinatcof
Cincboni11, sulph11te of
2J~ 1 11 70

2;)4.
Cinchonicinc
254
Cinchonidia
254
Cinchonidine
250
Cinchotnnuic acid
249
Cincho,,ntin
1045
Cinnnbnr
1045
Cinnabn.ris
136
('innameine
503
Cimrn.mic acid
502
C'innnmomioleum
262
Ci nrrumomum
Cinn:unomum nromnti264
cum
264
Ciurrnmomum ens.sin.
Ci nn:imomum culilawnn
~64, 1324
C'innnmomum Loureirii 264
C'inMmomum nitidum 264
264
C'innnmomum ruhrmn
264
C'i nnlllnommn !;iutoc
26.J
('inunmomum tnmah
Cinnumomum Zcylanicun2

221 Cinnamon

63
262
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801
Cinnamon water
501
Cinruuuyle
1384
Ci nquefoil
5!j2
Cissnmpclin:i
C1ssnmpclos gln.berrima 5fil
Cissnmpc:>los p:irciro.

551

1311
1311
506
SJG
1316

Cobweb

13Hi Comfrey

380 ('occoloba u\•ifero.
Cistus C11rn:idcnsis
135:? Cocculus
Cistus C'rcticus
1 35~ Cocculus Indicus
Ci~tus lu(lanifcrus
1352 Cocculus lacunosus
Cistus luurifolius
Cocculus Lenmticus
Citmte of ammonia, so-

Ci:~~~~~ ~~fcaffcin
1

1 :~~ g~~~~::~: ~~~~;~~~ii

998
Citrate of iron
Citr11le of irnn and mag1315
ncsin
Citratcofironandquinia.
1315
Citrate or mngnesia, so1071
luti on or
1142
Citruteof pob<:sn.
Citr11tc of potassa, solu11·13
tion of
251
Citrate or quini:l.
1315
Citrate of soda.
Cit.rated effervescing
1164
powders
32
Citric acid

g;~~~~ e ointment
Citrullus colocynthis
Cih'usncris
Citrus numntium

1

g:~::::! ~;~~~·;;~~~:

Cocculus suberosus
Coccus
Coccuscncti
Coocus Ilicis
Coccus !:teen.
Coch iuenl
Cochinili n
Cochlearin.nrmoracin.
Cocblenrin officinalis
Cocin
Cociuic acid
Cocoo
Cocoa butter
Cod. common
CodchL

1;~~ g~~:.~1~,·c.oil
275 Cohobation
447 Cohosh
130 Cohosh, red

g~ g~~~sb,

white

8:::~~::: ~~~"[i~

mg ~:~:~e:~i~~\r;~\~~s

Clemntis
Clemnti.'S
Clcmntis
Clemntis

fiammula.
viorna.
Yirp:iuica.
''italba

131Cl

13IG
1316
1316

139li

432 Commercial murintic
35
ncid
267
41
2G7 Commercial nitric acid
2G8 Commercial sulphate of
348
iron
268

;~~ Co:~~ercial sulphuric

45

2U7 Common caustic, milder 1133

269 Common caustic, strong1132
est
269
Cl95
2fi9 Common salt
124
1352 Common silkweed
109
2Cl!J Common water
270 Compound calomel pills
1112
11 8
13 IG Compoundcamphorlini1066
ment
1317
1317 Compound catlrnrtic pills
1113
131G
1317 Compound cerate of
925
mercury
50()
535 Compound confection of

1

Iii~ Co;;.~~nd decocti~~

271
Colchici cormus
271, 272
Colchici radix
271, 275
Colchici semen
273
Colehici:i.
271
Colchicum autumnale
271
Co\chicum root
27 1
('olchicum seed
1073 Colchicum variegntum 1340
47
G4-i Colcotlrnr

500
417
44G
130
1315
752
7'i4

l~~i g~:~ ~~~m

277
35!
280
280
1~20

g?~ Co~i~~~~l~~ deeoction of 929
03G
nlocs
778, 1007
217 Compound decoelion of
OH
barley
J::!iJO

Citrns limelta
Citrns limonium
Citrus medic1L
Citrus vulga1·is
Ci,·et.
Cluret.
Ctnrifiention
Clnrified honey
Clarrv

~:~~~·~~:g of vessels

Columbo
Columbo, ~\mcrican
C11lumbo, false
Columbo wood
Colutea arborcsccns

Cnicin
Cnicus bcnedictus
Conl-fh;h
Conl-gns liquor
Cobalt blue

Compound deeootion of
041
flnxsced
Compound decoetion of
!>43
snrsnpn rilla
Compoundextractofeo075
loeynth
Compound galbnnum
950
plaster
Compound honey of
1213
infusion of

1~~~ Co~1~~~~nd
1

~i!, Co~~~:~hn~l

1053

infusion of
1058
fta:i::see<I
Collinsonia Cnnadensis 1320
8<19 Compound infusion of
Colloclion
105G
.
Collod!on, ea.ntha.ridal 924 1 gentinn .
841) Compound mfus1on of
Collod1um

gl~~:i~:~~~aff-tree

:~H g~:~~r::~r:~l

~~~ Co~~~~~-7!~~~t~~on of ~:::

g~~=tink

1j;~ ~~:~~:~fn

~~~ co;:~;:nd infusion of

~~f:]~~~~r.~ l~I5~~~:,. ~:~J :~.:::::
Clystcr of turpentine
Clysters

flfJO Columb1c octd
!>58 Columbine

::
1059

219 Compound m13'.ture of
1079
iron •
l29i

Jndex.

14!6

c011~{~o~~1~~~ mixture of

1080

C7~ii~~~~~

1257

!:Hender

Compoullll oi ntment of

gnlls

Coi~1Si~t~nd ointment of

G

12 4

spirit of
Compound spmt of

1 mo

g(:~.~nf=.~.,: ,. 0 ~,',.~,~ ~~!~~~~ine g9 ~~1
0
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I WO Confections

927

Co111~~:~ud sulphur oint-1207 g~:~:~ folia

~~~

~~~~~:~~:~~ ~~1~fj~:;':t~ !~¥.~1~~~ ffi

Compound pill of hemCompound tincture of
lock
1115
c:mlamom
1224
Co ~~~oumf pill of stoCo~1i1 ~> ~~ 1 1 ~~incturc of
1228
1124
r,ompou1lll pillsofnloes 1111 Compoun<l tincture of
Compoutul pills of galcolchicum
1220
b:tnum
111 8 Compound tincture of
Compounrl pills of iron llli
geutinn
1232

1

Compountl pi\l;,1ofrbubnrb
Compoun,I pills of sonp
Compound pills ofsquill
Compoun<I plnster of
f:ipani,.,hflies
Compouud powder of
nloes
Compound powder of
nlum
Compound powder of
nntimony
Compound powder of
cntechu
CompounJ powder of
chnlk
Compound powder of
clmlk with opium
Compound powder of
ipecncunn hf\
Compoumlpowdcrof

1 1 111

1123
112 :~

1123
949
1 1G l
1Hi2
882
11Ci2
1163
1163
116.J

:::: ~~~~f.~ll!rn!~'.:ninro

Co:~~,~~~~111 ~owder of

1

Compound powder of

1Hi6 Confec tiorutro
l HiG

~:~i::;:.:: :::::: ::
liorscrndish

831

~~~

m~m!~~~~~;:::~~,,

Ui

!!$1 Copnl

~:~f.:~~:~ :~~~:onii

1320

~i~ f.:~~:~!\~~~~m

Confcctio sulphuris

9$3 Copper

1 1E~

g:~~~~~T:~~:.7.·;:~~ ~~~ g~::~:~::~:i·:~:~;~~~:~:p-· ~~~ m~:;: "~~~:~:~:~:d

der
1166
Compound solution of
11111111
855
Co.mp.oun rJ solntio~ of
·10dnleofpotnss1um 11 u1
Co!np~\llld ;;olution of
iodine
106.J

931
!}28

f'outusion
770
Con\'ullnrin mnjalis
1320
ConYalln rinmultifl ora. 1320
Conn11\nria polygonaCompound tincture of
tum
1320
iodine
123QICon"\'olnil us bntatns
fl3
Compound tincture of
Convolvu\usjnlnpa.
422
Pcru,·inn ~llrk
1227 Con,·olv ulus Oriznbetisis .J24
Compound tinctu re of
Com·olvulus pnudurn.tus 285
quussb
1244 C'onvolnilu;;scammonia (jfiO
Compound tincturOloiOf
C'oop('r's ge!Atin
.JO-J
quinin.
12.J4 C'o1rniba
2Fl6
Compound tincture of
C'opaifcra Reyri chii
!?fH3
rhubnrb
1245 C'opnifer:ibijug:u
286
Compound tincture of
C'opaifera cord1folin.
2M
i;enn:i.
1247 ('opnifem eorincea
286
Comptonin nsplenifolin. 13~0 C'opnifcrn Guianensis
286
Concrete oil of nutmeg 4tii C11pnift'rnJnquini
2i:l6
Concrete oil of wine
sa:3 Copniferfl .)U'<"ieui
286
Confcctio nmygdalre
!/:?~ ('op3ifcrn Lnngsdorffii
2fl6
Confoctio nromflticfL
fl:!!'l Copnifcrn lnxn
~RG
Confcctionurnntiicorticis0:?9 ropnifcrn ~J3rtii
286
Co11fcct!o cnssiro
9:!!) C'opaifcr11. multijugn.
2S6
ConfC'chocntecbucomC'opnifern niti<la
286
posita
92!) Copniferf\oblongifolin.
286
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Conserve of roses
Comerves
~~~:~:;~~i:~?le opium

per
030
Confection ofcnssia
029
Confection of cntechu,
comp?tmd
fl29
Confection of dog rose
!J31
Confect!on of opium
fl30
Confection of ornugc peel !tW

~~~m::~~ ~i~::::mony

1189 Confection of senna

1m
30-1

Copper, nitrate of
J3G7
Copper, prcparntionsof !J33
Copper, subneetflte of
305
Copper, sulph:tteof 30G, !)~!)
oppcros
348
l'optis
.
2!'10
C'optis teetn.
2!ll
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932 Corflllium rubrum

~ 4 \m
13:?1
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Corinnder
Corinudrum
Corinndrum sn.tivmn

2!ll Croton pseudo-china
:.HIJ Croton subcrosum
2!JJ Croton tiglium

Corn poppy
Corn spirit oil
Cornine
Cornu
Cornu ustum
Cornuscircinnta.

Cl 18
8.) 1
29cl
2'J2
:W:!
2!J::!
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Croton is olcum
Crowfoot
Crown bark of Loxn.
Crucibles
Crumb of bread
l'ry8tal miticrnl

I

i4:2
190 C11rr1rnts, Corinthinn
236,237
HJO Cusco b1nk
98
5:H Cuspo.riu

~~~ I g~!f>:~;~ febrifugn

98] ~~

5'.! I Cusso
601 Cuttle·fi~b bone
2::?9 Cyanide of sih·cr
ii6 Cynnogcn
34 I rynnobyclric ncid
5\10 Cynnurct ofcth:yle

135 l
] ~:N
890
81(1

302 Cynnurct of sih1 er
303 Cyun uret of zinc

895
1324

so:,

134:!
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Cubeba.
dLffercnt thermometers
Corrosh·c chloride of 1430 Cuhebin

g~~f:~itre

~~~ g;~~= ~!~~\~~~~

g~~;f:;:e~~~~imate

1025
1025 Cubic pyrites

]
1018 Cydonia vulgnris

Cortex caryophyllata
Cortex: culilabnn
Cortex frangulm

1324 Cucumber seeds
f.08 Cucumber tree

1323 Cyminu m
401 Cynnucbum nrgel

mercury

~~~? g~~~~ b~::i~~tment
0

g~;~:~~~sf~:~:tratum 1;~~ g~~~~:: 1~1o: 1:cynthis

13.ll
Cosso •
533
Cotarninc
3 il
Cotton
133i
Cotton, gun
2fl4
Cotula
1322
Cotyledon umbilicus
1401
Couch grass
1400
Coumariu
1400
Coumarouna odorafo.
40:1, 1222
Court plnster,
1 3LI
Cowbane
484
Cowhage

8~:~~~E~:yrup
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1 322 Cupellntiou
1322 Cupels
3GJ Cupriacetns

Cream of tartnr whey
Creasote
Crensote mixture
Creasotum
Cremor tartari
Creta
Creta.prrocipitnta
Creta prmpnrata.

582
2%
1078
2%
680
2!)9
913
9H

309

;i~

310
6i2

l~~g Cy~~1~chum Monspelin-

1323
Cucumis satirns
1323
Cucurbita citrullus
13~a
Cucurbita l:igenaria
132~
Cncurbita pepo
438
Cudbenr
13:14
Cudweed
1350
4H>,
Cu ichunchulli
1324
Culilawnn
1355
Culver's physic
!1-t!l
Cumin pln stcr
310
Cumin seed
3 IO
Cuminum

Crnbs' eyes
Crnbstones
Cranesbill

~~~

663
Cynanchum olerofolimn 6i2
CynancLum ,•incetoxi1324
cum
1324
Cynara scolymus
35i
Cynipsqucrcf1sfol ii
Cynoglo!lsum officinale 1326
1325
Cypripedium ncaule
1325
Cypripedium humilc
Cypripedium parviflo1325
rum
Cypripediumpub esceni 1325
Cypripediwu spectabile 1325
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Cupri sulphns,·ennlis
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monia
30~
Cuprum

Dnmt1rrn turpentme
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Dnphnin
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Dc~~~i\~n of aloes,
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!).JO Decoctum hordci

Decoction ofbnrlev

IO!!uted phosr;>horic ncid 815

911

pound

Dccoction of bittersweet

rm~

Uecoctionofbroom

944

situm

94 1 Diluted solution of sub-

1126

accta.tc of lend

Decoctum lichc11is Islandici

812

940 Diluted uitric ncid

Dccoctmu hordeicompo-

Dccoction ofbnrlc.Y,com-

9Ji Dilutedsulphuricn.cid
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816
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1

149

Diosma crcimt::i.
Diospyros

Dccoctiou of eh~ bnrk

\J3!l Decoctum mJrrhre

!J-11

945 Decoctum pnpa,'cris

!)41

Dccoction of Iceland

!Jccoctum snrsnparill::a
compositum
937
940 Decoctmn scoparii
941 Dccoctum seoparii compositum
941
942 Decoctum senegro
938 Deeoctum 111.rn.imci
Decoctum tormcntilloo
942 Dccoctum ulmi
937 Decoctum uvro ursi

Diserncston gumruiferum 88
943 Db~infecting tluid, J3nr1282
nett's
944
Dispensing of medicines 784
944 Displacement, method
7€2, 789
of
9.1;5
77i, 793
94!) Distillation
945 Distillation, apparatus
793
•
for
94:}
('j!)
945 Distillation in ;acuo

Decoction of do,.,.wood

315

;;i~l~~~i ;;;;:::~ : : ~~~~rJ~ ~t;J.~E,~\:0 !1~ ~i~!.~lf,~~tJ~~l~d1~~
Decoction of logwood
Decoction of mezereon
Decoction of myrrh
Decoc1iou of oak b11rk
Decoction of pale bark
Dccoction of pareira
bravo.
Dccoction of pipsissewa.

~:~~::::: ::::::::::: V3V g;;;;,~::l:iumunni311,
939
ate root
941
Dccoction of poppy
Decoction of quince seed 939
938
Dccoction of red bnrk
Decoction of Stl.rsapnl'illa 942
Decoction ofsarsnparillu,
9,13
compound
9.J.j
Decoction ofseocka
Decoctioo ofthewoo<ls 940
Decoction of tormentil 94;}
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!H5

4V5,

~~ii

884
Distilled wlltcr
885
Distilled waters
357
Distylinm racemosum
Disulphate of cinchonin. 252
1172
Disulphate ofquinia
]J24
Dittnny, American
13~6
Ditt1111y, bastard
113:;
!Jinre lic snit
2
Diuretics
134;)
Di\·innm remerlium
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!142 Dcshlcr'ssn\ve

bark
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310
Delphinium
311
Delpliinium consolida.
Delphinium exnltatum '311
Delpliinium staphisagri::i. 705
~
Demulcents
Deunrcotiicd laudanum 1242
1382
Dentelairo
lJ~:.!
Deotellnria.
:1
Deobstruents
Depilntor.v, Atkiiison'R 1373
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92G Dock, water
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936 Dianthus caryophyl!us J 32;) Dogwood
1

938 D1ctnmus albus
Decoctum cmchonro
Decoctmu c inchoorefln;oo 938 Diet t.lrink, Lisbon
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V38

mir~iifi'•cicl

!!38 Digitalis
brro
DccoctnmcornUs Fl oridre 91}9 Digitnlis purpurea

~::m~~~ ~:~~.,.,
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930 Diluted acetic acid
Decoctum grann.ti
Dccoctum granntirndicislJ39 Diluted alcohol

J32!i Oolfohos prurieos
94 I Dolomite

'.~93

1

484
458
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311
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Dorcmn nmmon.iacum
Dorsch
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Erythrophlcum judiciale

Ethylic ether

1388 Eucalyptusdumosa.

1328 Extrnct of colocynth

tlH

46-1 .E xtrnct of colocyntb,

Ill~'i il ~i;! lil!::1

Essence of spl'ucc
7~9
E~scnccs,artificitllfruit 13:!8
£,.scntift nnisi
12:ll
J:,.scntia. c1trui
}:!~.)
};sscntin cinMmomi
J:!:!El
}}>scutia fll!niculi
123:!
Esscnti:1.mcnthro pipe1·it:e
12-JO
J~~scntia menthro pulegii
1210
Es8cnti11mcnlllm"iritlis1:.HO
J~sscntiamyristicremos-

chat:c

12!39
12.J I
l:!-!tj
Ls:scnti:1I oils
495, 10'J5
J:<.·~enti;i\ ~alt of lemons J:l7U
1~th :1\
209
]~thnli c acid
209
};t11cr
82.'.)
J~~i;entia pi mentre
J:ssc nt i1~ ro.~marini

fahcr, ncctie
1289
:Ether, IL.rrlrie
825, 820
]~ther, hyllrioclic
13-42
:Ether, l1y1lrocyn11ic
J3 t2

~~~:~: ~{~~IP~ous
Ether, nitrou'!

li111u
333
Eupliorbia nntiqnorum 33i
Euphorbia.Cnnaricn"i" 3:1;
Eupl1orhincorolln.ta 33·1, 3:35
Euphorbia. l 1~rpericifolia 33.)
1-: uphorbin ipccncu:rnhti 3;313
Euvhorbiahi.thyris
n:-o
l:u phorhia mnculata.
3%
Euph orbi:i officinarum 3:17
E11phol'bi um
83 7
Euphrasi11.0Hicino.lis
13:!8
Eupione
2!J5
Europct1n pennyroyal
50~
Europenn rhubnl'b
<il.J
Euxnnthic nciJ
] !J-Hi
Evtlportltion
777
E,·critt'R s:ilt
80ti
Exogonium pnrg:i.
4:.?:J
Ex o"tcmm:i.
2Hl
l•:xostemnm C'arib::en.
2-Ji
_E xostem ma. floribund:i. :!Ji
Expcctornnts
'.!
Exprc~sed oils
4fl3
f;xpre ssion
ii·J

Extr:ict of opium, de·
Mrcotized
Cxtrnctofpalebark
Extract of p:i.rcira.bravn
Extrnct of poppy
Extrnct ofquns~ia
Extractofrcdbark
F:x1r:1ctofrbatany
Extn1ct or rhubarb
Extrnctorrhub:nb,ftuid
Extrnctofsarsnparilla.
~xtmct of imrsnporilln,
fluid
Extruct or scnmmony
Extrnct or senna, fluid
Extrnctorspigelia and
senna, fluid
Extrnct of strnmoniutn
leaves
Extr:1 ct of stramonium
seed
Extrnetof tarnx:acum,
fluid
Extrnctofu'l'":i. ursi

8:;8 Extrnct of nconite

9GS

l~xtrncta.

fluids.

~i'.~ Ex:~~~~ieof llConite, :tlF.thc.rc11l oil
832 l~xtrllct of aloes
:Ethe real solution of gun
Extrnct of bcllndonn:i

969 ~~~~::~~ve
970 Extracts, fluid
Oil l~xtrac tum nconiti

El~~~t~~~ tincture of ergot 840 }~~:~~c~o~tc bcllndonnu,

972

1232 J~ xtrac t of bittersweet
Ethercnl tinctu1·c of lobeExtract of black hellelia
1238
bore

~~~::~~;~i~tion

n85
tl7:?
981
985
!1!10

USG
!l!:H
!lStl
!J!l:!
902
08i
087

988
t.180
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J:therole
J:therosulphuricncid
}:thcrs
1~thio1is miuernl
Etbylc

083
ffj2
984
!J8t

~i~ Ex~~1~~tofblnckpepper,

83:l
829
825
1011
820

E:.:tractofbutternut
Extr11ctofchamomile
Extrnctofcolchieum
Ex tr net of colchicum,
acetic

977

Bxl~~~i~1~~~1 aconiti alco-

Extrnctum aloes
Extr:lctum aloes Ilnr978
bndcnsis

9~9

~~~
989
9C.8
9CO

970
970

~~~:::~!~:~ ~::i~~1:1~~! ~~~

990
981 Extrnetum belladonnro
970
nlcoholieum
972
973 Extmctum cannabis
338
Extr:\ctum cauo11bis lnn73
dicoo
338
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Extrnctum cnnnabis In:J:J!l
dic:e purific:1tmn
UiZ FabnS1rncti Ignntii
T.xtractum cinchonrc
Fagnrn octnndrn..

Extractum cinchonro
flnnu

n72

Fnl senur;ustura
Fnlseb111·ks

U72

Fnlse snrenp::irilla

Extractum cincbonre
pn.llidm

Extractmu ciuchonre

~~~ ~~~::.~~~rnicorn plant

E.s.trnctumcolchiciacetil·um

f',1tlulc
~i:'I F111 mnnna

~~:~~~~~~ cco~100?;~ 1t~;:iis U7 4 Fc:'I~::;~
nlco-

bolicmn
ExtnictumcubcbrofluidExtrnctum <ligitnlis
}~xtr:1ctum dulcamaroo
Extrnctum chttcrii

~=~;1~1i: ;t~i'~

~Iii

Fenncl-.~ecU

::l:!f)

Fcuuf!'rcek

Fennel, common
Fennel, sweet
fJ8fJ Fennel wa1er
9ii Fennel-flower, small
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H~O

!'181
fl81
!t8:?
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!lH2
!18~

!18:;1
!l!H

98,1
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lntum
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]3if.i F'crrocyunideof})otus-

~~ib Fe~~~~~'·uno~cn

3:,:2 Fcrrocynmu·ctofiron
3r,a Ferroeynnurct of potnssium
E;!JJ
13fii Fcrrocynnurct of zinc
3,j2 Ferro-mangn.11ic 1)reparation~
1400

gg

348

~~~~

1018
345

re;;:i~·ussiate

of po-

]~~:~ ~~~~~~~11o

:ii!

1001

593
13:!8
1359

593
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7 Fcrrum 11mmonintnm 10]!)
\)\)9
f'errum tnrtnriz:)tum
Ferri timmonio-cblori88
1019 Feruln nmmonifera
dum
1:2i
\)(J!l F'crula il~f:1lfo.'tidn
Ferri nmmonio-citrM
35!')
Ferri nnw1onio-tartrns l:!H-' Fcru!n eruhcscens
355
1:21:'18 l~cniln fcrulngo
Ferri nr.scnins
3!')5
]:10.) l~cl'Uln ,1rn!hnnif'crn,
Ferri hromidum
127, 63\)
1013 Ferul::i l'er~ic:1
Ferri c11rbOMS
88
Ferub 1ingitana.
Fcrricnrbonuscumsac72
0% Fetidnloes
chnro
Fcti~l SJ•iri t of ammonia. 865
Ferri cnrbonas sncclm1302
:J!l5 Fe\·er-buf:h
ratum
1385
130\) Fev('1·fcw
Ferri carburetum

!Jj!J l'erouia elcplrnntum
!)j!J

115
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Extrn ctum hyoscynmi
Extractum hyoscyami
nlcoholicum
E:ctr,1cturnjalnpm 919,
Extrnctum jugl:rndis
}~xtra ctum kr!lmcrhe
E:!:tractum hlctucro
}:xtmetum lupuli
};xtr;1ctmnnuci.svomic::c
}:xtrnctum opii
E:ctrilctum opii 1H1uosum
F.xtrnet•nnpapaveris
Extrnctum pnreirre

:!·W Ferri sulphns grnnu1339 Ferri sulphas vem1lis
779 Ferri villerianns
4(i.j FerricaCi!I

fJi!'"1 Fel bovinum

di,;composi1um

i:!~~~:~::; ::rl\

1013
1013

1014
1301
13H6 Ferri sul1ilrns exsiccn1017
tum
100

False i;uufiower

E;~~~~~m colchici

Ferri sc:.quioxidum
Ferri su\Jc11rbo11as
Ferri sulplu1s

::.;;:::~: ::,:~:,, ,~:<l- ~~~ :::;!:::'~agnesiro ci- ]:~: m;~:::·~~~ctable
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IJ85 Ferri.etpota5srotflrtr11s !)!l!J I Fibrous Cnrthngena
El:trnctum qunssiro
2·13, 244
bark
!l8!) Ferri ctquini::o citras 1315
Extractum rhei
348
}:xtrnctumrh ei fluidum !l!)O F'err1fcrrocynuurctum 100 1 Ficus

~~l:m~.~=~;::r.~;:::: ~~~ ~:;;: r~1~~.~;'"P'" ~~g~ rn~: :~;:'~~..
Estractum senmmonii
Extractumsennoofluidum

] :1:"13 Figs
986 F'errilnctns
3-ti Fiµ:wort
F'crri limnturl\
992 Ferrimurintistinctura mW Fi!icienciJ

~:H
348
138\)
3.51

~~~~~·~~:· ~; ~~~~~~~;~~~~ i~I!~]~~·:::. ~J

wnter-l1cmIFi ne-len,'cd
.Fel'l'i pcroxydum hystyrnci~
1369
lock
1008
tlratum
fJ87
i~:
li:J:.m:;~; ";~~.;·;:::,. ~:~ f.:;;/ f;~F!F~',.,tr•• ~g~ ~/;~;(~;;:a
Extrnctum
F.xtractum farilxnc1

10:U

Eycbl'igltt

1328 .Feni ramcnta

1

34i I .Flug, blue

421
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Flng, sweet
Flakemnnnfl.
Fl:unmuln. Jovis
Flax
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151
465
1315
4is

5G3, l:J'il
Frankincense
30-1
Frnscra
~;).I
Frasera Carolincnsis
35.t
Frascrn Walteri

Gnlipcn. officinali s
Golipot
G11litnnnic acid
G:1linm npcl'ine

~::~~~~rging

!i~ r,~~~;~~~~·x:~~~~~r 4G4, ~~~~ g~:~~~ ~~~~~l~:~fom

Flax<icedcatnplasm
Flnx~ee1l meal
Flax~ce•l oil
Flcnbune, Canr11Jn.

!)Ill
44!1
505
3:30

Frtu:.inus ornus
Fnu::ious panifiora.

French berries
French chalk

~:=~~~~~: ~~~!i::se~~~~.:d g;ig ~~~~~~ :.?~~~;:

]382
Fleawort
Flesli.co\ourednsclcpms 124
171
Flies, pot:lto
J(jG
Flies, Rpnnish
GRO
.Flint, powdered
1391
.Flix wee<l
1097
Floreneerece iver
420
Florentino orri s
1020
Flores m:irtinlcs
716
Florcsimlphuris
1 ~44
Flori•ln. nnii;c tree
4fl8
Florida nrrow-root
34 1
Flonr, whc11t
46.f
Flowering nsh
801
Flowers of benzoin
ilfi
flowers of snlplrnr
1283
Flowers of zinc
262
Fluidextrnct ofbnrk
Fluitl extract of black
990
pepper
Fluicl extractofbuchu 149
Fluid cxtrnctofcubebs !)89
329
Fluid extract of ergot
Fluidextmctofrhubnrb9!JO
Fluid c:drnct of snrsamn
pnrillfl.
Fluid ex tract of senna !)!)2
Fluic\extrnctofscrpen67n
t11rin.
Fluid extrnctofspigclia
!)!)2
and senna
Fluidcxtractoftnro.xa988
cum
Flui(l extrnctofvnlcrinn flfl:!
Fluitl extrnctofvanilln 1403
989
Fluid extract.s
784
Flux
1888
Fl:v-trnp
352
Freniculmn

464
41H
f)Oi'
1328
6

12!)1,
Fuogin
Fungusrosnrum
f'unuel stan<ls
Furunces
Fu ~1lµ:asuga bnrk
Fused nitrate of silver
Fu scloil
Fusiformjnlnp
Fu sion
Fustic

13fi4
1302
774
775
245
8!1!)
85 1
4:2.5
784
1330

G
Gllduin
Gadus ,..Egl ifinus
Gatlus callarins
Gndus cnrbonnrius
Gndus merluceius
Gntlus morrhun,

508
50G

Wf>
5011
b06
50fi

1:;:31

~~~~

Galla
Gallic acid
Gallic acid fermentation
Gnllo-tnnnic acid

;~ g;~:::. Chinese,

12::?::?
Friar's balsam
380
frost weed
380
F1ostwort
f'ruit essences, artificial 13:!8
!J3 J
Fruit sugur
216
Fueuscrispus
1330
F'ucushclmintbocorton
40(;
Fucuspalmn.tu s
l !l2f!
Fucu s vesiculosus
13!JI
Fuligo ligni
1330
Fuligok:ili
1330
Funrnria officinalis
J3G4
Fumi1ric ncid
145
Fumigating pastiles
Fuming sulphuric acid
47
of Nor<lhn.usen
l3:rn
Fumitory
1364
Fungi
HG4
Fungic acid

g!)
i3l
13:3 1

;}.'.)6
8(13
804
821

~~~

548
Gallus Bankivn.
200
Gnmbir
359
Gnmboge
3.j!J
Gnmbogin.
301
Gnmbogic ncid
767
Garbling ofd ruA"S
359
Gnrciuiacambogia
360
Gnrcinia morelln.
~7
Gilrden ungclica
184
Gnrdcncarrot-root
65
Garlic
776
Gas burners
85
Gns liquor
"362
Gaulthcrin.
Gnulthcri:t procumbens 362
] 3,35
Gay feather
110
Gein
13:::3
Gelnt1n,cnpsulesnf
1332
GcJ...c1uinum nitidum
GeJ:;eminum sempervirens
1332
~
Genernl remedies
Jl;32
Genist:1 tiuctorh~
31)3
Gcnti11n
366
Gcnti:m, blue
363
Gentinna
31)5
Gentirrna.Cntcsbrei
215
Gcnti;11mchimyt(l.
36:l
Gcntiaunlutea
Gcntinna.mncrophylla
368
Gentinnn.Pnnnonicil.
303
Gentinnn punct:.itii
363
Gentinnapurpuren.
3(i:j
Gcntiann, snponnria.
36-1
Gentinnin
364
Gentisic ncid
3tH.
Gentisin
1306
Geoffroya inermis
Geoffrnya Suriunmensis 1!l06

:ma

~;fJ:f.g~jt~~,;~· m~~i~~~;~~l:chius ~i;r ~l~~f.~~~5£~;~t~::. lm

351)
Gnlb:rnum
3{i.)
1135 Gnlbnnum officinnle
Gn.lbnnum plaster, comFo~mulre for prescripfl50
pound
1411
rums
For1~yl, terchloride of 8to Gnlbnnum prreparatum 'J.0:?·1

}'olinted enrth. of tn.rt.'lr

Germnnder
Gcum

Jafl9

366
3li7
3G7
Gcum urbanum
Gif!nrtinn hclminthocor·

I Gcum rh·nla
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3G9
379
Bi 9
13S!'l
1339
l:J39
]2!13

1336
13nO
4fA
405

13:3!}
380

380
380
1362
74 8

381
74i
382
381
1330
381
381
381
1330
1339
6:!8

319
379
383
383
383
281
91V
bfl4
280
664
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~80 Horse-balm
5G4 llorsechcstnut

Heml ock ~ccd
ll cmlocki!pruce

Jl~:~~;:k

water-drop-

Hemp
Hem p, Indinn
llcuhanc Jcaxcs
llcnhane sectl

1360
3:l8
107, 3!l8
3M
390

:~~~:~~1 ~~~~sh

1

Horse-radish tree
Jlorse-wl'cd
!l ot bath
ll ound'stongue

3!'17
303

I!l20 ITydrn.rf!yria
l2HO 11.nlrnr{!Jnun

tf~ ll3~~:~~rgJrUw

ammonia-

1017
1370 H:rdrargyrum cum crct;l
10<::18
1320
lJ.I Hp.lr11rgyrumc11mmngIOW
ncsii
13:!5

;~~~~;~~Jl~;~;;~,sp;cit ~m l!~~~~}~;:,~~~~~;bH- :::~ ;;J~i~~ff:~{::::,p;- ml
ii llunmilies bark
3~ 1 l l unnuco bark
38-1 llumulus

Hepatic aloes
Hepatica
Hcpalicancutiloba

23:! ll ydrnstis Canadcn~is 1341
1131
2:10 ll ydrnte of potassa
301 ll yd ratctl oi1idcofiron 1008

m::::::~::i.'.~;~~f~!;scs l~~g ::;t;:;~~;::r~r~:~~:~~·5.1 ~~~

m~~,:~~~ i~:;~'~:~""'"

ll ur:i Urnsilicusis
llur:-i.crcpit:ms
llu sband'smagnel'ia
lluxham's tiucture of
bark
ll)'dran!!ea nrborcscens
llydran gcri, common
Jlydrarµ-yri nmmouiochloridum
llydrnrg)ri bichloridum
:11'.)
neucheri\\'iseida
1::01 !lyclrflr)!)Ti biniodidum
Hemldotiit .\fric;rnn.
]l;OR ll ydrargyri hinoxidum
Jf e,·ca.Uuiimcn<:is
Hibiscus abelmosd1us 1!1-W ll:ydr:ugyri bisulphurctum
Ia.JO
Jlibiscuse!-culcntus
11,rllriLrf!yri chloridum
llickorynsbcsnnd!!oot,
1302 llydr;1rgyri chloridum
infnsion of
corrosivum
11ti:?
lliera picrl).

38·1
l!era cleum
11ernc\<:ulll gummifcrum 88
384
lll·rac!cnru ltnmtum
]~!)0
llerb Chri,.topl1er
) ;{$~
Jlcrb Hobert
G:?!)
Jlcrba Britannicn.
J340
Hcrmocfact.}lii
385
Jl eucl1em
385
Jlcuchcr;I .\meric:rnn.
:1~5
Jleuchcnt cortn sa

13·!0 llydriod:ttc of nmmouin
1347
13·10
10i0 Hydriodl\te of nrscnic
nnd mercury, solu904
tion of
1227
1341 H_rdri odate of pot11.ssa JJ.J4
1341
1341 llydriodicncid
13-J:?
ll ydriodicclb<:r
104.i llydrochloro.te of nmSS
monin.
102:) llydrochlornteof lime 152
1031 llydrochlorillC of mor·
I08R
phin.
10-t?

:::.:,

ll ydrochloric ncid

10.f.j llydrocotyle :\siatic:i. 134:!
1031 11."drocynonteofctber1342
me
10:!5 llydrocyunic acid,

nn-

~~g :::~~t:::::::c;:::~:::1 ~g~1 ll~~,~~~~.~~ic acid, ~~8, :::

~:l~i\t!~i~lrnbnrb

llydrocynnic ether

3S!l Hydrnrgyri et quinire

Hirudo

~~l; ll )~}i~~~~~~ i iodidum
1 11

~:;~~:~~ ~~:src~nnlis

~l~~~~;:~.i; anodyne H- ~:~ ::;.:;~:::~::·: ;~:,:::::~
1

13..J..J

H olly

~f~~~~~~~~s pyrophorus

6~~

Hondura s snrsapnrilla
Honey

41 3

1342
1284

l!);~~:~~~;_;matc of GS, ::::
7

1037

1030 lly4lrosulphntoof lime 1394

viridc

~~ H~1~~~rgyri

m~ }:;.~~~~~~er, llaume•s

nitrico·oxi-

1040

ll\1~~~~:lphurct of nm-

Ilydro!lulplmrie acid
llyJrnrgyri oxidum ni1038 llydrurctof benzvle
grum

.j

8 8
1018

4\'19

1i~~~[fit~~?.;.n.. lm :'.'.fif~rXr::~:~:: : : iit~;~i~~~;~tl~:t~ ~m
r

lloopcr'spills

1111

liquor

1042 ll yoscynmin.

400

l~\t£:~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ :~ iif~~~t:~' :!~
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Ilypcroxymurinte of
potu.;:;i;a
ll ypocliloriteoflime

Hypochlorite Of!lof.la

Tndi nn cucumber

585 lndi:rnhctnp
Inclianphysic

]5.}

13GO Infusion of snss:lfr:ls
107,328 1 pith
8138 lntu -.ionofs<'n<'ka.

1183 lmlian poke
838 lndi rin red

ll yponitrous ether

748 Infu sion (If senna

l~-IG lnfu .. ion of scnnn, com-

10ti0
lOGO

1061

]Ofil

~ :;::~~;~~~~11~~~i:t~~~n 1 ~~~ ::~:::~ ;~·~s~c;irilla

1308

~~)l:P1~i!if~E;0''usn~i~1.,d f1 :1 ~1., 1:~.~,:,~•. g~·~. ;.~;·r~!

~~~~
Tn~:~~;~n ofof spearmint
1?1~~
tLoroughl 341.i

13-16

l1mfo~::::::.tis

l\JG lndi go,s1llphntcof

lndigoforatinctoria

H-16

ll yposulph1te of soda

.

""

I'

Il yrnccum

Jndinn tobacco

1

,

poun1i

~~i ~:~~::::~~ ~~ :;;~~~~'.~~lmlOtil
1

lufu.~ion

wort

JOUG

srwkcrnot

10Gl

\m i~:iim:;~I~~~~"''" m~ i:i~:i~~ H~~~~~: ~~~

134.J
Iberisrminra.
13(i l
l ee-plant
2IO
Jcelnnd moss
402
lchthyocolla.
324
lcicnicicariba.
3Jfi
lctodcsfwtidus
i13
Jdrialine
490
Iinsuria
4UO
lgasurie acid
l:JOJ
l i.:-nntia.n mnra.
13-14
fl ex
llexnq uifoli um 1303, 1;344
13.J.I
Jlex ca~si un
134-1
llex dahoon
lJH
Ilexmnte
1344
llcxopHcn.
1344
Hex Pal't nnicnsis
134-1
llex l'Omitoo·ia
134.J
llicin
Ill icium nn i ~ntum 10~, 1345
134-1
Jllici um FloriU:wum
1345
Illicium pnn·iflorum

]:HG
lndigotin
10-19
ln fusa.
iSI
Infusion
10~0
lnfusionjnr, Alsop's
Infusion of angustura
1051
bnrk
105'2
Jufusion of buchu
lnfusionofca1<enrilla 1052
Infusion of cntcchu,
1053
compounrl
fnfusion of Cayenne
1 05~
pepper
Tnfu <:ion of chamomile ]0.jl
10f>a
lnfu~irm of ch ircttu.
1(152
In fusion of cloves
10.()fi
li1ftrnio11 of columbo
Infusion of clan<lelion 10fi:!
10,)f>
lufu,:,ionof ergot
hifusion of flaxseed,
101"l8
compound
10,j6
Infusion or fo.xglove
1nfusionof gen ti :i n,
105(i
compound
10ti2
Infusion of g-inf!er
lnfusionofhickol'ynsb es

Tnfn~ion of wild-cherry

JOi)8
bnrk
Infusion ofyellowbnrk JO,j!;
104U
lnfus.ions
10;)l
l nfusum nngusturre
105 1
(n fu~um nnthcmiclia
1051
lnfu sum nrmorncire
ln fu!!um:nmorncimcom1051
po>'itum
1052
lnfusum uurn~1tii
ln fo~nm nurantii com10:)2
posit um
1052
lnfu ~ um buchu
JO,);)
lnfmmm calumlim
10;;:.l
Infusum cnp!'ici
105:!
lnfu sum cnryophylli
1052
In fut;um cnscnrill:\J
ln tu<..umcatechu compo-

situ m

1058

1or,3
chirettre
ln fusumeinchonre l O;);J,10;)4
lnfuswmci nchourocom1053
p o.~i tmn
lnfu<:um cinchon~ flavre 1053
Ln fu<-um cinchonro pal-

ln f11~11m

;;§;~~;,~:.!~ il~1~f:: !~ ::~;·:~:: :.~ ~~

1~p-.·· :~1 ::rt~~; :~ :~~~?~.=.:~
Indi a ~um

mil~ ~?g~~b

Indian corn

8

lnfu "ion of red bnrk

10!)4 .

1058

Tnfo~ion of snrsapanlln.

1060 lnfusum polygnloo

JOGO

mi::~1~!~~ H~;~~:·L :::: [~!~l~~ ~gi:~vi>idis mi
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lron by hydrogen
993
]063 lron, carbonate of, with
1063

~ugar

!)!15

[odi.•c.rnbcfa•oicntsorn·

Iron,cnrburctof
412 lron,citrateof
lron, commercial sulpLate of
1064

1309
QU8
3.JS

406 Iron,driedsulplH1teof10li
1003 Tron,ferrocyn.nurctof 1001
400 fronfilings
3'17
13cl9 lron,gTanulntedsulphate
1349
of
1017
1;a,;1,~yd.c•cgH•toc,fpoTron, l1yrlmted oxiJe of1008
lron in fiue powde1·
348
lron,ioditleof
1003
Iron, lactate of
135:~
J ron, mngneticoxide of1011
lron,peroxitle(1f
1012
Iron, phosphutc of
1012
lronpluster
950
rron,powderof
993
Iron, 1>recipitated carbonate of
1013

903

mI ~~~~: ~~~.:·i:~,,..•

345
993
1013

993

,b•n-

996
1018
1020
347

1350
402
13~1

1337
421,1339
Ji7
1339
1339

Index.
Jo.en bark
Ja{!p:ary
Jalup
Jalap, fu.~iform
Jalap, light
Jnlo.p. male

~~:~:~: ~;:;!:c~:~cd
Jali1J11~

231
632
42:!

425
42·1
424

Ko.lmia glauca.
Kalmialntifolia.
Karn.
Kelp
Kcmpfcrid
Kermes mineral
Kinntcof cinchonia.
Kinnte of quinia

:~~ ~:~f~sn~~llow
42:.? Kino

Jniflpin
J amuica. doi;pvood
Jamaica gi nger
Jamaic1L kiuo

424 Kino, Africrm
1381 Kino, Botnny Bay
i03 KinoCarncas
432 l\ioo, East lndi::i.

1457
13Sl
1350
47:?
601
1331
870
2,)5
2;)5

La.dies' mnnUe
Ladies' slippcl'
Lady Webster's pills
J,:c\·o-tartaric acid
Lake water
Lokes
Lnmpblnck
Lamps, alcoholic

1293
1325
1111
53
110
1355

li8
iiG

ig~~ t:~~n~~~~o~f~~h~c:rop 1~~~
430 L::ipilli cnncrornm

1322

433 La.pis bezonroccidcntalis
433
,.
1303
432 Lapis bczonrorientalis 1303
431

Lnpi s calamiunris

1-l!J

Jamnica pepper
559
Jamuicnsnrsnparilla
654
Ja.m es's powder
882
Jamestown weed
700
Jnni phamu uihot
725
Jn.pan camphor
100
Jnpan sngo
G40
Jargonellcpcnresscncc ] 329
Jasmine, common white 1371
Ja ~minum grandifiorum 13il
Jnsminmn oflicinale
1371
Jn sminum snmbac
l3i1
Jatam ausi
1394
Jatropba curcns
1300
Jatrophn. elasticn.
130~
Jatropha nu:rnihot
725
JntMpltn. multifidn.
1300
Ja.tropbn.oil
1300
Jnxa c11nl11mom
18 1
J11velle'swatcr
1312
Jelly, ''cgetable
185
Jeru'-n.lem oak
212, 213
Jervina.
Hi
Je.suits'drops
1222
Jesuit ~' powder
2J9
Jewell's hy<lrosul.ilimate
of mercury
1032
J ewcl·wecJ
13J5

Kino, Jamaica
432 Lnpis infer1rnlis
899
Kino, South American 432 Lapislnzuli
140t
Kino, West India
432 Lappa
44~
Kinoic acid
431 Lappa mnjor
443
Kinoile
25tl I.arch, European
730
Kinone
256 Lnrtl
[,j
Kino-rcd
431 Lard, prepared
1253
Kino,·icacid
25fi Lnrgc-floweringspurge 334
Kinovic bitter
249 L11rix Europoon.
730
Knot-grass
1301 Larhpur
310
Knot-root
13:.!J Laudanum
1240
Koosso
13:)1 L11.udauum,dcnnrcotized 1242
l\rnmcria
4!l:J l..nmlonum, Rous!'enu's 1275
Krnmcria ixin:1.
4!~.) Lnuduuum, Sydenhnm's 12i4
Krnmeria trhrndr::i.
4!3.j Lnurcl
1350
Kr:uncric acid
430 Lnuro-cernsus
4-13
Krimca rhubarb
614 Lnurus
4J-i
Laurus benzoin
1:302
Lnurus cnmphorn.
159
L
LnuruscassirL
263, 2(i4
Laurus cinnamomum
263
Lnbarrnque's disinfcetLnurus culilawnn
1324
ing liquid
11 81 Lnurus nobi!is
444
Labdanum
1352 Lnuruspichurim
1 381
I,abraclor ten.
1355 Lnurus sassafras
G58
Lnc
13;j2 Lnvanduln.
445
Lnc nmmoninci
lOiG Ln,,nncluln. spicn.
44 5
Lncnssnfretidre
1077 Limrndul tL''ern.
445

Jujuhe paste

Lnct~c acid
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1406
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~~ru~~~n~~l~tion
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Junipcrus Yirginiana

4!W I Lactnca s~anolo.
Lnctuca ,·1rosa
Lactucnrium

t~~~~~f:~cid

K
Krr'mpferia.rotunda.
Knlimu
Kalwiu.nngustifolfo.

92

1405 Lnctucin
[1i9 Lactucone
Lad:rnum

13.il

4-r.! Lend, protoxi<le of
44:! Lerul, red
4!3t\ J,efl<I, red oxide of

::~ Lc~t·

507

574
574

semivitrifiecl oxide l}jS

4,10 I.ead,sesquioxideof
56i
-140Len!l,1;0\ution of sub·
135:!
acct:ltcof
112-1

Index.

1458
L

d s gnrof

~;j; ~~i~:te of

Lcnd-wntcr
Leadwort
Lcttthcrflowcr

1

56!) Lime liniment

~i~ t:::~: ;~~~\~~~u~~d

lOGG Linseed oil

t;~~~ ca!ba~ti:um

;)Q.3

:~g

152
cnr418
913 Lurnm mntnbss1mum
bonttte of
11'.:?6
,. __ l~b4,
Lion's foot
1382 Lnnc, prcc1p1tntedphos111, 184
916 L1qucfachon
plmtcof
18lfl
1

~~~~~}~!.~~ii~1::.:ling ~ltiUifi~:f;::n:~:- !:: ~j~~jgf{:;;:~i~i~ '.: :
:::

]~~:: Li~~1~1~~~t~:~~mmonioo 1065

13JG
Liquidamber
Liquor aluminiscompo855
situs
859
Liquor ammoni::u
Liquor ammoni::e acetn.861
tis
Liquor ammoni::e citrntis 863
Liqu orammonirefortior 83
Liquor nmmonim ses858
quicnrbonntis
905
Liquo1· arsenicalis
Liquorarscnicichloridi 903
Liquor nrsenici et by90!
drargyri iodidi
909
Liquor barii cbloridi
015
LiquorcnlciicWoridi
!Hl
l.iquorcalcis
Lit1uor cupri nmmonio935
sulphntis
100.)
Liriuorferriiodiili
1007
Liquor ferri nitJ·atis
Liquor bydrargyl'i bi1030
chloridi
Liquor iodinii composi1064
tus
Liquor m:i.gnesire citra1011
tis
Liquormorpbiooaceta1088
tis
I.iqu ormorphioo muri1001
n.tis
Liquor morphioo sul1002
phntis
dincctaLi~~or plumbi
1121

JOG.)

subace- 1124

1355
Lcdum latifolum
1335
Lcdum pnlustre
38!)
Lccch, mccbanicnl
38.j
Leeches
135!)
Leck
Lcc's New London Pills 75
7,)
Lee's Windham pills
4.Jli
Lemon juice
4.J(i
Lemon peel
1207
Lemon syrup
4·16
Lemons
932
Lenitive electunry
470
Leu1bk
72fi
Lconto(lon tarnxncum
119
Leopard's bane
:397
Lepra.mercurinlis
135;"i
Leptauilrn.purpurea,
1355
Lcptandrn. \'irginica
43H
Lettucc
44:!
Lctlucc, acrid
410
Lettuce opium
Lettuce, strong scented 4-12
438
Lcttuce, wild
2.)~
Leucol
771
Levi~ation
1 3.j;)
Lintris ~cariosn.
13;).)
Liatri~ spicata.
13:),j
Lintrissquarrosn.
210
Lichen lsl:md icus
210
Licbcnin
Lichstcaricncid 211, 136·1
Licbig's distilln.tory apifl!l
pnratns

t\~t~j~~~;ting

~J~::~ 1~1i~~fi1 ~:i~~m

Lime, solution of murintc of
Limes
Limestone
l..ime-water
Limon
Lim onis cortex
Limouuu1 oleum
1.imonum succus
Linaria '·ulgaris
Lini forinn.
Lini olcum
Lini semen
Liniment, anodyne
Liniment, campborntcd
soap
Liniment, mercurial
Liniment of nmmonia
Linim ent of ammonia,
compounr.1
Liniment of opium
Liniment of sesquicnrbonate of nmmonia
Liniment of Spanish
Uics
Liniment of turpentine
Liniment of ,·ertligris
Liniment, simple
Liniment,volatile
Linimeutn.
tiniments
l~i11im en tum reruginis
Liuimcntumnmmonioo

~~3 Li~~~~~1i~1:::.~~:a~~nioo
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1
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cnnditlum

915
447
2WJ
911
44fi
446
501

HG
1297
449

50.')
418
1067

10137
10!.17

JOG:;
106!i
1067

1065
106Ci
lOliB
JOti.J
1008

10!l5
10GI
lOUJ
106~

1065

Lii~11~; plumbi
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Liriodendron

1308 :\fnngnncsc, iodide of

6.J;)
5i5
954
5i;>

911 ;\lnnguncsc, phosphate
JOf.8
of
}3.'j9
1289 'lnngnnc!lc, sulphntcofl3.j8
455 \l:rni:i;nnc!"e,tnrtrntcof 1359

t:~~~~c~l~;~~l~i~ ~pifcra ~~~ ~::3~~~ wine

Lisbon snr;inpnrilln.
Lithnrgc
Lithnrgc plaster
Litbnrf!yrum

1459

4:;0,Madrir

1

)lat,ristcryofbismuth
\lngncsi~
\ln~ncsin, ncetatcof
\laf!nC!"ianlba.

1358

n~ ~:~:::~~~::: :~~~~:~r 1 :~~

~itt~h:~1::~~~::~:~f.~H~ ~lmm~: ifg~;~~f :m ~l~~~~~;~11E:~~~;~um lm
Lithospcrmum tinctori-

Li:'us
Litmuspnpcr
Lh·cr of sulphur
Liverwort
Lixi\'iation
Lixivuscinis

:g~ ~:~~~:::i :~!r~~nte

632
24l
4G7
467

4f)7

~~g ~:~~~~~: r~~l~~~a
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452 ;\lngncsiro c;1rbonras
45.3 i\lnrantn. nobilis
4(11 i\bgnesirocnrbona.spon·
)lnrble
452
dcrosum
.J5G :'\lurgnricacid

Lobe!ia iufhita
Lobclia syphilitica
Lobelicncid

t~~!i;~~~~~..

!~!
!~~

437 \lflgnesin, murinteof 1:312 ;\Jnplesugnr
1158 i\Inguesin.,prcpnratious
)iurncnybo bark
38-1
of
JOGS ;\lnrn.nt:\
i81 ~lra~ncsia, solution of
;\lnrnntn nllouy/\
582
citrnteof
10il Mnrnntra nrundino.cen

~~~:l\~ cardinnlis

~~~;~o~~per

~J~~~:~:~rnvy car- 456 ~::~~~' Brin1H;on
~~~ ~:~~~!l:: ~~~,~~~:d's ~gn ~;~~~~t=nnnulata

13 7
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.::;::· u- ~~~ ~:;;r~f:~:·~ommon
1

J~~
467
41)9
G-l!J

sn,

~~~I ~:~;~~::~ 0chloridwn
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Long·l ciivc1lpinC'
Lonicern.cnprifolium
Looscstrifc

l~g ~:~;~~~~m, sweet
\lagnc!'ium
10i0 :'llnrruhium
1:15i )laf!neticoxideofiron 1011 Miirruhium rnlgnre
1 357 '.\lnp:neticpyritcs
1018 '.\lnr:scillcs'·incµ:nr

H:~g~~::
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Ornnge berries
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Orange flower water
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Orchi\la weed
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Ointment, tobacco
Ointments
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Oki field pine
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Oleum tabnci
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Olcum thymi
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Oleum tiglii.
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.
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734 Pectnse
80.J f'h cnylic acid
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OysteMbell, prepared
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Prooniaofficino.lis
Paglinri's styptic
Pnle bark
Palm oil
Palm soap
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Palmic acid
Pn.lmin
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Pnnax
Pn.nnx quinquefolium
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Papaver
Papo.ver oricntale
Papnverrhrens
Pnpnver somniferum
PapnYerioa.
Papnverine
Pnrnffine
Paraguay tea
Paralactic acid
Pn.rnmenispermin
I>nramorphin.

910 Pectic acid
185
47 Pectin
185
Pectoral gum
12
Pectose
186, 804
Pegu catechu
199
Pelargono.tc ofethylic
13ii
ether
132!l
145 Pclargonic acid
132!l
2::!8 Pclnrgonic ether
1329
13ii Pelnrgonium roseum
1329
050 Pcllitory
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5 l ~ Pemmicn.u
111.iO
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Pepper, long
[)62
Pepper, white
560
Peppermint
4i5
Peppermint water
892
Perchloride of cnrbon
SH
Percolation
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Pcrcolntor
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Periploca fndic a
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Peripl ocn secamonc
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Phlorctin
1380
Phloridzin
1379
Phrenix forinifera
C39
Pboi:;phate of ammonia 1380
Ph oi;phntcofiron
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Phosphate of lime, precipit:1tcd
916
Phosphate ofpotas!!a. 1380
Phosphate ofquinia
251
Phosphate of soda
1186
Phosphornted oil
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Phosphoric acid, diluted 815
Pbn~phorus
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l'hylhmtlms emblicn.
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Picolin
Picrrena excels~
Picroglyoion
Picromel
Picrotoxic acid
Picrotoxin
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6.30 Persia opium
{130

ril~ 0~~11 tiemlock
p ound

com1

1113
1115
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Index.
PilulfL styracis compo-

Pill of ioclide of mango.-

sita
1350
ncsc
Pilulro
Pill of ipccacunnba with
1121 l'ilulrenloes
squill

~:g 5ofstora:t,compound g~~ ~:::~::~11~:~:ou~i~=~tro

f>::::: ~ ~i~t;~
1

Pills, nssafctida
Pill s, blue

11

1111

i28

~~~

lllO ~:~~:~~~~:r~a
~~ Pifi~~0 ntocsctmafre- 1111
Pinus Lnmbertiana

tidoo
1112
1119 Pilul re aloes ctferri

Pi nus picca
Pi!ulro calomelnoos
1112 Pinus pinnster
111 8 .compositre
Pinus pinca.
1119 P1lulro cnlomclnno8 et
Pil\i;i, mercurial
Piuus pumilio
1113
opii
nssa·
Pills of aloes nnd
1113 Pinusrigid~
1111 P1lulroenmbog1ro
fetida

~ii:: ~i ;:~:: :i~<ld ~7~-h

}{ !~

P~ll ~ ofnloes, compound

1111 Pilulro colocynthidis
lllO
1110

1113
opium
Pill s of carbonate of
1116
iron
Pill s of colocyn th nnd
1115
henbnnc
1115
Pills ofcopniba
Pills of digitalis and
1116
squill
Pills of gnlbnnum, com·
1118
pound
Pillsofiocl ideofiron 111 8
Pill s of ipccacuun ha and
1121
opium

P1~~~ii:atlrnrt1cro

1)'

com. 1113

~~~
728

729
729
729
729, 1386
565

~:~~: ~~~·:stris

~~~

Piper

560

1114
~:~~~ ~~~e~stifoliun202, 1~~~
Pif:1:p::1i~~~·ntbi<lis et
i~~
~ ~ ~ ~ }::;,:~ ~~~~~~m
Pi:~~s~~~~i~m
4il

Piluloocuprinmm oninti 1\IG Pipcrelongntum
562
1325 Piper longum
Piluloo de cynoglosso
4i2
Pi1icr mcthisticum
Piluloo digitalis et scil·
560
J 116 Piper uigrum
Ire
5GO
Pi\ulro fctri cnrbonn.tis 111fi Pipcrin
213
Pilulro fcrri compositre l 117 l'ip!>issewa
1381
1118 J>iscidin erythrioa
Pilulro fcrri io<lidi
470
Pilulre ferri sulplrntis 1118 Pistaci1tlcntiscus
i30
Pi;,tt1cin tcrebinthus
Pilulro galbani compo·
245, '.Hi
1118 Pitoya bark
sitro
245
1119 llit:lya burk, Im.rd
Pilulre hydrarg:yri
2.J.:;
Pitnya bark, soft
Pilul ro l1ydrnrgyri ch lo·
1121 Pitnyncoudnmine abark 245
riilimitis

~~~

ct ~: ~: ::i~~fn:iack
~m: ~~ ~~r3. :~~~~~0: ig~ :.:~Ji~ :~>:;acunnhre
plumbi opintm 11:!2 Pitch, Burgundy
mcreury
Pill s of opium
Pills of rhubarb
Pill s of rhubarb and

1121 l>iluhu
1121 Pilulrequinimsul phatis
1122 Pilulro rhci
Pilulrc rhci composit::o
1123 Piluhu rhci ct fc1·ri

::

~~~

4()4
i30

1112 Pinuslnrix

1112, 1118

1112

1

72

Pills, compound cathartic

~~::: ~~~~~:~~~~~e:fnp
Pi~~po';e~:~lomcl nnd

098
5G3

!~:::~: 3~~!~~~~is

~~~~ima
~::~:: ~:1~1~~ud calomel 1121 ~::~:: ~~~:~;~i~irrhro 111:! f>:~~:
Pinus pnlustris
.

1390

Pink, wild
1124 Pinkroot
110!1 Piuus abies
1110 Pinusnustrnlis

1122
1122
1123
1123

5G2
5G4
i29
!'152
296

Pitch, Cnn:ida
Pitch pine
Pitch plaster
Pittacal

~~fE~ ;;~;;;~ ;;n '.!~if::::~,. .~~
::~~:::~ : : ~l~~::rBG;~ :fil ~i~~~r 1m
Pill s of sulphate of

Pilu\ro Thebtucre

compositn.

]] 14 Pinckncya pubcns

cum 5CiUJ.

11~1 rink 1 clO\'C

g~~

11 :n Pix hqmcla

] ~~}

1:~nntnin, ;nt~r

f

]~~~

;;f~(i ~J~i~~f.f~:::~- : :: I~!~f~~£~:~:1:.::·.,·· ~f:~ t:~~i~i:'.tf'.f~!:~t° 906·m
1

132<.1 l'lu stcr IDfl.Chine

~47
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Index.
785 Polygonum hydropiper 1304 Potnssa, hydriodate of 1154
~~b Po~~Jcosnum bydropipcr- 1304 Po~~~!a~typermuuga- 1359
Polvgonum persicnrin.

130J Potussa,1mpurecarbou-

ii~~ ~~~:~:~~~~~~ B~~~~~~:~1~ ~;~~ Po~;~s~ nitrate of

Polypodium filix fremina 1299 Potnssa, phospbn~e of

582
587
1380

9JG ~~!;:~~j;~:~ ~~l~~~;s l ;~~ ~~~~:::: ~:~~1~~~~~:~: 1128
1382
;~~ ~~~ff,~~{i~~o;~~~Po~~ssa, pure nitrate of ~ ~;~
rinum

1383 J>otnssa,quadrox;1\ateofl316

ii~~ f,~E;~;~~~:; ;;~~.bi;~:
Jlompholix
Pontefractcakes
Poplar
Poppy, bl:lck
Poppy capsules
Poppy, corn
Poppy, red

~~~:~;:h~~~~e

Populiu
Populus
Populus
Phrn.,bidincet:<tiss•>lutic>lm Populus
Populus
Populus

l'huubio.xidmn ''""'"'·

Pl~~o~'. :~!~,:~~~~~s li-

575
11 26

Plumbi h.nnas
1397
PlumbuJJi
OM
P!ummcr's pills
111 3
numose alum
1303
Poaya
415
Plunkct's cnustic
24
PoJa.lyria.tinctoria
1300
Podophyllin
578
Potlophyllum
577
Po<lophyllum peltatum 577
735
Poison-oak
Poison-Yinc
735
657
Poke berries
Poke root
557
Pollock
506
Pol)•chroite
301
Polygula amnrn.
578, 6(i7
578
Polygala, bitter
1

~~~~~~ ~~~~~o~~!

Polygnla. rubella
Polygnla. scnegn
I>olygulavulgnris
Polygallic acid

Po~.~~uatum multifto-

:;: ::~r~:~'. :::~~::::ou- ii~

1283
341
451, 1383
525
550
618
G18

bnlsamifcra
nigra
trcruula
tremuloides

f.E~l:E~z~~on
::~::~· '~~;lish
Portnblcsoup
Porter
Portbrnd arrow-root
Portland powder
Po1tl11ntl s:'lgo
Portulaca olcracea
Potash
Potashes, kinds of
Potassa
Potassa, ncctate of
Potassa. alum
Potnssa, alcoholic
Potassa, bicnrbonnteof
Potassa, bichromate of
Potassn., binoxnlateof
l'otassn, bisulpbateof
Potassai biturtrate of
Potassn., carbonate of

!~~ ~~::::~· c~~~~~~:

578 Potassa cnustica cum
667
cnlce
Cl67 Potnssn, chlorate of
6G8 Potassa., citrate of

1

1320 ~~~::::,c: ~ calcc
Polygonatum uniflorum 1 3~0 Potassa, effervescing
13

Potassa, sulphate of
592
Potnssa, supertartrateof580
1147
1133
Potassroacetas
1133
Potassronqua
1128
Potassre aquaeffervescens

]lotnssa, tartr~te of
Potussa with bme

~~~

Potnssre
Potassre
Potassro
Potnssro
Potnssro
Potnssre
1383 Potassro
138;1
1383
1383
1383
1383

1 ~~i

binntimonins
bicnrbonas
bichromus
bisulphas
bitn.rtrns
ca.rbonas
carbonns C

580

lixi-1136
1

Po:;:::::~bonas impu- ~::

~~~ ~~~~::: ~~:~~~~~;~~o~·l38

547

1139

i 55 Potassrecausticreliquor 1128

123
1309
123
1883
583
584
1131
1133
78
11 32
1139
579
1376
1146
580
1136

Potassro cbloras
585
Potassro citras
1142
Potassre etsotlrotnrtras1184
Potassre hydras
1131
PotaSS!l!nitrns
587
Potassx uitras purum 1145
Potassre phosphns
1380
Potassm sulpbas
592
Poh1ssro sulpbns cum
sulphure
1145
1147
Potassm tartras
Potassii bromidum
1140
Potassiicyanurctum
1150
Potassiiferrocyani<lum 593
Potas10iiferrocynnurctum503
Potassii ioditliliquor

g~~ Po~~~~~o:~~~~um

B~~

1~~~ Pofu~~i~!e of

l~n

Potassii sulpbocyanurc1133
tum
1394:
585 I>otassiisulpbw·ctum 1158
1142 Potassio-sulpbatcofscs-

1

iron

Potassium, bromide of 1149
1150

~~\~~~~~: t~·!~~~~o ~~~~ Po~~ si:, ~!rrocyanate of ~6~ ~~!::::~:; ~g:~~~;~~~:
PolygonUlll fagopyrum 1304 Potassa, hydrate of

~1~~

ll 30
570

1146

1131

ret of

093

1467

Index.

647
1327

'Pterocnrpus
1152 Prccipitntcd phosphate
Pota!'!'>ium, ioclic.lc of
!110 Ptcrocnrpus draco
of lime
Potnscium, iodoliydrnr1
1
6

Po~;;:i~n~,fsulphurctof JS;JD ~:~~~:~~l~~~~~ s~l~~ :ct ll9i ~~~~~~:~ri~: ~~·~ :.:~~~t~m !~i

~~:~:~iu~o, t°'oxi<le of
Pobto ihcs

I~~~!~.:i~~~i1°il

Potent~lla reptnns.

f,~~~:~11\a t~rn~cutilla
Potu,; impcrw.hs
Powlicr, ftlltimo1:1ial

Im i::.:::~i:~~~iJm m~~~io:~::•0;7,~:ous m
lil
8

Prennnthes alba

138-1 Puff ball

1365

1023 Pulp of prunes

1100

1024
1 '277 Pulpro
914 Pulps

1159
1169

~1 ::::~;;::~:~:e:n~~:-J1nci:~~arin ~~~~ ~~~~g~~~·in officinalis 1~~:

1384 Prepared nssufctida

{~~:~ ~~ fu~~~~d~nssia ~ ~gg

~~~ Pr:ft~~cd Burgundy
582 Prepared cnlnmine
88:! l'rcparcll chalk

~ i~~

r.~~~:~::~: ~~~;~~:~d salin!162 ::~~~~~~~ ;;~:~~~i\~~1cnse ~2~! ~~:~~~.~~a

]:!.j3 PulYcrcs cffcrvescentcs 1163

llf.G l'repi1red larJ

m~~~·~~:~1~;~~~,.-:m l~t:~f;~~~i ;i~:~~:.::lof ig~; ::)~tg,;;:::::::::: ::::
uclla

1162

•
Powder of catechu, com1162
pound
Powdcl· of chalk, com1163
pouud
Powder of chalk with
1163
opium, compound
Powrlcr of ipccncuanho.
1164
auLI opium
Powder of ipccacuonhn,
11G4
compound
993
PowJcr of iron
Powder of jalap, com11G5
pound
Powderofkino, com1165
pound
Powdcrofrbubarb,oom·
1166
pound
Powder of scommony,
1166
compound
1193
Powder of tin
Powder of trngncanth,
1160
compound
13U9
Powder, Portland

::!~~::~z:i:~;e:ble ~~~

of
8ii
1384
140i Pulvis Algnrot11i
.. "
t>uhis aloCs compositns 11 Gl
Prescriptions, formulro
1111 PuldsnloCs etcauclloo llU2
for
Puh·is nlumiois compoPrc~cnntion of mcdi11G2
sims
766
cines
882
Pu.his ontimonialis
Preserved juice of taf!SS Pul\'iS antimonii comporu:rncum
882
situs
Prcscr\'Cdvegctublo
1102
1218 Pulvisnromaticus
juices
G29
llG, iUO Pul\'is Capuciuorum
l'dckly ash
12!li Pulvis catecbu composiPrickly poppy
1162
tus
134
Pride of China.
13..J Pulds cinnamomi comPride of lndia.
1162
positus
595
Prinos
269
595 Pulviscomitissre
l'rinosverticillatus
]356 Pulvis crcttccompositusll6"3
Pl'ivct
61, 85 J Puh1scrctrocompos1tus
P1·oof spirit
1163
cumopio
14
l'roof viuegnr
1163
327, 508, 53..J Puh·is cretro opintus
l'ropylnmin
3.J3 Pulvishydrargyricinereus
Protein
1039
Protiodide of mercury 10:16
1 :.181 Pulvis ipccacuanhro comPrune Ila ''uignris
1164.
positus
MW
Prnn~s
llliO Puh·~s ipccacunnhre et
Pn1111 pulpa.

~~:::~~~:~ng, methods of 1 r~i ~:::~::~~ prreparntum
Pomlcrs, effervescing
Powllcrs Seidlitz

i69

933 Puhcrization

copper

;:p]~>,o ~:,:,:,·;d :; ::::: :::~ l l!G6'-: :::~r,:cl;:~'.f~~~il~::~~:::,

1103 Prunusdomesticfl.
54 Pruuus lauro-cerasus

1n3

Pu~~l~jnlnprocompositu!

. .
6flG
44:l Puh·1s k1110

.

compo~1tus

104

1165
1165

~m\~~!~r;:.~;,. ". !m ~~~~g~f:::::. i~~! ;: :;: :~::::;·:::':·f:::
,y

1013 J'ru~binte of potassa.
of iron
Pru!'sic ncid
Precipitated carbonate
913 P!<cmlomorphis.
.
of lime

Pr~~i~:~~tecl cnrbonntc 12i7 :~:;:fi':t~:i~ee:etic&
nqmlinn.
Precipitated extract of
1171 l'tcritnnuio acid
bark

Ptcri~

1166
positus
6!13
80•3 Puh·is trngaconthre com·
1166
positus
537

l~~~ ~~:f~stone

~i~

12091 Pumpkin seeds
351 Punica grnoatum

1323
3i2

Index.

1468
Punicin
373
Pure nrscnious ncid
903
I>urccarbonateofpotassa
1138
Pure chloride of sodium 1185
J>urc iodine

1063

Pure mercury
1021
Pure muriatc of soda ] J~,}
}>urenitrico.cid
813
Pureuitrateofpotassa 1145
l'ure Prussian blue
1001
Pure sulphuric acid
818
Pure wrtter
108
Purging ngnric
1291
Purging cassia.
192
Purgingfln.x
450
Pur~ing nuts
1300
Purified nnimalchn.rcoal 017
Purifi edoilof'turpcntine1 108
Purified pyroligncous nci<l 15
l)urificdstorax
1024
Purified sugar
63,), 637
Purpleal'cns
3G7
Purple willow·hcrb
1357
Purrce
1346
Purrcic acid
1346
Purslane, garden
1383
Pyrethrum
590
Pyrethrumpnrthenium 1385
Pyretin
6G2
Pyretin, acid
1301
Pyrites, cubic
1018
Pyrites, magnetic
1018
Pyrmout miter
112
Pyronceticethc r
1385
Pyroncetic spirit
1385
Pyrogallicncid
805
Pyroµ:l_ycerin
1022

Quccn'sdelight
707
Queen's root
70i
Qucrcin
003
Qucrci-tannicncid
8:.!l
Qucrcitric acid
6~1:1
QuNcitrin
GO!{
(lucrcitron
(.j(l;J
Quncus
UO:.!
Qucrcus:'Ugilops
3.;;
QucrcusalbrL
fiO:!
Qucrcusccrris
3-ii
Qucrcusexcelsa
3!ji
Qucrcus fo\catll.
002
Qucrcus ilex
3,n
Qucrcus infcctoria.
3.jj
Quercusmontimn.
Ci02
Quercus pctluncula.ta.
G02
Qucrcus prinus
G02
Quercusrobur
307, Ci02
Qucrcus tinctoria. GO::!, G03
Quercusvirens
G03
Uuevennc's iron
903
Quickcus
HO!
Quicklime
153
Quicksih·cr
303
Quinrodisulphns
JIG7
Quiuromurias
)17()
Quinro Ynlcrianns
117G
Quince essence
132!1
Quince seed
300
Quinia.
2-)0
Quinia, ncctatcof
251
Qui1iia, nmorphous
1171
Quinin, nrsenite of
2;)\
Quinin, citrate of
2.'"1\
QuiuifL, fcrrocynnn.te of 251
Quini11, kinnteof
2.)5
Quinin, 1:1ctnteof
2:)1

~~~~lrg~~~~1~u::~1
2~~ g~;~:~'. ~~u;~;~,oef of
Pyroligncousncicl,crude
Quinin, preparations of
17, 20 Quinia, sulphate of
Pyroligucous ether
701 Quinla, tnnnnte of
Pyroligneous spirit
701 Quinin, ,·nlerianate of
Pyroligacous vWegnr
IS Quiniro sulphas
Pyrolusite
4Ci3 Quiuic ncid
Pyrophosphate of soda 1187 Quin~cine
Pyrox:ylic alcohol
701 Quimdia.
~;:::~~;::;~spirit

~~~'..~ cydonia
1

Q

1 ~~i

g~:::/~;;~~ sulphate

of

Raisins
Rangoon petroleum
Rnuunculus
llnnunculusacris
llnnunculus bulbosus

741
653
G04
G04
004

H:munculus flnmmula

004

Hanuucu\us rcpcns
G04
Hanunculus scelcratus GO.J.
R:lspbcrry
Ci23
lb ;;pbcrrysyrup
1207
Rnttlesnakc'sm::i.stcr
1292, 1355
Heal~nr
1385
Hectitication
iiS
Hcctified oil of nmbcr 1107
Rectified spirit
59
Red bark
210, 239
Red cedar
429
Red chnlk
1385
Red clu·omn.te of potnssa. 5i9
Redcohosh
1200
Hed coral
1321
Retlclm
740
Red iodide of mercury 1037
Bed lend
574
Hcdoxideof iron
1013
l~ed oxide of lead
574
Hcd oxide of mercury 1040
lfocl pepper
174
Red poppy
618
Hed precipitate
1040
He<l roses
G21
Hcd snrsapnrilla.
654
llcd saun<l.crs
647
Hell sulphlll'Ct of mercury
1045
Red tnrtar
580
Red wine
750

1~~~ ~~3a7~ne vWegnr
13~~
1Hi7 Hcdhend
12!>8
11G7 Heel-root
1310
:n1 Reduced iron
993
l I i!j Heduction
784
11G7 Refrigerants
3
2;)5 Refrigeratory
7!)3
2iH Regulus of antimony
104
253 Hcncnlmin. cnrdnmomum 183

~~~ ~~:~~l:i

Jutcola.

I~~~

Im ~:::~ ~FE~~pcompound m

~~g a~i~~Wi;·
R

63, 7-12
75
19
4!!0
:JU"i

HO!)

1:rno
100

Resin of sc~mmony
Resin oil
Hcsin plaster
Resin, white
Hcsin, yellow
Hesinn
Hcsina. o.lba.
Hcsinnfln:rn.
Rcsiuajo.lnp:e
Resinascnmmonii
Rcsinedc chibou
ltcsine de Gomnrt

986
G06
\)56
60Q
606
605
GOG
606
Dfl:O
986
1309
1309

Index.
Rhabnrbnric ncid
Uhnbnrborin
lllrnbarbarum
lU1nmui baccre
llhunmi succus
Hhnmnin
Hlt:rnu11 1xnnthin
Hl11lm1msc1ltl111rticus

~~::~:~::~: f~i;~~~~~us

~~:;:~~ ~~cz:.:·~~hus
1

G15
Gl6
bOS
Htli
liOi
G07
liOfi
GOi

Richardsonia Ilrazilicn!'lis
Richrmlsonia emetica
Hirhardsonia scnbra
H.ichwecd
Hil·in

Hiciui oleum
H.idnicacid

gg~ :g~:~~~~~~ acid

l~~~ ti:~\~~~:~~::::~ acid

Rhapoutic root, Siberian 6 15 Hicinn!'I communis

~~:::~~;ic rhubarb

~~~~~~1
Hhcum
Rheum
Rheum
llhcum

014,

nustrnle
Unsp icum
compactum
cras~iHCl'vium

Rheum emodi

~~~~~:~ iiu~'~~~~,:~um

HG9
Rumcx aqunticus
Rumcx Ilritnnnica
Rumex c.-i~pus
Humcx hydr(llapnthum
Humcx obtu:-ifolius
Uumcx patientia
fl l :J Humcx snng:uiocus
i))li Hurncx.!'cutatus
1
rhubarb

41!)
419
41!)
1320
516

:l~ ~~~~ ~\~:

~~ ~! }~~;!of iron
li~g ~;~~~}~acid

~i~ ~~~~~~~:~ ~~:toria

1

(ilU Hocbe alum
(il l Hoclicllc snlt
CilO Hock oil
Cil I Hock rose
GIO Hock !'alt

gg

Hhcum J.Joorcrnftia.num 611

:~~

fi:!;)

Q2;)
G:!5

Cl2•)
62.j

~f~

626

~~~

mo

Hye

70
11 8.f
5[1:l

:::so

t::nhndill!L

6!l5 R11Uadil!in.

~~~f1k~~;~fi~:lum spring ~~ ~ ~~~~3:::;~ acid

Homan alum

r.:!:>

C:!f1

1 g~~

51!) Hula ~ra,·colcns

~~~ ~~:~~ro,~~s;:~

62·3

627
628, 1270

iD Snbbntin

~~~

6::!9

~~~~~~::: k~i\~~no~:;~um

~~~ :~~~~~:~ ~fi:~~~ile

rn~ ~~~~:~in nngulnris

Ubemn Russicum vel

Rom:m vitriol
(i13 Ro!'n cnninn
Rosu ceutifolia.

30li Sacclrnri frex
031
G20 Snccl111mtc of lime
013
G20 Sacchnric acid
fi313, 838

G12 B.osn.dn.ma.sceua

517 Sncchnrinecnrbon!"lteof

Turcicum

Rheum Sinensc '\"Cl ludicum

g~g

Rheum spl'ciforme
Rl1eumurnlulntum
Rheum Wcbbinnum

611 Hosn Gnllicn
621
iron
905
010 Rosnmoschata.
61 j Sncchnrinecarbonatcof
611 Ro..;m oleum
517
iron and mnugnne'-c 13GO
Hhcumiu
Gm J{IJ:,e, dog
620 Sncclrnrine fermentation 60
l H1oc!c11rctin
4:!4 Hose gerunium
1329 Sacchorineiodiclcofiroul006
Hhodeoretinic acid
4:2'1 Hose water
89!3 Sncchnrum
631
Rhododcndruru crysnnBose-scented jn.lnp
425 Sncchurum commune
631
thum
1385 Hosema.ry
Ci:! l Snccharum luctis
638
Rhodymcnin. pnlmn.ta
400 Hoses, huudred leaved 620 :::;acchn rum officinnrum 632
Rhre:i.s
618 Hoses, r ed
6:! 1 Snccl111rum purificatum 631
Rhubarb
GOS Hosin
GOG Sncchnrum snturni
56V
Rhubarb, Datnvinn
61'.? Hosmnrinus
{i2 1 8acchulmicachl
C36
Hlrnl:mrb, Buchnri nnG13,615 Hosmnrinus officinnlis
62 1 Sncchulmiu
G36
Rhubarb, Cbinese
612 Ro~m1winus sylvcstris 135,) So.ck
752
Hhubnrb.Dutch-tl'immedG12 Hotten stone
1386 S11cred eli xir
1245
Rhubarb, English
614 Houcou
l :!OG Safflower
186
Rhubarb, European
614 Houge
186 Saffrou
300

~~~~~~~: f~1~:::1~ya

~~; ~i~~~~-f~~~~~n3:g1vood ~~~ ~~~;~~n~nantimony

Rhuhnrb, l ndfo.
Rhubarb, Rrimen.
Rhubarb, Ubapontic

612 Rousseau's lnudanum
614 Hub~fucients
6H Rubia

]~~~

127f> Sngupcuum prrepurutum
2
l024:
622 Snge
643

il!1i~~, :I !!If~~ ~'.1 rt;." :I

Index.

1470
Snl nlcmbroth
Sal ammoniac
Sal cl~ duobus
Sa.I diurcticus
So.I cnixum
Sn\ gemm:.'El

102i
85
59::!
l1 35

1147, 1374 ~Hpo
605 R:1po durus
Sri po gunincinus

Sal pOIJclircstus Glnseri

Jt.16 Sripo mollis

!;\IF,:"cuc

J38i Scutc\lari:i hyssopifolin. 1389
1401 ~cutcllnriaintcgrifolia. 1389
1401 Hcutellnrin latcriflora. 1389
G95
607 Sea salt

Sant.alum rubrnm
Snntonici semen
Snntoniu
Sap green

~~:~P~~;~ormwood

1!~~ ~~r,~:i~l::i!ciuaiis61s,1m E~£~:t~~1~

58~ ~~~~.~s~r:orteasis

GJ3
G43
OH
641
64-1
64-1
644
403

$aturcj:l moataaa.
Saunders, red
Snu.nders,wbi te
Saunders, yellow
Sa,·ine
S1wine cerate
Sin'?ry
$11x1fn1gn.

~:~:l~~c~v:~~oll

~ ~~i ~~~~!~~~~iium

Snndnraca

13flG Scnmmony

1353
HH
4:3:!

378 Sct~·sidc balsam
648, 650 Sc:.vsidc gra.pe

1387
6!)0 Sapouin
Snticorni3.
1305
1342 Rapplln wood
Snlicylc
113
642 Haru.top;n water
Snlicylo•.lS acid
1387
lUZl.Snrcocolln.
Snlincmixture
138fol
111, 113 · ~ar..:ocollin
Saline waters
1388
Gl2 Sarrncenia.
Salirctiu
1388
611 Snrrn.ceuia flavn.
Salix
Ci-12 Srirru ceniu. ''nriolari s 1388
Snlix 1llba.
Ci52
6-1:? Srirsn.
Salix lfa bylonica
65:?
611 Snr-~apnrilla.
Salix cuprea.
11 5
613 Snrsapnrilln, false
Salix helix
383
612 S:1r~:qmrill:l, Indian
Salix nigra
G5U
641 Snr~apnrillin
Salix pentandm
652
641 Snrz:i
Snlixpurpurea.
1388
6-11 Snlls:~ gum
Salix KlJ~selinna.
658
G50 Snlls;\fras medulla
Snlscparine
G5fl
officinale
Sni:1safr:i.s
G!!O
Sabolti.
658, G5!J
005 Sassnfrt1s pith
Srilt, common
13711 Sa'Jsnfrn~ rridicis cortex GSS
Salt of sorrel
1137, 1138 Sassafrns root, bark of U50
Snlt of tnrtnr
G:)'J
lO:n ~n~snfrid
Snit. of wisdom

Sahia
SaMa officiaalis
Sahiapratensis
Sakinsclnrea.
Sambucus
Snmbucus Cnnn.densis
Sambucus nigra
Snmo,·ey b~in~lass

113

648 Sea water
048, 649 Scaling wax

a2;,

Sedum album

1300
Sc,Jum rupestre
1300
Scdum tclcphium
1352
Seed lac
51
Seidlitz powders
113
Seidlitz \'l'ater
11 85
Seignette'a salt
1384
Self-Leal
112
Seltzer water
Seltzer water, artificial 8~7
13-JO
Semen abelmoschi
HOl
Semencontra
140·1
Semen cyn::e
l 3G7
Semen nigellm
1382
Se1uco psyllii
i:)emi,·itrifiedoxideoflen·Hii5
Scmpenin1m tectormu 13!)0
5,53
Senecn, oil
1300
Senecio aurcus

1~~~

~~~~ ~~~=~~ vulgaris

138!)
6-li
138i
138i
030
\)2!)
138\J
1381

~~~g
327
13!10
13!JO

Sccnlin
Rcllum acre

8
Senegal gum
668
Rcncgin
f.lG7
::_.ienek:i
6i0
Scann.
103
Senna, American
775
Reparation of liquids
Separation of mixed subii2
stances

~~6 Sel~~~~~i;n of solids from 772

660 Sepnrn.tory

775 10!)7

~~~~:~:·H~~~f.~F-· :m Ifi.;~i.J

i~~~ii:~~~ ~~~:~~~::i• 1U~ ~;~~;;;~~~i:.1~':~,i••- ~~~ ::~;~~~::::::: :~ ::.;. ~~
1

Snmcula ~lar1lnnd1ca.
Santa :1nrtha bnrk
Santnlm
647,
Santalum
Snntalum a~b1:1m

rum
l .... 81
2·12 ~copttr!n
G48,l:'coprmus
l38il$cotch fir
138~ Scrophularia. nodosa.

1389 Sesquiox.il.leofiron
101::!,
60i
GHG Se,·cn barks
7:.:!ft Sevum
13~U Shaddock

~~~:::~~ ~~;:::::tianm~::; iE~~ri;~::~.1ericu1... m~ m!f.~~~,~::

1013
13-11
680
130

;m

1471

Index.
G9
2
Sibcrinn Rlmpoutic root G15
615
Sibcrifl,n rbuhnrb

Shining nloes

Sinln~ogues

~Si~.'~.~·,:ddle plnut

~~'~' ~0· ~.~:,',;,:,:,:,~xpn(c'~JP,i,:n~:id
'"

Signs and ubbre,·iations,
tnhlc of
Silene Pcnnsyl\'nnicn.

iii:~e~:~:~:~::
Silica

Smnllspikcn:ird
Snlfllt
Rmnrt-wced
Smilacin

..

Smil;u Cumnncnsis

1411 Smilax me1lica
13fl0 Smilax officinnlis
1

~~~ i:::li~~ ~;.;,~::i~:;~·
680 Smooth sumach

115 1

~ol!n, hyposulphitc Qf 13-13
m10
13!11 Solla, impure
CU5
1304 Hodn, murinte of
(i'JO
(),)() Rodn, nath·e

g~~ ~~~~. 01~~~~fi~i~:~~c0~iigin11ti-l
1 ~;~g
(j.-,3 ~odapowdl•rs
1;;,;; So<in, preparations of ] l77

Gi>4 Soiln,sesquicnrbonnte o r G!lO
651
Q,;3 So~la soap, nnimnl oil

mi::tE:~·~:::v~~·:~l·- 1 ~~~
GHl

1181

rinated

~~~~~~ ''] ~~~~:;: :~ ~,:~~~~i~ :~
Si!Ycr, cynuitle of
Sih·er, cynuurct of
Silver fir, American

895 Snowwntcr
805 Sonp
i2f! Sonp, almond oil

~!:;:~. ~::s!rr~~:=~ of ~~ii ~~:~·b~~!gdnlinc

002
10!) $odn-nsh
C86
C-IS S<ulre ncetns
c;,o Sod~ nqun ctrervcsccos 11 81

~~g ~~::: t~c;,~~bonns

G50
1347 Sonp, beef's marrow
Silver, iodide of
U5 1
81)() Soup, Ca:;ti\c
Sih·er, nitrate of
9~G
f!Ol Sonp cerate
Sih·er, oxide of
648, (i.jO
Silver, prepnrntions of 8% ~onp, common
G.iO
1310 Sr111p, common yellow
Sinutb:l. ccdtou
Gl!l
li81 ~oup, grnin
Simnruba
12·1i
681 Sonplinimcnt
Simaruhn.nmnrn.
GOO Soflp liniment, cn.mphorSimarulm cxcelsn.
10fl7
atcd
681
Simnruba officinnl ia
G-19
927 Sonp, m:nbled
Simplecna.te

1i~~

CUO
8ud:ucarhonns
Sodm carbonaseniccn1178
tus
Sod:-e carbonntis liquor lliS
Ro(l:u cnustic::c liquor 11ii
Sotlm clilorinut::e liquor 1181
1315
!-;od:e citrns
Sodro et nrgenti LypoJ:M3
sulphis
Suclroetpotassroi:lrt.rn s 11 84

li~jl llt:ll/f~'.;!
Si"ymbrium sopbia
Si um lati folium

!~~~.~~~~~·~um

s~:.ip
~81
I
1 ~'.g ~~!~~~:~ ~.~~.~"'
mi ~~~~: ;,~;;s~:~;bonote
Sof.t
6!/0 Soft ~nter

1301 f:.odn, borate of
1391 Sodu, cnrbonate of

6-18, 600, 6·>1
109

111 8 8ol:mum tuberosum
of
316
Skunk cabba~c
C8G Sol~clngo
.
HO Sodn, dry
Slippery elm bark
Small burnet !mxifrnge 1381 I Sodn, cffe r•cscmg water . Sol~1lngo o~lo ra

~:~:: ~~~~:~~!~wer

Small sea-side balsam

gg~ So~~, hydrntc of

HH Sod:\, hypocbloritc of

1

~~~ ~~~~~~~1~,;·~:n~urea

m
318

G~7

6.18

]~~i

11 83 Soluble crcnm of tartar 68{1

Index.

1472

Soluhl<' io,lide of stnrch 13-tS Solution of murinte of
lime
l 14i
Soluble tarrnr

ems
ms

Spigelia
915 Spigeli:\. n.nthclrnia

~~:'.::it;~;;:~,~;,~;;~~~ :~: ::;:;r~},;rf ~,~::::: :~ lOOI i~i~=~~;r:::~,~::::, lm
1ni
lOOi ~~:~~~ct.rec
So~~t\~~n

i 80
Solution
Solution of acetate of 861

115

JOOi Rpikcnnrd,i;mall

iron

of pcrnitrate

::~~r.E~ :~::~:;:: l;;; ;;trnf~~'f;;~~~: : : 1~:ts;~t~J1:::~. m
;oo. :

1177
Solution of soda
Solutionofammouiated
935 Solution ofsubacctatc
coppcr
1124
of lend
Solution of arscnite of
nos Solution of subacctnte
potru;~a
JJ2G
of lead, diluted
Solt1t1011ofb1chlomloof
1030 Solution of sul1ihateof
mercury
1092
morphia
Solution of carbonate
11 3!} Solution of terchloridc
of potassa
865
of nntimony
Solution of carbonate
1178 Solution ofternitrntcof
of!>otfo.
1007
iron
Solution of cnustic soda
13!H
1177 Soot
1300
Rophora tinctorfo.
Solution of chlo1·idc of
3
!J03 Soporifics
nr>ienic
G3l
!':)orbin
Solution of chloride of
G31
909 Sorbus:mcupnria.
hflrium
625
Sorrel
Solution of chloride of
1:205
015 ;o-;orrel-tree
cnlciuru
432
South .\mcricnn kino
Solution of chloride of
1312 South Amt!ricun suitpotnssa
58!J
petre
Solution of chloride of
4
1181 ~outhcrnwood
so<la.
!Southernwood,TartnSolution of chloride of
H0-4
ri:rn
1281
zinc
111
Rpn.w:ltcr
Solutionofchlorinated
691
91G ~p:mi&b h:lrillo.
lime
13!"12
Spanil'h broom
Solution ofchlorinnted

Spiritofnmmonht, nro864
matic
Spirit of ammonia, fetid 865
1189
Spirit of nuisced
1180
Spiritofcnrnway
1189
Rpi1·itofcnssia
1189
!-\piritofciunumon
Spirit of ether, com834
pound
292
Spiritofhnrt!born
Spirit of horse-radish,
1189
compound
Spirit of juniper, com11 90
pound
1190
Sp irit of lnvcnder
Spiritoflavendcr,com1190
pound
861
Spirit of ~lindererus
<10
Spirit of nitre
835
Spirit of nitric ether
1191
Spirit of nutmeg
pennyroy:il,
Sl'irit. of
1192
European
Spirit of 1>eppcrmint 1191
1192
8piritofpimcnto
1192
Rpirit.of roscmnry
35
.Spirit of sea-salt

t*;~t1 ;~I~~~,. :~Iii~~~~~.;~
Speedwell
Solution of hytlrochlolO!H $peiss
ratc ofmorphia

140-t Spiritusrothcrcus olcosus
1393

bm·b
Solut;ouof;ou;ne,coml OG-4 Spire-bu!\h
pound
Spice-wood
Solution of mu.riate of
000 Spider's web
bnryta.

864
1210 Sp;dtusnmmou;,., fo:8G5
tidus
1302
130:! Spiritus ammoniro suc1220
cinatus
1316

834

~1~~~!~i:~ !~~~~:: :m :~~~~~~,~ :

1473

Index.
Spiritu~ nni!'i
Spiritu'.i nrmorncim

compositus

~~:~:~~: ~~~n!thorro

i07 $:uccinate

118!) Riaticl' limonium
Rta\'CS;lCre
11 8~ Steam h:tlh

~~~~ ~~:~~;~ ncid

or nmmonin

70.) $uccinic acid
'i'ii Ruccinum

13!)2

!!.!~~
il~

]~~&

US,~~~ ~~~~ory

~;~

~~~~ ~.:t,'cee~rlt~'tptcuc
ipp~~~~~:~~~~\~,•.,mmimo..., •
,,. " "

~~~:.barley
~~~
403 Rugn1, bro'rn

!~:::~:~~~~ti~~~~:. ~ m!:;~~~~~·E:::tinc

m::;~~:~:1;;~.,:~~~iua D~~

~

G3l, G37

lli~ll l!~f·11i~~,I
1

1320
Splcenwort fern
70:l
Sponge
1102
Sponge, burnt
70 I
Sponge tent
703
Spongia.
703
Spongin. officinalis
IJ92
Spongia usta.
SpongyCnrthngena. bark 2-13
214
Spotted winter green
110
Springwater
730
Spruce beer
729
Spruce, essence of
1291
Spunk
336
Spurge, ipeeacuanhn.

72D,
!)JO
Strengthening plnstcr
418
Striated ipecncunnlm
lCl
Strong nee tic acid
8~0
Strong chloric ether
Stronger 5olution of
83
nmmonia.
852
Stronger spirit
Stroogcstcommoocaus1132
tic
Strong-scented lettuce 412
490, 1193
Strychnia
Strychnia, murinte of llOi
1107
Strydmire murins
490
Strychnos colubrin:l.

139
Sulphate ofbn ryta
Sulphateofcndruium 1393
Sulphate of cinchonin.
252, 1170
Sulphate of copper 306, 935
Sulphate of ether and
832
ethcrine
1346
Sulphate of indigo
1014
Sulphate of iron
Sulph:i.te of iron, dried 1017
Sulphate of iron, grn1017
nulntccl
458
Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphate of manganese 1358

~~~:~~:·!~~~~flowering :~; ~~~~~~~~! ~~:a~_i:mica l:~b ~~~~~~~: ~~ :~~b ~i ~g;i

325 Sturgeon
Spurred rye
66.J Styptic, Pagliari's
Squill
66-i Styracine
Squilla m:lTitimn.
.
321 Styrax
Squirting encumber
Stuff-tree, climbing . . 1311 Styrnx ben~01n
Styrax officmale
Stalagmitis ca.mbog101359 Styra:s. prrepnrata.
des
1193 Styrax purificatn.
Stnnni pulvis
705 Subacetate of copper
Stannic ncid
704 Subacctate of copper,
Stannum
prepared
705
Staphisagrin.
Su ~~f;~n~~ of lead, so13~~
101,
~~~; ~~!~:ed
Starch
Starch iodide or

~~~~~;~:~soap

Statice
Sta.lice Cnroliniana

93

1

93 Subcilrbonn.te of iron
1347 Sublimate

1

403 Sulphate of morphin,

HJ
1356

ill
!44
111
102-1
10:!4
305

933

solution of
Sulphate of nickel
Sulphate ofpotassn.
Sul~hnle of potassn.
with sulphur
Sulphate ofquinia.
Sulphate ofquinidia.
Sulphate of s?d:\
Sulphate of zinc
Sulphite of sod~
Su~~:s~~;:nuret of po-

592
_
114D
1167

254
6!13
1283
1394:

1013 Sulphoglyceric acid

1394
1022

779 Sulphohydrio acid

716

910 Sulphur

82!1
i14

1121

~~~ ~~~g::~~:eorrosivus ih~~ ~~:~~~~~~~~~is~n
1 706
716 Sulpho,1rucac1d
Sublimedsulphur
706 Subnitrate of bismuth

1092
1393

~~~

Index.

1474

lil !I~;if! II~i I~~::,i
Sulphuratcd oil
J20ll Syrup ofnlmonds
Sulphurct of antimony 106 Syrup of assafetida

1204 Syrupusnmygdnlro
l:!0-1
10i7 Syrupus nurantii cor-

S:ulpburcttcdwnters lll, 112
Sulphuric acid
4;}
Sulphuric acid, aromatic SIG
Sulphuric acid, commcrcinl
45
Sul1ihuric acid, diluted 81G
Sulphuric acid, pure
818
Sulphuric acip., table

Syrupus ipccacuanhoo
Syrupuskrn.merire
Syrupus limonis
Syrupus mori
Syrupus morphire ncetat is
l :::43 Syrupus mori>hioo murintis

i~i~~rnrn g:~~:, ~!:! lff~rnf~~~;~r m~ lrmlE~¥:~~~:: mi
~~thespccificgmity

Sulphuric ether
Sulphuris iodidum
Sulphurous n.citl

~~~~~~~.swamp

~1~ ~;~~f> ~~ :~~~~~:!oz~~c ~~~

~~~~fi:s~.t~~~~: white
Swamp dogwood
Swamp hellebore
Swamp sassafras
Swamp sumacb
Swamp-laurel
Sweet n.lmquds
Sweet buy

13:'.>l Syrup of red rosc.s
90, 91 Syrup of rhntany
460 Sy1·up of rhubarb

~:::! ~;;~i~ ~~eu~ir~
1

.

115

1208

1208
1208
120!)
1:!09
1209

209

~~g~ Sy~~~~s scillre

294 Syrup ofpyrophosph:itc

748
of iron
4GO Syrup of r!lspbcrricl;
73G Syrup of red poppy

1:20;)
1206
1207
l 207

Syrupus rhei nroronticu~
013 Syrupus rhrendos
l'.HO
1203 Syrupus rosre
1210
1207 SyrupusrosroGnllicre 1210
Syrupus snrs::e
1211
1208 SJTUpus sarsaparillre
1204
compositus
1211
1204 Syrupus seill:.ll
1212

Syrup of lime
Syrup of mnrsbmnllow
Syrupofruulberries
Syrup of murintc of
morphia
Syrup of orange peel
Syrup of orgeat

gg~ ~;:~~f> ~~~~~~i~;les

~::::~ ~~~~~

Sweet·gum
Swietenia febrifuga

1207
1203
1216
1203

40 Sy~~~l!i~iodide of iron~~~~ ~~~~~: p;;:;fr~~irgi826 Syrup of iodide of iron
ninnre
lHJS
and m:u1gonese
13.)tl Syrupus rhnmni
716 Syrupofiodideofstarch 1348 S,rrupus rhci

S:umn.tra camphor
162
Sumhul
1394
Sumbulicncid
139[1
Summer sa:yory
138fl
Sunflower
1362
Supcrphosphnteofiron 1012
Supertartrate of potass:i. 080

Sweetfcnnel
Sweet fern
S'vectf!.ag
Sweet m~rj~ram

Syrup of fruits, prcpa.rntion of
Syrup of gnrlic
Syrup of ginger
Syrup CJf gum Arabic
Syrup of hyposulphitc
of soda.
Syrup of Indian sarsa-

compo- 1212
Syrupus senegro
1:.'?14

1013 Syrupus sennre
1:?07 Syrupus simplex

1214
] :?O:!

1210 Syrupus tolutanus
1210 Syrupus violre
1206 Syrupus zingiberis
120!)

] 215
1216

1~ 1 4_

g~~ Sy~u~~i~f rhubarb, nro1209
T
353 Syrnpofroscs
1210
1320 Syrup of saffron
120.> Tnbncum
;17
151 SJrupofsari-aparilla 1211 Table of BnumC's and
MG Syrup of sarsaparilla,
Cartier's hydrometer 1433

l~~~ Sy~~ ;~~us:~cka
1

135G Syrup ofsennn
10!:16 Syrup of ~·{uill

m! Ta:;~::te~~~~:~~:: c~i~=

1214.
tesimal nlcoholmetcr 1431
1212 Table of drops
1434

1475

Index.

::~~~~;,;;.::: ;1~;.;;:~.:~ffi ;~~~~~'.~:~
1431 'l' n~tclcss ogue drop

meter de{!;r~cs

HOG 1'hornapplc

700

~~;~~i~~C'"· i~~~ f;i~~r~~ ~ ~,~ :~ . ~~~~ ~r:y:~~~~;::\% ~~i~
an<l

Taccn,pmnntitida

'L:allow: v~gctttl>lc
'Iumnr~nch pulpn.

~~:~~~~~: In<lica

468 'fclanrnnr:c

1316 Thuyaarticulata

1386

707 Tcllul'itc of pofas:.:a.
Tellurium

13!1~ Thym us scrpillum

J JOO
1400

i:Go

lS~!!l Thyme

~~~ ::~El~!~.~;~ ~:c~~~lt~~ns ;~~ ~r~;ri1~~e~~~gnris

P.r-repnrntus1ll.i0 1'cphro"i!l. Apollinca
4G4 Tepid bath
Tnm:mx Cnlhca

'J'amnr~nJu~

~~::~~~~~macitl

~~~ Tc;~~l~i~~:~fnntimony,

i~fil

11B3
672 Tin, powder of
G87
115 Tincnl
SGO Tinctu1·anconiti fo!ioruni:H 9

mmfi1,;,g~:: ~m !m~mrn;~~;:;~:~~; m~::m:rn~f:~::::::.~:::
'l'anuate of lend

i~~:f:ea~{dquioia

1=397 Tcrcbinthina Veneta.

7:28 Tincturn. nloCs ct my1Thre
1220
Tinctura nmmonia?com1220
posita
1221
Tincturri. assnfretidre
1:!21
Tinctura. aurnntii
1222
Tinctura.bcllndonnro
'l'incturn.beuzoini com1222
po~ita.
1222
Tincturn. buchu
1:22!)
Tincturn. cnlumbre
1223
'l'incturn cnmphorro
Tincturacamphorrocom1243
posita.
Tinctura cannabis Indic~

~?~ i::~:~;~~:;:~~ ~~~~~Uris ~~~

134!)
8'.!0 Tcriodideofformylc
'J'nnnin
13(.i(i
723 Terminnlia. bcllirica.
Tan .. y
lH
i:? I Tcrminnlin. benzoin
Tnpioca.
13()6
565 1-'erminnliri.chebuln.
Tar
5:"i2 Ternitratc of iron, soluTar, Barbndocs
1007
lion of
5!10
Tar beer
5:"i3 Ternitrate of scsquioxide
Tnr, mineral
1007
of iron
126.)
Tur ointment
86(i
5(iG Teroxidc of antimony
Tnr water
HG
727 Tero:s:illc of bismuth
'l'arnxacin
1386
i'.:!Ci Tcrrn.cnriosa.
Tnraxacum
13fl0
Tnrn:incum dens-le-onis 7:21/ Terrn di sienna.

ll~t:l llii~:. :; fl~~:Ji
Tnrtarized iron

909 Then. Bohea

13!11

Trnclura crnchonre com-

!:§¥.~':;~~ !E::_ tlli ::~~~::::::;~
i~~~;:~! ~H~i~::
magnesia

~~:~::mrn

andl147
1185 '.l'herinca1 Dub.

1;~Q T~;~~~;: cmn~mo~ com1-228
631 Tmctur:i...cocc1 cacti

1~29

Index.
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::~~~~~ ::::::'.::::.:::: ~::H~~: ;~:! l~~!~f~~~::: ~;mff:rntl~~~~;~:~· :~~~

i::~:~~~ ~~~,~bro g~g ~:~;~~~ :;.~~~\·:~~ :~~~ :.:~~~~E~~:::::::·

Tincturacroci
Ti nctnra cubcbm
Tinctura cm-pnriro
Tmcturad1gttahs

1231
phorata
1246
seed
1231 Tinctura scilke
12-17 Tincture ofcolumbo
]:!;3 1 Tinctura. scminum colTincture of cubebs
1231
chici
122!) Tincture of ergot

1220
122!)
1229
1231
1232

:::::::: ::::.:~,:~:::'~~;; ;~~·~:: ::::: :;f[{f:~::: ;;~~m~·~~f~~~~:~, m~

Tincturafcrri nnuuonio·
chloridi
1020
Tincturn fcrri cbloritli 99G
'.l'inctumfcrrimurintis 90G
Tinctur:i. fcrri scsquichlori<li
O!l6
Tincturn. gallro
1232
1'incturagentiaooocomposlta.
1232
Tinctura gun.inci
1:!33
Tinctur:i. guninci ammoniatn.
1233
Tinctum hellebori
123-t
Tinctuni. humuli
1234
Tiuctumhyoscyami
1234
Tincturn iodinii
1235
Tinctura iodinii composita
1236
Tincturnjnlapro
1236
Tinctun1. kiuo
1237
Tiucturn krnmcriro
1237
Tinctura hlctucririi
1237
Tinctum lavandttloo com-

Tiri~:~~~ limonis
Tinctumlobclioo

Tinctura scrpentnriro 1248
Tincturnstrumouii
12.JS
Tinctu ra thcbaica
1241
'l'incturatolutana
1240
TincturaYalc.rian::e
1240
Tincturn.valerian::e ammoniuta.
1240
Tincturn.zingiberis
1250
1'incturoo
1216
Tincture of acetate of
iron
995
Tincture of aconite, Fieming's
121!)
Tinctw·e of aconite leaTes
121D
Tincture ofaconiteroot1219
Tincture of aloes
1220
1'incturcofaloes:i.nd
myrrh
1220
Tincture of nmmonia,
compound
1220
Tiuctureofr.mmoniochloride of iron
1020

~ ~~~ Ti~~~~rc of Augustum 1231
1238 'l'incturcofnssafetida 1221

i 'incturn lobeliro oolbcrc~ 238
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1235
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Tinctureofjalnp
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1237
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1
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1253
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1248
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1251
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Tincture ofscnnn., com1247 Trochcs of gum Arabic 1251
.poutHI
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1401
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1250
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1251
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1251
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1256
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i46 Vienna caustic
]133
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Vincctoxicum
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Vinegar
12
Vioegnr, distilled
ifl·.l:
Vinegar generator
12
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] 265
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1265
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1266
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925
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Ungucntum sabin::e
926
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1266
Ungucntum simplex
1266
Uuguentmn strumonii 1266
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•
1267
compositum
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12138
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876
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1273
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1020
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1274
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12/.l
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1274
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1275
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750, 752
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1275
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750
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756
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757
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668
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~~~ ~~isa
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V
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628
scented
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53 Vereck
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8
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1403
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1361
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Vapour bath
Vareck
Variolaria
Vnrious·le:wed flea.bane
Varvicite
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Vegetable cbnrcoal
Vegetable cthiops
Vegetable fibrin
Vegetable jelly
Vegetable juices, preserved
1218
Vegetable sulphur
1357
Vegeta.ble t.'lllow
707
Vegetable wax
206
Vegcto-animal subst-anccs
342
Vegeto-mineral water ll2G
Venetian red
1403
Venicesumnch
1331
Venice turpentine 728, 732
Vera Cruz sarsaparilla 654

85
923
2

1303,

l~~;

aJS,

~~~:

741
306

Vitriolatcdsoda
Vitriolnted t:irtnr
Vitrum a.ntimonii
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Volatile alkali, mild
Voln.tilc liniment
Voln.tile oils
495,
Vola.tileoils tableof
drops of'
Vulcanized caoutchouc

G93
592
1333
1315
1315
81
855
10G5
1094
10!)8
1308
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White bryony
Whitecohosh
Whiteclm
White 60.x
Whitefrn.xinclla
Whitcbellcb-Orc
Whitchorchoun tl

J222
1327
122
1378
42(1

Wade'sbalsaru
Wahoo
Wake-robin
Wallpellitorv
Wnlnut, blac"k

~~::~~~~;;~;Jenn

White ipecacuauba

42(;

Wine of rhubarb
Wineoftnr
Wineoftobn.cco
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Wine,port
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127.J
MG
12i5
1275
75:!
75:!

75:!
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418 Wine 'rincgar

~~~
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s
]~~~ ~~'.i::~~~~fdulou
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13013
12UO
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~~:~~~::::::.~::::.table
of the strength of
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859
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~~~:!: ~;~~ttinc
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858 White wine
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~~~

758
13G() Wintern. nromo.tica
5!!,')
20.J Wiuter-berry
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hem-
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Waters, medicated
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Wenk fish
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W~~i~!': ~~d measures,

~~;:~t water

West lndin. kino
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Wildcnrrot
1369 Wildchumomile
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1368 Wild ginger
1369 Wild horehounJ
1323 Wild indigo
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1304 Wild lemon
1367 Wil<llettnce
885 Wild nutmeg
885 Wildpiuk
885 Wild potato
207 Wild sarsap11.rillCL
206 Wild sennn.
20,1 Wild thyme
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767 W~nd sor soap

13(j9
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~r.~:, nntimonfol

~n ~~~~!: ~:~~~ra

432 Wine measure
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White bal:inm
Wh ite bay
White bismuth

181
184
2\"15
321

124

Witch-hazel
Witherite
Wond
Wo!fsbane
Wood alcohol
Wood betony
Wood naphtha
Wood spirit
Wood vinegar
Wood-sorrel
Woody nightshade
Woorari
Worm tea
Wormsced
Wormseed, European

333
1300
739
577
438
iJ8{i
1390
285
115
194
1400 W o1,nw oo~
596 Wl'ightia tinctoriB

~~ ~~:~~::~;:~~fan
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910 Wine of opium
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701
1303
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iOl
20
1376
318
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212
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4
134(i

6.Jl

13;;7
~50
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~g~ ~:~~~~;~~~~c
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12

1338
139
1350
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759
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um
1274
1020 Xnnthoxylum clan Ber760
eulis
1274
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Zinc, sulphnte of

1

· Yarrow

408

rations of

i62

G30 Zinc, ''alcrianateof

128U

Zcdoa1·y

1289 Zcin

Ycast
Yenst cntaplasm

207 Zerumbct

9191 Zibelhum

Yellow gentian
363 Zinc, carbonate of
1ellow Jasmine
1332 Zinc, chloride of
1ello\vlad1es'bed str:i.w1381 Ziuc colic

r.:::~~; ~~~i~l

~~~ ~:~~: ~:r~~~;:~~~et

Yellow anunders

1405 Zinci acctas

1276

1405 Zinoi carbonas

12i7

1400 Zincicarbonasprrocipi-

Yellow bark
218, 233 Zinc
Yello\v Cu.rtbagena. bark,
Zinc, acetate of
common
242 Zinc, butter of

Yellow sulphate of mer-

1405
tatus
1315 Zinci cbloridi liquor

12i7
1281

760 Zi.nci chlorid1Jm
12ifi Zinci cyanurctum

12i8
132·J

1278 Zinci ferrocyanurctum 1328
1277 Zinci iodidum
1348
1282
1283

1278 Zinci oxidum
761 Zinci sulphns

g~~ ~:~~~1 ~nleriruins

of
1387 1 Zinc, flowers of
1283 Zingiber
Zinc, impure oxide of 1401 Zingiber cassumuninr

r:E~:;...d,h.do- ig~~ ~!~~: ~~!~?:£,,d m- ;~~~ ~i~~~E~~;:~t
dcndrou

1385

1283

Zinc, table of the prepn-

Znmin intcgrifoli~

Zamia Januginosa
Zea mays

bonate of

1277 Zizyphusjujuba

Yellow-root
758, 1341 Zinc, preparations of 1276 Zizyphus lotus
Yellow-rooted wntcrt.lock0'.?5 Zinc, silicnte of
150, 760 Zizypbus vulgnris
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To all Physicians and Medical Students.
NEW AND VALUABLE MEDICAL BOOKS,
PUBLISHED BY

LIPPINCO TT, GRAMBO, & CO.,
PHILADELP HIA,
STATES.
AND FOR SA LE BY BOOKSELLERS GENERALLY IN TH E UN ITED

THE

DISPENSATORY OF THE UNITED STATES:
TENTH EDITION, IMPROVED.
CONSISTING OF

Chemi1st. A TREATISE ON MATERIA MEDICA, or the Natural, Commercial,
by
and l\Iedical Ilistory of the Substances employed in l\lcdicine, and recognized

cal,
the I'harmacopooias of the United States and Great Britain;
2J. A TREA'rISE ON PIIAR MACY: comprising an accoun t of the preparations
y to
directed by the Am erican and British Pharma.copreias, and designed especiall
illustrate the Pha.rmacopooia. of the United States; and
the
in
contained
not
substances
all
of
account
an
3d. A copious APPENDIX, embracing
Physician
officinal cntalogues, which are used in medicine or have any iutcrcst for the

or Apothecary.
BY GEORGE B. WOOD, M. D.,

mylea1tio, otc . .f-c.
Profusor of llu Theory t:uid Pro ctice of Medicine iii the U11ieosi1y of Ptn

FRANKLIN BACHE, M. D.,

-tc. 4-c.
Pro/U!Or of Cl1tmi1try in 1Jte Jejfn-;on l>ltditol Colltgt of Philadtl11hia,
so a.s to
'l.'hc work has bee n thoroughly re''iscd, with many altcrn.tions and ndd itione,
Pharmacy. It
bring it fully up to the Je,·el of the present state of l\Ia.tcria Mcdi..;a andPharmncopreias,
embraces the substance of the recen tly re,•ised United States and British ind eed~ has been
with a commentary on all that is new in those publi cntions. Noth in g, a contmuauce of
omitted in the revision, which cou ld tend t.o reader the work worthy of
th e public confidence which it has so long enjoyed.

DR . WOOD'S PRACTICE .

A TREATI SE

PRAC TICE OF MEDI CINE.
IN TWO VOLS. OCTAVO. l10URTII EDITION, IMPROVED.
BY GEO RGE B. WO OD, M. D.,
Prqfeuor of I.At 1'ht(Jl'y and Pra"ia of Medici1•t in l11t Unfrtr$ily of Pinn$ylwu1ia,

~fjl}~~JI;;~f;.rn~~;~ir;t:~~.;~~~i~'.~Jrn~~:~iiI~;;.1m:~i~g.~:~~~g:~::;~g

A BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN SURGERY.

SMITH'S OPERATIVE SURGERY;
Illustrate d by Eighty large Steel Plates, embracing nearly One Thousand Figures,
lol.lNYOl'WlllCHllA\'lt'BEE!'l'DAGUERREOTYPEDf'ROM:SATUllH,A:SDFIN I SHEDl!fTllEFINESTITYLF.OF
8TEELlll'!GRAVJNG$.

The whole forming one large octavo volume.

A SYSTEM OF OPERATIVE SURGERY;
SURGEONS IN TIIE UNITED STATES:

Afull Ilibliograpl1ical Index of the most important American Surgical Works and Papers,
HISTORY OF AMERICAN SURGERY,
DURIKG A PERIOD OF MORE THAN TWO HUNDRED YEARS.

BY HENRY H. SMI'l'H, M. D.,
A.ui~la>tl

Luturtr on

Surgto11 10St Jos1ph '! H111pital;
Surgery 111 tht Ut<•t·ir.<ity of Ptnmyfoania.

Dm1omua1i~t

The Plates arc presented either tin ted or colored to life-and the work is in neat
substantial binding.

Price, tinted, S7 50-colored to life, $15.
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE .
lnten<leringlotheprofessiona noriginal work on American Surgery, the publishe rs have spared
no expense, and they now present it asaspecimenofan Illustrated Surge ry which isaclaptedro
the wants of the practitioner and student. Th e laborious re;o.earch evident in its pages is such as
must recommend it to every practitioner who desires to be accurately informed of the ac1s of his
countrymen, as well as of the most distinguished Etiropea11 surgeons, whilst the conciseness of the
descriptionsof1heoperativeprocee<lingsmakesitvalual.ileasalul-bookforthestu<lent.
As each operation is preceded Uy an account of th e su rgica l amnomy of the region, the practitioner who has been longahsentfrom thedissecting-roomswillbeablefrorn the text, in connection
with the plates, to refresh his anatomical knowledge and ol>tain almost as accurate an id~a of the
surgicalrelationsofthepartas ifhehadarecentdissection. The spirit andaccuracyoftheillustrationshavegainedforthem theuniversalapprobationofthemedical journals1asexpressedonthe
publication of the different pans. A few of 1he notice§ of the volume, as recently expre~sed, are
hereafter quoted.
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LESS ONS IN PRACTICAL ANATOJl.Y.
BY WM. E. HORNER, M. D.
:l 'ifth edition, 1 vol. 12mo.
CAREFULLY REVISED, AND ENTIRELY REMODELLED,

BY llENRY H. smTU, M. D.
With one hundred ancl sennty-seven new illustration!.

ELEMENTS OF HUMAN ANATOMY.
BY T. G. RICIIARDSON, M. D.,
WITH OVER FOUR HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS .
]n one rnlume, octavo.
Neorl!J Rearl!J.

KOLLIKER'S ANATOMY OF THE HUMAN BODY,
A MANUAL OF

MICROSCOPICAL ANATOMY OF TI-IE HUMAN BODY.
BY ALBERT KOLUKER,
Ptr>f•MOr of Anatomy a.ad Physiology , fa IV04rumbng .

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN

BY J. DA COSTA, M. D.,

llltmbtr

of the A cadm1y

of Namral &itnttl. Philadelphia.

WITH THREE HUN D RED AND FIFTEEN WOOD ·C UTS .
IN ONE VOLUME OCTAVO.

UNITED ST ATES PHARMACOPCEIA .

THE PHARMACOPfEIA OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
NATIONAL MEDICAL CONVENTION ,
HEl,D AT WA S lll NGTO N1

A . D.1 ~0.

IN ONE VOLO ME OCTA VO.

GENERAL NOTIONS OF CHEMISTRY,
BEING A POPULAR AND GENERAL TREATISE.

BY

J . P ELOUZE,

Jlltrnberof 'ht bu1in11c, f'c.

E. FREURY,
Profiuor of Clwni!lry in tl1t Polyttdnic School, <tc

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH ,

DY EDMUND C. EV ANS, M. D.
One vol um e, ochwo.

PLATES
MUSCLES OF THE HUMAN BODY.
BY M. J. WEBER, M. D.,
Proft-J3or of Anatomy in the Unii;er3ily

ef Bonu, Pru.3sia

ENGRAVED ON COPPER, WITll TllE NA!IE ATTACDED TO EACH MUSCLE,
B.

AFTER

s.

ALBINUS.

Price $2 :;o.
The Plates or the Muscles of the Human Body, as arrange<l by Prof. Weber, having obtained an ell·
tended ci rculation among the medical profession in Europe, are now presented to the stude nts and
practitioners of the United States, as calculated to faciti 1atethe study of an extensive department of
anatomy.
To those who have experienced the difficuhies attendant on the use of 1ruch anatomical drawings as
a re accompanied by a sepa rate explanatory text, and in which every point and corneroftheillustration
iscovercdbyfiguresa ndlinesof reference,theaimplicityoftheplan purauedbyProf. Weber will be
readilyapparentj the attachment of the name to the muscle to which it belongs rendering its origin,
insertioll,shape,andsurgicalrelationsevidentatag!ancc.
These plates, therefore, preeen.t the student with information similar to that afforded by the map ofa
country, whilst they also e.n ablethepractitioner to recall,ataglance,theinformation which long ab-

~l::;:~:o:1~~~a::;s:~t!:;-;:::e ~n~~;uc~~!~e;uart:i:he:~~n:~~;p~eeddi~:t::~~o7.ork on Special _Anatomy,
Shouldtheutilityoftheaeplatesbeasgenerallyapprovedasisanticipated,itistheintentionof the
author to furniah others of a similar character, illustrative of the OSSEOUS, VASCULAR, and NERVOUS SYSTEMS.
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WARRINGTON'S OBSTETRIC CATECHISM. ~~
,

·.:_:(~
~~;T;~~;;.SEVEN QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, ) )
1

THE OBSTETRIC CATECHISM,
TWO THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED

ON OBSTETRICS PROPER.

BY JOSEPH WARRINGTON, M. D.
One Hundred and Fifty Illustrations.

One Volume, 12mo., New Edition, Hcviscd and Enlarged.
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NEW AND POPULAR WORK ON

DOMESTIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

THE DICTIONARY

DOMESTIC MEDICINE AND HOUSEHOLD SURGERY.
BY SPENCER THOMPSON, M. D., L. R. C. S.,

Ed;ob"'gh.

ILLlJ_STR.ATED WITH NUMEROUS CUTS .

"\Ve are glad to see this most excellent and useful work completecl. It has been compiled with the
utmost care and attention, and fo rms by fat the best and cheapest compe ndium of Domestic teaching
on Medical and Surgical subjects with which the public have yet been favored. It makes a convenient
sized volume, and can be referred to without amomeoP•lo,.of
alphabetical order, with leading letters at the
cotmmo." -rn" '"'"'"""'<"""<'"'n'•
Jan. 1853.

EBERLE AND MITCHELL ON CHILDREN.
A TREATISE

DISEASES AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION OF CHILDREN,
BY JOJIN EBERLE, M. D., &c. &c.
Fourth Edition, with Notes and large Additions,

BY 'l'll03!AS D. MITC!lELL, A. M., M. D., &c. &c. &c.
One volume Svo.
From the New York Medical Gazette,

November, 1850.

"A cursory c:i:nmination of the notes and large additions made by Dr. Mitchell, has c~nvi ne ed us that
1
1

~:I ,~:~~l;rn~::~~re;n:::~:~ i~hneO\:a!:: :~i:~: ~v:u;~ c:l~i~it:; t~:t:~:t:c;1 e:i:~~ t~e::;ea;~:tfn
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ment,anddeserves a place

among our st~ndard booke.''

MITCHELL'S THERAPEUTICS.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS,
AMPLE ILLUSTRATIONS OF PRACTICE

DEPARTMENTS OF MEDICAL SCIENCE,
AND COPIOUS NOTICES OF TOXICOLOGY;
TBE WHOLE

ADAPTED TO THE WANTS OF MEDICAL PUPILS AND PRACTITIONERS,

BY THOMAS D. MITCHELL, A. M., M.D.,

p,,,,'C~;~\;::~~:J:~£::~~:t~~~~~B~~~1~ifoi~@~Z~J~~~~'g:~1~::t~~~~:rfE:f.~,r.·:,~:"'''
IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.

From the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
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style that interests a nd instructsatthesametime."

i:

"This new .work upon an old subject, will be found to _em~ody a variety and amount of prac~ical in~
struction in this department, which are not to be met with in any one of the numerous treatises on
Materia Medica or Therapeutics, or both, 111i1h which the profession has been favored. The ample 1llust r.1tions or practi~e in all the departments or medical science, ~ith the very copious n .o~ice' orto1icology,&c.,rcnder1ta valuable book forstudents,andalsoadapt it for reference by pract1t10ners, both
orwhich purposesaresubscrvcdlJyits alphabetical arrangement."

From the fVestern Lancet, Cincinnati.
"On the whole, we do not know a better work on Therapeutics. It is copious without ted iousness,
condensed without inco mpleteness, and embraces as much reliable information on the treatment ot' disease as any work or similar aize. We arc very much deceived ir medical students will not find this
treatise more to their taste and wanls than any hitherto published in this country; and practitioners
will find many t?fe rences to Therapeutics which will prove interesting and valuable. We hope it may
~e cxte11s1vely circulate.d among the professio n , The sty!~ of the work is terse, agreeable, and alwaya
mtcresting; dulness1Je1ngnopartortheautho r'scompos11ion."

From the Transylvania!tfedicalJou.rnal.
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tribute to the testimonials sent in
lent text-book."
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him from all directions.

We cheerfully recommend it as an excel-

Extract of a letter from Prof. T.awson, of the Mtdical Colltgt of Ohio, Cincinnati.
11
1ha.vcgl_anccd thro_oghthe work, and it afford! me pleasure to say itmeritsliberalpraise,andwill
prove attractive to medical students."

QUARTERLY SUMMARY
TRANSACTIONS OF THE COLLEGE OF PHYSI CIANS.
fro~~~:~;~:la~sd ip~~r~i~:/~~~~;:,· 0~~;~1,~Jt~~~·~~ili?~~~~r of each yeitr.

It may be obta ined

Price One Dollar a year, or Twenty-five cents a number.
Any person remiuing one dollar by mail can have the numbers sent as soon as published .

THE QUARTERLY SUMMARY from Nov. 1841 to Nov. 1850,
ll'I TWO VOLUMES, OCTA"'f'01

Contain ing the Medical Re ports and E ssays read before the Co Hege; debat es opon Medical Subj ec t~ ,
&c. &x., during the above period. Price, $2 00 per volume1 in neat bindi11g.
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AN IL L US TR A T E D

SYSTEM OF H UMAN ANATOMY,
SPECIAL, MICROSCOPIC, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL,
P rincip ally designed for t he Use of Practitioners and S tud ents of Medicine.

In One Volume Royal Octavo.
BY SAMUEL GEORGE MORTON, M. D.
ll@""T his Work is invaluable to the Medica l Profession, and one of the most splendid, as to Engravings and Typographical execution, ever issued from the American press.

Price, only $4.
Tliefollowing are a few of the many notices of Dr. Morton's Anatomy:

;:;gK.~g~~~~~r{;ffai:~~~~:.::};~~:~;.;~~~:~:~1ri~~~:~{~;~r~~!~:G~tYiJ;.~;';~:~~~:~

~o;~~~E:~t:~~!~:~:s~~~~t::zk, ~~~~cgrl;e~i~;;i~?~~af~~~!ann~p~~a~~~ l~;[a~~iraec.~~~n~~~~;~::~
D r. Morton, with happy relicity,has compressed withi n the limits of a single volume the most recent
M1c ro.scop1c results, an acquaintance wi~h whi'?h has Jed to the tr ues~ expo~1tion o~ ana~o m ical and phy·
s1olog1cnl scien<:e· And ~r. Morto n's. d1stin~u1shed position as an _investigator in this department of

~~:~~~~~Ch~~~~:t~!0~1~~~a~~c£~;~~i~~u;~~~~ ~haer:~;~g~g~ce of his excellent A natomy

has served to

\Ve free ly recommend the work of Dr. Morton to the whole profession, parlicul:i.rly stude nts, who,
we are certain, will not fail atoncctorecognnethesuperior meritsofthisbook, a thorough knowledge
of whic h will Jay the foundation of anatomical science-without which they cannot be successful o r
scientific prnc titioners-deep in thei r memories. We shall call attention to this volume again in a futu re
number: meanti me, we would say to all, purchase it.-New York Journal of Medicine, March, 1849.
LouUVILL£ 1 Kv.,April l l, 1849.
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DR. M cCLELLAN'S SURGERY.

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY.
In One Volume Octavo.
Con taining t he R ecent N ovel ties a n d Improvements in that Important Branch of
M ed ical S cience.

By the late GEORGE McCLELLAN, M. D.
The Publ ishers have received numerous rccommcnda.tory notices of the great practicn.J
val ue of th is work to the l\Icdica.l Profession. .i\Iost of the ~Iedica.l Journals in this
countr.r have spoken in the highest terms of the importance of tlus work to every .A.mc1·ic~n
Practitioner.

GERHARD ON THE . CHEST.

THE DIAGNOSIS, .PAT HOLOGY, AND TREATMENT
DISEASES OF THE CHEST.
BY W. W. GERHARD, M. D.,
Luturu on Clinical 1Ueditinl 1 Uni~ersity of Pe1111Jyh:ania 1 fc. fc.

Fourth }Jditioo1 Revised and Enlarged.

Oue Volume, Svo.

EBERLE'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

A TREATISE

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF l\IEDICINE.
TWO VO LS. IN ONI::, OCTAVO.

NEW EDITlON.

BY JOHN EBERLE, M. D.,
Lau Professor of Mflteria M' dica and Obsut£:!i~ng~:!i:'~~.i~~c~4~!~guof Philaddphia, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
'VITH NOTES AND ADDITIONS,

BY GEORGE McC LELLA N, M.D.,
AND Ol'JIER DISl'INGUJSllF:D PllYS ICIANS.

Embracing all the late Improvements and Discoveries in Practice.
T his is one among the most valuable works on t!1e Practice of :\Iedicine that has ever issued fron
the.AmericanorEng.lish press.

EBERL E'S

NOTES FOR STUDENTS.
NEW

ED ITION.

One volume, 12mo.

COSTILL ON POISONS.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON POISONS;
THEIR SYMPTOMS, ANTIDOTES, AND TREATMENT.
BY 0. II. COSTILL, Th!. D.
l Smo. Cloth. Price :»O Cents.
~This, although a small work, contains all the important information on the subject,

and is highly approved by the l\ledical Faculty.

WE HAVE FOR SALE ALL THE TEXT-BOOKS,

'S TANDARD MEDICAL WORKS
AS CAN BE FOUND IN 'l'IIE COUNTRY.

MEDICAL STUDENTS AND PHYSICIANS
Will find it much to their advantage to call upon or write us before pmcha.sing.

LIPPINCOTT, GRAMBO, & CO.,
Publishers, Bookselle rs, and Stationers,
N o. 20 North :Fourth Street.

N. B. Particular attention wil1 also be paid_ to all orders for MEDICAL, LAW, AND
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS for Pnvate and Public Libraries, and no effort
will be spared to complete such orders on the most liberal terms.

